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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A system for, among other purposes, detecting health care fraud, comprises a data import 

component for importing health care data from data source(s) such health care providers, 

insurers, or pharmacies; data repositor(ies) in which the data import component creates health 

care objects such as provider objects that describe health care providers, patient objects that 

represent health care recipients, and health care event objects that describe one or more of: health 

care claims, prescriptions, medical procedures, or diagnoses; a correlation component that 

identifies correlations between the health care objects; a graph generator component that 

generates graphs of networks identified based at least on the correlations identified by the 

correlation component, the graphs comprising linked nodes that represent health care objects in 

the identified networks; and an interface generator that generates interfaces that display the 

graphs generated by the graph generator.
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FRAUD DETECTION IN HEALTHCARE

BENEFIT CLAIM

[0001] This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. §119(e) of Provisional 

Application 61/801,470, filed March 15, 2013, the entire contents of which are hereby 

incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates to data processing techniques for fraud detection in the 

context of health insurance.

[0002a] Mere reference to background art herein should not be construed as an admission that 

such art constitutes common general knowledge in relation to the invention.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The approaches described in this section are approaches that could be pursued, but 

not necessarily approaches that have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless 

otherwise indicated, it should not be assumed that any of the approaches described in this section 

qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section.

[0004] Healthcare fraud accounts for an estimated $60-80 billion dollars/year in waste. 

Some estimate that the damages constitute 3-10% of all healthcare expenditures. One source of 

fraud is prescription drug fraud. Examples of prescription fraud include forging prescriptions, 

altering prescriptions, stealing prescription pads, calling in prescriptions or using online 

pharmacies, doctor/pharmacy shopping (for example, going to multiple doctors, emergency 

rooms, or pharmacies and seeking prescriptions while faking symptoms such as migraine 

headaches, toothaches, cancer, psychiatric disorders, and attention deficit disorder, or having
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deliberately injured oneself), going across state lines to seek fulfdlment at multiple pharmacies, 

refilling prescriptions before ninety days, and so forth. Prescription fraud primarily occurs at 

retailer pharmacies, and primarily with narcotics, anti-anxiety medications, muscle relaxants, and 

hypnotics.

[0005] Other sources of fraud include insurance claims fraud such as a provider charging 

more than peers for services, a provider billing for more tests per patient than peers, a provider 

billing for unlikely or unnecessary medical procedures, upcoding of services or billing for the 

most expensive of options, upcoding of equipment or billing for a more expensive item and 

delivering a lower cost item, consistently billing for high cost medical equipment, such as 

Durable Medical Equipment, billing for procedures or services not provided, filing duplicate 

claims that bill for the same service on two separate occasions, unbundling a group of services so 

that the services billed one at a time yield more compensation than if they had been bundled 

together, kickbacks from referrals, transportation fraud, collecting money from multiple 

insurance providers, using surgical modifiers to increase reimbursement, fraud involving viatical 

health and life insurance, nursing home fraud such as lack of services rendered or services 

rendered by non-licensed professionals, and so forth.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] According to one aspect of the present invention, there is provided a system of one or 

more computing devices, comprising:

a data import component for importing health care data from one or more data 

sources, the data sources including one or more of health care providers, insurers, or pharmacies;

one or more data repositories in which the data import component creates health care 

objects representing the health care data in accordance to a defined ontology, the health care 

objects including provider objects of one or more provider object type that describes health care 

providers, patient objects of one or more patient object types that represent health care recipients, 

health care event objects of one or more event object types that describe one or more of: health 

care claims, prescriptions, medical procedures, or diagnoses; and fraud objects representing 

known instances of health care fraud;

a correlation component that identifies correlations between the health care event objects, 

the provider objects, the patient objects, and the fraud objects;

a graph generator component that generates graphs of networks identified based at least 

on the correlations identified by the correlation component, the graphs comprising linked nodes
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representing particular health care objects in the identified networks, including particular patient 

nodes representing particular patient objects and particular provider nodes representing particular 

provider objects, the graph further linking a particular provider node or a particular patient node 

to a fraud node within the graph, the fraud node representing a particular fraud object;

an interface generator that generates interfaces that display the graphs generated by the graph 

generator.

[0006a] According to another aspect of the present invention, there is provided a method 

comprising:

generating provider objects that describe health care providers;

generating patient objects that describe health care recipients;

generating health care event objects, the health care event objects including at least objects of a 

prescription event type, objects of a medical claim event type, and objects of a diagnosis event 

type;

generating fraud objects representing known instances of health care fraud;

storing the provider objects, patient objects, health care event objects, and fraud

objects in a digital computer-readable storage medium;

correlating the health care event objects to the provider objects and the patient

objects;

receiving input specifying a particular object, wherein the particular object is one of a

particular provider object or a particular patient object;

based on the correlating, identifying a network comprising one or more provider

objects and one or more patient objects that are associated with the particular object;

generating a graph of the network, the graph comprising linked nodes, the linked

nodes including one or more patient nodes that represent the one or more patient objects and one 

or more provider nodes that represent the one or more provider objects;
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linking a particular provider node or a particular patient node to a fraud node within

the graph, the fraud node representing a particular fraud object;

wherein the method is performed by one or more computing devices.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] In the drawings:

[0008] FIG. 1 illustrates an example graph of nodes that represent data objects;

[0009] FIG. 2 illustrates an example timeline for displaying information such as the 

information from the graph in FIG. 1 in a manner that highlights when events occurred;

[0010] FIG. 3 shows an example composite representation that includes a graph and a 

timeline that are concurrently displayed;

[0011] FIG. 4 illustrates an example process for graphically arranging and utilizing 

information about member(s) that are related to suspect doctor(s);

[0012] FIG. 5 illustrates an example process for graphically arranging and utilizing 

information about doctor(s) that are related to suspect member(s);

[0013] FIG. 6 illustrates a flow for automatically identifying leads through metrics generated 

using data organized in accordance to a health care data model;

[0014] FIG. 7 illustrates a flow for investigating health care fraud lead using a graph-based 

interface that visually depicts a network of entities associated with the lead;

[0015] FIG. 8 illustrates another graph in which a node representing a particular patient 

object is connected by various edges to pharmacy nodes representing pharmacy objects;

[0016] FIG. 9 illustrates an example system in which the techniques described may be 

practiced; and

[0017] FIG. 10 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer system upon which an 

embodiment of the invention may be implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0018] In the following description, for the purposes of explanation, numerous specific 

details are set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It will 

be apparent, however, that the present invention may be practiced without these specific details. 

In other instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in block diagram form in order 

to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the present invention.
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1.0. GENERAL OVERVIEW

[0019] In an embodiment, a system of one or more computing devices is utilized for, among 

other purposes, detecting health care fraud. The system comprises a data import component for 

importing health care data from one or more data sources, the data sources including one or more 

of health care providers, insurers, or pharmacies; one or more data repositories in which the data 

import component creates health care objects representing the health care data in accordance to a 

defined ontology, the health care objects including provider objects of one or more provider 

object type that describes health care providers, patient objects of one or more patient object 

types that represent health care recipients, and health care event objects of one or more event 

object types that describe one or more of: health care claims, prescriptions, medical procedures, 

or diagnoses; a correlation component that identifies correlations between the health care event 

objects, the provider objects, and the patient objects; a graph generator component that generates 

graphs of networks identified based at least on the correlations identified by the correlation 

component, the graphs comprising linked nodes representing particular health care objects in the 

identified networks, including particular patient nodes representing particular patient objects and 

particular provider nodes representing particular provider objects; and an interface generator that 

generates interfaces that display the graphs generated by the graph generator.

[0020] In an embodiment, the system further comprises an object presentation component for 

generating presentations of particular health care objects to display in the interfaces. In an 

embodiment, the system further comprises an input handler for receiving inputs selecting 

particular controls associated with particular nodes in graphs displayed in the interfaces; and an 

object presentation component for generating presentations of information about particular 

objects associated with particular nodes selected by the inputs. In an embodiment, the system 

further comprises: a filtering component that identifies networks for the graph generator to 

graph; and an input handler for receiving inputs selecting particular controls associated with 

particular nodes in graphs displayed in the interfaces. The filtering component is configured to 

identify networks related to particular nodes selected by the inputs.

[0021] In an embodiment, the system further comprises: a filtering component that identifies 

networks for the graph generator to graph; and a metric calculator configured to calculate metrics 

associated with the health care objects based at least on the identified correlations; a lead 

identifier component configured to identify health care objects that are leads for fraud 

investigations based at least on the calculated metrics. The filtering component is configured to
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identify networks related to the health care objects that are leads for fraud investigations. In an 

embodiment, the system further comprises a metric calculator configured to calculate metrics 

associated with the health care objects based at least on the identified correlations; wherein the 

interface generator is configured to depict different nodes and/or different edges in the graphs 

differently based on the calculated metrics.

[0022] In an embodiment, the system further comprises a workflow module that accepts 

inputs, generated by one or more of users or an automated lead identifier component, that 

identify particular health care objects as leads for fraud investigations, the workflow module 

further configured to generate workflow tickets based on the inputs and send the workflow 

tickets to analyst for further investigation. In an embodiment, the one or more data repositories 

further store pharmacy objects of a pharmacy object type that describes pharmacies; wherein the 

linked nodes include one or more pharmacy nodes that represent one or more pharmacy objects. 

In an embodiment, the system further comprises a mapping component for generating maps of 

health care events correlated to particular health care objects represented in particular graphs. In 

an embodiment, the linked nodes in the graphs generated by the graph generator are connected 

by edges representative of relationships, wherein at least some of the relationships are derived 

from health care event objects based on the correlations. In an embodiment, the components of 

the system further provide other functionality as described herein.

[0023] In an embodiment, a method performed by the various systems described herein 

comprises: generating provider objects that describe health care providers; generating patient 

objects that describe health care recipients; identifying relationships between the health care 

event objects, the provider objects, and the pharmacy objects; based on the relationships, 

identifying a network of one or more provider objects and the one or more patient objects; 

generating a graph of the network, the graph comprising linked nodes, the linked nodes including 

one or more patient nodes that represent the one or more patient objects and one or more 

provider nodes that represent the one or more provider objects. In an embodiment, the method 

further comprises generating pharmacy objects that describe pharmacies; wherein the linked 

nodes include one or more pharmacy nodes that represent one or more pharmacy objects. In an 

embodiment, the method further comprises generating health care event objects that describe 

health care events. The linked nodes include: one or more event nodes that represent one or 

more health care event objects; or one or more edges that represent one or more health care event 

objects.
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[0024] In an embodiment, a method comprises: generating provider objects that describe 

health care providers; generating patient objects that describe health care recipients; generating 

health care event objects that describe one or more of: health care claims, prescriptions, medical 

procedures, or diagnoses; correlating the health care event objects to the provider objects and the 

patient objects; receiving input specifying a particular object, wherein the particular object is one 

of a particular provider object or a particular patient object; based on the correlating, identifying 

a network of one or more provider objects and one or more patient objects that are associated 

with the particular object; and generating a graph of the network, the graph comprising linked 

nodes, the linked nodes including one or more patient nodes that represent the one or more 

patient objects and one or more provider nodes that represent the one or more provider objects. 

[0025] In an embodiment, generating the health care event objects comprises generating a 

separate health care event object from each log entry in one or more logs collected from one or 

more of: a provider data source, an insurer data source or a pharmacy data source. In an 

embodiment, the method further comprises: generating fraud objects representing known 

instances of health care fraud; and linking a particular provider node or a particular patient node 

to a fraud node within the graph, the fraud node representing a particular fraud object. In an 

embodiment, the health care event objects include at least objects of a prescription event type, 

objects of a medical claim event type, and objects of a diagnosis event type. In an embodiment, 

the method further comprises generating pharmacy objects that describe pharmacies. The linked 

nodes include one or more pharmacy nodes that represent one or more pharmacy objects.

[0026] In an embodiment, the method further comprises: correlating multiple objects of 

different types to a single entity, the multiple objects comprising one or more of the provider 

objects or the patient objects; and representing the multiple objects within the graph as one of: a 

single node representing a logical object that corresponds to a merger of the multiple objects, or 

as multiple nodes linked to each other by one or more relationships.

[0027] In an embodiment, the correlating further comprises deriving relationship constructs 

based on the health care event objects. The relationship constructs define links between the 

provider objects and the patient objects. In an embodiment, the graph comprises one or more 

edges that depict links between particular linked nodes, the edges representing one or more of the 

relationship constructs. In an embodiment, the one or more edges comprise a first edge that 

graphically represents a first relationship type and a second edge that graphically represents a 

second relationship type. In an embodiment, the one or more edges graphically depict a
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summary of particular health care event objects from which the one or more of the relationship 

constructs were derived.

[0028] In an embodiment, the method further comprises: computing values of metrics 

associated with the provider objects and metrics associated with the patient objects based at least 

in part on the correlating. In an embodiment, the method further comprises depicting, within the 

graph, one or both of the linked nodes or edges linked the linked nodes differently based on the 

computed values. In an embodiment, the method further comprises generating a visualization of 

the values. The particular object is selected in part based on a selection of a particular value, 

calculated in association with the particular object, from the visualization. In an embodiment, 

the method further comprises comparing the values to defined triggers that define thresholds for 

unusual values; and selecting the particular object at least partly responsive to the particular 

object being associated with a particular metric value that has an unusual value according to a 

particular defined trigger. In an embodiment, the method further comprises determining the size 

of the network based at least in part on the metric values. In an embodiment, the particular 

object is selected based in part on a metric value associated with the particular object that 

indicates one or more of: a doctor writing significantly more prescriptions than normal; a sudden 

increase in prescriptions filled by a patient who was not previously filling many prescriptions, a 

patient receiving a significant amount of emergency room visits in a specific time period; a 

patient receiving prescriptions from more than a certain number of providers within a certain 

time period.

[0029] In an embodiment, the network comprises an object that represents a particular 

practitioner, objects that represent patients who have had prescriptions written by the particular 

practitioner, and objects that represent other practitioners that those patients have visited. In an 

embodiment, the network comprises an object that represents a pharmacy customer, objects that 

represent pharmacies visited by that pharmacy customer, objects that represent pharmacists 

employed at the pharmacies, and objects that represent instances of fraud associated with the 

pharmacists or pharmacies.

[0030] In an embodiment, the method further comprises presenting the graph as part of an 

interactive interface for investigating health care data, the interface embedding a control for 

selecting at least a particular linked node; and generating a presentation comprising data 

associated with a first object that the particular linked node represents responsive to selection of 

the control, the presentation including one or more of: a list or timeline of data from health care
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event objects correlated to the first object, aggregated statistics calculated in association with the 

first object, demographic information associated with the first object, or a map depicting 

locations and/or health care events related to the first object.

[0031] In an embodiment, the method further comprises presenting the graph as part of an 

interactive interface for investigating health care data, the interface embedding a control for 

selecting a particular edge between particular linked nodes; and generating a presentation of data 

associated with one or more particular relationships that the particular edge represents responsive 

to selection of the control, the one or more particular relationships derived from particular health 

care event objects, the presentation including one or more of a list of the particular health care 

events or a map of the particular health care events.

[0032] In an embodiment, the method further comprises presenting the graph as part of an 

interactive interface for investigating health care data, the interface embedding a control for 

selecting a particular linked node; and responsive to selection of the control, flagging a first 

object associated with the particular linked node for subsequent investigation and generating a 

workflow ticket identifying the first object as a lead.

[0033] In an embodiment, a method comprises generating health care event objects that 

describe one or more of: health care claims, prescriptions, medical procedures, or diagnoses; 

generating provider objects that describe health care providers; generating patient objects that 

describe health care recipients; generating pharmacy objects that describe pharmacies; 

correlating the event objects to the provider objects, the member objects, and the pharmacy 

objects; computing metrics for the provider objects, the member objects, and the pharmacy 

objects based on the correlating; identifying unusual metric values in the metrics; and identifying 

lead objects for investigation based on the unusual metric values, wherein the lead objects 

include one or more of: a particular provider object, a particular pharmacy object, or a particular 

patient object.

2.0. STRUCTURAL OVERVIEW

[0034] FIG. 9 illustrates an example system 900 in which the techniques described may be 

practiced, according to an embodiment. System 900 is a computer-based system. The various 

components of system 900 are implemented at least partially by hardware at one or more 

computing devices, such as one or more hardware processors executing instructions stored in one 

or more memories for performing various functions described herein. System 900 illustrates 

only one of many possible arrangements of components configured to perform the functionality
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described herein. Other arrangements may include fewer or different components, and the 

division of work between the components may vary depending on the arrangement.

[0035] System 900 comprises a data import component 915 which collects data from a 

variety of sources, including one or more of provider sources 911, insurer sources 912, public 

sources 913, and other sources 914 as described herein. The data may be collected from each 

source 911-914 on one or on multiple occasions, depending on factors such as the size of the 

data source, the accessibility of the data source, and how frequently the data source changes. 

Depending on the form in which the data is collected, the data import component 915 may option 

perform Extract, Transform, and Load (“ETL”) operations on the collected data to generate 

objects that conform to one or more defined ontologies 990. Ontologies 990 may be, for 

example, dynamic ontologies, static schemas, and/or other data structure definitions.

[0036] The data import component 915 causes the collected data to be stored in one or more 

repositories of data 920. The one or more repositories of data 920 may store, among other object 

types, some or all of: provider objects 921, patient objects 922, pharmacy objects 923, health 

care event objects 924, and other objects 925, each of which corresponds to a different discrete 

object type defined by the one or more ontologies 990. Other objects 925 may include any 

category of object type deemed desirable. For example, another object type may be 

administrative event objects. Thus, in an embodiment, data obtained from healthcare providers, 

insurers, public sources and other sources may be represented in computer storage using object- 

oriented data representation techniques to represent providers, patients, pharmacies, events, and 

other items as objects capable of connection in a graph based on real-world relationships, events 

or transactions. Examples of repositories 920 and corresponding objects 921-925 are described 

in subsequent sections.

[0037] System 900 comprises a correlation identification component 930 that correlates 

objects 921-925, in accordance to the techniques set forth herein. Correlations produced by 

correlation identification component 930 are used by a graph generator 940 to produce object 

graphs, in accordance with the techniques described subsequently. The graphs describe 

relationships between various networks of objects 921-925, which may be based at least in part 

on the correlations.

[0038] Graphs produced by graph generator 940 are provided to an interface generator 960, 

which generates visual presentations of the graphs to display to a user in an interface 965. The 

visual presentations of the graphs depict various objects 925, and the relationships between those
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objects. Accordingly, an object presentation generator 945 generates various presentations of 

objects. These object presentations are used in the visual presentations generated by interface 

generator 960. Examples of such visual presentations, both of graphs and of objects, are 

provided in subsequent sections.

[0039] To assist a user in navigating and understanding the graphed data, a filtering 

component is coupled to graph generator 940. Filtering component 950 reduces, simplifies, 

filters, or otherwise manipulates the networks of objects and relationships depicted by the 

graphs, in accordance with the techniques described subsequently. The filtering component 950 

may act in response to various inputs received via an input handler 970, which receives input 

associated with various controls embedded within the visual presentations displayed in interface 

965. Examples of such input are described subsequently.

[0040] A metric calculator 935 calculates various metrics based on objects 921-925 and/or 

other data. Correlations produced by correlation identification component 930 may further be 

used to generate some of these metrics. Example metrics are described in other sections. The 

metrics may be used for a variety of reporting purposes. For example, object presentation 

generator 945 and/or interface generator 960 may utilize the metrics to adjust the visual 

presentations of the graphs and/or the objects shown within.

[0041] Certain relationships and/or correlations of objects may suggest fraudulent activity. In 

an embodiment, an optional lead identification component 980 identifies “leads” for suspected 

fraudulent activity, in accordance with the techniques described subsequently. The leads may be, 

for example, particular objects within repositories 920 or relationships of plural objects. The 

leads may be identified based on metrics values calculated by metric calculator 935 and deemed 

to be unusual or out-of-pattern based on various fraud detection or pattern recognition processes. 

The leads may be fed to the filtering component 950, which manipulates the graph to draw 

attention to the identified lead(s), in accordance with the techniques described subsequently.

3.0. FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW

[0042] Techniques are described herein for modeling data related to health care and using the 

models in combination with detection processes to identify fraud. In general, the techniques 

described herein utilize data obtained or extracted from various sources of health care data. The 

data are then transformed into various stored data objects, relationships and graphs that conform 

to a common model for health care data, such as a dynamic ontology or schema. The data types 

defined by the common model provide for at least: one or more data objects describing patients
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and/or health care plan members, one or more data objects describing health care providers 

and/or individual doctors, and one or more data objects describing health care events such as 

prescriptions, claims, treatments, and/or procedures. In embodiments, other data objects 

describing a variety of other health care entities, places, and events also exist. Various examples 

are described herein.

3.1. FRAUD INVESTIGATIONS

[0043] Embodiments are useful for a number of different fraud-related purposes. In an 

embodiment, the data objects are used at various points of a four-stage workflow for identifying 

fraud. The first stage is lead generation. This stage involves identifying suspected cases of 

health care fraud for further investigation. A lead, as described herein, is a particular individual, 

organization, or event that is suspected as consisting of, relating to, or indicating actual or 

possible fraud, or is at an increased probability for consisting of, relating to, or indicating fraud. 

The term lead may also be used herein to refer to a data object that represents the suspicious 

individual, organization, or event. One way to identify leads is to receive tips concerning 

potentially fraudulent activities. Another way to identify leads is to review networks of 

individuals and/or organizations connected to instances of fraud described in media reports, 

indictments, or other publications. Another way to identify leads is to apply business rules to the 

various data objects and relationships described herein to flag potentially fraudulent activity, 

such as a male receiving treatment for ovarian cancer. Another way to identify leads is to deploy 

computer-implemented algorithms and/or analytical processes that calculate metrics based on the 

various data objects described herein, such as a metric that indicates the number of prescriptions 

written by each doctor for commonly abused drugs. Data objects associated with unusual values 

for these metrics may be investigated as leads.

[0044] The next stage is lead prioritization. There may be many possible leads to 

investigate, but limited resources to investigate such leads; lead prioritization enables focusing 

limited resources on the leads that are given higher priority. Lead prioritization may comprise, 

for instance, filtering the set of leads based on one or more of: which leads involve certain types 

of fraud, which leads involve at least a certain threshold amount of money, which leads 

constitute the most obvious cases of fraud, which leads are easiest to investigate, or which leads 

are closely clustered. In an embodiment, various metrics that consider these and/or other factors 

may be used to rank the leads, and the leads may then be investigated in order of rank. In an 

embodiment, two primary metrics for ranking leads are configured to quantify likeliness of
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fraud, and impact of fraud if fraud has in fact occurred. However, a variety of other metrics for 

ranking leads may be created. Different investigators may be responsible for investigating leads 

prioritized based on different factors or metrics.

[0045] The next stage is investigation of a prioritized lead. During this stage, an investigator 

may seek answers to questions such as, to whom are the implicated doctors prescribing, who 

picks up the prescriptions involved, what medical treatments are the doctors performing, are any 

of those medical treatments suspect, with what larger network of other providers do the suspects 

interact, are any of the other providers suspect, do the providers refer other people who then 

prescribe drugs that are not supposed to be prescribed based on the facts involved, and so forth. 

In an embodiment, various data visualization and interfacing techniques for depicting the data 

objects described herein simplify this investigation. For example, networks of doctors, patients, 

and pharmacies may be depicted as navigable graphs of interconnected nodes, in which the 

connections are determined based on various health care events.

[0046] The fourth stage is to take action upon a positive investigation of a lead. For some 

patients, for example, this may involve making an intervention such as providing treatment for 

addiction or depression. For other patients, and for fraudulent providers, the action may involve 

turning over findings to an insurer and/or to law enforcement.

[0047] The above workflow is provided as an example. Other workflows for investigations 

of fraud may include different elements in varying arrangements. The data objects described 

herein are likewise useful in these other workflows.

3.2. AUTOMATED IDENTIFICATION OF LEADS THROUGH METRICS 

[0048] FIG. 6 illustrates a flow 600 for automatically identifying leads through metrics 

generated using data organized in accordance to a health care data model, according to an 

embodiment. In an embodiment, each of the processes described in connection with the 

functional blocks of FIG. 6 may be implemented using one or more computer programs, other 

software elements, and/or digital logic in any of a general-purpose computer or a special-purpose 

computer, while performing data retrieval, transformation and storage operations that involve 

interacting with and transforming the physical state of memory of the computer.

[0049] Block 610 comprises generating provider objects that describe different health care 

providers. Data for the provider objects may be obtained, for example, from claims submissions 

of providers to insurers, who then provide the data to a computer system that implements the 

techniques herein. A health care provider may be any entity that provides health care services.
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Health care providers may include organizational entities, also referred to as facilities or 

institutions, such as hospitals and clinics. Health care providers may also include individual 

practitioners, also referred to as health care workers, such as doctors and dentists. In some cases, 

such as in the case of solo practitioners, an individual practitioner may also function as an 

organizational entity.

[0050] In an embodiment, there are different types of provider objects that represent 

individual practitioners as opposed to organizational entities. In an embodiment, different types 

of provider objects may comprise data collected concerning the same providers from different 

sources. In an embodiment, different types of provider objects may comprise data collected 

concerning the same providers while those providers are functioning in different roles. For 

example, a single doctor may correspond to a prescriber object that stores data collected 

concerning the doctor while in his capacity as a prescriber of drugs, one or more specialist 

objects that store data collected concerning the doctor while in his capacity to perform certain 

specialized procedures or evaluations, and/or a practitioner object that represents data collected 

from the doctor while in his role as a provider generally. Alternatively, a doctor may be 

represented by a prescriber object, and then associated with a facility object for a facility at 

which the doctor is employed. In an embodiment, there may be only one type of provider object, 

and all data related to all of the roles of a doctor/practitioner may instead be collected under the 

umbrella of this single type of provider object.

[0051] Block 620 comprises generating patient objects that describe recipients of health care. 

In an embodiment, different types of patient objects may comprise data collected concerning the 

same providers from different sources. For example, a single person may be represented by a 

member object comprised of data collected by an insurer that sponsors a health plan of which the 

person is a member, but also be represented by separate patient objects comprised of data 

collected in association with different providers, and/or customer objects comprised of data 

collected from a pharmacist. In an embodiment, different types of patient objects do not 

necessarily correlate to sources, but rather to roles associated with a patient when data is 

collected, such as a plan member, or a pharmacist customer. In an embodiment, data related to 

all of the roles of a patient may instead be collected under the umbrella of a single type of patient 

object.

[0052] Block 630 comprises generating health care event objects that describe one or more 

of: health care claims, prescriptions, medical procedures, or diagnoses. For example, an event
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object may be generated for each log entry in one or more logs from providers, insurers, and/or 

pharmacies, or based on claims submissions to insurers. There may be multiple types of event 

objects for some or all of claims, prescriptions, procedures, and diagnoses. For example, there 

may be different event object types for medical claims and prescription claims. Or, there may be 

a single event object type comprising a type field that classifies each event. Other event types 

may also be modeled, such as instances of fraud. Different embodiments may feature different 

combinations of events.

[0053] Block 640, which may be optional in some embodiments, comprises generating 

pharmacy objects that describe pharmacies. Depending on the embodiment, there may be 

different types of pharmacy objects to represent different types of pharmacies. Data for 

pharmacy objects may be obtained directly from pharmacies or their owners, or from claims data 

of insurers.

[0054] Block 650 comprises correlating event objects to provider objects, patient objects, 

and/or pharmacy objects. For convenience, the term entity may subsequently be used to refer to 

any one of a provider, patient, or pharmacy, and the term entity object may thus be used to refer 

to any object comprising data that represents such an entity. Each correlated event object is 

resolved to at least one of the provider objects, patient objects, or pharmacy objects (if 

generated) by comparing one or more attributes of the event object, such as an identifier of an 

entity involved in the event, to corresponding attribute(s) of the provider objects, patient objects, 

or pharmacy objects. For example, a prescription event object may comprise fields that identify 

objects representing the practitioner who wrote the prescription, or an associated facility. As 

another example, a claim event may comprise fields that identify a member object and a facility 

object.

[0055] In embodiments where different types of provider objects and/or patient objects may 

exist for the same entity, block 650 may also comprise correlating those objects using any 

suitable entity resolution technique. For example, a practitioner object may be correlated to a 

prescriber object using a government identifier, or a unique combination of attributes such as 

name, location, and age. Once objects have been correlated to a same entity, a unique system 

identifier for the entity may be created, and added as an attribute to each object correlated to that 

entity. For the purposes of the subsequent analyses, objects resolved to a single entity may be 

temporarily merged into one or more logical provider or patient objects. Or the objects may 

remain separated, but linked to each other by relationships.
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[0056] A relationship is a data construct that links two or more objects in association with a 

defined relationship type. In an embodiment, block 650 further comprises generating 

relationships based on the correlating. At least some of the event objects may be correlated to 

multiple entity objects. For example, a prescription object may be correlated both to the 

prescriber object representing the doctor who wrote the prescription, and a patient object 

representing the patient for whom the prescription was written. The event objects may thus be 

used to derive relationships between entities that reflect services rendered by a first entity in the 

relationship on behalf of a second entity in the relationship, such as “wrote a prescription for” or 

“filled a prescription at” or “received a diagnosis at.” In an embodiment, a relationship may 

further include attributes that link the relationship to specific event(s) from which the 

relationship was derived and/or that count the number of associated events.

[0057] Block 660 comprises computing values of metrics associated with the provider 

objects, the patient objects, and the pharmacy objects, based on the correlating. A first example 

type of metric for a particular entity object involves counting correlated event objects of certain 

types and/or that have certain qualities. A second example type of metric involves summing or 

averaging certain attributes of certain types of correlated event objects and/or of correlated event 

objects having certain qualities. A third example type of metric involves computing standard 

deviations for other metric values across groups of entities and/or geographic areas. A fourth 

example type of metric involves calculating various functions of certain attributes of certain 

correlated event objects. A fifth example type of metric involves calculating the percentage of 

correlated event objects of a certain type that have certain attribute value(s). A variety of other 

types of metrics of varying complexity are also possible. For example, various metrics may be 

formulated to attempt to identify any of the fraudulent behaviors described herein.

[0058] Some metrics may be time-sensitive. For example, some metrics may pertain to 

events of a recent time period such as the last month or year, while others may pertain to 

designated time periods such as Q3 2007. The metrics for a particular entity may also be based 

on metrics or attributes associated with entities to which the particular entity is related. For 

example, a metric for a practitioner may count the number of the practitioner’s patients who have 

a certain quality such as a history of drug abuse.

[0059] Block 670 comprises identifying a set of unusual metric values. The identifying may 

comprise, for example, identifying individual values for a metric that are outside of a certain 

number of standard deviations for that metric, or values for the metric that are over or under a
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threshold value for the metric. The identifying may also or instead comprise ranking individual 

values for a metric by how much they vary from an average value for the metric, and selecting a 

certain number of the values having a highest variance. Unusual combinations of metric values, 

where no single metric value by itself would be unusual, may also be identified. Other pattern 

recognition techniques, such as those based on transaction histories or heuristics, may be used to 

identify out-of-pattern values for metrics.

[0060] In an embodiment, the identifying is automated. Certain pre-defined metrics are 

monitored and associated with triggers. When any individual value for a monitored metric 

reaches a threshold defined by the trigger, the trigger identifies the value as being unusual. The 

monitoring may be ongoing, or the monitoring may occur at various intervals or upon request. In 

an embodiment, rather than monitoring predefined metrics for unusual values, various algorithms 

are trained to locate unusual values. In an embodiment, different users may define different 

types of triggers. For example, a prescription fraud specialist may define triggers to examine 

metrics indicative of possible prescription fraud, whereas a claims fraud specialist may define 

triggers related to claim fraud.

[0061] In an embodiment, the identifying is done manually, by personnel trained to look for 

unusual values. To assist such personnel, an analysis application may provide various 

visualizations of various metrics. For example, the application may present histograms for 

various metrics, from which the personnel may select values in a long tail.

[0062] In an embodiment, the identifying may be based on context-sensitive risk scores that 

take into account factors such as geographies, hospitals, physicians, patients, and so forth. For 

example, certain values for certain metrics may be more alarming in the context of states whose 

laws do not regulate drugs closely than in the context of other states. Or, changes in certain 

metrics may be more alarming for specific entities that are linked to past instances of fraud than 

the changes would otherwise be. Thus, to ensure that metrics are considered in view of the 

overall risk that the metrics actually suggest, certain metrics may be weighted by or otherwise 

adjusted based on risk scores. Risk scores may be entered manually, linked to certain types of 

attributes and/or events, and/or learned through various feedback mechanisms over time.

[0063] Specific examples of unusual metric values could include, without limitation: a doctor

writing significantly more prescriptions than normal, based on her own historical averages, or 

more than her peers on average; a sudden significant spike in prescriptions filled by patients who 

were not previously filling many prescriptions, patients receiving a significant amount of
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emergency room visits in a specific time period, such as 45 visits in five days; patients receiving 

prescriptions from more than a certain number of providers within a certain time period, such as 

five different prescriptions from five different providers; providers who do not file claims. 

[0064] Block 680 comprises, based on the unusual metric values, identifying one or more 

lead objects for investigation. The lead objects are those for whom the unusual metric values 

were calculated. The lead object(s) include one or more of: a particular provider object, a 

particular pharmacy object, or a particular member object. The lead objects may not necessarily 

include objects selected based on all of the identified unusual metric values. For example, 

certain potential lead objects may be filtered based on business rules. Or, the potential lead 

objects may be filtered based on a ranking process to prioritize an investigation.

[0065] In an embodiment, a lead object is flagged within a database, and an investigative 

analyst may later look for any objects that have been flagged. Different objects may be flagged 

differently to indicate that they should be investigated by an investigator having different 

specialties. For example, different object types and/or unusual metric values may be better 

suited for investigation by different types of analysts. In an embodiment, an email identifying 

lead objects may be generated. Any other suitable mechanisms may be used for identifying the 

lead objects to analysts. In an embodiment, blocks 670-680 occur in response to a request from 

an analyst to an analysis module. The analysis module visually reports the leads in a user 

interface area, from which the investigator may immediately launch an investigation using 

techniques such as described herein.

[0066] Flow 600 is but one example technique for identifying leads through metrics 

generated using data organized in accordance to a health care data model. Other flows may 

include fewer or additional elements in varying arrangements. For example, in an embodiment, 

the data model further provides for provider group objects, such as provider specialty objects. 

Such objects may group a number of practitioners together for various reasons, such as for 

identifying problems within a certain specialty group at a single facility, or within a geographic 

area.

3.3. FRAUD EVENTS

[0067] In an embodiment, the identifying of leads is based at least in part on data mining of 

tips, fraud indictments, and/or news articles concerning fraud. In an embodiment, data entry 

personnel read such data, and then enter the names of the involved entities within the data model. 

Or, named entities within these sources may be parsed automatically using natural language
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processing techniques. For example, a data mining module may monitor an RSS feed of news 

articles that matches certain categories or searches, and automatically parse such articles. Or, 

indictments on government sites like the website of the attorney general may be collected and 

parsed. In any event, once named entities are identified, fraud event objects, potentially linked to 

corresponding publications, are generated. The fraud events may be correlated to entities per 

block 650. In an embodiment, some or all fraud events are used to generate leads. For example, 

the entity objects correlated to the fraud event objects may become leads, and related networks of 

entities may be analyzed according. In an embodiment, identifying leads through fraud events 

occurs separately from identifying leads through metrics. In other embodiments, fraud events 

are used to generate metrics, and/or metrics may be utilized to prioritize or filter fraud events.

3.4. GENERATING A GRAPH FOR INVESTIGATING LEADS

[0068] FIG. 7 illustrates a flow 700 for investigating health care fraud lead using a graph

based interface that visually depicts a network of entities associated with the lead, according to 

an embodiment.

[0069] Block 710 comprises generating provider objects that describe health care providers, 

as described with respect to block 610 above.

[0070] Block 720 comprises generating patient objects that describe health care recipients, as 

described with respect to block 620 above.

[0071] Block 730 comprises generating health care event objects that describe one or more 

of: health care claims, prescriptions, medical procedures, or diagnoses, as described with respect 

to block 630 above.

[0072] Block 740 comprises correlating the health care event objects to the provider objects 

and the member objects, in similar manner to block 750 above.

[0073] Block 750 comprises generating relationships between provider objects and patient 

objects based at least on the event objects, in similar manner to the optional relationship building 

features of block 750 above.

[0074] Block 760 comprises receiving input specifying a particular object, wherein the 

particular object is one of a particular provider object or a particular patient object. The input 

may be input that selects a lead object from a list of lead objects, for example. Or the input may 

be input that clicks on a particular object in various presentations of information about the 

various data objects described herein, such as a histogram or graph of metric values, a map of 

providers or members, a drag and drop operation on an icon representing the particular object,
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and so forth. Or the input may be a search for objects matching certain criteria. The input may 

instead be any other input that is suitable for selecting the particular object. The input also may 

comprise a selection of one particular object from among a plurality of objects that are received 

or identified as a result of executing a search query on the database.

[0075] Block 770 comprises, based on the relationships, identifying a network of one or 

more provider objects and one or more member objects that are associated with the particular 

object. For example, block 770 may comprise identifying all entity objects that are within a 

certain number of relationships to the particular object. The network may constitute objects that 

represent, for example, a particular practitioner, patients who have had prescriptions written by 

the practitioner, and other practitioners that those patients have visited. Or, as another example, 

the network may constitute a facility, practitioners employed or formerly emplpyed by the 

facility, and patients of the facility. The network may be extended to objects having any 

arbitrary number of relationships from the particular object. The exact extent may be 

configurable and modifiable by an analyst using any suitable interface techniques.

[0076] In an embodiment, a network may be filtered to contain objects connected by just 

certain relationship types of the possible relationships. In an embodiment, a network may be 

filtered to contain only objects of certain types and/or objects having certain attributes. In an 

embodiment, a network may be filtered to contain only objects connected to the particular object 

by relationships pertaining to events collected from certain dates, certain regions, or having other 

certain attributes in common. Again, the exact filtering performed may be configurable and 

modifiable by an analyst using any suitable interface techniques. For example, in an 

embodiment, the interface may present a menu of elements in an ontology and allow a user to 

select which elements to graph and/or how to graph them.

[0077] In an embodiment, the filtering and/or the network size may be determined based on 

metrics indicating a level of significance of certain objects and/or relationships to a particular 

type of fraud. For example, medical procedure-based relationships may be less significant in the 

context of prescription drug fraud. Thus, if the particular object was flagged as a lead for drug 

fraud, medical procedure-based relationships may be filtered, or at least limited in extent to a 

small number of degrees. In an embodiment, groups of less significant objects may be collapsed 

into a single node or relationship within the network, from which they may be subsequently be 

separated if so requested by a user.
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[0078] Block 780 comprises generating a graph of the network comprising linked nodes. In 

some embodiments, block 780 also may comprise causing the graph to be displayed visually in a 

graphical user interface of a computer display device. The linked nodes include one or more 

patient nodes that represent the one or more patient objects and one or more provider nodes that 

represent the one or more provider objects. The nodes may represent their respective objects 

using any suitable technique. For example, patient nodes may be depicted with a person icon, 

facility nodes with a building icon, practitioner nodes with a doctor icon, and so forth. The 

representation of a node may further or instead include various attributes selected from the 

corresponding object, such as name, gender, age, location, picture, metric values, and so forth. 

The graph further includes representations of the relationship(s), or edge(s), between each object. 

There may or may not be different types of edges for different types of relationships. For 

example, in an embodiment, all relationships are represented with but a single line, where in 

other embodiments, multiple different lines would be shown. The edges may or may not contain 

a label identifying the type(s) of relationship(s). The edges also may or may not contain a 

quantity indicator indicating the number of events based upon which a relationship was 

generated. Edges may be color-coded or otherwise differentiated based on relationship type.

[0079] Various highlighting techniques may be utilized to emphasize nodes corresponding to 

objects for which there is an unusual metric. For example, a red circle may be drawn around 

providers with a history of fraud. As another example, facilities where an unusual number of 

certain types of prescriptions are written may be represented with larger icons than other 

facilities. Highlighting techniques may also be used to emphasize or deemphasize certain nodes 

or edges based on relationship strengths. For example, the strength of a relationship between a 

provider object and a patient object may be reflected in the width of a line connecting the 

corresponding provider node and patient node. Or, patients with whom the particular provider 

has only once interacted may be shown using a much smaller icon than patients with whom the 

particular provider has frequently interacted.

[0080] In an embodiment, the graph of block 780 is presented as part of an interactive 

interface for investigating health care data. The interface may embed a variety of controls within 

the graph that are activated by selecting various graph elements, including the nodes and edges. 

An analyst may use the controls, for instance, to manipulate the presentation of information in 

order to search for and/or investigate the types of fraud described herein.
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[0081] One particular interface action is selecting a graph node or edge to drill-down into 

information about the object(s) represented by the node or edge. In an embodiment, block 790 

comprises, optionally, generating a presentation based on values from and/or metrics related to a 

first object represented by a first node selected from the graph by first input. The presentation 

may be provided in any suitable location, including in a popup window, in a separate tab or area 

of the interface, or on a separate screen. The presentation may include any data values or metrics 

associated with the first object. For example, the information may contain a list or timeline of 

events correlated to the first object, aggregated statistics for the first object, demographic 

information, a map, graphs, and so forth. In an embodiment, the first input may select multiple 

objects, and the presentation contains information for the multiple objects, such as averaged or 

summarized statistics, maps depicting locations and/or events related to all of the selected 

objects, and so forth.

[0082] In an embodiment, input may select an edge from the graph. A presentation of 

information about event(s), such as a list of events or map of events, is generated. In an 

embodiment, the interface features controls for navigating through the graph, zooming in or out 

of the graph, and/or filtering or extending the network covered by the graph. In an embodiment, 

the interface is configured to change emphases and highlighting based on a currently selected 

element of the graph. For example, a patient node that is only loosely related to the particular 

node may be small initially, but then may grow in response to the user selecting a different node 

in the graph with which the patient node is more clearly related.

[0083] A variety of other techniques for generating an interactive graph-based interface may 

also be utilized. Examples of such interfaces are described in, for example, U.S. 13/247,987, 

filed September 28, 2011, and US 13/669,274, filed November 5, 2012, describe various 

examples of interactive graph-based interfaces. The entire contents of both applications are 

hereby incorporated by reference for all purposes as set forth in their entirety herein.

[0084] Flow 700 is but one example of techniques for identifying leads through metrics 

generated using data organized in accordance to a health care data model. Other flows may 

include fewer or additional elements in varying arrangements. For example, in an embodiment, 

the correlating and graphing may involve other types of nodes, such as nodes representing 

pharmacy objects, publication objects, drug objects, medical procedure objects, owner objects, 

employee objects, pharmacist objects, and so forth.
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[0085] In an embodiment, certain event-based relationships connect entity objects indirectly, 

by means of event objects. For example, a prescriber object may have a relationship to an event, 

and the event may have a relationship to a patient object. In such an embodiment, events may 

themselves be represented as nodes in the graph. Or, the combination of the event and the 

relationships connecting two entity objects to the event may be abstracted into a single 

relationship represented by a single edge. In an embodiment, a user may switch in between the 

two representation styles. In an embodiment, any arbitrary chain of relationships and objects 

may be temporarily reduced to a single relationship for purposes such as presentation in a graph 

and/or calculation of metrics.

[0086] Other embodiments may comprise performing the above steps with any arbitrary 

combination of different entity types, based on any arbitrary set of event types, regardless of 

whether the entity types and/or event types include those specifically stated above.

[0087] In an embodiment, the interface may feature various controls optimized for certain 

types of investigative tasks, such as verification of provider / facility details, screening for 

histories of investigative actions, reviewing claims in the source data, verifying member status, 

searching for related entities, determining a likelihood that a doctor is actually participating in 

fraud based on factors such as has the doctor recently had their DEA number stolen, and so forth. 

[0088] In an embodiment, the particular object is a provider that has been charged with 

fraud, and the network includes a plurality of former patients of the provider and their new 

providers. In an embodiment, relationships may also be based on data such employer-employee 

status, ownership, likely relationships, co-residency, familial relationship, social networks, and 

so forth.

4.0. DATA ARCHITECTURE

[0089] In an embodiment, the health care event objects are maintained in a health care event 

repository comprising one or more databases that store the health care event objects, the provider 

objects are maintained in a provider repository comprising one or more databases that store the 

provider objects, the patient objects are maintained in a patient repository comprising one or 

more databases that store the patient objects, and the pharmacy objects are maintained a 

pharmacy repository comprising one or more databases that store the pharmacy objects. Other 

repositories may exist for other types of data objects. The one or more databases that constitute a 

repository may overlap between some or all of the repositories. Or, the repositories may be 

maintained separately.
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[0090] In an embodiment, each of the objects described above, and other objects described 

herein, are generated from import operation(s) of data from various sources, such as an insurer’s 

databases, a provider’s health care records, pharmacy records, government records, and other 

public records. The import operation may be repeated periodically or on occasions to update the 

objects and/or add new objects. The import operation may involve various ETL operations that 

normalize the source data to fit data models such as described herein.

[0091] In an embodiment, some or all of the objects described herein are not necessarily 

stored in any permanent repository, but are rather generated from the source data “on demand” 

for the purpose of the various analyses described herein.

4.1. LOGICAL OBJECT TYPES

[0092] In an embodiment, a data object is a logical data structure that comprising values for 

various defined fields. A data object may be stored in a variety of underlying structure(s), such 

as a file, portions of one or more files, one or more XML elements, a database table row, a group 

of related database table row(s), and so forth. An application will read the underlying 

structure(s), and interpret the underlying structure(s) as the data object. The data object is then 

processed using various steps and algorithms such as described herein.

[0093] In one embodiment, the modeled object types conceptually include, without 

limitation: claim objects, such as medical physician claims, medical outpatient claims, medical 

inpatient claims, and pharmacy claims; patient objects; provider/prescriber objects; prescription 

objects; pharmacy objects; and fraud objects. Many variations on these combinations of objects 

are possible.

4.2. SOURCES

[0094] In an embodiment, some or all of the health care data objects are generated from 

source data hosted by a variety of sources. Example sources include provider or insurer sources 

such as: a claims processing database; a policy administration database, a provider network 

database, a membership / eligibility database, a claim account database, a pharmacy benefit 

database, a lab utilization gateway database, pharmacy claims database, an authentication call 

list, a tip-off hotline database, and a billing/accounts receivable database. Example sources 

further include government or public data repositories such as public health records, repositories 

of USPS zip codes, National Drug Codes, Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes, 

and/or National Provider Identifiers, an OIG exclusion list, and a List of Excluded 

Individuals/Entities. Of course, many other sources of data are also possible.
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4.3. DATABASES

[0095] In an embodiment, data from the various data sources are passed through an ETL 

layer to form a set of databases. For example, the databases may include: Product, Organization, 

Geography, Customer, Member, Provider, Claim Statistics, Claim Aggregation, Claim Financial, 

Pharmacy Claims, Lab Results, and Revenue. The databases may store the various data objects 

described herein. The data objects may instead be arranged in a variety of other configurations.

4.4. EXAMPLE ONTOLOGY

[0096] In an embodiment, an ontology for preventing health care fraud comprises the some 

or all of the following data object types: Claim objects, Drug objects, Member objects, Pharmacy 

objects, Plan Benefit objects, Prescriber objects, and Provider objects.

[0097] Each claim object represents a health care claim, which is a request for 

reimbursement from an insurer for health care expenses. There may be multiple types of claim 

objects, including claims objects for prescriptions, claim objects for laboratory tests, claim 

objects for medical procedures, and claim objects for other types of services. In an embodiment, 

a claim object comprises, among other elements, values for one or more the following types of 

attributes: unique system identifier(s), associated member identifier, allowed amount, claim 

status (paid, rejected, or reversed), date submitted, covered Medicare Plan D amount, date of 

service, estimated number of days prescription will last, paid dispensing fee, prescribed drug 

identifier, ingredient cost paid, mail order identifier, non covered plan paid amount, number of 

authorized refills, other payer amount, member plan type, amount paid by patient, deductible 

amount, pharmacy system identifier, prescriber system identifier, prescription written date, 

quantity dispensed, prescription claim number, service fee (the contractually agreed upon fee for 

services rendered), total amount billed by processor. Different fields may be specific to different 

types of providers or claims.

[0098] Each drug object represents a specific drug. In an embodiment, a drug object 

comprises, among other elements, values for one or more the following types of attributes: 

unique system identifier(s), American Hospital Formulary Service Therapeutic Class Code, 

generic status indicator (brand name or generic), drug name trademark status (trademarked, 

branded generic, or generic), dosage form, DEA class code, generic class name, over-the-counter 

indicator, drug strength, generic code number, generic code sequence, generic product index, 

maintenance drug code, product identifier qualifier, product service identifier, unit of measure, 

National Drug Code, and so forth.
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[0099] Each member object represents a specific member of a health care plan. There may 

be multiple collections of members for different insurers and/or types of plans, and each 

collection may have a different structure. In an embodiment, a member object comprises, among 

other elements, values for one or more the following types of attributes: one or more unique 

system identifiers, maximum service month, the number of months enrolled in each particular 

year covered by the data (e.g. a different field for 2007, 2008, and so forth), first name, last 

name, gender, date of birth, address, city, state, zip code, county, telephone, social security 

number, additional address and other contact fields for different types of contact information 

(e.g. work, temporary, emergency, etc.), a plan benefit system identifier, an enrollment source 

system, and so forth.

[0100] In an embodiment, a member object may further include or be associated with 

tracking data that log changes to values for the above attributes over time. For example, a 

separate Member Detail object may exist, values for the above attributes for each month or year 

the member was covered by a plan. Each Member Detail object may include a month and/or 

year attribute and a member identifier to tie it back to its associated Member object.

[0101] Each pharmacy object represents a specific pharmacy. In an embodiment, a 

pharmacy object comprises, among other elements, values for one or more the following types of 

attributes: unique system identifier(s), pharmacy dispenser class (independent, chain, clinic, or 

franchise, government, alternate), pharmacy dispenser type (community/retail, longterm, mail 

order, home infusion therapy, non-pharmacy, Indian health service, Department of Veterans 

Affairs, institutional, managed care, medical equipment supplier, clinic, specialty, nuclear, 

military/coast guard, compounding), affiliate code, service provider identifier, service provider 

identifier qualifier, and so forth.

[0102] Each plan benefit object represents a specific plan benefit. In an embodiment, a plan 

benefit object comprises, among other elements, values for one or more the following types of 

attributes: unique system identifier(s), contract number, provider identifier, start date, end date, 

package key, and so forth.

[0103] Each prescriber object represents a specific prescriber of drugs. In an embodiment, a 

plan benefit object comprises, among other elements, values for one or more the following types 

of attributes: unique system identifier(s), first name, last name, prescriber identifier(s), prescriber 

identifier qualifier(s) (e.g. not specified, NPI, Medicaid, UPIN, NCPDP ID, State License 

Number, Federal Tac ID, DEA, or State Issued), specialty code, and so forth. Prescriber objects
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and provider objects may in some cases represent or be associated with a same real world entity, 

but prescriber objects reflect data from a different source than provider objects. In some 

embodiments attributes from prescriber objects and provider objects may be combined into a 

single object. In other embodiments, the two objects are logically separate, but can be correlated 

together if they do in fact represent the same entity.

[0104] Each provider object represents a specific provider of health care services. In an 

embodiment, a provider object comprises, among other elements, values for one or more the 

following types of attributes: medical provider identification number (both text and numeric), 

provider type (medical professional, healthcare organization), provider status (active contract or 

no activate contract), various contract line indicators, one or more process exception hold 

effective dates, one or more process exception type codes, a date that the medical provider 

identification number was created, a date the provider record became inactive, an organization 

type code to indicate provided services or specialties, a Medicare identifier, provider medical 

degree, provider primary specialty, last name, first name, middle initial, name suffix, middle 

name, gender, social security number, federal tax identifier, date of birth, graduation date, 

medical school, credential status code, credential description, current credential cycle, current 

credential type (initial, re-credential, hospital-based, delegated, alliance, discontinued, empire 

initial, excluded from process, terminated), credential indicator, credential organization 

identifier, credential organization accreditation date, credential organization indicator, universal 

provider identifier, bill type (HCFA, UB92, UB04, composite), provider information source, 

provider claims classifier, email, last update type, address, and so forth.

[0105] Additional data objects that may be in a health care ontology are set forth in the 

attached appendix.

4.5. METRICS

[0106] Various example metrics for automatically identifying, prioritizing, and/or 

investigating leads are described below.

[0107] Metrics related to member objects may include, without limitation, one or more of: an 

average and/or standard deviation of Schedule 2 prescriptions per month; a count of drug abuse 

diagnoses; a count, average, and/or standard deviation of ER visits per year; a count of distinct 

providers that have written prescriptions for the member; a count of distinct pharmacies that have 

filled prescriptions for the member; a sum amount paid by an insurer on behalf of the member; 

an average and/or standard deviation amount paid per month; a sum number of pills dispensed
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per month; an average days between prescriptions; an average and/or standard deviation 

prescriptions per month for the member; an average and/or standard deviation for member 

medical claims per month; a count of total Schedule 2 prescriptions; a count of total Schedule 3 

prescriptions; a count of total prescriptions; an average and/or standard deviation for net amount 

paid per diagnosis category; a count of durable medical equipment claims; a count of methadone 

overdoses; a count of opiate poisoning; a methadone dependence indicator; and/or a sum DME 

Net Amount paid.

[0108] Metrics related to provider objects may include, without limitation, one or more of: 

an average and/or sum total billed by provider; a sum net amount paid to the provider; an 

average and/or standard deviation net amount paid per month; a standard deviation for net 

amount paid per month by specialty; a standard deviation for net amount paid per month by 

specialty by geography, an average prescription pill quantity; an average prescription number of 

refills; a count of prescription claims not paid; a count of prescription claims; a count of medical 

claims; an average and/or standard deviation for prescription claims per patient; an average 

and/or standard deviation for medical claims per patient; a percentage of Schedule 2 drugs; a 

percentage of Schedule 3 drugs; a percentage of Schedule 2 drugs by specialty; a percentage of 

Schedule 3 drugs by specialty; a count of distinct patients of the provider; a count of distinct 

pharmacies to which patients of the provider are sent; a standard deviation of distinct diagnoses 

made by the provider by specialty; a count of distinct procedures performed by the provider; a 

count of clinic ownerships; a standard deviation for net amount paid to the provider by diagnosis; 

a count of durable medical equipment prescriptions made; a percentage of in-network claims 

attributed to the provider; and/or an estimated total days in business.

[0109] Metrics related to provider objects may further include, without limitation, one or 

more of: average claims per day; average net amount paid per claim; average net amount paid 

per month; average patient count; average pharmacy count; distinct count of diagnoses; a 

histogram of diagnoses; distinct count of procedures; and/or a histogram of procedures.

[0110] Metrics related to pharmacy objects may include, without limitation, one or more of: 

average net amount paid by the insurer; maximum and/or average net amount paid per 

prescriber; count of claims; percentage of filled prescriptions that involved a Schedule 2 category 

of drugs; percentage of filled prescriptions that involved a Schedule 3 category of drugs; average 

and/or sum dispensing fee; days in business, percentage of filled prescriptions that involved a 

brand name drug; a count of distinct drug names in the prescriptions; percentage of filled
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prescriptions that involved a high reimbursement drug; percentage of filled prescriptions that 

involved a drug of potential abuse; a percentage of claims for refills; average and/or standard 

deviation distance traveled by customers to the pharmacy; a count of co-located pharmacies; 

percentage of filled prescriptions that involved small refills; percentage of claims that were 

reversed; a count of claims not paid; average billed per patient; average billed per prescriber; 

average claims per patient; average claims per prescriber.

[0111] Metrics related to diagnosis objects may include, without limitation, one or more of: a 

histogram of CPT-4, ICD-9, ICD-10 or HCPCS procedures; a histogram of co-occurring 

diagnoses; average net amount paid per year per patient; average total net amount paid per 

patient; a histogram of drug names prescribed; an indicator of drug abuse; and/or an indicator of 

drug-seeking behavior.

[0112] Metrics related to procedure objects may include, without limitation, one or more of: 

a histogram of diagnoses; a histogram of co-occurring procedures on the same date per patient; 

and a total, average, minimum, and/or maximum procedure count per patient per diagnosis. 

[0113] Metrics related to drug objects may include, without limitation, one or more of: 

maximum drug quantity per patient per year; and/or minimum, maximum, and/or average net 

amount paid.

[0114] Metrics related to prescription claim objects may include, without limitation, one or 

more of: distance traveled to pharmacy; distance traveled to prescriber; an indicator of whether 

the prescription is for a drug of abuse; a standard deviation of net amount paid; an indicator of 

whether the prescribed patient’s gender is appropriate to the prescription; an indicator of whether 

the prescription claim is for an expensive branded drug; and/or an indicator of whether the 

prescription claim is for a Schedule 2 commonly abused drug.

[0115] Metrics related to medical claim objects may include, without limitation, one or more 

of: distance traveled to physician; an indicator of whether the claim is indicative of drug abuse; 

and/or a standard deviation of net amount paid per procedure.

[0116] In an embodiment, various triggers may be generated based on the above metrics. 

The triggers are monitored functions of one or more of the metrics. When a monitored function 

has a value that is within a particular range, the trigger identifies one or more lead objects that 

are associated with the one or more metrics.

[0117] For example, in an embodiment, triggers may include members visiting three of more 

independent pharmacies in a day, members obtaining prescriptions in three of more states within
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a month, or members receiving multiple and subsequent home rental medical equipment. Each 

of these triggers would produce a member lead object. Another example trigger is multiple new 

patient office visits for the same patient in a three year period. This trigger would produce a 

member lead object.

[0118] An additional example of a trigger is a Top Pharmacies by Drugs Commonly Abused 

trigger. For each month, this trigger lists the pharmacy that has dispensed the most amount of 

one of the commonly abused drugs. An additional example of a trigger is a Top Patients 

Receiving Drugs Commonly Abused trigger. For each month, this trigger lists the patient 

receiving the most amount of one of the commonly abused drugs. An additional example of a 

trigger is a Top Prescribers of Drugs Commonly Abused trigger. This trigger lists the providers 

who have prescribed the most amount of one of the most commonly abused drugs. An additional 

example of a trigger is a Mailbox Matching trigger. For each region of interest (as denoted by a 

City and State), this trigger lists providers who have a practice address that matches the location 

of a UPS drop box. An additional example of a trigger is a Frequent NPIs trigger. For each 

region of interest (as denoted by a City and State), this trigger lists provider locations receiving 

multiple NPIs in a short time frame.

5.0. EXAMPLE INTERFACES

[0119] FIG. 1 illustrates an example graph of nodes that represent data objects such as 

described herein, presented on a display 112. The graph is merely an example and may include 

other types of nodes not shown. The graph was generated based on nodes that are related to lead 

objects that represent member(s) and/or suspect doctor(s). As shown, the graph includes nodes 

X, Y, and Z representing member(s) 100 of a health plan who have all received subscriptions 

(“scripts”) from multiple doctors, B and C, that may have been criminally charged for drug- 

related offenses. The nodes representing members 100 are connected via edge(s) 101 to node(s) 

A-G representing doctor(s) and may be connected via edge(s) 101 to node(s) representing 

criminal event(s) 104 or other types of event(s), and/or to node(s) representing organization(s) 

106.

[0120] The edges between member nodes and doctor nodes or the node(s) representing 

organization(s) 106 may represent prescriptions written by the doctors themselves or by 

anonymous doctors at the organizations. Information about the prescriptions may appear in 

pharmacy claims in the health plan (for example, claims for reimbursement of expenses for 

pharmaceuticals). Edges may also represent other documents, objects, relationships, or shared
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characteristics between the member nodes and the doctor nodes 102 or organization nodes 106. 

The edges may or may not be graphically labeled with information about what document, object, 

relationship, or share characteristic connects the nodes, and the edges themselves or the edge 

labels 108 may be configurable to represent different documents, objects, relationships, or shared 

characteristics between nodes at the endpoint of the edges.

[0121] In an embodiment not illustrated, the different edges may have different thicknesses 

based on the strength of the association between nodes at the endpoints of the edges. For 

example, nodes with several items relating them to each other may have thick edges, and nodes 

with only one or a few items relating them to each other may have thin edges.

[0122] Edges and/or nodes may also be color-coded to convey information about the edge or 

node. For example, doctors that have been charged in criminal events may be colored red, and 

doctors that have not been charged may be colored in blue or green. In another example, edges 

that reflect suspect prescriptions may be colored red, and edges that reflect regular prescriptions 

may be colored in blue or green. The shade of the edge may be redder, bluer, or greener based 

on how many suspect prescriptions and/or regular prescriptions are represented by the edge. The 

color coding of nodes and edges is user-configurable and may be customized such that the colors 

represent different properties.

[0123] As shown, doctor A wrote a prescription for member X; doctors B and C wrote 

prescriptions for members X, Y, and Z; doctor D wrote prescriptions for members X and Y; 

doctor G wrote a prescription for member Z; an anonymous doctor for organization J wrote a 

prescription for member Y; and anonymous doctor(s) for organization K wrote prescriptions for 

members X and Y. These prescriptions may have been written at different times and for 

different medications.

[0124] As shown, at least the prescription written by a doctor at organization K is a “suspect 

script.” Suspect prescriptions may include prescriptions that are written for drugs that are 

commonly abused, drugs that can be used for making illegal drugs, or drugs that have otherwise 

been identified as drugs of interest. Suspect prescriptions may also include prescriptions that 

have been flagged as unusual (for example, a drug typically for females is prescribed to a male) 

or identified for investigation by an investigative agency, such as a law enforcement agency. 

Also as shown, at least the prescription written by doctor G is a regular script. Regular 

prescriptions may be any prescriptions that are not suspect. In other examples, the edge labels 

108 identify different types of suspect drugs or identify the prescriptions as regular prescriptions.
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[0125] In the graph, doctors C and D belong to organization J; doctors E and F belong to 

organization K; and doctor G belongs to organization G. In the example, doctor F is shown, via 

an edge label 108, to be an owner of organization K.

[0126] Also as shown in the graph, criminal event H is associated with doctor B, and 

criminal event I is associated with doctor C. For example, doctors B and C may have been 

arrested at different times for drug-related charges. Although the edges to nodes C and D are not 

labeled in the figure, some of these edges may have been labeled as suspect prescriptions.

[0127] The graph may be automatically generated by a combination of hardware and/or 

software, such as stored instructions running on computing devices. The graph may be stored on 

a storage device, sent over a network, and/or displayed on a display, such as a display on a 

mobile electronic device, a laptop, or a desktop computer.

[0128] An analyst viewing the graph of nodes in FIG. 1 may see that a suspect prescription 

has been written by organization K to member Y, and a potentially suspect prescription has been 

written to member X. Members X and Y may also have received potentially suspect 

prescriptions from doctors B and C, who were criminally charged. In light of these relationships 

brought to light by the graph, doctor F, who owns organization K, may be the subject of a further 

investigation even though doctor F may not be known to have personally written any 

prescriptions for members X, Y, or Z. In particular, doctor F may be questioned about who 

wrote the suspect prescription for member Y.

[0129] The analyst may also or alternatively analyze the graph to determine that doctor G 

may be removed from the graph. Although doctor G wrote a prescription for member Z, who 

also received potentially suspect prescriptions from doctors B and C, the prescription from 

doctor G was a regular prescription that would not normally raise a concern. Member Z may 

also be removed from the graph if the edges between member Z and doctors B and C were not 

for suspect prescriptions.

[0130] In another embodiment, a rule-based process running on a machine may highlight 

nodes that are likely to be suspect or interesting and/or nodes that are likely to be non-suspect or 

not interesting. For example, the rule-based process may mark as interesting nodes with many 

direct interesting connections and/or many direct connections to other interesting nodes, and the 

rule-based process may mark as not interesting nodes with few direct interesting connections 

and/or few direct connections to other interesting nodes. The number of interesting connections
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and/or connections to other interesting nodes may or may not be relative to a total number of 

connections or other connected nodes.

[0131] FIG. 2 illustrates an example timeline 200 for displaying, on display 212, information 

such as the information from the graph in FIG. 1 in a manner that highlights when events 

occurred. For example, the different bars on the timeline may represent numbers of regular 

prescriptions, suspect prescriptions, and/or arrests that occurred in a period covered by the 

timeline. As illustrated, timeline 200 includes dates 202 along the bottom, spanning in the 

example from the year 2000 to the year 2010. The timeline 200 also includes numbers of items 

204 along the side, indicating that up to 3 items occurred in a given period of time or on a given 

date covered by the individual bars in timeline 200.

[0132] Timeline 200 may also include a legend 206, which displays information about how 

to interpret the bars or other graphical indicators on the timeline. For example, the bars may be 

color-coded, and the legend may indicate which bars correspond to which events. As illustrated, 

bars having color A, such as green, correspond to regular prescriptions, bars having color B, such 

as yellow, correspond to suspect prescriptions, and bars having color C, such as red, correspond 

to arrests.

[0133] Timeline 200 may also include labels of summaries of timeline sections 208, such as 

“suspect prescriptions from doctor B” and “suspect prescriptions from doctor C,” and labels of 

significant events 210, such as “doctor B arrested” and “doctor C arrested.” The labels 208 and 

210 may be user-configurable. For example, a user may elect, via a graphical interface, to 

highlight period(s) on the timeline where doctor B wrote suspect prescriptions and/or period(s) 

on the timeline where doctor C wrote suspect prescriptions. As another example, a user may 

elect, via the graphical interface, to highlight periods on the timeline where doctors B and C were 

arrested.

[0134] The timeline 200 may be automatically generated by a combination of hardware 

and/or software, such as stored instructions running on computing devices. The graph may be 

stored on a storage device, sent over a network, and/or displayed on a display, such as a display 

on a mobile electronic device, a laptop, or a desktop computer.

[0135] FIG. 3 shows an example composite representation 330 that includes graph 310 and 

timeline 320 that are concurrently displayed. As shown, graph 310 identifies member(s) 300, 

doctor(s) 302, event(s) 304, and organization(s) 306. For example, these different entities may 

be represented by nodes in the graph. Entities that are associated with each other based on stored
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information may be connected via edge(s) 301. Timeline 320 includes bars arranged in time 

order, labels 322, and legend 324.

[0136] Graph 310 and timeline 320 may represent the same data. For example, the 

prescriptions represented in timeline 320 may represent edges in graph 310. Removing edges 

and/or nodes from graph 310 may cause removal of corresponding edges and/or nodes 

represented in timeline 320. Similarly, removing edges and/or nodes from timeline 320 may 

cause removal of corresponding edges and/or nodes represented in graph 310. Graph 310 and 

timeline 320 may also include similar color-coded mappings. For example, nodes or edges in 

graph 310 may be colored based on certain criteria, and the same criteria may be used to color 

bars in timeline 320.

[0137] FIG. 4 illustrates an example process for graphically arranging and utilizing 

information about member(s) that are related to suspect doctor(s). The process may be 

performed by a combination of hardware and/or software, such as stored instructions running on 

computing devices. The stored instructions may be part of a special-purpose module for 

graphically arranging and utilizing information about member(s) that are related to suspect 

doctor(s).

[0138] In step 400 of FIG. 4, the module determines member(s) related to a set of suspect 

doctor(s). For example, the doctors may be suspected for or may have been charged with or 

convicted for drug-related offenses. In step 402, the module graphically arranges information 

related to determined member(s), optionally after filtering the information based on certain 

criteria. Step 402 may include sub-step 402A, where the module generates a graph of the 

member(s), any doctor(s) who wrote script(s) to the member(s), any criminal event(s) or other 

event(s) related to those doctor(s) or member(s), and/or any medical organization related to the 

doctor(s) or member(s). The generated graph also includes connections between these entities to 

reflect associations between the entities. Step 402 may also include sub-step 402B, where the 

module generates a timeline that distinguishes general script(s), suspect script(s), and/or arrest(s) 

over time, optionally including label(s) of significant event(s) or a summary or summaries of 

prescriptions represented in the timeline.

[0139] Once the graph and/or timeline have been generated by the module, the module may 

further support analysis of node(s) or edge(s) in the graph or period(s) in the timeline. In step 

404A, the module, via a user interface, receives a selection of node(s) in the graph. In response 

to step 404A, in step 406A, the module stores an indication that the selected node(s) are marked
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for further analysis and/or display additional information about the selected node(s). For 

example, clicking on or touching a node on the display may trigger display of additional details 

about the node that were not previously displayed.

[0140] In step 404B, the module, via a user interface, receives a selection of a period of time 

in the timeline. In response to step 404B, in step 406B, the module may filter the graph to 

exclude node(s) that were in the graph due to script(s) and/or event(s) that are outside of the 

selected period in the timeline. In one example, the selection that triggers filtering may select 

multiple non-adjacent periods on the timeline, and, in response, items between these adjacent 

periods may be filtered from the graph.

[0141] FIG. 5 illustrates an example process for graphically arranging and utilizing 

information about doctor(s) that are related to suspect member(s). The process may be 

performed by a combination of hardware and/or software, such as stored instructions running on 

computing devices. The stored instructions may be part of a special-purpose module for 

graphically arranging and utilizing information about member(s) that are related to suspect 

doctor(s).

[0142] In step 500 of FIG. 5, the module determines doctor(s) related to a set of suspect 

member(s). For example, the members may be suspected for or may have been charged with or 

convicted for drug-related offenses. In step 502, the module graphically arranges information 

related to determined member(s), optionally after filtering the information based on certain 

criteria. Step 502 may include sub-step 502A, where the module generates a graph of the 

doctor(s), any member(s) to whom the doctor(s) wrote script(s), any criminal event(s) or other 

event(s) related to those doctor(s) or member(s), and/or any medical organization related to the 

doctor(s) or member(s). The generated graph also includes connections between these entities to 

reflect associations between the entities. Step 502 may also include sub-step 502B, where the 

module generates a timeline that distinguishes general script(s), suspect script(s), and/or arrest(s) 

over time, optionally including label(s) of significant event(s) or a summary or summaries of 

prescriptions represented in the timeline.

[0143] The process of FIG. 5 may analyze and use the graph and/or timeline in ways that are 

similar to those mentioned in FIG. 4. The graphs and timelines generated according to the 

processes herein may generally be used and analyzed to detect potentially fraudulent activities by 

member/s) or doctor(s) for the purpose of cutting health care expenses that are caused by the 

fraudulent activities. Analysis of the graphs and timeline may be partially based on user input to
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a user interface and/or automated statistical, relational, and correlative processing that may be 

performed automatically without user input.

[0144] FIG. 1, FIG. 2, FIG. 3, FIG. 4, FIG. 5 illustrate one example of a graph and interface 

useful for practicing the techniques described herein. Other graphs and interfaces may include 

fewer or additional elements in varying arrangements in other embodiments. For example, FIG. 

8 illustrates another example graph 800 in which a node 810 representing a particular patient 

object is connected by various edges 811-815 to pharmacy nodes 831-835 representing 

pharmacy objects, according to an embodiment. The edges 811-815 by which the patient node 

810 is connected to the pharmacy nodes 831-835 represent various relationships formed from 

various events, such as “two pharmacy claims.” These relationships are described in labels 

associated with the edges 811-815. The pharmacy nodes 831-835 are color-coded by whether 

they are associated with instances of fraud. Certain pharmacy nodes 831-835 are further linked 

to owner nodes 862-864 representing owner objects and/or pharmacist nodes 865-866 

representing pharmacist objects. As indicated by the labels associated with the corresponding 

edges 841-846, these links were established by phone record relationships, employer/employee 

relationships, and/or address relationships. Various owner nodes 862-864 and pharmacist nodes 

865-866 are, in turn, related to other pharmacist nodes 867-869, as indicated by edges 852-855 

representing by possible familial relationships or possible identity relationships. Various 

pharmacist nodes 865 and 869 are related by arrest event relationships 881 and 882 to specific 

fraud nodes representing fraud event objects 871 and 872. Another pharmacy node 836, not 

immediately related to the patient node, has been identified as related to owner node 861, as 

indicate by edge 851.

[0145] In an embodiment, the graph of FIG. 8 is not a comprehensive network of entities or 

relationships, but has rather been filtered for entities and/or relationships of likely interest to an 

analyst, using techniques such as described herein. A zoomed out graph control 890 and zoom 

bar 895 permit zooming in and out of the graph.

[0146] This disclosure sometimes describes graphical interface features in terms of 

represented items themselves, as opposed to the graphical representations of those items. As is 

common when describing graphical interfaces, literal descriptions of a graphical interface 

comprising non-graphical interface components should be interpreted as descriptions of the 

graphical interface comprising graphical representations of those components. For example, the
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description may describe a step of “selecting a node” when in fact what is selected is a 

representation of a node in the workspace.

6.0. EXAMPLE USE CASES

[0147] The following examples illustrate how a user may utilize the techniques described 

herein to simplify various objectives related to identifying and/or investigating health care fraud. 

The examples are given for illustrative purposes only, and not by way of limitation as to the type 

of objectives to which the techniques described herein may be applied.

[0148] One example use case involves identifying expensive facilities as possible leads. An 

analysis module generates a histogram of cost over everything, by facility. Then, the module 

filters by diagnoses, and links by an ICD9 code. The module shows an aggregated metric for the 

diagnosis, such as average/20/80 percentiles of cost per facility. The module creates a dynamic 

group of expensive facilities. The module compares histogram costs and readmission rates to 

identify suspect facilities.

[0149] Another example use case involves investigating a particular provider. An 

investigative analyst receives a workflow ticket indicating that the particular provider is a lead. 

The analyst instructs a graph-based interface, such as described herein, to show a graph of linked 

entities. The analyst filters the graph to show only providers related to the particular provider. 

The analyst creates new workflow tickets identifying these providers as leads. The analyst 

returns to the unfiltered graph of the particular member. The analyst instructs the interface to 

show pharmaceutical claims related to the particular provider, linked to the members making 

those claims. The analyst identifies those members as being at risk for fraud, and may or may 

not create workflow tickets for them. The analyst instructs the interface to expand the graph to 

include other providers and pharmacies that the members are connected to. The analyst filters 

the pharmacies to include only the highest-ranked pharmacies for one or more metrics indicative 

of a risk factor, such as volume of prescriptions for certain drugs. The analyst then uses the 

graph to identify members who visit those pharmacies and get high amounts of oxycodone 

prescriptions. The investigation has thus identified a list of other doctors to investigate, a list of 

"at-risk" members, and a list of pharmacies to avoid or to pay closer attention to.

7.0. HARDWARE OVERVIEW

[0150] According to one embodiment, the techniques described herein are implemented by 

one or more special-purpose computing devices. The special-purpose computing devices may be 

hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include digital electronic devices such as one or
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more application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) 

that are persistently programmed to perform the techniques, or may include one or more general 

purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the techniques pursuant to program 

instructions in firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-purpose 

computing devices may also combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom 

programming to accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing devices may be 

desktop computer systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices, networking devices or 

any other device that incorporates hard-wired and/or program logic to implement the techniques. 

[0151] For example, FIG. 10 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer system 1000 upon 

which an embodiment of the invention may be implemented. Computer system 1000 includes a 

bus 1002 or other communication mechanism for communicating information, and a hardware 

processor 1004 coupled with bus 1002 for processing information. Hardware processor 1004 

may be, for example, a general purpose microprocessor.

[0152] Computer system 1000 also includes a main memory 1006, such as a random access 

memory (RAM) or other dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 1002 for storing information 

and instructions to be executed by processor 1004. Main memory 1006 also may be used for 

storing temporary variables or other intermediate information during execution of instructions to 

be executed by processor 1004. Such instructions, when stored in non-transitory storage media 

accessible to processor 1004, render computer system 1000 into a special-purpose machine that 

is customized to perform the operations specified in the instructions.

[0153] Computer system 1000 further includes a read only memory (ROM) 1008 or other 

static storage device coupled to bus 1002 for storing static information and instructions for 

processor 1004. A storage device 1010, such as a magnetic disk or optical disk, is provided and 

coupled to bus 1002 for storing information and instructions.

[0154] Computer system 1000 may be coupled via bus 1002 to a display 1012, such as a 

cathode ray tube (CRT), for displaying information to a computer user. An input device 1014, 

including alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 1002 for communicating information 

and command selections to processor 1004. Another type of user input device is cursor control 

1016, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for communicating direction 

information and command selections to processor 1004 and for controlling cursor movement on 

display 1012. This input device typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis 

(e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane.
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[0155] Computer system 1000 may implement the techniques described herein using 

customized hard-wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 

which in combination with the computer system causes or programs computer system 1000 to be 

a special-purpose machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques herein are performed 

by computer system 1000 in response to processor 1004 executing one or more sequences of one 

or more instructions contained in main memory 1006. Such instructions may be read into main 

memory 1006 from another storage medium, such as storage device 1010. Execution of the 

sequences of instructions contained in main memory 1006 causes processor 1004 to perform the 

process steps described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in 

place of or in combination with software instructions.

[0156] The term “storage media” as used herein refers to any non-transitory media that store 

data and/or instructions that cause a machine to operation in a specific fashion. Such storage 

media may comprise non-volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for 

example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage device 1010. Volatile media includes 

dynamic memory, such as main memory 1006. Common forms of storage media include, for 

example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other 

magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, any physical 

medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, 

any other memory chip or cartridge.

[0157] Storage media is distinct from but may be used in conjunction with transmission 

media. Transmission media participates in transferring information between storage media. For 

example, transmission media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 

wires that comprise bus 1002. Transmission media can also take the form of acoustic or light 

waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications.

[0158] Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or 

more instructions to processor 1004 for execution. For example, the instructions may initially be 

carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer can 

load the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a telephone line 

using a modem. A modem local to computer system 1000 can receive the data on the telephone 

line and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-red 

detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 

data on bus 1002. Bus 1002 carries the data to main memory 1006, from which processor 1004
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retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions received by main memory 1006 may 

optionally be stored on storage device 1010 either before or after execution by processor 1004. 

[0159] Computer system 1000 also includes a communication interface 1018 coupled to bus 

1002. Communication interface 1018 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a 

network link 1020 that is connected to a local network 1022. For example, communication 

interface 1018 may be an integrated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite 

modem, or a modem to provide a data communication connection to a corresponding type of 

telephone line. As another example, communication interface 1018 may be a local area network 

(LAN) card to provide a data communication connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links 

may also be implemented. In any such implementation, communication interface 1018 sends 

and receives electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams 

representing various types of information.

[0160] Network link 1020 typically provides data communication through one or more 

networks to other data devices. For example, network link 1020 may provide a connection 

through local network 1022 to a host computer 1024 or to data equipment operated by an Internet 

Service Provider (ISP) 1026. ISP 1026 in turn provides data communication services through 

the world wide packet data communication network now commonly referred to as the “Internet” 

1028. Local network 1022 and Internet 1028 both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical 

signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through the various networks and the signals 

on network link 1020 and through communication interface 1018, which carry the digital data to 

and from computer system 1000, are example forms of transmission media.

[0161] Computer system 1000 can send messages and receive data, including program code, 

through the network(s), network link 1020 and communication interface 1018. In the Internet 

example, a server 1030 might transmit a requested code for an application program through 

Internet 1028, ISP 1026, local network 1022 and communication interface 1018.

[0162] The received code may be executed by processor 1004 as it is received, and/or stored 

in storage device 1010, or other non-volatile storage for later execution.

[0163] In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the invention have been described 

with reference to numerous specific details that may vary from implementation to 

implementation. The specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an 

illustrative rather than a restrictive sense. The sole and exclusive indicator of the scope of the 

invention, and what is intended by the applicants to be the scope of the invention, is the literal
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and equivalent scope of the set of claims that issue from this application, in the specific form in 

which such claims issue, including any subsequent correction.

[0164] Throughout this specification, including the claims, where the context permits, the 

term “comprise” and variants thereof such as “comprises” or “comprising” are to be interpreted 

as including the stated integer or integers without necessarily excluding any other integers.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A system of one or more computing devices, comprising:

a data import component for importing health care data from one or more data sources, 

the data sources including one or more of health care providers, insurers, or pharmacies;

one or more data repositories in which the data import component creates health care 

objects representing the health care data in accordance to a defined ontology, the health care 

objects including provider objects of one or more provider object type that describes health care 

providers, patient objects of one or more patient object types that represent health care recipients, 

health care event objects of one or more event object types that describe one or more of: health 

care claims, prescriptions, medical procedures, or diagnoses; and fraud objects representing 

known instances of health care fraud;

a correlation component that identifies correlations between the health care event objects, 

the provider objects, the patient objects, and the fraud objects;

a graph generator component that generates graphs of networks identified based at least 

on the correlations identified by the correlation component, the graphs comprising linked nodes 

representing particular health care objects in the identified networks, including particular patient 

nodes representing particular patient objects and particular provider nodes representing particular 

provider objects, the graph further linking a particular provider node or a particular patient node 

to a fraud node within the graph, the fraud node representing a particular fraud object;

an interface generator that generates interfaces that display the graphs generated by the 

graph generator.

2. The system of Claim 1, further comprising an object presentation component for 

generating presentations of particular health care objects to display in the interfaces.

3. The system of any one of Claims 1-2, further comprising:

an input handler for receiving inputs selecting particular controls associated with 

particular nodes in graphs displayed in the interfaces;

an object presentation component for generating presentations of information about 

particular objects associated with particular nodes selected by the inputs.
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4. The system of any one of Claims 1-3, further comprising:

a filtering component that identifies networks for the graph generator to graph;

an input handler for receiving inputs selecting particular controls associated with 

particular nodes in graphs displayed in the interfaces;

wherein the filtering component is configured to identify networks related to particular 

nodes selected by the inputs.

5. The system of any one of Claims 1-4, further comprising:

a filtering component that identifies networks for the graph generator to graph;

a metric calculator configured to calculate metrics associated with the health care objects 

based at least on the identified correlations;

a lead identifier component configured to identify health care objects that are leads for 

fraud investigations based at least on the calculated metrics;

wherein the filtering component is configured to identify networks related to the health 

care objects that are leads for fraud investigations.

6. The system of any one of Claims 1-5, further comprising:

a metric calculator configured to calculate metrics associated with the health care objects 

based at least on the identified correlations;

wherein the interface generator is configured to depict different nodes and/or different 

edges in the graphs differently based on the calculated metrics.

7. The system of any one of Claims 1-6, further comprising a workflow module that accepts 

inputs, generated by one or more of users or an automated lead identifier component, that 

identify particular health care objects as leads for fraud investigations, the workflow module 

further configured to generate workflow tickets based on the inputs and send the workflow 

tickets to analyst for further investigation.

8. The system of any one of Claims 1-7, wherein the one or more data repositories further 

store pharmacy objects of a pharmacy object type that describes pharmacies; wherein the linked 

nodes include one or more pharmacy nodes that represent one or more pharmacy objects.
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9. The system of any one of Claims 1-8, further including a mapping component for 

generating maps of health care events correlated to particular health care objects represented in 

particular graphs.

10. The system of any one of Claims 1-9, wherein the linked nodes in the graphs generated 

by the graph generator are connected by edges representative of relationships, wherein at least 

some of the relationships are derived from health care event objects based on the correlations.

11. A method comprising:

generating provider objects that describe health care providers;

generating patient objects that describe health care recipients;

generating health care event objects, the health care event objects including at least

objects of a prescription event type, objects of a medical claim event type, and

objects of a diagnosis event type;

generating fraud objects representing known instances of health care fraud;

storing the provider objects, patient objects, health care event objects, and fraud objects

in a digital computer-readable storage medium;

correlating the health care event objects to the provider objects and the patient objects;

receiving input specifying a particular object, wherein the particular object is one of a

particular provider object or a particular patient object;

based on the correlating, identifying a network comprising one or more provider objects

and one or more patient objects that are associated with the particular object;

generating a graph of the network, the graph comprising linked nodes, the linked nodes 

including one or more patient nodes that represent the one or more patient objects 

and one or more provider nodes that represent the one or more provider objects;

linking a particular provider node or a particular patient node to a fraud node within the

graph, the fraud node representing a particular fraud object;
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wherein the method is performed by one or more computing devices.

12. The method of Claim 11, wherein generating the health care event objects comprises 

generating a separate health care event object from each log entry in one or more logs collected 

from one or more of: a provider data source, an insurer data source or a pharmacy data source.

13. The method of any one of Claims 11-12, further comprising:

generating pharmacy objects that describe pharmacies;

wherein the linked nodes include one or more pharmacy nodes that represent one or more 

pharmacy objects.

14. The method of any one of Claims 11-13, further comprising:

correlating multiple objects of different types to a single entity, the multiple objects 

comprising one or more of the provider objects or the patient objects; and 

representing the multiple objects within the graph as one of: a single node representing a 

logical object that corresponds to a merger of the multiple objects, or as multiple 

nodes linked to each other by one or more relationships.

15. The method of any one of Claims 11-14,

wherein the correlating further comprises deriving relationship constructs based on the 

health care event objects;

wherein the relationship constructs define links between the provider objects and the 

patient objects.

16. The method of any one of Claims 11-15,

wherein the correlating further comprises deriving relationship constructs based on the 

provider objects;
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wherein the relationship constructs define links between the provider objects and the 

patient objects;

wherein the graph comprises one or more edges that depict links between particular 

linked nodes, the edges representing one or more of the relationship constructs.

17. The method of any one of Claims 11-16,

wherein the correlating further comprises deriving relationship constructs based on the 

health care event objects;

wherein the relationship constructs define links between the provider objects and the 

patient objects;

wherein the graph comprises one or more edges that depict particular links between 

particular linked nodes, the one or more edges representing one or more of the 

relationships;

wherein the one or more edges comprise a first edge that graphically represents a first 

relationship type and a second edge that graphically represents a second 

relationship type.

18. The method of any one of Claims 11-17,

wherein the correlating further comprises deriving relationship constructs based on the 

provider objects;

wherein the relationship constructs define links between the provider objects and the 

patient objects;

wherein the graph comprises one or more edges that depict particular links between 

particular linked nodes, the one or more edges representing one or more of the 

relationship constructs;
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wherein the one or more edges graphically depict a summary of particular health care 

event objects from which the one or more of the relationship constructs were 

derived.

19. The method of any one of Claims 11-18, further comprising:

computing values of metrics associated with the provider objects and metrics associated 

with the patient objects based at least in part on the correlating;

depicting, within the graph, one or both of the linked nodes or edges linked the linked 

nodes differently based on the computed values.

20. The method of any one of Claims 11-19, further comprising:

computing values of metrics associated with the provider objects and metrics associated 

with the patient objects based at least in part on the correlating;

generating a visualization of the values;

wherein the particular object is selected in part based on a selection of a particular value, 

calculated in association with the particular object, from the visualization.

21. The method of any one of Claims 11-20, further comprising:

computing values of metrics associated with the provider objects and metrics associated 

with the patient objects based at least in part on the correlating;

comparing the values to defined triggers that define thresholds for unusual values;

selecting the particular object at least partly responsive to the particular object being 

associated with a particular metric value that has an unusual value according to a 

particular defined trigger.

22. The method of any one of Claims 11-21, wherein the network comprises an object that 

represents a particular practitioner, objects that represent patients who have had prescriptions
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written by the particular practitioner, and objects that represent other practitioners that those 

patients have visited.

23. The method of any one of Claims 11-22, wherein the network comprises an object that 

represents a pharmacy customer, objects that represent pharmacies visited by that pharmacy 

customer, objects that represent pharmacists employed at the pharmacies, and objects that 

represent instances of fraud associated with the pharmacists or pharmacies.

24. The method of any one of Claims 11-23, further comprising:

computing values of metrics associated with the provider objects and metrics associated 

with the patient objects based at least in part on the correlating;

determining a size of the network based at least in part on the metric values.

25. The method of any one of Claims 11-24, further comprising:

presenting the graph as part of an interactive interface for investigating health care data, 

the interface embedding a first control for selecting at least a particular linked 

node;

responsive to selection of the first control, generating a presentation comprising data 

associated with a first object that the particular linked node represents;

wherein the presentation includes one or more of: a list or timeline of data from health 

care event objects correlated to the first object, aggregated statistics calculated in 

association with the first object, demographic information associated with the first 

object, or a map depicting locations and/or health care events related to the 

particular object.

26. The method of any one of Claims 11-25, further comprising:
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presenting the graph as part of an interactive interface for investigating health care data, 

the interface embedding a first control for selecting a particular edge between 

particular linked nodes;

generating a presentation of data associated with one or more particular relationships that 

the particular edge represents responsive to selection of the second control, the 

one or more particular relationships derived from particular health care event 

objects, the presentation including one or more of a list of the particular health 

care events or a map of the particular health care events.

27. The method of any one of Claims 11-26, further comprising:

presenting the graph as part of an interactive interface for investigating health care data, 

the interface embedding a first control for selecting at least a particular linked 

node;

responsive to selection of the second control, flagging the first object associated with the 

particular linked node for subsequent investigation and generating a workflow 

ticket identifying the first object as a lead.

28. The method of any one of Claims 11-27, further comprising:

computing values of metrics associated with the provider objects and metrics associated 

with the patient objects based at least in part on the correlating;

wherein the particular object is selected based in part on a metric value associated with 

the particular object that indicates one or more of: a doctor writing significantly 

more prescriptions than normal; a sudden increase in prescriptions filled by a 

patient who was not previously filling many prescriptions, a patient receiving a 

significant amount of emergency room visits in a specific time period; a patient
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receiving prescriptions from more than a certain number of providers within a 

certain time period.

29. The method of any one of Claims 11-28, further comprising:

performing one or more import operations on data from a plurality of sources of health 

care data, the plurality of sources including a provider data source, an insurer data 

source, and a pharmacy data source;

wherein generating the provider objects, patient objects, and health care event objects 

occurs as part of the one or more import operations.

30. The method of any one of Claims 11-29, further comprising:

automatically parsing named entities from electronic news articles and/or indictments 

concerning instances of fraud;

generating at least some of the fraud objects based on the parsing.

31. The method of any one of Claims 11-30, further comprising correlating the fraud objects 

to patient objects and/or provider objects.

32. One or more computer-readable media storing instructions that, when executed by one or 

more computing devices, cause performance of any one of the methods recited in Claims 11-31.
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Data processing techniques 

Abstract 

A system for detecting healthcare fraud, among other purposes, which includes a data import component 
for importing health data from one or more data sources, such as health care providers, insurers or 
pharmacies; one or more data stores in which the data import component generates health objects, such 
as service provider objects describing health care providers, patient objects that represent health 
recipients, and health event objects that describe one or more of the following: health claims, 
prescriptions, medical procedures or diagnoses; a correlation component that identifies correlations 
between the health objects; a graph generator component that generates graphs of networks identified by 
being based at least on the correlations identified by the correlation component, the graphs comprising 
connected nodes representing health objects in the identified networks; and an interface generator that 
generates interfaces that display the graphs generated by the graph generator. 
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This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. §119 (e) of Provisional Application 61 / 801,470 
filed Mar. 15, 2013, the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference as if fully 
set forth herein. 

• TECHNICAL AREA 
• [0002] 

The present invention relates to data processing techniques for fraud detection in the context of 
health insurance. 

• BACKGROUND 
• [0003] 

The approaches described in this section are approaches that could be followed, but not 
necessarily approaches that were previously devised or pursued. Therefore, unless otherwise 
indicated, it should not be assumed that any of the approaches described in this section can be 
considered as prior art just because they are included in this section. 

• [0004] 

Healthcare fraud is estimated to cost $ 60-80 billion a year in losses. It is estimated that losses 
account for 3-10% of all healthcare costs. One source of fraud is prescription drug fraud. 
Examples of recipe fraud include counterfeiting of recipes, changing prescriptions, stealing 
prescription blocks, ordering prescriptions or using online pharmacies, changing the doctor / 
pharmacy (for example, visiting several doctors, emergency rooms or pharmacies and the pursuit 
of prescriptions while symptoms are being mimicked, such as migraine headaches, toothaches, 
cancers, psychiatric disorders and attention deficit syndrome or that one has intentionally injured 
oneself), crossing borders of states to multiple pharmacies to achieve success, renewal of 
recipes after less than 90 days, etc. Recipe fraud occurs mainly in retail pharmacies and 
especially in painkillers, anxiolytics, relaxants and hypnotics. 

• [0005] 

Other sources of fraud include fraud in insurance claims, such as when a service provider 
charges more than the competition for services, a service provider charges more tests per patient 
than the competition, a service provider calculates unusual or unnecessary medical procedures, 
upcoding services or billing for the most expensive options, upcoding from equipment or billing for 
a more expensive device and delivering a cheaper device, continuous billing for high-cost medical 
devices, such as durable medical equipment, billing for procedures or services that are not 
provided, submitting duplicate claims to the same service to two unbundling of a group of 
services so that the services, which are calculated individually, provide a higher remuneration 
than if they were bundled, reimbursement Transfers of funds, transportation fraud, collecting 
funds from several insurance companies, using surgical modifiers to increase compensation, 
fraud affecting viaticals in health and life insurance, cheating in nursing homes, such as failure to 
provide services or services by unauthorized personnel, etc. 

• SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
• [0006] 

The appended claims may serve to summarize the invention. 

• BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
• [0007] 



In the drawings: 

• [0008] 

1 shows an example graph of nodes representing data objects; 

• [0009] 

2 shows an exemplary timeline for displaying information, such as the information of the graph in 
FIG 1 in a way that emphasizes when events have occurred; 

• [0010] 

3 Fig. 12 shows an exemplary composite representation including a graph and a timeline shown 
simultaneously; 

• [0011] 

4 shows an exemplary method for graphing and using information about (multiple) participants 
associated with one or more suspected physicians; 

• [0012] 

5 shows an exemplary method for graphing and using information about one or more physicians 
in contact with a suspected subscriber (s); 

• [0013] 

6 Fig. 12 is a flowchart for automatically identifying clues by metrics generated by data organized 
in accordance with a health data model; 

• [0014] 

7 FIG. 12 is a flowchart for examining a health fraud alert through a graph-based interface 
showing a network of items associated with the alert; FIG. 

• [0015] 

8th Figure 4 shows another graph in which a node representing a particular patient object is 
connected by various edges to pharmacy nodes representing pharmacy objects; 

• [0016] 

9 shows an exemplary system in which the described techniques can be applied; and 

• [0017] 

10 Figure 10 is a block diagram showing a computer system on which an embodiment of the 
invention may be implemented. 

• DETAILED DESCRIPTION 



• [0018] 

In the following description, for purposes of explanation, many specific details are set forth in 
order to provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. However, it is to be 
understood that the present invention may be practiced without these specific details. In other 
instances, well-known structures and devices are shown as block diagrams to avoid 
unnecessarily obscuring the present invention. 

• 1.0. GENERAL OVERVIEW 
• [0019] 

In one embodiment, a system of one or more computing devices is used inter alia to detect 
healthcare fraud. The system includes a data import component for importing health data from 
one or more data sources, the data sources comprising one or more health care providers, 
insurers or pharmacies; one or more data stores in which the data import component generates 
health objects representing the health data in accordance with a defined ontology, the health 
objects comprising service objects of one or more service provider object types describing health 
service providers having patient objects from one or more patient Object types representing 
health recipients and health event objects of one or more event object types describing one or 
more of the following: health claims, prescriptions, medical procedures or diagnoses; a correlation 
component that identifies correlations between the health event objects, the service provider 
objects, and the patient objects; a graph generator component that generates graphs of networks 
characterized by being based at least on the correlations identified by the correlation component, 
the graphs comprising connected nodes representing particular health objects in the identified 
networks, including certain patient nodes representing particular patient objects, and certain 
service provider nodes representing particular service provider objects; and an interface 
generator that generates interfaces that display the graphs generated by the graph generator. 

• [0020] 

In one embodiment, the system further comprises an object presentation component for 
generating presentations of particular health objects to be displayed in the interfaces. In one 
embodiment, the system further includes an input handler to receive inputs that select particular 
controls associated with particular nodes in graphs displayed in the interfaces; and an object 
presentation component for generating presentations of information about particular objects 
associated with particular accounts selected by the inputs. In an embodiment, the system further 
comprises: a filter component that selects networks displayed by the graph generator; and an 
input handler to receive inputs that select particular controls associated with particular nodes in 
graphs displayed in the interfaces. The filter component is configured to identify networks 
associated with particular nodes selected by the inputs. 

• [0021] 

In one embodiment, the system further comprises: a filter component that identifies networks that 
the graph generator is to display; and a metric calculation unit configured to calculate metrics 
associated with health objects based on at least the identified correlations; an alert identification 
component configured to identify health objects that are indicative of fraud investigations based at 
least on the calculated metrics. The filter component is configured to identify networks that belong 
to health objects that are evidence of fraud investigations. In one embodiment, the system further 
comprises a metric calculation unit configured to calculate metrics associated with health objects 
based at least on the identified correlations; wherein the interface generator is configured to 
display different nodes and / or different edges in the graph differently, based on the calculated 
metrics. 



• [0022] 

In one embodiment, the system further comprises a workflow module that accepts input 
generated by one or more users or an automated alert identification component that identifies 
particular health objects as indicia of fraud investigation, wherein the workflow module is further 
configured to: Based on the inputs, generate workflow messages and send the workflow 
messages to analysts for further investigation. In one embodiment, the one or more data stores 
further store pharmacy objects of a pharmacy object type describing pharmacies; wherein the 
connected nodes comprise one or more pharmacy nodes that represent one or more pharmacy 
objects. In one embodiment, the system further includes a schedule component for generating 
health event plans correlated to particular health objects represented in particular graphs. In one 
embodiment, the connected nodes in the graphs generated by the graph generator are connected 
by edges representing relationships, with at least some of the relationships being derived from 
health event objects based on the correlations. In one embodiment, the components of the 
system further include other functionality, as described below. 

• [0023] 

In one embodiment, a method employed by the various systems described herein includes: 
generating service provider objects that describe healthcare providers; Generating patient objects 
describing health recipients; Identifying relationships between the health event objects, the 
service provider objects, and the pharmacy objects; Identifying, based on the relationships, a 
network of one or more service provider objects and the one or more patient objects; Generating 
a graph of the network, wherein the graph comprises connected nodes, the linked nodes 
comprising one or more patient nodes representing one or more patient objects, and one or more 
service provider nodes representing one or more service provider objects , In an embodiment, the 
method further comprises generating pharmacy objects describing pharmacies; wherein the 
connected nodes comprise one or more pharmacy nodes that represent one or more pharmacy 
objects. In an embodiment, the method further comprises generating health event objects 
describing health events. The connected nodes include: one or more event nodes that represent 
one or more health event objects; one or more edges representing one or more health event 
objects. 

• [0024] 

In one embodiment, a method includes: generating service provider objects that describe 
healthcare providers; Generating patient objects describing health recipients; Generating health 
event objects describing one or more of the following: health claims, prescriptions, medical 
procedures or diagnoses; Correlating the health event objects with the service provider objects 
and the patient objects; Receiving inputs indicating a particular object, wherein the particular 
object is either a particular service provider object or a particular patient object; Identifying, based 
on correlating, a network of one or more service provider objects and one or more patient objects 
associated with the particular object; and generating a graph of the network, wherein the graph 
comprises connected nodes, the connected nodes comprising one or more patient nodes 
representing one or more patient objects, and one or more service provider nodes containing one 
or more service provider objects represent. 

• [0025] 

In one embodiment, generating the health event objects comprises generating a separate health 
event object from each log entry in one or more logs collected from one or more of a service 
provider data source, an insurer data source, or a pharmacy -Data Source. In one embodiment, 
the method further comprises: generating fraudulent objects that represent known cases of 
healthcare fraud; and associating a particular service provider node or patient node with a 



fraudulent node in the graph, the fraudulent node representing a particular fraudulent object. In 
one embodiment, the health event objects include at least objects of a recipe event type, objects 
of a medical claim event type, and objects of a diagnostic event type. In an embodiment, the 
method further comprises generating pharmacy objects describing pharmacies. The linked nodes 
comprise one or more pharmacy nodes that represent one or more pharmacy objects. 

• [0026] 

In an embodiment, the method further comprises correlating a plurality of different types of 
objects with a single element, the plurality of objects including the service provider objects and / 
or the patient objects; and representing the plurality of objects in the graph, as either a single 
node representing a logical object belonging to a merge of the multiple objects, or as multiple 
nodes connected to each other by one or more relationships. 

• [0027] 

In one embodiment, the correlating further comprises deriving relationship structures based on 
the health event objects. The relationship structures define connections between the service 
provider objects and the patient objects. In one embodiment, the graph includes one or more 
edges that show connections between particular connected nodes, wherein the edges represent 
one or more of the relationship structures. In one embodiment, the one or more edges include a 
first edge that graphically represents a first relationship type and a second edge that graphically 
represents a second relationship type. In one embodiment, the one or more edges graphically 
show a summary of particular health event objects from which the one or more relationship 
structures have been derived. 

• [0028] 

In one embodiment, the method further comprises: calculating values of metrics associated with 
the service provider objects and metrics associated with the patient objects based, at least in 
part, on the correlating. In an embodiment, the method further comprises mapping the connected 
nodes and / or the edges connecting the connected nodes based on the calculated values 
differently in the graph. In an embodiment, the method further comprises generating a 
visualization of the values. The particular object is selected based in part on a selection of a 
particular value from the visualization calculated in association with the particular object. In one 
embodiment, the method further comprises comparing the values to define triggers that define 
unusual value thresholds; and selecting the particular object at least in part in response to the 
particular object being associated with a particular value of a metric that has an unusual value 
according to a particular defined trigger. In an embodiment, the method further comprises 
determining the size of the network based at least in part on the values of the metrics. In one 
embodiment, the particular object is selected based in part on a value of a metric associated with 
the particular object that indicates one or more of the following: a physician is writing substantially 
more prescriptions than usual; a sudden increase in prescriptions issued to a patient to whom not 
many prescriptions have previously been issued; a patient who makes a high number of visits to 
the ER during a given period; a patient who receives prescriptions from more than a certain 
number of service providers in a given period of time. 

• [0029] 

In one embodiment, the network includes an object that represents a particular practitioner, 
objects that represent patients to whom recipes have been issued by the particular practitioner, 
and objects that represent other practitioners who have visited those patients. In one 
embodiment, the network comprises an object representing a pharmacy customer, objects 
representing pharmacies visited by that pharmacy customer, objects representing pharmacists 



employed in the pharmacies, and objects representing fraud cases associated with the pharmacy 
Pharmacists or pharmacies are connected. 

• [0030] 

In an embodiment, the method further comprises presenting the graph as part of an interactive 
interface for examining health data, wherein an interface is embedded in the interface to select at 
least one particular connected node; and to generate a presentation comprising data associated 
with a first object representing the particular connected node in response to the selection of the 
control, the presentation comprising one or more of: a list or timeline of health event data Objects 
correlated to the first object, aggregated statistics calculated in relation to the first object, 
demographic information associated with the first object, or a map showing locations and / or 
health events associated with the first one Object in connection. 

• [0031] 

In one embodiment, the method further comprises presenting the graph as part of an interactive 
interface for examining health data, wherein a control is embedded in the interface to select a 
particular edge between particular connected nodes; and generating a presentation of data 
associated with one or more particular relationships representing the particular edge in response 
to the selection of the control, wherein the one or more particular relationships are derived from 
particular health event objects, wherein the presentation is a list which includes certain health 
events and / or a plan of particular health events. 

• [0032] 

In one embodiment, the method further comprises presenting the graph as part an interactive 
interface for examining health data, wherein a control for selecting a particular connected node is 
embedded in the interface; and, in response to the selection of the control, marking a first object 
associated with the particular connected node for subsequent examination and generating a 
workflow message identifying the first object as a hint. 

• [0033] 

In one embodiment, a method includes generating health event objects describing one or more of 
the following: health claims, prescriptions, medical procedures, or diagnoses; Generating service 
provider objects describing healthcare providers; Generating patient objects describing health 
recipients; Creating pharmacy objects that describe pharmacies; Correlating the event objects 
with the service provider objects, the participant objects and the pharmacy objects; Calculating 
metrics for the service provider objects, the subscriber objects and the pharmacy objects based 
on the correlating; Identifying unusual metric values in the metrics; and identifying hint objects for 
investigation based on the unusual metrics values, the hint objects comprising one or more of: a 
particular provider object, a particular pharmacy object, or a particular patient object. 

• 2.0. STRUCTURAL OVERVIEW 
• [0034] 

9 shows an exemplary system 900 in which the described techniques can be applied, according 
to one embodiment. The system 900 is a computer based system. The different components of 
the system 900 are implemented, at least in part, by hardware in one or more computing devices, 
such as one or more hardware processors, that execute instructions stored in one or more 
memories to perform various functions described herein. The system 900 Figure 1 shows one of 
many possible arrangements of components configured to perform the functionality described 



herein. Other arrangements may include fewer or different components, and the allocation of 
tasks between components may vary, depending on the arrangement. 

• [0035] 

The system 900 includes a data import component 915 that collects data from a variety of 
sources, including one or more service provider sources 911 , Insurer sources 912 , public 
sources 913 and other sources 914 as described here. The data can be from any of the 
sources 911 - 914 at one or more points in time, depending on such factors as the size of the 
data source, the accessibility of the data source, and how frequently the data source changes. 
Depending on the way in which the data is collected, the data import component 
may 915 optionally perform Extract, Transform, and Load ("ETL") operations on the collected 
data to create objects that correspond to one or more defined ontologies 990 correspond. The 
ontologies 900 For example, they may be dynamic ontologies, static schemes, and / or other 
definitions of data structures. 

• [0036] 

The data import component 915 causes the collected data to be stored in one or more data 
stores 920 get saved. The one or more data stores 920 can save, among other object types, 
some or all of the following: service provider objects 921 , Patient objects 922 , Pharmacy 
objects 923 , Health event objects 924 and other objects 925 , each belonging to a different own 
object type, by the one or more ontologies 990 is defined. Other objects 925 may include any 
type of object type that is considered desirable. For example, another object type may be 
management event objects. Thus, in one embodiment, data obtained from healthcare providers, 
insurers, public sources, and other sources may be represented in the computer memory by 
object-oriented data representation techniques to represent service providers, patients, 
pharmacies, events, and other elements depicted in a graph based on relationships, events or 
transactions in practice. Examples of saving 920 and associated objects 921 - 925 are described 
in the following sections. 

• [0037] 

The system 900 includes a correlation identification component 930 that the 
objects 921 - 925 correlates, in accordance with the techniques described herein. Correlations 
made by the correlation identification component 930 are generated by a graph 
generator 940 used to generate object graphs in accordance with the techniques described 
below. The graphs describe relationships between different networks of objects 921 - 925 that are 
based at least in part on the correlations. 

• [0038] 

The graphs used by the graph generator 940 be generated, become an interface 
generator 960 which creates visual presentations of the graphs that a user interfaces with 965 are 
displayed. The visual presentations of the graphs show different objects 925 and the relationships 
between these Objects. Thus, an object presentation generator generates 945 different 
presentations of objects. These object presentations are used in the visual presentations made 
by the interface builder 960 be generated. Examples of such visual presentations, both graphs 
and objects, are given in subsequent sections. 

• [0039] 



To help a user navigate and understand the data in graph form is a filter component with the 
graph generator 940 connected. The filter component 950 otherwise reduces, simplifies, filters or 
otherwise manipulates the networks of objects and relationships represented by the graphs in 
accordance with the techniques described below. The filter component 950 can operate in 
response to various inputs via an input handler 970 receive inputs that belong to various controls 
that are embedded in the visual presentations that are in the interface 965 are displayed. 
Examples of such inputs are described below. 

• [0040] 

A metric calculation unit 935 calculates different metrics based on the objects 921 - 925 and / or 
other data. Correlations made by the correlation identification component 930 can be further used 
to generate some of these metrics. Exemplary metrics are described in other sections. The 
metrics can be used for a variety of reporting purposes. The object presentation 
generator 945 and / or the interface generator 960 For example, the metrics may be used to 
customize the visual presentations of the graphs and / or the objects shown therein. 

• [0041] 

Certain relationships and / or correlations of objects may indicate fraudulent activity. In one 
embodiment, an optional hint identification component identifies 980 "Cues" for suspected 
fraudulent activity, in accordance with the techniques described below. For example, the hints 
may contain certain objects in the stores 920 or relationships between multiple objects. The hints 
can be identified based on metric values provided by the metric calculation unit 935 calculated as 
unusual or non-structural, based on various fraud detection or structural The hints can be found in 
the filter component 950 which processes the graph to draw attention to the identified indicia (s), 
in accordance with the techniques described below. 

• 3.0. FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW 
• [0042] 

Techniques are described here to model health-related data and to use the models along with 
investigative procedures to identify fraud. In general, the techniques described herein use data 
obtained or extracted from various sources of health data. The data is then converted into various 
stored data objects, relationships, and graphs that correspond to a common health data model, 
such as a dynamic ontology or schema. The data types defined by the common model provide at 
least the following: one or more data objects describing patients and / or participants of health 
plans, one or more data objects describing healthcare providers and / or individual physicians, 
and one or multiple data objects describing health events, such as prescriptions, claims, 
treatments, and / or procedures. In embodiments, other data objects also exist that describe a 
variety of other health elements, locations, and events. Various examples are described here. 

• 3.1. FRAUD INVESTIGATIONS 
• [0043] 

Embodiments are useful for a number of different fraud related purposes. In one embodiment, the 
data objects are used to identify fraud at different times in a four-step workflow. The first step is 
the generation of clues. This level includes identifying suspected cases of healthcare fraud for 
further investigation. A note, as described herein, is a particular individual, organization, or event 
suspected of consisting of, connected to, or displaying real or potential fraud, or is an increased 
probability that it consists of fraud, is associated with him or indicates him. The term hint can also 
be used here to denote a data object that represents the suspect individual, the suspected 
organization, or the suspicious event. One way to identify clues is to get tips about possible 
fraudulent activity. A Another way to identify clues is to review networks of individuals and / or 



organizations involved in fraud cases that are described in media reports, convictions, or other 
publications. Another way to identify clues is to apply business rules to the different data objects 
and relationships described herein to mark possible fraudulent activity, such as when a man is 
receiving treatment for ovarian cancer. Another way to identify clues is to use computer-
implemented algorithms and / or analytical methods that compute metrics based on the various 
data objects described herein, such as a metric that indicates the number of prescriptions that a 
physician has be issued for commonly abused drugs. Data objects associated with unusual 
values for these metrics can be tracked as hints. 

• [0044] 

The next level is the hint prioritization. There may be many possible cues to track, but limited 
resources to track such cues; Note prioritization allows you to focus limited resources on the hints 
that are given high priority. For example, hint prioritization may include filtering the set of cues 
based on one or more of the following: which cues include certain types of fraud, which cues 
include at least a certain threshold amount of money, which cues constitute the most obvious 
instances of fraud, which hints are the easiest to investigate or which clues are heaped up. In one 
embodiment, various metrics that take into account these and / or other factors may be used to 
sort the clues, and the clues may then be examined in their sort order. In one embodiment, two 
primary metrics for sorting the clues are configured to quantify the likelihood of fraud and the 
effects of fraud when fraud has indeed occurred. However, a variety of other metrics can be 
generated to sort hints. Different investigators may be responsible for investigating evidence that 
is prioritized based on different factors or metrics. 

• [0045] 

The next step is examining a prioritized hint. At this stage, an investigator can search for answers 
to questions such as who the physicians concerned issue prescriptions, who picks up the recipes, 
what medical treatments the doctors perform, if any of these medical treatments are suspicious, 
with which larger network of other service providers Suspects interact to see if any of the other 
service providers are suspicious of whether the service providers are transferring to other people 
who then prescribe medicines that should not be prescribed, based on the relevant facts, etc. In 
one embodiment, various data visualization and processing techniques facilitate Mapping the 
data objects described here, this investigation. For example, networks of physicians, patients, 
and pharmacies may be depicted as navigable graphs of interconnected nodes in which 
connections are determined based on various health events. 

• [0046] 

The fourth step is to take action after a positive determination of an indication. For example, for 
some patients, this may include causing an intervention, such as providing treatment for addiction 
or depression. For other patients or fraudulent service providers, the act may include handing 
over results to an insurer and / or law enforcement agencies. 

• [0047] 

The above-described operation is provided as an example. Other fraud investigation workflows 
may include other elements in divergent orders. The data objects described here are also useful 
in these other operations. 

• 3.2 AUTOMATED IDENTIFICATION OF INFORMATION BY METRICS 
• [0048] 



6 shows a flowchart 600 for automatically identifying indicia by metrics generated by data 
organized in accordance with a health data model, according to one embodiment. In one 
embodiment, each of the methods associated with the functional blocks of the 6 be implemented 
by means of one or more computer programs, other software elements and / or digital logic in a 
general-purpose computer and / or a special computer, while data acquisition, processing and 
memory operations are performed, which interacting and editing the physical state of the memory 
of the computer. 

• [0049] 

block 610 involves creating service provider objects that describe different healthcare providers. 
For example, data for the service provider objects may be obtained from claims submitted by 
service providers to insurers, who then transmit the data to a computer system implementing the 
techniques described herein. A health care provider can be any entity providing health care 
services. Healthcare providers may include organizational units, also referred to as institutions or 
institutions, such as hospitals and clinics. Healthcare providers can also include individual 
practitioners, which are also referred to as health workers, such as doctors and dentists. In some 
cases, such as in the case of a single practitioner, a single practitioner may also act as an 
organizational unit. 

• [0050] 

In one embodiment, there are different types of service provider objects that represent individual 
practitioners, as opposed to organizational units. In one embodiment, different types of service 
provider objects may include data from different sources concerning the same service providers. 
In one embodiment, different types of service provider objects may include data collected in 
association with the same service providers while these service providers perform different 
functions. For example, a single physician may belong to a prescriber object that stores data 
collected in association with the physician in his role as a prescriber of drugs, to one or more 
specialist objects that store data related to the physician while performing the role of performing 
certain specialized procedures or assessments, and / or a practitioner's object representing data 
collected by the physician while generally performing his role as a service provider. Alternatively, 
a physician may be represented by a prescriber object and then linked to a facility object for a 
facility where the physician is employed. In one embodiment, there may be only one type of 
service provider object, and all data associated with all the roles of a physician / practitioner may 
instead be collected under the umbrella of that single type of service provider object. 

• [0051] 

block 620 includes creating patient objects that describe recipients of healthcare services. In one 
embodiment, different types of patient objects may include data collected for the same service 
providers from different sources. For example, a single person may be represented by a 
participant object consisting of data collected by an insurer who finances a health plan of which 
the subject is a participant, but may also be represented by separate patient objects that consist 
of data collected in connection with other service providers and / or customer objects that consist 
of data collected by a pharmacist. In one embodiment, different types of patient objects do not 
necessarily correlate with sources, but instead correlate with roles associated with a patient when 
collecting data, such as a participant in a plan or a customer of a pharmacy. In one embodiment, 
data associated with all the roles of a patient may instead be collected under the screen of a 
single type of patient object. 

• [0052] 



block 630 includes generating health event objects that describe one or more of the following: 
health claims, prescriptions, medical procedures, or diagnoses. For example, an event object 
may be generated for each log entry in one or more logs from service providers, insurers, and / or 
pharmacies, or may be based on insurer submission claims. There may be several types of event 
objects for some or all claims, prescriptions, procedures and diagnoses. For example, there may 
be different event object types for medical claims and prescription claims. Or there may be a 
single event object type that includes a type field that classifies each event. Other types of events 
can also be modeled, such as cases of fraud. Various embodiments may have different 
combinations of events. 

• [0053] 

block 640 which may be optional in some embodiments includes creating pharmacy objects that 
describe pharmacies. Depending on the embodiment, there may be different types of pharmacy 
objects to represent different types of pharmacies. Data for pharmacy objects can be obtained 
directly from pharmacies or their owners, or from claims data from insurers. 

• [0054] 

block 650 includes correlating event objects with service provider objects, patient objects, and / or 
pharmacy objects. For convenience, the term unit may be used hereinafter to refer to a service 
provider, a patient, or a pharmacy, and the term unitary object may therefore be used to refer to 
any object that includes data representing such a unit. Each correlated event object is assigned 
to at least the service provider objects, patient objects, or pharmacy objects (if they were created) 
by having one or more attributes of the event object, such as an identifier of a unit involved in the 
event. be compared with (a) associated attribute (s) of the service provider objects, patient 
objects or pharmacy objects. For example, a recipe event object may include fields that identify 
objects that represent the practitioner who prescribed the prescription, or any associated device. 
As another example, a claim event may include fields, identifying a participant object and a facility 
object. 

• [0055] 

In embodiments where there may be different types of service provider objects and / or patient 
objects for the same unit, Block 650 also correlate these objects by any suitable unit allocation 
technique. For example, a practitioner object may be correlated to a prescriber object using a 
state identifier, or a unique combination of attributes such as name, location, and age. Once 
objects have been correlated with the same unit, a unique system identifier for that unit can be 
created and added as an attribute to each object that correlates with that unit. For purposes of 
subsequent analysis, objects that have been assigned to a single entity may be temporarily 
merged into one or more logical service provider or patient objects. Or the objects can be kept 
separate, but connected to each other through relationships. 

• [0056] 

A relationship is a data structure that connects two or more objects together with a defined 
relationship type. In one embodiment, block 650 continue to create relationships based on 
correlating. At least some of the event objects may be correlated to multiple unit objects. For 
example, a recipe object may be correlated both with the prescriber object that represents the 
doctor who issued the prescription and with a patient object that represents the patient for whom 
the prescription was issued. The event objects can thus be used to derive relationships between 
entities that render services rendered by a first entity in the relationship on behalf of a second 
entity in the relationship, such as "has issued a prescription for" or "has Recipe submitted at "or" 
has received a diagnosis at ". In one embodiment, a relationship may further include attributes 



that associate the relationship with one or more specific events from which the relationship was 
derived, and / or that count the number of associated events. 

• [0057] 

block 660 includes calculating values of metrics associated with the service provider objects, the 
patient objects and the pharmacy objects based on the correlating. A first example of metrics for 
a particular entity object includes counting correlated event objects of particular types and / or 
with particular properties. A second type of example of metrics involves summing or averaging 
certain attributes of certain types of correlated event objects and / or correlated event objects 
having particular properties. A third type of example of metrics includes calculating standard 
deviations for other metric values across groups of units and / or geographic regions. A fourth 
type of example of metrics involves computing different functions of particular attributes of certain 
correlated event objects. A fifth example of metrics involves calculating the proportion of 
correlated event objects of a particular type that have one or more particular attribute values. A 
variety of other types of metrics of varying complexity are also possible. For example, various 
metrics may be formulated to try to identify any fraudulent behavior described herein. 

• [0058] 

Some metrics can be time-dependent. For example, some metrics may refer to recent events, 
such as the last month or year, while others may refer to fixed time periods, such as Q3 2007. 
The metrics for a given unit may also be based on metrics or attributes that are units belong with 
which the particular unit is connected. For example, a metric for a practitioner may include the 
number of patients of the practitioner who have a particular characteristic, such as a history of 
drug abuse. 

• [0059] 

block 670 involves identifying a set of uncommon metrics values. For example, the identifying 
may include identifying individual values for a metric that are outside a certain number of 
standard deviations for that metric, or values for the metric that are above or below a threshold for 
the metric. Identifying also came, or instead, involves sorting individual values for a metric by how 
much they deviate from an average of the metric, and selecting a certain number of the values 
that have the highest variance. Unusual combinations of metric values, where no single metric 
value alone is uncommon, can also be identified. Other pattern recognition techniques, such as 
those based on transaction histories or heuristics, can be used to identify non-pattern values of 
the metrics. 

• [0060] 

In one embodiment, the identification is automated. Certain predefined metrics are monitored and 
associated with triggers. When any single value for a monitored metric reaches a threshold 
defined by the trigger, the trigger identifies the value as unusual. The monitoring can be 
continuous or monitoring can be done in certain time intervals or on request. In one embodiment, 
rather than monitoring previously defined uncommon metrics metrics, various algorithms are 
trained to find uncommon values. In one embodiment, different users may define different types 
of triggers. For example, a recipe fraud specialist may define triggers to examine metrics 
indicative of a potential recipe fraud, and a claim fraud specialist may define triggers related to 
claim fraud. 

• [0061] 



In one embodiment, the identification is performed manually by personnel trained to search for 
unusual values. To assist such personnel, an analysis application may provide various 
visualizations of different metrics. For example, the application can display histograms for various 
metrics from which staff can select out-of-standard values of the distribution. 

• [0062] 

In one embodiment, the identification may be based on context-dependent risk assessments that 
take into account factors such as geography, hospitals, physicians, patients, etc. Certain values 
for certain metrics may be more alarming, for example, in the context of states whose laws do not 
regulate drugs strictly than in the US Context of other states. Or changes in certain metrics may 
be more worrying for certain initiations associated with past cases of fraud than the changes 
would otherwise be. Thus, in order to ensure that metrics are assessed for overall risk that the 
metrics actually indicate, certain metrics may be truncated, weighted or otherwise adjusted based 
on risk assessments. Risk assessments may be entered manually, associated with particular 
types of attributes and / or events, and / or learned over time through various feedback 
mechanisms. 

• [0063] 

Specific examples of uncommon metrics values could include, without limitation, the following: A 
doctor writes many more prescriptions than usual, based on his own averages in the past, or 
more than his colleagues on average; A sudden significant spike in prescriptions submitted by 
patients who have not previously submitted many prescriptions; Patients who make a significant 
number of visits to the emergency department during a given period, about 45 visits in five days; 
Patients who receive prescriptions from more than a certain number of service providers in a 
given period of time, about five different prescriptions from five different service providers; Service 
providers who fail to submit claims. 

• [0064] 

block 680 includes, based on the unusual metric values, identifying one or more hint objects for 
examination. The hint objects are those that were fair for calculating the unusual metric values. 
The notification object (s) comprise one or more of the following: a particular service provider 
object, a particular pharmacy object, or a particular subscriber object. The hint objects do not 
necessarily include objects selected based on all of the identified odd metric values. For example, 
certain possible hint objects may be filtered based on business rules. Or the possible hint objects 
can be filtered based on a sorting method to prioritize an investigation. 

• [0065] 

In one embodiment, a hint object is highlighted in a database, and a discovering analyst can later 
search for objects that have been tagged. Different objects can be marked differently to indicate 
that they should be examined by an investigator who has other specialties. For example, different 
types of objects and / or unusual metric values may be more suitable for being studied by 
different types of analysts. In one embodiment, an email identifying hint objects may be 
generated. All other suitable methods can be used to identify the hint objects for analysts. In one 
embodiment, the blocks become 670 - 680 executed in response to a request from an analyst to 
an analysis module. The Analysis module visually displays the clues in a section of the UI from 
which the investigator can immediately start an investigation using techniques as described 
herein. 

• [0066] 



The flowchart 600 is just one example technique for identifying clues by metrics generated using 
data organized in accordance with a health data model. Other flowcharts may include fewer or 
additional elements in different arrangements. For example, in one embodiment, the data model 
provides service provider group objects, such as objects for the service provider's specialty. Such 
objects may group a number of practitioners for specific reasons, such as to identify problems in 
a particular specialty group in a single facility or in a geographic region. 

• 3.3 FRAUD EVENTS 
• [0067] 

In one embodiment, identifying clues is based, at least in part, on data mining of tips, fraud 
convictions, and / or press articles concerning fraud. In one embodiment, data entry personnel 
reads such data and then enters the names of the affected units into the data model. Or named 
units in these sources can be automatically parsed using natural language data processing 
techniques. For example, a data mining module can monitor an RSS feed of press articles that 
meets certain categories or search queries and automatically parse such articles. Or convictions 
on government websites, such as the prosecutor's website, can be collected and parsed. In any 
case, once named units have been identified, fraud event objects are created, possibly linked to 
related publications. The fraud events can be blocked with units 650 be correlated. In. In one 
embodiment, some or all fraud events are used to generate clues. For example, the unitized 
objects that correlate with the fraudulent event objects may become clues, and associated 
networks of units may be parsed accordingly. In one embodiment, identifying clues by fraud 
events is separate from identifying clues by metrics. In other embodiments, fraud events are used 
to generate metrics and / or metrics can be used to prioritize or filter fraud events. 

• 3.4. CREATING A GRAPH FOR INVESTIGATION OF INFORMATION 
• [0068] 

7 shows a flowchart 700 for investigating fraud scams in the healthcare environment using a 
graph-based interface that visually depicts a network of entities that belong to the clue, according 
to one embodiment. 

• [0069] 

block 710 includes generating service provider objects that describe healthcare providers as 
described above with respect to Block 610 is described. 

• [0070] 

block 720 includes creating patient objects that describe healthcare recipients as described 
above with respect to block 620 is described. 

• [0071] 

block 730 includes generating health event objects that describe one or more of the following: 
health claims, prescriptions, medical procedures, or diagnoses, as described above with respect 
to block 630 is described. 

• [0072] 

block 740 involves correlating the health event objects with the service provider objects and the 
participant objects, similar to block 650 above. 



• [0073] 

block 750 includes generating relationships between service provider objects and patient objects 
based at least on the event objects in a similar manner as the optional relationship building 
features of Block 650 above. 

• [0074] 

block 760 includes receiving inputs indicating a particular object, wherein the particular object is 
either a particular service provider object or a particular patient object. For example, the inputs 
can be inputs that select a hint object from a list of hint objects. Or the inputs may be inputs that 
click on a particular object in various presentations of information about the various data objects 
described herein, such as in a histogram or graph of metric values, a plan of service providers or 
participants, a drag-and-drop Dropping on an icon that represents the particular object, etc. Or 
the inputs may be a query for objects that meet certain criteria. The inputs may instead be any 
other input suitable for selecting the particular object. The inputs may also include a selection of a 
particular one of a plurality of objects that are received or identified as a result of performing a 
query on the database. 

• [0075] 

block 770 comprises, based on the relationships, identifying a network of one or more service 
provider objects and one or more subscriber objects associated with the particular object. 
block 770 For example, it may include identifying all entity objects that are in a certain number of 
relationships to the particular object. The network may include objects that represent, for 
example, a particular practitioner, patients to whom prescriptions have been issued by the 
practitioner, and other practitioners who have visited those patients. Or, as another example, the 
network may include a facility, practitioners currently or formerly employed by the facility, and 
patients of the facility. The network can be extended to objects that have any number of 
relationships with the particular object. The exact scope may be configurable and modifiable by 
an analyst using any suitable interface technique. 

• [0076] 

In one embodiment, a network may be filtered to contain objects that are linked only by certain 
relationship types of the possible relationships. In one embodiment, a network may be filtered to 
contain only objects of particular types and / or objects having particular attributes. In one 
embodiment, a network may be filtered to contain only objects associated with the particular 
object through relationships associated with events that have been collected for particular days, 
specific regions, or that share certain other attributes. Again, the exact filtering that is performed 
may be configurable and modifiable by an analyst using appropriate interface techniques. For 
example, in one embodiment, the interface may display a menu of items in an ontology and allow 
a user to select which items in the graph are mapped and / or how they are mapped. 

• [0077] 

In one embodiment, filtering and / or network size may be determined based on metrics that 
indicate a level of significance of particular objects and / or relationships to a particular type of 
fraud. Relationships based on medical procedures, for example, may be less significant in the 
context of prescription drug fraud. Therefore, if the particular object has been flagged as an 
indication of drug fraud, relationships based on medical procedures may be filtered, or at least 
limited in scope to a small number of degrees. In one embodiment, groups of less significant 
objects may be folded into a single node or a single relationship in the network from which they 
may subsequently be separated, as desired by the user. 



• [0078] 

block 780 includes generating a graph of the network having connected nodes. In some 
embodiments, block 780 It also includes graphically displaying the graph in a graphical user 
interface of a display device of a computer. The connected nodes include one or more patient 
nodes that represent the one or more patient objects and one or more service provider nodes that 
represent the one or more service provider objects. The nodes can represent their associated 
objects by any suitable technique. For example, patient nodes may be mapped with a person 
icon, device nodes with a building icon, practitioner nodes with a doctor icon, etc. Representing a 
node may further or instead include various attributes selected by the associated object names, 
gender, age, location, image, metric values, etc. The graph further includes representations of the 
one or more relationships or edges between each object. There may or may not be different types 
of edges for different types of relationships. For example, in one embodiment, all relationships are 
represented with only a single line, with several different lines being shown in other embodiments. 
The edges may contain a label that identifies the type or types of relationships, but they do not 
have to. The edges may also include a set indicator that indicates, but need not, the number of 
events based on which a relationship was generated. Edges can be color-coded or otherwise 
distinguished based on the relationship type. 

• [0079] 

Various highlighting techniques can be used to highlight nodes that belong to objects for which 
there is an unusual metric. For example, a red circle may be drawn around service providers with 
a fraud history. As another example, devices in which an unusually large number of particular 
types of recipes are issued may be represented by larger icons than other devices. Highlighting 
techniques may also be used to highlight or not highlight certain nodes or edges, based on the 
strength of the relationship. For example, the strength of a relationship between a service 
provider object and a patient object may be mirrored in the width of a line connecting the 
associated service provider node and patient node. Or patients with whom the particular service 
provider has interacted only once can be displayed using a much smaller icon than patients with 
whom the particular service provider has frequently interacted. 

• [0080] 

In one embodiment, the graph of block 780 presented as part of an interactive interface for health 
data analysis. The interface may embed a variety of controls in the graph that are activated by 
selecting different elements of the graph, including the nodes and edges. For example, an analyst 
may use the controls to change the presentation of information to search for or investigate the 
types of fraud described herein. 

• [0081] 

A particular interface operation consists of selecting a graph node or a graph edge to drill down 
into information about the object (s) represented by the node or edge. In a Embodiment includes 
block 790 optionally generating a presentation based on values and / or metrics relating to a first 
object represented by a first node selected from the graph by a first input. The presentation may 
be provided in any convenient location, including a pop-up window, in a separate tab or area in 
the interface, or in a separate screen. The presentation may include any data values or metrics 
associated with the first object. The information may include, for example, a list or timeline of 
events correlated to the first object, aggregated statistics for the first object, demographic 
information, a map, graphs, etc. In one embodiment, the first input may select multiple objects 
and include the presentation Information for the multiple objects, such as average or summation 
statistics, plans that show locations and / or events that belong to all selected objects, and so on. 



• [0082] 

In one embodiment, the input may select an edge from the graph. A presentation of information 
about one or more events is generated, such as a list of events or a schedule of events. In one 
embodiment, the interface includes controls to navigate through the graph, zoom in or out of the 
graph, and / or filter or expand the mesh covered by the graph. In one embodiment, the interface 
is configured to change weights and highlights based on a currently selected element of the 
graph. For example, a patient node that is poorly connected to the particular node may initially be 
small, but may grow in response to the user selecting another node in the graph to which the 
patient node is more clearly connected. 

• [0083] 

A variety of other techniques for creating an interactive graph-based interface may also be used. 
Examples of such interfaces are, for example, in US 13/247 987 described on Sep. 28, 2011, 
and US 13/669 274 , filed on November 5, 2012, describes various examples of interactive graph-
based interfaces. The entire content of both applications is hereby incorporated by reference for 
all purposes as if they were presented here in their entirety. 

• [0084] 

The flowchart 700 is just one example of techniques for identifying clues by metrics generated by 
data organized in accordance with a health data model. Other flowcharts may include fewer or 
additional elements in different arrangements. For example, in one embodiment, correlating and 
mapping graphs may include other types of nodes, such as nodes, pharmacy objects, publication 
objects, drug objects, medical procedure objects, owner objects, employee objects, pharmacist 
objects, and so forth represent. 

• [0085] 

In one embodiment, certain event-based relationships indirectly associate entity objects with 
event objects. For example, a prescriber object may have a relationship to an event, and the 
event may have a relationship to a patient object. In such an embodiment, events themselves 
may be represented as nodes in the graph. Or the combination of the event and the relationships 
that connect two event objects to the event can be grouped into a single relationship represented 
by a single edge. In one embodiment, a user may switch between the two representation styles. 
In one embodiment, any chain of relationships and objects may be temporarily in a single 
relationship. Purposes are reduced, such as the presentation in one and / or the calculation of 
metrics. 

• [0086] 

Other embodiments may include carrying out the above steps by any combination of different 
types of units, based on any set of event types, regardless of whether the unit types and / or the 
event types include those specifically described above are indicated. 

• [0087] 

In one embodiment, the interface may provide various controls optimized for certain types of 
discovery tasks, such as verifying service provider / facility details, examining histories of 
discovery actions, assessing claims in the source data, verifying subscriber status, searching for 
associated units, Determining a likelihood that a doctor is really involved in fraud, based on 
factors such as whether the doctor has recently stolen his DEA number, etc. 



• [0088] 

In one embodiment, the particular object is a service provider accused of fraud, and the network 
comprises a plurality of the service provider's previous patients and their new service providers. 
In one embodiment, relationships may also be based on data, such as employer-employee 
status, ownership, probable relationships, shared residence, family relationships, social networks, 
etc. 

• 4.0. DATA ARCHITECTURE 
• [0089] 

In one embodiment, health event objects are managed in a health event object store that includes 
one or more databases storing the health event objects, the service provider objects are 
managed in a service provider store that includes one or more databases that store the service 
provider objects, manage the patient objects in a patient memory that includes one or more 
databases storing the patient objects, and manage the pharmacy objects in a pharmacy store 
containing one or more databases includes, which store the pharmacy objects. Other memories 
may be present for other types of data objects. The one or more databases forming a memory 
may overlap between some or all of the memories. Or the stores can be managed separately. 

• [0090] 

In one embodiment, all of the objects described above and other objects described herein are 
generated from one or more import operations of data from various sources, such as an insurer's 
databases, a healthcare provider's health records, pharmacy records, governmental records and 
other publicly available documents. The import process can be repeated periodically or at specific 
times to update the objects and / or add new objects. The import process may include various 
ETL operations that normalize the source data to correspond to data models as described herein. 

• [0091] 

In one embodiment, some or all of the objects described herein are not necessarily stored in any 
persistent storage but are instead generated from the source data "on demand" for the purpose of 
the various analyzes described herein. 

• 4.1. LOGICAL OBJECT TYPES 
• [0092] 

In one embodiment, a data object is a logical data structure that includes values for various 
defined fields. A data object may be stored in one or a plurality of underlying structures, such as a 
file, parts of one or more files, one or more XML elements, a table row of a database, a group of 
one or more linked database table rows, and so on Application reads the underlying structures 
and interprets the underlying structures as the data object. The data object is then processed by 
various steps and algorithms as described herein. 

• [0093] 

In one embodiment, the modeled object types include, without limitation, claim objects, such as 
medical claims of physicians, outpatient medical claims, inpatient medical claims, and pharmacy 
claims; Patients objects; Dienstleister- / prescriber objects; Recipe objects; Pharmacies objects; 
and fraud objects. Many variants of these combinations of objects are possible. 

• 4.2. SOURCES 



• [0094] 

In one embodiment, some or all of the health data objects are generated from source data offered 
from a variety of sources. Exemplary sources include service provider or insurer sources, such 
as: a claim processing database; a contract management database; a service provider network 
database, a membership / authorization database, a claims account database, a pharmacy 
services database, a lab utilization gateway database, a pharmacy claim database, a list of 
authentication calls, A database for a hotline for tips and an invoicing / receivables database. 
Exemplary sources further include governmental or publicly available data stores, such as public 
health records, USPS Zip code storage, National Drug Codes, Logical Observation Identifiers 
Names and Codes, and / or National Provider Identifiers, an OIG exclusion list, and a list of 
excluded ones persons / organizations. Of course, many other data sources are possible. 

• 4.3. DATABASES 
• [0095] 

In one embodiment, data from the various data sources is passed through an ETL layer to form a 
set of databases. The databases may include, for example: product, organization, geography, 
customer, subscribers, service providers, claim statistics, claim aggregation, claim finance, 
pharmacy claims, laboratory results and sales. The databases can store the various data objects 
described here. The data objects may instead be arranged in a variety of other configurations. 

• 4.4. EXAMPLE-ONTOLOGY 
• [0096] 

In one embodiment, an ontology for preventing fraud in the Healthcare Some or all of the 
following data object types: claim objects, drug objects, participant objects, pharmacy objects, 
plan performance objects, prescriber objects, and service provider objects. 

• [0097] 

Each claim object represents a health claim that is a request for reimbursement for health 
expenses from an insurer. There may be several types of claim objects, including claim objects 
for prescriptions, claim objects for laboratory tests, claim objects for medical procedures, and 
claim objects for other types of services. In one embodiment, a claim object includes, among 
other elements, values for one or more types of attributes: unique system identifiers, associated 
subscriber identifiers, allowed amount, claim status (paid, declined, or canceled), submission date 
Amount covered in Medicare Plan D, date of service, estimated number of days for which the 
prescription is sufficient, prescription fee paid, prescribed drug name, cost of content paid, 
shipping identifier, amount paid for unfunded plan, number of authorized Renewals, other payer's 
amount, participant plan type, amount paid by the patient, deductible amount, pharmacy system 
identifier, prescription system identifier, date on which the prescription was issued, amount 
dispensed, prescription claim number, processing fee (the contractually agreed fee for services 
rendered), total amount deducted by the processor was expected. Different fields may only 
belong to different types of service providers or claims. 

• [0098] 

Each drug object represents a particular drug. In one embodiment, a drug object includes, among 
other elements, values for one or more of the following types of attributes: unique system 
identifier, American Hospital Formulary Service Therapeutic Class Code, generic status indicator 
(brand name or generic), brand status of the Drug Name (Protected, Registered Generic or 
Generic), Dosage Form, DEA Class Code, Generic Class Name, Prescription Freedom Indicator, 



Drug Dosage, Generic Code Number, Generic Code Sequence, Generic Product Index, 
Administration Drug Code, Product Identifier Note, Product Service Name Identifier, dosage unit, 
national drug code, etc. 

• [0099] 

Each participant object represents a particular participant in a health plan. There may be several 
groups of participants for different insurers and / or types of plans and each group came to have a 
different structure. In one embodiment, a participant object includes, among other elements, 
values for one or more types of attributes: one or more unique system identifiers, last month of 
performance, number of months that it logged in a particular year, the data is covered (eg, a 
different field for 2007, 2008, etc.), first name, name, gender, date of birth, address, city, state, zip 
code, country, phone number, social security number, additional address and other contact fields 
for different types of Contact information (eg work, temporary, emergency, etc.), a plan 
performance system identifier, a login source system, etc. 

• [0100] 

In one embodiment, a subscriber object may further comprise or be associated with tracking data 
that records changes in values for the above attributes over a period of time. For example, there 
may be a separate Participant Detail object that includes values for the above attributes for each 
month or year in which the participant was covered by a plan. Each participant detail object may 
include a month and / or a year attribute and a participant identifier to associate with its 
associated participant object. 

• [0101] 

Each pharmacy object represents a particular pharmacy. In one embodiment, a pharmacy object 
includes, among other elements, values for one or more types of attributes: unique system 
identifier, pharmacy distribution class (independent, chain, clinic or franchise, governmental, 
alternative), pharmacy distributor type (Community / Retail, Long Term, Shipped, Home Infusion 
Therapy, Non-prescription, Indian Health Service, Department of Veterans Affairs, Institutional, 
Managed Care, Medical Device Providers, Clinic, Specialty, Nuclear, Military / Coast Guard, 
Mixture Manufacturing), Branch Office Code, service provider identifier, service provider identifier, 
etc. 

• [0102] 

Each plan performance object represents a specific plan performance. In one embodiment, a plan 
performance object includes, among other elements, values for one or more of the following types 
of attributes: unique system identifier, contract number, service provider identifier, start date, end 
date, packet key, etc. 

• [0103] 

Each prescriber object represents a particular prescriber of drugs. In one embodiment, a 
prescriber object includes, among other elements, values for one or more of the following types of 
attributes: unique system identifier, first name, name, one or more prescriber identifiers, 
prescriber identifier (s) (eg, not specified, NPI, Medicaid, UPIN, NCPDP ID, State License 
Number, Federal Tac ID, DEA or government issued), specialty code, etc. Recipient objects and 
service provider objects may, in some cases, represent or be linked to the same physical entity, 
but prescriber objects return data from another source as a service provider. objects. In some 
embodiments, attributes of prescriber objects and service provider objects may be combined in a 



single object. In other embodiments, the two objects are logically separated, but may be 
correlated if they indeed represent the same unit. 

• [0104] 

Each service provider object represents a particular provider of healthcare services. In one 
embodiment, a service provider object includes, among other elements, values for one or more of 
the following types of attributes: medical service provider identification number (both text and 
numeric), service provider type (health professional, healthcare organization), service provider 
status ( active contract or no active contract), various contact line indicators, one or more 
effective data regarding whether a process exception is true, one or more process exception type 
codes, a date on which the medical service provider's identification number was created, a date 
the service provider file has become inactive, an organization type code to indicate services or 
specialties offered, a Medicare identifier, the provider's medical qualification, the service 
provider's main specialty, name, first name, middle initial, suffix, middle name, gender, social 
security ummer, Federal Tax Code, Date of Birth, Date of Degree, Medical College, Proof of 
Entitlement, Description of Proof of Entitlement, Current Credentials Cycle, Current Proof of 
Claim Type (Original, Reissued, Hospital Based, Transfer, Association, Interrupted, Empire Initial, 
of excluded from practice, completed), Proof of Entitlement Indicator, Proof of Entitlement 
Organizational Identifier, Proof of Entitlement Organization Approval Date, Proof of Entitlement 
Organizational Indicator, Universal Service Provider Identifier, Invoice Type (HFCA, UB92, UB04, 
Assembled), Service Provider Information Source, Service Provider Claim Classifier, Email, Last 
Updating Type, Address, etc. 

• [0105] 

Additional data objects that may be in a health ontology are given in the appended appendix. 

• 4.5. METRICS 
• [0106] 

Various example metrics for automatically identifying, prioritizing, and / or examining clues are 
described below. 

• [0107] 

Metrics relating to subscriber objects may include, without limitation, one or more of: an average 
and / or a standard deviation of Schedule 2 prescriptions per month; a count of diagnoses of drug 
abuse; a count, average and / or standard deviation of emergency room visits per year; a count of 
individual service providers who have issued recipes for the subscriber; a count of different 
pharmacies that have redeemed recipes for the participant; a grand total that an insurer has paid 
for the participant; an average and / or standard deviation of the amount paid per month; a total 
number of pills spent per month; average number of days between recipes; an average and / or 
standard deviation of the recipes per month for the participant; an average and / or standard 
deviation of medical claims of the participant per month; a count of all Schedule 2 prescriptions; a 
count of all Schedule 3 recipes; a count of all recipes; an average and / or standard deviation of 
the net amount paid per category of diagnosis; a count of claims on durable medical devices; a 
count of methadone overdoses; a count of poisoning with opiates; a methadone dependence 
indicator; and / or a sum of the net DME amount paid. 

• [0108] 



Metrics relating to service provider objects may include, without limitation, one or more of the 
following: an average and / or a sum of all invoices from a service provider; a sum of the net 
amounts paid to a service provider; an average and / or standard deviation of the net amounts 
paid per month; a standard deviation of the net amounts paid per month by area of specialty; a 
standard deviation for net amounts paid per month by specialty and location; an average amount 
of prescription pills; an average recipe number of repeat orders; a count of prescription claims 
that were not paid; a count of recipe claims; a count of medical claims; an average and / or 
standard deviation for prescription claims per patient; an average and / or standard deviation for 
medical claims per patient; a proportion of Schedule 2 medicines; a share of Schedule 3 
medicines; a proportion of Schedule 2 medicines by specialty; a proportion of the Schedule 3 
medicines by specialty; a count of each patient of the service provider; a count of the individual 
pharmacies to which the service provider's patients were sent; a standard deviation of the 
individual diagnoses made by the service provider by specialty; a count of the different 
procedures performed by the service provider; a count of the clinics in his possession; a standard 
deviation for the net amount paid to the service provider after diagnosis; a count of prescriptions 
on durable medical devices that have been issued; a proportion of the network entitlements 
attributed to the service provider; and / or the estimated age in days. 

• [0109] 

Metrics relating to service provider objects may further include, without limitation, one or more of 
the following: average claims per day; average net amount paid per claim; average net amount 
paid per month; average number of patients; average number of pharmacies; Number of different 
diagnoses; a histogram of the diagnoses; Number of different procedures; and / or a histogram of 
procedures. 

• [0110] 

Metrics relating to pharmacy properties may include, without limitation, one or more of the 
following: average net amount paid by the insurer; maximum and / or average net amount paid 
per prescriber; Number of claims; Proportion of dispensed prescriptions containing Schedule 2 
category drugs; Proportion of dispensed prescriptions that included Schedule 3 category drugs; 
average and / or total issue fee; Age of operation in days; Proportion of issued prescriptions 
concerning a branded drug; a count of different drug names in the recipes; Proportion of issued 
prescriptions relating to a drug with high reimbursement; Proportion of issued prescriptions 
concerning a drug with possible abuse; Share of claims over repeat orders; Average and / or 
standard deviation of the journey path traveled by customers to the pharmacy; Counting 
pharmacies in the area; Proportion of issued prescriptions concerning small reorders; Proportion 
of claims that have been canceled; Proportion of claims that have not been paid; average invoice 
amount per patient; average invoice amount per prescriber; average claims per patient; average 
claims per prescriber. 

• [0111] 

Metrics relating to diagnostic objects may include, without limitation, one or more of the following: 
a histogram of CPT-4, ICD-9, ICD-10 or HCPCS procedures; a histogram of co-occurring 
diagnoses; average net amount paid per year per patient; average total net amount paid per 
patient; a histogram of drug names that were prescribed; an indicator of drug abuse; and / or an 
indicator of drug addiction. 

• [0112] 



Metrics relating to procedure objects may include, without limitation, one or more of the following: 
a histogram of diagnoses; a histogram of co-occurring procedures on the same day per patient; 
and a total, average, minimum, and / or maximum procedure count per patient per diagnosis. 

• [0113] 

Metrics relating to drug objects may include, without limitation, one or more of the following: 
maximum drug amount per patient per year; and / or minimum, maximum and / or average 
amount paid. 

• [0114] 

Metrics that relate to recipe claim objects may include, without limitation, one or more of the 
following: Directions to the pharmacy; Arrival to the prescriber; an indicator of whether the 
prescription is for an abuse drug; a standard deviation of the net amount paid; an indicator of 
whether the gender of the patient is compatible with the prescription; an indicator of whether the 
prescription claim is for an expensive branded drug; and / or an indicator of whether the 
prescription claim is for a frequently abused Schedule 2 drug. 

• [0115] 

Metrics relating to medical claim objects may include, without limitation, one or more of the 
following: route to the doctor, an indicator of whether the claim for drug abuse is characteristic; 
and / or a standard deviation of the net amount paid per procedure. 

• [0116] 

In one embodiment, various triggers may be generated based on the above metrics. The triggers 
are monitored functions of one or more of the metrics. If a monitored function has a value that is 
within a certain range, the trigger identifies a or multiple hint objects associated with the one or 
more metrics. 

• [0117] 

For example, in one embodiment, triggers may include subscribers visiting three or more 
independent pharmacies in one day, subscribers receiving prescriptions in three or more states in 
one month, or subscribers receiving medical home loan devices multiple times and consecutively 
, Each of these triggers generates a participant hint object. Another exemplary trigger is several 
visits to the office by a new patient for the same patient over a three-year period. This trigger 
generates a participant hint object. 

• [0118] 

An additional example of a trigger is a trigger over the top pharmacies per drug that is commonly 
abused. For each month, this trigger lists the pharmacy that has spent the largest amount of 
drugs that are commonly abused. An additional example of a trigger is a trigger over high-end 
patients receiving medications that are commonly abused. For each month, this trigger lists the 
patient who receives the largest amount of any of the medications that are commonly abused. An 
additional example of a trigger is a trigger over top prescribers of drugs that are commonly 
abused. This trigger lists the service providers who have prescribed the largest amount of one of 
the most commonly misused drugs. An additional example of a trigger is a trigger over matching 
postal addresses. For each region of interest (identified by a city and a state), this trigger lists 
service providers who have a practice address that matches the location of a UPS drop box. An 



additional example of a trigger is a trigger over frequent NPIs. For each region of interest 
(identified by a city and a state), this trigger lists service provider locations that receive multiple 
NPIs in a short period of time. 

• 5.0. EXEMPLARY INTERFACES 
• [0119] 

1 FIG. 12 shows an exemplary graph of nodes representing data objects as described herein, 
displayed on a display. FIG 112 being represented. The graph is by way of example only and 
may include other types of nodes that are not shown. The graph was generated based on nodes 
associated with hint objects representing participants and / or suspected physicians. As shown, 
the graph includes nodes X, Y, and Z, the participants 100 of a health plan that received all the 
subscriptions ("scripts") from several physicians, B and C, who may have been prosecuted for 
drug-related offenses. The nodes, the participants 100 represent are over one or more edge 
(s) 101 associated with one or more nodes A-G representing one or more physicians, and may be 
connected via one or more edge (s) 101 be associated with one or more nodes that have one or 
more criminal incidents 104 or other types of events, and / or with one or more nodes hosting one 
or more organization (s) 106 represent. 

• [0120] 

The edges between participant nodes and doctor nodes or the node (s) that make up one or more 
organization (s) 106 can represent prescriptions issued by the doctors themselves or by 
anonymous physicians in the organizations. Information about the prescriptions may appear in 
pharmacy claims in the health plan (for example, claims for reimbursement of drug costs). Edges 
may also contain other documents, objects, relationships, or shared characteristics between the 
subscriber nodes and the physician node 102 or the organization node 106 represent. The edges 
may be graphically labeled with information about which document, object, relationship, or shared 
characteristic connects the nodes, and the edges themselves or the edge labels 108 may be 
configurable to represent various documents, objects, relationships, or shared characteristics 
between nodes at the endpoints of the edges. 

• [0121] 

In one embodiment, not shown, the different edges may have a different thickness, based on the 
strength of the connection between the nodes at the end points of the edges. For example, nodes 
with multiple members joining them may have thick edges, and nodes with only one or a few 
members joining them may have thin edges. 

• [0122] 

Edges and / or nodes may also be color coded to convey information about the edge or the node. 
For example, doctors who have been charged in criminal activities can be dyed red, and doctors 
who have not been charged can be blue or green. In another example, edges representing 
suspect recipes may be colored red and edges representing normal recipes may be colored blue 
or green. The hue of the edge can be redder, bluer or greener, based on how many suspect 
recipes and / or normal recipes are represented by the edge. The color coding of the nodes and 
edges is configurable by the user and can be so be adjusted so that the colors represent different 
properties. 

• [0123] 



As shown, the doctor A has issued a prescription for the participant X; doctors B and C have 
issued prescriptions for participants X, Y and Z; doctor D has issued prescriptions for participants 
X and Y; the doctor G has issued a prescription for the participant Z; an anonymous doctor for the 
organization J has issued a prescription for the participant Y; and one or more anonymous 
doctors for Organization K have issued recipes for participants X and Y. These prescriptions may 
have been issued at different times and for different medications. 

• [0124] 

As shown, at least the prescription issued by a doctor at Organization K is a "suspicious script". 
Suspected prescriptions may include prescriptions that are issued for drugs that are commonly 
abused, drugs that can be used to make illicit drugs, or drugs that have been otherwise identified 
as medications of interest. Suspected prescriptions may also include prescriptions marked as 
unusual (for example, when a drug commonly used for women is prescribed for a man) or 
identified for investigation by a investigative agency, such as a law enforcement agency. As 
shown, at least the prescription issued by the physician G is a normal prescription. Normal 
prescriptions can be any prescriptions that are not suspicious. In other examples, the edge labels 
refer to 108 different types of suspicious drugs or label the recipes as normal recipes. 

• [0125] 

In the graph, physicians C and D belong to the organization J; Doctors E and F belong to the 
organization K; and the physician G belongs to the organization G. In the example, the doctor F is 
over an edge label 108 shown that he is an owner of the organization K. 

• [0126] 

In addition, as shown in the graph, the criminal event H is connected to the doctor B and the 
criminal event I is connected to the doctor C. For example, Doctors B and C may have been 
arrested at various times for drug-related charges. Although the edges to nodes C and D in the 
figure are not labeled, some of these edges could be labeled as suspect recipes. 

• [0127] 

The graph may be automatically generated by a combination of hardware and / or software, such 
as stored instructions running on computing devices. The graph may be stored in a memory 
device, sent over a network, and / or displayed on a display, such as a display in a mobile 
electronic device, a laptop, or a desktop computer. 

• [0128] 

An analyst who graphs the nodes of 1 can see that a suspicious recipe has been issued by the 
organization K to the participant Y and that a possibly suspicious recipe has been issued to the 
participant X. Participants X and Y may also have received suspicious prescriptions from doctors 
B and C who have been charged with criminal charges. With respect to these relationships, as 
illustrated by the graph, the physician F, who owns the organization K, may be the subject of 
further investigation, although it is not known that the physician F personally receives any 
prescriptions to the participants X, Y or Z. has issued. In particular, the doctor F can be 
questioned about who issued the suspicious prescription for the participant Y. 

• [0129] 



The analyst may also or alternatively analyze the graph to determine that the physician G can be 
removed from the graph. Although the doctor G issued a prescription for the participant Z who 
also received potentially suspicious prescriptions from the doctors B and C, the prescription from 
the doctor G was a normal prescription that would normally not raise any concerns. The 
participant Z may also be removed from the graph if the edges between the participant Z and the 
physicians B and C are not suspect recipes. 

• [0130] 

In another embodiment, a rule-based method running on a device may highlight nodes that are 
likely to be suspicious, and / or nodes that are not likely to be suspicious or uninteresting. For 
example, the rule-based method may mark nodes with many direct-interesting links and / or many 
direct links with other nodes of interest as interesting, and the rule-based method may mark 
nodes with few direct interesting links and / or few direct links with other nodes of interest as 
uninteresting. The number of interesting links and / or links to other nodes of interest may or may 
not be considered compared to a total number of links or other linked nodes. 

• [0131] 

2 shows an exemplary timeline 200 to display information on the ad 212 , about the information 
from the graph in 1 in a way that emphasizes when events have occurred. The different bars on 
For example, the timeline may represent numbers of normal recipes, suspect recipes, and / or 
arrivals that occurred during a time period covered by the timeline. As shown, the timeline 
includes 200 dates 202 along the bottom ranging in the example from the year 2000 to the year 
2010. The timeline 200 also includes numbers of elements 204 on the page that indicate that up 
to 3 items have occurred in a given time period or on a given date, by the individual bars in the 
timeline 200 is covered. 

• [0132] 

The timeline 200 can also be a legend 206 which displays information about how to interpret the 
bars or other graphic elements on the timeline. For example, the bars may be color-coded and 
the legend may indicate which bars belong to which events. As shown, bars having the color A 
include green, normal recipes, bars having the color B, such as yellow, suspicious recipes and 
bars having the color C, such as red, arrest. 

• [0133] 

The timeline 200 Also allows captions of summaries of timeline sections 208 include, for example, 
"suspicious prescriptions from Doctor B" and "suspect prescriptions from Doctor C," and labels of 
important events 210 "Doctor B was arrested" and "Doctor C was arrested". The 
labels 208 and 210 can be configurable by the user. For example, a user may decide via a 
graphical user interface to highlight one or more periods on the timeline in which the physician 
has issued B suspicious prescriptions, and / or one or more periods on the timeline in which the 
physician has issued suspicious prescriptions. As a broad example, a user can use the graphical 
user interface to highlight periods on the timeline where doctors B and C were arrested. 

• [0134] 

The timeline 200 may be generated by a combination of hardware and / or software, such as 
stored instructions running on a computing device. The graph may be stored in a storage device, 
sent over a network, and / or displayed on a display, such as a display on a mobile device, a 
laptop, or a desktop computer. 



• [0135] 

3 shows an exemplary composite representation 330 that the graph 310 and the 
timeline 320 which are displayed simultaneously. As shown, the graph identifies 310 one or more 
participants 300 , Doctors 302 , Events 304 and organizations 306 , These different elements 
may, for example, be represented by nodes in the graph. Elements that are connected to one 
another based on stored information may have one or more edges 301 be connected. The 
timeline 320 includes bars arranged in chronological order, labels 322 and a legend 324 , 

• [0136] 

The graph 310 and the timeline 320 can represent the same data. The recipes in the 
timeline 320 For example, edges in the graph may be represented 310 represent. Remove edges 
and / or nodes from the graph 310 may result in the removal of corresponding edges and / or 
nodes in the timeline 320 are shown. Similarly, removing edges and / or nodes from the 
timeline 320 to remove corresponding edges and / or nodes present in the graph 310 are shown. 
The graph 310 and the timeline 320 may also include similar color coded images. Nodes and 
edges in the graph 310 For example, they may be colored based on certain criteria, and the same 
criteria may be used to represent the bars in the timeline 320 to color. 

• [0137] 

4 shows an exemplary method for graphing and using information about one or more participants 
associated with suspected physicians. The method may be performed by a combination of 
hardware and / or software, such as stored instructions running on computing devices. The stored 
instructions may be part of a special module to graphically arrange and use information about one 
or more participants in communication with one or more suspected physicians. 

• [0138] 

In step 400 from 4 The module determines one or more participants who are in contact with a lot 
of suspected doctors. For example, doctors may be suspected, charged or convicted of drug-
related offenses. In step 402 The module graphically maps information associated with the 
identified subscriber (s), optionally after the information has been filtered based on specific 
criteria. step 402 can the sub-step 402A in which the module includes a graph of the participant 
(s), of all physicians who have issued one or more recipes to the participant (s), of any criminal 
events or other events associated with those physicians or participants, and / or all medical 
organizations that communicate with physicians or participants. The generated graph also 
includes connections between these units to represent connections between the units. 
step 402 can also a sub-step 402B in which the module generates a timeline that distinguishes 
one or more general recipes, suspect recipes, and / or arrivals over time, and which optionally 
includes one or more annotations of significant events, or one or more summaries of recipes 
included in the timeline are represented. 

• [0139] 

Once the graph and / or timeline has been generated by the module, the module may further 
support analysis of one or more nodes or edges in the graph or one or more periods in the 
timeline. In step 404A The module receives via a user interface a selection of one or more nodes 
in the graph. In response to step 404A saves in step 406A the module sends a message that the 
selected node or nodes have been marked for further analysis and / or displays additional 
information about the selected nodes. For example, clicking or touching a node on the display 
may trigger the display of additional details about the node that were not previously displayed. 



• [0140] 

In step 404B The module receives a selection of a time period in the timeline via a user interface. 
In response to step 404B can in step 406B the module filters the graph to exclude one or more 
nodes that were in the graph due to one or more scripts and / or events that are outside the 
selected period in the timeline. In one example, the selection that triggers the filtering may select 
multiple non-adjacent periods in the timeline, and in response, elements between these adjacent 
periods may be filtered from the graph. 

• [0141] 

5 FIG. 12 shows an example method for graphing and using information about one or more 
physicians in communication with one or more suspected participants. The method may be 
performed by a combination of hardware and / or software, such as stored instructions running on 
computing devices. The stored commands may be part of a special module to arrange and use 
information about one or more participants associated with one or more suspected physicians. 

• [0142] 

In step 500 from 5 The module determines one or more physicians who are associated with a set 
of suspected participants. For example, participants may be suspected, charged or convicted of 
drug-related offenses. in step 502 The module graphically maps information associated with the 
identified participants, optionally after the information has been filtered based on certain criteria. 
step 502 can also be a sub-step 502A in which the module contains a graph of the physicians, of 
all participants to whom one or more scripts have been issued by the physicians, of any criminal 
events or other events associated with these physicians or participants, and / or all medical 
organizations, which communicate with the physicians or participants generated. The generated 
graph also includes links between these units to represent links between these units. 
step 502 can also be a sub-step 502B in which the module generates a timeline that distinguishes 
one or more common scripts, suspicious scripts and / or arrivals over time, and optionally 
includes labels of significant events or one or more summaries of recipes represented in the 
timeline. 

• [0143] 

The procedure of 5 can parse and use the graph and / or timeline in a manner similar to that used 
in 4 is described. The graphs and timelines generated in accordance with the methods described 
herein may be used and analyzed generally to detect potential fraudulent activities of one or more 
participants or physicians to reduce health expenditure resulting from the fraudulent activities. An 
analysis of the graph and timeline may be based in part on user input in a user interface and / or 
automated statistical, relational, and correlating processing that can be performed automatically 
without user input. 

• [0144] 

1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 Figure 4 shows an example of a graph and an interface useful for applying the 
techniques described herein. Other graphs and interfaces may include fewer or additional 
elements in different arrangements in other embodiments. 8th for example, shows another 
example graph 800 in which a knot 810 representing a particular patient object over different 
edges 811 - 815 with pharmacy node 831 - 835 representing pharmacy objects, according to one 
embodiment. The edges 811 - 815 through which the patient's node 810 with the pharmacy 
node 831 - 835 connected, represent various relationships formed from various events, such as 
"two pharmacy claims". These relationships are described in captions with the 
edges 811 - 815 are linked. The pharmacy node 831 - 835 are then color-coded, whether they 



are having cases of fraud are linked. Certain pharmacy nodes 831 - 835 are continuing with 
owner nodes 862 - 864 which represent owner objects, and / or with pharmacist 
nodes 865 - 866 that represent pharmacist objects. As indicated by the captions, with the 
corresponding edges 841 - 846 These links were created through relationships in phone logs, 
employer-employee relationships, and / or address relationships. Various owner 
nodes 862 - 864 and pharmacist node 865 - 866 in turn stand with other pharmacist 
nodes 867 - 869 in connection, as by the edges 852 - 855 displayed that represent possible 
kinship relationships or possible equality relationships. Various pharmacist 
knots 865 and 869 stand by relationships of an arrest event 881 and 882 associated with special 
fraud nodes, the fraud event objects 871 and 872 represent. Another pharmacy node 836 that is 
not directly related to the patient node has been identified as having the owner node 861 marked 
as being by the edge 851 is displayed. 

• [0145] 

In one embodiment, the graph of 8th not a comprehensive network of entities or relationships, but 
instead was filtered by units and / or relationships that might interest an analyst by techniques 
such as those described here. An operating element of the graph 890 to zoom out and a zoom 
bar 895 allow zooming in and out of the graph. 

• [0146] 

This disclosure sometimes describes features of graphical user interfaces in the form of the 
represented elements themselves, as opposed to the graphic representations of these elements. 
As is usual in the description of graphical user interfaces, literal descriptions of a graphical user 
interface that include non-graphical interface components should be understood as descriptions 
of the graphical user interface that includes graphical representations of those components. For 
example, the description may describe a step of "selecting a node" when in reality a 
representation of a node has been selected in the workspace. 

• 6.0 EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS 
• [0147] 

The following examples show how a user can use the techniques described herein to simplify 
various goals related to identifying and / or investigating healthcare fraud. The examples are 
given for the purpose of description only, and are not intended to be limiting on which types of 
objectives the techniques described herein may be applied. 

• [0148] 

An exemplary application includes identifying expensive devices as possible hints. An analysis 
module generates a histogram of total costs, by facilities. Then the module filters for diagnostics 
and connects to an ICD9 code. The module shows an aggregated metric for the diagnosis, such 
as average / 20- / 80-percentile costs per facility. The module creates a dynamic group of 
expensive facilities. The module compares histogram cost and recovery rates to identify 
suspicious devices. 

• [0149] 

Another exemplary use case concerns the investigation of a particular service provider. A 
discovering analyst receives a workflow message indicating that the particular service provider is 
a hint. The analyst instructs a graph-based interface, as described here, to show a graph of 
connected units. The analyst filters the graph to show only service providers associated with the 



particular service provider. The analyst generates new workflow messages that identify these 
service providers as alerts. The analyst returns to the unfiltered graph of the particular participant. 
The analyst directs the interface to show pharmaceutical claims associated with the particular 
service provider associated with the subscribers who make those claims. The analyst identifies 
these participants as vulnerable to fraud and can, but does not have to, generate workflow 
messages for them. The analyst directs the interface to expand the graph to include other service 
providers and pharmacies with which subscribers are connected. The analyst filters the 
pharmacies to include only the highest ranked pharmacies for one or more metrics that indicate a 
risk factor, such as the amount of prescriptions for certain medications. The analyst then uses the 
graph to identify participants who visit these pharmacies and receive high levels of oxycodone 
prescriptions. This study has thus identified a list of other physicians who need to be examined, a 
list of "vulnerable" participants, and a list of pharmacies that should be avoided or more closely 
monitored. 

• 7.0. HARDWARE OVERVIEW 
• [0150] 

In one embodiment, the techniques described herein are implemented by one or more 
specialized computing devices. The special computing devices can be fixed be wired to perform 
the techniques, or may include digital electronic devices, such as one or more application specific 
integrated circuits (ASICs) or user programmable logic arrays (FPGAs) that are permanently 
programmed to perform the techniques, or may have one or more general purpose general 
purpose electronics. Comprise hardware processors programmed to execute the techniques in 
response to program instructions in the firmware, in memory, in other memory devices, or a 
combination thereof. Such specialized computing devices may also combine custom hardwired 
logic, ASICs or custom programming FPGAs to perform the techniques. The special computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices, 
network devices, or any other device that includes hardwired and / or program logic to implement 
the techniques. 

• [0151] 

10 For example, a block diagram is a computer system 1000 shows on which an embodiment of 
the invention can be implemented. The computer system 1000 includes a bus 1002 or another 
communication mechanism to transmit information, and a hardware processor 1004 with the 
bus 1002 connected to process information. The hardware processor 1004 For example, it can be 
a general-purpose microprocessor. 

• [0152] 

The computer system 1000 also includes a main memory 1006 such as random access memory 
(RAM) or another dynamic storage device connected to the bus 1002 is connected to store 
information and commands issued by the processor 1004 to be executed. The main 
memory 1006 can also be used to store temporary variables or other intermediate information 
while executing commands issued by the processor 1004 to be executed. Such commands, when 
stored in nonvolatile storage media, to which the processor 1004 can access, make the computer 
system 1000 to a specialized device adapted to perform the operations specified in the 
commands. 

• [0153] 

The computer system 1000 further includes a read only memory (ROM) 1008 or another static 
storage device connected to the bus 1002 is connected to static information and commands for 



the processor 1004 save. A storage device 1010 , such as a magnetic disk or an optical disk, is 
provided and to the bus 1002 connected to store information and commands. 

• [0154] 

The computer system 1000 came over the bus 1002 with an ad 1012 connected, such as a 
picture tube (CRT), to display information to a user. An input device 1014 , which includes 
alphanumeric and other keys, is with the bus 1002 connected to information and selection of 
commands to the processor 1004 transferred to. Another type of user input device is a cursor 
control 1016 such as a mouse, trackball or cursor direction keys for transmitting directional 
information and selecting commands to the processor 1004 to transfer and to the movement of 
the cursor on the display 1012 to control. The input device typically has two degrees of freedom 
in two axes, a first axis (eg, x) and a second axis (eg, y) that allow the device to indicate positions 
in a plane. 

• [0155] 

The computer system 1000 may implement the techniques described herein by means of custom 
hardwired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware, and / or program logic that, together 
with the computer system, the computer system 1000 or program it to become a specialized 
device. In one embodiment, the techniques described herein are implemented by the computer 
system 1000 in response executed that the processor 1004 executes one or more sequences of 
one or more instructions stored in main memory 1006 are included. Such commands can be 
stored in main memory 1006 be read from another storage medium, such as the storage 
device 1010 , Executing the sequence of commands stored in main memory 1006 contain the 
processor 1004 to carry out the method steps described here. In alternative embodiments, 
hardwired circuitry may be used instead of or in combination with software instructions. 

• [0156] 

As used herein, the term "storage medium" refers to any nonvolatile medium that stores data and 
/ or instructions that cause a device to operate in a particular manner. Such storage media may 
include nonvolatile media and / or volatile media. Non-volatile media include, for example, optical 
or magnetic disks, such as the storage device 1010 , Volatile memory includes dynamic memory, 
such as main memory 1006 , Common forms of storage media include, for example, floppy disks, 
floppy disks, hard disks, solid state drives, magnetic tape, any other magnetic data storage 
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, any patterned hole physical media, 
RAM, PROM and EPROM, Flash -EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip, or any other 
cartridge. The terms computer readable medium and storage medium as used herein include 
nonvolatile media as well as transmission media. 

• [0157] 

Storage media are different from transfer media, but can be used with them. Transmission media 
help to transfer information between storage media. Transmission media include, for example, 
coaxial cables, copper cables, and optical fibers, including cables carrying the bus 1002 form. 
Transmission media may also take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated 
during radio and infrared data communication. 

• [0158] 

Different types of media may be involved in one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
the processor 1004 to transfer for execution. For example, the instructions may initially be stored 



on a magnetic disk or a solid state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and transmit the instructions over a telephone line using a 
modem. A modem near the computer system 1000 can receive the data on the telephone line 
and use an infrared transmitter to convert the data into an infrared signal. An infrared receiver 
may receive the data transmitted in the infrared signal and appropriate circuitry may transfer the 
data to the bus 1002 lay. The bus 1002 transfers the data to the main memory 1006 from which 
the processor 1004 retrieves and executes the commands. The commands coming from the main 
memory 1006 can be received optionally in the storage device 1010 be saved, either before or 
after it from the processor 1004 be executed. 

• [0159] 

The computer system 1000 also includes a communication interface 1018 by 
bus 1002 connected is. The communication interface 1018 provides a two-way data 
communication connection with a network connection 1020 ready with a local 
network 1022 connected is. The communication interface 1018 For example, an ISDN card, a 
cable modem, a satellite modem, or a modem may be used to establish a data communication 
connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another example, the communication 
interface 1018 a LAN card to establish a data communication connection to a compatible LAN. 
Wireless connections can also be implemented. In such an implementation, the communication 
interface sends and receives 1018 electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital 
data streams representing various types of information. 

• [0160] 

The network connection 1020 typically provides data communication over one or more networks 
to other data devices. The network connection 1020 For example, you can connect over a local 
area network 1022 to a host computer 1024 or to make data devices available from an Internet 
Service Provider (ISP) 1026 operate. The ISP 1026 in turn provides data communication services 
over the worldwide packet data communications network, commonly referred to today as the 
"Internet" 1028 referred to as. The local network 1022 and the internet 1028 Both use electrical, 
electromagnetic or optical signals that transmit digital data streams. The signals over the different 
networks and the signals on the network connection 1020 and via the communication 
interface 1018 taking the digital data to and from the computer system 1000 are examples of 
transmission media. 

• [0161] 

The computer system 1000 can over the network (s), the network connection 1020 and the 
communication interface 1018 Send messages and receive data, including program code. In the 
Internet example could be a server 1030 a requested code for an application program over the 
Internet 1018 , the ISP 1026 , the local network 1022 and the communication 
interface 1018 transfer. 

• [0162] 

The received code may be from the processor 1004 be executed as received, and / or in the 
storage device 1010 or other non-volatile memory to be executed later. 

• [0163] 

In the foregoing description, embodiments of the invention have been described with reference to 
many specific details that may vary from implementation to implementation. The description and 



drawings are therefore to be read in a descriptive rather than a limiting sense. The sole and 
exclusive definition of the scope of the invention, and as considered by the applicants within the 
scope of the invention, is the literal and equivalent scope of the scope of the claims set forth in 
this application in the specific form in which these claims are given including all subsequent 
corrections. 

• QUOTES INCLUDE IN THE DESCRIPTION 
• [0164] 

This list of the documents listed by the applicant has been generated automatically and is 
included solely for the better information of the reader. The list is not part of the German patent or 
utility model application. The DPMA assumes no liability for any errors or omissions. 

• Cited patent literature 
• [0165] 

o US 13/247987 [0083] 
o US 13/669274 [0083] 

 



Improved data integration tool 

Abstract 

Computer-implemented systems and methods are disclosed that provide proactive validation of 
transformation scripts. In one embodiment, a method is provided that includes associating the 
transformation script with ontology parameters with at least one processor. The method also includes that 
a debugging operation of the transformation script, which has at least one condition, is initiated and at 
least one data element for a transformation is imported from a data source. The method further includes 
determining, as part of the debugging operation, whether the at least one condition that the at least one 
data element uses is valid based on the ontology parameters and that a user is on a display device result 
associated with the determination is reported. 
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This application claims the benefit of US Provisional Patent Application No. 61 / 801,222 filed 
Mar. 15, 2013, and US Patent Application No. 14 / 044,880 filed Oct. 2, 2013, the disclosure of 
which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety this document is incorporated. 

• [0002] 

Data in computer-based systems is usually stored in fixed, rigid-structured data stores. For 
example, a common type of data store is a "plain" file, such as a spreadsheet, a plain text 
document, or an XML document. Another common type of data store is a relational database that 
has one or more tables. Other examples of data stores that have structured data include, without 
limitation, file systems, object collections, dataset collections, fields, hierarchy trees, linked lists, 
stacks, and combinations of these. 

• [0003] 

Often, the underlying structure of these types of data stores is poorly suited for data analysis. 
One approach to facilitate more efficient analysis of data in such data stores is to reorganize the 
data according to an object model that defines object structures and relationships between the 
object structures. 

• [0004] 

To create an object model, data items in the underlying data stores, such as table rows or cells, 
can be mapped to properties of the objects in the model. The semantics or "meanings" of the 
various components of the object model are defined by an ontology that categorizes objects, 
relationships and / or properties according to various defined types. For example, an ontology 
might categorize objects to be one of the following types: person, entity, or event. The ontology 
may define different properties for each object type, such as names, dates, locations, documents, 
media, etc. Additionally, the ontology may further define relationships (or links) between objects, 
such as workers, participants, siblings, etc. 

• [0005] 

The present invention is set forth in the independent claims. The dependent claims relate to 
optional features of some embodiments of the invention. 

• [0006] 

Reference will now be made to the accompanying drawings, which illustrate exemplary 
embodiments of the present application, wherein: 

• [0007] 

1A FIG. 3 illustrates, in block diagram form, an exemplary data fusion system for providing 
interactive data analysis, in accordance with embodiments of the present disclosure. 

• [0008] 

1B a screenshot of an exemplary graphical interface for the data fusion system of 1A 10, 
according to embodiments of the present disclosure. 

• [0009] 



2 FIG. 10 illustrates an example project that provides one or more transformation scripts 
associated with a data transformation, in accordance with embodiments of the present disclosure. 

• [0010] 

3 shows an exemplary configuration file for a project, according to embodiments of the present 
disclosure. 

• [0011] 

4 FIG. 10 shows an example transformation method of a transformation script according to 
embodiments of the present disclosure. FIG. 

• [0012] 

5 exemplary link builder methods of in 4 described transformation method, according to 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 

• [0013] 

6A . 6B an exemplary content processing method of the in 4 described transformation method, 
according to embodiments of the present disclosure. 

• [0014] 

7 shows an exemplary domain specific language (DSL) builder constructed by the 
in 6A and 6B described content processing unit, according to embodiments of the present 
disclosure. 

• [0015] 

8th FIG. 10 illustrates an exemplary software development environment for debugging a 
transformation script, according to embodiments of the present disclosure. 

• [0016] 

9 FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an exemplary method for proactively validating a transform 
script according to embodiments of the present disclosure. 

• [0017] 

10 FIG. 3 illustrates, in block diagram form, an exemplary computer system with which 
embodiments described herein can be implemented, in accordance with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

• [0018] 

Reference will now be made in detail to the embodiments, examples of which are illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings. Whenever possible, like reference numbers will be used throughout the 
drawings to refer to the same or like parts. 



• [0019] 

1A shows in block diagram form an exemplary data fusion system 100 for providing interactive 
data analysis, in accordance with embodiments of the present disclosure. system 100 can contain 
several components. The components of system 100 may electronically transmit data / 
information in any direction to other components and may be interconnected via wired or wireless 
communication links and / or over one or more networks. 

• [0020] 

Among other things, system facilitates 100 a transformation of one or more data sources, such as 
data sources 130 , in an object model 160 whose semantics through an ontology 150 is defined. 
The transformation can be done for a variety of reasons. For example, it is possible for a 
database administrator to access data from data sources 130 into a database 170 import for 
persistently saving an object model 160 , As another example, a data presentation component 
(not shown) of data sources 130 originating input data already during the transmission ("on the 
fly") into an object model 160 transform. The object model 160 can then, in conjunction with an 
ontology 150 , for analysis by means of graphs and / or other data visualization techniques. 

• [0021] 

As in 1A shown, points system 100 a definition component 110 and a transformation 
component 120 , both of which are implemented by one or more processors in one or more 
computing devices that execute hardware or software-based logic to provide various functionality 
described herein. As can be clearly seen from the present disclosure, system 100 have a lesser 
or greater number of components that provide various functionalities described herein. Such 
components have been incorporated in for clarity 1A omitted. In addition, the component (s) of 
System 100 that are responsible for providing various functionalities, vary further from 
embodiment to embodiment. 

• [0022] 

The definition component 110 generates and / or modifies an ontology 150 and a schema 
map 140 , Exemplary embodiments for defining an ontology (eg, an ontology 150 ) are described 
in US 7,962,495 (the '495 patent), published June 14, 2011, which is hereby incorporated by 
reference in all respects to the present application in all respects. Among other things, the '495 
patent describes embodiments that define a dynamic ontology for use in generating data in a 
database. To create a database ontology, one or more object types are created, where each 
object type may include one or more properties. The attributes of object types or property types of 
the ontology can be edited or modified at any time. And for each property type, at least one 
parser definition is created. The attributes of a parser definition can be edited or modified at any 
time. 

• [0023] 

In some embodiments, each property type is declared representative of one or more object types. 
A property type is representative of an object type if the property type is intuitively associated with 
the object type. For example, a social security number property type may be representative of a 
person object type, but not representative of a business object type. 

• [0024] 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US7962495


In some embodiments, each property type has one or more constituents and a base type. In 
some embodiments, a property type may include a string, a date, a number, or a composite type 
consisting of two or more string, date, or number elements. Thus, property types are extensible 
and can represent complex data structures. Further, a parser definition may reference a 
component of a complex property type as a unit or token. 

• [0025] 

An example of a property that has multiple constituents is a property 'name' that has a constituent 
'surname' and a constituent 'first name'. An example of raw input data is "Smith, Jane". An 
example parser definition specifies an assignment of imported input data to components of object 
properties, as follows: 
{FAMILY NAME}, {FIRST NAME} → Name: Family, Name: Vor 

• [0026] 

In some embodiments, the {FAMILY NAME}, {FIRST NAME} mapping is defined in a parser 
definition that uses regular expression symbology. The {FAMILY NAME}, {FIRST NAME} 
mapping indicates that a string 'surname' followed by a string 'first name' contains valid input data 
for a name property. In contrast, the input data "Smith Jane" would not be valid for the specified 
parser definition, but a user could generate a second parser definition that matches the input data 
"Smith Jane". The Definition Name: Family, Name: Pre indicates that matching input data values 
are mapped to constituents named "Family" and "Before" of the Name property. 

• [0027] 

As a result, parsing the input data using the parser definition causes the value "Smith" to be 
assigned to the component 'Name: Family' of the property 'Name' and the value 'Jane' to the 
component 'Name: Before' Property name is assigned. 

• [0028] 

Referring again to 1A can be a schema map 140 define how different elements of 
schemas 135 for data sources 130 on different elements of an ontology 150 be imaged. The 
definition component 110 performs receiving, calculating, extracting, or otherwise identifying 
schemas 135 for data sources 130 by. schemes 135 define the structure of data sources 130 - 
For example, the names and other characteristics of tables, files, columns, fields, properties, etc. 
The definition component 110 also optionally identifies test data 136 from data sources 130 , The 
definition component 110 can continue to have object type, relationship, and property definitions 
from the ontology 150 identify if one already exists. The definition component 110 can continue 
pre-existing illustrations from the schema map 140 identify if such mappings are present. 

• [0029] 

Based on the identified information, the definition component 110 a graphical 
interface 115 produce. The graphical interface 115 may be presented to users of a computing 
device via any suitable dispensing mechanism (eg, a display screen, image projection, etc.), and 
may further receive input from users of the computing device via any suitable input mechanism 
(e.g., a keyboard, a mouse, a touchscreen interface, etc.). The graphical interface 115 provides a 
visual workspace that displays the elements of ontology 150 represents for which in the schema 
map 140 Illustrations are defined. 1B provides an exemplary representation of a graphical 
interface 115 for a visual rendering of representations of the elements of the ontology 150 , The 
graphical interface 115 also includes controls for adding new items to the schema map 140 and / 



or ontology 150 including objects, properties of objects and relationships, via the visual 
workspace. Having a representation of the elements of ontology 150 is done in the visual 
workspace, the graphical interface can 115 to provide further control devices in connection with 
the representations that enable the elements of the ontology 150 be modified and identified as 
the elements of ontology 150 Elements of the schemata 135 correspond. Optionally, the graphical 
interface 115 continue the test data 136 use to give the user a preview of the object model 160 to 
deliver when the user has a schema map 140 Are defined. Responding to input via the various 
controls of the graphical interface 115 can be the definition component 110 the ontology 150 and 
the schema map 140 create and / or modify. 

• [0030] 

The transformation component 120 can be called after defining or redefining the schema 
map 140 and ontology 150 is done. The transformation component 120 identifies the schema 
map 140 and the ontology 150 , The transformation component 120 continues reading data 
sources 130 and identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130 , For every element of 
ontology 150 that in the schema map 140 described, performs the transformation 
component 120 an iterating process along some or all data elements of the data sources 130 by, 
being elements of the object model 160 in the by the schema map 140 be generated in a 
specified manner. In some embodiments, the transformation component 120 a representation of 
each generated element of an object model 160 in a database 170 to save. In some 
embodiments, the transformation component is 120 further configured to make changes in object 
model 160 on data sources 130 back to sync. 

• [0031] 

At the data sources 130 It may be one or more sources of data including, without limitation, 
spreadsheet files, databases, e-mail folders, collections of documents, media collections, contact 
directories, etc. The data sources 130 may include data structures that are stored persistently in 
non-volatile memory. The data sources 130 may also, in addition or instead, include temporary 
data structures generated from underlying data sources using data extraction components, such 
as a result set returned by a database server processing a database query. 

• [0032] 

The schema map 140 , the ontology 150 and schemas 135 can be stored in any suitable 
structures, such as XML files, database tables, etc. In some embodiments, the ontology 
becomes 150 maintained in a persistent way. The schema map 140 can be persisted persistently 
or not depending on whether the transformation process is a perpetual or a one-time event. The 
schemes 135 do not need to be kept in persistent storage but can be cached for optimization. 

• [0033] 

The object model 160 has collections of items, such as typed objects, properties, and 
relationships. The collections may be structured in any suitable manner. In some embodiments, a 
database stores 170 the elements of an object model 160 , or representations of these. In some 
embodiments, the elements of an object model become 160 in a database 170 stored in a 
different underlying format, such as a sequence of object, property, and relationship tables in a 
relational database. 

• [0034] 



2 shows an exemplary project 200 , one or more scripts 210 supplies. The project 200 and its 
scripts 210 can by a transformation means (for example, the transformation component 120 ) are 
processed. The scripts 210 may include one or more transformation scripts involved in some or 
all data elements of the data sources 130 in elements for the object model 160 to transform. In 
this particular example, the project contributes 200 the term "kea examples" and has the following 
scripts: CSV Example.groovy, MalvareReport.groovy, TelefonTransformer.groovy, 
piracyPattern.groovy, RecursiveEntrySimpleExpenseDirectoryValidation.groovy, and 
RSSFeed.groovy. The project 200 includes, among other things, a log.properties file that provides 
instructions for output logging, as well as a configuration file that tracks the running of one or 
more scripts 210 supported. 

• [0035] 

3 shows an exemplary configuration file 300 for the project 200 that was previously referring 
to 2 has been described. The configuration file 300 can by a transformation means (for example, 
the transformation component 120 ) are processed. Among other things, the configuration 
file 300 used for setting parameters during one or more scripts 210 expire the configuration 
file 200 are associated. The configuration file 300 can be an ontology file 310 identify that 
provides for naming and arranging objects, properties, and / or links to determine whether 
proposed output results from scripts are valid. The ontology file 310 is part of the ontology 
described above 150 , Although the ontology file is 310 in the configuration file 200 but in some 
embodiments shows the configuration file 300 to the place where the ontology file is 310 located. 

• [0036] 

The ontology file 310 may have one or more ontology parameters. These ontology parameters 
assign entities to either an object, a property, an entity called an object, or a link between objects. 
For example, an ontology parameter defines that an entity "organization" is an object. Additional 
ontology parameters may define that the entities "welfare,""church," and "academic organization" 
are properties of an object "organization." Conversely, the entity "birthplace" would not be a 
property of "organization"; thus, there would be no ontology parameter that assigns the Birthplace 
property to the Organization object. 

• [0037] 

4 shows an exemplary transformation method 400 the script Telefontransformer.groovy, which 
was written in the previously in 2 presented project 200 is identified. The transformation 
process 400 includes, among other things, a link builder 410 and a content processing unit 
interface 420 , The transformation process 400 can by means of a transformation means (for 
example, the transformation component 120 ) are processed. 

• [0038] 

In the exemplary embodiment of 4 includes the transformation process 400 a code that asks a 
user how to import data (such as calls) through Provide two link building options. These options 
include either (i) combining multiple calls between phone number xxx-xxx-xxxx and phone 
number yyy -yyy-yyyy into a single link, or (ii) representing each call between the two numbers as 
single link events. With regard to the transformation facility, the difference between the two 
options is how the links are built. In this example, building a link is managed by using a Link 
Builder Closure (LinkBuilder 410 ) is passed to the link method, which processes a respective 
data line. 

• [0039] 



Exemplary link builder methods 500 are in 5 represented and by a transformation means (for 
example, a transformation component 120 ) are processed. The link builder 
procedure 500 include a GenerateCollectedCallLinks method 510 that creates links that combine 
call events between shared endpoints into a single link, and create a single callLinks 
method 520 which creates links for individual call events for each call between endpoints. 

• [0040] 

After the link builder 410 has determined how calls are collected, the content processing unit 
interface 420 call a processing method that performs the transformation of one or more data 
elements from data sources into elements of an object model. An exemplary processing 
method 600 is in 6A and 6B represented and by a transformation means (for example, the 
transformation component 120 ) are processed. The processing method 600 performs iterative 
processing along data elements (eg, a table line), creates a builder, and calls process rows to 
create an object model that has objects and links for the line. When a builder is created, a 
processing procedure can be used 600 a DSL builder 700 effectively, as in the exemplary builder 
of 7 shown. The DSL builder 700 can by a transformation device, such as a transformation 
component 120 , are processed. 

• [0041] 

The DSL builder 700 is an illustrative builder that includes multiple entities: Entity1 710 and 
entity2 720 , The entity1 710 and the entity2 720 are created using data elements to create 
objects in the ontology "person" and "phone call" that appear in the ontology file 310 are defined 
(this was previously in 3 Referred to). In addition, both entity1 710 as well as entity2 720 their 
associated properties 715 . 725 that also in the ontology file 310 should be defined. 

• [0042] 

For example, the DSL builder could 700 get the following data items for building objects: 
Entity1 710 and entity2 720 , as well as their corresponding 
properties 715 . 725 : Surname address phone number SSN # Tom Smith 123 Grant 
Avenue 123-456-7890 999-88-7777 David Bruce 345 Lincoln Street 987-654-3210 111-22-3333 

 

• [0043] 

The DSL builder 700 could, using the first data element, create a person object, such as Tom 
Smith. The properties that further define the Tom Smith object could include: first name value 
"Tom", family name value "Smith", address value "123 Grand Avenue, New York NY", telephone 
number value "123-456 -7890 ", and SSN value" 999-88-7777. In addition, the address may be 
further defined as house number value "123", street value "Grand Avenue", city value "New 
York", and state value "NY". 

• [0044] 

In some embodiments, the DSL builder may 700 using a dynamic language, such as Groovy. 
Although Groovy supports the internal (or embedded) DSL for the DSL builder 700 however, 
other dynamic languages, such as Python and Ruby, can also support the embedded DSL. 
These dynamic languages allow an object method to be invoked without the object method being 
defined, and the object can determine how the method call is handled. In other words, the DSL 
builder allows 700 a short name (eg "name") that can be expanded to the actual name (eg 
"object.name"). However, if the short name in the DSL builder 700 misspelled (eg "Namme"), or if 



the short name does not correspond to any ontology parameter in the ontology file (eg the one in 
the DSL constructor) 700 identified property type is not defined or allowed in the ontology file), 
then a validation error (which will be referred to later) would occur during the debugging stage. 

• [0045] 

8th shows an exemplary embodiment of a software development environment 800 that is used to 
debug a transformation script. Before debugging the transform script, for example, the one 
previously described with reference to 2 described scripts phone transformer, should the 
project 200 into the software development environment 800 getting charged. The debugging 
configurations for the Phone Transformer script may allow the use of help core functions, such as 
a serialize () function and a createBuilder () function (eg, DSL Builder 700 ). 

• [0046] 

Using a DSL builder (such as a groovy builder) may provide the ability to implement a proactive 
debugging practice. Proactive debugging provides validation messages as they occur during the 
debugging process, as opposed to delivering a sequence of error messages after one execution 
of the transformation script (which has already converted most, if not all, of data elements of 
identified input data into elements of an object model ) is done. By providing proactive debugging, 
a user or developer can then fix the problem that caused the error message and start debugging 
the script again. 

• [0047] 

An advantage over previous large scale data integration models is that the embodiments of the 
present disclosure can avoid having to parse and transform large amounts of data, such as four 
to six hours before the user finds out whether there are any error messages, and if so, find out 
the types of error messages. After debugging any errors, the user would then have to go through 
the process of parsing and transforming the imported input data again, which may take another 
four to six hours before the user finds out if any error messages occur during the second pass. 
Such conventional debugging may require multiple passes before the debugging of the script is 
successful. 

• [0048] 

The embodiments described herein may overcome the inefficient approach of conventional 
transformation script debugging by providing proactive debugging of the transformation script. As 
previously stated, proactive debugging displays error messages as they occur. For example, if an 
error occurs based on row 1 of an imported table, then an explicit result, such as a displayed 
message, could be displayed to the user after detecting this validation problem at row 1. This 
allows the user to correct the error associated with the first row of the imported table without 
having to go through the entire imported table, which could contain hundreds if thousands more 
rows. 

• [0049] 

In some embodiments, debugging a script does not require a software development environment. 
For example, debugging can be done by running the script from a command line. 

• [0050] 



9 FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating an example method for proactively validating a transformation 
script. FIG. The transformation script provides functionality to transform large amounts of data 
elements from data sources into elements of an object model. While the flowchart discloses the 
following steps in a specific order, it should be understood that at least some of the steps may be 
misplaced, modified or deleted as appropriate. 

• [0051] 

At step 902 a transformation script is associated with one or more ontology parameters. In some 
embodiments, the association may be accomplished by associating the transformation script with 
a configuration file containing an ontology file (eg, the ontology file 310 ) having one or more 
ontology parameters. In some other embodiments, association may be accomplished by placing 
the ontology file in the same directory as the transformation script. For example, as previously in 
the exemplary embodiments of FIG 2 and 3 represented the transformation scripts 210 from 
project 200 the ontology file 310 that in the configuration file 300 from project 200 is identified. In 
some other embodiments, the association occurs when the ontology file is invoked while 
debugging the transformation script (this will be discussed later in step 904 Referred to). The in 
the ontology file 310 If necessary, identified ontology parameters might be responsive to 
conditions in the transformation scripts 210 be applied. 

• [0052] 

At step 904 Debug the transformation script. Debugging can be initiated by several means. For 
example, debugging may be initiated by a software development environment, such as a software 
development environment 800 previously referring to 8th has been described. Debugging can 
also be initiated via a command line. 

• [0053] 

At step 906 Input data to be transformed is imported from a data source. These input data can 
come from one or more data sources. The input data can be structured data (for example, tables 
with rows and columns or CSV files, CSV = comma-separated-value) or can be unstructured data 
(for example, documents, e-mails, as well as PDF, PowerPoint and HTML files) , For example, 
the input data may include tables having hundreds of thousands of lines to be transformed. 

• [0054] 

At step 908 a determination is made as to whether a condition is valid in the transformation script 
based on the ontology parameters. The transformation script may include one or more conditions. 
For example, a builder (for example, a DSL builder 700 ) define an entity as an object (eg 
entity1 710 ), a property of this object (for example entity property 715 ), and any links (eg 
Link 730 ). Any definitions in the builder may then be associated with one or more ontology 
parameters in the ontology file (eg, the ontology file 310 ). Referring again to the aforementioned 
ontology "organization", if the builder defines an entity "organization" as an object, then the 
condition (which defines that the entity "organization" is an object) is determined to be valid in the 
builder. In addition, if the builder defines that a "welfare" entity is a property of the "organization" 
entity, the condition (which defines that the entity "organization" is an object) is defined as valid in 
the builder. On the other hand, if the builder defines that "birthplace" is a property of the 
"organization" object, the condition is invalid. In addition, if the builder incorrectly defines an 
object "association" - instead of the correct entity "organization", then this condition also fails 
because an ontology parameter object "association" would not be present. 

• [0055] 



If it is determined that the condition is not valid, at step 918 a message indicating that the 
condition is not valid can be displayed in a proactive manner. That is, the message can be 
displayed shortly after it is determined that the condition is not valid. For example, the message 
could be displayed almost immediately, seconds, or minutes after it has been determined. As 
previously stated, proactive debugging, which proactively displays appropriate invalidation 
messages as they occur, offers the advantage of saving the user time debugging the code, since 
this avoids the need to parse and transform large amounts of data. In some embodiments, an 
explicit result is provided if it is determined that the condition is not valid. The explicit result can 
be obtained by proactively displaying the message in the debugger, an e-mail, or a pop-up 
window indicating that the condition is not valid, or can be done in any other way that indicates 
the condition is not valid. In addition, the explicit result may indicate that the condition is not valid 
by indicating an error message, an acronym, a number, a graph, and / or any other indication 
indicating that the condition is not valid. 

• [0056] 

On the other hand, if it is determined that the condition is valid, the method continues to traverse 
a connection point 910 , to determine ( 912 ), if there are additional conditions in the 
transformation script. In some embodiments, an explicit result may be provided indicating that the 
condition is valid. The explicit result may be a message that appears in the debugger, an e-mail, 
or a pop-up window indicating that the condition is valid, and / or may be any other way that 
indicates that the condition is valid Condition is valid. As indicated previously, the explicit result 
may indicate that the condition is valid by displaying a validation message, an acronym, a 
number, a graphic, and / or any other indication that the condition is valid , In some embodiments, 
an implied result may be provided. The implied result may include storing the result of a valid 
state in a file, a location, an e-mail, and / or not indicating that the condition is valid. If the results 
are recorded, the recorded results may be a validation message, an acronym, a number, a graph, 
and / or any other indication indicating that the condition is valid. If there are no additional 
conditions in the transformation script, the debugging of the script ends ( 914 ). In some 
embodiments, an explicit result may be provided indicating that the transformation script is valid. 

• [0057] 

On the other hand, if there are additional conditions in the transformation script, at step 916 a 
determination is made as to whether an additional condition in the transformation script is valid, 
namely based on the ontology parameters. The determination step 916 is similar to the 
determination step 908 , If it is determined that the condition is invalid, an explicit result may be 
provided, for example, in this example embodiment, a message indicating that the condition is 
being displayed in a proactive manner. As stated previously, the explicit result may indicate that 
the condition is not valid by displaying an error message, an acronym, a number, a graphic, and / 
or any other indication that represents that condition is not is valid. 

• [0058] 

On the other hand, if the condition is determined to be valid, the method goes through the 
connection point 910 to the determination step 912 , In some embodiments, an explicit result may 
be provided indicating that the condition is valid. The explicit result may be a message that 
appears in the debugger, an e-mail, or a pop-up window indicating that the condition is valid, and 
/ or may be any other way that indicates that the condition is valid Condition is valid. The explicit 
result may indicate that the condition is valid by displaying a validation message, an acronym, a 
number, a graphic, and / or any other indication that the condition is valid. Additionally, in some 
embodiments, an implied result may be provided. The implied result may include storing the 
result of a valid state in a file, a location, an e-mail, and / or not indicating that the condition is 



valid. If the results are recorded, the recorded results may be a validation message, an acronym, 
a number, a graph, and / or any other indication indicating that the condition is valid. 

• [0059] 

In accordance with some embodiments, the operations, methods, and / or components described 
herein are implemented by one or more special purpose computing devices. The special purpose 
computing devices may be hardwired to perform the operations, methods, and / or components 
described herein, or may include digital electronic devices such as one or more ASICs 
(Application Specific Integrated Circuits) or FPGAs (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) are 
persistently programmed to perform the operations, methods, and / or components described 
herein, or may include one or more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
implement such features of the present disclosure in accordance with program instructions in 
firmware, memory, or other another storage device or a combination of these. Customized 
hardwired logic circuits, ASICs, or custom programming FPGAs may also be combined in such 
special purpose computing devices to accomplish the methods and other features of the present 
disclosure. The special purpose computing devices may be desktop computer systems, portable 
computer systems, handheld devices, network devices, or any other device that includes 
hardwired logic and / or program logic to implement the methods and other features of the 
present disclosure. 

• [0060] 

The one or more computing devices may generally be supported by operating system software 
such as iOS, Android, Blackberry, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, 
Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, VxWorks, or others 
Operating systems are controlled and coordinated. In further embodiments, the computing device 
may be controlled by a proprietary operating system. Conventional operating systems may, 
among other things, control computing processes that are to be performed and their timing, 
perform memory management, provide a file system, network functionality, input / output 
services, and / or provide user interface functionality such as a graphical user interface ("GUI"). 

• [0061] 

For example 10 a block diagram illustrating an exemplary computer system 1000 represents. The 
computer system 1000 includes a bus 1002 or another communication mechanism for 
communicating information, and one or more hardware processors 1004 by bus 1002 connected 
to process information. One or more hardware processors 1004 For example, it may be one or 
more general-purpose microprocessors. 

• [0062] 

The computer system 1000 also includes a main memory 1006 For example, a RAM (Random 
Access Memory) or other dynamic storage device connected to the bus 1002 is connected to 
store information and instructions by one or more processors 1004 are to be executed. The main 
memory 1006 may also be used to store temporary variables or other intermediate information 
while executing by one or more processors 1004 save instructions to be executed. Such 
instructions do when they are in non-transitory Storage media are stored, the one or more 
processors 1004 accessible, the computer system 1000 to a specialized machine customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions. 

• [0063] 



The computer system 1000 further includes a ROM (read-only memory) 1008 or another static 
storage device connected to the bus 1002 connected to static information and instructions for one 
or more processors 1004 save. A storage device 1010 , such as a magnetic disk, an optical disk 
or a USB stick (flash drive), etc., is provided and to the bus 1002 connected to store information 
and instructions. 

• [0064] 

The computer system 1000 can over the bus 1002 with an ad 1012 connected to, for example, a 
cathode ray tube (CRT) to display information to a user of a computer. An input device 1014 , 
which includes alphanumeric and other keys, is by bus 1002 connected to information and 
selected commands to one or more processors 1004 to convey. Another type of user input device 
is cursor control 1016 , such as a mouse, trackball or cursor direction keys, around one or more 
processors 1004 Direction information and selected commands and a cursor movement on the 
display device 1012 to control. This input device typically has two degrees of freedom in two 
axes, a first axis (eg x) and a second axis (eg y), which allows the device to designate positions in 
a plane. In some embodiments, the same direction information and command selection as in 
cursor control may be implemented by receiving touch screen touches without a cursor. 

• [0065] 

The computer system 1000 may include a user interface module to implement a GUI that may be 
stored in a mass storage device as executable software code executed by the one or more 
computing devices. These and other modules may include, for example, components such as 
software components, object-oriented software components, class components and task 
components, processes, functions, attributes, procedures, subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuits, data, databases, data structures, tables, Fields and 
variables include. 

• [0066] 

Generally, as used herein, the word "module" refers to logic executed as hardware or firmware, or 
to a collection of software instructions that may have entry and exit points and written in a 
programming language such as Java, Lua, C, or C ++ are. A software module can be compiled 
and linked into an executable program, built into a dynamic program library (Dynamic Link 
Library), or written in an interpreted programming language such as BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will 
be appreciated that software modules may be invocable from other modules or from themselves, 
and / or they may be invoked responsive to sensed events or interrupts. Software modules 
configured for execution on computing devices may be provided on a computer readable 
medium, such as a CD (compact disk), a DVD (digital video disk), a flash memory drive, a 
magnetic disk, or any other tangible form Medium, or as a digital download (and may initially be 
stored in a compressed or installable format requiring installation, decompression or decryption 
prior to execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or completely, on a storage 
device of the executing computing device for execution by the computing device. Software 
instructions may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It is further understood that 
hardware modules may include interconnected logic devices, such as gates and flip-flops, and / 
or include programmable devices, such as programmable gate arrays or processors. The 
modules or functionality of the computing device described herein are preferably implemented as 
software modules, but may be embodied in the form of hardware or firmware. Generally, the 
modules described herein refer to logical modules that may be combined with other modules or 
sub-modules, regardless of their physical organization or location. 

• [0067] 



In the computer system 1000 For example, the methods and other features described herein may 
be implemented using custom hardwired logic circuits, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware, 
and / or program logic that, in combination with the computer system, effect or program the 
computer system 1000 a special machine is. According to some embodiments, the methods 
described herein and other features are provided by the computer system 1000 reacting to that 
carried out one or more processors 1004 one or more sequences of one or more in main 
memory 1006 executes contained instructions. Such instructions may be in main 
memory 1006 from another storage medium, for example the storage device 1010 , are read. An 
execution of the main memory 1006 instruction sequences involved causes one or more 
processors 1004 to execute the process steps described here. In alternative embodiments, 
hardwired circuitry may be used instead of or in combination with software instructions. 

• [0068] 

The term "non-transitory media" as used herein refers to any media that stores data and / or 
instructions that cause a machine to work in a specific manner. Such non-transitory media may 
include non-volatile media and / or volatile media. Non-volatile media include, for example, optical 
or magnetic disks, such as the storage device 1010 , Volatile media include dynamic memory 
such as main memory 1006 one. Conventional forms of non-transitory media include, for 
example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, a hard disk, a semiconductor disk, a magnetic tape, or any 
other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, any 
hole-patterned physical media, a RAM , a PROM and an EPROM, a flash EPROM, an NVRAM, 
and any other memory chip or cartridge, as well as network connected versions thereof. 

• [0069] 

Non-transitory media are different from, but may be used in conjunction with, transmission media. 
Transmission media participate in a transfer of information between storage media. For example, 
transmission media include coaxial cable, copper wire and optical fiber, including the wires that 
the bus 1002 includes. Transmission media may also take the form of sound or light waves, such 
as those generated in radio and infrared data communications. 

• [0070] 

Various forms of media may be involved in the execution of one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions issued by the processor 1004 are to be executed. For example, the instructions 
may initially be stored on a magnetic disk or a solid state drive of a remote computer. The remote 
computer can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 
telephone line using a modem. One at the computer system 1000 The modem in question may 
receive the data over the telephone line and use an infrared transmitter to convert the data into 
an infrared signal. An infrared detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red signal and 
appropriate circuitry can transfer the data to the bus 1002 lay. The bus 1002 conveys the data to 
the main memory 1006 from which one or more processors 1004 retrieve and execute the 
instructions. The main memory 1006 Instructions received may optionally be in the storage 
device 1010 stored either before or after execution by the processor 1004 , 

• [0071] 

The computer system 1000 also includes a communication interface 1018 by 
bus 1002 connected is. The communication interface 1018 provides a two-way data 
communication connection to a network link 1020 ready with a local network 1022 connected is. 
For example, a communication interface 1018 an Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) 
card, a cable modem, a satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communication 
connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another example, a communication 



interface 1018 a Local Area Network (LAN) card to provide a data communication connection to a 
compatible LAN. Wireless connections can also be implemented. In any such implementation, a 
communication interface sends and receives 1018 electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals 
carrying digital data streams representing various types of information. 

• [0072] 

The network link 1020 typically provides data communication to other data devices over one or 
more networks. For example, the network link 1020 over a local network 1022 a connection to a 
host computer 1024 or to data facilities provided by an Internet Service Provider 
(ISP) 1026 operate. The ISP 1026 in turn provides data communication services over the 
worldwide packet data communications network, now commonly referred to as the 
"Internet" 1028 referred to as. Both the local network 1022 as well as the internet 1028 use 
electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that can carry digital data streams. The signals 
passing through the various networks and the signals transmitted through the network 
link 1020 and via the communication interface 1018 run the digital data to the computer 
system 1000 to and from this are exemplary forms of transmission media. 

• [0073] 

The computer system 1000 can send messages and receive data, including code, through the 
network (s), the network link 1020 and the communication interface 1018 , In the example of the 
Internet could be a server 1030 a requested code for an application program over the 
Internet 1028 , the ISP 1026 , the local network 1022 and the communication 
interface 1018 send. 

• [0074] 

The received code can be through one or more processors 1004 be executed, as it is received, 
and / or it may be in the storage device 1010 or other non-volatile memory for later execution. 

• [0075] 

In the foregoing description, embodiments of the invention have been described with reference to 
numerous specific details that may vary from implementation to implementation. Certain 
adjustments and modifications of the described embodiments may be made. Other embodiments 
will become apparent to those skilled in the art from consideration of the specification and 
application of the embodiments disclosed herein. The description and examples are intended to 
be exemplary only, with the true scope and spirit of the invention being given by the following 
claims. The sequence of steps shown in the drawings is merely exemplary in nature and is not 
intended to be limited to any particular sequence of steps. Therefore, as those skilled in the art 
will appreciate, these steps may be performed in a different or modified order as required. 

• QUOTES INCLUDE IN THE DESCRIPTION 
• [0076] 

This list of the documents listed by the applicant has been generated automatically and is 
included solely for the better information of the reader. The list is not part of the German patent or 
utility model application. The DPMA assumes no liability for any errors or omissions. 

• Cited patent literature 
• [0077] 

o US 7962495 [0022] 



 



Data quality monitors 

Abstract 

Systems and methods for data quality monitoring are presented. Data quality monitors can be 
created and configured to identify objects with specified data quality issues and / or property 
values. Objects identified by a data quality monitor can be presented to users for confirmation 
and resolution. Properties used by the Data Quality Monitor to match objects can also be 
displayed to users. 
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Description 

• [0001] 

This application claims the benefit of US Patent Application No. 13 / 935,861 filed on 
Jul. 5, 2013 and assigned to U.S. Patent No. 8,601,326 and U.S. Patent Application No. 
14 / 094,418, filed December 2, 2013, the entire disclosure of each of these earlier patents 
and applications hereby being incorporated by reference in its entirety herein. 

• [0002] 

The present disclosure relates to systems and methods for data quality monitoring. In 
particular, identifying and resolving data quality issues, and presenting data with 
potential quality issues for confirmation and resolution by a user. 

• [0003] 

Conventional automated data integration can lead to various data quality issues. 
Automatic scripts for finding and resolving such data quality problems can create further 
data quality problems. 

• [0004] 

There is a need to identify and monitor data quality problems in an automated and 
intelligent manner. 

• [0005] 

The invention is set forth in the independent claims. The dependent claims relate to 
optional features of some embodiments of the invention. 

• [0006] 

In one aspect, a computer system is configured to include one or more computer 
processors and a tangible storage device that stores one or more modules configured for 
execution by the one or more computer processors to: The computer system receive a 
selection of an object type to be monitored for potential data quality issues; receive by the 
computer system a selection of one or more data quality criteria; determine possible data 
quality problems by searching data associated with a plurality of database objects of the 
selected object type to determine if the selected one or more data quality criteria are 
matched with respective objects; create a user interface that indicates the possible data 
quality problems of respective objects that match the selected one or more data quality 
criteria and that includes one or more properties of the matching objects; receive from a 
user of the computing environment an indication of how to resolve the potential data 
quality issues; and implement the specified resolution. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US8601326


• [0007] 

In some embodiments, the data quality monitor type is one of: possible duplicate objects, 
missing properties, multi-valued properties, unpaired properties, invalid enumerations, 
violations of the range of values, and violations of the data area. In some embodiments, 
the data quality monitor type is "Possible Duplicate Objects," and determining objects 
that have potential data quality problems further includes identifying respective objects 
that each have common property values for a predetermined value of the selected one or 
more Have properties. In some embodiments, the indication of how to resolve the 
potential data quality problem includes specifying two or more objects with potential data 
quality issues that are duplicates; and implementing the specified resolution involves 
combining the two or more specified objects into a single object. In some embodiments, 
the one or more properties of the objects having potential data quality problems indicate a 
number of the respective identified objects that share the selected one or more property 
values. In some embodiments, the data quality monitor type is Missing Properties; and 
determining objects that have potential data quality problems further comprises 
identifying respective objects that lack a predetermined one of the selected one or more 
properties. 

• [0008] 

In some embodiments, the data quality monitor type is multi-value properties; and 
determining objects that have potential data quality problems further comprises 
identifying respective objects having multiple values for individual ones of the selected 
one or more selected properties. In some embodiments, the indication of how to resolve 
the potential data quality problem comprises indicating one of the multiple values that is 
correct; and implementing the specified resolution further includes removing all of the 
multiple values, except for the specified one or more specified values, which is correct. In 
some embodiments, the data quality monitor type is "Unstable Properties"; and 
determining objects that have potential data quality problems further comprises 
identifying respective objects that have property values for one or more of the selected 
one or more have the selected multiple properties that contain unpaired data. 

• [0009] 

In some embodiments, the data quality monitor type is "improper enumeration"; and 
determining objects that have potential data quality problems further comprises 
identifying respective objects that have property values for one or more of the selected 
one or more selected properties that include improper enumerations. In some 
embodiments, the data quality monitor type is violation of the range of values; and 
determining objects that have potential data quality problems further comprises 
identifying respective objects having property values that violate an allowable range of 
values for the respective selected property. In some embodiments, the data quality 
monitor type is "data area violation"; and determining objects that have potential data 
quality problems further comprises identifying respective objects having property values 
that violate an allowable data range for the respective selected property. In some 



embodiments, the computer system further comprises receiving a selection of one or 
more object types with which the selected object type must be associated to be included 
in the searched plurality of objects. In some embodiments, the computer system further 
comprises receiving one or more Boolean operators for the selected one or more of the 
selected properties and / or an indication of how many of the selected one or more 
selected properties are required to perform Identify respective objects as objects that have 
potential data quality issues. 

• [0010] 

In another aspect, a computer-implemented method controlled by a computer system 
having one or more physical processors and configured to process large amounts of data 
includes: receiving, by the computer system, a selection of an object type, monitoring for 
potential data quality issues to be carried out; Receiving, by the computer system, a 
selection of a data quality monitor type; Receiving, by the computer system, a selection 
of one or more properties of objects of the selected object type; Determining objects 
having potential data quality problems by searching data associated with a plurality of 
objects of the selected object type to locate respective objects that match the selected one 
or more properties; Generating a user interface that identifies the objects that have 
potential data quality problems and that includes one or more properties of the objects 
that have potential data quality problems; Receiving, by the computer system, an 
indication of how the potential data quality problems are to be resolved; and 
implementing the specified resolution. In some embodiments, the data quality monitor 
type is one of: possible duplicate objects, missing properties, multi-valued properties, 
unpaired properties, invalid enumerations, violations of the range of values, and 
violations of the data area. In some embodiments, the computer-implemented method 
further comprises receiving one or more Boolean operators for the selected one or more 
selected properties and / or an indication of how many of the selected one or more 
selected properties are required for the respective objects to identify as objects that have 
potential data quality issues. 

• [0011] 

In another aspect, there is disclosed a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
storing computer-executable instructions configured to instruct a computer system to: 
receive a selection of an object type to be monitored for potential data quality problems; 
receive a selection of one or more data quality criteria; determine possible data quality 
problems by searching data associated with a plurality of database objects of the selected 
object type to determine whether the selected one or more data quality criteria are 
matched with respective objects; create a user interface that indicates the possible data 
quality problems of respective objects that match the selected one or more data quality 
criteria and that includes one or more properties of the matching objects; receive from a 
user of the computing environment an indication of how to resolve the potential data 
quality issues; and implement the specified resolution. In some embodiments, the data 
quality monitor type is one of: possible duplicate objects, missing properties, multi-
valued properties, unpaired properties, invalid enumerations, violations of the range of 



values, and violations of the data area. In some embodiments, the non-transisional 
computer-readable storage medium further comprises: receiving a selection of one or 
more object types with which the selected object type must be associated to be included 
in the searched plurality of objects. 

• [0012] 

1 shows an embodiment of a database system using an ontology. 

• [0013] 

2 shows an embodiment of a method for generating person objects with properties from 
multiple data sources. 

• [0014] 

3 shows an embodiment of a system for generating data in a data store using a dynamic 
ontology. 

• [0015] 

4A FIG. 12 shows an example user interface that uses relationships described in a data 
store using a dynamic ontology. FIG. 

• [0016] 

4B FIG. 12 shows a user interface configured to receive user-selected criteria for a data 
quality monitor, according to an embodiment. 

• [0017] 

5A FIG. 12 shows an exemplary interface configured to allow users to create criteria for a 
"Duplicate Objects" data quality monitor. 

• [0018] 

5B may show duplicate objects identified by a data quality monitor system. 

• [0019] 

5C FIG. 12 shows an exemplary user interface configured to allow users to review 
additional data related to identified potentially duplicate objects and to determine if the 
objects are duplicated and should be exploded. 

• [0020] 



5D shows an exemplary user interface in which for potentially duplicate objects, a 
resolution has been made and results of the resolution are displayed. 

• [0021] 

6 Fig. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an illustrative operation of identifying, confirming and 
removing or resolving duplicate objects. 

• [0022] 

7 FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an illustrative process of generating and executing 
data quality monitors based on received data quality criteria. 

• [0023] 

8A shows an example user interface that allows a user to select criteria for a data quality 
monitor. 

• [0024] 

8B Figure 11 shows another example user interface in which a user has configured a 
"possibly duplicate" person to search for both Person objects and Case objects. 

• [0025] 

8C shows an exemplary user interface in which a group of possibly duplicate person 
objects are displayed and properties of these person objects are displayed. 

• [0026] 

9 FIG. 12 shows an exemplary user interface in which a user has selected a "Missing 
Properties" monitor and is presented with exemplary object properties to be selected for 
monitoring. 

• [0027] 

10 FIG. 12 shows an exemplary user interface displaying a plurality of case objects 
identified upon execution of a "Missing Properties" monitor. 

• [0028] 

11 shows a computer system with which certain methods and modules discussed herein 
can be implemented. 

• definitions 
• [0029] 



To facilitate an understanding of the systems and methods discussed herein, a number of 
terms are defined below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used herein, 
should be understood to include the definitions provided, the conventionally common 
meaning of the terms, and / or any other implied meaning of the terms. Thus, the 
following definitions do not limit the meaning of these terms, but merely provide 
exemplary definitions. 

• [0030] 

Ontology: Stored information that provides a data model for storing data in one or more 
databases. For example, the stored data may include definitions for object types and 
property types for data in a database, as well as how objects and properties may be 
related. 

• [0031] 

Database: A broad term for any data structure for storing and / or organizing data, 
including, but not limited to, relational databases (Oracle database, mySQL database, 
etc.), Spreadsheets, XML Files and text files. 

• [0032] 

Data Object or Object: A data container for information that represents specific things in 
the world that have a set of definable properties. For example, a data object may 
represent an entity, such as an entity Person, a place, an organization, a market instrument 
or the like. A data object may represent an event that occurs at a time or during a period 
of time. A data object may represent a document or other unstructured data source, such 
as an e-mail message, a news story, or a document or article. Each data object can be 
associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data object. The attributes 
of the object (eg, metadata concerning the object) may be represented in one or more 
properties. 

• [0033] 

Object Type: Type of a data object (eg person, event or document). Object types can be 
defined by an ontology and can be modified or updated to include additional object types. 
An object definition (for example, in an ontology) may include how the object is related 
to other objects, for example, that it is a sub-object type of another object type (eg, an 
investigator may be a sub-object type of an object type, 'person') , as well as the 
properties that the object type can have. 

• [0034] 

Properties: Attributes of a data object that represent individual data elements. Each 
property of a data object has at least one property type and a value or values. 



• [0035] 

Property Type: The data type of a property, such as a string, an integer, or a double. 
Property types may include complex property types, such as a sequence of data values 
associated with timestamps (eg, a time series), etc. 

• [0036] 

Property Value: The value associated with a property that is of the type specified in the 
property type associated with the property. A property can have multiple values. 

• [0037] 

Link: A connection between two data objects, for example, based on a relationship, an 
event, and / or matching properties. Links may be directional, such as a link representing 
a payment from person A to B, or they may be bidirectional. 

• [0038] 

Link Set: A set of multiple links that share two or more data objects. 

• [0039] 

Data Quality Monitors: Rules that contain one or more criteria configured to identify 
potential data quality issues in data objects or between multiple data objects. Actions to 
confirm possible data quality problems and / or correct such data quality problems may 
be performed by a user or by automated processes. 

• Object-centric data model 
• [0040] 

To provide a framework for the following discussion of specific systems and methods 
described herein, an exemplary database system will be described below 210 using an 
ontology 205 described. This description is provided by way of example and is not 
intended to be limiting of the methods to the example data model, the exemplary database 
system, or the use of an ontology by the exemplary database system to represent 
information. 

• [0041] 

In one embodiment, a data body is conceptually structured according to an object-
centered data model that is characterized by an ontology 205 is represented. The 
conceptual data model is independent of any particular database used for persistently 
storing one or more databases 209 based on ontology 205 is used. For example, each 
object of the conceptual data model may correspond to one or more rows in a relational 



database or an entry in a Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) database or any 
combination of one or more databases. 

• [0042] 

1 shows an object-centric conceptual data model according to one embodiment. An 
ontology 205 may include, as previously mentioned, stored information containing a data 
model for storing data in the database 209 supplies. The ontology 205 can be defined by 
one or more object types, each of which can be associated with one or more property 
types. At the highest level of abstraction is a data object 201 a container for the things of 
the world representing information. For example, a data object 201 represent an entity, 
such as a person, a place, an organization, a market instrument, or the like. A data 
object 201 may represent an event that happens at a time or during a period of time. A 
data object 201 may represent a document or other unstructured data source, such as an 
email message, a news story, or a document or article. Each data object 201 is associated 
with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data object in the database system. 

• [0043] 

Different types of data objects can have different property types. For example, a Person 
data object might have an Eye Color property type, and an Event data object might have a 
Date property type. Every property 203 as by data in the database system 210 represents 
can have a property type that is determined by the one of the database 205 used 
ontology 205 is defined. 

• [0044] 

Objects can be in the database 209 instantiated according to the corresponding object 
definition for the particular object in ontology 205 , For example, a specific cash payment 
(for example, an event-type object) could be $ 30.00 (for example, a currency type 
property) that takes place on March 27, 2009 (e.g. Property of type Date) in the 
database 209 stored as an event object, with associated currency and date properties as in 
ontology 205 Are defined. 

• [0045] 

Those in ontology 205 defined data objects can support a property multiplicity. 
Specifically, it may be allowed for a data object 201 more than a single property 203 of 
the same property type. For example, a "Person" data object might have multiple 
"Address" properties or multiple "Name" properties. 

• [0046] 

Every link 202 represents a connection between two data objects 201 , In one 
embodiment, the connection is either a relationship, an event, or matching properties. A 
relationship connection can be asymmetric or symmetric. For example, a data object A 



"person" may be connected to a data object B "person" by a child relationship (in which a 
data object B "person" has an asymmetric parent relationship to a data object A "person") 
symmetric relationship to a data object C "person", and an asymmetric member 
relationship to a data object X "organization". The type of relationship between two data 
objects may vary depending on the types of data objects. For example, a data object A 
"person" may have an "appear in" relationship with data object Y "document" or may 
have a "takes part in" relationship with a data object E "event". As an example of an 
event connection, two data objects "person" may be connected by a data object "flight" 
representing a particular flight, if they traveled together with that flight, or by a data 
object "conference" representing a special conference, if they both participated in this 
conference. In one embodiment, when two data objects are connected by an event, they 
are also linked by relationships, where each data object has a specific relationship to the 
event, such as an "appear in" relationship. 

• [0047] 

As an example of a "matching properties" connection, two "person" data objects 
representing a brother and a sister may both have an "address" property indicating where 
they live. If the brother and sister live in the same residence, their "address" properties 
will contain similar, if not identical, property values. In one embodiment, a link between 
two data objects may be created based on similar or matching properties (eg, property 
types and / or property values) of the data objects. These are just a few examples of the 
types of compounds that can be represented by a link, and other types of compounds can 
be represented; Embodiments are not limited to any particular types of connections 
between data objects. For example, a document might contain references to two different 
objects. For example, a document may include a reference to a payment (one object) and 
a person (a second object). A link between these two objects can represent a connection 
between these two entities by their common occurrence in the same document. 

• [0048] 

Each data object 201 can have multiple links with another data object 201 have to add a 
link sentence 204 to build. For example, two "person" data objects representing a 
husband and wife could be linked by a "spouse" relationship, a matching "address" 
property, and one or more matching "event" properties (eg, a wedding) be. Every 
link 202 , as represented by data in a database, can have a link type defined by the 
database ontology used by the database. 

• [0049] 

2 shows an embodiment of a process for generating person objects with properties from 
multiple data sources. Problems related to data quality may occur on some of the person-
data objects as a result of the automatic integration of data from multiple sources. In 
addition, errors may be introduced by data entry errors, such as spelling mistakes, and / or 
otherwise. In the example of 2 provide multiple data sources to the data merge 
system 225 Data, including utility bills 215 , Call records 217 , Punishments 219 , Driver 



registration 221 and more personal information 223 , etc. Depending on the Embodiment, 
the data sources that provide these different types of data may be different entities or a 
single entity. 

• [0050] 

Each record (eg, data relating to a person from one of the data sources) may include 
information relating to one or more persons, and characteristics of person objects from 
the various data sources may vary. For example, utility bills may involve data related to 
the bills 215 Properties such as name, address, account number, amount owed, 
information about prior utility use, previous billing history, and / or minimum amount 
owed, however, may include the data associated with telephone records 217 Information 
such as name, address, telephone number (s) and / or account number (s) (which may be 
the same as the telephone number (s)) Amount due, usage information, previous payment 
history, minimum amount owed, telephone calls made , sent message, receiver 
information (telephone number), information regarding each telephone call made and / or 
each message sent. The penalty mandate data 219 may include information such as a 
driver's name, address, telephone number, driver's license number, vehicle registration 
number, associated event, type of penalty, and / or date of the penalty. The driver 
registration data 221 may include information such as name, date of birth, height, weight, 
eye color, hair color, date of issue of the license, and / or expiration date. 

• [0051] 

In some embodiments, using the data merging system 225 Data from different sources 
can be automatically merged to multiple person objects 227 to create. For example, utility 
bills may involve data related to the bills 215 a person show that person in 123 Oak Street 
lives and her phone number is 123-456-7890. The phone record data 217 the same person 
can show that she lives at 789 Willow Road and her phone number is 098-765-4321. The 
penalty mandate data 219 the person can show that this person lives in 123 Oak Street, 
her gender is "female", she on 13.1. was born and her phone number is 098-765-4321. 
And finally, the driver registration 221 Show the person that she lives at 789 Willow 
Road, she was born on 13.1.1967, her gender is "male" and her phone number is 123-
456-7890. 

• [0052] 

In this example, the data merge system 225 Update the corresponding Person object using 
some automated data merge rules and processes (or create the Person object, if one does 
not already exist). In some embodiments, the end result of the data merging process may 
be something in which all the source information is simply taken and assembled in the 
person object. For example, if the data merge process integrates the data from different 
sources directly without any changes, the person may be identified as having two 
genders: male and female. This person may also be shown to have two birthdays: "13.01" 
and "13.01.1967". In addition, the first date of birth "13.01" can be interpreted as January 
2013, instead of January 13 of a year. 



• [0053] 

Accordingly, due to data quality problems, the data collapsing system can use the data 
collapsing system 225 merged data includes all sorts of inconsistencies, missing values, 
and other types of potential problems. Recognizing these problems so that the problems 
can be corrected can sometimes be difficult. 

• [0054] 

3 FIG. 10 is a block diagram showing exemplary components and data that may be used 
in identifying and storing data according to an ontology. FIG. In this example, it is 
possible to configure the ontology using a system of parsers and ontology configuration 
tools and to insert data into the data model. In the embodiment of 3 become input 
data 300 a parser 302 fed. The input data may include data from one or more sources, 
such as data sources that provide the various data elements described with respect to 
FIG 2 were explained. For example, an institution may have one or more databases of 
information regarding credit card transactions, rental cars and persons. These databases 
may contain a variety of related information and attributes relating to each type of data, 
such as a "date" for a credit card transaction, an address for a person, and a date when a 
rental car is being rented. The parser 302 is able to read a variety of input source data 
types and to determine what type of data it is reading. 

• [0055] 

According to the preceding discussion, the example ontology 205 stored information that 
the data model of in a database 209 stored data, and the ontology is by one or more object 
types 310 , one or more property types 316 and a or more types of links 330 Are defined. 
Based on information provided by the parser 302 or another mapping of input source 
information to an object type may specify one or more data objects 201 in the 
database 209 based on specific types of objects 310 be instantiated, and each of the 
objects 201 has one or more properties 203 that are based on property types 316 to be 
instantiated. Two data objects 201 can through one or more links 201 linked based on 
link types 330 can be instantiated. The property types 316 can each have one or more 
base types 320 such as string, number, etc. In some embodiments, property types include 
only a base type of string, number, date, enumeration, or a composition thereof. 
Depending on the embodiment, property types may or may not have a hierarchical 
structure, as is the case with objects. For example, a Missing Child object type may be a 
subtype of the Person object type, but a Housing property type may not be a subtype of a 
Location property type. 

• [0056] 

In some embodiments, types consisting of a composite property may contain multiple 
constituents, but they may still be construed as individual properties. For example, an 
address property may be a composite property that consists of multiple constituents, such 



as address 1 (string), address 2 (string), city (string), state (string), and zip code (ZIP) 
(could be number or Be a string). 

• [0057] 

In some embodiments, the ontology rules may also limit which properties are allowed on 
which objects as well as which link relationships between objects are allowed. 

• [0058] 

In one embodiment, a user of the system uses an object type editor 324 to the object 
types 310 to create and / or modify and define attributes of the object types. In one 
embodiment, a user of the system uses a property type editor 326 to the property 
types 316 to create and / or modify and define attributes of the property types. In one 
embodiment, a user of the system uses a link type editor 328 to the types of links 330 to 
create. Alternatively, other programs, processes, or program controls can be used to 
create link types and property types and define attributes, and editors are not required. 

• [0059] 

In one embodiment, generating includes a property type 316 using the property type 
editor 326 that at least one parser definition using a parser editor 322 is defined. In some 
embodiments, a parser definition includes metadata that includes the parser 302 inform as 
input data 300 to parse to the property type 316 to normalize the assigned value 
associated with the parser definition. For example, the ontology parser can determine 
how the two input elements "1/1/02" and "1. Jan 2002 "into a normalized value" 2002-
01-01 00:00 "are to be converted. 

• [0060] 

Depending on the embodiment, a composite property parser may identify individual 
components. For example, a parser used for a composite property may translate a "111 
Main St., New City, ST, 12345" address into normalized values, such as: Address 1: 111 
Main St; City: New City; State: ST; Postal Code (ZIP): 12345. In some embodiments, if 
parsing rules fail, the original value may be maintained in an unpaired format. This can 
later be identified as a potential data quality problem by a data quality monitor. In some 
embodiments, code parsers can choose which type of property to use. In some 
embodiments, the code may map a data column from the input to a property type in the 
ontology, and then parse the input. 

• [0061] 

In one embodiment, each parser definition may be a regular expression parser 304A or a 
code module parser 304B include. In other embodiments, other types of parser definitions 
may be provided that use scripts or other programming elements. Once defined, both a 



regular expression parser can be used 304A as well as a code module parser 304B an 
input to parsers 302 provide a parsing of input data 300 to control. 

• [0062] 

Using the data types defined in the ontology, input data 300 through the parser 302 be 
parsed to determine which object type 310 Should receive data from a record created 
from the input data, and which property types 316 Data should be assigned from the 
individual field values in the input data. Based on the object property 
mapping 301 chooses the parser 302 one of the parser definitions associated with a 
property type in the input data. The parser then parses an input data field using the 
selected parser. Definition by, resulting in the generation of new or modified 
data 303 leads. The new or modified data 303 become the database 209 according to an 
ontology 205 by storing values of the new or modified data in a property of the specified 
property type. As a result, input data 300 that have variable format or syntax in the 
database 209 be generated. The ontology 205 can at any time using an object type 
editor 324 , a property type editor 326 , and a link type editor 328 , or be 
programmatically modified without editorial human intervention. The parser 
editor 322 allows multiple parser definitions to be generated, the input data 300 of 
parsing format or syntax can successfully parse and determine which property types 
should be used to input data 300 in new or modified input data 303 to transform. 

• [0063] 

The properties, objects or links (eg relationships) between the objects can be visualized 
using a graphical user interface (GUI). For example, in 4A a user interface is shown, 
which is a diagram representation 403 of relationships (including relationships and / or 
links 404 . 405 . 406 . 407 . 408 ) between the data objects (including data 
objects 421 . 422 . 423 . 424 . 425 . 426 ), which in the example of 4 are shown as nodes. 
In this embodiment, data objects 421 - 426 Person objects, for example the person 
objects 227 related to 2 were discussed. In this example, the person nodes (associated 
with person data objects) may have relationships with other person nodes, such as 
payment objects. For example, relationship is based 404 on a payment associated with the 
persons involved in person-data objects 421 and 423 are designated. The 
link 404 represents these collaborative payments (for example, the with data 
object 411 associated person on three occasions make a payment to the data 
object 413 associated person). These relationships may be stored as links, or in some 
embodiments they may be stored as properties, where a relationship between the 
properties may be detected, or as event objects. In some cases, as previously stated, the 
links may be directional. For example, a "payment" link may have a direction associated 
with the payment, where one "person" object is a recipient of a payment, and another 
"person" object is the payer of a payment. 

• [0064] 



In addition to a visual representation of relationships between the data objects, the user 
interface may allow various further edits. For example, after the objects in the 
database 209 using a search interface 450 they can be examined (eg, properties and 
associated data viewed), filtered (e.g., the set of objects based on properties or 
relationships to sets and Subsets are limited) and statistically aggregated (eg, summed up 
numerically based on summation criteria), among other operations and visualizations. 

• [0065] 

4B provides an object filter user interface 460 configured to receive criteria selected by a 
user for a data quality monitor and, using these given criteria, to display results according 
to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 

• [0066] 

In the embodiment of 4B Initially, the object filter receives from the user a selection of 
one or more types of objects to be monitored. In this example, the selected object type is 
"case", and therefore case objects satisfying the specified criteria are displayed. In 
general, a case is an object type that refers to several more objects, possibly multiple 
object types. A case object may refer to various types of information, such as a case 
related to a criminal investigation, a case of West Nile virus infection, a case involving 
litigants, or a case which is related to an economic analysis. Depending on specific user 
requirements, a case object may include various properties, such as names of persons 
involved, dates of events, address, phone number, impact, etc., and a case object may be 
associated with several other types of objects, such as one or more person names. 
Objects, event objects, etc. In some other embodiments, other types of objects may be 
selected, such as person, event, vehicle, etc. 

• [0067] 

In this example, a criterion (for example, required object types or property values) to 
include in the data quality monitor can be clicked by clicking the Add Criterion 
button 461 to be added. For example, the monitor may initially not include a criterion (or 
possibly a default value criterion in one embodiment), and the user adds a first 
criterion 469 by clicking on the "Add criterion" button 461 and then add that 
criteria 471 and 473 by adding more times to the "Add Criterion" button 461 clicks. 

• [0068] 

The user interface of 4B Allows the user to select Boolean operators to further define 
requirements of the monitor. For example, the user has interface 463 specified that the 
object type is required to be a "case" and has interface 465 indicated that any of the listed 
criteria 469 . 471 . 473 sufficient for a match. In one embodiment, these interfaces 
allow 463 . 467 the user also to specify a minimum number of criteria that must be met 
instead of the specified "any" (in interface 467 ) or "all" (in interface 463 ). In other 
embodiments, relationships between the criteria may be provided in other ways. 



• [0069] 

As in 4B A criterion can refer to any available properties of the selected object type. For 
example, criterion "category = 8D" becomes criterion 469 selected, and "Category = 8F" 
is at criterion 471 whereas criterion is used 473 on a special date. A user may define any 
additional or different criteria based on any other properties of the objects to be 
monitored, such as location = Boston, MA, Airline = South West, Date Range = 
02/14/2009 - 03/09 / 2011, etc. 

• [0070] 

In some embodiments, a data quality monitor may be configured to restrict selected 
objects to objects that are associated with one or more specific objects, or objects that are 
associated with one or more types of objects. For example, if "Person" is an object type 
that is already selected, a user can add a pictogram that has an object type (such as 
"Case"). 475 ) adjacent to the person-object type 479 and add a link between the two 
object types. With the added link between the case object 475 and the person 
object 479 the monitor is configured to only select trap objects that are also connected to 
a person object. This feature may be useful to further restrict the range of objects being 
searched for. For example, if a user is only interested in case objects associated with a 
known offender A, then, in addition to the criteria on the right side of the field being 
satisfied, there is also a relationship with the offender A in the selected case objects , 

• Data Quality Monitors 
• [0071] 

5A shows an exemplary user interface 510 , which is configured to allow users to create 
criteria for a data quality monitor. Initially, the user may select an already existing 
monitor (for example, a monitor previously created by the user and / or another user) 
using the pop-up menu (drop-down menus). 512 , Alternatively, the user can create a new 
monitor by selecting the "Create new monitor" button 514 choose. When the user creates 
a new monitor, the example user interface allows 510 giving the user a custom name, 
such as "duplicate persons", by typing the name into a text box. In addition, in some 
embodiments, the user interface 510 enable the user by clicking on the "Publish Monitor" 
button 520 Publish a custom monitor, making the monitor available to other users (for 
example, from the Monitor Selection pop-up menu 512 ), for example, to perform the 
same data quality monitoring on additional data records. 

• [0072] 

In the embodiment of 5A The user can select one or more specific object types to be 
monitored. This example configures people objects 522 that relate to case objects 524 be 
monitored by this data quality monitor. A user can further edit the objects to be 
monitored by pointing to the "Edit" button 521 clicks, creating a user interface, such as 
the one in 4B shown cut surface is opened. In some embodiments, this may mean that 
person objects being monitored should be related to one or more case objects and not 



being subject to person objects unrelated to case objects should. In some embodiments, 
only person objects may be configured 522 should be subjected to monitoring, without 
the additional requirement that the person-objects 522 in relation to one or more case 
objects 524 should stand. 

• [0073] 

In this example, the user has a data quality monitor "duplicate objects" using the monitor 
type drop-down menu 526 selected. Types of data quality monitors may address other 
data quality issues, such as missing values, unpaired properties, violations of the value 
range, Properties with values that do not match permissible enumerations, as well as 
other types of possible data quality issues that also appear in the menu 526 can be 
available. The user interface 510 also returns a list of available property types associated 
with the selected object type (in this example, person-object type) that the monitor will 
search for. 

• [0074] 

In addition, the data quality monitor may also be configured to allow a user to enter a 
minimum number of matches between the supplied property criteria resulting in a 
matching person object (or another object type in further implementations). For example, 
if a user specified four properties and a minimum match of two (as in the example of 
FIG 5A ), matching at least two of the specified properties between two person objects 
would be considered sufficient to identify these two objects as possibly duplicate objects. 
In the example of 5A For example, the following properties are selected for 
reconciliation: name, date of birth, social security number and driver's license number. 

• [0075] 

In some embodiments, the properties to be matched to determine if objects are duplicated 
may be added or deleted. A user can click on a "Add Property" button 538 click to add 
additional properties. A user can also click the "remove property" icon 540 click adjacent 
to a property to remove this property. Saving the property settings is also possible with 
the monitor. 

• [0076] 

In the embodiment of 5A can get results of the data quality monitor 510 by clicking on 
the "Run Monitor Now" button 530 be achieved. Depending on the embodiment and the 
specific dataset used, it is possible for duplicate objects to be found according to the 
created data quality monitor criteria, or none found. In this example, it is found that three 
sets of person objects may be duplicated according to the specified criteria. Depending on 
the embodiment, results of the data quality monitor may be viewed in a chart 
environment by selecting 534 or, in a browser environment, by selecting 536 , 

• [0077] 



5B may show duplicate objects identified by the data quality monitor in the user 
interface 510 from 5A was defined. In this example, two person objects, nasty person 
1 540 and angry person 2 542 identified by the "Double People" Data Quality Monitor as 
possibly the same object. In some embodiments, where there are many identified objects, 
the objects may be displayed in a chart view or in a browser view, initially with a fewer 
number of displayed objects. A user then has the choice of whether to drill down, drill up, 
and / or otherwise explore the identified objects. 

• [0078] 

5C shows an exemplary interface 544 configured to allow users to specify whether the 
objects should be duplicated and resolved, possibly after looking through additional data 
related to identified potentially duplicate objects (see, for example, 8C ). In some 
embodiments, a different interface may be represented to resolve groups of potentially 
duplicate objects. In the exemplary interface 544 can a user be presented with a question 
such as "Are you sure you want to resolve these two objects?". In some other 
embodiments, a similar or different question may be asked to notify the user that a 
selection may be made to resolve the potential data quality problem. In this example, a 
user can select the default label "bad person 2". If this selection is made, the name of the 
newly merged objects is "nasty person 2". In this embodiment, the data relating to both 
"nasty person 1" and "nasty person 2" is merged to form the new merged object called 
"nasty person 2". 

• [0079] 

In some embodiments, when a potential data quality problem is resolved, the merged 
object is maintained in the data store and the individual objects used to create it are no 
longer separately visible during searches. In some embodiments, the user initiating object 
resolution may also specify that the resolution should only be effective on data accessed 
by the particular user and / or a particular user group. Thus, the resolution (and / or other 
changes to data objects) can be selectively output to other users. 

• [0080] 

5D provides an exemplary user interface 546 where duplicate objects have been resolved 
and resolution results are displayed. In this For example, it is found that "bad person 2" 
may be a duplicate of some other objects. Information regarding "bad person 2" 
characteristics, which now include "bad person 1" characteristics that have been resolved 
to "bad person 2", may be displayed. In some embodiments, only information that is 
actually used to reconcile duplicate objects or identify other potential data quality issues 
is displayed. In some other embodiments, all or relevant properties of a selected object 
may be displayed to a user. This example shows that "bad person 2" has the name of "bad 
person 1" and social security number 123-45-6789. 

• [0081] 



6 FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an illustrative operation that involves identifying, 
confirming, and removing or resolving duplicate objects, according to one embodiment. 
The procedure of 6 may be performed by a computer system used by an analyst (or other 
user) by one or more server systems that store the object ontology (eg, the database 
system 210 from 1 ), and / or any other suitable computer system. 

• [0082] 

The procedure 600 starts at block 605 in which a data quality monitor automatically 
determines possible duplicate objects based on a set of criteria (e.g., sets in the user 
interface 510 from 5A ). In some embodiments, the set of criteria may be generated by a 
user. In some other embodiments, the set of criteria may have been previously created 
(eg, by the same user, another user, or as a system default) and stored in the data quality 
monitor. The set of criteria may include property criteria, such as the properties to check 
for match, and the minimum number of properties that must match. Although a "possible 
duplicate data" quality monitor is related to 6 however, other types of monitors may be 
similarly implemented. As previously discussed, these may include other types of data 
quality monitors: missing values, unpaired properties, violations of the range of values, 
properties with values that do not match permissible enumerations, and other types of 
potential data quality issues. 

• [0083] 

The procedure 600 continue on block 610 in which the data quality monitor generates 
associations between possible duplicate objects. For example, if two person objects are 
considered as possible duplicates based on an identical social security number (SSN) and 
an identical date of birth (DOB) (where SSN and DOB are selected characteristics to be 
matched, and the monitor is two or less requires matching properties), a "possible 
duplicate object" association / link can be created between these two person objects. In 
some situations, the two-person objects may have some other properties that are not 
identical, such as different eye colors. 

• [0084] 

In another example, if four penalty mandate objects have the same issue date, name, 
incident type, driver license number, and vehicle registration numbers, the data quality 
monitor may consider them as possible duplicates (based on the established monitor 
criteria) and create associations / links between the four penalty domain objects these 
identified as possible duplicates. 

• [0085] 

At block 615 The data quality monitor provides a user with an indication of possible 
duplicate objects. In some embodiments, the indication that some objects may possibly be 
duplicates of each other may be presented in a diagrammatic view, wherein the one or 
more identified objects are displayed and links between the identified objects indicate 



their associations. A user may provide the information provided in such a diagram view 
and / or one or more related histogram views (see, e.g. 8C ), for example, to determine if 
the objects are duplicates or not. In some other embodiments, the links between the 
identified objects may be presented in an Explorer view, where a user may click on a 
pictogram representing an object to find out more details about why certain objects are 
linked together and what the objects are makes possible duplicates of each other. The 
created association may indicate the matching identical properties, or possibly only those 
properties that are considered critical. 

• [0086] 

At decision block 720 The Data Quality Monitor receives input from the user indicating 
whether or not a set of possible duplicates are really duplicates. For example, the user 
may review additional properties of identified possible duplicate objects to make the 
determination. The user can provide input in a variety of ways, such as by having the user 
drag and drop duplicate objects onto each other, responding to a request from the system 
requesting confirmation of an existing duplication of displayed objects, and / or by any 
other means. In some embodiments, the data quality monitor may be configured to 
automatically make a selection based on a default if a user is unavailable or decides not to 
perform the confirmation step. In such cases, the data quality monitor can automatically 
make a determination and resolve and / or remove any existing duplication. 

• [0087] 

If the user finds out that the identified objects are duplicates, the process 
continues 600 with block 625 continue, where the duplication problem is solved. As 
previously discussed, double object resolution may be accomplished by combining these 
objects into a single object having properties of each of the two or more particular 
duplicate objects. In other embodiments, the objects may remain separate objects, 
however, associations between the identified objects may be updated to indicate the user's 
confirmation regarding the duplication. For example, the association between the 
identified objects may be updated from "possible duplicates" to "confirmed duplicates". 

• [0088] 

However, if the user determines that the identified objects can not be duplicates, at 
decision block 620 , the process continues 600 with block 630 continue, in which an 
indication of a possible existing duplication can be removed by the system. In some 
embodiments, an association between the identified objects may also be removed or 
updated to indicate the user's acknowledgment of a non-duplicated duplication. For 
example, the association between the identified objects may be updated from "possible 
duplicates" to "no confirmed duplication". 

• [0089] 



7 FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an illustrative process in which generating and 
performing data quality monitors is performed based on received data quality criteria, 
according to one embodiment. The procedure of 7 may be performed by a computing 
system used by an analyst (or other user) by one or more server systems that store the 
object ontology (eg, the database system 210 from 1 ), and / or any other suitable 
computer system. 

• [0090] 

The process 700 starts at block 705 where the data quality monitor receives a selection of 
object types. In some embodiments, object types available to a user may be presented 
directly, for example, in a drop-down menu. In some other embodiments, the user may 
select more than one of available object types. For example, as previously explained, a 
person-object type may be selected. 

• [0091] 

The process 700 continues with block 710 in which the data quality monitor receives a 
selection of required properties from objects to be included in an analysis set. For 
example, if the selected object type is in block 705 is a Person object, the selection of 
required properties for the Person objects to be included in the Analysis Set may include 
any property of Person objects, such as the following, without limitation: name, address, 
telephone number, date of birth , Social security number, driver's license, citizenship, 
immigration status, occupation, etc. In some cases, the selection of required properties of 
objects may include a smaller number of properties that are most critical to a user. For 
example, if a user wants to run a data quality monitor on case objects related to stolen 
vehicles, the properties associated with the case objects may include: vehicle 
identification number (VIN), date on which the vehicle was stolen, Location where the 
vehicle was last seen, vehicle model, vehicle manufacturer, and vehicle color, etc. In 
some other cases, the selection of required properties may include a greater number of 
properties, depending on the user's needs. In addition, it may be required that the object 
type selected for monitoring is associated with one or more further object types, such as 
the required link between person-object types and case-object types in the example of 
FIG 5A , 

• [0092] 

At block 715 For example, the Data Quality Monitor may receive a selection of data 
quality criteria to apply to objects in the analysis set. Depending on the embodiment, 
available data quality criteria may be initially determined based on a selected data quality 
monitor type, such as (1) duplicate objects; (2) multi-valued properties; (3) missing 
properties; (4) unpaired properties; (5) properties with values that do not match 
permissible enumerations; (6) Violation of the range of values, etc. Each type of data 
quality monitor may include certain criteria to identify objects with potential data quality 
issues. In addition, the user can adjust the data quality criteria included in the monitor. 



Below are Explains examples of certain data quality monitors that can be selected by a 
user. 

• [0093] 

A "Duplicate Objects" monitor may identify potential duplicate objects that have one or 
more identical (or substantially similar) property values such that they may be considered 
duplicates. However, objects can not always be considered as possible duplicates simply 
because they have some equal property values. For example, multiple person objects may 
have the same postal address, telephone number, and vehicle information. In some cases, 
the person objects that have such identical property values will not be identical because 
these people can live in the same household. In some other cases, having equality on 
important property values may cause the system to find that some objects may be 
duplicates. For example, if several person objects have the same social security number, 
phone number, birth date, then they might be considered duplicates. In some 
embodiments, these person objects still can not be considered as possible duplicates due 
to other available property values or concerns about fraud. Thus, depending on the 
particular data objects and corresponding properties being monitored, the user may have 
different criteria for a "Duplicate Objects" monitor. 

• [0094] 

A multi-valued properties monitor can identify objects with properties that have more 
than one value. For example, the president of a foreign state should be a single person. If 
the value of the President property of this Land object has more than one person, this 
could indicate a potential data quality problem. In another example, a person object has 
two social security numbers. Normally, a person should only be associated with a single 
social security number. However, there could be fraud detection and this particular 
person object was associated with several social security numbers fraudulently used by 
her. Thus, the Person object can be marked as a potential data quality problem in a multi-
value properties monitor. 

• [0095] 

A Missing Properties monitor can identify objects with missing property values and / or 
missing property types. For example, in some embodiments, a blood donation database 
may include many person objects, each having a property called a "blood type". Since it 
may be important to determine the blood types of blood donors, a person's object that 
does not have a blood type property value or a person's object that does not have a blood 
type property at all may be problematic. 

• [0096] 

An "Unstable Properties" monitor can identify objects associated with unprocessed and / 
or incomplete information in an origin database. For example, a law enforcement officer 
may have entered the following information regarding a suspect (eg, a person-data 



object): "loc: CA". After that, if the investigator does not provide any further information, 
it may not be really clear if this information means "Location = California", "Location = 
Canada", or anything else , In another example, a suspect may have specified a date of 
birth. However, the date of birth of the suspect may use a different calendar year system, 
such as the lunar-year calendar system or the Tibetan calendar system. Therefore, if the 
suspect's birth date is 20 January 1986, the actual date of birth of the suspect may be a 
different date. Property values as such can also lead to data quality issues. 

• [0097] 

In another example, a date may be provided in a format such as day / month / year (eg, 
13/7/92). A system confusing "day" with "month" may fail to parse the date 13/7/92 
because there is no 13th month. The "Unstable Properties" monitor may find data that 
fails parsing according to the Month / Day / Year convention, and warn a user that the 
rule to parse the date should be corrected, such that a date corresponding to the day / 
Month / year format is parsed correctly. 

• [0098] 

Depending on the embodiment, an enumerated property may be a property with a 
restricted or limited set of allowed values. Properties with values that do not match 
allowed enumerations can result in incorrect values that do not match the property types. 
For example, a person object may have an "age" property with a value "female" and a 
"gender" property with a value "55 years old". For example, in another example, 
"wiblich" instead of "feminine" for the Gender, which can lead to data parsing errors. In 
some situations, a user may have a poor understanding of the acceptable values of a 
property. For example, a user may believe that the location property may have two 
values, such as "CONUS" (which means "Continental US" - Continental US -), and 
"OCONUS" (outside Continental US - outside continental US). , where the location 
property actually has values such as "bar", "park" or "home". The data quality monitor 
can detect such discrepancies, and warn a user that he is correcting the problems 
accordingly. In some other situations, the problem may be less obvious. For example, a 
Case object may have a "Stolen Vehicle" property with a value of "Escape at Lincoln 
ST.". The investigator who originally entered the information might have thought that the 
vehicle was stolen while it was on Lincoln Street and the stolen vehicle was a Ford 
Escape. However, because the information was not parsed correctly, it can pose a 
"Uncharacteristic Properties" problem. Depending on embodiments and user 
requirements, such inconsistencies in property values may be detected by a data quality 
monitor, using parameters specified by the user and / or parameters created by the 
system. 

• [0099] 

A Value Range Violation monitor can identify objects whose property values for the 
specific property are outside an expected range. For example, a person object may have 
an "age" property with a value of "10" or "450". Both are obviously wrong. More subtle 



errors can also be detected. For example, if the system knows that house numbers of a 
particular street are from 0 to 100, then the system may be able to provide a faulty house 
number value with a house number 150 to recognize. In some other embodiments, a "data 
area violation" monitor may also be provided. For example, if a delivered date is invalid 
or out of context (eg, a 14th century credit card transaction date) then the data quality 
monitor may detect such issues and warn the user. 

• [0100] 

Once a data quality monitor type has been selected and criteria of the monitor has been 
created, the process continues 700 continue with block 720 where the data quality 
monitor is running. For example, the data quality monitor may search the analysis set for 
objects that meet the specified data quality criteria and / or a set of system default criteria. 

• [0101] 

At block 725 Results of the execution of a data quality monitor are provided. In some 
embodiments, such results are provided in a graphical user interface that lists all objects 
and / or their specific values that may have violated the defined data quality criteria. In 
some other embodiments, such results may be provided in a graphical user interface that 
links the objects to allow the users to recognize how such objects are connected. For 
example, as previously discussed, two potentially duplicate objects may be joined by an 
association referred to as "possibly the same as," indicating that the two objects are 
considered as possible duplicates. Depending on the embodiment, the graphical user 
interface may also include property values that show why the identified objects are 
included. In some other embodiments, the results may also be stored in a file, such as a 
comma-delimited file (.csv), an Excel® file, an XML file, an HTML file, etc., with 
information such as a name the objects and / or property values. In some embodiments, 
users may have the results available for download. 

• [0102] 

At block 730 For example, a user may choose to save the data quality monitor for later 
use. If the user chooses to do so, in some embodiments, the results of multiple passes of a 
data quality monitoring may also be compared to see if the same data quality issues tend 
to persist and if some data quality problems have already been resolved. In some other 
embodiments, a user may not only save data quality monitors but also publish them so 
that other users of the system can also perform similar or the same searches for data 
quality problem detection. Depending on the embodiment, additional users may use a 
published data quality monitor and customize the monitor for their own specific needs. 

• [0103] 

8A shows an exemplary user interface 840 that enables a user to create, load, and / or 
update criteria for a data quality monitor, according to one embodiment. The exemplary 
user interface 840 includes the choices, a new monitor 853 to produce or one already 



existing data quality monitor 850 select. In some embodiments, when a user selects, a 
new data quality monitor may be provided 853 to generate the user interface 840 present 
a selection / questions to the user so that the user can specify criteria to include in the new 
data quality monitor. When a user selects, an existing data quality monitor 850 criteria of 
the selected data quality monitor are loaded into the system for execution. The exemplary 
user interface 840 Allows the user to further customize an existing data quality monitor 
and save the customized data quality monitor as a new monitor. In some other 
embodiments, a data quality monitor may be configured such that it can only be 
customized or edited by certain users. 

• [0104] 

The user interface 840 includes options that allow a user to configure the objects to be 
monitored 855 , In this example, the objects that are selected for monitoring are case 
objects. Other types of objects can also be monitored. Additionally, in some 
embodiments, a user may edit objects so that more than one type of object may be 
monitored. In some embodiments, even if monitoring is performed on only a single type 
of object, the criteria of data quality monitoring may require that the monitored object be 
associated with one or more other types of objects. For example, a case object may be 
required to be associated with one or more event objects and / or person objects of 
interest to a user. 

• [0105] 

The exemplary user interface 840 further includes a monitor type selection control 
area 860 which allows selecting a data quality monitor type. As previously discussed, 
available data quality monitor types may include: (1) possibly duplicate objects; (2) 
multi-valued properties; (3) missing properties; (4) unpaired properties; (5) properties 
with values that do not match permissible enumerations; (6) violation of the range of 
values, and / or any other monitor. In the example of 8A is selected: Possible duplicate 
objects 860 , Once a data quality monitor type is selected, specific properties of the 
selected objects to be monitored may be provided by the user. A custom customization of 
properties will continue with reference to the example of 8B explained. 

• [0106] 

In some embodiments, the settings of a data quality monitor may also be configured to 
discover orphaned objects, for example objects without links. Settings of a data quality 
monitor can also be restricted in such a way that they only execute with the search 
criteria. In 855 have been specified without checking for anything else. 

• [0107] 

8B shows another example user interface 1100 in which a user has configured a "possible 
duplicate person" monitor to identify (linked to case objects) person objects that are 
potential duplicates. Thus, as in the field 1125 displayed, person objects linked to case 



objects are configured to be monitored. The necessary association of person objects with 
case objects may be a user's request that only person objects be subjected to monitoring 
that have any connection to a criminal investigation (eg, a "case"). to have. 

• [0108] 

In the drop-down menu 1130 in this example, the selected data quality criterion is 
"possible duplicate objects" (possible duplicate person) and the minimum number of 
properties satisfying the property requirements is box 1135 selected as two ("2"). 

• [0109] 

In this example, the user has properties for which a match is to be performed selected as: 
Name 1140 , Date of birth 1145 , Social Security Number 1150 and driver's license 
number 1155 , Therefore, according to the settings in the user interface should 1100 that 
objects found as possible duplicates have at least two identical property values, which can 
be any two properties from the four selected properties. Thus, for this particular monitor, 
two objects having the same name and social security number would be considered as 
possible duplicates and may be presented to the user for further confirmation and / or 
resolution. 

• [0110] 

As previously explained, objects that meet the criteria specified in the Data Quality 
Monitor may be in the user interface 1100 are displayed. In this example, a total of three 
groups of objects are found, as in 1160 specified. The eleven identified person objects are 
all related to a case object / case objects, by field 1125 specified link request. In this 
example, the eleven person objects found in interface 1165 displayed along with links 
between the identified person objects. 

• [0111] 

8C shows an exemplary user interface 870 in which a group of possibly duplicate person 
objects are displayed and properties of those person objects are presented to indicate 
properties of the objects, which may be useful to the user to determine if the objects are 
really duplicates. In this example, a group of five person objects (for example, the three 
groups of objects that in the example of 8B found), and it becomes an entity property 
histogram 871 shown to represent various properties of the identified objects. As 
in 874 As shown, the five-person objects are named "James Bond" or names very similar 
to "James Bond," for example, "James B." In addition, some of the identified person 
objects share more characteristics. In this example, all five person objects have the same 
social security number as in 878 shown. Four of the five objects have the same date of 
birth (at 872 ) and three of the person objects have the same surname "Bond" (at 876 ). 
Finally, in this example, all 5 identified person objects have at least three properties that 
correspond to another person object (as required by the user by specifying "minimum 
matches = 3"). Based on the information provided regarding the identified properties, the 



user may be able to confirm whether or not any or all of the identified objects should be 
considered duplicates. When a user confirms that some of the identified objects are 
actually duplicates, he may take further action, such as resolving the duplication and / or 
updating the associations between person objects. 

• [0112] 

9 shows an exemplary user interface 900 in which a user has selected a "Missing 
Properties" monitor and is offered object properties that are to be selected for monitoring. 
In this example, the objects that are being monitored are case objects. As previously 
discussed, "Missing Properties" may involve data quality problems resulting from 
nonexistent property values associated with one or more properties and / or from total 
missing property types. In this example, the user interface includes 900 a list of properties 
associated with the case object so that a user can select which properties and / or property 
values to monitor. 

• [0113] 

In this example, the list of properties for selection by the user includes in the drop-down 
menu 910 : (1) name of the place; (2) type of place; (3) address; (4) address component 
city; (5) address constituent federal state; (6) category of offense. In this example, the 
user has selected to "monitor" the name of the location to identify case objects that either 
lack the "name of the location" property or objects that have no value associated with the 
"name of the location"Ortes' property is associated. The user interface 900 also allows the 
user to select a larger number of case properties to undergo a "Missing Properties" 
monitoring, for example, by adding the "Add Criteria" button 845 selects. In some 
embodiments, additional properties associated with the case object may be presented to 
the user for selection. In some other embodiments, rather than presenting the properties 
that a user may select for monitoring in a pop-up menu, other types of user interface 
elements may be used. 

• [0114] 

10 shows an exemplary user interface 1000 showing multiple case objects identified 
when running a "Missing Properties" monitor. In this example, several properties 
associated with an object have been selected for inclusion in the "Missing Properties" 
monitor. In particular, in addition to a "name of place" property in 910 , "Victim status of 
the person" in 1005 selected, and "name of the investigator" in 1007 selected. 

• [0115] 

Depending on the embodiment, the user interface 1000 also include one or more Boolean 
logic operators between the properties selected by a user. For example, a user may be 
able to specify that he / she wishes to monitor case objects that have both the "place 
name" property (or property value) and the "victim status of the person" property (or the 
"victim status of the person" property) Property value) is missing. In another example, a 



user may specify that he only wants to monitor case objects that lack either the "place 
name" property (or the property value) or the "victim status of the person" property (or 
property value) , The user interface 1000 allows users to have a minimum number of 
matches in the box 1135 or any other user interface elements. In this example, a 
minimum of two matches is required, and thus objects matched by this monitor will 
match at least two of the three specified properties. 

• [0116] 

In a similar manner as before with reference to the 8th to 9 For example, data quality 
monitors of other types, such as "Unstable Properties", may present a list of available 
properties from which users can choose when customizing the monitors. In an "Unparsed 
Properties" example, one or more Boolean logic operators may be offered to specify 
whether it is required that all user-selected properties have unpaired properties, or that 
only a single or a subset of the properties be required have unprepared properties. 

• [0117] 

The user interface 1000 can also user options "Run Monitor Now" 1010 or "generate 
night-time monitor" 1015 include. When a user selects "generate night running monitor", 
the user interface can 1000 in some embodiments, ask further questions, such as the 
specific time at which the configured data quality monitor should be running, and how 
the user wants to review the results of the data quality monitor. When a user selects "Run 
Monitor Now" for the configured data quality monitor, the user interface can 1000 Send 
commands to run the Data Quality Monitor. After running, the user 
interface 1000 Display a number of objects that match the Data Quality Monitor and / or 
view the matching objects. 

• [0118] 

In the example of 10 1257 case objects were found, as in 1020 shown. The user interface 
may provide the option of analyzing the matching objects using an object explorer by 
selecting 1025 , In some embodiments, the user interface 1000 Also, give users the option 
to view the matching objects in a chart by selecting 1030 , or this, by selecting 1035 to 
look at in a browser. 

• [0119] 

Depending on the embodiment, the user interface 1000 Display the objects that match the 
configured data quality settings in the running Data Quality Monitor. In this example, the 
user interface includes a field 865 that displays case objects that match the data quality 
settings. The first six case objects 1040 are displayed as cases 1 to 6. A different 
predetermined number of objects may be through the user interface 1000 displayed as 
required or according to a different setting by the user. 

• implementation mechanisms 



• [0120] 

In one embodiment, the methods described herein are implemented by one or more 
special computing devices. The special purpose computing devices may be hardwired to 
perform the methods, or may include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
ASICs (application specific integrated circuits) or FPGAs (field programmable gate 
arrays) that are persistently programmed to perform the methods. or they may include one 
or more general purpose hardware processors that are programmed to perform the 
methods according to program instructions in firmware, memory, other memory device, 
or a combination thereof. In such special purpose computing devices, custom hardwired 
logic, ASICs, or FPGAs may also be combined with custom programming to accomplish 
the methods. The special purpose computing devices may be desktop computer systems, 
server computer systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices, network devices, 
or any other device or combination of devices that includes hardwired logic and / or 
program logic to implement the methods. 

• [0121] 

The computing device (s) will / will generally be provided by operating system software 
such as iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 
8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS , 
VxWorks, or other compatible operating systems controlled and coordinated. In further 
embodiments, the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary operating system. 
Conventional operating systems control, among other things, computation processes to be 
executed and their timing, perform memory management, provide a file system, network 
functionality and input / output services, and provide user interface functionality such as 
a graphical user interface ("GUI"). 

• [0122] 

For example 11 a block diagram showing a computer system 800 in which an 
embodiment may be implemented. The computer system 800 includes a bus 802 or 
another communication mechanism for communicating information, and a hardware 
processor, or multiple processors, 804 by bus 802 are connected to Process information. 
The hardware processor (s) 804 may be, for example, one or more general-purpose 
microprocessors. 

• [0123] 

The computer system 800 also includes a main memory 806 For example, RAM 
(Random Access Memory), a cache, and / or other dynamic storage devices connected to 
the bus 802 are connected to store information and instructions by the processor 804 are 
to be executed. The main memory 806 can also be used to store temporary variables or 
other intermediate information during execution by the processor 804 save instructions to 
be executed. Such instructions, when stored in storage media, make the 



processor 804 accessible, the computer system 800 to a specialized machine customized 
to perform the operations specified in the instructions. 

• [0124] 

The computer system 800 further includes a ROM (read-only memory) 808 or another 
static storage device connected to the bus 802 is connected to static information and 
instructions for the processor 804 save. A storage device 810 , such as a magnetic disk, 
an optical disk or a USB stick (flash drive), etc., is provided and to the bus 802 connected 
to store information and instructions. 

• [0125] 

The computer system 800 can over the bus 802 with an ad 812 For example, a cathode 
ray tube (CRT) or an LCD display (or a touch screen) to display information to a user of 
the computer. An input device 814 , which includes alphanumeric keys and other keys, is 
with the bus 802 connected to information and selected commands to the 
processor 804 to convey. Another type of user input device is cursor control 816 such as 
a mouse, trackball, or cursor direction keys to the processor 804 Direction information 
and selected commands and a cursor movement on the display device 812 to control. This 
input device typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis (eg x) and a 
second axis (eg y), which allows the device to designate positions in a plane. In some 
embodiments, the same directional information and command selection as in cursor 
control may be implemented by receiving touchscreen touches without a cursor. 

• [0126] 

The computer system 800 may include a user interface module to implement a GUI that 
may be stored in a mass storage device as executable software code executed by the 
computing device (s). These and other modules may include, for example, components 
such as software components, object-oriented software components, class components 
and task components, processes, functions, attributes, procedures, subroutines, segments 
of program code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuits, data, databases, data structures, 
tables, Fields and variables include. 

• [0127] 

Generally, the word "module" as used herein refers to logic embodied as hardware or 
firmware, or to a collection of software instructions that may have entry and exit points 
and in a programming language such as Java, Lua, C or C ++ are written. A software 
module can be compiled and linked into an executable program, built into a dynamic 
program library (Dynamic Link Library), or written in an interpreted programming 
language such as BASIC, Perl, or Python. It is understood that software modules may be 
invocable from other modules or from themselves and / or may be invoked in response to 
detected events or interrupts. Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices may be provided on a computer readable medium, such as a CD (compact disk), 



a DVD (digital video disk), a flash memory drive, a magnetic disk, or any other tangible 
form Medium, or as a digital download (and may initially be stored in a compressed or 
installable format requiring installation, decompression or decryption prior to execution). 
Such software code may be stored, partially or completely, on a working memory of the 
executing computing device for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It is further understood that hardware 
modules may include interconnected logic devices, such as gates and flip-flops, and / or 
may include programmable devices, such as programmable gate arrays or processors. The 
modules or functionality of the computing device described herein are preferably 
implemented as software modules, but may be embodied in the form of hardware or 
firmware. Generally, the modules described herein refer to logical modules that may be 
combined with other modules or sub-modules, regardless of their physical organization or 
location. 

• [0128] 

In the computer system 800 For example, the methods described herein may be 
implemented using custom hardwired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware, and 
/ or program logic that, in combination with the computer system, effect or program the 
computer system 800 a special machine is. In one embodiment, the methods described 
herein are implemented by the computer system 800 performed in response to the 
processor (s) 804 one or more sequences of one or more in main memory 806 executes 
contained instructions. Such instructions may be in main memory 806 from another 
storage medium, for example the storage device 810 , are read. An execution of the main 
memory 806 instruction sequences involved causes the processor (s) 804 to execute the 
process steps described here. In alternative embodiments, hardwired circuitry may be 
used instead of or in combination with software instructions. 

• [0129] 

The term "non-transitory media" and similar terms as used herein refers to any media that 
stores data and / or instructions that cause a machine to work in a specific manner. Such 
non-transitory media may include non-volatile media and / or volatile media. Non-
volatile media include, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as the storage 
device 810 , Volatile media include dynamic memory such as main memory 806 one. 
Common forms of non-transitory media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible 
disk, a hard disk, a solid state drive, a magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage 
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, any hole pattern physical 
media, a RAM, a PROM and an EPROM, a Flash EPROM, an NVRAM, and any other 
memory chip or cartridge, as well as network connected versions thereof. 

• [0130] 

Non-transitory media are different from, but may be used in conjunction with, 
transmission media. Transmission media participate in a transfer of information between 
storage media. For example, transmission media include coaxial cable, copper wire and 



optical fiber, including the wires that the bus 802 includes. Transmission media may also 
take the form of sound or light waves, such as those generated in radio and infrared data 
communications. 

• [0131] 

Various forms of media may be involved in the execution of one or more sequences of 
one or more instructions issued by the processor 804 are to be executed. For example, the 
instructions may initially be stored on a magnetic disk or a semiconductor drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instructions into its dynamic 
memory and send the instructions over a telephone line using a modem. One at the 
computer system 800 The modem in question may receive the data over the telephone 
line and use an infrared transmitter to convert the data into an infrared signal. An infrared 
detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can 
transfer the data to the bus 802 lay. The bus 802 conveys the data to the main 
memory 806 from which the processor 804 retrieves and executes the instructions. 

• [0132] 

The main memory 806 received instructions can retrieve and execute the instructions. 
The main memory 806 Instructions received may optionally be in the storage 
device 810 stored either before or after being executed by the processor 804 , 

• [0133] 

The computer system 800 also includes a communication interface 818 by 
bus 802 connected is. The communication interface 818 provides a two-way data 
communication connection to a network link 820 ready with a local 
network 822 connected is. For example, a communication interface 818 an Integrated 
Services Digital Network (ISDN) card, a cable modem, a satellite modem, or a modem to 
provide a data communication connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As 
another example, a communication interface 818 A Local Area Network (LAN) card to 
provide a data communication link to a compatible LAN (or may be a WAN device to 
communicate with a WAN) Wireless connections can also be implemented and receives a 
communication interface 818 electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals carrying digital 
data streams representing various types of information. 

• [0134] 

The network link 820 typically provides data communication to other data devices over 
one or more networks. For example, the network link 820 over a local network 822 a 
connection to a host computer 824 or to Deploy Data Attachments Through an Internet 
Service Provider (ISP) 826 operate. The ISP 826 in turn provides data communication 
services over the worldwide packet data communications network, now commonly 
referred to as the "Internet" 828 referred to as. Both the local network 822 as well as the 
internet 828 use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that can carry digital data 



streams. The signals passing through the various networks and the signals passing 
through the network link 820 and via the communication interface 818 run the digital 
data to the computer system 800 to and from this are exemplary forms of transmission 
media. 

• [0135] 

The computer system 800 can send and receive messages and data, including code, 
through the network (s), the network link 820 and the communication interface 818 , In 
the example of the Internet could be a server 830 a requested code for an application 
program over the Internet 828 , the ISP 826 , the local network 822 and the 
communication interface 818 send. 

• [0136] 

The received code can be processed by the processor 804 unchanged as received, and / or 
in the storage device 810 or other non-volatile memory for later execution. 

• [0137] 

Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms described in the preceding paragraphs 
may be embodied by and fully or partially automated by code modules, the code modules 
being executed by one or more computer systems or computer processors including 
computer hardware. The processes and algorithms may be partially or fully implemented 
in application specific circuits. 

• [0138] 

The various features and processes described above may be used independently or may 
be combined in various ways. All possible combinations and subcombinations are 
intended to be within the scope of this disclosure. In addition, certain methods or process 
blocks may be omitted in some implementations. Also, the methods and processes 
described herein are not limited to any particular sequence, and the related blocks or 
states may be performed in other suitable sequences. For example, the described blocks 
or states may be performed in a different order than that specifically disclosed, or 
multiple blocks or states may be combined into a single block or state. The example 
blocks or states may be performed in serial, in parallel, or in any other way. Blocks or 
states may be added to or removed from the disclosed exemplary embodiments. The 
exemplary systems and components described herein may be performed in ways other 
than those described. For example, as compared to the disclosed exemplary 
embodiments, elements may be added, removed, or rearranged. 

• [0139] 

A language expressing a reservation, such as, but not limited to, "could," "could, 
possibly," or "may be," shall, unless specifically stated otherwise or otherwise understood 



in the context used, as indicating that Certain embodiments include certain features, 
elements, and / or steps, while other embodiments do not. Therefore, such language 
containing a proviso is not intended to generally imply that features, elements, and / or 
steps are in any way required for one or more embodiments, or that one or more 
embodiments necessarily include logic to, with, or without input or input Inquiring the 
user to decide if these features, elements and / or steps are included or to be performed in 
any particular embodiment. 

• [0140] 

Any process descriptions, elements or blocks in the flowcharts described herein and / or 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings should be understood to potentially represent 
modules, segments or portions of code that implement one or more executable 
instructions for implementation of specific logical functions or steps in the process. 
Alternative implementations are included within the scope of the embodiments described 
herein, wherein elements or functions may be removed and may be performed in an order 
other than shown or discussed, including substantially simultaneously or in reverse order, 
depending on the associated functionality, such as for professionals is clear. 

• [0141] 

It is to be noted that many variations and modifications can be made to the above-
described embodiments, the elements of which are to be understood as being among other 
suitable examples. All such modifications and variations are to be understood as included 
within the scope of this disclosure. The previous one Description describes in detail 
certain embodiments of the invention. It should be understood, however, that regardless 
of how detailed the invention has been described in the preceding text, it can be 
implemented in many ways. As previously indicated, it should be understood that the use 
of particular terminology in describing certain features or aspects of the invention is not 
to be understood as implicating the terminology to be redefined to be limited to any to 
contain specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with which this 
terminology is associated. The scope of the invention should, therefore, be interpreted in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents thereof. 

• QUOTES INCLUDE IN THE DESCRIPTION 
• [0142] 

This list of the documents listed by the applicant has been generated automatically and is 
included solely for the better information of the reader. The list is not part of the German 
patent or utility model application. The DPMA assumes no liability for any errors or 
omissions. 

• Cited patent literature 
• [0143] 

o US 8601326 [0001] 



Claims (19) 

Hide Dependent  

1. Computer-implemented method comprising: Receiving, by a computer system, a 
selection of an object type to be monitored for potential data quality problems; 
Receiving, by the computer system, a selection of one or more data quality criteria; 
Receiving, by the computer system, one or more Boolean operators associated with 
the one or more data quality criteria and / or an indication of how many of the one or 
more data quality criteria are required to identify respective data objects as objects 
have potential data quality problems. Determining possible data quality problems by 
searching data associated with a plurality of database objects of the selected object 
type, each of the objects having one or more properties and corresponding property 
values to determine whether the selected one or more data quality criteria matches 
Properties and / or property values of respective objects is present; Generating a user 
interface that indicates potential data quality problems of respective objects that have 
property values that match the selected one or more data quality criteria and that 
includes one or more properties and / or property values of the respective objects; 
Receiving, from a user of the computer system, a resolution of possible data quality 
problems; and Implement the resolution. 

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein the potential data 
quality problems include at least one of: possible duplicate objects, missing 
properties, multi-valued properties, unpaired properties, invalid enumerations, 
violations of the range of values, and data area violations. 

3. A computer-implemented method according to claim 1 or claim 2, where the 
potential data quality problem is possible duplicate objects, and determining 
further possible data quality problems further comprises identifying respective 
objects each having common property values for a predetermined number of 
properties. 

4. Computer-implemented method according to claim 3, wherein the resolution 
comprises indicating two or more objects with potential data quality problems 
that are duplicates; and Implementing the resolution involves combining the two 
or more specified objects into a single object. 

5. The computer-implemented method of claim 3 or claim 4, wherein the user 
interface further indicates a number of the identified objects each having 
respective common property values. 

6. Computer-implemented method according to one of claims 1 to 5, where the 
potential data quality problem is missing properties; and determining possible 
data quality problems further comprises identifying respective objects that lack 
at least a predetermined number of property values. 

7. Computer-implemented method according to one of claims 1 to 6, the potential 
data quality problem being multi-valued properties; and determining possible 
data quality problems further comprises identifying respective objects having 
multiple property values for individual properties. 

8. Computer-implemented method according to claim 7, wherein the resolution 
comprises indicating one of the plurality of property values that is correct for 



individual ones of the properties; and implementing the resolution further 
comprises removing all of the plurality of property values except for the one of 
the plurality of property values that is correct for respective properties. 

9. Computer-implemented method according to one of claims 1 to 8, where the 
potential data quality problem is unpaired properties; and determining possible 
data quality problems further comprises identifying respective objects having 
one or more unpaired data-containing property values. 

10. The computer-implemented method of any one of claims 1 to 9, wherein the 
potential data quality problem is improper enumeration; and further determining 
potential data quality problems further comprises identifying respective objects 
having property values including one or more invalid enumeration 
enumerations. 

11. Computer-implemented method according to one of claims 1 to 10, wherein the 
potential data quality problem is a violation of a numerical value range; and 
determining possible data quality problems further comprises identifying 
respective objects having one or more property values that violate an allowable 
numeric value range for the respective property. 

12. Computer-implemented method according to one of claims 1 to 11, the potential 
data quality problem being a violation of the data area; and determining possible 
data quality problems further comprises identifying respective objects that have 
one or more property values that violate a data range allowed for respective 
properties. 

13. The computer-implemented method of one of claims 1 to 12, further comprising 
receiving a selection of one or more object types with which the selected object 
type must be associated to be included in the searched plurality of objects. 

14. The computer-implemented method of any one of claims 1 to 13, wherein the 
object type comprises one of a person, a place, an organization, or a market 
instrument, and the database objects are each associated with specific things of 
the corresponding object type. 

15. Computer-implemented method comprising: Receiving, by a computer system having 
one or more physical processors and configured to process large amounts of data, a 
selection of an object type to be monitored for potential data quality issues; Receiving, 
by the computer system, a selection of a data quality monitor type; Receiving, by the 
computer system, a selection of one or more data quality criteria of objects of the 
selected object type; Receiving, by the computer system, one or more Boolean 
operators associated with the one or more data quality criteria and / or an indication of 
how many of the one or more data quality criteria are required to identify respective 
database objects as objects have potential data quality issues; Determining, by the 
computer system, objects that have potential data quality problems by searching data 
associated with a plurality of objects of the selected object type to locate respective 
objects that match the selected data quality criteria; Generating, by the computer 
system, a user interface that identifies the objects that have potential data quality 
problems and that includes one or more properties and / or property values of the 
objects that have potential data quality problems; Receiving, through the computer 
system, a resolution of potential data quality problems; and Implement, by the 
computer system, the resolution. 



16. The computer-implemented method of claim 15, wherein the type of data 
quality monitor is one of: possible duplicate objects, missing properties, multi-
valued properties, unpaired properties, invalid enumerations, violations of the 
range of values, and data area violations. 

17. The computer-implemented method of claim 15 or claim 16, wherein the 
database objects each represent one of a person, a place, an organization, or a 
market instrument and include one or more properties and corresponding 
property values associated respectively with the person, place, organization, or 
Associated with the market instrument. 

18. A computer-readable medium storing computer-executable instructions 
configured to instruct a computer system to perform the operations of any one 
of claims 1 to 17. 

19. Computer system comprising: one or more computer processors; and a storage 
device that stores one or more modules configured for execution by the one or 
more computer processors to cause the computer system to perform the 
operations of any one of claims 1 to 17. 

 



Template system for generating customized documents 

Abstract 

Systems and methods for flexibly generating customized documents from data objects are 
described herein. Templates with embedded code instructions that can be evaluated separately 
from a document reader or editor can be used to generate customized documents. The template 
system can use the embedded code instructions to dynamically access properties of data objects. 
An editing program can initially be used to generate a test model document (mockup document) 
that can be used as the basis for a template. 
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• [0001] 
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909,949 filed Nov. 27, 2013, the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated herein by 
reference in its entirety. 

• [0002] 
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of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 61 / 863,814, entitled "Cable Reader 
Snippets and Postboard," filed Aug. 8, 2013, the disclosures of which are hereby 
incorporated herein by reference in their entireties and are incorporated herein by 
reference in their entirety as "Snippet References." "). 
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• [0003] 

This application is related to US Pat. No. 8,489,623 entitled "Creating Data in a Data 
Store Using a Dynamic Ontology" filed on May 12, 2011, the disclosure of which is 
hereby incorporated herein by reference in its entirety and in the patent here referred to as 
"ontology citation". 

• [0004] 

In the field of computer-based platforms, documents can be programmatically generated 
from structured data. 

• [0005] 

The systems, methods, and techniques described herein each have several aspects, with 
no single one being solely responsible for their desired attributes. Without limiting the 
scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting features are briefly discussed below. 

• [0006] 

In some embodiments, a computer system for generating customized template-based 
documents comprises a template storage device. The computer system may further 
include one or more hardware processors programmed by executable code instructions. 
When executed, the executable code instructions may cause the computer system to 
implement a template generator. The template generator may be configured to access a 
placeholder template having one or more placeholders indicating locations for inserting 
executable statements. The template generator may be further configured to receive 
executable instructions to be included in the wildcard template. The template generator 
may be further configured to store in the template storage device a template containing 
one or more sets of the obtained executable instructions inserted into corresponding 
placeholders of the placeholder template. Upon further execution of the executable code 
instructions, they may cause the computer system to implement a template selection unit. 
The template selection unit may be configured to receive a selection of the template and a 
selection of one or more data objects to be included in a generated user-customized 
document based on properties of the one or more data objects. Upon further execution of 
the executable code instructions, these may cause the computer system to implement a 
template processor. The template processor may be configured to parse the one or more 
sets of executable instructions included in the template. The template processor may be 
further configured to execute a respective set of executable instructions, wherein at least 
some sets of executable instructions include instructions to access properties of the 
selected data objects stored in one or more data sources. The template processor may be 
further configured to generate an output for a respective set of executable instructions. 
The template processor may be further configured to generate the customized document 
by replacing sets of executable instructions in the template with the output generated by 
executing corresponding sets of executable instructions. At least part of the output 



includes properties of the selected data objects and / or summary data concerning the 
properties of the selected data objects. 

• [0007] 

In some embodiments, a method of generating customized template-based documents 
may include receiving a selection of a template, wherein the template includes one or 
more sets of executable instructions. The method may further comprise receiving a 
selection of one or more data objects to be accessed in response to executing the one or 
more sets of executable instructions. The method may further comprise executing, by a 
computer system having one or more computer processors and an electronic memory 
device, a respective set of executable instructions, wherein at least some sets of 
executable instructions include instructions to access properties of at least some of the 
selected data objects , The method may further generate an output for a respective set of 
include executable instructions. The method may further comprise generating a 
customized document by replacing sets of executable instructions in the template with the 
corresponding generated output, including properties of the selected data objects and / or 
summary data relating to the properties of the selected data objects. 

• [0008] 

In some embodiments, a transitory or non-transitory computer storage device includes 
instructions to cause a computer system to generate customized template-based 
documents. When executed, the instructions may be given a template that has been 
modified by replacing wildcards with sets of executable instructions. When executed, the 
instructions may receive a selection of the template. When executed, the instructions may 
receive a selection of one or more data objects to be included in a generated user-adapted 
object based on properties of the one or more data objects. When executed, the 
instructions may parse the one or more sets of executable instructions from the template 
using the computer system. When executed, the instructions may execute a respective set 
of executable instructions, wherein at least some sets of executable instructions include 
instructions to access properties of the selected data objects stored by one or more data 
sources. When executed, the statements can generate an output for each set of executable 
statements. When executed, the instructions may generate a customized document by 
replacing sets of executable instructions in the template with the corresponding generated 
output, including properties of the selected data objects and / or summary data regarding 
the properties of the selected data objects. 

• [0009] 

Certain aspects of the disclosure will become more readily apparent from the following 
detailed description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 

• [0010] 



1 FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating an exemplary template system, in accordance 
with some embodiments of the present disclosure. FIG. 

• [0011] 

2 FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating an example process for generating a document from a 
template, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure. 

• [0012] 

3A FIG. 12 shows an example wildcard template, in accordance with some embodiments 
of the present disclosure. FIG. 

• [0013] 

3B FIG. 12 illustrates an Extensible Markup Language (XML) document of the wildcard 
template, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure. 

• [0014] 

3C FIG. 10 shows an exemplary XML document of a template with executable code 
instructions, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure. 

• [0015] 

3D FIG. 12 shows an exemplary XML document of an output document following the 
execution of embedded code instructions, in accordance with some embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

• [0016] 

3E FIG. 10 illustrates an example user-customized document, in accordance with some 
embodiments of the present disclosure. FIG. 

• [0017] 

4A FIG. 10 illustrates an exemplary user interface of the template system for loading and 
/ or viewing data objects, in accordance with some embodiments of the present 
disclosure. 

• [0018] 

4B FIG. 12 illustrates an exemplary user interface of the template system for selecting a 
template, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure. 

• [0019] 



4C FIG. 12 shows an exemplary user interface of the template system for evaluating code 
instructions, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure. 

• [0020] 

5 Figure 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example template system that may 
implement various methods and systems discussed herein. 

• [0021] 

Reports and / or documents can be programmatically generated from structured data. For 
example, a computer system may be programmed with code instructions to uniformly 
generate reports and / or documents from structured data. To modify the format of a 
report and / or a document, new software may be required to make changes to the report 
and / or the document. In another example, a report and / or a document may be 
generated from the embedded features of a document processing application. In 
Microsoft Word, functions for executing code statements can be incorporated into a 
document for example, macros to run Visual Basic. 

• [0022] 

In addition to computer systems programmed to generate consistent reports and / or the 
embedded features of a document processing application, disclosed herein are systems, 
methods, techniques, and apparatus for dynamically generating customized documents 
containing information regarding one or more data objects and / or properties of those 
data objects include. Using the techniques and systems described herein, efficient, 
flexible, scalable, and customized document generation can be accomplished. In a 
specific exemplary implementation of the systems and methods discussed herein, 
customized documents may be generated based on properties of one or more user-
selected data objects and based on Microsoft Word templates that include embedded 
executable code instructions that may be evaluated outside of Microsoft Word , While 
certain examples cited herein relate to Microsoft Word, the systems and methods are 
applicable to any data format and any reading and / or editing software. 

• Generation of an exemplary template 
• [0023] 

1 FIG. 12 illustrates a template system according to some embodiments of the present 
disclosure. FIG. In the exemplary embodiment of 1 indicates the template 
environment 190 a network 160 , a template system 100 , a user computing device 102 , 
and an object storage device 130 on. Various communications between these devices are 
shown. For example, a communication is a placeholder template 110 , a data 
selection 120 , of object data 140 and a custom document 150 shown in various actions 1 
to 5, as shown in the circled numbers in the figure. In this embodiment, the template 
system includes 100 a template generator 104 , a template storage device 106 , a selection 



unit 108 and a template processor 109 each of which will be described in more detail 
below. 

• [0024] 

As in 1 In action 1, a template with code wildcards, referred to herein as a "wildcard 
template", is presented by the user computing device 102 to the template generator 104 of 
the template system 100 transfer. In some embodiments, the wildcard template 
includes 110 Code placeholders that specify locations in a template document where the 
user desires to dynamically add content based on the properties of one or more selected 
data objects. For example 3A an exemplary placeholder template 300 where placeholders 
have been added and / or displayed by a document processing application. The 
placeholder template 300 can be the placeholder template 110 from 1 correspond. The 
placeholder template may have been 300 generated by an operator in a document 
processing application, such as, but not limited to, Microsoft Word. The placeholder 
template 300 may include static text and / or features that may be used in all reports and / 
or documents resulting from templates based on the placeholder template 300 generated, 
such as static texts 312 , In other examples, the header or footer of the document may 
contain the same information in all reports, such as a company logo. 

• [0025] 

The operator may have the placeholder template 300 to meet specifications for a custom 
report. The design can be adapted to the specifications of the report and / or to the 
preferences of the operator. For example, the identifier 304 and / or the table 302 aligned, 
formatted and / or in a font that matches the preferences of the operator. Similarly, the 
picture may 306 be positioned and / or aligned according to the preferences of the 
operator. 

• [0026] 

Elements of the placeholder template 300 , such as the identifier 304 , the picture 306 and 
/ or the table 302 may include placeholder elements. The placeholder elements represent 
aspects and / or features of the document where the operator wishes to be dynamically 
deployed and / or updated by properties of data objects and / or based on the properties of 
data objects. For example, the identifier wildcard 304 a placeholder, which is replaced by 
an identifier associated with an object selected by the person requesting a document, 
based on the template. For example, the identifier wildcard 304 be replaced by the name 
of a person who may correspond to one or more name properties associated with a person 
data object. Similarly, the other placeholder elements, such as the image 306 and the size 
placeholder, the contact placeholder, and the partner placeholder in table 302 Properties 
of one or more objects (eg, person objects) selected by the requesting operator. 

• [0027] 



A template can be in various formats. For example, a template may contain documents 
and / or formats such as, but not limited to, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Powerpoint, 
Microsoft Excel, HTML (Hypertext Markup Language), a database format, XML 
(extensible markup language), JSON, CSV file formats (delimited file formats), a 
proprietary file format of the template system 100 , and / or any other format. 3B For 
example, shows an XML document of a placeholder template in an XML-based 
document format. For example, the Microsoft Office document formats, such as, but not 
limited to, Microsoft Word, Powerpoint, Excel, or any other document format, may 
include XML-based document formats. In other words, for example, a Word document 
may be an archive file, corresponding to, but not limited to, a Zip format of XML 
documents. As such, an operator, using an archival application or any other application, 
may open a document file archive to view and / or edit the one or more XML documents 
containing the document. 

• [0028] 

The sample XML document 310A can be the placeholder template 300 from 3A which 
may be in a document archive format containing one or more XML files, including the 
XML document 301A , The example markers in the XML document 310 are illustrative 
and may not correspond to a specific XML format of a document. 

• [0029] 

As by the XML document 310A An operator can view this when opening the XML 
document 310A with a text editing application, an XML editing application, and / or any 
other application identifying wildcard elements. For example, "<text> NAME 
PLACEHOLDER </ text>" may be identifiable based on the text "PLACEHOLDER". 
Thus, an operator may have one or more documents 310 that contain the template (for 
example, there may be multiple XML and / or other document types that are part of a 
single Microsoft Word document) search the special string used in the template to 
identify wildcards , In the example of 3 For example, the operator may search for the 
string "PLACEHOUSE" to easily identify files and / or locations in the files where 
wildcards exist and executable code should be used to enable those wildcards to access 
data obtained associated with one or more objects. Thus, the use of wildcards may be 
useful because the various files that make up a single output format (eg, a Microsoft 
Word document) can be very large and complex and / or otherwise difficult to navigate 
identify the matching locations where placeholders with executable code are to be 
replaced. For example, a single XML document can contain thousands of rows with 
hundreds of different markers. Thus, identifying portions of the XML document can be 
accomplished by searching for wildcards in the XML document. In addition, an operator 
can edit and / or modify the XML document without completely understanding a 
complex XML-based document format because, due to the placeholders, the operator can 
concentrate on editing and / or modifying the important portions of the XML. 

• [0030] 



It is XML in the document 310A however, the template system may support other 
previously mentioned document formats and / or any other document format. For 
example, an HTML template can be used, and the placeholders can be inserted into an 
HTML document. 

• [0031] 

Referring again to 1 generates the template generator in action 2 104 a template, in that 
the placeholder in the placeholder template 110 (or the placeholder 
template 300 from 3A ) are replaced by executable code segments to obtain data as 
replacement data for these wildcards. In some embodiments, some or all of the embedded 
code instructions associated with wildcards may be in the wildcard template 110 provided 
by the user computing device 102 over the network 160 to the template generator 104 is 
sent, used or included in this. For example, the user may 102 the code segments based on 
using one by the template generator 104 provided programming interface, which in 
various embodiments on the user computing device 102 partially or fully implemented. 
Thus, the template generator 104 be configured to receive executable instructions to be 
included in a document template, either by the user 102 and / or by another user having 
greater programming skills who are useful in writing and / or selecting code associated 
with a respective placeholder. For example, the template generator 104 a text editing 
application operated by an operator who inserts the embedded code instructions based on 
the code placeholders. In some embodiments, the template generator may be 104 an 
automated process that is the template 110 with code placeholders and receives the Code 
statement wildcards replaced with embedded statements. In some embodiments, template 
generation is automatic, manual, or any combination of these. The template 
generator 104 can output the generated template with embedded code instructions and / 
or in the template storage device 106 to save. 

• [0032] 

3C shows the template with inserted executable code statements that are used by the 
wildcard template (eg. 3B ) can be distinguished. The XML 
document 310A from 3B may have been modified to be the coded XML 
document 310B to create. The executable code statements in the coded XML 
document 310 are illustrative and therefore may not correspond to any specific 
programming language or include syntactically complete and / or correct instructions. 
The template system may be configured to support one or more interpreted programming 
languages, such as, but not limited to, eRuby (embedded Ruby), JRuby, Groovy, BASIC, 
Perl, Python, Jython, and / or LISP. The template system may also be configured to 
support other programming languages such as, but not limited to, Java, Lua, C, C ++, and 
/ or C #. 

• [0033] 

The use of embedded code statements in the coded XML document 310B can enable 
dynamic document generation based on data objects. For example, the code statement 



"<% print (object.getName)%>" may be the template system 100 from 1 (and / or the 
later explained template processor 109 ) to read the Name property of a selected object 
(or objects) and to print that name property into the document. As previously mentioned, 
the operator and / or a template generator may recognize where to place the special code 
statement in this XML element due to the "name placeholder" indicator of the XML 
document 310A in 3B , Similarly, the operator and / or the template generator may add 
embedded code instructions by accessing data object properties based on the placeholders 
in the template that correspond to the image 306 , and / or the 
table 302 from 3A equivalent. 

• [0034] 

In some embodiments, there may be some variation in how the embedded code 
instructions are executed. For example, the template system 100 from 1 (and / or the later 
explained template processor 109 ) for executing interpreted programming languages 
such as, but not limited to, Ruby and / or Groovy, which execute embedded code 
instructions at runtime without compiling the embedded code instructions. In some 
embodiments, the template system 100 from 1 (and / or the later explained template 
processor 109 ) for executing compiled or partially compiled programming languages 
such as, but not limited to, Java and / or C ++, have a compiler unit that compiles the 
extracted code instructions to be able to execute those code instructions. 

• [0035] 

In some embodiments, the template generator may be 104 and / or the template 
system 100 from 1 Have tools and / or applications for editing XML-based document 
formats and / or other document formats. For example, an XML-based document 
formatting application may allow an operator to open an XML-based document format 
and directly edit the XML-based document format XML files. As previously discussed, 
an XML-based document format may include a file library of XML documents. Thus, 
without an application and / or a tool for formatting an XML-based document, an 
operator may need to open the file library containing the XML-based document prior to 
editing the XML files and / or re-archive the XML files after they made the changes to 
the XML. An application and / or tool for formatting an XML-based document may 
allow the operator to readily perform opening, editing, and / or storing of XML 
documents in an XML-based document format, comprising the steps of archiving and / or 
re-archiving automatically. 

• [0036] 

The use of embedded code statements in the document 310B can provide user-
customized programming logic for document generation. For example, the code 
statement includes 312 "If object.getphone number is not null" an if statement. Therefore, 
the following code statement 314 "Println (, phone number: '+ object.getphone number)" 
will only be executed if the evaluation of the if statement 312 returns the Boolean value 
True. Thus, a programming logic in the document 310B enable condition logic based on 



data object properties. The code statement block 316 can illustrate another programming 
logic. For example, a person's object may have multiple records associated with the 
person, and each record may have a size property, and therefore a person may have 
multiple size properties. However, it may be desired be to display the most commonly 
used ("most common") size of a person. Therefore, the code statement "size = 
frequencyMap (records, 'size'). GetMostCommon" at 316 determine the most commonly 
used size property, which will then be printed in the document. 

• [0037] 

The use of embedded code statements in the document 310B can enable efficient 
generation of a customized document. For example, the first and last shown code 
statement <% for any object in objects%> or <% end%> that can loop, can be the 
template processor 109 upon execution of the code, causing operations to be performed 
within the loop for each of the one or more data objects. Using a For loop can be 
efficient, as these two lines of embedded code instructions cause the template system to 
loop across any number of objects and the static text and / or code within the For loop to 
repeat. For example, the For loop may be the respective elements, according to the 
identifier 304 , the picture 306 and / or the table 302 from 3A enclose. Therefore, when 
executing the embedded code statements in a template, a page and / or section is created 
for each data object (each corresponding to a single loop of the For loop). For example, if 
ten-person objects have been selected, designated, accessed, and / or loaded and sent to 
the template system, ten pages and / or sections, each corresponding to a single person 
object, can be generated. 

• Exemplary selection and execution of a template 
• [0038] 

Referring again to 1 describe the actions 1 to 2 operations that can be performed when 
generating a code-containing template. Once a code-containing template has been 
generated and stored in the template storage device 106 has been stored, this template 
having the code may be selected by the operator and / or any other user for use in creating 
a document based on the template. The actions 3 to 5 of 1 show exemplary processes that 
may be performed by a user when selecting a template, selecting one or more objects 
from which to use information in the document generated based on the template, and 
generating the document based on the object properties , 

• [0039] 

In action 3, the user selects the user computing device 102 one or more objects to be 
included in the document / report. For example, if the user is a law enforcement officer 
and wants a report containing information regarding ten suspects each, these ten suspects 
may be selected. Referring to 4A is for example a user interface 400 a software 
application configured to provide data regarding objects and to allow the user to select 
one or more of the data objects. The exemplary user interface 400 has a search box 402 , 
an object display area 404 and a menu bar 406 on. An operator, for. B. the user of the 



user computing device 102 , can by means of a keyboard and / or otherwise entering data 
in the search box 402 load, look up, and / or retrieve one or more data objects. For 
example, by keystroke the name of a person, such as "John Doe," the Person 
object 410 in the object display area 404 are displayed. The other person 
objects 412 (which the objects 412A . 412B and or 412C can) automatically and / or after 
user interaction of the operator with the person object 410 are displayed. For example, an 
operator may select the person object 410 Select and choose an option to partner and / or 
persons with the person object 410 are related to display. The links 414A . 414B and 
or 414C can relationships between the person object 410 and the related person 
objects 412A . 412B respectively. 412C Show. For example, the person 
objects 412 related to the person object 410 For example, but not limited to, partners, 
acquaintances or family members. The user interface 400 may be able to display any type 
of data object and / or may not be limited to displaying person-data objects. 

• [0040] 

In some embodiments, the embedded code instructions may determine one or more 
additional data objects based on the one or more selected objects. For example, for a 
selected person object, known partner objects and / or the arrest register objects may be 
programmatically determined from the embedded code instructions, for example, using 
methods discussed in U.S. Patent Application Serial Number. 13 / 968,265 and US patent 
application serial no. 13 / 968,123, the disclosures of which are hereby incorporated 
herein by reference in their entirety. For example, the selected person data object may be 
a starting point for associating one or more additional related data objects determine. For 
example, a theft vehicle register object having the color property "red" may be selected 
by the operator, and the embedded code instructions of a template may identify data 
objects associated with images of red cars driving at excessive speed nearby the location 
of the stolen vehicle (for example, as indicated in the object properties of these data 
objects). 

• [0041] 

In some embodiments, the embedded code instructions may access data from other 
servers and / or Web sites located either within and / or outside the template system. For 
example, the embedded code instructions may access and / or load an image of "Google 
Street View". The image of Google Street View may be associated with the location 
property of a data object. By executing the code statement using the template 
system 100 from 1 (and / or the later explained template processor 109 ), other data may 
be accessed and / or loaded, including, but not limited to, currency rates, weather data, 
news stories, and / or any other information available. 

• [0042] 

In addition to visually searching and / or presenting data objects and / or relationships 
between data objects, the user interface may 400 allow various other manipulations. For 
example, data objects may be reviewed (eg, by viewing properties and / or associated 



data of the data objects), filtered (eg, by narrowing down the set of objects into sets and 
subsets by properties or relationships), and statistically aggregated will be numerically 
summed based on summation criteria, among other operations and visualizations. 

• [0043] 

If a user has selected the appropriate objects for use in the generated document, he may 
then select one or more of various available templates to use in generating a document 
that includes properties of the selected objects. For example 4B the user 
interface 400 from 4A with a specific template selected for use in generating a document 
based on the selected objects (all displayed objects in this embodiment). In this example, 
the operator has the template "My template" 426 selected by accessing a selected 
"DETERMINATION" menu 420 , Selecting the "Data Export" menu item 422 , and then 
by selecting the template 426 from a list 424 any templates available to the user. In some 
embodiments, selecting a specific template (eg, "My Template") 426 ), the initiation of 
the process of generating a customized document based on all data objects in the objects 
in the display area 404 are displayed. In some embodiments, the template user interface 
may 400 allow the operator to select data objects individually or in a group, regardless of 
whether these objects are in the display area 404 stay visible or not. Thus, when selecting 
the template menu item 426 , a custom document will be generated from the selected data 
objects. 

• [0044] 

In some embodiments, the template system may include an interface that accepts the 
sending and / or uploading of templates, such that the templates are in the menu 
list 424 can be present. For example, after creating and / or generating a template with 
embedded code instructions, which may correspond to an XML-based document format 
containing the XML document 310B in 3C an operator then upload the template to the 
template system. The menu list 424 The user interface can then be automatically 
populated with the latest list of available templates. 

• [0045] 

Referring again to 1 As soon as the template and the objects to be included in the 
generated document are selected, the selection made to the template system will be 
made 100 transferred for use by the selection unit 108 to get properties of the selected 
objects for use in the generated document and to access the selected template. For 
example, the data selection made 120 from the user computing device 102 over the 
network to the selection unit 108 be sent. As noted previously, the data selection 
made 120 include one or more selected data objects and / or selected templates. The 
selection unit 108 Can the template from the template storage device 106 load and / or 
retrieve based on the data selection 120 , The selection unit 108 may have data regarding 
those in the selection 120 identified data objects from the object storage 
device 130 request, receive and / or load. The selection unit 108 can copy the template 
and / or the data objects to the template processor 109 send. 



• [0046] 

In action 5, the template processor generates the custom document 150 based on the 
template with embedded executables Instructions and the data objects 140 (and / or 
properties of data objects) referenced by the object storage device 130 was accessed. The 
custom document 150 with properties of the data objects used by the template 
processor 109 can be issued over the network 160 to the user computing device 120 be 
sent. Thus, the template processor is 109 configured to identify executable code in the 
template, access properties of the selected, determined and / or loaded objects based on 
the executable code, and replace the executable code with the output of the particular 
executable code segment. 3D shows the exemplary XML document of 3C wherein the 
embedded code instructions are replaced by information concerning selected data objects. 
The output XML document may be configured for interpretation by viewer software, 
such as a word processor (eg, Microsoft Word), a browser, and / or other software to 
display a customized document containing the object data. 

• [0047] 

In this example, the element "<text> John Doe </ text>" illustrates that what was 
originally the DESIGNARY PLACEHOLDER of the placeholder template has been 
replaced with the name property value of a person object based on a Execution of 
executable code "<% = print (object.getName)%>" was accessed in the template. 
Similarly, an image name corresponding to the person object "John Doe" is used instead 
of the image placeholder in the output XML document 320 contain. The other 
PLACEHOLDER elements of the table 302 were also replaced by properties of the 
selected object, in response to execution of the corresponding code segments by the 
template processor 109 the placeholders have been replaced. 

• [0048] 

Although illustrates the output XML document 320 however, an output that results from 
executing embedded instructions from a single person data object shows the 
ellipsis 322 that multiple person data objects may have been accessed and appropriate 
embedded code instructions executed. As a result, the ellipsis 322 include multiple 
sections and / or pages of the output document that may correspond to multiple person-
data objects. For example, if the object selection 120 the four in 4A contains identified 
person-objects, the output XML-document 320 include separate sections (eg, 
corresponding to separate sections of a document, pages of the document, or separate 
documents) for each of the selected objects. 

• [0049] 

3E shows an exemplary user-customized document that may be returned to a user, such 
as the customized document 150 from 1 , In one embodiment, the customized document 
becomes 330 through the template processor 109 generated what with regard to 
block 210 from 2 will be explained further. The exemplary user-customized 



document 330 Figure 4 shows how an output user-customized document is perceived by 
an operator holding the user-customized document 330 in a document processing 
application (e.g., the user of the user computing device 102 looking at the document in a 
word processor). For example, the identifier matches 332 , the picture 334 and / or the 
table 336 the XML elements of the custom XML document 320 from 3D , As shown, the 
customized document includes 330 a plurality of pages that may correspond to multiple 
person objects processed by the template system, such as the four example objects 
included in the user interface of FIG 4A were selected. 

• [0050] 

The template system can be the user-customized document 330 efficiently, as it can be 
based on a template. For example, the template system may execute and / or replace the 
embedded code instructions of the template document, such as by the modified XML 
document 310B shown. Thus, the template system may reuse all of the static text and / or 
all but the embedded instructions of the template document to generate the customized 
document. It is also possible that the template system does not know the specific details 
of a particular document format such as, but not limited to, Microsoft Word. Similar to a 
template that may include an XML-based document format, the customized 
document 330 also include an XML-based document format. Thus, the customized 
document 330 the custom XML document 320 from 3D include. 

• [0051] 

The template system can be the user-customized document 330 in which properties of 
data objects were used and / or its document format, format, layout etc. with the template 
document 300 from 3A which may have been originally generated by the operator. 

• [0052] 

In some embodiments, the user computing device may 102 , the master system 100 and 
the object storage device 130 on the same computing device or multiple computing 
devices. For some Embodiments may include communication between the user 
computing device 102 , the master system 100 and the object storage device 130 without 
using the network 160 respectively. For example, if the user computing device 102 , the 
master system 100 and the object storage device 130 On the same computing device, the 
communication could be done without using a network. 

• data objects 
• [0053] 

In some embodiments, data is conceptually structured according to an object data model 
represented by an ontology. The conceptual data model may be independent of any 
specific and / or specific type of data store. For example, each object of the conceptual 
data model may correspond to one or more rows in a relational database and / or an 
object in an in-memory cache. 



• [0054] 

In some embodiments, as noted above, an ontology may include stored information that 
provides a data model for storing data in a data store. The ontology may be defined by 
one or more object types, each of which may be associated with one or more property 
types. 

• [0055] 

At the highest level of abstraction, a data object is a container of information that 
represents things in the material world. For example, a data object may represent an 
entity such as a person, a place, an organization, a market instrument, and / or the like. 
Data objects may represent an event occurring at a time and / or during a period of time. 
Data objects may represent a document and / or other unstructured data sources, such as 
an e-mail message, a news report, a document, and / or an article. Each data object may 
have a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data object in the data store. 

• [0056] 

Different types of data objects can have different property types. For example, a "person" 
data object might have an "eye color" property type, and an "event" data object might 
have a "data" property type. Each property, as represented by data in the data store, can 
have a property type defined by the ontology used in the data store. 

• [0057] 

Objects can be instantiated in the data store according to the corresponding object 
definition for the corresponding object in the ontology. For example, a specific monetary 
payment (for example, an event-type object) may be $ 30.00 (for example, a currency 
type property) that takes place on March 27, 2009 (e.g. Date property) in the data store as 
an event object with associated currency and date properties as defined in the ontology. 

• [0058] 

The data objects defined in the ontology can support a property multiplicity. For 
example, a data object may have more than one property of the same property type. For 
example, a "person" data object might have multiple "address" properties or multiple 
"name" properties. 

• [0059] 

In some embodiments, the data objects that the template system receives correspond to an 
ontology according to the systems, methods, and / or techniques disclosed in the ontology 
citation. 

• Exemplary document generation process 



• [0060] 

2 FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating a process of generating a document from a template, 
in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure. The procedure of 2 can 
through the template system 100 from 1 be performed, for example, the various 
components of 1 previously discussed, including the template processor 109 , Depending 
on the embodiment, the method of 2 include a smaller or larger number of blocks and / or 
the blocks may be executed in a different order than shown. 

• [0061] 

Starting at block 202 The properties of one or more data objects are accessed. For 
example, a person object that includes some or all of the properties of that person object 
may be from the template system 100 be received. The Person object may have one or 
more properties, such as one or more of the following, including names, addresses, and 
other data. 

• [0062] 

At block 204 a template is received and / or accessed. The template may correspond to 
one or more of the previously explained formats. For example, the template may be a 
Word document. 

• [0063] 

At block 206 Executable code statements are parsed from the template. One or more 
escape characters may be used to designate a block of an executable code statement in the 
template. For example, the characters "<%" and "%>" may designate, respectively, the 
beginning and the end of a block of executable code instruction and / or a set of 
executable code instructions. Additional escape characters and / or awards may be used to 
designate executable code statements in a template. The executable code instructions may 
correspond to one or more programming languages. 

• [0064] 

At block 208 The executable code statements are executed by the template. Data objects 
and / or properties of the data objects can be accessed through the executable code 
instructions. The executable code instructions may also include programming logic. For 
example, executable code instructions may access a person object, check for properties 
such as residences, and / or print only the address of the most recent residence. 

• [0065] 

At block 210 a user-customized document is generated. The customized document may 
include properties of the received data objects and / or summary data regarding the 
properties of the received data objects. The document may be of the same format and / or 



type as the template and / or type. For example, if the template was a Word document, the 
document could also be a Word document. The document can be generated by replacing 
the executable code statements in the template with the corresponding generated output. 
It is possible that the actual template document will not be modified. For example, a copy 
of the template document can be created, and the executable code instructions in the 
template copy can be replaced. 

• Make changes to a finished template 
• [0066] 

It is possible that it may be desired, desired, and / or necessary for an operator to modify 
the appearance, design, formatting, and / or layout of a completed template after the 
embedded instructions have been added to the template. For example, the operator may 
modify the original placeholder template, which did not yet contain any of the embedded 
code instructions, in a word processing application such as, but not limited to, Microsoft 
Word. The operator or an automated process and / or tool can then copy the embedded 
instructions from the existing template to the new template template. As a result, a new 
template is created with the design, formatting, and / or layout changes in the updated 
document format, but still contains the appropriate embedded code instructions. Thus, an 
operator may make the necessary changes in the word processing application, which may 
make it almost unnecessary for the operator to understand and / or make changes to a 
complex document format such as, but not limited to, an XML-based document format. 

• Exemplary User Interfaces 
• [0067] 

4A . 4B and 4C show exemplary user interfaces of the template system, or a subset 
thereof, in accordance with some embodiments of the present disclosure. In some 
embodiments, the user interfaces described above and below may be displayed in any 
suitable computer system and / or application, including but not limited to, for example, a 
window of a web browser and / or a stand-alone software application. In addition, the 
functionality and / or user interfaces of the system, as in 4A . 4B and or 4C illustrated, 
implemented in one or more computer processors and / or computing devices as 
described with reference to FIG 5 has been described. As noted previously, in some 
embodiments, the user interface 400 used for object and data selection 120 , as 
in 1 shown. In some embodiments, when selecting a specific template menu 
item 426 creates a custom document containing object data associated with the selected 
objects. As noted before 4A the user interface 400 representing multiple 
objects 410 . 412 as well as connections 414 between the objects. Depending on the 
software application (eg the Gotham software from Palantir), objects can be selected in 
different ways. As previously explained 4B exemplary menu options that may be used to 
select a particular template to use in generating an output document containing 
information regarding the selected objects. 

• [0068] 



Referring to 4C has the exemplary user interface 400 an evaluation tool 430 on, that is an 
input field 432 , a Run button 434 and / or an output field 436 includes. An operator can 
do that evaluation tool 430 use to evaluate and / or test executable code statements to 
view their trial printout before embedding them and / or similar instructions in a template. 

• [0069] 

An exemplary use case and / or a scenario for the evaluation tool 430 can be the 
following. As previously explained, an operator may use data objects 410 and or 412 load 
and / or retrieve, and then select none, one, some or all of the data objects. An operator 
may then enter a keyboard input and / or otherwise enter code instructions into the input 
field 432 carry out. For example, some or all of the code statements of 3C and / or any 
other code statements in the input field 432 be entered. An operator may then click, tap, 
and / or touch the execute button 432 perform what the template system can do, the code 
statements in the input field 432 perform. In some embodiments, after the template 
system has executed the code instructions, the output field may be automatically 
populated with the output of the executed code instructions. For example, if the code 
statements in the input field 432 "<% = Print (object.getName)%>" could be in the output 
field 436 "John Doe" will be displayed, which may correspond to the Name property of a 
selected data object. In some embodiments, the template processor 109 from 1 the code 
statements from the input field 432 To run. 

• [0070] 

In some embodiments, an operator may use the evaluation tool 430 to efficiently generate 
a template document. For example, an operator may perform a test, test, and / or preview 
of code instructions by looking at what the output of those code instructions might look 
like before embedding those instructions in a template. The evaluation tool 430 may 
allow the operator to resolve any problem cases and / or issues with the code instructions 
before uploading a template to the template system. Without the evaluation tool 430 It 
would be necessary for the operator to create a template, upload it to the template system, 
and then run the template on data objects to see what the output of those code statements 
would look like. Thus, the evaluation tool 430 save the operator time and / or reduce the 
time required to generate a template. 

• Snippets 
• [0071] 

In some embodiments, the template system may be used to insert snippets into a 
customized document in accordance with the systems, methods, and / or techniques 
disclosed in the snippet references. For example, the embedded code instructions of a 
template may be evaluated to import data related to snippet objects into the document, for 
example to import the text portion of the returned snippets into the body of the report and 
/ or the citation portion of the snippet into a footnote to import. In this way, a particular 
snippet can be automatically added to the report (and future reports based on the same 
template) without human intervention. 



• implementation mechanisms 
• [0072] 

The various illustrated here computing device (s), for example, the template 
system 100 from 1 Generally, operating system software such as, but not limited to, iOS, 
Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 
Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, Macintosh OS X , VxWorks, or other 
compatible operating systems controlled and coordinated. In further embodiments, the 
computing devices may be controlled by a proprietary operating system. Conventional 
operating systems control, among other things, computation processes to be executed and 
their timing, perform memory management, provide a file system, network functionality 
and input / output services, and provide user interface functionality such as a graphical 
user interface ("GUI"). The template system 100 may be hosted and / or executed on one 
or more computing devices having one or more hardware processors and any of the 
aforementioned operating system software. 

• [0073] 

5 Figure 3 is a block diagram illustrating example components of the template 
system 100 represents. True, it does 5 on the template system 100 However, any or all of 
the components in any of the other computing devices discussed herein may be the same 
or similar. 

• [0074] 

The template system 100 can run software, eg. For example, stand-alone software 
applications, applications within browsers, network applications, etc., whether by the 
specific application, the operating system or otherwise. Any of the systems discussed 
here may be replaced by the template system 100 and / or a similar computer system 
comprising some or all of the components described with respect to 5 were explained. 

• [0075] 

The template system 100 includes a bus 502 or another communication mechanism for 
communicating information, and a hardware processor or multiple processors 504 by 
bus 502 are connected and used for processing information. The hardware processor 
(s) 504 For example, it may be one or more general-purpose microprocessors. 

• [0076] 

The template system 100 also includes a main memory 506 For example, RAM (Random 
Access Memory), a cache, and / or other dynamic storage devices connected to the 
bus 502 to store information and instructions issued by the processor (s). 504 are to be 
executed. The main memory 506 can also be used to store temporary variables or other 
intermediate information during execution by the processor (s) 504 save instructions to be 
executed. Such instructions, when stored in storage media, make the processor 



(s) 504 accessible, the template system 100 to a special machine customized to perform 
the operations specified in the instructions. Such instructions, such as performed by 
hardware processors, may implement the methods and systems described herein to share 
security information. 

• [0077] 

The template system 100 further includes a ROM (read-only memory) 508 or another 
static storage device connected to the bus 502 static information and instructions for the 
processor (s) 504 save. A storage device 510 , such as a magnetic disk, an optical disk or 
a USB stick (flash drive), etc., is provided and to the bus 502 connected to store 
information and instructions. The master storage device 106 and / or the object storage 
device 130 from 1 can in main memory 506 and / or the storage device 510 get saved. 

• [0078] 

In some embodiments, the template storage device is 106 and / or the object storage 
device 130 from 1 a file system, a relational database such as, but not limited to, MySql, 
Oracle, Sybase, or DB2, and / or a distributed in-memory caching system such as, but not 
limited to, Memcache, Memcached, or Java Caching System. 

• [0079] 

The template system 100 can over the bus 502 with an ad 512 For example, a cathode ray 
tube (CRT) or an LCD display or a touch screen may be used to display information to a 
user of the computer. An input device 514 is by bus 502 connected to information and 
selected commands to the processor 504 to convey. A type of input device 514 is a 
keyboard that contains alphanumeric keys and additional keys. Another type of input 
device 514 is a touch screen. Another type of user input device is cursor control 516 such 
as a mouse, a trackball, a touch screen, or cursor direction keys to the 
processor 504 Direction information and selected commands and a cursor movement on 
the display device 512 to control. This input device may have two degrees of freedom in 
two axes, a first axis (eg x) and a second axis (eg y), which allows the device to designate 
positions in a plane. In some embodiments, the same directional information and 
command selection as in cursor control may be implemented by receiving touchscreen 
touches without a cursor. 

• [0080] 

The template system 100 may include a user interface unit to implement a GUI, for 
example 4A . 4B and or 4C which may be stored in a mass storage device as executable 
software code executed by the computing device (s). These and other entities may 
include, for example, components such as software components, object-oriented software 
components, class components and task components, processes, functions, attributes, 
procedures, subroutines, segments of program code, drivers, firmware, microcode, 
circuits, data, databases, data structures, tables, Fields and variables include. 



• [0081] 

Generally, the word "instructions" as used herein refers to logic embodied as hardware or 
firmware, or to a collection of software units that may have entry and exit points and in a 
programming language such as, but not limited to, Java, Lua, C, C ++, or C # are written. 
A software unit can be compiled and linked into an executable program, incorporated into 
a dynamic program library (Dynamic Link Library), or in an interpreted programming 
language such as, but not limited to writing BASIC, Perl or Python. It is understood that 
software units may be invocable by other entities or by themselves, and / or may be 
invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Software units configured for 
execution on computing devices or their hardware processors may be provided on a 
computer readable medium, such as a CD (compact disk), a DVD (digital video disk), a 
flash memory drive, a magnetic disk , or any other tangible form of medium, or as a 
digital download (and may initially be stored in a compressed or installable format 
requiring installation, decompression or decryption prior to execution). Such software 
code may be stored, in part or in full, in a memory component of the executing 
computing device for execution by the computing device. Software instructions may be 
embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It is further understood that hardware 
modules may include interconnected logic devices, such as gates and flip-flops, and / or 
may include programmable devices, such as programmable gate arrays or processors. In 
general, the instructions described here refer to logical modules that may be combined 
with other modules or sub-modules, regardless of their physical organization or location. 

• [0082] 

The template system 100 , or components thereof, such as the selection unit 108 and / or 
the template processor 109 from 1 , can be programmed using executable code 
instructions in a programming language. 

• [0083] 

The term "non-transitory media" and similar terms as used herein refers to any media that 
stores data and / or instructions that cause a machine to work in a specific manner. Such 
non-transitory media may include non-volatile media and / or volatile media. Non-
volatile media include, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as the storage 
device 510 , Volatile media include dynamic memory such as main memory 506 one. 
Common forms of non-transitory media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible 
disk, a hard disk, a solid state drive, a magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage 
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, any hole pattern physical 
media, a RAM, a PROM and an EPROM, a Flash EPROM, an NVRAM, and any other 
memory chip or cartridge, as well as network connected versions thereof. 

• [0084] 

Non-transitory media are different from, but may be used in conjunction with, 
transmission media. Transmission media participate in a transfer of information between 



storage media. For example, transmission media include coaxial cable, copper wire and 
optical fiber, including the wires that the bus 502 includes. Transmission media may also 
take the form of sound or light waves, such as those generated in radio and infrared data 
communications. 

• [0085] 

Different forms of media may be involved in the execution of one or more sequences of 
one or more instructions issued by the processor (s). 504 are to be executed. For example, 
the instructions may initially be stored on a magnetic disk or a semiconductor drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instructions into its dynamic 
memory and send the instructions over a telephone line or cable connection using a 
modem. One at the template system 100 The modem in question may receive the data 
over the telephone line or a cable connection and use an infrared transmitter to convert 
the data into an infrared signal. An infrared detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can transfer the data to the bus 502 lay. The 
bus 502 conveys the data to the main memory 506 from which the processor 
(s) 504 retrieve and execute the instructions. The main memory 506 received instructions 
can retrieve and execute the instructions. The main memory 506 Instructions received 
may optionally be in the storage device 510 stored either before or after being executed 
by the processor (s) 504 , 

• [0086] 

The template system 100 also includes a communication interface 518 by 
bus 502 connected is. The communication interface 518 provides a two-way data 
communication connection to a network link 520 ready with a local 
network 522 connected is. For example, a communication interface 518 an Integrated 
Services Digital Network (ISDN) card, a cable modem, a satellite modem or a modem to 
provide a data communication connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As 
another example, a communication interface 518 A Local Area Network (LAN) card to 
provide a data communication link to a compatible LAN (or may be a WAN device to 
communicate with a WAN) Wireless connections can also be implemented and receives a 
communication interface 518 electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals carrying digital 
data streams representing various types of information. 

• [0087] 

The network link 520 typically provides data communication to other data devices over 
one or more networks. For example, the network link 520 over a local network 522 a 
connection to a host computer 524 or to data facilities provided by an Internet Service 
Provider (ISP) 526 operate. The ISP 526 in turn provides data communication services 
over the worldwide packet data communications network, now commonly referred to as 
the "Internet" 528 referred to as. Both the local network 522 as well as the 
internet 528 use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams. The signals passing through the various networks and the signals passing 



through the network link 520 and via the communication interface 518 Running the 
digital data to the template system 100 to and from this are exemplary forms of 
transmission media. 

• [0088] 

A network, such as the network 160 from 1 , may include, but is not limited to, one or 
more local area networks (LANs), a Wide Area Network (WAN), a Wireless Local Area 
Network (WLAN), a WWAN ( Wireless Wide Area Network), the Internet, or any 
combination of these. 

• [0089] 

The template system 100 can send and receive messages and data, including code, 
through the network (s), the network link 520 and the communication interface 518 , In 
the example of the Internet could be a server 530 a requested code for an application 
program over the Internet 528 , the ISP 526 , the local network 522 and the 
communication interface 518 send. 

• [0090] 

The received code can be processed by the processor (s) 504 unchanged as received, and / 
or in the storage device 510 or other nonvolatile memory for later execution. 

• [0091] 

Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms described in the preceding paragraphs 
may be embodied by and fully or partially automated by code instructions, wherein the 
code instructions are executed by one or more computer systems or computer processors 
that include computer hardware. The processes and algorithms may be partially or fully 
implemented in application specific circuits. 

• [0092] 

The various features and processes described above may be used independently or may 
be combined in various ways. All possible combinations and subcombinations are 
intended to be within the scope of this disclosure. In addition, certain methods or process 
blocks may be omitted in some implementations. Also, the methods and processes 
described herein are not limited to any particular sequence, and the related blocks or 
states may be performed in other suitable sequences. For example, the described blocks 
or states may be performed in a different order than that specifically disclosed, or 
multiple blocks or states may be combined into a single block or state. The example 
blocks or states may be performed in serial, in parallel, or in any other way. Blocks or 
states may be added to or removed from the disclosed exemplary embodiments. The 
exemplary systems and components described herein may be performed in ways other 



than those described. For example, as compared to the disclosed exemplary 
embodiments, elements may be added, removed, or rearranged. 

• [0093] 

Any language expressing a reservation, such as, but not limited to, such as, but not 
limited to, "may," "possibly," or "may be," shall, unless specifically stated otherwise or 
otherwise understood in the context used, as indicating that: Certain embodiments include 
certain features, elements, and / or steps, while other embodiments do not. Therefore, 
such language containing a proviso is not intended to generally imply that features, 
elements, and / or steps are in any way required for one or more embodiments, or that one 
or more embodiments necessarily include logic to, with, or without input or input 
Inquiring the user to decide if these features, elements and / or steps are included or to be 
performed in any particular embodiment. 

• [0094] 

Any process descriptions, elements or blocks in the flowcharts described herein and / or 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings should be understood to potentially represent 
units, segments or portions of code that include one or more executable instructions for 
implementation of specific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternative 
implementations are included within the scope of the embodiments described herein, 
wherein elements or functions may be removed and may be performed in an order other 
than shown or discussed, including substantially simultaneously or in reverse order, 
depending on the associated functionality, such as for professionals is clear. 

• [0095] 

It is to be noted that many variations and modifications can be made to the above-
described embodiments, the elements of which are to be understood as being among other 
suitable examples. All such modifications and variations are to be understood as included 
within the scope of this disclosure. The foregoing description describes in detail certain 
embodiments of the invention. It should be understood, however, that regardless of how 
detailed the invention has been described in the preceding text, it can be implemented in 
many ways. As previously indicated, it should be understood that the use of particular 
terminology in describing certain features or aspects of the invention is not to be 
understood as implicating the terminology to be redefined to be limited to any to contain 
specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with which this 
terminology is associated. The scope of the invention should, therefore, be interpreted in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents thereof. 

Claims (20) 

Hide Dependent  



1. A computer system for generating customized template-based documents, the 
computer system comprising: a template storage device; and One or more hardware 
processors programmed using executable code instructions to implement: a template 
generator configured to: access a placeholder template containing one or more 
placeholders indicating locations for inserting executable statements; to receive 
executable instructions to be included in the placeholder template; and storing, in the 
template storage device, a template containing one or more sets of received executable 
instructions inserted into corresponding wildcard template placeholders; a template 
selection unit configured to receive a selection of the template and a selection of one 
or more data objects to be included in a generated user-customized document based on 
properties of the one or more data objects; a template processor configured to: parse 
the one or more sets of executable statements contained in the template; execute each 
set of executable instructions, wherein at least some sets of executable instructions 
include instructions to access properties of the selected data objects stored in one or 
more data sources; generate an output for each set of executable instructions; and 
generate the customized document by replacing sets of executable instructions in the 
template with the output generated by executing corresponding sets of executable 
instructions, wherein at least a part of the output has properties of the selected data 
objects and / or summary data concerning the properties of the includes selected data 
objects. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the template has an XML-based document 
format. 

3. The system of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the customized document comprises 
a law enforcement document. 

4. The system of any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the wildcard template 
comprises: a name placeholder; an image placeholder; a contact information 
placeholder; and an address placeholder. 

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the wildcard template further comprises: a cover 
name placeholder; a partner placeholder; and an arrest history placeholder. 

6. The system of any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the template processor 
comprises: a code interface that is configured to parse code in multiple 
programming languages. 

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the code interface is configured for Groovy. 
8. The system of any one of claims 1 to 7, wherein the data objects comprise 

snippet objects, the snippet objects having precharge data properties. 
9. The system of any one of claims 1 to 8, further comprising: a user interface unit 

configured to generate one or more user interfaces configured to display one or 
more selectable data objects, the selection of the one or more data objects to be 
included in the user-customized document via the one or more user interfaces 
Will be received. 

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the one or more user interfaces are configured 
to: receiving executable code instructions from an interactive command line, 
wherein at least some of the executable code instructions are configured to 
cause the system to access properties of the selected data objects when 
executed; and display an output of the received executable code instructions in 
response to an input from the interactive command line. 



11. The system of claim 2, further comprising: an XML document editor, wherein 
the XML document editor is configured to receive user input to modify the 
XML documents of an XML-based document. 

12. A method of generating customized template-based documents, the method 
comprising: Receiving a selection of a template, the template including one or more 
sets of executable instructions; Receiving a selection of one or more data objects to be 
accessed in response to executing the one or more sets of executable instructions; 
Executing, by a computer system, each set of executable instructions, wherein at least 
some sets of executable instructions include instructions to access properties of at least 
some of the selected data objects; Generating an output for each set of executable 
instructions; and Generating a customized document by replacing sets of executable 
instructions in the template with the corresponding generated output, including 
properties of the selected data objects and / or summary data relating to the properties 
of the selected data objects. 

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the template comprises an XML-based 
document format. 

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising: a user of the computer system is 
provided with an XML editing user interface, wherein the XML editing user 
interface is configured to receive user input to modify the XML documents of 
an XML based document; Receiving an input from the user of static text in a 
placeholder template, wherein the static text is to be included in the generated 
user-adapted document; Receiving an entry of a wildcard string at a particular 
location of a wildcard template; Providing an XML view of the placeholder 
template, the XML view including elements that can be used by a word 
processor to generate a visual representation of the placeholder template; 
Providing identifiers to locate the wildcard string in the XML view; Receiving a 
first set of executable instructions that replace the wildcard string in the XML 
view; Save as the template, the placeholder template with the first set of 
executable statements that replace the placeholder string. 

15. The method of any one of claims 12 to 14, wherein the selection of the one or 
more data objects to be included in the customized document is received via one 
or more user interfaces. 

16. The method of any of claims 12 to 15, wherein the customized document 
comprises a criminal record containing criminal record relating to a person. 

17. A computer storage device containing instructions for causing a computer system to 
generate customized template-based documents by: receiving a template that has been 
modified by replacing wildcards with sets of executable instructions; Receiving a 
selection of the template; Receiving a selection of one or more data objects to be 
included in a generated user-customized document based on properties of the one or 
more data objects; Parsing the one or more sets of executable instructions of the 
template by the computer system; Executing each set of executable instructions, 
wherein at least some sets of executable instructions include instructions to access 
properties of the selected data objects stored by one or more data sources; Generating 
an output for each set of executable instructions; and generating a customized 
document by replacing sets of executable instructions in the template with the 



corresponding generated output, including properties of the selected data objects and / 
or summary data concerning the properties of the selected data objects. 

18. The computer storage device of claim 17, wherein the template comprises an 
XML-based document format. 

19. The computer storage device of claim 17 or claim 18, wherein the customized 
document comprises a law enforcement document. 

20. The computer storage device of any one of claims 17 to 19, wherein the 
selection of the one or more data objects to be included in the customized 
document is received via one or more user interfaces. 
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(54) Reader snippets

(57) Various systems and methods are provided that
allow reviewers to quickly save, identify, retrieve, and
share communications. For example, systems and meth-
ods described herein may allow a reviewer to store at
least a portion of a communication, called a snippet, in
a postboard. For example, a reviewer can highlight a por-
tion of the content of a communication. Once the portion
is highlighted, the reviewer can select a snippet com-
mand, which stores the highlighted portion in the post-
board. Each snippet stored in a postboard includes at
least a portion of the content that was highlighted and a
link to the communication from which the snippet origi-
nates.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims a priority benefit to U.S.
Provisional Patent Application No. 61/863,814, filed on
August 8, 2013, and titled "CABLE READER SNIPPETS
AND POSTBOARD," which is hereby incorporated by
reference herein in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to systems and
techniques for data integration, analysis, and visualiza-
tion.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Commercial entities, law firms, government en-
tities, and others, gather and process an enormous
amount of information. Some of the information gathered
and processed is in the form of electronic messages or
other such communications. These communications are
generated by employees, contractors, or clients and are
sent to reviewers (e.g., analysts, other employees, other
contractors, other clients, etc.) for review.
[0004] Such a collection of information may include a
large number of communications that may or may not be
related to one another, and which may be stored in an
electronic data store or memory. For example, such a
collection of information may include hundreds of thou-
sands, millions, tens of millions, hundreds of millions, or
even billions of communications, and may consume sig-
nificant storage and/or memory. In conventional sys-
tems, reviewers can locally save or store received com-
munications for later analysis. However, because of the
enormous amount of information gathered and proc-
essed, it can be extremely difficult for reviewers to quickly
save or store each and every communication that the
reviewer would like to analyze at a later time. Further,
processing of such a large collection of information (for
example, as a reviewer uses a computer to sift and/or
search through huge numbers of communications) may
be extremely inefficient and consume significant
processing and/or memory resources. The consumption
of significant processing and/or memory resources can
cause the reviewer’s computer to freeze or crash and/or
result in corrupted data, thereby increasing the possibility
that the saving or storage of communications may not
occur properly. In fact, even once the communications
are saved or stored, it can be time-consuming for a re-
viewer to identify the location of a stored communication
and/or the content of a stored communication. The time-
consuming nature of conventional systems may be ex-
acerbated if a reviewer would like to share a communi-
cation with another reviewer.

SUMMARY

[0005] The systems, methods, and devices described
herein each have several aspects, no single one of which
is solely responsible for its desirable attributes. Without
limiting the scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting
features will now be discussed briefly.
[0006] A message reader snippet and postboard sys-
tem is disclosed herein that allows reviewers to quickly
save, identify, retrieve, and share communications. For
example, the message reader snippet and postboard
system described herein may allow a reviewer to store
at least a portion of a communication, called a snippet,
in a postboard.
[0007] In one embodiment, a reviewer can highlight a
portion of the content of a communication. Once the por-
tion is highlighted, the reviewer can select a snippet com-
mand, which stores the highlighted portion in the post-
board. Each snippet stored in a postboard may include
at least a portion of the content that was highlighted and
a link to the communication from which the snippet orig-
inates. In some embodiments, only the reviewer that gen-
erated the snippet can view the postboard. In other em-
bodiments, the postboard can be shared with other re-
viewers, such as based on sharing permissions. For ex-
ample, certain communications may carry a higher ac-
cess or clearance level than other communications.
Thus, the access or clearance level carried by each re-
viewer determines what each respective reviewer can
view in the shared postboard. In some embodiments, a
reviewer that creates a snippet may set access rights,
such as by restricting access to a group of reviewers
working on a related project. Accordingly, the message
reader snippet and postboard system advantageously
enables reviewers to quickly save, identify, retrieve, and
share communications.
[0008] Accordingly, in an embodiment, the message
reader snippet and postboard system may be highly ef-
ficient as compared to the collection of information de-
scribed above. This may be because, for example, the
snippets generated by the message reader snippet and
postboard system may include a portion of the content
to be saved and a link to the communication, thereby
requiring less memory storage. The message reader
snippet and postboard system may also use fewer
processing resources because the size of the postboard
for a reviewer may be limited by the communications
clearance levels and/or the sharing permissions.
[0009] One aspect of the disclosure provides a com-
puting system configured to display dynamically updating
data, which may in some embodiments be a large amount
of dynamically updating data. In embodiments of this as-
pect, the computing system comprises a network inter-
face that is coupled to a data network for receiving and
transmitting one or more packet flows. The computing
system further comprises a computer processor. The
computing system further comprises a computer reada-
ble storage medium storing program instructions config-

1 2 
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ured for execution by the computer processor in order to
cause the computing system to: access a first confidential
message, wherein the first confidential message com-
prises text; display the first confidential message in a first
view; receive a first selection of a portion of the text of
the first confidential message in response to a first re-
viewer selecting the portion of the text of the first confi-
dential message using a cursor; receive a second selec-
tion of a snip command while the portion of the text is
selected; store the portion of the text of the first confiden-
tial message and a link to the first confidential message
in a postboard shared with a second reviewer; display at
least a portion of the postboard in a second view acces-
sible by the first reviewer; and display at least a portion
of the postboard in a third view accessible by the second
reviewer.
[0010] The computing system of the preceding para-
graph can have any sub-combination of the following fea-
tures: where the one or more stored program instructions
further cause the processor to: display the portion of the
text of the first confidential message and the link to the
first confidential message in the second view, and not
display the portion of the text of the first confidential mes-
sage and the link to the first confidential message in the
third view; where the one or more stored program instruc-
tions further cause the processor to: display the portion
of the text of the first confidential message and the link
to the first confidential message in the second view, and
display a message that the portion of the text of the first
confidential message and the link to the first confidential
message is not available for viewing in the third view;
where the first confidential message is associated with
a first access level, the first reviewer is associated with
the first access level, and the second reviewer is asso-
ciated with a second access level that is lower than the
first access level; where the one or more stored program
instructions further cause the processor to: receive a third
selection of a second postboard after receiving the first
selection, wherein the second postboard is shared with
the second reviewer, and store the portion of the text of
the first confidential message and the link to the first con-
fidential message in the second postboard in response
to receiving the second selection; where the second se-
lection is received in response to the first reviewer se-
lecting a key command while the portion of the text of the
first confidential message is selected; and where the cur-
sor comprises at least one of a mouse pointer or a finger
of the first reviewer.
[0011] Another aspect of this disclosure provides a
computer-implemented method of displaying dynamical-
ly updating data, which may in some embodiments be a
large amount of dynamically updating data. In embodi-
ments of this aspect, the computer-implemented method
is implemented by one or more computer systems com-
prising computer hardware and memory, the one or more
computer systems configured with specific executable
instructions. In some embodiments, the method compris-
es accessing a first message, wherein the first message

comprises text; displaying the first message in a first view;
receiving a first selection of a portion of the text of the
first message in response to an action of a first user or
reviewer. In some embodiments, the action may com-
prise the first user or reviewer selecting the portion of the
text of the first message using a cursor. In some embod-
iments, the method further comprises receiving a second
selection of a snip command while the portion of the text
is selected; storing the portion of the text of the first mes-
sage and a link to the first message in a postboard shared
with a second user or reviewer; displaying at least a por-
tion of the postboard in a second view accessible by the
first user or reviewer; and displaying at least a portion of
the postboard in a third view accessible by the second
user or reviewer.
[0012] The computer-implemented method of the pre-
ceding paragraph can have any sub-combination of the
following features: where the computer-implemented
method further comprises displaying the portion of the
text of the first message and the link to the first message
in the second view, and not displaying the portion of the
text of the first message and the link to the first message
in the third view; where the computer-implemented meth-
od further comprises displaying the portion of the text of
the first message and the link to the first message in the
second view, and displaying a second message that the
portion of the text of the first message and the link to the
first message is not available for viewing in the third view;
where the first message is associated with a first access
level, the first user or reviewer is associated with the first
access level, and the second user or reviewer is associ-
ated with a second access level that is lower than the
first access level; where the computer-implemented
method further comprises receiving a third selection of a
second postboard after receiving the first selection,
wherein the second postboard is shared with the second
user or reviewer, and storing the portion of the text of the
first message and the link to the first message in the
second postboard in response to receiving the second
selection; where receiving a second selection comprises
receiving the second selection in response to the first
user or reviewer selecting a key command while the por-
tion of the text of the first message is selected; and where
the cursor comprises at least one of a mouse pointer or
a finger of the first user or reviewer.
[0013] Another aspect of this disclosure provides a
transitory or non-transitory computer-readable medium
comprising one or more program instructions recorded
thereon, the instructions configured for execution by a
computing system comprising one or more processors
in order to cause the computing system to: access a first
message, wherein the first message comprises text; dis-
play the first message in a first view; receive a first se-
lection of a portion of the text of the first message; receive
a second selection of a snip command while the portion
of the text is selected; store the portion of the text of the
first message and a link to the first message in a post-
board shared with a second reviewer; display at least a
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portion of the postboard in a second view accessible by
the first reviewer; and display at least a portion of the
postboard in a third view accessible by the second re-
viewer.
[0014] The transitory or non-transitory computer-read-
able medium of the preceding paragraph can have any
sub-combination of the following features: where the in-
structions are further configured to cause the computing
system to: display the portion of the text of the first mes-
sage and the link to the first message in the second view,
and not display the portion of the text of the first message
and the link to the first message in the third view; where
the instructions are further configured to cause the com-
puting system to: display the portion of the text of the first
message and the link to the first message in the second
view, and display a second message that the portion of
the text of the first message and the link to the first mes-
sage is not available for viewing in the third view; where
the first message is associated with a first access level,
the first user is associated with the first access level, and
the second user is associated with a second access level
that is lower than the first access level; where the instruc-
tions are further configured to cause the computing sys-
tem to: receive a third selection of a second postboard
after receiving the first selection, wherein the second
postboard is shared with the second user, and store the
portion of the text of the first message and the link to the
first message in the second postboard in response to
receiving the second selection; and where the second
selection is received in response to the first user selecting
a key command while the portion of the text of the first
message is selected.
[0015] Advantageously, according to various embodi-
ments, the disclosed techniques provide a more efficient
system for allowing reviewers to quickly save, identify,
retrieve, and share communications. By including a por-
tion of the content to be saved and a link to the commu-
nication, the message reader snippet and postboard sys-
tem may require less memory storage. The message
reader snippet and postboard system may also use fewer
processing resources as compared to the collection of
information described above because the size of the
postboard for a reviewer may be limited by the commu-
nications clearance levels and/or the sharing permis-
sions.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016]

Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of a message
reader snippet and postboard system for snipping
confidential messages according to one embodi-
ment.

Figure 2 illustrates an example user interface of the
message reader snippet and postboard system in
which a portion of a confidential message is high-

lighted.

Figures 3A-C illustrate example user interfaces of
the message reader snippet and postboard system
in which a snip command is selected.

Figure 4 illustrates an example user interface of the
message reader snippet and postboard system in
which a default postboard is displayed.

Figure 5 illustrates an example user interface of the
message reader snippet and postboard system in
which one of several postboards is selected.

Figure 6 illustrates an example user interface of the
message reader snippet and postboard system in
which a postboard shared with another user is se-
lected.

Figures 7A-D illustrate an example user interface of
the message reader snippet and postboard system
in which a postboard shared with another user is
displayed.

Figure 8 is a flowchart depicting one embodiment of
operations of the message reader snippet and post-
board system.

Figure 9 illustrates one embodiment of a computer
system with which certain methods discussed herein
may be implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Overview

[0017] Described herein are various systems and
methods that allow reviewers to quickly save, identify,
retrieve, and share communications. For example, sys-
tems and methods described herein may allow a reviewer
to store at least a portion of a communication, called a
snippet, in a postboard. For example, a reviewer can
highlight a portion of the content of a communication.
Once the portion is highlighted, the reviewer can select
a snippet command, which stores the highlighted portion
in the postboard. Each snippet stored in a postboard in-
cludes at least a portion of the content that was highlight-
ed and a link to the communication from which the snippet
originates. In some embodiments, only the reviewer that
generated the snippet can view the postboard. In other
embodiments, the postboard can be shared with other
reviewers, such as based on sharing permissions. For
example, certain communications may carry a higher ac-
cess or clearance level than other communications.
Thus, the access or clearance level carried by each re-
viewer determines what each respective reviewer can
view in the shared postboard. In some embodiments, a
reviewer that creates a snippet may set access rights,
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such as by restricting access to a group of reviewers
working on a related project. In this way, reviewers can
quickly save, identify, retrieve, and share communica-
tions.

Definitions

[0018] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys-
tems and methods discussed herein, a number of terms
are defined below. The terms defined below, as well as
other terms used herein, should be construed to include
the provided definitions, the ordinary and customary
meaning of the terms, and/or any other implied meaning
for the respective terms. Thus, the definitions below do
not limit the meaning of these terms, but only provide
exemplary definitions.
[0019] Ontology: Stored information that provides a
data model for storage of data in one or more databases.
For example, the stored data may comprise definitions
for object types and property types for data in a database,
and how objects and properties may be related.
[0020] Database: A broad term for any data structure
for storing and/or organizing data, including, but not lim-
ited to, relational databases (Oracle database, mySQL
database, etc.), spreadsheets, XML files, and text file,
among others.
[0021] Snippet: At least a portion of the content (e.g.,
text) of a message (e.g., a confidential message) and/or
a link to the message from which the portion of the content
originates. For example, a snippet can be the highlighted
portion of the text of a message and a link to the message.
[0022] Postboard: A software facility, such as a data-
base, that can store snippets. Postboard may also refer
to a GUI that displays data stored in such a database.
For example, a postboard may display at least a portion
of the text of a message and a link to the message from
which the portion of the text originates (e.g., a snippet).
Each snippet can be displayed in a list or other layout. A
postboard can be associated with access rights (e.g.,
user defined, group defined, or system defined) that con-
trol sharing of the postboard and/or individual snippets
without the postboard.

Message Network System Overview

[0023] Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of a mes-
sage reader snippet and postboard system 100 for gen-
erating snippets and postboards. The message reader
snippet and postboard system 100 comprises one or
more companies 110, a reviewer device 132, a reviewer
device 134, a message data sever 140, a postboard sys-
tem 150, and a network 120.
[0024] In the embodiment illustrated in Figure 1, the
one or more companies 110, which may be implemented
by one or more first physical computing devices, are com-
municatively connected to message data server 140,
which may be implemented by one or more second phys-
ical computing devices, over the network 120. Similarly,

the reviewer device 132 may be implemented by one or
more third physical computing devices and the reviewer
device 134 may be implemented by one or more fourth
physical computing devices. The reviewer devices 132
and 134 may be communicatively connected to the mes-
sage data server 140 and the postboard system 150 over
the network 120, such as via a secured local area network
(LAN) and/or the Internet. In some embodiments, each
such physical computing device may be implemented
with any combination of the components of the example
computer system of FIG. 9. For example, the one or more
companies 110, the reviewer device 132, and/or the re-
viewer device 134 may be implemented in a computer
system as a set of program instructions recorded on a
machine-readable storage medium.
[0025] The one or more companies 110 represent de-
vices operated by employees, contractors, or other per-
sonnel associated with a commercial entity, a law firm,
a government entity, and/or the like. The employees, con-
tractors, or other personnel associated with a commercial
entity, a law firm, a government entity, and/or the like
may draft messages (e.g., electronic messages, confi-
dential government cables, etc.) to communicate a field
update, gathered information, a news report, and/or the
like. These messages may be transmitted to the mes-
sage data server 140 for storage.
[0026] The reviewer devices 132 and 134 represent
devices operated by reviewers that review and/or ana-
lyze messages received from the message data server
140. For example, the reviewer device 132 is operated
by a first reviewer and the reviewer device 134 is oper-
ated by a second reviewer. The devices allow the first
and second reviewers to generate snippets and store
such snippets in one or more postboards stored by the
postboard system 150 via a graphical user interface
(GUI). For example, the devices may include GUI logic.
The GUI logic may be a set of program instructions which,
when executed by one or more processors of the review-
er device 132 or 134, are operable to receive user input
and to display a graphical representation of the messag-
es using the approaches described herein. The GUI logic
may be operable to receive user input from, and display
a graphical representation of the messages to, a GUI that
is provided on a display (not shown) by the computer
system on which the reviewer device 132 or 134 exe-
cutes.
[0027] In some embodiments, the GUI logic is omitted.
For example, in one embodiment, the reviewer devices
132 and 134 may comprise an application program or
process that issues one or more function calls or appli-
cation programming interface (API) calls to the message
data server 140 and/or the postboard system 150 to ob-
tain information resulting from, to provide input to, and
to execute along with the message data server 140
and/or the postboard 150, the processes or one or more
steps thereof as described herein. For example, the re-
viewer device 132 or 134 may request messages using
a programmatic interface, and then a reviewer, using the
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reviewer device 132 or 134, may use, process, log, store,
snip, and/or otherwise interact with the messages ac-
cording to local logic. The reviewer device 132 or 134
may also interact with the postboard system 150 to pro-
vide input, to provide snippet storing instructions, to re-
trieve links to messages, and/or to provide or retrieve
other data as described herein using a programmatic in-
terface, and then the postboard system 150 may interact
with the messages according to the postboard system
150 logic.
[0028] The message data server 140 may be imple-
mented as a special-purpose computer system having
logical elements. In an embodiment, the logical elements
may comprise program instructions recorded on one or
more machine-readable storage media. Alternatively, the
logical elements may be implemented in hardware,
firmware, or a combination thereof.
[0029] When executed by one or more processors of
the computer system, logic in the message data server
140 is operable to retrieve and transmit the messages to
the reviewer devices 132 and/or 134 according to the
techniques described herein. In one embodiment, the
message data server 140 may be implemented in a Java
Virtual Machine (JVM) that is executing in a distributed
or non-distributed computer system. In other embodi-
ments, the message data server 140 may be implement-
ed as a combination of programming instructions written
in any programming language (e.g. C++ or Visual Basic)
and hardware components (e.g., memory, CPU time) that
have been allocated for executing the program instruc-
tions.
[0030] The postboard system 150 may be implement-
ed as a special-purpose computer system having logical
elements. In an embodiment, the logical elements may
comprise program instructions recorded on one or more
machine-readable storage media. Alternatively, the log-
ical elements may be implemented in hardware,
firmware, or a combination thereof. In one embodiment,
the postboard system 150 is part of the message data
server 140 and/or one the reviewers device 132, 134.
For example, the postboard system 150 may be software
that is configured for execution on the message data
server 140.
[0031] When executed by one or more processors of
the computer system, logic in the postboard system 150
is operable to receive snippets from the reviewer devices
132 and 134, store snippets, including links to messages
from which the snippets originate, in postboards and pro-
vide access to the postboards to the reviewer devices
132 and/or 134 according to the techniques described
herein. In one embodiment, the postboard system 150
may be implemented in a Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
that is executing in a distributed or non-distributed com-
puter system. In other embodiments, the postboard sys-
tem 150 may be implemented as a combination of pro-
gramming instructions written in any programming lan-
guage (e.g. C++ or Visual Basic) and hardware compo-
nents (e.g., memory, CPU time) that have been allocated

for executing the program instructions.
[0032] In an embodiment, the network 120 includes
any combination of communication networks, such as
one or more a local area network (LAN), wide area net-
work (WAN), and/or the Internet. The network 120 may
be a wired network, a wireless network, or a combination
of the two.

Message Reader Snippets and Postboards

[0033] Figure 2 illustrates a sample user interface 200
of the message reader snippet and postboard system
100 in which a portion 204 of a confidential message 202
is highlighted. As an example, and as used herein, the
user interface 200 is displayed by the reviewer device
132, which is operated by the first reviewer. However,
the techniques and features described herein can be per-
formed by any reviewer device operated by any reviewer.
As a further example, the confidential message 202 may
be a confidential government cable.
[0034] The confidential message 202 is received by
the reviewer device 132 from the message data server
140. The confidential message 202 includes text, a por-
tion 204 of which is highlighted. In an embodiment, the
portion 204 can be highlighted by the first reviewer using
a cursor. The cursor may be a mouse pointer or a finger
of the first reviewer (if, for example, the reviewer device
132 provides a touchscreen or other such display). In
other embodiments, the portion 204 can be highlighted
by the first reviewer using a gesture, voice commands,
or other mouse or keyboard inputs.
[0035] Once the portion 204 is highlighted, the first re-
viewer can perform one or more additional tasks. For
example, a snip button 206 may appear in the user in-
terface 200 in response to highlighting the portion 204.
In an embodiment, the reviewer device is configured to
generate a snippet based on the highlighted portion 204
when the snip button 206 is selected. The first reviewer
can select the snip button 206 using a mouse command
(e.g., hovering over, clicking on, pressing and holding,
etc. the snip button 206), a key command (e.g., pressing
the letter "s" on a physical or virtual keyboard), a gesture,
a voice command, and/or the like. The ways in which the
snip button 206 can be selected are described in greater
detail below with respect to Figures 3A-C.
[0036] Figures 3A-C illustrate example user interfaces
200 of the message reader snippet and postboard sys-
tem 100 in which a snip command is selected. As illus-
trated in Figure 3A, with a portion of the text selected
(e.g., highlighted in the example of Figure 3A), the snip
command is selected via the selection of the snip button
206 using key command 302 (e.g., the key associated
with the letter "s" on a physical or virtual keyboard).
[0037] As illustrated in Figure 3B, the snip command
is selected via selection of the snip button 206 using cur-
sor 306. For example, the first reviewer can use the
mouse to place the cursor 306 over the snip button 206.
In an embodiment, placing the cursor 306 over the snip
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button 206 is sufficient to select the snip button 206. In
other embodiments, the first reviewer clicks a mouse but-
ton while the cursor 306 is placed over the snip button
206 to select the snip button 206.
[0038] As illustrated in Figure 3C, the snip command
is selected via the selection of the snip button 206 using
finger 308. For example, the reviewer device 132 can
include a touchscreen. The first reviewer can use his or
her finger 308 to touch and/or hover over the snip button
206. In an embodiment, touching the snip button 206
using the finger 308 is sufficient to select the snip button
206. In other embodiments, hovering over the snip button
206 (e.g., hovering over the snip button 206 within a min-
imum distance of the touchscreen) using the finger 308
is sufficient to select the snip button 206.
[0039] In an embodiment, a postboard 304 is displayed
within the user interface 200. The postboard 304 may
appear before or after the snip button 206 is selected.
For example, the first reviewer can provide an input to
view the postboard 304. As another example, the post-
board 304 can appear to show that a snippet has been
saved into the postboard 304. In the example of Figures
3A-C, the postboard 304 appears before the snip button
206 is selected. Accordingly, the postboard 304 does not
yet include an entry for the portion 204 of the message
202 that is highlighted.
[0040] In a further embodiment, the first reviewer can
create a summary of the postboard 304 by selecting sum-
mary button 320. As an example, the summary button
320, when selected, can create an exportable file that
includes some or all of the information present in the post-
board 304. In some instances, the exportable file can
include additional information not present in the post-
board 304, such as the full snippet text, the full message
text, and/or other data. As another example, the summa-
ry button 320, when selected, can create a summary of
the data included in the postboard 304 and present the
summary in a separate window or another window within
the user interface 200.
[0041] The snippets in the postboard 304 can appear
in one of several orders. For example, the snippets can
be organized or sorted in alphabetical order (e.g., by the
first letter in the snipped portion of text, by the link to the
respective message, by the topic or label associated with
the snippet, by the reviewer associated with the snippet,
etc.), by the topic or label associated with the snippet, by
which reviewer generated the snippet, by the time and/or
day that the snippet was created, and/or any combination
thereof. Any reviewer that has access to the postboard
304 can change the order in which snippets appear.
Changing the order of snippets in the postboard 304 by
one reviewer does not necessarily change the order of
snippets in the postboard 304 when viewed by another
reviewer. In one embodiment, reviewers can have pref-
erences for sorting and/or displaying snippets in a post-
board that are used for display of any postboards by the
particular reviewer.
[0042] Furthermore, snippets in the postboard 304 can

be grouped together. For example, snippets that share
a common topic or label, or that were created by the same
reviewer, can be included in the same group. As illustrat-
ed in Figures 3A-C, the postboard 304 includes two
groups: entries 16 and 17. Thus, the snippets displayed
in the same group (e.g., entry 16 or 17) may be related.
The groups can be organized in the same manner as
described above.
[0043] In an embodiment, the snippets in the postboard
304 can be further formatted by a reviewer. For example,
the font, color, size, and/or aspects of the appearance of
the snippets and/or the messages can be modified by
the reviewer.
[0044] Figure 4 illustrates the user interface 200 of the
message reader snippet and postboard system 100 in
which a default postboard 404 is displayed. In an em-
bodiment, when the snip button 206 is selected, the snip-
pet is automatically stored in a default postboard, such
as the default postboard 404. For example, the portion
204 is stored as a snippet in entry 18 of the default post-
board 404. Entry 18 includes an excerpt 406 of the portion
204 and a link 408 to the message 202. As an example,
when the link 408 is selected, the original source of the
portion 204 is accessed and the message 202 is dis-
played in the user interface 200. In another example, the
message 202 is stored in a separate data store such that
when the link 408 is selected, the message 202 may be
retrieved, even if the message 202 is no longer available
from the original source.
[0045] Figure 5 illustrates the user interface 200 of the
message reader snippet and postboard system 100 in
which one of several postboards may be selected by the
reviewer. As illustrated in Figure 5, the first reviewer can
select one of several postboards in which to store snip-
pets via dropdown menu 502. While Figure 5 illustrates
the dropdown menu 502, this is not meant to be limiting.
One of several postboards can be selected in any number
of ways, including via checkbox menus, radio button
menus, voice commands, a camera that tracks move-
ment of the eyes of the first reviewer, gestures, and/or
the like.
[0046] The dropdown menu 502 can include one or
more entries. For example, the dropdown menu 502 in-
cludes default postboard 404, postboard 506, postboard
508, postboard A1-A2 510, and postboard A1-A3 512.
Default postboard 404, postboard 506, and postboard
508 may be local to the first reviewer such that no other
reviewer can view these postboards. Postboard A1-A2
510 can be shared by the first reviewer and the second
reviewer. Thus, the first reviewer and the second review-
er can both add snippets to postboard A1-A2 510. In ad-
dition, the first reviewer and the second reviewer may
each be able to view any snippets added by the other
reviewer. Likewise, postboard A1-A3 512 can be shared
by the first reviewer and a third reviewer. Thus, the first
reviewer and the third reviewer can both add snippets to
postboard A1-A3 512. In addition, the first reviewer and
the third reviewer may each be able to view any snippets
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added by the other reviewer.
[0047] In an embodiment, the default postboard 404 is
selected in the dropdown menu 502. Accordingly, when
the snip button 206 is selected, a snippet is generated
and stored in the default postboard 404. In some embod-
iments, the reviewer can establish rules for automatic
selection of postboards for storing snippets. For example,
a rule may indicate that snippets of messages associated
with a certain organization (e.g., CIA) are automatically
stored to a particular postboard (e.g., a CIA reviewers
group postboard) having predetermined access rights,
possibly in addition to one or more other postboards se-
lected by the reviewer, while snippets of messages as-
sociated with another group or topic (e.g., Al Qaeda) are
automatically stored to another particular postboard
(e.g., a counterterrorism postboard) having different ac-
cess rights.
[0048] Figure 6 illustrates a user interface 200 of the
message reader snippet and postboard system 100 in
which a postboard shared with another user is selected.
As illustrated in Figure 6, the postboard A1-A2 510 is
selected in the dropdown menu 502. Accordingly, when
the snip button 206 is selected, a snippet is generated
and stored in the postboard A1-A2 510.
[0049] Figures 7A-D illustrate user interfaces 200 and
700 of the message reader snippet and postboard sys-
tem 100 in which a postboard shared with another user
is displayed. In particular, user interfaces 200 and 700
include postboard A1-A2 510, which is shared by the first
reviewer and the second reviewer.
[0050] Figure 7A illustrates the user interface 200,
which as noted above, is described herein as being
viewed by the first reviewer using the reviewer device
132. Furthermore, as described above, once the snip but-
ton 206 is selected, the snippet is generated and stored
in the postboard A1-A2 510 in entry 18. The postboard
A1-A2 510 may also include entries 16 and 17. Entry 16
may include snippet 710 and entry 17 may include snip-
pet 712.
[0051] Figures 7B-D illustrate user interface 700,
which is viewed by the second reviewer using the review-
er device 134. In an embodiment, each message, and
thus each snippet, is associated with an access or clear-
ance level. For example, access or clearance levels can
include any security clearance hierarchy, such as "con-
trolled unclassified," "confidential," "secret," and "top se-
cret." A snippet can be viewed by a reviewer if the access
or clearance level associated with the snippet is lower or
the same as the maximum level of access or clearance
held by the reviewer. As noted above, other access rules
may also be associated with snippets, messages, review-
ers, reviewer groups, etc.
[0052] Merely for illustrative purposes, the first review-
er is assumed to have a first level of clearance and the
second reviewer is assumed to have a second level of
clearance, where the first level of clearance is higher than
the second level of clearance. Furthermore, the snippets
710 and 712 are assumed to be associated with the first

level of clearance, while the remaining snippets are as-
sumed to be associated with the second level of clear-
ance. Thus, in an embodiment, snippets 710 and 712 (or
the messages associated with the snippets 710 and 712)
are not available for viewing by the second reviewer. De-
pending on user preferences (e.g., preferences of the
system administrator), the postboard A1-A2 510, then,
may include different content when viewed by the first
reviewer than when viewed by the second reviewer, even
though the postboard A1-A2 510 is shared by both re-
viewers.
[0053] As illustrated in Figure 7B, snippets 710 and
712 are not present in the postboard A1-A2 510 when
viewed by the second reviewer via the user interface 700.
The second reviewer, however, can view the message
202 because the message 202 is associated with the
second, lower, level of clearance.
[0054] As illustrated in Figure 7C, the postboard A1-
A2 510, as viewed by the second reviewer via the user
interface 700, includes a placeholder in the location that
the snippets 710 and 712 would otherwise by displayed.
The placeholder can include a message informing the
second reviewer that the second reviewer does not have
permission to view the snippet and/or that the second
reviewer may contact his or her supervisor if the denial
of permission to view either snippet 710 or 712 is in error.
[0055] As illustrated in Figure 7D, the postboard A1-
A2 510, as viewed by the second reviewer via the user
interface 700, includes a black box in the location that
the snippets 710 and 712 would otherwise by displayed.
In this way, the second reviewer can be informed that
there are additional snippets stored in the postboard A1-
A2 510 that the second reviewer does not have permis-
sion to view.
[0056] In an embodiment, multiple reviewers can view
the same message at the same time. For example, when
a link to a message is selected, a different instance of
the message filed can be opened. As another example,
a postboard viewed by the first reviewer can include dif-
ferent links than the same postboard viewed by the sec-
ond reviewer. Thus, the message data server 140 can
include multiple instances of the same message, each
instance associated with a unique link.

Example Process Flows

[0057] Figure 8 is a flowchart 800 depicting an illustra-
tive operation of the message reader snippet and post-
board system 100. In particular, the flowchart 800 depicts
an illustrative operation of the postboard system 150. The
method of Figure 8 may be performed by any one or more
of the computing devices illustrated in Figure 1, such as
the postboard server 150, the message data server 140,
and/or the reviewer devices 132. Depending on the em-
bodiment, the method of Figure 8 may include fewer or
additional blocks and the blocks may be performed in an
order that is different than illustrated.
[0058] Beginning in block 802, the message reader
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snippet and postboard system 100 accesses a first con-
fidential message. For example, the first confidential
message may be accessed by the reviewer device 132
from the message data server 140.
[0059] In block 804, the reviewer device 132 displays
the first confidential message in a first view. The first con-
fidential message may include text that can be highlight-
ed.
[0060] In block 806, the reviewer device 132 receives
a first selection of a portion of the text of the first confi-
dential message in response to a first reviewer selecting
the portion of the text of the first confidential message
using a cursor, such as a mouse pointer or a finger of
the first reviewer. In a further embodiment, once the por-
tion of the text is selected, a snip button is displayed to
the first reviewer. The snip button, when selected, can
create a snippet of the portion of the text selected.
[0061] In block 808, the reviewer device 132 receives
a second selection of a snip command while the portion
of the text is selected. In an embodiment, the message
reader snippet and postboard system 100 can receive a
third selection of a postboard in which to store snippets
prior to receiving the second selection.
[0062] In block 810, the reviewer device 132 and/or
postboard system 100 stores the portion of the text of
the first confidential message and a link to the first con-
fidential message in a postboard shared with a second
reviewer. In an embodiment, because the postboard is
shared with the second reviewer, the second reviewer
can also provide instructions or commands such that
snippets are stored in the postboard. In one embodiment,
the second reviewer may be provided an alert that a new
snippet is added to the shared postboard.
[0063] In block 812, the reviewer device 132 displays
at least a portion of the postboard in a second view ac-
cessible by the first reviewer. For example, some snip-
pets stored in the postboard can be associated with an
access or clearance level that is higher than a maximum
level of access or clearance held by the first reviewer,
such as snippets posted by other reviewers. Thus, those
snippets associated with the higher level of access or
clearance may not be displayed in the second view.
[0064] In block 814, the second reviewer device 134
displays at least a portion of the postboard in a third view
accessible by the second reviewer. For example, some
snippets stored in the postboard can be associated with
an access or clearance level that is higher than a maxi-
mum level of access or clearance held by the second
reviewer. Thus, those snippets associated with the higher
level of access or clearance may not be displayed in the
third view.
[0065] As described above, a confidential message is
a type of message. Any discussion herein of a confiden-
tial message can apply to any other type of message,
such as a confidential government cable. For example,
other messages can be confidential or non-confidential
and can include electronic messages (e.g., emails, text
messages, instant messages, voicemails, reminders or

alerts, etc.), presentations, news articles, reports, letters,
and/or any other type of communication that includes
content.

Implementation Mechanisms

[0066] According to one embodiment, the techniques
described herein are implemented by one or more spe-
cial-purpose computing devices. The special-purpose
computing devices may be hard-wired to perform the
techniques, or may include digital electronic devices such
as one or more application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) that
are persistently programmed to perform the techniques,
or may include one or more general purpose hardware
processors programmed to perform the techniques pur-
suant to program instructions in firmware, memory, other
storage, or a combination. Such special-purpose com-
puting devices may also combine custom hard-wired log-
ic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to ac-
complish the techniques. The special-purpose comput-
ing devices may be desktop computer systems, server
computer systems, portable computer systems, hand-
held devices, networking devices or any other device or
combination of devices that incorporate hard-wired
and/or program logic to implement the techniques.
[0067] Computing device(s) are generally controlled
and coordinated by operating system software, such as
iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE,
Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, Vx-
Works, or other compatible operating systems. In other
embodiments, the computing device may be controlled
by a proprietary operating system. Conventional operat-
ing systems control and schedule computer processes
for execution, perform memory management, provide file
system, networking, I/O services, and provide a user in-
terface functionality, such as a graphical user interface
("GUI"), among other things.
[0068] For example, Figure 14 is a block diagram that
illustrates a computer system 900 upon which an em-
bodiment may be implemented. Any of the computing
device discussed herein, such as the companies 110,
the message data server 140, the postboard system 150,
and/or the reviewer devices 132, 134 may include any
portion of the components and/or functionality discuss
with reference to computer system 900.
[0069] The example computer system 900 includes a
bus 902 or other communication mechanism for commu-
nicating information, and a hardware processor, or mul-
tiple processors, 904 coupled with bus 902 for processing
information. Hardware processor(s) 904 may be, for ex-
ample, one or more general purpose microprocessors.
[0070] Computer system 900 also includes a main
memory 906, such as a random access memory (RAM),
cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to
bus 902 for storing information and instructions to be ex-
ecuted by processor 904. Main memory 906 also may
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be used for storing temporary variables or other interme-
diate information during execution of instructions to be
executed by processor 904. Such instructions, when
stored in storage media accessible to processor 904,
render computer system 900 into a special-purpose ma-
chine that is customized to perform the operations spec-
ified in the instructions.
[0071] Computer system 900 further includes a read
only memory (ROM) 908 or other static storage device
coupled to bus 902 for storing static information and in-
structions for processor 904. A storage device 910, such
as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive
(Flash drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 902
for storing information and instructions.
[0072] Computer system 900 may be coupled via bus
902 to a display 912, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT)
or LCD display (or touch screen), for displaying informa-
tion to a computer user. An input device 914, including
alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 902 for
communicating information and command selections to
processor 904. Another type of user input device is cursor
control 916, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor di-
rection keys for communicating direction information and
command selections to processor 804 and for controlling
cursor movement on display 912. This input device typ-
ically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis
(e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device
to specify positions in a plane. In some embodiments,
the same direction information and command selections
as cursor control may be implemented via receiving
touches on a touch screen without a cursor.
[0073] Computing system 900 may include a user in-
terface module to implement a GUI that may be stored
in a mass storage device as executable software codes
that are executed by the computing device(s). This and
other modules may include, by way of example, compo-
nents, such as software components, object-oriented
software components, class components and task com-
ponents, processes, functions, attributes, procedures,
subroutines, segments of program code, drivers,
firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, data
structures, tables, arrays, and variables. In general, the
word "module," as used herein, refers to logic embodied
in hardware or firmware, or to a collection of software
instructions, possibly having entry and exit points, written
in a programming language, such as, for example, Java,
Lua, C or C++. A software module may be compiled and
linked into an executable program, installed in a dynamic
link library, or may be written in an interpreted program-
ming language such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules may
be callable from other modules or from themselves,
and/or may be invoked in response to detected events
or interrupts. Software modules configured for execution
on computing devices may be provided on a computer
readable medium, such as a compact disc, digital video
disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any other tangible me-
dium, or as a digital download (and may be originally

stored in a compressed or installable format that requires
installation, decompression or decryption prior to execu-
tion). Such software code may be stored, partially or fully,
on a memory device of the executing computing device,
for execution by the computing device. Software instruc-
tions may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM.
It will be further appreciated that hardware modules may
be comprised of connected logic units, such as gates and
flip-flops, and/or may be comprised of programmable
units, such as programmable gate arrays or processors.
The modules or computing device functionality described
herein are preferably implemented as software modules,
but may be represented in hardware or firmware. Gen-
erally, the modules described herein refer to logical mod-
ules that may be combined with other modules or divided
into sub-modules despite their physical organization or
storage
[0074] Computer system 900 may implement the tech-
niques described herein using customized hard-wired
logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or pro-
gram logic which in combination with the computer sys-
tem causes or programs computer system 900 to be a
special-purpose machine. According to one embodi-
ment, the techniques herein are performed by computer
system 900 in response to processor(s) 904 executing
one or more sequences of one or more instructions con-
tained in main memory 906. Such instructions may be
read into main memory 906 from another storage medi-
um, such as storage device 910. Execution of the se-
quences of instructions contained in main memory 906
causes processor(s) 904 to perform the process steps
described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination
with software instructions.
[0075] The term "non-transitory media," and similar
terms, as used herein refers to any media that store data
and/or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a
specific fashion. Such non-transitory media may com-
prise non-volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-vol-
atile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic
disks, such as storage device 910. Volatile media in-
cludes dynamic memory, such as main memory 906.
Common forms of non-transitory media include, for ex-
ample, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage me-
dium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM,
a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any
other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions
of the same.
[0076] Non-transitory media is distinct from but may
be used in conjunction with transmission media. Trans-
mission media participates in transferring information be-
tween non-transitory media. For example, transmission
media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber op-
tics, including the wires that comprise bus 802. Trans-
mission media can also take the form of acoustic or light
waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and
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infra-red data communications.
[0077] Various forms of media may be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 804 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line using a mo-
dem. A modem local to computer system 900 can receive
the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red trans-
mitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-
red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red
signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus
902. Bus 902 carries the data to main memory 906, from
which processor 904 retrieves and executes the instruc-
tions. The instructions received by main memory 906
may retrieve and execute the instructions. The instruc-
tions received by main memory 906 may optionally be
stored on storage device 910 either before or after exe-
cution by processor 904.
[0078] Computer system 900 also includes a commu-
nication interface 918 coupled to bus 902. Communica-
tion interface 918 provides a two-way data communica-
tion coupling to a network link 920 that is connected to a
local network 922. For example, communication inter-
face 918 may be an integrated services digital network
(ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or a modem
to provide a data communication connection to a corre-
sponding type of telephone line. As another example,
communication interface 918 may be a local area net-
work (LAN) card to provide a data communication con-
nection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component to com-
municated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be im-
plemented. In any such implementation, communication
interface 918 sends and receives electrical, electromag-
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams rep-
resenting various types of information.
[0079] Network link 920 typically provides data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, network link 920 may provide a
connection through local network 922 to a host computer
924 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) 926. ISP 926 in turn provides data com-
munication services through the world wide packet data
communication network now commonly referred to as
the "Internet" 928. Local network 922 and Internet 928
both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that
carry digital data streams. The signals through the vari-
ous networks and the signals on network link 920 and
through communication interface 918, which carry the
digital data to and from computer system 900, are exam-
ple forms of transmission media.
[0080] Computer system 900 can send messages and
receive data, including program code, through the net-
work(s), network link 920 and communication interface
918. In the Internet example, a server 930 might transmit
a requested code for an application program through In-
ternet 928, ISP 926, local network 922 and communica-

tion interface 918.
[0081] The received code may be executed by proc-
essor 904 as it is received, and/or stored in storage de-
vice 910, or other non-volatile storage for later execution.

Object Centric Data Model

[0082] To provide a framework for the above discus-
sion of the specific systems and methods described here-
in, an example database system using an ontology will
now be described. This description is provided for the
purpose of providing an example and is not intended to
limit the techniques to the example data model, the ex-
ample database system, or the example database sys-
tem’s use of an ontology to represent information.
[0083] In one embodiment, a body of data is concep-
tually structured according to an object-centric data mod-
el represented by an ontology. The conceptual data mod-
el is independent of any particular database used for du-
rably storing one or more database(s) based on the on-
tology. For example, each object of the conceptual data
model may correspond to one or more rows in a relational
database or an entry in Lightweight Directory Access Pro-
tocol (LDAP) database, or any combination of one or
more databases.
[0084] An ontology, as noted above, may include
stored information providing a data model for storage of
data in a database. The ontology may be defined by one
or more object types, which may each be associated with
one or more property types. At the highest level of ab-
straction, data object is a container for information rep-
resenting things in the world. For example, data object
can represent an entity such as a person, a place, an
organization, or other noun. Data object can represent
an event that happens at a point in time or for a duration.
Data object can represent a document or other unstruc-
tured data source such as an e-mail message, a news
report, or a written paper or article. Each data object is
associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies
the data object within the database system.
[0085] Different types of data objects may have differ-
ent property types. For example, a "Person" data object
might have an "Eye Color" property type and an "Event"
data object might have a "Date" property type. Each prop-
erty as represented by data in the database system may
have a property type defined by the ontology used by the
database.
[0086] Objects may be instantiated in the database in
accordance with the corresponding object definition for
the particular object in the ontology.
[0087] The data objects defined in the ontology may
support property multiplicity. In particular, a data object
may be allowed to have more than one property of the
same property type. For example, a "Person" data object
might have multiple "Address" properties or multiple
"Name" properties.
[0088] Each link represents a connection between two
data objects. In one embodiment, the connection is either
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through a relationship, an event, or through matching
properties. A relationship connection may be asymmet-
rical or symmetrical. For example, "Person" data object
A may be connected to "Person" data object B by a "Child
Of" relationship (where "Person" data object B has an
asymmetric "Parent Of" relationship to "Person" data ob-
ject A), a "Kin Of" symmetric relationship to "Person" data
object C, and an asymmetric "Member Of" relationship
to "Organization" data object X. The type of relationship
between two data objects may vary depending on the
types of the data objects. For example, "Person" data
object A may have an "Appears In" relationship with "Doc-
ument" data object Y or have a "Participate In" relation-
ship with "Event" data object E. As an example of an
event connection, two "Person" data objects may be con-
nected by an "Airline Flight" data object representing a
particular airline flight if they traveled together on that
flight, or by a "Meeting" data object representing a par-
ticular meeting if they both attended that meeting. In one
embodiment, when two data objects are connected by
an event, they are also connected by relationships, in
which each data object has a specific relationship to the
event, such as, for example, an "Appears In" relationship.
[0089] As an example of a matching properties con-
nection, two "Person" data objects representing a brother
and a sister, may both have an "Address" property that
indicates where they live. If the brother and the sister live
in the same home, then their "Address" properties likely
contain similar, if not identical property values. In one
embodiment, a link between two data objects may be
established based on similar or matching properties (e.g.,
property types and/or property values) of the data ob-
jects. These are just some examples of the types of con-
nections that may be represented by a link and other
types of connections may be represented; embodiments
are not limited to any particular types of connections be-
tween data objects. For example, a document might con-
tain references to two different objects. For example, a
document may contain a reference to a payment (one
object), and a person (a second object). A link between
these two objects may represent a connection between
these two entities through their co-occurrence within the
same document.
[0090] Each data object can have multiple links with
another data object to form a link set. For example, two
"Person" data objects representing a husband and a wife
could be linked through a "Spouse Of" relationship, a
matching "Address" property, and one or more matching
"Event" properties (e.g., a wedding). Each link as repre-
sented by data in a database may have a link type defined
by the database ontology used by the database.
[0091] Each of the processes, methods, and algo-
rithms described in the preceding sections may be em-
bodied in, and fully or partially automated by, code mod-
ules executed by one or more computer systems or com-
puter processors comprising computer hardware. The
processes and algorithms may be implemented partially
or wholly in application-specific circuitry.

[0092] The various features and processes described
above may be used independently of one another, or
may be combined in various ways. All possible combi-
nations and subcombinations are intended to fall within
the scope of this disclosure. In addition, certain method
or process blocks may be omitted in some implementa-
tions. The methods and processes described herein are
also not limited to any particular sequence, and the blocks
or states relating thereto can be performed in other se-
quences that are appropriate. For example, described
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than
that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states
may be combined in a single block or state. The example
blocks or states may be performed in serial, in parallel,
or in some other manner. Blocks or states may be added
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments.
The example systems and components described herein
may be configured differently than described. For exam-
ple, elements may be added to, removed from, or rear-
ranged compared to the disclosed example embodi-
ments.
[0093] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0094] Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks
in the flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in
the attached figures should be understood as potentially
representing modules, segments, or portions of code
which include one or more executable instructions for
implementing specific logical functions or steps in the
process. Alternate implementations are included within
the scope of the embodiments described herein in which
elements or functions may be deleted, executed out of
order from that shown or discussed, including substan-
tially concurrently or in reverse order, depending on the
functionality involved, as would be understood by those
skilled in the art.
[0095] It should be emphasized that many variations
and modifications may be made to the above-described
embodiments, the elements of which are to be under-
stood as being among other acceptable examples. All
such modifications and variations are intended to be in-
cluded herein within the scope of this disclosure. The
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the
invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter
how detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention
can be practiced in many ways. As is also stated above,
it should be noted that the use of particular terminology
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when describing certain features or aspects of the inven-
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is
being re-defined herein to be restricted to including any
specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the
invention with which that terminology is associated. The
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in
accordance with the appended claims and any equiva-
lents thereof.

Claims

1. A computing system configured to display a large
amount of dynamically updating data, the computing
system comprising:

a network interface that is coupled to a data net-
work for receiving and transmitting one or more
packet flows;
a computer processor; and
a computer readable storage medium storing
program instructions configured for execution by
the computer processor in order to cause the
computing system to:

access a first confidential message, where-
in the first confidential message comprises
text;
display the first confidential message in a
first view;
receive a first selection of a portion of the
text of the first confidential message in re-
sponse to a first reviewer selecting the por-
tion of the text of the first confidential mes-
sage using a cursor;
receive a second selection of a snip com-
mand while the portion of the text is select-
ed;
store the portion of the text of the first con-
fidential message and a link to the first con-
fidential message in a postboard shared
with a second reviewer;
display at least a portion of the postboard
in a second view accessible by the first re-
viewer; and
display at least a portion of the postboard
in a third view accessible by the second re-
viewer.

2. The computing system of Claim 1, wherein the one
or more stored program instructions further cause
the processor to:

display the portion of the text of the first confi-
dential message and the link to the first confi-
dential message in the second view; and
not display the portion of the text of the first con-
fidential message and the link to the first confi-

dential message in the third view.

3. The computing system of Claim 1, wherein the one
or more stored program instructions further cause
the processor to:

display the portion of the text of the first confi-
dential message and the link to the first confi-
dential message in the second view; and
display a message that the portion of the text of
the first confidential message and the link to the
first confidential message is not available for
viewing in the third view.

4. The computing system of Claim 2 or Claim 3, wherein
the first confidential message is associated with a
first access level, the first reviewer is associated with
the first access level, and the second reviewer is
associated with a second access level that is lower
than the first access level.

5. The computing system of any of Claims 1-4, wherein
the one or more stored program instructions further
cause the processor to:

receive a third selection of a second postboard
after receiving the first selection, wherein the
second postboard is shared with the second re-
viewer; and
store the portion of the text of the first confidential
message and the link to the first confidential
message in the second postboard in response
to receiving the second selection.

6. The computing system of any of Claims 1-5,
wherein the second selection is received in response
to the first reviewer selecting a key command while
the portion of the text of the first confidential message
is selected, and/or
wherein the cursor comprises at least one of a mouse
pointer or a finger of the first reviewer.

7. A computer-implemented method of displaying a
large amount of dynamically updating data, the com-
puter-implemented method comprising:

accessing a first message, wherein the first mes-
sage comprises text;
displaying the first message in a first view;
receiving a first selection of a portion of the text
of the first message in response to an action of
a first user or reviewer;
receiving a second selection of a snip command
while the portion of the text is selected;
storing the portion of the text of the first message
and a link to the first message in a postboard
shared with a second user or reviewer;
displaying at least a portion of the postboard in
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a second view accessible by the first user or
reviewer; and
displaying at least a portion of the postboard in
a third view accessible by the second user or
reviewer.

8. The computer-implemented method of Claim 7,
wherein the action of the first user or reviewer com-
prises the first user or reviewer selecting the portion
of the text of the first message using a cursor.

9. The computer-implemented method of Claim 7 or
Claim 8, further comprising:

displaying the portion of the text of the first mes-
sage and the link to the first message in the sec-
ond view; and
not displaying the portion of the text of the first
message and the link to the first message in the
third view.

10. The computer-implemented method of Claim 7 or
Claim 8, further comprising:

displaying the portion of the text of the first mes-
sage and the link to the first message in the sec-
ond view; and
displaying a second message that the portion of
the text of the first message and the link to the
first message is not available for viewing in the
third view.

11. The computer-implemented method of Claim 9 or
Claim 10, wherein the first message is associated
with a first access level, the first user or reviewer is
associated with the first access level, and the second
user or reviewer is associated with a second access
level that is lower than the first access level.

12. The computer-implemented method of any of Claims
7-11, further comprising:

receiving a third selection of a second postboard
after receiving the first selection, wherein the
second postboard is shared with the second us-
er or reviewer; and
storing the portion of the text of the first message
and the link to the first message in the second
postboard in response to receiving the second
selection.

13. The computer-implemented method of any of Claims
7-12, wherein receiving a second selection compris-
es receiving the second selection in response to the
first user or reviewer selecting a key command while
the portion of the text of the first message is selected.

14. The computer-implemented method of any of Claims

7-13, wherein the cursor comprises at least one of
a mouse pointer or a finger of the first user or review-
er.

15. A computer-readable medium comprising one or
more program instructions recorded thereon, the in-
structions configured for execution by a computing
system comprising one or more processors in order
to cause the computing system to perform the oper-
ations recited in any of Claims 8-14.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims a priority benefit to U.S.
Provisional Patent Application No. 61/863,792, filed on
August 8, 2013, and titled "CABLE READER LABE-
LING," which is hereby incorporated by reference herein
in its entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to systems and
techniques for data integration, analysis, and visualiza-
tion.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Commercial entities, law firms, government en-
tities, and others, gather and process an enormous
amount of information. Some of the information gathered
and processed is in the form of electronic messages or
other such communications. These communications are
generated by employees, contractors, or clients and are
sent to reviewers (e.g., analysts, other employees, other
contractors, other clients, etc.) for review. Often, review-
ers review communications related to a common topic or
region.
[0004] Such a collection of information may include a
large number of communications that may or may not be
related to one another, and which may be stored in an
electronic data store or memory. For example, such a
collection of information may include hundreds of thou-
sands, millions, tens of millions, hundreds of millions, or
even billions of communications, and may consume sig-
nificant storage and/or memory. Determination and se-
lection of communications that are related to the topic or
region that the reviewers are analyzing may be extremely
difficult for the reviewer. Further, processing of such a
large collection of information (for example, as a reviewer
uses a computer to sift and/or search through huge num-
bers of communications) may be extremely inefficient
and consume significant processing and/or memory re-
sources. The consumption of significant processing
and/or memory resources can cause the reviewer’s com-
puter to freeze or crash and/or result in corrupted data,
thereby increasing the possibility that the reviewer loses
his or her work and/or misses important communications.
While some communications may include benign infor-
mation (e.g., hours that government offices are expected
to be open), other communications may include informa-
tion that is vital for successfully pursuing business op-
portunities, proving innocence or guilt, or the like. Thus,
communications that are misidentified or that are uniden-
tified can have serious repercussions.

SUMMARY

[0005] The systems, methods, and devices described
herein each have several aspects, no single one of which
is solely responsible for its desirable attributes. Without
limiting the scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting
features will now be discussed briefly.
[0006] A message reader system is disclosed herein
that allows reviewers to properly and timely label com-
munications and easily view such communications. The
message reader system may organize one or more com-
munications in a tile layout so that reviewers can properly
and timely label communications.
[0007] In one embodiment, a reviewer can hover over
any of the communications to view more details regarding
the communication and/or label the communication. For
example, the reviewer can move a cursor, such as a
mouse pointer or a finger, over a displayed communica-
tion. The size of the displayed communication may ex-
pand while the cursor is placed over the displayed com-
munication so that the reviewer can view a larger portion
(or the entire) content of the displayed communication.
As another example, while the cursor is placed over the
displayed communication, the reviewer can provide a
command, such as selection of a keyboard button, a ges-
ture, a voice command, a mouse input, another keyboard
input, and/or the like. Once the command is provided,
the displayed communication is labeled with a label as-
sociated with the command. Thus, the message reader
system advantageously enables communications to be
easily viewable and labeled quickly via the movement of
a cursor and the selection of a command.
[0008] Accordingly, in an embodiment, the message
reader system may be highly efficient as compared to
the collection of information described above. This may
be because, for example, the message reader system
initially displays a portion of the content of the displayed
communications, thereby using fewer processing re-
sources. Less memory storage may be required as well
because, by allowing the labeling of communications, the
reviewer can load just the communications that are as-
sociated with a topic or region of interest. In fact, the
number of communications retrieved based on the labels
may be several orders of magnitude smaller than in the
entire electronic collection of information described
above.
[0009] One aspect of the disclosure provides a com-
puting system configured to display dynamically updating
data, which may in some embodiments be a large amount
of dynamically updating data. In embodiments of this as-
pect, the computing system comprises a network inter-
face that is coupled to a data network for receiving and
transmitting one or more packet flows. The computing
system further comprises a computer processor. The
computing system further comprises a computer reada-
ble storage medium storing program instructions config-
ured for execution by the computer processor in order to
cause the computing system to: access a plurality of con-
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fidential messages; display the plurality of confidential
messages in a tile layout in a first view, wherein each
confidential message is displayed in a separate tile; re-
ceive a first selection of a first tile in the tile layout in
response to a user placing a cursor over the first tile,
where the first tile displays a first confidential message;
receive a second selection of a label in response to the
user selecting a key command while the cursor is placed
over the first tile; update a message association data
structure to indicate a link between the label and the first
confidential message in response to receiving the second
selection; and update display of the first tile to include
the first confidential message and an indication of the
selected label.
[0010] The computing system of the preceding para-
graph can have any sub-combination of the following fea-
tures: where the one or more stored program instructions
further cause the processor to: receive a third selection
of a second label in response to the user selecting a
second key command while the cursor is placed over the
first tile, update the message association data structure
to indicate a link between the second label and the first
confidential message in response to receiving the third
selection, and update display of the first tile to include
the first confidential message and an indication of the
second label; where the label is associated with a cate-
gory, and wherein the second label is associated with a
sub-category of the category; where the one or more
stored program instructions further cause the processor
to: display in the first view a count of a number of confi-
dential messages associated with the label, and updating
the count in response to the update of the message as-
sociation data structure; where the one or more stored
program instructions further cause the processor to dis-
play an expanded view of the first tile in the first view in
response to the user selecting the first tile; where the one
or more stored program instructions further cause the
processor to: display one or more labels in a second view,
receive a third selection of a second label in the one or
more labels in the second view, and display one or more
confidential messages associated with the second label
in the tile layout; and where the cursor comprises at least
one of a mouse pointer or a finger of the user.
[0011] Another aspect of the disclosure provides a
computer-implemented method of displaying dynamical-
ly updating data, which may in some embodiments be a
large amount of dynamically updating data. In embodi-
ments of this aspect, the computer-implemented method
is implemented by one or more computer systems com-
prising computer hardware and memory, the one or more
computer systems configured with specific executable
instructions. In some embodiments, the method compris-
es accessing a plurality of messages; displaying the plu-
rality of messages in a tile layout in a first view, wherein
each message is displayed in a separate tile; receiving
a first selection of a first tile in the tile layout in response
to a user placing a cursor over the first tile, wherein the
first tile displays a first message; receiving a second se-

lection of a label in response to the user selecting a key
command while the cursor is placed over the first tile;
updating a message association data structure to indi-
cate a link between the label and the first message in
response to receiving the second selection; and updating
display of the first tile to include the first message and an
indication of the selected label.
[0012] The computer-implemented method of the pre-
ceding paragraph can have any sub-combination of the
following features: where the computer-implemented
method further comprises receiving a third selection of a
second label in response to the user selecting a second
key command while the cursor is placed over the first tile,
updating the message association data structure to indi-
cate a link between the second label and the first mes-
sage in response to receiving the third selection, and
updating display of the first tile to include the first mes-
sage and an indication of the second label; where the
label is associated with a category, and wherein the sec-
ond label is associated with a sub-category of the cate-
gory; where the computer-implemented method further
comprises displaying in the first view a count of a number
of messages associated with the label, and updating the
count in response to the update of the message associ-
ation data structure; where the computer-implemented
method further comprises displaying an expanded view
of the first tile in the first view in response to the user
selecting the first tile; and where the computer-imple-
mented method further comprises displaying one or more
labels in a second view, receiving a third selection of a
second label in the one or more labels in the second view,
and displaying one or more messages associated with
the second label in the tile layout.
[0013] Another aspect of the disclosure provides a
transitory or non-transitory computer-readable medium
comprising one or more program instructions recorded
thereon, the instructions configured for execution by a
computing system comprising one or more processors
in order to cause the computing system to: access a plu-
rality of messages; display the plurality of messages in
a tile layout in a first view, wherein each message is dis-
played in a separate tile; receive a first selection of a first
tile in the tile layout in response to a user placing a cursor
over the first tile, wherein the first tile displays a first mes-
sage; receive a second selection of a label in response
to the user providing a command while the cursor is
placed over the first tile; update a message association
data structure to indicate a link between the label and
the first message in response to receiving the second
selection; and update display of the first tile to include
the first message and an indication of the selected label.
[0014] The transitory or non-transitory computer-read-
able medium of the preceding paragraph can have any
sub-combination of the following features: where the in-
structions are further configured to cause the computing
system to: receive a third selection of a second label in
response to the user selecting a second command while
the cursor is placed over the first tile, update the message
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association data structure to indicate a link between the
second label and the first message in response to receiv-
ing the third selection, and update display of the first tile
to include the first message and an indication of the sec-
ond label; where the label is associated with a category,
and wherein the second label is associated with a sub-
category of the category; where the instructions are fur-
ther configured to cause the computing system to: display
in the first view a count of a number of messages asso-
ciated with the label, and update the count in response
to the update of the message association data structure;
where the instructions are further configured to cause
the computing system to display an expanded view of
the first tile in the first view in response to the user se-
lecting the first tile; where the instructions are further con-
figured to cause the computing system to: display one or
more labels in a second view, receive a third selection
of a second label in the one or more labels in the second
view, and display one or more messages associated with
the second label in the tile layout; and where the com-
mand comprises at least one a gesture, a voice com-
mand, a mouse input, or a keyboard input.
[0015] Advantageously, according to various embodi-
ments, the disclosed techniques provide a more efficient
system for allowing reviewers to properly and timely label
communications and easily view such communications.
By organizing one or more communications in a tile lay-
out, the message reader system may reduce the amount
of time and effort required by a reviewer to analyze the
various communications. The disclosed techniques may
also, according to various embodiments, reduce the use
of processing and/or memory resources as compared to
the collection of information described above.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016]

Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of a message
reader system for labeling confidential messages ac-
cording to one embodiment.

Figure 2 illustrates an example user interface of the
message reader system including confidential mes-
sages displayed in a tile layout.

Figure 3 illustrates an example user interface of the
message reader system in which a confidential mes-
sage is selected by hovering with a cursor.

Figures 4A-B illustrate example user interfaces of
the message reader system in which a label is se-
lected for a confidential message using a key com-
mand.

Figure 5 illustrates an example user interface of the
message reader system in which a confidential mes-
sage is selected by hovering or gesturing with a fin-

ger.

Figures 6A-B illustrate other example user interfaces
of the message reader system in which a label is
selected for a confidential message using a key com-
mand.

Figure 7 illustrates another example user interface
of the message reader system in which a confidential
message is selected by hovering with a cursor.

Figures 8A-B illustrate other example user interfaces
of the message reader system in which a confidential
message is labeled using a key command.

Figure 9 illustrates another example user interface
of the message reader system in which a confidential
message is selected by hovering with a cursor.

Figures 10A-B illustrate other example user interfac-
es of the message reader system in which a confi-
dential message is labeled using a key command.

Figures 11A-B illustrate example user interfaces of
the message reader system in which a confidential
message includes a label.

Figure 12 illustrates an example user interface of the
message reader system in which a set of labels and
sub-labels are displayed.

Figure 13 is a flowchart depicting one embodiment
of a method of operation of the message reader sys-
tem.

Figure 14 illustrates one embodiment of a computer
system with which certain methods discussed herein
may be implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC EMBODI-
MENTS

Overview

[0017] Disclosed herein are various systems and
methods that allow reviewers to properly and timely label
communications and easily view such communications.
Certain systems and methods described herein organize
one or more communications in a tile layout so that re-
viewers can properly and timely label communications.
A reviewer can hover over any of the communications to
view more details regarding the communication and/or
label the communication. For example, the reviewer can
move a cursor, such as a mouse pointer or a finger, over
a displayed communication. In some embodiments, the
size of the displayed communication expands while the
cursor is placed over the displayed communication so
that the reviewer can view a larger portion (or the entire)
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content of the displayed communication. In addition,
while the cursor is placed over the displayed communi-
cation, the reviewer can provide a command (e.g., se-
lection of a keyboard button, a gesture, a voice command,
a mouse input, another keyboard input, etc.). Once the
command is provided, the displayed communication is
labeled with a label associated with the command. In this
way, communications are easily viewable and can be
labeled quickly via the movement of a cursor and the
selection of a command.

Message Network System Overview

[0018] Figure 1 illustrates a block diagram of a mes-
sage reader system 100 for labeling confidential mes-
sages. The message reader system 100 comprises one
or more companies 110, a reviewer device 130, a mes-
sage data sever 140, and a network 120.
[0019] In the embodiment illustrated in Figure 1, the
one or more companies 110, which may be implemented
by one or more first physical computing devices, are com-
municatively connected to message data server 140,
which may be implemented by one or more second phys-
ical computing devices, over the network 120. Similarly,
the reviewer device 130 may be implemented by one or
more third physical computing devices and may be com-
municatively connected to the message data server 140
over the network 120. In some embodiments, each such
physical computing device may be implemented as a
computer system including some or all of the components
illustrated in the example computing system 1400 of FIG.
14. For example, the one or more companies 110 and/or
the reviewer device 130 may be implemented in a com-
puter system as a set of program instructions recorded
on a machine-readable storage medium.
[0020] The one or more companies 110 represent de-
vices operated by employees, contractors, or other per-
sonnel associated with a commercial entity, a law firm,
a government entity, and/or the like. The employees, con-
tractors, or other personnel associated with a commercial
entity, a law firm, a government entity, and/or the like
may draft messages (e.g., electronic messages, confi-
dential government cables, etc.) to communicate a field
update, gathered information, a news report, and/or the
like. These messages may be transmitted to the mes-
sage data server 140 for storage.
[0021] The reviewer device 130 represents a device
operated by a reviewer that reviews and/or analyzes
messages received from the message data server 140.
Depending on the embodiment, the reviewer may be a
salesperson, administrator, executive, analyst, or other
representative of a commercial or governmental entity.
The reviewer device 130 comprises a message viewer
135. The message viewer 135 allows the reviewer to view
and/or manipulate one or more messages via a graphical
user interface (GUI). For example, the message viewer
135 may include GUI logic. The GUI logic may be a set
of program instructions configured for execution by one

or more computer processors of the reviewer device 130,
which are operable to receive user input and to display
a graphical representation of the messages using the
approaches described herein. The GUI logic may be op-
erable to receive user input from, and display a graphical
representation of the messages to, a GUI that is provided
on a display (not shown) by the computer system on
which the reviewer device 130 executes.
[0022] In some embodiments, the GUI logic is omitted.
For example, in one embodiment, the reviewer device
130 (and specifically the message viewer 135) may com-
prise an application program or process that issues one
or more function calls or application programming inter-
face (API) calls to the message data server 140 to obtain
information resulting from, to provide input to, and to ex-
ecute along with the message data server 140, the proc-
esses or one or more steps thereof as described herein.
For example, the reviewer device 130 may request mes-
sages using a programmatic interface, and then the re-
viewer, using the reviewer device 130, may use, process,
log, store, label, and/or otherwise interact with the mes-
sages according to local logic. The reviewer device 130
may also interact with the message data server 140 to
provide input, labeling instructions, and/or other data as
described herein using a programmatic interface, and
then the message data server 140 may use, process,
log, store, label, and/or otherwise interact with the mes-
sages according to the message data server 140 logic.
[0023] The message data server 140 may be imple-
mented as a special-purpose computer system having
logical elements. In an embodiment, the logical elements
may comprise program instructions recorded on one or
more machine-readable storage media. Alternatively, the
logical elements may be implemented in hardware,
firmware, or a combination thereof.
[0024] When executed by one or more processors of
the computer system, logic in the message data server
140 is operable to analyze and/or label the messages
according to the techniques described herein. In one em-
bodiment, the message data server 140 may be imple-
mented in a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) that is executing
in a distributed or non-distributed computer system. In
other embodiments, the message data server 140 may
be implemented as a combination of programming in-
structions written in any programming language (e.g.
C++ or Visual Basic) and hardware components (e.g.,
memory, CPU time) that have been allocated for execut-
ing the program instructions.
[0025] In an embodiment, the network 120 includes
any communications network, such as the Internet. The
network 120 may be a wired network, a wireless network,
or a combination of the two. For example, network 120
may be a local area network (LAN) and/or a wireless area
network (WAN).

Message Reader Labeling

[0026] Figure 2 illustrates a user interface 200 of the
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message reader system 100 including confidential mes-
sages 210a-I displayed in a tile layout 205. As an exam-
ple, the confidential messages 210a-I may be confiden-
tial government cables. The user interface 200 may be
displayed by the message viewer 135 as described
above.
[0027] The confidential messages 210a-I may be re-
ceived from the message data server 140. In some em-
bodiments, a portion of the content of each confidential
message 210a-I (e.g., a title, an excerpt of the body of
the message, a document or message identification
code, etc.) is displayed in the tile layout 205. To view the
entire content of a confidential message 210a-I, the re-
viewer can click a mouse button while hovering over the
confidential message 210a-I or tap with a finger while
hovering over the confidential message 210a-I. While the
confidential messages 210a-I are illustrated in Figure 2
as being displayed in a rectangular format and in a tile
layout, this is not meant to be limiting. The confidential
messages 210a-I (or a portion thereof) may be displayed
in any shape and in any format in the user interface 200.
For example, the confidential messages 210a-I may be
displayed in list form (e.g., each confidential message
occupies at least one horizontal line in the user interface
200) rather than in a tile layout.
[0028] In an embodiment, the user interface 200 further
displays one or more labels in a label window 212. The
labels represent categories and/or sub-categories that
can be applied to a confidential message. The labels may
be associated with a count (e.g., a number of confidential
messages that fall within the category represented by
the label) and an identification number or code. For ex-
ample, the labels in the label window 212 include "Bos-
nia" (with a count of 96 and an identification number of
"1 "), "Somalia" (with a count of 243 and an identification
number of "2"), "Pakistan" (with a count of 312 and an
identification number of "3"), "Iran" (with a count of 291
and an identification number of "4"), "Iraq" (with a count
of 155 and an identification number of "5"), and "Syria"
(with a count of 349 and an identification number of "6").
[0029] As described and illustrated below, once a con-
fidential message is labeled, the label and/or the identi-
fication number or code of the label is displayed with the
confidential message. To view one or more confidential
messages that are associated with a particular the label,
the reviewer can click on the title, count, and/or identifi-
cation number of code of the label in the label window
212.
[0030] Figure 3 illustrates the user interface 200 of the
message reader system 100 in which the confidential
message 210h is selected by hovering with a cursor 320.
As illustrated in Figure 3, the cursor 320 is a mouse point-
er, but may be any other indicia in other embodiments.
[0031] In an embodiment, when a reviewer moves the
cursor 320 over a confidential message 210a-I (e.g.,
when the cursor 320 hovers over a confidential message
210a-I), the confidential message 210a-I is highlighted
and/or otherwise changes appearances to provide feed-

back that the confidential message 210a-I is selected. In
the example of Figure 3, the cursor 320 is located over
the confidential message 210h. The border of the confi-
dential message 210h is bolded to provide feedback that
the confidential message 210h is selected.
[0032] Once a confidential message 210a-I is selected
(e.g., by hovering over the confidential message 210a-
I), the reviewer can perform an operation. For example,
the reviewer can label the confidential message 210a-I
with one or more of the labels listed in the label window
212.
[0033] Figures 4A-B illustrate user interfaces 200 of
the message reader system 100 in which a label is se-
lected for the confidential message 210h using a key
command. For example, a label may be applied to the
confidential message 210h when a key command asso-
ciated with the particular label is selected while the cursor
320 is hovering over the confidential message 210h.
[0034] As illustrated in Figure 4A, the label "Bosnia"
may be applied to the confidential message 210h when
a keyboard button associated with the subject or title
(e.g., "Bosnia") of the label, such as "b" key 430a of a
keyboard of the reviewer device, is pressed while the
cursor 320 is hovering over the confidential message
210h. As illustrated in Figure 4B, the label "Bosnia" may
be applied to the confidential message 210h when a key-
board button associated with the identification number
or code (e.g., "1 ") of the label, such as "1" key 430b of
the keyboard of the reviewer device, is pressed while the
cursor 320 is hovering over the confidential message
210h. The keyboard can be a physical keyboard or a
virtual keyboard that appears in a display, such as a
touchscreen display.
[0035] In other embodiments, not shown, additional la-
bels can be applied to a confidential message 210a-I
when a second key command associated with the par-
ticular label is selected while the cursor 320 is hovering
over the confidential message 210a-I. For example, a
first key command, such as the selection of key 430a,
applies a first label to a confidential message 210a-I. After
the first label is applied, the reviewer can provide a sec-
ond key command to apply a second label to the confi-
dential message 210a-I. The second label may be a sub-
label of the first label (e.g., a sub-category of the category
represented by the first label) or a label of a different
family than the first label. In this manner, the reviewer
can select one or more of many labels for assignment to
a particular message and assign those labels with mini-
mal interactions, such as a mouse over (e.g., without
clicking on the messages) and pressing of a keyboard
key.
[0036] While Figures 4A-B illustrate the selection of a
key command to label a confidential message 210a-I,
the use of a key command is not meant to be limiting. A
confidential message 210a-I can be labeled when any
command is provided while the cursor 320 is hovering
over the confidential message 210a-I. For example, a
gesture, a voice command, a mouse input, and/or anoth-
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er keyboard input can be used to label the confidential
message 210h while the cursor 320 is hovering over the
confidential message 210h.
[0037] In some embodiments, the cursor used to hover
over a confidential message is a mouse pointer. Howev-
er, in other embodiments, the cursor used to hover over
a confidential message can be a finger of a user or re-
viewer.
[0038] Figure 5 illustrates the user interface 200 of the
message reader system 100 in which the confidential
message 210h is selected by hovering or gesturing with
a finger 520. For example, the message viewer 135 can
display the GUI on a touchscreen. The user or reviewer
can touch, touch and hold, or touch and release a dis-
played confidential message to select the confidential
message. As another example, the user or reviewer can
place a finger a certain distance above a displayed con-
fidential message to select the confidential message. As
another example, the user or reviewer can perform a ges-
ture (e.g., a swipe of the finger over a confidential mes-
sage) to select the confidential message.
[0039] Figures 6A-B illustrate other user interfaces 200
of the message reader system 100 in which a label is
selected for the confidential message 210h using a key
command. As described above with respect to Figures
4A-B, a label may be applied to the confidential message
210h when a key command associated with the particular
label is selected while the cursor 320 is hovering over
the confidential message 210h. Likewise, one or more
labels may be applied to the confidential message 210h
when one or more key commands (or any other com-
mands described above) associated with the particular
label are selected while the finger 520 has selected (e.g.,
touches or hovers over) the confidential message 210h
in any of the ways described above.
[0040] As described above, a confidential message
can change its appearance to provide feedback to the
reviewer that the confidential message is selected. Fig-
ure 7 illustrates another user interface 700 of the mes-
sage reader system 100 in which the confidential mes-
sage 210h is selected by hovering with the cursor 320.
Any discussion herein of the cursor 320 can be a mouse
pointer, the finger 520 of a reviewer, a stylus, and/or any
other object capable of providing input. The cursor 320
can be used to select a confidential message in any man-
ner as described above with respect to the mouse pointer
320 or the finger 520. Unlike the confidential message
210h as illustrated in Figure 3, the confidential message
210h as illustrated in Figure 7 includes a bolded border
and a larger size to provide feedback that the confidential
message 210h is selected.
[0041] A confidential message that is selected, such
as the confidential message 210h, may overlap and hide
portions of nearby confidential messages in the tile layout
205. In some embodiments, the larger size of the confi-
dential message 210h allows the reviewer to view a larger
portion of the content of the confidential message 210h.
In this way, the reviewer can view more information to

aid in determining how to label the confidential message
without having to perform the extra step of clicking on
the confidential message (e.g., the reviewer merely has
to hover over the confidential message to view more in-
formation).
[0042] Figures 8A-B illustrate other user interfaces 700
of the message reader system 100 in which the confi-
dential message 210h is labeled using a key command.
As described above with respect to Figures 4A-B and
Figures 6A-B, one or more labels may be applied to the
confidential message 210h when one or more key com-
mands (or any other commands described above) asso-
ciated with the particular label are selected while the con-
fidential message 210h is selected in any manner de-
scribed above.
[0043] Figure 9 illustrates another user interface 900
of the message reader system 100 in which the confi-
dential message 210h is selected by hovering with the
cursor 320. Unlike the confidential message 210h as il-
lustrated in Figures 3 and 7, the confidential message
210h as illustrated in Figure 9 includes a bolded border
and a size that fills the tile layout 205 portion of the user
interface 900 to provide feedback that the confidential
message 210h is selected.
[0044] In some embodiments, the larger size of the
confidential message 210h allows the reviewer to view
a larger portion of the content of the confidential message
210h. In this way, the reviewer can view more information
to aid in determining how to label the confidential mes-
sage without having to perform the extra step of clicking
on the confidential message (e.g., the reviewer merely
has to hover over the confidential message to view more
information). In one embodiment, another confidential
message may be selected to fill the tile layout 205 portion
(in place of the message 210h illustrated in Figure 9) by
moving the cursor 320 over the area associated with an-
other message (even though the tiles are covered/not
shown in the embodiment of Figure 9). For example, the
cursor 320 may be moved over the area associated with
a message adjacent to the currently selected tile of mes-
sage 210h, such as over the area of adjacent tiles 21 Of
and 210g.
[0045] Figures 10A-B illustrate other user interfaces
900 of the message reader system 100 in which the con-
fidential message 210h is labeled using a key command.
As described above with respect to Figures 4A-B, 6A-B,
and 8A-B, one or more labels may be applied to the con-
fidential message 210h when one or more key com-
mands (or any other commands described above) asso-
ciated with the particular label are selected while the con-
fidential message 210h is selected in any manner de-
scribed above.
[0046] Figures 11A-B illustrate user interfaces 1100 of
the message reader system 100 in which the confidential
message 210h includes a label. In some embodiments,
the identification number or code associated with a label
is displayed in conjunction with a confidential message
210a-I. As illustrated in the example of Figure 11A, the
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confidential message 210h is labeled with label 1102a.
In an embodiment, label 1102a includes the identification
number or code of the label applied to the confidential
message 210h. For example, label 1102a includes the
number "1," which is the identification number associated
with the label "Bosnia."
[0047] In other embodiments, the subject or title asso-
ciated with a label is displayed in conjunction with a con-
fidential message 210a-I. As illustrated in Figure 11B,
the confidential message 210h is labeled with label
1102b. In an embodiment, label 1102b includes the sub-
ject or title of the label applied to the confidential message
210h. For example, label 1102b includes the name "Bos-
nia," which is the subject or title associated with the label
"Bosnia."
[0048] In still other embodiments, not shown, the label
displayed in conjunction with the confidential message
210a-I can include any information that can be used to
identify which label in the label window 212 is associated
with the particular confidential message 210a-I.
[0049] Once a confidential message, such as the con-
fidential message 210h, is labeled, the count associated
with the label is incremented by one. For example, count
1110, which is associated with the label "Bosnia," is in-
cremented from 96 to 97 once confidential message 210h
is labeled. In some embodiments, the count 1110 is high-
lighted or otherwise changes appearances to provide
feedback to the reviewer that the count has increased.
[0050] Figure 12 illustrates a user interface 1200 of the
message reader system 100 in which a set of labels and
sub-labels are displayed. As described above, at least
portions of the confidential messages 210a-I can be dis-
played in a tile layout, a list form, or another layout. As
an example, the user interface 1200 includes a list form
in pane 1204 where the titles of various confidential mes-
sages are listed. The user interface 1200 also includes
a pane 1206 in which a selected confidential message
can be viewed.
[0051] In some embodiments, the label window 212
expands when a reviewer clicks or otherwise selects the
label window 212. The expanded label window 212 may
overlap at least a portion of the panes 1204 and/or 1206
and/or the tile layout 205 (not shown). Any of the labels
or sub-labels can be selected by the reviewer. Selection
of a label or sub-label causes the message viewer 135
to retrieve and display confidential messages associated
with the selected label or sub-label in the pane 1204, the
pane 1206, and/or the tile layout 205 (not shown).

Example Process Flows

[0052] Figure 13 is a flowchart 1300 depicting one em-
bodiment of illustrative operations of the message reader
system 100. Depending on the embodiment, the method
of Figure 13 may be performed by various computing
device, such as by the reviewer device 130 and/or the
message data server 140. For ease of discussion, the
method is discussed herein with reference to reviewer

device 130 and the message viewer 135 of the reviewer
device 130. Depending on the embodiment, the method
of Figure 13 may include fewer and/or additional blocks
and the blocks may be performed in an order different
than illustrated.
[0053] In block 1302, the message reader system 100
accesses a plurality of confidential messages. For exam-
ple, the confidential messages may be accessed from
the message data server 140 and provided to the review-
er device 130.
[0054] In block 1304, at least some of the plurality of
confidential messages are displayed on the reviewer de-
vice 130 in a tile layout in a first view. In an embodiment,
each confidential message is displayed in a separate tile.
In other embodiments, not shown, the plurality of confi-
dential messages are displayed in a list form in the first
view.
[0055] In block 1306, the reviewer device 130 receives
a first selection of a first tile in the tile layout in response
to a user placing a cursor over the first tile. In an embod-
iment, the cursor is a mouse pointer. In another embod-
iment, the cursor is a finger of the user. The first tile may
display a first confidential message.
[0056] In block 1308, the reviewer device 130 receives
a second selection of a label in response to the user
selecting a key command while the cursor is placed over
the first tile. The key command can be selected via the
use of a physical or virtual keyboard. In other embodi-
ments, not shown, the reviewer device 130 receives the
second selection of the label in response to the user se-
lecting another command, such as a gesture, a voice
command, a mouse input, and/or another keyboard input
while the cursor is placed over the first tile.
[0057] In block 1310, the reviewer device 130 and/or
message data server 140 updates a message associa-
tion data structure to indicate a link between the label
and the first confidential message in response to receiv-
ing the second selection.
[0058] In block 1312, the reviewer device 130 updates
display of the first tile to include the first confidential mes-
sage and the label and/or an updated count associated
with the label. The label may include the subject or title
of the label or the identification number or code associ-
ated with the label.
[0059] As described above, a confidential message is
a type of message. Any discussion herein of a confiden-
tial message can apply to any other type of message,
such as a confidential government cable. For example,
other messages can be confidential or non-confidential
and can include electronic messages (e.g., emails, text
messages, instant messages, voicemails, reminders or
alerts, etc.), presentations, news articles, reports, letters,
and/or any other type of communication that includes
content.

Implementation Mechanisms

[0060] According to one embodiment, the techniques
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described herein are implemented by one or more spe-
cial-purpose computing devices. The special-purpose
computing devices may be hard-wired to perform the
techniques, or may include digital electronic devices such
as one or more application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) that
are persistently programmed to perform the techniques,
or may include one or more general purpose hardware
processors programmed to perform the techniques pur-
suant to program instructions in firmware, memory, other
storage, or a combination. Such special-purpose com-
puting devices may also combine custom hard-wired log-
ic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to ac-
complish the techniques. The special-purpose comput-
ing devices may be desktop computer systems, server
computer systems, portable computer systems, hand-
held devices, networking devices or any other device or
combination of devices that incorporate hard-wired
and/or program logic to implement the techniques.
[0061] Computing device(s) are generally controlled
and coordinated by operating system software, such as
iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE,
Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, Vx-
Works, or other compatible operating systems. In other
embodiments, the computing device may be controlled
by a proprietary operating system. Conventional operat-
ing systems control and schedule computer processes
for execution, perform memory management, provide file
system, networking, I/O services, and provide a user in-
terface functionality, such as a graphical user interface
("GUI"), among other things.
[0062] For example, Figure 14 is a block diagram that
illustrates a computer system 1400 upon which an em-
bodiment may be implemented. For example, any of the
computing devices discussed herein, such as the review-
er device 130, the message data server 140, and the
companies 110 (which may be government entities in
some embodiments), may include some or all of the com-
ponents and/or functionality of the computer system
1400.
[0063] Computer system 1400 includes a bus 1402 or
other communication mechanism for communicating in-
formation, and a hardware processor, or multiple proc-
essors, 1404 coupled with bus 1402 for processing in-
formation. Hardware processor(s) 1404 may be, for ex-
ample, one or more general purpose microprocessors.
[0064] Computer system 1400 also includes a main
memory 1406, such as a random access memory (RAM),
cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to
bus 1402 for storing information and instructions to be
executed by processor 1404. Main memory 1406 also
may be used for storing temporary variables or other in-
termediate information during execution of instructions
to be executed by processor 1404. Such instructions,
when stored in storage media accessible to processor
1404, render computer system 1400 into a special-pur-
pose machine that is customized to perform the opera-

tions specified in the instructions.
[0065] Computer system 1400 further includes a read
only memory (ROM) 1408 or other static storage device
coupled to bus 1402 for storing static information and
instructions for processor 1404. A storage device 1410,
such as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive
(Flash drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 1402
for storing information and instructions.
[0066] Computer system 1400 may be coupled via bus
1402 to a display 1412, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT)
or LCD display (or touch screen), for displaying informa-
tion to a computer user. An input device 1414, including
alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 1402 for
communicating information and command selections to
processor 1404. Another type of user input device is cur-
sor control 1416, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor
direction keys for communicating direction information
and command selections to processor 804 and for con-
trolling cursor movement on display 1412. This input de-
vice typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a
first axis (e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows
the device to specify positions in a plane. In some em-
bodiments, the same direction information and command
selections as cursor control may be implemented via re-
ceiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor.
[0067] Computing system 1400 may include a user in-
terface module to implement a GUI that may be stored
in a mass storage device as executable software codes
that are executed by the computing device(s). This and
other modules may include, by way of example, compo-
nents, such as software components, object-oriented
software components, class components and task com-
ponents, processes, functions, attributes, procedures,
subroutines, segments of program code, drivers,
firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, data
structures, tables, arrays, and variables.
[0068] In general, the word "module," as used herein,
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a
collection of software instructions, possibly having entry
and exit points, written in a programming language, such
as, for example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A software module
may be compiled and linked into an executable program,
installed in a dynamic link library, or may be written in an
interpreted programming language such as, for example,
BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated that soft-
ware modules may be callable from other modules or
from themselves, and/or may be invoked in response to
detected events or interrupts. Software modules config-
ured for execution on computing devices may be provid-
ed on a computer readable medium, such as a compact
disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any
other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format
that requires installation, decompression or decryption
prior to execution). Such software code may be stored,
partially or fully, on a memory device of the executing
computing device, for execution by the computing device.
Software instructions may be embedded in firmware,
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such as an EPROM. It will be further appreciated that
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic
units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be com-
prised of programmable units, such as programmable
gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing
device functionality described herein are preferably im-
plemented as software modules, but may be represented
in hardware or firmware. Generally, the modules de-
scribed herein refer to logical modules that may be com-
bined with other modules or divided into sub-modules
despite their physical organization or storage
[0069] Computer system 1400 may implement the
techniques described herein using customized hard-
wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware
and/or program logic which in combination with the com-
puter system causes or programs computer system 1400
to be a special-purpose machine. According to one em-
bodiment, the techniques herein are performed by com-
puter system 1400 in response to processor(s) 1404 ex-
ecuting one or more sequences of one or more instruc-
tions contained in main memory 1406. Such instructions
may be read into main memory 1406 from another stor-
age medium, such as storage device 1410. Execution of
the sequences of instructions contained in main memory
1406 causes processor(s) 1404 to perform the process
steps described herein. In alternative embodiments,
hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combi-
nation with software instructions.
[0070] The term "non-transitory media," and similar
terms, as used herein refers to any media that store data
and/or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a
specific fashion. Such non-transitory media may com-
prise non-volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-vol-
atile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic
disks, such as storage device 1410. Volatile media in-
cludes dynamic memory, such as main memory 1406.
Common forms of non-transitory media include, for ex-
ample, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage me-
dium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM,
a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any
other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions
of the same.
[0071] Non-transitory media is distinct from but may
be used in conjunction with transmission media. Trans-
mission media participates in transferring information be-
tween non-transitory media. For example, transmission
media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber op-
tics, including the wires that comprise bus 802. Trans-
mission media can also take the form of acoustic or light
waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and
infra-red data communications.
[0072] Various forms of media may be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 804 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer

can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line using a mo-
dem. A modem local to computer system 1400 can re-
ceive the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red
transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An
infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-
red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data
on bus 1402. Bus 1402 carries the data to main memory
1406, from which processor 1404 retrieves and executes
the instructions. The instructions received by main mem-
ory 1406 may retrieve and execute the instructions. The
instructions received by main memory 1406 may option-
ally be stored on storage device 1410 either before or
after execution by processor 1404.
[0073] Computer system 1400 also includes a commu-
nication interface 1418 coupled to bus 1402. Communi-
cation interface 1418 provides a two-way data commu-
nication coupling to a network link 1420 that is connected
to a local network 1422. For example, communication
interface 1418 may be an integrated services digital net-
work (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or a
modem to provide a data communication connection to
a corresponding type of telephone line. As another ex-
ample, communication interface 1418 may be a local ar-
ea network (LAN) card to provide a data communication
connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component to
communicated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be
implemented. In any such implementation, communica-
tion interface 1418 sends and receives electrical, elec-
tromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data
streams representing various types of information.
[0074] Network link 1420 typically provides data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, network link 1420 may provide a
connection through local network 1422 to a host compu-
ter 1424 or to data equipment operated by an Internet
Service Provider (ISP) 1426. ISP 1426 in turn provides
data communication services through the world wide
packet data communication network now commonly re-
ferred to as the "Internet" 1428. Local network 1422 and
Internet 1428 both use electrical, electromagnetic or op-
tical signals that carry digital data streams. The signals
through the various networks and the signals on network
link 1420 and through communication interface 1418,
which carry the digital data to and from computer system
1400, are example forms of transmission media.
[0075] Computer system 1400 can send messages
and receive data, including program code, through the
network(s), network link 1420 and communication inter-
face 1418. In the Internet example, a server 1430 might
transmit a requested code for an application program
through Internet 1428, ISP 1426, local network 1422 and
communication interface 1418.
[0076] The received code may be executed by proc-
essor 1404 as it is received, and/or stored in storage
device 1410, or other non-volatile storage for later exe-
cution.
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Object Centric Data Model

[0077] To provide a framework for the above discus-
sion of the specific systems and methods described here-
in, an example database system using an ontology will
now be described. This description is provided for the
purpose of providing an example and is not intended to
limit the techniques to the example data model, the ex-
ample database system, or the example database sys-
tem’s use of an ontology to represent information.
[0078] In one embodiment, a body of data is concep-
tually structured according to an object-centric data mod-
el represented by an ontology. The conceptual data mod-
el is independent of any particular database used for du-
rably storing one or more database(s) based on the on-
tology. For example, each object of the conceptual data
model may correspond to one or more rows in a relational
database or an entry in Lightweight Directory Access Pro-
tocol (LDAP) database, or any combination of one or
more databases.
[0079] An ontology, as noted above, may include
stored information providing a data model for storage of
data in a database. The ontology may be defined by one
or more object types, which may each be associated with
one or more property types. At the highest level of ab-
straction, data object is a container for information rep-
resenting things in the world. For example, data object
can represent an entity such as a person, a place, an
organization, or other noun. Data object can represent
an event that happens at a point in time or for a duration.
Data object can represent a document or other unstruc-
tured data source such as an e-mail message, a news
report, or a written paper or article. Each data object is
associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies
the data object within the database system.
[0080] Different types of data objects may have differ-
ent property types. For example, a "Person" data object
might have an "Eye Color" property type and an "Event"
data object might have a "Date" property type. Each prop-
erty as represented by data in the database system may
have a property type defined by the ontology used by the
database.
[0081] Objects may be instantiated in the database in
accordance with the corresponding object definition for
the particular object in the ontology.
[0082] The data objects defined in the ontology may
support property multiplicity. In particular, a data object
may be allowed to have more than one property of the
same property type. For example, a "Person" data object
might have multiple "Address" properties or multiple
"Name" properties.
[0083] Each link represents a connection between two
data objects. In one embodiment, the connection is either
through a relationship, an event, or through matching
properties. A relationship connection may be asymmet-
rical or symmetrical. For example, "Person" data object
A may be connected to "Person" data object B by a "Child
Of’ relationship (where "Person" data object B has an

asymmetric "Parent Of" relationship to "Person" data
object A), a "Kin Of" symmetric relationship
to "Person" data object C, and an asymmetric "Member
Of" relationship to "Organization" data object X. The type
of relationship between two data objects may vary de-
pending on the types of the data objects. For
example, "Person" data object A may have an "Appears
In" relationship with "Document" data object Y or have
a "Participate In" relationship with "Event" data object E.
As an example of an event connection,
two "Person" data objects may be connected by
an "Airline Flight" data object representing a particular
airline flight if they traveled together on that flight, or by
a "Meeting" data object representing a particular meet-
ing if they both attended that meeting. In one embodi-
ment, when two data objects are connected by an event,
they are also connected by relationships, in which each
data object has a specific relationship to the event, such
as, for example, an "Appears In" relationship.
[0084] As an example of a matching properties con-
nection, two "Person" data objects representing a brother
and a sister, may both have an "Address" property that
indicates where they live. If the brother and the sister live
in the same home, then their "Address" properties likely
contain similar, if not identical property values. In one
embodiment, a link between two data objects may be
established based on similar or matching properties (e.g.,
property types and/or property values) of the data ob-
jects. These are just some examples of the types of con-
nections that may be represented by a link and other
types of connections may be represented; embodiments
are not limited to any particular types of connections be-
tween data objects. For example, a document might con-
tain references to two different objects. For example, a
document may contain a reference to a payment (one
object), and a person (a second object). A link between
these two objects may represent a connection between
these two entities through their co-occurrence within the
same document.
[0085] Each data object can have multiple links with
another data object to form a link set. For example, two
"Person" data objects representing a husband and a wife
could be linked through a "Spouse Of" relationship, a
matching "Address" property, and one or more matching
"Event" properties (e.g., a wedding). Each link as repre-
sented by data in a database may have a link type defined
by the database ontology used by the database.
[0086] Each of the processes, methods, and algo-
rithms described in the preceding sections may be em-
bodied in, and fully or partially automated by, code mod-
ules executed by one or more computer systems or com-
puter processors comprising computer hardware. The
processes and algorithms may be implemented partially
or wholly in application-specific circuitry.
[0087] The various features and processes described
above may be used independently of one another, or
may be combined in various ways. All possible combi-
nations and subcombinations are intended to fall within
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the scope of this disclosure. In addition, certain method
or process blocks may be omitted in some implementa-
tions. The methods and processes described herein are
also not limited to any particular sequence, and the blocks
or states relating thereto can be performed in other se-
quences that are appropriate. For example, described
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than
that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states
may be combined in a single block or state. The example
blocks or states may be performed in serial, in parallel,
or in some other manner. Blocks or states may be added
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments.
The example systems and components described herein
may be configured differently than described. For exam-
ple, elements may be added to, removed from, or rear-
ranged compared to the disclosed example embodi-
ments.
[0088] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0089] Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks
in the flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in
the attached figures should be understood as potentially
representing modules, segments, or portions of code
which include one or more executable instructions for
implementing specific logical functions or steps in the
process. Alternate implementations are included within
the scope of the embodiments described herein in which
elements or functions may be deleted, executed out of
order from that shown or discussed, including substan-
tially concurrently or in reverse order, depending on the
functionality involved, as would be understood by those
skilled in the art.
[0090] It should be emphasized that many variations
and modifications may be made to the above-described
embodiments, the elements of which are to be under-
stood as being among other acceptable examples. All
such modifications and variations are intended to be in-
cluded herein within the scope of this disclosure. The
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the
invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter
how detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention
can be practiced in many ways. As is also stated above,
it should be noted that the use of particular terminology
when describing certain features or aspects of the inven-
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is
being re-defined herein to be restricted to including any
specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the

invention with which that terminology is associated. The
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in
accordance with the appended claims and any equiva-
lents thereof.

Claims

1. A computing system configured to display a large
amount of dynamically updating data, the computing
system comprising:

a network interface that is coupled to a data net-
work for receiving and transmitting one or more
packet flows;
a computer processor; and
a computer readable storage medium storing
program instructions configured for execution by
the computer processor in order to cause the
computing system to:

access a plurality of confidential messages;
display the plurality of confidential messag-
es in a tile layout in a first view, wherein
each confidential message is displayed in
a separate tile;
receive a first selection of a first tile in the
tile layout in response to a user placing a
cursor over the first tile, wherein the first tile
displays a first confidential message;
receive a second selection of a label in re-
sponse to the user selecting a key com-
mand while the cursor is placed over the
first tile;
update a message association data struc-
ture to indicate a link between the label and
the first confidential message in response
to receiving the second selection; and
update display of the first tile to include the
first confidential message and an indication
of the selected label.

2. The computing system of Claim 1, wherein the one
or more stored program instructions further cause
the processor to:

receive a third selection of a second label in re-
sponse to the user selecting a second key com-
mand while the cursor is placed over the first tile;
update the message association data structure
to indicate a link between the second label and
the first confidential message in response to re-
ceiving the third selection; and
update display of the first tile to include the first
confidential message and an indication of the
second label.

3. The computing system of Claim 2, wherein the label
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is associated with a category, and wherein the sec-
ond label is associated with a sub-category of the
category.

4. The computing system of any of Claims 1-3, wherein
the one or more stored program instructions further
cause the processor to:

display in the first view a count of a number of
confidential messages associated with the label;
and
updating the count in response to the update of
the message association data structure.

5. The computing system of any of Claims 1-4, wherein
the one or more stored program instructions further
cause the processor to display an expanded view of
the first tile in the first view in response to the user
selecting the first tile.

6. The computing system of any of Claims 1-5, wherein
the one or more stored program instructions further
cause the processor to:

display one or more labels in a second view;
receive a third selection of a further label in the
one or more labels in the second view; and
display one or more confidential messages as-
sociated with the further label in the tile layout.

7. The computing system of any of Claims 1-6, wherein
the cursor comprises at least one of a mouse pointer
or a finger of the user.

8. A computer-implemented method of displaying a
large amount of dynamically updating data, the com-
puter-implemented method comprising:

accessing a plurality of messages;
displaying the plurality of messages in a tile lay-
out in a first view, wherein each message is dis-
played in a separate tile;
receiving a first selection of a first tile in the tile
layout in response to a user placing a cursor
over the first tile, wherein the first tile displays a
first message;
receiving a second selection of a label in re-
sponse to the user providing a command while
the cursor is placed over the first tile;
updating a message association data structure
to indicate a link between the label and the first
message in response to receiving the second
selection; and
updating display of the first tile to include the first
message and an indication of the selected label.

9. The computer-implemented method of Claim 8,
wherein the operation of the user providing a com-

mand comprises the user selecting a key command.

10. The computer-implemented method of Claim 8 or
Claim 9, further comprising:

receiving a third selection of a second label in
response to the user providing a second com-
mand or selecting a second key command while
the cursor is placed over the first tile;
updating the message association data struc-
ture to indicate a link between the second label
and the first message in response to receiving
the third selection; and
updating display of the first tile to include the first
message and an indication of the second label.

11. The computer-implemented method of Claim 10,
wherein the label is associated with a category, and
wherein the second label is associated with a sub-
category of the category.

12. The computer-implemented method of any of Claims
8-11, further comprising:

displaying in the first view a count of a number
of messages associated with the label; and
updating the count in response to the update of
the message association data structure.

13. The computer-implemented method of any of Claims
8-12, further comprising displaying an expanded
view of the first tile in the first view in response to the
user selecting the first tile.

14. The computer-implemented method of any of Claims
8-13, further comprising:

displaying one or more labels in a second view;
receiving a third selection of a further label in
the one or more labels in the second view; and
displaying one or more messages associated
with the further label in the tile layout.

15. A computer-readable medium comprising one or
more program instructions recorded thereon, the in-
structions configured for execution by a computing
system comprising one or more processors in order
to cause the computing system to perform the oper-
ations recited in any of Claims 8-14.
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(57) Systems and methods are provided for analyz-
ing entity performance. In one implementation, a method
is provided that includes accessing a data structure com-
prising a plurality of interactions associated with multiple
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more interactions of the plurality of interactions associ-
ated with a consuming entity of the multiple entities. The
method further includes determining whether the one or
more interactions associated with the consuming entity
comprise an identified location information of the con-
suming entity.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Provi-
sional Patent Application No. 61/916,795, U.S. Provi-
sional Patent Application No. 61/916,796, and U.S. Pro-
visional Patent Application No. 61/916,797, each of
which were filed on December 16, 2013, and the disclo-
sures of which are expressly incorporated herein by ref-
erence in their entirety.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The amount of information being processed and
stored is rapidly increasing as technology advances
present an ever-increasing ability to generate and store
data. This data is commonly stored in computer-based
systems in structured data stores. For example, one com-
mon type of data store is a so-called "flat" file such as a
spreadsheet, plain-text document, or XML document.
Another common type of data store is a relational data-
base comprising one or more tables. Other examples of
data stores that comprise structured data include, without
limitation, files systems, object collections, record collec-
tions, arrays, hierarchical trees, linked lists, stacks, and
combinations thereof.
[0003] Numerous organizations, including industry, re-
tail, and government entities, recognize that important
information and decisions can be drawn if massive data
sets can be analyzed to identify patterns of behavior.
Collecting and classifying large sets of data in an appro-
priate manner allows these entities to more quickly and
efficiently identify these patterns, thereby allowing them
to make more informed decisions.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] Reference will now be made to the accompa-
nying drawings which illustrate exemplary embodiments
of the present disclosure and in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates, in block diagram form, an exem-
plary data fusion system for providing interactive da-
ta analysis, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system
for analyzing performance of an entity, consistent
with embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer
system, consistent with embodiments of the present
disclosure.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary data struc-
ture accessed in the process of analyzing entity per-
formance, consistent with the embodiments of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an exemplary scenario
depicting a system for analyzing entity performance,

consistent with the embodiments of the present dis-
closure.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart representing an exemplary proc-
ess for analyzing entity performance, consistent with
the embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 7 is a screenshot of an exemplary user interface
representing an entity performance, consistent with
embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 8 is a screenshot of an exemplary user interface
representing an entity performance, consistent with
embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 9 is a screenshot of an exemplary user interface
representing an entity performance, consistent with
embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 10A is a flowchart representing an exemplary
process for analyzing entity performance, consistent
with the embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 10B is a screenshot of an exemplary user in-
terface representing an entity performance, consist-
ent with embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 11 is a flowchart representing an exemplary
process for comparing entity performance, consist-
ent with the embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 12 is a screenshot of an exemplary user inter-
face representing a comparison of entity perform-
ance, consistent with embodiments of the present
disclosure
FIG. 13 is a flowchart representing an exemplary
process for estimating a consuming entity’s location,
consistent with the embodiments of the present dis-
closure.
FIG. 14 is a flowchart representing an exemplary
process for estimating a provisioning entity’s loca-
tion, consistent with the embodiments of the present
disclosure.
FIG. 15 is a flowchart representing an exemplary
process for estimating a provisioning entity’s loca-
tion, consistent with the embodiments of the present
disclosure.
FIGs. 16A, 16B, and 16C are block diagrams rep-
resenting a method of computing travel times be-
tween two provisioning entities, consistent with the
embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIGs. 17-26 are screenshots of exemplary user in-
terfaces, consistent with the embodiments of the
present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0005] This application expressly incorporates herein
by reference the entirety of U.S. Non-Provisional Patent
Application No. 14/045,720, titled "Systems and Methods
for Analyzing Performance of an Entity", filed on October
3, 2013.
[0006] Reference will now be made in detail to the em-
bodiments, the examples of which are illustrated in the
accompanying drawings. Whenever possible, the same
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reference numbers will be used throughout the drawings
to refer to the same or like parts. The terms interactions
and transactions are intended to covey the same mean-
ing and can be used interchangeably throughout this dis-
closure.
[0007] FIG. 1 illustrates, in block diagram form, an ex-
emplary data fusion system 100 for providing interactive
data analysis, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure. Among other things, data fusion sys-
tem 100 facilitates transformation of one or more data
sources, such as data sources 130 (e.g., financial serv-
ices systems 220, geographic data systems 230, provi-
sioning entity management systems 240 and/or consum-
ing entity data systems 250, as shown in FIG. 2) into an
object model 160 whose semantics are defined by an
ontology 150. The transformation can be performed for
a variety of reasons. For example, a database adminis-
trator can import data from data sources 130 into a da-
tabase 170 for persistently storing object model 160. As
another example, a data presentation component (not
depicted) can transform input data from data sources 130
"on the fly" into object model 160. The object model 160
can then be utilized, in conjunction with ontology 150, for
analysis through graphs and/or other data visualization
techniques.
[0008] Data fusion system 100 comprises a definition
component 110 and a translation component 120, both
implemented by one or more processors of one or more
computing devices or systems executing hardware
and/or software-based logic for providing various func-
tionality and features of the present disclosure, as de-
scribed herein. As will be appreciated from the present
disclosure, data fusion system 100 can comprise fewer
or additional components that provide the various func-
tionalities and features described herein. Moreover, the
number and arrangement of the components of data fu-
sion system 100 responsible for providing the various
functionalities and features described herein can further
vary from embodiment to embodiment.
[0009] Definition component 110 generates and/or
modifies ontology 150 and a schema map 140. Exem-
plary embodiments for defining an ontology (such as on-
tology 150) are described in U.S. Patent No. 7,962,495
(the ’495 patent), issued on June 14, 2011, the entire
contents of which are expressly incorporated herein by
reference for all purposes. Consistent with certain em-
bodiments disclosed in the ’495 patent, a dynamic ontol-
ogy may be used to create a database. To create a da-
tabase ontology, one or more object types may be de-
fined, where each object type includes one or more prop-
erties. The attributes of object types or property types of
the ontology can be edited or modified at any time. And,
for each property type, at least one parser definition may
be created. The attributes of a parser definition can be
edited or modified at any time.
[0010] In some embodiments, each property type is
declared to be representative of one or more object types.
A property type is representative of an object type when

the property type is intuitively associated with the object
type. Alternatively, each property type has one or more
components and a base type. In some embodiments, a
property type can comprise a string, a date, a number,
or a composite type consisting of two or more string, date,
or number elements. Thus, property types are extensible
and can represent complex data structures. Further, a
parser definition can reference a component of a complex
property type as a unit or token.
[0011] An example of a property having multiple com-
ponents is an Address property having a City component
and a State component. An example of raw input data is
"Los Angeles, CA." An example parser definition speci-
fies an association of imported input data to object prop-
erty components as follows: {CITY}, {STATE}→Ad-
dress:State, Address:City. In some embodiments, the
association {CITY}, {STATE} is defined in a parser defi-
nition using regular expression symbology. The associ-
ation {CITY}, {STATE} indicates that a city string followed
by a state string, and separated by a comma, comprises
valid input data for a property of type Address. In contrast,
input data of "Los Angeles CA" would not be valid for the
specified parser definition, but a user could create a sec-
ond parser definition that does match input data of "Los
Angeles CA." The definition Address:City, Address:State
specifies that matching input data values map to compo-
nents named "City" and "State" of the Address property.
As a result, parsing the input data using the parser def-
inition results in assigning the value "Los Angeles" to the
Address:City component of the Address property, and
the value "CA" to the Address:State component of the
Address property.
[0012] According to some embodiments, schema map
140 can define how various elements of schemas 135
for data sources 130 map to various elements of ontology
150. Definition component 110 receives, calculates, ex-
tracts, or otherwise identifies schemas 135 for data
sources 130. Schemas 135 define the structure of data
sources 130; for example, the names and other charac-
teristics of tables, files, columns, fields, properties, and
so forth. Definition component 110 furthermore optionally
identifies sample data 136 from data sources 130. Defi-
nition component 110 can further identify object type, re-
lationship, and property definitions from ontology 150, if
any already exist. Definition component 110 can further
identify pre-existing mappings from schema map 140, if
such mappings exist.
[0013] Based on the identified information, definition
component 110 can generate a graphical user interface
115. Graphical user interface 115 can be presented to
users of a computing device via any suitable output
mechanism (e.g., a display screen, an image projection,
etc.), and can further accept input from users of the com-
puting device via any suitable input mechanism (e.g., a
keyboard, a mouse, a touch screen interface, etc.).
Graphical user interface 115 features a visual workspace
that visually depicts representations of the elements of
ontology 150 for which mappings are defined in schema
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map 140.
[0014] In some embodiments, transformation compo-
nent 120 can be invoked after schema map 140 and on-
tology 150 have been defined or redefined. Transforma-
tion component 120 identifies schema map 140 and on-
tology 150. Transformation component 120 further reads
data sources 130 and identifies schemas 135 for data
sources 130. For each element of ontology 150 described
in schema map 140, transformation component 120 iter-
ates through some or all of the data items of data sources
130, generating elements of object model 160 in the man-
ner specified by schema map 140. In some embodi-
ments, transformation component 120 can store a rep-
resentation of each generated element of object model
160 in a database 170. In some embodiments, transfor-
mation component 120 is further configured to synchro-
nize changes in object model 160 back to data sources
130.
[0015] Data sources 130 can be one or more sources
of data, including, without limitation, spreadsheet files,
databases, email folders, document collections, media
collections, contact directories, and so forth. Data sourc-
es 130 can include data structures stored persistently in
non-volatile memory. Data sources 130 can also or al-
ternatively include temporary data structures generated
from underlying data sources via data extraction compo-
nents, such as a result set returned from a database serv-
er executing an database query.
[0016] Schema map 140, ontology 150, and schemas
135 can be stored in any suitable structures, such as
XML files, database tables, and so forth. In some em-
bodiments, ontology 150 is maintained persistently.
Schema map 140 can or cannot be maintained persist-
ently, depending on whether the transformation process
is perpetual or a one-time event. Schemas 135 need not
be maintained in persistent memory, but can be cached
for optimization.
[0017] Object model 160 comprises collections of ele-
ments such as typed objects, properties, and relation-
ships. The collections can be structured in any suitable
manner. In some embodiments, a database 170 stores
the elements of object model 160, or representations
thereof. Alternatively, the elements of object model 160
are stored within database 170 in a different underlying
format, such as in a series of object, property, and rela-
tionship tables in a relational database.
[0018] According to some embodiments, the function-
alities, techniques, and components described herein
are implemented by one or more special-purpose com-
puting devices. The special-purpose computing devices
can be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or can in-
clude digital electronic devices such as one or more ap-
plication-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field pro-
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently
programmed to perform the techniques, or can include
one or more general purpose hardware processors pro-
grammed to perform the techniques pursuant to program
instructions in firmware, memory, other storage, or a

combination. Such special-purpose computing devices
can also combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FP-
GAs with custom programming to accomplish the tech-
niques. The special-purpose computing devices can be
desktop computer systems, portable computer systems,
handheld devices, networking devices, or any other de-
vice that incorporates hard-wired and/or program logic
to implement the techniques.
[0019] Throughout this disclosure, reference will be
made to an entity such as, for example, a provisioning
entity and a consuming entity. It will be understood that
a provisioning entity can include, for example, a mer-
chant, a retail provisioning entity or the like, and a con-
suming entity can include, for example, a consumer user
buying products or services from a provisioning entity. It
will be understood that a consuming entity can represent
either individual persons or can represent a group of per-
sons (e.g., a group of persons living under one roof as
part of a family). In some embodiments, a consuming
entity can be a credit card number of an individual or a
credit card number for an entire family sharing one credit
card. It will also be understood that a provisioning entity
can represent either the entity itself or individual persons
involved with the entity.
[0020] In embodiments described herein, data fusion
system 100 can provide a provisioning entity, such as a
retail provisioning entity, to analyze information to identify
behaviors to allow that provisioning entity to make more
informed decisions. Such information can allow retail en-
tities, such as a retail provisioning entity, to determine
where to place their retail locations. Provisioning entities
having more than one location (e.g., a merchant with a
chain store or a franchise model) typically evaluate the
performance of their locations and may adjust their busi-
ness models or work flows when the locations under-
perform. Typically, provisioning entities evaluate the per-
formance of their locations based on period-to-period
metrics. For example, a provisioning entity can evaluate
a location’s performance by comparing the current
month’s sales to the previous month’s sales. In addition,
provisioning entitles can evaluate each of its locations’
performance using comparative analysis. For example,
a provisioning entity might compare the sales at an area
location with the sales at a second location. As provision-
ing entities generally measure the performance of its lo-
cations based on their own interaction data (e.g., the en-
tity’s sales across some or all of its locations), current
methods of measuring performance do not consider
sales made by competitors or demographic features of
the areas of the provisioning entity’s locations.
[0021] Since current performance evaluation methods
do not consider the sales of competitors or the demo-
graphic features of the region of the provisioning entity
location, measured performance may not represent the
true performance of a provisioning entity. For instance,
although a provisioning entity location in a low consumer
spend capacity area might have less sales than a provi-
sioning entity location in a high consumer spend capacity
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area, it may be performing better than what could be ex-
pected for that area in light of, for example, the low
number of consumers residing in the area or the low in-
come of the area. A performance of a provisioning entity
at an area location can be adversely impacted by the
close proximity of a second location of the provisioning
entity, but the provisioning entity at the area location can
be performing better than expected given the competition
from the provisioning entity’s second location. Converse-
ly, while a provisioning entity location in a dense, high-
income area might have the highest sales of all provi-
sioning entity locations, it can still be under-performing
because, for instance, consumer spend capacity is high
and the provisioning entity location could generate more
sales.
[0022] Consistent with embodiments of the present
disclosure, the performance of provisioning entities can
be analyzed based on how the provisioning entity is ex-
pected to perform given the location of the provisioning
entity. For a given provisioning entity location, the dis-
closed embodiments may be implemented to consider,
for example, consumer demographic features of the pro-
visioning entity location’s area and the proximity of com-
petitors to the provisioning entity location (including the
proximity of the provisioning entity’s other close-by loca-
tions). In some embodiments, the provisioning entity can
be a merchant. For purposes of illustration, exemplary
embodiments for analyzing entity performance are de-
scribed herein with reference to "merchants." The exem-
plary embodiments and techniques described herein,
however, may be applied to other types of entities (e.g.,
service providers, governmental agencies, etc.) within
the spirit and scope of this disclosure.
[0023] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary sys-
tem 200 for performing one or more operations for ana-
lyzing performance of a provisioning entity and/or a con-
suming entity, consistent with disclosed embodiments.
In some embodiments, the provisioning entity is a mer-
chant and system 200 can include provisioning entity
analysis system 210, one or more financial services sys-
tems 220, one or more geographic data systems 230,
one or more provisioning entity management systems
240, and one or more consuming entity data systems
250. The components and arrangement of the compo-
nents included in system 200 can vary depending on the
embodiment. For example, the functionality described
below with respect to financial services systems 220 can
be embodied in consuming entity data systems 250, or
vice-versa. Thus, system 200 can include fewer or addi-
tional components that perform or assist in the perform-
ance of one or more processes to analyze provisioning
entity’s, consistent with the disclosed embodiments.
[0024] One or more components of system 200 can be
computing systems configured to analyze provisioning
entity performance. As further described herein, compo-
nents of system 200 can include one or more computing
devices (e.g., computer(s), server(s), etc.), memory stor-
ing data and/or software instructions (e.g., database(s),

memory devices, etc.), and other known computing com-
ponents. In some embodiments, the one or more com-
puting devices are configured to execute software or a
set of programmable instructions stored on one or more
memory devices to perform one or more operations, con-
sistent with the disclosed embodiments. Components of
system 200 can be configured to communicate with one
or more other components of system 200, including pro-
visioning entity analysis system 210, one or more finan-
cial services systems 220, one or more geographic data
systems 230, one or more provisioning entity manage-
ment systems 240, and one or more consumer data sys-
tems 250. In certain aspects, users can operate one or
more components of system 200. The one or more users
can be employees of, or associated with, the entity cor-
responding to the respective component(s) (e.g., some-
one authorized to use the underlying computing systems
or otherwise act on behalf of the entity).
[0025] Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can be
a computing system configured to analyze provisioning
entity performance. For example, provisioning entity
analysis system 210 can be a computer system config-
ured to execute software or a set of programmable in-
structions that collect or receive financial interaction data,
consumer data, and provisioning entity data and process
it to determine the actual transaction amount of each
transaction associated with the provisioning entity. Pro-
visioning entity analysis system 210 can be configured,
in some embodiments, to utilize, include, or be a data
fusion system 100 (see, e.g., FIG. 1) to transform data
from various data sources (such as, financial services
systems 220, geographic data systems 230, provisioning
entity management systems 240 ,and consuming entity
data systems 250) for processing. In some embodiments,
provisioning entity analysis system 210 can be imple-
mented using a computer system 300, as shown in FIG.
3 and described below.
[0026] Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can in-
clude one or more computing devices (e.g., server(s)),
memory storing data and/or software instructions
[0027] (e.g., database(s), memory devices, etc.) and
other known computing components. According to some
embodiments, provisioning entity analysis system 210
can include one or more networked computers that ex-
ecute processing in parallel or use a distributed comput-
ing architecture. Provisioning entity analysis system 210
can be configured to communicate with one or more com-
ponents of system 200, and it can be configured to pro-
vide analysis of provisioning entities via an interface(s)
accessible by users over a network (e.g., the Internet).
For example, provisioning entity analysis system 210 can
include a web server that hosts a web page accessible
through network 260 by provisioning entity management
systems 240. In some embodiments, provisioning entity
analysis system 210 can include an application server
configured to provide data to one or more client applica-
tions executing on computing systems connected to pro-
visioning entity analysis system 210 via network 260.
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[0028] In some embodiments, provisioning entity anal-
ysis system 210 can be configured to determine the ac-
tual sales for a provisioning entity or specific provisioning
entity location by processing and analyzing data collect-
ed from one or more components of system 200. For
example, provisioning entity analysis system 210 can de-
termine that the Big Box Merchant store located at 123
Main St, in Burbank, CA is actually generating $60,000
of sales per month. Provisioning entity analysis system
210 can provide an analysis of a provisioning entity or
provisioning entity location’s performance based on a tar-
get for sales and the actual sales for the provisioning
entity or provisioning entity location. For example, for the
Big Box Merchant store located at 123 Main St., Burbank,
CA, the provisioning entity analysis system 210 can pro-
vide an analysis that the store is performing above ex-
pectations. Exemplary processes that can be used by
provisioning entity analysis system 210 are described
below with respect to FIGs. 6, 10A, 11, 13, 14, and 15.
[0029] Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can, in
some embodiments, generate a user interface commu-
nicating data related to one or more provisioning entities
or provisioning entity locations. For example, in some
embodiments, provisioning entity analysis system 210
includes a web server that generates HTML code, or
scripts capable of generating HTML code, that can be
displayed in a web browser executing on computing de-
vice. Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can also
execute an application server that provides user interface
objects to a client application executing on a computing
device, or it can provide data that is capable of being
displayed in a user interface in a client application exe-
cuting on a computing device. In some embodiments,
provisioning entity analysis system 210 can generate us-
er interfaces that can be displayed within another user
interface. For example, provisioning entity analysis sys-
tem 210 can generate a user interface for display within
a parent user interface that is part of a word processing
application, a presentation development application, a
web browser, or an illustration application, among others.
In some embodiments, generating a user interface can
include generating the code that when executed displays
information (e.g., HTML) on the user interface. Alterna-
tively, generating interface can include providing com-
mands and/or data to a set of instructions that when ex-
ecuted render a user interface capable of being shown
on a display connected to a computing device. In some
embodiments, the user interface can include a map, in-
dications of the provisioning entity locations on a map,
and indications of the sales or interactions associated
with the provisioning entity locations. Examples of some
(although not all) user interfaces that can be generated
by provisioning entity analysis system 210 are described
below with respect to FIGs. 7-9, 10B and 12.
[0030] Referring again to FIG. 2, financial services sys-
tem 220 can be a computing system associated with a
financial service provider, such as a bank, credit card
issuer, credit bureau, credit agency, or other entity that

generates, provides, manages, and/or maintains finan-
cial service accounts for one or more users. Financial
services system 220 can generate, maintain, store, pro-
vide, and/or process financial data associated with one
or more financial service accounts. Financial data can
include, for example, financial service account data, such
as financial service account identification data, account
balance, available credit, existing fees, reward points,
user profile information, and financial service account in-
teraction data, such as interaction dates, interaction
amounts, interaction types, and location of interaction.
In some embodiments, each interaction of financial data
can include several categories of information associated
with the interaction. For example, each interaction can
include categories such as number category; consuming
entity identification category; consuming entity location
category; provisioning entity identification category; pro-
visioning entity location category; type of provisioning en-
tity category; interaction amount category; and time of
interaction category, as described in FIG. 4. It will be
appreciated that financial data can comprise either ad-
ditional or fewer categories than the exemplary catego-
ries listed above. Financial services system 220 can in-
clude infrastructure and components that are configured
to generate and/or provide financial service accounts
such as credit card accounts, checking accounts, savings
account, debit card accounts, loyalty or reward programs,
lines of credit, and the like.
[0031] Geographic data systems 230 can include one
or more computing devices configured to provide geo-
graphic data to other computing systems in system 200
such as provisioning entity analysis system 210. For ex-
ample, geographic data systems 230 can provide geo-
detic coordinates when provided with a street address of
vice-versa. In some embodiments, geographic data sys-
tems 230 exposes an application programming interface
(API) including one or more methods or functions that
can be called remotely over a network, such as network
260. According to some embodiments, geographic data
systems 230 can provide information concerning routes
between two geographic points. For example, provision-
ing entity analysis system 210 can provide two addresses
and geographic data systems 230 can provide, in re-
sponse, the aerial distance between the two addresses,
the distance between the two addresses using roads,
and/or a suggested route between the two addresses
and the route’s distance.
[0032] According to some embodiments, geographic
data systems 230 can also provide map data to provi-
sioning entity analysis system 210 and/or other compo-
nents of system 200. The map data can include, for ex-
ample, satellite or overhead images of a geographic re-
gion or a graphic representing a geographic region. The
map data can also include points of interest, such as
landmarks, malls, shopping centers, schools, or popular
restaurants or retailers, for example.
[0033] Provisioning entity management systems 240
can be one or more computing devices configured to per-
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form one or more operations consistent with disclosed
embodiments. For example, provisioning entity manage-
ment systems 240 can be a desktop computer, a laptop,
a server, a mobile device (e.g., tablet, smart phone, etc.),
or any other type of computing device configured to re-
quest provisioning entity analysis from provisioning entity
analysis system 210. According to some embodiments,
provisioning entity management systems 240 can com-
prise a network-enabled computing device operably con-
nected to one or more other presentation devices, which
can themselves constitute a computing system. For ex-
ample, provisioning entity management systems 240 can
be connected to a mobile device, telephone, laptop, tab-
let, or other computing device.
[0034] Provisioning entity management systems 240
can include one or more processors configured to exe-
cute software instructions stored in memory. Provision-
ing entity management systems 240 can include software
or a set of programmable instructions that when executed
by a processor performs known Internet-related commu-
nication and content presentation processes. For exam-
ple, provisioning entity management systems 240 can
execute software or a set of instructions that generates
and displays interfaces and/or content on a presentation
device included in, or connected to, provisioning entity
management systems 240. In some embodiments, pro-
visioning entity management systems 240 can be a mo-
bile device that executes mobile device applications
and/or mobile device communication software that al-
lows provisioning entity management systems 240 to
communicate with components of system 200 over net-
work 260. The disclosed embodiments are not limited to
any particular configuration of provisioning entity man-
agement systems 240.
[0035] Provisioning entity management systems 240
can be one or more computing systems associated with
a provisioning entity that provides products (e.g., goods
and/or services), such as a restaurant (e.g., Outback
Steakhouse®, Burger King®, etc.), retailer (e.g., Ama-
zon.com®, Target®, etc.), grocery store, mall, shopping
center, service provider (e.g., utility company, insurance
company, financial service provider, automobile repair
services, movie theater, etc.), non-profit organization
(ACLU™, AARP®, etc.) or any other type of entity that
provides goods, services, and/or information that con-
suming entities (i.e., end-users or other business entities)
can purchase, consume, use, etc. For ease of discussion,
the exemplary embodiments presented herein relate to
purchase interactions involving goods from retail provi-
sioning entity systems. Provisioning entity management
systems 240, however, is not limited to systems associ-
ated with retail provisioning entities that conduct busi-
ness in any particular industry or field.
[0036] Provisioning entity management systems 240
can be associated with computer systems installed and
used at a brick and mortar provisioning entity locations
where a consumer can physically visit and purchase
goods and services. Such locations can include comput-

ing devices that perform financial service interactions
with consumers (e.g., Point of Sale (POS) terminal(s),
kiosks, etc.). Provisioning entity management systems
240 can also include back- and/or front-end computing
components that store data and execute software or a
set of instructions to perform operations consistent with
disclosed embodiments, such as computers that are op-
erated by employees of the provisioning entity (e.g., back
office systems, etc.). Provisioning entity management
systems 240 can also be associated with a provisioning
entity that provides goods and/or service via known on-
line or e-commerce types of solutions. For example, such
a provisioning entity can sell products via a website using
known online or e-commerce systems and solutions to
market, sell, and process online interactions. Provision-
ing entity management systems 240 can include one or
more servers that are configured to execute stored soft-
ware or a set of instructions to perform operations asso-
ciated with a provisioning entity, including one or more
processes associated with processing purchase interac-
tions, generating interaction data, generating product da-
ta (e.g., SKU data) relating to purchase interactions, for
example.
[0037] Consuming entity data systems 250 can include
one or more computing devices configured to provide
demographic data regarding consumers. For example,
consuming entity data systems 250 can provide informa-
tion regarding the name, address, gender, income level,
age, email address, or other information about consum-
ers. Consuming entity data systems 250 can include pub-
lic computing systems such as computing systems affil-
iated with the U.S. Bureau of the Census, the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics, or FedStats, or it can include private
computing systems such as computing systems affiliated
with financial institutions, credit bureaus, social media
sites, marketing services, or some other organization that
collects and provides demographic data.
[0038] Network 260 can be any type of network or com-
bination of networks configured to provide electronic
communications between components of system 200.
For example, network 260 can be any type of network
(including infrastructure) that provides communications,
exchanges information, and/or facilitates the exchange
of information, such as the Internet, a Local Area Net-
work, or other suitable connection(s) that enables the
sending and receiving of information between the com-
ponents of system 200. Network 260 may also comprise
any combination of wired and wireless networks. In other
embodiments, one or more components of system 200
can communicate directly through a dedicated commu-
nication link(s), such as links between provisioning entity
analysis system 210, financial services system 220, ge-
ographic data systems 230, provisioning entity manage-
ment systems 240, and consuming entity data systems
250.
[0039] As noted above, provisioning entity analysis
system 210 can include a data fusion system (e.g., data
fusion system 100) for organizing data received from one
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or more of the components of system 200.
[0040] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary com-
puter system 300, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure. The components of system 200 such
as provisioning entity analysis system 210, financial serv-
ice systems 220, geographic data systems 230, provi-
sioning entity management systems 240, and consuming
entity data systems 250 may include the architecture
based on or similar to that of computer system 300.
[0041] As illustrated in FIG. 3, computer system 300
includes a bus 302 or other communication mechanism
for communicating information, and one or more hard-
ware processors 304 (denoted as processor 304 for pur-
poses of simplicity) coupled with bus 302 for processing
information. Hardware processor 304 can be, for exam-
ple, one or more general-purpose microprocessors or it
can be a reduced instruction set of one or more micro-
processors.
[0042] Computer system 300 also includes a main
memory 306, such as a random access memory (RAM)
or other dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 302 for
storing information and instructions to be executed by
processor 304. Main memory 306 also can be used for
storing temporary variables or other intermediate infor-
mation during execution of instructions to be executed
by processor 304. Such instructions, after being stored
in non-transitory storage media accessible to processor
304, render computer system 300 into a special-purpose
machine that is customized to perform the operations
specified in the instructions.
[0043] Computer system 300 further includes a read
only memory (ROM) 308 or other static storage device
coupled to bus 302 for storing static information and in-
structions for processor 304. A storage device 310, such
as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive
(Flash drive), etc. is provided and coupled to bus 302 for
storing information and instructions.
[0044] Computer system 300 can be coupled via bus
302 to a display 312, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT),
liquid crystal display, or touch screen, for displaying in-
formation to a computer user. An input device 314, in-
cluding alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus
302 for communicating information and command selec-
tions to processor 304. Another type of user input device
is cursor control 316, such as a mouse, a trackball, or
cursor direction keys for communicating direction infor-
mation and command selections to processor 304 and
for controlling cursor movement on display 312. The input
device typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes,
a first axis (for example, x) and a second axis (for exam-
ple, y), that allows the device to specify positions in a
plane. In some embodiments, the same direction infor-
mation and command selections as cursor control can
be implemented via receiving touches on a touch screen
without a cursor.
[0045] Computing system 300 can include a user in-
terface module to implement a graphical user interface
that can be stored in a mass storage device as executable

software codes that are executed by the one or more
computing devices. This and other modules can include,
by way of example, components, such as software com-
ponents, object-oriented software components, class
components and task components, processes, func-
tions, attributes, procedures, subroutines, segments of
program code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry,
data, databases, data structures, tables, arrays, and var-
iables.
[0046] In general, the word "module," as used herein,
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a
collection of software instructions, possibly having entry
and exit points, written in a programming language, such
as, for example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A software module
can be compiled and linked into an executable program,
installed in a dynamic link library, or written in an inter-
preted programming language such as, for example, BA-
SIC, Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated that software
modules can be callable from other modules or from
themselves, and/or can be invoked in response to de-
tected events or interrupts. Software modules configured
for execution on computing devices can be provided on
a computer readable medium, such as a compact disc,
digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any other
tangible medium, or as a digital download (and can be
originally stored in a compressed or installable format
that requires installation, decompression, or decryption
prior to execution). Such software code can be stored,
partially or fully, on a memory device of the executing
computing device, for execution by the computing device.
Software instructions can be embedded in firmware, such
as an EPROM. It will be further appreciated that hardware
modules can be comprised of connected logic units, such
as gates and flip-flops, and/or can be comprised of pro-
grammable units, such as programmable gate arrays or
processors. The modules or computing device function-
ality described herein are preferably implemented as
software modules, but can be represented in hardware
or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein re-
fer to logical modules that can be combined with other
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their phys-
ical organization or storage.
[0047] Computer system 300 can implement the tech-
niques described herein using customized hard-wired
logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or pro-
gram logic which in combination with the computer sys-
tem causes or programs computer system 300 to be a
special-purpose machine. According to some embodi-
ments, the operations, functionalities, and techniques
and other features described herein are performed by
computer system 300 in response to processor 304 ex-
ecuting one or more sequences of one or more instruc-
tions contained in main memory 306. Such instructions
can be read into main memory 306 from another storage
medium, such as storage device 310. Execution of the
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 306
causes processor 304 to perform the process steps de-
scribed herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired
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circuitry can be used in place of or in combination with
software instructions.
[0048] The term "non-transitory media" as used herein
refers to any non-transitory media storing data and/or
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific
fashion. Such non-transitory media can comprise non-
volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media
can include, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such
as storage device 310. Volatile media can include dy-
namic memory, such as main memory 306. Common
forms of non-transitory media can include, for example,
a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state drive,
magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage me-
dium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium,
any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a
PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any
other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions
of the same.
[0049] Non-transitory media is distinct from, but can
be used in conjunction with, transmission media. Trans-
mission media can participate in transferring information
between storage media. For example, transmission me-
dia can include coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber op-
tics, including the wires that comprise bus 302. Trans-
mission media can also take the form of acoustic or light
waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and
infra-red data communications.
[0050] Various forms of media can be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 304 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line using a mo-
dem. A modem local to computer system 300 can receive
the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red trans-
mitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-
red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red
signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus
302. Bus 302 carries the data to main memory 306, from
which processor 304 retrieves and executes the instruc-
tions. The instructions received by main memory 306 can
optionally be stored on storage device 310 either before
or after execution by processor 304.
[0051] Computer system 300 can also include a com-
munication interface 318 coupled to bus 302. Communi-
cation interface 318 can provide a two-way data commu-
nication coupling to a network link 320 that can be con-
nected to a local network 322. For example, communi-
cation interface 318 can be an integrated services digital
network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or
a modem to provide a data communication connection
to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another
example, communication interface 318 can be a local
area network (LAN) card to provide a data communica-
tion connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links can
also be implemented. In any such implementation, com-
munication interface 318 can send and receives electri-

cal, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital
data streams representing various types of information.
[0052] Network link 320 can typically provide data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, network link 320 can provide a
connection through local network 322 to a host computer
324 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) 326. ISP 326 in turn can provide data com-
munication services through the world wide packet data
communication network now commonly referred to as
the "Internet" 328. Local network 322 and Internet 328
can both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals
that carry digital data streams. The signals through the
various networks and the signals on network link 320 and
through communication interface 318, which carry the
digital data to and from computer system 300, can be
example forms of transmission media.
[0053] Computer system 300 can send messages and
receive data, including program code, through the net-
work(s), network link 320 and communication interface
318. In the Internet example, a server 330 can transmit
a requested code for an application program through In-
ternet 328, ISP 326, local network 322 and communica-
tion interface 318. The received code can be executed
by processor 304 as it is received, and/or stored in stor-
age device 310, or other non-volatile storage for later
execution. In some embodiments, server 330 can provide
information for being displayed on a display.
[0054] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary data
structure 400, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure. Data structure 400 can store data
records associated with interactions involving multiple
entities. Data structure 400 can be, for example, a data-
base (e.g., database 170) that can store elements of an
object model (e.g., object model 160). In some embodi-
ments, data structure 400 can be a Relational Database
Management System (RDBMS) that stores interaction
data as sections of rows of data in relational tables. An
RDBMS can be designed to efficiently return data for an
entire row, or record, in as few operations as possible.
An RDBMS can store data by serializing each row of data
of data structure 400. For example, in an RDBMS, data
associated with interaction 1 of FIG. 4 can be stored se-
rially such that data associated with all categories of in-
teraction 1 can be accessed in one operation.
[0055] Alternatively, data structure 400 can be a col-
umn-oriented database management system that stores
data as sections of columns of data rather than rows of
data. This column-oriented DBMS can have advantages,
for example, for data warehouses, customer relationship
management systems, and library card catalogs, and
other ad hoc inquiry systems where aggregates are com-
puted over large numbers of similar data items. A column-
oriented DBMS can be more efficient than an RDBMS
when an aggregate needs to be computed over many
rows but only for a notably smaller subset of all columns
of data, because reading that smaller subset of data can
be faster than reading all data. A column-oriented DBMS
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can be designed to efficiently return data for an entire
column, in as few operations as possible. A column-ori-
ented DBMS can store data by serializing each column
of data of data structure 400. For example, in a column-
oriented DBMS, data associated with a category (e.g.,
consuming entity identification category 420) can be
stored serially such that data associated with that cate-
gory for all interactions of data structure 400 can be ac-
cessed in one operation.
[0056] As shown in FIG. 4, data structure 400 can com-
prise data associated with a very large number of inter-
actions associated with multiple entities. For example,
data structure 400 can include 50 billion interactions. In
some embodiments, interactions associated with multi-
ple entities can be referred to as transactions between
multiple entities. Where appropriate, the terms interac-
tions and transactions are intended to convey the same
meaning and can be used interchangeably throughout
this disclosure. While each interaction of data structure
400 is depicted as a separate row in FIG. 4, it will be
understood that each such interaction can be represent-
ed by a column or any other known technique in the art.
Each interaction data can include several categories of
information. For example, the several categories can in-
clude, number category 410; consuming entity identifi-
cation category 420; consuming entity location category
430; provisioning entity identification category 440; pro-
visioning entity location category 450; type of provision-
ing entity category 460; interaction amount category 470;
and time of interaction category 480. It will be understood
that FIG. 4 is merely exemplary and that data structure
400 can include even more categories of information as-
sociated with an interaction.
[0057] Number category 410 can uniquely identify
each interaction of data structure 400. For example, data
structure 400 depicts 50 billion interactions as illustrated
by number category 410 of the last row of data structure
400 as 50,000,000,000. In FIG. 4, each row depicting a
interaction can be identified by an element number. For
example, interaction number 1 can be identified by ele-
ment 401; interaction number 2 can be identified by ele-
ment 402; and so on such that interaction
50,000,000,000 can be identified by 499B. It will be un-
derstood that this disclosure is not limited to any number
of interactions and further that this disclosure can extend
to a data structure with more or fewer than 50 billion in-
teractions. It is also appreciated that number category
410 need not exist in data structure 400.
[0058] Consuming entity identification category 420
can identify a consuming entity. In some embodiments,
consuming entity identification category 420 can repre-
sent a name (e.g., User 1 for interaction 401; User N for
interaction 499B) of the consuming entity. Alternatively,
consuming entity identification category 420 can repre-
sent a code uniquely identifying the consuming entity
(e.g., CE002 for interaction 402). For example, the iden-
tifiers under the consuming entity identification category
420 can be a credit card number that can identify a person

or a family, a social security number that can identify a
person, a phone number or a MAC address associated
with a cell phone of a user or family, or any other identifier.
[0059] Consuming entity location category 430 can
represent a location information of the consuming entity.
In some embodiments, consuming entity location cate-
gory 430 can represent the location information by pro-
viding at least one of: a state of residence (e.g., state
sub-category 432; California for element 401; unknown
for interaction 405) of the consuming entity; a city of res-
idence (e.g., city sub-category 434; Palo Alto for interac-
tion 401; unknown for interaction 405) of the consuming
entity; a zip code of residence (e.g., zip code sub-cate-
gory 436; 94304 for interaction 401; unknown for inter-
action 405) of the consuming entity; and a street address
of residence (e.g., street address sub-category 438; 123
Main St. for interaction 401; unknown for interaction 405)
of the consuming entity.
[0060] Provisioning entity identification category 440
can identify a provisioning entity (e.g., a merchant or a
coffee shop). In some embodiments, provisioning entity
identification category 440 can represent a name of the
provisioning entity (e.g., Merchant 2 for interaction 402).
Alternatively, provisioning entity identification category
440 can represent a code uniquely identifying the provi-
sioning entity (e.g., PE001 for interaction 401). Provision-
ing entity location category 450 can represent a location
information of the provisioning entity. In some embodi-
ments, provisioning entity location category 450 can rep-
resent the location information by providing at least one
of: a state where the provisioning entity is located (e.g.,
state sub-category 452; California for interaction 401; un-
known for interaction 402); a city where the provisioning
entity is located (e.g., city sub-category 454; Palo Alto
for interaction 401; unknown for interaction 402); a zip
code where the provisioning entity is located (e.g., zip
code sub-category 456; 94304 for interaction 401; un-
known for interaction 402); and a street address where
the provisioning entity is located (e.g., street address
sub-category 458; 234 University Ave. for interaction
401; unknown for interaction 402).
[0061] Type of provisioning entity category 460 can
identify a type of the provisioning entity involved in each
interaction. In some embodiments, type of provisioning
entity category 460 of the provisioning entity can be iden-
tified by a category name customarily used in the industry
(e.g., Gas Station for interaction 401) or by an identifica-
tion code that can identify a type of the provisioning entity
(e.g., TPE123 for interaction 403). Alternatively, type of
the provisioning entity category 460 can include a mer-
chant category code ("MCC") used by credit card com-
panies to identify any business that accepts one of their
credit cards as a form of payment. For example, MCC
can be a four-digit number assigned to a business by
credit card companies (e.g., American Express™, Mas-
terCard™, VISA™) when the business first starts accept-
ing one of their credit cards as a form of payment.
[0062] In some embodiments, type of provisioning en-
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tity category 460 can further include a sub-category (not
shown in FIG. 4), for example, type of provisioning entity
sub-category 461 that can further identify a particular
sub-category of provisioning entity. For example, an in-
teraction can comprise a type of provisioning entity cat-
egory 460 as a hotel and type of provisioning entity sub-
category 461 as either a bed and breakfast hotel or a
transit hotel. It will be understood that the above-de-
scribed examples for type of provisioning entity category
460 and type of provisioning entity sub-category 461 are
non-limiting and that data structure 400 can include other
kinds of such categories and sub-categories associated
with an interaction.
[0063] Interaction amount category 470 can represent
a transaction amount (e.g., $74.56 for interaction 401)
involved in each interaction. Time of interaction category
480 can represent a time at which the interaction was
executed. In some embodiments, time of interaction cat-
egory 480 can be represented by a date (e.g., date sub-
category 482; November 23, 2013, for interaction 401)
and time of the day (e.g., time sub-category 484; 10:32
AM local time for interaction 401). Time sub-category 484
can be represented in either military time or some other
format. Alternatively, time sub-category 484 can be rep-
resented with a local time zone of either provisioning en-
tity location category 450 or consuming entity location
category 430.
[0064] In some embodiments, each interaction data
can include categories of information including (not
shown in FIG. 4), for example, consuming entity loyalty
membership category, consuming entity credit card type
category, consuming entity age category, consuming en-
tity gender category, consuming entity income category,
consuming entity with children category, product infor-
mation category, and service information category.
[0065] Consuming entity loyalty membership category
can represent whether the consuming entity is part of a
loyalty membership program associated with a provision-
ing entity. For example, consuming entity loyalty mem-
bership category can represent that the consuming entity
is a member of one of Costco™ membership programs
including Goldstar Member™, Executive Member™, and
Business Member™. Consuming entity credit card type
category can represent the type of credit card used by
the consuming entity for a particular interaction. For ex-
ample, consuming entity credit card type category can
represent that the credit card used by the consuming
entity for that particular interaction can be one either
American Express™, MasterCard™, VISA™, or Discov-
er™ credit cards. In some embodiments, consuming en-
tity credit card type category can represent a kind of Mas-
terCard™ (e.g., Gold MasterCard™ or Platinum Master-
Card™) used for a particular interaction.
[0066] In some embodiments, consuming entity demo-
graphic information can be stored in each interaction. For
example, consuming entity demographic information can
include at least one of: consuming entity age category,
consuming entity gender category, consuming entity in-

come category, and consuming entity with children cat-
egory. In some embodiments, consuming entity age cat-
egory can represent age information associated with the
consuming entity; consuming entity gender category can
represent gender information (e.g., Male or Female) as-
sociated with the consuming entity; consuming entity in-
come category can represent income information (e.g.,
greater than $100,000 per year) associated with the con-
suming entity; and consuming entity with children cate-
gory can represent whether the consuming entity has
any children under 18 or not. For example, if the con-
suming entity has children under 18, a positive indication
can be stored and if the consuming entity does not has
children under 18, a negative indication can be stored.
In some embodiments, consuming entity with children
category can store information representing a number of
children associated with the consuming entity.
[0067] Product information category can represent in-
formation associated with a product that is involved in an
interaction. For example, product information category
can represent that the product involved in the interaction
is a particular type of product based on a stock keeping
unit ("SKU") of the product. In some embodiments, the
product’s SKU can be unique to a particular provisioning
entity involved in that particular interaction. Alternatively,
product information category can represent the product
involved in the interaction with a at least one of a Univer-
sal Product Code, International Article Number, Global
Trade Item Number, and Australian Product Number.
Service information category can represent information
associated with a service that is involved in an interaction.
For example, service information category can represent
that the service involved in the interaction is a particular
type of service based on an SKU of the service. It will be
appreciated that an SKU can uniquely represent either
a product or a service. Some examples of services can
be warranties, delivery fees, installation fees, and licens-
es.
[0068] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an exemplary sce-
nario depicting a system for analyzing entity perform-
ance, consistent with embodiments of the present dis-
closure. System 500 depicts a scenario where a consum-
ing entity (e.g., user of cell phone 505) can attempt to
access a service at one or more provisioning entities
(e.g., Website 1 542, Website 2 544, and/or Website 3
546). To access one of the provisioning entities, the con-
suming entity can initiate an access request from cell
phone 505. The access request can include a consuming
entity identification such as, for example, a cell phone
number or a MAC address associated with cell phone
505. The access request can then reach a cellular base
station 515 through a communication link 510. It will be
understood that communication link 510 can either be a
wireless link (as shown in the exemplary embodiment of
FIG. 5) or a wired link (not shown). Next, the access re-
quest can reach server 525 through network 520. Net-
work 520 can be, for example, the Internet. In some em-
bodiments, network 520 can be one of either a local area
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network, a wide area network, or an entity’s intranet.
Server 525 can be a server located at a service provider
(e.g., Verizon Wireless™). Server 525 can be, in some
embodiments, an authentication, authorization, and ac-
counting server (AAA server). In some embodiments,
server 525 can be a proxy server that can facilitate a
communication between cell phone 505 and a server de-
vice at the provisioning entities (e.g., Website 1 542).
[0069] Access request can reach one of the provision-
ing entities after an authorization, authentication, and ac-
counting process is complete. Access request can
traverse to one of the provisioning entities through net-
work 530. Network 530 can be similar to network 520,
as described above. After the authorized and authenti-
cated access request reaches one of the provisioning
entities, the consuming entity is allowed to access the
provisioning entities. In this exemplary embodiment, user
of cell phone 505 can access either Website 1 542, Web-
site 2 544, or Website 3 546, depending on details of the
access request. For example, provisioning entities can
be one of the websites Google™, Facebook™, and Twit-
ter™.
[0070] After a consuming entity (e.g., user of cell phone
505 or cell phone 505) accesses one of the provisioning
entities, server 525 can store information regarding the
user and/or cell phone accessing these provisioning en-
tities. Each access by a user of a website can be stored
as an interaction in a data structure in Server 525. Server
525 can store such information in a data structure (e.g.,
data structure 400) comprising several categories of in-
formation including, but not limited to, an interaction
number; consuming entity identification; consuming en-
tity location; provisioning entity identification; provision-
ing entity location; type of provisioning entity; duration of
interaction; and time of interaction. The data structure
can be analyzed to analyze a performance of provision-
ing entities, for example, to estimate a number of unique
consuming entities (e.g., users) per month, average
amount of time a consuming entity spends on their web-
site, time of the day where consuming entity traffic is high-
est or lowest, etc. It will be understood that any number
of useful insights can be drawn by analyzing the data
structure comprising interactions associated with con-
suming entities and provisioning entities. While FIG. 5,
depicts a use case scenario of a cell phone user (exem-
plary consuming entity) accessing a website (exemplary
provisioning entity), it will be understood that a process
of analyzing interaction between a consuming entity and
a provisioning entity can be extended to any number of
scenarios, including, financial transactions between con-
sumers and banks; credit card transactions between a
consumer and a provisioning entity like a grocery store,
movie theatre, gas station, mall, etc.
[0071] FIG. 6 depicts a flowchart representing an ex-
emplary process for analyzing entity performance, con-
sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure.
While the flowchart discloses the following steps in a par-
ticular order, it will be appreciated that at least some of

the steps can be moved, modified, or deleted where ap-
propriate, consistent with the teachings of the present
disclosure. The analyzing of the entity performance can
be performed in full or in part by a provisioning entity
analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis system
210). It is appreciated that some of these steps can be
performed in full or in part by other systems (e.g., such
as those systems identified above in FIG. 2).
[0072] In step 610, a request having one or more filter
selections can be received at a provisioning entity anal-
ysis system implementing a process for analyzing a per-
formance of one or more entities of multiple entities. In
some embodiments, the request can be received from a
provisioning entity (e.g., a merchant like Lowes™), which
can be interested in analyzing its performance with re-
gards the one or more filter selections. In some embod-
iments, one or more filter selections of the received re-
quest can comprise a selection to represent data asso-
ciated with at least one of: cohorts; demographics; geo-
graphic; time; and transactions. Alternatively, the one or
more filter selections can comprise a selection to repre-
sent data associated with at least one of: charts; histo-
grams; maps; numbers; and time. In some embodiments,
the one or more filter selections can comprise a selection
to represent data associated with at least one of: a loca-
tion information associated with the occurrence of an in-
teraction; a location information associated with the con-
suming entity; a location information associated with the
provisioning entity; demographic information represent-
ing at least one of: age, gender, income, and location
associated with the consuming entity; an amount asso-
ciated with an interaction; and a time associated with an
interaction. An exemplary screenshot of a user interface
with exemplary filter selections is shown in FIGs. 7 and
8, described below.
[0073] In some embodiments, the process for analyz-
ing a performance of one or more entities of multiple en-
tities can be implemented without having to receive one
or more filter selections. Such a process can be imple-
mented, for example, by having the provisioning entity
analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis system
210) comprise one or more predetermined filter selec-
tions. These exemplary one or more predetermined filter
selections can include the same selections as the one or
more filters (e.g., add new filter 705 shown in FIG. 7) that
can be selected by a user as described above. For ex-
ample, the one or more predetermined filter selections
can comprise at least one of: cohorts; demographics; ge-
ographic; time; and transactions. In another exemplary
embodiment, the one or more predetermined filter selec-
tions can comprise at least one of: charts; histograms;
maps; numbers; and time.
[0074] Next, in step 620, a data structure (e.g., data
structure 400) comprising several categories of informa-
tion showing interactions associated with multiple entities
can be accessed. The data structure can represent in-
formation associated with a very large number of inter-
actions. In some embodiments, the data structure can
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represent information for tens of billions of interactions
(e.g., data structure 400 depicting 50 billion interactions).
The data structure can be similar to the exemplary data
structure 400 described in FIG. 4 above. In exemplary
embodiments comprising one or more predetermined fil-
ter selections, accessing step 620 can be implemented
in the same fashion as that of the exemplary embodi-
ments where one or more filter selections can be received
from a user.
[0075] Next, in step 630, some categories of the sev-
eral categories within the data structure can be identified
based on the one or more filter selections of the received
request. The identified categories, for example, can be
one or more of the several categories of the data structure
(e.g., data structure 400). In some embodiments, there
can be a mapping between the one or more filter selec-
tions and the several categories. For example, a filter
selection for customer zip code can be mapped to con-
suming entity location category 430 and further to zip
code sub-category 436. Another exemplary mapping can
exist between a filter selection for gender and a category
or a sub-category associated with a gender of consuming
entity (not shown in FIG. 4). It will be appreciated that
the exemplary mapping techniques described above are
merely exemplary and other mapping techniques can be
defined within the scope of this disclosure. In some em-
bodiments, one or more filter selections can include "de-
mographics and customer zip code" selections, as de-
picted in FIG. 8. When the provisioning entity (e.g., a
home improvement store such as Lowes™) is interested
in analyzing its performance at a particular location with
respect to consuming entities (e.g., a consumer buying
home improvement products at Lowes™) that buy prod-
ucts at the location, the provisioning entity can select one
or more filters such as demographics 820 and further zip
code 824 (associated with a zip code representing loca-
tion of consuming entity).
[0076] Based on the one or more filter selections, the
provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning en-
tity analysis system 210) can identify some categories of
the data structure that are relevant for analyzing the per-
formance of the one or more entities (e.g., provisioning
entity) regarding customer demographics including a lo-
cation (e.g., zip code) of the consuming entities. In this
example, the provisioning entity analysis system can
identify categories associated with a number of interac-
tion (e.g., number category 410), an identity of consum-
ing entities (e.g., consuming entity identification category
420), and a location of consuming entities (e.g., consum-
ing entity location category 430 including at least zip code
sub-category 436). In some embodiments, consuming
entity location category 430 can be identified along with
one or more categories of state sub-category 432, city
sub-category 434, zip code sub-category 436, and street
address sub-category 438. In exemplary embodiments
comprising one or more predetermined filter selections,
identifying step 630 can be implemented in the same
fashion as that of the exemplary embodiments where one

or more filter selections can be received from a user.
[0077] Next, in step 640, information associated with
the identified categories can be processed to analyze a
performance of one or more entities of the multiple enti-
ties in accordance with the one or more filter selections.
In some embodiments, a first entity of the one or more
entities can be a provisioning entity (e.g., a home im-
provement store such as Lowes™). One or more entities
of the multiple entities can comprise one or more groups
of entities of the multiple entities. For example, a group
of entities can be defined such that the group of entities
can have similar characteristics such as all grocery stores
within a given zip code or all Safeway™ locations within
a city (e.g., San Jose, CA). In some embodiments, a
group of entities can include all entities associated with
the same MCC (e.g., 5542 for Automated Fuel Dispens-
ers at a Gas Station) within a given zip code. Processing
the identified categories can comprise creating a new
data structure that is different from the data structure of
step 620, and comprising only the identified categories
of step 630 or one or more subsets of those categories.
Alternatively, processing the identified categories can be
performed on the existing data structure of step 620 (e.g.,
data structure 400).
[0078] By way of example, when the one or more filter
selections is "demographics and customer zip code," the
system can process information that is associated with
identified categories based on the filter selections such
as a number of interaction (e.g., number category 410),
an identity of consuming entities (e.g., consuming entity
identification category 420), a location of consuming en-
tities (e.g., consuming entity location category 430 in-
cluding at least zip code sub-category 436), and catego-
ries associated with consuming entity demographics in-
cluding consuming entity age category, consuming entity
gender category, and consuming entity income category.
In some embodiments, data associated with identified
categories can be stored in either a row-oriented data-
base or a column-oriented database, as described above
with respect to data structure 400. Processing informa-
tion can involve performing statistical analysis on data
stored in the identified categories. Performing statistical
analysis, for example, can include various computations
of data associated with identified categories. For exam-
ple, if an identified category is interaction amount cate-
gory 470, processing information can include performing
an aggregate of the interaction amount to compute a total
amount for all interactions associated with the provision-
ing entity. It will be understood that processing informa-
tion can include other examples of performing statistical
analysis, including but not limited to, computing an aver-
age, mean, maximum, minimum, or standard deviation
for a series of data.
[0079] In some embodiments, processing the informa-
tion of the identified categories can result in a multitude
of useful insights regarding the behavior of consuming
entities. Some of such insights, for example, can relate
to the kinds of products bought by consuming entities, a
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location where consuming entities buy the products, a
time as to when consuming entities buy the products, the
frequency with which consuming entities buy the prod-
ucts, a location of residence of consuming entities, de-
mographics information of consuming entities including
their age and income level. It will be understood that the
above-listed insights are merely exemplary and a number
of other insights can be drawn within the scope and spirit
of this disclosure.
[0080] In some embodiments, processing the informa-
tion of the identified categories can result in a multitude
of useful insights regarding the performance of provision-
ing entities. Some of such insights, for example, can re-
late to the kinds of products being sold by provisioning
entities, a location where provisioning entities sell the
products, a time as to when provisioning entities sell the
products, a performance comparison between different
locations of the same provisioning entity. It will be under-
stood that the above-listed insights are merely exemplary
and a number of other insights can be drawn within the
scope and spirit of this disclosure. In exemplary embod-
iments comprising one or more predetermined filter se-
lections, processing step 640 can be implemented in the
same fashion as that of the exemplary embodiments
where one or more filter selections can be received from
a user.
[0081] In some embodiments, step 640 can process
information of a data structure that is updated in real-
time. That is, processing of information can occur on the
data structure that comprises up-to-date interaction data
at the time of an execution of step 640. Alternatively, step
640 can process information of a data structure that is
not updated in real-time. That is, processing of informa-
tion can occur on the data structure that does not com-
prise up-to-date interaction data at the time of an execu-
tion of step 640. For example, processing of information
can occur on a data structure that is updated only peri-
odically (e.g., on a daily or weekly basis) and not in real-
time.
[0082] Next, in step 650, the processed information
can be provided for displaying the performance of the
one or more entities (e.g., provisioning entity) on a user
interface. In some embodiments, the user interface can
comprise a representation of a geographic region. The
user interface can also comprise a representation of lo-
cations of the one or more entities overlaid on the geo-
graphic region; and further a representation of sub-geo-
graphic regions overlaid on a geographic region. Alter-
natively, the user interface can include a representation
of the performance of the one or more entities over ge-
ographic or sub-geographic regions associated with a
location of the one or more entities. For example, geo-
graphic or sub-geographic regions can be associated
with a location of either a consuming entity or a provi-
sioning entity.
[0083] In exemplary embodiments comprising one or
more predetermined filter selections, providing step 650
can be implemented in the same fashion as that of the

exemplary embodiments where one or more filter selec-
tions can be received from a user. Exemplary user inter-
faces are depicted in FIGs. 7-9 that illustrate a perform-
ance of a provisioning entity based on one or more filter
selections. As shown in FIGs. 7-9, user interface can
either be a graph-based, map-based, or any other related
interface.
[0084] FIGs. 7-9 illustrate several exemplary user in-
terfaces that can be generated by provisioning entity
analysis system, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure. The exemplary user interfaces of
FIGs. 7-9 are meant to help illustrate and describe certain
features of disclosed embodiments, and are not meant
to limit the scope of the user interfaces that can be gen-
erated or provided by the provisioning entity analysis sys-
tem.
[0085] FIG. 7 shows an exemplary user interface 700
generated by a provisioning entity analysis system (e.g.,
provisioning entity analysis system 210), according to
some embodiments. User interface 700 includes an op-
tion to add one or more new filters (e.g., add new filter
705). In some embodiments, a provisioning entity (or a
user of a provisioning entity) can select the option to se-
lect the one or more new filters. Alternatively, a consum-
ing entity can select the option to select the one or more
filters. In some embodiments, the option to add one or
more filters can include adding filters associated with
charts 710, histograms 720, maps 730, numbers 740,
and time 750. Each of the above-recited filters can further
comprise sub-filters. For example, filter maps 730 can
further comprise sub-filters associated with Map-Con-
suming Entity Source 732, Map-Provisioning Entity Rev-
enue 734, and Regional Chart-Spend by Region 736.
It will be understood that one or more filters (and sub-
filters) can include any other filters associated with inter-
actions associated with multiple entities stored in a data
structure (e.g., data structure 400).
[0086] User interface 700 can include map 760, which
shows consuming entity source and geohash regions
(while shown as shaded rectangles, they can also include
any unshaded rectangles). A geohash region, or geo-
hash bucket, is a region associated with a latitude/longi-
tude, hierarchal geocode system that subdivides regions
of the Earth into grid shaped buckets. The level of gran-
ularity of geohash regions can vary depending on the
length of the geohash code corresponding to that region.
For example, a geohash code that is one bit in length
can correspond to a geohash region of roughly 20 million
square kilometers, and a geohash code that is six bits in
length can correspond to a geohash region of roughly
1.2 square kilometers. In some embodiments, a geohash
region of five bits (roughly 18 square kilometers) is pre-
ferred, although the size of the geohash region can de-
pend on the character of the overall region which is being
geohashed. For example, a six bit geohash can be more
suitable for a densely populated urban area, while a four
bit geohash can be more suitable for a sparsely populated
rural area. In some embodiments, location information
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of an entity can be represented by a geohash region. For
example, a geohash region of five bits representing San
Jose, CA, can comprise the latitude/longitude coordi-
nates, N 37.3394° W 121.8950°, and can be depicted as
shaded region 775 as illustrated on map 770. Alterna-
tively, location information can be represented using a
zip code. For example, a portion of San Jose, CA, can
be represented by using a zip code, 95113. It will be
appreciated that location information can be represented
in other ways such as street address, city, state, Global
Positioning Satellite coordinates, etc.
[0087] In some embodiments, after a user enters in-
formation into the add new filter (e.g., add new filter 705),
the provisioning entity analysis system receives a mes-
sage to regenerate or modify the user interface. For ex-
ample, if a user entered Maps 730 and then Map-Con-
suming Entity Source 732 into the add new filter box, the
provisioning entity analysis system could receive a mes-
sage indicating that a user interface should display a map
with a location of each consuming entity for the given
region of the map (e.g., San Francisco Bay Area), and it
can generate a user interface with map 760 showing a
location information for each consuming entity. For ex-
ample, map 760 can display consuming entity location
as shaded and unshaded rectangles in geo-hash re-
gions. In some embodiments, a region of the map can
be selected by a user by using an input device such as
mouse, key board, or touch pad.
[0088] In some embodiments, after a user selects
Maps 730 and then Map-Provisioning Entity Revenue
734 into the add new filter box, the provisioning entity
analysis system could receive a message indicating that
a user interface should display a map with revenue in-
formation of provisioning entity for the given region of the
map (e.g., San Francisco Bay Area), and it can generate
a user interface with map 770 showing revenue informa-
tion of provisioning entity over the given region of map.
For example, map 770 displays provisioning entity rev-
enue as shaded and unshaded rectangles in geo-hash
regions. It will be understood that user interface 700 can
further comprise representations associated with other
filter (and sub-filter) selections, including but not limited
to, charts 710, histograms 720, numbers 740, and time
750.
[0089] FIG. 8 shows an exemplary user interface 800
generated by a provisioning entity analysis system (e.g.,
provisioning entity analysis system 210), according to
some embodiments. User interface 800 includes an op-
tion to add one or more new filters (e.g., add new filter
805. In some embodiments, the option to add one or more
filters can include adding filters to display an entity’s per-
formance comprising either cohort analysis (e.g., cohorts
810), demographic analysis (e.g., demographics 820),
geographic analysis (e.g., geographics 830), time-based
analysis (e.g., time 840), and interaction analysis (e.g.,
interactions 850). Each of the above-recited filters can
further comprise sub-filters. For example, filter demo-
graphics 820 can further comprise sub-filters associated

with age of consuming entity (e.g., age 822), location of
consuming entity (e.g., consuming entity zipcode 824),
gender of consuming entity (e.g., gender 826), and in-
come of consuming entity (e.g., income 828).
[0090] User interface 800 can include map 860, which
can show, for example, a representation of income of
consuming entities in terms of geohash regions (while
shown as shaded rectangles, they can also include any
unshaded rectangles). In some embodiments, after a us-
er enters information into the add new filter (e.g., add
new filter 805), the provisioning entity analysis system
receives a message to regenerate or modify the user
interface. For example, if a user entered demographics
820 and then income 828 into the add new filter box, the
provisioning entity analysis system would receive a mes-
sage indicating that a user interface should display a map
with income information of consuming entity for the given
region of the map (e.g., San Francisco Bay Area), and it
can generate a user interface with map 860 showing a
representation of income information of consuming entity
using geohash regions. For example, map 860 displays
consuming entity income as shaded and unshaded rec-
tangles in geo-hash regions. In some embodiments, if a
user selects geograhics 830 and then revenue 828 (to
display a provisioning entity’s revenue over the selected
region) into the add new filter box, the provisioning entity
analysis system would receive a request indicating that
a user interface should display a map with revenue in-
formation of provisioning entity revenue for the given re-
gion of the map (e.g., San Francisco Bay Area), and it
can generate a user interface with map 870 showing a
representation of revenue information of provisioning en-
tity revenue using geohash regions. For example, map
870 displays provisioning entity revenue as shaded and
unshaded rectangles in geo-hash regions.
[0091] FIG. 9 shows an exemplary user interface 900
generated by a provisioning entity analysis system (e.g.,
provisioning entity analysis system 210), according to
some embodiments. In addition to map-based represen-
tation (e.g., map 910 and map 920), user interface 900
can also depict an entity performance as either a graph-
based representation (e.g., graph 930) or a heat-map
representation (e.g., heat-map 940). In some embodi-
ments, a user can select one or more filters (e.g., add
new filter 905) to display a timeline of an aggregate
spending by consuming entities. In such exemplary sce-
narios, provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provi-
sioning entity analysis system 210) can generate a user
interface (e.g., graph 930) that can represent an aggre-
gate of consuming entity spending on a daily basis at a
given provisioning entity. Alternatively, the aggregate
consuming entity spending on a daily basis can be dis-
played as a graph-based representation where the inde-
pendent axis (e.g., x-axis) can represent a day and the
other axis can represent aggregate consuming entity
spending on a daily basis, as depicted in graph 930.
[0092] In some embodiments, a user can select one
or more filters (e.g., add new filter 905) to display an
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hourly spending by consuming entities. In such exem-
plary scenarios, provisioning entity analysis system (e.g.,
provisioning entity analysis system 210) can generate a
user interface (e.g., heat map 940) that can represent
consuming entity spending on an hourly basis at a given
provisioning entity. Alternatively, the consuming entity
spending on an hourly basis can be displayed as a heat-
map representation where different shades of gray-scale
can be used to show different amount of spending on an
hourly basis. In some embodiments, a color coded heat-
map can be used where different colors can be used to
show different amount of spending on an hourly basis.
While FIG. 9 depicts a few representations of entity per-
formance, it will be understood that those representations
are merely exemplary and other representations are pos-
sible within the spirit and scope of this disclosure.
[0093] FIG. 10A depicts a flowchart representing an
exemplary process for analyzing entity performance,
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure.
While the flowchart discloses the following steps in a par-
ticular order, it will be appreciated that at least some of
the steps can be moved, modified, or deleted where ap-
propriate, consistent with the teachings of the present
disclosure. The analyzing of the entity performance can
be performed in full or in part by a provisioning entity
analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis system
210). It is appreciated that some of these steps can be
performed in full or in part by other systems (e.g., such
as those systems identified above in FIG. 2).
[0094] In step 1010A, an identifier associated with an
entity can be recognized. In some embodiments, the en-
tity can be a provisioning entity. Alternatively, the entity
can be a consuming entity. In some embodiments, the
identifier can be information associated with a provision-
ing entity identification category. Alternatively, the iden-
tifier can be information associated with a consuming en-
tity identification category. It will be appreciated that other
methods for recognizing an identifier associated with an
entity are possible.
[0095] Next, in step 1020A, a data structure (e.g., data
structure 400) comprising several categories of informa-
tion and one or more interactions associated with a plu-
rality of entities can be accessed. The data structure can
represent information associated with a very large
number of interactions. In some embodiments, the data
structure can represent information for tens of billions of
interactions (e.g., data structure 400 depicting 50 billion
interactions). The data structure can be similar to the
exemplary data structure 400 described in FIG. 4 above.
[0096] Next, in step 1030A, one or more interactions
of the plurality of interactions can be identified based on
the recognized identifier. In some embodiments, the
identified interactions can be one or more interactions of
the data structure that are associated with the recognized
identifier of the entity. For example, the identified inter-
actions can be one or more interactions associated with
a provisioning entity identification information (e.g., pro-
visioning entity identification category 440) or a consum-

ing entity identification information category (e.g., con-
suming entity identification category 420). For an exem-
plary provisioning entity identification information of
"Merchant 1," step 1030 can identify one or more inter-
actions that are associated with a provisioning entity that
can be identified with a name or code "Merchant 1."
[0097] In some embodiments, the accessed data
structure can comprise several categories of information
showing interactions associated with multiple entities. In
such embodiments, the provisioning entity analysis sys-
tem (e.g., provisioning entity analysis system 210) can
identify some categories of the data structure that are
relevant for analyzing the performance of the entity (e.g.,
provisioning entity) associated with the recognized iden-
tifier.
[0098] Next, in step 1040A, information associated
with the identified interactions can be processed to ana-
lyze a performance of the entity. In some embodiments,
processing the identified interactions can comprise cre-
ating a new data structure that is different from the data
structure of step 1020A, and can comprise only the iden-
tified interactions of step 1030A or one or more subsets
of those categories. Alternatively, processing the identi-
fied interactions is performed on the existing data struc-
ture of step 1020A (e.g., data structure 400).
[0099] In some embodiments, processing the informa-
tion of the identified interactions can result in a multitude
of useful insights regarding the behavior of consuming
entities. Some of such insights, for example, can relate
to the kinds of products bought by consuming entities, a
location where consuming entities buy the products, a
time as to when consuming entities buy the products, the
frequency with which consuming entities buy the prod-
ucts, a location of residence of consuming entities, de-
mographics information of consuming entities including
their age and income level. It will be understood that the
above-listed insights are merely exemplary and a number
of other insights can be drawn within the scope and spirit
of this disclosure.
[0100] Alternatively, processing the information of the
identified interactions can result in a multitude of useful
insights regarding the performance of provisioning enti-
ties. Some of such insights, for example, can relate to
the kinds of products being sold by provisioning entities,
a location where provisioning entities sell the products,
a time as to when provisioning entities sell the products,
a performance comparison between different locations
of the same provisioning entity, and performance com-
parison between competing provisioning entities. It will
be understood that the above-listed insights are merely
exemplary and a number of other insights can be drawn
within the scope and spirit of this disclosure.
[0101] In some embodiments, step 1040A can process
information of a data structure that is updated in real-
time. That is, processing of information can occur on the
data structure that comprises up-to-date interaction data
at the time of an execution of step 1040A. Alternatively,
step 1040A can process information of a data structure
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that is not updated in real-time. That is, processing of
information can occur on the data structure that does not
comprise up-to-date interaction data at the time of an
execution of step 1040A. For example, processing of in-
formation can occur on a data structure that is updated
only periodically (e.g., on a daily or weekly basis) and
not in real-time.
[0102] In some embodiments, the processed informa-
tion can comprise analysis information of a first entity or
a first group of entities of the plurality of entities and a
second entity or a second group of entities of a plurality
of entities. For example, a first entity of the one or more
entities can be a provisioning entity (e.g., a home im-
provement store such as Lowes™) and a second entity
of the one or more entities can be a provisioning entity
(e.g., a home improvement store such as Home De-
pot™). In some embodiments, the second entity can be
a competitor of the first entity. In some embodiments, the
first or second group of entities of the plurality of entities
can be defined such that the first or second group of
entities can comprise similar characteristics. For exam-
ple, the first or second group of entities can be all grocery
stores within a given zip code or all Safeway™ locations
within a city (e.g., San Jose, CA). Alternatively, the first
or second group of entities can include all entities asso-
ciated with the same MCC (e.g., 5542 for Automated Fuel
Dispensers at a Gas Station) within a given zip code.
[0103] In some embodiments, for each entity of a plu-
rality of entities, a group of entities (e.g., a first group of
entities of the plurality of entities) associated with the
entity can be identified or estimated such that the entity
can analyze its own performance against the group of
entities in aggregate. The group of entities can include a
group of provisioning entities. For example, the group of
provisioning entities associated with a first provisioning
entity can be identified based on at least one of: a simi-
larity between attributes of consuming entities that are
associated with the first provisioning entity and consum-
ing entities that are associated with other provisioning
entities; a location information associated with the first
provisioning entity and associated with other provisioning
entities; information representing a market share asso-
ciated with the first provisioning entity and a market share
associated with the other provisioning entities; and infor-
mation representing a wallet share associated with the
first provisioning entity and a wallet share associated with
the other provisioning entities. In some embodiments,
the group of entities can be referred to as, for example,
a cohort of entities, a set of entities, or an associated set
of entities. It will be appreciated that the group of entities
can be referred to by using other names.
[0104] A similarity between attributes of consuming en-
tities that are associated with the first provisioning entity
and consuming entities that are associated with other
provisioning entities can be used to determine a group
of provisioning entities associated with the first provision-
ing entity. For example, customer entity demographic in-
formation (e.g., age, gender, income, and/or location)

can be analyzed between customer entities of the first
provisioning entity and customer entities of the other pro-
visioning entities to identify a group of provisioning enti-
ties that have similar customer entity demographic infor-
mation. Location information associated with the first pro-
visioning entity and with other provisioning entities can
be analyzed to identify a group of provisioning entities
associated with the first provisioning entity. For example,
other provisioning entities that are located within a spec-
ified distance to a location of the first provisioning entity
can be identified as part of the group of provisioning en-
tities. Alternatively, other distance criteria such as, for
example, same zip code, can be used to identify the
group of provisioning entities. For example, a restaurant
situated in an airport can be interested in analyzing its
own performance relative to other restaurants situated
within the same airport.
[0105] Information representing a market share asso-
ciated with the first provisioning entity and a market share
associated with the other provisioning entities can be
used to identify a group of provisioning entities associat-
ed with the first provisioning entity. For example, a high-
end bicycle store can be interested in comparing its per-
formance against other high-end bicycle stores. In other
words, a group of high-end bicycle stores can be identi-
fied based on a market share analysis of high-end bicycle
stores. Information representing a wallet share associat-
ed with the first provisioning entity and a wallet share
associated with the other provisioning entities can be
used to identify a group of provisioning entities associat-
ed with the first provisioning entity. For example, a novelty
late-night theatre can be interested in comparing its per-
formance against other provisioning entities that also op-
erate late-night (e.g., bars or clubs) and hence can likely
compete with those entities for a consuming entity’s time
and money. An exemplary definition of wallet share can
be a percentage of consuming entity spending over a
period of time such as on a daily basis or a weekly basis
etc.
[0106] In some embodiments, the group of provision-
ing entities can be identified by using a multi-timescale
correlation comparison. One method of implementing the
multi-timescale correlation comparison can be by ana-
lyzing interactions between a consuming entity and a first
provisioning entity ("first provisioning entity interactions")
with that of interactions between the consuming entity
and a second provisioning entity ("second provisioning
entity interactions"). For example, if the first provisioning
entity interactions are correlated with the second provi-
sioning entity interactions on a daily timescale but anti-
correlated (or inversely correlated) on an hourly times-
cale, then the first provisioning entity and the second pro-
visioning entity can be defined as complementary entities
rather than competitive entities. In such scenarios, the
second provisioning entity need not be part of a group of
provisioning entities the first provisioning entity is inter-
ested in comparing against. Alternatively, if the first pro-
visioning entity interactions are anti-correlated with the
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second provisioning entity interactions on a daily times-
cale but correlated on an hourly timescale, then the first
provisioning entity and the second provisioning entity can
be defined as competitive entities. In such scenarios, the
second provisioning entity can be included in a group of
provisioning entities the first provisioning entity is inter-
ested in comparing against.
[0107] In some embodiments, a competitor to the first
entity can be identified or estimated based on at least
one of: an MCC information associated with the first en-
tity; a distance between a location of the first entity and
a location of the competitor; and demographic informa-
tion representing at least one of age, income, and gender
associated with a consuming entity involved in interac-
tions associated with the first entity.
[0108] In some embodiments, an identity of the first
entity can be known and an identity of the second entity
can be unknown. For example, the recognized identifier
can be associated with the first entity and accordingly,
an identify of the first entity can be known. In such em-
bodiments, an identity of the second entity can be esti-
mated based on information representing at least two
attributes of the first entity. In some embodiments, the at
least two attributes of the first entity can include an at-
tribute representing a type of entity for the first identity
and an attribute representing a location of the first entity.
For example, knowing a type of the first entity (e.g., gas
station) and location of the first entity (e.g., zip code), the
data structure (e.g., data structure 400) can be analyzed
to identify entities that are of the same type as that of the
first entity and are in a proximity to the location of the first
entity. If the estimation returns more than one possible
choice for an identity of the second entity, the system
can select one of the possible choices by selecting the
entity that is closest in proximity to the first entity. Alter-
natively, other criteria can be used to select from the more
than one possible choices. In some embodiments, at-
tributes other than that of location and type of the first
entity can be used to estimate the identity of the second
entity.
[0109] Next, in step 1050A, the processed information
can be provided for displaying the performance of the
entity (e.g., provisioning entity) on a user interface. In
some embodiments, the user interface can comprise a
representation of a geographic region. The user interface
can also comprise a representation of locations of the
one or more entities overlaid on the geographic region;
and further a representation of sub-geographic regions
overlaid on a geographic region. An exemplary user in-
terface is depicted in FIG. 10B. As shown in FIG. 10B,
the user interface can include a dashboard showing a
graphical representation of the performance of an entity
based on recognizing an identifier for the entity.
[0110] More particularly, FIG. 10B shows an exempla-
ry user interface 1000B that a provisioning entity analysis
system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis system 210)
can generate, according to some embodiments. User in-
terface 1000B can include a dashboard (e.g., dashboard

1010B) that can depict a performance of an entity over
a metric. For example, dashboard 1010B represents in-
formation of sales of the entity (e.g., a provisioning entity)
over a 7-day period for the current week (May 25, 2013
- May 31, 2013) compared to the same week of the pre-
vious year (May 25, 2012 - May 31, 2012). In some em-
bodiments, dashboard 1010B can represent information
comparing the entity’s actual revenue with the entity’s
expected revenue. For example, the provisioning entity
can input an expected revenue for a period of time (e.g.,
weekly, quarterly, or yearly). After receiving information
regarding the expected revenue, the provisioning entity
analysis system can analyze interaction data to analyze
the entity’s performance relative to the expected reve-
nue. An outcome of such comparative analysis can be
represented with an exemplary bar graph or a pie chart
on user interface 1000B. Alternatively, the entity’s ex-
pected revenue information can be inferred without hav-
ing to receive an external input representing the expected
revenue. For example, the provisioning analysis system
can analyze interaction data of the data structure to es-
timate a number for the entity’s expected revenue.
[0111] In some embodiments, dashboard 1010B can
be represented as a bar graph using two different fills,
one fill representing sales of the current week and an-
other representing sales from last year. It will be under-
stood that other representations of dashboard 1010A are
possible. Alternatively, the dashboard can be preconfig-
ured to analyze interaction data for a period of time such
as, for example, 7-days, one month, one quarter, one
year, etc.
[0112] In some embodiments, user interface 1000B
can also include a box for representing an alert (e.g.,
latest alert 1020B) that can indicate certain performance
metrics of the entity. For example, latest alert 1020B in-
cludes information to indicate that the entity’s worst day
within the preconfigured period of time is May 31, 2013.
A different entity performance metric can be included in
latest alert 1020B. Alternatively, user interface 1000B
can include user interface elements representing infor-
mation associated with entity performance metrics such
as revenue (e.g, revenue 1025B), amount of interaction
(e.g., ticket size 1030B), new consuming entities (new
consuming entities 1035B), returning consuming entities
(e.g., returning consuming entities 1040B), time of inter-
action in a day (e.g., time of day 1045B), and interactions
during a day of the week (e.g., day of week 1050B). For
example, each of the above-described user interface el-
ements can be depicted as rectangular box with an icon
and some information representing the performance
metric of the entity. It will be understood that in some
embodiments, user interface elements can be depicted
using different approaches such as, for example, charts,
maps, histograms, numbers etc.
[0113] FIG. 11 depicts a flowchart representing an ex-
emplary process for comparing entity performance, con-
sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure.
While the flowchart discloses the following steps in a par-
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ticular order, it will be appreciated that at least some of
the steps can be moved, modified, or deleted where ap-
propriate, consistent with the teachings of the present
disclosure. The comparing of the entity performance can
be performed in full or in part by a provisioning entity
analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis system
210). It is appreciated that some of these steps can be
performed in full or in part by other systems (e.g., such
as those systems identified above in FIG. 2).
[0114] In step 1110, an input for at least one category
of information to be compared between a first entity and
a second entity can be received at a provisioning entity
analysis system implementing a process for comparing
a performance between the first entity and a second en-
tity. In some embodiments, the input can be received
from a provisioning entity (e.g., a merchant like Lowes™),
which can be interested in analyzing their performance
relative to a competitor (e.g., HomeDepot™). Alterna-
tively, a competitor to the first entity can be identified or
estimated based on at least one of: an MCC information
associated with the first entity; a distance between a lo-
cation of the first entity and a location of the competitor;
and demographic information representing at least one
of age, income, and gender associated with a consuming
entity involved in interactions associated with the first en-
tity.
[0115] In some embodiments, the input can be re-
ceived from a first entity, where an identity of the first
entity can be known. In some embodiments, an identity
of the second entity can be provided. For example, the
user of the first entity can provide an identity of the second
entity. Alternatively, an identity of the second entity is not
provided. In exemplary embodiments where an identity
of the second entity is not provided, an identity of the
second entity can be estimated as described below.
[0116] In some embodiments, the received input can
comprise a selection to represent data associated with
at least one of: demographics; geographic; time; and
transactions. Alternatively, the received input can com-
prise a selection to represent data associated with at least
one of: charts; histograms; maps; numbers; and time. In
some embodiments, the received input can be similar to
one or more filter selections (e.g., add new filter 705)
described in FIG. 6. An exemplary screenshot of a user
interface comparing a performance of the first entity with
that of the second entity can be shown in FIG. 12, de-
scribed below.
[0117] Next, in step 1120, a data structure (e.g., data
structure 400) comprising several categories of informa-
tion showing interactions associated with multiple entities
can be accessed. The data structure can represent in-
formation associated with a very large number of inter-
actions (e.g., data structure 400 of FIG. 4. depicting 50
billion interactions). In some embodiments, the multiple
entities can include at least the first entity (e.g., a first
provisioning entity such as Lowes™) and the second en-
tity (e.g., a second provisioning entity such as HomeDe-
pot™).

[0118] Next, in step 1130, an identity of the second
entity can be estimated based on information represent-
ing at least two attributes of the first entity. In some em-
bodiments, the at least two attributes of the first entity
can include an attribute representing a type of entity for
the first identity and an attribute representing a location
of the first entity. For example, knowing a type of the first
entity (e.g., gas station) and location of the first entity
(e.g., zip code), the data structure (e.g., data structure
400) can be analyzed to identify entities that are of the
same type as that of the first entity and are in a proximity
to the location of the first entity. If the estimation returns
more than one possible choice for an identity of the sec-
ond entity, the system can select one of the possible
choices by selecting the entity that is closest in proximity
to the first entity. Alternatively, other criteria including,
attributes other than that of location and type of the first
entity can be used to estimate the identity of the second
entity.
[0119] Next, in step 1140, relevant interaction informa-
tion associated with the at least one category of the data
structure can be processed to compare a performance
of the first entity with that of the second entity. In some
embodiments, the processing step 1140 can be very sim-
ilar to processing step 640 described above. For exam-
ple, step 1140 can involve two processing operations
(e.g., processing operation of step 640), one for process-
ing the information associated with the at least one cat-
egory of the first entity and another one for processing
the information associated with the at least one category
of the second entity. After performing such operations,
step 1140 can then compare the processed information
from processing the first entity with that of the second
entity.
[0120] Next, in step 1150, the processed information
can be provided for displaying a comparison between a
performance of the first entity with that of the second
entity. Exemplary user interface is depicted in FIG. 12
that illustrates a performance comparison between the
first and second entities.
[0121] FIG. 12 shows a user interface 1200 generated
by a provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provision-
ing entity analysis system 210), according to some em-
bodiments. In some embodiments, user interface 1200
includes an option to add one or more inputs for catego-
ries to be compared between entities. For example, user
interface 1200 can include categories representing time-
line 1211, revenue 1212, total transactions 1213, ticket
size 1214, and time/day 1215. It will be understood that
other categories can be included in user interface 1200.
[0122] User interface 1200 can depict two graphs (e.g.,
graph 1252 and graph 1262) to represent a performance
comparison between the first entity and the second entity.
For example, graph 1252 can represent a performance
of the first entity for the selected category revenue 1212.
In the exemplary embodiment depicted in user interface
1200, the first entity intends to compare its own revenue
performance with that of one of its competitor over a given
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period of time (e.g., over the current quarter). Graph 1252
can represent revenue of the first entity over the current
quarter whereas graph 1262 can represent revenue of
the second entity (competitor to the first entity) over the
same current quarter. It will be understood that in some
embodiments, entity performance can be represented
using different approaches such as, for example, charts,
maps, histograms, numbers etc. In some embodiments,
where an identity of the second entity is not known, an
identity of the second entity can be estimated using the
exemplary process described in FIG. 11.
[0123] FIG. 13 depicts a flowchart representing an ex-
emplary process 1300 for estimating a location of a con-
suming entity, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure. While the flowchart discloses the fol-
lowing steps in a particular order, it will be appreciated
that at least some of the steps can be moved, modified,
or deleted where appropriate, consistent with the teach-
ings of the present disclosure. Process 1300 can be per-
formed in full or in part by a provisioning entity analysis
system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis system 210). It
is appreciated that some of these steps can be performed
in full or in part by other systems (e.g., such as those
systems identified above in FIG. 2).
[0124] In step 1310, a data structure (e.g., data struc-
ture 400) comprising a plurality of interactions associated
with multiple entities can be accessed. In some embod-
iments, the accessed data structure can comprise a plu-
rality of categories of information showing interactions
associated with multiple entities. The data structure can
be similar to the exemplary data structure 400 described
with reference to FIG. 4 above. The plurality of interac-
tions of the data structure can include information asso-
ciated with a consuming entity and a provisioning entity
(e.g., a first provisioning entity). Each such interaction of
the data structure can include at least one attribute of the
consuming entity and at least one attribute of the provi-
sioning entity. In some embodiments, the at least one
attribute of the consuming entity can include a location
information of the consuming entity. For some consuming
entities, the location information may not be known or
identified.
[0125] Moreover, in some embodiments, the at least
one attribute of the provisioning entity can include an
identification information of the provisioning entity. Alter-
natively, the at least one attribute of the provisioning en-
tity can include an attribute other than an identification
information of the provisioning entity, such as a type of
the provisioning entity.
[0126] Next, in step 1320, an interaction of the data
structure can be evaluated. Next, in step 1330, a deter-
mination can be made for the interaction of the data struc-
ture as to whether the interaction includes an identified
location information of the consuming entity. In some em-
bodiments, the determination can include analyzing
whether the categories of information associated with a
location information of the consuming entity (e.g., con-
suming entity location category 430) are populated or

not. If it turns out that the categories of information as-
sociated with a location information of the consuming en-
tity are populated, then the determination can return a
positive indication to signify that the at least one attribute
of the consuming entity includes a location information
of the consuming entity and the process can then move
to step 1360. If, on the other hand, the categories of in-
formation associated with a location information of the
consuming entity are not populated, then the determina-
tion can return a negative indication to signify that the
interaction does not include a location information of the
consuming entity and the process can then move to step
1340.
[0127] In some embodiments, where the categories of
information associated with a location information of the
consuming entity are populated, the determination can
further include verifying that the populated data is valid
data that signifies a location information before the proc-
ess can move to step 1360. For example, for the category
of information representing zip code (e.g., zip code sub-
category 456), if the populated data is 94085, it can be
verified as a valid data and the process can then move
step 1360. On the other hand, if the populated data is
940850, it can be verified as an invalid data for zip code
as zip codes, at least in the United States, are supposed
to be only five decimal numerical digits, and the process
can then move to step 1340 described below. It will be
understood that other methods to determine whether the
interaction includes a location information of the consum-
ing entity can be implemented within the scope and spirit
of this disclosure.
[0128] Next, if the interaction of the data structure does
not include an identified location information of the con-
suming entity, at step 1340, an estimation can be per-
formed to determine location information of the consum-
ing entity based on its interactions with one or more pro-
visioning entities (e.g., second provisioning entity, for
purposes of simplicity) of a particular type (e.g., type of
provisioning entity category 460). For example, the sec-
ond provisioning entity can be of the type including a gas
station, a pharmacy, restaurant, or a grocery store. In
some embodiments, location information of the consum-
ing entity can be estimated by analyzing interactions be-
tween the consuming entity and the second provisioning
entity. For example, interactions between the consumer
entity and a type of provisioning entity that represents
gas stations can be analyzed such that the gas station
at which the consuming entity most frequently fills up gas
can be identified as a location of the consuming entity.
This is because it can be reasonable to assume that the
consuming entity can frequently fill up gas at a gas station
that is in a proximity to the residential location of the con-
suming entity. In some embodiments, interactions be-
tween the consumer entity and a type of provisioning
entities that represent gas stations can result in similar
number of interactions between two different gas stations
in two different locations (e.g., zip codes). In such em-
bodiments, one method of estimating a location of the
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consuming entity is to then analyze interactions between
the consuming entity and a third provisioning entity that
can represent grocery stores because it can be reason-
able to assume that the consuming entity would more
often than not shop for groceries at a location closer to
residential location of the consuming entity. Moreover, in
some embodiments, the estimating of a location can take
into consideration the date (e.g., weekend) and or time
(e.g., typical times before or after work) of an interaction
with a type of provisioning entity. Based on analyzing
interactions with the third provisioning entity (such as gro-
cery stores) and combining such analysis with that of the
interactions with the second provisioning entity (such as
gas stations), an estimation can be made regarding a
location of the consuming entity.
[0129] In some embodiments, step 1340 can estimate
a location information of the consuming entity after the
determination returns that the at least one attribute of the
consuming entity includes an invalid location information
of the consuming entity by using similar techniques as
described above. It will be understood that the above-
recited estimation techniques are merely exemplary and
not intended to be limiting.
[0130] Next, in step 1350, the data structure can be
updated with an estimated location information of the
consuming entity. In some embodiments, data associat-
ed with only the evaluated interaction can be updated.
Alternatively, data associated with all interactions asso-
ciated with the consuming entity can be updated irre-
spective of whether those interactions were previously
evaluated or not. Next, in step 1360, a determination can
be made whether the data structure comprises additional
interactions that are to be evaluated. If the determination
returns an answer in the positive, signifying that there
are additional interactions that are to be evaluated, the
process can go back to step 1320 to evaluate another
interaction and further to repeat the process comprising
steps 1320 through 1360, as described above. On the
other hand, if the determination returns an answer in the
negative, signifying that there are no additional interac-
tions that are to be evaluated, the process can end.
[0131] In some embodiments, a provisioning entity
analysis system can resolve the name of a provisioning
entity. A data structure storing information associated
with billions of interactions can include millions of provi-
sioning entities and it is possible that some of the names
of the provisioning entities are not consistent. For exam-
ple, the name of provisioning entity "McDonalds’s" can
be indicated by a number of combinations such as, "Mc-
Donald’s," "Mc Donalds," "mcdonalds," "Mcdonald’s,"
etc. While each of the above-recited names can be in-
tended to indicate the same entity, some processing can
be necessary before the system can analyze all such
names as the same entity. Exemplary methods for re-
solving a name of provisioning entities are described in
U.S. Non-Provisional Patent Application 13/827,491, ti-
tled Resolving Similar Entities From A Transaction Da-
tabase filed on March 14, 2013, the entirety of which is

expressly incorporated herein by reference.
[0132] An exemplary method of resolving a provision-
ing entity name can include a number of factors including,
but not limited to, categories of information associated
with interactions, analyzing interactions associated with
competitive and/or complementary provisioning entities.
Such exemplary method can result in a significant uplift
in accuracy in resolving the name of provisioning entities.
In some embodiments, a percentage accuracy in resolv-
ing the name of provisioning entities can be increased to
high nineties (e.g., 97%).
[0133] FIG. 14 depicts a flowchart representing an ex-
emplary process for estimating a location of a provision-
ing entity, consistent with embodiments of the present
disclosure. While the flowchart discloses the following
steps in a particular order, it will be appreciated that at
least some of the steps can be moved, modified, or de-
leted where appropriate, consistent with the teachings of
the present disclosure. Process 1400 can be performed
in full or in part by a provisioning entity analysis system
(e.g., provisioning entity analysis system 210). It is ap-
preciated that some of these steps can be performed in
full or in part by other systems (e.g., such as those sys-
tems identified above in FIG. 2).
[0134] In step 1410, a data structure (e.g., data struc-
ture 400) comprising a plurality of interactions associated
with multiple entities can be accessed. In some embod-
iments, the accessed data structure can comprise a plu-
rality of categories of information showing interactions
associated with multiple entities. The data structure can
be similar to the exemplary data structure 400 described
with reference to FIG. 4 above. The plurality of interac-
tions of the data structure can include a consuming entity
and a provisioning entity. Each such interaction of the
data structure can include at least one attribute of the
consuming entity and at least one attribute of the provi-
sioning entity. In some embodiments, the at least one
attribute of the consuming entity can include a location
information of the consuming entity. For some consuming
entities, the location information may not be known or
identified..
[0135] Moreover, in some embodiments, the at least
one attribute of the provisioning entity can include an
identification information of the provisioning entity. In
some embodiments, the at least one attribute of the pro-
visioning entity can include an attribute other than an
identification information of the provisioning entity.
[0136] Next, in step 1420, an interaction of the data
structure can be evaluated. Next, in step 1430, a deter-
mination can be made for the interaction of the data struc-
ture as to whether the interaction includes an identified
location information of the provisioning entity. In some
embodiments, similar to the step 1330 of FIG. 13, the
determination can include analyzing whether the cate-
gories of information associated with a location informa-
tion of the provisioning entity are populated or not. If it
turns out that the categories of information associated
with a location information of the provisioning entity are
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populated, then the determination can return a positive
indication to signify that the at least one attribute of the
provisioning entity includes an identified location infor-
mation of the provisioning entity and the process can
then move to step 1460. If, on the other hand, the cate-
gories of information associated with a location informa-
tion of the provisioning entity are not populated, then the
determination can return a negative indication to signify
that the interaction does not include a location informa-
tion of the provisioning entity and the process can move
to step 1440.
[0137] In some embodiments, where the categories of
information associated with a location information of the
provisioning entity are populated, the determination can
further include verifying that the populated data is valid
data that signifies a location information before the proc-
ess moves to step 1460. For example, for the category
of information representing zip code (e.g., zip code sub-
category 456), if the populated data is 94085, it can be
verified as a valid data and the process can then move
to step 1460. On the other hand, if the populated data is
940850, it can be verified as an invalid data for zip code
as zip codes, at least in the United States, are supposed
to be only five decimal numerical digits and the process
can then move to step 1440 as described below. It will
be understood that other methods to determine whether
the interaction includes a location information of the pro-
visioning entity can be implemented within the scope and
spirit of this disclosure.
[0138] Next, if the interaction of the data structure does
not include an identified location information of the pro-
visioning entity, step 1440 can estimate a location infor-
mation of the provisioning entity based on one or more
attributes of one or more consuming entities. In some
embodiments, step 1440 can estimate a location infor-
mation of the provisioning entity based on one or more
attributes of one or more consuming entities and further
based on one or more attributes of the provisioning entity.
For example, the one or more attributes of the one or
more consuming entities can be a location information
of the one or more consuming entities and the one or
more attributes of the provisioning entity can be an iden-
tification information of the provisioning entity (e.g., pro-
visioning entity identification category 440). In some em-
bodiments, a determination can be made based on iden-
tification information of the provisioning entity to find out
whether the provisioning entity has more than one loca-
tion. If the determination returns an answer in the nega-
tive, signifying that the provisioning entity only has one
location, information representing such location can be
identified by performing a search query over the Internet
using a search engine (e.g., Google Search™).
[0139] In some embodiments, when the determination
returns an answer in the positive, signifying that there is
more than one location for the provisioning entity, a lo-
cation information of the provisioning entity can be esti-
mated based on at least a location information of the
consuming entity and an identification information of the

provisioning entity. For example, knowing a location in-
formation of the consuming entity (e.g., zip code of the
consuming entity), a search query can be requested to
find out a location information of the provisioning entity
that is closest to the location of the consuming entity. In
some embodiments, the location information returned by
the search query can be an estimated location informa-
tion of the provisioning entity. Alternatively, when there
is more than one location for the provisioning entity, a
location information of the provisioning entity can be es-
timated by looking at a frequency of interactions between
the consuming entity and each location of the provision-
ing entity. For example, a provisioning entity can be the
grocery store, Safeway™, which can have multiple loca-
tions in a given zip code (e.g., 94086) of the consuming
entity. If the location of the Safeway™ where one or more
interactions with a consuming entity occurred is un-
known, interactions between the same consuming entity
and all Safeway™ locations within the given zip code of
the consuming entity can be analyzed such that the Safe-
way™ location that is involved with the most number of
interactions can be selected as an estimated location of
the Safeway™ for the one or more interactions. It will be
understood that the above-recited estimation techniques
are merely exemplary and not intended to be limiting.
[0140] Next, in step 1450, the data structure can be
updated with an estimated location information of the pro-
visioning entity. In some embodiments, data associated
with only the evaluated interaction can be updated. Al-
ternatively, data associated with all interactions associ-
ated with the consuming entity and the provisioning entity
can be updated irrespective of whether those interactions
were previously evaluated or not. Next, in step 1460, a
determination can be made whether the data structure
comprises additional interactions that are to be evaluat-
ed. If the determination returns an answer in the positive,
signifying that there are additional interactions that are
to be evaluated, the process can go back to step 1420
to evaluate another interaction and further to repeat the
process comprising steps 1420 through 1460, as de-
scribed above. On the other hand, if the determination
returns an answer in the negative, signifying that there
are no additional interactions that are to be evaluated,
the process can end.
[0141] FIG. 15 depicts a flowchart representing an ex-
emplary process for estimating a location of a provision-
ing entity, consistent with embodiments of the present
disclosure. While the flowchart discloses the following
steps in a particular order, it will be appreciated that at
least some of the steps can be moved, modified, or de-
leted where appropriate, consistent with the teachings of
the present disclosure. Process 1500 can be performed
in full or in part by a provisioning entity analysis system
(e.g., provisioning entity analysis system 210). It is ap-
preciated that some of these steps can be performed in
full or in part by other systems (e.g., such as those sys-
tems identified above in FIG. 2).
[0142] The exemplary process of FIG. 15 can depict a
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multi-step process for estimating location information of
a provisioning entity. Initially, an area location information
can be estimated to represent a location information of
the provisioning entity broadly. For example, an area lo-
cation information for a grocery store like Safeway™ can
be as broad as a state (e.g., California) or county (e.g.,
Santa Clara County) such that Safeway™ can comprise
multiple possible locations within the area location. Later,
a location information can be estimated to identify a spe-
cific location of the provisioning entity from its multiple
possible locations within the area location. For example,
if the area location information represents Santa Clara
County comprising of ten possible Safeway™ locations,
the estimated location information can represent one of
the ten possible locations within Santa Clara County us-
ing either a street address or other unique identifier for
the location (e.g., zip code if there is only one store lo-
cation for the zip code). An exemplary multi-step process
is described below.
[0143] In step 1505, a data structure (e.g., data struc-
ture 400) comprising a plurality of interactions associated
with multiple entities can be accessed. In some embod-
iments, the accessed data structure can comprise a plu-
rality of categories of information showing interactions
associated with multiple entities. The data structure can
be similar to the exemplary data structure 400 described
with reference to FIG. 4 above. The plurality of interac-
tions of the data structure can include consuming entities
and provisioning entities. Each such interaction of the
data structure can include at least one attribute of the
consuming entity and at least one attribute of the provi-
sioning entity. The at least one attribute of the consuming
entity can include location information of the consuming
entity. For some consuming entities, the location infor-
mation may not be known or identified. Moreover, in some
embodiments, the at least one attribute of the provision-
ing entity can include an identification information of the
provisioning entity. Alternatively, the at least one attribute
of the provisioning entity can include an attribute other
than an identification information of the provisioning en-
tity.
[0144] The provisioning entity analysis system can re-
ceive an input that can be used in a process to fill in any
missing categories of information associated with an in-
teraction. For example, the received input can be "ca-
nonical data" that can be used to estimate identification
information of the provisioning entity. An exemplary ca-
nonical data can comprise data that can be received from
external to the provisioning entity analysis system (e.g.,
Yelp™). For example, if a provisioning entity associated
with an interaction is an Italian restaurant, the provision-
ing entity category 460 can be represented by an MCC
5812 signifying it as a restaurant but might not be able
to signify that it is an Italian restaurant. In such a scenario,
canonical data such as Yelp™ review information can be
analyzed to further identify the provisioning entity as an
Italian restaurant. Another example for applying received
canonical data can be to differentiate between an entity

that is no longer in business from an entity that might
have changed its name. In this example, canonical data
can be received from an external source (e.g., Factual™)
that can comprise a "status" flag as part of its data, which
can signify whether the entity is no longer in business.
[0145] Next, in step 1510, an interaction of the data
structure can be evaluated. Next, in step 1515, a deter-
mination can be made for the interaction of the data struc-
ture as to whether the interaction includes an identified
location information of the provisioning entity. In some
embodiments, similar to the step 1430 of FIG. 14, the
determination can include analyzing whether the cate-
gories of information associated with a location informa-
tion of the provisioning entity are populated or not. If it
turns out that the categories of information associated
with a location information of the provisioning entity are
populated, then the determination can return a positive
indication to signify that the at least one attribute of the
provisioning entity includes an identified location infor-
mation of the provisioning entity and the process can
then move to step 1555. If, on the other hand, the cate-
gories of information associated with a location informa-
tion of the provisioning entity are not populated, then the
determination can return a negative indication to signify
that the interaction does not include location information
of the provisioning entity and the process can move to
step 1520.
[0146] In some embodiments, where the categories of
information associated with location information of the
provisioning entity are populated, the determination can
further include verifying that the populated data is valid
data that signifies a location information before the proc-
ess moves to step 1555. For example, for the category
of information representing zip code (e.g., zip code sub-
category 456), if the populated data is 94085, it can be
verified as a valid data and the process can then move
to step 1555. On the other hand, if the populated data is
094085, it can be verified as an invalid data for zip code
as zip codes, at least in the United States, are typically
only five decimal numerical digits and the process can
then move to step 1520 as described below. It will be
appreciated that other methods to determine whether the
interaction includes location information of the provision-
ing entity can be implemented within the scope and spirit
of this disclosure.
[0147] Next, if the interaction of the data structure does
not include identified location information of the provi-
sioning entity, step 1520 can estimate an area location
information of the provisioning entity based on one or
more attributes of one or more consuming entities. In
some embodiments, step 1520 can estimate the area
location information of the provisioning entity based on
one or more attributes of one or more consuming entities.
Alternatively, step 1520 can estimate the area location
information of the provisioning entity based on one or
more attributes of one or more consuming entities and
further based on one or more attributes of the provision-
ing entity. For example, the one or more attributes of the
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one or more consuming entities can be a location infor-
mation of the one or more consuming entities and the
one or more attributes of the provisioning entity can be
an identification information of the provisioning entity
(e.g., provisioning entity identification category 440). Al-
ternatively, a determination can be made based on iden-
tification information of the provisioning entity to find out
whether the provisioning entity has more than one loca-
tion. If the determination returns an answer in the nega-
tive, signifying that the provisioning entity only has one
location, information representing such location can be
identified by performing a search query over the Internet
using a search engine (e.g., Google Search™) and such
information can be identified as an estimated first location
information of the provisioning entity.
[0148] In some embodiments, when the determination
returns an answer in the positive, signifying that there is
more than one possible location for the provisioning en-
tity, an area location information of the provisioning entity
can be estimated based on at least a location information
of the consuming entity and an identification information
of the provisioning entity. For example, knowing a loca-
tion information of the consuming entity (e.g., zip code
of the consuming entity), a search query can be request-
ed to find out the area location information of the provi-
sioning entity that is within a predetermined distance
(e.g., within the same zip code) to the location of the
consuming entity. The location information returned by
the search query can be an estimated first location infor-
mation of the provisioning entity.
[0149] Next, in step 1525, the plurality of interactions
can be filtered to identify other interactions (e.g., interac-
tions other than the first interaction) between the one or
more consuming entities and other provisioning entities
(i.e., provisioning entities other than the provisioning en-
tity associated with the interaction and with an unidenti-
fied location). For example, step 1525 can filter other
interactions such that interactions without an indication
of location information associated with the other provi-
sioning entities need not be analyzed. In some embodi-
ments, the filtered interactions can be analyzed to filter
provisioning entities based on a received canonical input
data. For example, if the received canonical input data
comprises an identification information that might be
missing in data structure 400, the system can filter the
interactions further to only analyze those interactions as-
sociated with provisioning entities with an identification
information that meet the criteria set by the received ca-
nonical data. It will be appreciated that other forms of
canonical data can be received within the scope of this
disclosure.
[0150] Next, in step 1530, a travel time can be com-
puted between a location of a first provisioning entity to
that of a location of a second provisioning entity. In some
embodiments, the first provisioning entity can be the pro-
visioning entity with an estimated area location and the
second provisioning entity can be any provisioning entity
other than the first provisioning entity. For each interac-

tion of step 1510 and its associated consuming entity,
the second provisioning entity can be any provisioning
entity other than the first provisioning entity that is asso-
ciated with other interactions of the consuming entity.
Step 1530 can be explained with the block diagrams of
FIGs. 16A, 16B, and 16C, which depicts two provisioning
entities, S1 and S2, five interactions, X1-X5, and exem-
plary travel times (e.g., TS1-X1). Provisioning entities S1
and S2 can be two different locations within a chain of
stores associated with the same provisioning entity and
situated within an area location information estimated in
step 1520. For example, S1 and S2 can be two different
locations of Safeway™ situated within an estimated area
location (e.g., zip code 94086). The area location infor-
mation can be depicted with a shaded region and labeled
as element 1605A in FIGs. 16A, 16B, and 16C. As shown
in FIG. 16A, the five interactions, X1-X5, can represent
interactions between the consuming entity associated
with the interaction of step 1510 and a provisioning entity
other than S1 or S2. While FIGs. 16A, 16B, and 16C,
depict locations of two provisioning entities and locations
of five interactions, it will be appreciated that this disclo-
sure is applicable to embodiments involving any number
of provisioning entities and any number of interactions.
[0151] FIG. 16B depicts travel times between the Safe-
way™ location, S1, and a provisioning entity involved in
each of the interactions, X1-X5. While the travel times
are illustrated as aerial travel times, it is appreciated that
the travel times can take into consideration roads, side-
walks, bike lanes, etc. For example, travel time between
the location S1 and location of provisioning entity in-
volved in interaction X1, can be represented by the line
TS1-X1. Travel time TS1-X1 can be computed using real-
time traffic conditions or based on historical traffic con-
ditions. Similarly, travel times can be computed between
S1 and each location of provisioning entities associated
with interactions X2 through X5. Such travel times can
be labeled as TS1-X2 through TS1-X5, as depicted in FIG.
16B.
[0152] FIG. 16C depicts travel times between the other
possible Safeway™ location, S2, and a provisioning en-
tity involved in each of the interactions, X1-X5. This proc-
ess can be very similar to that of FIG. 16B described
above. For example, travel time between the location S2
and location of provisioning entity involved in interaction
X1, can be represented by the line TS2-X1. Travel time
TS2-X1 can be computed using real-time traffic conditions
or based on historical traffic conditions. Similarly, travel
times can be computed between S2 and each location
of provisioning entities associated with interactions X2
through X5. Such travel times can be labeled as TS2-X2
through TS2-X5, as depicted in FIG. 16C.
[0153] Next, referring back to FIG. 15, in step 1535, an
affinity score can be computed. In some embodiments,
an affinity score can be computed for each possible lo-
cation of the provisioning entity within the estimated area
location. The computed affinity score can be based on
the computed travel times such that the affinity score can
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have an inverse proportionality with computed travel
times such that the lower the travel time the higher an
affinity score. For example, based on the exemplary trav-
el times depicted in FIGs. 16A, 16B, and 16C, it is pos-
sible that the affinity score associated with location S1 is
likely higher than that of location S2 because travel times
associated with S1 are lower than that of S2. Affinity score
can be computed based on an average travel time for all
interactions. Alternatively, affinity score can be computed
by aggregating travel times of all interactions for each
location S1 and S2. It will be appreciated that the above-
described methods are merely exemplary and other
methods of computing an affinity score based on travel
times are possible within the scope of this disclosure.
Alternatively, the computed affinity score can be normal-
ized (e.g., can be normalized to comprise a value be-
tween 0 and 1, with 0 representing no affinity and 1 rep-
resenting maximum possible affinity). Moreover, while
the affinity score can have an inverse relationship with
the computed travel times, it is appreciated that the af-
finity score can have a proportional relationship to the
computed travel times.
[0154] Next, in step 1540, the computed affinity score
can be used to estimate a location information within the
estimated area location for the provisioning entity without
an identified location information. For example, a location
can be estimated by selecting the location which has the
highest affinity score amongst all possible locations with-
in the area location. That is, in the exemplary embodiment
of FIG. 16, location S1 can be selected as the affinity
score associated with location S1 is likely higher than
that of location S2, as described above. It will be appre-
ciated that other methods of estimating a second location
information based on an affinity score are possible. Al-
ternatively, the computed affinity score can be used in
conjunction with an algorithm to estimate a second loca-
tion information within the area location information.
[0155] In some embodiments, when there is more than
one possible location for the provisioning entity without
an identified location information, a location information
within the area location of the provisioning entity can be
estimated by analyzing interactions between the con-
suming entity and other provisioning entities within the
location of the consuming entity (e.g., zip code of the
consuming entity) that are closely spaced in time relative
to the interaction that does not include an identified lo-
cation information of the provisioning entity. For example,
a first interaction that does not include an identified loca-
tion information of the provisioning entity can include a
timestamp (e.g., time of interaction category 480) asso-
ciated with the first interaction. To estimate a location
information for the provisioning entity associated with the
first interaction, the system can analyze other interac-
tions (e.g., interactions other than the first interaction)
associated with the consuming entity that occurred within
the same location of the consuming entity (e.g., zip code
of the consuming entity), occurred within a short time
interval of the timestamp of the first interaction (e.g., with-

in 10 minutes of the timestamp), and which further include
an identified location information for the provisioning en-
tities associated with the other interactions.
[0156] Alternatively, when there is more than one pos-
sible location for the provisioning entity, a location infor-
mation within the area location of the provisioning entity
can be estimated by looking at a frequency of interactions
between the consuming entity and each possible location
of the provisioning entity. For example, a provisioning
entity can be the grocery store, Safeway™, which can
have multiple locations in a given city (e.g., Sunnyvale
CA) of the consuming entity. Interactions between the
consuming entity and all Safeway™ locations within the
given city of the consuming entity can be analyzed such
that the Safeway™ location that is involved with the most
number of interactions can be selected as an estimated
location within the area location of the Safeway™ for the
one or more interactions. It will be understood that the
above-recited estimation techniques are merely exem-
plary and not intended to be limiting
[0157] Next, an accuracy check of the estimated loca-
tion information within the area location can be per-
formed. In some embodiments, the accuracy check can
comprise verification that the estimated location informa-
tion is one of the possible locations within the estimated
area location of the provisioning entity. Alternatively, the
accuracy check can comprise verification that the esti-
mated location information is a valid location information.
For example, if the estimated location information is a
street address, then the accuracy check can involve ver-
ifying that the estimated street address is a valid street
address based on an Internet-based search using a
search engine (e.g., Google Search™).
[0158] Next, in step 1545, the data structure can be
updated with an estimated location information of the pro-
visioning entity. In some embodiments, the data structure
can be updated with either an estimated area location
information or an estimated location within the area lo-
cation information. Alternatively, the data structure can
be updated with both the estimated area location infor-
mation and the estimated location information within the
area location. In some embodiments, data associated
with only the evaluated interaction can be updated. Al-
ternatively, data associated with all interactions associ-
ated with the consuming entity and the provisioning entity
can be updated irrespective of whether those interactions
were previously evaluated or not. Next, in step 1550, a
determination can be made whether the data structure
comprises additional interactions that are to be evaluat-
ed. If the determination returns an answer in the positive,
signifying that there are additional interactions that are
to be evaluated, the process can go back to step 1510
to evaluate another interaction and further to repeat the
process comprising steps 1510 through 1550, as de-
scribed above. On the other hand, if the determination
returns an answer in the negative, signifying that there
are no additional interactions that are to be evaluated,
the process can end.
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[0159] In some embodiments, a provisioning entity
analysis system can predict a purchasing pattern of con-
suming entities. For example, a provisioning entity (e.g.,
a large national retailer in the grocery business like Safe-
way™) can be interested in predicting purchasing pat-
terns of consuming entities in order to make decision
such as opening new stores or closing existing stores.
One method of predicting purchasing patterns can be to
analyze interactions of consuming entities with the pro-
visioning entity. For example, if Safeway™ is interested
in opening new store by predicting purchasing patterns
of their customers of an existing location, the customer
interactions at the existing location can be analyzed to
understand where the customers are located by process-
ing location information of the customers. Based on the
processed location information of the customers of the
existing location, Safeway™ might be able to make a
decision on a location for their new location.
[0160] Another method of predicting purchasing pat-
terns can be to analyze interactions between the con-
suming entities and other provisioning entities, where the
other provisioning entities can be either a competitor of
or complementary to the provisioning entity. For exam-
ple, if Safeway™ is interested in opening new store by
predicting purchasing patterns of their customers of an
existing location, interactions of the customers of the ex-
isting locations that are associated with a competitive
entity or a complementary entity can be analyzed. An
exemplary complementary entity can be a gas station or
a pharmacy because it can be reasonable to assume that
consumers frequently shop at a pharmacy or a gas sta-
tion that is close to their residential location. Accordingly,
by analyzing interactions that are associated with a com-
plementary entity to estimate a residential location infor-
mation of consumers, Safeway™ can make a decision
on a location for their new location.
[0161] FIGS. 17-26 are screenshots of exemplary user
interfaces, consistent with the embodiments of the
present disclosure. These user interfaces can be provid-
ed based on an analysis of a data structure (e.g., data
structure 400 of FIG. 4) performed by a provisioning entity
analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis system
210). FIG. 17 illustrates an exemplary user interface 1700
that a provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provision-
ing entity analysis system 210) can generate, according
to some embodiments. In some embodiments, the ex-
emplary user interface includes a dashboard, e.g a small
business portal dashboard (SBP) dashboard, that can
depict a performance of an entity over a metric. For ex-
ample, the SBP dashboard represents revenue informa-
tion of the entity (e.g., a provisioning entity) for the current
week (May 26, 2013 - June 2, 2013). In some embodi-
ments, the SBP dashboard represents revenue informa-
tion comparing the entity’s actual revenue to the entity’s
goal revenue for the week. For example, the provisioning
entity can enter a goal revenue for a period of time (e.g.,
weekly, quarterly, or yearly). After receiving information
regarding the expected revenue, the provisioning entity

analysis system can analyze interaction data to analyze
the entity’s performance relative to the goal revenue. An
outcome of such comparative analysis can be represent-
ed with an exemplary bar graph or pie chart. For example,
the middle portion of FIG. 17 depicts that the entity has
received $48,078 in revenues for the current week, and
the entity’s goal revenue for that week is $63,933.
[0162] In some embodiments, user interface 1700 can
include a plurality of user interface elements representing
information associated with entity performance metrics
such as revenue, ticket size, new customers, and return-
ing customers. For example, as shown in FIG. 17, each
of the above-described user interface elements can be
depicted as a rectangular box with an icon and some
information representing the performance metric of the
entity. The entity can customize what metrics are dis-
played and how those metrics are displayed. The user
interface elements, when clicked on, can provide access
to other user interfaces, depicting additional information
for the selected performance metric.
[0163] User interface 1700 can include a sidebar with
expandable labels depicting, for example, "My Store,"
"My Customers," and "My Neighborhood." Each of these
labels can provide access to additional user interfaces
that depict additional information for these metrics. For
example, clicking on the "My Store" label can expand the
label to show submenus corresponding to "Revenue,"
"Total Transactions," "Ticket Size," "Busiest Days," and
"Busiest Hours." Each of these submenus can provide
access to another user interface, providing additional in-
formation for each category.
[0164] FIG. 18 shows a screenshot of an exemplary
user interface 1800 that represents revenue depicted
temporally, consistent with some embodiments. A provi-
sioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity
analysis system 210) can generate exemplary user in-
terface 1800. User interface 1800, for example, can be
accessed by an entity selecting "Revenue" in the sidebar
(e.g., "Revenue" submenu of user interface 1700 of FIG.
17). User interface 1800 can represent revenue informa-
tion in a chart, such as the bar chart shown in the top
panel of FIG. 18. In some embodiments, each bar in the
bar chart can represent revenues for a period of time
(e.g., a day, week, month, quarter, or year). The granu-
larity or time period for each bar based on the selection
of the "Monthly," "Weekly," and "Daily" boxes in the top
left portion of the bar chart.
[0165] In some embodiments, user interface 1800 al-
lows an entity to select a particular bar or time period of
interest. For example, the entity can select the "May" bar.
To indicate that "May" has been selected, user interface
1800 can display that month in a different color. In some
embodiments, user interface 1800 can also display ad-
ditional information for the selected bar. For example, as
shown in FIG. 18, user interface 1800 can display the
month selected, the revenue for that month, the average
ticket size, the number of transactions, and the names
of holidays in that month, if any. In some embodiments,
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user interface 1800 can depict comparisons of revenue
information. For example, user interface 1800 can dis-
play additional lines or bars (not shown), which represent
revenue competitor revenue, industry revenue, or entity
revenue from another time period. In some embodi-
ments, user interface 1800 can include a bottom panel
depicting a bar chart of revenue for a longer period of
time, such as the past twelve months. User interface 1800
can highlight the region currently depicted in the top panel
by changing the color of the corresponding bars in the
bottom panel. In some embodiments, user interface 1800
can allow an entity to drag the highlighted region on the
bottom panel to depict a different time period in the top
panel.
[0166] User interface 1800 can also allow an entity to
access additional user interfaces by selecting, for exam-
ple, the "Total Transactions," "Ticket Size," "Busiest
Days," or "Busiest Hours" submenus in the sidebar. In
some embodiments, these user interfaces (not shown)
can display information in the same manner as user in-
terface 1800. For example, a user interface for "Total
Transaction" can represent transaction information in a
chart, such as a bar chart shown in the top panel of FIG.
18. In this user interface, the bars in the bar chart can
represent the total number of transactions for a period
time (e.g., one month). User interfaces accessed through
the "Ticket Size," "Busiest Days," and "Busiest Hours"
can display information similarly. In some embodiments,
the bars in these user interfaces can represent a per-
centage for a period time (e.g., 15% of sales occur on
Tuesday).
[0167] FIG. 19 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary
user interface representing new customer acquisition
numbers over a selected period, consistent with some
embodiments. A provisioning entity analysis system
(e.g., provisioning entity analysis system 210) can gen-
erate exemplary user interface 1900. In some embodi-
ments, user interface 1900 is accessible by expanding
"My Customers" in the sidebar and selecting the "New
Customers" submenu. User interface 1900 can depict
customer metrics for a selected period of time. For ex-
ample, user interface 1900 can display customer metrics
for a selected quarter. User interface 1900 can use, for
example, a bar graph to represent the customer metrics
wherein each bar represents the number of customers
for a subset period of time, (e.g., a week) within the longer
period of time (e.g., a quarter).
[0168] User interface 1900 can also depict new cus-
tomers in one color and returning customers in a different
color to distinguish between the different types of cus-
tomers. As an example, in FIG. 19, returning customers
are represented by the upper, lighter portions of the bar,
whereas new customers are represented by the lower,
darker portions. In some embodiments, user interface
1900 can depict the total number of new customers and
returning customers for a selected time period, as shown
in the top right portion of user interface 1900. User inter-
face 1900 can also allow an entity to access additional

user interfaces (such as user interface 2000 and user
interface 2100 described below) by selecting, for exam-
ple, the "Loyal Customers" or "Where do they spend?"
submenus.
[0169] FIG. 20 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary
user interface 2000 representing loyal customer informa-
tion, consistent with some embodiments. A provisioning
entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis
system 210) can generate exemplary user interface 2000
In some embodiments, user interface 2000 can be ac-
cessed based on the selection of the "Loyal Customers"
submenu in the sidebar. User interface 2000 can depict
performance metrics relating to revenue from returning
customers. In some embodiments, user interface 2000
represents this information as a stacked bar graph. A
section of the stacked graph can represent the number
of customers who visited an entity a certain number of
times. For example, the bottom section of the stacked
bar chart depicted in FIG. 20 can represent the number
of customers who visited once. In some embodiments,
a section of the stacked graph can represent the number
of customers whose visits fall within a range of times,
(e.g., "3 - 4 times" or "9+ times"). User interface 2000
can depict each section as a percentage (e.g. 7.0% of
customers), as a number (e.g. 149 customers), or as a
combination thereof (e.g., 149 customers, 7.0%).
[0170] In some embodiments, user interface 2000 can
depict additional information for a section selected by the
entity. For example, the entity can select the "9+ times"
section at the top of the stacked bar graph in FIG. 20 to
display additional information about those customers.
This information can include the total revenue from those
customers, the total number of transactions with those
customers, and the average ticket size of those custom-
ers.
[0171] FIG. 21 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary
user interface 2100 representing customer spending
habits for specific geographic regions. A provisioning en-
tity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis
system 210) can generate exemplary user interface
2100. In some embodiments, user interface 2100 can be
accessed based on the selection of the "Where do they
spend" submenu in the sidebar. User interface 2100 can
depict a geographic region. User interface 2100 can also
depict locations where customers spend overlaid on the
geographic region, e.g. a heat map. For example, the
shaded regions overlaid on the geographic region in FIG.
21 can depict the regions where customers spend.
[0172] Different shades of gray-scale can be used to
show different amounts of spending (e.g., darker shaded
regions can depict regions where customers spend
more). Alternatively, a color coded heat-map can be used
where different colors can be used to show different
amounts of spending. In some embodiments, the geo-
graphic granularity (e.g., district, city, county, metropoli-
tan area, state) of user interface 2100 is selectable. User
interface 2100 can also depict spending habits for the
geographic region for different temporal periods. For ex-
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ample, user interface 2100 can depict customer spending
for the current month, quarter, previous quarter, or any
other time period.
[0173] FIG. 22 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary
user interface 2200 representing entity performance us-
ing one or more filter selections including demographics,
geographic location, time period, and transactions. A pro-
visioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity
analysis system 210) can generate exemplary user in-
terface 2200. In some embodiments, an entity can utilize
user interface 2200 to compare how different variables
(e.g., time, demographics, location, etc.) affect entity per-
formance metrics (e.g., revenues, ticket size, etc.). In
some embodiments, user interface 2200 can depict entity
performance using a bar chart or histograms. For exam-
ple, the bar charts in the middle of FIG. 22 depict the
average ticket size based on the number of times a cus-
tomer visits. The bar chart on the left side of FIG. 22
depicts this information for the current quarter, for cus-
tomers aged 31 to 49, for sales on Saturday, whereas
the bar chart on the right depicts the same information
for the current quarter, for customers, aged 31 to 49, for
every day of the week. User interface 220 allows an entity
to use these bar charts to determine the effect the day
of the week has on the number of tickets and the average
ticket size.
[0174] In some embodiments, user interface 2200 can
depict additional customer information, such as income,
as a histogram. As shown in FIG. 22, the histogram can
represent customer demographics for the selected filters.
In some embodiments, user interface 220 can depict a
delta (not shown in FIG. 22) representing a difference
between similar categories in each histogram. The de-
piction of the delta can be in the area between the left
and right histograms such as shown in U.S. Application
No. 14/289,596 at Figure 17, the depiction of which is
incorporated by reference. For example, if 16% of the
entity’s customers had an income less than $30,000 for
the first filter selections, and only 11 % had an income
less than $30,000 for the second filter selections, user
interface 2200 can display a 5% delta to the left, repre-
senting the difference between the filter selections.
[0175] FIG. 23 depicts a screenshot of an two exem-
plary user interfaces. A provisioning entity analysis sys-
tem (e.g., provisioning entity analysis system 210) can
generate these exemplary user interfaces. The left panel
of FIG. 23 shows a user interface that can depict business
insights for the entity (e.g., what customers buy, where
they buy, when they buy, how often they buy, where they
live, how much they make, etc.). For example, user in-
terface 2300 can depict insights such as temporal trends,
temporal summaries, geographical trends, whether cus-
tomers are on vacation, and customer demographics. An
entity can use these insights to predict future spending,
to target specific customers, to determine when to have
sales, to determine when to order additional inventory,
etc. The right panel of FIG. 23 shows a user interface
that can depict an exemplary temporal graph of reve-

nues. This bar chart is similar to the bar chart described
above with respect to FIG. 18. In some embodiments,
the user interface in the right panel can allow an entity
to compare its revenues to other entities. For example,
the lines on each bar in the right panel of FIG. 23 repre-
sent competitor revenue for the selected time period. In
some embodiments, these lines can represent industry
revenue or entity revenue from another time period. In
some embodiments, the user interface shown in the right
panel of FIG. 23 can include a bottom panel depicting a
bar chart of revenue for a longer period of time, such as
the past twelve months. The user interface can highlight
the region currently depicted in the top panel by changing
the color of the corresponding bars in the bottom panel.
In some embodiments, the user interface allows an entity
to drag the highlighted region on the bottom panel to de-
pict a different time period in the top panel.
[0176] FIG. 24 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary
user interface 2400 including a heat-map representation
(e.g., the left panel) and graph-based representation
(e.g., the right panel) of entity performance. A provision-
ing entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity anal-
ysis system 210) can generate exemplary user interface
2400. In some embodiments, the entity can select one
or more filters (e.g. "Add New Filter" shown in the sidebar)
to display a timeline of customer. For example, user in-
terface 2400 can represent customer spending on a daily
basis. In some embodiments, user interface 2400 can
represent customer spending with a heat map, such as
the heat map shown in the left panel of FIG. 24. The heat
map can be used to accurately predict the geographic
locations of future customer spending. In some embod-
iments, customer spending can be represented as a
graph-based representation where the independent axis
(e.g., x-axis) can represent a period of time and the de-
pendent axis can represent customer spending, as de-
picted in the right panel of FIG. 24. In some embodiments,
the graph-based representation can be used as a pre-
dictive chart to predict future customer spending.
[0177] FIG. 25 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary
user interface 2500 representing inferred customer loca-
tion. A provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provi-
sioning entity analysis system 210) can generate exem-
plary user interface 2500. In some embodiments, user
interface 2500 can represent customer location inferred
from persistent information (e.g., the centroid of the cus-
tomer’s medical transactions or the median of the cus-
tomer’s retail food and pharmacy stores transactions). In
some embodiments, user interface 2500 can represent
customer location inferred from contextual information
(e.g. localized small-ticket spending in severe weather
or spending after an inferred move). In some embodi-
ments, user interface 2500 can represent temporal cus-
tomer location (e.g., permanent, temporary, seasonal,
etc.).
[0178] In some embodiments, customer location can
be represented by a circle of a particular distance, where-
in the provisioning entity analysis system infers that the
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customer is located within that circle. For example, in
FIG. 25, the inner circle represents a two mile range and
the outer circle represents a five mile range. In some
embodiments, user interface 2500 can depict a confi-
dence metric corresponding to the accuracy of inferred
customer location (e.g., 75-80% confident that the cus-
tomer is within the inner circle and 90-95% confident that
the customer is located in the outer circle).
[0179] FIG. 26 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary
user interface 2600 representing predictive travel and
vacation spending. Entities, such as resorts and travel
destinations, can use this information to predict vacation
patterns, enabling them to develop targeted marketing
and to inform future restaurant and service selection. A
provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning en-
tity analysis system 210) can generate exemplary user
interface 2600. The provisioning entity analysis system
can use the inferred customer locations described above
to determine whether certain transactions qualify as trav-
el or vacation spending. In some embodiments, user in-
terface 2600 can depict travel or vacation spending as a
chart. For example, as shown in FIG. 26, user interface
2600 can represent this information as a scatter chart
with confidence intervals. The independent axis (e.g., x-
axis) of the chart can represent the day of vacation. The
dependent axis can represent the average range of per-
centage of travel spending that is spent on restaurants.
[0180] In the foregoing specification, embodiments
have been described with reference to numerous specific
details that can vary from implementation to implemen-
tation. Certain adaptations and modifications of the em-
bodiments described herein can be made. Therefore, the
above embodiments are considered to be illustrative and
not restrictive.

Claims

1. A system for analyzing entity location, the system
comprising:

a memory device that stores a set of instructions;
one or more processors configured to execute
the set of instructions to:

access a data structure comprising a plu-
rality of interactions associated with multiple
entities;
evaluate one or more interactions of the plu-
rality of interactions associated with an en-
tity of the multiple entities; and
determine whether the one or more interac-
tions associated with the entity comprise an
identified location information of the entity,
wherein the entity is a consuming or provi-
sioning entity.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the entity is a con-

suming entity and wherein the one or more proces-
sors are further configured to estimate, if the one or
more interactions associated with the consuming en-
tity does not comprise an identified location informa-
tion of the consuming entity, a location information
of the consuming entity based on its interactions with
one or more other entities of the multiple entities.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein the one or more other
entities of the multiple entities include a provisioning
entity.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the entity is a provi-
sioning entity and wherein the one or more proces-
sors are further configured to estimate, if the one or
more interactions associated with the provisioning
entity does not comprise an identified location infor-
mation of the provisioning entity, a location informa-
tion of the provisioning entity based on one or more
attributes of the provisioning entity and on one or
more attributes of one or more other entities of the
multiple entities.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the one or more other
entities of the multiple entities include a consuming
entity.

6. The system of any of claims 1-5, wherein each of
the plurality of interactions comprises categories of
information including at least one of: an interaction
number category, a consuming entity identification
category, a consuming entity location category, a
provisioning entity identification category, a provi-
sioning entity location category, a type of provision-
ing entity category, an interaction amount category,
and a time of interaction category.

7. A method for analyzing entity location, the method
being performed by one or more processors and
comprising:

accessing a data structure comprising a plurality
of interactions associated with multiple entities;
evaluating one or more interactions of the plu-
rality of interactions associated with an entity of
the multiple entities; and
determining whether the one or more interac-
tions associated with the entity comprise an
identified location information of the entity,
wherein the entity is a consuming or provisioning
entity.

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the entity is a con-
suming entity and further comprising estimating, if
the one or more interactions associated with the con-
suming entity does not comprise an identified loca-
tion information of the consuming entity, a location
information of the consuming entity based on its in-
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teractions with one or more other entities of the mul-
tiple entities.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the one or more other
entities of the multiple entities include a provisioning
entity.

10. The method of claim 7, wherein the entity is a provi-
sioning entity and, further comprising estimating, if
the one or more interactions associated with the pro-
visioning entity does not comprise an identified lo-
cation information of the provisioning entity, a loca-
tion information of the provisioning entity based on
one or more attributes of the provisioning entity and
on one or more attributes of one or more other enti-
ties of the multiple entities.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the one or more
other entities of the multiple entities include a con-
suming entity.

12. The method of any of claims 7-11, wherein each of
the plurality of interactions comprises categories of
information including at least one of: an interaction
number category, a consuming entity identification
category, a consuming entity location category, a
provisioning entity identification category, a provi-
sioning entity location category, a type of provision-
ing entity category, an interaction amount category,
and a time of interaction category.

13. A computer-readable medium storing a set of in-
structions that are executable by one or more proc-
essors of one or more servers to cause the one or
more servers to perform operations including the op-
erations recited in any of claims 7-12.
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Description

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY PRIORI-
TY APPLICATIONS

[0001] Any and all applications for which a foreign or
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby
incorporated by reference under 37 CFR 1.57.
[0002] This application claims benefit of U.S. Provi-
sional Patent Application Serial No. 61/942,480 filed Feb-
ruary 20, 2014, which is hereby incorporated by refer-
ence in its entirety.

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0003] This application is related to but does not claim
priority from U.S. Patent Application Serial No.
13/968,265 entitled "Generating Data Clusters With Cus-
tomizable Analysis Strategies" filed August 15, 2013, and
U.S. Patent Application Serial No. 13/968,213 entitled
"Prioritizing Data Clusters With Customizable Scoring
Strategies" filed August 15, 2013, which are hereby in-
corporated by reference in their entireties and collectively
referred to herein as the "Cluster references."
[0004] This application is related to but does not claim
priority from U.S. Patent No. 8,515,912 entitled "Sharing
And Deconflicting Data Changes In A Multimaster Data-
base System" filed July 15, 2010, U.S. Patent No.
8,527,461 entitled "Cross-ACL Multi-Master Replication"
filed November 27, 2012, U.S. Patent Application Serial
No. 13/076,804 entitled "Cross-Ontology Multi-Master
Replication" filed March 31, 2011, U.S. Patent Applica-
tion Serial No. 13/657,684 entitled "Sharing Information
Between Nexuses That Use Different Classification
Schemes For Information Access Control" filed October
22, 2012, and U.S. Patent Application Serial No.
13/922,437 entitled "System And Method For Incremen-
tally Replicating Investigative Analysis Data" filed June
20, 2013, which are hereby incorporated by reference in
their entireties and collectively referred to herein as the
"Sharing references."
[0005] This application is related to but does not claim
priority from U.S. Patent No. 8,489,623 entitled "Creating
Data In A Data Store Using A Dynamic Ontology" filed
May 12, 2011, which is hereby incorporated by reference
in its entirety and referred to herein as the "Ontology ref-
erence."

BACKGROUND

[0006] In the area of computer-based platforms, secu-
rity data may be collected, analyzed, and used to protect
computer networks from unwanted behavior.

SUMMARY

[0007] The systems, methods, and devices described

herein each have several aspects, no single one of which
is solely responsible for its desirable attributes. Without
limiting the scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting
features will now be discussed briefly.
[0008] In some embodiments, a system for sharing se-
curity information comprises one or more computing de-
vices programmed, via executable code instructions.
When executed, the executable code instructions may
cause the system to implement an attack data unit. The
attack data unit may be configured to receive a plurality
of security attack data from one or more entities. The
security attack data may comprise information regarding
one or more security attacks detected by respective en-
tities. When further executed, the executable code in-
structions may cause the system to implement an attack
data modification unit. The attack data modification unit
may be configured to redact portions of the security attack
data from various entities such that the redacted portions
are not detectable in the security attack data. When fur-
ther executed, the executable code instructions may
cause the system to implement a distribution unit config-
ured to share the security attack data with multiple enti-
ties.
[0009] In some embodiments, a non-transitory compu-
ter storage comprises instructions for causing one or
more computing devices to share security information.
When executed, the instructions may receive a plurality
of security attack data from multiple entities. The security
attack data may comprise information regarding one or
more security attacks detected by respective entities.
When further executed, the instructions may generate a
ruleset based on the plurality of security attack data from
multiple entities. The ruleset may be adapted to be exe-
cutable by a plurality of the entities to recognize one or
more security attacks. When further executed, the in-
structions may redact configurable portions of the secu-
rity attack data from various entities such that the redact-
ed portions are not detectable in the ruleset. When further
executed, the instructions may transmit the ruleset, or a
subset thereof, to one or more entities.
[0010] In some embodiments, a method for sharing se-
curity information comprises receiving a plurality of se-
curity attack data from multiple entities. The security at-
tack data may comprise information regarding one or
more security attacks detected by respective entities.
The method may further comprise generating a ruleset
based on the plurality of security attack information from
multiple entities. The ruleset may be adapted to be exe-
cutable by a plurality of the entities to recognize one or
more security attacks. The method may further comprise
redacting configurable portions of the security attack data
from various entities such that the redacted portions are
not detectable in the ruleset. The method may further
comprise transmitting the ruleset to one or more entities.
[0011] In some embodiments, a system for sharing se-
curity information may share security attack data around
specific security attacks and/or strategies for detecting
security attacks.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] Certain aspects of the disclosure will become
more readily appreciated as those aspects become bet-
ter understood by reference to the following detailed de-
scription, when taken in conjunction with the accompa-
nying drawings.

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example
security sharing system, according to some embod-
iments of the present disclosure.
Figure 2 is a flowchart illustrating an example attack
sharing process, according to some embodiments
of the present disclosure.
Figure 3 is a flowchart illustrating an example ruleset
sharing process for a specific attack, according to
some embodiments of the present disclosure.
Figure 4 is a flowchart illustrating an example mod-
ification process for attack data and/or rulesets, ac-
cording to some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure.
Figure 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example
security sharing system sharing attack data, rule-
sets, and/or modified attack data, according to some
embodiments of the present disclosure.
Figure 6 is a flowchart illustrating an example ruleset
sharing process for multiple attacks, according to
some embodiments of the present disclosure.
Figure 7 is a block diagram illustrating an example
security sharing system sharing attack data, rule-
sets, and/or modified attack data from different en-
tities, according to some embodiments of the present
disclosure.
Figure 8A illustrates an example security sharing ta-
ble, according to some embodiments of the present
disclosure.
Figure 8B illustrates example attack data and/or
modified attack data based on security attacks, ac-
cording to some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure.
Figure 8C illustrates example attack data and/or rule-
sets based on multiple security attacks, according
to some embodiments of the present disclosure.
Figure 8D illustrates example rulesets in a format
comprising code instructions, according to some em-
bodiments of the present disclosure.
Figure 9A illustrates an example user interface of
the security sharing system, according to some em-
bodiments of the present disclosure.
Figure 9B illustrates an example user interface for
viewing data objects within the security sharing sys-
tem, according to some embodiments of the present
disclosure.
Figure 10 is a block diagram illustrating an example
security sharing system with which various methods
and systems discussed herein may be implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0013] Security information may be shared with the
goal of improving particular aspects of computer and/or
cyber security. For example, in a computer-based con-
text, security information and strategies may be orally
shared among institutions and/or individuals at a cyber-
security conference. The institutions and/or individuals
may then implement detection and/or defensive strate-
gies on their computing systems. In another example, in
a software application-based context, antivirus software
may detect malicious files and/or code through sharing
of hash values of malicious files and/or code. Upon scan-
ning a computing device, malicious files and/or code may
be removed and/or quarantined.
[0014] In addition to sharing of security data orally
and/or in an information entity to entity manner, disclosed
herein are systems for sharing security information
among multiple entities. Using the techniques and sys-
tems described herein, security threats may be ad-
dressed more preemptively and/or efficiently by utilizing
more information and/or analysis from other entities.
Those techniques and systems may comprise automat-
ically and/or in an ad hoc manner sharing attack infor-
mation and/or generic rules to combat security threats.
[0015] Sharing attack information may allow for distrib-
utive and/or efficient responses to security threats. Insti-
tutions, organizations, entities, and/or the government
may share attack information automatically and/or in an
ad hoc manner. The security sharing system may modify
attack data to redact confidential and/or sensitive infor-
mation for sharing with other entities.
[0016] Sharing of generic rules through the security
sharing system may efficiently combat security threats.
In some embodiments, a rule may be generated by hu-
man technicians and/or any participating entity and
pushed to the security sharing system for use by other
participating entities. In some embodiments, a rule may
be generated by the security sharing system following
an attack on any entity using the system. A rule may differ
from a specific attack by comprising more abstract char-
acteristics of an attack that may be used to proactively
detect other attacks. The rules may be configured to be
enabled and/or implemented on other entities and/or
computing systems to defend against and/or combat se-
curity attacks using their own proprietary data.

System Overview

[0017] Figure 1 illustrates a security sharing system,
according to some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure. In the example embodiment of Figure 1, the security
sharing environment 190 comprises a network 120, a
security sharing system 100, one or more security attacks
130 (including security attacks 130A, 130B, 130C, 130D,
130E, 130F, 130G, 130H, 130I in the example of Figure
1), and one or more entities 110 (including entities 110A,
110B, and 110C in the example of Figure 1). The network
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120 may comprise, but is not limited to, one or more local
area networks, wide area network, wireless local area
network, wireless wide area network, the Internet, or any
combination thereof. As shown by Figure 1, the security
sharing system 100 may share security data with one or
more entities 110.
[0018] In some embodiments, the security sharing en-
vironment 190 may not comprise a network. Some enti-
ties, such as, but not limited to, government entities, may
not be connected to a network and/or may not want to
share security information via a network. Thus, sharing
of security information by the security sharing system
may occur via physical transport, such as, but not limited
to, Universal Serial Bus drives, external hard drives,
and/or any other type of media storage.
[0019] The entities 110 may comprise one or more
computing devices. For example, an entity 110 may be
institution, such as, but not limited to, a bank, a financial
institution, or the government, comprised of one or more
computer servers. As illustrated by entity 110B, an entity
may comprise one or more computing devices connected
via a network 140A, such as a secure LAN. The entity
110B may communicate with a security sharing device
150A, which may reside outside the network 140A. The
security sharing device 150A may then communicate
with the security sharing system 100. The security shar-
ing device 150 may comprise all of that institution’s cyber
data and/or analysis. As illustrated by entity 110C, the
security sharing device 150B may reside within an enti-
ty’s network 140B. The entity may be connected via the
network 120.
[0020] There may be many different variations and/or
types of a security attack 130. Several examples of se-
curity attacks are discussed herein, but these are not
limiting in the types of other security attacks the security
sharing system may be able to detect. For example, a
security attack may comprise malicious code and/or soft-
ware, such as, but not limited to, Trojans, viruses, worms,
and/or bots. Security attacks and/or security patterns
may evolve and/or change over time. Therefore, the se-
curity sharing system may be configured to handle dif-
ferent types of security attacks and/or the changes in
security attacks over time.
[0021] For example, a Trojan installs and/or infects it-
self in the computer servers of an entity, such as, a bank-
ing institution. The Trojan originates from a computing
device with a source identifier, such as, but not limited
to, an Internet Protocol ("IP") address. The Trojan then
steals information and/or data from the entity, such as,
but not limited to, credit card data, social security num-
bers, bank account numbers, personal data, names,
phone numbers, addresses, and/or driver’s license num-
bers. The Trojan sends the stolen information and/or data
over the network 120 to one or more computing devices.
[0022] A security attack may comprise an attempt to
make a computing device unavailable, such as, but not
limited to, a denial of service (DOS) attack, or a distrib-
uted denial of service (DDOS) attack. For example, mul-

tiple computing devices saturate one or more computing
devices of an entity with communication requests. In a
DOS or DDOS attack, a goal of the multiple communica-
tion requests may be to make one or more computing
devices unavailable to the network by overloading the
computing devices with requests.
[0023] The security sharing system 100 may operate
as a single instance, client server system, or as a distrib-
uted system. For example, there may be multiple instanc-
es of the security sharing system 100 running simulta-
neously that communicate through the network 120. In
some embodiments, each security sharing system in-
stance operates independently and/or autonomously. In
some embodiments, there is a central server of the se-
curity sharing system 100 and individual clients of the
security sharing system communicate with the central
server via the network 120.

Example Attack Sharing Processes

[0024] Figure 2 is a flowchart illustrating an attack shar-
ing process, according to some embodiments of the
present disclosure. The method of Figure 2 may be per-
formed by the security sharing system and/or one or more
entities discussed about with reference to Figure 1. De-
pending on the embodiment, the method of Figure 2 may
include fewer or additional blocks and/or the blocks may
be performed in order different than is illustrated.
[0025] Beginning in block 202, an attack is made on
one of the computing devices of an entity 110. As noted
above, various activities may be considered attacks on
an entity 110. For example, a malicious application, such
as a Trojan, may be installed on an entity’s one or more
internal computing devices. The malicious application
may originate from an IP address.
[0026] At block 204, the security attack is identified
and/or recorded as attack data. For example, the entity
110 may identify malicious software and/or communica-
tions from an external IP address, such as using antivirus
or firewall software. The attack data may comprise infor-
mation about the security attack, such as the IP address
of the malicious application, an identifier for the malicious
application, and/or the IP addresses of the internal com-
puting devices that were attacked and/or infected. In
some embodiments, the security attack may be identified
automatically, such as by security and/or antivirus soft-
ware, or the attack may be identified by a human oper-
ator, such as a system administrator or information tech-
nology technician. In some embodiments, attacks are in-
itially detected by software and then a human technician
confirms a software-detected attack before the attack da-
ta is shared, such as according to the process described
below.
[0027] In some embodiments, identification of attacks
occurs by the systems, methods, and/or techniques dis-
closed in the Cluster references. For example, related
security attacks may be clustered as illustrated by U.S.
Patent Application Serial No. 13/968,265. A human tech-
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nician may then view and analyze the cluster of related
security attacks. Clusters of security attacks may also
receive rankings and/or scorings as illustrated by U.S.
Patent Application Serial No. 13/968,213.
[0028] In some embodiments, attack data, rulesets,
and/or other security information may be a data object
according to the systems, methods, and/or techniques
disclosed in the Ontology reference. For example, attack
data, rulesets, and/or other security information may be
included in data objects that are included in an ontology,
which may be shared with other entities across the se-
curity sharing system and/or the data objects remain uni-
form across the entities they are shared with.
[0029] At block 205, the attack data may be optionally
modified for sharing. For example, information regarding
computing systems and/or employees of the entity 110
that was attacked may be removed from the attack data
before it is shared with the security sharing system 100.
The entity 110 may remove and/or modify data regarding
the attack and/or the security sharing system 100 may
remove and/or modify data regarding the attack once re-
ceived from the entity 110 (e.g., as discussed below in
block 206). In some embodiments, the attack data may
be modified such that the network architecture and/or
other proprietary information of the entity 110 is not indi-
cated. For example, an entity 110 may want to share the
attack data with others without exposing the particular
network architecture and/or the specific computing de-
vices that are part of the attack.
[0030] Next, at block 206 the attack data may be pro-
vided by the entity 110 to the security sharing system
100, such as via the network 120 of Figure 1. Depending
on the embodiment, the attack data may be shared in
various manners, such as via a shared network location
that stores the data, a direct communication via an email
or HTTP communication, or in any other manner. The
attack data may be in various formats, such as a data-
base format, files, XML, JSON, a file format that is pro-
prietary to the security sharing system 100, or any other
format, and maybe encrypted or have security of any
available type.
[0031] In some embodiments, sharing of attack data
at block 206 occurs by the systems, methods, and/or
techniques disclosed in the Sharing references. For ex-
ample, attack data may be shared and deconflicted
through a replicated database system as illustrated by
U.S. Patent No. 8,515,912. Attack data may also be
shared through a database system with multiple ontolo-
gies as illustrated by U.S. Patent Application Serial No.
13/076,804. The sharing of attack data may also occur
via incremental database replication as illustrated by U.S.
Patent Application Serial No. 13/922,437.
[0032] In some embodiments, the clusters generated
by the systems, methods, and/or techniques disclosed
in the Cluster references and/or other security informa-
tion may be shared by the systems, methods, and/or
techniques disclosed in the Sharing references, other
mechanisms illustrated in this disclosure, and/or any oth-

er manner.
[0033] At block 208, the attack data that is received at
the security sharing system 100 is wholly or partially
shared with one or more entities 110. For example, if the
attack data is received from entity 110A, the security
sharing system 100 may share the attack data to entities
110B, 110C, and/ or external systems, such as in accord-
ance with sharing preferences of the entities.
[0034] At block 210, the attack data may be optionally
used by the entities with which the attack data is shared.
For example, the attack data may be proactively detect
and hopefully prevent similar attacks.
[0035] There may be some variations of the optional
use of the attack data at block 210. For example, an entity
110B, such as a financial institution, may implement se-
curity defenses, such as, antivirus software, to defend
against the malicious application identified in the attack
data. In another example, the entity 110B, may conduct
a search for the malicious application throughout the en-
tity’s computing devices based on the received attack
data. Thus, the attack data may be used to identify pre-
vious attacks (which may be ongoing) and initiate recov-
ery actions (e.g., quarantining infected files, blocking IP
addresses, deleting files, reinstalling drivers, etc.).

Rulesets

[0036] A ruleset may comprise code instructions
and/or sets of data that enable a security system and/or
entity to implement detection and/or defense strategies
against security attacks. A ruleset differs from specific
attack data (such as was discussed above with reference
to Figure 2) in that a ruleset may include more abstract
characteristics of an attack that can be used to detect
other attacks. For example, a ruleset may comprise code
instructions and/or data representing a beaconing be-
havior based on a pattern of communication and/or call-
back behavior by one or multiple entities from/to a com-
mon IP address (or group of IP addresses). In general,
beaconing comprises communication from an entity’s in-
ternal computing device to an external computer device
that is believed to be malicious. Beaconing often occurs
at regular intervals, such as every twenty-four hours.
Thus, a beacon is traffic leaving the inside of a network
at regular intervals. A beacon may be referred to as a
phone home or heartbeat. Beacons can be used for ma-
licious purposes, such as obtaining new orders from a
command and control (C&C) server as well as to down-
load updates or other tools (e.g., to malicious software
installed on the entity’s computing system). In some em-
bodiments, beaconing may occur at irregular intervals,
such as intervals that are determined based on a prede-
termined pattern algorithm, or at random intervals. Thus,
a ruleset that identifies beaconing behavior does not nec-
essarily indicate particular entities that have been at-
tacked by the beaconing behavior, but may include char-
acteristics of the beaconing behavior, such as may be
reported by multiple entities, which can be used to detect
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similar attacks. For example, a beaconing ruleset may
identify a group of IP addresses to which beacons are
transmitted (e.g., from an attacked entity), a beaconing
period (e.g. a fixed time period, a range of time periods,
or algorithmic expression that defines a time period),
and/or any other information that may be used by an en-
tity to identify similar beaconing activities. Sharing of a
beaconing ruleset, whether based on beaconing activi-
ties of a single entity or beaconing activities of multiple
entities (e.g., as may be developed by the security shar-
ing system 100 in response to receiving beaconing ac-
tivity data from multiple entities), may enable early de-
tection by the entity and/or the security sharing system
of beaconing behavior.
[0037] A ruleset may be in various formats, such as
source code and/or code instructions, a database format,
files, XML, JSON, a file format that is proprietary to the
security sharing system 100, or any other format, and
may be encrypted or have security of any available type,
and/or some combination thereof. In some embodi-
ments, a ruleset may be enabled on different entities
and/or computer systems without modification. For ex-
ample, two different entities may use different proxy pro-
viders (e.g., computer servers that act as intermediaries
for requests from clients seeking resources from other
services). The ruleset may be sufficiently abstracted such
that, with some configuration data and/or configuration
of the entity’s computing devices, the same ruleset
checking for beaconing (or other) behavior may be run
on different entities that have different proxy providers.
[0038] In some embodiments, rulesets and/or the out-
put of rulesets may be clustered by the systems, meth-
ods, and/or techniques disclosed in the Cluster referenc-
es. For example, related rulesets and/or the output of
rulesets may be clustered as illustrated by U.S. Patent
Application Serial No. 13/968,265. A human technician
may then view and analyze the cluster of related rulesets
and/or output of the rulesets.

Example Ruleset Sharing

[0039] Figure 3 is a flowchart illustrating a ruleset shar-
ing process for a specific attack, according to some em-
bodiments of the present disclosure. The method of Fig-
ure 3 may be performed by the security sharing system
and/or one or more entities discussed about with refer-
ence to Figure 1. Depending on the embodiment, the
method of Figure 3 may include fewer or additional blocks
and/or the blocks may be performed in order different
than is illustrated.
[0040] Beginning at block 302, a security attack is de-
tected and a pattern associated with the security attack
is identified. For example, the security attack may corre-
spond to a beaconing attack that includes hundreds of
beacons that have been identified by a particular entity
to a group of related IP addresses. A detected pattern
may indicate a regular time period, e.g., twenty-four
hours, at which beacons repeatedly transmitted to the

same IPs.
[0041] In some embodiments, there may be some var-
iations of identification of the security attack and recog-
nition of the pattern at block 302. As previously illustrated
in Figure 2, identification of the attack at block 302 may
be manual or automatic. Similarly, recognition of a pat-
tern from the security attack at block 302 may be manual
or automatic. For example, automatic pattern recognition
by the security sharing system may occur from identifying
beaconing at regular intervals and/or connections to the
same external IP address. In some embodiments, hu-
mans may review the security attacks to recognize a pat-
tern from them.
[0042] In some embodiments, similar to the identifica-
tion of attacks, recognition of patterns occurs by the sys-
tems, methods, and/or techniques disclosed in the Clus-
ter references.
[0043] At block 304, a ruleset may be generated from
the recognized pattern. In some embodiments, genera-
tion of rulesets is automatic, manual, or some combina-
tion thereof.
[0044] At block 306, the ruleset may be optionally mod-
ified for sharing, such as in the manner discussed with
reference to Figure 4, below.
[0045] At block 308, the security sharing system may
share the ruleset with one or more other entities or ex-
ternal systems. The sharing of the ruleset with external
systems at block 310 may be similar to the sharing of the
attack data at block 208 of Figure 2.
[0046] At block 312, the ruleset may be optionally en-
abled by the external system and/or entity.

Modifying Attack Data And/Or Rulesets

[0047] Figure 4 is a flowchart illustrating a modification
process for attack data and/or rulesets, according to
some embodiments of the present disclosure. The meth-
od of Figure 4 may be performed in whole, or in part, as
part of block 205 of Figure 2 and/or block 306 of Figure
3. Depending on the embodiment, the method of Figure
4 may include fewer or additional blocks and/or the blocks
may be performed in order that is different than illustrated.
[0048] At block 402, irrelevant and/or sensitive data
may be redacted from attack data and/or rulesets. For
example, attack data may initially comprise the source
identifiers of internal computing devices of an entity, such
as, but not limited to, the IP addresses of the computing
devices. An entity may not want to share their internal IP
addresses of their computing devices. Therefore, an en-
tity may redact and/or remove data from the attack data
such as the IP addresses of the entity’s internal comput-
ing devices. Removal of entity specific information, such
as internal IP addresses, from attack data, may abstract
the attack data to increase usability by other entities. In
some embodiments, redaction of attack data and/or rule-
sets is automatic, manual, or some combination thereof.
For example, there may be a configurable list of IP ad-
dresses, which correspond to internal computing devic-
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es, to be removed from attack data and/or rulesets. Re-
daction may require approval by a human operator. In
some embodiments, redaction of attack data and/or rule-
sets may be performed by a human operator.
[0049] At block 404, recipients may be specified for
attack data and/or rulesets. For example, an entity may
only want to send attack data to other entities it has close
relationships with more entities in a particular vertical
market or having other attributes. Therefore, the entity
may specify one or more entities criteria for entities with
which attack data and/or rulesets security sharing sys-
tem. The sharing data may be provided in any available
format, and may apply to sharing of attack data and/or
ruleset data from the entity that provides the sharing data.
In some embodiments, a human operator must approve
and/or select the recipients of attack data and/or rulesets.
[0050] In some embodiments, access controls for rep-
licating attack data and/or rulesets at block 404 occurs
by the systems, methods, and/or techniques disclosed
in the Sharing references. For example, asynchronous
replication of attack data and/or rulesets occur via access
control policies illustrated by U.S. Patent No. 8,527,461.
Replication of attack data and/or rulesets may occur
where databases use different classification schemes for
information access control as illustrated by U.S. Patent
Application Serial No. 13/657,684.
[0051] At block 406, attack data and/or rulesets may
be made anonymous. For example, attack data and/or
rulesets may comprise the source entity of the attack
data and/or rulesets. Thus, an entity may specify whether
the sharing attack data and/or rulesets should be anon-
ymous. In some embodiments, there is a global setting
and/or configuration for specifying anonymity. There may
be a configurable setting enabling anonymity for some
recipients but not others. In some embodiments, a human
may approve or specify anonymity for each attack data
item and/or ruleset that is shared.
[0052] At block 408, attack data and/or rulesets may
be weighted differently such as based on the entity that
provides the attack data or rule set (e.g., some entities
may be more reliable providing attack data than others)
or based on the type of attack identified in the attack data
or rule set, and/or other factors. For example, if attack
data indicates a high security risk associated with the
attack, the security sharing system may assign a high
weighting to the attack data. However, if the reported
attack is less malicious and/or from an entity that com-
monly misreports attacks, a lower weighting may be as-
signed to the attack data, such that sharing of the attack
data doesn’t introduce false attack alerts in other entities.
Thus, in some embodiments the security sharing system
tracks the accuracy of reported attacks from respective
entities and automatically applies weightings and/or pri-
oritizations to future reports from those entities based on
the determined accuracy.
[0053] The weightings may be assigned manually
and/or automatically. For example, in some embodi-
ments a human operator specifies whether attack data

and/or rulesets are important. These weightings may
change over time, as the attacks themselves evolve.
[0054] From the receiving perspective of attack data
and/or rulesets, an entity may optionally weight attack
data and/or rulesets from different entities. Thus, if an
entity values attack data and/or rulesets from a different
entity highly, the entity may set a high level of priority for
anything received from that different entity.

Sharing Attack Data and/or Rulesets

[0055] Figure 5 illustrates a security sharing system
sharing attack data, rulesets, and/or modified attack data,
or subsets thereof, according to some embodiments of
the present disclosure. In accordance with some embod-
iments of the present disclosure, the security system 100
may comprise a rule unit 530, an attack modification unit
540, a ruleset data store 532, and/or attack data store
542.
[0056] As shown in the example of Figure 5, an entity
110A has been involved in three attack communications
130A, 130B, and 130C (each comprising one or more
transmissions and/or receptions of data from the entity
110A). In this embodiment, the entity 110A, upon identi-
fying the one or more communications as an attack (see,
e.g., Figure 2) may send attack data 500 to the security
sharing system 100 through the network 120. In some
embodiments, the security sharing system 100 automat-
ically collects attack data from a security attack.
[0057] In this example, the security sharing system 100
generates a ruleset based on the attack data 500 corre-
sponding to the multiple attack communications 130A,
130B, and 130C, such as by any one or more processes
discussed with reference to Figure 3. For example, the
multiple attacks 130A, 130B, and 130C illustrated in Fig-
ure 5 may be associated with beaconing calls to an ex-
ternal computer device from the entity 110A. The attack
ruleset 510 may be generated and/or output to other en-
tities by the rule unit 530. The attack ruleset 510 may be
stored in the attack data store 542. In the embodiment
of Figure 5, the security sharing system 100 shares the
attack ruleset 510 with another entity 110B through the
network 120 and the modified attack data 520 with an-
other entity 110C. The entities 110B and 110C may
change, update, modify, etc. security measures based
on the ruleset 510 or modified attack data 520, respec-
tively.
[0058] In some embodiments, the security sharing sys-
tem may be able to automatically generate rulesets
based on one or more security attacks. Similar to auto-
matic recognition of security attack patterns, a ruleset
may be automatically generated from patterns of security
attacks, e.g., beaconing and/or DOS attacks. Rulesets
may be automatically output by the rule unit 530. For
example, the rule unit 530 may take as input data regard-
ing security attacks and automatically generate a ruleset
from patterns recognized in the data.
[0059] In some embodiments, a human operator
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and/or a team of technicians may review the security at-
tack patterns to generate a ruleset. The security sharing
system may provide user interface tools to humans for
analyzing security attacks and/or creating rulesets. For
example, rulesets may be generated by a human oper-
ator of the user interface of the rule unit 530. A user in-
terface of the rule unit 530 may comprise a document
processing interface to generate a ruleset.
[0060] In some embodiments, a team of engineers
and/or technicians may consume all of the security infor-
mation and/or data from all of the entities of the security
sharing system. The engineers and/or technicians may
conceive and/or generate rulesets to share them with
entities through the security sharing system.
[0061] In some embodiments, rulesets may be gener-
ated by entities and shared through the security sharing
system. For example, the rule unit 530 may receive rule-
sets from entities for distribution to other entities through
the security sharing system.
[0062] The shared attack data and/or ruleset may be
modified by the entity 110A and/or the security sharing
system 100, such as by any one or more processes dis-
cussed with reference to Figure 4. The attack modifica-
tion unit 540 may modify the attack data 500 to output
the modified attack data 520.The modified attack data
520 may be stored in the attack data store 542. Modifi-
cation by the attack modification unit 540 and/or storage
in the attack storage unit may achieve some of the goals
and/or advantages illustrated in Figure 4.

Example Ruleset Generation from Multiple Attacks

[0063] Figure 6 is a flowchart illustrating a ruleset shar-
ing process for multiple attacks, according to some em-
bodiments of the present disclosure. The method of Fig-
ure 6 may be performed by the security sharing system
and/or one or more entities discussed about with refer-
ence to Figure 1. Depending on the embodiment, the
method of Figure 6 may include fewer or additional blocks
and/or the blocks may be performed in order different
than is illustrated.
[0064] Beginning at block 602, attack data is received
from separate entities. For example, the attack data from
different entities (e.g., entities 130) may correspond to
hundreds of DOS attacks that have been identified by
different entities.
[0065] At block 604, a pattern is associated and/or rec-
ognized from the attack data from different entities. A
recognized pattern may indicate a particular source of
the attack, e.g., a DOS attack that originates from a par-
ticular IP address range, or domain.
[0066] At block 606, a ruleset may be generated from
the recognized pattern. The ruleset may be optionally
modified for sharing.
[0067] At block 608, the ruleset may be shared through
the security sharing system. For example, the ruleset
may be shared with one or more entities that shared at-
tack data used in generation of the ruleset and/or other

entities that did not provide attack data used in generation
of the ruleset, such as in accordance with sharing rules
(e.g., Figure 8A).
[0068] At block 610, the ruleset is shared through the
security sharing system to external systems. The sharing
of the ruleset with external systems at block 610 may be
similar to the sharing of the attack data at block 208 of
Figure 2.
[0069] At block 612, the ruleset may be optionally en-
abled by the external system and/or entity.

Sharing Attack Data and/or Rulesets from Different En-
tities

[0070] Figure 7 is a block diagram illustrating a security
sharing system sharing attack data, rulesets, and/or
modified attack data that has been received from and/or
determined based on information from different entities,
according to some embodiments of the present disclo-
sure. As shown in the example of Figure 7, the entity
110A has received three attack communications 130A,
130B, 130C and the entity 110B has received one attack
communication 130D (although an attack, as used here-
in, may include one or any number of communications
from and/or to an entity).
[0071] In this embodiment, the entity 110B, upon iden-
tifying the one or more communications as an attack (see,
e.g., Figure 2), may send attack data 702 to the security
sharing system 100 through the network 120. Similar to
entity 110B, entity 110A may send attack data 700, in-
cluding information regarding attacks 130A, 130B, 130C,
to the security sharing system 100. In this example, the
security sharing system 100 generates a ruleset based
on the attack data 700 from entity 110A and the attack
data 702 from entity 110B. For example, the multiple at-
tacks illustrated in Figure 7 may be associated with DOS
attacks from a set of computing devices associated with
an IP address, a range of IP addresses, and/or a domain,
for example.
[0072] Rule generation and/or sharing in Figure 7 may
be similar to Figure 5.
[0073] The security sharing system 100 may process
the attack data from different entities to share attack rule-
sets, attack data, and/or modified attack data. In Figure
7, the security sharing system 100 shares modified attack
data 720 with entity 110D, which may not have been at-
tacked yet by the particular attack 130A-130D that were
reported by entities 110A, 110B. For example, the mod-
ified attack data 720 may comprise the set of IP address-
es where the DOS attacks originated from. The modified
attack data 720 may differ from the attack data 700 by
not having data regarding the internal computing devices
that were targeted by the DOS attacks.

Sharing Tables

[0074] Figure 8A illustrates an example security shar-
ing table, according to some embodiments of the present
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disclosure. For example, the security sharing table may
be one or more tables in a relational database of the
security sharing system. In other examples, the security
sharing table may be in various formats, such as a data
object format, XML, JSON, a file format that is proprietary
to the security sharing system, or any other format. The
columns and/or fields shown in the table are illustrative.
In some embodiments, there may be additional or less
columns and/or fields. The security sharing table may be
used to redact and/or modify any property of attack data,
rulesets, and/or other security information of the security
sharing system. The redaction and/or modification of any
property may be possible because attack data, rulesets,
and/or other security information may be in a data object
format.
[0075] As shown in the example of Figure 8A, the se-
curity sharing table may be used by the security sharing
system (and/or by individual entities in some embodi-
ments) to redact and/or modify attack data and/or rule-
sets. For example, there are four example entities shown.
Attack data from a security attack may comprise the host-
name and/or label for computing devices from an entity.
Thus, the redact hostname column may be used to re-
move hostnames from attack data and/or rulesets. In the
example, the hostnames "prod.example.net" and "appli-
cation.example.net" will be removed from entity 1’s at-
tack data and/or rulesets. For entity 2, all of the hostnam-
es ending in "corp" will be removed. As shown for entity
4, all hostnames may be removed from attack data and/or
rulesets.
[0076] As shown in the example table of Figure 8A, the
four example entities have each provided different criteria
for redacting or removing IP addresses from attack data
and/or rulesets. According to these rules, the security
sharing system may remove all internal IP addresses
from attack data and/or rulesets from entity 4 and all in-
ternal IP addresses beginning with "192.168" from attack
data and/or rulesets of entity 3.
[0077] The security sharing table may also be used to
specify recipients for attack data and/or rulesets. For ex-
ample, as shown in Figure 8A, entity 1 has recipients:
entity 2 and entity 3. Thus, the default recipients of entity
1 are entities 2 and 3 for sharing attack data and/or rule-
sets. As shown in the example table, entity 4 may share
all of its attack data and/or rulesets with every entity in
the security sharing system.
[0078] As shown in the example table of Figure 8A,
there may be a setting to make an entity anonymous
while sharing attack data and/or rulesets. Entities 1 and
4 may share attack data and/or rulesets with other entities
anonymously. For example, with the anonymous setting
enabled, entity 1 can share attack data and/or rulesets
with the security sharing system, which may then share
that attack data, rulesets, and/or other ruleset generated
based on the data received from entity 1, with other en-
tities without identifying entity 1 as a source of the attack
data.

Example Attack Data, Modified Attack Data, And/Or 
Rulesets

[0079] As previously illustrated, attack data, modified
attack data, and/or rulesets may be in various formats
and/or combinations of formats and are not limited to the
example formats shown in Figures 8B,8C, and 8D.
[0080] Figure 8B illustrates example attack data and/or
modified attack data based on security attacks, according
to some embodiments of the present disclosure. For ex-
ample, a security attack may be a DDOS attack with four
originating IP addresses, shown in the
<from_ip_addresses> element of the example attack da-
ta 802. The example attack data 802 also includes an
attack identifier (in the <id> element), and identifies the
type of attack (in the <type> element), internal IP ad-
dresses affected by the attack (in the
<internal_ip_addresses> element) and entity providing
the attack data (in the <entity> element>).
[0081] The security sharing system may modify the at-
tack data 802, such as in the manner discussed with ref-
erence to Figure 4 and/or Figure 8A, to output modified
attack data 804. As illustrated, modified attack data 804
may not contain the source entity of the attack data (e.g.,
the <entity> element is removed) and/or the internal IP
addresses (e.g., the <internal_ip_addresses> element is
removed) of the source entity, which may correspond to
the preferences illustrated with reference to the sharing
table of Figure 8A. For example, the sharing table of Fig-
ure 8A specified that entity 1 should remain anonymous
and redact certain IP addresses. In another embodiment,
entity 1 may include its identifier (e.g., include the <entity>
element) and the security sharing system may ano-
nymize the attack data by not indicating to other entities
with which the attack data is shared that the attack data
came from entity 1. In this way, data that is received by
the security sharing system may still determine reliability
of information based on source of information, even with-
out sharing the exact identity of the source with other
entities.
[0082] In another example, a security attack may be a
previously illustrated Trojan attack with four originating
IP addresses. Similar to the previous example, an entity
may send attack data 806 to the security sharing system
and/or the security sharing system may modify the attack
data 806 to output modified attack data 808. Unlike mod-
ified attack data 804, which may be anonymous, modified
attack data 808 may contain the source entity of the at-
tack data, which may correspond to the preferences il-
lustrated with reference to the sharing table of Figure 8A.
For example, the sharing table of Figure 8A specified that
entity 2 should not be anonymous. Similar to modified
attack data 804, modified attack data 808 does not con-
tain the internal IP addresses of entity 2, which may cor-
respond to the preferences illustrated with reference to
the sharing table of Figure 8A.
[0083] Figure 8C illustrates example attack data and
rulesets based on multiple security attacks, according to
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some embodiments of the present disclosure. For exam-
ple, attack data 810A, 810B, 810C correspond to three
separate beaconing attacks against different entities may
be received by the security sharing system. While in this
example the attack data 810 are received from three sep-
arate entities (entity 1, entity 2, and entity 3), in other
embodiments the attack data used to form a ruleset may
all be received from the same entity.
[0084] The security system may generate ruleset 812
and ruleset 814, such as in the manner discussed with
reference to Figure 6 and/or Figure 7, based on the attack
data 810. The security sharing system may interpret
and/or redact the attack data, such as in accordance with
redaction rules (e.g., Figure 8A). For example, each of
the attack data 810 includes internal IP addresses (in the
<internal_ip_addresses> element) and source entity da-
ta (in the <entity> element). However, the ruleset 812
may comprise more abstract characteristics of the attack
data 810, such as the type of attack (in the <type> ele-
ment) and/or the frequency of the attack for beaconing
attacks (in the <frequency> element), while excluding
specific attack characteristics such as internal IP ad-
dresses (e.g., the <intemal_ip_addresses> element is re-
moved) and source entity data (e.g., the <entity> element
is removed). Another example of a ruleset is examining
the method and/or behavior of attackers over time. For
example, some hacking groups may only work during
certain hours, thus may be more likely to attack during
those time periods. These groups may mask the IPs they
use, such that merely using the attack data may not be
enough. A ruleset may allow entities to track malicious
patterns even as the attack data itself changes. The rule-
set 812 may also comprise actions to perform, such as,
but not limited to, detecting attacks and/or alerting of sus-
picious behavior (in the <action> element). The security
sharing system may interpret the attack data 810 to gen-
erate ruleset 814 to block malicious IP addresses. In the
example, ruleset 814 comprises alerting and blocking ac-
tions (in the <action> element). Thus, an entity enabling
ruleset 814 may automatically block malicious IP ad-
dresses (in the <block_ip_addresses> element). In some
embodiments, attack data may be automatically inter-
preted to generate a ruleset to block a range of IP ad-
dresses.
[0085] Figure 8D illustrates example rulesets 820 and
822 in a format comprising code instructions, according
to some embodiments of the present disclosure. In some
embodiments, rulesets may be complex enough such
that their expression may be in a format comprising code
instructions. The executable code instructions shown in
Figure 8D are illustrative pseudocode and, thus, may not
correspond to any specific programming language or be
executable in the format shown. Executable code that
performs the functions outlined in rulesets 820 and 822
may be provided in any available programming language.
[0086] Example ruleset 820 comprises code config-
ured to detect security attacks for globetrotter logins. In
a globetrotter security attack, there may be Virtual Private

Network ("VPN") logins from locations that would be
physically impossible for a single person to make. For
example, logins by the same person from the United
States and India within minutes and/or one hour of each
other. Thus, the ruleset 820 includes code instructions
that cause an entity’s computing device and/or the secu-
rity sharing system to find all VPN logins for a particular
person. The VPN logins may then be sorted by time of
login. The VPN logins may be iterated through by a for
loop, which may first calculate the time since the previous
login, the physical distance between locations of two pre-
vious logins, and the travel speed required for a person
to complete both logins. If the speed is over a threshold
then a cluster may be constructed, such as by using the
IP addresses and or identity of the person as seeds (see
the Cluster references), and an alert may be added to a
queue. For example, if the speed threshold was set to a
speed, such as, 2,000 miles per hour, then an alert would
appear if there was a login between the United States
and Japan within an hour of each other. Thus, the ruleset
820 may enable the detection of globetrotter security at-
tacks.
[0087] Example ruleset 822 comprises code to detect
security attacks for fake user-agent logins. In a fake user-
agent security attack, malware may provide fake and/or
made up user-agent logins and/or strings to gain access
to an entity’s network and/or resources. For example, the
code instructions shown in 822 cause an entity’s com-
puting device and/or the security sharing system to re-
ceive a user-agent string for a login and find all of the
user-agent strings on the network. If the user-agent string
is not already on the network and/or is a new user-agent
string, then a cluster may be constructed (see the Cluster
references) and an alert may be added to a queue. Thus,
the ruleset 822 may enable the detection of fake user-
agent security attacks.
[0088] In some embodiments, rulesets may comprise
various formats and/or combinations of formats. For ex-
ample, a beaconing ruleset may comprise executable
code instructions and/or XML documents. In the beacon-
ing example, the executable code instructions may com-
prise programming logic to detect beaconing attacks. The
XML documents may comprise parameters and/or con-
figurations. In the beaconing example, the XML docu-
ments may comprise parameters for checking different
beaconing frequencies, e.g., every hour and/or every
twenty-four hours. Thus, both the code instructions and
the parameterized format, such as, but not limited to,
XML, may be shared through the security sharing sys-
tem.

Example User Interface

[0089] Figures 9A and 9B illustrate example user in-
terfaces of the security sharing system, according to
some embodiments of the present disclosure. In some
embodiments, the user interfaces described below may
be displayed in any suitable computer system and/or ap-
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plication, for example, in a web browser window and/or
a standalone software application, among others. Addi-
tionally, the functionality and/or user interfaces of the sys-
tem as shown in Figures 9A and/or 9B may be imple-
mented in one or more computer processors and/or com-
puting devices, as is described with reference to Figure
10.
[0090] Referring to Figure 9A, the example user inter-
face 902 comprises security alerts 910, 920A, 920B, pri-
ority alert window 930, attacks window 940, and/or rule-
sets window 950.
[0091] In operation, a human operator may view secu-
rity attack alerts through the user interface 902. For ex-
ample, when an entity shares security attack data with
the entity viewing the user interface 902, a security attack
alert 910 may appear. The security attack alert 910 may
display a risk/importance level, and/or "from" entity indi-
cating the source of the security attack alert. The security
attack alert 910 may also display details of the alert and/or
a link to the details. For example, security attack alert
details may comprise the IP address source of the attack,
and/or the type of attack, e.g., beaconing, DOS attack,
etc.
[0092] In the example of Figure 9A, a human operator
may also view ruleset alerts through the user interface.
For example, when a ruleset is shared in the security
sharing system, ruleset alerts, 920A and 920B may ap-
pear. Ruleset alerts 920A and 920B may be similar to
security attack alert 910, but instead of security attack
details, ruleset alerts 920A and 920B may display ruleset
details. In the beaconing example, ruleset details may
comprise an IP range to which beacons are sent and/or
a frequency that a beacon is sent to an external comput-
ing device. The ruleset alerts windows 920 may have an
"enable" button that activates the ruleset as previously
described.
[0093] In some embodiments, the security attack alert
910 may have an "enable" button that activates the se-
curity attack alert similar to activating a ruleset. For ex-
ample, enabling a security attack alert automatically sets
alerts and/or detection of the malicious IP addresses
specified in the security attack alert. The security sharing
system may automatically generate a ruleset from the
security attack alert when the security attack alert is en-
abled. In some embodiments, generation of the ruleset
in response to activation of the security attack alert may
occur without notification to the human operator. Thus,
enabling a security attack alert may be a shortcut for gen-
erating a ruleset.
[0094] The priority alert window 930 may display enti-
ties that will receive a "high" and/or "important" priority
level when those entities share attack data and/or rule-
sets with the particular entity viewing/operating the user
interface 902. For example, in the priority alert window
930, entities 1, 5, and 10 are selected for priority alerts.
In this example, the priority alert window 930 comprises
an "edit" button to add and/or remove entities for priority
alerts.

[0095] The attacks window 940 may display the secu-
rity attacks that have been identified for the particular
entity operating/viewing the user interface 902. For ex-
ample, the attacks window 940 displays security attacks
1, 2, and 4. The attacks window 940 may be populated
automatically by the security sharing system and/or by
the entity. In the example attacks window 940, there is a
"create" button, which may allow the human operator to
add a security attack. The attacks window 940 may have
a "share" button, which may allow the human operator
to select one or more security attacks for sharing through
the security sharing system, and may have options to
share the security attack data, modified security attack
data, and/or a ruleset regarding the security attack (pos-
sibly in connection with other security attacks). The at-
tacks window 940 may also have an "edit" button, which
may allow the human operator to edit and/or modify a
security attack. For example, a security attack 1 may be
a DDOS attack with two originating IP addresses for the
attack, and security attack 1 may be edited to add and/or
remove IP addresses. Alternatively, such updates may
be performed automatically by the entity and/or the se-
curity sharing system based on predetermined rules for
modifying attack data.
[0096] The rulesets window 950 may display the rule-
sets from an entity. The rulesets window 950 may be
operated similar to the attacks window 940, except the
rulesets window may be configured to display, create,
and/or modify rulesets instead of security attacks. For
example, ruleset 1 may be a beaconing ruleset with a
frequency of twenty-four hours, and the example ruleset
may be edited to a beaconing frequency of forty eight
hours. Rulesets may be selected to display further infor-
mation regarding the rulesets, such as the various rules
of the ruleset, one or more entities having attack data on
which the ruleset was based, other entities with which
the ruleset has been shared (and/or is available for shar-
ing), and/or entities that have actually implemented se-
curity measures in view of the ruleset, for example.
[0097] Referring to Figure 9B, the example user inter-
face 960 comprises a search box 964, an object display
area 966, and/or a menu bar 962. A human operator by
typing and/or entering data into the search box 964 may
load, lookup, and/or retrieve one or more objects. The
user interface 960 may display security attack data, rule-
sets, and/or other security information in clusters, which
may correspond to the systems, methods, and/or tech-
niques disclosed in the Ontology and/or Cluster referenc-
es.
[0098] For example, by typing the name of a type of
security attack, such as "beacon," an attack data object
968 may be displayed in the object display area 966. The
other objects 970 (including objects 970A, 970B, and/or
970C) may be displayed automatically and/or after user
interaction by the human operator with the person object
410. The objects 970 may correspond to related security
attacks, resources of the entity that have been attacked,
and/or any other data object in the security sharing sys-
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tem. The one or more links 972 (including links 972A,
972B, and/or 972C) may display relationships between
the attack data object 968 and related objects 970.
[0099] In addition to visually searching and/or showing
data objects and/or relationships between data objects,
the user interface 960 may allow various other manipu-
lations. For example, data objects may be inspected
(e.g., by viewing properties and/or associated data of the
data objects), filtered (e.g., narrowing the universe of ob-
jects into sets and subsets by properties or relationships),
and statistically aggregated (e.g., numerically summa-
rized based on summarization criteria), among other op-
erations and visualizations.

Implementation Mechanisms

[0100] The various computing device(s) discussed
herein, such as the entities 110 and/or security sharing
system 100, are generally controlled and coordinated by
operating system software, such as, but not limited to,
iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE,
Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, Macintosh OS X, VxWorks,
or other compatible operating systems. In other embod-
iments, the computing devices may be controlled by a
proprietary operating system. Conventional operating
systems control and schedule computer processes for
execution, perform memory management, provide file
system, networking, I/O services, and provide a user in-
terface functionality, such as a graphical user interface
("GUI"), among other things. The security sharing system
100 may be hosted and/or executed on one or more com-
puting devices with one or more hardware processors
and with any of the previously mentioned operating sys-
tem software.
[0101] Figure 10 is a block diagram that illustrates ex-
ample components of the security sharing system 100.
While Figure 10 refers to the security sharing system
100, any of the other computing devices discussed herein
may have some or all of the same or similar components.
[0102] The security sharing 100 may execute software,
e.g., standalone software applications, applications with-
in browsers, network applications, etc., whether by the
particular application, the operating system, or other-
wise. Any of the systems discussed herein may be per-
formed by the security sharing 100 and/or a similar com-
puting system having some or all of the components dis-
cussed with reference to Figure 10.
[0103] The security sharing system 100 includes a bus
1002 or other communication mechanism for communi-
cating information, and a hardware processor, or multiple
processors, 1004 coupled with bus 1002 for processing
information. Hardware processor(s) 1004 may be, for ex-
ample, one or more general purpose microprocessors.
[0104] The security sharing system 100 also includes
a main memory 1006, such as a random access memory
(RAM), cache and/or other dynamic storage devices,
coupled to bus 1002 for storing information and instruc-

tions to be executed by processor(s) 1004. Main memory
1006 also may be used for storing temporary variables
or other intermediate information during execution of in-
structions to be executed by processor(s) 1004. Such
instructions, when stored in storage media accessible to
processor(s) 1004, render the security sharing system
100 into a special-purpose machine that is customized
to perform the operations specified in the instructions.
Such instructions, as executed by hardware processors,
may implement the methods and systems described
herein for sharing security information.
[0105] The security sharing system 100 further in-
cludes a read only memory (ROM) 1008 or other static
storage device coupled to bus 1002 for storing static in-
formation and instructions for processor(s) 1004. A stor-
age device 1010, such as a magnetic disk, optical disk,
or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is provided and
coupled to bus 1002 for storing information and instruc-
tions. The rule unit 530, attack modification unit 540, rule-
set data store 532 and/or attack data store 542 of Figure
5 may be stored on the main memory 1006 and/or the
storage device 1010.
[0106] In some embodiments, the ruleset data store
532 of Figure 5 is a file system, relational database such
as, but not limited to, MySql, Oracle, Sybase, or DB2,
and/or a distributed in memory caching system such as,
but not limited to, Memcache, Memcached, or Java
Caching System. The attack data store 542 of Figure 5
may be a similar file system, relational database and/or
distributed in memory caching system as the ruleset data
store 532.
[0107] The security sharing system 100 may be cou-
pled via bus 1002 to a display 1012, such as a cathode
ray tube (CRT) or LCD display or touch screen, for dis-
playing information to a computer user. An input device
1014 is coupled to bus 1002 for communicating informa-
tion and command selections to processor 504. One type
of input device 1014 is a keyboard including alphanumer-
ic and other keys. Another type of input device 1014 is a
touch screen. Another type of user input device is cursor
control 1016, such as a mouse, a trackball, a touch
screen, or cursor direction keys for communicating direc-
tion information and command selections to processor
1004 and for controlling cursor movement on display
1012. This input device may have two degrees of freedom
in two axes, a first axis (e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g.,
y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane.
In some embodiments, the same direction information
and command selections as cursor control may be im-
plemented via receiving touches on a touch screen with-
out a cursor.
[0108] The security sharing system 100 may include a
user interface unit to implement a GUI, for example, Fig-
ure 9A and/or Figure 9B, which may be stored in a mass
storage device as executable software codes that are
executed by the computing device(s). This and other
units may include, by way of example, components, such
as software components, object-oriented software com-
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ponents, class components and task components, proc-
esses, functions, attributes, procedures, subroutines,
segments of program code, drivers, firmware, microco-
de, circuitry, data, databases, data structures, tables, ar-
rays, and variables.
[0109] In general, the word "instructions," as used
herein, refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware,
or to a collection of software units, possibly having entry
and exit points, written in a programming language, such
as, but not limited to, Java, Lua, C, C++, or C#. A software
unit may be compiled and linked into an executable pro-
gram, installed in a dynamic link library, or may be written
in an interpreted programming language such as, but not
limited to, BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated
that software units may be callable from other units or
from themselves, and/or may be invoked in response to
detected events or interrupts. Software units configured
for execution on computing devices by their hardware
processor(s) may be provided on a computer readable
medium, such as a compact disc, digital video disc, flash
drive, magnetic disc, or any other tangible medium, or
as a digital download (and may be originally stored in a
compressed or installable format that requires installa-
tion, decompression or decryption prior to execution).
Such software code may be stored, partially or fully, on
a memory device of the executing computing device, for
execution by the computing device. Software instructions
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It
will be further appreciated that hardware modules may
be comprised of connected logic units, such as gates and
flip-flops, and/or may be comprised of programmable
units, such as programmable gate arrays or processors.
Generally, the instructions described herein refer to log-
ical modules that may be combined with other modules
or divided into sub-modules despite their physical organ-
ization or storage.
[0110] The security sharing system 100, or compo-
nents of it, such as the rule unit 530 and/or the attack
modification unit 540 of Figure 5, may be programmed,
via executable code instructions, in a programming lan-
guage.
[0111] The term "non-transitory media," and similar
terms, as used herein refers to any media that store data
and/or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a
specific fashion. Such non-transitory media may com-
prise non-volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-vol-
atile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic
disks, such as storage device 1010. Volatile media in-
cludes dynamic memory, such as main memory 1006.
Common forms of non-transitory media include, for ex-
ample, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage me-
dium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM,
a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any
other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions
of the same.
[0112] Non-transitory media is distinct from but may

be used in conjunction with transmission media. Trans-
mission media participates in transferring information be-
tween nontransitory media. For example, transmission
media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber op-
tics, including the wires that comprise bus 1002. Trans-
mission media can also take the form of acoustic or light
waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and
infra-red data communications.
[0113] Various forms of media may be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor(s) 1004 for execution. For example, the in-
structions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or
solid state drive of a remote computer. The remote com-
puter may load the instructions into its dynamic memory
and send the instructions over a telephone or cable line
using a modem. A modem local to the security sharing
system 100 may receive the data on the telephone or
cable line and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the
data to an infra-red signal. An infra-red detector can re-
ceive the data carried in the infra-red signal and appro-
priate circuitry can place the data on bus 1002. Bus 1002
carries the data to main memory 1006, from which the
processor(s) 1004 retrieves and executes the instruc-
tions. The instructions received by main memory 1006
may retrieve and execute the instructions. The instruc-
tions received by main memory 1006 may optionally be
stored on storage device 1010 either before or after ex-
ecution by processor(s) 1004.
[0114] The security sharing system 100 also includes
a communication interface 1018 coupled to bus 1002.
Communication interface 1018 provides a two-way data
communication coupling to a network link 1020 that is
connected to a local network 1022. For example, com-
munication interface 1018 may be an integrated services
digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite mo-
dem, or a modem to provide a data communication con-
nection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As an-
other example, communication interface 1018 may be a
local area network (LAN) card to provide a data commu-
nication connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN com-
ponent to be communicated with a WAN). Wireless links
may also be implemented. In any such implementation,
communication interface 1018 sends and receives elec-
trical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital
data streams representing various types of information.
[0115] Network link 1020 typically provides data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, network link 1020 may provide a
connection through local network 1022 to a host compu-
ter 1024 or to data equipment operated by an Internet
Service Provider (ISP) 1026. ISP 1026 in turn provides
data communication services through the world wide
packet data communication network now commonly re-
ferred to as the "Internet" 1028. Local network 1022 and
Internet 1028 both use electrical, electromagnetic or op-
tical signals that carry digital data streams. The signals
through the various networks and the signals on network
link 1020 and through communication interface 1018,
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which carry the digital data to and from the security shar-
ing system 100, are example forms of transmission me-
dia.
[0116] The security sharing system 100 can send mes-
sages and receive data, including program code, through
the network(s), network link 1020 and communication
interface 1018. In the Internet example, a server 1030
might transmit a requested code for an application pro-
gram through Internet 1028, ISP 1026, local network
1022 and communication interface 1018.
[0117] The received code may be executed by proc-
essor(s) 1004 as it is received, and/or stored in storage
device 1010, or other non-volatile storage for later exe-
cution.
[0118] Each of the processes, methods, and algo-
rithms described in the preceding sections may be em-
bodied in, and fully or partially automated by, code in-
structions executed by one or more computer systems
or computer processors comprising computer hardware.
The processes and algorithms may be implemented par-
tially or wholly in application-specific circuitry.
[0119] The various features and processes described
above may be used independently of one another, or
may be combined in various ways. All possible combi-
nations and subcombinations are intended to fall within
the scope of this disclosure. In addition, certain method
or process blocks may be omitted in some implementa-
tions. The methods and processes described herein are
also not limited to any particular sequence, and the blocks
or states relating thereto can be performed in other se-
quences that are appropriate. For example, described
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than
that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states
may be combined in a single block or state. The example
blocks or states may be performed in serial, in parallel,
or in some other manner. Blocks or states may be added
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments.
The example systems and components described herein
may be configured differently than described. For exam-
ple, elements may be added to, removed from, or rear-
ranged compared to the disclosed example embodi-
ments.
[0120] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0121] Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks
in the flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in
the attached figures should be understood as potentially

representing units, segments, or portions of code which
include one or more executable instructions for imple-
menting specific logical functions or steps in the process.
Alternate implementations are included within the scope
of the embodiments described herein in which elements
or functions may be deleted, executed out of order from
that shown or discussed, including substantially concur-
rently or in reverse order, depending on the functionality
involved, as would be understood by those skilled in the
art.
[0122] It should be emphasized that many variations
and modifications may be made to the above-described
embodiments, the elements of which are to be under-
stood as being among other acceptable examples. All
such modifications and variations are intended to be in-
cluded herein within the scope of this disclosure. The
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the
invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter
how detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention
can be practiced in many ways. As is also stated above,
it should be noted that the use of particular terminology
when describing certain features or aspects of the inven-
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is
being re-defined herein to be restricted to including any
specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the
invention with which that terminology is associated. The
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in
accordance with the appended claims and any equiva-
lents thereof.
[0123] Insofar as embodiments of the invention de-
scribed above are implementable, at least in part, using
a software-controlled programmable processing device
such as a general purpose processor or special-purpos-
es processor, digital signal processor, microprocessor,
or other processing device, data processing apparatus
or computer system it will be appreciated that a computer
program for configuring a programmable device, appa-
ratus or system to implement the foregoing described
methods, apparatus and system is envisaged as an as-
pect of the present invention. The computer program may
be embodied as any suitable type of code, such as source
code, object code, compiled code, interpreted code, ex-
ecutable code, static code, dynamic code, and the like.
The instructions may be implemented using any suitable
high-level, low-level, object-oriented, visual, compiled
and/or interpreted programming language, such as C,
C++, Java, BASIC, Perl, Matlab, Pascal, Visual BASIC,
JAVA, ActiveX, assembly language, machine code, and
so forth. A skilled person would readily understand that
term "computer" in its most general sense encompasses
programmable devices such as referred to above, and
data processing apparatus and computer systems in
whatever format they may arise, for example, desktop
personal computer, laptop personal computer, tablet,
smart phone or other computing device.
[0124] Suitably, the computer program is stored on a
carrier medium in machine readable form, for example
the carrier medium may comprise memory, removable
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or non-removable media, erasable or non-erasable me-
dia, writeable or re-writeable media, digital or analog me-
dia, hard disk, floppy disk, Compact Disk Read Only
Memory (CD-ROM), Compact Disk Recordable (CD-R),
Compact Disk Rewriteable (CD-RW), optical disk, mag-
netic media, magneto-optical media, removable memory
cards or disks, various types of Digital Versatile Disk
(DVD) subscriber identity module, tape, cassette solid-
state memory. The computer program may be supplied
from a remote source embodied in the communications
medium such as an electronic signal, radio frequency
carrier wave or optical carrier waves. Such carrier media
are also envisaged as aspects of the present invention.

Claims

1. A system for sharing security information, the system
comprising:

one or more computing devices programmed,
via executable code instructions, to:

receive a first plurality of security attack data
from a first entity, the first plurality of security
attack data comprising information regard-
ing one or more security attacks detected
by the first entity;
receive a second plurality of security attack
data from a second entity, the second plu-
rality of security attack data comprising in-
formation regarding one or more security at-
tacks detected by the second entity;
receive a ruleset from a third entity, wherein
the ruleset is generated by the third entity,
the ruleset based at least in part on the first
plurality of security attack data and the sec-
ond plurality of security attack data;
apply the ruleset at a fourth entity to one or
more data objects associated with the fourth
entity to identify a potential or actual security
attack at the fourth entity, the one or more
data objects comprising at least one of com-
puting device data or network data associ-
ated with the fourth entity, wherein the rule-
set comprises instructions selectably appli-
cable by a plurality of entities to detect one
or more security attacks, and wherein ap-
plication of the instructions by the fourth en-
tity identifies malicious behavior of the po-
tential or actual security attack; and
in response to identifying the potential or
actual security attack, providing an alert to
the fourth entity indicating the potential or
actual security attack.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the one or more com-
puting devices is further programmed, via executa-

ble code instructions, to:

redact a portion of at least one security attack
data item from the first plurality of security data
such that the redacted portion is not detectable
in the at least one security attack data object.

3. The system of claim 1 or 2, wherein the one or more
computing devices is further programmed, via exe-
cutable code instructions, to:

receive security attack data objects from respec-
tive entities; and
access weighting data associated with respec-
tive entities providing respective security attack
data objects, wherein the weighting data is in-
dicative of an expected accuracy of respective
security attack data objects from respective en-
tities.

4. The system of claim 3, wherein the weighting data
of respective entities is determined based on useful-
ness of respective security attack data objects pre-
viously provided by the respective entities, and use-
fulness of security attack data objects is based on
actual uses of the security attack data objects and/or
a second ruleset based on the security attack data
objects in detecting security attacks by other entities.

5. The system of claim 3 or 4, wherein the one or more
computing devices is further programmed, via exe-
cutable code instructions, to:

detect a pattern across security attack data ob-
jects from multiple entities, wherein a second
ruleset indicates one or more attributes of the
detected pattern that are usable by respective
entities with which the second ruleset is shared
in detecting similar security attacks.

6. The system of claim 2 or claims 3 to 4 when depend-
ent on claim 2, wherein the redacted portion is de-
termined based on redaction rules associated with
the first entity.

7. The system of any preceding claim , wherein the one
or more computing devices is further programmed,
via executable code instructions, to:

generate cluster data associated with one or
more security attacks detected by the ruleset for
presentation in a user interface; and/or.
wherein an identity of the third entity is not in-
cluded in the ruleset in response to preferences
established by the third entity; and/or
wherein an identity of the third entity is included
in the ruleset in response to preferences estab-
lished by the third entity.
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8. The system of any preceding claim, wherein the rule-
set includes one or more actions to reduce risk of
security attacks similar to those of a first security
attack associated with the first entity and a second
security attack associated with the second entity;
and/or
wherein the one or more computing devices is further
programmed, via executable code instructions, to:

redact a portion of the ruleset such that the re-
dacted portion is not detectable in the ruleset;
and/or

wherein the first plurality of security data comprises
at least one shared security attack data object asso-
ciated with a network communication received by
the first entity.

9. The system of any preceding claim, wherein the first
plurality of security data is shared by the first entity
based at least in part on a first access control list.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the first access con-
trol list indicates that a respective security attack data
object is not shared with one or more entities within
a vertical market or with particular entities.

11. Non-transitory computer storage comprising instruc-
tions for causing one or more computing devices to
share security information by:

receiving a first plurality of security attack data
from a first entity, the first plurality of security
attack data comprising information regarding
one or more security attacks detected by the first
entity;
receiving a ruleset from a second entity, wherein
the ruleset is generated by the second entity,
the ruleset based at least in part on the first plu-
rality of security attack data;
applying the ruleset at a third entity to one or
more data objects associated with the third entity
to identify a potential or actual security attack at
the third entity, the one or more data objects
comprising at least one of computing device da-
ta or network data associated with the third en-
tity, wherein the ruleset comprises instructions
selectably applicable by a plurality of entities to
detect one or more security attacks, and wherein
application of the instructions by the third entity
identifies malicious behavior of the potential or
actual security attack; and
in response to identifying the potential or actual
security attack, providing an alert to the third en-
tity indicating the potential or actual security at-
tack.

12. The non-transitory computer storage of claim 11, fur-

ther comprising:

detecting a pattern across security attack data
from multiple entities, wherein a second ruleset
indicates one or more attributes of the detected
pattern that are usable in detecting similar se-
curity attacks by respective one or more entities
with which the second ruleset is transmitted;
and/or
further comprising:

redacting a portion of the ruleset from the
second entity based on preferences of the
second entity, such that the redacted por-
tion is not detectable in the ruleset; and/or
wherein the ruleset is further based at least
in part on second security attack data asso-
ciated with a fourth entity, and the ruleset is
transmitted to a fifth entity.

13. A method for sharing security information compris-
ing:

receiving a plurality of security attack data items
from one or more entities, the plurality of security
attack data items comprising information re-
garding one or more security attacks detected
by respective entities;
generating a ruleset based on at least one se-
curity attack data item from the plurality of se-
curity attack data items, wherein the ruleset
comprises code instructions executable by a
plurality of the entities to detect one or more se-
curity attacks, and wherein execution of the code
instructions of the ruleset identifies malicious
behavior of one or more security attacks, and
wherein execution of the code instructions of the
ruleset accesses one or more data objects as-
sociated with respective entities to identify the
malicious behavior associated with the respec-
tive entities, the one or more data objects com-
prising at least one of computing device data or
network data;
transmitting at least one security attack data
item from the plurality of security attack data
items to at least a first entity; and
transmitting the ruleset to at least a second en-
tity.

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising:

redacting configurable portions of the ruleset
such that the redacted portions are not detect-
able in the ruleset.

15. A computer program comprising the instructions of
the non-transitory computer storage of any of claims
11 or 12, or comprising instructions executable in a
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computer apparatus to implement the method of
claims 13 or 14.
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Description

[0001] Any and all applications for which a foreign or domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data Sheet
as filed with the present application are hereby incorporated by reference under 37 CFR 1.57.
[0002] This application is a continuation of U.S. Patent Application No. 14/473920, filed August 29, 2014, titled "EX-
TERNAL MALWARE DATA ITEM CLUSTERING AND ANALYSIS," which application claims benefit of U.S. Provisional
Patent Application No. 62/020876, filed July 3, 2014, titled "DATA ITEM CLUSTERING AND ANALYSIS." The entire
disclosure of each of the above items is hereby made part of this specification as if set forth fully herein and incorporated
by reference for all purposes, for all that it contains.
[0003] This application is also related to the following U.S. Patent Applications:

[0004] The entire disclosure of each of the above items is hereby made part of this specification as if set forth fully
herein and incorporated by reference for all purposes, for all that it contains.

FIELD

[0005] The present disclosure relates to data clustering.

BACKGROUND

[0006] Embodiments of the present disclosure generally related to automatic generation of memory-efficient clustered
data structures and automatic analysis of those generated clustered data structures.
[0007] In an investigation into malware an analyst may have to make decisions regarding selection of electronic data
items within an electronic collection of data. Such a collection of data may include a large number of data items that
may or may not be related to one another, and which may be stored in an electronic data store or memory. For example,
such a collection of data may include hundreds of thousands, millions, tens of millions, hundreds of millions, or even
billions of data items, and may consume significant storage and/or memory. Determination and selection of relevant
data items within such a collection of data may be extremely difficult for the analyst. Further, processing of such a large
collection of data (for example, as an analyst uses a computer to sift and/or search through huge numbers of data items)
may be extremely inefficient and consume significant processing and/or memory resources.

SUMMARY

[0008] The systems, methods, and devices described herein each have several aspects, no single one of which is
solely responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting features
will now be discussed briefly.
[0009] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a data analysis system that may automatically generate mem-
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PALAN.235A1 13/968265
GENERATING DATA CLUSTERS WITH CUSTOMIZABLE 
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03/15/13
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PRIORITIZING DATA CLUSTERS WITH CUSTOMIZABLE 
SCORING STRATEGIES

03/15/13

PALAN.235A1P1 14/139628 TAX DATA CLUSTERING 12/23/13

PALAN.235A1P2 14/139603 MALWARE DATA CLUSTERING 12/23/13
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PALAN.245A 14/251485 FRAUD DETECTION AND SCORING 04/11/14

PALAN.249P1 14/278963
CLUSTERING DATA BASED ON INDICATIONS OF FINANCIAL 
MALFEASANCE

05/15/14

PALAN.258PR 62/036519 MONEY LAUNDERING DETECTION AND SCORING 08/12/14

PALAN.259A 14/473860 MALWARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS 08/29/14
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ory-efficient clustered data structures, automatically analyze those clustered data structures, and provide results of the
automated analysis in an optimized way to an analyst. The automated analysis of the clustered data structures (also
referred to herein as "data item clusters," "data clusters," or simply "clusters") may include an automated application of
various criteria or rules so as to generate a compact, human-readable analysis of the data clusters. The human-readable
analyses (also referred to herein as "conclusions" or "summaries") of the data clusters may be organized into an interactive
user interface so as to enable an analyst to quickly navigate among information associated with various data clusters
and efficiently evaluate those data clusters in the context of, for example, a malware investigation. Embodiments of the
present disclosure also relate to automated scoring of the clustered data structures. The interactive user interface may
be updated based on the scoring, directing the human analyst to more critical data clusters (for example, data clusters
more likely to be associated with malware) in response to the analyst’s inputs.
[0010] In contrast with currently available systems, , according to various embodiments the data analysis system of
the present disclosure automatically creates clusters of related data items, generates human-readable conclusions of
the clusters, scores those clusters, and generates an interactive user interface in which, in response to inputs from the
analyst, information related to the clusters may be efficiently provided to the analyst. Accordingly, the analyst may be
enabled to efficiently evaluate the clusters.
[0011] Generation of the memory-efficient clustered data structures may be accomplished by automatic selection of
an initial data item of interest (also referred to herein as a "seed"), adding of the initial data item to the memory-efficient
clustered data structure (or, alternatively, designating the initial data item as the clustered data structure, or an initial
iteration of the clustered data structure), and determining and adding one or more related data items to the cluster. In
various embodiments, a generated cluster may include far fewer data items than the collection of data described above,
and the data items included in the cluster may only include those data items that are relevant to a particular investigation
(for example, a fraud investigation). Accordingly, in an embodiment, processing of the generated cluster may be highly
efficient as compared to the collection of data described above. This may be because, for example, a given malware
investigation by an analyst (for example, as the analyst sifts and/or searches through data items of a cluster) may only
require storage in memory of a single cluster data structure. Further, a number of data items in a cluster may be several
orders of magnitude smaller than in the entire electronic collection of data described above because only data items
related to each other are included in the cluster.
[0012] Additionally, the automated analysis and scoring of clusters (as mentioned above) may enable highly efficient
evaluation of the various data clusters by a human analyst. For example, the interactive user interface is generated so
as to enable an analyst to quickly view critical data clusters (as determined by the automated scoring), and then in
response to analyst inputs, view and interact with the generated information (including, for example, the human-readable
conclusions) associated with the clusters. In response to user inputs the user interface may be updated to display raw
data associated with each of the generated clusters if the analyst desires to dive deeper into data associated with a
given cluster.
[0013] In various embodiments, seeds may be automatically selected/generated according to various seed determi-
nation strategies, and clusters of related data items may be generated based on those seeds and according to cluster
generation strategies (also referred to herein as "cluster strategies"). Also, as mentioned above, the system may generate
a score, multiple scores, and/or metascores for each generated cluster, and may optionally rank or prioritize the generated
clusters based on the generated scores and/or metascores. High priority clusters may be of greater interest to an analyst
as they may contain related data items that meet particular criteria related to the analyst’s investigation. In an embodiment,
the system may enable an analyst to advantageously start an investigation with a prioritized cluster including many
related data items rather than a single randomly selected data item. Further, as described above, the cluster prioritization
and summary generation may enable the processing requirements of the analyst’s investigation to be highly efficient as
compared to processing of the huge collection of data described above. As mentioned above, this is because, for
example, a given investigation by an analyst may only require storage in memory of a limited number of data items
associated with a small number of clusters, and further, a number of data items in a cluster may be several orders of
magnitude smaller than in the entire electronic collection of data described above because only data items related to
each other are included in the cluster. Further, an analyst may not need to view many (or, alternatively, any) data items
associated with a cluster to evaluate the cluster, but rather may evaluate the cluster based on the automatically generated
cluster information.
[0014] According to an embodiment, a computer system comprises: one or more computer readable storage devices
configured to store: a plurality of computer executable instructions; a plurality of data cluster types, each data cluster
type associated with a data clustering strategy and a plurality of data cluster analysis rules; and a plurality of data clusters,
each data cluster associated with a data cluster type and previously generated according to the associated respective
data clustering strategy, each data cluster further including one or more data items and associated metadata; and one
or more hardware computer processors in communication with the one or more computer readable storage devices and
configured to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to, for
each particular data cluster of the plurality of data clusters: access the particular data cluster from the one or more
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computer readable storage devices; determine the data cluster type associated with the particular data cluster; analyze
the particular data cluster based on the data cluster analysis rules associated with the determined data cluster type;
determine an alert score for the particular data cluster based on the analysis of the particular data cluster; and generate
one or more human-readable conclusions regarding the particular data cluster.
[0015] According to another embodiment, the alert score indicates a degree of correlation between characteristics of
the particular data cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis rules.
[0016] According to yet another embodiment, the degree of correlation is based on both an assessment of risk asso-
ciated with the particular data cluster and a confidence level in accuracy of the assessment of risk.
[0017] According to another embodiment, a relatively higher alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively more
important for a human analyst to evaluate, and a relatively lower alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively less
important for the human analyst to evaluate.
[0018] According to yet another embodiment, each alert score for respective data clusters is assigned to a category
indicating a high degree of correlation, a medium degree of correlation, or a low degree of correlation.
[0019] According to another embodiment, the high degree of correlation is associated with a first color, the medium
degree of correlation is associated with a second color, and the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color.
[0020] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: for each particular
data cluster of the plurality of data clusters: generate an alert, the alert comprising the alert score, the one or more
human-readable conclusions, the one or more data items associated with the cluster, and the metadata associated with
each of the one or more data items.
[0021] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: generate a user
interface including a list of user-selectable alert indicators, an alert indicator being provided for each of the generated
alerts, each of the alert indicators providing a summary of information associated with respective generated alerts.
[0022] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: in response to a
selection of an alert indicator by a human analyst: generate an alert display, the alert display including at least an
indication of the alert score and a list of the one or more human-readable conclusions.
[0023] According to another embodiment, the alert display further includes a table of information associated with the
one or more data items and associated metadata of the particular data cluster, and wherein the table of information
includes a mixture of information of various types.
[0024] According to yet another embodiment, the table of information includes one or more user interface controls
selectable by a human analysis in order to filter according information type and/or time period.
[0025] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computing system to: for each particular
data cluster of the plurality of data clusters: determine whether any other data cluster having a data cluster type different
from the data cluster type of the particular data cluster is associated with a data item that is also associated with the
particular data cluster.
[0026] According to yet another embodiment, the alert display further indicates and provides a link to any of the other
data clusters having the data cluster type different from the data cluster type of the particular data cluster and determined
to be associated with the data item that is also associated with the particular data cluster of the alert display.
[0027] According to another embodiment, a notification is provided to a human analyst via the alert display when the
data cluster associated with the alert display has been regenerated such that the data cluster is changed.
[0028] According to an embodiment, a computer system comprises: one or more computer readable storage devices
configured to store: a plurality of computer executable instructions; a data clustering strategy; and a plurality of data
items including at least: file data items, each file data item associated with at least one suspected malware file and one
or more network indicators; and network-related data items associated with captured communications between an
internal network and an external network, the network-related data items including at least one of: external Internet
Protocol addresses, external domains, external computerized devices, internal Internet Protocol addresses, internal
computerized devices, users of particular computerized devices, or organizational positions associated with users of
particular computerized devices; and one or more hardware computer processors in communication with the one or
more computer readable storage devices and configured to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in
order to cause the computer system to: access, from the one or more computer readable storage devices, the file data
items; determine, for each file data item of the file data items, whether or not the file data item is been marked as a seed;
and for each of the file data items marked as a seed, generate a data item cluster based on the data clustering strategy
by at least: adding the seed to the data item cluster; identifying one or more of the network indicators that are associated
with the seed; identifying one or more of the network-related data items associated with at least one of the identified
one or more of the network indicators; adding, to the data item cluster, the one or more identified network-related data
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items; identifying an additional one or more data items, including file data items and/or network-related data items,
associated with any data items of the data item cluster; and adding, to the data item cluster, the additional one or more
data items.
[0029] According to another embodiment, each of the data items of the data item cluster identify at least an internal
computerized device, a user of the internal computerized device, and an organizational position associated with the user.
[0030] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the one or more hardware computer
processors to: scan communications between the internal network and the external network so as to identify additional
network-related data items; and store the additional network-related data items in the one or more computer readable
storage devices.
[0031] According to another embodiment, the communications are continuously scanned via a proxy.
[0032] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more network indicators include at least an external Internet
Protocol address or an external domain.
[0033] According to another embodiment, the one or more of the network indicators that are associated with the seed
comprise network indicators that are contacted by the at least one suspected malware file associated with the seed
when the at least one suspected malware file is executed.
[0034] According to yet another embodiment, determining whether or not the file data item is marked as a seed
comprises determining whether or not the file data item has been marked by a human analyst as a seed.
[0035] According to another embodiment, each of the file data items is processed by the computer system by at least:
initiating an analysis of the file data item including the at least one suspected malware file, wherein the analysis of the
file data item generates a plurality of analysis information items including at least one of calculated hashes, file properties,
academic analysis information, file execution information, or third-party analysis information; associating the plurality of
analysis information items with the file data item; and generating a user interface including one or more user selectable
portions presenting various of the analysis information items, the user interface usable by the human analyst to determine
one or more characteristics of the file data item and to mark the file data item as a seed.
[0036] According to yet another embodiment, the file data item is marked by a human analyst as a seed via a user
interface of the computer system.
[0037] According to another embodiment, initiating analysis of the file data item and generating the plurality of analysis
information items comprises: initiating an internal analysis of the file data item; and initiating an external analysis of the
file data item, wherein the internal analysis includes analysis performed by the one or more hardware computer proc-
essors, and wherein the internal analysis includes at least one of calculation of an MD5 hash of the file data item,
calculation of a SHA-1 hash of the file data item, or calculation of a size of the file data item, and wherein the external
analysis includes analysis performed by at least a second computer system, and wherein the external analysis includes
execution of the file data item in a sandboxed environment and analysis of the file data item by a third-party malware
analysis service.
[0038] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more computer readable storage devices are further configured
to store: a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering strategy, and the one or more
hardware computer processors are further configured to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in
order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors to: for each generated data item cluster: access the
plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering strategy; analyze the data item cluster based
on the accessed data cluster analysis rules; and based on the analysis of the data item cluster: determine an alert score
for the data item cluster; and generate one or more human-readable conclusions regarding the data item cluster.
[0039] According to another embodiment, the alert score indicates a degree of correlation between characteristics of
the data item cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis rules.
[0040] According to yet another embodiment, a relatively higher alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively
more important for a human analyst to evaluate, and a relatively lower alert score indicated a data cluster that is relatively
less important for the human analyst to evaluate.
[0041] According to another embodiment, each alert score for respective data clusters is assigned to a category
indicating a high degree of correlation, a medium degree of correlation, or a low degree of correlation.
[0042] According to yet another embodiment, the high degree of correlation is associated with a first color, the medium
degree of correlation is associated with a second color, and the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color.
[0043] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: for each generated
data item cluster: generate an alert, the alert comprising a the alert score, the one or more human-readable conclusions,
the data items associated with the data item cluster, and metadata associated with the data items of the data item cluster.
[0044] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: generate a user
interface including a list of user-selectable alert indicators, an alert indicator being provided for each of the generated
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alerts, each of the alert indicators providing a summary of information associated with respective generated alerts.
[0045] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: in response to a
selection of an alert indicator by a human analyst: generate an alert display, the alert display including at least an
indication of the alert score and a list of the one or more human-readable conclusions.
[0046] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more human-readable conclusions each comprise a phrase
or sentence including one or more indications of summary or aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data
items of the data item cluster.
[0047] According to another embodiment, generating the one or more human-readable conclusions comprises: se-
lecting, based on the data cluster type associated with the particular data cluster, one or more conclusion templates;
and populating the one or more conclusion templates with data associated with the particular data cluster.
[0048] According to an embodiment, a computer system comprises: one or more computer readable storage devices
configured to store: a plurality of computer executable instructions; a data clustering strategy; and a plurality of data
items including at least: external domain data items; and network-related data items associated with captured commu-
nications between an internal network and an external network, the network-related data items including at least one
of: external Internet Protocol addresses, external domains, external computerized devices, internal Internet Protocol
addresses, internal computerized devices, users of particular computerized devices, or organizational positions asso-
ciated with users of particular computerized devices; and one or more hardware computer processors in communication
with the one or more computer readable storage devices and configured to execute the plurality of computer executable
instructions in order to cause the computer system to: scan one or more threat lists stored external to the internal network,
each of the threat lists including information related to previously identified malware threats and information related to
those previously identified malware threats including external domain data items; identify one or more external domain
data items included in the one or more threat lists, each of the one or more external domain data items being associated
with a malicious domain; designate each of the identified one or more external domain data items as a seed; and for
each of the designated seeds, generate a data item cluster based on the data clustering strategy by at least: adding the
seed to the data item cluster; identifying one or more of the network-related data items associated with the seed; adding,
to the data item cluster, the one or more identified network-related data items; identifying an additional one or more data
items, including external domain data items and/or network-related data items, associated with any data items of the
data item cluster; and adding, to the data item cluster, the additional one or more data items.
[0049] According to another embodiment, data items of the data item cluster include at least an internal computerized
device, a user of the internal computerized device, and an organizational position associated with the user.
[0050] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the one or more hardware computer
processors to: scan communications between the internal network and the external network so as to generate additional
network-related data items; and store the additional network-related data items in the one or more computer readable
storage devices.
[0051] According to another embodiment, the communications are continuously scanned via a proxy.
[0052] According to yet another embodiment, identifying the one or more of the network-related data items associated
with the seed comprises: for each of the network-related data items, determining whether the network-related data item
is associated with a communication with the malicious domain associated with the seed; and in response to determining
that the network-related data item is associated with a communication with the malicious domain associated with the
seed, identifying the network-related data item as being associated with the seed.
[0053] According to another embodiment, the data item clusters are continuously updated.
[0054] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more computer readable storage devices are further configured
to store: a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering strategy, and the one or more
hardware computer processors are further configured to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in
order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors to: for each generated data item cluster: access the
plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering strategy; analyze the data item cluster based
on the accessed data cluster analysis rules; and based on the analysis of the data item cluster: determine an alert score
for the data item cluster; and generate one or more human-readable conclusions regarding the data item cluster.
[0055] According to another embodiment, the alert score indicates a degree of correlation between characteristics of
the data item cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis rules.
[0056] According to yet another embodiment, the degree of correlation is based on both an assessment of risk asso-
ciated with the particular data cluster and a confidence level in accuracy of the assessment of risk.
[0057] According to another embodiment, a relatively higher alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively more
important for a human analyst to evaluate, and a relatively lower alert score indicated a data cluster that is relatively
less important for the human analyst to evaluate.
[0058] According to yet another embodiment, each alert score for respective data clusters is assigned to a category
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indicating a high degree of correlation, a medium degree of correlation, or a low degree of correlation.
[0059] According to another embodiment, the high degree of correlation is associated with a first color, the medium
degree of correlation is associated with a second color, and the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color.
[0060] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: for each generated
data item cluster: generate an alert, the alert comprising a the alert score, the one or more human-readable conclusions,
the data items associated with the data item cluster, and metadata associated with the data items of the data item cluster.
[0061] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: generate a user
interface including a list of user-selectable alert indicators, an alert indicator being provided for each of the generated
alerts, each of the alert indicators providing a summary of information associated with respective generated alerts.
[0062] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: in response to a
selection of an alert indicator by a human analyst: generate an alert display, the alert display including at least an
indication of the alert score and a list of the one or more human-readable conclusions.
[0063] According to another embodiment, the alert display further includes a table of information associated with the
data items associated with the data item cluster of the alert, and metadata associated with the data items of the data
item cluster of the alert.
[0064] According to yet another embodiment, the table of information includes a mixture of information of various types.
[0065] According to another embodiment, the table of information includes one or more user interface controls se-
lectable by a human analysis in order to filter according information type and/or time period.
[0066] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more human-readable conclusions each comprise a phrase
or sentence including one or more indications of summary or aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data
items of the data item cluster.
[0067] According to another embodiment, generating the one or more human-readable conclusions comprises: se-
lecting, based on the data cluster type associated with the particular data cluster, one or more conclusion templates;
and populating the one or more conclusion templates with data associated with the particular data cluster.
[0068] According to an embodiment, a computer system comprises: one or more computer readable storage devices
configured to store: a plurality of computer executable instructions; a data clustering strategy; and a plurality of data
items including at least: intrusion detection system reports, each intrusion detection system report associated with at
least a source Internet Protocol address and a destination Internet Protocol address; and network-related data items
associated with captured communications between an internal network and an external network, the network-related
data items including at least one of: external Internet Protocol addresses, external domains, external computerized
devices, internal Internet Protocol addresses, internal computerized devices, users of particular computerized devices,
intrusion detection system information, network firewall data, or WHOIS information; and one or more hardware computer
processors in communication with the one or more computer readable storage devices and configured to execute the
plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: receive an intrusion detection
system report including a communication between a source Internet Protocol address and a destination Internet Protocol
address; initiate an automated lookup to determine which of the source Internet Protocol address and the destination
Internet Protocol address is an external Internet Protocol address, the external Internet Protocol address being external
to the internal network; designate the external Internet Protocol address as a seed; and generate a data item cluster
based on the data clustering strategy by at least: adding the seed to the data item cluster; identifying one or more of the
network-related data items associated with the seed; and adding, to the data item cluster, the one or more identified
network-related data items.
[0069] According to another embodiment, generating the data item cluster based on the data clustering strategy further
comprises: identifying additional one or more data items associated with any data items of the data item cluster; and
adding, to the data item cluster, the additional one or more data items.
[0070] According to yet another embodiment, the data item cluster includes at least the source Internet Protocol
address, the destination Internet Protocol address, an internal computerized device associated with an Internet Protocol
address in the cluster, a user of the internal computerized device, and WHOIS information associated with the external
Internet Protocol address.
[0071] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors
to: receive a second intrusion detection system report including a communication between a second source Internet
Protocol address and a second destination Internet Protocol address; initiate an automated lookup to determine which
of the second source Internet Protocol address and the second destination Internet Protocol address is a second external
Internet Protocol address, the second external Internet Protocol address being external to the internal network; compare
the external Internet Protocol address to the second external Internet Protocol address; in response to determining,
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based on the comparison, that the external Internet Protocol address and the second external Internet Protocol address
are the same, add the second external Internet Protocol address to the data item cluster; and in response to determining,
based on the comparison, that the external Internet Protocol address and the second external Internet Protocol address
are not the same: designate the second external Internet Protocol address as a second seed; and generate a second
data item cluster based on the data clustering strategy and the second seed.
[0072] According to yet another embodiment, the second external Internet Protocol address is added to the data item
cluster only if the intrusion detection system report and the second intrusion detection system report are received on a
same day.
[0073] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors
to: scan communications between the internal network and the external network so as to generate additional network-
related data items; and store the additional network-related data items in the one or more computer readable storage
devices.
[0074] According to yet another embodiment, received intrusion detection system reports are automatically stored in
the one or more computer readable storage devices, and the one or more hardware computer processors are further
configured to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the one or more hardware
computer processors to: identify newly received intrusion detection system reports; initiate automated lookups to deter-
mine external Internet Protocol addresses associated with each of the newly received intrusion detection system reports;
designate the determined external Internet Protocol addresses as seeds; and generate data item clusters based on the
data clustering strategy and the seeds.
[0075] According to another embodiment, data item clusters generated based on common external Internet Protocol
addresses are merged.
[0076] According to yet another embodiment, data item clusters generated based on common external Internet Protocol
addresses are merged only if the associated intrusion detection system reports are received on a same day.
[0077] According to another embodiment, the one or more computer readable storage devices are further configured
to store: a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering strategy, and the one or more
hardware computer processors are further configured to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in
order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors to: for the generated data item cluster: access the plurality
of data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering strategy; analyze the data item cluster based on the
accessed data cluster analysis rules; and based on the analysis of the data item cluster: determine an alert score for
the data item cluster; and generate one or more human-readable conclusions regarding the data item cluster.
[0078] According to yet another embodiment, the alert score indicates a degree of correlation between characteristics
of the data item cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis rules.
[0079] According to another embodiment, the degree of correlation is based on both an assessment of risk associated
with the particular data cluster and a confidence level in accuracy of the assessment of risk.
[0080] According to yet another embodiment, a relatively higher alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively
more important for a human analyst to evaluate, and a relatively lower alter score indicated a data cluster that is relatively
less important for the human analyst to evaluate.
[0081] According to another embodiment, each alert score for respective data clusters is assigned to a category
indicating a high degree of correlation, a medium degree of correlation, or a low degree of correlation.
[0082] According to yet another embodiment, the high degree of correlation is associated with a first color, the medium
degree of correlation is associated with a second color, and the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color.
[0083] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: for the generated
data item cluster: generate an alert, the alert comprising a the alert score, the one or more human-readable conclusions,
the data items associated with the data item cluster, and metadata associated with the data items of the data item cluster.
[0084] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: generate a user
interface including a list of user-selectable alert indicators, an alert indicator being provided for each of the generated
alerts, each of the alert indicators providing a summary of information associated with respective generated alerts.
[0085] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: in response to a
selection of an alert indicator by a human analyst: generate an alert display, the alert display including at least an
indication of the alert score and a list of the one or more human-readable conclusions.
[0086] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more human-readable conclusions each comprise a phrase
or sentence including one or more indications of summary or aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data
items of the data item cluster.
[0087] According to another embodiment, generating the one or more human-readable conclusions comprises: se-
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lecting, based on the data cluster type associated with the particular data cluster, one or more conclusion templates;
and populating the one or more conclusion templates with data associated with the particular data cluster.
[0088] According to an embodiment, a computer system comprises: one or more computer readable storage devices
configured to store: a plurality of computer executable instructions; a data clustering strategy; and a plurality of data
items including at least: email data items, each of the email data items including at least a subject and a sender, each
of the email data items potentially associated with phishing activity; and phishing-related data items related to a com-
munications network of an organization, the phishing-related data items including at least one of: internal Internet Protocol
addresses of the communications network, computerized devices of the communications network, users of particular
computerized devices, organizational positions associated with users of particular computerized devices, or URLs and/or
external domains visited by users of particular computerized devices; and one or more hardware computer processors
in communication with the one or more computer readable storage devices and configured to execute the plurality of
computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: access an email data item transmitted to
one or more of the users of respective computerized devices within the network of the organization, the email data item
including at least a subject and a sender; designate the received email data item as a seed; and generate a data item
cluster based on the data clustering strategy by at least: adding the seed to the data item cluster; determining the subject
and the sender associated with the seed; identifying one or more of the email data items having a same subject as the
determined subject or a same sender as the determined sender; adding the identified one or more email data items to
the data item cluster; adding one or more parsed URLs from the email data items to the data item cluster; identifying
one or more users who are both recipients of at least one of the email data items of the data item cluster and visitors of
one of the URLs of the data item cluster; and adding the identified one or more users, including data related to the one
or more users, to the data item cluster.
[0089] According to another embodiment, generating the data item cluster based on the data clustering strategy further
comprises: determining any new subjects or new senders associated with email data items of the data item cluster that
are different from the determined subjects or the determined senders; identifying a second one or more of the email
data items having a same subject as the determined new subject, or a same sender as the determined new sender; and
adding the identified second one or more email data items to the data item cluster.
[0090] According to yet another embodiment, the identified one or more email data items are added to the data item
cluster only if received by one or more computerized devices within the network within a predetermined period of time
from a time that the seed was received.
[0091] According to another embodiment, the period of time comprises at least one of a number of hours, a number
of days, or a number of weeks.
[0092] According to yet another embodiment, the predetermined period of time is further determined based on other
email data items in the data item cluster.
[0093] According to another embodiment, generating the data item cluster based on the data clustering strategy further
comprises: identifying additional one or more data items associated with any data items of the data item cluster; and
adding, to the data item cluster, the additional one or more data items.
[0094] According to yet another embodiment, identifying the one or more users further comprises: scanning commu-
nications on the communications network of the organization so as to generate phishing-related data items including
URLs visited by particular users; extracting recipients of the email data items of the data item cluster associated with
respective parsed URLs; and for any parsed URL matching a URL visited by a particular user, if the extracted recipient
of the email data item associated with the parsed URL matches the particular user, then identifying the user.
[0095] According to another embodiment, the communications are continuously scanned via a proxy.
[0096] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the one or more hardware computer
processors to: continuously receive email data items from users of respective computing devices of the organization,
designate the received email data items as seeds, and generate data items clusters based on the data clustering strategy.
[0097] According to another embodiment, the data related to the one or more users includes an organizational position
associated with the user.
[0098] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more computer readable storage devices are further configured
to store: a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering strategy, and the one or more
hardware computer processors are further configured to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in
order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors to: for the generated data item cluster: access the plurality
of data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering strategy; analyze the data item cluster based on the
accessed data cluster analysis rules; and based on the analysis of the data item cluster: determine an alert score for
the data item cluster; and generate one or more human-readable conclusions regarding the data item cluster.
[0099] According to another embodiment, the alert score indicates a degree of correlation between characteristics of
the data item cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis rules.
[0100] According to yet another embodiment, the degree of correlation is based on both an assessment of risk asso-
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ciated with the particular data cluster and a confidence level in accuracy of the assessment of risk.
[0101] According to another embodiment, each alert score for respective data clusters is assigned to a category
indicating a high degree of correlation, a medium degree of correlation, or a low degree of correlation, and wherein the
high degree of correlation is associated with a first color, the medium degree of correlation is associated with a second
color, and the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color.
[0102] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: for the generated
data item cluster: generate an alert, the alert comprising a the alert score, the one or more human-readable conclusions,
the data items associated with the data item cluster, and metadata associated with the data items of the data item cluster.
[0103] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: generate a user
interface including a list of user-selectable alert indicators, an alert indicator being provided for each of the generated
alerts, each of the alert indicators providing a summary of information associated with respective generated alerts.
[0104] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: in response to a
selection of an alert indicator by a human analyst: generate an alert display, the alert display including at least an
indication of the alert score and a list of the one or more human-readable conclusions.
[0105] According to another embodiment, the one or more human-readable conclusions each comprise a phrase or
sentence including one or more indications of summary or aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data items
of the data item cluster.
[0106] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more human-readable conclusions are useable by a human
analyst to perform an evaluation of the associated data item cluster.
[0107] According to another embodiment, generating the one or more human-readable conclusions comprises: se-
lecting, based on the data cluster type associated with the particular data cluster, one or more conclusion templates;
and populating the one or more conclusion templates with data associated with the particular data cluster.
[0108] According to an embodiment, a computer system comprises: one or more computer readable storage devices
configured to store: a plurality of computer executable instructions; a data clustering strategy; and a plurality of data
items including at least: email data items, each of the email data items including at least a subject and a sender, each
of the email data items potentially associated with phishing activity; and phishing-related data items related to customers
of an organization, the phishing-related data items including indicators of at least one of: customers of the organization
or URLs identified as malicious by a third-party service; and one or more hardware computer processors in communication
with the one or more computer readable storage devices and configured to execute the plurality of computer executable
instructions in order to cause the computer system to: receive email data items from customers of the organization, each
of the email data items including at least a subject and a sender; designate each of the received email data items as
seeds; and for each of the designated seeds, generate a data item cluster based on the data clustering strategy by at
least: adding the seed to the data item cluster; determining the subject and the sender associated with the seed; accessing
the one or more computer readable storage devices and identifying one or more of the email data items having a same
subject as the determined subject or a same sender as the determined sender; adding the identified one or more email
data items to the data item cluster; adding one or more URLs from the email data items to the data item cluster; and in
response to determining that the data item cluster includes at least a predetermined threshold quantity of email data
items, designating the data item cluster.
[0109] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors
to: for each designated data item cluster, initiate further automated investigation including at least: comparing URLs
included in the designated data item cluster with URLs previously identified as malicious by a third-party service; and
based on the comparing, identifying any URLs included in the designated data item cluster not previously identified as
malicious by the third-party service; and notifying the third-party service of the identified URLs.
[0110] According to yet another embodiment, the predetermined threshold quantity is 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5.
[0111] According to another embodiment, generating the data item cluster based on the data clustering strategy further
comprises: determining any new subjects or new senders associated with email data items of the data item cluster that
are different from the determined subjects or senders; identifying a second one or more of the email data items having
a subject that is the same as the determined new subject, or a sender that is the same as the determined new sender;
and adding the identified second one or more email data items to the data item cluster.
[0112] According to yet another embodiment, the identified one or more email data items are added to the data item
cluster only if they were received by an initial recipient within a period of time determined based on the seed.
[0113] According to another embodiment, the period of time comprises at least one of a number of hours, a number
of days, or a number of weeks, and wherein the received email data item designated as the seed was received by an
initial recipient within the time period.
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[0114] According to yet another embodiment, the period of time is further determined based on other email data items
in the data item cluster.
[0115] According to another embodiment, generating the data item cluster based on the data clustering strategy further
comprises: identifying additional one or more data items associated with any data items of the data item cluster; and
adding, to the data item cluster, the additional one or more data items.
[0116] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the one or more hardware computer
processors to: continuously receive email data items from customers of the organization, store the received email data
items, designate the received email data items as seeds, and generate, for each of the designated seeds, data items
clusters based on the data clustering strategy.
[0117] According to another embodiment, the one or more computer readable storage devices are further configured
to store: a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering strategy, and the one or more
hardware computer processors are further configured to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in
order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors to: for each generated data item cluster: access the
plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering strategy; analyze the data item cluster based
on the accessed data cluster analysis rules; and based on the analysis of the data item cluster: determine an alert score
for the data item cluster; and generate one or more human-readable conclusions regarding the data item cluster.
[0118] According to yet another embodiment, the alert score indicates a degree of correlation between characteristics
of the data item cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis rules.
[0119] According to another embodiment, the degree of correlation is based on both an assessment of risk associated
with the particular data cluster and a confidence level in accuracy of the assessment of risk.
[0120] According to yet another embodiment, a relatively higher alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively
more important for a human analyst to evaluate, and a relatively lower alter score indicated a data cluster that is relatively
less important for the human analyst to evaluate.
[0121] According to another embodiment, each alert score for respective data clusters is assigned to a category
indicating a high degree of correlation, a medium degree of correlation, or a low degree of correlation, and wherein the
high degree of correlation is associated with a first color, the medium degree of correlation is associated with a second
color, and the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color.
[0122] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: for each generated
data item cluster: generate an alert, the alert comprising a the alert score, the one or more human-readable conclusions,
the data items associated with the data item cluster, and metadata associated with the data items of the data item cluster.
[0123] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: generate a user
interface including a list of user-selectable alert indicators, an alert indicator being provided for each of the generated
alerts, each of the alert indicators providing a summary of information associated with respective generated alerts.
[0124] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to: in response to a
selection of an alert indicator by a human analyst: generate an alert display, the alert display including at least an
indication of the alert score and a list of the one or more human-readable conclusions.
[0125] According to another embodiment, the one or more human-readable conclusions each comprise a phrase or
sentence including one or more indications of summary or aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data items
of the data item cluster.
[0126] According to yet another embodiment, the one or more human-readable conclusions are useable by a human
analyst to perform an evaluation of the associated data item cluster.
[0127] According to another embodiment, generating the one or more human-readable conclusions comprises: se-
lecting, based on the data cluster type associated with the particular data cluster, one or more conclusion templates;
and populating the one or more conclusion templates with data associated with the particular data cluster.
[0128] According to an embodiment, a computer system for protecting a computer network from malware by providing
for the efficient analysis of large amounts of malware-related data comprises: one or more computer readable storage
devices configured to store: a plurality of computer executable instructions; one or more software modules including
computer executable instructions, the one or more software modules including a cluster engine module, a user interface
engine module and a workflow engine module; a plurality of data clustering strategies based on rules generated by the
cluster engine module; and a plurality of data cluster types, each data cluster type of the plurality of data cluster types
associated with a data clustering strategy; one or more cluster data sources configured to store: a plurality of data items
including at least: file data items, each file data item associated with at least one suspected malware file and one or
more network indicators; and malware-related data items associated with captured communications between an internal
network and an external network, the malware-related data items including at least one of: external Internet Protocol
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addresses, external domains, external computing devices, internal Internet Protocol addresses, internal computing
devices, users of particular computing devices, or organizational positions associated with users of particular computing
devices; and one or more hardware computer processors in communication with the one or more computer readable
storage devices and the one or more cluster data sources, and configured to execute the one or more software modules
in order to cause the computer system to: designate, by the cluster engine module, one or more seeds by: accessing,
from the one or more cluster data sources, the file data items; calculating, for each file data item of the file data items,
at least one of a hash of the file data item or a hash of an executed file data item, wherein the executed file data item
was generated by an execution of the file data item in a sandboxed environment; and identifying one or more file data
items based at least in part on comparing the at least one hash of the file data item or the executed file data item with
a malware threat list of hashes, and designating each of the identified one or more file data items as a seed; for each
of the file data items designated as a seed: select, by the cluster engine module, a particular data clustering strategy
from the plurality of data clustering strategies; identify, by the cluster engine module, one or more first malware-related
data items determined to be associated with the designated file data item seed based at least on the particular data
clustering strategy, wherein the particular data clustering strategy performs at least one of querying the one or more
cluster data sources or scanning network traffic to determine at least one of: external Internet Protocol addresses
associated with the designated file data item seed, external domains associated with the designated file data item seed,
external computing devices associated with the designated file data item seed, internal Internet Protocol addresses
associated with the designated file data item seed, internal computing devices associated with the designated file data
item seed, users of particular computing devices associated with the designated file data item seed, or organizational
positions associated with the determined users of particular computing devices; generate, by the cluster engine module,
a data item cluster based at least on the designated file data item seed, wherein generating the data item cluster
comprises: adding the designated file data item seed to the data item cluster; identifying one or more of the network
indicators that are associated with the designated file data item seed; identifying one or more of the malware-related
data items associated with at least one of the identified one or more of the network indicators; adding, to the data item
cluster, the identified one or more malware-related data items associated with at least one of the identified one or more
of the network indicators and the identified one or more first malware-related data items; identifying an additional one
or more data items, including file data items and/or malware-related data items, associated with any data items of the
data item cluster; adding, to the data item cluster, the additional one or more data items; and storing the data item cluster;
generate, by the user interface engine module, at least one human-readable conclusion associated with at least one
generated data item cluster, wherein generating the at least one human-readable conclusion comprises: determining a
particular data cluster type from the plurality of cluster types based at least on the particular data clustering strategy;
identifying one or more human-readable templates comprising pre-generated text, wherein the human-readable tem-
plates are based at least on predefined associations between respective human-readable templates and data cluster
types; automatically analyzing the data item cluster to generate summary data according to rules, scoring algorithms,
or other criteria; and populating the identified one or more human-readable templates with data from the at least one
generated data item cluster or summary data of the at least one generated data item cluster; cause presentation, by the
user interface engine module, of the at least one generated data item cluster and the at least one human-readable
conclusion including the populated pre-generated text data, in a user interface of a client computing device; and generate,
by the workflow engine and the user interface engine, an interactive workflow process to allow the user to perform at
least one of: select new seeds, operate on existing seeds, generate new data clusters, or regenerate existing clusters.
[0129] According to another embodiment, each of the data items of the data item cluster identify at least an internal
computing device, a user of the internal computing device, and an organizational position associated with the user.
[0130] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the one or more software modules in order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors to: scan
communications between the internal network and the external network so as to identify additional malware-related data
items; and store the additional malware-related data items in the one or more cluster data sources.
[0131] According to another embodiment, the communications are continuously scanned via a proxy.
[0132] According to another embodiment, the one or more network indicators include at least one of an external Internet
Protocol address or an external domain.
[0133] According to another embodiment, the one or more of the network indicators that are associated with the seed
comprise network indicators that are contacted by the at least one suspected malware file associated with the seed
when the at least one suspected malware file is executed.
[0134] According to another embodiment, wherein designation of the one or more seeds further comprises determining
whether or not the a respective file data item has been marked by a human analyst as a seed.
[0135] According to another embodiment, each of the file data items is processed by the computer system by at least:
initiating an analysis of the file data item including the at least one suspected malware file, wherein the analysis of the
file data item generates a plurality of analysis information items including at least one of calculated hashes, file properties,
academic analysis information, file execution information, or third-party analysis information; associating the plurality of
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analysis information items with the file data item; and generating a second user interface including one or more user
selectable portions presenting various of the analysis information items, the second user interface usable by the human
analyst to determine one or more characteristics of the file data item and to mark the file data item as a seed.
[0136] According to another embodiment, the file data item is marked by a human analyst as a seed via a user interface
of the computer system.
[0137] According to another embodiment, wherein initiating analysis of the file data item and generating the plurality
of analysis information items comprises:

initiating an internal analysis of the file data item; and initiating an external analysis of the file data item, wherein the
internal analysis includes analysis performed by the one or more hardware computer processors, and wherein the
internal analysis includes at least one of calculation of an MD5 hash of the file data item, calculation of a SHA-1
hash of the file data item, or calculation of a size of the file data item, and wherein the external analysis includes
analysis performed by at least a second computer system, and wherein the external analysis includes execution of
the file data item in a sandboxed environment and analysis of the file data item by a third-party malware analysis
service.

[0138] According to another embodiment, the one or more computer readable storage devices are further configured
to store: a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with a respective data clustering strategy, and the one or
more hardware computer processors are further configured to execute the one or more software modules in order to
cause the one or more hardware computer processors to: for each generated data item cluster: access the plurality of
data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering strategy; analyze the data item cluster based on the
accessed data cluster analysis rules; and based at least on the analysis of the data item cluster: determine an alert
score for the data item cluster; and cause presentation of the determined alert score in the user interface.
[0139] According to another embodiment, the alert score indicates a degree of correlation between characteristics of
the data item cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis rules.
[0140] According to another embodiment, a relatively higher alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively more
important for a human analyst to evaluate, and a relatively lower alert score indicated a data cluster that is relatively
less important for the human analyst to evaluate.
[0141] According to another embodiment, each alert score for respective data clusters is assigned to a category
indicating a high degree of correlation, a medium degree of correlation, or a low degree of correlation.
[0142] According to another embodiment, the high degree of correlation is associated with a first color, the medium
degree of correlation is associated with a second color, and the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color.
[0143] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the one or more software modules in order to cause the computer system to: for each generated data item
cluster: generate one or more human-readable conclusions regarding the data item cluster; generate an alert, the alert
comprising the alert score, the one or more human-readable conclusions, the data items associated with the data item
cluster, and metadata associated with the data items of the data item cluster.
[0144] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the one or more software modules in order to cause the computer system to: generate a second user interface
including a list of user-selectable alert indicators, an alert indicator being provided for each of the generated alerts, each
of the alert indicators providing a summary of information associated with respective generated alerts.
[0145] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the one or more software modules in order to cause the computer system to: in response to a selection of an
alert indicator by a human analyst:

generate an alert display, the alert display including at least an indication of the alert score and a list of the one or
more human-readable conclusions.

[0146] According to another embodiment, the at least one human-readable conclusion further comprises a phrase or
sentence including one or more indications of summary or aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data items
of the at least one generated data item cluster.
[0147] According to an embodiment, a computer system for efficiently analyzing large amounts of malfeasance-related
data, comprises: one or more computer readable storage devices configured to store: a plurality of computer executable
instructions; one or more software modules including the plurality of computer executable instructions, the one or more
software modules including a cluster engine module, a user interface engine module, and a workflow engine module; a
plurality of data clustering strategies based on rules generated by the cluster engine module; and a plurality of data
cluster types, each data cluster type of the plurality of data cluster types associated with a data clustering strategy of
the plurality of data clustering strategies; one or more cluster data sources configured to store malfeasance-related data
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items, the malfeasance-related data items including at least one of: electronic documents, accounts, profiles, alerts,
records, or communications; and one or more hardware computer processors in communication with the one or more
computer readable storage devices and the one or more cluster data sources, and configured to execute the one or
more software modules in order to cause the computer system to: designate, by the cluster engine module, one or more
seeds by: accessing, from the one or more cluster data sources, the malfeasance-related data items; and selecting one
or more data items from the accessed malfeasance-related data items based at least on a property value of at least one
electronic document, account, profile, alert, record, or communication of the one or more data items evidencing suspicious
behavior or a likelihood of fraud or criminal activity, and designating each data item of the one or more data items as a
seed; for each data item seed of the one or more designated seeds: select, by the cluster engine module, a particular
data clustering strategy from the plurality of data clustering strategies; identify, by the cluster engine module, one or
more malfeasance-related data items based at least on the particular data clustering strategy, wherein the particular
data clustering strategy queries the one or more cluster data sources to determine the one or more malfeasance-related
data items associated with the data item seed; and generate, by the cluster engine module, a data cluster based at least
on the data item seed, wherein generating the data cluster comprises: adding the data item seed to the data cluster;
adding the one or more malfeasance-related data items identified as being associated with the data item seed to the
data cluster; identifying an additional one or more data items associated with any data items of the data cluster; adding
the additional one or more data items to the data cluster; and storing the generated data cluster in the one or more
computer readable storage devices; generate, by the user interface engine module, at least one human-readable con-
clusion associated with at least one generated data cluster, wherein generating the at least one human-readable con-
clusion comprises: determining a particular data cluster type from the plurality of cluster types based at least on the
particular data clustering strategy; identifying one or more human-readable templates comprising pre-generated text,
wherein identifying the human-readable templates is based at least on predefined associations between respective
human-readable templates and data cluster types, and the particular data cluster type; automatically analyzing the at
least one generated data cluster to generate summary data according to rules, scoring algorithms, or other criteria; and
populating the identified one or more human-readable templates with data from the at least one generated data cluster
or summary data of the at least one generated data cluster; cause presentation, by the user interface engine module,
of the at least one generated data cluster and the at least one human-readable conclusion including the populated pre-
generated text data, in a user interface of a client computing device; and generate, by the workflow engine and the user
interface engine, an interactive workflow process to allow the user to perform at least one of: select new seeds, operate
on existing seeds, generate new data clusters, or regenerate existing clusters.
[0148] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the one or more software modules in order to cause the computer system to: for each generated data cluster:
determine a data cluster type associated with the generated data cluster; analyze the generated data cluster based at
least on data cluster analysis rules associated with the data cluster type; and determine an alert score for the generated
data cluster based on the analysis of the generated data cluster, wherein the alert score indicates a degree of correlation
between characteristics of the generated data cluster and the data cluster analysis rules.
[0149] According to another embodiment, the degree of correlation is based on both an assessment of risk associated
with the generated data cluster and a confidence level in accuracy of the assessment of risk.
[0150] According to another embodiment, a relatively higher alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively more
important for a human analyst to evaluate, and a relatively lower alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively less
important for the human analyst to evaluate.
[0151] According to another embodiment, each alert score for respective data clusters is assigned to a category
indicating a high degree of correlation, a medium degree of correlation, or a low degree of correlation.
[0152] According to another embodiment, the high degree of correlation is associated with a first color, the medium
degree of correlation is associated with a second color, and the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color.
[0153] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the one or more software modules in order to cause the computer system to, for each generated data cluster:
generate one or more human-readable conclusions regarding the generated data cluster; generate an alert, the alert
comprising the alert score, the one or more human-readable conclusions, one or more data items associated with the
generated data cluster, and metadata associated with each of the one or more data items.
[0154] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the one or more software modules in order to cause the computer system to: generate a second user interface
including a list of user-selectable alert indicators, an alert indicator being provided for each of the generated alerts, each
of the alert indicators providing a summary of information associated with respective generated alerts.
[0155] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the one or more software modules in order to cause the computer system to: in response to a selection of an
alert indicator by a human analyst: generate an alert display, the alert display including at least an indication of the alert
score and a list of the one or more human-readable conclusions.
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[0156] According to another embodiment, the alert display further includes a table of information associated with the
one or more data items and associated metadata of the generated data cluster, and wherein the table of information
includes a mixture of information of various types.
[0157] According to another embodiment, the table of information includes one or more selectable user interface
controls in order to filter according information type and/or time period.
[0158] According to another embodiment, the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to
execute the one or more software modules in order to cause the computer system to, for each generated data cluster:
determine whether any other data cluster having a respective data cluster type different from the data cluster type of
the generated data cluster is associated with a data item that is also associated with the generated data cluster.
[0159] According to another embodiment, the alert display further indicates and provides a link to any of the other data
clusters having the respective data cluster type different from the data cluster type of the generated data cluster and
determined to be associated with the data item that is also associated with the generated data cluster of the alert display.
[0160] According to another embodiment, a notification is provided to a human analyst via the alert display when the
generated data cluster associated with the alert display has been regenerated such that the generated data cluster is
changed.
[0161] In various embodiments, computer-implemented methods are disclosed in which, under control of one or more
hardware computing devices configured with specific computer executable instructions, one or more aspects of the
above-described embodiments are implemented and/or performed.
[0162] In various embodiments, a non-transitory computer-readable storage medium storing software instructions is
disclosed that, in response to execution by a computer system having one or more hardware processors, configure the
computer system to perform operations comprising one or more aspects of the above-described embodiments.
[0163] Advantageously, according to various embodiments, the disclosed techniques provide a more effective starting
point and/or summary for an investigation of data items of various types. An analyst may be able to start an investigation
from a cluster of related data items instead of an individual data item, which may reduce the amount of time and effort
required to perform the investigation. The disclosed techniques may also, according to various embodiments, provide
a prioritization of multiple clusters, and human-readable conclusions related to each of those clusters. For example, the
analyst may also be able to start the investigation from a high priority cluster, which may allow the analyst to focus on
the most important investigations, and may quickly evaluate that cluster based on the human-readable conclusions
generated by the system. In each case, the processing and memory requirements of such an investigation may be
significantly reduced due to the creation and use of highly efficient cluster data structures of related data items.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0164] The following drawings and the associated descriptions are provided to illustrate embodiments of the present
disclosure and do not limit the scope of the claims. Aspects and many of the attendant advantages of this disclosure
will become more readily appreciated as the same become better understood by reference to the following detailed
description, when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example data analysis system, according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure.
Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example generation of clusters by the data analysis system, according to
an embodiment of the present disclosure.
Figures 3A-3C illustrate an example growth of a cluster of related data items, according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
Figure 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters by the data analysis system, according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
Figure 5 illustrates an example cluster analysis user interface, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
Figure 6 is a flowchart of an example method of generating clusters, according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure.
Figure 7 is a flowchart of an example method of scoring clusters, according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure.
Figure 8 illustrates components of an illustrative server computing system, according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
Figure 9 is a flowchart of an example generalized method of the data analysis system, according to an embodiment
of the present disclosure.
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Cluster Analysis

[0165]

Figure 10A is a flowchart for an example method of data cluster analysis, according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure.
Figure 10B is a flowchart of an example method of alert generation, according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure.
Figure 10C illustrates various example conclusions associated with various types of data clusters, according to
various embodiments of the present disclosure.
Figures 11-20 illustrate example data cluster analysis user interfaces of the data analysis system, according to
embodiments of the present disclosure.
Figure 21 is a flowchart of an example method of linking related alerts or data clusters, according to an embodiment
of the present disclosure.
Figure 22 illustrates an example data cluster analysis user interface in which related alerts or data clusters are linked
to one another, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
Figure 23 is a flowchart of an example method of updating alerts in response to cluster regeneration, according to
an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Example Application of the Data Analysis System to Malware Threat Detection

[0166]

Figure 24A is a flowchart of an example of a seed generation method of the data analysis system as applied to
malware threat detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
Figure 24B is a flowchart of an example of a clustering method of the data analysis system as applied to malware
threat detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
Figure 24C illustrates an example data cluster analysis user interface of the data analysis system as applied to
malware threat detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
Figure 25A is a flowchart of an example of another seed generation method of the data analysis system as applied
to malware threat detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
Figure 25B is a flowchart of an example of another clustering method of the data analysis system as applied to
malware threat detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Example Application of the Data Analysis System to Network Intrusion Detection

[0167]

Figure 26A is a flowchart of an example of a seed generation method of the data analysis system as applied to
network intrusion detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
Figure 26B is a flowchart of an example of a clustering method of the data analysis system as applied to network
intrusion detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
Figure 26C illustrates an example data cluster analysis user interface of the data analysis system as applied to
network intrusion detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.

Example Application of the Data Analysis System to Phishing Threat Detection

[0168]

Figure 27A is a flowchart of an example of a seed generation and clustering method of the data analysis system as
applied to phishing threat detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
Figure 27B is a flowchart of an example of another seed generation and clustering method of the data analysis
system as applied to phishing threat detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
Figure 27C illustrates an example data cluster analysis user interface of the data analysis system as applied to
phishing threat detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0169] Although certain preferred embodiments and examples are disclosed below, inventive subject matter extends
beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to other alternative embodiments and/or uses and to modifications and
equivalents thereof. Thus, the scope of the claims appended hereto is not limited by any of the particular embodiments
described below. For example, in any method or process disclosed herein, the acts or operations of the method or
process may be performed in any suitable sequence and are not necessarily limited to any particular disclosed sequence.
Various operations may be described as multiple discrete operations in turn, in a manner that may be helpful in under-
standing certain embodiments; however, the order of description should not be construed to imply that these operations
are order dependent. Additionally, the structures, systems, and/or devices described herein may be embodied as inte-
grated components or as separate components. For purposes of comparing various embodiments, certain aspects and
advantages of these embodiments are described. Not necessarily all such aspects or advantages are achieved by any
particular embodiment. Thus, for example, various embodiments may be carried out in a manner that achieves or
optimizes one advantage or group of advantages as taught herein without necessarily achieving other aspects or ad-
vantages as may also be taught or suggested herein.

I. Terms

[0170] In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and methods discussed herein, a number of terms are
defined below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used herein, should be construed broadly to include,
without limitation, the provided definitions, the ordinary and customary meanings of the terms, and/or any other implied
meanings for the respective terms. Thus, the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these terms, but only provide
example definitions.
[0171] Ontology: Stored information that provides a data model for storage of data in one or more databases. For
example, the stored data may comprise definitions for object types and property types for data in a database, and how
objects and properties may be related.
[0172] Database: A broad term for any data structure for storing and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to,
relational databases (for example, Oracle database, mySQL database, and the like), spreadsheets, XML files, and text
file, among others. The various terms "database," "data store," and "data source" may be used interchangeably in the
present disclosure.
[0173] Data Item (Item), Data Object (Object), or Data Entity (Entity): A data container for information representing
specific things in the world that have a number of definable properties. For example, a data item may represent an item
such as a person, a place, an organization, an account, a computer, an activity, a market instrument, or other noun. A
data item may represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a duration. A data item may represent a document
or other unstructured data source such as an e-mail message, a news report, or a written paper or article. Each data
item may be associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data item. The data item’s attributes (for
example, metadata about the data item) may be represented in one or more properties. The terms "data item," "data
object," "data entity," "item," "object," and "entity" may be used interchangeably and/or synonymously in the present
disclosure.
[0174] Item (or Entity or Object) Type: Type of a data item (for example, Person, Event, or Document). Data item
types may be defined by an ontology and may be modified or updated to include additional data item types. An data
item definition (for example, in an ontology) may include how the data item is related to other data items, such as being
a sub-data item type of another data item type (for example, an agent may be a sub- data item of a person data item
type), and the properties the data item type may have.
[0175] Properties: Also referred to as "metadata," includes attributes of a data item that represent individual data
items. At a minimum, each property of a data item has a property type and a value or values. Properties/metadata
associated with data items may include any information relevant to that object. For example, properties associated with
a person data item may include a name (for example, John Doe), an address (for example, 123 S. Orange Street), and/or
a phone number (for example, 800-0000), among other properties. In another example, metadata associated with a
computer data item may include a list of users (for example, user1, user 2, and the like), and/or an IP (internet protocol)
address, among other properties.
[0176] Property Type: The type of data a property is, such as a string, an integer, or a double. Property types may
include complex property types, such as a series data values associated with timed ticks (for example, a time series),
and the like.
[0177] Property Value: The value associated with a property, which is of the type indicated in the property type
associated with the property. A property may have multiple values.
[0178] Link: A connection between two data objects, based on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching
properties. Links may be directional, such as one representing a payment from person A to B, or bidirectional.
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[0179] Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared between two or more data objects.
[0180] Seed: One or more data items that may be used as a basis, or starting point, for generating a cluster. A seed
may be generated, determined, and/or selected from one or more sets of data items according to a seed generation
strategy. For example, seeds may be generated from data items accessed from various databases and data sources
including, for example, databases maintained by financial institutions, government items, private items, public items,
and/or publicly available data sources.
[0181] Cluster: A group or set of one or more related data items/objects/items. A cluster may be generated, determined,
and/or selected from one or more sets of data items according to a cluster generation strategy. A cluster may further be
generated, determined, and/or selected based on a seed. For example, a seed may comprise an initial data item of a
cluster. Data items related to the seed may be determined and added to the cluster. Further, additional data items related
to any clustered data item may also be added to the cluster iteratively as indicated by a cluster generation strategy. Data
items may be related by any common and/or similar properties, metadata, types, relationships, and/or the like. Clusters
may also be referred to herein as "clustered data structures," "data item clusters," and "data clusters."
[0182] Seed/Cluster Generation Strategy (also referred to herein as Seed/Cluster Generation Rule(s)): Seed
and cluster generation strategies/rules indicate processes, methods, and/or strategies for generating seeds and gener-
ating clusters, respectively. For example, a seed generation strategy may indicate that data items having a particular
property (for example, data items that are credit card accounts) are to be designated as seeds. In another example, a
cluster generation strategy may indicate that data items having particular properties in common with (or similar to) a
seed or other data item in a cluster are to be added to the cluster. Seed and/or cluster generation strategies may specify
particular searches and/or rule matches to perform on one or more sets of data items. Execution of a seed and/or cluster
generation strategy may produce layers of related data items. Additionally, a seed/cluster generation strategy/rule may
include multiple strategies, sub-strategies, rules, and/or sub-rules.

II. Overview

[0183] This disclosure relates to a data analysis system (also referred to herein as the "system") in which memory-
efficient clustered data structures (also referred to herein as "clusters") of related data items may be automatically
generated and analyzed, and results may be provided for interaction from an analyst, for example. Generation of clusters
may begin by automatic generation, determination, and/or selection of an initial data item of interest, called a "seed."
As mentioned above, a data item may include any data, information, or things, such as a person, a place, an organization,
an account, a computer, an activity, and event, and/or the like. Seeds may be automatically selected/generated according
to various seed determination strategies, and clusters of related data items may be generated based on those seeds
and according to cluster generation strategies (also referred to herein as "cluster strategies," "clustering strategies,"
and/or "cluster generation rules"). Seeds and related data items may be accessed from various databases and data
sources including, for example, databases maintained by financial institutions, government entities, private entities,
public entities, and/or publicly available data sources. Such databases and data sources may include a variety of infor-
mation and data, such as, for example, personal information, financial information, tax-related information, computer
network-related data, and/or computer-related activity data, among others. Further, the databases and data sources
may include various relationships that link and/or associate data items with one another. Various data items and rela-
tionships may be stored across different systems controlled by different items and/or institutions. According to various
embodiments, the data analysis system may bring together data from multiple data sources in order to build clusters.
[0184] The automated analysis of the clusters may include an automated application of various criteria or rules so as
to generate a compact, human-readable analysis of the data clusters. The human-readable analyses (also referred to
herein as "summaries" or "conclusions") of the data clusters may be organized into an interactive user interface so as
to enable an analyst to quickly navigate among information associated with various data clusters and efficiently evaluate
those data clusters in the context of, for example, an investigation into suspected malware. Embodiments of the present
disclosure also disclose automated scoring of the clustered data structures by the data analysis system. The interactive
user interface may be updated based on the scoring, directing the human analyst to more critical data clusters (for
example, data clusters more likely to be associated with fraud) in response to the analyst’s inputs.
[0185] In various embodiments, the data analysis system may enable an analyst (and/or other user) to efficiently
perform analysis and investigations of various data clusters and related data items. For example, the system may enable
an analyst to perform various financial and security investigations of data clusters of related data items. In such an
investigation, the system may automatically create clusters of related data items, generate human-readable conclusions
of the clusters, score those clusters, and generates an interactive user interface in which, in response to inputs from the
analyst, information related to the clusters may be efficiently provided to the analyst. For example, a credit card account
may be a seed that is linked by the system to various data items including, for example, customer identifiers and/or
phone numbers associated with the credit card account. Further, the system may link, for example, various other credit
card accounts related to the customer identifiers, to the seed credit card account. Accordingly, in various embodiments,
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the system may automatically cluster of various layers of data items related to the seed credit card account. One or
more rules or criteria may then automatically be applied to the cluster so as to generate one or more compact, human-
readable analyses (also referred to herein as "summaries" or "conclusions") of the data clusters. The human-readable
analyses may comprise phrases or sentences that provide highly relevant, and easily evaluated (by a human), information
regarding the data in the cluster (for example, data items and metadata). For example, a conclusion in the current
example may be "4 customer identifiers are associated with the current cluster," or "The 2 credit card accounts in the
cluster have been used in 3 different countries." Such conclusions in an investigation may, in an embodiment, enable
the analyst to determine a likelihood of fraudulent activity associated with the cluster. Further, the data items of the
cluster may then be linked to possible fraudulent activity. For example, the seed credit card account and the additional
credit card accounts may all be linked to the potentially fraudulent activity. As mentioned above, in such an investigation
the analyst may efficiently determine likely fraud, as well as discover relationships between the additional credit card
accounts and the seed credit card account through several layers of related data items. Such techniques, enabled by
various embodiments of the data analysis system, may be particularly valuable for investigations in which relationships
between data items may include several layers, and in which such relationships may be otherwise very difficult or
impossible to manually identify.
[0186] In various embodiments, the data analysis system may automatically generate, or determine, seeds based on
a seed generation strategy (also referred to as "seed generation rules"). For example, for a particular set of data items,
the data analysis system may automatically generate, based on a seed generation strategy, seeds by designating
particular data items (and/or groups of data items) as seeds. Examples of various seed generation strategies are described
below.
[0187] Further, in various embodiments, the data analysis system may automatically discover data items related to a
seed, and store the resulting relationships and related data items together in a "cluster" (or, alternatively, designating
the seed as the initial cluster (or initial data item of the cluster) and adding the discovered data items of the cluster). A
cluster generation strategy may specify particular searches to perform at each step of an investigation, or cluster gen-
eration, process. Such searches may produce layers of related data items to add to the cluster. Further, according to
an embodiment, multiple clusters may be merged and/or collapsed into a single cluster when the multiple clusters share
one or more common data items and/or properties. Thus, according to an embodiment, an analyst may start an inves-
tigation with the resulting cluster, rather than the seed alone. Starting with the cluster, and associated human-readable
conclusions, the analyst may form opinions regarding the related data items, conduct further analysis of the related data
items, and/or may query for additional related data items.
[0188] According to various embodiments, the data analysis system may further generate various "cluster scores."
Cluster scores may include scores based on various characteristics and/or attributes associated with the cluster and/or
the various data items of the cluster. In various embodiments, the data analysis system may also generate "cluster
metascores" which may include, for example, an overall cluster score. Cluster metascores may, for example, be based
on a combination of cluster scores of a cluster associated with a seed. In an embodiment, the system may further
generate "alert scores." Alert scores may be the same as, similar to, and/or based on any of the cluster scores, metascores,
and/or conclusions described herein. In an embodiment, the alert score may be a metascore, and may be one of multiple
values corresponding to, for example, a high alert, a medium alert, or a low alert. The alert score is described in further
detail below. Further, cluster scores may be based on one or more generated conclusions related to the cluster, and/or
the conclusions may be generated based on cluster scores.
[0189] Further, in various embodiments, for a particular set of data items, multiple clusters may be generated by the
data analysis system. For example, the data analysis system may generate multiple seeds according to a seed generation
strategy, and then multiple clusters based on those seeds (and based on a cluster generation strategy). In such embod-
iments, the data analysis system may prioritize the multiple generated clusters based upon cluster scores and/or cluster
metascores. In an embodiment, the data analysis system may provide a user interface including a display of human-
readable conclusions of the clusters, cluster scores, cluster metascores, and/or various other cluster information. Such
a user interface may be organized according to a prioritization of clusters. In various embodiments, cluster prioritization
may assist an analyst in selecting particular clusters to investigate.
[0190] In various embodiments, the interactive user interface generated by the system may provide a list of clusters
according to one or more alert scores (as mentioned above and described in detail below). Further, in response to an
analyst selecting a cluster, information associated with the cluster may be provided to the analyst. For example, the
analyst may be provided with a name of the cluster, a cluster strategy by which the cluster was generated, a list of
generated conclusions, and/or one or more lists or tables of data related to the cluster. For example, the one or more
lists or tables of data related to the cluster may be drawn from the data items of the cluster, and may be filtered by the
analyst according to time and/or type of data. In an embodiment, various generated clusters in the interactive user
interface may be organized according to clustering strategies whereby each of the clusters were generated. In an
embodiment, a cluster type may be associated with each cluster, and may be determined according to the cluster strategy
that generated the cluster.
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[0191] As mentioned above, in various embodiments, a generated cluster may include far fewer data items than are
included in a full source database, and the data items included in the cluster may only include those data items that are
relevant to a particular investigation (for example, a fraud investigation). Accordingly, in an embodiment, processing of
the generated cluster may be highly efficient as compared to the collection of data described above. This may be because,
for example, a given fraud investigation by an analyst (for example, as the analyst sifts and/or searches through data
items of a cluster) may only require storage in memory of a single cluster data structure. Further, a number of data items
in a cluster may be several orders of magnitude smaller than in the entire electronic collection of data described above
because only data items related to each other are included in the cluster.
[0192] Additionally, the automated analysis and scoring of clusters (as mentioned above) may enable highly efficient
evaluation of the various data clusters by a human analyst. For example, the interactive user interface us generated so
as to enable an analyst to quickly view critical data clusters (as determined by the automated scoring), and then in
response to analyst inputs, view and interact with the generated information (including, for example, the human-readable
conclusions) associated with the clusters. In response to user inputs the user interface may be updated to display raw
data associated with each of the generated clusters if the analyst desires to dive deeper into data associated with a
given cluster.
[0193] In various embodiments, the data analysis system may be used in various data analysis applications. Such
applications may include, for example, financial fraud detection, tax fraud detection, beaconing malware detection,
malware user-agent detection, other types of malware detection, activity trend detection, health insurance fraud detection,
financial account fraud detection, detection of activity by networks of individuals, criminal activity detection, network
intrusion detection, detection of phishing efforts, money laundering detection, and/or financial malfeasance detection.
Examples of many of the above-mentioned data analysis applications, including methods and systems for identifying
data items, generating data clusters, and analyzing/scoring clusters, are disclosed in the various related applications
listed above and previously incorporated by reference herein.
[0194] Application of the data analysis system to malware threat detection, according to an embodiment, is described
below in reference to Figures 24A-24C, 25A-25B. Application of the data analysis system to network intrusion detection,
according to an embodiment, is described below in reference to Figures 26A-26C. Application of the data analysis system
to phishing detection, according to an embodiment, is described below in reference to Figures 27A-27C.
[0195] In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth to provide a more thorough understanding
of various embodiments of the present disclosure. However, it will be apparent to one of skill in the art that the systems
and methods of the present disclosure may be practiced without one or more of these specific details.

Examples of Data Items, Properties, and Links

[0196] In various embodiments, different types of data items may have different property types. For example, a "Person"
data item may have an "Eye Color" property type and an "Event" data item may have a "Date" property type. Each
property as represented by data in a database may have a property type defined by an ontology used by the database.
Further, data items may be instantiated in a database in accordance with a corresponding object definition for the
particular data item in the ontology. For example, a specific monetary payment (for example, an item of type "event") of
US$30.00 (for example, a property of type "currency" having a property value of "US$30.00") taking place on 3/27/2009
(for example, a property of type "date" having a property value of "3/27/2009") may be stored in the database as an
event object with associated currency and date properties as defined within the ontology.
[0197] Data objects defined in an ontology may support property multiplicity. In particular, a data item may be allowed
to have more than one property of the same property type. For example, a "Person" data object may have multiple
"Address" properties or multiple "Name" properties.
[0198] A link represents a connection between two data items and may be through any of a relationship, an event,
and/or matching properties. A link may be asymmetrical or symmetrical. For example, "Person" data item A may be
connected to "Person" data item B by a "Child Of" relationship (where "Person" data item B has an asymmetric "Parent
Of" relationship to "Person" data item A), a "Kin Of" symmetric relationship to "Person" data item C, and an asymmetric
"Member Of" relationship to "Organization" data item X. The type of relationship between two data items may vary
depending on the types of the data items. For example, "Person" data item A may have an "Appears In" relationship
with "Document" data item Y or have a "Participate In" relationship with "Event" data item E. As an example of an event
connection, two "Person" data items may be connected by an "Airline Flight" data item representing a particular airline
flight if they traveled together on that flight, or by a "Meeting" data item representing a particular meeting if they both
attended that meeting. In one embodiment, when two data items are connected by an event, they are also connected
by relationships, in which each data item has a specific relationship to the event, such as, for example, an "Appears In"
relationship.
[0199] As an example of a matching properties connection, two "Person" data items representing a brother and a
sister may both have an "Address" property that indicates where they live. If the brother and the sister live in the same
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home, then their "Address" properties likely contain similar, if not identical property values. In one embodiment, a link
between two data item may be established based on similar or matching properties (for example, property types and/or
property values) of the data item. These are just some examples of the types of connections that may be represented
by a link and other types of connections may be represented; embodiments are not limited to any particular types of
connections between data items. For example, a document may contain references to two different items. For example,
a document may contain a reference to a payment (one data item), and a person (a second data item). A link between
these two data items may represent a connection between these two items through their co-occurrence within the same
document.
[0200] Each data item may have multiple links with another data item to form a link set. For example, two "Person"
data items representing a husband and a wife may be linked through a "Spouse Of" relationship, a matching "Address"
property, and/or one or more matching "Event" properties (for example, a wedding). Each link, as represented by data
in a database, may have a link type defined by the database ontology used by the database.
[0201] In various embodiments, the data analysis system may access various data items and associated properties
from various databases and data sources. Such databases and data sources may include a variety of information and
data, such as, for example, personal information (for example, names, addresses, phone numbers, personal identifiers,
and the like), financial information (for example, financial account information, transaction information, balance informa-
tion, and the like), tax-related information (for example, tax return data, and the like), computer network-related data (for
example, network traffic information, IP (Internet Protocol) addresses, user account information, domain information,
network connection information, and the like), and/or computer-related activity data (for example, computer events, user
actions, and the like), among others.

III. Description of the Figures

[0202] Embodiments of the disclosure will now be described with reference to the accompanying Figures, wherein
like numerals refer to like elements throughout. The terminology used in the description presented herein is not intended
to be interpreted in any limited or restrictive manner, simply because it is being utilized in conjunction with a detailed
description of certain specific embodiments of the disclosure. Furthermore, embodiments of the disclosure described
above and/or below may include several novel features, no single one of which is solely responsible for its desirable
attributes or which is essential to practicing the embodiments of the disclosure herein described.

IV. Example Data Analysis System

[0203] Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example data analysis system 100, according to one embodiment.
As shown in the embodiment of Figure 1, the data analysis system 100 includes an application server 115 running on
a server computing system 110, a client 135 running on a client computer system 130, and at least one database 140.
Further, the client 135, application server 115, and database 140 may communicate over a network 150, for example,
to access data sources 160.
[0204] The application server 115 may include a cluster engine (also referred to as a "rules engine") 120, a workflow
engine 125, and a user interface engine 126. The cluster engine 120, a workflow engine 125, and user interface engine
126 may be software modules as described below in reference to Figure 8. According to an embodiment, the cluster/rules
engine 120 is configured to build one or more clusters of related data items according to a defined cluster generation
strategy (including generating seeds according to seed generation strategies/rules), score clusters according to a scoring
strategy, and/or analyze clusters including generating human-readable conclusions according to analysis rules/criteria.
The cluster/rules engine 120 may read data from a variety of data sources 160 to generate seeds, generate clusters
from seeds, score clusters, and analyze clusters. Once created, the resulting clusters may be stored on the server
computing system 110 and/or on the database 140. The operations of the cluster/rules engine 120 are discussed in
detail below.
[0205] As mentioned, in an embodiment, the cluster/rules engine 120 is configured to score the clusters, according
to a defined scoring strategy. The score may indicate the importance of analyzing the cluster. For instance, the cluster/rules
engine 120 may execute a scoring strategy that aggregates the account balances of credit card accounts within the
cluster. Because, for example, a large aggregated total balance may indicate a large liability for a financial institution, a
cluster with such a large total balance may be considered to have a higher score relative to other clusters with lower
aggregated total balances (and, therefore, lower scores). Thus, a cluster with a higher score relative to a cluster with a
lower score may be considered more important to analyze.
[0206] As described below, in an embodiment the cluster/rules engine 120 is configured to apply one or more analysis
rules or criteria to the generated cluster to generate one or more human-readable conclusions (as mentioned above,
also referred to herein as "summaries"). In various embodiments the one or more analysis rules/criteria may be based
on one or more scoring strategies. Also, in various embodiments the scoring strategies may be based on one or more
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analysis rules/criteria. As described below, the cluster/rules engine 120 may generate an "alert score" for a given cluster.
The alert score may be the same as, similar to, and/or based on any of the cluster scores, metascores, and/or conclusions
described herein. In an embodiment, the alert score may be a metascore, and may be one of multiple values corresponding
to, for example, a high alert, a medium alert, or a low alert. The alert score is described in further detail below.
[0207] In an embodiment, the user interface engine 126 generates various user interfaces of the data analysis system
as described below. In one embodiment, the cluster engine 120, in conjunction with the user interface engine 126,
organizes and presents the clusters according to the assigned scores. The cluster engine 120 and the user interface
engine 126 may present information associated with the clusters and/or interactive representations of the clusters within
a user interface presented to the analyst, as described below. For example, the representations may provide visual
indications (e.g., graphs or other visualizations) of the related data items within the clusters. The cluster engine 120
and/or the user interface engine 126 may generate the user interface, such as a web application and/or a dynamic web
page displayed within the client 135. The cluster engine 120 and/or the user interface engine 126 may also allow an
analyst to create tasks associated with the clusters. Example operations of the cluster engine 120 and/or the user
interface engine 126 are discussed in detail below in conjunction with various figures. In one embodiment, the cluster
engine 120 generates clusters automatically, for example, for subsequent review by analysts.
[0208] Analysts may also assign tasks to themselves or one another via a workflow user interface generated by the
workflow engine 125 and/or the user interface engine 126, for example. The workflow engine 125 and/or the user interface
engine 126 may consume scores generated by the cluster engine 120. For example, the workflow engine 125 and/or
the user interface engine 126 may present an analyst with clusters generated, scored, and ordered by the cluster engine
120.
[0209] The client 135 may represent one or more software applications or modules configured to present data and
translate input, from the analyst, into requests for data analyses by the application server 115. In one embodiment, the
client 135 and the application server 115 may be embodied in the same software module and/or may be included in the
same computing system. However, several clients 135 may execute on the client computer 130, and/or several clients
135 on several client computers 130 may interact with the application server 115. In one embodiment, the client 135
may be a browser accessing a web service.
[0210] While the client 135 and application server 115 are shown running on distinct computing systems, the client
135 and application server 115 may run on the same computing system. Further, the cluster engine 120 and the workflow
engine 125 may run on separate applications servers 115, on separate server computing systems, or some combination
thereof. Additionally, a history service may store the results generated by an analyst relative to a given cluster
[0211] In one embodiment, the data sources 160 provide data available to the cluster engine to create or generate
seeds and/or to create or generate clusters from a seed or a set of seeds. Such data sources may include relational
data sources, web services data, XML data, and the like. Further, such data sources may include a variety of information
and data, for example, personal information, financial information, tax-related information, computer network-related
data, and/or computer-related activity data, among others. For example, the data sources may be related to customer
account records stored by a financial institution. In such a case, the data sources may include a credit card account
data, bank account data, customer data, and transaction data. The data may include data attributes such as account
numbers, account balances, phone numbers, addresses, and transaction amounts, and the like. Of course, data sources
160 is included to be representative of a variety of data available to the server computer system 110 over network 150,
as well as locally available data sources.
[0212] The database 140 may be a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) that stores the data as rows
in relational tables. The term "database," as used herein, may refer to an database (e.g., RDBMS or SQL database), or
may refer to any other data structure, such as, for example a comma separated values (CSV), extensible markup
language (XML), text (TXT) file, flat file, spreadsheet file, and/or any other widely used or proprietary format. While the
database 140 is shown as a distinct computing system, the database 140 may operate on the same server computing
system 110 as the application server 115.

V. Example Cluster Generation

[0213] Figure 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example generation of clusters by data analysis system 200, according
to an embodiment. As shown, in an embodiment the cluster engine 120 (Figure 1) interacts with a seed list 210, a cluster
list 250, a cluster strategy store 230, and data bindings 237. The seed list 210 may include seeds 212-1, 212-2 ... 212-
S, and the cluster list 250 may include clusters 252-1, 252-2... 252-C. The cluster engine 120 may be configured as a
software application, module, or thread that generates the clusters 252-1, 252-2... 252-C from the seeds 212-1, 212-2 ...
212-S.
[0214] Seeds 212 (including one, some, or all of seeds 212-1 through 212-S) may be generated by the cluster engine
120 according to various seed generation strategies/rules. Examples of seed generation are described below in reference
to various example applications of the data analysis system. According to an embodiment, once generated, seeds 212
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may be the starting point for generating a cluster 252. To generate a cluster, the cluster engine 120 may retrieve a given
seed 212 from the seed list 210. The seed 212 may be a data item or group of data items within the database 140, such
as a customer name, a customer social security number, an account number, and/or a customer telephone number.
[0215] The cluster engine 120 may generate the cluster 252 from the seed 212. In one embodiment, the cluster engine
120 generates the cluster 252 as a collection of data items and the relationships between the various data items. As
noted above, the cluster strategy may execute data bindings in order to add each additional layer of data items to the
cluster. For example, the cluster engine 120 may generate the cluster 252-1 from a seed credit card account. The cluster
engine 120 may first add the credit card account to the cluster 252-1. The cluster engine 120 may then add customers
related to the credit card account to the cluster 252-1. The cluster engine 120 may complete the cluster 252-1 by adding
additional credit card accounts related to those customers. As the cluster engine 120 generates the cluster 252-1, the
cluster engine 120 may store the cluster 252-1 within the cluster list 250. The cluster 252-1 may be stored as a graph
data structure or other appropriate data structure.
[0216] The cluster list 250 may be a collection of tables in the database 140. In such a case, there may be a table for
the data items of each cluster 252, such as those of example cluster 252-1 discussed above, a table for the relationships
between the various data items, a table for the attributes of the data items, and a table for scores of the clusters. The
cluster list 250 may include clusters 252 from multiple investigations. Note that the cluster engine 120 may store portions
of clusters 252 in the cluster list 250 as the cluster engine 120 generates the clusters 252. Persons skilled in the art will
recognize that many technically feasible techniques exist for creating and storing data structures that may be used to
implement the systems and methods of the data analysis system.
[0217] The cluster strategy store 230 may include cluster strategies 232-1, 232-2... 232-N. Each cluster strategy may
include data binding references 235 to one or more data bindings 237. As noted, each data binding may be used to
identify data that may grow a cluster (as determined by the given search strategy 232). For example, the cluster engine
120 may execute a cluster strategy 232-1 to generate the cluster 252-1. Specifically, the cluster engine 120 may execute
the cluster strategy 232-1 in response to selection of that cluster strategy by an analyst. The analyst may submit a
selection of one or more cluster strategies to perform on a seed or group of seeds to the cluster engine 120 through the
client 135. Alternatively, the cluster engine 120 may automatically select one or more cluster strategies, such as based
on user preferences or rules.
[0218] According to an embodiment, each cluster strategy 232 is configured so as to perform an investigation processes
for generating a cluster 252. Again, for example, the cluster strategy 232-2 may include data binding references 235 to
a collection of data bindings executed to add layer after layer of data to a cluster. The investigation process may include
searches to retrieve data items related to a seed 212 that is selected for clustering using cluster strategy 232-2. For
example, the cluster strategy 232-2 may start with a possibly fraudulent credit card account as the seed 212-2. The
cluster strategy 232-2 may search for customers related to the credit card account, and then additional credit card
accounts related to those customers. A different cluster strategy 232-3 may search for customers related to the credit
card account, phone numbers related to the customers, additional customers related to the phone numbers, and additional
credit card accounts related to the additional customers, for example.
[0219] In an embodiment, cluster strategies 232 include references to at least one data binding 237 (such as data
bindings 237-1 through 237-3). The cluster engine 120 may execute a search protocol specified by the data binding 237
to retrieve data, and the data returned by a given data binding may form a layer within the cluster 252. For instance, the
data binding 237 (and/or the search protocol of the data binding 237) may retrieve sets of customers related to an account
by an account owner attribute. The data binding 237 (and/or the search protocol of the data binding 237) may retrieve
the set of related data items from a data source. For instance, the data binding 237-1 may specify a database query to
perform against a database. Likewise, the data binding 237-2 may define a connection and/or query to a remote relational
database system and the data binding 237-3 may define a connection and/or query against a third-party web service.
Once retrieved, the cluster strategy 232 may evaluate whether the returned data should be added to a cluster being
grown from a given seed 212.
[0220] Multiple cluster strategies 232 may reference a given data binding 237. The analyst may update the data binding
237, but typically updates the data binding 237 only if the associated data source changes. A cluster strategy 232 may
also include a given data binding 237 multiple times. For example, executing a data binding 237 using one seed 212
may generate additional seeds for that data binding 237 (and/or generate seeds for another data binding 237). More
generally, different cluster strategies 232-1, 232-2 ... 232-N may include different arrangements of various data bindings
237 to generate different types of clusters 252.
[0221] The cluster strategies 232 may specify that the cluster engine 120 use an attribute from the related data items
retrieved with one data binding 237, as input to a subsequent data binding 237. The cluster engine 120 may use the
subsequent data binding 237 to retrieve a subsequent layer of related date items for the cluster 252. For instance, a
particular cluster strategy 232 may specify that the cluster engine 120 retrieve a set of credit card account data items
with a first data binding 237-1. That cluster strategy 232 may also specify that the cluster engine 120 then use the account
number attribute from credit card account data items as input to a subsequent data binding 237-2. The cluster strategy
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232 may also specify filters for the cluster engine 120 to apply to the attributes before performing the subsequent data
binding 237. For instance, if the first data binding 237-1 were to retrieve a set of credit card account data items that
included both personal and business credit card accounts, then the cluster engine 120 could filter out the business credit
card accounts before performing the subsequent data binding 237-2.
[0222] In operation, according to an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 generates a cluster 252-1 from a seed 212-1
by first retrieving a cluster strategy 232. Assuming the analyst selected a cluster strategy 232-2, the cluster engine 120
would retrieve the cluster strategy 232-2 from the cluster strategy store 230. The cluster engine 120 may then retrieve
the seed 212-1 as input to the cluster strategy 232-2. The cluster engine 120 may execute the cluster strategy 232-2 by
retrieving sets of data by executing data bindings 237 referenced by the cluster strategy 232-2. For example, the cluster
strategy 232-2 may execute data bindings 237-1, 237-2, and 237-3. Accordingly, the cluster engine 120 may evaluate
data returned by each data binding 237 to determine whether to use that data to grow the cluster 252-1. The cluster
engine 120 may then use elements of the returned data as input to the next data binding 237. Of course, a variety of
execution paths are possible for the data bindings 237. For example, assume one data binding 237 returned a set of
phone numbers. In such a case, another data binding 237 may evaluate each phone number individually. As another
example, one data binding 237 may use input parameters obtained by executing multiple, other data bindings 237. More
generally, the cluster engine 120 may retrieve data for each data binding referenced by the cluster strategy 232-2. The
cluster engine 120 may then store the complete cluster 252-1 in the cluster list 250.
[0223] As the cluster engine 120 generates the clusters 252-1, 252-2... 252-C from seeds 212-1, 212-2... 212-S, the
cluster list 250 may include overlapping clusters 252. For example, two clusters 252-1 and 252-C may overlap if both
clusters 252-1 and 252-C include a common data item. In an example, a larger cluster 252 formed by merging two
smaller clusters 252-1 and 252-C may be a better investigation starting point than the smaller clusters 252-1 and 252-
C individually. The larger cluster 252 may provide additional insight or relationships, which may not be available if the
two clusters 252-1 and 252-C remain separate.
[0224] In an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 includes a resolver 226 that is configured to detect and merge two
or more overlapping clusters 252 together. For example, the resolver 226 may compare the data items within a cluster
252-1 to the data items within each one of the other clusters 252-2 through 252-C. If the resolver 226 finds the same
data item within the cluster 252-1 and a second cluster 252-C, then the resolver 226 may merge the two clusters 252-1
and 252-C into a single larger cluster 252. For example, the cluster 252-1 and cluster 252-C may both include the same
customer. The resolver 226 may compare the data items of cluster 252-1 to the data items of cluster 252-C and detect
the same customer in both clusters 252. Upon detecting the same customer in both clusters 252, the resolver 226 may
merge the cluster 252-1 with cluster 252-C. The resolver 226 may test each pair of clusters 252 to identify overlapping
clusters 252. Although the larger clusters 252 may be better investigation starting points, an analyst may want to under-
stand how the resolver 226 formed the larger clusters 252. Accordingly, the resolver 226, may store a history of each
merge.
[0225] In various embodiments, clusters may be merged based on various criteria and/or combinations of criteria
include, for example, when the clusters include a minimum number of data items that are common among the clusters,
when the clusters include a minimum number of data items that are common among the clusters and which data items
are within a particular proximity in each cluster to a seed of the cluster, when a particular quantity of properties are
common among data items of the clusters even when the data items themselves are not identical, and/or the like.
[0226] In an embodiment, cluster merging (for example, by resolver 226) may be optionally disabled for particular
types of data items, and/or particular data items. For example, when a particular data item, or type of data item, is so
common that it may be included in many different clusters (for example, an institutional item such as a bank), merging
of cluster based on that common item (for example, the particular bank) or common type of item (for example, banks in
general) may be disabled. In another embodiment, cluster may be merged only when they share two or more common
data items and/or other properties. In an embodiment, when two clusters are determined to share a data item that this
very common (such that they cluster may not be merged based on that item) the system may automatically determine
whether the two clusters share one or more other data items and/or properties such that they may be merged. In various
embodiments, cluster merging may be disabled based on other criteria. For example, cluster merging between two
related clusters may be disabled when one or both of the two clusters reach a particular size (for example, include a
particular number of data items).
[0227] After the cluster engine generates a group of clusters from a given collection of seeds (and after merging or
resolving the cluster), the cluster engine 120 may score, rank, and/or otherwise order the clusters relative to a scoring
strategy 442. In some embodiments, clusters are scored and provided to the analysis without resolving.
[0228] In one embodiment, the analysis system 100, and more specifically, the cluster engine 120, receives a request
for cluster generation. In response to the request, a list of seeds may be generated, clusters may be generated based
on those seeds, and the clusters may be ranked, ordered, and presented to analysts. In an embodiment, the cluster
engine 120 may consume seeds generated by other systems. Alternatively, in other embodiments, cluster engine 120
may generate the seeds 212-1, 212-2... 212-S. For instance, the cluster engine 120 may include a seed generation
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strategy (also referred to as a "lead generation strategy") that identifies data items, or groups of data items, as potential
seeds 212. The seed generation (and/or lead generation) strategy may apply to a particular business type, such as
credit cards, stock trading, or insurance claims, and may be run against a cluster data source 160 or an external source
of information.
[0229] In an embodiment, the analysis system 100 may not include data bindings as described above. Rather, according
to an embodiment, the analysis system 100 may include one or more interfaces and/or connections to various internal
and/or external data stores of data items and/or other information (for example, data sources(s) 160. According to an
embodiment, the system may include a generic interface and/or connection to various internal and/or external data
stores of data items and/or other information. For example, the analysis system 100 may include a generic data interface
through which the system may search, access, and/or filter various data item information during seed generation, cluster
generation, and/or analysis of the clusters. The generic interface may include various aspects that enable searching,
accessing, and/or filtering of data. For example, the generic interface may access various data sources that each have
differing data formats. The generic interface may accordingly covert and/or filter the accessed data to a common format.
Alternatively, the data sources may include functionality through which stored data may be searched and/or converted
to a standard format automatically. In an embodiment, the generic interface may enable Federated search of multiple
data stores of data item-related information. Accordingly, in various embodiments, the analysis system 100 may access
various data sources for data item clustering and seed generation.
[0230] Additional details of the server computing system 110, the data sources 160, and other components of the data
analysis system are described below in reference to Figure 8.
[0231] Figures 3A - 3C illustrate an example growth of a cluster 252 of related data items, according to an embodiment.
As shown in Figure 3A, an example cluster 252 may include a seed item 302, links 303-1 and 303-2, and related data
items 305-1 and 305-2. The cluster 252 may be based upon a seed 212 (for example, data item 302). The cluster engine
120 may build the cluster 252 by executing a cluster strategy 232 with the following searches:

Find seed owner
Find all phone numbers related to the seed owner
Find all customers related to the phone numbers
Find all accounts related to the customers
Find all new customers related to the new accounts

[0232] In the example, assuming the seed 212 is fraudulent credit card account, the cluster engine 120 would add the
credit card account to the cluster 252 as the seed item 302. The cluster engine 120 may then use the account owner
attribute of the credit card account as input to a data binding 237. The cluster engine 120 may execute the search
protocol of the data binding 237 to retrieve the customer data identifying the owner of the fraudulent credit card account.
The cluster engine 120 would then add the customer data to the cluster 252 as the related data item 305-1. The cluster
engine 120 would also add the account owner attribute as the link 303-1 that relates the account number to the customer
data of the owner. The cluster engine 120 would execute the next search of the cluster strategy 232 by inputting the
customer identifier attribute of the customer data into a data binding 237 to retrieve a phone data. The cluster engine
120 would then add the phone data as the related data item 305-2 and the customer identifier attribute as the link 303-2
between the customer data and the phone data. At this point in the investigation process, the cluster 252 would include
the seed item 302, two links 303-1 and 303-2, and two related data items 305-1 and 305-2. That is, the cluster 252 would
include the fraudulent credit card account, the customer data of the owner of the credit card, and the phone number of
the owner. By carrying the investigation process further, the cluster engine 120 may reveal further related information,
for example, additional customers and/or potentially fraudulent credit card accounts.
[0233] Turning to Figure 3B, and continuing the example, the cluster engine 120 may continue executing the cluster
strategy 232 by searching for additional account data items related to the phone number of the owner of the fraudulent
credit card account. As discussed, the phone number may be stored as related data item 305-2. The cluster engine 120
would input the phone owner attribute of the phone number to a data binding 237. The cluster engine 120 would execute
the search protocol of data binding 237 to retrieve the data of two additional customers, which the cluster engine 120
would store as related data items 305-3 and 305-4. The cluster engine 120 would add the phone owner attribute as the
links 303-3 and 304-4 between the additional customers and the phone number.
[0234] Continuing the example, Figure 3C shows the cluster 252 after the cluster engine 120 performs the last step
of the example cluster strategy 232. For example, the cluster engine 120 would use the customer identifier attribute of
the related data item 305-3 and 305-4 to retrieve and add additional account data items as the related data items 305-5
and 305-6. The cluster engine 120 would couple the related data items 305-5 and 305-6 to the related data items 305-3
and 305-4 with the customer identifier attributes stored as links 303-5 and 303-6. Thus, the cluster 252 would include
six related data items 305 related by six links 303, in addition to the seed item 302.
[0235] In an embodiment, the analyst may identify and determine whether the additional data account items, stored
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as related data items 305-5 and 305-6, represent fraudulent credit card accounts more efficiently than if the analyst
started an investigation with only the seed 302. As the foregoing example illustrates, according to various embodiments,
the data analysis system may enable an analyst to advantageously start an investigation with a cluster including many
related data items (such as the example cluster 252 with the seed item 302 and related data items 305) rather than a
single data item.
[0236] In various embodiments, clusters may be generated automatically, on a schedule, on demand, and/or as
needed, as described below.

VI. Example Cluster Scoring/Ranking

[0237] Figure 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters 252 by the data analysis system 100 shown in Figure 1,
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown, an example system 400 of Figure 4 illustrates some
of the same elements as shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, including the cluster engine 120 in communication with the
cluster list 250. In addition, Figure 4 illustrates a scoring strategy store 440 in communication with the cluster engine
120. The scoring strategy store 440 includes scoring strategies 442-1, 442-2... 442-R.
[0238] In an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 executes a scoring strategy 442 to score a cluster 252. For example,
the cluster engine 120 may generate a cluster (for example, via a cluster strategy/data bindings) and attempt to resolve
it with existing clusters. Thereafter, the cluster engine 120 may score the resulting cluster with any scoring strategies
associated with a given cluster generation strategy. In an embodiment, the multiple scores may be generated for a given
cluster. The multiple scores may be based on various aspects, metrics, or data associated with the cluster. In one
embodiment, a cluster metascore may be generated based on a combination or aggregation of scores associated with
a given cluster. Ordering for a group of clusters, (according to a given scoring strategy) may be performed on demand
when requested by a client. Alternatively, the analyst may select a scoring strategy 442 through the client 135 and/or
the analyst may include the selection within a script or configuration file. In another alternative, the data analysis system
may automatically select a scoring strategy. In other embodiments, the cluster engine 120 may execute several scoring
strategies 442 to determine a combined score for the cluster 252.
[0239] In an embodiment, a scoring strategy (such as scoring strategy 442) specifies an approach for scoring a cluster
(such as cluster 252). A score may indicate a relative importance or significance of a given cluster. For example, the
cluster engine 120 may execute a scoring strategy 442-1 to determine a score by counting the number of a particular
data item type that are included within the cluster 252. Assume, for example, a data item corresponds with a credit
account. In such a case, a cluster with a large number of accounts opened by a single individual (possibly within a short
time) might correlate with a higher fraud risk. Of course, a cluster score may be related to a high risk of fraud based on
the other data in the cluster, as appropriate for a given case. More generally, each scoring strategy 442 may be tailored
based on the data in clusters created by a given cluster strategy 230 and a particular type of risk or fraud (and/or amounts
at risk) of interest to an analyst.
[0240] According to an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 scores a cluster 252-1 by first retrieving a scoring strategy
442. For example, assume an analyst selects scoring strategy 442-1. In response, the cluster engine 120 may retrieve
the scoring strategy 442-1. The cluster engine 120 may also retrieve the cluster 252-1 from the cluster list 250. After
determining the score of the cluster 252-1, the cluster engine 120 may store the score with the cluster 252-1 in the cluster
list 250.
[0241] The cluster engine 120 may score multiple clusters 252-1, 252-2... 252-C in the cluster list 250. The cluster
engine 120 may also rank the clusters 252-1, 252-2... 252-C based upon the scores. For instance, the cluster engine
120 may rank the cluster 252-1, 252-2... 252-C from highest score to lowest score. In various embodiment, cluster may
be ranked according into multiple scores, combinations of scores, and/or metascores.
[0242] As mentioned above, the cluster/rules engine 120 may generate an "alert score" for the clusters. The alert
score may be the same as, similar to, and/or based on any of the cluster scores, metascores, and/or conclusions
described herein. In an embodiment, the alert score may be a metascore, and may be one of multiple values corresponding
to, for example, a high alert, a medium alert, or a low alert. The alert score is described in further detail below.

VII. Example User Interface

[0243] Figure 5 illustrates an example user interface 500, according to one embodiment. As described above, the
cluster engine 120, the workflow engine 125, and/or the user interface engine 126 may be configured to present the
user interface 500. As shown, the example user interface 500 includes a selection box 510, a cluster strategy box 530,
a cluster summary list 525, a cluster search box 520, and a cluster review window 515. The user interface 500 may be
generated as a web application or a dynamic web page displayed within the client 135.
[0244] In the example user interface 500 of Figure 5, the selection box 510 may allow the analyst to select, for example,
a seed generation strategy and/or a previously generated seed or seed list (for example, seed list 210). The analyst
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may select the items (for example, a seed generation strategy) by, for example, entering a name of a particular item into
a dropdown box (and/or other interface element) in the selection box 510 (for example, the dropdown box showing a
selected strategy "Strategy-A") and selecting a "Go" button (and/or other interface element). Alternatively, the analyst
may select a particular item by, for example, expanding the dropdown box and selecting an item from the expanded
dropdown box, which may list various seed generation strategies and/or seed lists, for example. In various examples,
seed lists and/or seed generation strategies may be selected by the analyst that correspond to likely fraudulent financial
accounts, credit card account originating at a particular bank branch, savings accounts with balances above a particular
amount, and/or any of the other seed generation strategies described below in reference to the various applications of
the system.
[0245] For example, when the analyst selects a particular seed generation strategy, the system may generate a seed
list (for example, seed list 210) and then may generate clusters based on seeds of the seed list. The seed list and/or
clusters may, in an embodiment, be generated in response to a selection of a particular seed generation strategy. The
seed generation strategy may generate a seed list (for example, seed list 210) and/or clusters (for example, clusters
252-1, 252-2,... 252-C of the cluster list 250) from the database 140 and/or an external source of information (for example,
a cluster data source 160). Alternatively, when the analyst selects a previously generated seed or seed list (for example,
seed list 210), the system may retrieve data related to the selected seed list (for example, the seed items, clusters,
and/or related clustered data items) from, for example, database 140 and/or an external source of information (for
example, a cluster data source 160). In an embodiment, clusters may be generated in response to a selection of a
previously generated seed list (or, alternatively, a previously generated seed). Alternatively, cluster may be been pre-
viously generated, and may be retrieved in response to selection of a previously generated seed list (or, alternatively,
a previously generated seed). In an embodiment, the analyst may select a particular cluster of interest via the selection
box 510.
[0246] Further, in the example user interface 500 the cluster strategy box 530 displays the cluster strategies 232 that
the cluster engine 120 ran against the seed list 210. The cluster engine 120 may execute multiple cluster strategies 232
against the seed list 210, so there may be multiple cluster strategies 232 listed in the cluster strategy box 530. The
analyst may click on the name of a given cluster strategy 232 in the cluster strategy box 530 to review the clusters 252
that the cluster strategy 232 generated.
[0247] In an embodiment, the user interface 500 displays information associated with the clusters 252 in the cluster
summary list 525. For example, the information associated with the clusters may include characteristics of the clusters
252, such as identifiers, scores, and/or analysts assigned to analyze the clusters 252. The system may select the clusters
252 for display in the cluster summary list 525 according to those or other characteristics. For instance, the system may
display the cluster information in the order of the scores of the clusters 252, where a summary of the highest scoring
cluster 252 is displayed first.
[0248] The system (for example, cluster engine 120, the workflow engine 125, and/or the user interface engine 126)
may control the order and selection of the cluster information within the cluster summary list 525 based upon an input
from the analyst. The cluster search box 520 may include a search text box coupled to a search button and a pull-down
control. The analyst may enter a characteristic of a cluster 252 in the search text box and then instruct the workflow
engine 125 to search for and display clusters 252 that include the characteristic by pressing the search button. For
example, the analyst may search for clusters with a particular score. The pull-down control may include a list of different
characteristics of the clusters 252, such as score, size, assigned analyst, and/or date created. The analyst may select
one of the characteristics to instruct the workflow engine 125 to present the information associated with the clusters 252
arranged by that characteristic.
[0249] In an embodiment, the system is also configured to present details of a given cluster 252 within the cluster
review window 515. The system displays the details of the cluster 252, for example, the score, and/or average account
balances within a cluster, when the analyst clicks a mouse pointer on the associated summary within the cluster summary
list 525. The system may present details of the cluster 252, such as the name of an analyst assigned to analyze the
cluster 252, a score of the cluster 252, and/or statistics or graphs generated from the cluster 252. These details may
allow the analyst to determine whether to investigate the cluster 252 further. The cluster review window 515 may also
include a button which may be clicked to investigate a cluster 252 within a graph, and an assign button for assigning a
cluster to an analyst.
[0250] An analyst may click a mouse pointer on an "Investigate in Graph" button representing a cluster to investigate
the cluster within an interactive graph. The interactive representation may be a visual graph of the cluster 252, where
icons represent the items of the cluster 252 and lines between the icons represent the links between items of the cluster
252. For example, the workflow engine 125 may display the interactive graph of the cluster 252 similar to the representation
of the cluster 252 in Figure 3C. The interactive representation may allow the analyst to review the attributes of the related
data items and/or perform queries for additional related data items.
[0251] In an embodiment, an administrative user may click a mouse pointer on an assign button to assign the associated
cluster 252 to an analyst. The workflow engine 125 may also allow the administrative user to create tasks associated
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with the clusters 252, while the administrative user assigns the cluster 252. For example, the administrative user may
create a task for searching within the three highest scoring clusters 252 for fraudulent credit card accounts. The system
may display the cluster information in the cluster summary list 525 according to the names of the analysts assigned to
the clusters 252. Likewise, the system may only display cluster information for the subset of the clusters 252 assigned
to an analyst.
[0252] The interface shown in Figure 5 is included to illustrate one example interface useful for navigating and reviewing
clusters generated using the cluster engine 120 and the workflow engine 125. In other embodiments, other user interface
constructs may be used to allow the analyst to select cluster strategies 232, scoring strategies 242, and/or seed generation
strategies, initiate an investigation, and/or review and analyze the clusters 252. For example, the user interface engine
126 may display additional controls within the user interface 500 for controlling the cluster generation process and
selecting seed generation strategies, cluster strategies 232, and/or scoring strategies 242. Also, the user interface 500
may be displayed without the selection box 510 or the options to select a seed generation strategy. In addition, although
the workflow engine 125 may generate the user interface 500, in various embodiments the user interface 500 may be
generated by a software application distinct from the workflow engine 125. Further, in various embodiments, the cluster
review window 515 may be configured to display a preview of the cluster 252 and/or additional statistics generated from
the cluster 252. As such, an interactive representation of the cluster 252 may be presented in an additional user interface
and/or the cluster 252 may be exported to another software application for review by the analyst.
[0253] In an alternative embodiment, and as described below in reference to the various figures, various other user
interfaces may be generated by the system.

VIII. Example Operations

[0254] Figure 6 is a flowchart of an example method of generating clusters, according to an embodiment. Although
the method is described in conjunction with the systems of Figures 1 and 2, persons skilled in the art will understand
that any system configured to perform the method, in any order, is within the scope of this disclosure. Further, the method
600 may be performed in conjunction with method 700 for scoring a cluster, described below, and the various other
methods described below including analyzing a cluster.
[0255] As shown, example cluster generation method 600 begins at block 605, where the cluster engine 120 retrieves
a cluster strategy (e.g., cluster strategy 232-2) and a seed 212. Once a cluster strategy is selected, the cluster engine
120 may identify a list of seeds from which to build clusters using the selected cluster strategy. At block 610, the cluster
engine 120 initializes a cluster 252 with one of the seeds in the list. The cluster 252 may be stored as a graph data
structure. The cluster engine 120 may initialize the graph data structure and then add the seed 212-1 to the graph data
structure as the first data item.
[0256] At block 615, the cluster engine 120 may grow the cluster 252 by executing the search protocol of a data binding
237 from the cluster strategy 232-2. The cluster strategy 232-2 may include a series of data bindings 237 that the cluster
engine 120 executes to retrieve related data items. A given data binding 237 may include queries to execute against a
cluster data source 160 using the seed as an input parameter. For example, if the seed 212-1 is an account number,
then the data binding 237 may retrieve the data identifying the owner of the account with the account number. After
retrieving this information, the cluster engine 120 may add the customer data item to the cluster as a related data item
and the account owner attribute as the link between the seed 212-1 and the related data item. After retrieving the related
data items, the cluster engine 120 may add them to the cluster 252.
[0257] At block 620, the cluster engine 120 determines if the cluster strategy 232-2 is fully executed. If not the method
600 returns to block 615 to execute additional data bindings for a given seed. Alternatively, as described above, the
cluster engine 120 may grow the cluster by searching for, accessing, and/or filtering various data items through, for
example, a generic interface to various internal and/or external data sources. Further, in an embodiment, the cluster
engine 120 may determine whether the cluster being generated is to be merged with another cluster, as described
above. Once the cluster strategy is executed for that seed, the cluster engine 120 may determine and assign a score
(or, alternatively,multiple scores) to that cluster (relative 11a specified scoring strategy). After generating clusters for a
group of seeds, such clusters may be ordered or ranked based on the relative scores. Doing so may allow an analyst
to rapidly identify and evaluate clusters determined to represent, for example, a high risk of fraud.
[0258] At block 625, the cluster engine 120 may store the cluster 252 in cluster list 250. As mentioned above, the
cluster list 250 may be a collection of tables within a relational database, where a table may include the seed and related
data items of the cluster 252 and another table may include links between the related data items of the cluster 252.
[0259] At block 630, the cluster engine 120 determines if there are more seeds 212 to analyze in the seed list 210. If
so, the method 600 returns to block 605 to generate another cluster from the next seed. Otherwise, the method 600
ends. Note, while method 600 describes a single cluster being generated, one of skill in the art will recognize that multiple
instances of the cluster generation process illustrated by method 600 may be performed in parallel.
[0260] Figure 7 is a flowchart of an example method of scoring clusters, according to an embodiment. Although the
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method is described in conjunction with the systems of Figures 1 and 4, persons skilled in the art will understand that
any system configured to perform the method steps, in any order, is within the scope of the present invention.
[0261] As shown, the example cluster scoring method 700 begins at block 705, where the cluster engine 120 retrieves
a scoring strategy 442 and a cluster 252 (for example, a cluster just created using the method 600 of Figure 6). In other
cases, the cluster engine 120 may retrieve the scoring strategy 442 associated with a stored cluster. Other alternatives
include an analyst selecting a scoring strategy 442 through the client 135, the cluster engine 120 via the cluster analysis
UI 500, a script, or a configuration file. The cluster engine 120 may retrieve the selected scoring strategy 442 from the
scoring strategy store 440, and the cluster 252 from the cluster list 250.
[0262] At block 710, the cluster engine 120 executes the scoring strategy 442 against the cluster 252. The scoring
strategy 442 may specify characteristics of the related data items within the cluster 252 to aggregate. The cluster engine
120 may execute the scoring strategy 442 by aggregating the specified characteristics together to determine a score.
For instance, the cluster engine 120 may aggregate account balances of related data items that are account data items.
In such a case, a total amount of dollars (and/or average dollars or any other aggregated, averaged, or normal attribute
of the cluster) included within the balances of the account data items of the cluster 252 may be the score of the cluster 252.
[0263] At block 715, the cluster engine 120 may store the score with the cluster 252 in the cluster list 250. At step 720,
the cluster engine 120 determines if there are more clusters 252 to score. For example, in one embodiment, a set of
clusters may be re-scored using an updated scoring strategy. In other cases, the cluster engine may score each cluster
when it is created from a seed (based on a given cluster generation and corresponding scoring strategy). If more clusters
remain to be scored (and/or re-scored), the method 700 returns to block 705.
[0264] At block 725, the cluster engine 120 may rank the clusters 252 according to the scores of the clusters 252. For
example, after re-scoring a set of clusters (or, alternatively, after scoring a group of clusters generated from a set of
seeds), the cluster engine 125 may rank the clusters 252 from highest score to lowest score. The ranking may be used
to order a display of information associated withof the clusters 252 presented to the analyst. The analyst may rely upon
the ranking and scores to determine which clusters 252 to analyze first. The ranking and sorting may generally be
performed on-demand when an analyst is looking for a cluster to investigate. Thus, the ranking need not happen at the
same time as scoring. Further, the clusters may be scored (and later ranked) using different raking strategies.
[0265] In various embodiments, multiple scores for each cluster may be determined according to methods similar to
the example method 700. Accordingly, clusters may be ranked according to any of multiple scores. Additionally, in
various embodiments, multiple scores may be combined and/or aggregated into a metascore that may be used to rank
the clusters. Various example score and metascore determinations are described below in reference to Figures 10C,
11C, 12C, and 13C.

IX. Example Implementation Mechanisms/Systems

[0266] Figure 8 illustrates components of an illustrative server computing system 110, according to an embodiment.
The server computing system 110 may comprise one or more computing devices that may perform a variety of tasks to
implement the various operations of the data analysis system. As shown, the server computing system 110 may include,
one or more central processing unit (CPU) 860, a network interface 850, a memory 820, and a storage 830, each
connected to an interconnect (bus) 840. The server computing system 110 may also include an I/O device interface 870
connecting I/O devices 875 (for example, keyboard, display, mouse, and/or other input/output devices) to the computing
system 110. Further, in context of this disclosure, the computing elements shown in server computing system 110 may
correspond to a physical computing system (for example, a system in a data center, a computer server, a desktop
computer, a laptop computer, and/or the like) and/or may be a virtual computing instance executing within a hosted
computing environment.
[0267] The CPU 860 may retrieve and execute programming instructions stored in memory 820, as well as store and
retrieve application data residing in memory 820. The bus 840 may be used to transmit programming instructions and
application data between the CPU 860, I/O device interface 870, storage 830, network interface 850, and memory 820.
Note that the CPU 860 is included to be representative of, for example, a single CPU, multiple CPUs, a single CPU
having multiple processing cores, a CPU with an associate memory management unit, and the like.
[0268] The memory 820 is included to be representative of, for example, a random access memory (RAM), cache
and/or other dynamic storage devices for storing information and instructions to be executed by CPU 860. Memory 820
also may be used for storing temporary variables or other intermediate information during execution of instructions to
be executed by CPU 860. Such instructions, when stored in storage media accessible to CPU 860, render server
computing system 110 into a special-purpose machine that is customized to perform the operations specified in the
instructions.
[0269] The storage 830 may be a disk drive storage device, a read only memory (ROM), or other static, non-transitory,
and/or computer-readable storage device or medium coupled to bus 840 for storing static information and instructions
for CPU 860. Although shown as a single unit, the storage 830 may be a combination of fixed and/or removable storage
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devices, such as fixed disc drives, removable memory cards, and/or optical storage, network attached storage (NAS),
and/or a storage area-network (SAN).
[0270] Programming instructions, such as the cluster engine 120, the workflow engine 125, and/or the user interface
engine 126, may be stored in the memory 820 and/or storage 830 in various software modules, The modules may be
stored in a mass storage device (such as storage 830) as executable software codes that are executed by the server
computing system 110. These and other modules may include, by way of example, components, such as software
components, object-oriented software components, class components and task components, processes, functions,
attributes, procedures, subroutines, segments of program code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases,
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables.
[0271] Illustratively, according to an embodiment, the memory 820 stores a seed list 210, a cluster engine 120, a
cluster list 250, a workflow engine 125, and a user interface engine 126 (as described with reference to the various
figures above). The cluster engine 120 may include a cluster strategy 232-2. The particular cluster strategy 232-2 may
include data bindings 237-1, 237-2, and 237-3, with which the cluster engine 120 may access the cluster data source
160. The workflow engine 125 may include a scoring strategy 442-1.
[0272] Illustratively, according to an embodiment, the storage 830 includes a cluster strategy store 230, data bindings
store 835, a scoring strategy store 440, and one or more cluster analysis rules or criteria 880. As described above, the
cluster strategy store 230 may include a collection of different cluster strategies 232, such as cluster strategy 232-2. For
example, the cluster strategy store 230 may be a directory that includes the cluster strategies 232-1, 232-2... 232-N as
distinct modules. The scoring strategy store 440 may include a collection of different scoring strategies 442, such as
scoring strategy 442-2, and may also be a directory of distinct modules. The data binding store 835 may include data
bindings 237-1, 237-2 ... 237-M, which may also be stored as distinct modules within a directory.
[0273] Although shown in memory 820, the seed list 210, cluster engine 120, cluster list 250, workflow engine 125,
and the user interface engine 126, may be stored in memory 820, storage 830, and/or split between memory 820 and
storage 830. Likewise, copies of the cluster strategy 232-2, data binding 237-1, 237-2, and 237-3, and scoring strategy
442-2 may be stored in memory 820, storage 830, and/or split between memory 820 and storage 830.
[0274] The network 150 may be any wired network, wireless network, or combination thereof. In addition, the network
150 may be a personal area network, local area network, wide area network, cable network, satellite network, cellular
telephone network, or combination thereof. Protocols and components for communicating via the Internet or any of the
other aforementioned types of communication networks are well known to those skilled in the art of computer commu-
nications and thus, need not be described in more detail herein.
[0275] As described above in reference to Figure 1, the server computing system 110 may be in communication with
one or more data sources 160. Communication between the server computing system 110 and the data sources 160
may be via the network 150 and/or direct. In an embodiment, an optional data aggregator/formatter device and/or system
may aggregate various data from multiple data sources and/or may format the data such that it may be received by the
server computing system 110 in a standardized and/or readable format. For example, when multiple data sources contain
and/or provide data in various formats, the data aggregator/formatter may convert all the data into a similar format.
Accordingly, in an embodiment the system may receive and/or access data from, or via, a device or system such as the
data aggregator/formatter.
[0276] As described above, in various embodiments the system may be accessible by an analyst (and/or other operator
or user) through a web-based viewer, such as a web browser. In this embodiment, the user interface may be generated
by the server computing system 110 and transmitted to the web browser of the analyst. Alternatively, data necessary
for generating the user interface may be provided by the server computing system 110 to the browser, where the user
interface may be generated. The analyst/user may then interact with the user interface through the web-browser. In an
embodiment, the user interface of the data analysis system may be accessible through a dedicated software application.
In an embodiment, the client computing device 130 may be a mobile computing device, and the user interface of the
data analysis system may be accessible through such a mobile computing device (for example, a smartphone and/or
tablet). In this embodiment, the server computing system 110 may generate and transmit a user interface to the mobile
computing device. Alternatively, the mobile computing device may include modules for generating the user interface,
and the server computing system 110 may provide user interaction data to the mobile computing device. In an embod-
iment, the server computing system 110 comprises a mobile computing device. Additionally, in various embodiments
any of the components and/or functionality described above with reference to the server computing system 110 (including,
for example, memory, storage, CPU, network interface, I/O device interface, and the like), and/or similar or corresponding
components and/or functionality, may be included in the client computing device 130.
[0277] According to various embodiments, the data analysis system and other methods and techniques described
herein are implemented by one or more special-purpose computing devices. The special-purpose computing devices
may be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include digital electronic devices such as one or more application-
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to
perform the techniques, or may include one or more general purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the
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techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-purpose
computing devices may also combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish
the techniques. The special-purpose computing devices may be desktop computer systems, server computer systems,
portable computer systems, handheld devices, networking devices or any other device or combination of devices that
incorporate hard-wired and/or program logic to implement the techniques.
[0278] Computing devices of the data analysis system may generally be controlled and/or coordinated by operating
system software, such as iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows
Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or other compatible operating systems.
In other embodiments, the computing devices may be controlled by a proprietary operating system. Conventional oper-
ating systems control and schedule computer processes for execution, perform memory management, provide file
system, networking, I/O services, and provide a user interface functionality, such as a graphical user interface ("GUI"),
among other things.
[0279] In general, the word "module," as used herein, refers to a collection of software instructions, possibly having
entry and exit points, written in a programming language, such as, for example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A software module
may be compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in a dynamic link library, or may be written in an
interpreted programming language such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated that software
modules may be callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or may be invoked in response to detected events
or interrupts. Software modules configured for execution on computing devices may be provided on a computer readable
medium, such as a compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any other tangible medium, or as a
digital download (and may be originally stored in a compressed or installable format that requires installation, decom-
pression or decryption prior to execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or fully, on a memory device of
the executing computing device, for execution by the computing device. Software instructions may be embedded in
firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be further appreciated that hardware devices (such as processors and CPUs) may
be comprised of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be comprised of programmable units,
such as programmable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing device functionality described herein are
preferably implemented as software modules, but may be represented in hardware devices. Generally, the modules
described herein refer to software modules that may be combined with other modules or divided into sub-modules despite
their physical organization or storage.
[0280] Server computing system 110 may implement various of the techniques and methods described herein using
customized hard-wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic which, in combination with
various software modules, causes the server computing system 110 to be a special-purpose machine. According to one
embodiment, the techniques herein are performed by server computing system 110 in response to CPU 860 executing
one or more sequences of one or more modules and/or instructions contained in memory 820. Such instructions may
be read into memory 820 from another storage medium, such as storage 830. Execution of the sequences of instructions
contained in memory 820 may cause CPU 840 to perform the processes and methods described herein. In alternative
embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination with software instructions.
[0281] The term "non-transitory media," and similar terms, as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-volatile
media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage 830.
Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as memory 820. Common forms of non-transitory media include, for
example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a
PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions of the
same.
[0282] Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission
media participates in transferring information between non-transitory media. For example, transmission media includes
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that comprise bus 840. Transmission media may also
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications.
[0283] Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more instructions to CPU
860 for execution. For example, the instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote
computer. The remote computer may load the instructions and/or modules into its dynamic memory and send the
instructions over a telephone or cable line using a modem. A modem local to server computing system 820 may receive
the data on the telephone/cable line and use a converter device including the appropriate circuitry to place the data on
bus 840. Bus 840carries the data to memory 820, from which CPU 860 retrieves and executes the instructions. The
instructions received by memory 820 may optionally be stored on storage 830 either before or after execution by CPU 860.
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X. Additional Example Applications

[0284] While financial fraud using credit card accounts is used as a primary reference example in the discussion above,
the techniques described herein may be adapted for use with a variety of data sets and in various applications. Such
applications may include, for example, financial fraud detection, tax fraud detection, beaconing malware detection,
malware user-agent detection, other types of malware detection, activity trend detection, health insurance fraud detection,
financial account fraud detection, detection of activity by networks of individuals, criminal activity detection, network
intrusion detection, detection of phishing efforts, money laundering detection, and/or financial malfeasance detection.
For example, information from data logs of online systems may be evaluated as seeds to improve cyber security. In
such a case, a seed may be a suspicious IP address, a compromised user account, and the like. From the seeds, log
data, DHCP logs, IP blacklists, packet captures, webapp logs, and other server and database logs may be used to create
clusters of activity related to the suspicions seeds. Other examples include data quality analysis used to cluster trans-
actions processed through a computer system (whether financial or otherwise). A number of examples of such applications
are described in detail below in reference the various figures.

XI. Example Generalized Method of the Data Analysis System

[0285] Figure 9 is a flowchart of an example generalized method of the data analysis system, according to an embod-
iment of the present disclosure. In various embodiments, fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in the process
of Figure 9, or various blocks may be performed in an order different from that shown in the figure. Further, one or more
blocks in the figure may be performed by various components of the data analysis system, for example, server computing
system 110 (described above in reference to Figure 8).
[0286] As described above, and as shown in the embodiment of Figure 9, the data analysis system may generate a
seed or multiple seeds (block 910), may generate clusters based on those seed(s) (block 920), may generate a score
or multiple scores for each generated cluster (block 930), may generate a metascore for each generated cluster (block
940), and may optionally rank the generated clusters based on the generated metascores (block 950). In various em-
bodiments, the data analysis system may or may not generate multiple scores for each cluster, may or may not generate
metascores for each cluster, and/or may or may not rank the clusters. In an embodiment, the system may rank clusters
based on one or more scores that are not metascores.
[0287] Further, as described above, the seeds may include one or multiple data items, and may be generated based
on seed generation strategies and/or rules. Similarly, the clusters may include one or multiple data items related to a
seed, including the seed, and may be generated based on cluster generation strategies and/or rules (including data
bindings and/or searching and filtering are performed through, for example, a generic interface to various data sources).
Scores and metascores may be determined based on attributes, characteristics, and/or properties associated with data
items that make up a given cluster.
[0288] Example applications of the data analysis system, including methods and systems for identifying data items,
generating data clusters, and analyzing/scoring clusters, are disclosed in the various related applications listed above
and previously incorporated by reference herein.

XII. Cluster Analysis and Example Analysis User Interfaces

[0289] Figures 10A-10C and 11-22, described below, illustrate methods and user interfaces of the data analysis
system, according to various embodiments, in which data clusters are automatically generated, analyzed, and presented
to an analyst such that the analyst may quickly and efficiently evaluate the clusters. In particular, as described below
the data analysis system may apply one or more analysis criteria or rules to the data clusters so as to generate human-
readable "conclusions" (as described above, also referred to herein as "summaries"). The conclusions may be displayed
in an analysis user interface through which the analyst may evaluate the clusters and/or access more detailed data
related to the cluster. In an embodiment, a cluster type may be associated with each cluster, and may be determined
according to the cluster strategy that generated the cluster. Further, the system may generate "alert scores" for the
clusters which may be used to prioritize clusters displayed to the analyst.
[0290] The various methods and user interfaces described below in reference to Figures 10A-10C and 11-22 may be
implemented by various aspects of the data analysis system (for example, the server computing system 110 and/or
another suitable computing system) as described above. For example, clustering may be accomplished according to
seed generation and clustering strategies and rules as implemented by, for example, the cluster/rules engine 120; cluster
analysis may be accomplished according to analysis rules/criteria 880 as implemented by, for example, the cluster/rules
engine 120; cluster scoring (for example, generation of alert scores) may be accomplished according to scoring strategies
as implemented by, for example, the cluster/rules engine 120; and user interface may be generated and/or presented
to the analyst by, for example, the user interface engine 126; among other aspects.
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[0291] Additionally, in the methods described in reference to the flowcharts of Figures 10A-10B and 21 below, in
various embodiments, fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in the example methods depicted, or various
blocks may be performed in an order different from that shown in the figures. Further, in various embodiments, one or
more blocks in the figures may be performed by various components of the data analysis system, for example, server
computing system 110 (described above in reference to Figure 8) and/or another suitable computing system.

XIII. Example Method of Cluster Analysis

[0292] Figure 10A is a flowchart for an example method of data cluster analysis, according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure. In Figure 10A, blocks 910 and 920 of the flowchart proceed generally as described in reference to
the flowchart of Figure 9. For example, at block 910 seeds are generated according to one or more seed generation
strategies. Examples of seed generation strategies are described in the various related applications listed above and
previously incorporated by reference herein. Examples include identifying tax returns that are potentially fraudulent,
identifying communications that are potentially associated with beaconing malware, and/or identifying emails potentially
associated with phishing campaigns, among others. Further, at block 920 clusters are generated based on the one or
more generated seeds and according to the one or more cluster generation strategies. Examples of cluster generation
strategies (as mentioned above, also referred to herein as "cluster strategies," "clustering strategies," and/or "cluster
generation rules") are described in the various related applications listed above and previously incorporated by reference
herein. Examples include strategies for financial fraud detection, tax fraud detection, beaconing malware detection,
malware user-agent detection, other types of malware detection, activity trend detection, health insurance fraud detection,
financial account fraud detection, detection of activity by networks of individuals, criminal activity detection, network
intrusion detection, detection of phishing efforts, money laundering detection, and/or financial malfeasance detection,
among others.
[0293] A cluster of data items generated according to a given clustering strategy (and its associated seed generation
strategy or strategies) may be understood as having a "cluster type" (also referred to as a "data cluster type") corre-
sponding to that clustering strategy. For example, a particular clustering strategy may be referred to as "Tax Fraud,"
because the clustering strategy relates to identifying clusters of data items related to potential tax fraud. A cluster of
data items generated according to that clustering strategy may therefore have a "cluster type" of "Tax Fraud." In another
example, a cluster generated by an "Internal Phishing" clustering strategy (and its associated seed generation strategy
or strategies) has a cluster type of "Internal Phishing."
[0294] At block 1002 of, the system generates "alerts" for each of the clusters. An "alert" includes various types of
information related to the cluster that may be useful to an analyst in evaluating the importance or criticality of the cluster
in the context of a particular investigation. Generating an alert may include applying various cluster analysis rules or
criteria to analyze the cluster and so as to generate human-readable cluster conclusions, as mentioned above. Generating
an alert may further include generating an alert score for the cluster. Details regarding generation of alerts are described
below in reference to Figure 10B.
[0295] At block 1004 of Figure 10A, a cluster analysis user interface is provided to the user (for example, an analyst).
Figures 11-20 and 22, described below, include examples of cluster analysis user interfaces of the data analysis system.
As described below, a user interface may include a listing of alerts, each alert corresponding to a particular generated
and analyzed cluster. The alerts may be organized and grouped according to cluster types. Further, the analyst may
view a user interface including detailed information related to each alert, including the human-readable conclusions, the
alert scores, and various detailed data related to the clusters. For example, in a given alert the analyst may be provided
with a name of the cluster, a cluster strategy by which the cluster was generated (also referred to as the cluster type),
a list of generated conclusions, and/or one or more lists and/or tables of data related to the cluster. The one or more
lists and/or tables of data related to the cluster may be drawn from the data items of the cluster, and may be filtered by
the analyst according to time and/or type of data.
[0296] At block 1006, the system regenerates previously generated clusters. In various implementations the data items
from which seeds are selected/generated and from which clusters are generated may change after a cluster is generated.
In the example of tax fraud detection, additional tax return data items may be received, or additional phone number data
items may be received that relate to a person in a previously generated cluster. Such information may have been included
in a cluster if it had been available at the time the cluster was created. Accordingly, the system may regenerate clusters
so as to include the data items and/or other information that has become available since the last time the cluster was
generated. After, or in response to, a cluster being regenerated, the system reanalyzes the cluster and may, in an
embodiment, generate an alert for the regenerated and reanalyzed cluster (as indicated by the arrow back to block
1002). In another embodiment, as described below in reference Figure 21, when a given cluster is regenerated, a
previously generated alert for that cluster may be updated or, alternatively, a new alert may be generated including a
link to the previously generated alert.
[0297] In an embodiment, as shown at block 1006a, clusters may be regenerated on a schedule. For example, the
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system may be configured to regenerate clusters after a particular number of seconds, minutes, hours, or days, or at
particular times every hour or day. In another embodiment, as shown at block 1006b, clusters may be regenerated as
needed, such as in response to the system detecting one or more changes in data items and automatically executing
a cluster regeneration process. For example, the system may be configured to automatically regenerate clusters when
it detects that new data items (and/or other information) are received by the system, new data items (and/or other
information) related to a cluster (and/or potentially related to a cluster) are received by the system, new data items
(and/or other information) connected to a cluster or a data item in a cluster is received by the system, an analyst logs
into the system, and/or an analyst views a cluster. In another embodiment, as shown at block 1006c, clusters may be
regenerated on demand. For example, clusters may be regenerated when requested by an analyst (via, for example, a
user interface of the system).
[0298] In any of the embodiments of blocks 1006a, 1006b, and 1006c, all clusters may be regenerated or portions of
clusters may be regenerated, in any combination. For example, clusters associated with a particular clustering strategy
may be generated on a particular schedule, while clusters associated with a different clustering strategy may be generated
on a different schedule (and/or as needed and/or on demand). In another example, individual clusters may be regenerated,
or other relationships among clusters may be used to determine which clusters are to be regenerated at a given time.
[0299] At optional block 1008, clusters are merged as described above. For example, if a regenerated cluster includes
a data item also included in a different cluster, the regenerated cluster and the different cluster may optionally be merged.
In the embodiment of Figure 10A, only clusters generated according to the same clustering strategy (for example, having
the same cluster type) may be merged. In this embodiment, alerts generated for clusters having different cluster types
may be linked even if the clusters are not merged, as described below in reference to Figures 21 and 22. In alternative
embodiments, clusters generated according to different clustering strategies (for example, having different cluster types)
may be merged.

XIV. Example Method of Alert Generation

[0300] Figure 10B is a flowchart of an example method of alert generation for a particular data cluster, according to
an embodiment of the present disclosure. At block 1022, the system accesses data, including data items and related
metadata and other information, of the data cluster. As described below, this accessed cluster data is analyzed to
generate the human-readable conclusions, the alert scores, and may be included and organized in the user interface
of the alert. At block 1024, the system determines the cluster type of the data cluster. As mentioned above, a data cluster
generated according to a given clustering strategy (and its associated seed generation strategy or strategies) may be
understood as having a "cluster type" (also referred to as a "data cluster type") corresponding to that clustering strategy.
[0301] At block 1026, having determined the cluster type of the data cluster, the system accesses one or more cluster
analysis rules or criteria associated with that cluster type. As various data clusters may be generated according to
different clustering strategies, and each of the clustering strategies may be associated with differing types of investiga-
tions, the analysis rules or criteria used to analyze the clusters vary according to the cluster types and their respective
associated types of investigations.
[0302] At block 1028, the system analyzes the data cluster based on the accessed analysis rules/criteria. The cluster
data is then evaluated by the system (for example, by the cluster/rules engine 120) according to the analysis rules/criteria.
Many examples of cluster analysis according to various clustering strategies are described in the various related appli-
cations listed above and previously incorporated by reference herein. In the various examples, analysis of clusters may
be described in the context of cluster scoring (for example, generating of clusters scores and/or metascores). For
example, in U.S. Patent Application No. 14/139,628, cluster data is scored and/or analyzed in various contexts including,
among others:

Tax Fraud Detection, in which clusters are analyzed to determine a number of known fraudulent returns in a cluster,
a number of first-time filers in the cluster, and/or a mismatch between reported incomes in the cluster, among others.
Beaconing Malware Detection, in which clusters are analyzed to determine a number of known bad domains in a
cluster, an average request size in the cluster, and/or a number of requests blocked by a proxy in the cluster, among
others.

[0303] Additional examples are described below in reference to Figures 24A-24C, 25A-25B, 26A-26C, and 27A-27C,
in which cluster data is scored and/or analyzed in various contexts including:

Internal and External Phishing, in which clusters are analyzed to determine a most common email subject of emails
in the cluster, numbers of emails in the cluster sent within particular time periods, and/or number of recipients of
emails in the cluster, among others.
Internal and External Threat Intel, in which clusters are analyzed to determine a number of URLs in the cluster
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referenced by an analyzed malware data item, a percentage of traffic in the cluster categorized as likely malicious,
and/or a highest organizationally hierarchical position of a person in the cluster associated with a malicious con-
nection, among others.
IDS (Intrusion Detection System), in which clusters are analyzed to determine a time spanned by alert notices in
the cluster and/or a number of alert notices associated with particular IP addresses, among others.

XV. "Conclusions"

[0304] At block 1030 of Figure 10B, the system generates one or more conclusions for the analyzed data cluster based
on the cluster analysis. As described above, the generated conclusions (also referred to herein as summaries) comprise
compact, human-readable phrases or sentences that provide highly relevant, and easily evaluated (by a human analyst),
information regarding the data in the cluster (for example, data items and metadata). The conclusions may be useful to
an analyst in evaluating the importance or criticality of the cluster in the context of a particular investigation. As with the
analysis rules/criteria described above, each cluster type may be related to a set of conclusions appropriate to the type
of investigation associated with the cluster type. Figure 10C illustrates various example templates for conclusions (also
referred to herein as "conclusion templates") associated with various types of data clusters, according to an embodiment.
For example, five cluster types (which are each associated with various seed generation, clustering, and scoring strat-
egies) are included in the example embodiment of Figure 10C: Internal Phishing, External Phishing, Internal Threat Intel,
External Threat Intel, and IDS (short for Intrusion Detection System). Each of the example cluster types is associated
with one or more conclusion templates, as shown in the right column of the table of Figure 10C. The conclusion templates
include fields (indicated by the symbols < and >) into which cluster information, obtained as a result of the cluster analysis,
is inserted when the conclusion is generated.
[0305] For example, in reference to the embodiment of Figure 10C, for the cluster type "External Phishing," a conclusion
template is "This campaign consists of <m> emails submitted to external Abuse," where <m> indicates a field to be filled
in by the system based on the cluster analysis, and "external Abuse" may refer to an email address or box. In generating
this conclusion, the system accesses the relevant set of conclusions (for example, conclusions associated with the type
of the cluster analyzed) and inserts relevant cluster analysis data into each of the conclusions (for example, "This
campaign consists of 25 emails submitted to external Abuse"). In another example, for the cluster type "External Threat
Intel," a conclusion template is "<k> % of proxy traffic was blocked, and <1>% was marked as malicious by Proxy,"
where <k> and <1> indicate fields to be filled in by the system based on the cluster analysis. In generating this conclusion,
the system accesses the relevant set of conclusions (for example, conclusions associated with the type of the cluster
analyzed) and inserts relevant cluster analysis data into each of the conclusion templates (for example, "10% of proxy
traffic was blocked, and 7% was marked as malicious by Proxy").
[0306] In an embodiment, conclusion templates, such as those listed in the table of Figure 10C, may be manually
generated by humans based on a determination of information likely to be helpful to an analyst in evaluating alerts/clusters.
The manually generated conclusion templates associated with respective cluster types may then be automatically ac-
cessed by the system (e.g., after automatically determining which conclusion templates are applicable), relevant data
may be inserted into any indicated fields, and conclusions may then be automatically generated based on the selected
conclusion template(s) and presented on a user interface (as described below). In another embodiment, the system
may automatically use heuristics to generate conclusion templates that may then be presented by the system. In this
example, the system may determine, over time, information most useful to analysts, and thereby generate conclusion
templates and conclusions based on that useful information.
[0307] In an embodiment, a predefined group of conclusions may be associated with each cluster type. In this em-
bodiment, all conclusions in the relevant group may be generated and presented in the user interface for each respective
alert. In another embodiment, various conclusions may be associated with each cluster type, and the system may
determine particular conclusions, based on the cluster analysis, to generate and present in the user interface. In this
embodiment, the system may select particular conclusions based on a likelihood that the particular conclusions will be
helpful to the analyst in evaluating the cluster. For example, when a cluster does not have any data items (and/or other
information) of a particular type that are enumerated (and/or otherwise evaluated) in a particular conclusion, that particular
conclusion may not be displayed to the analyst. Alternatively, the system may indicate to the analyst that the particular
conclusion is not applicable to the cluster.
[0308] In an embodiment, conclusions may be unique to each cluster type. In another embodiment, conclusions may
be applicable to multiple cluster types.
[0309] In an embodiment, a conclusion may not express an opinion, but may only provide factual information. For
example, "Less than 1 MB of data was exchanged with the following URL: http://example.com." In another embodiment,
a conclusion may express an opinion if a judgment threshold is provided (for example, some factual basis for the opinion),
but not otherwise. For example, an appropriate conclusion may be "Only a small amount of data, 0.7MB, was exchanged
with the following URL: http://example.com," while an inappropriate conclusion may be "Only a small amount of data
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was exchanged with the following URL: http://example.com." In various embodiments, conclusions generated by the
system provide factual and/or opinion information to the analyst in the context of a particular investigation and/or clus-
ter/alert type.
[0310] In an embodiment, each conclusion is limited to a particular number of words, for example, 10, 15, or some
other number. In an embodiment, each user interface associated with an alert (as described below) displays between
one and some other number of conclusions, for example, 2, 3, 4, 5, among others.

XVI. "Alert Score"

[0311] Turning again to the embodiment shown in Figure 10B, at block 1032, the system generates an alert score for
the analyzed data cluster based on the cluster analysis. As described above, the alert score may be the same as, similar
to, and/or based on any of the scores, metascores, and/or conclusions described herein. An alert score may provide an
initial indication to an analyst of a likelihood that a cluster/alert is important or critical in the context of a particular
investigation (for example, a degree of correlation between characteristics of the cluster/alert and the analysis rules/cri-
teria). As described below, the alert score is represented in the analysis user interface by an indicator, icon, color, and/or
the like. An analyst may sort alerts/clusters based on the alert scores so as to enable an efficient investigation of more
important alerts/clusters first.
[0312] In an embodiment, the alert score may be a metascore, and may be one of multiple values. For example, the
alert score may be one of three values corresponding to, for example, a high alert, a medium alert, or a low alert. In
other embodiments, the alert score may be partitioned into more or fewer values. Examples of various scores and
metascores associated with various cluster strategies are described in the various related applications listed above and
previously incorporated by reference herein. For example, in U.S. Patent Application No. 14/139,628, example cluster
metascores are described in the contexts of tax fraud detection, beaconing malware detection, malware user-agent
detection, and activity trend detection.
[0313] As mentioned above, in an embodiment, the alert score may be binned into one of three bins corresponding
to a high alert, a medium alert, or a low alert. Each alert level may be associated with an indicator, icon, color, and/or
the like. For example, a high alert may be associated with red (and/or another color), a medium alert may be associated
with orange (and/or another color), and a low alert may be associated grey (and/or another color).
[0314] In an embodiment, the cluster alert score is determined based on and conveys both a determined impor-
tance/criticality (for example, a metascore comprising scores showing a high number of data items may indicate likely
fraud) and a confidence level in the determined importance/criticality. For example:

A high alert may be indicated when:

an importance metascore is above a particular threshold (for example, greater than 60%, or some other percent
or number), AND a confidence level is above a particular threshold (for example, greater than 70%, or some
other percent or number).

A medium alert may be indicated when:

an importance metascore is below a particular threshold (for example, less than 60%, or some other percent
or number), AND a confidence level is above a particular threshold (for example, greater than 70%, or some
other percent or number), OR
an importance metascore is above a particular threshold (for example, greater than 60%, or some other percent
or number), AND a confidence level is below a particular threshold (for example, less than 30%, or some other
percent or number).

A low alert may be indicated when:

either an importance metascore is below a particular threshold (for example, less than 60%, or some other
percent or number), OR a confidence level is below a particular threshold (for example, less than 30%, or some
other percent or number).

[0315] In other embodiments, other criteria may be used to determine alert levels to provide to the end user, possibly
based on additional or fewer parameters than discussed above. In some examples, alerts are associated with ranges
of importance metascores and/or confidence levels, rather than only a minimum or maximum level of particular scores
as in the examples above.
[0316] In an embodiment, a confidence level may be determined based on a false positive rate. The false positive rate
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may be based on, for example, historical information indicating how frequently other clusters having similar fraud indicators
(for example, indicators used in the determination of the importance metascore) have been determined, after human
analysis, to be critical or not consistent with the importance metascore. The false positive rate may also (or alternatively)
be based on, for example, information provided from third-parties, such as blacklists that include a likelihood that any
item on the blacklist is a false positive.
[0317] As mentioned above, in an embodiment the alert score may be based on one or more cluster scores and/or
the analysis rules/criteria. In this embodiment, a high alert score may indicate a high degree of correlation between
characteristics (for example, data and metadata) of the cluster and the analysis rules/criteria (that may, for example,
indicate a likelihood of fraud, among other indications). Similarly, a low alert score may indicate a high degree of correlation
between characteristics of the cluster and the analysis rules/criteria.

XVII. Example Analysis User Interfaces

[0318] Figures 11-20 illustrate example data cluster analysis user interfaces of the data analysis system, according
to embodiments of the present disclosure. In various embodiments, aspects of the user interfaces may be rearranged
from what is shown and described below, and/or particular aspects may or may not be included. However, the embod-
iments described below in reference to Figures 11-20 provides example analysis user interfaces of the system.
[0319] Figure 11 illustrates a user interface 1102 of the system in which various indicators of alerts associated with
various types of clusters are displayed, according to an embodiment. The user interface 1102 includes a panel 1104
including a listing of various cluster types 1106 (which are each associated with respective clustering strategies). Selection
of one of the cluster types 1106 results in a display of indications of associated alerts in the panel 1112. In Figure 11,
selection of "All" 1108 causes display of a combined list of indicators associated with all types of clusters in the panel
1112. Indicator 1110 shows a number of alerts among all the cluster types. In the panel 1112, at 1114 it is indicated that
the present view is the "Inbox." The Inbox includes indications of alerts that have not yet been "Archived" by the analyst
(as described below). Alternatively, the Inbox may show indications of alerts that have not yet been viewed by the analyst.
[0320] At 1116 an indication of an alert is shown. As discussed above, each listed alert corresponds to a particular
data item cluster that has been generated, analyzed, and scored. Various details related to the alert are displayed
including an alert title (for example, "!! Activity summary for Acct#1074911"), an indication of a time 1118 when the event
associated with the alert occurred (for example, "1 hour ago"), and an indication of the cluster type 1120 (for example,
"SYNTHETICS"). The alert title may be a single, human-readable summary phrase or sentence, and may be generated
similar to the generation of conclusions described above, and/or may be (or include) one of the conclusions described
above. In the example shown, the alert 1116 is related to identification of fraudulent bank accounts, and the alert title
indicates the number of the primary bank account associated with the cluster. Additionally, the "!!" symbol shown at the
beginning of the alert title provides an indication of the alert score of the alert. In the example shown, a "!!" indicated a
medium risk level, a "!!!" indicates a high risk level, and no symbol indicates a low risk level. In other embodiments the
alert level of an alert may be indicated by an icon and/or coloring of the alert indicator, among other indications. The
analyst may select any of the listed alert indicators to view additional detail related to the selected alert. In an embodiment,
the list of alert indicators may automatically be sorted according to one or more criteria, for example, the alert score. In
an embodiment, the analysis may choose to sort the list of alert indicators as desired. In an embodiment, the time 1118
may be a time when the alert was generated, rather than the time the event associated with the alert occurred. In another
embodiment, the time 1118 may include both the time the alert was generated and the time the event associated with
the alert occurred.
[0321] Figure 12 illustrates a user interface 1202 of the system in which a particular selected alert is displayed,
according to an embodiment. The upper portion 1203 of the user interface may be colored to correspond to the alert
score, as described above. At 1204 the alert title is displayed. A unique icon 1205 associated with the cluster types may
be displayed. At 1206, an indication of the cluster type is given, as well as a unique identifier of the alert (for example,
"#116," which may be useful for further investigation, note taking, and/or sharing by the analyst). At 1208 various
conclusions (generated as described above) associated with the cluster are displayed. For example, in the cluster
represented by the alert shown, the conclusions indicate that there have been no money transfers to other accounts,
there are 13 transactions, the largest transaction is $9,897.61, and 2 online accounts have been accessed by 29 com-
puters. Such information may be helpful to an analyst in evaluating whether or not the alert includes accounts associated
with fraudulent identities (also referred to as synthetic identities).
[0322] Selectable buttons 1210 and 1212 (and/or other user interface elements) are displayed by which the analyst
may access detailed cluster data. For example, the analyst may select "Latest Online Account Logins" button 1210 to
view a listing of most recent account login data panel 1214. Similarly, the analyst may select "Latest Transactions" 1212
to view a listing of transaction data in the panel 1214. Additional buttons or controls may be included in the display such
that the analyst may view other data related to the cluster. As shown, the data displayed in the panel 1214 may be
organized in a table including columns and rows. Data displayed may be drawn from various data items and/or other
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information included in the cluster. The particular buttons (such as buttons 1210 and 1212) displayed in the alert may
be defined by the clustering strategy and/or another set of rules related to the cluster type. Figure 13 shows the same
alert as shown in Figure 12, however the latest transactions button 1212 has been selected by the analyst, such that
the information in panel 1214 is updated to show a listing of most recent transactions. In an embodiment, information
shown in the panel 1214 may be automatically sorted chronologically from most recent event. Further the analyst may
select the button 1302 to view further additional cluster data.
[0323] In other embodiments, the user interface may include links (for example, via buttons or other user interface
elements) to relevant cluster information internal to an organization using the data analysis system, external to the
organization, and/or other types information.
[0324] Figure 14 illustrates a user interface 1402 of the system that is displayed when the show logs button 1302 (of
Figure 13) is selected, according to an embodiment. The user interface includes various cluster data and information
1404 organized in a table, a dropdown list of data types or sources 1406, a time filter 1408, and the button 1302 that
may be selected to go back to the alert display of Figures 12 or 13. The cluster data and information 1404 may be drawn
from various data items and/or other information included in the cluster. The table shown is a stacked table, meaning
that multiple differing types of data are displayed in the table, and the types of data displayed in a given column or row
of the table may change within the given column or row. For example, as the dropdown 1406 indicates that all data types
are displayed, the top portion of the table, as indicated by the left-most column, includes Address data items, the next
portion of the table (below the top portion) includes Transaction data items, the next portion of the table includes Account
data items, the next portion of the table includes Online Account data items, and the bottom portion of the table includes
Customer data items. The analyst or other user may scroll down the table to view additional table entries, and/or may
scroll horizontally to view additional columns of the table. In various embodiments the table may or may not be sorted
by default in a chronological order, and the columns may or may not be arranged such that the first column for each
data type is a timestamp. In an embodiment, information displayed in the table is raw data drawn from entries associated
with data items of the cluster.
[0325] Figure 15 illustrates the same user interface as shown in Figure 14, but shows various changes made by the
analyst, according to an embodiment. For example, the analyst has selected the dropdown box 1406 to view the various
types of data that may be selected. Further, the analyst has moved a starting-time indicator 1502 on the time filter 1408.
Moving the starting-time indicator 1502 causes the data displayed in the table to be filtered to include only data that was
produced and/or relates to items or events that occurred within a time span indicated by the starting-time indicator 1502
and an ending-time indicator 1504.
[0326] Figure 16 illustrates the same user interface as shown in Figure 14, but shows various changes made by the
analyst. For example, the analyst has selected to view only Transaction data items via the dropdown box 1406. Further,
the analyst has adjusted the time filter 1408 to filter that data items for a different particular time span. Accordingly, the
table 1602 only displayed Transaction information related to the specified time span.
[0327] Figure 17 illustrates the same user interface as shown in Figure 14, but shows that the analyst may further
filter the data displayed in the table by values in any of the columns. For example, a Type dropdown menu 1702 may
be used by the analyst to specify particular types of transactions that are to be displayed in the table, such that other
types of transactions are not displayed. The analyst may specify multiple types by selection and/or text input, and may
selectively remove types that are selected.
[0328] Figure 18 illustrates a user interface 1802 similar to the user interface of Figure 11, according to an embodiment.
In the user interface of Figure 18, at 1804 the user has selected to view only indications of alerts of the type "Synthetics."
Additionally, Figure 18 illustrates that the analyst may select multiple indications of alerts, as shown at 1806, such that
multiple alerts may be "archived" simultaneously by selection of the archive button 1808. Archiving alerts causes the
alerts to be removed from the "Inbox" display. As shown in user interface 1902 of Figure 19, the analyst may select to
view "archived" alerts via the dropdown box 1904. Archived alerts are displayed in a list similar to the list of alerts provided
in the Inbox. In an embodiment, archiving of alerts enables an analyst to indicate that they have reviewed a particular
alert. The analyst may move the alert from the archive back to the inbox. Further, in other embodiments, alerts may be
moved to additional categories (default and/or user defined), for example, a "Starred" category may be available. Archived
alerts may automatically be moved back into the inbox when new data items are added to a cluster associated with an
archived alert, such as when the cluster is regenerated, for example.
[0329] Figure 20 illustrates a user interface 2002, similar to the user interface of Figure 11, in which the left panel 1104
has been collapsed (as indicated by 2004) to provide a more streamlined display for the analyst, according to an
embodiment.
[0330] In an embodiment, the alert user interface, for example the user interface of Figure 12, may include user
interface elements (such as buttons) selectable by the analyst to cause the system to archive an alert, categorize an
alert, change an alert level, and/or share an alert with other analysts. In an embodiment, the alert user interface may
include a button to add the cluster data items of a graph, as described in various related applications listed above and
previously incorporated by reference herein. Further, the system may enable an analyst viewing a graph of data items
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to go to alerts representing clusters in which that data item is included.
[0331] In an embodiment, the analysis user interface, for example the user interface of Figure 11, may include further
details related to each of the indicated alerts. For example, the user interface of Figure 11 may include conclusions
associated with each of the listed alert indications. Providing data to the analyst in this way may enable the analyst to
efficiently evaluate clusters without necessarily viewing the alert user interface.
[0332] In an embodiment, the analysis user interface, for example the user interface of Figure 11, may include, in the
list of indications of alerts, indications of events of interest to the analyst but generated by other processed. For example,
the list may include indications of notices generated by third-party software (for example, a virus scanner).

XVIII. Linking of Related Alerts/Clusters

[0333] Figure 21 is a flowchart of an example method of linking related alerts or data clusters, according to an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure. As described above, when clusters are regenerated, if two clusters of the same type
have common data items, the two cluster of the same type may then be merged. However, when two clusters having
different cluster types include common data items, they are not generally merged. In order to notify the analyst that two
data clusters of different types have common data items, the example method of Figure 21 may be executed by the
system. Such a notification may advantageously enable an analyst, for example, to find additional connections in the
context of an investigation. For example, the analyst may discover that an item of malware associated with a malware
cluster is hosted at a website that is linked to by phishing emails in a phishing cluster.
[0334] In the example method of Figure 21, at block 2102, the system finds or determines clusters of different cluster
types (for example, that were generated according to different clustering strategies) that have common data items (and/or
other information). At optional block 2104, a link between the related clusters/alerts may be generated. Figure 22 illustrates
an example data cluster analysis user interface 2202 in which related alerts or data clusters are linked to one another,
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown, at 2404 links from the current alert/cluster to two other
related alerts/clusters is provided. The analyst may then select one of the links (for example, either "Cluster ABC" or
"Cluster XYZ") to view the alert pertaining to that cluster. In an embodiment, an indication of the common data items
among the clusters is provided in the user interface.
[0335] Turning again to the example method of Figure 21, at optional block 2106 the clusters/alerts may be merged.
For example, rather than simply linking among related alerts (as in Figure 22), the system may combine the alerts into
a single alert user interface.
[0336] Further, in the example method of Figure 21, at optional block 2108, the analyst may be notified when two
clusters/alerts are linked or related. For example, the analyst may be notified via a popup message displaying in the
analysis user interface, via an email or other message, and/or via any other appropriate communications method.

XIX. Regenerated Clusters/Alerts

[0337] In an embodiment, when a cluster is regenerated, as described above with reference to block 1006 of Figure
10A, an alert may be updated, the analyst may be notified, and/or a new alert may be generated. Figure 23 is a flowchart
of an example method of updating alerts in response to cluster regeneration, according to an embodiment of the present
disclosure. At block 2302 of the example method shown, a cluster has been regenerated. At block 2304, the system
determines whether any changes have been made to the cluster (for example, any new data items added to the cluster).
If not, then at block 2306 the alert corresponding to the cluster is not updated and the method ends. If so, then at block
2308 the system determines whether the analyst has viewed and/or archived the alert corresponding to the cluster. If
not, then at block 2310 the alert is updated such that the cluster analysis is rerun, and the alert data (for example, the
conclusions) is regenerated, on the new cluster including the new data items. In this block, as the analyst has not
previously interacted with the alert, no notifications regarding changes to the alert/cluster are provided. If the analyst
has viewed and/or archived the alert, then at blocks 2312 and 2314 the alert may be updated, changes to the alert may
be shown in the alert user interface, and/or a new alert may be generated and links between the new and old alerts may
be generated and provided in the alert user interfaces. For example, if the analyst was to select an old alert that had
been superseded due to cluster regeneration, the system may automatically forward the analyst to the new alert and
display a message such as "You have been redirected to the most recent version of this alert. Return to alert 277."
Selection of "Return to alert 277" may cause the old alert to be displayed, where a message may be included such as
"There is a more recent version of this alert," (which may link to the new alert).
[0338] In an embodiment, when regenerated clusters of a same cluster type are merged, alerts corresponding to those
previous two clusters may be merged and updates may be displayed, and/or a new alert may be generated (and linked
to from the old alerts) as described above.
[0339] In an embodiment, the system may provide a data feed including timely updates (including analysis information)
on any changes to any previously generated clusters, and/or any newly generated clusters.
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XX. Example Applications of the Data Analysis System

[0340] Figures 24A-24C, 25A-25B, 26A-26C, and 27A-27C, described below, illustrate a number of example applica-
tions of the data analysis system, according to embodiments of the present disclosure, in which, for example, seeds are
generated, clusters are generated, clusters are analyzed, alerts are generated, conclusions are generated, alert scores
are generated, and/or analysis user interfaces are generated and/or presented. For example, Figures 24A-24C and
25A-25B illustrate embodiments of the data analysis system as applied to detection of malware threats, Figures 26A-
26C illustrate embodiments of the data analysis system as applied to network intrusion activities, and Figures 27A-27C
illustrate embodiments of the data analysis system as applied to phishing threat detection.
[0341] In general the methods described below in reference to Figures 24A-24B, 25A-25B, 26A-26B, and 27A-27B
illustrate various example embodiments of aspects of the data analysis system as described above in reference to, for
example Figure 10A. For example, Figures 24A, 25A, 26A, and 27A-27B illustrate example methods of seed generation
(according to various seed generation strategies) corresponding to block 910 of Figure 10A; and Figures 24B, 25B, 26B,
and 27A-27B illustrate example methods of cluster generation (according to various cluster generation strategies) cor-
responding to block 920 of Figure 10A.
[0342] As described above in reference to the embodiments of Figures 10A-10B, after data clusters of one or more
cluster types are generated, the clusters may be analyzed, alerts may be generated, and analysis user interfaces may
be generated and presented to an analyst (for example, as shown in the example user interfaces of Figures 11 and 12).
In the embodiment of Figure 10B described above, a given cluster is analyzed, conclusions are generated, and an alert
score is generated according to analysis rules/criteria (and/or other rules/criteria, for example, scoring rules) specific to
a type of the given cluster. Figure 10C described above illustrates example conclusions that may be used in the example
applications of the data analysis system described below in reference to Figures 24A-24C, 25A-25B, 26A-26C, and 27A-
27C. Further, Figures 24C, 26C, and 27C illustrate additional embodiments of user interfaces showing alerts, similar to
the user interface of Figure 12 described above, as applied to the described example applications of the data analysis
system.
[0343] In the example methods described below in reference to each of Figures 24A-24B, 25A-25B, 26A-26B, and
27A-27B, in various embodiments, fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in the example methods depicted,
or various blocks may be performed in an order different from that shown in the figures. Further, in various embodiments,
one or more blocks in the figures may be performed by various components of the data analysis system, for example,
server computing system 110 (as described above), the cluster/rules engine 120 (as described above), the user interface
engine 126 (as described above), other components or aspects of the data analysis system, and/or another suitable
computing system.

XXI. Example Application of the Data Analysis System to Malware Threat Detection

[0344] Figures 24A-24C and 25A-25B illustrate various methods and user interfaces of the data analysis system as
applied to malware threat detection, according to embodiments of the present disclosure. Malware may include any
software program (and/or group of software programs) installed on a computer system and/or a network of computer
systems maliciously and/or without authorization. When executed, an item of malware may take any number of unde-
sirable actions including, for example, collection of private or sensitive information (for example, personal data and
information, passwords and usernames, and the like), transmission of the collected information to another computing
device, destruction or modification of data (for example, accessing, modifying, and/or deleting files), communication with
other malware, transmission or replication of malware onto other connected computing devices or systems, transmission
of data so as to attack another computing device or system (for example, a Distributed Denial of Service Attack), and/or
hijacking of processing power, just to name a few. In most cases such malware infects a computing device via a network
connection (for example, a connection to the Internet), and communicates with another computing device or system (for
example, another Internet-connected computing device) to accomplish its purpose. Oftentimes malware is well hidden
in the infected computing device such that it may not be detectable to an average user of the computing device.
[0345] Detection and removal of malware from infected computing devices and/or systems is a highly desirable, but
oftentimes challenging task. Detection of malware is of particular importance to organizations (for example, businesses)
that maintain internal networks of computing devices that may be connected to various external networks of computing
devices (for example, the Internet) because infection of a single computing device of the internal network may quickly
spread to other computing devices of the internal network and may result in significant data loss and/or financial con-
sequences. Traditional anti-malware software applications may detect previously known malware on a single computing
device, but a network of computing device may remain vulnerable and no further information and/or related data items
may be provided to, for example, a user of the computing device.
[0346] The data analysis system may be used, as described below, to automatically, efficiently, and effectively detect
malware activities on a network, and identify and cluster various data items related to the detected malware. The clustered
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data items may include, for example, particular computing devices infected, users of those computing devices, and/or
the like (and as described below). Such a data cluster may be analyzed by the data analysis system and an alert (including
various conclusions) may be generated and presented to an analyst. The analyst may then efficiently review the alert,
accurately determine whether the alert indicates a malware threat (and assess a level of the threat), and take action to
remove the malware from all infected computing devices. Further, as the alert/cluster includes users (for example, data
items representing users) associated with infected computing devices, the analyst may determine particular users and
user behaviors that may have contributed to the malware infection, and mitigate future risks (through, for example, user
education).
[0347] Assessment of the level of the threat associated with a particular Alert (for example, generation of an alert
score and/or evaluation by an analyst) may be enabled by clustering of organizational and/or hierarchical positions or
groups (also referred to herein as "bands") associated with the clustered users. The organizational and/or hierarchical
positions or groups, or "bands," may be specific to a particular embodiment of the data analysis system and/or a particular
organization for which data items are being analyzed and clustered. For example, "bands" for a particular organization
may include "Senior Management" (including CEOs, COOs, and the like), "Middle Management" (including Vice Pres-
idents and the like), "Lower Management" (including supervisors and the like), and "Staff" (including other employees
of the organization). Other organizations may include other "bands," may include more or fewer "bands," and/or users
may be organized into bands differently. Accordingly, in various embodiments of the data analysis system as applied to
malware threat detection, various implementations of "bands," or organizational and/or hierarchical positions or groups
may be used, associated with users, and/or clustered. In some embodiments, particular organizational positions are
associated with each user (for example, data item representing a user), and the data analysis system determines a band
associated with the organizational position based on one or more rules or criteria.
[0348] In addition to the description below, examples of the data analysis system as applied to detection of malware
(including seed generation, clustering, and cluster analysis and scoring) are described in U.S. Patent Application No.
14/139603, previously incorporated by reference herein. Aspects of the examples of clustering, analysis, and scoring
described in U.S. Patent Application No. 14/139603 may be applied to the embodiments of the data analysis system as
applied to malware threat detection described below.
[0349] As described below, the data analysis system may be used in a network environment in which an internal
network is in communication with an external network. The system may be used to determine whether any computer
systems of the internal network have been infected by malware that is communicating with computer systems of the
external network. Various computerized devices may be included in the internal network that may be capable of capturing
and/or logging data traffic between the internal network and the external network including, for example, network routers,
proxy devices, and/or switches.

XXII. Malware Threat Detection: Seed Generation

[0350] Figures 24A and 25A are flowcharts showing example methods of seed generation of the data analysis system
as applied to malware threat detection, according to embodiments of the present disclosure. The seed generation
methods of Figures 24A and 25A may generally be understood to correspond to block 910 (generate seed(s)) of the
generalized process of Figure 10A. Figure 24A relates to an embodiment of the data analysis system in which seeds
are generated based on received suspected malware files, while Figure 25A relates to an embodiment of the data
analysis system in which seeds are generated based on external threat lists.

XXIII. Internally Identified Seeds

[0351] As mentioned above, according to an embodiment seeds may be generated by the data analysis system in the
context of malware threat analysis based on received suspected malware files. Such an embodiment is described below
in reference to Figure 24A.
[0352] Turning to the embodiment of Figure 24A, at block 2402 one or more suspected malware files (also referred
to herein as file data items) are received by the system. The file data items (suspected malware files) may be submitted
to the system, for example, via a user interface and as described in reference to block 102 of Figure 1 of U.S. Patent
Application No. 14/473860, titled "MALWARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS," previously incorporated by reference herein. In
other embodiments, file data items may be submitted for analysis based on other factors, such as when a file data item
is stored, accessed, and/or updated on a storage device of the system. At block 2404 (of Figure 24A), a basic analysis
of the file data item is initiated by the system. Examples of the basic analysis initiated by the system are described in
reference to block 106 of Figure 1 of U.S. Patent Application No. 14/473860, titled "MALWARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS,"
previously incorporated by reference herein. For example, MD5 and SHA-1 hashes of the file data item may be determined,
and/or a file size of the file data item may be determined, among other analyses. At block 2406 (of Figure 24A), an
external analysis of the file data item is initiated by the system. Examples of the external analysis initiated by the system
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are described in reference to block 108 of Figure 1 of U.S. Patent Application No. 14/473860, titled "MALWARE DATA
ITEM ANALYSIS," previously incorporated by reference herein. For example, academic analyses may be gathered, the
suspected malware file may be executed in a sandbox environment, third-party analyses (for example FireEye and/or
VirusTotal) may be run, files related to the file data item may be gathered (for example, payloads delivered in the sandbox
environment), and/or the like. At block 2408 (of Figure 24A) any information and/or data generated by the basic and/or
external analysis of the file data item are associated with the file data item. Such asnalysis data may be referred to
herein as "analysis information" and/or "analysis information items." Examples of associating analysis data with the file
data item, and examples of analysis information items, are described in reference to blocks 110 and 112 of Figure 1 of
U.S. Patent Application No. 14/473860, titled "MALWARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS," previously incorporated by reference
herein. For example, analysis information items associated with the file data item may include calculated hashes, file
properties (for example, file name, file size, and/or the like), academic analysis information, file execution information
(for example, effects of executing the file data item in a sandbox environment such as file system and registry changes,
payloads delivered, and/or the like), third-party analysis information, and/or the like.
[0353] Turning again to Figure 24A, at block 2410 a human analyst’s evaluation of the file data item is received by the
system. The analyst may provide the evaluation via, for example, a user interface of the data analysis system as described
in reference to blocks 114, 120, and/or 122 of Figure 1 of U.S. Patent Application No. 14/473860, titled "MALWARE
DATA ITEM ANALYSIS," previously incorporated by reference herein. For example, the analyst may review the analysis
data associated with the file data item (for example, the external analysis including files produced by the file data item,
actions taken by the file data item, URLs contacted by the file data item, and/or the like), determine that the file data
item is likely to be malware, and may then mark the file data item as, for example, "malicious." In other embodiments
the analyst may mark the file data item as likely malware in other ways suitable for the system to be notified that the
evaluation resulted in a finding that the file data item is likely malware.
[0354] At block 2412, when the system determines that the file data item is not marked as "malicious" (and/or otherwise
not likely malware), the method proceeds to block 2414 where it ends with respect to that submitted file data item.
However, when the system determined that the file data item is marked as "malicious" (and/or otherwise likely malware),
the method proceeds to block 2416 where the file data item is designated as a seed. Accordingly, the data analysis
system may designate and use the file data items marked as "malicious" as seeds.
[0355] In some embodiments, one or more aspects of the basic and/or external analyses may or may not be initiated,
and/or may be initiated in a different order. For example, the analysis by third-parties may not be initiated. In various
embodiments, one or more aspects of the basic and/or external analyses may be performed by the data analysis system
and/or other computer systems.

XXIV. Externally Identified Seeds

[0356] As also mentioned above, according to an embodiment seeds may be generated by the data analysis system
in the context of malware threat analysis based on external threat lists. Such an embodiment is described below in
reference to Figure 25A.
[0357] Turning now to the embodiment of Figure 25A, at block 2502 one or more external threat lists are scanned by
the system. External threat lists may include one or more lists or feeds of information related to malware threats. Such
threat lists may be available for free or for payment (for example, by subscription) from third-party sources. For example,
such threat lists may be available from vendors of anti-malware and other security software. Threat lists may comprise,
for example, blacklists provided by security services vendors. Threat lists may comprise frequently, or continuously,
updated feeds of information on malware threats. Information provided by such feeds may include, for example, names
of malware files, effects of or actions taken by malware files, hashes or other identifiers of malware files, information
transmitted or received by malware files, domains or URLs which are contacted by or which contact malware files, and/or
the like. Such threat lists are further typically accessible, hosted, and/or stored by the third parties and may be accessible
via a network external to the internal network of the organization, for example, accessible via the Internet. Such threat
lists are compiled and frequently updated by the third-party sources as new malware is identified for any available source.
[0358] At block 2504, the system identifies, from the scanned external threat lists, one or more external domains and/or
URLs. For example, URLs (or domains extracted from URLs) on one or more threat lists that are indicated as related
to malware threats (or other similar indicator) may be identified for use as seeds. For example, a domain, such as
"examplemalwaredomain.com," may be identified as being contacted by a particular item of malware on the threat list.
Accordingly, such a domain may be understood to be related to undesirable malware, or malicious, activity. Any such
domains and/or URLs are identified and extracted from the external threat lists.
[0359] At block 2506, the system designates any identified domains and/or URLs as seeds. Accordingly, the data
analysis system may designate and use the domains and/or URLs as seeds. The designated domains and/or URLs
may be referred to herein as "external domain data items."
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XXV. Malware Threat Detection: Cluster Generation

[0360] Figures 24B and 25B are flowcharts showing example methods of cluster generation performed by the data
analysis system as applied to malware threat detection, according to embodiments of the present disclosure. The cluster
generation methods of Figures 24B and 25B may generally be understood to correspond to block 920 (generate clus-
ters(s)) of the generalized process of Figure 10A. Figure 24B relates to an embodiment of the data analysis system in
which clusters are generated based on file data items designated as seeds (as described above in reference to Figure
24A), while Figure 25B relates to an embodiment of the data analysis system in which clusters are generated based on
domains and/or URLs designated as seeds (as described above in reference to Figure 25A).

XXVI. Cluster Generation Based on File Data Items

[0361] As mentioned above, according to an embodiment clusters may be generated by the data analysis system in
the context of malware threat analysis based on designated file data items. Such an embodiment is described below in
reference to Figure 24B.
[0362] Turning to the embodiment of Figure 24B, at optional block 2442, one or more data stores may be scanned by
the system to find any file data items marked as seeds (as described above). Block 2444 of the flowchart of Figure 24B
indicates that the following blocks (2446, 2448, 2450, and 2452) may be performed for each of the file data items marked
as seeds (as described above in reference to Figure 24A).
[0363] At block 2446, the system extracts from the file data item any network indicators. Network indicators may
include, for example, domains, URLs, and/or any other indicator of network communications. For example, a particular
file data item may include an indication of a connection to the domain "http://maliciousdomainexample.com" as identified
by the file data item analysis described above (for example, the basic analysis of block 2404 and/or the external analysis
of block 2406 described in reference to Figure 24A above). Accordingly, the system extracts such a domain, the domain
being a network indicator, from the file data item.
[0364] At block 2448, the system scans communications traffic between the internal network and the external network
to identify any hosts (and/or other devices) of the internal network accessing one of the extracted network indicators.
Further, the system scans for any communications to or from the extracted network indicators. Such scanning may be
accomplished, for example, via a network routers, proxy devices, and/or switches as described above. Such scanning
may be ongoing, meaning that network communications traffic is continuously monitored and connections are identified.
Alternatively, network communication traffic may be periodically or intermittently scanned. In another embodiment, net-
work communications traffic may be continuously (and/or periodically and/or intermittently) scanned or monitored and
logged in a data store. In this embodiment, the system may continuously (and/or periodically and/or intermittently) scan
the stored logs of the network communications traffic to identify any hosts of the internal network accessing one of the
extracted network indicators.
[0365] Hosts of the internal network may include, for example, computerized devices or systems (for example, servers,
laptop computers, desktop computers, and/or the like). Hosts may be identified according to, for example, an associated
computing device IDs, associated IP addresses, and/or the like). Hosts of the internal network accessing extracted
network indicators are identified as potentially being infected by malware associated with the respective network indi-
cators. Examples of hosts and monitoring of network communications are described in U.S. Patent Application No.
14/139603, previously incorporated by reference herein for all purposes.
[0366] At block 2450, data items related to the file data item marked as a seed, including the network indicators,
identified hosts, and users, are clustered by the system. Clustering of data items may be accomplished as generally
described above (for example, by searching various data sources for related data items and clustering those data items)
as part of a clustering strategy. In general, the seed file data item is added to a cluster (for example, a data cluster is
instantiated with an initial file data item being the seed or the seed is initially designated as the data cluster), and as
related data items are found (for example, the identified hosts, network indicators, and/or related file data items, among
others) they are added to the cluster. As described above, clustered data items may be related by, for example, sharing
the same or similar properties, characteristics, and/or metadata, and are determined based on rules of one or more
clustering strategies, such as a strategy that is particular to internal threat detection.
[0367] In the context of malware threat detection, data items that may be clustered with a file data item seed may be
referred to as network-related data items, and may be related to the network communications described above which
may be scanned and/or logged. Examples of such network-related data items include, but are not limited to: users (for
example, persons having accounts on particular computer systems or devices), organizational or hierarchical positions
associated with users, external Internet Protocol addresses, external domains, external IP addresses associated with
external domains, external computerized devices or systems, internal Internet Protocol addresses, internal computerized
devices or systems (also referred to herein as hosts), internal IP addresses that connect to external domains, internal
computer systems that connect to external domains, other data items (for example, data items drawn from threat lists
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and/or public and/or private whitelists or blacklists, such as data items representing malware, known bad domains,
known good domains, known bad IP addresses, and/or the like), host-based events (such as, for example, virus scan
alerts and/or logged events, intrusion prevention system alerts and/or logged events, and the like), and/or the like.
[0368] As described above, the system may iteratively generate clusters such that previously clustered data items
(and/or properties, characteristics, and/or metadata related to those clustered data items) may be used as criteria for
further clustering of related data items. For example, the cluster generation method may optionally repeat multiple times
until, for example, the clustering strategy is completed and/or no additional related data items are found by the system.
[0369] In general, each data cluster generated by the system in the context of malware file data item threat detection
corresponds to a particular malware file (and/or group of related malware files) as represented by the file data item. For
example, when a new file data item is submitted to the system and marked as a seed, if that file data item has previously
been submitted as a seed, that file data item may be merged into the cluster of the previously submitted file data item.
Such a determination that the two file data items are the same may occur during seed generation (as described above
and in reference to U.S. Patent Application No. 14/473860, titled "MALWARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS") or, alternatively,
it may occur during cluster generation (as described above). In some instances a cluster may include multiple different
file data items that are related by, for example, a particular domain that both contact, and/or one or more other charac-
teristics.
[0370] As indicated in Figure 24B, clusters may be generated periodically as network communications traffic is con-
tinuously logged and/or scanned. For example, a cluster may be initially generated based on a seed file data item
including a network indicator "http://maliciousdomainexample.com," and various communications and related hosts and
users may be clustered. The cluster may then be periodically regenerated and/or updated as new communications traffic
from, for example, one or more hosts may include further connections to "http://maliciousdomainexample.com." In this
example, as new connections are made by hosts to network indicators associated with the cluster, those hosts and
related data items are added to the cluster via, for example, cluster updating and/or regeneration. Such cluster regen-
eration is described above in reference to blocks 1006 and 1008 of Figure 10A. As described above, clusters may be
regenerated on a schedule, as needed, and/or on demand.
[0371] As described above in reference to blocks 1002 and 1004 of Figure 10A, the system additionally analyzes
generated clusters, generates alerts, and provides alerts to the analyst via a user interface. An example user interface
is described below in reference to Figure 24C.
[0372] As indicated at block 2452 of Figure 24B, and as described above, as clusters are generated and regenerated,
they may then be reanalyzed and alerts may be updated, linked, and/or merged.
[0373] Further examples of cluster generation and iterative clustering are described in U.S. Patent Application No.
14/139603, previously incorporated by reference herein for all purposes.

XXVII. Cluster Generation Based on Domains, URLs

[0374] As also mentioned above, according to an embodiment clusters may be generated by the data analysis system
in the context of malware threat analysis based on domains and/or URLs designated as seeds. Such an embodiment
is described below in reference to Figure 25B.
[0375] Referring to Figure 25B, block 2544 of the flowchart indicates that the following blocks (2548, 2550, and 2552)
may be performed for each of the external domain data items designated as seeds (as described above in reference to
Figure 25A).
[0376] At block 2548, the system scans communications traffic between the internal network and the external network
to identify any hosts (and/or other devices) of the internal network accessing one of the external domain items. Further,
the system scans for any communications to or from the external domain data items. This is generally accomplished as
described above in reference to block 2448 of Figure 24B.
[0377] At block 2550, data items related to the external domain data item, including the identified hosts and users,
are clustered by the system. This is generally accomplished as described above in reference to block 2450 of Figure
24B. As described above, in the context of malware threat detection, data items that may be clustered may be referred
to as network-related data items. In general, each data cluster generated by the system in the context of malware domain
threat detection corresponds to a particular malware (and/or likely malicious) domain or URL (and/or group of domains
or URLs) as represented by the domain data item.
[0378] As described above, clusters may be regenerated and/or merged as new domain data items are received and/or
related as the same as (or, alternatively, similar to) previously received domain data items. Further, clusters may be
generated periodically as network communications traffic is continuously logged and/or scanned.
[0379] As described above in reference to blocks 1002 and 1004 of Figure 10A, the system additionally analyzes
generated clusters, generates alerts, and provides alerts to the analyst via a user interface. An example user interface
is described below in reference to Figure 24C.
[0380] As indicated at block 2552 of Figure 25B, and as described above, as clusters are generated and regenerated,
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they may then be reanalyzed and alerts may be updated, linked, and/or merged.
[0381] In an embodiment, data items identified that relate to a cluster (for example, additional communications and/or
host communications with a particular domain data item) are only added to the cluster if they occur within a particular
time span as other clustered data items, or within a particular window of time as other clustered data items. For example,
in the example of a same-day limitation, a cluster may include hosts that communicated with a particular malicious
domain on July 17. When the system identifies new communications between another host and the particular malicious
domain on July 17, the other host may be added to the cluster. However, when the system identifies additional commu-
nications between yet another host and the particular malicious domain on July 18, the yet other host may not be added
to the cluster. Rather, a new cluster may be generated including the particular domain data item and the yet other host.
Accordingly, in this embodiment, clusters are not merged when events in those clusters occur during different time
periods (for example, on different days).

XXVIII. Malware Threat Detection: Alert Generation/User Interface

[0382] As mentioned above, in various embodiments the system generates alerts corresponding to each generated
cluster, and provides an interface including those alerts, as described above in reference to block 1002 and 1004 of
Figure 10A. Generation of alerts, according to various embodiments, includes analysis of the generated cluster based
on analysis rules/criteria specific to the type of cluster (in this example, malware threat detection), generation of conclu-
sions, and generation of alert score(s), as described in reference to Figure 10B above.
[0383] Examples of conclusion templates that may be applied by the system in the context of malware threat detection
are shown in Figure 10C described above. For example, "Internal Threat Intel" lists examples of conclusion templates
that may be used with clusters based on file data items, as described above, while "External Threat Intel" lists examples
of conclusion templates that may be used with clusters based on external domain data items, as also described above.
[0384] Figure 24C illustrates an example data cluster analysis user interface 2472 of the data analysis system as
applied to malware threat detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The analysis user interface
2472 is similar to the analysis user interface 1202 described above in reference to Figure 12. Accordingly, the description
above in reference to Figure 12 may be understood to apply to Figure 24C, where appropriate.
[0385] The analysis user interface 2472 includes header information 2476 including a title indicating that this alert
relates to "Malicious Traffic by Malware.exe" (where "malware.exe" may be associated with a file data item identified as
a seed, for example), and was generated based on a cluster generated by the "Internal Threats" clustering strategy (for
example, the seed generation and clustering strategies described above in reference to Figures 24A-24B). An upper
portion of the analysis user interface 2474 is colored according to an alert score generated for the cluster. The analysis
user interface further includes four conclusions 2478 (similar to the "Internal Threat Intel" template conclusions listed in
Figure 10C) indicating, for example, that "malware.exe" is related to three network indicators (in this example, URLs),
that twelve hosts made connections to those URLs while 5 more hosts made connection to domains and/or IPs related
to those URLs (and/or IPs and/or domains otherwise included in the cluster), that 5% of proxy traffic from those hosts
was blocked and the last connection made by a host to one of those URLs (and/or domains and/or IPs) on December
6, 2011, and that the proxy device categorized 2% of the network traffic from those hosts as "Malicious/Botnet." As
mentioned above, the conclusions may further include, among other information, information related to the "bands"
associated with users, for example, a highest band associated with any user in the cluster. (See, for example, the
conclusion template associated with "External Threat Intel": "Highest band was <z>.") Further, the analysis user interface
includes various detailed information regarding the cluster, including latest hosts 2480 in the cluster (which information
may include, for example, timestamps, hostnames and/or computing device IDs associated with hosts, user accounts
and IP addresses associated with those hosts at the time of the timestamp, and/or external URLs connected to at the
time of the timestamp, just to name a few), and latest traffic in the cluster (similar to the description of Figures 12-13
above). Further, as described above, the analyst may select "Show Logs" to view even further detailed information from
the cluster, as described above in reference to Figures 14-17, for example.
[0386] As mentioned above in reference to Figure 12, in an embodiment, the analysis user interface 2472 may include
user interface elements (such as buttons) to add the cluster data items to a graph and/or view the cluster data items in
a graph or other visualization, as described in various related applications listed above and previously incorporated by
reference herein. Further, the system may enable an analyst viewing a graph of data items to go to alerts representing
clusters in which that data item is included.
[0387] Advantageously, as described above and according to various embodiments, the data analysis system may
automatically generate seeds related to malware threats, cluster various data items related to those seeds, analyze
those clusters, generate human-readable conclusions, generate alerts and alert scores, and display a user interface
including various information related to the alert and the cluster to an analyst. The analyst may then efficiently evaluate
the alert and determine whether the identified file data items or external domain data item and related communications
represent a malware threat critical enough that is should be further investigated. Various items of information generated
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by the system and provided in the alert user interface assist the analyst in performing the evaluation including, for
example, the alert score, the conclusions, and the easily accessible and filterable data related to the cluster.

XXIX. Example Application of the Data Analysis System to Network Intrusion Detection

[0388] Figures 26A-26C illustrate various methods and a user interface of the data analysis system as applied to
network intrusion detection, according to embodiments of the present disclosure. An Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
is a device or application (for example, a software application) that monitors traffic on a network of computing devices
to identify potentially malicious communications or activities. For example, an IDS may be configured to detect commu-
nications initiated or received by malware (as described above), identify malicious attempts to access a network without
authorization, identify malicious attempts to access a network using stolen authentication information (for example,
stolen passwords), and/or the like. In general, an IDS logs identified communications and/or activities, and provides
notifications or reports regarding those identified communications and/or activities. Such reports may be provided to,
for example, a network administrator such that the administrator may review the logs and take action to prevent malicious
action, remove malware, and/or the like. Reports provided by an IDS may include, for example, contents of a suspicious
communication, a source and destination of the communication (for example, a source IP address and a destination IP
address), and/or any other information related to the identified communication and/or activity. IDS’s may be located at
a single place in a network that is being monitored (for example, at an access point between an internal network and
an external network, for example, the Internet), and/or at multiple places in the network (for example, at each computing
device on the network). In general, IDS’s are arranged in a network such that traffic to and from all devices on the network
may be monitored. Usually IDS’s are employed such that an organization may monitor traffic (and detect malicious
activity) within an internal network and between the internal network and one or more external networks. Examples of
internal and external network communications, and various malicious activities, are described above, for example, in
reference to Figures 24A-24C.
[0389] Protection of an internal network from malicious activity can be a challenging task. Even when an IDS identifies
potentially malicious communications, and provides a report to an administrator, the administrator often must then review
network logs and attempt to decipher what is going on, what computing devices and/or addresses are involved, and
whether or not further action should be taken to protect the network.
[0390] The data analysis system may be used, as described below, to automatically, efficiently, and effectively, and
based on an IDS report, identify and cluster various data items related to the IDS report. The clustered data items may
include, for example, internal and external network addresses (for example, domains and/or IP addresses), host devices,
users, and/or other data items related to the IDS report (as described below). Such a data cluster may be analyzed by
the data analysis system and an alert (including various conclusions) may be generated and presented to an analyst.
The analyst may then efficiently review the alert, accurately determine whether the alert indicates a threat (and assess
a level of the threat), and take action to neutralize the threat (for example, by blocking communications to or from
particular network addresses (for example, addresses associated with external computing devices from which an intrusion
attempt originates), cleaning computing devices infected with malware, securing computing devices that have been
compromised, and/or the like. Further, as the alert/cluster includes users (for example, data items representing users)
associated with computing devices in the cluster, the analyst may determine particular users and user behaviors that
may have contributed to the intrusion attempt (and/or other malicious activity), and mitigate future risks (through, for
example, user education). As with the malware threat detection applications described above, clustered data items in
this application may include organizational and/or hierarchical positions or groups (also referred to herein as "bands")
associated with the clustered users.
[0391] Further, as described above in reference to the malware threat detection applications, examples of the data
analysis system as applied to detection of malware (including seed generation, clustering, and cluster analysis and
scoring) are described in U.S. Patent Application No. 14/139603, previously incorporated by reference herein. Aspects
of the examples of clustering, analysis, and scoring described in U.S. Patent Application No. 14/139603 may be applied
to the embodiments of the data analysis system as applied to network intrusion detection described below.
[0392] As described above and below, the data analysis system may be used in a network environment in which an
internal network is in communication with an external network. Various computerized devices may be included in the
internal network that may be capable of capturing, analyzing, and/or logging data traffic between the internal network
and the external network including, for example, IDS’s, network routers, proxy devices, and/or switches.

XXX. Network Intrusion Detection: Seed Generation

[0393] Figure 26A is a flowchart of an example of a seed generation method of the data analysis system as applied
to network intrusion detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The seed generation method of
Figure 26A may generally be understood to correspond to block 910 (generate seed(s)) of the generalized process of
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Figure 10A.
[0394] At block 2602, one or more Intrusion Detection System (IDS) reports are received by the system. In the em-
bodiment of Figure 26A, the IDS report(s) are received from one or more IDS devices located within the internal network,
and may be provided by third parties. In another embodiment, the IDS(s) may be integrated with the data analysis system
and/or may comprise one or more software applications installed on computing devices of the internal network (for
example, servers, desktop computers, laptop computers, routers, proxy devices, and/or the like).
[0395] At block 2604, the received IDS reports may optionally be stored by the system in, for example, one or more
data stores as described above. Then, at block 2606, the IDS reports may be scanned by the system to extract and/or
parse information from the IDS reports. Alternatively, the IDS reports may be scanned by the system immediately and/or
shortly after being received, and the extracted and/or parsed information may then be used by the system (as described
below) and/or temporarily stored in, for example, one or more data stores. In various embodiments IDS reports may be
scanned on a schedule, as needed, and/or on demand (similar to the description of blocks 1006a, 1006b, and 1006c of
Figure 10A given above). For example, in an embodiment received IDS reports are stored as they are received, and
then periodically scanned. In another embodiment, IDS reports may be scanned continuously (for example, immediately
or substantially immediately upon receipt) by the system.
[0396] Information extracted and/or parsed from the IDS reports may include, for example, contents of (for example,
data associated with) a suspicious communication, a source and destination of the communication (for example, a source
IP address and a destination IP address), and/or the like.
[0397] At block 2608, the system performs a WHOIS lookup on the extracted source and destination IP addresses
(and/or, for example, source and destination domain addresses) associated with each IDS report so as to identify which
address is internal to the internal network and with address is external to the internal network. In general, a WHOIS
lookup comprises a query of a database of information related to various IP addresses and/or domain addresses. The
information provided in response to a WHOIS lookup may include, for example, a location of a computing device asso-
ciated with the address, registered users associated with the address, and/or the like. In an embodiment, the WHOIS
lookup may be directed to a third-party WHOIS service provider. In another embodiment, a WHOIS lookup service and/or
database may be maintained by the data analysis system.
[0398] Based on the response to the WHOIS lookup, the system determines which of the addresses associated with
a particular IDS report are external and which are internal. For example, the WHOIS lookup may indicate that a computing
device associated with a particular IP address is located in a country (and/or address) different from any in which the
organization’s network is located.
[0399] In another embodiment, the system may access to a list of IP addresses associated with the organization. In
this embodiment, the system may compare IP addresses associated with a particular IDS report to the list of IP addresses
associated with the organization to determine which IP addresses associated with the particular IDS report are external
and which are internal. Information regarding IP addresses associated with, or assigned to, and organization may be
accessed by the system from, for example, the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority, one or more Regional Internet
registries, and/or any other provider of IP address allocation and/or assignment information provider.
[0400] Accordingly, in any of the embodiments described above, the system may determine which IP addresses are
external to the internal network. Such addresses are referred to herein as "external addresses" and, at block 2610, the
system designates and uses those external addresses as seeds.

XXXI. Network Intrusion Detection: Cluster Generation

[0401] Figure 26B is a flowchart of an example of a clustering method performed by the data analysis system as
applied to network intrusion detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The cluster generation
method of Figure 26B may generally be understood to correspond to block 920 (generate clusters(s)) of the generalized
process of Figure 10A. Block 2644 of the flowchart of Figure 26B indicates that the following blocks (2646 and 2650)
may be performed for each of the external addresses marked as seeds (as described above in reference to Figure 26A).
[0402] At block 2646, the system clusters any data items that are related to the seed including, for example, internal
addresses extracted from the IDS report (for example, internal IP addresses and/or domain addresses), any other
information extracted from the IDS report, any information gathered via the WHOIS lookups, hosts associated with the
network addresses, users associated with the hosts, and/or the like. Additionally, other network traffic information clus-
tered may include information gathered from firewall devices and/or routers of the network (for example, fingerprints,
signatures, and/or hashes associated with malware items and/or particular communications).
[0403] Clustering of data items may be accomplished as generally described above (for example, by searching various
data sources for related data items and clustering those data items) as part of a clustering strategy. In general, the seed
file data item is added to a cluster (for example, a data cluster is instantiated with an initial clustered data item being the
seed or the seed is initially designated as the data cluster), and as related data items are found (for example, the various
data items mentioned above and below) they are added to the cluster. As described above, clustered data items may
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be related by, for example, sharing the same or similar properties, characteristics, and/or metadata.
[0404] In the context of network intrusion detection, data items that may be clustered may be referred to as network-
related data items, and may be related to the network communications described above which may be scanned and/or
logged. Examples of such network-related data items include, but are not limited to: users (for example, persons having
accounts on particular computer systems or devices), organizational or hierarchical positions associated with users
(referred to herein as "band" levels and described above), external Internet Protocol addresses, external domains,
external IP addresses associated with external domains, external computerized devices or systems, internal Internet
Protocol addresses, internal computerized devices or systems (also referred to herein as hosts), internal IP addresses
that connect to external domains, internal computer systems that connect to external domains, other data items (for
example, data items drawn from threat lists and/or public and/or private whitelists or blacklists, such as data items
representing malware, known bad domains, known good domains, known bad IP addresses, and/or the like), host-based
events (such as, for example, virus scan alerts and/or logged events, intrusion prevention system alerts and/or logged
events, and the like), WHOIS information associated with network addresses (for example, geographical location infor-
mation and/or registration information), information extracted from IDS’s (as described above), network firewall- and/or
router-gathered information (for example, fingerprints, signatures, and/or hashes associated with malware items and/or
particular communications), and/or the like.
[0405] As described above, and as indicated by decision block 2648, the system may iteratively generate clusters
such that previously clustered data items (and/or properties, characteristics, and/or metadata related to those clustered
data items) may be used as criteria for further clustering of related data items. For example, the cluster generation
method may optionally repeat multiple times until, for example, the clustering strategy is completed and/or no additional
related data items are found by the system. When the clustering strategy is complete, the method may continue to block
2650, as described below.
[0406] In general, each data cluster generated by the system in the context of network intrusion detection corresponds
to a particular external address if the corresponding IDS reports were received within a common time period (as described
below). For example, when a new IDS report is received by the system, and a previously identified external address is
re-identified in the new IDS report, that external address may be merged into the cluster of the previously identified
external address (in an embodiment, subject to the time-period limitations described below). Such a determination that
the two identified external addresses are the same may occur during seed generation or, alternatively, it may occur
during cluster generation.
[0407] As indicated by block 2650, and as mentioned above, in an embodiment clusters of data items based on
common external addresses may only be merged if the corresponding IDS reports were received within a particular time
period, time span, or window of time (for example, on a same day, in a same hour, and/or the like). For example, in the
example of a same-day limitation, a cluster may be based on an external address that was extracted from an IDS report
received on July 17. When the system identifies that same external address in a later received IDS report, if the later
received IDS report is also received on July 17, the external address (and any related data items) may be merged into
the same cluster. However, if the later received IDS report is received on July 18, a new cluster may be generated by
the system and the external address (and any related data items) may be added to that new cluster. In another embod-
iment, no time limitation is placed on cluster merging.
[0408] As mentioned above, seeds may be identified intermittently (for example, on a schedule, as needed, and/or
on demand) and/or continuously as IDS reports are received. Similarly, in various embodiments clusters and/or alerts
(as described above and below) may be generated, merged, and/or regenerated intermittently and/or continuously as
seeds are identified/generated.
[0409] As described above in reference to blocks 1002 and 1004 of Figure 10A, the system analyzes generated
clusters, generates alerts, and provides alerts to the analyst via a user interface. An example user interface is described
below in reference to Figure 26C.
[0410] In general, alerts/clusters are generated/regenerated and analyzed/reanalyzed as described above such that
alerts are may be updated, linked, and/or merged.
[0411] Further examples of cluster generation and iterative clustering are described in U.S. Patent Application No.
14/139603, previously incorporated by reference herein for all purposes.

XXXII. Network Intrusion Detection: Alert Generation/User Interface

[0412] As mentioned above, in various embodiments the system generates alerts corresponding to each generated
cluster, and provides an interface including those alerts, as described above in reference to block 1002 and 1004 of
Figure 10A. Generation of alerts, according to various embodiments, includes analysis of the generated cluster based
on analysis rules/criteria specific to the type of cluster (in this example, malware threat detection), generation of conclu-
sions, and generation of alert score(s), as described in reference to Figure 10B above.
[0413] Examples of conclusion templates that may be applied by the system in the context of network intrusion detection
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are shown in Figure 10C described above. For example, "IDS" lists examples of conclusion templatess that may be
used with clusters based on external addresses, as described above.
[0414] Figure 26C illustrates an example data cluster analysis user interface 2672 of the data analysis system as
applied to network intrusion detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The analysis user interface
2672 is similar to the analysis user interface 1202 described above in reference to Figure 12. Accordingly, the description
above in reference to Figure 12 may be understood to apply to Figure 26C, where appropriate.
[0415] The analysis user interface 2672 includes header information 2676 including a title indicating that this alert
relates to "10 Outbound/Inbound IDS Reports To/From 7.23.0.1" (where "7.23.0.1" maybe an external IP address iden-
tified as a seed, for example), and was generated based on a cluster generated by the "IDS" clustering strategy (for
example, the seed generation and clustering strategies described above in reference to Figures 26A-26B). An upper
portion of the analysis user interface 2674 is colored according to an alert score generated for the cluster. For example,
in one embodiment the upper portion is colored yellow to indicate a medium alert, whereas a high alert may be associated
with red coloring, and a low alert may be associated with green coloring (or any other coloring, formatting, or display
settings). The analysis user interface further includes four conclusions 2678 (similar to the "IDS" template conclusions
listed in Figure 10C) indicating, for example, that the computing device associated with the external IP address is
registered to Secret, Inc. based in China; that the external IP address triggered 10 IDS reports related to 3 different host
computing devices (on the internal network); that the received IDS reports in the cluster spanned 10 hours, 5 minutes,
starting at 12:35; and that the most common signature associated with the traffic captures by the IDS was EXAMPLE
SIGNATURE. As mentioned above, the conclusions may further include, among other information, information related
to the users of the identified hosts and/or "bands" associated with the users, for example, a highest band associated
with any user in the cluster. Further, the analysis user interface includes various detailed information regarding the
cluster, including latest IDS Report Reference Numbers (for example, reference numbers associated with most recently
received IDS reports that are included in the cluster)in the cluster. Further, as described above, the analyst may select
"Show Logs" to view even further detailed information from the cluster, as described above in reference to Figures 14-17,
for example.
[0416] As mentioned above in reference to Figure 12, in an embodiment, the analysis user interface 2672 may include
user interface elements (such as buttons) to add the cluster data items to a graph and/or to display the cluster data items
in a graph or any other visualization, as described in various related applications listed above and previously incorporated
by reference herein. Further, the system may enable an analyst viewing a graph of data items to go to alerts representing
clusters in which that data item is included.
[0417] Advantageously, as described above and according to various embodiments, the data analysis system may
automatically generate seeds related to potential malicious network activity (for example, intrusion attempts), cluster
various data items related to those seeds, analyze those clusters, generate human-readable conclusions, generate
alerts and alert scores, and display a user interface including the various information related to the alert and the cluster
to an analyst. The analyst may then efficiently evaluate the alert and determine whether the identified malicious activities
and related data items represent an intrusion threat (or other malicious threat) critical enough that it should be further
investigated. Various items of information generated by the system and provided in the alert user interface assist the
analyst in performing the evaluation including, for example, the alert score, the conclusions, and the easily accessible
and filterable data related to the cluster.

XXXIII. Example Application of the Data Analysis System to Phishing Detection

[0418] Figures 27A-27C illustrate various methods and a user interface of the data analysis system as applied to
phishing threat detection, according to embodiments of the present disclosure.
[0419] The term "phishing," as used herein, is a broad term encompassing its plain and ordinary meaning and includes,
without limitation, all types of attempts to acquire sensitive information (for example, private information, usernames,
passwords, credit card or other payment information, and/or the like) from a target by false representation in a commu-
nication (especially, for example, in an electronic communication such as an email). For example, a malicious party (for
example, an individual, group of individuals, and/or organization) may send a phishing email to a customer of a bank
falsely representing that the phishing email is from the bank. The phishing email may request that the customer click a
link or reply to the email with personal details, however in doing so that customer would be disclosing sensitive information
not to the bank, but to the malicious party.
[0420] Phishing "campaigns" may comprise coordinated and/or large-scale efforts to dupe one or more targets by
sending multiple communications (for example, emails) to the one or more targets. For example, many employees and/or
customers of a particular organization, such as a bank, may all be sent similar phishing emails as part of a phishing
campaign.
[0421] Legitimate organizations, such as business, seeking to establish the trust of their customers and to prevent
disclosure of sensitive information by their customers and/or their employees to malicious parties have a strong interest
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in detecting and combating phishing attempts and threats (including phishing campaigns). Previous tools for combating
phishing have been limited at least in that much of the information needed to assess the seriousness and extent of a
phishing effort were not accessible, or accessing such information was difficult and time consuming.
[0422] Phishing attempts may threaten an organization on at least two fronts: 1. phishing may target employees of
the organization in an effort to get the employees to disclose sensitive information about the organization (for example,
usernames, passwords, and/or the like) that may give a malicious party access to even further sensitive information of
the organization and/or may allow the malicious party to access and manipulate or destroy the organization’s data; and
2. phishing may target customers of the organization in an effort to get the customers to disclose sensitive information
about themselves (for example, usernames, passwords, credit card or other payment information, and/or the like).
Described below are applications of the data analysis system to detecting phishing efforts on both of the fronts mentioned
above, according to various embodiments.
[0423] In particular, the data analysis system may be used, as described below, to automatically, efficiently, and
effectively detect phishing threats both internal and external to an organization, and identify and cluster various data
items related to the detected phishing threats. The clustered data items may include, for example, related phishing
emails received by multiple individuals, links (for example, Uniform Resource Locators (URLs) and/or the like) included
in those emails, and/or other data items. Such a data cluster may be analyzed by the data analysis system and an alert
(including various conclusions) may be generated and presented to an analyst. The analyst may then efficiently review
the alert, accurately determine whether the alert indicates a phishing threat (and assess a level of the threat), and take
action to combat the phishing threat. Further, as the alert/cluster includes individuals (for example, data items representing
users and/or customers) associated with the phishing efforts (for example, that received phishing emails and/or clicked
on links in phishing emails), the analyst may determine particular individuals and individual behaviors that may have
contributed to the phishing threat, and mitigate risks (through, for example, user education, warning individuals about
the threat, preventing access to sensitive information of affected individuals, and/or the like). As with the malware threat
detection applications described above, clustered data items in this application may include organizational and/or hier-
archical positions or groups (also referred to herein as "bands") associated with the clustered individuals.
[0424] Further, as described above in reference to the malware threat detection applications, examples of the data
analysis system (including seed generation, clustering, and cluster analysis and scoring) in various applications are
described in U.S. Patent Application No. 14/139603, previously incorporated by reference herein. Aspects of the examples
of clustering, analysis, and scoring described in U.S. Patent Application No. 14/139603 may be applied to the embodi-
ments of the data analysis system as applied to phishing threat detection described below.
[0425] In the context of the presently described embodiments, the data analysis system may be used in a communi-
cations network environment of an organization. Various devices and software applications may be included in the
communications network that may be capable of capturing and/or logging data traffic between various devices of the
communications network and/or other computerized devices outside of the network including, for example, network
routers, proxy devices, and/or switches.

XXXIV. Internal Phishing Detection: Seed Generation & Cluster Generation

[0426] Figure 27A is a flowchart of an example of a seed generation and clustering method performed by the data
analysis system as applied to phishing threat detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The
embodiment of Figure 27A applies to detection of phishing threats to employees of an organization, referred to herein
as "Internal Phishing Detection." The seed generation method of block 2702 (described below) may generally be un-
derstood to correspond to block 910 (generate seed(s)) of the generalized process of Figure 10A, while the cluster
generation method of blocks 2704, 2706, 2708, 2710, 2712, and 2714 may generally be understood to correspond to
block 920 (generate clusters(s)) of the generalized process of Figure 10A.
[0427] At block 2702, the system receives copies of one or more potentially malicious (for example, phishing-related)
emails from employees of the organization. The copies of the emails may be sent to a particular email address, or placed
in a particular electronic mailbox, of the organization designated for receiving potentially malicious emails targeting the
employees of the organization. For example, employees may have a user interface control (e.g., a "report spam/phishing"
button) as part of their email system that they can select in order to report a particular email as a potential phishing
threat. In another embodiment, the system may automatically scan electronic mailboxes of employees to identify potential
phishing emails. The system may then designate and use each of the potentially malicious emails (whether received
from employees, scanned for, or otherwise obtained by the system) as seeds. Emails in the context of the present
disclosure may be referred to as email data items.
[0428] Block 2704 indicates that the following blocks (2706, 2708, 2710, 2712, 2714, and 2716) may be performed
for each of the seeds (for example, email data items) designated as described above in reference to block 2702.
[0429] At block 2706, the system identifies and extracts the subject and sender information from the email data item
designated as the seed. The subject information of the phishing email may be, for example, "Click this link!" The sender
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information of the phishing email may include, for example, a source email address such as "evil@examplephishingdo-
main.com," and may also include a name associated with the source email address, such as "John Doe."
[0430] At block 2706, the system clusters any other email data items that are related to the seed based on the extracted
subject information or sender information. For example, the system may cluster other email data items having a same
(or, alternatively, substantially the same or similar) subject information as the seed email data item. Further, the system
may cluster other email data items having a same (or, alternatively, substantially the same or similar) sender information
as the seed email data item.
[0431] Clustering of data items may be accomplished as generally described above (for example, by searching various
data sources for related data items and clustering those data items) as part of a clustering strategy. In general, the seed
email data item is added to a cluster (for example, a data cluster is instantiated with an initial clustered data item being
the seed or the seed is initially designated as the data cluster), and as related data items are found (for example, the
email data items mentioned above and below) they are added to the cluster. As described above, clustered data items
may be related by, for example, sharing the same or similar properties, characteristics, and/or metadata (for example,
subject and/or sender information). Email data items to be clustered may be stored in, for example, one or more data
stores of the system or another computing system. In an embodiment, the system may access electronic mailboxes of
the employees of the organization to obtain email data items to be clustered by the system. In an embodiment the email
data items may be obtained by the system on an ongoing or continuous basis and the emails are transmitted though
the communications network.
[0432] In an embodiment, the system may require (e.g., based on the Internal Phishing clustering strategy) that either
the subject information or the sender information of an email data item be the same or substantially the same as the
seed email data item for the email data item to be clustered. In another embodiment, the system may require that both
the subject information and the sender information of an email data item be the same or substantially the same as the
seed email data item for the email data item to be clustered. In yet another embodiment, the system may operate on a
spectrum that determines a closeness of a match between either the subject information or the sender information of
an email data item and the same as the seed email data item to determine whether the email data item is to be clustered.
For example, in one instance the subject information may be completely different, while the sender information may be
very nearly the same. In this example, the closeness of the match of both the sender and subject would be weighed and
the system may determine that the email data item should be clustered. In another example, the subject information
may be very nearly the same, while the sender information may be completely different. In this example, the closeness
of the match of both the sender and subject would be weighed and the system may determine that the email data item
should be clustered. In yet another example, the subject information may be mostly different, while the sender information
may also be mostly different. In this example, the closeness of the match of both the sender and subject would be
weighed and the system may determine that the email data item should not be clustered.
[0433] In various embodiments portions of the sender information and/or portions of the subject information may be
used to determine clustering, and various items may be weighted differently in the determination. For example, an email
data item has a sender email address of "john@examplephishingdomain.com," while the seed data item has a sender
email address of "sam@examplephishingdomain.com." In this example, while the sender email addresses are different,
the system may determine that because the domains of the two email addresses are the same, the email data item
should be clustered with the seed email data item.
[0434] In various embodiments, two email data items having subject or sender information that is "substantially the
same" or "similar" to one another may be understood to mean that the information need not be identical, but at least
one or more portions of the information should be identical in some respect (for example, characters, structure, formatting,
and/or the like). For example, two subjects may be "substantially the same" when both include at least a portion of
characters that are the same, such as "Click this link!" and "Click this link now!" In another example, subjects may be
"substantially the same" when both are structured similarly, such as "Click this button!" and "Select this link!" The system
may employ one or more algorithms, such as machine learning algorithms to determine whether the email data items
match as described above.
[0435] In general, each data cluster generated by the system in the context of phishing detection may be considered
to correspond to a particular phishing campaign. This is because, for example, all clustered email data items may be
similar to one another (for example, similar subject and/or sender), and may be considered to be part of a coordinated
and/or large-scale phishing effort. Accordingly, when, for example, a new email data item is received by the system that
includes sender or subject information similar to a clustered email data item, that new email data item may be clus-
tered/merged into the existing cluster. Such a determination that the two email data items are to be clustered may occur
during seed generation or, alternatively, it may occur during cluster generation.
[0436] Phishing campaigns may be time dependent, for example, many emails associated with a campaign may be
sent out at once (or within a short period of time). Accordingly, as indicated in block 2708, in an embodiment clustered
email data items may be limited to a particular time period in addition to having similar subjects or senders. For example,
when a new email data item is received by the system that includes sender or subject information similar to a clustered
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email data item, that new email data item may, in an embodiment, only be clustered/merged into the existing cluster
when, for example, the two email data items were received either by the system or by the original recipient, within a
particular time period. In various embodiments, the email data items may or may not be clustered depending on being
received, either by the system or by the original recipient, within a particular time period, time span, or window of time
(for example, on a same day, in a same hour, and/or the like). For example, in the example of a same-day limitation, a
cluster may be based on seed email data item that was received by its recipient on July 17. When the system later
identifies a similar email data item, if the later email data item was also received by its recipient on July 17, the email
data item (and any related data items) may be merged into the same cluster as the seed. However, if the later email
data item was received by its recipient on July 18, a new cluster may be generated by the system and the email data
item (and any related data items) may be added to that new cluster. In another embodiment, no time limitation is placed
on cluster merging.
[0437] At block 2710, any subject or sender information associated with any clustered email data items may be identified
and added to the matching criteria for adding email data items to the cluster, and, as indicated by decision block 2716,
additional email data items may then be clustered based on those new matching criteria. Accordingly, in the embodiment
shown in Figure 27A, the system may iteratively generate clusters such that previously clustered data items (and/or
properties, characteristics, and/or metadata related to those clustered data items) may be used as criteria for further
clustering of related data items. For example, the cluster generation method shown in block 2708 and 2710 may optionally
repeat multiple times until, for example, the clustering strategy is completed and/or no additional related data items are
found by the system (as indicated by decision block 2716).
[0438] In another embodiment, the method of Figure 27A may not include block 2710 such that no additional clustering
criteria are added. In another embodiment, the system may only cluster email data items received from employees.
[0439] Continuing with the method illustrated in Figure 27A, at block 2712 the system parses and/or extracts any links,
for example, URLs, from the clustered email data items. These URLs may then optionally be added to the cluster as
additional data items. Such URLs are typically provided by the malicious party in hopes that the target will click the URL
and visit, usually, a webpage on the Internet fraudulently prepared to look like a legitimate webpage where the target
should disclose sensitive information. In another example, such URLs may link to a malware file that may be downloaded
to the target’s computing device when selected. In either case, the system extracts such URLs, and monitors commu-
nications network traffic (as described above) so as to determine whether any phishing email recipients have clicked
any of the URLs. Parsing and clustering of URLs may continue iteratively according to the clustering strategy, as described
above and as indicated by decision block 2716.
[0440] At block 2714, any such employees that clicked on any of the parsed URLs are identified by the system. Such
employees or users may be referred to herein to as "clickers." Clickers are identified by the system by comparing the
parsed out URLs to communications network traffic. Traffic to any of the URLs may be identified by the system, a source
of the traffic (for example, a network address and computing device associated with that address) may be identified by
the system, users associated with that computing device (for example, an employee that was logged on to the computing
device when the traffic was detected) are identified by the system, and/or organizational information associated with the
users (for example, one or more "bands," as described above) may be determined by the system. This various information
may be referred to, in the context of the phishing detection, as phishing-related information, and data items corresponding
to this information identified and determined by the system may be clustered by the system.
[0441] In the context of phishing detection, data items that may be clustered may be referred to as phishing-related
data items, and may be related to the network communications described above which may be scanned and/or logged.
Examples of such phishing-related data items include, but are not limited to: users (for example, persons having accounts
on particular computer systems or devices), organizational or hierarchical positions associated with users (referred to
herein as "band" levels and described above), external Internet Protocol addresses, external domains, external IP
addresses associated with external domains, external computerized devices or systems, internal Internet Protocol ad-
dresses, internal computerized devices or systems (also referred to herein as hosts), internal IP addresses that connect
to external domains, internal computer systems that connect to external domains, other data items (for example, data
items drawn from threat lists and/or public and/or private whitelists or blacklists, such as data items representing malware,
known bad domains, known good domains, known bad IP addresses, and/or the like), host-based events (such as, for
example, virus scan alerts and/or logged events, intrusion prevention system alerts and/or logged events, and the like),
WHOIS information associated with network addresses (for example, geographical location information and/or registra-
tion information), network firewall- and/or router-gathered information (for example, fingerprints, signatures, and/or hash-
es associated with malware items and/or particular communications), and/or the like.
[0442] As indicated by decision block 2716, clustering may continue iteratively as new data items are added to the
data cluster, as described above and throughout the present disclosure. Further examples of cluster generation and
iterative clustering are described in U.S. Patent Application No. 14/139603, previously incorporated by reference herein
for all purposes.
[0443] In various embodiments, email data item seeds may be identified intermittently (for example, on a schedule,
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as needed, and/or on demand) and/or continuously as copies of potentially malicious phishing emails are received by
the system. Similarly, in various embodiments clusters and/or alerts (as described above and below) may be generated,
merged, and/or regenerated intermittently and/or continuously as seeds are identified/generated.
[0444] As described above in reference to blocks 1002 and 1004 of Figure 10A, the system analyzes generated
clusters, generates alerts, and provides alerts to the analyst via a user interface. An example user interface is described
below in reference to Figure 27C.
[0445] In general, alerts/clusters are generated/regenerated and analyzed/reanalyzed as described above such that
alerts are may be updated, linked, and/or merged.

XXXV. External Phishing Detection: Seed Generation & Cluster Generation

[0446] Figure 27B is a flowchart of an example of another seed generation and clustering method performed by the
data analysis system as applied to phishing threat detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The
embodiment of Figure 27B applies to detection of phishing threats to customers of an organization from outside of the
organization, referred to herein as "External Phishing Detection." The seed generation method of block 2742 (described
below) may generally be understood to correspond to block 910 (generate seed(s)) of the generalized process of Figure
10A, while the cluster generation method of blocks 2744, 2746, 2748, 2750, 2752, 2756, 2760, and 2762 may generally
be understood to correspond to block 920 (generate clusters(s)) of the generalized process of Figure 10A.
[0447] At block 2742, the system receives copies of one or more potentially malicious (for example, phishing-related)
emails from customers of the organization. The copies of the emails may be sent to a particular email address, or placed
in a particular electronic mailbox, of the organization designated for receiving potentially malicious emails targeting the
customers of the organization. The system may then designate and use each of the potentially malicious emails as
seeds. Emails in the context of the present disclosure may be referred to as email data items.
[0448] Block 2744 indicates that the following blocks (2744, 2746, 2748, 2750, 2752, 2756, 2760, and 2762) may be
performed for each of the seeds (for example, email data items) designated as described above in reference to block 2742.
[0449] Blocks 2744, 2746, 2748, 2750, 2752, and 2756 proceed generally as described above in reference to blocks
2704, 2706, 2708, 2710, 2712, and 2716 of Figure 27A. For example, for each of the seed email data items (block 2744),
subject and sender information is identified (block 2746), email data items are clustered (blocks 2748 and 2750), URLs
are parsed from the email data items and clustered (block 2752), and the process continues iteratively (decision block
2756) as described above. In contrast with Internal Phishing Detection described above, generally the system does not
have access to customers’ electronic mailboxes for obtaining and clustering additional email data items. In an embod-
iment, the system may cluster email data items accessible from third-party services, for example, services that provide
spam and phishing email protection. In an embodiment, extracted URLs may be compared to identified malicious URLs
provided by such third-party security services (including various blacklists, for example), as described above in reference
to the various applications of the data analysis system. Additional information related to the cluster may be obtained
from such services and added to the data cluster.
[0450] As described above, each of the clusters generated by the system in the context of phishing detection may
generally relate to a phishing campaign. Accordingly, in an embodiment, clustering/merging of email data items may be
limited according to time, as described above in reference to Figure 27A.
[0451] In various embodiments, any other phishing-related data items, as described above, may be clustered.
[0452] At block 2760, the system designates any clusters having more than a threshold number of email data items
as a campaign (for example, a phishing campaign). For example, any clusters having greater than two, three, four, or
five (or, alternatively, any other number of) email data items may be designated as a campaign. Clusters designated as
campaigns may be referred to herein as "campaign clusters."
[0453] At block 2762, further action may be taken by the system to interact with third-party services regarding the
campaign clusters and/or information associated with the campaign clusters, and/or to automatically generate and/or
analyze those clusters designated as campaigns. In an embodiment, other phishing-related data items are only clustered
with clusters designated as campaigns. In another embodiment, the system only analyzes and generates alerts for
clusters designated as campaigns. In yet another embodiment, whether or not a cluster is designated as a campaign is
a factor weighed in determining the alert score. In another embodiment, a number of email data items in a cluster may
be a factor in determining an alert score.
[0454] As mentioned, further action taken by the system may include interaction with one or more third-party services.
For example, the system may determine whether or not any URLs/domains identified by the system were previously
identified on one or more blacklists provided by third-party services. The system may accomplish this by comparing the
identified/parsed URLs and/or domains to any URLs/domains provided on the one or more blacklists. In an embodiment
the system notifies the third-party services of any URLs/domains not previously identified. In an embodiment, the third-
party services are only notified regarding URLs/domains identified in relation to any campaign clusters.
[0455] In various embodiments, email data item seeds may be identified intermittently (for example, on a schedule,
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as needed, and/or on demand) and/or continuously as copies of potentially malicious phishing emails are received by
the system. Similarly, in various embodiments clusters and/or alerts (as described above and below) may be generated,
merged, and/or regenerated intermittently and/or continuously as seeds are identified/generated.
[0456] As described above in reference to blocks 1002 and 1004 of Figure 10A, the system analyzes generated
clusters, generates alerts, and provides alerts to the analyst via a user interface. An example user interface is described
below in reference to Figure 27C.
[0457] In general, alerts/clusters are generated/regenerated and analyzed/reanalyzed as described above such that
alerts are may be updated, linked, and/or merged.

XXXVI. Phishing Detection: Alert Generation/User Interface

[0458] As mentioned above, in various embodiments the system generates alerts corresponding to each generated
cluster, and provides an interface including those alerts, as described above in reference to block 1002 and 1004 of
Figure 10A. Generation of alerts, according to various embodiments, includes analysis of the generated cluster based
on analysis rules/criteria specific to the type of cluster (in this example, malware threat detection), generation of conclu-
sions, and generation of alert score(s), as described in reference to Figure 10B above.
[0459] Examples of conclusion templates that may be applied by the system in the context of phishing detection are
shown in Figure 10C described above. For example, the "Internal Phishing" and "External Phishing" lists show examples
of conclusion templates that may be used with clusters based on email data items, as described above.
[0460] Figure 27C illustrates an example data cluster analysis user interface of the data analysis system as applied
to phishing threat detection, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The analysis user interface 2772 is
similar to the analysis user interface 1202 described above in reference to Figure 12. Accordingly, the description above
in reference to Figure 12 may be understood to apply to Figure 27C, where appropriate.
[0461] The analysis user interface 2772 includes header information 2776 including a title indicating that this alert
relates to "Phishing Campaign 12", and was generated based on a cluster generated by the "Internal Phishing" clustering
strategy (for example, the seed generation and clustering strategies described above in reference to Figure 27A). An
upper portion of the analysis user interface 2774 is colored according to an alert score generated for the cluster. The
analysis user interface further includes four conclusions 2778 (similar to the "Internal Phishing" template conclusions
listed in Figure 10C) indicating, for example, that 9 senders (for example, malicious parties sending phishing emails)
sent emails that were reported to the system (for example, to an email address such as "Abuse@bank.com") having
subjects similar to "OPEN THIS LINK!"; that the senders of those reported emails were the senders of 55 emails to the
organization between June 12 and June 13; that 45 employees received those emails and a highest band of those
employees was Senior Management; and that 2 domains (or, alternatively, URLs) were extracted from those emails and
12 likely clickers were identified. Further, the analysis user interface includes various detailed information regarding the
cluster, including latest emails received in the cluster and a list of the latest clicks on the URLs (including who the clickers
are). Further, as described above, the analyst may select "Show Logs" to view even further detailed information from
the cluster, as described above in reference to Figures 14-17, for example.
[0462] As mentioned above in reference to Figure 12, in an embodiment, the analysis user interface 2772 may include
user interface elements (such as buttons) to add the cluster data items of a graph, as described in various related
applications listed above and previously incorporated by reference herein. Further, the system may enable an analyst
viewing a graph of data items to go to alerts representing clusters in which that data item is included.
[0463] Advantageously, as described above and according to various embodiments, the data analysis system may
automatically generate seeds related to phishing activities (for example, malicious emails and/or phishing campaigns),
cluster various data items related to those seeds, analyze those clusters, generate human-readable conclusions, generate
alerts and alert scores, and display a user interface including the various information related to the alert and the cluster
to an analyst. The analyst may then efficiently evaluate the alert and determine whether the identified malicious activities
and related data items represent an phishing threat (or other malicious threat) critical enough that is should be further
investigated. For example, the analysis user interface of Figure 27C indicates a fairly involved phishing campaign
including a significant number of employee clickers and recipients all the way up to the Senior Management level.
Accordingly, an analyst is likely to quickly recognize that this phishing campaign poses a serious threat to the organization
and steps should be taken to mitigate as immediately as possible. Further, the analyst may have, in the example of
Figure 27C, all the information immediately available to determine the proper mitigation steps including, for example,
domains and URLs to block, the types of incoming emails to block, and employees to educate regarding phishing threats.
Various items of information generated by the system and provided in the alert user interface assist the analyst in
performing the evaluation including, for example, the alert score, the conclusions, and the easily accessible and filterable
data related to the cluster.
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XXXVII. Additional Embodiments

[0464] Embodiments of the present disclosure have been described that relate to automatic generation of memory-
efficient clustered data structures and, more specifically, to automatic selection of an initial data entity of interest, adding
of the initial data entity to the memory-efficient clustered data structure, determining and adding one or more related
data items to the cluster, analyzing the cluster based on one or more rules or criteria to generate human-readable
conclusions, and providing an interactive user interface to an analyst. As described above, in various embodiments, a
generated cluster may include far fewer data items as compared to a huge collection of data items that may or may not
be related to one another. This may be because, for example, data items included in a cluster may only include those
data items that are related to one another and which may be relevant to a particular investigation. Accordingly, in various
embodiments, processing of generated clusters may be highly efficient because, for example, a given fraud investigation
by an analyst may only require storage in memory of a single cluster data structure. Further, a number of data items in
a cluster may be several orders of magnitude smaller than in the huge collection of data items that may or may not be
related to one another because only data items related to each other are included in the cluster.
[0465] Additionally, the automated analysis and scoring of clusters (as mentioned above) may enable highly efficient
evaluation of the various data clusters by a human analyst. For example, the interactive user interface us generated so
as to enable an analyst to quickly view critical data clusters (as determined by the automated scoring), and then in
response to analyst inputs, view and interact with the generated information (including, for example, the human-readable
conclusions) associated with the clusters. In response to user inputs the user interface may be updated to display raw
data associated with each of the generated clusters if the analyst desires to dive deeper into data associated with a
given cluster.
[0466] As described above, data clusters may include one or more data items. A data item may include any data,
information, or things, such as a person, a place, an organization, an account, a computer, an activity, and event, and/or
the like. In an example application, a human analyst may be tasked with deciding whether an account data item represents
a fraudulent bank account. However, an individual data item oftentimes includes insufficient information for the analyst
to make such decisions. Rather, the analyst may make better decisions based upon a collection of related data items.
For instance, two financial transactions may be related by an identical account identifier or two accounts belonging to
one customer may be related by an identical customer identifier or other attribute (e.g., a shared phone number or
address). Some currently available systems assist the analyst by identifying data items that are directly related to an
initial data item. For example, the analyst could initiate an investigation with a single suspicious data item or "seed,"
such as a fraudulent credit card account. If the analyst examined this data item by itself, then the analyst would not
observe any suspicious characteristics. However, the analyst could request a list of data items related to the seed by a
shared attribute, such as a customer identifier. In doing so, the analyst could discover an additional data item, such as
an additional credit card account, which relates to the original fraudulent account because of a shared customer identifier.
The analyst could then mark the additional credit card account as potentially fraudulent, based upon the relationship of
the shared customer identifier.
[0467] Although currently available systems can be helpful in discovering related data items, they typically require the
analyst to manually repeat the same series of searches for many investigations. Repeating the same investigation
process consumes time and resources, such that there are oftentimes more investigations than can be performed. Thus,
analysts typically prioritize investigations based upon the characteristics of the seeds. However, there may be insignificant
differences between the seeds, so the analyst may not be able to determine the correct priority for investigations. For
instance, the analyst could have to choose between two potential investigations based upon separate fraudulent credit
card accounts. One investigation could reveal more potentially fraudulent credit card accounts than the other, and
therefore could be more important to perform. Yet, the characteristics of the two original credit card accounts could be
similar, so the analyst would not be able to choose the more important investigation. Without more information, prioritizing
investigations, and evaluating data items, is difficult and error prone. Various embodiments described herein overcome
these drawbacks.
[0468] While the foregoing is directed to various embodiments, other and further embodiments may be devised without
departing from the basic scope thereof. For example, aspects of the present disclosure may be implemented in hardware
or software or in a combination of hardware and software. An embodiment of the disclosure may be implemented as a
program product for use with a computer system. The program(s) of the program product define functions of the em-
bodiments (including the methods described herein) and may be contained on a variety of computer-readable storage
media. Illustrative computer-readable storage media include, but are not limited to: (i) non-writable storage media (e.g.,
read-only memory devices within a computer such as CD-ROM disks readable by a CD-ROM drive, flash memory, ROM
chips or any type of solid-state non-volatile semiconductor memory) on which information is permanently stored; and
(ii) writable storage media (e.g., hard-disk drive or any type of solid-state random-access semiconductor memory) on
which alterable information is stored. Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms described in the preceding sections
may be embodied in, and fully or partially automated by, code modules executed by one or more computer systems or
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computer processors comprising computer hardware. The processes and algorithms may alternatively be implemented
partially or wholly in application-specific circuitry.
[0469] The various features and processes described above may be used independently of one another, or may be
combined in various ways. All possible combinations and subcombinations are intended to fall within the scope of this
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may be omitted in some implementations. The methods and
processes described herein are also not limited to any particular sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can
be performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For example, described blocks or states may be performed in
an order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state.
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in parallel, or in some other manner. Blocks or states may be
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The example systems and components described
herein may be configured differently than described. For example, elements may be added to, removed from, or rear-
ranged compared to the disclosed example embodiments.
[0470] Conditional language, such as, among others, "can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stated oth-
erwise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is generally intended to convey that certain embodiments
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus, such conditional language
is not generally intended to imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way required for one or more embod-
iments or that one or more embodiments necessarily include logic for deciding, with or without user input or prompting,
whether these features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be performed in any particular embodiment.
[0471] The term "comprising" as used herein should be given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For
example, a general purpose computer comprising one or more processors should not be interpreted as excluding other
computer components, and may possibly include such components as memory, input/output devices, and/or network
interfaces, among others.
[0472] The term "continuous" as used herein, is a broad term encompassing its plain an ordinary meaning and, as
used in reference to various types of activity (for example, scanning, monitoring, logging, and the like), includes without
limitation substantially continuous activity and/or activity that may include periodic or intermittent pauses or breaks, but
which accomplish the intended purposes described (for example, continuous scanning may include buffering and/or
storage of data that is thereafter processed, for example, in batch and/or the like).
[0473] Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the
attached figures should be understood as potentially representing modules, segments, or portions of code which include
one or more executable instructions for implementing specific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple-
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments described herein in which elements or functions may be
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, including substantially concurrently or in reverse order,
depending on the functionality involved, as would be understood by those skilled in the art.
[0474] It should be emphasized that many variations and modifications may be made to the above-described embod-
iments, the elements of which are among other acceptable examples. All such modifications and variations are intended
to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain embodiments of the
invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention may
be practiced in many ways. As is also stated above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminology when
describing certain features or aspects of the invention should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being re-
defined herein to be restricted to including any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the invention should therefore be construed in accordance with the
appended claims and any equivalents thereof.

Claims

1. A computer system comprising:

one or more computer readable storage devices configured to store:

a plurality of computer executable instructions;
a data clustering strategy; and
a plurality of data items including at least:

file data items, each file data item associated with at least one suspected malware file and one or more
network indicators; and
network-related data items associated with captured communications between an internal network and
an external network, the network-related data items including at least one of: external Internet Protocol
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addresses, external domains, external computerized devices, internal Internet Protocol addresses,
internal computerized devices, users of particular computerized devices, or organizational positions
associated with users of particular computerized devices; and

one or more hardware computer processors in communication with the one or more computer readable storage
devices and configured to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer
system to:

access, from the one or more computer readable storage devices, the file data items;
determine, for each file data item of the file data items, whether or not the file data item is been marked as
a seed; and
for each of the file data items marked as a seed, generate a data item cluster based on the data clustering
strategy by at least:

adding the seed to the data item cluster;
identifying one or more of the network indicators that are associated with the seed;
identifying one or more of the network-related data items associated with at least one of the identified
one or more of the network indicators;
adding, to the data item cluster, the one or more identified network-related data items;
identifying an additional one or more data items, including file data items and/or network-related data
items, associated with any data items of the data item cluster; and
adding, to the data item cluster, the additional one or more data items.

2. The computer system of Claim 1, wherein each of the data items of the data item cluster identify at least an internal
computerized device, a user of the internal computerized device, and an organizational position associated with the
user.

3. The computer system of Claim 1 or 2, wherein the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the one or more hardware computer
processors to:

scan communications between the internal network and the external network so as to identify additional network-
related data items; and
store the additional network-related data items in the one or more computer readable storage devices;
and optionally, wherein the communications are continuously scanned via a proxy.

4. The computer system of any preceding Claim, wherein the one or more network indicators include at least an external
Internet Protocol address or an external domain.

5. The computer system of any preceding Claim, wherein the one or more of the network indicators that are associated
with the seed comprise network indicators that are contacted by the at least one suspected malware file associated
with the seed when the at least one suspected malware file is executed.

6. The computer system of any preceding Claim, wherein determining whether or not the file data item is marked as
a seed comprises determining whether or not the file data item has been marked by a human analyst as a seed.

7. The computer system of Claim 6, wherein each of the file data items is processed by the computer system by at least:

initiating an analysis of the file data item including the at least one suspected malware file, wherein the analysis
of the file data item generates a plurality of analysis information items including at least one of calculated hashes,
file properties, academic analysis information, file execution information, or third-party analysis information;
associating the plurality of analysis information items with the file data item; and
generating a user interface including one or more user selectable portions presenting various of the analysis
information items, the user interface usable by the human analyst to determine one or more characteristics of
the file data item and to mark the file data item as a seed.

8. The computer system of Claim 7, wherein the file data item is marked by a human analyst as a seed via a user
interface of the computer system.
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9. The computer system of Claim 7 or 8, wherein initiating analysis of the file data item and generating the plurality of
analysis information items comprises:

initiating an internal analysis of the file data item; and
initiating an external analysis of the file data item,
wherein the internal analysis includes analysis performed by the one or more hardware computer processors,
and wherein the internal analysis includes at least one of calculation of an MD5 hash of the file data item,
calculation of a SHA-1 hash of the file data item, or calculation of a size of the file data item, and
wherein the external analysis includes analysis performed by at least a second computer system, and wherein
the external analysis includes execution of the file data item in a sandboxed environment and analysis of the
file data item by a third-party malware analysis service.

10. The computer system of any preceding Claim, wherein:

the one or more computer readable storage devices are further configured to store:

a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering strategy, and
the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured to execute the plurality of computer
executable instructions in order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors to:

for each generated data item cluster:

access the plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering strategy;
analyze the data item cluster based on the accessed data cluster analysis rules; and
based on the analysis of the data item cluster:

determine an alert score for the data item cluster; and
generate one or more human-readable conclusions regarding the data item cluster.

11. The computer system of Claim 10, wherein the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to:

for each generated data item cluster:

generate an alert, the alert comprising the alert score, the one or more human-readable conclusions, the
data items associated with the data item cluster, and metadata associated with the data items of the data
item cluster.

12. The computer system of Claim 11, wherein the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to:

generate a user interface including a list of user-selectable alert indicators, an alert indicator being provided for
each of the generated alerts, each of the alert indicators providing a summary of information associated with
respective generated alerts.

13. The computer system of Claim 12, wherein the one or more hardware computer processors are further configured
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause the computer system to:

in response to a selection of an alert indicator by a human analyst:

generate an alert display, the alert display including at least an indication of the alert score and a list of the
one or more human-readable conclusions.

14. The computer system of any of Claims 10-13, wherein the one or more human-readable conclusions each comprise
a phrase or sentence including one or more indications of summary or aggregated data associated with a plurality
of the data items of the data item cluster.

15. The computer system of Claim 14, wherein generating the one or more human-readable conclusions comprises:
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selecting, based on the data cluster type associated with the particular data cluster, one or more conclusion
templates; and
populating the one or more conclusion templates with data associated with the particular data cluster.
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(54) QUERYING MEDICAL CLAIMS DATA

(57) Techniques are provided for querying medical
claims data. In an embodiment, responding to selection
of a health care fraud scheme template from among a
plurality of health care fraud scheme templates by dis-
playing a partial query statement defined by the selected
health care fraud scheme template; and based on a pa-
rameter indicated by the selected health care fraud tem-
plate, displaying at least one interface control element
embedded within the partial query statement. An input
indicating the value for the parameter of the partial query
statement is received. Generating a converted query in
a database querying language that a particular database
system is configured to interpret based at least on the
partial query statement, the parameter, and the specified
value for the parameter. The particular database system
is caused to execute the converted query to identify query
results comprising health care data based on the con-
verted query.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application claims priority to U.S.
Patent Application No. 14/449,083 filed July 31, 2014,
which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety
for all purposes as if fully set forth herein.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present invention relates to data process-
ing techniques for fraud detection in the context of health
insurance.

BACKGROUND

[0003] The approaches described in this section are
approaches that could be pursued, but not necessarily
approaches that have been previously conceived or pur-
sued. Therefore, unless otherwise indicated, it should
not be assumed that any of the approaches described in
this section qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their
inclusion in this section.
[0004] Healthcare fraud accounts for an estimated
$60-80 billion dollars/year in waste. Some estimate that
the damages constitute 3-10% of all healthcare expen-
ditures. One source of fraud is prescription drug fraud.
Examples of prescription fraud include forging prescrip-
tions, altering prescriptions, stealing prescription pads,
calling in prescriptions or using online pharmacies, doc-
tor/pharmacy shopping (for example, going to multiple
doctors, emergency rooms, or pharmacies and seeking
prescriptions while faking symptoms such as migraine
headaches, toothaches, cancer, psychiatric disorders,
and attention deficit disorder, or having deliberately in-
jured oneself), going across state lines to seek fulfillment
at multiple pharmacies, refilling prescriptions before
ninety days, and so forth. Prescription fraud primarily oc-
curs at retailer pharmacies, and primarily with narcotics,
anti-anxiety medications, muscle relaxants, and hypno-
tics.
[0005] Other sources of fraud include insurance claims
fraud such as a provider charging more than peers for
services, a provider billing for more tests per patient than
peers, a provider billing for unlikely or unnecessary med-
ical procedures, upcoding of services or billing for the
most expensive of options, upcoding of equipment or bill-
ing for a more expensive item and delivering a lower cost
item, consistently billing for high cost medical equipment,
such as Durable Medical Equipment, billing for proce-
dures or services not provided, filing duplicate claims that
bill for the same service on two separate occasions, un-
bundling a group of services so that the services billed
one at a time yield more compensation than if they had
been bundled together, kickbacks from referrals, trans-
portation fraud, collecting money from multiple insurance
providers, using surgical modifiers to increase reim-

bursement, fraud involving viatical health and life insur-
ance, nursing home fraud such as lack of services ren-
dered or services rendered by non-licensed profession-
als, and so forth.
[0006] Prescription claims, doctor office claims, med-
ical procedure claims, hospital claims, medical equip-
ment claims, and other medical claims (collectively re-
ferred to as medical claims or healthcare claims) may
number in the millions or billions per year. And each med-
ical claim may include numerous types of data, such as
billing codes, patient identifier, location, service provider
identifier, service date, and the like. Thus, while databas-
es of medical claims contain vast amount of information,
selectively mining the available information for useful pur-
poses, such as to identify leads to potential fraudulent
claims, is not a trivial task. Moreover, persons capable
of properly constructing database queries are generally
computer programmers or those trained in database que-
rying languages, while persons capable of detecting
fraud in medical claims (referred to as fraud analysts)
tend to have limited or no familiarity in directly generating
database queries. This disconnect between different per-
sons using the medical claims database adds to the dif-
ficulty of medical fraud detection.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The appended claims may serve to summarize
the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] In the drawings:

FIG. 1 illustrates an example system for auto-
matically composing complex database
queries according to some embodi-
ments.

FIG. 2 illustrates example additional details of
the system of FIG. 1 according to some
embodiments.

FIG. 3 illustrates an example flow diagram for
automatically composing and directing
complex database queries implemented
in the system of FIG. 1 according to
some embodiments.

FIGs. 4A-4D illustrate example user interfaces imple-
mented in the system of FIG. 1 accord-
ing to some embodiments.

FIG. 5 illustrates a block diagram of an example
computer system upon which embodi-
ments of the present disclosure may be
implemented.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0009] In the following description, for the purposes of
explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in
order to provide a thorough understanding of the present
disclosure. It will be apparent, however, that the present
disclosure may be practiced without these specific de-
tails. In other instances, well-known structures and de-
vices are shown in block diagram form in order to avoid
unnecessarily obscuring the present disclosure.

1.0 General Overview

[0010] In an embodiment, a method comprising: re-
sponding to selection of a health care fraud scheme tem-
plate from among a plurality of health care fraud scheme
templates by displaying a partial query statement defined
by the selected health care fraud scheme template;
based on a parameter indicated by the selected health
care fraud template, displaying at least one interface con-
trol element embedded within the partial query state-
ment, the interface control element configured to receive
input indicating a value for the parameter; receiving, via
the at least one interface control element, input indicating
the value for the parameter of the partial query statement;
based at least on the partial query statement, the param-
eter, and the specified value for the parameter, generat-
ing a converted query in a database querying language
that a particular database system is configured to inter-
pret; causing the particular database system to execute
the converted query to identify query results comprising
health care data based on the converted query; and
wherein the method is performed using one or more proc-
essors.
[0011] In an embodiment, the method further compris-
es wherein the partial query statement is in a natural lan-
guage format that the particular database system is not
configured to interpret.
[0012] In an embodiment, the method further compris-
es wherein the at least one interface control element is
located at a specific location within the partial query state-
ment.
[0013] In an embodiment, the method further compris-
es wherein the partial query statement provides context
for a parameter type for the parameter.
[0014] In an embodiment, the method further compris-
es wherein receiving the input comprises receiving se-
lection of the value for the parameter from among a pre-
defined list of parameter values.
[0015] In an embodiment, the method further compris-
es wherein receiving the input comprises receiving a free
form parameter value as the value for the parameter.
[0016] In an embodiment, the method further compris-
es wherein the particular database system includes a
plurality of health care data records associated with
health care service or product provider claims submitted
for individual members, and wherein the query results
comprise at least a portion of the plurality of health care

data records.
[0017] In an embodiment, the method further compris-
es receiving selection of a sample dataset, the sample
dataset comprising a subset of the plurality of health care
data records having a known characteristic, and wherein
causing the particular database system to execute the
converted query to identify query results comprises iden-
tifying query results from the sample dataset.
[0018] In an embodiment, one or more transitory or
non-transitory machine-readable media storing instruc-
tions which, when executed by one or more processors,
cause: responding to selection of a health care fraud
scheme template from among a plurality of health care
fraud scheme templates by displaying a partial query
statement defined by the selected health care fraud
scheme template; based on a parameter indicated by the
selected health care fraud template, displaying at least
one interface control element embedded within the partial
query statement, the interface control element config-
ured to receive input indicating a value for the parameter;
receiving, via the at least one interface control element,
input indicating the value for the parameter of the partial
query statement; based at least on the partial query state-
ment, the parameter, and the specified value for the pa-
rameter, generating a converted query in a database
querying language that a particular database system is
configured to interpret; and causing the particular data-
base system to execute the converted query to identify
query results comprising health care data based on the
converted query.
[0019] In an embodiment, the one or more transitory
or non-transitory machine-readable media storing in-
structions which, when executed by one or more proc-
essors, further cause wherein receiving the input com-
prises receiving input from a user having no or limited
knowledge of the database querying language.
[0020] In an embodiment, the one or more transitory
or non-transitory machine-readable media storing in-
structions which, when executed by one or more proc-
essors, further cause receiving selection of at least one
sample dataset, the at least one sample dataset com-
prising health care claims data having known attributes;
wherein causing the particular database system to exe-
cute the converted query to identify query results com-
prises identifying query results from the at least one sam-
ple dataset.
[0021] In an embodiment, the one or more transitory
or non-transitory machine-readable media storing in-
structions which, when executed by one or more proc-
essors, further cause receiving at least one query sched-
uling input associated with the partial query statement,
the parameter, and the specified value for the parameter
for a user; wherein causing the particular database sys-
tem to execute the converted query is triggered in ac-
cordance with the at least one query scheduling input.
[0022] In an embodiment, the one or more transitory
or non-transitory machine-readable media storing in-
structions which, when executed by one or more proc-
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essors, further cause wherein the at least one query
scheduling input comprises specifying a query execution
frequency, a specific date to perform a query, or a query
trigger condition.
[0023] In an embodiment, a system comprising: one
or more databases including a plurality of health care
claims data; a user interface component, at least partially
implemented by computing hardware, configured to re-
ceive selection of a first pre-defined statement associat-
ed with a first health care claim fraud scheme from among
a plurality of health care claim fraud schemes and to re-
ceive an indication of one or more parameter values for
one or more interactive fields associated with the first
pre-defined statement by the first health care claim fraud
scheme, the first pre-defined statement provided in a nat-
ural language format, the one or more interactive fields
located at locations within the first pre-defined statement,
and the one or more parameter values customizing the
first pre-defined statement; and a query generator com-
ponent, at least partially implemented by computing hard-
ware, configured to convert the first pre-defined state-
ment and the one or more parameter values to a query
in a database querying language and to search the one
or more databases using the query.
[0024] In an embodiment, the system further compris-
ing wherein the plurality of health care claims data is or-
ganized as at least one of health care service or product
provider objects, patient objects, pharmacy objects, or
health care event objects.
[0025] In an embodiment, the system further compris-
ing a user-defined query access component, at least par-
tially implemented by computing hardware, configured
to receive input of at least one sample dataset, the at
least one sample dataset comprising a subset of the plu-
rality of health care claims data, and wherein the query
generator component performs the search of the at least
one sample dataset using the query.
[0026] In an embodiment, the system further compris-
ing wherein the databases store the at least one search
scheduling input, an identifier of the first pre-defined
statement, the one or more parameter values, and a user
identifier in association with each other.
[0027] In an embodiment, the system further compris-
ing wherein at least one of the one or more parameter
values comprises a percentage, a dollar amount, a quan-
titative value, a billing code, a conditional, a ratio, a logical
expression, a fraction, or compound values.
[0028] In an embodiment, the system further compris-
ing wherein one or more terms surrounding at least one
of the one or more interactive fields provide semantic
context for a type of parameter to be inputted to the at
least one of the one or more interactive fields.
[0029] In an embodiment, one or more transitory or
non-transitory machine-readable media storing instruc-
tions which, when executed by one or more processors,
cause: receiving selection of a query template corre-
sponding to a health care claim fraud scheme from
among a plurality of health care claim fraud schemes,

the query template including at least a first field at a spe-
cific location within the query template, and receiving at
least a first parameter for the at least first field of the
query template, the query template automatically provid-
ing natural language context for a type of parameter ac-
ceptable as the at least first parameter. The one or more
non-transitory machine-readable media storing instruc-
tions which, when executed by one or more processors,
further cause automatically converting the query tem-
plate and the at least first parameter to a converted query
in a database querying language, and automatically per-
forming a search in a plurality of health care claims data
using the converted query.

2.0 Structural Overview

[0030] Techniques are described herein for selectively
mining data related to health care to facilitate fraud lead
generation. In an embodiment, a programmatic method
enables selection of a partially formulated query that is
in a natural language or other non-technical format for a
specific kind of fraud scheme, and further enables fully
formulating a custom query in a natural language or other
non-technical format by accepting user-defined param-
eters for the query. In an embodiment, a fraud lead gen-
eration system automatically converts a custom query
that is in a natural language or other non-technical format
into a query string in a database querying language that
is compatible with databases comprising health care
claim data collected from provider sources, insurer sourc-
es, public sources, and/or other sources. The system re-
turns query or search results comprising health care
claim data corresponding to the custom query, which may
be reviewed for fraud lead generation. In an embodiment,
the system additionally enables testing and refining cus-
tom queries in a natural language or other non-technical
format against sample datasets and/or scheduling one
or more database searches using the custom query.
Among other aspects, the described systems and tech-
niques permit use by users with little or no knowledge of
database querying languages, and provide flexibility in
specifying desired characteristics or attributes of the data
to be mined even though the users are formulating the
queries in a natural language, non-technical, non-data-
base querying language, or non-database search com-
patible format. The systems and techniques further per-
mit, among other aspects, improved speed and efficiency
in fraud analysts’ workflow, because they need not wait
for generation of queries and performance of database
searches by technical personnel. Among yet other as-
pects, the systems and techniques further provide a ca-
pability to easily expand and update the system over time
to new or changing fraud schemes.
[0031] Various modifications to the embodiments will
be readily apparent to those skilled in the art, and prin-
ciples defined herein may be applied to other embodi-
ments and applications without departing from the spirit
and scope of the invention. Moreover, in the following
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description, numerous details are set forth for the pur-
pose of explanation. However, one of ordinary skill in the
art will realize that embodiments of the invention may be
practiced without the use of these specific details. In other
instances, well-known structures and processes are not
shown in block diagram form in order not to obscure the
description of the invention with unnecessary detail.
Thus, the present disclosure is not intended to be limited
to the embodiments shown, but is to be accorded the
widest scope consistent with the principles and features
disclosed herein.
[0032] FIG. 1 illustrates an example system 100 in
which the techniques described may be practiced, ac-
cording to some embodiments. System 100 is a compu-
ter-based system. The various components of system
100 are implemented at least partially by hardware at
one or more computing devices, such as one or more
hardware processors executing instructions stored in
one or more memories for performing various functions
described herein. System 100 illustrates only one of
many possible arrangements of components configured
to perform the functionality described herein. Other ar-
rangements may include fewer or different components,
and the division of work between the components may
vary depending on the arrangement.
[0033] System 100 includes a server 102, a database
104, one or more clients 106, and a network 108. Each
of the server 102, database 104, and clients 106 is in
wired or wireless communication with the network 108.
[0034] Server 102 comprises one or more servers,
computers, processors, database servers, and/or com-
puting devices configured to communicate with the da-
tabase 104 and/or clients 106 via network 108. The serv-
er 102 facilitates fraud detection of medical claims data
stored in database 104. Server 102 hosts one or more
applications, websites, or other visual or user interface
mechanisms related to use of medical claims data as
described in detail below. Server 102 may be located at
one or more geographically distributed locations. Al-
though one server 102 is shown in FIG. 1, system 100
may, depending on the embodiment, comprise one, two,
or any number of servers 102, which may work alone
and/or collectively to provide the functionality described
herein.
[0035] Database 104 comprises one or more databas-
es or storage devices configured to store and maintain
medical claims data, data associated with medical claims
data, data associated with fraud detection or fraud de-
tection lead generation, and/or instructions for use by
server 102 and/or clients 106 as described herein. Da-
tabase 104 may, in some embodiments, be located at
one or more geographically distributed location relative
to server 102. Server 102 and/or clients 106 may, in some
embodiments, access database 104 via network 108. Al-
ternatively, server 102 may access database 104 without
needing network 108. As another alternative, database
104 may be included within server 102. System 100 may,
depending on the embodiment, comprise one, two, or

any number of databases 104 configured to individually
and/or collectively store the data described herein.
[0036] Clients 106 comprise computing devices, in-
cluding but not limited to, work stations, personal com-
puters, general purpose computers, laptops, Internet ap-
pliances, hand-held devices, wireless devices, wired de-
vices, portable devices, wearable computers, cellular or
mobile phones, portable digital assistants (PDAs), smart
phones, tablets, multi-processor systems, microproces-
sor-based or programmable consumer electronics, game
consoles, settop boxes, network PCs, mini-computers,
and the like. Each of the clients 106 includes applications,
software, and/or other executable instructions to facilitate
various aspects of the medical claim fraud detection tech-
niques described herein. Clients 106 may also include
additional applications or other interface capabilities to
communicate with the server 102 and/or database 104.
Clients 106 may, depending on the embodiment, be lo-
cated geographically dispersed from each other. Al-
though three clients 106 are shown in FIG. 1, more or
less than three clients 106 may be included in system
100. Clients 106 are also referred to as devices, request-
ing devices, requesting clients, requesting machines, re-
questors, and the like.
[0037] Network 108 comprises a communications net-
work, such as a local area network (LAN), a wireless LAN
(WLAN), a wide area network (WAN), a wireless WAN
(WWAN), a metropolitan area network (MAN), an ad hoc
network, an intranet, an extranet, a virtual private network
(VPN), a portion of the Internet, the Internet, a portion of
a public switched telephone network (PSTN), a cellular
network, or a combination of two or more such networks.
When network 108 comprises a public network, security
features (e.g., VPN/SSL secure transport) may be includ-
ed to ensure authorized access within system 100.
[0038] FIG. 2 illustrates example objects and compo-
nents included in the system 100 according to some em-
bodiments. The components are communicatively cou-
pled (e.g., via appropriate interfaces) to each other and
to various data sources, so as to allow information to be
passed between the components and/or to share and
access common data.
[0039] System 100 comprises a data import compo-
nent 208 which collects data from a variety of sources,
including one or more of provider sources 200, insurer
sources 202, public sources 204, and other sources 206
as described herein. The data may be collected from
each source 200-206 on one or on multiple occasions,
depending on factors such as the size of the data source,
the accessibility of the data source, and how frequently
the data source changes. Depending on the form in which
the data is collected, the data import component 208 may
optionally perform Extract, Transform, and Load ("ETL")
operations on the collected data to generate objects that
conform to one or more defined ontologies 222. Ontolo-
gies 222 may be, for example, dynamic ontologies, static
schemas, and/or other data structure definitions.
[0040] The data import component 208 causes the col-
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lected data to be stored in one or more repositories of
data 210. The one or more repositories of data 210 may
store, among other object types, some or all of: provider
objects 212, patient objects 214, pharmacy objects 216,
health care event objects 218, and other objects 220,
each of which corresponds to a different discrete object
type defined by the one or more ontologies 222. Other
objects 220 may include any category of object type
deemed desirable. For example, another object type may
be administrative event objects. Thus, in an embodiment,
data obtained from healthcare providers, insurers, public
sources and other sources may be represented in com-
puter storage using object-oriented data representation
techniques to represent providers, patients, pharmacies,
events, and other items as objects to be selectively que-
ried to identify real-world relationships, events, or trans-
actions suspected of fraud. Repositories 210 may be in-
cluded in the database(s) 104. Repositories 210 may be
collectively referred to as a medical claims repository.
Examples of repositories 210 and corresponding objects
212-220 are described in subsequent sections. In some
embodiments, the contents of repositories 210 may be
organized as relational data.
[0041] System 100 also includes one or more of query
assistance data 230. The one or more repositories of
data 230 may store, among other object types, query
templates 232, sample datasets 234, and/or query defi-
nition data 236, each of which may be utilized for querying
the repositories 210 in connection with medical fraud de-
tection lead generation. Query templates 232 are files or
other data structures that store data representative of
one or more pre-constructed partial search queries in a
natural language format or a similarly readily understood
non-technical format. Sample datasets 234 comprise se-
lect subsets of the objects 212-220 having certain known
characteristics. Query definition data 236 comprises data
describing user defined queries, such as query parame-
ters defined by a user for use with the query templates
232, and optionally one or more additional user defined
rules or other configuration data relating to such queries.
Additional details concerning the query templates 232,
sample datasets 234, and query definition data 236 are
discussed below. Query assistance data 230 may be in-
cluded in the database(s) 104, or separately (e.g., files
within a file system).
[0042] System 100 further includes a user interface
component 240 that provides a graphical user interface
(GUI) to present information to and receive inputs from
a user, such as a fraud analyst, at one of the clients 106.
Information presented to the user may include at least a
portion of the query templates 232, sample datasets 234,
or objects 212-220, in accordance with the techniques
set forth herein. Inputs that may be received from the
user may include, for example, a selection or specifica-
tion of a query template from among the query templates
232, a selection or specification of user defined param-
eters for the query template, a selection or specification
of additional user defined inputs of configurations or op-

tions relating to querying medical claims data, or other
user inputs, in accordance with the techniques set forth
herein. A query generator component 242 generates a
query capable of searching the objects 212-220 and/or
sample datasets 234 based on query parameters spec-
ified by the selected query template and user defined
parameters. The query generator component 242 auto-
matically converts a query template and any user defined
parameters into a query format or syntax compatible with
the objects 212-220 and/or sample datasets 234. The
query generator component 242 initiates execution of a
search of the objects 212-220 and/or sample datasets
234 using the converted query to return query results to
the user via the user interface component 240.
[0043] A user defined query access component 244
maintains the query definition data 236, which defines
the queries formed using the user defined parameters
and/or configuration data specified, via the user interface
component 240, in connection with each user’s selection
of a query template to run a query against the objects
212-220. Depending on the query definition data 236,
the query generator component 242 may be automati-
cally triggered to run one or more subsequent searches
after an initial query initiated by the user.
[0044] The query results presented to the user com-
prise identification and/or the content of particular objects
within repositories 210 corresponding to at least portions
of one or more medical claims that may be "leads" for
fraudulent activity. The user analyzes the query results
to identify leads suggestive of fraud, to refine the query,
to test a potential lead, and/or for other fraud related pur-
poses, in accordance with the techniques described
herein.
[0045] In one embodiment, components 240-244 com-
prise one or more software components, programs, ap-
plications, or other units of code base or instructions con-
figured to be executed by one or more processors includ-
ed in the server 102. In other embodiments, the function-
alities or operations of one or more of components
240-244 is handled by the client 106 or shared between
the server 102 and client 106. As an example, the func-
tionalities of the user interface component 240 may be
provided by the client 106 while those of components
242-244 are provided by the server 102. Although com-
ponents 240-244 are depicted as distinct components in
FIG. 2, components 240-244 may be implemented as
fewer or more components than illustrated. Any of com-
ponents 240-244 may communicate with one or more
devices included in the system 100, such as server 102,
database 104, or clients 106.

3.0 Functional Overview

[0046] In an embodiment, the data objects and com-
ponents depicted in FIG. 2 are used at various points of
a workflow for identifying fraud. The first stage is lead
generation. This stage involves identifying suspected
cases of health care fraud for further investigation. A lead,
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as described herein, is a particular individual, organiza-
tion, or event that is suspected as consisting of, relating
to, or indicating actual or possible fraud, or is at an in-
creased probability for consisting of, relating to, or indi-
cating fraud. The term lead may also be used herein to
refer to a data object that represents the suspicious in-
dividual, organization, or event. One way to identify leads
is to receive tips concerning potentially fraudulent activ-
ities. A tip may come from a person or entity. Another
way to identify leads is to review networks of individuals
and/or organizations connected to instances of fraud de-
scribed in media reports, indictments, or other publica-
tions. Another way to identify leads is to apply business
rules to the various data objects and relationships de-
scribed herein to flag potentially fraudulent activity, such
as a male receiving treatment for ovarian cancer. Another
way to identify leads is to identify outliers or other notice-
able patterns outside the norm based on existing knowl-
edge of healthcare consumption. Data objects associat-
ed with unusual values for these metrics may be inves-
tigated as leads.
[0047] FIG. 3 illustrates an example flow diagram 300
for generating complex queries to search medical claims
data stored in medical claims databases (e.g., repositor-
ies 210), according to some embodiments. The complex
queries are automatically generated based on queries
constructed by users unfamiliar with requisite database
querying languages, such as Structured Query Lan-
guage (SQL), for querying the medical claims databases.
Such users are referred to as non-technical analysts,
fraud analysts, non-technical users, and the like. The
queries constructed by these users are in a non-technical
format or other format readily comprehensible by those
without computer programming or database querying
language knowledge. The queries constructed by the us-
ers are automatically converted into query strings in a
database querying language suitable for searching the
medical claims databases. The query or search results
comprise one or more medical claims, portions of one or
more medical claims, and/or statistics or aggregations
calculated based at least in part on one or more medical
claims, which are analyzed by the users to identify leads
for fraudulent medical claims activity.
[0048] In an embodiment, each of the processes de-
scribed in connection with the functional blocks of FIG.
3 may be implemented using one or more computer pro-
grams, other software elements, and/or digital logic in
any of a general-purpose computer or a special-purpose
computer, while performing data retrieval, transformation
and storage operations that involve interacting with and
transforming the physical state of memory of the compu-
ter.
[0049] The flow diagram 300 of FIG. 3 is described
below in conjunction with the objects and components of
FIG. 2 and an example user interface illustrated in FIGs.
4A-4D.
[0050] In block 302, the user interface component 240
presents a plurality of query templates in a graphical user

interface (GUI). Block 303 comprises receiving a selec-
tion made by a user of a particular query template from
among the plurality of query templates. In an embodi-
ment, the GUI may be displayed for a user interfacing
with one of the clients 106. The plurality of query tem-
plates correspond to those pre-specified in the query
templates 232. Each of the plurality of query templates
is associated with a fraud scheme.
[0051] A variety of fraud schemes exist such as, but
not limited to, upcoding, unbundling, data flagged by sta-
tistical outlier and rule-based claim flagging system(s),
medically unnecessary procedures, excessive or unlikely
utilization, and stolen identity or frequent flyer behavior.
Upcoding is the practice of submitting a medical claim
including a billing code that results in a higher reimburse-
ment rate than the actual service performed. Unbundling
refers to the practice of using two or more billing codes
instead of one inclusive code because billing services
individually rather than as a group, even though the serv-
ices were performed in the same procedure or doctor
visit, results in overall higher reimbursement. Unbundling
also refers to the practice of submitting multiple medical
claims in order to obtain a higher reimbursement for serv-
ices that were performed within a specified time period
and which should be submitted as a single medical claim.
Statistical outlier and rule-based claim flagging system(s)
process health care claims and/or items within health
care claims for statistical deviations from the norm and/or
pre-encoded rules, and flag health care claims and/or
items therein that are statistical deviations. Medically un-
necessary procedures comprise patient members re-
ceiving procedures that are not warranted given their
condition, but which are billed for reimbursement by
health care service and/or product providers. Excessive
or unlikely utilization comprises health care service
and/or product providers submitting claims for an unusu-
ally large amount for a procedure or drug, typically bench-
marked against maximum recommended values. Stolen
identity or frequent flyer behavior comprises providers
(including pharmacies) submitting claims on behalf of pa-
tient members without their consent via misappropriation
of patient member identity information (e.g., identity
theft). For each known, common, or suspected fraud
scheme, one or more query templates can be provided.
For example, if a fraud scheme has more than one (sig-
nificant) variant, a unique query template can be provided
for each of the variants.
[0052] FIG. 4A illustrates an example GUI or visual in-
terface for non-technical analysts to formulate complex
queries to search medical claims for specific kinds of
fraud schemes, according to some embodiments. GUI
400 is one example interface that may be provided to
practice the described techniques. Other suitable inter-
faces may comprise additional or fewer elements, in var-
ying arrangements. A GUI 400 includes a graphical rep-
resentation of a plurality of fraud schemes, including an
upcoding fraud scheme icon 402, an unbundling fraud
scheme icon 404, and a flags-based fraud scheme icon
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406. GUI 400 further comprises an other fraud scheme
icon 408 to add additional fraud scheme(s). The unbun-
dling fraud scheme icon 404 is shown highlighted in GUI
400, indicative of the user’s selection of the unbundling
fraud scheme.
[0053] In response to the user’s selection of the un-
bundling fraud scheme icon 404, a query template 410
corresponding to the unbundling fraud scheme is shown
presented to the user. In alternative embodiments, if
there are more than one query template for a given fraud
scheme of interest, GUI 400 provides additional selection
prompts for the user to select one query template from
among the query templates for the given fraud scheme
of interest. In block 304, responsive to the user selection
in block 303, the user interface component 240 and/or in
conjunction with the query generator component 242 is
configured to access the particular query template from
query templates 232 corresponding to the user selection.
One or more pre-processing and/or interface configura-
tion activities may take place to appropriately present the
selected query template to the user. For example, com-
ponents 240 and/or 242 may identify or appreciate which
portion(s) of the query template is static (e.g., text) and
which is interactive (e.g., data to be supplied by the user);
for each of the interactive portions, may additionally iden-
tify possible constraints, lists of possible values, or other
defining attributes; generate interface control element(s)
to receive user input specific to and for each of the inter-
active portion(s); and display the static portions with the
interactive portions in an arrangement as defined by the
particular query template.
[0054] Each query template comprises a logical state-
ment including placeholder locations for the user to spec-
ify and/or define one, two, three, or more parameters of
a query. The logical statement is expressed in a natural
language syntax that is readily understandable by non-
technical persons. The logical statement may be a
phrase, a sentence, more than one sentence, or a par-
agraph. The logical statement is constructed to express
what the user wants to search for in everyday syntax
rather than in a database query language-specific syntax
and format. The logical statement is further constructed
so that context is automatically provided for the type of
parameter input needed at the placeholder locations to
compose a complete query. In an embodiment, the se-
mantic context of the surrounding terms of the logical
statement automatically guides the user as to what the
parameter should be for each of the placeholder loca-
tions. The placeholder locations within the logical state-
ment are also located at specific positions within the log-
ical statement to form proper syntax with the surrounding
terms and the overall logical statement. In an embodi-
ment, a query template may be considered to be a data
structure that comprises, encapsulates, or represents a
partial query, a partial sentence, a partially completed
sentence, a rule, a rule sentence, a rule template, a nat-
ural language rule, a natural language query, a non-tech-
nical query, or similar instructions or logic.

[0055] Returning to FIG. 4A, the selected query tem-
plate 410 includes a first interactive field 412 and a sec-
ond interactive field 414. The first and second interactive
fields 412, 414 may also be referred to as interface control
elements embedded within the query template 410. At
least the terms "top" and "providers" surrounding the first
interactive field 412 are static text defined by the template
to provide context as to the parameter type being re-
quested for the first interactive field 412. The depicted
interface allows for a user to select a pre-defined numer-
ical value, such as, five, 10%, or the like. Similarly, at
least the terms "combination of" and "codes" surrounding
the second interactive field 414 are static text defined by
the template to provide context as to the proper param-
eter type for the second interactive field 414. The depict-
ed interface allows a user to enter two or more billing
codes associated with respective individual services or
products for which an inclusive billing code exists.
[0056] As shown in FIG. 4A, an example of a query
template for the unbundling fraud scheme icon 404 is:
Top _providers by combination of_ codes claimed for in-
dividual members. An example conversion in machine-
readable format corresponding to this example is shown
below. Although the corresponding conversion below is
in source XML/script/format, the completed query sen-
tence can be represented in any of a variety of machine-
readable formats that is compatible with health care da-
tabase systems.

       SELECT provider,
       Count(1) as instances
       FROM
       (SELECT provider,
       Patient,
           date
       FROM claims
       WHERE procedure = {bundleCodel}) as a
       INNER JOIN
       (SELECT provider,
       Patient,
           date
       FROM claims
       WHERE procedure = {bundleCode2}) as b
       ON (a.provider = b.provider and a.member 
= b.member and a.date = b.date)
       GROUP BY provider
       ORDER BY instances DESC
       LIMIT {numberOfProviders}

[0057] An example of a query template for the upcod-
ing fraud scheme 402 is: Providers whose ratio of_ codes
claimed over claims with codes _is at least _standard
deviations greater than the mean. An example conver-
sion in machine-readable format corresponding to this
example is shown below. Although the corresponding
conversion below is in source XML/script/format, the
completed query sentence can be represented in any of
a variety of machine-readable formats that is compatible
with health care database systems.
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      WITH base AS (
       SELECT provider,
                Sum(case when procedure = 
{claimedCode} then 1 else 0 end)/ count(1)
       as pct
       FROM claims
       WHERE procedure in {listOfLowerCodes}
       GROUP BY provider
      ),
       agg AS (
       SELECT avg(pct) as mean, stddev(pct) as 
stddeviation FROM base
      )
       SELECT provider, pct FROM base INNER JOIN 
agg ON (base.pct >= (agg.mean
      + {numDeviations}*agg.stddevation)) ORDER 
BY pct DESC

[0058] If the user clicks on or otherwise actuates any
of the other fraud scheme icons (e.g., upcoding fraud
scheme icon 402 or flags-based fraud scheme icon 406),
a corresponding query template (such as set forth above)
is presented to the user in the GUI 400.
[0059] In block 305, the user interface component 240
receives user-defined parameter(s) for the query tem-
plate rendered in block 304. For instance, the user may
input parameter values within the interactive fields includ-
ed in the selected query template to customize or com-
plete a search query. The parameter values may be se-
lected from a pre-defined list and/or entered in free form.
Parameter values for respective interactive fields of the
query template may be specified from pre-defined choic-
es, specified at will, combinations of both, or may vary
from one query template to another query template. Ac-
ceptable parameter values may be specific to each in-
teractive field. For example, one interactive field may ac-
cept percentage values, dollar amounts, or other quan-
titative values, while another interactive field may specify
billing codes, conditionals, ratios, compound values, log-
ical expressions, or the like. A pre-defined list of values
and/or constraints on acceptable free-form values may
be specified by the template, calculated based on data
types expected for a selected parameter, populated
based on actual data within the data repositories 210 for
a selected parameter, calculated based on pre-defined
metrics or business rules, and so forth.
[0060] FIG. 4B illustrates example interface controls
for entering parameters in the example GUI 400, accord-
ing to an embodiment. Specifically, a dropdown list 420
is displayed for the first interactive field 412, from which
the user may specify a parameter. Furthermore, a free
form parameter 422 has been entered for the second
interactive field 414. In some embodiments, the GUI 400
may include tips, guidelines, examples, or other informa-
tion for the user to input acceptable parameters for the
interactive fields, which may be defined by the template.
[0061] In other embodiments, the selected query tem-
plate may define a set of parameter types for at least one
of the interactive fields. The user selects a parameter

from among the set of parameter types for the given in-
teractive field. And then the user may also specify, in
addition to selecting a parameter, a value for the selected
parameter.
[0062] The selected query template and user-defined
parameter(s) are used by the query generator compo-
nent 242 to generate a customized query in block 306.
The user-defined query access component 244 facili-
tates saving the customized query or parts of the cus-
tomized query sufficient for later retrieval or use (e.g.,
identification of the selected query template and the user-
defined parameter(s)) in block 308. The customized que-
ry or parts thereof are saved in the query definition data
236. Metadata such as a user identifier, time and date
stamp, or other configuration data associated with the
customized query may also be included in the query def-
inition data 236.
[0063] In some embodiments, the lead generation en-
vironment optionally exposes controls for receiving spec-
ification of additional user defined configuration options
for the customized query in block 310. If no additional
options are specified, flow proceeds along the no branch
of block 310 to block 312, in which the query generator
component 242 automatically converts or translates the
customized query generated in block 306 from a non-
technical format to a database query language format
suitable for searching the data repositories 210. The con-
version may include conforming to the database query
language syntax and other requirements for correctly
structuring a query against the objects stored within the
data repositories 210.
[0064] The query generator component 242 includes
or is in communication with a templating engine that spec-
ifies acceptable parameter values for one or more inter-
active fields of a query template. As an example, an array
of acceptable parameter values for a given interactive
field may be defined when a query template, including
the particular interactive field, is constructed. When the
customized query is converted to a database-compatible
query, such as a SQL statement, a set of one or more
MapReduce tasks, or a database command in any other
suitable format, the query references or incorporates the
user-defined parameters in the interactive fields of the
selected query template to run the query on the medical
claims data. The query templates may also facilitate val-
idation of the input query parameters by specifying con-
straints on the kind of value (e.g., percentage, dollar
amount, medical claim code, etc.) that is acceptable.
[0065] The converted query from block 312 is then
used by, for example, a database server, search execu-
tion framework, or other component capable of executing
a search to search the medical data objects within the
data repositories 210 in block 314. The database server,
search execution framework, or other search capable
component is included in a database system capable of
searching a repository of data using the specified query.
As a result of the searching, a set of search results are
identified based on the searching, using any suitable
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searching technique. In block 316, the search results are
provided to the user via the user interface component
240.
[0066] Depending on the query and/or the embodi-
ment, the identified search results may be, for instance,
all results that exactly match criteria of the query, or a
certain number of results that nearly or best match criteria
of the query, such as results having a relevance score
within a certain threshold or a specified number of results
with tone highest relevance score (e.g., 100 most rele-
vant matches). The search results comprise at least one
or more records from the medical claims data, portions
of such records, and/or statistics or other information cal-
culated based on the medical claims data, depending on
the query. For instance, each of the search results may
comprise a portion of a medical claim, such as the pro-
vider’s name. Or each of the search results may comprise
a link to the medical claim, an image or report generated
from the medical claim, or a medical claim identifier.
[0067] The search results may be displayed in a GUI,
such as GUI 400, that includes various interface ele-
ments that allow a user to review the search results and
identify fraud leads based thereon. For instance, the GUI
may feature interface controls for arranging search result
data using various data visualization techniques, such
as network-based graphs, charts, tables, reports, and so
forth. The GUI may further include controls for filtering or
sorting results based on metrics of interest or other cri-
teria, and/or for requesting further information relevant
to a search result of interest. In some embodiments, the
user interface component 240 includes additional func-
tionalities to move or share the search results to fraud
investigative platforms for further review and analysis of
at least a portion of the search results.
[0068] In an embodiment, flow may instead proceed
from block 310 to block 318, in which the user interface
component 240 receives one or more sample datasets
specified by the user against which to perform the search.
The user may select one or more sample datasets from
a plurality of sample datasets pre-defined in the sample
datasets 234. Alternatively, the user may define one or
more new sample datasets not in the sample datasets
234. Each sample dataset comprises a subset of the ob-
jects in the data repositories 210 that are known to have
a certain characteristic, and thus can be used to test the
viability of a fraud lead identification theory expressed in
the customized query in block 306. Newly defined sample
datasets may be added to the sample datasets 234 to
be used by any future users. The sample dataset(s) spec-
ified by the user are recorded in at least the query defi-
nition data 236 in association with the particular user.
[0069] For instance, FIG. 4C illustrates an embodiment
in which the example GUI 400 includes a sample dataset
selection option 430, which permits the user to select
from among a plurality of pre-defined sample datasets
and/or define a new sample dataset. The sample dataset
selection option 430 is shown in a same window as the
selected query template 410. However, in other embod-

iments, the sample dataset selection option 430 may be
presented in one or more different windows than the se-
lected query template 410, or include different informa-
tional and selection options than those shown in FIG. 4C.
[0070] In block 320, the customized query is converted
or translated as described above in connection with block
312. The converted query is used to search the user-
specified one or more sample datasets in block 322, sim-
ilar to as described in block 314. The corresponding
search results are provided to the user via the GUI in
block 324, as in block 316. Because the user ran the
search against a known dataset, the user is able to dis-
cern from the search results whether the customized que-
ry works as intended. In some embodiments, the user
may iteratively refine a query by testing it against suc-
cessive sample datasets and/or by searching a given
sample dataset using successively refined queries. Once
the user is satisfied with the customized query, the broad-
er dataset (e.g., the medical claims data in repositories
210) can be searched with higher confidence of obtaining
desired search results. In an embodiment, flow may pro-
ceed from block 310 to block 326, in which one or more
search scheduling options may be defined. The user de-
fines options such as, but not limited to, a search fre-
quency (e.g., daily, weekly, monthly, each quarter, etc.),
a specific date to perform a search (e.g., state date and
end date), a search trigger condition (e.g., a number of
new medical claims data added to repositories 210 above
a threshold, new medical claims data added to reposi-
tories 210 from a certain provider or for a certain billing
code, etc.), an "update on data change" schedule (e.g.,
automatically re-running the customized query when the
medical claims data is added or changes in repositories
210), or other search configuration options associated
with when or how often to automatically perform a search
using the customized query. The options are stored in
the query definition data 236 in block 328. Thus, a one-
time query or a series of queries can be performed.
[0071] For instance, FIG. 4D illustrates the example
GUI 400, in which a query scheduling control 440 is ex-
posed, which permits the user to specify a schedule for
running the query according to some embodiments. The
query scheduling control 440 is shown in a same window
as the selected query template 410. However, in other
embodiments, the query scheduling control 440 may be
presented in one or more different windows than the se-
lected query template 410, and/or include different infor-
mational and selection options than those shown in FIG.
4D.
[0072] With this information, a job queue may be gen-
erated for the user. The query generator component 242
may automatically search the repositories 210, or sample
datasets if so specified by the user, in accordance with
the customized query and search schedule. When, at
block 330, a search is triggered based on the search
schedule options, the query generator component 242
initiates a search using the customized query, and flow
proceeds to block 314 or 322 accordingly. In an embod-
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iment, search results identified from a scheduled query
may be temporarily or permanently stored (e.g., in the
data 230). The user may optionally be notified of the latest
search results through an email or other suitable mes-
sage. A user may then request to view the search results
through any suitable interface for viewing search results.
If the user is logged in to or otherwise already accessing
such an interface when the search is triggered, the search
results can be presented to the user in real-time or near
real-time. Otherwise no search is triggered (no branch
of block 330) and the job queue remains unchanged until
the next search is triggered.
[0073] In some embodiments, the user interface com-
ponent 240 provides features for the user to view his or
her job queue; modify the job queue by modifying a cus-
tomized query, sample dataset, or search scheduling op-
tions; specify how to receive the search results; and/or
other access features relating to automatically initiated
search jobs. Changes to the job queue are handled and
stored by the user-defined query access component 244.
[0074] In this manner, among other aspects, a mech-
anism is provided for easily defining complex queries to
search medical claims databases for specific kinds of
fraud schemes. Users, especially non-technical users
such as fraud analysts, can easily and quickly construct
queries and perform searches without having knowledge
of database querying languages. For instance, a query
can be iteratively improved by running against sample
datasets to test and refine a "theory" that a particular
billing pattern is indicative of fraud. Query jobs can also
be scheduled to periodically extract a relatively small
number of leads from among billions of lines of medical
claims. Thus, rather than requiring a non-technical fraud
analyst to come up with a theory of a potentially fraudulent
behavior, and attempt to communicate that theory to a
person technical enough to generate a query in a data-
base querying language to test that theory, the efficiency
of the non-technical analyst’s workflow is improved by
self-performing the query construction, refinement, and
running details.

4.0 Data Architecture

[0075] The techniques described herein may be prac-
ticed with respect to medical claims data stored using a
variety of different data structures and/or formats, de-
pending on the embodiment. Example searchable data
structures for storing medical claims data and other an-
cillary data records are described below. However, the
examples given below are for illustrative purposes only,
and the techniques described herein are not limited to
any particular structures or formats.
[0076] In an embodiment, health care event objects
are maintained in a health care event repository compris-
ing one or more databases that store the health care
event objects, provider objects are maintained in a pro-
vider repository comprising one or more databases that
store the provider objects, patient objects are maintained

in a patient repository comprising one or more databases
that store the patient objects, and pharmacy objects are
maintained a pharmacy repository comprising one or
more databases that store the pharmacy objects. Other
repositories may exist for other types of data objects. The
one or more databases that constitute a repository may
overlap between some or all of the repositories. Or, the
repositories may be maintained separately.
[0077] In an embodiment, each of the objects de-
scribed above, and other objects described herein, are
generated from import operation(s) of data from various
sources, such as an insurer’s databases, a provider’s
health care records, pharmacy records, government
records, and other public records. The import operation
may be repeated periodically or on occasions to update
the objects and/or add new objects. The import operation
may involve various ETL operations that normalize the
source data to fit data models such as described herein.
[0078] In an embodiment, some or all of the objects
described herein are not necessarily stored in any per-
manent repository, but are rather generated from the
source data "on demand" for the purpose of the various
analyses described herein.

4.1 Logical Object Types

[0079] In an embodiment, a data object is a logical data
structure that comprising values for various defined
fields. A data object may be stored in a variety of under-
lying structure(s), such as a file, portions of one or more
files, one or more XML elements, a database table row,
a group of related database table row(s), and so forth.
An application will read the underlying structure(s), and
interpret the underlying structure(s) as the data object.
The data object is then processed using various steps
and algorithms such as described herein.
[0080] In one embodiment, the modeled object types
conceptually include, without limitation: claim objects,
such as medical physician claims, medical outpatient
claims, medical inpatient claims, and pharmacy claims;
patient objects; provider/prescriber objects; prescription
objects; pharmacy objects; and fraud objects. Many var-
iations on these combinations of objects are possible.

4.2 Sources

[0081] In an embodiment, some or all of the health care
data objects are generated from source data hosted by
a variety of sources. Example sources include provider
or insurer sources such as: a claims processing data-
base; a policy administration database, a provider net-
work database, a membership / eligibility database, a
claim account database, a pharmacy benefit database,
a lab utilization gateway database, pharmacy claims da-
tabase, an authentication call list, a tip-off hotline data-
base, and a billing/accounts receivable database. Exam-
ple sources further include government or public data
repositories such as public health records, repositories
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of USPS zip codes, National Drug Codes, Logical Ob-
servation Identifiers Names and Codes, and/or National
Provider Identifiers, an OIG exclusion list, and a List of
Excluded Individuals/Entities. Of course, many other
sources of data are also possible.

4.3 Databases

[0082] In an embodiment, data from the various data
sources are passed through an ETL layer to form a set
of databases. For example, the databases may include:
Product, Organization, Geography, Customer, Member,
Provider, Claim Statistics, Claim Aggregation, Claim Fi-
nancial, Pharmacy Claims, Lab Results, and Revenue.
The databases may store the various data objects de-
scribed herein. The data objects may instead be ar-
ranged in a variety of other configurations.

4.4 Example Ontology

[0083] In an embodiment, an ontology for preventing
health care fraud comprises the some or all of the follow-
ing data object types: Claim objects, Drug objects, Mem-
ber objects, Pharmacy objects, Plan Benefit objects, Pre-
scriber objects, and Provider objects.
[0084] Each claim object represents a health care
claim, which is a request for reimbursement from an in-
surer for health care expenses. There may be multiple
types of claim objects, including claims objects for pre-
scriptions, claim objects for laboratory tests, claim ob-
jects for medical procedures, and claim objects for other
types of services. In an embodiment, a claim object com-
prises, among other elements, values for one or more
the following types of attributes: unique system identifi-
er(s), associated member identifier, allowed amount,
claim status (paid, rejected, or reversed), date submitted,
covered Medicare Plan D amount, date of service, esti-
mated number of days prescription will last, paid dispens-
ing fee, prescribed drug identifier, ingredient cost paid,
mail order identifier, non covered plan paid amount,
number of authorized refills, other payer amount, mem-
ber plan type, amount paid by patient, deductible amount,
pharmacy system identifier, prescriber system identifier,
prescription written date, quantity dispensed, prescrip-
tion claim number, service fee (the contractually agreed
upon fee for services rendered), total amount billed by
processor. Different fields may be specific to different
types of providers or claims.
[0085] Each drug object represents a specific drug. In
an embodiment, a drug object comprises, among other
elements, values for one or more the following types of
attributes: unique system identifier(s), American Hospital
Formulary Service Therapeutic Class Code, generic sta-
tus indicator (brand name or generic), drug name trade-
mark status (trademarked, branded generic, or generic),
dosage form, DEA class code, generic class name, over-
the-counter indicator, drug strength, generic code
number, generic code sequence, generic product index,

maintenance drug code, product identifier qualifier, prod-
uct service identifier, unit of measure, National Drug
Code, and so forth.
[0086] Each member object represents a specific
member of a health care plan. There may be multiple
collections of members for different insurers and/or types
of plans, and each collection may have a different struc-
ture. In an embodiment, a member object comprises,
among other elements, values for one or more the fol-
lowing types of attributes: one or more unique system
identifiers, maximum service month, the number of
months enrolled in each particular year covered by the
data (e.g. a different field for 2007, 2008, and so forth),
first name, last name, gender, date of birth, address, city,
state, zip code, county, telephone, social security
number, additional address and other contact fields for
different types of contact information (e.g. work, tempo-
rary, emergency, etc.), a plan benefit system identifier,
an enrollment source system, and so forth.
[0087] In an embodiment, a member object may further
include or be associated with tracking data that log
changes to values for the above attributes over time. For
example, a separate Member Detail object may exist,
values for the above attributes for each month or year
the member was covered by a plan. Each Member Detail
object may include a month and/or year attribute and a
member identifier to tie it back to its associated Member
object.
[0088] Each pharmacy object represents a specific
pharmacy. In an embodiment, a pharmacy object com-
prises, among other elements, values for one or more
the following types of attributes: unique system identifi-
er(s), pharmacy dispenser class (independent, chain,
clinic, or franchise, government, alternate), pharmacy
dispenser type (community/retail, long term, mail order,
home infusion therapy, non-pharmacy, Indian health
service, Department of Veterans Affairs, institutional,
managed care, medical equipment supplier, clinic, spe-
cialty, nuclear, military/coast guard, compounding), affil-
iate code, service provider identifier, service provider
identifier qualifier, and so forth.
[0089] Each plan benefit object represents a specific
plan benefit. In an embodiment, a plan benefit object
comprises, among other elements, values for one or
more the following types of attributes: unique system
identifier(s), contract number, provider identifier, start
date, end date, package key, and so forth.
[0090] Each prescriber object represents a specific
prescriber of drugs. In an embodiment, a plan benefit
object comprises, among other elements, values for one
or more the following types of attributes: unique system
identifier(s), first name, last name, prescriber identifi-
er(s), prescriber identifier qualifier(s) (e.g. not specified,
NPI, Medicaid, UPIN, NCPDP ID, State License Number,
Federal Tac ID, DEA, or State Issued), specialty code,
and so forth. Prescriber objects and provider objects may
in some cases represent or be associated with a same
real world entity, but prescriber objects reflect data from
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a different source than provider objects. In some embod-
iments attributes from prescriber objects and provider
objects may be combined into a single object. In other
embodiments, the two objects are logically separate, but
can be correlated together if they do in fact represent the
same entity.
[0091] Each provider object represents a specific pro-
vider of health care services. In an embodiment, a pro-
vider object comprises, among other elements, values
for one or more the following types of attributes: medical
provider identification number (both text and numeric),
provider type (medical professional, healthcare organi-
zation), provider status (active contract or no activate
contract), various contract line indicators, one or more
process exception hold effective dates, one or more proc-
ess exception type codes, a date that the medical pro-
vider identification number was created, a date the pro-
vider record became inactive, an organization type code
to indicate provided services or specialties, a Medicare
identifier, provider medical degree, provider primary spe-
cialty, last name, first name, middle initial, name suffix,
middle name, gender, social security number, federal tax
identifier, date of birth, graduation date, medical school,
credential status code, credential description, current
credential cycle, current credential type (initial, re-cre-
dential, hospital-based, delegated, alliance, discontin-
ued, empire initial, excluded from process, terminated),
credential indicator, credential organization identifier,
credential organization accreditation date, credential or-
ganization indicator, universal provider identifier, bill type
(HCFA, UB92, UB04, composite), provider information
source, provider claims classifier, email, last update type,
address, and so forth.
[0092] Additional data objects that may be in a health
care ontology are set forth in the attached appendix.

4.5 Metrics

[0093] Various example metrics for automatically iden-
tifying, prioritizing, and/or investigating leads are de-
scribed below. In an embodiment, metrics may be utilized
in formulating certain searches, such that claim records
may be located based on how various claim attributes
compare to various metrics. In an embodiment, metrics
may be directly searchable. In an embodiment, metrics
may be calculated and displayed in various visualization
interfaces associated with search results. For instance,
metrics may be calculated for a set of search results,
and/or data from a search result may be compared to
metrics for a group of records at large. Metrics may be
calculated and stored periodically, or calculated on de-
mand.
[0094] Metrics related to member objects may include,
without limitation, one or more of: an average and/or
standard deviation of Schedule 2 prescriptions per
month; a count of drug abuse diagnoses; a count, aver-
age, and/or standard deviation of ER visits per year; a
count of distinct providers that have written prescriptions

for the member; a count of distinct pharmacies that have
filled prescriptions for the member; a sum amount paid
by an insurer on behalf of the member; an average and/or
standard deviation amount paid per month; a sum
number of pills dispensed per month; an average days
between prescriptions; an average and/or standard de-
viation prescriptions per month for the member; an av-
erage and/or standard deviation for member medical
claims per month; a count of total Schedule 2 prescrip-
tions; a count of total Schedule 3 prescriptions; a count
of total prescriptions; an average and/or standard devi-
ation for net amount paid per diagnosis category; a count
of durable medical equipment claims; a count of metha-
done overdoses; a count of opiate poisoning; a metha-
done dependence indicator; and/or a sum DME Net
Amount paid.
[0095] Metrics related to provider objects may include,
without limitation, one or more of: an average and/or sum
total billed by provider; a sum net amount paid to the
provider; an average and/or standard deviation net
amount paid per month; a standard deviation for net
amount paid per month by specialty; a standard deviation
for net amount paid per month by specialty by geography,
an average prescription pill quantity; an average pre-
scription number of refills; a count of prescription claims
not paid; a count of prescription claims; a count of medical
claims; an average and/or standard deviation for pre-
scription claims per patient; an average and/or standard
deviation for medical claims per patient; a percentage of
Schedule 2 drugs; a percentage of Schedule 3 drugs; a
percentage of Schedule 2 drugs by specialty; a percent-
age of Schedule 3 drugs by specialty; a count of distinct
patients of the provider; a count of distinct pharmacies
to which patients of the provider are sent; a standard
deviation of distinct diagnoses made by the provider by
specialty; a count of distinct procedures performed by
the provider; a count of clinic ownerships; a standard
deviation for net amount paid to the provider by diagnosis;
a count of durable medical equipment prescriptions
made; a percentage of in-network claims attributed to the
provider; and/or an estimated total days in business.
[0096] Metrics related to provider objects may further
include, without limitation, one or more of: average claims
per day; average net amount paid per claim; average net
amount paid per month; average patient count; average
pharmacy count; distinct count of diagnoses; a histogram
of diagnoses; distinct count of procedures; and/or a his-
togram of procedures.
[0097] Metrics related to pharmacy objects may in-
clude, without limitation, one or more of: average net
amount paid by the insurer; maximum and/or average
net amount paid per prescriber; count of claims; percent-
age of filled prescriptions that involved a Schedule 2 cat-
egory of drugs; percentage of filled prescriptions that in-
volved a Schedule 3 category of drugs; average and/or
sum dispensing fee; days in business, percentage of
filled prescriptions that involved a brand name drug; a
count of distinct drug names in the prescriptions; per-
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centage of filled prescriptions that involved a high reim-
bursement drug; percentage of filled prescriptions that
involved a drug of potential abuse; a percentage of claims
for refills; average and/or standard deviation distance
traveled by customers to the pharmacy; a count of co-
located pharmacies; percentage of filled prescriptions
that involved small refills; percentage of claims that were
reversed; a count of claims not paid; average billed per
patient; average billed per prescriber; average claims per
patient; average claims per prescriber.
[0098] Metrics related to diagnosis objects may in-
clude, without limitation, one or more of: a histogram of
CPT-4, ICD-9, ICD-10 or HCPCS procedures; a histo-
gram of co-occurring diagnoses; average net amount
paid per year per patient; average total net amount paid
per patient; a histogram of drug names prescribed; an
indicator of drug abuse; and/or an indicator of drug-seek-
ing behavior.
[0099] Metrics related to procedure objects may in-
clude, without limitation, one or more of: a histogram of
diagnoses; a histogram of co-occurring procedures on
the same date per patient; and a total, average, minimum,
and/or maximum procedure count per patient per diag-
nosis. Metrics related to drug objects may include, with-
out limitation, one or more of: maximum drug quantity
per patient per year; and/or minimum, maximum, and/or
average net amount paid.
[0100] Metrics related to prescription claim objects
may include, without limitation, one or more of: distance
traveled to pharmacy; distance traveled to prescriber; an
indicator of whether the prescription is for a drug of abuse;
a standard deviation of net amount paid; an indicator of
whether the prescribed patient’s gender is appropriate
to the prescription; an indicator of whether the prescrip-
tion claim is for an expensive branded drug; and/or an
indicator of whether the prescription claim is for a Sched-
ule 2 commonly abused drug.
[0101] Metrics related to medical claim objects may
include, without limitation, one or more of: distance
traveled to physician; an indicator of whether the claim
is indicative of drug abuse; and/or a standard deviation
of net amount paid per procedure.
[0102] In an embodiment, various triggers may be gen-
erated based on the above metrics. The triggers are mon-
itored functions of one or more of the metrics. When a
monitored function has a value that is within a particular
range, the trigger identifies one or more lead objects that
are associated with the one or more metrics.
[0103] For example, in an embodiment, triggers may
include members visiting three of more independent
pharmacies in a day, members obtaining prescriptions
in three of more states within a month, or members re-
ceiving multiple and subsequent home rental medical
equipment. Each of these triggers would produce a mem-
ber lead object. Another example trigger is multiple new
patient office visits for the same patient in a three year
period. This trigger would produce a member lead object.
[0104] An additional example of a trigger is a Top Phar-

macies by Drugs Commonly Abused trigger. For each
month, this trigger lists the pharmacy that has dispensed
the most amount of one of the commonly abused drugs.
An additional example of a trigger is a Top Patients Re-
ceiving Drugs Commonly Abused trigger. For each
month, this trigger lists the patient receiving the most
amount of one of the commonly abused drugs. An addi-
tional example of a trigger is a Top Prescribers of Drugs
Commonly Abused trigger. This trigger lists the providers
who have prescribed the most amount of one of the most
commonly abused drugs. An additional example of a trig-
ger is a Mailbox Matching trigger. For each region of in-
terest (as denoted by a City and State), this trigger lists
providers who have a practice address that matches the
location of a UPS drop box. An additional example of a
trigger is a Frequent NPIs trigger. For each region of in-
terest (as denoted by a City and State), this trigger lists
provider locations receiving multiple NPIs in a short time
frame.

5.0 Hardware Overview

[0105] According to one embodiment, the techniques
described herein are implemented by one or more spe-
cial-purpose computing devices. The special-purpose
computing devices may be hard-wired to perform the
techniques, or may include digital electronic devices such
as one or more application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) that
are persistently programmed to perform the techniques,
or may include one or more general purpose hardware
processors programmed to perform the techniques pur-
suant to program instructions in firmware, memory, other
storage, or a combination. Such special-purpose com-
puting devices may also combine custom hard-wired log-
ic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to ac-
complish the techniques. The special-purpose comput-
ing devices may be desktop computer systems, portable
computer systems, handheld devices, networking devic-
es or any other device that incorporates hard-wired
and/or program logic to implement the techniques.
[0106] For example, FIG. 5 is a block diagram that il-
lustrates a computer system 500 upon which embodi-
ments of the present disclosure may be implemented.
Computer system 500 includes a bus 502 or other com-
munication mechanism for communicating information,
and a hardware processor 1004 coupled with bus 502
for processing information. Hardware processor 504 may
be, for example, a general purpose microprocessor.
[0107] Computer system 500 also includes a main
memory 506, such as a random access memory (RAM)
or other dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 502 for
storing information and instructions to be executed by
processor 504. Main memory 506 also may be used for
storing temporary variables or other intermediate infor-
mation during execution of instructions to be executed
by processor 504. Such instructions, when stored in non-
transitory storage media accessible to processor 504,
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render computer system 500 into a special-purpose ma-
chine that is customized to perform the operations spec-
ified in the instructions.
[0108] Computer system 500 further includes a read
only memory (ROM) 508 or other static storage device
coupled to bus 502 for storing static information and in-
structions for processor 504. A storage device 510, such
as a magnetic disk or optical disk, is provided and coupled
to bus 502 for storing information and instructions.
[0109] Computer system 500 may be coupled via bus
502 to a display 512, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT)
or liquid crystal display (LCD), for displaying information
to a computer user. An input device 514, including alpha-
numeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 502 for com-
municating information and command selections to proc-
essor 504. Another type of user input device is cursor
control 516, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor di-
rection keys for communicating direction information and
command selections to processor 504 and for controlling
cursor movement on display 512. This input device typ-
ically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis
(e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device
to specify positions in a plane.
[0110] Computer system 500 may implement the tech-
niques described herein using customized hard-wired
logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or pro-
gram logic which in combination with the computer sys-
tem causes or programs computer system 500 to be a
special-purpose machine. According to one embodi-
ment, the techniques herein are performed by computer
system 500 in response to processor 504 executing one
or more sequences of one or more instructions contained
in main memory 506. Such instructions may be read into
main memory 506 from another storage medium, such
as storage device 510. Execution of the sequences of
instructions contained in main memory 506 causes proc-
essor 504 to perform the process steps described herein.
In alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be
used in place of or in combination with software instruc-
tions.
[0111] The term "storage media" as used herein refers
to any non-transitory media that store data and/or instruc-
tions that cause a machine to operation in a specific fash-
ion. Such storage media may comprise non-volatile me-
dia and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media includes,
for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage
device 510. Volatile media includes dynamic memory,
such as main memory 506. Common forms of storage
media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk,
hard disk, solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other
magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other
optical data storage medium, any physical medium with
patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a
FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or car-
tridge.
[0112] Storage media is distinct from but may be used
in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission
media participates in transferring information between

storage media. For example, transmission media in-
cludes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, in-
cluding the wires that comprise bus 502. Transmission
media can also take the form of acoustic or light waves,
such as those generated during radio-wave and infra-red
data communications.
[0113] Various forms of media may be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 504 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line using a mo-
dem. A modem local to computer system 500 can receive
the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red trans-
mitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-
red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red
signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus
502. Bus 502 carries the data to main memory 506, from
which processor 504 retrieves and executes the instruc-
tions. The instructions received by main memory 506
may optionally be stored on storage device 510 either
before or after execution by processor 504.
[0114] Computer system 500 also includes a commu-
nication interface 518 coupled to bus 502. Communica-
tion interface 518 provides a two-way data communica-
tion coupling to a network link 520 that is connected to a
local network 522. For example, communication inter-
face 518 may be an integrated services digital network
(ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or a modem
to provide a data communication connection to a corre-
sponding type of telephone line. As another example,
communication interface 518 may be a local area net-
work (LAN) card to provide a data communication con-
nection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links may also be
implemented. In any such implementation, communica-
tion interface 518 sends and receives electrical, electro-
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams
representing various types of information.
[0115] Network link 520 typically provides data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, network link 520 may provide a
connection through local network 522 to a host computer
524 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) 526. ISP 526 in turn provides data com-
munication services through the world wide packet data
communication network now commonly referred to as
the "Internet" 1028. Local network 522 and Internet 528
both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that
carry digital data streams. The signals through the vari-
ous networks and the signals on network link 520 and
through communication interface 518, which carry the
digital data to and from computer system 500, are exam-
ple forms of transmission media.
[0116] Computer system 500 can send messages and
receive data, including program code, through the net-
work(s), network link 520 and communication interface
518. In the Internet example, a server 530 might transmit
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a requested code for an application program through In-
ternet 528, ISP 526, local network 522 and communica-
tion interface 518.
[0117] The received code may be executed by proc-
essor 504 as it is received, and/or stored in storage de-
vice 510, or other non-volatile storage for later execution.
[0118] In the foregoing specification, embodiments of
the invention have been described with reference to nu-
merous specific details that may vary from implementa-
tion to implementation. The specification and drawings
are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather
than a restrictive sense. The sole and exclusive indicator
of the scope of the invention, and what is intended by the
applicants to be the scope of the invention, is the literal
and equivalent scope of the set of claims that issue from
this application, in the specific form in which such claims
issue, including any subsequent correction.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

using a first computer, responding to selection
of a digitally stored health care fraud scheme
template from among a plurality of health care
fraud scheme templates by displaying on a com-
puter display device a partial query statement
defined by the selected health care fraud
scheme template;
using a first computer, based on a parameter
indicated by the selected health care fraud tem-
plate, displaying on the computer display device
at least one interface control element embedded
within the partial query statement, the interface
control element configured to receive input indi-
cating a value for the parameter;
using a first computer, receiving, via the at least
one interface control element, input indicating
the value for the parameter of the partial query
statement;
using a first computer, based at least on the par-
tial query statement, the parameter, and the
specified value for the parameter, generating a
converted query in a database querying lan-
guage that a particular database system is con-
figured to interpret;
using a first computer, causing the particular da-
tabase system to execute the converted query
to identify query results comprising health care
data based on the converted query;
wherein the method is performed using one or
more processors.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the partial query
statement is in a natural language format that the
particular database system is not configured to in-
terpret.

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the at least
one interface control element is located at a specific
location within the partial query statement.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the partial query
statement provides context for a parameter type for
the parameter.

5. The method of any of claims 1-4, wherein receiving
the input comprises receiving selection of the value
for the parameter from among a pre-defined list of
parameter values.

6. The method of any of claims 1-5, wherein receiving
the input comprises receiving a free form parameter
value as the value for the parameter.

7. The method of any of claims 1-6, wherein the par-
ticular database system includes a plurality of health
care data records associated with health care serv-
ice or product provider claims submitted for individ-
ual members, and wherein the query results com-
prise at least a portion of the plurality of health care
data records.

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising receiving
selection of a sample dataset, the sample dataset
comprising a subset of the plurality of health care
data records having a known characteristic, and
wherein causing the particular database system to
execute the converted query to identify query results
comprises identifying query results from the sample
dataset.

9. The method of any of claims 1-8, wherein receiving
the input comprises receiving input from a user hav-
ing no or limited knowledge of the database querying
language.

10. The method of any of claims 1-9, further comprising:

receiving selection of at least one sample data-
set, the at least one sample dataset comprising
health care claims data having known attributes;
wherein causing the particular database system
to execute the converted query to identify query
results comprises identifying query results from
the at least one sample dataset.

11. The method of any of claims 1-10, further compris-
ing:

receiving at least one query scheduling input as-
sociated with the partial query statement, the
parameter, and the specified value for the pa-
rameter for a user;
wherein causing the particular database system
to execute the converted query is triggered in
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accordance with the at least one query sched-
uling input.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the at least one
query scheduling input comprises specifying a query
execution frequency, a specific date to perform a
query, or a query trigger condition.

13. A system comprising:

one or more databases including a plurality of
health care claims data;
a user interface component, at least partially im-
plemented by computing hardware, receiving
selection of a first pre-defined statement asso-
ciated with a first health care claim fraud scheme
from among a plurality of health care claim fraud
schemes and receiving an indication of one or
more parameter values for one or more interac-
tive fields associated with the first pre-defined
statement by the first health care claim fraud
scheme, the first pre-defined statement provid-
ed in a natural language format, the one or more
interactive fields located at locations within the
first pre-defined statement, and the one or more
parameter values customizing the first pre-de-
fined statement;
a query generator component, at least partially
implemented by computing hardware, convert-
ing the first pre-defined statement and the one
or more parameter values to a query in a data-
base querying language and searching the one
or more databases using the query.

14. The system of claim 13, wherein at least one of the
one or more parameter values comprises a percent-
age, a dollar amount, a quantitative value, a billing
code, a conditional, a ratio, a logical expression, a
fraction, or compound values.

15. The system of claim 13, wherein one or more terms
surrounding at least one of the one or more interac-
tive fields provide semantic context for a type of pa-
rameter to be inputted to the at least one of the one
or more interactive fields.
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Description

Field

[0001] This specification relates to indexing using machine learning techniques.

Background

[0002] In the area of computer-based platforms, documents may be searched based on keywords.

Summary

[0003] The systems, methods, and devices described herein each have several aspects, no single one of which is
solely responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting features
will now be discussed briefly, which maybe combined in various embodiments.
[0004] In some embodiments, a computing system for identifying concepts of interests to a user in specific segments
of a plurality of documents each having one or more separate segments. The computing system may include one or
more hardware computer processors configured to execute software instructions. The computing system may further
include one or more storage devices storing software instructions configured for execution by the one or more hardware
computer processors. When executed, the software instructions may cause the computing system to identify a plurality
of segments within the plurality of documents, wherein at least some of the plurality of documents each include two or
more segments, wherein identifying segments includes analyzing the plurality of documents for features indicative of
possible section headings, including at least one of: casing, spacing, punctuation, common words, or groups of words.
When further executed, the software instructions may cause the computing system to access a concept hierarchy
including a plurality of concepts of interest to the user, the concept hierarchy further including concept keywords asso-
ciated with respective concepts. When further executed, the software instructions may cause the computing system to,
for each concept, determine statistical likelihoods that respective identified segments are associated with the concept.
The statistical likelihoods may each be based on at least one of, for each combination of a particular concept and a
particular segment: a quantity of the particular concept keywords in the particular segment; a density of the particular
concept keywords in the particular segment; or a distribution of the particular concept keywords within the particular
segment. When further executed, the software instructions may cause the computing system to store in a concept
indexing database the plurality of concepts and the statistical likelihoods that respective concepts are in each of the
determined respective segments, wherein the concept indexing database is usable to identify, in response to a user
query for a specific concept, a ranked listing of one or more segments having highest statistical likelihoods of being
associated with the specific concept.
[0005] The concept keywords associated with respective concepts include user generated initial keywords, and the
software instructions may be further configured to: identify related keywords using machine learning analysis of at least
some of the identified plurality of segments; and add any identified related keywords to the concept keywords associated
with the respective concept.
[0006] The ranked listing may be based at least on recency scores associated with the one or more segments.
[0007] The density of the particular concept keywords in the particular segment may be based at least on a relationship
D, wherein relationship D is defined substantially as: 

where K comprises the quantity of the particular concept keywords in the particular segment, and L comprises a quantity
of words in the particular segment.
[0008] The distribution of the particular concept keywords within the particular segment may be based at least on a
relationship G, wherein relationship G is defined substantially as: 
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where M1 comprises a longest span in the particular segment without any mention of particular concept keywords, and
M2 comprises a median gap between consecutive mentions of respective concept keywords in the particular segment.
[0009] Identifying the plurality of segments within the plurality of documents may further comprise merging a first
segment and a second segment, wherein a determination to merge the first segment and the second segment is based
on a cosine distance calculation above a threshold, the cosine distance calculation based at least on a first word vector
associated with the first segment and a second word vector associated with the second segment.
[0010] Execution of the software instructions by the one or more hardware computer processors may cause the
computing system to: access a first concept and a second concept; generate a ranking of an association between a first
segment and an intersection of the first concept and the second concept, wherein the ranking is based at least on a
relationship R, wherein relationship R is defined substantially as: 

where α is a constant, P comprises a first density of at least the first concept and the second concept in the first segment,
and O comprises a second density of one or more other concepts in the first segment, wherein the one or more other
concepts do not include at least the first concept and the second concept.
[0011] In some embodiments, a computing system for information retrieval comprises one or more hardware computer
processors programmed, via software instructions. When executed, the software instructions may cause the computing
system to access a plurality of documents, each document from the plurality of documents associated with one or more
words. When further executed, the software instructions may cause the computing system to identify, from the plurality
of documents, a plurality of segments, wherein each segment of the plurality of segments is identified based at least on
analyzing one or more features of each document from the plurality of documents, the one or more features comprising
at least one of casing, spacing, punctuation, or common words, and wherein each segment of the plurality of segments
is at least associated with a portion of a respective document. When further executed, the software instructions may
cause the computing system to access a plurality of concepts of interest for identification within the plurality of segments.
When further executed, the software instructions may cause the computing system to access a mapping from respective
ones of the plurality of concepts to respective keywords from an initial keyword set. When further executed, the software
instructions may cause the computing system to determine a first set of segments from the plurality of segments based
at least on the initial keyword set, respective ones from the initial keyword set corresponding to respective words from
the first set of segments. When further executed, the software instructions may cause the computing system to determine
a related keyword set based at least on identifying respective words from the first set of segments that were not present
in the initial set of keywords. When further executed, the software instructions may cause the computing system to
update the mapping to include associations between respective ones of the plurality of concepts and respective related
keywords. When further executed, the software instructions may cause the computing system to determine a second
set of segments from the plurality of segments based at least on the related keyword set, respective ones from the
related keyword set corresponding to respective words from the second set of segments. When further executed, the
software instructions may cause the computing system to index the plurality of concepts, wherein respective ones of
the plurality of concepts are associated with at least one segment from the first set of segments or the second set of
segments, wherein the association between respective ones of the plurality of concepts and the at least one segment
is based at least on the mapping. When further executed, the software instructions may cause the computing system
to store the index in a non-transitory computer storage.
[0012] The one or more hardware processors may be further programmed, via the software instructions, to: receive
input comprising at least one search concept; in response to the input, query the non-transitory computer storage to
retrieve a result set based on the at least one search concept and the index, the result set comprising at least one
segment; and transmit the retrieved result set for presentation in a user interface.
[0013] The result set may comprise at least a first segment and a second segment, and the one or more hardware
processors may be further programmed, via executable code instructions, to: determine a ranking associated with at
least the first segment and the second segment; and transmit the ranking, wherein the ranking affects the presentation
of the first segment and the second segment in the user interface.
[0014] The ranking may be based at least a relationship D, wherein relationship D is defined substantially as: 
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where K comprises a quantity of first concept keywords in the first segment, the first concept keywords associated with
the at least one search concept, and L comprises a quantity of words in the first segment.
[0015] The ranking may be based at least on a relationship G, wherein relationship G is defined substantially as: 

where M1 comprises a longest span in the first segment without any mention of first concept keywords, the first concept
keywords associated with the at least one search concept, and M2 comprises a median gap between consecutive
mentions of respective first concept keywords in the first segment.
[0016] The input may comprise a first concept and a second concept, and the ranking may be based at least on a
relationship R, wherein relationship R is defined substantially as: 

where α is a constant, P comprises a first density of at least the first concept and the second concept in the first segment,
and O comprises a second density of one or more other concepts in the first segment, wherein the one or more other
concepts do not include at least the first concept and the second concept.
[0017] In some embodiments, computer-implemented method for information retrieval comprises identifying a plurality
of segments within a plurality of documents, wherein identifying segments includes analyzing the plurality of documents
for features indicative of possible section headings, including at least one of: casing, spacing, punctuation, common
words, or groups of words. The method may further comprise accessing a concept hierarchy including a plurality of
concepts of interest to the user, the concept hierarchy further including concept keywords associated with respective
concepts. The method may further comprise, for each concept, determining statistical likelihoods that respective identified
segments are associated with the concept, the statistical likelihoods may each be based on at least one of, for each
combination of a particular concept and a particular segment: a quantity of the particular concept keywords in the
particular segment; or a distribution of the particular concept keywords within the particular segment. The method may
further comprise generating an index from the plurality of concepts and the statistical likelihoods that respective concepts
are in each of the determined respective segments. The method may further comprise storing the index in a non-transitory
computer storage.
[0018] The computer-implemented method may further comprising: receiving input comprising at least one search
concept; in response to the input, query the non-transitory computer storage to retrieve a result set based on the at least
one search concept and the index, the result set comprising at least one segment; and transmit the retrieved result set
for presentation in a user interface.
[0019] The result set may comprise at least a first segment and a second segment, the computer-implemented method
further comprising: determining a first ranking associated with at least the first segment; and transmitting the first ranking,
wherein the first ranking affects the presentation of the first segment relative to the second segment in the user interface.
[0020] The at least one search concept may comprise a first search concept and a second search concept, and
determining the first ranking associated with at least the first segment may comprise: determining a first quantity of the
first search concept in the first segment, and a second quantity of the second search concept in the first segment;
accessing first histogram data associated with the first search concept, and second histogram data associated with the
second search concept; and determining a first percentile of the first quantity from the first histogram data, and a second
percentile of the second quantity from the second histogram data, wherein the first ranking comprises first and second
weightings based at least on the first and second percentiles.
[0021] The first weighting may be further based at least on a relationship W, wherein relationship W is defined sub-
stantially as: 

where T comprises the first percentile, and C comprises the first quantity of the first search concept in the first segment.
[0022] Determining the first ranking associated with at least the first segment may comprise: determining a quantity
of temporal words within the first segment; and determining a recency score for the first segment based at least on a
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logistic function and the quantity of temporal words, wherein the first ranking comprises the recency score.
[0023] The computer-implemented method may further comprise: accessing histogram data associated with the first
search concept, wherein the histogram data indicates segments per a time unit associated with the first search concept;
and selecting the logistic function from a set of logistic functions where the histogram data is within a threshold associated
with the logistic function.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0024] Certain aspects of the disclosure will become more readily appreciated as those aspects become better un-
derstood by reference to the following detailed description, when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

Figure 1 illustrates an example user interface of the concept indexing system, according to some embodiments of
the present disclosure.
Figure 2 illustrates another example user interface of the concept indexing system and/or a concept hierarchy,
according to some embodiments of the present disclosure.
Figure 3 illustrates an example document that may be processed by the concept indexing system, according to
some embodiments of the present disclosure.
Figure 4 illustrates another example document that may be processed by the concept indexing system, according
to some embodiments of the present disclosure.
Figure 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example concept indexing system, according to some embodiments of
the present disclosure.
Figure 6 is a flowchart illustrating an example concept indexing process overview, according to some embodiments
of the present disclosure.
Figure 7 is a flowchart illustrating an example segment identification process, according to some embodiments of
the present disclosure.
Figure 8 is a flowchart illustrating an example segment feature identification process, according to some embodiments
of the present disclosure.
Figure 9 is a flowchart illustrating an example segment merging process, according to some embodiments of the
present disclosure.
Figure 10 is a flowchart illustrating an example concept indexing process, according to some embodiments of the
present disclosure.
Figure 11 is a flowchart illustrating an example concept to segment ranking process, according to some embodiments
of the present disclosure.
Figure 12 is a flowchart illustrating an example concept intersection ranking process, according to some embodiments
of the present disclosure.
Figure 13 are diagrams illustrating example metadata and/or histogram data for search concepts, according to some
embodiments of the present disclosure.
Figure 14 is a flowchart illustrating an example concept intersection weighting process, according to some embod-
iments of the present disclosure.
Figure 15 illustrates another example document that may be processed and/or analyzed by the concept indexing
system, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure.
Figure 16 is a diagram illustrating example decay functions to determine a recency score, according to some em-
bodiments of the present disclosure.
Figures 17A-B are diagrams illustrating additional example decay functions to determine a recency score, according
to some embodiments of the present disclosure.
Figure 18 is a flowchart illustrating an example recency scoring process, according to some embodiments of the
present disclosure.
Figure 19 is a diagram illustrating a computer system with which certain embodiments discussed herein may be
implemented.

Detailed Description

[0025] Embodiments described herein provide methods and systems for indexing multiple documents in order to aid
information retrieval via database querying. Since retrieving information from documents containing large quantities of
data is a computationally intensive exercise, indexing the documents as provided by the embodiments described herein
allows the information retrieval to be performed more quickly and makes more efficient use of computing resources.
[0026] Documents may be searchable with the goal of improving particular aspects of information retrieval. For example,
in a computer-based context, documents may be searched based on words. A researcher that wants to learn more about
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a subject may submit a search query of search terms to an informational retrieval or database system. The system may
return search results or documents that include the search terms to the user.
[0027] Researchers may be interested in querying a collection, library, and/or database of documents. For example,
a graduate student at a research organization may be interested in learning more about one or more topics. In another
example use case, a financial analyst at a bank and/or investment firm may be interested in querying a body of internal
documents to develop new investment ideas and/or strategies. The researchers at these organizations and/or institutions
may be interested in querying documents and/or portions of documents based on higher-level categories and/or concepts
in place of and/or in addition to standard keyword searching and/or information retrieval techniques. It will be appreciated
that the systems and methods described herein may be used in any number of settings, such as any area pertaining to
information retrieval and/or research, e.g., online search, search engines, and/or library retrieval systems.
[0028] In addition to traditional keyword based searching, disclosed herein are systems and methods for analyzing,
indexing, and/or querying documents, a library of documents, portions of documents, and/or a database. Using the
techniques and systems disclosed herein, sections and/or segments of interest to a user may be determined from one
or more documents. The segments and/or documents may be indexed by concept and/or higher-level category of interest
to a user. The segments and/or documents may be further analyzed to rank the segments and/or documents by a
statistical accuracy and/or likelihood of relatedness to one or more particular concepts and/or higher-level categories.
Thus, the concept indexing system disclosed herein may distinguish between segments of a document that include a
keyword of interest, but are primarily focused on another topic that only peripherally is associated with the keyword,
from other segments that are primarily focused on the keyword of interest. Furthermore, segments and/or documents
may be ranked based on recency decay functions that distinguish between basic and temporal segments and/or docu-
ments. In other words, the concept indexing system may distinguish between segments that relatively maintain their
relevance over time in contrast with temporal segments whose relevance decays more rapidly over time.
[0029] In some embodiments, a concept indexing system may process and/or access a library of documents and/or
articles. Documents may be compound, such as including multiple sections and/or segments, which may be indicated
by headings, spacing, punctuation, styling, and/or other features. A user may be interested in specific segments of a
document, and, therefore, it may be advantageous for the concept indexing system to allow the retrieval of specific
segments. Another advantage of segregating a document into discrete segments under sections is that the concept
indexing system may provide enhanced and/or refined searching. For example, if a researcher is interested in agriculture
in Norway, then the user may search for both topics and/or concepts "Norway" and "Agriculture." In the same example,
a specific document, Document A, may include a section about current politics in Norway and another section about
agriculture in France. In some embodiments, the concept indexing system may not provide a search result for Document
A in response to the search "Norway" and "Agriculture" because the system is configured to query the database by
segment instead of document, for example. There may be no search result for the document because the document
does not include a segment and/or section that discusses both Norway and agriculture and/or the database of segments
and/or documents is indexed based on that level of granularity in mind. Another aspect of concept indexing is that
segments and/or documents may be categorized by type. For example, segments may be either temporal or more basic
and/or fundamental in nature. For example, a segment may be associated with a monthly update about current events.
In the same document as the temporal segment, another portion of the document may be associated with more basic
and/or fundamental principles about science, math, politics, and/or the economy. For example, the beginning section of
the document may outline the fundamental principles that the article is based on. Thus, it may be advantageous for the
concept indexing system to differentiate and/or rank segments based on the type of segment.
[0030] In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and methods discussed herein, a number of terms are
defined below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used herein, should be construed to include the provided
definitions, the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms, and/or any other implied meaning for the respective terms.
Thus, the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these terms, but only provide exemplary definitions.
[0031] A "document" refers to any collection of words and/or text. Non-limiting examples of documents include electronic
documents, word processing documents, spreadsheets, text files, a Portable Document Format ("PDF"), news articles,
headlines, image data, physical, tangible, and/or paper documents, and any other type of content that may be associated
with any type of textual content.
[0032] A "segment" refers to any portion of one or more documents. For example, a segment may include a section
and/or portion of a document as indicated by headlines, paragraphs and/or some other formatting. A document may
include multiple segments and/or a segment may include more than two portions of separate documents.
[0033] A "concept" may refer to a label, category, word, groups of words, and/or tag that references to an idea, notion,
or category of information beyond just a keyword associated with such idea, notion, or category. A concept may be
defined based on keywords, as well as other attributes discussed herein. A concept may be associated with a document,
a portion of a document, and/or segment. For example, a segment may be associated with the concept "Agricultural
Equipment" based on the text and/or meaning of the segment, even though the text "Agricultural Equipment" does not
directly appear in the segment. In some embodiments, a document and/or segment may be associated with one or more
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concepts.
[0034] It will be appreciated that while the below examples refer to documents in English the systems and methods
described herein may support other languages and/or character sets than English.

Example Query Interface

[0035] Figures 1 and 2 illustrate example user interfaces of the concept indexing and/or querying system, according
to some embodiments of the present disclosure. In some embodiments, the user interfaces described below may be
displayed in any suitable computer system and/or application, for example, in a web browser window and/or a standalone
software application, among others. Additionally, the functionality and/or user interfaces of the system as shown in
Figures 1 and/or 2 may be implemented in one or more computer processors and/or computing devices, as is described
with reference to Figure 19. Furthermore, Figure 2 may illustrate a collection of concepts and/or hierarchy of concepts,
which may not be displayed in such a user interface.
[0036] Referring to Figure 1, the example user interface 100 includes input area 102, results area 110, and/or a
segment area 120. In operation, a researcher may view segments indexed by one or more concepts and/or the concepts
may be queryable through user interface 100. In this example, the concepts 104A-C are each associated with segments
112A-C shown in the results area 110. Ellipsis 114 may illustrate that more segments are presented in results area 110
other than what is illustrated.
[0037] Referring to Figure 2, example user interface 100 illustrates a concept selection area 170. As illustrated, upon
selecting of input area 102 by a user, concept selection area 170 may be presented to the user interface 100. Concept
selection area may include concepts and/or a hierarchy of concepts. For example, the hierarchy of concepts may include
a top node 172, "Americas," with sub-nodes 174A-B, "Latin America," "North America," respectively, and/or sub-sub-
nodes 176A-C, etc. In some embodiments, each node within the concept hierarchy and/or tree may correspond to a
concept, which may be selectable. In yet other embodiments, only the leaf nodes of the concept hierarchy may correspond
to concepts that may be selected in user interface 100. The concepts selected within concept selection area 170 may
be used to populate input area 102. For example, a selection of concept 178E may correspond to the selected concept
104A of Figure 1. It will be appreciated that, in some embodiments, the presented concepts in user interface 100 may
correspond to a list of concepts and/or may not correspond to a hierarchy.
[0038] In some embodiments, partial input within input area 102 may cause the concept selection area 170 to update.
For example, text input, such as "tech" may cause the concept hierarchy and/or concept selection area 170 to dynamically
update, such as including part of the concept hierarchy and/or collection matching the string and/or text "tech," such as
the concept "Technology."
[0039] In some embodiments, selection of a top and/or root node may select and/or include all children and/or sub-
nodes. For example, a selection of node 172 may include the selection of and/or cause the concept indexing system to
process children nodes of node 172. Thus, in some embodiments, user interface 100 may present segments associated
with the selected node and/or the children nodes of the selected node.
[0040] Returning to Figure 1, example user interface 100 illustrates an operation to query a collection and/or library
of documents and/or segments. For example, the database of documents and/or segments may be queried by user
through input area 102 based on the selected concepts 104A-C, "California," "Technology," "Employment," respectively.
In some embodiments, in response to selection of a concept, such as concept 104A, results area 110 may update
dynamically. The database and/or system may be queried for segments and/or one or more result sets based on concepts
104A-C. For example, segments relating to each of the concepts and/or categories 104A-C are presented to the user.
For example, the first result 112A, "California in Tech," is associated with all of the concepts 104A-C, such as California,
technology, and employment. The segment corresponding to the entry 112A, titled "California in Tech," may be a section
of an article describing employment opportunities in the technology area in California.
[0041] In some embodiments, results area 110 may present information resulting from a search query of the database.
For example, results area 110 may include a table of search results columns. As illustrated, the columns may be
associated with the title, one or more authors, a publication date, a rank, a segment identifier, a recency weight, and/or
any other information and/or metadata associated with the segment and/or search result. In some embodiments, each
column may be sorted in ascending/descending alphabetical, numerical, and/or any other order, which may be selected
by a user using existing user interface and/or sorting functionalities. In some embodiments, each column may be filtered
and/or searched by keyword, which may update the results area 110. For example, the results may be filtered by a
particular author name and/or particular string in the title. It will be appreciated that some of the illustrative columns in
results area 110 are optional and/or configurable. For example, columns 116 and 118, "segment ID" and "recency
weight," respectively, may be configured to be shown to a system administrator for debugging purposes and/or may not
be intended to be shown to an end user of the system, such as a researcher.
[0042] In some embodiments, results area 110 may present individual segments matching the search query. For
example, segments 112B and 112C correspond to the same document. While the original document is titled "CA Em-
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ployment," and that document may include dozens or more segments, the concept indexing system has analyzed and/or
processed the document to determine that segments 112B-C, each with separate segment titles illustrated in the title
column, each include discussion of "California," "Technology," and "Employment" concepts within those specific seg-
ments of the document.
[0043] As illustrated, in some embodiments, selection of a search result may cause a presentation and/or a preview
of the associated segment in segment area 120. For example, a user may select entry and/or row 112A in user interface
102 to cause presentation of segment area 120. The segment and/or preview of a segment shown in segment area 120
may correspond to the entry and/or row 112A.
[0044] In some embodiments, it will be appreciated that the concept indexing and/or query system may support
additional user interfaces. Additionally or alternatively, user interfaces of the concept indexing system may correspond
to graphs, connected graphs, and/or other data visualizations of documents and/or segments not illustrated in Figures
1 or 2.
[0045] Figures 3 and 4 illustrate example documents that may be processed by the concept indexing system. As
illustrated in Figure 3, document 300 may include multiple segments 310 and 320. Referring to Figure 4, document 400
may include subsegments 402, 410A-B, and/or 420. It will be appreciated that while segments are shown on one page
of a document, a segment may extend and/or span multiple pages of a document. Methods and techniques for segmenting
and/or identifying segments within documents is discussed in further detail herein.

System Overview

[0046] Figure 5 illustrates a concept indexing system 500, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure.
In the example embodiment of Figure 5, the database environment 590 comprises a network 560, a concept indexing
system 500, and a user computing device 502. Various communications between these devices are illustrated. For
example, user computing device 502 may send requests and/or queries to concept indexing system 500. In this embod-
iment, concept indexing system 500 includes presentation module 506, concept service 504, and concept data store
508, each of which is described in further detail herein. The concept data store may store concept data in one or more
databases, where "database" refers to a database (e.g., RDBMS or SQL database), an in-memory database, or may
refer to any other data structure, such as, for example a hash map, hash set, JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), comma
separated values (CSV), eXtendible markup language (XML), TeXT (TXT) file, flat file, spreadsheet file, and/or any other
widely used or proprietary format.
[0047] In some embodiments, various communications and/or events within the database environment 590 may occur
independently and/or in response to one another. For example, concept service and/or server 504 may process a
collection and/or library of documents to index segment intersections of those documents by concept. The concept to
segment indexes may be stored in the concept data store 508. User computing device 502 may be in communication
with the presentation module 506. For example, presentation module may generate user interfaces, such as user interface
500 of Figures 1 and/or 2. In some embodiments, presentation module 506 may execute on a web and/or network server
to present network pages and/or user interfaces to the user computing device 502. In response to queries originating
from user computing device 502, presentation module 506 may query the indexes and/or data of concept data store
508. The results of the queries may be transmitted to user computing device 502 and/or presentation module 506.

Process Overview

[0048] Figure 6 is a flowchart illustrating an example concept indexing process overview 600, according to some
embodiments of the present disclosure. The method of Figure 6 may be performed by the concept indexing system 500
of Figure 5, such as the various components of Figure 5 that are discussed above, including concept service 504 and/or
the presentation module 506. Depending on the embodiment, the method of Figure 6 may include fewer or additional
blocks and/or the blocks may be performed in order different than is illustrated.
[0049] Beginning at block 602, concept service 504 may identify segments intersections of one or more documents.
Identifying segments of documents may include accessing the document, analyzing the features of the document, and/or
merging related subsections of documents. In some embodiments, identifying segments of documents may be accom-
plished by machine learning algorithms and/or techniques, which will be described in further detail herein. Example
processes and/or sub-processes of identifying segments are described in further detail with reference to Figures 7-9.
[0050] At block 604, concept service 504 indexes the segments identified at block 602 by concept. For example,
concept service 504 may access a set of concepts and/or a concept hierarchy. In some embodiments, each individual
concept from the set of concepts may be associated with an initial keyword set. Concept service 504 may then build an
initial training set of segments that match words from the initial keyword set for each concept. The training set may be
further developed by concept service 504 when other words not in the initial keyword set are identified from the identified
segments matching the initial keyword set. As a result, concept service 504 may generate an index of concepts to
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segments. Similar to block 602, block 604 may be performed by concept service 504 using one or more machine learning
algorithms and/or techniques. Furthermore, an example process of block 604 is described in further detail with reference
to Figure 10.
[0051] At block 606, concept service 504 further analyzes the segments to rank and/or score the segments. Ranking
of a concept/segment combination may be based on the density and/or distribution of the concept within a segment. In
other words, the ranking may be an "intrinsic" relationship of segment to a searchable concept. Furthermore, a researcher
may be interested in two or more concepts. Typically, when a researcher is interested in and/or searches for two or more
concepts and/or topics the researcher expects segments that relate equally to the two or more concepts. For example,
if a researcher is researching employment in California, then the researcher may expect the article to be generally about
both employment and California in equal amounts, as opposed to an article about employment that discusses employment
in all fifty states. Thus, concept service 504 may be configured to generate statistical confidence weights and/or calcu-
lations indicating the segments that may be likely interest to the user when associated with two or more concepts.
Example processes of concept ranking and/or intersection ranking are described in further detail with reference to Figures
11-15. In some embodiments, ranking of multiple searchable concepts may occur at query time (e.g., as described with
reference to Figures 1 and/or 2) to combine segment weights for the multiple searchable concepts (e.g., as described
with reference to Figure 12).
[0052] Furthermore, segment analysis may constitute ranking of the segments based on one or more decay functions.
In some cases, segments may be either temporal or more basic in nature. For example, a segment may be related to
a particular month and/or time period, whereas a different segment may be more directed towards a fundamental principle
and/or basic premise. An example of the former might be a historical account of a particular famine and an example of
the latter may be an article regarding the common drivers or factors of macroeconomic growth. In some embodiments,
concept service 504 may initially rank segments based on their publication dates and/or some other date (e.g., dates of
publication of the article or document that includes the segment). Based on the number of temporal words in the segment,
indicating that the segment is more temporal in nature, the recency ranking of the segment may be further adjusted.
Other example processes and/or aspects of concept ranking, such as ranking based on recency decay, are described
in further detail with reference to Figures 16-18.
[0053] At block 608, data, such as indices and/or segments, may be accessed by presentation module 506 for pres-
entation in user interface 100. The access of concept and/or segment data by presentation module 506 for presentation
in a user interface is described in further detail with reference to Figures 1, 2, 5, and/or 19.

Example Machine Learning Techniques

[0054] In some embodiments, segment identification, concept indexing, and/or other methods disclosed herein may
be accomplished via one or more techniques and/or algorithms in artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistical
and/or probabilistic machine learning, unsupervised learning, supervised learning, semi-supervised learning, and/or
some combination thereof. For example, in supervised and/or semi-supervised learning contexts, a training set and/or
training data may be used by concept service 504 to update respective machine learning algorithms. For example, a
feature extractor may be used to extract features and/or attributes from each item of data. A user then categorizes the
item of data and/or verifies the predicted categorization of the item of data, which is used by concept service 504 to
update the machine learning algorithm based on the extracted features and the specified result. In some embodiments,
the output of concept service 504 may be statistical likelihood of a predicted outcome based on the updated machine
learning algorithm. Examples of machine learning algorithms that may be used with the systems and techniques described
herein include decision trees and/or boosting. A decision tree may predict the value of a target variable based on several
input variables and/or dimensions. Each interior node of a decision tree may correspond to one of the input variables.
The edges of the decision tree may correspond to children for each of the possible values of that input variable. Each
leaf may represent a value of the target variable given the values of the input variables represented by the path from
the root to the leaf. A tree can be determined by splitting the source set into subsets based on an attribute value test.
This process may be repeated by concept service 504 on each derived subset in a recursive manner, such as recursive
partitioning. The recursion is completed when the subset at a node has all the same value of the target variable, or when
splitting no longer adds value to the predictions. This process of top-down induction of decision trees may be an example
greedy algorithm. As mentioned above, a machine learning algorithm may process a number of dimensions and/or
features. However, the number of dimensions and/or features may become computationally intensive for processing
purposes. Thus, a boosting algorithm may select those features which improve the predictive power and/or accuracy of
the machine learning algorithm model, which may reduce the number of dimensions and/or features that may improve
execution time as irrelevant features and/or dimensions are ignored. A boosting algorithm may be a method of training
a boosted classifier. A boosting classifier may include a classifier in the form of: 
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[0055] Where each ft is a weak learner that takes an object and/or data x as input and returns a result indicating the
classification of the object and/or data. The sign of the weak learner output may identify y the predicted object and/or
data class and the absolute value gives the statistical confidence in that classification. At each iteration of the training
process, a weight may be assigned to each sample in the training set equal to the current error of that sample. These
weights may be used to inform the training of the weak learner, for instance, decision trees can be grown that favor
splitting sets of samples with high weights. Thus, decisions trees and/or boosting are non-limiting examples of machine
learning algorithms that may be used by the concept indexing systems.
[0056] In some embodiments, concept indexing and/or segment analysis and/or ranking using the techniques described
herein may be based on other metadata associated with a segment, such as author, publisher, research institution, etc.
For example, the concept indexing system may extract author, publishers, and/or publication dates for segments and/or
documents for additional processing. For example, a machine learning algorithm may be used to determine concepts
that an author typically writes and/or publishes on. In some embodiments, the concept indexing system may support
post-indexing filters that allow users to filter by author, publication date, publisher, etc. For example, filters that may be
available in user interface 100.

Identifying Segments

[0057] Figure 7 is a flowchart illustrating an example segment identification process 700, such as may be performed
as part of the segment identification process 602 of Figure 6, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure.
The method of Figure 7 may be performed by the concept indexing system 500 of Figure 5, such as the various components
of Figure 5 that are discussed above, including concept service 504. Depending on the embodiment, the method of
Figure 7 may include fewer or additional blocks and/or the blocks may be performed in order different than is illustrated.
[0058] Beginning at block 702, concept service 504 accesses a document. As described herein, a document may
include one or more segments. Example documents may include document 300 and/or document 400 of Figures 3
and/or 4, respectively. In some embodiments, documents may be stored in the concept data store 508 in various data
formats. For example, text data associated with distinct documents may be stored in concept data store 508. Additionally
or alternatively, native formats of documents may be stored in the constant data store 508 such as a PDF, a word
processing document format, an image data format, or some other data format. Concept service 504 may process any
native document formats to generate associated text data using one or more optical character recognition techniques.
[0059] At block 704, concept service 504 analyzes various features of the accessed document. For example, casing,
spacing, punctuation, formatting, comment words and/or groups of words, and/or other features of the document may
indicate segments. In some cases, documents have a formatting structure to organize the document. For example,
portions and/or segments of the document may be segregated by headings, such as titles and/or subtitles. The headings
may include specific casing formats, such as capitalizing of the first letter of words or capitalizing all letters of all words,
and/or particular sizing and/or fonts of the headings. For example, headings may be larger in size and/or in a bold font.
Punctuation may also indicate beginnings of new segments. For example, titles typically may not include period char-
acters, however, a title and/or subtitle may include a question mark or semi-colon character. Various word processing
techniques may be used to analyze the features of the text data and/or document. Examples of segment feature iden-
tification of a document is further described in detail with reference to Figure 8.
[0060] At block 706, concept service 504 generates a vector and/or data structure based on the identified features
from block 704. For example, a binary vector such as "[100110101010...]" may be generated from the identified features.
In the previous vector example, at the first position of the vector a "1" may indicate that a portion of the document starts
with capital letter and at the second position of the vector a "0" may indicate that the same portion of text does not end
with a question mark or semi-colon character. The vector and/or data structure may be used by concept service 504 to
generate a statistical likelihood indicating whether a segment is present, which is described below.
[0061] At block 708, concept service 504 processes the vector and/or data structure generated at block 706 to compute
a statistical likelihood whether the one or more portions of the document correspond to one or more segments. For
example, concept service 504 may use a machine learning algorithm to process the vector data. Concept service 504
may determine the segments based on the location of the titles and/or headings within the document. For example, as
illustrated in document 300 of Figure 3, segment 310 is between heading 312 and heading 314 and segment 320 is
between heading 314 and another heading (not illustrated) or the end of the document. As described herein, concept
service may use a decision tree, boosting algorithm, and/or some other machine learning algorithm to process the vector
data and generate a statistical likelihood that a portion of a document is a segment. In some embodiments, the statistical
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likelihoods and/or indicators of segment identification may be stored in concept data store 508. In some embodiments,
blocks 702, 704, 706, and/or 708 may execute iteratively to process a collection of documents. Additionally or alternatively,
concept service 504 may iteratively execute some blocks of process 700 to process portions of a document to identify
segments in an iterative manner. For example, process 700 may identify a first, second, and third segment of a document
by iterative executions of some blocks of process 700.
[0062] In some embodiments, an optional step and/or block of process 700 may be training of the concept indexing
system and/or machine learning algorithm. For example, as described above, a machine learning algorithm for providing
statistical confidence levels for segment predictions may be based on a training set. Through supervised and/or semi-
supervised machine learning, an operator may specify whether headings and/or segments of documents have been
accurately identified. Thus, the machine learning algorithm for identifying segments may be trained as an optional step
of process 700.
[0063] Figure 8 is a flowchart illustrating an example segment feature identification process 800, such as may be
performed as part of the feature analysis process and/or block 704 of Figure 7, according to some embodiments of the
present disclosure. The method of Figure 8 may be performed by the concept indexing system 500 of Figure 5, such as
the various components of Figure 5 that are discussed above, including concept service 504. Depending on the embod-
iment, the method of Figure 8 may include fewer or additional blocks and/or the blocks may be performed in order
different than is illustrated. For example, other segment and/or heading features may be used to determine segments
and/or headings additionally or alternatively to the features described below.
[0064] Beginning at block 802, concept service 504 may determine and/or analyze casing features of a document. As
described herein, casing may refer to the capitalization of particular letters and text data to indicate whether the text is
possibly associated with a heading and/or title. For example, text 312 of Figure 3, "CA Employment," includes capitalization
of letters that may be identified by concept service 504. Another casing feature includes capitalization of all of the letters
text, such as, "CALIFORNIA EMPLOYMENT WEEKLY." In some embodiments, it will be appreciated that other font
and/or letter sizing techniques may be used to recognize headings and/or titles. Depending on the embodiment, such
casing determinations within a document may be compared to other portions of the document order to identify probable
segment headings. For example, if a document includes four lines of text in all caps, separated by multiple paragraphs
using sentence case, the concept service 504 may determine based on such casing information that the four lines of
capitalized text could be segment headings.
[0065] At block 804, concept service 504 may determine and/or analyze spacing features of a document to determine
headings and/or segments. For example, as illustrated in Figure 3, document 300 includes line spacing 316 and line
spacing 318. In this example, line spacing 316 is larger than the line spacing 318. For example, the line spacing between
a heading may be two lines, whereas the line spacing between paragraph text may be single spaced and/or different
than the heading line spacing. Thus, the concept service 504 may use the increased spacing 316 as another attribute
indicative of a possible segment heading.
[0066] Other document and/or segment features that may be analyzed include the centering of headings. For example,
the centered spacing of heading 314 might be determined by concept service analyzing the white space and/or indentation
330 and/or some other text and/or document features of document 300. Thus, identification of centered text, especially
when text below and/or above the centered text is not centered (e.g. paragraph text that is left aligned or justified),
provides concept service 504 another attribute usable to identify possible segment headings.
[0067] At block 806, concept service 504 may determine and/or analyze punctuation features of a document to de-
termine headings and/or segments. For example, as described herein, unlike text of a paragraph, the text of the heading
may not end in a period character. However, a heading may end in one or more specific punctuation and/or special
characters, such as a question mark or a semi-colon character. Thus, concept service 504 may analyze various punc-
tuation and/or character features that are factors that contribute to a statistical likelihood of the presence of headings
and/or segments of a document.
[0068] At block 808, concept service 504 may determine and/or analyze common words, phrases, and/or groups of
words to determine headings and/or segments of the document. Some documents may begin with introductory phrases
and/or words for headings. Example introductory words and/or phrases include, "Situation in," "Update on," "Summary,"
"Conclusion," or some other word and/or groups of words that are typically used in document headings. In some em-
bodiments, introductory phrases and/or words may be user generated, determined by machine learning, and/or some
combination thereof, such as determining introductory words based on a training set. Thus, concept service 504 may
analyze common words and/or groups of words to generate a statistical likelihood for the presence of headings and/or
segments.
[0069] In some embodiments, it will be appreciated that some combination of blocks 802-808 may be executed to
determine a statistical likelihood regarding the presence of a heading and/or segment in a document. For example, some
combination of blocks 802-808 may be executed by process 700 of Figure 7, such as block 704 to analyze one or more
features and/or attributes of a document. Thus, concept service 504 may use some combination of document features,
such as, casing, spacing, punctuation, formatting, common words, grouping of words, and/or phrases to generate a
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likelihood that various portions of documents are segments. For example, the various features are transformed to one
or more vectors at block 706 of Figure 7 and may be processed by a machine learning algorithm at block 708 to generate
a statistical likelihood of the presence of headings and/or segments in a document.
[0070] Figure 9 is a flowchart illustrating an example segment merging process 900, according to some embodiments
of the present disclosure. In some cases, the segmentation processes 700 and/or 800 may be overly aggressive and/or
incorrectly identify too granular of sections. For example, as illustrated in Figure 4, document 400 may include subsections
410A and 410B. In the example, concept service 504 may initially identify each subsection 410A and 410B as two
discrete segments. Thus, concept service 504 implementing process 900 may determine that subsections 410A-B should
be merged together into one segment. In other words, process 900 may merge back sections and/or segments that
were too aggressively split (e.g. minor sections and/or segments that belong together) using the vector similarity of the
separated sections and/or segments, for example. The method of Figure 9 may be performed by the concept indexing
system 500 of Figure 5, such as the various components of Figure 5 that are discussed above, including concept service
504. Depending on the embodiment, the method of Figure 9 may include fewer or additional blocks and/or the blocks
may be performed in order different than is illustrated.
[0071] Beginning at block 902, concept service 504 retrieves and/or accesses segments from concept data store 508.
Concept service 504 may access two or more segments to determine whether the segments should be merged. For
example, concept service 504 may access and retrieve every segment, a particular set of segments, the segments for
a particular document, and/or some combination thereof from concept data store 508. In one embodiment, the segments
analyzed for possible merging include only segments that are adjacent one another within a single document.
[0072] At block 904, concept service 504 retrieves and/or accesses a global set of words from concept data store 508.
For example, a global set of words may comprise a collection and/or data structure of each word from the library or a
collection of documents. A global set of words may be determined based on one or more processes described herein,
such as process 600 that may process every document in the library and/or collection, which may include the scanning
of every document. For example, a global set of words may include a vector and/or data structures such as "[’a,’ ’about,’
’achievements,’ ’adjacent,’ ’after,’ alive,’ ’already,’ ’America,’ ’and,’ ’announcing,’ ... ]." In some embodiments, a global
set of words may correspond to generally common words, such as a set of common words available from a third-party
library.
[0073] At block 906, concept service 504 may generate a word vector for the segments retrieved at block 902. For
example, the global set of words, accessed at block 904, may be used to generate a word vector indicating the presence
and/or count of words in the text of the segment. Using the example global word vector from above, Segment A may
correspond to word Vector A: "[10, 2, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 0, ... ]" and Segment B may correspond to word Vector B: "[9,
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 2, 0, ... ]." Thus, word vectors A and B may indicate the number of times a word from the global
word vector is present in the text corresponding to segments A and B, respectively.
[0074] At block 908, concept service 504 compares the word vectors from block 906. For example, one comparison
method that may be used by concept service 504 to determine the similarity of segments may be to use a cosine distance
formula and/or a cosine similarity. Cosine distance and/or similarity may be a measure of similarity between two vectors
of an inner product space that may measure the cosine of the angle between them. The cosine of 0° is 1, and it is less
than 1 for any other angle. This may be determination of orientation: two vectors with the same orientation may have a
cosine similarity of 1, two vectors at 90° may have a similarity of 0, and/or two vectors diametrically opposed may have
a similarity of -1, independent of their magnitude. Cosine distance and/or similarity may be used in positive space, where
the outcome is neatly bounded in [0, 1]. Cosine of two vectors may be determined by using the Euclidean dot product
formula: 

[0075] Thus, in the example with vectors A and B, the cosine of the angle between them may be about .922, which
may indicate similarity between the two segments A and B. For example, segments A and B may both be about the
topic of "America" and/or include a similar number of the occurrences of the word "America." It will be appreciated that
process 900 may use other methods for calculating the similarity between two word vectors and/or may use another
process for determining similarity between segments without the use of vectors.
[0076] At block 910, concept service 504 determines which segments to merge based on the comparison between
the two or more segments. For example, for each comparison, if the comparison is above a threshold, concept service
504 may determine that two or more segments should be merged. For example, a cosine similarity between two word
vectors above .8 may indicate that those segments should be merged.
[0077] In some embodiments, concept service 504 may optionally store and/or index the pre-and post-merged seg-
ments. For example, where segments A and B are merged by concept service 504 into segment AB, concept service
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504 may store and/or index segments A, B, and/or AB (individually) in concept data store 508. In some embodiments,
it may be advantageous to store the various pre- and post-merged segments individually for improved recall.
[0078] In some embodiments, process 900 may be used by concept service 504 to merge segments from more than
one document. For example, where an original document is separated into two volumes and/or parts, such as a part
one and part two, concept service 504 may use the process 900 to identify segments meeting the threshold similarity
measure and merge those segments from multiple documents, such as two separate PDF documents. It will also be
appreciated that, in some embodiments concept service 504 may iteratively apply the blocks of process 900 to iteratively
merge segments. For example, concept service 504 may merge segments A and B into a new segment AB, and concept
service may further merge segment AB and segment C into a new segment ABC using the merging process 900.

Concept Indexing

[0079] Figure 10 is a flowchart illustrating an example concept indexing process 1000, such as may be performed as
part of the concept indexing block 604 of Figure 6, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. In some
embodiments, additionally or alternatively to keyword searching, it may be advantageous for research organizations
and/or researchers to maintain a higher level ontology, concept hierarchy and/or high-level categories associated with
their research articles, documents, and/or segments. For example, a researcher may use the concept ontology and/or
hierarchy to query and/or navigate the document and/or segment library/database as described herein. In some em-
bodiments, an index and/or mapping from higher-level concepts to individual segments may be determined based on
initial keywords and/or grounded weights, as described below. The method of Figure 10 may be performed by the concept
indexing system 500 of Figure 5, such as the various components of Figure 5 that are discussed above, including concept
service 504. Depending on the embodiment, the method of Figure 10 may include fewer or additional blocks and/or the
blocks may be performed in order different than is illustrated.
[0080] Beginning at block 1002, concept service 504 accesses a concept ontology and/or hierarchy that is associated
with initial keywords. In some embodiments, an initial keyword mapping from particular words to the concept may be
used to create a "dictionary" of a concept based on a set of related words, which is described in further detail below.
For example, a concept, "Agricultural Equipment," may be associated with the keywords, "tractor," "plow," "rotator,"
"roller," "seed drill," etc. In some embodiments, the concept ontology, concept hierarchy, and/or mapping of concepts
to initial keywords, may be user generated and/or provided by a user and/or research manager.
[0081] At block 1004, concept service 504 determines training data based on the initial keywords and/or keyword
mapping. For example, concept service 504 may identify segments that include words from the one or more initial
keyword sets. In the agricultural equipment example, the initial training data may include those segments that include
text data and/or keywords such as "tractor," "plow," "rotator," "roller," "seed drill," etc. Thus, concept service 504 deter-
mines an initial training set of segments and/or data that may be used by the machine learning algorithm to determine
segments associated with the concept.
[0082] At block 1006, concept service 504 uses the training data to determine related keywords and/or related keyword
mappings. For example, concept service 504, using one or more machine learning techniques, may identify related
keywords and/or mappings from the initial keywords. An example of related keyword identification through machine
learning may be determining the words most uniquely correlated with the ones used in the initial keyword to concept
mapping. For example, through applying the machine learning algorithm, concept service 504 may determine related
keywords such as "fertilizer spreader," "broadcast seeder," or other related words to the concept of agricultural equipment,
but which were not originally specified in the initial keywords set. In other words, the initially identified segments associated
with the initial keywords may be used as positive examples of concept terminology by the machine learning algorithm.
[0083] At block 1008, concept service 504 may create a concept indexing model and/or machine learning algorithm
based on the initial keywords set and the determined related keywords. For example, concept service 504 may include
a superset of keywords that includes the initial keyword and the determined related keyword set for the respective
concept. Therefore, concept service 504 may be configured to determine segments associated with a concept based
on the concept indexing model. Furthermore, the concept indexing model that includes the related keywords may identify
segments that were not originally identified based on the initial keywords set. In some embodiments, the concept indexing
model and/or algorithm may output a statistical likelihood, probability of correctness, and/or confidence level that a
segment may be associated with a respective concept. In some embodiments, the statistical likelihoods of concept to
segment associations may be presented to the user, such as by the presentation module 506 in user interface 100. In
some embodiments, blocks 1006 and 1008 may be repeated iteratively as additional segments are associated with
concepts, such as to identify additional related keywords to correlate with particular concepts and then rebuilding or
updating the model for that concept to potentially identify other related segments that may not have been identified using
the previous version of the model. In this way, the concept identification process improves over time as additional
segments are associated with particular concepts.
[0084] At block 1010, concept service may index segments based on the determined concept indexing model. For
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example, the segments identified by processes 700 and/or 900, which are stored in the concept data store 508, may be
processed by concept service 504 to generate an index and/or mapping from individual concepts to correlating segments
within the document library. In some embodiments, a concept to segment index may be stored in the concept data store
508 in various data formats. For example, concept to segment index may include a database index, a hash map, a hash
set, an in-memory data object, some combination thereof, and/or any other data and/or data structure that can store a
mapping from a concept to a segment. Additionally or alternatively, concept service 504 may store a concept to segment
index for the concept to segment mappings that are above a statistical threshold and/or percentage as determined by
the concept indexing model and/or algorithm. In some embodiments, the concept to segment index may store the
statistical likelihood of concept to segment mappings as determined by the concept indexing algorithm. Thus, concept
to segment index may include a list of concepts and, for each of the concepts, identifiers of zero or more segments that
have a threshold likelihood of relating to that particular concept, where in some embodiments certain segments are not
included in the listing if their corresponding likelihoods are below a predetermined threshold. The likelihood indicators
are usable, as discussed herein, to sort and/or filter display of segments matching a particular concept (or concept) to
provide the optimal quantity and relevance of results to a given user.
[0085] In some embodiments, concept service 504 may iteratively improve the accuracy of the concept indexing model
and/or algorithm based on user feedback. For example, a user may interact with the concept indexing system to specify
whether the concept to segment determination was accurate. For example, the weights of keyword vectors to concepts
and/or weightings of particular words to a concept may be reviewed by a user for accuracy. Thus, concept service 504
may use supervised and/or semi-supervised techniques to improve the accuracy of the concept indexing model and/or
algorithm.

Segment Analysis and/or Ranking

[0086] In some embodiments, the concept to segment indexes may be further analyzed and/or processed to enhance
the user querying experience. For example, segments that are associated with a concept may be further ranked and/or
ordered to provide the most likely segments and/or relevant items of interest to the user. The processes discussed below
with reference to Figures 11-18 may be performed as part of the segment analysis process 606 of Figure 6. Additionally,
in certain embodiments one or more of the processes of Figures 11-18 may be used as part of the concept indexing
process 604 of Figure 6. For example, density of keywords in a segment, concept intersection information, and/or
segment recency information may be used to associate concepts with segments. In some embodiments, these processes
may be used to adjust particular concept to segment relevancy scores in order to better indicate relevance of a particular
segment to a given concept that may have been originally determined without such additional analyses.
[0087] Figure 11 is a flowchart illustrating an example concept to segment ranking process 1100, according to some
embodiments of the present disclosure. In certain embodiments, it may be useful and/or advantageous to display the
segments that are most related to the concept user. In some embodiments, the "aboutness" and/or relevance of a
concept to a segment may be determined based on the density of concept keywords in a segment. In some embodiments,
the concept indexing system may use the respective term and/or relevant keyword distribution within a segment to gauge
the "aboutness" of the segment with respect to a particular concept. For example, a segment about tractors might have
a dense subparagraph about Idaho, while another document may reference Idaho even throughout the segment may
be more "about" Idaho. In some embodiments, the "aboutness" of a segment may be measured by looking at a ratio of
the median gap between consecutive mentions of the term in question (e.g. Idaho) divided by the longest span in the
document without any mention of the term. Larger ratios may be more indicative of a more even distribution of the term
throughout the document, or more "aboutness." Other methods for determining the "aboutness" of a concept to a segment
include breaking the segment into portions and determining the number of times the relevant one or more terms appear
in the portions. For example, a segment may be separated into portions of ten words and the segment may be analyzed
for the number of times a particular terms are present within the portions and/or the number of portions with the particular
terms. The method of Figure 11 may be performed by the concept indexing system 500 of Figure 5, such as the various
components of Figure 5 that are discussed above, including concept service 504 and/or presentation module 506.
Depending on the embodiment, the method of Figure 11 may include fewer or additional blocks and/or the blocks may
be performed in order different than is illustrated.
[0088] Beginning at block 1102, concept service 504 may determine the density of keywords associated with the
concept in a segment. In some embodiments, the density of relevant keywords may refer and/or be calculated with the
following equation: 
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[0089] In addition to its plain and ordinary, segment length may refer to the number of words in a segment and/or the
number of characters in a segment, for example. An example density of a segment Y with 100 keywords associated
with agricultural equipment and a word count of 1000 may have a density of .1. If segment Z had a density of .05, then
concept service 504 and/or presentation module 506 may determine a ranking that segment Y is more "about" the
concept of agricultural equipment than segment Z. Determining the density of keywords may be advantageous as
compared to other information retrieval techniques. For example, an information retrieval system based on keyword
searching would return results that have at least one occurrence of a keyword, which effectively normalizes the results
with respect to the density of the keywords.
[0090] At block 1104, concept service 504 may determine the distribution of keywords in a segment. For example,
concept service 504 may use how the occurrences are distributed within a segment to rank and/or score the relevance
and/or aboutness of a concept relative to a segment. As illustrated in Figure 3, the relevant keywords 350A-I of segment
320 may be associated with the concept of religion. As illustrated in Figure 4, the relevant keywords 450A-I of segment
420 may also be associated with the concept of religion. (It will be appreciated that the text of documents 300 and 400
may not be associated with the document headings simply for example purposes.) Furthermore, the number of relevant
keywords 350A-I and keywords 450A-I (e.g., keywords associated with one or more concepts provided by a user) may
be the same, such as nine keywords. However, the distribution of keywords 350A-I and 450A-I may be different. For
example, the distance and/or gaps between keywords in segment 320 may be smaller than the distance and/or gaps
between keywords in segment 420. In other words, segment 320 may have a higher concentration of related keywords,
which may indicate that the segment is less about the concept religion than the segment 420 where the relevant keywords
are more dispersed throughout the segment. Segment 420 may be considered more "pure" because it generally discusses
the concept throughout the segment.
[0091] Another example of a segment that has a high density of keywords may be a segment that generally is about
Ohio but which has a portion of the segment that specifically discusses agricultural equipment. Thus, concept service
would determine the distribution of keywords to indicate that the segment is generally more about Ohio with a small
focus on agricultural equipment.
[0092] Concept service 504 may use one or more formulas to calculate and/or determine the distribution of keywords
in a segment. For example, concept service may use one or more metrics to determine the distribution of keywords. An
example metric is the median gaps between keywords. In addition to its plain and ordinary meaning, a gap may refer to
the number of words and/or characters between two words. For example, the median gap between the keywords of
segment 320 may be relatively small because the keywords are located relatively close together in contrast with the
relatively large median gap of keywords of segment 420. Another metric that may be used is maximum gap, which may
refer to the greatest distance between keywords. For example, in segment 320 the maximum gap would be the number
of words and/or characters between the keyword 350H, "France," and the keyword 350I, "God," at the bottom of the
segment. An example ratio, and/or formula that may be further used by concept service 504 to determine distributions
of keywords is: 

[0093] Thus, the maximum/median gap ratio would be higher for segment 320 than for segment 420, which may
indicate that segment 320 is relatively less about the concept than segment 420. In some embodiments, the maxi-
mum/median gap ratio may be used by multiplying the ratio times the density of the concept in the segment to determine
the weight of the concept in the segment.
[0094] At block 1106, concept service 504 and/or presentation module 506 ranks and/or scores concept to segment
mappings based on the density and/or distribution of related keywords. For example, segments with higher density
related keywords and/or segments with greater distributions of related keywords may be more about the concept. In
some embodiments, rankings of concepts to segments may be pre-computed and/or cached by concept service 504 for
later access and/or retrieval. Additionally or alternatively, ranking and/or scoring of concepts to segments may be de-
termined in real-time or near-time based on queries from an end user in user interface 100. For example, presentation
module 506 may dynamically calculate rankings and/or scoring, such as rankings and/or scoring that reflect the "about-
ness" of a concept to a segment based on blocks 1102 and/or 1104 in response to a user query. For example, as
illustrated in Figure 1, presentation module 506 may present the rankings of segments and/or present segment search
results to a user in an order based on the determined ranking.
[0095] Figure 12 is a flowchart illustrating an example concept intersection ranking process 1200, according to some
embodiments of the present disclosure. For example, as illustrated in user interface 100 of Figure 1, two or more concepts
maybe selected in a search query. Thus, the concept indexing system may determine rankings for the segments as they
are applicable to the combination of the two or more concepts. In some embodiments, in a concept driven search system,
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such as the concept indexing system, where a user selects two or more concepts for a search of the segment database,
a user may be interested in segments that discuss the concepts in equal weight. In other words, when users search for
multiple concepts, such as two concepts, users may be more interested in concepts that are about both concepts than
unequally discussing one topic over another. For example, a segment that has one occurrence of the concept "Idaho"
and seven of the concept "Agriculture" may be a less desired result than another segment that has four occurrences of
"Idaho" and four occurrences of "Agriculture," which is a more balanced segment, and, therefore, may be of greater
interest to the user. Additionally, a four paragraph segment that includes a first two paragraphs having twenty occurrences
of keywords associate with the concept "Idaho" and only two occurrences of keywords associated with the concept
"Agriculture," while the last two paragraphs having only two occurrences of keywords associated with the concept "Idaho"
and 20 occurrences of keywords associated with the concept "Agriculture," may not be of primary interest to a user that
is looking for segments that relate to both concepts "Idaho" and Agriculture" in view of the largely segmented discussion
of keywords associated with those concepts (and even though the keywords occurrences for each concept are equal
across the entire segment).
[0096] One method of determining intersection of concepts and/or weighting scheme is using a geometric mean
function. For example, a concept to segment ranking may be determined by a geometric mean of positive concepts
(keywords and/or terms from a segment matching the query), which may be subtracted by negative concepts (keywords
and/or terms from a segment not matching the query), which is described in further detail below. Another aspect of
concept ranking is that a segment is more "pure" when there are less or zero concepts in the segment that are not one
of the one or more specified search concepts.
[0097] The method of Figure 12 may be performed by the concept indexing system 500 of Figure 5, such as the various
components of Figure 5 that are discussed above, including concept service 504 and/or presentation module 506.
Depending on the embodiment, the method of Figure 12 may include fewer or additional blocks and/or the blocks may
be performed in order different than is illustrated.
[0098] Beginning at block 1202, presentation module 506 accesses and/or receives the specified search concepts.
For example, presentation module 506 may receive a search query for the two concepts of California and technology.
In the example, presentation module 506 processes the segments that relate to both concepts, as described below.
[0099] At block 1204, presentation module 506 determines the respective weights of search concepts in the one or
more segments. For example, positive concepts may include concepts and/or segments that match the search query.
As described herein, concepts matching a segment and/or the weights of the search concepts may be based on one or
more related keywords, the density of keywords, the distribution of keywords, the aboutness of a concept in a segment,
the distribution ratio, and/or based on other methods.
[0100] Presentation module 506 may determine respective weights of search concepts based on methods related to
term frequency. One such method that may be used is term frequency-inverse document frequency ("TF-IDF"). Generally,
TF-IDF is a numerical statistic and/or weighting scheme that reflects how important terms are in a collection. Term
frequency ("TF") may refer to the number of times that terms and/or keywords associated with a particular search concept
occurs in a segment. Inverse document frequency ("IDF") may refer to a measure of how common or rare the terms
and/or keywords are across the library of segments. One example inverse document frequency formula that may be
used is: 

[0101] One example calculation to determine TF-IDF weights is to multiply the TF by IDF. In some embodiments, TF-
IDF may be used by the concept indexing system for ranking and/or searching of titles and/or headers. However, in
some embodiments, where TF-IDF is used, if two search concepts appear in all or the same number of segments then
the two search concepts will be treated the same by the inverse document frequency weighting scheme. For example,
if "US" and "Microprocessor" appear in all of the segments, but "US" occurs ten times and "Microprocessor" only occurs
five times, then TF-IDF may assign the same weight to both search concepts even though the "Microprocessor" search
concept is rarer and/or likely the most important search concept. In some embodiments, a concept weighting scheme
and/or process may be used instead of TF-IDF that can differentiate between search concepts that show up in the same
number of segments but a different number of times. A concept weighting process may be based on term frequency
and metadata and/or histogram data associated with respective search concepts. Methods and techniques for concept
weighting are described in further detail with respect to Figures 13 and 14.
[0102] At block 1206, presentation module 506 determines the respective weights of other concepts in the one or
more segments. In some embodiments, determining weights of the other concepts in the one or more segments may
be similar to block 1204. For example, the weights of the other concepts may be based on the sum of the weights of the
individual "other" concepts. For example, similar to the weights of positive concepts, the weights of other concepts may
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be based on the one or more other keywords, the density of keywords, the distribution of keywords, the "aboutness" of
a concept in a segment, the distribution ratio, and/or based on other methods.
[0103] At block 1208, presentation module 506 may optionally access and/or retrieve a purity constant. For example,
the purity constant may be referred to as ∂ below. In some embodiments, the purity constant may be used by the concept
indexing system to determine the ratio and/or pureness of search concepts in a segment, which is described in greater
detail below. The purity constant and/or ∂ may indicate the balance between the search concepts and other concepts
in determining the concept intersection ranking. In other words, ∂ may indicate how much a user cares about pureness
of concepts. In some embodiments, ∂ may be determined by a user, and/or may be configured based on the particular
collection and/or library of segments (e.g., some libraries may generally contain relatively long or short articles), such
as the relative length of segments in the library, and/or ∂ may be configurable. In some embodiments, the purity constant
and/or ∂ may be a value between zero and one.
[0104] At block 1210, presentation module 506 may generate a score and/or rank based on the purity constant, weights
of the search concepts in the segment, and/or weights of the other concepts in the segment. For example, presentation
module 506 and/or concept indexing system may use the following formula to determine concept intersection ranking: 

[0105] The geometric mean may refer to a type of mean or average, which indicates the central tendency and/or typical
value of a set of numbers by using the product of their values (as opposed to the arithmetic mean which uses their sum).
The geometric mean may also refer to the nth root of the product of n numbers. A geometric mean may be advantageous
in determining intersections of concepts because the geometric mean may encourage similar weighting for both terms
and/or concepts. In other words, the highest weight may be achieved when the term weights are equal (for example,
one term being twice the weight). Based on the above concept intersection ranking formula, if ∂ is one, a high number,
and/or infinite, then the purity of segments may be very high, in other words, other concepts may not be allowed in the
search results of the concept indexing system. At the other extreme, if ∂ is zero, then the ranking of segments may be
based solely on the other concepts. In some embodiments, where ∂ is set to a number and/or value such as .7, .8, .9,
etc., then the concept indexing system may prioritize documents that are predominantly about the positive and/or search
concepts, however, the concept indexing system may allow for a smattering of other topics and/or concepts within the
identified segments.
[0106] Additionally or alternatively, the concept indexing system may use other weighting schemes than a geometric
mean to determine concept intersection ranking. Non-limiting examples of weighting schemes, algorithms, and/or for-
mulas include Gini impurity and/or information gain. An example Gini impurity algorithm includes summing the probability
of each item being chosen times the probability of a mistake in categorizing that item. Gini impurity may reach its minimum
(zero) when all cases in the node (in a decision tree, for example) fall into a single target category. Gini impurity may
be calculated (where fi is the fraction of items labeled with value i in the set) by: 

[0107] Information gain in determining concept intersection rankings may be based on entropy. An example information
equation and/or formula may include: 

[0108] In some embodiments, the concept indexing system and/or concept service 504 may pre-compute and/or cache
the concept intersection rankings for segments in concept data store 508. For example, concept service 504 may execute
process 1200 to store the various rankings of concepts and/or permutations of concept combinations in concept data
store 508. In some embodiments, caching and/or pre-computation of concept intersection rankings may be advantageous
to provide faster query response times to the user.
[0109] Figure 13 includes diagrams illustrating example metadata and/or histogram data for concepts, according to
some embodiments of the present disclosure. Example diagram 1300 illustrates metadata and/or histogram data asso-
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ciated with a particular concept, such as "United States." For example, the horizontal axis of diagram 1300 corresponds
to the number of occurrences of terms and/or keywords associated with a concept and the vertical axis of diagram 1300
corresponds to the number of segments. Thus, diagram 1300 illustrates the number of segments that include a particular
number of occurrences of terms and/or keywords associated with the concept "United States." Example diagram 1350
is similar to diagram 1300 except that diagram 1350 is for the concept "Mineral Rights" instead of "United States." The
metadata and/or histogram data of diagram 1350 may be contrasted with the histogram data of diagram 1300 because
"Mineral Rights" may be a rarer concept than "United States" as illustrated by diagrams 1350 and 1300. As discussed
in further detail herein, the concept indexing system, presentation module 506, and/or concept service 504 may use the
histogram data for concept weighting and/or ranking, such as determining the weights for concepts during a search of
segments based on input from a user specifying multiple search concepts.
[0110] Figure 14 is a flowchart illustrating an example concept intersection weighting process 1400, according to some
embodiments of the present disclosure. The method of Figure 14 may be performed by the concept indexing system
500 of Figure 5, such as the various components of Figure 5 that are discussed above, including concept service 504
and/or presentation module 506. Some or all of the blocks of process 1400 may be executed as part of another process,
such as at block 1204 of process 1200 of Figure 12, which may determine the weights of search concepts. For example,
presentation module 506 may execute process 1400 as a part of process 1200 after two or more selected concepts are
received in a search query, as illustrated in user interface 100 of Figure 1. Thus, process 1400 may determine rankings
for multiple segments as they are applicable to the combination of the two or more selected concepts. Depending on
the embodiment, the method of Figure 14 may include fewer or additional blocks and/or the blocks may be performed
in order different than is illustrated.
[0111] Beginning at block 1402, presentation module 506 may determine the frequency of search concepts in one or
more segments. As described herein, frequency and/or term frequency may refer to the number of times terms and/or
keywords associated with a particular search concept appears in a segment.
[0112] At block 1404, presentation module 506 may access metadata and/or histogram data for the search concepts.
For example, metadata and/or histogram data associated with search concepts may be illustrated by diagrams 1300
and 1350 of Figure 13. In some embodiments, the metadata and/or histogram data or search concepts may be loaded
into memory, such as the memory module 1908 of the concept indexing system 500.
[0113] At block 1406, presentation module 506 may determine a percentile and/or ranking of the search concepts to
segments based on the metadata and/or histogram data. In some embodiments, presentation module 506 iterates
through a collection of segments and determines the percentile rankings of search concepts for each segment of the
collection of segments. For example, assume the accessed and/or received search concepts are "United States" and
"Mineral Rights." Continuing with the example, diagrams 1300 and 1350 of Figure 13 illustrate the respective percentiles
of the two search concepts for the library of segments. More specifically, presentation module 506 iterates through a
collection of queried segments to identify the percentiles of a particular segment, segment 1310A-B. In particular, the
example diagram 1300 of Figure 13 illustrates that segment 1310A has approximately 13 occurrences of terms and/or
keywords associated with the search concept "United States." Moreover, histogram data of diagram 1300 further indicates
a ranking and/or percentile of segment 1310A within the collection as being within the 30th percentile of segments
containing the search concept "United States," for example. As mentioned, in this example segment, 1310A is similar
to segment 1310B except that segment 1310B within diagram 1350 indicates the number of occurrences of a different
search concept within segment 1310A-B. For example, segment 1310B of diagram 1350 indicates that segment 1310B
is within the 90th percentile of segments containing the search concept "Mineral Rights."
[0114] At block 1408, presentation module 506 may determine the weight for multiple search concepts based on the
respective determined percentiles for the search concepts in the segment. Continuing with the example from above, for
the same segment 13loA-B, presentation module 506 may assign a higher weight to search concept "Mineral Rights"
than search concept "United States" because of the higher percentile ranking of the search concept "Mineral Rights."
In some embodiments, the weighting of particular search concepts may be determined by multiplying term frequency
by the determined percentile. For example, presentation module 506 may access data corresponding to diagrams 1300
and 1350, and determine a weighting of the 30th percentile of 14 keywords (.3 * 14 keywords or 4.2) for "United States"
and a weighting of 90th percentile of 25 keywords (25 * .9 or 22.5) for "Mineral Rights" for the segment 1310A-B.
Continuing with the example and according to some embodiments herein, another segment with weightings of 5 and
4.2 for "United States" and "Mineral Rights" would have a lower ranking than segment 1310A-B. As described herein,
the metadata and/or histogram data may indicate how common or rare search concepts are to determine their importance
during search queries. Thus, weights for search concepts may be properly scaled based on their respective histogram
data. The determination of weights for search concepts by process 1400 may be combined with the geometric mean
calculation to determine concept intersection rankings as described with respect to process 1200 of Figure 12. In some
embodiments, the histogram-based ranking of search results, as described herein, may be used for searches of a single
concept. Thus, presentation module 506 may implement process 1400 to determine respective weights for search
concepts during concept intersection ranking by using metadata, empirical distributions, and/or histogram data.
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[0115] Figure 15 illustrates an example document 1500 that may be processed and/or analyzed by the concept indexing
system and/or another module or service described herein. Document 1500 may be processed by the concept service
504 by executing any of the processes described herein, such as process 600 of Figure 6, process 1100 of Figure 11,
and/or process 1200 of Figure 12.
[0116] Additionally or alternatively to process 1200 of Figure 12, presentation module 506 may rank segments for the
intersection of multiple concepts based on determining a statistical likelihood that the multiple concepts are conceptually
related in a segment. For example, as illustrated by segment 1510 of Figure 15, concept service 504 may process the
document 1500 to identify keywords 1502A-I and 1504A-E. Keywords 1502A-I may correspond to the search concept
"Mineral Rights" and keywords 1504A-E may correspond to the search concept "United States." Presentation module
506 may process a multiple search concept request by ranking segment 1510 based on the position and/or distribution
of keywords within segment 1510. An example method for determining a statistical indicator of conceptual relatedness
may be an average distance, such as a distance in words, between keywords associated with respective concepts from
the multiple concept search request. For example, there may be three words between keyword "law" 1502A (associated
with concept "Mineral Rights") and keyword "Alaska" 1504B (associated with concept "United States"), twenty-four words
between keyword "Alaska" 1504B (associated with concept "United States") and keyword "coal" 1502B (associated with
concept "Mineral Rights"), etc. In some embodiments, segments with lower average word distances may be ranked as
more conceptually related by presentation module 506. Another example method for determining a statistical indicator
of the relatedness of two or more concepts may be by breaking the segment into portions and determining how many
portions and/or a percentage of the segment that have keywords associated with two or more search concepts. In some
embodiments, the portion sizes may be a configurable length such as ten, thirteen, or twenty words. For example,
presentation module 506 may determine that portion 1506, consisting of thirteen words, has two concepts present
("Mineral Rights" and "United States"), while portion 1508 does not have any keywords associated with the current
search concepts ("Mineral Rights" and "United States"). If the remainder of the segment was similar to portions 1506
and 1508, the presentation module may assign a conceptual relatedness ranking of .5 to the segment because half of
the portions had terms associated with the search concepts. Thus, in some embodiments, the concept indexing system
may use one or more methods, such as average distance and/or breaking the segment into portions, for generating a
statistical likelihood that a segment is "about" two or more search concepts.
[0117] Figure 16 is a diagram illustrating example decay functions to determine a recency score, according to some
embodiments of the present disclosure. Example diagram 1600 may illustrate how decay functions may be used to rank
search results in a concept indexing system. For example, the concept results indexing system and/or data store may
include a large collection of documents and/or segments spanning many months or years, such as thirty, forty, fifty, a
hundred years, etc. Thus, it may be advantageous for the concept indexing system to present more recent results and/or
segments more frequently and/or with higher rankings. In some embodiments, the publication date of a segment may
be used to determine the recency, freshness, and/or staleness of a segment. One approach to achieving this result is
to use a decay function, such as a logistic function that prioritizes more recent results and decays older results based
on an input date. However, as described herein, there may be at least two types of documents and/or segments in a
library, such as segments that are more basic and/or fundamental in contrast with more temporal segments. Thus, using
a single logistic decay function, for example, may be disadvantageous in not being able to distinguish between the two
or more types of segments. For example, a user may be more interested in a segment that includes more fundamental
topics related to a provided concept, even if it is older, so long as the segments isn’t specific to that time period (e.g.,
includes ideas or analysis that may be outdated). Therefore, improved decay functions may take into account different
types of documents, which is in contrast with a single decay function that may be too blunt of an instrument. However,
in other embodiments, using a single decay function may be sufficient for the particular use case and/or requirements
of a group and/or set of users.
[0118] One example of an improved recency and decay function is illustrated by diagram 1600. In this example, for a
particular segment an initial recency score 1608 may be determined based on a decay function 1602. In some embod-
iments, an input to the decay function 1602 may be a date, such as the publication date and/or some other date associated
with the segment, for example. The initial recency score 1608 may be adjusted by a temporal score 1604. The temporal
score 1604 may indicate how "temporal" a segment is, which may be based on the number of temporal words in the
segment, which will be discussed in further detail with reference to Figure 18 below. A final recency score 1610 a segment
may be determined based on adjusting and/or subtracting the initial recency score 1608 by the temporal score 1604. A
second decay function 1606 may function as a floor of the recency score. For example, if the temporal score of the
segment is very high, then adjusting the recency score by the temporal score may cause the recency score to be close
to zero, such as .0001 (without a floor). Thus, the second decay function 1606 may establish an absolute minimum
recency score for the particular input date and/or time. In other words, using a floor function may indicate that no matter
how "temporal" a segment is, the segment should have some threshold level of relevance to a user. For example, a
user may be interested in a particular event that is associated with the date and a response to the user query may include
the result (even though it may be lower ranked compared to other results).
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[0119] Figures 17A and 17B are diagrams illustrating alternate example logistic and/or decay functions to determine
a recency score, according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. In the example diagrams 1700 and 1750,
decay functions 1702A-B and 1772A-B may be similar to decay functions 1602 and 1606 of Figure 16. However, the
concept indexing system and/or concept service may use different decay functions based at least on metadata and/or
histograms regarding the density and/or frequency of particular concepts within segments. Metadata and/or histograms
1720 and 1780 may indicate the number of segments per time unit that include, match, and/or associated with the search
concept. For example, metadata and/or histogram 1720 may indicate the number of segments per time unit that include,
match, and/or associated with the search concept "Microprocessor." In the example, the histogram data may indicate
that segments associated with "Microprocessor" include 100 segments for December 2001, 110 segments for January
2002, 115 segments for February 2002, etc. Example metadata and/or histogram 1780 may indicate a lower density or
frequency and/or a "rarer" search concept, "Quantum Computer" within the segments. Thus, the concept indexing system
and/or concept service may use a different decay function based on a particular search concept and its corresponding
metadata and/or histogram data. As illustrated, the decay functions 1772A-B, which corresponds to the search concept
"Quantum Computer," may be more lenient than decay functions 1702A-B because of the "rarity" of the search concept
"Quantum Computer." In contrast, the search concept "Microprocessor" may be more ubiquitous among segments and
the concept indexing system and/or concept service may use less lenient decay functions 1702A-B.
[0120] Figure 18 is a flowchart illustrating an example recency scoring process 1800, according to some embodiments
of the present disclosure. The method of Figure 18 may be performed by the concept indexing system 500 of Figure 5,
such as the various components of Figure 5 that are discussed above, including concept service 504 and/or presentation
module 506. For example, concept service 504 may implement process 1800 to measure the temporalness of a segment
by evaluating the percentage and/or number of "time-bound" and/or temporal words in the segment, such as "current,"
"yesterday," "Tuesday," "March," "2007" in the text, for example. Concept service 504 may use a percentage and/or
recency score to choose a point between two decay functions illustrated in Figure 16, where one function may be more
aggressive and the other one much more lenient. The decay functions may be viewed as priors on confidence of relevance
of old segments and newer segments. As described herein, older more fundamental and/or basic segments are much
more likely to be relevant to and/or of interest to a user than older temporal segments. Depending on the embodiment,
the method of Figure 18 may include fewer or additional blocks and/or the blocks may be performed in order different
than is illustrated.
[0121] Beginning at block 1802, concept service 504 accesses a list of temporal words and/or keywords. Temporal
keywords may be words associated with time, such as a date, time of day, week, month, or year. Non-limiting example
temporal keywords include "current," "yesterday," "Tuesday," "March," "2007," "January 1,1998," "2014-12-02," or any
other word and/or text associated with time. In some embodiments, an initial temporal keyword list may be selected
and/or determined by a user. In some embodiments, the machine learning techniques described herein may be used
by concept service 504 to improve the temporal keyword list. For example, segments matching the initial keyword list
may be used as a training set to generate an expanded list of temporal keywords.
[0122] At block 1804, concept service 504 determines a temporal score for the segment. The temporal score and/or
measurement of the temporalness of the segment may be based on the density of temporal words in the segment. An
example ratio and/or equation to determine the temporal density of the segment is a number and/or quantity of temporal
words divided by segment length. As used herein, segment length may be the number of words in her characters in the
segment.
[0123] At block 1806, concept service 504 may determine an initial recency score based on an initial decay function.
For example, the initial decay function may be a logistic function, such as the decay function 1602 of Figure 16. Thus,
if a segment has a publication date in the year 2002, for example, then concept service 504 may assign an initial recency
score 1608 to the segment of approximately .7 as illustrated in Figure 13A.
[0124] At block 1808, the recency score may be adjusted based on a temporal score, which may be subject to a
recency decay floor. Concept service 504 may adjust the recency score based on the temporal score determined in
block 1804. In some embodiments adjusting the recency score may include subtracting the initial recency score, deter-
mined at block 1806, by the temporal score. However, concept service 504 may adjust the recency score subject to a
second decay function, which may act as a floor. For example, as illustrated in Figure 16, the second decay function
1606 may act as a floor and/or minimum for the final recency score. For example, for a segment with a date older than
2009 the lowest recency score the segment may receive may be approximately .1. In other embodiments, adjusting the
recency score and/or determining a final recency score may include selecting a point between the two decay functions
based on the temporal score.
[0125] In some embodiments, concept service 504 may use other decay functions and/or combinations of decay
functions. While two decay functions are used as an example herein, in some embodiments, concept service 504 may
use more than two decay functions to rank and/or score segments. For example, n types and/or categories of segments
(e.g., fundamental, temporal, news article, treatise, research paper, etc.) may be associated with n recency decay
functions. In some embodiments, the temporal scoring and/or logistic decay functions may be configurable by a user.
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For example, a user may specify and/or indicate the importance of temporal segments and the concept indexing system’s
decay functions and/or process 1800 may be adjusted based on user preferences. In some embodiments, instead of
adjusting a recency score by the temporal score the temporal score may be used by concept service as a threshold
and/or indicator for selecting between or among two or more recency decay functions to calculate a recency score for
a segment with the selected recency decay function.
[0126] In some embodiments, concept service 504 may select and/or determine decay functions based on metadata
associated with particular search concepts. As described herein, metadata and/or histogram data may include the number
of segments associated with a particular search concept appear per some time unit as illustrated by histogram data
1700 and 1750 of Figures 17A and 17B, respectively. Concept service 504 may access and/or select pre-existing decay
functions based on the respective histogram data for a particular search concept. For example, concept service 504
may choose between the decay function set 1702A-B or the decay function set 1772A-B of Figures 17A and 17B,
respectively, based on their respective histogram data being within one or more pre-existing thresholds. In other em-
bodiments, concept service 504 may dynamically determine decay functions based on the histogram data. For example,
concept service 504 may determine decay functions 1702A-B and 1772A-B by starting with one or more base decay
functions, such as decay functions 1602 and 1606 of FIG. 16, and adjusting the one or more base decay functions based
on respective histogram data. Continuing with the example, concept service 504 may adjust a base decay function to
be more lenient based on the histogram data indicating a rarer search concept and/or may adjust the base decay function
to be more strict based on the histogram data indicating a more common search concept among segments. In some
embodiments, concept service 504 may determine a multiplication factor based on the histogram data. The concept
service 504 may then adjust the base decay function by multiplying the base function by the determined factor. Thus,
concept service 504 may determine customized decay functions for particular search concepts, such as customizing
decay functions based on the density of segments for particular search concepts.
[0127] In some embodiments, instead of a decay based on time, decay functions may be used for other metadata
associated with segments. A logistic decay function may be used by the concept indexing system for term decay and/or
segment length decay. For example, a shorter paragraph and/or segment may have a very high ranking and/or scoring
for a particular search concept. However, users may not be interested in the shorter segments, and similar to decay
functions based on time, if a segment is below a particular length and/or word count threshold, the ranking of the segment
may drop dramatically based on a decay term function. In some embodiments, a single and/or multiple term logistic
decay functions may be used by the concept indexing system to rank documents. Also, similar to time decay that may
be configurable, term decay may also be configurable by the user.

Implementation Mechanisms

[0128] The various computing device(s) discussed herein, such as the concept indexing system 500, concept service
504, presentation module 506, and/or user computing device 502, are generally controlled and coordinated by operating
system software, such as, but not limited to, iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7,
Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, Macintosh OS X, VxWorks, or other compatible
operating systems. In other embodiments, the computing devices may be controlled by a proprietary operating system.
Conventional operating systems control and schedule computer processes for execution, perform memory management,
provide file system, networking, I/O services, and provide a user interface functionality, such as a graphical user interface
("GUI"), among other things. The concept indexing system 500 may be hosted and/or executed on one or more computing
devices with one or more hardware processors and with any of the previously mentioned operating system software.
[0129] Figure 19 is a block diagram that illustrates example components of the concept indexing system 500. While
Figure 19 refers to the concept indexing system 500, any of the other computing devices, modules, services, and/or
user computing devices discussed herein may have some or all of the same or similar components.
[0130] The concept indexing system 500 may execute software, e.g., standalone software applications, applications
within browsers, network applications, etc., whether by the particular application, the operating system, or otherwise.
Any of the systems discussed herein may be performed by the concept indexing system 500 and/or a similar computing
system having some or all of the components discussed with reference to Figure 19.
[0131] The concept indexing system 500 includes a bus 1902 or other communication mechanism for communicating
information, and a hardware processor, or multiple processors, 1904 coupled with bus 1902 for processing information.
Hardware processor(s) 1904 maybe, for example, one or more general purpose microprocessors.
[0132] The concept indexing system 500 also includes a main memory 1906, such as a random access memory
(RAM), cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 1902 for storing information and instructions to be
executed by processor(s) 1904. Main memory 1906 also may be used for storing temporary variables or other intermediate
information during execution of instructions to be executed by processor(s) 1904. Such instructions, when stored in
storage media accessible to processor(s) 1904, render the concept indexing system 500 into a special-purpose machine
that is customized to perform the operations specified in the instructions. Such instructions, as executed by hardware
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processors, may implement the methods and systems described herein for indexing documents and/or segments.
[0133] The concept indexing system 500 further includes a read only memory (ROM) 1908 or other static storage
device coupled to bus 1902 for storing static information and instructions for processor(s) 1904. A storage device 1910,
such as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 1902 for
storing information and instructions. The presentation module 506, concept service 504, and/or concept data store 504
of Figure 5 may be stored on the main memory 1906 and/or the storage device 1910.
[0134] In some embodiments, the concept data store 504 of Figure 5 is a file system, relational database such as, but
not limited to, MySql, Oracle, Sybase, or DB2, and/or a distributed in memory caching system such as, but not limited
to, Memcache, Memcached, or Java Caching System.
[0135] The concept indexing system 500 and/or user computing device 502 may be coupled via bus 1902 to a display
1912, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or LCD display or touch screen, for displaying information to a computer user.
An input device 1914 is coupled to bus 1002 for communicating information and command selections to processor 1904.
One type of input device 1914 is a keyboard including alphanumeric and other keys. Another type of input device 1914
is a touch screen. Another type of user input device is cursor control 1916, such as a mouse, a trackball, a touch screen,
or cursor direction keys for communicating direction information and command selections to processor 1904 and for
controlling cursor movement on display 1912. This input device may have two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first
axis (e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. In some embodiments,
the same direction information and command selections as cursor control may be implemented via receiving touches
on a touch screen without a cursor.
[0136] The concept indexing system 500 may include a presentation module to implement a GUI, for example, Figure
1 and/or 2, which may be stored in a mass storage device as executable software codes that are executed by the
computing device(s). This and other units may include, by way of example, components, such as software components,
object-oriented software components, class components and task components, processes, functions, attributes, proce-
dures, subroutines, segments of program code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, data structures,
tables, arrays, and variables.
[0137] In general, the word "instructions," as used herein, refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a
collection of software units, possibly having entry and exit points, written in a programming language, such as, but not
limited to, Java, Lua, C, C++, or C#. A software unit may be compiled and linked into an executable program, installed
in a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted programming language such as, but not limited to, BASIC,
Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated that software units may be callable from other units or from themselves, and/or
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Software units configured for execution on computing
devices by their hardware processor(s) may be provided on a computer readable medium, such as a compact disc,
digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may be originally
stored in a compressed or installable format that requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to execution).
Such software code may be stored, partially or fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, for execution
by the computing device. Software instructions may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be further
appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or may
be comprised of programmable units, such as programmable gate arrays or processors. Generally, the instructions
described herein refer to logical modules that may be combined with other modules or divided into sub-modules despite
their physical organization or storage.
[0138] The concept indexing system 500, or components of it, such as the presentation module 506 and/or the concept
service 504 of Figure 5, may be programmed, via executable code instructions, in a programming language.
[0139] The term "non-transitory media," and similar terms, as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-volatile
media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage device
1910. Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as main memory 1906. Common forms of non-transitory media
include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data
storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a
RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions
of the same.
[0140] Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission
media participates in transferring information between non-transitory media. For example, transmission media includes
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that comprise bus 1902. Transmission media can also
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications.
[0141] Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more instructions to
processor(s) 1904 for execution. For example, the instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state
drive of a remote computer. The remote computer may load the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the
instructions over a telephone or cable line using a modem. A modem local to the concept indexing system 500 may
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receive the data on the telephone or cable line and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal.
An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on
bus 1902. Bus 1902 carries the data to main memory 1906, from which the processor(s) 1904 retrieves and executes
the instructions. The instructions received by main memory 1906 may retrieve and execute the instructions. The instruc-
tions received by main memory 1906 may optionally be stored on storage device 1910 either before or after execution
by processor(s) 1904.
[0142] The concept indexing system 500 also includes a communication interface 1918 coupled to bus 1902. Com-
munication interface 1918 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a network link 1920 that is connected to
a local network 1922. For example, communication interface 1918 may be an integrated services digital network (ISDN)
card, cable modem, satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communication connection to a corresponding type
of telephone line. As another example, communication interface 1918 may be a local area network (LAN) card to provide
a data communication connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component to be communicated with a WAN). Wireless
links may also be implemented. In any such implementation, communication interface 1918 sends and receives electrical,
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing various types of information.
[0143] Network link 1920 typically provides data communication through one or more networks to other data devices.
For example, network link 1920 may provide a connection through local network 1922 to a host computer 1924 or to
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 1926. ISP 1926 in turn provides data communication
services through the world wide packet data communication network now commonly referred to as the "Internet" 1928.
Local network 1922 and Internet 1928 both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data
streams. The signals through the various networks and the signals on network link 1920 and through communication
interface 1918, which carry the digital data to and from the concept indexing system 500, are example forms of trans-
mission media.
[0144] A network, such as the network 560 of Figure 5, may comprise, but is not limited to, one or more local area
networks, wide area network, wireless local area network, wireless wide area network, the Internet, or any combination
thereof.
[0145] The concept indexing system 500 can send messages and receive data, including program code, through the
network(s), network link 1920 and communication interface 1918. In the Internet example, a server 1930 might transmit
a requested code for an application program through Internet 1928, ISP 1926, local network 1922 and communication
interface 1918.
[0146] The received code may be executed by processor(s) 1904 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device
1910, or other non-volatile storage for later execution.
[0147] In some embodiments, the concept indexing system 500 may operate in a distributed computing environment
including several computer systems that are interconnected using one or more computer networks. The concept indexing
system 500 could also operate within a computing environment having a fewer or greater number of devices than are
illustrated in Figure. 5 and/or Figure 19. Thus, the depiction of concept indexing system 500 in Figure 5 and/or Figure
19 should be taken as illustrative and not limiting to the present disclosure. For example, the concept indexing system
500 could implement various Web services components and/or peer-to-peer network configurations to implement at
least a portion of the processes described herein. For example, multiple servers and/or processes may process docu-
ments and/or segments in a distributed manner to expedite the processing of a library and/or collection of documents.
[0148] It will be appreciated that while the present disclosure discusses concept indexing process with respect to
processing and/or analyzing segments, the systems and methods described herein may be used for documents as well.
[0149] Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms described in the preceding sections may be embodied in, and
fully or partially automated by, code instructions executed by one or more computer systems or computer processors
comprising computer hardware. The processes and algorithms may be implemented partially or wholly in application-
specific circuitry.
[0150] The various features and processes described above may be used independently of one another, or may be
combined in various ways. All possible combinations and subcombinations are intended to fall within the scope of this
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may be omitted in some implementations. The methods and
processes described herein are also not limited to any particular sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can
be performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For example, described blocks or states may be performed in
an order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state.
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in parallel, or in some other manner. Blocks or states may be
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The example systems and components described
herein may be configured differently than described. For example, elements may be added to, removed from, or rear-
ranged compared to the disclosed example embodiments.
[0151] Conditional language, such as, among others, "can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stated oth-
erwise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is generally intended to convey that certain embodiments
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus, such conditional language
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is not generally intended to imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way required for one or more embod-
iments or that one or more embodiments necessarily include logic for deciding, with or without user input or prompting,
whether these features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be performed in any particular embodiment.
[0152] Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the
attached figures should be understood as potentially representing units, segments, or portions of code which include
one or more executable instructions for implementing specific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple-
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments described herein in which elements or functions may be
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, including substantially concurrently or in reverse order,
depending on the functionality involved, as would be understood by those skilled in the art.
[0153] It should be emphasized that many variations and modifications may be made to the above-described embod-
iments, the elements of which are to be understood as being among other acceptable examples. All such modifications
and variations are intended to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure. The foregoing description details
certain embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears
in text, the invention can be practiced in many ways. As is also stated above, it should be noted that the use of particular
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of the invention should not be taken to imply that the terminology
is being re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the
invention with which that terminology is associated. The scope of the invention should therefore be construed in accord-
ance with the appended claims and any equivalents thereof.

Claims

1. A computing system for identifying concepts of interests to a user in specific segments of a plurality of documents
each having one or more separate segments, the computing system including:

one or more hardware computer processors configured to execute software instructions; and
one or more storage devices storing software instructions configured for execution by the one or more hardware
computer processors in order to cause the computing system to:

identify a plurality of segments within the plurality of documents, wherein at least some of the plurality of
documents each include two or more segments, wherein identifying segments includes analyzing the plu-
rality of documents for features indicative of possible section headings, including at least one of: casing,
spacing, punctuation, common words. or groups of words;
access a concept hierarchy including a plurality of concepts of interest to the user, the concept hierarchy
further including concept keywords associated with respective concepts;
for each concept, determine statistical likelihoods that respective identified segments are associated with
the concept, the statistical likelihoods each based on at least one of, for each combination of a particular
concept and a particular segment:

a quantity of the particular concept keywords in the particular segment;
a density of the particular concept keywords in the particular segment; or
a distribution of the particular concept keywords within the particular segment; and

store in a concept indexing database the plurality of concepts and the statistical likelihoods that respective
concepts are in each of the determined respective segments, wherein the concept indexing database is
usable to identify, in response to a user query for a specific concept, a ranked listing of one or more segments
having highest statistical likelihoods of being associated with the specific concept.

2. The computing system of claim 1, wherein the concept keywords associated with respective concepts include user
generated initial keywords, and the software instructions are further configured to:

identify related keywords using machine learning analysis of at least some of the identified plurality of segments;
and
add any identified related keywords to the concept keywords associated with the respective concept.

3. The computing system of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the ranked listing is based at least on recency scores associated
with the one or more segments.
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4. The computing system of any preceding claim, wherein the density of the particular concept keywords in the particular
segment is based at least on a relationship D, wherein relationship D is defined substantially as: 

where K comprises the quantity of the particular concept keywords in the particular segment, and
L comprises a quantity of words in the particular segment.

5. The computing system of any preceding claim, wherein the distribution of the particular concept keywords within
the particular segment is based at least on a relationship G, wherein relationship G is defined substantially as: 

where M1 comprises a longest span in the particular segment without any mention of particular concept keywords, and
M2 comprises a median gap between consecutive mentions of respective concept keywords in the particular seg-
ment.

6. The computing system of any preceding claim, wherein identifying the plurality of segments within the plurality of
documents further comprises merging a first segment and a second segment, wherein a determination to merge
the first segment and the second segment is based on a cosine distance calculation above a threshold, the cosine
distance calculation based at least on a first word vector associated with the first segment and a second word vector
associated with the second segment.

7. The computing system of any preceding claim, wherein execution of the software instructions by the one or more
hardware computer processors cause the computing system to:

access a first concept and a second concept;
generate a ranking of an association between a first segment and an intersection of the first concept and the
second concept, wherein the ranking is based at least on a relationship R, wherein relationship R is defined
substantially as: 

where ∝ is a constant,
P comprises a first density of at least the first concept and the second concept in the first segment, and
O comprises a second density of one or more other concepts in the first segment, wherein the one or more
other concepts do not include at least the first concept and the second concept.

8. A computing system for information retrieval, the computing system comprising:

one or more hardware computer processors programmed, via software instructions, to:

access a plurality of documents, each document from the plurality of documents associated with one or
more words;
identify, from the plurality of documents, a plurality of segments, wherein each segment of the plurality of
segments is identified based at least on analyzing one or more features of each document from the plurality
of documents, the one or more features comprising at least one of casing, spacing, punctuation, or common
words, and wherein each segment of the plurality of segments is at least associated with a portion of a
respective document;
access a plurality of concepts of interest for identification within the plurality of segments;
access a mapping from respective ones of the plurality of concepts to respective keywords from an initial
keyword set;
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determine a first set of segments from the plurality of segments based at least on the initial keyword set,
respective ones from the initial keyword set corresponding to respective words from the first set of segments;
determine a related keyword set based at least on identifying respective words from the first set of segments
that were not present in the initial set of keywords;
update the mapping to include associations between respective ones of the plurality of concepts and re-
spective related keywords;
determine a second set of segments from the plurality of segments based at least on the related keyword
set, respective ones from the related keyword set corresponding to respective words from the second set
of segments;
index the plurality of concepts, wherein respective ones of the plurality of concepts are associated with at
least one segment from the first set of segments or the second set of segments, wherein the association
between respective ones of the plurality of concepts and the at least one segment is based at least on the
mapping; and
store the index in a non-transitory computer storage.

9. The computing system of claim 8, wherein the one or more hardware processors are further programmed, via the
software instructions, to:

receive input comprising at least one search concept;
in response to the input, query the non-transitory computer storage to retrieve a result set based on the at least
one search concept and the index, the result set comprising at least one segment; and
transmit the retrieved result set for presentation in a user interface.

10. The computing system of claim 9, wherein the result set comprises at least a first segment and a second segment,
and wherein the one or more hardware processors are further programmed, via executable code instructions, to:

determine a ranking associated with at least the first segment and the second segment; and
transmit the ranking, wherein the ranking affects the presentation of the first segment and the second segment
in the user interface.

11. The computing system of claim 10, wherein the ranking is based at least a relationship D, wherein relationship D is
defined substantially as: 

where K comprises a quantity of first concept keywords in the first segment, the first concept keywords associated
with the at least one search concept, and
L comprises a quantity of words in the first segment.

12. The computing system of claim 10, wherein the ranking is based at least on a relationship G, wherein relationship
G is defined substantially as: 

where M1 comprises a longest span in the first segment without any mention of first concept keywords, the first
concept keywords associated with the at least one search concept, and
M2 comprises a median gap between consecutive mentions of respective first concept keywords in the first segment.

13. The computing system of claim 10, wherein the input comprises a first concept and a second concept, and wherein
the ranking is based at least on a relationship R, wherein relationship R is defined substantially as: 
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where ∝ is a constant,
P comprises a first density of at least the first concept and the second concept in the first segment, and
O comprises a second density of one or more other concepts in the first segment, wherein the one or more other
concepts do not include at least the first concept and the second concept.

14. A computer-implemented method for information retrieval, the computer-implemented method comprising:

identifying a plurality of segments within a plurality of documents, wherein identifying segments includes ana-
lyzing the plurality of documents for features indicative of possible section headings, including at least one of:
casing, spacing, punctuation, common words, or groups of words;
accessing a concept hierarchy including a plurality of concepts of interest to the user, the concept hierarchy
further including concept keywords associated with respective concepts;
for each concept, determining statistical likelihoods that respective identified segments are associated with the
concept, the statistical likelihoods each based on at least one of, for each combination of a particular concept
and a particular segment:

a quantity of the particular concept keywords in the particular segment; or
a distribution of the particular concept keywords within the particular segment;

generating an index from the plurality of concepts and the statistical likelihoods that respective concepts are in
each of the determined respective segments; and
storing the index in a non-transitory computer storage.

15. A computer program comprising instructions that are executable by one or more processors to cause the one or
more processors to perform a method as claimed in any preceding claim.
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(54) INTERACTIVE USER INTERFACES

(57) An interactive user interface facilitates the de-
tection of malware and other malicious activity occurring
on a network. Embodiments of the present disclosure
relate to a data analysis system that may receive data
comprising a plurality of raw data items from one or more
data sources, such as a monitoring agent located in a
monitored network. The received data may be scored
using one or more scoring rules and/or algorithms, with
raw data items satisfying a score threshold designated
as "data item leads." Raw data items associated with a

data item lead may be searched and displayed to the
user via the interactive user interface. The data analysis
system may be used to execute searches and additional
enrichments against the received raw data items. The
data analysis system may group received raw data items
based upon shared attribute values. The data analysis
system may be used to categorize received data and
construct timelines, histograms, and/or other visualiza-
tions based upon the various attributes of the raw data
items.
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Description

[0001] FIELD Embodiments of the present disclosure
generally related to analysis and triage of data items, and
specifically to analysis and triage of suspected malware-
related data items.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Detection of the presence of malware and other
malicious activity occurring on a network is a highly im-
portant, but oftentimes challenging task. Detection of
malware and malicious activity is of particular importance
to organizations (for example, businesses) that maintain
internal networks of computing devices that may be con-
nected to various external networks of computing devices
(for example, the Internet) because infection of a single
computing device of the internal network may quickly
spread to other computing devices of the internal network
and may result in significant data loss and/or financial
consequences.
[0003] Detection of the presence of malware and/or
malicious activity on a monitored network may be per-
formed through the examination of activity occurring on
a monitored network over time. Previously, determination
and identification of malware or malicious activity through
the examination of network activity was a labor intensive
task. For example, an analyst may have had to pore
through numerous tracking logs and other information of
the monitored network, manually discern patterns and
perform analyses to gain additional context, and compile
any information gleaned from such analyses.

SUMMARY

[0004] The systems, methods, and devices described
herein each have several aspects, no single one of which
is solely responsible for its desirable attributes. Without
limiting the scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting
features will now be discussed briefly.
[0005] Embodiments of the present disclosure facili-
tate and streamline the process of retrieving and enrich-
ing data for analysis and triage. In the context of malware
detection, one example of data may be information as-
sociated with a software process running on a computer
(for example, the name of the process, any associated
processes, a time the process was activated, any actions
taken by the process, and/or the like). For example, the
data analysis system may enable an analyst to more ef-
ficiently search for and view relevant data items, and to
enrich viewed data items with additional contextual infor-
mation.
[0006] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate
to a data analysis system (also referred to herein as "the
system") that may receive data comprising a plurality of
raw data items from one or more data sources, such as
a monitoring agent located in a monitored network. The
received data may undergo initial filtering or analysis in

order to eliminate non-relevant raw data items, such as
by running the data against a whitelist and/or one or more
rules. In addition, the data may be automatically subject
to one or more enrichments in order to provide additional
context to a user for analysis and/or triage, such as being
run against one or more third party analysis services.
The data may also undergo contextual or temporal anal-
ysis in order to provide the user with additional context.
[0007] In some embodiments, the received data may
be sorted, scored, or prioritized using one or more scoring
rules and/or algorithms. The system may generate a
score, multiple scores, and/or metascores for each re-
ceived raw data item, and may optionally rank or prioritize
the data items based on the generated scores and/or
metascores. Raw data items satisfying one or more score
thresholds may be designated as "data item leads" such
that they may be further investigated by a user using the
system (as described below).
[0008] Raw data items associated with a data item lead
may be searched and displayed to the user via an inter-
active user interface. According to various embodiments,
the data analysis system may be used by the user to
execute searches and additional enrichments against the
received raw data items. A user may also, in some em-
bodiments, pre-apply one or more enrichments to a
search, such that the search will be executed and the
selected enrichments automatically applied to the re-
trieved search results.
[0009] According to various embodiments, the data
analysis system may group received raw data items
based upon shared attribute values, allowing a user to
process batches of raw data items that share common
attributes values instead of on an individual level.
[0010] According to various embodiments, the data
analysis system may be used to categorize received data
and construct timelines, histograms, and/or other visual-
izations based upon the various attributes of the raw data
items, allowing the user to quickly visualize the distribu-
tion of raw data items among different attribute values.
[0011] Accordingly, in various embodiments, the user
may use the system to determine a likelihood that a data
item lead is associated with malicious (or other) activity
by searching, enhancing, and analyzing various raw data
items associated with the data item lead.
[0012] It has been noted that design of computer user
interfaces "that are useable and easily learned by hu-
mans is a non-trivial problem for software developers."
(Dillon, A. (2003) User Interface Design. MacMillan En-
cyclopedia of Cognitive Science, Vol. 4, London: Mac-
Millan, 453-458.) The present disclosure describes var-
ious embodiments of interactive and dynamic user inter-
faces that are the result of significant development. This
non-trivial development has resulted in the user interfac-
es described herein which may provide significant cog-
nitive and ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over
previous systems. The interactive and dynamic user in-
terfaces include improved human-computer interactions
that may provide reduced mental workloads, improved
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decision-making, reduced work stress, and/or the like,
for a user. For example, user interaction with the inter-
active user interfaces described herein may enable a us-
er to more quickly and accurately access, navigate, en-
rich, assess, and digest large numbers of raw data items
than previous systems.
[0013] Further, the interactive and dynamic user inter-
faces described herein are enabled by innovations in ef-
ficient interactions between the user interfaces and un-
derlying systems and components. For example, dis-
closed herein are improved methods of searching for raw
data items, applying enrichments on the raw data items,
displaying the enriched raw data items in a plurality of
different formats (e.g., table, histogram, and timeline),
wherein a user selection relating to a first format may
automatically trigger an update of the data displayed in
a second format. The interactions and presentation of
data via the interactive user interfaces described herein
may accordingly provide cognitive and ergonomic effi-
ciencies and advantages over previous systems.
[0014] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
provide improvements to various technologies and tech-
nological fields. For example, existing interfaces for dis-
playing raw data items are limited in various ways, and
various embodiments of the disclosure provide signifi-
cant improvements over such technology. Additionally,
various embodiments of the present disclosure are inex-
tricably tied to computer technology. In particular, various
embodiments rely on detection of user inputs via graph-
ical user interfaces, retrieval and enrichment of raw data
items based on those user inputs, generation of tables,
histograms, and timelines based upon the retrieved raw
data items, and manipulation of a displayed table based
upon a user selection relating to a histogram and/or time-
line, and/or the like. Such features and others are inti-
mately tied to, and enabled by, computer technology, and
would not exist except for computer technology. For ex-
ample, the interactions with displayed data described be-
low in reference to various embodiments cannot reason-
ably be performed by humans alone, without the compu-
ter technology upon which they are implemented. Fur-
ther, the implementation of the various embodiments of
the present disclosure via computer technology enables
many of the advantages described herein, including more
efficient interaction with, and presentation of, various
types of data including histograms, times lines, and other
data items.
[0015] In an embodiment, a computer system config-
ured generate an interactive graphical user interface for
accessing, enriching, and analyzing a plurality of raw da-
ta items is disclosed, the computer system comprising
one or more computer readable storage devices config-
ured to store a plurality of computer executable instruc-
tions and a plurality of raw data items, wherein a raw data
item is associated with one or more attributes, wherein
the one or more attributes comprise at least one time-
based attribute; and one or more hardware computer
processors in communication with the one or more com-

puter readable storage devices. In some embodiments,
the one or more hardware processors are configured to
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions
in order to cause the computer system to: identify a data
item lead from the plurality of raw data items; receive one
or more search parameters based at least in part upon
an attribute associated with the data item lead; query the
plurality of raw data items based at least in part upon the
received search parameters to receive a first group of
raw data items; and generate an interactive graphical
user interface to display the first group of raw data items.
In some embodiments, the interactive graphical user in-
terface comprises a display area comprising a table that
displays in a tabular format a first set of raw data items
corresponding to at least a portion of the first group of
raw data items; and at least one of: a display area dis-
playing a histogram of at least the first set of raw data
items, wherein data items of the first set of raw data items
are grouped based at least in part upon shared attribute
values of a selected attribute of the one or more at-
tributes; and a display area displaying a timeline of at
least a portion the first set of raw data items, based at
least in part upon a time-based attribute of the at least
one time-based attribute. The computer executable in-
structions may further be configured to cause the com-
puter system to receive, via the interactive graphical user
interface, a user selection of at least one shared attribute
value associated with the histogram or at least one time-
based attribute value associated with the timeline; and,
in response to the receiving the user selection, update
the table such that the table displays only raw data items
of the first set of raw data items corresponding with the
selected at least one common attribute value or the se-
lected at least one time-based attribute value.
[0016] In some embodiments, a raw data item may cor-
respond to an occurrence of a proxy request on a mon-
itored network. In some embodiments, a raw data item
may correspond to an occurrence of a process on a de-
vice on a monitored network.
[0017] In some embodiments, identifying a data item
lead may comprise receiving the plurality of raw data
items from one or more data sources, performing initial
analysis or filtering on the plurality of raw data items,
performing at least one enrichment on the plurality of raw
data items, calculating scores for the plurality raw data
items, and identifying a raw data item of the plurality of
raw data items having a score satisfying a threshold as
a data item lead.
[0018] In some embodiments, performing initial anal-
ysis or filtering on the plurality of raw data items compris-
es running the plurality of raw data items against a
whitelist. Performing at least one enrichment on the plu-
rality of data items may comprise performing an external
analysis on the plurality of raw data items using one or
more third party analysis systems. In some embodi-
ments, performing at least one enrichment on the plurality
of data items may comprise determining a frequency or
distribution of an event associated with a raw data item
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of the plurality of raw data items.
[0019] In some embodiments, the plurality of computer
executable instructions are configured to further cause
to computer system to perform an aggregation of raw
data items of the first group of raw data items based at
least in part upon an attribute value.
[0020] In some embodiments, the first group of raw
data items comprises raw data items of two or more data
types, wherein the raw data items are separated into two
or more tabs in the interactive user interface, based upon
a type of the raw data items. The raw data items displayed
by the histogram may comprise raw data items associ-
ated with a currently displayed tab. The raw data items
displayed by the timeline may comprise raw data items
associated with of all tabs of the two or more tabs.
[0021] In some embodiments, the selected attribute is
associated with one or more attribute value groups,
wherein the histogram groups data items of the first set
of raw data items using the one or more attribute value
groups.
[0022] In some embodiments, the selected attribute is
selected from the one or more attributes based at least
in part upon a selection by a human analyst. In some
embodiments, the time-based attribute of the at least one
time-based attribute is selected based at least in part
upon a selection by a human analyst. In some embodi-
ments, the first set of raw data items may comprise the
first group of raw data items.
[0023] In various embodiments, computer systems are
disclosed that comprise one or more hardware computer
processors in communication with one or more non-tran-
sitory computer readable storage devices, wherein the
one or more hardware computer processors are config-
ured to execute the plurality of computer executable in-
structions in order to cause the computer system to op-
erations comprising one or more aspects of the above-
described embodiments (including one or more aspects
of the appended claims).
[0024] In various embodiments, computer-implement-
ed methods are disclosed in which, under control of one
or more hardware computing devices configured with
specific computer executable instructions, one or more
aspects of the above-described embodiments (including
one or more aspects of the appended claims) are imple-
mented and/or performed.
[0025] In various embodiments, non-transitory compu-
ter-readable storage mediums storing software instruc-
tions are disclosed, wherein, in response to execution by
a computing system having one or more hardware proc-
essors, the software instructions configure the computing
system to perform operations comprising one or more
aspects of the above-described embodiments (including
one or more aspects of the appended claims).
[0026] Further, as described herein, various embodi-
ments of the system may be configured and/or designed
to generate user interface data useable for rendering the
various interactive user interfaces described. The user
interface data may be used by the system, and/or another

computer system, device, and/or software program (for
example, a browser program), to render the interactive
user interfaces. The interactive user interfaces may be
displayed on, for example, electronic displays (including,
for example, touch-enabled displays).

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027] The following drawings and the associated de-
scriptions are provided to illustrate embodiments of the
present disclosure and do not limit the scope of the
claims. Aspects and many of the attendant advantages
of this disclosure will become more readily appreciated
as the same become better understood by reference to
the following detailed description, when taken in conjunc-
tion with the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example
data analysis system, according to embodiments of
the present disclosure.
Figure 2A illustrates a flowchart of an example meth-
od of identifying data item leads, according to em-
bodiments of the present disclosure.
Figure 2B illustrates a flowchart of an optional proc-
ess for performing additional processing on the iden-
tified data item leads in accordance with some em-
bodiments
Figure 3A illustrates a flowchart of a high level proc-
ess for the processing of data item leads, in accord-
ance with some embodiments.
Figure 3B illustrates a flowchart of a process for re-
trieving and displaying raw data items associated
with data item leads, in accordance with some em-
bodiments
Figure 3C illustrates an example interface for dis-
playing retrieved raw data items associated with a
data item lead, in accordance with some embodi-
ments.
Figure 3D illustrates a flowchart of a method for cre-
ating and displaying a timeline in accordance with
some embodiments.
Figure 4A illustrates a flowchart of performing data
enrichment in accordance with some embodiments.
Figures 4B-4D illustrate an example interface for
configuring data enrichments in accordance with
some embodiments.
Figure 5A illustrates a flowchart of a method for pre-
applying enrichments to a search in accordance with
some embodiments.
Figures 5B and 5C illustrate example interfaces for
pre-applying enrichments to a search in accordance
with some embodiments.
Figure 6A illustrates an embodiment of a database
system using an ontology.
Figure 6B illustrates an embodiment of a system for
creating data in a data store using a dynamic ontol-
ogy.
Figure 6C illustrates a sample user interface using
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relationships described in a data store using a dy-
namic ontology.
Figure 7 illustrates a computer system with which
certain methods discussed herein may be imple-
mented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0028] Although certain preferred embodiments and
examples are disclosed below, inventive subject matter
extends beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments
to other alternative embodiments and/or uses and to
modifications and equivalents thereof. Thus, the scope
of the claims appended hereto is not limited by any of
the particular embodiments described below. For exam-
ple, in any method or process disclosed herein, the acts
or operations of the method or process may be performed
in any suitable sequence and are not necessarily limited
to any particular disclosed sequence. Various operations
may be described as multiple discrete operations in turn,
in a manner that may be helpful in understanding certain
embodiments; however, the order of description should
not be construed to imply that these operations are order
dependent. Additionally, the structures, systems, and/or
devices described herein may be embodied as integrated
components or as separate components. For purposes
of comparing various embodiments, certain aspects and
advantages of these embodiments are described. Not
necessarily all such aspects or advantages are achieved
by any particular embodiment. Thus, for example, vari-
ous embodiments may be carried out in a manner that
achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advan-
tages as taught herein without necessarily achieving oth-
er aspects or advantages as may also be taught or sug-
gested herein.

Terms

[0029] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys-
tems and methods discussed herein, a number of terms
are defined below. The terms defined below, as well as
other terms used herein, should be construed broadly to
include, without limitation, the provided definitions, the
ordinary and customary meanings of the terms, and/or
any other implied meanings for the respective terms.
Thus, the definitions below do not limit the meaning of
these terms, but only provide example definitions.
[0030] Ontology: Stored information that provides a
data model for storage of data in one or more databases.
For example, the stored data may comprise definitions
for object types and property types for data in a database,
and how objects and properties may be related.
[0031] Database: A broad term for any data structure
for storing and/or organizing data, including, but not lim-
ited to, relational databases (for example, Oracle data-
base, mySQL database, and the like), spreadsheets,
XML files, and text file, among others. The various terms
"database," "data store," and "data source" may be used

interchangeably in the present disclosure.
[0032] Data Item (Item), Data Object (Object), or Da-
ta Entity (Entity): A data container for information rep-
resenting a specific thing, or a group of things, in the
world. A data item may be associated with a number of
definable properties (as described below). For example,
a data item may represent an item such as a person, a
place, an organization, an account, a computer, an ac-
tivity, a market instrument, or other noun. A data item
may represent an event that happens at a point in time
or for a duration. A data item may represent a document
or other unstructured data source such as an e-mail mes-
sage, a news report, or a written paper or article. Each
data item may be associated with a unique identifier that
uniquely identifies the data item. The terms "data item,"
"data object," "data entity," "item," "object," and "entity"
may be used interchangeably and/or synonymously in
the present disclosure.
[0033] Raw Data Item: A data item received by a data
analysis system for analysis. Raw data items may be
received, for example, from one or more network moni-
tors and/or other data sources, as described below. It is
understood that the term "raw data item," as used in the
present disclosure, may include data obtained through
the performance of enrichments, including enrichments
performed during pre-processing and/or post-process-
ing.
[0034] Data Item Lead: A raw data item that has a
calculated score, metascore, or alert level above a cer-
tain threshold, or has otherwise been flagged or desig-
nated for further analysis.
[0035] Item (or Entity or Object) Type: Type of a data
item (for example, Person, Event, or Document). Data
item types may be defined by an ontology and may be
modified or updated to include additional data item types.
An data item definition (for example, in an ontology) may
include how the data item is related to other data items,
such as being a subdata item type of another data item
type (for example, an agent may be a sub- data item of
a person data item type), and the properties the data item
type may have.
[0036] Properties: Also referred to herein as "at-
tributes" or "metadata" of data items. A property of a data
item may include any item of information associated with,
and/or relevant to, the data item. At a minimum, each
property of a data item has a property type and a value
or values. For example, properties associated with a per-
son data item may include a name (for example, John
Doe), an address (for example, 123 S. Orange Street),
and/or a phone number (for example, 800-0000), among
other properties. In another example, properties associ-
ated with a computer data item may include a list of users
(for example, user1, user 2, and the like), and/or an IP
(internet protocol) address, among other properties.
[0037] Property Type: The type of data a property is,
such as a string, an integer, or a double. Property types
may include complex property types, such as a series
data values associated with timed ticks (for example, a
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time series), and the like.
[0038] Property Value: The value associated with a
property, which is of the type indicated in the property
type associated with the property. A property may have
multiple values.
[0039] Link: A connection between two data objects,
based on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or
matching properties. Links may be directional, such as
one representing a payment from person A to B, or bidi-
rectional.
[0040] Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared
between two or more data objects.

Overview

[0041] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate
to a data analysis system (also referred to herein as "the
system") that may retrieve and enrich data from a mon-
itored network or other data source, and present the data
to an analyst via a user interface for further analysis and
triage.
[0042] Detection of the presence of malware and/or
other malicious activity occurring on a network is a highly
important, but oftentimes challenging task. Detection of
malware and malicious activity is of particular importance
to organizations (for example, businesses) that maintain
internal networks of computing devices that may be con-
nected to various external networks of computing devices
(for example, the Internet) because infection of a single
computing device of the internal network may quickly
spread to other computing devices of the internal network
and may result in significant data loss and/or financial
consequences.
[0043] Detection of the presence of malware and/or
malicious activity on a monitored network may be per-
formed through the examination of activity occurring on
the monitored network over time. Previously, determina-
tion and identification of malware or malicious activity
through the examination of network activity was a labor
intensive task. For example, an analyst may have had to
pore through numerous tracking logs and other informa-
tion of the monitored network, manually discern patterns
and perform analyses to gain additional context, and
compile any information gleaned from such analyses.
[0044] In various embodiments of the data analysis
system described herein, the system may receive data
comprising a plurality of raw data items from one or more
data sources, such as a monitoring agent located in a
monitored network. The raw data items may comprise
any type of information that may be relevant for analyzing
and detecting network activity (for example, the presence
of malware and/or malicious behavior on the network).
For example, such information may include proxy re-
quests from endpoints (or other devices) within the mon-
itored network to outside domains, requests between net-
work devices in the monitored network, processes run-
ning on network devices in the monitored network, user
logins on network devices in the monitored network, etc.

In the context of malware detection, one example of a
raw data item may be information associated with a soft-
ware process running on a computer (for example, the
name of the process, any associated processes, a time
the process was activated, any actions taken by the proc-
ess, and/or the like). Another example of a raw data item
in the context of malware detection may be information
associated with communications between a network de-
vice and an external domain or IP address (for example,
an identifier of the network device, a time of the connec-
tion, an internal IP address of the network device, the
external domain and/or IP address connected to, an
amount of data transferred, and/or the like).
[0045] Network devices of the monitored network may
include, for example, any type of computerized device,
such as a desktop or laptop computer, a point of sale
device, a smartphone, a server (for example, a proxy
server), a network router, and/or the like. Monitoring
agents may include, for example, software applications
running on a network device, a dedicated hardware de-
vice (for example, a router configured to monitor network
traffic), and/or the like.
[0046] The received data may undergo initial filtering
or analysis in order to eliminate non-relevant raw data
items, such as by running the data against a whitelist
and/or one or more rules. In addition, the data may be
automatically subject to one or more enrichments in order
to provide additional context to a user for analysis and/or
triage. For example, the data may be run against one or
more third party analysis services, such as virus or mal-
ware detection services. The data may also undergo con-
textual or temporal analysis (to, for example, analyze a
frequency or spread of a particular event in the network,
and/or identify other events that occur temporally close
to a particular event) in order to provide the user with
additional context.
[0047] In addition, the received data may be sorted,
scored, or prioritized using one or more scoring rules/al-
gorithms. The system may generate a score, multiple
scores, and/or metascores for each received raw data
item, and may optionally rank or prioritize the data items
based on the generated scores and/or metascores. For
example, high priority data items may indicate a higher
likelihood of malware or malicious behavior, and thus be
of greater interest to an analyst. Raw data items satisfying
one or more score thresholds may be designated as "data
item leads" such that they may be further investigated by
a user using the system (as described below).
[0048] According to various embodiments, the data
analysis system may be used by a user (also referred to
herein as an "analyst") to execute searches and/or ad-
ditional enrichments against the received data item
leads. Searches allow the user to access the various raw
data items (including any enrichments, as mentioned
above) associated with a data item lead in order to in-
vestigate a likelihood that the data item lead represents
a data item of interest (for example, an indication of ma-
licious activity, such as by malware). The use may use
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the system narrow the raw data item search results
and/or view new sets of raw data items associated with
the data item lead for analysis. Enrichments may be used
by the user to supplement displayed raw data items with
additional context beyond that provided by the initial anal-
ysis and/or initial enrichment. A user may, in some em-
bodiments, also pre-apply one or more enrichments to a
search, such that the search will be executed and the
selected enrichments automatically applied to the re-
trieved search results (for example, the raw data items
satisfying the search).
[0049] According to various embodiments, the data
analysis system may group received raw data items
based upon shared attribute values, allowing a user to,
instead of having to pour through raw data items on an
individual level, drill down or perform other types of ac-
tions on batches of raw data items that share common
attributes values.
[0050] According to various embodiments, the data
analysis system may be used to categorize received data
and construct timelines, histograms, and/or other visual-
izations based upon the various attributes associated
with the raw data items, allowing a user to quickly visu-
alize the distribution of raw data items among different
attribute values. For example, a user may categorize cer-
tain received raw data items, and construct a timeline of
the raw data items of that category, allowing the user
more insight into a chronology of events. Accordingly, in
various embodiments, the user may determine a likeli-
hood that a data item lead is associated with malicious
(or other) activity by searching, enhancing, and analyzing
various raw data items associated with the data item lead.
[0051] In various embodiments, and as mentioned
above, the data analysis system may be used in various
data analysis applications. Such applications may in-
clude, for example, financial fraud detection, tax fraud
detection, beaconing malware detection, malware user-
agent detection, other types of malware detection, activ-
ity trend detection, health insurance fraud detection, fi-
nancial account fraud detection, detection of activity by
networks of individuals, criminal activity detection, net-
work intrusion detection, detection of phishing efforts,
money laundering detection, and/or financial malfea-
sance detection. While, for purposes of clarity, the
present disclosure describes the system in the context
of malware (and/or other malicious activity) detection,
examples of other data analysis applications are de-
scribed in U.S. Patent Application No. 14/473920, Attor-
ney Docket No. PALAN.268A2, titled "External Malware
Data Item Clustering and Analysis," filed on August 29,
2014, and in U.S. Patent Application No. 14/139628, At-
torney Docket No. PALAN.235A1P1, titled "Tax Data
Clustering," filed on December 23, 2013. The entire dis-
closure of each of the above items is hereby made part
of this specification as if set forth fully herein and incor-
porated by reference for all purposes, for all that it con-
tains.
[0052] In the following description, numerous specific

details are set forth to provide a more thorough under-
standing of various embodiments of the present disclo-
sure. However, it will be apparent to one of skill in the art
that the systems and methods of the present disclosure
may be practiced without one or more of these specific
details.

Description of the Figures

[0053] Embodiments of the disclosure will now be de-
scribed with reference to the accompanying Figures,
wherein like numerals refer to like elements throughout.
The terminology used in the description presented herein
is not intended to be interpreted in any limited or restric-
tive manner, simply because it is being utilized in con-
junction with a detailed description of certain specific em-
bodiments of the disclosure. Furthermore, embodiments
of the disclosure described above and/or below may in-
clude several novel features, no single one of which is
solely responsible for its desirable attributes or which is
essential to practicing the embodiments of the disclosure
herein described.
[0054] Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating an ex-
ample data analysis system 100, according to one em-
bodiment. As shown in the embodiment of Figure 1, sys-
tem 100 includes an application server 115 running on a
server computing system 110, a client 135 running on a
client computer system 130, and at least one database
140. Further, the client 135, application server 115, and
database 140 may communicate over a network 150, for
example, to access data sources 160 and/or a monitored
network 105.
[0055] In some embodiments, the application server
115 may include a search/enrichment engine 120, a lead
scoring engine 125, and a user interface engine 126. The
search/enrichment engine 120, lead scoring engine 125,
and user interface engine 126 may be software modules
as described below in reference to Figure 7.
[0056] According to an embodiment, the search/en-
richment engine 120 is configured to receive data for
analysis from one or more data sources (e.g., data sourc-
es 160 and/or monitored network 105), comprising one
or more raw data items. In addition, search engine 120
may receive one or more user inputs in order to search
through and/or filter the received raw data items to be
presented to the user for analysis and/or triage. In some
embodiments, search/enrichment engine 120 may also
be configured to enrich or supplement retrieved raw data
items with additional information. For example, the
search/enrichment engine 120 may receive data com-
prising raw data items containing source IP addresses
corresponding to proxy requests associated with a mon-
itored network, and further enrich the received data by
accessing additional data sources to map the received
sourced IP addresses with additional information related
to the source IP addresses, such as computer hostname
associated with the source IP address, computer owner,
etc.
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[0057] In some embodiments, the search/enrichment
engine 120 may receive multiple types of data from one
or more data sources, and enrich the data by correlating
the data of different types. For example, the search/en-
richment engine 120 may receive from the monitored net-
work 105 proxy request data, endpoint log data, and mon-
itoring agent data specifying processes running on the
monitored network. The data may be enriched by corre-
lating the network traffic associated with the proxy re-
quests to software associated with the processes running
on the network devices.
[0058] In an embodiment, the lead scoring engine 125
is configured to score received raw data items or group-
ings of raw data items according to one or more scoring
strategies, wherein the score indicates an importance or
priority for further analyzing the raw data items and/or
groupings. For example, lead scoring engine 125 may
execute one or more scoring strategies that analyze the
occurrences of particular processes or process types in
a network environment in order to identify possible mal-
ware or malicious behavior.
[0059] For example, lead scoring engine 125 may iden-
tify certain software processes that are run with high fre-
quency or during unusual times as indicative of possible
malware, and thus associate the processes with a high
score for further analysis. In addition, additional informa-
tion such as user information may be taken into account
when identifying particular processes (e.g., certain types
of users may be associated with certain types of proc-
esses, while those same processes being run on com-
puting devices associated with other types of users may
be indicative of possible malware or malicious behavior).
In some embodiments, a high spread rate of occurrences
of a particular process among computing devices in a
network may be flagged by lead scoring engine 125 as
a candidate for analysis. In some embodiments, different
scores may be generated based upon different attributes
and/or combinations of attributes associated with the da-
ta items or groupings of data items, which may then be
aggregated to form an overall score or metascore for the
data item.
[0060] In addition, in some embodiments lead scoring
engine 125 may receive inputs from a user when gener-
ating scores for the received raw data items. For exam-
ple, a first analyst may view the received data items or a
subset thereof, and assign or modify scores of the raw
data items for further review by a second analyst.
[0061] In an embodiment, the user interface engine
126 generates various user interfaces of the data anal-
ysis system as described below. In one embodiment, the
search/enrichment engine 120, in conjunction with the
lead scoring engine 125 and user interface engine 126,
organizes and presents data items to the analyst/user.
In the example of identifying data items leads, scored
raw data items may be presented to the user according
to the assigned scores. In the example of analyzing data
item leads by searching, enriching, and/or analyzing raw
data items associated with the data items leads, various

analyses of the raw data items may be presented to the
user. The user interfaces may be generated as web ap-
plications and/or dynamic web pages displayed within
the client 135. The user interfaces are interactive such
that a user may make selections, provide inputs, and/or
manipulate outputs. Example user interfaces that may
be used in some embodiments are discussed in detail
below in conjunction with various figures.
[0062] The client 135 may represent one or more soft-
ware applications or modules configured to present data
and translate input, from the analyst, into requests for
data analyses by the application server 115. In one em-
bodiment, the client 135 and the application server 115
may be embodied in the same software module and/or
may be included in the same computing system. How-
ever, several clients 135 may execute on the client com-
puter 130, and/or several clients 135 on several client
computers 130 may interact with the application server
115. In one embodiment, the client 135 may be a browser
accessing a web service.
[0063] While the client 135 and application server 115
are shown running on distinct computing systems, the
client 135 and application server 115 may run on the
same computing system. Further, the cluster engine 120
and the workflow engine 125 may run on separate appli-
cations servers 115, on separate server computing sys-
tems, or some combination thereof. Additionally, a history
service may store the results generated by an analyst
relative to a given data item or set of data items.
[0064] In one embodiment, the data sources 160 pro-
vide data available to the application server 115 for anal-
ysis and triage. Such data sources may include relational
data sources, web services data, XML data, and the like.
Further, such data sources may include a variety of in-
formation and data, for example, personal information,
financial information, tax-related information, computer
network-related data, and/or computer-related activity
data, among others. For example, the data sources may
be related to customer account records stored by a fi-
nancial institution. In such a case, the data sources may
include a credit card account data, bank account data,
customer data, and transaction data. The data may in-
clude data attributes such as account numbers, account
balances, phone numbers, addresses, and transaction
amounts, and the like. Of course, data sources 160 is
included to be representative of a variety of data available
to the server computer system 110 over network 150, as
well as locally available data sources.
[0065] For example, in some embodiments, data
sources 160 may include data pertaining to a monitored
network 105. Monitored network 105 may correspond to
any type of computer network where it is desired to per-
form data monitoring and analysis, such as a network for
a business, bank, government agency, grocery store, etc.
Monitored network 105 may comprise one or more com-
puting devices, which include personal computers, lap-
tops, servers, mobile devices, tablets, cash registers,
ATM machines, checkout devices, point of sale devices,
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etc. In some embodiments, a monitored network 105 may
comprise at least one endpoint device capable of con-
necting directly to external networks (e.g., a server ca-
pable of connecting to network 150), as well as at least
one device not capable of connecting directly to an ex-
ternal network (e.g., an ATM machine of point of sale
device that can only connect to other devices in moni-
tored network 105).
[0066] In order to gather data from monitored network
105, monitored network 105 may be associated with one
or more monitoring agents 108. In some embodiments,
a monitoring agent 108 may be installed on at least one
device of monitored network 105. In some embodiments,
monitoring agents 108 may be installed on multiple de-
vices of monitored network 105. In yet other embodi-
ments, a monitoring agent 108 may be installed on a
computing system external to monitored network 105 that
is able to communicate with at least one device in mon-
itored network 105. As mentioned above, monitoring
agents 108 may include, for example, software applica-
tions running on a network device, a dedicated hardware
device (for example, a router configured to monitor net-
work traffic), and/or the like. As also mentioned above,
network devices of the monitored network may include,
for example, any type of computerized device, such as
a desktop or laptop computer, a point of sale device, a
smartphone, a server (for example, a proxy server), a
network router, and/or the like.
[0067] Monitoring agents 108 may be used to gather
any type of data desired to be monitored or analyzed by
data analysis system 100. For example, monitoring agent
108 may be used to monitor proxy requests associated
with the network. This may include requests between
monitored network 105 and outside domains and/or re-
quests made between different devices within monitored
network 105. In some embodiments, monitoring agent
108 may be used to monitor network device logs, in order
to determine what processes are running on one or more
devices of monitored network 105. In various embodi-
ments, monitoring agents 108 may be used to monitor
user logins on monitored network 105, other types of data
related on monitored network 105, and/or any combina-
tion of the above examples. As mentioned above, data
gathered by the monitoring agents 108 are referred to
herein as "raw data items."
[0068] The database 140 may be a Relational Data-
base Management System (RDBMS) that stores the data
as rows in relational tables. The term "database," as used
herein, may refer to an database (e.g., RDBMS or SQL
database), or may refer to any other data structure, such
as, for example a comma separated values (CSV), ex-
tensible markup language (XML), text (TXT) file, flat file,
spreadsheet file, and/or any other widely used or propri-
etary format. While the database 140 is shown as a dis-
tinct computing system, the database 140 may operate
on the same server computing system 110 as the appli-
cation server 115.
[0069] Figure 2A is a flowchart of an example method

of identifying data items leads, according to embodi-
ments of the present disclosure. Although the method is
described in conjunction with the system of Figure 1, per-
sons skilled in the art will understand that any system
configured to perform the method, in any order, is within
the scope of this disclosure. Further, the method illus-
trated in Figure 2A may be performed in conjunction with
various other methods described below including meth-
ods for grouping received data items by common at-
tributes (Figure 2B), performing enrichments on received
data (Figure 4A), etc.
[0070] In the embodiment of the flowchart of Figure
2A, at block 202, data comprising one or more raw data
items is received. The data may be received from a mon-
itoring agent (e.g., monitoring agent 108 illustrated in Fig-
ure 1), and/or one or more other data sources. For ex-
ample, the received data may correspond to proxy re-
quests on the monitored network, or to processes running
on devices in the monitored network. It is appreciated
that the above types are given for purposes of example,
and that in other embodiments other types of data or
combinations of different types of data may be received.
[0071] At block 204, the received data comprising the
raw data items may be optionally subject to initial filtering
or analysis. In some embodiments, the data may be run
against a whitelist (block 214a), wherein raw data items
may be designated as not being of interest, and therefore
not data item leads. For example, if the data includes raw
data items, each representing a process running on de-
vices in a monitored network, the whitelist may specify
processes that are known to be benign, and thus do not
need to be subjected to further analysis or triage. This
initial filtering allows for the amount of data needing to
be analyzed to be quickly reduced, cutting down analyst
workload, as well as storage and processing require-
ments. In some embodiments, the whitelist may be pro-
vided by a client 135, or by another party (e.g., a third
party). In some embodiments, whitelisted data items may
be removed from the received data, while in other em-
bodiments, the whitelisted data may, instead of being
removed, be categorized or scored (e.g., designating a
data item as "low" priority for further analysis). Further
details regarding scoring and/or categorizing of data
items are described below.
[0072] In addition or in the alternative, other types of
filtering or analysis may also be performed on the re-
ceived raw data items. For example, one or more rules
may be applied to the received data (block 214b). The
rules may be used to filter out certain types of data, or to
designate certain raw data items into certain predefined
categories.
[0073] At block 206, the raw data items may be en-
riched or supplemented with additional information. In
some embodiments, this may comprise subjecting the
received data to external analysis (block 216). The ex-
ternal analysis is generally performed by one or more
computing devices external to the system, however in
some embodiments aspects (or all aspects) of the exter-
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nal analysis may be performed by the system. The ex-
ternal analysis of the data items may include, for exam-
ple, analysis of the file data item by one or more third-
party analysis providers (for example, VirusTotal (block
216a), FireEye (block 216c), and/or the like), aggregation
of data items related to the submitted file data item (for
example, performing a web search, such as a Google
search (block 216b), based upon the raw data item),
and/or the like. The one or more third-party analysis pro-
viders may then transmit one or more analysis informa-
tion items back to the system, where it may be associated
with the raw data items and displayed to the analyst. Any
information determined and/or obtained via one or more
external analysis processes may be referred to herein
as external analysis information items, and such external
analysis information items are associated with the data
item analyzed.
[0074] In addition or in the alternative, the raw data
items may also undergo other types of analysis and/or
enrichment (block 218). For example, for data corre-
sponding to occurrences of proxy requests, device proc-
esses, and/or the like on a monitored network, additional
analysis may comprise determining the frequency that
the particular request or process occurs on the network
(block 218a). In some embodiments, the analysis may
determine the distribution of occurrences in a given time
period (block 218b). For example, it may be determined
that a particular process was run by a certain number of
devices in the monitored network within a specified time
period.
[0075] In some embodiments, additional analysis/en-
richment may also comprise associating the raw data
items with related data (block 218c). For example, a raw
data item corresponding to an occurrence of a process
running on a device in a monitored network may be as-
sociated with occurrences of other processes running
within a specified time period on the same device, with
a parent process (if any), and/or the like. By performing
these additional types of analysis and/or enrichment, the
data may be provided with additional context that may
be used to score/prioritize the raw data items, and/or aid
a user during analysis and triage. The additional con-
text/information obtained through this enrichment may
also be referred to as analysis information items, and
may be stored along with the raw data items in, for ex-
ample, the data sources 160.
[0076] Example systems and methods for performing
pre-processing on data items, including enrichments
and/or external analysis, are disclosed in U.S. Patent Ap-
plication No. 14/473860, Attorney Docket No. PAL-
AN.259A, titled "Malware Data Item Analysis," filed on
August 29, 2014, which is hereby made part of this spec-
ification as if set forth fully herein and incorporated by
reference for all purposes, for all that it contains.
[0077] In some embodiments, the raw data items may
be scored at block 208. The score may indicate the im-
portance of further analyzing the raw data item. For in-
stance, a scoring strategy may be executed that exam-

ines the frequency and spread of processes running in
a monitored network. For example, a data item corre-
sponding to a process that runs on a large number of
devices in a monitored network may be given a high score
compared to a data item corresponding to a process that
only runs on a smaller number of devices. Similarly, a
process that experienced a large increase in distribution
on a monitored network may be given a higher score than
a process with relatively constant distribution. Thus, a
data item with a higher score relative to a data item with
a lower score may be considered more important to an-
alyze.
[0078] In some embodiments, a raw data item may be
scored by in accordance with one or more cluster
rules/strategies. Example methods for scoring data items
(and/or clusters of data items) are described in U.S. Pat-
ent Application No. 14/473920, Attorney Docket No. PA-
LAN.268A2, titled "External Malware Data Item Cluster-
ing and Analysis," filed on August 29, 2014, the entire
disclosure of which is hereby made part of this specifi-
cation as if set forth fully herein and incorporated by ref-
erence for all purposes, for all that it contains.
[0079] In some embodiments, human input and anal-
ysis may be used when scoring the raw data items. For
example, a first analyst may view the received raw data
items and designate a score or priority level, indicating
an importance for further analysis by a second analyst.
[0080] At block 210, the raw data items (along with any
associated enrichments and/or scores) may be stored in
a database or data store. At block 212, raw data items
that satisfy a score threshold as identified as data item
leads. For example, raw data items may be designated
as being "high," "medium," or "low" priority, wherein only
the data items having "high" priority are initially identified
as data item leads. In some embodiments, only the iden-
tified data item leads are initially displayed to a user at a
user interface, instead of all of the raw data items. This
allows the user to begin the analysis focused on data
items that have a high probability of yielding relevant re-
sults, and without being overwhelmed by a potentially
very large number of raw data items.
[0081] A user may initiate searches on the data item
leads, and/or specify additional enrichments to be per-
formed on the data associated with the data items leads
(as described below). Even though the user may initially
only be presented with a subset of the raw data items
(e.g., the data item leads), in some embodiments the
entirety of the raw data items remain available for the
user for searching and performing of enrichments. For
example, in some embodiments, a user may, when an-
alyzing data item leads corresponding to certain proxy
requests from a monitored network, may search the en-
tirety of the stored raw data items to find other proxy
requests that occurred in the same time period as the
displayed proxy requests, even though those raw data
items were not initially displayed to the user as data item
leads.
[0082] Figure 2B illustrates a flowchart of an optional
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process for performing additional processing on the iden-
tified data item leads in accordance with some embodi-
ments. At block 222, data comprising one or more iden-
tified data item leads is received. The received data item
leads are each associated with one or more attributes or
properties. For example, a data item corresponding to a
process running on a monitored network may contain
attributes corresponding to process name, device the
process was running on, time the process was running,
software associated with the process, parent processes
(if any), etc. The attributes for a data item lead may have
been associated with the original raw data items received
from one or more data sources (e.g., at block 202, illus-
trated in Figure 2A), or received through the performance
of one or more enrichments (e.g., at block 206, illustrated
in Figure 2A).
[0083] At block 204, a group of data item leads having
one or more shared attribute values is identified. For ex-
ample, a monitored network may comprise a number of
different devices, each running one or more processes
over different time periods. The data item leads corre-
sponding to device process logs may be grouped by var-
ious attributes such as device attributes, process at-
tributes, time attributes, and/or any combination thereof.
For example, a data item group may comprise all data
item leads corresponding to processes that were run on
a particular device in the monitored network.
[0084] At block 206, the group of data item leads is
processed based at least in part upon the identified
shared attribute(s). For example, it may be determined
that a certain type of process originating from a particular
type of device may be indicative of malware or malicious
behavior. Instead of having to comb through individual
data item leads, how the data item leads are distributed
with regards to particular attributes can be quickly deter-
mined. In addition, actions can be performed on the group
of data item leads having shared attribute values as a
batch instead of on the data item leads individually. For
example, a particular attribute value (e.g., data items
originating from a particular device) may be selected, and
an action performed on all data items having that attribute
value (e.g., flagging the data items for further analysis).
In another example, an analyst may determine that a
group of data item leads is not associated with malicious
activity (or otherwise interesting for further analysis). In
this example, the analyst may dismiss the group of data
item leads as a whole, rather than investigating each data
item lead individually.
[0085] In some embodiments, the processes illustrat-
ed in Figure 2B may be performed on raw data items
instead of data item leads. For example, when determin-
ing scores for raw data items, a score for a particular raw
data item may be based at least in part upon processing
performed on a group of raw data items having shared
attribute values that the particular raw data item is a mem-
ber of.

Displaying the Data

[0086] In some embodiments, when displaying data
item to a user, received data items may be displayed as
individual data entries, such as rows in a table or spread-
sheet. In addition, in order to facilitate analysis, other
formats for displaying the data may also be used, such
as displaying the data in a batch format based upon
shared attributes between different data items. Doing so
may allow an analyst viewing the data to be able to quickly
perform analysis or triage on groups of data items having
common attributes, instead of having to comb through
data items on an individual level.
[0087] Figure 3A illustrates a flowchart of a high level
process for the processing of data item leads, in accord-
ance with some embodiments. At block 302, data com-
prising one or more data item leads is received. The data
item leads correspond to data items that have been des-
ignated as deserving of further investigation (as de-
scribed above in reference to Figures 2A and 2B). For
example, in some embodiments the data item leads cor-
respond to raw data items determined to have a score,
metascore, or alert level meeting or exceeding a thresh-
old value.
[0088] At block 304, a user or analyst is enabled to
analyze each of the received data item leads via an in-
teractive user interface, as described below. For exam-
ple, in some embodiments the data item leads may be
displayed using an interactive user interface containing
one or more interactive controls.
[0089] At 306, a user or analyst performs a search,
filter, and/or enrichment of raw data items associated with
the data item leads. For example, after viewing a data
item lead, the user may identify one or more search terms
based on the attributes of the data item lead that warrants
further investigation, or desire to obtain additional context
information regarding the received data item lead through
an enrichment. The search, filter, and/or enrichment may
be performed by the user interacting with one or more
interactive controls on the interactive user interface.
[0090] Figure 3B illustrates a flowchart of a process for
retrieving and displaying raw data items associated with
data item leads in accordance with some embodiments.
At block 312, one or more search parameters are re-
ceived, wherein the received search parameters are
based at least in part upon one or more attributes asso-
ciated with a data item lead (which attributes may include
attributes originally associated with the data item lead,
as well as attributes later associated with the data item
lead as a result of performing one or more enrichments).
In some embodiments, the search parameters may also
specify a filter or an enrichment to be performed on one
or more raw data items or data item leads.
[0091] At block 314, a query is formed based at least
in part upon the search parameters, and used to query
the stored raw data items. In addition, the parameters
may also specify one or more filters and/or enrichments
may also be performed on the queried data items.
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[0092] At block 316, analysis may be performed on the
received raw data items satisfying the query. For exam-
ple, in some embodiments, the received raw data items
may be categorized or grouped based upon attribute val-
ues. The analysis may also comprise one or more ag-
gregations or other computations (e.g., computing a
count of how many of the received raw data items have
a particular attribute value, and/or the like).
[0093] At block 318, an interactive user interface is
generated, allowing the received raw data items are dis-
played to the user. One or more formats may be used to
display the received raw data items. For example, the
interactive user interface may contain one or more dif-
ferent display areas, wherein the raw data items or a
subset of the raw data items are displayed using a dif-
ferent format in each different display area. In some em-
bodiments, the data items may be displayed as a table,
wherein rows correspond to individual raw data items
and columns correspond to raw data item attributes
(block 318a). The raw data items may also be displayed
as in batches or groups as a chart or histogram (block
318b), and/or as a timeline based upon one or more se-
lected attributes (block 318c).
[0094] Figure 3C illustrates an example user interface
that may be used for displaying the analyzed raw data
items associated with a data item lead, in accordance
with some embodiments. The interface illustrated in Fig-
ure 3C is divided into a plurality of display areas. For
example, display area 322 may be used to display the
individual raw data items in a tabular format, with columns
corresponding to attributes of the raw data items. As used
herein, the term "tabular format" is a broad term including
its ordinary and customary meaning, including, but not
limited to, any display format utilizing rows and columns,
the rows corresponding to entities (e.g., raw data items)
and column corresponding to attributes associated with
the entities, or vice versa.
[0095] On the other hand, display area 324 groups raw
data items together in histograms (e.g., graphical repre-
sentations of distributions of data) based upon shared
attribute values. As used herein the term "histogram" is
a broad term including its ordinary and customary mean-
ing, including, but not limited to, any representation (e.g.,
a visual display) of a distribution data (e.g., entities, data
items, raw data items, etc.) according to one or more
attributes associated with the data. For example, a his-
togram may be generated by sorting an attribute associ-
ated with one or more data items into one or more ranges
or buckets (e.g., a time attribute may be associated with
a plurality of buckets, each corresponding to a particular
time period, wherein all data items having a time attribute
value that falls within the same time period may be placed
in the same bucket). The histogram may then be dis-
played in a chart or graph in which entries in the chart or
graph correspond to the attribute value buckets or ranges
instead of individual attribute values. For example, dis-
play area 324 contains a histogram corresponding to the
"Serial Number" attribute, with individual entries corre-

sponding to unique values of the attribute. The number
of raw data items having each property value is counted
and displayed. While the example of Figure 3C shows a
single value for each serial number, in other examples
multiple raw data items may include a same attribute val-
ue. In addition, display area 324 may also contain bars,
lines, or other graphical elements displaying the relative
number of raw data items having a particular attribute
value in comparison with other values, allowing the user
to easily visualize the distribution of raw data items over
different values of the attribute. In some embodiments,
a user may interact with a control associated with a par-
ticular attribute value or value range/bucket, in order to
perform an action on the raw data items having that value
(e.g., drill down deeper, and/or flag the data items). For
example, selection of a particular attribute value or value
range/bucket of a histogram displayed in the display area
324 may cause the table of display area 322 to be auto-
matically updated to display only raw data items that
share the particular attribute value or value range/bucket
(and also satisfy the search parameters). In some em-
bodiments, display area 324 may contain multiple histo-
grams each corresponding to a different attribute. For
example, in the illustrated embodiment, display area 324
contains histograms for the Domain attribute, the
Serial_number attribute, and the Generate_time at-
tribute.
[0096] Display area 326 may be used to display a time-
line of the raw data items and/or a subset of the raw data
items. A timeline may be constructed when the raw data
items are associated with one or more time-based at-
tributes (e.g., a time that a proxy request occurred or a
process was run). The user may identify one or more
attributes or combinations of attributes specifying the raw
data items to be included in the timeline via one or more
user-selectable elements (for example, the check boxes
to the left of the timeline). For example, the user may
desire to view a timeline of proxy requests originating
only from a particular device, a timeline of occurrences
of processes of a certain types, and/or the like. Also, it
is understood that in other embodiments, graphs or his-
tograms may be constructed that are based upon other
attributes of the received raw data items. In some em-
bodiments, the time-based attribute used to construct the
timeline is divided into a number of buckets or time frames
each corresponding to a period of time (e.g., a minute,
hour, or day).
[0097] In some embodiments, a user may interact with
a control associated with a particular bucket or time frame
of a displayed timeline, in order to perform an action on
the raw data items falling within that bucket or time frame.
For example, selection of a particular bucket or time
frame of a timeline displayed in display area 326 may
cause the table of display area 322 to be automatically
updated to display only raw data items that fall within the
selected bucket or time frame (and also satisfy the search
parameters). In some embodiments, a user selection on
a histogram in display area 324 may cause an update to
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the timeline in display area 326, or vice versa. For exam-
ple, a selection of a particular attribute value or value
range/bucket in a histogram may cause the timeline in
display area 326 to reflect only the raw data items asso-
ciated with the selected value or value range/bucket.
[0098] In some embodiments, raw data items dis-
played as a result of a search may correspond to one or
more different data types. For example, a single search
of stored data items may return data items corresponding
to proxy requests, as well as raw data items correspond-
ing to users on a monitored network. Raw data items that
are of different data types may be accessed from different
databases or from different tables in a database, and
may be displayed together or in separate parts of the
user interface. For example, as illustrated in Figure 3C,
display area 322 may contain one or more tabs 328, spec-
ifying the particular data type being viewed in display
area 322. For example, other tabs may be displayed cor-
responding to other data types, each being selectable by
a user. Selection of the various displayed tabs may cause
a corresponding table of raw data items of the respective
data types to be displayed in the display area 322. In
addition, the tab selected at 328 may affect the data that
is displayed in other display areas. For example, in some
embodiments, the histogram displayed in display area
324 reflects only the data that is displayed in the current
tab. In some embodiments, whether a particular display
area reflects data from a single tab, multiple tabs, or all
tabs may be configured by the user. For example, the
display area 326 may contain one or more checkboxes
or other interfaces elements, wherein the user may select
which tabs that the displayed timeline will reflect. In ad-
dition, the user may specify the time-based attribute as-
sociated with the data type of each type. For example,
the time-based attribute associated with the proxy data
type is given as "receive_time," while other data types
may have different time-based attributes (or even multi-
ple attributes) that can be used for timeline construction.
When multiple time-based attributes associated with
multiple data types are shown and selected in the display
area 326, each different attribute may be shown in a dif-
ference color in the timeline.
[0099] In an embodiment having multiple tabs 328, the
data shown in table of display area 322 and histogram
of display area 324 will only reflect data associated with
a currently selected tab 328, while the timeline displayed
in display area 326 will reflect data across all tabs 328.
Figure 3D illustrates a flowchart of a process for creating
a timeline (for example, the timeline of display area 326
of Figure 3C) in accordance with some embodiments.
Timelines may be used when a user wishes to be able
to identify subsets of events that are of interest, and in-
spect when the events happened in relation to each other.
[0100] At block 332, a plurality of raw data items are
received. The received raw data items may be data items
satisfying a search query associated with a data item
lead, as described above. The received raw data items
may include one or more raw data items that are of in-

terest to a user, and one or more data items that may
currently not be of interest to the user.
[0101] At optional block 334, the plurality of raw data
items may be categorized. In some embodiments, cate-
gorization may be based upon one or more attributes of
the data items (e.g., data items associated with a first
device may be placed in a first category, while data items
associated with a second device may be placed in a sec-
ond category). In some embodiments, the categories
may be defined by a user at a user interface. For example,
a particular user may view the received data items, and
designate certain data items as being "interesting," "sus-
picious," or otherwise deserving of further analysis. In
some embodiments, one or more rules may be used to
automatically categorize data items based at least in part
upon one or more data item attributes. For example, data
items corresponding to proxy requests to a particular do-
main may be automatically placed in a first category in
accordance with one or more rules. In some embodi-
ments, all received data items will be categorized, al-
though in other embodiments, it is not necessary for all
data items to receive a categorization.
[0102] At block 336, a time-based attribute of the raw
data items is selected. As mentioned above, different da-
ta types may be associated with different time-based at-
tributes. For example, a "proxy" data type may be asso-
ciated with a "receive_time" attribute, reflecting a time
that a proxy request was received. In some embodi-
ments, a data type may have multiple time-based at-
tributes (e.g., a start time and an end time).
[0103] At block 338, a timeline is created based upon
one or more selected time-based attributes and/or data
item categories. For example, the timeline may include
each of the time-based attributes selected by the user.
In another example, the timeline may include events cor-
responding to data items marked by the user as being
"suspicious." In some embodiments, the system may au-
tomatically select all time-based attributes associated
with raw data items satisfying the query for display in the
timeline. In some embodiments, if multiple data items
correspond to events occurring within the same time pe-
riod, the timeline may be displayed in the form of a bar
chart or histogram (e.g., as shown in display area 326 in
Figure 3C), indicating a number of data items associated
with each time period. By creating a timeline or histogram,
the user may be able to quickly discern patterns, signif-
icant events, and/or shifts in distribution of the data items.
For example, if the prevalence of a category of process
running on the network increases dramatically over a par-
ticular time period, the user will be able to easily detect
the change using the timeline/histogram. In some em-
bodiments, multiple timelines based upon different cat-
egories may be constructed. The multiple timelines may
be overlaid, differentiated using overlapping bars of dif-
ferent colors, and/or other types of visual indicators. This
may be especially useful in cases where the user wishes
to analyze correlations between occurrences of a partic-
ular category of data item and occurrences of a different
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category of data item.

Applying Enrichments

[0104] Figure 4A illustrates a flowchart of a process for
applying data enrichments to displayed raw data items,
in accordance with some embodiments. At block 402,
one or more data items to be enriched are received. The
data items may comprise all raw data items currently be-
ing displayed to the user, raw data items satisfying one
or more user-defined criteria, and/or raw data items spec-
ified by the particular enrichment to be applied. In addi-
tion, the enrichment may specify specific attributes or
properties of the raw data items. For example, for raw
data items corresponding to proxy requests from a mon-
itored network to a particular domain, a user may desire
to find out what other proxy requests originated from each
source IP of the monitored network around the same time
the requests to the particular domain were made (e.g.,
within 5 minutes). Thus, an enrichment configured to re-
trieve the additional proxy requests may specify the
source IP and time attributes of the raw data items.
[0105] At block 404, one or more additional data sourc-
es containing the desired enrichment data are accessed.
In some embodiments, the data source may comprise
one or more data items stored as a table (block 410),
such that the enrichment data may be retrieved by exe-
cuting one or more table joins. In some embodiments,
the data source may comprise data items stored as a
data item-centric data model, a node-link graph, and/or
other type of data model (block 412). In some embodi-
ments, the additional data may be retrieved from a third
party data source (block 414). For example, an API call
may be used to access a third party application or data
source containing the desired enrichment information.
For example, data associated with particular raw data
item(s) may be sent to a third party application (e.g., Vi-
rusTotal) in order to retrieve data (e.g., a rating indicating
the presence of malware) related to the submitted raw
data item(s).
[0106] At block 406, the additional data is retrieved
from the data source and associated with the raw data
items to be enriched. For example, in the above example
of identifying proxy requests originating from the same
source IP within a particular time period as proxy requests
to a particular domain, the additional data may comprise
a table containing proxy request data items, and proxy
request data items that meet the criteria specified by the
enrichment (e.g., occurring within 5 minutes of a proxy
request to the particular domain on the same source IP)
are associated with the original raw data items.
[0107] At block 408, the raw data items are displayed
with the additional enrichment data. In some embodi-
ments, the additional enrichment data may be displayed
as one or more additional columns in the table containing
the original raw data items. In some embodiments, the
additional enrichment data may be displayed in a sepa-
rate tab or table in the user interface.

[0108] In some embodiments, a base set of enrich-
ments may be provided to the user, which the user can
then configure and customize. Figure 4B illustrates an
example interface for a user to configure enrichments
and/or create new enrichments, in accordance with some
embodiments. A plurality of existing enrichments 422
may be displayed to the user at 420. For example, in the
illustrated figure, existing enrichments include a "source
address time search around enrichment" (for a proxy re-
quest data item, search for other requests from the same
source IP during a similar time period), a "user search"
enrichment (identify a user associated with a proxy re-
quest data item), and a "user + computer search" enrich-
ment (identify a user and computer associated with a
proxy request data item). By clicking on the existing en-
richments, a user is able to apply, configure, or modify
the enrichment.
[0109] In addition, the interface may contain a control
424 that allows a user to add a new enrichment. In some
embodiments, when a user clicks control 424 to add a
new enrichment, one or more templates corresponding
to common types of enrichments may be displayed (Fig-
ure 4C). Clicking on a template may bring up an interface
for the user to configure and customize a new enrichment
(Figure 4D). For example, the interface illustrated in Fig-
ure 4D shows the user creating a new enrichment that
examines the "Action" column of a Proxy table, and looks
up an API call corresponding to the actions. The interface
may also contain a control allowing the user to specify
whether the enrichment data (e.g., API call) is to be dis-
played as additional columns in the same table as the
enriched data items, or as a separate table or tab.
[0110] In some embodiments, the interface may dis-
play a list of available data types at display area 426,
corresponding to data types associated with the proper-
ties of the data items. In some embodiments, the list of
data types may be used to indicate to a user which data
types have been used in configuring a particular enrich-
ment. For example, as shown in Figure 4D, the data types
for "Proxy" and "Action" are greyed out, indicating that
they are being used in the configuration of the current
enrichment.
[0111] After a user has finished configuring the enrich-
ment, the enrichment may be saved as a JSON or other
type of plug-in in the backend. Saved enrichments will
reference the data set that they apply to. For example,
the enrichment illustrated as being configured by the user
in Figure 4D applies to a proxy data set. In some embod-
iments, when a user is view a set of data items from a
particular data set, saved enrichments that reference that
data set may appear in a drop-down menu or otherwise
made available to the user, allowing the user to easily
select and execute the enrichment.

Pre-applying Enrichments to Searches

[0112] In some embodiments, a user, when performing
a search, may wish to pre-apply one or more enrichments
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to the search, such that the results of the search are
returned to the user with the enrichment data included,
in a single step. For example, a user may wish to perform
a search for all raw data items corresponding to proxy
requests to a particular domain. In addition, the user may
wish to know the names of the computers corresponding
to the source IP addresses of the raw data items. There-
fore, the user may wish to pre-apply an enrichment that
looks up computer names for source IP addresses, such
that when the search is executed, the computer names
corresponding to the source IP addresses are automat-
ically included with the search results.
[0113] Figure 5A illustrates a flowchart of an example
process for pre-applying enrichments to searches. Fig-
ures 5B and 5C illustrate example interfaces wherein a
user may perform a search with pre-applied enrichments.
[0114] At block 502, one or more search parameters
are received from a user. For example, as illustrated in
Figure 5B at 520, a user may specify a search that search-
es for proxy requests directed to the "yahoo.com" domain
that occurred within a specified time period.
[0115] At block 504, one or more inputs specifying en-
richments to be applied to the search are received. For
example, Figure 5C illustrates a drop-down menu con-
taining saved enrichments 532 that can be accessed by
clicking on button 530. In some embodiments, different
enrichments may be directed to different data sets. En-
richments that are not directed to the data set being
searched may be grayed out, not displayed, or otherwise
made unselectable by the user.
[0116] At block 506, search results corresponding to
the search parameters are retrieved. At block 508, the
retrieved search results are automatically enriched in ac-
cordance with the specified enrichments. In some em-
bodiments, the data may be enriched using the method
illustrated in Figure 4A and described above.
[0117] In some embodiments, at block 510, the search
results may optionally be scored and/or sorted, in accord-
ance with any of the methods described above.
[0118] At block 512, the search results, comprising da-
ta items and enrichment data, are displayed to the user
at a user interface. In some embodiments, wherein the
data items are displayed in a tabular format (e.g., as il-
lustrated in Figure 3B), with rows corresponding to data
items and columns corresponding to data item attributes,
the enrichment data may be displayed as additional col-
umns. Alternatively, the enrichment data may be dis-
played in a separate tab or table from the original data
items. How the enrichment data is to be displayed may
be based upon the format or type of enrichment data.
For example, the enrichment data may be more suited
to be displayed as additional columns if there is a one-
to-one correlation between the original data items and
enrichment data, while a separate tab or table may be
more appropriate if there may be multiple pieces of en-
richment data for each data item (or vice versa).

Data Item-Centric Data Model

[0119] To provide a framework for the description of
specific systems and methods provided above and be-
low, an example database system 1210 using an ontol-
ogy 1205 will now be described in reference to Figures
6A-6C. This description is provided for the purpose of
providing an example and is not intended to limit the tech-
niques to the example data model, the example database
system, or the example database system’s use of an on-
tology to represent information.
[0120] In one embodiment, a body of data is concep-
tually structured according to data item-centric data mod-
el represented by ontology 1205. The conceptual data
model is independent of any particular database used
for durably storing one or more database(s) 1209 based
on the ontology 1205. For example, each object of the
conceptual data model may correspond to one or more
rows in a relational database or an entry in Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) database, or any com-
bination of one or more databases.
[0121] Figure 6A illustrates data item-centric concep-
tual data model (which may also be referred to as an
"object-centric conceptual data model") according to an
embodiment. An ontology 1205, as noted above, may
include stored information providing a data model for
storage of data in the database 1209. The ontology 1205
may be defined by one or more data item types (which
may also be referred to as "object types"), which may
each be associated with one or more property types. At
the highest level of abstraction, data item 1201 (which
may also be referred to as a "data object" or "object") is
a container for information representing things in the
world. For example, data item 1201 can represent an
entity such as a person, a place, an organization, a mar-
ket instrument, or other noun. Data item 1201 can rep-
resent an event that happens at a point in time or for a
duration. Data item 1201 can represent a document or
other unstructured data source such as a file (for exam-
ple, a malware file), an email message, a news report,
or a written paper or article. Each data item 1201 is as-
sociated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies
the data item within the database system.
[0122] Different types of data items may have different
property types. For example, a "file" data item (as de-
scribed above) may have various property types as de-
scribed above (for example, various hash property types,
associated file property types, various external analysis
property types, and/or the like), a "Person" data item may
have an "Eye Color" property type, and an "Event" data
item may have a "Date" property type. Each property
1203 as represented by data in the database system
1210 may have a property type defined by the ontology
1205 used by the database 1205. Properties of data items
may, in an embodiment, themselves be data items and/or
associated with data items. For example, file data items
may be associated with various analysis information
items, as described above. Analysis information items
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may comprise data items and/or properties associated
with data items (for example, file data items).
[0123] Items may be instantiated in the database 1209
in accordance with the corresponding data item definition
for the particular data item in the ontology 1205. For ex-
ample, a specific monetary payment (e.g., an item of type
"event") of US$30.00 (e.g., a property of type "currency")
taking place on 3/27/2009 (e.g., a property of type "date")
may be stored in the database 1209 as an event data
item with associated currency and date properties as de-
fined within the ontology 1205.
[0124] The data objects defined in the ontology 1205
may support property multiplicity. In particular, a data
item 1201 may be allowed to have more than one prop-
erty 1203 of the same property type. For example, a "Per-
son" data item may have multiple "Address" properties
or multiple "Name" properties.
[0125] Each link 1202 represents a connection be-
tween two data items 1201. In one embodiment, the con-
nection is either through a relationship, an event, or
through matching properties. A relationship connection
may be asymmetrical or symmetrical. For example, "Per-
son" data item A may be connected to "Person" data item
B by a "Child Of" relationship (where "Person" data item
B has an asymmetric "Parent Of" relationship to "Person"
data item A), a "Kin Of" symmetric relationship to "Per-
son" data item C, and an asymmetric "Member Of" rela-
tionship to "Organization" data item X. The type of rela-
tionship between two data items may vary depending on
the types of the data items. For example, "Person" data
item A may have an "Appears In" relationship with "Doc-
ument" data item Y or have a "Participate In" relationship
with "Event" data item E. As an example of an event
connection, two "Person" data items may be connected
by an "Airline Flight" data item representing a particular
airline flight if they traveled together on that flight, or by
a "Meeting" data item representing a particular meeting
if they both attended that meeting. In one embodiment,
when two data items are connected by an event, they
are also connected by relationships, in which each data
item has a specific relationship to the event, such as, for
example, an "Appears In" relationship.
[0126] As an example of a matching properties con-
nection, two "Person" data items representing a brother
and a sister, may both have an "Address" property that
indicates where they live. If the brother and the sister live
in the same home, then their "Address" properties likely
contain similar, if not identical property values. In one
embodiment, a link between two data items may be es-
tablished based on similar or matching properties (e.g.,
property types and/or property values) of the data items.
These are just some examples of the types of connec-
tions that may be represented by a link and other types
of connections may be represented; embodiments are
not limited to any particular types of connections between
data items. For example, a document might contain ref-
erences to two different items. For example, a document
may contain a reference to a payment (one item), and a

person (a second item). A link between these two items
may represent a connection between these two entities
through their co-occurrence within the same document.
[0127] Each data item 1201 may have multiple links
with another data item 1201 to form a link set 1204. For
example, two "Person" data items representing a hus-
band and a wife could be linked through a "Spouse Of"
relationship, a matching "Address" property, and one or
more matching "Event" properties (e.g., a wedding).
Each link 1202 as represented by data in a database may
have a link type defined by the database ontology used
by the database.
[0128] Figure 6B is a block diagram illustrating exam-
ple components and data that may be used in identifying
and storing data according to an ontology. In this exam-
ple, the ontology may be configured, and data in the data
model populated, by a system of parsers and ontology
configuration tools. In the embodiment of Figure 6B, input
data 1300 is provided to parser 1302. The input data may
comprise data from one or more sources. For example,
an institution may have one or more databases with in-
formation on credit card transactions, rental cars, and
people. The databases may contain a variety of related
information and attributes about each type of data, such
as a "date" for a credit card transaction, an address for
a person, and a date for when a rental car is rented. The
parser 1302 is able to read a variety of source input data
types and determine which type of data it is reading.
[0129] In accordance with the discussion above, the
example ontology 1205 comprises stored information
providing the data model of data stored in database 1209,
and the ontology is defined by one or more data item
types 1310, one or more property types 1316, and one
or more link types 1330. Based on information deter-
mined by the parser 1302 or other mapping of source
input information to item type, one or more data items
1201 may be instantiated in the database 209 based on
respective determined item types 1310, and each of the
items 1201 has one or more properties 1203 that are
instantiated based on property types 1316. Two data
items 1201 may be connected by one or more links 1202
that may be instantiated based on link types 1330. The
property types 1316 each may comprise one or more
data types 1318, such as a string, number, etc. Property
types 1316 may be instantiated based on a base property
type 1320. For example, a base property type 1320 may
be "Locations" and a property type 1316 may be "Home."
[0130] In an embodiment, a user of the system uses
an item type editor 1324 to create and/or modify the item
types 1310 and define attributes of the item types. In an
embodiment, a user of the system uses a property type
editor 1326 to create and/or modify the property types
1316 and define attributes of the property types. In an
embodiment, a user of the system uses link type editor
1328 to create the link types 1330. Alternatively, other
programs, processes, or programmatic controls may be
used to create link types and property types and define
attributes, and using editors is not required.
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[0131] In an embodiment, creating a property type
1316 using the property type editor 1326 involves defin-
ing at least one parser definition using a parser editor
1322. A parser definition comprises metadata that in-
forms parser 1302 how to parse input data 1300 to de-
termine whether values in the input data can be assigned
to the property type 1316 that is associated with the pars-
er definition. In an embodiment, each parser definition
may comprise a regular expression parser 1304A or a
code module parser 1304B. In other embodiments, other
kinds of parser definitions may be provided using scripts
or other programmatic elements. Once defined, both a
regular expression parser 1304A and a code module
parser 1304B can provide input to parser 1302 to control
parsing of input data 1300.
[0132] Using the data types defined in the ontology,
input data 1300 may be parsed by the parser 1302 de-
termine which item type 1310 should receive data from
a record created from the input data, and which property
types 1316 should be assigned to data from individual
field values in the input data. Based on the item/object-
property mapping 1301, the parser 1302 selects one of
the parser definitions that is associated with a property
type in the input data. The parser parses an input data
field using the selected parser definition, resulting in cre-
ating new or modified data 1303. The new or modified
data 1303 is added to the database 1209 according to
ontology 205 by storing values of the new or modified
data in a property of the specified property type. As a
result, input data 1300 having varying format or syntax
can be created in database 1209. The ontology 1205
may be modified at any time using item/object type editor
1324, property type editor 1326, and link type editor 1328,
or under program control without human use of an editor.
Parser editor 1322 enables creating multiple parser def-
initions that can successfully parse input data 1300 hav-
ing varying format or syntax and determine which prop-
erty types should be used to transform input data 300
into new or modified input data 1303.
[0133] The properties, data items, and links (e.g. rela-
tionships) between the data items can be visualized using
a graphical user interface ("GUI"). For example, Figure
6C displays a user interface showing a graph represen-
tation 1403 of relationships (including relationships
and/or links 1404, 1405, 1406, 1407, 1408, 1409, 1410,
1411, 1412, and 1413) between the data items (including
data items 1421, 1422, 1423, 1424, 1425, 1426, 1427,
1428, and 1429) that are represented as nodes in the
example of Figure 6C. In this embodiment, the data items
include person data items 1421, 1422, 1423, 1424, 1425,
and 1426; a flight item 1427; a financial account 1428;
and a computer data item 1429. In this example, each
person node (associated with person data items), flight
node (associated with flight data items), financial account
node (associated with financial account data items), and
computer node (associated with computer data items)
may have relationships and/or links with any of the other
nodes through, for example, other data items such as

payment data items.
[0134] For example, in Figure 6C, relationship 1404 is
based on a payment associated with the individuals in-
dicated in person data items 1421 and 1423. The link
1404 represents these shared payments (for example,
the individual associated with data item 1421 may have
paid the individual associated with data item 1423 on
three occasions). The relationship is further indicated by
the common relationship between person data items
1421 and 1423 and financial account data item 1428. For
example, link 1411 indicates that person data item 1421
transferred money into financial account data item 1428,
while person data item 1423 transferred money out of
financial account data item 1428. In another example,
the relationships between person data items 1424 and
1425 and flight data item 1427 are indicated by links
1406, 1409, and 1410. In this example, person data items
1424 and 1425 have a common address and were pas-
sengers on the same flight data item 1427. In an embod-
iment, further details related to the relationships between
the various items may be displayed. For example, links
1411 and 1412 may, in some embodiments, indicate the
timing of the respective money transfers. In another ex-
ample, the time of the flight associated with the flight data
item 1427 may be shown.
[0135] Relationships between data items may be
stored as links, or in some embodiments, as properties,
where a relationship may be detected between the prop-
erties. In some cases, as stated above, the links may be
directional. For example, a payment link may have a di-
rection associated with the payment, where one person
data item is a receiver of a payment, and another person
data item is the payer of payment.
[0136] In various embodiments, data items may further
include malware analysis metadata and/or links. Such
malware analysis metadata may be accessed by the data
analysis system for displaying objects and features on
the user interface (as described above).
[0137] In addition to visually showing relationships be-
tween the data items, the user interface may allow vari-
ous other manipulations. For example, the data items
within database 1108 may be searched using a search
interface 1450 (e.g., text string matching of data item
properties), inspected (e.g., properties and associated
data viewed), filtered (e.g., narrowing the universe of data
items into sets and subsets by properties or relation-
ships), and statistically aggregated (e.g., numerically
summarized based on summarization criteria), among
other operations and visualizations.

Implementation Mechanisms

[0138] According to an embodiment, the data analysis
system and other methods and techniques described
herein are implemented by one or more special-purpose
computing devices. For example, the server computing
system 110 and/or client computer system 130, as illus-
trated in Figure 1, may be implemented as special-pur-
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pose computing devices. The special-purpose comput-
ing devices may be hard-wired to perform the techniques,
or may include digital electronic devices such as one or
more application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or
field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are per-
sistently programmed to perform the techniques, or may
include one or more general purpose hardware proces-
sors programmed to perform the techniques pursuant to
program instructions in firmware, memory, other storage,
or a combination. Such special-purpose computing de-
vices may also combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs,
or FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the
techniques. The special-purpose computing devices
may be desktop computer systems, server computer sys-
tems, portable computer systems, handheld devices,
networking devices or any other device or combination
of devices that incorporate hard-wired and/or program
logic to implement the techniques.
[0139] Computing device(s) are generally controlled
and coordinated by operating system software, such as
iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE,
Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, Vx-
Works, or other compatible operating systems. In other
embodiments, the computing device may be controlled
by a proprietary operating system. Conventional operat-
ing systems control and schedule computer processes
for execution, perform memory management, provide file
system, networking, I/O services, and provide a user in-
terface functionality, such as a graphical user interface
("GUI"), among other things.
[0140] For example, Figure 7 is a block diagram that
illustrates a computer system 800 upon which the various
systems and methods discussed herein may be imple-
mented. For example, in various embodiments, any of
the computing systems illustrated in Figure 1, such client
computer system 130 and/or server computing system
110, may be implemented as computer systems 800
and/or servers 830 as illustrated in Figure 7.
[0141] Computer system 800 includes a bus 802 or
other communication mechanism for communicating in-
formation, and a hardware processor, or multiple proc-
essors, 804 coupled with bus 802 for processing infor-
mation. Hardware processor(s) 804 may be, for example,
one or more general purpose microprocessors.
[0142] Computer system 800 also includes a main
memory 806, such as a random access memory (RAM),
cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to
bus 802 for storing information and instructions to be ex-
ecuted by processor 804. Main memory 806 also may
be used for storing temporary variables or other interme-
diate information during execution of instructions to be
executed by processor 804. Such instructions, when
stored in storage media accessible to processor 804,
render computer system 800 into a special-purpose ma-
chine that is customized to perform the operations spec-
ified in the instructions.
[0143] Computer system 800 further includes a read

only memory (ROM) 808 or other static storage device
coupled to bus 802 for storing static information and in-
structions for processor 804. A storage device 810, such
as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive
(Flash drive), and/or any other suitable data store, is pro-
vided and coupled to bus 802 for storing information (for
example, file data items, analysis information data items,
submission data items, and/or the like) and instructions.
[0144] Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus
802 to a display 812, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT),
LCD display, or touch screen display, for displaying in-
formation to a computer user and/or receiving input from
the user. An input device 814, including alphanumeric
and other keys, is coupled to bus 802 for communicating
information and command selections to processor 804.
Another type of user input device is cursor control 816,
such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for
communicating direction information and command se-
lections to processor 804 and for controlling cursor move-
ment on display 812. This input device typically has two
degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., x) and
a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to specify
positions in a plane. In some embodiments, the same
direction information and command selections as cursor
control may be implemented via receiving touches on a
touch screen without a cursor.
[0145] Computing system 800 may include a user in-
terface module (e.g., a user interface engine 126 as il-
lustrated in Figure 1), and/or various other types of mod-
ules to implement one or more graphical user interface
of the data analysis system, as described above. The
modules may be stored in a mass storage device as ex-
ecutable software codes that are executed by the com-
puting device(s). This and other modules may include,
by way of example, components, such as software com-
ponents, object-oriented software components, class
components and task components, processes, func-
tions, attributes, procedures, subroutines, segments of
program code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry,
data, databases, data structures, tables, arrays, and var-
iables.
[0146] In general, the word "module," as used herein,
refers to a collection of software instructions, possibly
having entry and exit points, written in a programming
language, such as, for example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A
software module may be compiled and linked into an ex-
ecutable program, installed in a dynamic link library, or
may be written in an interpreted programming language
such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will be
appreciated that software modules may be callable from
other modules or from themselves, and/or may be in-
voked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft-
ware modules configured for execution on computing de-
vices may be provided on a computer readable medium,
such as a compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive,
magnetic disc, or any other tangible medium, or as a
digital download (and may be originally stored in a com-
pressed or installable format that requires installation,
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decompression or decryption prior to execution). Such
software code may be stored, partially or fully, on a mem-
ory device of the executing computing device, for execu-
tion by the computing device. Software instructions may
be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be
further appreciated that hardware devices (such as proc-
essors and CPUs) may be comprised of connected logic
units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be com-
prised of programmable units, such as programmable
gate arrays or processors. Generally, the modules de-
scribed herein refer to logical modules that may be com-
bined with other modules or divided into sub-modules
despite their physical organization or storage. In various
embodiments, aspects of the methods and systems de-
scribed herein may be implemented by one or more hard-
ware devices, for example, as logic circuits. In various
embodiments, some aspects of the methods and sys-
tems described herein may be implemented as software
instructions, while other may be implemented in hard-
ware, in any combination.
[0147] As mentioned, computer system 800 may im-
plement the techniques described herein using custom-
ized hard-wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs,
firmware and/or program logic which in combination with
the computer system causes or programs computer sys-
tem 800 to be a special-purpose machine. According to
one embodiment, the techniques herein are performed
by computer system 800 in response to processor(s) 804
executing one or more sequences of one or more mod-
ules and/or instructions contained in main memory 806.
Such instructions may be read into main memory 806
from another storage medium, such as storage device
810. Execution of the sequences of instructions con-
tained in main memory 806 causes processor(s) 804 to
perform the process steps described herein. In alterna-
tive embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in
place of or in combination with software instructions.
[0148] The term "non-transitory media," and similar
terms, as used herein refers to any media that store data
and/or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a
specific fashion. Such non-transitory media may com-
prise non-volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-vol-
atile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic
disks, such as storage device 810. Volatile media in-
cludes dynamic memory, such as main memory 806.
Common forms of non-transitory media include, for ex-
ample, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage me-
dium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM,
a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any
other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions
of the same.
[0149] Non-transitory media is distinct from but may
be used in conjunction with transmission media. Trans-
mission media participates in transferring information be-
tween non-transitory media. For example, transmission
media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber op-

tics, including the wires that comprise bus 802. Trans-
mission media can also take the form of acoustic or light
waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and
infra-red data communications.
[0150] Various forms of media may be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 804 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions and/or modules into its dynamic
memory and send the instructions over a telephone line
using a modem. A modem local to computer system 800
can receive the data on the telephone line and use an
infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried
in the infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place
the data on bus 802. Bus 802 carries the data to main
memory 806, from which processor 804 retrieves and
executes the instructions. The instructions received by
main memory 806 may optionally be stored on storage
device 810 either before or after execution by processor
804.
[0151] Computer system 800 also includes a commu-
nication interface 818 coupled to bus 802. Communica-
tion interface 818 provides a two-way data communica-
tion coupling to a network link 820 that is connected to a
local network 822. For example, communication inter-
face 818 may be an integrated services digital network
(ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or a modem
to provide a data communication connection to a corre-
sponding type of telephone line. As another example,
communication interface 818 may be a local area net-
work (LAN) card to provide a data communication con-
nection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component to com-
municated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be im-
plemented. In any such implementation, communication
interface 818 sends and receives electrical, electromag-
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams rep-
resenting various types of information.
[0152] Network link 820 typically provides data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, network link 820 may provide a
connection through local network 822 to a host computer
824 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) 826. ISP 826 in turn provides data com-
munication services through the world wide packet data
communication network now commonly referred to as
the "Internet" 828. Local network 822 and Internet 828
both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that
carry digital data streams. The signals through the vari-
ous networks and the signals on network link 820 and
through communication interface 818, which carry the
digital data to and from computer system 800, are exam-
ple forms of transmission media. In some embodiments,
network 150 (as illustrated in Figure 1) may correspond
to a local network 822 and/or Internet 828.
[0153] Computer system 800 can send messages and
receive data, including program code, through the net-
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work(s), network link 820 and communication interface
818. In the Internet example, a server 830 might transmit
a requested code for an application program through In-
ternet 828, ISP 826, local network 822 and communica-
tion interface 818. For example, in an embodiment vari-
ous aspects of the data analysis system may be imple-
mented on one or more of the servers 830 and may be
transmitted to and from the computer system 800. For
example, submitted malware data items may be trans-
mitted to one of the servers 830, aspects of the basic
analysis may be implemented on one or more of the serv-
ers 830, and/or aspects of the external analysis may be
implemented on one or more of the servers 830. In an
example, requests for external analyses of file data items
may be transmitted to one or more third-party servers
830 (from, for example, the computer system 800 and/or
another server 830 of the system), and analysis data may
then be transmitted back from third-party servers 830.
[0154] In an embodiment, the data analysis system
may be accessible by the user through a web-based
viewer, such as a web browser. In this embodiment, the
user interfaces of the system may be generated by a
server (such as one of the servers 830) and/or the com-
puter system 800 and transmitted to the web browser of
the user. The user may then interact with the user inter-
faces through the web-browser. In an embodiment, the
computer system 800 may comprise a mobile electronic
device, such as a cell phone, smartphone, and/or tablet.
The system may be accessible by the user through such
a mobile electronic device, among other types of elec-
tronic devices.

Additional Embodiments

[0155] While the foregoing is directed to various em-
bodiments, other and further embodiments may be de-
vised without departing from the basic scope thereof. For
example, aspects of the present disclosure may be im-
plemented in hardware or software or in a combination
of hardware and software. An embodiment of the disclo-
sure may be implemented as a program product for use
with a computer system. The program(s) of the program
product define functions of the embodiments (including
the methods described herein) and may be contained on
a variety of computer-readable storage media. Illustrative
computer-readable storage media include, but are not
limited to: (i) non-writable storage media (e.g., read-only
memory devices within a computer such as CD-ROM
disks readable by a CD-ROM drive, flash memory, ROM
chips or any type of solid-state non-volatile semiconduc-
tor memory) on which information is permanently stored;
and (ii) writable storage media (e.g., hard-disk drive or
any type of solid-state random-access semiconductor
memory) on which alterable information is stored. Each
of the processes, methods, and algorithms described in
the preceding sections may be embodied in, and fully or
partially automated by, code modules executed by one
or more computer systems or computer processors com-

prising computer hardware. The processes and algo-
rithms may alternatively be implemented partially or
wholly in application-specific circuitry.
[0156] The various features and processes described
above may be used independently of one another, or
may be combined in various ways. All possible combi-
nations and subcombinations are intended to fall within
the scope of this disclosure. In addition, certain method
or process blocks may be omitted in some implementa-
tions. The methods and processes described herein are
also not limited to any particular sequence, and the blocks
or states relating thereto can be performed in other se-
quences that are appropriate. For example, described
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than
that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states
may be combined in a single block or state. The example
blocks or states may be performed in serial, in parallel,
or in some other manner. Blocks or states may be added
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments.
The example systems and components described herein
may be configured differently than described. For exam-
ple, elements may be added to, removed from, or rear-
ranged compared to the disclosed example embodi-
ments.
[0157] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0158] The term "comprising" as used herein should
be given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation.
For example, a general purpose computer comprising
one or more processors should not be interpreted as ex-
cluding other computer components, and may possibly
include such components as memory, input/output de-
vices, and/or network interfaces, among others.
[0159] Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks
in the flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in
the attached figures should be understood as potentially
representing modules, segments, or portions of code
which include one or more executable instructions for
implementing specific logical functions or steps in the
process. Alternate implementations are included within
the scope of the embodiments described herein in which
elements or functions may be deleted, executed out of
order from that shown or discussed, including substan-
tially concurrently or in reverse order, depending on the
functionality involved, as would be understood by those
skilled in the art.
[0160] It should be emphasized that many variations
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and modifications may be made to the above-described
embodiments, the elements of which are among other
acceptable examples. All such modifications and varia-
tions are intended to be included herein within the scope
of this disclosure. The foregoing description details cer-
tain embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated,
however, that no matter how detailed the foregoing ap-
pears in text, the invention may be practiced in many
ways. As is also stated above, it should be noted that the
use of particular terminology when describing certain fea-
tures or aspects of the invention should not be taken to
imply that the terminology is being re-defined herein to
be restricted to including any specific characteristics of
the features or aspects of the invention with which that
terminology is associated. The scope of the invention
should therefore be construed in accordance with the
appended claims.

Claims

1. A computer system configured generate an interac-
tive graphical user interface for accessing, enriching,
and analyzing a plurality of raw data items, the com-
puter system comprising:

one or more computer readable storage devices
configured to store:

a plurality of computer executable instruc-
tions; and
a plurality of raw data items, wherein a raw
data item is associated with one or more
attributes, wherein the one or more at-
tributes comprise at least one time-based
attribute; and

one or more hardware computer processors in
communication with the one or more computer
readable storage devices and configured to ex-
ecute the plurality of computer executable in-
structions in order to cause the computer system
to:

identify a data item lead from the plurality
of raw data items;
receive one or more search parameters
based at least in part upon an attribute as-
sociated with the data item lead;
query the plurality of raw data items based
at least in part upon the received search pa-
rameters to receive a first group of raw data
items; and
generate an interactive graphical user inter-
face to display the first group of raw data
items, wherein the interactive graphical us-
er interface comprises:

a display area comprising a table that
displays in a tabular format a first set of
raw data items corresponding to at
least a portion of the first group of raw
data items; and
at least one of:

a display area displaying a histo-
gram of at least the first set of raw
data items, wherein data items of
the first set of raw data items are
grouped based at least in part upon
shared attribute values of a select-
ed attribute of the one or more at-
tributes; and
a display area displaying a timeline
of at least a portion the first set of
raw data items, based at least in
part upon a time-based attribute of
the at least one time-based at-
tribute;

receive, via the interactive graphical user
interface, a user selection of at least one
shared attribute value associated with the
histogram or at least one time-based at-
tribute value associated with the timeline;
and
in response to the receiving the user selec-
tion, update the table such that the table dis-
plays only raw data items of the first set of
raw data items corresponding with the se-
lected at least one common attribute value
or the selected at least one time-based at-
tribute value.

2. The computer system of claim 1, wherein a raw data
item corresponds to an occurrence of a proxy re-
quest on a monitored network.

3. The computer system of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein
a raw data item corresponds to an occurrence of a
process on a device on a monitored network.

4. The computer system of any preceding Claim,
wherein identifying a data item lead comprises:

receiving the plurality of raw data items from one
or more data sources;
performing initial analysis or filtering on the plu-
rality of raw data items;
performing at least one enrichment on the plu-
rality of raw data items;
calculating scores for the plurality raw data
items; and
identifying a raw data item of the plurality of raw
data items having a score satisfying a threshold
as a data item lead.
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5. The computer system of claim 4, wherein performing
initial analysis or filtering on the plurality of raw data
items comprises running the plurality of raw data
items against a whitelist.

6. The computer system of claim 4 or claim 5, wherein
performing at least one enrichment on the plurality
of data items comprises performing an external anal-
ysis on the plurality of raw data items using one or
more third party analysis systems.

7. The computer system of any of claims 4 to 6, wherein
performing at least one enrichment on the plurality
of data items comprises determining a frequency or
distribution of an event associated with a raw data
item of the plurality of raw data items.

8. The computer system of any preceding claim, where-
in the plurality of computer executable instructions
are configured to further cause to computer system
to perform an aggregation of raw data items of the
first group of raw data items based at least in part
upon an attribute value.

9. The computer system of any preceding claim, where-
in the first group of raw data items comprises raw
data items of two or more data types, wherein the
raw data items are separated into two or more tabs
in the interactive user interface, based upon a type
of the raw data items.

10. The computer system of claim 9, wherein the raw
data items displayed by the histogram comprises raw
data items associated with a currently displayed tab.

11. The computer system of claim 9 or claim 10, wherein
the raw data items displayed by the timeline com-
prises raw data items associated with of all tabs of
the two or more tabs.

12. The computer system of any preceding claim, where-
in the selected attribute is associated with one or
more attribute value groups, and wherein the histo-
gram groups data items of the first set of raw data
items using the one or more attribute value groups.

13. The computer system of any preceding claim ,
wherein the selected attribute is selected from the
one or more attributes based at least in part upon a
selection by a human analyst.

14. The computer system of any preceding claim, where-
in the time-based attribute of the at least one time-
based attribute is selected based at least in part upon
a selection by a human analyst.

15. The computer system of any preceding claim, where-
in the first set of raw data items comprises the first

group of raw data items.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] Some embodiments of the present invention re-
late generally to a computer system using a dynamic
modular ontology.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Computers are very powerful tools for organiz-
ing vast amounts of information. An ontology is a common
mechanism for organizing information on computer sys-
tems. A typical ontology is a categorization (modeling)
of information stored as "objects" (e.g., documents, en-
tities, and events), "properties" of data objects, and "re-
lationships" between objects. An ontology is sometimes
referred to as a "schema" or a "taxonomy".
[0003] As an example, an ontology may be used to
model the concept of a person’s occupation in different
ways. For example, a person’s job function could be clas-
sified using different object definitions. For example, a
"person" object may be further sub-defined as an "airline
pilot" object, a "doctor" object, or a "lawyer" object. A
person’s occupation could also be modeled with an "oc-
cupation" property of an object, or by a relationship be-
tween two objects such as, for example, a "flies" relation-
ship between a "person" object and a "plane" object.
[0004] As the amount of information organized by on-
tologies becomes larger, and the number of domains of
expertise within a given organization increases, it has
become a significant challenge for organizations to easily
model their data on computer systems using ontologies.
The challenge is particularly significant for large investi-
gative organizations such as law enforcement agencies,
healthcare delivery organizations, intelligence organiza-
tions, defense, and other organizations that have teams
of users (e.g., investigative analysts) with different do-
mains of expertise, possibly working in disparate geo-
graphic locations. Within such organizations, coordina-
tion and agreement among users on how to model infor-
mation on a computer system using an ontology can be
difficult, if not impractical.
[0005] Many conventional ontologies are also mono-
lithic in design. This may prevent a first team of users
that have built an ontology for their data from sharing the
ontology definition with a second team of users that is
working with the same information or the same type of
information in a way that allows the second team to easily
apply the ontology definition to their data. In some cases,
the second team may be required to build their own on-
tology from scratch even if the ontology is the same or
similar to the ontology built by the first team. Such rework
is tedious and time consuming to most users and is com-
putationally expensive.

SUMMARY

[0006] A first aspect of the specification provides a
method, comprising: receiving a command to create a
new ontology module; receiving, a selection of a first on-
tology module to import into the new ontology module;
receiving, a selection of a second ontology module to
import into the new ontology module; detecting an am-
biguous data type definition conflict between a first def-
inition of a data type in the first ontology module and a
second definition of the data type in the second ontology
module; generating a third definition of the data type re-
flecting a resolution of the ambiguous data type definition
conflict; and storing, in a data container, the new ontology
module comprising the third definition of the data type.
[0007] The data container may be a file.
[0008] The data type may be a data object, a property
type, or a link type.
[0009] The method may further comprise: automatical-
ly resolving the ambiguous data type definition conflict
based on an input.
[0010] The input may select at most one of the first
definition of the data type or the second definition of the
data type.
[0011] The third definition of the data type may be one
of the first definition or the second definition.
[0012] The method may further comprise: using the
new ontology module to type data objects, links, and
properties stored in a database.
[0013] A second aspect of the specification provides
one or more non-transitory computer-readable media
storing one or more computer programs comprising in-
structions which, when executed by one or more proc-
essors, cause performance of the method of the first as-
pect of the specification.
[0014] A second aspect of the specification provides a
system, comprising: means for receiving a command to
create a new ontology module; means for receiving, a
selection of a first ontology module to import into the new
ontology module; means for receiving, a selection of a
second ontology module to import into the new ontology
module; means for detecting an ambiguous data type
definition conflict between a first definition of a data type
in the first ontology module and a second definition of
the data type in the second ontology module; means for
generating a third definition of the data type reflecting a
resolution of the ambiguous data type definition conflict;
and means for storing, in a data container, the new on-
tology module comprising the third definition of the data
type.
[0015] The data container may be a file.
[0016] The data type may be a data object, a property
type, or a link type.
[0017] The system may further comprise means for au-
tomatically resolving the ambiguous data type definition
conflict based on an input.
[0018] The input may select at most one of the first
definition of the data type or the second definition of the
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data type.
[0019] The third definition of the data type may be one
of the first definition or the second definition.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020]

FIG. 1 is a very general block diagram of an example
computing device which may be used for implement-
ing some embodiments of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a software system for
controlling the operation of the example computing
device of FIG. 1.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a distributed computing
environment in which some embodiments of the
present invention may be implemented.
FIG. 4A is a block diagram illustrating the composi-
tion of a dynamic modular ontology according to
some embodiments of the present invention.
FIG. 4B is a block diagram illustrating direct and tran-
sitive inheritance between ontology modules accord-
ing to some embodiments of the present invention.
FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a process for creating a dy-
namic modular ontology according to some embod-
iments of the present invention.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating an ontology
module according to some embodiments of the
present invention.
FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a data object
type definition according to some embodiments of
the present invention.
FIG. 8 is a block diagram illustrating a property type
definition according to some embodiments of the
present invention.
FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a link type def-
inition according to some embodiments of the
present invention.
FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating a data object
type-property type link definition according to some
embodiments of the present invention.
FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating a data object
type-data object type link definition according to
some embodiments of the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0021] In the following description, for the purposes of
explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in
order to provide a thorough understanding of some em-
bodiments of the present invention. It will be apparent,
however, that some embodiments of the present inven-
tion can be practiced without these specific details. In
other instances, well-known structures and devices are
shown in block diagram form in order to avoid unneces-
sarily obscuring some embodiments of the present in-
vention. As to the flowcharts, each block within the flow-
charts represents both a method step and an apparatus

element for performing the method step. Depending upon
the requirements of the particular implementation at
hand, the corresponding apparatus element may be con-
figured in hardware, software, firmware or combinations
thereof.
[0022] It will also be understood that, although the
terms "first", "second", etc. may be used herein to de-
scribe various elements, these elements should not be
limited by these terms. These terms are only used to
distinguish one element from another. For example, a
first device could be termed a second device, and, sim-
ilarly, a second device could be termed a first device,
without departing from the scope of the present invention.
The first device and the second device are both devices,
but they are not the same device.
[0023] The terminology used herein is for the purpose
of describing particular implementations only and is not
intended to be limiting of the claims. As used in this de-
scription and the appended claims, the singular forms
"a", "an" and "the" are intended to include the plural forms
as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. It
will also be understood that the term "and/or" as used
herein refers to and encompasses any and all possible
combinations of one or more of the associated listed
items. It will be further understood that the terms "in-
cludes," "including," "comprises," and/or "comprising",
when used in this specification, specify the presence of
stated features, integers, steps, operations, elements,
and/or components, but do not preclude the presence or
addition of one or more other features, integers, steps,
operations, elements, components, and/or groups there-
of.
[0024] The term "if" may be construed to mean "when"
or "upon" or "in response to determining" or "in response
to detecting," depending on the context. Similarly, the
phrase "if it is determined" or "if [a stated condition or
event] is detected" may be construed to mean "upon de-
termining" or "in response to determining" or "upon de-
tecting [the stated condition or event]" or "in response to
detecting [the stated condition or event]," depending on
the context.

1.0 OVERVIEW

[0025] Embodiments of the present invention relate to
dynamic ontologies. In some cases, an ontology is dy-
namic in the sense that it can be modified even after it
has been applied to model information on a computer
system. For example, a dynamic ontology may allow an
object, property, or relationship in the ontology that is not
currently used to model information to be deleted from
the ontology, a new object, property, or relationship to
be added to the ontology, and an existing object, prop-
erty, or relationship in the ontology to be modified. For
example, an organization may model the concept of a
person’s occupation in a dynamic ontology at a first time
with a "doctor" object and thereafter model the person’s
occupation with an "occupation" property of an object.
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Using a dynamic ontology, an organization can build an
information model that is appropriate for their particular
domain but that can still evolve with the organization over
time.
[0026] The problem of conventional monolithic ontol-
ogies is exacerbated when the ontologies are dynamic.
In this situation, the monolithic design of the ontologies
may prevent ongoing modifications to one ontology def-
inition from being easily incorporated into another ontol-
ogy definition. For example, even if two teams of users
agree on a change to how certain information should be
modeled, both teams may be required to independently
modify their respective ontology definitions to reflect the
data modeling change. Such duplicate work is computa-
tionally inefficient.
[0027] Accordingly, embodiments of the invention pro-
vide a computer system with methodologies for more
easily building and maintaining ontologies, including dy-
namic modular ontologies. Such methodologies increase
the effectiveness and computational efficiency of the
computer systems on which they are run.
[0028] An analyst conducting an investigation on data
may need the ability to model various types of data from
highly structured data, such as data stored in a relational
database, to completely unstructured data, such as free-
form text documents. Further, the analyst may need to
be able to model data in various different domains of
expertise. A data modeling approach with only a single
data model that is unable to change with the evolution of
an organization and its tasks may not adequately meet
the analyst’s needs.
[0029] According to some embodiments of the present
invention, a "dynamic modular ontology" is introduced as
a software "cushion" between a data repository storing
investigative data and end-user analysts. A dynamic
modular ontology allows the end-users to interact with
investigative data as data objects defined in the data
model, regardless of the original format of the investiga-
tive data.
[0030] According to some embodiments of the present
invention, a dynamic modular ontology is composed of
a number of basic building blocks that an analyst may
use to define a domain-specific data model. The basic
building blocks may include "data objects", "properties",
and "links", among other possible basic building blocks.
For example, the basic building blocks may also include
"notes".
[0031] A "data object" may be defined as a container
for data and represents a thing in the real world such as,
for example, an entity (e.g. a person, a place, an organ-
ization, or other noun), an event (e.g., something that
happens at a point in time or for a duration), a document
(e.g., a unstructured data source, an e-mail message, a
news report, and the like), or a multimedia object (e.g.,
a rich-media type, video, audio, images, and the like).
According to some embodiments, a data object itself
comprises a display name and a unique identifier and
otherwise does not hold investigative data. Instead, a

data object may have one or more "object components"
(e.g., properties, links, and notes), which can be multiple.
For example, a "person" data object can have multiple
"name" properties.
[0032] A "property" may be defined as an attribute of
a data object. A property may represent individual inves-
tigative data items such as a name of a person or a phone
number, as just some examples.
[0033] A "link" may be defined as a connection be-
tween data objects. Various types of connections are
possible. For example, a link may represent a familial
relationship between two persons or membership rela-
tionship between a person and a religious organization.
[0034] A "note" may be defined as free-form text en-
tered by an analyst and associated with a data object.
[0035] At the level of these basic building blocks, a
dynamic modular ontology may be virtually free of se-
mantics. For example, there may be no inherent meaning
associated with a relationship between two data objects
or with a particular property on a data object. According
to some embodiments of the present invention, an ana-
lyst may flexibly use these basic building blocks to model
a particular problem domain at hand by choosing the
meaning of data types defined in a dynamic modular on-
tology.
[0036] An ontology may be defined generally as a cat-
egorization of the world. According to some embodi-
ments of the present invention, a dynamic modular on-
tology is a categorization of a particular investigative
world. For example, the particular investigative world
may be in a health care domain, a legal domain, a finan-
cial analysis domain, a city or state police domain, an
intelligence domain, or other specific domain in which
investigations on data are conducted by analysts with
particular expertise in the specific domain. Domain-spe-
cific types of data objects, properties, and links may be
defined in a dynamic modular ontology to support the
analysts in a particular field of expertise. A dynamic mod-
ular ontology may be considered dynamic because, ac-
cording to some embodiments of the present invention,
the dynamic modular ontology can be customized to
meet the specific needs of an investigative organization
and can be changed as the organization and its assign-
ments evolve. A dynamic modular ontology may be con-
sidered modular because, according to some embodi-
ments of the present invention, multiple smaller dynamic
modular ontologies (referred to herein as "ontology mod-
ules") may be defined independently of each other and
then combined together to form a larger more compre-
hensive dynamic modular ontology.
[0037] According to some embodiments of the present
invention, ontology modules support inheritance, thereby
making it easier to both re-use existing ontology modules
and extend ontology modules as needed to define to new
ontology modules with specialized data modeling behav-
ior. For example, according to some embodiments of the
present invention, an ontology module that models ar-
rests can combined with another ontology module that
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models warrants to form a dynamic modular ontology
that models both arrests and warrants. As another ex-
ample, according to some embodiments of the present
invention, an ontology module that models arrests and
warrants at the state-level may be combined with an on-
tology module that models arrests and warrants at the
county-level and in which data object, property, and link
definitions in the state-level ontology module are re-used
and extended in the county-level ontology module.
[0038] According to some embodiments of the present
invention, an ontology module is defined in an ontology
module definition. According to some embodiments of
the present invention, an ontology module definition is
embodied in a human and computer readable data format
such as, for example, eXtensible Markup Language
(XML), JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), YAML, or the
like. An ontology module definition may explicitly import
other ontology module definitions for the purpose of re-
using and extending data object, property, and link def-
initions in the imported ontology module definitions in the
importing ontology module definition.
[0039] According to some embodiments of the present
invention, an ontology module definition may be compiled
into a dynamic modular ontology, taking into account any
other ontology module definitions imported by the com-
plied ontology module definition. The dynamic modular
ontology is then used by one or more investigative anal-
ysis applications to present investigative data stored in
a data repository to end-users according to the dynamic
modular ontology.
[0040] Some embodiments of the present invention im-
prove the technical field of modeling data using comput-
ers. For example, according to some embodiments of
the present invention, ontology modules allow an organ-
ization to design an overall domain-specific ontology for
their investigative data as a collection of independently
designed sub-domain-specific ontologies which may
then be combined to form the overall ontology.
[0041] Some embodiments of the present invention im-
prove the operation of computer systems that process
investigative data using ontologies. For example, accord-
ing to some embodiments of the present invention, on-
tology modules allow a computing device to process in-
vestigative data using an overall domain-specific ontol-
ogy that is formed from a composition independently de-
signed sub-domain-specific ontologies.
[0042] These and other embodiments of the present
invention are discussed in greater detail below. Before
that, however, some example basic mechanisms for im-
plementing some embodiments of the present invention
will be mentioned.

2.0 BASIC IMPLEMENTING MECHANISMS

[0043] Some embodiments of the present invention
may be implemented on one or more computing devices.
Such a computing device may be implemented in various
forms including, but not limited to, a client, a server, a

network device, a mobile device, a cell phone, a smart
phone, a laptop computer, a desktop computer, a work-
station computer, a personal digital assistant, a blade
server, a mainframe computer, and other types of com-
puters. The computing device described below and its
components, including their connections, relationships,
and functions, is meant to be exemplary only, and not
meant to limit implementations of some embodiments of
the present invention described in this specification. Oth-
er computing devices suitable for implementing some
embodiments of the present invention may have different
components, including components with different con-
nections, relationships, and functions.

2.1 BASIC COMPUTING DEVICE

[0044] FIG. 1 is a block diagram that illustrates an ex-
ample computing device 100 suitable for implementing
some embodiments of the present invention. Computing
device 100 includes bus 102 or other communication
mechanism for addressing main memory 106 and for
transferring data between and among the various com-
ponents of device 100. Computing device 100 also in-
cludes one or more hardware processors 104 coupled
with bus 102 for processing information. A hardware
processor 104 may be a general purpose microproces-
sor, a system on a chip (SoC), or other processor suitable
for implementing the described technologies.
[0045] Main memory 106, such as a random access
memory (RAM) or other dynamic storage device, is cou-
pled to bus 102 for storing information and instructions
to be executed by processor(s) 104. Main memory 106
also may be used for storing temporary variables or other
intermediate information during execution of instructions
to be executed by processor(s) 104. Such instructions,
when stored in non-transitory storage media accessible
to processor(s) 104, render computing device 100 into a
special-purpose computing device that is customized to
perform the operations specified in the instructions.
[0046] Computing device 100 further includes read on-
ly memory (ROM) 108 or other static storage device cou-
pled to bus 102 for storing static information and instruc-
tions for processor(s) 104.
[0047] One or more mass storage devices 110 are cou-
pled to bus 102 for persistently storing information and
instructions on fixed or removable media, such as mag-
netic, optical, solid-state, magnetic-optical, flash memo-
ry, or any other available mass storage technology. The
mass storage may be shared on a network, or it may be
dedicated mass storage. Typically, at least one of the
mass storage devices 110 (e.g., the main hard disk for
the device) stores a body of program and data for direct-
ing operation of the computing device, including an op-
erating system, user application programs, driver and
other support files, as well as other data files of all sorts.
[0048] Computing device 100 may be coupled via bus
102 to display 112, such as a liquid crystal display (LCD)
or other electronic visual display, for displaying informa-
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tion to a computer user. Display 112 may also be a touch-
sensitive display for communicating touch gesture (e.g.,
finger or stylus) input to processor(s) 104.
[0049] An input device 114, including alphanumeric
and other keys, is coupled to bus 102 for communicating
information and command selections to processor 104.
[0050] Another type of user input device is cursor con-
trol 116, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction
keys for communicating direction information and com-
mand selections to processor 104 and for controlling cur-
sor movement on display 112. This input device typically
has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g.,
x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to
specify positions in a plane.
[0051] Computing device 100 may implement the
methods described herein using customized hard-wired
logic, one or more application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs), one or more field-programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs), firmware, or program logic which, in combina-
tion with the computing device, causes or programs com-
puting device 100 to be a special-purpose machine.
[0052] Methods disclosed herein may also be per-
formed by computing device 100 in response to proces-
sor(s) 104 executing one or more sequences of one or
more instructions contained in main memory 106. Such
instructions may be read into main memory 106 from
another storage medium, such as storage device(s) 110.
Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in
main memory 106 causes processor(s) 104 to perform
the process steps described herein. In some embodi-
ments of the present invention, hard-wired circuitry may
be used in place of or in combination with software in-
structions.
[0053] The term "storage media" as used herein refers
to any non-transitory media that store data and/or instruc-
tions that cause a computing device to operate in a spe-
cific fashion. Such storage media may comprise non-vol-
atile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media in-
cludes, for example, optical disks, magnetic disks, or sol-
id-state drives, such as storage device 110. Volatile me-
dia includes dynamic memory, such as main memory
106. Common forms of storage media include, for exam-
ple, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid-state
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage me-
dium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM,
a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any
other memory chip or cartridge.
[0054] Storage media is distinct from but may be used
in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission
media participates in transferring information between
storage media. For example, transmission media in-
cludes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, in-
cluding the wires that comprise bus 102. Transmission
media can also take the form of acoustic or light waves,
such as those generated during radio-wave and infra-red
data communications.
[0055] Various forms of media may be involved in car-

rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor(s) 104 for execution. For example, the in-
structions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or
solid-state drive of a remote computer. The remote com-
puter can load the instructions into its dynamic memory
and send the instructions over a telephone line using a
modem. A modem local to computing device 100 can
receive the data on the telephone line and use an infra-
red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal.
An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the
data on bus 102. Bus 102 carries the data to main mem-
ory 106, from which processor(s) 104 retrieves and ex-
ecutes the instructions. The instructions received by main
memory 106 may optionally be stored on storage de-
vice(s) 110 either before or after execution by proces-
sor(s) 104.
[0056] Computing device 100 also includes one or
more communication interface(s) 118 coupled to bus
102. A communication interface 118 provides a two-way
data communication coupling to a wired or wireless net-
work link 120 that is connected to a local network 122
(e.g., Ethernet network, Wireless Local Area Network,
cellular phone network, Bluetooth wireless network, or
the like). Communication interface 118 sends and re-
ceives electrical, electromagnetic, or optical signals that
carry digital data streams representing various types of
information. For example, communication interface 118
may be a wired network interface card, a wireless network
interface card with an integrated radio antenna, or a mo-
dem (e.g., ISDN, DSL, or cable modem).
[0057] Network link(s) 120 typically provide data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, a network link 120 may provide a
connection through a local network 122 to a host com-
puter 124 or to data equipment operated by an Internet
Service Provider (ISP) 126. ISP 126 in turn provides data
communication services through the world wide packet
data communication network now commonly referred to
as the "Internet" 128. Local network(s) 122 and Internet
128 use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that
carry digital data streams. The signals through the vari-
ous networks and the signals on network link(s) 120 and
through communication interface(s) 118, which carry the
digital data to and from computing device 100, are ex-
ample forms of transmission media.
[0058] Computing device 100 can send messages and
receive data, including program code, through the net-
work(s), network link(s) 120 and communication inter-
face(s) 118. In the Internet example, a server 130 might
transmit a requested code for an application program
through Internet 128, ISP 126, local network(s) 122 and
communication interface(s) 118.
[0059] The received code may be executed by proc-
essor 104 as it is received, and/or stored in storage de-
vice 110, or other non-volatile storage for later execution.
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2.2 BASIC SOFTWARE SYSTEM

[0060] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a software system
for controlling the operation of the example computing
device 100 of FIG. 1. As shown, a computer software
system 200 is provided for directing the operation of the
computing device 100. Software system 200, which is
stored in system memory (RAM) 106 and on fixed storage
(e.g., hard disk) 110, includes a kernel or operating sys-
tem (OS) 210. The OS 210 manages low-level aspects
of computer operation, including managing execution of
processes, memory allocation, file input and output (I/O),
and device I/O. One or more application programs, such
as client application software or "programs" 202 (e.g.,
202A, 202B, 202C ... 202N) may be "loaded" (i.e., trans-
ferred from fixed storage 110 into memory 106) for exe-
cution by the system 200. The applications or other soft-
ware intended for use on the device 100 may also be
stored as a set of downloadable computer-executable
instructions, for example, for downloading and installa-
tion from an Internet location (e.g., Web server).
[0061] Software system 200 may include a graphical
user interface (GUI) 215, for receiving user commands
and data in a graphical (e.g., "point-and-click" or "touch
gesture") fashion. These inputs, in turn, may be acted
upon by the system 200 in accordance with instructions
from operating system 210 and/or client application mod-
ule(s) 202. The GUI 215 also serves to display the results
of operation from the OS 210 and application(s) 202,
whereupon the user may supply additional inputs or ter-
minate the session (e.g., log off).
[0062] The OS 210 can execute directly on the bare
hardware (e.g., processor(s) 104) 220 of device 100. Al-
ternatively, a hypervisor or virtual machine monitor
(VMM) 230 may be interposed between the bare hard-
ware 220 and the OS 210. In this configuration, VMM
230 acts as a software "cushion" or virtualization layer
between the OS 210 and the bare hardware 220 of the
device 100.
[0063] VMM 230 instantiates and runs virtual machine
instances ("guest machines"). Each guest machine com-
prises a "guest" operating system, such as OS 210, and
one or more applications, such as applications 202, de-
signed to execute on the guest operating system. The
VMM 230 presents the guest operating systems with a
virtual operating platform and manages the execution of
the guest operating systems. In some instances, the
VMM 230 may allow a guest operating system to run as
through it is running on the bare hardware 220 of the
device 100 directly. In these instances, the same version
of the guest operating system configured to execute on
the bare hardware 104 directly may also be able to exe-
cute on VMM 230 without modification or reconfiguration.
In other words, VMM 230 may provide full hardware and
CPU virtualization to a guest operating system in some
instances. In other instances, a guest operating system
may be specially designed or configured to execute on
VMM 230 for efficiency. In these instances, the guest

operating system is "aware" that it executes on a virtual
machine monitor. In other words, VMM 230 may provide
para-virtualization to a guest operating system in some
instances.
[0064] The above-described computer hardware and
software are presented for purpose of illustrating basic
underlying computer components that may be employed
for implementing some embodiments of the present in-
vention. Some embodiments of the present invention,
however, are not necessarily limited to any particular
computing environment or computing device configura-
tion. Instead, some embodiments of the present invention
may be implemented in any type of system architecture
or processing environment capable of supporting the em-
bodiments as presented in detail below.

3.0 SYSTEM ARCHITICTURE

[0065] While some embodiments of the present inven-
tion may operate within a single standalone computing
device (e.g., device 100 of FIG. 1), the disclosed tech-
nologies may be implemented in a distributed computing
environment. FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a distributed
computing environment 300 in which the some embodi-
ments of the present invention may be implemented.
[0066] As shown, environment 300 comprises one or
more human analysts 320 that use one or more client
computing devices 330 (e.g., device 100 of FIG. 1). The
clients 330 are operatively coupled to one or more server
computers 350 (collectively referred to herein as "dis-
patch server 350") by a data network 340. The dispatch
server 350 is also operatively coupled to a data repository
360.
[0067] In some exemplary embodiments of the present
invention, the clients 330 may themselves comprise a
plurality of end-user computing devices such as the
above-described device 100 that run a conventional cli-
ent operating system such as MICROSOFT WINDOWS
(e.g. XP, VISTA, 7, 8, etc.), MAC OS X, LINUX (e.g.,
UBUNTU, FEDORA, etc.), IOS, ANDROID, BLACKBER-
RY OS, or the like.
[0068] In some exemplary embodiments of the present
invention, the dispatch server 350 comprises one or more
server computing devices such as the above-described
device 100 that run a conventional server operating sys-
tem such as MICROSOFT WINDOWS (e.g. XP, VISTA,
7, 8, etc.), MAC OS X, LINUX (e.g., UBUNTU, FEDORA,
etc.), or the like.
[0069] In some exemplary embodiments of the present
invention, the data repository 360 comprises a conven-
tional database management system such as a conven-
tional relational database management system such as
ORACLE DATABASE SERVER (e.g., 11gR2), or the like.
[0070] The dispatch server 350 may be implemented
as a server computer (e.g., device 100 of FIG. 1) or as
a virtual machine instance depending on the require-
ments of the particular implementation at hand. Where
the dispatch server 350 is implemented as a virtual ma-
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chine instance there still may be an underlying server
computer that hosts (executes) the "virtual" server. How-
ever, there is not necessarily a one-to-one correspond-
ence between virtual servers and server computers. For
example, a server computer can host multiple virtual
servers.
[0071] As used in this description and the appended
claims, the singular form "server" is intended to include
the plural form as well unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise. For example, the dispatch server 350 may
actually be implemented by multiple servers for distrib-
uted computing, concurrency, load balancing, failover,
redundancy, high availability, and/or other purposes ac-
cording to the requirements of the particular implemen-
tation at hand.
[0072] Network 340 may include a number of conven-
tional wired and/or wireless network systems including,
for instance, a cellular telephone network, a Local Area
Network (LAN), a Wide Area Network (WAN), the Inter-
net, and the like. The dispatch server 350 and the data
repository 360 may also interconnected by a data net-
work (not shown).
[0073] In operation, an analyst 320 uses application(s)
335 on a client 330 to access, store, and analyze (i.e.,
investigate) investigative data 365 stored in the data re-
pository 360, and possibly to collaborate with other an-
alysts 320 across organizational and/or geographical
boundaries. The application(s) 335 may drive a graphical
user interface that is presented at the clients 330. In some
embodiments, the graphical user interface is web brows-
er-based. For example, the graphical user interface may
comprise a series of web pages displayed by a conven-
tional web browser application.
[0074] The investigative data 365 may comprise virtu-
ally any structured (e.g., log files, spreadsheets, tables,
etc.) and/or unstructured data (e.g., e-mails, documents,
images, videos, etc.) that is the subject of an investiga-
tion. In some embodiments, the investigative data 365 is
domain-specific. For example, the investigative data 365
may be specific to a health care domain, a financial do-
main, an intelligence domain, a legal domain, a law en-
forcement domain, or other domain in which the analysts
320 have particular expertise.
[0075] The dispatch server 350 provides a gateway to
the application(s) 335 on the clients 330 for accessing
and storing the investigative data 365 in the data repos-
itory 360 and connects to the data repository 360 that
stores the investigative data 365. In operation, the dis-
patch server 350 handles business logic, manages se-
curity and policy controls, and responds to user requests
as part of an investigative analysis computing platform.
The application(s) 335 may include the following appli-
cations (or sets of computer-executable instructions), or
a subset or a superset thereof, that an analyst 320 may
use to conduct an investigation on the investigative data
365:

• a home application 371;

• a browser application 372;
• a graph application 373;
• a map application 374;
• a collaboration application 375;
• an object explorer application 376; and/or
• an ontology application 377.

[0076] In conjunction with the hardware components
(e.g., memory, disk, CPU, etc.), the operating system,
and the graphical user interface of a client 330, the home
application 371 may be used by an analyst 320 to start
the search and investigative analysis process including:
keyword searching the investigative data 365, viewing
personalized news feeds, opening existing and new in-
vestigations, and editing user accounting settings.
[0077] In conjunction with the hardware components
(e.g., memory, disk, CPU, etc.), the operating system,
and the graphical user interface of a client 330, the brows-
er application 372 may be used by an analyst 320 to view
and apply structure to the investigative data 365 including
tagging, marking, highlighting, and/or annotating partic-
ular words, text, or keywords in the investigative data 365.
[0078] In conjunction with the hardware components
(e.g., memory, disk, CPU, etc.), the operating system,
and the graphical user interface of a client 330, the graph
application 373 may be used by an analyst 320 to visually
explore semantic relationships within the investigative
data 365 including: viewing the investigative data 365 as
a graph of nodes and edges, filtering the graph to explore
the investigative data 365, and annotating the graph for
use in presentations.
[0079] In conjunction with the hardware components
(e.g., memory, disk, CPU, etc.), the operating system,
and the graphical user interface of a client 330, the map
application 374 provides geospatial analytic capabilities
to an analyst 320 including geo-mapping the investigative
data 365 and geo-tagging the investigative data 365.
[0080] In conjunction with the hardware components
(e.g., memory, disk, CPU, etc.), the operating system,
and the graphical user interface of a client 330, the col-
laboration application 375 may be used by an analyst
320 to build research and discussion communities includ-
ing: forming teams of analysts 320, exchanging messag-
es with other analysts 320, sharing media rich links to
the investigative data 365 with other analysts 320, and
sending notification of shared graphs.
[0081] In conjunction with the hardware components
(e.g., memory, disk, CPU, etc.), the operating system,
and the graphical user interface of a client 330, the object
explorer application 376 may be used by an analyst 320
to drill down within the investigative data 365 to arrive at
interesting sub-sets of the investigative data 365 for fur-
ther analysis in other applications 335 such as the graph
application 373 and/or the map application 374.
[0082] In conjunction with the hardware components
(e.g., memory, disk, CPU, etc.), the operating system,
and the graphical user interface of a client 330, the on-
tology application 377 may be used by an analyst 320 to
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customize a dynamic modular ontology for the investiga-
tive data 365 including: adding new data object types,
new property types, and new link types to ontology mod-
ules, deleting unused data object types, property types,
and link types from ontology modules, combining ontol-
ogy modules together to form an overall dynamic modular
ontology, and resolving conflicts between combined on-
tology modules.
[0083] Each of the above-identified applications corre-
spond to a set of computer-executable instructions for
performing one or more functions described above.
These applications (i.e., set of computer-executable in-
structions) need be implemented as separate software
programs, procedures, or applications, and thus various
subset of these applications may be combined or other-
wise rearranged in some embodiments of the present
invention. For example, the browser application 372 may
be combined with the object explorer application 376. In
some embodiments of the present invention, the appli-
cation(s) 335 may comprise a subset of the applications
identified above. Furthermore, the application(s) 335
may include additional applications not described above.
[0084] The dispatch server 350 may include the follow-
ing applications (or sets of computer-executable instruc-
tions), or a subset or a superset thereof, that support the
application(s) 335:

• an application server application 351;
• a security and policy application 352;
• a data nexus application 353;
• a data access application 354;
• a database connector application 355; or
• a cache application 356.

[0085] In conjunction with the hardware components
(e.g., memory, disk, CPU, etc.) and the operating system
of the dispatch server 350, the application server appli-
cation 351 may comprise server-side components, pro-
cedures, modules, or functions of the application(s) 335.
Thus, in some embodiments, an application 335 may
have a client-side component, procedure, module or
function that executes at the clients 330 and a server-
side component, procedure, module or function that ex-
ecutes at the dispatch server 350.
[0086] In conjunction with the hardware components
(e.g., memory, disk, CPU, etc.) and the operating system
of the dispatch server 350, the security and policy appli-
cation 352 enforces access control policies on the inves-
tigative data 365 and presents the investigative data 365
to the application server application 351 according to the
current dynamic modular ontology in use.
[0087] In conjunction with the hardware components
(e.g., memory, disk, CPU, etc.) and the operating system
of the dispatch server 350, the data nexus application
353 allows pairs of dispatch server/data repository bat-
teries to share a consistent view of their investigation
data 365 through data replication.
[0088] In conjunction with the hardware components

(e.g., memory, disk, CPU, etc.) and the operating system
of the dispatch server 350, the data access application
354 provides an interface to the application server appli-
cation 351, the security and policy application 352, and
the data nexus application 353 for reading/writing the in-
vestigative data 365 from/to the data repository 360.
[0089] In conjunction with the hardware components
(e.g., memory, disk, CPU, etc.) and the operating system
of the dispatch server 350, the database connector ap-
plication 355 allows the data access application 354 to
connect to the data repository 360 over a network for the
purpose of reading/writing the investigative data 365
from/to the data repository 360.
[0090] In conjunction with the hardware components
(e.g., memory, disk, CPU, etc.) and the operating system
of the dispatch server 350, the cache application 356
may be used by the data access application 354 to tem-
porally store the investigative data 365 obtained from the
data repository 360 for the purpose of facilitating more
efficient subsequent access to the investigative data 365.
In this case, the object persistence application 354 may
obtain the investigative data 365 from the cache appli-
cation 356 in lieu of obtaining the investigative data 365
from the data repository 360.
[0091] Each of the above-identified applications corre-
spond to a set of computer-executable instructions for
performing one or more functions described above.
These applications (i.e., set of computer-executable in-
structions) need be implemented as separate software
programs, procedures, or applications, and thus various
subset of these applications may be combined or other-
wise rearranged in some embodiments of the present
invention. For example, the data access application 354,
the database connector application 355, and the cache
application 365 may be combined together in a single
application. In some embodiments of the present inven-
tion, the dispatch server 350 may comprise a subset of
the applications identified above. Furthermore, the dis-
patch server 350 may include additional applications not
described above.
[0092] The above-described computer hardware and
software are presented for purposes of illustrating the
basic underlying computer components that may be em-
ployed for implementing some embodiments of the
present invention. For purposes of discussion, the fol-
lowing description will present examples in which it will
be assumed that there exists a "server" (e.g., dispatch
server 350) that communicates with one or more "clients"
(e.g., clients 330). The present invention, however, is not
limited to any particular environment or device configu-
ration. In particular, a client/server distinction is not nec-
essary to the invention, but is used to provide a frame-
work for discussion. Instead, the present invention may
be implemented in any type of system architecture or
processing environment capable of supporting the meth-
odologies of the embodiments of the present invention
presented in detail herein.
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4.0 DYNAMIC MODULAR ONTOLOGY

[0093] Turning now to FIG. 4A, it is a block diagram of
the composition of a dynamic modular ontology accord-
ing to some embodiments of the present invention. Block
410 represents a dynamic modular ontology which is
composed of an ontology module 415. The ontology
module 415may inherit data type definitions from one or
more other ontology modules 417. Further, each of the
one or more other ontology modules may in turn inherit
data type definitions from one or more of the other ontol-
ogy modules 417.
[0094] In some embodiments, an ontology module 415
and 417 is embodied in one or more files, or a com-
pressed file archive containing the one or more files in a
compressed format. In some embodiments, an ontology
module 415 and 417 is represented in a human and ma-
chine readable data format such as eXtensible Markup
Language (XML), JavaScript Objection Notation (JSON),
YAML, or the like.
[0095] According to some embodiments of the present
invention, the dispatch server 350 uses the dynamic
modular ontology 410 at run-time to represent the inves-
tigative data 365 stored in data repository 360 according
to a domain-specific data object model as defined by the
dynamic modular ontology 410. The dynamic modular
ontology 410 may comprise the following types of data
type definitions, or a subset or a superset thereof:

• data object type definition,
• property type definition,
• link type definition,
• data object-property link definition, and/or
• data object-data object link definition.

[0096] The above-identified types of data type defini-
tions correspond to metadata for representing the inves-
tigative data 365 to applications (e.g., 335) that operate
on the investigative data 365. This metadata may be
stored in the data repository 360 in addition to the inves-
tigative data 365. For example, the data repository 365
may comprise one or more tables for storing the meta-
data. For example, the data repository 360 may comprise
a first table for storing data object type definitions, data
object-property link definitions, and data object-data ob-
ject link definitions, a second table for storing property
type definitions, and a third table for storing link type def-
initions. Furthermore, the dynamic modular ontology 410
may include additional types of data type definitions not
described above.
[0097] According to some embodiments of the present
invention, the ontology module 415 may inherit data type
definitions from other ontology modules 417. The inher-
itance may be direct or transitive. For example, an ontol-
ogy module A may directly inherit a data object type def-
inition from an ontology module B, the ontology module
B may directly inherit a property type definition from an
ontology module C, and the ontology module A may tran-

sitively inherit the property type definition from the ontol-
ogy module C. As used in this description and the ap-
pended claims, the terms "inheritance" and "inherit" by
themselves are intended to encompass both direct and
transitive inheritance, unless the context clearly indicates
otherwise.
[0098] According to some embodiments of the present
invention, ontology module inheritance may be multiple.
For example, an ontology module A may inherit a data
object type definition from an ontology module B and a
property type definition from an ontology module C. For
example, FIG. 4B illustrates direct and transitive inherit-
ance. As shown, ontology module 415A may directly in-
herit data type definitions from other ontology module
417B and 417C. Further, since other ontology module
417B may directly inherit data type definitions from other
ontology module 417D, ontology module 415A may tran-
sitively inherit data type definitions from ontology module
417D.
[0099] Multiple inheritance gives rise to the possibly of
ambiguous data type definition conflicts. For example,
an ontology module B may directly inherit from an ontol-
ogy module A that defines a particular property type P.
Thus, ontology module B may directly inherit the defini-
tion of property type P from ontology module A. However,
if ontology module C directly inherits from both ontology
module B and ontology module A and ontology module
B defines (overrides) property type P differently from how
property type P is defined by ontology module A, then
there is ambiguity as to which definition for property type
P should be inherited by ontology module C. In particular,
it is not clear without further information whether ontology
module C should inherit property type P as defined by
ontology module B or as defined by ontology module A.
[0100] According to some embodiments of the present
invention, ambiguous data type definition conflicts result-
ing from multiple inheritance may be resolved by an an-
alyst 320 as described below. Before that, however, the
high-level process for creating a dynamic modular ontol-
ogy will be described according to some embodiments
of the present invention.

5.0 PROCESS FOR CREATING A DYNAMIC MODU-
LAR ONTOLOGY

[0101] The following description presents method
steps that may be implemented using computer-execut-
able instructions, for directing operation of a device under
processor control. The computer-executable instructions
may be stored on a computer-readable storage medium,
such, as CD, DVD, hard disk, flash memory, or the like.
The computer-executable instructions may also be
stored as a set of downloadable computer-executable
instructions, for example, for downloading and installa-
tion from an Internet location (e.g., a Web server).
[0102] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a process 500 for creat-
ing a dynamic modular ontology according to some em-
bodiments of the present invention. According to some
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embodiments of the present invention, the process 500
is performed by the ontology application 377. In these
embodiments, some of the steps of the process 500 may
be performed by a client 330 and some of the steps of
the process 500 may be performed by the dispatch server
350. In other embodiments, however, all of the steps of
the process 500 may be performed by a client 330, or all
of the steps of the process 500 may be performed by the
dispatch server 350. Furthermore, the process 500 may
involve performance of additional steps not shown in FIG.
5.
[0103] Some of the steps 500 may be performed in
response to receiving input and/or data from an analyst
320. Such input and/or data may be provided by the an-
alyst 320 through a graphical user interface presented
at a client 330 using one or more user input devices.
Such user input devices may include, for example, a
physical or soft keyboard, a pointing device (e.g., a
mouse), a touch sensitive surface (e.g., a touch screen
display), and the like.
[0104] At step 502, the ontology application 377 re-
ceives a command from an analyst 320 to create a new
ontology module 415. In conjunction with receiving the
command, the ontology application 377 may receive from
the analyst 320 a unique fully-qualified hierarchical iden-
tifier (or a portion thereof) of the new ontology module
415. The fully-qualified hierarchical identifier is used to
create an exclusive namespace for new data types de-
fined in the new ontology module 415. Such new data
types may extend and/or re-use inherited data types de-
fined in other ontology modules417 that the new ontology
module 415 inherits from.
[0105] According to some embodiments of the present
invention, the unique fully-qualified hierarchical identifier
of the new ontology module 415 is a unique universal
resource indicator (URI). For example, the URI for the
new ontology module 415 may be "com.exam-
ple.ontmod.ABCD" where "ABCD" is a locally unique
identifier that uniquely identifies the new ontology module
415 within the "com.example.ontmod" unique fully-qual-
ified hierarchical namespace. According to some embod-
iments of the present invention, the analyst 320 provides
just the locally unique identifier of the new ontology mod-
ule 415 within a given unique fully-qualified hierarchical
namespace from which a unique fully-qualified hierarchi-
cal identifier of the new ontology module 415 can be
formed. For example, the analyst 320 may provide just
the locally unique identifier "ABCD" with which the ontol-
ogy application 377 may form the unique fully-qualified
hierarchical identifier "com.example.ontmod.ABCD" for
the new ontology module 415.
[0106] At step 504, the ontology application 377 re-
ceives from the analyst 320 one or more selections of
one or more other ontology modules 417 to import into
the new ontology module 415. By importing another on-
tology module 417, the data type definitions in the im-
ported ontology module 417 can be re-used and/or ex-
tended in the new ontology module 415. For example, a

data object type definition in an imported ontology mod-
ule 417 may be used to type investigative data 365 with-
out having to re-define the data object type definition in
the new ontology module 415. As another example, a
property type definition in an imported ontology module
417 may be selectively re-defined (extended) in the new
ontology module 415 and the specialized definition of the
property type in the new ontology module 415 used to
type investigative data 365.
[0107] At step 506, the ontology application 377 re-
solves any ambiguous data type definition conflicts. Such
conflicts may arise if more than one other ontology mod-
ule 417 is imported into the new ontology module 415 at
step 504. In particular, if two imported ontology modules
417 define the same data type differently, then an am-
biguous data type definition conflict arises. The conflict
may need to be resolved before a definition for the data
type can be re-used and/or extended in the new ontology
module 415.
[0108] According to some embodiments of the present
invention, an ambiguous data type definition conflict is
resolved automatically by the ontology application 377
according to one or more conflict resolution rules. Ac-
cording to other embodiments of the present invention,
an ambiguous data type definition conflict is resolved with
the aid of analyst 320 input. According to some embod-
iments, resolving an ambiguous data type definition con-
flict for a data type involves creating a new definition for
the data type in new ontology module 415 that reflects
results of automatically resolving the conflict or the re-
sults of resolving the conflict with the aid of analyst 320
input.
[0109] At step 508, the ontology application 377 re-
ceives one or more further data type definitions from the
analyst 320. Such a data type definition may define an
entirely new data type or extend a data type definition
from the imported ontology modules 417.
[0110] At step 510, the ontology application 377 stores
the new ontology module 415 in persistent data container
such as in a file on a non-volatile data storage medium.
By doing so, the new ontology module 415 can be im-
ported by other ontology modules, as in step 540 above,
or otherwise used to create a dynamic modular ontology
410. Furthermore, the data container may be shared with
other analysts 320 for use in creating their own dynamic
modular ontologies 410. For example, the data container
may be sent to another analyst 320 as an e-mail attach-
ment or made available for download from a web server.
[0111] In some embodiments, the data container con-
taining the definition of the new ontology module 415 is
managed by a source code management system such
as, for example, GIT/STASH. This allows the definition
of the ontology module 415 to be managed like a source
code file. For example, an analyst can retrieve the defi-
nition of the ontology module 415 from the source code
management system for use in constructing another on-
tology module that imports the ontology module 415.
[0112] At step 512, the ontology application 377 de-
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ploys the new ontology module 415 as a dynamic mod-
ular ontology 410. Such deployment may involve parsing
or otherwise analyzing the new ontology module 415,
generating metadata representing the dynamic modular
ontology 410 based on results of the analyzing, and stor-
ing the generated metadata in the data repository 360
for use by the dispatch server 350 in data typing the in-
vestigative data 365 according to the dynamic modular
ontology 410.
[0113] While the dynamic modular ontology creation
process 500 described above includes a number of steps
that appear to occur in a specific order, it should be ap-
parent that the process 500 can include more or fewer
steps, which can be executed serially or in parallel (e.g.,
using parallel or distributed processors or multi-process
or multi-threaded environment), and order of two or more
steps may be changed and/or two or more steps may be
combined into a single step.

6.0 ONTOLOGY MODULE DEFINITION

[0114] Turning now to FIG. 6, it is a block diagram of
an ontology module 415 that may be created as part of
the dynamic modular ontology creation process 500 de-
scribed above.
[0115] In some embodiments, an ontology module 415
may include the following attributes, or a subset or a su-
perset thereof:

• a unique universal resource indicator (URI) 610,
• one or more imports 620,
• one or more data object type definitions 630,
• one or more property type definitions 640,
• one or more link type definitions 650,
• one or more data object type-property type link def-

initions 660, and/or
• one or more data object type-data object type link

definitions 670.

[0116] URI 610 is a unique fully-qualified hierarchical
identifier of the ontology module definition 415.
[0117] An import 620 identifies another ontology mod-
ule 417 imported by the current ontology module 415. In
some embodiments of the present invention, an import
620 includes the URI 610 of the other ontology module
417 that is imported. In some embodiments of the present
invention, an import 620 identifies a data container (e.g.,
by a file path or a URL) that contains the other ontology
module 417 that is imported. The ontology module 415
may contain more than one import 620 if multiple other
ontology module 417 are imported.
[0118] A data object type definition 630 defines a new
data object type or extends the definition of an existing
data object type (e.g., a data object type defined in an
imported ontology 417). The ontology module 415 may
contain multiple data object type definitions 630. An ex-
ample data object type definition 630 is described below
with respect to FIG. 7.

[0119] A property type definition 640 defines a new
property type or extends the definition of an existing prop-
erty type (e.g., a property type defined in an imported
ontology module 417). The ontology module 415 may
contain multiple property type definitions 640. An exam-
ple property type definition 640 is described below with
respect to FIG. 8.
[0120] A link type definition 650 defines a new link type
or extends the definition of an existing link type (e.g., a
link type defined in an imported ontology module 417).
The ontology module 415 may contain multiple link type
definitions 650. An example property type definition 650
is described below with respect to FIG. 9.
[0121] A data object type-property type link definition
660 defines or extends, for a given data object type, what
property types are fundamental to the data object type,
what property types are allowable for the data object type,
and what property types are not allowable for the data
object type. The ontology module 415 may contain mul-
tiple data object type-property type link definitions 660.
An example property type definition 660 is described be-
low with respect to FIG. 10.
[0122] A data object type-data object type link defini-
tion 670 defines or extends, for a given data object type
and a given link type, what other data object types are
allowed to be connected with the given data object type
through the given link type and what other data object
types are not allowed to be connected with the given data
object type through the given link type. The ontology mod-
ule 415 may contain multiple data object type-data object
type link definitions 670. An example property type def-
inition 670 is described below with respect to FIG. 11.

7.0 DATA OBJECT TYPE DEFINITION

[0123] Turning now to FIG. 7, it is a block diagram of
a data object type definition 630 that may be part of an
ontology module 415.
[0124] In some embodiments, a data object type defi-
nition 630 may include the following attributes, or a subset
or a superset thereof:

• a display name 631,
• a universal resource indicator 632,
• a base data object type 633, and/or
• a parent data object type 634.

[0125] The display name 631 may be used as a default
label for data objects of the data object type 630. For
example, an Airline Flight data object type may have the
display name 631 "Commercial Flight."
[0126] The URI 632 may be a unique fully-qualified hi-
erarchical identifier for the data object type 630. For ex-
ample, a Commercial Flight data object type may have
the URI 632 "com.example.object.commericalflight."
[0127] The base data object type 633 may define the
general kind and structure of the data that data objects
of the data object type 630 can contain. According to
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some embodiments, the base data object type 633 is one
of an "Entity" data object type 630, an "Event" data object
type 630, a "Document" data object type, or a "Multime-
dia" data object type 630.
[0128] The parent data object type 634 may define the
direct parent data object type 630 of the data object type
630 in the dynamic modular ontology 410. For example,
a CommericalFlight data object type 630 may have the
Flight data object type 630 as the parent data object type
634. According to some embodiments, if the data object
type 630 does not define the parent data object type 634,
then the base data object type 633 may be used as the
parent data object type 634 for the data object type 630.
[0129] A data object type definition 630 may define a
new data object type or extend an existing data object
type. If extending an existing data object type, one or
more of the above attributes may be further defined (spe-
cialized) in the data object type definition 630 and other
of the remaining above attributes that are not further de-
fined (specialized) in the data object type definition 630
may be inherited from a data object type definition 630
that is being extended. Any inherited attributes are effec-
tively attributes of the data object type definition 630.

8.0 PROPERTY TYPE DEFINITION

[0130] Turning now to FIG. 8, it is a block diagram of
a property type definition 640 that may be part of an on-
tology module 415.
[0131] In some embodiments, a property type defini-
tion 640 may include the following attributes, or a subset
or a superset thereof:

• a display name 641,
• a unique universal resource indicator 642,
• a base property type 643,
• one or more validators 644,
• one or more formatters 645,
• one or more parsers 646, and/or
• one or more approxes 647.

[0132] The display name 641 may be used with a prop-
erty of the property type 640 is displayed in a graphical
user interface. For example, a Person data object type
630 may have a Name property type 640 with the display
name 641 "Name".
[0133] The URI 642 is a unique fully-qualified hierar-
chical identifier of the property type 640. For example, a
Name property type 640 may have the URI 642 "com.ex-
ample.property.Name".
[0134] The base property type 643 specifies the gen-
eral type and structure of the data that a property of the
property type 640 can contain. According to some em-
bodiments, the base property type 643 is one of: String,
Number, Date, Enumeration, or Composite. If String,
then the value of a property of the property type 640 can
contain a string of text. If Number, then the value of a
property of the property type 640 can contain a number.

If Date, then the value of a property of the property type
640 can contain a date. If Enumeration, then the value
of a property of the property type 640 can contain one
value in a list of predefined enumeration values. If Com-
posite, then the value of a property of the property type
640 may be a combination one or more String values,
one or more Number values, and/or one or more Date
values.
[0135] A validator 644 may be used to ensure to that
a value entered by an analyst 320 for a property of the
property type 640 is valid before it is accepted (stored)
as value for the property as part of investigative date 365.
A validator 644 may define a condition that an entered
value must meet in order for the value to be considered
valid and accepted as value for the property. According
to some embodiments of the present invention, the val-
idator(s) 644 of the property type 640 may include the
following conditions, or a subset or a superset thereof:

• Enumeration - If the base property type 643 is Enu-
meration, this condition ensures that the entered val-
ue is one of the possible predefined enumeration
values.

• Integer - If the base property type 643 is Number,
this condition ensure that the entered value is an
integer in a predetermined range (e.g., -232 to 232
- 1).

• Length - If the base property type 643 is String, this
condition ensures that the entered value at least a
minimum number of specified characters but not
more than a maximum number of specified charac-
ters.

• IP Address - If the base property type 643 is String,
this condition ensures the entered value is property
formatted IP address.

• Number - If the base property type 643 is Number,
this condition ensures the entered value is a real
number.

• Numerical Range - If the base property type 643 is
Number, this condition ensures the entered value is
numeric and falls within a specified range.

• Regular Expression - If the base property type 643
is String, this condition ensure the entered value
matches a specified regular expression.

[0136] A formatter 645 may be used to format a value
of a property of the property type 640 for display in a
graphic user interface. A formatter 645 may define a dis-
play rule that governs how the value of a property of the
property type 640 is displayed. For example, a formatter
645 for a Name property type 640 may specify that values
of properties of that property type 640 are to be displayed:
{FIRST_NAME} {LAST_NAME}. Alternatively, the for-
matter 645 for the Name property type 640 may specify
that values of properties of that property type 640 are to
be displayed: {LAST_NAME}, {FIRST_NAME}.
[0137] A parser 646 may be used to extract a value for
a property of the property type 640 from text data entered
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by an analyst 320 or other provided text data. A parser
646 may include a regular expression for pattern match-
ing the property value in given text data.
[0138] The approxes 647 may be used to specify cri-
teria for a fuzzy match when comparing data to a value
of a property of the property type 640. For example, the
approxes 647 of a property type definition 640 may in-
clude the following types, or a subset or a superset there-
of:

• Address Approx Type - For fuzzy matching street or
postal addresses.

• Duration Approx Type - For fuzzy matching meas-
urements of time in different time units.

• Metaphone Approx Type - For fuzzy matching on
similarly sounding names or words.

• Regular Expression Approx Type - For fuzzy match-
ing based on a regular expression.

[0139] A property type definition 640 may define a new
property type or extend an existing property type. If ex-
tending an existing property type, one or more of the
above attributes may be further defined (specialized) in
the property type definition 640 and other of the remaining
above attributes that are not further defined (specialized)
in the property type definition 640 may be inherited from
a property type definition 640 that is being extended. Any
inherited attributes are effectively attributes of the prop-
erty type definition 640.

9.0 LINK TYPE DEFINITION

[0140] Turning now to FIG. 9, it is a block diagram of
a link type definition 650 that may be part of an ontology
module 415.
[0141] In some embodiments, a link type definition 650
may include the following attributes, or a subset or a su-
perset thereof:

• a display name 651, and/or
• a unique universal resource indicator 652.

[0142] The display name 651 may include a label dis-
played when a link of the link type 650 is displayed in a
graphical user interface. For example, a link of an Em-
ployer/Employee link type 650 may have the display
name 651 "Employer Of/Employee Of."
[0143] The URI 652 may be a unique fully-qualified hi-
erarchical identifier of the link type 650. For example, the
URI 652 of an Employer/Employee link type 650 may be
"com. example.link. employerof."
[0144] A link type definition 650 may define a new link
type or extend an existing link type. If extending an ex-
isting link type, one or more of the above attributes may
be further defined (specialized) in the link type definition

650 and other of the remaining above attributes that are
not further defined (specialized) in the link type definition
650 may be inherited from link type definition 650 that is
being extended. Any inherited attributes are effectively
attributes of the link type definition 650.

10.0 DATA OBJECT TYPE-PROPERTY TYPE DEFINI-
TION

[0145] Turning now to FIG. 10, it is a block diagram of
a data object type-property type link definition 660 that
may be part of an ontology module 415.
[0146] In some embodiments, a data object type-prop-
erty type link definition 660 may include the following at-
tributes, or a subset or a superset thereof:

• a starting data object type 661,
• one or more fundamental property types 662,
• one or more allowed property types 663, and/or
• one or more disallowed property types 664.

[0147] The starting data object type 661 specifies the
data object type 630 to which the data object type-prop-
erty type link definition 660 applies.
[0148] A fundamental property type 662 may specify
a property type 640 for which most, if not all, data objects
of the starting data object type 661 will have a value. For
example, the fundamental property types 662 for a Phone
Call data object type 630 may include a Date property
type 640, a Duration property type 640, and/or a Phone
Number property type 640.
[0149] An allowed property type 663 may specify a
property type 640 that is allowed for a property of a data
object of the starting data object type 661.
[0150] A disallowed property type 664 may specify a
property type 640 that is never allowed for a property of
a data object of the starting data object type 661.
[0151] A data object type-property type link definition
660 may define a new data object type-property type link
or extend an existing data object type-property type link.
If extending an existing data object type-property type
link, one or more of the above attributes may be further
defined (specialized) in the data object type-property type
link definition 660 and other of the remaining above at-
tributes that are not further defined (specialized) in the
data object type-property type link definition 660 may be
inherited from a data object type-property type link defi-
nition 660 that is being extended. Any inherited attributes
are effectively attributes of the data object type-property
type link definition 660.

11.0 DATA OBJECT TYPE-DATA OBJECT TYPE DEF-
INITION

[0152] Turning now to FIG. 11, it is a block diagram of
a data object type-data object type link definition 670 that
may be part of an ontology module 415.
[0153] In some embodiments, a data object type-data
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object type link definition 670 may include the following
attributes, or a subset or a superset thereof:

• a starting data object type 671,
• a starting link type 672,
• one or more fundamental data object types 673,
• one or more allowed data object types 674, and/or
• one or more disallowed data object types 675.

[0154] The starting data object type 671 specifies the
data object type 630 to which the data object type-data
object type link definition 670 applies.
[0155] The starting link type 672 specifies the link type
650 to which the data object type-data object type link
definition 670 applies.
[0156] A fundamental data object type 673 may specify
a data object type 630 that most often is expected to be
connected to the starting data object type 672 by the
starting link type 672.
[0157] An allowed data object type 664 may specify a
data object type 630 that can be connected to the starting
data object type 672 by the starting link type 672.
[0158] A disallowed data object type 665 may specify
a data object type 630 that is not allowed to be connected
the starting data object type 672 by the starting link type
672.
[0159] A data object type-data object type link defini-
tion 670 may define a new data object type-data object
type link or extend an existing data object type-data ob-
ject type link. If extending an existing data object type-
data object type link, one or more of the above attributes
may be further defined (specialized) in the data object
type-data object type link definition 670 and other of the
remaining above attributes that are not further defined
(specialized) in the data object type-data object type link
definition 670 may be inherited from a data object type-
data object type link definition 670 that is being extended.
Any inherited attributes are effectively attributes of the
data object type-data object type link definition 670.

12.0 CONCURRENT EDITING

[0160] According to some embodiments of the inven-
tion, an ontology module 415 may be concurrently edited.
For example, a first analyst 320 and a second analyst
320 may use the ontology application 377 at different
clients 330 to edit the same ontology module 415 at the
same time. The ontology application 377 may employ a
conflict resolution strategy to resolve conflicts between
multiple analysts 320 editing the same ontology module
415.
[0161] According to some embodiments, the ontology
application 377 employs a "first saved edit wins" conflict
resolution approach. Under this approach, if an first an-
alyst 320 saves a change to an ontology module 415
before a second analyst 320 saves a conflicting change
to the ontology module 415, then the first analyst’s 320
changes are applied to the ontology module 415 and the

second analyst’s 320 changes are rejected. A conflicting
change can result if the first and second analysts 320
make concurrent changes to the same data object type
definition 630, property type definition 640, link type def-
inition 650, data object-property link definition 660, or da-
ta object-data object link definition 670, where "same" is
defined as two definitions of the same type having the
same universal resource indicator (URI).
[0162] According to some embodiments, to detect a
conflicting change to the same ontology module 415 a
checksum approach is used. In particular, when an an-
alyst 320 opens a version of an ontology module 415 for
editing with the ontology application 337 a checksum
uniquely identifying the version is obtained. In one em-
bodiment, a commit identifier assigned to the version of
the ontology module 415 by a source code control appli-
cation is used as the checksum of the version. Next, when
the analyst 320 attempts to save a change to the version
made at the analyst’s 320 client 330 to the current version
of the ontology module 415, the checksum of the version
being edited by the analyst 320 is compared to a check-
sum for the current version of the ontology module 415.
If the two checksums match, then the current version of
the ontology module 415 is updated with the analyst’s
320 changes to produce a new current version of the
ontology module 415. A new checksum for the new cur-
rent version of the ontology module 415 is also computed.
On the other hand, if the two checksums do not match,
then the analyst’s 320 changes are rejected and the cur-
rent version of the ontology module 415 is not modified.
[0163] By employing a conflict resolution approach
such as the first saved edit wins approach described
above, the ontology application 377 allows multiple an-
alysts 320 to concurrently edit the same ontology module
definition 415 without one analyst’s 320 changes to the
definition 415 being silently overridden by another ana-
lyst’s 320 changes to the definition. 415.
[0164] Although in some embodiments all of an ana-
lyst’s 320 changes to a version of an ontology module
415 conflict with the current version of the ontology mod-
ule 415, some of the analyst’s 320 changes to a version
of an ontology module 415 conflict with the current ver-
sion of the ontology module 415 and some others of the
analyst’s 320 changes do not in other embodiments. For
example, the analyst 320 may change data type definition
A and data type definition B in a version of an ontology
module 41 and only the change to data type definition A
may conflict with the current version of the ontology mod-
ule 415 while the change to data type definition B may
not conflict with the current version of the ontology mod-
ule 415. In this case, even if a conflict is detected between
the two versions of the ontology module 415 (e.g., by
using the checksum approach described above), the cur-
rent version of the ontology module may be updated with
the change to data type definition B while at the same
time not being updated with the change to data type def-
inition A.
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13.0 EXTENSIONS AND ALTERNATIVES

[0165] While the invention is described in some detail
with specific reference to a single-preferred embodiment
and certain alternatives, there is no intent to limit the in-
vention to that particular embodiment or those specific
alternatives. Therefore, those skilled in the art will appre-
ciate that modifications may be made to the preferred
embodiment without departing from the teachings of the
present invention.

Claims

1. A method, comprising:

receiving a command to create a new ontology
module;
receiving, a selection of a first ontology module
to import into the new ontology module;
receiving, a selection of a second ontology mod-
ule to import into the new ontology module;
detecting an ambiguous data type definition
conflict between a first definition of a data type
in the first ontology module and a second defi-
nition of the data type in the second ontology
module;
generating a third definition of the data type re-
flecting a resolution of the ambiguous data type
definition conflict; and
storing, in a data container, the new ontology
module comprising the third definition of the data
type.

2. The method of Claim 1, wherein the data container
is a file.

3. The method of Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein the data
type is a data object, a property type, or a link type.

4. The method of any preceding Claim, further com-
prising:

automatically resolving the ambiguous data type
definition conflict based on an input.

5. The method of Claim 4, wherein the input selects at
most one of the first definition of the data type or the
second definition of the data type.

6. The method of any preceding Claim, wherein the
third definition of the data type is one of the first def-
inition or the second definition.

7. The method of any preceding Claim, further com-
prising:

using the new ontology module to type data ob-

jects, links, and properties stored in a database.

8. One or more non-transitory computer-readable me-
dia storing one or more computer programs compris-
ing instructions which, when executed by one or
more processors, cause performance of the opera-
tions recited in any one of Claims 1-7.

9. A system, comprising:

means for receiving a command to create a new
ontology module;
means for receiving, a selection of a first ontol-
ogy module to import into the new ontology mod-
ule;
means for receiving, a selection of a second on-
tology module to import into the new ontology
module;
means for detecting an ambiguous data type
definition conflict between a first definition of a
data type in the first ontology module and a sec-
ond definition of the data type in the second on-
tology module;
means for generating a third definition of the da-
ta type reflecting a resolution of the ambiguous
data type definition conflict; and
means for storing, in a data container, the new
ontology module comprising the third definition
of the data type.

10. The system of Claim 9, wherein the data container
is a file.

11. The system of Claim 9 or Claim 10, wherein the data
type is a data object, a property type, or a link type.

12. The system of any one of Claims 9-11, further com-
prising means for automatically resolving the ambig-
uous data type definition conflict based on an input.

13. The system of Claim 12, wherein the input selects
at most one of the first definition of the data type or
the second definition of the data type.

14. The system of any one of Claims 9-13, wherein the
third definition of the data type is one of the first def-
inition or the second definition.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to systems and
techniques for geographical data integration, analysis,
and visualization. More specifically, the present disclo-
sure relates to interactive maps including data objects.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Interactive geographical maps, such as web-
based mapping service applications and Geographical
Information Systems (GIS), are available from a number
of providers. Such maps generally comprise satellite im-
ages or generic base layers overlaid by roads. Users of
such systems may generally search for and view loca-
tions of a small number of landmarks, and determine di-
rections from one location to another. In some interactive
graphical maps, 3D terrain and/or 3D buildings may be
visible in the interface.

SUMMARY

[0003] The systems, methods, and devices described
herein each have several aspects, no single one of which
is solely responsible for its desirable attributes. Without
limiting the scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting
features will now be discussed briefly.
[0004] The systems, methods, and devices of the
present disclosure may provide, among other features,
high-performance, interactive geospatial and/or data ob-
ject map capabilities in which large amounts of geograph-
ical, geospatial, and other types of data, geodata, ob-
jects, features, and/or metadata are efficiently presented
to a user on a map interface. In various embodiments,
an interactive geospatial map system (also referred to
as an interactive data object map system) may enable
rapid and deep analysis of various objects, features,
and/or metadata by the user. In some embodiments, a
layer ontology may be displayed to the user. In various
embodiments, when the user rolls a selection cursor over
an object an outline of the object is displayed. Selection
of an object may cause display of metadata associated
with that object. In various embodiments, the interactive
data object map system may automatically generate ob-
ject lists and/or histograms based on selections made by
the user. Various aspects of the present disclosure may
enable the user to perform geosearches, generate heat-
maps, define and apply filters to displayed data, copy
data objects between different interactive maps, import
additional data objects from files, and/or perform keyword
searches, among other actions.
[0005] It has been noted that design of computer user
interfaces "that are useable and easily learned by hu-
mans is a non-trivial problem for software developers."
(Dillon, A. (2003) User Interface Design. MacMillan En-
cyclopedia of Cognitive Science, Vol. 4, London: Mac-

Millan, 453-458.) The present disclosure describes var-
ious embodiments of interactive and dynamic user inter-
faces that are the result of significant development. This
non-trivial development has resulted in the user interfac-
es described herein which may provide significant cog-
nitive and ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over
previous systems. The interactive and dynamic user in-
terfaces include improved human-computer interactions
that may provide reduced mental workloads, improved
decision-making, reduced work stress, and/or the like,
for a user. For example, user interaction with the inter-
active user interfaces described herein may provide an
optimized display of maps, and may enable a user to
more quickly and accurately access, navigate, assess,
and digest the map and its associated object data than
previous systems.
[0006] Further, the interactive and dynamic user inter-
faces described herein are enabled by innovations in ef-
ficient interactions between the user interfaces and un-
derlying systems and components. For example, dis-
closed herein are improved methods of displaying geo-
graphic maps and data objects associated with the map
using a plurality of layers, generating heatmaps on the
map, transferring data objects between different maps
or applications, and generating and manipulating filters
for data objects displayed on the map. The interactions
and presentation of data via the interactive user interfac-
es described herein may accordingly provide cognitive
and ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over previ-
ous systems.
[0007] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
provide improvements to various technologies and tech-
nological fields. For example, existing map display is lim-
ited in various ways, and various embodiments of the
disclosure provide significant improvements over such
technology. Additionally, various embodiments of the
present disclosure are inextricably tied to computer tech-
nology. In particular, various embodiments rely on de-
tection of user inputs via graphical user interfaces, gen-
eration of map tile layers based on those user inputs,
generation of heatmaps based upon user-selected at-
tributes or aggregations of user-selected attributes, gen-
eration and manipulation of filters based upon user-se-
lected attributes, and/or the like. Such features and oth-
ers are intimately tied to, and enabled by, computer tech-
nology, and would not exist except for computer technol-
ogy. For example, the interactions with displayed data
described below in reference to various embodiments
cannot reasonably be performed by humans alone, with-
out the computer technology upon which they are imple-
mented. Further, the implementation of the various em-
bodiments of the present disclosure via computer tech-
nology enables many of the advantages described here-
in, including more efficient interaction with, and presen-
tation of, various types of electronic map and image data.
[0008] In an embodiment, a computer system is dis-
closed comprising an electronic data structure config-
ured to store a plurality of objects, wherein each of the
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objects is associated with metadata; a computer reada-
ble medium storing software modules including computer
executable instructions; one or more hardware proces-
sors in communication with the electronic data structure
and the computer readable medium, and configured to
execute a user interface module of the software modules
in order to generate user interface data for rendering an
interactive user interface on a client computing device,
the interactive user interface including an interactive
map, wherein the interactive map includes a plurality of
data objects, wherein the interactive map is comprised
of a plurality of map tiles, each map tile comprising one
or more tile layers. The one or more hardware processors
may be further configured to receive a query from the
client computing device, identify a map tile of the plurality
of map tiles that is associated with the received query,
determine a tile layer composition for the map tile based
at least in part upon the received query, wherein the tile
layer composition specifies a plurality of tile layers com-
prising at least a vector layer and an inactive layer, gen-
erate the plurality of tile layers, and provide the generated
tile layers to the client computing device. In some em-
bodiments, the plurality of tile layers further comprises a
base layer and a selection layer.
[0009] In some embodiments, generating the plurality
of tile layers comprises determining if one or more of the
plurality of tile layers is stored in a cache. If the tile layer
of the plurality of tile layers is determined to be not stored
in the cache, the tile layer may be generated and stored
in the cache.
[0010] In some embodiments, the vector tile layer may
comprise one or more data objects having locations as-
sociated with the map tile. In some embodiments, the
vector tile layer comprises an aggregation of a plurality
of selected vector layers. The vector tile layer may further
comprise one or more interface elements corresponding
to data objects obtained through a search performed by
the user.
[0011] In some embodiments, the selection tile layer
comprises one or more interface elements correspond-
ing to data objects that have been selected by the user.
In some embodiments, the inactive tile layer comprises
one or more interface elements corresponding to data
objects of the plurality of data objects that are not se-
lectable by the user.
[0012] In some embodiments, a tile layer of the plurality
of tile layers is generated as an image. For example, a
tile layer may comprise a PNG image.
[0013] In some embodiments, generating the plurality
of tile layers comprises composing the plurality of tile
layers into an updated map tile, and providing the gen-
erated tile layers to the client computing device compris-
es providing the updated map tile to the client computing
device.
[0014] In some embodiments, the map tile is associat-
ed with a UTF grid, wherein the UTF grid comprises a
plurality of characters corresponding to pixels on the map
tile. A character of the UTF grid may indicate a data object

associated with corresponding pixel.
[0015] In some embodiments, the query comprises a
selection of one or more data objects, a search for one
or more data objects, a selection of one or more layers,
a request to generate a heatmap, or the application of a
filter to filter one or more data objects. A map tile of the
plurality of map tiles is identified as being associated with
the received query if a data object associated with the
query is located within the map tile.
[0016] In some embodiments, the one or more hard-
ware processors are further configured to assemble the
generated tile layers into a completed map tile, and
wherein providing the generated tile layers to the client
computing device comprises providing the completed
map tile to the client computing device.
[0017] In another embodiment, a computer system is
disclosed comprising an electronic data structure config-
ured to store a plurality of objects, wherein each of the
objects is associated with metadata; a computer reada-
ble medium storing software modules including computer
executable instructions; one or more hardware proces-
sors in communication with the electronic data structure
and the computer readable medium, and configured to
execute a user interface module of the software modules
in order to display, to a user, an interactive user interface
including an interactive map, the map containing a plu-
rality of data objects, wherein each of the plurality of data
objects is associated with at least one attribute, and dis-
tributions of the plurality of data objects over attribute
values of one or more attributes of the plurality of data
objects. The one or more hardware processors may be
further configured to receive a selection of an attribute
value of an attribute of the one or more attributes, gen-
erate a first filter by providing an indication of the attribute
value of the attribute to a server computing device,
wherein the attribute value is associated with a portion
of the plurality of data objects. In response to generating
the first filter, the one or more hardware processors may
be further configured to receive an update to the interac-
tive map from the server computing device based on the
indication, the update comprising at least an updated
map tile of the interactive map, update the interactive
map with the updated map tile such that the portion of
the plurality of data objects that are selected are dis-
played as active data objects, while a remainder of the
plurality of data objects that are not selected are dis-
played as inactive data objects, and update the interac-
tive user interface to further include a user interface el-
ement corresponding to the first filter.
[0018] In some embodiments, the distributions of the
plurality of data objects over attribute values comprise a
histogram. The one or more hardware processors may
be configured to receive a selection of an attribute value
of an attribute of the one or more attributes in response
to a user selecting one or more bars associated with the
histogram
[0019] In some embodiments, the one or more hard-
ware processors may be further configured to, in re-
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sponse to receiving a selection of an attribute value for
an attribute of the one or more attributes, display one or
more distributions over of displayed data objects asso-
ciated with the selected attribute value over at least a
portion of the remaining attributes of the one or more
attributes.
[0020] In some embodiments, the attribute value may
comprise an attribute value range. In some embodi-
ments, the attribute value may comprise all attribute val-
ues except a specified set of attribute values.
[0021] In some embodiments, the one or more hard-
ware processors may be further configured to receive an
indication to deactivate the first filter, in response to the
indication to deactivate the first filter, receive a second
update to the interactive map from the server computing
device based on the indication, the second update com-
prising at least a second updated map tile of the interac-
tive map, and update the interactive map with the second
updated map tile such that the remainder of the plurality
of data objects are displayed as active data objects. In
some embodiments, the indication may comprise a se-
lection by the user of the user interface element corre-
sponding to the first filter.
[0022] In some embodiments, the one or more hard-
ware processors are further configured to receive a se-
lection of a second attribute value, generate a second
filter by providing an indication of the second attribute
value to a server computing device, receive a second
update to the interactive map from the server computing
device based on the indication, the second update com-
prising at least a second updated map tile of the interac-
tive map, update the interactive map with the second
updated map tile such that data objects of the plurality
of data objects that are associated with both the first at-
tribute value and the second attribute value are displayed
as active data objects, while the remaining data objects
are displayed as inactive data objects, and update the
interactive user interface to further include a user inter-
face element corresponding to the second filter. In some
embodiments, the one or more hardware processors may
further receive an indication to deactivate the first filter,
receive a third update to the interactive map from the
server computing device based on the indication, the
third update comprising at least a third updated map tile
of the interactive map, and update the interactive map
with the third updated map tile such that data objects of
the displayed data objects that are associated with the
second attribute value are displayed as active data ob-
jects, while a remainder of the plurality of data objects
that are not selected are displayed as inactive data ob-
jects. In some embodiments, the first attribute value and
second attribute value may be associated with different
attributes.
[0023] In another embodiment, a computer system is
disclosed comprising an electronic data structure config-
ured to store a plurality of objects, wherein each of the
objects is associated with metadata; a computer reada-
ble medium storing software modules including computer

executable instructions; one or more hardware proces-
sors in communication with the electronic data structure
and the computer readable medium, and configured to
execute a user interface module of the software modules
in order to generate user interface data for rendering an
interactive user interface on a client computing device,
the interactive user interface including an interactive
map, wherein the interactive map includes a plurality of
data objects, wherein each data object is associated with
at least one attribute. The one or more hardware proc-
essors may be further configured to receive a query from
the client computing device corresponding to a selection
of an attribute, receive an indication from the client com-
puting device identifying one or more shapes, wherein a
shape of the one or more shapes defines a region on the
interactive map, and for each shape of the one or more
shapes, calculate an aggregate attribute value corre-
sponding to the shape, based at least in part upon the
selected attribute, generate data for rendering a heatmap
on the interactive map, based at least in part upon the
calculated aggregate attribute values for the one or more
shapes. The generated data may be transmitted to a cli-
ent computing device for rendering a heatmap.
[0024] In some embodiments, the one or more shapes
may comprise one or more spaces in a rectangular grid.
In other embodiments, the one or more shapes are as-
sociated with one or more data objects. For example, the
one or more data objects may be associated with build-
ings, with the one or more shapes corresponding to build-
ing footprints. In some embodiments, the one or more
data objects are associated with geographic regions, and
the one or more shapes correspond to geographic bor-
ders.
[0025] In some embodiments, generating the heatmap
on the map comprises assigning a color to each shape,
wherein the color for a shape is assigned based at least
in part upon the aggregate attribute value for the shape.
[0026] In some embodiments, the attribute may com-
prise a function of two or more different attributes. The
two or more different attributes may comprise a first at-
tribute associated with a first data object type, and a sec-
ond attribute associated with a second data object type.
[0027] In some embodiments, calculating an aggre-
gate attribute value for the shape comprises identifying
one or more data objects associated with the attribute
within the region defined by the shape, and calculating
the aggregate attribute value for the shape based at least
in part upon values of the attribute associated with the
one or more identified data objects.
[0028] In some embodiments, the one or more hard-
ware processors may be further configured to receive a
request from the client computing device specifying one
or more filter conditions, and in response to the received
request, generate the heatmap such that only shapes
having an aggregate attribute value satisfying the one or
more filter conditions are displayed.
[0029] In another embodiment, a computer system is
disclosed comprising an electronic data structure config-
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ured to store a plurality of objects, wherein each of the
objects is associated with metadata; a computer reada-
ble medium storing software modules including computer
executable instructions; one or more hardware proces-
sors in communication with the electronic data structure
and the computer readable medium, and configured to
execute a user interface module of the software modules
in order to generate user interface data for rendering an
interactive user interface on a client computing device,
the interactive user interface including a first interactive
map and a second interactive map, wherein the first in-
teractive map includes a plurality of data objects, receive
a query from the client computing device corresponding
to a selection of one or more data objects in the first
interactive map. The one or more hardware processors
may be further configured to receive a first indication cor-
responding to a request to copy the one or more selected
data objects, generate an ID corresponding to the one
or more selected data objects, receive a second indica-
tion corresponding to a request to copy the one or more
selected data objects from the first interactive map to the
second interactive map, wherein the second indication
comprises the ID received at the interactive second map,
use the ID to identify the one or more data objects cor-
responding to the ID, generate a set of user interface
data for updating the second interactive map, wherein
updating the second interactive map comprises display-
ing the identified one or more data objects on the second
interactive map, and provide the set of generated user
interface data to the client computing device to display
the identified one or more data objects on the second
interactive map.
[0030] In some embodiments, each data object is as-
sociated with an identifier, and the ID is generated by
applying a hash function on the identifiers of the one or
more data objects. In some embodiments, the ID com-
prises a string of a fixed length.
[0031] In some embodiments, the first indication may
correspond to a drag and drop operation performed by
the user at the client computing device. In some embod-
iments, the first indication may correspond to a copy op-
eration performed by the user at the client computing
device, and the second indication may correspond to a
paste operation performed by the user at the client com-
puting device.
[0032] In some embodiments, the one or more hard-
ware processors are further configured to, in response
to receiving the first indication, generate and provide to
the client computing device user interface data for ren-
dering an aggregate icon representing the one or more
selected data objects.
[0033] In some embodiments, the first interactive map
and the second interactive map are displayed in different
tabs in a web browser at the client computing device.
Alternatively, the first interactive map and the second in-
teractive map may be displayed in different windows.
[0034] In some embodiments, the generated ID may
be stored in a mapping table. Identify the one or more

data objects corresponding to the ID may be performed
by accessing the mapping table.
[0035] Additional embodiments of the disclosure are
described below in reference to the appended claims,
which may serve as an additional summary of the disclo-
sure.
[0036] In various embodiments, computer-implement-
ed methods are disclosed in which, under control of one
or more hardware computing devices configured with
specific computer executable instructions, one or more
aspects of the above-described embodiments (including
one or more aspects of the appended claims) are imple-
mented and/or performed.
[0037] In various embodiments, transitory or non-tran-
sitory computer-readable storage mediums storing soft-
ware instructions are disclosed, wherein, in response to
execution by a computing system having one or more
hardware processors, the software instructions configure
the computing system to perform operations comprising
one or more aspects of the above-described embodi-
ments (including one or more aspects of the appended
claims).
[0038] Further, as described herein, various embodi-
ments of the system may be configured and/or designed
to generate user interface data useable for rendering the
various interactive user interfaces described. The user
interface data may be used by the system, and/or another
computer system, device, and/or software program (for
example, a browser program), to render the interactive
user interfaces. The interactive user interfaces may be
displayed on, for example, electronic displays (including,
for example, touch-enabled displays).

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0039] The following aspects of the disclosure will be-
come more readily appreciated as the same become bet-
ter understood by reference to the following detailed de-
scription, when taken in conjunction with the accompa-
nying drawings.

FIGs. 1A-1B illustrate example user interfaces of an
interactive data object map system, in accordance
with some embodiments.
FIG. 2A illustrates an example user interface of the
interactive data object map system in which map lay-
ers are displayed to a user, according to an embod-
iment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 2B illustrates an example map layer ontology,
according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure.
FIG. 2C illustrates an example user interface of the
interactive data object map system in which various
objects are displayed, according to an embodiment
of the present disclosure.
FIGs. 3A-3D illustrate additional user interfaces of
the map system displaying different combinations of
layers, in accordance with some embodiments.
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FIGs. 4A-4C performing a search in an interactive
data object map system, in accordance with some
embodiments.
FIGs. 5A-5F illustrate example user interfaces of the
map system in which a heatmap is displayed, ac-
cording to embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 6 illustrates a flowchart of a process for creating
a heatmap, in accordance with some embodiments.
FIGs. 7A-7B illustrate a drag and drop operation be-
ing performed on data objects in a map system, in
accordance with some embodiments.
FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart of a process for dragging
and dropping data objects between different maps,
in accordance with some embodiments
FIGs. 9A-9B illustrate importing data objects from
other sources, in accordance with some embodi-
ments.
FIGs. 10A-10D illustrate the use of histograms and
filters for selecting and displaying data objects, in
accordance with some embodiments.
FIG. 11A illustrates a flowchart of a process for cre-
ating filters, in accordance with some embodiments.
FIG. 11B illustrates a flowchart of a process manip-
ulating multiple filters, in accordance with some em-
bodiments.
FIG. 12 illustrates a layer configuration that may be
used in a map, in accordance with some embodi-
ments.
FIG. 13 illustrates an example tile, in accordance
with some embodiments.
FIG. 14 illustrates an example of a UTF grid of the
map system, according to an embodiment of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 15 shows a flow diagram depicting illustrative
client-side metadata retrieval of the interactive data
object map system, according to an embodiment of
the present disclosure.
FIG. 16A shows a flow diagram depicting illustrative
server-side operations of the map system, according
to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
FIG. 16B shows a flow diagram depicting illustrative
server-side layer composition of the map system,
according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure.
FIG. 17A illustrates one embodiment of a database
system using an ontology.
FIG. 17B illustrates one embodiment of a system for
creating data in a data store using a dynamic ontol-
ogy.
FIG. 17C illustrates an example user interface using
relationships described in a data store using a dy-
namic ontology.
FIG. 17D illustrates a computer system with which
certain methods discussed herein may be imple-
mented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC EMBODI-
MENTS

Overview

[0040] In general, a high-performance, interactive data
object map system (or "map system") is disclosed in
which large amounts of geographical, geospatial, and
other types of data, geodata, objects, features, and/or
metadata are efficiently presented to a user on a map
interface. The interactive data object map system allows
for rapid and deep analysis of various objects, features,
and/or metadata by the user. For example, millions of
data objects and/or features may be simultaneously
viewed and selected by the user on the map interface. A
layer ontology may be displayed to the user that allows
the user to select and view particular layers. In various
embodiments, when the user rolls a selection cursor over
an object/feature (and/or otherwise selects the ob-
ject/feature) an outline of the object/feature is displayed.
Selection of an object/feature may cause display of meta-
data associated with that object/feature. For the purpos-
es of the present specification, the terms "objects," "data
objects," and "features" may be used synonymously, and
may hereinafter be collectively referred to as "objects."
[0041] In an embodiment, the user may rapidly zoom
in and out and/or move and pan around the map interface
to variously see more or less detail, and more or fewer
objects. In various embodiments, the interactive data ob-
ject map system may automatically generate object lists
and/or histograms based on selections made by the user.
In various embodiments, the user may perform searches
(such as geosearches based on any selections and/or
drawn shapes, and/or other types of searches), generate
heatmaps (e.g., based upon a grid or object shapes),
copy objects between different interactive maps, import
additional objects from files, and/or define filters to dis-
play data, among other actions as described below.
[0042] In an embodiment, the interactive data object
map system includes server-side computer components
and/or client-side computer components. The client-side
components may implement, for example, displaying
map tiles, showing object outlines, allowing the user to
draw shapes, and/or allowing the user to select objects,
among other actions. The server-side components may
implement, for example, composition of layers into map
tiles, caching of composed map tiles and/or layers, and/or
providing object metadata, among other actions. Such
functions may be distribution in any other manner. In an
embodiment, object outlines and/or highlighting are ac-
complished on the client-side through the use of a UTF
grid.

Definitions

[0043] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys-
tems and methods discussed herein, a number of terms
are defined below. The terms defined below, as well as
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other terms used herein, should be construed to include
the provided definitions, the ordinary and customary
meaning of the terms, and/or any other implied meaning
for the respective terms. Thus, the definitions below do
not limit the meaning of these terms, but only provide
exemplary definitions.
[0044] Ontology: A hierarchical arrangement and/or
grouping of data according to similarities and differences.
The present disclosure describes two ontologies. The
first relates to the arrangement of vector layers consisting
of map and object data as used by the interactive data
object map system (as described below with reference
to Figures 2A-2B). The second relates to the storage and
arrangement of objects in one or more databases (as
described below with reference to Figures 17A-17C). For
example, the stored data may comprise definitions for
object types and property types for data in a database,
and how objects and properties may be related.
[0045] Database: A broad term for any data structure
for storing and/or organizing data, including, but not lim-
ited to, relational databases (for example, Oracle data-
base, mySQL database, and the like), non-relational da-
tabases (for example, a NoSQL database), spread-
sheets, XML files, and text file, among others. The vari-
ous terms "database," "data store," and "data source"
may be used interchangeably in the present disclosure.
[0046] Data Object, Object, or Feature: A data con-
tainer for information representing specific things in the
world that have a number of definable properties. For
example, a data object can represent an entity such as
a person, a place, an organization, a market instrument,
or other noun. A data object can represent an event that
happens at a point in time or for a duration. A data object
can represent a document or other unstructured data
source such as an e-mail message, a news report, or a
written paper or article. Each data object may be asso-
ciated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the
data object. The object’s attributes (e.g. metadata about
the object) may be represented in one or more properties.
For the purposes of the present disclosure, the terms
"feature," "data object," "object," and "data item" may be
used interchangeably to refer to items displayed on the
map interface of the interactive data object map system,
and/or otherwise accessible to the user through the in-
teractive data object map system. Features/objects may
generally include, but are not limited to, roads, terrain
(such as hills, mountains, rivers, and vegetation, among
others), street lights (which may be represented by a
streetlight icon), railroads, hotels/motels (which may be
represented by a bed icon), schools (which may be rep-
resented by a parent-child icon), hospitals, other types
of buildings or structures, regions, transportation objects,
and other types of entities, events, and documents,
among others. Objects displayed on the map interface
generally comprise vector data, although other types of
data may also be displayed. Objects generally have as-
sociated metadata and/or properties.
[0047] Object (or Feature) Type: Type of a data object

or feature (e.g., Person, Event, or Document). Object
types may be defined by an ontology and may be mod-
ified or updated to include additional object types. An
object definition (e.g., in an ontology) may include how
the object is related to other objects, such as being a
sub-object type of another object type (e.g. an agent may
be a sub-object type of a person object type), and the
properties the object type may have.
[0048] Properties: Also referred to as "metadata" or
"attributes" of a data object/feature. A property of a data
item may include any item of information associated with,
and/or relevant to, the data item. At a minimum, each
property/metadata of a data object has a type (such as
a property type) and a value or values. Properties/meta-
data associated with features/objects may include any
information relevant to that feature/object. For example,
metadata associated with a school object may include
an address (for example, 123 S. Orange Street), a district
(for example, 509c), a grade level (for example, K-6),
and/or a phone number (for example, 800-0000), among
other items of metadata. In another example, metadata
associated with a road object may include a speed (for
example, 25 mph), a width (for example, 2 lanes), and/or
a county (for example, Arlington), among other items of
metadata.
[0049] Property Type: The data type of a property,
such as a string, an integer, or a double. Property types
may include complex property types, such as a series
data values associated with timed ticks (e.g. a time se-
ries), etc.
[0050] Property Value: The value associated with a
property, which is of the type indicated in the property
type associated with the property. A property may have
multiple values.
[0051] Link: A connection between two data objects,
based on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or
matching properties. Links may be directional, such as
one representing a payment from person A to B, or bidi-
rectional.
[0052] Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared
between two or more data objects.

Description of the Figures

[0053] Embodiments of the disclosure will now be de-
scribed with reference to the accompanying Figures,
wherein like numerals refer to like elements throughout.
The terminology used in the description presented herein
is not intended to be interpreted in any limited or restric-
tive manner, simply because it is being utilized in con-
junction with a detailed description of certain specific em-
bodiments of the disclosure. Furthermore, embodiments
of the disclosure may include several novel features, no
single one of which is solely responsible for its desirable
attributes or which is essential to practicing the embod-
iments of the disclosure herein described.
[0054] FIG. 1A illustrates an example user interface of
an interactive data object map system, in accordance
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with some embodiments. In some embodiments, the user
may select a map to be displayed. A plurality of different
maps may be available for selection. For example, avail-
able maps may be displayed as a list in a sidebar 101.
In some embodiments, sidebar 101 may contain addi-
tional buttons, icons, or other interface elements allowing
a user to create a new maps, search for available maps,
sort the listed maps, and/or the like. Prior to the selection
of a map at sidebar 101, a blank or default map may be
displayed at map interface 100. In some embodiments,
similar user interface elements, such as sidebar 101, may
be used to provide similar types of functionalities across
multiple different software applications. By displaying a
sidebar 101 containing buttons or other interface ele-
ments that implement similar functions across similar ap-
plications, the user may be provided a common frame of
reference when using the different applications.
[0055] Each map may comprise different types of ob-
jects and/or different map layers. For example, a first
map may map data related to a first topic (e.g., instances
of disease outbreaks), while a second map may map
data related to a second topic (e.g., weather patterns).
In some embodiments, data associated with different
maps may correspond to different geographical areas.
Once a desired map has been selected, objects associ-
ated with the map may be loaded to be viewed and/or
manipulated by the user.
[0056] FIG. 1B illustrates an example user interface of
the interactive data object map system, upon the selec-
tion and loading of a desired map, according to an em-
bodiment of the present disclosure. The user interface
includes map interface 100, a selection button/icon 102,
a shape button/icon 104, a layers button/icon 106, a ge-
osearch button/icon 108, a heat map button/icon 110, a
search box 112, an objectinformation box 114, a coordi-
nates information box 116, map scale information 118,
zoom selectors 120, and visible objects 122 (e.g., corre-
sponding to roads, buildings, regions, and/or the like).
The functionality of the interactive data object map sys-
tem may be implemented in one or more computer mod-
ules and/or processors, as is described below with ref-
erence to FIG. 16D.
[0057] The map interface 100 illustrated in FIGs. 1A
and 1B is composed of multiple map tiles. In some em-
bodiments, the map tiles may be composed of multiple
layers of geographical, vector, and/or other types of data.
Vector data layers (also referred to as vector layers) may
include associated and/or linked objects. In an embodi-
ment, vector layers are composed of objects. The various
objects associated with a particular vector layer may be
displayed to the user when that particular vector layer is
activated. For example, a transportation vector layer may
include road, railroad, and bike path objects that may be
displayed to the user when the transportation layer is
selected. The layers used to compose the map tiles and
the map interface 100 may vary based on, for example,
whether a user has selected objects displayed in the map
interface 100, and/or the particular layers a user has se-

lected for display. In an embodiment, composition of map
tiles is accomplished by server-side components of the
interactive data object map system. In an embodiment,
composed map tiles may be cached by the server-side
components to speed up map tile delivery to client-side
components. The map tiles may then be transmitted to
the client-side components of the interactive data object
map system where they are composed into the map in-
terface 100.
[0058] In general, the user interface is displayed on an
electronic display viewable by a user of the interactive
data object map system. The user of the interactive data
object map system may interact with the user interface
by, for example, touching the display when the display
is touch-enabled and/or using a mouse pointer to click
on the various elements of the user interface.
[0059] The map interface 100 includes various visible
objects 122 and object icons. For example, the map in-
terface 100 includes roads, buildings and structures, util-
ities, lakes, rivers, vegetation, and railroads, among other
objects. The user may interact with the map interface 100
by, for example, rolling over and/or clicking on various
objects. In one embodiment, rolling over and/or placing
the mouse pointer over an object causes the object to be
outlined and/or otherwise highlighted. Additionally, in
some embodiments, the name of the object and/or other
information about the feature may be shown in the feature
information box 114.
[0060] The user of the map system may interact with
the user interface of FIG. 1A and/or 1B by scrolling or
panning up, down, and/or side to side; zooming in or out;
selecting objects; filtering objects; drawing shapes; se-
lecting layers; performing a geosearch; generating a heat
map; and/or performing a keyword search; among other
actions as are described below. Various user actions may
reveal more or less map detail, and/or more or fewer
objects.

Map Layers

[0061] FIG. 2A illustrates an example user interface of
the map system in which map layers are displayed to a
user, according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure. In the user interface of FIG. 2A, the user has se-
lected the layers button 106, revealing the layers window
202. The layers window 202 includes a list of base layers,
vector layers, and user layers. The base layers include,
for example, overhead imagery, topographic, blank (Mer-
cator), base map, aviation, and blank (unprojected). The
vector layers include general categories such as, for ex-
ample, regions, buildings/structures, terrain, transporta-
tion, and utilities/infrastructure. In some embodiments,
data for one or more base layers may be retrieved from
an outside source, such as a map application (e.g., Goog-
le Maps, MapQuest, and/or the like).While no user layers
are included in the user interface of FIG. 2A, user layers
may be added by the user of the map system, as is de-
scribed below.
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[0062] In an embodiment, the user may select one or
more of the base layers which may be used during com-
position of the map tiles. For example, selection of the
overhead imagery base layer will produce map tiles in
which the underlying map tile imagery is made up of re-
cent aerial imagery. Similarly, selection of the topograph-
ic base layer will produce map tiles in which the under-
lying map tile imagery includes topographic map image-
ry.
[0063] Further, in an embodiment, the user may select
one or more of the vector layers which may be used dur-
ing composition of the map tiles. For example, selecting
the transportation layer results in transportation-related
objects being displayed on the map tiles. Transportation-
related objects may include, for example, roads, rail-
roads, street signs, and/or street lights, among others.
Examples of transportation-related objects may be seen
in the user interface of FIG. 2A where various roads, rail-
roads, and street light icons are displayed.
[0064] In an embodiment, the user of the map system
may create and save map layers. These saved map lay-
ers may be listed as user layers in the layers window 202.
[0065] FIG. 2B illustrates an example map layer ontol-
ogy, according to an embodiment of the present disclo-
sure. As mentioned above with reference to FIG. 2A, the
list of vector layers in the layers window 202 may include
general categories/layers such as regions, build-
ings/structures, terrain, transportation, and utilities/infra-
structure. The vector layers available in the map system
may be further organized into an ontology, or hierarchical
arrangement. For example, as shown in the vector layers
window 206, the buildings/structures category 208 may
be further subdivided into layers including structures,
government, medical, education, and commercial. The
terrain category 210 may include vegetation and/or wa-
ter/hydrography layers. The utilities/infrastructure cate-
gory may include fire and/or storage/draining.
[0066] In an embodiment, the user of the map system
may select one or more of the layers and/or sub-layers
of the layer ontology. As shown in FIG. 2B, the user has
deselected the vegetation sub-layer, and all of the utili-
ties/infrastructure layers. Selecting and deselecting vec-
tor layers, or toggling vectors layers on and off, may
cause the objects associated with those layers to be dis-
played or not displayed in the map interface. For exam-
ple, when the user selects the transportation catego-
ry/layer, road objects associated with the transportation
layer may be displayed on the map interface. Likewise,
when a user deselects the transportation category/layer,
road objects associated with the transportation layer may
be removed from the map interface.
[0067] In an embodiment, additional hierarchical levels
of layers may be displayed to the user. For example, the
vector layers window 206 may include sub-sub-layers
(for example, the education sub-layer may be divided
into elementary schools, secondary schools, and post-
secondary schools). Alternatively, fewer hierarchical lev-
els may be displayed to the user.

[0068] In an embodiment, each of the vector layers
shown in the vector layers window 206 may be made up
of many layers of map vector data. In this embodiment,
the map system may advantageously generate a simpli-
fied layer ontology, such as the one shown in 206. The
simplified layer ontology allows the user to easily select
layers of interest from a reduced number of layers, rather
than a large number of discrete layers. As described
above, vector layers may contain data regarding associ-
ated objects. Thus, objects visible in the map interface
correspond to the currently active/selected layers. In an
embodiment, the layer ontology may have an arbitrary
depth.
[0069] FIG. 2C illustrates an example user interface of
the map system in which various objects are displayed,
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
The user interface of FIG. 2C includes a map interface
214, an outlined object 216, and objectinformation box
114 indicating that the outlined objects 216 is called "Un-
ion Park." Various objects may be seen in the map inter-
face 214 including, for example, roads, buildings, terrain,
street lights (represented by a streetlight icon), railroads,
hotels/motels (represented by a bed icon), and schools
(represented by a parent-child icon), among other fea-
tures.
[0070] FIGs. 3A-3D illustrate additional user interfaces
of the map system displaying different combinations of
layers, in accordance with some embodiments. For ex-
ample, FIG. 3A illustrates an embodiment where a user,
at a layer selection panel 302, has selected a "provincial"
vector layer 306 under a "regions" category 304, causing
borders 308 corresponding to provincial territories to be
overlaid onto the map base layer. In some embodiments,
vector layers may be divided between "permanent" lay-
ers, which may refer to layers comprising objects asso-
ciated with the map at the server-side, and "user" layers,
which may refer to layers comprising objects that have
been imported by the user. Importing objects and fea-
tures is described in greater detail below with reference
to FIGs. 9A-9B.
[0071] In some embodiments, a user may be able to
select layer objects (e.g., a province defined by a provin-
cial border) by selecting (e.g., touches on a touchscreen,
clicks on using a mouse cursor) a point on a border of a
desired province. Selecting layer objects may cause the
objects to become highlighted (e.g., as shown at 310).
On the other hand, in some embodiments, if the user
selects a point on the map within a province but not on
a border, the user may then pan across the map interface
(e.g., by dragging the mouse cursor in a desired direc-
tion). In some embodiments, how the user is able to select
layer objects and manipulate the map interface (e.g., pan,
zoom, and/or the like) may be based upon a type of object
associated with a selected vector layer.
[0072] FIG. 3B illustrates an embodiment where a
blank base layer has been selected, in accordance with
some embodiments. A blank base layer may be useful
in some instances to increase visual clarity when display-
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ing one or more vector layers. For example, in the illus-
trated embodiment, the user has selected to display a
transportation vector layer 312, causing objects such as
roads and airports to be displayed on the map. In some
embodiments, how an object is displayed in the vector
layer may be based at least in part upon one or more
object attributes. For example, a object corresponding to
a road may be represented as a line, wherein the thick-
ness of the line is associated with a width of the road or
a type of road (e.g., an interstate highway may be rep-
resented by a thick line, while a residential street is rep-
resented by a thin line).
[0073] FIG. 3C illustrates an embodiment where the
user has selected multiple vector layers to be displayed
on a blank base layer. As illustrated in the figure, the user
has selected a transportation vector layer 312 and a ter-
rain vector layer 314. The objects associated with the
transportation and terrain vector layers may be displayed
using different symbols, shapes, and/or colors. For ex-
ample, road objects in the transportation vector layer may
be represented using yellow lines (e.g., at 316), while
river objects in the terrain vector layer may be represent-
ed using blue lines (e.g., at 318).
[0074] In addition, highlighting (e.g., placing a cursor
over an object) or selecting (e.g., clicking on an object)
an object may change how the object is displayed. For
example, in the illustrated embodiment, the user has
placed a cursor over an object corresponding to a section
of road 320 associated with the transportation vector lay-
er, causing the section of road to be highlighted. High-
lighting an object may comprise changing a color asso-
ciated with how the objects is presented (e.g., changing
the line color of the selected section of road from yellow
to teal). In some embodiments, how an object is high-
lighted may also be based at least in part upon a thickness
or dimension of the objects. For example, highlighting a
road objects represented with a thin line may cause the
object to be displayed using a thicker line, while high-
lighting a road objects represented with a thick line may
cause no change in line thickness. In some embodi-
ments, selecting an object may cause the same change
in how the object is displayed when highlighted, while in
other embodiments, selecting the object may cause a
different change. In some embodiments, selecting an ob-
ject can also cause a change in the view of the map (e.g.,
panning or zooming the map to show the selected object
and surrounding area of the map).
[0075] FIG. 3D illustrates a user interface of a map
system where the user has selected multiple objects, in
accordance with some embodiments. In the illustrated
embodiments, objects may be represented using shapes
or icons located at corresponding locations on the map.
For example, an object corresponding to a person may
be represented with a circular icon with a shape of a
person inside (e.g., at 322). In some embodiments, se-
lecting or highlighting a "person" object may cause the
icon to change (e.g., a ring around the icon may change
color in response to the icon being selected or highlight-

ed).
[0076] In some embodiments, one or more objects 324
may be designated as inactive. Inactive objects, while
still displayed on the map, are not able to be highlighted
or selected. In some embodiments, a user may define
one or more filters for a plurality of displayed objects,
wherein objects that satisfy the filter conditions stay ac-
tive, while object s that do not satisfy the filter conditions
are made inactive. In some embodiments, an object may
be indicated as inactive by the icon or shape used to
represent the object being greyed out.

Search

[0077] FIGs. 4A-4C illustrate performing a search in
an interactive data object map system, in accordance
with some embodiments. For example, as illustrated in
FIG. 4A, the user has defined a plurality of points to form
a polygonal search area 402, for the purpose of perform-
ing a geospatial search (or "geosearch"). In some em-
bodiments, a geospatial search comprises a search
through one or more databases of objects, and metadata
associated with those objects, for any objects that meet
the criteria of the search. For example, a geospatial
search may search for any objects with geographic meta-
data and/or properties that indicate the object may be
geographically within, for example, polygonal search ar-
ea 402.
[0078] In some embodiments, the user may configure
various parameters of the search using a search panel
404. For example, the user may, at 406, select from other
types of geospatial searches that be performed corre-
sponding to different ways for the user to specify the
search area, such as a radial search, a search from an
existing selection, and/or the like. For example, FIG. 4B
illustrates a radial search, wherein the search area com-
prises a circular selection 416.
[0079] In some embodiments, additional parameters
may be specified when performing a geographic search.
For example, at 408, the user may specify a time range,
restricting the returned search results to objects associ-
ated with a time value that falls within the specified range.
The time range may be specified by an inputted start date
and end date, or by a user selection of a time period
based upon the current date (e.g., "last week," "last
month," and/or the like). In some embodiments, the time
may correspond to a time a object was created, a time a
object was added to a database of data objects/features,
a time a object was previously added to a vector layer,
a time a object was last accessed by the map system
and/or a user, a time an object was built, a time an object
corresponding to an event occurred, and/or any combi-
nation of the foregoing.
[0080] In addition, at 410, the user may restrict the re-
turned search results to certain types of objects and/or
exclude certain types of objects from the search results.
In some embodiments, other types of attributes and/or
properties may also be used to restrict the search results.
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For example, in some embodiments, a geospatial search
may only search for objects that are part of a currently
displayed vector layer. In other embodiments, objects
searched by the map system may include objects other
than those shown on the map interface. For example, in
an embodiment the map system may access one or more
databases of objects (and object metadata) that may be
unrelated to the objects currently shown in the map in-
terface, or objects related to the currently selected vector
layers. The databases accessed may include databases
external to any database storing data associated with the
map system.
[0081] In some embodiments, a particular map may be
associated with hundreds of thousands or millions of ob-
jects. If the number of objects is sufficiently large, a
search may take some time to perform. In addition, if a
large number of search results are returned and dis-
played on the map, the map may become cluttered in
difficult to read. As such, in some cases a user may wish
to pause a search as it is in progress, due to the search
taking too long, there being enough search results al-
ready displayed on the map, and/or the like. In some
embodiments, a progress bar 412 may be displayed as
the search is being executed. The progress bar 412 may
display how many search results have been loaded, how
many objects have been searched through, and/or the
like. When the user feels that enough search results have
been displayed, or if enough time as elapsed in the
search, they may click on a stop button 414 or other in-
terface element to stop the search before it has reached
full completion. In some embodiments, search results
may be displayed on the map as the search progresses.
The results may be displayed as they are found, or on a
periodic basis, wherein the period may be based upon a
period of elapsed time, a number of search results found,
and/or a number of data objects searched. In some em-
bodiments, the search may pause periodically in order
to allow the user to stop the search prematurely. In some
embodiments, for the sake of visual clarity, the search
may only display up to a predetermined number of results
on the map, even if more search results have been found.
[0082] In some embodiments, other types of searches
may be performed. For example, FIG. 4C illustrates a
document search, in accordance with some embodi-
ments. As objects are found by the search, they may be
displayed in a results panel 418. In some embodiments,
a map may be associated with objects that may not be
associated with a location (e.g., documents). As such,
objects not associated with a location may be displayed
in the result panel 418, but will not be displayed on the
map, while objects having associated location data may
be displayed in both the result panel 418 and the map.
In some embodiments, objects associated with a location
may not be initially displayed on the map. However, the
user may later drag objects that are associated with lo-
cations from results panel 418 to the map, where the
dragged objects will be displayed at their corresponding
locations on the map. In some embodiments, the user

may be presented with a button or interface element to
display all search results having associated location data
on the map.

Heatmaps

[0083] FIGs. 5A-5F illustrate example user interfaces
of the map system in which a heatmap is displayed, ac-
cording to embodiments of the present disclosure. In FIG.
5A, the user has created a heatmap 504 based on a
plurality of displayed objects. A heatmap information win-
dow 502 is displayed in which the user may specify var-
ious parameters related to the generation of heatmap.
For example, the user may adjust a radius of the circular
heatmap related to each selected object at 506, an opac-
ity of the heatmap at 508, a scale of the heatmap at 510,
and/or other parameters. In some embodiments, a heat-
map such as that illustrated in FIG. 5A may be referred
to as a raster heatmap.
[0084] Heatmaps may be generated across maps of
any size, using any number of objects, in order to more
easily visualize attributes associated with large numbers
of objects. For example, FIG. 5B illustrates a map com-
prising a large number of objects. As illustrated in the
figure, the map may span across the entire United States
and encompass thousands of different objects. As the
number of objects increases, the readability and thus
usefulness of a map may decrease. For example, as il-
lustrated in FIG. 5B, portions of the map 512 may be so
dense with objects that the icons representing the indi-
vidual objects blend together, rendering the map virtually
unreadable. In addition, it may not be possible to deter-
mine attribute values of the objects just by looking at the
map.
[0085] Heatmaps can thus be used as a way to quickly
visualize the attribute values of various objects displayed
on a map. In some embodiments, in order to more clearly
view how attribute values of objects vary by location,
heatmap values may be aggregated based upon geo-
graphic regions or shapes (hereinafter also referred to
as a "shape heatmap"). In some embodiments, shape
heatmaps display data in coarser grain in comparison to
raster heatmaps (as illustrated in FIG. 5A), but can allow
a user to more clearly view how attribute values of objects
differ over different geographic regions, and may take
advantage of important geographic concepts (e.g., being
able to view aggregate attribute values, such as sales,
over different zipcodes, provinces, and/or other region
types). In some embodiments, a shape heatmap may be
a choropleth map.
[0086] FIG. 5C illustrates a shape heatmap 514 using
a grid format, in accordance with some embodiments.
An area to be heatmapped may be divided using a rec-
tangular grid comprising a plurality of rectangles (here-
inafter also referred to as "shapes"). An aggregate heat-
map value is calculated for each shape in the rectangular
grid and mapped to a heatmap color. In some embodi-
ments, calculating an aggregate heatmap value may
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comprise performing an aggregation of attribute values
of all objects within the geographic region defined by the
shape.
[0087] For example, a particular map may contain ob-
jects corresponding to rain events, wherein each rain
event is associated with a rainfall attribute. In order to
generate a grid heatmap based upon the rainfall attribute
of the rain events, an aggregate rainfall value may be
calculated for each shape within the grid (e.g., by calcu-
lating a sum of the rainfall attribute values of the rainfall
events within each shape).
[0088] In some embodiments, an object may span mul-
tiple shapes. For example, a road object may run through
multiple shapes in a rectangular grid. In such cases, the
aggregation for a particular shape may be based upon
only the portion of the object located within the shape
(e.g., the length of the road within the shape). Alterna-
tively, in some embodiments, a object that spans multiple
shapes may be considered, for the purposes of generat-
ing a heatmap, to be part of the shape that contains a
largest portion of the object. For example, a road object
that runs through multiple shapes may be considered to
be part of the shape that contains the greatest length of
the road object. In some embodiments, a object that
spans multiple shapes may be considered to be part of
all of the shapes that it spans.
[0089] In some embodiments, a shape heatmap may
be filtered in order focus and limit the heatmap data that
is displayed. For example, FIG. 5D illustrates the shape
heatmap 514 illustrated in FIG. 5C, wherein heatmap
shapes having a heatmap value lower than a threshold
value have been filtered out, resulting in a filtered heat-
map 516. As such, a user will be able to quickly determine
which geographic areas have a heatmap value satisfying
one or more desired conditions. In some embodiments,
the user may define one or more heatmap conditions
using a displayed histogram (e.g., selecting one or more
bars in a histogram showing a distribution of values over
the attribute(s) upon which the heatmap is based). In
some embodiments, the conditions may be implemented
as a filter that can be activated and deactivated by the
user (described in greater detail below), allowing the user
to be able to quickly switch between the original heatmap
and a filtered heatmap.
[0090] A filtered shape heatmap can be further used
to retrieve underlying objects that satisfy certain criteria
located in the filtered heatmap shapes. For example, a
filtered heatmap may only show heatmap shapes having
a heatmap value that satisfies a first criteria (e.g., heat-
map shapes having a heatmap value meeting a first
threshold value of rainfall). The original set of objects
may be filtered to obtain all objects within the selected
heatmap shapes satisfying a second criteria (e.g., rainfall
events meeting a second threshold value of rainfall). As
such, only objects meeting the second criteria within
heatmap shapes that meet the first criteria are displayed.
[0091] In another example, filtering on a shape heat-
map allows a user to aggregate on a particular attribute

(e.g. find average home price per zip code region), filter
to the regions with high or low aggregates (e.g. top 10%
of zip code regions by average home price), and then
use select-within-select to go back to the original set of
objects (e.g. retrieve all home objects within zip code
regions that have the top 10% average home price). This
may result in a different set of objects compared to simply
filtering for objects having high or low attributes (retriev-
ing the top 10% of home objects by price).
[0092] In some embodiments, heatmaps may be gen-
erated based upon multiple attributes. Objects may be
associated with a plurality of different attributes. For ex-
ample, an object representing a road may have a width
attribute and an average congestion attribute. These dif-
ferent attributes may be combined to form an aggregate
attribute value, such as a ratio of the two attributes, which
may be used for heatmap generation.
[0093] In some embodiments, a heatmap may be gen-
erated based upon a plurality of different attributes as-
sociated with different types of objects. For example, FIG.
5E illustrates a heatmap generated based upon an ag-
gregate value generated using a plurality of different at-
tributes, in accordance with some embodiments. As il-
lustrated in the figure, a user may select a first attribute
518 of a first data set corresponding to a first type of
object, and a second attribute 520 of a second data set
corresponding to a second type of object. For example,
the first attribute may comprise a rainfall value associated
with rain event data objects, while the second attribute
may comprise a claim amount associated with insurance
claim data objects. In addition, an aggregation (e.g., a
ratio) may be selected to be used to calculate an aggre-
gate value of the first attribute and the second attribute.
As such, a heatmap 522 may be generated based upon
the aggregation of the first and second attributes within
each shape in the grid. In some embodiments, the first
and second attributes may be associated with the same
type of object or with different types of objects. In addition,
in some embodiments, any number of different attributes
may be used to calculate the aggregate value.
[0094] As used herein, an aggregation may comprise
any type of mathematical operation or combination of
operations that may be performed on one or more at-
tributes (e.g., counts, sums, ratio, products, maximum
value, minimum value, media value, mode, and/or the
like). In some embodiments, the user may define different
types of aggregations to be performed between attributes
in a set of attributes from which the aggregate value is
generated. For example, in an embodiment, the user may
define an aggregate value that comprises a ratio between
a first attribute and a sum of a second attribute and a
third attribute. In some embodiments, aggregations can
also be performed on layers. For example, objects from
a first layer may be aggregated to form objects to be
displayed on a second layer. The attribute values of the
objects on the second layer may comprise aggregations
of attribute values of objects on the first layer. For exam-
ple, in an embodiment, people objects can be aggregated
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to form family objects. In some embodiments, objects
from multiple layers can be aggregated to form new ob-
jects on a new layer (e.g., objects from a first layer ag-
gregated with objects from a second layer to form objects
on a third layer).
[0095] In some embodiments, instead of a grid with
rectangular shapes, a shape heatmap may be generated
based upon a plurality of shapes based upon objects.
Certain types of objects in the map system may cover a
geographic area. These may comprise regions such as
provinces (e.g., as illustrated in FIG. 3A), zip codes, ge-
ographic features (e.g., lakes), buildings (e.g., a building
may be associated with a footprint), and/or the like. In
some cases, by creating a heatmap based upon shapes
associated with objects may provide more relevant data
than simply using a rectangular grid with no consideration
of geography.
[0096] For example, FIG. 5F illustrates a shape heat-
map 524 using object shapes, in accordance with some
embodiments. In the illustrated embodiment, the map in-
cludes a plurality of objects representing buildings. Each
building may have a footprint covering an area of the
map. The footprint of each building object may be used
as a shape for which a heatmap value may be deter-
mined.
[0097] In some embodiments, generating the shape
heatmap comprises calculating an intersection between
the selected shapes (e.g., building footprints) and the
objects associated with the attribute to be heatmapped
(e.g., rainfall events associated with a rainfall attribute).
The objects that are located within each shape may then
be used to calculate an aggregate heatmap value for the
shape.
[0098] FIG. 6 illustrates a flowchart of a process 600
for creating a heatmap, in accordance with some embod-
iments. At block 602, an attribute to heatmap is identified.
The attribute may correspond to an attribute associated
with one or more objects. In some embodiments, the at-
tribute may correspond to a combination or aggregation
of two or more different attributes, wherein the two or
more attributes may be associated with the same type
of object or with different types of objects.
[0099] At block 604, one or more shapes may be iden-
tified. In some embodiments, the shapes may be defined
by a rectangular grid overlaid on the map. In other em-
bodiments, the shapes may be defined by one or more
objects or object types. For example, a user may specify
a type of object represented by an area on the map from
which the shapes may be defined. These may include
borders (e.g., state borders, regional borders), footprints
(e.g., building footprints), and/or the like. In some em-
bodiments, the shapes may directly border each other to
cover a continuous area on the map. In other embodi-
ments, such as with building footprints, there may be
empty space between different shapes.
[0100] At block 606, attribute values are aggregated
for each shape. In some embodiments, an intersection
between the shapes and the locations of the objects as-

sociated with an attribute value for the identified attribute
is calculated, in order to determine which objects fall with-
in the shapes. The attribute values of the objects within
the shape may be combined or aggregated to calculate
an aggregate attribute value for the shape. In some em-
bodiments, wherein the attribute may correspond to a
combination or aggregation of two or more different at-
tributes, objects within the shape associated with each
attribute may be identified and aggregated. The aggre-
gation may comprise any type of mathematical operation
or combination of operations. For example, an aggregat-
ed attribute value for a particular shape may comprise
an aggregation of a first value corresponding to an ag-
gregation of values associated with a first attribute within
the shape and a second value corresponding to an ag-
gregation of values associated with a second attribute
within the shape.
[0101] At block 608, a heatmap is generated based
upon the aggregate attribute values for the shapes. For
example, the aggregate attribute value for each shape
may be mapped to a heatmap color. Each shape is filled
with the heatmap color to generate the heatmap.

Drag and Drop

[0102] In some embodiments, a user may wish to view
more than one map, or be able to analyze object data
using different software applications (e.g., a chart appli-
cation for creating one or more charts based upon at-
tribute data associated with selected objects). For exam-
ple, a user may view a first map associated with a first
set of objects, and a second map associated with a sec-
ond set of objects. The two different maps may be open
in different software application windows (e.g., in an op-
erating system environment). In some embodiments, an
interactive data object map system may be implemented
as a web application, wherein the user accesses the sys-
tem through a web browser (e.g., Internet Explorer,
Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and/or the like). The
user may have a first map open in a first tab or window,
and a second map open in a second tab or window. In
some embodiments, the user may view a first map in a
first software application window or tab, and a second,
different application in a second software application win-
dow or tab.
[0103] In some cases, a user may wish to be able to
copy data selected objects from one map to another (e.g.,
in order to view certain data objects associated with the
first map concurrently with data objects associated with
the second map), or to another application (e.g., a chart
creation application for creating one or more charts
based upon attributes of the selected objects). It would
be convenient for a user to be able to select the desired
objects in the first map, and then drag and drop the se-
lected objects into the second map or application, such
that the selected objects will be displayed in the second
map or processed by the application.
[0104] FIGs. 7A-7B illustrate a drag and drop operation
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being performed on data objects in a map system, in
accordance with some embodiments. As illustrated in
FIG. 7A, a plurality of objects are displayed in the map.
In some embodiments, the objects may have been dis-
played in response to the user selecting a vector layer
associated with the objects. Alternatively, the objects
may have been displayed in response to a user search.
[0105] The user may select at least a portion of the
displayed objects. For example, FIG. 7A illustrates ob-
jects 702 being selected by the user, as indicated by a
ring around the icons representing the data objects
changing to a different color. In some embodiments, the
user may select the objects by selecting an area of the
map in which the objects are located (e.g., dragging over
an area of the map with a mouse cursor). Alternatively,
the user may have defined one or more filter or selection
parameters, causing the objects satisfying the filter or
selection parameters to be selected. In some embodi-
ments, information on the selected objects may be dis-
played in a selection list 704.
[0106] FIG. 7B illustrates the user dragging the select-
ed objects, in accordance with some embodiments. In
some embodiments, as the user drags the selected ob-
jects 702, a composite icon 706 representing the objects
may be displayed at a location corresponding to where
the user is dragging the objects (e.g., at the location of
a mouse pointer, or a touchscreen location being touched
by the user). The composite icon may be shaped to in-
dicate that a plurality of objects is included. For example,
in the illustrated embodiment, the composite icon resem-
bles a plurality of circular icons stacked on top of each
other. In addition, the composite icon may include a
number indicating the number of objects that have been
selected. The user may drag and drop the composite
icon onto another application window or another tab in a
web browser associated with a second map or second
application, in order to copy the selected items to the
second map or second application. In some embodi-
ments, the user may instead perform a copy and paste
operation instead of a drag and drop.
[0107] However, for security reasons and/or due to
technical constraints, web browsers and operating sys-
tems often restrict the type of data that may be commu-
nicated between different tabs and/or application win-
dows. As such, it is often not possible to directly copy the
objects from the first map to the second map or second
application. Thus, in some embodiments, in order to be
able to drag and drop objects between different maps or
applications, when a drag and drop operation is detected,
an ID string that may be passed between different tabs
and/or windows may be generated that corresponds to
the selected objects. In some embodiments a hash op-
eration is performed on the selected objects in order to
generate the ID string. The ID string may be mapped to
the plurality of selected objects on the server side. For
example, the server may maintain a mapping table keep-
ing track of which ID strings are mapped to which objects
or sets of objects.

[0108] The drag and drop operation will thus pass the
ID string between the different tabs and/or windows.
When the second map or application receives the ID
string, it may access a server-side mapping to identify
the plurality of objects that the received ID string corre-
sponds to. Once the objects are identified, they may be
placed on the second map by the server and displayed
to the user at the client, or processed by the second ap-
plication (e.g., attribute values of the received objects
used to create a table or chart).
[0109] In some embodiments, if the user performs a
copy and paste operation, the ID string is generated in
response to the user performing a copy command. The
ID string may then be stored on a clipboard on the client
system. When the user selects a tab or application win-
dow associated with the second map or second applica-
tion and performs a paste command, the ID string is re-
trieved from the clipboard and transmitted to the second
map. The second map may then access the server-side
mapping to identify the objects that are associated with
the ID string.
[0110] FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart of a process 800
for dragging and dropping data objects between different
maps or applications, in accordance with some embod-
iments. At block 802, a selection of one or more objects
on a first map displayed at the client is received. In some
embodiments, the user at the client may select the ob-
jects may selecting over an area of the map where the
objects are located. In some embodiments, the user may
have defined one or more filters or other parameters to
select the one or more objects. The selection of the one
or more objects is communicated by the client to the serv-
er. In response, in some embodiments, the server may
update one or more map tiles (e.g., highlight or provide
some other visual effect over one or more icons corre-
sponding to the selected objects), and transmit the up-
dated map tiles to be displayed at the client. In addition,
metadata associated with the selected objects may be
retrieved and transmitted to the client.
[0111] At block 804, a drag and drop operation and/or
copy operation to copy the selected objects from the first
map to a second map or second application is detected
at the client. In some embodiments, the operation is de-
tected in response to the user clicking on (e.g., using a
mouse cursor, a touch on a touchscreen, and/or the like)
the selected objects and dragging them in a desired di-
rection. In some embodiments, the operation is detected
in response to the user specifying a copy command to
be performed on the selected objects. The client may
then notify the server that a drag and drop and/or copy
operation has been initiated.
[0112] At block 806, the server, in response to receiv-
ing an indication of a drag and drop and/or copy opera-
tion, generates an ID based upon the selected objects.
For example, in some embodiments, each object may be
associated with an identifier. A hash function may be per-
formed on the identifiers of the selected objects in order
to produce the ID. The ID may then be mapped to the
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selected objects by the server. For example, the server
may maintain a mapping table that keeps track of gen-
erated IDs and which sets of objects they are associated
with. In some embodiments, the ID may comprise a string
of a fixed length. In other embodiments, the ID may com-
prise a string of variable length. In some embodiments,
the generated ID is transmitted from the server to the
client. In some embodiments, the ID may be placed onto
a clipboard on the client system.
[0113] At block 808, the generated ID is received by
the second map or second application displayed at the
client. In some embodiments, the ID may be received by
the second map or second application in response to the
user dragging the selected objects to a tab or window
associated with the second map or second application,
and dropping the selected objects (e.g., releasing a
mouse cursor, removing a touch from a touch screen,
and/or the like). In some embodiments, the ID may be
received by the second map or second application in re-
sponse to the user performing a paste command. In some
embodiments, the ID is retrieved from a clipboard at the
client and received by the second map or second appli-
cation. Once the second map or second application has
received the ID at the client, the received ID may be trans-
mitted to the server.
[0114] At block 810, the server, upon receiving the ID
received at the second map or second application, iden-
tifies one or more objects based upon the received ID.
In some embodiments, the second map or second appli-
cation accesses one or more mappings stored on the
server (e.g., a mapping table) that map each ID to one
or more corresponding objects. At block 812, the identi-
fied objects may then be displayed on the second map
or processed by the second application. For example,
the server, having identified the objects associated with
the ID, generates one or more updated map tiles for the
second map containing the identified data objects, which
may then be transmitted to the client to be displayed as
part of the second map. In addition, metadata associated
with the objects may be retrieved and transmitted to the
client.

Importing Data Objects

[0115] In some embodiments, a user may import ob-
jects from other sources to be displayed on a map. For
example, a user may wish to import objects from one or
more files, in order to compare those objects to those
associated with a map.
[0116] FIG. 9A illustrates importing objects from other
sources, in accordance with some embodiments. In
some embodiments, the imported objects are imported
from a file. The file specifies information regarding one
or more objects, which may include map coordinates for
the one or more objects, icons or shapes for the one or
more objects (indicating how the objects will be dis-
played), and/or the like. For example, in the illustrated
embodiment, one or more of the displayed objects 902

are represented using geocache icons. In some embod-
iments, imported objects 902 may be associated with one
or more shapes, such as borders.
[0117] In some embodiments, objects imported from a
file may be contained in their own layer 904, which may
be referred to as a "user layer." In some embodiments,
each imported file may have its own corresponding user
layer. In some embodiments, user layers may be func-
tionally similar to vector layers. For example, a user may
toggle user layers on and off. The user may be able to
organize and group different user layers into categories
or folders (similar to as illustrated in FIG. 2B). User can
also edit, add, or delete imported objects displayed on
user layers.
[0118] In some embodiments, different types of files
containing object information may be imported. In addi-
tion, different types of coordinate systems may be used
in different files to specify object locations or shapes. In
some embodiments, a file may not specify the coordinate
system that is used specify location data for the objects
within the file. FIG. 9B illustrates an attempt to import a
file that does not specify a coordinate system, in accord-
ance with some embodiments. In some embodiments, if
the file does not specify a coordinate system, a message
or warning 906 informing the user may be displayed. In
some embodiments, the user may then be able to select
a coordinate system to be used.
[0119] In some embodiments, the system may also at-
tempt to display the objects specified by the file using a
default coordinate system. In some embodiments, the
system may first check the coordinate values contained
within the file against one or more allowed ranges asso-
ciated with the default coordinate system. For example,
a particular coordinate system may require that all coor-
dinate values be between 0 and 180. If the coordinate
values contained within a file contain values that are out-
side of this range, then it may be inferred that the file
does not use that particular coordinate system. If it is
determined that the coordinate values specified in the
file do not use the default coordinate system, the system
may attempt to display the data objects using a different
coordinate system. The user may view the displayed ob-
jects, and choose to keep the coordinate system chosen
by the system (e.g., default coordinate system), or spec-
ify a different coordinate system to be used.

Histograms and Filters

[0120] In some embodiments, various tools and func-
tionalities may be provided to allow a user to better an-
alyze displayed objects. For example, histograms may
be used to allow the user to view how the displayed ob-
jects are distributed over different attribute values. In
some embodiments, the user may also be able to define
one or more filters based upon attribute values or attribute
value ranges, allowing them to restrict the displayed ob-
jects to those deemed to be most relevant.
[0121] FIGs. 10A-10D illustrate the use of histograms
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and filters for selecting and displaying objects, in accord-
ance with some embodiments. As illustrated in FIG. 10A,
a map may display a plurality of different objects 1002 of
different types and having different attributes. In some
embodiments, a summary panel 1004 is displayed show-
ing the types of objects that are displayed. In addition,
summary panel 1004 may also display attributes asso-
ciated with the displayed objects.
[0122] For each displayed attribute, the number of dis-
played objects having a particular attribute value or within
a particular attribute value range may be displayed. For
example, an age attribute 1006 may be divided into "bins"
of 10 years each (e.g., a "10 yrs to 20 yrs" bin, a "20yrs
to 30yrs" bin, and so forth). The number of displayed
objects having an age attribute value that falls within each
bin may be displayed next to their respective bins. In
addition, in some embodiments a histogram bar may be
displayed next to the numbers for each bin. In some em-
bodiments, different bin sizes may be displayed for each
attributes. In some embodiments, the user may be able
to specify a desired bin size to be displayed.
[0123] In some embodiments, a user may select a par-
ticular attribute value or attribute value range. For exam-
ple, as illustrated in FIG. 10A, the user as selected the
range of "10 years to 20 years" of the "age" attribute at
1008. In response, the objects 1010 displayed on the
map that match the selected attribute value or are asso-
ciated with an attribute value falling within the selected
range may be selected.
[0124] In addition, how the selected objects are distrib-
uted for other attributes displayed in summary panel 1004
may be shown. In some embodiments, this may comprise
displaying a number next to each attribute value or at-
tribute range bin for other displayed attributes, indicating
a number of the selected objects that satisfy that attribute
value or attribute value range. For example, the summary
panel 1002 indicates that of the 51 displayed data objects
1002, 3 data objects 1010 satisfy the selected attribute
value range, and all 3 are of the "person" type (out of a
total of 10 objects of the "person" type). This allows the
user to be able to quickly view how objects having a cer-
tain attributes values are distributed over other attributes.
[0125] In some embodiments, an object may be rep-
resented in a plurality of different histograms correspond-
ing to attributes associated with the data object/feature.
For example, an object of the "person" type may be as-
sociated with a "type" attribute, an "age" attribute, a "gen-
der" attribute, and a "job" attribute. As such, the object
may be represented in the histograms that correspond
to the type, age, gender, and job attributes. If there are
different types of selected objects having different at-
tributes (e.g., the user has selected a plurality of "person"
objects and a plurality of "restaurant" objects), the data
objects may be represented in different histograms, de-
pending upon which attributes they are associated with.
For example, a selected "restaurant" object may not be
associated with a "type" attribute but not a "job" attribute,
and thus a restaurant object will not be represented in

the histogram associated with the job attribute, but will
be represented in the histogram associated with the type
attribute. Additionally, objects of different types may be
represented in a same histogram when the objects have
the same types of attributes. For example, a "house" ob-
ject and a "road" object, while different types of objects,
may both be associated with a "city" or "location" at-
tribute, and may thus be represented in the same histo-
gram. However, the "house" object and the "road" object
may, at the same time, have different types of attributes
(e.g., "house" object has attribute "square feet," while
"road" object has attribute "speed limit") such that the
objects may be represented in different histograms.
[0126] FIG. 10B illustrates objects displayed in con-
junction with a timeline, in accordance with some em-
bodiments. In some embodiments, certain types of ob-
jects may be associated with a time attribute. For exam-
ple, a "restaurant" object may be associated with a time
attribute value indicating when the restaurant was found-
ed. Time attributes may also be associated with other
object types, such as events.
[0127] In some embodiments, a timeline 1012 may be
displayed indicating how the displayed objects are dis-
tributed over different time periods. In some embodi-
ments, timeline 1012 functions similarly to a histogram
as displayed in summary panel 1004. In some embodi-
ments, the user may select objects that fall within a par-
ticular time range (e.g., by selecting one or more bars of
the timeline). In addition, the selected bars of the timeline
may be highlighted.
[0128] In some embodiments, a range covered by each
bar in the timeline may automatically change as the user
zooms in or out on the timeline. For example, the user
may zoom in on the timeline such that each bar corre-
sponds to a month. After selecting bars corresponding
to one or more months, the user may then zoom back
out such that each bar corresponds to a year. In some
embodiments, if the user has selected one or more bars
at a first zoom level (e.g., representing one or more
months), and zooms out to a second zoom level (e.g.,
where the bars each represent a year), the highlighted
bars at the first zoom level may be displayed using one
or more partially highlighted bars at the second zoom
level. In this way, the user may be able to quickly view a
proportion of the number of objects associated with one
or more selected time periods (e.g., the months of April
and May) as compared to a number of objects associated
with a second, longer time period (e.g., the entire year).
[0129] FIG. 10C illustrates restricted displayed objects
using filters, in accordance with some embodiments. In
the illustrated embodiment, a user has selected a pro-
vincial vector layer (displaying a plurality of provincial bor-
ders corresponding to province objects) and a transpor-
tation vector layer (displaying a plurality of road objects).
In some embodiment, the user may wish to restrict the
data displayed to data objects and features matching cer-
tain criteria. For example, the user may wish display only
the road objects that are within the borders of a selected
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province.
[0130] In some embodiments, the user may perform a
search to display the desired objects. Alternatively, the
user may select objects that do not satisfy the desired
parameters and remove them from the map, leaving only
the desired objects. However, these methods may make
it difficult for the user to revisit previous data. For exam-
ple, if the user has performed several selections within
selections, the user may only be able to undo selections
to view previous data in the reverse order that the selec-
tions were performed.
[0131] In some embodiments, the user may define a
filter based upon the desired parameters (e.g., within the
borders of a specified province), which may be displayed
at 1014. Once the filter has been defined, objects 1016
that satisfy the filter criteria (e.g., roads within the select-
ed province) are selected, while other objects 1018 (e.g.,
roads that are outside of the selected province) are made
inactive.
[0132] In some embodiments, a user may define filters
based upon any attribute or combination of attributes as-
sociated with the objects. For example, the user may
define a filter by specifying one or more attribute values
or attribute value ranges of one or more attributes asso-
ciated with the displayed objects. In some embodiments,
this may be done by selecting one or more attribute val-
ues or attribute values ranges of a displayed histogram
associated with a desired filter attribute. For example,
referring to FIG. 10A, a user may select the bar 1008
corresponding to the range "10 yrs to 20yrs" in the his-
togram generated for the "Age" attribute 1006, in order
to define a filter based upon that attribute value range.
In some embodiments, the user may select one or more
attribute values to be excluded from the filter (e.g., the
filter may be configured to select all objects associated
with any value of a particular attribute except for a spec-
ified set of attribute values).
[0133] In some embodiments, the desired attribute val-
ues or attribute value ranges used to construct the filter
may be based at least in part upon an attribute of another
object. For example, as described above, the user may
define a filter that filters objects having a location attribute
value that is within an area defined by another type of
object (e.g., a province or region).
[0134] In some embodiments, the user may later
switch the filter off by clicking on the filter at 1014 to dese-
lect the filter, resulting in the inactive objects and features
1018 displayed on the map to become active again. In
some embodiments, the user may create multiple filters,
each defining a different set of filter criteria. Each filter
may be displayed as a button or other interface element
at 1014. For example, FIG. 10D illustrates a user inter-
face where a user has created two different filters, which
are displayed at 1014.
[0135] By clicking on the filters at 1014, the user may
be able to switch each filter on and off independently.
This allows the user to reorder and reapply the filters in
any combination. For example, the user may define three

different filters to view data objects that satisfy a first, a
second, and a third filter parameter. The user may then
turn off the second filter in order to view objects that sat-
isfy the first and third filter parameters, without regard for
the second filter parameter. At a later time, the user may
turn the second filter back on, and turn off the first or third
filters, in order to view another combination of objects.
[0136] In some embodiments, the user may create a
filter by selecting a desired attribute value or attribute
value range, and clicking on a filter button or other inter-
face element. For example, in FIG. 10D, the user has
selected a plurality of timeline bars 1020, indicating a
desired time range. The user may then click on filter but-
ton 1022 in order to create the filter.
[0137] In some embodiments, a created filter may be
applied on all displayed objects. In other embodiments,
the filter may apply to a portion of the displayed objects
(e.g., objects from the same search, objects on the same
vector layer, and/or the like). For example, a filter for
roads within a particular region may be applied to objects
corresponding to roads, but not objects corresponding
to regions.
[0138] FIG. 11A is a flowchart of a process for creating
filters, in accordance with some embodiments. At block
1102, a plurality of objects are displayed to the user. The
objects may be displayed in response to the user select-
ing one or more vector layers to display, and/or perform-
ing one or more searches. In some embodiments, when
the plurality of objects are displayed, one or more histo-
grams for one or more attributes are generated, illustrat-
ing how the displayed objects are distributed over differ-
ent attribute values or attribute value ranges.
[0139] At block 1104, a selection of an attribute value
or attribute value range (hereinafter collectively referred
to as "attribute value") is received. In some embodiments,
the selected attribute value may be based upon a rela-
tionship between a object to a different type of object.
For example, the selected attribute value may corre-
spond to objects that are within a region defined by an-
other type of object, such as objects within the borders
of a selected region.
[0140] At block 1106, in response to the selection spec-
ifying the attribute value, one or more updates to the user
interface may be performed. For example, at block
1106-1, a portion of the displayed objects satisfying the
selected attribute value may be highlighted. In some em-
bodiments, this comprises selecting the portion of ob-
jects. In addition, in some embodiments, at block 1106-2,
one or more distributions (e.g., histograms) may be dis-
played illustrating how the portion of objects satisfying
the selected attribute value are distributed over the at-
tribute values of other attributes. For example, in some
embodiments, one or more attribute histograms may be
modified to indicate how many of the selected objects
are associated with different attribute values or attribute
value ranges (e.g., as illustrated in FIG. 10A).
[0141] At block 1108, an indication to generate a filter
based upon the selected attribute value is received. In
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some embodiments, this may comprise the user clicking
on or selecting a "create filter" button to create a filter
based upon the requested attribute value. At block 1110,
a filter is generated based upon the selected attribute
value in response to the received indication. In addition,
the portion of the displayed objects satisfying the select-
ed attribute value may be displayed as active objects
(e.g., selectable data objects), while remaining objects
that do not satisfy the selected attribute value may be
displayed as inactive objects (e.g., not selectable). In
some embodiments, histograms may be regenerated for
one or more attributes based upon the filtered data ob-
jects. For example, the histograms may be updated such
that they reflect only the currently active objects that sat-
isfy the currently activated filter(s), but not the currently
inactive objects that do not satisfy the currently activated
filter(s).
[0142] In some embodiments, a user interface element
(e.g., a button) is created that corresponds to the gener-
ated filter. The user interface element may be used by
the user to turn on or turn off the filter.
[0143] FIG. 11B is a flowchart of a process for creating
and manipulating multiple filters, in accordance with
some embodiments. At block 1112, a first filter is gener-
ated based upon a first selected attribute. In some em-
bodiments, the filter may have been generated using the
process described in FIG. 11A.
[0144] At block 1114, objects that satisfy the first filter
(e.g., are associated with the first attribute value) are dis-
played as active objects, while objects that do not satisfy
the first filter are displayed as inactive. In some embod-
iments, the active objects may also be selected. In addi-
tion, as described above, one or more attribute histo-
grams may be updated or regenerated to reflect distri-
butions of the currently active objects over different at-
tribute values or attribute value ranges.
[0145] At block 1116, a second filter is generated
based upon a second selected attribute value. In some
embodiments, the second attribute value may be asso-
ciated with a different attribute as the first attribute value.
[0146] At block 1118, objects that satisfy both the first
and second filters are displayed as active objects, while
objects that do not satisfy both the first and second filters
may be displayed as inactive. In addition, as described
above, one or more attribute histograms may be updated
or regenerated to reflect distributions of the currently ac-
tive objects over different attribute values or attribute val-
ue ranges.
[0147] At block 1120, an indication is received to turn
off or deactivate the first filter. In some embodiments, this
may comprise the user clicking on a user interface ele-
ment (e.g., a button) associated with the first filter, in order
to turn off the first filter.
[0148] At block 1122, objects that satisfy the second
filter are displayed as active data objects, while objects
that do not satisfy the second filter may be displayed as
inactive. Because the first filter has been turned off,
whether or not the objects satisfy the first filter is no longer

considered. In addition, as described above, one or more
attribute histograms may be updated or regenerated to
reflect distributions of the currently active objects over
different attribute values or attribute value ranges.
[0149] As such, the user is able to create a plurality of
different filters based upon different attribute values as-
sociated with objects that the user wishes to analyze. By
being able to activate and deactivate different filters with-
out needing to adhere to the order in which the filters
were created, the user may be able to more easily explore
different sets of objects that having different combina-
tions of attribute values.

Tiles, Tile Layers, and UTF grid

[0150] A single map may be associated with hundreds,
thousands, or even millions of objects. Due to the possi-
bility of the amount of processing that may be required
to deal with larger numbers objects (e.g., identifying
which objects/features are to be displayed, how they are
to be displayed, and/or the like) being beyond the
processing and/or memory capacity of client-side com-
ponents, the composition of map tiles may be accom-
plished by server-side components of the interactive data
object map system. The map tiles may then be transmit-
ted to the client-side components of the interactive data
object map system where they are composed into the
map interface. In some embodiments, each composed
map tile may comprise one or more static image files
(e.g., a PNG file, or other image file type).
[0151] In some embodiments, each map tile may com-
prise one or more tile layers, wherein each tile layer cor-
responds to a different type of data. For example, a user
may specify a base layer and one or more vector layers
to be displayed (see, e.g., FIGs. 2A-2C). In addition, cer-
tain data objects or features may be made inactive, while
other data objects or features may remain active. Data
objects or features may also be selected or not selected.
[0152] FIG. 12 illustrates a tile layer configuration that
may be used in a map, in accordance with some embod-
iments. In the illustrated embodiments, map tile 1202
comprises at least one base tile layer 1204, at least one
vector tile layer 1206, an optional inactive tile layer 1208,
and an optional selection tile layer 1210. Base tile layer
1204 comprises a base map upon which data objects
and features may be displayed. In some embodiments,
the base tile layer may include, as described above, over-
head imagery, topographic, blank (Mercator), base map,
aviation, and/or blank (unprojected).
[0153] Vector tile layer 1206 may be used to display
objects to be overlaid on the base tile layer 1204. For
example, the user may select one or more vector layers
to be displayed (e.g., as illustrated in FIG. 2A). In addition,
the user may perform one or more searches specifying
parameters for one or more objects to be displayed on
the map. In some embodiments, objects may be dis-
played on the map using an icon. Different types of ob-
jects may be displayed using different icons (e.g., an ob-
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ject representing a person may be displayed using a cir-
cular icon containing the shape a person, while an object
representing a restaurant may be shown using a different
icon, such as a circular icon containing a dining symbol).
In some embodiments, objects may be displayed using
different shapes. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 3A,
3B, and 3C, objects may comprise sections of road, sec-
tions of river, county borders, and/or other types of ob-
jects. These objects may be represented using lines or
other shapes on the map (e.g., a road may be presented
as a yellow line, while a river may be represented as a
blue line, and a province represented by a green border).
[0154] In some embodiments, for the purposes of
transmitting to the client, multiple vector layers (e.g., mul-
tiple vector layers selected by a user) may be com-
pressed into a single vector tile layer 1206. In other em-
bodiments, each vector layer may be transmitted as its
own separate vector tile layer.
[0155] In some embodiments, not all selected vector
layers need to be considered when generating vector tile
layer 1206. For example, a particular selected vector lay-
er may only contain objects within a certain area of the
map. As such, when generating vector tile layer 1206,
only vector layers having objects within the area of the
map tile need to be considered. In some embodiments,
in order to be able to quickly eliminate vector layers that
do not have to be considered when generating vector tile
layer 1206 for a given map tile, a bounding box may be
drawn around the objects of a vector layer, to determine
an area covered by the vector layer. If the area of the
bounding box is outside the area covered by the map tile,
the vector layer is not considered when generating vector
tile layer 1206 for the map tile.
[0156] In some embodiments, a user may be able to
select one or more of the displayed objects shown in
object layer 1206. When an object is selected, the icon
or shape representing the data object may change color
and/or shape in response to being selected. For example,
a circular icon representing a person object may contain
a ring that changes color when the object is selected. A
blue line representing a section of river may, in response
to a selection may the user, be overlaid using a thicker
line of a different color. As it is possible for a user to select
hundreds or thousands of objects at a time (e.g., by per-
forming a large search or selecting over an area), it is
often beneficial to keep track of which objects have been
selected on the server-side. As such, the modified
icons/shapes caused by selection of the objects may be
displayed in optional selection tile layer 1210. In some
embodiments, other visual effects that may be applied
on the map, such as a heatmap, may also be displayed
in selection tile layer 510.
[0157] FIG. 13 illustrates an example selection tile lay-
er for a map tile, in accordance with some embodiments.
As illustrated in the figure, selection tile layer 1302 com-
prises an image that contains an icon 1304 correspond-
ing to a selected object. Because there are no other ob-
jects that have been selected within the area of tile 1302,

the remainder tile 1302 is transparent, such that it can
be transposed with the remaining layers associated with
the tile (e.g., a vector tile layer, a base tile layer, and/or
an inactive tile layer) to form a complete map tile for dis-
play.
[0158] In some embodiments, not all of the displayed
objects are able to be interactive or selectable by the
user. Objects that are not interactive or selectable may
be referred to as being "inactive." For example, a user
may define a filter to exclude a subset of the displayed
objects. As such, objects that are inactive may be dis-
played on optional inactive tile layer 1208 instead of on
vector tile layer 1206. In some embodiments, a visual
effect may be applied on the icon or shape representing
an inactive object (e.g., greying out the icon representing
the object), in order to differentiate the object from se-
lectable objects on the map.
[0159] The various layers (base tile layer 1204, vector
tile layer 1206, inactive tile layer 1208, and selection tile
layer 1210), are generated at the server side and overlaid
on each other to form completed map tiles, which may
then be sent to the client system. An array of completed
map tiles are assembled form the map. In some embod-
iments, images corresponding to individual tile layers
may be sent to the client system, whereupon the client
system assembles the received tile layers into completed
map tiles.
[0160] In some embodiments, user interactions with
the displayed map may cause the tile layers to be updat-
ed. For example, if the user clicks a particular location
on the map, a determination may be made as to whether
the location corresponds to an icon or shape representing
an object. In some embodiments, this determination may
be made at the server-side in response the client sending
coordinates of the click to the server. If it is determined
that the location is associated with an object, the object
may be selected, causing an update to one or more tile
layers (e.g., selection tile layer 1210). In some embodi-
ments, this may cause the server to generated one or
more updated layers for which to create a re-composed
tile. The re-composed tile comprising updated tile layers
may then be sent from the server to the client, to be dis-
played in the tile location.
[0161] In some embodiments, not all tile layers of a
map tile need to be updated in response to a user inter-
action. For example, when a user selects a displayed
object on a particular tile, the interaction may necessitate
updates to the vector tile layer and/or selection tile layer
associated with the tile. However, it is possible that the
base tile layer and inactive tile layer associated with the
tile do not need to be updated. As such, in some embod-
iments, one or more updated tile layers are sent from the
server to the client, and used to replace one or more
corresponding tile layers previously displayed at the lo-
cation. In some embodiments, in order to maintain visual
continuity, the previous tile layers are not replaced until
all updated tile layers for the particular tile have been
received.
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[0162] In some embodiments, at least a portion of the
determinations may be performed by the client instead
of the server. For example, in some embodiments, be-
cause the user may only highlight a single object at a
time, highlighting an object may be performed by the cli-
ent instead of by the server. As such, highlighting objects
on the map may be performed nearly instantaneously,
and provides useful feedback that enhances the interac-
tivity of the map system.
[0163] In some embodiments, in order to determine
whether a particular location on the map corresponds to
a data object or feature, a UTF grid may be used. FIG.
14 illustrates an example of a UTF grid of the map system,
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
In an embodiment, the UTF grid enables feature outlining
and/or highlighting of many objects with client-side com-
ponents. In one embodiment, each map tile (or image)
of the map interface includes an associated textual UTF
(UCS Transformation Format) grid. In FIG. 14, an exam-
ple map tile 1402 is shown next to an associated example
UTF grid 1404. In this example, the map tile and associ-
ated UTF grid are generated by the server-side compo-
nents and sent to the client-side components. In the UTF
grid, each character represents a pixel or set of pixels in
the map tile image, and each character indicates what
object is associated with the pixel. For example, the pixels
of the map can be downsampled and divided into arrays
or sets of pixels (e.g., a 2x2 array of pixels) are each
associated with a character in the UTF grid. Each char-
acter in the UTF grid may additionally be associated with
an object identifier which may be used to request meta-
data associated with that object.
[0164] Contiguous regions of characters in the UTF
grid indicate the bounds of a particular object, and may
be used by the client-side components to provide the
object highlighting and/or outlining. For example, when
a user hovers a mouse pointer over an object on a map
tile, the map system determines the character and portion
of the UTF grid associated with the pixel hovered over,
draws an object outline based on the UTF grid, and may
additionally access metadata associated with the object
based on the object identifier associated with the object.
For example, the object identifier is sent to a back-end
server, where the identifier is used to identify the object
and retrieve metadata associated with the object to be
transmitted to the client. In some embodiments, charac-
ters in the UTF may also be associated with certain types
of metadata associated with the object (e.g., object
name), allowing the metadata to be displayed without
having to first retrieve the metadata using the object iden-
tifier from the back-end server. This allows the metadata
to be displayed almost instantly when the user selects or
highlights the object. In an embodiment, the UTF grid is
sent to the client-side components in a JSON (JavaScript
Object Notation) format.
[0165] For example, FIG. 15 shows a flow diagram de-
picting illustrative client-side metadata retrieval of the
map system, according to an embodiment of the present

disclosure. In various embodiments, fewer blocks or ad-
ditional blocks may be included in the process, or various
blocks may be performed in an order different from that
shown in FIG. 15. In an embodiment, one or more blocks
in FIG. 15 may be performed by client-side components
of the map system, for example, computer system 2000.
[0166] At block 1502, the client-side components of
the map system detect that the user is hovering over
and/or touching an object in the user interface. At block
1504, and as described above, the client-side compo-
nents may access the UTF grid to determine the object
identifier and object boundaries associated with the hov-
ered-over object. Then, at block 1506, the client-side
components may render the object shape on the image
or map interface. The object shape may be rendered as
an outline and/or other highlighting.
[0167] At block 1508, the client-side components de-
tect whether the user has selected the object. Objects
may be selected, for example, if the user clicks on the
object and or touches the object. If the user has selected
the object, then at block 1510, the client-side components
query the server-side components to retrieve metadata
associated with the selected object. In an embodiment,
querying of the server-side components may include
transmitting the object identifier associated with the se-
lected object to the server, the server retrieving from a
database the relevant metadata, and the server trans-
mitting the retrieved metadata back to the client-side
components. In other embodiments, only a location of
the selection needs to be sent to the server, whereupon
the server may identify the object based upon the selec-
tion location.
[0168] At block 1512, the metadata may be received
by the client-side components and displayed to the user.
For example, the metadata associated with the selected
object may be displayed to the user in the user interface
in a dedicated metadata window, among other possibil-
ities. In some embodiments, the metadata may be used
to be used as part of one or more aggregations or com-
binations that are displayed to the user. For example, the
metadata may be used to generate one or more attribute
histograms. In some embodiments, the metadata is ag-
gregated and processed at the server side (e.g., to create
a histogram), wherein the processed metadata (e.g., his-
togram data) is then transmitted to the client.
[0169] In an embodiment, one or more blocks in FIG.
15 may be performed by server-side components of the
map system, for example, server 2030.
[0170] FIG. 16A shows a flow diagram depicting illus-
trative server-side operations of the map system, accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present disclosure. In various
embodiments, fewer blocks or additional blocks may be
included in the process, or various blocks may be per-
formed in an order different from that shown in FIG. 16A.
In an embodiment, one or more blocks in FIG. 16A may
be performed by server-side components of the map sys-
tem, for example, server 2030.
[0171] Server-side operations of the map system may
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include composing and updating the map tiles that make
up the map interface. For example, when the user chang-
es the selection of the base layer and/or one or more of
the vector layers, the map tiles are re-composed and
updated in the map interface to reflect the user’s selec-
tion. Selection of objects resulting in highlighting of those
objects may also involve re-composition of the map tiles.
Further, UTF grids may be generated by the server-side
components for each map tile composed.
[0172] At block 1602, the user interface is provided to
the user. At block 1604 an input from the user is received.
Inputs received from the user that may result in server-
side operations may include, for example, an object se-
lection (1604-1), a change in layer selection (1604-2), a
geosearch (1604-3), generating a heatmap (1604-4),
searching from the search box (1604-5), panning or
zooming the map interface (1604-6), and/or generating
one or more filters (1604-7), among others.
[0173] At block 1606, the client-side components of
the map system may query the server-side components
in response to any of inputs 1604-1, 1604-2, 1604-3,
1604-4, 1604-5, 1604-6, and 1604-7 from the user. The
server-side components then update and recompose the
map tiles and UTF grids of the map interface in accord-
ance with the user input (as described above in reference
to FIG. 15 and below in reference to FIG. 16B), and trans-
mits those updated map tiles and UTF grids back to the
client-side components.
[0174] At block 1608, the client-side components re-
ceive the updated map tile information from the server,
and at block 1610 the user interface is updated with the
received information.
[0175] In an embodiment, additional information
and/or data, in addition to updated map tiles, may be
transmitted to the client-side components from the serv-
er-side components. For example, object metadata may
be transmitted in response to a user selecting an object.
[0176] In an embodiment, one or more blocks in FIG.
16A may be performed by client-side components of the
map system, for example, computer system 2000.
[0177] FIG. 16B shows a flow diagram depicting illus-
trative server-side layer composition of the map system,
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure.
In various embodiments, fewer blocks or additional
blocks may be included in the process, or various blocks
may be performed in an order different from those shown.
In an embodiment, one or more blocks in FIG. 16B may
be performed by server-side components of the map sys-
tem, for example, server 2000.
[0178] At block 1630, a query is received by the server-
side components from the client-side components. Such
a query may originate, for example, at block 1616 of FIG.
16A. At block 1632, the server-side components deter-
mine the map tile composition based on the query. For
example, if the user has selected an object or group of
objects, the map tiles containing those objects may be
updated to include highlighted objects (e.g., selection tile
layers for the map tiles are updated to display highlighted

icons corresponding to the highlighted objects). If the us-
er defines a filter, the map tiles may be updated to show
objects that do not satisfy the filter conditions as inactive
(e.g., vector tile layers are updated to remove icons cor-
responding to data objects that have been made inactive,
while inactive tile layers are updated to include icons cor-
responding to inactive data objects). In another example,
if the user has changed the layer selection, the map tiles
may be updated to include only those layers that are cur-
rently selected. In the example of FIG. 16B, the layers
currently selected are determined, and the layers are
composed and/or rendered into the map tiles (e.g., as
base tile layer and/or vector tile layer). In another exam-
ple, if the user has performed a geosearch and selected
to add the search result objects to the map interface, the
map tiles are updated to include those search result ob-
jects. In yet another example, when the user has gener-
ated a heatmap, the map tiles (e.g., selection tile layers)
are updated to show the generated heatmap. In another
example, if the user searches via the search box, the
selected objects may be highlighted in the re-composed
map tiles. In another example, when the user pans and/or
zooms in the map interface, the map tiles are updated to
reflect the new view selected by the user. In all cases,
an updated UTF grid may also be generated for each
composed map tile. For example, the UTF grid may be
updated such that data objects that have been selected
or made inactive are not highlighted when hovered over
by the user, such that only data objects that are not in-
active and are not already selected can be highlighted.
[0179] For example, the map tile may comprise a plu-
rality of overlaid tile layers (e.g., as illustrated in FIG. 12).
The selected base layer may be rendered as its own tile
layer. In some embodiments, the selected vector layers
may be consolidated into a single vector tile layer, while
in other embodiments, selected layers may remain as
separate vector tile layers. In some embodiments, one
or more selected vector layers may be not be considered,
based upon a determination that no data objects or fea-
tures associated with the vector layer are within the re-
gion corresponding to the map tile. In addition, data ob-
jects and/or features displayed as the result of a search
may also be rendered in the vector tile layer. If the user
has selected an object or group of objects, the selection
(and any associated visual effects) may be rendered in
the selection tile layer. In some embodiments, other vis-
ual effects, such as heatmaps, may also be rendered in
the selection tile layer. Data objects or features that have
been made inactive may be separated into a separate
inactive tile layer.
[0180] At block 1634, the map system determines
whether the layers necessary to compose the requested
map tiles are cached. For example, when a layer is se-
lected by the user, that layer may be composed by the
map system and placed in a memory of the server-side
components for future retrieval. Caching of composed
layers may obviate the need for recomposing those lay-
ers later, which advantageously may save time and/or
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processing power.
[0181] If the required layers are cached, then at block
1640 the layers are composed into the requested map
tiles and, at block 1642, transmitted to the client-side
components.
[0182] When the required layers are not cached, at
block 1636, the server-side components calculate and/or
compose the requested layer and or layers, and may
then, at block 1638, optionally cache the newly com-
posed layers for future retrieval. Then, at blocks 1640
and 1642, the layers are composed into map tiles and
provided to the client-side components. In some embod-
iments, the layers are composed into tile layers. For ex-
ample, multiple selected vector layers may be composed
into a single vector tile layer. In some embodiments, the
tile layers (e.g., a base tile layer, a vector tile layer, a
selection tile layer, and/or an inactive tile layer) are com-
posed into map tiles by the server and provided to the
client-side components. In other embodiments, the tile
layers are provided to the client-side components, which
uses them to compose the map tiles (e.g., by overlaying
the tile layers for a particular map tile on top of each other
to form the map tile).
[0183] In an embodiment, tile layers and/or entire map
tiles may be cached by the server-side components. In
an embodiment, the size and/or quality of the map tiles
that make up that map interface may be selected and/or
dynamically selected based on at least one of: the band-
width available for transmitting the map tiles to the client-
side components, the size of the map interface, and/or
the complexity of the layer composition, among other fac-
tors. In an embodiment, the map tiles comprise images,
for example, in one or more of the following formats: PNG,
GIF, JPEG, TIFF, BMP, and/or any other type of appro-
priate image format.
[0184] In an embodiment, the layer and object data
composed into layers and map tiles comprises vector
data. The vector data (for example, object data) may in-
clude associated metadata, as described above. In an
embodiment, the vector, layer, and/or object data and
associated metadata may originate from one or more da-
tabases and/or electronic data stores.
[0185] In an embodiment, the map system may display
more than 50 million selectable features to a user simul-
taneously. In an embodiment, the map system may sup-
port tens or hundreds of concurrent users accessing the
same map and object data. In an embodiment, map and
object data used by the map system may be mirrored
and/or spread across multiple computers, servers,
and/or server-side components.
[0186] In an embodiment, rather than updating the map
tiles to reflect a selection by the user of one or more
objects, the map system may show an approximation of
the selection to the user based on client-side processing.
[0187] In an embodiment, icons and/or styles associ-
ated with various objects in the map interface may be
updated and/or changed by the user. For example, the
styles of the various objects may be specified in or by a

style data file. The style data file may be formatted ac-
cording to a particular format or standard readable by the
map system. In an embodiment, the style data file is for-
matted according to the JSON format standard. The user
may thus change the look of the objects and shapes ren-
dered in the map interface of the map system by changing
the style data file. The style data file may further define
the looks for object and terrain (among other items and
data) at various zoom levels.
[0188] In an embodiment, objects, notes, metadata,
and/or other types of data may be added to the map sys-
tem by the user through the user interface. In an embod-
iment, user added information may be shared between
multiple users of the map system. In an embodiment, a
user of the map system may add annotations and shapes
to the map interface that may be saved and shared with
other users. In an embodiment, a user of the map system
may share a selection of objects with one or more other
users.
[0189] In an embodiment, the user interface of the map
system may include a timeline window. The timeline win-
dow may enable the user to view objects and layers spe-
cific to particular moments in time and/or time periods.
In an embodiment, the user may view tolerance ellipses
overlaid on the map interface indicating the likely position
of an object across a particular time period.
[0190] In an embodiment, the map system may include
elevation profiling. Elevation profiling may allow a user
of the system to determine the elevation along a path on
the map interface, to perform a viewshed analysis (de-
termine objects and/or terrain viewable from a particular
location), to perform a reverse-viewshed analysis (for a
particular location, determine objects and/or terrain that
may view the location), among others.
[0191] In an embodiment, vector data, object data,
metadata, and/or other types of data may be prepared
before it is entered into or accessed by the map system.
For example, the data may be converted from one format
to another, may be crawled for common items of meta-
data, and/or may be prepared for application of a style
file or style information, among other action. In an em-
bodiment, a layer ontology may be automatically gener-
ated based on a group of data. In an embodiment, the
map system may access common data sources available
on the Internet, for example, road data available from
openstreetmap.org.
[0192] In an embodiment, roads shown in the map in-
terface are labeled with their names, and buildings are
rendered in faux-3D to indicate the building heights. In
an embodiment, Blue Force Tracking may be integrated
into the map system as a layer with the characteristics
of both a static vector layer and a dynamic selection layer.
A Blue Force layer may enable the use of the map system
for live operational analysis. In an embodiment, the map
system may quickly render detailed chloropleths or heat-
maps with minimal data transfer. For example, the sys-
tem may render a chloropleth with a property value on
the individual shapes of the properties themselves, rather
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than aggregating this information on a county or zip code
level.
[0193] Advantageously, the map system displays
many items of data, objects, features, and/or layers in a
single map interface. A user may easily interact with
things on the map and gather information by hovering
over or selecting features, even though those features
may not be labeled. The user may select features, may
"drill down" on a particular type of feature (for example,
roads), may view features through histograms, may use
histograms to determine common characteristics (for ex-
ample, determine the most common speed limit), and/or
may determine correlations among features (for exam-
ple, see that slower speed limit areas are centered
around schools). Further, the map system may be useful
in many different situations. For example, the system
may be useful to operational planners and/or disaster
relief personnel.
[0194] Additionally, the map system accomplishes at
least three core ideas: providing a robust and fast back-
end (server-side) renderer, keeping data on the back-
end, and only transferring the data necessary to have
interactivity. In one embodiment, the primary function of
the server-side components is rendering map tiles. The
server is capable of drawing very detailed maps with a
variety of styles that can be based on vector metadata.
Rendered map tiles for a vector layer may be cached,
and several of these layer tiles are drawn on top of one
another to produce the final tile that is sent to the client-
side browser. Map tile rendering is fast enough for dis-
playing dynamic tiles for selection and highlight to the
user. Server-side operations allow for dynamic selec-
tions of very large numbers of features, calculation of the
histogram, determining the number of items shown
and/or selected, and drawing the selection, for example.
Further, the heatmap may include large numbers of
points without incurring the cost of transferring those
points to the client-side browser. Additionally, transfer-
ring only as much data as necessary to have interactivity
enables quick server rendering of dynamic selections
and vector layers. On the other hand, highlighting hov-
ered-over features may be performed client-side nearly
instantaneously, and provides useful feedback that en-
hances the interactivity of the map system. In an embod-
iment, to avoid transferring too much geometric data, the
geometries of objects (in the map tiles and UTF grid) are
down-sampled depending on how zoomed in the user is
to the map interface. Thus, map tiles may be rendered
and presented to a user of the map system in a dynamic
and useable manner.

Object Centric Data Model

[0195] To provide a framework for the following dis-
cussion of specific systems and methods described
above and below, an example database system 1710
using an ontology 1705 will now be described. This de-
scription is provided for the purpose of providing an ex-

ample and is not intended to limit the techniques to the
example data model, the example database system, or
the example database system’s use of an ontology to
represent information.
[0196] In one embodiment, a body of data is concep-
tually structured according to an object-centric data mod-
el represented by ontology 1705. The conceptual data
model is independent of any particular database used
for durably storing one or more database(s) 1709 based
on the ontology 1705. For example, each object of the
conceptual data model may correspond to one or more
rows in a relational database or an entry in Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) database, or any com-
bination of one or more databases.
[0197] FIG. 17A illustrates an object-centric conceptu-
al data model according to an embodiment. An ontology
1705, as noted above, may include stored information
providing a data model for storage of data in the database
1709. The ontology 1705 may be defined by one or more
object types, which may each be associated with one or
more property types. At the highest level of abstraction,
data object 1701 is a container for information represent-
ing things in the world. For example, data object 1701
can represent an entity such as a person, a place, an
organization, a market instrument, or other noun. Data
object 1701 can represent an event that happens at a
point in time or for a duration. Data object 1701 can rep-
resent a document or other unstructured data source
such as an e-mail message, a news report, or a written
paper or article. Each data object 1701 is associated with
a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data object
within the database system.
[0198] Different types of data objects may have differ-
ent property types. For example, a "Person" data object
might have an "Eye Color" property type and an "Event"
data object might have a "Date" property type. Each prop-
erty 1703 as represented by data in the database system
1710 may have a property type defined by the ontology
1705 used by the database 1705.
[0199] Objects may be instantiated in the database
1709 in accordance with the corresponding object defi-
nition for the particular object in the ontology 1705. For
example, a specific monetary payment (e.g., an object
of type "event") of US$30.00 (e.g., a property of type
"currency") taking place on 3/27/2009 (e.g., a property
of type "date") may be stored in the database 1709 as
an event object with associated currency and date prop-
erties as defined within the ontology 1705.
[0200] The data objects defined in the ontology 1705
may support property multiplicity. In particular, a data ob-
ject 1701 may be allowed to have more than one property
1703 of the same property type. For example, a "Person"
data object might have multiple "Address" properties or
multiple "Name" properties.
[0201] Each link 1702 represents a connection be-
tween two data objects 1701. In one embodiment, the
connection is either through a relationship, an event, or
through matching properties. A relationship connection
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may be asymmetrical or symmetrical. For example, "Per-
son" data object A may be connected to "Person" data
object B by a "Child Of" relationship (where "Person" data
object B has an asymmetric "Parent Of" relationship to
"Person" data object A), a "Kin Of" symmetric relationship
to "Person" data object C, and an asymmetric "Member
Of" relationship to "Organization" data object X. The type
of relationship between two data objects may vary de-
pending on the types of the data objects. For example,
"Person" data object A may have an "Appears In" rela-
tionship with "Document" data object Y or have a "Par-
ticipate In" relationship with "Event" data object E. As an
example of an event connection, two "Person" data ob-
jects may be connected by an "Airline Flight" data object
representing a particular airline flight if they traveled to-
gether on that flight, or by a "Meeting" data object repre-
senting a particular meeting if they both attended that
meeting. In one embodiment, when two data objects are
connected by an event, they are also connected by re-
lationships, in which each data object has a specific re-
lationship to the event, such as, for example, an "Appears
In" relationship.
[0202] As an example of a matching properties con-
nection, two "Person" data objects representing a brother
and a sister, may both have an "Address" property that
indicates where they live. If the brother and the sister live
in the same home, then their "Address" properties likely
contain similar, if not identical property values. In one
embodiment, a link between two data objects may be
established based on similar or matching properties (e.g.,
property types and/or property values) of the data ob-
jects. These are just some examples of the types of con-
nections that may be represented by a link and other
types of connections may be represented; embodiments
are not limited to any particular types of connections be-
tween data objects. For example, a document might con-
tain references to two different objects. For example, a
document may contain a reference to a payment (one
object), and a person (a second object). A link between
these two objects may represent a connection between
these two entities through their co-occurrence within the
same document.
[0203] Each data object 1701 can have multiple links
with another data object 1701 to form a link set 1704. For
example, two "Person" data objects representing a hus-
band and a wife could be linked through a "Spouse Of"
relationship, a matching "Address" property, and one or
more matching "Event" properties (e.g., a wedding).
Each link 1702 as represented by data in a database may
have a link type defined by the database ontology used
by the database.
[0204] FIG. 17B is a block diagram illustrating exem-
plary components and data that may be used in identi-
fying and storing data according to an ontology. In this
example, the ontology may be configured, and data in
the data model populated, by a system of parsers and
ontology configuration tools. In the embodiment of FIG.
17B, input data 1800 is provided to parser 1802. The

input data may comprise data from one or more sources.
For example, an institution may have one or more data-
bases with information on credit card transactions, rental
cars, and people. The databases may contain a variety
of related information and attributes about each type of
data, such as a "date" for a credit card transaction, an
address for a person, and a date for when a rental car is
rented. The parser 1802 is able to read a variety of source
input data types and determine which type of data it is
reading.
[0205] In accordance with the discussion above, the
example ontology 1705 comprises stored information
providing the data model of data stored in database 1709,
and the ontology is defined by one or more object types
1810, one or more property types 1816, and one or more
link types 1830. Based on information determined by the
parser 1802 or other mapping of source input information
to object type, one or more data objects 1701 may be
instantiated in the database 1709 based on respective
determined object types 1710, and each of the objects
1701 has one or more properties 1703 that are instanti-
ated based on property types 1816. Two data objects
1701 may be connected by one or more links 1702 that
may be instantiated based on link types 1830. The prop-
erty types 1816 each may comprise one or more data
types 1818, such as a string, number, etc. Property types
1816 may be instantiated based on a base property type
1820. For example, a base property type 1820 may be
"Locations" and a property type 1816 may be "Home."
[0206] In an embodiment, a user of the system uses
an object type editor 1824 to create and/or modify the
object types 1810 and define attributes of the object
types. In an embodiment, a user of the system uses a
property type editor 1826 to create and/or modify the
property types 1816 and define attributes of the property
types. In an embodiment, a user of the system uses link
type editor 1828 to create the link types 1830. Alterna-
tively, other programs, processes, or programmatic con-
trols may be used to create link types and property types
and define attributes, and using editors is not required.
[0207] In an embodiment, creating a property type
1816 using the property type editor 1826 involves defin-
ing at least one parser definition using a parser editor
1822. A parser definition comprises metadata that in-
forms parser 1802 how to parse input data 1800 to de-
termine whether values in the input data can be assigned
to the property type 1816 that is associated with the pars-
er definition. In an embodiment, each parser definition
may comprise a regular expression parser 1804A or a
code module parser 1804B. In other embodiments, other
kinds of parser definitions may be provided using scripts
or other programmatic elements. Once defined, both a
regular expression parser 1804A and a code module
parser 1804B can provide input to parser 1802 to control
parsing of input data 1800.
[0208] Using the data types defined in the ontology,
input data 1800 may be parsed by the parser 1802 de-
termine which object type 1810 should receive data from
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a record created from the input data, and which property
types 1816 should be assigned to data from individual
field values in the input data. Based on the object-prop-
erty mapping 1801, the parser 1802 selects one of the
parser definitions that is associated with a property type
in the input data. The parser parses an input data field
using the selected parser definition, resulting in creating
new or modified data 1803. The new or modified data
1803 is added to the database 1709 according to ontol-
ogy 1705 by storing values of the new or modified data
in a property of the specified property type. As a result,
input data 1700 having varying format or syntax can be
created in database 1709. The ontology 1705 may be
modified at any time using object type editor 1824, prop-
erty type editor 1826, and link type editor 1828, or under
program control without human use of an editor. Parser
editor 1822 enables creating multiple parser definitions
that can successfully parse input data 1800 having var-
ying format or syntax and determine which property types
should be used to transform input data 1800 into new or
modified input data 1803.
[0209] The properties, objects, and links (e.g. relation-
ships) between the objects can be visualized using a
graphical user interface (GUI). For example, FIG. 17C
displays a user interface showing a graph representation
1903 of relationships (including relationships and/or links
1904, 1905, 1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912,
and 1913) between the data objects (including data ob-
jects 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928,
and 1929) that are represented as nodes in the example
of FIG. 8C. In this embodiment, the data objects include
person objects 1921, 1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, and 1926;
a flight object 1927; a financial account 1928; and a com-
puter object 1929. In this example, each person node
(associated with person data objects), flight node (asso-
ciated with flight data objects), financial account node
(associated with financial account data objects), and
computer node (associated with computer data objects)
may have relationships and/or links with any of the other
nodes through, for example, other objects such as pay-
ment objects.
[0210] For example, in FIG. 17C, relationship 1904 is
based on a payment associated with the individuals in-
dicated in person data objects 1921 and 1923. The link
1904 represents these shared payments (for example,
the individual associated with data object 1921 may have
paid the individual associated with data object 1923 on
three occasions). The relationship is further indicated by
the common relationship between person data objects
1921 and 1923 and financial account data object 1928.
For example, link 1911 indicates that person data object
1921 transferred money into financial account data object
1928, while person data object 1923 transferred money
out of financial account data object 1928. In another ex-
ample, the relationships between person data objects
1924 and 1925 and flight data object 1927 are indicated
by links 1906, 1909, and 1910. In this example, person
data objects 1924 and 1925 have a common address

and were passengers on the same flight data object 1927.
In an embodiment, further details related to the relation-
ships between the various objects may be displayed. For
example, links 1911 and 1912 may, in some embodi-
ments, indicate the timing of the respective money trans-
fers. In another example, the time of the flight associated
with the flight data object 1927 may be shown.
[0211] Relationships between data objects may be
stored as links, or in some embodiments, as properties,
where a relationship may be detected between the prop-
erties. In some cases, as stated above, the links may be
directional. For example, a payment link may have a di-
rection associated with the payment, where one person
object is a receiver of a payment, and another person
object is the payer of payment.
[0212] In various embodiments, data objects may fur-
ther include geographical metadata and/or links. Such
geographical metadata may be accessed by the interac-
tive data object map system for displaying objects and
features on the map interface (as described above). In
some embodiments, geographical metadata may be as-
sociated with specific properties of a data object (e.g.,
an object corresponding to a flight may have an origin
location and a destination location).
[0213] In addition to visually showing relationships be-
tween the data objects, the user interface may allow var-
ious other manipulations. For example, the objects within
database 1108 may be searched using a search interface
1950 (e.g., text string matching of object properties), in-
spected (e.g., properties and associated data viewed),
filtered (e.g., narrowing the universe of objects into sets
and subsets by properties or relationships), and statisti-
cally aggregated (e.g., numerically summarized based
on summarization criteria), among other operations and
visualizations. Additionally, as described above, objects
within database 1108 may be searched, accessed, and
implemented in the map interface of the interactive data
object map system via, for example, a geosearch and/or
radius search.

Implementation Mechanisms

[0214] According to an embodiment, the interactive da-
ta object map system and other methods and techniques
described herein are implemented by one or more spe-
cial-purpose computing devices. The special-purpose
computing devices may be hard-wired to perform the
techniques, or may include digital electronic devices such
as one or more application-specific integrated circuits
(ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) that
are persistently programmed to perform the techniques,
or may include one or more general purpose hardware
processors programmed to perform the techniques pur-
suant to program instructions in firmware, memory, other
storage, or a combination. Such special-purpose com-
puting devices may also combine custom hard-wired log-
ic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to ac-
complish the techniques. The special-purpose comput-
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ing devices may be desktop computer systems, server
computer systems, portable computer systems, hand-
held devices, networking devices or any other device or
combination of devices that incorporate hard-wired
and/or program logic to implement the techniques.
[0215] Computing device(s) are generally controlled
and coordinated by operating system software, such as
iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE,
Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, Vx-
Works, or other compatible operating systems. In other
embodiments, the computing device may be controlled
by a proprietary operating system. Conventional operat-
ing systems control and schedule computer processes
for execution, perform memory management, provide file
system, networking, I/O services, and provide a user in-
terface functionality, such as a graphical user interface
("GUI"), among other things.
[0216] For example, FIG. 17D is a block diagram that
illustrates a computer system 800 upon which the various
systems and methods discussed herein may be imple-
mented. Computer system 2000 includes a bus 2002 or
other communication mechanism for communicating in-
formation, and a hardware processor, or multiple proc-
essors, 2004 coupled with bus 2002 for processing in-
formation. Hardware processor(s) 2004 may be, for ex-
ample, one or more general purpose microprocessors.
[0217] Computer system 2000 also includes a main
memory 2006, such as a random access memory (RAM),
cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to
bus 2002 for storing information and instructions to be
executed by processor 2004. Main memory 2006 also
may be used for storing temporary variables or other in-
termediate information during execution of instructions
to be executed by processor 2004. Such instructions,
when stored in storage media accessible to processor
2004, render computer system 2000 into a special-pur-
pose machine that is customized to perform the opera-
tions specified in the instructions.
[0218] Computer system 2000 further includes a read
only memory (ROM) 2008 or other static storage device
coupled to bus 2002 for storing static information and
instructions for processor 2004. A storage device 2010,
such as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive
(Flash drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 2002
for storing information and instructions.
[0219] Computer system 2000 may be coupled via bus
2002 to a display 2012, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT),
LCD display, or touch screen display, for displaying in-
formation to a computer user and/or receiving input from
the user. An input device 2014, including alphanumeric
and other keys, is coupled to bus 2002 for communicating
information and command selections to processor 2004.
Another type of user input device is cursor control 2016,
such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for
communicating direction information and command se-
lections to processor 2004 and for controlling cursor
movement on display 2012. This input device typically

has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g.,
x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to
specify positions in a plane. In some embodiments, the
same direction information and command selections as
cursor control may be implemented via receiving touches
on a touch screen without a cursor.
[0220] Computing system 2000 may include a user in-
terface module, and/or various other types of modules
to implement a GUI, a map interface, and the various
other aspects of the interactive data object map system.
The modules may be stored in a mass storage device as
executable software codes that are executed by the com-
puting device(s). This and other modules may include,
by way of example, components, such as software com-
ponents, object-oriented software components, class
components and task components, processes, func-
tions, attributes, procedures, subroutines, segments of
program code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry,
data, databases, data structures, tables, arrays, and var-
iables.
[0221] In general, the word "module," as used herein,
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a
collection of software instructions, possibly having entry
and exit points, written in a programming language, such
as, for example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A software module
may be compiled and linked into an executable program,
installed in a dynamic link library, or may be written in an
interpreted programming language such as, for example,
BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated that soft-
ware modules may be callable from other modules or
from themselves, and/or may be invoked in response to
detected events or interrupts. Software modules config-
ured for execution on computing devices may be provid-
ed on a computer readable medium, such as a compact
disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any
other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format
that requires installation, decompression or decryption
prior to execution). Such software code may be stored,
partially or fully, on a memory device of the executing
computing device, for execution by the computing device.
Software instructions may be embedded in firmware,
such as an EPROM. It will be further appreciated that
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic
units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be com-
prised of programmable units, such as programmable
gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing
device functionality described herein are preferably im-
plemented as software modules, but may be represented
in hardware or firmware. Generally, the modules de-
scribed herein refer to logical modules that may be com-
bined with other modules or divided into sub-modules
despite their physical organization or storage
[0222] Computer system 2000 may implement the
techniques described herein using customized hard-
wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware
and/or program logic which in combination with the com-
puter system causes or programs computer system 2000
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to be a special-purpose machine. According to one em-
bodiment, the techniques herein are performed by com-
puter system 2000 in response to processor(s) 2004 ex-
ecuting one or more sequences of one or more modules
and/or instructions contained in main memory 2006.
Such instructions may be read into main memory 2006
from another storage medium, such as storage device
2010. Execution of the sequences of instructions con-
tained in main memory 2006 causes processor(s) 2004
to perform the process steps described herein. In alter-
native embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used
in place of or in combination with software instructions.
[0223] The term "non-transitory media," and similar
terms, as used herein refers to any media that store data
and/or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a
specific fashion. Such non-transitory media may com-
prise non-volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-vol-
atile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic
disks, such as storage device 2010. Volatile media in-
cludes dynamic memory, such as main memory 2006.
Common forms of non-transitory media include, for ex-
ample, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage me-
dium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM,
a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any
other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions
of the same.
[0224] Non-transitory media is distinct from but may
be used in conjunction with transmission media. Trans-
mission media participates in transferring information be-
tween nontransitory media. For example, transmission
media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber op-
tics, including the wires that comprise bus 2002. Trans-
mission media can also take the form of acoustic or light
waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and
infra-red data communications.
[0225] Various forms of media may be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 2004 for execution. For example, the in-
structions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or
solid state drive of a remote computer. The remote com-
puter can load the instructions and/or modules into its
dynamic memory and send the instructions over a tele-
phone line using a modem. A modem local to computer
system 2000 can receive the data on the telephone line
and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an
infra-red signal. An infra-red detector can receive the da-
ta carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry
can place the data on bus 2002. Bus 2002 carries the
data to main memory 2006, from which processor 2004
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions
received by main memory 2006 may optionally be stored
on storage device 2010 either before or after execution
by processor 2004.
[0226] Computer system 2000 also includes a commu-
nication interface 2018 coupled to bus 2002. Communi-
cation interface 2018 provides a two-way data commu-

nication coupling to a network link 2020 that is connected
to a local network 2022. For example, communication
interface 2018 may be an integrated services digital net-
work (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or a
modem to provide a data communication connection to
a corresponding type of telephone line. As another ex-
ample, communication interface 2018 may be a local ar-
ea network (LAN) card to provide a data communication
connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component to
communicated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be
implemented. In any such implementation, communica-
tion interface 2018 sends and receives electrical, elec-
tromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data
streams representing various types of information.
[0227] Network link 2020 typically provides data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, network link 2020 may provide a
connection through local network 2022 to a host compu-
ter 2024 or to data equipment operated by an Internet
Service Provider (ISP) 2026. ISP 2026 in turn provides
data communication services through the world wide
packet data communication network now commonly re-
ferred to as the "Internet" 2028. Local network 2022 and
Internet 2028 both use electrical, electromagnetic or op-
tical signals that carry digital data streams. The signals
through the various networks and the signals on network
link 2020 and through communication interface 2018,
which carry the digital data to and from computer system
2000, are example forms of transmission media.
[0228] Computer system 2000 can send messages
and receive data, including program code, through the
network(s), network link 2020 and communication inter-
face 2018. In the Internet example, a server 2030 might
transmit a requested code for an application program
through Internet 2028, ISP 2026, local network 2022 and
communication interface 2018. Server-side components
of the interactive data object map system described
above (for example, with reference to Figures 7A and
7B) may be implemented in the server 2030. For exam-
ple, the server 2030 may compose map layers and tiles,
and transmit those map tiles to the computer system
2000.
[0229] The computer system 2000, on the other hand,
may implement the client-side components of the map
system as described above (for example, with reference
to Figures 6A and 6B). For example, the computer system
may receive map tiles and/or other code that may be
executed by processor 2004 as it is received, and/or
stored in storage device 2010, or other non-volatile stor-
age for later execution. The computer system 2000 may
further compose the map interface from the map tiles,
display the map interface to the user, generate object
outlines and other functionality, and/or receive input from
the user.
[0230] In an embodiment, the map system may be ac-
cessible by the user through a web-based viewer, such
as a web browser. In this embodiment, the map interface
may be generated by the server 2030 and/or the com-
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puter system 2000 and transmitted to the web browser
of the user. The user may then interact with the map
interface through the web-browser. In an embodiment,
the computer system 2000 may comprise a mobile elec-
tronic device, such as a cell phone, smartphone, and/or
tablet. The map system may be accessible by the user
through such a mobile electronic device, among other
types of electronic devices.
[0231] Each of the processes, methods, and algo-
rithms described in the preceding sections may be em-
bodied in, and fully or partially automated by, code mod-
ules executed by one or more computer systems or com-
puter processors comprising computer hardware. The
processes and algorithms may be implemented partially
or wholly in application-specific circuitry.
[0232] The various features and processes described
above may be used independently of one another, or
may be combined in various ways. All possible combi-
nations and subcombinations are intended to fall within
the scope of this disclosure. In addition, certain method
or process blocks may be omitted in some implementa-
tions. The methods and processes described herein are
also not limited to any particular sequence, and the blocks
or states relating thereto can be performed in other se-
quences that are appropriate. For example, described
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than
that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states
may be combined in a single block or state. The example
blocks or states may be performed in serial, in parallel,
or in some other manner. Blocks or states may be added
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments.
The example systems and components described herein
may be configured differently than described. For exam-
ple, elements may be added to, removed from, or rear-
ranged compared to the disclosed example embodi-
ments.
[0233] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0234] The term "comprising" as used herein should
be given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation.
For example, a general purpose computer comprising
one or more processors should not be interpreted as ex-
cluding other computer components, and may possibly
include such components as memory, input/output de-
vices, and/or network interfaces, among others.
[0235] The term "a" as used herein should be given an
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For exam-

ple, unless specifically noted, the term "a" should not be
understood to mean "exactly one" or "one and only one";
instead, the term "a" means "one or more" or "at least
one," whether used in the claims or elsewhere in the
specification and regardless of uses of quantifiers such
as "at least one," "one or more," or "a plurality" elsewhere
in the claims or specification.
[0236] Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks
in the flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in
the attached Figures should be understood as potentially
representing modules, segments, or portions of code
which include one or more executable instructions for
implementing specific logical functions or steps in the
process. Alternate implementations are included within
the scope of the embodiments described herein in which
elements or functions may be deleted, executed out of
order from that shown or discussed, including substan-
tially concurrently or in reverse order, depending on the
functionality involved, as would be understood by those
skilled in the art.
[0237] It should be emphasized that many variations
and modifications may be made to the above-described
embodiments, the elements of which are to be under-
stood as being among other acceptable examples. All
such modifications and variations are intended to be in-
cluded herein within the scope of this disclosure. The
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the
invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter
how detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention
can be practiced in many ways. As is also stated above,
it should be noted that the use of particular terminology
when describing certain features or aspects of the inven-
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is
being re-defined herein to be restricted to including any
specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the
invention with which that terminology is associated. The
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in
accordance with the appended claims and any equiva-
lents thereof.

Claims

1. A computer system comprising:

an electronic data structure configured to store
a plurality of features or objects, wherein each
of the features or objects is associated with
metadata;
a computer readable medium storing software
modules including computer executable instruc-
tions;
one or more hardware processors in communi-
cation with the electronic data structure and the
computer readable medium, and configured to
execute a user interface module of the software
modules in order to:
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generate user interface data for rendering
an interactive user interface on a client com-
puting device, the interactive user interface
including an interactive map, wherein the
interactive map includes a plurality of data
objects, wherein the interactive map is com-
prised of a plurality of map tiles, wherein
each map tile comprises one or more tile
layers;
receive a query from the client computing
device;
identify a map tile of the plurality of map tiles
that is associated with the received query;
determine a tile layer composition for the
map tile based at least in part upon the re-
ceived query, wherein the tile layer compo-
sition specifies a plurality of tile layers com-
prising at least a vector tile layer displaying
one or more user interface elements corre-
sponding to data objects that are selectable
by a user, and an inactive tile layer display-
ing one or more user interface elements cor-
responding to data objects that are not se-
lectable by the user;
generate the plurality of tile layers; and
provide the generated tile layers to the client
computing device.

2. The computer system of Claim 1, wherein generating
the plurality of tile layers comprises determining if
one or more of the plurality of tile layers is stored in
a cache.

3. The computer system of Claim 2, wherein the one
or more hardware processors is further configured
to, in response to a determination that a tile layer of
the plurality of tile layers is not stored in the cache,
generate the tile layer and store the generated tile
layer in the cache.

4. The computer system of any of Claims 1-3, wherein
the vector tile layer comprises an aggregation of a
plurality of user-selected vector layers.

5. The computer system of Claim 4, wherein the vector
tile layer further comprises one or more interface el-
ements corresponding to data objects obtained
through a search performed by the user.

6. The computer system of any of Claims 1-5, wherein
plurality of tile layers further comprises a selection
tile layer, wherein the selection tile layer comprises
one or more interface elements corresponding to da-
ta objects that have been selected by the user.

7. The computer system of any of Claims 1-6, wherein
the inactive tile layer comprises one or more inter-
face elements corresponding to data objects of the

plurality of data objects that are not selectable by the
user.

8. The computer system of any of Claims 1-7, wherein
generating the plurality of tile layers comprises com-
posing the plurality of tile layers into an updated map
tile, and wherein providing the generated tile layers
to the client computing device comprises providing
the updated map tile to the client computing device.

9. The computer system of Claim 8, wherein the updat-
ed map tile comprises a PNG image.

10. The computer system of any of Claims 1-9, wherein
the map tile is associated with a UTF grid, wherein
the UTF grid comprises a plurality of characters cor-
responding to sets of one or more pixels on the map
tile.

11. The computer system of Claim 10, wherein a char-
acter of the UTF grid indicates a data object or fea-
ture associated with corresponding pixel.

12. The computer system of any of Claims 1-11, wherein
the query comprises a selection of one or more data
objects, a search for one or more data objects, a
selection of one or more layers, a request to generate
a heatmap, or the application of a filter to filter one
or more data objects.

13. The computer system of any of Claims 1-12, wherein
a map tile of the plurality of map tiles is identified as
being associated with the received query if a data
object associated with the query is located within the
map tile.

14. The computer system of any of Claims 1-13, wherein
the one or more hardware processors is further con-
figured to assemble the generated tile layers into a
completed map tile, and wherein providing the gen-
erated tile layers to the client computing device com-
prises providing the completed map tile to the client
computing device.

15. The computer system of any of Claims 1-14, wherein
plurality of tile layers further comprises a base tile
layer corresponding to a base map.
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Description

Background

[0001] Problems arise when a document, for example
a legal process return, is received as an electronic data
file that includes unstructured data. The unstructured da-
ta, for example, may need to be manually processed by
systems, for example those maintained by law enforce-
ment agencies, in order to aggregate the data and pro-
duce useful reports. Such manual processing may re-
quire significant amounts of time to accomplish (e.g.,
weeks or months) and can reduce the value of the ac-
quired information, as the information may become stale
or irrelevant during that time. Moreover, the size of un-
structured electronic data files can make it difficult or im-
possible to view the files using native files viewers. For
example, legal process returns that include unstructured
data can include several hundreds of thousands of pages
of data. These electronic data files may exceed sizes of
500 Mb, making it impossible for agencies to view and
search the files on conventional data management sys-
tems.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0002] Reference will now be made to the accompa-
nying drawings, which illustrate exemplary embodiments
of the present disclosure and in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary system
for structuring data from unstructured electronic data
files, consistent with embodiments of the present dis-
closure.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary data struc-
turing system for structuring data from unstructured
electronic data files, consistent with embodiments of
the present disclosure.
FIG. 3 illustrates an example object model, consist-
ent with embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 4 illustrates and example implementation of an
interactive GUI, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure.
FIGs. 5-7B illustrate embodiments of example data
reports generated by the exemplary data structuring
system of FIG. 2, consistent with embodiments of
the present disclosure.
FIG. 8 is a flow diagram depicting an example meth-
od for structuring data from unstructured electronic
data files, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure.

Detailed Description of Exemplary Embodiments

[0003] Reference will now be made in detail to exem-
plary embodiments, the examples of which are illustrated
in the accompanying drawings. Whenever possible, the
same reference numbers will be used throughout the

drawings to refer to the same or like parts.
[0004] The disclosed embodiments describe improved
methods and systems for structuring data from unstruc-
tured electronic data files. The improved data structuring
systems and methods can receive electronic data files
including unstructured social media content in excess of
500 Mb in size, parse the unstructured content, structure
the parsed content by assigning object types and prop-
erty types to the parsed content, and stored the structured
content in a database. The disclosed data structuring
systems and methods may aggregate the structured con-
tent to generate various types of data reports. The reports
may include, for example, reconstructed conversations
between a subject and their contacts, a list of normalized
phone numbers associated with the subject, a geograph-
ic mapping of IP addresses associated with the subject,
a list of IP addresses shared between the subject and
other persons, a timeline of specific events (logins, sub-
ject movement, etc.), and other reports. The data struc-
turing systems and methods may also present the ag-
gregated structured content in an interactive graphical
user interface that allows for free-form customization and
exploration of the aggregated structured content.
[0005] Accordingly, the systems and methods de-
scribed herein are capable of filtering large amounts of
data in a quick, logical, and visually associative way.
More specifically, the systems and methods can, among
other things, provide the ability to display information
about events and entities both temporally and geograph-
ically, and allow for the selection and grouping of different
entities and events on the graphical representation. Fur-
thermore, the disclosed systems and methods are capa-
ble of resolving multiple instances of object and property
references across enterprise databases into a canonical
format based on a database ontology.
[0006] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary sys-
tem environment 100 for structuring data from unstruc-
tured electronic data files, consistent with embodiments
of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 1, system
environment 100 includes a number of components. It
will be appreciated from this disclosure, however, that
the number and arrangement of these components is
exemplary only and provided for purposes of illustration.
Other arrangements and numbers of components may
be utilized without departing from the teachings and em-
bodiments of the present disclosure.
[0007] As shown in the example embodiment of FIG.
1, system environment 100 may include one or more so-
cial media platforms 110, 120. Social media platform 110,
120 may include platforms such as, for example, Face-
book, Twitter, Instagram, SureSpot, Kik, PalTalk, or any
other social media platform known in the art. Social media
platform 110, 120 may be implemented by, for example,
a server, a server system comprising a plurality of serv-
ers, a server farm comprising a load balancing system
and a plurality of servers, a mainframe computer, or any
combination of these components. In certain embodi-
ments, social media platform 110, 120 may be a stan-
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dalone computing system or apparatus, or it maybe part
of a subsystem, which maybe part of a larger system.
For example, social media platform 110, 120 may repre-
sent distributed servers that are remotely located and
communicate over a communications medium (e.g., net-
work 150) or over a dedicated network, for example, a
LAN. In some embodiments, social media platform 110,
120 maybe implemented with hardware devices and/or
software applications running thereon. In some embod-
iments, social media platform 110, 120 may be config-
ured to communicate to and/or through network 150 with
other components such as data structuring system 130
and database 140, and vice-versa. Also, in some em-
bodiments, social media platform 110, 120 may imple-
ment aspects of the present disclosure without the need
for accessing another device, component, or network,
such as network 150.
[0008] Network 150 may include any combination of
communications networks. For example, network 150
may include the Internet and/or any type of wide area
network, an intranet, a metropolitan area network, a local
area network (LAN), a wireless network, a cellular com-
munications network, etc. In some embodiments, client
110, 120 maybe configured to transmit data and infor-
mation through network 150 to an appropriate data im-
porter, such as, for example, data importer 130. For ex-
ample, client 110, 120 maybe configured to transmit elec-
tronic data files including various types of content to data
importer 130. In some aspects, client 110, 120 may also
be configured to receive information from data importer
130 through network 150.
[0009] Data structuring system 130 may be configured
to communicate and interact with social media platform
110, 120, and database 140. In certain embodiments,
data structuring system 130 may be standalone system
or apparatus, or it may be part of a subsystem, which
may be part of a larger system. For example, data struc-
turing system 130 may represent a distributed system
that includes remotely located sub-system components
that communicate over a communications medium (e.g.,
network 150) or over a dedicated network, for example,
a LAN.
[0010] In some embodiments, data structuring system
130 maybe configured to receive data and information
through network 150 from various devices and systems,
such as, for example, social media platform 110, 120.
For example, data structuring system 130 may be con-
figured to receive legal process returns in the form of
electronic data files from social media platform 110, 120,
and other devices and systems. The electronic data files
may be received in various file formats and may include
content that is provided by social media platform 110,
120 in response to a legal process such as warrant, na-
tional security letter, subpoena, etc., relating to a criminal
investigation conducted by a law enforcement agency.
The content may include social media content associated
with a subject of the criminal investigation such as, for
example, contact information, friend lists, private mes-

sages, phone numbers, login information, IP address in-
formation, photos, photo albums, profiles of persons as-
sociated with the subject, email addresses, public social
media posts (e.g., wall posts, microblog posts such as
Tweets, and status updates), location updates (e.g.,
check-ins and public posts regarding the subject’s loca-
tion), etc. Data structuring system 130 may be configured
to structure and import the content included in the re-
ceived electronic data files into one or more structured
databases such as, for example, database 140.
[0011] Database 140 may include one or more logically
and/or physically separate databases configured to store
data. The data stored in database 140 maybe received
from data structuring system 130, from social media plat-
form 110, 120 and/or may be provided as input using
conventional methods (e.g., data entry, data transfer, da-
ta uploading, etc.). The data stored in the database 140
may take or represent various forms including, but not
limited to, electronic data files, object mappings, property
mappings, report templates, user profile information, and
a variety of other electronic data or any combination
thereof. In some embodiments, database 140 may in-
clude separate databases that store electronic data files,
object and property mappings, and report templates, re-
spectively. In still some other embodiments, the databas-
es that store electronic data files, object and property
mappings, and report templates can be combined into
various combinations. In still some other embodiments,
database 140 includes a single database that stores elec-
tronic data files, object and property mappings, and re-
port templates.
[0012] In some embodiments, database 140 maybe
implemented using any suitable form of a computer-read-
able storage medium. In some embodiments, database
140 may be maintained in a network attached storage
device, in a storage area network, or combinations there-
of, etc. Furthermore, database 140 maybe maintained
and queried using numerous types of database software
and programming languages, for example, SQL, MySQL,
IBM DB2®, Microsoft Access®, PERL, C/C++, Java®,
etc. Although FIG. 1 shows database 140 associated with
data structuring system 130, database 140 maybe a stan-
dalone database that is accessible via network 150, da-
tabase 140 may be included in data structuring system
130, or database 140 may be associated with or provided
as part of a system or environment that may be acces-
sible to social media platform 110, 120 and/or other com-
ponents.
[0013] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary data
structuring system 130 for implementing embodiments
and aspects of the present disclosure. For example, data
structuring system 130 may be used for structuring data
from unstructured electronic data files. The arrangement
and number of components included in data structuring
system 130 is provided for purposes of illustration. Ad-
ditional arrangements, number of components, and other
modifications may be made, consistent with the present
disclosure.
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[0014] As shown in FIG. 2, data structuring system 130
may include one or more communications interfaces 210.
Communications interface 210 may allow data and/or in-
formation to be transferred between data structuring sys-
tem 130 and network 150, social media platform 110,
120, database 140, and/or other components. For exam-
ple, communications interface 210 may be configured to
receive legal process returns in the form of electronic
data files that include unstructured content. Some non-
limiting examples of electronic data files include word
processing files (.pdf, .doc, .docx, .txt, .log, .rtf, etc.),
spreadsheets (.xls, .xlsx, .ods, etc.), comma separated
values (CSV) files, presentations, archived and com-
pressed files (e.g., ZIP files, 7z files, cab files, RAR files,
etc.), database files. PDF files, PUB files, image files,
XML files, specialized tax and financial files (e.g., Open
Financial Exchange and Interactive Financial Exchange
files), tabulated data files and webpage files (e.g., HTML
files). The received electronic data files may include var-
ious types of unstructured content. For example, the re-
ceived electronic data files may include social media data
associated with a subject of a criminal investigation as
described above in reference to FIG. 1.
[0015] Examples of communications interface 210
may include a modem, a wired or wireless communica-
tions interface (e.g., an Ethernet, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Near
Field Communication, WiMAX, WAN, LAN, etc.), a com-
munications port (e.g., USB, IEEE 1394, DisplayPort,
DVI, HDMI, VGA, Serial port, etc.), a PCMCIA slot and
card, etc. Communications interface 210 may receive da-
ta and information in the form of signals, which maybe
electronic, electromagnetic, optical, or other signals ca-
pable of being received by communications interface
210. These signals may be provided to communications
interface 210 via a communications path (not shown),
which may be implemented using wireless, wire, cable,
fiber optics, radio frequency ("RF") link, and/or other com-
munications channels.
[0016] Data structuring system 130 may also include
one or more file databases 220. File database 220 may
be configured to store electronic data files received by
data structuring system 130 at communications interface
210.
[0017] Data structuring system 130 may also include
one or more structuring components 230 that may parse
the unstructured social media content included the elec-
tronic data files stored in file database 220 and structure
the parsed data according to a database ontology 240.
Exemplary embodiments for defining an ontology (such
as database ontology 240) are described in U.S.
7,962,495 (the ’495 Patent), issued June 14, 2011.
Among other things, the ’495 patent describes embodi-
ments that define a dynamic ontology for use in creating
data in a database. For creating a database ontology
240, for example, one or more object types may be cre-
ated where each object type can include one or more
properties. The attributes of object types or property
types of the database ontology 240 can be edited or mod-

ified at any time.
[0018] In some embodiments, object types may be fur-
ther divided into a number of sub-categories. For exam-
ple, object types may be divided into entity types, event
types and document types. Entity types may define a
person, place, thing, or idea. Examples, of entity types
include social media platform profile (e.g., FacebookTM,
or TwitterTM user profile), IP address, email address,
photo album, friend’s list, and location. Event types may
define a type of social media platform event associated
with the subject of a criminal investigation. Event types
may include, for example, the subject logging into their
social media platform profile, posting a photo to the sub-
ject’s social media platform profile, sending friend re-
quests, and accepting friend requests. Document types
may define a type of social media platform document
created by the subject or the subject’s contacts. Exam-
ples of document types include private messages, status
updates, microblog posts (e.g., FacebookTM wall posts
TwitterTM Tweets), comments on other users’ microblog
posts, pictures, and videos.
[0019] In some embodiments, each property type is
declared to be representative of one or more object types.
A property type is representative of an object type when
the property type is intuitively associated with the object
type. For example, a property type of "Text/Description"
may be representative of an object type "Private Mes-
sage" but not representative of an object type "Photo
Album." In some embodiments, each property type has
one or more components and a base type. In some em-
bodiments, a property type may comprise a string, a date,
a number, or a composite type consisting of two or more
string, date, or number elements. Thus, property types
are extensible and can represent complex data struc-
tures. Further, a parser definition can reference a com-
ponent of a complex property type as a unit or token.
[0020] An example of a property having multiple com-
ponents is a Name property having a Last Name com-
ponent and a First Name component. An example of raw
input data is "Smith, Jane." An example parser definition
specifies an association of imported input data to object
property components as follows: {LAST_NAME},
{FIRST_NAME}→Name:Last, Name:First. In some em-
bodiments, the association {LAST_NAME},
{FIRST_NAME} is defined in a parser definition using
regular expression symbology. The association
{LAST_NAME}, {FIRST_NAME} indicates that a last
name string followed by a first name string comprises
valid input data for a property of type Name. In contrast,
input data of "Smith Jane" would not be valid for the spec-
ified parser definition, but a user could create a second
parser definition that does match input data of "Smith
Jane." The definition Name:Last, Name:First specifies
that matching input data values map to components
named "Last" and "First" of the Name property. As a re-
sult, parsing the unstructured data in an electronic data
file using the parser definition results in assigning the
value "Smith" to the Name:Last component of the Name
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property, and the value "Jane" to the Name:First compo-
nent of the Name property.
[0021] In some embodiments, object types and prop-
erty types may be specific to each social media platform.
For example, database ontology 240 may include sets
of object types and property types that are specific to
FacebookTM, TwitterTM, InstagramTM, etc. In order to
determine which set of object/property types to use for
an electronic data file, structuring component 230 may
scan a header included in the electronic data file to detect
a social media platform identifier. For example, the head-
er may include the name FacebookTM and the warrant
or subpoena number. Structuring component 230 may
detect the name FacebookTM in the file and select the
set of FacebookTM object/property types in response.
[0022] In some embodiments, parser 232 may parse
the unstructured content included in electronic data files
stored in files database 220 to identify one or more ob-
jects based on the set of object/property types selected
by structuring component 230. In order to parse the un-
structured content, parser 232 may scan the unstructured
content using natural language processing techniques
to identify one or more words or strings of words. In some
embodiments, where the electronic data files includes
text that is unrecognizable by parser 232 (e.g., where the
file includes PDF images of text), structuring component
230 may extract the text using techniques such as, for
example, optical character recognition, optical word rec-
ognition, intelligent character recognition, and intelligent
word recognition. Parser 232 may compare the identified
words or strings of words to the selected set of object
types defined in database ontology 240 to identify object
types included in the electronic data file. Once an object
type has been identified, parser 232 may identify objects
included in the electronic data file of that object type. As
an example, parser 232 may identify the string "Regis-
tered Email Address" and compare the string to object
types defined in database ontology 240. If the string
matches a known object type, parser 232 may identify
the next string of text as the subject’s email address (e.g.,
johndoe@email.com). A mapper 234 may assign object
types and property types to the identified objects. The
objects, assigned object types, and assigned property
types make up a structured object model of the electronic
data file. Each object model may correspond to a legal
process return received in response to a legal process
for social media platform content associated with a sub-
ject. The subject may be, for example, a subject of a
criminal investigation conducted by a law enforcement
agency. Object models may be stored in an object model
database 250 and are described in more detail below in
reference to FIG. 3.
[0023] In some embodiments, an object explorer 260
may generate an interactive graphical user interface
(GUI) that allows for the customization and exploration
of the structured objects and properties. For example,
the interactive GUI may include various content filters
that aggregate the structured objects and properties

based on various filter properties. The content filters may,
for example, filter objects based on entity type (e.g., IP
address, email address, friend’s list, etc.), event type
(e.g., login events, phot post events, etc.), and document
types (e.g., private message, social media profile status
update, wall posts, etc.). The content filters may also filter
properties based on, for example, property types (e.g.,
warrant number, online identifier, date range, location,
etc.).
[0024] Once the structured objects and/or properties
have been filtered based on one or more content filters,
the interactive GUI may allow for customized data visu-
alizations of the filtered data to be displayed. For exam-
ple, a timeline of login events may be presented in the
interactive GUI when the structured objects are filtered
by a login event type. The timeline may display when the
login events occurred. When unstructured content asso-
ciated with multiple subjects have been structured and
aggregated, the timeline presentation on the interactive
GUI can display how many login events occurred at a
given time and which subject logged in at a particular
time so that conclusions about real-world interactions be-
tween the subjects can be deduced or inferred. In some
embodiments, the customized data visualizations of the
filtered data can be further customized, or a subset of
the visualized data can be selected so that another cus-
tomized data visualization can be displayed. For exam-
ple, based on the login timeline example above, a subset
of the visualized login data can be selected, geocoded
(using a MaxMind database, for example), and used to
generate a customized data visualization of a map show-
ing the geographic locations associated with each se-
lected login event. Accordingly, the interactive GUI allows
for free-form interaction and customization of the struc-
tured objects and properties to generate useful visuali-
zations of the structured objects and properties so that
various conclusions and extrapolations can be per-
formed.
[0025] As another example of the above interactive
GUI, structured photograph objects may be filtered by a
MD5 hash property type so that photograph objects
stored in object model database 250 with same or similar
MD5 hashes can be aggregated and their properties an-
alysed. For example, a photograph with an MD5 hash
may have been posted on a social media profile of a
subject. The interactive GUI can filter structured photo-
graph objects based on the MD5 hash of the posted pho-
tograph to identify other social media profiles associated
with subjects that have also posted the same photograph,
therefore allowing conclusions and inferences of interac-
tions between subjects who have posted the same pho-
tograph to be drawn.
[0026] Object explorer may also generate various
types of data reports based on the object models stored
in object model database 250. The data reports may in-
clude data models of objects and properties defined in
an object model such as, for example, timelines and ge-
ographic mappings of events, histograms of objects and
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properties, reconstruction of social media conversations
(e.g., private message conversations between two or
more users), mappings of shared IP addresses between
two or more users, picture matching, friends list graphs,
and other types of data models.
[0027] In order to generate a data report, object ex-
plorer may provide instructions to a GUI generator 290
to generate a GUI of object explorer 260. In response to
the received instructions, GUI generator 290 may gen-
erate an interactive GUI for display on a display 295. Data
structuring system 130 may also include one or more
input/output (I/ O) devices 270 (e.g., physical keyboards,
virtual touch-screen keyboards, mice, joysticks, styluses,
etc.) that are configured to receive user instructions in
the form of user input. The received instructions may in-
clude instructions to generate data reports based on ob-
jected models stored in object model database 250. Ob-
ject explorer 260 may receive the user input from I/ O
270, generate the request data report based on a report
template associated with the requested data report, and
may provide instructions to GUI generator 290 for gen-
erating a display of the generated data report on display
295.
[0028] In some embodiments, object explorer 260 may
include a template selector 262 that selects a report tem-
plate among the report templates stored in a report tem-
plate database 280. The template selection maybe se-
lected based on user input received from I/ O 270. For
example, the user input received at object explorer 260
may identify a data report type requested by the user,
and template selector 262 may retrieve the report tem-
plate corresponding to the requested data report type.
As an example, if the user requests a data report of all
the telephone numbers included in an object model, tem-
plate selector 262 may select a telephone number histo-
gram report template from report template database 280.
As another example, if the user requests a data report
including a geographic mapping of a subject’s social me-
dia platform login activity between 10:30 p.m., July 15,
2013 and 3:15 a.m., July 16, 2013, template selector 262
may select the appropriate template from report template
database 280.
[0029] Once template selector 262 has selected the
appropriate report template for the requested data report,
a template applicator 264 may obtain objects and prop-
erties included in the object model that are required by
the report template. Template applicator 264 may gen-
erate the requested report using the obtained objects and
properties based on the selected report template. Tem-
plate applicator 264 may provide instructions for GUI
generator 290 to display the generated data report on
display 295.
[0030] Structuring component 230, object explorer
260, and GUI generator 290 maybe implemented as
hardware modules configured to execute the functions
described herein. Alternatively, one or more processors
suitable for the execution of instructions may be config-
ured to execute the functions of structuring component

230, object explorer 260, and GUI generator 290. For
example, suitable processors include both general and
special purpose microprocessors, programmable logic
devices, field programmable gate arrays, specialized cir-
cuits, and any one or more processors of any kind of
digital computer that may be communicatively coupled
to a physical memory (not shown) storing structuring
component 230, object explorer 260, and GUI generator
290 in the form of instructions executable by the proces-
sor. Suitable memories may include, for example, NOR
or NAND flash memory devices, Read Only Memory
(ROM) devices, Random Access Memory (RAM) devic-
es, storage mediums such as, for example, hard drives,
solid state drives, tape drives, RAID arrays, etc. As an-
other example, the functions of structuring component
230, object explorer 260, and GUI generator 290 maybe
included in the processor itself such that the processor
is configured to implement these functions.
[0031] File database 220, database ontology 240, ob-
ject model database 250, and report template database
280 may be implemented by database 140 of FIG. 1. In
some embodiments, one or more of databases 220, 240,
250, and 280 may be included in the same database. In
some embodiments, one or more of databases 220, 240,
250, and 280 may be included in separate databases.
[0032] Display 295 may be implemented using devices
or technology, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) display,
a liquid crystal display (LCD), a plasma display, a light
emitting diode (LED) display, a touch screen type display
such as capacitive or resistive touchscreens, and/or any
other type of display known in the art.
[0033] Fig. 3 is illustrative of an exemplary object mod-
el 300 and a corresponding ontology (e.g., database on-
tology 240 in FIG. 2). The elements of exemplary object
model 300 can be stored in an object model database
(e.g., object model database 250 of FIG. 2).
[0034] Object model 300 can include, among other
things, entities 310A-C, events 320A, and documents
330A-C. Each entity 310, event 320, and document 330
can further contain properties including, without limita-
tion, representative properties, base properties, or com-
plex properties (e.g., transcript properties 340A-B) made
up of multiple sub properties or components. Complex
properties can be used to provide detailed information
about entities, events, and documents.
[0035] As illustrated in FIG. 3, entity 310A may corre-
spond to a social media platform profile associated with
the subject of a criminal investigation and entities 310B
and 310C may correspond to social media platform pro-
files associated with persons with whom the subject of a
criminal investigation has interacted. For example, the
subject may have interacted with the associated persons
via private message documents 330A and 330B.
[0036] Private message documents 330A and 330B
may include various properties such as, for example, a
transcript property, an IP address property, "TO" and
"FROM" properties, and a "date/time" property. The tran-
script property, such as transcript property 350A, may
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contain the text of private message documents (e.g., pri-
vate message document 330A) as well as additional
properties. The additional properties may include, for ex-
ample, the name of the transcript, the character count,
read receipt information, telephone numbers included in
the message, and/or any attachments in the message.
For example, transcript property 350A may include tele-
phone number property 350E, which may be assigned
as a property of private message document 330A. In
some embodiments, the transcript property could be in
an audio format or some other format instead of written.
It is appreciated that many different formats can be com-
monly used and would be known to one of ordinary skill
in the art that could replace a written or audio property.
[0037] Additionally, events, documents, and entities
can contain notes and media. Notes can provide a con-
tainer for textual information related to the event, docu-
ment, or entity. Media can represent binary data associ-
ated with the events, documents, or entities. Media data
can take the form of, for example, text documents, im-
ages, videos, or specialized formats.
[0038] Moreover, both objects and properties can con-
tain geospatial and temporal metadata. Geospatial meta-
data can provide a physical location associated with an
object or property. For example, private message docu-
ment 330A can have an IP address property 350B which
can be used to obtain the geographic location of the sub-
ject associated with social media profile entity 330A that
sent the private message. As another example, login
event 320A can have an IP address property 350C as-
sociated with the person associated with social media
profile entity 310A logging into a social media platform.
It is appreciated that the geospatial data can also be in
any form that represents a location and is understood by
the users of object model 300. Temporal metadata can
represent either a specific point in time or a duration hav-
ing a start time and an end time. For example, private
message document 310A can contain a "TIME" property
350D indicating a specific date and time when the mes-
sage was sent. In some embodiments duration can be
indicated by including a start property and end property
allowing calculation of the duration. The temporal data
can be in any form (e.g., epoch time, UTC time, or local
time) that represents the time of the event or the duration
of the event. Moreover, in some embodiments, geospa-
tial and temporal metadata can be correlated. For exam-
ple, the geospatial and temporal metadata can corre-
spond to one or more locations and times when a person
visited those one or more locations.
[0039] Entities 310, events 320, and documents 330
can serve as links indicating relationships between the
various objects. For example, private message docu-
ment 330A can contain "FROM" and "TO" properties.
The "FROM" property links social media profile 310A to
private message document 330A and the "TO" property
links social media profile 310B to private message doc-
ument 330A. Thus private message document 330A,
while still containing its own relevant properties (e.g.,

temporal properties, geospatial properties, and transcript
property 350A), can act as a complex link between social
media profiles 310A and 320B.
[0040] FIG. 4 illustrates and example implementation
of an interactive GUI 400 for free-form exploration of
structured objects and properties. In some embodiments,
example interactive GUI 400 may be generated by a data
structuring system (e.g., data structuring system 130 in-
cluding an object explorer 260, both of FIG. 2). GUI 400
may include a set of content filters such as, for example,
object types 410 and property types 420. The object types
410 filter may further be divided into sub-filters such as,
for example, entity types 412, event types 414, and doc-
ument types 416. Content filters 410-416 and 420 are
exemplary only and other filters may also be included in
GUI 400. Content filters 410-416 and 420 allow for the
aggregation of structured objects and properties so that
customized data visualizations may be generated.
[0041] In some embodiments, GUI 400 may allow for
customized data visualizations of data filtered by content
filters 410-416 and 420 to be displayed. GUI 400 may
include various visualization types 430 that can be used
to generate displays of the filtered data. In the example
illustrated in FIG. 4, a timeline visualization type, a pie
chart visualization type, a histogram visualization type,
and a bar chart visualization type are included in GUI
400. Other visualization types 430 and combinations of
visualization types 430 maybe included in GUI 400. In
some embodiments, the visualization types 430 present-
ed on GUI 400 may depend on the type of content filter
selected. For example, if a login event type 416 filter is
selected, GUI 400 may display a timeline visualization
type (that displays the login events on a timeline), a his-
togram visualization type (that displays the number of
login events associated with various IP addresses), and
a pie chart visualization type.
[0042] A customized data visualization may be gener-
ated using various techniques. For example, input maybe
received (from I/O 270 of FIG. 2, for example) in the form
of a selection of an object type 410 or a property type
420 and a visualization type 430. The input may be re-
ceived in various forms. For example, the input may be
a user selecting an object type 410 or a property type
420 and dragging it on top of a visualization type 430. As
another example, the input may be a user highlighting
an object type 410 or a property type 420 (by clicking on
it, for example) and highlighting a visualization type 430.
[0043] In some embodiments, the customized data vis-
ualizations displayed on GUI 400 can be further custom-
ized, or a subset of the visualized data can be selected
so that another customized data visualization can be dis-
played.
[0044] FIGs. 5-7B illustrate example implementations
of data reports. In some embodiments, the example data
reports may be generated by a data structuring system
(e.g., data structuring system 130 including an object ex-
plorer 260, both of FIG. 2). FIG. 5 in particular illustrates
an example implementation of a telephone number his-
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togram data report 500. As shown in FIG. 5, data report
500 may include a list of telephone numbers 510A-D.
Telephone numbers 510A-D may have been included in
one or more private messages (e.g., private message
document 330A of FIG. 3) between a subject of a criminal
investigation and another person (e.g., John Doe, entity
310A, and Jane Smith, entity 310B, both of FIG. 3). A
parser (e.g., parser 232 of FIG. 2) may have parsed the
private messages to identify and normalize telephone
numbers 510A-D to a telephone number format required
by a database ontology (e.g., database ontology 240 of
FIG. 2). As shown in data report 500, the data structuring
system may represent the number of times a telephone
number 510A-D has shown up in a private message be-
tween the subject and another person as a histogram.
The histogram may include data bars 520A-D that graph-
ically represent the number of times each telephone
number 510A-D has shown up in a private message. The
histogram may also include a numeric representation of
the number of times each telephone number 510A-D has
shown up in a private message proximate to data bars
520A-D. In some embodiments, and as shown in FIG. 5,
telephone numbers 510A-D (and data bars 520A-D by
extension) may be ordered such the telephone number
included in the most private messages between the sub-
ject and another person is listed first (e.g., telephone
number 510A).
[0045] In some embodiments, a user may interact with
telephone numbers 510A-D via an I/ O (e.g., I/ O 270 of
FIG. 2). The data structuring system may display a list
of the private messages that included the telephone
number 510A-D in response to the user’s interaction.
[0046] FIG. 6 illustrates an example implementation of
a conversation reconstruction data report 600. As shown
in FIG. 6, data report 600 may include a list of private
messages 610A-D. Private messages 610A-D may have
been sent between a subject of a criminal investigation
and another person (e.g., John Doe, entity 310A, and
Jane Smith, entity 310B, both of FIG. 3). The data struc-
turing system may generate display data report 600 by,
for example, identifying private messages included in one
or more object models (e.g., object model 300 of FIG. 3)
stored in an object model database (e.g., object model
database 250 of FIG. 2). The private messages may be
identified based on the private messages with combina-
tions of "TO" and "FROM" properties that include John
Doe and Jane Smith.
[0047] Data report 600 allows users to interact with pri-
vate messages 610A-D. For example, a user may select
a private message 610A-D via an I/O. In the example
illustrated in FIG. 6, private message 610Ahas been se-
lected by the user. In response, the data structuring sys-
tem may generate a detailed display 620 of selected pri-
vate message 610A. For example, detailed display 620
may include the entire content of selected private mes-
sage 610A, the "TO" and "FROM" properties of private
message 610A, and the "DATE" and "TIME" properties
of private message 610A.

[0048] FIGs. 7A and 7B illustrate an example imple-
mentation of a login information data report 600 and a
mapped login information data report 730, respectively.
As shown in FIG. 7A, data report 700 may include a time-
line 710 across which login data 720 are distributed.
Login data 720 may correspond to login events such as,
for example, a subject of a criminal investigation logging
into a social media platform. Each bar of login data 720
may represent the number of login events that occurred
at certain points in time along timeline 710. Each bar of
login data 720 may span a specified time duration. For
example, each bar of login data 720 may cover a one-
hour time interval, a 30-minute time interval, or any other
time interval.
[0049] In some embodiments, data report 700 may be
an interactive data report. For example, the data struc-
turing system maybe configured to receive input from a
user corresponding to a selection of a subset of login
data 620. The user may highlight a time interval of login
data 720 along timeline 710. As shown in the example
illustrated in FIG. 7A, a subset 730 has been selected.
[0050] A data report illustrating the subset 730 of login
data 720 geographically mapped may be displayed in
response to the data structuring system receiving the us-
er’s selection of subset 730. For example, mapped login
information data report 740 illustrated in FIG. 7B may
include the subset 730 of login data 720 superimposed
over a map 750. A scale adjuster 770 maybe used to
zoom map 750 in and/or out so that more granularity can
be obtained or more of subset 730 can be displayed at
one time.
[0051] Data report 740 may illustrate the subject’s lo-
cations 760 at the time of each login event included in
the subset 730 of login data 720. In other words, locations
760 correspond to the subject’s geographic location at
the time the subject logged into the social media platform.
In order to superimpose the subset 730 of login data 720
over map 750, the IP address properties associated with
each login event may be traced by the data structuring
system to obtain a set of geographic coordinates or other
location data associated with the login event. Data struc-
turing system may display the obtained location data as
locations 760 over map 750.
[0052] It is to be understood that the example data re-
ports illustrated in FIG. 5-7B are exemplary only and that
other data reports are contemplated. Another example
data report may include a picture matching report. For a
picture matching report, a data structuring system may
determine a identifier associated with a picture selected
by a user and may use the identifier to identify all the
social media platform profiles associated with the picture
(e.g., that include the photo in a photo album, wall post,
private message, etc.). Identifiers may include, for exam-
ple, EXIF data, MD5 hash values, or other identifiers
known in the art. The data structuring system may display
the identified profiles as a graph, histogram, or any other
format of data report.
[0053] Another data report may include a shared IP
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address data report. The shared IP address data report
may include all the social media platform profiles asso-
ciated with login events having the same IP address prop-
erty. For example, a user may select an IP address as-
sociated with a subject of a criminal investigation logging
into a social media platform. The data structuring system
may determine all the social media platform profile logins
using the same IP address, and display the identified
profiles as a graph, histogram, or any other format of data
report.
[0054] FIG. 8 depicts a flowchart of an example method
800, consistent with some embodiments and aspects of
the present disclosure. Method 800 may be implement-
ed, for example, for structuring data from unstructured
electronic data files. The number and sequence of oper-
ations in FIG. 8 are provided for purposes of illustration
and maybe modified, enhance, substituted, or otherwise
changed, in view of the present disclosure. In some em-
bodiments, method 800 may be implemented as one or
more computer programs executed by one or more proc-
essors. Moreover, in some embodiments, aspects of
method 800 may be implemented by a data structuring
system (e.g., data structuring system 130 having one or
more processors executing one or more computer pro-
grams stored on a non-transitory computer readable me-
dium) or a social media platform (e.g., social media plat-
form 110, 120 having one or more processors executing
one or more computer programs stored on a non-transi-
tory computer readable medium). In some embodiments,
method 800 may be implemented by a combination of a
data importation system and a client device.
[0055] In some embodiments, example method 800
may include receiving an electronic data file at 810. For
example, the data structuring system may receive legal
process returns in the form of electronic data files from
one or more social media platforms via a communications
interface (e.g., communications interface 210 of FIG. 2).
The legal process returns may be provided, for example,
in response to a legal process such as a search warrant,
national security letter, subpoena, etc., associated with
a criminal investigation of a subject conducted by a law
enforcement agency. The electronic data files may in-
clude any electronic file format and various types of struc-
tured and/or unstructured content. Example electronic
data file formats include word processing files
(.doc, .docx, .txt, .log, .rtf, etc.), spreadsheets
(.xls, .xlsx, .ods, etc.), comma separated values (CSV)
files, presentations, archived and compressed files (e.g.,
ZIP files, 7z files, cab files, RAR files, etc.), database
files, PDF files, PUB files, image files, XML files, special-
ized tax and financial files (e.g., Open Financial Ex-
change and Interactive Financial Exchange files), tabu-
lated data files and webpage files (e.g., HTML files). The
content may include, for example, social media data as-
sociated with the subject of the criminal investigation as
described above in reference to FIG. 1.
[0056] In some embodiments, example method 800
may include parsing the electronic data file to identify one

or more objects included in the electronic data file at 820.
For example, when the content included in the electronic
data file received at 810 is unstructured content, the data
structuring system may parse the unstructured data so
that the data can be converted to a structured format. In
some embodiments, the data structuring system includes
a parser (e.g., parser 232 of FIG. 2) that parses the un-
structured content using the parsing techniques de-
scribed above in reference to FIG. 2. For example, the
parser may identify words or strings of words in the re-
ceived electronic data file and compare the identified
words or strings of words to a selected set of object types
defined in a database ontology (e.g., database ontology
240 of FIG. 2) to identify objects included in the electronic
data file.
[0057] In some embodiments, example method 800
may include processing the unstructured content to iden-
tify one or more properties associated with the identified
objects at 830. For example, the data structuring system
may include a mapper (e.g., mapper 234 of FIG. 2) that
assigns properties to the objects identified at 820. The
objects, assigned object types, and assigned property
types may be assigned to a structured object model (e.g.,
object model 300 of FIG. 3) of the electronic data file
corresponding to the legal process return. In some em-
bodiments, the object models may be stored in an object
model database (e.g., object model database 250 of FIG.
2).
[0058] In some embodiments, example method 800
may include generating a data report at 840. For exam-
ple, the data report may be generated by an object ex-
plorer of the data structuring system (e.g., object explorer
260 of FIG. 2). In some embodiments, the generated data
report maybe an interactive GUI (e.g., interactive GUI
400 of FIG. 4) that allows for free-form exploration and
customization of the identified objects and properties. In
some other embodiments, the generated data report may
include any of the example data reports illustrated in
FIGs. 5-7B and described above.
[0059] Embodiments of the present disclosure have
been described herein with reference to numerous spe-
cific details that can vary from implementation to imple-
mentation. Certain adaptations and modifications of the
described embodiments can be made. Other embodi-
ments can be apparent to those skilled in the art from
consideration of the specification and practice of the em-
bodiments disclosed herein. It is intended that the spec-
ification and examples be considered as exemplary only,
with a true scope of the present disclosure being indicat-
ed by the following claims. It is also intended that the
sequence of steps shown in figures are only for illustrative
purposes and are not intended to be limited to any par-
ticular sequence of steps. As such, it is appreciated that
these steps can be performed in a different order while
implementing the exemplary methods or processes dis-
closed herein.
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Clauses

[0060]

1. A data structuring system for structuring data from
electronic data files, the system comprising:

a memory device that stores a set of instructions;
at least one processing device configured to ex-
ecute the instructions to:

receive an electronic data file, the electronic
data file including unstructured content as-
sociated with a legal process return;
parse the unstructured content to identify
one or more objects based on a database
ontology;
parse the unstructured content to identify
one or more properties associated with the
identified objects; and
generate a data report based on the identi-
fied objects and properties.

2. The system of clause 1, wherein the electronic
data file associated with the legal process return is
received in response to a legal process.

3. The system of clause 1 or clause 2, wherein the
legal process includes at least one of a warrant, a
national security letter, and a subpoena.

4. The system of any preceding clause, wherein the
at least one processing device is configured to exe-
cute the instructions to parse the unstructured con-
tent to identify one or more words or strings of words.

5. The system of clause 4, wherein the at least one
processing device is configured to execute the in-
structions to compare the identified words or strings
of words to a subset of object types defined in a da-
tabase ontology.

6. The system of clause 5, wherein:

the electronic data file associated with a legal
process return is received from a social media
platform; and
at least one processing device is configured to
execute the instructions to:

select the subset of object types based on
the social media platform.

7. The system of any preceding clause , wherein the
at least one processing device is configured to exe-
cute the instructions to:

generate an interactive data report based on the

identified objects and properties.

8. The system of clause 7, wherein:

the identified one or more objects includes a pri-
vate message; and
the identified one or more properties of the iden-
tified objects includes an identifier included in
the private message.

9. The system of clause 8, wherein the at least one
processing device is configured to execute the in-
structions to:

parse the identifier to normalize the identifier.

10. The system of any preceding clause , wherein
the generated report includes at least one of a list of
histogramed telephone number data report, a con-
versation reconstructed from one or more private
messages, a login information data report, a picture
mapping data report, and a shared IP address data
report.

11. A method of structuring data from unstructured
electronic data files, the method performed by at
least one processing device and comprising:

receiving an electronic data file, the electronic
data file including unstructured content associ-
ated with a legal process return;
parsing the unstructured content to identify one
or more objects based on a database ontology;
parsing the unstructured content to identify one
or more properties associated with the identified
objects; and
generating a data report based on the identified
objects and properties.

12. The method of clause 11, wherein the electronic
data file associated with the legal process return is
received in response to a legal process.

13. The method of clause 11 or clause 12, wherein
the legal process includes at least one of a warrant,
a national security letter, and a subpoena.

14. The method of any one of clauses 11-13, wherein
parsing the unstructured content includes parsing
the unstructured content to identify one or more
words or strings of words.

15. The method of clause 14, further comprising
comparing the identified words or strings of words
to a subset of object types defined in a database
ontology.

16. The method of clause 15, wherein:
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receiving an electronic data file the electronic
data file associated with a legal process return
includes receiving the electronic data file from a
social media platform; and
the method further includes selecting the subset
of object types based on the social media plat-
form.

17. The method of any one of clauses 11-16, further
comprising:

generating an interactive data report based on
the identified objects and properties.

18. The method of clause 17, wherein:

the identified one or more objects includes a pri-
vate message; and
the identified one or more properties of the iden-
tified objects includes an identifier included in
the private message.

19. The method of any one of clauses 11-18, wherein
the generated report includes at least one of a list of
histogramed telephone number data report, a con-
versation reconstructed from one or more private
messages, a login information data report, a picture
mapping data report, and a shared IP address data
report.

20. A computer program comprising instructions
that, when executed by a computing apparatus,
cause the computing apparatus to perform the meth-
od of any preceding clause.

21. A non-transitory computer-readable medium
storing a set of instructions that, when executed by
one or more processors, cause the one or more
processing devices to perform a method of structur-
ing data from unstructured electronic data files, the
method comprising:

receiving an electronic data file, the electronic
data file including unstructured content associ-
ated with a legal process return;
parsing the unstructured content to identify one
or more objects based on a database ontology;
parsing the unstructured content to identify one
or more properties associated with the identified
objects; and
generating a data report based on the identified
objects and properties.

Claims

1. A data structuring system for structuring data from
electronic data files, the system comprising:

a memory device that stores a set of instructions;
at least one processing device configured to ex-
ecute the instructions to:

receive an electronic data file, the electronic
data file including unstructured content as-
sociated with a legal process return;
parse the unstructured content to identify
one or more objects based on a database
ontology;
parse the unstructured content to identify
one or more properties associated with the
identified objects; and
generate a data report based on the identi-
fied objects and properties.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the electronic data
file associated with the legal process return is re-
ceived in response to a legal process; or the legal
process includes at least one of a warrant, a national
security letter, and a subpoena; or the at least one
processing device is configured to execute the in-
structions to parse the unstructured content to iden-
tify one or more words or strings of words.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein the at least one
processing device is configured to execute the in-
structions to compare the identified words or strings
of words to a subset of object types defined in a da-
tabase ontology.

4. The system of claim 3, wherein:

the electronic data file associated with a legal
process return is received from a social media
platform; and
at least one processing device is configured to
execute the instructions to:

select the subset of object types based on
the social media platform.

5. The system of any preceding claim 1, wherein the
at least one processing device is configured to exe-
cute the instructions to:

generate an interactive data report based on the
identified objects and properties.

6. The system of claim 5, wherein:

the identified one or more objects includes a pri-
vate message; and
the identified one or more properties of the iden-
tified objects includes an identifier included in
the private message.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the at least one
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processing device is configured to execute the in-
structions to:

parse the identifier to normalize the identifier.

8. The system of any preceding claim, wherein the gen-
erated report includes at least one of a list of histo-
gramed telephone number data report, a conversa-
tion reconstructed from one or more private messag-
es, a login information data report, a picture mapping
data report, and a shared IP address data report.

9. A method of structuring data from unstructured elec-
tronic data files, the method performed by at least
one processing device and comprising:

receiving an electronic data file, the electronic
data file including unstructured content associ-
ated with a legal process return;
parsing the unstructured content to identify one
or more objects based on a database ontology;
parsing the unstructured content to identify one
or more properties associated with the identified
objects; and
generating a data report based on the identified
objects and properties.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the electronic data
file associated with the legal process return is re-
ceived in response to a legal process; or the legal
process includes at least one of a warrant, a national
security letter, and a subpoena; or parsing the un-
structured content includes parsing the unstructured
content to identify one or more words or strings of
words.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising compar-
ing the identified words or strings of words to a subset
of object types defined in a database ontology.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein:

receiving an electronic data file the electronic
data file associated with a legal process return
includes receiving the electronic data file from a
social media platform; and
the method further includes selecting the subset
of object types based on the social media plat-
form.

13. The method of any one of claims 9-12, further com-
prising:

generating an interactive data report based on
the identified objects and properties.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein:

the identified one or more objects includes a pri-
vate message; and
the identified one or more properties of the iden-
tified objects includes an identifier included in
the private message.

15. A computer-readable medium storing a set of in-
structions that, when executed by one or more proc-
essors, cause the one or more processing devices
to carry out the method of any one of claims 9 to 14.
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Description

Background

[0001] The amount of information being processed and
stored is rapidly increasing as technology advances
present an ever-increasing ability to generate and store
data. This data is commonly stored in computer-based
systems in structured data stores. For example, one com-
mon type of data store is a so-called "flat" file such as a
spreadsheet, plain-text document, or XML document.
Another common type of data store is a relational data-
base comprising one or more tables. Other examples of
data stores that comprise structured data include, without
limitation, files systems, object collections, record collec-
tions, arrays, hierarchical trees, linked lists, stacks, and
combinations thereof.
[0002] Important information and decisions can be
drawn if massive data sets can be analyzed to determine
useful information. Collecting, classifying, and process-
ing large sets of data can allow informed decision-mak-
ing. The manner in which information is collected and
classified, however, has become antiquated over time
and does not take advantage of the higher processing
speeds associated with the "Big Data" era. With advanc-
es in multi-tenant environments (e.g., the "cloud"), new
techniques previously unthought-of are being designed
to efficiently sift through billions of data points to draw
new and useful information.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0003] Reference will now be made to the accompa-
nying drawings, which illustrate exemplary embodiments
of the present disclosure and in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates, in block diagram form, an exem-
plary data fusion system for providing interactive lo-
cation-based data analysis, consistent with embod-
iments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system
for analyzing performance of an entity, consistent
with embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer
system, consistent with embodiments of the present
disclosure.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary data struc-
ture accessed in the process of analyzing entity per-
formance, consistent with the embodiments of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 5 is a diagram of an exemplary user interface
displaying a map that indicates where consuming
entities live, consistent with the embodiments of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 6 is a diagram of an exemplary user interface
displaying a map that indicates where consuming
entities spend, consistent with the embodiments of
the present disclosure.

FIG. 7 is a diagram of an exemplary user interface
displaying a map indicating a preferred location of a
provisioning entity, consistent with the embodiments
of the present disclosure.
FIG. 8 is a diagram of an exemplary user interface
displaying a map indicating a preferred location of
marketing material, consistent with the embodi-
ments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 9 is a flowchart representing an exemplary proc-
ess for generating a user interface that includes a
map, consistent with embodiments of the present
disclosure.

Detailed Description

[0004] Reference will now be made in detail to exem-
plary embodiments, the examples of which are illustrated
in the accompanying drawings. Whenever possible, the
same reference numbers will be used throughout the
drawings to refer to the same or like parts.
[0005] FIG. 1 illustrates, in block diagram form, an ex-
emplary data fusion system 100 for providing interactive
data analysis, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure. Among other things, data fusion sys-
tem 100 facilitates transformation of geographic data sys-
tems 230 and one or more other data sources, such as
data sources 130 (e.g., financial services systems 220,
provisioning entity management systems 240 and/or
consuming entity data systems 250, as shown in FIG. 2)
into an object model 160 whose semantics are defined
by an ontology 150. The transformation can be performed
for a variety of reasons. For example, a database admin-
istrator can import data from data sources 130 into a da-
tabase 170 for persistently storing object model 160. As
another example, a data presentation component (not
depicted) can transform input data from data sources 130
"on the fly" into object model 160. The object model 160
can then be utilized, in conjunction with ontology 150, for
analysis through graphs and/or other data visualization
techniques.
[0006] Data fusion system 100 comprises a definition
component 110 and a translation component 120, both
implemented by one or more processors of one or more
computing devices or systems executing hardware
and/or software-based logic for providing various func-
tionality and features of the present disclosure, as de-
scribed herein. As will be appreciated from the present
disclosure, data fusion system 100 can comprise fewer
or additional components that provide the various func-
tionalities and features described herein. Moreover, the
number and arrangement of the components of data fu-
sion system 100 responsible for providing the various
functionalities and features described herein can further
vary from embodiment to embodiment.
[0007] Definition component 110 generates and/or
modifies ontology 150 and a schema map 140. Exem-
plary embodiments for defining an ontology (such as on-
tology 150) are described in U.S. Patent No. 7,962,495
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(the ’495 patent), issued on June 14, 2011. Consistent
with certain embodiments disclosed in the ’495 patent, a
dynamic ontology may be used to create a database. To
create a database ontology, one or more object types
may be defined, where each object type includes one or
more properties. The attributes of object types or property
types of the ontology can be edited or modified at any
time. And, for each property type, at least one parser
definition may be created. The attributes of a parser def-
inition can be edited or modified at any time.
[0008] In some embodiments, each property type is
declared to be representative of one or more object types.
A property type is representative of an object type when
the property type is intuitively associated with the object
type. Alternatively, each property type has one or more
components and a base type. In some embodiments, a
property type can comprise a string, a date, a number,
or a composite type consisting of two or more string, date,
or number elements. Thus, property types are extensible
and can represent complex data structures. Further, a
parser definition can reference a component of a complex
property type as a unit or token.
[0009] An example of a property having multiple com-
ponents is an Address property having a City component
and a State component. An example of raw input data is
"Los Angeles, CA." An example parser definition speci-
fies an association of imported input data to object prop-
erty components as follows: {CITY}, {STATE}→Ad-
dress:State, Address:City. In some embodiments, the
association {CITY}, {STATE} is defined in a parser defi-
nition using regular expression symbology. The associ-
ation {CITY}, {STATE} indicates that a city string followed
by a state string, and separated by a comma, comprises
valid input data for a property of type Address. In contrast,
input data of "Los Angeles CA" would not be valid for the
specified parser definition, but a user could create a sec-
ond parser definition that does match input data of "Los
Angeles CA." The definition Address:City, Address:State
specifies that matching input data values map to compo-
nents named "City" and "State" of the Address property.
As a result, parsing the input data using the parser def-
inition results in assigning the value "Los Angeles" to the
Address: City component of the Address property, and
the value "CA" to the Address:State component of the
Address property.
[0010] According to some embodiments, schema map
140 can define how various elements of schemas 135
for data sources 130 map to various elements of ontology
150. Definition component 110 receives, calculates, ex-
tracts, or otherwise identifies schemas 135 for data
sources 130. Schemas 135 define the structure of data
sources 130; for example, the names and other charac-
teristics of tables, files, columns, fields, properties, and
so forth. Definition component 110 furthermore optionally
identifies sample data 136 from data sources 130. Defi-
nition component 110 can further identify object type, re-
lationship, and property definitions from ontology 150, if
any already exist. Definition component 110 can further

identify pre-existing mappings from schema map 140, if
such mappings exist.
[0011] Based on the identified information, definition
component 110 can generate a graphical user interface
115, including a map. Graphical user interface 115 can
be presented to users of a computing device via any suit-
able output mechanism (e.g., a display screen, an image
projection, etc.), and can further accept input from users
of the computing device via any suitable input mecha-
nism (e.g., a keyboard, a mouse, a touch screen inter-
face, etc.). Graphical user interface 115 features a visual
workspace that visually depicts representations of the
elements of ontology 150 for which mappings are defined
in schema map 140.
[0012] In some embodiments, transformation compo-
nent 120 can be invoked after schema map 140 and on-
tology 150 have been defined or redefined. Transforma-
tion component 120 identifies schema map 140 and on-
tology 150. Transformation component 120 further reads
data sources 130 and identifies schemas 135 for data
sources 130. For each element of ontology 150 described
in schema map 140, transformation component 120 iter-
ates through some or all of the data items of data sources
130, generating elements of object model 160 in the man-
ner specified by schema map 140. In some embodi-
ments, transformation component 120 can store a rep-
resentation of each generated element of object model
160 in a database 170. In some embodiments, transfor-
mation component 120 is further configured to synchro-
nize changes in object model 160 back to data sources
130.
[0013] Data sources 130 can be one or more sources
of data, including, without limitation, spreadsheet files,
databases, email folders, document collections, media
collections, contact directories, and so forth. Data sourc-
es 130 can include data structures stored persistently in
non-volatile memory. Data sources 130 can also or al-
ternatively include temporary data structures generated
from underlying data sources via data extraction compo-
nents, such as a result set returned from a database serv-
er executing a database query.
[0014] Schema map 140, ontology 150, and schemas
135 can be stored in any suitable structures, such as
XML files, database tables, and so forth. In some em-
bodiments, ontology 150 is maintained persistently.
Schema map 140 can or cannot be maintained persist-
ently, depending on whether the transformation process
is perpetual or a one-time event. Schemas 135 need not
be maintained in persistent memory, but can be cached
for optimization.
[0015] Object model 160 comprises collections of ele-
ments such as typed objects, properties, and relation-
ships. The collections can be structured in any suitable
manner. In some embodiments, a database 170 stores
the elements of object model 160, or representations
thereof. Alternatively, the elements of object model 160
are stored within database 170 in a different underlying
format, such as in a series of object, property, and rela-
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tionship tables in a relational database.
[0016] According to some embodiments, the function-
alities, techniques, and components described herein
are implemented by one or more special-purpose com-
puting devices. The special-purpose computing devices
can be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or can in-
clude digital electronic devices such as one or more ap-
plication-specific integrated circuits ("ASICs") or field pro-
grammable gate arrays ("FPGAs") that are persistently
programmed to perform the techniques, or can include
one or more hardware processors programmed to per-
form the techniques pursuant to program instructions in
firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such
special-purpose computing devices can also combine
custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom
programming to accomplish the techniques. The special-
purpose computing devices can be desktop computer
systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices,
networking devices, or any other device that incorporates
hard-wired and/or program logic to implement the tech-
niques.
[0017] Throughout this disclosure, reference will be
made to an entity such as, for example, a provisioning
entity and a consuming entity. It will be understood that
a provisioning entity can include, for example, an adver-
tiser, a person committing a crime, a merchant, an Inter-
net Service Provider, a telecommunications company, a
retail provisioning entity or the like, and a consuming en-
tity can include, for example, a victim of a crime, a viewer
of a website, a user sending messages, a consumer user
buying products or services from a provisioning entity,
etc. It will be understood that a consuming entity can
represent either individual persons or can represent a
group of persons (e.g., a group of persons living under
one roof as part of a family). In some embodiments, a
consuming entity can be a credit card number of an in-
dividual or a credit card number for an entire family shar-
ing one credit card. It will also be understood that a pro-
visioning entity can represent either the entity itself or
individual persons involved with the entity.
[0018] In embodiments described herein, data fusion
system 100 can provide a provisioning entity, such as a
telecommunications company or retail provisioning enti-
ty, to analyze information to identify behaviors to allow
that provisioning entity to make more informed decisions.
Such information can allow entities, such as a retail pro-
visioning entity, to determine a preferred location of a
provisioning entity (e.g., where to place their retail loca-
tions). Similarly, a telecommunications company may
know where to place advertisements. As another exam-
ple, a police department may know where to station ad-
ditional police units. Provisioning entities having more
than one location (e.g., police stations, or a merchant
with a chain store or a franchise model) typically evaluate
the performance of their locations and may adjust their
operations, business models, or work flows when the lo-
cations either under-perform or are under-utilized. Typi-
cally, provisioning entities evaluate the performance of

their locations based on period-to-period metrics. For ex-
ample, a provisioning entity can evaluate a website’s per-
formance by comparing a current month’s user views to
the user views of a previous month. Similarly, a provi-
sioning entity can evaluate a location’s performance by
comparing the current month’s sales to the previous
month’s sales. In addition, provisioning entitles can eval-
uate each of its locations’ performance using compara-
tive analysis. For example, a provisioning entity (e.g., a
city’s police department) might compare the amount and
type of crimes occurring in a first location with an amount
and type of crimes occurring in a second location. As
another example, a provisioning entity (e.g., a restaurant)
might compare the sales at an area location with the sales
at a second location. As provisioning entities generally
measure the performance of its locations based on their
own interaction data (e.g., the entity’s sales across some
or all of its locations), some methods of measuring per-
formance do not consider sales made by competitors or
demographic features of the areas of the provisioning
entity’s locations.
[0019] In some embodiments, since some perform-
ance evaluation methods do not consider the sales of
competitors or the demographic features of the region of
the provisioning entity location, measured performance
may not represent the true performance of a provisioning
entity. For instance, although a provisioning entity in a
particular demographic location, for example a location
in a low consumer spend capacity area, might have less
sales than a provisioning entity location in a high con-
sumer spend capacity area, it may be performing better
than what could be expected for that area in light of, for
example, the low number of consumers residing in the
area or the low income of the area. Similarly, a crime rate
or type of crime might be higher or lower in a particular
area. Moreover, website views can be higher or lower in
a given area for a variety of reasons. In some embodi-
ments, a performance of a provisioning entity at an area
location can be adversely impacted by the close proximity
of a second location of the provisioning entity, but the
provisioning entity at the area location can be performing
better than expected given the competition from the pro-
visioning entity’s second location. Conversely, while a
provisioning entity location in a dense, high-income area
might have the highest sales of all provisioning entity
locations, it can still be under-performing because, for
instance, consumer spend capacity is high and the pro-
visioning entity location could generate more sales.
[0020] Consistent with embodiments of the present
disclosure, the performance of provisioning entities can
be analyzed based on how the provisioning entity is ex-
pected to perform given the location of the provisioning
entity. For a given provisioning entity location, the dis-
closed embodiments may be implemented to consider,
for example, consumer demographic features of the pro-
visioning entity location’s area and/or the proximity of
competitors to the provisioning entity location (including
the proximity of the provisioning entity’s other close-by
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locations). In some embodiments, the provisioning entity
can be a merchant. For purposes of illustration, exem-
plary embodiments for analyzing entity performance may
be described herein with reference to "merchants." The
exemplary embodiments and techniques described
herein, however, may be applied to other types of entities
(e.g., service providers, governmental agencies, etc.)
within the spirit and scope of this disclosure.
[0021] Generally, embodiments of the invention relate
to determining information associated with interactions.
In some embodiments, the information determined
based on various interactions can be used to generate
additional information that can be displayed with user
interfaces that can include maps and/or information over-
laying maps. Types of interactions from which informa-
tion overlaying a map can be derived include, e.g., tele-
phone calls made or received, messages sent or re-
ceived, viewing an advertisement, viewing a video, ac-
cessing a website, making a purchase at a brick-and-
mortar store, making a purchase online, shipping or re-
ceiving an object, the occurrence of a crime, the arrival
of a vehicle, the starting of an engine, etc. Large sets of
interaction data (e.g., data associated with interactions)
may be filtered according to selectable criteria to provide,
for example, information associated with interactions in-
cluding a particular entity (e.g., a provisioning entity such
an advertiser or merchant, or a consuming entity such
as a customer). Such selectable criteria can include an
amount times that calls messages were sent, addresses
of entities that messages were sent to, time spent on a
website, a type of crime committed, demographic infor-
mation about an area where a crime was committed,
amounts spent at a particular location, times of purchas-
es, time spent between purchases, types of merchants
associated with purchase, demographics associated
with a purchaser, purchaser identity, a type of vehicle
involved in an interaction, demographics associated with
a location of a merchant, types of devices located at or
near the location where an interaction occurred, Mer-
chant Category Codes ("MCCs"), types of products pur-
chased, etc. In addition, interaction data, or selectable
criteria based on interaction data, may be expressed on
a map.
[0022] In some embodiments, interaction data is ac-
quired from one or more sources such as a government
agency, a news source, financial institution, a provision-
ing entity, a third-party processer, a card network, a re-
view website, etc. Each interaction can include a con-
suming entity and a provisioning entity. After interaction
data is acquired, a consuming entity associated with the
interaction data can be determined. After a consuming
entity is determined, a set of provisioning entities can be
determined that were included in interactions with the
consuming entity. For example, the set of provisioning
entities may include all of the provisioning entities that
the consuming entity made a phone call to or a purchase
at during the last sixty days. After a set of provisioning
entities is determined, interaction data can be displayed

on a map that indicates the location of at least some of
the provisioning entities in the set of provisioning entities.
In some examples, interaction data associated with more
than one consuming entity can be determined (e.g., in-
teractions made by a set of consuming entities over the
past 60 days can be determined).
[0023] In some examples, interaction data expressed
on a map can include the locations of the set of provi-
sioning entities within a particular distance from a partic-
ular location. For example, the interaction data ex-
pressed on a map can include the locations of stores or
crimes within a particular city. In some examples, inter-
action data expressed on a map can include the set of
provisioning entities where interactions occurred within
the last week, over the last weekend, on the previous five
Friday nights, etc. In some embodiments, interaction data
expressed on a map can include a set of provisioning
entities associated with a particular ratio (e.g., crimes to
police units, amounts spent to amounts received, number
of consuming entities to amounts spent, number of con-
suming entities to number of websites viewed, etc.). Se-
lectable criteria, as discussed above, can also be used
to express interaction data on a map. For instance, cri-
teria associated with interaction data such as the location
of a crime, a consuming entity’s home, or a consuming
entity’s place of employment can be expressed on a map.
[0024] Interaction data expressed on a map can indi-
cate the locations of provisioning entities, consuming en-
tities, and other information in a variety of ways. For ex-
ample, interaction data expressed on a map can indicate
locations (or other information associated with the inter-
action data) using geometric shapes that can overlay a
map. A geometric shape such as a hexagon or circle can
be used to indicate the location of a provisioning entity,
an amount of provisioning entities within a particular area,
an aggregate number of crimes, types of crimes, an
amount of webpages accessed by a particular type of
phone and/or a particular telecommunications company,
an aggregate amount of sales (e.g., an amount of money
spent) within a particular area, a number of advertise-
ments in a particular area, a number of employees at a
particular location, an average amount of income paid
by stores at a particular location, an amount of consuming
entities within a particular area, the demographics (e.g.,
an average amount of household income or spending
capacity) associated with consuming entities in a partic-
ular area, etc. Such shapes can be placed at a location
on a map based on a geo-hash.
[0025] In addition, interaction data expressed on a map
can be used to indicate the preferred location of a new
police station, a new cellular phone tower, marketing ma-
terial or the preferred location of a provisioning entity.
For example, an indication for a preferred location of a
new police station can be displayed on a map based on
interaction data that includes crimes. Similarly, an indi-
cation of a preferred location of marketing material (e.g.,
an estimated most effective place to display marketing
material) can be displayed on a map based on interaction
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data that includes where consuming entities live and con-
duct interactions. Similarly, an indication of a preferred
location of a provisioning entity (e.g., a location (estimat-
ed or otherwise) where a new provisioning entity such
as communications equipment should be placed) can be
displayed on a map based on interaction data.
[0026] In various embodiments described herein, a
preferred location of marketing material, a preferred lo-
cation of a provisioning entity, etc., can be determined
based on interaction data used to create geometric
shapes. For example, data that causes circles to appear
on a map and overlap can also be used to determine a
preferred location of a provisioning entity (e.g., the area
where the circles overlap). Embodiments described
herein reduce processing power, and network through-
put by efficiently processing data in various manners
such as by associating shapes with data. Further, they
allow a user to view additional information on a user in-
terface, thereby saving display real estate, without need-
ing to switch between a plurality of programs, for exam-
ple.
[0027] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary sys-
tem 200 for performing one or more operations for ana-
lyzing performance of a provisioning entity and/or a con-
suming entity, consistent with disclosed embodiments.
In some embodiments, the provisioning entity is a mer-
chant and system 200 can include provisioning entity
analysis system 210, one or more financial services sys-
tems 220, one or more geographic data systems 230,
one or more provisioning entity management systems
240, and one or more consuming entity data systems
250. The components and arrangement of the compo-
nents included in system 200 can vary depending on the
embodiment. For example, a component used by police
or other government agencies may be included. Further,
for example, the functionality described below with re-
spect to financial services systems 220 can be embodied
in consuming entity data systems 250, or vice-versa.
Thus, system 200 can include fewer or additional com-
ponents that perform or assist in the performance of one
or more processes to analyze provisioning entity’s, con-
sistent with the disclosed embodiments.
[0028] One or more components of system 200 can be
computing systems configured to analyze provisioning
entity performance. As further described herein, compo-
nents of system 200 can include one or more computing
devices (e.g., computer(s), server(s), etc.), memory stor-
ing data and/or software instructions (e.g., database(s),
memory devices, etc.), and other appropriate computing
components. In some embodiments, the one or more
computing devices are configured to execute software
or a set of programmable instructions stored on one or
more memory devices to perform one or more opera-
tions, consistent with the disclosed embodiments. Com-
ponents of system 200 can be configured to communi-
cate with one or more other components of system 200,
including provisioning entity analysis system 210, one or
more financial services systems 220, one or more geo-

graphic data systems 230, one or more provisioning en-
tity management systems 240, and one or more consum-
er data systems 250. In certain aspects, users can op-
erate one or more components of system 200. The one
or more users can be employees of, or associated with,
the entity corresponding to the respective component(s)
(e.g., someone authorized to use the underlying comput-
ing systems or otherwise act on behalf of the entity).
[0029] Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can be
a computing system configured to analyze provisioning
entity performance. For example, provisioning entity
analysis system 210 can be a computer system config-
ured to execute software or a set of programmable in-
structions that collect or receive interaction data (which
can include financial interaction data, consumer data,
and provisioning entity data) and process it to determine
the actual interaction amount of each interaction associ-
ated with the provisioning entity. Provisioning entity anal-
ysis system 210 can be configured, in some embodi-
ments, to utilize, include, or be a data fusion system 100
(see, e.g., FIG. 1) to transform data from various data
sources (such as, financial services systems 220, geo-
graphic data systems 230, provisioning entity manage-
ment systems 240, and consuming entity data systems
250) for processing. In some embodiments, provisioning
entity analysis system 210 can be implemented using a
computer system 300, as shown in FIG. 3 and described
below.
[0030] Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can in-
clude one or more computing devices (e.g., server(s)),
memory storing data and/or software instructions (e.g.,
database(s), memory devices, etc.) and other known
computing components. According to some embodi-
ments, provisioning entity analysis system 210 can in-
clude one or more networked computers that execute
processing in parallel or use a distributed computing ar-
chitecture. Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can
be configured to communicate with one or more compo-
nents of system 200, and it can be configured to provide
analysis of provisioning entities via an interface(s) ac-
cessible by users over a network (e.g., the Internet). For
example, provisioning entity analysis system 210 can in-
clude a web server that hosts a web page accessible
through network 260 by provisioning entity management
systems 240. In some embodiments, provisioning entity
analysis system 210 can include an application server
configured to provide data to one or more client applica-
tions executing on computing systems connected to pro-
visioning entity analysis system 210 via network 260.
Such client applications can be used to generate and/or
display a map.
[0031] In some embodiments, provisioning entity anal-
ysis system 210 can be configured to determine the a
number of crimes or the sales associated with a provi-
sioning entity or specific provisioning entity location by
processing and analyzing data collected from one or
more components of system 200. For example, provi-
sioning entity analysis system 210 can determine that
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the Big Box Merchant store located at 123 Main St, in
Burbank, CA is actually generating $60,000 of sales per
month. Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can pro-
vide an analysis of a provisioning entity or provisioning
entity location’s performance based on a target for sales
and the actual sales for the provisioning entity or provi-
sioning entity location. For example, for the Big Box Mer-
chant store located at 123 Main St., Burbank, CA, the
provisioning entity analysis system 210 can provide an
analysis that the store is performing above expectations.
[0032] Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can, in
some embodiments, generate a user interface commu-
nicating data related to one or more provisioning entities
or provisioning entity locations. For example, in some
embodiments, provisioning entity analysis system 210
includes a web server that generates HTML code, or
scripts capable of generating HTML code, that can be
displayed in a web browser executing on computing de-
vice. Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can also
execute an application server that provides user interface
objects to a client application executing on a computing
device, or it can provide data that is capable of being
displayed in a user interface in a client application exe-
cuting on a computing device. In some embodiments,
provisioning entity analysis system 210 can generate us-
er interfaces that can be displayed within another user
interface. For example, provisioning entity analysis sys-
tem 210 can generate a user interface for display within
a parent user interface that is part of an application that
displays maps, a word processing application, a presen-
tation development application, a web browser, or an il-
lustration application, among others. In some embodi-
ments, generating a user interface can include generat-
ing the code that when executed displays information
(e.g., HTML) on the user interface. Alternatively, gener-
ating a user interface can include providing commands
and/or data to a set of instructions that when executed
render a user interface capable of being shown on a dis-
play connected to a computing device. In some embod-
iments, the user interface can include a map, indications
of the provisioning entity locations on a map, and indica-
tions of the sales or interactions associated with the pro-
visioning entity locations.
[0033] Referring again to FIG. 2, financial services sys-
tem 220 can be a computing system associated with a
financial service provider, such as a bank, credit card
issuer, credit bureau, credit agency, or other entity that
generates, provides, manages, and/or maintains finan-
cial service accounts for one or more users. It should be
appreciated that these entities can also include data
sources that provide interaction data. Financial services
system 220 can generate, maintain, store, provide,
and/or process financial data associated with one or
more financial service accounts. Financial data can in-
clude, for example, financial service account data, such
as financial service account identification data, account
balance, available credit, existing fees, reward points,
user profile information, and financial service account in-

teraction data, such as interaction dates, interaction
amounts, interaction types, and locations of interactions.
Note that the term interaction may be used interchange-
ably with the term transaction herein. In some embodi-
ments, each interaction including financial data can in-
clude several categories of information associated with
an interaction. For example, each interaction can include
categories such as number category; consuming entity
identification category; consuming entity location cate-
gory; provisioning entity identification category; provi-
sioning entity location category; type of provisioning en-
tity category; interaction amount category; and time of
interaction category, as described in FIG. 4. It will be
appreciated that financial data can comprise either ad-
ditional or fewer categories than the exemplary catego-
ries listed above. Financial services system 220 can in-
clude infrastructure and components that are configured
to generate and/or provide financial service accounts
such as credit card accounts, checking accounts, savings
account, debit card accounts, loyalty or reward programs,
lines of credit, and the like.
[0034] Geographic data systems 230 can include one
or more computing devices configured to provide geo-
graphic data to other computing systems in system 200
such as provisioning entity analysis system 210. For ex-
ample, geographic data systems 230 can provide geo-
detic coordinates when provided with a street address of
vice-versa. In some embodiments, geographic data sys-
tems 230 exposes an application programming interface
("API") including one or more methods or functions that
can be called remotely over a network, such as network
260. According to some embodiments, geographic data
systems 230 can provide information concerning routes
between two geographic points. For example, provision-
ing entity analysis system 210 can provide two addresses
and geographic data systems 230 can provide, in re-
sponse, the aerial distance between the two addresses,
the distance between the two addresses using roads,
and/or a suggested route between the two addresses
and the route’s distance.
[0035] According to some embodiments, geographic
data systems 230 can also provide map data to provi-
sioning entity analysis system 210 and/or other compo-
nents of system 200 (such as user interface 500 of FIG.
5, user interface 600 of FIG. 6, user interface 700 of Fig.
7, or user interface 800 of Fig. 8). The map data can
include, for example, satellite or overhead images of a
geographic region or a graphic representing a geograph-
ic region. The map data can also include points of inter-
est, such as landmarks, malls, shopping centers,
schools, or popular restaurants or retailers, for example.
[0036] Provisioning entity management systems 240
can be one or more computing devices configured to per-
form one or more operations consistent with disclosed
embodiments. For example, provisioning entity manage-
ment systems 240 can be a desktop computer, a laptop,
a server, a mobile device (e.g., tablet, smart phone, etc.),
or any other type of computing device configured to re-
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quest provisioning entity analysis from provisioning entity
analysis system 210. According to some embodiments,
provisioning entity management systems 240 can com-
prise a network-enabled computing device operably con-
nected to one or more other presentation devices, which
can themselves constitute a computing system. For ex-
ample, provisioning entity management systems 240 can
be connected to a mobile device, telephone, laptop, tab-
let, or other computing device.
[0037] Provisioning entity management systems 240
can include one or more processors configured to exe-
cute software instructions stored in memory. Provision-
ing entity management systems 240 can include software
or a set of programmable instructions that when executed
by a processor performs known Internet-related commu-
nication and content presentation processes. For exam-
ple, provisioning entity management systems 240 can
execute software or a set of instructions that generates
and displays interfaces and/or content on a presentation
device included in, or connected to, provisioning entity
management systems 240. In some embodiments, pro-
visioning entity management systems 240 can be a mo-
bile device that executes mobile device applications
and/or mobile device communication software that al-
lows provisioning entity management systems 240 to
communicate with components of system 200 over net-
work 260. The disclosed embodiments are not limited to
any particular configuration of provisioning entity man-
agement systems 240.
[0038] Provisioning entity management systems 240
can be one or more computing systems associated with
a provisioning entity that provides services (e.g., a law
firm, a police station, a banker, a school, utility company,
insurance company, financial service provider, automo-
bile repair services, movie theater, etc.). In some embod-
iments, provisioning entity management systems 240
can be one or more computing systems associated with
a provisioning entity that provides products (e.g., goods
and/or services), such as a restaurant (e.g., Outback
Steakhouse®, Burger King®, etc.), retailer (e.g., Ama-
zon.com®, Target®, etc.), grocery store, mall, or a shop-
ping center. Further, in some embodiments a provision-
ing entity can be one or more computing systems asso-
ciated with a non-profit organization (ACLU™, AARP®,
etc.) or any other type of entity that provides goods, serv-
ices, and/or information that consuming entities (i.e., end-
users or other business entities) can purchase, consume,
use, etc. For ease of discussion, the exemplary embod-
iments presented herein relate to interactions (e.g., pur-
chases) involving goods from retail provisioning entity
systems. Provisioning entity management systems 240,
however, is not limited to systems associated with retail
provisioning entities that conduct business in any partic-
ular industry or field.
[0039] Provisioning entity management systems 240
can be associated with computer systems installed and
used at a brick and mortar provisioning entity locations
where a consumer can physically visit and purchase

goods and services. Such locations can include comput-
ing devices that perform financial service interactions
with consumers (e.g., Point of Sale ("POS") terminal(s),
kiosks, tablet computers, mobile phones, etc.). Provi-
sioning entity management systems 240 can also include
back- and/or front-end computing components that store
data and execute software or a set of instructions to per-
form operations consistent with disclosed embodiments,
such as computers that are operated by employees of
the provisioning entity (e.g., back office systems, etc.).
Provisioning entity management systems 240 can also
be associated with a provisioning entity that provides
goods and/or service via known online or e-commerce
types of solutions. For example, such a provisioning en-
tity can sell products via a website using known online
or e-commerce systems and solutions to market, sell,
and process online interactions. Provisioning entity man-
agement systems 240 can include one or more servers
that are configured to execute stored software or a set
of instructions to perform operations associated with a
provisioning entity, including one or more processes as-
sociated with processing purchase interactions, gener-
ating interaction data, generating product data (e.g., SKU
data) relating to interactions, for example.
[0040] Consuming entity data systems 250 can include
one or more computing devices configured to provide
demographic data regarding consumers. For example,
consuming entity data systems 250 can provide informa-
tion regarding the name, address, gender, income level,
age, email address, or other information about consum-
ers. Consuming entity data (as well as any interaction
data) may be converted using a hash. Consuming entity
data systems 250 can include public computing systems
such as computing systems affiliated with the U.S. Bu-
reau of the Census, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics,
or FedStats, or it can include private computing systems
such as computing systems affiliated with financial insti-
tutions, credit bureaus, social media sites, marketing
services, or some other organization that collects and/or
provides demographic data.
[0041] Network 260 can be any type of network or com-
bination of networks configured to provide electronic
communications between components of system 200.
For example, network 260 can be any type of network
(including infrastructure) that provides communications,
exchanges information, and/or facilitates the exchange
of information, such as the Internet, a Local Area Net-
work, or other suitable connection(s) that enables the
sending and receiving of information between the com-
ponents of system 200. Network 260 may also comprise
any combination of wired and wireless networks. In other
embodiments, one or more components of system 200
can communicate directly through a dedicated commu-
nication link(s), such as links between provisioning entity
analysis system 210, financial services system 220, ge-
ographic data systems 230, provisioning entity manage-
ment systems 240, and consuming entity data systems
250.
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[0042] As noted above, provisioning entity analysis
system 210 can include a data fusion system (e.g., data
fusion system 100) for organizing data received from one
or more of the components of system 200.
[0043] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary com-
puter system 300, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure. The components of system 200 such
as provisioning entity analysis system 210, financial serv-
ice systems 220, geographic data systems 230, provi-
sioning entity management systems 240, and consuming
entity data systems 250 may include the architecture
based on or similar to that of computer system 300.
[0044] As illustrated in FIG. 3, computer system 300
includes a bus 302 or other communication mechanism
for communicating information, and one or more hard-
ware processors 304 (denoted as processor 304 for pur-
poses of simplicity) coupled with bus 302 for processing
information. Hardware processor 304 can be, for exam-
ple, one or more microprocessors or it can be a reduced
instruction set of one or more microprocessors.
[0045] Computer system 300 also includes a main
memory 306, such as a random access memory ("RAM")
or other dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 302 for
storing information and instructions to be executed by
processor 304. Main memory 306 also can be used for
storing temporary variables or other intermediate infor-
mation during execution of instructions to be executed
by processor 304. Such instructions, after being stored
in non-transitory storage media accessible to processor
304, render computer system 300 into a special-purpose
machine that is customized to perform the operations
specified in the instructions.
[0046] Computer system 300 further includes a read
only memory ("ROM") 308 or other static storage device
coupled to bus 302 for storing static information and in-
structions for processor 304. A storage device 310, such
as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive
(Flash drive), etc. is provided and coupled to bus 302 for
storing information and instructions.
[0047] Computer system 300 can be coupled via bus
302 to a display 312, such as a cathode ray tube ("CRT"),
liquid crystal display, or touch screen, for displaying in-
formation to a computer user. An input device 314, in-
cluding alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus
302 for communicating information and command selec-
tions to processor 304. Another type of user input device
is cursor control 316, such as a mouse, a trackball, or
cursor direction keys for communicating direction infor-
mation and command selections to processor 304 and
for controlling cursor movement on display 312. The input
device typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes,
a first axis (for example, x) and a second axis (for exam-
ple, y), that allows the device to specify positions in a
plane. In some embodiments, the same direction infor-
mation and command selections as cursor control can
be implemented via receiving touches on a touch screen
without a cursor.
[0048] Computing system 300 can include a user in-

terface module to implement a graphical user interface
that can be stored in a mass storage device as executable
software codes that are executed by the one or more
computing devices. This and other modules can include,
by way of example, components, such as software com-
ponents, object-oriented software components, class
components and task components, processes, func-
tions, attributes, procedures, subroutines, segments of
program code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry,
data, databases, data structures, tables, arrays, and var-
iables.
[0049] In general, the word "module," as used herein,
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a
collection of software instructions, possibly having entry
and exit points, written in a programming language, such
as, for example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A software module
can be compiled and linked into an executable program,
installed in a dynamic link library, or written in an inter-
preted programming language such as, for example, BA-
SIC, Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated that software
modules can be callable from other modules or from
themselves, and/or can be invoked in response to de-
tected events or interrupts. Software modules configured
for execution on computing devices can be provided on
a computer readable medium, such as a compact disc,
digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any other
tangible medium, or as a digital download (and can be
originally stored in a compressed or installable format
that requires installation, decompression, or decryption
prior to execution). Such software code can be stored,
partially or fully, on a memory device of the executing
computing device, for execution by the computing device.
Software instructions can be embedded in firmware, such
as an EPROM. It will be further appreciated that hardware
modules can be comprised of connected logic units, such
as gates and flip-flops, and/or can be comprised of pro-
grammable units, such as programmable gate arrays or
processors. The modules or computing device function-
ality described herein are preferably implemented as
software modules, but can be represented in hardware
or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein re-
fer to logical modules that can be combined with other
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their phys-
ical organization or storage.
[0050] Computer system 300 can implement the tech-
niques described herein using customized hard-wired
logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or pro-
gram logic which in combination with the computer sys-
tem causes or programs computer system 300 to be a
special-purpose machine. According to some embodi-
ments, the operations, functionalities, and techniques
and other features described herein are performed by
computer system 300 in response to processor 304 ex-
ecuting one or more sequences of one or more instruc-
tions contained in main memory 306. Such instructions
can be read into main memory 306 from another storage
medium, such as storage device 310. Execution of the
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 306
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causes processor 304 to perform the process steps de-
scribed herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired
circuitry can be used in place of or in combination with
software instructions.
[0051] The term "non-transitory media" as used herein
refers to any non-transitory media storing data and/or
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific
fashion. Such non-transitory media can comprise non-
volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media
can include, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such
as storage device 310. Volatile media can include dy-
namic memory, such as main memory 306. Common
forms of non-transitory media can include, for example,
a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state drive,
magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage me-
dium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium,
any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a
PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM or other forms
of flash memory, NVRAM, a register memory, a proces-
sor cache, any other memory chip or cartridge, and net-
worked versions of the same.
[0052] Non-transitory media is distinct from, but can
be used in conjunction with, transmission media. Trans-
mission media can participate in transferring information
between storage media. For example, transmission me-
dia can include coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber op-
tics, including the wires that comprise bus 302. Trans-
mission media can also take the form of acoustic or light
waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and
infra-red data communications.
[0053] Various forms of media can be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 304 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line using a mo-
dem. A modem local to computer system 300 can receive
the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red trans-
mitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-
red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red
signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus
302. Bus 302 carries the data to main memory 306, from
which processor 304 retrieves and executes the instruc-
tions. The instructions received by main memory 306 can
optionally be stored on storage device 310 either before
or after execution by processor 304.
[0054] Computer system 300 can also include a com-
munication interface 318 coupled to bus 302. Communi-
cation interface 318 can provide a two-way data commu-
nication coupling to a network link 320 that can be con-
nected to a local network 322. For example, communi-
cation interface 318 can be an integrated services digital
network ("ISDN") card, cable modem, satellite modem,
or a modem to provide a data communication connection
to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another
example, communication interface 318 can be a local
area network ("LAN") card to provide a data communi-

cation connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links
can also be implemented. In any such implementation,
communication interface 318 can send and receives
electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry
digital data streams representing various types of infor-
mation.
[0055] Network link 320 can typically provide data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, network link 320 can provide a
connection through local network 322 to a host computer
324 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service
Provider ("ISP") 326. ISP 326 in turn can provide data
communication services through the world wide packet
data communication network now commonly referred to
as the "Internet" 328. Local network 322 and Internet 328
can both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals
that carry digital data streams. The signals through the
various networks and the signals on network link 320 and
through communication interface 318, which carry the
digital data to and from computer system 300, can be
example forms of transmission media.
[0056] Computer system 300 can send messages and
receive data, including program code, through the net-
work(s), network link 320 and communication interface
318. In the Internet example, a server 330 can transmit
a requested code for an application program through In-
ternet 328, ISP 326, local network 322 and communica-
tion interface 318. The received code can be executed
by processor 304 as it is received, and/or stored in stor-
age device 310, or other non-volatile storage for later
execution. In some embodiments, server 330 can provide
information for being displayed on a display.
[0057] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary data
structure 400, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure. Data structure 400 can store data
records associated with interactions (also referred to as
transactions) involving multiple entities. Data structure
400 can be, for example, a database (e.g., database 170)
that can store elements of an object model (e.g., object
model 160). In some embodiments, data structure 400
can be a Relational Database Management System
("RDBMS") that stores interaction data as sections of
rows of data in relational tables. An RDBMS can be de-
signed to efficiently return data for an entire row, or
record, in as few operations as possible. An RDBMS can
store data by serializing each row of data of data structure
400. For example, in an RDBMS, data associated with
interaction 1 of FIG. 4 can be stored serially such that
data associated with all categories of interaction 1 can
be accessed in one operation.
[0058] Alternatively, data structure 400 can be a col-
umn-oriented database management system that stores
data as sections of columns of data rather than rows of
data. This column-oriented DBMS can have advantages,
for example, for data warehouses, customer relationship
management systems, and library card catalogs, and
other ad hoc inquiry systems where aggregates are com-
puted over large numbers of similar data items. A column-
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oriented DBMS can be more efficient than an RDBMS
when an aggregate needs to be computed over many
rows but only for a notably smaller subset of all columns
of data, because reading that smaller subset of data can
be faster than reading all data. A column-oriented DBMS
can be designed to efficiently return data for an entire
column, in as few operations as possible. A column-ori-
ented DBMS can store data by serializing each column
of data of data structure 400. For example, in a column-
oriented DBMS, data associated with a category (e.g.,
consuming entity identification category 420) can be
stored serially such that data associated with that cate-
gory for all interactions of data structure 400 can be ac-
cessed in one operation.
[0059] As shown in FIG. 4, data structure 400 can com-
prise data associated with a very large number of inter-
actions associated with multiple entities. For example,
data structure 400 can include 50 billion or more interac-
tions. Prior to technological advances associated with
network speeds, processing power, and memory, prior
art systems did not envision the ability to perform proc-
esses associated with such a high volume of interactions.
Solutions described herein are much more efficient. So-
lutions herein can determine meaningful information in a
much more streamlined manner than prior art solutions.
[0060] In some embodiments, interactions associated
with multiple entities can be referred to as interactions
between multiple entities. Where appropriate, the terms
interactions and transactions are intended to convey the
same meaning and can be used interchangeably
throughout this disclosure. While each interaction of data
structure 400 is depicted as a separate row in FIG. 4, it
will be understood that each such interactions can be
represented by a column or any other known technique
in the art. Interaction data can include several categories
of information. For example, the several categories can
include, number category 410; consuming entity identi-
fication category 420; consuming entity location category
430; provisioning entity identification category 440; pro-
visioning entity location category 450; type of provision-
ing entity category 460; interaction amount category 470;
and time of interaction category 480. It will be understood
that FIG. 4 is merely exemplary and that data structure
400 can include even more categories of information as-
sociated with an interaction.
[0061] Number category 410 can uniquely identify
each interaction of data structure 400. For example, data
structure 400 depicts 50 billion interactions as illustrated
by number category 410 of the last row of data structure
400 as 50,000,000,000. In FIG. 4, each row depicting a
interactions can be identified by an element number. For
example, interaction number 1 can be identified by ele-
ment 401; interaction number 2 can be identified by ele-
ment 402; and so on such that interaction
50,000,000,000 can be identified by 499B. It will be un-
derstood that this disclosure is not limited to any number
of interactions and further that this disclosure can extend
to a data structure with more or fewer than 50 billion in-

teractions. It is also appreciated that number category
410 need not exist in data structure 400.
[0062] Consuming entity identification category 420
can identify a consuming entity. In some embodiments,
consuming entity identification category 420 can repre-
sent a name (e.g., User 1 for interaction 401; User N for
interaction 499B) of the consuming entity. Alternatively,
consuming entity identification category 420 can repre-
sent a code uniquely identifying the consuming entity
(e.g., CE002 for interaction 402). For example, the iden-
tifiers under the consuming entity identification category
420 can be a credit card number that can identify a person
or a family, a social security number that can identify a
person, a phone number or a MAC address associated
with a cell phone of a user or family, or any other identifier.
[0063] Consuming entity location category 430 can
represent location information of the consuming entity.
In some embodiments, consuming entity location cate-
gory 430 can represent the location information by pro-
viding at least one of: a state of residence (e.g., state
sub-category 432; California for interaction 401; un-
known for interaction 405) of the consuming entity; a city
of residence (e.g., city sub-category 434; Palo Alto for
interaction 401; unknown for interaction 405) of the con-
suming entity; a zip code of residence (e.g., zip code sub-
category 436; 94304 for interaction 401; unknown for in-
teraction 405) of the consuming entity; and a street ad-
dress of residence (e.g., street address sub-category
438; 123 Main St. for interaction 401; unknown for inter-
action 405) of the consuming entity.
[0064] Provisioning entity identification category 440
can identify a provisioning entity (e.g., a merchant or a
coffee shop). In some embodiments, provisioning entity
identification category 440 can represent a name of the
provisioning entity (e.g., Merchant 2 for interaction 402).
Alternatively, provisioning entity identification category
440 can represent a code uniquely identifying the provi-
sioning entity (e.g., PE001 for interaction 401). Provision-
ing entity location category 450 can represent location
information of the provisioning entity. In some embodi-
ments, provisioning entity location category 450 can rep-
resent the location information by providing at least one
of: a state where the provisioning entity is located (e.g.,
state sub-category 452; California for interaction 401; un-
known for interaction 402); a city where the provisioning
entity is located (e.g., city sub-category 454; Palo Alto
for interaction 401; unknown for interaction 402); a zip
code where the provisioning entity is located (e.g., zip
code sub-category 456; 94304 for interaction 401; un-
known for interaction 402); and a street address where
the provisioning entity is located (e.g., street address
sub-category 458; 234 University Ave. for interaction
401; unknown for interaction 402).
[0065] Type of provisioning entity category 460 can
identify a type of the provisioning entity involved in each
interaction. In some embodiments, type of provisioning
entity category 460 of the provisioning entity can be iden-
tified by a category name customarily used in the industry
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(e.g., Gas Station for interaction 401) or by an identifica-
tion code that can identify a type of the provisioning entity
(e.g., TPE123 for interaction 403). Alternatively, type of
the provisioning entity category 460 can include a mer-
chant category code ("MCC") used by credit card com-
panies to identify any business that accepts one of their
credit cards as a form of payment. For example, an MCC
can be a four-digit number assigned to a business by
credit card companies (e.g., American Express™, Mas-
terCard™, VISA™) when the business first starts accept-
ing one of their credit cards as a form of payment.
[0066] In some embodiments, type of provisioning en-
tity category 460 can further include a sub-category (not
shown in FIG. 4), for example, type of provisioning entity
sub-category 461 that can further identify a particular
sub-category of provisioning entity. For example, an in-
teraction can comprise a type of provisioning entity cat-
egory 460 as a hotel and type of provisioning entity sub-
category 461 as either a bed and breakfast hotel or a
transit hotel. It will be understood that the above-de-
scribed examples for type of provisioning entity category
460 and type of provisioning entity sub-category 461 are
non-limiting and that data structure 400 can include other
kinds of such categories and sub-categories associated
with an interaction.
[0067] Interaction amount category 470 can represent
an amount (e.g., $74.56 for interaction 401) involved in
each interaction. Time of interaction category 480 can
represent a time at which the interaction was executed.
In some embodiments, time of interaction category 480
can be represented by a date (e.g., date sub-category
482; November 23, 2013, for interaction 401) and time
of the day (e.g., time sub-category 484; 10:32 AM local
time for interaction 401). Time sub-category 484 can be
represented in either military time or some other format.
Alternatively, time sub-category 484 can be represented
with a local time zone of either provisioning entity location
category 450 or consuming entity location category 430.
[0068] In some embodiments, interactions data can in-
clude categories of information including (not shown in
FIG. 4), for example, consuming entity loyalty member-
ship category, consuming entity credit card type catego-
ry, consuming entity age category, consuming entity gen-
der category, consuming entity income category, con-
suming entity with children category, product information
category, and service information category.
[0069] Consuming entity loyalty membership category
can represent whether the consuming entity is part of a
loyalty membership program associated with a provision-
ing entity. For example, consuming entity loyalty mem-
bership category can represent that the consuming entity
is a member of one of Costco™ membership programs
including Goldstar Member™, Executive Member™, and
Business Member™. Consuming entity credit card type
category can represent the type of credit card used by
the consuming entity for a particular interaction. For ex-
ample, consuming entity credit card type category can
indicate that the credit card used by the consuming entity

for that particular interaction can be an American Ex-
press™, MasterCard™, VISA™, or Discover™ card. In
some embodiments, consuming entity credit card type
category can represent a kind of MasterCard™ (e.g.,
Gold MasterCard™ or Platinum MasterCard™) used for
a particular interaction.
[0070] In some embodiments, consuming entity demo-
graphic information can be stored in each interaction. For
example, consuming entity demographic information can
include at least one of: consuming entity age category,
consuming entity gender category, consuming entity in-
come category, and consuming entity with children cat-
egory. In some embodiments, consuming entity age cat-
egory can represent age information associated with the
consuming entity; consuming entity gender category can
represent gender information (e.g., Male or Female) as-
sociated with the consuming entity; consuming entity in-
come category can represent income information (e.g.,
greater than $100,000 per year) associated with the con-
suming entity; and consuming entity with children cate-
gory can represent whether the consuming entity has
any children under 18 or not. For example, if the con-
suming entity has children under 18, a positive indication
can be stored and if the consuming entity does not have
children under 18, a negative indication can be stored.
In some embodiments, consuming entity with children
category can store information representing a number of
children associated with the consuming entity.
[0071] Product information category can represent in-
formation associated with a product that is involved in an
interaction. For example, product information category
can represent that the product involved in the interaction
is a particular type of product based on a stock keeping
unit ("SKU") of the product. In some embodiments, the
product’s SKU can be unique to a particular provisioning
entity involved in that particular interaction. Alternatively,
product information category can represent the product
involved in the interaction with a at least one of a Univer-
sal Product Code, International Article Number, Global
Trade Item Number, and Australian Product Number.
Service information category can represent information
associated with a service that is involved in an interaction.
For example, service information category can represent
that the service involved in the interaction is a particular
type of service based on an SKU of the service. It will be
appreciated that an SKU can uniquely represent either
a product or a service. Some examples of services can
be warranties, delivery fees, installation fees, and licens-
es.
[0072] FIG. 5 is a diagram of an exemplary user inter-
face 500 displaying a map 510 that indicates where con-
suming entities live, consistent with the embodiments of
the present disclosure. In this example, user interface
500 also comprises a widget 520 and a legend 530. As
described herein, interaction data can be used to extract
information used to generate user interface 500, which
can include map 510 and data-some of which can be
located on map 510. In various embodiments described
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herein, such data can be displayed as one or more ge-
ometric shapes, as will be described in more detail below.
[0073] In user interface 500, widget 520 allows a user
to select an option that causes the user interface 500 to
indicate where consuming entities live. Although not
shown, a variety of other widgets can be present in user
interface 500 to cause user interface 500 to display in-
formation associated with interaction data. For instance,
widgets such as scroll bars, buttons, plus and minus
signs, drop down menus, widgets to zoom in or out, and
others can be used to cause user interface 500 (and/or
legend 530) to display particular information. Some widg-
ets can be used to determine the granularity with which
systems described herein are able to show. For example,
a user can select criteria that indicates demographics
associated with consuming entities. In this example, leg-
end 530 indicates that hexagons of different shading en-
compass areas where consuming entities that earn a par-
ticular average amount live. In this manner, map 510 ap-
pears similar to a heat map (e.g., a map that indicates
data by having various shapes of various sizes and colors
overlay the map). For instance, average consuming en-
tities within dotted hexagons earn less than $25,000 per
year; average consuming entities within criss-crossed
hexagons earn between $25,ooo and $75,000 per year;
average consuming entities within hexagons with diag-
onal lines earn between $75,000 and $200,000 per year;
and average consuming entities within hexagons with
vertical lines earn over $200,000 per year.
[0074] It should be appreciated that the average earn-
ings for consuming entities is only one example of the
type of information displayed in user interface 500. Other
examples can include, but are not limited to: an average
number of people per household in a particular area; an
average amount of income earned in a particular area;
an average gender of people in a particular area; an av-
erage amount of time spent shopping online in a partic-
ular area; an average number of consuming entities with
automobiles in a particular area; an average amount that
consuming entities in a particular area spend on an av-
erage day, week, month, or other period of time; an av-
erage amount of growth in population of a particular area;
an average number of children in a particular area; an
average home price in a particular area; etc.
[0075] In some embodiments, numerous widgets 520
can exist that allow a user to modify the information
shown in user interface 500. For instance, widgets 520
can allow a user to cause user interface 500 to show on
map 510 areas with average consuming entities that
make under $100,000 per year and have more than two
children. Similarly, user interface 500 can display areas
where average consuming entities make over $75,000
per year and spend over $50 on coffee in a given month.
As another example, user interface 500 can display areas
where average consuming entities spend less than $200
per month on groceries and over $100 on movie tickets
on Friday nights in the past year. Multiple filters can be
applied to data shown in a map to allow users to view

information with a desired amount of granularity.
[0076] Interaction data can be used to derive the infor-
mation discussed above and create a map 510 with the
embodiments of the information discussed above over-
laying map 510. For instance, interaction data can in-
clude the amount a consuming entity spends on grocer-
ies or gas. Such interaction data can be used to estimate,
or identify, home and/or work locations of a consuming
entity.
[0077] As briefly described above, various geometric
shapes can be used to indicate information associated
with interaction data. In some embodiments, shapes
overlay all or portions of map 510 to display information.
Shapes on a user interface can be transparent, opaque,
or semi-transparent. While user interface 500 includes
hexagons that contain different types of shading to indi-
cate consuming entity income, any geometric shape can
be used to indicate various types of information. For ex-
ample, squares, circles, triangles, octagons, lines, dots,
arrows, curved shapes, polygons, etc., can be used to
indicate various types of information. In some embodi-
ments, a different type of shape can be used to indicate
a different type of information. For example, an area sur-
rounded by a circle can indicate an average income level
of consuming entities in the circled area, while an area
surrounded by a square can indicate an average amount
spent per month by consuming entities in the squared
area. Similarly, areas surrounded by triangles can indi-
cate an average number of children in consuming enti-
ties’ households, while areas surrounded by non-rectan-
gular polygons can indicate an average amount of money
spent at grocery stores by consuming entities.
[0078] Similarly, the shading or color associated with
a shape can be indicative of various types of information-
which again, can be derived from interaction data. In the
example shown in FIG. 5, dotted hexagons indicate areas
with consuming entities that make less than $25,000 per
year; criss-crossed hexagons indicate areas with con-
suming entities that make between $25,000 and $75,000
per year; hexagons with diagonal lines indicate areas
with consuming entities that make between $75,000 per
year and $200,000 per year; and hexagons with vertical
lines indicate areas with consuming entities that make
over $200,000 per year. Similarly, shapes with different
colors, gradients, patterns, or the like can indicate differ-
ent information. For example, shapes encompassing ar-
eas where consuming entities spend over $100 on an
average (mean, median, or mode) Friday night can be
shaded red, shapes encompassing areas where con-
suming entities spend less than $50 on an average Friday
night can be shaded orange, and shapes encompassing
areas where consuming entities spend less than $20 on
an average Friday night can be shaded yellow. Similar
shapes can be representative of holiday seasons, tourist
seasons, weekdays, weekends, or other periods of time.
[0079] It should be appreciated that when determining
averages and other information associated with consum-
ing or provisioning entities, embodiments described
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herein have the ability to remove outlying interactions.
For example, a car that was bought on a Friday night
may not be included in an average amount of money
spent by a particular consuming entity on Friday nights.
Similarly, a consuming entity that is a business and
makes over $200,000 per year may be calculated differ-
ent from consuming entities that are not businesses, or
not at all, when determining the income of consuming
entities in a particular area.
[0080] In addition, in some embodiments interaction
data and user interfaces can be updated at various in-
tervals. In some embodiments interaction data and user
interface 500 can be updated every night or week. In
some embodiments, interaction data and maps can be
updated in real- or near-real-time. For example, interac-
tion data can be stored in a real-time distributed compu-
tation environment that supports stream-oriented
processing. For example, the data can be stored in a
data structure using Hadoop’s Distributed File System,
Vertica™, or Amazon™ S3. In some embodiments, the
data structure storing the interaction data can be incre-
mentally updated at particular intervals by a data com-
putation system, such as Apache’s Spark™, providing a
user with real-time or near real-time information about
interaction and/or updates to user interface 500. Regard-
less of when or how often interaction data and user in-
terface 500 are updated, embodiments described herein
greatly reduce the time required to compute sets of pro-
visioning and/or consuming entities, user interfaces, and
locations where marketing material or new provisioning
entities should be placed (e.g., where a new franchise
should be placed).
[0081] FIG. 6 is a diagram of an exemplary user inter-
face 600 displaying a map 610. In this example embod-
iment, user interface 600 indicates where consuming en-
tities spend money. User interface 600 includes a widget
620 that can allow a user to select various options, and
a legend 630 that can display information. Various
shapes are shown in user interface 600 that indicate lo-
cations and amounts where consuming entities spent
money (e.g., where an aggregated amount of sales oc-
curred).
[0082] As with user interface 500 of FIG. 5, user inter-
face 600 includes one or more widgets 620 that cause
user interface 600 to display particular information. In
some embodiments, some or all information to be dis-
played on user interface 600 is predetermined, while in
others some or all of the information to be displayed is
adjustable by a user. For example, a user can use differ-
ent types of widgets to zoom in on map 610, zoom out,
show the number of interactions that occurred in a par-
ticular area (e.g., an aggregate amount of sales), the
amount of money spent in a particular area (e.g., an ag-
gregate amount of money made from sales), the number
of provisioning entities in a particular area, the types of
provisioning entities in a particular area, the types of cred-
it cards used at stores in a particular area, the time of
day, week, month, or year that interactions occur in a

particular area, etc.
[0083] For example, as indicated by legend 630, dotted
hexagons indicate areas where provisioning entities
make less than $20,000 in revenue (or net sales, profits,
etc.); criss-crossed hexagons indicate areas where pro-
visioning entities make between $20,000 and $50,000 in
revenue; hexagons with diagonal lines indicate areas
where provisioning entities make between $50,000 and
$100,000 in revenue; and hexagons with vertical lines
indicate areas where provisioning entities make over
$100,000 in revenue. In this example, the amounts could
vary by day or week, and more or less hexagons could
be included in various portions of user interface 600.
[0084] As mentioned with reference to user interface
500, different shapes can be used to signify different in-
formation. For instance, squares could be used to indi-
cate the number of interactions in a particular region,
while circles could be used to indicate the amount spent
in the interactions in a particular region. Similarly, various
shapes could signify that a particular area contains a par-
ticular amount of a particular type of provisioning entity.
For instance, octagons can indicate that a particular
amount of clothing stores are located in an area where
the amount spent at the clothing stores is above a par-
ticular threshold. Or, for instance, rectangles can indicate
city blocks where particular amount of grocery stores are
located compared to the number of consuming entities
within that area. Of course, these are merely examples
and many combinations and permutations are possible.
Different shapes of different colors and sizes could be
used to represent various ratios associated with consum-
ing and/or provisioning entities. In some embodiments,
only particular types of provisioning entities may be
shown, or used to determine a preferred location of a
provisioning entity (e.g., a location where a provisioning
entity should open a new store).
[0085] FIG. 7 is a diagram of an exemplary user inter-
face 700 displaying a map 710. In this example embod-
iment, user interface 700 indicates the preferred location
of a provisioning entity 740. Similar to user interfaces 500
and 600, user interface 700 also includes a widget 720
and a legend 730. Unlike example user interfaces 500
and 600, however, example user interface 700 includes
a preferred location of a provisioning entity 740. A pre-
ferred location of a provisioning entity can include a va-
riety of locations, including, but not limited to: a location
where a new store should be opened; a location where
a building/store should be renovated; a location where a
warehouse should be placed; a location where a kiosk
should be placed; a location where a particular type of
good should be sold; a location where a store should be
closed; a location where a food truck should be parked;
a location where an automated teller machine should be
placed; a location where a government agency building
should be placed; a location where a particular type of
provisioning entity should not be placed; etc.
[0086] For example, the preferred location of a provi-
sioning entity 740 is indicated by a star in user interface
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700. The location of the preferred provisioning entity 740
can be determined by a variety of factors, including fac-
tors associated with user interface 700 such as the inter-
section or overlap of various shapes. For instance, in
user interface 700 the preferred location of provisioning
entity 740 is at the intersection of three hexagons which
indicate that provisioning entities within those areas on
average make over $100,000 as indicated by legend 730.
In some embodiments, interaction data can be used to
determine the location of various high density housing
locations and a preferred location of a provisioning entity
740 may be placed there. Additionally, historical data or
data known about the future of a neighborhood (interac-
tion data, population data, or other) can be analyzed to
determine a preferred location of a provisioning entity
740.
[0087] In some embodiments, the same interaction da-
ta used to generate user interface 700 can be used to
determine the preferred location of a provisioning entity
740. In some embodiments, supplemental information
can be gathered to user interface 700 and/or the pre-
ferred location of a provisioning entity 740. For instance,
while interaction data can be used to generate shapes
in user interface 700, interaction data combined with data
derived from mobile electronic devices can be used to
generate the preferred location of a provisioning entity
740. In such an example, while interaction data derived
from one or more sources can be used to determine an
area of a particular size for a preferred location of provi-
sioning entity 740, data acquired from mobile phones can
indicate a particular street that consuming entities tend
to travel on. As such, approaches described herein may
indicate that a user should open a restaurant on that par-
ticular street within that particular shape on user interface
700.
[0088] FIG. 8 is a diagram of an exemplary user inter-
face 800 displaying a map 810. In this example embod-
iment, user interface 800 indicates the preferred location
of marketing material 840A, 840B, 840C, and 840D (col-
lectively 840), consistent with the embodiments of the
present disclosure. Similar to user interface 700, user
interface 800 illustrates an example map 810 and shows
the location of where consuming entities live as well as
a preferred location of marketing material 840. Preferred
marketing material can encompass a variety of material,
including, but not limited to: billboards; signs; television
advertisements; radio advertisements; mobile signs; etc.
[0089] In some embodiments supplemental data can
be used to determine the preferred location of marketing
materials 840. For instance, mobile device data can be
gathered to determine where consuming entities often
are. By combining information from interaction data indi-
cating stores that have a high revenue, with supplemental
data that indicates where consuming entities are likely
to be, approaches herein can determine the preferred
location of marketing material 840. For instance, by de-
termining that consuming entities living in an area sur-
rounded by a hexagon with vertical lines often visit a par-

ticular store or park based on supplemental data, the
overlaid data on map 810 can indicate that a preferred
location of marketing material 840 is in the particular store
or park. As another example, supplemental data can in-
clude information about a city or traffic. For example, sup-
plemental data can indicate that much of a city’s traffic
enters via a bridge 850. By using interaction data, mobile
device data, and/or data about bridge 850, the overlaid
data on map 810 can indicate a preferred location of mar-
keting material (e.g., 840A).
[0090] FIG. 9 is a flowchart 900 representing an exem-
plary process for generating a user interface that includes
a map, consistent with embodiments of the present dis-
closure. While the flowchart discloses the following steps
in a particular order, it will be appreciated that at least
some of the steps can be moved, modified, or deleted
where appropriate, consistent with the teachings of the
present disclosure. The analyzing of the entity perform-
ance can be performed in full or in part by a provisioning
entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis
system 210). Flowchart 900 starts at step 910 and at step
920 acquires a set of interactions. In some embodiments,
the acquired set of interactions can be based on a selec-
tion of a particular provisioning entity (e.g., provisioning
entity PE001 of FIG. 4). For example, the interactions
can include information associated with a purchase made
at a store using a debit or credit card. Information asso-
ciated with interactions, also referred to as interaction
data or transaction data, can include information such as
a consuming entity associated with an interaction, a pro-
visioning entity associated with an interaction, an amount
spent, a time of one or more interactions, information
associated with previous interactions associated with ei-
ther a provisioning entity or a consuming entity, the home
location of a consuming entity, the work location of a con-
suming entity, at least one location of a provisioning en-
tity, a Merchant Category Code ("MCC"), etc. In some
embodiments, supplemental or canonical data can be
gathered to gain further insight into spending habits
and/or location information associated with consuming
and provisioning entities.
[0091] At step 930, a set of consuming entities is de-
termined from the set of interactions. Since, in various
embodiments, each interaction is associated with at least
one consuming entity and at least one provisioning entity,
a set of interactions is typically associated with more than
one consuming entity. As discussed above, consuming
entities can include, but are not limited to: a person; a
household; a business; or any other entity capable of
purchasing a good or service. In this example, the set of
consuming entities are entities that were included in in-
teractions from the set of interactions (e.g., a consuming
entity included in the set of consuming entities entered
into an interaction with at least one provisioning entity
associated with the set of interactions). In some embod-
iments, a subset of consuming entities can be determined
from the interactions. For example the subset may in-
clude randomly selected consuming entities. In the sce-
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nario where the acquired set of interactions is based on
a selection of a particular provisioning entity (e.g., provi-
sioning entity PE001 of FIG. 4), the set of consuming
entities are those consuming entities interacting with that
particular provisioning entity.
[0092] At step 940 a set of provisioning entities that
were included in interactions with the set of consuming
entities are determined. Moreover, provisioning entities
that entered into interactions with a determined consum-
ing entity in the last 60 days can be determined. As a
more general example, after a set of consuming entities
is derived based on a set of interactions, the provisioning
entities that the consuming entities entered into interac-
tions with are included in the set of provisioning entities.
Note that these provisioning entities need not be included
in the set of interactions referenced in step 920, but in-
stead these provisioning entities are typically entities that
were included in interactions with the set of consuming
entities. For example, in the scenario where the consum-
ing entities have been identified based on their interac-
tions with the particular provisioning entity, it can be de-
termined which other provisioning entities that those con-
suming entities interacted with. For example, in the sce-
nario from FIG. 4, User 1 (besides interacting with PE001)
has also interacted with Merchant 2. Accordingly, Mer-
chant 2 would be part of the determined set of provision-
ing entities.
[0093] Moreover, the determined set of provisioning
entities can be based a particular period of time. For in-
stance, the set of provisioning entities can include any
provisioning entity included in an interaction with one of
the consuming entities of the set of consuming entities
in the previous 60 days. Similarly, the set of provisioning
entities can be the provisioning entities included in inter-
actions with the set of consuming entities over the last
twenty weekends. As discussed above, some interac-
tions between provisioning and consuming entities can
be filtered based on other parameters. For instance, an
interaction may not be included when determining a set
of provisioning entities if it occurred further than a partic-
ular distance from a particular point (e.g., 100 kilometers
away from an area displayed on a map). Similarly, inter-
actions that occur at airports or on cruise ships may sim-
ilarly be removed from the set of interactions used to
determine the set of consuming entities or the set of pro-
visioning entities.
[0094] At step 950 a user interface is displayed that
includes a map and indicates information pertaining to
the location of at least one of the determined provisioning
entities. For example, from the determined set of provi-
sioning entities, a user interface can display the entire
set, or only a portion thereof. In various embodiments, a
user interface can display the set of provisioning entities
as one or more geometric shapes. Such shapes can in-
dicate various attributes associated with the provisioning
entities located within those shapes. For example, the
shapes can be shaded or colored to indicate the amount
of money a provisioning entity makes; the amount of in-

teractions that occur at the average provisioning entity
within the shape; etc. In some embodiments, based on
this information, systems and methods described herein
can determine the preferred location of a provisioning
entity or marketing material (e.g., a location where a new
store should be opened or a location where an adver-
tisement should be placed).
[0095] Embodiments of the present disclosure have
been described herein with reference to numerous spe-
cific details that can vary from implementation to imple-
mentation. Certain adaptations and modifications of the
described embodiments can be made. Other embodi-
ments can be apparent to those skilled in the art from
consideration of the specification and practice of the em-
bodiments disclosed herein. It is intended that the spec-
ification and examples be considered as exemplary only,
with a true scope and spirit of the present disclosure being
indicated by the following claims. It is also intended that
the sequence of steps shown in figures are only for illus-
trative purposes and are not intended to be limited to any
particular sequence of steps. As such, it is appreciated
that these steps can be performed in a different order
while implementing the exemplary methods or processes
disclosed herein.

Claims

1. A system for displaying a map, the system compris-
ing:

a memory device configured to store a set of
instructions; and
one or more processors configured to execute
the set of instructions that cause the one or more
processors to:

acquire a set of interactions based on a se-
lected provisioning entity, wherein each in-
teraction included in the set of interactions
includes a time, a location, at least one pro-
visioning entity, and at least one consuming
entity;
determine a set of consuming entities from
the set of interactions; determine a set of
provisioning entities that were included in
interactions with the set of consuming enti-
ties;
display, on a user interface, a map showing
information corresponding to a location of
at least one of the provisioning entities in
the set of provisioning entities.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the set of provisioning
entities are within a particular distance from a par-
ticular location.

3. The system of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the set of
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provisioning entities are included in interactions with
the set of consuming entities during a particular time.

4. The system of any preceding claim, wherein the
showed information corresponding to the location of
at least one of the provisioning entities includes a
geometric shape.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the geometric shape
is a particular size based on an aggregate of sales
associated with the interactions that occurred within
a particular time within an area of the map surround-
ed by the geometric shape.

6. The system of claim 4 or claim 5, wherein the geo-
metric shape is a particular shape based on an ag-
gregate of sales associated with the interactions that
occurred within a particular time within an area of
the map surrounded by the geometric shape.

7. The system of any preceding claim, wherein the set
of instructions further cause the one or more proc-
essors to:

determine a preferred location of marketing ma-
terial, and wherein the map further indicates the
preferred location of marketing material.

8. The system of any preceding claim, wherein the set
of instructions further cause the one or more proc-
essors to:

determine a preferred location of a provisioning
entity, and wherein the map further indicates the
preferred location of a provisioning entity.

9. A method for displaying a map, the method compris-
ing:

acquiring a set of interactions based on a se-
lected provisioning entity, wherein each interac-
tion included in the set of interactions includes
a time, a location, at least one provisioning en-
tity, and at least one consuming entity;
determining a set of consuming entities from the
set of interactions;
determining a set of provisioning entities that
were included in interactions with the set of con-
suming entities;
displaying, on a user interface, a map and show-
ing information corresponding to a location of at
least one of the provisioning entities in the set
of provisioning entities.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the set of provision-
ing entities are within a particular distance from a
particular location.

11. The method of claim 9 or claim 10, wherein the set
of provisioning entities are included in interactions
with the set of consuming entities during a particular
time.

12. The method of any of claims 9 to 11, wherein the
showed information corresponding to the location of
at least one of the provisioning entities includes a
geometric shape.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the geometric
shape is a particular size and/or shape based on an
aggregate of sales associated with the interactions
that occurred within a particular time within an area
of the map surrounded by the geometric shape.

14. The method of any of claims 9 to 13, wherein the
method further comprises:

determining a preferred location of a provision-
ing entity, and wherein the map further indicates
the preferred location of a provisioning entity.

15. A computer program comprising machine readable
instructions that when executed by computing appa-
ratus causes it to perform the method of any of claims
9 to 14.
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Description

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims the benefit of priority to
U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/310,220, filed
on March 18, 2016, and to U.S. Patent Application No.
15/205,942, filed on July 8, 2016, the disclosures of which
are incorporated herein by reference.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Data is commonly stored in computer-based
systems in fixed, rigidly structured data stores. For ex-
ample, one common type of data store is a "flat" file such
as a spreadsheet, plain-text document, or XML docu-
ment. Another common type of data store is a relational
database comprising one or more tables. Other exam-
ples of data stores that comprise structured data include,
without limitation, files systems, object collections, record
collections, arrays, hierarchical trees, linked lists, stacks,
and combinations thereof.
[0003] Often, the underlying structure of these types
of data stores is poorly suited for data analysis. One ap-
proach for facilitating a more efficient analysis of data in
such data stores is to reorganize that data according to
an object model that defines object structures and rela-
tionships between the object structures. Tagging is a
method used to create objects, properties, or links be-
tween objects and/or properties in structured or unstruc-
tured data. It can add structure to unstructured data or
add further structure to structured data. An exemplary
system and method for tagging is described in detail in
U.S. Application Ser. No. 14/025,653, filed on September
12, 2013, and titled "Systems and Methods for Providing
a Tagging Interface for External Content," which is incor-
porated herein by reference in its entirety.
[0004] As a result of being poorly structured it can be
difficult for a user to change a single entry in a data struc-
ture, especially if many users access the data structure
and many entries within the data structure are affected
by the change. Even with current graphical user interfac-
es, creating trees and tags can be difficult to accomplish
easily, and often inadvertently changes the properties
associated with many entities at once.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0005] Reference will now be made to the accompa-
nying drawings showing example embodiments of the
present application, and in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer
system with which embodiments described herein
can be implemented, consistent with embodiments
of the present disclosure.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram depicting an exemplary
internal database system, consistent with embodi-

ments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 3 is a chart illustrating an exemplary hierarchical
structure of tags, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure.
FIGS. 4A-4B are charts illustrating an exemplary ob-
ject model reflecting relationships between tags,
consistent with embodiments of the present disclo-
sure.
FIG. 5 is a chart illustrating an exemplary object mod-
el reflecting relationships between combinations of
tags of the exemplary hierarchical structure of tags
depicted in FIG. 3, consistent with embodiments of
the present disclosure.
FIGS. 6A-6B are screenshots depicting an exem-
plary interface for selecting one or more tags to iden-
tify a document, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure.
FIGS. 7A-7E are screenshots depicting exemplary
interfaces for identifying and displaying documents
based on tags, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure.
FIGS. 8A-8B are screenshots depicting an exem-
plary interface for identifying and displaying docu-
ments based on tags from previously identified doc-
uments, consistent with embodiments of the present
disclosure.
FIG. 9 is a flowchart representing an exemplary
method performed by an electronic device for iden-
tifying documents based on tags, consistent with em-
bodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 10 is a screenshot depicting a user interface
that contains categories and sub-categories of infor-
mation, consistent with embodiments of the present
disclosure.
FIG. 11 is a screenshot depicting a user interface
that contains categories and sub-categories of infor-
mation, consistent with embodiments of the present
disclosure.
FIG. 12 is a screenshot depicting a user interface
including an ontology, consistent with embodiments
of the present disclosure.
FIG. 13 is a screenshot depicting tags included in an
ontology, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure.
FIG. 14 is a screenshot depicting a user interface
1400 for selecting one or more tags to identify an
artifact, consistent with embodiments of the present
disclosure.
FIG. 15 is a screenshot depicting a user interface
that includes information associated with a particular
tag, consistent with embodiments of the present dis-
closure.
FIG. 16 is a flowchart representing an exemplary
method 1600 performed by an electronic device for
modifying an ontology, consistent with embodiments
of the present disclosure.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0006] Reference will now be made in detail to the em-
bodiments, the examples of which are illustrated in the
accompanying drawings. Whenever possible, the same
reference numbers will be used throughout the drawings
to refer to the same or like parts.
[0007] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide
a means to organize and access data structured with tag
objects (e.g. by associating a portion or part or entirety
of the data with tags) by providing a pre-defined hierarchy
of tags. As an exemplary illustration, the hierarchy can
include one or more dimensions, each dimension com-
prising a set of tags corresponding to that dimension.
The pre-defined hierarchy of tags facilitates tag-based
identification and retrieval of the data associated with one
or more selected tags that are part of the hierarchy, which
can allow a user of the system to navigate through a very
large data sets to identify appropriate data or documents
associated with or related to the one or more selected
tags. In various embodiments described herein, a tag is
a keyword, term, or phrase assigned to a piece of infor-
mation (such as an object, text, file, image, etc.), that can
help describe the piece of information. Tags can allow
users to find information by searching browsing or
searching. In some embodiments, users associate tags
with information such that others can easily find the in-
formation.
[0008] Embodiments of the present disclosure further
provide an interface allowing the user to navigate through
very large data sets to identify and display appropriate
data or documents associated with or related to the one
or more selected tags. Via the interface, a user can input
a selection of tags and retrieve a document associated
with the tags selection, as well as other documents that
are related to the tags selection. The interface also up-
dates the tags selection based on a document retrieved
by the user, allowing the user to identify other related
documents. The interface further facilitates a user’s nav-
igation through a very large data sets to identify appro-
priate data or documents associated with or related to
the one or more selected tags.
[0009] The tag objects can include one or more at-
tributes, and a relationship can be defined between the
attributes of each tag object (or combinations thereof).
As an exemplary illustration, the tag object can include
attributes including a tag label, a tag type, and one or
more properties. Moreover, based on these attributes,
one or more relationships between tags can be defined.
[0010] After the one or more tags are selected in the
interface, data associated with those tags can be ac-
quired. Moreover, one or more other tags related to the
selected tags can be identified, which can allow data as-
sociated with the one or more other tags to also be ac-
quired. This further facilitates tag-based identification
and retrieval of the data associated with tags that are
part of the hierarchy by, for example, allowing the user

to navigate within a huge universe of data structured with
tags, guided by the pre-defined hierarchy of tags, as well
as the pre-defined relationship between the tags in the
hierarchy.
[0011] Example solutions herein describe a GUI that
allows a user to view and edit a master ontology. In var-
ious embodiments, an ontology can define the semantics
of an object model. For example, an ontology can include
the names and definitions of types, properties, and rela-
tionships between objects (e.g., entities). An ontology
can include multiple taxonomies, and various taxono-
mies within ontologies may organize objects in unique
ways. For example, an ontology may include multiple tax-
onomies of descriptive tags wherein one taxonomy may
be organized based on geographic locations, another
taxonomy may be organized based on economic at-
tributes, and another taxonomy may be organized based
on types of companies. Each of these taxonomies may
contain a node represented by the same tag. In some
embodiments, selecting a node represented by that tag
included in each taxonomy of an ontology may cause a
system to perform the same function, regardless of which
taxonomy in an ontology a user selected the node from.
[0012] Embodiments herein provide for iterative up-
dates of a master ontology using the Git version control
system, providing speed, data integrity, and support for
distributed workflows. For example, a user may modify
an ontology in their personal sandbox, and send their
changes to a governing user that accepts or rejects the
changes to the ontology. When the governing user ac-
cepts the changes to the ontology, in various embodi-
ments, every user with access to the master ontology
can view updates. In some embodiments, systems de-
scribed herein employ a conflict resolution module that
alerts a user when an ontology has been changed by
another user (e.g., the conflict resolution module may
alert a user that the master ontology has been changed
when the user is in the middle of modifying the master
ontology in their own sandbox). In addition, a tagging
system can work in concert with the ontology editor and
allows users to tag content using tags that describe at-
tributes of an entity such as a type (e.g., location, type,
users) or a method of visualizing the entity (e.g., a graph
or a dashboard). When an ontology changes, tags asso-
ciated with various entries may also change.
[0013] According to some embodiments, the opera-
tions, techniques, and/or components described herein
can be implemented by an electronic device, which can
include one or more special-purpose computing devices.
The special-purpose computing devices can be hard-
wired to perform the operations, techniques, and/or com-
ponents described herein, or can include digital electron-
ic devices such as one or more application-specific inte-
grated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays
(FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to perform
the operations, techniques and/or components de-
scribed herein, or can include one or more hardware
processors programmed to perform such features of the
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present disclosure pursuant to program instructions in
firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such
special-purpose computing devices can also combine
custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom
programming to accomplish the technique and other fea-
tures of the present disclosure. The special-purpose
computing devices can be desktop computer systems,
portable computer systems, handheld devices, network-
ing devices, or any other device that incorporates hard-
wired and/or program logic to implement the techniques
and other features of the present disclosure.
[0014] The one or more special-purpose computing
devices can be generally controlled and coordinated by
operating system software, such as iOS, Android, Black-
berry, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Win-
dows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Un-
ix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, VxWorks, or other compatible
operating systems. In other embodiments, the computing
device can be controlled by a proprietary operating sys-
tem. Operating systems control and schedule computer
processes for execution, perform memory management,
provide file system, networking, I/O services, and provide
a user interface functionality, such as a graphical user
interface ("GUI"), among other things.
[0015] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary com-
puter system 100 with which embodiments described
herein can be implemented, consistent with embodi-
ments of the present disclosure. Computer system 100
includes a bus 102 or other communication mechanism
for communicating information, and one or more hard-
ware processors 104 (denoted as processor 104 for pur-
poses of simplicity) coupled with bus 102 for processing
information. Hardware processor 104 can be, for exam-
ple, one or microprocessors.
[0016] Computer system 100 also includes a main
memory 106, such as a random access memory (RAM)
or other dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 102 for
storing information and instructions to be executed by
processor 104. Main memory 106 also can be used for
storing temporary variables or other intermediate infor-
mation during execution of instructions to be executed
by processor 104. Such instructions, after being stored
in non-transitory storage media accessible to processor
104, render computer system 100 into a special-purpose
machine that is customized to perform the operations
specified in the instructions.
[0017] Computer system 100 further includes a read
only memory (ROM) 108 or other static storage device
coupled to bus 102 for storing static information and in-
structions for processor 104. A storage device 110, such
as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive
(Flash drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 102
for storing information and instructions.
[0018] Computer system 100 can be coupled via bus
102 to a display 112, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT),
an liquid crystal display (LCD), or a touch screen, for
displaying information to a computer user. An input de-
vice 114, including alphanumeric and other keys, is cou-

pled to bus 102 for communicating information and com-
mand selections to processor 104. Another type of user
input device is cursor control 116, such as a mouse, a
trackball, or cursor direction keys for communicating di-
rection information and command selections to proces-
sor 104 and for controlling cursor movement on display
112. The input device typically has two degrees of free-
dom in two axes, a first axis (for example, x) and a second
axis (for example, y), that allows the device to specify
positions in a plane. In some embodiments, the same
direction information and command selections as cursor
control may be implemented via receiving touches on a
touch screen without a cursor.
[0019] Computing system 100 can include a user in-
terface module to implement a graphical user interface
(GUI) that can be stored in a mass storage device as
executable software codes that are executed by the one
or more computing devices. This and other modules can
include, by way of example, components, such as soft-
ware components, object-oriented software compo-
nents, class components and task components, process-
es, functions, fields, procedures, subroutines, segments
of program code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry,
data, databases, data structures, tables, arrays, and var-
iables.
[0020] In general, the word "module," as used herein,
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a
collection of software instructions, possibly having entry
and exit points, written in a programming language, such
as, for example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A software module
can be compiled and linked into an executable program,
installed in a dynamic link library, or written in an inter-
preted programming language such as, for example, BA-
SIC, Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated that software
modules can be callable from other modules or from
themselves, and/or can be invoked in response to de-
tected events or interrupts. Software modules configured
for execution on computing devices can be provided on
a computer readable medium, such as a compact disc,
digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any other
tangible medium, or as a digital download (and can be
originally stored in a compressed or installable format
that requires installation, decompression, or decryption
prior to execution). Such software code can be stored,
partially or fully, on a memory device of the executing
computing device, for execution by the computing device.
Software instructions can be embedded in firmware, such
as an EPROM. It will be further appreciated that hardware
modules can be comprised of connected logic units, such
as gates and flip-flops, and/or can be comprised of pro-
grammable units, such as programmable gate arrays or
processors. The modules or computing device function-
ality described herein are preferably implemented as
software modules, but can be represented in hardware
or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein re-
fer to logical modules that can be combined with other
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their phys-
ical organization or storage.
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[0021] Computer system 100 can implement the tech-
niques described herein using customized hard-wired
logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or pro-
gram logic which in combination with the computer sys-
tem causes or programs computer system 100 to be a
special-purpose machine. According to some embodi-
ments, the operations, functionalities, and techniques
and other features described herein are performed by
computer system 100 in response to processor 104 ex-
ecuting one or more sequences of one or more instruc-
tions contained in main memory 106. Such instructions
can be read into main memory 106 from another storage
medium, such as storage device 110. Execution of the
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 106
causes processor 104 to perform the process steps de-
scribed herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired
circuitry can be used in place of or in combination with
software instructions.
[0022] The term "non-transitory media" as used herein
refers to any non-transitory media storing data and/or
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific
fashion. Such non-transitory media can comprise non-
volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media
can include, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such
as storage device 110. Volatile media can include dy-
namic memory, such as main memory 106. Common
forms of non-transitory media include, for example, a
floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state drive,
magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage me-
dium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium,
any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a
PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any
other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions
of the same.
[0023] Non-transitory media is distinct from, but can
be used in conjunction with, transmission media. Trans-
mission media can participate in transferring information
between storage media. For example, transmission me-
dia can include coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber op-
tics, including the wires that comprise bus 102. Trans-
mission media can also take the form of acoustic or light
waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and
infra-red data communications.
[0024] Various forms of media can be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 104 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line using a mo-
dem. A modem local to computer system 100 can receive
the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red trans-
mitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-
red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red
signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus
102. Bus 102 carries the data to main memory 106, from
which processor 104 retrieves and executes the instruc-
tions. The instructions received by main memory 106 can

optionally be stored on storage device 110 either before
or after execution by processor 104.
[0025] Computer system 100 can also include a com-
munication interface 118 coupled to bus 102. Communi-
cation interface 118 can provide a two-way data commu-
nication coupling to a network link 120 that can be con-
nected to a local network 122. For example, communi-
cation interface 118 can be an integrated services digital
network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or
a modem to provide a data communication connection
to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another
example, communication interface 118 can be a local
area network (LAN) card to provide a data communica-
tion connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links can
also be implemented. In any such implementation, com-
munication interface 118 can send and receive electrical,
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data
streams representing various types of information.
[0026] Network link 120 can typically provide data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, network link 120 can provide a
connection through local network 122 to a host computer
124 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) 126. ISP 126 in turn can provide data com-
munication services through the world wide packet data
communication network now commonly referred to as
the "Internet" 128. Local network 122 and Internet 128
both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that
carry digital data streams. The signals through the vari-
ous networks and the signals on network link 120 and
through communication interface 118, which carry the
digital data to and from computer system 100, can be
example forms of transmission media.
[0027] Computer system 100 can send messages and
receive data, including program code, through the net-
work(s), network link 120 and communication interface
118. In the Internet example, a server 130 can transmit
a requested code for an application program through In-
ternet 128, ISP 126, local network 122 and communica-
tion interface 118.
[0028] The received code can be executed by proces-
sor 104 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device
110, or other non-volatile storage for later execution. In
some embodiments, server 130 can provide information
for being displayed on a display.
[0029] FIG. 2 is a block diagram depicting an exem-
plary internal database system 200, consistent with em-
bodiments of the present disclosure. Among other things,
system 200 facilitates transformation of one or more data
sources, such as data sources 230, into an object model
260, whose semantics are defined by an ontology 250.
The transformation can be performed for a variety of rea-
sons. For example, a database administrator can wish
to import data from data sources 230 into a database 270
for persistently storing object model 260. As another ex-
ample, a data presentation component (not depicted) can
transform input data from data sources 230 "on the fly"
into object model 260. Object model 260 can then be
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utilized, in conjunction with ontology 250, for analysis
through graphs and/or other data visualization tech-
niques.
[0030] System 200 comprises a definition component
210 and a transformation component 220, both imple-
mented by one or more processors on one or more com-
puting devices executing hardware and/or software-
based logic for providing various functionality described
herein. As will be appreciated from the present disclo-
sure, system 200 can comprise fewer or additional com-
ponents that provide various functionalities described
herein. Such components are, for clarity, omitted from
FIG. 1. Moreover, the component(s) of system 200 re-
sponsible for providing various functionalities can further
vary from embodiment to embodiment.
[0031] Definition component 210 generates and/or
modifies ontology 250 and a schema map 240. Exem-
plary embodiments for defining an ontology (such as on-
tology 250) is described in U.S. 7,962,495 (the ’495 Pat-
ent), issued June 14, 2011, the entire contents of which
are expressly incorporated herein by reference for all pur-
poses. Among other things, the ’495 patent describes
embodiments that define a dynamic ontology for use in
creating data in a database. For creating a database on-
tology, one or more object types are created where each
object type can include one or more properties. The at-
tributes of object types or property types of the ontology
can be edited or modified at any time.
[0032] In some embodiments, each property type is
declared to be representative of one or more object types.
A property type is representative of an object type when
the property type is intuitively associated with the object
type. For example, a property type of "geographical lo-
cation" may be representative of an object type "locale"
but not representative of an object type "style."
[0033] Schema map 240 can define how various ele-
ments of schemas 235 for data sources 230 map to var-
ious elements of ontology 250. Definition component 210
receives, calculates, extracts, or otherwise identifies
schemas 235 for data sources 230. Schemas 235 define
the structure of data sources 230-for example, the names
and other characteristics of tables, files, columns, fields,
properties, and so forth. Definition component 210 fur-
thermore optionally identifies sample data 236 from data
sources 230. Definition component 210 can further iden-
tify object type, relationship, and property definitions from
ontology 250, if any already exist. Definition component
210 can further identify pre-existing mappings from sche-
ma map 240, if such mappings exist.
[0034] Transformation component 220 can be invoked
after schema map 140 and ontology 250 have been de-
fined or redefined. Transformation component 220 iden-
tifies schema map 240 and ontology 250. Transformation
component 120 further reads data sources 230 and iden-
tifies schemas 235 for data sources 230. For each ele-
ment of ontology 250 described in schema map 240,
transformation component 220 iterates through some or
all of the data items of data sources 230, generating el-

ements of object model 260 in the manner specified by
schema map 240. In some embodiments, transformation
component 220 can store a representation of each gen-
erated element of object model 260 in a database 270.
In some embodiments, transformation component 220
is further configured to synchronize changes in object
model 160 back to data sources 230.
[0035] Data sources 230 can be one or more sources
of data, including, without limitation, spreadsheet files,
databases, email folders, document collections, media
collections, contact directories, and so forth. Data sourc-
es 230 can include structured data (e.g., a database,
a .csv file, or any tab delimited or fixed-width file), semi-
structured data (e.g., an email, an email server, or forms
such as a suspicious activity report or currency transac-
tion report), or unstructured data (e.g., encoded files such
as PDF, sound, and image files). Data sources 230 can
include data structures stored persistently in non-volatile
memory. Data sources 230 can also or instead include
temporary data structures generated from underlying da-
ta sources via data extraction components, such as a
result set returned from a database server executing an
database query.
[0036] Schema map 240, ontology 250, and schemas
235 can be stored in any suitable data structures, such
as XML files, database tables, and so forth. In some em-
bodiments, ontology 250 is maintained persistently.
Schema map 240 can or cannot be maintained persist-
ently, depending on whether the transformation process
is perpetual or a one-time event. Schemas 235 need not
be maintained in persistent memory, but can be cached
for optimization.
[0037] Object model 260 comprises collections of ele-
ments such as typed objects, properties, and relation-
ships. The collections can be structured in any suitable
manner. In some embodiments, a database 270 stores
the elements of object model 260, or representations
thereof. In some embodiments, the elements of object
model 260 are stored within database 270 in a different
underlying format, such as in a series of object, property,
and relationship tables in a relational database
[0038] Based on the identified information, definition
component 210 can generate a graphical interface 215.
Graphical interface 215 can be presented to users of a
computing device via any suitable output mechanism
(e.g., a display screen, an image projection, etc.), and
can further accept input from users of the computing de-
vice via any suitable input mechanism (e.g., a keyboard,
a mouse, a touch screen interface). Graphical interface
215 may feature a visual workspace that visually depicts
representations of the elements of ontology 250 for which
mappings are defined in schema map 240. Graphical in-
terface 215 can further utilize the sample data 236 to
provide the user with a preview of object model 260 as
the user defines schema map 240. In response to the
input via the various controls of graphical interface 215,
definition component 210 can generate and/or modify
ontology 250 and schema map 240, and/or identify object
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models and sample data schemas 235 and data sources
230.
[0039] In some embodiments, graphical interface 215
also provides a user with the ability to add structure to
an unstructured document stored in data sources 230 by
tagging one or more portions (e.g., text) within the doc-
ument. Defining tags and applying these tags to a portion
of the document can create tag objects, properties, or
links creating a relationship between one or more tag
objects and/or properties. In some embodiments, graph-
ical interface 215 allows a user to input one or more pre-
defined tags to retrieve a tagged document, and/or a set
of related documents that are associated with other pre-
defined tags which are different from, but have a rela-
tionship to, the one or more input pre-defined tags. In
some embodiments, graphical interface 215 also dis-
plays to the user the tags associated with those related
documents, and the user can use those tags to identify
another tagged documents, and/or another set of related
documents, thereby allowing the user to "move" between
the documents stored in data sources 230 guided by the
relationships between the pre-defined tags.
[0040] FIG. 3 is a chart 300 illustrating an exemplary
hierarchical structure of tags 310 ("tag hierarchy"), con-
sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. In
some embodiments, the exemplary tag hierarchy in FIG.
3 can provide part of the structure of object model 260
stored within database 270 in FIG. 2. Tag hierarchy 310
can include dimensions 320. For example, as shown in
tag hierarchy 310, these dimensions include a locale di-
mension 340, a subject matter dimension 350, a medium
dimension 360, and a style dimension 370. Each dimen-
sion includes a set of tags, which includes one or more
tags linked to that dimension. In some embodiments, tags
are created as objects with attributes, and these links
can be established based on the attributes of the tags.
The tags constitute a group of tags 330.
[0041] As shown in FIG. 3, locale dimension 340 can
include a set of tags having attributes related to regions
and countries. As an exemplary illustration, under the
locale dimension 340, there is a United States tag 341
and a Germany tag 342. There can also be a further
subset of tags (e.g., California tag 343 and Texas tag
344) under United States tag 341, where California tag
343 and Texas tag 344 have attributes indicating that
they are associated with United States (e.g. being a state
of the United States), which can allow California tag 343
and Texas tag 344 to be linked to United States tag 341.
Similarly, California tag 343 can also have a further sub-
set of tags (e.g. Palo Alto tag 345).
[0042] The relationship between a tag and any corre-
sponding subset of tags can be based on attributes in
that tag and in the corresponding subset of tags. For ex-
ample, Palo Alto tag 345 has attributes indicating that it
is associated with California (e.g., a city of the state of
California), which can allow Palo Alto tag 345 to be linked
to California tag 343.
[0043] Under tag hierarchy 310, subject matter dimen-

sion 350 can include tags with attributes related to a clas-
sification based on content. As an exemplary illustration,
under subject matter dimension 350, there are scenery
tag 351 and living tag 352, where scenery tag 351 has
attributes indicating that the content is related to scenery
(e.g. depicting or describing a scene), while living tag 352
has attributes indicating that the content is related to a
living thing (e.g. depicting or describing a living organism,
such as human). Scenery tag 351 can have a further
subset of tags (e.g. architecture tag 353), where archi-
tecture tag 353 has attributes indicating that the content
is related to architecture (e.g. depicting or describing
buildings), which can allow architecture tag 353 to be
linked with scenery tag 351. Similarly, living tag 352 can
have a further subset of tags (e.g. people tag 354), where
people tag 354 has attributes indicating that the content
is related to a human (e.g. a portrait), which can allow
tag 354 to be linked with living tag 352.
[0044] Under tag hierarchy 310, medium dimension
360 can include tags with attributes related to a classifi-
cation based on a medium on which the content is ren-
dered. As an exemplary illustration, there are paper tag
361 and film tag 362 under medium dimension 360. Fur-
thermore, style dimension 370 can also include tags with
attributes related to a classification based on a style of
rendering the content. As an exemplary illustration, there
are classical tag 371 and modern tag 372 under the style
dimension 370. A person with ordinary skill in the art will
understand that the dimensions and tags depicted in FIG.
3 are for illustration purposes only, and there is no limi-
tation on the number of dimensions, how dimensions are
defined, and how the tags are organized under each di-
mension.
[0045] FIG. 4A shows, in a chart 400, an exemplary
object model reflecting relationships between tags, con-
sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. In
chart 400, each circle represents a cell, and each line
represents a relationship between cells. In some embod-
iments, a cell within the object model can be associated
with one or more pre-defined tags, and the relationship
between the cells can be defined based on a relationship
between the attributes of the tags associated with the
cells. Each of the cells can also be associated with the
tagged documents stored in data sources 230 of FIG. 2
via, for example, common tags or related tags associated
with both the cells and the tagged documents. A docu-
ment can also be associated with one or more of the
cells, if the document is tagged with multiple sets of tags
that are associated with multiple cells.
[0046] Chart 400 also includes a sub-chart 410 which
includes an exemplary subset of cells and relationships
of the object model. FIG. 4B shows a close-up view of
sub-chart 410. Sub-chart 410 illustrates cells 420, 430,
440, 450, 460, and 470, as well as relationships 425,
435, 445, 455, 465, 475, and 485. As an exemplary illus-
tration, cell 420 can be associated with United States tag
341, cell 430 can be associated with California tag 343,
cell 440 can be associated with Palo Alto tag 345, cell
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450 can be associated with Germany tag 342, cell 460
can be associated with a Japan tag (not shown in tag
hierarchy 310 of FIG. 3), and cell 470 can be associated
with a Tokyo tag (not shown in tag hierarchy 310 of FIG.
3). Among these cells, cell 420 (with the United States
tag), cell 450 (with the Germany tag), and cell 460 (with
the Japan tag) can have relationship 455, 465, and 475
between each other by virtue of, for example, that the
United States tag, the Germany tag, and the Japan tag
all have attributes related to an indication of a country
with a developed economy.
[0047] Cell 430 (with the California tag) has relation-
ship 425 with cell 420 (with the United States tag) by
virtue of, for example, that the California tag has attributes
that link it to United States tag 341 (e.g. California being
a state of United States), the link to which can allow the
California tag to be related to the United States tag. Fur-
thermore, cell 440 (with the Palo Alto tag) can also have
relationship 435 with cell 430 by virtue of, for example,
that the Palo Alto tag includes attributes that link it to
California tag 343 (e.g. Palo Alto being a city of Califor-
nia), the link to which can allow the Palo Alto tag to be
related to the California tag. Palo Alto tag 345 can also
include attributes that link it to United States tag 341 (e.g.
Palo Alto being a city of United States), the link to which
can allow cell 440 to also have the relationship 445 with
cell 420.
[0048] On the other hand, cell 460 (with the Japan tag)
can have a relationship 485 with cell 470 (with the Tokyo
tag) by virtue of, for example, that the Tokyo tag has
attributes that link it to the Japan tag (e.g. Tokyo being
a city of Japan), the link to which can allow the Tokyo tag
to be related to the Japan tag. But in this exemplary il-
lustration, the Tokyo tag may have no relationship with
the Germany tag, the United States tag, the California
tag, or the Palo Alto tag, therefore cell 470 may have no
relationship with cells 420, 430, 440, or 450 within sub-
chart 410.
[0049] FIG. 5 is a chart 500 illustrating an exemplary
object model reflecting relationships between combina-
tions of tags of the exemplary hierarchical structure of
tags depicted in FIG. 3, consistent with embodiments of
the present disclosure. In some embodiments, the object
model shown in chart 500 includes cells 510, 530, 550,
570, and 590, each of which can be, respectively, asso-
ciated with tag combinations 512, 532, 552, 572, and
592. Each tag combination includes one or more tags for
each of its dimensions, which include, for example, locale
dimension 340, subject matter dimension 350, medium
dimension 360, and style dimension 370 as depicted in
FIG. 3. The tag combination can include tags of tag hi-
erarchy 310 as depicted in FIG. 3, and can include one
or more tags for each dimension as depicted in FIG. 3.
Each of these cells can also be associated with the
tagged documents stored in data sources 230 of FIG. 2
via the tags. The object model shown in chart 500 also
includes relationships 520, 540, 545, 565, 568, and 585
between the cells. As to be illustrated below, these rela-

tionships can be determined based on the relationship
between tags within one or more dimensions.
[0050] As an exemplary illustration, cell 510 is associ-
ated with tag combination 512, which includes United
States tag 341 under the locale dimension and scenery
tag 351 under the subject matter dimension. Cell 530 is
associated with tag combination 532, which includes Cal-
ifornia tag 343 under the locale dimension, scenery tag
351 under the subject matter dimension, paper tag 361
under the medium dimension, and classical tag 371 un-
der the style dimension. Cell 570 is associated with tag
combination 572. Tag combination 572 is otherwise iden-
tical to tag combination 532 except that tag combination
572 has Palo Alto tag 345 instead of California tag 343
under the locale dimension. Moreover, cell 550 is asso-
ciated with tag combination 552, which includes Texas
tag 344 under the locale dimension, scenery tag 351 un-
der the subject matter dimension, paper tag 361 under
the medium dimension, and modern tag 372 under the
style dimension. Lastly, cell 590 is associated with tag
combination 592. Tag combination 592 is otherwise iden-
tical to tag combination 552, except that tag combination
592 has Germany tag 342 instead of Texas tag 344 under
the locale dimension.
[0051] Relationship 520 between cell 510 and cell 530
can be determined based on, for example, a relationship
between the United States tag (associated with cell 510)
and the California tag (associated with cell 530) under
the locale dimension. A relationship 540 between cell
510 and cell 550 can also be determined based on, for
example, a relationship between the Texas tag (associ-
ated with cell 550) and the United States tag under the
locale dimension. Furthermore, relationship 545 be-
tween cell 530 and cell 550 can also be determined based
on, for example, both the relationship between the Cali-
fornia tag and the Texas tag under the locale dimension,
as well as the relationship between the paper tag (asso-
ciated with cell 530) and the film tag (associated with cell
550) under the medium dimension. In this particular ex-
ample, because both cells 510 and 530 have scenery
tag 351 for the subject matter dimension, the subject mat-
ter dimension can be ignored in determining relationship
520. Also, because cell 510 does not have tags for the
medium and style dimensions, these dimensions can al-
so be ignored in determining relationships 520 and 540.
[0052] As discussed before, the relationship between
tags can be determined based, for example, the at-
tributes of the tags. In addition, relationship between tags
can also be established in other ways. For example, tags
can become related to each other when both tags are
associated with a document, with documents that have
related metadata, or with a cell. Furthermore, relationship
between tags can also be created manually according to
any pre-defined condition.
[0053] In some embodiments, each tag combination in
FIG. 5 can be represented as a multi-dimensional vector,
with each dimension of tag hierarchy 310 represented
by a vector dimension, and a combination of one or more
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tags under a dimension of tag hierarchy 310 contributes
to a magnitude of the vector along that vector dimension,
based on the attributes of the tags. The relationship be-
tween tags can then be calculated as, for example, an
imaginary distance between the multi-dimensional vec-
tors representing the tag combinations. In some embod-
iments, such imaginary distance can be calculated by
first projecting the multi-dimensional vectors represent-
ing the tag combinations onto a pre-defined plane, and
then calculating a distance between the projections on
the pre-defined plane. In some embodiments, when the
calculated distance exceeds a certain threshold, it can
be determined that no relationship exists between the
tag combinations. In some embodiments, the relation-
ship between cells (or between tag combinations asso-
ciated with the cells) can also be added manually with or
without considering the calculated distance.
[0054] Referring back to FIG. 5, cell 570 is associated
with tag combination 572, which includes Palo Alto tag
345 under the locale dimension, and the locale dimension
is the only dimension with different tags when compared
with tag combination 532 associated with cell 530. Re-
lationship 565 can then be determined based on, for ex-
ample, the relationship between California tag 343 and
Palo Alto tag 345 under the locale dimension alone. Sim-
ilarly, cell 590 is associated with tag combination 592,
which includes Germany tag 342 under the locale dimen-
sion, and the locale dimension is the only dimension with
different tags when compared with the tag combination
552 associated with cell 550. Relationship 585 can then
be determined based on, for example, the relationship
between Germany tag 342 and Texas tag 344 under the
locale dimension alone.
[0055] Relationship 568 between cells 570 and 590
can also be determined based on, for example, both the
relationship between the Palo Alto tag (associated with
cell 570) and the Germany tag (associated with cell 590)
under the locale dimension, as well as the relationship
between the classical tag (associated with cell 570) and
the modern tag (associated with cell 590) under the me-
dium dimension. In some embodiments, as discussed
above, each of the cells in object model 500 can be as-
sociated with documents stored in data sources 230 that
are tagged with the same tags associated with each cell,
and relationship 568 can be established by, for example,
that a document stored in data sources 230 describes a
Germany film derived from a Palo Alto novel, and there-
fore is tagged with tags including, for example, Germany
tag 342, Palo Alto tag 345, paper tag 361, and film tag
362, etc., notwithstanding any calculated distance be-
tween these tags.
[0056] FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B are screenshots depicting
an exemplary interface 600 for selecting one or more
tags to identify a document, consistent with embodiments
of the present disclosure. In some embodiments, the ex-
emplary interface can be provided by an application. The
application can be a web browser such as, for example,
Google™ Chrome™, Mozilla™ Firefox™, Microsoft™ In-

ternet Explorer™, etc.
[0057] In some embodiments, a bookmarklet is in-
stalled in the web browser. A bookmarklet can be a book-
mark that is stored in a web browser and can contain
JavaScript™ commands to extend the web browser’s
functionality. That is, a bookmarklet can be a simple "one-
click" tool that can add functionality to the web browser.
For example, a bookmarklet can modify the appearance
of a web page within the web browser by changing the
font size or the background color of the text, and/or ex-
tract data from a web page.
[0058] In some embodiments, a plug-in, instead of a
bookmarklet, can be installed. A plug-in can be imple-
mented as a set of software components that adds spe-
cific abilities to a larger software application, like a web
browser, to enable customizing the functionality of the
software application. For example, a plug-in can be in-
stalled in a web browser to enable the web browser to
play video.
[0059] In some embodiments, the exemplary interface
can be provided by a client-side application. All the ex-
emplary interfaces discussed below can take in any form,
such as being displayed as a pop-up window.
[0060] Referring back to FIG. 6A, interface 600 in-
cludes a locale field 602 for the locale dimension, a sub-
ject matter field 604 for the subject matter dimension, a
medium field 606 for the medium dimension, and a style
field 608 for the style dimension. Each of these fields can
receive one or more tags as input to identify one or more
relevant documents through interface 600, and can also
display one or more tags as output through interface 600.
[0061] Fields 602, 604, 606, and 608 can receive input
via any means. For example, interface 600 can allow a
user to type in the tags or, in some embodiments as
shown in FIG. 6B, further provides a pull-down menu 622
from which the user can choose one or more tags. In
some embodiments, the field can also receive an incom-
plete text input, and then provide a list of suggested tags
for the user to choose from. The list of suggested tags
may include pre-defined tags that closely match the in-
complete text input. In some embodiments, instead of
providing a field for each dimension, interface 600 can
provide a single field for tag selection for all dimensions,
and the user can either type in a combination of tags into
the single field, or select the tags from a pull-down menu
provided by the single field.
[0062] In some embodiments, a search field 610 is also
provided, allowing the user to search for documents
based on text, rather than tags. After receiving the tags
or the search text input, user interface 600 corresponds
with object model 260 and/or database 270 to search for
or identify the documents. In some embodiments, the
user is provided an option to select, by clicking on button
612, to explore the result presented in a graphical map
similar to chart 400 of FIG. 4A, where the graphical map
can show one or more icons with links between them. In
some embodiments, each icon in the graphical map rep-
resents a document and is selectable, and a selection of
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the icon can trigger a selection and a display of the doc-
ument represented by the icon, while the link represents
relationships between the tags associated with the doc-
uments represented by the icons.
[0063] In some embodiments, the user is provided an
option to select, by clicking on button 614, to list the
search result. The listing of search result will be dis-
cussed later.
[0064] FIG. 7A is a screenshot depicting an exemplary
interface 700 for identifying and displaying documents
based on tags, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure. Based on one or more tags received
in, for example, interface 600 of FIG. 6A, one or more
documents (in this case, document 702) can be identified
and displayed by virtue of the fact that, for example, doc-
ument 702 is associated with a cell that is associated
with the received tags.
[0065] Interface 700 may include fields 602, 604, 606,
and 608 of interface 600 to display the tags received. In
this exemplary illustration, California tag 343 is input un-
der the locale dimension with field 602, scenery tag 351
is input under the subject matter dimension with field 604,
and modern tag 372 is input under the style dimension
with field 608, while no tag is input for the medium di-
mension. Document 702 titled "California Impression-
ism" can then be identified and displayed through inter-
face 700 in response to the California tag, the scenery
tag, and the modern tag input by virtue of, for example,
document 702 being associated with a cell that is asso-
ciated with these tags.
[0066] In some embodiments, interface 700 can also
provide a means to access other documents related to
document 702 or related to the tags selected. As shown
in FIG. 7A, interface 700 provides a related-overview but-
ton 704, a linked-documents button 706, and a related-
documents button 708.
[0067] In an exemplary illustration, after clicking on the
related-overviews button, a pull-down menu 710 can be
displayed, which includes options including US art mar-
ket, US film overview, and US photography overview.
FIG. 7B is a screenshot depicting that a document 712
titled "United States Art Market" is identified and dis-
played when the "US Art Market option" of pull-down
menu 710 is selected. As shown in FIG. 7B, document
712 is associated with United States tag 341, which is a
hierarchical superset of California tag 343, and scenery
tag 351. The related-overviews option can allow the user
to identify documents that are relatively more closely re-
lated to document 702 of FIG. 7A. The closer relationship
can be determined base on, for example, that document
712 is associated with a tag (United States tag 341) that
is within the same dimension (locale dimension 340) as
one of the tags associated with document 702 (California
tag 343), or that a distance between documents 702 and
712 is below a certain threshold, as indicated by the fact
that they are both associated with scenery tag 351.
[0068] In another exemplary illustration, as shown in
FIG. 7C, after clicking on the related-documents button

708, a pull-down menu 714 can be displayed, which in-
cludes an option "Introduction to World Art." In some em-
bodiments, related-documents button 708 can also pro-
vide access to documents that are more broadly related
to document 702 of FIG. 7A. For example, as shown in
FIG. 7C, a document 716 titled "Introduction to World Art"
is identified and displayed when the "Introduction to
World Art" option of pull-down menu 714 is selected. As
shown in FIG. 7C, document 716 is associated with scen-
ery tag 351 and living tag 352 under the subject matter
dimension, and is also associated with paper tag 361 and
film tag 362 under the style dimension. Document 716
can be determined to be more broadly related to docu-
ment 702 of FIG. 7A based on, for example, that while
documents 716 and 702 are both associated with scen-
ery tag 351 under the subject matter dimension, docu-
ment 716 is associated with tags that are not associated
with document 702 within the same dimension (e.g., liv-
ing tag 352). The determination can also be based on
that document 716 is associated with one or more tags
of a specific dimension, while document 702 is not asso-
ciated with any tag from that specific dimension (e.g.,
paper tag 361 and film tag 362 of the medium dimension).
Therefore, related-documents button 708 allows a user
to access documents across more dimensions and tags
than related-overview button 704.
[0069] In another exemplary illustration, as shown in
FIG. 7D, after clicking on the linked-documents button,
a pull-down menu 718 can be displayed. In some em-
bodiments, linked documents button 708 can provide ac-
cess to documents associated with tags that have a lat-
eral relationship with the tags selected. For example, re-
ferring to FIG. 3, the California tag 343 and the Germany
tag 342 can be lateral to each other within tag hierarchy
310.
[0070] According to FIG. 7D, a document 720 titled "Ar-
chitecture of Germany" is identified and displayed, when
Architecture of Germany option of pull-down menu 718
is selected. As shown in FIG. 7D, document 720 is as-
sociated with Germany tag 342 and architecture tag 353.
In this example, document 720 also has a California tag
343 because document 720 discusses about some of
the landmarks in Germany are designed by architects
from California, as shown in paragraph 722. The linked-
documents option thus can also allow the user to identify
documents associated with at least a tag (e.g. Germany
tag 342) that has a lateral relationship with any one of
the selected tags (e.g. California tag 343).
[0071] FIG. 7E is a screenshot depicting an exemplary
interface 750 for identifying and displaying documents
based on tags, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure. Interface 750 includes a search in-
terface 752 which can allow a search and display of one
or more documents based on tags. In some embodi-
ments, search interface 752 can be activated by, for ex-
ample, clicking on button 614 of interface 600 as depicted
in FIG. 6A to list the search result. In some embodiments,
search interface 752 includes a locale field 754 for the
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locale dimension, a subject matter field 756 for the sub-
ject matter dimension, a medium field 758 for the medium
dimension, and an style field 760 for the style dimension,
which can allow the user to specify tags under each di-
mension for the search. In some embodiments, interface
750 may further include fields 602, 604, 606, and 608 of
interface 600, and the fields 754, 756, 758, and 760 of
the search interface 752 can be synchronized with, re-
spectively, fields 602, 604, 606, and 608. In this exem-
plary illustration, United States tag 341 is input for the
locale dimension, and scenery tag 351 is input for the
subject matter dimension. Both fields 754 and 756 of
search interface 752 can then display the same tags as,
respectively, fields 602 and 604 of interface 750. A search
for documents that are associated with a combination of
tags input through fields 754, 756, 758, and 760 can then
be performed, after clicking on the "search" button 762.
The search interface 752 may also allow the user to pro-
vide additional search conditions, such as limiting to the
search result to, for example, a start date and an end
date provided through input fields 764 and 766. The user
can clear the search conditions (e.g. tags and start/end
date) by clicking on the "clear" button 768. After the
search is performed, search result 770 is displayed. In
this exemplary embodiment, search result 770 displays
metadata such as the file type and the title of the docu-
ments found. The user can also select a document from
the search result 770, which can lead to the displaying
of document 772.
[0072] FIG. 8A is a screenshot depicting an exemplary
interface 800 for identifying and displaying documents
based on tags from previously identified documents, con-
sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. In-
terface 800 includes fields 602-608 of interface 600. In
this example, United States tag 341 is input for the locale
dimension with field 602, scenery tag 351 is input for the
subject matter dimension with field 604, paper tag 361
is input for the medium dimension with field 606, and
classical tag 371 is input for the style dimension with field
608. Thus, in this illustration, a tag combination identical
to tag combination 532 of FIG. 5 is input for the search.
Interface 800 also includes a search results interface
820, which displays search results 821-827. Search re-
sults 821-827 can show a list of, for example, documents
that are found based on the selected tags, with metadata
for each document, such as title 830, date 832, and au-
thor 834. Each of the documents in the search results
can be selected, with additional information of the select-
ed document displayed, such as classification 842, and
tag combination 847.
[0073] In this exemplary illustration, a document titled
"Exhibition of Expressionism in Germany and France at
Houston Art Museum" is chosen, and is displayed as doc-
ument 850. Selected document 850 is tagged with, for
example, tag combination 847, which is identical to tag
combination 552 of FIG. 5, and which includes Texas tag
344, scenery tag 351, paper tag 361, and modern tag
372. Referring to FIG. 5, selected document 850 can be

associated with cell 550, by virtue of having tag combi-
nation 847 which is identical to tag combination 552, and
cell 550 has relationship 545 with cell 530 that is asso-
ciated with tag combination 532 which is identical to the
tag combination input for this search. In some embodi-
ments, interface 800 may also allow the user to add or
modify the tags associated with the chosen document.
For example, the user can remove classical tag 371 from
the document, or tag the document with other tags under
the style dimension.
[0074] FIG. 8B is another screenshot depicting exem-
plary interface 800. After the selection of document 850,
which is tagged with tag combination 847 (which is iden-
tical to tag combination 552), fields 602-608 can be pop-
ulated with the tags of tag combination 847. In this ex-
emplary illustration, the locale dimension, which has Cal-
ifornia tag 343 when the prior search is performed, can
be populated with Texas tag 344 from selected document
850. Moreover, the style dimension, which has classical
tag 371 when the prior search is performed, can be pop-
ulated with modern tag 372, also from selected document
850. The user can then perform a new search, and an
updated search results 850 is shown, which includes
search results 851-854. Referring to FIG. 5, some of the
documents in search result 850 may be associated with
a cell that is related to cell 550 associated with tag com-
bination 552 (which is identical to tag combination 847),
such as cell 590, cell 510, and cell 530, etc. This can
allow the user to begin with an initial group of tags to
identify one or more documents related to the initial set
of tags, and then receive additional or new sets of tags
from the identified documents. The additional or new sets
of tags can then be used to refine the user’s exploration
in the universe of documents stored in data sources 230,
and the refinement can be guided by the predefined re-
lationship between the tags, which can determine the set
of related documents provided for a given set of tags.
[0075] FIG. 9 is a flowchart representing an exemplary
method 900 performed by an electronic device for iden-
tifying documents based on selected tags, consistent
with embodiments of the present disclosure. The select-
ed tags can be part of a predefined tag hierarchy (e.g.,
tag hierarchy 310 of FIG. 3).
[0076] In this exemplary illustration, the electronic de-
vice (e.g., a computer system 100) can interact with one
or more other devices and/or storage components (e.g.,
data sources 230, object model 260, and database 270
of system 200 depicted in FIG. 2) for assisting with the
identification of documents. While the flowchart discloses
the following steps in a particular order, it will be appre-
ciated that at least some of the steps can be moved,
modified, or deleted where appropriate, consistent with
the teachings of the present disclosure. And while the
following steps are indicated as being performed by an
electronic device, it is appreciated that the steps can be
performed by more than one electronic device.
[0077] In step 902, the electronic device acquires a
selection of one or more tags for at least one dimension
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defined under the tag hierarchy. The selection can be
provided by a web-browser, or by a client-side applica-
tion, after receiving the selection from a user.
[0078] In step 904, after acquiring the tag selection,
the electronic device identifies one or more cells that are
associated with the selected tags, and/or one or more
cells associated with tags related to the selected tags.
As indicated above, these identified cells can be provided
by an object model (e.g., object model 260). In some
embodiments, the relationship can be determined based
on the attributes of the tags. For example, if a cell has
attributes that match the selected tags, that cell can be
identified.
[0079] In some embodiments, a combination of tags
of one or more dimensions within tag hierarchy 310 can
be represented as a multi-dimensional vector, with each
dimension of tag hierarchy 310 represented by a vector
dimension, and a combination of one or more tags under
a dimension of tag hierarchy 310 contributes to a mag-
nitude of the vector along that vector dimension, based
on the attributes of the tags. The relationship between
tags can then be calculated as, for example, an imaginary
distance between the multi-dimensional vectors repre-
senting the tag combinations. In some embodiments,
such imaginary distance can be calculated by first pro-
jecting the multi-dimensional vectors representing the
tag combinations onto a pre-defined plane, and then cal-
culating a distance between the projections on the pre-
defined plane. In some embodiments, when the calcu-
lated distance exceeds a certain threshold, it can be de-
termined that no relationship exists between the tag com-
binations. In some embodiments, the relationship be-
tween cells (or between tag combinations associated
with the cells) can also be added manually with or without
considering the calculated distance.
[0080] In step 906, the electronic device identifies doc-
uments associated with the one or more identified cells.
As indicated above, tagged documents are associated
with cells.
[0081] In step 908, the electronic device provides data
corresponding to the identified documents for display.
The identified documents can be represented as a list
similar to search results 820 depicted in FIG. 8A, or sim-
ilar to a graphical representation as depicted in FIG. 4A.
[0082] In step 910, the electronic device further pro-
vides data facilitating retrieval of documents with tags
related to the selected tags. The data can be provided
and displayed after, for example, the electronic device
detects the clicking of at least one of related overview
button 704, a linked documents button 706, and a related
documents button 708 of interface 700. The data facili-
tating retrieval of documents can be displayed in the
same interface as the data for the identified documents.
For example, interface 700 can further include a pop-up
window that includes requested information.
[0083] FIG. 10 illustrates an example user interface
1000 that, in some examples, contains categories 1010
and sub-categories 1020 of information. These catego-

ries 1010 (and 1020) may be included in an object model
such as object model 260 described in to FIG. 2. Object
model 260 can be used in conjunction with ontology 250
for analysis using graphs and/or other visualization tech-
niques. As described above, cells in a data structure (as
described with reference to FIG. 5, and also referred to
herein as artifacts) can include information that can be
tagged or otherwise contain metadata that is associated
with categories 1010. In various embodiments, informa-
tion that can be tagged can be a document, a spread-
sheet, an html file, a video, etc. In example user interface
1000, the assets and debts of an entity are shown as
categories, which are further parsed into categories 1010
that include assets and debts such as buildings, stock,
and loans. These categories can correspond with tags,
and a user can select any of these categories 1010 or
sub-categories 1020, such as cash on hand, for example,
to view artifacts associated with category 1010 or sub-
category 1020.
[0084] As an example of a work-flow, a user may log
into a web-based analytics system to view artifacts and
run analyses associated with a particular topic. From user
interface 1000, a user may select an entity using a widget
(not shown), and attributes of the entity such as cash on
hand. In response to selecting cash on hand, a user may
be shown financial documents such as bank statements,
a CFO report, or other information. In some embodi-
ments, an artifact stored in a data structure (e.g., such
as a database) may include a hyperlink to these financial
documents, although it should be appreciated that the
various documents such as a bank statement may be
stored in the data structure as well.
[0085] FIG. 11 illustrates an example user interface
1100 including an ontology 1110 that begins with four
categories 1120: country, topic, holding, and entity. It
should be appreciated that these may correspond with
or take the place of tags from FIG. 3. With reference to
FIG. 2 above, in various embodiments, ontology 1110
can be included in internal database system 200 as on-
tology 250. Ontology 1110 may be created by a large
corporation and used in conjunction with a data structure
that includes many artifacts associated with various cat-
egories 1120, which may correspond with tags. When
accessing content online, users can select documents
or portions of documents and store links to them in a data
structure as artifacts (e.g., a uniform resource identifier
(URI) can be stored as an artifact). These artifacts can
include links to text, images, audio, dynamic content,
spreadsheets, databases, document 702 of FIG. 7A, etc.
Over time, as users add artifacts, a data structure will
contain an increasingly large amount of artifacts associ-
ated with particular tags.
[0086] Large centralized data structures that can be
modified by many people in an organization can be dif-
ficult to manage. An organization may want consistency
across departments when creating and tagging artifacts,
such that information can be found quickly and easily by
everyone in the organization. Sometimes, users may dis-
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agree about how artifacts should be organized in an on-
tology. For example, users may disagree about how a
hierarchy of tags (e.g., which may include categories
1120) in an ontology is configured.
[0087] As an example, some users may want one level
of an ontology to categorize information associated with
a continent into: (1) developed, and (2) underdeveloped
nations. Other users may want the same level of the on-
tology to categorize information associated with a conti-
nent into: (1) nations with a per capita income above
$1,000 USD, and (2) nations with a per capita income
below $1,000 USD. Since many users who access the
data structure and may disagree about the terminology
in an ontology, it would be impractical to allow any user
to modify the ontology. Instead, in some examples, a
distributed version control system such as Git can be
used to govern modifications to an ontology. In some
embodiments, one or more users may be designated as
administrators, and be able to accept or reject proposed
changes to an ontology received from users.
[0088] FIG. 12 illustrates an example user interface
1200 including an example ontology 1210 that, on its first
level, includes the four categories 1220 shown in FIG.
11: country, topic, holding, and asset. The second level
of example ontology 1210 includes categories 1230 rep-
resenting regions that include countries such as South
American and North America. Similarly, the third level of
example ontology 1210 categorizes countries in South
America as developed or underdeveloped. The catego-
ries 1240 in the third level of ontology 1210 further divides
into categories 1250 representing various developed
countries in South America, such as Brazil, Argentina,
and Chile. Lastly, the fifth level of ontology 1210 includes
exports from a particular country in the fourth level of
example ontology 1210, such as railway equipment,
wool, and fish.
[0089] In various embodiments, a user may select a
category in ontology 1210 by clicking on the category in
the user interface 1200 or by using a widget 1270. In
some embodiments, based on the selected category
and/or other settings, ontology 1210 may dynamically
expand such that a particular amount of ontology 1210
is shown in user interface 1200. In other embodiments,
artifacts associated with a category may be shown in
response to a user clicking on the category,
[0090] FIG. 13 illustrates an example user interface
1300 that includes various categories (or tags) 1310.
Herein, the term tag may be used interchangeably with
category to describe a term or phrase that describes an
artifact. In various embodiments, a selected tag 1310
may be shown in user interface 1300 based on a partic-
ular tag being selected (e.g., from the user interface
1200). Additional tags 1320 may be shown in user inter-
face 1300 based on a category to which selected tag
1310 belongs.
[0091] For example, a user that wants to view informa-
tion about Chile might click on Chile in the fourth level of
ontology 1210 (of FIG. 12). In some embodiments, icons

indicating Chile and other associated countries may be
displayed. From this interface, a user can select any
country and view artifacts including a tag indicating that
country, or run analyses on one or more of the displayed
countries. In some embodiments, user interface 1300
may show different information based on a preferences
a user has preset. For example, instead of showing coun-
tries in the same continent, a user may be shown coun-
tries with other attributes similar to Chile, such as coun-
tries with a similarly sized economy.
[0092] FIG. 14 illustrates an example user interface
1400 for selecting one or more tags to identify an artifact.
It should be appreciated that the interfaces shown in
FIGS. 6A and 6B can be used with, or instead of FIG.
14, and that the system shown in user interface 1400
may operate in substantially the same manner as the
system displayed in interface 600.
[0093] Example user interface 1400 allows a user to
input information about an artifact including its name
1410, a description 1420 of the artifact, a hyperlink 1430
including the location of the artifact, tags 1440 associated
with the artifact, an owner 1450 of the artifact, information
regarding whether the artifact is a draft 1460 (e.g., an
indicator as to whether the artifact is ready to be associ-
ated with tags 1440), a save button 1470, and a publish
button 1480.
[0094] In one example, when a user signs onto their
system and finds a document they would like to add as
an artifact, they may click on a widget provided by an
application to add the document as an artifact (e.g., the
application described in FIGs. 6A and 6B, which can be
used to tag a document). Next, user interface 1400 may
appear and allow a user to enter the name of the artifact.
For example, name 1410 could be the name of a com-
pany in Santiago, Chile, that produces equipment for
trains. A user optionally can enter a description 1420 of
the document, which may describe the type of company.
A hyperlink 1430 can also be entered by a user to link
the artifact to the document itself. As discussed above,
in some embodiments, an artifact is saved in a data struc-
ture and includes a hyperlink that points to the location
of the document.
[0095] User interface 1400 also allows a user to enter
tags 1440 associated with the artifact. In the example
shown in FIG. 14, the tags describing a railway company
in Chile include "Chile," "Santiago," "Exports," and "Rail-
way Equipment." The user may enter an owner (e.g.,
themselves), and whether the document is a draft. In
some embodiments, the owner of a document may have
privileges that other users do not, such as the ability to
remove an artifact from a data structure or edit the tags
associated with an artifact. A user may then save an ar-
tifact by clicking on save button 1470, so they may edit
it later. In some embodiments, a user may publish an
artifact in order to cause a system to associate the artifact
with the tags. Once published, a user might return to their
home page (e.g., user interface 1000) or a screen dis-
playing various tags (e.g., user interfaces 1100, 1200,
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and 1300) and click on a particular tag (e.g., category).
Based on the tag the user selected, artifacts associated
with the tag may be shown to a user including the artifacts
that the user published. In some embodiments, in re-
sponse to a user clicking on a tag, a list of artifacts in-
cluding their names 1410 and descriptions 1420 may be
displayed to save screen real estate.
[0096] FIG. 15 illustrates an example user interface
1500 that includes information associated with a partic-
ular tag 1510. User interface 1500 illustrates example
analyses that can be performed by the systems dis-
cussed herein. For example, a user may select a tag
1510 using one or more widgets to show various regions’
revenue per year in the railroad equipment sector. User
interface 1500 includes the names of various regions
1520, and revenues per year 1530 for each region. In
addition, user interface 1500 may include widgets 1540
that cause a system to run another analysis.
[0097] It should be appreciated that, given the possible
size of an ontology, a data structure may need to process
hundreds or thousands of artifacts to provide the infor-
mation shown in user interface 1500. This information
can be associated with a variety of organizations, and a
variety of attributes. As additional examples, information
shown in user interface 1500 may include, but is not lim-
ited to: an amount of revenue per year of oil companies
in a particular country, the amount of debt held by a gov-
ernment of a particular city or state, a number of employ-
ees scheduled to work at a particular hospital during a
particular day of the week, the locations of prisoners in
a jail system, an amount of inventory in a factory in Tai-
wan, the average amount of food eaten by an African
elephant, etc.
[0098] FIG. 16 is a flowchart representing an exempla-
ry method 1600 performed by an electronic device for
modifying an ontology, consistent with embodiments of
the present disclosure.
[0099] In this exemplary illustration, the electronic de-
vice (e.g., a computer system 100) can interact with one
or more other devices and/or storage components (e.g.,
data sources 230, object model 260, and database 270
of system 200 depicted in FIG. 2) for assisting with the
modification of the ontology. While the flowchart disclos-
es the following steps in a particular order, it will be ap-
preciated that at least some of the steps can be moved,
modified, or deleted where appropriate, consistent with
the teachings of the present disclosure. And while the
following steps are indicated as being performed by an
electronic device, it is appreciated that the steps can be
performed by more than one electronic device.
[0100] In step 1610, the electronic device provides a
master ontology to a recipient. As discussed above with
reference to FIG. 2, an ontology can define the semantics
of an object model. In various embodiments, an ontology
includes the names and definitions of types, properties,
and relationships between entities. An ontology can in-
clude multiple taxonomies, and various taxonomies with-
in ontologies may organize artifacts in unique ways.

[0101] In some embodiments, a master ontology can
be an ontology that more than one person uses. For ex-
ample, an entire organization (e.g., an entity such as a
company) may use a master ontology to categorize
and/or define artifacts and their associated content. As
discussed above, typically most users cannot modify a
master ontology. For example, only a few users that have
particular permissions may be able to approve changes
to a master ontology. For a normal user (e.g., a user that
does not have the permissions to approve modifications
to the master ontology) to modify the master ontology,
the user may request a master ontology using their ma-
chine, and the electronic device that stores the master
ontology may send the master ontology to the user’s ma-
chine. Once the user has received the master ontology,
they may edit it in their own "sandbox." In other words,
they may edit their own version of the master ontology
in their own environment such that the master ontology
and/or other users’ copies of the ontology are not affected
by changes a user makes to the ontology.
[0102] In an example described above, a user may
want to change the names of categories (which, again,
may be the names of possible tags) from one term or
phrase to another. For example, a user may change "de-
veloped countries" and "underdeveloped countries" to
"countries with a per capita income of more than $1,000"
and "countries with a per capita income of less than
$1,000." If the user were to change the master ontology,
artifact’s tags may be disassociated with that category
of the ontology, or in some cases a tag may accidently
become associated with a new term added to an ontol-
ogy. In various embodiments, user interfaces such as
1100 and 1200 allow users to interactively evolve ontol-
ogies by editing an ontology using a visual editor. It is
further contemplated that in some embodiments a file
may be submitted to bulk upload artifacts. For example,
a comma separated values party (CSV) may be submit-
ted and used to modify an ontology.
[0103] In step 1620, the electronic device receives a
modified copy of the master ontology from the recipient.
After a user has modified a copy of the master ontology,
they may send their modified (e.g., edited) version back
to the electronic device that they received it from. Various
types of version control systems can be used to imple-
ment this process, such as Git. In some embodiments,
the master ontology is not replaced with the modified
ontology immediately, but instead requires authorization
from a user with the appropriate permissions such as an
administrator.
[0104] In step 1630, the electronic device receives an
instruction to replace the master ontology with the mod-
ified copy of the master ontology. The instruction to re-
place the master ontology with the version of the ontology
modified by the user may be made by an administrator
with the appropriate permissions. In some embodiments,
an administrator may apply a diff operation to the master
ontology and received modified ontology. The diff oper-
ation receives both of the ontologies, and returns the dif-
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ferences between the two ontologies.
[0105] In step 1640, the electronic device modifies the
master ontology based on the modified copy of the mas-
ter ontology. The electronic device may replace a master
ontology with some or all of a modified ontology received
from a user, and approved by an administrator. After the
master ontology is modified, the electronic device or a
system that includes the electronic device may modify
artifacts, tag objects, tag types, or other data in response
to the modification of the master ontology. For example,
if a category in the ontology is changed from "developed
countries" to "countries with a per capita income of
$1,000 or more," then some or all of the artifacts with the
tag "developed countries" may have those tags changed
to "countries with a per capita income of $1,000 or more."
This way, the organization’s ontology continues to oper-
ate correctly in conjunction with artifacts and documents
after it is modified. In one embodiment, the electronic
device stores for each tag the artifact and a tag type iden-
tifier. The tag types may be stored in a database, and
each tag type may include at least a tag type identifier
and a corresponding label or name (e.g., <1, "locale">,
<2, "subject matter">, <3, "developed countries">). Ac-
cordingly, if the entry <3, "developed countries"> is
changed to <3, "countries with a per capita income of
$1,000 or more">, then every tag that uses this tag may
be changed to use the name or label "countries with a
per capita income of $1,000 or more" instead of "devel-
oped countries." In some embodiments, if there is no cor-
relation between a new tag and a tag that was removed
from an ontology, a system may remove the removed
tag from artifacts that include is as well.
[0106] In step 1650, the electronic device determines
the most recent time that the master ontology was mod-
ified. In some embodiments, users other than the user
that creates the modified ontology for replacing the mas-
ter ontology may have requested and received their own
versions of the master ontology, which they may modify.
[0107] To prevent the modification of an obsolete mas-
ter ontology by these users, in step 1660 the electronic
device may determine users (in this case referred to as
additional recipients), that requested and received the
master ontology, which may be obsolete if the actual
master ontology was modified. For example, additional
recipients of the master ontology who received it after
the previous time it was updated, but before the master
ontology’s current update, may be identified or otherwise
flagged.
[0108] In step 1670, the electronic device provides the
additional recipients with information associated with the
replacement of the master ontology. After an electronic
device determines which users received an outdated
and/or obsolete version of the ontology, they may receive
an alert (e.g., a message) informing them of the modifi-
cations to the master ontology. This alert may include
information about when a master ontology was modified,
who authorized the modification, who submitted the mod-
ification, when the modification was submitted and/or au-

thorized, what portions of the master ontology were mod-
ified, and in some embodiments information about how
the modifications to the master ontology affect various
data included in a data structure, such as artifacts that
an additional recipient is the owner of. Based on this in-
formation, an additional recipient of the original master
ontology may know to stop working on their version of
the ontology in their sandbox, and determine whether the
updated master ontology still functions as before.
[0109] In the foregoing specification, embodiments
have been described with reference to numerous specific
details that can vary from implementation to implemen-
tation. Certain adaptations and modifications of the de-
scribed embodiments can be made. Other embodiments
can be apparent to those skilled in the art from consid-
eration of the specification and practice of the invention
disclosed herein. It is intended that the specification and
examples be considered as exemplary only, with a true
scope and spirit of the invention being indicated by the
following claims. It is also intended that the sequence of
steps shown in figures are only for illustrative purposes
and are not intended to be limited to any particular se-
quence of steps. As such, those skilled in the art can
appreciate that these steps can be performed in a differ-
ent order while implementing the same method.

Claims

1. An apparatus interfacing with one or more data stor-
age devices storing a plurality of documents, the ap-
paratus comprising:

a memory device that stores a set of instructions;
and
at least one processor capable of executing the
set of instructions to:

provide a master ontology to a recipient,
wherein the master ontology defines a re-
lationship between artifacts that are asso-
ciated with the plurality of documents based
on tags;
receive a modified copy of the master on-
tology from the recipient;
receive an instruction to modify the master
ontology with the modified copy of the mas-
ter ontology; and
modify the master ontology based on the
modified copy of the master ontology.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the at least one
processor is further capable of executing instructions
to:

determine a most recent time that the master
ontology was modified;
determine additional recipients provided with
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the master ontology since the most recent time;
and
provide the additional recipients with information
associated with the modified master ontology.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, wherein information asso-
ciated with the modified master ontology includes
the modified master ontology based on the modified
copy of the master ontology.

4. The apparatus of any of claims 1-3, wherein the tags
are altered in response to the modification of the
master ontology.

5. The apparatus of claim 4, wherein the artifacts con-
taining the tags are accessed and altered to reflect
the modifications made to the master ontology.

6. The apparatus of any of claims 1-5, wherein the in-
struction to modify the master ontology is received
by a user possessing appropriate permissions.

7. The apparatus of any of claims 1-6, wherein a tag is
removed from an artifact in response to the modifi-
cation of the master ontology.

8. A method for modifying an ontology, the method
comprising:

providing a master ontology to a recipient,
wherein the master ontology defines a relation-
ship between entities that are associated with a
plurality of documents based on tags;
receiving a modified copy of the master ontology
from the recipient;
receiving an instruction to modify the master on-
tology with the modified copy of the master on-
tology; and
modifying the master ontology based on the
modified copy of the master ontology.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising:

determining a most recent time that the master
ontology was modified;
determining additional recipients provided with
the master ontology since the most recent time;
and
providing the additional recipients with informa-
tion associated with the modified master ontol-
ogy.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein information associ-
ated with the modified master ontology includes the
modified master ontology based on the modified
copy of the master ontology.

11. The method of any of claims 8-10, wherein the tags

are altered in response to the modification of the
master ontology.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the artifacts con-
taining the tags are accessed and altered to reflect
the modifications made to the master ontology.

13. The method of any of claims 8-12, wherein the in-
struction to modify the master ontology is received
by a user possessing appropriate permissions.

14. The method of any of claims 8-13, wherein a tag is
removed from an artifact in response to the modifi-
cation of the master ontology.

15. A transitory or non-transitory computer readable me-
dium that stores a set of instructions that are exe-
cutable by at least one processor of an electronic
device to cause the electronic device to perform a
method for modifying an ontology, the method com-
prising the operations recited in any of claims 8-14.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The technical field of the present disclosure relates to validating data integrations. More specifically, the dis-
closure relates to validating data integrations using a secondary data store.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The approaches described in this section are approaches that could be pursued, but not necessarily approaches
that have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless otherwise indicated, it should not be assumed that
any of the approaches described in this section qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section.
[0003] Integrating data from disparate data sources into an existing data storage system having an established schema
or ontology can be challenging. The process of moving data from one source into an established database, data repository
or other storage system with a previously created schema or ontology may be termed a data integration. Integrating
such data often requires defining or mapping schema relationships between varying data sources. Testing such schema
relationships in a live production system, which is online and serving clients based on the data store, can degrade system
performance and potentially cause data integrity issues. There is a need for techniques for validating data integrations
without affecting the performance or integrity of a production system.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0004] The example embodiment(s) of the present invention are illustrated by way of example, and not in way by
limitation, in the figures of the accompanying drawings and in which like reference numerals refer to similar elements
and in which:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a data integration system in which the example embodiment(s) of the present invention
may be embodied.
FIG. 2 is a flow diagram of a process for data integration, according to one embodiment.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a computing device in which the example embodiment(s) of the present invention may
be embodied.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a software system for controlling the operation of the computing device.

[0005] While each of the figures illustrates a particular embodiment for purposes of illustrating a clear example, other
embodiments may omit, add to, reorder, and/or modify any of the elements shown in the figures.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXAMPLE EMBODIMENT(S)

[0006] In the following description, for the purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to
provide a thorough understanding of the example embodiment(s) of the present invention. It will be apparent, however,
that the example embodiment(s) may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known structures
and devices are shown in block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the example embodiment(s).

1.0 GENERAL OVERVIEW
2.0 EXAMPLE COMPUTER SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

2.1 DATA CLEANUP SYSTEM
2.2 ONTOLOGY SOURCE
2.3 STRUCTURED DATA GENERATOR
2.4 VALIDATION SYSTEM
2.5 PRODUCTION SYSTEM

3.0 EXAMPLE PROCESS AND ALGORITHM
4.0 IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS - HARDWARE OVERVIEW
5.0 IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS - SOFTWARE OVERVIEW
6.0 OTHER ASPECTS OF DISCLOSURE
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1.0 GENERAL OVERVIEW

[0007] Complex production systems can integrate data from different data sources of varying formats and data types.
Client computers associated with data analysts or other users can use the production system to view and manipulate
data from disparate data sources to identify patterns, relationships, and other insights from large amounts of data. Such
production systems contain large amounts of data, and therefore, such production systems often are subject to the
introduction of errors and can be difficult to update and maintain. For example, changes to an existing schema for a
production system can take a long time to apply to the production system due to the large volume of data or the complexity
of the target schema or ontology.
[0008] Additionally, when new data sources are integrated into existing production systems, a new schema often must
be defined for the new data, or a schema applicable to the new data must be mapped or transformed to coordinate with
an existing schema or ontology of the target system. Schema definitions are often handled by data integration personnel
who are responsible for integrating the new data retrieved from the data sources to the production system. However,
errors in the schema definition or mapping can introduce unwanted data integrity issues or incorrect data relationships
in the production system. This is unwanted because analyst or business users rely on the production system for analytical
or business purposes. Additionally, sometimes it can be challenging to identify mistakes in schema definition, given the
breadth of data being used in the production system.
[0009] The present data integration system is programmed or configured to allow for testing and validation of schema
changes prior to loading data integrations into a production system. Data records are first extracted from various data
sources. The data sources may be heterogeneous in format and content. The data integration system can apply data
modification rules to the data records to sanitize them before further processing. Data modification rules can include
joining disparate data sources, removing unwanted data, and/or normalizing values of data.
[0010] The data integration system is programmed or configured to receive a database schema for the newly extracted
data records. The schema may be specified as ontology data. The data integration system applies the ontology data to
the data records to generate a set of structured data that conforms to the schema. The structured data may first be
stored in a secondary data store before storing the data in a production system. The secondary data store has various
characteristics that make it a suitable candidate for validating the schema as a staging area. For example, the secondary
data store does not provide fully-featured database functionality, such as edit functionality, logging, data object access
permission controls, business user access, or real-time indexing. Thus, the secondary data store can be quickly built
from structured data for testing data integration. Moreover, given that business users do not have access to the secondary
data store, data may be deleted and reloaded into the secondary data store to repeatedly test adjustments and modifi-
cations to the schema until data integration personnel is satisfied with the schema. Once data integration personnel has
approved the schema, the structured data and the schema may be sent to a production system for integration into the
production data store. Therefore, the present techniques provide for validating data integrations using a secondary data
store.

2.0 EXAMPLE COMPUTER SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

[0011] FIG. 1 illustrates an example in which the techniques described herein may be practiced, according to some
embodiments. In the example of FIG. 1, data integration system 100 is a computer system programmed to perform data
validation and may be implemented across one or more computing devices. The example components of data integration
system 100 shown in FIG. 1 are implemented at least partially by hardware at one or more computing devices, such as
one or more hardware processors executing stored program instructions stored in one or more memories for performing
the functions that are described herein. In other words, all functions described herein are intended to indicate operations
that are performed using programming in a special-purpose computer or general-purpose computer, in various embod-
iments. Data integration system 100 illustrates only one of many possible arrangements of components configured to
execute the programming described herein. Other arrangements may include fewer or different components, and the
division of work between the components may vary depending on the arrangement.
[0012] Data integration system 100 includes one or more data sources 110A, 110B, 110N. For purposes of illustrating
a clear example, three (3) instances of data sources are shown in FIG. 1, but the ellipsis in FIG. 1 and the label "N" in
"110N" is intended to indicate that any number of data sources may be present in other embodiments. A data source
may be any repository of computer-implemented data records. A data record may any computer-implemented data,
such as a file, a data object, a database entry, a data message, or any other similar representation of computer-
implemented data. In one embodiment, a data record may be represented as a file or entry in a file that is in a comma-
separated value (CSV) format, or similar data set format. The embodiments described herein do not require any particular
type or format of the data records provided by a data source. Thus, a data source may comprise a file system, a relational
database managements system (RDBMS), a non-relational database, an object store, a distributed file system (DFS)
such as a Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS), a Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) source, an email repository,
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data received through an application programming interface (API), a source code repository, a cloud-based data repos-
itory such as Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3), a message queue, or any other repository on one or more computing
devices that contains data records. Each of the data sources 110A, 110B, 110N may be implemented as a different type
of data source. For example, in data integration system 100, data source 110A may be a HDFS data source, data source
110B may be a RDBMS data source, and data source 110N may be a traditional file system data source.
[0013] For purposes of illustrating a clear example, a concrete example of one set of data sources 110A and 110B
will be given to illustrate how the techniques of the present data integration system 100 may be used. This example will
be referred to as the Customer/Vehicle example and is not intended to be limiting and is only intended to be used for
exemplary purposes. This example will be revisited for purposes of describing various components of data integration
system 1100. In the Customer/Vehicle example, data source 110A may be a file system that includes a first CSV file
that contains data regarding customers. For example, the first CSV file may contain data regarding customers of a rental
car agency. Thus, each entry in the first CSV file may represent a particular customer and may include information
regarding characteristics of the particular customer, such as customer number, name, date of birth, address, weight,
height, and/or eye color. Similarly, data source 110B may be a file system that includes a second CSV file that contains
data regarding vehicles, such as vehicles rented by the rental car agency. Thus, each entry in the second CSV file may
represent a vehicle and may include information regarding the particular vehicle, such as vehicle number, make, model,
color, and license plate number.
[0014] Data integration system 100 includes data cleanup system 120, which is communicatively coupled to data
sources 110A, 110B, 110N. Data cleanup system 120 is programmed or configured to extract raw data records from
data sources 110A, 110B, 110N and apply one or more data cleanup rules to the raw data records to generate clean
data records.
[0015] Data integration system 100 includes structured data generator 130. Structured data generator 130 is commu-
nicatively coupled to data cleanup system 120. Structured data generator 130 is programmed or configured to receive
clean data records from data cleanup system 120. Structured data generator 130 is further programmed or configured
to receive ontology data from ontology source 150. Ontology data defines a schema for the clean data records. Structured
data generator 130 can thus apply the ontology data to the clean data records to generate structured data. Structured
data generator 130 is programmed or configured to send structured data to validation system 140 and/or production
system 160.
[0016] Data integration system 100 includes validation system 140, which is communicatively coupled to structured
data generator 130. Validation system 140 may be used as an interim staging area for quickly and easily viewing the
contents of structured data and validating the schema of the ontology data. Thus, the validation system 140 can be used
as a staging area for verifying the format and contents of structured data before the structured data is loaded into
production system 160. Validation system 140 may include validation data store 142, which may provide more limited
functionality than a typical data store for storing structured data, as will be described herein. Validation system 140 may
further include validation search engine 144. Validation search engine 144 may be used to search the contents of
validation data store 142. In one embodiment, validation search engine 144 may be viewable via a user interface, such
as a web browser or application. Thus, given its lightweight nature, validation data store 142 can be quickly and easily
updated and re-updated to test and validate data stored in validation data store 142.
[0017] Data integration system 100 includes ontology source 150 which is programmed or configured to allow a user
to view and/or modify the contents of ontology data. Ontology source 150 may optionally be communicatively coupled
to structured data generator 130, validation system 140, and/or production system 160.
[0018] Data integration system 100 includes production system 160, which is programmed or configured to display
structured data to users in a live production environment. Production system 160 may include a large data store and
may be accessible to business users.

2.1 DATA CLEANUP SYSTEM

[0019] Data cleanup system 120 is programmed or configured to extract raw data records from data sources 110A,
110B, 110N and apply one or more data cleanup rules to the raw data records to generate a set of clean data records.
[0020] Data cleanup system 120 is programmed or configured to extract one or more raw data records from data
sources 110A, 110B, 110N. A raw data record is a data record that is formatted in a similar format as what is found in
data source 110A, 110B, 110N. Different types of raw data records can be extracted from each of data source 110A,
110B, 110N. For example, in one embodiment, a raw data record may be represented as a CSV file.
[0021] Data cleanup system 120 is programmed or configured to apply one or more data cleanup rules to the raw data
records extracted from data sources 110A, 110B, 110N in order to generate clean data records. A data cleanup rule is
any computer-implemented instruction for modifying a data record. For example, a data cleanup rule may include in-
structions for removing unsupported characters from raw data records, such as by removing non-alphanumeric American
Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) characters or converting data records to Unicode Transformation
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Format 8-bit (UTF-8) format. In another embodiment, a data cleanup rule may include instructions for validating and
ensuring that every row in a data record contains the same number of columns. In another embodiment, a data cleanup
rule may include instructions for deleting empty lines from the end of a file. In one embodiment, data cleanup rules may
be provided by data integration personnel.
[0022] In one embodiment, a data cleanup rule can be programmed or configured to remove unwanted, unnecessary,
or extraneous fields from a raw data record. For example, if a raw data record is represented as a CSV file, a data
cleanup rule may be applied to the CSV file to remove unnecessary columns of data from the CSV file. In the Custom-
er/Vehicle example, data cleanup system 120 may programmed or configured such that the eye color of each customer
is unnecessary, thus the eye color column is removed from the raw data records received from the data source 110A
when generating clean data records.
[0023] In one embodiment, a data cleanup rule can be programmed or configured to normalize incoming raw data
records. Normalization can be used to transform the contents of a data record for appropriate use by the data integration
system 100 and may include any sort of transformation of a value based on business logic. For example, if a raw data
record is represented as a CSV file, a data cleanup rule may be applied to a field in the CSV file to normalize data in
that field. In the prior Customer/Vehicle example, the raw data record for a customer may include height information for
each customer represented in a British Imperial unit (e.g., feet and inches). A data cleanup rule can be programmed or
configured to normalize the height information into a metric unit (e.g. meters). Thus, a data cleanup rule can be used
by data cleanup system 120 to ensure that the clean data records that are generated by the data cleanup system 120
conform to the normalization standards of the data integration system 100.
[0024] In one embodiment, a data cleanup rule can be programmed or configured to join data records from multiple
data sources 110A, 110B, 110N. Data records from different data sources may be interrelated and thus can be joined.
In the Customer/Vehicle example of data source 110A representing customers and data source 110B representing
vehicles, each of the data sources 110A and 110B include information regarding a vehicle number. Thus, vehicle number
can be used to establish a relationship between customers and vehicles, which may represent, for example, a vehicle
that the customer rented from the rental car agency. Joining data sources therefore allows the data cleanup system 120
to be programmed or configured to establish relationships between data coming from different data sources 110A, 110B,
110N.
[0025] The output of data cleanup system 120 is a set of clean data records that are generated by data cleanup system
120. Clean data records represent the results of applying data cleanup rules to the raw data records that were originally
extracted from data sources 110A, 110B, 110N. In one embodiment, clean data records may be represented as a CSV
file. Clean data records are then sent to structured data generator 130.

2.2 ONTOLOGY SOURCE

[0026] Data integration system 100 includes ontology source 150 which is programmed or configured to allow a user
to view and/or modify the contents of ontology data. Ontology source may optionally be communicatively coupled to
structured data generator 130, validation system 140 and/or production system 160. In one embodiment, ontology source
150 may be accessible via a user interface at a computing device, such as a mobile device, desktop, laptop, or other
computing device. Ontology source 150 can be used to generate and/or modify ontology data.
[0027] Ontology data defines a schema to be applied to clean data records. For example, a schema may define various
characteristics of clean data records, as well as relationships among the data records. A schema may define which parts
of data records represent objects. The schema may specify object types. A schema may further define which parts of
a data records represent properties of objects. The schema may define property types. A schema may further define
which parts of data records represent links between objects. A link is a relationship between objects.
[0028] Returning to the Customer/Vehicle example, different ontologies can be used for describing the set data found
in data records for customers and vehicles. Thus, by varying the schema of the ontology data, the configuration of the
data can be varied. TABLE A provides an example of a schema for ontology data of the Customer/Vehicle example,
according to one embodiment:
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[0029] In the example of TABLE A, ontology data may indicate that each customer is represented as its own object
with a set of customer object properties. Thus, each customer object has various properties that can be determined from
the clean data records, including, but not limited to customer number, name, date of birth, address, weight, height, and
vehicle number. Likewise, ontology data may indicate that each vehicle is represented as its own object. Each vehicle
has various properties that can be determined from the clean data records, including, but not limited to vehicle number,
make, model, color, and license plate number. The ontology may specify the types for the various properties of the
customer and vehicle objects, such as string, integer, etc. Finally, ontology data may specify a link between customer
objects and vehicle objects. A link describes a relationship between two or more objects. In the above example of TABLE
A, a rented vehicle relationship may be used to create a link between a customer and the vehicle(s) that the customer
has rented. These relationships may be defined in data records that link the customer.customer_number property to the
vehicle.vehicle_number property. In another embodiment, a link may also describe optional metadata for the relationship,
such as the amount of money paid for the vehicle or the date of the rental transaction.
[0030] However, in another embodiment, different ontology data can be used for specifying a second schema for the
data objects. TABLE B provides an example of an alternative schema for ontology data of the Customer/Vehicle example,
according to one embodiment:

[0031] In this alternative embodiment of TABLE B, ontology data may indicate that each customer is represented as
its own object with a set of customer object properties, including, but not limited to customer number, name, date of
birth, address, weight and height. However, in this alternative embodiment, ontology data may indicate that vehicle data
represents additional properties of customer objects rather than establishing independent vehicle objects for vehicles.
Thus, instead of establishing link relationship between customer objects and vehicle objects, the information for vehicles
is represented as properties embedded within the customer objects themselves by joining the data for customers and
vehicles. In this case, the joining of data for customers and vehicles may be based on data records that describes rental
transactions of customers for vehicles. Thus, a user can specify different ontology data to achieve a different organization

TABLE A
 {
 customer: object (
       customer_number: int
       customer_name: string
       customer_dob: date
       customer_address: string
       customer_weight: int
       customer_height: int);
 vehicle: object (
       vehicle_number: int
       vehicle_make: string
       vehicle_model: string
       vehicle_color: string
       vehicle_license_plate_num: string);
 rented_vehicle_relationship: link (
       customer.customer_number :: vehicle.vehicle_number);
}

TABLE B
 {
 customer: object (
       customer _number: int
       customer_name: string
       customer_dob: date
       customer_address: string
       customer_weight: int
       customer_height: int
       vehicle_number: int
       vehicle_make: string
       vehicle_model: string
       vehicle_color: string
       vehicle_license_plate_num: string);
}
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of the clean data records, based on the business needs of the project.
[0032] In one embodiment, ontology data may be specified via one or more configuration files. A configuration file for
specifying ontology data may be in any markup language or data format syntax, such as extensible markup language
(XML), "YAML Ain’t Markup Language" (YAML), JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), or data definition language (DDL)
and is stored in the form of digital data in a storage device or digital memory.
[0033] In one embodiment, ontology source 150 provides ontology data to structured data generator 130, validation
system 140, and/or production system 160.
[0034] In one embodiment, ontology source 150 may receive schema modification instructions that specify one or
more modifications to existing ontology data. Such schema modification instructions may be received via a user interface.
For example, data integration personnel that is accessing data in validation data store 142 may provide schema modi-
fication instructions. Upon receiving schema modification instructions, ontology source 150 may be programmed or
configured to modify the ontology data based on the schema modification instructions and redistribute the newly modified
ontology data to structured data generator 130, validation system 140 and/or production system 160. Thus, ontology
source 150 may be used for rapid iterative development of ontology data.

2.3 STRUCTURED DATA GENERATOR

[0035] Structured data generator 130 is programmed or configured to receive clean data records from data cleanup
system 120 and ontology data from ontology source 150. Structured data generator 130 is programmed to apply the
ontology data received from ontology source 150 toe clean data records to generate structured data. Structure data is
data that has the schema of ontology data applied. Structured data generator 130 is programmed or configured to send
structured data to validation system 140 and/or production system 160.
[0036] In one embodiment, structured data generator 130 initially only sends structured data to validation system 140,
without sending structured data to production system 160. This provides users with an opportunity to view and validate
the structured data in validation system 140 prior to sending structured data to production system 160.
[0037] In one embodiment, structured data generator 130 may be programmed or configured as a script, job, or other
computing process. For example, a script may convert each row of a data record into a data object. In one embodiment,
structured data may be formatted in any markup language or data format syntax, such as extensible markup language
(XML), "YAML Ain’t Markup Language" (YAML), or JavaScript Object Notation (JSON).

2.4 VALIDATION SYSTEM

[0038] Data integration system 100 includes validation system 140 which is programmed or configured to receive
structured data. Validation system 140 is thus programmed or configured to be used as an interim staging area for
validating the format and contents of structured data before the structured data is loaded into production system 160.
[0039] Validation system 140 is programmed or configured to store structured data in validation data store 142. Val-
idation data store 142 is a secondary data store that provides limited functionality compared to a fully-featured data
store. The lightweight nature of validation data store 142 allows for data to be quickly loaded into validation data store
140 for rapid prototyping and staging of data to determine the preferred schema of ontology data. The efficiency of using
validation data store 142 makes it easy to iteratively test changes to ontology data, in order to define an optimal schema
of data integrations for the business problem being presented.
[0040] Validation data store 142 is programmed or configured to provide various features of lesser scope compared
to a more fully-featured data store that allow for rapid deployment and deletion of data in the validation data store 142.
In one embodiment, validation data store 142 is programmed or configured to prevent any edit functionality, thus, once
data is loaded into validation data store 142, it may not be edited and can only be deleted. By limiting the edit functionality
of the validation data store 142, the validation data store 142 uses less computing resources, such as processing power,
memory, and disk space, as computing resources do not need to be dedicated to supporting edit functionality, such as
handling of atomicity, consistency, isolation, or durability of a traditional database system.
[0041] In one embodiment, validation data store 142 is programmed or configured to not provide a user interface for
business users and is only accessible to data integration personnel. Thus, validation data store 142 is only accessible
to data integration personnel and is not available to business users that are attempting to browse the resulting data for
business purposes. This limits the availability of the validation data store 142 and allows the validation data store 142
to serve as a temporary staging area that will not affect business users that rely on production system 160.
[0042] In a production system 160, user access permissions can be used for customizing user account access to data
objects or groups of data objects. The user access permissions of production system 160 can control the ability of
business user accounts to interact with data objects, including view, edit, and/or delete functionality. In one embodiment,
validation data store 142 is programmed or configured such that it does not provide customized user access permissions.
Instead, validation data store 140 is firewalled away from business user accounts that are accessing production system
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160. This allows data integration personnel to access the validation data store 142, without having to implement the
overhead of traditional access permissions as is required in a production system 160.
[0043] In one embodiment, validation data store 142 does not store log data regarding transactions, edits, views,
errors, warning, or modifications to the underlying data in validation data store 142. Given that the validation data store
142 is a temporary staging area, log data can be omitted, thereby improving the efficiency of loading and deleting data
in the validation data store 142.
[0044] In one embodiment, validation data store 142 may store contents in a JSON blob. Storing contents as JSON
blobs allow for the arbitrary storage of data elements. By comparison, a relational database often requires data be stored
according to a rigid relational database schema, that does not allow for arbitrary storage of data elements. Thus, by
using JSON blobs, validation data store 142 can quickly and easily adapt to schema changes introduced by modifications
to ontology data.
[0045] In one embodiment, validation search engine 144 may asynchronously index the contents of validation data
store 142 to generate one or more search indices. This may provide improved search efficiency. For example, validation
search engine 144 can asynchronously index validation data store 142 when validation data store 142 is not experiencing
read/write accesses, or when the read/write accesses of validation data store 142 are at a low throughput load. Asyn-
chronously indexing the contents of validation data store 142 ensures that the indexing operation does not affect the
read/write performance of the validation data store 142. In one embodiment, validation search engine 144 may further
asynchronously write to validation data store 142, thereby ensuring that write requests coming from validation search
engine 144 do not compromise system performance of validation data store 142. Additionally, in one embodiment,
validation search engine 144 can be optimized to perform efficient searches of validation data store 142 without having
to persistently store data itself, as validation data store 142 ensures persistent storage of data.
[0046] In one embodiment, validation search engine 144 is optimized to perform fast searches of the contents of the
validation data store 142. For example, in one embodiment, validation search engine 144 does not store and/or verify
access permissions, thereby reducing the time needed to process search queries, which typically require ensuring a
user has appropriate access permissions to access data in validation data store 142. In one embodiment, validation
data store 144 does not need to store and/or verify access permissions because validation system 140 is only accessible
to a limited subset of data integration personnel and is thus unavailable to other users. Therefore, validation search
engine 144 can provide comparable security by firewalling the entire system away from business users, without needing
to store or track access permissions for individual business users.
[0047] In one embodiment, validation search engine 144 does not support transactions, therefore, the overhead for
transaction processing in a traditional database system are not incurred when processing database search queries.
Thus, validation search engine 144 provides improved search performance.
[0048] In one embodiment, indices generated by validation search engine 144 may be distributed across shards in a
sharded database, thereby providing improved search performance. Rebalancing indices across shards is performed
automatically and search queries are routed to the shard containing the relevant portion of a, index that is necessary to
service the query. By distributing indices across shards, validation search engine 144 can balance the load required by
indexing and performing search functions against validation data store 142, thereby improving search performance.
[0049] In another embodiment, validation data store 142 may index its own contents without the use of a validation
search engine 144.
[0050] In one embodiment, validation data store 142 may be organized into tables, such as in a relational database
system. For example, each object type in the ontology data may be stored as a table in the validation data store 142.
In the Customer/Vehicle example according to TABLE A, one table may be used for representing customer objects, and
another table may be used for representing vehicle objects. Furthermore, each property of an object in the ontology data
may be stored in the respective object table as a field of a column. Thus, in the Customer/Vehicle example according
to TABLE A, the customer object table will include fields for customer number, name, date of birth, address, weight, and
weight; and the vehicle object table will include fields for vehicle number, make, model, color, and license plate number.
In one embodiment, validation data store 142 may further include a table for links, wherein each entry in the links table
represents a linked relationship between two particular objects.
[0051] In one embodiment, a validation data store 142 may further include a table that describes integrations included
in the validation data store 142. For example, an integration may describe the objects, links, data sources, and/or access
permissions for a given set of structured data added to validation store. Over time, as additional structured data is added,
the integrations table may be used a source of truth to describe the provenance and organization of data.
[0052] In one embodiment, a data integration personnel can access the contents of a validation data store 142, including
objects, properties, links, and/or integrations. In one embodiment, the contents of validation data store 142 are accessible
via a user interface, such as a web portal, application, or command line interface. Thus, data integration personnel can
use validation data store 142 to view the effects of particular choices in schema definition for the ontology data to
determine the optimal configuration of relationships of data for the business need. If the data integration personnel is
not satisfied with the data in validation data store 142, they may delete the relevant tables of validation data store 142,
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modify the ontology data, and reimport new structured data for validation data store 142. This allows data integration
personnel to quickly and efficiently iterate to find an optimal configuration of the ontology data. Once they have validated
a configuration of the ontology data, the structured data may be loaded into production system 160 for live use.
[0053] In one embodiment, ontology data is not provided to validation system 140. Instead, validation system 140 may
approximate a schema for the structured data. For example, assume that structured data provided to validation system
140 includes a first field that contains alphanumeric characters, and a second field that contains numeric characters.
Validation system 140 may be programmed or configured to approximate a schema for the supplied structured data by
inferring that the first field is a first property with a string type and the second field is a property with an integer type. This
approximation is based approximation heuristics applied to the structure or content of structured data. In one embodiment,
the approximated schema may be viewable by data integration personnel, who can either verify the accuracy of the
approximation or indicate that the approximation is invalid and should not be applied. By providing an approximation of
a schema for the structured data, the validation system 140 assists data integration personnel with integrating data from
multiple data sources, while still allowing data integration personnel to revoke the approximation if it is incorrect.
[0054] In one embodiment, when ontology data is not provided to validation system 140, a generic ontology is used.
A generic ontology is an ontology in which every object is a generic entity object and every property can be a generic
description property. For example, generic description properties may be represented as strings. Thus, a generic ontology
allows for data integration personnel to quickly and easily build an ontology from scratch, starting with a generic ontology.

2.5 PRODUCTION SYSTEM

[0055] Production system 160 is a final live version of a data integration environment. Structured data and ontology
data can be loaded into a data store in production system 160 once the data integrations have been validated using
validation system 140. Since production system 160 stores live data that is used by business end users, the data store
associated with production system 160 (not depicted) is necessarily more heavy-weight than validation data store 142.
Specifically, the data store associated with production system 160 typically provides edit functionality, user access
permissions, is user-facing, tracks historical and log entries, and is synchronously indexed. Furthermore, production
system 160 likely contains large amounts of data from previous data integration imports. Thus, production system 160
is less nimble at iterative changes to ontology data and is more fragile. In fact, revised changes to ontology data after
structured data is loaded into production system 160 may introduce performance issues and/or data integrity issues with
live data being used by end users. In some instances, it may be difficult or impossible to remove ontology types from a
production system after introducing them to a production system. Thus, it is preferable to make any modifications to
ontology data while working with validation system 130 to prevent errors.

3.0 EXAMPLE PROCESS AND ALGORITHM

[0056] FIG. 2 illustrates a flow diagram of an example process 200 for performing data integration, according to one
embodiment.
[0057] FIG. 2 is intended to disclose an algorithm or functional description that may be used as a basis of writing
computer programs to implement the functions that are described herein and which cause a computer to operate in the
new manner that is disclosed herein. Further, FIG. 2 is provided to communicate such an algorithm at the same level
of detail that is normally used, by persons of skill in the art to which this disclosure is directed, to communicate among
themselves about plans, designs, specifications and algorithms for other computer programs of a similar level of com-
plexity.
[0058] Process 200 begins at step 210. In step 210, data cleanup system 120 is programmed or configured to extract
raw data records from one or more data sources 110A, 110B, 110N. Data sources 110A, 110B, 110N may include data
stored in different data formats and styles. Raw data records can be in any format, such as CSV file. Extraction may
comprise reading records and selecting portions of records, or a subset of fields, or parsing CSV coding or other encoding
to separate data fields and organize them in memory. The process 200 may then proceed to step 220.
[0059] In step 220, data cleanup system 120 is programmed or configured to apply one or more data cleanup rules
to the raw data records extracted in step 210. Data cleanup rules may include any rule for modification of data in a raw
data record. For example, data cleanup rules may include dropping or removing columns of data that are not necessary,
normalizing values, and/or joining data from multiple data sources 110A, 110B, 110N. Data cleanup system 120 thus
generates clean data records, which are then sent to structured data generator 130. Clean data records can be in any
format, such as CSV. The process 200 may then proceed to step 230.
[0060] In step 230, structured data generator 130 is programmed or configured to receive ontology data from ontology
source 150. Receiving ontology data may comprise reading a configuration file, calling a method that returns the ontology
as a structured data item, or other techniques. In one embodiment, ontology data may be provided to ontology source
150 via a user interface connected to ontology source 150. The process 200 may then proceed to step 240.
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[0061] In step 240, structured data generator 130 is programmed or configured to apply the ontology data received
in step 230 to the clean data records generated in step 220. Thus, structured data generator 130 is programmed or
configured to generate structured data that conforms to the ontology data. For example, structured data generator 130
may be programmed to match names of columns or fields in the clean data records to object names and attribute names
represented in the ontology and then to generate a digital memory representation of the clean data records that conforms
to the ontology. Structured data may be formatted in any data format, such as a markup language (e.g., XML) or a JSON
blob. The process 200 may then proceed to step 250.
[0062] In step 250, the structured data generated in step 240 is loaded into a validation data store 142. Validation data
store 142 provides less functionality than a data store associated with production system 160. For example, in certain
embodiments, validation data store 142 does not provide edit functionality, user access permissions, is not end-user
facing, does store log data, and/or does not index data. Thus, loading of data into validation data store 142 occurs faster
than loading data into production system 160. Furthermore, production system 160 may include a significant amount of
legacy data that increased processing overhead of loading data, thus, validation data store 142 is more efficient than
production system 160. The process 200 may then proceed to step 260.
[0063] In step 260, the data integration system 100 determines whether there is an error with the existing format of
data in the validation store 142 or not. Various forms of checking, comparison and error testing may be performed to
determine if applying the ontology to the clean data records resulted in a successful data integration or an error. In one
embodiment, information about the validity or approval of an attempted data integration may be received via user input
from one or more data integration personnel who are viewing a graphical view of the data integration in data validation
store 142 using a computer display device. Input may indicate validation and/or sign-off to approve the data integration,
or negative feedback indicating an error. In one embodiment, approval may be denied automatically by the validation
system 140 if the validation system 140 detects one or more exceptions, warnings, or errors with the format of the data
stored in validation data store 142. If no error is detected in the data validation store 142, the process 200 may proceed
to step 292. If an error is detected in the data validation store 142, the process 200 may proceed to step 270.
[0064] In step 270, the validation data store 142 has validation errors or other issues. For example, data integration
personnel may have noticed errors in the data, failure of a column or field type in the clean data to match any part of
the ontology, matching or mapping to the wrong object or attribute of the ontology, or otherwise that the structure or
schema of the data stored in validation data store 142 is not optimal for the business needs. Thus, in step 270, ontology
source 150 is programmed or configured to receive schema modification instructions. Schema modification instructions
are received computing device and may represent either modifications to the existing ontology data or a new set of
ontology data altogether. The process 200 may then proceed to step 280.
[0065] In step 280, the ontology source 150 is programmed or configured to use the schema modification instructions
to modify the ontology data and send the updated ontology data to structured data generator 130 and/or validation
system 140. Schema modification instructions can be specified via any syntax for modifying the schema of a data store,
including, but not limited to a markup language, DDL, JSON, or similar syntax. In one embodiment, the ontology source
150 may use the schema modification instructions to generate a new set of ontology data to send to structured data
generator 130 and/or validation system 140. The process 200 may then proceed to step 290.
[0066] In step 290, some or all of the data in validation data store 142 is deleted or dropped. The data in validation
data store 142 may be quickly and easily deleted because the data validation store is lightweight and is not a live
production environment. In another embodiment, the data cleanup rules may need to be modified to generate a revised
set of clean data records. Each data integration being validated in validation system 140 may be segregated into separate
database tables, thereby allowing those specific database tables to be deleted and rebuilt. Thus, by deleting one or
more tables in validation data store 142, the contents of the validation data store 142 may be rebuilt using updated
ontology data to test another schema. The process 200 may then proceed to step 230 to receive the new modified
ontology data repeat the validation across steps 240, 250, and 260 using the new modified ontology data.
[0067] In step 292, the data integration system 100 has determined that the data in validation data store 142 is valid
and that the ontology data is approved by the data integration personnel. Thus, data integration system 100 may load
the structured data from structured data generator 130 and the ontology data from ontology source 150 for loading into
the data store associated with production system 160. This will cause the structured data to be fully integrated into the
production system 160 for use by business users. The process 200 may then end.

4.0 IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS - HARDWARE OVERVIEW

[0068] Referring now to FIG. 3, it is a block diagram that illustrates a computing device 300 in which the example
embodiment(s) of the present invention may be embodied. Computing device 300 and its components, including their
connections, relationships, and functions, is meant to be exemplary only, and not meant to limit implementations of the
example embodiment(s). Other computing devices suitable for implementing the example embodiment(s) may have
different components, including components with different connections, relationships, and functions.
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[0069] Computing device 300 may include a bus 302 or other communication mechanism for addressing main memory
306 and for transferring data between and among the various components of device 300.
[0070] Computing device 300 may also include one or more hardware processors 304 coupled with bus 302 for
processing information. A hardware processor 304 may be a general purpose microprocessor, a system on a chip (SoC),
or other processor.
[0071] Main memory 306, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic storage device, also may be
coupled to bus 302 for storing information and software instructions to be executed by processor(s) 304. Main memory
306 also may be used for storing temporary variables or other intermediate information during execution of software
instructions to be executed by processor(s) 304.
[0072] Software instructions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor(s) 304, render computing device
300 into a special-purpose computing device that is customized to perform the operations specified in the software
instructions. The terms "software", "software instructions", "computer program", "computer-executable instructions", and
"processor-executable instructions" are to be broadly construed to cover any machine-readable information, whether or
not human-readable, for instructing a computing device to perform specific operations, and including, but not limited to,
application software, desktop applications, scripts, binaries, operating systems, device drivers, boot loaders, shells,
utilities, system software, JAVASCRIPT, web pages, web applications, plugins, embedded software, microcode, com-
pilers, debuggers, interpreters, virtual machines, linkers, and text editors.
[0073] Computing device 300 also may include read only memory (ROM) 308 or other static storage device coupled
to bus 302 for storing static information and software instructions for processor(s) 304.
[0074] One or more mass storage devices 310 may be coupled to bus 302 for persistently storing information and
software instructions on fixed or removable media, such as magnetic, optical, solid-state, magnetic-optical, flash memory,
or any other available mass storage technology. The mass storage may be shared on a network, or it may be dedicated
mass storage. Typically, at least one of the mass storage devices 310 (e.g., the main hard disk for the device) stores a
body of program and data for directing operation of the computing device, including an operating system, user application
programs, driver and other support files, as well as other data files of all sorts.
[0075] Computing device 300 may be coupled via bus 302 to display 312, such as a liquid crystal display (LCD) or
other electronic visual display, for displaying information to a computer user. In some configurations, a touch sensitive
surface incorporating touch detection technology (e.g., resistive, capacitive, etc.) may be overlaid on display 312 to form
a touch sensitive display for communicating touch gesture (e.g., finger or stylus) input to processor(s) 304.
[0076] An input device 314, including alphanumeric and other keys, may be coupled to bus 302 for communicating
information and command selections to processor 304. In addition to or instead of alphanumeric and other keys, input
device 314 may include one or more physical buttons or switches such as, for example, a power (on/off) button, a "home"
button, volume control buttons, or the like.
[0077] Another type of user input device may be a cursor control 316, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction
keys for communicating direction information and command selections to processor 304 and for controlling cursor
movement on display 312. This input device typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., x) and
a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane.
[0078] While in some configurations, such as the configuration depicted in FIG. 3, one or more of display 312, input
device 314, and cursor control 316 are external components (i.e., peripheral devices) of computing device 300, some
or all of display 312, input device 314, and cursor control 316 are integrated as part of the form factor of computing
device 300 in other configurations.
[0079] Functions of the disclosed systems, methods, and modules may be performed by computing device 300 in
response to processor(s) 304 executing one or more programs of software instructions contained in main memory 306.
Such software instructions may be read into main memory 306 from another storage medium, such as storage device(s)
310. Execution of the software instructions contained in main memory 306 cause processor(s) 304 to perform the
functions of the example embodiment(s).
[0080] While functions and operations of the example embodiment(s) may be implemented entirely with software
instructions, hard-wired or programmable circuitry of computing device 300 (e.g., an ASIC, a FPGA, or the like) may be
used in other embodiments in place of or in combination with software instructions to perform the functions, according
to the requirements of the particular implementation at hand.
[0081] The term "storage media" as used herein refers to any non-transitory media that store data and/or software
instructions that cause a computing device to operate in a specific fashion. Such storage media may comprise non-
volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, non-volatile random access memory
(NVRAM), flash memory, optical disks, magnetic disks, or solid-state drives, such as storage device 310. Volatile media
includes dynamic memory, such as main memory 306. Common forms of storage media include, for example, a floppy
disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid-state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM,
any other optical data storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a
FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, flash memory, any other memory chip or cartridge.
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[0082] Storage media is distinct from but may be used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission media
participates in transferring information between storage media. For example, transmission media includes coaxial cables,
copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that comprise bus 302. Transmission media can also take the form of
acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications.
[0083] Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more software instructions
to processor(s) 304 for execution. For example, the software instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or
solid-state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer can load the software instructions into its dynamic memory
and send the software instructions over a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computing device 300 can
receive the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-
red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus 302.
Bus 302 carries the data to main memory 306, from which processor(s) 304 retrieves and executes the software instruc-
tions. The software instructions received by main memory 306 may optionally be stored on storage device(s) 310 either
before or after execution by processor(s) 304.
[0084] Computing device 300 also may include one or more communication interface(s) 318 coupled to bus 302. A
communication interface 318 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a wired or wireless network link 320
that is connected to a local network 322 (e.g., Ethernet network, Wireless Local Area Network, cellular phone network,
Bluetooth wireless network, or the like). Communication interface 318 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic,
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing various types of information. For example, communication
interface 318 may be a wired network interface card, a wireless network interface card with an integrated radio antenna,
or a modem (e.g., ISDN, DSL, or cable modem).
[0085] Network link(s) 320 typically provide data communication through one or more networks to other data devices.
For example, a network link 320 may provide a connection through a local network 322 to a host computer 324 or to
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 326. ISP 326 in turn provides data communication
services through the world wide packet data communication network now commonly referred to as the "Internet" 328.
Local network(s) 322 and Internet 328 use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams.
The signals through the various networks and the signals on network link(s) 320 and through communication interface(s)
318, which carry the digital data to and from computing device 300, are example forms of transmission media.
[0086] Computing device 300 can send messages and receive data, including program code, through the network(s),
network link(s) 320 and communication interface(s) 318. In the Internet example, a server 330 might transmit a requested
code for an application program through Internet 328, ISP 326, local network(s) 322 and communication interface(s) 318.
[0087] The received code may be executed by processor 304 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 310,
or other non-volatile storage for later execution.

5.0 IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS - SOFTWARE OVERVIEW

[0088] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a software system 400 that may be employed for controlling the operation of
computing device 300. Software system 400 and its components, including their connections, relationships, and functions,
is meant to be exemplary only, and not meant to limit implementations of the example embodiment(s). Other software
systems suitable for implementing the example embodiment(s) may have different components, including components
with different connections, relationships, and functions.
[0089] Software system 400 is provided for directing the operation of computing device 300. Software system 400,
which may be stored in system memory (RAM) 306 and on fixed storage (e.g., hard disk or flash memory) 310, includes
a kernel or operating system (OS) 410.
[0090] The OS 410 manages low-level aspects of computer operation, including managing execution of processes,
memory allocation, file input and output (I/O), and device I/O. One or more application programs, represented as 402A,
402B, 402C ... 402N, may be "loaded" (e.g., transferred from fixed storage 310 into memory 306) for execution by the
system 400. The applications or other software intended for use on device 400 may also be stored as a set of downloadable
computer-executable instructions, for example, for downloading and installation from an Internet location (e.g., a Web
server, an app store, or other online service).
[0091] Software system 400 includes a graphical user interface (GUI) 415, for receiving user commands and data in
a graphical (e.g., "point-and-click" or "touch gesture") fashion. These inputs, in turn, may be acted upon by the system
400 in accordance with instructions from operating system 410 and/or application(s) 402. The GUI 415 also serves to
display the results of operation from the OS 410 and application(s) 402, whereupon the user may supply additional
inputs or terminate the session (e.g., log off).
[0092] OS 410 can execute directly on the bare hardware 420 (e.g., processor(s) 304) of device 300. Alternatively, a
hypervisor or virtual machine monitor (VMM) 430 may be interposed between the bare hardware 420 and the OS 410.
In this configuration, VMM 430 acts as a software "cushion" or virtualization layer between the OS 410 and the bare
hardware 420 of the device 300.
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[0093] VMM 430 instantiates and runs one or more virtual machine instances ("guest machines"). Each guest machine
comprises a "guest" operating system, such as OS 410, and one or more applications, such as application(s) 402,
designed to execute on the guest operating system. The VMM 430 presents the guest operating systems with a virtual
operating platform and manages the execution of the guest operating systems.
[0094] In some instances, the VMM 430 may allow a guest operating system to run as if it is running on the bare
hardware 420 of device 300 directly. In these instances, the same version of the guest operating system configured to
execute on the bare hardware 420 directly may also execute on VMM 430 without modification or reconfiguration. In
other words, VMM 430 may provide full hardware and CPU virtualization to a guest operating system in some instances.
[0095] In other instances, a guest operating system may be specially designed or configured to execute on VMM 430
for efficiency. In these instances, the guest operating system is "aware" that it executes on a virtual machine monitor.
In other words, VMM 430 may provide para-virtualization to a guest operating system in some instances.
[0096] The above-described computer hardware and software is presented for purpose of illustrating the underlying
computer components that may be employed for implementing the example embodiment(s). The example embodi-
ment(s), however, are not necessarily limited to any particular computing environment or computing device configuration.
Instead, the example embodiment(s) may be implemented in any type of system architecture or processing environment
that one skilled in the art, in light of this disclosure, would understand as capable of supporting the features and functions
of the example embodiment(s) presented herein.

6.0 OTHER ASPECTS OF DISCLSOURE

[0097] Although some of the figures described in the foregoing specification include flow diagrams with steps that are
shown in an order, the steps may be performed in any order, and are not limited to the order shown in those flowcharts.
Additionally, some steps may be optional, may be performed multiple times, and/or may be performed by different
components. All steps, operations and functions of a flow diagram that are described herein are intended to indicate
operations that are performed using programming in a special-purpose computer or general-purpose computer, in various
embodiments. In other words, each flow diagram in this disclosure, in combination with the related text herein, is a guide,
plan or specification of all or part of an algorithm for programming a computer to execute the functions that are described.
The level of skill in the field associated with this disclosure is known to be high, and therefore the flow diagrams and
related text in this disclosure have been prepared to convey information at a level of sufficiency and detail that is normally
expected in the field when skilled persons communicate among themselves with respect to programs, algorithms and
their implementation.
[0098] In the foregoing specification, the example embodiment(s) of the present invention have been described with
reference to numerous specific details. However, the details may vary from implementation to implementation according
to the requirements of the particular implement at hand. The example embodiment(s) are, accordingly, to be regarded
in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense.

Claims

1. A method, comprising:

storing a first set of data using a first system, wherein the first system comprises a schema that describes objects
and properties in the first set of data;
causing to be displayed, at a client computing device, the first set of data based on the schema;
receiving schema modification instructions, and in response to receiving the schema modification instructions:

modifying the schema based on the schema modification instructions;
causing to be displayed, at the client computing device, the first set of data based on the schema after
modifying the schema;

wherein the method is performed using one or more processors.

2. The method of Claim 1, further comprising:

extracting a second set of data from one or more data sources; and
applying a data modification rule to the second set of data to generate, at least in part, the first set of data.

3. The method of Claim 2, wherein the data modification rule comprises a rule for removing a field from the second
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set of data.

4. The method of Claim 2 or Claim 3, wherein the data modification rule comprises a rule for normalizing a value for
a field from the second set of data.

5. The method of any of Claims 2-4, wherein the data modification rule comprises a rule for joining the second set of
data with a third set of data.

6. The method of any of Claims 2-5, wherein the second set of data is a file of comma separated values.

7. The method of any of Claims 1-6, wherein the first set of data is a set of data in a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
format.

8. The method of any of Claims 1-7, further comprising:

in response to receiving schema approval input, causing the first set of data and the schema to be transmitted
to a second system for processing.

9. A method comprising:

receiving a first set of data, wherein the first set of data comprises a plurality of data fields;
analyzing a particular data field of the plurality of data fields to determine a particular property type of the data field;
using the particular property type, at least in part, to generate a database schema;
storing the first set of data in a secondary data store using the database schema;
wherein the method is performed using one or more processors.

10. The method of Claim 9, further comprising:

indexing the secondary data store asynchronously.

11. The method of Claim 9 or Claim 10, wherein the first set of data is formatted in a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON)
format.

12. The method of any of Claims 9-11, wherein the secondary data store does not store logging data.

13. One or more transitory or non-transitory computer-readable media storing one or more programs which, when
executed by one or more processors, cause performance of a method as recited in any one of Claims 1-12.

14. A system, comprising:

one or more processors;
one or more storage media storing one or more programs which, when executed by the one or more processors,
cause performance of a method as recited in any one of Claims 1-8.

15. A system, comprising:

one or more processors;
one or more storage media storing one or more programs which, when executed by the one or more processors,
cause performance of a method as recited in any one of Claims 9-12.
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(54) MACHINE FAULT MODELLING

(57) A method of determining a fault probability for a
first machine, wherein the method comprises:
accessing a plurality of sensor logs corresponding to a
first machine, each sensor log spanning at least a first
period;
accessing first computer readable logs corresponding to
the first machine, each computer readable log spanning
at least the first period, the computer readable logs com-
prising a maintenance log comprising a plurality of main-
tenance task objects, each maintenance task object com-
prising a time and a maintenance task type;
determining a set of statistical metrics derived from the
sensor logs;
determining a set of log metrics derived from the com-
puter readable logs; and
determining, using a risk model that receives the statis-
tical metrics and log metrics as inputs, fault probabilities
or risk scores indicative of one or more fault types occur-
ring in the first machine within a second period.
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Description

Field of the disclosure

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a method and
systems for modelling the fault probability of machinery.
The present disclosure also relates to preventing faults
from developing in machinery.

Background

[0002] Machines are increasingly being fitted with sen-
sors to record and control the functions of the machine
and subsystems of the machine. For example, a diesel
engine for construction machinery such as, for example,
a bulldozer, digger and so forth may include sensors
which measure, amongst other variables, injected fuel
pressure, mass-flow of air into the engine, engine tem-
perature, oxygen concentration in the outlet gases and
so forth, to allow precise adjustments of the fuel/air mix.
Similarly, a ship typically includes hundreds, thousands
or tens of thousands of sensors measuring parameters
such as speed, fuel temperature, stresses in the propeller
shafts and so forth. Many ships are powered by marine
diesel engines, liquefied natural gas (LNG) engines or
combi-fuel engines which may be powered using diesel
or LNG. Some ships may include gas-turbine engines.
Regardless of the particular type of engine, ship engines
similarly include large numbers of sensors for operation-
al, monitoring and diagnostic purposes.
[0003] Often, sensors fitted to machines are linked to
local electronic processors which control a local process
and/or provide a warning or fault message when a phys-
ical parameter measured by a sensor moves outside of
a predefined range. Such controls and monitoring are
based on a local view or on assumptions about the be-
haviour of a subsystem and interrelated sub-systems of
a machine.

Summary

[0004] According to a first aspect of this specification,
there is provided a method of determining a fault proba-
bility for a first machine. The method is performed using
one or more processors or special-purpose computing
hardware. The method includes accessing a plurality of
sensor logs corresponding to a first machine, each sen-
sor log spanning at least a first period. The method also
includes accessing first computer readable logs corre-
sponding to the first machine, each computer readable
log spanning at least the first period. The computer read-
able logs include a maintenance log including a plurality
of maintenance task objects, each maintenance task ob-
ject including a time and a maintenance task type. The
method also includes determining a set of statistical met-
rics derived from the sensor logs. The method also in-
cludes determining a set of log metrics derived from the
computer readable logs. The method also includes de-

termining, using a risk model that receives the statistical
metrics and log metrics as inputs, fault probabilities or
risk scores indicative of one or more fault types occurring
in the first machine within a second period.
[0005] The computer readable logs for each machine
may also include a message log which includes a plurality
of message objects, each message object including a
time and a message type.
[0006] The computer readable logs for each machine
may also include a fault log which includes a plurality of
fault objects, each fault object including a time, a duration
and a fault type.
[0007] The risk model may be a machine learning mod-
el configured to receive the statistical metrics and log
metrics as inputs, and to output fault probabilities corre-
sponding to one or more fault types occurring in the first
machine within a second period.
[0008] The machine learning model may be a random
forest model. The machine learning model may be a ker-
nel random forest. The machine learning model may be
an artificial neural network. The machine learning model
may be a Bayesian network. The machine learning model
may be a hidden Markov model.
[0009] The risk model may be a weighted average
model including one or more fault criteria groups, each
fault criteria group corresponding to a fault type. Each
fault criteria group may include a plurality of statistical
criteria and/or a plurality of log criteria, and a set of weight-
ing values, each weighting value corresponding to a sta-
tistical criterion or a log criterion. Determining risk scores
may include, for each fault criteria group, determining,
based on the statistical metrics, whether one or more
statistical criteria are satisfied, determining, based on the
log criteria, whether one or more log criteria are satisfied
and, in dependence upon at least one statistical criterion
or at least one log criterion are satisfied, calculating a
risk score for the fault criteria group by summing the
weighting values corresponding to each satisfied criteri-
on.
[0010] Each weighting value may be a fault probability
value and each risk score may take the form of an overall
probability of the corresponding fault type. Each weight-
ing value may be an importance metric. An importance
metrics associated with a criterion may be based on the
relative importance of a machine, sub-system or group
of sub-systems associated with the criterion.
[0011] The method may also include accessing a plu-
rality of second computer readable logs corresponding
to one or more second machines which are the same as
the first machine. The computer readable logs for each
second machine may include a maintenance log which
includes a plurality of maintenance task objects, each
maintenance task object including a time and a mainte-
nance task type. The computer readable logs for each
second machine may include a fault log which includes
a plurality of fault objects, each fault object including a
time, a duration and a fault type. The method may also
include determining a fault metric for each fault type

1 2 
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based on the fault probabilities. The method may also
include determining a priority fault type based on the fault
metric. The method may also include analysing the main-
tenance logs and fault logs belonging to the plurality of
second computer readable logs to correlate the priority
fault type with a priority maintenance task. The method
may also include outputting the priority maintenance
task.
[0012] The priority maintenance task may be a main-
tenance task which is most frequently carried out in re-
sponse to occurrence of the priority fault type.
[0013] The second computer readable logs may also
include, for each second machine a message log includ-
ing a plurality of message objects, each message object
comprising a time and a message type.
[0014] The fault metric for each fault type may be a
product of a fault probability for that fault type and an
average duration for that fault type determined based on
the second computer readable logs.
[0015] The method may also include determining,
based on the priority maintenance task type, a change
in the probabilities for each fault type which would result
if the priority maintenance task was subsequently per-
formed.
[0016] The method may also include processing one
or more sensor logs using a dynamic time-warping tech-
nique to obtain corresponding warped sensor logs, and
wherein one or more statistical metrics may be deter-
mined from the warped sensor logs.
[0017] According to a second aspect of the present
specification there is provided a method of generating a
machine learning model for use in the method of deter-
mining a fault probability for a first machine. The method
is performed using one or more processors or special-
purpose computing hardware. The method includes ac-
cessing a plurality of sensor logs corresponding to one
or more machines. The method also includes accessing
computer readable logs corresponding to the one or more
machines. The computer readable logs for each machine
include a maintenance log which includes a plurality of
machine maintenance task objects, each maintenance
task object including a time and a machine maintenance
task type. The computer readable logs for each machine
also include a fault log which includes a plurality of ma-
chine fault objects, each machine fault object including
a time, a duration and a fault type. The method also in-
cludes determining a set of statistical metrics derived
from the sensor logs. The method also includes deter-
mining a set of log metrics derived from the maintenance
log or logs. The method also includes preparing a training
set comprising the statistical metrics, log metrics and fault
logs. The method also includes generating a machine
learning model derived from the training set, wherein the
machine learning model is configured to determine,
based on statistical metrics and log metrics correspond-
ing to a machine and spanning a first period, a probability
of each fault type occurring for that machine during a
second period.

[0018] The machine learning model may be a random
forest model. The machine learning model may be a ker-
nel random forest. The machine learning model may be
an artificial neural network. The machine learning model
may be a Bayesian network. The machine learning model
may be a hidden Markov model.
[0019] The computer readable logs for each machine
may also include a message log comprising a plurality
of message objects, each message object comprising a
time and a message type. The training set may also in-
clude a set of log metrics determined derived from the
message log or logs.
[0020] One or more sensor logs may be processed us-
ing a dynamic time-warping technique to obtain corre-
sponding warped sensor logs, and one or more statistical
metrics may be determined from the warped sensor logs.
[0021] According to a third aspect of the present spec-
ification there is provided a method of generating a
weighted average model for use in the method of deter-
mining a fault probability for a first machine. The method
is performed using one or more processors or special-
purpose computing hardware. The method includes ac-
cessing a plurality of sensor logs corresponding to one
or more machines. The method also includes accessing
computer readable logs corresponding to the one or more
machines. The computer readable logs for each machine
include a maintenance log which includes a plurality of
machine maintenance task objects, each maintenance
task object including a time and a machine maintenance
task type. The computer readable logs for each machine
also include a fault log which includes a plurality of ma-
chine fault objects, each machine fault object including
a time, a duration and a fault type. The method also in-
cludes determining a set of statistical metrics derived
from the sensor logs. The method also includes deter-
mining a set of log metrics derived from the maintenance
log or logs. The method also includes preparing a training
set which includes the statistical metrics, log metrics and
fault logs. The method also includes generating weight-
ing values for one or more fault criteria groups, each fault
criteria group corresponding to a fault type and including
a plurality of statistical criteria and/or a plurality of log
criteria. Generating weighting values for a fault criteria
group includes, for each corresponding statistical crite-
rion and/or each log criterion, determining, based on the
statistical metrics or log metrics, a first number of occa-
sions for which the criterion was satisfied, determining,
based on the fault log and the statistical metrics or log
metrics, a second number of occasions for which the cri-
terion was satisfied and the corresponding fault type oc-
curred within a period following satisfaction of the crite-
rion, and calculating the weighting value for the criterion
by dividing the second number by the first number.
[0022] According to a fourth aspect of the present
specification there is provided a computer program, op-
tionally stored on a non-transitory computer readable me-
dium program which, when executed by one or more
processors of a data processing apparatus, causes the
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data processing apparatus to carry out a method accord-
ing to any preceding claim.
[0023] According to a fifth aspect of the present spec-
ification, there is provided apparatus configured to carry
out the methods according to the preceding aspects, the
apparatus including one or more processors or special-
purpose computing hardware.
[0024] According to a sixth aspect of the present spec-
ification there is provided apparatus for determining a
fault probability for a first machine. The apparatus in-
cludes one or more processors or special-purpose com-
puting hardware configured to access a plurality of sen-
sor logs corresponding to a first machine, each sensor
log spanning at least a first period, and to access first
computer readable logs corresponding to the first ma-
chine, each computer readable log spanning at least the
first period. The computer readable logs include a main-
tenance log which includes a plurality of maintenance
task objects, each maintenance task object including a
time and a maintenance task type. The apparatus also
includes a statistical metric determining module config-
ured to determine a set of statistical metrics derived from
the sensor logs. The apparatus also includes a log metric
determining module configured to determine a set of log
metrics derived from the computer readable logs. The
apparatus also includes a risk modelling module config-
ured to determine, using a risk model that receives the
statistical metrics and log metrics as inputs, fault proba-
bilities or risk scores indicative of one or more fault types
occurring in the first machine within a second period.
[0025] The risk model may be a machine learning mod-
el configured to receive the statistical metrics and log
metrics as inputs, and to output fault probabilities corre-
sponding to one or more fault types occurring in the first
machine within a second period.
[0026] The machine learning model may be a random
forest model. The machine learning model may be a ker-
nel random forest. The machine learning model may be
an artificial neural network. The machine learning model
may be a Bayesian network. The machine learning model
may be a hidden Markov model.
[0027] The risk model may be a weighted average
model including one or more fault criteria groups, each
fault criteria group corresponding to a fault type. Each
fault criteria group may include a plurality of statistical
criteria and/or a plurality of log criteria, and a set of weight-
ing values, each weighting value corresponding to a sta-
tistical criterion or a log criterion. Determining risk scores
may include, for each fault criteria group, determining,
based on the statistical metrics, whether one or more
statistical criteria are satisfied, determining, based on the
log criteria, whether one or more log criteria are satisfied,
and in dependence upon at least one statistical criterion
or at least one log criterion are satisfied, calculating a
risk score for the fault criteria group by summing the
weighting values corresponding to each satisfied criteri-
on.
[0028] Each weighting value may be a fault probability

value and each risk score may take the form of an overall
probability of the corresponding fault type. Each weight-
ing value may be an importance metric. An importance
metrics associated with a criterion may be based on the
relative importance of a machine, sub-system or group
of sub-systems associated with the criterion.
[0029] The apparatus may also be configured to ac-
cess a plurality of second computer readable logs corre-
sponding to one or more second machines which are the
same as the first machine. The computer readable logs
for each second machine may include a maintenance log
which includes a plurality of maintenance task objects,
each maintenance task object including a time and a
maintenance task type. The computer readable logs for
each second machine may also include a fault log which
includes a plurality of fault objects, each fault object in-
cluding a time, a duration and a fault type. The apparatus
may also include a maintenance task determining mod-
ule configured to determine a fault metric for each fault
type based on the fault probabilities and to determine a
priority fault type based on the fault metric. The apparatus
may also include a fault maintenance correlation module
configured to analyse the maintenance logs and fault logs
belonging to the plurality of second computer readable
logs to correlate the priority fault type with a priority main-
tenance task. The maintenance task determining module
may also be configured to output the priority maintenance
task.
[0030] According to a seventh aspect of the present
specification, there is provided apparatus for generating
a machine learning model for use in the apparatus for
determining a fault probability for a first machine. The
apparatus includes one or more processors or special-
purpose computing hardware configured to access a plu-
rality of sensor logs corresponding to one or more ma-
chines, and to access computer readable logs corre-
sponding to the one or more machines. The computer
readable logs for each machine include a maintenance
log which includes a plurality of machine maintenance
task objects, each maintenance task object including a
time and a machine maintenance task type. The compu-
ter readable logs for each machine also include a fault
log which includes a plurality of machine fault objects,
each machine fault object including a time, a duration
and a fault type. The apparatus also includes a statistical
metric determining module configured to determine a set
of statistical metrics derived from the sensor logs. The
apparatus also includes a log metric determining module
configured to determine a set of log metrics derived from
the maintenance log or logs. The apparatus also includes
a training set formatting module configured to prepare a
training set which includes the statistical metrics, log met-
rics and fault logs. The apparatus also includes a risk
modelling module configured to generate a machine
learning model derived from the training set, wherein the
machine learning model is configured to determine,
based on statistical metrics and log metrics correspond-
ing to a machine and spanning a first period, a probability
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of each fault type occurring for that machine during a
second period.
[0031] The machine learning model may be a random
forest model. The machine learning model may be a ker-
nel random forest. The machine learning model may be
an artificial neural network. The machine learning model
may be a Bayesian network. The machine learning model
may be a hidden Markov model.
[0032] According to an eighth aspect of the present
specification there is provided apparatus for generating
a weighted average model for use in the apparatus for
determining a fault probability for a first machine. The
apparatus includes one or more processors or special-
purpose computing hardware configured to access a plu-
rality of sensor logs corresponding to one or more ma-
chines and to access computer readable logs corre-
sponding to the one or more machines. The computer
readable logs for each machine include a maintenance
log which includes a plurality of machine maintenance
task objects, each maintenance task object including a
time and a machine maintenance task type. The compu-
ter readable logs for each machine also include a fault
log which includes a plurality of machine fault objects,
each machine fault object including a time, a duration
and a fault type. The apparatus also includes a statistical
metric determining module configured to determine a set
of statistical metrics derived from the sensor logs. The
apparatus also includes a log metric determining module
configured to determine a set of log metrics derived from
the maintenance log or logs. The apparatus also includes
a training set formatting module configured to prepare a
training set which includes the statistical metrics, log met-
rics and fault logs. The apparatus also includes a risk
modelling module configured to generate weighting val-
ues for one or more fault criteria groups, each fault criteria
group corresponding to a fault type and including a plu-
rality of statistical criteria and/or a plurality of log criteria.
The risk modelling module is configured to generate
weighting values for a fault criteria group by, for each
corresponding statistical criterion and/or each log crite-
rion, determining, based on the statistical metrics or log
metrics, a first number of occasions for which the criterion
was satisfied, determining, based on the fault log and the
statistical metrics or log metrics, a second number of oc-
casions for which the criterion was satisfied and the cor-
responding fault type occurred within a period following
satisfaction of the criterion, and calculating the weighting
value for the criterion by dividing the second number by
the first number.

Brief Description of the Drawings:

[0033]

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating a data fusion
system according to embodiments of this specifica-
tion for providing interactive data analysis;
Figure 2 is a block diagram of a first exemplary sys-

tem according to embodiments of this specification
for analysing and/or modelling a machine;
Figure 3 is a block diagram of a computer system
according to embodiments of this specification;
Figure 4 schematically illustrates a timeline corre-
spondence between data from different data sourc-
es;
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate determining statistical met-
rics from measured parameter values;
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate application of dynamic time
warping to allow comparison between first and sec-
ond curves of a first parameter;
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate dynamic time warping of
first and second curves of a second parameter based
on the dynamic time warping of curves of the first
parameter as shown in Figures 7 and 8;
Figure 11 is a block diagram of a second exemplary
system according to embodiments of this specifica-
tion for analysing and/or modelling a machine;
Figure 12 is a block diagram illustrating sub-systems
and sensors for construction machinery;
Figure 13 is a block diagram of an apparatus accord-
ing to embodiments of this specification for modelling
machine fault probabilities or risk scores;
Figure 14 is a block diagram of an exemplary risk
modelling module for use in apparatus shown in Fig-
ure 13;
Figure 15 is a process flow diagram of a method of
generating a risk model according to embodiments
of this specification;
Figure 16 is a process flow diagram of a method of
determining fault probabilities or risk scores for a ma-
chine according to embodiments of this specifica-
tion;
Figure 17 illustrates determined fault probabilities as
a function of time;
Figure 18 is a process flow diagram of a method of
determining a maintenance task for a machine ac-
cording to embodiments of this specification; and
Figure 19 shows a graphical user interface for se-
lecting a maintenance task for a machine according
to embodiments of this specification;
Figure 20 shows a graphical user interface for re-
viewing alert messages generated in accordance
with embodiments of this specification; and
Figure 21 shows a graphical user interface for ana-
lysing alert messages generated in accordance with
embodiments of this specification.

Detailed Description of Certain Embodiments

[0034] In brief, this specification describes processing
of history data for a machine in order to determine the
probability, or a risk score, of the machine, or a compo-
nent sub-system of the machine, experiencing a fault dur-
ing a future interval. This specification further describes
using the fault probabilities or risk scores determined for
a machine to select a preventative maintenance task
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which can reduce the probability and/or severity of the
machine experiencing a fault.
[0035] History data for a machine includes sensor logs,
a sensor log being multiple measurements of physical
parameters captured by a sensor and relating to different
points in time (a time series). History data for a machine
also includes computer readable logs such as mainte-
nance logs, fault logs and message logs corresponding
to a machine. The maintenance log corresponding to the
machine records information such as dates and locations
of prior maintenance tasks, details of replacement parts,
free text notes made by an engineer or mechanic per-
forming a maintenance task and so forth. The fault log
corresponding to the machine records information such
as dates and locations of faults, the types of faults, the
period of time required to rectify each fault and so forth.
The message log corresponding to a machine, such as
a ship or construction machinery, records messages gen-
erated by controllers, processors or similar devices which
are integrated into the component sub-systems of the
machine. The messages may include a date and time,
an identifier of a component sub-system, and message
content such as, for example, warning information of in-
formation identifying a fault.
[0036] In a first aspect, a fault probability or risk score
for a first machine is generated by processing the history
data for the first machine to generate statistical metrics
based on the sensor logs, and to generate log metrics
based on the computer readable logs. The statistical met-
rics and log metrics provide inputs to a risk model which
generates probabilities or risk scores that the machine,
or a component sub-system of the machine, will experi-
ence a fault during a future interval. A risk model may
take the form of a machine learning model or a weighted
average model. Based on the fault probabilities or risk
scores generated in this way, and also history data from
a number of machines which are the same or similar to
the first machine, a priority maintenance task can be de-
termined which reduces the probability that the machine,
or a component sub-system of the machine, will experi-
ence a fault during the future interval.
[0037] In a second aspect, a risk model, in the form of
a machine learning model or a weighted average model
is generated. The risk model is generated using a training
set which includes history data corresponding to a
number of machines which are the same as, or similar
to, one another. In the training set used to generate the
risk model, the fault logs provide test outputs, and the
sensor logs, maintenance logs and, optionally, message
logs and fault logs provide test inputs.
[0038] These aspects can be useful in relation to pre-
ventative maintenance of machines. Conventionally, reg-
ular maintenance of machines is used to maintain ma-
chines in working order. Regular maintenance of a ma-
chine includes a mixture of tasks which are performed
according to a schedule, for example checking and top-
ping off pressures or fluid levels. Regular maintenance
of a machine also includes preventative maintenance

such as, for example, replacement of parts, purging and
cleaning a fluid system before re-filling, and so forth. Con-
ventionally, the time available for preventative mainte-
nance is limited, and the decisions about which mainte-
nance tasks to perform can be determined on an ad-hoc
or "gut instinct" basis, or according to a cycle or schedule
of predetermined maintenance tasks.
[0039] Regular maintenance of machines may fall into
a number of different categories. For example, for a ma-
chine in the form of a ship, some maintenance tasks may
be carried out in service, i.e. whilst the ship is at sea.
However, other maintenance tasks may require port fa-
cilities, or other specialist equipment and/or personnel,
for example divers. Still further maintenance tasks for a
ship may require that the ship is in drydock, i.e. removed
from the water.
[0040] Risk models generated in accordance with this
specification may be used to predict the probability that
a machine, or a component sub-system of the machine,
will experience a fault during a future interval, based on
the history of the machine and/or comparable machines.
Risk models generated in accordance with this specifi-
cation may be used to reduce the likely severity of a fault
which may be experienced by a machine, or a component
sub-system of the machine, during a future interval. This
provides valuable technical information about the condi-
tion of the machine.
[0041] Priority maintenance tasks determined accord-
ing to this specification can reduce the probability that a
machine, or a component sub-system of the machine,
will experience a fault during a future interval. Priority
maintenance tasks determined according to this specifi-
cation can reduce the likely severity of a fault which may
be experienced by a machine, or a component sub-sys-
tem of the machine, during a future interval. In this way,
decisions relating to preventative maintenance can be
placed on a quantitative footing and the rate of failure of
machines in use can be reduced but without requiring
the performance of excessive preventative maintenance.
For example, if the risk model determines a high proba-
bility of a fault developing in a ship system which cannot,
or cannot easily be repaired whilst the ship is at sea, the
at risk system may be prioritised during maintenance time
before the ship leaves port.
[0042] Instead of trying to predict precisely when a ma-
chine will fail, which may be impractical in many situa-
tions, this specification aims to determine a priority main-
tenance task which will provide the greatest reduction of
the probability that a machine, or a component sub-sys-
tem of the machine, will experience a fault during a future
interval but without requiring the performance of exces-
sive preventative maintenance. This specification aims
to determine a priority maintenance task which will pro-
vide the greatest reduction of a likely severity of a fault
which may be experienced by a machine, or a component
sub-system of the machine, during a future interval.
[0043] Reference will now be made to certain exam-
ples which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
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Whenever possible, the same reference numbers will be
used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or like
parts.
[0044] Figure 1 illustrates, in block diagram form, an
exemplary data fusion system 1 for providing interactive
data analysis, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure. Among other things, data fusion sys-
tem 1 facilitates analysis and transformation of one or
more data sources 2 such as, for example, sensors 19
(Fig.2), maintenance logs 16 (Fig.2), fault logs 17 (Fig.2),
message logs 21 (Fig.2) and so forth, into data models
3. Data models 3 may include one or more object models
4 whose semantics are defined by an ontology 5. Data
models 3 may also include one or more risk models 6 for
calculating a failure probability or risk score for a machine
15, or a sub-system 18 of the machine, during a particular
interval. Risk models 6 are machine learning models or
weighted average models generated in dependence up-
on data accessed from the data sources 2. The transfor-
mation can be performed for a variety of reasons. For
example, an engineer or mechanic may import data from
data sources 2 into a database 7 for persistently storing
object model(s) 4. As another example, an engineer or
mechanic may import data from data sources 2 in order
to define, refine or apply a risk model 6. As another ex-
ample, a data presentation component (not depicted) can
transform input data from data sources 2 "on the fly" (in
substantially real time, as the data is generated) into ob-
ject model(s) 4. The object model(s) 4 can then be uti-
lized, in conjunction with ontology 5, for analysis through
graphs and/or other data visualization techniques. Data
from data sources 2 may take the form of numerical data,
text information in defined or free-text formats, or a com-
bination of numerical, textual and/or other data types.
Data from data sources 2 may be analysed to extract
metrics in the process of transforming the data into object
models 4 and/or risk models 6.
[0045] Data fusion system 1 includes a definition com-
ponent 8 and a translation component 9, both implement-
ed by one or more processors of one or more computing
devices or systems executing hardware and/or software-
based logic for providing various functionality and fea-
tures of the present disclosure, as described herein. The
data fusion system 1 can comprise fewer or additional
components that provide the various functionalities and
features described herein. Moreover, the number and
arrangement of the components of data fusion system 1
which are responsible for providing the various function-
alities and features described herein can further vary be-
tween different examples of the data fusion system 1.
[0046] The definition component 8 generates and/or
modifies the ontology 5 and a schema map 10. Examples
of defining an ontology (such as ontology 5) are described
in U.S. Patent No. 7,962,495 (the’495 patent), issued on
June 14, 2011, the entire contents of which are expressly
incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. Con-
sistent with certain examples disclosed in the ’495 patent,
a dynamic ontology may be used to create a database,

for example database 7. To create a database ontology,
one or more object types may be defined, where each
object type includes one or more properties. The at-
tributes of object types or property types of the ontology
can be edited or modified at any time. At least one parser
definition may be created for each property type. The
attributes of a parser definition can be edited or modified
at any time.
[0047] In some examples, each property type is de-
clared to be representative of one or more object types.
A property type is representative of an object type when
the property type is intuitively associated with the object
type. In some embodiments, each property type has one
or more components and a base type. In some embod-
iments, a property type can comprise a string, a date, a
number, or a composite type consisting of two or more
string, date, or number elements. Thus, property types
are extensible and can represent complex data struc-
tures. Further, a parser definition can reference a com-
ponent of a complex property type as a unit or token.
[0048] An example of a property having multiple com-
ponents is an "engine temperatures" property having an
"exhaust temperature" component and an "inlet temper-
ature" component. For example, the "inlet temperature"
may correspond to the temperature of ambient air drawn
into a diesel engine and the "exhaust temperature" may
correspond to the temperature of exhaust gasses ex-
pelled from the diesel engine. An example of raw input
data is "300 K". An example parser definition specifies
an association of imported input data to object property
components as follows: {EXHUAST TEMPERATURE},
{INLET TEMPERATURE} →EngineTemperatures:Ex-
huastTemperature, EngineTemperatures:InletTempera-
ture. In some embodiments, the association {EXHUAST
TEMPERATURE}, {INLET TEMPERATURE} is defined
in a parser definition using regular expression symbolo-
gy. The association {EXHUAST TEMPERATURE}, {IN-
LET TEMPERATURE} indicates that an exhaust temper-
ature followed by an inlet temperature, and separated by
a comma, comprises valid input data for a property of
type "engine temperature".
[0049] According to some embodiments, schema map
10 can define how various elements of schemas 11 for
data sources 2 map to various elements of ontology 5.
Definition component 8 receives, calculates, extracts, or
otherwise identifies schemas 11 for data sources 2.
Schemas 11 define the structure of data sources 2; for
example, the names and other characteristics of tables,
files, columns, fields, properties, and so forth. Further-
more, definition component 8 optionally identifies sample
data 12 from data sources 2. Definition component 8 can
further identify object type, relationship, and property def-
initions from ontology 5, if any already exist. Definition
component 8 can further identify pre-existing mappings
from schema map 10, if such mappings exist. Some data
sources 2 may be substantially unstructured, for exam-
ple, in the form of free-text which is analysed for keywords
and/or using natural language processing. For substan-
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tially unstructured data sources, the schema map 4 may
define how various elements of schemas 11 map to on-
tology 5 for processing free-text, for example parameters
or semantic rules.
[0050] Based on the identified information, definition
component 8 can generate a graphical user interface 13.
Graphical user interface 13 can be presented to users of
a computing device via any suitable output mechanism
(e.g., a display screen, an image projection, etc.), and
can further accept input from users of the computing de-
vice via any suitable input mechanism (e.g., a keyboard,
a mouse, a touch screen interface, etc.). Graphical user
interface 13 features a visual workspace that visually de-
picts representations of the elements of ontology 5 for
which mappings are defined in schema map 10.
[0051] In some embodiments, transformation compo-
nent 9 can be invoked after schema map 10 and ontology
5 have been defined or redefined. Transformation com-
ponent 9 identifies schema map 10 and ontology 5.
Transformation component 9 further reads data sources
2 and identifies schemas 11 for data sources 2. For each
element of ontology 5 described in schema map 10,
transformation component 9 iterates through some or all
of the data items of data sources 2, generating elements
of object model(s) 4 in the manner specified by schema
map 10. In some examples, the transformation compo-
nent 9 may process data from data sources 2 to generate
statistical or other metrics based on the data. The statis-
tical or other metrics may be stored in the database 7. In
some examples, the transformation component 9 may
generate one or more risk models 6 based on the data
from data sources 2. Risk models 6 generated by the
transformation component 9 may be stored in the data-
base 7. In some examples, the transformation compo-
nent 9 may apply risk models 6 to data from data sources
2 in order to calculate a failure probability or risk score
for a machine within a specified interval. In some exam-
ples, transformation component 9 can store a represen-
tation of each generated element of an object model 4 in
the database 7. In some examples, transformation com-
ponent 9 is further configured to synchronize changes in
the object model(s) 4 back to data sources 2.
[0052] Data sources 2 can be one or more sources of
data, including, without limitation, spreadsheet files, da-
tabases, email folders, document collections, sensor
memory storages, and so forth. Documents may include
native electronic documents and scanned documents.
Scanned documents may be processed using optical
character recognition. Data sources 2 can include data
structures stored persistently in non-volatile memory.
Data sources 2 can additionally or alternatively include
temporary data structures generated from underlying da-
ta sources via data extraction components, such as a
result set returned from a database server executing a
database query.
[0053] Schema map 10, ontology 5, and schemas 11
can be stored in any suitable structures, such as XML
files, database tables, and so forth. In some embodi-

ments, ontology 5 is maintained persistently. Schema
map 10 can or cannot be maintained persistently, de-
pending on whether the transformation process is per-
petual, or a one-time event. Schemas 11 need not be
maintained in persistent memory, but can be cached for
optimization.
[0054] The object model(s) 4 comprise collections of
elements such as typed objects, numerical data, proper-
ties, and relationships. The collections can be structured
in any suitable manner. In some examples, a database
7 stores the elements of the object model(s) 4, or repre-
sentations thereof. In some examples, the elements of
an object model 4 are stored within database 7 in a dif-
ferent underlying format, such as in a series of object,
property, and relationship tables in a relational database.
The risk models 6 comprise collections of elements such
as, for example, weighting tables, decision trees, kernels,
Bayesian graphs/networks, hidden Markov models, arti-
ficial neural networks or similar elements of a machine
learning model.
[0055] According to some embodiments, the function-
alities, techniques, and components described herein
are implemented by one or more special-purpose com-
puting devices. The special-purpose computing devices
can be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or can in-
clude digital electronic devices such as one or more ap-
plication-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field pro-
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently
programmed to perform the techniques, or can include
one or more general purpose hardware processors (each
including processor circuitry) programmed to perform the
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware,
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-
purpose computing devices can also combine custom
hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom program-
ming to accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose
computing devices can be desktop computer systems,
portable computer systems, handheld devices, network-
ing devices, or any other device that incorporates hard-
wired and/or program logic to implement the techniques.
[0056] In examples described herein, data fusion sys-
tem 1 can allow a user, such as an engineer or mechanic,
to analyse information and identify underlying trends, pat-
terns, behaviours and/or precursors which allow the en-
gineer or mechanic to make more informed decisions.
Such information can allow an engineer or mechanic to
determine the most effective maintenance to perform on
a machine. Additionally, when a fault or anomaly has
developed in a complex machine, an engineer or me-
chanic may use the data fusion system 1 to obtain infor-
mation about a root cause of an anomaly or fault. Other
applications of the data fusion system 1 shall be de-
scribed hereinafter.
[0057] For purposes of illustration, examples are de-
scribed herein with reference to ships, for example pas-
senger cruise ships, cargo ships, tankers and so forth.
However, the examples and techniques described herein
may be applied to other types of machines such as, for
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example, construction machinery in the form of bulldoz-
ers, diggers, any other types of mobile equipment. The
examples and techniques described herein may also be
applied to further types of machines such as, for example,
manufacturing plant, sewage treatment plant, tunnel-
ling/boring equipment and so forth, within the spirit and
scope of this disclosure.
[0058] Figure 2 shows a block diagram of a first exem-
plary system 14 for performing one or more operations
for analysing and/or modelling a machine 15. In the first
system 14, the machine 15 is a ship 15a and the first
system 14 can include one or more ships 15a. The ships
15a may be, for example, passenger cruise ships, car
transporter ferries, cargo ships, tanker ships, tugs and
so forth. Each ship 15a has a corresponding mainte-
nance log 16 and fault log 17. The maintenance log 16
for a ship 15a may include information such as dates and
locations of maintenance, details of replacement parts
used, free text notes made by an engineer or mechanic
performing a maintenance task and so forth. The fault
log 17 for a ship 15a may include information such as
dates and locations of faults, the type of fault, the period
of time required to rectify the fault and so forth. The main-
tenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 are stored in suitable
computer readable formats or structures, such as XML
files, database tables, and so forth. The maintenance log
16 and fault log 17 corresponding to a ship 15a may be
stored on one or more servers and/or locally on the ship
15a. Maintenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 correspond-
ing to a number of different ships 15a may be stored in
a common database, for example database 7.
[0059] Each ship 15a includes a number of sub-sys-
tems 18 which may be mechanical systems, electrical
systems, computer systems or combinations thereof. For
example, sub-systems 18 for a ship 15a may include, but
are not limited to, a navigational computer system, a crew
area and/or cargo area environmental control and mon-
itoring systems, a fuel management system, engine man-
agement systems, a hydraulic system, a fire suppression
system, a bilge system and so forth. Each sub-system
18 may include one or more sensors 19 which monitor
physical parameters of the sub-system. One or more sen-
sors 19 associated with a sub-system form a sensor
group 20. Examples of sensors 19 include a temperature
sensor, a pressure sensor, a water level sensor, an elec-
trical current or voltage sensor, a gas concentration sen-
sor, a strain gauge, and so forth. Data from sensors 19
may be stored on the ship 15a and subsequently trans-
mitted or downloaded from the ship 15a according to a
schedule, for example upon arrival at a destination port,
daily or weekly. Data from some sensors 19 may be trans-
mitted to a central operations centre whilst the ship 15a
is at sea.
[0060] The ship 15a may also store message logs 21,
crew logs 22, bridge logs 23, velocity logs 24 and global
positioning system (GPS) (or other positioning system)
logs 25. The message log 21 corresponding to a ship
15a may include messages generated by controllers (e.g.

an automated bilge pump controller), processors or sim-
ilar devices (not shown) which are integrated into the
various sub-systems 18. The messages may include a
date and time, an identifier of an originating sub-system
18, and message contents such as, for example, a warn-
ing or fault identifier. Crew logs 22 corresponding to a
ship 15a may include forms, notes, checklists or other
documents which are produced or confirmed by crew re-
sponsible for operating the ship 15a such as, for example,
the captain, navigator, engineering crew and/or port
crew. Crew logs 22 may include information derived from
documents which are native electronic documents and/or
scanned documents. Bridge logs 23 may include, for ex-
ample, bridge audio recordings, logs detailing button
presses, keystrokes and control inputs during a voyage
and so forth. Velocity logs 24 may include a time series
of velocities of the ship 15a. GPS logs 25 may include a
time series of GPS coordinates for the ship 15a. Velocity
logs and GPS logs are particular examples of sub-sys-
tems 18 and sensors 19. Message logs 21, crew logs 22,
bridge logs 23, velocity logs 24 and global positioning
system (GPS) logs 25 are stored in suitable computer
readable formats or structures, such as XML files, data-
base tables and so forth.
[0061] The first system 14 may also include manufac-
turer information 26 including, for example, databases
providing information about messages and/or faults, sug-
gested maintenance tasks, and manufacturer recom-
mended tolerances for parameters measured by sensors
19. The first system 14 may also include environmental
data 27 such as, for example, information about wind
speeds, surface waves, cloud cover, storm systems, cur-
rents, tide times as a function of date, time and location.
The first system 14 may also include a route/task log 28
corresponding to each ship 15a. The route/task log for a
ship 15a may include details of the start and end loca-
tions, dates and times of each voyage conducted by the
corresponding ship 15a. The first system 14 may also
include schedules 29 for the voyages which a fleet in-
cluding a number of ships 15a need to be assigned to
travel over a forthcoming time period. The first system
14 may also include facilities information 30 such as, for
example, a type or class of available maintenance and
repair facilities at a number of ports between which ships
15a may be scheduled to travel, for example, whether a
port has maintenance and inspection divers, dry-dock
facilities and so forth.
[0062] The manufacturer information 26, environmen-
tal data 27, route logs 28, schedules 29 and facilities
information 30 may be stored in suitable computer read-
able formats or structures, such as XML files, database
tables, and so forth. The manufacturer information 26,
environmental data 27, route logs 28, schedules 29 and
facilities information 30 may be stored in one or more
servers (not shown)
[0063] The maintenance logs 16, fault logs 17, sensors
19, message logs 21, crew logs 22, bridge logs 23, alti-
tude and velocity logs 25, GPS logs 25, manufacturer
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information 26, environmental data 27, route logs 28,
schedules 29 and facilities information 30 are examples
of data sources 2 for the data fusion system 1.
[0064] The first system 14 includes one or more anal-
ysis terminals 31 in the form of one or more computing
devices (e.g., computer or computers, server or servers,
etc.), memory storing data and/or software instructions
(e.g., database or databases), memory devices, etc.),
and other known computing components. In some ex-
amples, the one or more computing devices are config-
ured to execute software or a set of programmable in-
structions stored on one or more memory devices to per-
form one or more operations, consistent with the exam-
ples herein. The data fusion system 1 may be provided
by one or more analysis servers 32 and one or more
analysis terminals 31 may connect to the analysis server
32 as clients. Alternatively, each analysis terminal 31
may provide an example of the data fusion system 1.
Examples of analysis terminals 31 may provide the same
or different functions. For example, different analysis ter-
minals 31 may be able to access different types of data
or functions of the analysis server 32. For example, a
maintenance terminal 33 may be able to access prevent-
ative maintenance and troubleshooting functions. As an-
other example, a scheduling terminal 34 may access data
relating to risk model 6 outputs, schedules 29 and facil-
ities information 30 to perform risk based scheduling of
ship 15a routes. As another example, a manufacturer
terminal 35 may be given access to a reduced or redacted
selection of data from the data sources 2, in order to allow
monitoring and analysis of technical data whilst preserv-
ing the integrity of commercially sensitive information. In
some examples, all analysis terminals 31 may access
the same data and functions.
[0065] The analysis terminals 31 and analysis server
32 communicate with the data sources 2 over a network
36. The network 36 can be any type of network or com-
bination of networks configured to provide electronic
communications between components of the first system
14. For example, the network 36 can be any type of net-
work (including infrastructure) that provides communica-
tions, exchanges information, and/or facilitates the ex-
change of information, such as the Internet, a Local Area
Network, or other suitable connection(s) that enables the
sending and receiving of information between the com-
ponents of the first system 14. The network 36 may also
comprise any combination of wired and wireless net-
works. In other embodiments, one or more components
of the first system 14 can communicate directly through
a dedicated communication link or communication links,
such as links between analysis terminals 31, analysis
server 32, maintenance logs 16, fault logs 17, sensors
19, message logs 21, crew logs 22, bridge logs 23, ve-
locity logs 25, GPS logs 25, manufacturer information
26, environmental data 27, route logs 28, schedules 29
and facilities information 30.
[0066] The first system 14 may include a number of
machines 15 in the form of ships 15a, and all of the ships

15a forming part of the first system 14 are the same or
comparable to one another. Two machines 15 are the
same if they include the same components, arranged
and configured in the same way. Two machines 15 may
be the same if they are manufactured in the same batch
or two machines 15 may be the same if they are manu-
factured in different batches. Two machines 15 which are
the same include corresponding sub-systems 18 which
are associated with corresponding sensors 19. Two ma-
chines 15 are comparable if they contain one or more
corresponding sub-systems 18 in common. For two com-
parable machines 15, the corresponding common sub-
systems 18 are not substantially interrelated to other sub-
systems 18 which are not common to the machines 15.
For example, two ships 15a may be comparable because
they are fitted with the same marine diesel engine. Even
when data from other systems is not comparable (or not
directly comparable), information from engine sensors
may be usefully compared between the two comparable
ships 15a.
[0067] Referring also to Figure 3, a block diagram of
an exemplary computer system 37, consistent with ex-
amples of the present specification is shown. The com-
ponents of the first and second exemplary systems 14,
67 (Figure 11) such as analysis terminals 31 and analysis
server 32 may include an architecture based on or similar
to that of computer system 37.
[0068] Computer system 37 includes a bus 38 or other
communication mechanism for communicating informa-
tion, and a hardware processor 39 coupled with bus 38
for processing information. Hardware processor 39 can
be, for example, a general purpose microprocessor.
Hardware processor 39 comprises electrical circuitry.
[0069] Computer system 37 includes a main memory
40, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other
dynamic storage device, which is coupled to the bus 38
for storing information and instructions to be executed
by processor 39. The main memory 40 can also be used
for storing temporary variables or other intermediate in-
formation during execution of instructions by the proces-
sor 39. Such instructions, when stored in non-transitory
storage media accessible to the processor 39, render the
computer system 37 into a special-purpose machine that
is customized to perform the operations specified in the
instructions.
[0070] Computer system 37 further includes a read on-
ly memory (ROM) 41 or other static storage device cou-
pled to the bus 38 for storing static information and in-
structions for the processor 39. A storage device 42, such
as a magnetic disk or optical disk, is provided and coupled
to the bus 38 for storing information and instructions.
Computer system 37 can be coupled via the bus 38 to a
display 43, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), liquid crys-
tal display, or touch screen, for displaying information to
a user. An input device 44, including alphanumeric and
other keys, is coupled to the bus 38 for communicating
information and command selections to the processor
39. Another type of user input device is cursor control
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45, for example using a mouse, a trackball, or cursor
direction keys for communicating direction information
and command selections to the processor 39 and for con-
trolling cursor movement on the display 43. The input
device typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes,
a first axis (for example, x) and a second axis (for exam-
ple, y), that allows the device to specify positions in a
plane.
[0071] Computer system 37 can implement the tech-
niques described herein using customized hard-wired
logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or pro-
gram logic which in combination with the computer sys-
tem causes or programs computer system 37 to be a
special-purpose machine. According to some embodi-
ments, the operations, functionalities, and techniques
disclosed herein are performed by computer system 37
in response to the processor 39 executing one or more
sequences of one or more instructions contained in the
main memory 40. Such instructions can be read into the
main memory 40 from another storage medium, such as
storage device 42. Execution of the sequences of instruc-
tions contained in main memory 40 causes the processor
39 to perform the process steps described herein. In al-
ternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry can be used
in place of or in combination with software instructions.
[0072] The term "storage media" as used herein refers
to any non-transitory media that stores data and/or in-
structions that cause a machine to operate in a specific
fashion. Such storage media can comprise non-volatile
media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media in-
cludes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as
storage device 42. Volatile media includes dynamic
memory, such as main memory 40. Common forms of
storage media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flex-
ible disk, hard disk, solid state drive, magnetic tape, or
any other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM,
any other optical data storage medium, any physical me-
dium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and
EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory
chip or cartridge.
[0073] Storage media is distinct from, but can be used
in conjunction with, transmission media. Transmission
media participates in transferring information between
storage media. For example, transmission media in-
cludes coaxial cables, copper wire and fibre optics, in-
cluding the wires that comprise bus 38. Transmission
media can also take the form of acoustic or light waves,
such as those generated during radio-wave and infra-red
data communications.
[0074] Various forms of media can be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 39 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line or other trans-
mission medium using a modem. A modem local to com-
puter system 37 can receive the data on the telephone

line or other transmission medium and use an infra-red
transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An
infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-
red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data
on bus 38. Bus 38 carries the data to the main memory
40, from which the processor 39 retrieves and executes
the instructions. The instructions received by the main
memory 40 can optionally be stored on the storage device
42 either before or after execution by the processor 39.
[0075] Computer system 37 also includes a communi-
cation interface 46 coupled to the bus 38. The commu-
nication interface 46 provides a two-way data communi-
cation coupling to a network link 47 that is connected to
a local network 48. For example, the communication in-
terface 46 can be an integrated services digital network
(ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or a modem
to provide a data communication connection to a corre-
sponding type of telephone line. As another example, the
communication interface 46 can be a local area network
(LAN) card to provide a data communication connection
to a compatible LAN. Wireless links can also be imple-
mented. In any such implementation, the communication
interface 46 sends and receives electrical, electromag-
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams rep-
resenting various types of information.
[0076] The network link 47 typically provides data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, the network link 47 can provide a
connection through the local network 48 to a host com-
puter 49 or to data equipment operated by an Internet
Service Provider (ISP) 50. The ISP 50 in turn provides
data communication services through the world wide
packet data communication network now commonly re-
ferred to as the "Internet" 51. The local network 48 and
internet 51 both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical
signals that carry digital data streams. The signals
through the various networks and the signals on the net-
work link 47 and through the communication interface
46, which carry the digital data to and from the computer
system 37, are example forms of transmission media.
[0077] The computer system 37 can send messages
and receive data, including program code, through the
network(s), network link 47 and communication interface
46. In the internet example, a server 52, for example the
analysis server 32, can transmit data through the internet
51, ISP 50, local network 48 and communication interface
46.
[0078] Referring also to Figure 4, an example timeline
for a machine 15 in the form of a ship15a will explained
with reference to the corresponding message log 21,
maintenance log 16, fault log 17 and a number of sensor
logs 53.
[0079] Each sensor log 53 may include a time series
of parameter values measured by one or more sensors
19. The sensors 19 may include all of the sensors 19 on
the ship 15a, all the sensors 19 associated with one or
more subsystems 18, or any other combination of sen-
sors 19. A sensor log 53 may include parameter values
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measured by a single sensor 19. Parameter values
measured by one or more sensors 19 may be measured
at equal intervals, or may be measured in response to
triggering messages or events. Each sensor 19 may
measure parameter values at a rate or interval specific
to that sensor 19, to a type of sensor 19 or to a sub-
system 18.
[0080] A first voyage commences at time t1 and lasts
until time t4. The duration of a voyage t4-t1 may vary con-
siderably depending upon the type of ship 15a. In one
example, the ship 15a may be a passenger or vehicle
ferry which carries out regular, scheduled voyages be-
tween a two or more relatively close ports/docks such
as, for example, Dover and Calais, Dublin and Liverpool
and so forth. In this example, the duration of a voyage
t4-t1 may range from less than hour up to several days.
Scheduled slots for preventative maintenance may be
every day, or every week. Scheduled preventative main-
tenance may be conducted in one or more of the ports,
and it may not be necessary to conduct preventative
maintenance during the actual voyage.
[0081] In other examples, the ship 15a may be a long
distance cargo ship or tanker, and the duration of a voy-
age t4-t1 may be weeks or months. In this example, pre-
ventative maintenance during the voyage cannot be
avoided in practice. When the ship 15a is a long distance
cargo ship or tanker, preventative maintenance may be
split into regular maintenance conducted during voyag-
es, and longer and/or more substantial maintenance slots
between voyages. The range and type of maintenance
tasks which may be conducted during a voyage may be
restricted by the available facilities, consumables, spare
parts, operational requirements and so forth.
[0082] In the example shown in Figure 4, the ship 15a
is a passenger and/or vehicle ferry which performs reg-
ular crossings of a relatively narrow body of water, for
example a voyage may take several hours. In the exam-
ple shown in Figure 4, regular maintenance is scheduled
to occur between voyages. The corresponding parame-
ter values measured by all or a subset of the sensors 19
during the first voyage are stored as a first sensor log
53a. Alternatively, separate first sensor logs 53a may be
stored for each sub-system 18 or separate first sensor
logs 53a may be stored for each sensor 19. During the
first voyage, a first message object 54a is generated by
a sub-system 18 and stored in the message log 21, along
with the corresponding time t2 and optionally other con-
textual information such as an identifying number for the
voyage. A message object 54 may include a message
identity (ID) code consisting of letters and/or numbers.
The message ID code may correspond to an entry in a
look-up table providing further details. For example, a
message ID code may take the form A-M-001, in which
the letter "A" denotes an origin of the corresponding mes-
sage object 54 in a first, or "A", sub-system 18, the letter
"M" denotes that the message ID code corresponds to a
message and should be looked up in a message look-
up table, and the numeric code "001" denotes a first entry

corresponding to the first sub-system 18 in the message
look-up table. The corresponding entry in the message
look-up table provides details of the message. The look-
up table may be included in the manufacturer information
26, for example in a maintenance manual. Similarly, a
message ID code of B-M-023 would identify a message
object 54 originating in a second, or "B", sub-system 18
and so forth.
[0083] A second message object 54b is generated dur-
ing the first voyage at time t3 and stored in the message
log 21. Message object 54 contents may correspond to,
for example, warnings and/or faults. Message object 54
contents may be determined by looking up message ID
codes in a message look-up table. A message object 54
may correspond to the illumination of a warning light on
the bridge, or illumination of a warning light elsewhere in
or on the ship 15a, for example in the engine room.
[0084] A second voyage starts at time t6 and finishes
at time t10, and corresponding sensor 19 measurements
are stored in one or more second sensor logs 53b, in the
same way as the first sensor log(s) 53a. Between the
first and second voyages, at a time t5, a first maintenance
task object 55a is recorded in the maintenance log 16 for
the ship 15a. The first maintenance task object 55a may
include information such as the time, t5, and a mainte-
nance task identity (ID) code consisting of letters and/or
numbers. The maintenance task ID code may corre-
spond to an entry in a look-up table providing further de-
tails. For example, a maintenance task ID code may take
the form A-T-003, in which the letter "A" denotes a main-
tenance task carried out on a first, or "A", sub-system 18,
the letter "T" denotes that the maintenance task ID code
corresponds to a maintenance task and should be looked
up in a maintenance task look-up table, and the numeric
code "003" denotes a third entry corresponding to the
first sub-system 18 in the maintenance task look-up table.
The corresponding entry in the maintenance task look-
up table provides details of the maintenance task which
is carried out. The look-up table may be included in the
manufacturer information 26. The first maintenance task
object 55a may include further information such as, for
example, free-text notes or descriptions of the mainte-
nance task performed, details of any parts replaced, in-
formation about the engineer or mechanic responsible
for carrying out the maintenance task and so forth. The
first maintenance task object 55a is not occasioned by a
fault, and corresponds to regular, or preventative, main-
tenance.
[0085] A third voyage is scheduled to start at a time
t13. However, the start time of the third voyage is delayed
until t17 due to a fault object 56 which is registered at a
time t11, shortly after the end of the second voyage at
time t10. The fault object 56 may correspond to a fault
which is discovered following, for example, inspection by
the ship crew or port staff, analysis of the second sensor
log 53b, or the fault may have been indicated by third to
fifth message objects 54c, 54d, 54e, which were recorded
in a cluster at times t7, t8 and t9. The fault object 56 is
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recorded in the fault log 17. The fault object 56 includes
fault data 57 indicating the time corresponding to the fault
object 56, details about the type of fault, the location of
the ship 15a when the fault was registered and so forth.
The fault data 57 may also include a fault identity (ID)
code consisting of letters and/or numbers. The fault ID
code may correspond to an entry in a look-up table pro-
viding further details. For example, a fault ID code may
take the form C-F-012, in which the letter "C" denotes a
fault arising in a third, or "C", sub-system 18, the letter
"F" denotes that the fault ID code corresponds to a fault
type and should be looked up in a fault type look-up table,
and the numeric code "012" denotes a twelfth entry cor-
responding to the third sub-system 18 in the fault type
look-up table. The corresponding entry in the fault type
look-up table provides details of the fault type which has
occurred. The fault type look-up table may be included
in the manufacturer information 26.
[0086] Sometimes a fault corresponding to a fault ob-
ject 56 may be readily rectified. On other occasions, the
root cause of a fault corresponding to a fault object 56 in
a ship 15a, or a fault in another machine 15, may be
difficult to determine. Consequently, an engineer or me-
chanic may conduct one or more maintenance tasks
which fail to resolve the fault. For example, both the sec-
ond and third maintenance tasks objects 55b, 55c, start-
ed at times t12 and t14 respectively, both corresponding
to maintenance tasks which failed to resolve the fault
corresponding to the fault object 56. The fourth mainte-
nance task object 55d, started at time t15, corresponds
to a maintenance task which did resolve the fault corre-
sponding to the fault object 56. When the fault corre-
sponding to the fault object 56 is verified to have been
solved, fault resolution data 58 is added to the fault object
56 in the fault log 17. The fault resolution data 58 is linked
to the fault data 57. The fault resolution data 58 may
include information such as the end time of fault, for ex-
ample t16, and the maintenance task object 55d corre-
sponding to the maintenance task which resolved the
fault corresponding to the fault object 56.
[0087] Once the fault corresponding to the fault object
56 is resolved, the delayed third voyage starts at a time
t17 and ends at a time t19. A sixth message object 54f is
generated during the third voyage, at time t18, but the
sixth message object 54f does not indicate a new fault
or a recurrence of the earlier fault corresponding to fault
object 56. Regular or preventative maintenance, in the
form of a maintenance task detailed by a fifth mainte-
nance task object 55e, is conducted after the third voyage
at a time t20.
[0088] It will be appreciated that the sequence of
events described in relation to Figure 4 is for illustrative
purposes only, and that the contents of the present spec-
ification may be applied to other sequences of events.
For example, in the case of a ship 15a which a long dis-
tance cargo ship or tanker, voyages may last for weeks
or even months, and so sensor logs 53 corresponding to
the entire voyage may be inappropriate. Instead, sensor

logs 53 for a ship 15a which a long distance cargo ship
or tanker may be analysed according to shorter time pe-
riods, for example, daily, hourly or substantially in real
time. Furthermore, in the case of a ship 15a which a long
distance cargo ship or tanker, maintenance tasks 55 cor-
responding to preventative maintenance and/or fault res-
olution may also be conducted during a voyage.
[0089] Message logs 21 may be populated in real time,
i.e. message objects 54 generated by a machine 15 such
as a ship 15a may be stored to a corresponding message
log 21 at the same time, or shortly after, each message
object 54 is generated. Maintenance logs 16 and fault
logs 17 may be updated after the relevant events, for
example, by filling in an electronic document or by scan-
ning a paper document and so forth.
[0090] Statistical metrics may be derived from the pa-
rameter values measured by sensors 19. For example,
if a parameter value does not vary substantially over time,
simple time series statistics may be applied to derive a
mean value, a standard deviation, a minimum and a max-
imum value for each type of parameter value included in
a sensor log 53. Average, or baseline, values may be
obtained by aggregating a large number of sensor logs
53 corresponding to a number of different machines 15
and different operations of the machines 15. For exam-
ple, when the machines 15 are ships 15a, each operation
may correspond to a different voyage, and when the ma-
chines 15 take form of construction machinery 15b (Fig-
ure 11) each operation may correspond to a different
journey, a work order, a lease period, or a fixed period
of time such as one working day. Deviations of measured
parameter values from the average values may be used
as statistical metrics for analysis by the data fusion sys-
tem 1.
[0091] Referring also to Figure 5, the values of some
parameters measured by sensors 19 will vary with time,
for example, over the course of a voyage when the ma-
chine 15 is a ship 15a or throughout a working day of
construction machinery 15b (Figure 11). The parameter
values may be plotted against time as a parameter curve
59. By aggregating a large number of sensor logs 53
corresponding to a number of different machines 15 and
different operations, a mean value, a standard deviation,
a minimum and a maximum value of the parameter may
be determined as a function of time. The averaged pa-
rameter values may be plotted against time as an aver-
age parameter curve 60. Suitable statistical metrics may
be calculated such as, for example, the mean and stand-
ard deviation of a difference between the parameter
curve 59 and the average parameter curve 60. Minimum
and maximum differences may also be used as statistical
metrics. The same approach may be used to determine
statistical metrics based on a difference between first and
second parameter curves stored in first and second sen-
sor logs 53. Average parameter curves 60 (and related
average statistical metrics) may be updated to take ac-
count of new sensor logs 53 by re-calculating average
parameter curves 60 (and related average statistical met-
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rics) according to a schedule, for example, daily or week-
ly. Alternatively, if sensor logs 53 are extracted from the
machines 15 at periodic intervals, then the average pa-
rameter curves 60 (and related average statistical met-
rics) may be re-calculated immediately after new sensor
logs 53 have been extracted.
[0092] Parameter curves 59 need not be plotted
against time. Instead, a parameter curve 59 correspond-
ing to a first parameter measured by a first sensor 19
may be plotted against a second parameter measured
by a second sensor 19. Statistical metrics and average
parameter curves 60 may be calculated in the same way.
Analysing a pair of parameters can be useful in diagnos-
ing a developing fault or issue. For example, in a normally
functioning diesel engine, the stable operating tempera-
ture may vary with the revolutions per minute (RPM) ac-
cording to a characteristic parameter curve, for example
an average parameter curve 59. If a parameter curve 59
significantly deviates from the average parameter curve
60, for example, if the parameter curve 59 shows a faster
than expected increase in temperature with RPM, this
may indicate a developing fault in coolant levels or in a
coolant system.
[0093] Referring also to Figure 6, additional statistical
metrics may be derived from the sensor logs 53. For ex-
ample, the number and duration of intervals during which
the parameter curve 59 differs from the average param-
eter curve 60 by more than a threshold amount may be
calculated and used as a metric. For example, the
number and duration of intervals during which the pa-
rameter curve 59 lies below the 25th percentile 61 or
above the 75th percentile 62 may be recorded. In the
example shown in Figure 6, the parameter curve 59 ex-
ceeds the 75th percentile 62 for a first interval tb-ta and
dips below the 25th percentile 61 for a second interval
td-tc. A Schmidt trigger may be used, for example at the
75th and 80th percentiles, to determine that the parameter
curve 59 has exceeded a specified tolerance.
[0094] Other thresholds may be used such as, for ex-
ample, whether the parameter curve 59 deviates from an
average parameter curve 60 by more than a multiple of
a standard deviation σ. For example, instead of the 75th

percentile 62, an upper threshold may be the average
parameter curve 60 plus 3σ, and instead of the 25th per-
centile 61, a lower threshold may be the average param-
eter curve 60 minus 3σ. The standard deviation σ may
in general be a function of time or of a second parameter.
[0095] For machines 15 such as ships 15a or construc-
tion machinery 15b (Figure 11), many parameters will
vary with time, but the duration of different sensor logs
53 need not be the same because each sensor log 53
corresponds to a different operation of the same machine
15 or of a different machine 15. This can prevent naïve
aggregation of corresponding parameter values belong-
ing to first and second sensor logs 53a, 53b. For example,
one working day for construction machinery15b (Figure
11) will vary dramatically from a subsequent working day
because construction machinery 15b may be used to per-

form slightly different tasks and the duration and loading
of each task may also vary from day to day. Sensors 19
recording parameters of a machine 15 may record data-
sets corresponding to two or more tasks or occasions
which differ to the extent that direct comparison is difficult
or meaningless. Such difficulties may be overcome by
applying a dynamic time warping algorithm to the sensor
logs 53.
[0096] Referring also to Figures 7 and 8, first and sec-
ond curves 63a, 63b of a first parameter are not directly
comparable because they have differing lengths. The first
and second curves 63a, 63b correspond to first and sec-
ond sensor logs 53a, 53b respectively. However, a dy-
namic time warping algorithm may be used to distort the
relative time-bases so that first and second warped
curves 64a, 64b of the first parameter may be compared.
The first parameter may be a parameter having a well
understood meaning, such as velocity of a ship 15a, or
the velocity and/or engine revolutions per minute (RPM)
of construction machinery 15b (Figure 11). Suitable first
parameters may often correspond to the external state
of a machine 15, for example, to ambient conditions or
to a task which the machine 15 is performing.
[0097] Referring also to Figures 9 and 10, first and sec-
ond curves 65a, 65b of a second parameter may be less
well understood or simply less suited to feature extrac-
tion. Such second parameters may relate more directly
to the internal functioning or internal status of the machine
15. For example, when the machine 15 is a ship 15a, the
second parameter may be a temperature of part of a gas
turbine engine or a marine diesel engine. As another ex-
ample, when the machine 15 is construction machinery
15b (Figure 11), the second parameter may be the pres-
sure of a pneumatic or hydraulic actuation system. Pa-
rameters relating to the internal functioning or internal
status of the machine 15 may have less predictable or
less regular features, which can complicate or prevent
the direct application of a dynamic time-warping algo-
rithm, which may lead to erroneous outputs. This issue
can be avoided by generating warped curves 66a, 66b
of the second parameter based on a warped time-frame
established using the curves 63a, 63b of the first param-
eter. For example, if the machine 15 is a ship 15a or
construction machinery 15b, parameters such as engine
temperatures may be warped using a time-frame warping
established based on parameters such as velocity or en-
gine RPM of the ship 15a or construction machinery 15b.
[0098] By using an initial parameter curve as a refer-
ence, a large number of sensor logs 53 corresponding
to a large number of different machines 15 and operations
may be warped, then aggregated to obtain a mean value,
a standard deviation, a minimum and a maximum value
of each parameter to be determined for the purpose of
calculating statistical metrics. Similarly, a large number
of sensor logs 53 corresponding to a large number of
different machines 15 and operations may be warped,
then aggregated to obtain warped average parameter
curves.
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[0099] Log metrics may be determined using the com-
puter readable logs corresponding to each machine 15.
For example, when the machine 15 is a ship 15a, metrics
may be determined based on the maintenance log 16,
fault log 17, message log 21, crew log 22 and bridge log
23 corresponding to each ship 15a, as well as any envi-
ronmental data 27, route logs 28 and so forth. For exam-
ple, keyword searching may be used to establish fre-
quencies of occurrence of particular words or phrases
during one or more time intervals. Additionally or alter-
natively, when the message objects 54 include message
ID codes, the maintenance task objects 55 include main-
tenance task ID codes and/or the fault objects 56 include
fault ID codes, log metrics may be determined in the form
of frequencies of occurrence of each message ID code,
maintenance task ID code and/or fault ID code during
one or more time intervals. When maintenance task ob-
jects 55 include a part number or part numbers corre-
sponding to parts which have been replaced/replaced,
such part number or part numbers may be extracted in
addition to any maintenance task ID code or codes.
[0100] Additionally, ontology 5 may include semantic
rules allowing natural language processing of computer
readable logs, such as the maintenance logs 16, fault
logs 17, message logs 21, crew logs 22, bridge logs 23,
environmental data 27, route/task logs 28 and so forth.
Natural language processing may enable determination
of other log metrics.
[0101] It will be appreciated that many different exam-
ples of statistical metrics and metrics derived from com-
puter readable logs may be used with the data fusion
system 1, depending on the data sources 1 which are
used.
[0102] Referring also to Figure 11, a block diagram of
a second exemplary system 67 for performing one or
more operations for analysing and/or modelling a ma-
chine 15 is shown. In the second system 67, the machine
15 is construction machinery 15b and the second system
67 can include one or more construction machines 15b.
The second system 67 may be used to help managing a
fleet of construction machines 15b which are made avail-
able for leasing, or to manage all of the construction ve-
hicles associated with a particular construction project.
Construction machinery 15b may include vehicles such
as, for example, bulldozers, diggers, cranes, tractors,
combine harvesters and so forth. Each construction ma-
chine 15b has a corresponding maintenance log 16 and
fault log 17. The maintenance log 16 for a construction
machine 15b may include information such as dates and
locations of maintenance, details of replacement parts,
free text notes made by an engineer or mechanic per-
forming a maintenance task and so forth. The fault log
17 for a construction machine 15b may include informa-
tion such as dates and locations of faults, the type of
fault, the period of time required to rectify the fault and
so forth. The maintenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 are
stored in suitable computer readable formats or struc-
tures, such as XML files, database tables, and so forth.

The maintenance log 16 and fault log 17 corresponding
to a construction machine 15b may be stored on one or
more servers and/or locally on the construction machine
15b itself. Maintenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 corre-
sponding to a number of different construction machines
15b may be stored in a common database, for example
database 7.
[0103] A construction machine 15b includes a number
of sub-systems 18 which may be mechanical systems,
electrical systems, computer systems or combinations
thereof. Sub-systems 18 of a construction machine 15b
may be controlled by one or more corresponding elec-
tronic control units 68 (ECUs), and the ECUs 68 of a
construction machine 15b are interconnected for com-
munications by an on-board network 69. Each sub-sys-
tem 18 may include one or more sensors 19 which mon-
itor corresponding physical parameters of the sub-sys-
tem 18. One or more sensors 19 associated with a sub-
system 18 form a sensor group 20. Examples of sensors
19 include a temperature sensor, a pressure sensor, an
electrical current or voltage sensor, a gas concentration
sensor, a strain gauge, and so forth. Data from sensors
19 may be stored on the construction machine 15b and
subsequently transmitted or downloaded from the con-
struction machine 15b according to a schedule, for ex-
ample, upon arrival to a designated "home" location, daily
or weekly. Data from some sensors 19 may be transmit-
ted to a server via wireless networks operating at a stor-
age location or operational location of a construction ma-
chine 15b. Data from some sensors 19 may be transmit-
ted to a server via cellular networks during operation of
a construction machine 15b. Sub-systems 18 connected
via the on-board network 69 typically generate message
objects 54 according to protocols which may be propri-
etary or standardised protocols. Information from a con-
struction machine 15b may be extracted via a wireless
connection or using a physical data port (not shown) pro-
vided on the construction machine 15b.
[0104] Referring also to Figure 12, examples of con-
struction machine 15b sub-systems 18 and associated
sensors 19 are shown.
[0105] Many construction machines 15b include a die-
sel engine 70, which may include a large number of sen-
sors 19 for use in regular operation, self-diagnostics,
maintenance and/or repair. For example, a construction
machine 15b diesel engine 70 may include, amongst oth-
er sensors 19, a coolant temperature sensor 17, an intake
air sensor 72, one or more oxygen sensors 73 to monitor
combustion efficiency, a fuel rail pressure sensor 74, an
intake manifold gas pressure sensor 75, and engine RPM
sensor 76, one or more valve timing sensors 77, a mass
airflow sensor 78 and so forth.
[0106] Construction machines 15b may include an
evaporative emissions control system 79 (EVAP system)
including a vapour pressure sensor 80. Some construc-
tion machines 15b may include a traction control system
81 including wheel rotation speed sensors 82. Some con-
struction machines 15b may include a hydraulic or pneu-
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matic actuation system 83 including system pressure
sensors 84, valve status sensors (not shown), load sen-
sors (not shown) and so forth, for controlling and moni-
toring actuation of tools such as a bull dozer scoop. Con-
struction machines 15b may include a power assist steer-
ing system 85 including steering wheel position sensors
86 and steering column torque sensors 87. Construction
machines 15b may include an exhaust system 88 includ-
ing, for example, one or more oxygen concentration sen-
sors 73 and one or more catalyst bed temperature sen-
sors 89. Construction machines 15b may include exterior
sensing systems 90 including sensors 19 such as, for
example, ambient temperature sensors 91 and ambient
barometric pressure 92 for determining the environmen-
tal conditions in which the construction machine 15b is
operating.
[0107] The construction machine 15b may also store
message logs 21 (not shown in Figures 11, 12) and global
positioning system (GPS) (or other positioning system)
logs 25 (not shown in Figures 11, 12). The message log
21 corresponding to a construction machine 15b may
include message objects 54 generated by the ECUs 68,
for example, according to OBD protocols. The message
objects 54 may include a date and time, an identifier of
an originating sub-system 18, and message contents
such as, for example, a warning or fault identifier. Mes-
sage logs 21 and global positioning system (GPS) logs
25 are stored in suitable computer readable formats or
structures, such as XML files, database tables and so
forth.
[0108] The second system 67 may also include man-
ufacturer information 26 including, for example, databas-
es providing information about messages and/or faults,
suggested maintenance tasks, and manufacturer recom-
mended tolerances for parameters measured by sensors
19. The second system 67 may also include environmen-
tal data 27 such as ambient temperatures, humidity and
so forth, as a function of date, time and location. Such
information may be relevant to predicting failure of con-
struction machines 15b in a variety of ways. For example,
a degraded battery system may not become evident to
a user until it fails to supply sufficient current for a starter
motor in colder ambient conditions. The degradation of
the battery system may be detectable in sufficient time
to allow replacement, however, whether or not battery
replacement is the most critical preventative mainte-
nance task may depend on the expected ambient tem-
peratures. The second system 67 may also include a
route/job log 28 (not shown in Figures 11, 12) corre-
sponding to each construction machine 15b. The
route/task log 28 for a construction machine 15b may
include details of the start and end locations, routes trav-
elled, dates and times of each journey, details of tasks
assigned to the corresponding construction machine 15b
and so forth. Route/task logs 28 may provide important
contextual information for interpreting construction ma-
chine 15b sensor 19 data, for example, route information
may be matched to elevation data to account for varia-

tions in engine power output of a tractor driving up or
down a field located on an incline. The second system
67 may also include schedules 29 for the tasks which a
fleet including a number of construction machines 15b
need to be assigned to perform over a forthcoming time
period. The second system 67 may also include facilities
information 30 such as, for example, a type or class of
available facilities at each location where a fleet of con-
struction machines 15b operates or may operate. Exam-
ples of facilities information 30 may include locations of
garages providing repair and/or re-fuelling, locations and
availability of spare parts and/or geographical coverage
and locations of breakdown recovery services.
[0109] The manufacturer information 26, environmen-
tal data 27, route/task logs 28, schedules 29 and facilities
information 30 may be stored in suitable computer read-
able formats or structures, such as XML files, database
tables, and so forth. The manufacturer information 26,
environmental data 27, route logs 28, schedules 29 and
facilities information 30 may be stored in one or more
servers (not shown)
[0110] The maintenance logs 16, fault logs 17, sensors
19, message logs 21, GPS logs 25, manufacturer infor-
mation 26, environmental data 27, route/task logs 28,
schedules 29 and facilities information 30 are examples
of data sources 2 for the data fusion system 1.
[0111] The second system 67 includes one or more
analysis terminals 31 in the form of one or more comput-
ing systems 37.
[0112] The data fusion system 1 may be provided by
one or more analysis servers 32 and one or more analysis
terminals 31 may connect to the analysis server 32 as
clients. Alternatively, each analysis terminal 31 may pro-
vide an example of the data fusion system 1. Examples
of analysis terminals 31 may provide the same or different
functions. For example, different analysis terminals 31
may be able to access different types of data or functions
of the analysis server 32. For example, a scheduling ter-
minal 34 may access data relating to risk model 6 outputs,
schedules 29 and facilities information 30 to perform risk
based scheduling of construction machine 15b tasks. As
another example, a manufacturer terminal 35 may be
given access to a reduced or redacted selection of data
from the data sources 2, in order to allow monitoring and
analysis of technical data whilst preserving the integrity
of commercially sensitive information. A user device 94
such as a smartphone or tablet computer operated by
the construction machine operator may also provide an
analysis terminal 31 to enable the operator to receive
timely and convenient notification of developing prob-
lems. In some examples, all analysis terminals 31 may
access the same data and functions.
[0113] The analysis terminals 31 and analysis server
32 of the second system 67 communicate with the data
sources 2 over a network 36 in the same way as the first
system 14.
[0114] The second system 14 may include a number
of machines 15 in the form of construction machines 15b,
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and all of the construction machines 15b forming part of
the second exemplary system 76 are the same or com-
parable to one another.
[0115] The present specification is not limited to ma-
chines 15 in the form of ships 15a or construction ma-
chine 15b in the form of vehicles such as, for example,
bulldozers, diggers, cranes, tractors, combine harvesters
and so forth. The present specification is equally appli-
cable to machines 15 in the form of any other type of
vehicle such as, for example, trains and so forth.
[0116] The present specification is not limited to vehic-
ular machines 15, and may instead be applied to any
type of machine 15 which includes sensors 19. For ex-
ample, the present specification may be applied to sew-
age treatment equipment such as a sewage treatment
plant. Unscheduled stoppages of a sewage treatment
plant can be very expensive in lost time. Therefore, the
teachings of the present specification in relation to pre-
dicting fault probabilities, risk scores and fault prevention
using data-driven selection of preventative maintenance
tasks can provide advantages for a sewage treatment
plant.
[0117] In a sewage treatment plant operating condi-
tions are intended to be relatively stable. The aspects of
the present specification relating to dynamic time warping
and incorporation of computer readable logs to provide
contextual information can allow the present specifica-
tion to be particularly useful for applications in which ma-
chines 15 are operated in variable conditions and/or for
variable tasks. For example, tunnel boring equipment is
complex machinery which is operated in a range of dif-
ferent environments and under a range of mechanical
loadings. Each location for tunnel boring will have a dif-
ferent geological constitution, so that loading of a boring
bit will vary with depth and distance of the bore hole in a
different way at each drilling location. Additionally, boring
locations can be remote, so that obtaining spare parts
may take a long time in the event of an unanticipated
failure. Therefore, the teachings of the present specifi-
cation in relation to context dependent fault prediction
and fault prevention using data-driven selection of pre-
ventative maintenance tasks can provide advantages for
tunnel boring equipment.

System for preventing faults

[0118] Machines 15 must be regularly maintained. Ma-
chines 15 may undergo regular maintenance according
to a schedule such as, for example, after every time the
machine 15 is used, every day, every week, every month
and so forth.
[0119] Regular maintenance of a machine 15 includes
a mixture of tasks which are performed every mainte-
nance cycle, for example checking and topping off pres-
sures or fluid levels. Regular maintenance of a machine
15 also includes preventative maintenance such as, for
example, replacement of parts, purging and cleaning a
fluid system before re-filling the system and so forth. The

time available for preventative maintenance can be de-
termined on an ad-hoc or "gut instinct" basis, or according
to a cycle or schedule of predetermined maintenance
tasks.
[0120] Regular maintenance of machines may fall into
a number of different categories. For example, for a ma-
chine in the form of a ship, some maintenance tasks may
be carried out in service, i.e. whilst the ship is at sea.
However, other maintenance tasks may require port fa-
cilities, or other specialist equipment and/or personnel,
for example divers. Still further maintenance tasks for a
ship may require that the ship is in drydock, i.e. removed
from the water.
[0121] Referring also to Figure 13, a system 100 for
preventing faults may be used to increase the effective-
ness of preventative maintenance by determining the
sub-system 18 to be prioritised for preventative mainte-
nance and/or the maintenance to be performed based
on technical data of the history and operation of a ma-
chine 15. The system 100 for preventing faults is one
example of a system implemented in accordance with
the data fusion system 1.
[0122] The system for preventing faults 100 includes
a database 7, an apparatus for modelling machines 101
and a robotic maintenance system 102. The system 100
may optionally include a report generation module 103
and/or a user interface 104.
[0123] The database 7 includes a number of sensor
logs 53 corresponding to one or more machines 15 and
one or more operations of each machine 15. The ma-
chines 15 are of the same or corresponding types and
each machine 15 includes the same or corresponding
sub-systems 18 and sensors 19. Each sensor log 53 in-
cludes measured parameters measured by one or more
sensors 19. For example, if machines 15 take the form
of construction machines including diesel engines 15b,
then the sensor logs 53 may include measurements of
parameters such as, for example, engine temperature,
fuel injector pressure, exhaust catalyst temperature, ex-
haust oxygen concentration and so forth. In another ex-
ample, if machines 15 take the form of ships 15a, sensor
logs 53 may include measured values of parameters
such as, for example, speed, engine temperature, cabin
and/or cargo area temperature, bilge level, torque on the
propeller shafts and so forth.
[0124] The database 7 also includes a fault log 17 cor-
responding to each machine 15. Each fault log 17 is a
computer readable log which includes a number of fault
objects 56, and each fault object includes fault data 57
specifying a time and a type of a fault (for example a fault
ID code), and fault resolution data 58 specifying an end
time or duration of the fault and, optionally, a mainte-
nance task object 55 corresponding to a maintenance
task which resolved the fault.
[0125] The database 7 also includes additional com-
puter readable logs corresponding to each machine 15.
The computer readable logs for each machine 15 include
a maintenance log 16. Each maintenance log 16 includes
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a number of maintenance task objects 55, each mainte-
nance task object 55 specifying a time, a maintenance
task type (for example using a maintenance task ID code)
and, optionally, the duration of the maintenance task.
Maintenance task objects 55 may also include details of
locations at which a maintenance task was performed,
details of replacement parts used and free text notes
made by an engineer or mechanic performing the main-
tenance task.
[0126] The computer readable logs stored in the data-
base 7 may also include a message log 21 corresponding
to each machine 15. The message logs 21 corresponding
to each machine 15 may include message objects 54
generated by controllers, processors or similar devices
(not shown) which are integrated into the various sub-
systems 18 of the machine 15. Each message object 54
may include a date and time, an identifier of the originat-
ing sub-system 18 and message contents such as, for
example, a message ID code. A message object 54 may
include content such as a fault ID code when the mes-
sage is reporting a fault.
[0127] The computer readable logs stored in the data-
base 7 may include additional data sources 2 not shown
in Figure 13 such as, for example, the crew logs 22, cock-
pit logs 23, manufacturer information 26, weather data
27, route logs 28, schedules 29 and facilities information
30.
[0128] The database 7 also includes data models 3 in
the form of risk models 6 for calculating a fault probability
or risk score for a machine 15, or a sub-system 18 of a
machine 15, during an interval of time. Risk models 6 are
machine learning models or weighted average models,
and methods of generating and using risk models 6 is
further described hereinafter. The database 7 may in-
clude a risk model 6 corresponding to the machines 15,
or may include one or more risk models 6 corresponding
to machine 15 sub-systems 18.
[0129] The database 7 contents are stored in suitable
computer readable formats or structures, such as XML
files, database tables, and so forth. The database 7 may
be locally stored on one or more storage devices (not
shown). Alternatively, the database may be stored on
one or more servers (not shown) in networked commu-
nication with the apparatus 101 for modelling machines
15.
[0130] The apparatus 101 for modelling machines 15
includes a statistical metric determining module 105, a
log metric determining module 106, a training set format-
ting module 107, a risk modelling module 108, a mainte-
nance task determining module 109 and a fault mainte-
nance correlation module 110. Optionally, the apparatus
101 for modelling machines 15 includes a sensor log
warping module 111. The apparatus 101 for modelling
machines 15 is an example of an analysis terminal 31 or
analysis server 32. The apparatus 101 for modelling ma-
chines 15 may be provided by a suitably programmed
computer system such as the computer system 37.
[0131] The statistical metric determining module 105

accesses sensor logs 53 stored in the database 7 and
processes them to determine statistical metrics. For ex-
ample, referring again to Figure 5, the statistical metric
determining module 105 may determine the mean and
standard deviation of a difference between a parameter
curve corresponding to a particular sensor log 53 (for
example parameter curve 59) and an average parameter
curve (for example average parameter curve 60) deter-
mined by aggregating a large number of sensor logs 53
across a number of different machines 15 and/or opera-
tions of the machines. Minimum and maximum differenc-
es may also be used as statistical metrics. An average
parameter curve corresponding to a particular sensor 19,
or to each particular sensor 19, may be determined in
advance and stored separately in the database 7. Alter-
natively, average parameter curves may be determined
based on a number of sensor logs 53 and used to deter-
mine statistical metrics corresponding to each sensor log
53. Referring again to Figure 6, additional statistical met-
rics may be derived from the sensor logs 53. For example,
the number and duration of intervals during which a pa-
rameter curve (for example parameter curve 59) differs
from the average parameter curve (for example average
parameter curve 60) by more than a threshold amount
may be calculated and used as a metric.
[0132] The statistical metric determining module 105
may determine statistical metrics based on warped sen-
sor logs (not shown). For example, referring again to Fig-
ures 7 to 10, the sensor log warping module 111 may
retrieve sensor logs 53 and generate warped sensor logs
(not shown) (for example warped curves 56) as described
hereinbefore with reference to Figures 7 to 10. The sta-
tistical metric determining module 105 may determine
statistical metrics based on the warped sensor logs (not
shown) in the same was as for sensor logs 53. The
warped sensor logs (not shown) may be determined in
advance and stored separately in the database 7.
Warped sensor logs (not shown) may be retrieved and
processed by the statistical metric determining module
105 in the same way as sensor logs 53. Average warped
parameter curves may be determined in advance in the
same way as average parameter curves, and may be
stored separately in the database 7 for retrieval by the
statistical metric determining module 105. Alternatively,
a number of warped sensor logs (not shown) may be
determined and passed to the statistical metric determin-
ing module 105 for determination of an average warped
parameter curve and determination of statistical metrics
corresponding to each warped sensor log (not shown).
[0133] The log metric determining module 106 access-
es the computer readable logs 16, 7, 21 and determines
log metrics based on the maintenance log 16, fault log
17 and optionally message log 21 corresponding to each
machine. In some examples, log metrics are also deter-
mined based on additional computer readable logs such
as, for example, crew logs 22, bridge logs 23, environ-
mental data 27, route/task logs 28 and so forth. Where
the computer readable logs 16, 17, 21 include free-text
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information, the log metric determining module 106 may
perform keyword searching to establish frequencies of
occurrence of particular words or phrases during one or
more time intervals. The log metric determining module
106 may include a database including synonyms for key-
words and/or common misspellings. The log metric de-
termining module 106 may employ natural language
processing to determine patterns in free-text information.
[0134] Additionally or alternatively, message objects
54, maintenance task objects 55 and fault objects 56 may
include ID codes which identify maintenance task types
and/or fault types, and the frequencies of occurrence of
the ID codes during one of more time intervals may be
used as log metrics.
[0135] The training set formatting module 107 receives
statistical metrics and log metrics and configures them
to generate a training set for use by the risk modelling
module 108 to generate a corresponding risk model 6.
The statistical metrics, together with the log metrics de-
rived from the maintenance logs 16 and message logs
21, may provide test inputs for a machine learning model
or may be used as the basis for determining probabilities
and respective weights for a weighted average model.
The log metrics derived from the fault logs 17 provide
corresponding test outputs for a machine learning model
or may be used as the basis for determining probabilities
and respective weights for a weighted average model.
The configuration of the training set will depend on the
type of risk model which the risk modelling module 108
generates.
[0136] The risk modelling module 108 receives the
training set and generates a risk model 6 in dependence
on the training set. The risk model 6 may be a machine
learning model or the risk model 6 may be a weighted
average model. A machine learning risk model 6 may be
used to estimate the probability of faults occurring in a
machine 15, a sub-system 18 of the machine, or in a
group of sub-systems 18. Weighted average risk models
6 fall into two main categories. A first type of weighted
average risk model 6 uses weights in the form of proba-
bilities of a fault developing to calculate an risk scores in
the form of estimated probabilities of a corresponding
fault type occurring in an associated machine 15, sub-
system 18 of the machine, or a group of sub-systems 18.
A second type of weighted average risk model 6 uses
weights in the form of importance metrics to calculate
risk scores which are indicative of the relative serious-
ness of corresponding fault types which may be devel-
oping in an associated machine 15, sub-system 18 of the
machine, or a group of sub-systems 18. Further details
of machine learning models and weighted average mod-
els follow hereinafter.
[0137] Once a risk model 6 has been generated by the
risk modelling module 108, it is passed to the database
7 for storage. A stored risk model 6 may be used to es-
timate the probabilities or risk scores of a number of fault
types (for example each fault ID code) occurring in a ma-
chine 15, a sub-system 18 of the machine 15 or a group

of sub-systems 18 within a future interval, in dependence
upon the recent sensor logs 53 for that machine, as well
as the corresponding maintenance log 16 and message
log 21.
[0138] In some examples, log metrics derived from the
fault logs 17 may also be used as input data for generating
the risk model 6. A prior fault in a first sub-system 18a
has the potential to be predictive of a future fault in a
related, second sub-system 18b. In some examples, the
training set used generate a risk model 6 includes addi-
tional log metrics derived from computer readable logs
such as, for example crew logs 22, bridge logs 23, envi-
ronmental data 27, route/task logs 28 and so forth.
[0139] The system 100 may be used with different
types of machine 15, for example, each machine 15 may
be an independent machine or each machine may form
part of a large, complex machine. A single risk model 6
may be generated for a machine 15 overall, or a separate
risk model 6 may be generated for each sub-system 18
of the machine 15. When a risk model 6 is generated for
a sub-system 18, the training set need not be limited to
sensor logs 53 corresponding to sensors 19 associated
with that sub-system 18. The training set may also include
test input data associated with related subsystems 18,
or for the machine 15 overall. However, the test output
included in the training set may be restricted to fault ob-
jects 56 which correspond to the sub-system 18 which
is the subject of the risk model 6.
[0140] The maintenance task determining module 109
may control the risk modelling module 108 to retrieve a
risk model 6 corresponding to a machine 15 or a sub-
system 18 of the machine, to obtain statistical metrics
determined based on sensor logs 53 corresponding to a
preceding interval and to obtain log metrics determined
based on computer readable logs 16, 17, 21 correspond-
ing to the preceding interval. The risk modelling module
108, under the control of the maintenance task determin-
ing module 109, determines probabilities or risk scores
for each fault type (for example for each fault ID code)
which is predicted by the risk model 6. The fault types
for which probabilities or risk scores are generated may
depend on the fault types which were included in the
original training set for the risk model 6.
[0141] When the risk modelling module 108 deter-
mines probabilities or risk scores in the form of probabil-
ities (machine learning models or weighted average mod-
els of the first type), the maintenance task determining
module 109 determines a fault metric based on the prob-
abilities for each fault type (for example, for each fault ID
code). The fault metric for each fault type may be the
probability of that fault type occurring. Alternatively, the
maintenance task determining module 109 may control
the fault maintenance correlation module 110 to access
the fault logs 17 and to determine, for each relevant fault
type, an average fault duration based on fault objects 56
having that fault type. The maintenance task determining
module 109 may calculate the fault metric for each fault
type as a product of the fault probability and the average
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fault duration, i.e. the expectation value of delay for each
fault type.
[0142] Alternatively, the maintenance task determin-
ing module 109 may calculate the fault metric for each
fault type as a product of the fault probability and a "se-
verity score", which is a user determinable value reflect-
ing the importance of the associated sub-system 18. For
example, when the machine 15 is a ship 15a, sub-sys-
tems 18 relating to the engines may have a relatively high
severity score because a drifting ship may run around or
become swamped in rough seas. By contrast, a sub-sys-
tem controlling emergency lighting in the crew cabins
may have a lower severity score. In other words, the fault
metric may be determined based on the consequences
of a fault.
[0143] When the risk modelling module 108 deter-
mines risk scores which are indicative of the relative se-
riousness of potential faults (weighted average models
of the second type), the risk scores may be used as fault
metrics without further processing.
[0144] The maintenance task determining module 109
ranks each predicted fault type according to the values
of the fault metric, and selects a priority fault type based
on the ranking. The maintenance task determining mod-
ule 109 controls the fault maintenance correlation module
110 to determine a priority maintenance task associated
with the priority fault. The fault maintenance correlation
module 110 analyses the fault logs and maintenance logs
to determine the maintenance task which has the highest
probability of resolving (i.e. averting) the priority fault. For
example, on prior occasions on which a fault type corre-
sponding to a fault ID code A-F-004 has occurred, the
fault may have been resolved by a maintenance task
corresponding to a maintenance task ID code (i.e. a main-
tenance task type) of A-T-024 in 65% of previous occur-
rences of the same fault, by a maintenance task corre-
sponding to a maintenance task ID code (i.e. a mainte-
nance task type) of A-T -005 in 20% of previous occur-
rences of the same fault, and by a maintenance task cor-
responding to a maintenance task ID code (i.e. a main-
tenance task type) of A-T-042 in 15% of previous occur-
rences of the same fault. In this example, the mainte-
nance task corresponding to maintenance task ID code
(i.e. maintenance task type) A-T-024 would be selected
as the priority maintenance task.
[0145] The maintenance task determining module 109
outputs the priority maintenance task to a robotic main-
tenance system 102 which carries out the selected pri-
ority maintenance task.
[0146] Alternatively, the maintenance task determin-
ing module 109 may output the priority maintenance task
to the report generation module 103, which prepares and
outputs a physical report or work order to direct an engi-
neer or mechanic to perform the priority maintenance
task.
[0147] In other examples, the maintenance task deter-
mining module 109 may output the priority maintenance
task to the user interface 104. The maintenance task de-

termining module 109 may also output further information
to the user interface such as, for example, a list of fault
types ranked according to the corresponding fault metric
values, relative probabilities of different maintenance
tasks resolving the priority fault and so forth.
[0148] In this way, decision making about preventative
maintenance may be placed on a quantitative footing.
The output of the risk model 6 is a set of probabilities or
risk scores for various types of technical fault which may
develop in a machine 15, a subsystem 18 of the machine
15 or a group of sub-systems 18. These probabilities or
risk scores are determined through processing of tech-
nical data such as sensor 19 measurements and com-
puter readable logs 16, 17, 21. Instead of trying to predict
precisely when a machine 15 will fail, which may be im-
practical in many situations, the system 100 instead aims
to determine a maintenance task which will provide the
greatest improvement in a fault metric, for example, the
probability of a fault occurring or the expectation value
of delay durations resulting from faults.
[0149] In an alternative example, the maintenance task
determining module 109 may determine the fault metric
and priority maintenance task by repeated application of
a machine learning risk model 6. For example, the main-
tenance task determining module 109 may control the
risk modelling module 108 to generate a probability cor-
responding to each fault type (for example each fault ID
code) using a machine learning risk model 6. A baseline
expectation delay may be calculated by summing, for
each fault type, the predicted probability and the average
associated fault duration. The maintenance task deter-
mining module 109 may control the fault maintenance
correlation module 110 to analyse the maintenance and
fault logs 16, 17 and compile a list of all correlated main-
tenance tasks. A correlated maintenance task (for exam-
ple corresponding to a maintenance task type or ID code)
in this context is one which has previously been per-
formed in connection with the predicted fault type or fault
types. For each correlated maintenance task, the main-
tenance task determining module 109 may control the
risk modelling module 108 to repeat the probability cal-
culations using the machine learning risk model 6 and a
modified maintenance log (not shown). The modified
maintenance log (not shown) is formed by taking the
maintenance log 16 for the machine 15 being modelled,
and adding an additional maintenance task object 55 cor-
responding to the correlated maintenance task. In this
way, the probability of each fault type may be calculated
on the assumption that the correlated maintenance task
is carried out.
[0150] For each correlated maintenance task, the
maintenance task determining module 109 may re-de-
termine the fault probabilities, and also determine a main-
tenance task metric in the form of a change in the overall
expectation delay, i.e. the sum of the predicted probabil-
ities and the average associate durations for each fault
type. The priority maintenance task may be selected as
the correlated maintenance task which gives rise to the
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largest reduction in the expectation delay.
[0151] Further features of the apparatus 101 for mod-
elling machines 15 shall become apparent from the de-
scription of methods hereinafter.

Machine learning risk model

[0152] The risk model 6 may be a machine learning
model, for example, a random forest model. Alternatively,
the risk model 6 may be any other suitable type of ma-
chine learning model such as, for example, a kernel ran-
dom forest, an artificial neural network, a Bayesian net-
work, a hidden Markov model and so forth. The risk mod-
elling module 108 iterates the machine learning risk mod-
el 6 so as to minimise a difference between predicted
probabilities of each fault type developing in the machine
15 (or a sub-system 18 or group of sub-systems 18) and
the observed probabilities of each fault type. Fault types
may be identified using the fault ID codes.
[0153] The risk model 6 receives as input the statistical
metrics and log metrics derived from the maintenance
logs 16 and message logs 21. The risk model 6 receives
inputs corresponding to a preceding interval such as, for
example, one day, three days, one week, a month and
so forth. The probabilities of each fault type are calculated
for a future interval, and the observed probabilities
against which the predictions are compared are based
on log metrics derived from the fault logs 17. The future
interval may be, for example, a day, two days, three days,
a week, two weeks, a month and so forth.

Weighted average risk model

[0154] A first type weighted average risk model 6 may
be based on historical probabilities that a fault develops
within a certain period following one or more potential
fault criteria being satisfied. A second type of weighted
average risk model 6 may be based on the relative seri-
ousness of faults developing in sub-systems 18 which
are associated with one or more potential fault criteria
being satisfied.
[0155] Referring also to Figure 14, an example of a
weighted average risk modelling module 108b for deter-
mining and/or evaluating a weighted average risk model
6 is shown.
[0156] The weighted average risk modelling module
108b includes a statistical criteria module 133, a log cri-
teria module 134, a weight calculation module 135 and
a risk calculation module 136. The weighted average risk
modelling module 108b checks the sensor logs 53 and
computer readable logs 16, 17, 21 against a number of
criteria and generates one or more overall risk scores,
each of which is indicative of one of more fault types
occurring in the machine 15 within a following period. For
example, each risk score may be an estimate of the prob-
ability of the corresponding fault type developing within
a following period (first type) or each risk score may in-
dicate the relative severity of the corresponding fault type

developing (second type).
[0157] The statistical criteria module 133 stores at least
one statistical criterion 137. Preferably, the statistical cri-
teria module 133 stores a number, N of statistical criteria
1371, 1372, ..., 137N. The statistical criteria 1371,
1372, ..., 137N may be stored in the statistical criteria
module 133 or the risk modelling module 108b. Alterna-
tively, the risk modelling module 108b may retrieve sta-
tistical criteria 1371, 1372, ..., 137N which are stored in
the database 7 as part of a risk model 6.
[0158] Similarly, the log criteria module 134 stores at
least one log criterion 139. Preferably, the statistical cri-
teria module 134 stores a number, M of log criteria 1391,
1392, ..., 139M. The log criteria 1391, 1392, ..., 139M may
be stored in the log criteria module 134 or the risk mod-
elling module 108b. Alternatively, the risk modelling mod-
ule 108b may retrieve log criteria 1391, 1392, ..., 139M
which are stored in the database 7.
[0159] The statistical criteria 137 and the log criteria
139 are arranged into one or more fault criteria groups
(not shown). Each fault criteria group corresponds to a
particular fault type. Each fault criteria group may include
one or more statistical criteria 137 and/or one or more
log criteria 139. The fault type corresponding to a fault
criteria group may be associated with the overall machine
15, a subsystem 18 or a group of sub-systems. Multiple
fault types, and therefore multiple fault criteria groups,
may be associated with a single sub-system 18. Each
criterion 137, 139 belongs to one or more of the fault
criteria groups, in other words, one criterion 137, 139
may be associated with multiple fault types.
[0160] The statistical criteria module 133 receives sta-
tistical metrics 138 from the statistical metric determining
module 105. Statistical metrics 138 may be based on
sensor logs 53 and/or warped sensor logs (not shown).
Based on the statistical metrics 138, the statistical criteria
module 133 determines whether one or more statistical
criteria 137 are satisfied.
[0161] For example, when the machine 15 is a ship
15a, the statistical criteria module 133 may test two sta-
tistical criteria 1371, 1372. A first statistical criterion 1371
may relate to temperatures of one or more propeller shaft
bearings of the ship 15a. For example, a parameter curve
59 may be defined as the bearing temperature as a func-
tion of propeller shaft RPM, and this temperature-RPM
curve may be compared to an average parameter curve
60 determined based on the historical data from multiple
ships 15a. Each RPM value has an associated standard
deviation σ determined based on the historical data. The
first statistical criterion 1371 may be triggered when the
deviation of the temperature-RPM curve from the aver-
age behaviour exceeds a threshold amount, for example,
three times the standard deviation σ. An elevated bearing
temperature may indicate, for example, a lack of lubrica-
tion or a developing mechanical fault with the propeller
bearing mechanism. The first statistical criterion 1371
may be met immediately that the threshold deviation has
been exceeded. Alternatively, the first statistical criterion
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1371 may be met if the bearing temperature exceeds the
threshold deviation a certain number of times within a
given period, for example, if the temperature exceeds
the threshold ten or more times within five days. The com-
parison between the parameter curve 59 and the average
parameter curve 60 may be restricted to be particular
conditions, for example, only for RPM values exceeding
20 RPM, or only if the threshold is exceeded for a duration
of at least 5 minutes, and so forth.
[0162] A second statistical criterion 1372 may compare
the deviation between a pair of parameter curves 59. For
example, the ship 15a may include first and second en-
gines powering first and second propellers. The first and
second engines are substantially identical in construc-
tion, to provide matched power outputs when operating
correctly. Consequently, during normal operation, corre-
sponding sensors 19 of the first and second engines pro-
duce parameter curves 59 which are substantially the
same. In practice, a pair of corresponding parameter
curves 59 will fluctuate by small amounts such that the
parameter curves 59 are not precisely identical. Howev-
er, if a difference between the parameter curves 59 ex-
ceeds a threshold amount, this may indicate a fault de-
veloping with one of the engines. The threshold may be
based on historical data, for example, three times the
historic standard deviation of the relevant parameter. Al-
ternatively, the threshold may by a relative threshold, for
example, if the ratio of the parameter values measure
from first and second engines is outside a range centred
on a value of one. The second statistical criterion 1372
may be met immediately that the threshold deviation has
been exceeded. Alternatively, the second statistical cri-
terion 1372 may be met if the deviation between first and
second engines exceeds the threshold deviation a cer-
tain number of times within a given period, for example,
if the parameter measured from the first engine differs
by 10% or more from the parameter measured from the
second engine three or more times within ten days. The
comparison between the pair of parameter curves 59
may be restricted to be particular conditions in a similar
way to the first statistical criterion 1371.
[0163] Differential comparisons such as the second
statistical criterion 1372 are not limited to pairs of param-
eter curves 59. In principle deviations within any group
of sub-systems may be used as statistical criteria 137.
For example, a ship 15a may include a number of bilge
pumps (not shown), each responsible for pumping a par-
ticular segment or partition of the ship 15a bilge. If the
parameters measured from one bilge pump begin to de-
viate significantly from the others, this may indicate a
developing problem such as, for example, a developing
electrical or mechanical fault, the pump intake or outlet
is becoming clogged, the corresponding segment or par-
tition of the bilge is developing a leak, and so forth.
[0164] Optionally, whenever a statistical criterion 137
is satisfied, the weighted average risk modelling module
108b may transmit an alert message (not shown). The
alert message may be sent to a local or remote receiver

using wired or wireless means. For example, an auto-
mated e-mail or SMS message may be sent to an engi-
neer or mechanic. The alert message may take the form
of a message object 54 and may be recorded in the mes-
sage log 21.
[0165] The log criteria module 134 receives message
metrics 140, maintenance metrics 141 and fault metrics
142 from the log metric determining module 106. Based
on the message metrics 140, maintenance metrics 141
and fault metrics 142, the log criteria module 134 deter-
mines whether one or more log criteria 140 are satisfied.
[0166] For example, when the machine 15 is a ship
15a, the log criteria module 134 may test two log criteria
1391, 1392. A first log criterion 1391 may relate to a par-
ticular message object 54 generated by a sub-system 18
of the ship 15. If the message object 54 is generated a
certain number of times within a period then the first log
criterion 1391 is satisfied, for example, 5 times in 6 days.
The first log criterion 1391 may be tested using a message
metric 140 in the form of a tally of the number of times a
message object 54 having a specific message ID code
(i.e. maintenance task type) occurs within a moving win-
dowed period.
[0167] A second log criterion 1392 may relate to main-
tenance task objects 55 and/or fault objects 56. The sec-
ond log criterion 1392 may be satisfied if a number of
maintenance tasks 55 and/or fault objects 56 relating to
a particular sub-system 18 are recorded within a given
period. For example, if a navigational radar system of the
ship 15a requires the same or similar minor maintenance
tasks 55 (for example a system reset) five times within
one week, this may indicate a more serious underlying
or developing problem requiring more significant main-
tenance or replacement of parts. The second log criterion
1392 need not be limited to a single sub-system 18, and
may encompass a number of maintenance tasks 55
and/or fault objects 56 relating to a group of sub-systems
18.
[0168] Optionally, whenever a log criterion 139 is sat-
isfied, the weighted average risk modelling module 108b
may transmit an alert message (not shown). The alert
message may be sent to a local or remote receiver using
wired or wireless means. For example, an automated e-
mail or SMS message may be sent to an engineer or
mechanic. The alert message may take the form of a
message object 54 and may be recorded in the message
log 21.
[0169] The preceding examples of statistical criteria
137 and log criteria 139 are not exhaustive. Depending
on the specific machines 15, the number and type of
available sensors 19, availability of message and main-
tenance logs 140, 141, the statistical criteria 137 and log
criteria 139 may vary considerably.
[0170] The weighted average risk modelling module
108b may operate to determine weights from historical
data or to apply weights to new data.
[0171] For the first type of weighted average risk model
6, the weight calculation module 135 receives fault met-
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rics 142 from the log metric determining module 106 and
receives information about which statistical criteria 137
and which log criteria 139 are satisfied. The weight cor-
responding to a particular criterion 137, 139 is calculated
in the form of a probability of a fault developing, based
on the frequencies of relevant fault objects 56 occurring
within a predetermined or user determinable period after
the criterion 137, 139 is satisfied. For example, for occa-
sions when the first statistical criterion 1371 is satisfied,
the weight may be calculated as the fraction or percent-
age of such occasions which were followed by a relevant
fault object 56 within 30 days. The weight calculation
module 135 may determine, based on the statistical met-
rics 138 or log metrics 140, 141, 142, a first number, n1,
of occasions for which the criterion 137, 39 was satisfied.
The weight calculation module 135 may determine,
based on the fault log 17 and the statistical metrics 138
or log metrics 140, 141, 142, a second number, n2, of
occasions for which the criterion 137, 39 was satisfied
and the corresponding fault type occurred within the pre-
determined or user determinable period after the criterion
137, 139 is satisfied.
[0172] A relevant fault object 56 has a fault type (e.g.
a fault ID code) which corresponds to one or more fault
criteria groups including the criterion 137, 139. In one
example, a relevant fault type may be associated with
the same sub-system 18 or group of sub-systems 18 as
the criterion 137, 139. In an example where a fault criteria
group is associated with a single sub-system 18, a log
criterion 139 may be based on a message having an ID
code C-M-026, and a fault object 56 having a fault ID
code of C-F-001 may be a relevant fault object 56 because
both relate to the "C" sub-system 18. Alternatively, in an
example where a fault criteria group is associated with a
group of sub-systems 18, for example, if a "G" sub-sys-
tem 18 is linked to "H" and "K" sub-systems 18, a log
criterion 139 may based on a message having an ID code
G-M-006, and fault objects 56 having fault ID codes of
G-F-051, H-F-005 or K-F-009 may all be relevant.
[0173] The set of weights corresponding to each crite-
rion 137, 139 form the risk model 6, which is stored to
the database 7. The risk model 6 may also include details
of the specific criteria 137, 139 to be applied. This enables
the system 100 to use risk models 6 having different cri-
teria to model the risk of faults developing in different
sub-systems 18.
[0174] The weights need not be calculated in the form
of probabilities. For the second type of weighted average
model, the weights for each criterion 137, 39 may take
the form of importance metrics determined based on the
relative importance of the sub-system 18 or group of sub-
systems 18 which correspond to the criterion 137, 139.
For example, criteria 137, 139 relating to the engines or
fire suppression systems of a ship 15a may have a rel-
atively high weight whereas criteria 137, 139 relating to
environmental controls in the crew areas may have a
relatively low weight. Importance metrics may be calcu-
lated based on historical fault data. For example, the im-

portance metrics may be calculated based on and aver-
age delay or other cost associated with rectifying historic
faults in the corresponding sub-system 18 or group of
sub-systems 18.
[0175] The risk calculation module 136 receives infor-
mation about which (if any) criteria 137, 139 have been
satisfied and retrieves the corresponding weights from a
corresponding stored risk model 6. For each fault criteria
group, provided at least one of the corresponding criteria
137, 139 has been satisfied, the risk calculation module
136 calculates a risk score for the fault criteria group by
summing the weighting values corresponding to each
satisfied criterion included in the fault criteria group. Fault
types may be associated with the overall machine 15, a
sub-system 18 or group of sub-systems 18. The risk
scores are output to the maintenance task determining
module 109. Optionally, the weights 137, 39 correspond-
ing to individually satisfied criteria are additionally output
to the maintenance task determining module 109.
[0176] For the first type of weighted average risk model
6 the weights take the form of fault probabilities. In this
case, the risk score generated for each fault criteria group
represents an estimate of the expectation probability of
the corresponding fault type developing in the machine
15, sub-system 18 or group of sub-systems 18 to which
the fault criteria group relates. The risk score need not
be normalised or adjusted to strictly enforce a value be-
tween zero and one. The weight of individual criteria 137,
139 will typically be low because the purpose of the sys-
tem 100 is to perform preventative maintenance efficient-
ly (i.e. whilst the overall risk score remains relatively low).
However, each risk score is a simple sum of the weights,
and as such may in principle exceed a value of one. Even
if a risk score does exceed a value of one, the risk score
nonetheless remains indicative of the relative risk of a
corresponding fault type developing.
[0177] For the second type of weighted average risk
model 6, the weights take the form of importance metrics.
In this case, the generated risk score remains indicative
of the probability of a fault, but the risk score is not nec-
essarily proportional to the probability of a fault develop-
ing. Instead, each risk score is indicative of the severity
of an associated fault type, which may be used to rank
maintenance priorities for the machine 15, sub-system
18 or group of sub-systems 18 to which the correspond-
ing fault criteria group relates.
[0178] The criteria 137, 139 and criteria group mem-
berships used in a risk model 6 may be user defined
based on the experience of engineers and mechanics
familiar with the machines 15. Alternatively, the criteria
137, 139 and criteria group memberships used in a risk
model 6 may be derived automatically from analysis of
historic sensor logs, 53, maintenance logs 16, fault logs
17, message logs 21, and so forth. For example, for each
fault object 56 corresponding to a particular fault type
(e.g. fault ID code), a preceding interval may be analysed
to determine patterns of statistical metrics and/or log met-
rics 140, 141, 142 which are not attributable to a null
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hypothesis.
[0179] The specific criteria 137, 139 may be developed
through a combination of user input and automated anal-
ysis. For example, an engineer or mechanic may setup
a criteria group including one or more statistical criteria
137 or log criteria 139 by operating the user interface
104. The weighted average risk modelling module 108b
may then analyse whether the user defined criteria 137,
39 correspond to a statistically significant population of
fault objects 56 within the following period. This can assist
the engineer or mechanic in developing effective criteria
137, 139.

Method of generating a risk model

[0180] Referring also to Figure 15, a method of gener-
ating a risk model 6 using the apparatus 101 for modelling
machines 15 is explained.
[0181] The statistical metric determining module 105
accesses sensor logs 53 corresponding to one or more
machines 15 (step S101). The accessed sensor logs 52
may correspond to multiple operations of the correspond-
ing machines 15, for example, one or more journeys or
working days of a ship 15a or a construction machine 15b.
[0182] The statistical metric determining module 105
determines statistical metrics in dependence upon the
accessed sensor logs (S102). For example, as explained
hereinbefore with reference to Figure 5, the statistical
metric determining module 105 may determine the mean,
standard deviation, minimum and/or maximum of a dif-
ference between a parameter curve corresponding to a
sensor log 53 (for example parameter curve 59) and an
average parameter curve (for example average param-
eter curve 60) determined by aggregating a large number
of sensor logs 53 from a number of different machines
15 and/or operations of the machines 15.
[0183] Alternatively, the statistical metric determining
module 105 may access warped sensor logs (not shown)
previously generated by the sensor log warping module
111 and stored in the database 7. Each warped sensor
log (not shown) corresponds to one sensor log 53. The
statistical metric determining module 105 may determine
statistical metrics in dependence upon the warped sen-
sor logs (not shown). The statistical metric determining
module 105 may access a mixture of sensor logs 53 and
warped sensor logs (not shown), and determine statisti-
cal metrics in dependence upon the mixture of sensor
logs 53 and warped sensor logs (not shown).
[0184] Alternatively, the sensor log warping module
111 may access sensor logs 53 corresponding to one or
more machines 15 and generate corresponding warped
sensor logs (not shown). The statistical metric determin-
ing module 105 may determine statistical metrics in de-
pendence upon the warped sensor logs (not shown) in
the same way.
[0185] The log metric determining module 106 access-
es computer readable logs corresponding to one or more
machines 15 (step S103). The accessed computer read-

able logs may correspond to multiple operations of the
corresponding machines 15, for example, one or more
journeys or working days of a ship 15a or a construction
machine 15b. The computer readable logs include main-
tenance logs 16, message logs 21 and fault logs 17. Ad-
ditional computer readable logs may be accessed such
as, for example, crew logs 22, bridge logs 23, environ-
mental data 27, route/task logs 28 and so forth.
[0186] The log metric determining module 106 deter-
mines log metrics in dependence upon the computer
readable logs. For example, if the computer readable
logs 16, 17, 21 include free-text information, the log met-
ric determining module 106 may perform keyword
searching to establish frequencies of occurrence of par-
ticular words or phrases during one or more time inter-
vals. The log metric determining module 106 may employ
natural language processing to determine patterns in
free-text information. Additionally or alternatively, mes-
sage objects 54 in message logs 21, maintenance task
objects 55 in maintenance logs 16 and fault objects 57
in fault logs 17 may include ID codes, and the frequencies
of occurrence of each ID code during one or more time
intervals may be used as log metrics. The log metric de-
termining module 106 may search for ID codes in free
text information.
[0187] The training set formatting module 107 config-
ures a training set including the statistical metrics and
log metrics (step S105). The training set is for use as a
basis for generating a corresponding risk model 6. The
statistical metrics and the log metrics derived from the
maintenance logs 16 and message logs 21 may provide
test inputs for a machine learning risk model 6. Log met-
rics derived from the fault logs 17 provide corresponding
test outputs for a machine learning risk model 6. Log
metrics derived from the fault logs 17 may also provide
test inputs for a machine learning risk model 6. Alterna-
tively, the statistical metrics and the log metrics derived
from the maintenance logs 16, message logs 21 and fault
logs 17 may be used to determine weights and/or criteria
137, 139 for a weighted average risk model 6 of the first
or second types. The configuration of the training set will
depend on the type of risk model 6 which the risk mod-
elling module 108 generates.
[0188] The risk modelling module 108, 108b generates
a risk model 6 based on the training set received from
the training set formatting module 107 (step S106). The
risk model 6 may be a machine learning random forest
model. Alternatively, a machine learning risk model 6
may be any other suitable type of machine learning model
such as, for example, a kernel random forest, an artificial
neural network, a Bayesian network, a hidden Markov
model and so forth. The risk modelling module 108 iter-
ates a machine learning risk model 6 so as to minimise
a difference between predicted probabilities of each fault
type (for example each fault ID code) developing in the
machine 15 (or a sub-system 18), and the observed prob-
abilities of each fault type. The observed probabilities
which determined probabilities are compared against are
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based on log metrics derived from the fault logs 17.
[0189] Alternatively, the risk model 6 may be a weight-
ed average risk model 6. Weighted average risk models
6 fall into two main categories. A first type of weighted
average risk model 6 uses weights in the form of proba-
bilities/frequencies to calculate one or more risk scores
in the form of estimated probabilities, each risk score
being indicative of a probability that a corresponding fault
will occur in an associated machine 15, sub-system 18
of the machine, or group of sub-systems 18. A second
type of weighted average risk model 6 uses weights in
the form of importance metrics to calculate one or more
risk scores, each risk score being indicative of the relative
seriousness of faults which may be developing in a ma-
chine 15, a sub-system 18 of the machine, or in a group
of sub-systems 18.
[0190] The risk model 6 takes as input the statistical
metrics and log metrics derived from the maintenance
logs 16 and message logs 21. The inputs to a risk model
6 correspond to a preceding interval such as, for exam-
ple, one day, three days, one week, a month and so forth.
The risk model 6 estimates probabilities or risk scores of
each fault type for a future interval. The future interval
may be, for example, a day, two days, three days, a week,
two weeks, a month and so forth. Once the risk model 6
has been generated, the risk model 6 may be applied to
determine or predict fault probabilities for a future inter-
val.
[0191] The risk modelling module 108 passes the gen-
erated risk model 6 to the database 7 for storage (step
S107). In this way, a stored risk model 6 may be used to
predict the probability or risk score of each fault type (for
example each fault ID code) occurring for a machine 15,
sub-system 18 or group of sub-systems 18 within a future
interval, based on recent sensor logs 53, maintenance
logs 16, message logs 21 and optionally fault logs 17.

Method of determining fault probabilities

[0192] Referring also to Figure 16, a method of deter-
mining fault probabilities for a machine 15, or a sub-sys-
tem 18 of the machine 15 is explained.
[0193] The maintenance task determining module 109
controls the risk modelling module 108 to retrieve a risk
model 6 corresponding to a machine 15 or a sub-system
18 of the machine (step S108)
[0194] The statistical metric determining module 105
accesses sensor logs 53 corresponding to a machine 15
for which fault probabilities or risk scores are to be de-
termined and spanning a preceding interval (step S109).
One or more sensor logs 53 may be accessed for the
machine in question, depending on the length of the pre-
ceding interval, for example, one or more journeys or
working days of a ship 15a or construction machine 15b.
[0195] The statistical metric determining module 105
determines statistical metrics based on the accessed
sensor logs 53 corresponding to the preceding interval,
and provides the statistical metrics to the risk modelling

module 108 (step S110). The statistical metric determin-
ing module 105 determines statistical metrics in the man-
ner described hereinbefore.
[0196] The log metric determining module 106 access-
es computer readable logs 16, 17, 21 spanning a pre-
ceding interval and corresponding to a machine 15 for
which fault probabilities are to be determined (step
S111). The accessed computer readable logs 16, 17, 21
may include maintenance task objects 55, fault objects
56 and message objects 54 corresponding to one or more
operations of the corresponding machine 15, depending
on the length of the preceding interval, for example, one
or more journeys or working days of a ship 15a or con-
struction machine 15b.
[0197] The log metric determining module 106 deter-
mines log metrics based on the accessed computer read-
able logs 16, 17, 21, and provides the log metrics to the
risk modelling module 108 (step S112). The log metric
determining module 106 determines log metrics in the
manner described hereinbefore.
[0198] The risk modelling module 108, under the con-
trol of the maintenance task determining module 109,
determines probabilities or risk scores for each fault type
(for example each fault ID code) which is predicted by
the risk model 6 (step S113). The fault types for which
probabilities are generated depend on the fault types
which were included in the original training set for gen-
erating the risk model 6. Fault probabilities may corre-
spond to a probability of failure over a following interval,
for example, one day, two days, three days, one week,
a month and so forth.
[0199] The maintenance task determining module 109
outputs the fault probabilities or risk scores (S114). For
example, the maintenance task determining module 109
outputs fault probabilities or risk scores to a robotic main-
tenance system 102, which may select and carry out a
priority maintenance task based on the determined fault
probabilities or risk scores. A sub-system 18 having the
highest fault probability or risk score (of one or more fault
types), may be prioritised for maintenance.
[0200] Alternatively, the maintenance task determin-
ing module 109 may output the fault probabilities or risk
scores to the report generation module 103, which pre-
pares and outputs a physical report to aid an engineer
or mechanic in determining a priority maintenance task.
Even though an engineer or mechanic may ultimately
take a decision, the determined fault probabilities or risk
scores provide them with additional technical information
on which to base the decision.
[0201] In other examples, the maintenance task deter-
mining module 109 may output the fault probabilities or
risk scores to the user interface 104. The maintenance
task determining module 109 may also output further in-
formation to the user interface such as, for example, a
list of fault types (for example fault ID codes) ranked ac-
cording to the corresponding fault probabilities or risk
scores. Even though an engineer or mechanic operating
the user interface 104 may ultimately take a decision, the
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determined fault probabilities or risk scores provide them
with additional technical information on which to base the
decision.
[0202] The calculation of fault probabilities may be re-
peated for different durations of the following interval. For
example, referring also to Figure 17, a probability of a
specific fault type (for example a fault ID code), or the
overall probability of any fault occurring, may be deter-
mined as a function of the following interval duration and
displayed by the user interface 104 as a fault probability
curve 112. A baseline, or overall probability 113 of the
same fault occurring may also be displayed for compar-
ison, for example determined across an entire fleet of
construction machines 15b or ships 15a.
[0203] When the risk model 6 is a machine learning
model, the calculation of a fault probability curve may
optionally be repeated for different lengths of following
interval and assuming that a particular maintenance task
will be carried out. For example, by adding a maintenance
task object 55 corresponding to particular maintenance
task to a modified maintenance log (not shown) and re-
calculating a modified fault probability curve 126 using
the risk model 6.

Method of determining a priority maintenance task

[0204] Referring also to Figure 18, a method of deter-
mining a priority maintenance task is explained.
[0205] A risk model 6 for a machine 15 is accessed,
and sensor logs 53 and computer readable logs 16, 17,
21 corresponding to a preceding interval are accessed
and processed to determine statistical metrics and log
metrics (step S115). For example, the maintenance task
determining module 109 may control the risk modelling
module 108 to retrieve a risk model 6 corresponding to
a machine 15, a sub-system 18 of the machine 15 or a
group of sub-systems 18, to obtain statistical metrics 138
determined based on sensor logs 53 corresponding to a
preceding interval and to obtain log metrics 140, 141,
142 determined based on computer readable logs 16,
17, 21 and corresponding to the preceding interval. The
statistical metrics 138 and log metrics 140, 41, 42 all re-
late to the particular machine 15 being analysed.
[0206] The selection of a machine 15 may be provided
via the user interface 104. For example, referring also to
Figure 19, a user interface 104 in the form of a mainte-
nance graphical user interface (GUI) 115 for a fleet of
ships 15a is shown. The maintenance GUI 115 is based
on a risk model 6 in the form of a machine learning model
or a weighted average model of the first type. The main-
tenance GUI 115 includes a ship selection pane 116 in-
cluding a drop-down selection tool for selecting a ship
15a to analyse for determining a priority maintenance
task. The ship selection pane 116 also includes a slider
control for selecting the length of the preceding interval.
[0207] The maintenance GUI 115 also includes a ship
summary pane 17.The ship summary pane 117 presents
summary information about the ship 15a selected using

the selection pane 11. The summary information includes
the age of the selected ship 15a, the total number of
operating hours and a current location of the ship 15a.
The ship summary pane 117 may be populated with in-
formation retrieved from the database 7. The mainte-
nance GUI 115 also includes a fault history pane 118.
Based on the accessed fault log 17, the fault history pane
118 is populated with a list of a number of faults which
have previously occurred for the selected ship 15a. For
example, the fault history pane 118 may provide, for each
recent fault detailed by a fault object 56 in the fault log
17, a fault ID code which identifies the fault type, the date
of the fault and duration before the fault was resolved. In
other examples, the fault history pane 118 may provide
any other information associated with a fault object 56.
[0208] Fault probabilities or risk scores corresponding
to each fault type (for example each fault ID code) includ-
ed in the risk model 6 are calculated for a following interval
(step S116). For example, the risk modelling module 108,
under the control of the maintenance task determining
module 109, may determine the probabilities or risk
scores of each fault type. The risk modelling module 108
may use a machine learning model or a weighted average
model. The fault types for which probabilities or risk
scores are generated depend on the fault types which
were included in the original training set.
[0209] The following time interval for which fault prob-
abilities or risk scores are calculated may be received
via the user interface 104. For example, the maintenance
GUI 115 may include a fault probability pane 119 includ-
ing a following interval selection control, in this example
a slider control 120, for receiving the length of the follow-
ing interval as a user input. The following time interval
may be, for example, one day, two days, a week, a month
and so forth. Risk models 6 may be a group of risk models,
each corresponding to a supported preceding interval
and following interval. For example, the weights of a
weighted average risk model 6 of the first type may be
determined based on 10, 11, ..., 20 days following satis-
faction of a criterion 137, 39, to allow the fault probability
pane 119 to be quickly updated when the slider control
120 is altered.
[0210] A priority metric is calculated corresponding to
each fault type (for example each fault ID code) for which
a probability is determined, or a priority metric is calcu-
lated corresponding to each correlated maintenance task
(step S117). For example, when the risk modelling mod-
ule 108 determines probabilities or risk scores in the form
of probabilities (machine learning models or weighted
average models of the first type), the maintenance task
determining module 109 determines a fault metric based
on the probabilities for each fault type (for example, for
each fault ID code). The fault metric for each fault type
may be the probability of that fault type occurring. Alter-
natively, the maintenance task determining module 109
may control the fault maintenance correlation module
110 to access the fault logs 17 and to determine, for each
relevant fault type, an average fault duration based on
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fault objects 56 having that fault type. The maintenance
task determining module 109 may calculate the fault met-
ric for each fault type as a product of the fault probability
and the average fault duration, i.e. the expectation value
of delay for each fault type.
[0211] Alternatively, the maintenance task determin-
ing module 109 may calculate the fault metric for each
fault type as a product of the fault probability and a "se-
verity score", which is a user determinable value reflect-
ing the importance of the associated sub-system 18. For
example, when the machine 15 is a ship 15a, sub-sys-
tems 18 relating to the engines may have a relatively high
severity score because a drifting ship may run around or
become swamped in rough seas. By contrast, a sub-sys-
tem controlling emergency lighting in the crew cabins
may have a lower severity score. In other words, the fault
metric may be determined based on the consequences
of a fault.
[0212] When the risk modelling module 108 deter-
mines risk scores based on a weighted average model
of the second type, the risk scores may be used as fault
metrics without further processing.
[0213] In another example, the maintenance task de-
termining module 109 may determine a priority metric by
repeated application of a machine learning risk model 6.
For example, the maintenance task determining module
109 may control the fault maintenance correlation mod-
ule 110 to analyse the maintenance and fault logs 16, 17
and compile a list of all correlated maintenance tasks. In
this context, a correlated maintenance task is a mainte-
nance task (for example corresponding to a maintenance
task type or ID code) which has previously been per-
formed in connection with a fault type. For each correlat-
ed maintenance task, the maintenance task determining
module 109 may control the risk modelling module 108
to repeat the probability calculations using the machine
learning risk model 6 and a modified maintenance log
(not shown). The modified maintenance log (not shown)
is formed by taking the original maintenance log 16 and
adding an additional maintenance task object 55 corre-
sponding to the correlated maintenance task. In this way,
the probability of each fault type may be calculated under
the assumption that the correlated maintenance task is
carried out. For each correlated maintenance task, the
maintenance task determining module 109 may re-de-
termine the fault probabilities, and determine a mainte-
nance task metric in the form of a change in the overall
expectation delay, i.e. the sum of the predicted probabil-
ities and the average associate durations of each fault
type. The maintenance task metric may be used as the
priority metric.
[0214] A priority maintenance task is selected based
on the values of the priority metric (step S118). For ex-
ample, the maintenance task determining module 109
may rank each predicted fault type according to the val-
ues of the fault metric and select a priority fault type based
on the ranking. The maintenance task determining mod-
ule 109 controls the fault maintenance correlation module

110 to determine a priority maintenance task associated
with the priority fault. The fault maintenance correlation
module 110 analyses the fault logs 17 and maintenance
logs 16 to determine the maintenance task which has the
highest probability of resolving the priority fault. For ex-
ample, on prior occasions on which a fault type corre-
sponding to a fault ID code A-F-004 has occurred, the
fault may have been resolved by a maintenance task
corresponding to a maintenance task ID code (i.e. a main-
tenance task type) of A-T-024 in 65% of previous occur-
rences of the same fault, by a maintenance task corre-
sponding to a maintenance task ID code (i.e. a mainte-
nance task type) of A- T-005 in 20% of previous occur-
rences of the same fault, and by a maintenance task cor-
responding to a maintenance task ID code (i.e. a main-
tenance task type) of A-T-042 in 15% of previous occur-
rences of the same fault. In this example, the mainte-
nance task corresponding to maintenance task ID (i.e.
maintenance task type) code A-T-024 would be selected
as the priority maintenance task.
[0215] In an example for which a priority metric is de-
termined by repeated application of a machine learning
risk model 6 to determine the maintenance task metric,
the priority maintenance task may be selected as the
possible maintenance task which gives rise to the largest
reduction in the expectation delay.
[0216] For example, the maintenance GUI 115 in-
cludes a maintenance options pane 121, which presents
a list of correlated maintenance tasks, with the priority
maintenance task listed first and highlighted. The main-
tenance options pane 121 includes a list presented in
three columns 122, 123, 124. A first, task column 122
provides details of the correlated maintenance tasks in
the form of a maintenance task ID code (i.e. a mainte-
nance task type) and a brief plain text description of that
task. The correlated maintenance tasks may correspond
to the maintenance tasks determined by the fault main-
tenance correlation module 110 to have the highest prob-
ability of resolving each fault type for which a fault prob-
ability is determined. Alternatively, the possible mainte-
nance tasks may correspond to all possible maintenance
tasks which have previously been performed in connec-
tion with the fault types for which fault probabilities are
determined. A second, probability change column 123
provides details of an expected change in fault probability
if the corresponding maintenance task is carried out.
[0217] The expected change in fault probability may
be calculated by re-running a machine learning risk mod-
el 6 using a modified maintenance log (not shown). Al-
ternatively, for a weighted average risk model 6 of the
first type, the expected change in fault probability may
be calculated based on the probability that a particular
maintenance task will resolve a fault. For example, if a
criterion 137, 39 is satisfied and has a corresponding
weight, or estimated fault probability of 0.11 for a fault to
develop in given sub-system 18, and if a selected main-
tenance task has a 0.75 probability of resolving the fault
(i.e. 0.25 probability of not resolving the fault), then the
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overall change in the probability of a failure may be es-
timated based on the probability that a fault will occur
and is not resolved by the selected maintenance task,
i.e. the product 0.113(1-0.75) = 0.0275, so that the de-
crease in failure probability is 0.11-0.0275 = 0.0825
(8.25% reduction).
[0218] The change in fault probability may be a change
in overall probability of any fault in the selected ship 15a,
or a change in the fault probability for a sub-system 18
associated with the maintenance task. The change in
fault probability may be a change in the probability of the
corresponding fault type. A third, delay reduction column
124 provides information about a reduction in the expec-
tation value of fault duration which is expected to result
from carrying out the corresponding maintenance task.
The expected reduction in the fault duration may be the
change in the expectation fault duration of a correspond-
ing fault type. The expected reduction in the fault duration
may be the change in the expectation fault duration for
the ship 15a overall.
[0219] The fault probabilities or risk scores are recal-
culated based on the risk model 6 (step S119). For ex-
ample, if the risk model 6 is a machine learning risk model
6 the fault probabilities are recalculated based on a mod-
ified maintenance log (not shown) which is formed by
taking the original maintenance log 16 and adding an
additional maintenance task object 55 corresponding to
the priority maintenance task.
[0220] Alternatively, if the risk model 6 is a weighted
average risk model 6 of the first type, then the probabil-
ities are re-calculated as described hereinbefore. If the
risk model 6 is a weighted average risk model 6 of the
second type, then the risk scores may be recalculated
by multiplying the relevant importance metric by the prob-
ability that the selected maintenance task will not resolve
the fault.
[0221] For example, the fault probability pane 119 in-
cludes a graph area 125 which plots a fault probability
curve 112 calculated to span the following time interval
selected using the slider 120. The graph area 125 also
show a baseline probability 113, and a modified fault
probability curve 126 which corresponds to the fault prob-
abilities re-calculated assuming that the priority mainte-
nance task is carried out.
[0222] A user interface 104 is updated in dependence
on the results of preceding processes (step S120). For
example, if not already populated, the ship summary
pane 117, fault history pane 118, maintenance options
pane 121 and the graph area of the fault probability pane
119 are populated.
[0223] The maintenance GUI 115 also includes a con-
textual information pane 127 which is associated with a
number of tabs 128, 129, 30. The contextual information
pane 127 has a maintenance history tab 128, a message
history tab 129 and a voyage history tab 130. In other
examples, the contextual information pane 127 may in-
clude more, fewer or different tabs, depending on the
information stored in the database corresponding to a

selected ship 15a. In the view shown in Figure 19, the
message history tab 129 includes a table providing infor-
mation about one or more message objects 54 stored in
the message log 21 for the selected ship 15a. The table
may include, for each type of message object 54, the
date, the message ID code, a number of message objects
54 of that type, and a class of message in the form of a
classification as a fault message "F" or a warning mes-
sage "W".
[0224] The message history tab 129 also includes a
slider control 131 to select a preceding time period to
which a message frequency histogram 132 refers. The
message frequency histogram 132 plots the relative fre-
quencies of messages according to a type of message.
In the example shown in Figure 19, the message objects
54 are binned according to a sub-system 18 associated
with each message object 54, i.e. "A", "B", "C" as indi-
cated by the first character of the message ID codes.
[0225] The user interface 104 determines whether one
or more user input fields have changed which do not af-
fect the underlying fault probability or risk score data (step
S121), and if such user input is received (step S121; Yes)
then the user interface 104 is updated (step S120).
[0226] For example, if a different tab 128, 129, 130 of
the contextual information pane 127 is selected then the
contextual information pane 127 is updated to show in-
formation corresponding to the newly selected tab. The
maintenance history tab 128 may show a table including
dates, maintenance task ID codes (i.e. maintenance task
types), and optionally further information such as free-
text notes made by the engineer or mechanic who carried
out the corresponding maintenance task. Any informa-
tion stored in a maintenance task object 55 of the main-
tenance log 15 may be presented in the contextual infor-
mation pane 127 when the maintenance history tab 128
is selected. Similarly, the voyage history tab 130 may
show a table including details of a number of recent voy-
ages completed by the selected ship 15a. Another ex-
ample of user input which does not affect the underlying
fault probability data is if a user changes the graph period
controlled by the slider control 131 of the contextual in-
formation pane 127.
[0227] The user interface 104 checks whether a user
has selected a different correlated maintenance task
(step S122), and if they have (step S122; Yes), the mod-
ified fault probabilities or risk scores 126 are re-calculated
assuming that the newly selected maintenance task is
carried out (step S119). The user interface is updated
(step S120).
[0228] For example, a user may select a correlated
maintenance task other than the priority maintenance
task using the maintenance options pane 121. The newly
selected maintenance task will be highlighted and, once
modified fault probabilities or risk scores have been de-
termined, the graph area 125 of the fault probability pane
119 may be updated.
[0229] For the maintenance GUI 115, fault probabilities
will also require re-calculation (steps S119 and S120) if
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a user selects a new following time interval using the
following time interval slider 120 control of the fault prob-
ability pane 119.
[0230] In some examples, the user interface 104 may
include a user input field for selecting the priority metric.
If a user selection of a new metric is received (step S123;
yes), the method re-calculates the new priority metric
(step S117), selects a priority maintenance task based
on the new metric (step S118), re-calculates fault prob-
abilities or risk scores assuming that the priority mainte-
nance task is carried out (step S119), and updates the
user interface (step S120).
[0231] If a new preceding period is selected (step
S124; Yes), the analysis is repeated (steps S115 to S120)
based on the new preceding period. For example, if a
new preceding period is selected using the slider of the
ship selection pane 116 of the maintenance GUI 115.
[0232] If a new machine 15 is selected, the analysis is
repeated (steps S115 to S120) based on the new ma-
chine 15. For example, if a new ship 15a is selected using
the drop-down-box of the ship selection pane 116 of the
maintenance GUI 115.
[0233] Until a termination command is received, the
user interface 104 continues to monitor for updated user
inputs (step 126; Yes).
[0234] In this way, decision making about preventative
maintenance may be placed on a quantitative footing.
The output of the risk modelling model is a set of proba-
bilities or risk scores for various types of technical fault
which may develop in a machine 15. These probabilities
or risk scores are determined through processing of tech-
nical data such as sensor 19 measurements and com-
puter readable logs 16, 17, 21. Instead of trying to predict
precisely when a machine 15 will fail, which may be im-
practical in many situations, the system 100 instead aims
to determine a maintenance task which will provide the
greatest improvement in a metric, for example, the prob-
ability of a fault occurring or the expectation value of delay
durations resulting from faults.
[0235] Although the method has been explained with
reference to a user interface 104 and with further refer-
ence to an exemplary maintenance GUI 115, it should
be remembered that, as explained hereinbefore, the de-
termination and execution of a priority maintenance task
may be fully automated using the robotic maintenance
system 102. For example, the selected priority mainte-
nance task (step 118) can be provided to the robotic
maintenance system 102 which can carry out the priority
maintenance task.
[0236] Although the exemplary maintenance GUI 115
relates to a risk model 6 in the form of a machine learning
model or a weighted average model of the first type, it
will be apparent that the maintenance GUI 115 may be
modified for use with a weighted average risk model 6 of
the second type.
[0237] Alternatively, the determination of a priority
maintenance task and output of a report or work order
may be fully automated using the report generation mod-

ule 103. For example, the selected priority maintenance
task (step 118) can be provided to the report generation
module 103.
[0238] Although the method has been explained with
reference to machines 15 in the form of ships 15a, it shall
be appreciated that the method of determining a priority
maintenance task and the exemplary maintenance GUI
115 may also be applied to machines 15 in the form of
construction machines 15b, or indeed any other ma-
chines 15 incorporating sensors 19.

Modifications

[0239] It will be appreciated that many modifications
may be made to the embodiments hereinbefore de-
scribed. Such modifications may involve equivalent and
other features which are already known in the design,
manufacture and use of data processing and analysis
systems and which may be used instead of or in addition
to features already described herein. Features of one
embodiment may be replaced or supplemented by fea-
tures of another embodiment.

Second user interface

[0240] Referring also to Figure 20, a second graphical
user interface (GUI) 143 is shown.
[0241] The second GUI 143 allows an engineer or me-
chanic to investigate preventative maintenance options
for a set of machines 15 based on an underlying weighted
average risk model 6 (of the first or second type). In the
example shown in Figure 20, the machines 15 corre-
spond to a fleet of ships 15a. The second GUI 143 uses
message objects which are triggered by one or more cri-
teria 137, 139 of a weighted average risk model, which
shall be referred to as "alert" message objects 54.
[0242] The second GUI 143 includes a filter pane 144.
The filter pane 144 includes a "Ship View" tab 145 for
filtering and listing ships 15a associated with a system
100 for prevent faults. The filter pane 144 also includes
a "Problem View" tab 146 for filtering and listing tracked
problems. Tracked problems may be used to link alert
interrelated message objects 54, maintenance task ob-
jects 55 and/or fault objects 56. Tracked problems are
further described hereinafter. With the "Ship View" tab
145 selected, the filter pane 144 includes a first slider
147 to set a preceding interval and a second slider 148
to set a minimum number of alert message objects 54.
The ships 15a belonging to the fleet are filtered based
on the preceding interval and the minimum number of
alert messages. All ships 15a for which the set minimum
number of alert messages occurred within the set pre-
ceding interval are listed in a filtered ship list 149. The
filtered ship list 149 may be sorted, for example, alpha-
betically, numerically or according to the total number of
alert message objects 54 within the preceding interval.
One ship 15a in the filtered ship list 149 is the selected
ship 150, which is highlighted. By default, the first ship
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in the filtered ship list 149 is the selected ship 150. A user
may change the selected ship 150 by selecting a different
entry in the filtered ship list 149.
[0243] The second GUI 143 includes a selected ship
overview pane 151 which presents a visual breakdown
of the alert message objects 54 for the selected ship 150
as a function of time and sub-system 18. The selected
ship overview pane 151 includes a date column 152 and
one or more sub-system columns 153. Each sub-system
column 153 corresponds to a sub-system 18 of the ship
15a which is associated with an alert message object 54.
Each row of the selected ship overview pane 151 corre-
sponds to a day within the preceding period. When, on
a particular date, one or more alert message objects 54
corresponding a particular sub-system 18 were generat-
ed, a visual indicator 154 is added to the corresponding
row and column of the selected ship overview pane 151.
The number of alert message objects 54 corresponding
a sub-system 18 on the same date is indicated through
the size of the visual indicator 154, and optionally by la-
belling the visual indicator 154 with the number of alert
message objects 54. The number of sub-systems 18 in
a ship 15a may be large, for example tens, hundreds or
thousands. The data shown in the selected ship overview
pane 151 may be filtered and may only present sub-sys-
tem columns 153 which include at least one alert mes-
sage object 54 within the preceding interval.
[0244] The selected ship overview pane 151 includes
a number of additional controls. Each sub-system column
153 includes a selection toggle control 155. The user of
the second GUI 143 may be interested in only a few sub-
systems 18 amongst the presented sub-system column
153. The user may select specific sub-system columns
153 using the selection toggle controls 155, to restrict
the selected ship overview pane 151 to show only the
selected sub-system columns 153 using a "Filter" button
156. The user may clear selections and restore the se-
lected ship overview pane 151 to the default view using
a "Clear Selection" button 157. A "Fullscreen" button 158
may be used to switch to a view of the selected ship
overview pane 151 which fills most of the viewable area
on a display screen.
[0245] The user may select a selected visual indicator
159, for example, by left clicking a computer mouse while
a cursor is located over a particular visual indicator 154.
An alert message objects pane 160 presents a listing of
the alert message objects 54 corresponding to the se-
lected visual indicator 159. An alert ID column 161 lists
alert ID codes corresponding to the criterion 137, 139
which was satisfied to trigger the alert message object
54. For example, the alert ID code Stat-B-003 may cor-
respond to a third statistical criterion 1373 associated
with a sub-system 18 labelled "B". Similarly, the alert ID
code Log-B-001 may correspond to a first log criterion
1391 associated with a sub-system 18 labelled "B". A
time column 162 includes the time at which each alert
message object 54 was generated. A tracked problem
column 163 indicates which, if any, tracked problem an

alert message object 54 has been associated with. Each
row of the alert message objects pane 160 includes a
drop down control 164 to allow a user to select an existing
tracked problem, or to create a new tracked problem, to
be associated with an alert message object 54. The
tracked problems for selection may be filtered by the user
typing one or more characters forming the initial part of
a tracked problem name into a row of the tracked problem
column 163. The user may update the association of alert
message objects 54 with tracked problems using a "Save
problem assignments" button 165. If the user wishes to
create a new problem, they may so by simply typing a
new, unique name for the new tracked problem into the
tracked problem column 163 before using the "Save
problem assignments" button 165.
[0246] In this way, an engineer or mechanic may link
related alert message objects 54 to a tracked problem.
This enables greater consistency between different en-
gineers and/or mechanics working on a ship 15a at dif-
ferent times or in different locations. For example, if an
engineer or mechanic determines that two or more alert
messages are linked, they may record this in a tracked
problem. This may save time should the same cluster of
alert message objects recur subsequently, since the ex-
isting tracked problem will record the connection. A work
order generated by the report generation module 103
and/or the user interface 104 may also be linked to a
tracked problem. If an alert message object 54 linked to
the tracked problem recurs, then this may provide infor-
mation about the effectiveness of maintenance task ob-
jects 55 associated with the work order.
[0247] The user may select a selected alert message
object 166 within the alert message objects pane 160 to
see a summary of the selected alert message object 166
in an alert summary pane 167. The alert summary pane
167 presents summary information 168 about the select-
ed alert message object 166. The summary information
168 may include the alert ID, a brief description of the
associated sub-system 18, and information about the cri-
terion 137, 139 which was satisfied in order to generate
the alert message object 54. For example, if the selected
alert message object 166 was triggered by a statistical
criterion 137, then the summary information 168 may
identify the relevant parameter, threshold and condition.
[0248] The user may view further details of the selected
alert message object 166 using a "Details" button 169.
When the "Details" button is selected, a third GUI 170 is
opened (Figure 21).
[0249] Referring also to Figure 21, an example of the
third GUI 170 is shown.
[0250] The third GUI 170 includes an alert summary
pane 171. The alert summary pane 171 includes sum-
mary information 172 which includes at least the sum-
mary information 168 and optionally additional informa-
tion such as the ship, date and time associated with the
selected alert message object 166. The alert summary
pane 171 also include a drop down control 173 and a
"Save problem assignment" button 174 to allow the user
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to set or edit a tracked problem associated with the se-
lected alert message object 166 within the third GUI 170.
The alert summary pane 171 also includes a "Return"
button 175 to return to the second GUI 143.
[0251] The third GUI includes a timeline pane 176. In-
formation from the sensor logs 53 or computer readable
logs 16, 17, 21 is extracted and presented as a sequential
series of data blocks 177 arranged according to date and
time. In the example shown in Figure 21, the data blocks
177 correspond to parameter data extracted from sensor
logs 53. In other examples, the data blocks 177 may cor-
respond to message objects 54, maintenance task ob-
jects 55 and/or fault objects 56, depending on the criterion
137, 139 which triggered the alert message object 54.
Data blocks 177b relevant to triggering the associated
criterion 137, 139 are highlighted. By default, the timeline
pane 176 shows at least a period corresponding to the
associated criterion 137, 139. The user may expand or
translate the timeline to show earlier or later times using
respective "Earlier" and "Later" buttons 178, 179.
[0252] The user may select any one of the data blocks
177, 177b as a selected data block 180. The selected
data block 180 is indicated in the third GUI 170 by a visual
indicator 181, and data corresponding to the selected
data block 180 is displayed in a data block review pane
182.
[0253] In the example shown in Figure 21, the selected
alert message object 54 is associated with a statistical
criterion 137 and data blocks 177, 177b correspond to
parameter data extracted from sensor logs 53. The data
block review pane 182 displays data from a sensor 19,
in the form of axes on which a parameter curve 183 is
plotted. An average value 184 determined from historical
data and one or more threshold values 185 are also
shown. In the example shown in Figure 21, the threshold
values 185 correspond to 630, where σ is a standard
deviation determined from historical data and the aver-
age value 184. Regions 186 where the parameter curve
183 exceeds the threshold 185 are highlighted for visual
emphasis.
[0254] In general, a sub-system 18 may include multi-
ple sensors 19 forming a sensor group 20. A sensor group
20 may include two or more sensors 19 which measure
the same parameter as two or more locations within the
sub-system 18. When a data block 177, 177b is selected,
the data block review pane 182 will initially show a pa-
rameter curve 183 corresponding to a sensor 19 which
was exceeded the relevant threshold 185. The user may
explore the problem by select other sensors 19 belonging
to the same sensor group 20 using a drop down control
187 of the data block review pane 182, then display a
parameter curve 183 corresponding to the newly select-
ed sensor 19 using an "Update" button 188.
[0255] In this way, an engineer or mechanic can use
the second GUI 143 to obtain an at-a-glance overview
of the alert message objects 54 generated for one or
more ships 15a. The engineer or mechanic may then use
the third GUI 170 drill down to the specific information

from the sensor logs 53 and machine readable logs 16,
17, 21. A complex machine 15, for example a ship 15a,
may generate more raw data than an engineer, or even
a large team of engineers could possible analyse. The
second and third GUI 143, 170 cooperate with a system
100 for preventing faults to highlight the relevant techni-
cal data to an engineer or mechanic. Even though the
engineer or mechanic may make a decision about what
preventative maintenance to perform, the second and
third GUI 143, 170 allow them to make such a decision
using technical data which they would otherwise not be
able to locate and/or analyse within a reasonable time-
frame.
[0256] Alternatively, if the data block 177, 177b was a
message object 54, the data block review pane 182 may
display message contents. If the data block 177, 177b
was a maintenance task object 55, the data block review
pane 182 may display details such as a maintenance
task type (task ID), free text notes made by an engineer
or mechanic, and so forth. If the data block 177, 177b
was a fault object 56, the data block review pane 182
may display fault data 57 and, if available, fault resolution
data 58.
[0257] Although claims have been formulated in this
application to particular combinations of features, it
should be understood that the scope of the disclosure of
the present invention also includes any novel features or
any novel combination of features disclosed herein either
explicitly or implicitly or any generalization thereof,
whether or not it relates to the same invention as pres-
ently claimed in any claim and whether or not it mitigates
any or all of the same technical problems as does the
present invention. The applicant hereby gives notice that
new claims may be formulated to such features and/or
combinations of such features during the prosecution of
the present application or of any further application de-
rived therefrom.

Claims

1. A method of determining a fault probability for a first
machine, wherein the method is performed using
one or more processors or special-purpose comput-
ing hardware, the method comprising:

accessing a plurality of sensor logs correspond-
ing to a first machine, each sensor log spanning
at least a first period;
accessing first computer readable logs corre-
sponding to the first machine, each computer
readable log spanning at least the first period,
the computer readable logs comprising a main-
tenance log comprising a plurality of mainte-
nance task objects, each maintenance task ob-
ject comprising a time and a maintenance task
type;
determining a set of statistical metrics derived
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from the sensor logs;
determining a set of log metrics derived from the
computer readable logs; and
determining, using a risk model that receives the
statistical metrics and log metrics as inputs, fault
probabilities or risk scores indicative of one or
more fault types occurring in the first machine
within a second period.

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the computer
readable logs for each machine further comprise a
message log including a plurality of message ob-
jects, each message object comprising a time and a
message type.

3. A method according to claims 1 or 2, wherein the
computer readable logs for each machine further
comprise a fault log including a plurality of fault ob-
jects, each fault object comprising a time, a duration
and a fault type.

4. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein
the risk model is a machine learning model config-
ured to:

receive the statistical metrics and log metrics as
inputs; and
output fault probabilities corresponding to one
or more fault types occurring in the first machine
within a second period.

5. A method according to any one of claims 1 to 3,
wherein the risk model is a weighted average model
comprising:

one or more fault criteria groups, each fault cri-
teria group corresponding to a fault type, each
fault criteria group comprising:

a plurality of statistical criteria and/or a plu-
rality of log criteria;
a set of weighting values, each weighting
value corresponding to a statistical criterion
or a log criterion;

wherein determining risk scores comprises, for
each fault criteria group:

determining, based on the statistical met-
rics, whether one or more statistical criteria
are satisfied;
determining, based on the log criteria,
whether one or more log criteria are satis-
fied;
in dependence upon at least one statistical
criterion or at least one log criterion are sat-
isfied, calculating a risk score for the fault
criteria group by summing the weighting val-

ues corresponding to each satisfied criteri-
on.

6. A method according to claim 5, wherein each weight-
ing value is a fault probability value and each risk
score takes the form of an overall probability of the
corresponding fault type.

7. A method according to claim 5, wherein each weight-
ing value is an importance metric.

8. A method according to any on of claim 1 to 6, further
comprising:

accessing a plurality of second computer read-
able logs corresponding to one or more second
machines which are the same as the first ma-
chine, the computer readable logs for each sec-
ond machine comprising:

a maintenance log comprising a plurality of
maintenance task objects, each mainte-
nance task object comprising a time and a
maintenance task type; and
a fault log comprising a plurality of fault ob-
jects, each fault object comprising a time, a
duration and a fault type;

determining a fault metric for each fault type
based on the fault probabilities;
determining a priority fault type based on the
fault metric;
analysing the maintenance logs and fault logs
belonging to the plurality of second computer
readable logs to correlate the priority fault type
with a priority maintenance task; and
outputting the priority maintenance task.

9. A method according to claim 8, wherein the fault met-
ric for each fault type is a product of a fault probability
for that fault type and an average duration for that
fault type determined based on the second computer
readable logs.

10. A method according to claims 8 or 9, further com-
prising:

determining, based on the priority maintenance
task type, a change in the probabilities for each
fault type which would result if the priority main-
tenance task was subsequently performed.

11. A method according to any preceding claim, wherein
one or more sensor logs are processed using a dy-
namic time-warping technique to obtain correspond-
ing warped sensor logs, and wherein one or more
statistical metrics are determined from the warped
sensor logs.
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12. A method of generating a machine learning model
for use in a method according to any one of claims
1 to 4 or 8 to 11, wherein the method is performed
using one or more processors or special-purpose
computing hardware, the method comprising:

accessing a plurality of sensor logs correspond-
ing to one or more machines;
accessing computer readable logs correspond-
ing to the one or more machines, the computer
readable logs for each machine comprising:

a maintenance log comprising a plurality of
machine maintenance task objects, each
maintenance task object comprising a time
and a machine maintenance task type;
a fault log comprising a plurality of machine
fault objects, each machine fault object
comprising a time, a duration and a fault
type;

determining a set of statistical metrics derived
from the sensor logs;
determining a set of log metrics derived from the
maintenance log or logs;
preparing a training set comprising the statistical
metrics, log metrics and fault logs; and
generating a machine learning model derived
from the training set, wherein the machine learn-
ing model is configured to determine, based on
statistical metrics and log metrics corresponding
to a machine and spanning a first period, a prob-
ability of each fault type occurring for that ma-
chine during a second period.

13. A method of generating a weighted average model
for use in a method according to any one of claims
1 to 3, 5, 6 or 8 to 11, wherein the method is per-
formed using one or more processors or special-pur-
pose computing hardware, the method comprising:

accessing a plurality of sensor logs correspond-
ing to one or more machines;
accessing computer readable logs correspond-
ing to the one or more machines, the computer
readable logs for each machine comprising:

a maintenance log comprising a plurality of
machine maintenance task objects, each
maintenance task object comprising a time
and a machine maintenance task type;
a fault log comprising a plurality of machine
fault objects, each machine fault object
comprising a time, a duration and a fault
type;

determining a set of statistical metrics derived
from the sensor logs;

determining a set of log metrics derived from the
maintenance log or logs;
preparing a training set comprising the statistical
metrics, log metrics and fault logs; and
generating weighting values for one or more
fault criteria groups, each fault criteria group cor-
responding to a fault type and comprising a plu-
rality of statistical criteria and/or a plurality of log
criteria;
wherein generating weighting values for a fault
criteria group comprises, for each correspond-
ing statistical criterion and/or each log criterion:

determining, based on the statistical metrics
or log metrics, a first number of occasions
for which the criterion was satisfied;
determining, based on the fault log and the
statistical metrics or log metrics, a second
number of occasions for which the criterion
was satisfied and the corresponding fault
type occurred within a period following sat-
isfaction of the criterion; and
calculating the weighting value for the crite-
rion by dividing the second number by the
first number.

14. A computer program, optionally stored on a non-tran-
sitory computer readable medium program which,
when executed by one or more processors of a data
processing apparatus, causes the data processing
apparatus to carry out a method according to any
preceding claim.

15. Apparatus configured to carry out the method ac-
cording to any one of claims 1 to 13, the apparatus
comprising one or more processors or special-pur-
pose computing hardware.
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the resource with which the fault is associated, the main-
tenance information originating from a time period pre-
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tion of the retrieved historic maintenance data identified
as being indicative of the maintenance event to be stored
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sources related to the resource with which the mainte-
nance event is associated to be monitored to predict a
future occurrence of the maintenance event in the plu-
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Description

Field

[0001] This relates to a method and systems for pre-
dicting maintenance events with respect to resources.

Background

[0002] Machines are increasingly being fitted with sen-
sors to record and control the functions of the machine
and subsystems of the machine. For example, a diesel
engine for construction machinery such as, for example,
a bulldozer, digger and so forth may include sensors
which measure, amongst other variables, injected fuel
pressure, mass-flow of air into the engine, engine tem-
perature, oxygen concentration in the outlet gases and
so forth, to allow precise adjustments of the fuel/air mix.
Similarly, a ship typically includes hundreds, thousands
or tens of thousands of sensors measuring parameters
such as speed, fuel temperature, stresses in the propeller
shafts and so forth. Many ships are powered by marine
diesel engines, liquefied natural gas (LNG) engines or
combi-fuel engines which may be powered using diesel
or LNG. Some ships may include gas-turbine engines.
Regardless of the particular type of engine, ship engines
similarly include large numbers of sensors for operation-
al, monitoring and diagnostic purposes. Quantities of da-
ta relating to a machine or other resource may be ob-
tained from data input by users who monitor the mainte-
nance of the machine or other resource.
[0003] The information thus gathered can be used in
a variety of contexts.

Summary

[0004] According to a first aspect of the present spec-
ification there is provided a method of predicting mainte-
nance events with respect to resources. The method is
performed by one or more processors or special-purpose
computing hardware. The method includes receiving a
notification of a maintenance event associated with a re-
source. The method also includes retrieving historic
maintenance data in relation to the resource with which
the fault is associated, the maintenance information orig-
inating from a time period preceding the time of the main-
tenance event. The method also includes identifying at
least a portion of the retrieved historic maintenance data
as being indicative of the maintenance event. The meth-
od also includes causing the portion of the retrieved his-
toric maintenance data identified as being indicative of
the maintenance event to be stored as a precursor signal
of the maintenance event. The method also includes
causing future maintenance data received from a plurality
of resources related to the resource with which the main-
tenance event is associated to be monitored to predict a
future occurrence of the maintenance event in the plu-
rality of resources.

[0005] The method may also include providing a data-
base in which is stored historic maintenance data relating
to a plurality of resources related to the resource with
which the maintenance event is associated. The method
may also include comparing the retrieved maintenance
data of the resource with which the maintenance event
is associated with the stored historic maintenance data
of the related resources.
[0006] Comparing the retrieved maintenance data with
the stored historic maintenance data of the related re-
sources may include performing a dynamic time warping
operation with data retrieved from one or more sensor
logs.
[0007] The notification may contain an indication of a
sub-system with which the maintenance event is asso-
ciated.
[0008] Monitoring future maintenance data may in-
clude monitoring maintenance data from the sub-system
with which the maintenance event is associated.
[0009] Monitoring future maintenance data may in-
clude monitoring maintenance data from a sub-system
related to the sub-system with which the maintenance
event is associated.
[0010] The maintenance data may be obtained from
at least one of: sensor logs, fault logs, or maintenance
logs.
[0011] Monitoring future maintenance data may in-
clude calculating a probability that a maintenance event
will occur in a future time period.
[0012] Identifying at least a portion of the retrieved his-
toric maintenance data as being indicative of the main-
tenance event may include identifying a cluster of warn-
ing messages associated with the maintenance event.
[0013] According to a second aspect of the present
specification there is provided a computer program, op-
tionally stored on a non-transitory computer readable me-
dium program, including instructions that, when executed
by a computing apparatus, cause the computing appa-
ratus to perform the method of any preceding claim.
[0014] According to a third aspect of the present spec-
ification there is provided an apparatus for predicting
maintenance events with respect to resources. The ap-
paratus includes one or more processors or special-pur-
pose computing hardware configured to receive a notifi-
cation of a maintenance event associated with a re-
source. The apparatus is also configured to retrieve his-
toric maintenance data in relation to the resource with
which the fault is associated, the maintenance informa-
tion originating from a time period preceding the time of
the maintenance event. The apparatus is also configured
to identify at least a portion of the retrieved historic main-
tenance data as being indicative of the maintenance
event. The apparatus is also configured to cause the por-
tion of the retrieved historic maintenance data identified
as being indicative of the maintenance event to be stored
as a precursor signal of the maintenance event. The ap-
paratus is also configured to cause future maintenance
data received from a plurality of resources related to the
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resource with which the maintenance event is associated
to be monitored to predict a future occurrence of the main-
tenance event in the plurality of resources.
[0015] The apparatus may include a resource mainte-
nance server in which is stored historic maintenance data
relating to a plurality of resources related to the resource
with which the maintenance event is associated. The ap-
paratus may also be configured to compare the retrieved
maintenance data of the resource with which the main-
tenance event is associated with the stored historic main-
tenance data of the related resources.
[0016] The apparatus may also be configured to com-
pare the retrieved maintenance data with the stored his-
toric maintenance data of the related resources by per-
forming a dynamic time warping operation with data re-
trieved from one or more sensor logs.
[0017] The apparatus may also be configured to mon-
itor future maintenance data by calculating a probability
that a maintenance event will occur in a future time pe-
riod.
[0018] The apparatus may be configured to identify at
least a portion of the retrieved historic maintenance data
as being indicative of the maintenance event by identi-
fying a cluster of warning messages associated with the
maintenance event.

Brief Description of the Drawings:

[0019]

Figure 1 is a block diagram illustrating a data fusion
system for providing interactive data analysis;
Figure 2 is a block diagram of a system for analysing
and/or modelling a machine;
Figure 3 is a block diagram of a computer system;
Figure 4 schematically illustrates a timeline corre-
spondence between data from different data sourc-
es;
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate determining statistical met-
rics from measured parameter values;
Figures 7 and 8 illustrate application of dynamic time
warping to allow comparison between first and sec-
ond curves of a first parameter;
Figures 9 and 10 illustrate dynamic time warping of
first and second curves of a second parameter based
on the dynamic time warping of curves of the first
parameter as shown in Figures 7 and 8;
Figure 11 is a block diagram of a second exemplary
system according to embodiments of this specifica-
tion for analysing and/or modelling a machine;
Figure 12 is a block diagram illustrating sub-systems
and sensors for construction machinery;
Figure 13 is a block diagram of a system for predict-
ing maintenance events;
Figure 14 is a flow chart illustrating a process for
predicting maintenance events; and
Figure 15 is an illustration of a graphical user inter-
face.

Detailed Description of Certain Embodiments

[0020] Reference will now be made to certain exam-
ples which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings.
Whenever possible, the same reference numbers will be
used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or like
parts.
[0021] Embodiments described herein provide im-
proved methods for predicting maintenance events in re-
sources. Embodiments described herein relate to ships
although it should be appreciated that the same princi-
ples may be applied to any complex machinery.
[0022] Embodiments allow a notification of a mainte-
nance event, for example a fault, an anomaly or other
maintenance event, experienced in relation to a first re-
source to trigger an analysis of the historic maintenance
information of that resource. For example, a maintenance
event may correspond to a fault such as a machine be-
coming inoperative. Thus, a maintenance event may cor-
respond in some cases to the need to replace or service
one or more parts of a machine. Alternatively, a mainte-
nance event may correspond to unusual or anomalous
behaviour such as, for example, measured parameters
departing from operational tolerances, or a drop in ma-
chine efficiency such as increased power use and/or fuel
consumption. A maintenance event may also encom-
pass anomalous external events such as a collision,
since some external events may be correlated to a cur-
rent or developing fault in a machine. For example, a
decrease in braking performance of a vehicle may in-
crease the probability of a collision. Firstly, the historic
maintenance information of the resource from a time pe-
riod preceding the time of the maintenance event may
be retrieved. This information is then analysed to identify
precursor signals of the maintenance event. These pre-
cursor signals may then be used to predict maintenance
events with respect to other related resources. An exam-
ple of a related resource may be a ship of the same type
as a first ship that experienced a maintenance event.
[0023] Figure 1 illustrates, in block diagram form, an
exemplary data fusion system 1 for providing interactive
data analysis, consistent with embodiments of the
present disclosure. Among other things, data fusion sys-
tem 1 facilitates analysis and transformation of one or
more data sources 2 such as, for example, sensors 19
(Fig.2), maintenance logs 16 (Fig.2), fault logs 17 (Fig.2),
message logs 21 (Fig.2) and so forth, into data models
3. Data models 3 may include one or more object models
4 whose semantics are defined by an ontology 5. Data
models 3 may also include one or more risk models 6 for
calculating a failure probability or risk score for a machine
15, or a sub-system 18 of the machine, during a particular
interval. Risk models 6 may be machine learning models
or weighted average models generated in dependence
upon data accessed from the data sources 2. Alterna-
tively, risk models 6 may be based on other metrics such
as, for example, determining that one or more measured
parameters of a machine diverge from corresponding ex-
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pected values by more than a threshold amount. Diver-
gence from expected values may be transitory, and in
some cases a risk model 6 may keep track of the number
of times which a measured parameter exceeds the ex-
pected tolerances within a certain period of time. The
transformation can be performed for a variety of reasons.
For example, an engineer or mechanic may import data
from data sources 2 into a database 7 for persistently
storing object model(s) 4. As another example, an engi-
neer or mechanic may import data from data sources 2
in order to define, refine or apply a risk model 6. As an-
other example, a data presentation component (not de-
picted) can transform input data from data sources 2 "on
the fly" (in substantially real time, as the data is generat-
ed) into object model(s) 4. The object model(s) 4 can
then be utilized, in conjunction with ontology 5, for anal-
ysis through graphs and/or other data visualization tech-
niques. Data from data sources 2 may take the form of
numerical data, text information in defined or free-text
formats, or a combination of numerical, textual and/or
other data types. Data from data sources 2 may be an-
alysed to extract metrics in the process of transforming
the data into object models 4 and/or risk models 6.
[0024] Data fusion system 1 includes a definition com-
ponent 8 and a translation component 9, both implement-
ed by one or more processors of one or more computing
devices or systems executing hardware and/or software-
based logic for providing various functionality and fea-
tures of the present disclosure, as described herein. The
data fusion system 1 can comprise fewer or additional
components that provide the various functionalities and
features described herein. Moreover, the number and
arrangement of the components of data fusion system 1
which are responsible for providing the various function-
alities and features described herein can further vary be-
tween different examples of the data fusion system 1.
[0025] The definition component 8 generates and/or
modifies the ontology 5 and a schema map 10. Examples
of defining an ontology (such as ontology 5) are described
in U.S. Patent No. 7,962,495 (the ’495 patent), issued on
June 14, 2011, the entire contents of which are expressly
incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. Con-
sistent with certain examples disclosed in the ’495 patent,
a dynamic ontology may be used to create a database,
for example database 7. To create a database ontology,
one or more object types may be defined, where each
object type includes one or more properties. The at-
tributes of object types or property types of the ontology
can be edited or modified at any time. At least one parser
definition may be created for each property type. The
attributes of a parser definition can be edited or modified
at any time.
[0026] In some examples, each property type is de-
clared to be representative of one or more object types.
A property type is representative of an object type when
the property type is intuitively associated with the object
type. In some embodiments, each property type has one
or more components and a base type. In some embod-

iments, a property type can comprise a string, a date, a
number, or a composite type consisting of two or more
string, date, or number elements. Thus, property types
are extensible and can represent complex data struc-
tures. Further, a parser definition can reference a com-
ponent of a complex property type as a unit or token.
[0027] An example of a property having multiple com-
ponents is an "engine temperatures" property having an
"exhaust temperature" component and an "inlet temper-
ature" component. For example, the "inlet temperature"
may correspond to the temperature of ambient air drawn
into a diesel engine and the "exhaust temperature" may
correspond to the temperature of exhaust gasses ex-
pelled from the diesel engine. An example of raw input
data is "300 K". An example parser definition specifies
an association of imported input data to object property
components as follows: {EXHAUST TEMPERATURE},
{INLET TEMPERATURE} →EngineTemperatures:Ex-
haustTemperature, EngineTemperatures:InletTempera-
ture. In some embodiments, the association {EXHAUST
TEMPERATURE}, {INLET TEMPERATURE} is defined
in a parser definition using regular expression symbolo-
gy. The association {EXHAUST TEMPERATURE}, {IN-
LET TEMPERATURE} indicates that an exhaust temper-
ature followed by an inlet temperature, and separated by
a comma, comprises valid input data for a property of
type "engine temperature".
[0028] According to some embodiments, schema map
10 can define how various elements of schemas 11 for
data sources 2 map to various elements of ontology 5.
Definition component 8 receives, calculates, extracts, or
otherwise identifies schemas 11 for data sources 2.
Schemas 11 define the structure of data sources 2; for
example, the names and other characteristics of tables,
files, columns, fields, properties, and so forth. Further-
more, definition component 8 optionally identifies sample
data 12 from data sources 2. Definition component 8 can
further identify object type, relationship, and property def-
initions from ontology 5, if any already exist. Definition
component 8 can further identify pre-existing mappings
from schema map 10, if such mappings exist. Some data
sources 2 may be substantially unstructured, for exam-
ple, in the form of free-text which is analysed for keywords
and/or using natural language processing. For substan-
tially unstructured data sources, the schema map 10 may
define how various elements of schemas 11 map to on-
tology 5 for processing free-text, for example parameters
or semantic rules.
[0029] Based on the identified information, definition
component 8 can generate a graphical user interface 13.
Graphical user interface 13 can be presented to users of
a computing device via any suitable output mechanism
(e.g., a display screen, an image projection, etc.), and
can further accept input from users of the computing de-
vice via any suitable input mechanism (e.g., a keyboard,
a mouse, a touch screen interface, etc.). Graphical user
interface 13 features a visual workspace that visually de-
picts representations of the elements of ontology 5 for
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which mappings are defined in schema map 10.
[0030] In some embodiments, transformation compo-
nent 9 can be invoked after schema map 10 and ontology
5 have been defined or redefined. Transformation com-
ponent 9 identifies schema map 10 and ontology 5.
Transformation component 9 further reads data sources
2 and identifies schemas 11 for data sources 2. For each
element of ontology 5 described in schema map 10,
transformation component 9 iterates through some or all
of the data items of data sources 2, generating elements
of object model(s) 4 in the manner specified by schema
map 10. In some examples, the transformation compo-
nent 9 may process data from data sources 2 to generate
statistical or other metrics based on the data. The statis-
tical or other metrics may be stored in the database 7. In
some examples, the transformation component 9 may
generate one or more risk models 6 based on the data
from data sources 2. Risk models 6 generated by the
transformation component 9 may be stored in the data-
base 7. In some examples, the transformation compo-
nent 9 may apply risk models 6 to data from data sources
2 in order to calculate a failure probability or risk score
for a machine within a specified interval. In some exam-
ples, transformation component 9 can store a represen-
tation of each generated element of an object model 4 in
the database 7. In some examples, transformation com-
ponent 9 is further configured to synchronize changes in
the object model(s) 4 back to data sources 2.
[0031] Data sources 2 can be one or more sources of
data, including, without limitation, spreadsheet files, da-
tabases, email folders, document collections, sensor
memory storages, and so forth. Documents may include
native electronic documents and scanned documents.
Scanned documents may be processed using optical
character recognition. Data sources 2 can include data
structures stored persistently in non-volatile memory.
Data sources 2 can additionally or alternatively include
temporary data structures generated from underlying da-
ta sources via data extraction components, such as a
result set returned from a database server executing a
database query.
[0032] Schema map 10, ontology 5, and schemas 11
can be stored in any suitable structures, such as XML
files, database tables, and so forth. In some embodi-
ments, ontology 5 is maintained persistently. Schema
map 10 can or cannot be maintained persistently, de-
pending on whether the transformation process is per-
petual, or a one-time event.
[0033] Schemas 11 need not be maintained in persist-
ent memory, but can be cached for optimization.
[0034] The object model(s) 4 comprise collections of
elements such as typed objects, numerical data, proper-
ties, and relationships. The collections can be structured
in any suitable manner. In some examples, a database
7 stores the elements of the object model(s) 4, or repre-
sentations thereof. In some examples, the elements of
an object model 4 are stored within database 7 in a dif-
ferent underlying format, such as in a series of object,

property, and relationship tables in a relational database.
The risk models 6 comprise collections of elements such
as, for example, weighting tables, decision trees, kernels,
Bayesian graphs/networks, artificial neural networks or
similar elements of a machine learning model.
[0035] According to some embodiments, the function-
alities, techniques, and components described herein
are implemented by one or more special-purpose com-
puting devices. The special-purpose computing devices
can be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or can in-
clude digital electronic devices such as one or more ap-
plication-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field pro-
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently
programmed to perform the techniques, or can include
one or more general purpose hardware processors (each
including processor circuitry) programmed to perform the
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware,
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-
purpose computing devices can also combine custom
hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom program-
ming to accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose
computing devices can be desktop computer systems,
portable computer systems, handheld devices, network-
ing devices, or any other device that incorporates hard-
wired and/or program logic to implement the techniques.
[0036] In examples described herein, data fusion sys-
tem 1 can allow a user, such as an engineer or mechanic,
to analyse information and identify underlying trends, pat-
terns, behaviours and/or precursors which allow the en-
gineer or mechanic to make more informed decisions.
Such information can allow an engineer or mechanic to
determine the most effective maintenance to perform on
a machine. Additionally, when a fault or anomaly has
developed in a complex machine, an engineer or me-
chanic may use the data fusion system 1 to obtain infor-
mation about a root cause of an anomaly or fault. Other
applications of the data fusion system 1 shall be de-
scribed hereinafter.
[0037] For purposes of illustration, examples are de-
scribed herein with reference to ships, for example pas-
senger cruise ships, cargo ships, tankers and so forth.
However, the examples and techniques described herein
may be applied to other types of machines such as, for
example, construction machinery in the form of bulldoz-
ers, tractors, diggers, any other types of mobile equip-
ment. The examples and techniques described herein
may also be applied to further types of machines such
as, for example, manufacturing plant, sewage treatment
plant, tunnelling/boring equipment and so forth, within
the spirit and scope of this disclosure.
[0038] Figure 2 shows a block diagram of a first exem-
plary system 14 for performing one or more operations
for analysing and/or modelling a machine 15. In the first
system 14, the machine 15 is a ship 15a and the first
system 14 can include one or more ships 15a. The ships
15a may be, for example, passenger cruise ships, car
transporter ferries, cargo ships, tanker ships, tugs and
so forth. Each ship 15a has a corresponding mainte-
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nance log 16 and fault log 17. The maintenance log 16
for a ship 15a may include information such as dates and
locations of maintenance, details of replacement parts
used, free text notes made by an engineer or mechanic
performing a maintenance task and so forth. The fault
log 17 for a ship 15a may include information such as
dates and locations of faults, the type of fault, the period
of time required to rectify the fault and so forth. The main-
tenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 are stored in suitable
computer readable formats or structures, such as XML
files, database tables, and so forth. The maintenance log
16 and fault log 17 corresponding to a ship 15a may be
stored on one or more servers and/or locally on the ship
15a. Maintenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 correspond-
ing to a number of different ships 15a may be stored in
a common database, for example database 7.
[0039] Each ship 15a includes a number of sub-sys-
tems 18 which may be mechanical systems, electrical
systems, computer systems or combinations thereof. For
example, sub-systems 18 for a ship 15a may include, but
are not limited to, a navigational computer system, a crew
area and/or cargo area environmental control and mon-
itoring systems, a fuel management system, engine man-
agement systems, a hydraulic system, a fire suppression
system, a bilge system and so forth. Each sub-system
18 may include one or more sensors 19 which monitor
physical parameters of the sub-system. One or more sen-
sors 19 associated with a sub-system form a sensor
group 20. Examples of sensors 19 include a temperature
sensor, a pressure sensor, a water level sensor, an elec-
trical current or voltage sensor, a gas concentration sen-
sor, a strain gauge, and so forth. Data from sensors 19
may be stored on the ship 15a and subsequently trans-
mitted or downloaded from the ship 15a according to a
schedule, for example upon arrival at a destination port,
daily or weekly. Data from some sensors 19 may be trans-
mitted to a central operations centre whilst the ship 15a
is at sea.
[0040] The ship 15a may also store message logs 21,
crew logs 22, bridge logs 23, velocity logs 24 and global
positioning system (GPS) (or other positioning system)
logs 25. The message log 21 corresponding to a ship
15a may include messages generated by controllers (e.g.
an automated bilge pump controller), processors or sim-
ilar devices (not shown) which are integrated into the
various sub-systems 18. The messages may include a
date and time, an identifier of an originating sub-system
18, and message contents such as, for example, a warn-
ing or fault identifier. Crew logs 22 corresponding to a
ship 15a may include forms, notes, checklists or other
documents which are produced or confirmed by crew re-
sponsible for operating the ship 15a such as, for example,
the captain, navigator, engineering crew and/or port
crew. Crew logs 22 may include information derived from
documents which are native electronic documents and/or
scanned documents. Bridge logs 23 may include, for ex-
ample, bridge audio recordings, logs detailing button
presses, keystrokes and control inputs during a voyage

and so forth. Velocity logs 24 may include a time series
of velocities of the ship 15a. GPS logs 25 may include a
time series of GPS coordinates for the ship 15a. Velocity
logs and GPS logs are particular examples of sub-sys-
tems 18 and sensors 19. Message logs 21, crew logs 22,
bridge logs 23, velocity logs 24 and global positioning
system (GPS) logs 25 are stored in suitable computer
readable formats or structures, such as XML files, data-
base tables and so forth.
[0041] The first system 14 may also include manufac-
turer information 26 including, for example, databases
providing information about messages and/or faults, sug-
gested maintenance tasks, and manufacturer recom-
mended tolerances for parameters measured by sensors
19. The first system 14 may also include environmental
data 27 such as, for example, information about wind
speeds, surface waves, cloud cover, storm systems, cur-
rents, tide times as a function of date, time and location.
The first system 14 may also include a route/task log 28
corresponding to each ship 15a. The route/task log for a
ship 15a may include details of the start and end loca-
tions, dates and times of each voyage conducted by the
corresponding ship 15a. The first system 14 may also
include schedules 29 for the voyages which a fleet in-
cluding a number of ships 15a need to be assigned to
travel over a forthcoming time period. The first system
14 may also include facilities information 30 such as, for
example, a type or class of available maintenance and
repair facilities at a number of ports between which ships
15a may be scheduled to travel, for example, whether a
port has maintenance and inspection divers, dry-dock
facilities and so forth.
[0042] The manufacturer information 26, environmen-
tal data 27, route logs 28, schedules 29 and facilities
information 30 may be stored in suitable computer read-
able formats or structures, such as XML files, database
tables, and so forth. The manufacturer information 26,
environmental data 27, route logs 28, schedules 29 and
facilities information 30 may be stored in one or more
servers (not shown).
[0043] The maintenance logs 16, fault logs 17, sensors
19, message logs 21, crew logs 22, bridge logs 23, alti-
tude and velocity logs 25, GPS logs 25, manufacturer
information 26, environmental data 27, route logs 28,
schedules 29 and facilities information 30 are examples
of data sources 2 for the data fusion system 1.
[0044] The first system 14 includes one or more anal-
ysis terminals 31 in the form of one or more computing
devices (e.g., computer or computers, server or servers,
etc.), memory storing data and/or software instructions
(e.g., database or databases), memory devices, etc.),
and other known computing components. In some ex-
amples, the one or more computing devices are config-
ured to execute software or a set of programmable in-
structions stored on one or more memory devices to per-
form one or more operations, consistent with the exam-
ples herein. The data fusion system 1 may be provided
by one or more analysis servers 32 and one or more
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analysis terminals 31 may connect to the analysis server
32 as clients. Alternatively, each analysis terminal 31
may provide an example of the data fusion system 1.
Examples of analysis terminals 31 may provide the same
or different functions. For example, different analysis ter-
minals 31 may be able to access different types of data
or functions of the analysis server 32. For example, a
maintenance terminal 33 may be able to access prevent-
ative maintenance and troubleshooting functions. As an-
other example, a scheduling terminal 34 may access data
relating to risk model 6 outputs, schedules 29 and facil-
ities information 30 to perform risk based scheduling of
ship 15a routes. As another example, a manufacturer
terminal 35 may be given access to a reduced or redacted
selection of data from the data sources 2, in order to allow
monitoring and analysis of technical data whilst preserv-
ing the integrity of commercially sensitive information. In
some examples, all analysis terminals 31 may access
the same data and functions.
[0045] The analysis terminals 31 and analysis server
32 communicate with the data sources 2 over a network
36. The network 36 can be any type of network or com-
bination of networks configured to provide electronic
communications between components of the first system
14. For example, the network 36 can be any type of net-
work (including infrastructure) that provides communica-
tions, exchanges information, and/or facilitates the ex-
change of information, such as the Internet, a Local Area
Network, or other suitable connection(s) that enables the
sending and receiving of information between the com-
ponents of the first system 14. The network 36 may also
comprise any combination of wired and wireless net-
works. In other embodiments, one or more components
of the first system 14 can communicate directly through
a dedicated communication link or communication links,
such as links between analysis terminals 31, analysis
server 32, maintenance logs 16, fault logs 17, sensors
19, message logs 21, crew logs 22, bridge logs 23, ve-
locity logs 25, GPS logs 25, manufacturer information
26, environmental data 27, route logs 28, schedules 29
and facilities information 30.
[0046] The first system 14 may include a number of
machines 15 in the form of ships 15a, and all of the ships
15a forming part of the first system 14 are the same or
comparable to one another. Two machines 15 are the
same if they include the same components, arranged
and configured in the same way. Two machines 15 may
be the same if they are manufactured in the same batch,
or two machines 15 may be the same if they are manu-
factured in different batches. Two machines 15 which are
the same include corresponding sub-systems 18 which
are associated with corresponding sensors 19. Two ma-
chines 15 are comparable if they contain one or more
corresponding sub-systems 18 in common. For two com-
parable machines 15, the corresponding common sub-
systems 18 are not substantially interrelated to other sub-
systems 18 which are not common to the machines 15.
For example, two ships 15a may be comparable because

they are fitted with the same marine diesel engine. Even
when data from other systems is not comparable (or not
directly comparable), information from engine sensors
may be usefully compared between the two comparable
ships 15a.
[0047] Referring also to Figure 3, a block diagram of
an exemplary computer system 37, consistent with ex-
amples of the present specification is shown. The com-
ponents of the first and second exemplary systems 14,
67 (Figure 11) such as analysis terminals 31 and analysis
server 32 may include an architecture based on or similar
to that of computer system 37.
[0048] Computer system 37 includes a bus 38 or other
communication mechanism for communicating informa-
tion, and a hardware processor 39 coupled with bus 38
for processing information. Hardware processor 39 can
be, for example, a general purpose microprocessor.
Hardware processor 39 comprises electrical circuitry.
[0049] Computer system 37 includes a main memory
40, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other
dynamic storage device, which is coupled to the bus 38
for storing information and instructions to be executed
by processor 39. The main memory 40 can also be used
for storing temporary variables or other intermediate in-
formation during execution of instructions by the proces-
sor 39. Such instructions, when stored in non-transitory
storage media accessible to the processor 39, render the
computer system 37 into a special-purpose machine that
is customized to perform the operations specified in the
instructions.
[0050] Computer system 37 further includes a read on-
ly memory (ROM) 41 or other static storage device cou-
pled to the bus 38 for storing static information and in-
structions for the processor 39. A storage device 42, such
as a magnetic disk or optical disk, is provided and coupled
to the bus 38 for storing information and instructions.
[0051] Computer system 37 can be coupled via the
bus 38 to a display 43, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT),
liquid crystal display, or touch screen, for displaying in-
formation to a user. An input device 44, including alpha-
numeric and other keys, is coupled to the bus 38 for com-
municating information and command selections to the
processor 39. Another type of user input device is cursor
control 45, for example using a mouse, a trackball, or
cursor direction keys for communicating direction infor-
mation and command selections to the processor 39 and
for controlling cursor movement on the display 43. The
input device typically has two degrees of freedom in two
axes, a first axis (for example, x) and a second axis (for
example, y), that allows the device to specify positions
in a plane.
[0052] Computer system 37 can implement the tech-
niques described herein using customized hard-wired
logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or pro-
gram logic which in combination with the computer sys-
tem causes or programs computer system 37 to be a
special-purpose machine. According to some embodi-
ments, the operations, functionalities, and techniques
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disclosed herein are performed by computer system 37
in response to the processor 39 executing one or more
sequences of one or more instructions contained in the
main memory 40. Such instructions can be read into the
main memory 40 from another storage medium, such as
storage device 42. Execution of the sequences of instruc-
tions contained in main memory 40 causes the processor
39 to perform the process steps described herein. In al-
ternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry can be used
in place of or in combination with software instructions.
[0053] The term "storage media" as used herein refers
to any non-transitory media that stores data and/or in-
structions that cause a machine to operate in a specific
fashion. Such storage media can comprise non-volatile
media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media in-
cludes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as
storage device 42. Volatile media includes dynamic
memory, such as main memory 40. Common forms of
storage media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flex-
ible disk, hard disk, solid state drive, magnetic tape, or
any other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM,
any other optical data storage medium, any physical me-
dium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and
EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory
chip or cartridge.
[0054] Storage media is distinct from, but can be used
in conjunction with, transmission media. Transmission
media participates in transferring information between
storage media. For example, transmission media in-
cludes coaxial cables, copper wire and fibre optics, in-
cluding the wires that comprise bus 38. Transmission
media can also take the form of acoustic or light waves,
such as those generated during radio-wave and infra-red
data communications.
[0055] Various forms of media can be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 39 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line or other trans-
mission medium using a modem. A modem local to com-
puter system 37 can receive the data on the telephone
line or other transmission medium and use an infra-red
transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An
infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-
red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data
on bus 38. Bus 38 carries the data to the main memory
40, from which the processor 39 retrieves and executes
the instructions. The instructions received by the main
memory 40 can optionally be stored on the storage device
42 either before or after execution by the processor 39.
[0056] Computer system 37 also includes a communi-
cation interface 46 coupled to the bus 38. The commu-
nication interface 46 provides a two-way data communi-
cation coupling to a network link 47 that is connected to
a local network 48. For example, the communication in-
terface 46 can be an integrated services digital network

(ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or a modem
to provide a data communication connection to a corre-
sponding type of telephone line. As another example, the
communication interface 46 can be a local area network
(LAN) card to provide a data communication connection
to a compatible LAN. Wireless links can also be imple-
mented. In any such implementation, the communication
interface 46 sends and receives electrical, electromag-
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams rep-
resenting various types of information.
[0057] The network link 47 typically provides data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, the network link 47 can provide a
connection through the local network 48 to a host com-
puter 49 or to data equipment operated by an Internet
Service Provider (ISP) 50. The ISP 50 in turn provides
data communication services through the world wide
packet data communication network now commonly re-
ferred to as the "Internet" 51. The local network 48 and
internet 51 both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical
signals that carry digital data streams. The signals
through the various networks and the signals on the net-
work link 47 and through the communication interface
46, which carry the digital data to and from the computer
system 37, are example forms of transmission media.
[0058] The computer system 37 can send messages
and receive data, including program code, through the
network(s), network link 47 and communication interface
46. In the internet example, a server 52, for example the
analysis server 32, can transmit data through the internet
51, ISP 50, local network 48 and communication interface
46.
[0059] Referring also to Figure 4, an example timeline
for a machine 15 in the form of a ship 15a will explained
with reference to the corresponding message log 21,
maintenance log 16, fault log 17 and a number of sensor
logs 53.
[0060] Each sensor log 53 (e.g., 53a, 53b, 53c) may
include a time series of parameter values measured by
one or more sensors 19. The sensors 19 may include all
of the sensors 19 on the ship 15a, all the sensors 19
associated with one or more subsystems 18, or any other
combination of sensors 19. A sensor log 53 may include
parameter values measured by a single sensor 19. Pa-
rameter values measured by one or more sensors 19
may be measured at equal intervals, or may be measured
in response to triggering messages or events. Each sen-
sor 19 may measure parameter values at a rate or interval
specific to that sensor 19, to a type of sensor 19 or to a
sub-system 18.
[0061] A first voyage commences at time t1 and lasts
until time t4. The duration of a voyage t4-t1 may vary con-
siderably depending upon the type of ship 15a. In one
example, the ship 15a may be a passenger or vehicle
ferry which carries out regular, scheduled voyages be-
tween a two or more relatively close ports/docks such
as, for example, Dover and Calais, Dublin and Liverpool
and so forth. In this example, the duration of a voyage
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t4-t1 may range from less than hour up to several days.
Scheduled slots for preventative maintenance may be
every day, or every week. Scheduled preventative main-
tenance may be conducted in one or more of the ports,
and it may not be necessary to conduct preventative
maintenance during the actual voyage.
[0062] In other examples, the ship 15a may be a long
distance cargo ship or tanker, and the duration of a voy-
age t4-t1 may be weeks or months. In this example, pre-
ventative maintenance during the voyage cannot be
avoided in practice. When the ship 15a is a long distance
cargo ship or tanker, preventative maintenance may be
split into regular maintenance conducted during voyag-
es, and longer and/or more substantial maintenance slots
between voyages. The range and type of maintenance
tasks which may be conducted during a voyage may be
restricted by the available facilities, consumables, spare
parts, operational requirements and so forth.
[0063] In the example shown in Figure 4, the ship 15a
is a passenger and/or vehicle ferry which performs reg-
ular crossings of a relatively narrow body of water, for
example a voyage may take several hours. In the exam-
ple shown in Figure 4, regular maintenance is scheduled
to occur between voyages. The corresponding parame-
ter values measured by all or a subset of the sensors 19
during the first voyage are stored as a first sensor log
53a. Alternatively, separate first sensor logs 53a may be
stored for each sub-system 18 or separate first sensor
logs 53a may be stored for each sensor 19. During the
first voyage, a first message object 54a is generated by
a sub-system 18 and stored in the message log 21, along
with the corresponding time t2 and optionally other con-
textual information such as an identifying number for the
voyage. A message object 54 (e.g.,54a, 54b, 54c, 54d)
may include a message identity (ID) code consisting of
letters and/or numbers. The message ID code may cor-
respond to an entry in a look-up table providing further
details. For example, a message ID code may take the
form A-M-001, in which the letter "A" denotes an origin
of the corresponding message object 54 in a first, or "A",
sub-system 18, the letter "M" denotes that the message
ID code corresponds to a message and should be looked
up in a message look-up table, and the numeric code
"001" denotes a first entry corresponding to the first sub-
system 18 in the message look-up table. The correspond-
ing entry in the message look-up table provides details
of the message. The look-up table may be included in
the manufacturer information 26, for example in a main-
tenance manual. Similarly, a message ID code of B-M-
023 would identify a message object 54 originating in a
second, or "B", sub-system 18 and so forth.
[0064] A second message object 54b is generated dur-
ing the first voyage at time t3 and stored in the message
log 21. Message object 54 contents may correspond to,
for example, warnings and/or faults. Message object 54
contents may be determined by looking up message ID
codes in a message look-up table. A message object 54
may correspond to the illumination of a warning light on

the bridge, or illumination of a warning light elsewhere in
or on the ship 15a, for example in the engine room.
[0065] A second voyage starts at time t6 and finishes
at time t10, and corresponding sensor 19 measurements
are stored in one or more second sensor logs 53b, in the
same way as the first sensor log(s) 53a. Between the
first and second voyages, at a time t5, a first maintenance
task object 55a is recorded in the maintenance log 16 for
the ship 15a. The first maintenance task object 55a is
one example of a maintenance event. The first mainte-
nance task object 55a may include information such as
the time, t5, and a maintenance task identity (ID) code
consisting of letters and/or numbers. The maintenance
task ID code may correspond to an entry in a look-up
table providing further details. For example, a mainte-
nance task ID code may take the form A-T-003, in which
the letter "A" denotes a maintenance task carried out on
a first, or "A", sub-system 18, the letter "T" denotes that
the maintenance task ID code corresponds to a mainte-
nance task and should be looked up in a maintenance
task look-up table, and the numeric code "003" denotes
a third entry corresponding to the first sub-system 18 in
the maintenance task look-up table. The corresponding
entry in the maintenance task look-up table provides de-
tails of the maintenance task which is carried out. The
look-up table may be included in the manufacturer infor-
mation 26. The first maintenance task object 55a may
include further information such as, for example, free-
text notes or descriptions of the maintenance task per-
formed, details of any parts replaced, information about
the engineer or mechanic responsible for carrying out
the maintenance task and so forth. The first maintenance
task object 55a is not occasioned by a fault, and corre-
sponds to regular, or preventative, maintenance and/or
maintenance to address an anomaly.
[0066] A third voyage is scheduled to start at a time
t13. However, the start time of the third voyage is delayed
until t17 due to a fault object 56 which is registered at a
time t11, shortly after the end of the second voyage at
time t10. The fault object 56 may correspond to a fault
which is discovered following, for example, inspection by
the ship crew or port staff, analysis of the second sensor
log 53b, or the fault may have been indicated by third to
fifth message objects 54c, 54d, 54e, which were recorded
in a cluster at times t7, t8 and t9. The fault object 56 is
recorded in the fault log 17. The fault object 56 includes
fault data 57 indicating the time corresponding to the fault
object 56, details about the type of fault, the location of
the ship 15a when the fault was registered and so forth.
The fault data 57 may also include a fault identity (ID)
code consisting of letters and/or numbers. The fault ID
code may correspond to an entry in a look-up table pro-
viding further details. For example, a fault ID code may
take the form C-F-012, in which the letter "C" denotes a
fault arising in a third, or "C", sub-system 18, the letter
"F" denotes that the fault ID code corresponds to a fault
type and should be looked up in a fault type look-up table,
and the numeric code "012" denotes a twelfth entry cor-
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responding to the third sub-system 18 in the fault type
look-up table. The corresponding entry in the fault type
look-up table provides details of the fault type which has
occurred. The fault type look-up table may be included
in the manufacturer information 26.
[0067] Sometimes a fault corresponding to a fault ob-
ject 56 may be readily rectified. On other occasions, the
root cause of a fault corresponding to a fault object 56 in
a ship 15a, or a fault in another machine 15, may be
difficult to determine. Consequently, an engineer or me-
chanic may conduct one or more maintenance tasks
which fail to resolve the fault. For example, both the sec-
ond and third maintenance tasks objects 55b, 55c, start-
ed at times t12 and t14 respectively, both corresponding
to maintenance tasks which failed to resolve the fault
corresponding to the fault object 56. The fourth mainte-
nance task object 55d, started at time t15, corresponds
to a maintenance task which did resolve the fault corre-
sponding to the fault object 56. When the fault corre-
sponding to the fault object 56 is verified to have been
solved, fault resolution data 58 is added to the fault object
56 in the fault log 17. The fault resolution data 58 is linked
to the fault data 57. The fault resolution data 58 may
include information such as the end time of fault, for ex-
ample t16, and the maintenance task object 55d corre-
sponding to the maintenance task which resolved the
fault corresponding to the fault object 56. In some exam-
ples, the second, third and fourth maintenance task ob-
jects 55b, 55c, 55d may correspond to separate mainte-
nance events. In other examples, the second, third and
fourth maintenance task objects 55b, 55c, 55d may cor-
respond to a single maintenance event.
[0068] Once the fault corresponding to the fault object
56 is resolved, the delayed third voyage starts at a time
t17 and ends at a time t19. A sixth message object 54f is
generated during the third voyage, at time t18, but the
sixth message object 54f does not indicate a new fault
or a recurrence of the earlier fault corresponding to fault
object 56. Regular or preventative maintenance, in the
form of a maintenance task detailed by a fifth mainte-
nance task object 55e, is conducted after the third voyage
at a time t20.
[0069] It will be appreciated that the sequence of
events described in relation to Figure 4 is for illustrative
purposes only, and that the contents of the present spec-
ification may be applied to other sequences of events.
For example, in the case of a ship 15a which a long dis-
tance cargo ship or tanker, voyages may last for weeks
or even months, and so sensor logs 53 corresponding to
the entire voyage may be inappropriate. Instead, sensor
logs 53 for a ship 15a which a long distance cargo ship
or tanker may be analysed according to shorter time pe-
riods, for example, daily, hourly or substantially in real
time. Furthermore, in the case of a ship 15a which a long
distance cargo ship or tanker, maintenance tasks 55
(e.g., 55a, 55b, 55c, 55d, 55e) corresponding to prevent-
ative maintenance and/or fault and/or anomaly resolution
may also be conducted during a voyage.

[0070] Message logs 21 may be populated in real time,
i.e. message objects 54 generated by a machine 15 such
as a ship 15a may be stored to a corresponding message
log 21 at the same time, or shortly after, each message
object 54 is generated. Maintenance logs 16 and fault
logs 17 may be updated after the relevant events, for
example, by filling in an electronic document or by scan-
ning a paper document and so forth.
[0071] Statistical metrics may be derived from the pa-
rameter values measured by sensors 19. For example,
if a parameter value does not vary substantially over time,
simple time series statistics may be applied to derive a
mean value, a standard deviation, a minimum and a max-
imum value for each type of parameter value included in
a sensor log 53. Average, or baseline, values may be
obtained by aggregating a large number of sensor logs
53 corresponding to a number of different machines 15
and different operations of the machines 15. For exam-
ple, when the machines 15 are ships 15a, each operation
may correspond to a different voyage, and when the ma-
chines 15 take form of construction machinery 15b (Fig-
ure 11) each operation may correspond to a different
journey, a work order, a lease period, or a fixed period
of time such as one working day. Deviations of measured
parameter values from the average values may be used
as statistical metrics for analysis by the data fusion sys-
tem 1.
[0072] Referring also to Figure 5, the values of some
parameters measured by sensors 19 will vary with time,
for example, over the course of a voyage when the ma-
chine 15 is a ship 15a or throughout a working day of
construction machinery 15b (Figure 11). The parameter
values may be plotted against time as a parameter curve
59. By aggregating a large number of sensor logs 53
corresponding to a number of different machines 15 and
different operations, a mean value, a standard deviation,
a minimum and a maximum value of a the parameter
may be determined as a function of time. The averaged
parameter values may be plotted against time as an av-
erage parameter curve 60. Suitable statistical metrics
may be calculated such as, for example, the mean and
standard deviation of a difference between the parameter
curve 59 and the average parameter curve 60. Minimum
and maximum differences may also be used as statistical
metrics. The same approach may be used to determine
statistical metrics based on a difference between first and
second parameter curves stored in first and second sen-
sor logs 53. Average parameter curves 60 (and related
average statistical metrics) may be updated to take ac-
count of new sensor logs 53 by re-calculating average
parameter curves 60 (and related average statistical met-
rics) according to a schedule, for example, daily or week-
ly. Alternatively, if sensor logs 53 are extracted from the
machines 15 at periodic intervals, then the average pa-
rameter curves 60 (and related average statistical met-
rics) may be re-calculated immediately after new sensor
logs 53 have been extracted.
[0073] Parameter curves 59 need not be plotted
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against time. Instead, a parameter curve 59 correspond-
ing to a first parameter measured by a first sensor 19
may be plotted against a second parameter measured
by a second sensor 19. Statistical metrics and average
parameter curves 60 may be calculated in the same way.
Analysing a pair of parameters can be useful in diagnos-
ing a developing fault or issue. For example, in a normally
functioning diesel engine, the stable operating tempera-
ture may vary with the revolutions per minute (RPM) ac-
cording to a characteristic parameter curve, for example
an average parameter curve 59. If a parameter curve 59
significantly deviates from the average parameter curve
60, for example, if the parameter curve 59 shows a faster
than expected increase in temperature with RPM, this
may indicate a developing fault in coolant levels or in a
coolant system.
[0074] Referring also to Figure 6, additional statistical
metrics may be derived from the sensor logs 53. For ex-
ample, the number and duration of intervals during which
the parameter curve 59 differs from the average param-
eter curve 60 by more than a threshold amount may be
calculated and used as a metric. For example, the
number and duration of intervals during which the pa-
rameter curve 59 lies below the 25th percentile 61 or
above the 75th percentile 62 may be recorded. In the
example shown in Figure 6, the parameter curve 59 ex-
ceeds the 75th percentile 62 for a first interval tb-ta and
dips below the 25th percentile 61 for a second interval
td-tc. A Schmidt trigger may be used, for example at the
75th and 80th percentiles, to determine that the parameter
curve 59 has exceeded a specified tolerance.
[0075] Other thresholds may be used such as, for ex-
ample, whether the parameter curve 59 deviates from an
average parameter curve 60 by more than a multiple of
a standard deviation σ. For example, instead of the 75th

percentile 62, an upper threshold may be the average
parameter curve 60 plus 3σ, and instead of the 25th per-
centile 61, a lower threshold may be the average param-
eter curve 60 minus 3σ. The standard deviation σ may
in general be a function of time or of a second parameter.
[0076] For machines 15 such as ships 15a or construc-
tion machinery 15b (Figure 11), many parameters will
vary with time, but the duration of different sensor logs
53 need not be the same because each sensor log 53
corresponds to a different operation of the same machine
15 or of a different machine 15. This can prevent naive
aggregation of corresponding parameter values belong-
ing to first and second sensor logs 53a, 53b. For example,
one working day for construction machinery 15b (Figure
11) will vary dramatically from a subsequent working day
because construction machinery 15b may be used to per-
form slightly different tasks and the duration and loading
of each task may also vary from day to day. Sensors 19
recording parameters of a machine 15 may record data-
sets corresponding to two or more tasks or occasions
which differ to the extent that direct comparison is difficult
or meaningless. Such difficulties may be overcome by
applying a dynamic time warping algorithm to the sensor

logs 53.
[0077] Referring also to Figures 7 and 8, first and sec-
ond curves 63a, 63b of a first parameter are not directly
comparable because they have differing lengths. The first
and second curves 63a, 63b correspond to first and sec-
ond sensor logs 53a, 53b respectively. However, a dy-
namic time warping algorithm may be used to distort the
relative time-bases so that first and second warped
curves 64a, 64b of the first parameter may be compared.
The first parameter may be a parameter having a well
understood meaning, such as velocity of a ship 15a, or
the velocity and/or engine revolutions per minute (RPM)
of construction machinery 15b (Figure 11). Suitable first
parameters may often correspond to the external state
of a machine 15, for example, to ambient conditions or
to a task which the machine 15 is performing.
[0078] Referring also to Figures 9 and 10, first and sec-
ond curves 65a, 65b of a second parameter may be less
well understood or simply less suited to feature extrac-
tion. Such second parameters may relate more directly
to the internal functioning or internal status of the machine
15. For example, when the machine 15 is a ship 15a, the
second parameter may be a temperature of part of a gas
turbine engine or a marine diesel engine. As another ex-
ample, when the machine 15 is construction machinery
15b (Figure 11), the second parameter may be the pres-
sure of a pneumatic or hydraulic actuation system. Pa-
rameters relating to the internal functioning or internal
status of the machine 15 may have less predictable or
less regular features, which can complicate or prevent
the direct application of a dynamic time-warping algo-
rithm, which may lead to erroneous outputs. This issue
can be avoided by generating warped curves 66a, 66b
of the second parameter based on a warped time-frame
established using the curves 63a, 63b of the first param-
eter. For example, if the machine 15 is a ship 15a or
construction machinery 15b, parameters such as engine
temperatures may be warped using a time-frame warping
established based on parameters such as velocity or en-
gine RPM of the ship 15a or construction machinery 15b.
[0079] By using an initial parameter curve as a refer-
ence, a large number of sensor logs 53 corresponding
to a large number of different machines 15 and operations
may be warped, then aggregated to obtain a mean value,
a standard deviation, a minimum and a maximum value
of each parameter to be determined for the purpose of
calculating statistical metrics. Similarly, a large number
of sensor logs 53 corresponding to a large number of
different machines 15 and operations may be warped,
then aggregated to obtain warped average parameter
curves.
[0080] Log metrics may be determined using the com-
puter readable logs corresponding to each machine 15.
For example, when the machine 15 is a ship 15a, metrics
may be determined based on the maintenance log 16,
fault log 17, message log 21, crew log 22 and bridge log
23 corresponding to each ship 15a, as well as any envi-
ronmental data 27, route logs 28 and so forth. For exam-
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ple, keyword searching may be used to establish fre-
quencies of occurrence of particular words or phrases
during one or more time intervals. Additionally or alter-
natively, when the message objects 54 include message
ID codes, the maintenance task objects 55 include main-
tenance task ID codes and/or the fault objects 56 include
fault ID codes, log metrics may be determined in the form
of frequencies of occurrence of each message ID code,
maintenance task ID code and/or fault ID code during
one or more time intervals.
[0081] Additionally, ontology 5 may include semantic
rules allowing natural language processing of computer
readable logs, such as the maintenance logs 16, fault
logs 17, message logs 21, crew logs 22, bridge logs 23,
environmental data 27, route/task logs 28 and so forth.
Natural language processing may enable determination
of other log metrics.
[0082] It will be appreciated that many different exam-
ples of statistical metrics and metrics derived from com-
puter readable logs may be used with the data fusion
system 1, depending on the data sources 1 which are
used.
[0083] Referring also to Figure 11, a block diagram of
a second exemplary system 67 for performing one or
more operations for analysing and/or modelling a ma-
chine 15 is shown. In the second system 67, the machine
15 is construction machinery 15b and the second system
67 can include one or more construction machines 15b.
The second system 67 may be used to help managing a
fleet of construction machines 15b which are made avail-
able for leasing, or to manage all of the construction ve-
hicles associated with a particular construction project.
Construction machinery 15b may include be vehicles
such as, for example, bulldozers, diggers, cranes, trac-
tors, combine harvesters and so forth. Each construction
machine 15b has a corresponding maintenance log 16
and fault log 17. The maintenance log 16 for a construc-
tion machine 15b may include information such as dates
and locations of maintenance, details of replacement
parts, free text notes made by an engineer or mechanic
performing a maintenance task and so forth. The fault
log 17 for a construction machine 15b may include infor-
mation such as dates and locations of faults, the type of
fault, the period of time required to rectify the fault and
so forth. The maintenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 are
stored in suitable computer readable formats or struc-
tures, such as XML files, database tables, and so forth.
The maintenance log 16 and fault log 17 corresponding
to a construction machine 15b may be stored on one or
more servers and/or locally on the construction machine
15b itself. Maintenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 corre-
sponding to a number of different construction machines
15b may be stored in a common database, for example
database 7.
[0084] A construction machine 15b includes a number
of sub-systems 18 which may be mechanical systems,
electrical systems, computer systems or combinations
thereof. Sub-systems 18 of a construction machine 15b

may be controlled by one or more corresponding elec-
tronic control units 68 (ECUs), and the ECUs 68 of a
construction machine 15b are interconnected for com-
munications by an on-board network 69. Each sub-sys-
tem 18 may include one or more sensors 19 which mon-
itor corresponding physical parameters of the sub-sys-
tem 18. One or more sensors 19 associated with a sub-
system 18 form a sensor group 20. Examples of sensors
19 include a temperature sensor, a pressure sensor, an
electrical current or voltage sensor, a gas concentration
sensor, a strain gauge, and so forth. Data from sensors
19 may be stored on the construction machine 15b and
subsequently transmitted or downloaded from the con-
struction machine 15b according to a schedule, for ex-
ample, upon arrival to a designated "home" location, daily
or weekly. Data from some sensors 19 may be transmit-
ted to a server via wireless networks operating at a stor-
age location or operational location of a construction ma-
chine 15b. Data from some sensors 19 may be transmit-
ted to a server via cellular networks during operation of
a construction machine 15b. Sub-systems 18 connected
via the on-board network 69 typically generate message
objects 54 according to protocols which may be propri-
etary or standardised protocols. Information from a con-
struction machine 15b may be extracted via a wireless
connection or using a physical data port (not shown) pro-
vided on the construction machine 15b.
[0085] Referring also to Figure 12, examples of con-
struction machine 15b sub-systems 18 and associated
sensors 19 are shown.
[0086] Many construction machines 15b include a die-
sel engine 70, which may include a large number of sen-
sors 19 for use in regular operation, self-diagnostics,
maintenance and/or repair. For example, a construction
machine 15b diesel engine 70 may include, amongst oth-
er sensors 19, a coolant temperature sensor 71, an intake
air sensor 72, one or more oxygen sensors 73 to monitor
combustion efficiency, a fuel rail pressure sensor 74, an
intake manifold gas pressure sensor 75, and engine RPM
sensor 76, one or more valve timing sensors 77, a mass
airflow sensor 78 and so forth.
[0087] Construction machines 15b may include an
evaporative emissions control system 79 (EVAP system)
including a vapour pressure sensor 80. Some construc-
tion machines 15b may include a traction control system
81 including wheel rotation speed sensors 82. Some con-
struction machines 15b may include a hydraulic or pneu-
matic actuation system 83 including system pressure
sensors 84, valve status sensors (not shown), load sen-
sors (not shown) and so forth, for controlling and moni-
toring actuation of tools such as a bull dozer scoop. Con-
struction machines 15b may include a power assist steer-
ing system 85 including steering wheel position sensors
86 and steering column torque sensors 87. Construction
machines 15b may include an exhaust system 88 includ-
ing, for example, one or more oxygen concentration sen-
sors 73 and one or more catalyst bed temperature sen-
sors 89. Construction machines 15b may include exterior
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sensing systems 90 including sensors 19 such as, for
example, ambient temperature sensors 91 and ambient
barometric pressure 92 for determining the environmen-
tal conditions in which the construction machine 15b is
operating.
[0088] The construction machine 15b may also store
message logs 21 (not shown in Figures 11, 12) and global
positioning system (GPS) (or other positioning system)
logs 25 (not shown in Figures 11, 12). The message log
21 corresponding to a construction machine 15b may
include message objects 54 generated by the ECUs 68,
for example, according to OBD protocols. The message
objects 54 may include a date and time, an identifier of
an originating sub-system 18, and message contents
such as, for example, a warning or fault identifier. Mes-
sage logs 21 and global positioning system (GPS) logs
25 are stored in suitable computer readable formats or
structures, such as XML files, database tables and so
forth.
[0089] The second system 67 may also include man-
ufacturer information 26 including, for example, databas-
es providing information about messages and/or faults,
suggested maintenance tasks, and manufacturer recom-
mended tolerances for parameters measured by sensors
19. The second system 67 may also include environmen-
tal data 27 such as ambient temperatures, humidity and
so forth, as a function of date, time and location. Such
information may be relevant to predicting failure of con-
struction machines 15b in a variety of ways. For example,
a degraded battery system may not become evident to
a user until it fails to supply sufficient current for a starter
motor in colder ambient conditions. The degradation of
the battery system may be detectable in sufficient time
to allow replacement, however, whether or not battery
replacement is the most critical preventative mainte-
nance task may depend on the expected ambient tem-
peratures. The second system 67 may also include a
route/job log 28 (not shown in Figures 11, 12) corre-
sponding to each construction machine 15b. The
route/task log 28 for a construction machine 15b may
include details of the start and end locations, routes trav-
elled, dates and times of each journey, details of tasks
assigned to the corresponding construction machine 15b
and so forth. Route/task logs 28 may provide important
contextual information for interpreting construction ma-
chine 15b sensor 19 data, for example, route information
may be matched to elevation data to account for varia-
tions in engine power output of a tractor driving up or
down a field located on an incline. The second system
67 may also include schedules 29 for the tasks which a
fleet including a number of construction machines 15b
need to be assigned to perform over a forthcoming time
period. The second system 67 may also include facilities
information 30 such as, for example, a type or class of
available facilities at each location where a fleet of con-
struction machines 15b operates or may operate. Exam-
ples of facilities information 30 may include locations of
garages providing repair and/or re-fuelling, locations and

availability of spare parts and/or geographical coverage
and locations of breakdown recovery services.
[0090] The manufacturer information 26, environmen-
tal data 27, route/task logs 28, schedules 29 and facilities
information 30 may be stored in suitable computer read-
able formats or structures, such as XML files, database
tables, and so forth. The manufacturer information 26,
environmental data 27, route logs 28, schedules 29 and
facilities information 30 may be stored in one or more
servers (not shown).
[0091] The maintenance logs 16, fault logs 17, sensors
19, message logs 21, GPS logs 25, manufacturer infor-
mation 26, environmental data 27, route/task logs 28,
schedules 29 and facilities information 30 are examples
of data sources 2 for the data fusion system 1.
[0092] The second system 67 includes one or more
analysis terminals 31 in the form of one or more comput-
ing systems 37.
[0093] The data fusion system 1 may be provided by
one or more analysis servers 32 and one or more analysis
terminals 31 may connect to the analysis server 32 as
clients. Alternatively, each analysis terminal 31 may pro-
vide an example of the data fusion system 1. Examples
of analysis terminals 31 may provide the same or different
functions. For example, different analysis terminals 31
may be able to access different types of data or functions
of the analysis server 32. For example, a scheduling ter-
minal 34 may access data relating to risk model 6 outputs,
schedules 29 and facilities information 30 to perform risk
based scheduling of construction machine 15b tasks. As
another example, a manufacturer terminal 35 may be
given access to a reduced or redacted selection of data
from the data sources 2, in order to allow monitoring and
analysis of technical data whilst preserving the integrity
of commercially sensitive information. A user device 94
such as a smartphone or tablet computer operated by
the construction machine operator may also provide an
analysis terminal 31 to enable the operator to receive
timely and convenient notification of developing prob-
lems. In some examples, all analysis terminals 31 may
access the same data and functions.
[0094] The analysis terminals 31 and analysis server
32 of the second system 67 communicate with the data
sources 2 over a network 36 in the same way as the first
system 14.
[0095] The second system 14 may include a number
of machines 15 in the form of construction machines 15b,
and all of the construction machines 15b forming part of
the second exemplary system 67 are the same or com-
parable to one another.
[0096] The present specification is not limited to ma-
chines 15 in the form of ships 15a or construction ma-
chines 15b. The present specification is equally applica-
ble to machines 15 in the form of any other type of vehicle
such as, for example, trains and so forth.
[0097] The present specification is not limited to vehic-
ular machines 15, and may instead be applied to any
type of machine 15 which includes sensors 19. For ex-
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ample, the present specification may be applied to sew-
age treatment equipment such as a sewage treatment
plant. Unscheduled stoppages of a sewage treatment
plant can be very expensive in lost time. A sewage treat-
ment plant is typically extremely complex and tracing and
identifying the origin of a fault or anomaly can be difficult
and time consuming. Therefore, the teachings of the
present specification in relation to data driven identifica-
tion of precursor signals indicative of a fault developing
can provide advantages for a sewage treatment plant.
[0098] In a sewage treatment plant operating condi-
tions are intended to be relatively stable. The aspects of
the present specification relating to dynamic time warping
and incorporation of computer readable logs to provide
contextual information can allow the present specifica-
tion to be particularly useful for applications in which ma-
chines 15 are operated in variable conditions and/or for
variable tasks. For example tunnel boring equipment is
complex machinery which is operated in a range of dif-
ferent environments and under a range of mechanical
loadings. Each location for tunnel boring will have a dif-
ferent geological constitution, so that loading of a boring
bit will vary with depth and distance of the bore hole in a
different way at each boring location. Additionally, boring
locations can be remote, so that obtaining spare parts
may take a long time in the event of an unanticipated
failure. Therefore, the teachings of the present specifi-
cation in relation to data driven identification of precursor
signals indicative of a fault developing can provide ad-
vantages for tunnel boring equipment.

Predictive modelling system

[0099] Figure 13 is a schematic block diagram of a sys-
tem 500 for analysing historic maintenance data to pre-
dict future maintenance events such as, for example a
fault, an anomaly or other maintenance event. A main-
tenance event may correspond to a fault, for example
that a machine has become inoperative. Thus, a main-
tenance event may correspond in some cases to the need
to replace or service one or more parts of a machine.
Alternatively, a maintenance event may correspond to
unusual or anomalous behaviour such as, for example,
measured parameters departing from operational toler-
ances, a drop in machine efficiency such as increased
power or fuel consumption. A maintenance event may
also encompass anomalous external events such as a
collision, since some external events may be correlated
to a current or developing fault in a machine. For exam-
ple, a decrease in braking performance of a vehicle may
increase the probability of a collision. The system 500
may be considered a special case of the generic systems
shown in Figures 1 and 2.
[0100] The system 500 comprises a maintenance ter-
minal 33 having an analysis module 501. The mainte-
nance terminal 33 is configured to retrieve historic main-
tenance data relating to a resource, for example a ma-
chine 15 that has experienced a maintenance event. The

maintenance terminal 33 can also retrieve historic main-
tenance data of other related resources, such as ships
15a or construction machines 15b of the same type. The
historic maintenance data may include data drawn from
one of more of the maintenance logs 16, fault logs 17,
sensors 19, message logs 21, crew logs 22, bridge logs
23, velocity logs 25, GPS logs 25, manufacturer informa-
tion 26, environmental data 27, route logs 28, schedules
29, facilities information 30 and so forth.
[0101] The system 500 comprises a resource mainte-
nance server 502. The resource maintenance server 502
maintains maintenance records 503 for each resource in
the multiple resource environment, for example for each
ship 15a of the same type. The maintenance records 503
contain maintenance data. The maintenance data for
each resource may be data obtained from one or more
of sensor logs 53, maintenance logs 16 or fault logs 17
for that resource. The maintenance terminal 33 commu-
nicates with the resource maintenance server 502 via
network 36.
[0102] The system 500 comprises a resource terminal
504. The resource terminal 504 is associated with the
resource that has experienced the maintenance event.
The resource terminal 504 may be an analysis terminal
31. The resource terminal 504 may be integrated within
the resource itself, for example integrated within machine
15. Alternatively, the resource terminal 504 may be a
separate computer which receives a user input indicating
that the resource, such as a ship 15a or construction
machine 15b has experienced a maintenance event. The
maintenance terminal 33 communicates with the re-
source terminal 504 via network 36.
[0103] The system 500 comprises a manufacturer ter-
minal 35. The maintenance terminal 33 communicates
with the manufacturer terminal 35 via network 36. The
manufacturer terminal 35 may receive the results of the
analysis carried out at the maintenance terminal 33. The
manufacturer terminal 35 is associated with a manufac-
turer of the resource and other related resources (i.e.
machines 15). It may be advantageous for the manufac-
turer to be alerted to precursor signals indicative of main-
tenance events in the event that future precursor signals
occur during the manufacturing process before the re-
source is despatched.
[0104] The system 500 may comprise a reference da-
tabase 505 located at a remote server. The reference
database 505 may contain any ancillary data that may
be useful to the maintenance terminal 33 as the analysis
is performed. For example, the reference database 505
may contain information instructing the maintenance ter-
minal 33 to perform specific investigations in response
to receiving notifications of a specific type of maintenance
event. The maintenance terminal 33 communicates with
the reference database 505 via network 36.
[0105] Figure 14 is a flow chart illustrating a process
520 for predicting maintenance events with respect to
resources, for example ships 15a, construction machin-
ery 15b or other machines 15. The process 520 shown
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in Figure 12 is carried out by one or more processors. In
some embodiments, the processors are provided at a
maintenance terminal 33. While the steps have been de-
scribed in a particular order, it should be understood that
the steps may be performed in a different order that would
be evident to the skilled person.
[0106] The process starts at step 521. At step 522, the
maintenance terminal 33 receives a notification of a
maintenance event such as a fault, anomaly or other
maintenance event. The notification is received from the
resource terminal 504. The notification contains data in-
dicating the nature of the maintenance event. Such data
may include a resource identifier, an identifier of the sub-
system with which the maintenance event is associated
and a timestamp. For example, the notification may in-
dicate that a ship 15a having identifying number 0001
has experienced a maintenance event with respect to its
rudder at 15:49 hours on 6th August 2016. In general, the
notification may include data drawn from one or more of
the maintenance logs 16, fault logs 17, sensors 19, mes-
sage logs 21, crew logs 22, bridge logs 23, velocity logs
25, GPS logs 25, manufacturer information 26, environ-
mental data 27, route logs 28, schedules 29, facilities
information 30 and so forth.
[0107] At step 523, the maintenance terminal 33 re-
trieves historic maintenance data concerning the re-
source that experienced the maintenance event. The his-
toric maintenance data is retrieved from the resource
maintenance server 502. The historic maintenance data
contains data from the sources described above and may
be limited to data from a predetermined time period pre-
ceding the timestamp of the notification. For example,
historic maintenance data may be retrieved for the two
weeks prior to the timestamp of the notification. The his-
toric maintenance data that is retrieved may be limited
to data that relates to the same sub-system that experi-
enced the maintenance event. Historic maintenance data
of related sub-systems may also be retrieved. Instruc-
tions as to what historic maintenance data should be re-
trieved may be stored in the reference database 505.
[0108] At step 524, the historic maintenance data is
analysed by the analysis module 501. As stated above
the historic maintenance data may be obtained from sen-
sor logs 53, fault logs 17, maintenance logs 16 and so
forth. The analysis of the historic maintenance data may
be in comparison with historic maintenance data ob-
tained from resources related to the resource that expe-
rienced the maintenance event. As such, it is possible to
correlate anomalous data from the period before a fault
report across all sub-systems related to the sub-system
that experienced the maintenance event. For example,
sensor information deviating from baseline values may
be identified using dynamic time warping. An occurrence
of a specific type of warning or a cluster of warnings may
also be determined to be indicative of the maintenance
event. Based on this correlation, precursor signals may
be identified for the maintenance event. In some embod-
iments, a probability may be calculated indicating the like-

lihood that a particular maintenance event will occur in a
future time period.
[0109] At step 525, the precursor signals are caused
to be stored. The precursor signals may be stored at the
maintenance terminal 33 itself. Alternatively or addition-
ally, the precursor signals may be output to the manu-
facturer terminal 35.
[0110] At step 526, maintenance data relating to the
resource and other related resources is monitored to de-
tect future precursor signals that are indicative of the
maintenance event. The monitoring may be performed
by the maintenance terminal 33 and/or by the manufac-
turer terminal 35.
[0111] Figure 15 is screenshot of a maintenance
graphical user interface (GUI) 115 for a ship 15a having
identification number 1.
[0112] The maintenance GUI 115 also includes a ship
summary pane 117. The ship summary pane 117
presents summary information about the ship 15a select-
ed using the selection pane 116. The summary informa-
tion includes the age of the selected ship 15a, the total
number of operating hours and a current location of the
ship 15a. The ship summary pane 117 may be populated
with information retrieved from the database 7. The main-
tenance GUI 115 also includes a fault history pane 118.
Based on the accessed fault log 17, the fault history pane
118 is populated with a list of a number of faults which
have previously occurred for the selected ship 15a. For
example, the fault history pane 118 may provide, for each
recent fault detailed by a fault object 56 in the fault log
17, a fault ID code which identifies the fault type, the date
of the fault and duration before the fault was resolved. In
other examples, the fault history pane 118 may provide
any other information associated with a fault object 56.
[0113] The GUI 115 contains a Maintenance Options
section 121. The Maintenance Options section 121 dis-
plays changes in the probability that a maintenance event
will occur with respect to respective sub-systems within
the next 15 days. These changes are reductions in prob-
abilities that a maintenance event will occur if a particular
maintenance task is undertaken. These changes in prob-
ability may be derived from the a comparison of sensor
data for the ship having identification number 1 with
stored precursor signals.
[0114] It will be appreciated that many modifications
may be made to the embodiments hereinbefore de-
scribed. Such modifications may involve equivalent and
other features which are already known in the design,
manufacture and use of data processing and analysis
systems and which may be used instead of or in addition
to features already described herein. Features of one
embodiment may be replaced or supplemented by fea-
tures of another embodiment.
[0115] For example, it has been described that the
analysis module 501 determines precursor signals from
historic maintenance data leading up to a maintenance
event of a particular resource. However, accuracy of de-
termining precursor signal may be improved if the anal-
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ysis module 501 determines precursor signals from mul-
tiple sets of historic maintenance data leading up to re-
spective multiple maintenance events. The multiple
maintenance events may have occurred to different re-
sources, the same resource, or a mixture of different re-
sources and repetitious maintenance events. The multi-
ple maintenance events may be identical, or comparable,
for example relating to the same sub-system 18.
[0116] In other examples, precursor signals may be
determined based on a single set of historic maintenance
data the first time that a particular maintenance event
occurs. If the same or a comparable maintenance event
subsequently occurs for the same or a related/compara-
ble resource, then the precursor signals may be recalcu-
lated by the analysis module 501 based on the historic
maintenance data for the original maintenance event and
also on the historic maintenance data for the new main-
tenance event. This process may be repeated upon the
occurrence of a third maintenance event, a fourth main-
tenance event and so forth. In this way, precursor signals
used to predict the occurrence of future maintenance
events may be refined over time.
[0117] Although claims have been formulated in this
application to particular combinations of features, it
should be understood that the scope of the disclosure of
the present invention also includes any novel features or
any novel combination of features disclosed herein either
explicitly or implicitly or any generalization thereof,
whether or not it relates to the same invention as pres-
ently claimed in any claim and whether or not it mitigates
any or all of the same technical problems as does the
present invention. The applicant hereby gives notice that
new claims may be formulated to such features and/or
combinations of such features during the prosecution of
the present application or of any further application de-
rived therefrom.

Claims

1. A method of predicting maintenance events with re-
spect to resources, the method being performed by
one or more processors or special-purpose comput-
ing hardware, the method comprising:

receiving a notification of a maintenance event
associated with a resource;
retrieving historic maintenance data in relation
to the resource with which the fault is associated,
the maintenance information originating from a
time period preceding the time of the mainte-
nance event;
identifying at least a portion of the retrieved his-
toric maintenance data as being indicative of the
maintenance event;
causing the portion of the retrieved historic main-
tenance data identified as being indicative of the
maintenance event to be stored as a precursor

signal of the maintenance event; and
causing future maintenance data received from
a plurality of resources related to the resource
with which the maintenance event is associated
to be monitored to predict a future occurrence
of the maintenance event in the plurality of re-
sources.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

providing a database in which is stored historic
maintenance data relating to a plurality of re-
sources related to the resource with which the
maintenance event is associated, and
comparing the retrieved maintenance data of
the resource with which the maintenance event
is associated with the stored historic mainte-
nance data of the related resources.

3. The method of claim 2, wherein comparing the re-
trieved maintenance data with the stored historic
maintenance data of the related resources compris-
es performing a dynamic time warping operation with
data retrieved from one or more sensor logs.

4. The method of any preceding claim, wherein the no-
tification contains an indication of a sub-system with
which the maintenance event is associated.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein monitoring future
maintenance data comprises monitoring mainte-
nance data from the sub-system with which the main-
tenance event is associated.

6. The method of claim 4 or claim 5, wherein monitoring
future maintenance data comprises monitoring
maintenance data from a sub-system related to the
sub-system with which the maintenance event is as-
sociated.

7. The method of any preceding claim, wherein the
maintenance data is obtained from at least one of:
sensor logs, fault logs, or maintenance logs.

8. The method of any preceding claim, wherein moni-
toring future maintenance data comprises calculat-
ing a probability that a maintenance event will occur
in a future time period.

9. The method of any preceding claim, wherein identi-
fying at least a portion of the retrieved historic main-
tenance data as being indicative of the maintenance
event comprises identifying a cluster of warning mes-
sages associated with the maintenance event.

10. A computer program, optionally stored on a non-tran-
sitory computer readable medium program, compris-
ing instructions that, when executed by a computing
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apparatus, cause the computing apparatus to per-
form the method of any preceding claim.

11. An apparatus for predicting maintenance events with
respect to resources, the apparatus comprising one
or more processors or special-purpose computing
hardware configured to:

receive a notification of a maintenance event as-
sociated with a resource;
retrieve historic maintenance data in relation to
the resource with which the fault is associated,
the maintenance information originating from a
time period preceding the time of the mainte-
nance event;
identify at least a portion of the retrieved historic
maintenance data as being indicative of the
maintenance event;
cause the portion of the retrieved historic main-
tenance data identified as being indicative of the
maintenance event to be stored as a precursor
signal of the maintenance event;
cause future maintenance data received from a
plurality of resources related to the resource with
which the maintenance event is associated to
be monitored to predict a future occurrence of
the maintenance event in the plurality of resourc-
es.

12. The apparatus according to claim 11, further com-
prising a resource maintenance server in which is
stored historic maintenance data relating to a plural-
ity of resources related to the resource with which
the maintenance event is associated,
wherein the apparatus is further configured to com-
pare the retrieved maintenance data of the resource
with which the maintenance event is associated with
the stored historic maintenance data of the related
resources.

13. The apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the
apparatus is configured to compare the retrieved
maintenance data with the stored historic mainte-
nance data of the related resources by performing a
dynamic time warping operation with data retrieved
from one or more sensor logs.

14. The apparatus according to any one of claims 11 to
13, wherein the apparatus is configured to monitor
future maintenance data by calculating a probability
that a maintenance event will occur in a future time
period.

15. The apparatus according to any one of claim 11 to
14, wherein the apparatus is configured to identify
at least a portion of the retrieved historic mainte-
nance data as being indicative of the maintenance
event by identifying a cluster of warning messages

associated with the maintenance event.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] One technical field of the present disclosure is graphical user interfaces for computer displays. Another technical
field is computer-implemented data visualization techniques. Another technical field is the structure and use of meta-
descriptions of computer data displays.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The approaches described in this section are approaches that could be pursued, but not necessarily approaches
that have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless otherwise indicated, it should not be assumed that
any of the approaches described in this section qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section.
[0003] Graphical displays of data relating to the use or performance of software applications termed "dashboards"
have come into wide use. However, traditionally, dashboards are custom-coded as part of a SaaS, desktop or mobile
application. Modification of an attribute of the dashboard, such as the type of graphical widget (line chart, bar chart or
histogram, for example), usually requires changing code and distributing a new version of the application. As a result,
the appearance of the dashboards is relatively static and they cannot easily adapt to changes in the schema or ontology
of the data source that drives display of data in the dashboards.
[0004] If notifications are provided from the app, they tend to be static as well, and not well connected to the graphical
widgets within the dashboard. For example, the typical app notification simply indicates that some kind of change in the
app occurred but is not associated with a specific dashboard or widget. Still another problem is that in the context of
mobile computing devices, if data changes at a remote server, typically the server must transfer or push the data and
the mobile device must determine which dashboard and/or widgets are to be used to render the data. Or, graphical
widgets and the data are combined, as in HTML, which requires repetitive large data transfers over network connections
that may have low bandwidth or subject to interruption. Therefore, there is a need within these fields for improved
computer-implemented techniques for defining graphical data displays and notifications related to them.
[0005] US 2015/0073829 discloses a method and system for distributing patient data and providing patient status
notifications.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] The example embodiment(s) of the present invention are illustrated by way of example, and not in way by
limitation, in the figures of the accompanying drawings and in which like reference numerals refer to similar elements
and in which:

FIG. 1 illustrates an example networked computer system that may be used to implement one embodiment.
FIG. 2 illustrates an algorithm that may be programmed for execution using the computer system of FIG. 1 to
implement one embodiment.
FIG. 3 illustrates an example graphical user interface that maybe displayed using a mobile computing device in one
embodiment, and showing a data dashboard having two (2) line chart widgets.
FIG. 4 illustrates a portion of an example graphical user interface that may be displayed using a mobile computing
device in one embodiment, and showing a key value list widget.
FIG. 5 illustrates an example graphical user interface that maybe displayed using a mobile computing device in one
embodiment, and showing a navigation panel.
FIG. 6 illustrates an example graphical user interface that may be displayed using a mobile computing device in
one embodiment, and showing a tools menu.
FIG. 7 illustrates an example graphical user interface that may be displayed using a mobile computing device in
one embodiment, and showing a configuration panel for configuring a first level of notifications.
FIG. 8 illustrates an example graphical user interface that maybe displayed using a mobile computing device in one
embodiment, and showing a configuration panel for configuring a second level of notifications.
FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a computing device in which the example embodiment(s) of the present invention may
be embodied.
FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a software system for controlling the operation of the computing device.

[0007] While each of the figures illustrates a particular embodiment for purposes of illustrating a clear example, other
embodiments may omit, add to, reorder, and/or modify any of the elements shown in the figures.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE EXAMPLE EMBODIMENT(S)

[0008] In the following description, for the purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to
provide a thorough understanding of the example embodiment(s) of the present invention. It will be apparent, however,
that the example embodiment(s) may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, well-known structures
and devices are shown in block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the example embodiment(s).

1.0 GENERAL OVERVIEW

[0009] The scope of the invention is defined in the appended claims.
[0010] The techniques disclosed herein reduce the amount of manual programming effort, memory, storage and CPU
processing required to implement different kinds of dashboards. Parameterized dashboards as described herein permit
substituting specific values into a display description template that can rapidly generate application-specific dashboard
descriptions and deliver them to mobile devices.
[0011] In one embodiment, the disclosure provides a data processing method comprising, using a first computer, in
response to detecting a change in a data source: automatically generating a dataset comprising a subset of data from
the data source, generating a unique dataset identifier, and associating the dataset identifier with the dataset in digital
data storage; generating a display description that comprises: the dataset identifier; and for each particular graphical
data display widget among one or more graphical data display widgets, instructions that specify a widget type, an order
and one or more widget configuration values for the particular graphical data display widget; transmitting the display
description to a second computer.
[0012] In another aspect, a data processing method comprises receiving, from a first computer at a second computer,
a display description that comprises: a dataset identifier; and a plurality of instructions that specify a widget type, a
display order value and one or more widget configuration values for each widget among one or more graphical data
display widgets; the dataset having been generated using a subset of data from a data source, and associated in digital
data storage with a unique dataset identifier, in response to detecting a change in a data source; fetching the dataset
based on the dataset identifier; rendering the one or more graphical data display widgets according to each display order
value, each widget type and the widget configuration values; displaying the plurality of graphical data display widgets
in a display of the second computer.
[0013] The instructions can be configured, in some embodiments, so that execution using the second computer causes
the second computer to fetch the dataset based on the dataset identifier and to render the plurality of graphical data
display widgets. In an embodiment, the disclosure also provides a data processing method comprising receiving, from
a first computer at a second computer, a display description that comprises a dataset identifier, a display order for a
plurality of graphical data display widgets, and a plurality of instructions that specify a widget type and one or more
widget configuration values for each widget among the plurality of graphical data display widgets; wherein the dataset
was automatically generated using a subset of data from a data source, and associated in digital data storage with a
unique dataset identifier, in response to detecting a change in a data source; fetching the dataset based on the dataset
identifier; rendering the plurality of graphical data display widgets according to the display order, each widget type and
the widget configuration values; and displaying the plurality of graphical data display widgets in a display of the second
computer.
[0014] In one embodiment, a computer-implemented process is programmed to periodically check data sources and
detect that changes have occurred to a particular data source. In response, the process causes generating a dataset,
from the data source, that is suitable for display using one or more dashboards. Each dataset has a unique identifier.
Concurrently, the process causes generating one or more descriptions of one or more dashboards. Each description
consists of structured data that can be efficiently delivered over a network connection to a computing device that has
been programmed with interpreting logic capable of reading and parsing the description and graphically rendering a
dashboard based on the description; for example, JSON can be used to represent attributes of a dashboard. As part of
the parsing, the unique identifier of the dataset is extracted, and the dataset is fetched using a request that contains the
identifier.
[0015] Generating the descriptions is data-driven at multiple levels. For example, configurable parameter values identify
the dataset; the type of dashboard; which columns in the dataset to use for values in the dataset and axis labels where
appropriate; axis ranges; formats of dates or other data types; and others. Other data defines the titles, subtitles, and
order of multiple widgets that appear in a scrollable display. Still other data can define one or more notifications that are
associated with a particular widget, or at the level of all widgets. In one example embodiment, specific widgets display
data relating to core usage metrics for applications such as active usage at various time buckets (hourly active users,
for example), retention, popularity of apps or files, new users, session counts, session durations, counts of occurrences
of "favorite" actions, and others.
[0016] Some embodiments are optimized in various ways for use with mobile computing devices. In one embodiment,
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once the description has been received and parsed at the mobile computing device, the dashboard and widgets can be
updated merely by re-fetching an updated or refreshed version of the dataset using the same unique identifier.
[0017] In one embodiment, a dashboard graphical display of a mobile application executed using a mobile computing
device comprises widgets, each of which can be a line graph, a key value chart, a bar graph or other display. Each
dashboard is rendered using information stored in a display description file. The display description file includes infor-
mation such as titles, subtitles, widget types and order, and other metadata about how the dashboard should be repre-
sented. Each widget is backed by a structured dataset comprising source data for a visualization. Each widget is linked
to its backing structured dataset in the display description by a unique resource identifier of the dataset and one or more
column names. For example, a line chart widget may include a resource identifier pointing to a location of data for
rendering, and column names for an X axis and a Y axis. A relatively small number of widgets can be used to clearly
express a large number of different datasets.
[0018] In an embodiment, alerts are automatically derived from dashboard data. For example, having a line chart in
a dashboard automatically makes a push alert occur when new data is available for display in the chart.
[0019] The disclosure also defines and describes a focused set of metrics that can indicate, in one example embod-
iment, whether a particular computer program application or product is successful in terms of user use, engagement
and retention.
[0020] "Widget" as used herein is a broad term encompassing numerous possible embodiments, including a component
of an interface (such as a webpage or computer application interface), that enables a user to perform a function and /
or access a service; a control element in a graphical user interface, such as an element of interaction, such as a text
input box, button, or a scroll bar; and / or a software component that a user interacts with in order to read, view, and /
or edit presented information. Widgets include, but are not limited to, key value lists, menus (e.g., tools menus, context
menus, pie menus), charts & graphs (e.g., pie charts, line charts, histograms, etc., including interactive charts and
graphs), navigation panels, configuration panels, notification elements, buttons (radio buttons, check boxes, split buttons,
cycle buttons), sliders (e.g., vertical or horizontal sliders), list boxes, spinners, drop down lists, toolbars, text boxes,
combo boxes (e.g., a text box with a drop-down list), icons, tree view control elements, grid view control elements, links,
tabs, scroll bars, labels, tooltips, balloon help, status and progress bards, info bars, windows (e.g., collapsible panels,
accordion and modal windows, dialog boxes, frames, canvases, and bubble and cover flow elements).

2.0 EXAMPLE COMPUTER SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

[0021] FIG. 1 illustrates an example networked computer system that may be used to implement one embodiment.
[0022] In the example of FIG. 1, a first computer 104 is communicatively coupled via network 110 to a second computer
106, a back-end computer 194, and to one or more data sources 102 and 192. In one embodiment, computer 104 is a
server-class computer, back-end computer 194 is a back-end server-class computer, and computer 106 is a mobile
computing device, but this configuration is not required in all embodiments and either computer may comprise a server
computer, desktop computer, or laptop computer. The second computer 106 may be any of these as well as a tablet
computer or smartphone. Each of first computer 104 and back-end computer 194 may comprise one or more virtual
machine instances that are hosted or executed using a reconfigurable data center or cloud computing service. Further,
first computer 104 and back-end computer 194 may be separate computers, the same computer, and may run the same
or separate virtual machines.
[0023] Network 110 broadly represents any combination of a local area network, wide area network, internetwork,
public internet and the like. In one embodiment, network 110 communicates to compatible network hardware interfaces
and network stack software at each of the computers 104, 106, 194 using implementations of public standards and
protocols such as TCP/IP.
[0024] Data source 102 may be any repository of computer-implemented data records and digitally stores a dataset
150, and a data subset 152 comprising a portion of the dataset 150 and having a unique dataset identifier 154. A data
record may any computer-implemented data, such as a file, a data object, a database entry, a data message, or any
other similar representation of computer-implemented data. In one embodiment, a data record may be represented as
a file or entry in a file that is in a comma-separated value (CSV) format, or similar data set format. The embodiments
described herein do not require any particular type or format of the data records provided by a data source. Thus, the
data source 102 may comprise a file system, a relational database management system (RDBMS), a non-relational
database, an object store, a distributed file system (DFS) such as a Hadoop distributed file system (HDFS), a Java
Database Connectivity (JDBC) source, an email repository, data received through an application programming interface
(API), a source code repository, a cloud-based data repository such as Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3), a message
queue, or any other repository on one or more computing devices that contains data records. As depicted, data sources
102, 192, dataset 150, data subset 152, and unique data subset identifier 154 may be part of a distributed database
system 190. In alternative embodiments, each may be separate or two or more may be part of distributed database
system 190.
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[0025] Computer 104 stores and executes an operating system and may host one or more application programs. In
an embodiment, computer 104 hosts and executes data interface instructions 112 and dashboard generating instructions
114, which are configured or programmed to implement the functions that are further described in other sections herein.
In general, the data interface instructions 112 provide an interface to data source 102 and may be programmed to request
the data source 102 to generate or form the data subset 152 and to generate and associate the dataset identifier 154
with the data subset. The data interface instructions 112 also may be programmed to detect one or more changes or
updates to the dataset 150, to cause generating the data subset 152 in response to detecting such changes or updates,
and to signal the dashboard generating instructions to generate a display description 120. In general, the dashboard
generating instructions 114 are configured or programmed to respond to a signal from the data interface instructions
112 by creating the display description 120. Computer 104 may also store cleaned data and dashboard descriptions in
second data source 192. Second data source 192 may comprise a file system, a relational database management
system (RDBMS), a non-relational database, an object store, a distributed file system (DFS) such as a Hadoop distributed
file system (HDFS), a Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) source, an email repository, data received through an appli-
cation programming interface (API), a source code repository, a cloud-based data repository such as Amazon Simple
Storage Service (S3), a message queue, or any other repository on one or more computing devices that contains data
records. For example, in some embodiments, second data source 192 may include a DFS or HDFS, that is used to store
the cleaned data source and dashboard description and may export these to a RDBMS for fast lookup and retrieval.
The RDBMS to which the cleaned data source and dashboard descriptions are exported may be separate from both the
distributed database system 190. In various embodiments, however, the RDBMS may be part of distributed database
system 190.
[0026] Back-end computer 194 may store and execute instructions that pull data and dashboard descriptions, such
as, for example, display description 120, from the second data source 192, or the RDBMS to which from the second
data source 192 exports, and send those to computer 106.
[0027] The display description 120 comprises digitally stored metadata describing how to order and format one or
more graphical data display widgets in a graphical user interface. As further described herein, another computing device
such as computer 106 may use the display description 120 to render a graphical user interface, such as a data dashboard
or other display, that includes graphical data display widgets as specified in the display description. In one embodiment,
display description 120 comprises a dataset identifier 154, and one or more widget descriptions 124, 126, 128 of which
three (3) are shown in FIG. 1 to illustrate a clear example. The widget descriptions 124, 126, and 128 may be in a
particular order, and that order may define the order in which the widgets are displayed. In alternative embodiments,
other approaches to determining order may be used, such as using an optional display order value for each widget
described by widget descriptions 124, 126, and 128 to define the order of display. Other embodiments and execution
cycles of the techniques herein may have fewer or more such widget descriptions in a display description 120. As further
shown in FIG. 1, each of the widget descriptions 124, 126, 128 comprises a widget type 130 and one or more widget
configuration values 132.
[0028] In an embodiment, the dataset identifier 154 identifies the data subset 152 and thereby serves as a reference
to a set of data that the second computer 106 should render in a graphical user interface using the widgets. The display
order in which second computer 106 should render the widgets described by widget descriptions 124, 126, and 128 may
be determined by the order of appearance of the one or more widget descriptions 124, 126, 128. In each of the widget
descriptions 124, 126, 128, the widget type 130 is a value that specifies one of a plurality of different graphical data
display widgets that can be displayed. Examples of widgets that can be programmed in different embodiments and
identified using the widget type 130 may include a line chart, bar chart, pie chart, histogram and the like, each of which
may be identified using a different value of the widget type value. In an embodiment, the widget configuration values
132 may specify display parameters for a particular widget that are appropriate for the type of widget; examples include
axis label values, axis ranges, numbers of lines, colors, scale factors, data display formats and units.
[0029] Computer 106 hosts or executes dashboard presentation instructions 160 which are programmed in part to
receive, locally store and interpret a display description 120 received from back-end computer 194 and to render one
or more widgets 180, 182 in a dashboard display on a computer display device 108. For purposes of illustrating a clear
example, two (2) widgets 180, 182 are shown in FIG. 1 but other embodiments or instances of executing the techniques
herein may include more or fewer widgets in the display 170. The term "dashboard display" is used for element 170 as
one example but a display organized as a dashboard is not required and the widgets 180, 182 may form portions, panels,
windows or other elements of any kind of graphical user interface.

3.0 EXAMPLE ALGORITHM FOR GENERATING DATA DISPLAYS AND EXAMPLE USER INTERFACE DISPLAYS

[0030] FIG. 2 illustrates an algorithm that may be programmed for execution using the computer system of FIG. 1 to
implement one embodiment. FIG. 2 is intended to disclose an algorithm or functional description that may be used as
a basis of writing computer programs to implement the functions that are described herein and which cause a computer
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to operate in the new manner that is disclosed herein. Further, FIG. 2 is provided to communicate such an algorithm at
the same level of detail that is normally used, by persons of skill in the art to which this disclosure is directed, to
communicate among themselves about plans, designs, specifications and algorithms for other computer programs of a
similar level of complexity.
[0031] At block 202, a first computer such as computer 104 detects the availability of a data source or dataset, or a
change in a specified dataset. As an example, computer 104 maybe programmed with a daily or nightly cron job that
inspects a specified database, table, or other data repository to determine whether a "last update" value, or the equivalent,
has changed since a last inspection. In some embodiments, the dataset 150 comprises a plurality of different data tables,
the data subset 152 comprises a single table, and a programmed job detects the presence of a new single-table data
subset in a specified repository, logical storage location, or in a set of one or more particular digital data storage devices.
Or, the first computer may receive a signal from another computer or data management system indicating that a new
data source has been installed or rendered operational. Block 202 also may involve creating the data subset 152 in
response to detecting a new table, using a predefined schema that specifies how to form datasets that represent widget
data.
[0032] Jobs that execute to detect changes in a data source may execute on other computers separate from the first
computer and may send signals or messages to the first computer, such as computer 104, indicating that data changed,
was updated, or that new data or data sources are available. The particular instructions, computers or mechanisms used
to perform block 202 are not critical; what is important is that a first computer receives data relating to a change or update
of a specified dataset, or the availability of a data source or dataset.
[0033] At block 204, the process automatically generates a subset of the dataset that was detected or changed and
in block 206 an identifier is assigned to the subset. For example, referring to FIG. 1, the first computer 104 may be
programmed to request the data source 102 to create and store the data subset 152 based upon dataset 150, and to
generate and assign a unique identifier 154 to the data subset. The unique identifier 154 may be a resource identifier
or "rid". The data subset 152 may be any specified portion of the dataset 150 that is useful to display using the second
computer 106. The data subset 152 may be a particular table, set of columns in a table, set of joined tables, set of
changed or updated data, or any other range or portion of data. The data subset 152 does not need to be only the data
that changed in the specified dataset.
[0034] At block 208, the process generates a display description. In one embodiment, a display description 120 as
seen in FIG. 1 includes the identifier that was generated at block 206, a display order, and instructions for widget types
and widget configurations for one or more graphical data display widgets. As discussed herein, display order may be
determined programmatically, such as by order of appearance of the widget descriptions 124, 126, 128 in the display
description 120, or, in alternative embodiments, may be determined based on ordinal values associated with widgets,
ordinal values for widget types, etc. For example, the order of display of widgets may be based on the order of related
widget in a JSON list, such as in the example below. The display description uses the identifier of block 206 as a reference
to data that is to be displayed; therefore the display description does not contain the dataset 150 or subset 152, but a
reference to the subset. Further, the display description does not contain executable instructions to render a particular
graphical window, panel, graph, chart or other presentation elements; instructions to perform those functions are main-
tained at the second computer and executed there. Instead, the display description is a meta-description indicating what
data to obtain for display, and how to format or structure the graphical data display widgets.
[0035] In an embodiment, the display description generated at block 208 comprises code in a markup language and
packaged to transmit via a computer network to the second computer.
[0036] In one embodiment, the display description comprises JSON code. TABLE 1 illustrates an example of a JSON
blob that can be used as a display description:
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[0037] The example of TABLE 1 shows a single "Daily Active Users" widget as part of a dashboard, but it will be
apparent that other widgets could be defined within the widgetContainers construct and appended to the JSON code
given in the example. In the example, the attribute dataSource specifies a data source. The attribute "title" specifies a
dashboard name and may be the combination of a deployment name, if appropriate, and the display name for a particular
application program or product.
[0038] The widgetContainers construct defines a widget titled "Daily Active Users" with the subtitle "Number of users
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who accessed (the product name) each day. Values for the attributes "isStepChart", "labelColumn", "lastValueSubtitle",
and "showLastValue" control the format of the widget and certain labeling features. The "sqlStatement" attribute, in this
example, specifies a SQL database query that will return data from the data subset 152 that is appropriate for display
in this type of widget, including appropriate grouping and sorting. The attribute "type" indicates that the widget is a line
chart. The "valueColumn" attribute specifies a column name in the data subset that serves as the source of data values.
The "widgetId" attribute is an identifier for the widget.. The remaining values define axis display parameters, line display
parameters such as step increments, units and display formats for various values such as dates.
[0039] At block 209, the process cleans and transmits the data and description to a computer view the network. For
example, turning to FIG. 1, the data may not be in the form in which it will later needed. As such, computer 104 may
clean that data. The cleaning of the data needed by computer 104 may take many forms. For example, if there are more
columns than needed for the ultimate display of the data, the computer 104 may strip those unnecessary columns. In
various embodiments, other types of cleaning may include reformatting data, renaming columns, and the like. Once the
data is cleaned, then the data and display descriptions 120 may be sent to second data source 192 for storage and later
retrieval. As discussed elsewhere herein, second data source 192 may export the cleaned data and the display descrip-
tions 120 may be exported to a RBDMS for faster lookup and retrieval. At block 210, the process transmits the display
description to another computer via a network. For example, in FIG. 1 back-end computer 194 transmits display description
120 to computer 106 via network 110. Block 220 of FIG. 2 indicates that the second computer receives the display
description. The transmitting operation at block 210 and the receiving operation at block 220 may use polling, push
notification or other means. The specific computer that initiates the data transmission and the particular mechanism of
transmission is not critical. What is important is that the second computer obtains the data description.
[0040] At block 222, based on the dataset identifier in the display description, the second computer retrieves the subset
of the dataset to display. Block 222 may comprise second computer 106 of FIG. 1 sending a database query over network
110 to the back-end computer 194 or directly to the data source 102. As seen in TABLE 1, the database query may
comprise a structured query language (SQL) SELECT statement, which may be packaged in an HTTP request to the
data source 102 or communicated using another form of database interfacing. The use of SQL is not required and data
source 102 may be a no-SQL database or data repository.
[0041] At block 224, the process renders one or more widgets based on the display description and renders the data
from the data subset in the widgets. For example, the dashboard presentation instructions 160 of the second computer
106 are programmed to parse and interpret the display description 120 to determine what number, type and format of
graphical data display widgets to generate, and to call a graphics library, or other software functions to drive the computer
display device 108 to display the specified widgets in a particular order and format, and to graphically display the data
of the data subset in those widgets. The dashboard presentation instructions 160 are programmed to cause displaying
the different types of widgets 180, 182 that can be designated by different values of the widget type 130 in a particular
widget description 124. For example, if a particular value of widget type 130 indicates a line chart, then the dashboard
presentation instructions 160 include a subroutine, method or other group of instructions that is configured to cause
displaying the line chart according to the widget configuration values 132 and using the data subset 152 indicated by
the dataset identifier 154 in the display description 120.
[0042] FIG. 3 illustrates an example graphical user interface that maybe displayed using a mobile computing device
in one embodiment, and showing a data dashboard having two (2) line display widgets. FIG. 4 illustrates a portion of an
example graphical user interface that may be displayed using a mobile computing device in one embodiment, and
showing a key value list widget. In the example of FIG. 3, a graphical user interface 302 comprises a first widget 304
and a second widget 306. Two widgets 304, 306 are shown for purposes of illustrating a clear example but other
embodiments, instances of execution and displays may have more or fewer widgets. The two widgets 304, 306 could
be the first two widgets among a large number of widgets that is vertically scrollable in the interface 302. The interface
302 includes a tool selection link 322 which when selected causes transitioning the interface to a different display that
comprises buttons, icons or other selectable display elements for activating, setting or working with configuration options.
For example, in one embodiment the tool selection link 322 may cause displaying a configuration panel for visual
notification signals ("notifications") that apply to all the widgets, as further described in another section herein.
[0043] The interface also includes a navigation link 310 that indicates the scope or category of the widgets 304, 306
that are then currently displayed; in the example of FIG. 3, the data in widgets 304, 306 show data for a single deployment
of a computer program. The navigation link denotes "By Deployment", if selected, would show a list of other deployments
from which to choose for display.. In one embodiment, a deployment identifier 314 of widget 304 indicates a number or
name of a particular deployment of a computer program application for which data is shown in the associated widget;
the second widget 306 has a similar identifier.
[0044] In an embodiment, each widget 304, 306 comprises a title 312 that specifies the nature of the data that is
displayed in the widget. Examples of titles include: Hourly Active Users (of the computer program application or deploy-
ment), Daily Active Users, Weekly Active Users, Monthly Active Users, Weekly Retention, Monthly Retention, Weekly
Retention Triangle, Monthly Retention Triangle, Popular Times, Popular Days, New Users Per Hour, New Users Per
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Day, New Users Per Week, New Users Per Month, Sessions Per Hour, Hourly Average Session Duration, Daily Average
Session Duration, Concurrent Users, Most Active Users, Daily Favorites, Popular Files, Popular Folders, Most Depended-
on Datasets, and Most Favorited Files. One or more of the foregoing titles may, in various embodiments, be associated
with a method, subroutine or other set of instructions that is programmed to render a widget 304, 306 using a particular
algorithm that calculates the metric indicated by the title. For purposes of illustrating a clear example, the titles set forth
above pertain to health metrics or performance metrics relevant to administration, maintenance and evaluation of com-
puter program applications, but other embodiments may use titles and algorithms for other purposes.
[0045] For effective calculation of the metrics set forth above, a computer program application may define what con-
stitutes active usage. Examples of active usage may include viewing a dashboard, viewing a home page, navigating
among available files, and so on. In some cases, only an action that confers value upon an end user is part of a definition
of active usage, and if a user session does not fulfill such a definition then the session is not counted as part of Active
Usage metrics such as Weekly Active Users. The example titles set forth above may be associated with programmed
methods, subroutines or instructions to calculate:
Hourly Active Users: Count of unique active users in a given hour.
[0046] Daily Active Users: Count of unique active users on a given day.
[0047] Weekly Active Users: Count of unique active users in a given week.
[0048] Monthly Active Users: Count of unique active users in a given week.
[0049] Weekly Retention: Of the unique users who use an application in a particular week o, what percent return n
weeks later. Users may be filtered to those who joined the application in the past m months; a typical value for m is 6.
[0050] Monthly Retention: Of the unique users who join in month o, what percent return n months later. Users may
be filtered to those who joined the application in the past six months, for example.
[0051] Weekly Retention Triangle: The weekly retention for each week’s cohort of new users.
[0052] Monthly Retention Triangle: The monthly retention for each month’s cohort of new users.
[0053] Popular Times: Distribution of sessions by hour of day for the last w weeks; an example value of w is 4. Also
may be termed Hour of Day Usage Distribution.
[0054] Popular Days: Distribution of sessions by day of week for the last w weeks, for example, over the past four
weeks. Also may be termed Day of Week Usage Distribution.
[0055] New Users Per Hour: Unique new active users in a given hour.
[0056] New Users Per Day: Unique new active users in a given day.
[0057] New Users Per Week: Unique new active users in a given week.
[0058] New Users Per Month: Unique new active users in a given month.
[0059] Sessions Per Hour: Count of unique sessions from active users in a given hour, where a session is defined as
the span of time during which there is never more than a 15-minute gap in user-initiated log events, for example. Other
embodiments may use time intervals or thresholds other than 15 minutes.
[0060] Hourly Average Session Duration: Average session length for sessions that started or ended within a given hour.
[0061] Daily Average Session Duration: Average session length for sessions that started or ended within a given day.
[0062] Concurrent Users: Count of unique active users who are active in a given minute of the day.
[0063] Most Active Users: Name and access count per user, ranked from highest to lowest.
[0064] Daily Favorites: Count of files signaled as "favorite" in a given day; used for applications that involve using or
browsing files.
[0065] Popular Files: Name and access count per file, ranked from highest to lowest; used for applications that involve
using or browsing files. Names may be encrypted.
[0066] Popular Folders: Name and access count per folder, ranked from highest to lowest; used for applications that
involve using or browsing files. Names may be encrypted.
[0067] Most Depended-on Datasets: Name and access count per file, ranked from highest to lowest; used for appli-
cations that involve using datasets. Names maybe encrypted.
[0068] Most Favorited Files: Name and favorite count per file, ranked from highest to lowest; used for applications
that involve using or browsing files. Names may be encrypted.
[0069] Referring again to FIG. 3, in an embodiment, a particular widget 304 comprises a widget tool selection link 324
which when selected causes transitioning the interface to a different display that comprises buttons, icons or other
selectable display elements for activating, setting or working with that particular widget. For example, in one embodiment
the tool selection link 324 may cause displaying a configuration panel for visual notification signals ("notifications") that
apply to widget 304, as further described in another section herein. Link 324 differs from link 322 in that the tools selected
from link 324 are limited in scope to the associated widget 304.
[0070] Widget 304 depicts a line chart 308 having a data line 316, the magnitude of which is determined by values in
the data subset 152 that is referenced in the display description 120. Line chart 308 further comprises a vertical axis
318 and horizontal axis 320 that may receive labels or range values, scaling and other display treatment based upon
the configuration values that are specified in the display description 120. In this manner, the display description 120
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drives selected aspects of the format of the line chart 308.
[0071] Widgets 304, 306 may be ordered in the user interface 302 based upon the display order in which the widget
descriptions 124, 126, and 128 appeared in the display description 120. Thus, if the widget descriptions 124 and 126
appear in a particular order in display description 120, then corresponding widgets 304 and 306 would appear in that
same order.
[0072] In an alternative embodiment, the order of display of the widgets may be determined by ordinal values in each
widget definition 124, and the dashboard presentation instructions 160 may be programmed to identify and interpret the
ordinal value as part of rendering widgets in the dashboard display 170. In the example of FIG. 3, widget 304 may have
an ordinal value of "1" in a widget description 124 for that widget, and widget 306 may have an ordinal value of "2" in its
widget description; as a result, widget 304 is displayed first and widget 306 is displayed second. In this alternative
embodiment, in display description 120, the widget descriptions 124 for the widgets 304, 306 may be in any order, and
may be preceded by other widget descriptions having different ordinal values, and yet still may be displayed in the order
of the ordinal values, even if different than the order of appearance of widget descriptions 124, 126, and 128. As an
example, a third widget could be defined in the display description 120 earlier in order than the widget descriptions 124,
126 for the widgets 304, 306, yet that third widget, if associated with a higher ordinal value, would appear after widgets
304, 306. Thus, an embodiment may be programmed for: receiving the display description comprising the dataset
identifier, and for each particular graphical data display widget among two or more graphical data display widgets, the
instructions that specify a widget type, one or more widget configuration values for the particular graphical data display
widget, wherein the instructions comprise a set of first instructions of a first widget specify a first ordinal value that is
higher in order than a second ordinal value in a set of second instructions of a second widget; sorting the first ordinal
value and the second ordinal value in order; rendering the second widget first, and the first widget second, based on
the first ordinal value and the second ordinal value.
[0073] Referring again to FIG. 4, as another example, a key value widget 402 may comprise a title 404 and widget
tool selection link 406 that are generated and function in the same manner as previously described for widget 304 of
FIG 3. In an embodiment, the key value widget 402 comprises a plurality of key value displays 403, each comprising a
label 408, a graphical bar 410, and a numeric value 412. The magnitude of the graphical bar 410 typically is proportional
to the magnitude of the value 412, which is determined by specific values in the data subset 152 that is referenced in
the display description 120 that includes a widget description for the key value widget.
[0074] In some embodiments, widgets such as those shown in FIG. 3, FIG. 4 may be generated and displayed, based
on the data in the data subset 152, with respect to different groupings, levels or other organizational schemes that may
be reflected by tag values or identifier values in the data. In an embodiment, activating the display of widgets at these
different groupings, levels or other organizational schemes may occur using navigation menus that are programmed as
part of the dashboard presentation instructions 160.
[0075] FIG. 5 illustrates an example graphical user interface that maybe displayed using a mobile computing device
in one embodiment, and showing a navigation panel. A graphical user interface 502 may comprise a search field 504
that is programmed to receive keywords for searching; for example, the second computer may build a search list of
terms in memory based upon the definitions of widgets that appear in the display description 120, and terms entered in
search field 504 may cause returning a list of results specifying available widgets or categories of widgets. In an em-
bodiment, a navigation list of interface 502 comprises one or more group selection bars 506, each associated with a
data grouping at a different level or for a different category. Each of the selection bars 506 may include a title, a subtitle,
a value for a key value, indentation, a favorite indicator, and other values in various embodiments.
[0076] Each of the selection bars 506 has a navigation icon 508 which, when selected via tapping or other user input
causes displaying the widgets 304, 306, or any other widgets defined in the display description 120 that was received,
based on organizing, aggregating and/or filtering the data of the data subset 152 using the grouping or level indicated
by the selection bar that was selected. For example, selecting the BY DEPLOYMENT bar as the selection bar 506 is
programmed to cause displaying widgets 304, 306 with data organized by different deployments of a computer program
application, as opposed to aggregation or grouping by organization, role of user. Data also can be displayed for an entire
enterprise or institution, as indicated by the selection bar 506 titled "Alpha Company" in this example.
[0077] FIG. 6 illustrates an example graphical user interface that may be displayed using a mobile computing device
in one embodiment, and showing a tools menu. In an embodiment, a graphical user interface 602 is displayed in response
to selection of tool selection link 322 (FIG. 3). A tool list 604 is displayed and contains selectable links to operations for
sharing a widget, moving a widget in the screen display 302, renaming a widget, selecting or deselecting a widget as a
favorite, and deleting the widget from the display. A first widget 610 is redisplayed in a lower screen position and grayed
out or with other special visual treatment to indicate that interaction with that widget is not possible when the tool list
604 is displayed. Interface 602 also shows a cancel icon 606 in the position of the tool selection link 322; selecting the
cancel icon causes canceling the tool selection and redisplaying the widget 610 in normal position and without highlighting
or other special visual treatment.
[0078] Referring again to FIG. 3, at block 226, the process optionally processes locally stored notification configuration
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values based on the data, and optionally generates and communicates one or more notifications via a display or other
applications. In an embodiment, dashboard presentation instructions 160 are programmed to maintain stored digital
values indicating a configuration of device notifications at a plurality of different logical levels, and to generate and cause
transmitting a notification when the condition of a configured notification are met at any of the levels. Notification, in this
context, refers to any form of message, signal or alert, including in-application messages, text messages, email messages,
audible sounds or other visual indications.
[0079] In one embodiment, notifications can be configured and triggered with respect to a dashboard consisting of
one or more widgets, and also at a level associated with individual widgets. FIG. 7 illustrates an example graphical user
interface that may be displayed using a mobile computing device in one embodiment, and showing a configuration panel
for configuring a first level of notifications. FIG. 8 illustrates an example graphical user interface that may be displayed
using a mobile computing device in one embodiment, and showing a configuration panel for configuring a second level
of notifications. Referring first to FIG. 7, in an embodiment, a graphical user interface 702 comprises a dashboard
notification list 704 and a widget notification list 708. The dashboard notification list 704 comprises one or more notification
switches 706 that may be toggled to turn notifications on or off for specified notification conditions. In the example of
FIG. 7, a first switch 706 is titled Opened and when activated causes generating a notification when someone opens
the associated dashboard, and a second switch is titled Favorited and causes generating a notification when someone
marks the dashboard as a favorite. "Someone," in this context, may mean the current user or another user of a different
second computer 106 that is executing another instance of the same application.
[0080] The widget notification list 708 comprises a plurality of selectable list items 710 that cause navigating to a
widget notification panel of the type seen in FIG. 8. Each of the selectable list items 710 includes a chevron indicator
(">") to inform the user that selecting that selectable list item will cause displaying a separate panel for turning relevant
notifications on or off. For example, selecting the list item 710 titled "Daily Active Users" causes dashboard presentation
instructions 160 to transition the display of the second computer 106 to the form shown in FIG. 8.
[0081] Referring now to FIG. 8, in one embodiment, a widget-level notification panel 720 comprises a widget-level
notifications list 722 having one or more notification switches 724 that may be toggled to turn notifications on or off for
specified notification conditions pertaining to the Daily Active Users widget, in this example. FIG. 7 shows four (4) example
switches 724 titled Data Refreshed, Value Changed, New Record and Weekly Summary, but other embodiments and
other widgets may have switches that are associated with different triggering conditions. As an example, activating the
first switch 724 titled Data Refreshed causes generating a notification when data has been refreshed for the Daily Active
Users widget. The triggering condition specified in text in association with a particular switch 724 is programmed as part
of the dashboard presentation instructions 160 to cause generating a notification when the instructions detect that the
triggering condition is met.

4.0 IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS - HARDWARE OVERVIEW

[0082] Referring now to FIG. 9, it is a block diagram that illustrates a computing device 900 in which the example
embodiment(s) of the present invention maybe embodied. Computing device 900 and its components, including their
connections, relationships, and functions, is meant to be exemplary only, and not meant to limit implementations of the
example embodiment(s). Other computing devices suitable for implementing the example embodiment(s) may have
different components, including components with different connections, relationships, and functions.
[0083] Computing device 900 may include a bus 902 or other communication mechanism for addressing main memory
906 and for transferring data between and among the various components of device 900.
[0084] Computing device 900 may also include one or more hardware processors 904 coupled with bus 902 for
processing information. A hardware processor 904 may be a general purpose microprocessor, a system on a chip (SoC),
or other processor.
[0085] Main memory 906, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic storage device, also may be
coupled to bus 902 for storing information and software instructions to be executed by processor(s) 904. Main memory
906 also may be used for storing temporary variables or other intermediate information during execution of software
instructions to be executed by processor(s) 904.
[0086] Software instructions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor(s) 904, render computing device
900 into a special-purpose computing device that is customized to perform the operations specified in the software
instructions. The terms "software", "software instructions", "computer program", "computer-executable instructions", and
"processor-executable instructions" are to be broadly construed to cover any machine-readable information, whether or
not human-readable, for instructing a computing device to perform specific operations, and including, but not limited to,
application software, desktop applications, scripts, binaries, operating systems, device drivers, boot loaders, shells,
utilities, system software, JAVASCRIPT, web pages, web applications, plugins, embedded software, microcode, com-
pilers, debuggers, interpreters, virtual machines, linkers, and text editors.
[0087] Computing device 900 also may include read only memory (ROM) 908 or other static storage device coupled
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to bus 902 for storing static information and software instructions for processor(s) 904.
[0088] One or more mass storage devices 910 may be coupled to bus 902 for persistently storing information and
software instructions on fixed or removable media, such as magnetic, optical, solid-state, magnetic-optical, flash memory,
or any other available mass storage technology. The mass storage may be shared on a network, or it may be dedicated
mass storage. Typically, at least one of the mass storage devices 910 (e.g., the main hard disk for the device) stores a
body of program and data for directing operation of the computing device, including an operating system, user application
programs, driver and other support files, as well as other data files of all sorts.
[0089] Computing device 900 may be coupled via bus 902 to display 912, such as a liquid crystal display (LCD) or
other electronic visual display, for displaying information to a computer user. In some configurations, a touch sensitive
surface incorporating touch detection technology (e.g., resistive, capacitive, etc.) may be overlaid on display 912 to form
a touch sensitive display for communicating touch gesture (e.g., finger or stylus) input to processor(s) 904.
[0090] An input device 914, including alphanumeric and other keys, may be coupled to bus 902 for communicating
information and command selections to processor 904. In addition to or instead of alphanumeric and other keys, input
device 914 may include one or more physical buttons or switches such as, for example, a power (on/off) button, a "home"
button, volume control buttons, or the like.
[0091] Another type of user input device may be a cursor control 916, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction
keys for communicating direction information and command selections to processor 904 and for controlling cursor
movement on display 912. This input device typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., x) and
a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane.
[0092] While in some configurations, such as the configuration depicted in FIG. 9, one or more of display 912, input
device 914, and cursor control 916 are external components (i.e., peripheral devices) of computing device 900, some
or all of display 912, input device 914, and cursor control 916 are integrated as part of the form factor of computing
device 900 in other configurations.
[0093] Functions of the disclosed systems, methods, and modules may be performed by computing device 900 in
response to processor(s) 904 executing one or more programs of software instructions contained in main memory 906.
Such software instructions may be read into main memory 906 from another storage medium, such as storage device(s)
910. Execution of the software instructions contained in main memory 906 cause processor(s) 904 to perform the
functions of the example embodiment(s).
[0094] While functions and operations of the example embodiment(s) may be implemented entirely with software
instructions, hard-wired or programmable circuitry of computing device 900 (e.g., an ASIC, a FPGA, or the like) may be
used in other embodiments in place of or in combination with software instructions to perform the functions, according
to the requirements of the particular implementation at hand.
[0095] The term "storage media" as used herein refers to any non-transitory media that store data and/or software
instructions that cause a computing device to operate in a specific fashion. Such storage media may comprise non-
volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, non-volatile random access memory
(NVRAM), flash memory, optical disks, magnetic disks, or solid-state drives, such as storage device 910. Volatile media
includes dynamic memory, such as main memory 906. Common forms of storage media include, for example, a floppy
disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid-state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM,
any other optical data storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a
FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, flash memory, any other memory chip or cartridge.
[0096] Storage media is distinct from but may be used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission media
participates in transferring information between storage media. For example, transmission media includes coaxial cables,
copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that comprise bus 902. Transmission media can also take the form of
acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications.
[0097] Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more software instructions
to processor(s) 904 for execution. For example, the software instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or
solid-state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer can load the software instructions into its dynamic memory
and send the software instructions over a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computing device 900 can
receive the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-
red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus 902.
Bus 902 carries the data to main memory 906, from which processor(s) 904 retrieves and executes the software instruc-
tions. The software instructions received by main memory 906 may optionally be stored on storage device(s) 910 either
before or after execution by processor(s) 904.
[0098] Computing device 900 also may include one or more communication interface(s) 918 coupled to bus 902. A
communication interface 918 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a wired or wireless network link 920
that is connected to a local network 922 (e.g., Ethernet network, Wireless Local Area Network, cellular phone network,
Bluetooth wireless network, or the like). Communication interface 918 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic,
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing various types of information. For example, communication
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interface 918 may be a wired network interface card, a wireless network interface card with an integrated radio antenna,
or a modem (e.g., ISDN, DSL, or cable modem).
[0099] Network link(s) 920 typically provide data communication through one or more networks to other data devices.
For example, a network link 920 may provide a connection through a local network 922 to a host computer 924 or to
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 926. ISP 926 in turn provides data communication
services through the world wide packet data communication network now commonly referred to as the "Internet" 928.
Local network(s) 922 and Internet 928 use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams.
The signals through the various networks and the signals on network link(s) 920 and through communication interface(s)
918, which carry the digital data to and from computing device 900, are example forms of transmission media.
[0100] Computing device 900 can send messages and receive data, including program code, through the network(s),
network link(s) 920 and communication interface(s) 918. In the Internet example, a server 930 might transmit a requested
code for an application program through Internet 928, ISP 926, local network(s) 922 and communication interface(s) 918.
[0101] The received code may be executed by processor 904 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 910,
or other non-volatile storage for later execution.

5.0 IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS - SOFTWARE OVERVIEW

[0102] FIG. 10 is a block diagram of a software system 1000 that may be employed for controlling the operation of
computing device 900. Software system 1000 and its components, including their connections, relationships, and func-
tions, is meant to be exemplary only, and not meant to limit implementations of the example embodiment(s). Other
software systems suitable for implementing the example embodiment(s) may have different components, including
components with different connections, relationships, and functions.
[0103] Software system 1000 is provided for directing the operation of computing device 900. Software system 1000,
which maybe stored in system memory (RAM) 906 and on fixed storage (e.g., hard disk or flash memory) 910, includes
a kernel or operating system (OS) 1010.
[0104] The OS 1010 manages low-level aspects of computer operation, including managing execution of processes,
memory allocation, file input and output (I/O), and device I/O. One or more application programs, represented as 1002A,
1002B, 1002C ... 1002N, maybe "loaded" (e.g., transferred from fixed storage 910 into memory 906) for execution by
the system 1000. The applications or other software intended for use on device 1000 may also be stored as a set of
downloadable computer-executable instructions, for example, for downloading and installation from an Internet location
(e.g., a Web server, an app store, or other online service).
[0105] Software system 1000 includes a graphical user interface (GUI) 1015, for receiving user commands and data
in a graphical (e.g., "point-and-click" or "touch gesture") fashion. These inputs, in turn, maybe acted upon by the system
1000 in accordance with instructions from operating system 1010 and/or application(s) 1002. The GUI 1015 also serves
to display the results of operation from the OS 1010 and application(s) 1002, whereupon the user may supply additional
inputs or terminate the session (e.g., log off).
[0106] OS 1010 can execute directly on the bare hardware 1020 (e.g., processor(s) 904) of device 900. Alternatively,
a hypervisor or virtual machine monitor (VMM) 1030 may be interposed between the bare hardware 1020 and the OS
1010. In this configuration, VMM 1030 acts as a software "cushion" or virtualization layer between the OS 1010 and the
bare hardware 1020 of the device 900.
[0107] VMM 1030 instantiates and runs one or more virtual machine instances ("guest machines"). Each guest machine
comprises a "guest" operating system, such as OS 1010, and one or more applications, such as application(s) 1002,
designed to execute on the guest operating system. The VMM 1030 presents the guest operating systems with a virtual
operating platform and manages the execution of the guest operating systems.
[0108] In some instances, the VMM 1030 may allow a guest operating system to run as if it is running on the bare
hardware 1020 of device 300 directly. In these instances, the same version of the guest operating system configured to
execute on the bare hardware 1020 directly may also execute on VMM 1030 without modification or reconfiguration. In
other words, VMM 1030 may provide full hardware and CPU virtualization to a guest operating system in some instances.
[0109] In other instances, a guest operating system may be specially designed or configured to execute on VMM 1030
for efficiency. In these instances, the guest operating system is "aware" that it executes on a virtual machine monitor.
In other words, VMM 1030 may provide para-virtualization to a guest operating system in some instances.
[0110] The above-described computer hardware and software is presented for purpose of illustrating the underlying
computer components that may be employed for implementing the example embodiment(s). The example embodi-
ment(s), however, are not necessarily limited to any particular computing environment or computing device configuration.
Instead, the example embodiment(s) may be implemented in any type of system architecture or processing environment
that one skilled in the art, in light of this disclosure, would understand as capable of supporting the features and functions
of the example embodiment(s) presented herein.
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6.0 OTHER ASPECTS OF DISCLSOURE

[0111] Although some of the figures described in the foregoing specification include flow diagrams with steps that are
shown in an order, the steps may be performed in any order, and are not limited to the order shown in those flowcharts.
Additionally, some steps may be optional, may be performed multiple times, and/or may be performed by different
components. All steps, operations and functions of a flow diagram that are described herein are intended to indicate
operations that are performed using programming in a special-purpose computer or general-purpose computer, in various
embodiments. In other words, each flow diagram in this disclosure, in combination with the related text herein, is a guide,
plan or specification of all or part of an algorithm for programming a computer to execute the functions that are described.
The level of skill in the field associated with this disclosure is known to be high, and therefore the flow diagrams and
related text in this disclosure have been prepared to convey information at a level of sufficiency and detail that is normally
expected in the field when skilled persons communicate among themselves with respect to programs, algorithms and
their implementation.
[0112] In the foregoing specification, the example embodiment(s) of the present invention have been described with
reference to numerous specific details. However, the details may vary from implementation to implementation according
to the requirements of the particular implement at hand. The example embodiment(s) are, accordingly, to be regarded
in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense.

Claims

1. A method comprising:
using a first computer (104), in response to detecting a change in a data source:

automatically generating a dataset comprising a subset of data from the data source, generating a unique
dataset identifier (154), and associating the dataset identifier (154) with the dataset in digital data storage;
generating a display description (120) that comprises:

the dataset identifier (154); and
for each particular graphical data display widget among two or more graphical data display widgets, in-
structions that specify a widget type, an order and one or more widget configuration values for the particular
graphical data display widget wherein the instructions comprise a set of first instructions of a first widget
configured to specify a first ordinal value that is higher in order than a second ordinal value in a set of
second instructions of a second widget; and

transmitting the display description (120) to a second computer (106).

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the instructions of the display description (120) further comprise a structured query
language (SQL) statement that specifies a database query configured to retrieve data for display using the particular
graphical data display widget.

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the widget type of the particular data display widget specifies a line chart
having an X axis and a Y axis, and wherein the instructions of the display description (120) further comprise a
structured query language (SQL) statement that specifies a database query configured to retrieve data for display
using the particular graphical data display widget and including a first column value of the dataset for use in rendering
the X axis and a second column value of the dataset for use in rendering the Y axis.

4. The method of any preceding claim, wherein the instructions of the display description (120) specify one or more
of a title, subtitle, format, labeling features, grouping and sorting of data, axis display parameters, line display
parameters, units and display formats.

5. The method of any preceding claim, further comprising:

using the first computer (104) to detect the change in the data source by detecting a new single table in a
particular data storage system;
automatically generating the subset of data from the data source by applying a predetermined schema to the
new single table that was detected.
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6. Computer apparatus configured to perform the method of any preceding claim.

7. A computer program comprising machine readable instructions that when executed by computing apparatus causes
it to perform the method of any of claims 1-5 and 8-12.

8. A method comprising:

receiving, from a first computer (104) at a second computer (106), a display description (120) that comprises:

a dataset identifier (154); and
a plurality of instructions that specify a widget type, a display order and one or more widget configuration
values for each widget among two or more graphical data display widgets;
the dataset having been generated using a subset of data from a data source, and associated in digital
data storage with a unique dataset identifier (154), in response to detecting a change in a data source;

fetching the dataset based on the dataset identifier (154);
rendering the one or more graphical data display widgets according to each display order, each widget type
and the widget configuration values;
receiving the display description (120) comprising the dataset identifier (154), and for each particular graphical
data display widget among the two or more graphical data display widgets, the instructions that specify a widget
type and one or more widget configuration values for the particular graphical data display widget, wherein the
instructions comprise a set of first instructions of a first widget configured to specify a first ordinal value that is
higher in order than a second ordinal value in a set of second instructions of a second widget; and
displaying the plurality of graphical data display widgets in a display of the second computer (106) by:

sorting the first ordinal value and the second ordinal value in order; and
rendering the second widget first, and the first widget second, based on the first ordinal value and the
second ordinal value.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising:

obtaining, from the instructions of the display description (120), a structured query language (SQL) statement;
submitting the SQL statement as a database query to the data source;
receiving from the data source particular data for display using the particular graphical data display widget.

10. The method of claim 9 or claim 9, wherein the widget type of the particular data display widget specifies a line chart
having an X axis and a Y axis; the method further comprising:

obtaining, from the instructions of the display description (120), a structured query language (SQL) statement;
submitting the SQL statement as a database query to the data source;
receiving from the data source particular data for display using the particular graphical data display widget,
including a first column value of the dataset for use in rendering the X axis and a second column value of the
dataset for use in rendering the Y axis.

11. The method of any of claims 8 to 10, wherein the instructions of the display description (120) specify one or more
of a title, subtitle, format, labeling features, grouping and sorting of data, axis display parameters, line display
parameters, units and display formats.

12. The method of any of claims 8 to 11, further comprising:

generating and displaying a graphical user interface comprising a dashboard notification list and a widget
notification list;
wherein the dashboard notification list comprises one or more dashboard notification switches that are pro-
grammed to receive input to toggle corresponding notifications on or off for specified notification conditions;
wherein the widget notification list comprises a plurality of selectable list items that are programmed to cause
navigating the graphical user interface to a widget notification panel;
generating and displaying, a widget-level notification panel comprising a widget-level notifications list having
one or more widget notification switches that are programmed to receive input to toggle corresponding notifi-
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cations on or off for specified notification conditions pertaining to a specified widget;
determining that a programmed triggering condition has occurred for a particular dashboard notification switch
or widget notification switch that is toggled on;
generating a notification in response to determining that a programmed triggering condition has occurred for a
particular switch that is toggled on.

13. Computer apparatus configured to perform the method of any of claims 8 to 12.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren, umfassend:

mithilfe eines ersten Computers (104), in Reaktion auf das Detektieren einer Änderung in einer Datenquelle:
automatisches Generieren eines Datensatzes, umfassend einen Datenuntersatz von der Datenquelle, Gene-
rieren einer eindeutigen Datensatzkennung (154), und Zuordnen der Datensatzkennung (154) zum Datensatz
im digitalen Datenspeicher;
Generieren einer Anzeigebeschreibung (120), die umfasst:

die Datensatzkennung (154);
und für jeden bestimmten graphischen Datenanzeigewidget unter zwei oder mehreren graphischen Daten-
anzeigewidgets, Anweisungen, die einen Widgettyp, eine Reihenfolge und einen oder mehrere Widgetkon-
figurationswerte für den bestimmten graphischen Datenanzeigewidget spezifizieren, wobei die Anweisun-
gen einen Satz erster Anweisungen eines ersten Widgets umfassen, um einen ersten Ordnungswert zu
spezifizieren, der in der Reihenfolge höher ist als ein zweiter Ordnungswert in einem Satz zweiter Anwei-
sungen eines zweiten Widgets;
und Senden der Anzeigebeschreibung (120) an einen zweiten Computer (106).

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Anweisungen der Anzeigebeschreibung (120) ferner eine SQL-(Structured
Query Language)-Aussage umfasst, die eine Datenbankanfrage spezifiziert, die konfiguriert ist, um mithilfe des
bestimmten graphischen Datenanzeigewidgets Daten zur Anzeige aufzurufen.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2, wobei der Widgettyp des bestimmten Datenanzeigewidgets ein Lini-
endiagramm spezifiziert, das eine X-Achse und eine Y-Achse aufweist, und wobei die Anweisungen der Anzeige-
beschreibung (120) ferner eine SQL-(Strukturierte Query Language)-Aussage umfassen, die eine Datenbankanfrage
spezifiziert, die konfiguriert ist, um mithilfe des bestimmten graphischen Datenanzeigewidgets Daten zur Anzeige
aufzurufen, und einen ersten Spaltenwert des Datensatzes zur Verwendung beim Rendern der X-Achse und einen
zweiten Spaltenwert des Datensatzes zur Verwendung beim Rendern der Y-Achse enthält.

4. Verfahren nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Anweisungen der Anzeigebeschreibung (120) eines
oder mehrere von einem Titel, Untertitel, Format, Etikettierungsmerkmalen, Gruppierung und Sortierung von Daten,
Achsenanzeigeparametern, Linienanzeigeparametern, Einheiten und Anzeigeformaten spezifizieren.

5. Verfahren nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche, ferner umfassend:

Verwenden des ersten Computers (104), um die Änderung in der Datenquelle durch Detektieren einer neuen
einzelnen Tabelle in einem bestimmten Datenspeichersystem zu detektieren;
automatisches Generieren des Unterdatensatzes von der Datenquelle durch Anwenden eines vorbestimmten
Schemas auf die neue einzelne Tabelle, die detektiert wurde.

6. Computervorrichtung, konfiguriert, um das Verfahren nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprüche auszuführen.

7. Computerprogramm, umfassend maschinenlesbare Anweisungen, die, wenn sie durch Rechenvorrichtung ausge-
führt werden, sie veranlassen, das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 5 und 8 bis 12 durchzuführen.

8. Verfahren, umfassend:
Empfangen, von einem ersten Computer (104) an einem zweiten Computer (106), einer Anzeigebeschreibung (120),
die umfasst:
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eine Datensatzkennung (154);
und eine Vielzahl von Anweisungen, die einen Widgettyp, eine Anzeigereihenfolge und einen oder mehrere
Widgetkonfigurationswerte für jeden Widget unter zwei oder mehr graphischen Datenanzeigewidgets spezifi-
zieren;
wobei der Datensatz mithilfe eines Datenuntersatzes von einer Datenquelle generiert wurde und im digitalen
Datenspeicher einer eindeutigen Datensatzkennung (154) in Reaktion auf das Detektieren einer Änderung in
einer Datenquelle zugeordnet wurde;
Abrufen des Datensatzes basierend auf der Datensatzkennung (154);
Rendern des einen oder der mehreren graphischen Datenanzeigewidgets entsprechend jeder Anzeigereihen-
folge, jedes Widgettyps und der Widgetkonfigurationswerte;
Empfangen der Anzeigebeschreibung (120), umfassend die Datensatzkennung (154); und für jeden bestimmten
graphischen Datenanzeigewidget unter den zwei oder mehreren graphischen Datenanzeigewidgets, der An-
weisungen, die einen Widgettyp, eine Reihenfolge und einen oder mehrere Widgetkonfigurationswerte für den
bestimmten graphischen Datenanzeigewidget spezifizieren, wobei die Anweisungen einen Satz erster Anwei-
sungen eines ersten Widgets umfassen, der konfiguriert ist, um einen ersten Ordnungswert, der in der Reihen-
folge höher ist als ein zweiter Ordnungswert ist, in einem Satz zweiter Anweisungen eines zweiten Widgets zu
spezifizieren;
und Anzeigen der Vielzahl von graphischen Datenanzeigewidgets in einer Anzeige des zweiten Computers
(106) durch:

Sortieren des ersten Ordnungswerts und des zweiten Ordnungswerts in Reihenfolge;
und Rendern des zweiten Widgets als ersten und des ersten Widgets als zweiten, basierend auf dem ersten
Ordnungswert und dem zweiten Ordnungswert.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, ferner umfassend:

Erhalten, von den Anweisungen der Anzeigebeschreibung (120) einer SQL-(Structured Query Language)-Aus-
sage;
Einsenden der SQL-Aussage als Datenabankanfrage an die Datenquelle;
Empfangen von der Datenquelle von bestimmten Daten zur Anzeige mithilfe des bestimmten graphischen
Datenanzeigewidgets.

10. Verfahren nach Anspruch 9 oder Anspruch 9, wobei der Widgettyp des bestimmten Datenanzeigewidgets ein Lini-
endiagramm mit einer X-Achse und einer Y-Achse spezifiziert; wobei das Verfahren ferner umfasst:

Erhalten, von den Anweisungen der Anzeigebeschreibung (120) einer SQL-(Structured Query Language)-Aus-
sage;
Einsenden der SQL-Aussage als Datenabankanfrage an die Datenquelle;
Empfangen von der Datenquelle bestimmter Daten zur Anzeige mithilfe des bestimmten graphischen Daten-
anzeigewidgets, enthaltend einen ersten Spaltenwert des Datensatzes zur Verwendung beim Rendern der X-
Achse und einen zweiten Spaltenwert des Datensatzes zur Verwendung beim Rendern der Y-Achse.

11. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 8 bis 10, wobei die Anweisungen der Anzeigebeschreibung (120) eines oder
mehrere von einem Titel, Untertitel, Format, Etikettierungsmerkmalen, Gruppierung und Sortierung von Daten,
Achsenanzeigeparametern, Linienanzeigeparametern, Einheiten und Anzeigeformaten spezifizieren.

12. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 8 bis 11, ferner umfassend:

Generieren und Anzeigen einer graphischen Nutzerschnittstelle, umfassend eine Armaturenbrettbenachrichti-
gungsliste und eine Widgetbenachrichtigungsliste;
wobei die Armaturenbrettbenachrichtigungsliste einen oder mehrere Armaturenbrettbenachrichtungsschalter
umfasst, die programmiert sind, um Eingaben zu empfangen, um entsprechende Benachrichtigungen für spe-
zifizierte Benachrichtigungsbedingungen ein- oder auszuschalten;
wobei die Widgetbenachrichtigungsliste eine Vielzahl auswählbarer Listenposten umfasst, die programmiert
sind, um das Navigieren der graphischen Nutzerschnittstelle zu einem Widgetbenachrichtigungsfeld zu veran-
lassen;
Generieren und Anzeigen eines Widgetebenen-Benachrichtigungsfelds, umfassend eine Widgetebenen-Be-
nachrichtigungsliste mit einem oder mehreren Widgetbenachrichtigungsschaltern, die programmiert sind, Ein-
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gaben zum Ein- und Ausschalten entsprechender Benachrichtigungen für spezifizierte Benachrichtungsbedin-
gungen, die zu einem spezifizierten Widget gehören, zu empfangen;
Bestimmen, dass eine programmierte auslösende Bedingung für einen bestimmten Armaturenbrettbenachrich-
tungsschalter oder Widgetbenachrichtungsschalter, der eingeschaltet ist, aufgetreten ist;
Generieren einer Benachrichtigung in Reaktion auf das Bestimmen, dass eine programmierte auslösende Be-
dingung für einen bestimmten Schalter, der eingeschaltet ist, aufgetreten ist.

13. Computervorrichtung, konfiguriert, um das Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 8 bis 12 durchzuführen.

Revendications

1. Procédé comprenant :

l’utilisation d’un premier ordinateur (104), en réponse à la détection d’un changement dans une source de
données : la génération automatique d’un ensemble de données comprenant un sous-ensemble de données
depuis la source de données, la génération d’un identifiant d’ensemble de données unique (154), et l’association
de l’identifiant d’ensemble de données (154) avec l’ensemble de données en stockage de données numériques ;
la génération d’une description d’affichage (120) qui comprend :

l’identifiant d’ensemble de données (154) ;
et pour chaque widget d’affichage de données graphiques particulier parmi deux ou plus widgets d’affichage
de données graphiques, des instructions qui spécifient un type de widget, une commande et une ou plusieurs
valeurs de configuration de widget pour le widget d’affichage de données graphiques particulier dans lequel
les instructions comprennent un ensemble de premières instructions d’un premier widget configuré pour
spécifier une première valeur ordinale qui est supérieure en ordre à une deuxième valeur ordinale dans un
ensemble de deuxièmes instructions d’un deuxième widget ;
et la transmission de la description d’affichage (120) à un deuxième ordinateur (106).

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les instructions de la description d’affichage (120) comprennent en
outre un énoncé SQL (Structured Query Language - langage de requête structurée) qui spécifie une requête de
base de données configurée pour récupérer des données à afficher en utilisant le widget d’affichage de données
graphiques particulier.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel le type de widget du widget d’affichage de données particulières
spécifie un graphique linéaire ayant un axe X et un axe Y, et dans lequel les instructions de la description d’affichage
(120) comprennent en outre un énoncé SQL qui spécifie une requête de base de données configurée pour récupérer
des données à afficher en utilisant le widget d’affichage de données graphiques particulier et incluant une première
valeur de colonne de l’ensemble de données à utiliser dans la restitution de l’axe X et une deuxième valeur de
colonne de l’ensemble de données à utiliser dans la restitution de l’axe Y.

4. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel les instructions de la description
d’affichage (120) spécifient un ou plusieurs parmi un titre, sous-titre, format, caractéristiques d’étiquetage, groupe-
ment et tri de données, paramètres d’affichage d’axe, paramètres d’affichage de ligne, unités et formats d’affichage.

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant en outre :

l’utilisation du premier ordinateur (104) pour détecter le changement dans la source de données en détectant
une nouvelle table unique dans un système de stockage de données particulières ;
la génération automatique du sous-ensemble de données à partir de la source de données en appliquant un
schéma prédéterminé à la nouvelle table unique qui a été détectée.

6. Appareil informatique configuré pour exécuter le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes.

7. Programme informatique comprenant des instructions lisibles par une machine qui, lorsqu’elles sont exécutées par
l’appareil informatique, amènent celui-ci à exécuter le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 5 et
8 à 12.
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8. Procédé comprenant :
la réception, depuis un premier ordinateur (104) au niveau d’un deuxième ordinateur (106), d’une description d’af-
fichage (120) qui comprend :

un identifiant d’ensemble de données (154) ;
et une pluralité d’instructions qui spécifient un type de widget, un ordre d’affichage et une ou plusieurs valeurs
de configuration de widget pour chaque widget parmi deux ou plus widgets d’affichage de données graphiques ;
l’ensemble de données ayant été généré en utilisant un sous-ensemble de données depuis une source de
données, et associé en stockage de données numériques avec un identifiant de l’ensemble de données unique
(154), en réponse à la détection d’un changement dans une source de données ; la récupération de l’ensemble
de données sur la base de l’identifiant de l’ensemble de données (154) ;
la restitution de l’un ou plusieurs widgets d’affichage de données graphiques en fonction de chaque ordre
d’affichage, chaque type de widget et des valeurs de configuration de widget ;
la réception de la description d’affichage (120) comprenant l’identifiant de l’ensemble de données (154), et pour
chaque widget d’affichage de données graphiques particulier parmi les deux ou plus widgets d’affichage de
données graphiques, les instructions qui spécifient un type de widget et une ou plusieurs valeurs de configuration
de widget pour le widget d’affichage de données graphiques particulier, dans lequel les instructions comprennent
un ensemble de premières instructions d’un premier widget configuré pour spécifier une première valeur ordinale
qui est supérieure en ordre à une deuxième valeur ordinale dans un ensemble de deuxièmes instructions d’un
deuxième widget ;
et l’affichage de la pluralité de widgets d’affichage de données graphiques sur un affichage du deuxième ordi-
nateur (106) en :

triant la première valeur ordinale et la deuxième valeur ordinale en ordre ;
et la restitution du deuxième widget en premier, et du premier widget en deuxième, sur la base de la première
valeur ordinale et de la deuxième valeur ordinale.

9. Procédé selon la revendication 8, comprenant en outre :

l’obtention, à partir des instructions de la description d’affichage (120), d’un énoncé SQL (Structured Query
Language - langage de requête structurée) ;
la soumission de l’énoncé SQL en tant que requête de base de données à la source de données ;
la réception depuis la source de données de données particulières à afficher en utilisant le widget d’affichage
de données graphiques particulier.

10. Procédé selon la revendication 9 ou 9, dans lequel le type de widget du widget d’affichage de données particulières
spécifie un graphique linéaire ayant un axe X et un axe Y ; le procédé comprenant en outre :

l’obtention, à partir des instructions de la description d’affichage (120), d’un énoncé SQL (Structured Query
Language - langage de requête structurée) ;
la soumission de l’énoncé SQL en tant que requête de base de données à la source de données ;
la réception depuis la source de données de données particulières à afficher en utilisant le widget d’affichage
de données graphiques particulier, incluant une première valeur de colonne de l’ensemble de données à utiliser
dans la restitution de l’axe X et une deuxième valeur de colonne de l’ensemble de données à utiliser dans la
restitution de l’axe Y.

11. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 8 à 10, dans lequel les instructions de la description d’affichage
(120) spécifient un ou plusieurs parmi un titre, sous-titre, format, caractéristiques d’étiquetage, groupement et tri
de données, paramètres d’affichage d’axe, paramètres d’affichage de ligne, unités et formats d’affichage.

12. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 8 à 11, comprenant en outre :

la génération et l’affichage d’une interface utilisateur graphique comprenant une liste de notifications de tableau
de bord et une liste de notifications de widget ;
dans lequel la liste de notifications de tableau de bord comprend un ou plusieurs commutateurs de notification
de tableau de bord qui sont programmés pour recevoir une entrée pour basculer des notifications correspon-
dantes sur activé ou désactivé pour des conditions de notification spécifiées ;
dans lequel la liste de notifications de widget comprend une pluralité d’éléments de liste sélectionnables qui
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sont programmés pour induire une navigation de l’interface utilisateur graphique vers un panneau de notification
de widget ;
la génération et l’affichage d’un panneau de notification de niveau de widget comprenant une liste de notifications
de niveau de widget ayant un ou plusieurs commutateurs de notification de widget qui sont programmés pour
recevoir une entrée pour basculer des notifications correspondantes sur activé ou désactivé pour des conditions
de notification spécifiées concernant un widget spécifié ;
la détermination qu’une condition de déclenchement programmée s’est produite pour un commutateur de no-
tification de tableau de bord particulier ou un commutateur de notification de widget qui a basculé sur activé ;
la génération d’une notification en réponse à la détermination qu’une condition de déclenchement programmée
s’est produite pour un commutateur particulier qui a basculé sur activé.

13. Appareil informatique configuré pour exécuter le procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 8 à 12.
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(54) MULTI-PLATFORM ALERTING SYSTEM

(57) Example embodiments relate to a notification
system. The notification system accesses a set of com-
ponents of a first data object, a user having registered to
monitor the first data object for modifications. The notifi-
cation system compares the set of components of the
first data object to a previous set of components of the
first data object and determines, based on the compari-
son, that the set of components of the first data object

includes at least one modification from the previous set
of components of the first data object. In response to
determining that the set of components of the first data
object includes at least one modification from the previ-
ous set of components of the first data object, the notifi-
cation system notifies the user of the at least one modi-
fication to the first data object.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to the
technical field of special-purpose machines that facilitate
the curation and management of data sets, including
computerized variants of such special-purpose ma-
chines and improvements to such variants, and to the
technologies by which such special-purpose machines
become improved compared to other special-purpose
machines that facilitate the curation and management of
data sets. In particular, the present disclosure addresses
systems and methods for the providing alerts associated
with the data sets.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Computer-based data systems provide users
with access to large data sets. For example, a data sys-
tem can fulfill user requests for specified data, and cause
presentation of the specified data to the user. While these
types of computer-based data systems allow users to
request and access data, they also require that a user
repeatedly access a specified piece of data to determine
whether modifications to the specified piece of data have
occurred. This can be impractical when a user desires
immediate notification that data has been modified and/or
the user needs to monitor multiple pieces of data that
would require executing multiple requests.

SUMMARY

[0003] One aspect provides a system comprising: one
or more computer processors of a machine; and one or
more computer-readable mediums storing instructions
that, when executed by the one or more computer proc-
essors, cause the machine to perform operations com-
prising: accessing a set of components of a first data
object; comparing the set of components of the first data
object to a previous set of components of the first data
object, yielding a comparison; determining, based on the
comparison, that the set of components of the first data
object includes at least one modification from the previ-
ous set of components of the first data object; and in
response to determining that the set of components of
the first data object includes at least one modification
from the previous set of components of the first data ob-
ject, notifying the user of the at least one modification to
the first data object, the user being registered to monitor
the first data object for modifications.
[0004] The operations may further comprise: access-
ing a set of components for a second data object, the
user having registered to monitor the second data object
for modifications, the second data object being different
than the first data object; comparing the set of compo-
nents of the second data object to a previous set of com-
ponents of the second data object, yielding a second

comparison; determining, based on the second compar-
ison, that the set of components of the second data object
includes at least one modification from the previous set
of components of the first data object; and in response
to determining that the set of components of the second
data object includes at least one modification from the
previous set of components of the second data object,
notifying a user of the at least one modification to the
second data object.
[0005] The set of components of the first data object
may include at least one of properties, media, notes or
links.
[0006] Accessing the set of components of the first da-
ta object may comprise: accessing an access control list
(ACL) associated with a first component from the set of
components; and determining, based on the ACL asso-
ciated with the first component, that the user is authorized
to access the first component.
[0007] Notifying the user of the at least one modifica-
tion to the first data object may comprise: transmitting a
message to a client device of the user, the message being
presentable on a display of client device and including
data indicating that the first data object has been modi-
fied.
[0008] The operations may further comprise: present-
ing, on a client device of the user, a notification interface
including one or more data objects that the user can reg-
ister to monitor for modifications; and receiving, from the
client device, an input indicating that the user has regis-
tered to monitor the first data object for modifications.
[0009] Accessing the set of components of the first da-
ta object may comprise: retrieving, from a first data
source, a first component from the set of component of
the first data object; and retrieving, from a second data
source, a second component form the set of components
of the first data object.
[0010] Another aspect provides a method comprising:
accessing a set of components of a first data object; com-
paring the set of components of the first data object to a
previous set of components of the first data object, yield-
ing a comparison; determining, based on the compari-
son, that the set of components of the first data object
includes at least one modification from the previous set
of components of the first data object; and in response
to determining that the set of components of the first data
object includes at least one modification from the previ-
ous set of components of the first data object, notifying
a user of the at least one modification to the first data
object, , the user being registered to monitor the first data
object for modifications, wherein the method is performed
by one or more computer processors.
[0011] The method may further comprise: accessing a
set of components for a second data object, the user
having registered to monitor the second data object for
modifications, the second data object being different than
the first data object; comparing the set of components of
the second data object to a previous set of components
of the second data object, yielding a second comparison;
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determining, based on the second comparison, that the
set of components of the second data object includes at
least one modification from the previous set of compo-
nents of the first data object; and in response to deter-
mining that the set of components of the second data
object includes at least one modification from the previ-
ous set of components of the second data object, notify-
ing the user of the at least one modification to the second
data object.
[0012] The set of components of the first data object
may include at least one of properties, media, notes or
links.
[0013] Accessing the set of components of the first da-
ta object may comprise: accessing an access control list
(ACL) associated with a first component from the set of
components; and determining, based on the ACL asso-
ciated with the first component, that the user is authorized
to access the first component.
[0014] Notifying the user of the at least one modifica-
tion to the first data object may comprise: transmitting a
message to a client device of the user, the message being
presentable on a display of client device and including
data indicating that the first data object has been modi-
fied.
[0015] The method may further comprise: presenting,
on a client device of the user, a notification interface in-
cluding one or more data objects that the user can reg-
ister to monitor for modifications; and receiving, from the
client device, an input indicating that the user has regis-
tered to monitor the first data object for modifications.
[0016] Accessing the set of components of the first da-
ta object may comprise: retrieving, from a first data
source, a first component from the set of component of
the first data object; and retrieving, from a second data
source, a second component form the set of components
of the first data object.
[0017] Another aspect provides a non-transitory com-
puter-readable medium storing instructions that, when
executed by one or more computer processors of a ma-
chine, cause the machine to perform operations compris-
ing: accessing a set of components of a first data object,
a user having registered to monitor the first data object
for modifications; comparing the set of components of
the first data object to a previous set of components of
the first data object, yielding a comparison; determining,
based on the comparison, that the set of components of
the first data object includes at least one modification
from the previous set of components of the first data ob-
ject; and in response to determining that the set of com-
ponents of the first data object includes at least one mod-
ification from the previous set of components of the first
data object, notifying a user of the at least one modifica-
tion to the first data object, the user being registered to
monitor the first data object for modifications.
[0018] The operations may further comprise: access-
ing a set of components for a second data object, the
user having registered to monitor the second data object
for modifications, the second data object being different

than the first data object; comparing the set of compo-
nents of the second data object to a previous set of com-
ponents of the second data object, yielding a second
comparison; determining, based on the second compar-
ison, that the set of components of the second data object
includes at least one modification from the previous set
of components of the first data object; and in response
to determining that the set of components of the second
data object includes at least one modification from the
previous set of components of the second data object,
notifying the user of the at least one modification to the
second data object.
[0019] The set of components of the first data object
may include at least one of properties, media, notes or
links.
[0020] Accessing the set of components of the first da-
ta object may comprise: accessing an access control list
(ACL) associated with a first component from the set of
components; and determining, based on the ACL asso-
ciated with the first component, that the user is authorized
to access the first component.
[0021] Notifying the user of the at least one modifica-
tion to the first data object may comprise: transmitting a
message to a client device of the user, the message being
presentable on a display of client device and including
data indicating that the first data object has been modi-
fied.
[0022] The operations may further comprise: present-
ing, on a client device of the user, a notification interface
including one or more data objects that the user can reg-
ister to monitor for modifications; and receiving, from the
client device, an input indicating that the user has regis-
tered to monitor the first data object for modifications.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023] Various ones of the appended drawings merely
illustrate example embodiments of the present disclosure
and are not intended to limit its scope to the illustrated
embodiments. On the contrary, these examples are in-
tended to cover alternatives, modifications, and equiva-
lents as may be included within the scope of the disclo-
sure.

FIG. 1 is a network diagram depicting a network sys-
tem comprising a group of application servers in
communication with a network-based ontology cura-
tion system configured for managing and curating
large-scale data sets, consistent with some embod-
iments.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating various compo-
nents of the ontology curation system, which is pro-
vided as part of the network system, consistent with
some embodiments.

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating various compo-
nents of the notification system, which is provided
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as part of the networked system 102, consistent with
some embodiments.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method for regis-
tering to monitor a data object, consistent with some
embodiments.

FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating monitoring a data
object for changes, consistent with some embodi-
ments.

FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic representation of a machine
in the example form of a computer system within
which a set of instructions for causing the machine
to perform any one or more of the methodologies
discussed herein may be executed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0024] Reference will now be made in detail to specific
example embodiments for carrying out the inventive sub-
ject matter of the present disclosure. In the following de-
scription, specific details are set forth in order to provide
a thorough understanding of the subject matter. It shall
be appreciated that embodiments may be practiced with-
out some or all of these specific details.
[0025] Example embodiments relate to a notification
system that provides users with notifications with respect
to data objects and/or components of data objects (e.g.,
properties, media, links, notes, etc.). The notification sys-
tem presents a notification interface that enables a user
to register to monitor data objects and/or specific object
components for modifications. Once a user has regis-
tered to monitor a data object and/or components of the
data object, the notification system can periodically trans-
mit requests for the data and determines whether the
data has been modified. The notification system can pro-
vide the user with a notification when a modification to
the selected data has occurred.
[0026] The notification system can be configured to
work with any type of system, such as any type of data-
base system. For example, in some embodiments, the
notification system can be utilized to monitor changes to
data objects maintained by an ontology curation system.
[0027] Computer-based database systems, such as
relational database management systems, typically or-
ganize data according to a fixed structure of tables and
relationships. The structure may be described using an
ontology, embodied in a database schema, comprising
a data model that represents the structure and reason
about objects in the structure. As discussed above, an
ontology is normally fixed at the time that the database
is created such that any change to the ontology repre-
sented by the schema is extremely disruptive to the da-
tabase system, and may require user intervention by an
administrator to modify tables or relationships, or to cre-
ate new tables or relationships. Thus, a system to curate
ontologies may be configured to minimize changes to

data by the ontology curation system.
[0028] In order to surface and present relevant data to
the requesting users, the ontology curation system re-
ceives requests to view data objects, and curates ontol-
ogies of linked data associated with the data object of
the request based on attributes of the request itself. In
this way, the most relevant aspects of the requested data
object may be presented to requesting users.
[0029] As an example, the request attributes may in-
clude a reference to a data object, or component of a
data object, an identifier of the requesting device itself,
as well as user attributes of a user making the request
(e.g., user profile data). In response to receiving the re-
quest, the network-based ontology curation system iden-
tifies properties of the requested data object and access-
es one or more databases to gather a set of data objects
to include in a curated ontology associated with the data
object for the requesting user. The one or more databas-
es can include databases maintained by the network-
based ontology curation system as well as federated data
source databases. A federated data source can be any
service external to the network-based ontology curation
system that exposes read functionality (e.g., search, ag-
gregation, object load) for data maintained by the feder-
ated data source.
[0030] The network-based ontology curation system
retrieves and prioritizes data objects from the databases
(e.g., databases maintained by the network-based ontol-
ogy curation system and/or federated data source data-
bases) based on the request attributes, and generates a
curated ontology based on the prioritization. For exam-
ple, the system may prioritize what to show and the place-
ment of the various data objects. Separately, the under-
lying components for searching and applying an ontology
may prioritize amongst the various data sources and/or
the data from a given data source (e.g., for example, if
there are duplicates, older or newer entries). In some
example embodiments, the network-based ontology
curation system generates and causes display of a view
of the data object based on the curated ontology at a
graphical user interface (GUI) at the requesting device.
A format of the presentation may also be based on the
request attributes.
[0031] The ontology curation system retrieves the set
of data objects from a primary database maintained by
the network-based ontology curation system. In one em-
bodiment, the primary database may include identifiers,
e.g., keys, pointers, addresses, or row numbers, usable
to access data objects within one or more federated data
source databases. An identifier may uniquely identify da-
ta in a federated data source database. In other words,
the identifier in the primary database refers to data stored
in the federated database.
[0032] In some example embodiments, the ontology
curation system may simply be configured based on user
inputs defining priorities of data objects based on request
attributes. For example, the ontology curation system
may receive a configuration specifying priorities, and
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present formats of ontologies based on requests at-
tributes. Request attributes may include device identifi-
ers, device attributes of the requesting device (e.g., mo-
bile, desktop, wearable, etc.) organization identifiers, us-
er identifiers, as well as team identifiers of specific teams
within organizations (e.g., marketing, security, sales).
[0033] A notification system provides users with noti-
fications with respect to data objects and/or components
of data objects (e.g., properties, media, links, notes, etc.).
The notification system presents a notification interface
that enables a user to register to monitor data objects
and/or specific object components for modifications.
Once a user has registered to monitor a data object
and/or components of the data object, the notification
system can periodically transmit requests to the ontology
curation system for the data and determines whether the
data has been modified. The notification system can pro-
vide the user with a notification when a modification to
the selected data has occurred.
[0034] FIG. 1 is a network diagram illustrating a net-
work environment 100 suitable for operating an ontology
curation system 150 along with a notification system 160.
A networked system 102 provides server-side function-
ality, via a network 104 (e.g., an intranet, the Internet or
a Wide Area Network (WAN)), to one or more clients such
as the client device 110. FIG. 1 illustrates a web client
112 and client application 114 executing on client device
110.
[0035] An Application Program Interface (API) server
120 and a web server 122 are coupled to, and provide
programmatic and web interfaces respectively to, appli-
cation server(s) 140. The application server(s) 140 host
the ontology curation system 150 and the notification sys-
tem 160. The application server(s) 140 are coupled to
database server 124 that facilitates access to the primary
database 126. The primary database 126 may include
one or more databases.
[0036] Although the application server(s) 140 are
shown as a single component, this is only for ease of
explanation and not meant to be limiting. One skilled in
the art would recognize that the application server(s) 140
can be comprised of one or more computing devices,
and that the ontology curation system 150 and the noti-
fication system 160 can reside on different application
servers 140. Further, while the networked system 102 is
shown as including only a single ontology curation sys-
tem 150 and notification system 160, this too is only for
ease of explanation and not meant to be limiting. The
networked system 102 can include multiple ontology
curation systems 150 and/or notification systems 160,
and this disclosure anticipates all such embodiments. For
example, in some embodiments, the notification system
160 can be configured to communicate and monitor data
maintained by multiple ontology curation systems 150.
In this way, the notification system 160 can be a central
repository for user notifications across multiple ontology
curation systems 150 that a user desires to monitor. Fur-
ther, although the functionality of the notification system

160 is discussed in relation to an ontology curation sys-
tem 150, this is also just one example and not meant to
be limiting. The notification system 160 can be configured
to monitor any type of system, such as a general data-
base system, and provide a user with notifications. This
disclosure anticipates any and all such embodiments dis-
cussed above.
[0037] The ontology curation system 150 curates on-
tologies based on input data and request attributes from
requests received from client devices (e.g., client device
110) and/or notification system 160. For example, the
ontology curation system 150 is configured to receive
requests to access or view data objects, access the pri-
mary database 126 and/or data source 130 to retrieve a
set of data objects based on request attributes of the
request, curate an ontology based on the set of data ob-
jects, and return the curated data in response to the re-
quest. Although a single data source is shown, this is for
ease of explanation and not meant to be limiting. One
skilled in the art would recognize that network environ-
ment 100 can include any number of data sources, and
this disclosure anticipates all such variations.
[0038] The notification system 160 provide users with
notifications with respect to data objects and/or compo-
nents of data objects (e.g., properties, media, links,
notes, etc.). The notification system 160 presents a no-
tification interface that enables a user to select data ob-
jects and/or specific object components that the user
would like to monitor. Once a user has registered to mon-
itor data objects, the notification system 160 periodically
transmits requests to the ontology curation system 150
for the data objects and determines whether the data
object (e.g., object components of the data object) have
been modified. The notification system 160 can provide
the user with a notification when a modification to the
selected data object has occurred.
[0039] As shown, the network environment 100 in-
cludes the client device 110 in communication with the
networked system 102 over the network 104. The net-
worked system 102 communicates and exchanges data
with the client device 110 that pertains to various func-
tions and aspects associated with the networked system
102 and its users. Likewise, the client device 110, which
may be any of a variety of types of devices that include
at least a display, a processor, and communication ca-
pabilities that provide access to the network 104 (e.g., a
smart phone, a tablet computer, a personal digital assist-
ant (PDA), a personal navigation device (PND), a hand-
held computer, a desktop computer, a laptop or netbook,
or a wearable computing device), may be operated by a
user (e.g., a person) of the networked system 102 to ex-
change data with the networked system 102 over the
network 104.
[0040] The client device 110 communicates with the
network 104 via a wired or wireless connection. For ex-
ample, one or more portions of the network 104 may com-
prises an ad hoc network, an intranet, an extranet, a Vir-
tual Private Network (VPN), a Local Area Network (LAN),
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a wireless LAN (WLAN), a Wide Area Network (WAN),
a wireless WAN (WWAN), a Metropolitan Area Network
(MAN), a portion of the Internet, a portion of the Public
Switched Telephone Network (PSTN), a cellular tele-
phone network, a wireless network, a Wireless Fidelity
(Wi-Fi®) network, a Worldwide Interoperability for Micro-
wave Access (WiMax) network, another type of network,
or any suitable combination thereof.
[0041] In various embodiments, the data exchanged
between the client device 110 and the networked system
102 may involve user-selected functions available
through one or more user interfaces (UIs). The UIs may
be specifically associated with the web client 112 (e.g.,
a browser) or the client application 114, executing on the
client device 110, and in communication with the net-
worked system 102.
[0042] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating various
components of the ontology curation system 150, which
is provided as part of the networked system 102, con-
sistent with some embodiments. To avoid obscuring the
inventive subject matter with unnecessary detail, various
functional components (e.g., modules and engines) that
are not germane to conveying an understanding of the
inventive subject matter have been omitted from FIG. 2.
However, a skilled artisan will readily recognize that var-
ious additional functional components may be supported
by the ontology curation system 150 to facilitate addition-
al functionality that is not specifically described herein.
[0043] As is understood by skilled artisans in the rele-
vant computer arts, each functional component (e.g.,
module) illustrated in FIG. 2 may be implemented using
hardware (e.g., a processor of a machine) or a combina-
tion of logic (e.g., executable software instructions) and
hardware (e.g., memory and processor of a machine) for
executing the logic. Furthermore, the various functional
components depicted in FIG. 2 may reside on a single
computer (e.g., a laptop), or may be distributed across
several computers in various arrangements such as
cloud-based architectures. Moreover, any two or more
modules of the ontology curation system 150 may be
combined into a single module, or subdivided among
multiple modules. It shall be appreciated that while the
functional components (e.g., modules) of FIG. 2 are dis-
cussed in the singular sense, in other embodiments, mul-
tiple instances of one or more of the modules may be
employed.
[0044] The ontology curation system 150 is shown as
including a communication module 210, a curation mod-
ule 230, an output module 240, and an object load service
250, all configured to communicate with each other and
the primary database 126 (e.g., via a bus, shared mem-
ory, a switch, or application programming interfaces
(APIs)). The primary database 126 may comprise one or
more databases. In some example embodiments, the pri-
mary database 126 is organized in an ontology and/or
object model. The data source 130 may be organized in
any data structure or data store for storing and/or organ-
izing data, including but not limited to, relational databas-

es, object-oriented databases, key-value stores and/or
XML databases among others. In some example embod-
iments, the data source 130 may contain high-scale da-
tasets including time series data, however the data
source 130 may contain any type of data.
[0045] In some example embodiments, the application
server 140 transmits requests to the ontology curation
system 150, which in turn sends the request along to the
database server 124. The database server 124 may then
query the primary database 126. In such embodiments,
the primary database 126 may employ an ontology sche-
ma and return search results based on the request re-
ceived from the database server 124. The search results
may for example include data objects, e.g., a string (e.g.,
text string) or JSON data object.
[0046] In further embodiments, the ontology curation
system 150 may include a translation layer (e.g., Object
Load Service 250) configured to intercept returned que-
ries from the primary database 126 to add type, change
a type, or to otherwise vary the returned query based on
the custom ontology. For example, the object load serv-
ice 250 may be configured to enrich the returned search
results with data retrieved from another data source, such
as the data source 130. The data source 130 can main-
tain any type of data, such as high-scale time series data.
High-scale data sets can include an IP geocoding service
that includes data useable to enrich data objects (e.g.,
IP addresses) received from the primary database 126
with latitude/longitude coordinates; as well as a map tile
database that contains map imagery depicting locations
of coordinates.
[0047] In some example embodiments, the primary da-
tabase 126 returns a data object in response to receiving
the request from the ontology curation system 150,
wherein the data object is a JSON data object that con-
tains an identifier. The ontology curation system 150 re-
ceives the JSON object and queries the data sources
130 using the identifier in the JSON data object as a
query.
[0048] The communication module 210 provides func-
tionality to communicate with client device 110 in order
to receive requests to view data objects. The requests
may include a reference to a data object or a component
of a data object, as well as attributes and properties of
the client device 110, and the requesting user 106. The
communication module 210 also provides functionality
to receive requests for data from notification system 160.
The requests may include a reference to a data object
or a component of a data object, as well as attributes and
properties of the client device 110, and the requesting
user 106.
[0049] Object components of a data object may include
object properties, object media, object notes, and object
links. The object properties are structured pieces of in-
formation that define behavior and characteristics of the
data object (e.g., a data type). The object media include
binary attachments of data that may include images, text,
video, and other specialized forms. The object notes are
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free text containers of information that provide details
about the data object itself. The object links define con-
nections of any one data object to one or more linked
data objects. Data objects may also include metadata
that defines geo-coordinates (e.g., to indicate a source
location of the data object), as well as temporal data (e.g.,
defining a point in time in which the data object was col-
lected).
[0050] In some example embodiments, the data ob-
jects may further include an Access Control List (ACL),
which is a list of Access Control Items (ACIs). Each ACI
defines a level of permission that a particular user or user
group is permitted to the data object and/or components
of the data object. An ACL includes a set of these per-
missions.
[0051] The output module 240 returns requested data
objects in response to a received request. For example,
the output module 240 can provide requested data ob-
jects and/or object components to the notification system
160 and or the client device 110.
[0052] The output module 240 can generate and cause
display of a presentation of the data object based on the
curated ontology at the client device 110. The presenta-
tion may be generated based on: the type of data to in-
clude in an object view; pre-configured presentation re-
quirements associated with data types; as well as access
credentials of a requesting user. For example, some us-
ers may have greater access privileges than other users,
such that some data may not be viewable. In some ex-
ample embodiments, the presentation of the data object
is based on request attributes that include one or more
device properties of the requesting client device 110. For
example, the presentation of the data object may differ
based on the client device 110 being a mobile device
versus a desktop device, as both devices would receive
different curated ontologies.
[0053] In some example embodiments, the output
module 240 also determines a presentation format of
each linked data object in the curated ontology based on
corresponding object components. For example, a first
data object may include object components indicating
that the first data object can be displayed in a map image,
while a second data object includes object components
that indicate that the second data object must be dis-
played in a time series. The output module 240 formats
the presentation of the curated ontology based on the
object components.
[0054] FIG. 2 also includes a depiction of primary da-
tabase 126. In some example embodiments, the primary
database 126 may receive data (e.g., high-scale data
sets) from a data source 130.
[0055] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating various
components of the notification system 160, which is pro-
vided as part of the networked system 102, consistent
with some embodiments. To avoid obscuring the inven-
tive subject matter with unnecessary detail, various func-
tional components (e.g., modules and engines) that are
not germane to conveying an understanding of the in-

ventive subject matter have been omitted from FIG. 3.
However, a skilled artisan will readily recognize that var-
ious additional functional components may be supported
by the notification system 160 to facilitate additional func-
tionality that is not specifically described herein.
[0056] As is understood by skilled artisans in the rele-
vant computer arts, each functional component (e.g.,
module) illustrated in FIG. 3 may be implemented using
hardware (e.g., a processor of a machine) or a combina-
tion of logic (e.g., executable software instructions) and
hardware (e.g., memory and processor of a machine) for
executing the logic. Furthermore, the various functional
components depicted in FIG. 3 may reside on a single
computer (e.g., a laptop), or may be distributed across
several computers in various arrangements such as
cloud-based architectures. Moreover, any two or more
modules of the notification system 160 may be combined
into a single module, or subdivided among multiple mod-
ules. It shall be appreciated that while the functional com-
ponents (e.g., modules) of FIG. 3 are discussed in the
singular sense, in other embodiments, multiple instances
of one or more of the modules may be employed.
[0057] The notification system 160 is shown as includ-
ing an interface module 310, a data request module 320,
a comparison module 330 and a notification module 340,
all configured to communicate with each other and the
database 126 (e.g., via a bus, shared memory, a switch,
or application programming interfaces (APIs)).
[0058] The interface module 310 can provide a user
with a notification interface that enables the user to reg-
ister to monitor data objects for modifications. Monitoring
a data object for modifications can include monitoring the
data object as a whole for modifications, including mod-
ifications made to any components of the data object
and/or data objects linked to the data object. Alternative-
ly, monitoring a data objects for modifications can include
monitoring a subset of the data object for modifications,
such as modifications to specified components of the da-
ta object and/or data objects linked to the data object. A
modification can include any change to data, such as an
addition of data, deletion of data and/or modification of
existing data.
[0059] The notification interface can present a listing
of various data objects that the user can register to mon-
itor. This can include data objects associated with differ-
ent services, data objects including components that are
stored at different databases and/or data sources, etc.
The user can browse the listed data objects and register
to monitor one or more of the data objects. For example,
the notification interface can include one or more user
interface elements, such as buttons, text boxes, links,
checkboxes, etc., that the user can interact with to reg-
ister to monitor selected data objects.
[0060] In some embodiments, the notification interface
can present the user with data identifying the compo-
nents of the data objects and/or data objects linked to
the data objects. In this type of embodiment, the user
can register to monitor a data object as a whole or, alter-
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natively, register for a subset of components of the data
object.
[0061] In some embodiments, the notification interface
can allow the user to select notification settings dictating
how the user would like the data objects monitored and/or
how the user would like to be notified that a data object
has been modified. For example, the notification interface
can allow the user to select a monitoring frequency at
which the user would like the data objects monitored for
modifications, such as every 30 seconds, 1 minute, 10
minutes, 1 hour, 24 hours, etc. The notification interface
can allow the user to select an overall monitoring fre-
quency for monitoring all registered data objects and/or
select individual monitoring frequencies for one or more
of the registered data objects. Accordingly, a user could
select a different monitoring frequency for each regis-
tered data object.
[0062] In some embodiments, the notification interface
can allow a user to select a monitoring duration for a data
object. The monitoring duration can indicate a period of
time during which the notification system 160 will monitor
the selected data objects for modifications. The notifica-
tion system 160 stops monitoring the data object after
the selected monitoring duration has expired.
[0063] In some embodiments, the notification interface
can allow the user to select how the user would like to
be notified that a modification to a data object has oc-
curred. For example, the notification interface can allow
the user to select a preferred contact method, such as
e-mail, push notification, phone call, etc. The notification
interface can also allow the user to select times when
the user would like to be notified and/or notification meth-
ods based on time. For example, a user may choose to
only receive notifications during working hours (e.g.,
9am-5pm). Alternatively, a user may choose to receive
push notifications during working hours and e-mails after
working hours.
[0064] The interface module 310 can save the user’s
selections in a notification settings file associated with
the user. For example, the notification settings file can
be stored in the database 126 and the interface module
310 can communicate with the database 126 to modify
the notification settings file according to a user’s selec-
tions. The notification settings file can include data iden-
tifying the data objects the user has registered to monitor,
monitoring frequencies, monitoring durations, preferred
contact methods, selected notification times, etc. The no-
tification settings file can also include data identifying the
user and/or the user’s client device 110.
[0065] The data request module 320 can utilize a us-
er’s notification setting file to generate and transmit re-
quests to the ontology curation system 150 for data ob-
jects and/or components of data objects that the user
has registered to monitor. For example, the data request
module 320 can utilize the user’s notification setting file
to generate a request including request attributes iden-
tifying the data objects and/or components of data ob-
jects that the user has registered to monitor.

[0066] The data request module 320 can also include
data identifying the user and/or the user’s client device
110 in the request, which the ontology curation system
150 can utilize to confirm that the user has permission
to access the requested data objects. For example, the
ontology curation system 150 can utilize the data identi-
fying the user and/or the user’s client device to check an
ACL associated with a requested component and confirm
that the user has permission to access the component.
The ontology curation system 150 will not return request-
ed data if the user does not have permission to access
the requested data.
[0067] The data request module 320 can generate and
transmit requests to the ontology curation system 150
based on the monitoring frequencies included in the us-
er’s notification setting. Alternatively, the data request
module 320 can generate and transmit the requests ac-
cording to a predetermined schedule.
[0068] The data request module 320 can provide the
data received from the ontology curation system 150 to
the comparison module 330. The comparison module
330 can utilize the received data to determine whether
any modifications have occurred. In some embodiments,
the comparison module 330 can compare the received
data (e.g., components of a data object) to a previously
received version of the data. The previously received ver-
sion of the data can be stored in the database 126 and
the comparison module 330 can communicate with the
database to access the previously received version of
the data. If the comparison module 330 determines that
the data includes a modification from the previously re-
ceived version of the data, the comparison module 330
can alert the notification module 340 of the detected mod-
ification. The comparison module 330 can also update
the previously received version of the data stored in the
database to reflect the modification.
[0069] The notification module 340 can notify the user
that a modification to a data object has been detected.
For example, the notification module 340 can send the
user an e-mail, send a push notification to the user’s client
device 110, call the user, etc. In some embodiments, the
notification module 340 can notify the user based on the
user’s notification settings file. For example, the notifica-
tion module 340 can access the user’s notification set-
tings file from the database to identify the user’s preferred
contact method and/or contact times. The notification
module 340 can then notify the user according to the
user’s selected settings.
[0070] The notification can include any type of data
notifying the user that the data object has been modified.
For example, the notification can simply state that a data
object has been modified. Alternatively, the notification
can include detailed information about the modification,
as well as links to access additional data, such as the
modified data. User activity and interaction with the em-
bedded links can be captured and analyzed as metrics
to gauge performance and/or to modify future notifica-
tions.
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[0071] In some embodiments, the notifications can be
customized by the user. For example the user can select
the type of data that the user would like to receive as part
of the notification. In some embodiments, the notification
interface can provide a user with one or more template
notifications to select from as well as allow the user to
customize the notifications by selecting data that the user
would like included in the notification.
[0072] In some embodiments, the notification system
160 may transmit additional requests to the ontology
curation system 150 when generating a notification. For
example, the notification system 160 can query the on-
tology curation system 150 for additional data regarding
data objects that have been modified. The notification
system 160 can include the returned data in the notifica-
tions provided to the user.
[0073] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method 400
for registering to monitor a data object, consistent with
some embodiments. The method 400 is embodied in
computer-readable instructions for execution by one or
more processors such that the operations of the method
400 are performed in part or in whole by the notification
system 160; accordingly, the method 400 is described
below by way of example with reference thereto. How-
ever, it shall be appreciated that at least some of the
operations of the method 400 may be deployed on vari-
ous other hardware configurations, and the method 400
is not intended to be limited to the notification system 160.
[0074] At operation 410, the interface module 310
presents a notification interface. For example, the notifi-
cation interface can be presented on a user’s client de-
vice 110. The notification interface enables the user to
register to monitor data objects for modifications. Moni-
toring a data object for modifications can include moni-
toring the data object as a whole for modifications, in-
cluding modifications made to any components of the
data object and/or data objects linked to the data object.
Alternatively, monitoring a data objects for modifications
can include monitoring a subset of the data object for
modifications, such as modifications to specified compo-
nents of the data object and/or data objects linked to the
data object. A modification can include any change to
data, such as an addition of data, deletion of data and/or
modification of existing data.
[0075] The notification interface can present a listing
of various data objects that the user can register to mon-
itor. This can include data objects associated with differ-
ent services, data objects including components that are
stored at different databases and/or data sources, etc.
The user can user the notification interface to browse the
listed data objects and register to monitor one or more
of the data objects. For example, the notification interface
can include one or more user interface elements, such
as buttons, text boxes, links, checkboxes, etc., that the
user can interact with to register to monitor selected data
objects.
[0076] In some embodiments, the notification interface
can present the user with data identifying the compo-

nents of the data objects and/or data objects linked to
the data objects. In this type of embodiment, the user
can register to monitor a data object as a whole or, alter-
natively, register for a subset of components of the data
object.
[0077] In some embodiments, the notification interface
can allow the user to select notification settings dictating
how the user would like the data objects monitored and/or
how the user would like to be notified that a data object
has been modified. For example, the notification interface
can allow the user to select a monitoring frequency at
which the user would like the data objects monitored for
modifications, such as every 30 seconds, 1 minute, 10
minutes, 1 hour, 24 hours, etc. The notification interface
can allow the user to select an overall monitoring fre-
quency for monitoring all registered data objects and/or
select individual monitoring frequencies for one or more
of the registered data objects. Accordingly, a user could
select a different monitoring frequency for each regis-
tered data object.
[0078] In some embodiments, the notification interface
can allow a user to select a monitoring duration for a data
object. The monitoring duration can indicate a period of
time during which the notification system 160 will monitor
the selected data objects for modifications. The notifica-
tion system 160 stops monitoring the data object after
the selected monitoring duration has expired.
[0079] In some embodiments, the notification interface
can allow the user to select how the user would like to
be notified that a modification to a data object has oc-
curred. For example, the notification interface can allow
the user to select a preferred contact method, such as
e-mail, push notification, phone call, etc. The notification
interface can also allow the user to select times when
the user would like to be notified and/or notification meth-
ods based on time. For example, a user may choose to
only receive notifications during working hours (e.g.,
9am-5pm). Alternatively, a user may choose to receive
push notifications during working hours and e-mails after
working hours.
[0080] In some embodiments, the notification interface
can allow the user to customize the notifications that the
user receives. For example, the notification interface can
provide the user with one or more template notifications
that the user can select from. The notification interface
can also allow the user to customize a selected template
notification to further customize the notification to the us-
er’s specific needs.
[0081] At operation 420, the interface module 310 re-
ceives user selections indicating data object that the user
would like to monitor as well as notification settings se-
lected by the user. The user selections can be received
as a result of the user utilizing the notification interface.
[0082] At operation 430, the interface module 310 gen-
erated a notification setting file based on the received
user selections. The notification settings file can include
data identifying the data objects the user has registered
to monitor, monitoring frequencies, monitoring durations,
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preferred contact methods, selected notification times,
etc. The notification settings file can also include data
identifying the user and/or the user’s client device 110.
[0083] At operation 440, the interface module 310 can
store the notification settings file. For example, the noti-
fications settings file can be stored in database 126.
[0084] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating monitoring a da-
ta object for changes, consistent with some embodi-
ments. The method 500 is embodied in computer-read-
able instructions for execution by one or more processors
such that the operations of the method 500 are performed
in part or in whole by the notification system 160; accord-
ingly, the method 500 is described below by way of ex-
ample with reference thereto. However, it shall be appre-
ciated that at least some of the operations of the method
500 may be deployed on various other hardware config-
urations, and the method 500 is not intended to be limited
to the notification system 160.
[0085] At operation 510, the data request module 320
accesses a data object based on a user’s notification
settings. The data request module 320 can utilize a user’s
notification setting file to generate and transmit a request
to the ontology curation system 150 for the data object
and/or components of data object that the user has reg-
istered to monitor. For example, the data request module
320 can utilize the user’s notification setting file to gen-
erate a request including request attributes identifying
the data object and/or components of data object that
the user has registered to monitor.
[0086] The request can also include data identifying
the user and/or the user’s client device 110, which the
ontology curation system 150 can utilize to confirm that
the user has permission to access the requested data
objects. For example, the ontology curation system 150
can utilize the data identifying the user and/or the user’s
client device to check an ACL associated with a request-
ed component and confirm that the user has permission
to access the component. The ontology curation system
150 may deny requests for data that the user does not
have permission to access.
[0087] The data request module 320 can generate and
transmit the request according to the monitoring frequen-
cies included in the user’s notification setting. Alterna-
tively, the data request module 320 can generate and
transmit the requests according to a predetermined
schedule.
[0088] The data request module 320 can provide the
data received from the ontology curation system 150 to
the comparison module 330. The received data can in-
clude data gathered from multiple data sources and/or
databases.
[0089] At operation 520, the comparison module 320
compares the data object and/or set of components of
the data object received in response to the request to a
previous set of components of the data object. The pre-
vious set of components can be a set of components that
were previously received and recorded by the notification
system 160. The previous set of the data object can be

stored in the database 126 and the comparison module
330 can communicate with the database to access the
previously received version of the data. The comparison
module 320 can compare perform the comparison to de-
termine whether the data object has been modified (e.g.,
one or more components of the data object have been
modified).
[0090] At operation 530, the comparison module de-
termines, based on the comparison, that the set of com-
ponents of the data object includes at least one modifi-
cation from the previous set of components of the data
object.
[0091] At operation 540, the notification module 340
notifies the user of the at least one modification to the
data object. For example, the notification module 340
can send the user an e-mail, send a push notification to
the user’s client device 110, call the user, etc. In some
embodiments, the notification module 340 can notify the
user based on the user’s notification settings file. For
example, the notification module 340 can access the us-
er’s notification settings file from the database 126 to
identify the user’s preferred contact method and/or con-
tact times. The notification module 340 can then notify
the user according to the user’s selected settings.
[0092] The notification can include any type of data
notifying the user that the data object has been modified.
For example, the notification can simply state that the
data object has been modified. Alternatively, the notifi-
cation can include detailed information about the modi-
fication, as well as links to access the modified data.
[0093] FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic representation of a
machine in the example form of a computer system within
which a set of instructions for causing the machine to
perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed
herein may be executed. Specifically, FIG. 6 shows a
diagrammatic representation of the machine 600 in the
example form of a system, within which instructions 602
(e.g., software, a program, an application, an applet, an
app, a driver, or other executable code) for causing the
machine 600 to perform any one or more of the method-
ologies discussed herein may be executed. For example,
the instructions 602 include executable code that causes
the machine 600 to execute the methods 400 and 500.
In this way, these instructions 602 transform the general,
non-programmed machine into a particular machine pro-
grammed to carry out the described and illustrated func-
tions in the manner described herein. The machine 600
may operate as a standalone device or may be coupled
(e.g., networked) to other machines.
[0094] By way of non-limiting example, the machine
600 may comprise or correspond to a television, a com-
puter (e.g., a server computer, a client computer, a per-
sonal computer (PC), a tablet computer, a laptop com-
puter, or a netbook), a set-top box (STB), a personal dig-
ital assistant (PDA), an entertainment media system
(e.g., an audio/video receiver), a cellular telephone, a
smart phone, a mobile device, a wearable device (e.g.,
a smart watch), a portable media player, or any machine
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capable of outputting audio signals and capable of exe-
cuting the instructions 602, sequentially or otherwise, that
specify actions to be taken by machine 600. Further,
while only a single machine 600 is illustrated, the term
"machine" shall also be taken to include a collection of
machines 600 that individually or jointly execute the in-
structions 602 to perform any one or more of the meth-
odologies discussed herein.
[0095] The machine 600 may include processors 604,
memory 606, storage unit 608 and I/O components 610,
which may be configured to communicate with each other
such as via a bus 612. In an example embodiment, the
processors 604 (e.g., a central processing unit (CPU), a
reduced instruction set computing (RISC) processor, a
complex instruction set computing (CISC) processor, a
graphics processing unit (GPU), a digital signal proces-
sor (DSP), an application specific integrated circuit
(ASIC), a radiofrequency integrated circuit (RFIC), an-
other processor, or any suitable combination thereof)
may include, for example, processor 614 and processor
616 that may execute instructions 602. The term "proc-
essor" is intended to include multi-core processors that
may comprise two or more independent processors
(sometimes referred to as "cores") that may execute in-
structions 602 contemporaneously. Although FIG. 6
shows multiple processors 604, the machine 600 may
include a single processor with a single core, a single
processor with multiple cores (e.g., a multi-core proces-
sor), multiple processors with a single core, multiple proc-
essors with multiples cores, or any combination thereof.
[0096] The memory 606 (e.g., a main memory or other
memory storage) and the storage unit 608 are both ac-
cessible to the processors 604 such as via the bus 612.
The memory 606 and the storage unit 608 store the in-
structions 602 embodying any one or more of the meth-
odologies or functions described herein. In some embod-
iments, the database 126 resides on the storage unit 608.
The instructions 602 may also reside, completely or par-
tially, within the memory 606, within the storage unit 608,
within at least one of the processors 604 (e.g., within the
processor’s cache memory), or any suitable combination
thereof, during execution thereof by the machine 600.
Accordingly, the memory 606, the storage unit 608, and
the memory of processors 604 are examples of machine-
readable media.
[0097] As used herein, "machine-readable medium"
means a device able to store instructions and data tem-
porarily or permanently and may include, but is not be
limited to, random-access memory (RAM), read-only
memory (ROM), buffer memory, flash memory, optical
media, magnetic media, cache memory, other types of
storage (e.g., erasable programmable read-only memory
(EEPROM)), or any suitable combination thereof. The
term "machine-readable medium" should be taken to in-
clude a single medium or multiple media (e.g., a central-
ized or distributed database, or associated caches and
servers) able to store instructions 602. The term "ma-
chine-readable medium" shall also be taken to include

any medium, or combination of multiple media, that is
capable of storing instructions (e.g., instructions 602) for
execution by a machine (e.g., machine 600), such that
the instructions, when executed by one or more proces-
sors of the machine 600 (e.g., processors 604), cause
the machine 600 to perform any one or more of the meth-
odologies described herein (e.g., methods 400 and 500).
Accordingly, a "machine-readable medium" refers to a
single storage apparatus or device, as well as "cloud-
based" storage systems or storage networks that include
multiple storage apparatus or devices. The term "ma-
chine-readable medium" excludes signals per se.
[0098] Furthermore, the "machine-readable medium"
is non-transitory in that it does not embody a propagating
signal. However, labeling the tangible machine-readable
medium as "non-transitory" should not be construed to
mean that the medium is incapable of movement - the
medium should be considered as being transportable
from one real-world location to another. Additionally,
since the machine-readable medium is tangible, the me-
dium may be considered to be a machine-readable de-
vice.
[0099] The I/O components 610 may include a wide
variety of components to receive input, provide output,
produce output, transmit information, exchange informa-
tion, capture measurements, and so on. The specific I/O
components 610 that are included in a particular machine
will depend on the type of machine. For example, portable
machines such as mobile phones will likely include a
touch input device or other such input mechanisms, while
a headless server machine will likely not include such a
touch input device. It will be appreciated that the I/O com-
ponents 610 may include many other components that
are not specifically shown in FIG. 6. The I/O components
610 are grouped according to functionality merely for sim-
plifying the following discussion and the grouping is in no
way limiting. In various example embodiments, the I/O
components 610 may include input components 618 and
output components 620. The input components 618 may
include alphanumeric input components (e.g., a key-
board, a touch screen configured to receive alphanumer-
ic input, a photo-optical keyboard, or other alphanumeric
input components), point based input components (e.g.,
a mouse, a touchpad, a trackball, a joystick, a motion
sensor, or other pointing instrument), tactile input com-
ponents (e.g., a physical button, a touch screen that pro-
vides location and/or force of touches or touch gestures,
or other tactile input components), audio input compo-
nents, and the like. The output components 620 may in-
clude visual components (e.g., a display such as a plas-
ma display panel (PDP), a light emitting diode (LED) dis-
play, a liquid crystal display (LCD), a projector, or a cath-
ode ray tube (CRT)), acoustic components (e.g., speak-
ers), haptic components (e.g., a vibratory motor, resist-
ance mechanisms), other signal generators, and so forth.
[0100] Communication may be implemented using a
wide variety of technologies. The I/O components 610
may include communication components 622 operable
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to couple the machine 600 to a network 624 or devices
626 via coupling 628 and coupling 630, respectively. For
example, the communication components 622 may in-
clude a network interface component or other suitable
device to interface with the network 624. In further ex-
amples, communication components 622 may include
wired communication components, wireless communi-
cation components, cellular communication compo-
nents, near field communication (NFC) components,
Bluetooth® components (e.g., Bluetooth® Low Energy),
Wi-Fi® components, and other communication compo-
nents to provide communication via other modalities. The
devices 626 may be another machine or any of a wide
variety of peripheral devices (e.g., a peripheral device
coupled via a Universal Serial Bus (USB)).

MODULES, COMPONENTS AND LOGIC

[0101] Certain embodiments are described herein as
including logic or a number of components, modules, or
mechanisms. Modules may constitute either software
modules (e.g., code embodied on a machine-readable
medium or in a transmission signal) or hardware mod-
ules. A hardware module is a tangible unit capable of
performing certain operations and may be configured or
arranged in a certain manner. In example embodiments,
one or more computer systems (e.g., a standalone, client,
or server computer system) or one or more hardware
modules of a computer system (e.g., a processor or a
group of processors) may be configured by software
(e.g., an application or application portion) as a hardware
module that operates to perform certain operations as
described herein.
[0102] In various embodiments, a hardware module
may be implemented mechanically or electronically. For
example, a hardware module may comprise dedicated
circuitry or logic that is permanently configured (e.g., as
a special-purpose processor, such as a field-program-
mable gate array (FPGA) or an application-specific inte-
grated circuit (ASIC)) to perform certain operations. A
hardware module may also comprise programmable log-
ic or circuitry (e.g., as encompassed within a general-
purpose processor or other programmable processor)
that is temporarily configured by software to perform cer-
tain operations. It will be appreciated that the decision to
implement a hardware module mechanically, in dedicat-
ed and permanently configured circuitry, or in temporarily
configured circuitry (e.g., configured by software) may
be driven by cost and time considerations.
[0103] Accordingly, the term "hardware module"
should be understood to encompass a tangible entity, be
that an entity that is physically constructed, permanently
configured (e.g., hardwired) or temporarily configured
(e.g., programmed) to operate in a certain manner and/or
to perform certain operations described herein. Consid-
ering embodiments in which hardware modules are tem-
porarily configured (e.g., programmed), each of the hard-
ware modules need not be configured or instantiated at

any one instance in time. For example, where the hard-
ware modules comprise a general-purpose processor
configured using software, the general-purpose proces-
sor may be configured as respective different hardware
modules at different times. Software may accordingly
configure a processor, for example, to constitute a par-
ticular hardware module at one instance of time and to
constitute a different hardware module at a different in-
stance of time.
[0104] Hardware modules can provide information to,
and receive information from, other hardware modules.
Accordingly, the described hardware modules may be
regarded as being communicatively coupled. Where mul-
tiple of such hardware modules exist contemporaneous-
ly, communications may be achieved through signal
transmission (e.g., over appropriate circuits and buses
that connect the hardware modules). In embodiments in
which multiple hardware modules are configured or in-
stantiated at different times, communications between
such hardware modules may be achieved, for example,
through the storage and retrieval of information in mem-
ory structures to which the multiple hardware modules
have access. For example, one hardware module may
perform an operation and store the output of that opera-
tion in a memory device to which it is communicatively
coupled. A further hardware module may then, at a later
time, access the memory device to retrieve and process
the stored output. Hardware modules may also initiate
communications with input or output devices, and can
operate on a resource (e.g., a collection of information).
[0105] The various operations of example methods de-
scribed herein may be performed, at least partially, by
one or more processors that are temporarily configured
(e.g., by software) or permanently configured to perform
the relevant operations. Whether temporarily or perma-
nently configured, such processors may constitute proc-
essor-implemented modules that operate to perform one
or more operations or functions. The modules referred
to herein may, in some example embodiments, comprise
processor-implemented modules.
[0106] Similarly, the methods described herein may be
at least partially processor-implemented. For example,
at least some of the operations of a method may be per-
formed by one or more processors or processor-imple-
mented modules. The performance of certain of the op-
erations may be distributed among the one or more proc-
essors, not only residing within a single machine, but
deployed across a number of machines. In some exam-
ple embodiments, the processor or processors may be
located in a single location (e.g., within a home environ-
ment, an office environment, or a server farm), while in
other embodiments the processors may be distributed
across a number of locations.
[0107] The one or more processors may also operate
to support performance of the relevant operations in a
"cloud computing" environment or as a "software as a
service" (SaaS). For example, at least some of the op-
erations may be performed by a group of computers (as
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examples of machines including processors), with these
operations being accessible via a network (e.g., the In-
ternet) and via one or more appropriate interfaces (e.g.,
APIs).

ELECTRONIC APPARATUS AND SYSTEM

[0108] Example embodiments may be implemented in
digital electronic circuitry, or in computer hardware,
firmware, or software, or in combinations of them. Exam-
ple embodiments may be implemented using a computer
program product, for example, a computer program tan-
gibly embodied in an information carrier, for example, in
a machine-readable medium for execution by, or to con-
trol the operation of, data processing apparatus, for ex-
ample, a programmable processor, a computer, or mul-
tiple computers.
[0109] A computer program can be written in any form
of programming language, including compiled or inter-
preted languages, and it can be deployed in any form,
including as a standalone program or as a module, sub-
routine, or other unit suitable for use in a computing en-
vironment. A computer program can be deployed to be
executed on one computer or on multiple computers at
one site, or distributed across multiple sites and intercon-
nected by a communication network.
[0110] In example embodiments, operations may be
performed by one or more programmable processors ex-
ecuting a computer program to perform functions by op-
erating on input data and generating output. Method op-
erations can also be performed by, and apparatus of ex-
ample embodiments may be implemented as, special
purpose logic circuitry (e.g., an FPGA or an ASIC).
[0111] The computing system can include clients and
servers. A client and server are generally remote from
each other and typically interact through a communica-
tion network. The relationship of client and server arises
by virtue of computer programs running on the respective
computers and having a client-server relationship to each
other. In embodiments deploying a programmable com-
puting system, it will be appreciated that both hardware
and software architectures merit consideration. Specifi-
cally, it will be appreciated that the choice of whether to
implement certain functionality in permanently config-
ured hardware (e.g., an ASIC), in temporarily configured
hardware (e.g., a combination of software and a program-
mable processor), or in a combination of permanently
and temporarily configured hardware may be a design
choice. Below are set out hardware (e.g., machine) and
software architectures that may be deployed, in various
example embodiments.

LANGUAGE

[0112] Although the embodiments of the present in-
vention have been described with reference to specific
example embodiments, it will be evident that various
modifications and changes may be made to these em-

bodiments without departing from the broader scope of
the inventive subject matter. Accordingly, the specifica-
tion and drawings are to be regarded in an illustrative
rather than a restrictive sense. The accompanying draw-
ings that form a part hereof show, by way of illustration,
and not of limitation, specific embodiments in which the
subject matter may be practiced. The embodiments illus-
trated are described in sufficient detail to enable those
skilled in the art to practice the teachings disclosed here-
in. Other embodiments may be used and derived there-
from, such that structural and logical substitutions and
changes may be made without departing from the scope
of this disclosure. This Detailed Description, therefore,
is not to be taken in a limiting sense, and the scope of
various embodiments is defined only by the appended
claims, along with the full range of equivalents to which
such claims are entitled.
[0113] Such embodiments of the inventive subject
matter may be referred to herein, individually and/or col-
lectively, by the term "invention" merely for convenience
and without intending to voluntarily limit the scope of this
application to any single invention or inventive concept
if more than one is in fact disclosed. Thus, although spe-
cific embodiments have been illustrated and described
herein, it should be appreciated that any arrangement
calculated to achieve the same purpose may be substi-
tuted for the specific embodiments shown. This disclo-
sure is intended to cover any and all adaptations or var-
iations of various embodiments. Combinations of the
above embodiments, and other embodiments not spe-
cifically described herein, will be apparent, to those of
skill in the art, upon reviewing the above description.
[0114] All publications, patents, and patent documents
referred to in this document are incorporated by refer-
ence herein in their entirety, as though individually incor-
porated by reference. In the event of inconsistent usages
between this document and those documents so incor-
porated by reference, the usage in the incorporated ref-
erences should be considered supplementary to that of
this document; for irreconcilable inconsistencies, the us-
age in this document controls.
[0115] In this document, the terms "a" or "an" are used,
as is common in patent documents, to include one or
more than one, independent of any other instances or
usages of "at least one" or "one or more." In this docu-
ment, the term "or" is used to refer to a nonexclusive or,
such that "A or B" includes "A but not B," "B but not A,"
and "A and B," unless otherwise indicated. In the append-
ed claims, the terms "including" and "in which" are used
as the plain-English equivalents of the respective terms
"comprising" and "wherein." Also, in the following claims,
the terms "including" and "comprising" are open-ended;
that is, a system, device, article, or process that includes
elements in addition to those listed after such a term in
a claim are still deemed to fall within the scope of that
claim.
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Claims

1. A system comprising:

one or more computer processors of a machine;
and
one or more computer-readable mediums stor-
ing instructions that, when executed by the one
or more computer processors, cause the ma-
chine to perform operations comprising:

identifying a first data object that a user has
registered to monitor for changes;
accessing, from a first database, a set of
identifiers corresponding to the first data ob-
ject, the set of identifiers identifying loca-
tions of a set of components of the first data
objects;
accessing, based on the set of identifiers,
the set of components of the first data ob-
ject, the set of components accessed from
at least a second database, different than
the first database;
comparing the set of components of the first
data object to a previous set of components
of the first data object, yielding a compari-
son;
determining, based on the comparison, that
the set of components of the first data object
includes at least one modification from the
previous set of components of the first data
object; and
in response to determining that the set of
components of the first data object includes
at least one modification from the previous
set of components of the first data object,
notifying the user of the at least one modi-
fication to the first data object, the user be-
ing registered to monitor the first data object
for modifications.

2. The system of claim 1, the operations further com-
prising:

accessing a set of components for a second data
object, the user having registered to monitor the
second data object for modifications, the second
data object being different than the first data ob-
ject;
comparing the set of components of the second
data object to a previous set of components of
the second data object, yielding a second com-
parison;
determining, based on the second comparison,
that the set of components of the second data
object includes at least one modification from
the previous set of components of the first data
object; and

in response to determining that the set of com-
ponents of the second data object includes at
least one modification from the previous set of
components of the second data object, notifying
a user of the at least one modification to the sec-
ond data object.

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the set of compo-
nents of the first data object includes at least one of
properties, media, notes or links.

4. The system of claim 1, wherein accessing the set of
components of the first data object comprises:

accessing an access control list (ACL) associ-
ated with a first component from the set of com-
ponents; and
determining, based on the ACL associated with
the first component, that the user is authorized
to access the first component.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein notifying the user of
the at least one modification to the first data object
comprises:

transmitting a message to a client device of the
user, the message being presentable on a dis-
play of the client device and including data indi-
cating that the first data object has been modi-
fied.

6. The system of claim 1, the operations further com-
prising:

presenting, on a client device of the user, a no-
tification interface including one or more data
objects that the user can register to monitor for
modifications; and
receiving, from the client device, an input indi-
cating that the user has registered to monitor
the first data object for modifications.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein accessing the set of
components of the first data object comprises:

retrieving, from a first data source, a first com-
ponent from the set of component of the first
data object; and
retrieving, from a second data source, a second
component form the set of components of the
first data object.

8. A method comprising:

identifying a first data object that a user has reg-
istered to monitor for changes;
accessing, from a first database, a set of iden-
tifiers corresponding to the first data object, the
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set of identifiers identifying locations of a set of
components of the first data objects;
accessing, based on the set of identifiers, the
set of components of the first data object, the
set of components accessed from at least a sec-
ond database, different than the first database;
comparing the set of components of the first data
object to a previous set of components of the
first data object, yielding a comparison;
determining, based on the comparison, that the
set of components of the first data object in-
cludes at least one modification from the previ-
ous set of components of the first data object;
and
in response to determining that the set of com-
ponents of the first data object includes at least
one modification from the previous set of com-
ponents of the first data object, notifying the user
of the at least one modification to the first data
object, the user being registered to monitor the
first data object for modifications, wherein the
method is performed by one or more computer
processors.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising:

accessing a set of components for a second data
object, the user having registered to monitor the
second data object for modifications, the second
data object being different than the first data ob-
ject;
comparing the set of components of the second
data object to a previous set of components of
the second data object, yielding a second com-
parison;
determining, based on the second comparison,
that the set of components of the second data
object includes at least one modification from
the previous set of components of the first data
object; and
in response to determining that the set of com-
ponents of the second data object includes at
least one modification from the previous set of
components of the second data object, notifying
the user of the at least one modification to the
second data object.

10. The method of claim 8, wherein the set of compo-
nents of the first data object includes at least one of
properties, media, notes or links.

11. The method of claim 8, wherein accessing the set of
components of the first data object comprises:

accessing an access control list (ACL) associ-
ated with a first component from the set of com-
ponents; and
determining, based on the ACL associated with

the first component, that the user is authorized
to access the first component.

12. The method of claim 8, wherein notifying the user of
the at least one modification to the first data object
comprises:

transmitting a message to a client device of the
user, the message being presentable on a dis-
play of the client device and including data indi-
cating that the first data object has been modi-
fied.

13. The method of claim 8, further comprising:

presenting, on a client device of the user, a no-
tification interface including one or more data
objects that the user can register to monitor for
modifications; and
receiving, from the client device, an input indi-
cating that the user has registered to monitor
the first data object for modifications.

14. The method of claim 8, wherein accessing the set of
components of the first data object comprises:

retrieving, from a first data source, a first com-
ponent from the set of component of the first
data object; and
retrieving, from a second data source, a second
component form the set of components of the
first data object.

15. A non-transitory computer-readable medium storing
instructions that, when executed by one or more
computer processors of a machine, cause the ma-
chine to perform the method of any of claims 8 to 14.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit under 35
U.S. C. § 119(e) of the United States Provisional Appli-
cation Serial No. 62/512,628, filed May 30, 2017, the con-
tent of which is hereby incorporated by reference in its
entirety.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] This disclosure relates to approaches for pro-
ducing, displaying, and interacting with maps in collabo-
rative environments.

DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART

[0003] Under conventional approaches, software for
producing and displaying documents, maps, graphs, and
the like may utilize some form of classification-based ac-
cess control. For example, a document may include a
number of sections, each with its own classification level.
In this example, user access to a given section of the
document is permitted when a classification level of the
user satisfies a classification level assigned to the sec-
tion.

SUMMARY

[0004] In accordance with one embodiment, a system
comprises one or more processors, and a memory stor-
ing instructions that, when executed by the one or more
processors, cause the system to perform at least the fol-
lowing operations. A plurality of views of a map may be
generated, each of the plurality of views comprising one
or more objects presentable in accordance with a plurality
of classification levels. A geo-fenced view comprising a
virtual boundary encompassing a subset of the map in
conjunction with one of the plurality of views of the map
may be presented. One or more aspects of at least one
of the one or more objects contained within the virtual
boundary to another one of the plurality of classification
levels may be declassified. The one or more declassified
aspects of the at least one of the one or more objects in
the geo-fenced view may be presented.
[0005] In some embodiments, the plurality of classifi-
cation levels characterize amounts of information reveal-
able by or through the one or more objects. In some em-
bodiments, the one or more objects comprise at least
one of entities represented as objects on the map, and
wherein the one or more aspects of the objects comprise
one or more properties of the objects, one or more object
types, user-generated annotations, and metadata asso-
ciated with one or more of the objects.
[0006] In some embodiments, the instructions, when
executed by the one or more processors, cause the sys-
tem to generate the geo-fenced view comprise instruc-

tions that, when executed by the one or more processors,
cause the system to render one or more layers of the
map in accordance with the plurality of classification lev-
els, the one or more layers being representative of the
one or more objects. The instructions, when executed by
the one or more processors, cause the system to gener-
ate the geo-fenced view comprise instructions that, when
executed by the one or more processors, cause the sys-
tem to apply one or more filters adapted to select a subset
of the one or more objects to be declassified.
[0007] In some embodiments, the instructions, when
executed by the one or more processors, cause the sys-
tem to present the geo-fenced view, comprise instruc-
tions that, when executed cause the system to present
the geo-fenced view within a window defined by a clas-
sification banner. In some embodiments, the classifica-
tion banner associated with the geo-fenced view is rep-
resentative of a classification level that is more restrictive
than that associated with the one of the plurality of views
of the map presented in conjunction with the geo-fenced
view.
[0008] In some embodiments, the one or more objects
comprise moving data sets within the map.
[0009] In some embodiments, the instructions, when
executed by the one or more processors, further cause
the system to reclassify one or more aspects of the one
or more objects upon the at least one of the one or more
objects exiting the geo-fenced view.
[0010] In accordance with another embodiment, a
computing device may comprise one or more processors,
a memory storing instructions that, when executed by
the one or more processors, cause the computing device
to perform the following operations. Parameters charac-
terizing a geo-fenced view comprising a virtual boundary
encompassing a subset of a map presented on the com-
puting device can be received. The geo-fenced view on
the computing device may be presented in conjunction
with a presentation of the map. A declassified view of
one or more aspects of at least one of a plurality of objects
contained within the virtual boundary in accordance with
the received parameters may be presented. A reclassi-
fied view of the one or more aspects of the at least one
of the plurality of objects upon the at least one of the
plurality of objects exiting the geo-fenced view may be
presented.
[0011] In some embodiments, the received parame-
ters comprise user-specified parameters generated by a
user of the computing device. In some embodiments, the
parameters comprise a geographical specification of the
virtual boundary. In some embodiments, the parameters
comprise one or more filters configured to select the at
least one of the plurality of objects for declassification
upon entry into the geo-fenced view.
[0012] In some embodiments, the instructions, when
executed by the one or more processors, cause the sys-
tem to present the geo-fenced view, comprise instruc-
tions that, when executed cause the system to present
the geo-fenced view within a window defined by a clas-
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sification banner.
[0013] In some embodiments, the classification banner
associated with the geo-fenced view is representative of
a classification level that is more restrictive than another
classification level represented by another classification
banner associated with the presentation of the map.
[0014] In accordance with yet another embodiment, a
method being implemented by a computing system may
include one or more physical processors and storage me-
dia storing machine-readable instructions. The method
may comprise receiving parameters specifying a geo-
fenced dissemination view, and presenting the geo-
fenced dissemination view as part of an existing map
presentation in a classification-based access control en-
vironment. Upon entry of one or more objects into the
geo-fenced dissemination view, the method may further
comprise dynamically declassifying one or more aspects
of the one or more objects in accordance with the re-
ceived parameters.
[0015] In some embodiments, the method further com-
prises dynamically reclassifying the one or more aspects
of the one or more objects in accordance with a classifi-
cation level of the existing map presentation upon exiting
of the one or more objects from the geo-fenced dissem-
ination view. In some embodiments, the received param-
eters comprise a geographical specification of the virtual
boundary relative to the existing map presentation.
[0016] In some embodiments, the received parame-
ters comprise one or more filters configured to select the
one or more objects for declassification upon entry into
the geo-fenced dissemination view.
[0017] In some embodiments, the presentation of the
geo-fenced dissemination view is performed under a
classification banner commensurate with a classification
level specified in the received parameters, the classifi-
cation level being a more restrictive classification level
than that associated with the existing map presentation.
[0018] These and other objects, features, and charac-
teristics of the systems and/or methods disclosed herein,
as well as the methods of operation and functions of the
related elements of structure and the combination of
parts and economies of manufacture, will become more
apparent upon consideration of the following description
and the appended claims with reference to the accom-
panying drawings, all of which form a part of this speci-
fication, wherein like reference numerals designate cor-
responding parts in the various figures. It is to be ex-
pressly understood, however, that the drawings are for
the purpose of illustration and description only and are
not intended as a definition of the limits of the invention.
As used in the specification and in the claims, the singular
form of "a," "an," and "the" include plural referents unless
the context clearly dictates otherwise.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019] Certain features of various embodiments of the
present technology are set forth with particularity in the

appended claims. A better understanding of the features
and advantages of the technology will be obtained by
reference to the following detailed description that sets
forth illustrative embodiments, in which the principles of
the technology are utilized, and the accompanying draw-
ings of which:

FIG. 1A illustrates a schematic representation of an
example architecture of a classification-based ac-
cess control collaboration system in accordance with
various embodiments.

FIG. 1B illustrates a schematic representation of an
example map application and corresponding logic of
the classification-based access control collaboration
system of FIG. 1.

FIG. 1C illustrates a schematic representation of an
example database of the classification-based ac-
cess control collaboration system of FIG. 1.

FIG. 2A is a flow chart illustrating example opera-
tions that may be performed to effectuate classifica-
tion-based access control collaboration in accord-
ance with various embodiments.

FIG. 2B is a flow chart illustrating example opera-
tions that may be performed to generate geo-fenced
dynamic dissemination views in accordance with
various embodiments.

FIG. 3A illustrates an example user interface for
changing map classification in accordance with var-
ious embodiments.

FIG. 3B illustrates an example user interface for
specifying a view perspective with which to view a
map in accordance with various embodiments.

FIG. 3C illustrates an example map view of a map
presented in accordance with one classification lev-
el.

FIG. 3D illustrates an example map view of the map
of FIG. 3C presented in accordance with another
classification level.

FIG. 3E illustrates an example link sharing user in-
terface in accordance with various embodiments.

FIG. 3F illustrates an example user interface for
specifying geo-fenced filter parameters in accord-
ance with various embodiments.

FIG. 3G illustrates an example presentation of a geo-
fenced dissemination view in accordance with vari-
ous embodiments.
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FIG. 4 illustrates a schematic representation of an
example computer system in which any of the im-
plementations described herein may be implement-
ed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Overview

[0020] A claimed solution rooted in computer technol-
ogy overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm
of computer technology. In various implementations, a
computing system is configured to provide a collabora-
tion environment in which the provenance of any/all data
that can be disseminated is determined/tracked. In this
way, users having differing levels of access to data (e.g.,
classification levels) that may be presented on a map
can nevertheless view and/or interact with subsets of that
data vis-à-vis different versions of the same map, where
the different versions present data commensurate with
their level of access.
[0021] Searches for data that are to be disseminated
in, for example, a map, (e.g., objects within a certain area
of interest, such as buildings, roads, etc.) can be pre-
computed in accordance with different classification lev-
els. Moreover, maps can be rendered in layers or planes
corresponding to different display aspects of maps, for
example a search layer, an annotations layer, etc. During
a collaborative presentation, those layers or planes can
be stacked, hidden, modified, etc. to result in a particular
map view or version, each of which comply with any re-
strictions/permissions based on respective levels of clas-
sification associated with users participating in the col-
laborative presentation. Metadata associated with the
searched objects can change based on classification lev-
el as well. Moreover, a user may lock/unlock a map to
allow the user to move amongst different classification
levels without risking inadvertent dissemination of sen-
sitive information. Further still, users having less permis-
sive classification levels need not necessarily be aware
of information they are not privy to. In some embodi-
ments, redacted views of a map can be presented.
[0022] In some embodiments, when a user conducts
a search for objects, the search, the objects, and any
objects returned by the search can be saved and classi-
fied. The user can be given control over each of these
search aspects, thereby allowing the user to rerun
searches at differing classification levels. This allows for
the above-mentioned redaction.
[0023] In some embodiments, any user-generated an-
notations are classified at a user’s current classification
level.
[0024] In some embodiments, a legend can be gener-
ated in accordance with a user’s desires, such that one
or more legend "item" can be included, added, deleted,
edited, etc. in a map. Moreover, such a customized leg-
end can be specified to be operative or be displayed with-
in certain areas of the map. For example, if a user moves

from one portion of a map to another, the legend my
dynamically change.
[0025] In some embodiments, recursive banners are
implemented in such a way that any data presented under
a banner is classified at that banner’s classification level.
Additionally, in cases where a first banner having a lower
classification level than a second banner in or under
which the first banner is presented, any data within the
first banner cannot be classified at a level above that of
the second banner.
[0026] In some embodiments, links can be shared with
recipients without requiring the recipient to log in or be
authenticated. A link to a particular map rendered at a
particular classification level can be generated and sent
to a desired recipient. The classification banner under
which the particular map is rendered can be used as part
of the link, e.g., the classification banner can be parsed,
e.g., serialized, and included as part of the link. The de-
sired recipient may use the link to view the map at the
particular classification level without the recipient having
to log in or be, e.g., a registered user of the system used
to generate the map. Information regarding the link/un-
derlying map can be monitored, e.g., the number of users
viewing the map, expiration time, etc. Moreover, the cre-
ator of the link can, at any time, revoke access to the
underlying map. Users may have an option to log in
through the link to get greater than the link-provided ac-
cess.
[0027] In some embodiments, classification levels can
be specified for moving objects or data sets in terms of
certain geographical portions of the map, e.g., in accord-
ance with a geo-fence. Objects within the boundaries of
a specified geo-fence can be dynamically declassified,
whereas objects outside the boundaries of the specified
geo-fence are classified in accordance with the classifi-
cation level of the map within which the specified geo-
fence is created. If declassified objects move outside the
boundaries of the specified geo-fence, the objects are
dynamically reclassified to the classification level of the
map within which the specified geo-fence is created.

Map Sharing System

[0028] In some embodiments, the present disclosure
relates to a collaborative presentation system in which
different versions of the same map can be viewed by
different users having different classification levels at the
same time. This allows a user to share data and collab-
orate with other users in a way that does not compromise
sensitive data. For example, a first user may be associ-
ated with a first classification level that allows the first
user to see some set of data on a map. A second user
may be associated with a second classification level that
allows the second user to see only a subset of the data
the first user is able to see on that same map. The first
user can view a first version of the map that displays data
the first user is allowed to see, while the second user can
view a second version of the map that displays only the
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data the second user is allowed to see. The first and
second users are able to collaborate regarding data that
is common to both the first user and the second user,
i.e., the subset of data accessible by the second user.
Thus, despite the disparity in classification level, the first
user and second user may still collaborate without the
first user "losing access" to the data he/she is privy to. In
conventional systems, the first user may downgrade
his/her associated classification level in order to present
data to the second user. However, once a user down-
grades his/her classification level, he/she is not allowed
to upgrade or return to his/her higher classification level.
If the first user wishes to view the data to which only
he/she is privy to, he/she must recreate or regenerate a
map in accordance with his/her classification level.
[0029] An example map sharing system 100 is illus-
trated in FIG. 1A. As shown, the system 100 includes
one or more user sites 102A-C operatively coupled re-
spectively by one or more network communication links
110A-C to an application server 120 that hosts a map
application 130. The map application 130, as part of the
application server 120, accesses a database 150 by way
of a database management system or service (DBMS)
140. User sites 102A-C and application server 120 may
comprise one or more computers that host or execute
logic or stored programs configured to perform the proc-
esses that are further described herein.
[0030] At each user site 102A-C, there may be a client
computing device used by a user at that site that com-
municates and exchanges data with application server
120 over one or more network communication links
110A-C. The client computing device may be any client
computer such as a workstation computer, a laptop com-
puter, a tablet computer, a mobile phone, or other client
computing device that has or is operatively coupled to a
display, e.g., a video/multimedia display. While only three
user sites 102A-C are shown in FIG. 1A, the system 100
may include more than three or less than three user sites
102A-C.
[0031] Any one or more of network communication
links 110A-C may traverse one or more data networks
(e.g., Local Area Networks and Wide Area Networks). A
network communication link may be based on a reliable
network transport protocol such as TCP/IP or the like. A
network communication link 110A-C between user site
102A-C, respectively, and the application server 120 may
be established as and when needed, for example, when
the application server 102 or a client computing device
at the user site needs to send data to the other. Alterna-
tively, a network communication link, e.g., any one of
network communication links 110A-C may span the life
of a session during which data is sent back and forth
between the application server 120 and a user site in
multiple communication exchanges. Either the applica-
tion server 120 or a client computing device at a user
site, e.g., user site 102A, may initiate establishment of a
network communication link 110A. The network commu-
nication link 110A may traverse a number of intermediary

devices (e.g., web servers, cache servers, proxy servers,
content delivery network servers, etc.) between an ap-
plication server 120 device and the client computing de-
vice at the user site 102A. In this case, the one or more
network communication links 110A-C may be viewed as
a logical network communication link made up of a
number of sub-network communication links connecting
a client computing device to application server 120
through the intermediary devices in a network.
[0032] In some embodiments, operating on the data-
base 150 (i.e., the organized information actually stored
on a storage device) is a database management service
(DBMS) 140 that, among other operations, processes
requests from the application server 120 for access to
information in the database 150. The map application
130 may interact indirectly with the database 150 through
the DBMS 140 that in turn interacts directly with the da-
tabase 150 to provide high level database operations to
the map application 130, such as retrieval and storage
of information in the database 150. No particular type of
database management service is required and any da-
tabase management service capable of supporting the
graph sharing techniques described herein may be used.
In some embodiments, as examples, the DBMS 140 is
a relational database management system such as those
commercially available from Oracle Corporation of Red-
wood Shores, Calif. and Microsoft Corporation of Red-
mond, Wash. Other embodiments may use open source
databases.
[0033] In some embodiments, the database 150 (or a
portion or portions thereof) is stored in volatile memory
for faster data access to database data. In this case, the
database 150 may be backed by a shadow copy of the
database 150 stored in a non-volatile memory in case of
power loss to the volatile memory.
[0034] A client computing device at one or more of user
sites 102A-C may be configured with a Web browsing
application or other client application for performing client
functions of the map application 130. Among others, the
client functions include presenting various map applica-
tion 130 user interfaces on a display of a client computing
device, as instructed over one or more network commu-
nication links 110A-C by the map application 130. The
client functions may also include receiving user input
from the user of the client computing device and trans-
mitting data representing user input to the map applica-
tion 130 over one or more network communication links
110A-C. The map application 130 may instruct the client
application to present various map application user in-
terfaces using standardized Web instructions sent over
one or more network communications links 110A-C to a
client computing device. Such Web instructions may in-
volve standardized Web protocols (e.g., HTTP, HTTPS,
etc.) and include standardized markup language instruc-
tions (e.g., XML, HTML, XHTML, etc.), standardized style
sheet language instructions (e.g., CSS, etc.), and stand-
ardized client-side scripting language instructions (e.g.,
JavaScript®, ActionScript®, and Jscript®, etc.). Receipt
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of data by map application 130 representing user input
may also involve standardized Web protocols and stand-
ardized Web instructions.
[0035] The application server 120 contains map appli-
cation 130 and operates on one or more server comput-
ing devices. The server computing devices on which the
map application 130 operates may be considered to be
operatively coupled to the client computing devices at
user sites 102A-C by network communication links 110A-
C. The application server 120 may provide fundamental
application data services to the map application 130 such
as handling network communications with user sites
102A-C and providing one or more interfaces to the map
application 130 for communicating with the DBMS 140.
According to some aspects of various embodiments dis-
closed herein, the map application 130 is implemented
using the Java programming language. However, imple-
mentation with other programming languages or in hard-
ware (e.g., hard-wired logic, one or more ASICs or FP-
GAs, firmware, etc.) are also possible.
[0036] A user at a user site 102A may conduct a col-
laborative presentation involving data objects stored in
the database 150 using, for example, a computing device
at user site 102A. Generally, searches for data objects
may be on a subset of shared database data drawn from
a shared data repository in the database 150. The user
at user site 102A may wish to share a map having data
objects with another user at a user site 102B, for example.
Both users at user sites 102A and 102B may access and
view the map of interest by accessing application server
120 and executing map application 130, where if the us-
ers have differing classification levels, each user sees a
different version of the map of interest commensurate
with that user’s classification level.
[0037] The user at user site 102A may create a new
map. Map application 130 may generate one or more
versions, also referred to as "dynamic dissemination
views" of the map. It should be noted that map application
130 may generate different versions commensurate with
all classifications up to a maximum classification level.
Even if the user at user 102A created the map, the user
may not have a classification level allowing him/her to
access data on the map at the maximum classification
level, in which case the user is limited access dynamic
dissemination views that match the user’s classification
level(s).
[0038] The user at user site 102A may add data objects
to a map. Examples of such data objects include, but are
not limited to user-created annotations, such as lines,
arrows, other identifying marks, text, and the like. These
annotations may also be classified. In some embodi-
ments, objects associated with a map legend can be add-
ed, deleted, or changed in some way. Moreover, the map
legend can be configured for use with particular areas or
portions of a map, such that different legends can appear
depending on what area or portion of a map is being
displayed. If the user at user site 102A wishes to upload
data to database 150, map application 130 may prompt

the user to classify the data to be uploaded.
[0039] The user at user site 102A may wish to conduct
a search for data within an existing map. Similar to the
annotations and uploaded data, the search terms, any
search-related metadata, as well as the results of the
search may also be classified. It may be that the user at
user site 102B has a lower classification level than that
of the user at user site 102A, and the user at user site
102A wishes the share the results of the search with the
user at user site 102B. Accordingly, map application 130
stores the results of the search in accordance with dif-
ferent classification levels, also referred to as a "viewing
set." In this way, the search can be shared amongst users
while still protecting classified data if need be.
[0040] A user, e.g., the user at user site 102A may wish
to present a particular layer on a map, where layers can
be rendered in accordance with different classification
levels. Moreover, metadata associated with data objects
in the maps can be added at the maximum classification
level and presented in accordance with layers and their
corresponding classification levels. Similarly, the user at
user site 102B may wish to import another map created
by the user at user site 102A into a map the user at user
site 102B is creating. Regardless of the classification lev-
el that the user of user site 102A may have saved his/her
map, the map imported by the user at user site 102B will
only reveal/contain data objects commensurate with the
classification level associated with the user at user site
102B.
[0041] A user may wish to view a map at a particular
classification level. For example, user 102A may wish to
a view a map at a classification level lower than the user’s
maximum classification level, e.g., that of the user at user
site 102B. A user may wish to view a map at a different
classification level if, for example, the user wants to view
the map at the classification level it will be viewed by
another user with which the map is going to be shared.
This may be done to check the map to ensure no sensitive
data is being revealed and/or for the user to be aware of
what the other user will see. The use of layers, searching
for data, and data objects will follow that of the specified
classification level at which the map is being viewed.
[0042] It should be noted that in some cases, the clas-
sification of one or more data objects cannot be satisfied
in a current view. In this case, the one or more data ob-
jects may be presented by map application 130 as a re-
dacted element. Handling of redacted elements will be
described in greater detail below.
[0043] A user may also change the "minimum access
classification" of a map, i.e., the classification required
to view any of the dynamic dissemination views for that
map. Map application 130 may provide an interface that
a user, e.g., the user at user site 102A, may use to specify,
e.g., user details, classification level details, access
group details as well the specification of access groups,
etc. As described above, a user may which to change
his/her viewing classification level to protect against in-
advertent security leaks. Similarly, map application 130
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may provide an option to preview a map as part of is
reclassification to again, protect against inadvertent, and
oftentimes subtle security leaks. In addition to the map
itself, data objects that may be included in the map can
be reclassified, as well as searches, e.g., the classifica-
tion of a search folder which protects the query and as-
sociated metadata, and that of the search results.
[0044] A user, e.g., the user at user site 102A may wish
to share a particular map with another user, e.g., the user
at user site 102B or some other user that is not neces-
sarily a part of map sharing system 100. In this case, the
user at user site 102A may generate a link to the particular
map (rendered in accordance with a particular classifi-
cation level) that can be forwarded to a desired recipient.
The desired recipient may view the particular map at the
particular classification level specified by the user at user
site 102A within the generated link without having to log
into map sharing system 100, e.g., application server 120
and/or map application 130.
[0045] A user, e.g., the user at user site 102A may wish
to share certain information or data within a certain area
of a map, particularly in the case of moving data sets or
objects, e.g., cars, people, etc. that are moving about
within a particular geographical area. In this case, the
user at user site 102A may create geo-fenced dynamic
dissemination view. The user may create a geo-fence or
virtual boundary encompassing some portion(s) of the
map by specifying parameters describing the character-
istics of the geo-fence within map application 130. The
parameters can include, but are not limited to coordinates
or some other indication of the virtual boundary, data
objects that can be declassified upon entry into the geo-
fence as well as a classification level at which the data
objects are to be presented. Another user, e.g., the user
at user site 102B through its instance of map application
130 may view the map and the geo-fenced dynamic dis-
semination view. Objects that may not be viewable by or
rendered for the user at user site 102B in the broader
map view may be viewable by or rendered for the user
at user site 102B upon those objects entering the geo-
fenced dynamic dissemination view. Upon exiting the
geo-fenced dynamic dissemination view, the user at user
site 102B will no longer be able to view the objects as
they return to their "original classification."
[0046] It should be noted that a geo-fenced area need
not be limited to moving objects. For example, the user
at user site 102A may be a real estate agent that wants
to reveal certain information to a potential buyer about a
house and immediately neighboring properties to dis-
cuss, e.g., property easements or changes the potential
buyer wishes to make that may have an impact on neigh-
boring properties. In this case, the real estate agent,
through map application 130, may generate an appropri-
ate geo-fenced dynamic dissemination view the encom-
passes the houses of interest, and provides the desired
amount of declassification that may be shared with the
potential buyer.

Map Sharing Application

[0047] FIG. 1B is a schematic representation of map
application 130. Map application 130 can include a
number of components and/or logic elements which may
be implemented in software or hardware or a combination
of the two. Map application 130 may include a command
handling logic element 130A for receiving notification of
commands input by a user through user interface controls
presented on the client computing device at a user site
and for dispatching received commands to the appropri-
ate logic element of the map application 130 to handle
the command.
[0048] Map application 130 may further include map
dissemination logic element 130B for controlling the dis-
semination of different map views or versions as dis-
closed herein. Map view generation logic element 132
may generate different map views in accordance with
classification levels, which in turn may be governed by
map classification logic element 132A. The classification
of objects included or added to a map may be controlled
by object classification logic 132B. Objects may include
existing data/objects as well as user-generated annota-
tions, such as drop points, lines, text annotations, as-
pects or objects of a dynamic legend, etc.
[0049] If a user wishes to view a map at a given clas-
sification, changes to the map view in consideration of
the change in classification level can be effectuated
through map classification logic element 132A. Map view
generation logic element 132 may generate a map in
accordance with the change to the classification level
and/or access a previously generated map view com-
mensurate with the changed classification level. Map dis-
semination logic element 130B may control the display
of the particular map view on a client computing device
at a user site.
[0050] Map application 130 may further search logic
element 134, which encompasses, in part, data integra-
tion logic element 134 for controlling the initial population
of map views with data/objects. In accordance with var-
ious embodiments, backend, pre-computed searches
can be run at different levels corresponding to the differ-
ent classification levels at which map views can be gen-
erated. In accordance with some embodiments, a user
interface of map application 130 may present a user with
an option to search for and display data objects (effec-
tuated by user search logic element 134B), such as build-
ings within a particular area of a map. Because map view
generation logic element 132 may generate different map
views in accordance with different classification levels
relying at least in part, on such pre-computed searches
performed by data integration logic element 134A so that
the appropriate data/objects are returned on a user-ini-
tiated search in the context of a particular map view.
[0051] It should be noted that user search logic ele-
ment 134B may further control the classification of a user-
initiated search itself. As alluded to previously, search
queries, e.g., search terms, search metadata, search
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"folders," and search results may all be classified. For
example, a user may wish to drill down on the aforemen-
tioned search for buildings by searching for particular
building aspects, metadata associated with buildings,
etc. Map application 130 may not necessarily be aware
of any classification level relevant to a user-initiated
search that is being conducted, and the various aspects
of a search may be classified. In some embodiments user
search logic element 134B may initiate the running of
searches at different possible classification levels. If a
user wishes to rerun a search at different classification
levels, the user can be accommodated. Working in con-
junction with object classification logic element 132B
and/or data integration logic element 134A, different ob-
jects may load in accordance with different classification
levels, objects may be redacted or hidden from view, etc.
[0052] When a map contains a redacted element, map
view generation logic element 132 may provide options
to a user allowing a redacted element to be rendered in
accordance with the user’s desires: (1) each redacted
element in a given section may be rendered independ-
ently; (2) all redacted elements in a given section may
be coalesced and rendered together as a set of redacted
elements; and (3) redacted elements may be hidden. To
prevent users from deleting parent folders which contain
at least one redacted element, we show that there are
redacted elements inside of any folder which contains a
redacted sub-folder or feature. If simply showing that
there is a redaction inside a folder can amount to a se-
curity leak, users may reclassify the folder. If showing
the folder name itself is a leak, the user may also reclas-
sify the folder. When reclassifying a folder, users can
choose to classify just that folder, or the folder and all of
the manually entered data inside of it. When reclassifying
data on a map, the user is choosing a valid classification
for that piece of data. In each of these cases, the ramifi-
cations of the operation can be serious, and the one or
more user interfaces presented by map application 130
can be configured to communicate the side effects of a
reclassification operation to a user.
[0053] It should also be noted that metadata can be
data that is displayed or included in the presentation of
a particular map. Under control of object classification
logic element 132B, metadata associated with one or
more objects may also be classified. Accordingly, based
on determinations made by data integration logic 134A
in conjunction with map view generation logic element
132, map dissemination logic element 130B may ulti-
mately present different map views including, e.g., differ-
ent versions of metadata, the inclusion or exclusion of
metadata depending on relevant classification levels.
[0054] Map application 130 may further comprise clas-
sification banner logic element 136. Within classification-
based access control, requirements may be set forth re-
garding what classification banners are and how they
relate to each other. Classification banners can refer to
a hierarchical organization scheme used to maintain
classification level consistency when maps are displayed

in a client computing device that rely on, e.g., colored
and textual indicators of classification levels associated
with map(s) contained "under" a classification banner or
"in" window labeled with a particular classification ban-
ner. For example, a user may present a map within a
window labeled in accordance with, e.g., the map’s "ef-
fective classification." Any map(s) or data falling within
or under a classification banner is classified at that clas-
sification banner’s classification level. If another window
is opened within or under a particular classification ban-
ner, that other window cannot contain any map(s) or data
that exceed the classification level of the window in or
under which it is opened as specified by the classification
banner.
[0055] Map application 130 may also include geo-
fence logic element 137. A user may create a geo-fenced
dissemination view by specifying relevant parameters,
such as the coordinates of the virtual boundary encom-
passed by the geo-fenced dissemination view, one or
more layers specifying objects that can be declassified
within the geo-fenced dissemination view, as well as any
filtering parameters to be applied to those objects when
they are within the geo-fenced dissemination view. Geo-
fence logic element 137 may receive these parameters
as input and coordinate with map dissemination logic
130B and/or its one or more components/logic elements
to present the geo-fenced dissemination view.
[0056] Geo-fence logic element 137 may further coor-
dinate operation with classification banner logic element
136. That is, each geo-fence dissemination view is pre-
sented under a classification banner (which must be com-
mensurate with a classification level "below" that of the
existing map in which the geo-fenced dissemination view
is created).
[0057] Depending on the parameters that have been
specified to geo-fence logic element 137, geo-fence logic
element 137 can operate to release certain information
regarding the object(s) of interest. For example, certain
properties regarding the object(s) of interest can be dis-
played to a user, e.g., location, details, etc. of the ob-
ject(s) of interest, as can certain metadata commensu-
rate with the specified classification level of the geo-
fenced dissemination view. In some embodiments, only
the location of the object(s) of interest may be displayed
or revealed to a user. It should be noted that because in
some embodiments, the object(s) of interest can be spec-
ified by a user vis-à-vis the user of layers, objects within
a geo-fenced dissemination view can be treated similarly
to non-geo-fenced data. That is, objects/object data can
be presented at multiple classification levels up to that
of the specified classification level for the geo-fenced dis-
semination view. In some embodiments, a geo-fenced
dissemination view may show redacted locations, e.g.,
counts by region, or clusters of objects, in order to prevent
revealing specific object locations.
[0058] Essentially, geo-fence logic element 137 tem-
porarily reclassifies objects within a particular geograph-
ical area or boundary through user-specified filters in the
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context of classification-based access control. Geo-
fence logic element 137 can also be considered to re-
classify objects or allow objects to return to their "original"
classification upon exiting a particular geographical area
or boundary (the user-specified filters cease to apply),
e.g., upon returning to the purview of the overall map. It
should be note that this particular reclassification is not
to be confused with reclassification in the context of the
map itself (as also described herein).
[0059] Because geo-fence logic element 137 acts by
declassifying information, in some embodiments, "out-
side" authorization may be given before actual declassi-
fication is allowed. That is, a proper authority figure may,
in some embodiments manually provide authorization to
perform the declassification described herein. In some
embodiments, the user creating the geo-fence dissemi-
nation view may have the requisite authority to proceed
with declassification. Declassification authorization may
be received through command handling logic 130A.
[0060] It should be noted that in some embodiments,
geo-fenced dissemination views can overlap in which
case, one or more parameters specifying respective fil-
ter(s) defining the geo-fenced dissemination views can
be logically combined so that proper objects and/or data
can be displayed in the overlapping area(s) of the two or
more geo-fenced dissemination views.
[0061] Further still, map application 130 may comprise
link sharing logic element 138. Link sharing logic element
138 can be used to present an option to share a link to
a particular map view at a particular classification level
associated with the map view. Link sharing logic element
138 may access information regarding a classification
banner under which a particular map view is rendered,
e.g., via classification banner logic 136, and, e.g., seri-
alize the classification level/classification banner to in-
clude as part of the link. Upon a recipient of the link ac-
cessing the map view, link sharing logic element 138 may
provide the link-generating user with information/statis-
tics regarding the map view shared through the link. For
example, the link-generating user may view who is view-
ing the map view and/or for how long. The link-generating
user may further revoke access to the map view at any
time through a link sharing user interface. In this way, a
more restricted version of a map, e.g., a map view having
a higher classification level can be protected without lim-
iting the ability to share information with a non-registered
user.

Map Sharing Database

[0062] FIG. 1C is a schematic representation of infor-
mation stored in the database 150 involved in map shar-
ing in accordance with various embodiments. Conceptu-
ally, the database 150 may be thought of as being seg-
mented into user information 152, user access control
information 154, object information 156, map information
158, and investigation data 162. It should be understood
that no particular type of database is required and any

database capable of supporting the map sharing tech-
niques described herein may be used. As just one non-
limiting example, the database 150 may be a relational
database. The information stored in the database 150
may also be stored as a result of performing map sharing
operations in computer memory of the server computing
devices that operate the map sharing application 130 and
in computer memory of client computing devices at user
sites 102A-C.
[0063] User information 152 can include data identify-
ing individual users of the map sharing application 130.
Such data may include user identification information
uniquely identifying individual users and credential infor-
mation for authenticating individual users. Credential in-
formation may include username and password informa-
tion and/or cryptographic digital certificate information as
examples. User information 152 may also include collab-
oration team data. A collaboration team can refer to a set
of one or more users identified by a team name. Collab-
oration teams allow reference to a set of one or more
individual users by a single identifier akin to e-mail mes-
saging groups.
[0064] User access control information 154 may in-
clude information identifying which access control or
classification levels users may have. In some embodi-
ments, there are two types of access control levels:
groups and classifications. Groups may also be referred
to as roles. The access control groups to which a user
belongs determine what operations the user can perform
on which data comprising one or more objects 156A. The
access control groups to which a user belongs may also
determine what objects 156A the user can display in one
or more maps 158A. The classification levels a user has
can determine what objects 156A the user has access
to and what objects 156A the user can bring into a
map158A.
[0065] A user may belong to more than one access
control group and have more than one classification level.
Access control groups and classification levels may be
hierarchical such that, if a user belongs to an access
control group or has a classification level higher in the
hierarchy, then the user implicitly belongs to all groups
and has all classifications lower than that group or clas-
sification level in the hierarchy.
[0066] When specifying an access control group, an
access control item includes an access control group
name or identifier and a permission of that access control
group. In some embodiments, there are four permissions
levels: discovery, read, write, and owner. With the dis-
covery permission, a user can be notified of and know
that data exists but cannot view the data. With the read
permission, a user can find and read the data but cannot
change the data. With the write permission, a user can
find, read, and change the data. With the owner permis-
sion, a user can find, read, change, and adjust the per-
missions on the data. Thus, permissions may be cumu-
lative. For example, a user that has the write permission
with respect to data implicitly also has the read and dis-
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covery permissions with respect to that data. Embodi-
ments are not limited to these four permission levels and
other sets of permissions levels may be used.
[0067] When specifying a classification level, an ac-
cess control item or information element may include a
classification marking that identifies the classification.
Example classification markings include, but are not lim-
ited to, e.g., "Confidential," "Restricted," and "Unclassi-
fied." For example, classification markings can be used
in the context of interactive census maps and data that
can be shared to unclassified citizens, classified govern-
ment personnel, etc. There may be myriad other classi-
fications upon the context in which various embodiments
may be used. For example, maps may be shared be-
tween tourists and other family members using mobile
device mapping/map sharing applications. Other appli-
cations allow fellow travelers to share maps in order to
get travel recommendations. In this case, the tourist or
traveler may want family members or other travelers to
only see a particular area to which he/she is traveling
without revealing an entire map "itinerary." Accordingly,
classification markings in this context may include simply,
Planner/User and Viewer. Still another context may in-
volve a real estate agent and potential buyer/seller. In
such a scenario, a real estate agent may have detailed
and/or confidential information regarding real estate
properties. When interacting with potential buyers, sell-
ers, or perhaps other real estate agents representing the
other side of a potential sale, the real estate agent may
wish to keep certain detailed and/or confidential informa-
tion about one or more properties hidden from one or
more other parties. In this case, classification markings
may include "Agent," "Buyer," "Seller," "Other Agent."
[0068] In some embodiments, a user is not allowed
access to objects 156A or maps 158A (nor should ob-
jects/maps be disseminated to users not allowed access
to that information) unless the user has all classification
markings specified in an access control list associated
with the object 156A or map 158A. In some embodiments,
the validity of a classification level can be checked, e.g.,
a set of classification markings can be considered to be
valid if the set contains all required markings and no dis-
allowed markings are a particular user.
[0069] In some embodiments, data can comprise one
or more objects 156A. An object 156A can represent an
entity such as a person, a place, an organization, an entity
such as a building or road, or other noun, or an event
that happens at a point in time or for a duration, a docu-
ment or other unstructured data source such as an e-
mail message, a news report, or a written paper or article,
or a digital media item such as audio or video. An object
156A may have a type (e.g., Person, Event, Thing, or
Document) and a display name which may be values of
particular properties 156B of the object 156A.
[0070] Each object 156A may have one or more prop-
erties 156B. Properties 156B can be attributes of the ob-
ject 156A that represent individual data items. Each prop-
erty 156B of an object 156A may have a type and a value.

Different types of objects 156A may have different types
of properties 156B. In some embodiments, the properties
156B of an object 156A may be represented/character-
ized as/by metadata 156C, although metadata 156C can
comprise other data or information related to an object
156A that is not necessarily a property of the object. For
example, a house object 156 might have a "year built"
property 156B, a "sold for" property 156B, etc. Other
metadata can include other presentation elements that
are not objects 156A or properties 156B. These other
presentation elements may include textual notes, prop-
erty boxes, audio content, video content, audio/video
content, documents, or other presentable information.
These other presentation elements are referred to as
"presentation" elements because they may be presented
on a map in addition to objects 156A. It should be under-
stood that it is not a requirement that presentation ele-
ments and objects represent different types of informa-
tion. Information represented by a presentation element
can instead by represented by an object, and vice versa.
[0071] In some embodiments, the set of object types
and the set of property types for each type of object can
be defined according to a pre-defined or user-defined
ontology or other hierarchical structuring of knowledge
through sub-categorization of object types and property
types according to their relevant and/or cognitive quali-
ties. An object 156A may also be allowed to have more
than one property 156B of the same type. For example,
a house object 156A might have multiple "sold for" prop-
erties 156B.
[0072] In some embodiments, a property 156B and/or
metadata 156C may be associated with an access con-
trol list that governs access users have to that property
or metadata. In some embodiments, the level of access
a user has to a property 156B or metadata 156C also
affects the level of access the user has to an object 156A
associated with the property 156B and/or metadata
156C.
[0073] When a user creates a new map 158A to be
presented, that map 158A is created with a "minimum
access classification" equal to the "maximum user mark-
ings" for the user creating the map. As alluded to previ-
ously, different versions of the same map referred to as
views 158B in FIG. 1C, may be generated in accordance
with one or more classification levels. That is, a map 158A
can be thought of as having a set of "dynamic dissemi-
nation views" created for it automatically up to an "original
classification." Each time a user chooses a new set or
edits an existing set of permissions to use when viewing
a map, a new dynamic dissemination view may be gen-
erated for the map with those new/modified permissions.
An original classification can refer to the maximum data,
e.g., one or more objects 156A allowable on the map.
Dynamic dissemination views of a map can include dif-
ferent subsets of the maximum data allowable on the
map. For example, if a real estate agent creates a map,
it can be created with a minimum access classification
specifying the map can be viewed with a minimum clas-
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sification level of "buyer" or "seller." Dynamic dissemina-
tion views can be generated up to a classification level
of "real estate agent," which can be the original classifi-
cation for that map. A buyer or seller having maximum
user markings that may not satisfy that of the real estate
agent classification level, may only see dynamic dissem-
ination views commensurate with the buyer and seller
classification levels.
[0074] In some embodiments, the minimum access
classification associated with a map can be changed. To
accommodate changes to the minimum access classifi-
cation of a map 158C, a user may be allowed to change
a current "viewing set" associated with the map, where
the viewing set can refer to the set of effective classifi-
cation markings that enable viewing of a map from the
perspective of multiple users. Data with a classification
may only be visible if that classification is deemed as
being "satisfied" by all sets of effective classification
markings contained within the viewing set. This can be
used to handle situations where one user wants to pub-
licly present a map to an audience of multiple different
users that may not have a common relationship of some
sort. The effective classification markings are the subset
of a user’s maximum user markings which a user is
choosing to use when viewing the map. Only data whose
classification (i.e., classification 156D of an object 156A)
can be satisfied by this set of markings is visible in a map.
As such, the map’s overall classification banner (which
can be stored as part of classification information 158C)
can be generated from the effective classification mark-
ings. Multiple users may be collaborating on the same
map while viewing it with different sets of effective clas-
sification markings, and users may even choose to view
a map with markings that do not satisfy a minimum ac-
cess classification.
[0075] User details comprising user information 152
can represent relevant aspects of a user and classifica-
tion level information comprising user access control in-
formation 154 can be changed. Users may either "have
access," "have no access," "gain access," or "lose ac-
cess" to a map depending on the specifics of the repre-
sentative user. As part of reclassifying a map, users
whose maximum user markings are a superset of the
markings for a representative user can be allowed to,
e.g., enter a read-only preview mode for a map before
the original classification is changed. While in the preview
mode, a current classification banner remains un-
changed. This is because the preview mode involves only
temporarily redacting a user’s view of the map. In some
embodiments, the map may also not be edited while be-
ing previewed. As described above, locking a map and
allowing a user to temporarily downgrade his/her classi-
fication level so that the map, along with any associated
objects 156A and/or folders in which objects 156A may
be contained, can be previewed is done to protect against
subtle data leaks. Once the reclassifying user has re-
viewed the impact that their change might have, they can
finalize the reclassification that can be stored as a new

minimum access classification for that map as part of
classification information 158C
[0076] As described above, users are allowed to view
a map with a subset of their maximum user markings,
i.e., the aforementioned viewing set or effective classifi-
cation markings. When choosing a new viewing set, the
user is in fact choosing a set of classification markings.
Searches and object loads can be run with this viewing
set, but data added to the map may be classified with
manual data classification which can be stored as object
classification information 156D. Manually added data
classification can refer to the classification for data cur-
rently being added by a given user, e.g., user-created
annotations, folders, uploaded data, etc. In some em-
bodiments, the manually added data classification de-
faults to that generated from the effective classification
markings of a map. It should be understood that classi-
fications can be sub-classifications of other classifica-
tions, and classifications can "fork" in different ways. For
example, downgrading to a classification level can be
straightforward. However, downgrading to an access
control group may involve multiple user classification lev-
els. Thus the totality of map classification information
158C, object classification 156D, and user access control
information 154 is considered.
[0077] In general, data added to the map is secured
with the classification that represents the current effective
classification markings of the map view. As such, the
classification banner, which is a view representative of
the effective classification markings, will always repre-
sent the maximum classification of all data on the map.
The specific semantics of how data is classified when
added to the map differ based on the type of data being
added to the map.
[0078] Searches may be thought of as comprising two
parts, e.g., the classification of the search folder itself,
which protects the query and metadata (stored as search
classification information 160A), and the classification for
the search results when run with a given set of markings
(stored as search results classification information
160B). In order to preserve provenance, search results
may not be removed from the search folder. When de-
classifying a search folder, the search can be rerun with
a less permissive set of markings, and a user interface
presented by map application 300 may articulate that the
query itself will now have a lower classification. This de-
classification can yield a more accessible search query
with two subsections, each of which can be individually
protected by a set of classification markings. In some
embodiments, searches are configured such that for eve-
ry search folder which is visible to the user, there is at
least one search results section which is also visible. Both
search folders and search results sections can be visible
if their classification is satisfied by the viewing set.
[0079] For example, when a search is run, the resulting
search layer is restricted to a manual data classification
(which can comprise search classification information
160A) which protects search terms and other metadata
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about a search. The search can then be run with the
classification markings from the viewing set of the map.
Search results are stored with this viewing set so that
users can look at many different result sets for the same
query. Search templates may also be classified with a
classification which can be stored as search classification
information 160A, where the templates are only shown
if the active viewing set satisfies the classification for that
template. When viewing a search folder, a user can see
subsections for any permissions that the query has been
run at which are satisfied by the viewing set. In some
embodiments, as a default, the highest subsection that
is shown is that which is satisfied by the viewing set.
Search folders can be redacted if their classification is
not satisfied by the viewing set.
[0080] As described above, users may generate a link
allowing a recipient(s) of the link to access map at a par-
ticular classification level, wherein aspects of the access
resulting from the link can be monitored. Moreover, cer-
tain recipient characteristics such as the Internet Protocol
(IP) address from which the map is being access may be
monitored. Such monitored information may be stored in
database 150 as monitored link information 162A along
with any relevant link information 162 that may charac-
terize one or more aspects of the link itself.
[0081] Information regarding and/or relevant to geo-
fence dissemination views may be stored as geo-fence
information 164. As described herein, geo-fence dissem-
ination views can be thought of as filters 164A applied to
a base layer, the base layer being some specified ob-
ject(s) of interest at a particular classification level (if more
than one exist/are possible). That is, objects of a layer
that fall under or enter an area defined to be a geo-fenced
dissemination view may be imbued with the classification
level 164C specified for that geo-fenced dissemination
view, e.g., declassified from a higher original classifica-
tion to that of the geo-fenced dissemination view. As ob-
jects move around the map, the specified filter(s) appli-
cable to a geo-fenced dissemination view can be reap-
plied. In this way, filters can be applied relatively quickly.
"High-scale" layers (layers encompassing large amounts
of data) can be filtered before rendering any objects with-
in a geo-fenced dissemination view, thereby reducing the
number of data elements or objects that must be ren-
dered and/or presented.
[0082] Besides the objects themselves, a user may
specify one or more property or type filters 164B as part
of the parameters characterizing a geo-fenced dissemi-
nation view. The property or type filters can be applied
to object properties 156B and metadata 156C of objects
within the geo-fenced dissemination view. Geo-fence fil-
ter 164A and property or type filters 164B can be specified
to be operative within a particular time duration(s).

Map Sharing Methodology

[0083] FIG. 2A is a flow chart illustrating example op-
erations performed to provide map collaboration in ac-

cordance with various embodiments. At operation 200,
one or more searches may be pre-computed for one or
more objects to be presented in a classification-based
access control environment. For example, a map may
be generated, where the map can include one or more
objects representative of data, e.g., buildings, people,
roads, properties of those objects, as well as metadata
associated with those objects. The one or more pre-com-
puted searches are run to discover/identify such objects
at different classification levels such that different views
of the map can be generated for users having those dif-
ferent classification levels.
[0084] Accordingly, at operation 202, one or more dis-
semination views are generated in which sets of the one
or more objects are presented in accordance with each
of a set of classification levels. As described above, mul-
tiple dynamic dissemination views of a map can be gen-
erated up to a maximum or highest classification level. It
should be understood that various embodiments dis-
closed herein refer to high, low, minimum, maximum as-
pects, such classification levels or user markings, but
such characterizations are merely examples, and a low-
est classification level, for example, can be used refer to
a classification level allowing the least amount of access.
That is the level of restriction associated with a classifi-
cation level can be labeled or referred to in different ways
and/or described in accordance with different perspec-
tives.
[0085] At operation 204A, one or more of the sets of
the one or more objects are presented to a first user as
part of the one or more dissemination views commensu-
rate with the first user’s associated classification level.
At operation 204B, one or more of the sets of the one or
more objects are presented to a second user as part of
the one or more dissemination views commensurate with
the second user’s associated classification levels. In this
way, each user may view his/her classification level-ap-
propriate version of the map. For example, if the first us-
er’s associated classification level is less restrictive, e.g.,
higher, than that associated with the second user, the
second user may only see a subset of the one or more
objects that the first user may see. As used in this context,
a subset can refer to some set of objects less than the
original set of objects, or alternatively, to some aspect or
characteristic of one or more objects in the original set
that reveals "less" information than would be revealed,
e.g., to the first user if the first user has a higher classi-
fication level.
[0086] At operation 206, collaborative operations re-
ceived from at least one of the first and second users
regarding the one or more objects may be executed. For
example, the first user may wish to present a particular
dissemination view to the second user. The first user may
wish to annotate a map in which the one or more objects
are displayed, wherein some annotations may be clas-
sified above the classification level of the second user,
thereby remaining hidden from the second user, while
other annotations are classified at or below the classifi-
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cation level of the second user, thereby appearing to the
second user. In some embodiments, the second user
may wish to share his/her dissemination view with an-
other party by generating a link as described herein.
[0087] FIG. 2B illustrates example operations that can
be performed to provide a geo-fenced dissemination view
in accordance with various embodiments. At operation
210, parameters specifying a geo-fenced dissemination
view are received. For example, a user may be a taxi
dispatcher that can use a classification-based access
control environment to share maps and data within those
maps to taxi owners that employ taxi drivers. Taxi dis-
patchers can be privy to information, location, etc. re-
garding taxis belonging to multiple owners, but taxi own-
ers may not want to share information outside of the dis-
patch region with a given dispatcher. As such, the taxi
owners may each create a geo-fence and declassify the
locations of their taxis within the region in order to provide
the dispatcher with the information required to respond
to routing requests.
[0088] In other embodiments, the taxi dispatcher may
wish to share, e.g., location/status information regarding
a particular taxi owner’s taxis with the taxi owner without
a geo-fence. The specified parameters can include a lay-
er regarding the particular taxi owner and his/her taxis.
Other specified parameters can include a specification
of heavily-traveled areas, such as airports, that tend to
generate high revenue. The taxi owner may wish to see
which of this taxis and which of his taxi drivers are diligent
in frequenting airports, as well as revenue collected. This
information may be another parameter. The parameters
can be specified as filters applied to the base "taxi owner"
layer. Obviously, the taxi dispatcher would not want to
reveal the location/performance/identity of other taxi
owners’ drivers, and declassifying an entire city for a taxi
owner may be resource-intensive and practically not use-
ful to the taxi owner.
[0089] At operation 212, a geo-fenced dissemination
view can be presented as part of an existing map pres-
entation in a classification-based access control environ-
ment. Continuing the above example, the taxi dispatcher
may be viewing a map in the city of operation. Access to
views of this map may be governed through classifica-
tion-based access control described herein. The geo-
fenced dissemination view created for the particular taxi
owner can be displayed under a classification banner,
e.g., "taxi owner," the map being displayed under a high
classification level banner, e.g., "taxi dispatcher."
[0090] At operation 214, upon entry of one or more
objects into the geo-fenced dissemination view, one or
more aspects of the one or more objects can be dynam-
ically declassified in accordance with the received pa-
rameters. That is, the aforementioned user-specified fil-
ters can be applied to objects of the base layer that have
entered or are within the geographical boundaries of the
geo-fenced dynamic dissemination view. At operation
216, upon exit of the one or more objects from the geo-
fenced dissemination view, dynamically reclassify the

one or more aspects of the one or more objects in ac-
cordance with a classification level of the existing map
presentation.
[0091] The moment at which the declassification
and/or reclassification occurs can vary in some embod-
iments, depending on the speed of an object, the size of
an object, the desired responsiveness of the system, etc.
It should be noted that the specified boundary(ies) can
take on nearly any shape or form that the user may desire.

Example Map Sharing User Interfaces

[0092] FIG. 3A illustrates an example user interface
that may be presented to a user allowing the user to spec-
ify a map’s classification. For example, a user may spec-
ify a particular classification level at which the map is to
be viewed. For example, a user can change which access
groups can access a particular map. FIG. 3B illustrates
another example user interface with which a user can
select to view a map in accordance with a particular
group’s characteristics. Moreover, FIG. 3B illustrates an
example notification, described above, regarding a pre-
view mode. That is, to ensure a user is aware of any
potential security leaks, the user may be required to pre-
view a map view at the selected group classification level.
[0093] FIG. 3C illustrates an example user interface
300 used for presenting a map in accordance with various
embodiments. The example user interface 300 is illus-
trated as being presented under a classification banner
302, which in this example reflects a classification level
"Classification A." On the left side of the user interface
300 may be an informational area 304, a portion of which
can include any layers 306 used to make up a map view
308 shown to the right of the informational area. As dis-
cussed previously, layers 306 can include search layers,
annotation layers, etc. Moreover, objects, such as drop
pins and indications of redacted elements may also be
presented to a user of user interface 300.
[0094] The map view 308 section of user interface 300
displays an area of interest and any objects, such as a
buildings, houses, and any related objects, such as the
aforementioned drop pins. For example, a first group of
buildings 310 may include several buildings in some ge-
ographic proximity to each other, where one of the build-
ings may have certain metadata associated with it. As
described above, these objects and metadata may all be
associated with one or more classification levels govern-
ing how and/or to whom they may be displayed. A group
of houses 310 is also displayed in the map view.
[0095] Also illustrated in FIG. 3C is a dynamic legend
interface 314. Various embodiments allow a user to se-
lect what items of a legend may be presented or displayed
in conjunction with a map view, as well as, e.g., with what
portion(s) of an area is presented in the map view. A user
may customize legend icons, names, specify the areas
where particular legend items are presentable, etc.
[0096] FIG. 3D illustrates the same example user in-
terface 300, but presented to another user, which in this
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example, may have a lower classification level (e.g.,
"Classification C") than that of the user to which the user
interface 300 is presented in FIG. 3C. This can be re-
flected in classification banner 302. One can appreciate
that the first group of buildings 310 may no longer display
two of the three buildings displayed to the user of user
interface 300 in FIG. 3C. Moreover, the metadata that
was displayed in FIG. 3C is no longer displayed in FIG.
3D. In some embodiments, redacted information may be
hidden completely, or in this case shown as being re-
dacted.
[0097] FIG. 3E illustrates example user interface 300,
where a user is leveraging the link sharing option. A link
sharing interface 316 may be presented to the user which
includes the link to be shared with one or more recipients.
As previously discussed, the link can be automatically
generated in accordance with the appropriate classifica-
tion banner applicable to the current map view, e.g., by
serializing the classification banner, and including that in
the link URL. As also previously discussed, the user may
monitor certain aspects of map views accessed through
shared links, e.g., which users are viewing the shared
map view, and for how long. It should be noted that other
aspects of the map view presented to link recipients can
be monitored depending on system preferences, oper-
ating design choices, etc., so long as the requisite infor-
mation is/is allowed to be monitored/derived. Moreover,
a user may choose to revoke a shared map view if he/she
chooses to do so at any time. Although not illustrated, it
should be understood that users trying to access outdat-
ed links or have had their access revoked may be in-
formed as such through one or more appropriate notifi-
cations.
[0098] FIG. 3F illustrates user interface 300 including
an example geo-fenced dynamic dissemination view us-
er interface 324 in accordance with some embodiments.
As previously discussed, user interface 300 can provide
a preview of a map 308. In this case, the preview is used
in the context of generating a geo-fenced dynamic dis-
semination view 326 in map 308. A preview layer 320,
e.g., taxis having a classification level "class. A" can be
specified by a user. Through user interface 324, the user
may specify various parameters used to create filters ap-
plied in the geo-fenced dynamic dissemination view 326
on objects that are taxis. The user may specify the bound-
aries of geo-fenced dynamic dissemination view 326 by,
e.g., clicking and dragging, entering map coordinates,
and other known methods.
[0099] FIG. 3G illustrates user interface 300 after re-
verting back to the map view (subsequent to specifying
the desired parameters. FIG. 3G shows that layers dis-
played in informational area 304 includes the specified
taxi layers and classification level. In this example, ob-
jects, e.g., taxis 330A and 330B are in or have entered
into geo-fenced dynamic dissemination view 326. While
in geo-fenced dynamic dissemination view 326, these
objects can be presented with or can be selected to dis-
play releasable information ,e g., a driver identification,

in this example. Other taxi objects 330C-330E that are
not in geo-fenced dynamic dissemination view 326 do
not reveal driver identification information. If taxi 330A
were to exist geo-fenced dynamic dissemination view
326, it would be understood that its driver identification
would cease to show. Likewise, if taxi 330E were to enter
geo-fenced dynamic dissemination view 326, its driver
identification (provided other filter constraints are met)
would be displayed. It should be noted that a classifica-
tion banner 328 is used to present geo-fenced dynamic
dissemination view 326 as described herein.

Example Computer System

[0100] FIG. 4 depicts a block diagram of an example
computer system 400 in which any of the embodiments
described herein may be implemented. The computer
system 400 includes a bus 402 or other communication
mechanism for communicating information, one or more
hardware processors 404 coupled with bus 402 for
processing information. Hardware processor(s) 404 may
be, for example, one or more general purpose microproc-
essors.
[0101] The computer system 400 also includes a main
memory 406, such as a random access memory (RAM),
cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to
bus 402 for storing information and instructions to be ex-
ecuted by processor 404. Main memory 406 also may
be used for storing temporary variables or other interme-
diate information during execution of instructions to be
executed by processor 404. Such instructions, when
stored in storage media accessible to processor 404,
render computer system 400 into a special-purpose ma-
chine that is customized to perform the operations spec-
ified in the instructions.
[0102] The computer system 400 further includes a
read only memory (ROM) 408 or other static storage de-
vice coupled to bus 402 for storing static information and
instructions for processor 404. A storage device 410,
such as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive
(Flash drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 402
for storing information and instructions.
[0103] The computer system 400 may be coupled via
bus 402 to a display 412, such as a cathode ray tube
(CRT) or LCD display (or touch screen), for displaying
information to a computer user. An input device 414, in-
cluding alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus
402 for communicating information and command selec-
tions to processor 404. Another type of user input device
is cursor control 416, such as a mouse, a trackball, or
cursor direction keys for communicating direction infor-
mation and command selections to processor 404 and
for controlling cursor movement on display 412. This in-
put device typically has two degrees of freedom in two
axes, a first axis (e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that
allows the device to specify positions in a plane. In some
embodiments, the same direction information and com-
mand selections as cursor control may be implemented
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via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor.
[0104] The computing system 400 may include a user
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored
in a mass storage device as executable software codes
that are executed by the computing device(s). This and
other modules may include, by way of example, compo-
nents, such as software components, object-oriented
software components, class components and task com-
ponents, processes, functions, attributes, procedures,
subroutines, segments of program code, drivers,
firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, data
structures, tables, arrays, and variables.
[0105] In general, the word "module," as used herein,
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a
collection of software instructions, possibly having entry
and exit points, written in a programming language, such
as, for example, Java, C or C++. A software module may
be compiled and linked into an executable program, in-
stalled in a dynamic link library, or may be written in an
interpreted programming language such as, for example,
BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated that soft-
ware modules may be callable from other modules or
from themselves, and/or may be invoked in response to
detected events or interrupts. Software modules config-
ured for execution on computing devices may be provid-
ed on a computer readable medium, such as a compact
disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any
other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format
that requires installation, decompression or decryption
prior to execution). Such software code may be stored,
partially or fully, on a memory device of the executing
computing device, for execution by the computing device.
Software instructions may be embedded in firmware,
such as an EPROM. It will be further appreciated that
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic
units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be com-
prised of programmable units, such as programmable
gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing
device functionality described herein are preferably im-
plemented as software modules, but may be represented
in hardware or firmware. Generally, the modules de-
scribed herein refer to logical modules that may be com-
bined with other modules or divided into sub-modules
despite their physical organization or storage.
[0106] The computer system 400 may implement the
techniques described herein using customized hard-
wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware
and/or program logic which in combination with the com-
puter system causes or programs computer system 400
to be a special-purpose machine. According to one em-
bodiment, the techniques herein are performed by com-
puter system 400 in response to processor(s) 404 exe-
cuting one or more sequences of one or more instructions
contained in main memory 406. Such instructions may
be read into main memory 406 from another storage me-
dium, such as storage device 410. Execution of the se-
quences of instructions contained in main memory 406

causes processor(s) 404 to perform the process steps
described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination
with software instructions.
[0107] The term "non-transitory media," and similar
terms, as used herein refers to any media that store data
and/or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a
specific fashion. Such non-transitory media may com-
prise non-volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-vol-
atile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic
disks, such as storage device 410. Volatile media in-
cludes dynamic memory, such as main memory 406.
Common forms of non-transitory media include, for ex-
ample, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage me-
dium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM,
a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any
other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions
of the same.
[0108] Non-transitory media is distinct from but may
be used in conjunction with transmission media. Trans-
mission media participates in transferring information be-
tween non-transitory media. For example, transmission
media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber op-
tics, including the wires that comprise bus 402. Trans-
mission media can also take the form of acoustic or light
waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and
infra-red data communications.
[0109] Various forms of media may be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 404 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line using a mo-
dem. A modem local to computer system 400 can receive
the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red trans-
mitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-
red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red
signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus
402. Bus 402 carries the data to main memory 406, from
which processor 404 retrieves and executes the instruc-
tions. The instructions received by main memory 406
may retrieves and executes the instructions. The instruc-
tions received by main memory 406 may optionally be
stored on storage device 410 either before or after exe-
cution by processor 404.
[0110] The computer system 400 also includes a com-
munication interface 418 coupled to bus 402. Network
interface 418 provides a two-way data communication
coupling to one or more network links that are connected
to one or more local networks. For example, communi-
cation interface 418 may be an integrated services digital
network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or
a modem to provide a data communication connection
to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another
example, network interface 418 may be a local area net-
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work (LAN) card to provide a data communication con-
nection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component to com-
municated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be im-
plemented. In any such implementation, network inter-
face 418 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic
or optical signals that carry digital data streams repre-
senting various types of information.
[0111] A network link typically provides data commu-
nication through one or more networks to other data de-
vices. For example, a network link may provide a con-
nection through local network to a host computer or to
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider
(ISP). The ISP in turn provides data communication serv-
ices through the world wide packet data communication
network now commonly referred to as the "Internet." Lo-
cal network and Internet both use electrical, electromag-
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams.
The signals through the various networks and the signals
on network link and through communication interface
418, which carry the digital data to and from computer
system 400, are example forms of transmission media.
[0112] The computer system 400 can send messages
and receive data, including program code, through the
network(s), network link and communication interface
418. In the Internet example, a server might transmit a
requested code for an application program through the
Internet, the ISP, the local network and the communica-
tion interface 418.
[0113] The received code may be executed by proc-
essor 404 as it is received, and/or stored in storage de-
vice 410, or other non-volatile storage for later execution.
[0114] Each of the processes, methods, and algo-
rithms described in the preceding sections may be em-
bodied in, and fully or partially automated by, code mod-
ules executed by one or more computer systems or com-
puter processors comprising computer hardware. The
processes and algorithms may be implemented partially
or wholly in application-specific circuitry.
[0115] The various features and processes described
above may be used independently of one another, or
may be combined in various ways. All possible combi-
nations and sub-combinations are intended to fall within
the scope of this disclosure. In addition, certain method
or process blocks may be omitted in some implementa-
tions. The methods and processes described herein are
also not limited to any particular sequence, and the blocks
or states relating thereto can be performed in other se-
quences that are appropriate. For example, described
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than
that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states
may be combined in a single block or state. The example
blocks or states may be performed in serial, in parallel,
or in some other manner. Blocks or states may be added
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments.
The example systems and components described herein
may be configured differently than described. For exam-
ple, elements may be added to, removed from, or rear-
ranged compared to the disclosed example embodi-

ments.

Engines, Components, and Logic

[0116] Certain embodiments are described herein as
including logic or a number of components, engines, or
mechanisms. Engines may constitute either software en-
gines (e.g., code embodied on a machine-readable me-
dium) or hardware engines. A "hardware engine" is a
tangible unit capable of performing certain operations
and may be configured or arranged in a certain physical
manner. In various example embodiments, one or more
computer systems (e.g., a standalone computer system,
a client computer system, or a server computer system)
or one or more hardware engines of a computer system
(e.g., a processor or a group of processors) may be con-
figured by software (e.g., an application or application
portion) as a hardware engine that operates to perform
certain operations as described herein.
[0117] In some embodiments, a hardware engine may
be implemented mechanically, electronically, or any suit-
able combination thereof. For example, a hardware en-
gine may include dedicated circuitry or logic that is per-
manently configured to perform certain operations. For
example, a hardware engine may be a special-purpose
processor, such as a Field-Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) or an Application Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC). A hardware engine may also include program-
mable logic or circuitry that is temporarily configured by
software to perform certain operations. For example, a
hardware engine may include software executed by a
general-purpose processor or other programmable proc-
essor. Once configured by such software, hardware en-
gines become specific machines (or specific components
of a machine) uniquely tailored to perform the configured
functions and are no longer general-purpose processors.
It will be appreciated that the decision to implement a
hardware engine mechanically, in dedicated and perma-
nently configured circuitry, or in temporarily configured
circuitry (e.g., configured by software) may be driven by
cost and time considerations.
[0118] Accordingly, the phrase "hardware engine"
should be understood to encompass a tangible entity, be
that an entity that is physically constructed, permanently
configured (e.g., hardwired), or temporarily configured
(e.g., programmed) to operate in a certain manner or to
perform certain operations described herein. As used
herein, "hardware-implemented engine" refers to a hard-
ware engine. Considering embodiments in which hard-
ware engines are temporarily configured (e.g., pro-
grammed), each of the hardware engines need not be
configured or instantiated at any one instance in time.
For example, where a hardware engine comprises a gen-
eral-purpose processor configured by software to be-
come a special-purpose processor, the general-purpose
processor may be configured as respectively different
special-purpose processors (e.g., comprising different
hardware engines) at different times. Software accord-
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ingly configures a particular processor or processors, for
example, to constitute a particular hardware engine at
one instance of time and to constitute a different hard-
ware engine at a different instance of time.
[0119] Hardware engines can provide information to,
and receive information from, other hardware engines.
Accordingly, the described hardware engines may be re-
garded as being communicatively coupled. Where mul-
tiple hardware engines exist contemporaneously, com-
munications may be achieved through signal transmis-
sion (e.g., over appropriate circuits and buses) between
or among two or more of the hardware engines. In em-
bodiments in which multiple hardware engines are con-
figured or instantiated at different times, communications
between such hardware engines may be achieved, for
example, through the storage and retrieval of information
in memory structures to which the multiple hardware en-
gines have access. For example, one hardware engine
may perform an operation and store the output of that
operation in a memory device to which it is communica-
tively coupled. A further hardware engine may then, at a
later time, access the memory device to retrieve and
process the stored output. Hardware engines may also
initiate communications with input or output devices, and
can operate on a resource (e.g., a collection of informa-
tion).
[0120] The various operations of example methods de-
scribed herein may be performed, at least partially, by
one or more processors that are temporarily configured
(e.g., by software) or permanently configured to perform
the relevant operations. Whether temporarily or perma-
nently configured, such processors may constitute proc-
essor-implemented engines that operate to perform one
or more operations or functions described herein. As
used herein, "processor-implemented engine" refers to
a hardware engine implemented using one or more proc-
essors.
[0121] Similarly, the methods described herein may be
at least partially processor-implemented, with a particular
processor or processors being an example of hardware.
For example, at least some of the operations of a method
may be performed by one or more processors or proc-
essor-implemented engines. Moreover, the one or more
processors may also operate to support performance of
the relevant operations in a "cloud computing" environ-
ment or as a "software as a service" (SaaS). For example,
at least some of the operations may be performed by a
group of computers (as examples of machines including
processors), with these operations being accessible via
a network (e.g., the Internet) and via one or more appro-
priate interfaces (e.g., an Application Program Interface
(API)).
[0122] The performance of certain of the operations
may be distributed among the processors, not only re-
siding within a single machine, but deployed across a
number of machines. In some example embodiments,
the processors or processor-implemented engines may
be located in a single geographic location (e.g., within a

home environment, an office environment, or a server
farm). In other example embodiments, the processors or
processor-implemented engines may be distributed
across a number of geographic locations.

Language

[0123] Throughout this specification, plural instances
may implement components, operations, or structures
described as a single instance. Although individual op-
erations of one or more methods are illustrated and de-
scribed as separate operations, one or more of the indi-
vidual operations may be performed concurrently, and
nothing requires that the operations be performed in the
order illustrated. Structures and functionality presented
as separate components in example configurations may
be implemented as a combined structure or component.
Similarly, structures and functionality presented as a sin-
gle component may be implemented as separate com-
ponents. These and other variations, modifications, ad-
ditions, and improvements fall within the scope of the
subject matter herein.
[0124] Although an overview of the subject matter has
been described with reference to specific example em-
bodiments, various modifications and changes may be
made to these embodiments without departing from the
broader scope of embodiments of the present disclosure.
Such embodiments of the subject matter may be referred
to herein, individually or collectively, by the term "inven-
tion" merely for convenience and without intending to vol-
untarily limit the scope of this application to any single
disclosure or concept if more than one is, in fact, dis-
closed.
[0125] The embodiments illustrated herein are de-
scribed in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the
art to practice the teachings disclosed. Other embodi-
ments may be used and derived therefrom, such that
structural and logical substitutions and changes may be
made without departing from the scope of this disclosure.
The Detailed Description, therefore, is not to be taken in
a limiting sense, and the scope of various embodiments
is defined only by the appended claims, along with the
full range of equivalents to which such claims are entitled.
[0126] It will be appreciated that an "engine," "system,"
"data store," and/or "database" may comprise software,
hardware, firmware, and/or circuitry. In one example, one
or more software programs comprising instructions ca-
pable of being executable by a processor may perform
one or more of the functions of the engines, data stores,
databases, or systems described herein. In another ex-
ample, circuitry may perform the same or similar func-
tions. Alternative embodiments may comprise more,
less, or functionally equivalent engines, systems, data
stores, or databases, and still be within the scope of
present embodiments. For example, the functionality of
the various systems, engines, data stores, and/or data-
bases may be combined or divided differently.
[0127] "Open source" software is defined herein to be
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source code that allows distribution as source code as
well as compiled form, with a well-publicized and indexed
means of obtaining the source, optionally with a license
that allows modifications and derived works.
[0128] The data stores described herein may be any
suitable structure (e.g., an active database, a relational
database, a self-referential database, a table, a matrix,
an array, a flat file, a documented-oriented storage sys-
tem, a non-relational No-SQL system, and the like), and
may be cloud-based or otherwise.
[0129] As used herein, the term "or" may be construed
in either an inclusive or exclusive sense. Moreover, plural
instances may be provided for resources, operations, or
structures described herein as a single instance. Addi-
tionally, boundaries between various resources, opera-
tions, engines, engines, and data stores are somewhat
arbitrary, and particular operations are illustrated in a
context of specific illustrative configurations. Other allo-
cations of functionality are envisioned and may fall within
a scope of various embodiments of the present disclo-
sure. In general, structures and functionality presented
as separate resources in the example configurations may
be implemented as a combined structure or resource.
Similarly, structures and functionality presented as a sin-
gle resource may be implemented as separate resourc-
es. These and other variations, modifications, additions,
and improvements fall within a scope of embodiments of
the present disclosure as represented by the appended
claims. The specification and drawings are, accordingly,
to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive
sense.
[0130] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0131] Although the invention has been described in
detail for the purpose of illustration based on what is cur-
rently considered to be the most practical and preferred
implementations, it is to be understood that such detail
is solely for that purpose and that the invention is not
limited to the disclosed implementations, but, on the con-
trary, is intended to cover modifications and equivalent
arrangements that are within the spirit and scope of the
appended claims. For example, it is to be understood
that the present invention contemplates that, to the extent
possible, one or more features of any embodiment can
be combined with one or more features of any other em-
bodiment.

EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS

[0132] Further examples of embodiments of the
present invention are defined, without limitation, by the
following Example Enumerated Embodiments (EEEs):

EEE1. A system comprising:

one or more processors; and
a memory storing instructions that, when exe-
cuted by the one or more processors, cause the
system to:

generate a plurality of views of a map, each
of the plurality of views comprising one or
more objects presentable in accordance
with a plurality of classification levels;
present a geo-fenced view comprising a vir-
tual boundary encompassing a subset of
the map in conjunction with one of the plu-
rality of views of the map;
declassify one or more aspects of at least
one of the one or more objects contained
within the virtual boundary to another one
of the plurality of classification levels; and
present the one or more declassified as-
pects of the at least one of the one or more
objects in the geo-fenced view.

EEE2. The system of EEE1, wherein the plurality of
classification levels characterize amounts of infor-
mation revealable by or through the one or more ob-
jects.

EEE3. The system of EEE1, wherein the one or more
objects comprise at least one of entities represented
as objects on the map, and wherein the one or more
aspects of the objects comprise one or more prop-
erties of the objects, one or more object types, user-
generated annotations, and metadata associated
with one or more of the objects.

EEE4. The system of EEE1, wherein the instructions
that, when executed by the one or more processors,
cause the system to generate the geo-fenced view
comprise instructions that, when executed by the
one or more processors, cause the system to render
one or more layers of the map in accordance with
the plurality of classification levels, the one or more
layers being representative of the one or more ob-
jects.

EEE5. The system of EEE4, wherein the instructions
that, when executed by the one or more processors,
cause the system to generate the geo-fenced view
comprise instructions that, when executed by the
one or more processors, cause the system to apply
one or more filters adapted to select a subset of the
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one or more objects to be declassified.

EEE6. The system of EEE1, wherein the instructions
that, when executed by the one or more processors,
cause the system to present the geo-fenced view,
comprise instructions that, when executed cause the
system to present the geo-fenced view within a win-
dow defined by a classification banner.

EEE7. The system of EEE6, wherein the classifica-
tion banner associated with the geo-fenced view is
representative of a classification level that is more
restrictive than that associated with the one of the
plurality of views of the map presented in conjunction
with the geo-fenced view.

EEE8. The system of EEE1, wherein the one or more
objects comprise moving data sets within the map.

EEE9. The system of EEE1, wherein the instruc-
tions, when executed by the one or more processors,
further cause the system to reclassify one or more
aspects of the one or more objects upon the at least
one of the one or more objects exiting the geo-fenced
view.

EEE10. A computing device, comprising:

one or more processors; and
a memory storing instructions that, when exe-
cuted by the one or more processors, cause the
computing device to:

receive parameters characterizing a geo-
fenced view comprising a virtual boundary
encompassing a subset of a map presented
on the computing device;
present the geo-fenced view on the com-
puting device in conjunction with a presen-
tation of the map;
present a declassified view of one or more
aspects of at least one of a plurality of ob-
jects contained within the virtual boundary
in accordance with the received parame-
ters; and
present a reclassified view of the one or
more aspects of the at least one of the plu-
rality of objects upon the at least one of the
plurality of objects exiting the geo-fenced
view.

EEE11. The computing device of EEE10, wherein
the received parameters comprise user-specified
parameters generated by a user of the computing
device.

EEE12. The computing device of EEE10, wherein
the parameters comprise a geographical specifica-

tion of the virtual boundary.

EEE13. The computing device of EEE10, wherein
the parameters comprise one or more filters config-
ured to select the at least one of the plurality of ob-
jects for declassification upon entry into the geo-
fenced view.

EEE14. The computing device of EEE10, wherein
the instructions that, when executed by the one or
more processors, cause the system to present the
geo-fenced view, comprise instructions that, when
executed cause the system to present the geo-
fenced view within a window defined by a classifica-
tion banner.

EEE15. The computing device of EEE14, wherein
the classification banner associated with the geo-
fenced view is representative of a classification level
that is more restrictive than another classification lev-
el represented by another classification banner as-
sociated with the presentation of the map.

EEE16. A method being implemented by a comput-
ing system including one or more physical proces-
sors and storage media storing machine-readable
instructions, the method comprising:

receiving parameters specifying a geo-fenced
dissemination view;
presenting the geo-fenced dissemination view
as part of an existing map presentation in a clas-
sification-based access control environment;
and
upon entry of one or more objects into the geo-
fenced dissemination view, dynamically declas-
sifying one or more aspects of the one or more
objects in accordance with the received param-
eters.

EEE17. The method of EEE16, further comprising
dynamically reclassifying the one or more aspects
of the one or more objects in accordance with a clas-
sification level of the existing map presentation upon
exiting of the one or more objects from the geo-
fenced dissemination view. EEE18. The method of
EEE16, wherein the received parameters comprise
a geographical specification of the virtual boundary
relative to the existing map presentation.

EEE19. The method of EEE16, wherein the received
parameters comprise one or more filters configured
to select the one or more objects for declassification
upon entry into the geo-fenced dissemination view.

EEE20. The method of EEE16, wherein the presen-
tation of the geo-fenced dissemination view is per-
formed under a classification banner commensurate
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with a classification level specified in the received
parameters, the classification level being a more re-
strictive classification level than that associated with
the existing map presentation.

[0133] Other implementations, uses and advantages
of the invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art
from consideration of the specification and practice of
the invention disclosed herein. The specification should
be considered exemplary only, and the scope of the in-
vention is accordingly intended to be limited only by the
following claims.

Claims

1. A system comprising:

one or more processors; and
a memory storing instructions that, when exe-
cuted by the one or more processors, cause the
system to:

generate a plurality of views of a map, each
of the plurality of views comprising one or
more objects presentable in accordance
with a plurality of classification levels;
present a geo-fenced view comprising a vir-
tual boundary encompassing a subset of
the map in conjunction with one of the plu-
rality of views of the map;
declassify one or more aspects of at least
one of the one or more objects contained
within the virtual boundary to another one
of the plurality of classification levels; and
present the one or more declassified as-
pects of the at least one of the one or more
objects in the geo-fenced view.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the plurality of clas-
sification levels characterize amounts of information
revealable by or through the one or more objects;
and/or:
wherein the one or more objects comprise at least
one of entities represented as objects on the map,
and wherein the one or more aspects of the objects
comprise one or more properties of the objects, one
or more object types, user-generated annotations,
and metadata associated with one or more of the
objects.

3. The system of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein the instruc-
tions that, when executed by the one or more proc-
essors, cause the system to generate the geo-
fenced view comprise instructions that, when exe-
cuted by the one or more processors, cause the sys-
tem to render one or more layers of the map in ac-
cordance with the plurality of classification levels,

the one or more layers being representative of the
one or more objects.

4. The system of claim 3, wherein the instructions that,
when executed by the one or more processors,
cause the system to generate the geo-fenced view
comprise instructions that, when executed by the
one or more processors, cause the system to apply
one or more filters adapted to select a subset of the
one or more objects to be declassified.

5. The system of any of claims 1-4, wherein the instruc-
tions that, when executed by the one or more proc-
essors, cause the system to present the geo-fenced
view, comprise instructions that, when executed
cause the system to present the geo-fenced view
within a window defined by a classification banner.

6. The system of claim 5, wherein the classification
banner associated with the geo-fenced view is rep-
resentative of a classification level that is more re-
strictive than that associated with the one of the plu-
rality of views of the map presented in conjunction
with the geo-fenced view.

7. The system of any of claims 1-6, wherein the one or
more objects comprise moving data sets within the
map; and/or:
wherein the instructions, when executed by the one
or more processors, further cause the system to re-
classify one or more aspects of the one or more ob-
jects upon the at least one of the one or more objects
exiting the geo-fenced view.

8. A computing device, comprising:

one or more processors; and
a memory storing instructions that, when exe-
cuted by the one or more processors, cause the
computing device to:

receive parameters characterizing a geo-
fenced view comprising a virtual boundary
encompassing a subset of a map presented
on the computing device;
present the geo-fenced view on the com-
puting device in conjunction with a presen-
tation of the map;
present a declassified view of one or more
aspects of at least one of a plurality of ob-
jects contained within the virtual boundary
in accordance with the received parame-
ters; and
present a reclassified view of the one or
more aspects of the at least one of the plu-
rality of objects upon the at least one of the
plurality of objects exiting the geo-fenced
view.
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9. The computing device of claim 8, wherein the re-
ceived parameters comprise user-specified param-
eters generated by a user of the computing device;
and/or:

wherein the parameters comprise a geographi-
cal specification of the virtual boundary; and/or:
wherein the parameters comprise one or more
filters configured to select the at least one of the
plurality of objects for declassification upon en-
try into the geo-fenced view.

10. The computing device of claim 8 or claim 9, wherein
the instructions that, when executed by the one or
more processors, cause the system to present the
geo-fenced view, comprise instructions that, when
executed cause the system to present the geo-
fenced view within a window defined by a classifica-
tion banner.

11. The computing device of claim 10, wherein the clas-
sification banner associated with the geo-fenced
view is representative of a classification level that is
more restrictive than another classification level rep-
resented by another classification banner associat-
ed with the presentation of the map.

12. A method being implemented by a computing system
including one or more physical processors and stor-
age media storing machine-readable instructions,
the method comprising:

receiving parameters specifying a geo-fenced
dissemination view;
presenting the geo-fenced dissemination view
as part of an existing map presentation in a clas-
sification-based access control environment;
and
upon entry of one or more objects into the geo-
fenced dissemination view, dynamically declas-
sifying one or more aspects of the one or more
objects in accordance with the received param-
eters.

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising dynam-
ically reclassifying the one or more aspects of the
one or more objects in accordance with a classifica-
tion level of the existing map presentation upon ex-
iting of the one or more objects from the geo-fenced
dissemination view.

14. The method of claim 12 or claim 13, wherein the
received parameters comprise a geographical spec-
ification of the virtual boundary relative to the existing
map presentation; and/or:
wherein the received parameters comprise one or
more filters configured to select the one or more ob-
jects for declassification upon entry into the geo-

fenced dissemination view.

15. The method of any of claims 12-14, wherein the pres-
entation of the geo-fenced dissemination view is per-
formed under a classification banner commensurate
with a classification level specified in the received
parameters, the classification level being a more re-
strictive classification level than that associated with
the existing map presentation.
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Description

PRIORITY CLAIM

[0001] This application claims the priority benefit of
U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/524,352, filed
on June 23, 2017, and this application is a continuation-
in-part of U.S. Patent Application No. 15/250,678, filed
on August 29, 2016, which claims the benefit of U.S. Pro-
visional Patent Application No. 62/365,169, filed on July
21, 2016. The entire disclosures of these applications
are hereby made a part of this specification as if set forth
fully herein and incorporated by reference for all purpos-
es, for all that they contain.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present disclosure relates to systems and
techniques for data integration, analysis, and visualiza-
tion. More specifically, the present disclosure relates to
dynamic linked panels associated with queries per-
formed on data sources and visualization of results of
the queries. The present disclosure also relates to sys-
tems and techniques for improving computer and net-
work speeds. More specifically, the present disclosure
relates to data cache techniques and network configura-
tions.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Organizations and/or companies are producing
increasingly large amounts of data. Such data may be
queried and presented in a user interface.

SUMMARY

[0004] The systems, methods, and devices described
herein each have several aspects, no single one of which
is solely responsible for its desirable attributes. Without
limiting the scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting
features will now be discussed briefly.
[0005] Developing online documents can require col-
laboration by many designers who possess great deal of
technical knowledge, including knowledge of markup lan-
guages such as HTML, database languages such as
SQL, scripting languages such as JavaScript, graphic
design skills, and other technical knowledge. One aspect
features providing panels coded to query a database and
display the queried data according to one or more display
settings. Panels can be used to create online documents
without needing the same depth of technical skill. Panels
can display representations of data queried from a data-
base and dynamically interact with other panels. Certain
features address the varying amount of time that data-
base queries and interactions can take. A dependency
web shows dependencies, a timing table shows how long
certain actions take to perform, and a timeout graphic
shows up to indicate panels that take a long or abnormally

long time to load. These help developers optimize and
restructure code to speed up performance. Dependency
information can be stored and used when rerunning doc-
uments to refresh dependent documents without needing
to refresh independent elements. Using local applica-
tions and data allows offline simulations without disturb-
ing databases in use. A diff tool shows not only code
changes, but also document output changes affected by
code changes.
[0006] In one embodiment, a computer system config-
ured to display data from one or more data sources com-
prises: one or more hardware computer processors con-
figured to execute code in order to cause the system to:
generate user interface data configured to be rendered
as a user interface, the user interface including at least
a first display portion and a second display portion; re-
ceive an input indicating a relationship between the first
panel of the plurality of panels and a second panel of the
plurality of panels, wherein the relationship is indicated
by associating a variable of the first panel with a query
of the second panel; and in response to the input: updat-
ing a visual representation of data displayed in the sec-
ond panel by executing the query of the second panel
using a value of the variable of the first panel to retrieve
updated data from the database; and updating the graph-
ical visualization included in the second display to include
an edge connecting a first node representing the first
panel to a second node representing the second panel.
The first display portion includes a plurality of panels com-
prising a first panel configured to generate a visual rep-
resentation of data according to display settings for the
first panel, wherein the data is retrievable from a data-
base according to a query associated the first panel,
wherein the first panel is associated with one or more
variables, and the second display portion includes a
graphical visualization of relationships among the plural-
ity of panels, the graphical visualization including nodes
and edges, at least some of the nodes representing re-
spective ones of the plurality of panels, at least some of
the nodes representing respective ones of the one or
more variables, at least some of the edges representing
relationships among respective pairs of the plurality of
panels.
[0007] According to certain aspects, the first and sec-
ond display portions are displayed simultaneously in the
user interface. Additional display portions can include
lists of queries, code associated with panels, queries,
functions, variables. Additional elements can be repre-
sented in the graphical visualization. Selecting a panel
can cause the corresponding nodes in the graphical vis-
ualization to be highlighted. Selecting a node can cause
the corresponding panels to be highlighted.
[0008] In one embodiment, a computer system config-
ured to display data from one or more data sources com-
prises one or more hardware computer processors con-
figured to execute code in order to cause the system to:
generate user interface data configured to be rendered
as a user interface, the user interface including at least
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a first display portion and a second display portion, re-
ceive an input modifying a relationship between the first
panel of the plurality of panels and a second panel of the
plurality of panels, wherein the relationship is modified
by associating a variable of the first panel with a query
of the second panel; and in response to the input: updat-
ing the visualization of time to change the time that it
takes to process the first panel and the time that it takes
to process at least one dependency of the panel. The
first display portion includes a plurality of panels com-
prising a first panel configured to generate a visual rep-
resentation of data according to display settings for the
panel, wherein the data is retrievable from a database
according to a query associated the first panel, wherein
the first panel is associated with one or more variables,
and the second display portion includes a visualization
of time that it takes to process the first panel and a time
that it takes to process at least one dependency of the
panel, wherein the dependency comprises at least one
of the query, a function in the query, or a variable in the
query that is defined by a second panel.
[0009] In one embodiment, a computer system config-
ured to display data from one or more data sources com-
prises: one or more hardware computer processors con-
figured to execute code in order to cause the system to:
generate a user interface configured to display a plurality
of panels including a first panel and a second panel, each
of the plurality of panels having respective display set-
tings and queries including code for querying one more
data sources; execute a first query associated with the
first panel; display the first panel in the user interface
based on first display settings of the first panel, the first
panel displaying at least a portion of the result of the first
query, the result of the first query being associated with
a variable; execute a second query associated with the
second panel, wherein the second query refers to the
variable associated with the first query of the first panel;
display the second panel in the user interface based on
second display settings of the second panel, the second
panel displaying at least a portion of the result of the
second query; and in response to user input changing
the displayed result in the first panel: re-execute the sec-
ond query associated with the second panel; and update
the display of the second panel in the user interface
based on results of the re-executed second query of the
second panel.
[0010] According to certain aspects, the code can be
further configured to: receive a third query from the first
panel for writing data to the one or more data sources;
process one or more parameters in the third query by
invoking a function; and perform the third query with the
processed one or more parameters to write data to the
one or more data sources. The processing of the one or
more parameters in the third query may be performed at
least in part by: replacing the one or more parameters
with respective placeholders; and storing respective val-
ues corresponding to the one or more parameters in an
array. The processing of the one or more parameters in

the third query may be performed at least in part by
changing respective values corresponding to the one or
more parameters to string format. Each of the plurality
of panels can be referenced as a template that is ren-
dered by a template engine, and the function can be reg-
istered with the template engine. The code may be further
configured to: prior to running the query of the first panel,
invoke one or more functions to determine whether a
table, a row, or a column referenced in the query exists
in the one or more data sources.
[0011] In another embodiment, a method of displaying
data from one or more data sources comprises: using
one or more hardware computer processors: generating
a user interface configured to display a plurality of panels
including a first panel and a second panel, each of the
plurality of panels having respective display settings and
queries including code for querying one more data sourc-
es; executing a first query associated with the first panel;
displaying the first panel in the user interface based on
first display settings of the first panel, the first panel dis-
playing at least a portion of the result of the first query,
the result of the first query being associated with a vari-
able; executing a second query associated with the sec-
ond panel, wherein the second query refers to the vari-
able associated with the first query of the first panel; dis-
playing the second panel in the user interface based on
second display settings of the second panel, the second
panel displaying at least a portion of the result of the
second query; and in response to user input changing
the displayed result in the first panel: re-executing the
second query associated with the second panel; and up-
dating the display of the second panel in the user inter-
face based on results of the re-executed second query
of the second panel.
[0012] According to certain aspects, the method may
further comprise: receiving a third query from the first
panel for writing data to the one or more data sources;
processing one or more parameters in the third query by
invoking a function; and performing the third query with
the processed one or more parameters to write data to
the one or more data sources. Said processing the one
or more parameters in the third query can comprise: re-
placing the one or more parameters with respective
placeholders; and storing respective values correspond-
ing to the one or more parameters in an array. Said
processing the one or more parameters in the third query
can comprise changing respective values corresponding
to the one or more parameters to string format. Each of
the plurality of panels may be referenced as a template
that is rendered by a template engine, and the function
may be registered with the template engine. The method
may further comprise: prior to running the query of the
first panel, invoking one or more functions to determine
whether a table, a row, or a column referenced in the
query exists in the one or more data sources.
[0013] In some embodiments, a transitory or non-tran-
sitory computer readable medium comprises instructions
for displaying data from one or more data sources that
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cause a computer processor to: generate a user interface
configured to display a plurality of panels including a first
panel and a second panel, each of the plurality of panels
having respective display settings and queries including
code for querying one more data sources; execute a first
query associated with the first panel; display the first pan-
el in the user interface based on first display settings of
the first panel, the first panel displaying at least a portion
of the result of the first query, the result of the first query
being associated with a variable; execute a second query
associated with the second panel, wherein the second
query refers to the variable associated with the first query
of the first panel; display the second panel in the user
interface based on second display settings of the second
panel, the second panel displaying at least a portion of
the result of the second query; and in response to user
input changing the displayed result in the first panel: re-
execute the second query associated with the second
panel; and update the display of the second panel in the
user interface based on results of the re-executed second
query of the second panel.
[0014] According to certain aspects, the instructions
can be further configured to cause the computer proces-
sor to: receive a third query from the first panel for writing
data to the one or more data sources; process one or
more parameters in the third query by invoking a function;
and perform the third query with the processed one or
more parameters to write data to the one or more data
sources. The processing of the one or more parameters
in the third query may be performed at least in part by:
replacing the one or more parameters with respective
placeholders; and storing respective values correspond-
ing to the one or more parameters in an array. The
processing of the one or more parameters in the third
query may be performed at least in part by changing re-
spective values corresponding to the one or more pa-
rameters to string format. Each of the plurality of panels
can be referenced as a template that is rendered by a
template engine, and the function can be registered with
the template engine. The instructions may be further con-
figured to cause the computer processor to: prior to run-
ning the query of the first panel, invoke one or more func-
tions to determine whether a table, a row, or a column
referenced in the query exists in the one or more data
sources.
[0015] Additional embodiments of the disclosure are
described below in reference to the appended claims,
which may serve as an additional summary of the disclo-
sure.
[0016] In various embodiments, systems and/or com-
puter systems are disclosed that comprise a computer
readable storage medium having program instructions
embodied therewith, and one or more processors con-
figured to execute the program instructions to cause the
one or more processors to perform operations compris-
ing one or more aspects of the above- and/or below-de-
scribed embodiments (including one or more aspects of
the appended claims).

[0017] In various embodiments, computer-implement-
ed methods are disclosed in which, by one or more proc-
essors executing program instructions, one or more as-
pects of the above- and/or below-described embodi-
ments (including one or more aspects of the appended
claims) are implemented and/or performed.
[0018] In various embodiments, computer program
products comprising a computer readable storage medi-
um are disclosed, wherein the computer readable stor-
age medium has program instructions embodied there-
with, the program instructions executable by one or more
processors to cause the one or more processors to per-
form operations comprising one or more aspects of the
above- and/or below-described embodiments (including
one or more aspects of the appended claims).

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0019]

Figure 1 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter-
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying re-
sults of queries performed on one or more data
sources.
Figures 2A-2D illustrate one embodiment of a user
interface of a dashboard creation system for creating
a dynamic panel.
Figure 3 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the in-
teraction between the various components of a dash-
board creation system configured to create and dis-
play dynamic panels, according to one embodiment.
Figure 3A illustrates one example of linking multiple
dynamic panels.
Figure 4 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the in-
teraction between the various components of a dash-
board creation system configured to write to data
sources using dynamic panels, according to one em-
bodiment.
Figure 5 illustrates a flowchart for creating and dis-
playing dynamic panels in a user interface, according
to certain embodiments.
Figure 6 illustrates a flowchart for writing to data
sources using dynamic panels, according to certain
embodiments.
Figures 7A-7C illustrate various examples of panels
and features provided by a dashboard creation sys-
tem, according to certain embodiments.
Figure 8 illustrates a computer system with which
certain methods discussed herein may be imple-
mented.
Figure 9 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter-
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying re-
sults of queries performed on one or more data
sources.
Figure 10 illustrates one embodiment of a user in-
terface of a dashboard creation system comprising
dynamic panels for displaying results of queries per-
formed on one or more data sources with editing
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tools.
Figures 11A-11C illustrate embodiments of user in-
terfaces of a dashboard creation system for creating
a dynamic panel.
Figure 12 illustrates one embodiment of a user in-
terface comprising a visual indication of dependen-
cies.
Figure 13 illustrates embodiments of visual indica-
tions of dependencies.
Figure 14 illustrates one embodiment of a user in-
terface comprising a visual indication of dependen-
cies.
Figure 15 illustrates one embodiment of a user in-
terface for configuring a dataset.
Figure 16 illustrates one embodiment of a dataset
shown in a user interface.
Figure 17 illustrates one embodiment of a user in-
terface comprising dynamic panels for displaying re-
sults of queries performed on one or more data
sources with editing tools.
Figure 18 illustrates one embodiment of a user in-
terface comprising dynamic panels for displaying re-
sults of queries performed on one or more data
sources with editing tools.
Figure 19 illustrates one embodiment of a user in-
terface comprising a visual indication of dependen-
cies and a table of execution times.
Figure 20 illustrates one embodiment of a user in-
terface comprising a visual indication of dependen-
cies and a table of execution times.
Figure 21 illustrates one embodiment of a user in-
terface comprising dynamic panels for displaying re-
sults of queries performed on one or more data
sources with a placeholder visual.
Figure 22 illustrates one embodiment of a user in-
terface comprising dynamic panels for displaying re-
sults of queries performed on one or more data
sources.
Figure 23 illustrates one embodiment of a user in-
terface comprising dynamic panels for displaying re-
sults of queries performed on one or more data
sources while being edited.
Figure 24 illustrates one embodiment of a side-by-
side difference comparison of query code.
Figure 25 illustrates one embodiment of a side-by-
side difference comparison of a user interface com-
prising dynamic panels for displaying side-by-side
results of different queries performed on one or more
data sources.
Figure 26 illustrates a flowchart for creating and dis-
playing a visualization of dependency information
and timing data, according to certain embodiments.
Figure 27 illustrates a flowchart for creating, updat-
ing, and displaying dynamic panels in a user inter-
face, according to certain embodiments.
Figure 28 illustrates a flowchart for creating, updat-
ing, and displaying dynamic panels in a user inter-
face, according to certain embodiments.

Figure 29 illustrates a flowchart for creating, trigger-
ing, and displaying dynamic panels in a user inter-
face, according to certain embodiments.
Figure 30 is a data flow diagram illustrative of an
interaction between a dashboard creation system
and a data store, according to one embodiment.
Figure 31 is a data flow diagram illustrative of an
interaction between a dashboard creation system
and a network system, according to one embodi-
ment.
Figure 32 illustrates one example of a user interface
for displaying the synchronization status of datasets.
Figure 33 illustrates one example of a user interface
for displaying the synchronization options for data-
sets.
Figure 34 illustrates one example of a user interface
for displaying datasets.
Figure 35 illustrates one example of a user interface
for displaying datasets.
Figure 36 illustrates a flowchart for querying data,
according to certain embodiments.
Figure 37 illustrates one embodiment of a user in-
terface comprising a flex container.
Figure 38 illustrates one embodiment of a user in-
terface comprising a flex container with a repeating
panel.
Figure 39 illustrates one embodiment of a user in-
terface comprising a flex container with a repeating
panel in preview mode.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0020] Although certain preferred embodiments and
examples are disclosed below, inventive subject matter
extends beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments
to other alternative embodiments and/or uses and to
modifications and equivalents thereof. Thus, the scope
of the claims appended hereto is not limited by any of
the particular embodiments described below. For exam-
ple, in any method or process disclosed herein, the acts
or operations of the method or process may be performed
in any suitable sequence and are not necessarily limited
to any particular disclosed sequence. Various operations
may be described as multiple discrete operations in turn,
in a manner that may be helpful in understanding certain
embodiments; however, the order of description should
not be construed to imply that these operations are order
dependent. Additionally, the structures, systems, and/or
devices described herein may be embodied as integrated
components or as separate components. For purposes
of comparing various embodiments, certain aspects and
advantages of these embodiments are described. Not
necessarily all such aspects or advantages are achieved
by any particular embodiment. Thus, for example, vari-
ous embodiments may be carried out in a manner that
achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advan-
tages as taught herein without necessarily achieving oth-
er aspects or advantages as may also be taught or sug-
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gested herein.
[0021] Embodiments of the disclosure will now be de-
scribed with reference to the accompanying figures,
wherein like numerals refer to like elements throughout.
The terminology used in the description presented herein
is not intended to be interpreted in any limited or restric-
tive manner, simply because it is being utilized in con-
junction with a detailed description of certain specific em-
bodiments of the disclosure. Furthermore, embodiments
of the disclosure may include several novel features, no
single one of which is solely responsible for its desirable
attributes or which is essential to practicing the embod-
iments of the disclosure herein described.
[0022] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys-
tems and methods discussed herein, a number of terms
are defined below. The terms defined below, as well as
other terms used herein, should be construed broadly to
include the provided definitions, the ordinary and cus-
tomary meaning of the terms, and/or any other implied
meaning for the respective terms. Thus, the definitions
below do not limit the meaning of these terms, but only
provide exemplary definitions.

Overview

[0023] Disclosed herein are various systems and
methods for providing a plurality of dynamic panels in a
user interface (Ul). Examples of additional user interfaces
are described in U.S. Patent Application No. 14/841,338
titled "SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING DYNAMIC LINKED
PANELS IN USER INTERFACE," filed August 31, 2015,
and U.S. Patent Application No. 15/250,678 titled "SYS-
TEM FOR PROVIDING DYNAMIC LINKED PANELS IN
USER INTERFACE," filed August 29, 2016, both of which
are made a part of this specification as if fully set forth
herein and is hereby incorporated by reference in their
entireties for all purposes, for all that they contain. The
dynamic panels (or "panels") can display different pieces
of data from one or more data sources. For example, a
query can be run on one or more data sources, and dif-
ferent parts of the result from the query can be output
using different dynamic panels. For instance, each dy-
namic panel can be associated with a variable to output.
Different types of dynamic panels can be provided, such
as charts (e.g., line chart, bar chart, etc.), controls (e.g.,
dropdown, multiselect box, search box, etc.), maps, ta-
bles, text boxes, etc. The panels can be data source ag-
nostic. For example, the panels can be associated with
data from different types of data sources, such as rela-
tional databases (e.g., SQL Server), Elasticsearch, etc.
In some embodiments, individual panels may each be
referred to as "widgets." In some embodiments, the user
interface including multiple panels may be referred to as
a "dashboard."
[0024] Developing online documents can require col-
laboration by many designers who possess great deal of
technical knowledge, including knowledge of markup lan-
guages such as HTML, database languages such as

SQL, scripting languages such as JavaScript, graphic
design skills, and other technical knowledge. One aspect
features providing panels coded to query a database and
display the queried data according to one or more display
settings. Panels can be used to create online documents
without needing the same depth of technical skill. Panels
can display representations of data queried from a data-
base and dynamically interact with other panels. Certain
features address the varying amount of time that data-
base queries and interactions can take. A dependency
web shows dependencies, a timing table shows how long
certain actions take to perform, and a timeout graphic
shows up to indicate panels that take a long or abnormally
long time to load. These help developers optimize and
restructure code to speed up performance. Dependency
information can be stored and used when rerunning doc-
uments to refresh dependent documents without needing
to refresh independent elements. The dependency infor-
mation can include the elements (e.g., panels, variables,
queries, functions) in a user interface and their relation-
ships. The dependency information can include informa-
tion used to generate the graphical visualization of de-
pendencies. When updates occur (e.g., a user provides
an input), the stored dependency information can be ref-
erenced to determine elements dependent on the up-
date. Accordingly, dependent elements of the user inter-
face can be executed (e.g., running queries, evaluating
functions, re-determining variables, refreshing panels).
Using local applications and data allows offline simula-
tions without disturbing databases in use. A diff tool
shows not only code changes, but also document output
changes affected by code changes.
[0025] Figure 1 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface 100 comprising dynamic panels for displaying
results of queries performed on one or more data sourc-
es. Panels 110 through 150 are some examples of dif-
ferent types of panels that can be included in the user
interface 100. Panel 110 and panel 120 are dropdown
control panels; panel 130 is a table panel; panel 140 is
a line chart panel; and panel 150 is a bar chart panel.
Many different types of panels can be included in the
user interface 100, depending on the embodiment. For
instance, as explained above, types of panels can include
charts, controls, graphs, maps, etc. Examples of chart
panels may include a bar chart, line chart, pie chart, scat-
ter plot, etc. Examples of control panels may include a
date picker, dropdown control, button (e.g., export button,
query button, etc.), input box, multiselect box, slider, text
area, timeline, etc. Other examples of panels may include
a card, image, link (e.g., hyperlink), list, text, graphs,
maps, etc. Figures 7A-7C illustrate additional examples
of types of panels.
[0026] A dynamic panel can be linked to one or more
other dynamic panels. As mentioned above, the output
of a panel can be used in another panel. When the data
of a panel depends or relies on the data of another panel,
if the data in the source panel changes, the data in the
panel that relies on the source panel may also change
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or be refreshed. For example, in Figure 1, an example
query obtains data regarding National Football League
teams from multiple data sources. Panel 110 can be a
dropdown control that selects the team to view. Panel
120 can be a dropdown control that selects the season
for which to display the games. Panel 130 can be a table
that displays the games for the team selected in panel
110 for the season selected in panel 120. Changes to
the selected team in panel 110 or the selected season
in panel 120 can update the games displayed in panel
130. In some embodiments, panel 140 and panel 150
display statistics related to the games displayed in panel
130; when games displayed in panel 130 change, panel
140 and panel 150 update accordingly.
[0027] The query and the settings relating to the dis-
play of particular panels can be managed separately. For
example, a user interface can provide a section for en-
tering the query and another section for entering display
related settings. Separate management of the query and
the display settings can allow the panels to be easily up-
dated within the user interface and allow reuse of queries.
The page that contains the panels may be referred to as
a "document."
[0028] In this manner, multiple panels can be used to
display different aspects of the result from a query. One
query can be run to obtain the needed information, and
the result can be parsed and displayed using multiple
panels. Display of information can be simplified by using
multiple panels. Also, the query can be reused across
panels since each panel can extract a portion of the result
to display. In certain embodiments, each panel may have
its own query and display the result of the query. The
panels can also be linked together so that the data from
one panel can be used to display the data in another
panel.

Example User Interface of Dashboard Creation System

[0029] Figures 2A-2D illustrate one embodiment of a
user interface 200 of a dashboard creation system for
creating one or more dynamic panels for use in a dash-
board. For example, the user interface 200 can provide
functionalities for custom styling, query editing and/or
previewing, defining query sub-properties, etc. of panels.
Figure 2A illustrates one embodiment of the main page
210 of the user interface 200. Figure 2B illustrates one
embodiment of the query page 220. Figure 2C illustrates
one embodiment of the global variables page 230. Figure
2D illustrates one embodiment of the document Cascad-
ing Style Sheets (CSS) page 240.
[0030] Using the main page 210, the user can create,
edit, delete, and manage one or more panels. In one
embodiment, the main page 210 includes a top section
211 that displays the name of the document selected, if
any; links to the query page 220 (Figure 2B), the global
variables page 230 (Figure 2C), and the document CSS
page 240 (Figure 2D); and various icons for creating pan-
els and for other features. The main page 210 also in-

cludes a panels section 212 that displays the list of panels
included in the document. The main page 210 includes
a design section 213 where the user can create, organize,
and edit panels. In the example of Figure 2A, the user
creates Document 1, which contains panels p1, p2, p3,
etc. A panel can be referred to by its name, and the name
of the panel can be displayed when the cursor is over a
particular panel. For illustrative purposes, certain items
in design section 213 are marked with dashed lines to
indicate that they are panels; for example, the slider in
the top right corner of design section 213 is a panel. Four
blocks at the bottom of design section 213 (listing com-
pany name and dollar value) are also examples of panels;
these panels are shown in solid lines because they have
borders.
[0031] Moving to Figure 2B, the query page 220 allows
the user to enter a query. For example, a query can be
associated with a panel. The example query page 220
may appear when the user clicks on the link to the query
page 220 on the main page 210 (Figure 2A). The query
page 220 can display a list of queries 221, for example,
stored queries in a database (e.g., template storage 355,
455 in Figures 3 and 4). In some embodiments, a query
may be reused in other documents. For example, the
user can select a query from the list of queries or create
a new query. In the example of Figure 2B, the query page
includes a button for adding a new query. The query page
220 can include a code section 222 for entering the query
and a preview section 223 for previewing results of exe-
cution of the query in code section 222. The user may
update or delete a query from the query page 220. The
example query in Figure 2B relates to the panel shown
in Figure 7C and updates the data source(s) to reflect
availability of individual squares or cards and to add in-
formation relating to the squares or cards (e.g., insert
username, time, etc.).
[0032] Figure 2C illustrates the global variables page
230, which allows the user to define global variables as-
sociated with a document and/or a panel. The global var-
iables can be referred to by the panels in the document.
In addition, the user may also define variables associated
with a panel. The variables can be used to link two or
more panels together. For instance, the query for a panel
may reference a variable in one or more other panels.
The panels may be linked in the sense that when the
data in a particular linked panel updates, the data in the
panels that reference the particular panel also updates.
The global variables page 230 can appear when the user
clicks on the link to the global variables page 230 on the
main page 210 (Figure 2A). The global variables page
230 can be a pop-up window as illustrated in Figure 2C
or a separate page, for example, like the query page 220.
In the example of Figure 2C, the global variables page
230 shows two variables "options" and "strike." In some
embodiments, a global variable is defined for a panel.
The panel global variable may be referenced using the
format "<panel name>.<global variable name>." For ex-
ample, if "options" variable is associated with panel p1,
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and the user can refer to "options" variable as "p1.op-
tions." The panel global variables may also be used to
link two or more panels together. In some embodiments,
global variables may be used to link two or more panels.
In one embodiment, global variables may be referred to
in a uniform resource locator (URL). The global variables
may be modified by changing the values associated with
the global variables in the URL.
[0033] Figure 2D illustrates the document CSS page
240 that allows the user to define the style for a document
and the panels in the document. The document CSS
page 240 can appear when the user clicks on the link to
the document CSS page 240 on the main page 210 (Fig-
ure 2A). The document CSS page 240 can be a pop-up
window as illustrated in Figure 2D or a separate page,
for example, like the query page 220. Different styles can
be applied at various levels of granularity; for example,
a style can apply to individual elements within the docu-
ment or the panel. The document CSS page 240 may
also specify the dimensions of the document and the pan-
els in the document. The same CSS may be applied to
various panels by referring to a panel’s number, title, or
type (e.g., dropdown, text, etc.).
[0034] In some embodiments, the user interface 200,
including the various pages illustrated in Figures 2A-2D,
can be a web interface. The system may also provide
different types or modes of user interfaces for authoring
and editing documents and panels. For example, more
advanced users can use an interface for directly entering
the query, and beginner users can use a simpler interface
that allows selection of values for various aspects of a
panel (e.g., x value and y value of a chart). Users can
share documents with other users and can give other
users permission to edit, read only, etc. For example, the
system can provide an edit mode (or "author mode"), in
which the user can edit all aspects of a panel, e.g., the
query for the panel, the display settings for the panel,
etc. The system can also provide a read only mode (or
"consumer mode"), in which the user can interact with
the panels (e.g., select a value for a dropdown control),
but may not edit other aspects of panels. In certain em-
bodiments, users can edit panels within a web authoring
environment. For example, users may use web technol-
ogies to edit the panels and may edit the panels within a
web page or web interface.
[0035] In one embodiment, the user interface 200 can
have two viewing modes: a WYSIWYG (What You See
Is What You Get) editor mode and a corresponding read-
only consumer mode. In editor mode, built-in panels like
bar charts, scatter plots, time series plots, tables, drop-
down menus, text boxes, etc. can be added and arranged
on the canvas or page. The user can author and edit data
queries via a rich editor Ul, which can support quickly
previewing results for quick debugging. Queries may na-
tively support templating (e.g., via Handlebars) to link to
panels, URL parameters, or data from other queries.
Panels can also be templatized to link to data from the
queries and coordinate with other panels. Additionally,

the editor can customize styling for a particular page or
document, or deployment. The read-only consumer
mode may allow finished web pages to be shared to a
set of users that can interact with a page but not edit its
layout or setup.

Querying and Displaying Data in Data Sources Using 
Dynamic Panels

[0036] Figure 3 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the
interaction between the various components of a dash-
board creation system 300 configured to create and dis-
play dynamic panels, according to one embodiment. The
system 300 can be connected to one or more data sourc-
es 310, such as databases. The system 300 may include
a template engine 350 and template storage 355. A tem-
plate system may allow creation of templates that can be
used to generate user interface pages, such as web pag-
es. A template system can combine templates and data
from data sources to generate user interface pages. For
example, a template engine or processor of the template
system can render the templates and data from data
sources into finished pages. The template engine 350
can render user interface pages based on the documents
and/or data in data sources 310. In some embodiments,
a template is any text that contains a template placehold-
er(s) (e.g., double curly brackets: "{{" and "}}"), and the
template engine 350 processes the template text with a
template context (e.g., an object) and renders the tem-
plate text to provide the final output. The output can be
incorporated into query backends or be used to drive
other panels. The template storage 355 can store tem-
plates and related information. In certain embodiments,
the template storage 355 can also store documents, pan-
els included in documents, and related information.
Some examples of template systems may include Han-
dlebars, Mustache, etc. Figure 3 shows the template en-
gine 350 and the template storage 355 as a part of the
system 300, but they may reside in a separate computing
system or on separate computing devices from the sys-
tem 300. For example, the template engine 350 can be
external to the system 300. The system 300 may com-
municate with a user system 320, such as a desktop com-
puter, laptop, mobile phone, tablet, mobile devices, etc.
For example, the user system 320 displays user interface
pages rendered by the template engine 350. The system
300 may include additional or different components, de-
pending on the embodiment.
[0037] At data flow action 1, the user creates a panel.
As explained above, a panel can have a query associated
with it and display settings associated with it.
[0038] At data flow action 2, the user defines a query
associated with the panel. As mentioned above, the pan-
els can be data source agnostic and can be associated
with data from different types of data sources, such as
relational databases SQL, Elasticsearch, etc. The sys-
tem 300 can connect to and query data from any data
source that supports a text-based query language. The
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system 300 can support different types of query languag-
es and/or tools, depending on the embodiment. In certain
embodiments, Handlebars can be used for the queries.
In some embodiments, JSON (JavaScript Object Nota-
tion) can be used for the queries. In other embodiments,
the system 300 can include one adapter for SQL data-
bases and another adapter for REST backends (e.g.,
Elasticsearch), which may be provided as default adapt-
ers. The system 300 can additionally allow the user to
transform and selectively extract data out of query re-
sults. For example, the user can extract data from JSON
query responses using JSONPath.
[0039] At data flow action 3, the user defines display
settings associated with the panel. The user can define
the display settings in the document CSS for the panel.
The user can create additional panels and define the que-
ry and display settings for each panel. One or more pan-
els may be added to a container. A container may function
as a holder for panels. A container can act as a collection
of panels that move as a unit. The user can define the
layout of the panels within the container, and also define
behavior for the container, which can apply to all the pan-
els in the container as a group. The user may add tabs
for a container. For example, a container may include
multiple tabs, and the user can switch between tabs to
view different content. Each tab can act as a separate
content space and hold different panels.
[0040] At data flow action 4, the system 300 generates
the user interface page for the document that contains
the panel. When the system 300 receives a request from
the user system 320 for a particular document, the sys-
tem 300 can obtain the requested document, for exam-
ple, from the template storage 350 and run the query
associated with the panels in the documents. The tem-
plate engine 350 may combine the document, the panels,
and the query results in order to generate finished user
interface pages. As explained above, one query can be
used to obtain data, and different parts of the query can
be associated with different panels. For instance, a query
q returns columns c1, c2, c3, and c4, and the system 300
creates a text panel whose text is {{q.c1}}, a dropdown
panel whose values is {{q.c2}}, and a chart panel whose
x values and y values are {{q.c3}} and {{q.c4}}, respec-
tively. Or each panel may have a query associated with
it and the result of the query can be associated with the
particular panel. The finished user interface pages can
be then sent to the user system 320 to be displayed in a
user interface.
[0041] At data flow action 5, the user system 320 re-
ceives user input/selection in the user interface. The user
may change the displayed result in the user interface of
the user system 320. For example, the user may select
a particular value in a dropdown control. Or the user may
select a particular panel or an item within a panel. The
user input or selection is sent to the system 300.
[0042] At data flow action 6, the system 300 updates
the display of the panel. For instance, the query may be
rerun or the query result may be filtered based on the

selected value in a dropdown control. Or actions may be
associated with a panel or an item within a panel, and
such actions may be performed. For example, selection
of a panel or an item within a panel can display options
or attributes related to the panel or the item. In one ex-
ample, the selection of a table row in one panel is linked
to another panel that contains more detailed information
about the selected row. A table shows a list of games as
in Figure 1, and selecting a game in the table shows more
detailed statistics on the selected game in a different pan-
el. Certain details relating to Figure 3 are further ex-
plained below in connection with Figure 3A.
[0043] The system 300 can be highly extensible, and
panels can be easily created, edited, and/or removed. In
one embodiment, a new panel can be added by creating
a web module (e.g., an AngularJS module). A simple web
module may be easily created by a suitable module gen-
erator (e.g., via Yeoman generator). Similarly, data
adapters for new types of data sources can be easily
added (e.g., via a java jar).

Linking of Dynamic Panels

[0044] Figure 3A illustrates one example of linking mul-
tiple dynamic panels. In the example of Figure 3, panels
310, 320, and 330 are similar to panels 110, 120, and
130 in Figure 1. Panels 310, 320, and 330 may be named
p1, p2, and p3, respectively. As mentioned in connection
with Figure 1, panel 310 can be a dropdown control that
selects the team to view; panel 320 can be a dropdown
control that selects the season for which to display the
games; and panel 330 can be a table that displays the
games for the team selected in panel 310 for the season
selected in panel 320. For example, panels 310 and 320
can have a selected value variable associated with them
since they are dropdown controls. The variables may be
referenced as p1.selectedValue and p2.selectedValue.
The query of panel 330 can reference p1.selectedValue
and p2.selectedValue in the WHERE clause of a SE-
LECT statement. For example, the query can be as fol-
lows: SELECT column FROM table WHERE team =
p1.selectedValue AND season = p2.selectedValue. In
the example of Figure 3A, p1.selectedValue = "Team 1"
and p2.selectedValue = "2014."
[0045] The query may refer to panels, variables of pan-
els, and/or global variables as templates, and a template
system or language can process the queries and replace
any templates with corresponding values. For example,
a template can be indicated by double curly brackets "{{"
and "}}" in a template system or language, such as Han-
dlebars and Mustache. In the example above, p1.select-
edValue and p2.selectedValue may be enclosed in dou-
ble curly brackets to indicate that they are templates.
Therefore, the query for the example above can be writ-
ten as: SELECT column FROM table WHERE team =
{{p1.selectedValue}} AND season = {{p2.selectedVal-
ue}}. The template engine 350 can process and replace
the templates with their corresponding values at the time
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of generating the finished user interface pages. In certain
embodiments, the system 300 builds a graph of all the
references from the templates and associates the refer-
ences such that if any of the references change, the cor-
responding templates are regenerated or refreshed.
Templates may also refer to objects other than panels,
depending on the embodiment. Using double curly brack-
ets to indicate templates is described above as an ex-
ample, and any other syntax elements can be used to
indicate templates.
[0046] In some embodiments, the user can define var-
iables associated with the panels that can be referenced
in a query. For example, the user can define variable A
for panel 310 and variable B for panel 320, and the query
for panel 330 can reference variable A and variable B in
the query. For example, variable A and variable B can
be associated with the selected value of panel 310 and
panel 320, respectively. As explained above, in some
embodiments, panels can have global variables associ-
ated with them.

Writing to Data Sources Using Dynamic Panels

[0047] Figure 4 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the
interaction between the various components of a dash-
board creation system 400 configured to write to data
sources using dynamic panels, according to one embod-
iment. The system 400 and corresponding components
of Figure 4 may be similar to or the same as the system
300 and similarly named components of Figure 3. The
system 400 may include additional or different compo-
nents, depending on the embodiment.
[0048] In some cases, it may be useful to allow users
to write to or update the data sources through the panels.
For example, the user may want to change the data in a
panel and reflect the changes to the data source. The
user could also save some selected rows from a table in
one document for later use in other documents, or save
notes from different users to a table for later reference.
In certain cases, the user may also want to rename a
portfolio in a database.
[0049] The system 400 can allow the users to update
the data sources 410 through queries. For example, SQL
queries or JSON queries can be used. SQL queries and
JSON queries can refer to the panels as templates, and
a template system or language like Handlebars or Mus-
tache can process the queries and replace any templates
with corresponding values. However, in certain cases,
directly replacing the templates with the corresponding
values can lead to unintended consequences. For in-
stance, the user may specify an always true condition as
the value to be replaced with a template in the WHERE
clause of a SQL query, which can result in changing all
data. In one example, the user creates a query as follows:
UPDATE table SET text = "newText" WHERE id =
{{p1.text}}. If the value of p1.text is "1=1," replacing the
template {{p1.text}} with "1=1 would update every row in
the table. Accordingly, the system 400 make the queries

secure by using a custom function as explained below.
[0050] At data flow action 1, the system 400 creates a
custom function to verify parameters in a query. For ex-
ample, an administrator of the system 400 can create the
custom function.
[0051] In some embodiments, the system 400 uses
SQL queries and processes the SQL queries using Han-
dlebars. The custom function can be a Handlebars help-
er. For example, the custom function can be named "par-
am" and registered with Handlebars. Handlebars can in-
voke the custom function when processing the SQL que-
ries. The user can use the custom function when using
templates in SQL queries.
[0052] In one embodiment, the custom function pre-
vents use of text values in templates and only allows
parameter values in templates. For example, a variable
of a panel used in a template should be a parameter
value. Supposing that the variable of the panel referred
to in a template is p1.property, the custom function
checks whether p1.property is an array. If p1.property is
not an array, the custom function replaces "{{param
p1.property}}" with a "?" and saves the value of p1.prop-
erty for reference, for example, in a reference array. If
p1.property is an array with a length of n, the custom
function replaces "{{param p1.property}}" with a string
containing n question marks separated by commas and
saves the value of each of element in the array for refer-
ence, for example, in a reference array. In this way, the
custom function can help create parameterized queries,
which contain placeholders such as "?" that can be in-
serted in query parameters. The SQL engine would es-
cape and not evaluate these parameters, and therefore,
parameterized queries can prevent SQL injection. For
instance, the expression "1=1" would be escaped and
would not be evaluated as a boolean expression; rather
it is evaluated as a string.
[0053] For example, if p1.property is equal to 1, the
custom function processes the SQL query UPDATE table
SET text = "newText" WHERE id = {{param p1.property}}
to UPDATE table SET text = "newText" WHERE id = ?,
and stores 1 in the reference array. In another example,
if p1.property is equal to an array [1, 2], the custom func-
tion processes the SQL query UPDATE table SET text
= "newText" WHERE id = {{param p1.property}} to UP-
DATE table SET text = "newText" WHERE id = (?, ?),
and stores 1 and 2 in the reference array. The processed
query and parameters can be prepared as a JDBC state-
ment and run against one or more data sources 410.
Types of parameters can be preserved (e.g., whether the
parameter is a number or a string) by using additional
Handlebars helpers.
[0054] In other embodiments, the system 400 uses
JSON queries and processes the JSON queries using
Handlebars and/or Mustache. A JSON query can include
three parts: path, method, and body. The path and the
body can use templates; since the method generally has
a few options, templates may not be used with the meth-
od. In order to have different rules for the use of tem-
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plates, the path, method, and body can be separated into
different components of the query. For example, the path
and method can be considered as metadata, and the
body can be considered as the template.
[0055] The custom function can be used on the body
of a JSON query. The custom function can be a Handle-
bars helper. For example, the custom function can be
named "{{esc}}" and registered with Handlebars. Han-
dlebars can invoke the custom function when processing
JSON queries. The user can use the custom function
when using templates in JSON queries. The custom func-
tion may verify that all values for templates are valid
JSON values (e.g., string, number, object, array,
boolean, null, etc.). The custom function can convert the
value of templates to string format (e.g., using JSON
stringify function). For example, {value: {{esc p1.value}}}
where p1.value is "a" (chars [a]) is evaluated to be {value:
"a"}.
[0056] The system 400 can also create an additional
custom function for string interpolation or for cases where
the user wants to use another Handlebars helper (e.g.,
the join helper). The additional custom function can be a
block helper; for example, it can be referred to as
{{#esc}}{{/esc}} block helper. In one embodiment, the
block helper can evaluate the templates within the block
helper, take the result as one string, and convert the one
string to string format. In other embodiments, Handlebars
evaluates what is inside the block helper, and the helpers
within the block helper can convert the result to string
format. In certain embodiments, the block helper or help-
ers convert the result to string format (e.g., by calling
JSON stringify function) for security. In one embodiment,
JSON stringify function can be called on block helpers
for security. Various embodiments described in this dis-
closure may be implemented separately or in combina-
tion as appropriate.
[0057] The system 400 may also define rules and fea-
tures to be implemented in association with the custom
function(s). In one example, for the path, the system 400
can require that values for templates are uniform re-
source identifier (URI) unreserved characters and are
not periods. This can prevent the template value from
going outside of the intended space in the path (e.g.,
intended directory). In some embodiments, the system
400 may not allow quotes around templates to avoid a
string object from being closed accidentally. The system
400 may also require that all other non-block helpers are
nested inside the {{esc}} helper or used inside the
{{#esc}}{{/esc}} block helper.
[0058] At data flow action 2, the user writes a query in
a panel using the custom function in order to write data
to a data source 410. The system 400 can require users
to use the custom functions when writing queries to write
to a data source 410. For instance, the system 400 can
return errors for queries that do not use the custom func-
tions or do not use the custom functions properly.
[0059] At data flow action 3, the user runs the query.
The user can associate the query with a query button

panel. The user may run the query by clicking on the
query button. The user system 420 can send the user
query to the system 400.
[0060] At data flow action 4, the system 400 invokes
the custom function to verify and process the parameters
in the query. Upon receiving the user query from the user
system 420, the system 400 can invoke the custom func-
tion on the query and format the query appropriately. If
the processed query does not conform to the rules as-
sociated with the custom function, the system 400 can
return an error.
[0061] At data flow action 5, the system 400 runs the
query with the processed parameters to write to the data
source 410. If the processed query is properly written
and/or conforms to the rules associated with the custom
function, the system 400 runs the query against the data
source 410.
[0062] In certain embodiments, the system 400 also
implements custom functions to verify parameters of que-
ries for reading data. For example, the system 400 can
create custom functions (e.g., Handlebars helpers) for
verifying table names, column names, alias table names,
alias column names, etc. In one embodiment, the system
400 creates Handlebars helpers "table," "column," and
"alias" to make sure the table, column, or alias actually
exists in the data sources 410. The system 400 can verify
a table name or column name by checking that the table
name or column name is within the schema of the data-
base. The user can register the alias table name or col-
umn name, and the system 400 may verify an alias name
by checking that it is registered.
[0063] Figure 5 illustrates a flowchart for creating and
displaying dynamic panels in a user interface, according
to certain embodiments. The process 500 may be imple-
mented by one or more systems described with respect
to Figures 3 and 4. For illustrative purposes, the process
500 is explained below in connection with the system 300
in Figure 3 and the example of Figure 3A. Certain details
relating to the process 500 are explained in more detail
with respect to Figures 1-4. Depending on the embodi-
ment, the process 500 may include fewer or additional
blocks, and the blocks may be performed in an order that
is different than illustrated.
[0064] At block 501, the system 300 generates a user
interface configured to display a plurality of panels, each
panel associated with display settings and a query. At
block 502, the system 300 performs the query associated
with a first panel. The first panel can be panel 310 in
Figure 3A.
[0065] At block 503, the system 300 displays the first
panel in the user interface based on the display settings
of the first panel. The query of panel 310 can be run to
obtain the list of teams to display in panel 310. The list
of teams can be displayed according the document CSS
of panel 310. One team from the list of teams may be
displayed in panel 310 as the default value. For example,
panel 310 shows the first team in the list.
[0066] Similarly, the system 300 can perform the query
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associated with panel 320 and display panel 320 in the
user interface based on the display settings of panel 320.
One season from the list of seasons may be displayed
in panel 320 as the default value. For example, panel
320 shows the most current season in the list.
[0067] At block 504, the system 300 performs the query
associated with a second panel. The second panel can
be panel 330 in Figure 3A.
[0068] At block 505, the system 300 displays the sec-
ond panel in the user interface based on the display set-
tings of the second panel. The query of panel 330 can
be run to obtain the list of games to display in panel 330.
As explained above, the query of panel 330 obtains the
list of games to display for the team selected in panel
310 and the season selected in panel 320. The list of
games can be displayed according the document CSS
of panel 330.
[0069] At block 506, the system 300 receives user input
changing the displayed result in the first panel. For ex-
ample, the user selects Team 1 from the list of teams in
panel 310, and panel 310 is updated to show Team 1 as
selected. The user selection is sent to the system 300.
[0070] At block 507, the system 300 updates the dis-
play of the first panel. If there are any changes to be
made to panel 310, the system 300 can refresh panel
310, e.g., by rerunning the query and/or regenerating
panel 310 through the template engine 350. In the ex-
ample of Figure 3A, panel 310 is a dropdown control, so
the system 300 may not have to update panel 310.
[0071] At block 508, the system 300 updates the dis-
play of the second panel. Since the query of panel 330
links to panel 310, panel 330 is also updated to display
games for Team 1 for the season selected in panel 320.
For example, the query for panel 330 can be rerun. In
this manner, linked panels can be updated dynamically.
[0072] Figure 6 illustrates a flowchart for writing to data
sources using dynamic panels, according to certain em-
bodiments. The process 600 may be implemented by
one or more systems described with respect to Figures
3 and 4. For illustrative purposes, the process 600 is ex-
plained below in connection with the system 400 in Figure
4. Certain details relating to the process 600 are ex-
plained in more detail with respect to Figures 1-5. De-
pending on the embodiment, the process 600 may in-
clude fewer or additional blocks, and the blocks may be
performed in an order that is different than illustrated.
[0073] At block 601, the system 400 creates a custom
function to verify parameters in a query. The custom func-
tions may be Handlebars helpers explained above, such
as param helper, {{esc}} helper, {{#esc}}{{/esc}} block
helper, etc.
[0074] At block 602, the system 400 receives a query
using the custom function from a panel in the user inter-
face. The user writes a query that uses the custom func-
tion.
[0075] At block 603, the system 400 invokes the cus-
tom function to verify and process parameters in the que-
ry. In one embodiment, the custom function replaces the

parameters with respective placeholders and stores re-
spective values corresponding to the parameters in an
array. In another embodiment, the custom function
changes respective values corresponding to the param-
eters to string format.
[0076] At block 604, the system 400 runs the query
with the processed parameters to write to or read from
the data source(s) 410.
[0077] Figures 7A-7C illustrate various examples of
panels and features provided by a dashboard creation
system, according to certain embodiments. Figure 7A
illustrates the alignment indicator feature for panels. As
the user moves a panel within the user interface, other
panels that line up with the panel being moved can be
distinguished in the user interface to indicate that they
are aligned. For example, the borders of the other panels
can be highlighted, displayed in a different color, etc. In
one embodiment, one or more guidelines appear to show
that the panels are lined up (e.g., at one edge).
[0078] Figure 7B illustrates the auto zoom feature for
panels. When the finished user interface pages are dis-
played in the user interface, the user may resize the win-
dow of the user interface. In such case, the document
and/or the panels in the user interface pages may be
resized based on the width of the window. For example,
if the window size is increased, the size of the document
and/or the panels in the Ul pages increase to fit the width
of the window. Or if the window size is decreased, the
size of the document and/or the panels in the Ul pages
decrease to fit the width of the window. This can be dif-
ferent from typical web pages where the content of the
web pages remains the same regardless of whether the
window of the browser is resized or not.
[0079] Figure 7C illustrates another example of a panel
730. This panel may be referred to as a "card" panel since
it includes one or more cards that can be selected. A card
panel may refer to visualization of certain information
within a card-like display. Either a single card or multiple
cards can be selected, and the selections can be linked
to other panels. In the example of Figure 7C, different
cards indicate a particular score combination for the out-
come of a game. Users may sign up for a particular score
combination in order to predict the outcome, and the user
names are listed in the card they sign up for.
[0080] In certain embodiments, the user login informa-
tion may be saved as global variables so that they can
be accessible within the document. The user login infor-
mation can include the group, email address, name, etc.
of the user. The user login information may be used in
queries, for example, to check permissions, etc.

Dashboard Creation Application

[0081] The system for providing a plurality of dynamic
panels in a user interface as explained above may also
be referred to as a "Dashboard Creation Application."
The Dashboard Creation Application (DCA) can be an
extensible WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get)
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web application for quickly and easily creating interactive,
data-driven web pages. For example, the Dashboard
Creation Application can easily create interactive dash-
boards which support lightweight filtering and drill-down
operations on top of arbitrary data storage systems or
data sources.
[0082] In one embodiment, the Dashboard Creation
Application enables analysts to author dashboards of vis-
ualizations for easy consumption by end users. It will pro-
vide a number of panels like charts, tables, and images,
in a pluggable architecture so analysts can add custom
panels for particular deployments. For example, a stand-
ard plug-in structure can be used across systems and
products. Panels will be interactive and coordinated, and
support filtering/aggregations to create drill-down style
analysis. The dashboard author will have fine control over
the layout and styling of the panels contained in each
Dashboard Creation Application dashboard. The Dash-
board Creation Application will be deployable on top of
any collection of other products for presentation and
dashboarding use cases because it is agnostic to the
underlying data store.
[0083] In various embodiments, the Dashboard Crea-
tion Application may perform one or more of the functions
noted below:

• Create dashboards which use Elasticsearch or SQL
data sources

• Add chart, table, text, dropdown, map, multi-select,
etc. panels to dashboards

• Create custom panels
• Create basic links between panels
• Move and resize panels via the Ul
• Edit the query template associated with a panel

through the Ul
• Create/manage new documents through the UI
• Flexibility around which portions of a JSON response

can be accessed and used as data for the panels
• Share a pool of queries/variables across all panels

to make it easier to build dashboards
• Abstracting out features across backends into the

"basic" or "beginner" Ul

[0084] In some embodiments, the Dashboard Creation
Application integrates closely with other products so that
more use cases can be covered by combining the tools
appropriately. The numbers and types of users reached
can be increased by improving the usability and expres-
siveness of the Ul available to end users for building
dashboards. In various embodiments, the Dashboard
Creation Application may implement one or more of the
functions noted below:

• Expansion of the formatting Ul - users can make very
specific visual edits to the panels through the Ul

• Filters and/or panels from other applications or web-
based applications can be dropped into and used
inside Dashboard Creation Application.

Example Implementation Mechanisms

[0085] For example, Figure 8 shows a block diagram
that illustrates a computer system 800 upon which an
embodiment may be implemented. For example, the
computing system 800 may comprise a system for pro-
viding a plurality of dynamic panels in a user interface.
Other computing systems discussed herein may include
any portion of the circuitry and/or functionality discussed
with reference to system 800. For instance, the system
300 and/or 400 can each include some or all of the com-
ponents and/or functionality of the system 800.
[0086] Computer system 800 includes a bus 802 or
other communication mechanism for communicating in-
formation, and a hardware processor, or multiple proc-
essors, 804 coupled with bus 802 for processing infor-
mation. Hardware processor(s) 804 may be, for example,
one or more general purpose microprocessors.
[0087] Computer system 800 also includes a main
memory 806, such as a random access memory (RAM),
cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to
bus 802 for storing information and instructions to be ex-
ecuted by processor 804. Main memory 806 also may
be used for storing temporary variables or other interme-
diate information during execution of instructions to be
executed by processor 804. Such instructions, when
stored in storage media accessible to processor 804,
render computer system 800 into a special-purpose ma-
chine that is customized to perform the operations spec-
ified in the instructions.
[0088] Computer system 800 further includes a read
only memory (ROM) 808 or other static storage device
coupled to bus 802 for storing static information and in-
structions for processor 804. A storage device 810, such
as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive
(Flash drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 802
for storing information and instructions.
[0089] Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus
802 to a display 812, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT)
or LCD display (or touch screen), for displaying informa-
tion to a computer user. An input device 814, including
alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 802 for
communicating information and command selections to
processor 804. Another type of user input device is cursor
control 816, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor di-
rection keys for communicating direction information and
command selections to processor 804 and for controlling
cursor movement on display 812. This input device typ-
ically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis
(e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device
to specify positions in a plane. In some embodiments,
the same direction information and command selections
as cursor control may be implemented via receiving
touches on a touch screen without a cursor.
[0090] Computing system 800 may include a user in-
terface module to implement a GUI that may be stored
in a mass storage device as executable software codes
that are executed by the computing device(s).
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[0091] Computer system 800 may implement the tech-
niques described herein using customized hard-wired
logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or pro-
gram logic which in combination with the computer sys-
tem causes or programs computer system 800 to be a
special-purpose machine. According to one embodi-
ment, the techniques herein are performed by computer
system 800 in response to processor(s) 804 executing
one or more sequences of one or more instructions con-
tained in main memory 806. Such instructions may be
read into main memory 806 from another storage medi-
um, such as storage device 810. Execution of the se-
quences of instructions contained in main memory 806
causes processor(s) 804 to perform the process steps
described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination
with software instructions.
[0092] Various forms of media may be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 804 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line using a mo-
dem. A modem local to computer system 800 can receive
the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red trans-
mitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-
red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red
signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus
802. Bus 802 carries the data to main memory 806, from
which processor 804 retrieves and executes the instruc-
tions. The instructions received by main memory 806
may optionally be stored on storage device 810 either
before or after execution by processor 804.
[0093] Computer system 800 also includes a commu-
nication interface 818 coupled to bus 802. Communica-
tion interface 818 provides a two-way data communica-
tion coupling to a network link 820 that is connected to a
local network 822. For example, communication inter-
face 818 may be an integrated services digital network
(ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or a modem
to provide a data communication connection to a corre-
sponding type of telephone line. As another example,
communication interface 818 may be a local area net-
work (LAN) card to provide a data communication con-
nection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component to com-
municate with a WAN). Wireless links may also be im-
plemented. In any such implementation, communication
interface 818 sends and receives electrical, electromag-
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams rep-
resenting various types of information.
[0094] Network link 820 typically provides data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, network link 820 may provide a
connection through local network 822 to a host computer
824 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) 826. ISP 826 in turn provides data com-
munication services through the world wide packet data

communication network now commonly referred to as
the "Internet" 825. Local network 822 and Internet 825
both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that
carry digital data streams. The signals through the vari-
ous networks and the signals on network link 820 and
through communication interface 818, which carry the
digital data to and from computer system 800, are exam-
ple forms of transmission media.
[0095] Computer system 800 can send messages and
receive data, including program code, through the net-
work(s), network link 820 and communication interface
818. In the Internet example, a server 830 might transmit
a requested code for an application program through In-
ternet 825, ISP 826, local network 822 and communica-
tion interface 818.
[0096] The received code may be executed by proc-
essor 804 as it is received, and/or stored in storage de-
vice 810, or other non-volatile storage for later execution.

Example Dashboard Creation System

[0097] Figure 9 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface 900 comprising dynamic panels for displaying
results of queries performed on one or more data sourc-
es. Panels 910, 920, 930, 940, 950, 960, and 970 are
some examples of different types of panels that can be
included in the user interface 900. Panels 910, 940, and
950 show progress as a bar and as a percentage. Panels
920 and 930 show countdown progress as a number of
days and as budget remaining. Panels 960 and 970 show
the progress of certain metrics as percentages.
[0098] Like the panels described with respect to Figure
1, the panels in Figure 9 can be linked to one or more
other dynamic panels. The panels in Figure 9 can also
output data to other panels, are associated with query
code for retrieving data, output a visualization based on
the queried data and selected display settings, and up-
date when the underlying data changes. Furthermore, in
addition to the panels being associated with query code,
the panels can use one or more variables, be defined
with one or more styles, have a number of HTML or CSS
properties, be dependent on data from other panels, or
output data used by other dependent panels.
[0099] Figure 10 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface 1000 of a dashboard creation system compris-
ing dynamic panels for displaying results of queries per-
formed on one or more data sources with editing tools.
Figure 10 includes the user interface 900 from Figure 9
in a dashboard creation system with tool pages 1030,
1040, 1050, and 1060 in a browser 1010. The example
embodiment of Figure 10 shows other embodiments for
displaying a number of elements shown and discussed
with respect to Figures 2A-2D.
[0100] The user interface 1000 can be accessed as a
through a browser or as a standalone program. As shown
in Figure 10, the example user interface 1000 is accessed
in a browser 1010 by accessing a website address 1020.
In some embodiments, the user interface 1000 can be
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accessed through a local program, which can be helpful
for using the dashboard creation system when internet
access is not available. A toolbar 1070 at the top of the
page includes buttons to access tool pages related to
queries, functions, data, dependencies, styles, variables,
and other toolbars. In some embodiments, the tool pages
can be shown as standalone pages or as tool pages over-
laid on top of interfaces (for example, Figure 2B shows
a query page 220 while Figure 2C shows a global varia-
bles page 230 as a tool page overlaid on top of main
page 210). Although Figure 10 shows tool pages 1030,
1040, 1050, and 1060 beside or overlaid on user interface
900, different embodiments may also show the tool pag-
es as separate pages.
[0101] Tool pages 1050 and 1060 include tabs indicat-
ing the type of tool pages that are available. Tool page
1050 includes tabs for queries, functions, data, and de-
pendencies. Tool page 1060 includes tabs for styles and
variables.
[0102] The user interface 1000 also includes tool pag-
es 1030 and 1040 in column format along the left and
right sides of the user interface 900. Tool page 1030 in-
cludes a number of selectable interface elements such
as layout group 1031, coded element 1032 indicated by
a "< / >" tag icon, visualization 1033 indicated by a pie
chart icon, map 1034 indicated by a map icon, and other
types of elements 1035 indicated by other icons. Tool
page 1030 can include the structural divisions of main
page 900, including structural divisions for the header,
body, comments, tables, paragraphs, div, etc., and ele-
ments listed in tool page 1030 can be nested to reflect
those structural divisions. Tool page 1040 includes mul-
tiple icons 1041 for alignment and fields 1042 for arrange-
ment. Tool page 1040 can also include CSS associations
1043 and custom styles 1044 where a style can be de-
fined for any element or group of elements on a page.
The icons 1041, fields 1042, CSS associations 1043, and
custom styles 1044 can be interacted with to cause prop-
erties to change in the coding of the user interface 900,
such as in the HTML, CSS, or script coding.
[0103] The document of Figure 9 can be easily created
and edited using the interface shown in Figure 10. Que-
rying documents, interacting with variables, defining
styles, formatting element layouts, and displaying que-
ried data can require technical skills including program-
ming in database languages such as SQL and other lan-
guages JSON, XML, HTML, CSS, Javascript, as well as
graphic design skills. However, the panels provide a tem-
plate that already incorporates much of the technical
backbone so that users do not need in-depth technical
skills. Properties of panels manipulated in the tool pages
automatically generate the corresponding code, greatly
simplifying the document development process. Fields
still provide the ability to manipulate panels by code-level
edits.

Example Tool Pages

[0104] Figures 11A-11C illustrates embodiments of us-
er interfaces of a dashboard creation system for creating
a dynamic panel. The user interfaces in 11A-11C can be
overlaid on top of other interfaces. For example, the user
interfaces in 11A-11C, 12-16, and 19-20 can be dis-
played as tool pages 1050 and 1060 in Figure 10. In some
embodiments, the user interfaces 11A-11C are displayed
as standalone pages.
[0105] The user interface in Figure 11A shows a query
page 1100 that allows a user to enter and edit a query
associated with a panel. Query page 1100 can appear
when the user clicks on the query link in the toolbar 1070
of Figure 10 or on the query link in the toolbar 1101 at
the top of the query page 1100 of Figure 11A. The query
page 1100 can display a list of queries 1102. The queries
in the list of queries 1102 can be queries that are stored
in a database and can be reused across different panels
and different documents. A user can select a query from
the list of queries or create a new query by clicking a
button 1104. The query page 1100 can also include a
code section 1106 for entering the query and a preview
section 1108. The user may update or delete any query
from the query page 1100. Selecting a query from the list
of queries 1102 can cause the code section 1106 to show
the code associated with that query. Selecting a panel
(such as panels 910, 920, 930, 940, 950, 960, and 970
of Figure 9) can cause the query associated with the se-
lected panel to be displayed in the code section 1106.
The query may read from or write to one or more data-
bases that can be selected from database dropdown list
1112, which can auto-populate with a list of available
databases and databases referenced by any of the que-
ries in the query list 1102. The example database selec-
tion in the database dropdown list is SQL Database 1. A
run button 1114 can be clicked to execute the query. In
some embodiments, the run button 1114 can execute
the query selected in the list of queries 1102 or displayed
in code section 1106 along with any dependent queries.
A preview section 1108 shows a preview of results of the
execution of the query in code section 1106. An update
button 1116 can update the query or the output when
clicked and also indicated if the query or output is updat-
ed. Clicking the update button can also cause variables,
panels, widgets, and functions that depend on the edited
query to also update. Determining the dependent rela-
tionships is further discussed with respect to other figures
such as Figure 12. A button 1118 can also be provided
to include partials, which are parts of reusable code.
[0106] The user interface in Figure 11B shows a func-
tion page 1140 that allows a user to enter and edit a
function. Function page 1140 can appear when the user
clicks on the function link in the toolbar 1070 of Figure
10 or on the function link in the toolbar 1101 at the top
of the function page 1140 of Figure 11B. The function
page 1140 can display a list of functions 1142. The func-
tions in the list of functions 1142 can be functions that
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are stored in a database and can be reused across dif-
ferent queries and different documents. A user can select
a function from the list of queries or create a new function
by clicking a button 1144. The function page 1100 can
also include a code section 1146 for entering the function
and a preview section 1148. The user may update or
delete any function from the function page 1100. Select-
ing a function from the list of functions 1142 can cause
the code section 1146 to show the code associated with
that function. Selecting function code used in a query can
provide an option to display the function code in code
section 1146. The function shown in the code section
1146 can be written in a template syntax that is different
from the language of the query shown in code section
1106. A run button 1150 can be clicked to execute the
function. In some embodiments, the run button 1150 can
execute the function selected in the list of functions 1142
or displayed in code section 1146 along with any queries
that are dependent on the function. A preview section
1148 shows a preview of the function’s output. An update
button 1152 can update the function or the output when
clicked and also shows a checkmark to indicate if the
function successfully runs on a page load. An "X" or other
indicator can show when the function fails to successfully
run.
[0107] The user interface in Figure 11C shows a vari-
ables page 1180 that allows a user to view and edit var-
iables, similar to the global variables page 230 of Figure
2C. Variables page 1180 can appear when the user clicks
on the variables link in the toolbar 1070 of Figure 10 or
on the variables link in the toolbar 1182 at the top of the
variables page 1180 of Figure 11C. The function page
1180 can display a list of variables 1184 and the value
of the variables. The variables in the list of variables 1142
can be local variables. In some embodiments, the vari-
ables in the list of variables 1142 can be global variables
that can be reused across different queries. In some em-
bodiments, the variables in the list of variables 1142 can
be global variables that can be reused across different
documents. A user can create a new variable by clicking
a button 1186. Selecting a variable used in a query or
function can provide an option to display the variable in
variable page 1180.
[0108] The tool pages shown in Figure 11A to 11C pro-
vide helpful, code-level editing tools. This way, docu-
ments can be edited and scripted at code-level details
so that technically skilled document developers are not
limited to templated functionalities.

Example Dependency Tool Pages

[0109] Figure 12 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface comprising a visual indication of dependencies.
The user interface shows a dependency page 1200 that
shows visualization 1202 of dependencies of, or relation-
ships among, queries, functions, variables, widgets,
and/or the like. As used herein, a first element is "de-
pendent" on a second element if the first element cannot

be executed, completed, or known until the second ele-
ment is known, completed, or executed and provided to
the first element. For example, a panel configured to
show the sum of a variable value added to a number
queried from a database is dependent on both the vari-
able and the query result.
[0110] The graphical visualization is shown as a layout
of graphical nodes (e.g., icons, shapes, etc.). As used
herein, the term "node" is a broad term that encompasses
its ordinary and customary meaning, and includes but is
not limited to any representation or indication of a data
item (e.g., an element) or a group of data items. For ex-
ample, the term "node" may refer to any type of graphical
representation of a data item, e.g., as shown in the vis-
ualization 1202. In another example, the term "node" may
refer to any type of logical representation of any data
item, e.g., a digital representation of a data item as stored
in a database or otherwise stored in a computer readable
storage medium. The nodes can be connected by one
or more edges (which may be directional or not). Accord-
ingly, the visualization 1202 comprises a visual repre-
sentation of a type of mathematical graph. Thus, the de-
pendency visualization 1202 may also be referred to as
a "dependency graph" or simply a "graph."
[0111] The nodes in the graph 1202 are represented
as icons 1204 with arrows (or edges) indicating the di-
rection of dependencies. As used herein, the term "edge"
is a broad term that encompasses its ordinary and cus-
tomary meaning, and includes but is not limited to any
representation or indication of a relationship among two
or more nodes (e.g., two or more elements or groups of
elements). For example, the term "edge" may refer to
any type of graphical representation of a relationship or
dependency between two nodes, e.g., as shown in the
visualization 1202. In another example, the term "edge"
may refer to any type of logical representation of a rela-
tionship among two or more nodes, e.g., a digital repre-
sentation of a relationship among two or more nodes
(e.g., data items) as stored in a database or otherwise
stored in a computer readable storage medium.
[0112] The different icons represent different elements
of a document, similar to the icons shown in Figure 10.
The dependency page 1200 in Figure 12 can include
icons for coded elements 1206 such as widgets, func-
tions 1208, queries 1210, variables 1212, and packages
1214. The icons can be color coded. For example, the
widget icons 1206 can be blue, the function icons 1208
can be yellow, and the variable icons can be purple. Icons
can further be broken down to show subtypes. For ex-
ample, icon 1206 can be a blue circle with "< / >" to show
a widget, icon 1232 can be a blue circle with a bar graph
to show a bar graph widget, and icon 1234 can be a blue
circle with a pie chart to show a pie chart widget. Some
elements in a document have neither upstream nor
downstream dependency. Several icons 1228 shown in
the top left corner have no dependent arrows because
the elements underlying the icons are independent and
have no downstream dependencies. Some groups of el-
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ements in a document can have a separate dependency
chain. Icons 1230 show a small dependency chain sep-
arate from the main web.
[0113] Dependency page 1200 can appear when the
user clicks on the dependency link in the toolbar 1070 of
Figure 10 or on the dependency link in the toolbar 1216
at the top of the dependency page 1200 of Figure 12.
The dependency page 1200 can display a list of elements
1218 included in the graphical visualization 1202. The
list 1218 can show both the name and type of element.
In some embodiments, a user can select an element in
either the list 1218 or the visualization 1202 to show or
highlight the element in the other of the list 1218 or the
visualization 1202. In some embodiments, selecting an
element in either the list 1218 or the visualization 1202
will show or highlight the element in a different user in-
terface. For example, selecting a panel in the list 1218
or panel icon in the visualization 1202 can bring up panel
910 for display in the user interface 900 of Figure 9 or
Figure 10 or bring up a query and query code associated
with the selected panel in a query page 1100 of Figure
11A. As another example, selecting a variable in the list
of elements 1218 or a variable icon in the visualization
1202 can cause a variable page 1180 to display or high-
light the selected variable. As another example, selecting
a query in the list of elements 1218 or a query icon in the
visualization 1202 can cause a query page 1100 to dis-
play the code of the selected query. As another example,
selecting a variable in the list of elements 1218 or a var-
iable icon in the visualization 1202 can cause a query
page 1100 to display where in the query the code the
selected variable is used.
[0114] The example dependency page also includes
a dropdown menu 1220, a hierarchy view button 1222,
a web view button 1224, and a refresh button 1226 along
the top. The dropdown menu 1220 allows certain features
to be highlighted in the visualization 1202 and is further
described with respect to Figures 14 and 20. Clicking the
hierarchy view button 1222 causes the icons in the vis-
ualization 1202 to display in an arrangement according
to levels of dependency depth, with independent ele-
ments in a first area, elements with one level of depend-
ency in a second area (such as below the first area), and
so on. An example hierarchy is shown in Figure 13. Click-
ing the web view button causes the icons in the visuali-
zation to display in the web-like arrangement shown in
Figure 12. In the web view, icons of the lowest level de-
pendencies extending out as a chain of icons from icons
of upstream elements. The refresh button can be clicked
to re-determine dependencies and update the visualiza-
tion 1202.
[0115] The visualization 1202 can be generated, at
least in part, based on the way that queries are linked to
other elements. For example, in some embodiments, var-
iables in a query are coded with a template syntax such
as Handlebars or Mustache. A custom function written
in the language of the template syntax can be used to
link the dependencies, such as a query and a variable.

For example, the user creates a query as follows: UP-
DATE table SET text = "newText" WHERE id = {{p1.text}}.
The function can extract the dependency of the param-
eter inside of the {{ }} and link the query with p1.text using
Handlebar helpers. Accordingly, in some embodiments,
a custom Handlebar can be used to determine some de-
pendencies of an underlying language, such as SQL,
without needing to execute the underlying SQL code. In
some embodiments, the graph is drawn with SVG and
managed with D3.js or any library that manages markup.
In some embodiments, the layout can be generated as
a force directed graph. In some embodiments, the layout
or positioning of the nodes uses WebCola and Darge
libraries. The dependency information can be stored and
updated as the queries, panels, variables, and functions
change. This stored dependency information can be
used, as described in further detail with respect to other
figures, to partially refresh parts of documents affected
by changes without needing to refresh parts of docu-
ments unaffected by changes. This stored dependency
information can also be used to determine options for
populating autocomplete fields.
[0116] Figure 13 illustrates embodiments of visual in-
dications of dependencies. Dependency visualization ar-
ea 1300 shows different arrangements of icons as visu-
alizations of dependencies. Visualization group 1302
shows icons without interconnection arrows because el-
ements underlying the icons have no upstream or down-
stream dependencies. Visualization groups 1304, 1306,
and 1308 show different variations of visualization webs.
Visualization group 1310 shows two, two-icon depend-
ency webs. Visualization group 1312 shows a hierarchi-
cal view of dependency icons. The icons in the 2nd layer
of the hierarchy have at least one dependency to an icon
in the 1st layer. The icons in the 3rd layer have at least
one dependency to an icon in the 2nd layer.
[0117] Figure 14 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface comprising a visual indication of dependencies.
Figure 14 shows the effects of making sub-selections
using the dropdown menu 1220 of Figure 12. The user
interface shows a dependency page 1400 that shows
visualization 1202 after making a sub-selection of de-
pendencies. Icon 1404 is selected in the visualization
1202. In the dropdown menu 1220, the option "Neigh-
bors" is selected. In response, the visualization updates
so that only the icons that are neighbors of the selected
icon 1404 are shown. In some embodiments, all of the
visualization 1202 is visible, but the neighbors are em-
phasized or highlighted. Other selections can be made
to show or highlight upstream dependencies, down-
stream dependencies, or only selected icons. Other se-
lections can be made to show only certain types of ele-
ments (e.g., only queries and variables).
[0118] The dependency visualization can be used to
identify the longest dependencies and visualize dataflow.
Based on this visualization, dataflow can be restructured
so that documents load faster. Long dependency chains
can be identified, and code can be rewritten so that ele-
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ments are loaded in parallel instead of in sequence. The
longest loading elements can be prioritized and coded
to begin loading earlier. Furthermore, dependency data
can be stored as dependency information. The depend-
ency information can be referenced when changes are
made to a document and the output of the document is
refreshed. By referencing the dependency information,
only elements dependent on changes can be refreshed,
resulting in faster refresh times.

Example Tool Pages

[0119] Figure 15 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface for configuring a dataset. The user interface in
Figure 15 shows a data page 1500 that allows a user to
provide a local dataset. Data page 1500 can appear when
the user clicks on the data link in the toolbar 1070 of
Figure 10 or on the data link in the toolbar 1101 at the
top of the data page 1500 of Figure 15. The data page
1500 can display a list 1502 of available datasets. The
datasets in the list of datasets 1502 can be datasets that
are stored on a local machine instead of being accessed
through a network. Accessing a local dataset can allow
users to test out code on various datasets without need-
ing to configure a network connection and without need-
ing to access remote databases. This way, a database
can continue to be used while local data is experimented
with. A user can select a dataset from the list 1502 of
datasets or import a new dataset from a file by clicking
a button 1504. Users can edit the data using the data
page 1500 to see its effect on a user interface, such as
user interface 900 of Figure 9, without needing permis-
sions to write data to or overwrite data on a database
and without disturbing the database that might be in use.
Alternatively, a user can drag and drop a file 1506 into
the data page 1500. The data page 1500 can also include
a preview section 1508. The user may update or edit any
data from the data page 1100. Selecting a dataset from
the list of datasets 1502 can cause the preview section
1508 to show the data contained within the dataset.
[0120] When remote databases are accessed, user
permissions or authentication can be required. Queries
to databases can access databases if appropriate per-
missions or credentials are configured. Examples of Ac-
cess Control Lists and ACL features, and systems for
generating ACLs as described herein, may be found in
U.S. Patent No. 8,527,461 entitled "CROSS-ACL MULTI-
MASTER REPLICATION" filed November 27, 2012, U.S.
Patent No. 8,688,749 entitled "CROSS-ONTOLOGY
MULTI-MASTER REPLICATION" filed March 31, 2011,
U.S. Patent No. 9,081,975 entitled "SHARING INFOR-
MATION BETWEEN NEXUSES THAT USE DIFFER-
ENT CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES FOR INFORMA-
TION ACCESS CONTROL" filed October 22, 2012, and
U.S. Patent No. 8,838,538 entitled "TECHNIQUES FOR
REPLICATING CHANGES TO ACCESS CONTROL
LISTS ON INVESTIGATIVE ANALYSIS DATA" filed July
31, 2013, the entire disclosure of each of which is hereby

made part of this specification as if set forth fully herein
and incorporated by reference for all purposes, for all that
it contains.
[0121] Figure 16 illustrates one embodiment of a da-
taset shown in a user interface 1600. Figure 16 shows
the data page 1500 after data is loaded from the file 1506.
Once imported, queries can be run against the dataset.
The list of datasets 1502 includes the first set of imported
data. The preview section 1508 shows the data contained
within the data file 1506. Add column button 1610 can
be clicked to add a column of data to the data set, and
the add row button 1612 can be clicked to add a row of
data to the data set. The upload button 1614 can be
clicked to upload the dataset to the document itself, to a
remote computer, or to a remote database. In embodi-
ments where the upload button 1614 is clicked to upload
the dataset to the document itself, the dataset can be
stored in JSON as part of the document. The refresh
button 1616 refreshes the displayed data based on any
changes to the underlying source.
[0122] In some embodiments, the user interface 1600
can show data retrieved from a database. A name of the
data or the database can be listed. When the name is
selected, the data can be displayed in the user interface.
A list of the available data from databases and from local
sources can allow different sources of data to be selected
and used. In some embodiments, local data can be edited
or renamed, and queries can be directed to execute on
the local data or locally edited database data instead of
an original target of the query. Data that is locally edited
can be uploaded to the document, a database, or a re-
mote server by pressing the upload button 1614. In con-
junction with using local data as shown in Figure 16, the
dashboard creation system can be run as an executable
or downloaded file instead of being run through a web
browser. By using a local executable dashboard creation
system and local data files, no internet access is needed.
[0123] Figure 17 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface comprising dynamic panels for displaying re-
sults of queries performed on one or more data sources
with editing tools. The user interface 1700 shows a dash-
board creation system with tool pages and a preview of
a main page 1701. The main page 1701 includes a first
panel 1702 named w1 that shows a bar graph represen-
tation of data. The main page 1702 also includes a sec-
ond panel 1704 named w2 that shows a dropdown menu
for a user to select a data source. The selected data
source is the data source that is queried by w1 to generate
the bar graph.
[0124] A tool page along the right side of user interface
1700 includes a number of fields to edit settings of a
selected panel, such as w1. Buttons 1701 can be select-
ed to edit the data, axes, or miscellaneous settings of
panel w1. Field 1712 allows for code to be written defining
the source of the x-axis for panel w1. As a value, such
as "w2" is typed into field 1712, a dropdown menu is
displayed to provide an autocompleted list of variables,
objects, and other properties related to w2 for selection.
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Widgets can be added to the main page using an add
widget button 1706. Tool page 1708 includes a list of
selectable elements. In the example of Figure 17, the list
includes w1 and w2.
[0125] The field 1712 can populate options in the au-
tocompleted list by referencing the stored dependency
information. For example, panel w1 may use, for its x
axis, {{SelectedDisplayValues}} of panel w2. This can be
stored as a dependency: panel w1 depends on panel w2,
which depends on {{SelectedDisplay}}. Accordingly, in
the autocomplete list, the option "w2.SelectedDisplay-
Values" can be determined to be an autocomplete option
by looking through data stored in the dependency chain.
[0126] Figure 18 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface comprising dynamic panels for displaying re-
sults of queries performed on one or more data sources
with editing tools. The user interface 1800 shows a dash-
board creation system with tools pages and a preview of
a main page 1801. The main page 1801 includes a first
panel 1802 named w34 and a second panel 1804 named
dialog_button. The first panel 1802 is configured to dis-
play welcome text in a dialog box when the run button
1804 is pressed.
[0127] Widgets can be added to the main page 1801
by clicking the add widget button, which then causes a
dropdown menu 1806 to display. Different categories of
widgets are shown, and a panel type can be selected,
dragged, and dropped into a location in the main page.
Each widget placed on a main page 1801 can cause
HTML, JavaScript, and query code to be coded in the
document. Furthermore, tools provide for the entry of
query code to be associated with the widget. Accordingly,
widgets allow for user-friendly design of documents with-
out needing technical HTML and JavaScript coding skills.
In addition, the dashboard creation system provides ed-
itable fields to modify and code HTML, JavaScript, query,
and other settings so that advanced users are not limited
to a widget template.
[0128] A tool page along the right side of user interface
1800 includes a number of fields to edit settings of a
selected panel, such as the dialog_button. A field 1808
allows the name of the panel to be edited. A query field
1810 allows a query to be written for the dialog button,
and is currently shown as a blank set of braces. A text
field 1812 causes any entered text to be displayed in the
panel 1804. A CSS field 1814 allows a style to be defined
for the panel 1804. The panel can refresh the represen-
tation of queried data when the text, style, or settings are
modified.
[0129] An event menu 1816 for dialog panel w34 1802
provides for a selection of events to trigger the execution
of one or more queries or other actions related to the
dialog panel w34. In some embodiments, a function or
query of dialog panel w34 will execute when triggered by
the event selected in the event menu 1816. In some em-
bodiments, the panel itself will not display, or will not dis-
play a visualization, until the event is triggered. Example
events include when the user application is ready, when

the user application is resized, when a panel is closed or
opened, when a variable is set, when a script or function
has started or completed, etc. In the example of Figure
18, the welcome dialog is set to display when a user clicks
the run button.
[0130] Figures 15 to 18 show additional functionality.
Local data can be used where access to remote data-
bases is not available. Local data also allows for data
manipulation and experimentation in developing a doc-
ument when data in the actual database may be in use
by another program. For example, local medical data can
be manipulated and experimented for designing a doc-
ument for a hospital because experimenting with a hos-
pital’s live database could have undesirable conse-
quences. Having multiple data sources gives document
developers flexibility to experiment. The further help with
experimenting and document design. Document devel-
opment tools, such as autocomplete fields and panel dis-
plays of queried data, can be determined and shown
quickly by partially refreshing elements dependent on
changes instead of refreshing entire documents. Chang-
es can also be quickly reflected across different pages
by updating dependent elements. The dependencies can
be determined by the stored dependency information.

Example Timing Tools

[0131] Figure 19 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface comprising a visual indication of dependencies
and a table of execution times. The user interface shows
a dependency page 1900 that shows visualization 1202
of dependencies of queries, functions, variables, and
widgets similar to Figure 12. A timing table 1904 is shown
beside the visualization 1202. The timing table 1904 lists
the names of the elements shown in the visualization and
the type of each element. When a document is loaded,
various execution times can be logged and then present-
ed. The timing table lists the time in node for the elements,
which includes the time that it took a particular element
to load. For example, as shown in Figure 19, Query 1
took 646 ms to execute. The timing table also lists the
server time for a particular element. As part of the 646
ms that it took Query 1 to execute, 270 ms was taken by
a server to respond with the data requested by Query 1.
The timing table also lists the load time for a particular
element. The load time is the total time taken after the
document begins loading before an element is complet-
ed. For example, Query 1 might not immediately execute
when a document is loaded because Query 1 might re-
quire other elements to load first due to dependencies.
As a result, although Query 1 only took 646 ms to load,
it took 1598 ms before Query 1 completed because Query
1 did not start executing during the first 952 ms.
[0132] Selecting an element in the timing table 1904
can cause the visualization 1202 to show or highlight the
corresponding icon for the selected element, and, in
some embodiments, also highlight any dependency
chain branches associated with the corresponding icon.
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The timing table and dependency visualizations can be
used in order to quickly identify the elements that take
the longest to load and the elements with the longest
dependency chains. The table and visualization make it
easy to quickly identify the slowest elements.
[0133] Figure 20 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface comprising a visual indication of dependencies
and a table of execution times. The user interface shows
a dependency page 2000 that shows visualization 2002.
Dependency page 2000 shows variations on embodi-
ments of several previously discussed user interfaces.
Visualization 2002 shows the dependencies of queries,
functions, variables, and widgets similar to visualization
1202 of Figure 12, but the visualization 2002 is displayed
in a hierarchical layout format instead of a web. The tim-
ing table 2004 is similar to timing table 1904 of Figure
19, but the timing table 2004 is rearranged by element
name. In some embodiments, the timing table can be
arranged to list the elements by speed for any of the time
in node, time in server, or load time.
[0134] Selecting an element in the timing table 1904
can cause the visualization 1202 to show or highlight the
corresponding icon for the selected element, and, in
some embodiments, also highlight the dependency chain
associated with the corresponding icon. Developers can
use the timing table and dependency visualizations in
order to quickly identify the elements that take the longest
time to load and the elements with the longest depend-
ency chains. The table and visualization make it easy to
quickly identify the slowest elements by the highest load
time or highest time in node. This can enable certain sec-
tions of code be rewritten to remove dependencies or be
restructure code so that elements in a document load
faster. This can be done, for example, by starting certain
slower elements sooner, restricting certain elements to
execute in parallel, breaking certain elements into small-
er elements, prioritizing the execution of elements from
which a lot of other elements depend, etc. To speed up
a document completion time, the element with the highest
completion time can be coded to execute faster or start
executing sooner.
[0135] Figure 21 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface comprising dynamic panels for displaying re-
sults of queries performed on one or more data sources
with a placeholder visual. User interface 2100 shows a
dashboard creation system with tool pages 2102, 2104
and a main page 2106 that includes a plurality of panels
such as panel 2108 and panel 2110.
[0136] The main page 2106 is being loaded as an end
user would see it when trying to access the main page
2106 without tool pages. Some panels, such as 2108,
acquire all dependent elements, execute queries, re-
ceive query data, and generate an output representation
of the queried data. Other panels, such as panel 2110,
may still be executing or waiting for dependent data. Be-
cause long dependency chains, complex queries, and
times for retrieving information from databases can add
up to incur significant delays, it can be helpful to indicate

in the main page that an element is not finished loading
by use of a loading graphic such as loading wheel 2112.
Otherwise, without the loading graphic, a blank space
might confuse a user into thinking that no panel is present
when the panel is actually present but still loading. For
the selected panel 2110, a toolbar 2104 shows editable
settings such as HTML and Javascript code associated
with the panel.
[0137] Another toolbar 2114 shows loading options as-
sociated with the panel, such as the time (in ms) that the
panel can take to complete before a loading graphic ap-
pears. For brief amounts of time, no loading graphic might
be necessary. In Figure 21, 2000 ms is selected as the
time before the loading graphic appears. In some em-
bodiments, a panel has a default time before the loading
graphic appears. In some embodiments, the time before
the loading graphic appears can be determined by a com-
puter system based, at least in part, on the timing data
collected for a simulated or loaded document. For exam-
ple, loading times can be set for panels based on the
average load time, average time in node, average time
in server, an percentage of the max load time, within a
few standard deviations of the average load time, or other
statistical measurement based on the timing data. In
some embodiments, a spinner can be shown when a
panel takes an abnormally long time to load. For example,
if a panel with a spinner timeout of 2000 ms normally
takes 50 ms to load, a spinner can nonetheless load if
the panel (perhaps due to querying a database that hap-
pens to be busy at the moment) takes 2, 5, or 10 times
longer to load. In these instances, the spinner might dis-
play at 100 ms, 250 ms, or 1000 ms despite the 2000 ms
spinner timeout.
[0138] Figure 22 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface comprising dynamic panels for displaying re-
sults of queries performed on one or more data sources.
The user interface 2200 shows the same main page 2106
as in Figure 21, except that in Figure 22, the panel 2110
has finished loading. In Figure 22, panel 2110 shows a
representation of queried data instead of the loading
graphic.
[0139] Figure 23 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface comprising dynamic panels for displaying re-
sults of queries performed on one or more data sources
while being edited. The user interface 2300 shows a main
page 2306 that includes panel 2302. Panel 2302 includes
an area 2304 for displaying a representation of queried
data, but area 2304 can be blank before the queried data
is available to the panel 2302. Tool page 2308 includes
a list of a number of selectable interface elements. Tool
page 2310 includes display formatting options associat-
ed with a panel, such as a title, alignment, and width.
Tool page 2311 provides a field for data for a selected
panel. As data or a data source is entered, the panel
associated with the data field will update to render the
data. Downstream dependent elements of the panel can
also update and refresh as data is entered. The down-
stream dependent elements can be determined with re-
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spect to the stored dependency information. Tool page
2312 includes display formatting options associated with
a different panel. Tool page 2314 includes formatting op-
tions such as a title and alignment associated with yet
another panel.
[0140] The timing tools can be used to determine the
slowest loading elements. Elements can be selected in
the timing tables and their corresponding dependency
chains can be viewed, allowing long dependency chains
to be identified and restructured. Long loading elements
can be indicated to end users by loading graphics. The
loading timeouts can be set, adjusted, or automatically
populated based on the timing data, and the loading time-
outs can be change based on normal and abnormal be-
haviors.

Example Diff Tools

[0141] Figure 24 illustrates one embodiment of a side-
by-side difference comparison of query code. The user
interface 2400 shows a side-by-side comparison of two
code sections 2402, 2404. The code sections can display
query code, JSON code, function code, etc. Code section
2402 can show an original version of code, and code
section 2404 can show an updated version of code. A
diff script is run to show the differences in the code. The
differences between the two version of code are visually
indicated 2406. In response to the updated code, the
dashboard creation system can also update and show
comparisons of the panel outputs affected by the updates
to the code. Each code section 2402, 2404 is associated
with a version of code. As shown in the example of Figure
24, code section 2402 is associated with a first version
and code section 2404 is associated with a second, more
recent version. Different version histories can be selected
for comparison in a dropdown menu. The version can be
tracked, and the changes in different versions can be
approved or checked in. This can be done, for example,
by integrating various software versioning or revision his-
tory functionality from tools such as Subversion, Revision
Control System, Concurrent, Vault, Integrity, git, iMan-
age, etc. A sidebar 2408 provides a number of viewing
and organizational tools. At the top of sidebar 2408, an
option is provided to view the code diff (shown as JSON
diff in Figure 24) or to view the visual diff (for example,
as shown in Figure 25). A change list can be expanded
to display a list of changes for selection, which causes
code sections 2402 and 2404 to jump to the line of code
relating to the selected change. Widgets and document
elements can also be selected to jump to lines of code
relating to the widget or document element.
[0142] Figure 25 illustrates one embodiment of a side-
by-side difference comparison of a user interface com-
prising dynamic panels for displaying side-by-side results
of different queries performed on one or more data sourc-
es. The user interface 2500 shows the WYSIWYG view
of user interfaces before and after the code updates de-
scribed in Figure 24. Main page 2502 shows the WYSI-

WYG output based on code section 2402, and main page
2504 shows the WYSIWYG output based on updated
code section 2404. Resulting differences in the output
can be highlighted or visually indicated as shown by
2506, 2508. Updating the main page outputs can be per-
formed by referencing the stored dependency informa-
tion to determine dependencies and updating the ele-
ments dependent on code changes. Elements not affect-
ed by the code changes do not need to be refreshed.
[0143] The side-by-side comparisons shown in Fig-
ures 24 and 25 improve group collaboration when updat-
ing code. Sometimes, group members may make
branched edits or changes to code. When the branches
are being merged, it can be confusing to remember and
determine the individual effects of each branched
change. The side-by-side comparisons, by showing both
the changes in code and then changes in the panel out-
puts, makes it easier to see the effect of code changes
so that groups can determine how to merge in code
changes. As highlighted changes are approved or reject-
ed, the panel outputs can correspondingly update to re-
flect the approvals or rejections.
[0144] The diff tools allow for a comparison of different
versions of code. Differences in document outputs that
result from code differences are also similarly shown.
This allows groups to work on different versions of code
that can be easily coordinated and merged together. The
preview of document changes can be quickly rendered
by changing dependent elements instead of refreshing
entire documents.

Example Methods

[0145] Figure 26 illustrates a flowchart 2600 for creat-
ing and displaying a visualization of dependency infor-
mation and timing data, according to certain embodi-
ments.
[0146] At block 2604, a user interface is generated.
The user interface displays a first portion that includes a
panel associated with query code.
[0147] At block 2608, dependencies of code to be ex-
ecuted are extracted. The dependencies can be stored
as a hashtable of hashsets. Using the stored dependency
information, the dependencies can be determined for
queries, variables, widgets, and functions. In some em-
bodiments, for each node (the key node) in the hashtable
of hashsets, there are a hash set of nodes that depend
on the key node.
[0148] At block 2610, a visualization graphic of de-
pendent relationships of queries, variables, widgets, and
functions can be displayed. For example, Figures 12, 13,
14, 19, and 20 show example visualization graphics.
[0149] At block 2612, a sub-selection of elements in
the visualization graphic can be received. In some em-
bodiments, icons or arrows in a graphic can be selected
by a user. In some embodiments, a sub-selection can be
made by selecting a category of elements in the visual-
ization graphic such as neighbors, upstream dependen-
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cies, and downstream dependencies.
[0150] At block 2614, dependent relationships satisfy-
ing the sub-selection made in block 2612 can be visually
shown in the visualization graphic. This can be done, for
example, by highlighting those relationships that satisfy
the sub-selection, or by showing only those relationships.
[0151] At block 2616, timing information related to the
elements satisfying the sub-selection made in block 2612
can be displayed. In some embodiments where a table
of timing elements is presented, the timing information
of the elements satisfying the sub-selection made in
block 2612 can be highlighted. In some embodiments,
the timing information shown in block 2616 is determined,
in part, during blocks 2618 to 2626.
[0152] At block 2618, code can be executed. In some
embodiments, dependent queries, functions, or code can
be executed and dependent variables can be defined. In
some embodiments, the entire document can be execut-
ed instead of just dependent elements.
[0153] At block 2620, the execution time of the code
can be determined. This measurement is the time in
node. The execution time of queries, functions, variable
definitions, time in server, and other events depending
from the executed code can also be determined. During
block 2620, for any action related to a server, the time
used by the server can be determined.
[0154] At block 2622, a visual representation of queried
data in is displayed in respective panels. In some em-
bodiments, this is refreshed for the dependent panels
while panels independent of the executed code can but
do not need to be refreshed.
[0155] At block 2624, the time that it took to visually
represent the query data is determined. In some embod-
iments, this can be the execution time of block 2622.
[0156] At block 2626, a total load time is determined
for the executed code. In some embodiments, this can
be measured from the start of document execution until
the code finishes executing. In some embodiments
where a first element depends on a second element, the
load time for the first element can be calculated by adding
the first element’s time in node to the load time of the
second element’s load time. In some embodiments, the
load time can be determined for elements depending
from the first element as well.
[0157] At block 2628, the timing information of queries,
variables, widgets, and functions can be displayed.
Blocks 2620, 2624, and 2626 can provide information
displayed as part of block 2628. The timing information
can be used in blocks 2616 and 2628.
[0158] At block 2628, the timing information of queries,
variables, widgets, and functions can be displayed. For
example, the timing information can be displayed in the
form of a table as shown in Figure 19 and Figure 20.
[0159] At block 2630, a sub-selection of elements in
the displayed timing information can be received. For ex-
ample, one or more elements can be selected in a timing
table along with a selection of all upstream elements.
[0160] At block 2616, timing information can be dis-

played for the sub-selection made in 2630. In some em-
bodiments, the timing information, if already displayed,
can be highlighted.
[0161] At block 2614, the visualization graphic can
show or highlight the elements satisfying the sub-selec-
tion of block 2630.
[0162] Figure 27 illustrates a flowchart 2700 for creat-
ing, updating, and displaying dynamic panels in a user
interface, according to certain embodiments. Although
the example in Figure 27 relates to query code, it should
be understood that the techniques and concepts can ap-
ply to any coded element including functions, variables,
and panels.
[0163] At block 2704, a user interface is generated.
The user interface displays a first portion including a pan-
el associated with query code.
[0164] At block 2708, dependencies are extracted from
the query code, for example, as described with respect
to Figure 12.
[0165] At block 2712, the query code is executed. Code
dependent on the query code can also be executed.
[0166] At block, 2716, timing information relating to the
executed code is determined. This can include a time in
node, a server time, and a load time.
[0167] At block 2720, edits to the query code are re-
ceived.
[0168] At block 2724, code is shown with visually indi-
cated changes to show the query code before and after
the edits in block 2720. This can be done, for example,
using redline changes, proofreading marks, or as a side-
by-side comparison.
[0169] At block 2728, the dependent elements can be
rerun or executed.
[0170] At block 2732, autocomplete fields can be up-
dated. As an example, field 1712 of Figure 12 can be
updated to reflect new elements and their settings. Op-
tions in the autocomplete field can be determined based
on dependencies and with reference to the stored de-
pendency information.
[0171] At block 2736, the panel in the user interface
can be updated. The panel’s representation of queried
data can change after executing the updated query code.
In some embodiments, panels dependent on the edits to
the query code are updated while panels independent of
the query code do not need to be refreshed.
[0172] At block 2740, a comparison is shown of user
interfaces before and after the panel updates. Changes
in panel representations of query data are visually indi-
cated, such as by highlighting.
[0173] At block 2744, the dependency visual is updat-
ed. The dependency visual can be, for example, the vis-
ual indication of dependencies shown in Figures 12, 13,
14, 19, and 20.
[0174] At block 2748, a comparison is shown of de-
pendency visuals before and after the dependency visual
update. Changes in the dependency visuals are visually
indicated, such as by highlighting.
[0175] At block 2752, timing information can be updat-
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ed. The timing information can be, for example, timing
information shown in Figures 19 and 20.
[0176] At block 2756, a comparison is shown of timing
information before and after the updated timing informa-
tion. Changes can be visually indicated, such as by high-
lighting.
[0177] Figure 28 illustrates a flowchart 2800 for creat-
ing, updating, and displaying dynamic panels in a user
interface, according to certain embodiments.
[0178] At block 2804, a first user interface is generated.
The first user interface displays a first portion including
a visual representation of queried data displayed accord-
ing to display settings of a panel. For example, Figures
1, 2, 3, 7, 9, 10, 17, 18, 21, 22, 23, and 25 show user
interfaces with portions including visual representations
of queried data displayed according to display settings
of a panel.
[0179] At block 2808, a second user interface is gen-
erated. The user interface displays a second portion in-
cluding a selectable list of elements shown in the first
user interface. For example, Figure 10 shows a second
user interface with a selectable list of elements of the
user interface in Figure 9. As another example, Figure 2
also shows a second user interface with a selectable list
of elements of another user interface. As another exam-
ple, Figure 22 also shows a second user interface with
a selectable list of elements of another user interface.
The selectable elements shown in a user interface in can
include, for example, queries, widgets, text blocks, HTML
structures, etc.
[0180] At block 2812, a third user interface is generat-
ed. The third user interface displays a third portion in-
cluding the query code associated with the panel. For
example, figures 2, 10, 11, and 24 show query code as-
sociated with a panel.
[0181] At block 2816, a fourth user interface is gener-
ated. The fourth user interface displays a fourth portion
including display settings of a panel. The properties can
affect how a panel displays queried data. For example,
figures 2, 10, 17, 18, 21, and 23 show interfaces including
display settings of a panel.
[0182] At block 2820, a fifth user interface is generated.
The fifth user interface displays a fifth portion including
timing information relating to the panel. For example, Fig-
ures 10, 19, and 20 show timing information related to a
panel.
[0183] At block 2824, a sixth user interface is generat-
ed. The sixth user interface displays a sixth portion in-
cluding style definitions associated with a panel. The
style definitions can include, for example, CSS or custom
style definitions. For example, Figures 2, 10, and 18 show
interfaces including style definitions associated with a
panel.
[0184] At block 2828, a seventh user interface is gen-
erated. The seventh user interface displays a seventh
portion including dependencies related to the panel. For
example, Figures 10, 12, 13, 14, 19, and 20 include por-
tions showing dependencies.

[0185] At block 2832, an eighth user interface is gen-
erated. The eighth user interface displays an eighth por-
tion including functions related to the panel. For example,
Figures 10 and 11 show portions including functions.
[0186] At block 2836, a ninth user interface is gener-
ated. The ninth user interface displays a ninth portion
including data accessible by the query associated with
the panel. For example, Figures 10 and 16 show portions
including data accessible by a query.
[0187] At block 2840, a tenth user interface is gener-
ated. The tenth user interface displays a tenth portion
including a list of at least one networked data sources
and at least one local data source. For example, Figures
10 and 16 show portions listing data sources.
[0188] Figure 29 illustrates a flowchart 2900 for creat-
ing, triggering, and displaying dynamic panels in a user
interface, according to certain embodiments.
[0189] At block 2904, a user interface is generated.
The user interface can display a first portion that includes
a panel. The panel can be associated with query code
to query data from a data source such as a database or
a local data file. The panel can also be associated with
a timeout threshold and display settings.
[0190] At block 2908, a selection of an event to trigger
the execution of the query code is received. In some em-
bodiments, an event selection can be received through
an API in block 2916. The API can be part of a back end
Javascript code used for document object model manip-
ulation.
[0191] At block 2912, the availability of local and net-
worked data sources is determined. Checking the avail-
ability of data sources can include providing authentica-
tion credentials to access the data sources. When remote
databases might not be accessible, for example due to
lack of internet access, due to lack of authentication or
privileges, or from being in use, then local data can be
provided and used.
[0192] At block 2920, a selection of a local or net-
worked data source to be queried is received. This can
be a selection, for example, by toggling a button. Alter-
natively, the selection can be made by changing the
names of one or more databases to be queried or by
selecting the data source from a list or menu.
[0193] At block 2924, an event can be detected. At
block 2928, the event can be reported through the API.
The event can be the type of event selected in block
2908. By receiving and reporting events through the API,
back end document object model manipulation function-
ality can be brought to the front end. This helps to reduce
the technical abilities (e.g., JavaScript coding) required
by designers.
[0194] At block 2932, the query can execute on the
selected data source.
[0195] At block 2936, after the query executes for a
timeout threshold, a panel in the user interface can dis-
play a graphic. The graphic can indicate that the panel
is busy executing, but the panel has not completed yet.
[0196] At block 2940, a visualization of the queried data
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can be displayed according to display settings of the pan-
el. When the panel has obtained the data and generated
a representation of the data, then the visualization can
replace the graphic indicating that the panel is busy.
[0197] At block 2944, a user interface can be generat-
ed. The user interface can display a second portion in-
cluding an amount of time taken. The amount of time can
be the time to execute the query, the time used by a data
source in response to the query, or a load time.

Example Ways to Query Data

[0198] A system can be configured in different ways to
respond to different formats of data queries. The different
configurations can improve the query response speed in
different cases. A first format of query can retrieve a da-
taset more quickly from a data store for some datasets.
A second format of query can retrieve datasets more
quickly from a cache database other datasets. For ex-
ample, for fewer numbers of queries on smaller datasets,
the system may respond faster if the system is configured
to provide the dataset from a data store in response to
queries of a first query format (e.g., SparkSQL). For larger
numbers of queries on larger datasets, the system may
respond faster if the system is configured to provide the
dataset from a cache database in response to queries of
a second query format (e.g., PostgreSQL). In some em-
bodiments, when making fewer numbers of queries that
edit smaller datasets located on a data source, the sys-
tem may respond faster if the system is configured to
written back the edits via an API such that the edited data
can be reflected without synchronization. In some em-
bodiments, when making larger numbers of queries in a
second format that concurrently edit larger datasets, the
system can respond faster if the system is configured to
edit the dataset using a cache database in response to
queries of the second format.
[0199] The system can have a first response to a query
in first format of (e.g., a SparkSQL query) to retrieve a
dataset from a first database such as a data store. The
data store, in response to receiving the first format of
query, can process the first format of query and provide
the queried dataset to the user. This can include, using
one or more application programming interfaces (APIs)
such as JDBC to handle the query by acting as a trans-
lation layer for the data sources to format the query data,
checking permissions for the dataset according to an ac-
cess control list (ACL), retrieving the dataset from a data
store, and then providing the queried data back to the
user.
[0200] The system can have a second response to a
query in a second format (e.g., PostgreSQL). The second
format of query is provided to a cache database that can
be different from the data store. For example, the cache
database can be, for example, a PostgreSQL database.
The cache database provides the dataset in response to
the second format of query.
[0201] The cache database can be created and used

as a "hot cache" for datasets queried by the user. The
datasets in the cache database can be a duplicate of
datasets from the data store, including permissions for
the data. The cache database can be used in addition to
the data store, instead of the data store, and/or be formed
as a part of the data store. In some embodiments, the
cache database can be implemented as separate service
and separate storage that sits on a different physical or
virtual machine/server than the data store. In some em-
bodiments, the cache database can be created through
a software implementation. In some environments, the
cache databases can have its own host that is configured
to communicate with a dashboard creation system.
[0202] A synchronizer causes the datasets in the
cache database to synchronize with the datasets in the
data store. A browser also allows users to browse ACL
permissioned datasets that is available in the data store
and in the cache database. The user can also see the
synchronization status of the datasets and manually per-
form synchronizations. The synchronizer can provide a
synchronization status of datasets in a query.
[0203] In some embodiments, the WYSIWYG editor
provides panels that use one format of query as a default
format (e.g., a PosgtgreSQL format) that will query the
cache database. However, programmdoers of sufficient
skill level can write custom queries of another format
(e.g., a SparkSQL query, or a parameterized query that
prevents SQL injection) that will query the data store.
This way, a default query can be easily used, even by
developers of lower computer programming skill. How-
ever, more highly skilled computer programmers familiar
have the ability to run custom queries that can be in any
format of query, depending on the judgement of the highly
skilled computer programmer, for faster response
speeds. In some embodiments, a default format can be
automatically determined by the WYSIWYG editor based
on an availability of a cached dataset that is being queried
(e.g., format the query for the cache if the dataset is avail-
able in the cache), or based on speed (e.g., format the
query for whichever response will return the dataset fast-
er).

Example First Query Format and Access to Data Source

[0204] Figure 30 is a data flow diagram 3000 illustrative
of an interaction between a dashboard creation system
and a data store, according to one embodiment. Figure
30 shows a dashboard creation system 3002, a query of
a first query format 3004, a permission manager 3006,
and a data source 3008.
[0205] The dashboard content creation system 3002
can be, for example, a dashboard content creation sys-
tem such as described with respect to Figure 3 and Figure
4.
[0206] The dashboard content creation system 3002
can be used to generate a query of a first query format.
The first query format can be any format that is different
than the second query format. For example, in some em-
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bodiments, the first query format can be SparkSQL or a
parameterized query of any query language. Parameter-
ized queries are discussed above. The second query for-
mat can be, for example, PostgreSQL.
[0207] The permission manager 3006 can check if a
user is authorized to access the queried data. This can
include determining the read/write access permissions
of the queried data from an access control list (ACL). The
ACL can manage permissions at one or more levels such
as a data source level, a document level, a group level,
an individual level, etc. Accordingly, the permission man-
ager can provide fine grain access control of data. Query
requests sent through the permission manager 3006 to
a data source 3008 can be checked by the permission
manager 3006 for appropriate permissions. In some em-
bodiments, when a query is directly sent to the data
source 3008, then user tokens can be provided in an API
call to the data source 3008. In some embodiments, up-
dates to the data source 3008 can automatically cause
an update to be provided to the permission manager 3006
to keep permissions synchronized.
[0208] The query with the first query format (e.g.,
SparkSQL) can be an API call to a data proxy of the data
source 3008. The queried data is then provided to the
dashboard creation system 3002.
[0209] Queries made in the first query format can have
better performance for some tasks than other tasks. For
example, the first query format might have lower perform-
ance when querying for large amounts of data and higher
performance when querying for small amounts of data.
As another example, the first query format might have
lower performance when a large number of queries are
made in rapid succession and better performance when
the queries are spread out over time or a smaller number
of queries are made in succession. This can occur if the
data source uses a data proxy and framework engine
configured for large-scale data computations (such as
Spark, MapReduce, etc.) and can be caused, at least
partially, by initial overhead times for transactions. The
initial overhead times may be relatively small for large
scale data computations but can add significant delays
to processing multiple, smaller data transactions.

Example Second Query Format and Access to Cache 
Database

[0210] Figure 31 is a data flow diagram 3100 illustrative
of an interaction between a dashboard creation system
and a network system, according to one embodiment.
Figure 31 shows a dashboard creation system 3002, a
query of a second query format 3005, a permission man-
ager 3006, a data source 3008, a data synchronization
server 3010, and a cache 3012.
[0211] The dashboard content creation system 3002,
permission manager 3006, and data source 3008 can be
similar to those described with respect to Figure 30.
[0212] The dashboard content creation system 3002
can be used to generate a query of a second query format

3005. The first query format can be any format that is
different than the second query format. Query formats
can include, for example, SparkSQL, a parameterized
query of any query language, PostgreSQL, etc. In some
embodiments, PostgreSQL queries can be processed by
a template system (e.g., Handlebar) when accessing the
data source 3008 using a single access account system.
In some embodiments, SparkSQL queries can be pro-
vided to the permission manager 3006 without process-
ing by the template system, and security can be provided
through a multipass access account system. In some em-
bodiments, PostgreSQL queries can be provided to the
cache database without processing by the template sys-
tem, and the cache database can check with the permis-
sion manager 3006 for query calls.
[0213] The data synchronization server 3010 synchro-
nizes the data source with any caches 3012. The data
synchronization server 3010 can receive synchronization
requests from the dashboard creation system 3002. The
synchronization requests can specify what datasets in
the data source 3008 should be synchronized with the
cache 3012. The synchronization can be one way (e.g.,
data source to cache), one way in the other direction
(e.g., cache to data source), and/or bi-directional. In re-
sponse to the synchronization request to cache a data-
set, the data synchronization server 3010 can cause a
dataset to be copied into cache 3012 so that the dash-
board creation system queries for the dataset can hit in
the cache 3012. Other synchronization requests can in-
clude, for example, synchronizing the data source 3008
with a more recent version of a dataset in the cache 3012.
The data synchronization server can log the status of
synchronization events, including what dataset was syn-
chronized between which data sources, and whether or
not the synchronization was successful.
[0214] The dashboard creation system 3002 can send
synchronization status inquiry requests to the data syn-
chronization server 3010 to inquire about the synchroni-
zation of datasets between the data source 3008 and the
cache 3012. In response to the synchronization status
inquiry, the data synchronization server 3010 can provide
the dashboard creation system 3002 information about
which datasets are synchronized. The information can
be shown, for example, as further discussed below with
respect to Figures 32-34.
[0215] A cache 3012 can be implemented in external
data sources that are separate from the data source
3008. For example, the cache 3012 can be a PostgreSQL
database. In some embodiments, a cache 3012 can be
stored in a new data source that has lower communica-
tion latency with the dashboard creation system 3002
than the communication latency between the dashboard
creation system 3002 and the data source 3008. The
cache can be in a different server and/or different data
storage devices from the data source. In some embodi-
ments, different caches 3012 can be used to store differ-
ent datasets that are requested by different users. The
cache is 3012 is a remote network location from the end
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user’s (e.g., a document developer’s) personal compu-
ter.
[0216] The permission manager 3006 can extend the
permissions of the datasets in the data source 3008 to
datasets in the cache 3012. The permission manager
can make the permissions and/or an ACL of the dataset
in the cache 3012 the same as the permissions and/or
ACL of the dataset in the data source 3008.
[0217] The query with the second query format (e.g.,
PostgreSQL) can be sent to the cache. The cache (e.g.,
a PostgreSQL database) can determine if the query is
authorized to access the dataset (e.g., based on an ACL)
and, if so, provide the queried data to the dashboard cre-
ation system.
[0218] Queries made with the second query format to
the cache can have better performance for some tasks
than other tasks. For example, the second query format
to the cache might have higher performance when que-
rying for large amounts of data (e.g., over 10,000 rows)
and lower performance when querying for small amounts
of data. As another example, the second query format to
the cache might have higher performance when a large
number of queries are made in rapid succession and low-
er performance when the queries are spread out over
time or a smaller number of queries are made in succes-
sion.

Example Synchronization Interface

[0219] Figure 32 illustrates one example of a user in-
terface 3200 for displaying the synchronization status of
datasets. The user interface includes a first column 3202
listing table names, a second column 3204 listing dataset
locations, a third column 3206 listing version branches,
a fourth column 3208 listing a last successful synchroni-
zation, a fifth column 3210 listing a last synchronization
event, a sixth column 3212 listing a last synchronization
status, a seventh column 3214 listing a current status, a
credentials button 3216, and a start synchronization but-
ton 3218.
[0220] In some embodiments, a user can click the cre-
dentials button 3216 to enter in credentials (e.g., a user-
name and password, a key). The user credentials can
be used in order to determine what a user has permission
to access. For example, the dashboard creation applica-
tion (such as 3002 in Figure 31) can request, from a cache
(such as cache 3012 in Figure 31) information about eve-
rything that a user has permission to access. The cache
can, after verifying permissions, provide the requested
information. The information can be presented through
the user interface 3200. In some embodiments, users
can be given access to synchronize at a dataset level.
[0221] The first column 3202 lists data tables by name
and can include a path. The data tables can be data tables
in a cache that a particular user has permission to access.
[0222] The second column 3204 lists datasets by name
and can include a path. The datasets can be datasets in
a cache (such as cache 3012 in Figure 31) that a partic-

ular user has permission to access.
[0223] The third column 3206 lists a branch version.
In some embodiments where revision control is imple-
mented, the branch, revision, or version of the dataset
can be indicated. In some embodiments, the version can
be tracked with a date and/or timestamp.
[0224] A fourth column 3208 lists a last successful syn-
chronization time that the dataset synchronized with the
data source (e.g., data source 3008 in Fig. 31).
[0225] A fifth column 3210 lists a last synchronization
event where synchronization between a cache and a data
source was attempted.
[0226] A sixth column 3212 lists a last synchronization
status, which can indicate if the last synchronization
event was successful, failed, had a specific error, com-
pleted partially, etc.
[0227] A seventh column 3214 lists a current status
3214. The current status can indicate, for example, if the
dataset is being synchronized, being read, being written,
having permissions checked or updated, idle, etc.
[0228] A start synchronization button 3218 can be se-
lected in order to start a synchronization event. A user
can select one or more datasets or data tables. An inter-
action with the start synchronization button 3218 can
cause a synchronization request to be generated by the
dashboard creation system and communicated to the da-
ta synchronization server (such as data synchronization
server 3010 of Figure 31). The data synchronization serv-
er can communicate the synchronization status and logs
of synchronization status to the dashboard creation sys-
tem for display in the user interface 3200. Some data,
such as the accessible tables and datasets, can be com-
municated by the cache and/or the permission manager.
[0229] In some embodiments, modifications to data-
sets through the dashboard creation system, in the
cache, and/or in the data source can be automatically
synchronized across all locations. The data synchroni-
zation server can track the modifications and cause any
stale repositories to synchronize.
[0230] In some embodiments, the synchronization can
be manually requested. This can happen, for example,
when a user wants to ensure the latest dataset is acces-
sible. A manual request can also be made when a new
dataset is made available in a data source and not yet
cached anywhere in order to cause the new dataset to
be cached. A manual request can also be made, for ex-
ample, when a first user creates a dataset and wants the
dataset to be quickly available to others. A manual re-
quest can also be made in order to cause downstream
dependent datasets to synchronize when a modification
is made to an upstream dataset. A manual request can
also be made in order to synchronize downstream de-
pendent data that may have been affected by changes
in upstream data. A synchronization request can also be
programmed or scheduled by a user. For example, a user
can start an application that will take a long time to exe-
cute and build or modify datasets, and then schedule a
synchronization event after the application completes.
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[0231] Figure 33 illustrates one example of a user in-
terface 3300 for displaying the synchronization options
for datasets. The synchronization options can be shown
in response to a user interaction with the start synchro-
nization button 3218 for one or more selected datasets.
[0232] A first interface 3302 can display cache desti-
nations that the selected dataset can be synchronized
in. The first interface can also show a synchronization
status for each cache destination, including whether a
synchronization is in progress, when a synchronization
was last attempted, if the last attempt failed, whether the
data is synchronized and/or available at the cache des-
tination, further synchronization details, etc. An option
can be provided to enable access for synchronizing a
dataset in a cache destination. Although the user inter-
face 3200 shows cache destinations that a dataset is
available in, some embodiments can alternatively or ad-
ditionally show users, projects, groups, documents,
dashboard creation systems, etc. that can have access
to a dataset.
[0233] Selecting the option to enable access for syn-
chronizing a selected dataset with a cache destination
can cause a second interface 3304 to display. The sec-
ond interface can provide a confirmation of intent to syn-
chronize the selected dataset in the cache destination.
[0234] A third interface 3306 can indicate an updated
status of the cache destinations, such as by indicating
that the selected dataset is currently being synchronized
with a cache destination.
[0235] Once the synchronization completes, a fourth
interface 3308 can update to show when the synchroni-
zation event completed for each cache destination and/or
any other synchronization status indicators.

Example Interfaces Showing Datasets

[0236] Figure 34 illustrates one example of a user in-
terface 3400 for displaying datasets. Figure 34 shows
section 3402, code section 3404, selected query 3405,
dataset helper menu 3406, section 3408, selected data-
set 3410, section 3412, and filter menu 3414.
[0237] Section 3402 on the left side of the user inter-
face 3400 can list queries, partials, and functions. Status
symbols, such as those shown in Figure 35, can indicate
a status of a query, partial, or function such as if a query
is executing, if the code has errors, etc. In section 3402,
a user can select, from the list, a query, partial, or function.
A selected query 3405 can be highlighted or indicated
as selected in response to a user selection. A search
menu in section 3402 allows a user to search for queries,
partials, and functions by name.
[0238] The code of the selected query 3405 can be
shown in code section 3404 of the user interface. The
code section 3404 can use syntax tools to assist with
coding. Code section 3404 can also include comments
with helpful instructions for writing the type of code se-
lected. The comments can be different for queries, par-
tials, and functions. If a query does not already include

comments with instructions, then the comments with in-
structions can be automatically generated and added to
the query so that a developer can see the comments. In
the code section 3404, a query can be written in any
format. For example a query can be written in as a Post-
greSQL query or a SparkSQL query. The query can be
a parameterized query as discussed above.
[0239] A dataset helper menu 3406 can be displayed.
The dataset helper menu can suggest correct spellings
of datasets, autocomplete spellings of datasets, indicate
the status of datasets and provide an option to display
details of the dataset, such as in section 3412. The status
of a dataset can include for example, an availability of a
dataset in a cache (e.g., available, unavailable due to
permission reasons, unavailable in a cache due to a
cache miss but available in a data source, unavailable
for other reasons) or whether the dataset currently sync-
ing or loading into the cache. In various embodiments,
unavailability for different reasons can be indicated dif-
ferently. The autocomplete feature can similarly be used
when suggesting names of datasets for panel queries.
The dataset helper menu 3406 can be displayed, for ex-
ample, when a user hovers over a dataset name. The
dataset helper menu can also be displayed automatically
when the name of a dataset does not match any available
dataset. This can help a developer correct a misspelling,
find an available dataset, or know that permissions to
access the dataset are lacking. The datasets shown in
the dataset helper menu 3406 can be selected to insert
the selected dataset in to the query code, which can be
inserted as an auto-correct or auto-complete the current
query code.
[0240] Section 3408 can list datasets that a user has
permission to access. A status indicator can indicate the
status of the dataset. The datasets can be listed by name
and organized in a hierarchy or file structure. A search
menu allows for datasets to be searched for by name.
The search function can search for all datasets in any
networked cache or data store that a user has access to.
In some embodiments when a search is performed, a
permission manager such as permission manager 3006
of Figure 31 may process the search according to an
ACL and return search results that exclude datasets for
which the searcher has insufficient permissions. In sec-
tion 3408, a selected dataset 3410 can be indicated. The
selection of a dataset can be made, for example, by click-
ing on the dataset in section 3408, by clicking on a dataset
in section 3404, or by clicking on a dataset in dataset
helper menu 3406. Section 3408 can also indicate a syn-
chronization status of the datasets in the list. The indica-
tors can include icons (e.g., colored icons, an "X," a
checkmark) that indicate a synchronization status of the
dataset in a cache. The synchronization status indicators
in section 3408 can be the same or different indicators
from the indicators in the dataset helper menu 3406.
[0241] In some embodiments, section 3408 lists the
fastest accessible dataset. In some embodiments, sec-
tion 3408 can list all copies of a dataset and include the
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cache and/or data store that the dataset is located in.
[0242] In some embodiments, the lists of datasets
shown in the dataset helper menu 3406 and/or section
3408 can be automatically determined by the dashboard
creation system. The dashboard creation system can
send out an inquiry requesting information about what
datasets are available and what the synchronization sta-
tus is of those datasets. The inquiry can be sent, for ex-
ample, to a data synchronization server. In some embod-
iments, the dashboard creation system can send an in-
quiry request to a cache to determine what datasets are
available in the cache. The inquiry requests can include
credentials. Based on the response of data synchroniza-
tion server and/or cache, the dashboard creation system
can display the list of datasets and the statuses of those
datasets.
[0243] Section 3412 can display data included in the
selected dataset 3410. The dataset can be retrieved from
a networked cache, such as cache 3012 in Figure 31, or
from a data source, such as data source 3008 in Figure
31. Selecting a dataset can cause a query to retrieve the
dataset and be displayed in section 3412.
[0244] A filter menu 3414 can display filter options to
limit the datasets that are shown. Filter options can in-
clude, for example, filtering datasets created by a partic-
ular user, synchronized at a cache, available for partic-
ular projects, have certain ACL authorizations, etc.
[0245] Figure 35 illustrates one example of a user in-
terface for displaying datasets. Section 3502 shows
metadata for a selected dataset 3410. The metadata can
include, for example, column names, type, and an
amount of empty rows. The metadata can also include,
for example, a number of rows, a size of the dataset,
when the dataset was last built, and a synchronization
status of the dataset. A search bar is provided to search
within the dataset, such as for column names, rows, keys,
etc.

Example Method

[0246] Figure 36 illustrates a flowchart 3600 for que-
rying data, according to certain embodiments.
[0247] At block 3604, a first user interface is displayed.
The first user interface includes a panel associated with
a query. Some examples of user interfaces showing pan-
els associated with queries are shown in Figures 1, 2A,
2C, 2D, 3A, 7A-7C, 9, 10, 17, 18, 21-23, and 25.
[0248] At block 3608, a request can be sent to deter-
mine synchronization statuses of one or more datasets.
The synchronization can be between a cache and a data
source. This can include, for example, a request to de-
termine if a specific dataset is available in a cache. This
can include, for example, a request to identify all available
datasets in a cache. The request can be sent to a cache
and/or a data synchronization server.
[0249] At block 3612, a list of datasets can be dis-
played.
[0250] At block 3616, the synchronization statuses of

datasets in the list of datasets can be displayed. Exam-
ples of synchronization status are shown and discussed,
for example, with respect to Figures 32-34.
[0251] At block 3620, a second user interface can be
displayed. The second user interface can include the
code of the query that is associated with the panel.
[0252] In some embodiments, the list of datasets and
the synchronization statuses of datasets in the list of da-
tasets can be displayed in the second user interface. In
some embodiments, the list of datasets and the synchro-
nization statuses of datasets in the list of datasets can
be displayed in separate interfaces or popout windows.
[0253] At block 3624, the query for a dataset can be
sent. The query can be in a first format or a different
format. The format of the query can be coded in the user
interface. In some embodiments, the query has a default
format that can be re-coded in the second user interface.
[0254] At block 3628, the queried dataset can be re-
ceived. In some embodiments, whether the queried da-
taset is received from a cache or from a data source can
depend on the format of the query.
[0255] At block 3632, the panel can be rendered to
visualize the queried data according to display settings.
[0256] At block 3636, data from the queried dataset
can be displayed. For example, Figure 34 shows partial
data from a dataset being displayed. In some embodi-
ments, metadata about the queried dataset can be ad-
ditionally or alternatively displayed. Figure 35 shows an
example of metadata about a dataset.

Additional Graphical Visualizations

[0257] A graphical visualization, such as those shown
in Figure 12, Figure 13, Figure 14, Figure 19, and Figure
20, can also be generated to show relationships between
datasets and documents, including dependencies. The
visualization can be generated as a force directed graph.
A filter can be applied, for example, to show which doc-
uments use which datasets. Another filter can be applied
to show which datasets are used in which documents.
Other filters can include filters users, ACL’s, projects, for
upstream or downstream dependencies, etc. The filters
can also include a time element. For example, the visu-
alization can be filtered to show which documents are
currently accessing or accessed a dataset within a recent
time frame. The visualization can also indicate which da-
tasets are in a cache or data store.

Events

[0258] An event framework can be implemented in or-
der to enable additional features and simplify certain
tasks that would otherwise be more difficult. Backend
Javascript code provides an API that allows user to write
code to manipulate document object models. As part of
the API, an event framework can be brought to a front
end. The event framework can allow more complex
events and actions, control of circular events, and allows
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users to create non-linear chains of events and actions.
In some embodiments, events can be implemented as a
service.
[0259] Without the event framework, it can be difficult
to perform certain types of tasks. For example, opening
a dialog window in response to a button click event can
be implemented with JavaScript, but can be difficult or
impossible to implement by editing a template system
(e.g., Handlebars) in a query without Javascript access.
[0260] A graphical user interface can provide a menu
of event conditions for a user to select and actions to be
taken in response to the selected event condition. In re-
sponse to a selection of an event condition and an action
through the GUI, the system automatically generates for-
mats the selected event and actions in JavaScript and
causes JavaScript code to be written in the document.
[0261] Variables, panels, widgets, and functions can
interact with each other. For example, as shown in Figure
1, widget 130 may execute a query depending on varia-
bles set in widgets 110 and 120. With an event frame-
work, Variables, panels, widgets, functions, can further
interact with events, webpages, and browsers. For ex-
ample, the widget 130 of Figure 1 can resize, disappear,
or perform some other action in response to a JavaScript
event such as resizing a browser window. As another
example, hovering a mouse over, clicking, or selecting
areas or parts of a browser can be events that trigger
actions.
[0262] In some embodiments, the relationships be-
tween variables, panels, widgets, functions, and events
can be shown in a dependency graph such as the de-
pendency graph shown in Figure 12. A distinct icon could
be used to distinguish events, and another distinct icon
can be used to show actions. In some events, the de-
pendency graph in Figure 12 can show relationships be-
tween a first panel and a second panel if the second panel
performs an action in response to an event relating to
the first panel. In some embodiments, a different visual
indicator, such as a different line color, can be used to
show panels that have an event dependent relationship.
In some embodiments, a graph similar to the dependency
graph shown in Figure 12 can display an event-viewing
graph that includes triggering events and actions. In
some embodiments, the event-viewing graph can be
read only. In some embodiments, the event-viewing
graph can be used to select icons representing an event
or action, receive user input modifying the selected event
or action, and automatically modify and/or generate cor-
responding JavaScript code in response.
[0263] With an event framework, non-linear events can
be chained. For example, one event may trigger a first
action, which triggers two different actions, and so on,
causing actions to propagate in an exponential manner.
As another example of non-linear events, a first event
may trigger either a first or a second action based on the
number of times that the first event has already occurred,
and also based on whether or not a second event has
occurred. As another example, circular events can also

be implemented. For example, a bar graph panel 150
shown in Figure 1 could be configured to display a bar
graph of data in response to a mouse event selecting a
row in table panel 130. The table 130 might be configured
to perform an update in response to a mouse event se-
lecting a portion of the chart 150. Table 130 can track
chart 150, and chart 150 can track table 130 through
events. These circular events can be implemented by
code generated in response to event selections in a
graphical user interface. Otherwise, having the two pan-
els track each other could be implemented by coding an
angular watch. Circular events can be detected, for ex-
ample, in a dependency graph (e.g., as shown in Figure
12) where two nodes dependent on each other. In some
embodiments, the dependency graph can be configured
to highlight or otherwise visually indicate circular depend-
encies. A circular dependency can be implemented via
events that trigger opposite to the one another’s actions.
A circular dependency can also be implemented and
managed with an intermediary event that acts as a state
storage and manages the actions between two or more
widget interaction and monitors the state of the widget
changes.

Flex Containers

[0264] Figure 37 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface 3700 comprising a flex container 3702. The user
interface also shows widget menus 3704, flex container
options menu 3706, flex container arrangement menu
3708, a first widget 3710, and a second widget 3712.
[0265] The flex container 3702 is a tool that developers
can use to create a flexible boundary within which panels,
text, and other GUI elements can be arranged. The flex
container 3702 can automatically resize, for example,
based on the size of a browser window, such as to fill a
width, height, or a portion of a width or height of a browser
window. In some embodiments, the rate at which the flex
container changes size in response to changes in brows-
er size can be adjusted using the "Grow" slider option in
the container menu 3706. In some embodiments, the flex
container 3702 can have a defined size. A flex container
can be added to a page by selecting a flex container
through the widget menu 3704.
[0266] Inside a flex container, additional GUI elements
such as panels 3710 and 3712, text, buttons, pictures,
etc. can be added. The GUI elements can be arranged,
aligned, justified, wrapped, split, and/or distributed by
clicking on the corresponding icons in the container op-
tions menu 3706 and flex container arrangement menu
3708. For example, selecting a horizontal arrangement
without wrapping would cause the widgets 3710 and
3712 to be displayed in a row within the flex container
3702. The widgets 3710 and 3712 can be dynamically
and proportionally resized to fit within the width of the flex
container 3702. Additional CSS classes can be used or
imported to apply a style to the flex container, and further
custom styles can be coded for the flex container.
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[0267] In some embodiments, flex containers can be
placed within other flex containers to form a nested flex
container. Each nested flex container would be arranged,
aligned, justified, and/or distributed based on the settings
of the flex container that includes the nested flex contain-
er.
[0268] GUI elements can be configured to be repeated.
In some embodiments, the GUI elements can be config-
ured to be repeated within a flex container.
[0269] Figure 38 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface 3700 comprising a flex container 3702 with a
repeating panel 3802. For panel 3802, a menu option
3804 to repeat the graph is checked. Menu option 3804
provides an option to write additional code specifying ad-
ditional parameters about how the repetitions will be per-
formed. The additional code can include, for example,
how many times the repetitions will be performed, either
as a hardcoded number or with reference to a variable.
For example, a panel can be configured to repeat based
on a number of states that are retried from a query to a
database. The additional code can include, for example,
one or more variables of panels to change with each rep-
etition. In some embodiments, the variables can be cod-
ed using a template language.
[0270] One example embodiment includes graphing
data such as population growth for each state. Panel
3802 graphs a percent change in population for a first
state, such as Alabama. The panel is named p1 and is
configured to generate a bar graph based on a variable
"y_values" that is queried from a database. The addition-
al code section can indicate 50 repetitions of the graph
3802. The additional code section can also indicate that,
for each repetition, the {{p1.y_values}} is to be queried
for the next state in a list of states. This way, when the
panel is repeated a second time for Alaska, the y_values
will be set to population growth data for Alaska instead
of for Alabama.
[0271] In some embodiments, a developer view shows
the container 3702 and the coded panel 3802. The de-
veloper mode does not render the results. To see the
document that would be rendered, the developer can
switch to a preview mode.
[0272] Figure 39 illustrates one embodiment of a user
interface comprising a flex container with a repeating
panel in preview mode. The panel 3802 is shown as re-
peating a second time. In some embodiments, the bound-
aries of the flex container 3702 are not shown in preview
mode. In the example embodiment of Figure 39, the flex
container 3702 is configured to left align and wrap panels
without resizing the panels. Additional panels (e.g., for
the other 48 states) are hidden because they do not fit
within the flex container. In embodiments where the panel
size is tied to a browser size, a user would be able to
enlarge the browser, causing the flex container to also
increase in size and show the bar graphs of population
growth for the other 48 states.
[0273] In some embodiments, documents are config-
ured to be displayed in web browsers. The document will

render repeated elements for an actively viewed tab.
Background tabs in a browser may have code to repeat-
edly generate panels or other elements in a flex contain-
er. In some embodiments, the code to repeatedly gen-
erate the panels (and query code associated with each
repeated panel) and/or other elements is not executed
until a background tab is selected to be viewed. This can
save processing power and improve the rendering speed
of an actively loaded browser tab.

Additional Implementation Details and Embodiments

[0274] Accordingly, various embodiments can provide
panels coded to query a database and display the queried
data according to one or more display settings. The pan-
els can be used to create online documents without need-
ing the same depth of technical skill, and edits to the
panels through tool pages cause corresponding docu-
ment code to change. Documents can be created to load
faster by using timing tables and dependency visualiza-
tions to identify the slowest loading elements and ele-
ments with the longest dependency chains. Then, the
document can be restructured to load faster. Elements
taking a long time to load can be indicated by a loading
graphic that can have a timeout set by a user, by default,
or based on timing information. When code or settings
are changed, a preview of panel outputs of display rep-
resentations of queried data can quickly change in re-
sponse by executing code dependent on changes with-
out needing to refresh entire pages. Document versions
can be controlled for and diffs can be run to see differ-
ences at the code level and at the document output level.
[0275] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
may be a system, a method, and/or a computer program
product at any possible technical detail level of integra-
tion. The computer program product may include a com-
puter readable storage medium (or mediums) having
computer readable program instructions thereon for
causing a processor to carry out aspects of the present
disclosure.
[0276] For example, the functionality described herein
may be performed as software instructions are executed
by, and/or in response to software instructions being ex-
ecuted by, one or more hardware processors and/or any
other suitable computing devices. The software instruc-
tions and/or other executable code may be read from a
computer readable storage medium (or mediums).
[0277] The computer readable storage medium can be
a tangible device that can retain and store data and/or
instructions for use by an instruction execution device.
The computer readable storage medium may be, for ex-
ample, but is not limited to, an electronic storage device
(including any volatile and/or non-volatile electronic stor-
age devices), a magnetic storage device, an optical stor-
age device, an electromagnetic storage device, a semi-
conductor storage device, or any suitable combination
of the foregoing. A non-exhaustive list of more specific
examples of the computer readable storage medium in-
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cludes the following: a portable computer diskette, a hard
disk, a solid state drive, a random access memory (RAM),
a read-only memory (ROM), an erasable programmable
read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory), a static
random access memory (SRAM), a portable compact
disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), a digital versatile disk
(DVD), a memory stick, a floppy disk, a mechanically
encoded device such as punch-cards or raised structures
in a groove having instructions recorded thereon, and
any suitable combination of the foregoing. A computer
readable storage medium, as used herein, is not to be
construed as being transitory signals per se, such as ra-
dio waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic
waves, electromagnetic waves propagating through a
waveguide or other transmission media (e.g., light pulses
passing through a fiber-optic cable), or electrical signals
transmitted through a wire.
[0278] Computer readable program instructions de-
scribed herein can be downloaded to respective comput-
ing/processing devices from a computer readable stor-
age medium or to an external computer or external stor-
age device via a network, for example, the Internet, a
local area network, a wide area network and/or a wireless
network. The network may comprise copper transmis-
sion cables, optical transmission fibers, wireless trans-
mission, routers, firewalls, switches, gateway computers
and/or edge servers. A network adapter card or network
interface in each computing/processing device receives
computer readable program instructions from the net-
work and forwards the computer readable program in-
structions for storage in a computer readable storage me-
dium within the respective computing/processing device.
[0279] Computer readable program instructions (as al-
so referred to herein as, for example, "code," "instruc-
tions," "module," "application," "software application,"
and/or the like) for carrying out operations of the present
disclosure may be assembler instructions, instruction-
set-architecture (ISA) instructions, machine instructions,
machine dependent instructions, microcode, firmware in-
structions, state-setting data, configuration data for inte-
grated circuitry, or either source code or object code writ-
ten in any combination of one or more programming lan-
guages, including an object oriented programming lan-
guage such as Smalltalk, C++, or the like, and procedural
programming languages, such as the "C" programming
language or similar programming languages. Computer
readable program instructions may be callable from other
instructions or from itself, and/or may be invoked in re-
sponse to detected events or interrupts. Computer read-
able program instructions configured for execution on
computing devices may be provided on a computer read-
able storage medium, and/or as a digital download (and
may be originally stored in a compressed or installable
format that requires installation, decompression or de-
cryption prior to execution) that may then be stored on a
computer readable storage medium. Such computer
readable program instructions may be stored, partially or
fully, on a memory device (e.g., a computer readable

storage medium) of the executing computing device, for
execution by the computing device. The computer read-
able program instructions may execute entirely on a us-
er’s computer (e.g., the executing computing device),
partly on the user’s computer, as a stand-alone software
package, partly on the user’s computer and partly on a
remote computer or entirely on the remote computer or
server. In the latter scenario, the remote computer may
be connected to the user’s computer through any type
of network, including a local area network (LAN) or a wide
area network (WAN), or the connection may be made to
an external computer (for example, through the Internet
using an Internet Service Provider). In some embodi-
ments, electronic circuitry including, for example, pro-
grammable logic circuitry, field-programmable gate ar-
rays (FPGA), or programmable logic arrays (PLA) may
execute the computer readable program instructions by
utilizing state information of the computer readable pro-
gram instructions to personalize the electronic circuitry,
in order to perform aspects of the present disclosure.
[0280] Aspects of the present disclosure are described
herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or
block diagrams of methods, apparatus (systems), and
computer program products according to embodiments
of the disclosure. It will be understood that each block of
the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, and
combinations of blocks in the flowchart illustrations
and/or block diagrams, can be implemented by computer
readable program instructions.
[0281] These computer readable program instructions
may be provided to a processor of a general purpose
computer, special purpose computer, or other program-
mable data processing apparatus to produce a machine,
such that the instructions, which execute via the proces-
sor of the computer or other programmable data process-
ing apparatus, create means for implementing the func-
tions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram
block or blocks. These computer readable program in-
structions may also be stored in a computer readable
storage medium that can direct a computer, a program-
mable data processing apparatus, and/or other devices
to function in a particular manner, such that the computer
readable storage medium having instructions stored
therein comprises an article of manufacture including in-
structions which implement aspects of the function/act
specified in the flowchart(s) and/or block diagram(s)
block or blocks.
[0282] The computer readable program instructions
may also be loaded onto a computer, other programma-
ble data processing apparatus, or other device to cause
a series of operational steps to be performed on the com-
puter, other programmable apparatus or other device to
produce a computer implemented process, such that the
instructions which execute on the computer, other pro-
grammable apparatus, or other device implement the
functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block di-
agram block or blocks. For example, the instructions may
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive
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of a remote computer. The remote computer may load
the instructions and/or modules into its dynamic memory
and send the instructions over a telephone, cable, or op-
tical line using a modem. A modem local to a server com-
puting system may receive the data on the telephone/ca-
ble/optical line and use a converter device including the
appropriate circuitry to place the data on a bus. The bus
may carry the data to a memory, from which a processor
may retrieve and execute the instructions. The instruc-
tions received by the memory may optionally be stored
on a storage device (e.g., a solid state drive) either before
or after execution by the computer processor.
[0283] The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures
illustrate the architecture, functionality, and operation of
possible implementations of systems, methods, and
computer program products according to various embod-
iments of the present disclosure. In this regard, each
block in the flowchart or block diagrams may represent
a module, segment, or portion of instructions, which com-
prises one or more executable instructions for imple-
menting the specified logical function(s). In some alter-
native implementations, the functions noted in the blocks
may occur out of the order noted in the Figures. For ex-
ample, two blocks shown in succession may, in fact, be
executed substantially concurrently, or the blocks may
sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending
upon the functionality involved. In addition, certain blocks
may be omitted in some implementations. The methods
and processes described herein are also not limited to
any particular sequence, and the blocks or states relating
thereto can be performed in other sequences that are
appropriate.
[0284] It will also be noted that each block of the block
diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, and combinations
of blocks in the block diagrams and/or flowchart illustra-
tion, can be implemented by special purpose hardware-
based systems that perform the specified functions or
acts or carry out combinations of special purpose hard-
ware and computer instructions. For example, any of the
processes, methods, algorithms, elements, blocks, ap-
plications, or other functionality (or portions of function-
ality) described in the preceding sections may be em-
bodied in, and/or fully or partially automated via, elec-
tronic hardware such application-specific processors
(e.g., application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs)),
programmable processors (e.g., field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs)), application-specific circuitry,
and/or the like (any of which may also combine custom
hard-wired logic, logic circuits, ASICs, FPGAs, etc. with
custom programming/execution of software instructions
to accomplish the techniques).
[0285] Any of the above-mentioned processors, and/or
devices incorporating any of the above-mentioned proc-
essors, may be referred to herein as, for example, "com-
puters," "computer devices," "computing devices," "hard-
ware computing devices," "hardware processors,"
"processing units," and/or the like. Computing devices of
the above-embodiments may generally (but not neces-

sarily) be controlled and/or coordinated by operating sys-
tem software, such as Mac OS, iOS, Android, Chrome
OS, Windows OS (e.g., Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10, Windows Server,
etc.), Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, Black-
berry OS, VxWorks, or other suitable operating systems.
In other embodiments, the computing devices may be
controlled by a proprietary operating system. Conven-
tional operating systems control and schedule computer
processes for execution, perform memory management,
provide file system, networking, I/O services, and provide
a user interface functionality, such as a graphical user
interface ("GUI"), among other things.
[0286] As described above, in various embodiments
certain functionality may be accessible by a user through
a web-based viewer (such as a web browser), or other
suitable software program). In such implementations, the
user interface may be generated by a server computing
system and transmitted to a web browser of the user
(e.g., running on the user’s computing system). Alterna-
tively, data (e.g., user interface data) necessary for gen-
erating the user interface may be provided by the server
computing system to the browser, where the user inter-
face may be generated (e.g., the user interface data may
be executed by a browser accessing a web service and
may be configured to render the user interfaces based
on the user interface data). The user may then interact
with the user interface through the web-browser. User
interfaces of certain implementations may be accessible
through one or more dedicated software applications. In
certain embodiments, one or more of the computing de-
vices and/or systems of the disclosure may include mo-
bile computing devices, and user interfaces may be ac-
cessible through such mobile computing devices (for ex-
ample, smartphones and/or tablets).
[0287] Many variations and modifications may be
made to the above-described embodiments, the ele-
ments of which are to be understood as being among
other acceptable examples. All such modifications and
variations are intended to be included herein within the
scope of this disclosure. The foregoing description details
certain embodiments. It will be appreciated, however,
that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in text,
the systems and methods can be practiced in many ways.
As is also stated above, it should be noted that the use
of particular terminology when describing certain fea-
tures or aspects of the systems and methods should not
be taken to imply that the terminology is being re-defined
herein to be restricted to including any specific charac-
teristics of the features or aspects of the systems and
methods with which that terminology is associated.
[0288] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements, and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
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imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0289] The term "substantially" when used in conjunc-
tion with the term "real-time" forms a phrase that will be
readily understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art.
For example, it is readily understood that such language
will include speeds in which no or little delay or waiting
is discernible, or where such delay is sufficiently short so
as not to be disruptive, irritating, or otherwise vexing to
user.
[0290] Conjunctive language such as the phrase "at
least one of X, Y, and Z," or "at least one of X, Y, or Z,"
unless specifically stated otherwise, is to be understood
with the context as used in general to convey that an
item, term, etc. may be either X, Y, or Z, or a combination
thereof. For example, the term "or" is used in its inclusive
sense (and not in its exclusive sense) so that when used,
for example, to connect a list of elements, the term "or"
means one, some, or all of the elements in the list. Thus,
such conjunctive language is not generally intended to
imply that certain embodiments require at least one of X,
at least one of Y, and at least one of Z to each be present.
[0291] The term "a" as used herein should be given an
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For exam-
ple, unless specifically noted, the term "a" should not be
understood to mean "exactly one" or "one and only one";
instead, the term "a" means "one or more" or "at least
one," whether used in the claims or elsewhere in the
specification and regardless of uses of quantifiers such
as "at least one," "one or more," or "a plurality" elsewhere
in the claims or specification.
[0292] The term "comprising" as used herein should
be given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation.
For example, a general purpose computer comprising
one or more processors should not be interpreted as ex-
cluding other computer components, and may possibly
include such components as memory, input/output de-
vices, and/or network interfaces, among others.
[0293] While the above detailed description has
shown, described, and pointed out novel features as ap-
plied to various embodiments, it may be understood that
various omissions, substitutions, and changes in the form
and details of the devices or processes illustrated may
be made without departing from the spirit of the disclo-
sure. As may be recognized, certain embodiments of the
inventions described herein may be embodied within a
form that does not provide all of the features and benefits
set forth herein, as some features may be used or prac-
ticed separately from others. The scope of certain inven-
tions disclosed herein is indicated by the appended
claims rather than by the foregoing description. All chang-
es which come within the meaning and range of equiva-
lency of the claims are to be embraced within their scope.

Claims

1. A computer system comprising:

one or more processors configured to execute
code to cause the system to:

display a first user interface comprising:
a panel associated with code to query a first
dataset, wherein the panel is configured to
render a visualization of the first dataset
based on display settings associated with
the panel;
display a second user interface comprising:
the code to query the first dataset;
request, from a data synchronization serv-
er, a synchronization status of datasets be-
tween a cache and a data source;
receive, in response to the request, syn-
chronization statuses of a plurality of data-
sets, the plurality of datasets including the
first dataset;
display, as part of one or more user inter-
faces:

a listing of the plurality of datasets;
data included in the first dataset; and
information about a synchronization of
the first dataset between a cache and
a data source; and

receive user input indicating a selected dataset
from among the plurality of datasets; and
generate a synchronization request to synchro-
nize the selected dataset between the cache
and the data source.

2. The computer system of Claim 1, wherein the infor-
mation about the synchronization of the first dataset
includes a time of a last synchronization event.

3. The computer system of Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein
the one or more processors are further configured
to execute code to cause the system to:
receive, in the second user interface, user input
changing a format of the query.

4. The computer system of any of Claims 1-3, wherein
the one or more processors are further configured
to execute code to cause the system to:
in response to a user interaction with a dataset name
in the code in the second interface, display a dataset
helper menu showing autocorrected or autocomplet-
ed names based on the dataset name.

5. The computer system of Claim 4, wherein the data-
set helper menu also shows a synchronization status
of databases having the autocorrected or autocom-
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pleted names.

6. The computer system of any of Claims 1-5, wherein
the one or more processors are further configured
to execute code to cause the system to:

generate, in response to a modification of the
data included in the first dataset, a synchroniza-
tion request to synchronize the first dataset be-
tween the cache and the data source;
and/or
display, in a third user interface, a visualization
showing which documents use the first dataset.

7. The computer system of any of Claims 1-6, wherein
the one or more processors are further configured
to execute code to cause the system to:

display, in a third user interface, a visualization
showing other datasets dependent on the first
dataset;
and/or
display an indication of a cache or data store
that the first dataset is located in.

8. A computer-implemented method comprising:

displaying a first user interface comprising:
a panel associated with code to query a first da-
taset, wherein the panel is configured to render
a visualization of the first dataset based on dis-
play settings associated with the panel;
displaying a second user interface comprising:
the code to query the first dataset;
requesting, from a data synchronization server,
a synchronization status of datasets between a
cache and a data source;
receiving, in response to the request, synchro-
nization statuses of a plurality of datasets, the
plurality of datasets including the first dataset;
and
displaying, as part of one or more user interfac-
es:

a listing of the plurality of datasets;
data included in the first dataset; and
information about a synchronization of the
first dataset between a cache and a data
source.

9. The computer-implemented method of Claim 8, fur-
ther comprising:

receiving user input indicating a selected data-
set from among the plurality of datasets; and
generating a synchronization request to syn-
chronize the selected dataset between the
cache and the data source.

10. The computer-implemented method of Claim 8 or
Claim 9, further comprising:
receiving, in the second user interface, user input
changing a format of the query.

11. The computer-implemented method of any of Claims
8-10, further comprising:
in response to a user interaction with a dataset name
in the code in the second interface, displaying a da-
taset helper menu showing autocorrected or auto-
completed names based on the dataset name.

12. The computer system of Claim 11, wherein the da-
taset helper menu also shows a synchronization sta-
tus of databases having the autocorrected or auto-
completed names.

13. The computer-implemented method of any of Claims
8-12, further comprising:

generating, in response to a modification of the
data included in the first dataset, a synchroniza-
tion request to synchronize the first dataset be-
tween the cache and the data source;
and/or
displaying, in a third user interface, a visualiza-
tion showing which documents use the first da-
taset.

14. The computer-implemented method of any of Claims
8-13, further comprising:

displaying, in a third user interface, a visualiza-
tion showing other datasets dependent on the
first dataset;
and/or
displaying an indication of a cache or data store
that the first dataset is located in.

15. A computer readable medium having program in-
structions embodied therewith, wherein the program
instructions, when executed by one or more proces-
sors, cause the one or more processors to perform
operations comprising the operations recited in any
of Claims 8-14.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit under 35
U.S.C. § 119(e) of United States Provisional Application
Serial Number 62/529,818, filed July 7, 2017, the content
of which is incorporated by reference in its entirety into
the present disclosure.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] This disclosure relates to approaches for pro-
viding an object platform for datasets.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Under conventional approaches, data stored in
relational databases may be retrieved for presentation
and/or operation. However, conventional relational data-
bases may not support object-based operations.

SUMMARY

[0004] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
may include systems, methods, and non-transitory com-
puter readable media configured to provide an object
platform for datasets. A definition of an object may be
obtained. The object may be associated with information
stored in one or more datasets. The dataset(s) may be
stored in one or more databases, such as a relational
database. The information may be determined based at
least in part on the definition of the object. The object
may be stored in a cache such that the information as-
sociated with the object is also stored in the cache. One
or more interfaces through which requests to perform
one or more operations on the object are able to be sub-
mitted may be provided.
[0005] In some embodiments, the definition of the ob-
ject may be included within an ontology. The ontology
may define other aspects of the object, such as how the
properties of the object may be presented and/or modi-
fied.
[0006] In some embodiments, the operations may in-
clude searching for the object, loading the object, or mod-
ifying the object.
[0007] In some embodiments, the object may be stored
in an object store. The object may be modified within the
cache and the modified object may be stored in the object
store.
[0008] In some embodiments, the information in the
dataset(s) may be changed. The information stored in
the cache may be updated based on changes to the in-
formation in the dataset(s).
[0009] In some embodiments, a change to the defini-
tion of the object (e.g., within the ontology) may be iden-
tified. The object in the cache may be updated based on
the change to the definition of the object.

[0010] In some embodiments, information about mod-
ifications to the object may be stored in a commit log.
The information may include time stamps and vector
clocks associated with the modifications to the object.
The information may identify the user/system that
prompted/made the modifications. The information may
identify the security level of the user/system that prompt-
ed/made the modifications. The information may identify
the priority level of the modifications.
[0011] In some embodiments, conflicts in the modifi-
cations to the object may be identified based on the com-
mit log. The conflicts may be resolved based on one or
more rules. The rule(s) may be set or configurable.
[0012] These and other features of the systems, meth-
ods, and non-transitory computer readable media dis-
closed herein, as well as the methods of operation and
functions of the related elements of structure and the
combination of parts and economies of manufacture, will
become more apparent upon consideration of the follow-
ing description and the appended claims with reference
to the accompanying drawings, all of which form a part
of this specification, wherein like reference numerals des-
ignate corresponding parts in the various figures. It is to
be expressly understood, however, that the drawings are
for purposes of illustration and description only and are
not intended as a definition of the limits of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] Certain features of various embodiments of the
present technology are set forth with particularity in the
appended claims. A better understanding of the features
and advantages of the technology will be obtained by
reference to the following detailed description that sets
forth illustrative embodiments, in which the principles of
the invention are utilized, and the accompanying draw-
ings of which:

FIGURE 1 illustrates an example environment for
providing an object platform for datasets, in accord-
ance with various embodiments.

FIGURE 2 illustrates an example environment for
providing an object platform for datasets, in accord-
ance with various embodiments.

FIGURE 3 illustrates an example operation flow for
using an object platform for datasets, in accordance
with various embodiments.

FIGURE 4 illustrates a flowchart of an example meth-
od, in accordance with various embodiments.

FIGURE 5 illustrates a block diagram of an example
computer system in which any of the embodiments
described herein may be implemented.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] A claimed solution rooted in computer technol-
ogy overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm
of computer technology. In various implementations, a
computing system may obtain a definition of an object.
The object may be associated with information stored in
one or more datasets. The dataset(s) may be stored in
one or more databases, such as a relational database.
The information may be determined based at least in part
of the definition of the object. The object may be stored
in a cache such that the information associated with the
object is stored in the cache. For example, the object
may be associated with a set of values in one or more
tables and these values may be stored in the cache as
properties of the object. The information stored in the
cache may be updated based on changes to the infor-
mation in the dataset(s). Storing the object in the cache
may enable operations on the object, such as searching,
loading, and modifying the object. Such operations may
be performed based on requests received through APIs
(e.g., object search API, object load API, object modify
API). The object may be found within the cache based
on a search request. The object may be loaded based
on a load request. The object may be modified based on
a modification request. For example, one or more prop-
erties of the object may be modified (e.g., added, re-
moved, changed) and/or one or more links may be cre-
ated/removed/changed between the object and other ob-
jects. The object may be stored within an object store.
The object may be modified within the cache and stored
within the object store. The dataset(s) may be updated
based on the modifications to the object in the cache.
[0015] In some embodiments, the definition of the ob-
ject may be included within an ontology. The ontology
may define other aspects of the object, such as how the
properties of the object may be presented and/or modi-
fied. A change to the definition of the object (e.g., within
the ontology) may be identified. The object in the cache
may be updated based on the change to the definition of
the object.
[0016] In some embodiments, information about mod-
ifications to the object may be stored in a commit log.
The information may include time stamps and vector
clocks associated with the modifications to the object.
The information may identify the user/system that
prompted/made the modifications. The information may
identify the security level of the user/system that prompt-
ed/made the modifications. The information may identify
the priority level of the modifications. A conflict in modi-
fications to the object may be identified based on the
commit log. The conflict may be resolved based on one
or more rules. The rule(s) may be set or configurable.
[0017] The approach disclosed herein enables usage
(e.g. creating, viewing, modifying) of information stored
in a database via object-oriented front end. The approach
disclosed herein provides a tool/service that supports ob-
ject operations (e.g., searching, loading, modifying) on

top of a database. Information associated with an object
may be loaded into a cache (e.g., as properties of the
object). Loading the object/information associated with
the object into the cache may enable object-oriented op-
erations on the object/information associated with the ob-
ject. For example, particular information stored in a da-
tabase may represent properties of tangible/intangible
things. By loading the particular information representing
the properties of the things into a cache, users may in-
teract with the particular information in terms of things.
Loading the particular information into the cache may
enable users to operate on the particular information
without loading the entirety of datasets and parsing the
datasets for operations. Loading the particular informa-
tion into the cache may enable to users to operate on the
particular information using operations that are not sup-
ported by the database. In general, the approaches de-
scribed herein may be adapted to provide an object plat-
form for any dataset(s). Such dataset(s) may be stored
(or ingested) in one or more databases. Many variations
are possible.
[0018] FIGURE 1 illustrates an example environment
100 for providing an object platform for datasets, in ac-
cordance with various embodiments. The example envi-
ronment 100 may include a computing system 102. The
computing system 102 may include one or more proces-
sors and memory. The processor(s) may be configured
to perform various operations by interpreting machine-
readable instructions stored in the memory. The environ-
ment 100 may also include one or more datastores that
are accessible to the computing system 102 (e.g., via
one or more network(s)). In some embodiments, the da-
tastore(s) may include various datasets, databases, ap-
plication functionalities, application/data packages,
and/or other data that are available for download, instal-
lation, and/or execution.
[0019] In various embodiments, the computing system
102 may include a datastore 112, a definition engine 114,
an association engine 116, a cache engine 118, and an
interface engine 120. The datastore 112 may include
structured and/or unstructured sets of data that can be
divided/extracted for provisioning when needed by one
or more components of the environment 100. The da-
tastore 112 may include one or more datasets of infor-
mation. The dataset(s) may be stored in one or more
databases, such as a relational database. A relational
database may organize information/data into tables, col-
umns, rows, and/or other organizational groupings.
Groupings of information may be linked/referenced via
use of keys (e.g., primary and foreign keys). While the
computing system 102 is shown in FIGURE 1 as a single
entity, this is merely for ease of reference and is not meant
to be limiting. One or more components/functionalities of
the computing system 100 described herein may be im-
plemented in a single computing device or multiple com-
puting devices.
[0020] The definition engine 114 may be configured to
obtain one or more definitions for one or more objects.
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Obtaining definition(s) may include one or more of ac-
cessing, acquiring, analyzing, determining, examining,
generating, locating, receiving, retrieving, reviewing,
storing, and/or otherwise obtaining the definition(s). Def-
inition(s) (previously stored/created) may be obtained
from one or more storage locations. A storage location
may refer to electronic storage located within the com-
puting system 102 (e.g., integral and/or removable mem-
ory of the computing system 102), electronic storage cou-
pled to the computing system 102, and/or electronic stor-
age located remotely from the computing system 102
(e.g., electronic storage accessible to the computing sys-
tem 102 through a network). Definition(s) may be ob-
tained from one or more user input (e.g., from a user’s
interaction with one or more interfaces allowing the user
to define an object). For example, definition(s) may be
created/modified based on user input.
[0021] An object may refer to a thing/a grouping of
things with a given set of properties. An object may ref-
erence tangible/intangible thing(s) and/or animate/inan-
imate thing(s). As nonlimiting examples, an object may
refer to person(s), vehicle(s), portion(s) of a vehicle,
building(s), portion(s) of a building, investigation(s), a
portion(s) of an investigation, schedule(s), or right(s)/de-
mands for right(s), and/or other things. Other types of
objects are contemplated.
[0022] A definition of an object may describe the object
by specifying/identifying one or more properties (e.g.,
characteristics) of the object. For example, an object may
include a person and a definition of the object may de-
scribe the person by specifying/identifying particular
properties (e.g., gender, height, weight, education, oc-
cupation, address, phone number) of the person. The
values of the properties of the object may be stored in a
dataset(s) (e.g., of relational databases(s)). For example,
the values of the properties may be stored in one or more
columns and/or rows of a database as strings, numbers,
and/or other forms of expression. The definition of the
object may identify the particular column(s) and/or row(s)
of the database storing the relevant values of the prop-
erties of the object. In some embodiments, a given prop-
erty of an object may be derived from one or more values
of dataset(s). For example, a given property of an object
may be determined based on multiple values within one
or more tables.
[0023] In some embodiments, an object may be related
to one or more other objects. Relationship among objects
may be between objects of same type (e.g., relationship
between people objects, such as between family mem-
bers, co-workers, persons who have interacted with each
other) and/or between objects of different types (e.g., re-
lationship between a person object and a non-person
object, such as between a person and a schedule, a per-
son and an investigation). For example, objects repre-
senting individual investigations (e.g., of accidents, of
claims, of demands for rights) may be related to an object
representing a group of investigations (e.g., based on
commonalities, based on user input). Such relationships

may effectuate grouping individual investigations into
groups of investigations. As another example, objects
representing individual investigations (e.g., of accidents,
of claims, of demands for rights) may be related to an
object representing persons (e.g., persons associated
with investigations). Relationships between objects may
include one-to-one relationships, one-to-many relation-
ship, many-to-one relationships, many-to-many relation-
ships, and/or other relationships.
[0024] In some embodiments, a definition of an object
may be included within an ontology. An ontology may
include one or more objects/types of objects representing
different things. An ontology may define other aspects of
objects, such as how properties of an object may be pre-
sented and/or modified. For example, an ontology may
include a person object type including a name property,
and the ontology may define how the name may be pre-
sented (e.g., first name followed by last name; last name
followed by first name; first initial followed by last name).
The ontology may define how/whether the name may be
modified (e.g., based on user input, based on user ac-
count privileges). As another example, a definition of a
person object may include one or more relationship prop-
erties and the ontology may define how/whether the re-
lationship(s) may be presented and/or modified. In some
embodiments, an ontology may define whether/how
properties of an object may be created and/or removed.
For example, an ontology may define whether a user may
add or remove one or more properties of the person ob-
ject type. The definitions/ontologies may be created
based on user input. The definitions/ontologies may be
modified (e.g., based on user input, based on system
changes).
[0025] The association engine 116 may be configured
to associate one or more objects with information stored
in one or more datasets. Associating object(s) with infor-
mation stored in dataset(s) may include connecting/link-
ing the object(s) with the information stored in the data-
set(s). The information to be associated with object(s)
may be determined based at least in part on the defini-
tion(s) of the object(s). For example, a definition of an
object may specify/identify particular columns and/or
rows of a dataset including relevant values of properties
of the object, and the association engine 116 may asso-
ciate the object with the values in the specified/identified
portions of the dataset. Individual portions of the dataset
may include individual values (e.g., numbers, strings) for
individual properties of the object. In some embodiments,
an object may be associated with multiple values of a
property (e.g., a person object may be associated with
multiple phone numbers). In some embodiments, an ob-
ject may be associated with multiple values of a property
via links between objects. For example, a phone number
object may be associated with multiple values of phone
numbers included in a dataset and the phone number
object may be linked to a person object to associate the
person object with multiple values of the phone numbers.
In some embodiments, one or more associations be-
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tween information and objects may be secured such that
usage (e.g., viewing, modifying) of the objects/particular
properties of the object may be restricted based on se-
curity/authorization level of the users/systems.
[0026] In some embodiments, the association engine
116 may be configured to change the association of an
object with information stored in dataset(s) based on
changes to the definition/ontology of the object. For ex-
ample, a definition/ontology of an object may be changed
so that the specified/identified portion of the dataset for
a property of the object is changed (e.g., changed to a
different column, a different row, and/or a different
range). Responsive to the change in the specifica-
tion/identification of the portion(s) of the dataset, the as-
sociation engine 116 may update the association of the
object with the changed/new information.
[0027] In some embodiments, an object may be
backed by a single row/column in a dataset with a single
primary key column/row. In such a case, the object may
be uniquely identified by a dataset resource identifier, a
branch, a primary key column/row name, and a primary
key value. In some embodiments, an object may be
backed by a single row/column in a dataset with a multi-
column/row primary key. In such a case, one or more
transforms may be used to reduce the backing to the
single primary key column/row case. In some embodi-
ments, an object may be backed by rows/columns from
a single dataset or multiple datasets.
[0028] The cache engine 118 may be configured to
store the object(s) in one or more caches such that the
information associated with the object(s) is also stored
in the cache(s). In some embodiments, the cache engine
118 may store information associated with object(s) in
the cache(s) based on review of one or more commit
logs. Commit logs may provide information relating to
one or more changes to the information associated with
object(s). Storing the information associated with an ob-
ject in the cache may enable users to perform one or
more operations on the object/information associated
with the object. Storing the information associated with
an object in the cache may enable users to perform ob-
ject-oriented operations on the object/information asso-
ciated with the object. For example, storing the informa-
tion associated with an object in the cache may enable
users to perform searching, loading, and modifying op-
erations on the object/information associated with the ob-
ject. The operations may be performed within the cache.
The stored information may be used to perform opera-
tions without loading the entirety of datasets and parsing
the datasets for operations. The stored information may
be used to perform operations that are not supported by
a database.
[0029] In some embodiments, one or more objects may
be stored in an object store. An object store (e.g., via an
object store server) may manage one or more objects
stored in the cache(s) by the cache engine 118. In some
embodiments, the object store may include one or more
caches in which the object(s) are stored. Storing objects

in an object store may provide users with ready access
to objects that have been previously stored in a cache.
In some embodiments, the objects may be modified with-
in the cache and the modified objects may be stored in
the object store. For example, based on user and/or sys-
tem inputs, one or more properties/values of properties
of an object may be modified within the cache. The mod-
ifications of the object/properties of the object may be
propagated to the object store so that the users are pro-
vided with latest modifications to the object. In some em-
bodiments, the object store may use version control to
keep track of different versions/modifications of objects.
[0030] In some embodiments, the information in the
dataset(s) may be changed. The cache engine 118 may
update the information stored in the cache based on
changes to the information in the dataset(s). For exam-
ple, the information in the dataset(s) may include values
for a name of a person. A person object (and the infor-
mation associated with the person object) for the person
may have been stored in a cache. After the person object
has been stored in the cache, the values for the name of
the person may be changed within the dataset(s) (e.g.,
a user correcting a misspelling of the person’s name; the
name being updated based on a name change). The val-
ues of the person’s name in the cache may be updated
based on the changes to the name in the dataset(s) so
that the cache includes the modified name. Thus, the
information stored in the cache may be synchronized to
the changes in the underlying information in the datasets.
[0031] In some embodiments, one or more changes to
a definition of an object (e.g., within the ontology) may
be identified (e.g., by the definition engine 114). Changes
to the definition of the object may change information to
which the object is associated. Changes to information
to which an object is associated may include: (1) changes
in the properties specified/identified for the object (e.g.,
addition of a new property, removal of an existing prop-
erty, change in an existing property), (2) changes in por-
tions of the datasets from which values of the properties
are obtained/derived (e.g., changes in which rows/col-
umns are associated with the object), (3) changes in re-
lationships of an object, and/or other changes to the ob-
ject. The cache engine 118 may update the object/infor-
mation associated with the object in the cache based on
the changes to the definition of the object.
[0032] In some embodiments, other changes relating
to objects/information associated with the object may be
detected. For example, changes to other portions of an
ontology (e.g., defining how/whether properties of ob-
jects may be presented and/or modified) may be detected
and propagated to other parts/functionalities of the sys-
tem 102. In some embodiments, one or more versions
controls may be used to keep track of different ver-
sions/modifications of definiti ons/ ontologies.
[0033] In some embodiments, information about mod-
ifications to one or more objects may be stored in one or
more commit logs. Modifications to objects may include
modifications to objects/information associated with ob-
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jects based on (1) changes in the underlying information
(e.g., changes in values of the dataset), (2) changes to
definitions (e.g., changes in properties of the objects,
changes in where the information for the properties are
located), (3) changes based on interactions with the ob-
jects/information associated with the object in the cache,
and/or other modifications. The information about mod-
ifications to the objects may include time stamps and
vector clocks associated with the modifications to the ob-
jects. The information about modifications to objects may
distinguish vector clocks based on where the modifica-
tions originated. For example, the vector clocks may be
distinguished (e.g., via different identifiers) based on
whether the modifications originated from changes in the
underlying datasets (e.g., based on data transaction) or
from changes made to the object in the cache based on
user/system interaction with the object (e.g., based on
cache transaction). Time stamps and/or vector clocks
may be used to determine when the modifications were
made to the objects, when conflicts exists between mod-
ifications to objects, and/or to resolve conflicts between
modifications to the objects.
[0034] In some embodiments, it may be impractical to
store a vector clock for every object being stored in the
cache. For example, in case of large datasets/large
number of objects, such storage of vector clocks may
lead to storage problems. In some embodiments, instead
of storing a vector clock for every object, one vector clock
may be stored per dataset, and one clock may be stored
per new/modified object. Such storage of vector clocks
may allow for assumption of a default vector clock per
dataset, with potential of additional vector clocks for mod-
ified objects.
[0035] In some embodiments, usage of vector clocks
may be simplified by storing the vector clocks internally
when objects are stored in a cache. A vector clock may
be associated with each version of an object. When an
object is modified in the cache, it may have an updated
vector clock. When users make modifications to the ob-
ject and the modifications are merged into the cache, the
cached object may have an incremented vector clock
associated with the modifications being made in the
cache. When modifications of information in the data-
set(s) are synchronized into the cache, the new version
of the object may have the appropriate vector clock entry
from the dataset transaction.
[0036] In some embodiments, the information about
modifications to the objects may identify user(s)/sys-
tem(s) that prompted/made the modifications. The iden-
tification of users/systems that prompted/made the mod-
ification may be used as fingerprints to determine the
entity that modified the objects. In some embodiments,
the information may identify security level(s) of us-
er(s)/system(s) that prompted/made the modifications.
The identification of security levels may be used to de-
termine the types of modifications and/or which modifi-
cations may take precedence over other modifications.
In some embodiments, the information may identify the

priority levels of the modifications. The identification of
priority levels of modifications may be used to determine
the order in which the modifications may be made and/or
which modifications may take precedence over other
modifications.
[0037] In some embodiments, information about mod-
ifications to one or more objects may be stored in one or
more commit logs before the modifications are made to
the object(s). The modifications may be pushed to the
objects in the cache after any conflicts/problems with the
modifications have been resolved. The modifications to
the objects may be stored back in the dataset(s).
[0038] In some embodiments, conflicts in the modifi-
cations to the object may be identified based on one or
more commit logs. For example, while a user is modifying
an object in the cache, the underlying information in the
dataset(s) may be modified (e.g., by another user, by a
system). The conflict in the modifications to the object
may be detected based on comparison of vector clocks
for the object.
[0039] The conflicts may be resolved based on one or
more set and/or configurable rules. For example, con-
flicts may be resolved based on timing of the modifica-
tions (e.g., first to modify wins, the last to modify wins).
Conflicts may be resolved based on where the modifica-
tion originated (e.g., modification based on dataset trans-
actions wins over modifications based on cache trans-
actions, or vice versa). Conflicts may be resolved based
on security levels and/or priority levels of users/systems
that prompted/made the modifications. In some embod-
iments, conflicts arising from modifications made by mul-
tiple users may be resolved by favoring particular users
over other users or requiring one or more of the users to
resolve the conflict (e.g., by requiring user(s) to deter-
mine which modification to allow, by requiring users to
reenter the modifications). Allowing users to modify the
rules by which conflicts are resolved may enable flexible
resolution strategies to be employed for different situa-
tions. In some embodiments, the resolution of a conflict
may result in a resolved version of the object and a re-
solved vector clock, which may be stored as the new
vector clock for the given object.
[0040] The interface engine 120 may be configured to
provide one or more interfaces through which requests
to perform one or more operations on the object(s) are
able to be submitted. The interface(s) may include appli-
cation program interface(s) and/or user interface(s)
through which operation(s) on the objects may be sub-
mitted. For example, the interface engine 120 may pro-
vide one or more APIs that may be used by users/com-
puting systems to search, load, and/or modify objects/in-
formation associated with the object. The object may be
found within the cache based on a search request (using
an object search API). The object may be loaded based
on a load request (using an object load API). The object
may be modified based on a modification request (using
an object modify API). As another example, the interface
engine 120 may provide one or more user interfaces
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(e.g., web user interface) through which users may en-
ter/select commands to search, load, and/or modify ob-
jects/information associated with the object. Other oper-
ations on objects/information associated with objects are
contemplated.
[0041] A search request may return one or more ob-
jects that match one or more searching criteria. Criteria
for search request may include one or more parameters
relating to properties of objects, reference identifiers of
objects, and/or other criteria. In some embodiments, a
reference identifier for an object may include one or more
of a service, instance, type, and/or locator. In some em-
bodiments, a search request may support a keyword filter
(e.g., searching one or more fields of objects for specified
query string/value), an object type filter (e.g., limiting the
search results to a specific set of object types), a property
filter (e.g., specifying query string/value to match on one
or more specific properties for a specific object/object
type and/or one or more global properties that multiple
objects/object types may share). A search result may re-
quire matching on some or all of the specified criteria. In
some embodiments, the objects in the cache may enable
a full-text search and may enforce permissions/security
on datasets. Individual objects may be indexed as its own
document.
[0042] A load request may load one or more objects
for additional operations by the users/systems. The load
request may load up-to-date version of the object. On a
load, a unique identifier for the object may be used.
[0043] A modification request may change one or more
aspects of objects in the cache/loaded objects. A modi-
fication request may include creation, removal, and/or
changes in values of the properties of the objects. A mod-
ification request may create, remove, and/or change
properties of the objects. In some embodiments, creation
of new properties for an object may result in creation of
new information in the underlying datasets. The modifi-
cations to the objects may be made in the cache. The
modifications to the objects in the cache may be propa-
gated to the underlying datasets.
[0044] For example, a user may use the search request
to locate a given object and load the given object for
additional operations. The user may view particular as-
pects of the given object (information associated with the
given object). Views of the given object may include views
of information associated with objects related to the given
object and/or identification of objects related to the given
object. The users may modify the given object (e.g.,
change/remove existing properties of the object, create
new properties to the object, change/remove existing re-
lationships of the object, create new relationships of the
object). The changes made by the user may be stored
within the cache (e.g., in object store) and/or may be
propagated to the datasets (e.g., in relational data-
base(s)) from which the information associated with the
given object is obtained.
[0045] FIGURE 2 illustrates an example environment
200 for providing an object platform for datasets, in ac-

cordance with various embodiments. The example envi-
ronment 200 may include a database 210 and an object
cache 230. In some embodiments, the object cache 230
may be stored in an object store. The database 210 may
include one or more databases. The database 210 may
include one or more datasets including a string 212, a
value 214, and/or other datasets/information. The string
212 and the value 214 may be organized into tables,
columns, rows, and/or other organizational groupings.
The string 214 and the value 214 may be linked/refer-
enced via use of keys. The database may include a com-
mit log 220. In some embodiments, the commit log 220
may be stored in other locations.
[0046] A definition for an object may specify/identify
the string 212 and the value 214 as the portions of a
dataset in which values of properties of the object are
located. Based on the definition, the string 212 and the
value 214 may be associated with the object. The object
may be stored in the object cache 230 as object 240.
Storing the object 240 in the object cache 230 may in-
clude storing the string 212 and the value 214 as string
242 and value 244, respectively, in the object cache 230.
In some embodiments, the object 240, the string 242,
and the value 244 may be stored in the object cache 230
based on a review of the commit log 220 associated with
the object. In some embodiments, the storage of the ob-
ject 240/the string 242, the value 244 in the object cache
230 may be implemented by one or more object store
servers. Storing the object 240/the string 242, the value
244 in the object cache 230 may be part of a cache warm-
ing process. The object 240 may be queried, loaded,
and/or modified via one or more interfaces (e.g., APIs,
user interfaces). Changes to the string 212 and/or the
value 214 in the database 210 may be propagated to the
string 242 and/or the value 244 in the object cache 230.
Changes to the string 242 and/or the value 244 in the
object cache 230 may be propagated to the string 212
and/or the value 214 in the database 210. Information
relating to the changes to the string 212, 242 and the
value 214, 244 may be stored in the commit log 220.
[0047] FIGURE 3 illustrates an example operation flow
300 for using an object platform for datasets, in accord-
ance with various embodiments. The operation flow 300
may include operations on a database 310 (including a
string 312, a value 314, a commit log 320) and an object
cache 330 (including an object 340, a string 342, a value
344). In some embodiments, the database 310 (including
the string 312, the value 314, the commit log 320) may
be configured to implement some, or all, of the function-
alities of the database 210 (including the string 212, the
value 214, the commit log 220) as described above. In
some embodiments, the object cache 330 (including the
object 340, the string 342, the value 344) may be config-
ured to implement some, or all, of the functionalities of
the object cache 230 (including the object 240, the string
242, the value 244) as described above.
[0048] One or more operations may be performed on
the object 340 (e.g., after the object 340 has been queried
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and loaded). For example, as shown in FIGURE 3, a
modification operation 352 may be performed on the ob-
ject 340 (e.g., via an object store server) to modify the
string 342, the value 344, and/or other aspects of the
object 340. The modifications to the object 340 may be
pushed 354 to the commit log 320. In some embodi-
ments, the commit log 320 may be used to detect and/or
resolve conflicts between modifications to the object 340.
The modifications to the object 340 may be stored 356A,
356B in the object cache 330 and in the database 310.
[0049] FIGURE 4 illustrates a flowchart of an example
method 400, according to various embodiments of the
present disclosure. The method 400 may be implement-
ed in various environments including, for example, the
environment 100 of FIGURE 1. The operations of method
400 presented below are intended to be illustrative. De-
pending on the implementation, the example method 400
may include additional, fewer, or alternative steps per-
formed in various orders or in parallel. The example meth-
od 400 may be implemented in various computing sys-
tems or devices including one or more processors.
[0050] At block 402, a definition of an object may be
obtained. At block 404, the object may be associated with
information stored in one or more datasets. The informa-
tion may be determined based at least in part on the
definition of the object. At block 406, the object may be
stored in a cache such that the information associated
with the object is also stored in the cache. At block 408,
one or more interfaces through which requests to perform
one or more operations object are able to be submitted
may be provided.

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

[0051] The techniques described herein are imple-
mented by one or more special-purpose computing de-
vices. The special-purpose computing devices may be
hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include cir-
cuitry or digital electronic devices such as one or more
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently
programmed to perform the techniques, or may include
one or more hardware processors programmed to per-
form the techniques pursuant to program instructions in
firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such
special-purpose computing devices may also combine
custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom
programming to accomplish the techniques. The special-
purpose computing devices may be desktop computer
systems, server computer systems, portable computer
systems, handheld devices, networking devices or any
other device or combination of devices that incorporate
hard-wired and/or program logic to implement the tech-
niques.
[0052] Computing device(s) are generally controlled
and coordinated by operating system software, such as
iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE,

Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, Vx-
Works, or other compatible operating systems. In other
embodiments, the computing device may be controlled
by a proprietary operating system. Conventional operat-
ing systems control and schedule computer processes
for execution, perform memory management, provide file
system, networking, I/O services, and provide a user in-
terface functionality, such as a graphical user interface
("GUI"), among other things.
[0053] FIGURE 5 is a block diagram that illustrates a
computer system 500 upon which any of the embodi-
ments described herein may be implemented. The com-
puter system 500 includes a bus 502 or other communi-
cation mechanism for communicating information, one
or more hardware processors 504 coupled with bus 502
for processing information. Hardware processor(s) 504
may be, for example, one or more general purpose mi-
croprocessors.
[0054] The computer system 500 also includes a main
memory 506, such as a random access memory (RAM),
cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to
bus 502 for storing information and instructions to be ex-
ecuted by processor 504. Main memory 506 also may
be used for storing temporary variables or other interme-
diate information during execution of instructions to be
executed by processor 504. Such instructions, when
stored in storage media accessible to processor 504,
render computer system 500 into a special-purpose ma-
chine that is customized to perform the operations spec-
ified in the instructions.
[0055] The computer system 500 further includes a
read only memory (ROM) 508 or other static storage de-
vice coupled to bus 502 for storing static information and
instructions for processor 504. A storage device 510,
such as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive
(Flash drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 502
for storing information and instructions.
[0056] The computer system 500 may be coupled via
bus 502 to a display 512, such as a cathode ray tube
(CRT) or LCD display (or touch screen), for displaying
information to a computer user. An input device 514, in-
cluding alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus
502 for communicating information and command selec-
tions to processor 504. Another type of user input device
is cursor control 516, such as a mouse, a trackball, or
cursor direction keys for communicating direction infor-
mation and command selections to processor 504 and
for controlling cursor movement on display 512. This in-
put device typically has two degrees of freedom in two
axes, a first axis (e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that
allows the device to specify positions in a plane. In some
embodiments, the same direction information and com-
mand selections as cursor control may be implemented
via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor.
[0057] The computing system 500 may include a user
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored
in a mass storage device as executable software codes
that are executed by the computing device(s). This and
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other modules may include, by way of example, compo-
nents, such as software components, object-oriented
software components, class components and task com-
ponents, processes, functions, attributes, procedures,
subroutines, segments of program code, drivers,
firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, data
structures, tables, arrays, and variables.
[0058] In general, the word "module," as used herein,
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a
collection of software instructions, possibly having entry
and exit points, written in a programming language, such
as, for example, Java, C or C++. A software module may
be compiled and linked into an executable program, in-
stalled in a dynamic link library, or may be written in an
interpreted programming language such as, for example,
BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated that soft-
ware modules may be callable from other modules or
from themselves, and/or may be invoked in response to
detected events or interrupts. Software modules config-
ured for execution on computing devices may be provid-
ed on a computer readable medium, such as a compact
disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any
other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format
that requires installation, decompression or decryption
prior to execution). Such software code may be stored,
partially or fully, on a memory device of the executing
computing device, for execution by the computing device.
Software instructions may be embedded in firmware,
such as an EPROM. It will be further appreciated that
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic
units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be com-
prised of programmable units, such as programmable
gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing
device functionality described herein are preferably im-
plemented as software modules, but may be represented
in hardware or firmware. Generally, the modules de-
scribed herein refer to logical modules that may be com-
bined with other modules or divided into sub-modules
despite their physical organization or storage.
[0059] The computer system 500 may implement the
techniques described herein using customized hard-
wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware
and/or program logic which in combination with the com-
puter system causes or programs computer system 500
to be a special-purpose machine. According to one em-
bodiment, the techniques herein are performed by com-
puter system 500 in response to processor(s) 504 exe-
cuting one or more sequences of one or more instructions
contained in main memory 506. Such instructions may
be read into main memory 506 from another storage me-
dium, such as storage device 510. Execution of the se-
quences of instructions contained in main memory 506
causes processor(s) 504 to perform the process steps
described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination
with software instructions.
[0060] The term "non-transitory media," and similar

terms, as used herein refers to any media that store data
and/or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a
specific fashion. Such non-transitory media may com-
prise non-volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-vol-
atile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic
disks, such as storage device 510. Volatile media in-
cludes dynamic memory, such as main memory 506.
Common forms of non-transitory media include, for ex-
ample, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage me-
dium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM,
a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any
other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions
of the same.
[0061] Non-transitory media is distinct from but may
be used in conjunction with transmission media. Trans-
mission media participates in transferring information be-
tween non-transitory media. For example, transmission
media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber op-
tics, including the wires that comprise bus 502. Trans-
mission media can also take the form of acoustic or light
waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and
infra-red data communications.
[0062] Various forms of media may be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 504 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line using a mo-
dem. A modem local to computer system 500 can receive
the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red trans-
mitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-
red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red
signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus
502. Bus 502 carries the data to main memory 506, from
which processor 504 retrieves and executes the instruc-
tions. The instructions received by main memory 506
may retrieves and executes the instructions. The instruc-
tions received by main memory 506 may optionally be
stored on storage device 510 either before or after exe-
cution by processor 504.
[0063] The computer system 500 also includes a com-
munication interface 518 coupled to bus 502. Communi-
cation interface 518 provides a two-way data communi-
cation coupling to one or more network links that are con-
nected to one or more local networks. For example, com-
munication interface 518 may be an integrated services
digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite mo-
dem, or a modem to provide a data communication con-
nection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As an-
other example, communication interface 518 may be a
local area network (LAN) card to provide a data commu-
nication connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN com-
ponent to communicated with a WAN). Wireless links
may also be implemented. In any such implementation,
communication interface 518 sends and receives elec-
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trical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital
data streams representing various types of information.
[0064] A network link typically provides data commu-
nication through one or more networks to other data de-
vices. For example, a network link may provide a con-
nection through local network to a host computer or to
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider
(ISP). The ISP in turn provides data communication serv-
ices through the world wide packet data communication
network now commonly referred to as the "Internet". Lo-
cal network and Internet both use electrical, electromag-
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams.
The signals through the various networks and the signals
on network link and through communication interface
518, which carry the digital data to and from computer
system 500, are example forms of transmission media.
[0065] The computer system 500 can send messages
and receive data, including program code, through the
network(s), network link and communication interface
518. In the Internet example, a server might transmit a
requested code for an application program through the
Internet, the ISP, the local network and the communica-
tion interface 518.
[0066] The received code may be executed by proc-
essor 504 as it is received, and/or stored in storage de-
vice 510, or other non-volatile storage for later execution.
[0067] Each of the processes, methods, and algo-
rithms described in the preceding sections may be em-
bodied in, and fully or partially automated by, code mod-
ules executed by one or more computer systems or com-
puter processors comprising computer hardware. The
processes and algorithms may be implemented partially
or wholly in application-specific circuitry.
[0068] The various features and processes described
above may be used independently of one another, or
may be combined in various ways. All possible combi-
nations and sub-combinations are intended to fall within
the scope of this disclosure. In addition, certain method
or process blocks may be omitted in some embodiments.
The methods and processes described herein are also
not limited to any particular sequence, and the blocks or
states relating thereto can be performed in other se-
quences that are appropriate. For example, described
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than
that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states
may be combined in a single block or state. The example
blocks or states may be performed in serial, in parallel,
or in some other manner. Blocks or states may be added
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments.
The example systems and components described herein
may be configured differently than described. For exam-
ple, elements may be added to, removed from, or rear-
ranged compared to the disclosed example embodi-
ments.
[0069] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-

bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0070] Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks
in the flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in
the attached figures should be understood as potentially
representing modules, segments, or portions of code
which include one or more executable instructions for
implementing specific logical functions or steps in the
process. Alternate implementations are included within
the scope of the embodiments described herein in which
elements or functions may be deleted, executed out of
order from that shown or discussed, including substan-
tially concurrently or in reverse order, depending on the
functionality involved, as would be understood by those
skilled in the art.
[0071] It should be emphasized that many variations
and modifications may be made to the above-described
embodiments, the elements of which are to be under-
stood as being among other acceptable examples. All
such modifications and variations are intended to be in-
cluded herein within the scope of this disclosure. The
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the
invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter
how detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention
can be practiced in many ways. As is also stated above,
it should be noted that the use of particular terminology
when describing certain features or aspects of the inven-
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is
being re-defined herein to be restricted to including any
specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the
invention with which that terminology is associated. The
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in
accordance with the appended claims and any equiva-
lents thereof.

Engines, Components, and Logic

[0072] Certain embodiments are described herein as
including logic or a number of components, engines, or
mechanisms. Engines may constitute either software en-
gines (e.g., code embodied on a machine-readable me-
dium) or hardware engines. A "hardware engine" is a
tangible unit capable of performing certain operations
and may be configured or arranged in a certain physical
manner. In various example embodiments, one or more
computer systems (e.g., a standalone computer system,
a client computer system, or a server computer system)
or one or more hardware engines of a computer system
(e.g., a processor or a group of processors) may be con-
figured by software (e.g., an application or application
portion) as a hardware engine that operates to perform
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certain operations as described herein.
[0073] In some embodiments, a hardware engine may
be implemented mechanically, electronically, or any suit-
able combination thereof. For example, a hardware en-
gine may include dedicated circuitry or logic that is per-
manently configured to perform certain operations. For
example, a hardware engine may be a special-purpose
processor, such as a Field-Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) or an Application Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC). A hardware engine may also include program-
mable logic or circuitry that is temporarily configured by
software to perform certain operations. For example, a
hardware engine may include software executed by a
general-purpose processor or other programmable proc-
essor. Once configured by such software, hardware en-
gines become specific machines (or specific components
of a machine) uniquely tailored to perform the configured
functions and are no longer general-purpose processors.
It will be appreciated that the decision to implement a
hardware engine mechanically, in dedicated and perma-
nently configured circuitry, or in temporarily configured
circuitry (e.g., configured by software) may be driven by
cost and time considerations.
[0074] Accordingly, the phrase "hardware engine"
should be understood to encompass a tangible entity, be
that an entity that is physically constructed, permanently
configured (e.g., hardwired), or temporarily configured
(e.g., programmed) to operate in a certain manner or to
perform certain operations described herein. As used
herein, "hardware-implemented engine" refers to a hard-
ware engine. Considering embodiments in which hard-
ware engines are temporarily configured (e.g., pro-
grammed), each of the hardware engines need not be
configured or instantiated at any one instance in time.
For example, where a hardware engine comprises a gen-
eral-purpose processor configured by software to be-
come a special-purpose processor, the general-purpose
processor may be configured as respectively different
special-purpose processors (e.g., comprising different
hardware engines) at different times. Software accord-
ingly configures a particular processor or processors, for
example, to constitute a particular hardware engine at
one instance of time and to constitute a different hard-
ware engine at a different instance of time.
[0075] Hardware engines can provide information to,
and receive information from, other hardware engines.
Accordingly, the described hardware engines may be re-
garded as being communicatively coupled. Where mul-
tiple hardware engines exist contemporaneously, com-
munications may be achieved through signal transmis-
sion (e.g., over appropriate circuits and buses) between
or among two or more of the hardware engines. In em-
bodiments in which multiple hardware engines are con-
figured or instantiated at different times, communications
between such hardware engines may be achieved, for
example, through the storage and retrieval of information
in memory structures to which the multiple hardware en-
gines have access. For example, one hardware engine

may perform an operation and store the output of that
operation in a memory device to which it is communica-
tively coupled. A further hardware engine may then, at a
later time, access the memory device to retrieve and
process the stored output. Hardware engines may also
initiate communications with input or output devices, and
can operate on a resource (e.g., a collection of informa-
tion).
[0076] The various operations of example methods de-
scribed herein may be performed, at least partially, by
one or more processors that are temporarily configured
(e.g., by software) or permanently configured to perform
the relevant operations. Whether temporarily or perma-
nently configured, such processors may constitute proc-
essor-implemented engines that operate to perform one
or more operations or functions described herein. As
used herein, "processor-implemented engine" refers to
a hardware engine implemented using one or more proc-
essors.
[0077] Similarly, the methods described herein may be
at least partially processor-implemented, with a particular
processor or processors being an example of hardware.
For example, at least some of the operations of a method
may be performed by one or more processors or proc-
essor-implemented engines. Moreover, the one or more
processors may also operate to support performance of
the relevant operations in a "cloud computing" environ-
ment or as a "software as a service" (SaaS). For example,
at least some of the operations may be performed by a
group of computers (as examples of machines including
processors), with these operations being accessible via
a network (e.g., the Internet) and via one or more appro-
priate interfaces (e.g., an Application Program Interface
(API)).
[0078] The performance of certain of the operations
may be distributed among the processors, not only re-
siding within a single machine, but deployed across a
number of machines. In some example embodiments,
the processors or processor-implemented engines may
be located in a single geographic location (e.g., within a
home environment, an office environment, or a server
farm). In other example embodiments, the processors or
processor-implemented engines may be distributed
across a number of geographic locations.

Language

[0079] Throughout this specification, plural instances
may implement components, operations, or structures
described as a single instance. Although individual op-
erations of one or more methods are illustrated and de-
scribed as separate operations, one or more of the indi-
vidual operations may be performed concurrently, and
nothing requires that the operations be performed in the
order illustrated. Structures and functionality presented
as separate components in example configurations may
be implemented as a combined structure or component.
Similarly, structures and functionality presented as a sin-
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gle component may be implemented as separate com-
ponents. These and other variations, modifications, ad-
ditions, and improvements fall within the scope of the
subject matter herein.
[0080] Although an overview of the subject matter has
been described with reference to specific example em-
bodiments, various modifications and changes may be
made to these embodiments without departing from the
broader scope of embodiments of the present disclosure.
Such embodiments of the subject matter may be referred
to herein, individually or collectively, by the term "inven-
tion" merely for convenience and without intending to vol-
untarily limit the scope of this application to any single
disclosure or concept if more than one is, in fact, dis-
closed.
[0081] The embodiments illustrated herein are de-
scribed in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the
art to practice the teachings disclosed. Other embodi-
ments may be used and derived therefrom, such that
structural and logical substitutions and changes may be
made without departing from the scope of this disclosure.
The Detailed Description, therefore, is not to be taken in
a limiting sense, and the scope of various embodiments
is defined only by the appended claims, along with the
full range of equivalents to which such claims are entitled.
[0082] It will be appreciated that an "engine," "system,"
"data store," and/or "database" may comprise software,
hardware, firmware, and/or circuitry. In one example, one
or more software programs comprising instructions ca-
pable of being executable by a processor may perform
one or more of the functions of the engines, data stores,
databases, or systems described herein. In another ex-
ample, circuitry may perform the same or similar func-
tions. Alternative embodiments may comprise more,
less, or functionally equivalent engines, systems, data
stores, or databases, and still be within the scope of
present embodiments. For example, the functionality of
the various systems, engines, data stores, and/or data-
bases may be combined or divided differently.
[0083] "Open source" software is defined herein to be
source code that allows distribution as source code as
well as compiled form, with a well-publicized and indexed
means of obtaining the source, optionally with a license
that allows modifications and derived works.
[0084] The data stores described herein may be any
suitable structure (e.g., an active database, a relational
database, a self-referential database, a table, a matrix,
an array, a flat file, a documented-oriented storage sys-
tem, a non-relational No-SQL system, and the like), and
may be cloud-based or otherwise.
[0085] As used herein, the term "or" may be construed
in either an inclusive or exclusive sense. Moreover, plural
instances may be provided for resources, operations, or
structures described herein as a single instance. Addi-
tionally, boundaries between various resources, opera-
tions, engines, engines, and data stores are somewhat
arbitrary, and particular operations are illustrated in a
context of specific illustrative configurations. Other allo-

cations of functionality are envisioned and may fall within
a scope of various embodiments of the present disclo-
sure. In general, structures and functionality presented
as separate resources in the example configurations may
be implemented as a combined structure or resource.
Similarly, structures and functionality presented as a sin-
gle resource may be implemented as separate resourc-
es. These and other variations, modifications, additions,
and improvements fall within a scope of embodiments of
the present disclosure as represented by the appended
claims. The specification and drawings are, accordingly,
to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive
sense.
[0086] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0087] Although the invention has been described in
detail for the purpose of illustration based on what is cur-
rently considered to be the most practical and preferred
implementations, it is to be understood that such detail
is solely for that purpose and that the invention is not
limited to the disclosed implementations, but, on the con-
trary, is intended to cover modifications and equivalent
arrangements that are within the spirit and scope of the
appended claims. For example, it is to be understood
that the present invention contemplates that, to the extent
possible, one or more features of any embodiment can
be combined with one or more features of any other em-
bodiment.

Claims

1. A method implemented by a computing system in-
cluding one or more processors and storage media
storing machine-readable instructions, wherein the
method is performed using the one or more proces-
sors, the method comprising:

obtaining a definition of an object;
associating the object with information stored in
one or more datasets, the information being de-
termined based at least in part on the definition
of the object;
storing the object in a cache such that the infor-
mation associated with the object is also stored
in the cache; and
providing one or more interfaces through which
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requests to perform one or more operations on
the object are able to be submitted.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the operations in-
clude searching for the object, loading the object, or
modifying the object.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the definition of the
object is included within an ontology.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the object is modified
within the cache.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the modified object
is stored in an object store.

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

identifying a change to the definition of the ob-
ject; and
updating the object in the cache based on the
change to the definition of the object.

7. The method of claim 2, wherein information about
modifications to the object are stored in a commit
log, the information including time stamps and vector
clocks associated with the modifications to the ob-
ject.

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising:

identifying conflicts in the modifications to the
object based on the commit log; and
resolving the conflicts.

9. A non-transitory computer readable medium com-
prising instructions that, when executed, cause one
or more processors to perform:

obtaining a definition of an object;
associating the object with information stored in
one or more datasets, the information being de-
termined based at least in part on the definition
of the object;
storing the object in a cache such that the infor-
mation associated with the object is also stored
in the cache; and
providing one or more interfaces through which
requests to perform one or more operations on
the object are able to be submitted.

10. The non-transitory computer readable medium of
claim 9, wherein the operations include searching
for the object, loading the object, or modifying the
object.

11. The non-transitory computer readable medium of
claim 10, wherein the modified object is stored in an

object store.

12. The non-transitory computer readable medium of
claim 10, wherein information about modifications to
the object are stored in a commit log, the information
including time stamps and vector clocks associated
with the modifications to the object.

13. A system comprising:

one or more processors; and
a memory storing instructions that, when exe-
cuted by the one or more processors, cause the
system to perform the method as claimed in any
of claims 1 to 8.
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method of dashboard creation for a graphical user inter-
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and comprising: receiving one or more queries for a data
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es to one or more datasets in the data repository; loading
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dependence on the retrieved one or more objects and
the ontology data relating to the one or more datasets.
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Description

Field

[0001] This relates to systems and methods for creat-
ing and managing dashboards. More specifically, the
present disclosure relates to systems and methods for
creating and managing dashboards that utilise an ontol-
ogy to facilitate database queries.

Background

[0002] Organisations often provide dashboards to their
employees or clients for monitoring data in their systems.
The creation of these dashboards requires specialist pro-
gramming knowledge and techniques (such as SQL,
HTML, and JavaScript for example), making them difficult
to build and maintain.

Summary

[0003] According to a first aspect, this disclosure de-
scribes a method of dashboard creation for a graphical
user interface, the method performed by one or more
processors and comprising: receiving one or more que-
ries for a data repository, the one or more queries com-
prising references to one or more datasets in the data
repository; loading ontology data relating to the one or
more datasets, the ontology data comprising an object
graph indicating links between a plurality of datasets in
the data repository; retrieving one or more objects from
the one or more datasets queried based on the ontology
data; and generating one or more panels for display in a
user interface in dependence on the retrieved one or
more objects and the ontology data relating to the one
or more datasets.
[0004] The method may further comprise monitoring
the one or more datasets to detect one or more updates
to the one or more datasets; and updating the one or
more panels in dependence on updates detected in the
one or more datasets.
[0005] The one or more panels may comprise one or
more widgets. The one or more widgets may comprise:
a list; a set of filters; a graph; and/or a control panel.
[0006] The one or more queries may be autocompleted
based on the ontology data.
[0007] The ontology data used to autocomplete the
one or more queries may comprise one or more row titles
and/or one or more column titles of the one or more da-
tasets in the data repository.
[0008] The method may further comprise providing
one or more updates to the one or more datasets through
the displayed one or more panels.
[0009] The method may further comprise: displaying
the updated panels in the user interface; determining
whether the one or more updates are compatible with
ontology data relating to the one or more datasets; and
in the event of a negative determination, reverting the

updated panels to a pre-update state.
[0010] Generating the one or more panels for display
may comprise subscribing the one or more panels to one
or more observables, the observables comprising a list
of objects in one or more datasets associated with the
query.
[0011] Updating the one or more panels may comprise:
determining that an updated dataset is associated with
an observable; identifying one or more subscribing pan-
els to the observable; and regenerating the subscribing
panels in dependence on the updated dataset.
[0012] The method may further comprise: generating
one or more linked panels for display in a user interface,
the linked panels displayed in dependence on the gen-
erated one or more panels; monitoring the generated one
or more panels to detect one or more panel updates; and
updating the one or more linked panels in dependence
on the detected panel updates.
[0013] According to a further aspect, this disclosure
describes a system comprising: a database repository
comprising one or more datasets; an ontology layer com-
prising ontology data; a dashboard creation module; and
a dashboard interface, wherein the system is configured
to perform any of the methods described herein.
[0014] According to a further aspect, this disclosure
describes a system comprising: a database repository
comprising one or more datasets; an ontology layer com-
prising ontology data; a dashboard creation module; and
a dashboard interface, wherein the system is configured
to: receive one or more queries for the data repository,
the one or more queries comprising references to one or
more datasets in the data repository; load ontology data
relating to the one or more datasets, the ontology data
comprising an object graph indicating links between a
plurality of datasets in the data repository; retrieve one
or more objects from the one or more datasets queried
based on the ontology data; and generate one or more
panels for display in a user interface in dependence on
the retrieved one or more objects and the ontology data
relating to the one or more datasets.
[0015] According to a further aspect, this disclosure
describes a computer program comprising computer
readable code that, when executed by a computing ap-
paratus, causes the computing apparatus to perform any
of the methods described herein.
[0016] According to a further aspect, this disclosure
describes a non-transitory computer readable medium
having computer readable code stored thereon, the com-
puter readable code, when executed by at least one proc-
essor, causing performance of the steps of: receiving one
or more queries for a data repository, the one or more
queries comprising references to one or more datasets
in the data repository; loading ontology data relating to
the one or more datasets, the ontology data comprising
an object graph indicating links between a plurality of
datasets in the data repository; retrieving one or more
objects from the one or more datasets queried based on
the ontology data; and generating one or more panels
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for display in a user interface in dependence on the re-
trieved one or more objects and the ontology data relating
to the one or more datasets
[0017] According to a further aspect, this disclosure
describes an apparatus comprising one or more proces-
sors or special-purpose computing hardware configured
to perform any of the methods described herein.
[0018] According to a further aspect, this disclosure
describes an apparatus comprising: one or more proc-
essors; and a memory, the memory comprising instruc-
tions that, when executed by one or more processors,
cause the apparatus to perform the steps of: receiving
one or more queries for a data repository, the one or
more queries comprising references to one or more da-
tasets in the data repository; loading ontology data relat-
ing to the one or more datasets, the ontology data com-
prising an object graph indicating links between a plurality
of datasets in the data repository; retrieving one or more
objects from the one or more datasets queried based on
the ontology data; and generating one or more panels
for display in a user interface in dependence on the re-
trieved one or more objects and the ontology data relating
to the one or more datasets.
[0019] Aspects of the present disclosure may be im-
plemented to realise one or more of the following advan-
tages. Using an object graph when generating dash-
boards can remove the need to manually insert joins be-
tween multiple datasets, speeding up dashboard crea-
tion and reducing overall memory requirements. Further-
more, use of the ontology allows updates to the objects
underlying dashboards to be efficiently propagated to
multiple dashboards that display those objects.

Brief description of drawings

[0020] Example embodiments will now be described
by way of non-limiting example with reference to the ac-
companying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 shows a schematic example of a system
for creating and rendering dynamic dashboards;
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of an exemplary
computer system;
Figure 3 shows a flow diagram of a method of pro-
viding a dashboard to a user through a user interface;
Figure 4 shows a flow chart of a method for initially
generating a panel for a dashboard;
Figure 5 shows a flow chart for a method of updating
one or more panels; and
Figure 6 example of a dashboard creation graphical
user interface.

Detailed description

[0021] The creation of user dynamic dashboards for
interacting with and querying datasets can be simplified
by using an ontology defined on those datasets. Figure
1 shows a schematic example of a system for creating

and rendering dynamic dashboards.
[0022] The system 100 comprises a data repository
102 comprising one or more of datasets 104. The each
of the one or more datasets comprises data representing
objects. The data repository may contain a plurality of
datasets. The datasets may be in a table format, the ta-
bles comprising one or more rows and one or more col-
umns of objects. For example, the datasets may com-
prise one or more tables, with the table rows representing
objects and the table columns representing object prop-
erties (or vice versa). The datasets may comprise rela-
tional databases.
[0023] The data repository 102 may be a distributed
data repository, with the datasets 104 comprising the da-
ta repository 102 being stored at a plurality of locations.
One or more of the datasets 104 may be under control
of one or more different entities. The datasets 104 may
be edited by the entities that control them, for example
to update the data in the dataset in light of new meas-
urements and/or surveys.
[0024] An object may refer to a thing/a grouping of
things with a given set of properties. An object may ref-
erence tangible/intangible things and/or animate/inani-
mate things. As non-limiting examples, an object may
refer to persons, vehicles, portions of a vehicle, buildings,
portions of buildings, investigations, and a portion of an
investigation, schedules, or rights/demands for rights,
and/or other things. Other types of objects are contem-
plated.
[0025] A definition of an object may describe the object
by specifying/identifying one or more properties (e.g.
characteristics) of the object. For example, an object may
include a person and a definition of the object may de-
scribe the person by specifying/identifying particular
properties (e.g. gender, height, weight, education, occu-
pation, address, phone number) of the person. The val-
ues of the properties may be stored in one or more col-
umns and/or rows of a database as strings, numbers
and/or other forms of expression. The definition of the
object may identify the particular columns and/or rows of
the database storing the relevant values of the properties
of the object. In some embodiments, a given property of
an object may be derived from one or more values of
datasets. For example, a given property of an object may
be determined based on multiple values within one or
more tables.
[0026] An object may be related to one or more other
objects. Relationships among objects may be between
objects of the same type (e.g. relationships between peo-
ple objects, such as between family members, co-work-
ers, persons who have interacted with each other) and/or
between objects of different types (e.g. relationships be-
tween a person object and a non-person object, such as
between a person and a schedule, a person and an in-
vestigation). For example, objects representing individ-
ual investigations (e.g. of accidents, of claims, of demand
for rights) may be related to an object representing a
group of investigations (e.g. based on commonalities,
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based on a user input). Such relationships may effectuate
grouping individual investigations into groups of investi-
gations. As another example, objects representing indi-
vidual investigations may be related to an object repre-
senting persons (e.g. persons associated with investiga-
tions). Relationships between objects may include one-
to-one relationships, one-to-many relationships, many-
to-one relationships, many-to-many relationships, and/or
other relationships.
[0027] The system 100 further comprises an ontology
layer 106. The ontology layer 106 provides metadata
(herein also referred to as an ontology) for interpreting
objects in the data repository. Data defined in the ontol-
ogy is herein described as "ontological data". The ontol-
ogy comprises an object graph indicating links between
a plurality of datasets 104 in the data repository 102. For
example, the ontology may comprise an object graph
linking objects in one or more datasets to objects in one
or more different datasets.
[0028] An ontology may define aspects of objects, such
as how properties of an object may be presented and/or
modified. For example, an ontology may include a person
object type including a name property, and the ontology
may define how the name may be presented (e.g. first
name followed by last name; last name followed by first
name; first name followed by initial). The ontology may
define a display prominence of an object. For example,
the object may be assigned a "Prominent", "Normal" or
"Hidden" display prominence. Prominent objects can be
rendered before normal properties when displaying a
portion of the properties. Normal objects may be as-
signed no special prominence in the display order. Hid-
den objects may not be displayed.
[0029] The ontology may define how/whether the
name may be modified (e.g. based on user input, based
on user account privileges). As another example, a def-
inition of a person may include one or more relationship
properties and the ontology may define how/whether the
relationships may be presented and/or modified. In some
embodiments, an ontology may define whether/how
properties of an object may be created and/or removed.
For example, an ontology may define whether a user may
add or remove one or more properties of the person ob-
ject type. The definitions/ontologies may be created
based on user input. The definitions/ontologies may be
modified (e.g. based on user input, based on system
changes).
[0030] The ontology may define how a plurality of the
datasets 104 in the data repository 102 is related. For
example, the ontology may define joins between datasets
104 in the data repository 102. Joins may comprise links
between the data to allow for multiple datasets to be nav-
igated and/or searched as if they were a single dataset.
[0031] Ontologies may be defined automatically by the
ontology layer 106. Ontological data may be prepopulat-
ed based on properties of the one or more datasets 104
in the data repository 102. For example, the ontology
layer 106 may scan across one or more of the datasets

104 to determine/predict any relationships between ob-
jects in the dataset and/or a display prominence for one
or more objects in the datasets 104. For example, the
fraction of column/row values in a column/row that con-
tain a unique value can be used as an indication of the
importance of that column/row. The importance of the
column/row can be used to determine a display promi-
nence for objects in that column/row. In a further exam-
ple, the cardinalities of a column/row can be used to de-
termine the possible display mode for displaying data in
that column/row (e.g. which graph types the data can be
displayed as). Alternatively, the ontology may be defined
manually by a user.
[0032] The ontology layer is stored on one or more
servers in the system. It stores key values of object types,
for example the definitions of object types. The ontology
layer can be stored in the JavaScript Object Notation
(JSON) format. Object types and/or object have an iden-
tifier, properties and metadata associated with them. Da-
ta in datasets in the data repository are tied to their re-
spective object types. The ontological data is tied to its
backing dataset by primary dataset RIDs.
[0033] In some embodiments, the ontology layer com-
prises one or more global properties. Global properties
indicate objects/object types/object properties that are
common throughout the ecosystem of datasets. The glo-
bal properties allow for metadata in the ontology layer to
be associated with a plurality of objects/object types/ob-
ject properties in the datasets without the need to explic-
itly associate the objects/object types/object properties
with that metadata. This can reduce the amount of mem-
ory required to store the datasets and the associated
metadata. It can further allow for aggregation across da-
tasets/tables with the same global property. Global prop-
erties can also be used to reference and/or identify da-
tasets.
[0034] The global property may define a particular for-
mat or particular formats of data that will be associated
with a set of metadata. For example, a global property
"telephone number" can be set up that defines one or
more data formats that telephone numbers can be pro-
vided in (for example, as a continuous sequence of num-
bers, a sequence of numbers with spaces at particular
points, and/or a sequence of numbers with a subset of
the numbers enclosed in brackets). Data falling within
the definition will then be associated with the global prop-
erty "telephone number", as well as the metadata asso-
ciated with global property "telephone number".
[0035] The system 100 further comprises a dashboard
creation module 108. The dashboard creation module
108 can be used to create dashboards for monitoring
objects in datasets 104 in the data repository 102.
[0036] A dashboard comprises one or more panels (al-
so referred to herein as widgets) that allow a user to in-
teract with objects in the datasets 104 stored in the data
repository 102. The panel is configured to cause the gen-
eration of "observables" from one or more of the datasets
in the data repository. These observables may comprise
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links to data in the datasets that a panel can subscribe
to and/or transformations on data. One or more panels
of the dashboard may be linked to one or more other
panels in the dashboard to process data. For example,
the objects output by one panel of the dashboard can be
used as the input for another panel of the dashboard. In
this way, multiple transformations can be linked together,
while also displaying an output observable at one or more
steps within the chain of transformations. Furthermore,
linking panels allows linked panels to be updated when
their "parent" panel is updated by providing a listener on
the parent panel to determine when it has been updated,
and therefore when to regenerate the "child" panel.
[0037] Panels may comprise charts, controls, graphs
and/or maps, among other things. Examples of chart pan-
els include bar charts, line charts, pie charts, and/or scat-
ter graphs. Examples of control panels may include a
date picker, dropdown control, button (e.g. export button,
query button etc.), input box, multi-select box, slider, text
area and/or timeline. Other examples of panels may in-
clude a card, image, link, list, text, graph and/or map pan-
els.
[0038] Panels can be configured using the dashboard
creation module 108. The dashboard creation module
can provide a graphical user interface (GUI) through
which a user can configure the one or more panels. Con-
figuration of the one or panels can comprise defining one
or more queries for the data repository 102, the queries
referencing one or more datasets 104 in the data repos-
itory 102. The panel configuration may comprise defining
one or more transformations on the results of one or more
queries of the database repository 102. These transfor-
mations may be defined within the same panel as the
query and/or in a different, linked panel. In this way, mul-
tiple panels can be populated based on the result of a
single query, reducing the number of times the data re-
pository is accessed when generating the dashboard.
[0039] Configuring a panel through the dashboard with
a query creates a link between the dashboard panel and
the datasets that are used to respond to the query. The
link may be stored in the ontology layer, for example as
a list of dashboard panels that are linked to a particular
dataset. This link allows for panels to be updated in de-
pendence on updates to the underlying datasets or their
associated ontology.
[0040] The dashboard creation module can use the on-
tological layer 106 to navigate the datasets 104 in the
data repository 102. The ontology layer 106 also can also
be used by the dashboard creation module 108 to deter-
mine how to display objects stored in the datasets 104
on the dashboard. Where the configuration of a panel
comprises one or more queries for a data repository that
reference one or more datasets, parts of the ontology
relating to the referenced datasets are loaded to/ac-
cessed by the dashboard creation module.
[0041] The ontology defined on the datasets 102 can,
in some examples, be used to implement an autocom-
plete and/or suggestion feature within the dashboard cre-

ation module 108 GUI. For example, as the user config-
ures a panel within the GUI, the GUI may update to dis-
play additional configuration options in dependence on
the ontology relating to the one or more datasets that the
panel is querying. In another example, a panel query can
be autocompleted based on the ontology data, such as
column names in the dataset or datasets that relate to
the query.
[0042] The system further comprises a dashboard in-
terface 110. Dashboards created using the dashboard
creation module 108 are output to the dashboard inter-
face for provision to one or more users via a graphical
user interface (GUI). In some embodiments, the dash-
board interface 110 and the dashboard creation module
are part of the same module/engine in the system.
[0043] Upon accessing a dashboard through the dash-
board interface, the dashboard panels are loaded and
displayed to the user. Ontology data in the ontology layer
is used by the dashboard interface to access and retrieve
data from one or more datasets relating to panel queries
in the dashboard.
[0044] The dashboard interface uses the retrieved da-
ta and the ontology to generate one or more panels for
display to a user through a user interface, as defined in
the panel configuration created using the dashboard cre-
ation module.
[0045] During configuration of the dashboard panels,
relationships between dashboard panels and the under-
lying datasets are created. These relationships can be
stored in the ontology later. For example, a list of dash-
board panels associated with a particular dataset (or par-
ticular global property) can be stored in the ontology lay-
er. The ontology layer monitors the datasets in the data
repository for updates to the datasets. Upon detection of
an update to a dataset associated with dashboard pan-
els, the system pushes the update to the dashboard in-
terface. The dashboard interface regenerates the panel
or panels referencing the updated data in dependence
on the updates pushed to it, thereby dynamically updat-
ing the panels. The ontology layer can also monitor the
ontology data for updates, for example to global property
definition or object view defaults, and push those updates
to the panels associated with that part of the ontology
data. The panel effectively subscribes to an observa-
ble/service that updates the panel whenever the observ-
able changes. This can, for example, be achieved using
Reactive Streams JavaScript (RSJS) or Operational
Transforms (OT).
[0046] Referring to Figure 2, a block diagram of an ex-
emplary computer system, which may comprise the data
repository, the client device, the dashboard creation
module, the dashboard interface and/or the ontology lay-
er, consistent with examples of the present specification
is shown.
[0047] Computer system 112 includes a bus 114 or
other communication mechanism for communicating in-
formation, and a hardware processor 116 coupled with
bus for processing information. Hardware processor 116
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can be, for example, a general purpose microprocessor.
Hardware processor 116 comprises electrical circuitry.
[0048] Computer system 112 includes a main memory
118, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other
dynamic storage device, which is coupled to the bus for
storing information and instructions to be executed by
processor. The main memory 118 can also be used for
storing temporary variables or other intermediate infor-
mation during execution of instructions by the processor
116. Such instructions, when stored in non-transitory
storage media accessible to the processor, render the
computer system 112 into a special-purpose machine
that is customized to perform the operations specified in
the instructions. The main memory 118 may be referred
to as volatile memory.
[0049] Computer system 112 further includes a read
only memory (ROM) 120 or other static storage device
122 coupled to the bus for storing static information and
instructions for the processor1. A storage device 122,
such as a magnetic disk or optical disk, is provided and
coupled to the bus for storing information and instruc-
tions.
[0050] Computer system 112 can be coupled via the
bus to a display 124, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT),
liquid crystal display, or touch screen, for displaying in-
formation to a user. An input device 126, including alpha-
numeric and other keys, is coupled to the bus 114 for
communicating information and command selections to
the processor 116. Another type of user input device 126
is cursor control 128, for example using a mouse, a track-
ball, or cursor direction keys for communicating direction
information and command selections to the processor
and for controlling cursor movement on the display. The
input device 126 typically has two degrees of freedom in
two axes, a first axis (for example, x) and a second axis
(for example, y), that allows the device to specify posi-
tions in a plane.
[0051] Computer system 112 can implement the tech-
niques described herein using customized hard-wired
logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or pro-
gram logic which in combination with the computer sys-
tem causes or programs computer system to be a spe-
cial-purpose machine. According to some embodiments,
the operations, functionalities, and techniques disclosed
herein are performed by computer system in response
to the processor executing one or more sequences of
one or more instructions contained in the main memory.
Such instructions can be read into the main memory from
another storage medium, such as storage device. Exe-
cution of the sequences of instructions contained in main
memory causes the processor to perform the process
steps described herein. In alternative embodiments,
hard-wired circuitry can be used in place of or in combi-
nation with software instructions.
[0052] The term "storage media" as used herein refers
to any non-transitory media that stores data and/or in-
structions that cause a machine to operate in a specific
fashion. Such storage media can comprise non-volatile

media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media in-
cludes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as
storage device. Volatile media includes dynamic memo-
ry, such as main memory 118. Common forms of storage
media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk,
hard disk, solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other
magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other
optical data storage medium, any physical medium with
patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a
FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or car-
tridge.
[0053] Storage media is distinct from, but can be used
in conjunction with, transmission media. Transmission
media participates in transferring information between
storage media. For example, transmission media in-
cludes coaxial cables, copper wire and fibre optics, in-
cluding the wires that comprise bus. Transmission media
can also take the form of acoustic or light waves, such
as those generated during radio-wave and infra-red data
communications.
[0054] Various forms of media can be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor for execution. For example, the instructions
can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state
drive of a remote computer. The remote computer can
load the instructions into its dynamic memory and send
the instructions over a telephone line or other transmis-
sion medium using a modem. A modem local to computer
system can receive the data on the telephone line or other
transmission medium and use an infra-red transmitter to
convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-red de-
tector can receive the data carried in the infra-red signal
and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus. Bus
carries the data to the main memory, from which the proc-
essor retrieves and executes the instructions. The in-
structions received by the main memory can optionally
be stored on the storage device either before or after
execution by the processor.
[0055] Computer system also includes a communica-
tion interface 130 coupled to the bus 114. The commu-
nication interface provides a two-way data communica-
tion coupling to a network link that is connected to a local
network 132. For example, the communication interface
can be an integrated services digital network (ISDN)
card, cable modem, satellite modem, or a modem to pro-
vide a data communication connection to a correspond-
ing type of telephone line. As another example, the com-
munication interface 1330 can be a local area network
(LAN) card to provide a data communication connection
to a compatible LAN. Wireless links can also be imple-
mented. In any such implementation, the communication
interface 130 sends and receives electrical, electromag-
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams rep-
resenting various types of information.
[0056] The network link typically provides data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, the network link can provide a con-
nection through the local network 132 to a host computer
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134 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) 136. The ISP 136 in turn provides data
communication services through the world wide packet
data communication network now commonly referred to
as the "Internet" 8. The local network 132 and internet
138 both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals
that carry digital data streams. The signals through the
various networks and the signals on the network link and
through the communication interface, which carry the dig-
ital data to and from the computer system, are example
forms of transmission media.
[0057] The computer system can send messages and
receive data, including program code, through the net-
work(s), network link and communication interface. For
example, a first application server may transmit data
through the local network to a different application server
140.
[0058] Figure 3 shows a flow diagram of a method of
providing a dashboard to a user through a user interface.
The method can be performed by a system such as the
system described in relation to Figure 1.
[0059] At operation 3.1 one or more queries for the
data repository 102 are received, the queries comprising
references to one or more datasets in the data repository.
The queries can originate from a panel configured
through the dashboard creation module. This can be, for
example, during the dashboard creation process as the
query is entered. Alternatively, the query can be received
from the dashboard interface, either from a pre-config-
ured panel that has been loaded, or as a user input
through the dashboard.
[0060] The query may comprise a request to load one
or more objects from the requested datasets. The query
may alternatively or additionally comprise a search re-
quest over the one or more referenced datasets.
[0061] The references to the one or more datasets may
comprise one or more identifiers identifying the datasets
on which the query is to be performed. In some embod-
iments, these identifiers are in the form of links. The ref-
erence may alternatively or additionally comprise a ref-
erence to a global property that is defined on those da-
tasets, and which thereby identifies the datasets for the
query to be performed on.
[0062] At operation 3.2 ontology data relating to the
one or more datasets is loaded. The ontology data com-
prises an object graph indicating links between a plurality
of datasets in the data repository. The links can, for ex-
ample, be links between objects in the datasets and/or
joins between datasets.
[0063] At operation 3.3 data is retrieved from the one
or more datasets queried based on the ontology data.
The query can provide a start point for navigating the
object graph of the ontology to retrieve referenced ob-
jects from the datasets. For example, the query may ref-
erence one or more objects by defining an initial dataset
relating to the object along with navigation information
indicating how to navigate across joins from the initial
dataset to a further dataset containing one or more of the

objects.
[0064] At operation 3.4 one or more panels for display
in a user interface are generated in dependence on the
retrieved data and the ontology data relating to the da-
taset. The ontology defines how the objects retrieved
from the datasets can be displayed. The query may fur-
ther define which of the permissible display types are to
be used in the panel. Generation of the panel comprises
subscribing the panel to one or more observables relating
to the query used to generate the panel, as described in
further detail below in relation to Figure 4.
[0065] At operation 3.5 the one or more datasets are
monitored to detect one or more updates to the one or
more datasets. In some embodiments, the ontology layer
is also monitored for updates to the ontology metadata.
[0066] At operation 3.6 the one or more panels are
regenerated in dependence on updates detected in the
one or more datasets. The method of monitoring and
updating the datasets is described in more detail in rela-
tion to Figure 5 below.
[0067] Figure 4 shows a flow chart of a method for in-
itially generating a panel for a dashboard. When the panel
is generated by the dashboard creation module, a sub-
scription request is submitted to an observable from the
panel (operation 4.1) indicating the objects in the data-
sets that the panel wishes to subscribe to. The panel may
subscribe to the results of queries that define the panel.
For example, if the panel defined by a search request,
then the panel can subscribe to the results of that search
request, so that when the datasets the search is run over
are updated the panel can be regenerated/updated ac-
cordingly.
[0068] At operation 4.2, a subscribe request is sent to
the observable. The observable may comprise an indi-
cation of one or more objects in the datasets stored in
the data repository, for example links to that data. If the
observable to which the subscription request has not yet
been created, then the observable is created and stored
by the system, for example in the ontology layer or in a
central object store.
[0069] At operation 4.3, objects associated with the ob-
servable are loaded. The loaded objects are used to gen-
erate the panel. The objects are loaded from datasets in
the data repository. The ontology data is used to deter-
mine how to load the objects and/or how the objects can
be displayed.
[0070] At operation 4.4, the panel identity is added to
a list of object subscribers for each object associated with
the observable. The list of objects that comprises an ob-
servable can be stored in the ontology layer and or in a
central object store. Each object is associated with a list
of subscriber panels. The list may be in the form of call-
backs. It will be appreciated that operation 4.5 and op-
eration 4.4 can be performed in parallel, or with their or-
ders reversed (i.e. operation 4.5 before operation 4.4).
[0071] Figure 5 shows a flow chart for a method of up-
dating one or more panels. At operation 5.1, one or more
objects in the datasets backing the dashboard are edited.
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The edit can comprise editing the object data in the da-
taset and/or editing the ontology associated with the ob-
ject. The edit can, for example, be performed by a dash-
board user through the dashboard widget/panel config-
ured to allow data edits. The edits can also be performed
directly on the datasets, for example when a dataset is
replaced with a new version.
[0072] At operation 5.2, the system determines the
identities of subscribers to the one or more edited objects.
The identities of subscribing panels in dashboards that
are associated with an object are stored in an object list.
The list may form part of the ontology layer and/or be
stored in a separate central object store. The list may
comprise one or more call-backs to the associated dash-
board panels.
[0073] At operation 5.3, the dataset updates are used
to update the subscribers to the updated objects. The
updated data is sent from the data repository to the dash-
board interface. The one or more panels subscribing to
the object are then regenerated using the updated object
data. The regeneration can be guided by ontology data
from the ontology layer. For example, the ontology data
may indicate that how the updated object is to be dis-
played.
[0074] In some embodiments, an object cache is used
to manage updates of the objects in the dashboard in-
terface. The object may be stored in an object cache such
that information associated with the object is stored in
the cache. For example, the object may be associated
with sets of object data in the object store, which are
loaded into the object cache to enable operations to be
performed on the object data by a user of the dashboard
interface without the user having to access the whole
object store. Changes to the object definition within the
object store (such as changes to the ontology) may be
identified, and object data in the object cache updated
based upon those changes. A user may edit/update the
object data within the cache. These edits/updates to the
object data in the cache can be saved to the underlying
object in the object store. The edits/updates to the object
data being saved to the object store can trigger the up-
dates to the subscribers of the objects.
[0075] At operation 5.4, it is determined if the subscrib-
ers to the updated object have sub-subscribers. Sub-sub-
scribers can comprise dashboard panels that take as in-
put the output of the panel subscribed to the updated
object. The sub-subscriber panels can be identified by a
"listener" provided on the dashboard panel to which the
sub-subscribers subscribe.
[0076] If sub-subscribers are determined to present,
then the sub-subscriber panels in the dashboard are up-
dated at operation 5.5. The sub-subscriber panels are
regenerated using the output from the updated panel to
which they subscribe. The regeneration can be guided
by ontology data from the ontology layer. For example,
the ontology data may indicate that how the updated ob-
ject is to be displayed.
[0077] In some examples, sub-subscriber panels may

have additional dashboard panels that subscribe to them.
When the sub-subscriber panels are regenerated, the
system checks if there are any such panels. If they are
determined to be present, the additional panels are then
regenerated using the output of the sub-subscriber pan-
els. This process can be repeated for any further panels
that subscribe to the additional panels, and so on, thus
propagating updates throughout a dashboard.
[0078] If no sub-subscriber panels are determined to
be present at any of the iterations of the method, then
the dashboard panel update process ends.
[0079] In some embodiments, updates to one or more
dashboard panels can be made through the dashboard
interface while the dashboard is being displayed. These
updates may comprise updates to data and/or updates
to panel configuration settings. The updates can be ap-
plied to the dashboard in the dashboard interface as they
are made. The updates are also sent to the backend (for
example the data repository or the ontology layer) where
they are applied to the datasets and/or the ontology data.
The backend determines if the updates are compatible
with the dataset and/or the ontology. If the updates are
compatible, they are applied to the datasets and/or on-
tology. If the updates are not compatible, the backend
sends a message to the dashboard interface to revert
the dashboard to its original (pre-update) configuration.
This "optimistic update" process allows for compatible
updates to be displayed to the user through the dash-
board interface faster than if the dashboard interface had
waited for confirmation from the backend.
[0080] Figure 6 example of a dashboard creation
graphical user interface (GUI). The GUI can be used to
create and/or modify dashboards. The GUI comprises a
main toolbar. The graphical user interface (GUI) com-
prises a main toolbar 142. The main toolbar 142 com-
prises a save icon 144 for saving the ontology data cre-
ated by the user using the interface. The main toolbar
1420 may further comprise one or more navigation tabs
(not shown) through which the user can navigate the GUI.
[0081] The GUI further comprises a widget manage-
ment toolbar 146. The panel management toolbar 146
allows a user to add and remove one or more panels 148
to a dashboard window 150. The panel management
toolbar 146 comprises an "Add panel" icon 152 for adding
a panel to the dashboard window 150. When selected
by a user, the add panel icon 152 displays a list of panels
148 that can be added to the dashboard window 150.
For example, a drop-down list can be provided. The panel
management toolbar further comprises a list of panels
that are currently displayed in the dashboard window
150. In the example shown, there are three panels 148
in the dashboard window 150: a filter panel; a graph widg-
et; and a list widget. Panels in the list can be selected,
leading to the selected panel being highlighted in the
dashboard window. The panel management toolbar 146
further comprises a delete panel icon 154 for removing
panels 148 from the dashboard window 150.
[0082] When a panel 148 (e.g., panel 148a, 148b,
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and/or 148c) is added to the dashboard window 150,
code may be automatically generated based on the panel
type and/or ontology data associated with the objects in
the data repository to which the panel 148 is linked. The
code may, for example, be a query relating to one or
more datasets in the data repository. Example code for-
mats include HTML and JSON.
[0083] The dashboard window 150 comprises one or
more panels 148 that have been added to the dashboard
window 150. The panels 150 can be moved within the
dashboard window 150 using a "drag-and-drop" method.
The panels 148 can be resized and rearranged.
[0084] Examples of a panel that can be added to the
dashboard window include a filter panel 148a. The filter
panel 148a allows datasets to be searched over using a
search bar 156. One or more object filters 158 can be
provided in the filter panel 148a. The user can select
which object filters 158 appear in the panel from a list of
allowed filters determined from the ontology data. Filters
can, for example, restrict the search to certain object
types and/or global properties.
[0085] Another example of a panel that can be added
to the dashboard window 150 is a graph panel 148b. A
graph panel 148b displays one or more graphs that are
linked to a query. For example, a graph may display the
results of a data search and/or a data request. The graph
can, for example, be any of: a line graph; a scatter graph;
a bar graph; a pie chart; and/or a histogram. Other ex-
amples are possible.
[0086] Another example of a panel that can be added
to the dashboard window 150 is a list panel 148c. A list
panel 148c displays one or more lists of objects. The lists
can comprise one or more object properties associated
with each object in the list.
[0087] Other examples of panels that can be added to
the dashboard window 150 can include control panels
such as a date picker, dropdown control, button (e.g. ex-
port button, query button etc.), input box, multi-select box,
slider, text area and/or timeline for example. Other ex-
amples of panels may include a card, image, link, text,
and/or map panels.
[0088] The GUI further comprises a panel configura-
tion toolbar 160. The panel configuration toolbar 160 al-
lows properties of a selected panel (in this example the
list panel 148c) to be configured. A list of panel configu-
ration options 162 is provided based on the panel type
and/or the ontology data associated with the objects in
the data repository that the panel 148 is linked with. The
user can select options from the list to configure a se-
lected panel 148. Selecting options in the list can auto-
matically edit the code associated with the panel 148 in
order to implement the selected options in the panel.
[0089] The panel configuration toolbar further compris-
es a code window 164 displaying the code that generates
the panel. The code can be edited directly by a user fa-
miliar with the coding language used to define the panel.
[0090] Methods described in the illustrative embodi-
ments may be implemented as program modules or func-

tional processes including routines, programs, objects,
components, data structures, etc., that perform particular
tasks or implement particular functionality, and may be
implemented using existing hardware. Such existing
hardware may include one or more processors (e.g. one
or more central processing units), digital signal proces-
sors (DSPs), application-specific-integrated-circuits,
field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), computers, or
the like.
[0091] Unless specifically stated otherwise, or as is ap-
parent from the discussion, terms such as processing or
computing or calculating or determining or the like, refer
to the actions and processes of a computer system, or
similar electronic computing device. Note also that soft-
ware implemented aspects of the example embodiments
may be encoded on some form of non-transitory program
storage medium or implemented over some type of trans-
mission medium. The program storage medium may be
magnetic (e.g. a floppy disk or a hard drive) or optical
(e.g. a compact disk read only memory, or CD ROM),
and may be read only or random access. Similarly the
transmission medium may be twisted wire pair, coaxial
cable, optical fibre, or other suitable transmission medi-
um known in the art. The example embodiments are not
limited by these aspects in any given implementation.
[0092] It will be appreciated that many modifications
may be made to the embodiments hereinbefore de-
scribed. Such modifications may involve equivalent and
other features which are already known in automated
monitoring and control of machinery, and which may be
used instead of or in addition to features already de-
scribed herein. Features of one embodiment may be re-
placed or supplemented by features of another embod-
iment.
[0093] In the above detailed description, numerous
specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough
understanding of the various described implementations.
However, it will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the
art that the various described implementations may be
practiced without these specific details. In other instanc-
es, well-known methods, procedures, components, cir-
cuits, and networks have not been described in detail so
as not to unnecessarily obscure aspects of the imple-
mentations.
[0094] It will also be understood that, although the
terms first, second, etc. are, in some instances, used
herein to describe various elements, these elements
should not be limited by these terms. These terms are
only used to distinguish one element from another. For
example, a first user interface could be termed a second
user interface, and, similarly, a second user interface
could be termed a first user interface, without departing
from the scope of the various described implementations.
The first user interface and the second user interface are
both types of user interfaces, but they are not the same
user interface.
[0095] The terminology used in the description of the
various described implementations herein is for the pur-
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pose of describing particular implementations only and
is not intended to be limiting. As used in the description
of the various described implementations and the ap-
pended claims, the singular forms "a", "an", and "the" are
intended to include the plural forms as well, unless the
context clearly indicates otherwise. It will also be under-
stood that the term "and/or" as used herein refers to and
encompasses any and all possible combinations of one
or more of the associated listed items. It will be further
understood that the terms "includes," "including," "com-
prises," and/or "comprising," when used in this specifi-
cation, specify the presence of stated features, integers,
steps, operations, elements, and/or components, but do
not preclude the presence or addition of one or more
other features, integers, steps, operations, elements,
components, and/or groups thereof.
[0096] As used herein, the term "if" is, optionally, con-
strued to mean "when" or "upon" or "in response to de-
termining" or "in response to detecting" or "in accordance
with a determination that," depending on the context.
Similarly, the phrase "if it is determined" or "if [a stated
condition or event] is detected" is, optionally, construed
to mean "upon determining" or "in response to determin-
ing" or "upon detecting [the stated condition or event]" or
"in response to detecting [the stated condition or event]"
or "in accordance with a determination that [a stated con-
dition or event] is detected," depending on the context.
[0097] Although claims have been formulated in this
application to particular combinations of features, it
should be understood that the scope of the disclosure of
the present disclosure also includes any novel features
or any novel combination of features disclosed herein
either explicitly or implicitly or any generalization thereof,
whether or not it relates to the same disclosure as pres-
ently claimed in any claim and whether or not it mitigates
any or all of the same technical problems as does the
present disclosure.

Claims

1. A method of dashboard creation for a graphical user
interface, the method performed by one or more
processors and comprising:

receiving one or more queries for a data repos-
itory, the one or more queries comprising refer-
ences to one or more datasets in the data re-
pository;
loading ontology data relating to the one or more
datasets, the ontology data comprising an object
graph indicating links between a plurality of da-
tasets in the data repository;
retrieving one or more objects from the one or
more datasets queried based on the ontology
data; and
generating one or more panels for display in a
user interface in dependence on the retrieved

one or more objects and the ontology data re-
lating to the one or more datasets.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising monitoring
the one or more datasets to detect one or more up-
dates to the one or more datasets; and
updating the one or more panels in dependence on
updates detected in the one or more datasets.

3. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein the one or more
panels comprise one or more widgets.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the one or more
widgets comprise: a list; a set of filters; a graph;
and/or a control panel.

5. The method of any preceding claim, wherein the one
or more queries are autocompleted based on the
ontology data.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the ontology data
used to autocomplete the one or more queries com-
prises one or more row titles and/or one or more
column titles of the one or more datasets in the data
repository.

7. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing providing one or more updates to the one or more
datasets through the displayed one or more panels.

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising:

displaying the updated panels in the user inter-
face;
determining whether the one or more updates
are compatible with ontology data relating to the
one or more datasets; and
in the event of a negative determination, revert-
ing the updated panels to a pre-update state.

9. The method of any preceding claim, wherein gener-
ating the one or more panels for display comprises
subscribing the one or more panels to one or more
observables, the observables comprising a list of ob-
jects in one or more datasets associated with the
query.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein updating the one or
more panels comprises:

determining that an updated dataset is associ-
ated with an observable;
identifying one or more subscribing panels to
the observable; and
regenerating the subscribing panels in depend-
ence on the updated dataset.

11. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
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ing:

generating one or more linked panels for display
in a user interface, the linked panels displayed
in dependence on the generated one or more
panels;
monitoring the generated one or more panels to
detect one or more panel updates; and
updating the one or more linked panels in de-
pendence on the detected panel updates.

12. A system comprising:

a database repository comprising one or more
datasets;
an ontology layer comprising ontology data;
a dashboard creation module; and
a dashboard interface,
wherein the system is configured to perform the
method of any preceding claim.

13. A system comprising:

a database repository comprising one or more
datasets;
an ontology layer comprising ontology data;
a dashboard creation module; and
a dashboard interface,
wherein the system is configured to:

receive one or more queries for the data re-
pository, the one or more queries compris-
ing references to one or more datasets in
the data repository;
load ontology data relating to the one or
more datasets, the ontology data compris-
ing an object graph indicating links between
a plurality of datasets in the data repository;
retrieve one or more objects from the one
or more datasets queried based on the on-
tology data; and
generate one or more panels for display in
a user interface in dependence on the re-
trieved one or more objects and the ontol-
ogy data relating to the one or more data-
sets.

14. A computer program comprising computer readable
code that, when executed by a computing apparatus,
causes the computing apparatus to perform the
method of any of claim 1-11.

15. An apparatus comprising one or more processors or
special-purpose computing hardware configured to
perform the method of any of claims 1-11.
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the priority benefit of
United States Provisional Application Serial Number
62/584,670, filed November 10, 2017, and of United
States Utility Patent Application Serial Number
15/921,221, filed March 14, 2018, the contents of which
are incorporated by reference in their entirety into the
present disclosure.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] This disclosure relates to approaches for man-
aging data retention lifecycle.

BACKGROUND

[0003] Under conventional approaches, various types
of data can be stored and represented using an object
model. An object model may be made up of a number of
objects that serve as containers for data and the type of
relationships between them. Each object can include a
number of object components and descriptors.

SUMMARY

[0004] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
can include systems, methods, and transitory or non-
transitory computer readable media configured to deter-
mine a set of objects, the objects corresponding to a given
case or application of a deletion/retention policy; deter-
mine at least one object in the set of objects to be sched-
uled for deletion, the at least one object being associated
with a given state that specifies a deletion and/or reten-
tion type and schedule for the at least one object; and
schedule data corresponding to the at least one object
for deletion from one or more data sources based at least
in part on the deletion and/or retention type and schedule
specified in the object state.
[0005] In some embodiments, the systems, methods,
and transitory or non-transitory computer readable media
are configured to determine that deletion or application
of a retention policy of the at least one object is needed
to satisfy one or more data retention configurations.
[0006] In some embodiments, the systems, methods,
and transitory or non-transitory computer readable media
are configured to generate metadata related to a reten-
tion policy of the at least one object.
[0007] In some embodiments, the object type, proper-
ty, and/or metadata specifies that the at least one object
is to be made inaccessible to end users or only accessible
to a smaller subset of users than it was previously.
[0008] In some embodiments, the object type, proper-
ty, and/or metadata specifies that data corresponding to
the at least one object is to be deleted from one or more
corresponding data sources.

[0009] In some embodiments, the systems, methods,
and transitory or non-transitory computer readable media
are configured to provide an interface that includes a list
of objects among the set of objects that are scheduled
for deletion, the list of objects including the at least one
object and/or associated metadata.
[0010] In some embodiments, the interface includes a
set of options for modifying respective states of objects
included in the list, such as approving or unapproving
such objects for deletion.
[0011] In some embodiments, the set of options in-
cludes an option for modifying a deletion schedule for a
given object.
[0012] In some embodiments, the option for modifying
a deletion schedule for the object requires inputting a
justification for the modification that may or may not be
logged for the purposes of oversight.
[0013] In some embodiments, the systems, methods,
and transitory or non-transitory computer readable media
are configured to send one or more notifications of the
scheduled deletion for the at least one object to one or
more administrators.
[0014] In some embodiments, the systems, methods,
and transitory or non-transitory computer readable media
are configured to delete data corresponding to the at least
one object from one or more data sources based at least
in part on the deletion type, property and/or metadata
and schedule specified in the object state.
[0015] These and other features of the systems, meth-
ods, and transitory or non-transitory computer readable
media disclosed herein, as well as the methods of oper-
ation and functions of the related elements of structure
and the combination of parts and economies of manu-
facture, will become more apparent upon consideration
of the following description and the appended claims with
reference to the accompanying drawings, all of which
form a part of this specification, wherein like reference
numerals designate corresponding parts in the various
figures. It is to be expressly understood, however, that
the drawings are for purposes of illustration and descrip-
tion only and are not intended as a definition of the limits
of the invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0016] Certain features of various embodiments of the
present technology are set forth with particularity in the
appended claims. A better understanding of the features
and advantages of the technology will be obtained by
reference to the following detailed description that sets
forth illustrative embodiments, in which the principles of
the invention are utilized, and the accompanying draw-
ings of which:

FIGURE 1 illustrates an example computing envi-
ronment, in accordance with various embodiments.
FIGURE 2 illustrates an example retention engine,
in accordance with various embodiments.
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FIGURES 3A-3D illustrate example interfaces, in ac-
cordance with various embodiments.
FIGURE 4 illustrates a flowchart of an example meth-
od, in accordance with various embodiments.
FIGURE 5 illustrates a block diagram of an example
computer system in which any of the embodiments
described herein may be implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0017] Under conventional approaches, various types
of data can be stored and represented using an object
model. The objects created based on the object model
may include a number of objects that serve as containers
for data. Each object can include a number of object com-
ponents. The data represented by such objects may itself
reside on various data sources (e.g., federated data
sources, conventional databases, etc.). In some instanc-
es, conventional approaches for managing objects and
data represented by those objects may be inadequate.
For example, conventional approaches may not be suf-
ficient to implement data retention policies that manage
the retention of both objects and data represented by
those objects.
[0018] A claimed solution rooted in computer technol-
ogy overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm
of computer technology. In various embodiments, a sys-
tem can be configured to manage object data (e.g., ob-
jects in an object graph, data represented by those ob-
jects, or both). In some embodiments, such objects can
represent data stored in one or more data sources (e.g.,
federated data sources, conventional databases, etc.).
In one example, a data source may correspond to a da-
tabase that includes a table in which data has been pop-
ulated based on some schema. In this example, a set of
objects may be created to represent the data stored in
the table. For example, each object may reference a cor-
responding row in the table. In some embodiments, each
object can be associated with various components (e.g.,
properties) as defined by an object model (or ontology).
These object components can reference various infor-
mation that relates to a given object.
[0019] For example, in some embodiments, a set of
objects may represent data stored on one or more data
sources. When managing this object data, the system
can determine a respective state for each of the objects.
The state of a given object can indicate whether the object
is scheduled for some retention action. The state may
also describe the type of action. In some embodiments,
this state can be determined in view of various compli-
ance or regulatory policies. For example, a data compli-
ance policy may refer to a custom data retention policy
as defined by an organization or authorized curator. In
some instances, the data compliance policy may be a
data retention policy promulgated by some governing au-
thority, such as a state or federal government.
[0020] In various embodiments, object states can be
determined and recomputed periodically. In some em-

bodiments, information describing object states can be
stored in one or more data stores. For example, in some
embodiments, object states can be determined for all ob-
jects in a given database. These object states and related
metadata can be stored in data stores. Subsequently,
these object states can be recomputed periodically (e.g.,
hourly, daily, etc.) for all objects in the database that were
created, deleted, or modified and these recomputed
states can be stored in the data stores. Many variations
are possible.
[0021] Once object states are determined, the system
can provide information describing these states through
an interface (e.g., a graphical user interface or an appli-
cation programming interface). For example, the infor-
mation can include a list of objects that are scheduled
for deletion, respective object states, projects (or cases)
to which the objects correspond, purge dates for the ob-
jects, and legal expiration dates for the objects, to name
some examples. In some embodiments, the information
also includes metadata to help users more quickly reach
a decision of how to manage objects. For example, the
system may highlight objects of certain object types that
the user uses in considering whether to unschedule those
objects from scheduled deletion and/or retention. In an-
other example, the system may highlight objects with cer-
tain properties and/or metadata that the user uses in con-
sidering whether to unschedule those objects from
scheduled deletion and/or retention . An authorized ad-
ministrator accessing the interface can approve deletion
of object data corresponding to objects scheduled for de-
letion and/or modify object states as desired. For exam-
ple, the administrator can approve deletion of the object
via a graphical user interface (e.g., a soft delete), deletion
of data represented by the object from its corresponding
data sources (e.g., a hard delete), or both. In another
example, the administrator can modify a state of an object
so that corresponding object data is no longer scheduled
for deletion. In some embodiments, the administrator is
required to provide a justification (legal or otherwise) for
modifying an object state. In some embodiments, objects
corresponding to a given project can also be visualized
through the interface. This object view allows the admin-
istrator to selectively modify object states and/or deletion
schedules of object data. For example, the administrator
can flag an object for deletion, modify an existing deletion
timeframe for an object, or preserve an object from de-
letion.
[0022] In some embodiments, an action service run-
ning on the system can implement deletions of object
data based on their states. For example, the action serv-
ice can soft or hard delete object data. In some embod-
iments, the action service can send notifications of im-
minent or upcoming object deletions to a designated ad-
ministrator. In some embodiments, the action service can
reclassify objects scheduled for deletion based on chang-
es to their respective states. In some embodiments, the
action service can enforce object states even after the
objects have been deleted. For example, the action serv-
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ice can determine when a deleted object (or data repre-
sented by a deleted object) is restored from backup. In
this example, the action service can enforce deletion of
the previously deleted object (or data represented by the
deleted object) based on the object’s last known state.
That is, the corresponding object data can again be de-
leted (e.g., soft deleted, hard deleted, or both) by the
action service despite its restoration from backup. For
example, in some embodiments, such operations can be
performed by rerunning the bootstrap job, which recom-
putes the retention policies which would apply to restored
objects. In some embodiments, the data retention frame-
work state may be restored from the same backup and,
in those instances, upon restoration, the data retention
framework can immediately be run to apply the appro-
priate retention strategies to keep the system is compli-
ant. In some embodiments, for systems with backup and
restore requirements, the data retention framework
stores a history of objects that have been successfully
actioned upon. In such embodiments, the data retention
framework is immediately rerun against these objects to
compute the appropriate retention strategy. In general,
the approaches described herein can be adapted to any
type of environment in which data is managed. For ex-
ample, the approaches can be adapted to manage data
accessible through federated data sources. In some em-
bodiments, a delete call can be send to a federated data
source to delete data corresponding to a given object.
[0023] FIGURE 1 illustrates an example environment
100, in accordance with various embodiments. The ex-
ample environment 100 can include at least one comput-
ing system 102 that includes one or more processors and
memory. The processors can be configured to perform
various operations by interpreting machine-readable in-
structions. In some embodiments, the example environ-
ment 100 may be implemented as an enterprise data
platform. In some embodiments, the example environ-
ment 100 may be configured to interact with computing
systems of an enterprise data platform. In various em-
bodiments, computing systems of the enterprise data
platform may store and manage various data as objects.
In some embodiments, a number of objects serve as con-
tainers for data. There can also be various relationships
between objects, for example, using edges (or links) that
connect objects. Each object can include a number of
object components including, for example, a properties
component that includes structured pieces of informa-
tion, a media component that includes binary attach-
ments of data (e.g., text documents, images, videos,
etc.), a notes component (e.g., a free text container), and
one or more respective links (or edges) that associate
the object with other objects. In some instances, there
can be different types of objects. For example, an object
may represent an entity (e.g., person(s), place(s),
thing(s), etc.), an activity (e.g., event, incident, etc.), a
document, or multimedia, to name some examples. In
some embodiments, objects can be associated with
properties (or states) that can be used to manage reten-

tion of those objects and/or data represented by those
objects in one or more data sources 132. These data
sources may include federated data stores, databases,
or any other type of data source from which data can be
ingested and represented as objects, for example. In
some embodiments, data corresponding to populated
objects is stored and accessible through one or more
data stores 130.
[0024] In some embodiments, the computing system
102 can include a data management engine 104. The
data management engine 104 can include a retention
engine 106 and an interface engine 108. The data man-
agement engine 104 can be executed by the proces-
sor(s) of the computing system 102 to perform various
operations including those operations described in ref-
erence to the retention engine 106 and the interface en-
gine 108. In general, the data management engine 104
can be implemented, in whole or in part, as software that
is capable of running on one or more computing devices
or systems. In one example, the data management en-
gine 104 may be implemented as or within a software
application running on one or more computing devices
(e.g., user or client devices) and/or one or more servers
(e.g., network servers or cloud servers). In some instanc-
es, various aspects of the data management engine 104,
the retention engine 106, and the interface engine 108
may be implemented in one or more computing systems
and/or devices. The environment 100 may also include
one or more data stores 130 accessible to the computing
system 102. In general, a data store may be any device
in which data can be stored and from which data can be
retrieved. The data stores 130 may be accessible to the
computing system 102 either directly or over a network
150. In some embodiments, the data stores 130 can store
data that can be accessed by the data management en-
gine 104 to provide the various features described herein.
For example, as mentioned, the data stores 130 can store
object data in which information describing objects is
stored and accessible. Further, the environment 100 may
include one or more data sources 132 accessible to the
computing system 102. In general, a data source may
be any device in which data can be stored and from which
data can be retrieved. In some embodiments, these data
sources 132 can store data that is represented by objects
in the object data stored in the data store 130. Similarly,
the data sources 132 may be accessible to the computing
system 102 either directly or over the network 150. The
network 150 may be any wired or wireless network
through which data can be sent and received (e.g., the
Internet, local area network, etc.).
[0025] The retention engine 106 can be configured to
manage retention of various object data. In some em-
bodiments, the retention engine 106 can be configured
to manage object data based on one or more data reten-
tion configurations. In some embodiments, these data
retention configurations may be applied to objects ac-
cessible through the data stores 130. In some embodi-
ments, the data retention configurations may also be ap-
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plied to data that is represented by these objects. As
mentioned, such data may be stored and accessed
through data sources 132. For example, each object can
be associated with various components (e.g., properties)
as defined by an object-based data model. An object can,
therefore, represent data that remains stored and acces-
sible through a given data source 132. In one example,
a data source may correspond to a text file (e.g., a CSV
file) that includes rows of values separated by commas.
In this example, an object may be created to represent
a row of values and properties of the object can each
correspond to a comma separated value in the row.
[0026] In various embodiments, the retention engine
106 can periodically determine respective states for ob-
jects being managed. These states may be determined
based on any data retention configurations being applied.
For example, data represented by objects (e.g., data
stored on data sources 132) may be subject to some
regulation that requires the data to be deleted after some
period of time. In this example, the retention engine 106
can periodically determine whether to take action against
the objects and/or the data represented by the objects in
view of the regulation. For example, the retention engine
106 may schedule the data represented by the objects
for deletion (e.g., a hard delete). This data can then be
deleted from any data sources in which the data resides
(e.g., data sources 132). In another example, an object
state can be used to specify an approval status for actions
to be performed on the object. In this example, the ap-
proval status can indicate whether actions to be per-
formed on the object were approved by some authorized
user (or administrator). In some embodiments, object
state is an example of metadata. In general, any conven-
tional approach for deleting (or purging) data may be
used to delete data residing in data sources (e.g., deleting
files, scrubbing database tables, etc.). Similarly, the re-
tention engine 106 can schedule objects for deletion
(e.g., a soft delete). In general, any specified action (or
operation) may be applied to objects and/or to data rep-
resented by the objects. In some embodiments, one set
of actions may be applied to the objects and a different
set of actions may be applied to data represented by the
objects. More details describing the retention engine 106
will be provided below in reference to FIGURE 2.
[0027] The interface engine 108 can be configured to
generate and provide an interface (e.g., graphical user
interface) through which various information can be ac-
cessed and visualized. For example, the interface can
be provided by a software application (e.g., data analytics
application, web browser, etc.) running on a computing
device 120 and through a display screen of the computing
device 120. The interface can provide users with the abil-
ity to access information corresponding to objects being
managed by the retention engine 106. For example, a
user operating the computing device 120 can interact
with the interface to access information describing vari-
ous objects or sets of objects (e.g., objects related to
some project or case). In one example, the interface can

identify objects and/or associated metadata that are
scheduled for some action (e.g., deletion of an object,
deletion of data represented by the object, etc.). The in-
formation provided through the interface can vary de-
pending on the implementation. For example, in some
embodiments, the information can include a list of objects
(e.g., object name, object identifier, object type, etc.), re-
spective actions to be performed with respect to those
objects, respective dates on which those actions will be
performed (e.g., a date on which the actions will be per-
formed, a date on which the actions must be performed
to satisfy legal requirements, etc.), corresponding
projects (or cases) to which the objects are related, a
respective number of links between each object and one
or more other objects, and a respective number of prop-
erties associated with each object, to name some exam-
ples. In some embodiments, the information presented
through the interface can vary depending on a user’s
access rights. For example, the interface may only pro-
vide information corresponding to a portion of a set of
objects that a user (or administrator) is authorized to ac-
cess. In some embodiments, the interface engine 108
can provide options for modifying object retention sched-
ules and/or actions to be performed on objects. In some
embodiments, the interface can provide options for mod-
ifying retention information for existing objects (e.g., dif-
ferent actions to be performed on objects, dates, related
projects or cases, etc.). In some embodiments, the inter-
face can provide options for scheduling new objects for
retention (e.g., options to specify actions to be performed
on objects, dates, related projects or cases, etc.). More
details describing interfaces provided by the interface en-
gine 108 will be provided below in reference to FIGURES
3A-3D.
[0028] In general, the approaches described herein
may also be implemented in computing environments
that do not model data from data sources using an object
model. In some embodiments, the data management en-
gine 104 may operate as a centralized data management
service that provides endpoints (e.g., application pro-
gramming interfaces) for performing various operations
on data. For example, the data management engine 104
may provide one endpoint for specifying criteria for iden-
tifying data, an endpoint for identifying data that meets
the specified criteria, another endpoint for scheduling
various actions to be performed on the identified data,
and another endpoint for requesting actions to be per-
formed on the identified data. Naturally, many variations
are possible.
[0029] FIGURE 2 illustrates an example retention en-
gine 202, in accordance with various embodiments. The
retention engine 202 may be implemented as the reten-
tion engine 106 of FIGURE 1. In some embodiments, the
retention engine 202 includes a configuration engine 204,
a scheduling engine 206, an action engine 208, and a
modification engine 210. The retention engine 202 can
also interact with a state data store 212. The state data
store 212 may be accessible to the retention engine 202
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either directly or over a network. In some embodiments,
the state data store 212 can store information describing
object states. For example, in some embodiments, object
states can be determined for all objects in a given data-
base. These object states and related metadata can be
stored in the state data store 212. Subsequently, these
object states can be recomputed periodically (e.g., hour-
ly, daily, etc.) for all objects in the database that were
created, deleted, or modified and these recomputed
states can also be stored in the state data store 212.
[0030] The configuration engine 204 can be configured
to create and manage data retention configurations. In
some embodiments, the configuration engine 204 can
determine object states based on data retention config-
urations. For example, in some embodiments, the con-
figuration engine 204 can be configured to manage rules
associated with data retention configurations. In such
embodiments, the configuration engine 204 can also be
configured to compute (or process) those rules to ensure
up-to-date object state management. In some embodi-
ments, a data retention configuration implements one or
more data retention policies. For example, a data reten-
tion configuration may specify criteria for identifying ob-
jects and respective actions to be performed once those
objects are identified. In general, any criteria may be used
to identify objects on which some action is to be taken.
In some embodiments, objects can be identified based
on object type. An object may be assigned a type based
on the type of data being represented by the object. Thus,
an object that references data corresponding to an entity
(e.g., person(s), place(s), thing(s), etc.) can be an entity-
type object. Similarly, an object that references data cor-
responding to some activity (e.g., event, incident, etc.)
can be an activity-type object.
[0031] In some embodiments, objects can be identified
based on one or more object properties. In general, an
object may be associated with a set of properties that
describe data represented by the object. For example,
an object may represent a row in a database table. This
row may correspond to an employee John Doe and each
column value of the row may correspond to some at-
tribute of the employee (e.g., employee name, employee
id, title, etc.). In this example, an object may represent
the employee John Doe and this object can be associated
with a set of properties that each correspond to attributes
of the employee. Thus, one property of the object may
reference the employee’s name, another property may
reference the employee’s id, and another property may
reference the employee’s title, for example. In another
example, an object may be associated with a property
that identifies a date on which data represented by the
object was created and another property that identifies
a date on which the data expires (or is scheduled for
deletion). Such date properties can be used to manage
retention of objects and data represented by those ob-
jects, for example.
[0032] In some embodiments, objects can be identified
based on their relationships to other objects. As men-

tioned, in some embodiments, relationships between ob-
jects can be represented using corresponding edges (or
links). In some instances, these object relationships can
be used to identify additional related objects on which
actions can be performed. For example, a set of objects
may relate to a project (or case). In this example, the
configuration engine 204 can be instructed to perform
some action on all objects that relate to the project. Here,
the configuration engine 204 can use existing object re-
lationships to identify such objects and can instruct the
action engine 208 to perform the requested action(s). In
some embodiments, edge distance can be used to iden-
tify related objects that may otherwise not be identified
using some specified criteria. For example, the criteria
may specify that objects corresponding to a first case be
scheduled for deletion (or some other action). The criteria
may also specify that any other objects linked to objects
corresponding to the first case with an edge distance of
two also be deleted. Here, a first object corresponding
to the first case may be linked to a second object that
corresponds to a second case. Further, the second object
may be linked to a third object corresponding to a third
case. In this example, the first object, the second object,
and the third object can all be scheduled for deletion in
view of the specified criteria.
[0033] In some embodiments, a data retention config-
uration can granularly define which actions to perform on
object data. For example, in some embodiments, a data
retention configuration can be created so that one set of
actions are performed on objects satisfying some criteria
while a different set of actions are performed on data
represented by those objects. In one example, a data
retention configuration may specify that objects satisfy-
ing some criteria be made inaccessible while data rep-
resented by those objects be permanently deleted from
its corresponding data sources. In various embodiments,
information corresponding to data retention configura-
tions is stored and updated in the state data store 212.
Naturally, many variations are possible.
[0034] The scheduling engine 206 can be configured
to determine respective states for objects or sets of ob-
jects (e.g., objects related to some project or case) being
managed by the retention engine 202. In various embod-
iments, the scheduling engine 206 determines these ob-
ject states based on one or more data retention config-
urations provided by the configuration engine 204. In
some embodiments, the scheduling engine 206 can be
configured to run at pre-defined time intervals (e.g., every
24 hours, every week, etc.). When run, the scheduling
engine 206 can evaluate each of the objects being man-
aged for compliance with any data retention configura-
tions that are applicable to those objects. For example,
a data retention configuration may indicate that objects
having a specified property should be deleted (or sched-
uled for deletion) after a specified time. In this example,
the scheduling engine 206 can identify objects that satisfy
this criterion. These identified objects can then be flagged
(or marked) for further processing by the action engine
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208, as described below. In some embodiments, the
scheduling engine 206 ensures that the configuration en-
gine 204 and the action engine 208 are run at appropriate
intervals (pre-defined or otherwise). The scheduling en-
gine 206 also helps surface various information to the
configuration engine 204 and the action engine 208 such
as which objects to process.
[0035] The action engine 208 can be configured to per-
form actions specified in data retention configurations.
As mentioned, a data retention configuration may specify
criteria for identifying objects and respective actions to
be performed once those objects are identified. In some
embodiments, the action engine 208 can determine ob-
jects that were flagged (or marked) by the scheduling
engine 206 in view of a data retention configuration. The
action engine 208 can also determine respective actions
to be performed on the flagged objects as specified by
the data retention configuration. The action engine 208
can then perform the corresponding actions with respect
to the flagged objects.
[0036] In general, the action engine 208 can be con-
figured to perform any action(s) specified in a data reten-
tion configuration. For example, in some embodiments,
a data retention configuration may specify that objects
satisfying some criteria be deleted or made inaccessible
(e.g., a soft deletion). In such embodiments, the action
engine 208 can delete (or make inaccessible) the objects
satisfying the criteria. In some embodiments, a data re-
tention configuration may specify that data represented
by objects satisfying some criteria be deleted from their
corresponding data sources. In such embodiments, the
action engine 208 can delete (or make inaccessible) data
represented by objects satisfying the criteria from corre-
sponding data sources. In some embodiments, a data
retention configuration may specify that one or more no-
tifications be sent to one or more users (or administrators)
before any actions are performed on objects that satisfy
some criteria. In such embodiments, the action engine
208 can send those notifications to the appropriate users
(or administrators) before performing the actions. Such
notifications may be sent using conventional approaches
for electronically communicating information. In some
embodiments, a data retention configuration may require
pre-approval from authorized users (or administrators)
before any actions are performed. In such embodiments,
the action engine 208 can request such approval by the
authorized users (or administrators) before performing
those actions, as described in reference to FIGURES
3A-3D.
[0037] In some instances, there may be exceptions for
not performing actions specified in data retention config-
urations. For example, an object (or data represented by
the object) may need to be deleted within some specified
time period in order to comply with a data retention con-
figuration. However, there may be a valid reason not to
perform that action. For example, there may be a legal
justification for extending a scheduled deletion date for
the object (or data represented by the object). To allow

for such flexibility, the modification engine 210 can be
configured to determine a list of justifications that may
be used to change (or modify) actions to be performed
on objects or data represented by those objects. In some
embodiments, a user (or administrator) can select justi-
fications from this list to modify which actions are per-
formed on object data. These justifications may also be
used to modify dates on which scheduled actions will be
performed on object data. Once a justification for modi-
fying an action and/or action date with respect to a given
object is provided, the modification engine 210 can per-
form the operations needed to implement the requested
modifications. In some embodiments, the modification
engine 210 can generate audit logs that document such
modifications. For example, an audit log may identify
which object data was affected by the modification, the
respective modifications made (e.g., modified actions,
extended retention dates, etc.) to the object data, and
any justifications being applied to support those modifi-
cations. In some embodiments, the modification engine
210 can provide such justifications for use through an
interface as described below in reference to FIGURES
3A-3D. In some embodiments, the modification engine
210 also triggers the configuration engine 204 to recom-
pute (or update) the state of the object(s) being modified.
The recomputing helps ensures up-to-date states and
that the configuration engine 204 houses the source of
truth for how the retention state of objects are determined.
[0038] FIGURE 3A illustrates an example 300 of an
interface 302 through which object information can be
accessed. In general, some, or all, of the features de-
scribed in reference to FIGURES 3A-3D can be imple-
mented and provided by the interface engine 108 of FIG-
URE 1. In various embodiments, the interface 302 may
be accessed through a software application (e.g., data
analytics application, web browser, etc.) running on a
computing device. In some embodiments, the interface
302 includes a first region 304 through which information
describing objects can be accessed. In this example, the
first region 304 includes a list of objects that are sched-
uled for some action (e.g., soft deletion, hard deletion,
being made inaccessible, etc.). In some embodiments,
the list of objects provided in the first region 304 can be
organized based on a set of attributes 308. These at-
tributes can include object name, object type (e.g., entity,
activity, etc.), a number of links between the object and
other objects, a number of properties associated with the
object, a date on which an action (or actions) are sched-
uled for the object, the scheduled action(s), a review sta-
tus for the object, metadata associated with the object,
and conflict flags associated with the object, to name
some examples. Naturally, many variations are possible.
In some embodiments, the interface 302 includes a
search bar that allows users to search for objects and
view information related to those objects (e.g., object re-
tention states). In some embodiments, a review status
for an object indicates whether the actions to be per-
formed on the object were reviewed and approved by
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some authorized user (or administrator). In some em-
bodiments, authorized users can access additional re-
view options for a given object 310 by selecting a corre-
sponding review option 312. Once selected, the interface
302 can provide additional options for the object 310, as
illustrated in the example of FIGURE 3B. In some em-
bodiments, the interface 302 includes a second region
306 through which object relationships can be visualized.
In some embodiments, a user operating the computing
device can interact directly with objects through the sec-
ond region 306. For example, the user can access other
objects 314 that are linked to a given object 316. The
user may also specify actions to be taken against the
related objects 314, when those actions should be taken,
or whether existing actions scheduled for those objects
314 should be modified, for example.
[0039] FIGURE 3B illustrates an example set of op-
tions 320 corresponding to the object 310. In this exam-
ple, the set of options 320 includes an option 322 for
marking (or flagging) the object 310 for some action (e.g.,
deletion), an option 324 for modifying the scheduled ac-
tion, and options (or justifications) 326 for modifying any
action(s) and/or dates scheduled for the object 310. In
some embodiments, information describing selected
modifications is outputted into one or more audit logs.
[0040] FIGURE 3C illustrates an example interface
340 for creating retention policies. In this example, a user
can add relevant objects using the "Add Selected Objects
To Case" button 342. The user can fill in details on the
desired Case Label 344 title for the Retention Case (or
policy), as well as accompanying justification 346 and
purge date 348. In some embodiments, these are re-
quired fields. When ready, the user can click "Create Re-
tention Case" button 350 to create a Retention Case
which will be linked to all the objects. In some embodi-
ments, the user has the option to delete the Retention
Case and start over. Once ready, the user can select the
"Publish Selected Cases" button 352 to queue them up
for deletion. The interface 340 can include a region 354
in which information describing objects (e.g., object titles)
can be shown when those objects are added to the Re-
tention Case (or policy).
[0041] FIGURE 3D illustrates an example interface
360 for editing retention policies (or cases). The interface
360 allows users to edit and recompute what is being
deleted. In some embodiments, any changes made are
not implemented until the user selects the "Review and
Publish" button 362. In some embodiments, the "Delete
Selected Links" button 364 can be used to select one or
more links and delete them. In some embodiments, the
deletion results in deleting the actual link between the
objects in addition to removing them from the graph. In
some embodiments, the user needs write access on the
link in order for this deletion to be successful. In some
embodiments, the user is presented with an error mes-
sage if link deletion fails. In some embodiments, the "Add
Selected Case" button 366 can be used to select a case
to be edited. In some embodiments, the user needs to

select exactly one object of the appropriate retention ob-
ject type. In some embodiments, the user is presented
with an error message if the object fails to be added. In
some embodiments, the "Compute" button 368 can be
selected to compute a new web of linked objects and see
what objects are slated to be deleted for the selected
case. In some embodiments, all objects directly and in-
directly linked to a case will be subject to this computa-
tion. In some embodiments, the "Review and Publish"
button 362 can be selected to publish all changes and
mark the case as approved. In some embodiments, se-
lecting "Review and Publish" 362 results in rerunning the
"Compute" function 368 and checks what to delete based
on the current mapping of the objects. In some embodi-
ments, one or more conflict flag buttons 370 can be se-
lected to select all objects that are associated with those
flags. The interface 360 can include one or more regions
372 in which information describing objects (e.g., object
titles) and corresponding flags can be shown.
[0042] FIGURE 4 illustrates a flowchart of an example
method 400, according to various embodiments of the
present disclosure. The method 400 may be implement-
ed in various environments including, for example, the
environment 100 of FIGURE 1. The operations of method
400 presented below are intended to be illustrative. De-
pending on the implementation, the example method 400
may include additional, fewer, or alternative steps per-
formed in various orders or in parallel. The example meth-
od 400 may be implemented in various computing sys-
tems or devices including one or more processors.
[0043] At block 402, a set of objects is determined, the
objects corresponding to a given case or application of
a deletion/retention policy. In general, objects corre-
sponding to a case can be of various types. For example,
these objects may be entity objects (e.g., person objects),
activity objects, and media objects, to name some exam-
ples. At block 404, a determination is made that at least
one object in the set of objects is scheduled for deletion,
the at least one object being associated with a given state
that specifies a deletion and/or retention type and sched-
ule for the at least one object. At block 406, data corre-
sponding to the at least one object is scheduled for de-
letion from one or more data sources based at least in
part on the deletion and/or retention type and schedule
specified in the object state. In some embodiments, ob-
ject states can be modified by associating the object with
a new state that is subsequently processed based on the
new state.

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

[0044] The techniques described herein are imple-
mented by one or more special-purpose computing de-
vices. The special-purpose computing devices may be
hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include cir-
cuitry or digital electronic devices such as one or more
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently
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programmed to perform the techniques, or may include
one or more hardware processors programmed to per-
form the techniques pursuant to program instructions in
firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such
special-purpose computing devices may also combine
custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom
programming to accomplish the techniques. The special-
purpose computing devices may be desktop computer
systems, server computer systems, portable computer
systems, handheld devices, networking devices or any
other device or combination of devices that incorporate
hard-wired and/or program logic to implement the tech-
niques.
[0045] Computing device(s) are generally controlled
and coordinated by operating system software, such as
iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE,
Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, Vx-
Works, or other compatible operating systems. In other
embodiments, the computing device may be controlled
by a proprietary operating system. Conventional operat-
ing systems control and schedule computer processes
for execution, perform memory management, provide file
system, networking, I/O services, and provide a user in-
terface functionality, such as a graphical user interface
("GUI"), among other things.
[0046] FIGURE 5 is a block diagram that illustrates a
computer system 500 upon which any of the embodi-
ments described herein may be implemented. The com-
puter system 500 includes a bus 502 or other communi-
cation mechanism for communicating information, one
or more hardware processors 504 coupled with bus 502
for processing information. Hardware processor(s) 504
may be, for example, one or more general purpose mi-
croprocessors.
[0047] The computer system 500 also includes a main
memory 506, such as a random access memory (RAM),
cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to
bus 502 for storing information and instructions to be ex-
ecuted by processor 504. Main memory 506 also may
be used for storing temporary variables or other interme-
diate information during execution of instructions to be
executed by processor 504. Such instructions, when
stored in storage media accessible to processor 504,
render computer system 500 into a special-purpose ma-
chine that is customized to perform the operations spec-
ified in the instructions.
[0048] The computer system 500 further includes a
read only memory (ROM) 508 or other static storage de-
vice coupled to bus 502 for storing static information and
instructions for processor 504. A storage device 510,
such as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive
(Flash drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 502
for storing information and instructions.
[0049] The computer system 500 may be coupled via
bus 502 to a display 512, such as a cathode ray tube
(CRT) or LCD display (or touch screen), for displaying
information to a computer user. An input device 514, in-

cluding alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus
502 for communicating information and command selec-
tions to processor 504. Another type of user input device
is cursor control 516, such as a mouse, a trackball, or
cursor direction keys for communicating direction infor-
mation and command selections to processor 504 and
for controlling cursor movement on display 512. This in-
put device typically has two degrees of freedom in two
axes, a first axis (e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that
allows the device to specify positions in a plane. In some
embodiments, the same direction information and com-
mand selections as cursor control may be implemented
via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor.
[0050] The computing system 500 may include a user
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored
in a mass storage device as executable software codes
that are executed by the computing device(s). This and
other modules may include, by way of example, compo-
nents, such as software components, object-oriented
software components, class components and task com-
ponents, processes, functions, attributes, procedures,
subroutines, segments of program code, drivers,
firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, data
structures, tables, arrays, and variables.
[0051] In general, the word "module," as used herein,
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a
collection of software instructions, possibly having entry
and exit points, written in a programming language, such
as, for example, Java, C or C++. A software module may
be compiled and linked into an executable program, in-
stalled in a dynamic link library, or may be written in an
interpreted programming language such as, for example,
BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated that soft-
ware modules may be callable from other modules or
from themselves, and/or may be invoked in response to
detected events or interrupts. Software modules config-
ured for execution on computing devices may be provid-
ed on a computer readable medium, such as a compact
disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any
other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format
that requires installation, decompression or decryption
prior to execution). Such software code may be stored,
partially or fully, on a memory device of the executing
computing device, for execution by the computing device.
Software instructions may be embedded in firmware,
such as an EPROM. It will be further appreciated that
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic
units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be com-
prised of programmable units, such as programmable
gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing
device functionality described herein are preferably im-
plemented as software modules, but may be represented
in hardware or firmware. Generally, the modules de-
scribed herein refer to logical modules that may be com-
bined with other modules or divided into sub-modules
despite their physical organization or storage.
[0052] The computer system 500 may implement the
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techniques described herein using customized hard-
wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware
and/or program logic which in combination with the com-
puter system causes or programs computer system 500
to be a special-purpose machine. According to one em-
bodiment, the techniques herein are performed by com-
puter system 500 in response to processor(s) 504 exe-
cuting one or more sequences of one or more instructions
contained in main memory 506. Such instructions may
be read into main memory 506 from another storage me-
dium, such as storage device 510. Execution of the se-
quences of instructions contained in main memory 506
causes processor(s) 504 to perform the process steps
described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination
with software instructions.
[0053] The term "non-transitory media," and similar
terms, as used herein refers to any media that store data
and/or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a
specific fashion. Such non-transitory media may com-
prise non-volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-vol-
atile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic
disks, such as storage device 510. Volatile media in-
cludes dynamic memory, such as main memory 506.
Common forms of non-transitory media include, for ex-
ample, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage me-
dium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM,
a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any
other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions
of the same.
[0054] Non-transitory media is distinct from but may
be used in conjunction with transmission media. Trans-
mission media participates in transferring information be-
tween non-transitory media. For example, transmission
media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber op-
tics, including the wires that comprise bus 502. Trans-
mission media can also take the form of acoustic or light
waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and
infra-red data communications.
[0055] Various forms of media may be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 504 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line using a mo-
dem. A modem local to computer system 500 can receive
the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red trans-
mitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-
red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red
signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus
502. Bus 502 carries the data to main memory 506, from
which processor 504 retrieves and executes the instruc-
tions. The instructions received by main memory 506
may retrieves and executes the instructions. The instruc-
tions received by main memory 506 may optionally be

stored on storage device 510 either before or after exe-
cution by processor 504.
[0056] The computer system 500 also includes a com-
munication interface 518 coupled to bus 502. Communi-
cation interface 518 provides a two-way data communi-
cation coupling to one or more network links that are con-
nected to one or more local networks. For example, com-
munication interface 518 may be an integrated services
digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite mo-
dem, or a modem to provide a data communication con-
nection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As an-
other example, communication interface 518 may be a
local area network (LAN) card to provide a data commu-
nication connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN com-
ponent to communicated with a WAN). Wireless links
may also be implemented. In any such implementation,
communication interface 518 sends and receives elec-
trical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital
data streams representing various types of information.
[0057] A network link typically provides data commu-
nication through one or more networks to other data de-
vices. For example, a network link may provide a con-
nection through local network to a host computer or to
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider
(ISP). The ISP in turn provides data communication serv-
ices through the world wide packet data communication
network now commonly referred to as the "Internet". Lo-
cal network and Internet both use electrical, electromag-
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams.
The signals through the various networks and the signals
on network link and through communication interface
518, which carry the digital data to and from computer
system 500, are example forms of transmission media.
[0058] The computer system 500 can send messages
and receive data, including program code, through the
network(s), network link and communication interface
518. In the Internet example, a server might transmit a
requested code for an application program through the
Internet, the ISP, the local network and the communica-
tion interface 518.
[0059] The received code may be executed by proc-
essor 504 as it is received, and/or stored in storage de-
vice 510, or other non-volatile storage for later execution.
[0060] Each of the processes, methods, and algo-
rithms described in the preceding sections may be em-
bodied in, and fully or partially automated by, code mod-
ules executed by one or more computer systems or com-
puter processors comprising computer hardware. The
processes and algorithms may be implemented partially
or wholly in application-specific circuitry.
[0061] The various features and processes described
above may be used independently of one another, or
may be combined in various ways. All possible combi-
nations and sub-combinations are intended to fall within
the scope of this disclosure. In addition, certain method
or process blocks may be omitted in some implementa-
tions. The methods and processes described herein are
also not limited to any particular sequence, and the blocks
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or states relating thereto can be performed in other se-
quences that are appropriate. For example, described
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than
that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states
may be combined in a single block or state. The example
blocks or states may be performed in serial, in parallel,
or in some other manner. Blocks or states may be added
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments.
The example systems and components described herein
may be configured differently than described. For exam-
ple, elements may be added to, removed from, or rear-
ranged compared to the disclosed example embodi-
ments.
[0062] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0063] Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks
in the flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in
the attached figures should be understood as potentially
representing modules, segments, or portions of code
which include one or more executable instructions for
implementing specific logical functions or steps in the
process. Alternate implementations are included within
the scope of the embodiments described herein in which
elements or functions may be deleted, executed out of
order from that shown or discussed, including substan-
tially concurrently or in reverse order, depending on the
functionality involved, as would be understood by those
skilled in the art.
[0064] It should be emphasized that many variations
and modifications may be made to the above-described
embodiments, the elements of which are to be under-
stood as being among other acceptable examples. All
such modifications and variations are intended to be in-
cluded herein within the scope of this disclosure. The
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the
invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter
how detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention
can be practiced in many ways. As is also stated above,
it should be noted that the use of particular terminology
when describing certain features or aspects of the inven-
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is
being re-defined herein to be restricted to including any
specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the
invention with which that terminology is associated. The
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in
accordance with the appended claims and any equiva-
lents thereof.

Engines, Components, and Logic

[0065] Certain embodiments are described herein as
including logic or a number of components, engines, or
mechanisms. Engines may constitute either software en-
gines (e.g., code embodied on a machine-readable me-
dium) or hardware engines. A "hardware engine" is a
tangible unit capable of performing certain operations
and may be configured or arranged in a certain physical
manner. In various example embodiments, one or more
computer systems (e.g., a standalone computer system,
a client computer system, or a server computer system)
or one or more hardware engines of a computer system
(e.g., a processor or a group of processors) may be con-
figured by software (e.g., an application or application
portion) as a hardware engine that operates to perform
certain operations as described herein.
[0066] In some embodiments, a hardware engine may
be implemented mechanically, electronically, or any suit-
able combination thereof. For example, a hardware en-
gine may include dedicated circuitry or logic that is per-
manently configured to perform certain operations. For
example, a hardware engine may be a special-purpose
processor, such as a Field-Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) or an Application Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC). A hardware engine may also include program-
mable logic or circuitry that is temporarily configured by
software to perform certain operations. For example, a
hardware engine may include software executed by a
general-purpose processor or other programmable proc-
essor. Once configured by such software, hardware en-
gines become specific machines (or specific components
of a machine) uniquely tailored to perform the configured
functions and are no longer general-purpose processors.
It will be appreciated that the decision to implement a
hardware engine mechanically, in dedicated and perma-
nently configured circuitry, or in temporarily configured
circuitry (e.g., configured by software) may be driven by
cost and time considerations.
[0067] Accordingly, the phrase "hardware engine"
should be understood to encompass a tangible entity, be
that an entity that is physically constructed, permanently
configured (e.g., hardwired), or temporarily configured
(e.g., programmed) to operate in a certain manner or to
perform certain operations described herein. As used
herein, "hardware-implemented engine" refers to a hard-
ware engine. Considering embodiments in which hard-
ware engines are temporarily configured (e.g., pro-
grammed), each of the hardware engines need not be
configured or instantiated at any one instance in time.
For example, where a hardware engine comprises a gen-
eral-purpose processor configured by software to be-
come a special-purpose processor, the general-purpose
processor may be configured as respectively different
special-purpose processors (e.g., comprising different
hardware engines) at different times. Software accord-
ingly configures a particular processor or processors, for
example, to constitute a particular hardware engine at
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one instance of time and to constitute a different hard-
ware engine at a different instance of time.
[0068] Hardware engines can provide information to,
and receive information from, other hardware engines.
Accordingly, the described hardware engines may be re-
garded as being communicatively coupled. Where mul-
tiple hardware engines exist contemporaneously, com-
munications may be achieved through signal transmis-
sion (e.g., over appropriate circuits and buses) between
or among two or more of the hardware engines. In em-
bodiments in which multiple hardware engines are con-
figured or instantiated at different times, communications
between such hardware engines may be achieved, for
example, through the storage and retrieval of information
in memory structures to which the multiple hardware en-
gines have access. For example, one hardware engine
may perform an operation and store the output of that
operation in a memory device to which it is communica-
tively coupled. A further hardware engine may then, at a
later time, access the memory device to retrieve and
process the stored output. Hardware engines may also
initiate communications with input or output devices, and
can operate on a resource (e.g., a collection of informa-
tion).
[0069] The various operations of example methods de-
scribed herein may be performed, at least partially, by
one or more processors that are temporarily configured
(e.g., by software) or permanently configured to perform
the relevant operations. Whether temporarily or perma-
nently configured, such processors may constitute proc-
essor-implemented engines that operate to perform one
or more operations or functions described herein. As
used herein, "processor-implemented engine" refers to
a hardware engine implemented using one or more proc-
essors.
[0070] Similarly, the methods described herein may be
at least partially processor-implemented, with a particular
processor or processors being an example of hardware.
For example, at least some of the operations of a method
may be performed by one or more processors or proc-
essor-implemented engines. Moreover, the one or more
processors may also operate to support performance of
the relevant operations in a "cloud computing" environ-
ment or as a "software as a service" (SaaS). For example,
at least some of the operations may be performed by a
group of computers (as examples of machines including
processors), with these operations being accessible via
a network (e.g., the Internet) and via one or more appro-
priate interfaces (e.g., an Application Program Interface
(API)).
[0071] The performance of certain of the operations
may be distributed among the processors, not only re-
siding within a single machine, but deployed across a
number of machines. In some example embodiments,
the processors or processor-implemented engines may
be located in a single geographic location (e.g., within a
home environment, an office environment, or a server
farm). In other example embodiments, the processors or

processor-implemented engines may be distributed
across a number of geographic locations.

Language

[0072] Throughout this specification, plural instances
may implement components, operations, or structures
described as a single instance. Although individual op-
erations of one or more methods are illustrated and de-
scribed as separate operations, one or more of the indi-
vidual operations may be performed concurrently, and
nothing requires that the operations be performed in the
order illustrated. Structures and functionality presented
as separate components in example configurations may
be implemented as a combined structure or component.
Similarly, structures and functionality presented as a sin-
gle component may be implemented as separate com-
ponents. These and other variations, modifications, ad-
ditions, and improvements fall within the scope of the
subject matter herein.
[0073] Although an overview of the subject matter has
been described with reference to specific example em-
bodiments, various modifications and changes may be
made to these embodiments without departing from the
broader scope of embodiments of the present disclosure.
Such embodiments of the subject matter maybe referred
to herein, individually or collectively, by the term "inven-
tion" merely for convenience and without intending to vol-
untarily limit the scope of this application to any single
disclosure or concept if more than one is, in fact, dis-
closed.
[0074] The embodiments illustrated herein are de-
scribed in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the
art to practice the teachings disclosed. Other embodi-
ments may be used and derived therefrom, such that
structural and logical substitutions and changes may be
made without departing from the scope of this disclosure.
The Detailed Description, therefore, is not to be taken in
a limiting sense, and the scope of various embodiments
is defined only by the appended claims, along with the
full range of equivalents to which such claims are entitled.
[0075] It will be appreciated that an "engine," "system,"
"data store," and/or "database" may comprise software,
hardware, firmware, and/or circuitry. In one example, one
or more software programs comprising instructions ca-
pable of being executable by a processor may perform
one or more of the functions of the engines, data stores,
databases, or systems described herein. In another ex-
ample, circuitry may perform the same or similar func-
tions. Alternative embodiments may comprise more,
less, or functionally equivalent engines, systems, data
stores, or databases, and still be within the scope of
present embodiments. For example, the functionality of
the various systems, engines, data stores, and/or data-
bases may be combined or divided differently.
[0076] "Open source" software is defined herein to be
source code that allows distribution as source code as
well as compiled form, with a well-publicized and indexed
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means of obtaining the source, optionally with a license
that allows modifications and derived works.
[0077] The data stores described herein may be any
suitable structure (e.g., an active database, a relational
database, a self-referential database, a table, a matrix,
an array, a flat file, a documented-oriented storage sys-
tem, a non-relational No-SQL system, and the like), and
may be cloud-based or otherwise.
[0078] As used herein, the term "or" may be construed
in either an inclusive or exclusive sense. Moreover, plural
instances may be provided for resources, operations, or
structures described herein as a single instance. Addi-
tionally, boundaries between various resources, opera-
tions, engines, engines, and data stores are somewhat
arbitrary, and particular operations are illustrated in a
context of specific illustrative configurations. Other allo-
cations of functionality are envisioned and may fall within
a scope of various embodiments of the present disclo-
sure. In general, structures and functionality presented
as separate resources in the example configurations may
be implemented as a combined structure or resource.
Similarly, structures and functionality presented as a sin-
gle resource may be implemented as separate resourc-
es. These and other variations, modifications, additions,
and improvements fall within a scope of embodiments of
the present disclosure as represented by the appended
claims. The specification and drawings are, accordingly,
to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive
sense.
[0079] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0080] Although the invention has been described in
detail for the purpose of illustration based on what is cur-
rently considered to be the most practical and preferred
implementations, it is to be understood that such detail
is solely for that purpose and that the invention is not
limited to the disclosed implementations, but, on the con-
trary, is intended to cover modifications and equivalent
arrangements that are within the spirit and scope of the
appended claims. For example, it is to be understood
that the present invention contemplates that, to the extent
possible, one or more features of any embodiment can
be combined with one or more features of any other em-
bodiment.

Claims

1. A system comprising:

one or more processors; and
a memory storing instructions that, when exe-
cuted by the one or more processors, cause the
system to perform:

determining a set of objects, the objects cor-
responding to a given case or application of
a deletion/retention policy;
determining at least one object in the set of
objects to be scheduled for deletion and/or
retention, the at least one object being as-
sociated with a given state that specifies a
deletion type and schedule for the at least
one object; and
scheduling data corresponding to the at
least one object for deletion from one or
more data sources based at least in part on
the deletion and/or retention type and
schedule specified in the object state.

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the instructions fur-
ther cause the system to perform:

providing an interface that includes a list of ob-
jects among the set of objects that are scheduled
for deletion, the list of objects including the at
least one object and/or associated metadata.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein the interface includes
a set of options for modifying respective states of
objects included in the list.

4. The system of claim 3, wherein the set of options
includes an option for modifying a deletion schedule
for a given object.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the option for mod-
ifying a deletion schedule for the object requires in-
putting a justification for the modification.

6. The system of any of claims 1-5, wherein the instruc-
tions further cause the system to perform:

sending one or more notifications of the sched-
uled deletion for the at least one object to one
or more administrators; and/or
deleting data corresponding to the at least one
object from one or more data sources based at
least in part on the deletion type, property,
and/or metadata and schedule specified in the
object state.

7. A computer-implemented method, the method com-
prising:
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determining a set of objects, the objects corre-
sponding to a given case or application of a de-
letion/retention policy;
determining at least one object in the set of ob-
jects to be scheduled for deletion, the at least
one object being associated with a given state
that specifies a deletion and/or retention type
and schedule for the at least one object; and
scheduling data corresponding to the at least
one object for deletion from one or more data
sources based at least in part on the deletion
and/or retention type and schedule specified in
the object state.

8. The computer-implemented method of claim 7, the
method further comprising:

providing an interface that includes a list of ob-
jects among the set of objects that are scheduled
for deletion, the list of objects including the at
least one object and/or associated metadata.

9. A transitory or non-transitory computer readable me-
dium comprising instructions that, when executed,
cause one or more processors to perform:

determining a set of objects, the objects corre-
sponding to a given case or application of a de-
letion/retention policy;
determining at least one object in the set of ob-
jects to be scheduled for deletion, the at least
one object being associated with a given state
that specifies a deletion and/or retention type
and schedule for the at least one object; and
scheduling data corresponding to the at least
one object for deletion from one or more data
sources based at least in part on the deletion
and/or retention type and schedule specified in
the object state.

10. The computer readable medium of claim 9, wherein
the instructions further cause the processors to per-
form:

providing an interface that includes a list of ob-
jects among the set of objects that are scheduled
for deletion, the list of objects including the at
least one object and/or associated metadata.

11. The system of any of claims 1-6 or the computer
readable medium of any of claims 9-10, wherein de-
termining at least one object in the set of objects to
be scheduled for deletion further causes the proces-
sors to perform:

determining that deletion of or application of a
retention policy to the at least one object is need-
ed to satisfy one or more data retention config-

urations.

12. The system of any of claims 1-6 or the computer-
implemented method of any of claims 7-8 or the com-
puter readable medium of any of claims 9-10, where-
in determining at least one object in the set of objects
to be scheduled for deletion further comprises:

determining that deletion of or application of a
retention policy to the at least one object is need-
ed to satisfy one or more data retention config-
urations.

13. The system of any of claims 1-6 or the computer-
implemented method of any of claims 7-8 or the com-
puter readable medium of any of claims 9-10, where-
in the object type, property, and/or metadata speci-
fies that the at least one object is to be made inac-
cessible.

14. The system of any of claims 1-6 or the computer-
implemented method of any of claims 7-8 or the com-
puter readable medium of any of claims 9-10, where-
in the object type, property, and/or metadata speci-
fies that data corresponding to the at least one object
is to be deleted from one or more corresponding data
sources.

15. The system of any of claims 1-6 or the computer-
implemented method of any of claims 7-8 or the com-
puter readable medium of any of claims 9-10, where-
in the object type specifies that data corresponding
to the at least one object is to be deleted from one
or more corresponding data sources.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This disclosure relates to approaches for auto-
matically updating models in a data integration work-
space. This disclosure also relates to creating and man-
aging a data integration workspace in which datasets and
models based on the datasets may be visualized and
manipulated. The datasets and models may relate to one
or more of machines, components of machines and the
technical states of machines, which may include compu-
terized systems or mechanical systems. The datasets
and models are not limited to such examples, however.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Under conventional approaches, updating
models in an integration workspace which are generated
based on datasets, for example to account for errors in
a model, may be difficult and the process is itself prone
to errors. Also, mapping the connections between data
stored in a system may be difficult. Similarly, identifying
errors or issues with models based on stored data may
be difficult as users generating the models may be unfa-
miliar with the subject matter of the data or the information
presented in the models based on the data. At the same
time, subject matter experts using the models are often
unable to identify and/or convey errors or issues in the
models that are related to the underlying data or how the
underlying data is being used to generate the models.
These and other drawbacks exist with conventional so-
lutions.

SUMMARY

[0003] A claimed solution rooted in computer technol-
ogy overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm
of computer technology. Various embodiments of the
present disclosure may include systems, methods, and
non-transitory computer readable media configured to
create and manage a data integration workspace. The
workspace may comprise one or more views of data (or
datasets) stored in or accessible by the system. For ex-
ample, an ontological view that depicts the relationships
between a plurality of datasets may be presented via a
graphical user interface. Models may be generated and
updated based on the plurality of datasets and presented
via a graphical user interface. In some implementations,
models and/or datasets may be presented in a split
screen view via a graphical user interface. In some im-
plementations, feedback may be received via a graphical
user interface presenting a model. A dataset associated
with the model may be annotated based on the feedback.
If the dataset or rules associated with the dataset are
modified based on the feedback, the model and one or
more other models may be automatically updated based
on the modification. In some implementations, templates

associated with one or more types of users may be de-
fined. Each template may comprise one or more specific
models related to a specific type of user. These and one
or more other features of the data integration workspace
may be presented via a graphical user interface.
[0004] In various embodiments, the systems, meth-
ods, and non-transitory computer readable media are
configured to provide a data integration workspace com-
prising one or more views of datasets and/or models
based on the one or more datasets. For example, the
one or more views may comprise a list view, an object
view, an ontological view, a pipeline view, and/or one or
more other views. An ontological view may depict con-
nections between one or more datasets and/or one or
more columns or rows of one or more datasets. A pipeline
view may depict how a first set of one or more datasets
may be used to generate a second set of one or more
datasets, how the second set of one or more datasets
may be used to generate a third set of one or more da-
tasets, and so on.
[0005] In various embodiments, the systems, meth-
ods, and non-transitory computer readable media are
configured to provide a data integration workspace com-
prising a split screen view. A split screen view may com-
prise the simultaneous visualization of multiple of one or
more datasets, information associated with one or more
datasets, one or more views of one or more datasets
and/or information associated with one or more datasets,
one or more models based on the one or more datasets,
rules for the one or more models indicating how one or
more datasets are used to generate the one or more mod-
els, different working versions of the foregoing, and/or
other information or displays available via the data inte-
gration workspace. In some embodiments, the systems,
methods, and non-transitory computer readable media
are configured to display a split screen view in which a
dataset on one side of the split screen view may be mod-
ified and a related model on the other side of the split
screen view may be automatically updated based on the
modification.
[0006] In various embodiments, the systems, meth-
ods, and non-transitory computer readable media are
configured to facilitate access to the data integration
workspace by individual users based on one or more
access controls associated with the individual users. The
access controls may restrict access by a user to one or
more models and/or features of the data integration work-
space based on defined security permissions. The one
or more access controls associated with each individual
may be based on the type of user (e.g., an administrative
user or an end user).
[0007] In various embodiments, the systems, meth-
ods, and non-transitory computer readable media are
configured to utilize feedback received from one or more
users to update a model and/or a dataset upon which a
model is based. For example, an end user (e.g., a subject
matter expert for whom the model is intended) may iden-
tify one or more issues associated with a dataset. Edits
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or comments made by the end user on the model may
cause an underlying dataset upon which the model is
based to be annotated. In various embodiments, the sys-
tems, methods, and non-transitory computer readable
media are configured to automatically update one or
more datasets or models based on modifications made
to the annotated dataset and stored connections or as-
sociations between the one or more datasets or models
and the annotated dataset.
[0008] In various embodiments, the systems, meth-
ods, and non-transitory computer readable media are
configured to manage access to a one or more datasets,
models, and/or features of the data integration work-
space based on one or more templates. A template may
comprise a predefined set of models and/or features of
the data integration workspace associated with one or
more particular types of users. When a template is up-
dated, the set of one or more datasets, models, and/or
features of the data integration workspace accessible by
the type of user associated with the template may be
automatically updated accordingly.
[0009] In various embodiments, the systems, meth-
ods, and non-transitory computer readable media are
configured to enable collaborative editing of the data in-
tegration workspace. In some embodiments, the sys-
tems, methods, and non-transitory computer readable
media are configured to store multiple edited versions of
a component of the data integration workspace created
by multiple users without modifying the component within
the data integration workspace. In some embodiments,
the systems, methods, and non-transitory computer
readable media are configured to anonymize datasets
accessible via the data integration workspace to enable
users who are restricted from accessing the underlying
data to work on the workspace without exposing the users
to restricted data.
[0010] In various embodiments, there may be provided
a method being implemented by a computing system
having one or more processors and storage media stor-
ing machine-readable instructions that, when executed
by the one or more processors, cause the computer sys-
tem to perform the method, the method comprising: pre-
senting a first model and a second model via one or more
graphical user interfaces, wherein the first model and the
second model are based on a first dataset; receiving user
feedback via a first graphical user interface presenting
the first model annotating the first dataset based on the
feedback received via the first graphical user interface;
modifying one or more features of the first dataset based
on the annotation; and responsive to the modification of
the one or more features of the first dataset, causing at
least the first model and the second model to be auto-
matically updated.
[0011] In various embodiments, the user feedback
may be related to the first model, the method further com-
prising: obtaining first connection information indicating
an association between the first dataset and the first mod-
el, wherein the first dataset is caused to be annotated

responsive to the user feedback based on the first con-
nection information; and obtaining second connection in-
formation indicating an association between the first da-
taset and the second model, wherein the second model
is automatically updated responsive to the modification
of the one or more features of the first dataset based on
the second connection information.
[0012] In various embodiments, the method may fur-
ther comprise: identifying a connection between the first
dataset and a second dataset; and causing a visual rep-
resentation of the connection to be presented via the first
graphical user interface.
[0013] In various embodiments, the connection may
comprise a link between a first column of the first dataset
and a second column of the second dataset.
[0014] In various embodiments, the method may fur-
ther comprise: storing an access control list, the access
control list defining at least a first security permission
associated with a first user; receiving, via the first graph-
ical user interface, a request to access a third dataset by
the first user; and restricting access to the third dataset
by the first user based on the first security permission,
wherein the first security permission indicates that the
third dataset is inaccessible by the third user.
[0015] In various embodiments, modifying the one or
more features of the first dataset based on the annotation
may comprise: causing the first dataset and the first mod-
el to be displayed simultaneously via a graphical user
interface in a split screen view, the split screen view in-
cluding an indication of the annotation; receiving user
input via the graphical user interface, the user input in-
dicating one or more modifications to the first dataset;
and causing the first dataset to be automatically updated
in the split screen view based on the user input.
[0016] In various embodiments, the method may fur-
ther comprise: receiving an indication of a subset of a
plurality of models; generating a template based on the
subset of the plurality of models, wherein the template is
associated with a first type of user; and causing the tem-
plate to be associated with a first user of the first type.
[0017] In various embodiments, the method may fur-
ther comprise: obtaining user information indicating that
the first user is the first type of user, wherein the template
is associated with the first user based on the user infor-
mation; and causing the subset of the plurality of models
to be accessible by the user based on the association
between the first user and the template.
[0018] In various embodiments, the method may fur-
ther comprise: storing a first version of a model, wherein
the first version includes one or more modifications to an
original version of the model by a first user; storing a
second version of the model, wherein the second version
includes one or more modifications to the original version
of the model by a second user; and causing the original
version to be replaced by the first version or the second
version in response to a user input.
[0019] In various embodiments, the method may fur-
ther comprise: receiving an indication that a first user is
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scheduled to work on a model based on at least the first
dataset; obtaining permission information associated
with the first user, wherein the permission information
indicates that the first user is restricted from accessing
the first dataset; anonymizing the first dataset based on
the indication that the first user is restricted from access-
ing the first dataset; and causing the anonymized first
dataset to be distributed to the first user.
[0020] In various embodiments, there may be provided
a system for creating and managing a data integration
workspace, the system comprising: one or more proces-
sors; and a memory storing instructions that, when exe-
cuted by the one or more processors, cause the system
to perform the method of any preceding method defini-
tion.
[0021] These and other features of the systems, meth-
ods, and non-transitory computer readable media are
disclosed herein, as well as the methods of operation
and functions of the related elements of structure and
the combination of parts and economies of manufacture,
will become more apparent upon consideration of the
following description and the appended claims with ref-
erence to the accompanying drawings, all of which form
a part of this specification, wherein like reference numer-
als designate corresponding parts in the various figures.
It is to be expressly understood, however, that the draw-
ings are for purposes of illustration and description only
and are not intended as a definition of the limits of the
invention(s).

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022] Certain features of various embodiments of the
present technology are set forth with particularity in the
appended claims. A better understanding of the features
and advantages of the technology will be obtained by
reference to the following detailed description that sets
forth illustrative embodiments, in which the principles of
the invention(s) are utilized, and the accompanying draw-
ings of which:

FIG. 1 depicts a diagram of an example of a system
for providing a data integration workspace, in accord-
ance with various embodiments.
FIG. 2 depicts a diagram of an example of a system
for managing models based on a plurality of data-
sets, in accordance with various embodiments.
FIG. 3 depicts a diagram of an example of a model
management application, in accordance with various
embodiments.
FIG. 4 depicts an exemplary interface of a data in-
tegration workspace displaying a split screen view,
in accordance with various embodiments.
FIG. 5 depicts a flowchart of an example method for
automatically updating one or more models based
on issues identified in an underlying dataset, in ac-
cordance with various embodiments.
FIG. 6 depicts a block diagram of an example com-

puter system in which any of the embodiments de-
scribed herein may be implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0023] A claimed solution rooted in computer technol-
ogy overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm
of computer technology. Various embodiments of the
present disclosure may include systems, methods, and
non-transitory computer readable media configured to
create and manage a data integration workspace. The
workspace may comprise one or more views of data (or
datasets) stored in or accessible by the system. For ex-
ample, an ontological view that depicts the relationships
between a plurality of datasets may be presented via a
graphical user interface. Models may be generated and
updated based on the plurality of datasets and presented
via a graphical user interface. In some implementations,
models and/or datasets may be presented in a split
screen view via a graphical user interface. In some im-
plementations, feedback may be received via a graphical
user interface presenting a model. A dataset associated
with the model may be annotated based on the feedback.
If the dataset or rules associated with the dataset are
modified based on the feedback, the model and one or
more other models may be automatically updated based
on the modification. In some implementations, templates
associated with one or more types of users may be de-
fined. Each template may comprise one or more specific
models related to a specific type of user. These and one
or more other features of the data integration workspace
may be presented via a graphical user interface.
[0024] FIG. 1 depicts a diagram of an example of an
environment 100 for providing a data integration work-
space, in accordance with various embodiments. As
shown in FIG. 1, example environment 100 may include
one or more databases 104, a computing system 110,
one or more administrative user devices 130, one or more
end user devices 140, and/or other components. The one
or more components of environment 100 may be able to
communicate via one or more computer networks 102
and may each have full or restricted access to one or
more databases 104.
[0025] The computing system 110 may include one or
more processors 112 and memory 114. Memory 114 may
be non-transitory and computer-readable. Memory 114
may store one or more computer program instructions
that, when executed by the one or more processors 112,
cause the one or more processors 112 to perform various
operations described herein. The one or more instruc-
tions may include workspace management engine 116,
model management application 118, access manage-
ment engine 120, collaborative editing engine 122,
and/or one or more other applications 124 that program
the computing system 110 to perform various operations.
As used herein, for convenience, the various applications
stored in memory 114 will be described as performing an
operation, when, in fact, the various applications com-
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prise instructions which may program the processors 112
(and therefore computing system 110) to perform the op-
eration.
[0026] Workspace management engine 116 may be
configured to create and manage a data integration work-
space. In various implementations, workspace manage-
ment engine 116 may be configured to create and man-
age a data integration workspace that facilitates access
to one or more datasets and/or one or more features
associated with the one or more datasets. For example,
workspace management engine 116 may be configured
to generate and manage a data integration workspace
via which datasets, models based on one or more data-
sets, applications based on the one or more models
and/or the one or more datasets, and/or other features
of the data integration workspace may be accessed
and/or managed. The one or more datasets accessible
via the data integration workspace may include datasets
stored in one or more databases 104, datasets stored in
memory 114, datasets imported to environment 100 by
one or more administrative users and/or one or more end
users, and/or datasets otherwise accessible by one or
more components of environment 100.
[0027] In various implementations, workspace man-
agement engine 116 may be configured to generate and
manage a data integration workspace displayed via a
graphical user interface. In some implementations, work-
space management engine 116 may be configured to
generate and manage a data integration workspace to
be presented as a dashboard. In various implementa-
tions, workspace management engine 116 may be con-
figured to generate and manage a data integration work-
space to be presented via a display interface on one or
more user devices. For example, workspace manage-
ment engine 116 may be configured to enable the data
integration workspace to be accessed, for presentation,
via one or more administrative user devices 130, one or
more end user devices 140, and/or one or more other
user devices.
[0028] In various implementations, workspace man-
agement engine 116 may be configured to cause infor-
mation associated with one or more datasets to be pre-
sented via a graphical user interface. Information asso-
ciated with a dataset may include the name of the dataset,
the size of the dataset, column information, row informa-
tion, access information, connection information, and/or
other information associated with the dataset. Access
information for a dataset may include information indi-
cating previous user access or alterations to a dataset,
security permissions associated with a dataset, and/or
other access/security information associated with a da-
taset. Connection information may include information
indicating connections between a dataset and one or
more other datasets and/or connections between a da-
taset and one or more models based on the dataset or
an aspect of the dataset. A dataset may be connected
to one or more other datasets via one or more individual
columns and/or one or more individual rows (e.g., one or

more columns or rows of a single dataset may be inte-
grated into or share information with one or more columns
or rows of a separate dataset). A dataset may be con-
nected to one or more models by including the underlying
data upon which the model is based. Connection infor-
mation may indicate how an underlying dataset is being
utilized in each particular model to which it is connected.
Using the data integration workspace, a user may, for
example, be able to view all the data (i.e., datasets) in a
system and identify all information related to the data in
one place.
[0029] In various implementations, workspace man-
agement engine 116 may be configured to display infor-
mation associated with one or more other datasets based
on a user selection of information associated with a da-
taset displayed via a graphical user interface. For exam-
ple, responsive to user selection of a connection between
a column of a dataset and one or more other datasets,
workspace management engine 116 may be configured
to display information associated with the one or more
other datasets. In various implementations, workspace
management engine 116 may be configured to modify
information associated with a dataset based on user
feedback received via a graphical user interface display-
ing the data integration workspace. For example, respon-
sive to user indication of an intention to modify informa-
tion associated with a dataset, workspace management
engine 116 may be configured to modify the dataset and
all other datasets and/or models based on the dataset
based on the intended modification.
[0030] In various implementations, workspace man-
agement engine 116 may be configured to display one
or more datasets and/or information associated with one
or more datasets in one or more views. For example,
workspace management engine 116 may be configured
to display one or more datasets and/or information as-
sociated with one or more datasets in a list view, an object
view, an ontological view, a pipeline view, and/or one or
more other views. Responsive to a user selection of a
dataset and/or information associated with a dataset in
the one or more views, workspace management engine
116 may be configured to display information a selected
dataset, information associated with a selected dataset,
selected information associated with a dataset, a dataset
connected to a selected dataset or selected information
associated with a dataset, and/or other information relat-
ed to the user selection.
[0031] In some implementations, workspace manage-
ment engine 116 may be configured to display one or
more datasets and/or information associated with one or
more datasets in an ontological view. An ontological view
may depict one or more connections between one or
more datasets and/or one or more columns or rows of
one or more datasets. In some implementations, work-
space management engine 116 may be configured to
display an ontological view that provides a visualization
of one or more connections between one or more data-
sets and/or one or more columns or rows of one or more
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datasets.
[0032] In some implementations, workspace manage-
ment engine 116 may be configured to display one or
more datasets and/or information associated with one or
more datasets in a pipeline view. A pipeline view may
depict how a first set of one or more datasets may be
used to generate a second set of one or more datasets,
how the second set of one or more datasets may be used
to generate a third set of one or more datasets, and so
on. In some implementations, workspace management
engine 116 may be configured to display a pipeline view
that provides a visualization of how datasets are used to
build one or more other datasets.
[0033] In various implementations, workspace man-
agement engine 116 may be configured to display one
or more models based on one or more datasets via a
graphical user interface. For example, a model may in-
clude a mathematical model displaying information rele-
vant to an end user based on one or more datasets ac-
cessible to one or more components of environment 100.
In some implementations, a model may include a static
report generated based on one or more datasets. In some
implementations, a model may include an interactive re-
port. For example, workspace management engine 116
may be configured to display additional information
and/or navigate to one or more datasets or other models
responsive to user selection of a component of a model.
In an exemplary implementation, a component of a model
may be based on a specific dataset which is also con-
nected to one or more other models. Based on connec-
tion information associated with the component of the
model and the underlying dataset, workspace manage-
ment engine 116 may be configured to display the un-
derlying dataset, information associated with the under-
lying dataset, the one or more other models, and/or other
information associated with the component of the model
responsive to user selection of the component.
[0034] In various implementations, the one or more
models caused to be displayed by workspace manage-
ment engine 116 may be created and managed by model
management application 118. Various operations per-
formed by model management application 118 are de-
scribed further below in reference to FIG. 3.
[0035] In various implementations, workspace man-
agement engine 116 may be configured to display one
or more datasets, information associated with one or
more datasets, one or more views of one or more data-
sets, one or more models based on the one or more da-
tasets, rules for the one or more models indicating how
one or more datasets are used to generate the one or
more models, and/or other information accessible by one
or more components of environment 100. The rules for
a model may include the underlying computer program-
ming indicating how one or more datasets are used to
generate the model. In some implementations, work-
space management engine 116 may be configured to
display one or more datasets, information associated
with one or more datasets, one or more views of one or

more datasets and/or information associated with one or
more datasets, one or more models based on the one or
more datasets, rules for the one or more models indicat-
ing how one or more datasets are used to generate the
one or more models, and/or other information accessible
by one or more components of environment 100 in a split
screen view via a graphical user interface. A split screen
view may include the simultaneous visualization of mul-
tiple of one or more datasets, information associated with
one or more datasets, one or more views of one or more
datasets and/or information associated with one or more
datasets, one or more models based on the one or more
datasets, rules for the one or more models indicating how
one or more datasets are used to generate the one or
more models, and/or other information accessible by one
or more components of environment 100 via a single
graphical user interface.
[0036] For example, and referring to FIG. 4, FIG. 4 de-
picts an exemplary interface 400 of a data integration
workspace displaying a split screen view, in accordance
with various embodiments. Exemplary interface 400 may
include an ontological view 402, a pipeline view 404, in-
formation related to one or more selected datasets 406,
and/or one or more other components. Ontological view
402 may depict connections between various datasets.
For example, ontological view 402 may depict a connec-
tion between an "Employees" column of dataset "Branch
A" and an "Employees" dataset along with a connection
between an "Employees" column of dataset "Branch B"
and the "Employees" dataset. Ontological view 402 may
be used to determine how one or columns of one or more
datasets are interrelated. Pipeline view 404 may be de-
pict how one or more datasets are incorporated into one
or more other datasets. For example, pipeline view 404
may depict a first set of datasets related to Branches A-
K are used to generate a second set of datasets related
to States 1-3, how the second set of datasets related to
States 1-3 are used to generate a third set of datasets
related to Regions 1 and 2, and how the third set of da-
tasets related to Regions 1 and 2 are used to generate
a dataset related to Country 1.
[0037] In various implementations, and referring back
to FIG. 1, workspace management engine 116 may be
configured to display a model on one side of a split screen
and rules for generating the model based on one or more
datasets on the other side of the split screen. In some
implementations, workspace management engine 116
may be configured to receive user input related to rules
for generating a model based on one or more datasets
via a graphical user interface displaying the split screen,
modify the one or more rules based on the user input,
and cause the model displayed on the other side of the
split screen to be automatically updated based on the
modification of the one or more rules. Using the split
screen, one or more users may be able to modify the
underlying code governing a model while visualizing the
resulting impact of their modifications on the same
screen.
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[0038] In various implementations, workspace man-
agement engine 116 may be configured to store one or
more user preferences related to a split screen view. For
example, workspace management engine 116 may be
configured to store user preferences for an administrative
user that indicate that the rules for generating a model
based on one or more dataset are to be displayed in a
split screen with the model each time the model is ac-
cessed. In some implementations, workspace manage-
ment engine 116 may be configured to store associations
between one or more models and/or datasets in the user
preferences that indicate that the associated one or more
models and/or datasets are to be displayed simultane-
ously when accessed.
[0039] In various implementations, workspace man-
agement engine 116 may be configured to facilitate ac-
cess to the data integration workspace by individual us-
ers based on one or more access controls associated
with the individual users. For example, datasets, models
based on one or more datasets, applications based on
the one or more models and/or the one or more datasets,
and/or other features of the data integration workspace
may be accessed based on one or more access controls
and/or rules managed by access management engine
120.
[0040] Access management engine 120 may be con-
figured to manage one or more access controls associ-
ated with the data integration workspace. The one or
more access controls may restrict access by a user to
one or more models and/or one or more features of the
data integration workspace based on one or more de-
fined security permissions. In various implementations,
access management engine 120 may be configured to
manage one or more individual access controls associ-
ated with each user of the data integration workspace.
For example, access management engine 120 may be
configured to manage one or more access control lists
defining security permissions associated with one or
more individual users. In various implementations, secu-
rity permissions associated with an individual user may
indicate whether the user is able to access and/or modify
one or more particular datasets, whether the user is able
to access and/or modify one or more particular models,
whether the user is able to access and/or modify partic-
ular rules for one or more models, and/or whether the
user is able to access one or more other features of the
data integration workspace. In various implementations,
access management engine 120 may be configured to
restrict a user’s access to or ability to modify one or more
particular datasets, one or more particular models, rules
for one or more models, and/or other features of the data
integration workspace based on the security permis-
sions.
[0041] In various implementations, access manage-
ment engine 120 may be configured to determine security
permissions for a user based on whether the user is an
administrative user or an end user. In some implemen-
tations, access management engine 120 may be config-

ured to define a set of security permissions associated
with administrative users and a set of security permis-
sions associated with end users. For example, an admin-
istrative user may be able to access and modify datasets,
as well as rules for one or more models indicating how
one or more datasets are used to generate the models.
However, an end user may be restricted from even ac-
cessing one or more datasets, let alone modifying the
restricted datasets. Similarly, an end user may restricted
from accessing or modifying rules for one or more models
indicating how one or more datasets are used to generate
the models.
[0042] In various implementations, access manage-
ment engine 120 may be configured to determine security
permissions for a user based on user information indi-
cating the type of user. For example, access manage-
ment engine 120 may be configured to establish access
controls that restrict a particular user to a template asso-
ciated with the type of user. A template may include a
predefined set of models and/or features of the data in-
tegration workspace associated with one or more partic-
ular types of users.
[0043] In some implementations, access management
engine 120 may be configured to modify one or more
security permissions of an individual user based on user
input. For example, access management engine 120
may be configured to modify one or more security per-
missions of an individual user based on user input re-
ceived from an administrative user. In some implemen-
tations, access management engine 120 may be config-
ured to receive a request to modify one or more security
permissions of an individual user and prompt an admin-
istrative user based on the request. In some implemen-
tations, access management engine 120 may be config-
ured to hide one or more security permissions from users,
restrict visibility of one or more security permissions to
one or more particular users, and/or enable users to view
their one or more security permissions.
[0044] In various implementations, access manage-
ment engine 120 may be configured to restrict access to
information accessible via the data integration work-
space. For example, the information accessible via the
data integration workspace may include one or more da-
tasets, one or more views of one or more datasets and/or
information associated with one or more datasets, one
or more models based on the one or more datasets, rules
for the one or more models indicating how one or more
datasets are used to generate the one or more models,
one or more versions of a component of data integration
workspace, and/or other information accessible by one
or more components of environment 100. In some im-
plementations, the predefined labels may include private,
shared, public, and/or other labels. "Private" may indicate
that so-labeled information accessible via the data inte-
gration workspace is viewable only by a single user.
"Published" may indicate that so-labeled information ac-
cessible via the data integration workspace is viewable
only by one or more users and one or more other users
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to which they have shared the information, subject to
security permissions. "Public" may indicate that so-la-
beled information accessible via the data integration
workspace is available to all users, subject to security
permissions.
[0045] In various implementations, access manage-
ment engine 120 may be configured to store one or more
security permissions associated with a plurality of users
and/or one or more access control lists defining security
permissions for a plurality of users in one or more data-
bases 104, in memory 114, one or more data stores (e.g.,
data stores 208A and 208B), and/or other storage ac-
cessible to one or more components of environment 100
or system 200.
[0046] Collaborative editing engine 122 may be con-
figured to enable stored information to be edited simul-
taneously by one or more users. For example, collabo-
rative editing engine 122 may be configured to enable
one or more datasets, models based on one or more
datasets, applications based on the one or more models
and/or the one or more datasets, and/or other compo-
nents accessible via the data integration workspace to
be edited simultaneously by one or more users. In various
implementations, collaborative editing engine 122 may
be configured to store edited versions of one or more
components of the data integration workspace. For ex-
ample, collaborative editing engine 122 may be config-
ured to store edited versions of one or more components
of the data integration workspace in association with one
or more other stored versions of the one or more com-
ponents. In various implementations, collaborative edit-
ing engine 122 may be configured to store one or more
versions may be stored independently of the version cur-
rently deployed to one or more end users. In various im-
plementations, collaborative editing engine 122 may be
configured to allow access to a stored version or one or
more different stored versions of the same component
by multiple users at the same time. By enabling users to
store one or more versions of a component deployed to
end users, multiple users may work on the same com-
ponent at the same time without affecting other users of
the data integration workspace.
[0047] In various implementations, collaborative edit-
ing engine 122 may be configured to anonymize data
accessible via data integration workspace. For example,
collaborative editing engine 122 may be configured to
encrypt one or more datasets, remove identifying infor-
mation from one or more datasets, and/or otherwise mod-
ify one or more datasets to sanitize the data for viewing
by one or more users. In some implementations, collab-
orative editing engine 122 may be configured to ano-
nymize data accessible via data integration workspace
to enable one or more users to view one or more datasets
and/or models while editing one or more components of
the data integration workspace without facilitating access
to potentially confidential information. By anonymizing
the data, individuals may work on the data integration
workspace without potentially risking the security of the

datasets/information underlying the data integration
workspace.
[0048] FIG. 2 depicts a diagram of an example of a
system 200 for managing models based on a plurality of
datasets, in accordance with various embodiments. As
shown in FIG. 2, the example system 200 can include at
least one computing system 202 that includes one or
more processors 204 and memory 206. The memory 206
may be non-transitory and computer-readable. The
memory 206 may store one or more computer program
instructions that, when executed by the one or more proc-
essors 204, cause the one or more processors 204 to
perform various operations described herein. The sys-
tem 200 may also include a computing device 210 that
is able to communicate with the computing system 202
(e.g., over one or more computer networks) and one or
more data stores (e.g., data stores 208A and 208B) that
are accessible to system 200. In various implementa-
tions, the data stores 208A and/or 208B (e.g., databases
stored in the data stores 208A and/or 208B) may store
information necessary to manage one or more models
based on a plurality of datasets. For example, the data
stores 208A and/or 208B may store shared data related
to one or more datasets, one or more models or applica-
tions based on the one or more datasets, one or more
access control lists, one or more security permissions,
one or more edited versions of components of the data
integration workspace, one or more models associated
with the one or more datasets, feedback received or an-
notations made in relation to models or datasets, errors
identified based on feedback received from one or more
users, one or more templates, rules for the one or more
models indicating how one or more datasets are used to
generate the one or more models, and/or other informa-
tion accessible by one or more components of environ-
ment 100.
[0049] In some implementations, different databases
and/or information may be stored in data stores that are
accessible to the computing system 202. In some imple-
mentations, the data stores 208A and/or 208B may be
managed and/or operated by different entities. For ex-
ample, the data stores 208A and/or 208B may be man-
aged and/or operated by one or more administrative us-
ers associated with one or more administrative user de-
vices 130, one or more end users associated with one
or more end user devices 140, and/or one or more other
users or entities associated with computing system 202.
Depending on the implementation, information stored in
the data store 208A and/or the data store 208B may or
may not be shared among entities managing the data
stores 208A and 208B. In some implementations, data
stores accessible to the computing system 202 (e.g., the
data stores 208A and 208B) are shared among multiple
entities (e.g., enterprise, organization, individual, group
of individuals, etc.). This shared data may be used by
the entities, for example, to derive constructive informa-
tion.
[0050] In some embodiments, the computing system
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202 and the computing device 210 may be integrated in
a single device or system. Alternatively, the computing
system 202 and the computing device 210 may operate
as separate devices. For example, the computing device
210 may be a mobile device and the computing system
202 may be a server. The data store(s) may be stored
anywhere accessible to the computing system 202, for
example, in the memory 206, in the computing device
210, in another device coupled to the computing system
202, storage location (e.g., cloud-based storage system,
network file system, etc.), storage device (e.g., network
storage device), etc. In general, the computing system
202, the computing device 210, and the data stores 208A
and/or 208B may be able to communicate with one an-
other through one or more wired or wireless networks
(e.g., the Internet) through which data can be communi-
cated.
[0051] The one or more components of example sys-
tem 200 may be the same or similar to the one or more
components of example environment 100, described
above in reference to FIG. 1. Various operations that are
capable of being performed by the computing system
110 and the computing system 202 are described below
in reference to FIG. 3 and FIG. 5.
[0052] FIG. 3 depicts a diagram 300 of an example of
a model management application 118, in accordance
with various embodiments. In various embodiments,
functionality of the model management application 118
may be performed by one or more servers, workstations,
desktop computers, laptop computers, mobile devices,
and/or other computing devices. In some embodiments,
functionality of the model management application 118
may be performed by the computing system 110 and/or
the computing system 202. For example, the compo-
nents of model management application 118 may com-
prise computer-readable instructions executable by
processors 112 and/or processors 204. The components
of model management application 118 may comprise
model generation component 302, model dissemination
component 304, feedback utilization component 306,
template management component 308, and/or other
computer program components. As used herein, for con-
venience, the various components of model manage-
ment application 118 will be described as performing an
operation, when, in fact, the various components com-
prise instructions which may program processors 112
and/or processors 204 (and therefore computing system
110 and/or computing system 202, respectively) to per-
form the operation.
[0053] Model generation component 302 may be con-
figured to generate models based on one or more data-
sets. In various implementations, a model may comprise
a mathematical model based on one or more datasets
and related to one or more fields, industries, agencies,
companies, individuals, and/or other subjects to which
the one or more datasets are associated. In various im-
plementations, models may be automatically generated,
generated by one or more administrative users, devel-

oped based in part on end user feedback, and/or other-
wise generated. In some implementations, model gen-
eration component 302 may be configured to receive one
or more models via one or more computer networks (e.g.,
one or more computer networks 102). For example, mod-
el generation component 302 may be configured to re-
ceive one or more models from an administrative user
via an administrative user device 130 and/or from an end
user via an end user device 140. In various implementa-
tions, model generation component 302 may be config-
ured to store one or more models associated with the
one or more datasets in one or more databases 104, in
memory 114, one or more data stores (e.g., data stores
208A and 208B), and/or other storage accessible to one
or more components of environment 100 or system 200.
[0054] Model dissemination component 304 may be
configured to facilitate access to one or more models via
a graphical user interface. For example, model dissem-
ination component 304 may be configured to cause one
or more models to be displayed via a graphical user in-
terface of administrative user device 130 and/or end user
device 140. In some implementations, model dissemina-
tion component 304 may be configured to display one or
more models in a split screen view via a graphical user
interface. In various implementations, model dissemina-
tion component 304 may be configured to facilitate ac-
cess to one or more models via a data integration work-
space. In some implementations, model dissemination
component 304 may be configured to facilitate access to
one or more models by a user (e.g., an administrative
user and/or an end user) based on one or more security
permissions associated with the user. In some implemen-
tations, model dissemination component 304 may be
configured to facilitate access to one or more models by
a user based on a template created and managed by
template management component 208. For example,
model dissemination component 304 may be configured
to facilitate access to one or more models by a specific
type of user based on a template associated with users
of that specific type.
[0055] Feedback utilization component 306 may be
configured to utilize feedback received from one or more
users to update a model and/or a dataset upon which a
model is based. In various implementations, feedback
utilization component 306 may be configured to receive
user feedback related to a first model via a graphical user
interface presenting the first model. For example, feed-
back utilization component 306 may be configured to re-
ceive user feedback related to a first model via a graphical
user interface that is simultaneously displaying the first
model. The feedback received may include user input
related to a component of a model. In some implemen-
tations, the user input may relate to additional information
to be included in a model, the modification of information
in a model, the identification of an error in the model,
and/or other user input related to a model. For example,
feedback utilization component 306 may be configured
to receive user input indicating a request to edit informa-
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tion presented or associated with a model. In various
implementations, the user input may relate to the model,
a component of the model, rules for the model indicating
how one or more datasets are used to generate the mod-
el, the one or more datasets upon which the model is
based, and/or other aspects of the model. For example,
in a model based on sales information, user input may
indicate that particular information depicted in a model
is related to a particular component of a machine.
[0056] In various implementations, feedback utilization
component 306 may be configured to annotate a dataset
associated with a model based on feedback received. In
various implementations, feedback utilization compo-
nent 306 may be configured to annotate a dataset by
storing an indication of the feedback in association with
the dataset, editing the dataset to include an indication
of the feedback received, and/or otherwise annotating
the dataset based on the feedback. In some implemen-
tations, feedback utilization component 306 may be con-
figured to annotate a dataset associated with a particular
model based on feedback received via a graphical user
interface displaying the particular model. In some imple-
mentations, the feedback received may identify an error
associated with a particular component of a model. In
some implementations, feedback utilization component
306 may be configured to annotate one or more datasets
connected to the particular component of the model. For
example, feedback utilization component 306 may be
configured to annotate one or more datasets connected
to a particular component of the model based on con-
nection information indicating a connection between a
model (or a particular component of a model) and one or
more datasets (or one or more columns and/or rows of
one or more datasets). In an exemplary implementation,
a particular component of a model may be based on a
column of a particular dataset. In the foregoing exemplary
implementation, feedback utilization component 306
may be configured to annotate the column of the partic-
ular dataset based on the feedback received.
[0057] In various implementations, feedback utilization
component 306 may be configured to store feedback re-
ceived in relation to models or datasets and/or annota-
tions made to models or datasets in one or more data-
bases 104, in memory 114, one or more data stores (e.g.,
data stores 208A and 208B), and/or other storage ac-
cessible to one or more components of environment 100
or system 200. For example, feedback utilization com-
ponent 306 may be configured to store feedback received
and/or annotations made in association with the one or
more models and/or the one or more datasets to which
they relate. In some implementations, feedback utiliza-
tion component 306 may be configured to store a list of
errors identified in association with the one or more mod-
els and/or datasets related to each identified error. In
some implementations, a list of errors may include an
identification of a user associated with the feedback iden-
tifying the error, a time at which the feedback identifying
the error was received, the model that was being dis-

played when the feedback identifying the error was re-
ceived, one or more datasets associated with the error,
one or more columns and/or rows associated with the
identified error, and/or other information related to the
identified error.
[0058] In various implementations, feedback utilization
component 306 may be configured to cause one or more
datasets and/or one or more models to be automatically
updated based on feedback received. For example, the
modification of information in a model may cause one or
more datasets related to the model and/or one or more
other models related to the model to be automatically
updated based on the modification. In some implemen-
tations, feedback utilization component 306 may be con-
figured to cause one or more datasets and/or one or more
models to be automatically updated based on feedback
received in real-time.
[0059] In various implementations, feedback utilization
component 306 may be configured to cause one or more
datasets and/or one or more models to be modified based
on feedback received and/or annotations made in re-
sponse to feedback received. For example, a user (such
as an administrative user) may decide to modify one or
more models, one or more datasets, and/or the rules for
the one or more models in response to the feedback or
annotation. In various implementations, feedback utiliza-
tion component 306 may be configured to receive user
input from a user and modify one or more models, one
or more datasets, and/or the rules for the one or more
models in response to the user input.
[0060] In various implementations, feedback utilization
component 306 may be configured to automatically up-
date one or more other datasets and/or one or more other
models in response to the modification of one or more
related datasets and/or one or more related models. For
example, feedback utilization component 306 may be
configured to automatically update one or more other da-
tasets and/or one or more other models in response to
the modification of one or more related datasets and/or
one or more related models based on connection infor-
mation indicating a connection between the one or more
datasets or models.
[0061] Template management component 308 may be
configured to create and manage one or more templates.
A template may include a predefined set of models and/or
features of the data integration workspace associated
with one or more particular types of users. For example,
a template may include a predefined set of models that
suitable for administrative users and/or end users of one
or more types. Types of end users may include health
care professionals, engineers, sales associates, execu-
tives, and/or other types of users. In various implemen-
tations, template management component 308 may be
configured to generate a template based on user input.
For example, template management component 308
may be configured to generate a template based on user
input indicating a set of models and/or a set of features
to be associated with a particular type of user. In some
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implementations, only administrative users may gener-
ate templates and/or define one or more types of users.
In various implementations, template management com-
ponent 308 may be configured to store one or more tem-
plates associated with the one or more datasets in one
or more databases 104, in memory 114, one or more
data stores (e.g., data stores 208A and 208B), and/or
other storage accessible to one or more components of
environment 100 or system 200.
[0062] In various implementations, template manage-
ment component 308 may be configured to indicate that
a user is to be granted access to a predefined set of
models and/or features of the data integration workspace
based on access information and/or user information in-
dicating the type of user for the user. In some implemen-
tations, user information indicating the type of user for
the user may be determined based on user input. In some
implementations, user information indicating the type of
user for the user may only be determined by an admin-
istrative user. In various implementations, template man-
agement component 308 may be configured to modify
one or more templates based on user input received. For
example, user input may be received from an adminis-
trative user via a graphical user interface indicating that
one or more models are to be removed from a particular
template. Responsive to the user input, template man-
agement component 308 may be configured to automat-
ically update the one or more models accessible by a
user associated with the particular type.

Exemplary Flowcharts of Process

[0063] FIG. 5 depicts a flowchart of an example method
500 for automatically updating one or more models based
on issues identified in an underlying dataset, in accord-
ance with various embodiments. The operations of meth-
od 500 presented below are intended to be illustrative
and, as such, should not be viewed as limiting. In some
implementations, method 500 may be accomplished with
one or more additional operations not described, and/or
without one or more of the operations discussed. In some
implementations, two or more of the operations may oc-
cur substantially simultaneously. The described opera-
tions may be accomplished using some or all of the sys-
tem components described herein.
[0064] In an operation 502, method 500 may include
causing a model based on one or more datasets to be
presented via a graphical user interface. For example, a
model may comprise a mathematical model based on
one or more datasets and related to one or more fields,
industries, agencies, companies, individuals, and/or oth-
er subjects to which the one or more datasets are asso-
ciated. In various implementations, a user may be grant-
ed access to a plurality of models via a data integration
workspace. In some implementations, the models may
be displayed in a split screen view via a graphical user
interface. In some implementations, a user may be grant-
ed access to one or more models based on one or more

security permissions associated with the user. In some
implementations, one or more models may be accessible
by a user of a specific type based on a template associ-
ated with users of that specific type. In some implemen-
tations, operation 502 may be performed by a component
the same as or similar to model dissemination component
304 (shown in FIG. 3 and described herein).
[0065] In an operation 504, method 500 may include
receiving user feedback related to a first model via the
graphical user interface. The feedback may be received
from one or more users via a graphical user interface of
a user device that is displaying the model. The feedback
received may include user input related to a component
of the model. For example, the user input may relate to
additional information to be included in a model, the mod-
ification of information in a model, the identification of an
error in the model, and/or other user input related to a
model. In some implementations, operation 504 may be
performed by a component the same as or similar to feed-
back utilization component 306 (shown in FIG. 3 and de-
scribed herein).
[0066] In an operation 506, method 500 may include
annotating a dataset upon which the model is based re-
sponsive to the user feedback. For example, a dataset
may be annotated by storing an indication of feedback
received in association with the dataset, editing the da-
taset to include an indication of the feedback received,
and/or otherwise annotating the dataset based on the
feedback. In various implementations, a particular data-
set (or a particular column and/or row) may be annotated
in response to user feedback related to a model based
on connection information indicating a connection be-
tween the model and the particular dataset. In some im-
plementations, operation 506 may be performed by a
component the same as or similar to feedback utilization
component 306 (shown in FIG. 3 and described herein).
[0067] In an operation 508, method 500 may include
modifying one or more features of the dataset based on
the annotation. For example, a user (such as an admin-
istrative user) may decide to modify one or more models,
one or more datasets, and/or the rules for the one or
more models in response to the feedback or annotation.
In some implementations, operation 508 may be per-
formed by a component the same as or similar to feed-
back utilization component 306 (shown in FIG. 3 and de-
scribed herein).
[0068] In an operation 510, method 500 may include
causing the first model and a second model that is based
on the dataset to be automatically updated based on the
modification. In various implementations, the first model
and the second model may be automatically updated re-
sponsive to a modification of a dataset based on connec-
tion information indicating an association between the
dataset and the first model and an association between
the dataset and the second model. In some implemen-
tations, operation 510 may be performed by a component
the same as or similar to feedback utilization component
306 (shown in FIG. 3 and described herein).
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[0069] The datasets and models may relate to one or
more of machines, components of machines and the
technical states of machines, which may include compu-
terized systems or mechanical systems. The datasets
and models are not limited to such examples, however.

Hardware Implementation

[0070] The techniques described herein are imple-
mented by one or more special-purpose computing de-
vices. The special-purpose computing devices may be
hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include cir-
cuitry or digital electronic devices such as one or more
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently
programmed to perform the techniques, or may include
one or more hardware processors programmed to per-
form the techniques pursuant to program instructions in
firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such
special-purpose computing devices may also combine
custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom
programming to accomplish the techniques. The special-
purpose computing devices may be desktop computer
systems, server computer systems, portable computer
systems, handheld devices, networking devices or any
other device or combination of devices that incorporate
hard-wired and/or program logic to implement the tech-
niques.
[0071] Computing device(s) are generally controlled
and coordinated by operating system software, such as
iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE,
Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, Vx-
Works, or other compatible operating systems. In other
embodiments, the computing device may be controlled
by a proprietary operating system. Conventional operat-
ing systems control and schedule computer processes
for execution, perform memory management, provide file
system, networking, I/O services, and provide a user in-
terface functionality, such as a graphical user interface
("GUI"), among other things.
[0072] FIG. 6 depicts a block diagram of an example
computer system 600 in which any of the embodiments
described herein may be implemented. The computer
system 600 includes a bus 602 or other communication
mechanism for communicating information, one or more
hardware processors 604 coupled with bus 602 for
processing information. Hardware processor(s) 604 may
be, for example, one or more general purpose microproc-
essors.
[0073] The computer system 600 also includes a main
memory 606, such as a random access memory (RAM),
cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to
bus 602 for storing information and instructions to be ex-
ecuted by processor 604. Main memory 606 also may
be used for storing temporary variables or other interme-
diate information during execution of instructions to be
executed by processor 604. Such instructions, when

stored in storage media accessible to processor 604,
render computer system 600 into a special-purpose ma-
chine that is customized to perform the operations spec-
ified in the instructions.
[0074] The computer system 600 further includes a
read only memory (ROM) 608 or other static storage de-
vice coupled to bus 602 for storing static information and
instructions for processor 604. A storage device 610,
such as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive
(Flash drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 602
for storing information and instructions.
[0075] The computer system 600 may be coupled via
bus 602 to a display 612, such as a cathode ray tube
(CRT) or LCD display (or touch screen), for displaying
information to a computer user. An input device 614, in-
cluding alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus
602 for communicating information and command selec-
tions to processor 604. Another type of user input device
is cursor control 616, such as a mouse, a trackball, or
cursor direction keys for communicating direction infor-
mation and command selections to processor 604 and
for controlling cursor movement on display 612. This in-
put device typically has two degrees of freedom in two
axes, a first axis (e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that
allows the device to specify positions in a plane. In some
embodiments, the same direction information and com-
mand selections as cursor control may be implemented
via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor.
[0076] The computer system 600 may include a user
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored
in a mass storage device as executable software codes
that are executed by the computing device(s). This and
other modules may include, by way of example, compo-
nents, such as software components, object-oriented
software components, class components and task com-
ponents, processes, functions, attributes, procedures,
subroutines, segments of program code, drivers,
firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, data
structures, tables, arrays, and variables.
[0077] In general, the word "module," as used herein,
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a
collection of software instructions, possibly having entry
and exit points, written in a programming language, such
as, for example, Java, C or C++. A software module may
be compiled and linked into an executable program, in-
stalled in a dynamic link library, or may be written in an
interpreted programming language such as, for example,
BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated that soft-
ware modules may be callable from other modules or
from themselves, and/or may be invoked in response to
detected events or interrupts. Software modules config-
ured for execution on computing devices may be provid-
ed on a computer readable medium, such as a compact
disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any
other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format
that requires installation, decompression or decryption
prior to execution). Such software code may be stored,
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partially or fully, on a memory device of the executing
computing device, for execution by the computing device.
Software instructions may be embedded in firmware,
such as an EPROM. It will be further appreciated that
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic
units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be com-
prised of programmable units, such as programmable
gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing
device functionality described herein are preferably im-
plemented as software modules, but may be represented
in hardware or firmware. Generally, the modules de-
scribed herein refer to logical modules that may be com-
bined with other modules or divided into sub-modules
despite their physical organization or storage.
[0078] The computer system 600 may implement the
techniques described herein using customized hard-
wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware
and/or program logic which in combination with the com-
puter system causes or programs computer system 600
to be a special-purpose machine. According to one em-
bodiment, the techniques herein are performed by com-
puter system 600 in response to processor(s) 604 exe-
cuting one or more sequences of one or more instructions
contained in main memory 606. Such instructions may
be read into main memory 606 from another storage me-
dium, such as storage device 610. Execution of the se-
quences of instructions contained in main memory 606
causes processor(s) 604 to perform the process steps
described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination
with software instructions.
[0079] The term "non-transitory media," and similar
terms, as used herein refers to any media that store data
and/or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a
specific fashion. Such non-transitory media may com-
prise non-volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-vol-
atile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic
disks, such as storage device 610. Volatile media in-
cludes dynamic memory, such as main memory 606.
Common forms of non-transitory media include, for ex-
ample, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage me-
dium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM,
a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any
other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions
of the same.
[0080] Non-transitory media is distinct from but may
be used in conjunction with transmission media. Trans-
mission media participates in transferring information be-
tween non-transitory media. For example, transmission
media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber op-
tics, including the wires that comprise bus 602. Trans-
mission media can also take the form of acoustic or light
waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and
infra-red data communications.
[0081] Various forms of media may be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions

to processor 604 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line using a mo-
dem. A modem local to computer system 600 can receive
the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red trans-
mitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-
red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red
signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus
602. Bus 602 carries the data to main memory 606, from
which processor 604 retrieves and executes the instruc-
tions. The instructions received by main memory 606
may retrieves and executes the instructions. The instruc-
tions received by main memory 606 may optionally be
stored on storage device 610 either before or after exe-
cution by processor 604.
[0082] The computer system 600 also includes a com-
munication interface 618 coupled to bus 602. Communi-
cation interface 618 provides a two-way data communi-
cation coupling to one or more network links that are con-
nected to one or more local networks. For example, com-
munication interface 618 may be an integrated services
digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite mo-
dem, or a modem to provide a data communication con-
nection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As an-
other example, communication interface 618 may be a
local area network (LAN) card to provide a data commu-
nication connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN com-
ponent to communicated with a WAN). Wireless links
may also be implemented. In any such implementation,
communication interface 618 sends and receives elec-
trical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital
data streams representing various types of information.
[0083] A network link typically provides data commu-
nication through one or more networks to other data de-
vices. For example, a network link may provide a con-
nection through local network to a host computer or to
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider
(ISP). The ISP in turn provides data communication serv-
ices through the world wide packet data communication
network now commonly referred to as the "Internet". Lo-
cal network and Internet both use electrical, electromag-
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams.
The signals through the various networks and the signals
on network link and through communication interface
618, which carry the digital data to and from computer
system 600, are example forms of transmission media.
[0084] The computer system 600 can send messages
and receive data, including program code, through the
network(s), network link and communication interface
618. In the Internet example, a server might transmit a
requested code for an application program through the
Internet, the ISP, the local network and the communica-
tion interface 618.
[0085] The received code may be executed by proc-
essor 604 as it is received, and/or stored in storage de-
vice 610, or other non-volatile storage for later execution.
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[0086] Each of the processes, methods, and algo-
rithms described in the preceding sections may be em-
bodied in, and fully or partially automated by, code mod-
ules executed by one or more computer systems or com-
puter processors comprising computer hardware. The
processes and algorithms may be implemented partially
or wholly in application-specific circuitry.
[0087] The various features and processes described
above may be used independently of one another, or
may be combined in various ways. All possible combi-
nations and sub-combinations are intended to fall within
the scope of this disclosure. In addition, certain method
or process blocks may be omitted in some implementa-
tions. The methods and processes described herein are
also not limited to any particular sequence, and the blocks
or states relating thereto can be performed in other se-
quences that are appropriate. For example, described
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than
that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states
may be combined in a single block or state. The example
blocks or states may be performed in serial, in parallel,
or in some other manner. Blocks or states may be added
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments.
The example systems and components described herein
may be configured differently than described. For exam-
ple, elements may be added to, removed from, or rear-
ranged compared to the disclosed example embodi-
ments.
[0088] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0089] Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks
in the flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in
the attached figures should be understood as potentially
representing modules, segments, or portions of code
which include one or more executable instructions for
implementing specific logical functions or steps in the
process. Alternate implementations are included within
the scope of the embodiments described herein in which
elements or functions may be deleted, executed out of
order from that shown or discussed, including substan-
tially concurrently or in reverse order, depending on the
functionality involved, as would be understood by those
skilled in the art.
[0090] It should be emphasized that many variations
and modifications may be made to the above-described
embodiments, the elements of which are to be under-
stood as being among other acceptable examples. All

such modifications and variations are intended to be in-
cluded herein within the scope of this disclosure. The
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the
invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter
how detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention
can be practiced in many ways. As is also stated above,
it should be noted that the use of particular terminology
when describing certain features or aspects of the inven-
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is
being re-defined herein to be restricted to including any
specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the
invention with which that terminology is associated. The
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in
accordance with the appended claims and any equiva-
lents thereof.

Engines, Components, and Logic

[0091] Certain embodiments are described herein as
including logic or a number of components, engines, or
mechanisms. Engines may constitute either software en-
gines (e.g., code embodied on a machine-readable me-
dium) or hardware engines. A "hardware engine" is a
tangible unit capable of performing certain operations
and may be configured or arranged in a certain physical
manner. In various example embodiments, one or more
computer systems (e.g., a standalone computer system,
a client computer system, or a server computer system)
or one or more hardware engines of a computer system
(e.g., a processor or a group of processors) may be con-
figured by software (e.g., an application or application
portion) as a hardware engine that operates to perform
certain operations as described herein.
[0092] In some embodiments, a hardware engine may
be implemented mechanically, electronically, or any suit-
able combination thereof. For example, a hardware en-
gine may include dedicated circuitry or logic that is per-
manently configured to perform certain operations. For
example, a hardware engine may be a special-purpose
processor, such as a Field-Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) or an Application Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC). A hardware engine may also include program-
mable logic or circuitry that is temporarily configured by
software to perform certain operations. For example, a
hardware engine may include software executed by a
general-purpose processor or other programmable proc-
essor. Once configured by such software, hardware en-
gines become specific machines (or specific components
of a machine) uniquely tailored to perform the configured
functions and are no longer general-purpose processors.
It will be appreciated that the decision to implement a
hardware engine mechanically, in dedicated and perma-
nently configured circuitry, or in temporarily configured
circuitry (e.g., configured by software) may be driven by
cost and time considerations.
[0093] Accordingly, the phrase "hardware engine"
should be understood to encompass a tangible entity, be
that an entity that is physically constructed, permanently
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configured (e.g., hardwired), or temporarily configured
(e.g., programmed) to operate in a certain manner or to
perform certain operations described herein. As used
herein, "hardware-implemented engine" refers to a hard-
ware engine. Considering embodiments in which hard-
ware engines are temporarily configured (e.g., pro-
grammed), each of the hardware engines need not be
configured or instantiated at any one instance in time.
For example, where a hardware engine comprises a gen-
eral-purpose processor configured by software to be-
come a special-purpose processor, the general-purpose
processor may be configured as respectively different
special-purpose processors (e.g., comprising different
hardware engines) at different times. Software accord-
ingly configures a particular processor or processors, for
example, to constitute a particular hardware engine at
one instance of time and to constitute a different hard-
ware engine at a different instance of time.
[0094] Hardware engines can provide information to,
and receive information from, other hardware engines.
Accordingly, the described hardware engines may be re-
garded as being communicatively coupled. Where mul-
tiple hardware engines exist contemporaneously, com-
munications may be achieved through signal transmis-
sion (e.g., over appropriate circuits and buses) between
or among two or more of the hardware engines. In em-
bodiments in which multiple hardware engines are con-
figured or instantiated at different times, communications
between such hardware engines may be achieved, for
example, through the storage and retrieval of information
in memory structures to which the multiple hardware en-
gines have access. For example, one hardware engine
may perform an operation and store the output of that
operation in a memory device to which it is communica-
tively coupled. A further hardware engine may then, at a
later time, access the memory device to retrieve and
process the stored output. Hardware engines may also
initiate communications with input or output devices, and
can operate on a resource (e.g., a collection of informa-
tion).
[0095] The various operations of example methods de-
scribed herein may be performed, at least partially, by
one or more processors that are temporarily configured
(e.g., by software) or permanently configured to perform
the relevant operations. Whether temporarily or perma-
nently configured, such processors may constitute proc-
essor-implemented engines that operate to perform one
or more operations or functions described herein. As
used herein, "processor-implemented engine" refers to
a hardware engine implemented using one or more proc-
essors.
[0096] Similarly, the methods described herein may be
at least partially processor-implemented, with a particular
processor or processors being an example of hardware.
For example, at least some of the operations of a method
may be performed by one or more processors or proc-
essor-implemented engines. Moreover, the one or more
processors may also operate to support performance of

the relevant operations in a "cloud computing" environ-
ment or as a "software as a service" (SaaS). For example,
at least some of the operations may be performed by a
group of computers (as examples of machines including
processors), with these operations being accessible via
a network (e.g., the Internet) and via one or more appro-
priate interfaces (e.g., an Application Program Interface
(API)).
[0097] The performance of certain of the operations
may be distributed among the processors, not only re-
siding within a single machine, but deployed across a
number of machines. In some example embodiments,
the processors or processor-implemented engines may
be located in a single geographic location (e.g., within a
home environment, an office environment, or a server
farm). In other example embodiments, the processors or
processor-implemented engines may be distributed
across a number of geographic locations.

Language

[0098] Throughout this specification, plural instances
may implement components, operations, or structures
described as a single instance. Although individual op-
erations of one or more methods are illustrated and de-
scribed as separate operations, one or more of the indi-
vidual operations may be performed concurrently, and
nothing requires that the operations be performed in the
order illustrated. Structures and functionality presented
as separate components in example configurations may
be implemented as a combined structure or component.
Similarly, structures and functionality presented as a sin-
gle component may be implemented as separate com-
ponents. These and other variations, modifications, ad-
ditions, and improvements fall within the scope of the
subject matter herein.
[0099] Although an overview of the subject matter has
been described with reference to specific example em-
bodiments, various modifications and changes may be
made to these embodiments without departing from the
broader scope of embodiments of the present disclosure.
Such embodiments of the subject matter may be referred
to herein, individually or collectively, by the term "inven-
tion" merely for convenience and without intending to vol-
untarily limit the scope of this application to any single
disclosure or concept if more than one is, in fact, dis-
closed.
[0100] The embodiments illustrated herein are de-
scribed in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the
art to practice the teachings disclosed. Other embodi-
ments may be used and derived therefrom, such that
structural and logical substitutions and changes may be
made without departing from the scope of this disclosure.
The Detailed Description, therefore, is not to be taken in
a limiting sense, and the scope of various embodiments
is defined only by the appended claims, along with the
full range of equivalents to which such claims are entitled.
[0101] It will be appreciated that an "engine," "system,"
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"data store," and/or "database" may comprise software,
hardware, firmware, and/or circuitry. In one example, one
or more software programs comprising instructions ca-
pable of being executable by a processor may perform
one or more of the functions of the engines, data stores,
databases, or systems described herein. In another ex-
ample, circuitry may perform the same or similar func-
tions. Alternative embodiments may comprise more,
less, or functionally equivalent engines, systems, data
stores, or databases, and still be within the scope of
present embodiments. For example, the functionality of
the various systems, engines, data stores, and/or data-
bases may be combined or divided differently.
[0102] "Open source" software is defined herein to be
source code that allows distribution as source code as
well as compiled form, with a well-publicized and indexed
means of obtaining the source, optionally with a license
that allows modifications and derived works.
[0103] The data stores described herein may be any
suitable structure (e.g., an active database, a relational
database, a self-referential database, a table, a matrix,
an array, a flat file, a documented-oriented storage sys-
tem, a non-relational No-SQL system, and the like), and
may be cloud-based or otherwise.
[0104] As used herein, the term "or" may be construed
in either an inclusive or exclusive sense. Moreover, plural
instances may be provided for resources, operations, or
structures described herein as a single instance. Addi-
tionally, boundaries between various resources, opera-
tions, engines, engines, and data stores are somewhat
arbitrary, and particular operations are illustrated in a
context of specific illustrative configurations. Other allo-
cations of functionality are envisioned and may fall within
a scope of various embodiments of the present disclo-
sure. In general, structures and functionality presented
as separate resources in the example configurations may
be implemented as a combined structure or resource.
Similarly, structures and functionality presented as a sin-
gle resource may be implemented as separate resourc-
es. These and other variations, modifications, additions,
and improvements fall within a scope of embodiments of
the present disclosure as represented by the appended
claims. The specification and drawings are, accordingly,
to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive
sense.
[0105] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.

[0106] Although the invention has been described in
detail for the purpose of illustration based on what is cur-
rently considered to be the most practical and preferred
implementations, it is to be understood that such detail
is solely for that purpose and that the invention is not
limited to the disclosed implementations, but, on the con-
trary, is intended to cover modifications and equivalent
arrangements that are within the spirit and scope of the
appended claims. For example, it is to be understood
that the present invention contemplates that, to the extent
possible, one or more features of any embodiment can
be combined with one or more features of any other em-
bodiment.
[0107] Other implementations, uses and advantages
of the invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art
from consideration of the specification and practice of
the invention disclosed herein. The specification should
be considered exemplary only, and the scope of the in-
vention is accordingly intended to be limited only by the
following claims.

Claims

1. A method being implemented by a computing system
having one or more processors and storage media
storing machine-readable instructions that, when ex-
ecuted by the one or more processors, cause the
computer system to perform the method, the method
comprising:

presenting a first model and a second model via
one or more graphical user interfaces, wherein
the first model and the second model are based
on a first dataset;
receiving user feedback via a first graphical user
interface presenting the first model;
annotating the first dataset based on the feed-
back received via the first graphical user inter-
face;
modifying one or more features of the first data-
set based on the annotation; and
responsive to the modification of the one or more
features of the first dataset, causing at least the
first model and the second model to be automat-
ically updated.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the user feedback
is related to the first model, the method further com-
prising:

obtaining first connection information indicating
an association between the first dataset and the
first model, wherein the first dataset is caused
to be annotated responsive to the user feedback
based on the first connection information; and
obtaining second connection information indi-
cating an association between the first dataset
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and the second model, wherein the second mod-
el is automatically updated responsive to the
modification of the one or more features of the
first dataset based on the second connection
information.

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2, the method further
comprising:

identifying a connection between the first data-
set and a second dataset; and
causing a visual representation of the connec-
tion to be presented via the first graphical user
interface.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the connection com-
prises a link between a first column of the first dataset
and a second column of the second dataset.

5. The method of any preceding claim, the method fur-
ther comprising:

storing an access control list, the access control
list defining at least a first security permission
associated with a first user;
receiving, via the first graphical user interface,
a request to access a third dataset by the first
user; and
restricting access to the third dataset by the first
user based on the first security permission,
wherein the first security permission indicates
that the third dataset is inaccessible by the third
user.

6. The method of any preceding claim, wherein modi-
fying the one or more features of the first dataset
based on the annotation comprises:

causing the first dataset and the first model to
be displayed simultaneously via a graphical user
interface in a split screen view, the split screen
view including an indication of the annotation;
receiving user input via the graphical user inter-
face, the user input indicating one or more mod-
ifications to the first dataset; and
causing the first dataset to be automatically up-
dated in the split screen view based on the user
input.

7. The method of any preceding claim, the method fur-
ther comprising:

receiving an indication of a subset of a plurality
of models;
generating a template based on the subset of
the plurality of models, wherein the template is
associated with a first type of user; and
causing the template to be associated with a first

user of the first type.

8. The method of any preceding claim, the method fur-
ther comprising:

obtaining user information indicating that the
first user is the first type of user, wherein the
template is associated with the first user based
on the user information; and
causing the subset of the plurality of models to
be accessible by the user based on the associ-
ation between the first user and the template.

9. The method of any preceding claim, the method fur-
ther comprising:

storing a first version of a model, wherein the
first version includes one or more modifications
to an original version of the model by a first user;
storing a second version of the model, wherein
the second version includes one or more mod-
ifications to the original version of the model by
a second user; and
causing the original version to be replaced by
the first version or the second version in re-
sponse to a user input.

10. The method of any preceding claim, the method fur-
ther comprising:

receiving an indication that a first user is sched-
uled to work on a model based on at least the
first dataset;
obtaining permission information associated
with the first user, wherein the permission infor-
mation indicates that the first user is restricted
from accessing the first dataset;
anonymizing the first dataset based on the indi-
cation that the first user is restricted from ac-
cessing the first dataset; and
causing the anonymized first dataset to be dis-
tributed to the first user.

11. A system for creating and managing a data integra-
tion workspace, the system comprising:

one or more processors; and
a memory storing instructions that, when exe-
cuted by the one or more processors, cause the
system to perform the method of any preceding
claim.
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(57) Techniques for improving database searches
are described herein. In an embodiment, a computer-im-
plemented data processing method comprises receiving
a request to store a digital data object in a non-graph
data repository, the data object comprising one or more
first properties, the data object conforming to a first sche-
ma of the non-graph data repository; in response to the
initiating, concurrently: digitally storing the data object in
the non-graph data repository; transforming the data ob-
ject into one or more nodes and edges of a graph; storing
the one or more nodes and edges of the graph in a graph

data repository that is separate from the non-graph data
repository; electronically receiving a search query that
specifies a path-based search; in response to receiving
the search query: transforming the search query into a
graph search query; submitting the graph search query
to the graph data repository; receiving a result set of
nodes from the graph data repository; transforming the
result set of nodes into a set of corresponding data ob-
jects in the non-graph data repository; providing the set
of corresponding data objects as output in a computer
display.
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Description

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0001] The present disclosure is in the technical field
of computer-implemented electronic digital distributed
data storage systems that use multiple data repositories
and indexes. Another technical field is computer-imple-
mented queries, searches and search results for data
stored in a database. Still another technical field is graph
database systems in which digitally stored data is organ-
ized in graphs comprising nodes and edges.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The approaches described in this section are
approaches that could be pursued, but not necessarily
approaches that have been previously conceived or pur-
sued. Therefore, unless otherwise indicated, it should
not be assumed that any of the approaches described in
this section qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their
inclusion in this section.
[0003] Database systems such as relational databas-
es and object databases typically implement an index to
facilitate efficient and rapid search and retrieval of
records from the database. However, the metadata man-
aged in different database systems, and different kinds
of indexing methods, may have different strengths and
weaknesses. There may be certain queries that are time-
consuming or inefficient when submitted to a traditional
database index. Examples include queries to specify a
path of connections between endpoint entities. Perform-
ing a path-based search may require submitting a first
query to the database, receiving a result set of data ob-
jects with properties and links, performing many more
queries to retrieve other data objects by following the
links, and repeating the process iteratively until all links
have been followed; this approach requires many cross-
network message roundtrips and cannot scale to large
numbers of queries against databases that have large
numbers of objects with complex relationships to other
objects.
[0004] Certain graph database systems are optimized
to organize metadata and conduct searches using logical
graphs consisting of nodes and edges, with graph traver-
sal algorithms that can be superior in some cases to tra-
ditional relational database indexes. Unfortunately, the
data object schema implemented by a graph database
typically is considerably different than the schema or on-
tology of a non-graph database system.
[0005] Analytics applications generally access large
datasets to perform analytic operations. When a user
wishes to perform an operation on a dataset, the user
identifies where the dataset is stored and the analytics
application sends a query to the server storing the data-
set. The server computer system storing the dataset ex-
ecutes the query against the dataset and returns the re-
quested information to the analytics application. Depend-

ing on the type of query, executing the query against the
dataset can be extremely inefficient. Path-based queries
are an example. If the result set for a query comprises
data items with paths representing relationships among
the data items, executing the query directly against a
relational or columnar database requires the server com-
puter system to check each row to determine if the row
satisfies the query. Indexes of the relational or columnar
database typically cannot be used as a source of rela-
tionship information between one record and another.
[0006] Therefore, relational and columnar databases
typically require unacceptable amounts of time to pro-
duce result sets for path-oriented searches in large or
complex datasets.
[0007] Consequently, there is a need in the technical
field of distributed databases for new, efficient approach-
es for retrieving results for path-oriented searches when
large-scale data repositories are involved.

SUMMARY

[0008] The appended claims may serve to summarize
the disclosure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0009] In the drawings:

FIG. 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of a distributed
computing system that includes both a non-graph
data repository and a graph data repository.
FIG. 2 illustrates an example method or algorithm
that may be programmed for storing data in a graph
data repository as a secondary index for a non-graph
repository and for processing queries against both
data repositories.
FIG. 3 illustrates an example graphical user interface
that may be generated by the query control instruc-
tions and/or the graph data repository.
FIG. 4 illustrates an example graphical user interface
that may be generated as a result of executing the
process of FIG. 2.
FIG. 5 illustrates an example of data objects of a
non-graph database that have been mapped into
nodes and edges for digital data representation in a
graph database.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer
system upon which an embodiment may be imple-
mented.
FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a basic software system
that may be employed for controlling the operation
of a computing device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0010] In the following description, for the purposes of
explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in
order to provide a thorough understanding of the present
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disclosure. It will be apparent, however, that embodi-
ments may be practiced without these specific details. In
other instances, well-known structures and devices are
shown in block diagram form in order to avoid unneces-
sarily obscuring the present disclosure.
[0011] Embodiments are described in sections below
according to the following outline:

General Overview
Example Computer System Overview
Example Process Overview
Implementation Example - Hardware Overview
Implementation Example - Basic Software System
Extensions and Alternatives

GENERAL OVERVIEW

[0012] Techniques for improving database searches
are described herein. In an embodiment, a computer-
implemented data processing method comprises receiv-
ing a request to store a digital data object in a non-graph
data repository, the data object comprising one or more
first properties, the data object conforming to a first sche-
ma of the non-graph data repository; in response to the
initiating, concurrently: digitally storing the data object in
the non-graph data repository; transforming the data ob-
ject into one or more nodes and edges of a graph; storing
the one or more nodes and edges of the graph in a graph
data repository that is separate from the non-graph data
repository; electronically receiving a search query that
specifies a path-based search; in response to receiving
the search query: transforming the search query into a
graph search query; submitting the graph search query
to the graph data repository; receiving a result set of
nodes from the graph data repository; transforming the
result set of nodes into a set of corresponding data ob-
jects in the non-graph data repository; providing the set
of corresponding data objects as output in a computer
display.
[0013] In an embodiment, a non-graph database sys-
tem is programmed to concurrently store a copy of data
object metadata in a graph database, in response to ex-
ecution of a store operation in the non-graph database
system. Thus, in the non-graph database system, a stor-
age operation results in storing object metadata both in
the native index of the non-graph database system, and
in a separate graph database system, which effectively
serves as a secondary index for the non-graph database.
The solution includes automatically mapping and copy-
ing data object properties from an ontology or schema
of the non-graph database system to an otherwise in-
compatible ontology or schema of the graph database
system.
[0014] Furthermore, in the non-graph database sys-
tem, a search query may be received. In response, the
system causes performing concurrent searches both in
the native index of the non-graph database system, and
in the graph database system, which effectively operate

as federated primary and secondary indices. For queries
that seek a path of connections between endpoint enti-
ties, a graph database search produces far faster results.
The solution includes automatically transforming the
original search query into one that is compatible with a
graph database search. A result set from the graph da-
tabase system is mapped automatically back to a set of
objects in the non-graph database system, enabling ac-
curate display of the original data. Sub concepts include
implementing security features such as realms and ac-
cess controls within the graph database.

EXAMPLE COMPUTER SYSTEM OVERVIEW

[0015] FIG. 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of a dis-
tributed computing system that includes both a non-
graph data repository and a graph data repository.
[0016] In an embodiment, a distributed computing sys-
tem comprises a server computer ("server") 110 coupled
via a data communications network 100 to a host com-
puting device 130. The distributed computing environ-
ment can be within one or more data centers, virtual com-
puting facilities or other hosting facilities connected to
the network 100; other embodiments can be within a net-
worked home, office, or campus.
[0017] Network 100 broadly represents a combination
of one or more local area networks, wide area networks,
and/or internetworks and may include the public internet.
Any of wired, wireless, terrestrial or satellite links may be
used in the network 100. The network 100 can connect
multiple hosts 130 together within the distributed com-
puting environment. Network 100 can be composed of
multiple sub-networks that are connected. For example,
the network 100 can be an Internet Protocol Version 4-
based and/or an Internet Protocol Version 6-based wired
or wireless network or a combination of multiple such
networks.
[0018] Host computing device 130 ("host") broadly rep-
resents one or many computers and the number of hosts
130 in the system at a given time may vary in different
embodiments and any number may be used. In an em-
bodiment, a host 130 can be a single computing device
such as, for example, the computing device 400 de-
scribed below with respect to FIG. 4. Alternatively, a host
130 can be a single virtual computer instance that exe-
cutes on a computing device facilitated by a virtualization
layer interposed between the virtual computer instance
and the computing device. The virtualization layer can
be a virtual machine monitor such as, for example, virtual
machine monitor 530 described below with respect to
FIG. 5.
[0019] Regardless if a single computing device or a
single virtual computer instance, a host 130 can be con-
figured with an operating system such as, for example,
operating system 510 described below with respect to
FIG. 5. The operating system of a host 130 can manage
low-level aspects of the host’s operation including man-
aging execution of processes, memory allocation, file in-
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put and output (I/O), and device I/O. Furthermore, the
operating system of host 130 may manage presentation
systems such as a windowed graphical user interface
(GUI) and driving a computer display device such as a
flat screen display or CRT. A host 130 may also be con-
figured with a container system (e.g. the DOCKER con-
tainer system or KUBERNETES container system) for
running services or microservices within containers on
the host’s operating system. Services that execute as
processes on hosts in the distributed computing environ-
ment may be configured using the distributed configura-
tion platform described herein or in application
15/284,959, filed October 4, 2016, the entire contents of
which is hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set
forth herein.
[0020] In an embodiment, host 130 comprises an ap-
plication instance 132 which allows one or more services
to be deployed on host 130 from one or more server
computing devices, such as server 110. An example of
an application instance 132 is a data analysis application
that facilitates importing data about entities, creating data
entities and relationships among them, creating associ-
ations of entities, media and metadata as named inves-
tigations that are subject to access controls or security
services, creating search queries and submitting the
search queries to the server 110, displaying result sets,
reorganizing and redisplaying search results, and other
functions. In an embodiment, application instance 132
comprises resource request instructions 134, a front-end
graphical interface 140 and a command-line interface
(CLI) 142 that may interoperate to provide the functions
that are described further herein. In an embodiment, the
front-end interface 140 and CLI 142 are programmed or
configured to interact with one or more server-side func-
tional units of server computer 110 as further described.
Host computing device 130 also manages one or more
resource requests 136 using processes that are further
described in other sections.
[0021] A service that application instance 132 facili-
tates or hosts can be a single instance of a software prod-
uct or software application installed on at least one of the
hosts 130. For example, a service might be a database
server instance, a web server instance, or any other in-
stance of a software product or a software application
installed on one or more of the hosts 130. Multiple differ-
ent services may be installed on the hosts 130 including
multiple different services on the same host 130. For ex-
ample, a service may be installed on multiple of the hosts
130 in a distributed, clustered, load balanced, or failover
computing arrangement.
[0022] In an embodiment, server 110 comprises a
graph data repository 112, non-graph data repository
114, and query control instructions 116. In an embodi-
ment, the graph data repository 112 comprises data
graphs 118 and access control lists 120.
[0023] The graph data repository 112 may be a data-
base that uses graph structures for semantic queries with
nodes, edges and properties to represent and store data;

a graph or edge or relationship relates data items in the
store. The relationships allow data in the store to be linked
together directly, and in many cases retrieved with one
operation. This contrasts with relational databases that,
with the aid of relational database management systems,
permit managing the data in its natural structure without
imposing implementation aspects like physical record
chains, where, among multiple other aspects, links be-
tween data are stored in the data itself at the logical level,
and use the multiple relational algebra operations (e.g.,
join) to manipulate and return related data in the relevant
logical format. Graph databases, by design, allow simple
and fast retrieval of complex hierarchical structures that
are difficult to model in relational systems.
[0024] The underlying storage mechanism of graph
databases can vary. Some depend on a relational engine
and store the graph data in a table; others use a key-
value store or document-oriented database for storage.
Some graph databases based on non-relational storage
engines also add the concept of tags or properties, which
are essentially relationships having a pointer to another
document. This allows data elements to be categorized
for rapid mass retrieval. Retrieving data from a graph
database often uses a query language other than SQL,
which was designed for the manipulation of data in a
relational system and therefore cannot "elegantly" han-
dle traversing a graph. In addition to having query lan-
guage interfaces, some graph databases are accessed
through application programming interfaces (APIs).
[0025] Examples of available graph databases that
could be used, in various embodiments, as graph data
repository 112 include ARANGODB, CAYLEY,
DGRAPH, GSTORE, JANUSGRAPH, NEO4J, OPEN-
LINK VIRTUOSO and ORIENTDB. These databases
have been optimized for finding connections among data
that is related in a graph.
[0026] In an embodiment, non-graph data repository
114 comprises a columnar data store 122 and data files
124. Typically the non-graph data repository 114 stores
data based upon an object model or ontology in which
data objects represent entities and data objects have
properties or attributes that can be described or defined
in a hierarchical ontology or schema. This data may be
indexed in one or more indexes 123; in some embodi-
ments the non-graph data repository 114 supports a na-
tive index 123 and also has connections to secondary
indexes. Secondary indexes may be based upon ELAS-
TICSEARCH, for example, which is commercially avail-
able from Elastic at elastic.co on the internet, and can
support a federated search system in which queries are
concurrently submitted to a plurality of indexes for per-
formance purposes or to obtain results in different for-
mats. In an embodiment non-graph data repository 114
comprises a distributed data storage system which stores
one or more resources. The resources may comprise
one or more of individual documents, folders, JSON
blobs, rows in a database, user comments or flags, media
files, build artifacts, and/or any other digital resource. In
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some embodiments, non-graph data repository 114 is a
relational database. The particular type of database, data
repository or data storage system that is used to imple-
ment non-graph data repository 114 is not critical, pro-
vided that it is not a graph database of the type previously
described for graph data repository 112.
[0027] Access control lists 120 comprise one or more
access control policies to be applied to graph data re-
pository 112. For example, access control lists 120 may
implement row-level access controls on data in a data-
base. Access control lists may identify access controls
for individual user identifications, role identifications,
and/or user group identifications.
[0028] In an embodiment, query control instructions
116 comprises a set of one or more pages of main mem-
ory, such as RAM, in the server 110 into which executable
instructions have been loaded and which when executed
cause the server to perform the functions or operations
that are described herein with reference to those mod-
ules. For example, the query control instructions 116 may
comprise a set of pages in RAM that contain instructions
which when executed cause performing the query anal-
ysis functions that are described herein.
[0029] The instructions may be in machine executable
code in the instruction set of a CPU and may have been
compiled based upon source code written in JAVA, C,
C++, OBJECTIVE-C, or any other human-readable pro-
gramming language or environment, alone or in combi-
nation with scripts in JAVASCRIPT, other scripting lan-
guages and other programming source text. The term
"pages" is intended to refer broadly to any region within
main memory and the specific terminology used in a sys-
tem may vary depending on the memory architecture or
processor architecture.
[0030] In another embodiment, query control instruc-
tions 116 also may represent one or more files or projects
of source code that are digitally stored in a mass storage
device such as non-volatile RAM or disk storage, in the
server 110 or a separate repository system, which when
compiled or interpreted cause generating executable in-
structions which when executed cause the server 110 to
perform the functions or operations that are described
herein with reference to those modules. In other words,
the drawing figure may represent the manner in which
programmers or software developers organize and ar-
range source code for later compilation into an executa-
ble, or interpretation into bytecode or the equivalent, for
execution by the server 110.
[0031] In an embodiment, query control instructions
116, when executed by one or more processors, are pro-
grammed or configured to cause server computer system
110 to receive a request to store a dataset, and in re-
sponse, to cause storing the dataset using both the graph
data repository 112 and the non-graph data repository
114. In an embodiment, the storing operations include
signaling the graph data repository 112 to store the da-
taset partially, such as by storing only metadata relating
to the dataset, and signaling the non-graph data repos-

itory 114 to store the datasets in full, such as by including
data source records. With this arrangement, the graph
data repository 112 builds the data graphs 118 each com-
prising nodes and edges representing relationships of
nodes. Further, in parallel, records or rows are stored in
the non-graph data repository 114 including data source
records with columnar data of any complexity. The result
is a federated data search system in which graph data
repository 112 is optimized to perform path-based
searches by traversing the data graphs, and non-graph
data repository 114 functions as a system of record that
can supply data source records, and/or respond to que-
ries that do not require path-based searching.
[0032] The query control instructions 116 also are pro-
grammed or configured to cause the server 110 to receive
electronic digital messages that specify data repository
operations according to a query language, parse the
messages to determine the operations, submit the query
to both the graph data repository 112 and the non-graph
data repository 114, to execute the operations against
the datastores, receive result sets from one or both of
the graph data repository and the non-graph data repos-
itory and provide one or more of the result sets to a calling
application or process, such as application instance 132
of host 130. Processing queries in this manner also com-
prises mapping a result set from the graph data repository
112 to data records in the non-graph repository. There-
fore, the graph data repository 112 may return a result
set that is capable of visual graphical display as a set of
nodes and edges, and corresponding data source
records may be retrieved near in time from the non-graph
data repository 114 so that column values or other data
attributes not captured in the data graphs 118 can be
displayed.

EXAMPLE PROCESS OVERVIEW

[0033] FIG. 2 depicts an example method for selecting
a backing store for responding to a request to perform
an analysis on a particular dataset based on an attribute
of the request.
[0034] FIG. 2 is described with reference to FIG. 1, for
purposes of illustrating a clear example, but other em-
bodiments may use a functionally equivalent algorithm
in other contexts or with other data processing systems
not specifically the same as FIG. 1. Further, each of FIG.
2, FIG. 3 and any other flow diagram or process descrip-
tion in this disclosure is intended to represent an algo-
rithm or plan for programming computer programs at the
same level of detail that skilled persons in this field use
to communicate among themselves about the architec-
ture, process or data flow, arrangement, ordering and
content of similar computer programs of similar types.
That is, the flow diagrams and process descriptions are
presented at a level of detail that skilled persons in this
field have determined to be sufficient to communicate
between themselves the baseline information that is ad-
equate to permit the coding, completion, testing and de-
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ployment of computer programs that will execute and op-
erate to provide the functions that are described herein.
[0035] At step 240, a request to store one or more first
datasets is received. As an example, step 240 may com-
prise the query control instructions 116 (FIG. 1) receiving
a programmatic call specifying that a particular dataset
is to be stored. The call can come from the application
instance 132 or another application, program, computer
or system. "Call," in this context, may refer to any form
of electronic messaging that computers can transmit, re-
ceive or exchange and may include an alert, notification,
poll, request, remote procedure call or other invocation.
The specific mechanism used for the call is not critical
and what is important is that the query control instructions
116 receive data specifying that a particular dataset is to
be stored.
[0036] In one embodiment, the request at step 240 is
to store one or more first datasets that conform to a sche-
ma or ontology that is supported only in the non-graph
data repository 114. For example, a client computer may
be executing an application that uses the non-graph data
repository 114 as a native data store, where the user
interface of the application or other substantive functions
of the application depend on using the schema or ontol-
ogy of the non-graph data repository.
[0037] At step 250, in response to step 240, the proc-
ess stores and indexes the one or more first datasets in
the non-graph repository, and also performs step 255.
Step 250 may comprise, for example, the query control
instructions 116 transmitting the specified dataset to the
non-graph data repository 114 for storage in columnar
data store 122 and for indexing in the index 123.
[0038] At step 255, the process also transforms the
first dataset to cause storing metadata of the first dataset
in a graph of a graph data repository. Step 255 may com-
prise, for example, providing metadata to the graph data
repository 112 and calls or instructions to cause the graph
data repository to store the metadata in data graphs 118
as electronically stored digital data representing nodes
and edges or relationships based on the metadata. The
transforming of step 255 may comprise changing the first
dataset, or metadata derived from it, into output data that
conforms to a schema of the graph data repository 112,
where the schema of the graph data repository has been
previously defined and is different from a separate sche-
ma or ontology of the non-graph data repository 114. For
example, step 255 may comprise using mapping logic to
transform properties or attributes of data objects that are
represented in the dataset, using the native schema or
ontology of the non-graph data repository 114, into nodes
and edges that can be stored in data graphs 118.
[0039] In one embodiment, storing at step 255 includes
creating and/or storing a node, in the graph data repos-
itory 112, for each version of each data object in the first
dataset that conforms to the schema or ontology of the
non-graph data repository 114. Storing 255 may also in-
volve finding the correct existing node in the data graphs
118, and having a realm identifier that matches either the

current realm or the base realm, and updating that node
with edges, version nodes or property nodes based on
the data object. Properties or attributes of each such data
object may be mapped to property nodes in the data
graphs 118 that have edges linking the property nodes
to object version nodes.
[0040] Furthermore, embodiments of the query control
instructions 116 may implement data access security
techniques. In one approach, each node in data graphs
118 representing a version of a data object of the non-
graph data repository 114 is linked to a secure compo-
nent node (SCN) representing each secure component
of the data object that is defined in the non-graph data
repository. The security model of the non-graph data re-
pository 114 may be mapped to the data graphs 118 us-
ing either of two approaches.
[0041] In one embodiment, rather than using an SCN,
a node in data graphs 118 may have a secure component
property that holds digital data representing the secure
component. Each such SCN or secure component prop-
erty may comprise a set of one or more access control
list (ACL) identifiers that identify access control lists spec-
ifying security policies. In an embodiment, storing a node
in the data graphs 118 comprises the query control in-
structions 116 calling an external security program, meth-
od or system and attempting to read a specified ACL
identifier; if such a read operation results in a program-
matic success response, then query control instructions
add an SCN or secure component property having the
specified ACL identifier. With this approach, the query
control instructions 116 are programmed to rely on the
external security program, method or system to validate
and add security controls with the same security effect
as already recorded in the non-graph data repository 114
for data objects that correspond to a particular node.
[0042] Alternatively, query control instructions 116
may be programmed to create separate nodes in the data
graphs 118 to represent each ACL, along with group
nodes that are linked to the ACLs, and user permission
nodes and/or investigation permission nodes that are
linked to one or more group nodes. The query control
instructions 116 may be programmed to pass ACL iden-
tifiers to ACLs or to represent the ACLs directly in the
data graphs 118. An example is further described herein
in connection with FIG. 5.
[0043] In an embodiment, data source records asso-
ciated with data objects of the non-graph data repository
114 are not stored in the graph data repository 112. In-
stead, the graph data repository 112 stores nodes rep-
resenting data objects and metadata representing prop-
erties or attributes. The non-graph data repository 114
serves as a store of record for the data source records.
As further described, when result sets are obtained in
response to queries to the graph data repository 112,
result nodes may be mapped back to data objects of the
non-graph data repository, and data source records may
be obtained thereafter.
[0044] The foregoing approach may help reduce the
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computing resources needed to execute the graph data
repository 112. However, in other embodiments in which
larger amounts of computing resources are possible,
then storing data source records in the graph data repos-
itory 112 could be performed. These trade-offs are con-
sidered an implementation detail that can be addressed
when an embodiment is deployed.
[0045] In an embodiment, nodes in the graph data re-
pository 112 further comprise one or more realm identi-
fiers that identify logical realms to which the nodes, and
the related data objects of the non-graph data repository
114, belong. A "realm," in this context, is a complete view
of all data objects associated with an investigation and
that have been defined in a particular data repository;
thus, a data object may have a realm identifier indicating
an investigative context and a source realm identifier in-
dicating a data repository. Attaching realm identifiers to
nodes in the graph data repository 112 enables query
control instructions 116 to call existing realm manage-
ment programs, methods or systems to determine wheth-
er particular nodes are visible to a particular account,
analyst or investigator who is using a client computer
interacting with the system.
[0046] Alternatively, realms can be represented using
realm nodes in the data graphs 118 with edges to nodes
that are within those realms.
[0047] Steps 260, 265, 275 may be performed asyn-
chronously with respect to the preceding steps, meaning
that they can occur any time after steps 240, 250, 255
and can be performed repetitively any number of times
as appropriate for data analysis that users or client com-
puters require. At step 260, the process receives a re-
quest to perform an analysis on a particular dataset. For
example, step 260 may comprise receiving a data search
query that specifies a named dataset, or receiving a
search query when a dataset or data repository already
has been specified.
[0048] In one embodiment, a query requests the short-
est path between two specified nodes, and concurrently
specifies a realm identifier; if the realm identifier is omit-
ted, then the query control instructions 116 may be pro-
grammed to find and read a realm identifier of a current
realm. Such a query requests the system to return a path
showing all nodes of the graph data repository 112 cor-
responding to visible versions of data objects of the non-
graph data repository 114, and within either in the current
realm or a base realm upon which the current realm is
based. Furthermore, query control instructions 116 are
programmed to determine that each node in the path is
a valid secure component or a valid data object version,
again with a realm identifier in the current realm or base
realm, so that results show only nodes corresponding to
the most recent visible versions of the data objects. Query
control instructions 116 also are programmed to deter-
mine that the current user account has permission to read
the associated ACL and view or use the associated se-
cure component. Property values of property nodes
linked to an object version node are inspected to deter-

mine if a node has a link; if so, a first edge to a link node
is followed and a second edge from that link node to
another linked object version node is followed. The fore-
going corresponds to walking an edge between two
nodes, and is repeated iteratively and recursively until all
nodes with links have been traversed and checked. Fil-
tering operations are implemented to drop nodes from a
result set when any of these checks fails. The result is a
set of nodes on a path between a starting node and an
ending node that the current user or investigation is per-
mitted to view in a result set, either using a graphical
view, a tabular view or other view.
[0049] At step 265, the process initiates analysis using
both the graph data repository and the non-graph data
repository. For example, step 265 may comprise pro-
grammatically submitting the query to both the graph data
repository 112 and the non-graph data repository 114,
using application programming interfaces, remote pro-
cedure calls or any other suitable programmatic call
mechanism. Submitting a query may use a native Java
API of the graph data repository system, for example, or
any other query submission mechanism that the graph
repository system supports.
[0050] Step 265 also may involve performing query
translation. For example, the query received at step 265
could be expressed using a query syntax that is compat-
ible with a search interface or query language of the non-
graph data repository 114, but not compatible with similar
interfaces or languages of the graph data repository 112.
As a specific example, a query could be received in SQL,
but the query language of graph data repository 112 could
be CYPHER when that repository is implemented using
NEO4J. Therefore, machine translation may be per-
formed to transform a SQL request received at step 260
into a CYPHER query that can be processed directly us-
ing the graph data repository 112.
[0051] At step 275, the process responds to the re-
quest of step 260, and/or outputs a result set, based on
responses that are received from both the graph data
repository and the non-graph data repository, as they
arrive. For example, step 275 may comprise first receiv-
ing a result set 218 from the graph data repository 112
and displaying that result set, then receiving a second,
different result set 222 from the non-graph data reposi-
tory 114 and displaying the second, different result set.
In so doing, the query control instructions 116 are pro-
grammed to perform all of the tests or checks of visibility,
versions and security that have been previously de-
scribed, by calling one or more other programs, methods
or systems to check each node of the result set, via data
objects in the non-graph data repository that correspond
to the nodes.
[0052] In an embodiment, at step 280, the result set
obtained from the graph data repository is transformed
into a set of data objects that are compatible with the
non-graph data repository. For example, mapping logic
may be used at step 275 to transform the first result set
from the graph data repository 112 into a schema or on-
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tology that is compatible with non-graph repository 114.
As with the converse operation discussed with step 255,
step 280 can comprise using mapping logic to transform
nodes and edges of data received in the first result set
into data objects and properties or attributes of data ob-
jects that are represented in the schema or ontology of
the non-graph data repository 114, including properties
representing references or links to other data objects.
The resulting data objects then can be passed to a pro-
gram, function or method that is capable of rendering a
graphical user interface display of the data objects.
[0053] Further, in some embodiments, step 275 or step
280 may comprise joining the first result set 218 with the
second, different result set 222 that was received from
the non-graph repository to form the final result set 220.
For example, the first result set from the graph data re-
pository 112 may be transformed, updated, modified or
supplemented with the second, different result set to cre-
ate a final result set 220, which is then used in display
functions or to transmit to another system, program or
process.
[0054] With this approach, the techniques described
herein can be seamlessly integrated into a data analysis
environment that is already fully developed for operation
just with the non-graph data repository 114 and its native
schema or ontology. Methods, functions or tools that
have been developed for that environment do not need
to be rewritten, as the query control instructions 116 may
be programmed to perform two-way mapping of one
schema or ontology to another.
[0055] In some embodiments, when a first result set
218 from the graph data repository 112 has been re-
ceived, any incomplete open transaction with the non-
graph data repository 114 may be terminated, preventing
the formation of the second result set 222, and only the
first result set is displayed. Such an approach may opti-
mize the display of data based upon differing response
times of the data repositories 112, 114.
[0056] In various embodiments, step 275 may involve
directly displaying result set data 218, 220, 222, causing
display through programmatic means such as a program
call or returning data to a calling process or program,
transmitting the result set to another system and so forth.
[0057] FIG. 3 illustrates an example graphical user in-
terface that may be generated by the query control in-
structions and/or the graph data repository.
[0058] In an embodiment, a graphical user interface
window 300 is generated under program control using a
computer display device and includes a query editor pan-
el 302, a query panel 320 and a graph display panel 304.
In an embodiment, the query editor panel 302 displays
one or more lines of a query that a user computer is au-
thoring or editing. In the example of FIG. 3, five (5) lines
of query language text are shown to express a complex
query.
[0059] In an embodiment, the query panel 320 displays
a query that was actually executed against the graph
data repository 112, and the graph display panel 304

displays visible geometric shapes, icons or symbols rep-
resenting nodes, connected by labeled arrows represent-
ing relationships.
[0060] In the example of FIG. 3, graph display panel
304 includes a first node 306, second node 308, a plu-
rality of properties 312 that are linked to the second node
308, a linking node 314, and a third node 310 that is
linked to the second node via the linking node and two
links between them. In the example, graph display panel
304 illustrates output, displayed in the form of a visual
graph consisting of nodes and links, resulting from exe-
cution of the query of query panel 320.
[0061] In some embodiments, a view like FIG. 3 may
be used for inspecting the contents of the data graphs
118 in the graph data repository 112 (FIG. 1) after step
255 (FIG. 2) has caused storing nodes and relationships
in the graph data repository based upon data objects of
the non-graph data repository 114. Or, query control in-
structions 116 may be programmed to generate displays
like FIG. 3 as part of an online query processing system
in which queries can be typed and edited in one GUI
panel and output from running queries against the graph
data repository 112 may be viewed in another GUI panel
that is concurrently displayed with the first panel.
[0062] The foregoing disclosure has focused upon
queries that seek a shortest path between two nodes.
For example, a shortest path could represent the fewest
relationships between two nodes that represent persons,
events, places or other entities in an investigation. How-
ever, embodiments also may be implemented for other
applications or functions. For example, path search que-
ries may be merely one type of search around function
that is implemented in a larger data analysis system. A
search around is one of the best ways to contextually
expose data related to a set of selected objects. In one
embodiment, search around types that can be performed
include:

Event - Searches to 2 degrees of separation, expos-
es all events linked to selected objects (1 degree)
and all entities that are linked to selected objects
through an event intermediary (2 degrees).
Linked Entities - Searches to 1 degree of separation,
exposes all entities that are linked to selected ob-
jects.
Linked Document - Searches to 1 degree of sepa-
ration, exposes all documents which are linked to an
entity, these may be documents where the entity is
tagged within them.
Properties - Searches to 1 degree of separation, ex-
poses all objects that contain a property and value
which have a matching property and value to one of
the searchable properties on the selected objects;
setting of properties as searchable is done in the
ontology. This means that, for instance, if name is a
searchable property and we search around John
Doe by properties then his parents, children and wife
could be exposed as they all have matching sur-
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names. The ontology is crafted to include properties
suitable for search.
Paths - Searches to 2 degrees of separation, expos-
es the paths that exist between two selected objects.
For example, John Doe to Richard Roe would be
exposed by virtue of John Doe being linked to Pat’s
Coffee Shop and Pat’s Coffee Shop linked to Richard
Roe.

[0063] To implement these search around types, in
part, query control instructions 116 are programmed to
follow only certain links as appropriate for the type of the
search around, and to include a particular node in search
results only if it has certain property values that are ap-
propriate based on the type of search around. While other
examples in this disclosure are shown just for the path
search type of search around, searches of the types
Event, Linked Entities, Linked Document, and Properties
also could be implemented using different structure for
queries.
[0064] In some embodiments, a query could result in
no match in the graph(s) in data graphs 118. Certain
graph data repositories 112 may be programmed by de-
fault to perform an exhaustive search of the data graphs
118 by default, in response to detecting no match initially.
When exhaustive fallback search is an option in the graph
data repository 112, that option may be suppressed by
configuration data or other programming.
[0065] FIG. 4 illustrates an example graphical user in-
terface that may be generated as a result of executing
the process of FIG. 2.
[0066] In the example of FIG. 4, a graphical user inter-
face window 400 displays a visual graph 404 that visually
illustrates a plurality of nodes 406, 408, 410 connected
by links 412. In some embodiments, completing execu-
tion of step 275 (FIG. 2) may result in displayed the GUI
window 400 of FIG. 4. Nodes 406, 408, 410 may be vis-
ually represented using different graphical icons that
match a type of a node such as person, place, event or
other types. Links 412 may include text labels and may
be displayed with or without arrowheads.
[0067] The example of FIG. 4 shows output from a
sixth-degree path type search-around directed to finding
a path from a first node 406 to a second node 408 with
a maximum of six intervening nodes of type Person.
There may be other nodes and links to those nodes in
the path. Output of FIG. 4 is obtained only from graph
data repository 112 in this example. In an embodiment,
each of the nodes 406, 408, 410 is associated with a
selectable hyperlink which, when selected, causes dis-
playing data obtained from data objects of the non-graph
data repository 114 that have been mapped to the nodes
406, 408, 410. Furthermore, in some embodiments, per-
mission data may be inspected by selecting a permis-
sions browsing panel to update ACLs, group membership
or other aspects of security control. The query control
logic 116 may be programmed to generate such a brows-
ing panel as a mechanism for user interaction with a

graph-based data security model of the type discussed
next for FIG. 5.
[0068] FIG. 5 illustrates an example of data objects of
a non-graph database that have been mapped into nodes
and edges for digital data representation in a graph da-
tabase.
[0069] In the example of FIG. 5, Native_Object 502
represents some data object of the native schema or on-
tology of the non-graph database 114 that has been
mapped into and is represented by a node in the graph
database 112, as in data graphs 118. Native_Object 502
is linked to a plurality of different versions 504, 506, 508.
Similarly, a second, different Native_Object 510 has a
version 512. Native object versions 506, 512 may have
time attributes that specify times at which those versions
were valid. Native object versions 512, 506 are related
as parent and child objects respectively, as indicated by
edges (represented as arrows in FIG. 5) connecting them
to a link object 520. Furthermore, in one embodiment,
each native object version is linked to a properties node
that contains and represents properties of the object;
properties node 522 is shown, as an example, for native
object version 504.
[0070] Security in the form of ACLs and groups may
be linked to the properties node 522 as illustrated by ACL
node 530. Each ACL node is linked to at least one Group
node, for example, node 532 or node 536. Typically, a
group consists of a plurality of investigations that are
managed together; an example investigation node 534
is shown linked to the group node 536 and represents
investigation permissions. In other embodiments, access
control items other than groups may be represented us-
ing other types of nodes. Further, user permissions may
be represented as node 534 rather than investigation per-
missions. Group nodes 532, 536 may have identifier val-
ue Group_ID as a property. Native objects, native object
versions, and investigations may have realm identifiers
as properties.
[0071] In an embodiment, query control logic 116 is
programmed to map or transform each data object that
is the subject of a data storage request, and that conforms
to a schema or ontology of the non-graph database 114,
into a set of nodes and edges in the general format illus-
trated in FIG. 5. Furthermore, query control logic 116 is
programmed to reflect the security model implemented
in the non-graph database 114 for such a data object in
the data graphs 118 by mapping ACLs, groups and in-
vestigations into nodes and edges representing security
elements and relationships, also as seen in FIG. 5.
[0072] Additionally, performing search queries against
the graph data repository 112 involves walking the edges
shown in FIG. 5, as an example, to resolve whether a
secure component has properties that include an ACL;
if so, what groups can read or write that ACL; and which
investigations or users are associated with groups. Vis-
ible links are traversed and edge filtering is performed
on edges that lead to relevant properties, resulting in cre-
ating output paths that are valid for purposes of displaying
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in the form seen in FIG. 4. By programming query control
116 to walk these edges and determine the contents of
nodes and edges, a response to a query can include only
those secure components, such as native object ver-
sions, that a particular user or investigation is permitted
to view as specified in the ACLs, group and investigation
nodes and their relationships.
[0073] As noted above, in some embodiments, permis-
sion data captured in the ACL, group, group ID and in-
vestigation nodes of FIG. 5 may be inspected by selecting
a permissions browsing panel to update ACLs, group
membership or other aspects of security control. The
query control logic 116 may be programmed to generate
such a browsing panel as a mechanism for user interac-
tion with a graph-based data security model of the type
shown in FIG. 5. The browsing panel may present data
derived from nodes of FIG. 5, as then currently stored in
memory or in the data graphs 118, in a hierarchical man-
ner or a graphical manner.
[0074] With the techniques illustrated herein, path
search optimizations that are inherently part of graph da-
tabases may be integrated into a larger data analysis
system without disruptive effect on other, established as-
pects of the system. Data storage requests may result in
concurrent storage of metadata in a graph database, as
well as complete data objects in a non-graph database.
Queries may be translated into a format compatible with
the graph database and concurrently submitted to both
the graph database and a non-graph database. For path
searches and other types of search-around operations,
submitting queries to the graph database yields far faster
results especially when metadata derived from data ob-
jects that are native to the non-graph database, rather
than data objects with source data records, is managed
in the graph database.
[0075] A security model implemented in the non-graph
database, and supported by permissions checking sys-
tems, ACL validation systems and realm or visibility man-
agement logic, may be integrated into the graph data-
base by using graph nodes and relationships to represent
security context. Therefore, the hybrid approach of this
disclosure enables executing fast, path-oriented search-
es without modifying a data store of record and without
rewriting all the security support systems for that data
store. Furthermore, there is no requirement to traverse
indexes of a relational database or other non-graph data
repository in an attempt to support path-based searching.

IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE - HARDWARE OVER-
VIEW

[0076] According to one embodiment, the techniques
described herein are implemented by at least one com-
puting device. The techniques may be implemented in
whole or in part using a combination of at least one server
computer and/or other computing devices that are cou-
pled using a network, such as a packet data network.
The computing devices may be hard-wired to perform

the techniques, or may include digital electronic devices
such as at least one application-specific integrated circuit
(ASIC) or field programmable gate array (FPGA) that is
persistently programmed to perform the techniques, or
may include at least one general purpose hardware proc-
essor programmed to perform the techniques pursuant
to program instructions in firmware, memory, other stor-
age, or a combination. Such computing devices may also
combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with
custom programming to accomplish the described tech-
niques. The computing devices may be server comput-
ers, workstations, personal computers, portable compu-
ter systems, handheld devices, mobile computing devic-
es, wearable devices, body mounted or implantable de-
vices, smartphones, smart appliances, internetworking
devices, autonomous or semi-autonomous devices such
as robots or unmanned ground or aerial vehicles, any
other electronic device that incorporates hard-wired
and/or program logic to implement the described tech-
niques, one or more virtual computing machines or in-
stances in a data center, and/or a network of server com-
puters and/or personal computers.
[0077] FIG. 6 is a block diagram that illustrates an ex-
ample computer system with which an embodiment may
be implemented. In the example of FIG. 6, a computer
system 600 and instructions for implementing the dis-
closed technologies in hardware, software, or a combi-
nation of hardware and software, are represented sche-
matically, for example as boxes and circles, at the same
level of detail that is commonly used by persons of ordi-
nary skill in the art to which this disclosure pertains for
communicating about computer architecture and com-
puter systems implementations.
[0078] Computer system 600 includes an input/output
(I/O) subsystem 602 which may include a bus and/or oth-
er communication mechanism(s) for communicating in-
formation and/or instructions between the components
of the computer system 600 over electronic signal paths.
The I/O subsystem 602 may include an I/O controller, a
memory controller and at least one I/O port. The elec-
tronic signal paths are represented schematically in the
drawings, for example as lines, unidirectional arrows, or
bidirectional arrows.
[0079] At least one hardware processor 604 is coupled
to I/O subsystem 602 for processing information and in-
structions. Hardware processor 604 may include, for ex-
ample, a general-purpose microprocessor or microcon-
troller and/or a special-purpose microprocessor such as
an embedded system or a graphics processing unit
(GPU) or a digital signal processor or ARM processor.
Processor 604 may comprise an integrated arithmetic
logic unit (ALU) or may be coupled to a separate ALU.
[0080] Computer system 600 includes one or more
units of memory 606, such as a main memory, which is
coupled to I/O subsystem 602 for electronically digitally
storing data and instructions to be executed by processor
604. Memory 606 may include volatile memory such as
various forms of random-access memory (RAM) or other
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dynamic storage device. Memory 606 also may be used
for storing temporary variables or other intermediate in-
formation during execution of instructions to be executed
by processor 604. Such instructions, when stored in non-
transitory computer-readable storage media accessible
to processor 604, can render computer system 600 into
a special-purpose machine that is customized to perform
the operations specified in the instructions.
[0081] Computer system 600 further includes non-vol-
atile memory such as read only memory (ROM) 608 or
other static storage device coupled to I/O subsystem 602
for storing information and instructions for processor 604.
The ROM 608 may include various forms of programma-
ble ROM (PROM) such as erasable PROM (EPROM) or
electrically erasable PROM (EEPROM). A unit of persist-
ent storage 610 may include various forms of non-volatile
RAM (NVRAM), such as FLASH memory, or solid-state
storage, magnetic disk or optical disk such as CD-ROM
or DVD-ROM, and may be coupled to I/O subsystem 602
for storing information and instructions. Storage 610 is
an example of a non-transitory computer-readable me-
dium that may be used to store instructions and data
which when executed by the processor 604 cause per-
forming computer-implemented methods to execute the
techniques herein.
[0082] The instructions in memory 606, ROM 608 or
storage 610 may comprise one or more sets of instruc-
tions that are organized as modules, methods, objects,
functions, routines, or calls. The instructions may be or-
ganized as one or more computer programs, operating
system services, or application programs including mo-
bile apps. The instructions may comprise an operating
system and/or system software; one or more libraries to
support multimedia, programming or other functions; da-
ta protocol instructions or stacks to implement TCP/IP,
HTTP or other communication protocols; file format
processing instructions to parse or render files coded us-
ing HTML, XML, JPEG, MPEG or PNG; user interface
instructions to render or interpret commands for a graph-
ical user interface (GUI), command-line interface or text
user interface; application software such as an office
suite, internet access applications, design and manufac-
turing applications, graphics applications, audio applica-
tions, software engineering applications, educational ap-
plications, games or miscellaneous applications. The in-
structions may implement a web server, web application
server or web client. The instructions may be organized
as a presentation layer, application layer and data stor-
age layer such as a relational database system using
structured query language (SQL) or no SQL, an object
store, a graph database, a flat file system or other data
storage.
[0083] Computer system 600 may be coupled via I/O
subsystem 602 to at least one output device 612. In one
embodiment, output device 612 is a digital computer dis-
play. Examples of a display that may be used in various
embodiments include a touch screen display or a light-
emitting diode (LED) display or a liquid crystal display

(LCD) or an e-paper display. Computer system 600 may
include other type(s) of output devices 612, alternatively
or in addition to a display device. Examples of other out-
put devices 612 include printers, ticket printers, plotters,
projectors, sound cards or video cards, speakers, buzz-
ers or piezoelectric devices or other audible devices,
lamps or LED or LCD indicators, haptic devices, actua-
tors or servos.
[0084] At least one input device 614 is coupled to I/O
subsystem 602 for communicating signals, data, com-
mand selections or gestures to processor 604. Examples
of input devices 614 include touch screens, microphones,
still and video digital cameras, alphanumeric and other
keys, keypads, keyboards, graphics tablets, image scan-
ners, joysticks, clocks, switches, buttons, dials, slides,
and/or various types of sensors such as force sensors,
motion sensors, heat sensors, accelerometers, gyro-
scopes, and inertial measurement unit (IMU) sensors
and/or various types of transceivers such as wireless,
such as cellular or Wi-Fi, radio frequency (RF) or infrared
(IR) transceivers and Global Positioning System (GPS)
transceivers.
[0085] Another type of input device is a control device
616, which may perform cursor control or other automat-
ed control functions such as navigation in a graphical
interface on a display screen, alternatively or in addition
to input functions. Control device 616 may be a touchpad,
a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for com-
municating direction information and command selec-
tions to processor 604 and for controlling cursor move-
ment on display 612. The input device may have at least
two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., x)
and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to spec-
ify positions in a plane. Another type of input device is a
wired, wireless, or optical control device such as a joy-
stick, wand, console, steering wheel, pedal, gearshift
mechanism or other type of control device. An input de-
vice 614 may include a combination of multiple different
input devices, such as a video camera and a depth sen-
sor.
[0086] In another embodiment, computer system 600
may comprise an internet of things (IoT) device in which
one or more of the output device 612, input device 614,
and control device 616 are omitted. Or, in such an em-
bodiment, the input device 614 may comprise one or
more cameras, motion detectors, thermometers, micro-
phones, seismic detectors, other sensors or detectors,
measurement devices or encoders and the output device
612 may comprise a special-purpose display such as a
single-line LED or LCD display, one or more indicators,
a display panel, a meter, a valve, a solenoid, an actuator
or a servo.
[0087] When computer system 600 is a mobile com-
puting device, input device 614 may comprise a global
positioning system (GPS) receiver coupled to a GPS
module that is capable of triangulating to a plurality of
GPS satellites, determining and generating geo-location
or position data such as latitude-longitude values for a
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geophysical location of the computer system 600. Output
device 612 may include hardware, software, firmware
and interfaces for generating position reporting packets,
notifications, pulse or heartbeat signals, or other recur-
ring data transmissions that specify a position of the com-
puter system 600, alone or in combination with other ap-
plication-specific data, directed toward host 624 or server
630.
[0088] Computer system 600 may implement the tech-
niques described herein using customized hard-wired
logic, at least one ASIC or FPGA, firmware and/or pro-
gram instructions or logic which when loaded and used
or executed in combination with the computer system
causes or programs the computer system to operate as
a special-purpose machine. According to one embodi-
ment, the techniques herein are performed by computer
system 600 in response to processor 604 executing at
least one sequence of at least one instruction contained
in main memory 606. Such instructions may be read into
main memory 606 from another storage medium, such
as storage 610. Execution of the sequences of instruc-
tions contained in main memory 606 causes processor
604 to perform the process steps described herein. In
alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be
used in place of or in combination with software instruc-
tions.
[0089] The term "storage media" as used herein refers
to any non-transitory media that store data and/or instruc-
tions that cause a machine to operation in a specific fash-
ion. Such storage media may comprise non-volatile me-
dia and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media includes,
for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage
610. Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as
memory 606. Common forms of storage media include,
for example, a hard disk, solid state drive, flash drive,
magnetic data storage medium, any optical or physical
data storage medium, memory chip, or the like.
[0090] Storage media is distinct from but may be used
in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission
media participates in transferring information between
storage media. For example, transmission media in-
cludes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, in-
cluding the wires that comprise a bus of I/O subsystem
602. Transmission media can also take the form of acous-
tic or light waves, such as those generated during radio-
wave and infra-red data communications.
[0091] Various forms of media may be involved in car-
rying at least one sequence of at least one instruction to
processor 604 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid-
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a communication link such as
a fiber optic or coaxial cable or telephone line using a
modem. A modem or router local to computer system
600 can receive the data on the communication link and
convert the data to a format that can be read by computer
system 600. For instance, a receiver such as a radio fre-

quency antenna or an infrared detector can receive the
data carried in a wireless or optical signal and appropriate
circuitry can provide the data to I/O subsystem 602 such
as place the data on a bus. I/O subsystem 602 carries
the data to memory 606, from which processor 604 re-
trieves and executes the instructions. The instructions
received by memory 606 may optionally be stored on
storage 610 either before or after execution by processor
604.
[0092] Computer system 600 also includes a commu-
nication interface 618 coupled to bus 602. Communica-
tion interface 618 provides a two-way data communica-
tion coupling to network link(s) 620 that are directly or
indirectly connected to at least one communication net-
works, such as a network 622 or a public or private cloud
on the Internet. For example, communication interface
618 may be an Ethernet networking interface, integrated-
services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, sat-
ellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communi-
cation connection to a corresponding type of communi-
cations line, for example an Ethernet cable or a metal
cable of any kind or a fiber-optic line or a telephone line.
Network 622 broadly represents a local area network
(LAN), wide-area network (WAN), campus network, in-
ternetwork or any combination thereof. Communication
interface 618 may comprise a LAN card to provide a data
communication connection to a compatible LAN, or a cel-
lular radiotelephone interface that is wired to send or re-
ceive cellular data according to cellular radiotelephone
wireless networking standards, or a satellite radio inter-
face that is wired to send or receive digital data according
to satellite wireless networking standards. In any such
implementation, communication interface 618 sends and
receives electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals
over signal paths that carry digital data streams repre-
senting various types of information.
[0093] Network link 620 typically provides electrical,
electromagnetic, or optical data communication directly
or through at least one network to other data devices,
using, for example, satellite, cellular, Wi-Fi, or BLUE-
TOOTH technology. For example, network link 620 may
provide a connection through a network 622 to a host
computer 624.
[0094] Furthermore, network link 620 may provide a
connection through network 622 or to other computing
devices via internetworking devices and/or computers
that are operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP)
626. ISP 626 provides data communication services
through a world-wide packet data communication net-
work represented as internet 628. A server computer 630
may be coupled to internet 628. Server 630 broadly rep-
resents any computer, data center, virtual machine or
virtual computing instance with or without a hypervisor,
or computer executing a containerized program system
such as DOCKER or KUBERNETES. Server 630 may
represent an electronic digital service that is implement-
ed using more than one computer or instance and that
is accessed and used by transmitting web services re-
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quests, uniform resource locator (URL) strings with pa-
rameters in HTTP payloads, API calls, app services calls,
or other service calls. Computer system 600 and server
630 may form elements of a distributed computing sys-
tem that includes other computers, a processing cluster,
server farm or other organization of computers that co-
operate to perform tasks or execute applications or serv-
ices. Server 630 may comprise one or more sets of in-
structions that are organized as modules, methods, ob-
jects, functions, routines, or calls. The instructions may
be organized as one or more computer programs, oper-
ating system services, or application programs including
mobile apps. The instructions may comprise an operating
system and/or system software; one or more libraries to
support multimedia, programming or other functions; da-
ta protocol instructions or stacks to implement TCP/IP,
HTTP or other communication protocols; file format
processing instructions to parse or render files coded us-
ing HTML, XML, JPEG, MPEG or PNG; user interface
instructions to render or interpret commands for a graph-
ical user interface (GUI), command-line interface or text
user interface; application software such as an office
suite, internet access applications, design and manufac-
turing applications, graphics applications, audio applica-
tions, software engineering applications, educational ap-
plications, games or miscellaneous applications. Server
630 may comprise a web application server that hosts a
presentation layer, application layer and data storage lay-
er such as a relational database system using structured
query language (SQL) or no SQL, an object store, a graph
database, a flat file system or other data storage.
[0095] Computer system 600 can send messages and
receive data and instructions, including program code,
through the network(s), network link 620 and communi-
cation interface 618. In the Internet example, a server
630 might transmit a requested code for an application
program through Internet 628, ISP 626, local network
622 and communication interface 618. The received
code may be executed by processor 604 as it is received,
and/or stored in storage 610, or other non-volatile storage
for later execution.
[0096] The execution of instructions as described in
this section may implement a process in the form of an
instance of a computer program that is being executed,
and consisting of program code and its current activity.
Depending on the operating system (OS), a process may
be made up of multiple threads of execution that execute
instructions concurrently. In this context, a computer pro-
gram is a passive collection of instructions, while a proc-
ess may be the actual execution of those instructions.
Several processes may be associated with the same pro-
gram; for example, opening up several instances of the
same program often means more than one process is
being executed. Multitasking may be implemented to al-
low multiple processes to share processor 604. While
each processor 604 or core of the processor executes a
single task at a time, computer system 600 may be pro-
grammed to implement multitasking to allow each proc-

essor to switch between tasks that are being executed
without having to wait for each task to finish. In an em-
bodiment, switches may be performed when tasks per-
form input/output operations, when a task indicates that
it can be switched, or on hardware interrupts. Time-shar-
ing may be implemented to allow fast response for inter-
active user applications by rapidly performing context
switches to provide the appearance of concurrent exe-
cution of multiple processes simultaneously. In an em-
bodiment, for security and reliability, an operating system
may prevent direct communication between independent
processes, providing strictly mediated and controlled in-
ter-process communication functionality.

IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE - BASIC SOFTWARE 
SYSTEM

[0097] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a basic software
system 700 that may be employed for controlling the op-
eration of computing device 400. Software system 700
and its components, including their connections, relation-
ships, and functions, is meant to be exemplary only, and
not meant to limit implementations of the example em-
bodiment(s). Other software systems suitable for imple-
menting the example embodiment(s) may have different
components, including components with different con-
nections, relationships, and functions.
[0098] Software system 700 is provided for directing
the operation of computing device 400. Software system
700, which may be stored in system memory (RAM) 406
and on fixed storage (e.g., hard disk or flash memory)
410, includes a kernel or operating system (OS) 710.
[0099] The OS 710 manages low-level aspects of com-
puter operation, including managing execution of proc-
esses, memory allocation, file input and output (I/O), and
device I/O. One or more application programs, represent-
ed as 702A, 702B, 702C ... 702N, may be "loaded" (e.g.,
transferred from fixed storage 410 into memory 406) for
execution by the system 700. The applications or other
software intended for use on device 700 may also be
stored as a set of downloadable computer-executable
instructions, for example, for downloading and installa-
tion from an Internet location (e.g., a Web server, an app
store, or other online service).
[0100] Software system 700 includes a graphical user
interface (GUI) 715, for receiving user commands and
data in a graphical (e.g., "point-and-click" or "touch ges-
ture") fashion. These inputs, in turn, may be acted upon
by the system 700 in accordance with instructions from
operating system 710 and/or application(s) 702. The GUI
715 also serves to display the results of operation from
the OS 710 and application(s) 702, whereupon the user
may supply additional inputs or terminate the session
(e.g., log off).
[0101] OS 710 can execute directly on the bare hard-
ware 720 (e.g., processor(s) 404) of device 400. Alter-
natively, a hypervisor or virtual machine monitor (VMM)
730 may be interposed between the bare hardware 720
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and the OS 710. In this configuration, VMM 730 acts as
a software "cushion" or virtualization layer between the
OS 710 and the bare hardware 720 of the device 400.
[0102] VMM 730 instantiates and runs one or more vir-
tual machine instances ("guest machines"). Each guest
machine comprises a "guest" operating system, such as
OS 710, and one or more applications, such as applica-
tion(s) 702, designed to execute on the guest operating
system. The VMM 730 presents the guest operating sys-
tems with a virtual operating platform and manages the
execution of the guest operating systems.
[0103] In some instances, the VMM 730 may allow a
guest operating system to run as if it is running on the
bare hardware 720 of device 400 directly. In these in-
stances, the same version of the guest operating system
configured to execute on the bare hardware 720 directly
may also execute on VMM 730 without modification or
reconfiguration. In other words, VMM 730 may provide
full hardware and CPU virtualization to a guest operating
system in some instances.
[0104] In other instances, a guest operating system
may be specially designed or configured to execute on
VMM 730 for efficiency. In these instances, the guest
operating system is "aware" that it executes on a virtual
machine monitor. In other words, VMM 730 may provide
para-virtualization to a guest operating system in some
instances.
[0105] The above-described basic computer hardware
and software is presented for purpose of illustrating the
basic underlying computer components that may be em-
ployed for implementing the example embodiment(s).
The example embodiment(s), however, are not neces-
sarily limited to any particular computing environment or
computing device configuration. Instead, the example
embodiment(s) may be implemented in any type of sys-
tem architecture or processing environment that one
skilled in the art, in light of this disclosure, would under-
stand as capable of supporting the features and functions
of the example embodiment(s) presented herein.

EXTENSIONS AND ALTERNATIVES

[0106] In the foregoing specification, embodiments
have been described with reference to numerous specific
details that may vary from implementation to implemen-
tation. The specification and drawings are, accordingly,
to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive
sense. The sole and exclusive indicator of the scope of
the disclosure, and what is intended by the applicants to
be the scope of the disclosure, is the literal and equivalent
scope of the set of claims that issue from this application,
in the specific form in which such claims issue, including
any subsequent correction.

Claims

1. A computer-implemented data processing method

comprising:

receiving a request to store a digital data object
in a non-graph data repository, the data object
comprising one or more first properties, the data
object conforming to a first schema of the non-
graph data repository;
in response to the initiating, concurrently:

digitally storing the data object in the non-
graph data repository;
transforming the data object into one or
more nodes and edges of a graph;
storing the one or more nodes and edges
of the graph in a graph data repository that
is separate from the non-graph data repos-
itory;

electronically receiving a search query that
specifies a path-based search;
in response to receiving the search query:

transforming the search query into a graph
search query;
submitting the graph search query to the
graph data repository;
receiving a result set of nodes from the
graph data repository;
transforming the result set of nodes into a
set of corresponding data objects in the non-
graph data repository;
providing the set of corresponding data ob-
jects as output in a computer display;

wherein the method is performed using one or
more digital electronic computers.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the search query is
in a first computer-readable search query language;
wherein the transforming the search query into a
graph search query further comprises automatically
transforming the search query into a second com-
puter-readable search query language that is com-
patible with the graph data repository and is different
than the first computer-readable search query lan-
guage.

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2, further comprising
transforming the data object into one or more nodes
and edges of a graph, by automatically transforming
the one or more first properties into one or more prop-
erty nodes in the graph data repository, and which
are linked by edges to an object node and at least
one object version node in the graph data repository.

4. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing transforming the data object into one or more
nodes and edges of a graph, by transforming a ref-
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erence in a first data object, which links the first data
object to a second data object in the non-graph data
repository, into a link node in the graph data repos-
itory having a first edge that is connected to a first
node representing the first data object and having a
second edge that is connected to a second node
representing the second data object, in the graph
data repository.

5. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing transforming the data object into one or more
nodes and edges of a graph by transforming one or
more access control list objects, group identifiers and
group objects of the non-graph data repository into
one or more ACL nodes having edges linked to group
identifier nodes, and group nodes in the graph data
repository.

6. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing:

close in time to the submitting the graph search
query to the graph data repository, submitting
the search query to the non-graph data reposi-
tory;
receiving, from the non-graph data repository, a
second result set of data objects;
merging the second result set of data objects
into the set of corresponding data objects based
on the result set of nodes, to form a combined
search result set of data objects;
providing the combined search result set of data
objects as output in the computer display.

7. The method of claim 5, further comprising submitting
the search query as a primary search to the non-
graph data repository, submitting the graph search
query as a secondary search to the graph data re-
pository while the primary search is executing, and
providing, as output in the computer display, first or
second result sets from either the non-graph data
repository or the graph data repository in an order
of receiving the first or second result sets.

8. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing causing displaying providing the set of corre-
sponding data objects as output in the computer dis-
play by graphically displaying a line representing a
path between the corresponding data objects, and
graphically displaying a plurality of graphical icons
spaced apart along the line and representing the cor-
responding data objects.

9. The method of any preceding claim, wherein trans-
forming the result set of nodes into a set of corre-
sponding data objects in the non-graph data repos-
itory comprises automatically mapping each node in
the result set of nodes into one or more data objects

in the schema of the non-graph data repository.

10. The method of claim 8, further comprising transform-
ing a property node, which is linked to a particular
node in the result set of nodes, by updating individual
property values of the property node into individual
corresponding property attribute values of the one
or more data objects.

11. A computer system comprising:

one or more hardware processors;
one or more non-transitory data storage media
coupled to the one or more hardware processors
and storing one or more sequences of instruc-
tions which, when executed by the one or more
hardware processors, cause the one or more
hardware processors to perform:

receiving a request to store a digital data
object in a non-graph data repository, the
data object comprising one or more first
properties, the data object conforming to a
first schema of the non-graph data reposi-
tory;
in response to the initiating, concurrently:

digitally storing the data object in the
non-graph data repository;
transforming the data object into one or
more nodes and edges of a graph;
storing the one or more nodes and edg-
es of the graph in a graph data reposi-
tory that is separate from the non-graph
data repository;

electronically receiving a search query that
specifies a path-based search;
in response to receiving the search query:

transforming the search query into a
graph search query;
submitting the graph search query to
the graph data repository;
receiving a result set of nodes from the
graph data repository;
transforming the result set of nodes into
a set of corresponding data objects in
the non-graph data repository;
providing the set of corresponding data
objects as output in a computer display.

12. The computer system of claim 11, wherein the
search query is in a first computer-readable search
query language; wherein the instructions which
when executed cause transforming the search query
into a graph search query further comprise instruc-
tions which when executed cause automatically
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transforming the search query into a second com-
puter-readable search query language that is com-
patible with the graph data repository and is different
than the first computer-readable search query lan-
guage.

13. The computer system of claim 11 or claim 12, the
non-transitory data storage media further comprising
instructions which when executed cause transform-
ing the data object into one or more nodes and edges
of a graph, by automatically transforming the one or
more first properties into one or more property nodes
in the graph data repository, and which are linked by
edges to an object node and at least one object ver-
sion node in the graph data repository.

14. The computer system of any of claims 11 to 13, the
non-transitory data storage media further comprising
instructions which when executed cause transform-
ing the data object into one or more nodes and edges
of a graph, by transforming a reference in a first data
object, which links the first data object to a second
data object in the non-graph data repository, into a
link node in the graph data repository having a first
edge that is connected to a first node representing
the first data object and having a second edge that
is connected to a second node representing the sec-
ond data object, in the graph data repository.

15. The computer system of any of claims 11 to 14, the
non-transitory data storage media further comprising
instructions which when executed cause transform-
ing the data object into one or more nodes and edges
of a graph by transforming one or more access con-
trol list objects, group identifiers and group objects
of the non-graph data repository into one or more
ACL nodes having edges linked to group identifier
nodes, and group nodes in the graph data repository.
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Description

FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure generally relates to a
system and method for augmenting data of a data store.
In particular, but not exclusively, for augmenting data in
a data store in order to enhance the interpretation of a
visual representation of the data in the data store.

BACKGROUND

[0002] The approaches described in this section are
approaches that could be pursued, but not necessarily
approaches that have been previously conceived or pur-
sued. Therefore, unless otherwise indicated, it should
not be assumed that any of the approaches described in
this section qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their
inclusion in this section.
[0003] The display of a digital map, such as generated
by Google maps, or the display of images of parts of the
earth such as available using Google Earth may have
routes "drawn" on the display. The term "drawn" includes
user or automated activity in which a stylus or other point-
ing device or cursor is moved from one part of the display
to another part of the display to trace out a line defining
a desired route or a line automatically displayed overlay-
ing the map or earth image. Such routes may also be
defined by a series of points, sometimes known as ver-
tices in the plural and vertex in the singular, which may
automatically be joined together by a line under the con-
trol of a computer system driving the display. The data
corresponding to the vertices and or the lines overlaid on
the image is stored in a computer-based database. Op-
tionally, routes or other features to be overlaid onto the
map or Google Earth display may be imported from a
suitable file such as a keyhole markup language file, KML
or KMZ. Optionally, a map or image of a part of the earth
may be displayed using other programs utilising geospa-
tial information and responsive to Shape files, for exam-
ple, for overlaying routes or other features onto the map
or earth image.
[0004] The map or Earth image data and the vertices
and line data, as well as data defining other features over-
laid on the map or earth image, is stored in computer-
based databases. The map or earth image data and ver-
tices, line data or other feature data may be stored in the
same computer-based database or different computer-
based databases.
[0005] Examples of computer-based database sys-
tems which may be used in one or more embodiments
in accordance with the present disclosure are disclosed,
by way of example only, in United States Patent Number
US7962495B1, United States Patent Number
US8489623 B1 and United States Patent Number
US8856153 B1, the contents of which are incorporated
herein by reference. Computer-based database sys-
tems, such as disclosed in the foregoing, are relational

database management systems and typically organize
data according to a fixed structure of tables and relation-
ships. The structure may be described using an ontology,
embodied in a database schema, comprising a data mod-
el that is used to represent the structure and reason about
objects in the structure. As a consequence, such data-
bases may store complex data structures with complex
relationships between them and it may be difficult for a
user to understand the relationships between various da-
ta items and objects in such databases, and to create or
understand new relationships within such databases, not
least because the database structure itself is not condu-
cive to creating new relationships.
[0006] When a data element is to be input into a com-
puter database it needs to be configured in such a way
that it suits the database schema and ontology. That con-
figuration may be by way of a user interface defining re-
spective input fields corresponding to the database sche-
ma. A user wishing to review the presentation of aspects
of the database while inputting data to the database or
using the presentation to assist in the analysis and ma-
nipulation of data would require a separate user interface
display through which to enter data modifications of data
into the database. Thus, the user would require a sepa-
rate display screen and or computer or, if the database’s
interface were to be displayed on the same screen as
the display of data, the user will find that the display of
data may be obscured or reduced in size in order to make
way for the computer database user interface.
[0007] Aspects, examples and embodiments in ac-
cordance with the claimed subject matter were devised
with the foregoing in mind.

LIST OF FIGURES

[0008] One or more examples in accordance with as-
pects of the claimed subject matter will now be described,
by way of non-limiting example only, and with reference
to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a schematic illustration of a system in
accordance with an example of the claimed subject
matter;
Figure 2 is a process flow control diagram for con-
trolling a system in accordance with an example of
the claimed subject matter;
Figure 3 is a schematic illustration of an object data
structure for a system in accordance with an example
of the claimed subject matter;
Figure 4 is a schematic illustration of an object data
structure for vertices of a route to be displayed in
accordance with an example of the claimed subject
matter;
Figure 5 is a schematic illustration of an object data
structure for vertices of another route to be displayed
in accordance with an example of the claimed sub-
ject matter;
Figure 6 is a schematic illustration of a first user in-
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terface display for an example of the claimed subject
matter;
Figure 7 is a schematic illustration of a second user
interface display for an example of the claimed sub-
ject matter;
Figure 8 is a schematic illustration of a third user
interface display for an example of the claimed sub-
ject matter;
Figure 9 is a schematic illustration of a fourth user
interface display for an example of the claimed sub-
ject matter;
Figure 10 is a schematic illustration of a fifth user
interface display for an example of the claimed sub-
ject matter;
Figure 11 is a schematic illustration of a sixth user
interface display for an example of the claimed sub-
ject matter;
Figure 12 is a schematic illustration of a seventh user
interface display for an example of the claimed sub-
ject matter;
Figure 13 is a schematic illustration of an eighth user
interface display for an example of the claimed sub-
ject matter;
Figure 14 is a schematic illustration of a ninth user
interface display for an example of the claimed sub-
ject matter; and
Figure 15 is a schematic illustration of an object data
structure for waypoints of a route to be displayed in
accordance with an example of the claimed subject
matter.

DESCRIPTION

SUMMARY

[0009] In general outline, in a first aspect, the following
discloses a computer system, configured to receive two
or more instances of a first route object comprising a
geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial and tempo-
ral data to define an instance of the first route object, map
the two or more instances of the first route object on to
digital map data to define respective first route vertices
in the digital map; and receive user input defining an in-
terval and applying the defined interval intermediate
chronologically adjacent respective first route vertices to
define first waypoints between the respective first object
vertices, thereby defining a first journey object.
[0010] Also, in general outline, the following discloses
in a second aspect a method for operating computer sys-
tem, the method comprising receiving two or more in-
stances of a first route object comprising a geotemporal
attribute comprising geospatial and temporal data to de-
fine an instance of the first route object, mapping the two
or more instances of the first route object on to digital
map data to define respective first route vertices in the
digital map; and receiving user input defining an interval
and applying the defined interval intermediate chrono-
logically adjacent respective first route vertices to define

first waypoints between the respective first route vertices,
thereby defining a first journey object.
[0011] The first and second aspects may provide the
definition of the first journey object through just two in-
stances of the first route object. The first waypoints may
provide detail for the first journey object and may need
only be stored while the first journey object is being uti-
lised or analysed, for example. The definition of the first
journey object by just two or more instances of the first
route object may reduce memory storage overhead when
the first journey object is not being utilised and analysed
as there is less to store and also there will be less data
to transmit over networks and hence less bandwidth will
be required compared to the data for the first journey
object which will comprise the first route vertices and first
waypoints.
[0012] Additionally, the interval between waypoints
may be different not only in magnitude but also in dimen-
sion, e.g. the interval may be spatial or temporal. Thus,
defining by only a reduced set of instances and interpo-
lating between respective instances provides for the cre-
ation of a great many different instances of the first jour-
ney object yet still keeping storage and band with require-
ments low. Thus, there is a clear technical result com-
prised in the first and second aspects.
[0013] Optionally, the two or more instances of the first
route object are received from a database comprising a
plurality of route objects comprising the geotemporal at-
tribute comprising geospatial and optionally temporal da-
ta to define an instance of each of the plurality of first
route objects within the database. Optionally, the two or
more instances of the first route object may be supplied
by user input. Optionally, a one of the two or more in-
stances of the first route object may be supplied from the
database and the other supplied from user input. Provid-
ing a system and method in which the two or more in-
stances may be user input, stored and input from a da-
tabase or a combination of both may reduce storage over-
head yet further.
[0014] Typically, the data is supplied to a display driver
to configure a display screen coupled to the computer
system to display a map image representative of the dig-
ital map data; and display in the image a first indicium
representative of the first route object at respective first
route vertices. Thus, a visual display comprising a rela-
tive positioning of data points within a contextual envi-
ronment may be provided to a user in order to facilitate
a user reviewing the data in a manner that may mitigate
or ameliorate any reduction of compromise in their visual
perception or be in accordance with a preferred visual
arrangement to enhance a user’s visual perception and
hence cognitive ability to manipulate and understand the
information represented by the route vertices and way-
points. By displaying indicia specific to the first route ver-
tices the first route vertices may be distinguished from
other displayed data.
[0015] Suitably, the waypoints may be defined along
a direct path between chronologically adjacent respec-
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tive route vertices, first route vertices or otherwise. Op-
tionally, the waypoints may be defined along a shortest
path between chronologically adjacent respective first
route vertices, first route vertices or otherwise, having
regard to the curvature of the Earth.
[0016] A first waypoint object may be instantiated com-
prising a geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial
and temporal data to define the respective first way-
points. Although way points (and also route vertices)
need not be based on object structured data it is a one
of a number of suitable structures.
[0017] The geotemporal attribute of the first waypoint
object instance may have assigned to it first waypoint
object instance geospatial data and optionally first way-
point object instance temporal data respectively derived
from geospatial data and temporal data of one or both of
the chronologically adjacent respective first route verti-
ces. Thus, the waypoints may only comprise temporal
data if a temporal based analysis is to be performed,
thereby saving on memory storage and processing and
hence energy consumption. Alternatively, the geotem-
poral attribute of the first waypoint object instance may
have assigned to it first waypoint object instance tempo-
ral data and optionally first waypoint object instance ge-
ospatial data respectively derived from geospatial data
and temporal data of one or both of the chronologically
adjacent respective first route vertices. Thus, the way-
points may only comprise geospatial data if a geospatial
or spatial based analysis is to be performed.
[0018] The first waypoints may be defined as a prop-
erty of a locus defined by the respective first route verti-
ces. Such may be regarded as a vector type definition of
a journey defined by the first route vertices. Utilising a
vector type definition may further reduce the amount of
data storage required. Typically, the first waypoint object
instance is stored in the database.
[0019] Generally, data is provided to display driver to
configure the display screen to display in the map image
first waypoint indicia representative of the first waypoint
object at respective first waypoints. By displaying indicia
specific to the first waypoint the first waypoints may be
distinguished from other displayed data.
[0020] In a particular arrangement two or more instanc-
es of a second route object are received and mapped on
to digital map data to define respective second route ver-
tices in the digital map; and user input defining an interval
may be received and applied intermediate chronological-
ly adjacent respective second route vertices to define
second waypoints between the respective second route
vertices. Such a particular arrangement allows for the
input of second route data which may provide for com-
parison with the first route data, including both vertices
and waypoints as may be generated.
[0021] Optionally, the two or more instances of the sec-
ond route object are received from a database compris-
ing a plurality of route objects comprising the geotempo-
ral attribute comprising geospatial and optionally tempo-
ral data to define an instance of each of the plurality of

second route objects within the database. Optionally, the
two or more instances of the second route object may be
supplied by user input. Optionally, a one of the two or
more instances of the second route object may be sup-
plied from the database and the other supplied from user
input. Providing a system and method in which the two
or more instances may be user input, stored and input
from a database or a combination of both may reduce
storage overhead yet further.
[0022] Again, typically the data is supplied to a display
driver to configure a display screen coupled to the com-
puter system to display in the map image a second ind-
icium representative of the second route object at respec-
tive second route vertices. Thus, a visual display com-
prising a relative positioning of data points within a con-
textual environment may be provided to a user in order
to facilitate a user reviewing the data in a manner that
may mitigate or ameliorate any reduction of compromise
in their visual perception or be in accordance with a pre-
ferred visual arrangement to enhance a user’s visual per-
ception and hence cognitive ability to manipulate and un-
derstand the information represented by the route verti-
ces and waypoints. By displaying indicia specific to the
second route vertices the second route vertices may be
distinguished from other displayed data, for example first
route vertices.
[0023] Suitably, the waypoints may be defined along
a direct path between chronologically adjacent respec-
tive second route vertices. Optionally, the waypoints may
be defined along a shortest path between chronologically
adjacent respective second route vertices having regard
to the curvature of the Earth.
[0024] A second waypoint object may be instantiated
comprising a geotemporal attribute comprising geospa-
tial and temporal data to define the respective second
waypoints. Although way points (and also route vertices)
need not be based on object structured data it is a one
of a number of suitable structures.
[0025] The geotemporal attribute of the second way-
point object instance may have assigned to it second
waypoint object instance geospatial data and optionally
second waypoint object instance temporal data respec-
tively derived from geospatial data and temporal data of
one or both of the chronologically adjacent respective
second route vertices. Thus, the waypoints may only
comprise temporal data if a temporal based analysis is
to be performed, thereby saving on memory storage and
processing and hence energy consumption. Alternative-
ly, the geotemporal attribute of the second waypoint ob-
ject instance may have assigned to it second waypoint
object instance temporal data and optionally second way-
point object instance geospatial data respectively de-
rived from geospatial data and temporal data of one or
both of the chronologically adjacent respective second
route vertices. Thus, the waypoints may only comprise
geospatial data if a geospatial or spatial based analysis
is to be performed.
[0026] The second waypoints may be defined as a
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property of a locus defined by the respective second route
vertices. Such may be regarded as a vector type defini-
tion of a journey defined by the second route vertices.
Utilising a vector type definition may further reduce the
amount of data storage required. Typically, the second
waypoint object instance is stored in the database.
[0027] Generally, data is provided to a display driver
to configure the display screen to display in the map im-
age second waypoint indicia representative of the second
waypoint object at respective second waypoints. By dis-
playing indicia specific to the second waypoint the sec-
ond waypoints may be distinguished from other displayed
data.
[0028] Optionally, a first proximity value may be deter-
mined, the first proximity value representative of the prox-
imity of a one of the second waypoints or a one of the
respective second route object vertices to a one of the
first waypoints or a one of the respective first route object
vertices fulfilling a first proximity criterion. Typically, there
is an indication of the first proximity value fulfilling the
first proximity criterion, for example an alert of indicium
indication the same.
[0029] In one example, there may be retrieved from
the database, or input by a user, an instance of a third
object comprising a geotemporal attribute comprising ge-
ospatial and temporal data and to map the geospatial
data of the third object on to the digital map data to define
a third location in the digital map, wherein the instance
of the third object further comprises an event attribute
and the temporal data corresponds to a time of an oc-
currence of an event corresponding to the event attribute.
Suitably, data may be provided to the display driver to
configure the display screen to display in the map image
a third indicium representative of the third object at the
third location.
[0030] In such a one example, a second proximity val-
ue may be determined, the second proximity value rep-
resentative of the proximity of a one of the first waypoints
or first route object vertices to the third location and or a
third proximity value determined representative of a one
of the second waypoints or second object vertices to the
third location fulfilling a proximity criterion. Thus, it may
be determined how close a first journey or second journey
passes the third location. Typically, an indication of the
second proximity value and or third proximity value ful-
filling a proximity criterion is provided.
[0031] A first contour around the first waypoints and
first route vertices corresponding to a plurality of the first
proximity value may be generated and data provided to
the display driver to display a first contour line represent-
ative of the first contour. Such a display may provide a
visual representation that may enhance perceptual cog-
nition of a user and may compensate for difficulty in such
perceptual cognition.
[0032] A first contour around the first waypoints and
first route vertices may be generated corresponding to a
plurality of the first proximity value and data provided to
the display driver to display a region bounded by the first

contour comprising a pattern or colour visually distinct
from the remainder of the image. Such a display may
provide a further and different visual representation that
may enhance perceptual cognition of a user and may
compensate for a similar or different difficulty in such per-
ceptual cognition.
[0033] A second contour around the second waypoints
and second route vertices corresponding to a plurality of
the second proximity value may be generated and data
provided to the display driver to display a second contour
line representative of the second contour. Such a display
may provide a visual representation that may enhance
perceptual cognition of a user and may compensate for
difficulty in such perceptual cognition.
[0034] A second contour around the second waypoints
and second route vertices may be generated correspond-
ing to a plurality of the second proximity value and data
provided to the display driver to display a region bounded
by the second contour comprising a pattern or colour
visually distinct from the remainder of the image. Such a
display may provide a further and different visual repre-
sentation that may enhance perceptual cognition of a us-
er and may compensate for a similar or different difficulty
in such perceptual cognition.
[0035] A third contour may be generated around the
third location corresponding to the third proximity value
and data provided to the display driver to display a third
contour line representative of the third contour.
[0036] A third contour may be generated around the
third location corresponding to the second proximity val-
ue and data provided to the display driver to display a
region bounded by the third contour comprising a pattern
or colour visually distinct from the remainder of the image.
[0037] The first and or second proximity value may be
representative of a geospatial distance and the first and
or second proximity value criterion a geospatial distance.
[0038] The first and or second proximity value may be
representative of a temporal distance and the first and
or second proximity value criterion a temporal distance.
[0039] The database may comprise plural individually
accessible databases. One or more of the plural individ-
ually accessible databases may be on different hardware
platforms and or in different physical or geographic loca-
tions.
[0040] FIG. 1 is a block diagram that illustrates a com-
puter system 100 upon which an embodiment of the in-
vention may be implemented. Computer system 100 in-
cludes a bus 102 or other communication mechanism for
communicating information and instructions, and a proc-
essor 104 coupled with bus 102 for processing informa-
tion and executing instructions. Computer system 100
also includes a main memory 106, such as a random
access memory (RAM) or other dynamic storage device,
coupled to bus 102 for storing information and instruc-
tions to be executed by processor 104. Main memory
106 also may be used for storing temporary variables or
other intermediate information during execution of in-
structions to be executed by processor 104. Computer
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system 100 further includes a read only memory (ROM)
108 or other static storage device coupled to bus 102 for
storing static information and instructions for processor
104. A storage device 110, such as a magnetic disk or
optical disk, is provided and coupled to bus 102 for storing
information and instructions.
[0041] Computer system 100 may be coupled via bus
102 to a display 112, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT),
liquid crystal or plasma display, for displaying information
to a computer user. An input device 114, including alpha-
numeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 102 for com-
municating information and command selections to proc-
essor 104. Another type of user input device is cursor
control 116, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor di-
rection keys for communicating direction information and
command selections to processor 104 and for controlling
cursor movement on display 112. This input device typ-
ically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis
(e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device
to specify positions in a plane.
[0042] Aspects and embodiments of the invention are
related to the use of computer system 100 for implement-
ing the techniques described herein. According to one
embodiment of the invention, those techniques are per-
formed by computer system 100 in response to processor
104 executing one or more sequences of one or more
instructions contained in main memory 106. Such instruc-
tions may be read into main memory 106 from another
machine-readable medium, such as ROM 108 and/or
storage device 110. Execution of the sequences of in-
structions contained in main memory 106 causes proc-
essor 104 to perform the process steps described herein.
In optional embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be
used in place of or in combination with software instruc-
tions to implement the invention. Thus, embodiments of
the invention are not limited to any specific combination
of hardware circuitry and software.
[0043] The term "machine-readable medium" as used
herein refers to any medium that participates in providing
data that causes a machine to operation in a specific
fashion. In an embodiment implemented using computer
system 100, various machine-readable media are in-
volved, for example, in providing instructions to proces-
sor 104 for execution. Such a medium may take many
forms, including but not limited to, non-volatile media,
volatile media, and transmission media.
[0044] Non-volatile media includes, for example, opti-
cal or magnetic disks, such as storage device 110. Vol-
atile media includes dynamic memory, such as main
memory 106. Transmission media includes coaxial ca-
bles, copper wire and fibre optics, including the wires that
comprise bus 102. Transmission media can also take the
form of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated
during radio wave and infrared data communications.
Such media is tangible to enable the instructions carried
by the media to be detected by a physical mechanism
that reads the instructions into a machine.
[0045] Common forms of machine-readable media in-

clude, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard
disk, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic medium, a
CD-ROM, any other optical medium, punch cards, paper
tape, any other physical medium with patterns of holes,
a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, any
other memory chip or cartridge, a carrier wave as de-
scribed hereinafter, or any other medium from which a
computer can read.
[0046] Various forms of machine-readable media may
be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or
more instructions to processor 104 for execution. For ex-
ample, the instructions may initially be carried on a mag-
netic disk of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line using a mo-
dem. A modem local to computer system 100 can receive
the data on the telephone line and use an infrared trans-
mitter to convert the data to an infrared signal. An infrared
detector can receive the data carried in the infrared signal
and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus 102.
Bus 102 carries the data to main memory 106, from which
processor 104 retrieves and executes the instructions.
The instructions received by main memory 106 may op-
tionally be stored on storage device 110 either before or
after execution by processor 104.
[0047] Computer system 100 also includes a commu-
nication interface 118 coupled to bus 102. Communica-
tion interface 118 provides a two-way data communica-
tion coupling to a network link 120 that is connected to a
local network 122. For example, communication inter-
face 118 may be an integrated services digital network
(ISDN) card or a modem to provide a data communication
connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As
another example, communication interface 118 may be
a local area network (LAN) card to provide a data com-
munication connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless
links may also be implemented. In any such implemen-
tation, communication interface 118 sends and receives
electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry
digital data streams representing various types of infor-
mation.
[0048] Network link 120 typically provides data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, network link 120 may provide a
connection through local network 122 to a host computer
124 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) 126. ISP 126 in turn provides data com-
munication services through the worldwide packet data
communication network now commonly referred to as
the "Internet" 128. Local network 122 and Internet 128
both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that
carry digital data streams. The signals through the vari-
ous networks and the signals on network link 120 and
through communication interface 118, which carry the
digital data to and from computer system 100, are exam-
ple forms of carrier waves transporting the information.
[0049] Computer system 100 can send messages and
receive data, including program code, through the net-
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work(s), network link 120 and communication interface
118. In the Internet example, a server 130 might transmit
a requested code for an application program through In-
ternet 128, ISP 126, local network 122 and communica-
tion interface 118.
[0050] The received code may be executed by proc-
essor 104 as it is received, and/or stored in storage de-
vice 110, or other non-volatile storage for later execution.
In this manner, computer system 100 may obtain appli-
cation code in the form of an earner wave.
[0051] Turning now to figure 2, there is illustrated a
procedure control flow diagram in accordance with an
embodiment of the described invention. The procedure
200 illustrated in figure 2 is for the initial creation of a
path drawn onto a map displayed on display 112. A user,
through input device 114, may invoke, 202, the path cre-
ation procedure 200 causing the computer system to re-
trieve from main memory 106 the instructions for initiating
the path creation procedure, 200. The instructions re-
trieved from main memory 106 are executed, 204, by
processor 104 to display a user interface screen on dis-
play 112. An example of such a user interface screen is
illustrated in figure 6 as reference 600 and illustrates var-
ious user actuatable icons, 602, 604, 606, 608 and 610
for example, as well as pulldown menus 612 for control-
ling the input, display and storage of data input, created
and displayed during the path creation procedure 200.
[0052] The instructions executed by processor 104
provide a pull down menu, "Investigation", from the pull
down menus 612 and which provides a list of investiga-
tions which may be selected. Responsive to user selec-
tion 206 of an investigation in the drop down menu, proc-
essor 104 executes instructions, 208, to retrieve from a
bulk memory, e.g. storage device 110, digital map data
and to display the digital map data as a map 616 of a
geographic region corresponding to the selected inves-
tigation. In this embodiment, selection of an investigation
is merely to identify a geographic region the subject of
any investigation. However, in other embodiments, se-
lection of an investigation may set additional or other pa-
rameters.
[0053] Processor 104 may then execute instructions
210 to receive the input of geospatial data onto the map
616 in order to define the geolocation of respective ver-
tices by drawing a point on the map 616 corresponding
to respective vertex location. In the described embodi-
ment processor 104 executed instructions to receive var-
ious parameters for the geospatial data that are input by
a user, for example the colour of the vertices and route
to be displayed may be selected by activating user actu-
able icon 712 in user interface 700 and a name assigned
to the path that is being created, in this case "Blue jour-
ney" and displayed as a presentation layer 714. Assign-
ing of a name may comprise linking the path to an entity
having traversed the route defined by the path. For ex-
ample, the path may be linked to a person under surveil-
lance. In the present disclosure the terms "path", "route",
and "journey" may be used interchangeably or to refer

to different parts or status of an object according to con-
text.
[0054] Referring to figure 7, a vertex, 702, 704, 706
and 708, may be illustrated on map 716 by way of a point
or a dot or other simple indicium. In an illustrative em-
bodiment, a user may input an indicium defining a vertex
utilising cursor control device 116, for example a so-
called "mouse" or "mouse pad". The cursor control device
116 may be user actuated to move a displayed cursor
over map 716 and processor 104 execute instructions
such that a "left click" on a mouse button or similar user
gesture will draw a vertex indicium at the cursor position
when the user made the "left click". In this way a user
may define a number of different vertices within the map
716. A final vertex in a sequence of vertices may be in-
dicated by "double left clicking" at a position on the map
corresponding to where the final vertex is to be displayed.
Optionally, one or more vertices may have their geolo-
cation defined by entering geospatial data explicitly into
an input field of the user interface 700.
[0055] Each vertex is an instance of an object’s loca-
tion in the geographic region represented by the digital
map 716. In the described embodiment, the vertices rep-
resent respective instances along a route taken by an
entity. Thus, each vertex is an instance of a route tra-
versed by a route object corresponding to the entity.
[0056] Therefore, in the described embodiment the ob-
ject is of a type "route". The object 300 has a data struc-
ture as illustrated in figure 3.
[0057] In the described embodiment, data structure
300 illustrated in figure 3 comprises four attributes: object
type 302; object ID 304; geospatial data 306; and tem-
poral data 308. Object type identifies the object type to
distinguish it from other object types and in the illustrated
example object 300 is of type "route". The object ID 304
is the name of the relevant entity, 305, and in the de-
scribed example is named "Blue". Object ID 304 may
also comprise a path name, 307, in order to distinguish
different paths by the same entity, particularly if more
than one path by the same entity is to be analysed on
the same map at the same time. The next attribute is
geospatial data 306. Geospatial data comprise the geo-
graphic coordinates of the particular instance of the ob-
ject defined in the data structure. In the described exam-
ple the geospatial data comprises longitude and latitude,
the respective values being separated by suitable delim-
iter such as a "," or ";". Optionally, the geospatial data
may be in another suitable geographic coordinate sys-
tem. In the described embodiment the final attribute is
temporal data 408. Temporal data provides the time at
which the object ID occupied the geographic space de-
fined by the geospatial data 306. For any specific object,
the geospatial data and temporal data, sometimes re-
ferred to as "geo-temporal data" defines an instance of
that specific object, i.e. an object identified by a particular
object ID and object type.
[0058] It will be appreciated that the data structure il-
lustrated in figure 3 is an example only and one or more
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embodiments may comprise a data structure having
greater or possibly fewer respective attributes, and which
may be structured in an arrangement different from that
illustrated.
[0059] Returning now to step 210 of the procedure flow
control diagram illustrated in figure 2, processor 104 ex-
ecutes instructions which stores an object of type "path"
by storing the geospatial data corresponding to the po-
sition at which a vertex has been drawn on digital map
616 into a data structure 400 for the path type object.
[0060] Figure 4 illustrates a data structure 400 in ac-
cordance with an embodiment of the present disclosure
in which the geospatial data of respective vertices for the
Blue journey is stored together with the object type
"route", an identifier of the object type and Object ID.
Each group, 402 - 408, of object type, Object ID, and
geospatial data correspond to geospatial data geo702,
geo704, geo706 and geo708 respectively of the Blue
journey.
[0061] Processor 104 then executes instructions, step
212 causing processor 104 to respond to initiation of a
new path by executing instructions to return the proce-
dure flow control to step 210 where vertices for a further
path may be input into the system. Initiation of vertices
for a further path may be indicated merely by single click-
ing a cursor control device such as a mouse to display a
vertex at the cursor position when the control device was
clicked, and so on and so forth as described above when
first referring to step 210.
[0062] Figure 8 illustrates a second route 800, named
"Red journey" (shown in dotted outline), input to the digital
map display 816 through a second traversal of step 210.
The vertices are labelled 802 through 814 and 881
through 822. Figure 5 illustrates a data structure 500 stor-
ing geospatial data of the second journey corresponding
to respective vertices.
[0063] If no new path is to be generated procedure flow
control proceeds to step 214 at which processor 104 ex-
ecutes instructions to receive user input to select a path
for further processing and/or analysis. Such user input
comprises selecting a one of the journeys displayed in
the "Presentation Layers" display fields 824 and 826 and
activating the selection, suitably by way of a "double click"
on a cursor control device 116 such as a computer inter-
face mouse. Processor 104 continues to execute instruc-
tions to receive user input actuating display icon 828 to
load the selected journey. The loaded journey is dis-
played in display field 830.
[0064] The procedure flow control proceeds to step
215 at which the processor 104 executes instructions to
receive user input at display field 832 to define a time for
respective one or more vertices. Temporal data need not
be input for every vertex but could be input for just a
single one of the vertices. In the embodiment described
herein, temporal data is input for the first vertex, 702, and
last vertex, 708, of the Blue journey. Thus, data structure
500 would have temporal data, t802 and t808, stored for
respective entries 502 and 508.

[0065] Procedure flow control then flows to step 216
at which processor 104 executes instructions for receiv-
ing user input to select an interpolation strategy by se-
lection of an option from pull down options of display field
902 of display interface 900 illustrated in figure 9. Re-
sponsive to selection of spatial interpolation procedure
control flows to step 218 and processor 104 receives
user input to select an option from display field 904 setting
the precision of interpolation. In the illustrated embodi-
ment the precision is selected to be 200m.
[0066] Processor 104 then executes instructions to
move procedure flow control to step 219 to receive user
input to select an existing Journey object or create a new
object within the system corresponding to the selected
route. In the described example, a new object is to be
created instantiating the Blue journey. The new object is
created by entering the name of the route it is desired to
create as a new object in to display field 906 and actuating
user actuable display icon 908 to create the new object
named "Blue journey". Instantiating a new object moves
the route or path from a presentation layer comprising
the path as displayed on the map to an object having an
Object ID as set out in the data structures 400 and 500
and capable of analysis in the system. Creation of the
new object "Blue Journey" results in processor 104 exe-
cuting instructions to move procedure flow control to step
220 at which the processor 104 executes instructions to
calculate waypoints, also referred to as "journey points",
along the selected route, i.e. Blue journey, at a 200m
precision previously defined by the user at step 218.
[0067] In the described embodiment, processor 104
executes instructions to move procedure control to step
222 at which step temporal data for respective waypoints
is calculated. Processor 104 then executes instructions
to store the geospatial and temporal data for each way-
point and to display the waypoints, step 224 see figure
10 references 1006 and 1008 in which indicium 1006 are
plain triangles representing the Blue route and the
crossed triangle are the indicium representing the Red
route. At step 224 processor 104 also executes instruc-
tions to display a display interface 1000 including user
selectable options for the indicium used to indicate a way-
point which in the described embodiment comprises the
shape 1010 and colour 1011 of the indicium. If no colour
is selected the system defaults to the same colour as the
line.
[0068] In the described disclosure the waypoints, 1006
and 1008, are calculated between chronologically adja-
cent vertices using linear interpolation adjusted for the
curvature of the Earth. In the described disclosure the
waypoints 1006 and 1008 are created so that they are
distributed evenly between the two adjacent vertices in
both temporal and geospatial dimensions. If a single way-
point were to be created it would be disposed exactly
between the two adjacent vertices in both the temporal
and geospatial dimensions. Respective records for each
waypoint may be stored in a structure similar to that
shown in figure 15. Each waypoint is related to a partic-
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ular Object ID, in the illustrated case "Red 1" and has the
object type "waypoint" and geotemporal data stored in
respective records. Path creation ceases at step 228.
[0069] Optionally, a user may input temporal data for
one or more of the vertices additional to the start and end
vertices. Such data is input by placing a display pointer,
such as a cursor or other indicium, under control of a
pointing device, a mouse for example, over the vertex
for which temporal data is to be input in order to highlight
the latitude and longitude values of the display interface
to activate the corresponding displayed input field 830 of
display 800 illustrated in figure 8. The addition of further
temporal data may be a part of the path creation proce-
dure or may be after the path creation procedure has
stopped.
[0070] The display 1000 illustrated in figure 10 shows
both the Blue journey 1002 and the Red journey 1004.
[0071] If temporal interpolation is selected at step 216,
processor 104 executes instructions to receive user input
of the temporal precision to be applied to the calculation
of waypoints, step 230, and then to receive input selecting
an existing journey object or to create a new one, step
231, which in the described disclosure is the Blue journey.
For selection of temporal interpolation, temporal way-
points are derived at step 232 and optionally geospatial
way point data at step 234. Processor 104 then executes
instructions, step 236, to store the temporal and geospa-
tial data as appropriate and to display them on the map.
At step 236, the user may also select the type of way
point indicium, in this case a triangle which will be col-
oured blue. A similar process would be undertaken for
creating the Red journey using temporal interpolation.
Path creation ceases at step 228.
[0072] The foregoing describes the creation of a jour-
ney object and waypoints at a user selected precision
interval. Optionally, a user may invoke a stored journey,
for example in display 700, by selecting an interpolation
strategy, step 216, in display field 720, specifying the
interpolation interval precision, step 218 or 230, in display
field 722 and recalling a previously stored journey for
analysis by inputting the name of the journey, step 219
or 232, into display field 724. In this way, a user may
define the precision interval for a stored journey and in-
stantiate it as an object for analysis.
[0073] Each point in a journey, vertices and waypoints,
may be its own object and linked to the journey or defined
as a property of the main journey element to which it
relates. In the described example, see figure 4 and figure
5, respective vertices are illustrated stored as geotem-
poral or just geospatial data of a specific journey object,
i.e. they are properties of either the Blue 1 journey or Red
1 journey objects. However, the waypoints are stored as
respective waypoint objects, each having a relationship
with a journey object, as illustrated in figure 15.
[0074] In the described disclosure, prior to instantating
an object the relevant data, such as vertices and way-
points, is stored in memory and the user can "preview"
it. However, in the described disclosure it is only after the

user activating (clicking) the "Create journey" button that
the object is actually instantiated.
[0075] Data input by a user and stored in a data struc-
ture such as data structures 400 and 500 will typically
relate to real world observations and tracking of entities
such as one or more persons or vehicles for example.
The observations of entity, location and time may be de-
rived from a report from human observers and or a sur-
veillance system such as a closed circuit TV (CCTV) sys-
tem. For a user utilising previously stored data, the data
structures 400 and 500 may be populated by previous
user input or may have been collected automatically by
way of a CCTV system or some other surveillance sys-
tem, including the use of human surveillance, monitoring
the location of an entity under investigation. For example,
a camera of a CCTV system may comprise image rec-
ognition capability to recognise a person or some other
feature such as the vehicle registration number of a ve-
hicle under investigation, and to record their location. A
record of the recognition of the entity under investigation,
the geographic location and the time at which the entity
was recognised at a particular location and or within the
field of view or location of the camera or surveillance
operative may be uploaded to the system 100 so that a
data structure 400 or 500 such as that illustrated in figure
4 or 5 may have a record populated with the entity identity
and the geo-temporal data associated with recognition
of the entity. Optionally, temporal data need not be en-
tered for each observation point. The observation points
may form the vertices of a path from which a journey
object is derived and instantiated, and way points creat-
ed.
[0076] Having instantiated two path objects, Blue jour-
ney 1002 and Red journey1004, a user may invoke var-
ious analytical tools to assist in the automatic identifica-
tion of relationships between respective journeys.
[0077] Turning back to Figure 10, instantiation of a jour-
ney object results in processor 104 executing instructions
to invoke display of a user actuable display icon 1012
labelled "Options" to receive user definable parameters
to filter what types of objects ("Journey", "Waypoint" etc),
1014, and filter property type (date range of objects of
interest and geographic location, for example), 1016. In
the described example illustrated with respect to figure
10, all object types have been selected and all properties
have been selected resulting in all objects present in the
display being selected.
[0078] Processor 104 executes instructions to display
timeline 1018, the bin size being user selectable through
operation of slider icon 1020. In the described example,
the timeline display 1018 has been configured for a bin
size of one minute, 1022 and displays the number of
events on a map that have occurred in that minute for all
the objects displayed on the map, i.e. for all journeys
displayed on the map . Likewise, the proximity analysis
display is invoked in a similar manner as the options
menu.
[0079] Turning now to figure 11, a display 1100 is il-
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lustrated which is generated following processor 104 ex-
ecuting instructions to display only those points, vertices
and waypoints, of the Red 1 journey which are within a
specific time, 15 minutes, and distance, 500m, of a point,
vertex or waypoint, of a journey comprising Blue 1 jour-
ney. An extension of the Blue 1 journey may be defined
and added to the Blue 1 journey the combination being
named as "Blue journey (part 2)". Thus, another route or
more points such as vertices or waypoints may be added
to an existing journey without creating, a new object.
Processor 104 executes instructions which receive the
time and distance proximity parameters to form criteria
from a user and then invokes a routine to compare the
proximity of the geospatial data of the points of the Red
1 journey with the geospatial data of the points of the
Blue journey (part 2) to determine those points of the Red
1 journey which satisfy the geospatial proximity criterion
to implement a first filter on the Red 1 journey points.
Those Red 1 journey points and Blue journey (part 2)
journey points satisfying the geospatial criterion are not-
ed, for example by setting a flag in the geospatial element
of their data structure, the setting of the flag indicating
satisfaction of a geospatial criterion. Subsequent to in-
voking the geospatial proximity filter and noting relevant
journey points, processor 104 executes instructions to
implement a second filter by applying the temporal crite-
rion to the journey points noted as satisfying the geospa-
tial criterion. Applying the geospatial filter first followed
by the temporal filter may reduce the data processing
burden because only those points which satisfy the ge-
ospatial criterion undergo the temporal filtering. Such an
order utilises the geocentric nature of a geographic anal-
ysis, i.e. an analysis which is focussed on the geographic
location of an event.
[0080] Display 1100 display two groups of Red 1 jour-
ney points, 1102 and 1104, in which respective groups
satisfy the proximity criteria. The visual display of journey
points which satisfy the geotemporal criteria is useful in
identify areas for further and more detailed review. Time-
line display 1106 displays a histogram of events grouped
by temporal proximity (in the illustrated case in 5 minute
groups known as bins). In this scenario, the timeline dis-
plays, per each 5 minute bin, the number of events
present on the map that happened within these 5 min-
utes. This may be useful to a user as they can select a
bin in the timeline and processor 104 will execute instruc-
tions to highlight these events on the map and hence the
user will be able to visually see whether the events have
happened geographically close together.
[0081] Turning now to figure 12, processor 104 also
executes instructions responsive to user input selecting
a "Heatmap" tab 1202 to invoke a heat map display 1200,
illustrated in figure 12. The instructions may also cause
processor 104 to display a density legend 1204 and pro-
vide a user actuable slider icon 1206 to select a density
radius. A heatmap is a particularly convenient way to
provide a visual representation of the number of occur-
rences of something, in this journey points satisfying the

criteria discussed above in relation to figure 11. Regions
1208 and 1210 of display 1200 respectively correspond
to the groups of points 1102 and 1104 of display 1100.
Timeline display 1212 displays a histogram of the events
that have occurred within the time periods (bins) of the
histogram display.
[0082] Processor 104 also executes instructions which
provide user actuable display icons actuable to invoke a
procedure to input data to create an event object. Op-
tionally, a user may retrieve a previously created event
object from memory, e.g. main memory 106, non-volatile
memory device 110 and or from a network resident stor-
age device such as via server 130. Turning now to figure
13, there is illustrated a display 1300 generated by proc-
essor 104 executing instructions responsive to user ac-
tuation invoking input of data for creating an event or
retrieving an event from memory store. The display 1300
has user input area 1302 comprising "check boxes" ac-
tuable by a user for a user to select what will be displayed
to identify the event. In the illustrated example, icons
identifying the object type property type together with a
description of the object and the properties are to be dis-
played as illustrated at reference 1304 on display 1300.
[0083] As will be evident from figure 13, the event 1304
displayed on display 1302 may be defined as an object
type different from a journey or waypoint object. As illus-
trated in figure 13, the event 1304 has displayed with it
label 1306 setting out the nature of the event and tem-
poral data.
[0084] Processor 104 executes instructions to display
screen 1400 which provides user input fields 1402 to se-
lect a proximity type, intrinsic property or geocoded prop-
erty, parameter from a user. In the illustrated example,
intrinsic proximity has been selected causing processor
104 to execute instructions to display a user input region
1404 for the input of parameters to define the type of
event in respect of which proximity will be determined,
1406, what the proximity will be discriminated on, 1408,
(in the described example discrimination will be based
on "type"), the temporal proximity "15min" (15 minutes),
1410, and spatial proximity "500m" (500 metres), 1412,
to the event. Optionally, the proximity parameters previ-
ously input by a user may be used by processor 104 to
provide a default setting which may be changed by a user
for use with the displayed event 1304.
[0085] Responsive to user actuable "Search" icon
1414 being actuated, processor 104 executes instruc-
tions to "search" for journey points of the Blue and Red
journey that fulfil the proximity criteria. Optionally, user
input region may comprise a further user actuable icon
to select both proximity criteria or just one or other of the
proximity criteria.
[0086] In the described example both proximity criteria
are used in the "search". To implement the search re-
quest processor 104 executes instructions which com-
pare the geospatial data of respective points of the Blue
and Red journey with the geospatial data of the event
1304 to determine which of the points satisfy the proximity
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criteria. Each point, 1416, 1418, 1420 and 1422 satisfying
the criteria is displayed together with a label identifying
the journey to which the point belongs and its temporal
data.
[0087] Although temporal data may not be used for one
or more vertices or waypoints, temporal data should be
present in order to analyse temporal proximity. Objects
without temporal data will be excluded from any temporal
analysis and not show up in any display of such an anal-
ysis. In the described disclosure, temporal data is not
present for things which are not events, so for example
building such as a house will only have geospatial data
and not temporal data.
[0088] A user of the system may therefore visually an-
alyse the colocation and temporal correlation of journey
points to the event and each other by way of the graphical
presentation illustrated in figure 14. Such a graphical rep-
resentation may be useful to assist in user perception
and selection of relevant points from a complex and
crowded set of data. Such relevant points may be further
analysed.
[0089] This may be compared with the manner in which
the journey data is illustrated in the screens 10, 11 and
12 in which the integration of data to determine the mag-
nitude proximity parameters should have is assisted by
the close proximity of the journey points. Thus, a user
may start with a display of close proximity, sometimes
referred to as "crowded", data points to identify general
regions of interest and then generate a display of low
proximity data points to assist in discrimination and se-
lection between and from the low proximity data points.
Such visual representation of data may assist a user suf-
fering from visual perception disabilities or having visual
perception preferences to navigate through the data. This
may be compared with a tabular lay out of data in which
each data point tends to be set out equidistant from the
other points in respective axes. With such an even dis-
tribution correlation between data is not a perceptively
clear, at least to a user suffering from limited visual per-
ception skills.
[0090] Insofar as embodiments of the invention de-
scribed above are implementable, at least in part, using
a software-controlled programmable processing device
such as a general purpose processor or special-purpos-
es processor, digital signal processor, microprocessor,
or other processing device, data processing apparatus
or computer system it will be appreciated that a computer
program for configuring a programmable device, appa-
ratus or system to implement the foregoing described
methods, apparatus and system is envisaged as an as-
pect of the present invention. The computer program may
be embodied as any suitable type of code, such as source
code, object code, compiled code, interpreted code, ex-
ecutable code, static code, dynamic code, and the like.
The instructions may be implemented using any suitable
high-level, low-level, object-oriented, visual, compiled
and/or interpreted programming language, such as C,
C++, Java, BASIC, Perl, Matlab, Pascal, Visual BASIC,

JAVA, ActiveX, assembly language, machine code, and
so forth. A skilled person would readily understand that
term "computer" in its most general sense encompasses
programmable devices such as referred to above, and
data processing apparatus and computer systems in
whatever format they may arise, for example, desktop
personal computer, laptop personal computer, tablet,
smart phone or other computing device.
[0091] Suitably, the computer program is stored on a
carrier medium in machine readable form, for example
the carrier medium may comprise memory, removable
or non-removable media, erasable or non-erasable me-
dia, writeable or re-writeable media, digital or analog me-
dia, hard disk, floppy disk, Compact Disk Read Only
Memory (CD-ROM), Compact Disk Recordable (CD-R),
Compact Disk Rewriteable (CD-RW), optical disk, mag-
netic media, magneto-optical media, removable memory
cards or disks, various types of Digital Versatile Disk
(DVD) subscriber identity module, tape, cassette solid-
state memory. The computer program may be supplied
from a remote source embodied in the communications
medium such as an electronic signal, radio frequency
carrier wave or optical carrier waves. Such carrier media
are also envisaged as aspects of the present invention.
[0092] In the foregoing specification, embodiments of
the invention have been described with reference to nu-
merous specific details that may vary from implementa-
tion to implementation. Thus, the sole and exclusive in-
dicator of what is the invention, and is intended by the
applicants to be the invention, is the set of claims that
issue from this application, in the specific form in which
such claims issue, including any subsequent correction.
Any definitions expressly set forth herein for terms con-
tained in such claims shall govern the meaning of such
terms as used in the claims.
[0093] Hence, no limitation, element, property, feature,
advantage or attribute that is not expressly recited in a
claim should limit the scope of such a claim in any way.
The specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be
regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense.
[0094] As used herein any reference to "one embodi-
ment" or "an embodiment" means that a particular ele-
ment, feature, structure, or characteristic described in
connection with the embodiment is included in at least
one embodiment. The appearances of the phrase "in one
embodiment" or the phrase "in an embodiment" in various
places in the specification are not necessarily all referring
to the same embodiment.
[0095] As used herein, the terms "comprises," "com-
prising," "includes," "including," "has," "having" or any
other variation thereof, are intended to cover a non-ex-
clusive inclusion. For example, a process, method, arti-
cle, or apparatus that comprises a list of elements is not
necessarily limited to only those elements but may in-
clude other elements not expressly listed or inherent to
such process, method, article, or apparatus. Further, un-
less expressly stated to the contrary, "or" refers to an
inclusive or and not to an exclusive or. For example, a
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condition A or B is satisfied by any one of the following:
A is true (or present) and B is false (or not present), A is
false (or not present) and B is true (or present), and both
A and B are true (or present).
[0096] In the foregoing, the use of the term "object"
and or the use of the term "instance" or any derivative or
simile thereof does not necessarily imply object oriented
or object based programming or data structures but may
be used to distinguish between different occurrences of
a similar type of thing, e.g. there being two or more ver-
tices or waypoints.
[0097] In addition, use of the "a" or "an" are employed
to describe elements and components of the invention.
This is done merely for convenience and to give a general
sense of the invention. This description should be read
to include one or at least one and the singular also in-
cludes the plural unless it is obvious that it is meant oth-
erwise.
[0098] In view of the foregoing description it will be ev-
ident to a person skilled in the art that various modifica-
tions may be made within the scope of the invention. For
example, although the map data has been described as
being retrieved from storage device 110 it may be the
case that it may be retrieved from a network-based stor-
age device such as on server 130. Although two different
embodiments have been described for creating a path
based on the position of vertices and then joining a path
between the chronologically adjacent vertices, other pro-
cedures may be utilised to create such a path based on
key points, such as vertices.
[0099] For disclosures in which spatial interpolation is
utilised and disclosures in which temporal interpolation
is utilised, waypoint temporal and geospatial data is cal-
culated respectively. However, temporal and geospatial
data need not be calculated and any subsequent analysis
rely only on geospatial or temporal data for waypoints.
The memory structures in which vertices and waypoints
have been illustrated are by way of example only. Other
configurations of storage structure may be used not just
the table-like structure illustrated.
[0100] Although one or more embodiments in accord-
ance with the claimed subject matter have been de-
scribed in which the first and last of vertices defining a
path have had temporal data ascribed to them, further
and intermediate vertices may also have temporal data
ascribed to them. Optionally, just a single vertex may
have temporal data ascribed to it and chronological data
in effect extrapolated from it in accordance with a per-
ceived speed of movement of the entity whose path is
displayed.
[0101] In a described example, noting journey points
satisfying geospatial and or temporal proximity criteria is
by way of setting a flag associated with respective data.
However, other ways of noting or recording the criteria
being satisfied may be implemented, such as storing jour-
ney points satisfying one or more criterion in a separate
storage area.
[0102] The scope of the present disclosure includes

any novel feature or combination of features disclosed
therein either explicitly or implicitly or any generalisation
thereof irrespective of whether or not it relates to the
claimed invention or mitigate against any or all of the
problems addressed by the present invention. The ap-
plicant hereby gives notice that new claims may be for-
mulated to such features during prosecution of this ap-
plication or of any such further application derived there-
from. In particular, with reference to the appended claims,
features from dependent claims may be combined with
those of the independent claims and features from re-
spective independent claims may be combined in any
appropriate manner and not merely in specific combina-
tions enumerated in the claims.
[0103] Further and other aspects in accordance with
present invention are set out in the following numbered
clauses.

1. A computer system, configured to:

receive two or more instances of a first route
object comprising a geotemporal attribute com-
prising geospatial and temporal data to define
an instance of the first route object,
map the two or more instances of the first route
object on to digital map data to define respective
first route vertices in the digital map; and
receive user input defining an interval and ap-
plying the defined interval intermediate chrono-
logically adjacent respective first route vertices
to define first waypoints between the respective
first route vertices.

2. A computer system according to clause 1, wherein
the two or more instances of the first route object are
received from a database comprising a plurality of
route objects comprising the geotemporal attribute
comprising geospatial and optionally temporal data
to define an instance of each of the plurality of first
route objects within the database.

3. A computer system according to clause 1 or clause
2, further configured to provide data to a display driv-
er to configure a display screen coupled to the com-
puter system to:

display a map image representative of said dig-
ital map data; and
display in the image a first indicium representa-
tive of the first route object at respective first
route vertices.

4. A computer system according to any preceding
clause, further configured to define the waypoints
along a direct path between chronologically adjacent
respective first route vertices.

5. A computer system according to any preceding
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clause, further configured to instantiate an instance
of a first waypoint object comprising a geotemporal
attribute comprising geospatial and temporal data to
define the respective first waypoints.

6. A computer system according to clause 5, further
configured to assign to a geotemporal attribute of
the first waypoint object instance first waypoint object
instance geospatial data and optionally first waypoint
object instance temporal data respectively derived
from geospatial data and temporal data of one or
both of the chronologically adjacent respective first
route vertices.

7. A computer system according to any preceding
clause, further configured to define the first way-
points as a property of a locus defined by the respec-
tive first route vertices.

8. A computer system according to clause 6 or clause
7 dependent on clause 6, further configured to store
the first waypoint object instance in the database.

9. A computer system according to any preceding
clause, further configured to provide data to the dis-
play driver to configure the display screen to display
in the map image first waypoint indicia representative
of the first waypoint object at respective first way-
points.

10. A computer system according to any preceding
clause, further configured to receive two or more in-
stances of a second route object from the database;
map the two or more instances of the second route
object on to digital map data, to define respective
second route vertices in the digital map; and
receive user input defining an interval and applying
the defined interval intermediate chronologically ad-
jacent respective second route vertices to define
second waypoints between the respective second
route vertices.

11. A computer system according to clause 10,
wherein the two or more instances of the second
route object are received from a database compris-
ing a plurality of route objects comprising the geo-
temporal attribute comprising geospatial and option-
ally temporal data to define an instance of each of
the plurality of second route objects within the data-
base.

12. A computer system according to clause 10 or
clause 11, further configured to provide data to the
display driver to configure a display screen coupled
to the computer system to display in the map image
a second indicium representative of the second route
object at respective second route vertices.

13. A computer system according to any of clause
10 to clause 12, further configured to define the way-
points along a direct path between chronologically
adjacent respective second route object vertices.

14. A computer system according to any of clause
10 to clause 13, further configured to instantiate an
instance of a second waypoint object comprising a
geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial and
temporal data to define the respective second way-
points.

15. A computer system according to clause 14, fur-
ther configured to assign to a geotemporal attribute
of the second waypoint object instance second way-
point instance geospatial data and optionally second
waypoint object instance temporal data respectively
derived from geospatial data and temporal data of
one or both of the chronologically adjacent respec-
tive second route vertices.

16. A computer system according to any of clause
10 to 15, further configured to define the second way-
point objects as a property of a locus defined by the
respective second route object vertices.

17. A computer system according to any of clause
14 to clause 16 dependent on clause 15, further con-
figured to store the second waypoint object instance
in the database.

18. A computer system according to any of clause
10 to clause 17, further configured to provide data
to the display driver to configure the display screen
to display in the map image second waypoint indicia
representative of the second waypoint object at re-
spective second waypoints.

19. A computer system according to any of clause
10 to clause 18, further configured to determine a
first proximity value representative of the proximity
of a one of the second waypoints or a one of the
respective second route object vertices to a one of
the first waypoints or a one of the respective first
route object vertices fulfilling a first proximity criteri-
on.

20. A computer system according to clause 19, fur-
ther configured to indicate the first proximity value
fulfilling the first proximity criterion.

21. A computer system according to any preceding
clause, further configured to retrieve from the data-
base or receive as an input from a user an instance
of a third object comprising a geotemporal attribute
comprising geospatial and temporal data and to map
the geospatial data of the third object on to the digital
map data to define a third location in the digital map,
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wherein the instance of the third object further com-
prises an event attribute and the temporal data cor-
responds to a time of an occurrence of an event cor-
responding to the event attribute.

22. A computer system according to clause 21, fur-
ther configured to provide data to the display driver
to configure the display screen to display in the map
image a third indicium representative of the third ob-
ject at the third location.

23. A computer system according to clause 21 or
clause 22, further configured to determine a second
proximity value representative of the proximity of a
one of the first waypoints or first route object vertices
to the third location and or a third proximity value
representative of a one of the second waypoints or
second object vertices to the third location fulfilling
a proximity criterion.

24. A computer system according to clause 23, fur-
ther configured to indicate the second proximity val-
ue and or third proximity value fulfilling a proximity
criterion.

25. A computer system according to clause 19 or
any of clause 20 to clause 24 dependent on clause
19, further configured to generate a first contour
around the first waypoints and first route vertices cor-
responding to a plurality of the first proximity value
and to provide data to the display driver to display a
first contour line representative of the first contour.

26. A computer system according to clause 19 or
any of clause 20 to 25 dependent on clause 19, fur-
ther configured to generate a first contour around
the first waypoints and first route vertices corre-
sponding to a plurality of the first proximity value and
to provide data to the display driver to display a re-
gion bounded by the first contour comprising a pat-
tern or colour visually distinct from the remainder of
the image.

27. A computer system according to clause 23 or
any of clause 24 to clause 25 dependent on clause
23, further configured to generate a second contour
around the third location corresponding to a plurality
of the second proximity value and to provide data to
the display driver to display a second contour line
representative of the second contour.

28. A computer system according to clause 23 or
any of clause 24 to clause 27 dependent on clause
23, further configured to generate a second contour
around the third location corresponding to the sec-
ond proximity value and to provide data to the display
driver to display a region bounded by the second
contour comprising a pattern or colour visually dis-

tinct from the remainder of the image.

29. A computer system according to clause 23 or
any of clause 25 to 28 dependent on clause 23, fur-
ther configured to generate a third contour around
the third location corresponding to the third proximity
value and to provide data to the display driver to dis-
play a third contour line representative of the third
contour.

30. A computer system according to clause 23 or
any of clause 25 to 29 dependent on clause 23, fur-
ther configured to generate a third contour around
the third location corresponding to the second prox-
imity value and to provide data to the display driver
to display a region bounded by the third contour com-
prising a pattern or colour visually distinct from the
remainder of the image.

31. A computer system according to clause 19 or
any of clause 20 to clause 30 dependent on clause
19, wherein the first proximity value is representative
of a geospatial distance and the first proximity value
criterion is a geospatial distance.

32. A computer system according to clause 2 or
clause 11, wherein the database comprises plural
individually accessible databases.

33. A method, wherein the method is performed us-
ing one or more processors, comprising:

receiving two or more instances of a first route
object comprising a geotemporal attribute com-
prising geospatial and temporal data to define
an instance of the first route object,
mapping the two or more instances of the first
route object on to digital map data to define re-
spective first route vertices in the digital map;
and
receiving user input defining an interval and ap-
plying the defined interval intermediate chrono-
logically adjacent respective first route vertices
to define first waypoints between the respective
first route vertices.

34. A method according to clause 33, further com-
prising receiving the two or more instances of the
first route object from a database comprising a plu-
rality of route objects comprising the geotemporal
attribute comprising geospatial and optionally tem-
poral data to define an instance of each of the plu-
rality of first route objects within the database.

35. A method according to clause 33 or clause 34,
further comprising providing data to a display driver
to configure a display screen coupled to the compu-
ter system to:
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display a map image representative of said dig-
ital map data; and
display in the image a first indicium representa-
tive of the first route object at respective first
route vertices.

36. A method according to any of clause 33 to clause
35, further comprising defining the waypoints along
a direct path between chronologically adjacent re-
spective first route vertices.

37. A method according to any of clause 33 to clause
36, further comprising instantiating an instance of a
first waypoint object comprising a geotemporal at-
tribute comprising geospatial and temporal data to
define the respective first waypoints.

38. A method according to clause 37, further com-
prising assigning to a geotemporal attribute of the
first waypoint object instance first waypoint object
instance geospatial data and optionally first waypoint
object instance temporal data respectively derived
from geospatial data and temporal data of one or
both of the chronologically adjacent respective first
route vertices.

39. A method according to any of clause 33 to clause
38, further comprising defining the first waypoints as
a property of a locus defined by the respective first
route vertices.

40. A method according to clause 38 or clause 39
dependent on clause 38, further comprising storing
the first waypoint object instance in the database.

41. A method according to any of clause 33 to clause
40, further comprising providing data to the display
driver to configure the display screen to display in
the map image first waypoint indicia representative
of the first waypoint object at respective first way-
points.

42. A method according to any of clause 33 to clause
41, further comprising receiving two or more instanc-
es of a second route object from the database;
mapping the two or more instances of the second
route object on to digital map data, to define respec-
tive second route vertices in the digital map; and
receiving user input defining an interval and applying
the defined interval intermediate chronologically ad-
jacent respective second route vertices to define
second waypoints between the respective second
route vertices.

43. A method according to clause 42, further com-
prising receiving the two or more instances of the
second route object from a database comprising a
plurality of route objects comprising the geotemporal

attribute comprising geospatial and optionally tem-
poral data to define an instance of each of the plu-
rality of second route objects within the database.

44. A method according to clause 42 or clause 43,
further providing data to the display driver to config-
ure a display screen coupled to the computer system
to display in the map image a second indicium rep-
resentative of the second route object at respective
second route vertices.

45. A method according to any of clause 42 to clause
44, further comprising defining the waypoints along
a direct path between chronologically adjacent re-
spective second route object vertices.

46. A method according to any of clause 42 to clause
45, further comprising instantiating an instance of a
second waypoint object comprising a geotemporal
attribute comprising geospatial and temporal data to
define the respective second waypoints.

47. A method according to clause 46, further com-
prising assigning to a geotemporal attribute of the
second waypoint object instance second waypoint
instance geospatial data and optionally second way-
point object instance temporal data respectively de-
rived from geospatial data and temporal data of one
or both of the chronologically adjacent respective
second route vertices.

48. A method according to any of clause 42 to clause
47, further comprising defining the second waypoint
objects as a property of a locus defined by the re-
spective second route object vertices.

49. A method according to any of clause 42 to clause
48 dependent on clause 47, further comprising stor-
ing the second waypoint object instance in the data-
base.

50. A method according to any of clause 42 to clause
49, further comprising providing data to the display
driver to configure the display screen to display in
the map image second waypoint indicia represent-
ative of the second waypoint object at respective
second waypoints.

51. A method according to any of clause 42 to clause
50, further comprising determining a first proximity
value representative of the proximity of a one of the
second waypoints or a one of the respective second
route object vertices to a one of the first waypoints
or a one of the respective first route object vertices
fulfilling a first proximity criterion.

52. A method according to clause 51, further com-
prising indicating the first proximity value fulfilling the
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first proximity criterion.

53. A method according to any of clause 33 to clause
52, further comprising retrieving from the database
or receiving as an input from a user an instance of
a third object comprising a geotemporal attribute
comprising geospatial and temporal data and to map
the geospatial data of the third object on to the digital
map data to define a third location in the digital map,
wherein the instance of the third object further com-
prises an event attribute and the temporal data cor-
responds to a time of an occurrence of an event cor-
responding to the event attribute.

54. A method according to clause 53, further com-
prising providing data to the display driver to config-
ure the display screen to display in the map image
a third indicium representative of the third object at
the third location.

55. A method according to clause 53 or clause 54,
further comprising determining a second proximity
value representative of the proximity of a one of the
first waypoints or first route object vertices to the third
location and or a third proximity value representative
of a one of the second waypoints or second object
vertices to the third location fulfilling a proximity cri-
terion.

56. A method according to clause 55, further com-
prising indicating the second proximity value and or
third proximity value fulfilling a proximity criterion.

57. A method according to clause 51 or any of clause
52 to clause 56 dependent on clause 19, further com-
prising generating a first contour around the first way-
points and first route vertices corresponding to a plu-
rality of the first proximity value and providing data
to the display driver to display a first contour line
representative of the first contour.

58. A method according to clause 51 or any of clause
52 to 57 dependent on clause 51, further comprising
generating a first contour around the first waypoints
and first route vertices corresponding to a plurality
of the first proximity value and providing data to the
display driver to display a region bounded by the first
contour comprising a pattern or colour visually dis-
tinct from the remainder of the image.

59. A method according to clause 55 or any of clause
56 to clause 58 dependent on clause 55, further com-
prising generating a second contour around the third
location corresponding to a plurality of the second
proximity value and providing data to the display driv-
er to display a second contour line representative of
the second contour.

60. A method according to clause 55 or any of clause
56 to clause 59 dependent on clause 55, further com-
prising generating a second contour around the third
location corresponding to the second proximity value
and providing data to the display driver to display a
region bounded by the second contour comprising
a pattern or colour visually distinct from the remain-
der of the image.

61. A method according to clause 55 or any of clause
56 to 60 dependent on clause 55, further comprising
generating a third contour around the third location
corresponding to the third proximity value and pro-
viding data to the display driver to display a third
contour line representative of the third contour.

62. A method according to clause 55 or any of clause
56 to 61 dependent on clause 55, further comprising
generating a third contour around the third location
corresponding to the second proximity value and
providing data to the display driver to display a region
bounded by the third contour comprising a pattern
or colour visually distinct from the remainder of the
image.

63. A method according to clause 51 or any of clause
52 to clause 62 dependent on clause 51, wherein
the first proximity value is representative of a ge-
ospatial distance and the first proximity value crite-
rion is a geospatial distance.

64. A method according to clause 34 or clause 44,
wherein the database comprises plural individually
accessible databases.

Claims

1. A computer system, configured to:

receive two or more instances of a first route
object comprising a geotemporal attribute com-
prising geospatial and temporal data to define
an instance of the first route object,
map the two or more instances of the first route
object on to digital map data to define respective
first route vertices in the digital map; and
receive user input defining an interval and ap-
plying the defined interval intermediate chrono-
logically adjacent respective first route vertices
to define first waypoints between the respective
first route vertices.

2. A computer system according to claim 1, wherein
the two or more instances of the first route object are
received from a database comprising a plurality of
route objects comprising the geotemporal attribute
comprising geospatial and optionally temporal data
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to define an instance of each of the plurality of first
route objects within the database.

3. A computer system according to claim 1 or claim 2,
further configured to provide data to a display driver
to configure a display screen coupled to the compu-
ter system to:

display a map image representative of said dig-
ital map data; and
display in the image a first indicium representa-
tive of the first route object at respective first
route vertices; optionally further configured to
define the waypoints along a direct path be-
tween chronologically adjacent respective first
route vertices.

4. A computer system according to any preceding
claim, further configured to instantiate an instance
of a first waypoint object comprising a geotemporal
attribute comprising geospatial and temporal data to
define the respective first waypoints.

5. A computer system according to claim 4, further con-
figured to assign to a geotemporal attribute of the
first waypoint object instance first waypoint object
instance geospatial data and optionally first waypoint
object instance temporal data respectively derived
from geospatial data and temporal data of one or
both of the chronologically adjacent respective first
route vertices.

6. A computer system according to any preceding
claim, further configured to define the first waypoints
as a property of a locus defined by the respective
first route vertices.

7. A computer system according to claim 5 or claim 6
dependent on claim 6, further configured to store the
first waypoint object instance in the database.

8. A computer system according to any preceding
claim, further configured to receive two or more in-
stances of a second route object from the database;
map the two or more instances of the second route
object on to digital map data, to define respective
second route vertices in the digital map; and
receive user input defining an interval and applying
the defined interval intermediate chronologically ad-
jacent respective second route vertices to define
second waypoints between the respective second
route vertices.

9. A computer system according to any of claim 8, fur-
ther configured to determine a first proximity value
representative of the proximity of a one of the second
waypoints or a one of the respective second route
object vertices to a one of the first waypoints or a

one of the respective first route object vertices fulfill-
ing a first proximity criterion.

10. A computer system according to claim 9, further con-
figured to indicate the first proximity value fulfilling
the first proximity criterion.

11. A computer system according to any preceding
claim, further configured to retrieve from the data-
base or receive as an input from a user an instance
of a third object comprising a geotemporal attribute
comprising geospatial and temporal data and to map
the geospatial data of the third object on to the digital
map data to define a third location in the digital map,
wherein the instance of the third object further com-
prises an event attribute and the temporal data cor-
responds to a time of an occurrence of an event cor-
responding to the event attribute.

12. A computer system according to claim 11, further
configured to determine a second proximity value
representative of the proximity of a one of the first
waypoints or first route object vertices to the third
location and or a third proximity value representative
of a one of the second waypoints or second object
vertices to the third location fulfilling a proximity cri-
terion.

13. A computer system according to claim 9 or any of
claim 10 to claim 12 dependent on claim 9, further
configured to generate a first contour around the first
waypoints and first route vertices corresponding to
a plurality of the first proximity value and to provide
data to the display driver to display a first contour
line representative of the first contour; and/or further
configured to generate a second contour around the
third location corresponding to a plurality of the sec-
ond proximity value and to provide data to the display
driver to display a second contour line representative
of the second contour.

14. A method, wherein the method is performed using
one or more processors, comprising:

receiving two or more instances of a first route
object comprising a geotemporal attribute com-
prising geospatial and temporal data to define
an instance of the first route object,
mapping the two or more instances of the first
route object on to digital map data to define re-
spective first route vertices in the digital map;
and
receiving user input defining an interval and ap-
plying the defined interval intermediate chrono-
logically adjacent respective first route vertices
to define first waypoints between the respective
first route vertices.
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15. A method according to claim 14, further comprising
receiving two or more instances of a second route
object from the database;
mapping the two or more instances of the second
route object on to digital map data, to define respec-
tive second route vertices in the digital map; and
receiving user input defining an interval and applying
the defined interval intermediate chronologically ad-
jacent respective second route vertices to define
second waypoints between the respective second
route vertices.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to systems and
techniques for geographical data integration, analysis,
and visualization. More specifically, the present disclo-
sure relates to interactive maps including data objects.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Interactive geographical maps are available
from a number of providers. Analyzing such maps com-
prising large quantities of geolocation data associated
with various data objects can be cumbersome and inef-
ficient. Even if the data objects are displayed on a map
based on their respective geolocation data, it would be
difficult for a front-end user to understand the quantity of
data points in various regions of the map quickly and
efficiently.

SUMMARY

[0003] The systems, methods, and devices described
herein each have several aspects, no single one of which
is solely responsible for its desirable attributes. Without
limiting the scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting
features will now be discussed briefly.
[0004] A system that provides conventional clustering
of data on a map user interface may appear as a grid
representation of data with one or more circles of different
sizes, and may appear to be a spatially incorrect repre-
sentation of the data. The system may also lack the ability
to adjust the clustering in real-time with viewport adjust-
ments provided by the front-end user.
[0005] Also, transmitting large volumes of data to a
front-end system to process and render on a map can
lead to additional inefficiencies. For example, if a large
volume of geospatial data with a high accuracy is re-
ceived by a front-end system, the processing and ren-
dering requirements may be too high for a typical front-
end system to execute in a timely fashion, or at all.
[0006] Further, transmitting large volumes of data
points to a front-end system can lead to additional prob-
lems. For example, a slow or unreliable network or inter-
net connection may result in a front-end system not re-
ceiving the necessary data until a significant amount of
time passes preventing efficient rendering of the map
and data.
[0007] The systems, methods, and devices of the
present disclosure may provide, among other features,
high-performance, interactive geographical and/or data
object map capabilities in which large amounts of geo-
graphical, geospatial, and other types of data, geodata,
objects, features, and/or metadata are efficiently pre-
sented to a user on a map interface. In various embodi-
ments, an interactive geographical map display system
may enable rapid and deep analysis of various objects,

features, and/or metadata by the user. In some embod-
iments, the systems, methods, and devices of the present
disclosure may provide visual results that appear to be
more spatially correct than conventional aggregation and
clustering methods thereby improving the user experi-
ence and efficiency. Moreover, less data is needed to be
transmitted to a front-end system, or user device, yielding
time-saving results in transmitting, processing, and ren-
dering the data efficiently.
[0008] In some embodiments, a back-end system can
aggregate geolocation values associated with a plurality
of data objects to reduce the amount of data to process
and render. For example, a set of data objects can be
associated with geolocation data representing a location
on a map of each particular data object, and those data
objects can be aggregated to one area on a map within
a certain threshold area (e.g. based on less precise ge-
olocation data). In some embodiments, geolocation data
can comprise geohash data, GPS coordinate, or the like.
While the discussion below may discuss the embodi-
ments in terms of geohash data, any geolocation data
can be used to achieve the embodiments described. In
some embodiments, for example in embodiments using
geohash data, the back-end system can determine a grid
on a map, and determine data objects associated with
each cell of the grid on the map.
[0009] Also, in some embodiments, another benefit
provided by the systems and methods described herein
is reducing the complexity of the back-end systems,
thereby improving performance of the back-end system.
For example, the back-end system can also calculate the
clustering and push the clustered data to the front-end
system. In this example, a similar visual effect would ap-
pear on the front-end system as if the front-end system
was calculating the clustering, except the back-end
speed and complexity would be increased and limited by
a connection (e.g., connection speed, latency, etc.).
Thus, in some embodiments, in order to handle the se-
lection and filtering, the back-end system would also
have to be either stateful (i.e., the computer or program
keeps track of the state of interaction, usually by setting
values in a storage field designated for that purpose), or
implement a complex clustering filtering algorithm in or-
der to produce consistent results. For example, if a user
were to select a cluster and then zoom into the viewport
via a front-end system, the back-end system would have
to be the service to resolve the clusters and selections,
and then determine which regions or partial regions are
selected. Using a grid-based aggregation approach, the
system and methods are able to offload the clustering
algorithms to the front-end system, so that it is trivial to
swap the clustering aspects out, and therefore free up
complexity from the back-end system. This will not only
speed up the queries dramatically, but also keep the API
simple and stable. In general, comparing to a back-end
system that performs the clustering, the present disclo-
sure comprises a flexible and responsive front-end sys-
tem, and provides significantly less load and/or complex-
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ity on the back-end system.
[0010] After a set of data objects are aggregated (for
example, on a grid using geohash values) into aggregate
values, the back-end system can transmit the aggregate
values (i.e. the particular grid elements that comprise da-
ta objects and the total number of data objects the grid
element represents) to a front-end system. The front-end
system, or user device, may then apply a clustering al-
gorithm on the aggregate values and display the clusters
(e.g. as circles) and/or grid elements (e.g. as squares or
rectangles) on a map. It is advantageous to aggregate
the geohash values prior to clustering because it results
in greater efficiency in determining the circles (i.e. less
computationally demanding), where the size of each cir-
cle can represent the quantity of aggregate values rep-
resented by the circle despite clustering fewer items (i.e.
all data objects versus a set of aggregate values repre-
senting the data objects).
[0011] In some embodiments, the front-end system
can automatically cluster the aggregate values already
stored the front-end system upon adjusting the viewport
(e.g. panning or zooming) prior to receiving updated clus-
tering instructions from a back-end system. Then, upon
receipt of updated aggregate values from the back-end
system, the front-end system can render updated clus-
tering granularity. For example, the front-end system can
render an estimated clustering based on the previously
determined aggregate values. Then, as soon as the up-
dated aggregate values are received by the front-end
system, the front-end system can update the clustering
based on the updated aggregate values received from
the back-end system.
[0012] Accordingly, in various embodiments, large
amounts of data are automatically and dynamically cal-
culated interactively in response to user inputs, and the
calculated data is efficiently and compactly presented to
a user by the system. Thus, in some embodiments, the
user interfaces described herein are more efficient as
compared to previous user interfaces in which data is not
dynamically updated and compactly and efficiently pre-
sented to the user in response to interactive inputs.
[0013] Further, as described herein, the system may
be configured and/or designed to generate user interface
data useable for rendering the various interactive user
interfaces described. The user interface data may be
used by the system, and/or another computer system,
device, and/or software program (for example, a browser
program), to render the interactive user interfaces. The
interactive user interfaces may be displayed on, for ex-
ample, electronic displays (including, for example, touch-
enabled displays).
[0014] Additionally, it has been noted that design of
computer user interfaces "that are useable and easily
learned by humans is a non-trivial problem for software
developers." (Dillon, A. (2003) User Interface Design.
MacMillan Encyclopedia of Cognitive Science, Vol. 4,
London: MacMillan, 453-458.) The various embodiments
of interactive and dynamic user interfaces of the present

disclosure are the result of significant research, devel-
opment, improvement, iteration, and testing. This non-
trivial development has resulted in the user interfaces
described herein which may provide significant cognitive
and ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over previ-
ous systems. The interactive and dynamic user interfac-
es include improved human-computer interactions that
may provide reduced mental workloads, improved deci-
sion-making, reduced work stress, and/or the like, for a
user. For example, user interaction with the interactive
user interfaces described herein may provide an opti-
mized display of geographical information and may en-
able a user to more quickly access, navigate, assess,
and digest such information than previous systems.
[0015] In some embodiments, data may be presented
in graphical representations, such as visual representa-
tions, where appropriate, to allow the user to comfortably
review the large amount of data and to take advantage
of humans’ particularly strong pattern recognition abilities
related to visual stimuli. In some embodiments, the sys-
tem may present aggregate quantities, such as totals,
counts, and averages. The system may also utilize the
information to interpolate or extrapolate, e.g. forecast,
future developments.
[0016] Further, the interactive and dynamic user inter-
faces described herein are enabled by innovations in ef-
ficient interactions between the user interfaces and un-
derlying systems and components. For example, dis-
closed herein are improved methods of receiving user
inputs, translation and delivery of those inputs to various
system components, automatic and dynamic execution
of complex processes in response to the input delivery,
automatic interaction among various components and
processes of the system, and automatic and dynamic
updating of the user interfaces. The interactions and
presentation of data via the interactive user interfaces
described herein may accordingly provide cognitive and
ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over previous
systems.
[0017] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
provide improvements to various technologies and tech-
nological fields. For example, as described above, exist-
ing data storage and processing technology (including,
e.g., in memory databases) is limited in various ways
(e.g., manual data review is slow, costly, and less de-
tailed; data is too voluminous; etc.), and various embod-
iments of the disclosure provide significant improve-
ments over such technology. Additionally, various em-
bodiments of the present disclosure are inextricably tied
to computer technology. In particular, various embodi-
ments rely on detection of user inputs via graphical user
interfaces, calculation of updates to displayed electronic
data based on those user inputs, automatic processing
of related electronic data, and presentation of the up-
dates to displayed images via interactive graphical user
interfaces. Such features and others (e.g., processing
and analysis of large amounts of electronic data) are in-
timately tied to, and enabled by, computer technology,
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and would not exist except for computer technology. For
example, the interactions with displayed data described
below in reference to various embodiments cannot rea-
sonably be performed by humans alone, without the com-
puter technology upon which they are implemented. Fur-
ther, the implementation of the various embodiments of
the present disclosure via computer technology enables
many of the advantages described herein, including more
efficient interaction with, and presentation of, various
types of electronic data.
[0018] Additional embodiments of the disclosure are
described below in reference to the appended claims,
which may serve as an additional summary of the disclo-
sure.
[0019] In some embodiments, a computer-implement-
ed method of generating an interactive geographical map
may comprise: receiving, via a network communication
interface, a set of data objects comprising geolocation
information; receiving, via a network communication in-
terface, search criteria comprising at least information
associated with a current viewport; determine a subset
of data objects based at least in part on the current view-
port, wherein the subset of data objects is a subset of
the set of data objects; calculating a plurality of aggregate
values by aggregating the subset of data objects within
an aggregation threshold based at least in part on the
geolocation information of each data object of the subset
of data objects, wherein each aggregate value repre-
sents one or more data objects; clustering the plurality
of aggregate values into one or more clusters; and gen-
erating a map displaying the one or more clusters based
at least partly on the current viewport, wherein each clus-
ter is displayed as a cluster circle comprising a color and
a size, wherein the size of each of the cluster circles is
based at least in part on the number of data objects the
cluster represents.
[0020] Additionally, in some embodiments, the com-
puter-implemented method may also comprise additional
limitations, such as each aggregate value comprises a
number reflecting the total number of data objects the
aggregate value represents; the information associated
with a current viewport is based at least partly on two
geolocations; the two geolocations are the geolocations
appearing on opposite corners of the current viewport;
the aggregate values are calculated by an aggregation
algorithm such that the total number of aggregate values
calculated remain less than the aggregation threshold;
the aggregation threshold is a preconfigured limit based
at least partly on the number of aggregate values; the
aggregating is based at least partly on adjusting the de-
gree of accuracy of the geolocation data; and/or the clus-
tering is based at least partly on the locations of the ag-
gregate values.
[0021] Additionally, in some embodiments, the com-
puter-implemented method may also comprise one or
more of: receiving, via a network communication inter-
face, additional search criteria; determining, an updated
subset of data objects, wherein the updated subset of

data objects is a subset of the set of data objects; calcu-
lating an updated plurality of aggregate values by aggre-
gating the updated subset of data objects within the ag-
gregation threshold; clustering the updated plurality of
aggregate values into one or more clusters; generating
a map displaying the one or more clusters; receiving, via
a network communication interface, a selection of at least
one cluster circle; upon receiving the selection, generat-
ing a map displaying one or more clusters, wherein the
selected cluster circle is updated with an indicator indi-
cating the selection; and/or wherein the map further dis-
plays the plurality of aggregate values associated with
the selected cluster circle.
[0022] Additionally, in some embodiments, the com-
puter-implemented method may also comprise one or
more of: receiving, via a network communication inter-
face, an adjustment to the current viewport; upon receiv-
ing the adjustment, determining an adjusted subset of
data objects based at least in part on the current viewport,
wherein the adjusted subset of data objects is a subset
of the set of data objects; calculating a plurality of adjust-
ed aggregate values by aggregating the adjusted subset
of data objects within the aggregation threshold; cluster-
ing the plurality of adjusted aggregate values into one or
more adjusted clusters; and generating the map display-
ing the one or more adjusted clusters; and/or the adjust-
ment is based at least partly on zooming into the current
viewport, wherein the selected cluster circle is updated
to comprise a plurality of cluster circles each with an in-
dicator indicating that the circles are selected, and/or
wherein the adjustment is based at least partly on zoom-
ing out of the current viewport, wherein the selected clus-
ter circle is updated to comprise additional aggregate val-
ues and a new indicator indication a partial selection of
the cluster circle.
[0023] In various embodiments, systems and/or com-
puter systems are disclosed that comprise a computer
readable storage medium having program instructions
embodied therewith, and one or more processors con-
figured to execute the program instructions to cause the
one or more processors to perform operations compris-
ing one or more aspects of the above- and/or below-de-
scribed embodiments (including one or more aspects of
the appended claims).
[0024] In various embodiments, computer-implement-
ed methods are disclosed in which, by one or more proc-
essors executing program instructions, one or more as-
pects of the above- and/or below-described embodi-
ments (including one or more aspects of the appended
claims) are implemented and/or performed.
[0025] In various embodiments, computer program
products comprising a computer readable storage medi-
um are disclosed, wherein the computer readable stor-
age medium has program instructions embodied there-
with, the program instructions executable by one or more
processors to cause the one or more processors to per-
form operations comprising one or more aspects of the
above- and/or below-described embodiments (including
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one or more aspects of the appended claims).

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0026]

FIGS. 1A-1E illustrate example interactive graphical
user interfaces of an interactive geographical map
display system, including an interactive geographi-
cal map, according to embodiments of the disclo-
sure.
FIG. 2 illustrates one embodiment of an interactive
geographical map display system using an ontology.
FIG. 3 illustrates a flow chart diagram illustrating
functionality of the system related to dynamically up-
dating the interactive geographical map, according
to various embodiments of the present disclosure.
FIG. 4 illustrates an embodiment of a block diagram
of the interactive geographical map display system,
also illustrating how the components are in commu-
nication with each other.
FIG. 5 illustrates defining a dynamic ontology for use
in creating data in a data store.
FIG. 6 illustrates a block diagram of a computer sys-
tem, according to various embodiments of the
present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Overview

[0027] The systems, methods, and devices of the
present disclosure may provide, among other features,
high-performance, interactive geospatial and/or data ob-
ject map capabilities in which large amounts of geograph-
ical, geospatial, and other types of data, geodata, ob-
jects, features, and/or metadata are efficiently presented
to a user on a map interface. In some embodiments, the
systems, methods, and devices of the present disclosure
may provide visual results that appear to be more spa-
tially correct than conventional aggregation and cluster-
ing methods thereby improving the user experience and
efficiency. Moreover, less data is needed to be transmit-
ted to a front-end system, or user device, yielding time-
saving results in transmitting, processing, and rendering
the data efficiently.
[0028] In some embodiments, a back-end system can
aggregate geolocation values associated with a plurality
of data objects to reduce the amount of data to process
and render. For example, a set of data objects can be
associated with geolocation data representing a location
on a map of each particular data object, and those data
objects can be aggregated to one area on a map within
a certain threshold area (e.g. based on less precise ge-
olocation data). In some embodiments, geolocation data
can comprise geohash data, GPS coordinate, or the like.
While, the discussion below may discuss the embodi-
ments in terms of geohash data, any geolocation data

can be used to achieve the embodiments described. In
some embodiments, for example in embodiments using
geohash data, the back-end system can determine a grid
on a map, and determine data objects associated with
each cell of the grid on the map.
[0029] After a set of data objects are aggregated (for
example, on a grid using geohash values) into aggregate
values, the back-end system can transmit the aggregate
values (i.e. the particular grid elements that comprise da-
ta objects and the total number of data objects the grid
element represents) to a front-end system. The front-end
system may then apply a clustering algorithm on the ag-
gregate values and display the clusters (e.g. as circles)
and/or grid elements (e.g. as squares or rectangles) on
a map. It is advantageous to aggregate the geohash val-
ues prior to clustering because it results in greater effi-
ciency in determining the circles (i.e. less computationally
demanding), where the size of each circle can represent
the quantity of aggregate values represented by the circle
despite clustering fewer items (i.e. all data objects versus
a set of aggregate values representing the data objects).
[0030] In some embodiments, the back-end system
does a count of the data objects and/or grid elements
using the geolocation values of the data objects that
would otherwise appear in a front-end system’s viewport
prior to aggregation. Then the back-end system performs
the aggregation based on the tallied number of aggregate
values in the viewport and a particular maximum speci-
fied, or aggregation threshold. After aggregation, the
back-end system transmits the aggregate values to a
front-end system which can then perform clustering. The
clustering results in various circles being drawn on the
map in the viewport. In some embodiments the size of
each of the circles is based at least partly on the total
number of data points the circle encompasses. In some
embodiments, the circle does not visually cover or over-
lap all the data points it represents. In some embodi-
ments, the location of the circles can be drawn in the
middle of the aggregated data points (i.e. at a weighted
center based on all aggregated data points represented
by the circle).
[0031] Moreover, having fewer aggregate values can
simplify transmission of the data from the back-end sys-
tem to the front-end system and demand fewer resources
from the front-end system. Aggregate values should be
understood to represent a set of data objects that are
visually rendered on a map based on each of the data
object’s respective geolocation data. Thus, aggregate
values are a visual representation of one or more of the
data objects that have been grouped together via an ag-
gregation algorithm. It should also be appreciated that
although data objects may comprise a unique identifier
and associated geolocation data, the data objects can
also comprise additional information. For example, if a
data object represents a particular person, the data ob-
ject associated with that person may also comprise in-
formation related to the person’s profession, age, resi-
dency information, training or qualification, group mem-
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berships, or any other information for that particular per-
son. It should be appreciated that limited information is
processed and/or transmitted between the systems. For
example, the location of each cell of a grid overlaid on a
map where data objects have been aggregated, and the
number of data objects associated with each grid cell
where data objects have been aggregated.
[0032] In some embodiments, a back-end system
comprising a plurality of data objects can receive criteria
related to a particular search from a front-end system.
Such criteria can include selection of a set of data objects,
a search resulting in a subset of the selected data objects,
the current front-end system’s viewport, or other filtering
and display instructions. For example, upon each chang-
ing of the current viewport (e.g. by zooming in or out, or
panning), the front-end system can transmit the new
viewports to the back-end system, such as geolocation
values of two or more locations (e.g. corners) of the cur-
rent viewport, so that the back-end system can determine
what data and rendering instructions to transmit to the
front-end system.
[0033] In some embodiments, due to potential band-
width limitations between a front-end and a back-end sys-
tem, and/or processing limitations of the front-end sys-
tem, the back-end system can filter the data it transmits
in addition to aggregation. For example, in addition to
aggregating the data, the back-end system can also pre-
vent transmission of data with geolocations outside of
the viewport for additional efficiency. In some embodi-
ments, the selected granularity by the back-end system
of the geolocation data associated with the data objects
can be based partly on the capabilities of the front-end
system. Thus, in some embodiments, the back-end sys-
tem can prepare and transmit aggregate values that are
both within the viewport and aggregated to a particular
level of granularity, within a specified aggregation thresh-
old. By doing this, data outside of the viewport and the
additional detailed geolocation data for each particular
data object will not be transmitted to a front-end system
nor processed by the front-end system, saving bandwidth
and processing power. Such savings can result in energy
savings and more efficient workflow by reducing loading
times between various interactions with the map.
[0034] In some embodiments, as the viewport is
zoomed in, the back-end system can provide a geoloca-
tion value (e.g. geohash data) of higher accuracy or gran-
ularity and aggregate fewer data objects within a certain
aggregation threshold. Additionally, as the viewport is
zoomed out, the back-end system can provide a geolo-
cation value of lower accuracy and aggregate more of
the data objects within the aggregation threshold. For
example, for a given zoom level (i.e. viewport), the back-
end system creates a grid of aggregated data points to
provide a number of squares or rectangles less than a
preconfigured maximum value, or aggregation threshold.
Thus, in some embodiments, the back-end system’s ag-
gregation of data can be performed when the number of
data objects to be plotted would exceed the maximum

number of data objects specified by the aggregation
threshold. Consequently, in some instances, the number
of displayed data objects, or aggregate values, may re-
main the same upon varying viewport adjustments, for
example, by having few or no data objects being intro-
duced in an updated viewport (i.e. by zooming out), the
display may remain the same or similar to what was dis-
played prior to updating the viewport.
[0035] In some embodiments, the front-end system
can automatically cluster the aggregate values already
stored the front-end system upon adjusting the viewport
(e.g. panning or zooming) prior to receiving updated clus-
tering instructions from a back-end system. Then, upon
receipt of updated aggregate values from the back-end
system, the front-end system can render updated clus-
tering granularity. For example, the front-end system can
render an estimated clustering based on the previously
determined aggregate values. Then, as soon as the up-
dated aggregate values are received by the front-end
system, the front-end system can update the clustering
based on the updated aggregate values received from
the back-end system. It should be appreciated that ren-
dering an estimated clustering immediately, in real time,
is advantageous because it allows a user to seamlessly
interact with the data and map without having to wait for
updated instructions or aggregate values from a back-
end server. Additionally, it should be appreciated that in
some instances, the updated clustering based on the up-
dated aggregate values may be similar to, or the same
as, the estimated clustering based on the previously de-
termined aggregate values determined by the front-end.
This may be especially true for minor changes to the view-
port because with minor changes it is likely that the up-
dated aggregate values would be very similar to the pre-
viously determined aggregate values.
[0036] Accordingly, in various embodiments, large
amounts of data are automatically and dynamically cal-
culated interactively in response to user inputs, and the
calculated data is efficiently and compactly presented to
a user by the system. Thus, in some embodiments, the
user interfaces described herein are more efficient as
compared to previous user interfaces in which data is not
dynamically updated and compactly and efficiently pre-
sented to the user in response to interactive inputs.
[0037] Further, as described herein, the system may
be configured and/or designed to generate user interface
data useable for rendering the various interactive user
interfaces described. The user interface data may be
used by the system, and/or another computer system,
device, and/or software program (for example, a browser
program), to render the interactive user interfaces. The
interactive user interfaces may be displayed on, for ex-
ample, electronic displays (including, for example, touch-
enabled displays).

Terms

[0038] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys-
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tems and methods discussed herein, a number of terms
are defined below. The terms defined below, as well as
other terms used herein, should be construed to include
the provided definitions, the ordinary and customary
meaning of the terms, and/or any other implied meaning
for the respective terms. Thus, the definitions below do
not limit the meaning of these terms, but only provide
exemplary definitions.
[0039] Ontology: Stored information that provides a
data model for storage of data in one or more databases.
For example, the stored data may comprise definitions
for object types and property types for data in a database,
and how objects and properties may be related.
[0040] Data Store: Any computer readable storage
medium and/or device (or collection of data storage me-
diums and/or devices). Examples of data stores include,
but are not limited to, optical disks (e.g., CD-ROM, DVD-
ROM, etc.), magnetic disks (e.g., hard disks, floppy disks,
etc.), memory circuits (e.g., solid state drives, random-
access memory (RAM), etc.), and/or the like. Another
example of a data store is a hosted storage environment
that includes a collection of physical data storage devices
that may be remotely accessible and may be rapidly pro-
visioned as needed (commonly referred to as "cloud"
storage).
[0041] Database: Any data structure (and/or combi-
nations of multiple data structures) for storing and/or or-
ganizing data, including, but not limited to, relational da-
tabases (e.g., Oracle databases, MySQL databases,
etc.), non-relational databases (e.g., NoSQL databases,
etc.), in-memory databases, spreadsheets, as comma
separated values (CSV) files, eXtendible markup lan-
guage (XML) files, TeXT (TXT) files, flat files, spread-
sheet files, and/or any other widely used or proprietary
format for data storage. Databases are typically stored
in one or more data stores. Accordingly, each database
referred to herein (e.g., in the description herein and/or
the figures of the present application) is to be understood
as being stored in one or more data stores.
[0042] Data Object or Object: A data container for
information representing specific things in the world that
have a number of definable properties. For example, a
data object can represent an entity such as a person, a
place, an organization, a market instrument, or other
noun. A data object can represent an event that happens
at a point in time or for a duration. A data object can
represent a document or other unstructured data source
such as an e-mail message, a news report, or a written
paper or article. Each data object may be associated with
a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data object.
The object’s attributes (e.g. metadata about the object)
may be represented in one or more properties.
[0043] Object Type: Type of a data object (e.g., Per-
son, Event, or Document). Object types may be defined
by an ontology and may be modified or updated to include
additional object types. An object definition (e.g., in an
ontology) may include how the object is related to other
objects, such as being a sub-object type of another object

type (e.g. an agent may be a sub-object type of a person
object type), and the properties the object type may have.
[0044] Properties: Attributes of a data object that rep-
resent individual data items. At a minimum, each property
of a data object has a property type and a value or values.
[0045] Property Type: The type of data a property is,
such as a string, an integer, or a double. Property types
may include complex property types, such as a series
data values associated with timed ticks (e.g. a time se-
ries), etc.
[0046] Property Value: The value associated with a
property, which is of the type indicated in the property
type associated with the property. A property may have
multiple values.

Description of the Figures

[0047] Embodiments of the disclosure will now be de-
scribed with reference to the accompanying Figures,
wherein like numerals refer to like elements throughout.
The terminology used in the description presented herein
is not intended to be interpreted in any limited or restric-
tive manner, simply because it is being utilized in con-
junction with a detailed description of certain specific em-
bodiments of the disclosure. Furthermore, embodiments
of the disclosure may include several novel features, no
single one of which is solely responsible for its desirable
attributes or which is essential to practicing the embod-
iments of the disclosure herein described.
[0048] FIG. 1A illustrates an example interactive geo-
graphical map user interface 100 of an interactive geo-
graphical map display system depicting an interactive
geographical map with viewable and selectable data, fil-
ter settings, and search settings. This description, and
the descriptions following the other Figures herein, are
provided for the purpose of providing examples and are
not intended to limit the techniques to the example em-
bodiments described. The discussion below and herein
describes features associated with an interactive geo-
graphical map display system and features associated
with one or more user device(s), as well as a front-end
system, back-end system, and database systems. It
should be appreciated that in some embodiments, the
interactive geographical map display system can encom-
pass some or all of the features of the front-end system,
back-end system, user device(s), and database systems.
[0049] In some embodiments, the interactive geo-
graphical map user interface 100 can display, by a user
device based on information received from an interactive
geographical map display system, information associat-
ed with a plurality of data objects. In some embodiments,
the interactive geographical map user interface 100 can
display various clustered groupings or clusters 116 of
data objects. The clusters can be based on aggregate
values received from a back-end system. In some em-
bodiments, upon selection of a cluster 116, the front-end
system can display a selected cluster 118 that may com-
prise an indication of selection. Additionally, in some em-
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bodiments, upon selection, the system can also display
the aggregate values or grid elements 120 associated
with the selected cluster 118. Geohash values can be
used to determine the aggregate values or grid elements
120. For example, in some embodiments, a number of
data objects associated with geolocation data can be
plotted on a grid overlaying a map using geohash values.
The data object’s geohash values can be limited by fewer
characters so that the data objects are effectively
grouped by proximity based on less precise geolocation,
or geohash, data into a grid element 120. For example,
as a user zooms out of a map, the system can reduce
the precision of each respective plotted object’s geolo-
cation data by rounding, simplifying, or truncating the ge-
ohash values of the data objects to an appropriate
amount of characters. For example, two data objects that
are plotted near enough to each other may overlap in the
same grid element (see below) and be aggregated by
the back-end system based on truncated geohash val-
ues. Thus, in some embodiments, the geohash values
can be truncated at the appropriate character. In FIG.
1A, for example, the system can depict the number of
grid elements selected 110, which represent a group of
geohash data, by selecting the selected cluster 118. It
should be appreciated that in some circumstances not
all grid elements 120 would be visible, for example, some
grid elements 120 would be underneath the selected
cluster 118 and would not be visible from certain views.
It should also be appreciated that more than one cluster
can be selected by a user, as described in more detail
below. It should be appreciated that one or more clusters
can overlap each other and the system may or may not
display the overlapped portions of the clusters. Also, in
it should be understood in some embodiments, that al-
though certain grid elements 120 may be displayed (e.g.,
when an associated cluster is selected), and other grid
elements may not be displayed.
[0050] In some embodiments, the process of aggrega-
tion results in a number of values or objects that are
grouped together to form a single value, or an object of
more significant meaning. In some embodiments, aggre-
gate values can represent one or more data objects that
have been grouped together via an aggregation algo-
rithm and to be displayed on a grid or map in a grid ele-
ment. The aggregate value also comprises information
related to how many data objects the aggregate value
represents.
[0051] Also, in some embodiments, clustering com-
prises the grouping of a set of data objects, or grid ele-
ments, based on proximity to each other. For example,
grouping data objects in the same group (called a cluster)
are closer to each other than to those in other groups
(clusters). The intricacies of the varying clusters can de-
pend on the clustering algorithm used. In some embod-
iments, clusters can also be represented as circles, or
cluster circles, on a map. In other implementations clus-
ters can be represented by different shapes or visual el-
ements on the map.

[0052] Additionally, in some embodiments, as de-
scribed herein, an aggregate threshold, or aggregate
threshold value, is a preconfigured maximum number of
data objects and/or grid elements (see below) to be trans-
mitted to a front-end system for display. For example, in
some embodiments, the back-end system aggregates
the total number of data objects into grid elements based
on the aggregate threshold, such that the total number
of grid elements transmitted to the front-end system does
not exceed the aggregate threshold value.
[0053] In some embodiments, grid element(s) com-
prise square or rectangular sections of a grid overlaid on
a map covering at least the viewable area of the map.
For example, in some embodiments, one or more data
objects can be aggregated into one of the square or rec-
tangular sections of the grid as an aggregate value. In
some embodiments, the grid elements (e.g. as squares
or rectangles) can be highlighted or displayed on a map,
for example, if a cluster circle is selected.
[0054] In some embodiments, a map area 124 can be
rendered for display in at least a portion of a screen, or
viewport 124. In some embodiments, the viewport 124
can comprise the entire screen. For example, a user can
select, via a user interface, toggle 113 to hide the search
panel 122 from view and expand the viewport 124 to com-
prise substantially the entire screen.
[0055] In some embodiments, the interactive geo-
graphical map user interface 100 can display any type
of map overlay 114, such as a region of the United States,
or any other part of the world. In some embodiments, the
map overlay 114 can comprise the interior of one or more
buildings (e.g. a birds-eye view of a floorplan, or an ele-
vation view of some or all floors), an area of a city (e.g.
a park), or any other physical area. Moreover, the map
overlay can comprise various textures (e.g. satellite
views, terrain views, elevation views, road mappings, or
the like). The map overlay can also include varying levels
of detail, including descriptive text (e.g. city names, river
names, or the like) or borders between entities (e.g.
states, countries, counties, neighbors, or the like).
[0056] In some embodiments, a search panel 122 can
also be displayed for interaction by a user. For example,
a user can add a search filter 102 or keywords 106 to
further refine the data objects plotted onto the viewport
124. In some embodiments, a user can download, copy,
or further refine the search filter 102 with additional set-
tings 104. Additionally, in some embodiments, a user can
select which categories of data objects to plot in the view-
port 124. For example, a user can select Category 2 and
Category 4, as shown in FIG. 1A, to plot the data objects
associated with those two categories. In some embodi-
ments, the total number of data objects associated with
each category can be displayed. In some embodiments,
the total number of data objects associated with each
category displayed in the viewport 124 can be displayed.
In some embodiments, an indicator of the proportion of
the relative category data objects to the total of the data
objects imported or displayed in the viewport 124. In
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some embodiments, the total number of data objects 112
displayed in the viewport 124, or otherwise available for
display, can be displayed as well.
[0057] FIG. 1B illustrates an embodiment of an inter-
active geographical map user interface 100 of an inter-
active geographical map display system depicting an in-
teractive geographical map with viewable and selectable
data, filter settings, and search settings. The interactive
geographical map user interface 100 in FIG. 1B is a
zoomed out viewport 124 of FIG. 1A, where a user
changed the viewport 124 to display a wider range of
geolocational data. Upon zooming out, the back-end sys-
tem recalculated the aggregate values and transmitted
the data to the front-end system for clustering and dis-
play. FIG. 1B displays the data after all processing has
been completed. Similar to FIG. 1A, new clusters 116
have been rendered and displayed. In some embodi-
ments, the aggregate values or grid elements 120 asso-
ciated with the selected cluster or data objects can be
displayed, similar to FIG. 1A. However, it should be ap-
preciated, that the partially selected cluster 119 is asso-
ciated with more aggregate values or grid elements 120
and data objects than what would be displayed because
only the selected portions would be displayed. It should
also be appreciated that the number of grid elements, or
geohashes, selected 110 should not change upon zoom-
ing.
[0058] In some embodiments, if a user has selected a
cluster, such as selected cluster 118 in FIG. 1A, and then
zooms out of the viewport 124, the updated clustering
can result in the selected cluster 118 being merged with
additional aggregate values to form a larger partially se-
lected cluster 119. The partially selected cluster 119 has
a new indicator to indicate that portions of the cluster
have been selected by the user, but not all data repre-
sented by the cluster. In some embodiments, a user can
zoom back in to the relative position in FIG. 1A and view
the same screen that was previously viewed in FIG. 1A,
after the back-end and front-end systems recalculate the
aggregate values and clusters, respectively. In some em-
bodiments, it may be preferable to store previously run
calculations for more efficient viewing and interactivity.
[0059] FIG. 1C illustrates an embodiment of an inter-
active geographical map user interface 100 of an inter-
active geographical map display system depicting an in-
teractive geographical map with viewable and selectable
data, filter settings, and search settings. The interactive
geographical map user interface 100 in FIG. 1C is the
same viewport 124 and zoom level as the interactive ge-
ographical map user interface 100 in FIG. 1B, however,
a user has selected the partially selected cluster 119 so
that it becomes a selected cluster 118. Upon selection
of the partially selected cluster 119, the selected cluster
118 indicator is rendered along with the newly selected
aggregate values 120 that were not present before. It
should also be appreciated that the number of grid ele-
ments, or geohashes, selected 110 should change upon
the new selection.

[0060] FIGS. 1D and 1E illustrate an embodiment of
an interactive geographical map user interface 100 of an
interactive geographical map display system depicting
an interactive geographical map with viewable and se-
lectable data, filter settings, and search settings. The in-
teractive geographical map user interface 100 in FIGS.
1D and 1E are zoomed in viewport 124 views of FIG. 1C.
However, the aggregate data and clusters depicted in
FIG. 1D is an estimate of the data received from the back-
end system with respect to FIG. 1C. In some embodi-
ments, the front-end system can automatically cluster
the aggregate values already stored the front-end system
upon adjusting the viewport (e.g. panning or zooming)
prior to receiving updated clustering instructions from a
back-end system. Then, upon receipt of updated aggre-
gate values from the back-end system, the front-end sys-
tem can render updated clustering granularity (see FIG.
IE).
[0061] For example, in some embodiments, the front-
end system can render an estimated clustering based on
the previously determined aggregate values (e.g., FIG.
ID). Then, as soon as the updated aggregate values are
received by the front-end system, the front-end system
can update the clustering based on the updated aggre-
gate values received from the back-end system (e.g.,
FIG. IE). It should be appreciated that zooming in and/or
out should not affect the number of grid elements, or ge-
ohashes, selected 110. Also, it should be appreciated
that the estimated clustering (FIG. ID) and the updated
clustering (FIG. IE) should comprise the same number
of data objects. It should also be appreciated that in some
circumstances (e.g. when there are very few data objects
and/or clusters in an area, or when there are minimal
changes to the zoom level), the estimated clustering and
updated clustering should be substantially similar.
[0062] FIG. 3 illustrates a flow chart diagram illustrating
functionality of the system related to dynamically updat-
ing the interactive geographical map, according to vari-
ous embodiments of the present disclosure. However, it
should be appreciated that many variations and modifi-
cations may be made to the embodiments described
herein and in this figure, the elements of which are to be
understood as being among other acceptable examples.
All such modifications and variations are intended to be
included herein within the scope of this disclosure. Also,
all steps and blocks should be interpreted to be accept-
able in no particular order, except where the system or
method would not function for its intended purpose. One
or more of the blocks described may be optional in certain
implementations. Additionally, The discussion below and
herein describes features associated with an interactive
geographical map display system 402 and features as-
sociated with one or more user device(s) 424, as well as
a front-end system, back-end system, and database sys-
tems. It should be appreciated that in some embodi-
ments, the interactive geographical map display system
402 can encompass some or all of the features of the
front-end system, back-end system, user device(s) 424,
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and database systems.
[0063] In block 304, a user device 424 can be config-
ured to receive search criteria and to transmit the search
criteria to an interactive geographical map display system
402. It should be appreciated that the user device 424
system and interactive geographical map display system
402 described in reference to FIG. 4 could be configured
in ways other than those described in FIG. 4 for the pur-
poses of the functionality described in FIG.3 and herein.
Also, the user device 424 can represent a front-end sys-
tem and the interactive geographical map display system
402 can represent a back-end system, as further de-
scribed herein.
[0064] In block 306, the interactive geographical map
display system 402 receives the search criteria from the
user device 424.
[0065] In block 308, the interactive geographical map
display system 402 retrieves relevant data objects from
one or more database(s). In some embodiments, the in-
teractive geographical map display system 402 can be
configured to receive data objects from one or more da-
tabase(s). Further, in some embodiments, relevant data
objects can include data objects that are related to the
search criteria, a particular user or group, quality of the
data, or any other information that could be used in de-
termining relevancy. The relevant data objects would be
pre-filtered prior to being retrieved or received by the in-
teractive geographical map display system 402.
[0066] In block 310, the interactive geographical map
display system 402 is configured to filter the data objects
from block 308 based on the search criteria. Where block
308 may limit the data objects the system receives, block
310 filters the data objects already in the interactive ge-
ographical map display system 402. In some embodi-
ments, search criteria can include a current viewport of
the user device 424, particular search strings received
by the user device 424, a selection of a set of data objects,
a selection of a subset of the selected data objects, and/or
any additional filtering or display instructions. In some
embodiments, the filtered set of data objects can be a
subset of the data objects or comprise the entire set of
data objects (i.e., if no data objects have been filtered).
In some embodiments, upon each changing of the cur-
rent viewport, the user device 424 can transmit the new
viewports to the interactive geographical map display
system 402, such as geolocation values of two or more
locations (e.g. corners) of the current viewport, so that
the interactive geographical map display system 402 can
determine what data and rendering instructions to trans-
mit to the user device 424.
[0067] In block 312, the interactive geographical map
display system 402 determines the geolocation informa-
tion for each data object of the filtered set of data objects.
In some embodiments, geolocation data can comprise
geohash data, GPS coordinate, or the like. In some em-
bodiments, for example in embodiments using geohash
data, the back-end system can determine a grid on a
map, and determine data objects associated with each

cell of the grid on the map.
[0068] In block 314, the interactive geographical map
display system 402 aggregates the filtered set of data
objects onto a grid in the form of aggregate values. It
should be appreciated that any aggregation algorithm
can be used to determine the aggregate values. Aggre-
gate values can comprise information related to which
elements on a grid comprise data objects and a magni-
tude of total data objects each element on the grid rep-
resents. For example, a particular grid element may rep-
resent 100 data objects but it would be indistinguishable
from another grid element representing 10 data objects.
Thus, information regarding how many data objects each
element represents is also determined in this step. In
some embodiments, aggregation can include data ob-
jects outside of the viewport for the purposes of accuracy,
but the interactive geographical map display system 402
can transmit only what will be used for displaying clusters
in the viewport. So, clusters shown can be based on data
not necessarily displayed in the viewport. For example,
in some instances, aggregate values outside of the view-
port that would represent data objects outside the view-
port would not be displayed by the user device 424 be-
cause the user device 424 would only display clusters
and aggregate values that would appear in the viewport.
However, if particular aggregate values are near the bor-
der of the viewport, yet still outside of the viewport, clus-
tering calculations performed by the user device 424 can
be affected by such data and the functionality of all sys-
tems would be improved by having such data available
to the user device 424 to increase accuracy and reliability
of the information presented.
[0069] In block 316, user device 424 receives the ag-
gregate values from block 314 and performs clustering
on the aggregate values to determine clusters. It should
be appreciated that any clustering algorithm can be used
to determine the clusters.
[0070] In block 318, the user device 424 renders the
determined clusters as a plurality of circles on a map for
display, where each circle represents one or more ag-
gregate values and is in a location on the map that is
between all represented aggregate values. In some em-
bodiments, the location of each circle is based on the
specific clustering algorithm used, the centroid of each
represented aggregate value, and/or a weighted center
of the represented aggregate values based on the quan-
tity of data objects represented by each aggregate value.
For example, a cluster of two aggregate values, A and
B, might be represented by a circle that is closer to the
aggregate value A representing a higher number of data
objects than aggregate value B. In some embodiments,
the circle may be exactly at the center of the two aggre-
gate values, A and B, as measured by the center of the
grid elements associated with A and B. In some embod-
iments, the cluster circle size can also be based on the
specific clustering algorithm used. In some embodi-
ments, the cluster circle size can be based on the total
number of data objects the circle represents, such that
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the more data objects represented, the larger the circle.
In some embodiments, the sizes of the circles can also
change proportionally with changes to the quantity of da-
ta objects represented. In some embodiments, the sizes
of the circles can be exaggerated and be displayed larger
or smaller than they would otherwise be if the sizes were
proportionally related to the quantity of data objects.
[0071] The user device 424 then renders a map for
display based on the viewport, aggregate values, and
cluster circles in block 320. Then, in block 322, the user
devise 424 displays the map with a plurality of cluster
circles.
[0072] In block 324, the user device 424 receives a
selection of at least one of the cluster circles. Then, in
block 326, the user device 326 updates the selected clus-
ter circle with an indicator that it has been selected. The
indicator can be that of a different color, texture, or the
like.
[0073] In block 328, the user device 424 can receive
instructions to zoom in or zoom out of the current view-
port. Then, in block 330, the user device renders an up-
dated map for display with an updated viewport. In some
embodiments, upon each changing of the current view-
port, the user device 424 can transmit the new viewports
to the interactive geographical map display system 402,
such as geolocation values of two or more locations (e.g.
corners) of the current viewport, so that the interactive
geographical map display system 402 can determine
what data and rendering instructions to transmit to the
user device 424.
[0074] Optionally, in block 332, the user device 424
renders estimated cluster circles for display based on the
aggregate values previously received from the interac-
tive geographical map display system 402. For example,
once aggregate values have been transmitted to the user
device 424 the information is stored on the device tem-
porarily so that the user device 424 can estimate clusters
with any viewport changes in real-time, prior to receiving
updated aggregate values from the interactive geograph-
ical map display system 402. Once the estimated clusters
are determined, the user device can display an updated
map with the estimated cluster circles overlaid on the
updated viewport in real-time, in block 333.
[0075] Then, in block 334, the interactive geographical
map display system 402 determines an updated subset
of data objects based on the search criteria and/or up-
dated viewport.
[0076] In block 336, the interactive geographical map
display system 402 gathers or receives the geolocation
information for each data object in the updated subset of
data objects. This step should be substantially similar to
the block 312.
[0077] In block 338, the interactive geographical map
display system 402 calculates updated aggregate values
by aggregating the data objects in the updated subset of
data objects. The calculation should be substantially sim-
ilar to the aggregation determination in block 314.
[0078] In block 340, the interactive geographical map

display system 402 transmits the aggregate values to the
user device 424, where the user device 424 receives the
aggregate values. The user device 424 then updates the
clustering based on the new aggregate data, similar to
the clustering performed in block 316.
[0079] In block 342, the user device renders updated
cluster circles for display. The process should be sub-
stantially similar to blocks 318 and 332.
[0080] In block 344, the user device 424 displays a
map with updated cluster circles and circle indicators rep-
resenting the data selected in block 324. It should be
appreciated the system retains the selection of informa-
tion from block 324 through any viewport adjustment or
search criteria adjustment. For example, although the
clustering may change upon zooming in or out of the
viewport, the selection of a cluster circle (and therefore
associated data objects) should persist through each ad-
justment. It should be appreciated that a selection of a
cluster circle is also a selection of a set of one or more
aggregate values associated with the selected cluster
circle. Further, a selection of a set of one or more aggre-
gate values associated with the selected cluster circle is
also a selection of the data objects associated with the
set of one or more aggregate values.
[0081] FIG. 4 illustrates an embodiment of a block di-
agram of an interactive geographical map display system
400, also illustrating how the components are in commu-
nication with each other. The interactive geographical
map display system 400 may be the same as the inter-
active geographical map display system described in
FIG. 3 and herein. Also, the interactive geographical map
display system 400 and the front-end system or user de-
vice 424 include many components. The components
described herein are not meant to be exhaustive but only
a sample of what components may be implemented in
an interactive geographical map display system 400
and/or user device 424. Some components may be com-
bined and others may be removed or substituted with
similar components. Also, similar to FIG. 3, the discus-
sion below and herein describes features associated with
an interactive geographical map display system 402 and
features associated with one or more user device(s) 424,
as well as a front-end system, back-end system, and da-
tabase systems. It should be appreciated that in some
embodiments, the interactive geographical map display
system 402 can encompass some or all of the features
of the front-end system, back-end system, user device(s)
424, and database systems.
[0082] In block 404, the interactive geographical map
display system 400 connects to one or more remote da-
tabase(s) 426 through a network 425 (e.g. LAN, internet,
etc.). The database 426 may include a set of data objects
as described herein. The interactive geographical map
display system 400 can obtain or receive data from the
remote database 426. In some embodiments, the inter-
active geographical map display system 400 can connect
to more than one database 426 and can obtain more than
one sets of data objects. Also, the interactive geograph-
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ical map display system 400 may be the same computer
system 600 described in FIG. 6. In some embodiments,
the data obtained and the database(s) 426 connected to
can be configured or requested by a user or administra-
tor. Also, in some embodiments, the remote database(s)
426 can be owned and/or operated by a third party and
can be accessed through the use of application program-
ming interfaces (APIs).
[0083] In block 406, the interactive geographical map
display system 400 obtains and applies any preconfig-
ured settings to the interactive geographical map (e.g.
interactive geographical map 100 in FIGS. 1A-1E). In
some embodiments, a user can select or dictate which
settings to apply and which settings the system should
prefer or default to if a conflict arises between two distinct
settings. In some embodiments, a user can also provide
filtering and search instructions so that the set data ob-
jects retrieved by block 404 can be further filtered down.
[0084] In block 408, the interactive geographical map
display system 400 generates an interactive geographi-
cal user interface and/or generates an interactive geo-
graphical interface data useable for rendering as an in-
teractive geographical interface. In some embodiments,
the interactive geographical map display system 400 may
be a remote server (e.g. front-end system), a user’s com-
puting device, or have some components on a user’s
computing device and additional components on a re-
mote server, among other similar configurations. For ex-
ample, in a typical configuration, relevant data and in-
structions can be loaded onto a browser application in-
stalled on a user’s computing device. The data can be
downloaded from a remote server.
[0085] In block 410, one or more users devices 424
may cause to open a browser application to view the
interactive geographical map, which then, in block 412,
may then cause the interactive geographical map display
system 400 to determine aggregate values based on plot-
ted locations of the data objects and the current viewport
of the user device 424. Once aggregate values are cal-
culated, the values can be transmitted by the output en-
gine in block 422 to the user device 424 for display of the
interactive geographical interface on a display browser
438. The interactive geographical map display system
400 can calculate aggregate values of the data objects
in block 414 based on aggregation settings (e.g. a pre-
configured aggregation threshold) in block 415 and the
current viewport in block 438. Additionally, in some em-
bodiments, certain determinations, data object sets,
and/or search filtering instructions can be stored locally
by the interactive geographical map display system 400
in block 420.
[0086] After block 412, and in no particular order, a
user device 426 may display the interactive geographical
interface determined by block 418. The device 426 may
then determine clustering in block 442 based on the clus-
tering settings in block 444, and then receive a selection
of a cluster by block 432. Upon receiving a selection of
a cluster, the user device 424 can depict the selected

cluster with an indicator indicating the selection. Moreo-
ver, in block 432, the user device 424 can receive view-
port instructions (i.e. panning or zooming), and transmit
the instructions to the interactive geographical map dis-
play system 400 for further processing, while simultane-
ously, in some embodiments, depicting estimated clus-
tering based on the prior determined aggregate values
received from the interactive geographical map display
system 400.
[0087] In the embodiment of FIG. 4, as mentioned
above, the interactive geographical map display system
400 is coupled to a network 425, such as a LAN, WAN,
or the Internet, for example, via a wired, wireless, or com-
bination of wired and wireless, communication link. The
network 425 communicates with various computing de-
vices and/or other electronic devices via wired or wireless
communication links. In the embodiment of FIG. 4, the
network 425 is communicating with one or more interac-
tive geographical map display systems 400 and/or one
or more user devices 108.
[0088] The input device(s) 432 may comprise a key-
board, roller ball, pen and stylus, mouse, trackball, cam-
era, voice recognition system, microphone, or pre-des-
ignated switches or buttons. The output device(s) may
comprise a speaker, a display screen, a printer, or a voice
synthesizer. In addition, a touch screen may act as a
hybrid input/output device.
[0089] In an embodiment, a user device 424 comprises
a personal computer, a laptop computer, a tablet com-
puter, an e-reader device, a cellular phone, a smart-
phone, a GPS system, a gaming device, a portable com-
puting device, a server, a computer workstation, a local
area network of individual computers, an interactive ki-
osk, a personal digital assistant, an interactive wireless
communications device, a handheld computer, an em-
bedded computing device, an audio player, or the like.
The user device 424 should also have a display browser
438. The display browser can display the interactive ge-
ographical map.
[0090] In addition to the interactive geographical map
display system 400 and user devices 424 that are illus-
trated in FIG. 4, the network 425 may communicate with
other data sources or other computing devices (e.g., re-
mote database(s) 426). In some embodiments, one or
more of the data repositories and the data sources may
be implemented using a relational database, such as
DB2, Sybase, Oracle, CodeBase and Microsoft® SQL
Server as well as other types of databases such as, for
example, a flat file database, an entity-relationship data-
base, and object-oriented database, and/or a record-
based database.
[0091] In one embodiment, the interactive geographi-
cal map display system 400 comprises a mainframe com-
puter suitable for controlling and/or communicating with
large databases, performing high volume transaction
processing, and generating reports from large databas-
es. The interactive geographical map display system 400
may also include a central processing unit ("CPU") 406,
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which may comprise a conventional microprocessor. The
interactive geographical map display system 400 may
also include a memory, such as random access memory
("RAM") for temporary storage of information and/or a
read only memory ("ROM") for permanent storage of in-
formation, and a mass storage device, such as a hard
drive, diskette, or optical media storage device.
[0092] Depending on the embodiment, certain acts,
events, or functions of any of the processes or algorithms
described herein can be performed in a different se-
quence, can be added, merged, or left out altogether
(e.g., not all described operations or events are neces-
sary for the practice of the algorithm). Moreover, in certain
embodiments, operations or events can be performed
concurrently, e.g., through multi-threaded processing, in-
terrupt processing, or multiple processors or processor
cores or on other parallel architectures, rather than se-
quentially.
[0093] The various illustrative logical blocks, modules,
routines, and algorithm steps described in connection
with the embodiments disclosed herein can be imple-
mented as electronic hardware, or combinations of elec-
tronic hardware and computer software. To clearly illus-
trate this interchangeability, various illustrative compo-
nents, blocks, modules, and steps have been described
above generally in terms of their functionality. Whether
such functionality is implemented as hardware, or as soft-
ware that runs on hardware, depends upon the particular
application and design constraints imposed on the overall
system. The described functionality can be implemented
in varying ways for each particular application, but such
implementation decisions should not be interpreted as
causing a departure from the scope of the disclosure.
[0094] Moreover, the various illustrative logical blocks
and modules described in connection with the embodi-
ments disclosed herein can be implemented or per-
formed by a machine, such as a general purpose proc-
essor device, a digital signal processor (DSP), an appli-
cation specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a field program-
mable gate array (FPGA) or other programmable logic
device, discrete gate or transistor logic, discrete hard-
ware components, or any combination thereof designed
to perform the functions described herein. A processor
device can be a microprocessor, but in the alternative,
the processor device can be a controller, microcontroller,
or state machine, combinations of the same, or the like.
A processor device can include electrical circuitry con-
figured to process computer-executable instructions. In
another embodiment, a processor device includes an FP-
GA or other programmable device that performs logic
operations without processing computer-executable in-
structions. A processor device can also be implemented
as a combination of computing devices, e.g., a combina-
tion of a DSP and a microprocessor, a plurality of micro-
processors, one or more microprocessors in conjunction
with a DSP core, or any other such configuration. Al-
though described herein primarily with respect to digital
technology, a processor device may also include prima-

rily analog components. For example, some or all of the
algorithms described herein may be implemented in an-
alog circuitry or mixed analog and digital circuitry. A com-
puting environment can include any type of computer
system, including, but not limited to, a computer system
based on a microprocessor, a mainframe computer, a
digital signal processor, a portable computing device, a
device controller, or a computational engine within an
appliance, to name a few.
[0095] The elements of a method, process, routine, or
algorithm described in connection with the embodiments
disclosed herein can be embodied directly in hardware,
in a software module executed by a processor device, or
in a combination of the two. A software module can reside
in RAM, flash memory, ROM, EPROM, EEPROM, reg-
isters, hard disk, a removable disk, a CD-ROM, or any
other form of a transitory or non-transitory computer-
readable storage medium. An exemplary storage medi-
um can be coupled to the processor device such that the
processor device can read information from, and write
information to, the storage medium. In the alternative,
the storage medium can be integral to the processor de-
vice. The processor device and the storage medium can
reside in an ASIC. The ASIC can reside in a user terminal.
In the alternative, the processor device and the storage
medium can reside as discrete components in a user
terminal.

Object-Centric Data Model

[0096] To provide a framework for the following dis-
cussion of specific systems and methods described here-
in, an example interactive geographical map display sys-
tem 210 using an ontology 205 will now be described.
This description is provided for the purpose of providing
an example and is not intended to limit the techniques to
the example data model, the example database system,
or the example database system’s use of an ontology to
represent information. Also, the discussion below and
herein describes features associated with an interactive
geographical map display system and features associ-
ated with one or more user device(s), as well as a front-
end system, back-end system, and database systems.
It should be appreciated that in some embodiments, the
interactive geographical map display system can encom-
pass some or all of the features of the front-end system,
back-end system, user device(s), and database systems.
[0097] In one embodiment, a body of data is concep-
tually structured according to an object-centric data mod-
el represented by ontology 205. The conceptual data
model is independent of any particular database used
for durably storing one or more database(s) 209 based
on the ontology 205. For example, each object of the
conceptual data model may correspond to one or more
rows in a relational database or an entry in Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) database, or any com-
bination of one or more databases.
[0098] FIG. 2 illustrates an object-centric conceptual
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data model according to an embodiment. An ontology
205, as noted above, may include stored information pro-
viding a data model for storage of data in the database
209. The ontology 205 may be defined by one or more
object types, which may each be associated with one or
more property types. At the highest level of abstraction,
data object 201 is a container for information represent-
ing things in the world. For example, data object 201 can
represent an entity such as a person, a place, an organ-
ization, a market instrument, or other noun. Data object
201 can represent an event that happens at a point in
time or for a duration. Data object 201 can represent a
document or other unstructured data source such as an
e-mail message, a news report, or a written paper or ar-
ticle. Each data object 201 is associated with a unique
identifier that uniquely identifies the data object within
the geographical map display system.
[0099] Different types of data objects may have differ-
ent property types. For example, a "Person" data object
might have an "Eye Color" property type and an "Event"
data object might have a "Date" property type. Each prop-
erty 203 as represented by data in the geographical map
display system 210 may have a property type defined by
the ontology 205 used by the database 205.
[0100] Objects may be instantiated in the database 209
in accordance with the corresponding object definition
for the particular object in the ontology 205. For example,
a specific monetary payment (e.g., an object of type
"event") of US$30.00 (e.g., a property of type "currency")
taking place on 3/27/2009 (e.g., a property of type "date")
may be stored in the database 209 as an event object
with associated currency and date properties as defined
within the ontology 205. The data objects defined in the
ontology 205 may support property multiplicity. In partic-
ular, a data object 201 may be allowed to have more than
one property 203 of the same property type. For example,
a "Person" data object might have multiple "Address"
properties or multiple "Name" properties.
[0101] Each link 202 represents a connection between
two data objects 201. In one embodiment, the connection
is either through a relationship, an event, or through
matching properties. A relationship connection may be
asymmetrical or symmetrical. For example, "Person" da-
ta object A may be connected to "Person" data object B
by a "Child Of’ relationship (where "Person" data object
B has an asymmetric "Parent Of’ relationship to "Person"
data object A), a "Kin Of’ symmetric relationship
to "Person" data object C, and an asymmetric "Member
Of’ relationship to "Organization" data object X. The type
of relationship between two data objects may vary de-
pending on the types of the data objects. For example,
"Person" data object A may have an "Appears In" rela-
tionship with "Document" data object Y or have a "Par-
ticipate In" relationship with "Event" data object E. As an
example of an event connection, two "Person" data ob-
jects may be connected by an "Airline Flight" data object
representing a particular airline flight if they traveled to-
gether on that flight, or by a "Meeting" data object repre-

senting a particular meeting if they both attended that
meeting. In one embodiment, when two data objects are
connected by an event, they are also connected by re-
lationships, in which each data object has a specific re-
lationship to the event, such as, for example, an "Appears
In" relationship.
[0102] As an example of a matching properties con-
nection, two "Person" data objects representing a brother
and a sister, may both have an "Address" property that
indicates where they live. If the brother and the sister live
in the same home, then their "Address" properties likely
contain similar, if not identical property values. In one
embodiment, a link between two data objects may be
established based on similar or matching properties (e.g.,
property types and/or property values) of the data ob-
jects. These are just some examples of the types of con-
nections that may be represented by a link and other
types of connections may be represented; embodiments
are not limited to any particular types of connections be-
tween data objects. For example, a document might con-
tain references to two different objects. For example, a
document may contain a reference to a payment (one
object), and a person (a second object). A link between
these two objects may represent a connection between
these two entities through their co-occurrence within the
same document.
[0103] Each data object 201 can have multiple links
with another data object 201 to form a link set 204. For
example, two "Person" data objects representing a hus-
band and a wife could be linked through a "Spouse Of’
relationship, a matching "Address" property, and one or
more matching "Event" properties (e.g., a wedding).
Each link 202 as represented by data in a database may
have a link type defined by the database ontology used
by the database.
[0104] Advantageously, the present disclosure allows
users to interact and analyze electronic data in a more
analytically useful way. Graphical user interfaces allow
the user to visualize otherwise obscure relationships and
patterns between different data objects. The present dis-
closure allows for greater scalability by allowing greater
access and search capabilities regardless of size. With-
out using the present disclosure, observation and use of
such relationships would be virtually impossible given
the size and diversity of many users’ present databases,
(e.g. excel spreadsheets, emails, and word documents).
[0105] FIG. 5 illustrates defining a dynamic ontology
for use in creating data in a database. For purposes of
illustrating a clear example, steps 502-509 of FIG. 5 are
first described at a high level, and details of an example
implementation follow the high level description.
[0106] In step 502, one or more object types are cre-
ated for a database ontology. In step 506, one or more
property types are created for each object type. As indi-
cated in step 504, the attributes of object types or property
types of the ontology may be edited or modified at any
time.
[0107] In step 508, at least one parser definition is cre-
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ated for each property type. At step 509, attributes of a
parser definition may be edited or modified at any time.
[0108] In an embodiment, each property type is de-
clared to be representative of one or more object types.
A property type is representative of an object type when
the property type is intuitively associated with the object
type. For example, a property type of "Social Security
Number" may be representative of an object type "Per-
son" but not representative of an object type "Business."
[0109] In an embodiment, each property type has one
or more components and a base type. In an embodiment,
a property type may comprise a string, a date, a number,
or a composite type consisting of two or more string, date,
or number elements. Thus, property types are extensible
and can represent complex data structures. Further, a
parser definition can reference a component of a complex
property type as a unit or token.
[0110] An example of a property having multiple com-
ponents is a Name property having a Last Name com-
ponent and a First Name component. An example of raw
input data is "Smith, Jane". An example parser definition
specifies an association of input data to object property
components as follows: {LAST_NAME},
{FIRST_NAME}→Name:Last, Name:First. In an embod-
iment, the association {LAST_NAME}, {FIRST_NAME}
is defined in a parser definition using regular expression
symbology. The association {LAST_NAME},
{FIRST_NAME} indicates that a last name string followed
by a first name string comprises valid input data for a
property of type Name. In contrast, input data of "Smith
Jane" would not be valid for the specified parser defini-
tion, but a user could create a second parser definition
that does match input data of "Smith Jane". The definition
Name:Last, Name:First specifies that matching input da-
ta values map to components named "Last" and "First"
of the Name property.
[0111] As a result, parsing the input data using the
parser definition results in assigning the value "Smith" to
the Name:Last component of the Name property, and
the value "Jane" to the Name:First component of the
Name property.
[0112] In an embodiment, administrative users use an
administrative editor to create or edit object types and
property types. In an embodiment, users use the admin-
istrative editor to specify parser definitions and to asso-
ciate regular expressions, code modules or scripts with
the parser definitions. In the administrative editor, a user
can specify attributes and components of a property type.
For example, in one embodiment a user specifies a
graphical user interface icon that is associated with the
property type and displayed in a user interface for select-
ing the property type. The user further specifies a parser
definition that is associated with the property type and
that can parse input data and map the input data to prop-
erties corresponding to the property type. The user fur-
ther specifies a display format for the property type indi-
cating how users will see properties of that property type.
[0113] In an embodiment, an object type editor panel

could comprise graphical buttons for selecting add, de-
lete, and edit functions, and one or more rows that identify
object types and a summary of selected attributes of the
object types. Example selected attributes that can be dis-
played in object editor panel include an object type name
(e.g., Business, Asset, etc.), a uniform resource identifier
(URI) specifying a location of information defining the ob-
ject type (for example, "com. business_entity_name.ob-
ject.business"), and a base type of the object type, also
expressed in URI format (for example, "com.
business_entity_name.object.entity"). Each URI also
may include a graphical icon.
[0114] In an embodiment, a user interacts with a com-
puter to perform the following steps to define an object
type. Assume for purposes of an example that the new
object type is Vehicle. Using the object type editor, the
user selects the "Add Object Type" button and the com-
puter generates and displays a panel that prompts the
user to enter values for a new object type. The user se-
lects a base object type of Entity, which may comprise
any person, place or thing. The user assigns a graphical
icon to the Vehicle object type. The user assigns a display
name of "Vehicle" to the object type.
[0115] In an embodiment, a user interacts with the
computer to define a property type in a similar manner.
The user specifies a name for the property type, a display
name, and an icon. The user may specify one or more
validators for a property type. Each validator may com-
prise a regular expression that input data modified by a
parser must match to constitute valid data for that prop-
erty type. In an embodiment, each validator is applied to
input data before a process can store the modified input
data in an object property of the associated property type.
Validators are applied after parsing and before input data
is allowed to be stored in an object property.
[0116] In various embodiments, validators may com-
prise regular expressions, a set of fixed values, or a code
module. For example, a property type that is a number
may have a validator comprising a regular expression
that matches digits 0 to 9. As another example, a property
type that is a US state may have a validator that com-
prises the set {AK, AL, CA ... VA} of valid two-letter postal
abbreviations for states. Validator sets may be extendible
to allow a user to add further values. A property type may
have component elements, and each component ele-
ment may have a different validator. For example, a prop-
erty type of "Address" may comprise as components
"City", "State", and "ZIP", each of which may have a dif-
ferent validator.
[0117] In an embodiment, defining a property type in-
cludes identifying one or more associated words for the
property type. The associated words support search
functions in large database systems. For example, a
property type of "Address" may have an associated word
of "home" so that a search in the system for "home" prop-
erties will yield "Address" as one result.
[0118] In an embodiment, defining a property type in-
cludes identifying a display formatter for the property
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type. A display formatter specifies how to print or display
a property type value.
[0119] In an embodiment, the parser definitions each
include a regular expression that matches valid input,
and the parser uses a regular expression processing
module. For example, conventional Java language proc-
essors typically have regular expression processing
modules built in. In an embodiment, parser definitions
comprising regular expressions may be chained togeth-
er. In another embodiment, one or more of the parser
definitions each include a code module that contains logic
for parsing input data and determining whether the input
data matches a specified syntax or data model. The code
module may be written in Java, JavaScript, or any other
suitable source language.
[0120] In an embodiment, there may be any number
of parser definitions and sub-definitions. The number of
parser definitions is unimportant because the input data
is applied successively to each parser definition until a
match occurs. When a match occurs, the input data is
mapped using the parser sub definitions to one or more
components of an instance of an object property. As a
result, input data can vary syntactically from a desired
syntax but correct data values are mapped into correct
object property values in a database.
[0121] Accordingly, referring again to FIG. 5, creating
a parser definition for a property type at step 508 may
comprise selecting a parser type such as a regular ex-
pression, code module, or other parser type. When the
parser type is "code module," then a user specifies the
name of a particular code module, script, or other func-
tional element that can perform parsing for the associated
property type.
[0122] In an embodiment, defining a property type in-
cludes creating a definition of a parser for the property
type using a parser editor. In an embodiment, a screen
display comprises a Parser Type combo box that can
receive a user selection of a parser type, such as "Reg-
ular Expression" or "Code Module." A screen display fur-
ther comprises a Name text entry box that can receive a
user-specified name for the parser definition.
[0123] When the parser type is "regular expression,"
steps 514-520 are performed. At step 514, regular ex-
pression text is specified. For example, when the Parser
Type value of combo box is "Regular Expression," a
screen display comprises an Expression Pattern text box
that can receive a user entry of regular expression pattern
text.
[0124] In step 516, a property type component and a
matching sub-definition of regular expression text is
specified. For example, a screen display further compris-
es one or more property type component mappings. Each
property type component mapping associates a sub-def-
inition of the regular expression pattern text with the prop-
erty type component that is shown in a combo box. A
user specifies a property type component by selecting a
property type component using a combo box for an as-
sociated sub-definition. As shown in step 518, specifying

a property type component and sub-definition of regular
expression text may be repeated for all other property
type components of a particular property type.
[0125] In step 520, a user may specify one or more
constraints, default values, and/or other attributes of a
parser definition. The user also may specify that a match
to a particular property type component is not required
by checking a "Not Required" check box. A screen display
may further comprise a Default Value text box that can
receive user input for a default value for the property type
component. If a Default Value is specified, then the as-
sociated property type receives that value if no match
occurs for associated grouping of the regular expression.
In alternative embodiments, other constraints may be
specified.
[0126] At step 522, the parser definition is stored in
association with a property type. For example, selecting
the SAVE button causes storing a parser definition based
on the values entered in screen display. Parser defini-
tions may be stored in database 209.
[0127] The approach of FIG. 5 may be implemented
using other mechanisms for creating and specifying the
values and elements identified in FIG. 5, and a particular
GUI of is not required.
[0128] Advantageously, use of a dynamic ontology
may allow a user to take advantage of an ontological data
model, while not constraining himself or herself to a hard-
coded ontology. Hard-coded ontologies can be overly
simple (i.e. lacking detailed semantic properties, making
classification difficult but limiting analysis) or overly com-
plex (i.e. having overly detailed semantic properties,
making classification difficult). Use of a dynamic ontology
can allow a user to define the desired level of semantic
granularity, making dynamic ontologies suitable for a plu-
rality of different and diverse uses (e.g., fraud prevention,
cyber security, governmental applications, capital mar-
kets, etc.).
[0129] Advantageously, use of a parser or other ontol-
ogy configuration tools may allow greater scalability of a
user’s database without loss of any analytic ability. Use
of a parser or other ontology configuration tools and pars-
er definitions, (e.g., first name, last name, etc.), may allow
for self-categorization without the need for manual cod-
ing. Manual coding of a data object’s properties may be
subject to many of the disadvantages associated with
manual data entry (e.g., slow, inaccurate, and costly).
Additionally, manual coding of a data object’s properties
may not allow for dynamic ontology reconfiguration if a
user chose to adjust the granularity, (i.e., specificity), or
an ontologies semantic properties.
[0130] The nodes of the graph may represent different
information or data objects, for example. The edges of
the graph may represent relationships between the
nodes. The ontology may be created or updated in var-
ious ways, including those described herein, comprising
both manual and automatic processes. In some imple-
mentations, the ontology and or data objects in the graph
database may be created and/or interacted with visually
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through various graphical user interfaces. Advanta-
geously, this allows the user to interact with the data ob-
jects by placing, dragging, linking and deleting visual en-
tities on a graphical user interface. The ontology may be
converted to a low-level (i.e. node list) representation.
[0131] It should be appreciated that the above system
and methods can apply to varying use cases. For exam-
ple, employees of an organization, cars or real estate a
company is in possession of, or the like. These use cases
are not exhaustive and are meant to merely provide a
few examples. A person of ordinary skill in the art may
find other applicable use cases for the systems and meth-
ods described.

Notification Module

[0132] In some embodiments, an alert and/or notifica-
tion is automatically transmitted to the front-end system,
or device operated by the entity associated with the alert
and/or notification. The alert and/or notification can be
transmitted at the time that the alert and/or notification is
generated or at some determined time after generation
of the alert and/or notification. In some embodiments, the
alert can be generated upon new data being added to
the back-end system, new aggregation updates are be-
ing pushed to the front-end system, or the like. When
received by the device, the alert and/or notification can
cause the device to display the alert and/or notification
via the activation of an application on the device (e.g., a
browser, a mobile application, etc.). For example, receipt
of the alert and/or notification may automatically activate
an application on the device, such as a messaging ap-
plication (e.g., SMS or MMS messaging application), a
standalone application (e.g., a data analysis application),
or a browser, for example, and display information in-
cluded in the alert and/or notification. If the device is of-
fline when the alert and/or notification is transmitted, the
application may be automatically activated when the de-
vice is online such that the alert and/or notification is dis-
played. As another example, receipt of the alert and/or
notification may cause a browser to open and be redi-
rected to a login page so that the entity can log and view
the alert and/or notification. Alternatively, the alert and/or
notification may include a URL of a webpage (or other
online information) associated with the alert and/or noti-
fication, such that when the device (e.g., a mobile device)
receives the alert, a browser (or other application) is au-
tomatically activated and the URL included in the alert
and/or notification is accessed via the Internet.

General API Module

[0133] Various third-parties operate electronic servic-
es systems. In some instances, these systems may allow
access through Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs). Typically, each API requires its own set of infor-
mation about a data object, such as name, age, and
height for a data object representing a person. Advanta-

geously, embodiments of the present disclosure may col-
lect information related to a data object, form API re-
quests in the format and containing the information re-
quired by the API of each third-party ("third-party format"),
collect responses from the API of each third-party, trans-
late the different results back into a uniform format that
facilitates comparison, storage and/or processing ("com-
mon format"), and show the results to the user. For ex-
ample, different third-parties may require different types
of information, and in different format; for example, third-
party A may require a data object’s name and age prop-
erties, whereas third-party B may require an a data ob-
ject’s age and height properties but not name. In some
embodiments, data objects, and the information associ-
ated with the data objects, can be derived from a variety
of sources, including, but not limited, to the use of APIs.
[0134] Advantageously, rather than presenting the us-
er with different third-parties’ requests to provide different
information repeatedly, the system may retrieve the re-
quired information from its database and automatically
convert it into the format expected by the third-party. Ad-
vantageously, the system may then also convert the in-
dividual responses received from each API, which may
again be in a third-party-specific format, into a common
format that may facilitate comparison by the user. Simi-
larly, various embodiments may use external APIs to ac-
cess other services.
[0135] Additionally, in some implementations commu-
nications with one or more API’s may be encrypted and/or
authenticated. For example, public and/or private key ex-
changes may take place to establish authenticated
and/or encrypted communications between, e.g., the
system and computing systems of third-parties, to, e.g.,
protect user data from exposure to potentially malicious
actors.

Additional Implementation Details and Embodiments

[0136] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
may be a system, a method, and/or a computer program
product at any possible technical detail level of integra-
tion. The computer program product may include a com-
puter readable storage medium (or mediums) having
computer readable program instructions thereon for
causing a processor to carry out aspects of the present
disclosure.
[0137] For example, the functionality described herein
may be performed as software instructions are executed
by, and/or in response to software instructions being ex-
ecuted by, one or more hardware processors and/or any
other suitable computing devices. The software instruc-
tions and/or other executable code may be read from a
computer readable storage medium (or mediums).
[0138] The computer readable storage medium can be
a tangible device that can retain and store data and/or
instructions for use by an instruction execution device.
The computer readable storage medium may be, for ex-
ample, but is not limited to, an electronic storage device
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(including any volatile and/or non-volatile electronic stor-
age devices), a magnetic storage device, an optical stor-
age device, an electromagnetic storage device, a semi-
conductor storage device, or any suitable combination
of the foregoing. A non-exhaustive list of more specific
examples of the computer readable storage medium in-
cludes the following: a portable computer diskette, a hard
disk, a solid state drive, a random access memory (RAM),
a read-only memory (ROM), an erasable programmable
read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory), a static
random access memory (SRAM), a portable compact
disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), a digital versatile disk
(DVD), a memory stick, a floppy disk, a mechanically
encoded device such as punch-cards or raised structures
in a groove having instructions recorded thereon, and
any suitable combination of the foregoing. A computer
readable storage medium, as used herein, is not to be
construed as being transitory signals per se, such as ra-
dio waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic
waves, electromagnetic waves propagating through a
waveguide or other transmission media (e.g., light pulses
passing through a fiber-optic cable), or electrical signals
transmitted through a wire.
[0139] Computer readable program instructions de-
scribed herein can be downloaded to respective comput-
ing/processing devices from a computer readable stor-
age medium or to an external computer or external stor-
age device via a network, for example, the Internet, a
local area network, a wide area network and/or a wireless
network. The network may comprise copper transmis-
sion cables, optical transmission fibers, wireless trans-
mission, routers, firewalls, switches, gateway computers
and/or edge servers. A network adapter card or network
interface in each computing/processing device receives
computer readable program instructions from the net-
work and forwards the computer readable program in-
structions for storage in a computer readable storage me-
dium within the respective computing/processing device.
[0140] Computer readable program instructions (as al-
so referred to herein as, for example, "code," "instruc-
tions," "module," "application," "software application,"
and/or the like) for carrying out operations of the present
disclosure may be assembler instructions, instruction-
set-architecture (ISA) instructions, machine instructions,
machine dependent instructions, microcode, firmware in-
structions, state-setting data, configuration data for inte-
grated circuitry, or either source code or object code writ-
ten in any combination of one or more programming lan-
guages, including an object oriented programming lan-
guage such as Smalltalk, C++, or the like, and procedural
programming languages, such as the "C" programming
language or similar programming languages. Computer
readable program instructions may be callable from other
instructions or from itself, and/or may be invoked in re-
sponse to detected events or interrupts. Computer read-
able program instructions configured for execution on
computing devices may be provided on a computer read-
able storage medium, and/or as a digital download (and

may be originally stored in a compressed or installable
format that requires installation, decompression or de-
cryption prior to execution) that may then be stored on a
computer readable storage medium. Such computer
readable program instructions may be stored, partially or
fully, on a memory device (e.g., a computer readable
storage medium) of the executing computing device, for
execution by the computing device. The computer read-
able program instructions may execute entirely on a us-
er’s computer (e.g., the executing computing device),
partly on the user’s computer, as a stand-alone software
package, partly on the user’s computer and partly on a
remote computer or entirely on the remote computer or
server. In the latter scenario, the remote computer may
be connected to the user’s computer through any type
of network, including a local area network (LAN) or a wide
area network (WAN), or the connection may be made to
an external computer (for example, through the Internet
using an Internet Service Provider). In some embodi-
ments, electronic circuitry including, for example, pro-
grammable logic circuitry, field-programmable gate ar-
rays (FPGA), or programmable logic arrays (PLA) may
execute the computer readable program instructions by
utilizing state information of the computer readable pro-
gram instructions to personalize the electronic circuitry,
in order to perform aspects of the present disclosure.
[0141] Aspects of the present disclosure are described
herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or
block diagrams of methods, apparatus (systems), and
computer program products according to embodiments
of the disclosure. It will be understood that each block of
the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, and
combinations of blocks in the flowchart illustrations
and/or block diagrams, can be implemented by computer
readable program instructions.
[0142] These computer readable program instructions
may be provided to a processor of a general purpose
computer, special purpose computer, or other program-
mable data processing apparatus to produce a machine,
such that the instructions, which execute via the proces-
sor of the computer or other programmable data process-
ing apparatus, create means for implementing the func-
tions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram
block or blocks. These computer readable program in-
structions may also be stored in a computer readable
storage medium that can direct a computer, a program-
mable data processing apparatus, and/or other devices
to function in a particular manner, such that the computer
readable storage medium having instructions stored
therein comprises an article of manufacture including in-
structions which implement aspects of the function/act
specified in the flowchart(s) and/or block diagram(s)
block or blocks.
[0143] The computer readable program instructions
may also be loaded onto a computer, other programma-
ble data processing apparatus, or other device to cause
a series of operational steps to be performed on the com-
puter, other programmable apparatus or other device to
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produce a computer implemented process, such that the
instructions which execute on the computer, other pro-
grammable apparatus, or other device implement the
functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block di-
agram block or blocks. For example, the instructions may
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive
of a remote computer. The remote computer may load
the instructions and/or modules into its dynamic memory
and send the instructions over a telephone, cable, or op-
tical line using a modem. A modem local to a server com-
puting system may receive the data on the telephone/ca-
ble/optical line and use a converter device including the
appropriate circuitry to place the data on a bus. The bus
may carry the data to a memory, from which a processor
may retrieve and execute the instructions. The instruc-
tions received by the memory may optionally be stored
on a storage device (e.g., a solid state drive) either before
or after execution by the computer processor.
[0144] The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures
illustrate the architecture, functionality, and operation of
possible implementations of systems, methods, and
computer program products according to various embod-
iments of the present disclosure. In this regard, each
block in the flowchart or block diagrams may represent
a module, segment, or portion of instructions, which com-
prises one or more executable instructions for imple-
menting the specified logical function(s). In some alter-
native implementations, the functions noted in the blocks
may occur out of the order noted in the Figures. For ex-
ample, two blocks shown in succession may, in fact, be
executed substantially concurrently, or the blocks may
sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending
upon the functionality involved. In addition, certain blocks
may be omitted in some implementations. The methods
and processes described herein are also not limited to
any particular sequence, and the blocks or states relating
thereto can be performed in other sequences that are
appropriate.
[0145] It will also be noted that each block of the block
diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, and combinations
of blocks in the block diagrams and/or flowchart illustra-
tion, can be implemented by special purpose hardware-
based systems that perform the specified functions or
acts or carry out combinations of special purpose hard-
ware and computer instructions. For example, any of the
processes, methods, algorithms, elements, blocks, ap-
plications, or other functionality (or portions of function-
ality) described in the preceding sections may be em-
bodied in, and/or fully or partially automated via, elec-
tronic hardware such application-specific processors
(e.g., application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs)),
programmable processors (e.g., field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs)), application-specific circuitry,
and/or the like (any of which may also combine custom
hard-wired logic, logic circuits, ASICs, FPGAs, etc. with
custom programming/execution of software instructions
to accomplish the techniques).
[0146] Any of the above-mentioned processors, and/or

devices incorporating any of the above-mentioned proc-
essors, may be referred to herein as, for example, "com-
puters," "computer devices," "computing devices," "hard-
ware computing devices," "hardware processors,"
"processing units," and/or the like. Computing devices of
the above-embodiments may generally (but not neces-
sarily) be controlled and/or coordinated by operating sys-
tem software, such as Mac OS, iOS, Android, Chrome
OS, Windows OS (e.g., Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10, Windows Server,
etc.), Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, Black-
berry OS, VxWorks, or other suitable operating systems.
In other embodiments, the computing devices may be
controlled by a proprietary operating system. Conven-
tional operating systems control and schedule computer
processes for execution, perform memory management,
provide file system, networking, I/O services, and provide
a user interface functionality, such as a graphical user
interface ("GUI"), among other things.
[0147] For example, FIG. 6 is a block diagram that il-
lustrates a computer system 600 upon which various em-
bodiments may be implemented. Computer system 600
may be similar, or have similar components, to the front-
end system, back-end system, and/or interactive geo-
graphical map display system 400 described herein.
Computer system 600 includes a bus 602 or other com-
munication mechanism for communicating information,
and a hardware processor, or multiple processors, 604
coupled with bus 602 for processing information. Hard-
ware processor(s) 604 may be, for example, one or more
general purpose microprocessors.
[0148] Computer system 600 also includes a main
memory 606, such as a random access memory (RAM),
cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to
bus 602 for storing information and instructions to be ex-
ecuted by processor 604. Main memory 606 also may
be used for storing temporary variables or other interme-
diate information during execution of instructions to be
executed by processor 604. Such instructions, when
stored in storage media accessible to processor 604,
render computer system 600 into a special-purpose ma-
chine that is customized to perform the operations spec-
ified in the instructions.
[0149] Computer system 600 further includes a read
only memory (ROM) 808 or other static storage device
coupled to bus 602 for storing static information and in-
structions for processor 604. A storage device 610, such
as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive
(Flash drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 602
for storing information and instructions.
[0150] Computer system 600 may be coupled via bus
602 to a display 612, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT)
or LCD display (or touch screen), for displaying informa-
tion to a computer user. An input device 614, including
alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 602 for
communicating information and command selections to
processor 604. Another type of user input device is cursor
control 616, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor di-
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rection keys for communicating direction information and
command selections to processor 604 and for controlling
cursor movement on display 612. This input device typ-
ically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis
(e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device
to specify positions in a plane. In some embodiments,
the same direction information and command selections
as cursor control may be implemented via receiving
touches on a touch screen without a cursor.
[0151] Computing system 600 may include a user in-
terface module to implement a GUI that may be stored
in a mass storage device as computer executable pro-
gram instructions that are executed by the computing
device(s). Computer system 600 may further, as de-
scribed below, implement the techniques described
herein using customized hard-wired logic, one or more
ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic which
in combination with the computer system causes or pro-
grams computer system 600 to be a special-purpose ma-
chine. According to one embodiment, the techniques
herein are performed by computer system 600 in re-
sponse to processor(s) 604 executing one or more se-
quences of one or more computer readable program in-
structions contained in main memory 606. Such instruc-
tions may be read into main memory 606 from another
storage medium, such as storage device 610. Execution
of the sequences of instructions contained in main mem-
ory 606 causes processor(s) 604 to perform the process
steps described herein. In alternative embodiments,
hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combi-
nation with software instructions.
[0152] Various forms of computer readable storage
media may be involved in carrying one or more sequenc-
es of one or more computer readable program instruc-
tions to processor 604 for execution. For example, the
instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or
solid state drive of a remote computer. The remote com-
puter can load the instructions into its dynamic memory
and send the instructions over a telephone line using a
modem. A modem local to computer system 600 can
receive the data on the telephone line and use an infra-
red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal.
An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the
data on bus 602. Bus 602 carries the data to main mem-
ory 606, from which processor 604 retrieves and exe-
cutes the instructions. The instructions received by main
memory 606 may optionally be stored on storage device
610 either before or after execution by processor 604.
[0153] Computer system 600 also includes a commu-
nication interface 618 coupled to bus 602. Communica-
tion interface 618 provides a two-way data communica-
tion coupling to a network link 620 that is connected to a
local network 622. For example, communication inter-
face 618 may be an integrated services digital network
(ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or a modem
to provide a data communication connection to a corre-
sponding type of telephone line. As another example,

communication interface 618 may be a local area net-
work (LAN) card to provide a data communication con-
nection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component to com-
municated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be im-
plemented. In any such implementation, communication
interface 618 sends and receives electrical, electromag-
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams rep-
resenting various types of information.
[0154] Network link 620 typically provides data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, network link 620 may provide a
connection through local network 622 to a host computer
624 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) 626. ISP 626 in turn provides data com-
munication services through the world wide packet data
communication network now commonly referred to as
the "Internet" 628. Local network 622 and Internet 628
both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that
carry digital data streams. The signals through the vari-
ous networks and the signals on network link 620 and
through communication interface 618, which carry the
digital data to and from computer system 600, are exam-
ple forms of transmission media.
[0155] Computer system 600 can send messages and
receive data, including program code, through the net-
work(s), network link 620 and communication interface
618. In the Internet example, a server 630 might transmit
a requested code for an application program through In-
ternet 628, ISP 626, local network 622 and communica-
tion interface 618.
[0156] The received code may be executed by proc-
essor 604 as it is received, and/or stored in storage de-
vice 610, or other non-volatile storage for later execution.
[0157] As described above, in various embodiments
certain functionality may be accessible by a user through
a web-based viewer (such as a web browser), or other
suitable software program). In such implementations, the
user interface may be generated by a server computing
system and transmitted to a web browser of the user
(e.g., running on the user’s computing system). Alterna-
tively, data (e.g., user interface data) necessary for gen-
erating the user interface may be provided by the server
computing system to the browser, where the user inter-
face may be generated (e.g., the user interface data may
be executed by a browser accessing a web service and
may be configured to render the user interfaces based
on the user interface data). The user may then interact
with the user interface through the web-browser. User
interfaces of certain implementations may be accessible
through one or more dedicated software applications. In
certain embodiments, one or more of the computing de-
vices and/or systems of the disclosure may include mo-
bile computing devices, and user interfaces may be ac-
cessible through such mobile computing devices (for ex-
ample, smartphones and/or tablets).
[0158] Many variations and modifications may be
made to the above-described embodiments, the ele-
ments of which are to be understood as being among
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other acceptable examples. All such modifications and
variations are intended to be included herein within the
scope of this disclosure. The foregoing description details
certain embodiments. It will be appreciated, however,
that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in text,
the systems and methods can be practiced in many ways.
As is also stated above, it should be noted that the use
of particular terminology when describing certain fea-
tures or aspects of the systems and methods should not
be taken to imply that the terminology is being re-defined
herein to be restricted to including any specific charac-
teristics of the features or aspects of the systems and
methods with which that terminology is associated.
[0159] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements, and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0160] The term "substantially" when used in conjunc-
tion with the term "real-time" forms a phrase that will be
readily understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art.
For example, it is readily understood that such language
will include speeds in which no or little delay or waiting
is discernible, or where such delay is sufficiently short so
as not to be disruptive, irritating, or otherwise vexing to
a user.
[0161] Conjunctive language such as the phrase "at
least one of X, Y, and Z," or "at least one of X, Y, or Z,"
unless specifically stated otherwise, is to be understood
with the context as used in general to convey that an
item, term, etc. may be either X, Y, or Z, or a combination
thereof. For example, the term "or" is used in its inclusive
sense (and not in its exclusive sense) so that when used,
for example, to connect a list of elements, the term "or"
means one, some, or all of the elements in the list. Thus,
such conjunctive language is not generally intended to
imply that certain embodiments require at least one of X,
at least one of Y, and at least one of Z to each be present.
[0162] The term "a" as used herein should be given an
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For exam-
ple, unless specifically noted, the term "a" should not be
understood to mean "exactly one" or "one and only one";
instead, the term "a" means "one or more" or "at least
one," whether used in the claims or elsewhere in the
specification and regardless of uses of quantifiers such
as "at least one," "one or more," or "a plurality" elsewhere
in the claims or specification.
[0163] The term "comprising" as used herein should
be given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation.
For example, a general purpose computer comprising

one or more processors should not be interpreted as ex-
cluding other computer components, and may possibly
include such components as memory, input/output de-
vices, and/or network interfaces, among others.
[0164] Various aspects of sample embodiments ac-
cording to the present disclosure may be appreciated
from the following enumerated example embodiments
(EEEs):

EEE 1: A computer-implemented method of gener-
ating an interactive geographical map, the method
comprising: receiving, via a network communication
interface, a set of data objects comprising geoloca-
tion information; receiving, via a network communi-
cation interface, search criteria comprising at least
information associated with a current viewport; de-
termine a subset of data objects based at least in
part on the current viewport, wherein the subset of
data objects is a subset of the set of data objects;
calculating a plurality of aggregate values by aggre-
gating the subset of data objects within an aggrega-
tion threshold based at least in part on the geoloca-
tion information of each data object of the subset of
data objects, wherein each aggregate value repre-
sents one or more data objects; providing the plural-
ity of aggregate values for clustering into one or more
clusters and displaying the one or more clusters in
an interactive geographical map, wherein the size of
each of the cluster circles is based at least in part on
the number of data objects the cluster represents.
EEE 2: The computer-implemented method of EEE
1, wherein each aggregate value comprises a
number reflecting the total number of data objects
the aggregate value represents.
EEE 3: The computer-implemented method of EEE
1 or EEE 2, wherein the information associated with
a current viewport is based at least partly on two
geolocations.
EEE 4: The computer-implemented method of EEE
3, wherein the two geolocations are the geolocations
appearing on opposite corners of the current view-
port.
EEE 5: The computer-implemented method of any
of EEEs 1-4, wherein the aggregate values are cal-
culated by an aggregation algorithm such that the
total number of aggregate values calculated remain
less than the aggregation threshold.
EEE 6: The computer-implemented method of any
of EEEs 1-5, wherein the aggregation threshold is a
preconfigured limit based at least partly on the
number of aggregate values.
EEE 7: The computer-implemented method of any
of EEEs 1-6, further comprising: receiving, via a net-
work communication interface, additional search cri-
teria; determining, an updated subset of data ob-
jects, wherein the updated subset of data objects is
a subset of the set of data objects; calculating an
updated plurality of aggregate values by aggregating
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the updated subset of data objects within the aggre-
gation threshold; clustering the updated plurality of
aggregate values into one or more clusters; and up-
dating the interactive geographical map displaying
the one or more clusters.
EEE 8: The computer-implemented method of any
of EEEs 1-7, wherein the aggregating is based at
least partly on adjusting the degree of accuracy of
the geolocation data.
EEE 9: The computer-implemented method of any
of EEEs 1-8, wherein the clustering is based at least
partly on the locations of the aggregate values.
EEE 10: The computer-implemented method of any
of EEEs 1-9, further comprising: receiving, via a net-
work communication interface, a selection of at least
one cluster circle; upon receiving the selection, up-
dating the interactive geographical map, wherein the
selected cluster circle is updated with an indicator
indicating the selection.
EEE 11: The computer-implemented method of EEE
10, wherein the map further displays the plurality of
aggregate values associated with the selected clus-
ter circle.
EEE 12: The computer-implemented method of EEE
10 or EEE 11, further comprising: receiving, via a
network communication interface, an adjustment to
the current viewport; upon receiving the adjustment,
determining an adjusted subset of data objects
based at least in part on the current viewport, wherein
the adjusted subset of data objects is a subset of the
set of data objects; calculating a plurality of adjusted
aggregate values by aggregating the adjusted sub-
set of data objects within the aggregation threshold;
clustering the plurality of adjusted aggregate values
into one or more adjusted clusters; and updating the
interactive geographical map displaying the one or
more adjusted clusters.
EEE 13: The computer-implemented method of EEE
12, wherein the adjustment is based at least partly
on zooming into the current viewport, wherein the
selected cluster circle is updated to comprise a plu-
rality of cluster circles each with an indicator indicat-
ing that the circles are selected.
EEE 14: The computer-implemented method of EEE
12 or EEE 13, wherein the adjustment is based at
least partly on zooming out of the current viewport,
wherein the selected cluster circle is updated to com-
prise additional aggregate values and a new indica-
tor indication a partial selection of the cluster circle.
EEE 15: A system for dynamically generating an in-
teractive geographical map, the system comprising:
a computer readable storage medium having pro-
gram instructions embodied therewith; and one or
more processors configured to execute the program
instructions to cause the system to: receive, via a
network communication interface, a set of data ob-
jects comprising geolocation information; receive,
via a network communication interface, search cri-

teria comprising at least information associated with
a current viewport; determine a subset of data ob-
jects based at least in part on the current viewport,
wherein the subset of data objects is a subset of the
set of data objects; calculate a plurality of aggregate
values by aggregating the subset of data objects
within an aggregation threshold based at least in part
on the geolocation information of each data object
of the subset of data objects, wherein each aggre-
gate value represents one or more data objects; pro-
vide the plurality of aggregate values for clustering
into one or more clusters and displaying the one or
more clusters in an interactive geographical map,
wherein the size of each of the cluster circles is based
at least in part on the number of data objects the
cluster represents.
EEE 16: The system of EEE 15, wherein each ag-
gregate value comprises a number reflecting the to-
tal number of data objects the aggregate value rep-
resents.
EEE 17: The system of EEE 15 or EEE 16, wherein
the aggregation threshold is a preconfigured limit
based at least partly on the technical performance
capabilities of the user device.
EEE 18: The system of any of EEEs 15-17, wherein
the aggregation threshold is a preconfigured limit
based at least partly on the bandwidth performance
between the back-end system and front-end system.
EEE 19: The system of any of EEEs 15-18, wherein
the system is further configured to: receive, via a
network communication interface, a selection of at
least one cluster circle; upon receiving the selection,
generate a map displaying one or more clusters,
wherein the selected cluster circle is updated with
an indicator indicating the selection.
EEE 20: The system of any of EEEs 15-19, wherein
the map further displays the plurality of aggregate
values associated with the selected cluster circle.

[0165] While the above detailed description has
shown, described, and pointed out novel features as ap-
plied to various embodiments, it may be understood that
various omissions, substitutions, and changes in the form
and details of the devices or processes illustrated may
be made without departing from the spirit of the disclo-
sure. As may be recognized, certain embodiments of the
inventions described herein may be embodied within a
form that does not provide all of the features and benefits
set forth herein, as some features may be used or prac-
ticed separately from others. The scope of certain inven-
tions disclosed herein is indicated by the appended
claims rather than by the foregoing description. All chang-
es which come within the meaning and range of equiva-
lency of the claims are to be embraced within their scope.
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Claims

1. A computer-implemented method of generating an
interactive geographical map, the method compris-
ing:

receiving, via a network communication inter-
face, a set of data objects comprising geoloca-
tion information;
receiving, via a network communication inter-
face, search criteria comprising at least informa-
tion associated with a current viewport;
determine a subset of data objects based at
least in part on the current viewport, wherein the
subset of data objects is a subset of the set of
data objects;
calculating a plurality of aggregate values by ag-
gregating the subset of data objects within an
aggregation threshold based at least in part on
the geolocation information of each data object
of the subset of data objects, wherein each ag-
gregate value represents one or more data ob-
jects;
providing the plurality of aggregate values for
clustering into one or more clusters and display-
ing the one or more clusters in an interactive
geographical map, wherein the size of each of
the cluster circles is based at least in part on the
number of data objects the cluster represents.

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1,
wherein each aggregate value comprises a number
reflecting the total number of data objects the aggre-
gate value represents.

3. The computer-implemented method of claim 1 or
claim 2, wherein the information associated with a
current viewport is based at least partly on two ge-
olocations.

4. The computer-implemented method of claim 3,
wherein the two geolocations are the geolocations
appearing on opposite corners of the current view-
port.

5. The computer-implemented method of any of claims
1-4,
wherein the aggregate values are calculated by an
aggregation algorithm such that the total number of
aggregate values calculated remain less than the
aggregation threshold; and/or
wherein the aggregation threshold is a preconfigured
limit based at least partly on the number of aggregate
values.

6. The computer-implemented method of any of claims
1-5,
wherein the aggregation threshold is a preconfigured

limit based at least partly on the technical perform-
ance capabilities of the user device; and/or
wherein the aggregation threshold is a preconfigured
limit based at least partly on the bandwidth perform-
ance between the back-end system and front-end
system.

7. The computer-implemented method of any of claims
1-6, further comprising:

receiving, via a network communication inter-
face, additional search criteria;
determining, an updated subset of data objects,
wherein the updated subset of data objects is a
subset of the set of data objects;
calculating an updated plurality of aggregate
values by aggregating the updated subset of da-
ta objects within the aggregation threshold;
clustering the updated plurality of aggregate val-
ues into one or more clusters; and
updating the interactive geographical map dis-
playing the one or more clusters.

8. The computer-implemented method of any of claims
1-7,
wherein the aggregating is based at least partly on
adjusting the degree of accuracy of the geolocation
data; and/or
wherein the clustering is based at least partly on the
locations of the aggregate values.

9. The computer-implemented method of any of claims
1-8, further comprising:

receiving, via a network communication inter-
face, a selection of at least one cluster circle;
upon receiving the selection, generating a map
displaying one or more clusters, wherein the se-
lected cluster circle is updated with an indicator
indicating the selection.

10. The computer-implemented method of any of claims
1-8, further comprising:

receiving, via a network communication inter-
face, a selection of at least one cluster circle;
upon receiving the selection, updating the inter-
active geographical map, wherein the selected
cluster circle is updated with an indicator indi-
cating the selection.

11. The computer-implemented method of claim 9 or
claim 10, wherein the map further displays the plu-
rality of aggregate values associated with the select-
ed cluster circle.

12. The computer-implemented method of claim 9 or
claim 10, further comprising:
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receiving, via a network communication inter-
face, an adjustment to the current viewport;
upon receiving the adjustment, determining an
adjusted subset of data objects based at least
in part on the current viewport, wherein the ad-
justed subset of data objects is a subset of the
set of data objects;
calculating a plurality of adjusted aggregate val-
ues by aggregating the adjusted subset of data
objects within the aggregation threshold;
clustering the plurality of adjusted aggregate
values into one or more adjusted clusters; and
updating the interactive geographical map dis-
playing the one or more adjusted clusters.

13. The computer-implemented method of claim 12,
wherein the adjustment is based at least partly on
zooming into the current viewport, wherein the se-
lected cluster circle is updated to comprise a plurality
of cluster circles each with an indicator indicating
that the circles are selected; and/or
wherein the adjustment is based at least partly on
zooming out of the current viewport, wherein the se-
lected cluster circle is updated to comprise additional
aggregate values and a new indicator indication a
partial selection of the cluster circle.

14. A system for dynamically generating an interactive
geographical map, the system comprising:

a computer readable storage medium having
program instructions embodied therewith; and
one or more processors configured to execute
the program instructions to cause the system to:

receive, via a network communication inter-
face, a set of data objects comprising ge-
olocation information;
receive, via a network communication inter-
face, search criteria comprising at least in-
formation associated with a current view-
port;
determine a subset of data objects based
at least in part on the current viewport,
wherein the subset of data objects is a sub-
set of the set of data objects;
calculate a plurality of aggregate values by
aggregating the subset of data objects with-
in an aggregation threshold based at least
in part on the geolocation information of
each data object of the subset of data ob-
jects, wherein each aggregate value repre-
sents one or more data objects;
provide the plurality of aggregate values for
clustering into one or more clusters and dis-
playing the one or more clusters in an inter-
active geographical map, wherein the size
of each of the cluster circles is based at least

in part on the number of data objects the
cluster represents.

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the system is further
configured to perform operations including the oper-
ations recited in any of claims 1-13.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to controlling ac-
cess to computer resources. More specifically, the
present disclosure includes controlling access, for exam-
ple by managing and auditing access to computer re-
sources using qualifications and use cases.

BACKGROUND

[0002] A background is provided for introductory pur-
poses and to aid the reader in understanding the detailed
description. The background should not be taken as an
admission of any prior art to the claims.
[0003] Some computer systems limit access to com-
puter resources by requiring authentication credentials,
such as a username and password. Some computer sys-
tems also impose authorization restrictions that specify
which user or groups of users can read, write, or modify
a resource.
[0004] However, these computer systems can be in-
sufficient for protecting and auditing access to computer
resources. Furthermore, the use of authentication cre-
dentials and authorization restrictions, without more, can
be inefficient and take large amounts of time, data and
memory to administer, especially when making large
scale changes. Authentication credentials and authori-
zation restrictions may also be insufficient for protecting
private or confidential computer resources.

SUMMARY

[0005] Some aspects feature a computer system com-
prising: one or more computer readable storage devices
and one or more processors. The one or more computer
readable storage devices are configured to store: a first
qualification object specifying a first qualification; a first
use case object indicating a first purpose, the first use
case object being associated with the first qualification
object; a first resource object representing a first compu-
ter resource, the first resource object linked with at least
the first use case object; a first user object representing
the first user, the first user object indicating one or more
qualifications of the first user; and a plurality of computer
readable instructions. The one or more processors are
configured to execute the plurality of computer readable
instructions to cause the computer system to perform
operations comprising: receiving an authentication cre-
dential provided by the first user; authenticating the first
user based at least in part on the authentication creden-
tial; receiving, from the first user, an indication of the first
use case; determining that the qualifications of the first
user satisfy the first qualification of the first qualifications
object that is associated with the first use case object;
and based at least in part on the determining, providing
the first user with access to the first computer resource.

[0006] Various embodiments of the computer system
can include, one, all, or any combination of features of
this paragraph. The first computer resource can be one
of: a file, a folder, a database, a memory, a processor, a
drive, a storage device, a computer, a laptop, or a phone;
the authentication credential includes a username and
password. The one or more processors can be config-
ured to execute the plurality of computer readable in-
structions to cause the computer system to perform op-
erations further comprising: determining that the first user
has at least one of a read authorization, write authoriza-
tion, or modify authorization for the first computer re-
source, and wherein the first user is provided the access
to the first computer resource based at least in part on
the determination that the first user has at least one of
the read authorization, the write authorization, or the
modify authorization for the first resource. The one or
more processors are configured to execute the plurality
of computer readable instructions to cause the computer
system to perform operations further comprising: log-
ging, in an audit log on the one or more computer read-
able storages, an entry for an access of the first resource
by the first user, wherein the entry includes at least 2 of:
a time stamp for the access; an identity of the first user;
an identity of the first resource; the first use case; the
qualifications of the first user; and qualifications required
for accessing the first resource, the qualifications includ-
ing the first qualification. The one or more processors
can be configured to execute the plurality of computer
readable instructions to cause the computer system to
perform operations further comprising: receive log filter
criteria; filter the audit log according to the log filter crite-
ria; and generate a report based on the audit log and the
log filter criteria, the report including at least one visual-
ization of data in the audit log. The one or more computer
readable storage devices can be further configured to
store: a second use case object indicating a second pur-
pose, wherein the first user object is not linked to the
second use case object; and a second resource object
representing a second computer resource, the second
resource object linked with at least the second use case
object. The one or more processors can be configured
to execute the plurality of computer readable instructions
to cause the computer system to perform operations fur-
ther comprising: determining that the first user object is
not linked to the second use case object; and denying
access to the second computer resource based at least
in part on the determination that the first user has object
is not linked to the second use case object. The one or
more computer readable storage devices can be further
configured to store: a second use case object indicating
a second purpose, wherein the first user object is linked
to the second use case object; and a second qualification
object specifying a second qualification, wherein the sec-
ond qualification object linked to the second use object,
and wherein the qualifications do not include the second
qualification; and a second resource object representing
a second computer resource, the second resource object
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linked with at least the second use case object. The one
or more processors can be configured to execute the
plurality of computer readable instructions to cause the
computer system to perform operations further compris-
ing: determining that the qualifications do not include the
second qualification; and denying access to the second
computer resource based at least in part on the determi-
nation that the qualifications do not include the second
qualification. The one or more computer readable stor-
age devices can be further configured to store: a second
qualification object specifying a second qualification,
wherein the first user object is not linked to the second
qualification object; and a second resource object repre-
senting a second computer resource, the second re-
source object linked with at least the second qualification
object. The one or more processors can be configured
to execute the plurality of computer readable instructions
to cause the computer system to perform operations fur-
ther comprising: determining that the qualifications of the
first user do not satisfy the second qualification; and de-
nying access to the second computer resource based at
least in part on the determination that the qualifications
of the first user do not satisfy the second qualification.
The one or more processors can be configured to execute
the plurality of computer readable instructions to cause
the computer system to perform operations further com-
prising: transmitting data indicating how to obtain the sec-
ond qualification. The one or more processors can be
configured to execute the plurality of computer readable
instructions to cause the computer system to perform
operations further comprising: receiving an indication
that the first user obtained the second qualification; and
creating a link between the first user object and the sec-
ond qualification object to indicate that the qualifications
of the first user satisfy the second qualification. The one
or more processors can be configured to execute the
plurality of computer readable instructions to cause the
computer system to perform operations further compris-
ing: receiving a selection, from the first user, of a second
use case; and based at least in part on receiving the
selection of the second use case from the first user, re-
voking the access to the first computer resource. The
one or more processors can be configured to execute
the plurality of computer readable instructions to cause
the computer system to perform operations further com-
prising: receiving a selection, from the first user, of a sec-
ond use case object, wherein the first resource object is
linked with the second use case object; and determining
that the qualifications satisfy second qualifications of a
second qualification object linked to the second use case
object; and based at least in part on the determination
that the qualifications satisfy the second qualifications of
the second qualification object linked to the second use
case object, providing the first user with access to the
first computer resource. The one or more processors can
be configured to execute the plurality of computer read-
able instructions to cause the computer system to per-
form operations further comprising: receiving a selection,

from the first user, of a second use case object, wherein
the first resource object is linked with the second use
case object; and determining that the qualifications do
not satisfy second qualifications of a second qualification
object linked to the second use case object; and based
at least in part on the determination that the qualifications
do not satisfy the second qualifications of the second
qualification object linked to the second use case object,
revoking, from the first user, the access to the first com-
puter resource. The one or more processors are config-
ured to execute the plurality of computer readable in-
structions to cause the computer system to perform op-
erations further comprising: based on inputs received
from an administrator, changing at least one link between
two of: a user object, resource object, qualification object,
or a use case object. In some embodiments a tag object
is linked to the first resource object; a second qualification
object is linked to the tag object, wherein the second qual-
ifications object specifies a second qualification; and the
qualifications of the first user satisfy the second qualifi-
cation of the second qualifications object that is linked to
the tag object. A tag object is linked to the first use case
object; a second qualification object linked to the tag ob-
ject, wherein the second qualifications object specifies a
second qualification; and the qualifications of the first us-
er satisfy the second qualification of the second qualifi-
cations object that is linked to the tag object. The one or
more processors can be configured to execute the plu-
rality of computer readable instructions to cause the com-
puter system to perform operations further comprising:
based on inputs received from an administrator, linking
a second qualification object to a tag object; and deter-
mining user accesses to resources represented by re-
source objects that are linked to the tag object based at
least in part on qualifications specified by the second
qualification object. The one or more processors can be
configured to execute the plurality of computer readable
instructions to cause the computer system to perform
operations further comprising: based on inputs received
from an administrator, linking a second qualification ob-
ject to a tag object, wherein the tag object is linked to the
first use case object; and determining that the qualifica-
tions of the first user satisfy second qualification specified
by the second qualifications object that is associated with
the first use case object; and wherein the first user is
provided the access to the first computer resource based
at least in part on the determination that the qualifications
of the first user satisfy the second qualifications.
[0007] Further, the interactive and dynamic user inter-
faces described herein are enabled by innovations in ef-
ficient interactions between the user interfaces and un-
derlying systems and components. For example, dis-
closed herein are improved methods of receiving user
inputs, translation and delivery of those inputs to various
system components, automatic and dynamic execution
of complex processes in response to the input delivery,
automatic interaction among various components and
processes of the system, and automatic and dynamic
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updating of the user interfaces. The interactions and
presentation of data via the interactive user interfaces
described herein may accordingly provide cognitive and
ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over previous
systems.
[0008] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
provide improvements to various technologies and tech-
nological fields. For example, as described above, exist-
ing data storage and processing technology (including,
e.g., in memory databases) is limited in various ways
(e.g., manual data review is slow, costly, and less de-
tailed; data is too voluminous; etc.), and various embod-
iments of the disclosure provide significant improve-
ments over such technology. Additionally, various em-
bodiments of the present disclosure are inextricably tied
to computer technology. In particular, various embodi-
ments rely on detection of user inputs via graphical user
interfaces, calculation of updates to displayed electronic
data based on those user inputs, automatic processing
of related electronic data, and presentation of the up-
dates to displayed images via interactive graphical user
interfaces. Such features and others (e.g., processing
and analysis of large amounts of electronic data) are in-
timately tied to, and enabled by, computer technology,
and would not exist except for computer technology. For
example, the interactions with displayed data described
below in reference to various embodiments cannot rea-
sonably be performed by humans alone, without the com-
puter technology upon which they are implemented. Fur-
ther, the implementation of the various embodiments of
the present disclosure via computer technology enables
many of the advantages described herein, including more
efficient interaction with, and presentation of, various
types of electronic data.
[0009] Additional embodiments of the disclosure are
described below in reference to the appended claims,
which may serve as an additional summary of the disclo-
sure.
[0010] In various embodiments, systems and/or com-
puter systems are disclosed that comprise a computer
readable storage medium having program instructions
embodied therewith, and one or more processors con-
figured to execute the program instructions to cause the
one or more processors to perform operations compris-
ing one or more aspects of the above- and/or below-de-
scribed embodiments (including one or more aspects of
the appended claims).
[0011] In various embodiments, computer-implement-
ed methods are disclosed in which, by one or more proc-
essors executing program instructions, one or more as-
pects of the above- and/or below-described embodi-
ments (including one or more aspects of the appended
claims) are implemented and/or performed.
[0012] In various embodiments, computer program
products comprising a computer readable storage medi-
um are disclosed, wherein the computer readable stor-
age medium has program instructions embodied there-
with, the program instructions executable by one or more

processors to cause the one or more processors to per-
form operations comprising one or more aspects of the
above- and/or below-described embodiments (including
one or more aspects of the appended claims).

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

Figure 1 shows an object-centric conceptual data
model according to an embodiment.
Figure 2 shows a block diagram illustrating example
components and data that may be used in identifying
and storing data according to an ontology.
Figure 3 shows an example block diagram including
object models for authenticating a user.
Figure 4 shows a block diagram for an example au-
thentication service.
Figure 5 shows an example block diagram including
object models for managing access to resources us-
ing authorizations, use cases, and qualifications.
Figure 6A shows a flowchart for an example access
and audit service.
Figure 6B shows a flowchart for an example access
and audit service.
Figure 7 shows example models for instances of ob-
jects related to an instance of a known user object.
Figure 8 shows a block diagram that illustrates a
computer system upon which various embodiments
may be implemented.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Overview

[0014] Access to computer resources is managed by
assigning authentication credentials (e.g., usernames
and passwords) to users. Computer administrators may
further impose authorization restrictions specifying which
users or groups of users can read, write, or modify a
resource. There may not be easy methods of propagating
large scale changes to the restrictions-to change these,
an administrator may have to manually change each per-
mission of each resource. It is difficult to track or report
why users are accessing authorized resources. It is also
difficult to track or ensure that users are qualified to ac-
cess authorized resources.
[0015] A system can be used to manage access to
computer resources. To access a computer resource, a
user may provide authentication credentials. If the user
is authenticated, then an access management service
can determine which resources the user is authorized to
access. The user can be prompted to select a use case.
Then, based on the selected use case, the access man-
agement service can determine which of the authorized
resources the user may access for the selected use case.
Additionally, the access management service can deter-
mine whether the user has sufficient qualifications to ac-
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cess the authorized resources. The qualification require-
ments can be determined based on the resource being
access and/or based on the use case. An auditing service
can log, on a data storage device, each resource access
along with a time, authentication, authorization, use case,
and qualification. Unlike systems that implement only au-
thentication and authorization, the systems described
herein can log why authenticated and authorized users
access resources, ensure that users are qualified to ac-
cess the resources for a selected use case, and log the
qualifications of the users.
[0016] The access management system can use ob-
jects to represent resources, authorizations, authentica-
tions, use cases, users, and qualifications. Tags can also
be implemented as objects and linked to use cases
and/or resources. By using the object model, administra-
tors can more easily make and propagate large scale
changes to the system as compared to, for example, in-
dividual editing of user’s permissions or tracking access
in spreadsheets.
[0017] A computer system or software framework is
provided for purpose-based data permissioning within an
organization. The system data permissioning is based
on a user’s selected use case, in additional to authenti-
cation and authorization. An organization may establish
use cases associated with access to resources (a data-
set, folder, RSA token, client badge, etc., or a physical
item, such as a laptop or room).
[0018] A use case describes the relationship between
users and resources, subject to certain qualifications. A
qualification describes a condition that a user needs to
meet (e.g., user signs policy x, or the user takes training
y) as part of gaining access to a use case or resourc-
es/data. Qualifications are distinct from one another, and
each may be associated with multiple use cases. Further,
because each qualification is distinct and canonical, in-
dividual qualifications may be easily updated at a single
location (e.g., a training is updated and the applicable
qualification can be linked to the updated training).
[0019] Resources, use cases, qualifications, and users
can all be implemented as data objects in the system,
are each associated with various properties, and may be
linked to one another. For example, a use case data ob-
ject may be linked to various qualification data objects
associated with the use case data object. Whenever an
authenticated and authorized user attempts to access a
resource, the user can be prompted to specify a use case.
Only users satisfying at least one qualification associated
with a selected use case may access resources associ-
ated with the use case. Further, only resources associ-
ated with the selected use case can be accessed by the
user. Additionally, whenever an authenticated and au-
thorized user attempts to access a resource, it is deter-
mined whether the user has one or more qualifications
required for accessing the resource, based on a selected
use case.
[0020] The user (who may be associated with multiple
use cases) can be authenticated and authorized. The

user can identify a use case among the multiple use cas-
es. The system can determine a set of qualifications as-
sociated with the selected use case and compare the
selected use case’s required qualifications to the user’s
qualifications. If at least one of the use case’s qualifica-
tions is satisfied, then the user is granted access to the
resources. If none of the use case’s qualifications are
satisfied, the user is not granted access to the resources
but is optionally provided means to obtain the qualifica-
tion (e.g., user is linked to a training resource, etc.).
[0021] The system tracks each user’s resources ac-
cesses and logs the associated use cases and qualifica-
tions. The log can be used to generate reports for audit-
ing. The system can also include update qualifications
of users whenever users complete trainings or input ad-
ditional qualifications. Tags that include any combina-
tions of use cases and/or qualifications can be created
and applied to resources. Tags including any combina-
tion of qualifications can be applied to use cases. The
combinations do not need to be individually and repeat-
edly specified for each resource or use case, and group
changes can be made by changing the tag.
[0022] Users may update various aspects of the sys-
tem based on associated roles. For example, a user with
an administrator role may be authorized to create and
edit use cases, etc.; and a user with a manager role and
associated with a use case may be authorized to add
users to a use case, etc.

Terms

[0023] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys-
tems and methods discussed herein, a number of terms
are defined below. The terms defined below, as well as
other terms used herein, should be construed to include
the provided definitions, the ordinary and customary
meaning of the terms, and/or any other implied meaning
for the respective terms. Thus, the definitions below do
not limit the meaning of these terms, but only provide
exemplary definitions.
[0024] Computer Resource or Resource: Any data,
hardware, or physical item. May include data and items
that can be accessed by a user through a computer sys-
tem. Nonlimiting examples include files, folders, comput-
ing machines, memory, processors, servers, hard drives,
databases, laptops, RSA tokens, client badges, etc.
[0025] Data Object or Object: A data container for in-
formation representing specific things that have a
number of definable properties. For example, a data ob-
ject can represent an entity such as a person, a place,
an organization, a resource, a link, a qualification, or other
noun. A data object can represent an event that happens
at a point in time or for a duration. A data object can
represent a document or other unstructured data source
such as an e-mail message, a news report, or a written
paper or article. Each data object may be associated with
a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data object.
The object’s attributes (e.g. metadata about the object)
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may be represented in one or more properties.
[0026] Object Type: A type of a data object (e.g., User,
Resource, or Qualification). Object types may be defined
by an ontology and may be modified or updated to include
additional object types. An object definition (e.g., in an
ontology) may include how the object is related to other
objects, such as being a sub-object type of another object
type
[0027] (e.g. an agent may be a sub-object type of a
person object type), and the properties the object type
may have.

Object Centric Data Model

[0028] To provide a framework for the following dis-
cussion of specific systems and methods described here-
in, an example access management system 110 using
an ontology 105 will now be described. This description
is provided for the purpose of providing an example and
is not intended to limit the techniques to the example data
model, the example database system, or the example
database system’s use of an ontology to represent infor-
mation.
[0029] In some embodiments, a body of data is con-
ceptually structured according to an object-centric data
model represented by ontology 105. The conceptual data
model is independent of any particular database used
for durably storing one or more database(s) 109 based
on the ontology 105. For example, each object of the
conceptual data model may correspond to one or more
rows in a relational database or an entry in Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) database, or any com-
bination of one or more databases.
[0030] Figure 1 shows an object-centric conceptual da-
ta model according to an embodiment. An ontology 105,
as noted above, may include stored information providing
a data model for storage of data in the database 109.
The ontology 105 may be defined by one or more object
types, which may each be associated with one or more
property types. At the highest level of description, data
object 101 is a container for information representing
things in the world. For example, data object 101 can
represent an entity such as a person, a place, an organ-
ization, a resource, or other noun. Data object 101 can
represent an event that happens at a point in time or for
a duration. Data object 101 can represent a document
or other unstructured data source such as an e-mail mes-
sage, a news report, or a written paper or article. Each
data object 101 is associated with a unique identifier that
uniquely identifies the data object within the database
system.
[0031] Different types of data objects may have differ-
ent property types. For example, a "Person" data object
might have an "Eye Color" property type and an "Event"
data object might have a "Date" property type. Each prop-
erty 103 as represented by data in the access manage-
ment system 110 may have a property type defined by
the ontology 105 used by the database 105.

[0032] Objects may be instantiated in the database 109
in accordance with the corresponding object definition
for the particular object in the ontology 105. For example,
a specific folder (e.g., an object of type "Resource") at
"C:\Folder" (e.g., a property of type "directory") may be
stored in the database 109 as an resource object with
associated qualifications and use cases as defined within
the ontology 105.
[0033] The data objects defined in the ontology 105
may support property multiplicity. In particular, a data ob-
ject 101 may be allowed to have more than one property
103 of the same property type. For example, a "Person"
data object might have multiple "Address" properties or
multiple "Name" properties.
[0034] Each link 102 represents a connection between
two data objects 101. In some embodiments, the con-
nection can be through a relationship, an event, a prop-
erty, or through matching properties. A relationship con-
nection may be asymmetrical or symmetrical. For exam-
ple, "Person" data object A may be connected to "Person"
data object B by a "Boss Of’ relationship
(where "Person" data object B has an asymmetric "Boss
Of’ relationship to "Person" data object A), a "Kin Of’ sym-
metric relationship to "Person" data object C, and an
asymmetric "Member Of’ relationship to "Organization"
data object X. The type of relationship between two data
objects may vary depending on the types of the data ob-
jects. For example, "Person" data object A may have an
"Appears In" relationship with "Document" data object Y
or have a "Participate In" relationship with "Event" data
object E. As an example of an event connection, two
"Person" data objects may be connected by an "Office"
data object representing a particular business office if
they worked at the same place, or by a "Meeting" data
object representing a particular meeting if they both at-
tended that meeting. In one embodiment, when two data
objects are connected by an event, they are also con-
nected by relationships, in which each data object has a
specific relationship to the event, such as, for example,
an "Appears In" relationship.
[0035] As an example of a matching properties con-
nection, two "Person" data objects representing account-
ants at a finance firm, may both have a "CPA Qualified"
property that indicates that both of them have CPA li-
censes. If both people work at the same office, then their
"Business Address" properties likely contain similar, if
not identical property values. In some embodiments, a
link between two data objects may be established based
on similar or matching properties (e.g., property types
and/or property values) of the data objects. These are
just some examples of the types of connections that may
be represented by a link, and other types of connections
may be represented; embodiments are not limited to any
particular types of connections between data objects. For
example, a document might contain references to two
different objects. For example, a document may contain
a reference to an event (one object), and a person (a
second object). A link between these two objects may
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represent a connection between these two entities
through their co-occurrence within the same document.
[0036] Each data object 101 can have multiple links
with another data object 101 to form a link set. Each link
102 as represented by data in a database may have a
link type defined by the database ontology used by the
database.
[0037] Figure 2 shows a block diagram illustrating ex-
emplary components and data that may be used in iden-
tifying and storing data according to an ontology. In this
example, the ontology may be configured, and data in
the data model populated, by a system of parsers and
ontology configuration tools. In the embodiment of Figure
2, input data 200 is provided to parser 202. The input
data may comprise data from one or more sources. For
example, a rental car institution may have one or more
databases with information on calendar entries, rental
cars, and people. The databases may contain a variety
of related information and attributes about each type of
data, such as a "date" for a calendar entries, an address
for a person, and a date for when a rental car is rented.
The parser 202 is able to read a variety of source input
data types and determine which type of data it is reading.
[0038] In accordance with the discussion above, the
example ontology 105 comprises stored information pro-
viding the data model of data stored in database 109,
and the ontology is defined by one or more object types
210, one or more property types 216, and one or more
link types 230. Based on information determined by the
parser 202 or other mapping of source input information
to object type, one or more data objects 101 may be
instantiated in the database 109 based on respective de-
termined object types 210, and each of the objects 101
has one or more properties 103 that are instantiated
based on property types 216. Two data objects 101 may
be connected by one or more links 102 that may be in-
stantiated based on link types 230. The property types
216 each may comprise one or more data types 218,
such as a string, number, etc. Property types 216 may
be instantiated based on a base property type 220. For
example, a base property type 220 may be "Locations"
and a property type 216 may be "Home."
[0039] In some embodiments, an administrator of the
system uses an object type editor 224 to create and/or
modify the object types 210 and define attributes of the
object types. In some embodiments, an administrator of
the system uses a property type editor 226 to create
and/or modify the property types 216 and define at-
tributes of the property types. In some embodiments, an
administrator of the system uses link type editor 228 to
create the link types 230. Alternatively, other programs,
processes, or programmatic controls may be used to cre-
ate link types and property types and define attributes,
and using editors is not required.
[0040] In some embodiments, creating a property type
216 using the property type editor 226 involves defining
at least one parser definition using a parser editor 222.
A parser definition comprises metadata that informs pars-

er 202 how to parse input data 200 to determine whether
values in the input data can be assigned to the property
type 216 that is associated with the parser definition. In
an embodiment, each parser definition may comprise a
regular expression parser 204A or a code module parser
204B. In other embodiments, other kinds of parser defi-
nitions may be provided using scripts or other program-
matic elements. Once defined, both a regular expression
parser 204A and a code module parser 204B can provide
input to parser 202 to control parsing of input data 200.
[0041] Using the data types defined in the ontology,
input data 200 may be parsed by the parser 202 deter-
mine which object type 210 should receive data from a
record created from the input data, and which property
types 216 should be assigned to data from individual field
values in the input data. Based on the object-property
mapping 201, the parser 202 selects one of the parser
definitions that is associated with a property type in the
input data. The parser parses an input data field using
the selected parser definition, resulting in creating new
or modified data 203. The new or modified data 203 is
added to the database 109 according to ontology 105 by
storing values of the new or modified data in a property
of the specified property type. As a result, input data 200
having varying format or syntax can be created in data-
base 109. The ontology 105 may be modified at any time
using object type editor 224, property type editor 226,
and link type editor 228, or under program control without
human use of an editor. Parser editor 222 enables cre-
ating multiple parser definitions that can successfully
parse input data 200 having varying format or syntax and
determine which property types should be used to trans-
form input data 200 into new or modified input data 203.

Authentication

[0042] Figure 3 shows an example block diagram 300
including object models for authenticating a user. A user
can be authenticated using authentication credentials,
e.g., based on a username and password provided by
the user. Figure 3 shows a first computer system 301
being used by a user 303 to transmit authentication cre-
dentials 305 across a network 307. The access manage-
ment system 308 receives the authentication credentials
305 authenticates the authentication credentials 305
against a database 307 of known user objects 309.
[0043] The user 303 may use a variety of different types
of computer systems 301 to access various resources.
The computer system 301 can include a desktop, laptop,
terminal, smartphone, smartTV, etc. The user 303 may
desire to access a variety of resources, such as files,
folders, computing machines, memory, processors, serv-
ers, hard drives, databases, laptops, RSA tokens, client
badges, etc., including time or job slots for using any of
the aforementioned resources. Access to the resources
can be restricted and audited as discussed herein.
[0044] The authentication credentials 305 provided by
a user can include a username and password. In various
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embodiments, the authentication credentials 305 can in-
clude additional information, such as answers to chal-
lenge questions, hardware identifiers, passwords re-
ceived through a second communication channel via N-
factor authentication, time-based authentication data,
etc. The authentication credentials 305 can be transmit-
ted through a network 307 to the access management
system 308 to authenticate the user 303.
[0045] The access management system 308 can use
an authentication service 311 to compare the authenti-
cation credentials 305 against the authentication creden-
tials of known user objects 309 in a database 307 and/or
another database. An example flowchart for the authen-
tication service 311 is discussed with respect to Figure 4.
[0046] The access management system 308 can use
an access and/or audit system to manage user access
to various computer resources. Example flowcharts for
access and/or audit services are described with respect
to Figure 6A and Figure 6B.
[0047] The database 307 can include a plurality of ob-
jects 309 representing known users. The database 307
can additionally include a plurality of other objects, such
as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 7.
[0048] The known user object 309 is represented with
an object model. The known user object 309 has a plu-
rality of properties. The known user object 309 can in-
clude a property such as "Authen_Info" to indicate infor-
mation used for authentication credentials. The authen-
tication credentials can include a username, an encrypt-
ed password, encryption scheme, etc. The authentica-
tion credentials can include string values, other object
types, and/or references to other resources such as an
encrypted database.
[0049] The known user object 309 can also include
properties such as "Author_Info" to indicate linked re-
source objects that the known user has any type of au-
thorization for. In some embodiments, the authorizations
can specify resource objects that the known user is au-
thorized to read from, write to, modify, and/or otherwise
access. In some embodiments, the property indicating
authorizations of the known user object 309 can be omit-
ted, and authorizations can be handled at an operating
system level or other level. Other properties can indicate
linked use case objects that represent purposes for ac-
cessing resources, a link to a selected use case object,
and linked qualification objects that indicate qualifica-
tions of the known user. Known user object 309 is further
described with respect to Figure 5, Figure 6A, Figure 6B,
and Figure 7. Although the object model includes exam-
ple types/objects associated with each property, it will be
understood that various embodiments can use different
data types and/or types of objects for the properties. For
example, the Authen_Info can be an object indicating
authentication credentials, a String, a double, etc. As fur-
ther explained with respect to Figure 5, any of the prop-
erties of the known user object 309 can additionally or
alternatively be indicated using links 509.
[0050] Figure 4 shows a block diagram for an example

authentication service 311. At block 401, a username
and password provided by a user can be received. In
some embodiments, other authentication credentials can
be received as well.
[0051] At block 405, a database (such as database 307
of Figure 3) can be searched for instances of known user
objects that match the username provided by the user.
In some embodiments, the search can be performed by
referencing an index. A matching known user object can
be found. In some embodiments, the searching for a
matching user can be performed at the operating system
level with or without the use of objects.
[0052] At block 411, it can be determined if the pass-
word provided by the user and the stored password for
the matching known user match. In various embodi-
ments, either one or both of the stored password or the
password provided by the user may be modified, at block
407 and at block 409 respectively, before the comparison
is performed at block 411 to determine a match. Modifi-
cations to passwords can include encryption, decryption,
salting, hashing, etc.
[0053] If at block 411, the password provided by the
user and the stored password of the known user does
not match, then at block 413, the user is denied authen-
tication and denied access. If at block 411, the password
provided by the user and the stored password of the
known user do match, at block 415, the user can be au-
thenticated as a known user. Further access to resources
can be restricted as discussed with respect to Figure 5,
Figure 6A, Figure 6B, and Figure 7.

Authorization, Use Cases, and Qualifications

[0054] After authenticating the identity of the user, an
access management system can determine which re-
sources the user is authorized to access. For example,
the user may have authorizations to read, write, and/or
modify different resources.
[0055] In addition to managing the authorizations, the
access management system can receive a use case se-
lected by the user. The selected use case can be selected
from among or compared to a plurality of available use
cases. From among the resources that the user has au-
thorizations for, it can be determined which resources
the user is allowed to access for the purpose specified
by the selected use case. Accordingly, the pool of au-
thorized resources that are available to the user can be
narrowed based at least in part on the selected use case.
[0056] In addition to using the selected use case, the
access management system can determine if a user has
sufficient qualifications to access a resource. In some
examples, the access management system determines
if a user has sufficient qualifications for a selected use
case, and the user can be granted access to any resourc-
es linked to the selected use case. Qualification require-
ments can be specified per-resource and/or per use
case. The required qualifications can be compared to the
qualifications of the known user. Accordingly, the pool of
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authorized resources that are narrowed based on the
selected use case can be further narrowed based at least
in part on qualifications of the known user.
[0057] Figure 5 shows an example block diagram 500
including object models for managing access to resourc-
es using authorizations, use cases, and qualifications.
The block diagram includes an object model for a known
user 309, an object model for a resource 501, an object
model for a use case 503, an object model for a qualifi-
cation 505, an object model for a tag 507, an object model
for a link 509, and one or more services 313 for managing
access to resources and/or auditing access to resources.
The objects can be stored in a database, such as the
database 307 described with respect to Figure 3, and the
services 313 can be executed by a computer system such
as the access management system 308 described with
respect to Figure 3.
[0058] In Figure 5, the known user object 309 can rep-
resent a user who may access various resources. The
properties of the known user object 309 can include au-
thentication information such as "Authen_Info." The au-
thentication information can include a username, a stored
or encrypted password, and/or other information used
for authenticating credentials. The known user object 309
can also include a property such as "Author_Info" to in-
dicate linked resource objects 501 that the known user
has access to. For example, the authentication informa-
tion can indicate linked resource objects 501 that repre-
sent resources that the known user is authorized to read
from, write to, modify, or otherwise access. In some em-
bodiments, an operating system, file management sys-
tem, and/or other service (such as an access control list
("ACL") service) can manage authentication and author-
izations, and the properties or links of the known user
object 309 do not necessarily include authentication in-
formation or authorization information.
[0059] The known user object 309 can also have a
property such as "Use_Cases" to indicate one or more
linked use case objects 503 that represent purposes for
which the user is allowed to access various resources.
The known user object 309 can also have a property such
as "Selected_Use" to indicate a selected use case object
503. The selected use case can be changed by the user,
and the selected use case can be set for each user log-
in session. The known user object 309 can also have a
property such as "User_Quals" indicating links to one or
more qualification objects 505 to represent qualifications
of the known user.
[0060] The resource object 501 includes a property
such as "Represented_Resource" specifying a computer
resource being represented by the resource object 501.
The represented resource can be, for example, a String
data type that indicates a file, folder, directory, dataset,
application, code repository, analysis, a hardware iden-
tifier, a name of a computer, a link, a uniform resource
locator (URL), a server, a printer, etc. The represented
resource can also be, for example, another class of object
that specifies a particular computer resource. The re-

source object 501 can also include a property such as
"Authorized_Users" indicating linked known user objects
309 that represent users who have read, write, modify,
or other authorizations for the represented resource. The
resource object 501 can also have a property such as
"Permitted_Uses" indicating one or more linked use case
objects specifying purposes that the represented re-
source may be accessed for. The resource object 501
can also have a property such as
"Resource_Specific_Quals" indicating linked qualifica-
tion objects to represent qualifications to be satisfied in
order to access the represented resource. In some em-
bodiments, the resource object 501 may indicate a plu-
rality of qualifications, any one of which may be satisfied
to grant access. The resource object 501 may addition-
ally or alternatively include a plurality of qualifications, all
of which are to be satisfied for access. The resource ob-
ject 501 can also have a property such as "Tags" indi-
cating one or more linked tag objects specifying addition-
al qualifications, use cases, or combinations of qualifica-
tions and use cases for accessing the represented re-
source.
[0061] The use case object 503 can be used to indicate
allowed purposes for accessing resources and/or a pur-
pose that a user has specified for accessing resources.
Use case objects 503 that are linked to known user ob-
jects 309 can indicate available purposes that a user may
select for accessing resources and/or indicate a selected
purpose for accessing resources. Use case objects 503
can be linked to resource objects 501 to indicate purpos-
es for which users may access the represented resource.
Use case objects 503 include a property such as
"Case_Specific_Qualifications" indicating linked qualifi-
cations objects 505 to represent qualifications required
of users when a user accesses a resource for the purpose
represented by the use case object 503. In some em-
bodiments, the use case objects 503 can be linked to a
plurality of qualification objects 505, any one of which
may be satisfied to receive access. The use case objects
503 may additionally or alternatively be linked to a plu-
rality of qualification objects 505, some or all of which are
to be satisfied in order to receive access. Use case ob-
jects 503 can have a property such as "Tags" indicating
linked tag objects 507 that may indicate one or more ad-
ditional required qualifications for accessing a resource
for the purpose represented by the use case object 503.
[0062] The qualification object 505 can be used to rep-
resent a type of qualification that is required for resource
access and/or a qualification that a known user has ob-
tained. The qualification object 505 can have a property
such as "Type" for describing the type of qualification
represented by the qualification object 505. Example
types of qualifications include completing trainings, tech-
nical skills, title, licenses, approval from another user
such as a data owner compliance owner to access data,
etc. The qualification object 505 can have a property such
as "Qualified_Users" indicating linked known user ob-
jects 309 that have obtained the type of qualification rep-
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resented by the qualification object 505. A qualification
object 505 that is linked to a use case object 503 or a
resource object 501 can indicate a qualification that is
required for the purpose or for accessing the represented
resource, respectively. The qualification object 505 can
have a property such as "How_To_Qualify" to provide
instructions to users about how to obtain the qualification.
The indication of how to obtain the qualification can be
presented to users who are trying to access a resource
that requires the type of qualification if the users have
not obtained the type of qualification. For example, the
indication of how to obtain the qualification can be a
string, such as a prompt to "Complete a training program
at this website" or "provide your authorization number."
As other examples, the indication of how to obtain the
qualification can be a different object, such as an object
representing a web page or URL that a user should ac-
cess, an object representing a different user to be con-
tacted, etc.
[0063] The tag object 507 can be used to provide a
convenient way to link one or more use cases and/or one
or more qualifications. The tag can have a property such
as "Label" to describe the purpose of the tag and/or the
types of qualifications or use cases associated with the
tag. The tag can also be linked to one or more qualification
objects 505 (e.g., the "Required_Quals") and to one or
more use case objects (e.g., the "Permitted_Uses").
When the tag object 507 is linked to a resource object
501, the resource object 501 can treat the use case ob-
jects 503 that are linked to the tag object 507 as use
cases that are permitted for accessing a represented re-
source. When the tag object 507 is linked to a resource
object 501, the resource object 501 can also treat the
required qualifications of the tag object 507 as qualifica-
tions that are required for accessing the represented re-
source. When the tag object 507 is linked to a use case
object 503, the use case object 503 can treat the required
qualifications of the tag object 507 as case specific qual-
ifications.
[0064] In various embodiments, the links between ob-
jects can be achieved in different ways. As one example,
Figure 5 shows a symmetrical link between known user
objects 309 and resource objects 501 in that each known
user object 309 can indicate linked resource objects 501
(e.g., via the Author_Info properties of the known user
object 309) and in that each resource object 501 can
indicate linked known user objects 309 who have the
respective authorizations (e.g., via the Authorized_Users
properties of the resource object 501). As another exam-
ple, Figure 5 shows a one directional link between a use
case object 503 and a tag 507. The use case object 503
may be linked to one or more tag objects 507 (e.g., via
the "Tags" property of the use case object 503), but the
tag object 507 does not include a property indicating
which use cases are linked to the tag. Symmetrical links
provide redundant information but may sometimes facil-
itate searching. In various embodiments, any combina-
tion of the links shown in Figure 5 could be implemented

as asymmetrical or symmetrical links.
[0065] In some embodiments, the links implemented
through properties of objects can be additionally or alter-
natively be implemented using a link 509. The link 509
can include a description about the type of link (e.g., the
"Type_of_Link") being represented or established by the
link 509. The link 509 can include a first linked object and
a second linked object that are linked to each other. The
first and second linked objects can include known user
objects 509, resource objects 501, use case objects 503,
qualification objects 505, and/or tag objects 507. For ex-
ample, a link 509 can have a type of link that represents
"Read authorized resources of a known user" or "Known
users who have read authorization for this resource," the
first linked object can be one linked user object 309, and
the second linked object can include one or more re-
source objects 501. Other example types of links can
indicate that:

• a known user object 309 "has a qualification of’ a
qualification object 505;

• a resource object 501 or a use case object 503 "re-
quires the qualification of’ a qualification object 505;

• a use case object 503 is "selected by" a known user
object 309;

• a known user object "has a [read/write/modi-
fy/any/all] authorization for" a resource object 501;

• a resource object 501 "may be accessed for purpos-
es specified by" a use case object 503;

• a resource object 501 "allows additional purposes"
specified by use case objects 503 that are linked to
a tag object 507;

• a resource object 501 "requires additional qualifica-
tions" specified by qualification objects 505 linked to
a tag objet 507;

• a use case object 503 "requires additional qualifica-
tions" specified by qualification objects 505 linked to
a tag object 507; or

• any other linked property or relationship discussed
herein, including symmetric or asymmetric versions
thereof.

[0066] Accordingly, in various embodiments, one,
some, or all objects discussed herein can be linked by a
link 509 instead of (or in addition to) having properties
that specify linked objects. In various embodiments, one,
some, or all objects discussed herein can be linked by a
link 509 instead of (or in addition to) being linked through
matching properties. In some embodiments, the link 509
can include additional (e.g., third, fourth, ..., Nth) linked
objects and indicate more complex multi-object relation-
ships.
[0067] The service 313 can include an access service
and/or an audit service. A computer system (such as the
access management system 308 described with respect
to Figure 3) can use an access service to manage access
by known users to represented resources. The access
management system can also use an audit service to log
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the resource access (including access attempts) on a
data storage device. The log can include times of access,
an identity of the user attempting to access a resource,
the resource being accessed, the use case for the ac-
cess, and/or the qualifications for the user. An example
flowchart for the access and audit services is discussed
with respect to Figure 6A and Figure 6B.
[0068] It will be understood that various embodiments
can implement the objects in different ways. For example,
the "Permitted_Uses" of the resource object 501 is shown
as one or more use case objects 503, but in some em-
bodiments, the "Permitted_Uses" can be an array, list,
or other data structure indicating one or more use case
objects 503. The object models are not intended to depict
necessary or an exhaustive list of properties. For exam-
ple, in some embodiments, the resource object 501 can
also include other properties such as links to known users
who are authorized to modify a represented resource.
As another example, user objects 309 may omit proper-
ties indicating which resource objects 501 the user object
has authorizations for; instead, the authorizations (e.g.,
the "Auth_Users_Read and/or Auth_Users_Write" of a
resource object 501 can be accessed to determine if a
known user object 309 is authorized to access a repre-
sented resource.
[0069] Figure 6A shows a flowchart 600 for an example
access and audit service. After a user is authenticated
as a known user (such as described with respect to Figure
4), access to resources can be managed and logged ac-
cording to the flowchart 600. In some embodiments, an
operating system, file management system, and/or other
service can manage authentication and authorizations,
and blocks relating to authentication and authorization
can be skipped. Figure 6A includes blocks that are the
same and/or similar to blocks in Figure 6B, and some of
the blocks shown in Figure 6B are arranged in a different
order as compared to the blocks in Figure 6A.
[0070] Blocks 601-607 and 615A relate to determining
resource access based at least in part on use cases.
Blocks 617-629A, 609A, and 613A relate to determining
resource access based at least in part on qualifications.
To provide examples, the detailed description of Figure
6A may refer to portions shown in and discussed with
respect to Figure 5. In some embodiments, an operating
system, file management system, and/or other service
can manage authentication and authorizations, and
blocks relating to authentication and authorization can
be skipped.
[0071] At block 601, use cases that are linked to a
known user object can be identified. As a first example,
for a known user object 309, the linked Use_Cases can
be identified. As another example, a plurality of use case
objects 503 can be searched to determine which use
case objects 503 include the known user object 309 as
one of the Permitted_Users. As another example, a plu-
rality of links 509 that include links between known user
objects 309 and use case objects 503 can be examined
to identify which of the use case objects 503 are linked

to the known user object 309.
[0072] At block 603, data can be transmitted (such as
to the computer system 301 shown in Figure 3) to
present, for the user to select, the use cases that are
linked to the known user. In some embodiments, the use
cases can be presented by displaying a description of
the respective use cases and/or the purpose represented
by the respective use cases.
[0073] At block 605, a selected use case can be re-
ceived from the user. In response to the selection, at
block 615A, the user can be denied access to any re-
sources that do not include the user’s selected use case
as a permitted use case. Block 605 can also proceed to
block 617.
[0074] At block 617, the qualifications of the known us-
er can be determined. This can be performed, for exam-
ple, by determining which qualification objects 505 are
linked to the known user 309. The qualification objects
505 that are linked to the known user 309 may be collec-
tively referred to as user qualification objects. Block 617
can proceed to block 623.
[0075] At block 623, qualifications specific to the se-
lected use case can be determined. This can be per-
formed, for example, by determining which qualification
objects 505 are linked to (e.g., are included in the
"Case_Specific_Quals" of) the selected use case object
503. The qualification objects 505 that are linked to the
selected use case object 503 may be referred to as the
case-specific qualification objects.
[0076] At block 625, it can be determined if qualifica-
tions of the known user satisfy or match the case-specific
qualification objects. This can be performed, for example,
by comparing case-specific qualification objects to the
user qualification objects. The comparison can be per-
formed, for example, as an object to object comparison
or by comparing properties of the qualification objects
(such as the Type). In some embodiments, the case-
specific qualifications are satisfied if a user has at least
one qualification that matches a case-specific qualifica-
tion. In some embodiments, the case-specific qualifica-
tions can be satisfied if a user has all of the case-specific
qualifications. If the user qualification objects do satisfy
or match the case-specific qualification objects, then
block 625 can proceed to block 613A. If the user qualifi-
cation objects do not satisfy or match the case-specific
qualification objects, this can indicate that the user does
not have the qualifications to access the represented re-
source for the selected purpose, and block 625 can pro-
ceed to block 629A, where access to resource objects
that permit the selected use case is denied. Block 629A
can proceed to block 637 and to block 631.
[0077] At block 613A, a resource object that includes
the selected use case as a permitted use case can be
identified. This can also be performed, for example, by
determining which resource objects 501 are linked to the
selected use case object 503. This can be also per-
formed, for example, by comparing the selected use case
to the use case objects 503 that are linked to the resource
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object 501, and it can be determined whether or not the
selected use case satisfies a use case that is permitted
for accessing the resource represented by the resource
object 501. A selected use case object 503 can be com-
pared to use case objects 503 that are linked to the re-
source object 501, or a selected purpose can be com-
pared to purposes of the use case objects 503 that are
linked to the resource object 501. Block 613A can pro-
ceed to block 619 or to block 609A. It will be understood
that block 613A, 619, 609A, and 627 can be performed
for a plurality of resource objects 501 that permit access
for the user’s selected use case.
[0078] At block 619, for the resource identified at block
613A, it can be determined if the user qualifications ob-
jects satisfy any resource-specific qualification objects.
This can be performed, for example, by determining if
the user object 309 is linked to any of the qualification
objects 505 that are linked to the resource object 501.
This can also be performed, for example by comparing
the qualifications of the known user to qualifications re-
quired for accessing the resource that is represented by
the resource object 501. This can be performed, for ex-
ample, by comparing qualification objects 505 that are
linked to the resource object 501 to the user qualification
objects. The comparison can be performed, for example,
as an object to object comparison or by comparing prop-
erties of the qualification objects (such as the Type). If
the user qualification objects do not satisfy or match the
qualification objects linked to the resource, this can indi-
cate that the user does not have the qualifications to ac-
cess the represented resource, and block 619 can pro-
ceed to block 621, where access to the represented re-
source can be denied. If the user qualification objects do
satisfy or match the qualification objects linked to the
resource object 501, then block 619 can proceed to block
609A. To satisfy or match the qualification objects linked
to the resource object 501, a user qualification object can
be the same as, represent a same purpose as, or be
linked to at least one of the qualification objects that are
linked to the resource object 501. In some embodiments,
the qualification objects linked to the resource object 501
may require that a plurality (not just any one) or all of the
qualification objects that are linked to the resource object
501 be satisfied or matched. In some embodiments, a
resource object 501 may not indicate any qualifications
specifically required for access to the represented re-
source. Instead, the resource object 501 may rely on
qualifications associated with the permitted use cases.
Block 619 can sometimes be skipped.
[0079] At block 609A, the user’s access authorizations
can be determined for the resource object. The authori-
zation can include a read, write, and/or modify authori-
zation. Block 609B can proceed to block 627.
[0080] At block 627, the user can be granted access
to the resource that is represented by the resource object
in accordance with the user’s authorizations for the re-
source object. Block 627 can proceed to block 637.
[0081] At block 637, accesses (including failed access

attempts) can be logged for auditing. Block 637 can pro-
ceed after block 615A, block 621, block 629A, and/or
block 627. The logged information can include, for ex-
ample, one, all, or any combination of: a time of access,
whether or not the access was successful, an identity of
the user such as the username, the resource being ac-
cessed, the selected use case for the access (which can
be indicated by the purpose of a use case), the qualifi-
cations for the user, the authorizations of the user, an
outcome of block 613A, an outcome of block 619, an
outcome of block 625, the required qualifications for ac-
cessing the resource, any reasons why access was de-
nied, and other information.
[0082] At block 631, the computer system (such as the
access management system 308 described with respect
to Figure 3) can transmit data (such as the
"How_To_Qualify" of the qualification object 505 that was
not matched or satisfied at block 625) to indicate how the
user can obtain the qualifications for accessing the re-
source. For example, the data can indicate that approval
is required from one or more other user(s) such as data
owners, data protection officers, and/or data compliance
officers. The data can indicate that a validation from an-
other user is required to validate that a resources will be
used for a selected use case. The data also can addi-
tionally or alternatively direct the user to a training web-
site, instruct the user to upload a certificate or license, or
require performance of other activity.
[0083] At block 633, new user qualifications can be re-
ceived. The qualifications can be received, for example,
if the user complies with the instructions transmitted at
block 631. At block 635, a link between the known user
object 309 and the qualification object 505 can be estab-
lished in response to receiving the new user qualifica-
tions.
[0084] In various embodiments, the blocks shown in
Figure 6A can be performed in a different order and/or
with additional prompts to the user. For example, block
625 can be performed after block 619. As another exam-
ple, an authenticated user may inquire if the authenticat-
ed user has access to a resource. If the resource has at
least one restriction, such as a use case requirement,
then the computer system can prompt the user that the
resource is restricted to certain use cases. The user can
inquire whether any of those certain use cases are linked
to the user. If the access management system does con-
firm such a link, then the user can select the use case
for accessing the resource. The user can inquire whether
the user has the qualifications and/or authorizations for
the resource, and the computer system can check. If so,
then the computer system can grant the user access to
the resource. In some embodiments, one or more of the
inquiries can automatically be performed by a computer
system to determine which resources an authenticated
resources a user can access, and the computer system
can hide or not display any resources for which the user
lacks proper use cases and/or qualifications for.
[0085] Figure 6B shows a flowchart 650 for an example
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access and audit service. After a user is authenticated
as a known user (such as described with respect to Figure
4), access to resources can be managed and logged ac-
cording to the flowchart 600. Blocks 601-615 relate to
determining resource access based at least in part on
use cases. Blocks 617-629 relate to determining re-
source access based at least in part on qualifications. To
provide examples, the detailed description of Figure 6B
may refer to portions shown in and discussed with respect
to Figure 5. In some embodiments, an operating system,
file management system, and/or other service can man-
age authentication and authorizations, and blocks relat-
ing to authentication and authorization can be skipped.
[0086] At block 601, use cases that are linked to a
known user object can be identified. As a first example,
for a known user object 309, the linked Use_Cases can
be identified. As another example, a plurality of use case
objects 503 can be searched to determine which use
case objects 503 include the known user object 309 as
one of the Permitted_Users. As another example, a plu-
rality of links 509 that include links between known user
objects 309 and use case objects 503 can be examined
to identify which of the use case objects 503 are linked
to the known user object 309.
[0087] At block 603, data can be transmitted (such as
to the computer system 301 shown in Figure 3) to
present, for the user to select, the use cases that are
linked to the known user. In some embodiments, the use
cases can be presented by displaying the purpose rep-
resented by the respective use cases.
[0088] At block 605, the user can select a use case. In
some embodiments, the user may type in a purpose as-
sociated with a use case or otherwise provide a selection.
In some embodiments, the user may select one of the
purposes presented by the computer system to indicate
the selected use case. Whether or not the user has the
qualifications for the selected use case can be deter-
mined in later blocks.
[0089] At block 607, it can be confirmed that the se-
lected use case is linked to the known user object 309.
The presence of a link can indicate that the user is allowed
to access at least one resource for the purpose specified
by a use case object. In some embodiments, block 607
can be skipped if block 603 was performed.
[0090] At block 609B, a resource object 501 that the
known user object 309 is authorized to access can be
identified. The authorization can include a read, write,
and/or modify authorization. It will be understood that the
blocks 609B-637 can be performed for a plurality of re-
source objects 501 that the known user object has access
authorizations for.
[0091] At block 611, use case objects 503 that are
linked to the resource object 501 identified in block 609B
can be identified. The use case objects 503 can indicate
purposes for which users may access a resource that is
represented by the resource object 501.
[0092] At block 613B, the selected use case can be
compared to the use case objects 503 that are linked to

the resource object 501, and it can be determined wheth-
er or not the selected use case satisfies a purpose for
which access to the resource represented by the re-
source object 501 is allowed. A selected use case object
503 can be compared to use case objects 503 that are
linked to the resource object 501, or a selected purpose
can be compared to purposes of the use case objects
503 that are linked to the resource object 501. If the se-
lected select use case does not satisfy or match a pur-
pose for which the represented resource may be ac-
cessed, then block 613B can proceed to block 615B, and
the user can be denied access to the resource that is
represented by the resource object 501. If the selected
use case does match or satisfy a purpose for which the
represented resource may be accessed, then block 613B
can proceed to block 617 and block 623.
[0093] At block 617, the qualifications of the known us-
er can be determined. This can be performed, for exam-
ple, by determining which qualification objects 505 are
linked to the known user 309. The qualification objects
505 that are linked to the known user 309 may be collec-
tively referred to as user qualification objects. Block 617
can proceed to block 619 or to block 625.
[0094] At block 619, the qualifications of the known us-
er can be compared to qualifications required for access-
ing the resource that is represented by the resource ob-
ject 501. This can be performed, for example, by com-
paring qualification objects 505 that are linked to the re-
source object 501 to the user qualification objects. The
comparison can be performed, for example, as an object
to object comparison or by comparing properties of the
qualification objects (such as the Type). If the user qual-
ification objects do not satisfy or match the qualification
objects linked to the resource, this can indicate that the
user does not have the qualifications to access the rep-
resented resource, and block 619 can proceed to block
621, where access to the represented resource can be
denied. If the user qualification objects do satisfy or match
the qualification objects linked to the resource object 501,
then block 619 can proceed to block 625. In some em-
bodiments, a resource object 501 may not indicate any
qualifications specifically required for access to the rep-
resented resource. Instead, the resource object 501 may
rely on qualifications associated with the permitted use
cases. Block 619 can sometimes be skipped.
[0095] At block 623, qualifications specific to the se-
lected use case can be determined. This can be per-
formed, for example, by determining which qualification
objects 505 are linked to (e.g., are included in the
"Case_Specific_Quals" of) the selected use case object
503. The qualification objects 505 that are linked to the
selected use case object 503 may be referred to as the
case-specific qualification objects.
[0096] At block 625, it can be determined if qualifica-
tions of the known user satisfy or match the case-specific
qualification objects. This can be performed, for example,
by comparing case-specific qualification objects to the
user qualification objects. The comparison can be per-
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formed, for example, as an object to object comparison
or by comparing properties of the qualification objects
(such as the Type). If the user qualification objects do
satisfy or match the case-specific qualification objects,
then block 625 can proceed to block 627, where the
known user is granted access to the resource represent-
ed by the resource object 501 according to the authori-
zation for the user. If the user qualification objects do not
satisfy or match the case-specific qualification objects,
this can indicate that the user does not have the qualifi-
cations to access the represented resource for the se-
lected purpose, and block 625 can proceed to block
629B.
[0097] At block 629B, the user can be denied access
to the resource that is represented by the resource object.
Block 629B can proceed to block 631.
[0098] At block 631, the computer system (such as the
access management system 308 described with respect
to Figure 3) can transmit data (such as the
"How_To_Qualify" of the qualification object 505 that was
not matched or satisfied at block 625) to indicate how the
user can obtain the qualifications for accessing the re-
source. For example, the data can direct the user to a
training website, instruct the user to upload a certificate
or license, or require performance of other activity.
[0099] At block 633, new user qualifications can be re-
ceived. The qualifications can be received, for example,
if the user complies with the instructions transmitted at
block 631. At block 635, a link between the known user
object 309 and the qualification object 505 can be estab-
lished in response to receiving the new user qualifica-
tions.
[0100] At block 637, accesses (including failed access
attempts) can be logged for auditing. Block 637 can pro-
ceed after block 615B, block 621, block 629B, and/or
block 627. The logged information can include, for ex-
ample, one, all, or any combination of: a time of access,
whether or not the access was successful, an identity of
the user such as the username, the resource being ac-
cessed, the selected use case for the access (which can
be indicated by the purpose of a use case), the qualifi-
cations for the user, the authorizations of the user, an
outcome of block 613B, an outcome of block 619, an
outcome of block 625, the required qualifications for ac-
cessing the resource, any reasons why access was de-
nied, and other information.
[0101] As shown, Figure 6A and Figure 6B show many
similar blocks performed in different orders. In various
systems, there can be efficiency gains in performing the
blocks according to one order or the other. For example,
in Figure 6A, there can be fewer resource objects that
can be identified in block 613A. As another example, in
Figure 6B, block 619 can be performed for fewer resource
objects.
[0102] As another example, a user can interact with an
authorization service to determine if the user is author-
ized to access a resource. The authorization service can
determine that the user is authorized to access the re-

source, but that the resource is restricted to purposes
specified by one or more use cases. An access manage-
ment system can determine if the user is allowed to select
any use cases permitted for accessing that resource. If
so, then the access management system can determine
if the user is qualified for at least one use case that is
permitted for accessing that resource. If so, then, the
access management system can determine if the user
has selected that use case as the selected use case. If
so, then the user can be allowed to access the resource
according to the authorizations.
[0103] Figure 7 shows example models for instances
of objects related to an instance 701 of a known user
object. The example instance 701 of a known user is
named "Bob" to reflect its username property. Figure 7
also includes an instance "Tax_Docs" 703 of a resource
object, an instance "Resumes" 507 of a resource object,
an example instance "Finance" 707 of a use case object,
an example instance "Hiring" 709 of a use case object,
an example instance "CPA" 711 of a qualification object,
an example instance "DiversityTraining" of a qualification
object, an example instance "Confidential" 715 of a tag
object, and an example instance "SecretLvl2" 717 of a
qualification object. An instance Name of an object may
be discussed herein by reference to the Name.
[0104] Arrows are used in Figure 7 to indicate links. In
various embodiments, the links can be implemented as
asymmetrical links or as symmetrical links. In various em-
bodiments, the links can be implemented with links 509
discussed with respect to Figure 5. Link can be imple-
mented through matching properties of objects.
[0105] A user may attempt to access resources of a
computer system by providing a username and pass-
word. The provided username can be compared to the
username of Bob 701, and the password can be (e.g.,
after encryption and/or decoding) compared to the stored
password for Bob 701, such as described with respect
to Figure 4. By providing the correct username and pass-
word, the user can be authenticated as the known user
Bob 701.
[0106] The Tax_Docs resource 703 represents the file
directory "Dir:\Taxes." The properties of Bob 701 indicate
that Bob 701 has read authorizations for the Tax_Docs
resource, and the link between Bob 701 and the
Tax_Docs resource 703 is represented as an arrow be-
tween Bob 701 and Tax_Docs 703.
[0107] The user has selected that the use case is for
finance, and the instance Bob 701 indicates that the
Selected_Use object is the use case Finance 707. The
use case Finance 707 is one of the two use case objects
(the other being the use case Hiring 709) that are avail-
able to the instance Bob 701. Arrows are used to show
links between Bob 701 and the use cases 707, 709 that
are available to Bob. An additional arrow is used to show
a link between Bob 701 and the selected use case Fi-
nance 707.
[0108] To access the resource (the directory Dir:\Tax-
es) that is represented by Tax_Docs 703, a known user
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is required to satisfy the Permitted_Uses qualifications
specified by the instance Tax_Docs 703 and satisfy any
criteria (e.g., use cases and/or qualifications) associated
with the Tags (the "Confidential" tag) specified by the
instance Tax_Docs 703.
[0109] The Permitted_Uses of the instance Tax_Docs
703 include Finance 707 and Legal use cases, indicating
that the directory Dir:\Taxes may be accessed for finan-
cial or legal related purposes. The instance for a legal
use case is not shown in Figure 7. Tax_Docs resource
703 is linked to the use case Finance 707 (e.g., as shown
by the respective arrow) to indicate that users may ac-
cess the directory for finance related purposes. Bob 701
is also linked to the use case Finance 707 twice: once
because the Finance 707 use case is available to Bob,
and a second time because Bob 701 has selected the
Finance use case 707. Bob’s 701 selected Finance use
case 707 matches one of the permitted use cases spec-
ified by the Tax_Docs 703, but Bob must also satisfy the
qualifications for the Finance use case 707 and qualifi-
cations for the Confidential tag 715.
[0110] Finance 707 is linked to the qualification in-
stance CPA 711, indicating that a CPA qualification is
required when accessing resources for finance related
purposes. Bob 701 is also linked to CPA 711, indicating
that Bob has the CPA qualification that is required for
accessing resources for finance related purposes.
[0111] The Confidential 715 tag that is linked to
Tax_Docs 703 indicates additional required qualifica-
tions: either a SecretLvll qualification (instance not
shown) or a SecretLvl2 qualification 717. The link be-
tween the Confidential tag 715 and the SecretLvl2 qual-
ification is indicated with an arrow. Bob’s 701 User_Quals
include SecretLvl2, and an arrow indicates the link be-
tween Bob 701 and SecretLvl2 to indicate that Bob 701
has that qualification.
[0112] Because Bob’s 701 selected use case matches
one of the permitted uses cases for accessing the rep-
resented resource of Tax_Docs 703, Bob 701 is linked
to the CPA qualification 711 required for the Finance use
case 707, and Bob 701 is linked to the SecretLvl2 qual-
ification 717 that is linked to the Confidential tag 715 that
is linked to Tax_Docs 703, Bob may read files in the re-
source Dir:\Taxes as allowed by the Tax_Docs authori-
zations.
[0113] Bob 701 does not have access to the Resume
resources 705 shown in Figure 7. Bob’s selected Finance
use case 707 does not match the Hiring use case 709
that is required to access "Folder:\Resumes," even
though Bob may have both read and write authorizations
for the Resume resource 705. Accordingly, when a user
authenticated as the known user Bob 701 accesses re-
sources of a computer system, the resource "Dir:\Taxes"
may be displayed and made read-accessible, but the re-
source "Folder:\Resumes" may not appear or may ap-
pear but be unavailable for accessing.
[0114] To access the resource "Folder:\Resumes,"
Bob 701 may change the selected use from Finance 707

to Hiring 709. This change can cause the Tax_Docs re-
source 703 to no longer be accessible to Bob 701. How-
ever, in addition to selecting the correct Hiring use case
709, Bob 701 must also satisfy any required qualifications
of the Resume resource 705, which can include qualifi-
cations linked to the Hiring use case 709, qualifications
linked to the Confidential tag 715 that is linked to the
Hiring use case 709, and qualification linked to the
Resumes resource 705.
[0115] The Hiring use case 709 does not include any
qualifications specific to hiring. However, the Hiring use
case 709 is linked to the Confidential tag 715, which re-
quires either a SecretLvll qualification or SecretLvl2 qual-
ification 717. As explained above, Bob 701 is linked to
and has the SecretLvl2 qualification.
[0116] The Resume resource 705 also requires that
users have the DiversityTraining qualification 713. How-
ever, Bob’s 701 user qualifications do not include Diver-
sityTraining 713, and Bob 701 is not linked to Diversit-
yTraining 713. Accordingly, if a user authenticated as
Bob 701 selected a Hiring use case 709, the resource
"Folder:\Resumes" can, in some embodiments, be
shown but made inaccessible. Instead of receiving ac-
cess to the "Folder:\Resumes," the user may receive a
message with instructions to obtain the DiversityTraining
qualification 713: "Complete Diversity Training Program
at protocol://address.domain."
[0117] Whenever the user authenticated as Bob 701
access (and/or fails to access) any of the resources rep-
resented by instances 703 or 705, an auditing service
can log the time of the access, that Bob was the user,
the represented resource accessed, the selected use
case, Bob’s authorizations, and Bob’s qualifications re-
lated to the access. If Bob was denied access, then the
reason for the denial, whether lack of authentication, lack
of authorization, wrong use case, and/or insufficient qual-
ifications can be logged.

Additional Example Uses

[0118] Using the technology and framework described
herein, managing access to resources can be performed
much faster. For example, tags such as "Confidential"
can be applied to various resources that are confidential.
It may be desirable to, at some point, change the access
from what is shown in Figure 7 (e.g., either a SecretLvll
qualification or a SecretLvl2 qualification) such that only
users with a SecretLvl2 qualification or a SecretLvl3 qual-
ification can access confidential resources. Without the
framework described herein, an administrator having on-
ly authorization tools at his/her disposal will need to man-
ually review every resource on the computer system to
determine which resources are confidential, and for every
confidential resource, ask each of the authorized users
if they had only the SecretLvll qualification and, if so, edit
the authorizations to remove access for those users, and
ask all users if they have SecretLvl3 qualifications and
then manually edit the authorizations to add all of those
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users. Using the framework described herein where con-
fidential files are tagged as such, an administrator can
achieve the same result by removing a link between the
confidential tag and "SecretLvll" and adding a link be-
tween the confidential tag and "SecretLvl3." Accordingly,
tags can be applied to various resource and/or use cases
and stored. Whenever a categorical change is to be
made, the linked use cases and/or qualifications associ-
ated with the tag can be changed instead of re-identifying
every resource and/or use case and then manually edit-
ing authorizations for every user of a system.
[0119] User access can also be determined and man-
aged based on purposes for why resources might be ap-
propriately accessed and what qualifications groups of
users should have when accessing resources for those
purposes. An administrator may know, for example, that
CPA’s should be accessing tax documents but not per-
sonally know which of thousands or millions of users on
a network have CPA degrees. Instead of asking each of
the users whether or not they have a CPA degree and
then manually editing the permissions of each tax docu-
ment to specify which thousands out of the millions of
users have authorizations, the administrator can create
a CPA qualification object and direct users to upload
proof of their CPA qualifications through a website to ob-
tain access.
[0120] The use cases can be used to prevent breaches
of privacy. There are times when users may be author-
ized to access resources, but the user should only access
the resources for certain purposes. For example, a CEO
of a company may have full authorization to resources
that are files that include demographic information about
his employees. The CEO can specify a first use case,
such as "Managing Employee Pay," and the files includ-
ing demographic information can be made inaccessible
to the CEO so that the files are not inadvertently accessed
because pay should not be based on demographic back-
grounds. When the CEO is instead working on diversity
initiatives, the CEO can specify a different use case, such
as "Diversity Initiative," and the CEO can be given access
to the demographic information about the employees.
This is different from a static authorization framework that
does not implement use cases-either the CEO would
have access to the files including demographic informa-
tion, or the CEO would not. Without the framework de-
scribed herein, an administrator could not achieve the
same result by manually changing resource authoriza-
tions-the administrator could not change the resource
authorizations for thousands or millions of resources at
the same frequency that any of thousands or millions of
users may change use cases for accessing resources.
[0121] Under the framework described herein, the rea-
sons why individuals are accessing resources can be
logged, and the accesses can be audited. Furthermore,
the qualifications of the users who access the resources
can also be audited to make sure that only qualified users
are accessing resources.
[0122] In some embodiments, it may be realized that

new qualifications can be required. For example, new
contractual duties can be imposed based on customer
demands, new laws may be passed to institute different
requirements, new policies or rules may be created, and
it can be desirable to ensure that any new duty/law/pol-
icy/rule is followed by creating a new qualification object
and linking the new qualification object to a resource, use
case, and/or tag. Some users of a system may already
satisfy the new qualification and have access to the re-
source. A notice can be pushed to users who do not yet
satisfy the new qualification to instruct those users about
how to satisfy the new qualification. In some embodi-
ments, a database or profile can be used to track which
users have which qualifications.
[0123] In some embodiments, there can be hierarchies
of qualifications. Some qualifications (such as a high level
clearance) may automatically grant lower level qualifica-
tions. In some embodiments, hierarchies of resources
can have different qualifications, and users can be re-
quired to satisfy qualifications associated with one level
of resource in the hierarchy to gain access to the next
level of resources in the hierarchy.
[0124] In some embodiments, the framework can be
managed by administrators. The administrators can add
or approve use cases, qualifications, tags, and resourc-
es, changes thereto, and/or links thereto. Managers may
add or approve users for a limited set of resources and/or
approve access requests from users for the limited set
of resources. Managers may also add or approve users
for a limited set of use cases and/or approve access re-
quests from users for the limited set of use cases. Users
can send requests for access to resources and/or use
cases, and users can gain qualifications by performing
actions described by the qualifications objects.
[0125] An interface can be provided to filter the audit
logs discussed herein. The filters can provide for search-
ing and/or generating formatted reports for specific users,
resources, qualifications, use cases, times, successful
or unsuccessful accesses, or based on any other logged
data. The reports can also include visualizations of the
data such as graphs, histograms, charts, and the like.

Additional Implementation Details and Embodiments

[0126] In an implementation the access management
system 308 (or one or more aspects of the access man-
agement system 308) may comprise, or be implemented
in, a "virtual computing environment". As used herein,
the term "virtual computing environment" should be con-
strued broadly to include, for example, computer reada-
ble program instructions executed by one or more proc-
essors (e.g., as described in the example of Figure 7) to
implement one or more aspects of the modules and/or
functionality described herein. Further, in this implemen-
tation, one or more modules/engines/etc. of the access
management system 308 may be understood as com-
prising one or more rules engines of the virtual computing
environment that, in response to inputs received by the
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virtual computing environment, execute rules and/or oth-
er program instructions to modify operation of the virtual
computing environment. For example, a request re-
ceived from the user computing device 301 may be un-
derstood as modifying operation of the virtual computing
environment to cause the request access to a resource
from the access management system 308. Such func-
tionality may comprise a modification of the operation of
the virtual computing environment in response to inputs
and according to various rules. Other functionality imple-
mented by the virtual computing environment (as de-
scribed throughout this disclosure) may further comprise
modifications of the operation of the virtual computing
environment, for example, the operation of the virtual
computing environment may change depending on the
information gathered by the access management system
308. Initial operation of the virtual computing environment
may be understood as an establishment of the virtual
computing environment. In some implementations the
virtual computing environment may comprise one or
more virtual machines, containers, and/or other types of
emulations of computing systems or environments. In
some implementations the virtual computing environ-
ment may comprise a hosted computing environment
that includes a collection of physical computing resourc-
es that may be remotely accessible and may be rapidly
provisioned as needed (commonly referred to as "cloud"
computing environment).
[0127] Implementing one or more aspects of the ac-
cess management system 308 as a virtual computing
environment may advantageously enable executing dif-
ferent aspects or modules of the system on different com-
puting devices or processors, which may increase the
scalability of the system. Implementing one or more as-
pects of the access management system 308 as a virtual
computing environment may further advantageously en-
able sandboxing various aspects, data, or modules of
the system from one another, which may increase secu-
rity of the system by preventing, e.g., malicious intrusion
into the system from spreading. Implementing one or
more aspects of the access management system 308 as
a virtual computing environment may further advanta-
geously enable parallel execution of various aspects or
modules of the system, which may increase the scala-
bility of the system. Implementing one or more aspects
of the access management system 308 as a virtual com-
puting environment may further advantageously enable
rapid provisioning (or de-provisioning) of computing re-
sources to the system, which may increase scalability of
the system by, e.g., expanding computing resources
available to the system or duplicating operation of the
system on multiple computing resources. For example,
the system may be used by thousands, hundreds of thou-
sands, or even millions of users simultaneously, and
many megabytes, gigabytes, or terabytes (or more) of
data may be transferred or processed by the system, and
scalability of the system may enable such operation in
an efficient and/or uninterrupted manner.

[0128] Various embodiments of the present disclosure
may be a system, a method, and/or a computer program
product at any possible technical detail level of integra-
tion. The computer program product may include a com-
puter readable storage medium (or mediums) having
computer readable program instructions thereon for
causing a processor to carry out aspects of the present
disclosure.
[0129] For example, the functionality described herein
may be performed as software instructions are executed
by, and/or in response to software instructions being ex-
ecuted by, one or more hardware processors and/or any
other suitable computing devices. The software instruc-
tions and/or other executable code may be read from a
computer readable storage medium (or mediums).
[0130] The computer readable storage medium can be
a tangible device that can retain and store data and/or
instructions for use by an instruction execution device.
The computer readable storage medium may be, for ex-
ample, but is not limited to, an electronic storage device
(including any volatile and/or non-volatile electronic stor-
age devices), a magnetic storage device, an optical stor-
age device, an electromagnetic storage device, a semi-
conductor storage device, or any suitable combination
of the foregoing. A non-exhaustive list of more specific
examples of the computer readable storage medium in-
cludes the following: a portable computer diskette, a hard
disk, a solid state drive, a random access memory (RAM),
a read-only memory (ROM), an erasable programmable
read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory), a static
random access memory (SRAM), a portable compact
disc read-only memory (CD-ROM), a digital versatile disk
(DVD), a memory stick, a floppy disk, a mechanically
encoded device such as punch-cards or raised structures
in a groove having instructions recorded thereon, and
any suitable combination of the foregoing. A computer
readable storage medium, as used herein, is not to be
construed as being transitory signals per se, such as ra-
dio waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic
waves, electromagnetic waves propagating through a
waveguide or other transmission media (e.g., light pulses
passing through a fiber-optic cable), or electrical signals
transmitted through a wire.
[0131] Computer readable program instructions de-
scribed herein can be downloaded to respective comput-
ing/processing devices from a computer readable stor-
age medium or to an external computer or external stor-
age device via a network, for example, the Internet, a
local area network, a wide area network and/or a wireless
network. The network may comprise copper transmis-
sion cables, optical transmission fibers, wireless trans-
mission, routers, firewalls, switches, gateway computers
and/or edge servers. A network adapter card or network
interface in each computing/processing device receives
computer readable program instructions from the net-
work and forwards the computer readable program in-
structions for storage in a computer readable storage me-
dium within the respective computing/processing device.
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[0132] Computer readable program instructions (as al-
so referred to herein as, for example, "code," "instruc-
tions," "module," "application," "software application,"
and/or the like) for carrying out operations of the present
disclosure may be assembler instructions, instruction-
set-architecture (ISA) instructions, machine instructions,
machine dependent instructions, microcode, firmware in-
structions, state-setting data, configuration data for inte-
grated circuitry, or either source code or object code writ-
ten in any combination of one or more programming lan-
guages, including an object oriented programming lan-
guage such as Smalltalk, C++, or the like, and procedural
programming languages, such as the "C" programming
language or similar programming languages. Computer
readable program instructions may be callable from other
instructions or from itself, and/or may be invoked in re-
sponse to detected events or interrupts. Computer read-
able program instructions configured for execution on
computing devices may be provided on a computer read-
able storage medium, and/or as a digital download (and
may be originally stored in a compressed or installable
format that requires installation, decompression or de-
cryption prior to execution) that may then be stored on a
computer readable storage medium. Such computer
readable program instructions may be stored, partially or
fully, on a memory device (e.g., a computer readable
storage medium) of the executing computing device, for
execution by the computing device. The computer read-
able program instructions may execute entirely on a us-
er’s computer (e.g., the executing computing device),
partly on the user’s computer, as a stand-alone software
package, partly on the user’s computer and partly on a
remote computer or entirely on the remote computer or
server. In the latter scenario, the remote computer may
be connected to the user’s computer through any type
of network, including a local area network (LAN) or a wide
area network (WAN), or the connection may be made to
an external computer (for example, through the Internet
using an Internet Service Provider). In some embodi-
ments, electronic circuitry including, for example, pro-
grammable logic circuitry, field-programmable gate ar-
rays (FPGA), or programmable logic arrays (PLA) may
execute the computer readable program instructions by
utilizing state information of the computer readable pro-
gram instructions to personalize the electronic circuitry,
in order to perform aspects of the present disclosure.
[0133] Aspects of the present disclosure are described
herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or
block diagrams of methods, apparatus (systems), and
computer program products according to embodiments
of the disclosure. It will be understood that each block of
the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, and
combinations of blocks in the flowchart illustrations
and/or block diagrams, can be implemented by computer
readable program instructions.
[0134] These computer readable program instructions
may be provided to a processor of a general purpose
computer, special purpose computer, or other program-

mable data processing apparatus to produce a machine,
such that the instructions, which execute via the proces-
sor of the computer or other programmable data process-
ing apparatus, create means for implementing the func-
tions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram
block or blocks. These computer readable program in-
structions may also be stored in a computer readable
storage medium that can direct a computer, a program-
mable data processing apparatus, and/or other devices
to function in a particular manner, such that the computer
readable storage medium having instructions stored
therein comprises an article of manufacture including in-
structions which implement aspects of the function/act
specified in the flowchart(s) and/or block diagram(s)
block or blocks.
[0135] The computer readable program instructions
may also be loaded onto a computer, other programma-
ble data processing apparatus, or other device to cause
a series of operational steps to be performed on the com-
puter, other programmable apparatus or other device to
produce a computer implemented process, such that the
instructions which execute on the computer, other pro-
grammable apparatus, or other device implement the
functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block di-
agram block or blocks. For example, the instructions may
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive
of a remote computer. The remote computer may load
the instructions and/or modules into its dynamic memory
and send the instructions over a telephone, cable, or op-
tical line using a modem. A modem local to a server com-
puting system may receive the data on the telephone/ca-
ble/optical line and use a converter device including the
appropriate circuitry to place the data on a bus. The bus
may carry the data to a memory, from which a processor
may retrieve and execute the instructions. The instruc-
tions received by the memory may optionally be stored
on a storage device (e.g., a solid state drive) either before
or after execution by the computer processor.
[0136] The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures
illustrate the architecture, functionality, and operation of
possible implementations of systems, methods, and
computer program products according to various embod-
iments of the present disclosure. In this regard, each
block in the flowchart or block diagrams may represent
a module, segment, or portion of instructions, which com-
prises one or more executable instructions for imple-
menting the specified logical function(s). In some alter-
native implementations, the functions noted in the blocks
may occur out of the order noted in the Figures. For ex-
ample, two blocks shown in succession may, in fact, be
executed substantially concurrently, or the blocks may
sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending
upon the functionality involved. In addition, certain blocks
may be omitted in some implementations. The methods
and processes described herein are also not limited to
any particular sequence, and the blocks or states relating
thereto can be performed in other sequences that are
appropriate.
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[0137] It will also be noted that each block of the block
diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, and combinations
of blocks in the block diagrams and/or flowchart illustra-
tion, can be implemented by special purpose hardware-
based systems that perform the specified functions or
acts or carry out combinations of special purpose hard-
ware and computer instructions. For example, any of the
processes, methods, algorithms, elements, blocks, ap-
plications, or other functionality (or portions of function-
ality) described in the preceding sections may be em-
bodied in, and/or fully or partially automated via, elec-
tronic hardware such application-specific processors
(e.g., application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs)),
programmable processors (e.g., field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs)), application-specific circuitry,
and/or the like (any of which may also combine custom
hard-wired logic, logic circuits, ASICs, FPGAs, etc. with
custom programming/execution of software instructions
to accomplish the techniques).
[0138] Any of the above-mentioned processors, and/or
devices incorporating any of the above-mentioned proc-
essors, may be referred to herein as, for example, "com-
puters," "computer devices," "computing devices," "hard-
ware computing devices," "hardware processors,"
"processing units," and/or the like. Computing devices of
the above-embodiments may generally (but not neces-
sarily) be controlled and/or coordinated by operating sys-
tem software, such as Mac OS, iOS, Android, Chrome
OS, Windows OS (e.g., Windows XP, Windows Vista,
Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10, Windows Server,
etc.), Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, Black-
berry OS, VxWorks, or other suitable operating systems.
In other embodiments, the computing devices may be
controlled by a proprietary operating system. Conven-
tional operating systems control and schedule computer
processes for execution, perform memory management,
provide file system, networking, I/O services, and provide
a user interface functionality, such as a graphical user
interface ("GUI"), among other things.
[0139] For example, Figure 8 shows a block diagram
that illustrates a computer system 800 upon which vari-
ous embodiments may be implemented. Computer sys-
tem 800 includes a bus 802 or other communication
mechanism for communicating information, and a hard-
ware processor, or multiple processors, 804 coupled with
bus 802 for processing information. Hardware proces-
sor(s) 804 may be, for example, one or more general
purpose microprocessors.
[0140] Computer system 800 also includes a main
memory 806, such as a random access memory (RAM),
cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to
bus 802 for storing information and instructions to be ex-
ecuted by processor 804. Main memory 806 also may
be used for storing temporary variables or other interme-
diate information during execution of instructions to be
executed by processor 804. Such instructions, when
stored in storage media accessible to processor 804,
render computer system 800 into a special-purpose ma-

chine that is customized to perform the operations spec-
ified in the instructions.
[0141] Computer system 800 further includes a read
only memory (ROM) 808 or other static storage device
coupled to bus 802 for storing static information and in-
structions for processor 804. A storage device 810, such
as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive
(Flash drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 802
for storing information and instructions.
[0142] Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus
802 to a display 812, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT)
or LCD display (or touch screen), for displaying informa-
tion to a computer user. An input device 814, including
alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 802 for
communicating information and command selections to
processor 804. Another type of user input device is cursor
control 816, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor di-
rection keys for communicating direction information and
command selections to processor 804 and for controlling
cursor movement on display 812. This input device typ-
ically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis
(e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device
to specify positions in a plane. In some embodiments,
the same direction information and command selections
as cursor control may be implemented via receiving
touches on a touch screen without a cursor.
[0143] Computing system 800 may include a user in-
terface module to implement a GUI that may be stored
in a mass storage device as computer executable pro-
gram instructions that are executed by the computing
device(s). Computer system 800 may further, as de-
scribed below, implement the techniques described
herein using customized hard-wired logic, one or more
ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic which
in combination with the computer system causes or pro-
grams computer system 800 to be a special-purpose ma-
chine. According to one embodiment, the techniques
herein are performed by computer system 800 in re-
sponse to processor(s) 804 executing one or more se-
quences of one or more computer readable program in-
structions contained in main memory 806. Such instruc-
tions may be read into main memory 806 from another
storage medium, such as storage device 810. Execution
of the sequences of instructions contained in main mem-
ory 806 causes processor(s) 804 to perform the process
steps described herein. In alternative embodiments,
hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combi-
nation with software instructions.
[0144] Various forms of computer readable storage
media may be involved in carrying one or more sequenc-
es of one or more computer readable program instruc-
tions to processor 804 for execution. For example, the
instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or
solid state drive of a remote computer. The remote com-
puter can load the instructions into its dynamic memory
and send the instructions over a telephone line using a
modem. A modem local to computer system 800 can
receive the data on the telephone line and use an infra-
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red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal.
An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the
data on bus 802. Bus 802 carries the data to main mem-
ory 806, from which processor 804 retrieves and exe-
cutes the instructions. The instructions received by main
memory 806 may optionally be stored on storage device
810 either before or after execution by processor 804.
[0145] Computer system 800 also includes a commu-
nication interface 818 coupled to bus 802. Communica-
tion interface 818 provides a two-way data communica-
tion coupling to a network link 820 that is connected to a
local network 822. For example, communication inter-
face 818 may be an integrated services digital network
(ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or a modem
to provide a data communication connection to a corre-
sponding type of telephone line. As another example,
communication interface 818 may be a local area net-
work (LAN) card to provide a data communication con-
nection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component to com-
municated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be im-
plemented. In any such implementation, communication
interface 818 sends and receives electrical, electromag-
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams rep-
resenting various types of information.
[0146] Network link 820 typically provides data com-
munication through one or more networks to other data
devices. For example, network link 820 may provide a
connection through local network 822 to a host computer
824 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) 826. ISP 826 in turn provides data com-
munication services through the world wide packet data
communication network now commonly referred to as
the "Internet" 828. Local network 822 and Internet 828
both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that
carry digital data streams. The signals through the vari-
ous networks and the signals on network link 820 and
through communication interface 818, which carry the
digital data to and from computer system 800, are exam-
ple forms of transmission media.
[0147] Computer system 800 can send messages and
receive data, including program code, through the net-
work(s), network link 820 and communication interface
818. In the Internet example, a server 830 might transmit
a requested code for an application program through In-
ternet 828, ISP 826, local network 822 and communica-
tion interface 818.
[0148] The received code may be executed by proc-
essor 804 as it is received, and/or stored in storage de-
vice 810, or other non-volatile storage for later execution.
[0149] As described above, in various embodiments
certain functionality may be accessible by a user through
a web-based viewer (such as a web browser), or other
suitable software program). In such implementations, the
user interface may be generated by a server computing
system and transmitted to a web browser of the user
(e.g., running on the user’s computing system). Alterna-
tively, data (e.g., user interface data) necessary for gen-

erating the user interface may be provided by the server
computing system to the browser, where the user inter-
face may be generated (e.g., the user interface data may
be executed by a browser accessing a web service and
may be configured to render the user interfaces based
on the user interface data). The user may then interact
with the user interface through the web-browser. User
interfaces of certain implementations may be accessible
through one or more dedicated software applications. In
certain embodiments, one or more of the computing de-
vices and/or systems of the disclosure may include mo-
bile computing devices, and user interfaces may be ac-
cessible through such mobile computing devices (for ex-
ample, smartphones and/or tablets).
[0150] Many variations and modifications may be
made to the above-described embodiments, the ele-
ments of which are to be understood as being among
other acceptable examples. All such modifications and
variations are intended to be included herein within the
scope of this disclosure. The foregoing description details
certain embodiments. It will be appreciated, however,
that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in text,
the systems and methods can be practiced in many ways.
As is also stated above, it should be noted that the use
of particular terminology when describing certain fea-
tures or aspects of the systems and methods should not
be taken to imply that the terminology is being re-defined
herein to be restricted to including any specific charac-
teristics of the features or aspects of the systems and
methods with which that terminology is associated.
[0151] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements, and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0152] The term "substantially" when used in conjunc-
tion with the term "real-time" forms a phrase that will be
readily understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art.
For example, it is readily understood that such language
will include speeds in which no or little delay or waiting
is discernible, or where such delay is sufficiently short so
as not to be disruptive, irritating, or otherwise vexing to
a user.
[0153] Conjunctive language such as the phrase "at
least one of X, Y, and Z," or "at least one of X, Y, or Z,"
unless specifically stated otherwise, is to be understood
with the context as used in general to convey that an
item, term, etc. may be either X, Y, or Z, or a combination
thereof. For example, the term "or" is used in its inclusive
sense (and not in its exclusive sense) so that when used,
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for example, to connect a list of elements, the term "or"
means one, some, or all of the elements in the list. Thus,
such conjunctive language is not generally intended to
imply that certain embodiments require at least one of X,
at least one of Y, and at least one of Z to each be present.
[0154] The term "a" as used herein should be given an
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For exam-
ple, unless specifically noted, the term "a" should not be
understood to mean "exactly one" or "one and only one";
instead, the term "a" means "one or more" or "at least
one," whether used in the claims or elsewhere in the
specification and regardless of uses of quantifiers such
as "at least one," "one or more," or "a plurality" elsewhere
in the claims or specification.
[0155] The term "comprising" as used herein should
be given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation.
For example, a general purpose computer comprising
one or more processors should not be interpreted as ex-
cluding other computer components, and may possibly
include such components as memory, input/output de-
vices, and/or network interfaces, among others.
[0156] While the above detailed description has
shown, described, and pointed out novel features as ap-
plied to various embodiments, it may be understood that
various omissions, substitutions, and changes in the form
and details of the devices or processes illustrated may
be made without departing from the spirit of the disclo-
sure. As may be recognized, certain embodiments of the
inventions described herein may be embodied within a
form that does not provide all of the features and benefits
set forth herein, as some features may be used or prac-
ticed separately from others. The scope of certain inven-
tions disclosed herein is indicated by the appended
claims rather than by the foregoing description. All chang-
es which come within the meaning and range of equiva-
lency of the claims are to be embraced within their scope.

Claims

1. A computer system comprising:

one or more computer readable storage devices
configured to store:

a first qualification object specifying a first
qualification;
a first use case object indicating a first pur-
pose, the first use case object being asso-
ciated with the first qualification object;
a first resource object representing a first
computer resource, the first resource object
linked with at least the first use case object;
a first user object representing the first user,
the first user object indicating one or more
qualifications of the first user; and
a plurality of computer readable instruc-
tions; and

one or more processors configured to execute
the plurality of computer readable instructions
to cause the computer system to perform oper-
ations comprising:

receiving an authentication credential pro-
vided by the first user;
authenticating the first user based at least
in part on the authentication credential;
receiving, from the first user, an indication
of the first use case;
determining that the qualifications of the first
user satisfy the first qualification of the first
qualifications object that is associated with
the first use case object; and
based at least in part on the determining,
providing the first user with access to the
first computer resource.

2. The computer system of Claim 1, wherein the first
computer resource is one of: a file, a folder, a data-
base, a memory, a processor, a drive, a storage de-
vice, a computer, a laptop, or a phone.

3. The computer system of Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein
the authentication credential includes a username
and password.

4. The computer system of any preceding Claim,
wherein the one or more processors are configured
to execute the plurality of computer readable instruc-
tions to cause the computer system to perform op-
erations further comprising:

determining that the first user has at least one
of a read authorization, write authorization, or
modify authorization for the first computer re-
source, and
wherein the first user is provided the access to
the first computer resource based at least in part
on the determination that the first user has at
least one of the read authorization, the write au-
thorization, or the modify authorization for the
first resource.

5. The computer system of any preceding Claim,
wherein the one or more processors are configured
to execute the plurality of computer readable instruc-
tions to cause the computer system to perform op-
erations further comprising:
logging, in an audit log on the one or more computer
readable storages, an entry for an access of the first
resource by the first user, wherein the entry includes
at least 2 of:

a time stamp for the access;
an identity of the first user;
an identity of the first resource;
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the first use case;
the qualifications of the first user; and
qualifications required for accessing the first re-
source, the qualifications including the first qual-
ification.

6. The computer system of Claim 5, wherein the one
or more processors are configured to execute the
plurality of computer readable instructions to cause
the computer system to perform operations further
comprising:

receive log filter criteria;
filter the audit log according to the log filter cri-
teria; and
generate a report based on the audit log and the
log filter criteria, the report including at least one
visualization of data in the audit log.

7. The computer system of any preceding Claim,
wherein:

the one or more computer readable storage de-
vices are further configured to store:

a second use case object indicating a sec-
ond purpose, wherein the first user object
is not linked to the second use case object;
and
a second resource object representing a
second computer resource, the second re-
source object linked with at least the second
use case object;

the one or more processors are configured to
execute the plurality of computer readable in-
structions to cause the computer system to per-
form operations further comprising:

determining that the first user object is not
linked to the second use case object; and
denying access to the second computer re-
source based at least in part on the deter-
mination that the first user object is not
linked to the second use case object.

8. The computer system of any of Claims 1 to 6, where-
in:

the one or more computer readable storage de-
vices are further configured to store:

a second use case object indicating a sec-
ond purpose, wherein the first user object
is linked to the second use case object; and
a second qualification object specifying a
second qualification, wherein the second
qualification object linked to the second use

object, and wherein the qualifications do not
include the second qualification; and
a second resource object representing a
second computer resource, the second re-
source object linked with at least the second
use case object;

the one or more processors are configured to
execute the plurality of computer readable in-
structions to cause the computer system to per-
form operations further comprising:

determining that the qualifications do not in-
clude the second qualification; and
denying access to the second computer re-
source based at least in part on the deter-
mination that the qualifications do not in-
clude the second qualification.

9. The computer system of any of Claims 1 to 6, where-
in:

the one or more computer readable storage de-
vices are further configured to store:

a second qualification object specifying a
second qualification, wherein the first user
object is not linked to the second qualifica-
tion object; and
a second resource object representing a
second computer resource, the second re-
source object linked with at least the second
qualification object;

the one or more processors are configured to
execute the plurality of computer readable in-
structions to cause the computer system to per-
form operations further comprising:

determining that the qualifications of the first
user do not satisfy the second qualification;
and
denying access to the second computer re-
source based at least in part on the deter-
mination that the qualifications of the first
user do not satisfy the second qualification.

10. The computer system of Claim 9, wherein the one
or more processors are configured to execute the
plurality of computer readable instructions to cause
the computer system to perform operations further
comprising:
transmitting data indicating how to obtain the second
qualification.

11. The computer system of Claim 10, wherein the one
or more processors are configured to execute the
plurality of computer readable instructions to cause
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the computer system to perform operations further
comprising:

receiving an indication that the first user ob-
tained the second qualification; and
creating a link between the first user object and
the second qualification object to indicate that
the qualifications of the first user satisfy the sec-
ond qualification.

12. The computer system of any preceding Claim,
wherein the one or more processors are configured
to execute the plurality of computer readable instruc-
tions to cause the computer system to perform op-
erations further comprising:

receiving a selection, from the first user, of a
second use case; and
based at least in part on receiving the selection
of the second use case from the first user, re-
voking the access to the first computer resource.

13. The computer system of any preceding Claim,
wherein the one or more processors are configured
to execute the plurality of computer readable instruc-
tions to cause the computer system to perform op-
erations further comprising:

receiving a selection, from the first user, of a
second use case object, wherein the first re-
source object is linked with the second use case
object; and
determining that the qualifications satisfy sec-
ond qualifications of a second qualification ob-
ject linked to the second use case object; and
based at least in part on the determination that
the qualifications satisfy the second qualifica-
tions of the second qualification object linked to
the second use case object, providing the first
user with access to the first computer resource.

14. The computer system of any preceding Claim,
wherein the one or more processors are configured
to execute the plurality of computer readable instruc-
tions to cause the computer system to perform op-
erations further comprising:

receiving a selection, from the first user, of a
second use case object, wherein the first re-
source object is linked with the second use case
object; and
determining that the qualifications do not satisfy
second qualifications of a second qualification
object linked to the second use case object; and
based at least in part on the determination that
the qualifications do not satisfy the second qual-
ifications of the second qualification object
linked to the second use case object, revoking,

from the first user, the access to the first com-
puter resource.

15. The computer system of any preceding Claim,
wherein the one or more processors are configured
to execute the plurality of computer readable instruc-
tions to cause the computer system to perform op-
erations further comprising:
based on inputs received from an administrator,
changing at least one link between two of: a user
object, resource object, qualification object, or a use
case object.
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federated data from various source systems to be ac-
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The data analysis platform can receive the federated data
in whatever format it has been stored at its respective
source system. A script can be used to generate tempo-
rary representations (or temporary objects) for the fed-
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ver, the temporary representations or temporary objects
can be further transformed into a data analysis plat-
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Description

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit under 35
U.S.C. § 119(e) of United States Provisional Application
Serial Number 62/669,111, filed May 9, 2018, the content
of which is incorporated by reference in its entirety into
the present disclosure.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] This disclosure relates to approaches for sys-
tem-agnostic object data integration and analysis.

DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART

[0003] Under conventional approaches, a data plat-
form for analyzing various data may be deployed. The
data to be analyzed may be obtained from many dispa-
rate data sources or source systems, and the data plat-
form may support an object-based data modeling frame-
work (or object model). Importing data into the object
model may require applying an ontology to data (e.g., a
tabular data set) to transform the data into object data
that can be ingested into the data platform. Because the
data can be obtained from disparate source systems, the
data must be integrated in order to allow users to retrieve
data from the disparate source systems with a single que-
ry. Once ingested, a data analysis application can be
used to access and interact with objects corresponding
to the ingested federated data. In some instances, users
may want to interact with various federated data from
one or more source systems using a front-end (or web-
based) analytical application. In such instances, the var-
ious federated data can be ingested into the data platform
and the front-end analytical application can be configured
to access and manipulate objects that correspond to that
federated data in the data platform. However, in some
instances, accessing and manipulating such objects from
the data platform using the front-end analytical applica-
tion can be difficult or costly.

SUMMARY

[0004] The present disclosure, in one embodiment,
provides a system, comprising one or more processors;
and a memory storing instructions that, when executed
by the one or more processors, cause the system to per-
form: determining a script for transforming federated data
in one or more source computing systems to correspond-
ing data platform objects; determining a set of temporary
objects based at least in part on execution of the script,
wherein the temporary objects each provide a first rep-
resentation of some portion of the federated data; deter-
mining a set of data platform objects based at least in
part on execution of the script, wherein the data platform
objects each provide a second representation of some

portion of the federated data; and providing an interface
for accessing the federated data, wherein operations per-
formed through the interface are applied to the set of
temporary objects.
[0005] In some embodiments, the set of temporary ob-
jects are cached in the memory. In some embodiments,
execution of the script determines an ontology for an ob-
ject-based data modeling framework of the system.
[0006] In some embodiments, each temporary object
references some portion of the federated data, and
wherein each temporary object has a corresponding data
platform object that also references the same portion of
the federated data. In some embodiments, the temporary
object and the corresponding data platform object have
identical properties and links. In some embodiments,
modification of the portion of the federated data in the
one or more source computing systems triggers an up-
date to the corresponding data platform object that ref-
erences the portion of the federated data. In some em-
bodiments, the update is triggered in response to a
search result that references the portion of the federated
data, the search result being provided in response to a
search query submitted through the interface. In some
embodiments, promotions applied to a temporary object
through the interface are automatically applied to a cor-
responding data platform object. In some embodiments,
when the temporary object is accessed through the in-
terface, the system obtains and provides the correspond-
ing data platform object through the interface. In some
embodiments, the system stores metadata describing
the promotions applied to the temporary object.
[0007] In another embodiment, provided is a compu-
ter-implemented method, comprising: receiving federat-
ed data from one or more source computing systems into
a data analysis platform; generating temporary objects,
wherein the temporary objects each provide a first rep-
resentation of some portion of the federated data; gen-
erating data platform objects, wherein the data platform
objects each provide a second representation of some
portion of the federated data; and providing an interface
for accessing the federated data via the data analysis
platform, wherein operations performed through the in-
terface are applied to at least one of the temporary ob-
jects and the data platform objects.
[0008] In some embodiments, the computer-imple-
mented method further comprises ingesting the data plat-
form objects into a database of the data analysis platform.
In some embodiments, the computer-implemented meth-
od further comprises re-ingesting the data platform ob-
jects into the database of the data analysis platform upon
a change being performed on the portion federated data
to which the data platform objects correspond.
[0009] In some embodiments, each of the temporary
objects corresponds to each of the data platform objects,
and wherein each corresponding temporary object and
data platform object reference the same portion of the
federated data. In some embodiments, the temporary ob-
jects and the corresponding data platform objects have
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identical properties and links. In some embodiments, the
computer-implemented method further comprises trig-
gering an update to the data platform objects correspond-
ing to the portion of the federated data upon a change to
the portion of the federated data at the one or more source
computing systems. In some embodiments, generating
the data platform objects and generating the temporary
objects comprises executing a script adapted to deter-
mine a schema of the federated data.
[0010] In some embodiments, generating the data plat-
form objects and generating the temporary objects com-
prises executing the script adapted to determine an on-
tology for an object-based data modeling framework of
the data analysis platform. In some embodiments, the
computer-implemented method further comprises auto-
matically applying promotions to the data platform ob-
jects corresponding to the temporary objects upon pro-
motions being applied to the temporary objects. In some
embodiments, the computer-implemented method fur-
ther comprises storing metadata describing the promo-
tions applied to the temporary object.
[0011] These and other objects, features, and charac-
teristics of the systems and/or methods disclosed herein,
as well as the methods of operation and functions of the
related elements of structure and the combination of
parts and economies of manufacture, will become more
apparent upon consideration of the following description
and the appended claims with reference to the accom-
panying drawings, all of which form a part of this speci-
fication, wherein like reference numerals designate cor-
responding parts in the various figures. It is to be ex-
pressly understood, however, that the drawings are for
the purpose of illustration and description only and are
not intended as a definition of the limits of the invention.
As used in the specification and in the claims, the singular
form of "a," "an," and "the" include plural referents unless
the context clearly dictates otherwise.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0012] Certain features of various embodiments of the
present technology are set forth with particularity in the
appended claims. A better understanding of the features
and advantages of the technology will be obtained by
reference to the following detailed description that sets
forth illustrative embodiments, in which the principles of
the technology are utilized, and the accompanying draw-
ings of which:

FIG. 1 illustrates an example object-based data
structure.

FIG. 2 illustrates a schematic representation of an
example multi-data source system for federated data
ingestion and transformation in accordance with one
embodiment of the present disclosure.

FIG. 3 is a flow chart of example operations that can

be performed for achieving the federated data inges-
tion and transformation in the system of FIG. 2.

FIG. 4 illustrates an example process for data trans-
formation in accordance with one embodiment of the
present disclosure.

FIG. 5 illustrates a schematic representation of an
example computer system in which any of the im-
plementations described herein may be implement-
ed.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Overview

[0013] A claimed solution rooted in computer technol-
ogy overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm
of computer technology. In various embodiments, data
loaded from various source systems can be used to gen-
erate temporary representations (or temporary objects)
for the data. In some embodiments, these temporary ob-
jects can be generated based on a data modeling proc-
ess. For example, a computing system can access a
script created using a domain-specific language. In gen-
eral, the script can be executed to ingest data (e.g.,
source rows, documents, etc.) from one or more source
systems ("federated data") into an enterprise data plat-
form that supports an object-based data modeling frame-
work (or object model). In some embodiments, this script
can also be used to generate temporary representations
(or temporary objects) for the federated data. It should
be understood that federated data can refer to data orig-
inating or accessed from different data sources that may
be de-centralized, and where no master or central data
management systems or defined standards are em-
ployed to manage the different data sources. That is, a
plurality of different data sources that are self-sustained
and separately functional act or appear to function as a
single entity, e.g., a federated database. In some em-
bodiments, a federated database system can map mul-
tiple autonomous and disparate databases into a single
federated database. The disparate databases can be in-
terconnected via a computer network and may be geo-
graphically decentralized. In some embodiments, there
is no data integration between the disparate databases.
Federated database queries can be resolved by deter-
mining which of the disparate data sources contains the
data being requested, and passing the query to that par-
ticular data source.
[0014] In such embodiments, when executed, the
script can determine a schema of the federated data,
determine an ontology for a target object-based data
modeling framework in which the federated data is to be
ingested, and generate temporary objects that corre-
spond to the federated data. In some embodiments, tem-
porary objects for federated data can be created on-the-
fly as the federated data is ingested into the data platform.
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Thus, in some embodiments, each temporary object cre-
ated from the federated data can have a corresponding
object in the data platform that references the same fed-
erated data. In some embodiments, a temporary object
and its corresponding object in the data platform can be
identical. For example, both the temporary object and
corresponding object can include the same properties,
same values for the properties, same links to other ob-
jects, and also the same access control restrictions.
[0015] In some embodiments, an interface for interact-
ing with the federated data can be provided as a front-
end (or web-based) analytical application. In such em-
bodiments, the interface can be used to access the cor-
responding temporary objects that were generated for
the federated data rather than the federated data as
stored in the source computing systems. In some em-
bodiments, temporary objects are cached when ac-
cessed (e.g., loaded) through the interface. In some em-
bodiments, users can apply various promotions to the
temporary objects. For example, users can add proper-
ties to a temporary object or link the temporary object to
another object (e.g., another temporary object or another
object that exists in the data platform). In some embod-
iments, any promotions applied to a temporary object are
also applied to an object that corresponds to that tempo-
rary object in the data platform. In some embodiments,
metadata (or information) describing such promotions
can be stored. For example, the metadata can indicate
which portions of an object were updated (e.g., property
values, links, etc.) and a source from which that updated
portion was ingested (e.g., source system, source table,
source row, etc.). In some embodiments, this metadata
is used to determine whether a temporary object being
accessed was previously promoted in the data platform.
If the temporary object was previously promoted, the in-
terface can provide an object that corresponds to the
temporary object from the data platform. As a result, the
user is provided an updated version of the object that
includes changes (or promotions) that may not be reflect-
ed in a source system from which the temporary object
was created.
[0016] In some embodiments, any changes to feder-
ated data in a source system can trigger a re-ingest (or
update) of the federated data into the data platform. For
example, in some embodiments, a user may search for
federated data (e.g., source rows) and be shown search
results that reference federated data responsive to the
user’s query. In such embodiments, if federated data ref-
erenced by a search result was updated more recently
in its source system that an object corresponding to the
federated data in the data platform, then the federated
data can be re-ingested (or updated) in the data platform.
As a result, objects in the data platform can be updated
in response to user search queries to which those objects
are responsive. By updating the data platform in this man-
ner, analytically relevant objects are automatically kept
up to date without requiring an explicit crawl of the source
system. Many variations are possible.

[0017] It should be noted that each data source or
source system may store some portion or piece of data
("fragment") related to an object. For example, different
types of data associated with an object may be stored at
each source system. Data at each source system may
be tagged with an ID that correlates the different types
of data stored at each source system with the object. As
used herein, the term fragment can refer to any "portion"
or data subset of some object. A request, in which an
object ID is specified, to access any available data as-
sociated with the object may be received from the front-
end application.

Object-Based Data Structure

[0018] Before describing the systems and methods for
federating data in accordance with various embodiments
of the present disclosure, it is useful to describe an ex-
ample object-based data structure that can be used to
represent subjects/data to be analyzed by the systems
and methods disclosed herein.
[0019] In some implementations, the disclosed tech-
nologies may facilitate a data transformation between a
tabular data structure and an object-based data struc-
ture. Object-based data structures may provide powerful
tools for generating insights about data and links between
data. For example, systems may collect data in a tabular
format comprising rows and columns populated with da-
ta. Transforming tabular data into object-based data may
be necessary to access the insights available through an
object-based data representation including, but not lim-
ited to, e.g., link maps, histograms, timeline representa-
tions, etc.
[0020] FIG. 1 depicts an object-based data structure
100. Object-based data structure 100 can be centered
around data objects, e.g., data objects 102A and 102B.
Each data object 102A/102B may include several com-
ponents, including one or more object properties
104A/104B, one or more data notes 106, one or more
media components 108, and/or one or more data links
110. The origin of data stored in data object 102A, for
example, may be stored in a source system record 112
that indicates a source system 114 of the stored data.
Other components or fragments of data that make up the
data object 102A, e.g., data notes 106, media compo-
nents 108, etc., may originate at another source system,
e.g., source system 116. It should be noted that in some
embodiments, object 102A may contain properties which
originate from multiple source systems (e.g., source sys-
tems 114 and 116). For example, properties may origi-
nate from one source system, e.g., source system 114,
while ancillary components like media may originate from
another source system, e.g., source system 116. More-
over, it is possible that the same property, with the same
value, originates from multiple different source systems
(possibly with different access control restrictions).
[0021] The object model is a framework for how data
is stored and/or represented. The object model is further
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defined by an ontology, defining the types of data and
how they are stored in a given system. The ontology may
be dynamic, and updated to match evolving needs of the
system and analysts analyzing data with the system. The
ontology may define types of data objects, e.g., data ob-
jects 102A and 102B, object properties 104A/104B of a
particular data object, e.g., data object 102A, and data
links 110 associated with a data object, e.g., the link be-
tween data object 102A and data object 102B. The on-
tology may further define which data types may be as-
sociated with each other. Each data type may have a
URI (uniform resource identifier) that identifies it.
[0022] Object types define the kinds of things that may
be represented in the system, and provide a structure for
data objects. Object types may be derived from, for ex-
ample, entity types, event types, document types, and
multimedia types. Event and document types may have
temporal and geospatial data directly included within the
data object itself. An object type may define the number
and composition of properties, e.g., object properties
104A/104B, data notes 106, and media components 108
of a data object, e.g., data object 102A. The object type
may further define what other types of objects that data
links, e.g., data link 110, may permit association with.
For example, an entity’s object type may define a data
object 102A used to store data about a person, and may
include data properties 104A/104B for storing name, ad-
dress, occupation, e-mail address, phone number, etc.
Data links 110 of an entity object 102A may permit the
entity object 102A to be linked to other entity objects (e.g.,
friends or business associates), linked to event objects
(e.g., events attended or invited to), linked to document
objects (e.g., authored), etc., e.g., object 102B.
[0023] Property types may define the type and behav-
ior of input data. Property types may define the structure
of the data stored in an object property, e.g., object prop-
erty 104A. The property type may define one or more
data fields, the type of data associated with the field, as
well as tools that may operate on the data fields. Property
types may be simple, including a single data field, and/or
maybe composite, including multiple data fields. For ex-
ample, an e-mail property type may define an e-mail ob-
ject property. For example, the e-mail address john@ac-
meinc.com may be stored in an e-mail object property
as follows: URI: com.property.Email, Base Type: Com-
posite, with these components: EMAIL_USERNAME
with the value "john," EMAIL_DOMAIN with the value
"acmeinc.com." Further, the e-mail property type may de-
fine tools for parsing and concatenating the username
and the domain, depending on what is required.
[0024] Link types may define the types of data links,
e.g., data link 110 that can exist between two objects,
e.g., objects 102A and 102B. Links may be symmetric or
asymmetric. All links may have one object that is consid-
ered the "parent" object, and another object deemed to
be the "child." In the case of symmetric links, e.g.,
"Spouse Of," parent and child objects may not necessar-
ily be contextually important. In the case of asymmetric

links, like "Manager Of/Managed By," the parent and child
may reflect the direction of the link.
[0025] Thus, the ontology of an object-based data sys-
tem may define the way in which data is organized in the
object-based data system. The ontology defines the
types of objects that may be stored and the components
of the defined data objects as well as the manner in which
the defined data objects may link to one another via data
links.

Example System for Data Transformation and Inges-
tion

[0026] As noted above, data analysis may involve ob-
taining data to analyze from more than one source sys-
tem. That is, a data analysis platform may access multi-
ple, sometimes remote datastores, data servers, etc. in
order to obtain the requisite data for analysis. For exam-
ple, an analyst may wish to analyze data regarding an
object, e.g., a particular person of interest in an investi-
gation. Data about and/or associated with that person of
interest may reside in different source systems, and may
take different forms, e.g., phone records regarding calls
made to and/or by the person of interest. Data regarding
that person of interest may also exist in the form of per-
sonal data, e.g., social security number (SSN) informa-
tion associated with the person of interest. The phone
records and personal information, although associated
with the same person of interest may be stored or main-
tained in different data stores. In order to provide mean-
ingful analysis, both sets of data should be made avail-
able to the analyst in a federated manner.
[0027] Conventional data platforms would generally
require downloading, importing, or otherwise being pro-
vided access to the entirety of each source system in
order to allow the analyst to search for each type of data.
Accordingly, data analysis based on this type of data ac-
cess can result in unnecessary delays. Moreover, data
analysis platforms may not have the ability or capacity
to handle the voluminous amounts of data that could exist
in these source systems. For example, some data anal-
ysis platforms can handle hundreds of millions of objects,
but still, some source systems contain amounts of data
that exceed this capacity. Further still, some conventional
methods of federating data involve making requests to
application program interfaces (APIs) to produce data
platform objects. However, this method of federating data
may involve generating search and read interfaces for
objects, receiving search hits, and loading those objects,
where every feature of the search and object read API
is built. This can be cumbersome and time-consuming
as well.
[0028] Accordingly, and as alluded to above, a system-
agnostic method of data ingestion and federation is pro-
vided using a script, e.g., an integration script, and a def-
inition of an agnostic mechanism of searching for and
loading source records (also referred to as origin data)
in whatever format in which they may originally have been
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stored. As also alluded to above, a temporary or inter-
mediate object or representation of the federated data
may be generated.
[0029] FIG. 2 is a schematic representation of an ex-
ample data analysis system 200. In data analysis system
200, a user, e.g., an analyst, may analyze data using a
data analysis application 202A running or implemented
on a client computing device 202. The client computing
device may be any client computer such as a workstation
computer, a laptop computer, a tablet computer, a mobile
phone, or other client computing device that has or is
operatively coupled to a display, e.g., a video/multimedia
display. While only a single client computing device 202
is shown in FIG. 2, the system 200 may include more
client computing devices. Any one or more of the links
represented between the elements of data analysis sys-
tem 100 may traverse one or more data networks (e.g.,
Local Area Networks and Wide Area Networks).
[0030] A network communication link may be based
on a reliable network transport protocol such as TCP/IP
or the like. A network communication link, e.g., between
client computing device 202, data analysis platform 204,
etc. may be established as and when needed, for exam-
ple, when client computing device 202 and data analysis
platform 204 need to send data to the other. Alternatively,
a network communication link may span the life of a ses-
sion during which data is sent back and forth between
the system elements in multiple communication ex-
changes. Network communication links may traverse a
number of intermediary devices (e.g., web servers, cache
servers, proxy servers, content delivery network servers,
etc.) not necessarily shown in FIG. 2. Communications,
data exchange, etc. between any one or more of the sys-
tem elements may involve standardized Web protocols
(e.g., HTTP, HTTPS, etc.) and include standardized
markup language instructions (e.g., XML, HTML,
XHTML, etc.), standardized style sheet language instruc-
tions (e.g., CSS, etc.), and standardized client-side
scripting language instructions (e.g., JavaScript®, Ac-
tionScript®, and Jscript®, etc.).
[0031] In some embodiments, the client device 202
may be a computer workstation running a web-based
application 202A that is an instance of data analysis plat-
form 204. In some embodiments, the client device 202
may be some other computing or processing device run-
ning a standalone instance of application 202A that
needs to access data analysis platform 204. That is, data
analysis platform 204 may have its own dataset or corpus
of data that, e.g., another user analyzed, and which the
user of client device 202/application 202A wishes to ac-
cess and/or leverage for his/her own data analysis.
[0032] Data analysis platform 204 may be or may in-
clude a revisioning database 204C that maintains an im-
mutable log or record of an object along with the attributes
regarding those objects. Any addition, modification, or
deletion of an attribute associated with an object can be
recorded, along with data regarding the use that added,
modified, or deleted the attribute, the security level of that

user, where the data is sourced to, tags, metadata, etc.
Data analysis platform 204 may also provide various
forms of analytical functions, such as filtering, visualizing,
mapping, sharing, controlling access to data, etc. Thus,
an analyst, by way of application 202A may wish to ac-
cess and/or use data analysis platform 204 for its func-
tionality and/or to obtain access to data generated and
stored therein.
[0033] Data analysis platform 204 may further include
a search/load component 204A, an integration compo-
nent 204B, and a promotion component 204D. As will be
described in greater detail below, search/load compo-
nent 204A may provide search functionality for applica-
tion 202A, as well as handle the receipt and loading of
data from data sources associated with source systems
206A and/or 206B into data analysis platform 204. Inte-
gration component 204B may transform that data into
temporary or intermediate object data for use by appli-
cation 202A, as well as facilitate ingestion of the data into
database 204C. Promotion component 204D may facil-
itate the selection of federated data that, when integrated
into data analysis platform 204, can be used/manipulat-
ed. The aforementioned script may embody the respec-
tive functionalities of search/load component 204A, inte-
gration component 204B, and promotion component
204D.
[0034] Data analysis platform 204, as illustrated in FIG.
2, further connects to two source systems, source sys-
tems 206A and 206B. Following the above example,
source system 206A may be a database containing
phone records for a particular region, carrier, etc. Source
system 206A may be a data repository associated with
a particular information provider or other entity in pos-
session of phone records data. Source system 206B may
be a database containing personal records associated
with persons residing/thought to reside in a particular re-
gion. Source system 206B may be a data containing per-
sonal records associated with an information provider
having a need or the authority to maintain personal
records regarding certain persons.
[0035] It should be understood that data analysis plat-
form 204 may connect to more than two source systems,
or may connect to a single source system, as needed/de-
sired. The size and/or number of source systems con-
nected to data analysis platform 204 can change depend-
ing on the subject(s) of interest and/or the analysis needs
of a particular analyst. For example, one analyst may
choose to limit his/her search for a subject of interest to
a particular number/type of source systems, while anoth-
er analyst may choose to analyze data that may frag-
mented across many more source systems. As another
example, the same analyst, may, depending on the
needs of his/her search may seek to access data stored
in more, less, and/or other source systems.
[0036] Here, source system 206A and source system
206B may both contain data associated with an object,
i.e., the aforementioned person of interest. It may be that
source systems 206A and 206B have data tagged or as-
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sociated with "external" IDs that match. For example,
source system 206A may be a phone records database
that has a record of call and data/point regarding the per-
son of interest, while source system 206B may be a per-
sonal records database that has personal records re-
garding the same person of interest. Source systems
206A and 206B may have their respective data tagged
with an ID, such as the person’s name, resulting in the
aforementioned match. In some cases, source systems
206A and 206B may have data tagged or associated with
an ID that comprises the data stored in the other source
system. For example, source system 206A may have
records tagged with a callee’s phone number, while
source system 206B has, as part of the personal records
associated with the person of interest, his/her phone
number. If data is being "pushed" to data analysis plat-
form 204, data analysis platform may be able to run an
integration to join the phone records and personal
records data. That is, metadata from both can be emitted
from source systems 206A and 206B, respectively, and
used to join the two types of object data to arrive at single
canonical "person" object that has, e.g., phone call infor-
mation associated with it. It should be noted that each
unit of data may comprise a source row, e.g., a single
file or document, in a source system. If an analyst using
application 202A wishes to find data associated with the
person of interest, the data (or data fragments) should
be identified and joined.
[0037] It should be noted that a reference to a federated
version of an object (e.g., an object loaded on the fly)
may include both its external ID as well as its source
system row ID without necessarily needing persistence.
However, the external ID refers to a data analysis plat-
form-specific object that it becomes a part of. According-
ly, regardless of whether a user, e.g., a user of application
202A edits a temporary object or the data analysis plat-
form-specific object, the edits become part of same ob-
ject. When accessing or analyzing the data analysis plat-
form-specific object, it may be properly represented as
a federated object sourced from different rows of a source
system or different source systems. When accessing or
analyzing the temporary object, a "single source system"
view of the object may be presented.
[0038] Search/load component 204A may be used by
application 202A to search for relevant data/data of in-
terest amongst federated data originating from source
system 206A and/or source system 206B. Moreover,
search/load component 204A may operate as an inter-
face for source systems 206A/206B for receiving data
into data analysis platform 204. The data may be loaded
in its original format, i.e., the format in which it was stored
at source system(s) 206A/206B.
[0039] Upon being loaded into data analysis platform
204, the data may be integrated into data analysis plat-
form 204 via integration component 204B. Integration
component 204B may generate object fragments with
any associated properties and/or links between the ob-
ject fragments to form, what can be referred to as an

object bundle or chunk. Moreover, integration compo-
nent 204B may convert or transform the object fragments
into a temporary object. A first representation of the tem-
porary object can be presented to a user of application
202A. Additionally still, a second representation com-
mensurate with a representation specific to data analysis
platform 204 can be generated, and subsequently ingest-
ed into data platform 204. That is, the object fragments
can be transformed into a format as if the data from
source systems 206A and/or 206B were ingested directly
into data analysis platform 204 vis-à-vis database 204C.
In some embodiments a representation of a newly in-
gested object can be created, whereas in other embod-
iments, the object fragments, once transformed, can be
added to existing objects of data analysis platform 204
(and stored in database 204C).
[0040] It should be noted that the above-mentioned ob-
ject bundle need not be persisted in the long term. How-
ever, object bundles may be cached, e.g., in database
204C. In this way, if a user refreshes application 202A
(e.g., a web browser-based application), or if multiple cli-
ent devices 202 load and/or search for the same ob-
ject(s), the common object bundle can be transformed
into the requisite representation to be presented to ap-
plication 202A, multiple ones of client device 202, etc.
[0041] Within an integration, links may be created be-
tween objects within an object bundle, wherein the ob-
jects and link(s) may be sourced to same source docu-
ment, file, etc. However, links can also be created to an-
other federated object regardless of whether the other
federated object exists in same or different source sys-
tem. In this way, source row information (e.g., a reflected
in metadata) can be specified when creating a link, and
links can be preemptively displayed even if the link has
not yet been promoted (discussed in greater detail be-
low).
[0042] In some embodiments, integration component
204B may transform data from a source system, e.g., if
the data is in some tabular format (which is common),
into an object-based data structure that can be more
readily analyzed and/or allow for more/better ways to
consume the data. It should be noted that integration
component 204B may utilize the same or similar data
modeling logic and domain-specific languages that may
be used by data analysis platform 204 when directly in-
gesting data. Moreover, the same or similar data mode-
ling logic can be utilized for on-the-fly federated data
transformation.
[0043] Consider, for example, an analyst performing a
search for an object that is associated with one or more
data fragments stored in source system 206A. Prior to
reaching client device 202/application 202A, the one or
more data fragments, at read/write time, can be trans-
formed if needed, into an object-based data structure.
The details of data transformation functionality of inte-
gration component 204B is discussed in greater detail
below.
[0044] It should be noted that transforming a data frag-
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ment from tabular form to an object-based data structure
is only one example of a transformation contemplated in
accordance with various embodiments. That is, integra-
tion component 204B can be configured to perform any
requisite transformations, if needed, to achieve the data
format needed by application 202A and/or data analysis
platform 204. It should also be noted that in some em-
bodiments, e.g., when application 202A is accessing or
is running as an instance of data analysis platform 204,
data analysis platform 204 may ingest the one or more
data fragments (post-transformation if needed). The re-
sulting objects may then be used by application 202A.
[0045] Once the requisite data fragments are obtained,
e.g., from source systems 206A and 206B, in order to
achieve the aforementioned canonical view of the object,
the data fragments are joined. In data analysis platform
204, this joining of data fragments can be performed by
integration component 204B. The joining of data frag-
ments can include, in some embodiments, the associa-
tion of the aforementioned external ID with those data
fragments in each source system from which the data
fragments originated. For example, in a search for a per-
son of interest, unique data about each person (e.g., per-
son handle = "ash," unique ID = "778") can be used for
generating an external ID that can be associated with
each data fragment found/identified from, e.g., source
system 206A and source system 206B (e.g. "ash778").
[0046] In operation, an analyst may find relevant infor-
mation regarding the person of interest, and the analyst
can create and send a link to this information to another
analyst, e.g., http://system/obj/ash778. This may be
"placed" by the other analyst on a map visualization gen-
erated using data analysis platform 204, or the other an-
alyst may simply access the link to view the information.
Upon accessing the link, a search for all information re-
garding ash778 is performed by querying source systems
206A/206B and/or data analysis platform 204 to deter-
mine if any fragments exist. Integration component 204B
can transform any identified fragments, may join the frag-
ments, and the object can be sent to this other analyst.
In some embodiments, the use of caches (e.g., at source
systems that have/are predicted to be more frequently
queries) response time/query results can be obtained
more quickly. That is, if source system 206B is identified
to be such a source system, a cache can be used to pre-
load (smart versioned) fragments associated with the ob-
ject ash778 to be sent each time a query for that object
is initiated. In some embodiments, database 204C may
also be configured have a cache layer or partition that
can mirror the functionality of those caches implemented
in/associated with source systems 206A/206B. In other
embodiments, data analysis platform 204 may also main-
tain tables, for example, that track which data fragments
are associated with which object and their origin, e.g.,
which source system they originated from.
[0047] It should also be noted that if an analyst wants
to search a particular source system, e.g., source system
206A for particular data, an option can be given to search

for other fragments in other source systems, e.g., source
system 206B. For example, search results may include
phone records with additional information, e.g., a full ob-
ject or object graph presented nearby.

Example Method for Data Transformation and Inges-
tion

[0048] FIG. 3 is a flow chart of example operations that
can be performed for ingesting and transforming feder-
ated data in the system of FIG. 2. At operation 300, a
script for transforming federated data in one or more
source computing systems to corresponding data plat-
form objects, e.g., temporary or intermediate objects, is
determined. For example, an analyst using application
202A may initiate a query for a particular object of interest
using some identifier or ID value. A search for that ID
value or identifier can be performed through source sys-
tems 206A and/or 206B. The script can be used to trans-
form the federated data. In some embodiments, deter-
mining a script can comprise selecting an existing script
written in advance of its invocation on any specific source
objects. In other embodiments, determining a script can
be a dynamic operation. That is, it is possible for a scripts
logic to depend on aspects of a source system that can
be determined differently each time the script is invoked.
For example, if the source system’s schema changes
from time to time, and the source system provides a
mechanism (e.g., an API) for fetching a description of its
current schema, the integration script can adjust its logic
to correspond to the schema of the source system as it
exists on each invocation.
[0049] For example, as described herein, the query
can be initiated, and an appropriate query may be gen-
erated commensurate with the data stored in source sys-
tems 206A and 206B, respectively, and/or commensu-
rate with the type of source systems 206A and 206B may
be. Thereafter, the queries can be executed on source
systems 206A/206B and/or the query can be applied to
data maintained within data analysis platform 204. In
some embodiments, one or more of these elements may
employ caches that may have the requisite data frag-
ments pre-identified/stored therein to allow for faster que-
ry response time. Moreover, the caches may keep up-
dated versions of the data fragments.
[0050] In some embodiments, upon retrieval of two or
more data fragments, the two or more data fragments
are joined to create a canonical view of the object. For
example, integration component 204B may join the data
fragments by associating the data fragments to the object
vis-à-vis an external ID.
[0051] At operation 302, a set of temporary objects
based at least in part on execution of the script can be
determined or generated. The temporary objects each
provide a first representation of some portion of the fed-
erated data. It should be noted that user interaction with
the temporary objects (as in operation 306) can occur
prior to actual ingestion of the federated data represented
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by the temporary objects in database 204C of data anal-
ysis platform 204.
[0052] At operation 304, a set of data platform objects
based at least in part on execution of the script can be
determined or generated. The data platform objects each
provide a second representation of some portion of the
federated data. That is, if the temporary objects are ulti-
mately ingested into database 204C of data analysis plat-
form 204, the federated data can be represented in ac-
cordance with a format specific to data analysis platform
204.
[0053] At operation 306, an interface for accessing the
federated data is provided. Operations performed
through the interface are applied to the set of temporary
objects and/or the data platform objects. For example, in
some embodiments, the analyst, via an interface provid-
ed through application 202A, may access and analyze,
edit, or otherwise manipulate the temporary objects
and/or the federated data vis-à-vis the data platform ob-
jects/second representation thereof. It should be noted
that in some embodiments, data analysis platform 204
can operate directly on temporary objects (without know-
ing that they are temporary objects distinguishable from
data platform objects). That is, operation 304 may be
bypassed. In some embodiments, actions taken by a user
in operation 306 can result in operation 304 being trig-
gered, i.e., data promotion.

Data Transformation

[0054] A data-analysis platform, such as data analysis
platform 204, may support an object-based data mode-
ling framework, as described above. As also described
above, data is frequently collected in a tabular format.
Importing tabular formatted data into an object-based da-
ta modeling platform may require applying the ontology
of the object-based data platform to a tabular dataset to
transform the tabular dataset into data that conforms as
required for the object-based data modeling platform.
[0055] The ontology of the object based data system
may define the way in which data is organized in the
object based data system. The ontology defines the types
of objects that may be stored and the components of the
defined data objects as well as the manner in which the
defined data objects may link to one another via data
links 110 (see FIG. 1).
[0056] FIG. 4 depicts a process flow 400 of a data
transformation process, according to some embodi-
ments, that can be implemented in integration compo-
nent 204B of FIG. 2. In the example illustrated in FIG. 4,
origin dataset 402 is transformed into target dataset 418.
Origin dataset 402 may comprise federated data stored
in one or more source systems, e.g., sources systems
206A and 206B. Target data may comprise the temporary
objects upon transforming the federated data and/or data
analysis platform-specific data upon ingestion into data
analysis platform 204.
[0057] Origin dataset 402 may be organized according

to an origin data schema 408. Origin data schema 408
may specify a tabular format for data of the origin dataset
402. All or a portion of a dataset stored in a tabular data
module as well as the origin data schema 408 can be
received for transformation. The received origin data may
be stored in a local or temporary memory for action by
the system. In some implementations, receiving the ori-
gin dataset 402 may include obtaining access to the origin
dataset 402 in its permanent location. Origin dataset 402
may be viewed, analyzed, processed, and otherwise in-
teracted with via a tabular data editor in a data prepara-
tion process at 404. In some implementations, a tabular
data editor may be employed to clean or otherwise nor-
malize origin dataset 402.
[0058] Target dataset ontology 406 and origin data
schema 408 may be processed to generate a custom
transform language during a custom transform language
generation process 410. The target dataset ontology 406
may define the data objects and relations between data
objects of an object based dataset. Target dataset ontol-
ogy 406 may be accessed pursuant to a request, ob-
tained, and/or otherwise acquired, e.g., from an object-
based data module or in another location. All or only a
portion of the ontological details defining an object-based
dataset may be received/accessed. Custom transform
language generation process 410 may further create a
transform script template and supply the script template
to a transform code editor. The cleaned origin dataset
may be received by a code editor for authoring code in
the custom transform language at transform script gen-
eration process 410. A user may employ the transform
code editor to enter instructions in the custom transform
language. The custom transform language may be spe-
cific to data analysis platform 204.
[0059] During the creation of a transform script, the
transform code editor may provide several features to
facilitate the generation of a transform script. In some
implementations, type checking and/or error checking
may be provided. As a user enters code into the transform
code editor, the entered code may be checked against
the origin data schema and the target dataset ontology
to ensure that references to the data of the origin dataset
and the target dataset ontology are entered correctly. For
example, entered code may be spell checked against the
origin data schema and the target dataset ontology. In
another example, entered code may be type checked,
e.g., to ensure that the code entered for the transform
script does not attempt to store data of one type in a data
field that expects a different type, simultaneous with code
entry. Should a user enter transform code that violates
the type system of the origin data schema and target data
ontology, the entered code may be identified through
highlighting, underlining, strike-through, holding, or other
action. In another example, the existence of origin data
fields and target data fields may be verified during code
entry. For example, if a user attempts to write transform
code intended to transform data from a non-existent col-
umn of the origin data schema, the entered code may be
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identified as it is entered.
[0060] After completion of the transform script, the user
may choose to deploy (i.e., provisioned or "set up" for
operation in the case of federated data integration) the
completed script across all or a portion of the origin da-
taset 402 at deployment process 416. That is, scripts in
the federated data integration context are not "run" on a
source dataset in whole or in part until some user action
results in a request to search/load some source data.
The completed transform script may be deployed across
the origin dataset 402 according to user selection of origin
dataset 402 portions, according to updates to origin da-
taset 402, according to updates to the transform script,
and/or any other suitable criteria. Deployment of the
transform script may provide updates to target dataset
418. In some implementations, the entirety of a target
dataset 418 may be generated according to the deploy-
ment of the transform script. In some implementations,
target dataset 418 may be updated, modified, added to,
subtracted from, or otherwise altered according to the
transform script.
[0061] Deployment of the transform script may also be
accompanied by the storage of data transformation in-
formation. Data transformation information may be
stored with or in association with origin dataset 402 and
target dataset 418. When stored with or in association
with data objects of target dataset 418, data transforma-
tion information may include any or all of a time and date,
a transform script version number, transform script code
used to produce the data objects associated with the data
transformation information, errors occurring during the
transformation, and any additional information generated
during the transformation. In some embodiments, chang-
es may be logged at 420. That is, data transform infor-
mation that includes information about, e.g., a version of
compiled transform instructions used for transforming a
specific portion of data and a corresponding date, can
be stored. This can be used for error checking as well as
determining which portion(s) of a dataset may need up-
dating.
[0062] It should be noted that selections of origin da-
taset 402 to be transformed may be selected according
to data transformation information stored about previous
data transformations, for example, transformation times
and dates, and transform scripts used to execute the
transforms.

Data Promotion

[0063] In some embodiments, data may be loaded on
the fly from a source system, e.g., source systems
206A/206B. The data, once loaded, may be seamlessly
copied into data analysis platform 204 allowing users to
edit (e.g., write type edits) data, make updates to it, ma-
nipulate in other ways that they wouldn’t have the ability
to do in the source system, e.g., adding properties, linking
to other objects in data analysis platform 204, etc. Rather
than converting and ingesting all data in a source system,

data needed for an operation may be promoted, i.e., se-
lected, transformed as described above, and used as if
they were "fully-featured" objects of data analysis plat-
form 204 when needed (e.g., copy on write behavior).
Data promotion in accordance with various embodiments
allows for application 202A to be built so that all federated
data exposed through data analysis platform 204 looks
and feels as though it was ingested in data analysis plat-
form 204 by only loading pieces at the time a user choos-
es to perform an operation that requires a copy of the
federated data to be persisted (e.g., updates, writes,
etc.).
[0064] When a user, e.g., a user of application 202A,
performs an operation involving data promotion, source
system 206A/206B need not be accessed. For example
the aforementioned representation of a temporary object
may be cached, and ingestion into data analysis platform
204 can be triggered.
[0065] For example, a user may interact with applica-
tion 202A to search for and load objects through data
analysis platform 204. However, it may be the case that
once an object is ingested into data analysis platform
204, there may have been local edits to that object made
by same or other user(s), where there may be a reason
to present both versions of the object. Accordingly, meta-
data may be stored during the ingestion of the object into
data analysis platform 204. The metadata can include
data reflecting which source system (206A/206B for ex-
ample) and which row therein, the data fragments/objects
came from. Whenever a user loads the object from a
particular row of a source system again, the metadata
(reflected in an index) can be checked to see if data stored
in that row was ever previously promoted to data analysis
platform 204. If so, the load request can be intercepted,
and a data analysis platform-specific version of the object
can be loaded and returned along with any user edits
made on data analysis platform 204. After promotion, the
data analysis platform-specific version of object can be
substituted for the source system object, which may start
out identical to the source system version of the object
when the user of application 202A requests the source
system object.
[0066] In addition to the above, certain workspace
components of data analysis platform 204 may operate
using data analysis platform-specific objects (rather than
the aforementioned temporary objects). Accordingly, in
some embodiments, a seamless drag and drop function-
ality between such workspace components and other ap-
plications by performing a behind-the-scenes promotion
when a user wishes to access data sourced to a federated
object and start interacting it with using, e.g., a legacy
application.
[0067] Further still, situations may arise when data
changes in a source system, e.g., source system(s)
206A/206B, occur for objects that have already been pro-
moted into data analysis system 204. In this case, upon
an object being loaded into data analysis platform 204
(described above), a check can be performed to deter-
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mine if the object has already been promoted. For exam-
ple, during a search or object load step (performed by
search/load component 204A), all search results can be
received, and a check can be performed to determine if
any references refer to objects that have been previously
promoted. In some embodiments, if the search results
indicate some operation was performed subsequent to
promotion, an update of the object can be triggered. In
some embodiments, updates can be queued or updates
can be performed as needed prior to presenting the ob-
ject to the user. In this way, "crawling" or checking a
source system (even though possible), is not necessary,
thereby reducing processing overhead.
[0068] It should be noted that a data analysis platform-
specific representation of an object can be optimized for
long term storage with the proper fidelity and source sys-
tem information associated with the object. For example,
a data analysis platform-specific object can be stored (as
previously noted) with all of its associated properties in-
cluding access control list (ACL) properties. In this way,
the object may be redacted to contain only those prop-
erties a requesting user is allowed to access during
his/her current session. In other words, a representation
of the data analysis platform-specific object can be gen-
erated that only contains information allowed to be
viewed/accessed by a particular user, i.e., a subset of
the data analysis platform-specific object. That said, all
properties are properly referenced back to the data anal-
ysis platform-specific object. Thus, if a user wishes to
change some property, e.g., a value name, the correct
property can be updated.
[0069] Moreover, when a user wishes to access some
federated data, the appropriate source system from
which the federated data originates can be accessed with
the proper user service leve credentials. For example,
the search/load component 204A may break down an
object into its component fragments associated with an
ACL. Prior to transforming the federated data into a tem-
porary object, redaction can be applied the appropriate
level commensurate with the user requesting the feder-
ated data. As noted above, the temporary object may be
cached so that upon promotion, the entirety of the tem-
porary object may be ingested into data analysis platform
204 with the proper ACL(s) attached. In some embodi-
ments, the relevant ACL(s) may be obtained from the
source system from which the federated data originates.

Serving an Application from Multiple Source sys-
tems

[0070] As previously noted, data that is to be analyzed
can come from different source systems. Data analysis
platform 204 may also be configured to implement vari-
ous modularized services through which operations for
accessing and manipulating data can be performed.
Such operations can allow for querying data as well as
accessing and manipulating object graphs. Data analysis
platform 204 may also be configured to implement vari-

ous plugins that extend its functionality. One example
plugin can allow data analysis platform 204 to access
and ingest new source systems on which various oper-
ations will be performed. In one example, data analysis
platform 204 may be implemented as a web server. Users
can develop web applications that can run on the web
server and can utilize the various integrations that have
been configured through the web server. In another ex-
ample, a plugin (e.g., an embedded web server) that im-
plements some, or all, of the features of the web server
can be installed in a workspace client. In this example,
any web applications that were developed can be exe-
cuted on the stand-alone workspace client.
[0071] Source systems 206A/206B may include one
or more services provided to users for viewing, creating,
and/or editing data stored therein. Services provided by
source systems 206A/206B may allow for users to ex-
pose data stored in source systems 206A/206B.
[0072] As non-limiting examples, services may include
data read, data write, data search, data tag, data promo-
tion, and/or other services. Data read services may en-
able data analysis platform, 204 and/or a source system
206A/206B to read one or more data stored in source
systems. Data write services may enable data analysis
platform 204, and/or a source system 206A/206B to write
one or more data (new or edited) to the source system
206A/206B. Data search services may enable data anal-
ysis platform 204, and/or a source system 206A/206B to
find particular data therein. Data tag services may enable
data analysis platform 204, and/or a source system
206A/206B to tag data with categorization information
(e.g., classify certain data/segregate data into folder).
Data promotion services may enable data analysis plat-
form 204, and/or a source system 206A/206B to move
data from the source system 206A/206B to data analysis
platform 204.

Example Computer System

[0073] FIG. 5 depicts a block diagram of an example
computer system 500 in which any of the embodiments
described herein may be implemented. The computer
system 500 includes a bus 502 or other communication
mechanism for communicating information, one or more
hardware processors 504 coupled with bus 502 for
processing information. Hardware processor(s) 504 may
be, for example, one or more general purpose microproc-
essors.
[0074] The computer system 500 also includes a main
memory 506, such as a random access memory (RAM),
cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to
bus 502 for storing information and instructions to be ex-
ecuted by processor 504. Main memory 506 also may
be used for storing temporary variables or other interme-
diate information during execution of instructions to be
executed by processor 504. Such instructions, when
stored in storage media accessible to processor 504,
render computer system 500 into a special-purpose ma-
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chine that is customized to perform the operations spec-
ified in the instructions.
[0075] The computer system 500 further includes a
read only memory (ROM) 508 or other static storage de-
vice coupled to bus 502 for storing static information and
instructions for processor 504. A storage device 510,
such as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive
(Flash drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 502
for storing information and instructions.
[0076] The computer system 500 may be coupled via
bus 502 to a display 512, such as a cathode ray tube
(CRT) or LCD display (or touch screen), for displaying
information to a computer user. An input device 514, in-
cluding alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus
502 for communicating information and command selec-
tions to processor 504. Another type of user input device
is cursor control 516, such as a mouse, a trackball, or
cursor direction keys for communicating direction infor-
mation and command selections to processor 504 and
for controlling cursor movement on display 512. This in-
put device typically has two degrees of freedom in two
axes, a first axis (e.g., x) and a second axis (e.g., y), that
allows the device to specify positions in a plane. In some
embodiments, the same direction information and com-
mand selections as cursor control may be implemented
via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor.
[0077] The computing system 500 may include a user
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored
in a mass storage device as executable software codes
that are executed by the computing device(s). This and
other modules may include, by way of example, compo-
nents, such as software components, object-oriented
software components, class components and task com-
ponents, processes, functions, attributes, procedures,
subroutines, segments of program code, drivers,
firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, data
structures, tables, arrays, and variables.
[0078] In general, the word "module," as used herein,
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a
collection of software instructions, possibly having entry
and exit points, written in a programming language, such
as, for example, Java, C or C++. A software module may
be compiled and linked into an executable program, in-
stalled in a dynamic link library, or may be written in an
interpreted programming language such as, for example,
BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated that soft-
ware modules may be callable from other modules or
from themselves, and/or may be invoked in response to
detected events or interrupts. Software modules config-
ured for execution on computing devices may be provid-
ed on a computer readable medium, such as a compact
disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any
other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format
that requires installation, decompression or decryption
prior to execution). Such software code may be stored,
partially or fully, on a memory device of the executing
computing device, for execution by the computing device.

Software instructions may be embedded in firmware,
such as an EPROM. It will be further appreciated that
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic
units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be com-
prised of programmable units, such as programmable
gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing
device functionality described herein are preferably im-
plemented as software modules, but may be represented
in hardware or firmware. Generally, the modules de-
scribed herein refer to logical modules that may be com-
bined with other modules or divided into sub-modules
despite their physical organization or storage.
[0079] The computer system 500 may implement the
techniques described herein using customized hard-
wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware
and/or program logic which in combination with the com-
puter system causes or programs computer system 500
to be a special-purpose machine. According to one em-
bodiment, the techniques herein are performed by com-
puter system 500 in response to processor(s) 504 exe-
cuting one or more sequences of one or more instructions
contained in main memory 506. Such instructions may
be read into main memory 506 from another storage me-
dium, such as storage device 510. Execution of the se-
quences of instructions contained in main memory 506
causes processor(s) 504 to perform the process steps
described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination
with software instructions.
[0080] The term "non-transitory media," and similar
terms, as used herein refers to any media that store data
and/or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a
specific fashion. Such non-transitory media may com-
prise non-volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-vol-
atile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic
disks, such as storage device 510. Volatile media in-
cludes dynamic memory, such as main memory 506.
Common forms of non-transitory media include, for ex-
ample, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage me-
dium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM,
a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any
other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions
of the same.
[0081] Non-transitory media is distinct from but may
be used in conjunction with transmission media. Trans-
mission media participates in transferring information be-
tween non-transitory media. For example, transmission
media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber op-
tics, including the wires that comprise bus 502. Trans-
mission media can also take the form of acoustic or light
waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and
infra-red data communications.
[0082] Various forms of media may be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 504 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
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state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line using a mo-
dem. A modem local to computer system 500 can receive
the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red trans-
mitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-
red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red
signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus
502. Bus 502 carries the data to main memory 506, from
which processor 504 retrieves and executes the instruc-
tions. The instructions received by main memory 506
may retrieves and executes the instructions. The instruc-
tions received by main memory 506 may optionally be
stored on storage device 510 either before or after exe-
cution by processor 504.
[0083] The computer system 500 also includes a com-
munication interface 518 coupled to bus 502. Network
interface 518 provides a two-way data communication
coupling to one or more network links that are connected
to one or more local networks. For example, communi-
cation interface 518 may be an integrated services digital
network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or
a modem to provide a data communication connection
to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another
example, network interface 518 may be a local area net-
work (LAN) card to provide a data communication con-
nection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component to com-
municated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be im-
plemented. In any such implementation, network inter-
face 518 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic
or optical signals that carry digital data streams repre-
senting various types of information.
[0084] A network link typically provides data commu-
nication through one or more networks to other data de-
vices. For example, a network link may provide a con-
nection through local network 522 to a host computer
524 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) 526. The ISP 526 in turn provides data
communication services through the world wide packet
data communication network now commonly referred to
as the "Internet" 528. Local network 522 and Internet 526
both use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that
carry digital data streams. The signals through the vari-
ous networks and the signals on network link and through
communication interface 518, which carry the digital data
to and from computer system 500, are example forms of
transmission media.
[0085] The computer system 500 can send messages
and receive data, including program code, through the
network(s), network link and communication interface
518. In the Internet example, a server 530 might transmit
a requested code for an application program through the
Internet 526, the ISP 526, the local network 522, and the
communication interface 518.
[0086] The received code may be executed by proc-
essor 504 as it is received, and/or stored in storage de-
vice 510, or other non-volatile storage for later execution.
In some embodiments, server 530 can provide informa-

tion for being displayed on a display.
[0087] Each of the processes, methods, and algo-
rithms described in the preceding sections may be em-
bodied in, and fully or partially automated by, code mod-
ules executed by one or more computer systems or com-
puter processors comprising computer hardware. The
processes and algorithms may be implemented partially
or wholly in application-specific circuitry.
[0088] The various features and processes described
above may be used independently of one another, or
may be combined in various ways. All possible combi-
nations and sub-combinations are intended to fall within
the scope of this disclosure. In addition, certain method
or process blocks may be omitted in some implementa-
tions. The methods and processes described herein are
also not limited to any particular sequence, and the blocks
or states relating thereto can be performed in other se-
quences that are appropriate. For example, described
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than
that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states
may be combined in a single block or state. The example
blocks or states may be performed in serial, in parallel,
or in some other manner. Blocks or states may be added
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments.
The example systems and components described herein
may be configured differently than described. For exam-
ple, elements may be added to, removed from, or rear-
ranged compared to the disclosed example embodi-
ments.

Engines, Components, and Logic

[0089] Certain embodiments are described herein as
including logic or a number of components, engines, or
mechanisms. Engines may constitute either software en-
gines (e.g., code embodied on a machine-readable me-
dium) or hardware engines. A "hardware engine" is a
tangible unit capable of performing certain operations
and may be configured or arranged in a certain physical
manner. In various example embodiments, one or more
computer systems (e.g., a standalone computer system,
a client computer system, or a server computer system)
or one or more hardware engines of a computer system
(e.g., a processor or a group of processors) may be con-
figured by software (e.g., an application or application
portion) as a hardware engine that operates to perform
certain operations as described herein.
[0090] In some embodiments, a hardware engine may
be implemented mechanically, electronically, or any suit-
able combination thereof. For example, a hardware en-
gine may include dedicated circuitry or logic that is per-
manently configured to perform certain operations. For
example, a hardware engine may be a special-purpose
processor, such as a Field-Programmable Gate Array
(FPGA) or an Application Specific Integrated Circuit
(ASIC). A hardware engine may also include program-
mable logic or circuitry that is temporarily configured by
software to perform certain operations. For example, a
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hardware engine may include software executed by a
general-purpose processor or other programmable proc-
essor. Once configured by such software, hardware en-
gines become specific machines (or specific components
of a machine) uniquely tailored to perform the configured
functions and are no longer general-purpose processors.
It will be appreciated that the decision to implement a
hardware engine mechanically, in dedicated and perma-
nently configured circuitry, or in temporarily configured
circuitry (e.g., configured by software) may be driven by
cost and time considerations.
[0091] Accordingly, the phrase "hardware engine"
should be understood to encompass a tangible entity, be
that an entity that is physically constructed, permanently
configured (e.g., hardwired), or temporarily configured
(e.g., programmed) to operate in a certain manner or to
perform certain operations described herein. As used
herein, "hardware-implemented engine" refers to a hard-
ware engine. Considering embodiments in which hard-
ware engines are temporarily configured (e.g., pro-
grammed), each of the hardware engines need not be
configured or instantiated at any one instance in time.
For example, where a hardware engine comprises a gen-
eral-purpose processor configured by software to be-
come a special-purpose processor, the general-purpose
processor may be configured as respectively different
special-purpose processors (e.g., comprising different
hardware engines) at different times. Software accord-
ingly configures a particular processor or processors, for
example, to constitute a particular hardware engine at
one instance of time and to constitute a different hard-
ware engine at a different instance of time.
[0092] Hardware engines can provide information to,
and receive information from, other hardware engines.
Accordingly, the described hardware engines may be re-
garded as being communicatively coupled. Where mul-
tiple hardware engines exist contemporaneously, com-
munications may be achieved through signal transmis-
sion (e.g., over appropriate circuits and buses) between
or among two or more of the hardware engines. In em-
bodiments in which multiple hardware engines are con-
figured or instantiated at different times, communications
between such hardware engines may be achieved, for
example, through the storage and retrieval of information
in memory structures to which the multiple hardware en-
gines have access. For example, one hardware engine
may perform an operation and store the output of that
operation in a memory device to which it is communica-
tively coupled. A further hardware engine may then, at a
later time, access the memory device to retrieve and
process the stored output. Hardware engines may also
initiate communications with input or output devices, and
can operate on a resource (e.g., a collection of informa-
tion).
[0093] The various operations of example methods de-
scribed herein may be performed, at least partially, by
one or more processors that are temporarily configured
(e.g., by software) or permanently configured to perform

the relevant operations. Whether temporarily or perma-
nently configured, such processors may constitute proc-
essor-implemented engines that operate to perform one
or more operations or functions described herein. As
used herein, "processor-implemented engine" refers to
a hardware engine implemented using one or more proc-
essors.
[0094] Similarly, the methods described herein may be
at least partially processor-implemented, with a particular
processor or processors being an example of hardware.
For example, at least some of the operations of a method
may be performed by one or more processors or proc-
essor-implemented engines. Moreover, the one or more
processors may also operate to support performance of
the relevant operations in a "cloud computing" environ-
ment or as a "software as a service" (SaaS). For example,
at least some of the operations may be performed by a
group of computers (as examples of machines including
processors), with these operations being accessible via
a network (e.g., the Internet) and via one or more appro-
priate interfaces (e.g., an Application Program Interface
(API)).
[0095] The performance of certain of the operations
may be distributed among the processors, not only re-
siding within a single machine, but deployed across a
number of machines. In some example embodiments,
the processors or processor-implemented engines may
be located in a single geographic location (e.g., within a
home environment, an office environment, or a server
farm). In other example embodiments, the processors or
processor-implemented engines may be distributed
across a number of geographic locations.

Language

[0096] Throughout this specification, plural instances
may implement components, operations, or structures
described as a single instance. Although individual op-
erations of one or more methods are illustrated and de-
scribed as separate operations, one or more of the indi-
vidual operations may be performed concurrently, and
nothing requires that the operations be performed in the
order illustrated. Structures and functionality presented
as separate components in example configurations may
be implemented as a combined structure or component.
Similarly, structures and functionality presented as a sin-
gle component may be implemented as separate com-
ponents. These and other variations, modifications, ad-
ditions, and improvements fall within the scope of the
subject matter herein.
[0097] Although an overview of the subject matter has
been described with reference to specific example em-
bodiments, various modifications and changes may be
made to these embodiments without departing from the
broader scope of embodiments of the present disclosure.
Such embodiments of the subject matter may be referred
to herein, individually or collectively, by the term "inven-
tion" merely for convenience and without intending to vol-
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untarily limit the scope of this application to any single
disclosure or concept if more than one is, in fact, dis-
closed.
[0098] The embodiments illustrated herein are de-
scribed in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the
art to practice the teachings disclosed. Other embodi-
ments may be used and derived therefrom, such that
structural and logical substitutions and changes may be
made without departing from the scope of this disclosure.
The Detailed Description, therefore, is not to be taken in
a limiting sense, and the scope of various embodiments
is defined only by the appended claims, along with the
full range of equivalents to which such claims are entitled.
[0099] It will be appreciated that an "engine," "system,"
"data store," and/or "database" may comprise software,
hardware, firmware, and/or circuitry. In one example, one
or more software programs comprising instructions ca-
pable of being executable by a processor may perform
one or more of the functions of the engines, data stores,
databases, or systems described herein. In another ex-
ample, circuitry may perform the same or similar func-
tions. Alternative embodiments may comprise more,
less, or functionally equivalent engines, systems, data
stores, or databases, and still be within the scope of
present embodiments. For example, the functionality of
the various systems, engines, data stores, and/or data-
bases may be combined or divided differently.
[0100] "Open source" software is defined herein to be
source code that allows distribution as source code as
well as compiled form, with a well-publicized and indexed
means of obtaining the source, optionally with a license
that allows modifications and derived works.
[0101] The data stores described herein may be any
suitable structure (e.g., an active database, a relational
database, a self-referential database, a table, a matrix,
an array, a flat file, a documented-oriented storage sys-
tem, a non-relational No-SQL system, and the like), and
may be cloud-based or otherwise.
[0102] As used herein, the term "or" may be construed
in either an inclusive or exclusive sense. Moreover, plural
instances may be provided for resources, operations, or
structures described herein as a single instance. Addi-
tionally, boundaries between various resources, opera-
tions, engines, engines, and data stores are somewhat
arbitrary, and particular operations are illustrated in a
context of specific illustrative configurations. Other allo-
cations of functionality are envisioned and may fall within
a scope of various embodiments of the present disclo-
sure. In general, structures and functionality presented
as separate resources in the example configurations may
be implemented as a combined structure or resource.
Similarly, structures and functionality presented as a sin-
gle resource may be implemented as separate resourc-
es. These and other variations, modifications, additions,
and improvements fall within a scope of embodiments of
the present disclosure as represented by the appended
claims. The specification and drawings are, accordingly,
to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive

sense.
[0103] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0104] Although the invention has been described in
detail for the purpose of illustration based on what is cur-
rently considered to be the most practical and preferred
implementations, it is to be understood that such detail
is solely for that purpose and that the invention is not
limited to the disclosed implementations, but, on the con-
trary, is intended to cover modifications and equivalent
arrangements that are within the spirit and scope of the
appended claims. For example, it is to be understood
that the present invention contemplates that, to the extent
possible, one or more features of any embodiment can
be combined with one or more features of any other em-
bodiment.

Enumerated Example Embodiments

[0105] Further examples of embodiments of the
present invention are defined, without limitation, by the
following Enumerated Example Embodiments (EEEs):

EEE 1: A system, comprising: one or more proces-
sors; and a memory storing instructions that, when
executed by the one or more processors, cause the
system to perform: determining a script for trans-
forming federated data in one or more source com-
puting systems to corresponding data platform ob-
jects; determining a set of temporary objects based
at least in part on execution of the script, wherein
the temporary objects each provide a first represen-
tation of some portion of the federated data; deter-
mining a set of data platform objects based at least
in part on execution of the script, wherein the data
platform objects each provide a second representa-
tion of some portion of the federated data; and pro-
viding an interface for accessing the federated data,
wherein operations performed through the interface
are applied to the set of temporary objects.

EEE 2: The system of EEE 1, wherein the set of
temporary objects are cached in the memory.

EEE 3: The system of EEE 1 or EEE 2, wherein ex-
ecution of the script determines an ontology for an
object-based data modeling framework of the sys-
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tem.

EEE 4: The system of any of EEEs 1-3, wherein each
temporary object references some portion of the fed-
erated data, and wherein each temporary object has
a corresponding data platform object that also refer-
ences the same portion of the federated data.

EEE 5: The system of any of EEEs 1-4, wherein the
temporary object and the corresponding data plat-
form object have identical properties and links.

EEE 6: The system of EEE 4, wherein modification
of the portion of the federated data in the one or more
source computing systems triggers an update to the
corresponding data platform object that references
the portion of the federated data.

EEE 7: The system of EEE 6, wherein the update is
triggered in response to a search result that refer-
ences the portion of the federated data, the search
result being provided in response to a search query
submitted through the interface.

EEE 8: The system of EEE 7, wherein promotions
applied to a temporary object through the interface
are automatically applied to a corresponding data
platform object.

EEE 9: The system of EEE 8, wherein, when the
temporary object is accessed through the interface,
the system obtains and provides the corresponding
data platform object through the interface.

EEE 10: The system of EEE 7 or EEE 8, wherein the
system stores metadata describing the promotions
applied to the temporary object.

EEE 11: A computer-implemented method, compris-
ing: receiving federated data from one or more
source computing systems into a data analysis plat-
form; generating temporary objects, wherein the
temporary objects each provide a first representation
of some portion of the federated data; generating
data platform objects, wherein the data platform ob-
jects each provide a second representation of some
portion of the federated data; and providing an inter-
face for accessing the federated data via the data
analysis platform, wherein operations performed
through the interface are applied to at least one of
the temporary objects and the data platform objects.

EEE 12: The computer-implemented method of EEE
11, further comprising ingesting the data platform
objects into a database of the data analysis platform.

EEE 13: The computer-implemented method of EEE
12, further comprising re-ingesting the data platform

objects into the database of the data analysis plat-
form upon a change being performed on the portion
federated data to which the data platform objects
correspond.

EEE 14: The computer-implemented method of any
of EEEs 11-13, wherein each of the temporary ob-
jects corresponds to each of the data platform ob-
jects, and wherein each corresponding temporary
object and data platform object reference the same
portion of the federated data.

EEE 15: The computer-implemented method of EEE
14, wherein the temporary objects and the corre-
sponding data platform objects have identical prop-
erties and links.

EEE 16: The computer-implemented method of EEE
11-15, further comprising triggering an update to the
data platform objects corresponding to the portion
of the federated data upon a change to the portion
of the federated data at the one or more source com-
puting systems.

EEE 17: The computer-implemented method of any
of EEEs 11-16, wherein generating the data platform
objects and generating the temporary objects com-
prises executing a script adapted to determine a
schema of the federated data.

EEE 18: The computer implemented method of EEE
17, wherein generating the data platform objects and
generating the temporary objects comprises execut-
ing the script adapted to determine an ontology for
an object-based data modeling framework of the da-
ta analysis platform.

EEE 19: The computer-implemented method of any
of EEEs 11-18, further comprising automatically ap-
plying promotions to the data platform objects cor-
responding to the temporary objects upon promo-
tions being applied to the temporary objects.

EEE 20: The computer-implemented method of EEE
19, further comprising storing metadata describing
the promotions applied to the temporary object.

EEE 21: A computer-readable storage medium hav-
ing program instructions embodied therewith, the
program instructions executable by one or more
processors to cause the one or more processors to
perform operations which comprise the operations
recited in any of EEEs 1-10 or the operations recited
in any of EEEs 11-20.

[0106] Other implementations, uses and advantages
of the invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art
from consideration of the specification and practice of
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the invention disclosed herein. The specification should
be considered exemplary only, and the scope of the in-
vention is accordingly intended to be limited only by the
following claims.

Claims

1. A system, comprising:

one or more processors; and
memory storing instructions that, when execut-
ed by the one or more processors, cause the
system to perform:

determining a script for transforming feder-
ated data in one or more source computing
systems to corresponding data platform ob-
jects;
executing the script;
determining a set of temporary objects
based at least in part on execution of the
script, wherein the temporary objects each
provide a first representation of some por-
tion of the federated data;
determining a set of data platform objects
based at least in part on execution of the
script, wherein the data platform objects
each provide a second representation of
some portion of the federated data; and
providing a graphical user interface for ac-
cessing the federated data;
performing, through the graphical user in-
terface, one or more operations, the one or
more operations being applied to the set of
temporary objects, the one or more opera-
tions performed through the graphical user
interface including a promotion to a partic-
ular temporary object of the set of the tem-
porary objects, the graphical user interface
causing the promotion to be automatically
applied to a corresponding data platform
object.

2. The system of claim 1,
wherein the set of temporary objects are cached in
the memory; and/or
wherein execution of the script determines an ontol-
ogy for an object-based data modeling framework of
the system.

3. The system of claim 1 or claim 2, wherein each tem-
porary object references some portion of the feder-
ated data, and wherein each temporary object has
a corresponding data platform object that also refer-
ences the same portion of the federated data.

4. The system of any of claims 1-3,

wherein the temporary object and the corresponding
data platform object have identical properties and
links; and/or
wherein, when the temporary object is accessed
through the interface, the system obtains and pro-
vides the corresponding data platform object through
the interface.

5. The system of claim 4, wherein modification of the
portion of the federated data in the one or more
source computing systems triggers an update to the
corresponding data platform object that references
the portion of the federated data.

6. The system of claim 5, wherein the update is trig-
gered in response to a search result that references
the portion of the federated data, the search result
being provided in response to a search query sub-
mitted through the interface.

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the system stores
metadata describing the promotions applied to the
temporary object.

8. A computer-implemented method, comprising:

receiving federated data from one or more
source computing systems into a data analysis
platform;
generating temporary objects, wherein the tem-
porary objects each provide a first representa-
tion of some portion of the federated data;
generating data platform objects, wherein the
data platform objects each provide a second
representation of some portion of the federated
data; and
providing an interface for accessing the feder-
ated data via the data analysis platform, wherein
operations performed through the interface are
applied to at least one of the temporary objects
and the data platform objects.

9. The computer-implemented method of claim 8, fur-
ther comprising ingesting the data platform objects
into a database of the data analysis platform.

10. The computer-implemented method of claim 9, fur-
ther comprising re-ingesting the data platform ob-
jects into the database of the data analysis platform
upon a change being performed on the portion fed-
erated data to which the data platform objects cor-
respond.

11. The computer-implemented method of any of claims
8-10,
wherein each of the temporary objects corresponds
to each of the data platform objects, and wherein
each corresponding temporary object and data plat-
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form object reference the same portion of the feder-
ated data; and
wherein, in some embodiments, the temporary ob-
jects and the corresponding data platform objects
have identical properties and links.

12. The computer-implemented method of any of claims
8-11, further comprising triggering an update to the
data platform objects corresponding to the portion
of the federated data upon a change to the portion
of the federated data at the one or more source com-
puting systems.

13. The computer-implemented method of any of claims
8-12, wherein generating the data platform objects
and generating the temporary objects comprises ex-
ecuting a script adapted to determine a schema of
the federated data.

14. The computer implemented method of claim 13,
wherein generating the data platform objects and
generating the temporary objects comprises execut-
ing the script adapted to determine an ontology for
an object-based data modeling framework of the da-
ta analysis platform.

15. The computer-implemented method of any of claims
8-14,
further comprising automatically applying promo-
tions to the data platform objects corresponding to
the temporary objects upon promotions being ap-
plied to the temporary objects; and
in some embodiments further comprising storing
metadata describing the promotions applied to the
temporary object.
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(57) An apparatus, and a method, performed by one
or more processors are disclosed. The method may com-
prise receiving a build request associated with perform-
ing an external data processing task on a first data set,
the first data set being stored in memory associated with
a data processing platform to be performed at a system
external to the data processing platform. The method
may also comprise generating a task identifier for the
data processing task, and providing, in association with
the task identifier, the first data set to an agent associated

with the external system with an indication of the data
processing task, the agent being arranged to cause per-
formance of the task at the external system, to receive a
second data set resulting from performance of the task,
and to provide the second data set and associated meta-
data indicative of the transformation. The method may
also comprise receiving the second data set and meta-
data from the agent associated with the external system
and storing the second data set and associated metada-
ta.
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Description

Field of the disclosure

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a method and
systems for providing external access to processing plat-
forms, for example for externally performing one or more
tasks on one or more datasets stored in a data processing
platform.

Background

[0002] Cloud computing is a computing infrastructure
for enabling ubiquitous access to shared pools of servers,
storage, computer networks, applications and other data
resources, which can be rapidly provisioned, often over
a network, such as the Internet.
[0003] A "data resource" as used herein may include
any item of data or code (e.g., a data object) that can be
used by one or more computer programs. In example
embodiments, data resources are stored in one or more
network databases and are capable of being accessed
by applications hosted by servers that share common
access to the network database. A data resource may
for example be a data analysis application, a data trans-
formation application, a report generating application, a
machine learning process, a spreadsheet or a database,
or part of a spreadsheet or part of a database, e.g. records
or datasets.
[0004] Some companies provide cloud computing
services for registered customers, for example manufac-
turing, scientific and technology companies, to create,
store, manage and execute their own resources via a
network. This enables customers to offload data storage
and data transformation, data analysis functions etc. to
a cloud-based platform having appropriate resources
and computing power for providing secure access to the
data resources, potentially for many registered users of
the customer.
[0005] The platform may also provide applications,
services and microservices for performing additional
functions, such as specific transformations or analysis
on the data, thereby negating the need for the customer
to install such applications, services and microservices
on their own servers and provide the consequential sup-
port and maintenance.
[0006] Customers may wish to use their own applica-
tions, code or use languages in which they are fluent on
their own datasets for example to perform a transforma-
tion task forming part of a data processing pipeline com-
prising multiple such tasks and/or datasets. For example,
the customer may own a dedicated application that is not
provided for by the platform, nor can be uploaded to the
platform, e.g. due to its size, or due to confidentiality or
licensing restrictions. For example, the customer may
require the use of one or more data resources, such as
a complex model, which contains a large set of data,
possibly confidential data and/or requires specialist hard-

ware to run. This may mean that it is not feasible to pro-
vide it to the integrated platform. Nonetheless, the cus-
tomer may need to use one or more datasets stored on
the integrated platform as input to the data resource and
may need to provide the outputted data back to the inte-
grated platform for storage or so that one or more further
tasks of a pipeline can be carried out.

Summary

[0007] According to a first aspect, there is provided a
method, performed by one or more processors, the meth-
od comprising: receiving a build request associated with
performing an external data processing task on a first
dataset, the first data set being stored in memory asso-
ciated with a data processing platform to be performed
at a system external to the data processing platform; gen-
erating a task identifier for the data processing task; and
providing, in association with the task identifier, a build
request comprising an indication of the first data set and
the data processing task to an agent associated with the
external system, the agent being arranged to cause per-
formance of the task at the external system, to receive a
second dataset resulting from performance of the task,
and to provide the second dataset and associated meta-
data indicative of the transformation to the data process-
ing platform.
[0008] The method may further comprise receiving the
second dataset and associated metadata from the agent
associated with the external system; and storing the sec-
ond dataset and associated metadata in the data
processing platform.
[0009] The method may further comprise storing the
task identifier for the build request in a co-ordinator func-
tion that receives one or more build queries from the ex-
ternal system, or a service associated with the external
system, for providing the build request to the agent.
[0010] The co-ordinator function may store multiple
task identifiers for multiple other build requests for pro-
viding one or more build requests to the agent.
[0011] The co-ordinator function may remove task
identifiers, or flags task identifiers as used, responsive
to receiving a completion message from the agent, such
that subsequent build queries from the same external
system do not cause re-provision of the same datasets.
[0012] The one or more build queries may be polling
queries received periodically from the external system,
or a service associated with the external system.
[0013] The method may further comprise generating a
token associated with the build request for enabling ver-
ification at the data processing platform that the received
second dataset corresponds to the build request.
[0014] The metadata may comprise one or more of: at
least part of the code used on the external system to
perform the data processing task; the version number of
the code used on the external system to perform the data
processing task; an ontology or schema; the date the
code was last updated; and a hash of the code.
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[0015] The method may further comprise transmitting
an update query to the external system, and responsive
thereto, receiving an indication of one or more updates
made to code used on the external system to perform
the data processing task.
[0016] The update query may be transmitted periodi-
cally as a polling request.
[0017] The method may further comprise, responsive
to receiving an indication of one or more updates made
to the code on the external system, flagging the second
dataset, and/or any other dataset generated as a result
of performance of the data processing task, as being out
of date.
[0018] The method may further comprise displaying a
prompt on a user interface indicating the second and/or
other datasets flagged as out of date.
[0019] The method may further comprise preventing
further data processing tasks being performed on the
second and/or other datasets flagged as out of date.
[0020] The method may further comprise automatically
generating a new build request for performing the data
processing task on the first dataset for generating a new
dataset to replace the second and/or other datasets
flagged as out of date.
[0021] The external data processing task may com-
prise one task of a data processing pipeline comprising
two or more tasks, and wherein the received second da-
taset is provided as input to a further task which performs
a further data processing task to generate a third dataset.
[0022] According to another aspect, there may be pro-
vided a method, performed by one or more processors,
the method comprising: identifying, at a system external
to a data processing platform, a build request derived
from the data processing platform associated with per-
forming a data processing task on a first dataset, the first
dataset being stored in memory associated with the data
processing platform; receiving, responsive to the identi-
fication, the build request, including an identification of
the first dataset and the data processing task; receiving
the first data set from the data processing platform; caus-
ing performance of the data processing task at the ex-
ternal system; receiving a second dataset resulting from
performance of the task; and sending the second dataset
and associated metadata indicative of the transformation
to the data processing platform.
[0023] The method may further comprise transmitting
one or more build queries to the data processing platform
for causing receiving of the build request.
[0024] The one or more build queries may be polling
queries periodically transmitted to the data processing
platform.
[0025] The method may further comprise receiving a
token associated with the build request for transmitting
to the data processing platform when requesting the first
dataset and/or sending the second dataset such that the
data processing platform may determine that they corre-
spond to the build request.
[0026] The metadata may comprise one or more of: at

least part of the code used on the external system to
perform the data processing task; the version number of
the code used on the external system to perform the data
processing task; an ontology or schema; the date the
code was last updated; the last run date of the code, logic
or dataset; logs; and a hash of the code.
[0027] The method may further comprise receiving an
update query from the data processing platform, and re-
sponsive thereto, transmitting an indication of one or
more updates made to code to perform the data process-
ing task.
[0028] The method may further comprise, upon receiv-
ing the build request from the data processing platform,
creating a directory for holding the first data set and the
second dataset and associated metadata, and removing
the directory subsequent to the second dataset and as-
sociated metadata being sent to the data processing plat-
form.
[0029] According to another aspect, there is provided
a computer program, optionally stored on a non-transi-
tory computer readable medium program which, when
executed by one or more processors of a data processing
apparatus, causes the data processing apparatus to car-
ry out a method according to any preceding method def-
inition.
[0030] According to another aspect, there is provided
an apparatus configured to carry out a method according
to any preceding method definition, the apparatus com-
prising one or more processors or special-purpose com-
puting hardware.

Brief Description of the Drawings:

[0031] Example embodiments will now be described
by way of non-limiting example with reference to the ac-
companying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a network diagram depicting a network sys-
tem comprising a data processing platform in com-
munication with an external access system;
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a computer system ac-
cording to embodiments of this specification;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of components of the FIG.
1 external access system and an agent associated
with a customer system, according to example em-
bodiments;
FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram of a data
processing pipeline in which one or more tasks
and/or datasets may be performed externally, in ac-
cordance with example embodiments;
FIG. 5 is a flow diagram indicating processing oper-
ations performed by the FIG. 3 external access sys-
tem in accordance with example embodiments;
FIG. 6 is a flow diagram indicating processing oper-
ations performed by the FIG. 3 agent in accordance
with example embodiments; and
FIG. 7 is a flow diagram indicating processing oper-
ations performed as part of a code comparison task
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in accordance with example embodiments.

Detailed Description of Certain Embodiments

[0032] Reference will now be made in detail to specific
example embodiments for carrying out the subject matter
of the present disclosure. In the following description,
specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough
understanding of the subject matter. It shall be appreci-
ated that embodiments may be practiced without some
or all of these specific details.
[0033] To facilitate an understanding of the systems
and methods discussed herein, a number of terms are
described below. The terms described below, as well as
other terms used herein, should be construed to include
the provided descriptions, the ordinary and customary
meaning of the terms, and/or any other implied meaning
for the respective terms. Thus, the descriptions below do
not limit the meaning of these terms, but only provide
exemplary descriptions.
[0034] Example embodiments relate to enabling exter-
nal access to a data processing platform. Example em-
bodiments also relate to performance of one or more
processing tasks or operations at a system external to
the data processing platform, typically remote from the
data processing platform. The data processing platform
may be a cloud-based platform, offering access to cus-
tomers for the purposes of one or more of storage, ap-
plications, analysis and reporting via data resources. The
data processing platform may be termed an integrated
data processing platform on account of it providing mul-
tiple applications for multiple datasets for, potentially mul-
tiple customers having multiple users. A customer may
be a company providing technology or scientific services,
or indeed other services.
[0035] As mentioned, a "data resource" as used herein
may include any item of data or code (e.g., a data object)
that can be used by one or more computer programs. In
example embodiments, data resources may be stored in
one or more network databases or on external databases
and may be capable of being accessed by applications
hosted by servers that share common access to the net-
work database. A data resource may for example be a
data analysis application, a data transformation applica-
tion, a report generating application, a machine learning
process, a spreadsheet or a database, or part of a
spreadsheet or part of a database, e.g. records or data-
sets. The term dataset is used herein generically.
[0036] A data transform may be any operation that
takes one or more datasets, e.g. tables, and produces
one or more datasets with some modification, e.g. by
joining, merging, splitting, incrementing, decrementing
or performing any computational algorithm.
[0037] A data processing task, or simply "task", is a
requested operation that may comprise performance of
one or more data transforms.
[0038] A data processing pipeline is a series of two or
more tasks whereby one or more datasets may provide

the input to a first task and the output from the first task
may provide at least part of the input to a second task.
Data processing pipelines may comprise many tasks,
some of which may be performed in series and some of
which may be performed in parallel. A task which takes
data from the output of another task may be considered
dependent on the other task.
[0039] FIG. 1 is a network diagram depicting a network
system 100 comprising a data processing platform 102
in communication with an external access system 120
and also a network-based permissioning system 104
configured for evaluating access permissions for data
resources to which the group of application servers
106-108 share common access, according to an example
embodiment. Consistent with some embodiments, the
network system 100 may employ a client-server archi-
tecture, though the present inventive subject matter is,
of course, not limited to such an architecture, and could
equally well find application in an event-driven, distribut-
ed, or peer-to-peer architecture system, for example.
Moreover, it shall be appreciated that although the vari-
ous functional components of the network system 100
are discussed in the singular sense, multiple instances
of one or more of the various functional components may
be employed.
[0040] In the example of FIG. 1, the data processing
platform 102 includes a group of servers - specifically,
servers 106-108, which host network applications
109-111, respectively. The network applications 109-111
hosted by the data processing platform 102 may collec-
tively compose an application suite that provides users
of the network system 100 with a set of related, although
independent, functionalities that are accessible by a com-
mon interface. For example, the network applications
109-111 may compose a suite of software application
tools that can be used to analyse data to develop various
insights about the data, and visualize various metrics as-
sociated with the data. To further this example, the net-
work application 109 may be used to analyse data to
develop particular metrics with respect to information in-
cluded therein, while the network application 110 may be
used to render graphical representations of such metrics.
It shall be appreciated that although FIG. 1 illustrates the
data processing platform 102 as including a particular
number of servers, the subject matter disclosed herein
is not limited to any particular number of servers and in
other embodiments, fewer or additional servers and ap-
plications may be included.
[0041] Each of the servers 106-108 may be in commu-
nication with the network-based permissioning system
104 and external access system 120 over a network 112
(e.g. the Internet or an intranet). Each of the servers
106-108 are further shown to be in communication with
a database server 114 that facilitates access to a re-
source database 116 over the network 112, though in
other embodiments, the servers 106-108 may access the
resource database 116 directly, without the need for a
database server 114. The resource database 116 stores
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data resources that may be used by any one of the ap-
plications 109-111 hosted by the data processing plat-
form 102.
[0042] The external access system 120 is configured
to perform the co-ordination of data build requests from
one or more users. A data build request may be a user
or computer-initiated request to perform some task at a
specified external system. The specified external system
may be identified with a unique identifier, by the login
details of the user (associated with a particular system,
as determined by the network-based permissioning sys-
tem 104), by a URL, through a user interface, through
code or any combination thereof. The task may be one
task of multiple tasks comprising a data processing pipe-
line. Therefore, in some example embodiments, the cus-
tomer may wish the data processing platform 102 to per-
form some or most of the multiple tasks, but for various
reasons, may wish for one or more other tasks to be
performed at a specified other external system, e.g. a
computer system or network that is remote from and/or
in a different domain than the data processing platform
102.
[0043] The reasons that a customer may require this
are numerous. For example, a customer may wish to use
their own application or use a language in which they are
fluent on their own datasets stored at the data processing
platform 102, for example to perform a transformation
task within part of a data processing pipeline comprising
multiple such tasks and/or datasets. For example, a cus-
tomer may have legacy code in their own computing in-
frastructure that they may not wish to migrate to the data
processing platform, at least presently, although they
may wish to connect to it via the data processing platform.
For example, the customer may own a dedicated appli-
cation that is not provided for by the data processing plat-
form 102, nor can be uploaded to the platform, e.g. due
to its size (it may be too large to transfer efficiently over
a network), or due to confidentiality or licensing restric-
tions. For example, the customer may require the use of
one or more data resources, such as a complex model,
which contains a large set of data, possibly confidential
data and/or requires specialist hardware to run. This may
mean that it is not feasible to provide it to the data
processing platform 102. For example, the customer may
simply wish to retain control over their own data resourc-
es.
[0044] In overview, the external access system 120 is
configured to communicate with a so-called external con-
nector provided at the external system that handles per-
formance of one or more tasks at the external system
based on data derived from the data processing platform
102. The external access system 120 may also provide
the resulting one or more datasets back to the data
processing platform 102 for storage. The external con-
nector may be provided as a custom plug-in that may be
deployed to any external system of any customer asso-
ciated with the data processing platform 102, and having
need for performance of external tasks.

[0045] Advantageously, the external access system
120 may be application or code agnostic; that is, the ex-
ternal access system 120 does not need to understand
the specific application or code that will be used for per-
formance of the task. The external access system 120
provides the co-ordination functionality to handle new
build requests initiated by customers (e.g. their users, if
so authorised), to co-ordinate over a network with the
appropriate plug-in of the customer in order to transfer
one or more requested datasets to the plug-in, and sub-
sequently to receive one or more transformed datasets
that result from performance of one or more tasks per-
formed externally.
[0046] As shown, the network system 100 also in-
cludes a client device 118 in communication with the data
processing platform 102, the network-based permission-
ing system 104 and the external access system 120 over
the network 106. The external access system 120 can
reside within the data processing platform 102 in some
embodiments. The client device 118 communicates and
exchanges data with the data processing platform 102
and may also communicate with the network-based per-
missioning system 104 and the external access system
120 over the network 106.
[0047] The client device 118 may be any of a variety
of types of devices that include at least a display, a proc-
essor, and communication capabilities that provide ac-
cess to the network 106 (e.g., a smart phone, a tablet
computer, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a personal
navigation device (PND), a handheld computer, a desk-
top computer, a laptop or netbook, or a wearable com-
puting device), and may be operated by a user (e.g., a
person) to exchange data with other components of the
network system 100 that pertains to various functions
and aspects associated with the network system 100 and
its users. The data exchanged between the client device
118 and the data processing platform 102 involve user-
selected functions available through one or more user
interfaces (UIs). The UIs may be specifically associated
with a web client (e.g., a browser) or an application
109-111 executing on the client device 118 that is in com-
munication with the data processing platform 102. For
example, the network-based permissioning system 104
provides user interfaces to a user of the client device 118
(e.g., by communicating a set of computer-readable in-
structions to the client device 118 that cause the client
device 118 to display the user interfaces) that allow the
user to register policies associated with data resources
stored in the resource database 116.
[0048] Referring to FIG. 2, a block diagram of an ex-
emplary computer system 137, which may comprise the
data processing platform 102, one or more of the servers
106-108, the database server 114, the authentication
system 120 and/or the network-based permissioning
system 104, consistent with examples of the present
specification is shown.
[0049] Computer system 137 includes a bus 138 or
other communication mechanism for communicating in-
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formation, and a hardware processor 139 coupled with
bus 138 for processing information. Hardware processor
139 can be, for example, a general purpose microproc-
essor. Hardware processor 139 comprises electrical cir-
cuitry.
[0050] Computer system 137 includes a main memory
140, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other
dynamic storage device, which is coupled to the bus 138
for storing information and instructions to be executed
by processor 139. The main memory 140 can also be
used for storing temporary variables or other intermedi-
ate information during execution of instructions by the
processor 139. Such instructions, when stored in non-
transitory storage media accessible to the processor 139,
render the computer system 137 into a special-purpose
machine that is customized to perform the operations
specified in the instructions.
[0051] Computer system 137 further includes a read
only memory (ROM) 141 or other static storage device
coupled to the bus 138 for storing static information and
instructions for the processor1 139. A storage device
142, such as a magnetic disk or optical disk, is provided
and coupled to the bus 138 for storing information and
instructions.
[0052] Computer system 137 can be coupled via the
bus 138 to a display 143, such as a cathode ray tube
(CRT), liquid crystal display, or touch screen, for display-
ing information to a user. An input device 144, including
alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to the bus 138
for communicating information and command selections
to the processor 139. Another type of user input device
is cursor control 145, for example using a mouse, a track-
ball, or cursor direction keys for communicating direction
information and command selections to the processor
139 and for controlling cursor movement on the display
143. The input device typically has two degrees of free-
dom in two axes, a first axis (for example, x) and a second
axis (for example, y), that allows the device to specify
positions in a plane.
[0053] Computer system 137 can implement the tech-
niques described herein using customized hard-wired
logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or pro-
gram logic which in combination with the computer sys-
tem causes or programs computer system 137 to be a
special-purpose machine. According to some embodi-
ments, the operations, functionalities, and techniques
disclosed herein are performed by computer system 137
in response to the processor 139 executing one or more
sequences of one or more instructions contained in the
main memory 140. Such instructions can be read into
the main memory 40 from another storage medium, such
as storage device 142. Execution of the sequences of
instructions contained in main memory 140 causes the
processor 139 to perform the process steps described
herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry
can be used in place of or in combination with software
instructions.
[0054] The term "storage media" as used herein refers

to any non-transitory media that stores data and/or in-
structions that cause a machine to operate in a specific
fashion. Such storage media can comprise non-volatile
media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media in-
cludes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as
storage device 142. Volatile media includes dynamic
memory, such as main memory 140. Common forms of
storage media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flex-
ible disk, hard disk, solid state drive, magnetic tape, or
any other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM,
any other optical data storage medium, any physical me-
dium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and
EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory
chip or cartridge.
[0055] Storage media is distinct from, but can be used
in conjunction with, transmission media. Transmission
media participates in transferring information between
storage media. For example, transmission media in-
cludes coaxial cables, copper wire and fibre optics, in-
cluding the wires that comprise bus 138. Transmission
media can also take the form of acoustic or light waves,
such as those generated during radio-wave and infra-red
data communications.
[0056] Various forms of media can be involved in car-
rying one or more sequences of one or more instructions
to processor 139 for execution. For example, the instruc-
tions can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid
state drive of a remote computer. The remote computer
can load the instructions into its dynamic memory and
send the instructions over a telephone line or other trans-
mission medium using a modem. A modem local to com-
puter system 137 can receive the data on the telephone
line or other transmission medium and use an infra-red
transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An
infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-
red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data
on bus 138. Bus 138 carries the data to the main memory
140, from which the processor 139 retrieves and exe-
cutes the instructions. The instructions received by the
main memory 140 can optionally be stored on the storage
device 142 either before or after execution by the proc-
essor 139.
[0057] Computer system 137 also includes a commu-
nication interface 146 coupled to the bus 138. The com-
munication interface 146 provides a two-way data com-
munication coupling to a network link 147 that is connect-
ed to a local network 148. For example, the communica-
tion interface 146 can be an integrated services digital
network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or
a modem to provide a data communication connection
to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another
example, the communication interface 146 can be a local
area network (LAN) card to provide a data communica-
tion connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links can
also be implemented. In any such implementation, the
communication interface 146 sends and receives elec-
trical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital
data streams representing various types of information.
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[0058] The network link 147 typically provides data
communication through one or more networks to other
data devices. For example, the network link 147 can pro-
vide a connection through the local network 148 to a host
computer 149 or to data equipment operated by an In-
ternet Service Provider (ISP) 150. The ISP 150 in turn
provides data communication services through the world
wide packet data communication network now commonly
referred to as the "Internet" 151. The local network 148
and internet 151 both use electrical, electromagnetic or
optical signals that carry digital data streams. The signals
through the various networks and the signals on the net-
work link 147 and through the communication interface
146, which carry the digital data to and from the computer
system 137, are example forms of transmission media.
[0059] The computer system 137 can send messages
and receive data, including program code, through the
network(s), network link 147 and communication inter-
face 146. For example, a first application server 106 may
transmit data through the local network 148 to a different
application server 107, 108.
[0060] Referring to FIG. 3, a more detailed view of the
external access system 120 is shown as well as an as-
sociated agent 170 which has been deployed or other-
wise provided at a customer system 155. In the shown
example, the external access system 120 is provided, as
in FIG. 1, as a separate processing entity to the data
processing platform 102. However, it should be appreci-
ated that in other embodiments the external access sys-
tem 120 may comprise a part of the data processing plat-
form 102.
[0061] The external access system 120 and the cus-
tomer system 155 are remote from one another and com-
municate over the network 112.
[0062] The data processing platform 102 may store
one or more datasets 160, 162 associated with a partic-
ular customer, for example the customer associated with
the customer system 155. For example, the one or more
datasets 160, 162 may comprise any form of data, and
may represent engineering data, data maintenance data,
computer network status data, fault data, and the data-
sets 160, 162 may be represented in any suitable data
structure, for example as persisted datasets or tables.
For example, one dataset 160 may be referred to as da-
taset "B" which may require some task to be performed
on it, e.g. a transformation of any of the above types. To
recap, a transformation may be any of a number of op-
erations that are performed on one or more datasets to
generate yet another dataset. Each dataset transforma-
tion may be associated with an implementation that in-
cludes code for causing a particular operation to be per-
formed. However, use of the term data processing task
is not limited to the performance of transformations.
[0063] The data processing platform 102 may also
comprise a data proxy / file server 178 which handles
real-time or batch transfers of data to/from the customer
system 155 over the network 112, depending on the size
of data files or data streams. Additionally, or alternatively,

input data may also come via the co-ordinator module
166 through the agent 170 and the custom plug-in 172.
[0064] The external access system 120 may comprise
a co-ordinator module 166 having a run requests service
168 that may be an object which maintains build identi-
fiers associated with build requests received from a build
module 164. The build module 164 is configured to re-
ceive build requests from users, e.g. customers, and to
generate build identifiers for the run requests service 168
of the co-ordinator module 166.
[0065] At the customer system 155, an agent 170 is
provided which may comprise or at least include a custom
plug-in 172. An external connector module 174 may also
be comprised within the agent, the external connector
module being configured to manage the performance of
the requested one or more tasks at an external system
176, which is the module that will perform the requested
one or more tasks. In some embodiments, the external
connector module 174 may be provided as an independ-
ent module, e.g. as an independent REST service, or
other independent service, so long as the Agent 170 and
the custom plug-in 172 may communicate with the ex-
ternal connector module and the external connector mod-
ule may communicate with the external system 176. The
external system 176 may be a computer or server forming
part of the customer system 155, e.g. a customer net-
work. This may include enabling receiving and/or sending
datasets from and/or to the data processing platform 102
via the proxy / file server 178. The external connector
module 174 may also communicate with the external sys-
tem 176, e.g. to send the fetched one or more datasets
and/or to receive one or more transformed datasets for
sending to the data processing platform 102. In some
embodiments, the external system 176 may directly com-
municate with the data processing platform 102 via the
proxy / file server 178.
[0066] The external system 176 may be any applica-
tion or system for performing one or more tasks, e.g.
externally of the data processing platform 102. For ex-
ample, the external system 176 may be a computer, serv-
er, or a database controller. The external system 176
may have access to a local database 180 and/or a file
system on which local datasets are stored.
[0067] Referring briefly to FIG. 4, a data processing
pipeline is shown as an example of how multiple tasks
may be interrelated.
[0068] A first dataset "A" 162 may be a table that is
applied to a first transformation 210A. The output from
the first transformation 210A, and other transformations
mentioned herein, may produce an output dataset. The
dataset "B" 160 may be a table that is applied to a second
transformation 212 which may or may not take input from
another, third dataset "C" 214. The output from the sec-
ond transformation 212, e.g. an output dataset, may pro-
vide input to a further, third transformation 220. The out-
put dataset from the third transformation 220 may provide
a target dataset 230 which may be a table. Although the
datasets 160, 162, 214, 230 are described as tables, this
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is not necessarily the case.
[0069] The dashed box 176 in FIG. 4 indicates that the
second transformation 212 and possibly the third dataset
"C" 214 require processing resources external to the data
processing platform 102. The third dataset "C" 214 may
be stored in the local database 180.
[0070] For example, the second transformation 212
may be performed within a specialised statistical appli-
cation such as the Statistical Analysis System (SAS)
suite, or another application such as MATLAB. For ex-
ample, the third dataset "C" 214 may be a confidential
set of customer data or a complex model that should not
in itself leave the customer system 155.
[0071] Returning back to FIG. 3, the external access
system 120 and agent 170 may operate as follows.
[0072] First, a customer may request a new build using
the client device 118. The form of request may be entered
through a user interface, through a configuration file or
through code, which enables identification of one or more
datasets stored on the data processing platform 102 to
provide as input to the customer system 155, and a des-
tination identifier, which may refer to the task or transfor-
mation function that is to be performed externally. Addi-
tionally, in some embodiments, the request may also
comprise one or more of an output dataset, code to be
executed (e.g. as a reference to an internal file, an ex-
ternal file, or in the form of the code itself) and build pa-
rameters that are inputs to the external build. In the shown
case, the second dataset "B" 160 is to be provided as
input to the third transformation 212 of the FIG. 4 process-
ing pipeline. Accordingly, any means of identifying the
second dataset "B" 160 and the third transformation 212
may be provided in the new build request. The new build
request may refer to other datasets and/or transforma-
tions in other ways, e.g. as a range or batch of datasets
and/or transformations. The identification of the one or
more datasets and the one or more tasks may be termed
build parameters. To keep track and enable verification
of builds and intercommunication between the customer
system 155 and data processing platform 102, and to
ensure that a user maintains the same level of access to
datasets in the data processing platform as outside the
data processing platform, the latter may generate a token
for each new build request that may form part of the build
parameters. The token serves to identify the customer,
and possibly the specific user, so that the data processing
platform 102 can identify and verify that received data-
sets and any accompanying metadata, to be explained
below, comes from a verified source and in relation to a
specific build request.
[0073] The build module 164, upon receiving the new
build request, generates a build identifier, e.g. a unique
numerical or alphanumerical identifier for the build re-
quest. The build identifier and build parameters are
pushed to the run requests service 168 which stores a
list of all active or new build requests. The list may com-
prise a list of parameters for the external build, and each
new build request may be stored in a queue maintained

by the co-ordinator module 166. Build requests may be
stored for the same customer or for multiple different cus-
tomers, so long as the build parameters can be identified.
[0074] The coordinator module 166 handles build que-
ries that are received from the agent 170, specifically the
custom plug-in 172 in this case. Upon receipt of a build
query associated with a particular customer system 155,
the coordinator module 166 determines if any new builds
are present in the run requests service 168 for that cus-
tomer system. If so, the build parameters, possibly in-
cluding the build identifier, for the one or more identified
new builds are provided to the external connector 174,
either directly or via the custom plug-in 172. This may
occur using a pull model whereby the new builds are
pulled or fetched from the co-ordinator module 166. The
agent 170 / custom plug-in 172 may pull new builds or
datasets from the co-ordinator module 166. The custom
plug-in 172 may be configured to periodically poll the
coordinator 166 to find new build requests in the run re-
quests service 168 for that customer system 155. If no
new build requests are found, nothing happens, and the
process repeats at the next polling time.
[0075] The external connector 174 is software which
processes the received build parameters for the one or
more new builds. More specifically, the external connec-
tor 174 may reserve some local storage space, e.g. cre-
ate a directory 175, for the temporary storage of the build
parameters and any associated data. The external con-
nector 174 may request receipt of the one or more data-
sets, e.g. the second dataset "B" 160 from the data
processing platform 102 via the proxy / file server 178.
The second dataset "B" 160 may be stored, at least tem-
porarily, within the directory 175. The directory 175 may
be particular to the specific build request identifier or a
set of build request identifiers common to a particular
customer. The build parameters for the task will deter-
mine which task is performed at the external system 176.
The external connector 174 may thereafter provide the
requested one or more datasets to the external system
176 for local processing, e.g. to apply the third transfor-
mation 212 using a locally stored third dataset "C" 214
as other input. For example, the third dataset "C" 214
may be received from the local database 180. For exam-
ple, the external system 176 may be a computer or server
running SAS and/or MATLAB or other task application.
[0076] The external connector 174 may also receive
one or more output datasets 250 from the external system
176 resulting from performance of the requested one or
more tasks of the build. The external connector 174 may
thereafter send the one or more output datasets 250 back
to the data processing platform 102, via the proxy / file
server 178, for storage thereat. Alternatively, the one or
more output datasets 250 may be transmitted back to
the data processing platform 102 via the custom plug-in
172 and co-ordinator module 166 which may use the file
server 178. The location where the one or more output
datasets 250 are to be stored may be determined by, or
specified in, the build parameters.
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[0077] Upon completing the transfer of the one or more
output datasets 250 to the data processing platform 102,
or at some other time related to completion of the build
request, the corresponding build parameters may be re-
moved, e.g. the directory 175 deleted, or at least marked
as closed or similar, to make way for later builds. Further,
this maintains lockdown of the datasets, whereby data
is not left in the directory 175 where it is harder to control
permissions. In some embodiments, datasets may be
encrypted when stored in the directory 175. This may be
performed by the external connector 174. The external
connector 174 may also signal or message to the custom
plug-in 174 that the task has been completed, and the
custom plug-in may signal the same back to the co-ordi-
nator 166 such that the corresponding one or more build
requests at the run requests service 168 may be removed
or marked as closed, or similar, to make way for later
new builds and to avoid repetition of the same task.
[0078] In some embodiments, the custom plug-in 172
and external connector 174 may be provided as one func-
tional entity. In some embodiments, the external connec-
tor 174 may not store in non-volatile memory the datasets
as they are received and transmitted. In other words, the
datasets may be moved straight to and from the external
system 176 and are only held for a short, finite period of
time at the external connector 174.
[0079] Another function of the external connector 174
may be to generate metadata 252 for association with
each of the one or more output datasets 250. The meta-
data 252 may represent anything relating to the output
dataset 250, for example one or more of the build iden-
tifier, the destination address, the origin address, the re-
questing user or customer, the type of task performed,
the application employed, the language employed, the
timing of the task, the size of the output dataset, the one
or more input datasets used, the ontology or schema of
the input or output datasets, part or all of the code used
in the task (if not confidential or too large), the version
number of the code used to perform the task, the date
the code was last updated, the last run date of the code,
logic or dataset, logs and a hash of the code. The meta-
data 252 is received by the data processing platform 102
and is stored in association with the output dataset 250,
e.g. it is somehow linked to the output dataset.
[0080] The external access system 120 and/or the data
processing platform 102 may further be configured to
transmit an update query to the external system 176,
requesting receipt of updates made to code used on the
external system to perform tasks. That is, if it is known
that one or more datasets have been generated, or are
derived from an external task initiated by a customer’s
external connector 174, then a check is made for any
update to the code responsible for the task. The update
queries may be transmitted periodically as polling re-
quests. The update query may simply request a copy of
the code that was used, for local comparison, or may
examine the version number of the code to see if it cor-
responds with that in the metadata 252 for the output

dataset 250, or may examine the time of update to see
if it is later than the time in the metadata 252 indicating
when the task was performed, or may compare a hash
of the code contents.
[0081] In response to receiving an indication of one or
more updates made to the code on the external system,
the resulting dataset (and/or any other dataset generated
as a result of performance of the data processing task)
may be flagged as being out of date. This may include
flagging datasets derived from an out of date dataset,
processing errors or simply cause incorrect results to be
returned. Remedial actions may be complex and time
consuming.
[0082] As a result of detecting an out of date dataset,
the external access system 120 and/or the data process-
ing platform 102 may display a prompt on a user interface
indicating the datasets flagged as out of date, and/or may
prevent further data processing tasks being performed
on the second and/or other datasets flagged as out of
date. Additionally, or alternatively, the external access
system 120 and/or the data processing platform 102 may
automatically generate a new build request for entry into
the run requests service 168 for re-performing the task
on the original dataset for generating and receiving a new
output dataset, and updated metadata, to replace the
previous output dataset and metadata flagged as out of
date or ’stale’.
[0083] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram showing example
processing operations that may be performed by the ex-
ternal access system 120 in accordance with example
embodiments. More or less operations may be involved
in other embodiments. Some operations may be per-
formed in parallel. Some operations may be performed
by different modules associated with the same network
location.
[0084] A first operation 500 may comprise receiving
build request associated with an external data processing
task on a first dataset.
[0085] A second operation 501 may comprise gener-
ating a task identifier for the data processing task.
[0086] A third operation 502 may comprise providing,
which may comprise (but is not limited to) allowing data
to be "pulled", the first dataset associated with the task
identifier to an agent associated with an external system.
[0087] A fourth operation 503 may comprise receiving
a second dataset and metadata indicative of the trans-
formation from the agent.
[0088] A fifth operation 504 may comprise storing the
second dataset and metadata.
[0089] FIG. 6 is a flow diagram showing example
processing operations that may be performed by the
agent 170 in accordance with example embodiments.
More or less operations may be involved in other embod-
iments. Some operations may be performed in parallel.
[0090] A first operation 600 may comprise identifying
a request for an external data processing task.
[0091] A second operation 601 may comprise receiv-
ing a first dataset identified in the request. This may in-
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volve requesting the first dataset from a remote data
processing platform.
[0092] A third operation 602 may comprise causing
performance of the task. The task may be instructed or
indicated in the request, as may an external system on
which the task is to be performed, e.g. by code.
[0093] A fourth operation 603 may comprise receiving
a second dataset and sending the second dataset to the
data processing platform.
[0094] In some embodiments, a further operation may
be provided between the third and fourth operations 602,
603, comprising checking (e.g. polling) the status of the
external build, which may comprise statuses such as
NOT_STARTED, STARTED, RUNNING, FAILED and/or
SUCCEEDED.
[0095] FIG. 7 is a flow diagram showing example
processing operations that may be performed by the data
processing platform 102, external access system 120 or
agent 170 in accordance with example embodiments.
More or less operations may be involved in other embod-
iments. Some operations may be performed in parallel.
The example processing operations may relate to check-
ing for code updates at the external system 176.
[0096] A first operation 700 may comprise polling the
external system 176 for code updates.
[0097] A second operation 701 may comprise compar-
ing the latest code version with a stored version on the
data processing platform 102.
[0098] A third operation 702 may comprise, if the com-
parison reveals one or more modifications, updating the
code in the data processing platform with the latest code.
[0099] A fourth operation 703 may comprise, optional-
ly, marking one or more corresponding datasets associ-
ated with the previous version of the code as out of date
or ’stale’.
[0100] Each of the processes, methods, and algo-
rithms described in the preceding sections may be em-
bodied in, and fully or partially automated by, code mod-
ules executed by one or more computer systems or com-
puter processors comprising computer hardware. The
processes and algorithms may be implemented partially
or wholly in application-specific circuitry.
[0101] Advantageously, the above methods, systems
and computer-readable code, according to some embod-
iments, enable integration with any generic service or
application which is external to the data processing plat-
form 102. The service or application may implement a
Representational State Transfer (REST) architectural
style providing interoperability between networked com-
puter systems. Alternatively, the service or application
may be connected via a Java Database Connectivity (JD-
BC)-like interface. SAS and MATLAB are given as ex-
amples of specialised task-performing applications that
may be implemented externally for generating new da-
tasets from received or ingested datasets. By generating
and storing metadata in association with externally-gen-
erated datasets, provenance and lineage of the external
builds can be maintained, and issues relating to out of

date or "stale" datasets can be automatically detected
and, if required, action taken. The data processing plat-
form 102 may maintain a version control system that rep-
resents all code changes on the external system 176.
Further, complex code or datasets such as chemical,
pharmaceutical or engineering models need not leave
the external system and nor need they be re-written on
a different platform.
[0102] In some embodiments, an agent 170 may be
provided for respective external applications. For exam-
ple, one agent may be provided for external SAS appli-
cations and other agent may be provided for MATLAB.
[0103] In some embodiments, the code that is to be
executed at the external system 176 may be created via
the data processing platform 102. For example, the ex-
ternal system 176 may not have a version control system
or even a central code storage system, and hence the
’system of record’ version or ’master’ version of the code
may be provided in the data processing platform 102.
The code may be sent to the external system 176 for
execution in the manner described above.
[0104] In some embodiments, the agent 170, for ex-
ample the external connector 174, may only have access
to a specific location on the external system 176 from
where it reads code. This may enable the customer to
maintain a location, e.g. one or more directories of pro-
moted code that is considered ready and safe for execu-
tion in association with the data processing platform 102.
[0105] In some embodiments, the external connector
174 may have at least two configurations. A first, source
configuration enables linking the data processing plat-
form 102 with the external system 176, including param-
eters such as the external system URL and credentials.
A second, build configuration may enable receipt and
provision of input datasets, output datasets, code refer-
ences etc.
[0106] In some embodiments, the agent 170 may re-
side on the same or a different server than the external
system 176.
[0107] The various features and processes described
above may be used independently of one another, or
may be combined in various ways. All possible combi-
nations and sub combinations are intended to fall within
the scope of this disclosure. In addition, certain method
or process blocks may be omitted in some implementa-
tions. The methods and processes described herein are
also not limited to any particular sequence, and the blocks
or states relating thereto can be performed in other se-
quences that are appropriate. For example, described
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than
that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states
may be combined in a single block or state. The example
blocks or states may be performed in serial, in parallel,
or in some other manner. Blocks or states may be added
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments.
The example systems and components described herein
may be configured differently than described. For exam-
ple, elements may be added to, removed from, or rear-
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ranged compared to the disclosed example embodi-
ments.
[0108] Conditional language, such as, among others,
"can," "could," "might," or "may," unless specifically stat-
ed otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context
as used, is generally intended to convey that certain em-
bodiments include, while other embodiments do not in-
clude, certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus,
such conditional language is not generally intended to
imply that features, elements and/or steps are in any way
required for one or more embodiments or that one or
more embodiments necessarily include logic for decid-
ing, with or without user input or prompting, whether these
features, elements and/or steps are included or are to be
performed in any particular embodiment.
[0109] Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks
in the flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in
the attached figures should be understood as potentially
representing modules, segments, or portions of code
which include one or more executable instructions for
implementing specific logical functions or steps in the
process. Alternate implementations are included within
the scope of the embodiments described herein in which
elements or functions may be deleted, executed out of
order from that shown or discussed, including substan-
tially concurrently or in reverse order, depending on the
functionality involved, as would be understood by those
skilled in the art.
[0110] It should be emphasized that many variations
and modifications may be made to the above-described
embodiments, the elements of which are to be under-
stood as being among other acceptable examples. All
such modifications and variations are intended to be in-
cluded herein within the scope of this disclosure. The
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the
invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter
how detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention
can be practiced in many ways. As is also stated above,
it should be noted that the use of particular terminology
when describing certain features or aspects of the inven-
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is
being re-defined herein to be restricted to including any
specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the
invention with which that terminology is associated. The
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in
accordance with the appended claims and any equiva-
lents thereof.

Claims

1. A method, performed by one or more processors,
the method comprising:

receiving a build request associated with per-
forming an external data processing task on a
first dataset, the first data set being stored in
memory associated with a data processing plat-

form to be performed at a system external to the
data processing platform;
generating a task identifier for the data process-
ing task; and
providing, in association with the task identifier,
a build request comprising an indication of the
first data set and the data processing task to an
agent associated with the external system, the
agent being arranged to cause performance of
the task at the external system, to receive a sec-
ond dataset resulting from performance of the
task, and to provide the second dataset and as-
sociated metadata indicative of the transforma-
tion to the data processing platform.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising:

receiving the second dataset and associated
metadata from the agent associated with the ex-
ternal system; and
storing the second dataset and associated
metadata in the data processing platform.

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2, further comprising
storing the task identifier for the build request in a
co-ordinator function that receives one or more build
queries from the external system, or a service asso-
ciated with the external system, for providing the
build request to the agent.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein the co-ordinator
function stores multiple task identifiers for multiple
other build requests for providing one or more build
requests to the agent.

5. The method of claim 3 or claim 4, wherein the co-
ordinator function removes task identifiers, or flags
task identifiers as used, responsive to receiving a
completion message from the agent, such that sub-
sequent build queries from the same external system
do not cause re-provision of the same datasets.

6. The method of any of claims 3 to 5, wherein the one
or more build queries are polling queries received
periodically from the external system, or a service
associated with the external system.

7. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing generating a token associated with the build re-
quest for enabling verification at the data processing
platform that the received second dataset corre-
sponds to the build request.

8. The method of any preceding claim, wherein the
metadata comprises one or more of: at least part of
the code used on the external system to perform the
data processing task; the version number of the code
used on the external system to perform the data
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processing task; the date the code was last updated;
and a hash of the code, and optionally transmitting
an update query to the external system, and respon-
sive thereto, receiving an indication of one or more
updates made to code used on the external system
to perform the data processing task.

9. The method of claim 8, further comprising, respon-
sive to receiving an indication of one or more updates
made to the code on the external system, flagging
the second dataset, and/or any other dataset gen-
erated as a result of performance of the data
processing task, as being out of date.

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising displaying
a prompt on a user interface indicating the second
and/or other datasets flagged as out of date.

11. The method of claim 9 or claim 10, further comprising
preventing further data processing tasks being per-
formed on the second and/or other datasets flagged
as out of date.

12. The method of any of claims 9 to 11, further com-
prising automatically generating a new build request
for performing the data processing task on the first
dataset for generating a new dataset to replace the
second and/or other datasets flagged as out of date,
wherein the external data processing task optionally
comprises one task of a data processing pipeline
comprising two or more tasks, and wherein the re-
ceived second dataset is provided as input to a fur-
ther task which performs a further data processing
task to generate a third dataset.

13. A method, performed by one or more processors,
the method comprising:

identifying, at a system external to a data
processing platform, a build request derived
from the data processing platform associated
with performing a data processing task on a first
dataset, the first dataset being stored in memory
associated with the data processing platform;
receiving, responsive to the identification, the
build request, including an identification of the
first dataset and the data processing task;
receiving the first data set from the data process-
ing platform;
causing performance of the data processing
task at the external system;
receiving a second dataset resulting from per-
formance of the task; and
sending the second dataset and associated
metadata indicative of the transformation to the
data processing platform.

14. A computer program, optionally stored on a non-tran-

sitory computer readable medium program which,
when executed by one or more processors of a data
processing apparatus, causes the data processing
apparatus to carry out a method according to any
preceding claim.

15. Apparatus configured to carry out a method accord-
ing to any of claims 1 to 13, the apparatus comprising
one or more processors or special-purpose comput-
ing hardware.
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(54) DETECTION OF VULNERABILITIES IN A COMPUTER NETWORK

(57) A method, apparatus, and computer program
are disclosed. The method may be performed by one or
more processors and may comprise receiving first data
representing an infrastructure of a computer network, the
first data comprising an indication of hosts which form at
least part of the computer network and one or more soft-
ware resources on respective hosts. The method may
also comprise receiving second data from a vulnerability
scanning software, the second data comprising an indi-
cation of one or more vulnerabilities detected in the one

or more software resources provided on at least some
of the hosts of the computer network. Using a combina-
tion of the first data and the second data, output data
may be generated representing a risk profile of the com-
puter network infrastructure, the output data indicating
one or more subsets of hosts, determined as being at
risk of being affected by the detected vulnerabilities by
virtue of the software resources they provide for output
on a user interface.
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Description

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0001] The present disclosure relates to methods and
systems for detection of vulnerabilities in a computer net-
work.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Organisations may provide a computer network
formed of multiple hosts running one or more software
resources. Hosts may communicate over the computer
network by means of any available wired or wireless com-
munication protocol, such as using the Internet Protocol
(IP) or any similar or related protocol. As will be appre-
ciated, vulnerabilities may exist at a given time in one or
more hosts by virtue of vulnerabilities in their software.
Vulnerability in this context is a weakness which can be
exploited by an attacker to perform unauthorized actions
within a computer system. An attack method may be
termed an exploit. For example, a computer virus may
exploit a vulnerability to affect the host or its software
resources, which can have serious impacts. Due to the
complex nature of many computer networks, and the di-
verse number and range of software resources they op-
erate, which may change over time, detecting and rem-
edying vulnerabilities and exploits can be burdensome
in terms of resource and time-management issues.
[0003] For example, a "host" as used herein may in-
clude any form of computer that belongs to a computer
network, and may include, but is not limited to, personal
computers, laptops, servers, mobile telephones, digital
assistants, routers, modems, bridges and domain con-
trollers. Hosts may, for example, be assigned a network
address.
[0004] For example, "Software" or "software resourc-
es" may comprise any program or other operating infor-
mation used by a host, stored on a host or run on a host.
Software may, for example, comprise operating systems,
applications, system or machine controlling code,
firmware, middleware, database controller applications
and so on. As an example, software may be stored in
one or more network databases and is capable of being
accessed by applications on hosts that share common
access to the network database. Database-related soft-
ware may for example be a data analysis application, a
data transformation application, a report generating ap-
plication, a machine learning process, a spreadsheet or
a database, or part of a spreadsheet or part of a database,
e.g., records.

SUMMARY

[0005] According to one embodiment, there is provided
a method, performed by one or more processors, the
method comprising: receiving first data representing an
infrastructure of a computer network, the first data com-

prising an indication of hosts which form at least part of
the computer network and one or more software resourc-
es on respective hosts; receiving second data from a
vulnerability scanning software, the second data com-
prising an indication of one or more vulnerabilities de-
tected in the one or more software resources provided
on at least some of the hosts of the computer network;
generating, using a combination of the first data and the
second data, output data representing a risk profile of
the computer network infrastructure, the output data in-
dicating one or more subsets of hosts, determined as
being at risk of being affected by the detected vulnera-
bilities by virtue of the software resources they provide
for output on a user interface.
[0006] In some examples, the method may further
comprise determining a number of downstream hosts
that take data from the one or more subsets of hosts and
indicating said number of downstream hosts in the output
data.
[0007] In certain examples, the method may further
comprise: determining one or more patches for remedy-
ing the detected vulnerabilities; and presenting the output
data on a user interface with an indication of the deter-
mined one or more patches on the user interface, the
one or more patches being deployable through the user
interface.
[0008] According to some examples, each of the one
or more subsets of hosts or vulnerabilities represented
by the output data may be arranged on a user interface
based on one or more prioritization rules, the perform-
ance of which is dependent on the infrastructure of the
computer network.
[0009] According to certain examples, the prioritization
rules may determine the arrangement based on how crit-
ical one of the subset of hosts is to the infrastructure of
the computer network.
[0010] In some examples, the first data may comprise
an indication of the type or role for each host, and wherein
how critical one of the subset of hosts is to the computer
network is determined based on their respective type or
role.
[0011] In certain examples, how critical one of the sub-
set of hosts is to the computer network may be deter-
mined based on the number of hosts that take data from
the at-risk hosts, those with a greater number of down-
stream hosts being arranged so as to indicate a higher
priority.
[0012] According to some examples, the method may
further comprise receiving third data indicative of users
or groups of users associated with particular hosts, and
wherein the output data further comprises a list of one or
more users associated with the subset of hosts and
wherein how critical one of the subset of hosts is to the
computer network is based on the role of the users, or
groups of users, associated with said subset of hosts.
[0013] According to certain examples, the method may
further comprise receiving third data indicative of users
or groups of users associated with particular hosts, and
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wherein the output data further comprises a list of one or
more users associated with the one or more subsets of
hosts and wherein how critical one of the subset of hosts
is to the computer network is based on the number of
users associated with said subset of hosts.
[0014] In some examples, the method may further
comprise determining a patch deployment strategy
based on one or more prioritization rules, the perform-
ance of which is dependent on the infrastructure of the
computer network, the prioritization rules determining an
order of one or more patches to deploy to remedy the
detected vulnerabilities.
[0015] In certain examples, the deployment strategy
may determine the least number of patches required to
remedy the detected vulnerabilities.
[0016] According to some examples, the prioritization
rules may identify a number N of most-critical vulnerabil-
ities and the deployment strategy determines the least
number of patches required to remedy all of the most-
critical vulnerabilities.
[0017] According to certain examples, the method may
further comprise deploying patches using the determined
patch deployment strategy.
[0018] In some examples, the method may further
comprise automatically generating an electronic report
representing the patch deployment strategy for electronic
transmission to a remote organization with an indication
of the determined patch deployment strategy.
[0019] In certain examples, the electronic report may
comprise one or more embedded links for user-selection
to deploy the patches.
[0020] According to some examples, the method may
further comprise automatically requesting deployment of
the patches according to the patch deployment strategy.
[0021] According to certain examples, the method may
further comprise using the first data and the second data
to automatically infer one or more vulnerabilities on one
or more hosts of the computer network infrastructure
which, in a previous scanning iteration, were not scanned
by the vulnerability scanning software, the inferring com-
prising identifying from the first data and the second data
a detected vulnerability in a particular software resource
and using the first data to identify non-scanned hosts
providing the particular software resource, said inferred
one or more hosts being indicated in the output data.
[0022] According to certain embodiments, there is pro-
vided a computer program, optionally stored on a non-
transitory computer readable medium program which,
when executed by one or more processors of a data
processing apparatus, causes the data processing ap-
paratus to carry out a method according to any preceding
description.
[0023] According to another aspect, there is provided
an apparatus configured to carry out a method according
to any preceding method description, the apparatus com-
prising one or more processors or special-purpose com-
puting hardware.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024] Example embodiments will now be described
by way of non-limiting example with reference to the ac-
companying drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic view of a computer network
comprising a plurality of organisational computer
networks and a vulnerability management system
according to some embodiments;
FIG. 2 is a schematic view of another computer net-
work comprising a data processing platform for ac-
cess by multiple clients and a vulnerability manage-
ment system according to certain embodiments;
FIG. 3 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer
system upon which an embodiment may be imple-
mented according to some embodiments;
FIG. 4 is a block diagram showing functional com-
ponents of a vulnerability management system ac-
cording to certain embodiments, in relation to an or-
ganisational computer network;
FIG. 5 is a flow diagram showing processing opera-
tions that may be performed by the vulnerability man-
agement system according to some embodiments;
FIGS. 6A - 6D are schematic diagrams of part of a
computer network comprising multiple hosts having
software, illustrating example prioritization strate-
gies, according to certain embodiments;
FIG. 7 is a schematic view of an organisational com-
puter network for understanding how the vulnerabil-
ity management system may identify and remedy
blind spot vulnerabilities according to some embod-
iments.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN EMBODI-
MENTS

[0025] Reference will now be made in detail to specific
example embodiments for carrying out the subject matter
of the present disclosure. In the following description,
specific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough
understanding of the subject matter. It shall be appreci-
ated that embodiments may be practiced without some
or all of these specific details.
[0026] Example embodiments relate to the detection
of vulnerabilities in a computer network. Example em-
bodiments may relate to the centralised management
and detection of vulnerabilities for one or more organi-
sations operating respective organisational computer
network infrastructures. The centralised management
may be for multiple independent organisation computer
network infrastructures. Each organisation may have a
different infrastructure having different characteristics
and requirements in terms of security and remedying vul-
nerabilities.
[0027] In some embodiments, a computer network in-
frastructure generally comprises a mixture of hosts and
software resources associated with a common organisa-
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tion or entity, and may therefore have a common network
domain or a plurality of related network domains, such
as different territorial intranets belonging to the same par-
ent organisation. For example, the term "infrastructure"
may also refer to characteristics of the computer network,
such as the type of interconnections, number of users,
type of users, number and type of computers etc.
[0028] Example embodiments may also relate to pro-
viding a holistic view of an organization’s computer net-
work in terms of detected vulnerabilities, to permit risks
to be notified and visualized, where in the network’s in-
frastructure the vulnerabilities sit, and related information
such as a patch deployment strategy, a possible area
visualization and/or "blast zone" of affected hosts affect-
ed or likely to be affected.
[0029] In some examples, collectively, "computer re-
sources" as used herein may refer to hosts and/or soft-
ware resources stored or run by one or more hosts.
[0030] In certain examples, a "host" as used herein
may include any form of computer that belongs to a com-
puter network, and may include, but is not limited to, per-
sonal computers, laptops, servers, mobile telephones,
digital assistants, routers, modems, bridges and domain
controllers. For example, hosts may be assigned a net-
work address.
[0031] According to some examples, "Software" or
"software resources" may comprise any program or other
operating information used by a host, stored on a host
and/or executed on a host. Software may comprise op-
erating systems, applications, system or machine con-
trolling code, firmware, middleware, database controller
applications and so on. Database-related software may
for example be a data analysis application, a data trans-
formation application, a report generating application, a
machine learning process, a spreadsheet or a database,
or part of a spreadsheet or part of a database, e.g.,
records. Software may be stored on tangible, non-volatile
media, as will be mentioned later on.
[0032] According to certain examples, organisations
are vulnerable to cyber-attacks which can affect compu-
ter resources. This can also have serious repercussions
for computer resources and has the potential to seriously
affect an organisation’s operations. For example, if com-
puter resources are associated with controlling a physical
system, such as a machine or control mechanism of an
industrial plant (e.g., an oil refinery), then proper opera-
tion of the machine or control mechanism may be hin-
dered or a shut-down, at least partially, may be required.
Organisations may employ their own dedicated system
support staff to run vulnerability scanning software and
to manually patch vulnerabilities as and when identified.
This may require significant resources in terms of both
people and time, particularly in medium and larger or-
ganisations. Further, there may be blind-spots within an
organisation’s computing infrastructure where vulnera-
bility scanners cannot reach. This may be due to access
restrictions on certain computer resources that prevent
the scanning software from scanning these entities. This

may also be due to certain computer resources, e.g.,
mobile hosts, not being connected to the network at the
time the scan is performed.
[0033] In some examples, a vulnerability is a weakness
in a computer resource, for example within software,
which can be exploited by an attacker to perform unau-
thorized actions within a computer system. An attack
method may be termed an exploit.
[0034] Embodiments herein provide systems and
methods providing first data representing an infrastruc-
ture of a computer network, the first data comprising an
indication of hosts which form at least part of the com-
puter network and one or more software resources pro-
vided on respective hosts.
[0035] Embodiments may also involve receiving sec-
ond data from vulnerability scanning software, the sec-
ond data comprising an indication of one or more vulner-
abilities detected in one or more of software resources
provided on at least some of the hosts of the computer
network.
[0036] Embodiments may also involve generating, us-
ing a combination of the first and second data, output
data representing a risk profile of the computer network
infrastructure, the output data indicating at least a subset
of hosts at risk of being affected by the detected vulner-
abilities by virtue of the software resources they provide.
[0037] Embodiments may also involve providing the
output data on a user interface. For example, the output
data may be provided through a web-page or through a
dedicated graphical user interface (GUI) that can be
viewed and/or interacted with. For example, an interac-
tive GUI may enable different views of an organization’s
computer network infrastructure and the effect of vulner-
abilities to give a snapshot, holistic view of vulnerabilities
that exist. Different vulnerabilities or groups of vulnera-
bilities may be selected to ’drill down’ and see more de-
tailed information about the selected vulnerability and/or
the affected host(s).
[0038] Embodiments may also involve using prioritisa-
tion logic to determine how the output data is displayed
and/or arranged on the user interface, e.g., in terms of
what vulnerabilities should be given more prominence or
selected over other vulnerabilities in a limited display ar-
ea. For example, parts of the infrastructure affected by
vulnerabilities, determined to be more critical than other
parts, may be given more prominence and/or displayed
in favour of less-critical parts of the infrastructure. This
prioritization, based on criticality, may be qualitative
and/or quantitative. For example, a single vulnerability
detected in software of a host that serves a large number
of users and/or provides data to a large number of down-
stream hosts may be determined to be more critical than
multiple vulnerabilities detected at a host that serves very
few others hosts or users. For example, the role provided
by an affected host may determine how critical it is. If the
host controls a critical process, e.g., an industrial system,
then it may be determined more critical than a host that
serves, e.g., an administrative function of the organiza-
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tion.
[0039] In some examples, the prioritisation logic may
also dictate or influence a patch deployment strategy. In
this respect, it will be appreciated that a patch comprises
code, e.g., a script and/or program, that is designed to
fix and/or mitigate a vulnerability. For example, if a par-
ticular version of an operating system or application is
found to have a vulnerability, then a patch might comprise
a relatively simple script to remove the vulnerability or
the patch might even comprise a newer version of the
software. Patches may comprise fixes to multiple vulner-
abilities in one file or a batch of files, downloaded togeth-
er.
[0040] In certain examples, a patch deployment strat-
egy in example embodiments is a prioritization of which
patches to deploy to achieve some desired result in terms
of remediation efficiency. For example, based on the par-
ticular infrastructure of an organization, which may be
significantly different from another organisation, deploy-
ing a particular order of patches may remove or mitigate
all or most critical vulnerabilities more quickly or efficient-
ly, e.g., using fewer downloads from the patch provider.
This strategy may be different for other organizations due
to their respective infrastructures.
[0041] According to some examples, as will be appre-
ciated, vulnerability scanning software may be off-the-
shelf, commercially available software, of which there are
many available types. For example, the vulnerability
scanning software may be NESSUS (RTM) which func-
tions to scan hosts and the software provided on each
host to generate output data, typically in the form of a list
of detected vulnerabilities which may be provided in var-
ious formats such as plain text, XML and HTML. The
particular vulnerability scanning software may obtain de-
tails about known vulnerabilities from external sources.
[0042] In some embodiments herein, the first data rep-
resenting the infrastructure of an organization’s compu-
ter network may comprise data from one or more sources,
for example, including a systems management and/or
configuration manager application provided on one or
more hosts of the computer network. For example, a serv-
er of the computer network may run a system manage-
ment application such as the Microsoft System Center
Configuration Manager (SCCM), also known as Config-
Mgr. A systems management application such as SCCM
provides many different types of information that can be
used to build, for example, a data representation "picture"
of a network infrastructure, such as an inventory of hard-
ware on the network, server availability, software inven-
tory, storage management, etc. From this, a data repre-
sentation of all hosts, what software they are running,
and other information that may be been defined by an
administrator of the network (e.g., the role of the host
computer, what function it performs, which department
it resides in, what hosts it is connected to, its system
address/domain etc.) may be built.
[0043] In certain embodiments herein, the first data
may also comprise further information such as data rep-

resenting users within the organization using one or more
of said hosts. For example, data from Microsoft Active
Directory (AD) may be received; AD providing a directory
service for users, enabling visibility as to which users
currently and historically have logged onto various hosts,
have used various software resources on those hosts,
and/or have performed various operations and functions.
[0044] In some embodiments,, by ingesting data from
various sources, including first data which represents at
least the configuration of hosts and software of an organ-
ization’s computer network, e.g. using SCCM, and pos-
sibly augmented with user data from an application such
as AD, and combining with the output generated by a
vulnerability scanning software such as NESSUS for that
network, an organization-specific set of output data may
be generated representing the risk profile of that organ-
ization at a particular time. Based on this, the above-
mentioned prioritizations may be performed, including for
example, patch deployment scheduling.
[0045] FIG. 1 is a network diagram depicting a network
system 10 which includes a vulnerability management
system (VMS) 12 according to some embodiments. The
VMS 12 may be a service provided remotely from a first
customer network 20 and a second customer network 40
which are networks belonging to different, unrelated cus-
tomers that utilize the service of the VMS. Communica-
tion between the VMS 12 and the customer networks 20,
40 is through a data network 14 which can be any type
of network, e.g., the Internet.
[0046] In some examples, as will be seen from FIG. 1,
the first customer network 20 has a different infrastruc-
ture than that of the second customer network 40. More
particularly, the first customer network 20 comprises an
extranet server 21, an internal network (e.g., represent-
ing an intranet 22) which connects with one or more PCs
23, one or more process controllers 24, one or more ap-
plication servers 25 and one or more mobile terminals
26 such as mobile telephones, laptops etc. The second
customer network 40 may comprise an extranet server
41, one or more domain controllers 42, one or more PCs
43 and one or more mobile terminals 44 such as mobile
telephones, laptops etc.
[0047] In certain examples, it will be appreciated that
the first and second customer networks 20, 40 are sim-
plified and may be much larger and significantly more
complex. For example, each customer network 20, 40
has a different respective infrastructure which can be rep-
resented using data from, e.g., the SCCM and/or AD da-
ta, from one of the systems within those customer net-
works. This permits tailoring of the risk profiles and de-
ployment strategies that may be advised for each.
[0048] FIG. 2 is a network diagram depicting another
network system 100 comprising a data processing plat-
form 102 in communication with a VMS 120 according
to certain embodiments, and also a network-based per-
missioning system 104 configured for evaluating access
permissions for data resources to which the group of ap-
plication servers 106-108 share common access. Con-
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sistent with some embodiments, the network system 100
may employ a client-server architecture, though the
present inventive subject matter is, of course, not limited
to such an architecture, and could equally well find ap-
plication in an event-driven, distributed, or peer-to-peer
architecture system, for example. Moreover, it shall be
appreciated that although the various functional compo-
nents of the network system 100 are discussed in the
singular sense, multiple instances of one or more of the
various functional components may be employed.
[0049] In some examples, the data processing plat-
form 102 includes a group of servers - specifically, serv-
ers 106-108, which host network applications 109-111,
respectively. The network applications 109-111 hosted
by the data processing platform 102 may collectively
compose an application suite that provides users of the
network system 100 with a set of related, although inde-
pendent, functionalities that are accessible by a common
interface. For example, the network applications 109-111
may compose a suite of software application tools that
can be used to analyse data to develop various insights
about the data, and visualize various metrics associated
with the data. To further this example, the network appli-
cation 109 may be used to analyse data to develop par-
ticular metrics with respect to information included there-
in, while the network application 110 may be used to
render graphical representations of such metrics. It shall
be appreciated that although FIG. 2 illustrates the data
processing platform 102 as including a particular number
of servers, the subject matter disclosed herein is not lim-
ited to any particular number of servers and in other em-
bodiments, fewer or additional servers and applications
may be included.
[0050] In certain examples, each of the servers
106-108 are in communication with the network-based
permissioning system 104 and VMS 120 over a network
112 (e.g. the Internet or an intranet). Each of the servers
106-108 are further shown to be in communication with
a database server 114 that facilitates access to a re-
source database 116 over the network 112, though in
other embodiments, the servers 106-108 may access the
resource database 116 directly, without the need for a
database server 114. The resource database 116 stores
data resources that may be used by any one of the ap-
plications 109-111 hosted by the data processing plat-
form 102.
[0051] According to some examples, the VMS 120 is
configured to operate similarly to the VMS 12 described
with reference to FIG. 1.
[0052] According to certain examples, within an estab-
lished login or access session, to access data resources
from the resource database 116, the servers 106-108
transmit access requests via the network 112 to the net-
work-based permissioning system 104. An access re-
quest includes a data resource identifier and a user iden-
tifier corresponding to a user (also referred to herein as,
e.g., a "requesting user") who may be utilizing one of the
applications 109-111 to access to the data resource (also

referred to herein as, e.g., a "requesting application").
The network-based permissioning system 104 may in-
clude an application programming interface (API) or other
machine interface to receive such access requests from
the server 106-108 hosting the requesting application
109-111.
[0053] In some examples, upon receiving an access
request for a particular data resource, the network-based
permissioning system 104 accesses a separately stored
policy object associated with the particular data resource.
Policy objects are stored in a database of the network-
based permissioning system 104, which is maintained
independently of the resource database 116.
[0054] In certain examples, a policy object is a data
structure that includes an identifier (e.g., a globally
unique resource identifier) of the data resource to which
it is associated, one or more identifiers of a parent data
resource from which the data resource depends (referred
to as, e.g., a "parent identifier"), and policy information
that includes dependent resource identifiers. The policy
information also includes one or more statements that
specify operations the user is or is not authorized to per-
form with respect to the data resource based on satis-
faction of one or more conditions. Authorized operations
may be globally applicable to the network system 100,
and/or may be specific to any one of the network appli-
cations 109-111.
[0055] According to some examples, the network-
based permissioning system 104 uses the policy infor-
mation in the corresponding policy object to determine
the user’s access permissions with respect to the data
resource. Once the network-based permissioning sys-
tem 104 determines the user’s access permission with
respect to the data resource, the network-based permis-
sioning system 104 communicates a response to the ac-
cess request to the requesting application. More specif-
ically, the network-based permissioning system 104
communicates one or more data packets (e.g., computer-
readable information) to the server hosting the requesting
application as a response to the access request. The
response to the access request includes the identified
requesting user’s access permissions with respect to the
data resource. The requesting user’s access permis-
sions may include one or more authorized operations the
user may perform on the data resource.
[0056] According to certain examples, the network-
based permissioning system 104 serves as a centralized
permissioning system for the data processing platform
102 to evaluate access permissions of users of the net-
work system 100 with respect to data resource stored in
the resource database 116. In this way, the network-
based permissioning system 104 obviates the need for
the network applications 109 - 111 to have distinct, ded-
icated permissioning systems. As a result, the network
applications 109-111 can operate and function independ-
ently from one another while maintaining consistency
with respect to the user’s access permissions of shared
data resources.
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[0057] In some examples, as shown, the network sys-
tem 100 also includes a client device 118 in communi-
cation with the data processing platform 102 and the net-
work-based permissioning system 104 over the network
112. The client device 118 communicates and exchang-
es data with the data processing platform 102.
[0058] In certain examples, the client device 118 may
be any of a variety of types of devices that include at least
a display, a processor, and/or communication capabili-
ties that provide access to the network 112 (e.g., a smart
phone, a tablet computer, a personal digital assistant
(PDA), a personal navigation device (PND), a handheld
computer, a desktop computer, a laptop or netbook,
and/or a wearable computing device), and may be oper-
ated by a user (e.g., a person) to exchange data with
other components of the network system 100 that per-
tains to various functions and aspects associated with
the network system 100 and its users. The data ex-
changed between the client device 118 and the data
processing platform 102 involve user-selected functions
available through one or more user interfaces (UIs). The
UIs may be specifically associated with a web client (e.g.,
a browser) and/or an application executing on the client
device 118 that is in communication with the data
processing platform 102. For example, the network-
based permissioning system 104 provides user interfac-
es to a user of the client device 118 (e.g., by communi-
cating a set of computer-readable instructions to the cli-
ent device 118 that cause the client device 118 to display
the user interfaces) that allow the user to register policies
associated with data resources stored in the resource
database 116.
[0059] According to some embodiments, referring to
FIG. 3, a block diagram of an exemplary computer system
137, which may comprise the data processing platform
102, one or more of the servers 106-108, the database
server 114, the VMS 12, 120 and/or the network-based
permissioning system 104, consistent with examples of
the present specification is shown.
[0060] In some examples, the computer system 137
includes a bus 138, other communication mechanism for
communicating information, and/or a hardware proces-
sor 139 coupled with the bus 138 for processing infor-
mation. Hardware processor 139 can be, for example, a
general purpose microprocessor. Hardware processor
139 comprises electrical circuitry.
[0061] In certain examples, the computer system 137
includes a main memory 140, such as a random access
memory (RAM) or other dynamic storage device, which
is coupled to the bus 138 for storing information and in-
structions to be executed by processor 139. The main
memory 140 can also be used for storing temporary var-
iables or other intermediate information during the exe-
cution of instructions by the processor 139. Such instruc-
tions, when stored in non-transitory storage media ac-
cessible to the processor 139, render the computer sys-
tem 137 into a special-purpose machine that is custom-
ized to perform the operations specified in the instruc-

tions.
[0062] According to some examples, the computer
system 137 further includes a read only memory (ROM)
141 or other static storage device coupled to the bus 138
for storing static information and instructions for the proc-
essor 139. A storage device 142, such as a magnetic
disk or optical disk, is provided and coupled to the bus
138 for storing information and instructions.
[0063] According to certain examples, the computer
system 137 can be coupled via the bus 138 to a display
143, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), liquid crystal
display, or touch screen, for displaying information to a
user. An input device 144, including alphanumeric and/or
other keys, is coupled to the bus 138 for communicating
information and command selections to the processor
139. Another type of user input device is the cursor con-
trol 145, for example, using a mouse, a trackball, or cursor
direction keys for communicating direction information
and command selections to the processor 139 and for
controlling cursor movement on the display 143. The in-
put device, for example, has two degrees of freedom in
two axes, a first axis (for example, x) and a second axis
(for example, y), that allows the device to specify posi-
tions in a plane.
[0064] In some examples, the computer system 137
can implement the techniques described herein using
customized hard-wired logic, one or more ASICs or FP-
GAs, firmware and/or program logic which in combination
with the computer system causes or programs the com-
puter system 137 to be a special-purpose machine. Ac-
cording to some embodiments, the operations, function-
alities, and techniques disclosed herein are performed
by the computer system 137 in response to the processor
139 executing one or more sequences of one or more
instructions contained in the main memory 140. Such
instructions can be read into the main memory 140 from
another storage medium, such as the storage device 142.
Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in
the main memory 140 causes the processor 139 to per-
form the process steps described herein. In some em-
bodiments, hard-wired circuitry can be used in place of
and/or in combination with software instructions.
[0065] In certain examples, the term "storage media"
as used herein refers to any non-transitory media that
stores data and/or instructions that cause a machine to
operate in a specific fashion. For example, such storage
media can comprise non-volatile media and/or volatile
media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical
or magnetic disks, such as storage device 142. Volatile
media includes dynamic memory, such as main memory
140. Common forms of storage media include, for exam-
ple, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, a solid state
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage me-
dium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM,
a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any
other memory chip or cartridge.
[0066] According to some examples, storage media is
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distinct from, but can be used in conjunction with, trans-
mission media. Transmission media participates in trans-
ferring information between storage media. For example,
transmission media includes coaxial cables, copper wire
and fibre optics, including the wires that comprise the
bus 138. Transmission media can also take the form of
acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during
radio-wave and/or infra-red data communications.
[0067] According to certain examples, various forms
of media can be involved in carrying one or more se-
quences of one or more instructions to the processor 139
for execution. For example, the instructions can initially
be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a
remote computer. The remote computer can load the in-
structions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc-
tions over a telephone line or other transmission medium
using a modem. A modem local to the computer system
137 can receive the data on the telephone line or other
transmission medium and use an infra-red transmitter to
convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-red de-
tector can receive the data carried in the infra-red signal
and appropriate circuitry can place the data on the bus
138. The bus 138 carries the data to the main memory
140, from which the processor 139 retrieves and exe-
cutes the instructions. The instructions received by the
main memory 140 can optionally be stored on the storage
device 142 either before and/or after execution by the
processor 139.
[0068] In some examples, the computer system 137
also includes a communication interface 146 coupled to
the bus 138. The communication interface 146 provides
a two-way data communication coupling to a network link
147 that is connected to a local network 148. For exam-
ple, the communication interface 146 can be an integrat-
ed services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem,
satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data commu-
nication connection to a corresponding type of telephone
line. As an example, the communication interface 146
can be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a data
communication connection to a compatible LAN. Wire-
less links can also be implemented. For example, in any
such implementation, the communication interface 146
sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic or optical
signals that carry digital data streams representing var-
ious types of information.
[0069] In certain examples, the network link 147 typi-
cally provides data communication through one or more
networks to other data devices. For example, the network
link 147 can provide a connection through the local net-
work 148 to a host computer 149 or to data equipment
operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 150. The
ISP 150 in turn provides data communication services
through the world wide packet data communication net-
work now commonly referred to as, e.g., the "Internet"
151. The local network 148 and the internet 151 both use
electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry
digital data streams. The signals through the various net-
works and the signals on the network link 147 and through

the communication interface 146, which carry the digital
data to and from the computer system 137, are example
forms of transmission media.
[0070] According to some examples, the computer
system 137 can send messages and receive data, in-
cluding program code, through the network(s), network
link 147 and communication interface 146. For example,
a first application server 106 may transmit data through
the local network 148 to a different application server
107, 108.
[0071] According to certain embodiments, referring to
FIG. 4, a more detailed view of the VMS 12 (or alterna-
tively the VMS 120 shown in FIG. 2) is shown, and com-
prises a number of functional modules and/or systems.
The VMS 12 is shown by way of example in relation to
the first customer network 20 shown in FIG. 1. The VMS
12 comprises a vulnerability scanning system 200, which
may be NESSUS and/or any other known vulnerability
scanning system. The vulnerability scanning system may
be in network communication with an external centralised
database of current vulnerabilities which gets periodically
updated. The VMS 12 also comprises an integration sys-
tem 202 which is a service or process that ingests net-
work configuration data 210 particular to the first custom-
er network 20, for example data comprising one or more
of SCCM data, AD data and/or other data from which a
data representation of the first customer network 20 can
be built in terms of at least hosts and software on the
respective hosts (including version numbers), and pos-
sible including details of any existing patches and their
current version/status, interconnections between hosts,
the role of said hosts, users that are, or have, logged
onto the various hosts and the software and operations
they have performed etc.
[0072] In some examples, the integration system 202
also ingests the data resulting from the vulnerability scan-
ning system 200 in relation to said network infrastructure
of the first customer network 20 and hence builds a set
of output data representing which hosts, by virtue of at
least the software they run, are vulnerable. The output
data may represent a list of all hosts and the vulnerabil-
ities present on each, and may be provided in list-form
and/or as a graphical map more akin to the topological
view of the network shown FIG. 4.
[0073] In certain examples, a risk profile system 204
is also provided for generating from the output data an
overall risk profile of the first customer network 20. The
risk profile system 204 is configured to take the output
data from the integration system 202 as input, and to
provide an intuitive user interface, e.g., an interactive
GUI, which may show the output data arranged in a par-
ticular way. For example, the output data may comprise
only a subset of the output data, and/or may comprise a
scrollable/navigable graphical representation of the out-
put data. This permits a potentially large amount of data
to be displayed on screens with limited display size. The
output data may comprise a graphical map, again scrol-
lable/navigable. The risk profile system 204 may provide
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a more holistic view of the first customer network 20 and
the risks detected on the hosts of the network by virtue
of its infrastructure and the results of the vulnerability
scan. For example, the risk profile system 204 may ar-
range the vulnerabilities based on certain prioritization
rules 212 for prioritizing both the arrangement of risk no-
tifications on the GUI and/or for prioritizing how patches
are to be deployed.
[0074] According to some examples, a reporting sys-
tem 206 is also provided for generating reports for send-
ing to administrators of the first customer network 20. In
this respect, the first customer network 20 may have its
own team of computer engineers and/or administrators
responsible for network security, and makes use of the
VMS 12 as an external service to provide periodic and/or
ad-hoc reports as to risks as and when they are detected.
The reporting system 206 may generate said reports,
which may comprise a list of vulnerabilities and affected
hosts in a particular order and/or arrangement in order
to provide recommended patching strategies. The re-
ports may be sent in an email directly to a dedicated email
address associated with the administrator. The report or
email may provide a link to the GUI, opening of which
may present the GUI for the first customer network 20,
providing the list of vulnerabilities and/or a list of hosts
at risk. For each vulnerability or host, the administrator
may drill-down to see further information, for example
the specific details of the vulnerability, when it was de-
tected, what users are affected, or could be affected,
and/or any patches available to remedy the vulnerability.
Links may be embedded in the report to enable users to
deploy the patches. The GUI may also indicate the po-
tential effect of the vulnerability on other hosts, e.g., those
which take data from the affected host or hosts. For ex-
ample, a so-called "blast zone" depicting and/or repre-
senting the area of the network infrastructure that is at
risk may be shown. The reporting system may also base
the arrangement of its reports on the prioritization rules
212 so as to highlight more prominently those vulnera-
bilities and/or affected hosts deemed more critical to the
particular infrastructure of the first customer network 20.
[0075] According to certain examples, a patch deploy-
ment system 208 is also provided for deploying patches
for remedying one or more identified vulnerabilities. The
patches may be obtained from an external system and
stored at the VMS 12 in a database 214. Alternatively,
the patch deployment system 208 may provide links to
external systems providing said patches, rather than pro-
viding them locally. The prioritization rules 212 may sim-
ilarly provide a patch deployment strategy that deter-
mines the order in which patches are deployed, which
may be based on various factors including the particular
configuration of the first customer network 20.
[0076] In some embodiments, patches may be de-
ployed automatically, rather than requiring manual de-
ployment. That is, based on the risk profile generated by
ingestion of the first and second data (respectively the
network configuration data and the vulnerability scanning

results), the patch deployment system 208 may generate
a patch deployment strategy according to the prioritiza-
tion rules 212 and automatically deploy the patches with-
out user interaction.
[0077] FIG. 5 is a flow diagram indicating processing
operations performed by one or more processors of an
appropriate computing system, for example using the
system shown in FIG. 3, according to some embodi-
ments. The processing operations are those that may be
performed by the VMS 12 or the VMS 120 shown in FIGS.
1 and 2 respectively, in accordance with example em-
bodiments.
[0078] In some examples, a first operation 501 may
comprise providing first data representing the infrastruc-
ture of a computer network. The first data may be re-
ceived from the computer network, for example from an
administrative server and/or domain controller of the
computer. As mentioned, the first data may comprise da-
ta from SCCM and/or AD or any similar system manage-
ment software which provides at least a host and system
inventory for the computer network.
[0079] In certain examples, a second operation 502,
which may happen subsequent to, at the same time as,
or even prior to, the first operation 501, may comprise
receiving second data from a vulnerability scanning soft-
ware indicating one or more vulnerabilities detected on
software resources on hosts of the computer network.
As mentioned, the second data may comprise data out-
put by software such as NESSUS.
[0080] According to some examples, a third operation
503 may comprise generating output data, using the first
and second data, representing the risk profile of the par-
ticular computer network.
[0081] According to certain examples, a fourth opera-
tion 504, which is optional, may comprise a prioritization
based on predetermined rules and may relate to prioriti-
zation logic for arrangement of hosts and/or vulnerabili-
ties represented in the output data on a user interface.
The prioritization may determine which vulnerabilities
and/or hosts, for example, are displayed more prominent-
ly on the user interface. Prominence may refer to, e.g.,
how high up a list the vulnerability or host is presented
and/or its presentation in a particularly vivid style or col-
our. For example, more critical vulnerabilities may be
shown at the top of the list and/or in red. Less critical
vulnerabilities may be shown lower down and/or in a
green colour. Other colours may be used to shown me-
dium-priority vulnerabilities. An ontology may be provid-
ed for giving a more human-readable form of the output
data on the user interface, for example a topological map
showing the computer network and those computer re-
sources affected and not-affected. The ontology may al-
so indicate downstream effects of the vulnerable ma-
chines, i.e., what other computer resources are vulner-
able due to a weakness in the upstream machine. Each
organisation may have a respective ontology defining
how the output data is to be shown on the user interface
for that organisation. The output data may therefore be
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considered agnostic in the sense that what is displayed
is based on the ontology rather than the output data in
its raw form. The output data is transformed based on
the ontology to provide the appropriate output for the par-
ticular organisation. For example, some organisations
may wish to see a topological map of their computer net-
work, with affected computers shown in a different colour,
or shaded, or flashing, whereas other organisations may
wish to see a prioritized list. The user interface may give
the option to switch between different forms of user in-
terface, e.g., between map and list.
[0082] In some examples, a fifth operation 505, also
optional, may comprise generating an administrator re-
port, which may comprise a prioritized list of the vulner-
abilities based on prioritization rules. The order of vul-
nerabilities may be the same as is presented on the user
interface following the previous operation 504.
[0083] In certain examples, a fifth operation 506, also
optional, may comprise deploying patches. The patch
deployment may be automatic or manual. The patch de-
ployment may be based on a deployment strategy which
may be based on prioritization rules. The order of patch
deployment may be the same as is presented on the user
interface following the previous operations, 504 and/or
505, if performed.
[0084] In some embodiments, some operations may
be removed, re-ordered and/or replaced. The numbering
of operations is not necessarily indicative of the order of
processing.
[0085] In some examples, the prioritization rules 212
indicated in FIG. 4 provide for efficient presentation
and/or deployment of vulnerabilities and how to patch
them. Due to the risk profile being specific to the particular
configuration of the computer network, based on a com-
bination of first and second data, different networks may
have different infrastructures and policies for avoiding or
mitigating against security issues and/or system fails as
a result of attacks. Accordingly, a predefined set of pri-
oritization rules 212 may be provided that permit efficient
notification and/or deployment. In some embodiments,
the prioritization rules are provided such that their per-
formance is dependent on the particular computer net-
work infrastructure. In some embodiments, the prioritiza-
tion rules may determine an order based on criticality,
i.e., how critical an affected host is or even how critical
a user or group of users associated with an effected host
is or are. In this example, the network infrastructure is
considered all features and characteristics received in
the first data, including one or more of hosts, software
on hosts, the role or purpose of the hosts and/or software,
where the hosts sit in the network, e.g., under what sub-
domains, what the role of users associated with those
hosts are, how many hosts receive data from upstream
hosts, how many users are associated with a particular
host, the version of software on hosts, the version of op-
erating systems on hosts, log data associated with hosts,
websites visited by hosts, current patch statuses or ver-
sions on hosts, the last time a host or its software was

scanned and so on.
[0086] For example, one set of prioritization rules may
prioritize presentation and/or patch deployment based
on the number of downstream hosts or services of an
affected host. FIG. 6A shows part of a network infrastruc-
ture, represented by the first data, comprising two hosts
601, 602, the first having one software vulnerability (in-
dicated by the shaded box) and the second having two
software vulnerabilities according to some embodiments.
For example, the software vulnerability may be an out-
of-date version of the software, for which a patch is avail-
able. The prioritization rules 212 may determine that the
greater the number of downstream services or hosts that
take data from an affected host indicates a more critical
computer requiring patching. Accordingly, the first host
601 may be displayed and/or patched in favour of the
second host 602. Note that a different network with a
different infrastructure may produce a different result.
[0087] For example, another set of prioritization rules
may prioritize presentation and/or patch deployment
based on the type or role of an affected host. For example,
with reference to FIG. 6B, the first data may indicate that
the second host 602 is associated with control of a critical
industrial system or machine 604, whereas the first host
601 is perhaps associated with some administration func-
tion, e.g., a human resources part of the network domain.
The prioritization rules may determine therefore that, de-
spite the first host 601 having a greater number of down-
stream services or hosts, as in the FIG. 6A case, the
second host 602 takes precedence because of its role in
the context of the particular network. Accordingly, the
second host 602 may be displayed and/or patched in
favour of the first host 601. Note that a different network
with a different infrastructure may produce a different re-
sult. Other examples of critical hosts include domain con-
trollers, application servers and so on. Examples of non-
critical hosts may comprise ordinary PCs and/or mobile
terminals.
[0088] For example, another set of prioritization rules
may prioritize presentation and/or patch deployment
based on the type or role of users of an affected host.
For example, with reference to FIG. 6C, the first data may
indicate that the second host 602 is associated with users
including the managing director of the organization, or a
group of users relatively high up in the management
chain, whereas the first host 601 is perhaps associated
with a human resources part of the network domain. The
prioritization rules may determine therefore that, despite
the first host 601 having a greater number of downstream
services or hosts, as in the FIG. 6A case, the second
host 602 takes precedence because of the role of its us-
ers in the context of the particular network. Accordingly,
the second host 602 may be displayed and/or patched
in favour of the first host 601. Note that a different network
with a different infrastructure may produce a different re-
sult.
[0089] For example, another set of prioritization rules
may prioritize presentation and/or patch deployment
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based on the number of users. For example, with refer-
ence to FIG. 6D, the first data may indicate that the sec-
ond host 602 is associated with more users than the first
host 601, despite the larger number of vulnerabilities as-
sociated with the first host 602 and its associated domain.
The prioritization rules may determine therefore that, de-
spite the first host 601 domain having a greater number
of downstream services or hosts or vulnerabilities, the
second host 602 takes precedence because of the
number of users. Accordingly, the second host 602 may
be displayed and/or patched in favour of the first host
601. Note that a different network with a different infra-
structure may produce a different result.
[0090] In some examples, the above prioritization rules
may be combined or modified. Users may tailor the rules
based on their own preferences and may switch between
different sets of rules via the user interface based on
current requirements.
[0091] In certain examples, the prioritization rules en-
able administrators or users associated with particular
networks to tailor how hosts and/or detected vulnerabil-
ities are presented or arranged on the user interface
and/or to determine how patches are to be deployed.
[0092] In some embodiments, for example, an efficient
patch deployment strategy may be determined based on
the least number of patches to deploy to remedy the most
number of vulnerabilities.
[0093] For example, the prioritization rules may identify
the N most critical hosts or software application that re-
quire patching, using one or more of the above examples.
The prioritization rules may then determine the least
number of patches needing deployment to remedy these
N most critical hosts, and configure the VMS 12, 120 to
deploy these first or to recommend their deployment in
a report. For example, the least number of patches may
be compressed into a single file and as a result may be
deployed in an efficient and prioritized manner to patch
a relatively significant number of vulnerabilities that may
offer most benefit to the network.
[0094] In some embodiments, inferences may also be
made by the VMS 12, 120 based on the first and second
data. For example, it is known for so-called blind spots
to exist in the network infrastructure at times when the
vulnerability scanner runs its scan. According to some
embodiments, referring to FIG. 7, this may occur for ex-
ample if a host, e.g., the mobile host 26 leaves the net-
work temporarily and/or if login privileges or other secu-
rity functions do not permit the vulnerability scanner to
reach a particular host or group of hosts. The second
data will therefore not detect any vulnerability existing in
said blind-spot. In this situation, because the first data
comprises data indicating the host and software inven-
tory of the network infrastructure, the existence of said
host and its associated software is nevertheless known.
Therefore, if another host has the same software, e.g.,
a particular operating system or application of the same
version, and that software has a vulnerability as deter-
mined by the scanning software, then it can be inferred

that all other hosts with the same software will have that
vulnerability. This knowledge can be used to indicate the
same in the output data, on the user interface and/or to
incorporate into the patch deployment strategy. In some
examples, therefore, regardless of whether an affected
host is on the network at the time of scanning, the vul-
nerabilities will be reflected in the combined output data
and a patching strategy will take into account the need
to provide the patch at the appropriate time, i.e., when
the affected host next appears or at the next general
patching deployment.
[0095] In certain examples, the output data may be up-
dated over time to reflect what patches are in progress
for which hosts and/or software, and which have been
remedies, so that the last patch applied to the host and/or
software is indicated.
[0096] In some embodiments, a method is performed
by one or more processors. The method includes: receiv-
ing first data representing an infrastructure of a computer
network, the first data comprising an indication of hosts
which form at least part of the computer network and one
or more software resources on respective hosts; receiv-
ing second data from a vulnerability scanning software,
the second data comprising an indication of one or more
vulnerabilities detected in the one or more software re-
sources provided on at least some of the hosts of the
computer network; and generating, using a combination
of the first data and the second data, output data repre-
senting a risk profile of the computer network infrastruc-
ture, the output data indicating one or more subsets of
hosts, determined as being at risk of being affected by
the detected vulnerabilities by virtue of the software re-
sources they provide for output on a user interface.
[0097] In certain embodiments, a computer program,
optionally stored on a non-transitory computer readable
medium program which, when executed by one or more
processors of a data processing apparatus, causes the
data processing apparatus to perform: receiving first data
representing an infrastructure of a computer network, the
first data comprising an indication of hosts which form at
least part of the computer network and one or more soft-
ware resources on respective hosts; receiving second
data from a vulnerability scanning software, the second
data comprising an indication of one or more vulnerabil-
ities detected in the one or more software resources pro-
vided on at least some of the hosts of the computer net-
work; and generating, using a combination of the first
data and the second data, output data representing a risk
profile of the computer network infrastructure, the output
data indicating one or more subsets of hosts, determined
as being at risk of being affected by the detected vulner-
abilities by virtue of the software resources they provide
for output on a user interface.
[0098] According to some embodiments, an apparatus
includes one or more processors, and a memory storing
instructions. The instructions, when executed by the one
or more processors, causing the apparatus to perform:
receiving first data representing an infrastructure of a
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computer network, the first data comprising an indication
of hosts which form at least part of the computer network
and one or more software resources on respective hosts;
receiving second data from a vulnerability scanning soft-
ware, the second data comprising an indication of one
or more vulnerabilities detected in the one or more soft-
ware resources provided on at least some of the hosts
of the computer network; and generating, using a com-
bination of the first data and the second data, output data
representing a risk profile of the computer network infra-
structure, the output data indicating one or more subsets
of hosts, determined as being at risk of being affected by
the detected vulnerabilities by virtue of the software re-
sources they provide for output on a user interface.
[0099] According to some examples, each of the proc-
esses, methods, and algorithms described in the preced-
ing sections may be embodied in, and fully or partially
automated by, code modules executed by one or more
computer systems and/or computer processors compris-
ing computer hardware. The processes and algorithms
may be implemented partially or wholly in application-
specific circuitry.
[0100] According to certain examples, the various fea-
tures and processes described above may be used in-
dependently of one another, or may be combined in var-
ious ways. All possible combinations and sub-combina-
tions are intended to fall within the scope of this disclo-
sure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may
be omitted in some implementations. The methods and
processes described herein are also not limited to any
particular sequence, and the blocks or states relating
thereto can be performed in other sequences that are
appropriate. For example, described blocks or states
may be performed in an order other than that specifically
disclosed, or multiple blocks or states may be combined
in a single block or state. The example blocks or states
may be performed in serial, in parallel, or in some other
manner. Blocks or states may be added to or removed
from the disclosed example embodiments. The example
systems and components described herein may be con-
figured differently than described. For example, elements
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared
to the disclosed example embodiments.
[0101] In some examples, conditional language, such
as, among others, "can," "could," "might," or "may," un-
less specifically stated otherwise, or otherwise under-
stood within the context as used, is generally intended
to convey that certain embodiments include, while other
embodiments do not include, certain features, elements
and/or steps. Thus, such conditional language is not gen-
erally intended to imply that features, elements and/or
steps are in any way required for one or more embodi-
ments or that one or more embodiments necessarily in-
clude logic for deciding, with or without user input or
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular
embodiment.
[0102] In certain examples, any process descriptions,

elements, or blocks in the flow diagrams described herein
and/or depicted in the attached figures should be under-
stood as potentially representing modules, segments, or
portions of code which include one or more executable
instructions for implementing specific logical functions or
steps in the process. Alternate implementations are in-
cluded within the scope of the embodiments described
herein in which elements or functions may be deleted,
executed out of order from that shown or discussed, in-
cluding substantially concurrently or in reverse order, de-
pending on the functionality involved, as would be un-
derstood by those skilled in the art.
[0103] It should be emphasized that many variations
and modifications may be made to the above-described
embodiments, the elements of which are to be under-
stood as being among other acceptable examples. All
such modifications and variations are intended to be in-
cluded herein within the scope of this disclosure. The
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the
invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter
how detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention
can be practiced in many ways. As is also stated above,
it should be noted that the use of particular terminology
when describing certain features or aspects of the inven-
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is
being re-defined herein to be restricted to including any
specific characteristics of the features or aspects of the
invention with which that terminology is associated. The
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in
accordance with the appended claims and any equiva-
lents thereof.

Claims

1. A method, performed by one or more processors,
the method comprising:

receiving first data representing an infrastruc-
ture of a computer network, the first data com-
prising an indication of hosts which form at least
part of the computer network and one or more
software resources on respective hosts;
receiving second data from a vulnerability scan-
ning software, the second data comprising an
indication of one or more vulnerabilities detected
in the one or more software resources provided
on at least some of the hosts of the computer
network; and
generating, using a combination of the first data
and the second data, output data representing
a risk profile of the computer network infrastruc-
ture, the output data indicating one or more sub-
sets of hosts, determined as being at risk of be-
ing affected by the detected vulnerabilities by
virtue of the software resources they provide for
output on a user interface.
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2. The method of claim 1, further comprising determin-
ing a number of downstream hosts that take data
from the one or more subsets of hosts and indicating
said number of downstream hosts in the output data.

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2, further comprising:

determining one or more patches for remedying
the detected vulnerabilities; and
presenting the output data on a user interface
with an indication of the determined one or more
patches on the user interface, the one or more
patches being deployable through the user in-
terface.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein each of the one or
more subsets of hosts or vulnerabilities represented
by the output data are arranged on the user interface
based on one or more prioritization rules, perform-
ance of which is dependent on the infrastructure of
the computer network.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the prioritization
rules determine the arrangement based on how crit-
ical one of the subset of hosts is to the infrastructure
of the computer network.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the first data com-
prises an indication of a type or role for each host,
and wherein how critical one of the subset of hosts
is to the computer network is determined based on
their respective type or role.

7. The method of claim 5 or claim 6, wherein how critical
one of the subset of hosts is to the computer network
is determined based on the number of hosts that take
data from at-risk hosts, those with a greater number
of downstream hosts being arranged so as to indi-
cate a higher priority.

8. The method of any of claims 5 to 7, further comprising
receiving third data indicative of users or groups of
users associated with particular hosts, and wherein
the output data further comprises a list of one or more
users associated with the subsets of hosts and
wherein how critical one of the subset of hosts is to
the computer network is based on the role of the
users, or groups of users, associated with said sub-
set of hosts.

9. The method of any of claims 5 to 7, further comprising
receiving third data indicative of users or groups of
users associated with particular hosts, and wherein
the output data further comprises a list of one or more
users associated with the one or more subsets of
hosts and wherein how critical one of the subset of
hosts is to the computer network is based on a
number of users associated with said subset of

hosts.

10. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing determining a patch deployment strategy based
on one or more prioritization rules, performance of
which is dependent on the infrastructure of the com-
puter network, the one or more prioritization rules
determining an order of one or more patches to de-
ploy to remedy the detected vulnerabilities.

11. The method of claim 10, wherein the deployment
strategy determines a least number of patches re-
quired to remedy the detected vulnerabilities.

12. The method of claim 10, wherein the prioritization
rules identify a number N of most-critical vulnerabil-
ities and the deployment strategy determines a least
number of patches required to remedy all of the most-
critical vulnerabilities.

13. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing using the first data and the second data to auto-
matically infer one or more vulnerabilities on one or
more hosts of the computer network infrastructure
which, in a previous scanning iteration, were not
scanned by the vulnerability scanning software, the
inferring comprising identifying from the first data and
the second data a detected vulnerability in a partic-
ular software resource and using the first data to
identify non-scanned hosts providing the particular
software resource, said inferred one or more hosts
being indicated in the output data.

14. A computer program, optionally stored on a non-tran-
sitory computer readable medium program which,
when executed by one or more processors of a data
processing apparatus, causes the data processing
apparatus to carry out a method according to any
preceding claim.

15. Apparatus configured to carry out a method accord-
ing to any of claims 1 to 13, the apparatus comprising
one or more processors or special-purpose comput-
ing hardware.

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. A method, performed by one or more processors,
the method comprising:

receiving first data representing an infrastruc-
ture of a computer network, the first data com-
prising an indication of hosts (601, 602) which
form at least part of the computer network and
one or more software resources on respective
hosts;
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receiving second data from a vulnerability scan-
ning software, the second data comprising an
indication of one or more vulnerabilities detected
in the one or more software resources provided
on at least some of the hosts of the computer
network; and
generating, using a combination of the first data
and the second data, output data representing
a risk profile of the computer network infrastruc-
ture, the output data indicating one or more sub-
sets of hosts, determined as being at risk of be-
ing affected by the detected vulnerabilities by
virtue of the software resources they provide for
output on a user interface; determining a patch
deployment strategy based on one or more pri-
oritization rules, performance of which is de-
pendent on the infrastructure of the computer
network, the one or more prioritization rules de-
termining an order of one or more patches to
deploy to remedy the detected vulnerabilities,
the order indicating first deploying patches to
remedy a number N of the most-critical hosts or
software resources that require patching,
wherein the deployment strategy determines a
least number of patches to deploy to remedy all
of the N most-critical hosts or software resourc-
es.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising determin-
ing a number of downstream hosts that take data
from the one or more subsets of hosts and indicating
said number of downstream hosts in the output data.

3. The method of claim 1 or claim 2, further comprising:

determining one or more patches for remedying
the detected vulnerabilities; and
presenting the output data on a user interface
with an indication of the determined one or more
patches on the user interface, the one or more
patches being deployable through the user in-
terface.

4. The method of claim 3, wherein each of the one or
more subsets of hosts or vulnerabilities represented
by the output data are arranged on the user interface
based on one or more prioritization rules, perform-
ance of which is dependent on the infrastructure of
the computer network.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the prioritization
rules determine the arrangement based on how crit-
ical one of the subset of hosts is to the infrastructure
of the computer network.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the first data com-
prises an indication of a type or role for each host,
and wherein how critical one of the subset of hosts

is to the computer network is determined based on
their respective type or role.

7. The method of claim 5 or claim 6, wherein how critical
one of the subset of hosts is to the computer network
is determined based on the number of hosts that take
data from at-risk hosts, those with a greater number
of downstream hosts being arranged so as to indi-
cate a higher priority.

8. The method of any of claims 5 to 7, further comprising
receiving third data indicative of users or groups of
users associated with particular hosts, and wherein
the output data further comprises a list of one or more
users associated with the subsets of hosts and
wherein how critical one of the subset of hosts is to
the computer network is based on the role of the
users, or groups of users, associated with said sub-
set of hosts.

9. The method of any of claims 5 to 7, further comprising
receiving third data indicative of users or groups of
users associated with particular hosts, and wherein
the output data further comprises a list of one or more
users associated with the one or more subsets of
hosts and wherein how critical one of the subset of
hosts is to the computer network is based on a
number of users associated with said subset of
hosts.

10. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing using the first data and the second data to auto-
matically infer one or more vulnerabilities on one or
more hosts of the computer network infrastructure
which, in a previous scanning iteration, were not
scanned by the vulnerability scanning software, the
inferring comprising identifying from the first data and
the second data a detected vulnerability in a partic-
ular software resource and using the first data to
identify non-scanned hosts providing the particular
software resource, said inferred one or more hosts
being indicated in the output data.

11. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing automatically requesting deployment of patches
according to the determined patch deployment strat-
egy.

12. The method of any preceding claim, wherein the de-
termined least number of patches may be com-
pressed into a single file for subsequent deployment.

13. The method of any preceding claim, further compris-
ing automatically generating an electronic report rep-
resenting the patch deployment strategy for elec-
tronic transmission to a remote organization with an
indication of the determined patch deployment strat-
egy, wherein the electronic report may comprise one
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or more embedded links for user-selection to deploy
the patches.

14. A computer program, optionally stored on a non-tran-
sitory computer readable medium program which,
when executed by one or more processors of a data
processing apparatus, causes the data processing
apparatus to carry out a method according to any
preceding claim.

15. Apparatus configured to carry out a method accord-
ing to any of claims 1 to 10, the apparatus comprising
one or more processors or special-purpose comput-
ing hardware.
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In one embodiment, a method comprises creating and storing 
an ontology for a data store in response to receiving first user 
input defining the ontology, wherein the ontology comprises 
a plurality of data object types and a plurality of object prop 
erty types; creating one or more parser definitions in response 
to receiving second user input defining the parser definitions, 
wherein each of the parser definitions specifies one or more 
sub-definitions of how to transform first input data into modi 
fied input data that is compatible with one of the object 
property types; and storing each of the one or more parser 
definitions in association with one of the plurality of object 
property types. 
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1. 

CREATING DATANADATA STORE USINGA 
DYNAMICONTOLOGY 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present disclosure generally relates to techniques for 
creating data in a data store. 

BACKGROUND 

The approaches described in this section are approaches 
that could be pursued, but not necessarily approaches that 
have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless 
otherwise indicated, it should not be assumed that any of the 
approaches described in this section qualify as prior art 
merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section. 

Computer-based database systems, such as relational data 
base management systems, typically organize data according 
to a fixed structure of tables and relationships. The structure 
may be described using an ontology, embodied in a database 
schema, comprising a data model that is used to represent the 
structure and reason about objects in the structure. 
An ontology of a database is normally fixed at the time that 

the database is created. Any change in the ontology repre 
sented by the schema is typically extremely disruptive to the 
database system and requires a database administrator to 
modify tables or relationships, or create new tables or rela 
tionships. 

The rigidity of the typical database ontology is a serious 
drawback for organizations that require flexible and dynamic 
data processing techniques according to changes in the data 
that is collected. For example, intelligence analysis is poorly 
Suited to conventional fixed ontology systems. 

SUMMARY 

In one embodiment, a method comprises creating and stor 
ing an ontology for a data store in response to receiving first 
user input defining the ontology, wherein the ontology com 
prises a plurality of data object types and a plurality of object 
property types; creating one or more parser definitions in 
response to receiving second user input defining the parser 
definitions, wherein each of the parser definitions specifies 
one or more sub-definitions of how to transform first input 
data into modified input data that is compatible with one of 
the object property types; storing each of the one or more 
parser definitions in association with one of the plurality of 
object property types; wherein the machine-executed opera 
tion is at least one of (a) sending said instructions over trans 
mission media, (b) receiving said instructions over transmis 
sion media, (c) storing said instructions onto a machine 
readable storage medium, and (d) executing the instructions. 

In one feature, the method further comprises receiving the 
first input data; determining whether the first input data 
matches one of the parser Sub-definitions; using a matching 
one of the parser Sub-definitions, creating and storing the 
modified input data; Storing the modified input data in a 
property of the property type that is identified in the matching 
one of the parser sub-definitions. 

In another feature, creating and storing one or more parser 
definitions comprises creating and storing one or more pro 
gram code modules, wherein each of the code modules com 
prises computer program code which when executed causes 
transforming the first input data into the modified input data. 

In another feature, creating and storing one or more parser 
definitions comprises creating and storing one or more trans 
formation expressions, wherein each of the transformation 
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2 
expressions comprises one or more syntactic patterns and a 
property type identifier associated with each of the syntactic 
patterns. 

In yet another feature, creating and storing one or more 
parser definitions comprises creating and storing one or more 
transformation expressions, wherein each of the transforma 
tion expressions comprises one or more syntactic patterns and 
a property type identifier associated with each of the syntactic 
patterns, and the method further comprises receiving the first 
input data; determining whether the first input data matches 
one of the syntactic patterns; using a matching one of the 
Syntactic patterns, creating and storing modified input data; 
storing the modified input data in a property of the property 
type that is identified by the property type identifier associ 
ated with the matching one of the syntactic patterns. 

In still another feature, creating one or more parser defini 
tions comprises creating one or more parser definitions com 
prising a constraint on what modified input data is acceptable 
for creation of a property of one of the object property types. 
In a further feature, creating one or more parser definitions 
comprises creating one or more parser definitions comprising 
a default value to substitute for one component of the modi 
fied input data. 

In another feature, the method further comprises receiving 
the first input data; determining whether the first input data 
matches successive different ones of the parser sub-defini 
tions until a matching parser Sub-definition is identified; 
using a matching one of the parser Sub-definitions, creating 
and storing the modified input data; Storing the modified input 
data in a property of the property type that is identified in the 
matching one of the parser sub-definitions. 

According to another embodiment, a data storage system 
comprises a data store; an ontology coupled to the data store 
and comprising a plurality of data object types and a plurality 
of object property types; a parser coupled to the ontology and 
configured to receive input data and transform the input data 
into modified data to store in a property of one of the property 
types according to one or more parser definitions; wherein 
each of the object property types comprises one or more of the 
parser definitions, wherein each of the parser definitions 
specifies one or more sub-definitions of how to transform first 
input data into modified input data that is compatible with one 
of the object property types. 

According to another embodiment, an apparatus comprises 
means for creating and storing an ontology for a data store in 
response to receiving first user input defining the ontology, 
wherein the ontology comprises a plurality of data object 
types and a plurality of object property types; means for 
creating one or more parser definitions in response to receiv 
ing second user input defining the parser definitions, wherein 
each of the parser definitions specifies one or more Sub 
definitions of how to transform first input data into modified 
input data that is compatible with one of the object property 
types; and means for storing each of the one or more parser 
definitions in association with one of the plurality of object 
property types. 

In another embodiment, a graphical user interface com 
prises an expression pattern field configured to accept user 
input specifying a transformation expression pattern that 
specifies how to transform first input data into modified input 
data; one or more parser Sub-definitions each comprising: a 
portion of the transformation expression pattern; a combo 
box configured to accept user input specifying one of a plu 
rality of object property component types of an ontology of a 
data store; wherein each of the parser Sub-definitions speci 
fies how to transform a portion of the first input data into a 
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portion of modified input that can be stored in the specified 
component of one of the plurality of object property types. 

In one feature, the one or more parser Sub-definitions com 
prise a constraint on how to transform the portion of the first 
input data into the portion of modified input data that is 
compatible with one of the object property types. In yet 
another feature, the one or more parser Sub-definitions com 
prise a default value to substitute for the modified input data 
if it is empty. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The present invention is illustrated by way of example, and 
not by way of limitation, in the figures of the accompanying 
drawings and in which like reference numerals refer to similar 
elements and in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates a system for creating data in a data store 
using a dynamic ontology: 

FIG. 2 illustrates defining a dynamic ontology for use in 
creating data in a data store; 

FIG. 3 illustrates a method of transforming data and creat 
ing the data in a data store using a dynamic ontology; 

FIG. 4 illustrates an example object type editor; 
FIG. 5A illustrates an example parser editor; 
FIG. 5B illustrates an example property editing wizard in 

which multiple parsers have been created for a particular 
property; and 

FIG. 6 illustrates a computer system with which an 
embodiment may be implemented. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS 

In the following description, for the purposes of explana 
tion, numerous specific details are set forthin order to provide 
a thorough understanding of the present invention. It will be 
apparent, however, that the present invention may be prac 
ticed without these specific details. In other instances, well 
known structures and devices are shown in block diagram 
form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the present 
invention. In an embodiment, a user of a database system 
specifies an ontology of the database in terms of object types 
and property types for properties of the objects. The user 
further specifies how to parse input data for the database and 
how to map the parsed data into database elements such as 
objects or object properties. The database is chosen as an 
example embodiment, other embodiments such as flat files or 
search indexes could be considered as well. 

I. Dynamic Ontology Database System 
FIG. 1 illustrates a system for creating data in a database 

using a dynamic ontology. A parser 102 is coupled to an 
ontology 106, which is coupled to a database 108. In an 
embodiment, ontology 106 comprises stored information 
providing a data model of data stored in database 108, and the 
ontology is defined by one or more object types 110 and one 
or more property types 116. One or more objects 112 in the 
database 108 may be instantiated based on the object types 
110, and each of the objects has one or more properties 114A, 
114B that are instantiated based on property types 116. The 
property types 116 each may comprise one or more compo 
nents 118, such as a string, number, etc. Property types 116 
may be instantiated based on a base type 120. For example, a 
base type 120 may be “Locations” and a property type 116 
may be “Home.” 

In an embodiment, a user of the system uses an object type 
editor 124 to create the object types 110 and define attributes 
of the object types. In an embodiment, a user of the system 
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uses a property type editor 126 to create the property types 
116 and define attributes of the property types. 

In an embodiment, creating a property type 116 using the 
property type editor 126 involves defining at least one parser 
definition using a parser editor 122. A parser definition com 
prises metadata that informs parser 102 how to parse input 
data 100 to determine whether values in the input data can be 
assigned to the property type 116 that is associated with the 
parser definition. In an embodiment, each parser definition 
may comprise a regular expression parser 104A or a code 
module parser 104B. In other embodiments, other kinds of 
parser definitions may be provided using scripts or other 
programmatic elements. The elements of a regular expression 
parser 104A and a code module parser 104B are described 
further in Subsequent sections. Once defined, both a regular 
expression parser 104A and a code module parser 104B can 
provide input to parser 102 to control parsing of input data 
1OO. 

In one embodiment of using the system of FIG. 1, input 
data 100 is provided to parser 102. An object-property map 
ping for the input data 100 enables the parser to determine 
which object type 110 should receive data from a row of the 
input data, and which property types 116 should receive data 
from individual field values in the input data. Based on the 
object-property mapping 101, the parser 102 selects one of 
the parser definitions that is associated with a property type in 
the input data. The parser parses an input data field using the 
selected parser definition, resulting in creating modified data 
103. The modified data 103 is added to the database 108 
according to ontology 106 by storing values of the modified 
data in a property of the specified property type. As a result, 
input data 100 having varying format or syntax can be created 
in database 108. The ontology 106 may be modified at any 
time using object type editor 124 and property type editor 
126. Parser editor 122 enables creating multiple parser defi 
nitions that can Successfully parse input data 100 having 
varying format or syntax and determine which property types 
should be used to transform input data 100 into modified input 
data 103. 

II. Defining a Dynamic Ontology 
FIG. 2 illustrates defining a dynamic ontology for use in 

creating data in a database. For purposes of illustrating a clear 
example, steps 202-209 of FIG. 2 are first described at a high 
level, and details of an example implementation follow the 
high level description. 

In step 202, one or more object types are created for a 
database ontology. In step 206, one or more property types are 
created for each object type. As indicated in step 204, the 
attributes of object types or property types of the ontology 
may be edited or modified at any time. 

In step 208, at least one parser definition is created for each 
property type. At step 209, attributes of a parser definition 
may be edited or modified at any time. 

In an embodiment, each property type is declared to be 
representative of one or more object types. A property type is 
representative of an object type when the property type is 
intuitively associated with the object type. For example, a 
property type of “Social Security Number may be represen 
tative of an object type “Person” but not representative of an 
object type “Business.” 

In an embodiment, each property type has one or more 
components and a base type. In an embodiment, a property 
type may comprise a string, a date, a number, or a composite 
type consisting of two or more string, date, or number ele 
ments. Thus, property types are extensible and can represent 
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complex data structures. Further, a parser definition can ref 
erence a component of a complex property type as a unit or 
token. 
An example of a property having multiple components is a 

Name property having a Last Name component and a First 
Name component. An example of raw input data is “Smith, 
Jane'. An example parser definition specifies an association 
of input data to object property components as follows: 
{LAST NAME}, {FIRST NAME}->Name:Last, Name: 
First. In an embodiment, the association {LAST NAME}. 
{FIRST NAME} is defined in a parser definition using regu 
lar expression symbology. The association {LAST NAME}. 
{FIRST NAME} indicates that a last name string followed 
by a first name string comprises valid input data for a property 
of type Name. In contrast, input data of “Smith Jane' would 
not be valid for the specified parser definition, but a user could 
create a second parser definition that does match input data of 
“Smith Jane'. The definition Name:Last, Name:First speci 
fies that matching input data values map to components 
named “Last' and “First of the Name property. 
As a result, parsing the input data using the parser defini 

tion results in assigning the value “Smith' to the Name:Last 
component of the Name property, and the value "Jane' to the 
Name:First component of the Name property. 

In an embodiment, administrative users use an administra 
tive editor to create or edit object types and property types. In 
an embodiment, users use the administrative editor to specify 
parser definitions and to associate regular expressions, code 
modules or Scripts with the parser definitions. In the admin 
istrative editor, a user can specify attributes and components 
of a property type. For example, in one embodiment a user 
specifies a graphical user interface icon that is associated with 
the property type and displayed in a user interface for select 
ing the property type. The user further specifies a parser 
definition that is associated with the property type and that 
can parse input data and map the input data to properties 
corresponding to the property type. The user further specifies 
a display format for the property type indicating how users 
will see properties of that property type. 

FIG. 4 illustrates an example object type editor. In an 
embodiment, an object type editor panel 402 comprises 
graphical buttons 404 for selecting add, delete, and edit func 
tions, and one or more rows 406 that identify object types and 
a summary of selected attributes of the object types. Example 
selected attributes that can be displayed in object editor panel 
402 include an object type name 408 (for example, “Busi 
ness”), a uniform resource identifier (URI) 410 specifying a 
location of information defining the object type (for example, 
“compalantir.object.business”), and a base type 412 of the 
object type, also expressed in URI format (for example, 
“compalantir.object.entity”). Each URI also may include a 
graphical icon 414. 

In an embodiment, a user interacts with a computer to 
perform the following steps to define an object type. Assume 
for purposes of an example that the new object type is Vehicle. 
Using the object type editor, the user selects the “Add Object 
Type' button 404 and the computer generates and displays a 
panel that prompts the user to enter values for a new object 
type. The user selects a base object type of Entity, which may 
comprise any person, place or thing. The user assigns a 
graphical icon to the Vehicle object type. The user assigns a 
display name of “Vehicle' to the object type. 

In an embodiment, a user interacts with the computer to 
define a property type in a similar manner. The user specifies 
a name for the property type, a display name, and an icon. The 
user may specify one or more validators for a property type. 
Each validator may comprise a regular expression that input 
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data modified by a parser must match to constitute valid data 
for that property type. In an embodiment, each validator is 
applied to input data before a process can store the modified 
input data in an object property of the associated property 
type. Validators are applied after parsing and before input data 
is allowed to be stored in an object property. 

In various embodiments, validators may comprise regular 
expressions, a set of fixed values, or a code module. For 
example, a property type that is a number may have a valida 
tor comprising a regular expression that matches digits 0 to 9. 
As another example, a property type that is a US state may 
have a validator that comprises the set {AK, AL, CA... VA} 
of valid two-letter postal abbreviations for states. Validator 
sets may be extendible to allow a user to add further values. A 
property type may have component elements, and each com 
ponent element may have a different validator. For example, 
a property type of “Address' may comprise as components 
“City”, “State', and “ZIP', each of which may have a differ 
ent validator. 

In an embodiment, defining a property type includes iden 
tifying one or more associated words for the property type. 
The associated words Support search functions in large data 
base systems. For example, a property type of “Address' may 
have an associated word of “home” so that a search in the 
system for “home' properties will yield Address' as one 
result. 

In an embodiment, defining a property type includes iden 
tifying a display formatter for the property type. A display 
formatter specifies how to print or display a property type 
value. 

In an embodiment, the parser definitions each include a 
regular expression that matches valid input, and the parser 
uses a regular expression processing module. For example, 
conventional Java language processors typically have regular 
expression processing modules built in. In an embodiment, 
parser definitions comprising regular expressions may be 
chained together. In another embodiment, one or more of the 
parser definitions each include a code module that contains 
logic for parsing input data and determining whether the input 
data matches a specified syntax or data model. The code 
module may be written in Java, JavaScript, or any other Suit 
able source language. 

In an embodiment, there may be any number of parser 
definitions and sub-definitions. The number of parser defini 
tions is unimportant because the input data is applied Succes 
sively to each parser definition until a match occurs. When a 
match occurs, the input data is mapped using the parser Sub 
definitions to one or more components of an instance of an 
object property. As a result, input data can vary syntactically 
from a desired syntax but correct data values are mapped into 
correct object property values in a database. 

Accordingly, referring again to FIG. 2, creating a parser 
definition for a property type at step 208 may comprise select 
ingaparser type such as a regular expression, code module, or 
other parser type. When the parser type is “code module.” 
then a user specifies the name of a particular code module, 
Script, or other functional element that can perform parsing 
for the associated property type. 

In an embodiment, defining a property type includes cre 
ating a definition of a parser for the property type using a 
parser editor. FIG. 5A illustrates an example parser editor 
user interface Screen display. In an embodiment, Screen dis 
play 502 comprises a Parser Type combo box 504 that can 
receive a user selection of a parser type, such as "Regular 
Expression” or “Code Module.” Screen display 502 further 
comprises a Name text entry box 506 that can receive a 
user-specified name for the parser definition. 
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When the parser type is “regular expression, steps 214 
220 are performed. At step 214, regular expression text is 
specified. For example, when the Parser Type value of combo 
box. 504 is “Regular Expression, screen display 502 com 
prises an Expression Pattern text box 508 that can receive a 
user entry of regular expression pattern text. 

In step 216, a property type component and a matching 
sub-definition of regular expression text is specified. For 
example, screen display 502 further comprises one or more 
property type component mappings 510. Each property type 
component mapping associates a Sub-definition of the regular 
expression pattern text with the property type component that 
is shown in a combo box 512. A user specifies a property type 
component by selecting a property type component using 
combo box 512 for an associated sub-definition 513. As 
shown in step 218, specifying a property type component and 
Sub-definition of regular expression text may be repeated for 
all other property type components of a particular property 
type. As seen in the example of FIG.5A, six (6) property type 
component mappings 510 have been created for different 
property types (ADDRESS1, ADDRESS2, ADDRESS3, 
CITY, STATE, ZIP). 

In step 220, a user may specify one or more constraints, 
default values, and/or other attributes of a parser definition. In 
the example of FIG. 5A, the user also may specify that a 
match to a particular property type component is not required 
by checking a “Not Required’ checkbox 514. Screen display 
502 may further comprise a Default Value text box 514 that 
can receive user input for a default value for the property type 
component. If a Default Value is specified, then the associated 
property type receives that value if no match occurs for asso 
ciated grouping of the regular expression. In alternative 
embodiments, other constraints may be specified. 
At step 222, the parser definition is stored in association 

with a property type. For example, selecting the SAVE button 
520 of FIG. 5A causes storing a parser definition based on the 
values entered in screen display 502. Parser definitions may 
be stored in database 108. 

For purposes of illustrating a clear example, the approach 
of FIG. 2 has been described with reference to FIG. 5A. 
However, the approach of FIG.2 may be implemented using 
other mechanisms for creating and specifying the values and 
elements identified in FIG. 2, and the particular GUI of FIG. 
5A is not required. 

III. Creating Data in a Database Using a Dynamic Ontol 
Ogy 

FIG. 3 illustrates a method of transforming data and creat 
ing the data in a database using a dynamic ontology. For 
purposes of illustrating a clear example, the approach of FIG. 
3 is described herein with reference to FIG. 1. However, the 
approach of FIG.3 may be implemented using other mecha 
nisms for performing the functional steps of FIG. 3, and the 
particular system of FIG. 1 is not required. 

In step 302, input data is received. In an embodiment, an 
input data file is received. The input data file may comprise a 
comma-separated value (CSV) file, a spreadsheet, XML or 
other input data file format. Input data 100 of FIG. 1 may 
represent Such file formats or any other form of input data. 

In step 304, an object type associated with input data rows 
of the input data is identified, and one or more property types 
associated with input data fields of the input data are identi 
fied. For example, the object-property mapping 101 of FIG. 1 
specifies that input data 100 comprises rows corresponding to 
object type PERSON and fields corresponding to property 
type components LAST NAME, FIRST NAME of property 
type NAME. The object-property mapping 101 may be inte 
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8 
grated into input data 100 or may be stored as metadata in 
association with a data input tool. 

In step 306, a row of data is read from the input data, and 
one or more field values are identified based on delimiters or 
other field identifiers in the input data. 

In step 308, a set of parser definitions associated with the 
property type of a particular input data field is selected. For 
example, metadata stored as part of creating a property type 
specifies a set of parser definitions, as previously described in 
connection with FIG. 5A. 

In step 310, the next parser definition is applied to an input 
data field value. Thus, data fields are read from each row of the 
file and matched to each parser that has been defined for the 
corresponding property types. For example, assume that the 
mapping indicates that an input data CSV file comprises (Last 
Name, First Name) values for Name properties of Person 
objects. Data fields are read from the input data CSV file and 
compared to each of the parsers that has been defined for the 
Name property type given the First Name field and LastName 
field. If a match occurs for a (Last Name, First Name) pair 
value to any of the parsers for the Name property type, then 
the parser transforms the input data pair of (LastName, First 
Name) into modified input data to be stored in an instantiation 
of a Name property. 

If applying a definition at step 310 results in a match to the 
input data, as tested at step 312, then at step 318 a property 
instance is created, and the input data field value is stored in 
a property of the property type associated with the matching 
sub-definition of the parser definition. For example, referring 
to FIG. 5A, assume that the input data matches the regular 
expression 508 for an ADDRESS value. The mapping 510 
specifies how to store the data matching each grouping of the 
regular expression into a component of the ADDRESS prop 
erty. In response, an instance of an ADDRESS property is 
created in computer memory and the matching modified input 
data value is stored in each component of the property 
instance. 

If no match occurs at step 312, then control transfers to step 
314 to test whether other parser definitions match the same 
input data value. FIG. 5B illustrates an example property 
editing wizard in which multiple parsers have been created 
for a particular property, and through the loop shown in FIG. 
3, each of the multiple parsers can be used in matching input 
data. If no match occurs to the given parser definition, then 
any other parser definitions for that property type are matched 
until either no match occurs, or no other parser definitions are 
available. 

If a grouping is empty, then the component is filled by the 
default value for that component, if it exists. If no other parser 
definitions are available, then control transfers from step 314 
to step 316, at which point an error is raised or the property is 
discarded 
At step 320, the preceding steps are repeated for all other 

values and rows in the input data until the process has trans 
formed all the input data into properties in memory. 
At step 322, an object of the correct object type is instan 

tiated. For example, the object-property mapping 101 may 
specify an object type for particular input data, and that type 
of object is instantiated. The newly created object is associ 
ated in memory with the properties that are already in 
memory. The resulting object is stored in the database in step 
324. 

Steps in the preceding process may be organized in a pipe 
line. Using the approaches herein, a user can self-define a 
database ontology and use automated, machine-based tech 
niques to transform input data according to user-defined pars 
ers and store the transformed data in the database according to 
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the ontology. The approach provides efficient movement of 
data into a database according to an ontology. The input data 
has improved intelligibility after transformation because the 
data is stored in a canonical ontology. Further, the approach is 
flexible and adaptable, because the user can modify the ontol 
ogy at any time and is not tied to a fixed ontology. The user 
also can define multiple parsers to result in semantic matches 
to input data even when the syntax of the input data is vari 
able. 

IV. Example Implementation Hardware 
FIG. 6 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer system 

600 upon which an embodiment of the invention may be 
implemented. Computer system 600 includes a bus 602 or 
other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
mation, and a processor 604 coupled with bus 602 for pro 
cessing information. Computer system 600 also includes a 
main memory 606. Such as a random access memory (RAM) 
or other dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 602 for 
storing information and instructions to be executed by pro 
cessor 604. Main memory 606 also may be used for storing 
temporary variables or other intermediate information during 
execution of instructions to be executed by processor 604. 
Computer system 600 further includes a read only memory 
(ROM) 608 or other static storage device coupled to bus 602 
for storing static information and instructions for processor 
604. A storage device 610. Such as a magnetic disk or optical 
disk, is provided and coupled to bus 602 for storing informa 
tion and instructions. 

Computer system 600 may be coupled via bus 602 to a 
display 612, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for displaying 
information to a computer user. An input device 614, includ 
ing alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 602 for 
communicating information and command selections to pro 
cessor 604. Another type of user input device is cursor control 
616. Such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 604 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 612. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. 
The invention is related to the use of computer system 600 

for implementing the techniques described herein. According 
to one embodiment of the invention, those techniques are 
performed by computer system 600 in response to processor 
604 executing one or more sequences of one or more instruc 
tions contained in main memory 606. Such instructions may 
be read into main memory 606 from another machine-read 
able medium, such as storage device 610. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 606 
causes processor 604 to perform the process steps described 
herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
tions to implement the invention. Thus, embodiments of the 
invention are not limited to any specific combination of hard 
ware circuitry and software. 

The term “machine-readable medium' as used herein 
refers to any medium that participates in providing data that 
causes a machine to operation in a specific fashion. In an 
embodiment implemented using computer system 600, Vari 
ous machine-readable media are involved, for example, in 
providing instructions to processor 604 for execution. Such a 
medium may take many forms, including but not limited to, 
non-volatile media, Volatile media, and transmission media. 
Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or mag 
netic disks, such as storage device 610. Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory, such as main memory 606. Trans 
mission media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber 
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10 
optics, including the wires that comprise bus 602. Transmis 
sion media can also take the form of acoustic or light waves, 
Such as those generated during radio wave and infrared data 
communications. All Such media must be tangible to enable 
the instructions carried by the media to be detected by a 
physical mechanism that reads the instructions into a 
machine. 
Common forms of machine-readable media include, for 

example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, magnetic 
tape, or any other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM, any other 
optical medium, punch cards, paper tape, any other physical 
medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and 
EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, any other memory chip or car 
tridge, a carrier wave as described hereinafter, or any other 
medium from which a computer can read. 

Various forms of machine-readable media may be involved 
in carrying one or more sequences of one or more instructions 
to processor 604 for execution. For example, the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk of a remote com 
puter. The remote computer can load the instructions into its 
dynamic memory and send the instructions over a telephone 
line using a modem. A modem local to computer system 600 
can receive the data on the telephone line and use an infrared 
transmitter to convert the data to an infrared signal. An infra 
red detector can receive the data carried in the infrared signal 
and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus 602. Bus 
602 carries the data to main memory 606, from which pro 
cessor 604 retrieves and executes the instructions. The 
instructions received by main memory 606 may optionally be 
stored on storage device 610 either before or after execution 
by processor 604. 

Computer system 600 also includes a communication 
interface 618 coupled to bus 602. Communication interface 
618 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a 
network link 620 that is connected to a local network 622. For 
example, communication interface 618 may be an integrated 
services digital network (ISDN) card or a modem to provide 
a data communication connection to a corresponding type of 
telephone line. As another example, communication interface 
618 may be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a data 
communication connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless 
links may also be implemented. In any such implementation, 
communication interface 618 sends and receives electrical, 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information. 
Network link 620 typically provides data communication 

through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link 620 may provide a connection through 
local network 622 to a host computer 624 or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 626. ISP 
626 in turn provides data communication services through the 
worldwide packet data communication network now com 
monly referred to as the “Internet' 628. Local network 622 
and Internet 628 both use electrical, electromagnetic or opti 
cal signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through 
the various networks and the signals on network link 620 and 
through communication interface 618, which carry the digital 
data to and from computer system 600, are exemplary forms 
of carrier waves transporting the information. 
Computer system 600 can send messages and receive data, 

including program code, through the network(s), network 
link 620 and communication interface 618. In the Internet 
example, a server 630 might transmit a requested code for an 
application program through Internet 628, ISP 626, local 
network 622 and communication interface 618. 
The received code may be executed by processor 604 as it 

is received, and/or stored in storage device 610, or other 
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non-volatile storage for later execution. In this manner, com 
puter system 600 may obtain application code in the form of 
a carrier wave. 

In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the inven 
tion have been described with reference to numerous specific 
details that may vary from implementation to implementa 
tion. Thus, the sole and exclusive indicator of what is the 
invention, and is intended by the applicants to be the inven 
tion, is the set of claims that issue from this application, in the 
specific form in which Such claims issue, including any Sub 
sequent correction. Any definitions expressly set forth herein 
for terms contained in Such claims shall govern the meaning 
of Such terms as used in the claims. Hence, no limitation, 
element, property, feature, advantage or attribute that is not 
expressly recited in a claim should limit the scope of Such 
claim in any way. The specification and drawings are, accord 
ingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive 
SSC. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method comprising performing a machine-executed 

operation involving instructions, wherein said instructions 
are instructions which, when executed by one or more pro 
cessors, cause the one or more processors to perform certain 
steps including: 

creating and storing an ontology for a data store in response 
to receiving first user input defining the ontology, 
wherein the ontology comprises a plurality of data 
object types and a plurality of object property types; 

wherein each object property type, of the plurality of object 
property types, includes a data type of data that is asso 
ciated with said each object property type; 

creating one or more parser definitions in response to 
receiving second user input defining the parser defini 
tions, wherein each of the parser definitions specifies 
one or more sub-definitions of how to transform first 
input data into modified input data that is compatible 
with one of the object property types of the ontology for 
the data store; 

storing each of the one or more parser definitions in asso 
ciation with one of the plurality of object property types 
of the ontology for the data store; 

wherein the machine-executed operation is at least one of 
(a) storing said instructions onto a non-transitory 
machine-readable storage medium, and (b) executing 
the instructions; 

wherein the method is performed by one or more computer 
systems. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
receiving the first input data; 
determining whether the first input data matches one of the 

parser Sub-definitions; 
using a matching one of the parser Sub-definitions, creating 

and storing the modified input data; 
storing the modified input data in a property of the property 

type that is identified in the matching one of the parser 
sub-definitions. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein creating and storing one 
or more parser definitions comprises creating and storing one 
or more program code modules, wherein each of the code 
modules comprises computer program code which when 
executed causes transforming the first input data into the 
modified input data. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein creating and storing one 
or more parser definitions comprises creating and storing one 
or more transformation expressions, wherein each of the 
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12 
transformation expressions comprises one or more syntactic 
patterns and a property type identifier associated with each of 
the syntactic patterns. 

5. The method of claim 1, whereincreating and storing one 
or more parser definitions comprises creating and storing one 
or more transformation expressions, wherein each of the 
transformation expressions comprises one or more syntactic 
patterns and a property type identifier associated with each of 
the syntactic patterns, and further comprising: 

receiving the first input data; 
determining whether the first input data matches one of the 

Syntactic patterns; 
using a matching one of the syntactic patterns, creating and 

storing modified input data; 
storing the modified input data in a property of the property 

type that is identified by the property type identifier 
associated with the matching one of the syntactic pat 
terns. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein creating one or more 
parser definitions comprises creating one or more parser defi 
nitions comprising a constraint on the modified input data that 
is compatible with one of the object property types. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein creating one or more 
parser definitions comprises creating one or more parser defi 
nitions comprising a default value to Substitute for a compo 
nent of the modified input data. 

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
receiving the first input data; 
determining whether the first input data matches one of the 

parser sub-definitions: 
using a matching one of the one of the parser Sub-defini 

tions, using the transformation expressed in the Sub 
definition to transform portions of the input to compo 
nents of the object property to create and store the 
modified input data; 

storing the modified input data in a property of the property 
type that is identified in the matching one of the parser 
sub-definitions. 

9. A data storage system, comprising: 
one or more processors; 
a data store; 
an ontology coupled to the data store and comprising a 

plurality of data object types and a plurality of object 
property types; 

wherein each object property type, of the plurality of object 
property types, includes a data type of data that is asso 
ciated with said each object property type; 

a parser coupled to the ontology and configured to receive 
input data and transform the input data into modified 
data to store in a property specified by one of the prop 
erty types according to one or more parser definitions; 

wherein each of the object property types comprises one or 
more of the parser definitions, wherein each of the parser 
definitions specifies one or more sub-definitions of how 
to transform portions of first input data into modified 
input data that is to be stored in components of one of the 
object property types of the ontology for the data store. 

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the parser further 
comprises logic which when executed by the one or more 
processors in the system causes the one or more processors to 
perform: receiving the first input data; determining whether 
the first input data matches one of the parser definitions; using 
the transformation expressed in the matching parser defini 
tion to transform portions of the input to components of the 
object property to create and store the modified input data; 
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storing the modified input data in a property of the property 
type that is identified in the matching one of the parser defi 
nitions. 

11. The system of claim 9, wherein the one or more parser 
definitions comprise one or more program code modules, 
wherein each of the code modules comprises computer pro 
gram code which when executed causes transforming the first 
input data into the modified input data. 

12. The system of claim 9, wherein the one or more parser 
definitions comprise one or more transformation expressions, 
wherein each of the transformation expressions comprises 
one or more syntactic patterns and a property type identifier 
associated with each of the syntactic patterns. 

13. The system of claim 9, wherein the one or more parser 
definitions comprise one or more transformation expressions, 
wherein each of the transformation expressions comprises 
one or more syntactic patterns and a property type identifier 
associated with each of the syntactic patterns, and wherein the 
parser further comprises logic which when executed causes 
receiving the first input data; determining whether the first 
input data matches one of the syntactic patterns; using a 
matching one of the syntactic patterns, creating and storing 
modified input data; Storing the modified input data in a 
property of the property type that is identified by the property 
type identifier associated with the matching one of the Syn 
tactic patterns. 

14. The system of claim 9, wherein the one or more vali 
dator definitions comprise a constraint on how to transform 
first input data into modified input data that is compatible with 
one of the object property types. 

15. The system of claim 9, wherein the one or more parser 
definitions comprise a default value to substitute for a com 
ponent of the modified input data. 

16. The system of claim 9, wherein the parser further 
comprises logic which when executed causes: receiving the 
first input data; determining whether the first input data 
matches successive different ones of the one or more sub 
definitions until a matching Sub-definition is identified; using 
the matching one of the one or more sub-definitions, creating 
and storing the modified input data; Storing the modified input 
data in a property of the property type that is identified in the 
matching one of the one or more Sub-definitions. 

17. An apparatus, comprising: 
one or more processors; 
means for creating and storing an ontology for a data store 

in response to receiving first user input defining the 
ontology, wherein the ontology comprises a plurality of 
data object types and a plurality of object property types: 

wherein each object property type, of the plurality of object 
property types, includes a data type of data that is asso 
ciated with said each object property type; 

means for creating one or more parser definitions in 
response to receiving second user input defining the 
parser definitions, wherein each of the parser definitions 
specifies one or more Sub-definitions of how to trans 
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form first input data into modified input data that is 
compatible with one of the object property types of the 
ontology for the data store; 

means for storing each of the one or more parser definitions 
in association with one of the plurality of object property 
types of the ontology for the data store. 

18. The apparatus of claim 17, further comprising: 
means for receiving the first input data; 
means for determining whether the first input data matches 

one of the parser definitions: 
means for, creating and storing the modified input data 

using a matching one of the parser definitions; 
means for storing the modified input data in a property of 

the property type that is identified in the matching one of 
the parser definitions. 

19. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the means for 
creating and storing one or more parser definitions comprises 
means for creating and storing one or more program code 
modules, wherein each of the code modules comprises com 
puter program code which when executed causes transform 
ing the first input data into the modified input data. 

20. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the means for 
creating and storing one or more parser definitions comprises 
means for creating and storing one or more transformation 
expressions, wherein each of the transformation expressions 
comprises one or more syntactic patterns and a property type 
identifier associated with each of the syntactic patterns. 

21. The apparatus of claim 17, wherein the means for 
creating and storing one or more parser definitions comprises 
creating and storing one or more transformation expressions, 
wherein each of the transformation expressions comprises 
one or more syntactic patterns and a property type identifier 
associated with each of the syntactic patterns, and further 
comprising: 
means for receiving the first input data; 
means for determining whether the first input data matches 

one of the syntactic patterns; 
means for using a matching one of the syntactic patterns, 

creating and storing modified input data; 
means for storing the modified input data in a property of 

the property type that is identified by the property type 
identifier associated with the matching one of the Syn 
tactic patterns. 

22. The apparatus of claim 17, further comprising: 
means for receiving the first input data; 
means for determining whether the first input data matches 

successive different ones of the parser sub-definitions 
until a matching parser Sub-definition is identified; 

means for creating and storing the modified input data 
using a matching one of the parser Sub-definitions; 

means for storing the modified input data in a property of 
the property type that is identified in the matching one of 
the parser sub-definitions. 

k k k k k 
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filter links comprises a component object that associates a set 
operation and a membership criterion. Each of the filter links 
is associated with a particular filter view among a plurality of 
filter views. Each particular filter view comprises a graphical 
representation of a state of applying the membership criterion 
of the associated filter link to a subset of data resulting from 
filtering the starting set of data items according to Zero or 
more preceding filter links. 
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2O4 Apply the first filter chain to a data set to cause one or 
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FILTER CHAINS WITH ASSOCATED VIEWS 
FOR EXPLORING LARGE DATASETS 

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE 

The present disclosure generally relates to techniques for 
exploring large data sets, for example, as related to market 
instruments. 

BACKGROUND 

The approaches described in this section are approaches 
that could be pursued, but not necessarily approaches that 
have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless 
otherwise indicated, it should not be assumed that any of the 
approaches described in this section qualify as prior art 
merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section. 

Data analysts in the financial services industry often per 
form analysis of a large collection of data items, such as data 
relating to market instruments. In many instances, the amount 
of raw data about data items can be massive and dynamically 
increasing all the time. For example, instruments may be 
daily traded in large Volumes and numerous times. Therefore, 
in addition to metadata that captures relatively stable aspects 
of the instruments, a huge amount of raw trading data may be 
accumulated over a particular period of time, such as the past 
six months. 

While an instrument can possibly be analyzed based on raw 
trading data, it is often difficult to make sense of the raw 
trading data, metadata, or related computations. This problem 
is drastically compounded when analyzing a large collection 
of instruments, because numerous factors influence trading of 
the instruments in numerous different ways. Thus, an analyst 
often is forced to rely on inexact hunches, experience, and 
cumbersome spreadsheets to make forecasts relating to 
instruments. 

SUMMARY 

In an embodiment, a computer-implemented method com 
prises creating and storing in computer memory a filter chain 
object comprising an association of a starting set of data items 
and two or more filter links. Here, each of the filter links 
comprises a component object that associates a set operation 
and a membership criterion. 

In a feature of this embodiment, in the computer-imple 
mented method, each of the filter links is associated with a 
particular filter view among a plurality of filter views. Each 
particular filter view comprises a graphical representation of 
a state of applying the membership criterion of the associated 
filter link to a subset of data resulting from filtering the start 
ing set of data items according to Zero or more preceding filter 
links. 

In a further aspect of this feature, the computer-imple 
mented method further comprises receiving user input repre 
senting an interaction with a first particular filter view, and 
modifying the membership criterion that is associated with 
the first particular filter view in response to the user input. 
Additionally and optionally, in the computer-implemented 
method, the first particular filter view comprises a histogram 
view that is associated with a histogram filter link, wherein 
the user input comprises a selection of a range of an axis of the 
histogram view, and wherein the modifying comprises chang 
ing the membership criterion of the histogram filter link to 
comprise the selected range. 

In this feature, in the computer-implemented method, the 
particular filter view is a histogram view, a scatterplot view, a 
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2 
timeline view, a percentile view, a treemap view, a spectrum 
view, or a list view. In some embodiments, a list view is 
associated with a list filter link and comprising a graphical 
display of a bar or a number for each data item in a list shown 
in the list view. Each bar or number may represent a quantity 
of each of the data items in the list. The particular filter view 
may also be a Smudges view in which the bar has a color 
saturation level that is proportional to the magnitude of the 
quantity. 

In an embodiment, the computer-implemented method fur 
ther comprises receiving second user input that defines the set 
operation, the membership criterion, or the graphical repre 
sentation. 

It should be noted that the data items that are in the starting 
set of data items may change over time. The data items may 
represent tradable financial instruments. 

In an embodiment, in the computer-implemented method, 
each filter link is associated with a table of a second subset of 
the data items resulting from filtering the starting set of data 
items according to all the filter links. 

Other embodiments may comprise a system and one or 
more machine-readable media operable to provide the fore 
going graphical user interface and/or to perform or cause the 
performance of the foregoing computer-implemented meth 
ods. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates an example system for generating time 
series. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an example process flow for analyzing a 
universe of data items. 

FIG. 3A illustrates an example graphical user interface for 
a sector filter. 

FIG. 3B illustrates an example graphical user interface for 
a histogram filter. 
FIG.3C illustrates an example graphical user interface for 

a first scatterplot filter. 
FIG. 3D illustrates an example graphical user interface for 

a second scatterplot filter. 
FIG.3E illustrates an example graphical user interface for 

a timeline filter. 
FIG.3F illustrates an example graphical user interface for 

an n-tile filter. 
FIG. 3G illustrates an example graphical user interface for 

a Smudges filter. 
FIG. 3H illustrates an example graphical user interface 

related to a tree map filter. 
FIG. 3I illustrates an example graphical user interface 

related to a spectrum filter. 
FIG. 4 illustrates a computer system with which an 

embodiment may be implemented. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS 

In the following description, for the purposes of explana 
tion, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide 
a thorough understanding of the present invention. It will be 
apparent, however, that the present invention may be prac 
ticed without these specific details. In other instances, well 
known structures and devices are shown in block diagram 
form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the present 
invention. 

1 Glossary of Terms 
In this disclosure, the following terms have the following 

meanings. 
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Metric: a type of transformation that may be applied to a 
data item to produce information about the data item. For 
example, a metric performs a type of transformation specified 
using an instrument as input, and produces a time series. 

Data item: an entity that can be described by a number of 
metrics, as defined above. These metrics may comprise rela 
tively stable metrics along a dimension Such as time and a 
number of measurable metrics that are dynamic along the 
same dimension. Values of the relatively stable properties of 
a data item constitute metadata. Values of the measurable 
properties of a data item constitute measured data along a 
certain dimension, say time. Examples of measurement data 
include, but are not limited to, one or more sequences of 
measurements (e.g., raw measurement data) on one or more 
of the measurable properties. The data analysis system may 
determine a plurality of metrics for a data item based on the 
sequences of measurements. In an embodiment, a data item 
may be represented by a combination of metadata, sequences 
of measurements, and metrics based on the sequences of 
measurementS. 

Data set: a starting set of data items for a filter chain, a 
universe of data items, a result set from one or more prior 
filtering operations performed on the universe of data items, 
or a Subset in the universe of data items. 

Filter: a) may refer to a filter link that can be selected by a 
user to be apart of a filter chain; and b) may alternatively refer 
to a filter view that provides a display of results of an evalu 
ation of the filter chain. In some embodiments, a filter view 
can be used to modify an existing filter that is within the filter 
view. 

Filter chain: an object that consists of a starting set of data 
items, such as instruments and a set of Zero or more filter 
links. 

Filter link: a component object that consists of a set opera 
tion and a membership criterion. A filter link may be one of 
many in a filter chain. 

Filter view: a view of results of an evaluation of a existing 
filter chain. Each filter link in the filter chain can have a filter 
view associated with it. Filter views are paired 1:1 with filter 
links. An individual filter view gives some graphical repre 
sentation of Some internal state of the computation involved 
in applying the membership criterion in the filter link to a set 
of data items that has made it to the filter link in question 
(which has passed all the previous filter links in the chain). 
The user can interact with the view associated with a particu 
lar filter link in order to change membership criterion for the 
particular filter link. For example, a histogram view shown in 
FIG. 3B is a view attached to the Histogram filter, and by 
clicking and dragging to select ranges along the X-axis of the 
histogram view, one actually changes the membership crite 
rion for that filter. 

Frame: a graphical representation object that is config 
urable to include one or more GUI components. Examples of 
frames include, but are not limited to, dialog boxes, forms, 
and other types of windows or graphical containers. 

Graphically demarcated area: a bounded area on a graphic 
user interface. In some embodiments, a graphically demar 
cated area may be implemented as a window, a frame, or a 
content pane that is separate and apart from a portion of GUI 
that concurrently displays a list view, a table view, or a tree 
view, of data items. Examples of a graphically demarcated 
area also include a specific portion of a display on a handheld 
computing device. 

Market instrument or instrument: a tradable element that 
has some kind of value. For example, stocks, bonds and 
derivatives thereof (e.g. Stock options, bond futures, mutual 
funds) may be represented as instruments that can be traded 
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4 
on Stock markets and/or exchanges. The trading of Such an 
instrument may occur online, in an exchange, or via other 
suitable venues. 
Membership criterion: a function that selects a set of 

instruments. 
Starting set of instruments: simply a set of instruments that 

can be specified independent of the rest of the filter chain. 
This can be the “universe' of all the instruments known to a 
system, or it can be the 500 stocks in the S&P 500 Index, or it 
can be the empty set. 

Universe of data items: a set of data items that is known to 
a data analysis system. 

2 Data Analysis System Overview 
FIG. 1 illustrates an example data analysis system for ana 

lyzing a universe of data items. Data analysis system 100 
comprises application server 102 and one or more clients, 
such as client 120. 

In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, client 120, which 
may be implemented by one or more first physical computing 
devices, is communicatively connected to application server 
102, which may be implemented by one or more second 
physical computing devices, over a network. In some 
embodiments, each Such physical computing device may be 
implemented as a computer system as shown in FIG. 4. For 
example, client 120 may be implemented in a computer sys 
tem as a set of program instructions recorded on a machine 
readable storage medium. Client 120 comprises graphical 
user interface (GUI) logic 122. GUI logic 122 may be a set of 
program instructions which, when executed by one or more 
processors of the computer system, are operable to receive 
user input and to display a graphical representation of ana 
lytical results of a universe of data items using the approaches 
herein. GUI logic 122 may be operable to receive user input 
from, and display analytical results to, a graphical user inter 
face that is provided on display 124 by the computer system 
on which client 120 executes. 

In some embodiments, GUI logic 122 is omitted. For 
example, in one embodiment, client 120 may comprise an 
application program or process that issues one or more func 
tion calls or application programming interface (API) calls to 
application server 102 to obtain information resulting from, 
to provide input to, and to execute along with application 
server 102, the processes or one or more steps thereof as 
described herein. For example, client 120 may request and 
obtain filtered data, filter chains, sets and other data as 
described further herein using a programmatic interface, and 
then the client may use, process, log, store, or otherwise 
interact with the received data according to local logic. Client 
120 may also interact with application server 102 to provide 
input, definition, editing instructions, expressions related to 
filtered data, filter chains, sets and other data as described 
herein using a programmatic interface, and then the applica 
tion server 102 may use, process, log, store, or otherwise 
interact with the received input according to application 
server logic. 

Application server 102 may be implemented as a special 
purpose computer system having the logical elements shown 
in FIG.1. In an embodiment, the logical elements may com 
prise program instructions recorded on one or more machine 
readable storage media. Alternatively, the logical elements 
may be implemented in hardware, firmware, or a combina 
tion. 
When executed by one or more processors of the computer 

system, logic in application server 102 is operable to analyze 
the universe of data items according to the techniques 
described herein. In one embodiment, application server 102 
may be implemented in a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) that is 
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executing in a distributed or non-distributed computer sys 
tem. In other embodiments, application server 102 may be 
implemented as a combination of programming instructions 
written in any programming language (e.g. C++ or Visual 
Basic) and hardware components (e.g. memory, CPU time) 
that have been allocated for executing the program instruc 
tions. 

In an embodiment, application server 102 comprises 
repository access logic 110 and cascading filtering logic 104. 
Repository access logic 110 may comprise a set of program 
instructions which, when executed by one or more proces 
sors, are operable to access and retrieve data from data reposi 
tory 112. For example, repository access logic 110 may be a 
database client or an Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) 
client that Supports calls to a database server that manages 
data repository 112. Data repository 112 may be any type of 
structured storage for storing data including, but not limited 
to, relational or object-oriented databases, data warehouses, 
directories, data files, and any other structured data storage. 

In an embodiment, cascading filtering logic 104 is operable 
to retrieve an existing filter chain based on prior saved infor 
mation or prior user selections, receive new user selection of 
membership criteria and set operations from a client, create a 
new filter chain based on the user selection and the existing 
filter chain, create a new instrument group based on the new 
filter chain, and generate a filter view that may be operated on 
by a user of a client. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, 
cascading filtering logic 104 comprises input receiver 106 
and filtering module 108. Cascading filtering logic 104 may 
be object-oriented logic. As used herein, the universe of data 
items can be accessed and/or operated by the cascading fil 
tering logic 104 to generate the analytical results. 

In an embodiment, input receiver 106 is a set of program 
instructions which, when executed by one or more proces 
sors, are operable to receive input, including user selection of 
membership criteria and set operations, from a client. 

Filtering module 108 is a set of program instructions that 
implement logic to create filter chains based on membership 
criteria and set operations and apply the filter chains to a 
universe of data items to create filter views that may be 
provided to a client. Filter views may also be rendered by GUI 
logic 122 on display 120. 

3 Analyzing Data Items Using Filters 
In an embodiment, a data item may be a market instrument; 

thus a universe of data items may be a large collection of 
market instruments. The data analysis system may keep col 
lected and/or computed information about a large number of 
data items, and may allow a user to designate a starting set of 
data items from the universe of data items. For example, the 
universe may comprise all the instruments traded on public 
exchanges in the world, or a part thereof Such as instruments 
included in S&P 500. 

For the purpose of illustrating a clear example, a data item 
has been described as an instrument. However, in other 
embodiments, other examples of data items may be used 
instead of instruments. For example, other types of data items 
include job seekers in a human resource system or human 
beings in a Sociological system that describes a particular 
community or tribe. 

3.1 Example Graphical User Interface 
For purposes of clearly illustrating how the functions 

described herein operate upon data, the following sections 
describe example graphical user interface displays. However, 
the GUI displays described herein represent only selected 
examples of visualizations for the data manipulation opera 
tions and data transformations that are described herein. 
Thus, the disclosure broadly encompasses any method of 
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6 
performing the filter operations, filter chain operations, and 
other data transformations and data manipulation operations 
that are described herein. 

Further, no particular GUI is required and the disclosure is 
intended to encompass the data manipulation operations and 
transformations that are described independent of any GUI, 
and is not intended to be limited to any particular GUI or other 
form of display. For example, each example GUI merely 
represents one way to receive data input from a user for the 
data elements, parameters and values that are shown in the 
GUI, and represents only one way to display output resulting 
from the transformations and manipulations described 
herein; in other embodiments, programmatic methods may be 
used to obtain the same data elements, parameters and values 
and other forms of data output may be used such as logging, 
reporting, storing in database tables, storing in spreadsheets, 
or output using the GUI of another program or process. More 
over, as described above, in some embodiments no graphical 
user interface is used at all. 
FIG.3A illustrates an example of a graphical user interface 

300 that may be used to receive user input and to display 
representations of a universe of data items, or filter views of 
the universe of data items. In an embodiment, the graphical 
user interface may be implemented as a set of program 
instructions which, when executed by one or more proces 
sors, are operable to render the graphical user interface on the 
display of a computer system. 

In some embodiments, the set of program instructions 
operable to generate the graphical user interface may be 
included in a standalone application, which is also operable to 
perform the techniques described herein for analyzing uni 
verses of data items. In some embodiments, the set of pro 
gram instructions operable to generate the graphical user 
interface may be included in a client component of a client 
server application, where the server component of the client 
server application is operable to perform analyses of uni 
verses of data items as described herein. In some 
embodiments, the set of program instructions operable to 
generate the graphical user interface may be included in a 
server or service, where the server or service is operable to 
analyze a universe of data items and to communicate instruc 
tions for rendering the graphical user interface and graphical 
representations of analytical results to a client which in turn is 
operable to display the graphical user interface on a display. 

In the example embodiment illustrated in FIG. 3A, graphi 
cal user interface 300 comprises a plurality of graphic com 
ponents including a control area 302 and two content panes 
304, 306. As used herein, graphic components may be 
included in frames. 

3.2 Filters 
In the example of FIG. 3A, under a tab denoted “All Fil 

ters’, control area 302 may comprise one or more control 
panes 308, 310, 312, 314, 316. Control area 302 may addi 
tionally contain a parameter area 318 to accept one or more 
parameters, depending on the current context of the GUI 
display. Graphic components in other parts of the GUI display 
may also be used to accept parameters from a user. 

Control pane 308 on control area 302 comprises one or 
more list filters. For example, a list filter of the Asset Class” 
type can be used to select instruments from a particular asset 
class. Similarly, a "Country” filter can be used to select instru 
ments from a particular country. A "Country Group' filter can 
be used to select instruments from a group of countries. Such 
as, for example, the top 7 industrialized nations, or top 4 
largest developing countries, or European Union countries. A 
“Sector filter can be used to select instruments from a par 
ticular sector. Such as, for example, a semiconductor industry 
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sector, or a mining industry sector. A "Commodity filter can 
be used to select instruments from one or more commodities, 
Such as agricultural commodities or metal commodities. A 
“Predefined Group' filter can be used by a user to select any 
specific instruments to form one or more predefined groups of 5 
instruments. A “Futures' filter can be used to select instru 
ments that are related to futures traded on certain exchanges. 
Any of the above filters can be selected by the user to specify 
an appropriate membership criterion as a part of a filter chain. 

Filters in control pane 308 are category-based membership 10 
criteria. Such a filter may alternatively be referred to as an 
ontology filter. An ontology filter performs filtering operation 
based on metadata of a data item. Any of several relatively 
stable properties of an instrument can be used as basis for 
filtering. For example, instructions can be filtered based on 15 
metadata indicating memberships in various classifications. 
An ontology filter such as a “Sector filter may be used to 
filter instruments based on the instruments values in a sector 
property, while another ontology filter such as an “Index' 
filter may be used to filter instruments based on the instru- 20 
ments’ values in an index membership property. Ontology 
filters may be combined in the same filter chain. For example, 
a “MSFT instrument representing stock in Microsoft Cor 
poration may be in the S&P 500 Index classification, as well 
as in a software technology sector classification. 
As illustrated in FIG. 3A, when the “Sector filter is 

selected by the user, the user is presented a list of available 
sectors in content pane 304. The user may click on check 
boxes next to names of the sectors to select or de-select a 
sector. As the user selects or de-selects the sectors, a list of 30 
instruments that are in the selected sectors may be displayed 
in content pane 306. One or more metadata and metrics of 
each instrument on the list may also be displayed in the 
listing. 

3.3 Set Operations 
In an embodiment, filters are not mutually exclusive and 

more than one filter may be used to create a filter chain. For 
example, after the user selects the “Sector filter as a first filter 
link, assume that the user further selects a second filter, Such 
as the “Index' filter, which categorizes instruments in terms 
of their membership in various indexes, such as Dow Jones 30 
or Nasdaq 100, as a second filter link. The second filter link 
specifies a new membership criterion that is to be joined with 
a current filter chain in a set operation to form a filter chain. In 
some embodiments, label 322 of content panel 304 identifies 
the set operation that will be used to join a new filter link. 

In the example of FIG. 3A. label 322 indicates a set inter 
section operation. If the “Index' filter is selected specifying 
one or more indexes after the “Sector index is selected speci 
fying one or more sectors, a new filter chain is created after 
the specified membership criterion and the specified set 
operation are evaluated using the specified set operation. 
Since the set operation is intersection, the newly selected 
“Index' filter is joined with the existing filter chain that com 
prises the previously selected “Sector filter in an intersection 
operation. Filtering module 108 may perform the intersection 
operation and store data for the resulting set. Consequently, 
the instruments in the new instrument group are those instru 
ments that are in the one or more specified sectors and also in 
the one or more specified indexes. 
Any number of set operations may be used to connect 

filters in a filter chain of any number of linked filters. As new 
filter links providing new membership criteria are added or 
Subordinated to an existing filter chain using set operations, 
the filter chain may be represented in a chain, in which the 
head of the chain is the current filter chain formed by filter 
links in one or more levels that are merged together by set 
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8 
operations in a cascading form. Alternatively, a filter chain 
may be represented in a list or a tree. 

4 Example Filter Operations 
4.1 First Example Filter Chain 
Assume for the purpose of illustrating an example that a 

filter chain is to be created to select S&P technology company 
stocks that have gained value during 2008. A starting set of 
instruments may be all the stocks in the S&P 500 Index. The 
filter chain may comprise a first filter link and a second filter 
link. The first filter link may comprise “intersection” as a first 
set operation and a metric value of “tech sector” as a first 
membership criterion. This first membership criterion may be 
implemented as a List Filter with all the sectors displayed in 
a graphically demarcated area on a user interface, but with 
only the tech sector selected. 
The second filter link may comprise “intersection as a 

second set operation and a second membership criterion. The 
second membership criterion only selects those instruments 
whose values for a metric "priceChangeOverTime(2008) 
are greater than Zero. The metric "priceChangeOverTime 
(2008) identifies a programmatic object, class or other func 
tional element that can compute the annual return of the 
specified instrument for the year indicated by the parameter 
value 2008. 

In an embodiment, the filter chain is evaluated as follows. 
First, gather the 500 S&P stocks into a starting set of instru 
ments. Next, the first membership criterion is applied to the 
starting set. Since the first membership criterion picks out all 
stocks in the tech sector, applying the first membership crite 
rion to the entire S&P yields all the tech stocks in the S&P. 
thereby creating a first matching set of instruments. The first 
set operation of “intersection” is then applied to the starting 
set and the first matching set to produce a first set of selected 
instruments. In this case, the first set is the same as the first 
matching set. However, the first set does not have to be the 
same as the first matching set when a different set operation 
(e.g., a set union operation) or other sets are involved. 

For the purpose of illustration, the second membership 
criterion is applied to the first set. Since the second member 
ship criterion specifies stocks that have gained during 2008, 
applying the second membership criterion to the first mem 
bership criterion yields as a result all tech stocks in the S&P 
that have gained during 2008, thereby creating a second 
matching set of instruments. The second set operation of 
“intersection is then applied to the first set and the second 
matching set to produce a second set of selected instruments. 
In this case, the second set is the same as the second matching 
set, but this may not hold if another set operation and/or other 
sets are involved. 

4.2 Second Example Filter Chain 
To illustrate a second example, assume that a filter chain is 

to be created to select S&P stocks that are not in the technol 
ogy sector. A starting set of instruments is all the stocks in the 
S&P 500 Index. The filter chain may comprise a single filter 
link. This filter link may comprise a set-Subtraction, or exclu 
Sion, as a set operation and a metric value of “tech sector” as 
a membership criterion. The membership criterion, when 
applied to the starting set, yields all the tech stocks in the S&P. 
thereby creating a matching set of instruments. The set opera 
tion of set Subtraction is applied to the starting set and the 
matching set to produce a resulting set of selected instrument. 
The resulting set is all the S&P instruments that are not in the 
tech sector. Unlike the previous example, in this case, the 
resulting set is not the same as the matching set. 

4.3 Filter Views 
As previously mentioned, a filter on the control pane may 

be selected by a user to display results of an evaluation of a 
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filter chain, thereby providing a filter view for all the data 
items that are included under the filter chain. 

For example, consider a filter chain that selects stock 
instruments in the S&P 500 Index whose values for the metric 
“priceChangeOverTime(2008) are greater than Zero. A filter 5 
view in the form of a histogram (which, for example, may be 
similar to the one illustrated in FIG. 2B) may be associated 
with the filter chain. In some embodiments, the histogram 
may be based on the metric "priceChangeOverTime(2008). 
In evaluating the filter chain, the data analysis system 100 
determines which instruments from the S&P 500 Index have 
positive values for the “priceChangeOverTime(2008) met 
ric by determining values for priceChangeOverTime(2008) 
for the entire S&P 500 Index, and then selecting instruments 
with positive values. Once all these values are retrieved and 
calculated, the data analysis system 100 can produce the filter 
view in the form of a histogram rendered in the GUI. 

5 Example Process Flow 
FIG. 2 illustrates an example of analyzing a data set. In 20 

block 202, the data analysis system 100 creates a first filter 
chain based on one or more first membership criteria and Zero 
or more first set operations. For example, the first filter chain 
may be retrieved from the data repository 112 in which the 
first filter chain has been previously defined and saved. 25 

In block 204, the data analysis system 100 applies the first 
filter chain to a data set to cause one or more first selected data 
items to be selected from the data set. For example, the first 
filter chain may be a list view filter that selects all instruments 
in the S&P index. In alternative embodiments, Zero data items 30 
may be returned when the first filter chain is applied to the 
data set. 

In block 206, the data analysis system 100 sends the one or 
more first selected data items to a client computer for con 
structing a first filter view in a first graphically demarcated 35 
area. For example, the first filter view may be a smudges filter 
view that displays a “today’s performance' metric for all 
sectors in the S&P Index as described above. The first graphi 
cally demarcated area may be a content pane that is separate 
and apart from a list, table, or tree view that presents a scrol- 40 
lable listing of all instruments. 

In block 208, the data analysis system 100 receives user 
selection data representing a user selection of a first portion of 
the first filter view. For example, the user may select a par 
ticular band in multiple bands of histograms, where the par- 45 
ticular band represents aparticular sector in the S&P Index. In 
alternative embodiments, the user may additionally or alter 
natively enter metric-based criteria in a Suitable input means 
Such as a text field entry. For example, the user may specify in 
a text field entry indicating a criterion of have positive values 50 
for the “priceChangeOverTime(2008)” metric. 

In block 210, the data analysis system 100 determines, 
based on the user selection, one or more second membership 
criteria in the two or more membership criteria and one or 
more second set operations. For example, this one or more 55 
second membership may comprise a membership criterion 
that an instrument must be in the selected sector and another 
membership criterion that the instrument must have a positive 
value for the “priceChangeOverTime(2008) metric. 

In block 212, the data analysis system 100 creates a second 60 
filter chain based on the first filter chain, the one or more 
second membership criteria, and the one or more second set 
operations. For example, this filter chain comprises two filter 
links, with the filter link selecting all the instruments in the 
S&P Index and the second filter link selecting only those 65 
instruments in the selected sector with positive values for the 
“priceChangeOverTime(2008)” metric. 
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In block 214, the data analysis system 100 applies the 

second filter chain to the data set to cause one or more second 
selected data items to be selected from the data set. In block 
216, the data analysis system 100 sends the one or more 
second selected data items to the client computer for con 
structing a second filter view in the first graphically demar 
cated area. For example, this second filter view may be a 
histogram filter view that displays positive values for the 
“priceChangeOverTime(2008) metric for the selected sector 
in the S&P Index as described above. In alternative embodi 
ments, Zero data items may be returned when the second filter 
chain is applied to the data set. 

6 Example Filter Views 
6.1 Histogram Filters 
FIG. 3B illustrates an example graphical user interface for 

a histogram filter. For purposes of illustrating an example, 
assume that the starting set is all the instruments in data 
repository 112, and the user has selected the “Sector filter. As 
a result, an instrument group that comprises 3227 instruments 
is created. As shown in control pane 310 of FIG. 3A, histo 
gram filters may be selected by the user to create a histogram 
filter view of the instrument group created. Other than the 
“Blank Histogram Filter, the histogram filters may be preset 
with metrics, as indicated by their names in the illustrated 
embodiment, that are to be used in the corresponding filter 
views. 

If the user selects the “Blank Histogram filter, in response, 
GUI logic 122 may present an input mechanism, for example, 
on content pane 304 to allow the user to specify a metric to be 
used in the histogram filter view. Alternatively, GUI logic 122 
may first render the histogram filter view with a default metric 
set by the data analysis system 100. The user may thereafter 
choose a different metric for the histogram filter. In other 
embodiments, other elements of the system may receive input 
for a histogram filter and generate output. 
As an example, assume that the metric selected is “PER 

CENTAGE OVERP/E” as indicated by metric link 336. For 
the purpose of illustration, the time region is specified as “Past 
6 Months' as indicated by time region link 338, relative to a 
certain date that is selectable by the user. 
As illustrated in FIG. 3B, a histogram filter view is ren 

dered in content pane 304 with the metric along the horizontal 
axis. A filter parameter pane 342 may also be displayed to the 
user for the purpose of selecting, modifying or inputting 
parameters related to the histogram filter. In some embodi 
ments, this filter parameter pane 342 may be displayed along 
with the content of control area 302. Thus, in this embodi 
ment, other membership criteria may be accessed on control 
area 302. In alternative embodiments, filter parameter pane 
342 may replace the content of control area 302 of FIG. 3A, 
as shown in FIG. 3B. 

In an embodiment, a histogram filter view consists of a 
plurality of logical buckets for data values. Each of the buck 
ets is associated with a unique, non-overlapping region of 
values of the metric. For example, the bucket 344 is associ 
ated with a region of values of the metric that is between 
-0.0727 and -0.545. 

Each instrument in the current instrument group is 
assigned to one of the buckets based on the instrument's value 
of the selected metric. For example, if an instrument has a 
value -0.070 of the select metric, the instrument will be 
assigned to bucket 344. When all the instruments in the cur 
rent instrument group have been assigned to their respective 
buckets, the number of each such bucket is determined and 
referred to as a frequency value of that bucket. 
The height of a bucket as displayed in the histogram filter 

view as illustrated in FIG. 3B may be determined based on the 
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frequency value of the bucket. For example, the height may be 
linearly, logarithmically, or analytically dependent on the 
frequency value. 

Axis options 332 may be used to set one or more options for 
axes used in the histogram. For example, the number ofbuck 
ets that are to be used for counting frequencies may be set in 
one of the one or more options. Similarly, a range of values for 
the selected metric may be set in another of the one or more 
options. A “Use log Scale” in axis options 332 and a related 
graphic component 340 in content pane 304 may be set to use 
a log scale instead of a linear scale where, for example, 
frequencies vary widely in magnitude. A log scale may be 
used for the X-axis, when values of the metric associated with 
the X-axis vary widely in magnitude. Similarly, a log scale 
may be used for the y-axis wheny values vary widely. 

View options 334 may be used to set one or more options in 
viewing the histogram. For example, when a “Show Zero 
Line” option is selected in view options 334, a line 346 is 
shown in the histogram to indicate where the metric is Zero. 
Similarly, other indications such as mean, medium, or stan 
dard deviation may be selected to be shown in the histogram. 
In some embodiments, there are differences in graphic 
attributes of the indications to promote clarity. 

In an embodiment, the user may interact with a filter view 
as presented in a graphically demarcated area to modify the 
instrument group. For the purpose of illustration, for the 
histogram filter view in content pane 304, the user can control 
this interaction using selection controls 330 of FIG. 3B. For 
example, the user may specify a “Select by Bucket' option 
and may use a pointing device to select one or more buckets 
of a histogram filter view. Data representing this user selec 
tion may be sent to the cascading filtering logic 104. The user 
selection indicates a newly specified bucket range filter is to 
be added to the current filter chain using a set operation 
currently in effect. This newly specified bucket range filter 
specifies a new membership criterion that values of instru 
ments in the histogram metric (“PERCENTAGE OVERP/E” 
for “Past 6 Months') must fall within the range of one or more 
selected buckets. The cascading filtering logic 104 may create 
a new filter chain by applying the set operation that is cur 
rently in effect, such as “intersection, and the newly specified 
bucket range filter, as indicated in the user selection data. This 
new filter chain may be applied to create a new instrument 
group and a new filter view that comprises only those histo 
gram buckets that have been selected. 

In addition to the “Select by Bucket' option, the user may 
optionally and/or additionally select a different option Such as 
“Select by Range”, “Select All”, “Select None”, or “Invert 
Selection', for the purpose of manipulating the histogram 
filter view, as illustrated in Selection Controls 330 of FIG.3B. 

6.2 Scatterplot Filters 
Like histogram filters, scatterplot filters may also be 

selected by the user to create filter views of the current instru 
ment group. For the purpose of illustrating a clear example, 
assume that the user selects the “Blank Scatterplot filter in 
control pane 312 of FIG.3A. In response, GUI logic 122 may 
present an input mechanism, for example, on content pane 
304 to allow the user to specify an x-axis metric and a y-axis 
metric to be used in the scatterplot filter view. Alternatively, 
GUI logic 122 may first render the scatterplot filter view with 
default X-axis metric and y-axis metrics that are set by the data 
analysis system 100. The user may thereafter choose different 
metrics for the scatterplot filter. 
As an example, in FIG.3Cthe x-axis metric is “PERCENT 

AGE OVER P/E” as indicated by link 336, and the time 
region is specified as “Past 6 Months' as indicated by label 
338 relative to a certain date that is selectable by the user, 
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12 
while the y-axis metric selected is historical volatility as 
indicated by HVOL link 356. A scatterplot filter view is 
rendered in content pane 304 with these two metrics control 
ling the coordinates for display of points representing instru 
ments that match the metrics. 
A scatterplot filter parameter pane 350 may also be dis 

played to the user for the purpose of selecting, modifying or 
inputting parameters related to the scatterplot filter. In some 
embodiments, scatterplot filter parameter pane 350 may be 
displayed along with the content of control area 302. Thus, in 
this embodiment, other membership criteria may continually 
be accessed on control area 302. In alternative embodiments, 
scatterplot filter parameter pane 350 may replace the content 
of control area 302 of FIG. 3A, as shown in FIG. 3C. 
A scatterplot filter view consists of a number of discrete 

points. Each of these points is associated with one or more 
instruments in the current instrument group. For example, the 
point 354 is associated with one or more instruments whose 
metric values match the Xandy coordinates of the point in the 
scatterplot filter view. The Xandy coordinates as displayed in 
the scatterplot filter view as illustrated in FIG. 3C may be 
determined based on the metric values of each instrument. For 
example, the coordinates may be linearly, logarithmically, or 
otherwise analytically dependent on the metric values. 
The scatterplot filter view may also represent one, two, or 

more instrument metrics, in addition to the metrics that cor 
respond to the Xandy coordinates. For example, the user may 
use a control 358 on content pane 304 to select a metric for 
color coding, and a control 360 to select another metric for 
size coding. For example, if the user selects a “historical 
volume” metric of instruments for color coding, then the 
scatterplot filter view may representa color saturation level of 
a point based on a value of this metric for a corresponding 
instrument. Similarly, if the user selects a “market cap' metric 
of instruments for size coding, then the scatterplot filter view 
may represent a size of a point based on a value of this metric 
for a corresponding instrument, as illustrated in FIG. 3D. 

In addition to representing metrics, the Xandy coordinates 
of the scatterplot filter view may represent metadata metrics 
of instruments in the current instrument group. For example, 
the x axis may represent the longitude of the globe, while the 
y axis may represent the latitude of the globe. A world map, or 
continental map, or a regional map may be represented by or 
overlaid with the spatial dimensions of the scatterplot filter 
view. The position of an instrument on this scatterplot filter 
view may be determined by a place of principal business 
activities of an entity that the instrument represents. Such a 
scatterplot can provide insight as to how instruments in a 
particular geographic area perform. The user may Zoom and/ 
or select a particular instrument set from a region of the 
scatterplot to study the performance of relevant instruments. 
View options link 334 may be used to set one or more 

options in viewing the scatterplot. For example, when a 
“Show Zero Line' option is selected in view options 334, a 
line 346 is shown in the scatterplot to indicate where the 
metric has a Zero value. 
The user can interact with the scatter filter view in order to 

view or modify the instrument group. The user can also con 
trol this interaction using a number of options in selection 
controls 330 of FIG. 3C and FIG. 3D. Example options 
include “Rectangle”, “Ellipse”, “Freeform”, “Pan,” or “Half 
plane', for manipulating the scatterplot filter view, as illus 
trated in Selection Controls 330 of FIG. 3C and FIG. 3D. For 
example, when the user selects "Rectangle', the user may 
proceed to use a pointer device such as a pen or mouse to 
specify a rectangle in the scatterplot filter view. For example, 
the user may perform positioning a mouse to a first position in 
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the scatterplot, holding down a mouse button to signal a 
starting diagonal position at the first position, dragging the 
mouse to a second position, and releasing the mouse button to 
signal an ending diagonal position at the second position. As 
a result, a rectangle is specified in the scatterplot. Data indi 
cating this range selection may be sent by the client to the 
cascading filtering logic 104. In response, the cascading fil 
tering logic 104 creates a new instrument group and a new 
filter view that comprises only those scatterplot points that 
have been selected. A new filter link that specifies two value 
ranges, one for X-axis and the other for y-axis, as membership 
criteria is created. All data items that included in the rectangle 
of the scatterplot filter view becomes included in the filter 
chain. 

Alternatively, the user may specify a “pan option. When 
the pan option is selected, the user may use a pointing device 
to move a filter view to a different range of x-axis values. 

In similar manners, other geometric forms in the scatterplot 
filter view may be specified by the user using “Ellipse'. 
“Freeform', or “Half-plane' options. As a result, new filter 
links may be created to cause a new set of data items to be 
included by the filter chain. 

6.3 Timeline Filters 
Timeline filters may be selected by the user to create filter 

views of the current instrument group based on time-related 
metrics of the instruments in the instrument group. For the 
purpose of illustration, the user selects the “Start Date' filter 
in control pane 314 of FIG. 3A. In response, GUI logic 122 
may present an input mechanism, for example, on content 
pane 304 to allow the user to specify a time range to be used 
in the timeline filter view. Alternatively, GUI logic 122 may 
first render the timeline filter view with a default time range 
set by the data analysis system 100. The user may thereafter 
choose a different time range for the timeline filter view. As 
illustrated in FIG. 3E, a timeline filter view is rendered in 
content pane 304 with a time range. 
A timeline filterparameter pane370 may also be displayed 

to the user for the purpose of selecting, modifying or inputting 
parameters related to the timeline filter. For example, a cal 
endar may be displayed in the timeline filter parameter pane 
370 for the user to specify a time range that will be used for 
horizontal axis 324. In some embodiments, this timeline filter 
parameter pane 370 may be displayed along with the content 
of control area 302. In an embodiment, other membership 
criteria may continually be accessed on control area 302. 
A timeline filter view consists of a number ofbuckets. Each 

of these buckets is associated with a unique, non-overlapping 
region of a time interval. For example, the bucket 376 is 
associated with a time interval within February 2005. 

Each instrument in the current instrument group is 
assigned to one of the buckets based on the instrument's start 
date. For example, if an instrument has a start date of a value 
within the bucket 376, the instrument will be assigned to that 
bucket. Consequently, when all the instruments in the current 
instrument group have been assigned to their respective buck 
ets, the number of each such bucket is determined and 
referred to as a frequency value of that bucket. 
The height of a bucket as displayed in the timeline filter 

view as illustrated in FIG.3E may be determined based on the 
frequency value of the bucket. In other embodiments, the 
height is not only based on the frequency value of the bucket. 
For example, the height may depend on a market cap of 
instruments that fall within the bucket. Other ways of repre 
senting heights of buckets may be used in various embodi 
mentS. 

The user may interact with the timeline filter view as pre 
sented in a graphically demarcated area to specify a new 
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14 
membership criterion to modify the instrument group. In 
various embodiments, different ways may be used to interact 
with this timeline filter view. For example, the user may use a 
pointing device to select one or more buckets of a timeline 
filter view. In the example of FIG. 3E, the user has selected 
one or more buckets for a time interval 378. As illustrated by 
graphic component 372, start dates of a total of 43 instru 
ments are in this selected time interval: three for “Equity” 
instruments and 40 for “FutureModel instruments, indicat 
ing a large number of future-based instruments created in the 
user selected buckets. Data representing this user selection 
may be sent to the cascading filtering logic 104. The user 
selection indicates a newly specified bucket range filter is to 
be added to the current filter chain using a set operation 
currently in effect. This newly specified bucket range filter 
specifies a new membership criterion that start dates of instru 
ments must fall within the range of one or more selected 
buckets. The cascading filtering logic 104 may create a new 
filter chain by applying the current set operation of “intersec 
tion' and the newly specified bucket range filter, as indicated 
in the user selection data received. This new filter chain may 
be applied to create a new instrument group and a new filter 
view that comprises only those timeline buckets that have 
been selected. 

In addition to the “Select by Bucket” option, the user may 
optionally or additionally select a different option for the 
purpose of manipulating the timeline filter view. 

6.4 Percentile Filters 
Percentile filters, or N-tile filters, may be selected by the 

user to create filter views of the current instrument group 
based on time-related metrics of the instruments in the instru 
ment group. For the purpose of illustration, the user selects 
the “Percentile' filter in control pane 316 of FIG. 3A. In 
response, GUI logic 122 may present an input mechanism, for 
example, on content pane 304 to allow the user to specify a 
number of buckets to be used in the Percentile filter view. 
Alternatively, GUI logic 122 may first render the Percentile 
filter view with a default number of buckets set by the data 
analysis system 100. The user may thereafter choose a differ 
ent number of buckets for the Percentile filter view. As illus 
trated in FIG.3F, a Percentile filter view is rendered in content 
pane 304 with a number of buckets. A Percentile bucket 
number input box 380 may also be displayed to the user for 
the purpose of selecting, modifying or inputting a different 
number of buckets for the Percentile filter view. In some 
embodiments, this Percentile bucket number input box 380 
may be displayed along with the content of control area 302. 
Thus, in this embodiment, other membership criteria may 
continually be accessed on control area 302. 
A Percentile filter view consists of a plurality of buckets. 

Each bucket is associated with a unique, non-overlapping 
region of a percentile range. Thus, each bucket contains a 
number of values equal to 100% of the values divided by the 
number ofbuckets. For example, where the number of bucket 
is specified as 10, each bucket contains 10% of the members 
of a data set. Thus, if the total number of stocks is 500 as in the 
case of the S&P Index, each bucket of a 10% percentile range 
contains 50 stocks. As an example, bucket 382 is associated 
with a percentile range of “top 10%.” 

Each instrument in the current instrument group is 
assigned to one of the buckets based on the instruments 
percentile ranking in the instrument groups. An instruments 
percentile ranking is calculated based on its value of a speci 
fied metric, relative to values of the specified metric for other 
instruments in the current instrument group. For instance, the 
metric may be specified as “PERCENTAGE OVER P/E for 
“Past 6 Months’. 
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For example, if an instrument has a percentile ranking in 
the instrument groups of a value within a bucket, then the 
instrument is assigned to that bucket. Thus if the instruments 
value in the “PERCENTAGE OVERP/E” metric is top 10% 
in the instrument group, then the instrument is assigned to 
bucket 382. 

The height of a bucket as displayed in the Percentile filter 
view as illustrated in FIG.3F may be determined based on the 
average value of the specified metric for the instruments of the 
bucket. Alternatively, the height is not based on the average 
value of the specified metric for the bucket. The height may 
depend on a separate height metric, for example, when a user 
selects a checkbox 386 and specifies a different height metric. 
For example, a total market capitalization value of instru 
ments that fall within the bucket may be used as a height 
metric instead of a value related to the specified metric that is 
used to compute the percentile ranking. These and other ways 
of representing heights of buckets may be used in various 
embodiments. 
The user may interact with the Percentile filter view as 

presented in a graphically demarcated area to specify a new 
membership criterion to modify the instrument group. In 
various embodiments, many different ways may be used to 
interact with this Percentile filter view. For example, the user 
may use a pointing device to select one or more buckets of a 
Percentile filter view. In the example of FIG. 3F, the user 
selected one or more buckets for a percentile range 384, 
which as shown includes one bucket 382. In other embodi 
ments, more buckets may be selected. Data representing this 
user selection may be sent to the cascading filtering logic 104. 
The user selection indicates that a newly specified bucket 
range filter is to be added to the current filter chain using a set 
operation that is currently in effect. This newly specified 
bucket range filter specifies a new membership criterion that 
percentile ranking in the instrument groups of instruments 
must fall within the range of one or more selected buckets. 
The cascading filtering logic 104 may create a new filterchain 
by applying the current set operation of “intersection' and the 
newly specified bucket range filter, as indicated in the user 
selection data received. This new filter chain may be applied 
to create a new instrument group and a new filter view that 
comprises only those Percentile buckets that have been 
selected. 

In addition to the “Select by Bucket' option, the user may 
optionally or additionally select a different option for the 
purpose of manipulating the Percentile filter view. 

6.5 List Filters 
FIG. 3A illustrates an example graphical user interface for 

list filters. For purposes of illustrating an example, assume 
that the starting set is all the instruments in the S&P 500, and 
the user has selected a list filter of sector type as the first filter 
link in a filter chain. As a result, an instrument group that 
comprises 500 instruments is created. 
As illustrated in FIG. 3A, a sector filter view that corre 

sponds to the first filter link is rendered in content pane 304. 
In an embodiment, the sector filter view consists of a plurality 
of bands. Each of the bands represents a sector. For example, 
one of the bands is a "Financials' sector. 

Each instrument in the current instrument group is 
assigned to one of the bands based on the instrument's value 
for a “sector property. For example, if an instrument has a 
value of “Consumer Staples', the instrument will be assigned 
to a band representing “Consumer Staples' sector. When all 
the instruments in the current instrument group (which, in this 
example, is the starting set, i.e., the S&P 500) have been 
assigned to their respective bands, the number of each Such 
band is determined. 
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As illustrated in FIG. 3A, each band comprises a block in 

which a number is displayed. The number represents the total 
number of instruments in a sector represented by the band. 
For example, for the “Consumer Staples' sector, a total of 39 
instruments is in the sector. 

In an embodiment, the user may interact with the sector 
filter view as presented in a graphically demarcated area to 
modify the list filter (e.g., of sector type). For example, the 
user may place a checkmark in a checkbox next to a band to 
select a particular sector from the current instrument group. 
The user may cancel the checkmark to deselect the particular 
sector, if so wishes. With certain sectors selected, the current 
instrument group is modified to include only those instru 
ments in the selected sectors. 

6.6 Smudges Filters 
A list filter can be associated with a list filter view as shown 

in FIG. 3A and as described in the preceding section and in 
section 2.3.2. Alternatively, a list filter can also be associated 
with a different filter view as shown in FIG. 3G. The filter 
view of FIG.3G is termed smudges filter view and can be used 
as an alternative visualization of the list filter. 
As an example, the user selects Such an alternative visual 

ization or filter view by clicking on a “Correlations' graphical 
component in control pane 316 in FIG.3A. In response to this 
user selection, GUI logic 122 may present an input mecha 
nism, for example, on content pane 304 to allow the user to 
specify a metric to be used in the smudges filter view. Alter 
natively, GUI logic 122 may first render the smudges filter 
view with a default metric set by the data analysis system 100. 
The user may thereafter choose a different metric (e.g., one of 
the metrics shown in 392 of FIG. 3G) for the smudges filter. 
For the purpose of illustration, the metric selected is “PER 
CENTAGE OVER P/E (336 of FIG. 3G). As illustrated in 
FIG. 3G, a smudges filter view is rendered in content pane 
304. 

In an embodiment, a Smudges filter view consists of a 
plurality of bands having varying color Saturation levels pro 
portional to a magnitude of an entry in the list associated with 
the list filter. Thus each band may be used to represent an 
entry in the list associated with the list filter. For example, 
where the associated list is sectors in the S&P Index, an 
example Smudges filter view may be rendered in content pane 
304 as shown in FIG.3G. This smudges filter view consists of 
a plurality of list entries for the associated list, each entry 
(e.g., 366 of FIG. 3G) representing a sector (i.e., the “Utili 
ties' sector) in the S&P index. As illustrated in FIG. 3G, a list 
entry Such as 366 may comprise a first string, which indicates 
a name such as “Utilities”, a second string such as 364, which 
may be used to indicate a total number of instruments in the 
represented sector, and a band such as 394, which, as one of 
the plurality of bands, represents a distribution of instruments 
over the specified metric. 

In some embodiments, each band in the plurality of bands 
in the smudges filter view provides a flattened or top-down 
view or visualization of a histogram for instruments in the 
represented sector. For example, each band 394 consists of a 
number of buckets. Each of these buckets is associated with a 
unique, non-overlapping region of values of the metric. For 
example, a bucket 396 on band 394 may be associated with a 
specific non-overlapping region of values of the metric. The 
magnitude of the number of values in a region of the metric 
may be indicated by the relative color saturation level of the 
associated color band. 

In an embodiment, each instrument in the represented list 
entry (e.g., the “Utilities' sector in the sector list) is assigned 
to one of the buckets, such as bucket 396 of FIG. 3G, on a 
band, such as band 394, based on the instrument's value for 
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the selected metric. For example, if an instrument has a metric 
value within the specific range for bucket 396, the instrument 
is assigned to bucket 396. Consequently, when all the instru 
ments in the current list entry (e.g., the “Utilities' sector) have 
been assigned to their respective buckets on the band (394 of 
FIG. 3G), the number of each such bucket for the band is 
determined and referred to as a frequency value of that bucket. 
A visible attribute. Such as a color hue or a color Saturation 

level, of a bucket as displayed in the band in the smudges filter 
view as illustrated in FIG.3G may be determined based on the 
frequency value of the bucket. For example, a higher fre 
quency value may correspond to a higher Saturation of red 
color whereas a lower frequency value may be represented by 
a color band having lower saturation. Alternatively, different 
color hues with or without different saturation may be used to 
indicate frequencies of buckets. These and other ways of 
associating frequencies of buckets with visible attributes of 
buckets on a band may be used in other embodiments. 

Other list entries (e.g., the “Energy” sector) may be simi 
larly determined and rendered in content pane 304 of FIG. 
3G. 

View options 334 may be used to set one or more options in 
viewing the smudges. For example, when a “Show Zero Line” 
option (not shown in FIG.3G) is selected in view options 334, 
a line 362 is shown in the smudges to indicate where the 
metric is zero. Similarly, other indications, such as mean 398 
on band 394 in FIG. 3G, medium, or standard deviation may 
be selected to be shown in the Smudges. In some embodi 
ments, the GUI displays differences in graphic attributes of 
these indications to promote clarity. 

To illustrate a clear example, this section has described a 
smudges filter view to represent histograms of list entries of a 
list. In an embodiment, a Smudges filter view may be used for 
representing other types of information. For example, a 
Smudges filter may be used to represent asset classes, or 
countries, rather than sectors in the S&P Index. These and 
other ways of using Smudges filter view to visualize data may 
be used in various embodiments. 

6.7 Treemap Filters 
In some embodiments, a treemap filter view as illustrated 

in FIG. 3H may be selected by the user. This treemap filter 
view may be constructed based on one or more metrics of data 
items (e.g., instruments) in a group (e.g., instrument group). 

In an embodiment, to Support constructing the treemap 
filter view, each instrument in the current instrument group is 
first assigned to, or classified into, two or more first buckets 
based on a value of the first metric of instruments. For the 
purpose of illustration, each instrument in the S&P Index may 
be assigned to eight Such buckets based on the first metric, 
Such as the sector metric. A size value may be associated with 
each of the first buckets. A size value associated with one of 
the first bucket may be computed based on values of the 
instruments in that bucket for a first metric. For example, 
where the first metric is market cap, values of the instruments 
in each of the first buckets for the market cap metric may be 
separately aggregated. As a result, a size value associated 
with each of the first buckets is determined. 

In some embodiments, where a rectangle area in content 
pane 304 may be used to render the treemap filter view, the 
rectangle area may be divided into two or more first contigu 
ous spaces, each of which represents one of the first buckets. 
For the purpose of illustration, a rectangle area 3102 may be 
used to render the treemap filter. Furthermore, the rectangle 
area 3102 is divided into eight first contiguous spaces 3104-1 
through 3104-8, as shown in FIG. 3H. Each of the first con 
tiguous spaces 3104 represents one of the first buckets. The 
size of each of the first contiguous spaces 3104 may be pro 
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18 
portional to a Sum of market cap of the instruments in the 
bucket represented by that first contiguous space 3104. 

In some embodiments, a visible attribute. Such as a color 
value, may be associated with each of the first buckets. The 
value of a visible attribute associated with one of the first 
bucket may be computed based on values of the instruments 
in that bucket for a second metric. For example, where the 
Second metric is “PERCENTAGE OVER PIE for “Past 6 
Months', the value of a visible attribute in each of the first 
buckets may be separately computed based on an average 
value for the “Percentage Over P/E metric, as weighed by the 
market cap of instruments in that first bucket. As a result, a 
value of a visible attribute associated with each of the first 
buckets is determined. The visible attribute may be repre 
sented in the treemap filter view as rendered in rectangle area 
31 O2. 

In some embodiments, one or more of the first contiguous 
spaces may be further divided based on a second size value 
and a second visible attribute. For example, where an instru 
ment group has been divided into the first buckets based on a 
sector metric, one or more buckets (e.g., one or more sectors) 
may be further divided into one or more second buckets based 
on a country metric of the instruments. 

In some embodiments, for each of the second buckets, a 
second size value and a second visible value may be com 
puted using the same metrics that are used to compute the size 
values and the visible attribute values of the first buckets. 
Furthermore, the sizes and the visible attributes of the second 
buckets can be used in rendering the second buckets in the 
treemap filter view in a similar manner as previously 
described for the first buckets. For the purpose of illustration, 
a first bucket 3104-1 is further divided into five second buck 
ets 3108-1 through 5. 

In an embodiment, the user may interact with a treemap 
filter view in order to modify the instrument group. For 
example, the user may use a pointing device to selecta portion 
of a treemap filter view. Data representing this user selection 
may be sent to the cascading filtering logic 104. The user 
selection indicates a new filter is to be added to the current 
filter chain using a set operation currently in effect. This new 
filter specifies a new membership criterion that an instrument 
must have been represented in, or alternatively must have 
been excluded from, the specified portion of the treemap filter 
view. The cascading filtering logic 104 may create a new filter 
chain by applying a current set operation and the new filter, as 
indicated in the user selection data received. This new filter 
chain may be applied to create a new instrument group and a 
new filter view. 

6.8 Spectrum Filters 
In some embodiments, a spectrum filter view as illustrated 

in FIG. 31 may be selected by the user. This spectrum filter 
view may be constructed based on one or more metrics of data 
items (e.g., instruments) in a group (e.g., instrument group). 

For the purpose of constructing the spectrum filter view, a 
rectangle area such as 3202 of FIG. 31 is used to render the 
spectrum filter view in content pane 304. The rectangle area 
has two dimensions. The horizontal dimension of the rect 
angle area may be divided into as many first divisions as 
instruments in an instrument group, each of the first divisions 
representing one of the instruments. The vertical dimension 
of each of the first divisions representing one of the instru 
ments may be divided into as many second divisions (e.g., 
3208-i, 3210-i, 3212-i of FIG. 31) as metrics of the instru 
ments to be depicted in the spectrum filter view, each of the 
second divisions representing a type of metric for the instru 
ments in the instrument groups. Consequently, N first divi 
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sions and M second divisions may yield a grid of N times M 
space divisions, and the grid may be rendered in rectangle 
area 3202. 
A particular set of M second space divisions (e.g., 3208-i, 

3210-i, 3212-i of FIG. 31), in the rectangle area, that shares a 
particular first division (e.g., 3206-i of FIG. 31) in the N first 
divisions, represents a particular data item in the N data items 
in the instrument group. 

In some embodiments, visual attributes of different rect 
angle subareas 3204 are controlled by different metrics of the 
instruments. Here, each of the rectangle subareas 3204 (1 
through 3 as illustrated in FIG. 31) comprises N second space 
divisions, representing a metric of the instruments. As an 
example, rectangle subarea 3204-1 may be colored blue, rep 
resenting a “Percentage Over P/E metric of the N instru 
ments; rectangle subarea 3204-2 may be colored red, repre 
senting a market-cap metric of the N instruments; and 
rectangle Subarea 3204-3 may be colored green, representing 
a sigma-move metric of the N instruments. 
A visible attribute of a second space division, say 3208-i in 

a rectangle Subarea, say 3204-1, may be determined based on 
an (e.g., i-th) instrument's value in a metric, say the instru 
ment’s value for the “Percentage Over P/E metric. Thus, a 
higher value in the metric may be used to determine that a 
higher color Saturation for the corresponding second space 
division. This visible attribute may be represented in the 
spectrum filter view as rendered in 3202. 

In some embodiments, the instruments are represented 
along the horizontal direction of the spectrum filter view in a 
certain order. For example, the instruments may be ordered by 
their market caps. For example, instruments market caps 
may increase along a left-to-right horizontal direction. In 
various embodiments, other metrics may also be used to order 
the placement of the instruments along the horizontal direc 
tion. 

In an embodiment, the user may interact with a spectrum 
filter view in order to modify the instrument group. For 
example, the user may use a pointing device to selecta portion 
of a spectrum filter view. This portion of the spectrum filter 
view may represent a new membership criterion that an 
instrument and the instruments one or more metrics must fall 
within the specified portion. Data representing this user selec 
tion may be sent to the cascading filtering logic 104. The user 
selection indicates a new filter is to be added to the current 
filter chain using a set operation currently in effect. The 
cascading filtering logic 104 may create a new filter chain by 
applying a current set operation of “intersection' and the new 
filter, as indicated in the user selection data received. This new 
filter chain may be applied to create a new instrument group 
and a new filter view. 

7 Common Features 
In some embodiments, features common to filter views 

may be provided in some or all of the above discussed filter 
views. For example, an export option such as 352 illustrated 
in FIG. 3C may be used to export the data represented in a 
filter view such as a scatterplot. The data may be exported in 
various formats to a data storage element Such as a local 
storage device attached the client 120 or a remote receiver 
over a network. In a particular embodiment, the data is 
exported in a tabular form, delimited form, XML, spreadsheet 
file, etc. 

Another common feature may be a refresh option Such as 
shown in FIG.3B. This option may be useful if a user wishes 
to evaluate a filter chain against a universe of data items in a 
particular state Such as the present state. In one example 
scenario, a user may create, edit, open or view a filter chain 
over an extended period of time during which the results 
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displayed in a filter view (e.g., a Percentile view) become 
stale. In some embodiments, the user may select/click on the 
refresh option and view the results of a current evaluation of 
the filter chain. 

It should be noted that the above common features are 
described for the purpose of illustration only. In various 
embodiments, other common features may be included in 
some or all of the filter views. 

8 Extensions and Alternatives 
8.1 Identifying Important Information 
Various filter views as described herein can be used by a 

user to identify important information from a large set of data 
items with many metrics and metrics. For instance, a histo 
gram may be used to identify a set of high performing instru 
ments in an instrument group. As illustrated in FIG. 3B, high 
performing instruments may be in buckets towards the right 
hand side of the filter view that have high values of the 
“Percentage Over P/E metric. The user can select these high 
performing instruments for further studying or for further 
filtering. Similarly, low performing instruments towards the 
left-hand side of the filter view may be selected for contrast 
ing purposes. 

Similarly, a scatterplot filter view may be used to select a 
set of instruments that have certain values in Some metrics. A 
scatterplot filter view may also be used to study instruments 
that have a specific country metric value, say instruments that 
have European countries as their metric values. 
A treemap filter view may be used to view graphically 

market caps of instruments. The treemap filter view may also 
provide indication for a performance metric. The user may be 
able to determine whether a particular sector performs much 
better than the other sectors and whether large market cap 
instruments in Sucha sector performs better than Small market 
cap instruments in the same sector. 
A spectrum filter view provides a side-by-side display of 

several metrics for the user to contrast and to correlate. Since 
instruments in the spectrum filter view may be ordered using 
values of a particular metric. Visual attributes in the spectrum 
filter view can provide insight as to how instruments distrib 
ute along various values of the particular metric. 

8.2 Dynamic Instrument Groups 
For the purpose of illustrating clear examples, prior sec 

tions have stated that a filter chain may be evaluated by 
applying membership criteria to the universe of data items 
and causing a group, which may be an instrument group if 
data items are instruments, of data items to be selected from 
the universe. However, filter chains may exist independent of 
any particular groups of data items that are selected when 
these filter chains are evaluated. For example, the universe of 
data items may be in different states in different times. Thus, 
the universe of data items may be in a first state at a time when 
a particular filter chain is specified by the user. The universe 
of data items may be in a second state at a later time, and the 
second state may be different from the first state. For example, 
Some data items in the universe may comprise new or updated 
information. 

In an embodiment, definition data (or queries) at various 
stages of manipulation of each of one or more filter chains 
may be saved by the user, independent of any groups of 
instruments that these filter chains select from the universe of 
data items at the time of manipulation. Thus, at the later time 
when the universe of instruments is in the second state, apply 
ing a filter chain that has been created earlier may result in 
selecting a different group of instruments, or the same group 
of instruments but with different data, from the universe of 
data items. For example, where a group of high performing 
instruments is selected at an earlier time by a filter chain, a 
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different group of high performing instruments, or the same 
group of high performing instruments but with different data, 
may be selected at a later time. Consequently, an instrument 
group as selected by a filter chain is dynamic, depending on 
the current state of the universe of instruments when the filter 
chain is applied. 

8.3 User-Defined Filters 
A user may want to add a new filter after the data analysis 

system 100 is in use. In an embodiment, a facility for adding 
one or more user-defined filters is provided by data analysis 
system 100. 

For example, a configuration file may be modified by a user 
to specify a new filter to be incorporated into control area 302. 
In an embodiment, the user may specify in the configuration 
file that the new filter is to appear and be accessed in control 
pane 316. In an embodiment, the user may also provide 
executable code, linkable code, compiled code, or library 
code in one or more directories on the application server 102. 
These directories may be identified by the user in the con 
figuration file. The code provided by the user implements the 
particular data filtering method that the user wants to integrate 
into the system. 
When a data analysis session starts, the data analysis sys 

tem 100 may render all the filters that are to be presented in the 
graphic user interface. At a user's selection, the data analysis 
system 100 may dynamically create the new filter based on 
reading the configuration file and using the code specified by 
the user. In one embodiment, programmatic reflection tech 
niques may be used to dynamically load classes that form an 
implementation of the new filter. As a result of dynamic 
incorporation of user-provided filter code, a user-defined fil 
ter can be made available on GUI 300 for specifying one or 
more membership criteria in data analysis sessions. 

Data analysis according to the techniques described herein 
is not limited to any particular tool or any particular type of 
analysis. Thus, the examples of data analysis provided herein 
are to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive 
SSC. 

9 Example Implementation Hardware 
FIG. 4 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer system 

400 upon which an embodiment of the invention may be 
implemented. Computer system 400 includes a bus 402 or 
other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
mation, and a processor 404 coupled with bus 402 for pro 
cessing information. Computer system 400 also includes a 
main memory 406. Such as a random access memory (RAM) 
or other dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 402 for 
storing information and instructions to be executed by pro 
cessor 404. Main memory 406 also may be used for storing 
temporary variables or other intermediate information during 
execution of instructions to be executed by processor 404. 
Computer system 400 further includes a read only memory 
(ROM) 408 or other static storage device coupled to bus 402 
for storing static information and instructions for processor 
404. A storage device 410. Such as a magnetic disk or optical 
disk, is provided and coupled to bus 402 for storing informa 
tion and instructions. 

Computer system 400 may be coupled via bus 402 to a 
display 412, Such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for displaying 
information to a computer user. An input device 414, includ 
ing alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 402 for 
communicating information and command selections to pro 
cessor 404. Another type of user input device is cursor control 
416. Such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 404 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 412. This input device typically has two degrees of 
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freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. 
The invention is related to the use of computer system 400 

for implementing the techniques described herein. According 
to one embodiment of the invention, those techniques are 
performed by computer system 400 in response to processor 
404 executing one or more sequences of one or more instruc 
tions contained in main memory 406. Such instructions may 
be read into main memory 406 from another machine-read 
able medium, such as storage device 410. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 406 
causes processor 404 to perform the process steps described 
herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
tions to implement the invention. Thus, embodiments of the 
invention are not limited to any specific combination of hard 
ware circuitry and software. 
The term “machine-readable medium' as used herein 

refers to any medium that participates in providing data that 
causes a machine to operate in a specific fashion. In an 
embodiment implemented using computer system 400, Vari 
ous machine-readable media are involved, for example, in 
providing instructions to processor 404 for execution. Such a 
medium may take many forms, including but not limited to, 
non-volatile media, Volatile media, and transmission media. 
Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or mag 
netic disks, such as storage device 410. Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory, Such as main memory 406. Trans 
mission media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber 
optics, including the wires that comprise bus 402. Transmis 
sion media can also take the form of acoustic or light waves, 
such as those generated during radio wave and infrared data 
communications. All Such media must be tangible to enable 
the instructions carried by the media to be detected by a 
physical mechanism that reads the instructions into a 
machine. 
Common forms of machine-readable media include, for 

example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, magnetic 
tape, or any other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM, any other 
optical medium, punch cards, paper tape, any other physical 
medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and 
EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, any other memory chip or car 
tridge, a carrier wave as described hereinafter, or any other 
medium from which a computer can read. 

Various forms of machine-readable media may be involved 
in carrying one or more sequences of one or more instructions 
to processor 404 for execution. For example, the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk of a remote com 
puter. The remote computer can load the instructions into its 
dynamic memory and send the instructions over a telephone 
line using a modem. A modem local to computer system 400 
can receive the data on the telephone line and use an infrared 
transmitter to convert the data to an infrared signal. An infra 
red detector can receive the data carried in the infrared signal 
and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus 402. Bus 
402 carries the data to main memory 406, from which pro 
cessor 404 retrieves and executes the instructions. The 
instructions received by main memory 406 may optionally be 
stored on storage device 410 either before or after execution 
by processor 404. 
Computer system 400 also includes a communication 

interface 418 coupled to bus 402. Communication interface 
418 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a 
network link 420 that is connected to a local network 422. For 
example, communication interface 418 may be an integrated 
services digital network (ISDN) card or a modem to provide 
a data communication connection to a corresponding type of 
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telephone line. As another example, communication interface 
418 may be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a data 
communication connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless 
links may also be implemented. In any Such implementation, 
communication interface 418 sends and receives electrical, 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information. 
Network link 420 typically provides data communication 

through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link 420 may provide a connection through 
local network 422 to a host computer 424 or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP)426. ISP 
426 in turn provides data communication services through the 
worldwide packet data communication network now com 
monly referred to as the “Internet” 428. Local network 422 
and Internet 428 both use electrical, electromagnetic or opti 
cal signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through 
the various networks and the signals on network link 420 and 
through communication interface 418, which carry the digital 
data to and from computer system 400, are exemplary forms 
of carrier waves transporting the information. 

Computer system 400 can send messages and receive data, 
including program code, through the network(s), network 
link 420 and communication interface 418. In the Internet 
example, a server 430 might transmit a requested code for an 
application program through Internet 428, ISP 426, local 
network 422 and communication interface 418. 
The received code may be executed by processor 404 as it 

is received, and/or stored in storage device 410, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. In this manner, com 
puter system 400 may obtain application code in the form of 
a carrier wave. 

In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the inven 
tion have been described with reference to numerous specific 
details that may vary from implementation to implementa 
tion. Thus, the sole and exclusive indicator of what is the 
invention, and is intended by the applicants to be the inven 
tion, is the set of claims that issue from this application, in the 
specific form in which Such claims issue, including any Sub 
sequent correction. Any definitions expressly set forth herein 
for terms contained in Such claims shall govern the meaning 
of Such terms as used in the claims. Hence, no limitation, 
element, property, feature, advantage or attribute that is not 
expressly recited in a claim should limit the scope of Such 
claim in any way. The specification and drawings are, accord 
ingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive 
SSC. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implemented method comprising: 
creating and storing in computer memory a filter chain 

object comprising an association of a starting set of data 
items and two or more filter links; 

wherein each of the filter links comprises a set operation 
and a membership criterion; 

wherein an individual filter link of the two or more filter 
links is joined to others of the two or more filter links 
with an individual set operation specified in the indi 
vidual filter links; 

wherein each of the filter links is associated with a particu 
lar filter view among a plurality of filter views, and 
wherein each particular filter view comprises agraphical 
representation of a state of applying the membership 
criterion of the associated filter link to a subset of data 
resulting from filtering the starting set of data items 
according to Zero or more preceding filter links; 

receiving user input representing an interaction with a first 
particular filter view, and modifying the membership 
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criterion that is associated with the first particular filter 
view in response to the user input. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the first particular filter 
view comprises a histogram view that is associated with a 
histogram filter link, wherein the user input comprises a 
selection of a range of an axis of the histogram view, and 
wherein the modifying comprises changing the membership 
criterion of the histogram filter link to comprise the selected 
range. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the particular filter view 
is a histogram view. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the particular filter view 
is a scatterplot view. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the particular filter view 
is a timeline view. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the particular filter view 
is a percentile view. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the particular filter view 
is a treemap view. 

8. The method of claim 1, wherein the particular filter view 
is a spectrum view. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the particular filter view 
is a list view. 

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the particular filter 
view is a list view that is associated with a list filter link and 
comprising a graphical display of a bar or a number for each 
data item in a list shown in the list view. 

11. The method of claim 10, wherein each bar or number 
represents a quantity of each of the data items in the list. 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the particular filter 
view is a smudges view and wherein the bar has a color 
saturation level that is proportional to the magnitude of the 
quantity. 

13. The method of claim 1, further comprising receiving 
second user input that defines the set operation, the member 
ship criterion, or the graphical representation. 

14. The method of claim 1, wherein the data items that are 
in the starting set of data items may change over time. 

15. The method of claim 1, wherein each filter link is 
associated with a table of a second subset of the data items 
resulting from filtering the starting set of data items according 
to all the filter links. 

16. The method of claim 1, wherein the data items repre 
sent tradable financial instruments. 

17. A machine-readable storage medium comprising one 
or more program instructions recorded thereon, which 
instructions, when executed by one or more processors, cause 
the one or more processors to perform the steps of 

creating and storing in computer memory a filter chain 
object comprising an association of a starting set of data 
items and two or more filter links; 

wherein each of the filter links comprises a set operation 
and a membership criterion; 

wherein an individual filter link of the two or more filter 
links is joined to others of the two or more filter links 
with an individual set operation specified in the indi 
vidual filter link; 

wherein each of the filter links is associated with a particu 
lar filter view among a plurality of filter views, and 
wherein each particular filter view comprises agraphical 
representation of a state of applying the membership 
criterion of the associated filter link to a subset of data 
resulting from filtering the starting set of data items 
according to Zero or more preceding filter links; 

receiving user input representing an interaction with a first 
particular filter view, and modifying the membership 
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criterion that is associated with the first particular filter 
view in response to the user input. 

18. The storage medium of claim 17, wherein the first 
particular filter view comprises a histogram view that is asso 
ciated with a histogram filter link, wherein the user input 
comprises a selection of a range of an axis of the histogram 
view, and wherein the modifying comprises changing the 
membership criterion of the histogram filter link to comprise 
the selected range. 

19. The storage medium of claim 17, wherein the particular 
filter view is a histogram view. 

20. The storage medium of claim 17, wherein the particular 
filter view is a scatterplot view. 

21. The storage medium of claim 17, wherein the particular 
filter view is a timeline view. 

22. The storage medium of claim 17, wherein the particular 
filter view is a percentile view. 

23. The storage medium of claim 17, wherein the particular 
filter view is a treemap view. 

24. The storage medium of claim 17, wherein the particular 
filter view is a spectrum view. 

25. The storage medium of claim 17, wherein the particular 
filter view is a list view. 

26. The storage medium of claim 17, wherein the particular 
filter view is a list view that is associated with a list filter link 
and comprising a graphical display of a bar or a number for 
each data item in a list shown in the list view. 

27. The storage medium of claim 26, wherein each bar or 
number represents a quantity of each of the data items in the 
list. 

28. The storage medium of claim 27, wherein the particular 
filter view is a smudges view and wherein the bar has a color 
saturation level that is proportional to the magnitude of the 
quantity. 

29. The storage medium of claim 17, further comprising 
receiving second user input that defines the set operation, the 
membership criterion, or the graphical representation. 

30. The storage medium of claim 17, wherein the data 
items that are in the starting set of data items may change over 
time. 

31. The storage medium of claim 17, wherein each filter 
link is associated with a table of a second subset of the data 
items resulting from filtering the starting set of data items 
according to all the filter links. 

32. The storage medium of claim 17, wherein the data 
items represent tradable financial instruments. 

33. A computer-based apparatus comprising: 
means for creating and storing in computer memory a filter 

chain object comprising an association of a starting set 
of data items and two or more filter links; 

wherein each of the filter links comprises a set operation 
and a membership criterion; 

wherein an individual filter link of the two or more filter 
links is joined to others of the two or more filter links 
with an individual set operation specified in the indi 
vidual filter link; 

wherein each of the filter links is associated with a particu 
lar filter view among a plurality of filter views, and 
wherein each particular filter view comprises agraphical 
representation of a state of applying the membership 
criterion of the associated filter link to a subset of data 
resulting from filtering the starting set of data items 
according to Zero or more preceding filter links; 

receiving user input representing an interaction with a first 
particular filter view, and modifying the membership 
criterion that is associated with the first particular filter 
view in response to the user input. 
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34. An application server comprising: 
a network interface that is coupled to a data network for 

receiving one or more packet flows therefrom; 
a processor; and 
one or more stored program instructions which, when 

executed by the processor, cause the processor to carry 
out the steps of: 
creating and storing in computer memory a filter chain 

object comprising an association of a starting set of 
data items and two or more filter links; 

wherein each of the filter links comprises a set operation 
and a membership criterion; 

wherein an individual filter link of the two or more filter 
links is joined to others of the two or more filter links 
with an individual set operation specified in the indi 
vidual filter link; 

wherein each of the filter links is associated with a par 
ticular filter view among a plurality offilter views, and 
wherein each particular filter view comprises a 
graphical representation of a state of applying the 
membership criterion of the associated filter link to a 
Subset of data resulting from filtering the starting set 
of data items according to Zero or more preceding 
filter links; 
receiving user input representing an interaction with a 

first particular filter view, and modifying the mem 
bership criterion that is associated with the first 
particular filter view in response to the user input. 

35. The application server of claim 34, wherein the first 
particular filter view comprises a histogram view that is asso 
ciated with a histogram filter link, wherein the user input 
comprises a selection of a range of an axis of the histogram 
view, and wherein the modifying comprises changing the 
membership criterion of the histogram filter link to comprise 
the selected range. 

36. The application server of claim 34, wherein the par 
ticular filter view is a histogram view. 

37. The application server of claim 34, wherein the par 
ticular filter view is a scatterplot view. 

38. The application server of claim 34, wherein the par 
ticular filter view is a timeline view. 

39. The application server of claim 34, wherein the par 
ticular filter view is a percentile view. 

40. The application server of claim 34, wherein the par 
ticular filter view is a treemap view. 

41. The application server of claim 34, wherein the par 
ticular filter view is a spectrum view. 

42. The application server of claim 34, wherein the par 
ticular filter view is a list view. 

43. The application server of claim 34, wherein the par 
ticular filter view is a list view that is associated with a list 
filter link and comprising a graphical display of a bar or a 
number for each data item in a list shown in the list view. 

44. The application server of claim 43, wherein each bar or 
number represents a quantity of each of the data items in the 
list. 

45. The application server of claim 44, wherein the par 
ticular filter view is a smudges view and wherein the bar has 
a color Saturation level that is proportional to the magnitude 
of the quantity. 

46. The application server of claim 34, further comprising 
receiving second user input that defines the set operation, the 
membership criterion, or the graphical representation. 

47. The application server of claim 34, wherein the data 
items that are in the starting set of data items may change over 
time. 
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48. The application server of claim 34, wherein each filter 49. The application server of claim 34, wherein the data 
link is associated with a table of a second subset of the data items represent tradable financial instruments. 
items resulting from filtering the starting set of data items 
according to all the filter links. k . . . . 
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1. 

SHARING AND DECONFLCTING DATA 
CHANGES IN A MULTIMASTER DATABASE 

SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present disclosure generally relates to distributed com 
puting systems and, in particular, to sharing and deconfliction 
of data changes in a multi-master database system. 

BACKGROUND 

In a multimaster database system, data is stored in a group 
of databases, data changes may be made to any member of the 
group, and data changes made to one member are propagated 
to the rest of the group. Multimaster database systems typi 
cally employ either a “synchronous” or an “asynchronous 
replication scheme for propagating a change made to one 
database to the rest of the databases in the group. 

In synchronous multimaster replication, each change is 
applied to all databases in the group immediately or to none of 
the databases if one or more of the databases in the group 
cannot accept the change. For example, one of the databases 
may be offline or unavailable. Synchronous multimaster rep 
lication is typically achieved using a two-phase commit pro 
tocol. 

In contrast, in "asynchronous multimaster replication, a 
change made to a database is immediately accepted by the 
database but propagation of the change to other databases in 
the group may be deferred. Because propagation of changes 
may be deferred, if one or more of the databases in the group 
are unavailable, the available databases can still accept 
changes, queuing the changes locally until they can be propa 
gated. For this reason, multimaster database systems employ 
ing an asynchronous replication strategy are considered to be 
more highly available than multimaster database systems 
employing a synchronous replication strategy. However, 
asynchronous replication raises the possibility of conflicts 
that occur as a result of concurrent database changes. 
A conflict can arise in a multimaster database system when 

the same data is changed in two different databases before 
either one of those changes can be propagated to the other. For 
example, assume that in database A data representing a par 
ticular person’s eye color is changed to “brown', and after 
that change but before that change can be propagated to 
database B data in database B representing the particular 
person’s eye color is changed to “green’. Without additional 
information, it is unclear which change is the “correct” 
change that should be adopted by all databases in the system. 

Multimaster database systems employing an asynchronous 
replication scheme typically provide mechanisms for "decon 
flicting conflicts. As used herein, the term “deconflict, 
refers generally to detecting and resolving a conflict Such that 
a resolution of the conflict is eventually adopted by all data 
bases in the system. In some cases, the multimaster database 
system may be able to deconflict automatically without 
requiring user intervention. In other cases, user intervention 
may be required to determine which of the concurrent 
changes should be adopted. 

In multimaster database systems employing asynchronous 
replication, when conflicts are detected has an enormous 
effect on the integrity of database data. For example, some 
database systems may support “object resolution'. Object 
resolution involves a user oran automated computing process 
determining that two or more separate data objects actually 
represent the same real-world entity and invoking a function 
of the database system so that the separate data objects are 
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2 
resolved into a single data object. For example, assume there 
are two separate data objects, one having a name property 
value of “John Smith', the other having a name property 
value of “J. S.'. A user may decide that these two data objects 
both represent the same real-world person. Accordingly, in a 
database system that Supports object resolution, the user may 
invoke a function of the database system so that the two 
separate data objects are resolved to a single data object 
having a name property value of “John Smith' or “J.S. as 
selected by the user resolving the objects together. 

In multimaster database systems employing asynchronous 
replication, it would be desirable to detect as a conflict con 
current changes that include an object resolution change. For 
example, assume that in database A, User 1 changed the hair 
color property of a data object representing a person named 
“J.S. from “brown to “blonde’. Further assume that before 
the hair color change made by User 1 can be propagated from 
database A to database B that User 2 changes database B by 
resolving together the data object representing “J.S. with 
another data object representing a person named 'John 
Smith'. It would be desirable for the multimaster database 
system to detect these two concurrent changes as a conflict as 
User 2 may not have decided to resolve “J.S. and “John 
Smith' together if User 2 had known that John Smith's hair 
color was changed by User 1. Similarly, User 1 may not have 
decided to change the hair color of “J.S. had User 1 known 
that User 2 resolved “J.S. and “John Smith' together. 
What is a needed then is a multimaster database system 

employing asynchronous replication that detects conflicts 
resulting from concurrent changes in a manner that is in line 
with user expectations and that handles the deconfliction and 
propagation of Such changes appropriately. Embodiments of 
the present invention fulfill these and other needs. 
The approaches described in this section are approaches 

that could be pursued, but not necessarily approaches that 
have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless 
otherwise indicated, it should not be assumed that any of the 
approaches described in this section qualify as prior art 
merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

The present invention is illustrated by way of example, and 
not by way of limitation, in the figures of the accompanying 
drawings and in which like reference numerals refer to similar 
elements and in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates a multimaster database system for use in 
sharing and deconflicting data changes amongsta plurality of 
replication sites according to an embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an object-centric conceptual data model 
according to an embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 3 illustrates a method for sharing a data change to a 
data object in a multimaster database system using per-object 
version vectors, according to an embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 4 illustrates a method for detecting and deconflicting 
a conflict involving concurrent changes to a data object using 
per-object version vectors, according to an embodiment of the 
invention. 

FIG.5 illustrates an example of detecting and deconflicting 
a conflict involving concurrent changes to a data object using 
per-object version vectors according to an embodiment of the 
invention. 

FIG. 6 illustrates an example of sharing data changes using 
per-link set version vectors according to an embodiment of 
the invention. 
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FIG. 7 illustrates a computer system with which an 
embodiment may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Introduction 

Referring to the figures, exemplary embodiments of the 
invention will now be described. The exemplary embodi 
ments are primarily described with reference to block dia 
grams or flowcharts. As to the flowcharts, each block within 
the flowcharts represents both a method step and an apparatus 
element for performing the method step. Depending upon the 
implementation, the corresponding apparatus element may 
be configured in hardware, Software, firmware, or combina 
tions thereof. 

Further, in the following description, for the purposes of 
explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to 
provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It 
will be apparent, however, that the present invention may be 
practiced without these specific details. In other instances, 
block diagrams include well-known structures and devices in 
order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the present invention. 

Overview 
According to one or more embodiments of the present 

invention, a multimaster database system and computer 
based method therein provide sharing and deconfliction of 
data changes amongst a plurality of replication sites. 

In a particular embodiment, data changes at sites to data 
objects are tracked by each site on a per-data object basis 
using per-data object version vectors. The method includes a 
first computing device at a first site making a change to a data 
object. The first computing device shares the change to the 
data object with one or more other sites. A second computing 
device at a second site receives an update reflecting the 
change to the data object made by the first computing device 
at the first site. The update includes an identification of the 
data object, data reflecting the change to the data object, and 
a version vector for the data object at the first site. The second 
computing device obtains a version vector for the data object 
at the second site and compares the version vector of the data 
object at the first site to the version vector of the data object at 
the second site to determine whether the two version vectors 
are identical, ordered, or concurrent. Based on this compari 
son, the second site either attempts to automatically decon 
flict the two versions of the data object if, according to their 
version vectors, they are concurrent, or automatically incor 
porates the received update into the second site's copy of the 
data object if, according to their version vectors, the version 
of the data object at the second site is ordered before the 
version received in the update. 

In another particular embodiment, data changes at sites to 
links connecting two data objects are tracked on a per-link set 
basis using per-link set version vectors. The method includes 
a first computing device at a first site making a change to a set 
of links connecting two data objects. The first computing 
device shares the change to the link set with one or more other 
sites. A second computing device at a second site receives an 
update reflecting the change to the link set made by the first 
computing device at the first site. The update includes an 
identification of the link set and a version vector for the link 
set at the first site. The second computing device obtains a 
version vector for the link set at the second site and compares 
the version vector for link set at the first site to the version 
vector of the link set at the second site to determine whether 
the two version vectors are identical, ordered, or concurrent. 
Based on this comparison, the second site either attempts to 
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automatically deconflict the two versions of the link set if, 
according to their version vectors, they are concurrent, or 
automatically incorporates the received update into the sec 
ond site's copy of the link set if, according to their version 
vectors, the version of the link set at the second site is ordered 
before the version received in the update. 

In another particular embodiment, per-object version vec 
tors are used to detect a conflict resulting from concurrent 
changes at two or more sites in which at least one of the 
concurrent changes includes an object resolution change. The 
method includes a first computing device at a first site of the 
plurality of sites resolving two or more data objects together 
via an object resolution feature of a database system or data 
base application. The first computing device shares the reso 
lution change with one or more other sites of the plurality of 
sites. A second computing device receives an update reflect 
ing the resolution change made by the first computing device 
at the first site. The update includes an identification of each 
of the two or more data objects that were resolved together, 
and, for each of the two or more data objects, a version vector 
of the data object at the first site. The second computing 
device obtains, for each of the two or more data objects, a 
version vector of the data object at the second site. The second 
computing device compares, for each of the two or more data 
objects, the version vector of the data object at the first site to 
the version vector of the data object at the second site to 
determine whether the two versions are identical, ordered, or 
concurrent. In response to the second computing device 
determining that the version vector of at least one data object 
of the two or more data objects at the first site is concurrent 
with the version vector of the at least one data object at the 
second site, the second computing device determines that the 
resolution change made by the first computing device at the 
first site conflicts with the version of the at least one data 
object at the second site. 

Other embodiments include, without limitation, a com 
puter-readable non-transitory medium that includes proces 
sor-executable instructions that enable a processing unit to 
implement one or more aspects of the disclosed methods as 
well as a system configured to implement one or more aspects 
of the disclosed methods. 

Multimaster Database System with Deconfliction Engine 
FIG. 1 illustrates a multimaster database system 100 for 

use in sharing and deconflicting data changes amongst a 
plurality of replication sites according to an embodiment of 
the invention. In one embodiment, sites 101,102, and 103 are 
coupled through one or more data networks such as the Inter 
net, one or more wide area networks (WANs), one or more 
local area networks (LANs), one or more network communi 
cation buses, or some combination thereof. It is not necessary 
that a highly or continuously available data network exist 
between replication sites and the data network(s) connecting 
any two sites may only be periodically available. In another 
embodiment, one or more of the sites are not connected to any 
other site in the system and data is transported to and from 
these sites manually using portable media or a portable media 
device as such as a Compact Disc (CD), a Digital Versatile 
Disc (DVD), Universal Serial Bus (USB) flash device, etc. 

Each site 101, 102, and 103 may comprise one or more 
networked computing devices such as one or more worksta 
tion computers, server computers, laptop computers, mobile 
computing devices, or combinations thereof connected to 
each other via one or more data networks. Further, while only 
three sites are shown in FIG. 1, multimaster database system 
100 may comprise many hundreds or even many thousands of 
geographically distributed sites. 
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According to one embodiment, each site 101, 102, and 103 
each have copies 111,112, and 113 of the same body of data. 
The body of data may be, for example, one or more tables in 
a relational database. However, embodiments of the invention 
are not limited to relational databases and any type of data 
base capable of Supporting the conceptual data model 
described herein may be used. Non-limiting examples of 
types of databases capable of Supporting the conceptual data 
model described herein include relational databases, hierar 
chical databases, and object-oriented databases. 

With respect to that particular body of data, site 101 may be 
configured to asynchronously propagate to site 102 changes 
made to copy 111, and asynchronously propagate to site 103 
changes made to copy 111. Similarly, site 102 may be con 
figured to asynchronously propagate to site 101 changes 
made to copy 112, and asynchronously propagate to site 103 
changes made to copy 212. Site 103 may be configured to 
asynchronously propagate to both sites 101 and 102 changes 
made to copy 113. However, it is not necessary that each site 
be configured to propagate to every other site changes made to 
its copy of the body of data. In other words, a full-meshed 
multimaster site topology is not required to implement 
embodiments of the invention and partially-meshed or cas 
cading multimaster topologies may be used. 
AS System 100 employs an asynchronous replication 

scheme, each copy 111, 112, and 113 of the body of data is 
loosely consistent with the other copies. That is, each copy 
may diverge from time to time Such that at any given moment 
one copy's view of the body of data may be different from 
another copy's view of the body of data. In the absence of new 
changes, the copies are expected to eventually become con 
sistent with one another. Thus, as well as being loosely con 
sistent with one another, the copies 112, 112, 113, etc. can 
also be said to be eventually consistent. 

Each site 101, 102, and 103 has deconfliction logic 120 for 
receiving remote changes to the body of data from other sites, 
detecting conflicts, deconflicting detected conflicts either 
automatically or with user assistance, and sharing local 
changes to the body of data with other sites. Deconfliction 
logic 120 may be implemented as one or more computer 
Software programs, one or more field programmable logics, 
hard-wired logic, or a combination thereof. In one embodi 
ment, deconfliction logic 120 is a software component of a 
database management system such as those commercially 
available from the Oracle Corporation of Redwood Shores, 
Calif. and the Microsoft Corporation of Redmond Wash. In 
another embodiment, deconfliction logic 120 is software 
component of a web-based, server-based or desktop applica 
tion that uses a database management system for performing 
the deconfliction techniques described herein. In yet another 
embodiment, deconfliction logic 120 is implemented in part 
by a web-based, server-based or desktop application and in 
part by a database management system. 
As used herein, the term "change', unless otherwise appar 

ent from the Surrounding text, refers to an addition, edit, or 
deletion to a copy of the body of data at a site. A change can 
be initiated by a user or a computing process. In addition, a 
change can also be initiated by deconfliction logic 120 in 
response to receiving notification of a previous change made 
at a site different from the site receiving the notification. 
As used herein, the term "update’, unless otherwise appar 

ent from the Surrounding text, refers to information about a 
change that is sent from the site that made the change to 
another site. Each change may result in an update being 
received by every other site so that the other sites can incor 
porate the change into their respective copies of the body of 
data. Reception of an update at a site may raise a conflict with 
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6 
the receiving site's copy of the body of data. Techniques 
implemented by deconfliction logic 120 for detecting and 
deconflicting conflicts in various scenarios are described in 
greater detail below. 

Object-Centric Data Model 
In one embodiment, the body of data, of which each site 

101, 102, and 103 maintains a copy of, is conceptually struc 
tured according to an object-centric data model. It should be 
understood that this conceptual data model is independent of 
any particular database data model that may be used for 
storing a copy of the body of data at a site. For example, each 
object of the conceptual data model may correspond to one or 
more rows in a relational database or an entry in Lightweight 
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) database. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an object-centric conceptual data model 
200 according to an embodiment. Model 200 is centered on 
the notion of a data object 201. At the highest level of abstrac 
tion, data object 201 is a container for information represent 
ing things in the world. For example, data object 201 can 
represent an entity Such as a person, a place, an organization, 
or other noun. Data object 201 can represent an event that 
happens at a point in time or for a duration. Data object 201 
can represent a document or other unstructured data source 
Such as an e-mail message, a news report, or a written paperor 
article. At a minimum, each data object 201 is associated with 
a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data object 
within system 100. Each data object 201 may also have a type 
(e.g., Person, Event, or Document) and a display name which 
may be the value of a particular property of the data object. 

Each data object 201 may have one or more properties 203. 
Properties 203 are attributes of the data object 201 that rep 
resent individual data items. At a minimum, each property 
203 of a data object 201 has a type and a value. Different types 
of data objects may have different types of properties. For 
example, a Person data object might have an Eye Color prop 
erty and an Event object might have a Date property. In one 
embodiment, the set of data object types and the set of prop 
erty types for each type of data object Supported by the system 
100 are defined according to a pre-defined or user-defined 
ontology or other hierarchical structuring of knowledge 
through Sub-categorization of object types and property types 
according to their relevant and/or cognitive qualities. In addi 
tion, data model 200 may support property multiplicity. In 
particular, a data object 201 may be allowed to have more than 
one property 203 of the same type. For example, a Person data 
object might have multiple Address properties or multiple 
Name properties. 

Each link 202 represents a connection between two data 
objects 201. In one embodiment, the connection is either 
through a relationship, an event, or through matching prop 
erties. 
A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or sym 

metrical. For example, Person data object A may be con 
nected to Person data object B by a Child Of relationship 
(where Person data object B has an asymmetric Parent Of 
relationship to Person data object A), a Kin Of symmetric 
relationship to Person data object C, and an asymmetric 
Member Of relationship to Organization data object X. The 
type of relationship between two data objects may vary 
depending on the types of the data objects. For example, 
Person data object A may have an Appear In relationship with 
Document data object Y or have a Participate In relationship 
with Event data object E. 
As an example of an event connection, two Person data 

objects may be connected by an Airline Flight data object 
representing a particular airline flight if they traveled together 
on that flight, or by a Meeting data object representing a 
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particular meeting if they both attended that meeting. In one 
embodiment, when two data objects are connected by an 
event, they are also connected by relationships, in which each 
object has a specific relationship to the event, such as, for 
example, an Appears. In relationship. 
As an example of a matching properties connection, two 

Person data objects representing a brother and a sister, may 
both have an Address property that indicates where they live. 
If the brother and the sister live in the same home, then their 
Address properties likely contain similar, if not identical 
information. In one embodiment, a link between two data 
objects may be established based on similar or matching 
properties of the data objects. 
The above are just some examples of the types of connec 

tions that may be represented by a link and other types of 
connections may be represented. Thus, it should be under 
stood that embodiments of the invention are not limited to any 
particular types of connections between data objects. For 
example, a document might contain two different tagged 
entities. A link between two data objects may represent a 
connection between these two entities through their co-oc 
currence within the same document. 

Each data object 201 can have multiple links with another 
data object 201 to form a link set 204. For example, two 
Person data objects representing a husband and a wife could 
be linked through a Spouse Of relationship, a matching prop 
erty (Address), and an event (Wedding). 

In one embodiment, data model 200 supports object reso 
lution. As mentioned above, object resolution includes a user 
or an automated computing process determining that two or 
more separate data objects 201 actually represent the same 
real-world entity and invoking a function of the system 100 at 
a site 101, 102, 103, etc. so that the separate data objects 
appear to users of the system 100 as if they were a single data 
object. In one embodiment, when one data object 201 is 
resolved together with another data object 201 the properties 
and links of one data object are copied to the other data object 
and then deleted from the data object from which they were 
copied. However, both data objects are still retained by the 
system. As well as facilitating the ability to un-resolve data 
objects that were previously resolved together, retaining data 
objects after resolving them together facilitates detection and 
deconfliction of conflicts as described in greater detail below. 

Per-Data Object Version Vectors 
A version vectoris known mechanism for tracking changes 

in distributed systems. However, version vectors are typically 
employed on a per-site basis. That is, with typical implemen 
tations of version vectors in distributed systems, each site 
uses a single version vector to track all changes made to the 
copy of the database maintained by that site. 

In accordance with an embodiment of the invention, in 
order to track and to deconflict changes to the body of data, 
each site 101, 102, 103, etc. maintains version vectors on a 
per-data object basis. By doing so, conflicts involving 
changes to properties of data objects and conflicts involving 
object resolution changes can be appropriately detected and 
deconflicted as explained in greater detail below. 

In one embodiment, each site maintains one version vector 
for each data object managed by the system. Thus, for a 
system having m sites managing n data objects, each site will 
maintain n version vectors for a total of mn version vectors 
maintained by all m sites. Each version vector may contain up 
to m elements, one for each of them sites. Each element of a 
version vector holds a value representing a logical clock for 
the associated data object at the site corresponding to the 
element. In a practical embodiment, to conserve data storage 
space, data maintained at a site representing a version vector 
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may not represent all m elements, but instead some Subset of 
the m elements. For example, elements of a version vector 
that have a default value may not be represented. 

Each site has, in each version vector that the site maintains, 
its own logical clock value as one of the elements. This logical 
clock value represents the version of the associated data 
object at the site maintaining the version vector. Each other 
element in the version vector represents the site's best guess 
based on the updates the site has received of the version of the 
associated data object at the site corresponding to the other 
element. 

In one embodiment, each element of a version vector is set 
to some initial value (e.g., Zero). When a site changes one or 
more properties of a data object in a database transaction 
against the site's copy of the body of data, the site increments 
its own logical clock in the version vector associated with the 
data object by a fixed value (e.g., one). When sharing the 
change with other sites as an update, the site includes in the 
update data representing the change to the data object and 
data representing the site's version vector for the data object 
after the increment. A site receiving the update can compare 
the version vector in the update with its own version vector for 
the data object to determine whether the version of the data 
object at the receiving site and the version of the data object in 
the update are: (1) identical, (2) ordered, or (3) concurrent. 
Known techniques for comparing two version vectors to 

determine whether the two versions are identical, ordered, or 
concurrent can be used. In one embodiment, comparing two 
version vectors includes comparing each element in one ver 
sion vector with the corresponding element in the other ver 
sion vector. Correspondence between elements is determined 
based on the site the elements correspond to. In particular, the 
element for a site in one version vector is compared against 
the element for the same site in the other version vector. Two 
versions are identical if each element in one version vector 
equals the corresponding element in the other version vector. 
The two versions are ordered if one version “happened 
before the other. Version vector A happened before version 
vector B if each element in version vector B is greater than or 
equal to the corresponding element in version vector A and at 
least one element in the version vector B is greater than the 
corresponding element in version vector A. Similarly, version 
vector B happened before version vector A if each element in 
version vector A is greater than or equal to the corresponding 
element in version vector B and at least one element in the 
version vector A is greater than the corresponding element in 
version vector B. Two versions are concurrent if they are 
neither identical nor ordered. 

Sharing Changes to Data Objects Using Per-Object Ver 
sion Vectors 
FIG.3 illustrates a method 300 for sharing a data change to 

a data object in a multimaster database system using per 
object version vectors, according to an embodiment of the 
invention. As shown, the method 300 begins at step 305 where 
a site makes a change to a local copy of a data object stored in 
the site's copy of the body of data. For example, a user may 
use a database application at the site to add, delete, or edit one 
or more properties of the data object. 

In one embodiment, as part of changing a data object at a 
site, each change results in a new version of the data object at 
the site. At step 310, the site's local logical clock in the 
version vector for the data object is incremented by a fixed 
value (e.g., one) to reflect the new version of the data object at 
the site where the change was made. The other elements in the 
version vector are not incremented. 

In one embodiment, each change to a data object at a site is 
shared with every other site in the system. Depending on the 
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topology of the multimaster system (e.g., full-meshed or par 
tially meshed), a site making a change may communicate 
with every other site to share the change, or just some Subset 
of them that are responsible for communicating the change 
with other sites. At step 315, the change made at step 305 is 
shared with at least one other site in the system. Sharing the 
change includes sending, to the at least one other site, data 
that represents the change and data that represents the version 
vector for the changed data object after the increment at Step 
31 O. 

In one embodiment, data that represents the change 
includes an identifier of the data object and a materialized 
representation of the data object including all properties of 
the data object. In another embodiment, data that represents 
the change includes an identifier of the data object but just the 
properties of the data object affected by the change. Data that 
represents the version vector for the changed data object need 
not include a representation of each element of the version 
vector and in a practical embodiment, data representing only 
a subset of all possible elements of the version vector is shared 
with the at least one other site. 

Detecting and Deconflicting Conflicts Involving Changes 
to DataObjects Using Per-Object Version Vectors 

FIG. 4 illustrates a method 400 for detecting and decon 
flicting a conflict involving concurrent changes to a data 
object using per-object version vectors, according to an 
embodiment of the invention. As shown, the method 400 
begins at step 405 where a site receives an update for a data 
object from another site. The update includes data that repre 
sents a change to the data object including an identifier of the 
changed data object and data that represents the version vec 
tor for the changed data object. The version vector represents 
the version of the data object at the site that made the change 
immediately after the change was made. For clarity of expla 
nation, the version vector for the changed data object received 
in the update will be referred to as the changing site's version 
vector for the data object. 

At step 410, the site receiving the update obtains locally its 
version vector for the data object based on the identifier of the 
data object included in the update and compares its version 
vector with the changing site's version vector to determine 
whether the two versions are identical, ordered, or concur 
rent. As mentioned above, this comparison includes compar 
ing the changing site's version vector with the receiving site's 
version vector on an element by element basis. 
At step 415, a determination is made whether the changing 

site's version for the data object received in the update and the 
receiving site's version vector for the data object are concur 
rent. If the two versions are concurrent, then a conflict has 
been detected. That is, the version of the data object at the 
receiving site reflects a change to the data object made with 
out knowledge of the change received in the update and the 
version of the data object received in the update reflects a 
change to the data object made without knowledge of the 
change that the receiving site is aware of. If a conflict is 
detected, then the method 400 proceeds to step 420 where the 
concurrent changes resulting in the conflict is either automati 
cally or manually deconflicted. 
At step 420, an initial determination is made whether the 

conflict can be automatically deconflicted. In one embodi 
ment, determining whether a conflict can be automatically 
deconflicted is based on a set of heuristics and/or deconflic 
tion rules. The set of heuristics and/or deconfliction rules may 
be user defined. For example, in one embodiment, determin 
ing whether a conflict can be automatically deconflicted 
includes determining whether the concurrent changes involve 
changes to non-overlapping properties or non-overlapping 
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10 
property types of the data object. For example, if the change 
received in the update is to a Phone Number property of a 
particular Person data object and the change the receiving site 
is aware of is to an Address property of the particular data 
object, then the system may automatically determine that 
both changes can accepted. In one embodiment, non-overlap 
ping properties are detected at the receiving site by perform 
ing a property by property comparison between the changing 
site's version of the data object received in the update and the 
receiving site's version of the data object. 

If the conflict cannot be automatically deconflicted, then 
the receiving site holds the update in a pending update queue 
for the data object until it can be deconflicted with the aide of 
user input. For example, the receiving site may not be able to 
automatically deconflict a conflict if the concurrent changes 
involve changes to the same property of a data object. For 
example, if the change received in the update is to a Phone 
Number property of a particular Person data object and the 
change to the data object the receiving site is aware of is also 
to the Phone Number property of the particular data object, 
then the receiving site may not be able to automatically 
resolve the conflict. While an update to a data object remains 
in the receiving site's pending update queue for the data 
object, the receiving site can continue to make changes to the 
data object and accept and apply updates to the data object 
received from other sites until the user either discards or 
accepts the update. 

In one embodiment, to help a user make an informed 
deconfliction decision when manually deconflicting a con 
flict involving concurrent changes to a data object, the decon 
flicting site determines the greatest common ancestor at the 
deconflicting site of (a) the version of the data object in the 
pending update queue at the deconflicting site (pending ver 
sion) and (b) the current version of the data object at the 
deconflicting site (current version). The greatest common 
ancestor of these two versions is determined as the most 
recent version of the data object at the deconflicting site that 
is ordered before (i.e., happened before) both (a) the pending 
version of the data object and (b) the current version of the 
data object according to their respective version vectors. An 
application at the deconflicting site uses the greatest common 
ancestor information to present to a user the differences 
between both: (1) the greatest common ancestor version of 
the data object and the pending version and (2) the greatest 
common ancestor version and the current version. For 
example, the application may present a graphical user inter 
face that provides a visual indication of the property-wise 
differences so that a user can understand the nature of the 
concurrent changes and indicate which version of the data 
object is correct. Based on presentation of the differences (1) 
and (2), the user can determine which one of the two versions 
for the data object is the correct version for the data object and 
provide an indication through the application of the selected 
version. 
At step 425, the deconfliction of the concurrent changes in 

step 420 results in a change to the receiving site's local copy 
of the data object. The change to the data object reflects the 
result of the deconfliction. For example, if it was determined 
in step 420 that the concurrent changes involved non-over 
lapping properties, then the change made to the data object at 
step 425 might involve modifying the receiving site's local 
copy of the data object to incorporate the changed non-over 
lapping properties received in the update. 

After the change is made to the receiving site's local copy 
of the data object, at step 430, the changing site's version 
vector for the data object is merged together with the receiv 
ing site's version vector for the data object. Merging the two 
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version vectors includes merging each element in the chang 
ing site's version vector for the data object with the corre 
sponding element in the receiving site's version vector for the 
data object. Merging two elements includes choosing the 
numerically greater of the two elements as the value of the 
element in the new version vector. What is produced by this 
merging at step 430 is a new version vector that is ordered 
after both the receiving site's version vector for the data 
object and the changing site's version vector for the data 
object. Stated otherwise, the receiving site's version vector 
for the data object and the changing site's version vector now 
both happened before the new version vector. After the two 
version vectors are merged, the receiving site's version vector 
for the data object is replaced with the new version vector 
which then becomes the version vector for the data object at 
the receiving site. 

Step 435 is similar to a combination of steps 310 and 315 of 
method 300. At step 435, the receiving site's logical clock in 
the version vector for the data object is incremented by a fixed 
value (e.g., one) to reflect the change made at step 425 as a 
result of the deconfliction at step 420. The other elements in 
the version vector are not incremented. In addition, at Step 
430, the change(s) to the receiving site's copy of the data 
object are shared with other site(s) in the system. 

If, at step 415, the receiving site determines that the chang 
ing site's version vector for the data object and the receiving 
site's version vector for the data object are either identical or 
ordered (i.e., not concurrent), then, at Step 440, the receiving 
site either incorporates the update into the receiving site's 
local copy of the data object or discards the update. In one 
embodiment, the receiving site incorporates the update into 
the receiving site's local copy of the data object if the receiv 
ing site's version vector for the data object is ordered before 
(i.e., happened before) the changing site's version vector for 
the data object. Incorporating the update into the receiving 
site's local copy of the data object includes overwriting data 
object information in the receiving site's local copy with the 
Superseding changes for the data object included in the 
update. In one embodiment, the receiving site discards the 
update if the receiving site's version vector for the data object 
is identical to the changing site's version vector for the data 
object. The receiving site may also discard the update if the 
changing site's version vector for the data object is ordered 
before (i.e., happened before) the receiving site's version 
vector for the data object. In this latter case, the update rep 
resents an old change that was already incorporated into and 
been superseded by the receiving site's version of the data 
object. 

If, at step 435, the update was incorporated into the receiv 
ing site's local copy of the data object, then, at step 450, the 
changing site's version vector for the data object is merged 
together with the receiving site's version vector for the data 
object to produce a new version vector for the data object at 
the receiving site. Step 450 is similar to step 430. However, 
unlike the case where the received update to the data object is 
in conflict with the receiving site's version of the data object, 
the new version vector for the data object at the receiving site 
is not incremented after merging the receiving site's version 
vector for the data object and the changing site's version 
vector for the data object. 
Method 300 and method 400 of FIGS. 3 and 4 will now be 

further explained by example with reference to FIG.5. FIG.5 
illustrates an example of sharing and deconflicting data 
changes in multimaster system 100. Logical time proceeds 
downward from the top of the figure to the bottom as events 
occurat the sites 101, 102, and 103. As shown, each site 101, 
102, and 103 initially has identical copies of the same data 
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object. The data object has two attributes: a Type attribute and 
a Name attribute. The Type attribute is set to the value “Per 
son' and the Name attribute is set to the value "J.S. in each 
copy of the data object at each site. In addition, each site 101, 
102, and 103 maintains a version vector for the data object. 
Initially, the version vectors are identical (i.e., <1, 0, 0>) 
reflecting that each site has the same version of the data 
object. Each version vector has three elements, one for each 
site 101, 102, and 103. In the example depicted in FIG. 5, the 
first (leftmost) element of each version vector corresponds to 
site 101, the second (middle) element of each version vector 
corresponds to site 102, and the third (rightmost) element of 
each version vector corresponds to site 103. 
At event 503 at site 101, a local change is made to site 101s 

copy of the data object. In particular, the Name property is 
changed from “J.S. to “John Smith'. In accordance with step 
310 of method 300, site 101’s logical clock for the data object 
is incremented by a fixed value. In the example, site 101s 
logical clock in the version vector for the data object is incre 
mented from 1 to 2. 

In accordance with step 315 of method 300, at event 505, 
site 101 shares the change to its copy of the data object with 
site 102. In particular, an update is sent from site 101 to site 
102. In one embodiment, the update includes an identifier of 
the data object, data representing the change made, and data 
representing site 101’s version vector for the data object (e.g., 
<2, 0, 0>). 
At event 507, the update sent from site 101 is received at 

site 102. In accordance with step 410 of method 400, the 
version vector for the data object received in the update <2, 0, 
O> is compared against site 102’s current version vector for 
the data object <1, 0, 0>. Such comparison reveals that sites 
102’s version vector happened before (is ordered before) site 
101's version vector. Thus, the update received at site 102 
reflecting the change made at site 101 does not conflict with 
site 102’s version of the data object. In accordance with step 
440 of method 400, site 102 incorporates the change received 
in the update into its local copy of the data object with the 
change received in the update Superseding any differing prop 
erties of site 102's copy of the data object. In particular, the 
value of the Name property in site 102's copy of the data 
object is changed from “J.S. to “John Smith'. In accordance 
with step 450 of method 400, Site 101’s version vector for the 
data object received in the update is merged with site 102’s 
version vector to produce a new version vector for the data 
object at site 102 of <2, 0, 0>. 
At event 509, site 101s update is propagated by site 102 to 

site 103. In one embodiment, site 102 is configured to perform 
Such propagation as part of a partially-meshed or cascading 
multimaster replication topology. In an alternative embodi 
ment, instead of relying on site 102 to propagate the update, 
site 101 communicates the update to both site 102 and site 103 
as part of a fully meshed multimaster replication topology. At 
event 511, site 103 receives the update and incorporates the 
update into its local copy of the data object and merges 
version vectors by performing steps similar to those per 
formed by site 102 at event 507. 

Event 513 and event 515 represent concurrent changes to 
the data object. In particular, at site 102 a Phone it property is 
added to the data object. At site 103, an Address property is 
added to the data object. In accordance with step 310 of 
method 300, site 102 and site 103 both increment their logical 
clock for the data object. At event 517, site 102 sends an 
update to site 103 reflecting the addition of the Phone it 
property. At event 519, site 103 sends an update to site 102 
reflecting the addition of the Address property. Although not 
shown in FIG. 5, sites 102 and 103 may also communicate 
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updates to other sites in the system (e.g., site 101). At event 
521, site 102 receives the update sent from site 103 and 
detects the conflict. In particular, the version vector received 
in the update from site 103 (i.e. <2, 0, 1>) is not identical to, 
nor ordered before or after, the version vector for the object at 
site 102 (i.e. <2, 1, 0). In accordance with step 420 of 
method 400, site 102 attempts to automatically deconflict the 
conflict based on a pre-specified set of heuristics and/or 
deconfliction rules. In the example of FIG. 5, site 102 com 
pares its copy of the data object with the version of the data 
object received in the update and determines that the concur 
rent changes involve changes to non-overlapping properties. 
Thus, at event 512, site 102 determines that the conflict can be 
automatically deconflicting and updates its local copy of the 
data object accordingly. In particular, the Address property 
received in the update is added to site 102’s local copy of the 
data object. Further, in accordance with step 430 of method 
400, site 102’s version vector for the data object is merged 
with site 103's version vector for the data object received in 
the update and the resulting version vector becomes the new 
version vector for the data object at site 102. Then, in accor 
dance with step 435 of method 400, site 102 increments its 
logical clock in the version vector for the data object by one to 
produce a newe version vector for the data object at site 102 
of <2, 2, 1>. 

At event 523, site 103 performs a process similar to what 
site 102 performs at event 521. 

Avoiding Needless Repetitive Updates 
After event 521 at site 102 and after event 523 at site 103, 

site 102 and site 103 both have identical copies of the data 
object. However, site 102 and site 103 have different version 
vectors for the data object. In the example, site 102 has a 
version vector for the data object of <2, 2, 1> and site 103 has 
a version vector for the data object of <2, 1, 2>. In accordance 
with step 435 of method 400, site 102 and site 103 may send 
an update to each other reflecting their respective automatic 
deconfliction operations performed at events 521 and 523 
respectively. When received by the other site, these updates 
will be detected as conflict. For example, site 102’s version 
vector <2, 2, 1 > is not identical, nor ordered before or after, 
site 103's version vector <2, 1, 2D. If no corrective action is 
taken, site 102 and site 103 will repeatedly and needlessly 
deconflict, increment their logical clocks for the data object, 
and send updates to each other even though both sites have 
identical copies of the data object. 

In one embodiment, to avoid needless repetitive updates, at 
step 420 of method 400, after a conflict has been detected, a 
comparison is made between the version of the data object 
received in the update and the receiving site's version of the 
data object. If the two versions are identical, then only a 
merge of the two version vectors is performed (step 430). The 
receiving site's local copy of the data object is not changed 
and the receiving site's logical clock in the version vector for 
the data object is not incremented (i.e., steps 425 and 435 are 
not performed). In one embodiment, this comparison 
includes a property by property comparison between the two 
versions of the data object. 

For example, returning to FIG. 5, at event 529, site 102 
receives an update from site 103 indicating that site 103 added 
the Phone it property to its copy of the data object and includ 
ing its current version vector for the data object of <2, 1, 2>. 
Upon receiving this update, site 102 detects a conflict because 
its version vector <2, 2, 1 > is not identical to, nor ordered 
before or after, site 103's version vector <2, 1, 2>. Site 102 
compares its version of the data object with the version of the 
data object received in the update from site 103. Upon deter 
mining that the versions are identical (i.e., both versions have 
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14 
the same properties with the same values), site 102 merges the 
two version vectors to produce a new version vector for the 
data object at site 102 of <2, 2, 2>. Site 103 performs a similar 
process at event 531 to arrive at the same version vector <2, 2. 
2>. Now that both version vectors are identical, a conflict may 
not longer be detected and updates relating to the previous 
deconfliction no longer propagated by the sites. 

Per-Link Set Version Vectors 
In one embodiment, links connecting two data objects are 

versioned separately and independently from the data objects 
connected by the links. In particular, the set of links connect 
ing two objects is associated with its own version vector 
separate from the versions vectors associated with the two 
objects. Each site maintains a version vector for each link set. 
Changes to a link set at a site including adding a link to the set 
or removing a link from the set result in the site incrementing 
its local logical clock for the link set and the site sharing the 
change to the link set with other sites. The versions vectors 
associated with copies of a link set at the sites can be used to 
detect and deconflict conflicts involving concurrent changes 
to two different copies of the same link set in a manner similar 
that described above for how per-object version vectors can 
be used to detect and deconflict conflicts involving concurrent 
changes to two different copies of the same data object. 

In addition, per-link set version vectors allow sites to auto 
matically incorporate a concurrent change that includes a 
change to a link set and a change to a data object connected to 
another data object by the link set. For example, assume Site 
A and Site B have the same version of data object X and the 
same version of data object Y. Further, assume that Site As 
version vector for data objectX is identical to Site B’s version 
vector for data object X and that Site A's version vector for 
data object Y is identical to Site Bs version vector for data 
object Y. If a local change is made to data object X at Site A 
(e.g., by adding a new property), then Site A increments its 
local logical clock in the version vector for data objectX and 
sends an update to Site B. Assume that, before Site B receives 
the update regarding the change to data object X at Site A, a 
local change is made at Site Blinking data object X and data 
object Y. According to one embodiment, this causes Site B to 
increment its local logical clock in the version vector for the 
link set connecting data objects X and Y. However, in this 
case, Site B does not increment its local logical clock for 
either data object X or data object Y. Site B then sends an 
update to Site A reflecting the change to the link set between 
data objects X and Y. Upon receiving the update from Site B 
regarding the link set change, Site A incorporates the update 
such that data object X as modified by the change at Site A is 
linked to data object Y. Similarly, upon receiving the update 
from Site A regarding the change to data object X, Site B 
incorporates the update such that data objectX as modified by 
the change at Site A is linked to data object Y. After the 
updates have been shared with each other, both Site A and Site 
Bhave identical copies of data objectX and data object Yand 
identical copies of the links set connected data objects X and 
Y. 

This example is illustrated in FIG. 6. As shown, initially 
Site A and Site B have the same version of data object X and 
the same version of data object Y. Events 603 and 605 repre 
sent concurrent changes. In particular, at event 603, a local 
change is made to data object X at Site A. For example, a 
change is made involving a property of data object X. Con 
currently, at event 605, a local change is made at Site B 
linking data object X and data object Y. For example, if data 
object X and data object Yeach represent a particular person, 
they may be linked through a Friend Of relationship. At event 
607. Site A shares its change to data object X with Site B and 
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includes its version vector for data object X-2, 0, 0> in its 
update. At event 609, Site Bshares its change to the X-Y link 
set and includes its version vector for the X-Y link set <1, 0, 
O> in its update. Both sites receive and incorporate each 
other's updates into their respective copies of the database at 
events 611 and 613. Note that in this example there is no 
detected conflict between the concurrent changes because the 
set of links connecting data objects X and Y is versioned 
separately and independently of the data objects X and Y 
themselves. 

Using Per-Object Version Vectors to Detect Object Reso 
lution Conflicts 
As mentioned, some database systems may support 'object 

resolution'. Object resolution involves a user oran automated 
computing process determining that two or more separate 
data objects actually represent the same real-world entity and 
invoking a function of the database system so that the separate 
data objects are resolved together into a single data object. For 
example, assume there are two separate data objects, one 
having a Name property value of “John Smith', the other 
having a Name property value of "J. S.'. A user may decide 
that these two data objects both represent the same real-world 
person. Accordingly, in a database system that Supports 
object resolution, the user may invoke a function of the data 
base system so that the two separate data objects are resolved 
to a single data object having a name property value of “John 
Smith' or “J.S. as selected by the user resolving the objects 
together. 

In multimaster database systems employing asynchronous 
replication, it would be desirable to detect as a conflict con 
current changes that include an object resolution change. For 
example, assume that in database A, User 1 changed the hair 
color property of a data object representing a person named 
“J.S. from “brown to “blonde’. Further assume that before 
the hair color change made by User 1 can be propagated from 
database A to database B that User 2 changes database B by 
resolving together the data object representing “J.S. with 
another data object representing a person named "John 
Smith'. It would be desirable for the multimaster database 
system to detect these two concurrent changes as a conflict as 
User 2 may not have decided to resolve “J.S. and “John 
Smith' together if User 2 had known that John Smith's hair 
color was changed by User 1. Similarly, User 1 may not have 
decided to change the hair color of “J.S. had User 1 known 
that User 2 resolved “J.S. and “John Smith' together. 

In one embodiment, per-object version vectors are used to 
detect as a conflict a concurrent change involving an object 
resolution change. In particular, when a site resolves two or 
more objects together, the site increments each local logical 
clock at the site in each version vector for each data object 
resolved together. The resolution of the data objects is then 
shared as an update with other sites. The update includes the 
sharing site's resulting version vectors for each of the data 
objects that were resolved together. 

According to one embodiment, a site receiving the update 
detects a conflict by comparing each version vector for each 
data object in the object resolution update with its version 
vector for the corresponding data object. If any of the version 
vectors are concurrent, then a conflict is detected. The reso 
lution of the objects is incorporated into the receiving site's 
copy of the database only if each and every version vector 
received the update is identical to or ordered after the corre 
sponding version vector at the receiving site. 
As an example, assume data object X at site 101 of FIG. 1 

has version vector <1, 0, 0> and data object Yat site 101 has 
version vector <1, 0, 0>. When data objects X and Y are 
resolved together at site 101, each logical clock for data 
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objects X and Y at site 101 is incremented by a fixed value 
(e.g., one) giving a version vector at site 101 of <2, 0, 0, for 
data object X and a version vector at site 101 of <2, 0, 0> for 
data object Y. When the object resolution change at site 101 is 
shared by site101 with other sites (e.g., site 102 and site 103), 
the update includes data indicating the object resolution 
change (i.e., that data objects X and Y were resolved together) 
and site 101’s version vectors for the data objects that were 
resolved together (e.g., <2, 0, 0> for data object X and <2, 0, 
O> for data objectY). Further assume that a change concurrent 
with the object resolution change made at site 101 is made to 
data object X at site 102 thereby changing the version vector 
for data object X at site 102 from <1, 0, 0> to <1, 1, 0). For 
example, a property of data object X is modified at site 102. 
Upon receiving the update sent from site 101 regarding the 
object resolution change, site 102 will detect these concurrent 
changes as a conflict. A conflict will be detected at site 102 
because a version vector for at least one data object received 
in the object resolution update from site 101 is concurrent 
with the version vector for the data object at site 102. In 
particular, the version vector for data object X received in the 
update <2, 0, 0> is concurrent with the version vector for data 
object X at site 102 <1, 1, 0>. In response to detecting the 
conflict, site 102 may attempt to automatically deconflict the 
conflict according to pre-defined heuristics and/or deconflic 
tion rules, or may require input from a user to deconflict the 
conflict. 

Object Resolution Aware Happens After (RAHA) 
In one embodiment, a site receiving an update involving a 

change to a data object that has been resolved together at the 
receiving site with one or more other data objects will be 
applied at the receiving site only if each and every data object 
resolved together at the receiving site is available in the 
update. If each and every data object is not available in the 
update, then the update may be placed in the receiving site's 
pending update queue. A process at the receiving site periodi 
cally scans the pending update queue for updates that, when 
combined, include each and every data object resolved 
together at the receiving site. If the scanning process discov 
erS Such a combination, then the updates may be applied 
atomically in combination at the receiving site. 

For example, consider the following events that occur in 
system 100 of FIG. 1: 

(1) Both site 101 and site 102 have copies of data objects X, 
Y. and Zeach at version <1, 0, 0>. Further, data objects X,Y, 
and Z are resolved together at both site 101 and site 102. 

(2) At site 101, data object X is unresolved from data 
objects Y and Z. Each version vector at site 101 is incre 
mented such that each data objectX,Y, and Z is now at version 
<2, 0, 0) at site 101. 

(3) Site 101 sends an update to site 102 that includes data 
representing data object X at version <2, 0, 0> and data 
representing the resolution of data objects Y and Z each at 
version <2, 0, 0>. 

(4) Site 102 receives the update from site 101 and places the 
update in its pending update queue. The update is placed in 
the pending update queue because neither data object X at 
version <2, 0, 0> nor the resolution of data objects Y and Z 
each at version <2, 0, 0> includes all the data objects in the 
resolution of data objects X,Y, and Zeach at version <1, 0, 0> 
at site 102. 

(5) A scanning process at site 102 scans the pending update 
queue for updates that, when combined, include each and 
every of the data objects X, Y, and Z resolved together at site 
102. The scanning process finds the updates received from 
site 102 in the pending update for data objects X,Y, and Zand 
applies them to site 102's copy of the body data after which 
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both site 101 and site 102 have data object X at version <2, 0, 
O> unresolved from resolved data objects Y and Z, each at 
version <2, 0, 0>. 

Per-Site Global Acknowledgement Version Vectors 
In one embodiment, to aid in determining what changes 

should be shared with other sites in the system, each site 
maintains a single global acknowledgement version vector 
which the site periodically shares with other sites in the sys 
tem. A site's global acknowledgement version vector reflects 
a merging of all version vectors for all changes successfully 
applied to the site's local copy of the shared body of data. 
When a sending site shares a change with a receiving site, the 
receiving system is guaranteed to have Successfully already 
received all changes that are ordered before (i.e., happened 
before) the receiving site's global acknowledgement version 
vector. Thus, the sending site need not send those changes to 
the receiving site that are ordered before (i.e., happened 
before) the receiving site's global acknowledgement version 
Vector. 

In one embodiment, changes in the pending update queue 
at a site are shared with other sites even though the updates are 
pending and have not yet been deconflicted. This is done for 
correctness in Systems in which the replication topology is 
cyclic and/or dynamic. For example, consider system 100 of 
FIG. 1 in which all three sites 101, 102, and 103 are config 
ured to share changes with each other. Further consider the 
following events that occur in system 100: 

(1) Site 101 sends to site 102 an update for data object A at 
version <1, 0, 0> and an update for data object B at version <1, 
0, O>. 

(2) Concurrent with event (1), site 102 edits object A to 
version <0, 1, 0>. 

(3) Site 102, upon receiving the update for object B a 
version <1, 0, 0, from site 101, applies the update to its local 
copy of object B. Site 102, upon receiving the update for data 
object A at version <1, 0, 0> from site 101, places the update 
in a pending update queue at site 102. 

(4) Site 102 sends to site 103 an update for data object A at 
version <0, 1,0> and an update for data object B at version <1, 
0, O>. 

(5) Site 103, up receiving the update for object B at version 
<1, 0, 0> from site 102, applies the update to its local copy of 
object B. Site 103, upon receiving the update for data object 
A at version <0, 1, 0> from site 102, applies the update to its 
local copy of object A. Site 103's global acknowledgement 
version vector is at <1, 1,0> as a result of merging the version 
vector for data object A at version <0, 1, 0> and the version 
vector for data object B at version <1, 0, 0>. 

In this example, if at event (4), the update for data object A 
at version <1, 0, 0> in site 102's pending update queue is not 
also shared with site 103, then site 103 may never receive the 
update because site 103's global acknowledgment version 
vector indicates that site 103 has already received the update. 
Thus, according to one embodiment, site 102 at event (4) will 
also share with site 103 the update in its pending update queue 
for data object A at version <1, 0, 0>. This is so even though 
the update has not yet been deconflicted. In one embodiment, 
the pending update is also stored in site 103's pending update 
queue. In this situation, the conflict can now be deconflicted at 
either site 102 or site 103. 

Implementing Mechanisms—Hardware Overview 
According to one embodiment, the techniques described 

herein are implemented by one or more special-purpose com 
puting devices. The special-purpose computing devices may 
be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include 
digital electronic devices such as one or more application 
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable 
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gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to 
perform the techniques, or may include one or more general 
purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, portable com 
puter systems, handheld devices, networking devices or any 
other device that incorporates hard-wired and/or program 
logic to implement the techniques. 

For example, FIG. 7 is a block diagram that illustrates a 
computer system 700 upon which an embodiment of the 
invention may be implemented. Computer system 700 
includes a bus 702 or other communication mechanism for 
communicating information, and a hardware processor 704 
coupled with bus 702 for processing information. Hardware 
processor 704 may be, for example, a general purpose micro 
processor. 
Computer system 700 also includes a main memory 706, 

Such as a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic 
storage device, coupled to bus 702 for storing information and 
instructions to be executed by processor 704. Main memory 
706 also may be used for storing temporary variables or other 
intermediate information during execution of instructions to 
be executed by processor 704. Such instructions, when stored 
in storage media accessible to processor 704, render com 
puter system 700 into a special-purpose machine that is cus 
tomized to perform the operations specified in the instruc 
tions. 
Computer system 700 further includes a read only memory 

(ROM) 708 or other static storage device coupled to bus 702 
for storing static information and instructions for processor 
704. A storage device 710, such as a magnetic disk or optical 
disk, is provided and coupled to bus 702 for storing informa 
tion and instructions. 
Computer system 700 may be coupled via bus 702 to a 

display 712, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for displaying 
information to a computer user. An input device 714, includ 
ing alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 702 for 
communicating information and command selections to pro 
cessor 704. Another type of user input device is cursor control 
716, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 704 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 712. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. 
Computer system 700 may implement the techniques 

described herein using customized hard-wired logic, one or 
more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic which 
in combination with the computer system causes or programs 
computer system 700 to be a special-purpose machine. 
According to one embodiment, the techniques herein are 
performed by computer system 700 in response to processor 
704 executing one or more sequences of one or more instruc 
tions contained in main memory 706. Such instructions may 
be read into main memory 706 from another storage medium, 
such as storage device 710. Execution of the sequences of 
instructions contained in main memory 706 causes processor 
704 to perform the process steps described herein. In alterna 
tive embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in place 
of or in combination with software instructions. 
The term “non-transitory media' as used herein refers to 

any media that store data and/or instructions that cause a 
machine to operation in a specific fashion. Such non-transi 
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tory media may comprise non-volatile media and/or volatile 
media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or 
magnetic disks, such as storage device 710. Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory. Such as main memory 706. Com 
mon forms of non-transitory media include, for example, a 
floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state drive, mag 
netic tape, or any other magnetic data storage medium, a 
CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, any physi 
cal medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and 
EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory 
chip or cartridge. 

Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be used in 
conjunction with transmission media. Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between non-transi 
tory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 702. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or 
more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 704 
for execution. For example, the instructions may initially be 
carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer can load the instructions into 
its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a tele 
phone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 700 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 702. Bus 702 carries the data to main memory 706, 
from which processor 704 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 706 may 
optionally be stored on storage device 710 either before or 
after execution by processor 704. 
Computer system 700 also includes a communication 

interface 718 coupled to bus 702. Communication interface 
718 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a 
network link 720 that is connected to a local network 722. For 
example, communication interface 718 may be an integrated 
services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite 
modem, or a modem to provide a data communication con 
nection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another 
example, communication interface 718 may be a local area 
network (LAN) card to provide a data communication con 
nection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links may also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 718 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 

Network link 720 typically provides data communication 
through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link 720 may provide a connection through 
local network 722 to a host computer 724 or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP)726. ISP 
726 in turn provides data communication services through the 
world wide packet data communication network now com 
monly referred to as the “Internet” 728. Local network 722 
and Internet 728 both use electrical, electromagnetic or opti 
cal signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through 
the various networks and the signals on network link 720 and 
through communication interface 718, which carry the digital 
data to and from computer system 700, are example forms of 
transmission media. 

Computer system 700 can send messages and receive data, 
including program code, through the network(s), network 
link 720 and communication interface 718. In the Internet 
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example, a server 730 might transmit a requested code for an 
application program through Internet 728, ISP 726, local 
network 722 and communication interface 718. 
The received code may be executed by processor 704 as it 

is received, and/or stored in storage device 710, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. 

In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the inven 
tion have been described with reference to numerous specific 
details that may vary from implementation to implementa 
tion. Thus, the sole and exclusive indicator of what is the 
invention, and is intended by the applicants to be the inven 
tion, is the set of claims that issue from this application, in the 
specific form in which Such claims issue, including any Sub 
sequent correction. Any definitions expressly set forth herein 
for terms contained in Such claims shall govern the meaning 
of Such terms as used in the claims. Hence, no limitation, 
element, property, feature, advantage or attribute that is not 
expressly recited in a claim should limit the scope of Such 
claim in any way. The specification and drawings are, accord 
ingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive 
SS. 

What is claimed is: 
1. In a multimaster database system comprising a plurality 

of sites, a method for sharing and deconflicting data changes, 
the method comprising: 

at a first site of the plurality of sites, making a first change 
to a set of one or more links connecting two data objects 
by adding or removing one or more links from the set of 
links; 

wherein the set of links is associated at the first site with a 
first version vector for the set of one or more links; 

at a second site of the plurality of sites, making a second 
change to the set of links connecting the two data objects 
by adding or removing a link from the set of links; 

wherein the set of links is associated at the second site with 
a second version vector for the set of links; 

sharing the first change with the second site of the plurality 
of sites: 

receiving, at the second site, an update reflecting the first 
change to the set of links at the first site: 

wherein the update includes: 
an identification of the set of links, 
data reflecting the first change to the set of links at the 

first site, and 
the first version vector for the set of links; 

at the second site, comparing the first version vector for the 
set of links to the second version vector for the set of 
links to determine whether the first change to the set of 
links at the first set and the second change to the set of 
links at the second site are identical, ordered, or concur 
rent; 

wherein the method is performed by a plurality of comput 
ing devices. 

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the second 
change to the set of links is made at the second site before the 
first change to the set of links is made at the first site; and 
wherein the method further comprises determining, based on 
the comparing, that the first and second changes are ordered. 

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein the second 
change to the set of links is made at the second site before the 
first change to the set of links is made at the first site; and 
wherein the method further comprises determining, based on 
the comparing, that the first and second changes are concur 
rent. 

4. In a multimaster database system comprising a plurality 
of sites, a method for sharing and deconflicting data changes, 
the method comprising: 
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at a first site of the plurality of sites: 
resolving two or more data objects together to produce a 

data object resolution change; 
sharing the data object resolution change with one or 
more other sites of the plurality of sites: 

at a second site of the plurality of sites: 
receiving an update reflecting the data object resolution 

change made at the first site; 
wherein the update includes: 

an identification of each of the two or more data 
objects, 

data that indicates that the two or more data objects 
were resolved together, and 

for each of the two or more data objects, a version 
vector for the data object; 

comparing, for each of one or more of the two or more 
data objects, the version vector for the data object 
received in the update to a version vector at the second 
site for the data object to determine whether the data 
object resolution change and a version at the second 
site of the data object are identical, ordered, or con 
current; 

determining, based on the comparing, that the data 
object resolution change is concurrent with a version 
at the second site of at least one of the two or more data 
objects; and 

in response to determining that the data object resolution 
change is concurrent with a version at the second site 
of at least one of the two or more data objects, deter 
mining that the data object resolution change conflicts 
with a version at the second site of at least one of the 
two or more data objects: 

wherein the method is performed by a plurality of comput 
ing devices. 

5. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media 
storing instructions which, when executed by a plurality of 
computing devices, cause performing a method for sharing 
and deconflicting data changes in a multimaster database 
system comprising a plurality of sites, the method compris 
ing: 

at a first site of the plurality of sites, making a first change 
to a set of one or more links connecting two data objects 
by adding or removing one or more links from the set of 
links; 

wherein the set of links is associated at the first site with a 
first version vector for the set of one or more links; 

at a second site of the plurality of sites, making a second 
change to the set of links connecting the two data objects 
by adding or removing a link from the set of links; 

wherein the set of links is associated at the second site with 
a second version vector for the set of links; 

sharing the first change with the second site of the plurality 
of sites: 

receiving, at the second site, an update reflecting the first 
change to the set of links at the first site: 

wherein the update includes: 
an identification of the set of links, 
data reflecting the first change to the set of links at the 

first site, and 
the first version vector for the set of links; 
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at the second site, comparing the first version vector for the 

set of links to the second version vector for the set of 
links to determine whether the first change to the set of 
links at the first set and the second change to the set of 
links at the second site are identical, ordered, or concur 
rent. 

6. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 5, wherein the second change to the set of links 
is made at the second site before the first change to the set of 
links is made at the first site; and wherein the method further 
comprises determining, based on the comparing, that the first 
and second changes are ordered. 

7. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 5, wherein the second change to the set of links 
is made at the second site before the first change to the set of 
links is made at the first site; and wherein the method further 
comprises determining, based on the comparing, that the first 
and second changes are concurrent. 

8. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media 
storing instructions which, when executed by a plurality of 
computing devices, cause performing a method for sharing 
and deconflicting data changes in a multimaster database 
system comprising a plurality of sites, the method compris 
ing: 

at a first site of the plurality of sites: 
resolving two or more data objects together to produce a 

data object resolution change; 
sharing the data object resolution change with one or 
more other sites of the plurality of sites: 

at a second site of the plurality of sites: 
receiving an update reflecting the data object resolution 

change made at the first site; 
wherein the update includes: 

an identification of each of the two or more data 
objects, 

data that indicates that the two or more data objects 
were resolved together, and 

for each of the two or more data objects, a version 
vector for the data object; 

comparing, for each of one or more of the two or more 
data objects, the version vector for the data object 
received in the update to a version vector at the second 
site for the data object to determine whether the data 
object resolution change and a version at the second 
site of the data object are identical, ordered, or con 
current; 

determining, based on the comparing, that the data 
object resolution change is concurrent with a version 
at the second site of at least one of the two or more data 
objects; and 

in response to determining that the data object resolution 
change is concurrent with a version at the second site 
of at least one of the two or more data objects, deter 
mining that the data object resolution change conflicts 
with a version at the second site of at least one of the 
two or more data objects. 

k k k k k 
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1. 

DATA QUALITY MONITORS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present disclosure relates to systems and techniques 
for data quality monitoring. More specifically, identifying 
and resolving data quality issues and presenting data with 
potential quality issues for user confirmation and resolution. 

BACKGROUND 

Traditional automated data integration may result in vari 
ous data quality issues. Automatic scripts to search for and 
resolve such data quality issues may create further data qual 
ity problems. 

SUMMARY 

There is a need to identify and monitor data quality prob 
lems automatically and intelligently. In accordance with one 
aspect, a computer system is configured to include one or 
more computer processors and a tangible storage device Stor 
ing one or more module configured for execution by the one 
or more computer processors in order to: receive, by the 
computer system, selection of an object type to monitor for 
possible data quality problems; receive, by the computer sys 
tem, selection of one or more data quality criterion; determine 
potential data quality problems by Scanning data associated 
with a plurality of objects of the selected object type in order 
to determine if the selected one or more data quality criterion 
are matched by respective objects; generate a user interface 
indicating the potential data quality problems of respective 
objects match the selected one or more data quality criterion, 
and including one or more properties of the matching objects; 
receive from a user of the computing environment an indica 
tion of how to resolve the potential data quality problems; and 
implement the indicated resolution. 

In some embodiments, the data quality monitor type is one 
of possible duplicate objects, missing properties, multi-val 
ued properties, unparsed properties, disallowed enumera 
tions, numeric range violations, and date range violations. In 
Some embodiments, the data quality monitor type is possible 
duplicate objects, and said determining objects having poten 
tial data quality problems further comprises identifying 
respective objects each having common property values for a 
predetermined quality of the selected one or more properties. 
In some embodiments, the indication of how to resolve the 
potential data quality problem comprises an indication of two 
or more objects having potential data quality problems that 
are duplicates; and said implementing the indicated resolu 
tion comprises combining the two or more indicated objects 
into a single object. In some embodiments, the one or more 
properties of the objects having potential data quality prob 
lems indicates a quantity of the identified respective objects 
sharing the selected one or more properties. In some embodi 
ments, the data quality monitor type is missing properties; 
and said determining objects having potential data quality 
problems further comprises identifying respective objects 
that are missing a predetermined of the selected one or more 
properties. 

In some embodiments, the data quality monitor type is 
multi-valued properties; and said determining objects having 
potential data quality problems further comprises identifying 
respective objects that have multiple values for ones of the 
selected one or more properties. In some embodiments, the 
indication of how to resolve the potential data quality prob 
lem comprises an indication of one of the multiple values that 
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is correct; and said implementing the indicated resolution 
further comprises removing all of the multiple values except 
for the indicated one or multiple values that is correct. In some 
embodiments, the data quality monitor type is unparsed prop 
erties; and said determining objects having potential data 
quality problems further comprises identifying respective 
objects that have property values for one or more of the 
selected one or more properties including unparsed data. 

In some embodiments, the data quality monitor type is 
disallowed enumerations; and said determining objects hav 
ing potential data quality problems further comprises identi 
fying respective objects that have property values for one or 
more of the selected one or more properties including disal 
lowed enumerations. In some embodiments, the data quality 
monitor type is numeric range violation; and said determining 
objects having potential data quality problems further com 
prises identifying respective objects that have property values 
that violate an allowed numeric range for the respective 
selected property. In some embodiments, the data quality 
monitor type is date range violation; and said determining 
objects having potential data quality problems further com 
prises identifying respective objects that have property values 
that violate an allowed date range for the respective selected 
property. In some embodiments, the computer system further 
comprises receiving selection of one or more object types that 
the selected object type is required to be associated with in 
order to be included in the scanned plurality of objects. In 
Some embodiments, the computer system further comprises 
receiving one or more Boolean operators for the selected one 
or more properties and/or an indication of how many of the 
selected one or more properties are required in order to iden 
tify the respective objects as objects having potential data 
quality problems. 

In accordance with another aspect, a computer imple 
mented method comprises under control of a computing sys 
tem having one or more physical processors and configured to 
process large amounts of data, receiving, by the computing 
system, selection of an object type to monitor for possible 
data quality problems; receiving, by the computing system, 
selection of a data quality monitor type; receiving, by the 
computing system, selection of one or more properties of 
objects of the selected object type; determining objects hav 
ing potential data quality problems by Scanning data associ 
ated with a plurality of objects of the selected object type in 
order to locate respective objects matching the selected one or 
more properties; generating a user interface indicating the 
objects having potential data quality problems, and including 
one or more properties of the objects having potential data 
quality problems; receiving, by the computing system, an 
indication of how to resolve the potential data quality prob 
lems; and implementing the indicated resolution. In some 
embodiment, the data quality monitor type is one of possible 
duplicate objects, missing properties, multi-valued proper 
ties, unparsed properties, disallowed enumerations, and 
numeric range violation, and date range violation. In some 
embodiment, the computer implemented method further 
comprises receiving one or more Boolean operators for the 
selected one or more properties and/or an indication of how 
many of the selected one or more properties are required in 
order to identify the respective objects as objects having 
potential data quality problems. 

In accordance with another aspect, a non-transitory com 
puter-readable storage medium storing computer-executable 
instructions configured to direct a computing system to: 
receive selection of an object type to monitor for possible data 
quality problems; receive selection of one or more data qual 
ity criterion; determine potential data quality problems by 
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scanning data associated with a plurality of objects of the 
selected object type in order to determine if the selected one 
or more data quality criterion are matched by respective 
objects; generate a user interface indicating the potential data 
quality problems of respective objects; match the selected one 
or more data quality criterion, and including one or more 
properties of the matching objects; receive from a user of the 
computing environment an indication of how to resolve the 
potential data quality problems; and implement the indicated 
resolution. In some embodiments, the data quality monitor 
type is one of possible duplicate objects, missing properties, 
multi-valued properties, unparsed properties, disallowed 
enumerations, and numeric range violation, and date range 
violation. In some embodiments, the non-transitory com 
puter-readable storage medium further comprises receiving 
selection of one or more object types that the selected object 
type is required to be associated with in order to be included 
in the scanned plurality of objects. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a database system 
using an ontology. 

FIG. 2 illustrates one embodiment of a process of generat 
ing person objects with properties from multiple data sources. 

FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a system for creating 
data in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 

FIG. 4A illustrates a sample user interface using relation 
ships described in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 

FIG. 4B illustrates a user interface that is configured to 
receive user-selected criteria for a data quality monitor, 
according to one embodiment. 

FIG. 5A illustrates an example interface that is configured 
to enable users to establish criteria for a duplicate objects data 
quality monitor. 

FIG. 5B illustrates potentially duplicate objects identified 
by a data quality monitor System. 

FIG.5C illustrates an example interface that is configured 
to enable users to review additional data related to identified 
potentially duplicate objects and determine whether the 
objects are duplicate and should be resolved. 

FIG. 5D illustrates an example user interface wherein 
potentially duplicate objects are resolved and results of the 
resolution are displayed. 

FIG. 6 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative operation of 
identifying, confirming, and removing or resolving duplicate 
objects. 

FIG. 7 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative process of 
creating and running data quality monitors based on received 
data quality criteria. 

FIG. 8A illustrates an example user interface that allows a 
user to select criteria for a data quality monitor. 

FIG. 8B illustrates another example user interface wherein 
a user has configured a potentially duplicate person monitor 
to search on both person objects and case objects. 

FIG. 8C illustrates an example user interface wherein a 
group of possibly duplicate person objects are displayed and 
properties of these person objects are shown. 

FIG. 9 illustrates an example user interface wherein a user 
has selected a missing properties monitor and is provided 
with example object properties to select for monitoring. 

FIG. 10 illustrates an example user interface that displays 
multiple case objects that were identified in an executed miss 
ing properties monitor. 
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FIG. 11 illustrates a computer system with which certain 

methods and modules discussed herein may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN 
EMBODIMENTS 

Definitions 

In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and 
methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used 
herein, should be construed to include the provided defini 
tions, the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms, and/ 
or any other implied meaning for the respective terms. Thus, 
the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these terms, 
but only provide exemplary definitions. 

Ontology: Stored information that provides a data model 
for storage of data in one or more databases. For example, the 
stored data may comprise definitions for object types and 
property types for data in a database, and how objects and 
properties may be related. 

Database: A broad term for any data structure for storing 
and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, rela 
tional databases (Oracle database, mySQL database, etc.), 
spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, among others. 

Data Object or Object: A data container for information 
representing specific things in the world that have a number of 
definable properties. For example, a data object can represent 
an entity Such as a person, a place, an organization, a market 
instrument, or other noun. A data object can represent an 
event that happens at a point in time or for a duration. A data 
object can represent a document or other unstructured data 
Source Such as an e-mail message, a news report, or a written 
paper or article. Each data object may be associated with a 
unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data object. The 
objects attributes (e.g. metadata about the object) may be 
represented in one or more properties. 

ObjectType: Type of a data object (e.g., person, event, or 
document). Object types may be defined by an ontology and 
may be modified or updated to include additional object 
types. An object definition (e.g., in an ontology) may include 
how the object is related to other objects, such as being a 
Sub-object type of another object type (e.g. an agent may be a 
Sub-object type of a person object type), and the properties the 
object type may have. 

Properties: Attributes of a data object that represent indi 
vidual data items. At a minimum, each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values. 

Property Type: The type of data a property is, Such as a 
string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types, such as a series data values associ 
ated with timed ticks (e.g. a time series), etc. 

Property Value: The value associated with a property, 
which is of the type indicated in the property type associated 
with the property. A property may have multiple values. 

Link: A connection between two data objects, based on, for 
example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching properties. 
Links may be directional. Such as one representing a payment 
from person A to B, or bidirectional. 

Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared between two 
or more data objects. 

Data Quality Monitors: rules including one or more crite 
rion configured to identify potential data quality problems in 
data objects or between multiple data objects. Actions to 
confirm possibly data quality problems and/or correct Such 
data quality problems may be taken by a user or by automatic 
processes. 
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Object Centric Data Model 
To provide a framework for the following discussion of 

specific systems and methods described herein, an example 
database system 210 using an ontology 205 will now be 
described. This description is provided for the purpose of 
providing an example and is not intended to limit the tech 
niques to the example data model, the example database 
system, or the example database systems use of an ontology 
to represent information. 

In one embodiment, a body of data is conceptually struc 
tured according to an object-centric data model represented 
by ontology 205. The conceptual data model is independent 
of any particular database used for durably storing one or 
more database(s) 209 based on the ontology 205. For 
example, each object of the conceptual data model may cor 
respond to one or more rows in a relational database or an 
entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) data 
base, or any combination of one or more databases. 

FIG. 1 illustrates an object-centric conceptual data model 
according to an embodiment. An ontology 205, as noted 
above, may include stored information providing a data 
model for storage of data in the database 209. The ontology 
205 may be defined by one or more object types, which may 
each be associated with one or more property types. At the 
highest level of abstraction, data object 201 is a container for 
information representing things in the world. For example, 
data object 201 can represent an entity Such as a person, a 
place, an organization, a market instrument, or other noun. 
Data object 201 can represent an event that happens at a point 
in time or for a duration. Data object 201 can represent a 
document or other unstructured data source Such as an e-mail 
message, a news report, or a written paperor article. Each data 
object 201 is associated with a unique identifier that uniquely 
identifies the data object within the database system. 

Different types of data objects may have different property 
types. For example, a “person’ data object might have an 
“Eye Color” property type and an “Event data object might 
have a “Date” property type. Each property 203 as repre 
sented by data in the database system 210 may have a property 
type defined by the ontology 205 used by the database 209. 

Objects may be instantiated in the database 209 in accor 
dance with the corresponding object definition for the par 
ticular object in the ontology 205. For example, a specific 
monetary payment (e.g., an object of type "event) of 
USS30.00 (e.g., a property of type “currency') taking place 
on 3/27/2009 (e.g., a property of type “date') may be stored in 
the database 209 as an event object with associated currency 
and date properties as defined within the ontology 205. 
The data objects defined in the ontology 205 may support 

property multiplicity. In particular, a data object 201 may be 
allowed to have more than one property 203 of the same 
property type. For example, a “person’ data object might have 
multiple “Address' properties or multiple “Name” proper 
ties. 

Each link 202 represents a connection between two data 
objects 201. In one embodiment, the connection is either 
through a relationship, an event, or through matching prop 
erties. A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, “person’ data object A may be 
connected to “person’ data object B by a "Child Of relation 
ship (where “person’ data object B has an asymmetric “Par 
ent Of relationship to “person’ data object A), a "Kin Of 
symmetric relationship to “person’ data object C, and an 
asymmetric “Member Of relationship to “Organization' 
data object X. The type of relationship between two data 
objects may vary depending on the types of the data objects. 
For example, "person’ data object A may have an 'Appears 
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In relationship with "Document data object Y or have a 
“Participate In' relationship with “Event data object E. As 
an example of an event connection, two “person’ data objects 
may be connected by an Airline Flight data object repre 
senting a particular airline flight if they traveled together on 
that flight, or by a "Meeting data object representing a par 
ticular meeting if they both attended that meeting. In one 
embodiment, when two data objects are connected by an 
event, they are also connected by relationships, in which each 
data object has a specific relationship to the event. Such as, for 
example, an 'Appears. In relationship. 
As an example of a matching properties connection, two 

"person’ data objects representing a brother and a sister, may 
both have an “Address' property that indicates where they 
live. If the brother and the sister live in the same home, then 
their “Address' properties likely contain similar, if not iden 
tical property values. In one embodiment, a link between two 
data objects may be established based on similar or matching 
properties (e.g., property types and/or property values) of the 
data objects. These are just some examples of the types of 
connections that may be represented by a link and other types 
of connections may be represented; embodiments are not 
limited to any particular types of connections between data 
objects. For example, a document might contain references to 
two different objects. For example, a document may contain 
a reference to a payment (one object), and a person (a second 
object). A link between these two objects may represent a 
connection between these two entities through their co-oc 
currence within the same document. 

Each data object 201 can have multiple links with another 
data object 201 to form a link set 204. For example, two 
"person’ data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a “Spouse Of relationship, a match 
ing “Address' property, and one or more matching “Event 
properties (e.g., a wedding). Each link 202 as represented by 
data in a database may have a link type defined by the data 
base ontology used by the database. 

FIG. 2 illustrates one embodiment of a process of generat 
ing person objects with properties from multiple data sources. 
Problems related to data quality may arise in certain of the 
person data objects as a result of the automatic integration of 
data from multiple sources. Additionally, errors may be intro 
duced by data entry mistakes, such as typographical errors, 
and/or in other manners. In the example of FIG. 2, multiple 
data sources provide data to the data federation system 225 
including utility bills 215, phone records 217, tickets 217, 
driver's registration 221, and other personal data 223, etc. 
Depending on the embodiment, the data sources that provide 
these various types of data may be different entities or a single 
entity. 

Each data record (e.g., data provided about a person from 
one of the data sources) may include information about one or 
more persons, and properties of person objects from the vari 
ous data sources may vary. For example, the utility bills data 
215 may include properties such as name, address, account 
number, amount due, past utility usage information, past pay 
ment history, and/or minimum amount due, while the phone 
records data 217 may include information Such as name, 
address, phone number(s) and/or account number(s) (which 
may or may not be the same as phone number), amount due, 
usage information, past payment history, minimum amount 
due, phone calls placed, message sent, recipients informa 
tion (phone number), information about each phone call 
placed and/or each message sent, for example. The tickets 
data 219 may include information such as name of a driver, 
address, phone number, driver license number, vehicle regis 
tration number, event involved, ticket type, and/or date of the 
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ticket. The driver's registration data 221 may include infor 
mation Such as name, date of birth, height, weight, eye color, 
hair color, date license issued, and/or expiration date. 

In some embodiments, through data federation system 225. 
data from various sources may be automatically federated to 
create multiple person objects 227. For example, the utility 
bills data 215 of a person may show that the person lives at 
123 Oak Street, and his phone number is 123-456-7890. The 
same person’s phone records data 217 may show that he lives 
at 789 Willow Road and his phone number is 098-765-4321. 
The person's tickets data 219 may show that this person lives 
at 123 Oak Street, his gender is “female.” he was born on 
01/13, and his phone number is 098-765-4321. Finally, the 
person's driver's registration 221 may show that he lives at 
789 Willow Road, he was born on 01/13/1967, his gender is 
“male,” and his phone number is 123-456-7890. 

In this example, the data federation system 225 may update 
the corresponding person object (or create the person objectif 
one doesn't already exist) using some automated data federa 
tion rules and processes. In some embodiments, the end result 
of the data federation process may be something that simply 
takes all the Source information and compiles it together in the 
person object. For example, if the data federation process 
integrates the data from various sources directly without any 
changes, the person may be indicated as having two genders: 
male and female. The person may also be shown as having 
two birth dates: “01/13 and “01/13/1967. Furthermore, the 
first birth date of “01/13” may be interpreted as January 2013 
instead of January 13" of a year. 

Accordingly, due to data quality issues, the federated data 
through the data federation system 225 may involve all kinds 
of discrepancies, missing values, and other types of potential 
problems. These problems may sometimes be difficult to 
recognize Such that the problems may be corrected. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary compo 
nents and data that may be used in identifying and storing data 
according to an ontology. In this example, the ontology may 
be configured, and data in the data model populated, by a 
system of parsers and ontology configuration tools. In the 
embodiment of FIG. 3, input data 300 is provided to parser 
302. The input data may comprise data from one or more 
Sources, such as data sources that provide the various data 
items discussed with reference to FIG. 2. For example, an 
institution may have one or more databases with information 
on credit card transactions, rental cars, and people. The data 
bases may contain a variety of related information and 
attributes about each type of data, such as a “date' for a credit 
card transaction, an address for a person, and a date for when 
a rental car is rented. The parser 302 is able to read a variety 
of source input data types and determine which type of data it 
is reading. 

In accordance with the discussion above, the example 
ontology 205 comprises stored information providing the 
data model of data stored in database 209, and the ontology is 
defined by one or more object types 310, one or more property 
types 316, and one or more link types 330. Based on infor 
mation determined by the parser 302 or other mapping of 
Source input information to object type, one or more data 
objects 201 may be instantiated in the database 209 based on 
respective determined object types 310, and each of the 
objects 201 has one or more properties 203 that are instanti 
ated based on property types 316. Two data objects 201 may 
be connected by one or more links 202 that may be instanti 
ated based on link types 330. The property types 316 each 
may comprise one or more base types 320. Such as a string, 
number, etc. In some embodiments, property types include 
only a base type of string, number, date, enumeration, or 
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8 
composite. Depending on the embodiment, property types 
may or may not have a hierarchical structure like objects do. 
For instance, a missing child object type can be a sub-type of 
the person object type, but a home property type cannot be a 
Sub-type of a location property type. 

In some embodiments, composite property types contain 
multiple components, but may still be considered a single 
property. For instance, an Address property may be a com 
posite property, formed from multiple components, such as 
Address 1 (String). Address 2 (String), City (string), State 
(string), and ZIP (could be number or a string). 

In some embodiments, the ontology rules may also restrict 
which properties are allowed on which objects, as well as 
what link relationships are allowed between objects. 

In an embodiment, a user of the system uses an object type 
editor 324 to create and/or modify the object types 310 and 
define attributes of the object types. In an embodiment, a user 
of the system uses a property type editor 326 to create and/or 
modify the property types 316 and define attributes of the 
property types. In an embodiment, a user of the system uses 
link type editor 328 to create the link types 330. Alternatively, 
other programs, processes, or programmatic controls may be 
used to create link types and property types and define 
attributes, and using editors is not required. 

In an embodiment, creating a property type 316 using the 
property type editor 326 involves defining at least one parser 
definition using a parser editor 322. In some embodiments, a 
parser definition comprises metadata that informs parser 302 
how to parse input data 300 to normalize the value assigned to 
the property type 316 that is associated with the parser defi 
nition. For example, the ontology parser may determine how 
to convert both inputs "1/1/02” and “Jan. 1, 2002' into a 
normalized value “2002-01-01 00:00. 

Depending on the embodiment, a composite property 
parser may identify individual components. For example, a 
composite parser for may turn an address “111 Main St., New 
City, ST, 12345” into normalized values such as: Address 1: 
111 Main St. City: New City; State: ST: Zip: 12345. In some 
embodiments, if parsing rules fail, the original value may be 
kept in an unparsed format. This may be later identified as a 
potential data quality issue by a data quality monitor. In some 
embodiments, code parsers may choose which property type 
to use. In some embodiments, the code may map a data 
column from the input to a property type in the ontology and 
then parse the input. 

In an embodiment, each parser definition may comprise a 
regular expression parser 304A or a code module parser 
304B. In other embodiments, other kinds of parser definitions 
may be provided using Scripts or other programmatic ele 
ments. Once defined, both a regular expression parser 304A 
and a code module parser 304B can provide input to parser 
302 to control parsing of input data 300. 

Using the data types defined in the ontology, input data 300 
may be parsed by the parser 302 determine which object type 
310 should receive data from a record created from the input 
data, and which property types 316 should be assigned to data 
from individual field values in the input data. Based on the 
object-property mapping 301, the parser 302 selects one of 
the parser definitions that is associated with a property type in 
the input data. The parser parses an input data field using the 
selected parser definition, resulting in creating new or modi 
fied data 303. The new or modified data 303 is added to the 
database 209 according to ontology 205 by storing values of 
the new or modified data in a property of the specified prop 
erty type. As a result, input data 300 having varying format or 
syntax can be created in database 209. The ontology 205 may 
be modified at any time using object type editor 324, property 
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type editor 326, and link type editor 328, or under program 
control without human use of an editor. Parser editor 322 
enables creating multiple parser definitions that can Success 
fully parse input data 300 having varying format or syntax 
and determine which property types should be used to trans 
form input data 300 into new or modified input data 303. 
The properties, objects, and the links (e.g. relationships) 

between the objects can be visualized using a graphical user 
interface (GUI). For example, FIG. 4A displays a user inter 
face showing a graph representation 403 of relationships (in 
cluding relationships or links 404, 405, 406, 407, 408) 
between the data objects (including data objects 421, 422, 
423, 424, 425, 426) that are represented as nodes in the 
example of FIG. 4. In this embodiment, data objects 421-426 
are person objects. Such as the person objects 227 discussed 
with reference to FIG. 2. In this example, the person nodes 
(associated with person data objects) may have relationships 
to other person nodes, for example, through payment objects. 
For example, relationship 404 is based on a payment associ 
ated with the individuals indicated in person data objects 421 
and 423. The link 404 represents these shared payments (for 
example, the individual associated with data object 411 may 
have paid the individual associated with data object 413 on 
three occasions). These relationships may be stored as links, 
or in Some embodiments, as properties, where a relationship 
may be detected between the properties, or as event objects. 
In some cases, as stated above, the links may be directional. 
For example, a payment link may have a direction associated 
with the payment, where one person object is a receiver of a 
payment, and another person object is the payer of payment. 

In addition to visually showing relationships between the 
data objects, the user interface may allow various other 
manipulations. For example, the objects within database 209 
may be searched using a search interface 450 (e.g., text string 
matching of object properties), inspected (e.g., properties and 
associated data viewed), filtered (e.g., narrowing the universe 
of objects into sets and Subsets by properties or relationships), 
and statistically aggregated (e.g., numerically Summarized 
based on Summarization criteria), among other operations 
and visualizations. 

FIG. 4B illustrates an object filter user interface 460 that is 
configured to receive user-selected criteria for a data quality 
monitor and display results given the criteria, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. 

In the embodiment of FIG. 4B, the object filter initially 
receives from the user a selection of one or more types of 
objects to be monitored. In this example, the selected object 
type is “Case.” and therefore case objects satisfying the speci 
fied criteria are displayed. In general, a case is an object type 
that refers to multiple other objects of possibly multiple 
object types. A case object may refer to various types of 
information, Such as a case related to a criminal investigation, 
a case of West Nile virus infection, a case involving litigants, 
or a case related to economic analysis. Depending on specific 
user requirements, a case object may include various proper 
ties such as names of people involved, dates of events, 
address, phone number, outcome, etc., and a case object may 
be associated with multiple other object types, such as one or 
more person objects, event objects, etc. In some other 
embodiments, other object types may be selected. Such as 
person, event, vehicle, etc. 

In this example, criterion (e.g., required object types or 
values of properties) to be included in the data quality monitor 
can be added by clicking the add criterion button 461. For 
example, the monitor may initially include no criterion (or 
possibly default criterion in one embodiment), and the user 
adds a first criterion 469 by clicking on the add criterion 
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10 
button 461, and subsequently adds the criterion 471 and 473 
by clicking on the add criterion button 461 additional times. 
The user interface of FIG. 4B allows the user to select 

Boolean operators to further define requirements of the moni 
tor. For example, the user has indicated in interface 463 that 
the object type is required to be a “case' and has indicated in 
interface 465that any one of the listed criterion 469, 471, 473 
is sufficient for a match. In one embodiment, these interfaces 
463,467 also allow the user to indicate a minimum number of 
the criterion that must be met, rather than the indicated “any” 
(in interface 467) or “all” (in interface 463). In other embodi 
ments, relationships between the criteria may be provided in 
other manners. 
As shown in FIG. 4B, criterion may reference any available 

properties of the selected object type. For example, the crite 
ria of “category=8D is selected in criterion 469 and 
“category=8F is selected in criterion 471, while criterion 
473 refers to a particular date. A user may define any addi 
tional or different criterion based on any other properties of 
the objects to be monitored, such as location=Boston, Mass. 
airline=Southwest, date range=02/14/2009 to 03/09/2011, 
etc. 

In some embodiments, a data quality monitor may be con 
figured to restrict selected objects to objects connected to one 
or more specific object or objects connected to one or more 
type of objects. For example, if “person' is an object type that 
is already selected, a user may add an icon representing an 
object type (such as “case 475) next to the “person’ object 
type 479, and add a link between the two object types. With 
the added link between the case object 475 and the person 
object 479, the monitor is configured to select only case 
objects that are also connected to a person object. This feature 
may be useful to further limit the scope of searched objects. 
For example, if a user is only interested in case objects con 
nected to a known criminal A, in addition to satisfying the 
criteria on the right side of the panel, the selected case objects 
are also related to the criminal A. 
Data Quality Monitors 

FIG. 5A illustrates an example user interface 510 that is 
configured to enable users to establish criteria for a data 
quality monitor. Initially, the user may select an existing 
monitor (Such as a monitor that was previously generated by 
the user and/or another user) using the drop-down menu 512. 
Alternatively, the user can create a new monitor by selecting 
create new monitor button 514. If the user creates a new 
monitor, the example user interface 510 allows the user to 
provide a custom name, such as "Duplicate persons” by 
inputting the name in a textbox. In addition, in Some embodi 
ments, the user interface 510 may allow the user to publish a 
custom monitor by clicking the publish monitor button 520, 
which makes the monitor available to other users (e.g., via the 
select monitor drop-down menu 512) such as to perform the 
same data quality monitoring on other datasets. 

In the embodiment of FIG. 5A, the user can select one or 
more particular object types to monitor. In this example, 
person objects 522 relating to case objects 524 are configured 
to be monitored by this data quality monitor. A user may 
further edit the objects to monitor by clicking the "edit 
button 521, which opens a user interface such as the interface 
shown in FIG. 4B. In some embodiments, this may mean that 
person objects being monitored should be related to one or 
more case object, and person objects not related to any case 
objects should not be monitored. In some embodiments, only 
person objects 522 may be configured to be monitored with 
out the additional requirement that the person objects 522 
should be related to one or more case objects 524. 
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In this example, the user has selected a duplicate objects 
data quality monitor using the monitor type drop-down menu 
526. Data quality monitor types may be directed to other data 
quality issues, such as such as missing values, unparsed prop 
erties, numeric range violations, properties with values that 
do not match allowed enumerations, and other types of poten 
tial data quality issues, which may also be available in the 
menu 526. The user interface 510 further provides a list of 
available property types associated with the chosen object 
type (in this example, person object type) for which the moni 
tor will search. 

Furthermore, the data quality monitor may also be config 
ured to allow a user to input a number of minimum matches 
among the provided property criteria that result in a matching 
person object (or other object type in other implementations). 
For example, if a user has specified 4 properties and a mini 
mum match of 2 (as shown in the example of FIG. 5A), 
matching at least two of the specified properties between two 
person objects would be deemed sufficient for identifying 
those two objects as potentially duplicate objects. In the 
example of FIG. 5A, the following properties are selected to 
be matched on: name, date of birth, Social Security Number, 
and license number. 

In some embodiments, the properties to match on in order 
to determine whether objects are duplicate may be added or 
deleted. A user may click “Add property” button 538 to add 
additional properties. A user may also click on the remove 
property icon 540 next to a property to remove that property. 
Property settings may also be saved with the monitor. 

In the embodiment of FIG. 5A, results of the data quality 
monitor 510 may be obtained by clicking on the “Run Moni 
tor Now” button 530. Depending on the embodiment and the 
specific dataset used, duplicate objects may or may not be 
found according to the established data quality monitor cri 
teria. In this example, 3 groups of person objects are found to 
be possible duplicates according to the specified criteria. 
Depending on the embodiment, results of the data quality 
monitor may be viewed in a graph setting by selecting 534, or 
in a browser setting by selecting 536. 

FIG. 5B illustrates potentially duplicate objects identified 
by the data quality monitor defined in user interface 510 of 
FIG. 5A. In this example, two person objects, Bad Person 1 
540 and Bad Person 2542 are identified by the “Duplicate 
persons' data quality monitor as possibly the same as each 
other. In some embodiments where there are many objects 
identified, the objects may be displayed in a graph view or in 
a browser view with fewer objects shown at first. A user will 
be given the choice to drill-down, drill-up, and/or otherwise 
explore the identified objects. 
FIG.5C illustrates an example interface 544 that is config 

ured to enable users indicate whether the objects are duplicate 
and should be resolved, possibly after reviewing additional 
data related to identified potentially duplicate objects (see 
FIG. 8C, for example). In some embodiments, a different 
interface may be presented for resolving groups of potentially 
duplicate objects. In the example interface 544, a user may be 
presented with a question Such as “Are you sure you want to 
resolve these 2 objects?” In some other embodiments, a simi 
lar or different question may be asked to communicate to the 
user that a choice may be made to resolve the potential data 
quality issue. In this example, a user may choose the default 
title "Bad Person 2. If this choice is made, the title of the new 
merged objects is Bad Person 2. In this embodiment, the data 
on both Bad Person 1 and Bad Person2 are merged to form the 
new merged object titled Bad Person 2. 

In some embodiments, when a potential data quality issue 
is resolved, the merged object is maintained in the data store 
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and the individual objects used to create it no longer show up 
separately in searches. In some embodiments, the user that 
initiates object resolution may also indicate that the resolu 
tion should be effective only in data accessed by the particular 
user and/or a particular group of user. Thus, the resolution 
(and/or other changes to data objects) may be selectively 
pushed out to other users. 
FIG.5D illustrates an example user interface 546 wherein 

potentially duplicate objects are resolved and results of the 
resolution are displayed. In this example, Bad Person 2 is 
found to be a potentially duplicate of some other objects. 
Information regarding properties of Bad Person 2, which now 
include properties of Bad Person 1 that was resolved into Bad 
Person 2, may be displayed. In some embodiments, only 
information that is actually used to match duplicate objects or 
identify other potentially data quality issues is displayed. In 
some other embodiments, all or relevant properties of a 
selected object may be displayed to a user. In this example, 
Bad Person 2 is show to have the name of "Bad Person 1 and 
a Social Security Number of 123-45-6789. 

FIG. 6 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative operation of 
identifying, confirming, and removing or resolving duplicate 
objects according to one embodiment. The method of FIG. 6 
may be performed by a computing system used by an analyst 
(or other user), one or more server systems that store the 
object ontology (e.g., database system 210 of FIG. 1), and/or 
any other Suitable computing system. 
The method 600 begins at block 605, where a data quality 

monitor automatically determines possible duplicate objects 
based on a set of criteria (e.g., those set in user interface 510 
of FIG. 5A). In some embodiments, the set of criteria may be 
created by a user. In some other embodiments, the set of 
criteria may have been already created before (e.g., by the 
same user, another user, or as a system default) and stored in 
the data quality monitor. The set of criteria may include 
property criteria, such as the properties to match and the 
minimum number of properties that needs to be matched. 
While a possible duplicates data quality monitor is discussed 
with reference to FIG. 6, other types of monitors may be 
executed in a similar manner. As discussed above, the other 
types of data quality monitors may include missing values, 
unparsed properties, numeric range violations, properties 
with values that do not match allowed enumerations, and 
other types of potential data quality issues. 
The method 600 proceeds to block 610, where the data 

quality monitor creates associations between possible dupli 
cate objects. For example, if two person objects are deemed to 
be possible duplicates of each other based on identical Social 
Security Number (SSN) and identical date of birth (DOB) 
(where SSN and DOB are selected properties to be matched 
on and the monitor requires 2 or less matching properties), a 
“possible duplicate objects' association/link between these 
two person objects may be created. In some situations, the 
two person objects may have some other properties that are 
not identical. Such as different eye colors. 

In another example, if four Ticket objects have the same 
date of issuance, name, incident type, driver's license num 
ber, and vehicle license numbers, the data quality monitor 
may deem them to be potentially duplicates (based on the 
established monitor criteria) and create associations/links 
between the four Ticket objects, identifying them as potential 
duplicates. 
At block 615, the data quality monitor provides an indica 

tion of possible duplicate objects to a user. In some embodi 
ments, the indication that Some objects may potentially be 
duplicates of each other may be presented in a graph view, 
wherein the one or more identified objects are displayed and 
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connections between or among the identified objects indicate 
their associations. A user may use the information provided in 
Such agraph view and/or one or more related histogram views 
(see, e.g., FIG. 8C), for example, to determine whether the 
objects are duplicates or not. In some other embodiments, the 
connections between or among the identified objects may be 
shown in an explorer view, wherein a user may click on an 
icon that represents an object to find out more details about 
why certain objects are connected to each other and what 
makes the objects possible duplicates of one another. The 
created association may indicate the identical matched prop 
erties, or possibly only the properties that are deemed crucial. 

At decision block 720, the data quality monitor receives 
input from the user indicating whether or not a set of potential 
duplicates really are duplicates. For example, the user may 
review additional properties of identified possible duplicate 
objects in order to make the determination. The user may 
provide the input in various manners, such as the user drag 
ging and dropping duplicate objects onto one another, 
responding to a query from the system requesting confirma 
tion of duplication in illustrated objects, and/or by any other 
manner. In some embodiments, the data quality monitor may 
be configured to automatically make a choice by default in 
case a user is not available or decides not to perform the 
confirmation step. In Such instances, the data quality monitor 
may automatically make a determination and resolve and/or 
remove any duplication. 

If the user finds that the identified objects are duplicates, 
the process 600 proceeds to block 625, where the duplication 
issue is resolved. As discussed above, in one embodiment 
duplicate objects may be resolved by combining the objects 
into a single object, having properties from each of the two or 
more determined duplicate objects. In other embodiments, 
the duplicate objects may remain separate objects, but asso 
ciations between or among the identified objects may be 
updated to indicate the user's confirmation of the duplication. 
For example, the association among the identified objects 
may be updated to “confirmed duplicates' from “potential 
duplicates.” 

If, however, the user decides that the identified objects may 
not be duplicates at decision block 620, the process 600 
proceeds to block 630, where the indication of possible dupli 
cation may be removed by the system. In some embodiments, 
association between or among the identified objects may also 
be removed or updated to indicate the use’s confirmation of 
no duplication. For example, the association among the iden 
tified objects may be updated to “no duplication-confirmed 
from “potential duplicates.” 

FIG. 7 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative process of 
creating and running data quality monitors based on received 
data quality criteria, according to one embodiment. The 
method of FIG.7 may be performed by a computing system 
used by an analyst (or other user), one or more server systems 
that store the object ontology (e.g., database system 210 of 
FIG. 1), and/or any other Suitable computing system. 
The process 700 begins at block 705, where the data quality 

monitor receives selection of object types. In some embodi 
ments, available object types may be presented directly to a 
user, Such as in a drop-down menu. In some other embodi 
ments, the user can choose more than one available object 
types. For example, as previously discussed, a person object 
type may be selected. 

The process 700 proceeds to block 710, where the data 
quality monitor receives a selection of required properties of 
objects to be included in an analysis set. For example, if the 
selected object type in block 705 is a person object, the 
selection of required properties for the person objects to be 
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included in the analysis set may include any property of 
person objects, such as the following, without limitation: 
name, address, phone number, date of birth, Social Security 
Number, driver's license, country of citizenship, immigration 
status, occupation, etc. In some cases, the selection of 
required properties of objects may include a smaller number 
of properties that are the most crucial to a user. For example, 
if a user wants to run a data quality monitor on case objects 
related to stolen vehicles, the properties associated with the 
case objects may include Vehicle Identification Number 
(VIN), date on which the vehicle was stolen, location where 
the vehicle was last seen, vehicle model, vehicle make, and 
vehicle color, etc. In some other cases, the selection of 
required properties may include a large number of properties, 
depending on the user's requirement. In addition, the object 
type selected for monitoring may be required to be associated 
with one or more other object types, such as the required link 
between person object types and case object types in the 
example of FIG. 5A. 
At block 715, the data quality monitor may receive a selec 

tion of data quality criteria to apply to objects in the analysis 
set. Depending on the embodiment, available data quality 
criteria may first be determined based on a selected data 
quality monitor type, such as (1) duplicate objects; (2) multi 
valued properties; (3) missing properties; (4) unparsed prop 
erties; (5) properties with values that do not match allowed 
enumerations; (6) numeric range violation, etc. Each data 
quality monitor type may include certain criteria for identi 
fying objects with potential data quality problems. Addition 
ally, the user can customize the data quality criteria that are 
included in the monitor. Discussed below are examples of 
certain data quality monitors that may be selected by a user. 
A duplicate objects monitor may identify potentially dupli 

cate objects that have one or more identical (or Substantially 
similar) property values such that they may be considered 
duplicates. However, objects may not always be considered 
potentially duplicate just because they share some of the same 
property values. For example, several person objects may 
share the same mailing address, phone number, and vehicle 
information. In some situations, having Such identical prop 
erty values does not make the person objects identical 
because these people may live in the same household. In some 
other cases, sharing important property values may result in 
the system finding that Some objects are potentially dupli 
cates. For example, if several person objects share the same 
Social Security Number, phone number, date of birth, then 
they might be considered duplicates. In some embodiments, 
these person objects may still be considered not potentially 
duplicates due to other property values that are available or 
fraud concerns. Thus, depending on the particular data 
objects and corresponding properties that are being moni 
tored, the user may have different criteria for a duplicate 
objects monitor. 
A multi-valued properties monitor may identify objects 

with properties with more than one value. For example, the 
President of a foreign country should be only one person. If 
the value of the President property of that country object has 
more than one person, this could indicate a potential data 
quality problem. In another example, a person object has two 
Social Security Numbers. Normally, a person should only be 
associated with only one Social Security Number. However, 
there could be a fraud investigation, and this particular person 
object has been associated with several Social Security Num 
bers that he has fraudulently used. Thus, the person object 
may be flagged as a potential data quality problem in a multi 
valued properties monitor. 
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A missing properties monitor may identify objects with 
property values missing and/or missing property types. For 
example, in some embodiments, a blood donor database may 
include many person objects, each having a property called 
“blood type.” Because it may be important to determine the 
blood donors’ blood types, a person object having no blood 
type property value or a person object having no blood type 
property at all may potentially be problematic. 
An unparsed properties monitor may identify objects asso 

ciated with unprocessed and/or incomplete information in an 
origin database. For example, a field agent in a law enforce 
ment agency may have input the following information 
regarding a suspect (e.g., a person data object): “loc: CA.” 
Afterwards, if no more information is provided by the field 
agent, it may not be very clear whether this information 
means “location=California,” “location=Canada’ or some 
thing else. In another example, a Suspect may have provided 
a date of birth. However, the suspects date of birth may use a 
different calendar year system, Such as the lunar-year calen 
dar system or the Tibetan calendar system. Therefore, if the 
suspects lunar birth date is Jan. 20, 1986, the suspects real 
birth date may be a different date. Property values as such 
may also result in data quality issues. 

In another example, a date may be provided in a format 
such as Day/Month/Year (e.g., 13/7/92). A system that mis 
took the “Day” for “Month” may fail to parse the date of 
13/7/92 because there is no month 13. The unparsed proper 
ties monitor may catch dates that fail to parse under the 
Month/Day/Year convention and alert a user to correct the 
date parsing rule so that a date provided under the Day/ 
Month/Year format will be parsed correctly. 

Depending on the embodiment, an enumerated property 
may be a property with a restricted or limited set of allowed 
values. Properties with values that do not match allowed 
enumerations may result from wrong values that do not cor 
respond to the property types. For example, a person object 
may have an “age' property with a value of “female' and a 
“gender property with a value of “55 years old.” In another 
example, “finale' may be provided instead of “female' for 
gender, which may result in data parsing failures. In some 
situations, a user may mistakenly understand the acceptable 
values of a property. For example, a user may believe that the 
location property may have two values such as “CONUS’ 
(meaning Continental U.S.) and “OCONUS (outside Conti 
nental U.S.) when in fact the location property has values 
such as “bar,” “park, or “home.” The data quality monitor 
may detect Such discrepancies and alert a use to correct the 
problems accordingly. In some other situations, the problem 
could be less obvious. For example, a case object may have a 
"stolen vehicle' property with a value of “Escape at Lincoln 
St. The field agent who originally entered the information 
may have meant that the vehicle was stolen while it was on 
Lincoln St., and the stolen vehicle is a Ford Escape. However, 
since the information has not been parsed properly, it may 
present an unparsed properties issue. Depending on embodi 
ments and user requirements, such discrepancies in property 
values may be detected by a data quality monitor using 
parameters specified by the user and/or parameters set up by 
the system. 
A numeric range violation monitor may identify objects 

with property values outside of an expected range for the 
particular property. For example, a person object may have an 
“age” property with a value of “-10” or “450.” Both are 
clearly wrong. More subtle mistakes can also be detected. For 
example, if the system has knowledge that a certain Streets 
street numbers are 0 to 100, then the system may be able to 
find an erroneous street address value with a street number of 
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150. In some other embodiments, a data range violation 
monitor may also be provided. For example, ifa provided date 
is invalid or is out of context (e.g., a credit card transaction 
date in the 14" Century), the data quality monitor may catch 
Such problems and alert the user. 
Once a data quality monitor type is selected and criteria of 

the monitor are established, the process 700 proceeds to block 
720, where the data quality monitor is executed. For example, 
the data quality monitor may scan the analysis set for objects 
matching the specified data quality criteria and/or a set of 
system default criteria. 
At block 725, results of the execution of data quality moni 

tor are provided. In some embodiments, such results are pro 
vided in a graphical user interface, listing all the objects 
and/or their specific values that may have violated the defined 
data quality criteria. In some other embodiments, such results 
may be provided in a graphical user interface that connects 
the objects in order to allow the users to see how such objects 
are connected. For example, as previously discussed, two 
potentially duplicate objects may be connected by an asso 
ciation named “possibly same as showing that the two 
objects are deemed to be possible duplicates. Depending on 
the embodiment, the graphical user interface may also 
include property values showing why the identified objects 
are included. In some other embodiments, the results may 
also be stored in a file Such as a comma-delimited file, an 
Excel(R) file, an XML file, an HTML file, etc., with informa 
tion Such as name of the objects and/or property values. In 
some embodiments, the results may be available for users to 
download. 
At block 730, a user may be given the choice of saving the 

data quality monitor for later use. If the user chooses to do so, 
in Some embodiments, the results of several rounds of data 
quality monitoring may also be compared to see whether the 
same data quality issues tend to persist, and whether some 
data quality problems have already been resolved. In some 
other embodiments, a user may not only save data quality 
monitors, but also publish them so that other users of the 
system may also run similar or the same searches to detect 
data quality issues. Depending on the embodiment, other 
users may use a published data quality monitor and customize 
the monitor for their own specific requirements. 

FIG. 8A illustrates an example user interface 840 that 
allows a user to create, load, and/or update criteria for a data 
quality monitor according to one embodiment. The example 
user interface 840 includes choices of creating a new monitor 
853 or selecting an existing data quality monitor 850. In some 
embodiments, if a user chooses to create a new data quality 
monitor 853, the user interface 840 may present choices/ 
questions to the user so that the user may specify criteria to be 
included in the new data quality monitor. If a user chooses to 
select an existing data quality monitor 850, criteria of the 
selected data quality monitor are loaded into the system for 
execution. The example user interface 840 allows the user to 
further customize an existing data quality monitor and save 
the customized data quality monitor as a new monitor. In 
Some other embodiments, a data quality monitor may be 
configured Such that it can only be customized or edited by 
certain users. 
The user interface 840 includes options that allow a user to 

configure the objects to monitor 855. In this example, the 
objects selected to be monitored are case objects. Other types 
of objects can also be monitored. Moreover, in some embodi 
ments, a user may edit objects so that more than one type of 
objects may be monitored. In some embodiments, even if 
monitoring is only performed on one type of object, data 
quality monitoring criteria may require the monitored object 
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to be associated with one or more other types of objects. For 
example, a case object may be required to be associated with 
at one or more event objects and/or person objects that are of 
interest to a user. 
The example user interface 840 further includes a monitor 

type selection control 860 that allows selection of a data 
quality monitor type. As previously discussed, available data 
quality monitor types may include: (1) potentially duplicate 
objects; (2) multi-valued properties; (3) missing properties; 
(4) unparsed properties; (5) properties with values that do not 
match allowed enumerations; (6) numeric range violation, 
and/or any other monitor. In the example of FIG. 8A, poten 
tially duplicate objects 860 is selected. Once a data quality 
monitor type is selected, specific properties of the selected 
objects to be monitored may be provided by the user. Cus 
tomization of properties is discussed further with reference to 
the example of FIG. 8B. 

In some embodiments, data quality monitor settings may 
also be configured to discover orphaned objects, such as 
objects with no links. Data quality monitor settings may also 
be limited to run the search criteria specified, e.g., in 855, 
exclusively without checking for anything else. 

FIG. 8B illustrates another example user interface 1100 
wherein a user has configured a potentially duplicate person 
monitor to identify person objects (linked to case objects) that 
are potentially duplicates. Thus, as displayed in the area 1125, 
person objects linked to case objects are configured to be 
monitored. The required association of person objects to case 
objects may be a user's desire to monitor only person objects 
that have some connection to a criminal investigation (e.g., 
“case”). 

In the drop-down menu 1130 in this example, the selected 
data quality criterion is potentially duplicate objects (poten 
tially duplicate person) and the minimum number of proper 
ties satisfying the property requirements is selected as two at 
box 1135. 

In this example, the user has selected properties to match 
on as: name 1140, date of birth 1145, Social Security Number 
1150, and license number 1155. Therefore, according to the 
settings in user interface 1100, the objects found to be poten 
tially duplicates should have at least two identical property 
values, which can be any two properties from the four 
selected properties. Thus, for this particular monitor, two 
objects sharing the same name and Social Security Number 
would be considered possible duplicates and may be pre 
sented to the user for further confirmation and/or resolution. 
As discussed previously, objects matching the criteria 

specified in a data quality monitor may be displayed in the 
user interface 1100. In this example, a total of three groups of 
objects are found, as indicated in 1160. The eleven identified 
person objects are all related to a case object(s) per the link 
requirement indicated in area 1125. In this example, the 
eleven located person objects are displayed in interface 1165, 
along with connections between the identified person objects. 

FIG. 8C illustrates an example user interface 870 wherein 
a group of possibly duplicate person objects are displayed and 
properties of these person objects are shown to indicate prop 
erties of the objects, which may be useful to the user in 
determining whether the objects really are duplicates. In this 
example, a group of five person objects (e.g., of the three 
groups of objects located in the example of FIG. 8B) are 
displayed and an entity properties histogram 871 is illustrated 
to show various properties of the identified objects. As shown 
at 874, the five person objects have the name “James Bond' or 
names very similar to “James Bond, such as “James B. 
Furthermore, some of the identified person objects share 
other properties. In this example, all five person objects have 
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the same social security number, as shown in 878. Four of the 
five objects have the same date of birth (at 872) and three of 
the person objects share the same last name “Bond' (at 876). 
Finally, all five identified person objects in this example have 
at least three properties (as required by a user by specifying 
minimum matches 3) that match another person object. 
Given the information provided about the identified proper 
ties, the user may be able to confirm whether any or all of the 
identified objects should be considered duplicates or not. If a 
user confirms that some of the identified objects are in fact 
duplicates, he or she may take further actions such as resolv 
ing the duplication and/or updating the associations among 
person objects. 

FIG. 9 illustrates an example user interface 900 wherein a 
user has selected a missing properties monitor and is provided 
with object properties to select for monitoring. In this 
example, the objects being monitored are case objects. As 
previously discussed, missing properties may include data 
quality issues resulting from absent property values associ 
ated with one or more properties and/or missing property 
types altogether. In this example, the user interface 900 
includes a list of properties associated with the case object so 
that a user may choose which properties and/or property 
values to monitor. 

In this example, the list of properties for user selection in 
the drop-down menu 910 includes: (1) location name; (2) 
location type; (3) address; (4) address city; (5) address state; 
(6) crime category. In this example, the user has chosen to 
monitor “location name' in order to identify case objects 
missing either the property “location name” or objects with 
no value associated with the “location name property. The 
user interface 900 also allows the user to choose to monitor 
more case properties for missing properties, such as by select 
ing the add criterion button 845. In some embodiments, other 
properties associated with a case object may be presented for 
user selection. In some other embodiments, instead of pre 
senting the properties that a user may choose to monitor in a 
drop-down menu, other types of user interface elements may 
be used. 

FIG. 10 illustrates an example user interface 1000 that 
displays multiple case objects that were identified in an 
executed missing properties monitor. In this example, mul 
tiple properties associated with an object have been selected 
for inclusion in the missing properties monitor. In particular, 
in addition to a “location name property in 910, “subject 
victim status is selected in 1005 and Agent Name is selected 
in 1007. 

Depending on the embodiment, the user interface 1000 
may also include one or more Boolean logic operator between 
or among the properties selected by a user. For example, a 
user may be able to specify that she wants to monitor case 
objects missing both the “location name property (or prop 
erty value) and the “subject victim status' property (or prop 
erty value). In another example, a user may specify that she 
only wants to monitor case objects missing either the “loca 
tion name' property (or property value) or the “subject victim 
status' property (or property value). The user interface 1000 
allows the users to specify a minimum number of matches in 
box 1135 or some other user interface elements. In this 
example, a minimum of two matches is required and, thus, 
objects located by this monitor match at least two of the three 
specified properties. 

In a similar manner as discussed above with reference to 
FIGS. 8-9, for example, data quality monitors of other types, 
Such as unparsed properties, may present a list of available 
properties for users to choose from in customizing the moni 
tors. In an unparsed properties example, one or more Boolean 
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logic operators may be provided to specify whether all the 
properties selected by the user are required to have unparsed 
properties or only one or a Subset of the properties are 
required to have unparsed properties. 
The user interface 1000 may also include options for users 

to run monitor now 1010 or create nightly monitor 1015. If a 
user chooses to create nightly monitors, the user interface 
1000 may in some embodiments askfurther questions such as 
the specific time that the configured data quality monitor 
should be executed and how the user wish to review the data 
quality monitor results. If a user chooses to run the configured 
data quality monitor now, the user interface 1000 may send 
commands to execute the data quality monitor. After execu 
tion, the user interface 1000 may display a quantity of objects 
matching the data quality monitor and/or display the matched 
objects. 

In the example of FIG. 10, 1257 case objects were found as 
shown at 1020. The user interface may present a choice to 
analyze the matched objects using an Object Explorer by 
choosing 1025. In some embodiments, the user interface 
1000 may also include choices for users to view the matched 
objects in a graph by choosing 1030 or in a browser by 
choosing 1035. 

Depending on the embodiment, the user interface 1000 
may also display the objects matching the configured data 
quality settings in the executed data quality monitor. In this 
example, the user interface includes an area 865 displaying 
case objects matching the data quality settings. The first six 
case objects 1040 are displayed as case 1 through 6. A differ 
ent default number of objects may be displayed by the user 
interface 1000 as needed or according to a different user 
Setting. 
Implementation Mechanisms 

According to one embodiment, the techniques described 
herein are implemented by one or more special-purpose com 
puting devices. The special-purpose computing devices may 
be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include 
digital electronic devices such as one or more application 
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable 
gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to 
perform the techniques, or may include one or more general 
purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, server computer 
systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices, net 
working devices or any other device or combination of 
devices that incorporate hard-wired and/or program logic to 
implement the techniques. 

Computing device(s) are generally controlled and coordi 
nated by operating system software, such as iOS, Android, 
Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Win 
dows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, 
Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or other compatible 
operating systems. In other embodiments, the computing 
device may be controlled by a proprietary operating system. 
Conventional operating systems control and Schedule com 
puter processes for execution, perform memory management, 
provide file system, networking, I/O services, and provide a 
user interface functionality, such as a graphical user interface 
(“GUI), among other things. 

For example, FIG. 11 is a block diagram that illustrates a 
computer system 800 upon which an embodiment may be 
implemented. Computer system 800 includes a bus 802 or 
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other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
mation, and a hardware processor, or multiple processors, 804 
coupled with bus 802 for processing information. Hardware 
processor(s) 804 may be, for example, one or more general 
purpose microprocessors. 
Computer system 800 also includes a main memory 806, 

Such as a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or other 
dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 802 for storing infor 
mation and instructions to be executed by processor 804. 
Main memory 806 also may be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 804. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor 
804, render computer system 800 into a special-purpose 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci 
fied in the instructions. 
Computer system 800 further includes a read only memory 

(ROM) 808 or other static storage device coupled to bus 802 
for storing static information and instructions for processor 
804. A storage device 810. Such as a magnetic disk, optical 
disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is provided and 
coupled to bus 802 for storing information and instructions. 
Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 to a 

display 812, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or LCD display 
(or touch screen), for displaying information to a computer 
user. An input device 814, including alphanumeric and other 
keys, is coupled to bus 802 for communicating information 
and command selections to processor 804. Another type of 
user input device is cursor control 816. Such as a mouse, a 
trackball, or cursor direction keys for communicating direc 
tion information and command selections to processor 804 
and for controlling cursor movement on display 812. This 
input device typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, 
a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the 
device to specify positions in a plane. In some embodiments, 
the same direction information and command selections as 
cursor control may be implemented via receiving touches on 
a touch screen without a cursor. 
Computing system 800 may include a user interface mod 

ule to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass storage 
device as executable software codes that are executed by the 
computing device(s). This and other modules may include, by 
way of example, components, such as Software components, 
object-oriented Software components, class components and 
task components, processes, functions, attributes, proce 
dures, Subroutines, segments of program code, drivers, firm 
ware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, data structures, 
tables, arrays, and variables. 

In general, the word “module,” as used herein, refers to 
logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection of 
Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit points, 
Written in a programming language. Such as, for example, 
Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be compiled and 
linked into an executable program, installed in a dynamic link 
library, or may be written in an interpreted programming 
language such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will 
be appreciated that software modules may be callable from 
other modules or from themselves, and/or may be invoked in 
response to detected events or interrupts. Software modules 
configured for execution on computing devices may be pro 
vided on a computer readable medium, Such as a compact 
disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any other 
tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may be origi 
nally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
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for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
may be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but may be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage 

Computer system 800 may implement the techniques 
described herein using customized hard-wired logic, one or 
more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic which 
in combination with the computer system causes or programs 
computer system 800 to be a special-purpose machine. 
According to one embodiment, the techniques herein are 
performed by computer system 800 in response to processor 
(s) 804 executing one or more sequences of one or more 
instructions contained in main memory 806. Such instruc 
tions may be read into main memory 806 from another stor 
age medium, Such as storage device 810. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 806 
causes processor(s) 804 to perform the process steps 
described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired cir 
cuitry may be used in place of or in combination with Soft 
ware instructions. 

The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, as 
used herein refers to any media that store data and/or instruc 
tions that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. 
Such non-transitory media may comprise non-volatile media 
and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for 
example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage device 
810. Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as main 
memory 806. Common forms of non-transitory media 
include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, 
Solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data 
storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage 
medium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a 
RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, 
any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions 
of the same. 

Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be used in 
conjunction with transmission media. Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between nontransi 
tory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 802. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or 
more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 804 
for execution. For example, the instructions may initially be 
carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer can load the instructions into 
its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a tele 
phone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 800 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 802. Bus 802 carries the data to main memory 806, 
from which processor 804 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 806 may 
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
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received by main memory 806 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 810 either before or after execution by proces 
Sor 804. 
Computer system 800 also includes a communication 

interface 818 coupled to bus 802. Communication interface 
818 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a 
network link820 that is connected to a local network 822. For 
example, communication interface 818 may be an integrated 
services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite 
modem, or a modem to provide a data communication con 
nection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another 
example, communication interface 818 may be a local area 
network (LAN) card to provide a data communication con 
nection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component to com 
municated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be imple 
mented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 818 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
Network link 820 typically provides data communication 

through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link820 may provide a connection through 
local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 826. ISP 
826 in turn provides data communication services through the 
world wide packet data communication network now com 
monly referred to as the “Internet” 828. Local network 822 
and Internet 828 both use electrical, electromagnetic or opti 
cal signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through 
the various networks and the signals on network link820 and 
through communication interface 818, which carry the digital 
data to and from computer system 800, are example forms of 
transmission media. 
Computer system 800 can send messages and receive data, 

including program code, through the network(s), network 
link 820 and communication interface 818. In the Internet 
example, a server 830 might transmit a requested code for an 
application program through Internet 828, ISP 826, local 
network 822 and communication interface 818. 
The received code may be executed by processor 804 as it 

is received, and/or stored in storage device 810, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. 

Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms described 
in the preceding sections may be embodied in, and fully or 
partially automated by, code modules executed by one or 
more computer systems or computer processors comprising 
computer hardware. The processes and algorithms may be 
implemented partially or wholly in application-specific cir 
cuitry. 
The various features and processes described above may be 

used independently of one another, or may be combined in 
various ways. All possible combinations and Subcombina 
tions are intended to fall within the scope of this disclosure. In 
addition, certain method or process blocks may be omitted in 
Some implementations. The methods and processes described 
herein are also not limited to any particular sequence, and the 
blocks or states relating thereto can be performed in other 
sequences that are appropriate. For example, described 
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than that 
specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states may be 
combined in a single block or state. The example blocks or 
states may be performed in serial, in parallel, or in Some other 
manner. Blocks or states may be added to or removed from the 
disclosed example embodiments. The example systems and 
components described herein may be configured differently 
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than described. For example, elements may be added to, 
removed from, or rearranged compared to the disclosed 
example embodiments. 

Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could.” “might,” or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, Such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the flow 
diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the attached 
figures should be understood as potentially representing mod 
ules, segments, orportions of code which include one or more 
executable instructions for implementing specific logical 
functions or steps in the process. Alternate implementations 
are included within the scope of the embodiments described 
herein in which elements or functions may be deleted, 
executed out of order from that shown or discussed, including 
Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, depending on 
the functionality involved, as would be understood by those 
skilled in the art. 

It should be emphasized that many variations and modifi 
cations may be made to the above-described embodiments, 
the elements of which are to be understood as being among 
other acceptable examples. All such modifications and varia 
tions are intended to be included herein within the scope of 
this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, how 
ever, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears intext, 
the invention can be practiced in many ways. AS is also stated 
above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminol 
ogy when describing certain features or aspects of the inven 
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with 
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the inven 
tion should therefore be construed in accordance with the 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A computer system comprising: 
one or more computer processors; and 
a tangible storage device storing one or more modules 

configured for execution by the one or more computer 
processors in order to cause the computer system to: 
receive, by the computer system, selection of an object 

type to monitor for potential data quality problems; 
receive, by the computer system, selection of one or 
more data quality criterion; receive, by the computer 
system, one or more Boolean operators associated 
with the one or more data quality criterion and/or an 
indication of how many of the one or more data qual 
ity criterion are required in order to identify respective 
database objects as having potential data quality prob 
lems; 

determine potential data quality problems by Scanning data 
associated with a plurality of database objects of the 
Selected object type, each of the objects having one or 
more properties and corresponding property values, in 
order to determine if the selected one or more data qual 
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ity criterion are matched by properties and/or properties 
values of respective objects: 

generate a user interface indicating the potential data qual 
ity problems of respective objects having property val 
ues matching the selected one or more data quality cri 
terion, and including one or more properties and/or 
property values of the respective objects; 

receive from a user of the computer system a resolution of 
the potential data quality problems; and 

implement the resolution. 
2. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the potential 

data quality problems include at least one of possible dupli 
cate objects, missing properties, multi-valued properties, 
unparsed properties, disallowed enumerations, numeric 
range violations, and date range violations. 

3. The computer system of claim 1, 
wherein the potential data quality problem is possible 

duplicate objects, and 
said determining potential data quality problems further 

comprises identifying respective objects each having 
common property values for a predetermined quantity of 
properties. 

4. The computer system of claim 3, 
wherein the resolution comprises an indication of two or 

more objects having potential data quality problems that 
are duplicates; and 

said implementing the resolution comprises combining the 
two or more indicated objects into a single object. 

5. The computer system of claim3, wherein the user inter 
face further indicates quantities of the identified respective 
objects sharing respective common property values. 

6. The computer system of claim 1, 
wherein the potential data quality problem is missing prop 

erties; and 
said determining potential data quality problems further 

comprises identifying respective objects that are miss 
ing at least a predetermined quantity of property values. 

7. The computer system of claim 1, 
wherein the potential data quality problem is multi-valued 

properties; and 
said determining potential data quality problems further 

comprises identifying respective objects that have mul 
tiple property values for individual properties. 

8. The computer system of claim 7. 
wherein the resolution comprises an indication of one of 

the multiple property values that is correct for ones of the 
properties; and 

said implementing the resolution further comprises remov 
ing all of the multiple property values except for the one 
of the multiple property values that is correct for respec 
tive properties. 

9. The computer system of claim 1, 
wherein the potential data quality problem is unparsed 

properties; and 
said determining potential data quality problems further 

comprises identifying respective objects that have one or 
more property values including unparsed data. 

10. The computer system of claim 1, 
wherein the potential data quality problem is disallowed 

enumerations; and 
said determining potential data quality problems further 

comprises identifying respective objects that have one or 
more property values including disallowed enumera 
tions. 

11. The computer system of claim 1, 
wherein the potential data quality problem is numeric 

range violation; and 
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said determining potential data quality problems further 
comprises identifying respective objects that have one or 
more property values that violate an allowed numeric 
range for the respective property. 

12. The computer system of claim 1, 
wherein the potential data quality problem is date range 

violation; and 
said determining potential data quality problems further 

comprises identifying respective objects that have one or 
more property values that violate an allowed date range 
for respective properties. 

13. The computer system of claim 1, further comprising 
receiving selection of one or more object types that the 
selected object type is required to be associated with in order 
to be included in the scanned plurality of objects. 

14. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the object 
type comprises one of a person, a place, an organization, or a 
market instrument and the database objects are each associ 
ated with specific things of the corresponding object type. 

15. A computer implemented method comprising: 
receiving, by a computing system having one or more 

physical processors and configured to process large 
amounts of data, selection of an object type to monitor 
for potential data quality problems; 

receiving, by the computing system, selection of a data 
quality monitor type: 

receiving, by the computing system, selection of one or 
more data quality criterion of objects of the selected 
object type; 

receiving, by the computing system, one or more Boolean 
operators associated with the one or more data quality 
criterion and/or an indication of how many of the one or 
more data quality criterion are required in order to iden 
tify respective database objects as objects having poten 
tial data quality problems; 

determining, by the computing system, objects having 
potential data quality problems by scanning data asso 
ciated with a plurality of objects of the selected object 
type in order to locate respective objects matching the 
selected data quality criterion; 

generating, by the computing system, a user interface indi 
cating the objects having potential data quality prob 
lems, and including one or more properties and/or prop 
erty values of the objects having potential data quality 
problems; 

receiving, by the computing system, a resolution of the 
potential data quality problems; and 
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implementing, by the computing system, the resolution. 
16. The computer implemented method of claim 15, 

wherein the data quality monitor type is one of: possible 
duplicate objects, missing properties, multi-valued proper 
ties, unparsed properties, disallowed enumerations, numeric 
range violation, and date range violation. 

17. The computer implemented method of claim 15, 
wherein the database objects each represent one of a person, 
place, organization, or market instrument, and includes one or 
more properties and corresponding property values associ 
ated with the respective person, place, organization, or market 
instrument. 

18. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
storing computer-executable instructions configured to direct 
a computing system to: 

receive selection of an object type to monitor for potential 
data quality problems; 

receive selection of one or more data quality criterion; 
receive selection of one or more Boolean operators asso 

ciated with the one or more data quality criterion and/or 
an indication of how many of the one or more data 
quality criterion are required in order to identify respec 
tive database objects as objects having potential data 
quality problems; 

determine potential data quality problems by scanning data 
associated with a plurality of database objects of the 
selected object type in order to determine if the selected 
one or more data quality criterion are matched by 
respective objects; 

match the selected one or more data quality criterion to 
properties and/or property values of respective objects: 

generate a user interface indicating the potential data qual 
ity problems of respective matched objects; 

receive from a user of the computing system a resolution of 
respective potential data quality problems; and 

implement the resolution. 
19. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 

of claim 18, wherein the potential data quality problems 
include at least one of: possible duplicate objects, missing 
properties, multi-valued properties, unparsed properties, dis 
allowed enumerations, numeric range violation, and date 
range violation. 

20. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 18, further comprising receiving selection of one or 
more object types that the selected object type is required to 
be associated with in order to be included in matched objects. 

ck ck ck ck ck 
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INTERACTIVE GEOSPATAL MAP 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application claims a priority benefit under 35 U.S.C. 
S119 to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/820,608, 
filed on May 7, 2013, and titled “INTERACTIVE DATA 
OBJECT MAP’ which is hereby incorporated by reference 
herein in its entirety. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present disclosure relates to systems and techniques 
for geographical data integration, analysis, and visualization. 
More specifically, the present disclosure relates to interactive 
maps including data objects. 

BACKGROUND 

Interactive geographical maps, such as web-based map 
ping service applications and Geographical Information Sys 
tems (GIS), are available from a number of providers. Such 
maps generally comprise satellite images or generic base 
layers overlaid by roads. Users of such systems may generally 
search for and view locations of a small number of landmarks, 
and determine directions from one location to another. In 
some interactive graphical maps, 3D terrain and/or 3D build 
ings may be visible in the interface. 

SUMMARY 

The systems, methods, and devices described herein each 
have several aspects, no single one of which is solely respon 
sible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the scope of 
this disclosure, several non-limiting features will now be 
discussed briefly. 
The systems, methods, and devices of the present disclo 

Sure may provide, among other features, high-performance, 
interactive geospatial and/or data object map capabilities in 
which large amounts of geographical, geospatial, and other 
types of data, geodata, objects, features, and/or metadata are 
efficiently presented to a user on a map interface. In various 
embodiments, an interactive geospatial map system (also 
referred to as an interactive data object map system) may 
enable rapid and deep analysis of various objects, features, 
and/or metadata by the user. In some embodiments, a layer 
ontology may be displayed to the user. In various embodi 
ments, when the user rolls a selection cursor over an object/ 
feature an outline of the object/feature is displayed. Selection 
of an object/feature may cause display of metadata associated 
with that object/feature. In various embodiments, the interac 
tive data object map system may automatically generate fea 
ture/object lists and/or histograms based on selections made 
by the user. Various aspects of the present disclosure may 
enable the user to perform geosearches, generate heatmaps, 
and/or perform keyword searches, among other actions. 

In an embodiment, a computer system is disclosed com 
prising an electronic data structure configured to store a plu 
rality of features or objects, wherein each of the features or 
objects is associated with metadata; a computer readable 
medium storing software modules including computer 
executable instructions; one or more hardware processors in 
communication with the electronic data structure and the 
computer readable medium, and configured to execute a user 
interface module of the software modules in order to: display 
an interactive map on an electronic display of the computer 
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2 
system; include on the interactive map one or more features or 
objects, wherein the features or objects are selectable by a 
user of the computer system, and wherein the features or 
objects are accessed from the electronic data structure; 
receive a first input from the user selecting one or more of the 
included features or objects; and in response to the first input, 
access, from the electronic data structure, the metadata asso 
ciated with each of the selected features or objects; determine 
one or more metadata categories based on the accessed meta 
data; organize the selected features or objects into one or 
more histograms based on the determined metadata catego 
ries and the accessed metadata; and display the one or more 
histograms on the electronic display. 

According to an aspect, the features or objects may com 
prise vector data. 

According to another aspect, the features or objects may 
comprise at least one of roads, terrain, lakes, rivers, vegeta 
tion, utilities, Street lights, railroads, hotels or motels, 
Schools, hospitals, buildings or structures, regions, transpor 
tation objects, entities, events, or documents. 

According to yet another aspect, the metadata associated 
with the features or objects may comprise at least one of a 
location, a city, a county, a state, a country, an address, a 
district, a grade level, a phone number, a speed, a width, or 
other related attributes. 

According to another aspect, the features or objects may be 
selectable by a user using a mouse and/or a touch interface. 

According to yet another aspect, each histogram of the one 
or more histograms may be specific to a particular metadata 
category. 

According to another aspect, each histogram of the one or 
more histograms may comprise a list of items of metadata 
specific to the particular metadata category of the histogram, 
wherein the list of items is organized in descending order 
from an item having the largest number of related objects or 
features to an item having the smallest number of related 
objects or features. 

According to yet another aspect, the one or more histo 
grams displayed on the electronic display may be displayed 
So as to partially overlay the displayed interactive map. 

According to another aspect, the one or more hardware 
processors may be further configured to execute the user 
interface module in order to: receive a second input from the 
user selecting a second one or more features or objects from 
the one or more histograms; and in response to the second 
input, update the interactive map to display the second one or 
more features or objects on the display; and highlight the 
second one or more features or objects on the interactive map. 

According to yet another aspect, updating the interactive 
map may comprise panning and/or Zooming. 

According to another aspect, highlighting the second one 
or more features may comprise at least one of outlining, 
changing color, bolding, or changing contrast. 

According to yet another aspect, the one or more hardware 
processors may be further configured to execute the user 
interface module in order to: receive a third input from the 
user selecting a drill-down group of features or objects from 
the one or more histograms; and in response to the third input, 
drill-down on the selected drill-down group of features or 
objects by: accessing the metadata associated with each of the 
features or objects of the selected drill-down group; deter 
mining one or more drill-down metadata categories based on 
the accessed metadata associated with each of the features or 
objects of the selected drill-down group; organizing the fea 
tures or objects of the selected drill-down group into one or 
more drill-down histograms based on the determined drill 
down metadata categories and the accessed metadata associ 
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ated with each of the features or objects of the selected drill 
down group; and displaying on the interactive map the one or 
more drill-down histograms. 

According to another aspect, the one or more hardware 
processors may be further configured to execute the user 
interface module in order to enable the user to further drill 
down into the one or more drill-down histograms. 

According to yet another aspect, the one or more hardware 
processors may be further configured to execute the user 
interface module in order to: receive a feature or object hover 
over input from the user; and in response to receiving the 
hover over input, highlight, on the electronic display, meta 
data associated with the particular hovered over feature or 
object to the user. 

According to another aspect, one or more hardware pro 
cessors may be further configured to execute the user inter 
face module in order to: receive a feature or object selection 
input from the user; and in response to receiving the selection 
input, display, on the electronic display, metadata associated 
with the particular selected feature or object to the user. 

In another embodiment, a computer system is disclosed 
comprising: an electronic data structure configured to store a 
plurality offeatures or objects, wherein each of the features or 
objects is associated with metadata; a computer readable 
medium storing software modules including computer 
executable instructions; one or more hardware processors in 
communication with the electronic data structure and the 
computer readable medium, and configured to execute a user 
interface module of the software modules in order to: display 
an interactive map on a display of the computer system, the 
interactive map comprising a plurality of map tiles accessed 
from the electronic data structure, the map tiles each com 
prising an image composed of one or more vector layers; 
include on the interactive map a plurality of features or 
objects accessed from the electronic data structure, the fea 
tures or objects being selectable by a user, each of the features 
or objects including associated metadata; receive an input 
from a user including at least one of a Zoom action, a pan 
action, a feature or object selection, a layer selection, a geo 
search, a heatmap, and a keyword search; and in response to 
the input from the user: request, from a server, updated map 
tiles, the updated map tiles being updated according to the 
input from the user; receive the updated map tiles from the 
server; and update the interactive map with the updated map 
tiles. 

According to an aspect, the one or more vector layers may 
comprise at least one of a regions layer, a buildings/structures 
layer, a terrain layer, a transportation layer, or a utilities/ 
infrastructure layer. 

According to an aspect, each of the one or more vector 
layers may be comprised of one or more Sub-vector layers. 

In yet another embodiment, a computer system is disclosed 
comprising: one or more hardware processors in communi 
cation with the computer readable medium, and configured to 
execute a user interface module of the software modules in 
order to: display an interactive map on a display of the com 
puter system, the interactive map comprising a plurality of 
map layers; determine a list of available map layers; organiz 
ing the list of available map layers according to a hierarchical 
layer ontology, wherein like map layers are grouped together; 
and display on the interactive map the hierarchical layer 
ontology, wherein the user may select one or more of the 
displayed layers, and wherein each of the available map lay 
ers is associated with one or more feature or object types. 
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4 
According to an aspect, the map layers may comprise at 

least one of vector layers and base layers. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The following aspects of the disclosure will become more 
readily appreciated as the same become better understood by 
reference to the following detailed description, when taken in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 

FIG. 1 illustrates a sample user interface of the interactive 
data object map system, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 

FIG. 2A illustrates a sample user interface of the interactive 
data object map system in which map layers are displayed to 
a user, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 
FIG.2B illustrates an example map layer ontology, accord 

ing to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 
FIG.2C illustrates a sample user interface of the interactive 

data object map system in which various objects are dis 
played, according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
SUC. 

FIG.3A illustrates a sample user interface of the interactive 
data object map system in which objects are selected, accord 
ing to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 

FIGS. 3B-3G illustrate sample user interfaces of the inter 
active data object map system in which objects are selected 
and a histogram is displayed, according to embodiments of 
the present disclosure. 

FIGS. 3H-3I illustrate sample user interfaces of the inter 
active data object map system in which objects are selected 
and a list of objects is displayed, according to embodiments of 
the present disclosure. 

FIGS. 3J-3K illustrate sample user interfaces of the inter 
active data object map system in which objects are outlined 
when hovered over, according to embodiments of the present 
disclosure. 

FIGS. 4A-4D illustrate sample user interfaces of the inter 
active data object map system in which a radius geosearch is 
displayed, according to embodiments of the present disclo 
SUC. 

FIGS. 5A-5D illustrate sample user interfaces of the inter 
active data object map system in which a heatmap is dis 
played, according to embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIGS. 5E-5F illustrate sample user interfaces of the inter 
active data object map system in which a shape-based geose 
arch is displayed, according to embodiments of the present 
disclosure. 
FIG.5G illustrates a sample user interface of the interactive 

data object map system in which a keyword object search is 
displayed, according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
SUC. 

FIG. 5H illustrates an example of a UTF grid of the inter 
active data object map system, according to an embodiment 
of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 6A shows a flow diagram depicting illustrative client 
side operations of the interactive data object map system, 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 6B shows a flow diagram depicting illustrative client 
side metadata retrieval of the interactive data object map 
system, according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
SUC. 

FIG. 7A shows a flow diagram depicting illustrative server 
side operations of the interactive data object map system, 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 
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FIG.7B shows a flow diagram depicting illustrative server 
side layer composition of the interactive data object map 
system, according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
SUC. 

FIG. 8A illustrates one embodiment of a database system 
using an ontology. 
FIG.8B illustrates one embodiment of a system for creat 

ing data in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 
FIG. 8C illustrates a sample user interface using relation 

ships described in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 
FIG. 8D illustrates a computer system with which certain 

methods discussed herein may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

Overview 

In general, a high-performance, interactive data object map 
system (or "map system') is disclosed in which large amounts 
of geographical, geospatial, and other types of data, geodata, 
objects, features, and/or metadata are efficiently presented to 
a user on a map interface. The interactive data object map 
system allows for rapid and deep analysis of various objects, 
features, and/or metadata by the user. For example, millions 
of data objects and/or features may be simultaneously viewed 
and selected by the user on the map interface. A layer ontol 
ogy may be displayed to the user that allows the user to select 
and view particular layers. In various embodiments, when the 
user rolls a selection cursor over an object/feature (and/or 
otherwise selects the object/feature) an outline of the object/ 
feature is displayed. Selection of an object/feature may cause 
display of metadata associated with that object/feature. 

In an embodiment, the user may rapidly Zoom in and out 
and/or move and pan around the map interface to variously 
see more or less detail, and more or fewer objects. In various 
embodiments, the interactive data object map system may 
automatically generate feature/object lists and/or histograms 
based on selections made by the user. In various embodi 
ments, the user may perform geosearches (based on any 
selections and/or drawn shapes), generate heatmaps, and/or 
perform keyword searches, among other actions as described 
below. 

In an embodiment, the interactive data object map system 
includes server-side computer components and/or client-side 
computer components. The client-side components may 
implement, for example, displaying map tiles, showing object 
outlines, allowing the user to draw shapes, and/or allowing 
the user to select objects/features, among other actions. The 
server-side components may implement, for example, com 
position of layers into map tiles, caching of composed map 
tiles and/or layers, and/or providing object/feature metadata, 
among other actions. Such functions may be distribution in 
any other manner. In an embodiment, object/feature outlines 
and/or highlighting are accomplished on the client-side 
through the use of a UTF grid. 

Definitions 

In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and 
methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used 
herein, should be construed to include the provided defini 
tions, the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms, and/ 
or any other implied meaning for the respective terms. Thus, 
the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these terms, 
but only provide exemplary definitions. 
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Ontology: A hierarchical arrangement and/or grouping of 

data according to similarities and differences. The present 
disclosure describes two ontologies. The first relates to the 
arrangement of vector layers consisting of map and object 
data as used by the interactive data object map system (as 
described below with reference to FIGS. 2A-2B). The second 
relates to the storage and arrangement of data objects in one or 
more databases (as described below with reference to FIGS. 
8A-8C). For example, the stored data may comprise defini 
tions for object types and property types for data in a database, 
and how objects and properties may be related. 

Database: A broad term for any data structure for storing 
and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, rela 
tional databases (Oracle database, mySQL database, etc.), 
spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, among others. 

DataObject, Object, or Feature: A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 
number of definable properties. For example, a data object 
can represent an entity Such as a person, a place, an organi 
Zation, a market instrument, or other noun. A data object can 
represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a 
duration. A data object can represent a document or other 
unstructured data source Such as an e-mail message, a news 
report, or a written paper or article. Each data object may be 
associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the 
data object. The objects attributes (e.g. metadata about the 
object) may be represented in one or more properties. For the 
purposes of the present disclosure, the terms “feature.” “data 
object, and “object may be used interchangeably to refer to 
items displayed on the map interface of the interactive data 
object map system, and/or otherwise accessible to the user 
through the interactive data object map system. Features/ 
objects may generally include, but are not limited to, roads, 
terrain (such as hills, mountains, rivers, and vegetation, 
among others), Street lights (which may be represented by a 
streetlight icon), railroads, hotels/motels (which may be rep 
resented by a bed icon), schools (which may be represented 
by a parent-child icon), hospitals, other types of buildings or 
structures, regions, transportation objects, and other types of 
entities, events, and documents, among others. Objects dis 
played on the map interface generally comprise vector data, 
although other types of data may also be displayed. Objects 
generally have associated metadata and/or properties. 

ObjectType: Type of a data object (e.g., Person, Event, or 
Document). Object types may be defined by an ontology and 
may be modified or updated to include additional object 
types. An object definition (e.g., in an ontology) may include 
how the object is related to other objects, such as being a 
Sub-object type of another object type (e.g. an agent may be a 
Sub-object type of a person object type), and the properties the 
object type may have. 

Properties: Also referred to as “metadata, includes 
attributes of a data object/feature. At a minimum, each prop 
erty/metadata of a data object has a type (such as a property 
type) and a value or values. Properties/metadata associated 
with features/objects may include any information relevant to 
that feature/object. For example, metadata associated with a 
school object may include an address (for example, 123 S. 
Orange Street), a district (for example, 509c), a grade level 
(for example, K-6), and/or a phone number (for example, 
800-0000), among other items of metadata. In another 
example, metadata associated with a road object may include 
a speed (for example, 25 mph), a width (for example, 2 lanes), 
and/or a county (for example, Arlington), among other items 
of metadata. 

PropertyType: The data type of a property, Such as a string, 
an integer, or a double. Property types may include complex 
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property types, such as a series data values associated with 
timed ticks (e.g. a time series), etc. 

Property Value: The value associated with a property, 
which is of the type indicated in the property type associated 
with the property. A property may have multiple values. 

Link: A connection between two data objects, based on, for 
example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching properties. 
Links may be directional. Such as one representing a payment 
from person A to B, or bidirectional. 

Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared between two 
or more data objects. 

Description of the Figures 

Embodiments of the disclosure will now be described with 
reference to the accompanying Figures, wherein like numer 
als refer to like elements throughout. The terminology used in 
the description presented herein is not intended to be inter 
preted in any limited or restrictive manner, simply because it 
is being utilized in conjunction with a detailed description of 
certain specific embodiments of the disclosure. Furthermore, 
embodiments of the disclosure may include several novel 
features, no single one of which is solely responsible for its 
desirable attributes or which is essential to practicing the 
embodiments of the disclosure herein described. 

FIG. 1 illustrates a sample user interface of the interactive 
data object map system, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. The user interface includes a map inter 
face 100, a selection button/icon 102, a shape button/icon 
104, a layers button/icon 106, a geosearch button/icon 108, a 
heat map button/icon 110, a search box 112, a feature infor 
mation box 114, a coordinates information box 116, map 
scale information 118, Zoom selectors 120, and highlighted 
features 122. The functionality of the interactive data object 
map system may be implemented in one or more computer 
modules and/or processors, as is described below with refer 
ence to FIG. 8D. 
The map interface 100 of FIG. 1 is composed of multiple 

map tiles. The map tiles are generally composed of multiple 
layers of geographical, vector, and/or other types of data. 
Vector data layers (also referred to as vector layers) may 
include associated and/or linked data objects/features. In an 
embodiment, vector layers are composed of data objects/ 
features. The various data objects and/or features associated 
with a particular vector layer may be displayed to the user 
when that particular vector layer is activated. For example, a 
transportation vector layer may include road, railroad, and 
bike path objects and/or features that may be displayed to the 
user when the transportation layer is selected. The layers used 
to compose the map tiles and the map interface 100 may vary 
based on, for example, whether a user has selected features 
displayed in the map interface 100, and/or the particular lay 
ers a user has selected for display. In an embodiment, com 
position of map tiles is accomplished by server-side compo 
nents of the interactive data object map system. In an 
embodiment, composed map tiles may be cached by the 
server-side components to speed up map tile delivery to cli 
ent-side components. The map tiles may then be transmitted 
to the client-side components of the interactive data object 
map system where they are composed into the map interface 
1OO. 

In general, the user interface of FIG. 1 is displayed on an 
electronic display viewable by a user of the interactive data 
object map system. The user of the interactive data object map 
system may interact with the user interface of FIG. 1 by, for 
example, touching the display when the display is touch 
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8 
enabled and/or using a mouse pointer to click on the various 
elements of the user interface. 
The map interface 100 includes various highlighted fea 

tures 122 and feature icons. For example, the map interface 
100 includes roads, buildings and structures, utilities, lakes, 
rivers, vegetation, and railroads, among other features. The 
user may interact with the map interface 100 by, for example, 
rolling over and/or clicking on various features. In one 
embodiment, rolling over and/or placing the mouse pointer 
over a feature causes the feature to be outlined and/or other 
wise highlighted. Additionally, the name of the feature and/or 
other information about the feature may be shown in the 
feature information box 114. 
The user of the map system may interact with the user 

interface of FIG. 1 by Scrolling or panning up, down, and/or 
side to side; Zooming in or out; selecting features; drawing 
shapes; selecting layers; performing a geosearch; generating 
a heat map; and/or performing a keyword search; among 
other actions as are described below. Various user actions may 
reveal more or less map detail, and/or more or fewer features/ 
objects. 

FIG. 2A illustrates a sample user interface of the map 
system in which map layers are displayed to a user, according 
to an embodiment of the present disclosure. In the user inter 
face of FIG. 2A, the user has selected the layers button 106, 
revealing the layers window 202. The layers window 202 
includes a list of base layers, vector layers, and user layers. 
The base layers include, for example, overhead imagery, 
topographic, blank (Mercator), base map, aviation, and blank 
(unprojected). The vector layers include general categories 
Such as, for example, regions, buildings/structures, terrain, 
transportation, and utilities/infrastructure. While no user lay 
ers are included in the user interface of FIG. 2A, user layers 
may be added by the user of the map system, as is described 
below. 

In an embodiment, the user may select one or more of the 
base layers which may be used during composition of the map 
tiles. For example, selection of the overhead imagery base 
layer will produce map tiles in which the underlying map tile 
imagery is made up of recent aerial imagery. Similarly, selec 
tion of the topographic base layer will produce map tiles in 
which the underlying map tile imagery includes topographic 
map imagery. 

Further, in an embodiment, the user may select one or more 
of the vector layers which may be used during composition of 
the map tiles. For example, selecting the transportation layer 
results in transportation-related objects and/or features being 
displayed on the map tiles. Transportation-related features 
may include, for example, roads, railroads, street signs, and/ 
or street lights, among others. Examples of transportation 
related features may be seen in the user interface of FIG. 2A 
where various roads, railroads, and street light icons are dis 
played. 

In an embodiment, the user of the map system may create 
and save map layers. These saved map layers may be listed as 
user layers in the layers window 202. 
FIG.2B illustrates an example map layer ontology, accord 

ing to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As mentioned 
above with reference to FIG. 2A, the list of vector layers in the 
layers window 202 may include general categories/layers 
Such as regions, buildings/structures, terrain, transportation, 
and utilities/infrastructure. The vector layers available in the 
map system may be further organized into an ontology, or 
hierarchical arrangement. For example, as shown in the vec 
tor layers window 206, the buildings/structures category 208 
may be further subdivided into layers including structures, 
government, medical, education, and commercial. The ter 
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rain category 210 may include vegetation and/or water/hy 
drography layers. The utilities/infrastructure category may 
include fire and/or storage/draining. 

In an embodiment, the user of the map system may select 
one or more of the layers and/or sub-layers of the layer ontol 
ogy. As shown in FIG. 2B, the user has deselected the veg 
etation sub-layer, and all of the utilities/infrastructure layers. 
Selecting and deselecting vector layers, or toggling vectors 
layers on and off, may cause the vector objects and/or features 
associated with those layers to be displayed or not displayed 
in the map interface. For example, when the user selects the 
transportation category/layer, road objects associated with 
the transportation layer may be displayed on the map inter 
face. Likewise, when a user deselects the transportation cat 
egory/layer, road objects associated with the transportation 
layer may be removed from the map interface. 

In an embodiment, additional hierarchical levels of layers 
may be displayed to the user. For example, the vector layers 
window 206 may include sub-sub-layers (for example, the 
education Sub-layer may be divided into elementary Schools, 
secondary Schools, and post-secondary Schools). Alterna 
tively, fewer hierarchical levels may be displayed to the user. 

In an embodiment, each of the vector layers shown in the 
vector layers window 206 may be made up of many layers of 
map vector data. In this embodiment, the map system may 
advantageously generate a simplified layer ontology, such as 
the one shown in 206. The simplified layer ontology allows 
the user to easily select layers of interest from a reduced 
number of layers, rather than a large number of discrete 
layers. As described above, vector layers may contain data 
regarding associated features and/or objects. Thus, features 
visible in the map interface correspond to the currently active/ 
selected layers. In an embodiment, the layer ontology may 
have an arbitrary depth. 

FIG. 2C illustrates a sample user interface of the map 
system in which various objects are displayed, according to 
an embodiment of the present disclosure. The user interface 
of FIG. 2C includes a map interface 214, an outlined feature 
216, and feature information box 114 indicating that the 
outlined feature 216 is called “Union Park. Various features/ 
objects may be seen in the map interface 214 including, for 
example, roads, buildings, terrain, Street lights (represented 
by a streetlight icon), railroads, hotels/motels (represented by 
a bed icon), and Schools (represented by a parent-child icon), 
among other features. 

FIG. 3A illustrates a sample user interface of the map 
system in which objects are selected, according to an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure. The user interface of FIG. 3A 
includes a highlighted user selection rectangle 302. The high 
lighted user selection rectangle 302 illustrates the user 
actively selecting a particular region of the map interface so as 
to select the features/objects that fall within the bounds of that 
rectangle. In an embodiment, visible features may be selected 
by the user, while features that are not currently visible are not 
selectable. For example, features related to layers that are not 
currently active are not selected when the user performs a 
selection. In another embodiment, even features that are not 
visible in a selected area may be selected. 

FIGS. 3B-3C illustrate sample user interfaces of the map 
system in which objects are selected and a feature histogram 
304 is displayed in a selection window, according to embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. The selected objects/features 
of FIG. 3B (including roads 310 and other features 312) may 
have been selected via the highlighted user selection rect 
angle 302 of FIG. 3A. Selected features are indicated by 
highlighting and/or altered colors on the map tiles making up 
the map interface. 
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10 
Feature histogram 304 is shown in a selection window 

included in the user interface of FIG. 3B. The histogram 304 
shows a categorized histogram of all objects/features selected 
by the user in the map interface. The histogram divides the 
features into common buckets and/or categories based on 
related metadata (also referred to as metadata categories). For 
example, at 306, “Belongs to Layer indicates that the fol 
lowing histogram includes all selected features organized by 
layer category. In this example there are over 70,000 selected 
buildings/structures features, over 40,000 selected facility 
features, and over 6,000 selected road features, among others. 
Further, the feature histogram 304 includes histograms of the 
selected objects organized by account and acreage. In various 
embodiments, the map system may select histogram catego 
ries and/or metadata categories based on, for example, the 
features selected and/or types of features selected, among 
others. Any other categorization of selected features may be 
displayed in the histograms of the feature histogram 304. 

In an embodiment, the user of the map system may select a 
subset of the selected features for further analysis and/or 
histogram generation. For example, the user may select a 
Subset comprising selected objects belonging to the road cat 
egory by, for example, clicking on the roads item 308. This 
selection may result in “drilling down” to histograms of that 
subset of features, as shown in FIG. 3C. Thus, a drill-down 
group of features/objects (for example, the subset of features/ 
objects) may be used by the map system to determine new 
drill-down metadata categories, or buckets of related meta 
data. At 314 in FIG. 3C, the arrow icon indicates that of the 
originally selected 124,172 features, the feature histogram 
now shows an analysis of the 6,724 features belonging to the 
road category (see item 316). The feature histogram window 
of FIG. 3C thus shows a new set of histograms organized by 
layer, address, addressed, and agency, among others. The user 
may thus “drill down” and “drill up' through the selected 
features via the displayed histograms. 

In an embodiment, items selected in the feature histogram 
are correspondingly highlighted in the map interface of the 
map system. For example, in the map interface of FIG.3B, the 
user has selected the roads in the histogram at 308. Corre 
sponding features (in this example, roads) are thus high 
lighted in the map interface (as shown at 310). 

FIGS. 3D-3G illustrate additional example user interfaces 
of the map system in which objects are selected from a his 
togram and correspondingly highlighted in the map interface, 
according to embodiments of the present disclosure. In FIGS. 
3D-3F, in the selection window, the user is viewing a histo 
gram of all selected roads organized in a histogram according 
to the road speed limit. In FIG. 3D, the user has selected (at 
318) roads with speed limits of 55 and 65. The corresponding 
road features are highlighted in the map interface at, for 
example 320. In FIG.3E, the user has selected (at 322) roads 
with speed limits of 35, 45, 40, 55, and 65. The corresponding 
road features are highlighted in the map interface at, for 
example 324. In FIG. 3F, the user has selected (at 326) roads 
with speed limits of 25. The corresponding road features are 
highlighted in the map interface at, for example 328. In FIG. 
3G, the user may “drill down' into the histogram by, for 
example, right clicking on an item and selecting “Remove 
other objects in histogram (330). 

FIGS. 3H and 3I illustrate sample user interfaces of the 
map system in which objects are selected and a list of selected 
objects 332 is displayed in the selection window, according to 
embodiments of the present disclosure. With reference to 
FIG. 3H, the list of features 332 indicates that the user has 
drilled down further into the selected features of FIG. 3G by 
selecting a Subset of selected features consisting of only roads 
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with speed limits of 20. Thus, the subset of the example of 
FIG. 3H includes the 163 features that are roads with speed 
limits of 20. The user has additionally selected to view the list 
of features 332 in the selection window (rather than the fea 
ture histogram). The list of features 332 lists each individual 
feature that is included in the currently selected subset. For 
example, the list includes S Central Av 334, among others. 

In FIG.3I, the user has selected feature Hamilton Stat336. 
In an embodiment, when a feature is selected from the list of 
features, the map interface automatically Zooms to the loca 
tion of that feature. The user may select the feature from the 
list of features by clicking on the name of the feature and/or 
the displayed thumbnail. In an embodiment, the map inter 
face only Zooms to the feature when the user clicks on, and/or 
selects, the thumbnail associated with the feature. In the 
example of FIG. 3I, the map interface is automatically 
Zoomed to the location of the selected Hamilton St, and the 
selected feature is highlighted (338). Additionally, the name 
of the selected feature is shown in the feature information box 
114. In an embodiment, the name of the selected feature is 
shown in the feature information box 114 when the user 
hovers the cursor over the thumbnail associated with the 
feature in the list of features. In an embodiment, the selected 
feature may be any other type of object, and may be outlined 
or otherwise highlighted when selected. 

In various embodiments, the user of the map system may 
select either the list of features, or the feature histogram, of 
the selection window to view information about the selected 
features. 

FIGS. 3J-3K illustrate sample user interfaces of the map 
system in which objects are outlined when hovered over, 
according to embodiments of the present disclosure. In FIG. 
3J, the user is hovering over a building feature with the mouse 
cursor. The feature being hovered over is automatically out 
lined (340). Additionally, the name of the feature is displayed 
in the feature information box 114. In FIG. 3K, the user is 
hovering over a shelter feature with the mouse cursor. The 
feature being hovered over is automatically outlined (342), 
and the name of the feature is displayed in the feature infor 
mation box 114. The user of the map system may, at any time, 
highlight and/or outline any feature/object by rolling over, 
hovering over, selecting, and/or touching that feature/object 
in the map interface. 

In various embodiments, the user may select a feature in 
order to view a feature information window. The feature 
information window may include, for example, metadata 
associated with the selected feature. For example, the user 
may select a building feature, resulting in a display of infor 
mation associated with that building feature such as the build 
ing size, the building name, and/or the building address or 
location, among others. Metadata associated with features/ 
objects may include any information relevant to that feature/ 
object. For example, metadata associated with a school may 
include an address (for example, 123 S. Orange Street), a 
district (for example, 509c), a grade level (for example, K-6), 
and/or a phone number (for example, 800-0000), among 
other items of metadata. In an embodiment, a history of the 
object, changes made to the object, and/or user notes related 
to the object, among other items, may be displayed. In an 
embodiment, a user may edit metadata associated with a 
selected feature. 

FIGS. 4A-4D illustrate sample user interfaces of the map 
system in which a radius geosearch is displayed, according to 
embodiments of the present disclosure. In FIG. 4A, the user 
has selected the shape button 104 and is drawing a circle 
selection 404 on the map interface by first selecting a center 
and then a radius. Shape window 402 indicates the coordi 
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12 
nates of the center of the circle selection, as well as the radius 
of the circle selection. In various embodiments, any type of 
polygon or other shape may be drawn on the map interface to 
select features. 

In FIG. 4B, the user has selected the geosearch button 108 
so as to perform a geosearch within the selection circle 408. In 
an embodiment, a geosearch comprises a search through one 
or more databases of data objects, and metadata associated 
with those data objects, for any objects that meet the criteria 
of the geosearch. For example, a geosearch may search for 
any objects with geographic metadata and/or properties that 
indicate the object may be geographically within, for 
example, selection circle 408. A geosearch within a selected 
circle may be referred to as a radius search. GeoSearch win 
dow 406 indicates various items of information related to the 
radius search, and includes various parameters that may be 
adjusted by the user. For example, the geosearch window 406 
includes a search area slider that the user may slide to increase 
or decrease the radius of the selection circle 408. The user 
may also indicate a time range for the geosearch. In an 
embodiment, objects/features shown and/or searchable in the 
map system may include a time component and/or time meta 
data. Thus, for example, the user of the map system may 
specify a date or time period, resulting in the display of any 
objects/features with associated time metadata, for example, 
falling within the specified time period. In various embodi 
ments, associated time metadata may indicate, for example, a 
time the feature was created, a time the feature was added to 
a database of features, a time the feature was previously added 
to a vector layer, a time the feature was last accessed by the 
map system and/or a user, a time the feature was built, and/or 
any combination of the foregoing. Alternatively, the user may 
select and/or search for objects/features within particular 
time periods, as shown in FIG. 4B. The geosearch window 
406 also allows the user to specify the types of objects to be 
searched, for example, entities, events, and/or documents, 
among others. 

In an embodiment, the user of the map system may perform 
a search by clicking and/or touching a search button. The map 
system may then perform a search of an object database for 
any objects matching the criteria specified in the geosearch. 
For example, in the example of FIG. 4B the map system will 
search for any objects with associated location information 
that falls within the selection circle 408. Objects searched by 
the map system may include objects other than those shown 
on the map interface. For example, in an embodiment the map 
system may access one or more databases of objects (and 
object metadata) that may be unrelated to the features cur 
rently shown in the map interface, or features related to the 
currently selected vector layers. The databases accessed may 
include databases external to any database storing data asso 
ciated with the map system. Any objects found in the geose 
arch may then be made available to the user (as shown in FIG. 
4B), and the user may be given the option of adding the 
objects to a new layer in the map interface (as shown in the 
geosearch information window 406). 

FIG. 4C shows objects added to the map interface follow 
ing the geosearch in FIG. 4B. The search results are also 
shown in the feature histogram 410. In this example the 
returned objects include various entities and events. FIG. 4D 
shows the user has selected, in the feature histogram, all 
search result objects with related metadata indicating a drug 
law violation. Those selected objects are additionally high 
lighted in the map interface of FIG. 4D. In another example, 
geosearch may be used to determine, for example, that many 
crimes are concentrated in a downtown area of a city, while 
DUIs are more common in areas with slow roads. 
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FIGS. 5A-5D illustrate sample user interfaces of the map 
system in which aheatmap is displayed, according to embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. In FIG. 5A, the user has 
selected the heatmap button 110 so as to create aheatmap 504 
based on the objects selected in FIG. 4D. A heatmap infor 
mation window 502 is displayed in which the user may 
specify various parameters related to the generation of heat 
map. For example, referring now to FIG. 5B, the user may 
adjust a radius (506) of the circular heatmap related to each 
selected object, an opacity (508) of the heatmap, a scale of the 
heatmap, and an auto Scale setting. In FIG. 5B, the user has 
decreased the opacity of the generated heatmap and Zoomed 
in on the map interface So as to more clearly view various 
objects and the underlying map tiles. 

FIG. 5C shows the user selecting various objects and/or 
features while the heatmap is displayed using the rectangle 
selection tool. Such as to view information regarding the 
features in a histogram. FIG. 5D shows the selected objects, 
selected in FIG. 5C, now highlighted (512). 

In the map system a heatmap may be generated on any 
object type, and/or on multiple object types. In an embodi 
ment, different heatmap radiuses may be set for different 
object types. For example, the user may generate aheatmap in 
which streetlights have a 20 m radius, while hospitals have a 
500 m radius. In an embodiment, the heatmap may be gener 
ated based on arbitrary shapes. For example, rather than a 
circular-based heatmap, the heatmap may be rectangular 
based or ellipse-based. In an embodiment, the heatmap may 
be generated based on error ellipses and/or tolerance ellipses. 
Aheatmap based on error ellipses may be advantageous when 
the relevant objects have associated error regions. For 
example, when a location of an object is uncertain, or multiple 
datapoints associated with an object are available, an error 
ellipse may help the user determine the actual location of the 
object. 

FIGS. 5E-5F illustrate sample user interfaces of the map 
system in which a shape-based geosearch is displayed, 
according to embodiments of the present disclosure. In FIG. 
5E, the user has selected the shape button 104, and a shape 
information window 514 is shown. In the user interface of 
FIG. 5E the user has drawn lines 518, however any shapes 
may be drawn on the map interface. Information related to the 
drawn lines 518 is displayed in the shape information window 
514. For example, at 516 the starting points, distance, and 
azimuth related to each line are displayed. Further, a total 
distance from the start to the end of the line is shown. 

FIG. 5F shows a geosearch performed on the line shape 
drawn in FIG. 5E. Geosearch information window 520 indi 
cates a search area 522, a time range 524, and an object type 
526 as described above with reference to FIG. 4B. The Search 
area is indicated on the map interface by the highlighted area 
528 along the drawn line. The geosearch may be performed, 
and results may be shown, in a manner similar to that 
described above with reference to FIGS 4B-4D. For 
example, geosearch along a path may be used to determine 
points of interest along that path. 

FIG. 5G illustrates a sample user interface of the map 
system in which a keyword object search is displayed, accord 
ing to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The user may 
type words, keywords, numbers, and/or geographic coordi 
nates, among others, into the search box 112. In FIG.5G, the 
user has typed Bank (530). As the user types, the map system 
automatically searches for objects and/or features that match 
the information typed. Matching may be performed based on 
object data and/or metadata. Search results are displayed as 
shown at 532 in FIG.5G. In the example, a list of banks (bank 
features) is shown. The user may then select from the list 
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shown, at which point the map system automatically Zooms to 
the selected feature and indicates the selected feature with an 
arrow 534. In various embodiments, the selected feature may 
be indicated by highlighting, outlining, and/or any other type 
of indicator. In an embodiment, the search box 112 may be 
linked to a gazetteer so as to enable simple word searches for 
particular geographic locations. For example, a search for a 
city name, New York, may be linked with the geographic 
coordinates of the city, taking the user directly to that location 
on the map interface. 

FIG. 5H illustrates an example of a UTF grid of the map 
system, according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
sure. In an embodiment, the UTF grid enables feature outlin 
ing and/or highlighting of many objects with client-side com 
ponents. In one embodiment, each map tile (or image) of the 
map interface includes an associated textual UTF (UCS 
Transformation Format) grid. In FIG. 5H, an example map 
tile 526 is shown next to an associated example UTF grid 538. 
In this example, the map tile and associated UTF grid are 
generated by the server-side components and sent to the cli 
ent-side components. In the UTF grid, each character repre 
sents a pixel in the map tile image, and each character indi 
cates what feature is associated with the pixel. Each character 
in the UTF grid may additionally be associated with a feature 
identifier which may be used to request metadata associated 
with that feature. 

Contiguous regions of characters in the UTF grid indicate 
the bounds of a particular feature, and may be used by the 
client-side components to provide the feature highlighting 
and/or outlining. For example, when a user hovers a mouse 
pointer over a feature on a map tile, the map system deter 
mines the character and portion of the UTF grid associated 
with the pixel hovered over, draws a feature outline based on 
the UTF grid, and may additionally access metadata associ 
ated with the feature based on the feature identifier associated 
with the feature. In an embodiment, the UTF grid is sent to the 
client-side components in a JSON (JavaScript Object Nota 
tion) format. 

FIG. 6A shows a flow diagram depicting illustrative client 
side operations of the map system, according to an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure. In various embodiments, 
fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in the 
process, or various blocks may be performed in an order 
different from that shown in FIG. 6A. In an embodiment, one 
or more blocks in FIG. 6A may be performed by client-side 
components of the map system, for example, computer sys 
tem 800 (described below in reference to FIG. 8D). 

At block 602, the map system provides a user interface (for 
example, the user interface of FIG. 1) to the user. As described 
above and below, the user interface may be provided to the 
user through any electronic device. Such as a desktop com 
puter, a laptop computer, a mobile Smartphone, and/or a tab 
let, among others. At block 604, an input is received from the 
user of the map system. For example, the user may use a 
mouse to roll over and/or click on an item of the user interface, 
or the user may touch the display of the interface (in the 
example of a touch screen device). 

Inputs received from the user may include, for example, 
hovering over, rolling over, and/or touching and object in the 
user interface (606); filling out a text field (614); drawing a 
shape in the user interface (608), and/or drawing a selection 
box and/or shape in the user interface (610); among other 
actions or inputs as described above. 
At block 612, any of inputs 606, 614, 608, and 610 may 

cause the map system to perform client-side actions to update 
the user interface. For example, hovering over an object (606) 
may result in the client-side components of the map system to 
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access the UTF grid, determine the boundaries of the object, 
and draw an outline around the hovered-over object. In 
another example, filling out a text field (614) may include the 
user inputting data into the map system. In this example, the 
user may input geographic coordinates, metadata, and/or 
other types of data to the map system. These actions may 
result in, for example, the client-side components of the map 
system storing the inputted data and/or taking an action based 
on the inputted data. For example, the user inputting coordi 
nates may result in the map interface being updated to display 
the inputted information, Such as an inputted name overlaying 
a particular object. In yet another example, the actions/inputs 
of drawing a shape (608) and/or drawing a selection (610) 
may result in the client-side components of the map system to 
update the user interface with colored and/or highlighted 
shapes (see, for example, FIG. 3A). 

In an embodiment, one or more blocks in FIG. 6A may be 
performed by server-side components of the map system, for 
example, server 830 (described below in reference to FIG. 
8D). 

FIG. 6B shows a flow diagram depicting illustrative client 
side metadata retrieval of the map system, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. In various embodi 
ments, fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in 
the process, or various blocks may be performed in an order 
different from that shown in FIG. 6B. In an embodiment, one 
or more blocks in FIG. 6B may be performed by client-side 
components of the map system, for example, computer sys 
tem 800. 

At block 620, the client-side components of the map sys 
tem detect that the user is hovering over and/or touching an 
object in the user interface. At block 622, and as described 
above, the client-side components may access the UTF grid to 
determine the feature identifier and object boundaries asso 
ciated with the hovered-over object. Then, at block 624, the 
client-side components may render the feature shape on the 
image or map interface. The feature shape may be rendered as 
an outline and/or other highlighting. 
At block 636, the client-side components detect whether 

the user has selected the object. Objects may be selected, for 
example, if the user clicks on the object and or touches the 
object. If the user has selected the object, then at block 628, 
the client-side components query the server-side components 
to retrieve metadata associated with the selected object. In an 
embodiment, querying of the server-side components may 
include transmitting the feature identifier associated with the 
selected object to the server, the server retrieving from a 
database the relevant metadata, and the server transmitting 
the retrieved metadata back to the client-side components. 

At block 630, the metadata is received by the client-side 
components and displayed to the user. For example, the meta 
data associated with the selected object may be displayed to 
the user in the user interface in a dedicated metadata window, 
among other possibilities. 

In an embodiment, one or more blocks in FIG. 6B may be 
performed by server-side components of the map system, for 
example, server 830. 

FIG. 7A shows a flow diagram depicting illustrative server 
side operations of the map system, according to an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure. In various embodiments, 
fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in the 
process, or various blocks may be performed in an order 
different from that shown in FIG. 7A. In an embodiment, one 
or more blocks in FIG. 7A may be performed by server-side 
components of the map system, for example, server 830. 

Server-side operations of the map system may include 
composing and updating the map tiles that make up the map 
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interface. For example, when the userchanges the selection of 
the base layer and/or one or more of the vector layers, the map 
tiles are re-composed and updated in the map interface to 
reflect the user's selection. Selection of objects resulting in 
highlighting of those objects may also involve re-composi 
tion of the map tiles. Further, UTF grids may be generated by 
the server-side components for each map tile composed. 
At block 702, the user interface is provided to the user. At 

block 704 an input from the user is received. Inputs received 
from the user that may result in server-side operations may 
include, for example, an object selection (706), a change in 
layer selection (708), a geosearch (710), generating a heat 
map (712), searching from the search box (714), and/or pan 
ning or Zooming the map interface, among others. 
At block 716, the client-side components of the map sys 

tem may query the server-side components in response to any 
of inputs 706, 708, 710, 712, and 714 from the user. The 
server-side components then update and re-compose the map 
tiles and UTF grids of the map interface in accordance with 
the user input (as described below in reference to FIG. 7B). 
and transmits those updated map tiles and UTF grids back to 
the client-side components. 
At block 718, the client-side components receive the 

updated map tile information from the server, and at block 
720 the user interface is updated with the received informa 
tion. 

In an embodiment, additional information and/or data, in 
addition to updated map tiles, may be transmitted to the 
client-side components from the server-side components. For 
example, object metadata may be transmitted in response to a 
user selecting an object. 

In an embodiment, one or more blocks in FIG. 7A may be 
performed by client-side components of the map system, for 
example, computer system 800. 
FIG.7B shows a flow diagram depicting illustrative server 

side layer composition of the map system, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. In various embodi 
ments, fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in 
the process, or various blocks may be performed in an order 
different from that shown in FIG. 7B. In an embodiment, one 
or more blocks in FIG. 7B may be performed by server-side 
components of the map system, for example, server 830. 
At block 730, a query is received by the server-side com 

ponents from the client-side components. Such a query may 
originate, for example, at block 716 of FIG. 7A. At block 732, 
the server-side components determine the map tile composi 
tion based on the query. For example, if the user has selected 
an object or group of objects, the map tiles containing those 
objects may be updated to include highlighted objects. In 
another example, if the user has changed the layer selection, 
the map tiles may be updated to include only those layers that 
are currently selected. In the example of FIG. 7B, the layers 
currently selected are determined, and the layers are com 
posed and/or rendered into the map tiles. In another example, 
if the user has performed a geosearch and selected to add the 
search result objects to the map interface, the map tiles are 
updated to include those search result objects. In yet another 
example, when the user has generated a heatmap, the map 
tiles are updated to show the generated heatmap. In another 
example, if the user searches via the search box, the selected 
objects may be highlighted in the re-composed map tiles. In 
another example, when the userpans and/or Zooms in the map 
interface, the map tiles are updated to reflect the new view 
selected by the user. In all cases, and updated UTF grid may 
also be generated for each composed map tile. 
At block 734, the map system determines whether the 

layers necessary to compose the requested map tiles are 
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cached. For example, when a layer is selected by the user, that 
layer may be composed by the map system and placed in a 
memory of the server-side components for future retrieval. 
Caching of composed layers may obviate the need for recom 
posing those layers later, which advantageously may save 
time and/or processing power. 

If the required layers are cached, then at block 740 the 
layers are composed into the requested map tiles and, at block 
742, transmitted to the client-side components. 
When the required layers are not cached, at block 736, the 

server-side components calculate and/or compose the 
requested layer and or layers, and may then, at block 738, 
optionally cache the newly composed layers for future 
retrieval. Then, at blocks 740 and 742, the layers are com 
posed into map tiles and provided to the client-side compo 
nentS. 

In an embodiment, entire map tiles may be cached by the 
server-side components. In an embodiment, the size and/or 
quality of the map tiles that make up that map interface may 
be selected and/or dynamically selected based on at least one 
of the bandwidth available for transmitting the map tiles to 
the client-side components, the size of the map interface, 
and/or the complexity of the layer composition, among other 
factors. In an embodiment, the map tiles comprise images, for 
example, in one or more of the following formats: PNG, GIF, 
JPEG, TIFF, BMP, and/or any other type of appropriate image 
format. 

In an embodiment, the layer and object data composed into 
layers and map tiles comprises vector data. The vector data 
(for example, object data) may include associated metadata, 
as described above. In an embodiment, the vector, layer, 
and/or object data and associated metadata may originate 
from one or more databases and/or electronic data stores. 

In an embodiment, one or more blocks in FIG. 7B may be 
performed by client-side components of the map system, for 
example, computer system 800. 

In an embodiment, the map system may display more than 
50 million selectable features to a user simultaneously. In an 
embodiment, the map system may support tens or hundreds of 
concurrent users accessing the same map and object data. In 
an embodiment, map and object data used by the map system 
may be mirrored and/or spread across multiple computers, 
servers, and/or server-side components. 

In an embodiment, rather than updating the map tiles to 
reflect a selection by the user of one or more objects, the map 
system may show an approximation of the selection to the 
user based on client-side processing. 

In an embodiment, a user may drag and drop files, for 
example, vector data and/or vector layers, onto the user inter 
face of the map system, causing the map system to automati 
cally render the file in the map interface. 

In an embodiment, icons and/or styles associated with 
various objects in the map interface may be updated and/or 
changed by the user. For example, the styles of the various 
objects may be specified in or by a style data file. The style 
data file may be formatted according to a particular format or 
standard readable by the map system. In an embodiment, the 
style data file is formatted according to the JSON format 
standard. The user may thus change the look of the objects 
and shapes rendered in the map interface of the map system 
by changing the style data file. The style data file may further 
define the looks for object and terrain (among other items and 
data) at various Zoom levels. 

In an embodiment, objects, notes, metadata, and/or other 
types of data may be added to the map system by the user 
through the user interface. In an embodiment, user added 
information may be shared between multiple users of the map 
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system. In an embodiment, a user of the map system may add 
annotations and shapes to the map interface that may be saved 
and shared with other users. In an embodiment, a user of the 
map system may share a selection of objects with one or more 
other users. 

In an embodiment, the user interface of the map system 
may include a timeline window. The timeline window may 
enable the user to view objects and layers specific to particu 
lar moments in time and/or time periods. In an embodiment, 
the user may view tolerance ellipses overlaid on the map 
interface indicating the likely position of an object across a 
particular time period. 

In an embodiment, the map system may include elevation 
profiling. Elevation profiling may allow a user of the system 
to determine the elevation along a path on the map interface, 
to perform a viewshed analysis (determine objects and/or 
terrain viewable from a particular location), to perform a 
reverse-viewshed analysis (for a particular location, deter 
mine objects and/or terrain that may view the location), 
among others. 

In an embodiment, vector data, object data, metadata, and/ 
or other types of data may be prepared before it is entered into 
or accessed by the map system. For example, the data may be 
converted from one format to another, may be crawled for 
common items of metadata, and/or may be prepared for appli 
cation of a style file or style information, among other action. 
In an embodiment, a layer ontology may be automatically 
generated based on a group of data. In an embodiment, the 
map system may access common data sources available on 
the Internet, for example, road data available from openstreet 
map.org. 

In an embodiment, roads shown in the map interface are 
labeled with their names, and buildings are rendered in faux 
3D to indicate the building heights. In an embodiment, Blue 
Force Tracking may be integrated into the map system as a 
layer with the characteristics of both a static vector layer and 
a dynamic selection layer. A Blue Force layer may enable the 
use of the map system for live operational analysis. In an 
embodiment, the map system may quickly render detailed 
chloropleths or heatmaps with minimal data transfer. For 
example, the system may render a chloropleth with a property 
value on the individual shapes of the properties themselves, 
rather than aggregating this information on a county or Zip 
code level. 

Advantageously, the map system displays many items of 
data, objects, features, and/or layers in a single map interface. 
A user may easily interact with things on the map and gather 
information by hovering over or selecting features, even 
though those features may not be labeled. The user may select 
features, may “drill down on a particular type of feature (for 
example, roads), may view features through histograms, may 
use histograms to determine common characteristics (for 
example, determine the most common speed limit), and/or 
may determine correlations among features (for example, see 
that slower speed limit areas are centered around Schools). 
Further, the map system may be useful in many different 
situations. For example, the system may be useful to opera 
tional planners and/or disaster relief personnel. 

Additionally, the map system accomplishes at least three 
core ideas: providing a robust and fastback-end (server-side) 
renderer, keeping data on the back-end, and only transferring 
the data necessary to have interactivity. In one embodiment, 
the primary function of the server-side components is render 
ing map tiles. The server is capable of drawing very detailed 
maps with a variety of styles that can be based on vector 
metadata. Rendered map tiles for a vector layer are cached, 
and several of these layer tiles are drawn on top of one another 
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to produce the final tile that is sent to the client-side browser. 
Map tile rendering is fast enough for displaying dynamic tiles 
for selection and highlight to the user. Server-side operations 
allow for dynamic selections of very large numbers of fea 
tures, calculation of the histogram, determining the number 
of items shown and/or selected, and drawing the selection, for 
example. Further, the heatmap may include large numbers of 
points without incurring the cost of transferring those points 
to the client-side browser. Additionally, transferring only as 
much data as necessary to have interactivity enables quick 
server rendering of dynamic selections and vector layers. On 
the other hand, highlighting hovered-over features may be 
performed client-side nearly instantaneously, and provides 
useful feedback that enhances the interactivity of the map 
system. In an embodiment, to avoid transferring too much 
geometric data, the geometries of objects (in the map tiles and 
UTF grid) are down-sampled depending on how Zoomed in 
the user is to the map interface. Thus, map tiles may be 
rendered and presented to a user of the map system in a 
dynamic and useable manner. 
Object Centric Data Model 

To provide a framework for the following discussion of 
specific systems and methods described above and below, an 
example database system 1210 using an ontology 1205 will 
now be described. This description is provided for the pur 
pose of providing an example and is not intended to limit the 
techniques to the example data model, the example database 
system, or the example database systems use of an ontology 
to represent information. 

In one embodiment, a body of data is conceptually struc 
tured according to an object-centric data model represented 
by ontology 1205. The conceptual data model is independent 
of any particular database used for durably storing one or 
more database(s) 1209 based on the ontology 1205. For 
example, each object of the conceptual data model may cor 
respond to one or more rows in a relational database or an 
entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) data 
base, or any combination of one or more databases. 

FIG. 8A illustrates an object-centric conceptual data model 
according to an embodiment. An ontology 1205, as noted 
above, may include stored information providing a data 
model for storage of data in the database 1209. The ontology 
1205 may be defined by one or more object types, which may 
each be associated with one or more property types. At the 
highest level of abstraction, data object 1201 is a container for 
information representing things in the world. For example, 
data object 1201 can represent an entity Such as a person, a 
place, an organization, a market instrument, or other noun. 
Data object 1201 can represent an event that happens at a 
point in time or for a duration. Data object 1201 can represent 
a document or other unstructured data source Such as an 
e-mail message, a news report, or a written paper or article. 
Each data object 1201 is associated with a unique identifier 
that uniquely identifies the data object within the database 
system. 

Different types of data objects may have different property 
types. For example, a “Person’ data object might have an 
“Eye Color” property type and an “Event data object might 
have a “Date” property type. Each property 1203 as repre 
sented by data in the database system 1210 may have a prop 
erty type defined by the ontology 1205 used by the database 
1205. 

Objects may be instantiated in the database 1209 in accor 
dance with the corresponding object definition for the par 
ticular object in the ontology 1205. For example, a specific 
monetary payment (e.g., an object of type "event) of 
USS30.00 (e.g., a property of type “currency') taking place 
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on Mar. 27, 2009 (e.g., a property of type “date') may be 
stored in the database 1209 as an event object with associated 
currency and date properties as defined within the ontology 
12O5. 
The data objects defined in the ontology 1205 may support 

property multiplicity. In particular, a data object 1201 may be 
allowed to have more than one property 1203 of the same 
property type. For example, a “Person’ data object might 
have multiple “Address' properties or multiple “Name” prop 
erties. 

Each link 1202 represents a connection between two data 
objects 1201. In one embodiment, the connection is either 
through a relationship, an event, or through matching prop 
erties. A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, “Person’ data object A may be 
connected to “Person’ data object B by a “Child Of relation 
ship (where “Person’ data object B has an asymmetric “Par 
ent Of relationship to “Person’ data object A), a “Kin Of 
symmetric relationship to “Person’ data object C, and an 
asymmetric “Member Of relationship to “Organization' 
data object X. The type of relationship between two data 
objects may vary depending on the types of the data objects. 
For example, “Person’ data object A may have an “Appears 
In relationship with "Document data object Y or have a 
“Participate In' relationship with “Event data object E. As 
an example of an event connection, two “Person’ data objects 
may be connected by an Airline Flight data object repre 
senting a particular airline flight if they traveled together on 
that flight, or by a "Meeting data object representing a par 
ticular meeting if they both attended that meeting. In one 
embodiment, when two data objects are connected by an 
event, they are also connected by relationships, in which each 
data object has a specific relationship to the event. Such as, for 
example, an 'Appears. In relationship. 
As an example of a matching properties connection, two 

“Person’ data objects representing a brother and a sister, may 
both have an “Address' property that indicates where they 
live. If the brother and the sister live in the same home, then 
their “Address' properties likely contain similar, if not iden 
tical property values. In one embodiment, a link between two 
data objects may be established based on similar or matching 
properties (e.g., property types and/or property values) of the 
data objects. These are just some examples of the types of 
connections that may be represented by a link and other types 
of connections may be represented; embodiments are not 
limited to any particular types of connections between data 
objects. For example, a document might contain references to 
two different objects. For example, a document may contain 
a reference to a payment (one object), and a person (a second 
object). A link between these two objects may represent a 
connection between these two entities through their co-oc 
currence within the same document. 

Each data object 1201 can have multiple links with another 
data object 1201 to form a link set 1204. For example, two 
“Person’ data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a “Spouse Of relationship, a match 
ing “Address' property, and one or more matching “Event 
properties (e.g., a wedding). Each link1202 as represented by 
data in a database may have a link type defined by the data 
base ontology used by the database. 
FIG.8B is a block diagram illustrating exemplary compo 

nents and data that may be used in identifying and storing data 
according to an ontology. In this example, the ontology may 
be configured, and data in the data model populated, by a 
system of parsers and ontology configuration tools. In the 
embodiment of FIG.8B, input data 1300 is provided to parser 
1302. The input data may comprise data from one or more 
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Sources. For example, an institution may have one or more 
databases with information on credit card transactions, rental 
cars, and people. The databases may contain a variety of 
related information and attributes about each type of data, 
Such as a “date for a credit card transaction, an address for a 
person, and a date for when a rental car is rented. The parser 
1302 is able to read a variety of source input data types and 
determine which type of data it is reading. 

In accordance with the discussion above, the example 
ontology 1205 comprises stored information providing the 
data model of data stored in database 1209, and the ontology 
is defined by one or more object types 1310, one or more 
property types 1316, and one or more link types 1330. Based 
on information determined by the parser 1302 or other map 
ping of source input information to object type, one or more 
data objects 1201 may be instantiated in the database 209 
based on respective determined object types 1310, and each 
of the objects 1201 has one or more properties 1203 that are 
instantiated based on property types 1316. Two data objects 
1201 may be connected by one or more links 1202 that may be 
instantiated based on link types 1330. The property types 
1316 each may comprise one or more data types 1318, such as 
a string, number, etc. Property types 1316 may be instantiated 
based on a base property type 1320. For example, a base 
property type 1320 may be “Locations” and a property type 
1316 may be “Home.” 

In an embodiment, a user of the system uses an object type 
editor 1324 to create and/or modify the object types 1310 and 
define attributes of the object types. In an embodiment, a user 
of the system uses a property type editor 1326 to create and/or 
modify the property types 1316 and define attributes of the 
property types. In an embodiment, a user of the system uses 
link type editor 1328 to create the link types 1330. Alterna 
tively, other programs, processes, or programmatic controls 
may be used to create link types and property types and define 
attributes, and using editors is not required. 

In an embodiment, creating a property type 1316 using the 
property type editor 1326 involves defining at least one parser 
definition using a parser editor 1322. A parser definition 
comprises metadata that informs parser 1302 how to parse 
input data 1300 to determine whether values in the input data 
can be assigned to the property type 1316 that is associated 
with the parser definition. In an embodiment, each parser 
definition may comprise a regular expression parser 1304A or 
a code module parser 1304B. In other embodiments, other 
kinds of parser definitions may be provided using scripts or 
other programmatic elements. Once defined, both a regular 
expression parser 1304A and a code module parser 1304B 
can provide input to parser 1302 to control parsing of input 
data 1300. 

Using the data types defined in the ontology, input data 
1300 may be parsed by the parser 1302 determine which 
object type 1310 should receive data from a record created 
from the input data, and which property types 1316 should be 
assigned to data from individual field values in the input data. 
Based on the object-property mapping 1301, the parser 1302 
selects one of the parser definitions that is associated with a 
property type in the input data. The parserparses an input data 
field using the selected parser definition, resulting in creating 
new or modified data 1303. The new or modified data 1303 is 
added to the database 1209 according to ontology 205 by 
storing values of the new or modified data in a property of the 
specified property type. As a result, input data 1300 having 
varying format or syntax can be created in database 1209. The 
ontology 1205 may be modified at any time using object type 
editor 1324, property type editor 1326, and link type editor 
1328, or under program control without human use of an 
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editor. Parser editor 1322 enables creating multiple parser 
definitions that can successfully parse input data 1300 having 
varying format or syntax and determine which property types 
should be used to transform input data 300 into new or modi 
fied input data 1303. 
The properties, objects, and links (e.g. relationships) 

between the objects can be visualized using a graphical user 
interface (GUI). For example, FIG. 8C displays a user inter 
face showing a graph representation 1403 of relationships 
(including relationships and/or links 1404,1405, 1406, 1407, 
1408, 1409, 1410, 1411, 1412, and 1413) between the data 
objects (including data objects 1421, 1422, 1423, 1424, 1425, 
1426, 1427, 1428, and 1429) that are represented as nodes in 
the example of FIG. 8C. In this embodiment, the data objects 
include person objects 1421, 1422, 1423, 1424, 1425, and 
1426; a flight object 1427; a financial account 1428; and a 
computer object 1429. In this example, each person node 
(associated with person data objects), flight node (associated 
with flight data objects), financial account node (associated 
with financial account data objects), and computer node (as 
Sociated with computer data objects) may have relationships 
and/or links with any of the other nodes through, for example, 
other objects such as payment objects. 

For example, in FIG. 8C, relationship 1404 is based on a 
payment associated with the individuals indicated in person 
data objects 1421 and 1423. The link 1404 represents these 
shared payments (for example, the individual associated with 
data object 1421 may have paid the individual associated with 
data object 1423 on three occasions). The relationship is 
further indicated by the common relationship between person 
data objects 1421 and 1423 and financial account data object 
1428. For example, link 1411 indicates that person data object 
1421 transferred money into financial account data object 
1428, while person data object 1423 transferred money out of 
financial account data object 1428. In another example, the 
relationships between person data objects 1424 and 1425 and 
flight data object 1427 are indicated by links 1406, 1409, and 
1410. In this example, person data objects 1424 and 1425 
have a common address and were passengers on the same 
flight data object 1427. In an embodiment, further details 
related to the relationships between the various objects may 
be displayed. For example, links 1411 and 1412 may, in some 
embodiments, indicate the timing of the respective money 
transfers. In another example, the time of the flight associated 
with the flight data object 1427 may be shown. 

Relationships between data objects may be stored as links, 
or in Some embodiments, as properties, where a relationship 
may be detected between the properties. In some cases, as 
stated above, the links may be directional. For example, a 
payment link may have a direction associated with the pay 
ment, where one person object is a receiver of a payment, and 
another person object is the payer of payment. 

In various embodiments, data objects may further include 
geographical metadata and/or links. Such geographical meta 
data may be accessed by the interactive data object map 
system for displaying objects and features on the map inter 
face (as described above). 

In addition to visually showing relationships between the 
data objects, the user interface may allow various other 
manipulations. For example, the objects within database 
1108 may be searched using a search interface 1450 (e.g., text 
string matching of object properties), inspected (e.g., proper 
ties and associated data viewed), filtered (e.g., narrowing the 
universe of objects into sets and Subsets by properties or 
relationships), and statistically aggregated (e.g., numerically 
Summarized based on Summarization criteria), among other 
operations and visualizations. Additionally, as described 
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above, objects within database 1108 may be searched, 
accessed, and implemented in the map interface of the inter 
active data object map system via, for example, a geosearch 
and/or radius search. 
Implementation Mechanisms 

According to an embodiment, the interactive data object 
map system and other methods and techniques described 
herein are implemented by one or more special-purpose com 
puting devices. The special-purpose computing devices may 
be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include 
digital electronic devices such as one or more application 
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable 
gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to 
perform the techniques, or may include one or more general 
purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, server computer 
systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices, net 
working devices or any other device or combination of 
devices that incorporate hard-wired and/or program logic to 
implement the techniques. 

Computing device(s) are generally controlled and coordi 
nated by operating system software, such as iOS, Android, 
Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Win 
dows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, 
Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or other compatible 
operating systems. In other embodiments, the computing 
device may be controlled by a proprietary operating system. 
Conventional operating systems control and Schedule com 
puter processes for execution, perform memory management, 
provide file system, networking, I/O services, and provide a 
user interface functionality, such as a graphical user interface 
(“GUI), among other things. 

For example, FIG. 8D is a block diagram that illustrates a 
computer system 800 upon which the various systems and 
methods discussed herein may be implemented. Computer 
system 800 includes a bus 802 or other communication 
mechanism for communicating information, and a hardware 
processor, or multiple processors, 804 coupled with bus 802 
for processing information. Hardware processor(s) 804 may 
be, for example, one or more general purpose microproces 
SOS. 

Computer system 800 also includes a main memory 806, 
Such as a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or other 
dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 802 for storing infor 
mation and instructions to be executed by processor 804. 
Main memory 806 also may be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 804. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor 
804, render computer system 800 into a special-purpose 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci 
fied in the instructions. 

Computer system 800 further includes a read only memory 
(ROM) 808 or other static storage device coupled to bus 802 
for storing static information and instructions for processor 
804. A storage device 810. Such as a magnetic disk, optical 
disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is provided and 
coupled to bus 802 for storing information and instructions. 

Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 to a 
display 812, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), LCD display, 
or touch screen display, for displaying information to a com 
puter user and/or receiving input from the user. An input 
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device 814, including alphanumeric and other keys, is 
coupled to bus 802 for communicating information and com 
mand selections to processor 804. Another type of user input 
device is cursor control 816. Such as a mouse, a trackball, or 
cursor direction keys for communicating direction informa 
tion and command selections to processor 804 and for con 
trolling cursor movement on display 812. This input device 
typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis 
(e.g., X) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to 
specify positions in a plane. In some embodiments, the same 
direction information and command selections as cursor con 
trol may be implemented via receiving touches on a touch 
screen without a cursor. 
Computing system 800 may include a user interface mod 

ule, and/or various other types of modules to implement a 
GUI, a map interface, and the various other aspects of the 
interactive data object map system. The modules may be 
stored in a mass storage device as executable Software codes 
that are executed by the computing device(s). This and other 
modules may include, by way of example, components, such 
as Software components, object-oriented Software compo 
nents, class components and task components, processes, 
functions, attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of 
program code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, 
databases, data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 

In general, the word “module,” as used herein, refers to 
logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection of 
Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit points, 
Written in a programming language. Such as, for example, 
Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be compiled and 
linked into an executable program, installed in a dynamic link 
library, or may be written in an interpreted programming 
language such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will 
be appreciated that software modules may be callable from 
other modules or from themselves, and/or may be invoked in 
response to detected events or interrupts. Software modules 
configured for execution on computing devices may be pro 
vided on a computer readable medium, Such as a compact 
disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any other 
tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may be origi 
nally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
may be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but may be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage 
Computer system 800 may implement the techniques 

described herein using customized hard-wired logic, one or 
more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic which 
in combination with the computer system causes or programs 
computer system 800 to be a special-purpose machine. 
According to one embodiment, the techniques herein are 
performed by computer system 800 in response to 
processor(s) 804 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more modules and/or instructions contained in main memory 
806. Such instructions may be read into main memory 806 
from another storage medium, Such as storage device 810. 
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Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 806 causes processor(s) 804 to perform the process 
steps described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination with 
Software instructions. 
The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, as 

used herein refers to any media that store data and/or instruc 
tions that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. 
Such non-transitory media may comprise non-volatile media 
and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for 
example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage device 
810. Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as main 
memory 806. Common forms of non-transitory media 
include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, 
Solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data 
storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage 
medium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a 
RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, 
any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions 
of the same. 

Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be used in 
conjunction with transmission media. Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between nontransi 
tory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 802. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or 
more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 804 
for execution. For example, the instructions may initially be 
carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer can load the instructions 
and/or modules into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem. A modem 
local to computer system 800 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra-red signal. An infra-red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate cir 
cuitry can place the data on bus 802. Bus 802 carries the data 
to main memory 806, from which processor 804 retrieves and 
executes the instructions. The instructions received by main 
memory 806 may optionally be stored on storage device 810 
either before or after execution by processor 804. 

Computer system 800 also includes a communication 
interface 818 coupled to bus 802. Communication interface 
818 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a 
network link820 that is connected to a local network 822. For 
example, communication interface 818 may be an integrated 
services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite 
modem, or a modem to provide a data communication con 
nection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another 
example, communication interface 818 may be a local area 
network (LAN) card to provide a data communication con 
nection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component to com 
municated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be imple 
mented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 818 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 

Network link 820 typically provides data communication 
through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link820 may provide a connection through 
local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP)826. ISP 
826 in turn provides data communication services through the 
world wide packet data communication network now com 
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monly referred to as the “Internet” 828. Local network 822 
and Internet 828 both use electrical, electromagnetic or opti 
cal signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through 
the various networks and the signals on network link 820 and 
through communication interface 818, which carry the digital 
data to and from computer system 800, are example forms of 
transmission media. 
Computer system 800 can send messages and receive data, 

including program code, through the network(s), network 
link 820 and communication interface 818. In the Internet 
example, a server 830 might transmit a requested code for an 
application program through Internet 828, ISP 826, local 
network 822 and communication interface 818. Server-side 
components of the interactive data object map system 
described above (for example, with reference to FIGS. 7A 
and 7B) may be implemented in the server 830. For example, 
the server 830 may compose map layers and tiles, and trans 
mit those map tiles to the computer system 800. 
The computer system 800, on the other hand, may imple 

ment the client-side components of the map system as 
described above (for example, with reference to FIGS. 6A 
and 6B). For example, the computer system may receive map 
tiles and/or other code that may be executed by processor 804 
as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 810, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. The computer system 
800 may further compose the map interface from the map 
tiles, display the map interface to the user, generate object 
outlines and other functionality, and/or receive input from the 
USC. 

In an embodiment, the map system may be accessible by 
the user through a web-based viewer, such as a web browser. 
In this embodiment, the map interface may be generated by 
the server 830 and/or the computer system 800 and transmit 
ted to the web browser of the user. The user may then interact 
with the map interface through the web-browser. In an 
embodiment, the computer system 800 may comprise a 
mobile electronic device. Such as a cell phone, Smartphone, 
and/or tablet. The map system may be accessible by the user 
through Such a mobile electronic device, among other types 
of electronic devices. 

Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms described 
in the preceding sections may be embodied in, and fully or 
partially automated by, code modules executed by one or 
more computer systems or computer processors comprising 
computer hardware. The processes and algorithms may be 
implemented partially or wholly in application-specific cir 
cuitry. 
The various features and processes described above may be 

used independently of one another, or may be combined in 
various ways. All possible combinations and Subcombina 
tions are intended to fall within the scope of this disclosure. In 
addition, certain method or process blocks may be omitted in 
Some implementations. The methods and processes described 
herein are also not limited to any particular sequence, and the 
blocks or states relating thereto can be performed in other 
sequences that are appropriate. For example, described 
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than that 
specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states may be 
combined in a single block or state. The example blocks or 
states may be performed in serial, in parallel, or in Some other 
manner. Blocks or states may be added to or removed from the 
disclosed example embodiments. The example systems and 
components described herein may be configured differently 
than described. For example, elements may be added to, 
removed from, or rearranged compared to the disclosed 
example embodiments. 
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Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could.” “might,” or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, Such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the flow 
diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the attached 
Figures should be understood as potentially representing 
modules, segments, or portions of code which include one or 
more executable instructions for implementing specific logi 
cal functions or steps in the process. Alternate implementa 
tions are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 

It should be emphasized that many variations and modifi 
cations may be made to the above-described embodiments, 
the elements of which are to be understood as being among 
other acceptable examples. All Such modifications and varia 
tions are intended to be included herein within the scope of 
this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, how 
ever, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears intext, 
the invention can be practiced in many ways. AS is also stated 
above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminol 
ogy when describing certain features or aspects of the inven 
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with 
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the inven 
tion should therefore be construed in accordance with the 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A computer system comprising: 
an electronic data structure configured to store a plurality 

of features or objects as vector data, wherein each of the 
features or objects is associated with metadata, and each 
of the features or objects represents at least one of a road, 
a terrain, a lake, a river, a vegetation, a utility, a street 
light, a railroad, a hotel, a motel, a school, a hospital, a 
building or other structure, a region, a transportation 
object, an entity, an event, or a document; 

a non-transitory computer readable medium storing soft 
ware modules including computer executable instruc 
tions; and 

one or more hardware processors in communication with 
the electronic data structure and the non-transitory com 
puter readable medium, and configured to execute a user 
interface module of the software modules in order to: 
display an interactive map on an electronic display of the 

computer system; 
include on the interactive map one or more features or 

objects, wherein the features or objects are selectable 
by a user of the computer system, and wherein the 
features or objects are accessed from the electronic 
data structure; 
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28 
in response to a first input from the user selecting a 

plurality of the included features or objects: 
access, from the electronic data structure, metadata 

associated with respective selected features or 
objects; 

determine one or more metadata categories associated 
with at least one of the accessed metadata; and 

for each of the determined metadata categories: 
generate one or more histograms including meta 

data values or value ranges associated with 
respective selected features or objects, each of 
the histograms including a visual indicator indi 
cating a quantity of the respective selected plu 
rality of features or objects included on the inter 
active map having the respective metadata value 
or value range; and 

display the one or more histograms on the elec 
tronic display; 

in response to a second input from the user selecting a 
second one or more features or objects from the one or 
more histograms: 
update the interactive map to display the second one 

or more features or objects on the display; and 
highlight the second one or more features or objects 

on the interactive map; and 
in response to a third input from the user selecting a 

drill-down group of features or objects from the one or 
more histograms, drill-down on the selected drill 
down group of features or objects by: 
accessing metadata associated with respective fea 

tures or objects of the selected drill-down group: 
determining one or more drill-down metadata catego 

ries associated with at least one of the accessed 
metadata associated with each of the features or 
objects of the selected drill-down group; and 

for each of the determined drill-down metadata cat 
egories: 
generating one or more drill-down histograms 

including drill-down metadata values or value 
ranges associated with respective features or 
objects of the selected drill-down group, each of 
the drill-down histograms including a visual 
indicator indicating a quantity of the respective 
features or objects of the selected drill-down 
group having the respective drill-down metadata 
value or value range; and 

displaying on the interactive map the one or more 
drill-down histograms. 

2. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the metadata 
associated with the features or objects comprise at least one of 
a location, a city, a county, a state, a country, an address, a 
district, a grade level, a phone number, a speed, a width, or 
other related attributes. 

3. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the features or 
objects are selectable by the user using amouse and/ora touch 
interface. 

4. The computer system of claim 1, wherein each histo 
gram of the one or more histograms is specific to a particular 
metadata category. 

5. The computer system of claim 4, wherein each histo 
gram of the one or more histograms comprises a list of items 
of metadata specific to the particular metadata category of the 
histogram, wherein the list of items is organized in descend 
ing order from an item having the largest number of related 
objects or features to an item having the Smallest number of 
related objects or features. 
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6. The computer system of claim 4, wherein the one or 
more histograms displayed on the electronic display are dis 
played so as to partially overlay the displayed interactive 
map. 

7. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more hardware processors are further configured to execute 
the user interface module in order to: 

receive a second input from the user selecting a second one 
or more features or objects from the one or more histo 
grams; and 

in response to the second input, 
update the interactive map to display the second one or 
more features or objects on the display; and 

highlight the second one or more features or objects on 
the interactive map. 

8. The computer system of claim 7, wherein updating the 
interactive map comprises panning and/or Zooming. 

9. The computer system of claim 7, wherein highlighting 
the second one or more features comprises at least one of 
outlining, changing color, bolding, or changing contrast. 
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10. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 

more hardware processors are further configured to execute 
the user interface module in order to enable the user to further 
drill down into the one or more drill-down histograms. 

11. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more hardware processors are further configured to execute 
the user interface module in order to: 

receive a feature or object hover over input from the user; 
and 

in response to receiving the hover over input, highlight, on 
the electronic display, metadata associated with the par 
ticular hovered over feature or object to the user. 

12. The computer system of claim 1, wherein one or more 
hardware processors are further configured to execute the 
user interface module in order to: 

receive a feature or object selection input from the user; 
and 

in response to receiving the selection input, display, on the 
electronic display, metadata associated with the particu 
lar selected feature or object to the user. 

k k k k k 
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Techniques for replicating changes to access control lists on 
investigative analysis data are disclosed. After a change is 
made in a database to an access control list (ACL) governing 
access to a secured component of a data object, an exporting 
nexus sends an ACL change network message to an importing 
nexus. The ACL change message includes information that 
importing nexus can use to apply the ACL change to the 
importing database. Applying the ACL change message 
includes using the information in the ACL change message to 
determine which change records for which secured compo 
nents of the data object in the importing database the ACL 
change should be applied to. By doing so, user access to all 
change records in the importing database to which the ACL 
change is applied is governed by the new ACL, thereby pre 
venting unauthorized access to the change records, including 
historical change records. 
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1. 

TECHNIQUES FOR REPLICATING 
CHANGES TO ACCESS CONTROL LISTS ON 

INVESTIGATIVE ANALYSS DATA 

FIELD 

Computer-implemented techniques are disclosed which 
generally relate to replication of database data, and more 
particularly to computer-implemented techniques for repli 
cating changes to access controllists on investigative analysis 
data. 

BACKGROUND 

Making investigative decisions, especially those that have 
the potentially to impact lives and communities, requires 
access to up-to-date and accurate investigative information. 
Unfortunately, investigative information is often spread 
across multiple databases, computers, geographies, and 
clearance levels. For investigative organizations such as intel 
ligence, defense, and law enforcement organizations to be 
Successful, they need ways to share and find information 
quickly so that critical decisions can be made in time for them 
to have impact. 
One possible solution for sharing investigative data 

between investigative teams is to use a multimaster database 
system. In a multimaster database system, investigative data 
is stored in agroup of databases which may be geographically 
distributed and interconnected by one or more data networks. 
Data changes may be made to any database of the group. Data 
changes made to one database are propagated over a data 
network by a software process to the rest of the group. Mul 
timaster database systems typically employ either a “syn 
chronous” or an “asynchronous” replication scheme for 
propagating database changes. 

In synchronous multimaster replication, each change is 
applied to all databases in the group immediately or to none of 
the databases if one or more of the databases in the group 
cannot accept the change. For example, one of the databases 
may be offline or unavailable. 

In contrast, in asynchronous multimaster replication, a 
change made to a database is immediately accepted by the 
database but propagation of the change to other databases in 
the group may be deferred. Because propagation of changes 
may be deferred, if a database in the group is unavailable, the 
available databases can still accept changes, queuing the 
changes locally until they can be propagated. For this reason, 
multimaster database systems employing an asynchronous 
replication strategy are considered to be more highly avail 
able than multimaster database systems employing a syn 
chronous replication strategy. However, since asynchronous 
replication raises the possibility of “concurrency conflicts’ 
that occur as a result of concurrent database changes to mul 
tiple database of the group, multimaster database systems 
employing an asynchronous replication Scheme are generally 
considered to be more complex to design, maintain and oper 
ate than those employing a synchronous replication Scheme. 
Despite the extra complexity, asynchronous replication is 
often preferred in the investigative analysis context where 
investigative analysis teams can be dispersed throughout the 
world and connected to one another by unreliable network 
connectivity. Using an asynchronous replication scheme 
allows an investigative team to update investigative data in 
their local database even if network connectivity is not cur 
rently available. When network connectivity becomes avail 
able, the team can share their updates with other teams and 
receive the other teams updates made in the interim. 
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2 
A concurrency conflict can occur in a multimaster system 

employing an asynchronous replication scheme when the 
same data is changed in two databases before either one of 
those data changes can be propagated to the other. For 
example, assume that at database A, data representing a par 
ticular person’s eye color is changed to “brown', and after 
that data change but before that data change can be propa 
gated to database B, data at database B representing the same 
particular person’s eye color is changed to “green’. Without 
additional information, it is unclear which data change is the 
“correct' change that should be adopted by database A and 
database B. 

Typically, a multimaster system employing an asynchro 
nous replication scheme provides a mechanism for "decon 
flicting concurrency conflicts. In many cases, deconflicting a 
concurrency conflict involves detecting and resolving the 
concurrency conflict such that the resolution of concurrency 
conflict is adopted at all databases in the group. In some cases, 
the multimaster system may be able to deconflict a concur 
rency conflict automatically without requiring user interven 
tion. In other cases, user intervention is required to decide 
which of the concurrent data changes should be adopted as the 
"correct data change. 
One possible approach for detecting concurrency conflicts 

in a multimaster system employing asynchronous replication 
is through the use of version vectors (sometimes referred to as 
vector clocks). A version vector is a mechanism for ordering 
changes to database data that works by tracking “causality” 
relationships between changes. In particular, version vectors 
allow the system to determine if one change "happened 
before”, “happened after, or “happened concurrently with 
another change, even if the two changes were made to differ 
ent databases at different times. Further information on using 
version vectors to track causality relationships between data 
base changes in a multimaster database system is available on 
the Internet at wiki/Version vector in the en.wikipedia.org 
domain, the entire contents of which is hereby incorporated 
by reference. 

“Revisioning adds an additional layer of complexity to 
multimaster asynchronous replication on top of the complex 
ity of detecting concurrency conflicts. In particular, “revi 
Sioning databases in the replication group may each main 
tain an online history of database changes. Maintaining a 
historical record of changes as opposed to just the latest 
changes is useful in the investigative analysis context because 
it allows investigators to determine “what was known when”. 
where the “when can be a point in time in the past. For 
example, a revisioning database may store two change 
records CR1 and CR2 for a suspect of a criminal investigation 
where initially it was thought the Suspect is residing in Los 
Angeles, Calif., USA as indicated by change record CR1 but 
it is now thought that the Suspect resides in Sacramento, 
Calif., USA as indicated by change record CR2. When repli 
cating a change to a revisioning database to another revision 
ing database, it may be desirable that the history of changes 
exist in both databases after the replication has occurred. For 
example, if the "current possible location' property of the 
criminal Suspect is changed in revisioning database D1 from 
“Los Angeles, Calif., USA to “Sacramento, Calif., USA 
and that change is replicated to revisioning database D2, it 
may be desirable that the change records C1 and C2 for the 
Suspect in revisioning database D2 indicate that the prior 
value for the property was “Los Angeles, Calif., USA and the 
current value for the property is “Sacramento, Calif., USA 
respectively. 

Access control adds yet another layer of complexity to 
multimaster asynchronous replication. In particular, change 
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records in a revisioning database can be associated with an 
access control list that governs access to the change records. 
Such access may include reading the change records. For 
example, an access control list ACL1 associated with the 
change records CR1 and CR2 for the criminal suspect in 
revisioning database D1 may specify that both user Alice and 
user Bob currently have read access to the change records C1 
and C2. Thus, both Alice and Bob can determine from the 
change records C1 and C2 in database D1 that the prior value 
for the "current possible location' property was “Los Ange 
les, Calif., USA and the current value for the property is 
“Sacramento, Calif., USA'. If an access control list associ 
ated with a set of change records is changed in one database 
and that change is replicated to another database, it may be 
desirable for security purposes that the access control list 
resulting from the change apply to all change records, includ 
ing historical ones, in the other database. For example, if the 
access controllist ACL1 is changed in database D1 to remove 
Bob and that change is replicated to database D2, it may be 
desirable, for security purposes, that after the change is 
applied to database D2, user Bob can no longer read change 
records C1 or C2 in database D2. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of a software-implemented process 
performed by an exporting nexus according to an embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a software-implemented process 
performed by an importing nexus according to an embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

FIG.3 is a block diagram illustrating an object-centric data 
model according to an embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example access 
control list according to an embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example revision 
ing database table storing change records according to an 
embodiment of the invention. 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a computer system on 
which embodiments of the invention may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In the following description, for the purposes of explana 
tion, numerous specific details are set forthin order to provide 
a thorough understanding of the present invention. It will be 
apparent, however, that the present invention may be prac 
ticed without these specific details. In other instances, well 
known structures and devices are shown in block diagram 
form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the present 
invention. 

Overview 

Techniques for replicating changes to access control lists 
on investigative analysis data are disclosed. In some embodi 
ments, after a change is made in a database to an access 
control list (hereinafter just "ACL) governing access to a 
secured component of a data object, an "exporting nexus' 
sends an ACL change network message (hereinafter just 
ACL change message') to an “importing nexus'. For 
example, the exporting nexus may send the ACL change 
message to the importing nexus as part of an asynchronous 
data replication process. The term “nexus' is more formally 
defined below but generally refers to software or other com 
puter-executable logic that operates on a database, for 
example, as part of database management Software or an 
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4 
application thereof. For sake of clarity, the database that the 
exporting nexus operates on and from which the change to the 
ACL is exported as the ACL change message is referred to 
hereinafter as the “exporting database' and the database that 
the importing nexus operates on and to which the ACL change 
message is applied to referred to hereinafter as the “importing 
database'. 
The ACL change message includes information that the 

importing nexus can use to apply the ACL change to the 
importing database. Applying the ACL change message 
includes using the information in the ACL change message to 
determine which secured components of the data object in the 
importing database that the ACL change should be applied to. 
The terms “data object' and “secured component” are defined 
in greater detail below. However, a data object generally 
refers to data that represents a thing in the real word Such as a 
person, place, or event and a secured component represents 
data associated with a data object and to which access is 
governed by an access control list. Examples of a secured 
component include a property (e.g., a person’s hair color) of 
a data object, a note (e.g., a piece of text) associated with a 
data object, and a piece of media (e.g., video or audio) asso 
ciated with a data object. 
The exporting database and the importing database can be 

revisioning databases. That is, both databases may maintain 
histories of changes to secured components in the form of 
change records for each of the secured components. As men 
tioned, applying the ACL change message includes using the 
information in the ACL change message to determine which 
secured components of the data object in the importing data 
base the ACL change should be applied to. This applying 
includes using the information in the ACL change message to 
determine which change records for which secured compo 
nents of the data object in the importing database the ACL 
change should be applied to. By doing so, user access to all 
change records in the importing database to which the ACL 
change is applied is governed by the new ACL, thereby pre 
venting unauthorized access to the change records, including 
historical change records. 

Nexus 

Computer databases are a common mechanism for storing 
information on computer systems at replication sites while 
providing access to the stored information to users. A typical 
database is an organized collection of information stored as 
“objects” or “records” having “properties” or “fields'. As an 
example, a database of criminal Suspects may have an object 
for each Suspect where each object contains properties des 
ignating specifics about the Suspect, Such as eye color, hair 
color, height, sex, etc. 

Operating on the actual database itself (i.e., the organized 
information actually stored on a storage device) there is typi 
cally a Software-based database management system or 
DBMS that, among other operations, processes requests from 
users for access to information in the database. Users may 
interact indirectly with the DBMS through a database appli 
cation that in turn interacts directly with the DBMS to provide 
high level database operations to users, such as analyzing, 
integrating, and visualizing database information. However, 
the distinction between DBMS and database application is 
not clear cut and functionality provided by one may be pro 
vided by the other. Consequently, in this description, the term 
“nexus' is used to refer broadly to any software that operates 
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directly or indirectly on the actual database itself. A nexus 
may include a DBMS, a database application or applications, 
or components thereof. 

Exporting Nexus Process 

FIG. 1 is a flowchart 100 of a software-implemented pro 
cess performed by an exporting nexus according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. For example, the pro 
cess may be performed after an ACL associated with a 
secured component of a data object has been changed in the 
exporting database. The ACL change may be made by a user 
or a computing process. The ACL change may involve creat 
ing a new ACL for the secured component or modifying an 
existing ACL for the secured component. The process may be 
performed by the exporting nexus to inform an importing 
nexus about the ACL change so that the importing nexus can 
appropriately apply the ACL change to the importing data 
base. 

The exporting nexus process generally involves collecting 
information pertaining to the ACL change from the exporting 
database and sending the information in an ACL change mes 
sage to the importing nexus. The information collected is 
information that the importing nexus can use to identify 
which change records in the importing database to apply the 
ACL change to. The process does not require the importing 
database and the exporting database to have corresponding 
identifiers or external identifiers for change records or 
secured components. Thus, the importing database and the 
exporting database may use different internal identifiers for 
change records and secured components. In other words, the 
internal identifiers are not required to have inherent corre 
spondence between the databases. 

While steps of the exporting nexus process are depicted 
and described as being performed in a certain order, Some or 
all of the steps are performed in a different order and/or 
performed concurrently with one another in other embodi 
mentS. 

At step 102, the current value and one or more historical 
values of the secured component are obtained from the 
change records in the exporting database for the secured 
component. In some embodiments, all available historical 
values of the secured component are obtained from the 
exporting database. 

At step 104, the current ACL and one or more historical 
ACLS associated with the secured component are obtained 
from the exporting database. In some embodiments, all avail 
able historical ACLs associated with the secured component 
are obtained from the exporting database. Overtime, the ACL 
associated with a secured component may change more fre 
quently than the value of the secured component. Thus, there 
may be more historical ACLs obtained at step 104 then his 
torical values obtained at step 102. Similarly, over time, the 
value of the secured component may change more frequently 
that the ACL associated with the secured component. Thus, 
there may be more historical values obtained at step 102 than 
historical ACLs obtained at step 104. 

At optional step 106, the current component type of the 
secured component and one or more historical component 
types of the secured component are obtained from the export 
ing database. Over time, the component type associated with 
a secured component may change more frequently than the 
value of the secured component. Thus, there may be more 
historical component types obtained at optional step 106 then 
historical values obtained at step 102. Similarly, over time, 
the value of the secured component may change more fre 
quently that the component type of the secured component. 
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6 
Thus, there may be more historical values obtained at step 102 
than historical component types obtained at Step 106. In some 
embodiments, a component type is expressed in the form of a 
Uniform Resource Indicator (URI). A component type URI 
may identify the data type of the secured component accord 
ing to a data type ontology used by the exporting nexus. A 
component type URI may be used for value transformations if 
the exporting nexus and the importing nexus Support cross 
ontology replication. Further information on using compo 
nent type URIs for cross-ontology multimaster replication 
can be found in related U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
13/076,804, entitled “Cross-Ontology Multi-Master Replica 
tion', and filed Mar. 31, 2011, the entire contents of which is 
hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set for herein. 
At optional step 108, global identifiers of data sources for 

the secured component are obtained from the exporting data 
base. A "data source' is a single source of data for a secured 
component. For example, a data source can be a person who 
manually enters the Secured component data or a document, 
spreadsheet, database, or other digital information from 
which the secured component data was extracted, parsed, or 
derived from. A secured component can have multiple data 
sources. The global identifiers of the data source may be 
meaningful to both the exporting nexus and the importing 
nexus. That is, the global data source identifiers may unam 
biguously identify data source records in both the exporting 
system and in the importing system. Such data source records 
may be associated in the importing system with their own 
ACLS separate from the ACLS associated with secured com 
ponents. 

In some embodiments, the importing nexus uses the global 
data source identifiers to identify data source ACLs in the 
importing database to which ACL change should be applied. 
In some embodiments, in addition to obtaining global iden 
tifiers of data sources for the secured component from the 
exporting database, addition information about how the 
secured component data was obtained from the data sources is 
also obtained from the exporting database. For example, the 
additional information may include a page number or index of 
a document from which the secured component data was 
obtained, if the Secured component is a document type, or a 
video frame number from which secured component video 
data was obtained, if the secured component is a video type. 
The additional information can be used to prevent false posi 
tive matches when importing the ACL change into the import 
ing database. 
At step 110, the information collected in steps 102, 104, 

106 (if performed), and 108 (if performed) is sent to the 
importing nexus over a data network in an ACL change mes 
sage. The ACL change message may be sent as part of a 
periodic asynchronous replication process performed by the 
exporting nexus. The exporting nexus may perform the rep 
lication process to inform the importing nexus of changes, 
including ACL changes, to the exporting database that have 
occurred since the exporting nexus last performed the repli 
cation process with the importing nexus. In some embodi 
ments, the ACL change message and the information con 
tained therein is formatted according to the eXtensible 
Markup Language (XML). However, other data encoding 
formats or other markup language formats may be used. For 
example, the ACL change message can be formatted with a 
protocol buffer. Further information on protocol buffers can 
be found on the Internet at wiki/Protocol Buffers in the 
en.wikipedia.org domain, the entire contents of which is 
hereby incorporated by reference. 

Importing Nexus Process 

FIG. 2 is a flowchart 200 of a software-implemented pro 
cess performed by an importing nexus according to an 
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embodiment of the present invention. The process may be 
performed by the importing nexus after the exporting nexus 
has sent an ACL change message to it, the ACL change 
message pertaining to an update to an ACL on a secured 
component in the exporting database. For purposes of pro 
viding clear examples, the secured component in the export 
ing database to which the ACL change message pertains is 
referred to in this section as the “exported secured compo 
nent and the data object that the exported secured component 
is a part of or associated with is referred to in this section as 
the “target data object (or target data objects). Recall that 
secured components and associated change records in the 
exporting database and the importing database may not have 
corresponding identifiers. That is, it may not be possible to 
determine solely from the identifier of a secured component 
in one of the databases which secured component in the other 
database corresponds to it. Each of the exporting database and 
the importing database may use internal non-corresponding 
identifiers for identifying secured components so that assign 
ment of identifiers to secured component does not require 
coordination between nexuses and so that the internal identi 
fiers are not required to have a minimum data (byte) length to 
ensure uniqueness across the databases. 

While steps of the importing nexus process are depicted 
and described as being performed in a certain order, Some or 
all of the steps are performed in a different order and/or 
performed concurrently with one another in other embodi 
mentS. 

At step 202, the importing nexus receives the ACL change 
network message sent to it by the exporting nexus. In some 
embodiments, the received ACL change network message 
contains a global identifier of the target data object. 
The ACL change messages contains a set of values of the 

exported secured component including a current value and 
one or more historical values of the exported secured compo 
nent ("exported values'). The exported values may be 
ordered or arranged by age with the current value being first 
(or last) in the order and the oldest value in the set of exported 
values being last (or first) in the order. 
The ACL change message also contains a set of ACLS 

associated with the exported secured component including a 
current ACL and one or more historical ACLs associated with 
the exported secured component (“exported ACLs”). The 
exported ACLS may be ordered or arranged by age with the 
current ACL being first (or last) in the order and the oldest 
ACL in the set of exported ACLs being last (or first) in the 
order. 
The ACL change message may also contain a set of com 

ponent types associated with the exported secured component 
including a current component type and one or more histori 
cal component types associated with the exported secured 
component ("exported component types'). The exported 
component types may be ordered or arranged by age with the 
current component type being first (or last) in the order and 
the oldest component type in the set of exported component 
types being last (or first) in the order. 

The ACL change message may also a set of data source 
identifiers associated with the exported secured component 
(“exported data source identifiers'). 
At step 204, the importing nexus obtains, from the import 

ing database, all values, current and historical, for all secured 
components of the target data object in the importing database 
(“candidate values'). 
At step 206, the importing nexus obtains, from the import 

ing database, all ACLS current and historical, associated with 
all secured components of the target data object in the import 
ing database (“candidate ACLs”). 
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8 
At optional step 208, the importing nexus obtains, from the 

importing database, all component types, current and histori 
cal, of all secured components of the target data object in the 
importing database ("candidate component types). 
At step 210, the target secured component from all secured 

components of the target data object in the importing database 
is identified in the importing database. Generally, this identi 
fication process proceeds by iterating over all secured com 
ponents of the target data object in the importing database 
one-by-one until the target secured component is identified 
(at which point the remaining secured components need not 
be iterated over because the target data object has been iden 
tified). For each secured component iterated over, a compari 
son is performed. The comparison involves comparing the 
exported values to the candidate values of the current secured 
component. If there is a match, then the comparison further 
involves comparing the exported ACLS to the candidate ACLS 
of the current secured component. If there is stilla match, then 
the current secured component may be identified as the target 
secured component. In some embodiments, the current 
secured component is not identified as the target secured 
component unless also there is a match between the exported 
component types and the candidate component types of the 
current secured component. 
At step 212, the ACLS, current and historical, associated 

with target secured component in the importing database are 
updated in the importing database. This updating may include 
replacing, in the importing database, all of the ACLS, current 
and historical, associated with the target secured component 
in the importing database with the current ACL from the 
exported ACLS. By doing so, all values, current and historical, 
of the target secured component in the importing database are 
protected in the importing database by the current ACL from 
the exported ACLs. 

At optional step 214, if the ACL change message contains 
the exported data source identifiers, then all ACLs in the 
importing database associated with the identified data source 
records are replaced with the current ACL from the exported 
ACLs. By doing so, all of the identified data source records 
are also protected in the importing database by the current 
ACL from the exported ACLs. 

Object-Centric Data Model 

Investigative analysis data stored in the exporting database 
or the importing database may be conceptually stored and 
organized according to an object-centric data model. FIG. 3 
illustrates an object-centric conceptual data model 300. 
Model 300 is centered on the notion of a data object 310. It 
should be noted that the particulars of the data model 300 are 
not to be confused with the particulars of how the investiga 
tive analysis data is stored in the exporting database or the 
importing database which may be varied and depend on the 
type of the database according to the requirements of the 
particular implementation at hand. For example, if the 
importing database and the exporting database are relational 
databases, then data organized according to data model 300 
may be stored in the exporting database and the importing 
database as one or more rows of one or more database tables. 
At the highest level of abstraction, a data object 310 is a 

container for information representing things in the world. 
For example, a data object 310 can represent an entity Such as 
a person, a place, an organization, or other noun. A data object 
310 can represent an event that happens at a point in time or 
for a period of time. A data object 310 can represent a docu 
ment or other unstructured data source Such as an e-mail 
message, a news report, or a written paperor article. These are 
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just some example of what a data object 310 can represent. A 
data object 310 may be associated with a unique identifier that 
uniquely identifies the data object within the exporting data 
base and the importing database. A data object 310 may also 
have a type (e.g., Person, Event, or Document) and a display 
name which may be the value of a particular property of the 
data object 310. 
A data object 310 can have or be associated with a number 

of secured components including one or more properties 312, 
one or more links 314, a linkset 316, a note 318, and media 
32O. 
A property 312 may have a type, name, and a value. Dif 

ferent types of data objects 310 may have different types of 
properties 312. For example, a Person data object 310 might 
have an Eye Color property 312 and an Event data object 310 
might have a Date property 312. In some embodiments, the 
set of data object types and the set of property types for each 
type of data object 310 supported by the exporting database 
and the importing database are defined according to a pre 
defined, user-defined, or dynamically-defined ontology or 
other hierarchical structuring of knowledge through Sub-cat 
egorization of object types and property types according to 
their relevant and/or cognitive qualities. In some embodi 
ments, the importing database and the exporting database use 
different ontologies and replication between the exporting 
nexus and the importing nexus is accomplished across the 
differing ontologies. For example, such cross-ontology 
multi-master replication may be accomplished using the tech 
niques described in related U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
13/076,804, entitled “Cross-Ontology Multi-Master Replica 
tion', and filed Mar. 31, 2011, the entire contents of which is 
hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set for herein. In 
some embodiments, data model 300 supports property mul 
tiplicity. In particular, a data object 310 may be allowed to 
have more than one property 312 of the same type. For 
example, a Person data object 310 might have multiple 
Address properties 312 or multiple Name properties 312. 
A link 314 represents a connection between two data 

objects 310. In some embodiments, the connection is either 
through a relationship, an event, or through matching prop 
erties 312. A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, Person data object A310 may be 
connected to Person data object B310 by a Child Of relation 
ship (where Person data object B 310 has an asymmetric 
Parent Of relationship to Person data object A310), a Kin Of 
symmetric relationship to Person data object C 310, and an 
asymmetric Member Of relationship to Organization data 
object X 310. The type of relationship between two data 
objects 310 may vary depending on the types of the data 
objects 310. For example, Person data object A310 may have 
an Appear In relationship with Document data objectY310 or 
have a Participate In relationship with Event data object E 
310. As an example of an event connection, two Person data 
objects 310 may be connected by an Airline Flight data object 
310 representing a particular airline flight if they traveled 
together on that flight, or by a Meeting data object 310 rep 
resenting a particular meeting if they both attended that meet 
ing. In some embodiments, when two data objects 310 are 
connected by an event, they are also connected by relation 
ships, in which each data object 310 has a specific relation 
ship to the event, such as, for example, an Appears. In rela 
tionship. As an example of a matching properties 312 
connection, two Person data objects 310 representing a 
brother and a sister, may both have an Address property 312 
that indicates where they live. If the brother and the sister live 
in the same home, then their Address properties 312 likely 
contain similar, if not identical information. In some embodi 
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10 
ments, a link 214 between two data objects 310 may be 
established based on similar or matching properties 312 of the 
data objects 310. The above are just some examples of the 
types of connections that may be represented by a link 314 
and other types of connections may be represented. Thus, it 
should be understood that embodiments of the invention are 
not limited to any particular types of connections between 
data objects 310. For example, a document might contain two 
different tagged entities. A link314 between two data objects 
310 may represent a connection between these two entities 
through their co-occurrence within the same document. 
A data object 310 can have multiple links 314 with another 

data object 310 to form a link set 316. For example, two 
Person data objects 310 representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a Spouse Of relationship, a matching 
property (Address) 312, and an event (Wedding). 
A note 318 is a piece of text associated with a data object 

310. For example, a note 318 may be free-form text entered by 
an investigator that is associated with a data object 310. 
Media 320 is arbitrary binary data such as an image, a 

video, or audio associated with a data object 310. 
Each secured component may be associated with a data 

source 322. Specifically, each property 312, each media 320, 
each note 318, and each link314 in the exporting database and 
the importing database may be associated with a data source 
322 through a data source record. A data source 322 is the 
Source of the data of the associated secured component. 
Example data sources 322 include user entered data, a docu 
ment, and a database. 

Access Control List 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating an example access 
control list (ACL) 400 according to an embodiment of the 
invention. ACL 400 may be associated with a secured com 
ponent of a data object in the exporting database or the 
importing database. The exporting database and the import 
ing database may store change records for an ACL 400 as well 
as storing change records for the secured component the ACL 
400 is associated with. By doing so, the current ACL 400 for 
a secured component can be determined as well as previous 
versions of the ACL 400 associated with the secured compo 
nent. In some embodiments, a data Source 322 is also associ 
ated with its own ACL 400 separate from the ACLS 400 
associated with the secured components that are associated 
with the data source 322. 

In some embodiments, an ACL 400 may include a set of 
Zero or more access control items (ACI) 420 and Zero or one 
classification 430. Typically, an ACL 400 will include at least 
one ACI 420 or a classification 430 or include at least one ACI 
420 and a classification 130. 

Each ACI 420 specifies a group 421 and a permission 422 
of that group 421. A group 121 may also be referred to a role. 
The group 421 of an ACI 420 identifies a set of users. The 
permission 422 of the ACI 420 identifies an operation a user 
in the group can perform on the associated secured compo 
nent or an operation the user can perform on the ACL 400. 
Non-limiting examples of a permission 422 include read, 
write, owner, create, delete, etc. 

According to some embodiments, if an ACL 400 has a 
classification 430, thenauser must beauthorized for each and 
every classification marking in the set of classification mark 
ings of the classification 430 to have any access to the asso 
ciated secured component or the ACL 400. Thus, the classi 
fication 430 overrides any permission 422 granted to the user 
that would otherwise allow the user to access the associated 
secured component or the ACL 400. 
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A classification marking is data associated with sensitive 
information in a database that indicates a necessary classifi 
cation marking a user must be authorized for in order to 
access the sensitive information. The possible classification 
markings are typically specific to a particular classification 
scheme and may be hierarchical according to authorization 
level. For example, one classification scheme may have as the 
highest classification marking, Top Secret (TS), followed by 
Secret (S), followed by Confidential (C), followed by 
Restricted (R), and finally Unclassified (U). A user authorized 
for classification marking Secret (S) can access sensitive 
information with a classification marking of Secret (S), Con 
fidential (C), Restricted (R), or Unclassified (U) but not Top 
Secret (TS). The foregoing classification markings are 
NOTIONAL ONLY and provided solely for example pur 
poses. 

Revisioning Database 

The exporting nexus and the importing nexus may use or 
implement a revisioning database system for tracking 
changes made to investigative analysis data stored in the 
exporting database and the importing database respectively. 
Thus, the exporting database and the importing database may 
each be considered to be a revisioning database. In some 
embodiments, the revisioning database system is imple 
mented as an application on top of a conventional database 
management system (not shown). For example, the database 
management system may be a relational database manage 
ment system such as those commercially available from the 
Oracle Corporation of Redwood Shores, Calif. and the 
Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, Wash. 

In one aspect, the revisioning database system differs from 
other types of database systems in that the revisioning data 
base system is capable of answering a query about the state of 
investigative analysis data stored in a revisioning database at 
a point in time in the past as opposed to only being able to 
answer a query about the current state of the investigative 
analysis data. With the revisioning database system, investi 
gative analysts can determine when a particular piece of data 
was added or edited in a revisioning database. Thus, the 
revisioning database system, as a result of its capability to 
track changes to investigative analysis data stored in a revi 
Sioning database, enables investigative analysts to determine 
what was known when. 

In Some embodiments, revisioning database system is 
capable of tracking all changes made to investigative analysis 
data over a period of time. To do so, the revisioning database 
system creates a new database change record in a revisioning 
database for every creation, edit, or deletion of a secured 
component (e.g., a property 312, a link 314, a note 318, and 
media 320), an ACL 400, and a data source 322. To track the 
ordering of the changes, the revisioning database system 
employs an always increasing logical clock that models all of 
the changes as a linear sequence of database events. The 
logical clock provides a total ordering for all changes. In 
addition, the logical clock provides atomicity for changes as 
multiple changes can occur at the same point in the linear 
sequence of database events represented by the logical clock 
(and hence be associated with the same logical clock value). 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram a illustrating an example data 
base table 500 in a revisioning database for tracking changes 
made data objects 310 according to an embodiment of the 
invention. Separate similar or analogous database tables may 
be used for tracking changes to properties 312, links 314, 
notes 318, media 320, ACLS 400, and data sources 322. 
Generally, a change record indicates the change operation 
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12 
performed (e.g., create, edit, or delete), the secured compo 
nents, ACL, or data source that was changed, and data repre 
senting the result of the change (e.g., the value created, edited, 
or deleted). 

For example, each change record 518, 520, 522. 524, and 
526 in table 500 represents a creation, edit, or deletion of a 
data object 310 or a creation, edit, or deletion of a property 
312 of a data object 310. The fields of each change record 
include a “obj comp idfield identifying the data object 310 
or property 312 that was created, edited, or deleted by the 
change, an obj_id field identifying the data object 310 that 
was created, edited, or deleted by the change, a logical clk 
field that identifies the order of the change in a total ordering 
of all changes made to the revisioning database containing 
table 500, a deleted field indicating whether the change was 
a deletion of a data object 310 or a property 312, and a 
<values D field indicating, for changes that create or edit a 
value, the value that resulted from the change or, for changes 
that delete a value, the value that was deleted. 

For example, referring to FIG. 5, at logical clock event 1, a 
data object 310 of type “Person' was created. Also at logical 
clock event 1, a “Name” property 312 of the Person data 
object 310 was created and given the value “John Smith’. 
Later, at logical clock event 2, a “Phone if property 312 of the 
object was created and given the value “415-222-1234. At 
logical clock event 3, the “Name” property 312 of the Person 
data object 310 that was created at logical clock event 2 was 
edited with the value"Jonathan Smith’. At logical clock event 
4, the “Phoneii’ property 312 that was created at logical clock 
event 3 was deleted. As a result of the changes at logical clock 
events 1, 2, and 3, the state of the object at logical clock event 
4 is an object 310 of type “Person' with the property “Name” 
312 having a value “Jonathan Smith’. 
By preserving all changes made to an object 310 in the 

form of change records, the revisioning database system is 
able to provide the state of an object 310 at a point in time in 
the past. For example, referring again to FIG. 5, it can be seen 
from change records 518, 520, and 522 that the state of the 
object with obj_id=10 at logical clock event 2 was an data 
object 310 of type “Person” with a property “Name” 312 
having a value “John Smith' and a property “Phonei 312 
having a value “415-222-1234. 

Note that while table 500 contains change records for only 
one data object 310 with an identifier of 10, table 310 could 
contain change records for multiple data objects. 

FIG. 5 illustrates but one example scheme that the revi 
Sioning database system could employ to track changes to a 
revisioning database. However, the invention should not be 
construed as being limited to only the one example scheme or 
be construed as requiring all details of the one example 
scheme. For example, instead of storing change records for all 
data objects 310 in a single table as depicted in FIG. 5, the 
change records might be stored across multiple tables. Fur 
ther, the change records may contain other fields that are not 
depicted in FIG. 5. For example, each change record may 
have an additional version field that serves as a single primary 
key for the change record as opposed to using a combination 
of the obj comp id and the logical clkfields as the pri 
mary key. 

Example Implementing Mechanism 

According to one embodiment, the techniques described 
herein are implemented by one or more special-purpose com 
puting devices. The special-purpose computing devices may 
be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include 
digital electronic devices such as one or more application 
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specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable 
gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to 
perform the techniques, or may include one or more general 
purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, portable com 
puter systems, handheld devices, networking devices or any 
other device that incorporates hard-wired and/or program 
logic to implement the techniques. 

For example, FIG. 6 illustrates a computer system upon 
which one or more embodiments may be implemented. Com 
puter system 600 includes a bus 602 or other communication 
mechanism for communicating information, and a hardware 
processor 604 coupled with bus 602 for processing informa 
tion. Hardware processor 604 may be, for example, a general 
purpose microprocessor. 

Computer system 600 also includes a main memory 606, 
Such as a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic 
storage device, coupled to bus 602 for storing information and 
instructions to be executed by processor 604. Main memory 
606 also may be used for storing temporary variables or other 
intermediate information during execution of instructions to 
be executed by processor 604. Such instructions, when stored 
in non-transitory storage media accessible to processor 604, 
render computer system 600 into a special-purpose machine 
that is customized to perform the operations specified in the 
instructions. 

Computer system 600 further includes a read only memory 
(ROM) 608 or other static storage device coupled to bus 602 
for storing static information and instructions for processor 
604. A storage device 610. Such as a magnetic disk, optical 
disk, or solid-state drive is provided and coupled to bus 602 
for storing information and instructions. 

Computer system 600 may be coupled via bus 602 to a 
display 612, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for displaying 
information to a computer user. An input device 614, includ 
ing alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 602 for 
communicating information and command selections to pro 
cessor 604. Another type of user input device is cursor control 
616. Such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 604 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 612. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. 
Computer system 600 may implement the techniques 

described herein using customized hard-wired logic, one or 
more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic which 
in combination with the computer system causes or programs 
computer system 600 to be a special-purpose machine. 
According to one embodiment, the techniques herein are 
performed by computer system 600 in response to processor 
604 executing one or more sequences of one or more instruc 
tions contained in main memory 606. Such instructions may 
be read into main memory 606 from another storage medium, 
Such as storage device 610. Execution of the sequences of 
instructions contained in main memory 606 causes processor 
604 to perform the process steps described herein. In alterna 
tive embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in place 
of or in combination with software instructions. 
The term “storage media' as used herein refers to any 

non-transitory media that store data and/or instructions that 
cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. Such storage 
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media may comprise non-volatile media and/or volatile 
media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical 
disks, magnetic disks, or Solid-state drives, such as storage 
device 610. Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as 
main memory 606. Common forms of storage media include, 
for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid 
state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage 
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, 
any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a 
PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any 
other memory chip or cartridge. 

Storage media is distinct from but may be used in conjunc 
tion with transmission media. Transmission media partici 
pates in transferring information between storage media. For 
example, transmission media includes coaxial cables, copper 
wire and fiber optics, including the wires that comprise bus 
602. Transmission media can also take the form of acoustic or 
light waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and 
infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or 
more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 604 
for execution. For example, the instructions may initially be 
carried on a magnetic disk or Solid-state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer can load the instructions into 
its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a tele 
phone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 600 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 602. Bus 602 carries the data to main memory 606, 
from which processor 604 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 606 may 
optionally be stored on storage device 610 either before or 
after execution by processor 604. 
Computer system 600 also includes a communication 

interface 618 coupled to bus 602. Communication interface 
618 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a 
network link 620 that is connected to a local network 622. For 
example, communication interface 618 may be an integrated 
services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite 
modem, or a modem to provide a data communication con 
nection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another 
example, communication interface 618 may be a local area 
network (LAN) card to provide a data communication con 
nection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links may also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 618 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
Network link 620 typically provides data communication 

through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link 620 may provide a connection through 
local network 622 to a host computer 624 or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 626. ISP 
626 in turn provides data communication services through the 
world wide packet data communication network now com 
monly referred to as the “Internet' 628. Local network 622 
and Internet 628 both use electrical, electromagnetic or opti 
cal signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through 
the various networks and the signals on network link 620 and 
through communication interface 618, which carry the digital 
data to and from computer system 600, are example forms of 
transmission media. 
Computer system 600 can send messages and receive data, 

including program code, through the network(s), network 
link 620 and communication interface 618. In the Internet 
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example, a server 630 might transmit a requested code for an 
application program through Internet 628, ISP 626, local 
network 622 and communication interface 618. 
The received code may be executed by processor 604 as it 

is received, and/or stored in storage device 610, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. 

Extensions and Alternatives 

In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the inven 
tion have been described with reference to numerous specific 
details that may vary from implementation to implementa 
tion. The specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be 
regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense. The 
sole and exclusive indicator of the scope of the invention, and 
what is intended by the applicants to be the scope of the 
invention, is the literal and equivalent scope of the set of 
claims that issue from this application, in the specific form in 
which such claims issue, including any Subsequent correc 
tion. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A system comprising: 
one or more computing devices configured to execute a 

first nexus that operates on a first database; 
one or more computing devices configured to execute a 

second nexus that operates on a second database; 
the first nexus configured: 

to store first value data in the first database, the first value 
data comprising a current value and one or more his 
torical values of a first secured component of a data 
object, the first secured component associated in the 
first database with a first secured component identi 
fier, the data object associated in the first database 
with a data object identifier; 

to store first access control list data in the first database, 
the first access control list data comprising a current 
access control list and one or more historical access 
control lists governing, with respect to the first data 
base, access to the current value and the one or more 
historical values of the first secured component; and 

to send one or more network messages to the second 
nexus, the one or more network messages comprising 
the data object identifier, the first value data, and the 
first access control list data; 

the second nexus configured: 
to store second value data in the second database, the 

second value data comprising a current value and one 
or more historical values of a second secured compo 
nent of the data object, the second secured component 
associated in the second database with a second 
secured component identifier that is different than the 
first secured component identifier, the data object 
associated in the second database with the data object 
identifier; 

to store second access control list data in the second 
database, the second access control list data compris 
ing a current access control list and one or more his 
torical access control lists governing, with respect to 
the second database, access to the current value and 
the one or more historical values of the second 
secured component; 

to receive the one or more network messages; 
to compare the first value data to the second value data; 
to compare the first access controllist data to the second 

access control list data; and 
responsive to determining that the first value data 

matches the second value data and the first access 
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16 
controllist data matches the second access controllist 
data, to replace, in the second database, each of the 
current access control list and the one or more histori 
cal access controllists in the second access controllist 
data with the current access control list from the first 
access control list data. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein change records for the 
first secured component are identified in the first database 
using a first identifier, wherein change records for the second 
secured component are identified in the second database 
using a second identifier, wherein the first identifier cannot be 
used to identify, in the second database, change records for 
the second secured component, and wherein the second iden 
tifier cannot be used to identify, in the first database, change 
records for the first secured component. 

3. The system of claim 1: 
wherein the first nexus is further configured: 

to store first component type data in the first database, 
the first component type data comprising a current 
component type and one or more historical compo 
nent types of the first secured component; and 

to send one or more network messages to the second 
nexus, the one or more network messages comprising 
an identifier of the data object, the first value data, the 
first access control list data, and the first component 
type data; 

wherein the second nexus is further configured: 
to store second component type data in the second data 

base, the second component type data comprising a 
current component type and one or more historical 
component types of the second secured component; 

to compare the first component type data with the second 
component type data; and 

responsive to determining that the first value data 
matches the second value data, the first access control 
list data matches the second access control list data, 
and the first component type data matches the second 
component type data, to replace, in the second access 
control list data in the second database, each of the 
current access control list and the one or more histori 
cal access controllists in the second access controllist 
data with the current access control list from the first 
access control list data. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the first secured compo 
nent and the second secured component are both properties of 
the data object, the first secured component and the second 
secured component having the same property name. 

5. The system of claim 1, wherein each access control list 
in the first access control list data comprises one or more 
access control items, each access control item comprising a 
user or a group of users and one or more permissions of the 
user or the group of users with respect to the first secured 
component, and wherein each access controllist in the second 
access control list data comprises one or more access control 
items, each access control item comprising a user or a group 
ofusers and one or more permissions of the user or the group 
of users with respect to the second secured component. 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the first secured compo 
nent is a property, a note, or media, and wherein the second 
secured component is a property, a note, or media. 

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the first nexus is config 
ured to store the first value data in one or more first change 
records in the first database, each change record of the one or 
more first change records corresponding to the current value 
or one of the one or more historical values of the first secured 
component, and wherein the second nexus is configured to 
store the second value data in one or more change records in 
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the second database, each change record of the one or more 
second change records corresponding to the current value or 
one of the one or more historical values of the second secured 
component. 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the first nexus is config 
ured to format the one or more network messages using an 
eXtensible Markup Language (XML) or a protocol buffer. 

9. The system of claim 1, wherein the current access con 
trol list of the second access control data is the same as the 
current access control list of the first access control data; and 
wherein the second nexus is configured to store the current 
access controllist of the first access control data in the second 
database as the current access controllist of the second access 
control data in response to receiving the one or more network 
messages. 

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the current value of the 
second value data is the same as the current value of the first 
value data; and wherein the second nexus is configured to 
store the current value of the first value data in the second 
database as the current value of the second value data in 
response to receiving the one or more network messages. 

11. A method comprising: 
a first nexus that operates on a first database performing the 

steps of: 
storing first value data in the first database, the first value 

data comprising a current value and one or more his 
torical values of a first secured component of a data 
object, the first secured component associated in the 
first database with a first secured component identi 
fier, the data object associated in the first database 
with a data object identifier; 

storing first access control list data in the first database, the 
first access control list data comprising a current access 
controllist and one or more historical access controllists 
governing, with respect to the first database, access to 
the current value and the one or more historical values of 
the first secured component; and 

sending one or more network messages to the second 
nexus, the one or more network messages comprising an 
identifier of the data object, the first value data, and the 
first access control list data; 

a second nexus that operates on a second database perform 
ing the steps of 
storing second value data in the second database, the 

second value data comprising a current value and one 
or more historical values of a second secured compo 
nent of the data object, the second secured component 
associated in the second database with a second 
secured component identifier that is different than the 
first secured component identifier, the data object 
associated in the second database with the data object 
identifier; 

storing second access control list data in the second 
database, the second access control list data compris 
ing a current access control list and one or more his 
torical access control lists governing, with respect to 
the second database, access to the current value and 
the one or more historical values of the second 
secured component; 

receiving the one or more network messages; 
comparing the first value data to the second value data; 
comparing the first access control list data to the second 

access control list data; and 
responsive to determining that the first value data 

matches the second value data and the first access 
controllist data matches the second access controllist 
data, replacing, in the second database, each of the 
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18 
current access control list and the one or more histori 
cal access controllists in the second access controllist 
data with the current access control list from the first 
access control list data. 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein change records for the 
first secured component are identified in the first database 
using a first identifier, wherein change records for the second 
secured component are identified in the second database 
using a second identifier, wherein the first identifier cannot be 
used to identify, in the second database, change records for 
the second secured component, and wherein the second iden 
tifier cannot be used to identify, in the first database, change 
records for the first secured component. 

13. The method of claim 11, further comprising: 
the first nexus performing the steps of: 

storing first component type data in the first database, the 
first component type data comprising a current com 
ponent type and one or more historical component 
types of the first secured component; 

sending one or more network messages to the second 
nexus, the one or more network messages comprising 
an identifier of the data object, the first value data, the 
first access control list data, and the first component 
type data; 

the second nexus performing the steps of: 
storing second component type data in the second data 

base, the second component type data comprising a 
current component type and one or more historical 
component types of the second secured component; 

comparing the first component type data with the second 
component type data; 

responsive to determining that the first value data 
matches the second value data, the first access control 
list data matches the second access control list data, 
and the first component type data matches the second 
component type data, replacing, in the second access 
control list data in the second database, each of the 
current access control list and the one or more histori 
cal access controllists in the second access controllist 
data with the current access control list from the first 
access control list data. 

14. The method of claim 11, wherein the first secured 
component and the second secured component are both prop 
erties of the data object, the first secured component and the 
second secured component having the same property name. 

15. The method of claim 11, wherein each access control 
list in the first access control list data comprises one or more 
access control items, each access control item comprising a 
user or a group of users and one or more permissions of the 
user or the group of users with respect to the first secured 
component, and wherein each access controllist in the second 
access control list data comprises one or more access control 
items, each access control item comprising a user or a group 
ofusers and one or more permissions of the user or the group 
of users with respect to the second secured component. 

16. The method of claim 11, wherein the first secured 
component is a property, a note, or media, and wherein the 
second secured component is a property, a note, or media. 

17. The method of claim 11, wherein the first nexus is 
configured to store the first value data in one or more first 
change records in the first database, each change record of the 
one or more first change records corresponding to the current 
value or one of the one or more historical values of the first 
secured component, and wherein the second nexus is config 
ured to store the second value data in one or more change 
records in the second database, each change record of the one 
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or more second change records corresponding to the current 
value or one of the one or more historical values of the second 
secured component. 

18. The method of claim 11, wherein the first nexus is 
configured to format the one or more network messages using 5 
an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) or a protocol buffer. 

19. The method of claim 11, wherein the current access 
controllist of the second access control data is the same as the 
current access control list of the first access control data; and 
wherein the second nexus is configured to store the current 10 
access controllist of the first access control data in the second 
database as the current access controllist of the second access 
control data in response to receiving the one or more network 
messages. 

20. The method of claim 11, wherein the current value of 15 
the second value data is the same as the current value of the 
first value data; and wherein the second nexus is configured to 
store the current value of the first value data in the second 
database as the current value of the second value data in 
response to receiving the one or more network messages. 2O 

k k k k k 
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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR 
INCREMENTALLY REPLICATING 
INVESTIGATIVE ANALYSS DATA 

FIELD 

A system and method are disclosed which generally relate 
to replication of database data, and more particularly to a 
system and method of incrementally replicating investigative 
analysis data. 

GENERAL BACKGROUND 

Making investigative decisions, especially those that have 
the potentially to impact lives and communities, requires 
access to up-to-date and accurate investigative information. 
Unfortunately, investigative information is often spread 
across multiple databases, computers, geographies, and 
clearance levels. For investigative organizations such as intel 
ligence, defense, and law enforcement organizations to be 
Successful, they need ways to share and find information 
quickly so that critical decisions can be made in time for them 
to have impact. 
One complication to sharing investigative data between 

investigative teams is that some of teams may be located in 
geographic locations where network connectivity is unreli 
able or impractical. For example, a forward deployed military 
unit may have only periodic access to a satellite-based net 
work. Thus, Solutions for sharing data that presume highly 
available network connectivity may be inadequate or ineffi 
cient. 

Currently, there exist commercial software products for 
replicating database data between distributed database 
instances. These software products, for example, allow an 
administrator to export database data from a first database 
instance, copy the exported database data to a second data 
base instance, and once copied, import the exported database 
data into the second database instance. This process of repli 
cating database data can be tedious, time-consuming, or unre 
liable, especially when the data network connecting the first 
and second instances is unreliable and the amount of exported 
database data is large. 

SUMMARY 

The following is a Summary of various aspects realizable 
according to various embodiments of the system and method 
of incrementally replicating investigative analysis data 
according to the present disclosure. It is provided as an intro 
duction to assist those skilled in the art to more rapidly assimi 
late the details of the disclosure and does not and is not 
intended in any way to limit the scope of the claims that are 
appended hereto. 

In one aspect, a method of incrementally replicating inves 
tigative analysis data is disclosed along with a system for 
performing the same. The method and system provide the 
ability to break a data replication job into multiple “replica 
tion chunks' which can be exported and imported separately. 
By doing so, the method and system can efficiently replicate 
large numbers of data object changes over an unreliable data 
network. 
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2 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

By way of example, reference will now be made to the 
accompanying drawings. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a distributed com 
puter system for incrementally replicating investigative 
analysis data. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an investigative 
analysis computer system. 

FIG. 3 illustrates an object-centric data model. 
FIG. 4 illustrates a table of a revisioning database. 
FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating a computer-implemented 

process for incrementally replicating investigative analysis 
data. 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating an incremental rep 
lication plan. 

FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a computer-implemented 
process for executing an incremental replication job. 

FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a computer-implemented 
process for importing a replication chunk of an incremental 
replication job. 

FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a computer system on which 
embodiments of the present invention may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Introduction 
A system and method of incrementally replicating investi 

gative analysis data is disclosed herein. In one embodiment, 
the term “investigative analysis data generally refers to any 
database data meaningful to an investigative organization. 
Investigative analysis data includes, but is not limited to, 
database data that represents people, places, things, events, 
documents, media, notes, properties, taken alone and in any 
combination thereof. 

In one embodiment, a method and system are disclosed for 
incrementally replicating investigative analysis data from an 
exporting investigative analysis system (“exporting system') 
to an importing investigative analysis system (“importing 
system'). The exporting system and the importing system 
may be operatively coupled by an unreliable data network 
Such as a data network with high latency, low bandwidth, 
and/or intermittent or periodic availability. 

In some embodiments, the exporting system receives a user 
command to establish an incremental data replication rela 
tionship with the importing system and responds by creating 
an incremental data replication plan. The plan represents an 
incremental data replication job that is to be performed by the 
exporting system to replicate, to the importing system, 
changes to investigative data objects that the exporting sys 
tem knows about that the exporting system determines the 
importing system does not yet know about. The number of 
changes to replicate may be large (e.g., on the order of hun 
dreds of millions). For example, it may have been some time 
since a last replication exchange between exporting system 
and the importing system during which a large number of data 
objects changes were made by the exporting system. Among 
other information, the plan specifies the number of replication 
chunks that the incremental replication job is broken down 
into. After the plan is created, the exporting system separately 
exports each replication chunk to the importing system 
according to a user-configurable exportation schedule. For 
example, the exportation schedule can be configured to 
accommodate periodic data network availability or to avoid 
exporting replication chunks during peak usage times of the 
exporting or importing systems. Depending on the exporta 
tion schedule and the number of replication chunks, perfor 
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mance of the incremental replication job can span minutes, 
hours, days, or longer. During performance of the incremental 
replication job, the exporting system can continue to make 
changes to data objects. This is facilitated by an always 
increasing logical clock maintained at the exporting system 
that provides a total ordering for all data object changes made 
by the exporting system. When creating the incremental rep 
lication plan, the exporting system records a current logic 
clock value in the plan. The recorded value represents the 
most recent data object change that will be included in a 
replication chunk of the replication job ("maximum export 
logical clock value'). When exporting replication chunks of 
the replication job, the exporting system includes only data 
object changes associated with logic clock values that are less 
than or equal to the maximum export logical clock value. By 
doing so, the exporting system provides a consistent 'snap 
shot' view of data object changes to the importing system in 
the replication chunks. At the same time, the exporting system 
can make additional data object changes without affecting 
this consistent view. Such additional data object changes can 
be replicated to the importing system in a Subsequent repli 
cation job. 

Distributed Investigative Analysis Computer System 
FIG. 1 illustrates a system for incrementally replicating 

investigative analysis data. A distributed investigative analy 
sis computer system 10 includes an exporting investigative 
analysis computer system (“exporting system') 12 and an 
importing investigative analysis computer system (“import 
ing system') 14. In replication examples described below, 
investigative analysis data is exported by investigative analy 
sis computer system 12 and imported by investigative analy 
sis computer system 14. Hence, investigative analysis com 
puter system 12 is labeled the “exporting system” and 
investigative analysis computer system 14 is labeled the 
“importing system'. However, the examples could just have 
easily involved investigative analysis data exported by inves 
tigative analysis computer system 14 and imported by inves 
tigative analysis computer system 12. Further, investigative 
analysis computer system 12 can also function as an import 
ing system and investigative analysis computer system 14 can 
also function as an exporting system. Thus, investigative 
analysis computer system 12 can import investigative analy 
sis data as well as export investigative analysis data. Simi 
larly, investigative analysis computer system 14 can export 
investigative analysis data as well import investigative analy 
sis data. 

In distributed investigative analysis system 10, exporting 
system 12 and importing system 14 may be operatively 
coupled to each other by unreliable data network 16. Data 
network 16 may be unreliable in the sense that it is only 
periodically or intermittently available (i.e., not highly-avail 
able), has high network communication latency, and/or has 
low network communication bandwidth. For example, data 
network 16 may be unreliable in that a user would find it 
frustrating or impractical to use for purposes of Surfing the 
Internet. 

Investigative Analysis Computer System 
FIG. 2 illustrates an investigative analysis computer sys 

tem 100 which may be used as exporting system 12 and 
importing system 14 in distributed investigative analysis 
computer system 10. That is, an instance of investigative 
analysis computer system 100 may be used as exporting 
system 12 and another separate instance of investigative 
analysis computer system 100 may be used as importing 
system 14. Both instances may be operatively coupled to each 
other by unreliable data network 16. 
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4 
Investigative analysis computer system 100 includes one or 

more analyst clients 102, one or more analysis servers 104, 
and a revisioning database 106. Clients 102 connect to analy 
sis servers 104 to conduct various investigative analysis and 
management operations on investigative analysis data stored 
in revisioning database 106. Investigative analysis operations 
include commanding analysis servers 104 to create, read, 
update, and delete investigative analysis data stored in revi 
Sioning database 106. Management operations include con 
figuring analysis servers 104 for incremental data replication 
as described in hereinafter. 

In some embodiments, investigative analysis and manage 
ment operations are conducted by users of clients 102 through 
a graphical user interface (GUI) or web browser-based user 
interface presented at clients 102. Such presentation may be 
driven by analysis servers 104, for example, through delivery 
of user interface and investigative analysis data according to 
standardized networking protocols and presentation formats 
such as the HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP), the Secure 
HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTPS), the HyperText 
Markup Language (HTML), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), 
JavaScript, etc. In other embodiments, operations are con 
ducted by users through a command line interface (CLI) 
available at clients 102 or on servers 104. 

In one embodiment, the system 100 is embodied in a single 
computing device Such as a laptop computer. In another 
embodiment, the system 100 is embodied in multiple com 
puting devices such as one or more personal or workstation 
computing devices for the analysts’ clients 102, one or more 
server computing devices for the analysis servers 104, and 
one or more server computing devices for the revisioning 
database 106. In some embodiments, one of the exporting 
system 12 or the importing system 14 is embodied in a single 
computing device Such as a laptop computer and the other is 
embodied in multiple computing devices. This embodiment 
may represent a situation in which, for example, investigative 
analysis data is being shared between a team of analysts at a 
hub location such as a central office within the organization 
and an analyst, or team of analysts, in the field Such as at a 
forward operating location. 

Object-Centric Data Model 
Investigative analysis data stored in revisioning database 

106 may be conceptually stored and organized according to 
an object-centric data model. FIG. 3 illustrates an object 
centric conceptual data model 108. Model 108 is centered on 
the notion of a data object 110. At the highest level of abstrac 
tion, a data object 110 is a container for information repre 
senting things in the world. For example, a data object 110 can 
represent an entity Such as a person, a place, an organization, 
or other noun. A data object 110 can represent an event that 
happens at a point in time or for a period of time. A data object 
110 can represent a document or other unstructured data 
Source Such as an e-mail message, a news report, or a written 
paper or article. These are just some example of what a data 
object 110 can represent. A data object 110 may be associated 
with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data object 
to the investigative analysis computer system 100 among 
other data objects 110. A data object 110 may also have a type 
(e.g., Person, Event, or Document) and a display name which 
may be the value of a particular property of the data object 
110. 
A data object 110 may have one or more properties 112. A 

property 112 is an attribute of a data object 110that represents 
an individual data item. A property 112 may have a type and 
a value. Different types of data objects 110 may have different 
types of properties 112. For example, a Person data object 110 
might have an Eye Color property and an Event data object 
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110 might have a Date property. In one embodiment, the set of 
data object types and the set of property types for each type of 
data object supported by the investigative analysis system 100 
are defined according to a pre-defined, user-defined, or 
dynamically-defined ontology or other hierarchical structur 
ing of knowledge through Sub-categorization of object types 
and property types according to their relevant and/or cogni 
tive qualities. In addition, data model 108 may support prop 
erty multiplicity. In particular, a data object 110 may be 
allowed to have more than one property 112 of the same type. 
For example, a Person data object might have multiple 
Address properties or multiple Name properties. 
A link 114 represents a connection between two data 

objects 110. In one embodiment, the connection is either 
through a relationship, an event, or through matching prop 
erties. A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, Person data object A may be con 
nected to Person data object B by a Child Of relationship 
(where Person data object B has an asymmetric Parent Of 
relationship to Person data object A), a Kin Of symmetric 
relationship to Person data object C, and an asymmetric 
Member Of relationship to Organization data object X. The 
type of relationship between two data objects may vary 
depending on the types of the data objects. For example, 
Person data object A may have an Appear In relationship with 
Document data object Y or have a Participate In relationship 
with Event data object E. As an example of an event connec 
tion, two Person data objects may be connected by an Airline 
Flight data object representing a particular airline flight if 
they traveled together on that flight, or by a Meeting data 
object representing a particular meeting if they both attended 
that meeting. In one embodiment, when two data objects are 
connected by an event, they are also connected by relation 
ships, in which each object has a specific relationship to the 
event, such as, for example, an Appears. In relationship. As an 
example of a matching properties connection, two Person 
data objects representing a brother and a sister, may both have 
an Address property that indicates where they live. If the 
brother and the sister live in the same home, then their 
Address properties likely contain similar, if not identical 
information. In one embodiment, a link 114 between two data 
objects may be established based on similar or matching 
properties of the data objects. The above are just some 
examples of the types of connections that may be represented 
by a link 114 and other types of connections may be repre 
sented. Thus, it should be understood that embodiments of the 
invention are not limited to any particular types of connec 
tions between data objects 110. For example, a document 
might contain two different tagged entities. A link 114 
between two data objects 110 may represent a connection 
between these two entities through their co-occurrence within 
the same document. 
A data object 110 can have multiple links 114 with another 

data object 110 to form a link set 116. For example, two 
Person data objects representing a husband and a wife could 
be linked through a Spouse Of relationship, a matching prop 
erty (Address), and an event (Wedding). 

Revisioning Database System 
Investigative analysis computer system 100 employs a 

revisioning database system for tracking changes made to 
investigative analysis data stored in revisioning database 106. 
In some embodiments, the revisioning database system is 
implemented by analysis servers 104 as an application on top 
of a conventional database management system (not shown). 
For example, the database management system may be a 
relational database management system Such as those com 
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6 
mercially available from the Oracle Corporation of Redwood 
Shores, Calif. and the Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, 
Wash. 

In one aspect, the revisioning database system differs from 
other types of database systems in that the revisioning data 
base system is capable of answering a query about the state of 
investigative analysis data stored in revisioning database 106 
at a point in time in the past as opposed to only being able to 
answer a query about the current state of the investigative 
analysis data. With the revisioning database system, investi 
gative analysts can determine when a particular piece of data 
was added or edited in revisioning database 106. Thus, the 
revisioning database system, as a result of its capability to 
track changes to investigative analysis data stored in the revi 
Sioning database 106, enables investigative analysts to deter 
mine what was known when. 

In one embodiment, revisioning database system is capable 
of tracking all changes made to investigative analysis data 
over a period of time. To do so, the revisioning database 
system creates a new database change record in revisioning 
database 106 for every creation, edit, or deletion of a data 
object 110, property 112, or link 114, thereby creating a 
historical record of all changes. To track the ordering of the 
changes, the revisioning database system employs an always 
increasing logical clock that models all of the changes as a 
linear sequence of database events. The logical clock pro 
vides a total ordering for all changes. In addition, the logical 
clock provides atomicity for changes as multiple changes can 
occur at the same point in the linear sequence of database 
events represented by the logical clock (and hence be associ 
ated with the same logical clock value). 

FIG. 4 illustrates tracking changes made to revisioning 
database 106 by an example and according to an embodiment 
of the invention. As shown in FIG. 4, each record 118, 120, 
122, 124, and 126 in table 128 represents a creation, edit, or 
deletion of a data object 110 or a creation, edit, or deletion of 
a property 122 of a data object 110. The fields of each change 
record include a 'ob comp id field identifying the data 
object 110 or property 112 that was created, edited, or deleted 
by the change, an obj idfield identifying the data object 110 
that was created, edited, or deleted by the change, a 
logical clk’ field that identifies the order of the change in a 
total ordering of all changes made to revisioning database 
106, a deleted field indicating whether the change was a 
deletion of a data object 110 or a property 112, and a <val 
ues> field indicating, for changes that create or edit a value, 
the value that resulted from the change or, for changes that 
delete a value, the value that was deleted. 

For example, referring to FIG.4, at logical clock event 1, a 
data object 110 of type “Person' was created. Also at logical 
clock event 1, a “Name” property of the data object was 
created and given the value “John Smith’. Later, at logical 
clock event 2, a “Phone if property of the object was created 
and given the value"415-222-1234. At logical clock event 3, 
the “Name” property of the object that was created at logical 
clock event 2 was edited with the value"Jonathan Smith’. At 
logical clock event 4, the “Phone if property that was created 
at logical clock event 3 was deleted. As a result of the changes 
at logical clock events 1, 2, and 3, the state of the object at 
logical clock event 4 is an object 110 of type “Person' with 
the property “Name” having a value “Jonathan Smith'. 
By preserving all changes made to an object 110 in the 

form of change records, the revisioning database system is 
able to provide the state of an object 110 at a point in time in 
the past. For example, referring again to FIG.4, it can be seen 
from change records 118, 120, and 122 that the state of the 
object with obj_id=10 at logical clock event 2 was an object 
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110 of type “Person' with a property “Name” having a value 
“John Smith' and a property “Phonei having a value “415 
222-1234. 

Note that while table 128 contains change records for only 
one data object with an identifier of 10, table 128 could 
contain change records for multiple data objects. 

FIG. 4 illustrates but one example scheme that the revi 
Sioning database system could employ to track changes to 
revisioning database 106. However, the invention should not 
be construed as being limited to only the one example scheme 
or be construed as requiring all details of the one example 
scheme. For example, instead of storing change records for all 
data objects in a single table as depicted in FIG. 4, the change 
records might be stored across multiple tables. Further, the 
change records may contain other fields that are not depicted 
in FIG. 4. For example, each change record may have an 
additional version field that serves as a single primary key for 
the change record as opposed to using a combination of the 
ob comp id and the logical clk fields as the primary key. 
Process for Incremental Data Replication 
FIG. 5 is a process for incrementally replication investiga 

tive data from an exporting system to an importing system. 
The process may be performed by one or more computing 
devices. For example, the process may be performed by one 
or more analysis servers 104 of exporting system 20. 
At step 502, the exporting system receives a command 

from a user to execute an incremental replication job. The 
command may be provided by the user through a graphical 
user interface Such as a graphical user interface presented at 
an analyst client 102, for example. Alternatively, the com 
mand may be provided by the user through a command line 
interface at an analyst client 102 or at an analysis server 104. 
as some examples. 

In some embodiments, the command includes a specifica 
tion of an identifier of the importing system that the exporting 
system is to export investigative analysis data to. The speci 
fication can be any identifier that the exporting system can use 
to identity the importing system. For example, the identifier 
can be a network address, domain name, or assigned identifier 
of the importing system. 

In some embodiments, the command includes a specifica 
tion of a replication chunk size. The specification can be a 
number that represents the maximum number of replication 
chunks to divide the incremental data replication job into. 
Alternatively, the specification can be a number that repre 
sents the maximum number of data objects to include change 
data for in a replication chunk of the incremental data repli 
cation job. As yet another possible alternative, the specifica 
tion can be a maximum number of replication chunks to 
divide the incremental replication job into. As used herein, the 
term "change data refers broadly to data representing a 
change to a data object. Change data can include the data of 
the change itself (e.g., the values that were created, edited, or 
deleted) and any associated metadata. Such metadata may 
include information representing the version of the change 
and may include, for example, logical clock values and vector 
clock information for determining causality of the change 
with respect to other changes made to the data object at the 
importing system. 
The command may also include a specification of an expor 

tation schedule. The specification may include a start time 
when the exporting system is to begin execution of the incre 
mental data replication job. For example, the user may specify 
a start time that is in the middle of the night or other time when 
the exporting system or the importing system is not being 
heavily used. As another example, the start time may corre 
spond to when network connectivity between the exporting 
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system and the importing system is expected to be available. 
For example, if the network connectivity is satellite-based, 
then the start time may correspond to when the satellite is in 
range of the exporting system or the importing system. 
At step 504, the exporting system creates an incremental 

data replication plan for the incremental data replication job. 
The plan may be stored persistently such as in revisioning 
database 106 or other non-volatile data storage medium so 
that it is not lost in the event of power failure or other failure 
of the exporting system. By persistently storing the plan, the 
exporting system can resume the incremental data replication 
job from the stored plan after a failure. For example, if some 
but not all of the chunks were successfully exported or all 
chunks were successfully exported but not all chunks were 
Successfully received by the importing system, the missing or 
failed chunks can be exported individually. Accordingly, in 
Some embodiments, a received command to execute an incre 
mental replication job specifies one or more particular chunks 
to export. The exporting system then exports the specified 
chunks based on the previously stored plan. 
Example Incremental Data Replication Plan 
FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating an incremental data 

replication plan according to an embodiment of the present 
invention. As mentioned, data representing an incremental 
replication plan may be persistently stored in non-volatile 
data storage media, for example, as one or more rows in one 
or more database tables. During job execution, data represent 
ing an incremental replication plan may also be stored in 
Volatile computer memory, for example, as one or more data 
structures or software objects. 
As shown, plan 130, representing an incremental data rep 

lication job, includes a unique plan identifier 132, a Snapshot 
time 134, the number 136 of replication chunks the job is 
divided into, an identifier 136 of the importing system, and 
one or more specifications 138A-N of the replication chunk, 
one for each of the number 136 of replication chunks. 

Plan identifier 132 may be any identifier that the exporting 
system and importing system can use to refer to oridentify the 
corresponding replication job represented by the plan 130. 

Snapshot time 134 is a current logical clock value from 
exporting system's logical clock used by the exporting sys 
tem to provide a total ordering of changes to data objects 
made by the exporting system. Snapshot time 134 may be 
obtained from the logical clock in response to receiving the 
command to execute the incremental data replication job for 
which plan 130 is created. By recording snapshot time 134 in 
plan 130, ongoing changes can be made to investigative 
analysis data by the exporting system without affecting which 
changes will be included in the incremental data replication 
job. 
As mentioned, peer system identifier 138 is an identifier of 

the importing system that exporting system will be exporting 
changes to in the incremental replication job represented by 
plan 130. 
As mentioned, the incremental data replication job is 

divided into the number 136 of replication chunks based on 
the replication chunk size information specified in the com 
mand to execute the job. Plan 130 also includes a replication 
chunk specification 140 for each of the number 136 of repli 
cation chunks. Each replication chunk specification 140 
includes a chunk identifier 142, a minimum data object iden 
tifier 144, a maximum data object identifier 146, and a com 
plete flag 148. 

In some embodiments, the replication chunks of the job 
represented by plan 130 are ordered. The chunk identifier 142 
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indicates the order of the corresponding replication chunk. 
For example, the chunk identifier 142 can be an ordinal num 
ber Such as 1, 2, 3, etc. 
Minimum data object identifier 144 specifies the lowest 

valued identifier of all data objects for which change data will 
be included in the corresponding replication chunk. Maxi 
mum data object identifier 146 specifies the highest value 
identifier of all data objects for which change data will be 
included in the corresponding replication chunk. 

Complete flag 148 is used by the exporting system to track 
if the corresponding replication chunk has been exported. 
Complete flag 148 is initially set to Zero, false, or other similar 
value. After the corresponding replication chunk has been 
successfully exported, which may or may not be after the 
importing system has imported or even received the replica 
tion chunk, the exporting system sets the complete flag 148 to 
one, true, or other similar value. 

Return to the process of FIG. 5, at step 506, the exporting 
system executes the incremental replication job according to 
the plan created at step 504. The exporting system may start 
execution at the start time specified in the command received 
at step 502. If no start time is specified in the command, then 
the exporting system may start execution of the job immedi 
ately or in response to a future triggering of the job. For 
example, after the plan is created at step 504, a user may 
interact with a graphical user interface or a command line 
interface to command the exporting system to start execution 
of the job. As an alternative to a user interacting with a user 
interface, a script or cron job may be used to trigger execution 
of the job at a point in the future after the plan is created at step 
SO4. 

Example Incremental Replication Job Execution 
FIG. 7 is a flow diagram illustrating a process performed by 

the exporting system for executing an incremental replication 
job from an incremental replication plan according to an 
embodiment of the invention. The process illustrated in FIG. 
6 may be performed as part of step 506 of the process illus 
trated in FIG. 5 for performing an incremental data replica 
tion. The process illustrated in FIG. 6 may be performed by 
one or more computing devices. For example, the process 
illustrated in FIG.6 may be performed by one or more analy 
sis servers 104 of the exporting system. 
As shown steps 702, 704, and 706 are performed for each 

replication chunk specification in the incremental data repli 
cation plan. For example, step 702, 704, and 706 may be 
performed by the exporting system for each replication chunk 
specification 140 in a plan 130. Further, steps 702. 704, and 
706 are performed for each replication chunk specification in 
the order of their assigned replication chunk identifiers. For 
example, steps 702, 704, and 706 may be performed by the 
exporting system for each replication chunk specification 140 
in a plan 130 in order of the respective chunk identifiers 142. 

At step 702, change data for the data objects included in the 
current replication chunk are collected from the revisioning 
database at the exporting system. Generally, this involves the 
exporting system reading change records from the revision 
ing database corresponding to changes to data objects 
included in the replication chunk that are associated with 
logical clock values that are less than or equal to the Snapshot 
time recorded in the incremental data replication plan. For 
example, for the current replication chunk specification 140, 
exporting system may read all records from table 128 where 
ob id is greater than or equal to minimum data object iden 
tifier 144 and obj lid is less than or equal to maximum data 
object identifier 146 and where logical clk is less than or 
equal to snapshot time 134. This filter may be further refined 
to exclude change records that exporting system “knows the 
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10 
importing system has already received. Such knowledge by 
exporting system can be based on previous replication 
exchanges between the exporting system and the importing 
system. For example, the importing system may provide ver 
sion vector information and/or acknowledgement vector 
information to the exporting system in Such replication 
exchanges that indicate the version of investigative analysis 
data the importing system has in its revisioning database at 
the time of the exchanges. Note the knowledge the exporting 
system has about the importing system may be out-of-date at 
the time the exporting system executes the incremental rep 
lication job. This may be because the importing system has 
received and imported change data from other investigative 
analysis systems since the last replication exchange between 
the exporting system and the importing system. In this case, 
the exporting system may send change data for data object 
changes in the incremental data replication that the importing 
system has previously received and considered. In some 
embodiments, the importing system simply discards the 
duplicate change data. 

In some embodiments, change data collected for inclusion 
in a replication chunk includes change data for revisioning 
database entities that depend on multiple data objects depend 
on that multiple data objects depend on. For example, a link 
114 that is changed may depend on two data objects 110. As 
another example, multiple data objects 110 may depend on a 
data source. In this context, a data source represents a file, 
database, a document, or other source of information that 
backs one or more data objects 110 and provides a lineage for 
the source of information that forms one or more data objects 
110. In some embodiments, where change data Such as for a 
link depends on change data for one or more data objects to be 
exported as part of the replication job, the dependent change 
data is included in same chunk as the chunk that includes the 
last of the one or more data objects that are depended on. In 
other embodiments, the dependent change data is included in 
the last chunk of the replication job. In some embodiments, 
where change data such as for a data source is depended on by 
one or more data objects to be exported as part of the repli 
cation job, the depended upon change data is included in the 
same chunk as the chunk that includes the first of the one or 
more dependent data objects. In other embodiments, the 
depended upon change data is included in the first chunk of 
the replication job. 
At step 704, the change data collected at step 702 is written 

to a local file. For example, the file may be one stored on 
analysis servers 104. As well as the change data, the file may 
include other incremental replication data Such as replication 
metadata. The replication metadata may include version vec 
tor information and access control information. The contents 
of the file may also be encrypted for security. 
At step 706, the exporting system sends the file written to 

in step 704 to the importing system. The exporting system 
may send the file to the importing system using any Suitable 
reliable network transport protocol Such as the Transmission 
Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP). 
As an alternative to writing the collected change data to a 

local file (step 704) and then sending the file (step 706) to the 
importing system, the exporting system can stream the 
change data and associated replication metadata to the 
importing system over the network as it is collected without 
first writing the change data and associated replication meta 
data to a local file. 

In some embodiments, the exporting system includes a 
“local ack” vector clock as part of the replication metadata 
included in the last (highest ordered) replication chunk 
exported as part of the job. In the parlance of causality in 
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distributed systems, the local ack vector clock “happens 
after all data object changes in all replication chunks of the 
job. The lock ack vector clock indicates to the importing 
system that once the importing system has imported all rep 
lication chunks in their specified order the importing system 
has seen all data object changes that the exporting system 
knows about up to a given vector clock indicating by the lock 
ack vector clock. 

Example Process for Importing a Replication Chunk 
FIG. 8 is a flow diagram illustrating a process performed by 

the importing system for importing a replication chunk 
according to an embodiment of the invention. The process 
illustrated in FIG.8 may be performed by one or more com 
puting devices. For example, the process illustrated in FIG. 8 
may be performed by one or more analysis servers 104 of the 
importing system. 

At step 802, the importing system receives a replication 
chunk of an incremental replication job from the exporting 
system. For example, the importing system may receive the 
chunk from the exporting system over a data network or from 
portable physical media (e.g., a USB drive or a flash drive) 
physically transported from the exporting system to the 
importing system. Among other information including 
change data, the chunk contains an identifier of the incremen 
tal replication job that the chunk is a part of. In addition, the 
chunk contains a chunk identifier. For example, the received 
chunk may contain plan identifier 132 from the correspond 
ing replication plan 130 created by the exporting system and 
chunk identifier 142 from the corresponding replication 
chunk specification 140. The identifier of the job may be used 
by the importing system to determine the replication job to 
which the received chunk belongs to. The identifier of the 
chunk may be used by the importing system to determine the 
order of the received chunk in the sequence of chunks the 
exporting system has broken the job into. 

In some embodiments, the exporting system assigns the 
first chunk in the sequence of chunks of a replication job an 
initial ordinal such as the number 1. Each chunk thereafter is 
assigned the next ordinal relative to the ordinal assigned to 
previous chunk. For example, the second chunk in the 
sequence can be assigned the number 2, the third chunk in the 
sequence assigned the number 3, and so on. An alternative 
ordinal sequence could be A, B, C, D ..., for example. 

In some embodiments, the exporting system includes “final 
chunk' information in the last chunk in the sequence of 
chunks to indicate to the importing system that the chunk is 
the last chunk of the job. For example, the final chunk infor 
mation can be a flag or other data that indicates to the import 
ing system that the chunk having the final chunk information 
is the last chunk of the job. 

At Step 804, the importing system imports the replication 
chunk received at step 802 into the revisioning database at the 
importing system. This importing includes incorporating the 
change data contained in the replication chunk into the revi 
Sioning database. Importing the change data may include 
performing causality detection between the change data in the 
chunk and change data already stored in the revisioning data 
base. In particular, change data in the chunk and existing 
change data in the revisioning database at the importing sys 
tem may be versioned with version vectors (also known as 
“vector clocks') suitable for detecting causality relationships 
between the change data in the replication chunk and corre 
sponding change data in the revisioning database. In particu 
lar, the version vectors may be used to determine whether 
change data in the chunk “happened after, "happened 
before’, or neither “happened after nor “happened before’ 
corresponding change data in the revisioning database. 
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Change data in the chunk is incorporated into the revisioning 
database at the importing system if the change data "hap 
pened after the corresponding change data in the revisioning 
database. Change data in the chunk is not incorporated into 
the revisioning database at the importing system if the change 
data "happened before the corresponding change data in the 
revisioning database. If change data in the chunk neither 
“happened after nor “happened before the corresponding 
change data in the revisioning database, then a conflict exists 
between the change data in the chunk and the corresponding 
change in the revisioning database. In some scenarios, the 
conflict is automatically resolved by the importing system. In 
other scenarios, a user must manually resolve the conflict. In 
both cases, the resolution of the conflict is incorporated into 
the revisioning database after the conflict is resolved. More 
information on the “happened before” and the “happened 
after relations between events in a distributed computing 
system can be found in a paper by Leslie Lamport entitled 
“Time, Clocks and the Ordering of Events in a Distributed 
System”. Communications of the ACM, 21 (7), pp. 558-565 
(1978), the entire contents of which is hereby incorporated by 
reference as if fully set forth herein. 

Example Implementing Mechanism 
According to one embodiment, the techniques described 

herein are implemented by one or more special-purpose com 
puting devices. The special-purpose computing devices may 
be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include 
digital electronic devices such as one or more application 
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable 
gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to 
perform the techniques, or may include one or more general 
purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, portable com 
puter systems, handheld devices, networking devices or any 
other device that incorporates hard-wired and/or program 
logic to implement the techniques. 

For example, FIG. 9 illustrates a computer system upon 
which one or more embodiments may be implemented. Com 
puter system 900 includes a bus 902 or other communication 
mechanism for communicating information, and a hardware 
processor 904 coupled with bus 902 for processing informa 
tion. Hardware processor 904 may be, for example, a general 
purpose microprocessor. 
Computer system 900 also includes a main memory 906, 

Such as a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic 
storage device, coupled to bus 902 for storing information and 
instructions to be executed by processor 904. Main memory 
906 also may be used for storing temporary variables or other 
intermediate information during execution of instructions to 
be executed by processor 904. Such instructions, when stored 
in non-transitory storage media accessible to processor 904, 
render computer system 900 into a special-purpose machine 
that is customized to perform the operations specified in the 
instructions. 
Computer system 900 further includes a read only memory 

(ROM)908 or other static storage device coupled to bus 902 
for storing static information and instructions for processor 
904. A storage device 910, such as a magnetic disk, optical 
disk, or solid-state drive is provided and coupled to bus 902 
for storing information and instructions. 
Computer system 900 may be coupled via bus 902 to a 

display 912, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for displaying 
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information to a computer user. An input device 914, includ 
ing alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 902 for 
communicating information and command selections to pro 
cessor 904. Another type of user input device is cursor control 
916, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 904 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 912. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. 
Computer system 900 may implement the techniques 

described herein using customized hard-wired logic, one or 
more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic which 
in combination with the computer system causes or programs 
computer system 900 to be a special-purpose machine. 
According to one embodiment, the techniques herein are 
performed by computer system 900 in response to processor 
904 executing one or more sequences of one or more instruc 
tions contained in main memory 906. Such instructions may 
be read into main memory 906 from another storage medium, 
such as storage device 910. Execution of the sequences of 
instructions contained in main memory 906 causes processor 
904 to perform the process steps described herein. In alterna 
tive embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in place 
of or in combination with software instructions. 
The term “storage media' as used herein refers to any 

non-transitory media that store data and/or instructions that 
cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. Such storage 
media may comprise non-volatile media and/or volatile 
media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical 
disks, magnetic disks, or Solid-state drives, such as storage 
device 910. Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as 
main memory 906. Common forms of storage media include, 
for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid 
state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage 
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, 
any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a 
PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any 
other memory chip or cartridge. 

Storage media is distinct from but may be used in conjunc 
tion with transmission media. Transmission media partici 
pates in transferring information between storage media. For 
example, transmission media includes coaxial cables, copper 
wire and fiber optics, including the wires that comprise bus 
902. Transmission media can also take the form of acoustic or 
light waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and 
infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or 
more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 904 
for execution. For example, the instructions may initially be 
carried on a magnetic disk or Solid-state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer can load the instructions into 
its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a tele 
phone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 900 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 902. Bus 902 carries the data to main memory 906, 
from which processor 904 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 906 may 
optionally be stored on storage device 910 either before or 
after execution by processor 904. 
Computer system 900 also includes a communication 

interface 918 coupled to bus 902. Communication interface 
918 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a 
network link920 that is connected to a local network922. For 
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14 
example, communication interface 918 may be an integrated 
services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite 
modem, or a modem to provide a data communication con 
nection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another 
example, communication interface 918 may be a local area 
network (LAN) card to provide a data communication con 
nection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links may also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 918 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
Network link 920 typically provides data communication 

through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link920 may provide a connection through 
local network 922 to a host computer 924 or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP)926. ISP 
926 in turn provides data communication services through the 
world wide packet data communication network now com 
monly referred to as the “Internet” 928. Local network 922 
and Internet 928 both use electrical, electromagnetic or opti 
cal signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through 
the various networks and the signals on network link920 and 
through communication interface 918, which carry the digital 
data to and from computer system 900, are example forms of 
transmission media. 
Computer system 900 can send messages and receive data, 

including program code, through the network(s), network 
link 920 and communication interface 918. In the Internet 
example, a server 930 might transmit a requested code for an 
application program through Internet 928, ISP 926, local 
network 922 and communication interface 918. 
The received code may be executed by processor 904 as it 

is received, and/or stored in storage device 910, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. 

Extensions and Alternatives 
In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the inven 

tion have been described with reference to numerous specific 
details that may vary from implementation to implementa 
tion. The specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be 
regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense. The 
sole and exclusive indicator of the scope of the invention, and 
what is intended by the applicants to be the scope of the 
invention, is the literal and equivalent scope of the set of 
claims that issue from this application, in the specific form in 
which such claims issue, including any Subsequent correc 
tion. 

The invention claimed is: 
1. A method comprising: 
receiving, at an exporting system, a command to execute an 

incremental replication job; 
wherein the exporting system tracks changes to database 

data in a revisioning database by creating, in the revi 
sioning database, change records for changes to the data 
base data, the change records comprising logical clock 
values reflecting an order of the changes, the logical 
clock values obtained from a logical clock used to order 
changes to the revisioning database; 

based on the command, the exporting system creating and 
storing an incremental replication plan for the incremen 
tal replication job; 

wherein creating and storing the incremental replication 
plan comprises: 
determining a number of incremental replication chunks 

to divide the incremental replication job into, 
determining a current logical clock value of the logical 

clock, and 
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storing the current logical clock value as part of the 
incremental replication plan; 

wherein the stored incremental replication plan comprises 
a number of incremental replication chunk specifica 
tions, one for each of the number of incremental repli 
cation chunks that the incremental replication job is 
divided into: 

wherein each of the number of incremental replication 
chunk specifications comprises information that identi 
fies a range of data objects that are to be exported as part 
of the incremental replication chunk, 

after creating and storing the incremental replication plan, 
the exporting system executing the incremental replica 
tion job according to the incremental replication plan; 

wherein executing the incremental replication job com 
prises, for each of the number of incremental replication 
chunk specifications: 
collecting, from the revisioning database, based on the 

information in the incremental replication chunk 
specification and based on the logical clock value 
stored as part of the incremental replication plan, 
change data from one or more change records for the 
data objects to be exported as part of the incremental 
replication chunk, and 

exporting the collected change data to an importing sys 
tem; 

wherein the method is performed by one or more comput 
ing devices. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the command specifies 
the number of replication chunks to divide the replication job 
into. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the command specifies 
a number of data objects per replication chunk for the incre 
mental replication job; and wherein determining the number 
of incremental replication chunks to divide the incremental 
replication job into is based on the specified number of data 
objects per replication chunk. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the command specifies 
a time at which to start execution of the incremental replica 
tion job; and wherein executing the incremental replication 
job comprises starting execution of the incremental replica 
tion job at the specified time. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the command is received 
via a command line interface. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein executing the incremen 
tal replication job comprises, for at least one of the number of 
incremental replication chunk specifications, querying the 
revisioning database, based on the information in the at least 
one incremental replication chunk specification and based on 
the logical clock value stored as part of the incremental rep 
lication plan, for change records for the data objects to be 
exported as part of the at least one incremental replication 
chunk that are associated with a logical clock value that is less 
than or equal to the logical clock value stored as part of the 
incremental replication plan. 

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
after creating and storing the incremental replication plan 

and before executing the incremental replication job, 
updating in the revisioning database a particular data 
object that, according to a particular incremental repli 
cation chunk specification, is to be exported as part of 
the particular incremental replication chunk. 

8. The method of claim 7, wherein change data resulting 
from the updating of the particular data object is not provided 
to the importing system as part of executing the incremental 
replication job. 
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9. The method of claim 7, wherein change data resulting 

from the updating of the particular data object is associated in 
the revisioning database with a logical clock value greater 
than the logical clock value stored as part of the incremental 
replication plan. 

10. An exporting system comprising: 
one or more processors; 
memory storing instructions which, when executed by the 

one or more processors, cause performance of a method 
comprising: 

receiving, at the exporting system, a command to execute 
an incremental replication job; 

wherein the exporting system tracks changes to database 
data in a revisioning database by creating, in the revi 
sioning database, change records for changes to the data 
base data, the change records comprising logical clock 
values reflecting an order of the changes, the logical 
clock values obtained from a logical clock used to order 
changes to the revisioning database; 

based on the command, the exporting system creating and 
storing an incremental replication plan for the incremen 
tal replication job; 

wherein creating and storing the incremental replication 
plan comprises: 
determining a number of incremental replication chunks 

to divide the incremental replication job into, 
determining a current logical clock value of the logical 

clock, and 
storing the current logical clock value as part of the 

incremental replication plan; 
wherein the stored incremental replication plan comprises 

a number of incremental replication chunk specifica 
tions, one for each of the number of incremental repli 
cation chunks that the incremental replication job is 
divided into: 

wherein each of the number of incremental replication 
chunk specifications comprises information that identi 
fies a range of data objects that are to be exported as part 
of the incremental replication chunk, 

after creating and storing the incremental replication plan, 
the exporting system executing the incremental replica 
tion job according to the incremental replication plan; 

wherein executing the incremental replication job com 
prises, for each of the number of incremental replication 
chunk specifications: 
collecting, from the revisioning database, based on the 

information in the incremental replication chunk 
specification and based on the logical clock value 
stored as part of the incremental replication plan, 
change data from one or more change records for the 
data objects to be exported as part of the incremental 
replication chunk, and 

exporting the collected change data to an importing sys 
tem. 

11. The system of claim 10, wherein the command speci 
fies the number of replication chunks to divide the replication 
job into. 

12. The system of claim 10, wherein the command speci 
fies a number of data objects per replication chunk for the 
incremental replication job; and wherein determining the 
number of incremental replication chunks to divide the incre 
mental replication job into is based on the specified number of 
data objects per replication chunk. 

13. The system of claim 10, wherein the command speci 
fies a time at which to start execution of the incremental 
replication job; and wherein executing the incremental repli 
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cation job comprises starting execution of the incremental 
replication job at the specified time. 

14. The system of claim 10, wherein the command is 
received via a command line interface. 

15. The system of claim 10, wherein executing the incre- 5 
mental replication job comprises, for at least one of the num 
ber of incremental replication chunk specifications, querying 
the revisioning database, based on the information in the at 
least one incremental replication chunk specification and 
based on the logical clock value stored as part of the incre- 10 
mental replication plan, for change records for the data 
objects to be exported as part of the at least one incremental 
replication chunk that are associated with a logical clock 
value that is less than or equal to the logical clock value stored 
as part of the incremental replication plan. 15 

16. The system of claim 10, the method further comprising: 
after creating and storing the incremental replication plan 

and before executing the incremental replication job, 
updating in the revisioning database a particular data 
object that, according to a particular incremental repli- 20 
cation chunk specification, is to be exported as part of 
the particular incremental replication chunk. 

17. The system of claim 16, wherein change data resulting 
from the updating of the particular data object is not provided 
to the importing system as part of executing the incremental 25 
replication job. 

18. The system of claim 16, wherein change data resulting 
from the updating of the particular data object is associated in 
the revisioning database with a logical clock value greater 
than the logical clock value stored as part of the incremental 30 
replication plan. 
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OVERVIEW USER INTERFACE OF 
EMERGENCY CALL, DATA OF A LAW 

ENFORCEMENTAGENCY 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY 5 
PRIORITY APPLICATIONS 

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Application No. 61/893,058, filed Oct. 18, 2013, the entire 
content of which is incorporated herein by reference. Any and 
all applications for which a foreign or domestic priority claim 
is identified in the Application Data Sheet as filed with the 
present application are hereby incorporated by reference 
under 37 CFR 1.57. 
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TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present disclosure relates to systems and techniques 
for data integration, analysis, and visualization. More specifi 
cally, the present disclosure relates to visualization of law 
enforcement agency data. 

BACKGROUND 

Law enforcement agencies (e.g., a police department of a 25 
city) can monitor emergency calls in a designated area. Sys 
tems and methods for allowing Such agencies to better (e.g., 
more quickly, more accurately, etc.) interact with Such data 
are desired. 

30 

SUMMARY 

The systems, methods, and devices described herein each 
have several aspects, no single one of which is solely respon 
sible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the scope of 35 
this disclosure, several non-limiting features will now be 
discussed briefly. 

In one embodiment, a computer system configured to pro 
vide a customizable user interface relating to visualization of 
data associated with a law enforcement agency comprises: 40 
one or more hardware computer processors configured to 
execute code in order to cause the system to: generate a user 
interface configured to concurrently display a plurality of 
panels each including a visual representation based on emer 
gency call data of a law enforcement agency, the emergency 
call data comprising data associated with a plurality of emer 
gency calls, wherein the plurality of panels comprises at least: 
a first panel displaying a map of a geographical region asso 
ciated with the law enforcement agency, the map of the geo 
graphical region comprising a plurality of selectable precinct 
indicators representing a corresponding plurality of precincts 
for which the law enforcement agency has at least some law 
enforcement responsibilities, the first panel configured to: in 
response to receiving a selection of a particular precinct indi 
cator corresponding to a particular precinct, update the first 
panel to display one or more emergency call indicators rep 
resenting a corresponding one or more emergency calls 
within the particular precinct; and in response to receiving a 
selection of a particular emergency call indicator correspond 
ing to a particular emergency call, update the first panel to 
display information relating to the particular emergency call. 

In another embodiment, a method of providing a customi 
Zable user interface relating to visualization of data associ 
ated with a law enforcement agency comprises: generating, 
using one or more hardware computer processors, a user 
interface configured to concurrently display a plurality of 
panels each including a visual representation based on emer 
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2 
gency call data of a law enforcement agency, the emergency 
call data comprising data associated with a plurality of emer 
gency calls; displaying in the user interface at least a first 
panel of the plurality of panels, the first panel displaying a 
map of a geographical region associated with the law enforce 
ment agency, the map of the geographical region comprising 
a plurality of selectable precinct indicators representing a 
corresponding plurality of precincts for which the law 
enforcement agency has at least some law enforcement 
responsibilities; in response to receiving a selection of a par 
ticular precinct indicator corresponding to a particular pre 
cinct, updating the first panel to display one or more emer 
gency call indicators representing a corresponding one or 
more emergency calls within the particular precinct; and in 
response to receiving a selection of a particular emergency 
call indicator corresponding to a particular emergency call, 
updating the first panel to display information relating to the 
particular emergency call. 

In yet another embodiment, a non-transitory computer 
readable medium comprises instructions for providing a cus 
tomizable user interface relating to visualization of data asso 
ciated with a law enforcement agency that cause a computer 
processor to: generate a user interface configured to concur 
rently display a plurality of panels each including a visual 
representation based on emergency call data of a law enforce 
ment agency, the emergency call data comprising data asso 
ciated with a plurality of emergency calls; display in the user 
interface at least a first panel of the plurality of panels, the first 
panel displaying a map of a geographical region associated 
with the law enforcementagency, the map of the geographical 
region comprising a plurality of selectable precinct indicators 
representing a corresponding plurality of precincts for which 
the law enforcement agency has at least some law enforce 
ment responsibilities; in response to receiving a selection of a 
particular precinct indicator corresponding to a particular 
precinct, update the first panel to display one or more emer 
gency call indicators representing a corresponding one or 
more emergency calls within the particular precinct; and in 
response to receiving a selection of a particular emergency 
call indicator corresponding to a particular emergency call, 
update the first panel to display information relating to the 
particular emergency call. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a user interface com 
prising multiple panels for visualizing various aspects of 
emergency call data of a law enforcement agency. 

FIGS. 2A-2E illustrate one embodiment of a panel for 
visualizing emergency calls in a geographical area associated 
with a law enforcement agency at various levels of detail. 

FIG.3 illustrates one embodiment of a panel for visualiza 
tion of high priority emergency calls in a geographical area 
associated with a law enforcement agency. 

FIG. 4 illustrates one embodiment of a panel for visualiza 
tion of statistics comparing past jobs and current jobs. 

FIG. 5 illustrates one embodiment of a panel for visualiza 
tion of statistics relating to common radio codes. 

FIG. 6 illustrates one embodiment of a panel for visualiza 
tion of statistics relating to common radio Subcodes. 

FIG. 7 illustrates another embodiment of a user interface 
comprising multiple panels for visualizing data of a law 
enforcement agency. 

FIGS. 8A-8I illustrate various panels that can be included 
in a user interface for visualizing data of a law enforcement 
agency. 
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FIG. 9 illustrates a flowchart for providing a user interface 
including multiple panels for visualizing emergency call data 
of a law enforcement agency, according to certain embodi 
mentS. 

FIG. 10 illustrates one embodiment of a database system 
using an ontology. 

FIG. 11 illustrates a computer system with which certain 
methods discussed herein may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

Overview 
Techniques in this disclosure may provide a user interface 

that concurrently displays multiple panels which provide 
visualization of emergency call data of a law enforcement 
agency, such as data that is specifically pertinent to a particu 
lar agency director/supervisor. For example, the panels on an 
“executive dashboard,” may be customized to include the 
most relevant/useful data for a particular user, department, or 
agency, for example. In one embodiment, the panels provide 
Summary data that is useful for a director, Supervisor, or other 
“executive,” while still allowing the executive to drill down 
into the data in order to view detailed information about any 
Summarized data. For example, top officials or decision mak 
ers of a law enforcement agency, Such as police chiefs or 
sheriffs, may not be interested in the details of each call, but 
would want to know which sections or divisions in the geo 
graphical area have a high level of unassigned calls. 
The user interface can provide a high-level overview of 

emergency calls in a geographical area that is overseen by the 
law enforcement agency. Examples of law enforcementagen 
cies include police departments (e.g., NYPD, LAPD, etc.), 
sheriffs departments, etc. Each panel in the user interface can 
provide a visualization (e.g., a chart, graph, diagram, list, 
map, drawing, etc.) indicating aspects related to emergency 
calls and/or statistics relating to the calls. For example, the 
user interface can include a panel that displays the number of 
emergency calls by precinct or section on a map of the geo 
graphical area. 
A user (e.g., system administrator, analyst, etc.) can cus 

tomize which panels to include in the user interface and/or 
customize setting for each panel. For instance, the user can 
specify which panels should be included in the user interface, 
dimensions and/or size of a panel, the order in which the 
panels should be displayed, etc. Then, the user interface can 
determine the optimal layout and display the panels accord 
ing to the user specified requirements. In one embodiment, a 
first user, Such as a system administrator, customizes the user 
interface for use by one or more other users. Such as analysts. 
Alternatively, the user that views and interacts with the user 
interface may customize the user interface. 
The user may apply various types of filters to the data 

displayed in the user interface, and the panels can update the 
visualizations according to the filters. For example, the user 
may wish to view emergency calls in a specific time frame and 
apply a filter for that time frame, and the visualizations in all 
or some of the panels can be automatically updated to show 
the results of applying the filter. The user interface can also 
provide the ability to show data at various levels of detail 
within the same user interface. For instance, the user can click 
on an emergency call in the precinct or section, and the details 
of the call can be displayed in the same panel. In this manner, 
the techniques in the disclosure can provide a convenient, 
digestible overview of tactical and/or strategic data in a single 
user interface. 
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4 
In one embodiment, the executive dashboard allows a user 

to easily identify trends (geographic, temporal, etc.) based on 
Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) Job data. Maps allow the 
user to visualize CAD Jobs geographically, with the option to 
view the map with a street view or based on precinct zones. 
Various charts also display time-based trends, allowing users 
to compare current conditions with conditions from last week 
(or another time in the past). Filters allow the user to drill 
down further based on various criteria, including radio code, 
precinct, and status. These features, as well as others that may 
be implemented in various embodiments, are discuss further 
below. 
Example Executive Dashboard 

FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a user interface 100 
comprising multiple panels 110 (including panels 110a, 
110b, 110c. 110d, and 110e) for visualizing various aspects of 
emergency call data of a law enforcement agency. In the 
example of FIG. 1, the user interface 100 includes five differ 
ent panels 110. Each panel is explained in more detail with 
respect to FIGS. 2-6. The first panel 110a is a map of a 
geographical area under the control of the law enforcement 
agency. Details relating to the first panel are explained with 
respect to FIGS. 2A-2E. The second panel 110b is a table of 
high priority calls for the geographical area. Details relating 
to the second panel are explained with respect to FIG. 3. The 
third panel 110C is a bar chart showing a comparison of 
number of jobs at current time and a past time. Details relating 
to the third panel are explained with respect to FIG. 4. The 
fourth panel 110d is a bar chart showing the top radio codes. 
Details relating to the fourth panel are explained with respect 
to FIG. 5. The fifth panel 110e is a bar chart showing the top 
radio subcodes. Details relating to the fifth panel are 
explained with respect to FIG. 6. 
As explained above, the panels 110 in the user interface 

100 can be customized, and the settings for a panel 110 can 
also be customized. The user can choose the types of panels 
110 that are included in the user interface 100. Some 
examples of types of panels 110 include, where panels are 
referenced based on a type of visualization included with the 
panels: map, table, bar chart, line graph, flow diagram, word 
cloud diagram, etc. Visualizations may also be referred to as 
a “visual representations.” These types of panels 110 are 
further explained with respect to FIGS. 2-8. The user may 
also define the order in which the panels 110 should be dis 
played. The layout engine for the user interface 100 can 
display the panels 110 in the order specified. A layout engine 
can generate or render the user interface 100 and the panels 
110 included in the user interface 100. 
The user can also specify the dimensions or size for a 

particular panel 110 and/or multiple or all panels 110. In one 
embodiment, the size of a panel 110 is defined by number of 
rows and columns, and the layout engine renders the panels 
110 in the user interface 100 based on the size of each panel 
110. Specifying in terms of rows and columns may make the 
process simpler since the user does not have to use pixels. For 
instance, the rows and columns may be defined by a unit that 
is associated with a group of pixels. The sizes of panels 110 
can be the same or different from each other. In some embodi 
ments, the user may define the number of columns in the user 
interface 100, and the panels 110 are arranged in columns. 
The customization setting for the panels 110 may be specified 
for an individual, a group of individuals, the entire organiza 
tion, etc. 
The user interface 100 may also include one or more filters 

150 to apply to the data displayed in the user interface 100. 
Types of filters can include: keyword filters, date filters, area 
filters (e.g., precinct or other geographic filters), call infor 
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mation filters (e.g., radio code, caller information, etc), or 
filters based on any other attribute associated with the emer 
gency call data. Such filters may be configured using any 
available user interface controls, such as radio buttons, drop 
down lists, text entry fields, etc. The example in FIG. 1 
includes a radio code filter 150a, a time filter 150b, a precinct 
filter 150c, and a patrol borough filter 150d. In the radio code 
filter 150a, the user can type in the radio code of interest (or 
select via any other user interface controls), and the user 
interface 100 filters the results in one or more panels 110 
according to the radio code. The radio code filter 150a may 
accept one or more radio codes. A “radio code' may refer to 
a code used by a law enforcementagency to indicate a specific 
type of situation and/or action. For example, aparticular radio 
code can indicate robbery or burglary. In one embodiment, 
radio codes may be grouped such that the user (e.g., an execu 
tive) can filter data included in the various panels based on a 
group identifier (e.g., violent crimes) that include multiple 
radio codes. 
The time filter 150b can accept a time frame or time period 

from the user. The time frame may be a range, a specific time, 
or a specific date. The time filter 150b can be selected using a 
date picker, a drop down menu that provides a list of time 
frames as options, or other user interface controls. The pre 
cinct filter 150c and the patrol borough filter 150d can filter 
the data by precinct and by patrol borough, respectively. They 
may be drop down menus (or other user interface controls) 
that provide a list of precincts and a list of patrol boroughs. In 
one example, a patrol borough consists of one or more pre 
cincts (e.g., in New York City). The list of precincts provided 
by the precinct filter 150c can vary based on the borough 
selected in the patrol borough filter 150d. A "precinct” may 
refer to a geographical section or division within a geographi 
cal area that is served by or is under the jurisdiction of a 
particular law enforcement agency. Different terms may be 
used by various law enforcement agencies to refer to Such 
geographical section or division within the geographical area 
(e.g., “area”, “division.” etc.). 
The type and/or content of information displayed in the 

panels 110 and/or the user interface 100 may vary depending 
on the requirements of a law enforcement agency. For 
example, one law enforcement agency could be interested in 
viewing emergency call data; this law enforcement agency 
may want to view data for various precincts and quickly 
determine which precincts have a backlog in terms of 
resource assignment. The user interface 100 and the panels 
110 can show which precincts have a high number of jobs that 
are not assigned to a resource. On the other hand, another law 
enforcement agency might be more interested in viewing 
arrest data. Examples of user interface and panels displaying 
arrest data are discussed in detail in connection with FIGS. 
7-8. 
The user interface 100 may be generated by systems 

described with respect to FIGS. 10-11. Such systems can be 
based on object-centric data models. For example, any data 
displayed in the user interface 100 may be represented by data 
objects, links, relationships, etc. as explained with respect to 
FIGS. 10-11. In some embodiments, the user interface 100 
can be provided in connection with the systems described in 
connection with FIGS. 10-11. For instance, the user interface 
100 may be implemented as an overview layer for such sys 
tems, e.g., based on the data of the systems. The user interface 
100 can be generated by a platform configured to build the 
overview layer. Details relating to systems that may generate 
or create the user interface 100 are further explained with 
respect to FIG. 7. 
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A panel 110 can include any type of visualization. For 

example, the panels 110 in the user interface 100 may include 
any of the visualizations illustrated in FIGS. 8A-8I, in addi 
tion to the visualizations illustrated in FIGS. 2-6. The user 
interface 100 and the panels 110 in the user interface 110 can 
be easily configured and customized. The panels 110 may be 
easily rearranged (e.g., by drag and drop), and the dimensions 
of the panels 110 can be specified in a simple manner (e.g., by 
number of rows and columns or resizing with a mouse or 
touchscreen input). Details regarding customizability of the 
user interface 110 are further explained with respect to FIGS. 
7-8. 
Example Drill-Down of Emergency Call Data 

FIGS. 2A-2E illustrate one embodiment of a panel 200 for 
visualizing emergency calls in a geographical area associated 
with a law enforcement agency at various levels of detail. The 
panel 200 displays a map 260 of a geographical area under the 
control of the law enforcement agency, which can provide a 
high-level overview of emergency call activity in the area, 
while allowing the user to Zoom in on particular areas to be 
provided with lower-level details. Moving from general infor 
mation to more detailed information may be referred to as 
“drilling down.” The panel 200 can provide the ability to drill 
down within the actual panel 200, which may be one of 
multiple panels included in an executive dashboard. 

In FIG. 2A, the panel 200 displays a map 260 of precincts 
that are under the jurisdiction of the law enforcement agency. 
The number of emergency calls for a precinct can be shown in 
circles or orbs 230. For example, the number for circle 230a 
is “15” which indicates that the current number of emergency 
calls in that precinct is 15. The circles 230 may serve as visual 
indicators for different precincts and may be selectable. In 
Some embodiments, other indicators of data associated with 
particular precincts may be used, such as other shapes, over 
lays, etc. For example, in one embodiment, a precinct area on 
a map may be overlaid with a color, gradient, shading, etc. to 
indicate data associated with the precinct (e.g., color may be 
shaded differently based on quantity of calls in a precinct 
relative to other precincts) and/or selection of a precinct. The 
circles 230 may be color coded or otherwise distinguished 
(e.g., by pattern) according to the value of the number. A 
legend 210 may provide an explanation for a color or a pat 
tern. In FIG. 2A, the patterns indicate a quantity of calls 
within each area. In this example, a first pattern in the legend 
210 refers to less than 10 emergency calls; a second pattern 
refers to between 10 and 100 calls; and a third pattern refers 
to more than 100 calls. Depending on the embodiment, pat 
terns may be replaced with or supplemented by other visual 
indications, such as different colors of circles (or other shaped 
indicator), font changes, blinking text/circles, etc. Further 
more, in some embodiment, the pattern criteria may be user 
defined and/or automatically adjusted by the system. For 
example, a user may adjust patterns (or colors or other visual 
indicators) to distinguish between precincts having less than 
20, between 20 and 200, and more than 200. In one embodi 
ment, the system may automatically select the most informa 
tive ranges based on quantities of calls in various precincts, 
for example. In some embodiments, the patterns (or other 
visual indicators) may be based on percentages (e.g., calls per 
population of a precinct) or other parameters. FIGS. 2A-2D 
use the term "pin, which may refer to a visual indicator that 
represents a particular emergency call. FIG. 2A does not 
include any pins, but shows another legend 220 that provides 
explanations for colors or patterns used for the pins. 

FIG. 2B illustrates the same panel 200 as in FIG. 2A, now 
with a particular precinct selected on the map 260 in the panel 
200. For example, the user hovers over the circle 230a (with 
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a mouse pointer, touchscreen, or other input device) for a 
precinct, and the boundary for that precinct is indicated on the 
map 260. The user can click on the circle 230a to select the 
precinct. FIG. 2C illustrates the panel 200 after the user has 
selected circle 230a, wherein the panel 200 now includes a 
magnified view of the geographic area of the precinct asso 
ciated with circle 230a and the surrounding area. 

FIG. 2D illustrates the panel 200 updated so the map 260 
displays the pins representing emergency calls within the 
particular selected precinct (associated with circle 230a in 
this example). In this embodiment, emergency calls can be 
represented by visual indicators, which can be referred to as 
“pins' as explained above, and the pins 240 can be color 
coded or otherwise distinguished (e.g., by pattern) according 
to type of the emergency call, time call has been open, 
urgency of call, and/or other characteristics of the call. The 
legend 220 can provide information relating to each color or 
pattern used for pins 240. The pin details illustrated in FIG. 
2D may be displayed in response to the user selecting the 
circle 230a for the precinct in the panel 200 of FIG.2C or may 
be displayed initially when the map is magnified in response 
to selecting circle 230a in the panel 200 of FIG. 2B. 

In FIGS. 2A-2D, the legend 220 lists the radio codes used 
to classify the emergency calls. The pins 240 may have dif 
ferent shapes. For example, square pins 240b may be used to 
indicate emergency calls that occurred within the past hour, 
whereas circular pins 240a may be used as the default shape. 

FIG. 2E illustrates the panel 200 displaying details relating 
to an emergency call when the user clicks on (or hovers over 
or otherwise selects) a particular pin 240a. In this embodi 
ment, the details are displayed near the pin 240a. The details 
may include the job number, the time and date of the job, 
location of the job, comments, etc. A job may be created for 
one or more emergency calls, and the law enforcement 
agency may manage various emergency calls by handling and 
processing the jobs. In this manner, the user interface 100 can 
display general information and detailed information in the 
same panel 200. More detailed information may be displayed 
in a separate window within the panel 200. For example, the 
emergency call can be represented as an object by the system 
that provides the user interface, and a separate pop-up win 
dow can be displayed to show various properties relating to 
the object. The window can have some degree of transparency 
so that it does not block the visualization behind it. The 
separate window may be referred to as the “object inspector.” 

If any filters are applied in the user interface, as in FIG. 1, 
the data in the panel 200 may be filtered accordingly. For 
example, the emergency calls displayed in the panel 200 may 
be calls for a particular time frame (e.g., a specific shift of the 
police department). In certain embodiments, the map 260 
may include other features and functionalities described in 
co-pending U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/917,571, filed 
Jun. 13, 2013, entitled “INTERACTIVE GEOSPATIAL 
MAP’ which is incorporated by reference in its entirety. 
Other Example Panels 

FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a panel 300 for visu 
alization of high priority emergency calls in a geographical 
area associated with a law enforcement agency. Priority can 
refer to the urgency or importance level of a job. Lower 
numbers may indicate higher priority. In some implementa 
tions, priority is determined based on the radio code, such as 
automatically by the system (e.g., radio codes are mapped to 
priorities so that the system can automatically look up a 
priority when a radio code is known) or manually by the 
dispatch operator, for example. The priority can be updated 
based on circumstances related to a call, such as by officers on 
the scene or by changing events. In the embodiments dis 
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8 
cussed herein, lower numbers indicate higher priorities, but in 
other embodiments different priority scales and orders may 
be used to distinguish priorities of particular calls. 

In the example of FIG. 3, the panel 300 is a table or tabular 
visualization. In FIG.3, the panel300 provides a table 310 of 
high priority calls. The table 310 can be organized as a num 
ber of pages, and one page may be displayed at a time. 
Multiple pages of the table 310 can be navigated using “prey. 
“next,” “first and “last’ buttons. Each page in the table may 
be scrollable within the panel 300. The information in the 
table 310 can be displayed in rows and columns. Types of 
information displayed in the table 310 can include date, job 
ID or number, precinct, priority, etc. The table 310 can Sup 
port sorting, and the emergency calls in the table 310 may be 
sorted based on priority. For example, the table 310 displays 
the calls with higher priority (e.g., priority level '3' in FIG.3) 
first, then displays the calls with lower priority (e.g., priority 
level “4”). The calls may be sorted by priority and then sorted 
by time within the same priority level. The example of FIG.3 
shows calls with priority level “3 first, and within the calls 
having priority level “3, more recent calls are listed first. 

FIG. 4 illustrates one embodiment of a panel 400 for visu 
alization of Statistics comparing past jobs and current jobs. 
Law enforcement agencies may be interested in seeing trends 
for number of jobs over time, which may be referred to as 
historical trends. As explained above, a job may be created for 
each emergency call, and the law enforcement agency can 
process the jobs to handle the emergency calls. For example, 
a particular law enforcement agency might want a compari 
son of current jobs and jobs from two weeks prior. The panel 
400 provides a bar chart 410 of past jobs and current jobs. The 
law enforcement agency can select a time in the past for the 
comparison and/or a default time is automatically selected. 
The x-axis for the bar chart 410 indicates time periods of a 
day, and the y-axis represents the number of jobs. In the 
example of FIG.4, the maximum number of jobs on the y-axis 
is 1,400. In the panel 400, each set of bars 420 represents the 
number of current jobs and the number of past jobs at a certain 
time in the day. In particular, the first set of bars 420a illus 
trates jobs from 14 days ago during the 8-9 am time period as 
bar 422a and jobs on the current day during the 8-9 am time 
period as bar 424a. In this embodiment, similar bars for the 
previous and current period during different hourly periods 
are illustrated. The bars for past jobs 422 and the bars for 
current jobs 424 can be distinguished by color or pattern. The 
legend 430 can include an explanation for a particular color or 
pattern. The pattern 432 indicates past jobs, and the pattern 
434 indicates current jobs. 

FIG. 5 illustrates one embodiment of a panel 500 for visu 
alization of statistics relating to common radio codes. The 
panel 500 provides a bar chart 510 for top ten radio codes. As 
mentioned above, radio codes can signify different types of 
situations and/or responses. For example, “10-54” refers to 
ambulance calls, “10-53’ refers to vehicle accidents, and 
“10-10' refers to general crimes (e.g., shoplifting, shots fired, 
suspicious vehicle, etc.). The top ten radio code bar chart 510 
can provide an overview of which types of jobs being dis 
patched are most common at a glance. Depending on the 
filters that are applied, the panel 500 may show the top ten 
radio codes for a patrol borough, a precinct, a time frame, etc. 

FIG. 6 illustrates one embodiment of a panel 600 for visu 
alization of statistics relating to common radio Subcodes. The 
panel 600 provides a bar chart 610 for the top ten radio 
subcodes. The bar chart 610 can be similar to the bar chart 510 
in FIG. 5. The bar chart 610 for top ten radio subcodes can 
provide further details on which types of jobs are more com 
mon within particular radio codes. As in FIG. 6, the most 
common Subcodes may be from the same radio code. 
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Depending on the filters that are applied, the panel 600 may 
show the top ten radio Subcodes for a patrol borough, a pre 
cinct, a time frame, etc. 
Example Executive Dashboard 

FIG. 7 illustrates another embodiment of a user interface 
700 comprising multiple panels 710 for visualizing data of a 
law enforcement agency, referred to as an Executive Dash 
board. FIG.7 uses arrest data for illustrative purposes, but the 
user interface 700 can also be used to display emergency call 
data. Similar to the user interface 100 in FIG. 1, the user 
interface 700 includes multiple panels that provide various 
information related to law enforcement activities. However, 
user interface 700 includes different types of information in 
different panels that are of interest to the particular executive 
that views the user interface 700. Accordingly, the executive 
dashboard system allows different users to focus on types of 
information that are most important to the particular user, and 
panels included on Such executive dashboards may vary 
between law enforcement agencies and even between differ 
ent users within a same law enforcement organization (e.g., 
two detectives in a police department may have different 
panels on their executive dashboards). As another example, 
two police departments in different regions of the U.S. could 
be interested in showing different types of information in the 
user interface 700 or user interface 100. The user interface 
700 illustrates additional panels that are not included in user 
interface 100 and, as discussed herein, other user interfaces 
may be configured to include any portion of the panels dis 
cussed with references to FIG. 1 or 7. 

In the example of FIG. 7, the user interface 700 includes 
nine different panels 710. Each panel 710 can include a visu 
alization relating to the data of the law enforcement agency. 
The panels 710 are explained in more detail with respect to 
FIGS. 8A-8I. The panel 710a provides a map of important 
arrests in a geographical area (e.g., the U.S). The panel 710b 
provides a bar chart showing arrests by region. The panel 
710c provides a bar chart showing arrest priority. The panel 
710d includes a table of high priority calls for the geographi 
cal area. The panel 710e is an information panel showing brief 
details of the largest arrest. The panel 710f includes a line 
graph or time series chart showing arrest trend. The panel 
710g includes a sankey or flow diagram. The panel 710h 
shows a word diagram or a word cloud diagram. The panel 
710i shows another line graph or time series chart showing 
arrest trend by priority. Details relating to the panels 710a 
710i are explained with respect to FIGS. 8A-8I, respectively. 

Other types of visualizations can include a line graph, 
object Summary, pie chart, time wheel, time series chart, etc. 
A time wheel may refer to a circular representation of a unit 
of time (e.g., an hour, a day, a week, a month), which may be 
subdivided into smaller units of time. The panels 710 can be 
similar to the panels 110 in the user interface 100. A panel 710 
can include any type of visualization. For example, the panels 
710 in the user interface 700 may include any of the visual 
izations illustrated in FIGS. 2-6, in addition to the visualiza 
tions illustrated in FIGS. 8A-8i. The panels 710, 110 can 
update or refresh periodically (e.g., at a specified interval), in 
response to an action oran input (e.g., keywords in a keyword 
filter), in response to changes in information in another panel 
710, 110 (e.g., from application of one or more filters), etc. 

Similar to FIG. 1, the user interface 700 can also include 
one or more filters 750 to apply to the data displayed in the 
user interface 700. Types of filters can include: keyword 
filters, multiple value filters, date filters, etc. The example in 
FIG. 7 includes a time filter 750a, a region filter 750b, and a 
priority filter 750c. The time filter 750a can accept a time 
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10 
frame or time period from the user. In the example of FIG. 7, 
the time filter 750a is a drop down menu, and “past year' is 
selected as the relevant time frame. The region filter 750b may 
also be a drop down menu, but in the example of FIG. 7, no 
value is selected for the region. Therefore, the data shown in 
the user interface 700 is not filtered for a particular region. 
The priority filter 750c may be a multi-value filter that can 
accept multiple values. Here, selected priority levels are 
“high” and “urgent.” 
The user interface 700 can be configured so that visualiza 

tions in all of the panels 710 may be automatically updated 
(e.g., in realtime). In one embodiment, the visualizations are 
updated in response to changes to the filter criteria. In another 
embodiment, only a portion of the panels 710 are updated in 
response to filter changes. Such as a predefined set of panels 
710 and/or a user selected group of panels 710. In this way, the 
user may be able to view unfiltered data in one or more panels 
710, while adjusting filters that are automatically applied to 
other panels 710. In another embodiment, different sets of 
filters may be applied to different sets of one or more panels 
710. 
The user interface 700 or the user interface 100 may be 

implemented as a layer on top of systems using object centric 
data models as described with respect to FIGS. 10-11. For 
example, the user interface 700, 100 can be an overview layer 
that provides a high-level overview of data in the underlying 
systems. As mentioned above, the overview layer may be 
referred to as the “executive dashboard since it displays 
relevant high-level data in one user interface and can be useful 
to executives and decision makers. The user interface 700, 
100 can be a web interface or a user interface for an applica 
tion program. The underlying systems may web applications 
or native applications. 
A platform may be provided for building overview layers 

for object-centric systems. For example, such platform can be 
provided by the systems described in FIGS. 10-11. The plat 
form may be used to generate the user interface 700, 100. An 
interface may be provided between the overview layer and the 
underlying system or data source in order to provide a level of 
abstraction. By using a standard interface, an overview layer 
can be compatible with any type of underlying system or data 
source. For example, abstract forms of filters and data may be 
provided, and these abstract filters and data can be compatible 
with systems or data sources using different formats. The data 
displayed in a single visualization can be obtained from mul 
tiple systems or data sources. For example, a time series chart 
could display the number of current incidents by the hour and 
also overlay the average number of incidents over a period of 
several days. In another example, a map might show both 
emergency calls and arrests. 
The platform may also provide general Scripts that can be 

used to create customized user interfaces so that the user does 
not have to write code. Such scripts can include SQL or 
proprietary Scripts, for example. In some embodiments, the 
platform provides a configuration plugin template, and the 
user can use a command line to start implementing the over 
view user interface or the executive dashboard. The template 
may specify the configurations and/or settings for generating 
the customized user interface 700, 100. The platform can 
allow various aspects of the user interface 700, 100 to be 
configured, such as by using a visualization framework, con 
figuration framework, and/or layout framework. In one 
embodiment, the visualization framework allows users to 
implement their own visualizations that can be used in the 
dashboard. The configuration framework may allow users to 
implement their own data source and transform the data to be 
displayed in a visualization. The layout framework may take 
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the requested size of a visualization (e.g., 2 rows high and 2 
columns wide) and fit it into the dashboard's layout. 
One of the features of the user interface 700, 100 is that 

customization of panels 710, 110 in the user interface 700, 
100 can be simple and easy for the users. The panels 710, 110 
may be easily rearranged, and the dimensions of the panels 
710, 110 can be specified in a simple manner (e.g., by number 
of rows and columns). In one embodiment, a panel 710, 110 
can be dragged to a location within the user interface 700,100 
to arrange its position. In another embodiment, the user can 
add or select panels 710, 110 of the user's choice to create a 
customized user interface 700, 100 (e.g., in real-time). The 
user interface 700, 100 may be a web interface. 

Other aspects of the user interface 700, 100 may also be 
configured and customized. Such aspects can include pages, 
page layout, security settings, visualizations, etc. In some 
embodiments, the user interface 700, 100 are organized as 
multiple pages, and one page of the user interface 700, 100 
may be displayed at one time. The different pages may be 
grouped by categories. Similarly, the panels 710, 110 can be 
grouped by categories. Access or security settings may be 
specified for a group of pages or panels 710, 110, and only 
those with the access privileges may be able to view a certain 
page or panel 710, 110. For example, if a user does not have 
access rights to a particular panel 710, 110, the user interface 
700, 100 would not display the panel 710, 110 for that user. 
The features of a visualization could also be customized. For 
example, the user can specify the maximum length of a bar in 
a bar chart within the panel 710, 110 or the colors used for the 
bars. 

In certain embodiments, the user interface 700,100 detects 
or is otherwise aware of the user interface mode in which it is 
displayed and adjusts the way the user interface 700, 100 is 
presented on a display device. For example, the user interface 
700, 100 may be displayed in full screen mode. The user 
interface mode (“UI mode’) can be designated by a specific 
application. For large screens (e.g., 10-foot display), the user 
interface 700, 100 could be displayed for showcasing pur 
poses, rather than (or in addition to) performing daily opera 
tions. In such case, the user interface 700, 100 can be adjusted 
to be more fitting for large screens. The UI mode for display 
ing on large screens may be referred to as “large screen mode 
or “10-foot mode.” In large screen mode, the user interface 
700, 100 may not concurrently display the panels 710, 110, 
but instead rotate one or more panels 710, 110 at an interval. 
Also, filters 750, 150 may not be displayed, and fewer details 
may be shown in the user interface 700, 100 and/or the panels 
710, 110. Text and/or graphical elements can be larger so they 
can be seen from a distance. Each panel 710, 110 may also 
know about the UI mode and adjust itself to be more appro 
priately displayed in a selected UI mode. 

Figures have been explained with respect to law enforce 
ment agencies, but the user interfaces described in this dis 
closure may be used by other types of organizations. Some 
examples include fire departments, offices of mayors, etc. 
Fire departments may use the overview user interface to track 
service calls. A mayor's office may use the overview user 
interface to manage building jobs and building complaints. 
For example, by viewing the building jobs and building com 
plaints in the same panel or user interface, the mayors office 
can note any correlations between the jobs and the complaints 
at a glance. As explained above, the techniques of this disclo 
sure may provide a user interface 700, 100 that can be easily 
configured and customized and that can display a customiz 
able overview of high-level data. The overview data can assist 
decision makers in obtaining relevant data at a glance and 
making informed decisions. 
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12 
FIGS. 8A-8I are expanded view of the various panels 700 

illustrated in FIG. 7, which can be included in a user interface 
for visualizing data of a law enforcement agency. FIG. 8A 
illustrates one embodiment of the panel 710a that provides a 
map 810 of important arrests in a geographical area (e.g., the 
U.S.). The map 810 may be narrowed down by a geographical 
region of interest. In most cases, law enforcement agencies 
are local to particular regions, and the default region shown in 
the panel 800a can be set to the particular region associated 
with a law enforcement agency. The circles 815 are visual 
indicators that represent arrests across the geographical area. 
The importance or priority level of the arrests may be indi 
cated by the relative size of the circles 815. The importance of 
an arrest may be determined by the law enforcement agency, 
e.g., based on a variety of factors. For example, a law enforce 
ment agency may assign a number or a level (e.g., high, low, 
etc.) indicating the importance of the arrest. Importance may 
be provided as a property of an arrest object or event. Also, 
different types of arrests may be indicated by colors or pat 
terns of the circles 815. 
The map 810 is configured to allow the user to drill down 

from a larger area to a smaller area. In one example, the map 
810 starts with showing a country (e.g., the U.S.). The user 
clicks (or scrolls, presses a certain key, provides an audible 
command, or any other predefined input) on a state within the 
country, and the map 810 Zooms into show the state. The user 
clicks on a county in the state, and the map 810 Zooms in to 
display the county. The user then can click on a city in the 
county, and the map 810 Zooms in to show the details for that 
city, and so forth. In this way, the same panel or user interface 
can display information of varying levels of depth. 

FIG. 8B illustrates one embodiment of a panel 710b that 
provides a bar chart 820 showing arrests by regions. The 
example in FIG. 8B displays the arrests for different cities. A 
bar can represent the number of arrests for a city or region. 
The number of arrests may also be displayed over the bar for 
the city or region. In one embodiment, clicking on a bar works 
as a filter, and when the user clicks on a bar for a city or region, 
the data in the other panels in the user interface may update to 
apply the filter. The bar chart 820 can display multiple series 
of data, for example, in the form of stacked sets of bars, which 
may be referred to as the stacked bar chart. 

FIG. 8C illustrates one embodiment of a panel 710c that 
provides a bar chart 830 showing arrest priority. The example 
in FIG. 8C displays three different priority levels for arrests: 
low, high, and urgent. A bar can represent the number of 
arrests for a specific priority level, and the number of arrests 
can also be displayed over the bar for the priority level. The 
priority levels may be defined by a law enforcement agency as 
appropriate. 

FIG. 8D illustrates one embodiment of a panel 710d that 
provides a table 840 of high priority calls for the geographical 
area. Similar to FIG. 4, the table 840 supports paging and can 
be organized as a number of pages. One page may be dis 
played at a time, and the different pages of the table 840 can 
be navigated using “prey.” “next.” “first, and “last’ buttons. 
A page in the table may be scrolled within the panel 710d. The 
information in the table 840 can be displayed in rows and 
columns. The table 840 can include various types of informa 
tion, depending on the preference or requirements of a law 
enforcement agency. The example of FIG. 8D includes date, 
arrest description, arrest region, arrest priority, and arrest 
subjects. Priority may indicate the level of crime associated 
with the arrest, such that more dangerous crimes may have a 
higher level of priority. Subjects may refer to subjects or 
topics relating to the arrest. The data in the table 840 can be 
Sorted by columns (e.g., priority). 
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FIG. 8E illustrates one embodiment of a panel 710e that 
provides brief details of the largest arrest. The user interface 
may include a panel that provides overview information for a 
prominent arrest in a geographical area. In one embodiment, 
the largest arrest is an arrest with the largest number of indi 
viduals arrested in relation to a certain event. In the example 
of FIG.8E, the information included is person count, status, 
and location name. Person count may refer to the number of 
individuals involved in the arrest. The user can view more 
detailed information by clicking on a link or a button. The 
panel may be an example of object Summary visualization. 
For example, an arrest can be represented as an object as 
explained in connection with FIGS. 10-11. Information about 
the arrest can be represented as various properties of the 
object. The object summary may include some or all of the 
properties relating to the object. The object Summary can 
include a link to the object itself. For example, clicking on a 
link or a button can bring up the screen that includes more 
detailed information about the object. Such screen may be 
referred to as the “object inspector.” The object summary or 
the object inspector may also include links for obtaining 
information about the object in other applications. 

FIG. 8F illustrates one embodiment of a panel 710f that 
provides a time series chart 860 showing arrest trend. A time 
series chart can be a specific example of a line graph. A time 
series chart may show changes over time or time-bucketed 
events as a line chart. Discrete events may be represented by 
visual indicators (e.g., circles or bubbles). The time series 
chart can overlay multiple series as illustrated with respect to 
FIG. 8I. The time series chart 860 in FIG. 8F shows the arrest 
trend over several months. The months are plotted on the 
x-axis, and the number of arrests is plotted on the y-axis. The 
legend 865 provides information on the type of data that is 
plotted. Here, the line represents arrests. In certain embodi 
ments, the time series chart can Support selecting a time range 
on the time series chart itself. For example, the user can drag 
from left to right in order to create a time region, and the time 
region could be applied as a filter to the some or all of the 
panels 710. The time series chart may also display detailed 
information for a point when the mouse hovers over that 
point. 
FIG.8G illustrates one embodiment of a panel 710g that 

provides a sankey or flow diagram 870. A flow diagram can 
show how objects move between states and/or categories. The 
example of FIG.8G includes three states: State A875a; State 
B 875b; and State C 875c. The flow diagram 870 shows 
arrests moving from State A 875a to State B 875b, arrests 
moving from State A875a to State C 875c, and arrests mov 
ing from State B 875b to State C875c. In one example, State 
A 875a can represent arrest warrant issued, and State C875c 
can represent arrest completed. State B 875b can represent an 
intermediate state, for example, where an attemptatarrest has 
been made but was unsuccessful. The width of a flow can be 
proportional to the quantity included in that flow. Similar to 
other panels, the flow diagram 870 may be updated in real time 
as the user adjust one or more filters, such as to adjust a time 
period for which data is compiled in generating the flow 
diagram 870. 

FIG. 8H illustrates one embodiment of a panel 710h that 
provides a word diagram 880. A word diagram may display 
various keywords according to the relative occurrence, count, 
or size associated with each keyword. The example of 8H 
displays city names in different sizes. A city that has more 
arrests than other cities may appear bigger in the word dia 
gram 880; conversely, a city that has fewer arrests than other 
cities may appear Smaller. Different colors may be used to 
display the keywords. The colors could represent another type 
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of information, or simply make it easier to set the words apart 
from each other. The word diagram can help visualize preva 
lence of various words. In other embodiments, size of the 
keywords may be determined based on other factors, such as 
emergency calls, average response time to emergency calls, 
casualties, and/or any other attribute or combination of 
attributes associated with respective law enforcement agen 
C1GS. 

FIG. 8I illustrates one embodiment of a panel 710i that 
provides another time series chart 890 showing arrest trend by 
priority. The time series chart 890 can be similar to the time 
Series chart 860 in FIG. 8F. The time series chart 890 also 
shows arrest trend, but breaks down the arrests by priority 
level. A separate line represents arrests at a priority level. The 
months are plotted on the X-axis, and the number of arrests is 
plotted on the y-axis. The legend 895 provides information on 
the type of data that is plotted. Here, the first line indicates 
high priority arrests; the second line indicates low priority 
arrests; and the third line indicates urgent arrests. 

Filters can narrow or drill down the information displayed 
in the user interface 700,100 and/or the panels 710, 110. 
Filters can be temporal filters or object filters. Information 
displayed in the panels 710, 110 can be represented by 
objects, and object filters may filter data based on various 
properties of objects. Different types of filters may include: a 
keyword filter, a date filter, a time filter, a multiple value filter, 
etc. A keyword filter can accept one or more keywords for 
filtering the data. A keyword filter may support full-text 
searching. For example, full texts of objects can be searched. 
A date filter, a time filter, or a date picker may allow the user 
to select a specific time, date, range of time, range of date, etc. 
A multiple value or multi-value filter may accept more than 
one value for filtering the data. Users may also create their 
own filters (e.g., as plug-in filters). Various types of filters 
may be used in combination. For example, one filter is both a 
keyword filter and a multi-value filter; the user can enter one 
or more keywords in the keyword filter. 
When filters are applied in the user interface 700, 100 or a 

panel 710, 110 in the user interface 700, 100, the user inter 
face 700,100 or the panel 710, 110 can show an indication that 
the data has been filtered. For example, the user interface 700, 
100 can include a button for undoing the filtering or returning 
to the previous unfiltered data, or the user interface 700, 100 
can have a reset button to return to the initial view without any 
filtering. Applying a filter in one panel 710, 110 may filter the 
data in some or all of the other panels 710, 110. Generally, the 
filter will apply to the panels 710, 110 included in the user 
interface 700,100. However, in some cases, application of the 
filter to a particular panel 710, 110 may make it more difficult 
for the user to navigate. For example, in FIG. 8B, the selection 
of a bar chart for a city or a region can work as a filter to 
display the data for that city or region; FIG. 8B does not filter 
the cities or regions initially displayed in the panel 710b so 
that the user can click on the bars for different cities or regions 
to view the corresponding data, but the data in the other panels 
710 in the user interface are updated to reflect the filter. The 
panels 710, 110 and/or the user interface 700,100 may refresh 
when filters are applied. 
Example Method 

FIG. 9 illustrates a flowchart for providing a user interface 
including multiple panels for visualizing emergency call data 
of a law enforcement agency, according to certain embodi 
ments. The process 900 is explained in connection with FIGS. 
1-2, but may also apply to FIGS. 7-8 or other executive 
dashboards. Certain details relating to the process 900 are 
explained in more detail with respect to FIGS. 1-8. The pro 
cess 900 may be implemented by one or more systems 
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described with respect to FIGS. 10-11, such as by a server 
system that has access to the various emergency call data and 
generates the various panels and visualizations requests by 
users. Depending on the embodiment, the process 900 may 
include fewer or additional blocks, and the blocks may be 
performed in an order that is different than illustrated. 

At block 902, the process 900 generates a user interface 
100 configured to concurrently display a plurality of panels 
110 each including a visual representation based on emer 
gency call data of a law enforcement agency. In this embodi 
ment, the emergency call data includes data associated with a 
plurality of emergency calls. Types of visual representation or 
visualizations included in a panel 110 may include: a map, a 
bar chart, a table, a line graph, a time series chart, an object 
Summary, a flow diagram, a word diagram, a pie chart, a time 
wheel, etc. The details relating to each type of visual repre 
sentation are explained with respect to FIGS. 1-8. 
At block 904, a map panel of a geographical region asso 

ciated with the law enforcementagency is included in the user 
interface (such as the first panel 110a discussed above). The 
map of the geographical region may include a plurality of 
selectable precinct indicators representing a corresponding 
plurality of precincts for which the law enforcement agency 
has at least some law enforcement responsibilities. The plu 
rality of precinct indicators may each show the number of 
emergency calls in a particular precinct. The precinct indica 
tors may have different colors to convey information at a 
glance. For example, indicators for precincts with high num 
ber of emergency calls may be shown in orange; indicators for 
precincts with low number of emergency calls may be shown 
in green. 
At block 906, in response to receiving a selection (e.g., 

from an executive viewing the executive dashboard) of a 
particular precinct indicator corresponding to a particular 
precinct, the map panel is updated to display one or more 
emergency call indicators representing a corresponding one 
or more emergency calls within the selected precinct. Emer 
gency calls may be represented as objects and have properties 
associated with them, such as job ID, time and date, location, 
radio code, assigned resource, comments, etc. The one or 
more emergency call indicators can have different colors 
and/or shapes to convey information quickly. For example, 
different colors correspond to different types of jobs or radio 
codes, and different shapes indicate how recent the emer 
gency calls are. 

At block 908, in response to receiving a selection of a 
particular emergency call indicator corresponding to a par 
ticular emergency call, the map panel is updated to display 
information relating to the particular emergency call. Infor 
mation about the emergency call may be displayed on the map 
itself or in a separate pop-up window. In one example, brief 
information is shown on the map itself, next to the emergency 
call indicator, and detailed information is displayed in the 
separate pop-up window. The details may include job num 
ber, time and date, location, comments, etc. 

In certain embodiments, a second panel displaying a sta 
tistic relating to at least some of the emergency call data is 
included in the user interface. In one embodiment, the statistic 
in the second panel is associated with the one or more emer 
gency calls within the particular precinct. In another embodi 
ment, the statistic in the second panel is associated with 
emergency calls in all of the plurality of precincts in the 
geographical region. 

In some embodiments, a filter may be applied to the map 
panel. Applying the filter may update the map panel to display 
the one or more emergency call indicators that meet criteria 
indicated by the filter. Types of filters can include: a keyword 
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filter, a date filter, a time filter, a multiple value filter, etc. The 
filter applied in the map panel can also be applied in the 
second panel and/or another panel of the plurality of panels. 
The type of information displayed in the panels may 

include: high priority emergency calls, historical trend of 
emergency calls, top radio codes, top radio Subcodes, etc. For 
example, the plurality of panels other than the map panel can 
display any of the different types of information listed above. 

DEFINITIONS 

In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and 
methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used 
herein, should be construed to include the provided defini 
tions, the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms, and/ 
or any other implied meaning for the respective terms. Thus, 
the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these terms, 
but only provide exemplary definitions. 

Ontology: Stored information that provides a data model 
for storage of data in one or more databases. For example, the 
stored data may comprise definitions for object types and 
property types for data in a database, and how objects and 
properties may be related. 

Database: A broad term for any data structure for storing 
and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, rela 
tional databases (Oracle database, mySQL database, etc.), 
spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, among others. 

Data Object or Object: A data container for information 
representing specific things in the world that have a number of 
definable properties. For example, a data object can represent 
an entity Such as a person, a place, an organization, a market 
instrument, or other noun. A data object can represent an 
event that happens at a point in time or for a duration. A data 
object can represent a document or other unstructured data 
Source Such as an e-mail message, a news report, or a written 
paper or article. Each data object may be associated with a 
unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data object. The 
objects attributes (e.g. metadata about the object) may be 
represented in one or more properties. 

ObjectType: Type of a data object (e.g., Person, Event, or 
Document). Object types may be defined by an ontology and 
may be modified or updated to include additional object 
types. An object definition (e.g., in an ontology) may include 
how the object is related to other objects, such as being a 
Sub-object type of another object type (e.g. an agent may be a 
Sub-object type of a person object type), and the properties the 
object type may have. 

Properties: Attributes of a data object that represent indi 
vidual data items. At a minimum, each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values. 

Property Type: The type of data a property is, Such as a 
string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types, such as a series data values associ 
ated with timed ticks (e.g. a time series), etc. 

Property Value: The value associated with a property, 
which is of the type indicated in the property type associated 
with the property. A property may have multiple values. 

Link: A connection between two data objects, based on, for 
example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching properties. 
Links may be directional. Such as one representing a payment 
from person A to B, or bidirectional. 

Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared between two 
or more data objects. 
Object Centric Data Model 
To provide a framework for the following discussion of 

specific systems and methods described herein, an example 
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database system 1210 using an ontology 1205 will now be 
described. This description is provided for the purpose of 
providing an example and is not intended to limit the tech 
niques to the example data model, the example database 
system, or the example database systems use of an ontology 
to represent information. 

In one embodiment, a body of data is conceptually struc 
tured according to an object-centric data model represented 
by ontology 1205. The conceptual data model is independent 
of any particular database used for durably storing one or 
more database(s) 1209 based on the ontology 1205. For 
example, each object of the conceptual data model may cor 
respond to one or more rows in a relational database or an 
entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) data 
base, or any combination of one or more databases. 

FIG. 10 illustrates an object-centric conceptual data model 
according to an embodiment. An ontology 1205, as noted 
above, may include stored information providing a data 
model for storage of data in the database 1209. The ontology 
1205 may be defined by one or more object types, which may 
each be associated with one or more property types. At the 
highest level of abstraction, data object 1201 is a container for 
information representing things in the world. For example, 
data object 1201 can represent an entity Such as a person, a 
place, an organization, a market instrument, or other noun. 
Data object 1201 can represent an event that happens at a 
point in time or for a duration. Data object 1201 can represent 
a document or other unstructured data source Such as an 
e-mail message, a news report, or a written paper or article. 
Each data object 1201 is associated with a unique identifier 
that uniquely identifies the data object within the database 
system. 

Different types of data objects may have different property 
types. For example, a “Person’ data object might have an 
“Eye Color” property type and an “Event data object might 
have a “Date” property type. Each property 203 as repre 
sented by data in the database system 1210 may have a prop 
erty type defined by the ontology 1205 used by the database 
1205. 

Objects may be instantiated in the database 1209 in accor 
dance with the corresponding object definition for the par 
ticular object in the ontology 1205. For example, a specific 
monetary payment (e.g., an object of type “event) of US 
S30.00 (e.g., a property of type “currency') taking place on 
Mar. 27, 2009 (e.g., a property of type “date') may be stored 
in the database 1209 as an event object with associated cur 
rency and date properties as defined within the ontology 
1205. 
The data objects defined in the ontology 1205 may support 

property multiplicity. In particular, a data object 1201 may be 
allowed to have more than one property 203 of the same 
property type. For example, a “Person’ data object might 
have multiple “Address' properties or multiple “Name” prop 
erties. 

Each link 1202 represents a connection between two data 
objects 1201. In one embodiment, the connection is either 
through a relationship, an event, or through matching prop 
erties. A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, “Person’ data object A may be 
connected to “Person’ data object B by a “Child Of relation 
ship (where “Person’ data object B has an asymmetric “Par 
ent Of relationship to “Person’ data object A), a “Kin Of 
symmetric relationship to “Person’ data object C, and an 
asymmetric “Member Of relationship to “Organization' 
data object X. The type of relationship between two data 
objects may vary depending on the types of the data objects. 
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For example, “Person’ data object A may have an “Appears 
In relationship with "Document data object Y or have a 
“Participate In' relationship with “Event data object E. As 
an example of an event connection, two “Person’ data objects 
may be connected by an Airline Flight data object repre 
senting a particular airline flight if they traveled together on 
that flight, or by a "Meeting data object representing a par 
ticular meeting if they both attended that meeting. In one 
embodiment, when two data objects are connected by an 
event, they are also connected by relationships, in which each 
data object has a specific relationship to the event. Such as, for 
example, an 'Appears. In relationship. 
As an example of a matching properties connection, two 

“Person’ data objects representing a brother and a sister, may 
both have an “Address' property that indicates where they 
live. If the brother and the sister live in the same home, then 
their “Address' properties likely contain similar, if not iden 
tical property values. In one embodiment, a link between two 
data objects may be established based on similar or matching 
properties (e.g., property types and/or property values) of the 
data objects. These are just some examples of the types of 
connections that may be represented by a link and other types 
of connections may be represented; embodiments are not 
limited to any particular types of connections between data 
objects. For example, a document might contain references to 
two different objects. For example, a document may contain 
a reference to a payment (one object), and a person (a second 
object). A link between these two objects may represent a 
connection between these two entities through their co-oc 
currence within the same document. 

Each data object 1201 can have multiple links with another 
data object 1201 to form a link set 1204. For example, two 
“Person’ data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a “Spouse Of relationship, a match 
ing “Address' property, and one or more matching “Event 
properties (e.g., a wedding). Each link1202 as represented by 
data in a database may have a link type defined by the data 
base ontology used by the database. 
Implementation Mechanisms 

According to one embodiment, the techniques described 
herein are implemented by one or more special-purpose com 
puting devices. The special-purpose computing devices may 
be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include 
circuitry or digital electronic devices such as one or more 
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the techniques, or may include one or 
more hardware processors programmed to perform the tech 
niques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, server computer 
systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices, net 
working devices or any other device or combination of 
devices that incorporate hard-wired and/or program logic to 
implement the techniques. 
Computing device(s) are generally controlled and coordi 

nated by operating system software, such as iOS, Android, 
Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Win 
dows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, 
Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or other compatible 
operating systems. In other embodiments, the computing 
device may be controlled by a proprietary operating system. 
Conventional operating systems control and Schedule com 
puter processes for execution, perform memory management, 
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provide file system, networking, I/O services, and provide a 
user interface functionality, such as a graphical user interface 
(“GUI), among other things. 

For example, FIG. 11 is a block diagram that illustrates a 
computer system 1800 upon which an embodiment may be 
implemented. For example, the computing system 1800 may 
comprises a server system that accesses law enforcement data 
and provides user interface data to one or more users (e.g., 
executives) that allows those users to view their desired 
executive dashboards and interface with the data. Other com 
puting systems discussed herein, such as the user (e.g., execu 
tive), may include any portion of the circuitry and/or func 
tionality discussed with reference to system 1800. 

Computer system 1800 includes a bus 1802 or other com 
munication mechanism for communicating information, and 
a hardware processor, or multiple processors, 1804 coupled 
with bus 1802 for processing information. Hardware proces 
sor(s) 1804 may be, for example, one or more general purpose 
microprocessors. 

Computer system 1800 also includes a main memory 1806, 
Such as a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or other 
dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 1802 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 
1804. Main memory 1806 also may be used for storing tem 
porary variables or other intermediate information during 
execution of instructions to be executed by processor 1804. 
Such instructions, when stored in storage media accessible to 
processor 1804, render computer system 1800 into a special 
purpose machine that is customized to perform the operations 
specified in the instructions. 
Computer system 1800 further includes a read only 

memory (ROM)808 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 1802 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 1804. A storage device 1810, such as a magnetic 
disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is 
provided and coupled to bus 1802 for storing information and 
instructions. 

Computer system 1800 may be coupled via bus 1802 to a 
display 1812, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or LCD 
display (or touch screen), for displaying information to a 
computeruser. An input device 1814, including alphanumeric 
and other keys, is coupled to bus 1802 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 1804. 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 1816, such 
as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for commu 
nicating direction information and command selections to 
processor 1804 and for controlling cursor movement on dis 
play 1812. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. 
In some embodiments, the same direction information and 
command selections as cursor control may be implemented 
via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor. 

Computing system 1800 may include a user interface mod 
ule to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass storage 
device as executable software codes that are executed by the 
computing device(s). This and other modules may include, by 
way of example, components, such as Software components, 
object-oriented Software components, class components and 
task components, processes, functions, attributes, proce 
dures, Subroutines, segments of program code, drivers, firm 
ware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, data structures, 
tables, arrays, and variables. 

In general, the word “module,” as used herein, refers to 
logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection of 
Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit points, 
Written in a programming language. Such as, for example, 
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Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be compiled and 
linked into an executable program, installed in a dynamic link 
library, or may be written in an interpreted programming 
language such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will 
be appreciated that software modules may be callable from 
other modules or from themselves, and/or may be invoked in 
response to detected events or interrupts. Software modules 
configured for execution on computing devices may be pro 
vided on a computer readable medium, Such as a compact 
disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any other 
tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may be origi 
nally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
may be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but may be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage 
Computer system 1800 may implement the techniques 

described herein using customized hard-wired logic, one or 
more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic which 
in combination with the computer system causes or programs 
computer system 1800 to be a special-purpose machine. 
According to one embodiment, the techniques herein are 
performed by computer system 1800 in response to 
processor(s) 1804 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 1806. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 1806 from 
another storage medium, Such as storage device 1810. Execu 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 1806 causes processor(s) 1804 to perform the pro 
cess steps described herein. In alternative embodiments, 
hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combina 
tion with software instructions. 
The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, as 

used herein refers to any media that store data and/or instruc 
tions that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. 
Such non-transitory media may comprise non-volatile media 
and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for 
example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage device 
1810. Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as main 
memory 1806. Common forms of non-transitory media 
include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, 
Solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data 
storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage 
medium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a 
RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, 
any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions 
of the same. 

Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be used in 
conjunction with transmission media. Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between nontransi 
tory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 1802. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
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Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or 
more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 1804 
for execution. For example, the instructions may initially be 
carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer can load the instructions into 
its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a tele 
phone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 1800 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 1802. Bus 1802 carries the data to main memory 1806, 
from which processor 1804 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 1806 may 
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
received by main memory 1806 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 1810 either before or after execution by pro 
cessor 1804. 

Computer system 1800 also includes a communication 
interface 1818 coupled to bus 1802. Communication inter 
face 1818 provides a two-way data communication coupling 
to a network link 1820 that is connected to a local network 
1822. For example, communication interface 1818 may bean 
integrated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable 
modem, satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data com 
munication connection to a corresponding type of telephone 
line. As another example, communication interface 1818 may 
be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a data com 
munication connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN com 
ponent to communicated with a WAN). Wireless links may 
also be implemented. In any such implementation, commu 
nication interface 1818 sends and receives electrical, electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams 
representing various types of information. 

Network link 1820 typically provides data communication 
through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link 1820 may provide a connection 
through local network 1822 to a host computer 1824 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
1826. ISP1826 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet” 1828. Local 
network 1822 and Internet 1828 both use electrical, electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 1820 and through communication interface 1818, 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
1800, are example forms of transmission media. 
Computer system 1800 can send messages and receive 

data, including program code, through the network(s), net 
work link 1820 and communication interface 1818. In the 
Internet example, a server 1830 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 1828, ISP 
1826, local network 1822 and communication interface 1818. 
The received code may be executed by processor 1804 as it 

is received, and/or stored in storage device 1810, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. 

Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms described 
in the preceding sections may be embodied in, and fully or 
partially automated by, code modules executed by one or 
more computer systems or computer processors comprising 
computer hardware. The processes and algorithms may be 
implemented partially or wholly in application-specific cir 
cuitry. 
The various features and processes described above may be 

used independently of one another, or may be combined in 
various ways. All possible combinations and Subcombina 
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tions are intended to fall within the scope of this disclosure. In 
addition, certain method or process blocks may be omitted in 
Some implementations. The methods and processes described 
herein are also not limited to any particular sequence, and the 
blocks or states relating thereto can be performed in other 
sequences that are appropriate. For example, described 
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than that 
specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states may be 
combined in a single block or state. The example blocks or 
states may be performed in serial, in parallel, or in Some other 
manner. Blocks or states may be added to or removed from the 
disclosed example embodiments. The example systems and 
components described herein may be configured differently 
than described. For example, elements may be added to, 
removed from, or rearranged compared to the disclosed 
example embodiments. 

Conditional language. Such as, among others, “can.” 
“could “might or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the flow 
diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the attached 
figures should be understood as potentially representing mod 
ules, segments, orportions of code which include one or more 
executable instructions for implementing specific logical 
functions or steps in the process. Alternate implementations 
are included within the scope of the embodiments described 
herein in which elements or functions may be deleted, 
executed out of order from that shown or discussed, including 
Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, depending on 
the functionality involved, as would be understood by those 
skilled in the art. 

It should be emphasized that many variations and modifi 
cations may be made to the above-described embodiments, 
the elements of which are to be understood as being among 
other acceptable examples. All Such modifications and varia 
tions are intended to be included herein within the scope of 
this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, how 
ever, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears intext, 
the invention can be practiced in many ways. AS is also stated 
above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminol 
ogy when describing certain features or aspects of the inven 
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with 
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the inven 
tion should therefore be construed in accordance with the 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer system configured to provide a customizable 

user interface relating to visualization of data associated with 
a law enforcement agency, the computer system comprising: 

one or more hardware computer processors configured to 
execute code in order to cause the system to: 
generate a user interface configured to concurrently dis 

play a plurality of panels each including a visual rep 
resentation based on emergency call data of a law 
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enforcement agency, the emergency call data com 
prising data associated with a plurality of emergency 
calls, 

wherein the plurality of panels comprises at least: 
a first panel displaying a map of a geographical region 

associated with the law enforcement agency, the 
map of the geographical region comprising a plu 
rality of selectable precinct indicators representing 
a corresponding plurality of precincts for which the 
law enforcement agency has at least some law 
enforcement responsibilities, each of the plurality 
of selectable precinct indicators displaying a num 
ber of emergency calls associated with a corre 
sponding precinct, the first panel configured to: 
in response to receiving a selection of a particular 

precinct indicator corresponding to a particular 
precinct: 
update the first panel to Zoom in on the map to 
display the particular precinct; and 
update the first panel to display one or more 
emergency call indicators representing a corre 
sponding one or more emergency calls within 
the particular precinct; and 

in response to receiving a selection of a particular 
emergency call indicator corresponding to a par 
ticular emergency call, update the first panel to 
display information relating to the particular 
emergency call next to the particular emergency 
call indicator; and 

a second panel displaying a statistic relating to at least 
some of the emergency call data displayed in the 
first panel, the second panel configured to: 
dynamically update the statistic in response to the 

selection of the particular precinct indicator in 
the first panel; and 

wherein the user interface is further configured to dis 
play a filter and the filter is at least one of: a radio code 
filter, a time filter, a precinct filter, and a patrol bor 
ough filter and wherein selection of the filter dynami 
cally updates both the first panel and the second panel. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the statistic in the second 
panel is associated with the one or more emergency calls 
within the particular precinct. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the statistic in the second 
panel is associated with emergency calls in all of the plurality 
of precincts in the geographical region. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the second panel 
includes a visual representation selected from: a map, a bar 
chart, a table, a line graph, a time series chart, an object 
Summary, a flow diagram, a word diagram, a pie chart, and a 
time wheel. 

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the statistic in the second 
panel is selected from: high priority emergency calls; histori 
cal trend of emergency calls; top radio codes; and top radio 
Subcodes. 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the code is further 
configured to cause the system to apply a filter to the first 
panel, wherein applying the filter updates the first panel to 
display the one or more emergency call indicators that meet 
criteria indicated by the filter. 

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the filter is selected from: 
a keyword filter, a date filter, a time filter, and a multiple value 
filter. 

8. The system of claim 6, wherein applying the filter to the 
first panel applies the filter to one or more other panels of the 
plurality of panels. 
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9. The system of claim 1, wherein each panel in the plural 

ity of panels is resizable. 
10. The system of claim 1, wherein settings for each panel 

in the plurality of panels are customized for an individual 
user, a group of users, or an organization. 

11. A method of providing a customizable user interface 
relating to visualization of data associated with a law enforce 
ment agency, the method comprising: 

generating, using one or more hardware computer proces 
Sors, a user interface configured to concurrently display 
a plurality of panels each including a visual representa 
tion based on emergency call data of a law enforcement 
agency, the emergency call data comprising data asso 
ciated with a plurality of emergency calls; 

displaying in the user interface at least a first panel of the 
plurality of panels, the first panel displaying a map of a 
geographical region associated with the law enforce 
ment agency, the map of the geographical region com 
prising a plurality of selectable precinct indicators rep 
resenting a corresponding plurality of precincts for 
which the law enforcement agency has at least Some law 
enforcement responsibilities, each of the plurality of 
Selectable precinct indicators displaying a number of 
emergency calls associated with a corresponding pre 
cinct; 

in response to receiving a selection of a particular precinct 
indicator corresponding to a particular precinct: 
updating the first panel to Zoom in on the map to display 

the particular precinct; and 
updating the first panel to display one or more emer 

gency call indicators representing a corresponding 
one or more emergency calls within the particular 
precinct; 

in response to receiving a selection of a particular emer 
gency call indicator corresponding to a particular emer 
gency call, updating the first panel to display informa 
tion relating to the particular emergency call next to the 
particular emergency call indicator, 

displaying in the user interface a second panel of the plu 
rality of panels, the second panel configured to display a 
statistic relating to at least some of the emergency call 
data displayed in the first panel, and dynamically update 
the statistic in response to the selection of the particular 
precinct indicator in the first panel; 

displaying in the user interface a filter, wherein the filter is 
at least one of a radio code filter, a time filter, a precinct 
filter, and a patrol borough filter; and 

dynamically updating both the first panel and the second 
panel in response to selection of the filter. 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the second panel 
includes a visual representation selected from: a map, a bar 
chart, a table, a line graph, a time series chart, an object 
Summary, a flow diagram, a word diagram, a pie chart, and a 
time wheel. 

13. The method of claim 11, further comprising applying a 
filter to the second panel, wherein applying the filter updates 
the second panel to display a statistic relating to the one or 
more emergency call indicators in the first panel that meet 
criteria indicated by the filter. 

14. The method of claim 11, wherein the statistic in the 
second panel is selected from: high priority emergency calls; 
historical trend of emergency calls; top radio codes; and top 
radio Subcodes. 

15. The method of claim 11, further comprising applying a 
filter to the first panel, wherein applying the filter updates the 
first panel to display the one or more emergency call indica 
tors that meet criteria indicated by the filter. 
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16. The method of claim 15, wherein the filter is selected 
from: a keyword filter, a date filter, a time filter, and a multiple 
value filter. 

17. The method of claim 15, wherein applying the filter to 
the first panel applies the filter to one or more other panels of 5 
the plurality of panels. 

18. A non-transitory computer readable medium compris 
ing instructions for providing a customizable user interface 
relating to visualization of data associated with a law enforce 
ment agency that cause a hardware computer processor to: 

generate a user interface configured to concurrently dis 
play a plurality of panels each including a visual repre 
sentation based on emergency call data of a law enforce 
ment agency, the emergency call data comprising data 
associated with a plurality of emergency calls; 

display in the user interface at least a first panel of the 
plurality of panels, the first panel displaying a map of a 
geographical region associated with the law enforce 
ment agency, the map of the geographical region com 
prising a plurality of selectable precinct indicators rep 
resenting a corresponding plurality of precincts for 
which the law enforcement agency has at least some law 
enforcement responsibilities, each of the plurality of 
Selectable precinct indicators displaying a number of 
emergency calls associated with a corresponding pre 
cinct; 
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in response to receiving a selection of a particular precinct 

indicator corresponding to a particular precinct: 
update the first panel to Zoom in on the map to display 

the particular precinct; and 
update the first panel to display one or more emergency 

call indicators representing a corresponding one or 
more emergency calls within the particular precinct; 

in response to receiving a selection of a particular emer 
gency call indicator corresponding to a particular emer 
gency call, update the first panel to display information 
relating to the particular emergency call next to the par 
ticular emergency call indicator; 

display in the user interface a second panel of the plurality 
of panels, the second panel displaying a statistic relating 
to at least some of the emergency call data displayed in 
the first panel; 

dynamically update the statistic in the second panel in 
response to the selection of the particular precinct indi 
cator in the first panel; 

display in the user interface a filter, wherein the filter is at 
least one of: a radio code filter, a time filter, a precinct 
filter, and a patrol borough filter; and 

dynamically update both the first panel and the second 
panel in response to selection of the filter. 

ck k < k k 
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DATA INTEGRATION TOOL 

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION 

This application claims the benefit of priority to U.S. Pro 
visional Patent Application No. 61/801.222, filed on Mar. 15, 
2013, the disclosure of which is expressly incorporated herein 
by reference in its entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

Data is commonly stored in computer-based systems in 
fixed, rigidly structured data stores. For example, one com 
mon type of data store is a “flat file such as a spreadsheet, 
plain-text document, or XML document. Another common 
type of data store is a relational database comprising one or 
more tables. Other examples of data stores that comprise 
structured data include, without limitation, files systems, 
object collections, record collections, arrays, hierarchical 
trees, linked lists, stacks, and combinations thereof. 

Often, the underlying structure of these types of data stores 
is poorly Suited for data analysis. One approach for facilitat 
ing a more efficient analysis of data in Such data stores is to 
reorganize that data according to an object model that defines 
object structures and relationships between the object struc 
tures. 

To create an object model, data items in underlying data 
stores, such as table rows or cells, can be mapped to properties 
of the objects in the model. The semantics, or “meanings.” of 
the various components of the object model are defined by an 
ontology that categorizes objects, relationships, and/or prop 
erties according to various defined types. For example, an 
ontology might categorize objects as being of one of the 
following types: person, entity, or event. The ontology can 
define different properties for each object type, such as 
names, dates, locations, documents, media, and so forth. 
Moreover, the ontology can further define relationships (or 
links) between objects, such as employee, participant, sib 
ling, and so forth. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Reference will now be made to the accompanying draw 
ings showing example embodiments of the present applica 
tion, and in which: 

FIG. 1A shows, in block diagram form, an exemplary data 
fusion system for providing interactive data analysis, consis 
tent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG.1B is a screenshot of an exemplary graphical interface 
for the data fusion system of FIG. 1A, consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 2 shows an exemplary project providing one or more 
transformation scripts associated with data transformation, 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG.3 shows an exemplary configuration file for a project, 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 4 shows an exemplary transform method of a trans 
formation Script, consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure. 

FIG. 5 shows exemplary link builder methods of the trans 
form method described in FIG. 4, consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 

FIGS. 6A and 6B show an exemplary content process 
method of the transform method described in FIG. 4, consis 
tent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 
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FIG. 7 shows an exemplary domain-specific language 

(DSL) builder called by the content processor described in 
FIGS.6A and 6B, consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure. 

FIG.8 shows an exemplary software development environ 
ment for debugging a transformation script, consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG.9 is a flowchart representing an exemplary method for 
proactive validation of a transformation script, consistent 
with embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 10 shows, in block diagram form, an exemplary com 
puter system with which embodiments described herein can 
be implemented, consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

Reference will now be made in detail to the embodiments, 
the examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings. Whenever possible, the same reference numbers 
will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or 
like parts. 

FIG. 1A shows, in block diagram form, an exemplary data 
fusion system 100 for providing interactive data analysis, 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. Sys 
tem 100 can include several components. The components of 
system 100 can electronically transmit data/information in 
either direction with other components and can be connected 
to one another with wired or wireless transmission links and/ 
or via one or more networks. 
Among other things, system 100 facilitates transformation 

of one or more data sources, such as data sources 130, into an 
object model 160 whose semantics are defined by an ontology 
150. The transformation can be performed for a variety of 
reasons. For example, a database administrator may desire to 
import data from data sources 130 into a database 170 for 
persistently storing object model 160. As another example, a 
data presentation component (not depicted) can transform 
input data from data sources 130 on the fly into object model 
160. The object model 160 can then be utilized, in conjunc 
tion with ontology 150, for analysis through graphs and/or 
other data visualization techniques. 
As shown in FIG. 1A, system 100 comprises a definition 

component 110 and a translation component 120, both imple 
mented by one or more processors on one or more computing 
devices executing hardware and/or software-based logic for 
providing various functionality described herein. As will be 
appreciated from the present disclosure, system 100 can com 
prise fewer or additional components that provide various 
functionalities described herein. Such components are, for 
clarity, omitted from FIG.1.A. Moreover, the component(s) of 
system 100 responsible for providing various functionalities 
can further vary from embodiment to embodiment. 

Definition component 110 generates and/or modifies 
ontology 150 and a schema map 140. Exemplary embodi 
ments for defining an ontology (such as ontology 150) are 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 7,962.495 (the 495 patent), issued 
Jun. 14, 2011, the entire contents of which are expressly 
incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. Among 
other things, the 495 patent describes embodiments that 
define a dynamic ontology for use in creating data in a data 
base. For creating a database ontology, one or more object 
types are created where each object type can include one or 
more properties. The attributes of object types or property 
types of the ontology can be edited or modified at any time. 
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And for each property type, at least one parser definition is 
created. The attributes of a parser definition can be edited or 
modified at any time. 

In Some embodiments, each property type is declared to be 
representative of one or more object types. A property type is 
representative of an object type when the property type is 
intuitively associated with the object type. For example, a 
property type of “Social Security Number may be represen 
tative of an object type “Person' but not representative of an 
object type “Business.” 

In some embodiments, each property type has one or more 
components and a base type. In some embodiments, a prop 
erty type may comprise a string, a date, a number, or a com 
posite type consisting of two or more string, date, or number 
elements. Thus, property types are extensible and can repre 
sent complex data structures. Further, a parser definition can 
reference a component of a complex property type as a unit or 
token. 
An example of a property having multiple components is a 

Name property having a Last Name component and a First 
Name component. An example of raw input data is “Smith, 
Jane. An example parser definition specifies an association 
of imported input data to object property components as 
follows: {LAST NAME}, {FIRST NAME}->Name:Last, 
Name:First. In some embodiments, the association 
{LAST NAME}, {FIRST NAME} is defined in a parser 
definition using regular expression symbology. The associa 
tion {LAST NAME}, {FIRST NAME} indicates that a last 
name string followed by a first name string comprises valid 
input data for a property of typeName. In contrast, input data 
of “Smith Jane' would not be valid for the specified parser 
definition, but a user could create a second parser definition 
that does match input data of “Smith Jane.” The definition 
Name:Last, Name:First specifies that matching input data 
values map to components named “Last and “First of the 
Name property. 
As a result, parsing the input data using the parser defini 

tion results in assigning the value “Smith' to the Name:Last 
component of the Name property, and the value "Jane' to the 
Name:First component of the Name property. 

Referring again to FIG. 1A schema map 140 can define 
how various elements of schemas 135 for data sources 130 
map to various elements of ontology 150. Definition compo 
nent 110 receives, calculates, extracts, or otherwise identifies 
Schemas 135 for data Sources 130. Schemas 135 define the 
structure of data sources 130 for example, the names and 
other characteristics of tables, files, columns, fields, proper 
ties, and so forth. Definition component 110 furthermore 
optionally identifies sample data 136 from data sources 130. 
Definition component 110 can further identify object type, 
relationship, and property definitions from ontology 150, if 
any already exist. Definition component 110 can further iden 
tify pre-existing mappings from Schema map 140, if Such 
mappings exist. 

Based on the identified information, definition component 
110 can generate a graphical interface 115. Graphical inter 
face 115 can be presented to users of a computing device via 
any Suitable output mechanism (e.g., a display Screen, an 
image projection, etc.), and can further accept input from 
users of the computing device via any Suitable input mecha 
nism (e.g., a keyboard, a mouse, a touch screen interface, 
etc.). Graphical interface 115 features a visual workspace that 
visually depicts representations of the elements of ontology 
150 for which mappings are defined in schema map 140. FIG. 
1B provides an exemplary depiction of graphical interface 
115 for visually depicting representations of the elements of 
ontology 150. Graphical interface 115 also includes controls 
for adding new elements to schema map 140 and/or ontology 
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150, including objects, properties of objects, and relation 
ships, via the visual workspace. After elements of ontology 
150 are represented in the visual workspace, graphical inter 
face 115 can further provide controls in association with the 
representations that allow for modifying the elements of 
ontology 150 and identifying how the elements of ontology 
150 correspond to elements of schemas 135. Optionally, the 
graphical interface 115 can further utilize the sample data 136 
to provide the user with a preview of object model 160 as the 
user defines schema map 140. In response to the input via the 
various controls of graphical interface 115, definition com 
ponent 110 can generate and/or modify ontology 150 and 
schema map 140. 

Transformation component 120 can be invoked after 
schema map 140 and ontology 150 have been defined or 
redefined. Transformation component 120 identifies schema 
map 140 and ontology 150. Transformation component 120 
further reads data sources 130 and identifies schemas 135 for 
data sources 130. For each element of ontology 150 described 
in schema map 140, transformation component 120 iterates 
through some or all of the data items of data sources 130, 
generating elements of object model 160 in the manner speci 
fied by schema map 140. In some embodiments, transforma 
tion component 120 can store a representation of each gen 
erated element of object model 160 in a database 170. In some 
embodiments, transformation component 120 is further con 
figured to synchronize changes in object model 160 back to 
data sources 130. 

Data sources 130 can be one or more sources of data, 
including, without limitation, spreadsheet files, databases, 
email folders, document collections, media collections, con 
tact directories, and so forth. Data sources 130 can include 
data structures stored persistently in non-volatile memory. 
Data sources 130 can also or instead include temporary data 
structures generated from underlying data sources via data 
extraction components, such as a result set returned from a 
database server executing an database query. 
Schema map 140, ontology 150, and schemas 135 can be 

stored in any suitable structures, such as XML files, database 
tables, and so forth. In some embodiments, ontology 150 is 
maintained persistently. Schema map 140 can or cannot be 
maintained persistently, depending on whether the transfor 
mation process is perpetual or a one-time event. Schemas 135 
need not be maintained in persistent memory, but can be 
cached for optimization. 

Object model 160 comprises collections of elements such 
as typed objects, properties, and relationships. The collec 
tions can be structured in any Suitable manner. In some 
embodiments, a database 170 stores the elements of object 
model 160, or representations thereof. In some embodiments, 
the elements of object model 160 are stored within database 
170 in a different underlying format, such as in a series of 
object, property, and relationship tables in a relational data 
base. 

FIG. 2 shows an exemplary project 200 providing one or 
more scripts 210. Project 200 and its corresponding scripts 
210 can be processed by a transformer (such as transforma 
tion component 120). Scripts 210 can include one or more 
transformation Scripts associated with transforming some or 
all data items of data sources 130 into elements for object 
model 160. In this particular example, project 200 is titled 
“kea-examples' and has scripts CSVExample.groovy, Mal 
wareReport.groovy, PhoneTransformer groovy, Pira 
cySample.groovy, RecursivelnputSingleOutputDi 
rectoryConversion.groovy, and RSSFeed-groovy. Project 200 
also includes, among other things, a log.properties file for 
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providing instructions for logging outputs and a configuration 
file for assisting with the running of one or more scripts 210. 

FIG. 3 shows an exemplary configuration file 300 for 
project 200 described above with reference to FIG. 2. Con 
figuration file 300 can be processed by a transformer (such as 
transformation component 120). Among other things, con 
figuration file 300 can be used for setting parameters while 
running one or more Scripts 210 associated with configuration 
file 200. Configuration file 300 can identify an ontology file 
310 that provides naming and arrangement of objects, prop 
erties, and/or links for determining whether proposed outputs 
from scripts are valid. Ontology file 310 is part of ontology 
150 described above. While ontology file 310 is identified in 
configuration file 200, in Some embodiments configuration 
file 300 points to location where ontology file 310 is located. 

Ontology file 310 can have one or more ontology param 
eters. These ontology parameters assign entities to either an 
object, property of an entity designated as an object, or a link 
between objects. For example, an ontology parameter define 
entity "Organization” as being an object. Additional ontology 
parameters can define entities “Charity.” “Church, and Aca 
demic Organization” as being properties of object “Organi 
zation.” On the flip side, the entity “Birthplace' would not be 
a property of “Organization’; thus, there would be no ontol 
ogy parameter assigning the "Birthplace' property to the 
“Organization' object. 

FIG. 4 shows exemplary transform method 400 of the 
PhoneTransformer groovy script identified in project 200 
illustrated above in FIG. 2. Transform method 400 includes, 
among other things, a link builder 410 and a content processor 
interface 420. Transform method 400 can be processed by a 
transformer (such as transformation component 120). 

In the exemplary embodiment of FIG.4, transform method 
400 includes code for asking a user how to import data (such 
as calls), by providing two link build options. These options 
include either (i) aggregating multiple calls between phone 
number XXX-XXX-XXXX and phone numberyyy-yyy-yyyy into 
a single link or (ii) showing each call between the two num 
bers as individual link events. In terms of the transformer, a 
difference between the two options is how links are built. In 
this example, the building of a link is managed by passing a 
link building closure (linkBuilder 410) to the link method that 
processes each row of data. 

Exemplary link builder methods 500 are illustrated in FIG. 
5 and can be processed by a transformer (such as transforma 
tion component 120). Link builder methods 500 include Cre 
ate AggregateCallinks method 510 that creates links col 
lapsing call events between common endpoints into a single 
link and CreatendividualCallLinks method 520 that creates 
links for individual call events for each call between end 
points. 

After link builder 410 determines how calls are aggregated, 
content processor interface 420 can call a process method that 
performs the transformation of one or more data items from a 
data sources to elements of an object model. An exemplary 
process method 600 is shown in FIGS. 6A and 6B and can be 
processed by a transformer (Such as transformation compo 
nent 120). Process method 600 iterates through data items 
(such as a row of table), creates a builder, and calls process 
Row to create an object model having objects and links for the 
row. When creating a builder, process method 600 can lever 
age a domain-specific language (DSL) builder 700 shown in 
the exemplary builder of FIG. 7. DSL builder 700 can be 
processed by a transformer, Such as transformation compo 
nent 120. 
DSL builder 700 is an exemplary builder that includes 

multiple entities: entity 1710 and entity2720. Entity 1710 and 
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6 
entity2720 are built using data items in order to create objects 
in the ontology “person' and “phone call defined in ontology 
file 310 (referred to above in FIG.3). Moreover, both entity1 
710 and entity2 720 include their corresponding properties 
715, 725, which also should be defined in ontology file 310. 

For example, DSL builder 700 could receive the following 
data items for building objects entity 1710 and entity2 720 
and their corresponding properties 715, 725: 

Name Address PhoneNumber SSNii 

Tom Smith 123 Grant Avenue 123-456-7890 999-88-7777 
David Bruce 345 Lincoln Street 987-654-3210 111-22-3333 

DSL builder 700, using the first data item, could build a 
person object such as “Tom Smith.” The properties further 
defining object “Tom Smith' could include first name value 
“Tom, last name value “Smith, address value “123 Grant 
Avenue, New York, N.Y.” phone number value “123-456 
7890, and SSN value "999-88-7777. Moreover, address can 
be further defined as street number value “123 street value 
“Grant Avenue,” city value “New York,” and state value “NY.” 

In some embodiments, DSL builder 700 can be created 
using a dynamic language, such as Groovy. While Groovy 
supports the internal (or embedded) DSL used for DSL 
builder 700, other dynamic languages, such as Python and 
Ruby, can also support the embedded DSL. These dynamic 
languages allow an object method to be called without that 
object method being defined, and the object can determine 
how to handle the method call. In other words, DSL builder 
700 allows for a shorthand notation (e.g., “name’) that can 
expand out to a proper notation (e.g., "object.name). If, 
however, the shorthand notation is misspelled (e.g., 
“namme') in the DSL builder 700 or if the shorthand notation 
does not correspond with an ontology parameter in ontology 
file (e.g., property type identified in the DSL builder 700 is not 
defined or allowed in ontology file), a validation error (further 
addressed below) would occur during the debugging phase. 

FIG. 8 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a software 
development environment 800 used for debugging a transfor 
mation Script. Before debugging the transformation Script, 
such as the PhoneTransformer script described above with 
reference to FIG. 2, project 200 should be loaded into soft 
ware development environment 800. The debug configura 
tions for PhoneTransformer script can allow for the use of 
core helper functions, such as serialize() function and cre 
ateBuilder() function (e.g., DSL builder 700). 

Using a DSL builder (such as a Groovy Builder) can pro 
vide the ability to create a proactive debugging experience. 
Proactive debugging provides validation notifications as they 
arise during the debugging process, as opposed to providing a 
series of error notifications after the transformation script 
(which has transformed most, if not all, data items of identi 
fied input data into elements of an object model) has been 
executed. By providing a proactive debugging, a user or 
developer can then fix the problem that caused the error 
notification and begin debugging the Script again. 
One advantage over previous large-scale data integration 

models is that the embodiments of the present disclosure can 
avoid having to parse and transform large amounts of data, 
which can take, for example, four to six hours before the user 
finds out whether there are any error notifications and, if so, 
the types of error notifications. After fixing any errors, the 
user would then have to go through the same process of 
parsing and transforming the imported input data, which can 
take another four to six hours before the user finds out 
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whether there are any error notifications during the second 
round. Such conventional debugging can occur for several 
rounds before the script is successfully debugged. 
The embodiments described hereincan overcome the inef 

ficiencies of conventional debugging of transformation 
Scripts by providing proactive debugging of the transforma 
tion script. As Stated above, proactive debugging displays 
error notifications as they occur. For example, if an error 
occurs based on row 1 of an imported table, an expressed 
result, Such as a displayed notification, could then be dis 
played to the user after that validation issue is detected at row 
1. This allows the user to correct the error associated with the 
first row of the imported table without having to go through 
the entire imported table, which could include hundreds of 
thousands of rows, if not more. 

In some embodiments, a Software development environ 
ment is not needed for debugging a script. For example, the 
debugging can occur by running the script over a command 
line. 

FIG.9 is a flowchart representing an exemplary method for 
proactive validation of a transformation Script. The transfor 
mation script provides functionality for transforming large 
amounts of data items of data sources into elements of an 
object model. While the flowchart discloses the following 
steps in a particular order, it is appreciated that at least some 
of the steps can be moved, modified, or deleted where appro 
priate. 

In step 902, a transformation script is associated with one 
or more ontology parameters. In some embodiments, the 
association can occur by linking the transformation script to a 
configuration file identifying an ontology file (e.g., ontology 
file 310) having one or more ontology parameters. In some 
other embodiments, the association can occur by having the 
ontology file located in the same directory as the transforma 
tion Script. For example, as shown above in the exemplary 
embodiments of FIGS. 2 and 3, transformation scripts 210 of 
project 200 correspond to ontology file 310 identified in con 
figuration file 300 of project 200. In some other embodi 
ments, the association occurs when the ontology file is called 
during the debugging of transformation script (referenced 
below in step 904). The ontology parameters identified in 
ontology file 310 could then be applied, where appropriate, to 
conditions in transformation scripts 210. 

In step 904, debugging of transformation script is initiated. 
The debugging can be initiated by a number of means. For 
example, the debugging can be initiated via a software devel 
opment environment, Such as Software development environ 
ment 800 described above with reference to FIG. 8. The 
debugging can also be initiated via command line. 

In step 906, input data to be transformed is imported from 
a data source. This input data can be from one or more data 
Sources. The input data can be structured data (such as tables 
having rows and columns or a comma-separated value (CSV) 
files) or can be unstructured data (such as documents, emails, 
PDF, PowerPoint, and HTML files). For example, the input 
data can include tables having hundreds of thousands of rows 
to be transformed. 

In step 908, a determination is made whether a condition in 
transformation script is valid based on the ontology param 
eters. Transformation script can include one or more condi 
tions. For example, a builder (such as DSL builder 700) can 
define an entity as an object (e.g., entity 1710), a property of 
that object (e.g., entity Property 715), and any links (e.g., link 
730). Any definitions in the builder can then be compared to 
one or more ontology parameters in ontology file (e.g., ontol 
ogy file 310). Referring back to the “Organization' ontology 
above, if the builder defines an "Organization” entity as being 
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8 
an object, the condition (defining "Organization' entity as 
being an object) in the builder will be determined to be valid. 
Moreover, if the builder defines a “Charity” entity as being a 
property of the “Organization' entity, the condition (defining 
“Organization' entity as being an object) in the builder will be 
determined to be valid. On the other hand, if the builder 
defines “Birthplace' as being a property of the “Organiza 
tion” object, the condition will be invalid. Moreover, if the 
builder incorrectly defines an Association” object instead 
of the correct “Organization” object—this condition will also 
fail because there would be no Association' object ontology 
parameter. 

If it is determined that the condition is not valid, at step 918, 
a notification indicating that the condition is not valid can be 
proactively displayed. That is, the notification can be dis 
played shortly after it is determined that the condition is not 
valid. For example, the notification could be displayed almost 
instantaneously, seconds, or minutes after the determination. 
As stated above, proactive debugging, which provides the 
proactive displaying of appropriate invalidation notifications 
as they arise, provides an advantage of saving a user's time 
when debugging the code because it avoids having to parse 
and transform large amounts of data. In some embodiments, 
an expressed result is provided if the condition is determined 
to be not valid. The expressed result can be the proactive 
displaying of the notification in the debugger, an email or 
popup window showing that the condition is not valid, or any 
other way for indicating that the condition is not valid. More 
over, the expressed result can show that the condition is not 
valid by displaying an error message, an acronym, a number, 
graphic, and/or any other indication showing that condition is 
not valid. 

If, on the other hand, the condition is determined to be 
valid, the method proceeds through connector 910 to deter 
mine (912) if there are additional conditions in the transfor 
mation Script. In some embodiments, an expressed result can 
be provided, indicating that the condition is valid. The 
expressed result can be a displayed notification in the debug 
ger, an email or popup window showing that the condition is 
valid, and/or any other way for indicating that the condition is 
valid. As indicated above, the expressed result can show that 
the condition is valid by displaying a validation message, an 
acronym, a number, graphic, and/or any other indication 
showing that condition is valid. In some embodiments, an 
implicit result can be provided. The implicit result can 
include recording the result of the valid condition to a file, a 
storage location, an email, and/or not displaying that the 
condition is valid. If the results are recorded, the recorded 
results can show a validation message, an acronym, a number, 
graphic, and/or any other indication showing that condition is 
valid. If there are no additional conditions in the transforma 
tion Script, then the debugging of Script ends (914). In some 
embodiments, an expressed result can be provided, indicating 
that the transformation script is valid. 
On the other hand, if there are additional conditions in the 

transformation script, at step 916, a determination is made 
whether an additional condition in transformation script is 
valid based on the ontology parameters. Determination step 
916 is similar to determination step 908. If the condition is 
determined to be invalid, an expressed result can be provided, 
Such as in this exemplary embodiment a notification indicat 
ing that the condition is proactively displayed. As indicated 
above, the expressed result can show that the condition is not 
valid by displaying an error message, an acronym, a number, 
graphic, and/or any other indication showing that condition is 
not valid. 
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On the other hand, if the condition is determined to be 
valid, the method proceeds through connector 910 to deter 
mination step 912. In some embodiments, an expressed result 
can be provided, indicating that the condition is valid. The 
expressed result can be a displayed notification in the debug 
ger, an email or popup window showing that the condition is 
valid, and/or any other way for indicating that the condition is 
valid. The expressed result can show that the condition is 
valid by displaying a validation message, an acronym, a num 
ber, graphic, and/or any other indication showing that condi 
tion is valid. Moreover, in some embodiments an implicit 
result can be provided. The implicit result can include record 
ing the result of the valid condition to a file, a storage location, 
an email, and/or not displaying that the condition is valid. If 
the results are recorded, the recorded results can show a 
validation message, an acronym, a number, graphic, and/or 
any other indication showing that condition is valid. 

According to some embodiments, the operations, tech 
niques, and/or components described herein are implemented 
by one or more special-purpose computing devices. The spe 
cial-purpose computing devices can be hard-wired to perform 
the operations, techniques, and/or components described 
herein, or can include digital electronic devices Such as one or 
more application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field 
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the operations, techniques, and/or com 
ponents described herein, or can include one or more general 
purpose hardware processors programmed to perform Such 
features of the present disclosure pursuant to program 
instructions in firmware, memory, other storage, or a combi 
nation. Such special-purpose computing devices can also 
combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with 
custom programming to accomplish the techniques and other 
features of the present disclosure. The special-purpose com 
puting devices can be desktop computer systems, portable 
computer systems, handheld devices, networking devices, or 
any other device that incorporates hard-wired and/or program 
logic to implement the techniques and other features of the 
present disclosure. 
The one or more computing devices can be generally con 

trolled and coordinated by operating system software, such as 
iOS, Android, Blackberry, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Win 
dows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Win 
dows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, VxWorks, or other 
compatible operating systems. In other embodiments, the 
computing device can be controlled by a proprietary operat 
ing system. Conventional operating systems may control and 
schedule computer processes for execution, perform memory 
management, provide file system, networking, I/O services, 
and/or provide a user interface functionality, Such as a graphi 
cal user interface (“GUI), among other things. 
By way of example, FIG. 10 is a block diagram that illus 

trates an exemplary computer system 1000. Computer system 
1000 includes a bus 1002 or other communication mecha 
nism for communicating information, and one or more hard 
ware processors 1004 coupled with bus 1002 for processing 
information. One or more hardware processors 1004 can be, 
for example, one or more general purpose microprocessors. 

Computer system 1000 also includes a main memory 1006, 
Such as a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic 
storage device, coupled to bus 1002 for storing information 
and instructions to be executed by one or more processors 
1004. Main memory 1006 also can be used for storing tem 
porary variables or other intermediate information during 
execution of instructions to be executed by one or more pro 
cessors 1004. Such instructions, when stored in non-transi 
tory storage media accessible to one or more processors 1004. 
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10 
render computer system 1000 into a special-purpose machine 
that is customized to perform the operations specified in the 
instructions. 
Computer system 1000 further includes a read only 

memory (ROM) 1008 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 1002 for storing static information and instructions for 
one or more processors 1004. A storage device 1010, such as 
a magnetic disk, optical disk or USB thumb drive (Flash 
drive) etc., is provided and coupled to bus 1002 for storing 
information and instructions. 
Computer system 1000 can be coupled via bus 1002 to a 

display 1012, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for displaying 
information to a computer user. An input device 1014, includ 
ing alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 1002 for 
communicating information and command selections to one 
or more processors 1004. Another type of user input device is 
cursor control 1016. Such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor 
direction keys for communicating direction information and 
command selections to one or more processors 1004 and for 
controlling cursor movement on display 1012. The input 
device typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a 
first axis (for example, X) and a second axis (for example, y), 
that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. In some 
embodiments, the same direction information and command 
selections as cursor control may be implemented via receiv 
ing touches on a touch screen without a cursor. 
Computer system 1000 can include a user interface module 

to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass storage 
device as executable software codes that are executed by the 
one or more computing devices. This and other modules may 
include, by way of example, components, such as Software 
components, object-oriented software components, class 
components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 

In general, the word “module,” as used herein, refers to 
logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection of 
Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit points, 
Written in a programming language. Such as, for example, 
Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module can be compiled and 
linked into an executable program, installed in a dynamic link 
library, or written in an interpreted programming language 
such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will be 
appreciated that software modules can be callable from other 
modules or from themselves, and/or can be invoked in 
response to detected events or interrupts. Software modules 
configured for execution on computing devices can be pro 
vided on a computer readable medium, Such as a compact 
disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any other 
tangible medium, or as a digital download (and can be origi 
nally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression, or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code can be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
can be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules can be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
can be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but can be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage. 
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Computer system 1000 can implement the techniques and 
other features described herein using customized hard-wired 
logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or pro 
gram logic which in combination with the computer system 
causes or programs computer system 1000 to be a special 
purpose machine. According to some embodiments, the tech 
niques and other features described herein are performed by 
computer system 1000 in response to one or more processors 
1004 executing one or more sequences of one or more instruc 
tions contained in main memory 1006. Such instructions can 
be read into main memory 1006 from another storage 
medium, such as storage device 1010. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 1006 
causes one or more processors 1004 to perform the process 
steps described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard 
wired circuitry can be used in place of or in combination with 
Software instructions. 
The term “non-transitory media' as used herein refers to 

any media storing data and/or instructions that cause a 
machine to operate in a specific fashion. Such non-transitory 
media can comprise non-volatile media and/or volatile 
media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or 
magnetic disks, such as storage device 1010. Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory, Such as main memory 1006. 
Common forms of non-transitory media include, for 
example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, Solid state 
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage 
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, 
any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a 
PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any 
other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions of 
the same. 

Non-transitory media is distinct from, but can be used in 
conjunction with, transmission media. Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between storage 
media. For example, transmission media includes coaxial 
cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that 
comprise bus 1002. Transmission media can also take the 
form of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated 
during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media can be involved in carrying one or 
more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 1004 
for execution. For example, the instructions can initially be 
carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer can load the instructions into 
its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a tele 
phone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 1000 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 1002. Bus 1002 carries the data to main memory 1006, 
from which one or more processors 1004 retrieve and execute 
the instructions. The instructions received by main memory 
1006 can optionally be stored on storage device 1010 either 
before or after execution by one or more processors 1004. 

Computer system 1000 also includes a communication 
interface 1018 coupled to bus 1002. Communication inter 
face 1018 provides a two-way data communication coupling 
to a network link 1020 that is connected to a local network 
1022. For example, communication interface 1018 can be an 
integrated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable 
modem, satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data com 
munication connection to a corresponding type of telephone 
line. As another example, communication interface 1018 can 
be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a data com 
munication connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links 
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can also be implemented. In any Such implementation, com 
munication interface 1018 sends and receives electrical, elec 
tromagnetic, or optical signals that carry digital data streams 
representing various types of information. 
Network link 1020 typically provides data communication 

through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link 1020 can provide a connection 
through local network 1022 to a host computer 1024 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
1026. ISP 1026 in turn provides data communication services 
through the worldwide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet 1028. Local 
network 1022 and Internet 1028 both use electrical, electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 1020 and through communication interface 1018, 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
1000, are example forms of transmission media. 
Computer system 1000 can send messages and receive 

data, including program code, through the network(s), net 
work link 1020 and communication interface 1018. In the 
Internet example, a server 1030 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 1028, ISP 
1026, local network 1022 and communication interface 1018. 
The received code can be executed by one or more proces 

sors 1004 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 
1010, or other non-volatile storage for later execution. 

In the foregoing specification, embodiments have been 
described with reference to numerous specific details that can 
vary from implementation to implementation. Certain adap 
tations and modifications of the described embodiments can 
be made. Other embodiments can be apparent to those skilled 
in the art from consideration of the specification and practice 
of the embodiments disclosed herein. It is intended that the 
specification and examples be considered as exemplary only, 
with a true scope and spirit of the invention being indicated by 
the following claims. It is also intended that the sequence of 
steps shown in figures are only for illustrative purposes and 
are not intended to be limited to any particular sequence of 
steps. As such, those skilled in the art can appreciate that these 
steps can be performed in a different or modified order, as 
needed. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for providing a proactive validation of a trans 

formation script, the method being performed by one or more 
processors and comprising: 

associating the transformation Script with ontology param 
eters, wherein the ontology parameters assign a link 
between two entities; 

initiating a debugging operation of the transformation 
Script having at least one condition, wherein the trans 
formation Script uses a builder that creates a link 
between two entities; 

importing, from a data source, at least one data item for 
transformation; 

determining, as part of the debugging operation, whether 
the at least one condition that uses the at least one data 
item is valid based on the ontology parameters, wherein 
the one or more processors determines that the at least 
one condition is not valid if the assigned link in the 
ontology parameters is inconsistent with the created link 
in the builder; and 

providing an indication of a result associated with the 
determination, wherein the result is at least one of an 
expressed result or an implicit result. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein providing the indication 
of the result associated with the determination comprises: 
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if the at least one condition is determined to be not valid, 
providing the indication of the result to a display device 
for displaying an expressed result indicating that the at 
least one condition is not valid. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein indicating the result 
associated with the determination comprises: 

if the at least one condition is determined to be valid and the 
transformation script includes at least one Subsequent 
condition to be debugged, providing an implicit result 
indicating that the at least one condition is valid; and 

if the at least one condition is determined to be valid and if 
the transformation script does not include any Subse 
quent conditions to be debugged, displaying on the dis 
play device an expressed result indicating that the trans 
formation script has been validated. 

4. The method of claim 2, wherein providing the indication 
of the result to the display device for displaying comprises: 

displaying the expressed result upon determining that the 
at least one condition is not valid. 

5. The method of claim 1, 
wherein the ontology parameters include parameters that 

assign an entity as being an object or a property of an 
object; and 

further wherein the transformation script uses the builder 
that defines the entity as being an object or a property of 
an object. 

6. The method of claim 5, wherein the builderuses domain 
specific language. 

7. The method of claim 5, wherein determining comprises: 
determining that the at least one condition is not valid if the 

assignment of the entity in the ontology parameters is 
inconsistent with the definition of the entity in the 
builder. 

8. An apparatus for providing a proactive validation of a 
transformation Script, the apparatus comprising: 

a memory device that stores a set of instructions: 
one or more processors that execute the set of instructions 

to configure the one or more processors to: 
associate the transformation script with ontology param 

eters, wherein the ontology parameters assign a link 
between two entities; 

initiate a debugging operation of the transformation script 
having at least one condition, wherein the transforma 
tion script uses a builder that creates a link between two 
entities; 

import, from a data source, at least one data item for trans 
formation; 

determine, as part of the debugging operation, whether the 
at least one condition that uses the at least one data item 
is valid based on the ontology parameters, wherein the 
one or more processors determines that the at least one 
condition is not valid if the assigned link in the ontology 
parameters is inconsistent with the created link in the 
builder; and 

provide an indication of a result associated with the deter 
mination, wherein the result is at least one of an 
expressed result or an implicit result. 

9. The apparatus of claim 8, further comprising a display 
device configured to provide an expressed result indicating 
that the at least one condition is not valid. 

10. The apparatus of claim 8, 
wherein the ontology parameters include parameters that 

assign an entity as being an object or a property of an 
object; and 
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14 
further wherein the transformation script uses the builder 

that defines the entity as being an object or a property of 
an object. 

11. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the builder uses 
domain-specific language. 

12. The apparatus of claim 10, wherein the one or more 
processors determine that at least one condition is not valid if 
the assignment of the entity in the ontology parameters is 
inconsistent with the definition of the entity in the builder. 

13. A non-transitory computer readable medium that stores 
a set of instructions that are executable by at least one pro 
cessor to cause the at least one processor to perform a method 
for providing a proactive validation of a transformation Script, 
the method comprising: 

associating the transformation Script with ontology param 
eters, wherein the ontology parameters assign a link 
between two entities; 

initiating a debugging operation of the transformation 
Script having at least one condition, wherein the trans 
formation Script uses a builder that creates a link 
between two entities; 

importing, from a data source, at least one data item for 
transformation; 

determining, as part of the debugging operation, whether 
the at least one condition that uses the at least one data 
item is valid based on the ontology parameters, wherein 
the one or more processors determines that the at least 
one condition is not valid if the assigned link in the 
ontology parameters is inconsistent with the created link 
in the builder; and 

providing an indication of a result associated with the 
determination, wherein the result is at least one of an 
expressed result or an implicit result. 

14. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 
13, wherein providing the indication of the result comprises: 

if the at least one condition is determined to be not valid, 
providing the indication of the result to a display device 
for displaying the expressed result indicating that the at 
least one condition is not valid. 

15. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 
14, wherein providing the indication of the result to the dis 
play device comprises: 

displaying the expressed result upon determining that the 
at least one condition is not valid. 

16. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 
13, 

wherein the ontology parameters include parameters that 
assign an entity as being an object or a property of an 
object; and 

further wherein the transformation script uses the builder 
that defines the entity as being an object or a property of 
an object. 

17. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 
16, wherein the builder uses domain-specific language. 

18. The non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 
16, wherein determining comprises: 

determining that the at least one condition is not valid if the 
assignment of the entity in the ontology parameters is 
inconsistent with the definition of the entity in the 
builder. 
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1. 

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR ANALYZING 
PERFORMANCE OF AN ENTITY 

BACKGROUND 

The amount of information being processed and stored is 
rapidly increasing as technology advances present an ever 
increasing ability to generate and store data. This data is 
commonly stored in computer-based systems in structured 
data stores. For example, one common type of data store is a 
so-called “flat file such as a spreadsheet, plain-text docu 
ment, or XML document. Another common type of data store 
is a relational database comprising one or more tables. Other 
examples of data stores that comprise structured data include, 
without limitation, files systems, object collections, record 
collections, arrays, hierarchical trees, linked lists, stacks, and 
combinations thereof. 
Numerous organizations, including industry, retail, and 

government entities, recognize that important information 
and decisions can be drawn if massive data sets can be ana 
lyzed to identify patterns of behavior. Collecting and classi 
fying large sets of data in an appropriate manner allows these 
entities to more quickly and efficiently identify these patterns, 
thereby allowing them to make more informed decisions. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Reference will now be made to the accompanying draw 
ings which illustrate exemplary embodiments of the present 
disclosure and in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates, in block diagram form, an exemplary 
data fusion system for providing interactive data analysis, 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system for 
analyzing performance of an entity, consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 

FIG.3 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer system 
with which embodiments of the present disclosure can be 
implemented. 

FIG. 4 is a flowchart representing an exemplary process for 
analyzing entity performance, consistent with the embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart representing an exemplary process for 
analyzing received data, consistent with the embodiments of 
the present disclosure. 

FIG. 6A is a screenshot of an exemplary depiction of a 
graphical user interface, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

FIG. 6B is a screenshot of an exemplary depiction of a 
graphical user interface, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

FIG. 7A is a screenshot of an exemplary depiction of a 
graphical user interface, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

FIG. 7B is a screenshot of an exemplary depiction of a 
graphical user interface, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

FIG. 7C is a screenshot of an exemplary depiction of a 
graphical user interface, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

FIG. 7D is a screenshot of an exemplary depiction of a 
graphical user interface, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

FIG. 8A is a screenshot of an exemplary depiction of a 
graphical user interface, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 
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2 
FIG. 8B is a screenshot of an exemplary depiction of a 

graphical user interface, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

FIG. 9 is a screenshot of an exemplary depiction of a 
graphical user interface, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

FIG. 10 is a screenshot of an exemplary depiction of a 
graphical user interface, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS 

Reference will now be made in detail to the embodiments, 
the examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings. Whenever possible, the same reference numbers 
will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or 
like parts. 

FIG. 1 illustrates, in block diagram form, an exemplary 
data fusion system 100 for providing interactive data analysis, 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 
Among other things, data fusion system 100 facilitates trans 
formation of one or more data sources, such as data sources 
130 (e.g., financial services systems 220, geographic data 
systems 230, merchant management systems 240 and/or con 
Sumer data systems 250, as shown in FIG. 2) into an object 
model 160 whose semantics are defined by an ontology 150. 
The transformation can be performed for a variety of reasons. 
For example, a database administrator can import data from 
data sources 130 into a database 170 for persistently storing 
object model 160. As another example, a data presentation 
component (not depicted) can transform input data from data 
sources 130 "on the fly” into object model 160. The object 
model 160 can then be utilized, in conjunction with ontology 
150, for analysis through graphs and/or other data visualiza 
tion techniques. 

Data fusion system 100 comprises a definition component 
110 and a translation component 120, both implemented by 
one or more processors of one or more computing devices or 
systems executing hardware and/or software-based logic for 
providing various functionality and features of the present 
disclosure, as described herein. As will be appreciated from 
the present disclosure, data fusion system 100 can comprise 
fewer or additional components that provide the various func 
tionalities and features described herein. Moreover, the num 
ber and arrangement of the components of data fusion system 
100 responsible for providing the various functionalities and 
features described herein can further vary from embodiment 
to embodiment. 

Definition component 110 generates and/or modifies 
ontology 150 and a schema map 140. Exemplary embodi 
ments for defining an ontology (such as ontology 150) are 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 7,962.495 (the 495 patent), issued 
on Jun. 14, 2011, the entire contents of which are expressly 
incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. Consistent 
with certain embodiments disclosed in the 495 patent, a 
dynamic ontology may be used to create a database. To create 
a database ontology, one or more object types may be defined, 
where each object type includes one or more properties. The 
attributes of object types or property types of the ontology can 
be edited or modified at any time. And, for each property type, 
at least one parser definition may be created. The attributes of 
a parser definition can be edited or modified at any time. 

In some embodiments, each property type is declared to be 
representative of one or more object types. A property type is 
representative of an object type when the property type is 
intuitively associated with the object type. In some embodi 
ments, each property type has one or more components and a 
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base type. In some embodiments, a property type can com 
prise a string, a date, a number, or a composite type consisting 
of two or more string, date, or number elements. Thus, prop 
erty types are extensible and can represent complex data 
structures. Further, a parser definition can reference a com 
ponent of a complex property type as a unit or token. 
An example of a property having multiple components is 

an Address property having a City component and a State 
component. An example of raw input data is “Los Angeles, 
Calif.” An example parser definition specifies an association 
of imported input data to object property components as 
follows: {CITY, STATE->Address: State. Address:City. 
In some embodiments, the association {CITY, STATE} is 
defined in a parser definition using regular expression sym 
bology. The association {CITY, STATE} indicates that a 
city string followed by a state string, and separated by a 
comma, comprises valid input data for a property of type 
Address. In contrast, input data of “Los Angeles Calif” would 
not be valid for the specified parser definition, but a user could 
create a second parser definition that does match input data of 
“Los Angeles Calif.” The definition Address: City, Address: 
State specifies that matching input data values map to com 
ponents named “City' and “State' of the Address property. As 
a result, parsing the input data using the parser definition 
results in assigning the value "Los Angeles' to the Address: 
City component of the Address property, and the value “CA' 
to the Address: State component of the Address property. 

According to Some embodiments, schema map 140 can 
define how various elements of schemas 135 for data sources 
130 map to various elements of ontology 150. Definition 
component 110 receives, calculates, extracts, or otherwise 
identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130. Schemas 135 
define the structure of data sources 130; for example, the 
names and other characteristics of tables, files, columns, 
fields, properties, and so forth. Definition component 110 
furthermore optionally identifies sample data 136 from data 
sources 130. Definition component 110 can further identify 
object type, relationship, and property definitions from ontol 
ogy 150, if any already exist. Definition component 110 can 
further identify pre-existing mappings from schema map 140, 
if such mappings exist. 

Based on the identified information, definition component 
110 can generate a graphical user interface 115. Graphical 
user interface 115 can be presented to users of a computing 
device via any Suitable output mechanism (e.g., a display 
screen, an image projection, etc.), and can further accept 
input from users of the computing device via any Suitable 
input mechanism (e.g., a keyboard, a mouse, a touch screen 
interface, etc.). Graphical user interface 115 features a visual 
workspace that visually depicts representations of the ele 
ments of ontology 150 for which mappings are defined in 
schema map 140. 

In some embodiments, transformation component 120 can 
be invoked after schema map 140 and ontology 150 have been 
defined or redefined. Transformation component 120 identi 
fies schema map 140 and ontology 150. Transformation com 
ponent 120 further reads data sources 130 and identifies sche 
mas 135 for data sources 130. For each element of ontology 
150 described in schema map 140, transformation component 
120 iterates through some or all of the data items of data 
sources 130, generating elements of object model 160 in the 
manner specified by Schema map 140. In some embodiments, 
transformation component 120 can store a representation of 
each generated element of object model 160 in a database 
170. In some embodiments, transformation component 120 is 
further configured to synchronize changes in object model 
160 back to data sources 130. 
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Data sources 130 can be one or more sources of data, 

including, without limitation, spreadsheet files, databases, 
email folders, document collections, media collections, con 
tact directories, and so forth. Data sources 130 can include 
data structures stored persistently in non-volatile memory. 
Data sources 130 can also or alternatively include temporary 
data structures generated from underlying data sources via 
data extraction components, such as a result set returned from 
a database server executing an database query. 
Schema map 140, ontology 150, and schemas 135 can be 

stored in any suitable structures, such as XML files, database 
tables, and so forth. In some embodiments, ontology 150 is 
maintained persistently. Schema map 140 can or cannot be 
maintained persistently, depending on whether the transfor 
mation process is perpetual or a one-time event. Schemas 135 
need not be maintained in persistent memory, but can be 
cached for optimization. 

Object model 160 comprises collections of elements such 
as typed objects, properties, and relationships. The collec 
tions can be structured in any Suitable manner. In some 
embodiments, a database 170 stores the elements of object 
model 160, or representations thereof. In some embodiments, 
the elements of object model 160 are stored within database 
170 in a different underlying format, such as in a series of 
object, property, and relationship tables in a relational data 
base. 

According to Some embodiments, the functionalities, tech 
niques, and components described herein are implemented by 
one or more special-purpose computing devices. The special 
purpose computing devices can be hard-wired to perform the 
techniques, or can include digital electronic devices such as 
one or more application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) 
or field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persis 
tently programmed to perform the techniques, or can include 
one or more general purpose hardware processors pro 
grammed to perform the techniques pursuant to program 
instructions in firmware, memory, other storage, or a combi 
nation. Such special-purpose computing devices can also 
combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with 
custom programming to accomplish the techniques. The spe 
cial-purpose computing devices can be desktop computer 
systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices, net 
working devices, or any other device that incorporates hard 
wired and/or program logic to implement the techniques. 

In embodiments described herein, data fusion system 100 
can provide an entity, such as a retail merchant, to analyze 
information to identify behaviors to allow that entity to make 
more informed decisions. Such information can allow retail 
entities, such as a retail merchant, to determine where to place 
their retail locations. Entities having more than one location 
(e.g., a merchant with a chain store or a franchise model) 
typically evaluate the performance of their locations and may 
adjust their business models or workflows when the locations 
under-perform. Typically, entities evaluate the performance 
of their locations based on period-to-period metrics. For 
example, an entity can evaluate a location’s performance by 
comparing the current month's sales to the previous months 
sales. In addition, entitles can evaluate each of its 
locations performance using comparative analysis. For 
example, an entity might compare the sales at a first location 
with the sales at a second location. As entities generally 
measure the performance of its locations based on its own 
transaction data (e.g., the entity's sales across Some or all of 
its locations), current methods of measuring performance do 
not consider sales made by competitors or demographic fea 
tures of the areas of the entity's locations. 
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Since current performance evaluation methods do not con 
sider the sales of competitors or the demographic features of 
the region of the entity location, measured performance may 
not represent the true performance of an entity. For instance, 
although an entity location in a low consumer spend capacity 
area might have less sales than an entity location in a high 
consumer spend capacity area, it may be performing better 
than what could be expected for that area in light of for 
example, the low number of consumers residing in the area or 
the low income of the area. Entity location performance can 
be adversely impacted by the close proximity of another 
location of the entity, but the entity location can be perform 
ing better than expected given the competition from the other 
entity location. Conversely, while an entity location in a 
dense, high-income area might have the highest sales of all 
entity locations, it can be under-performing because, for 
instance, consumer spend capacity is high and the entity 
location could generate more sales. 

Consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure, the 
performance of entities can be analyzed based on how the 
entity is expected to perform given the location of the entity. 
For a given entity location, the disclosed embodiments may 
be implemented to consider, for example, consumer demo 
graphic features of the entity locations area and the proxim 
ity of competitors to the entity location (including the proX 
imity of other close-by entity locations). Based on these and/ 
or similar factors, a prediction of the amount of sales or 
number transactions for an entity location can be determined 
and compared to the actual amount of sales or transactions for 
the entity location to determine the performance of the entity 
location. In some embodiments, the entity can be a merchant. 
For purposes of illustration, exemplary embodiments for ana 
lyzing entity performance are described herein with reference 
to “merchants.” However, the exemplary embodiments and 
techniques described herein may be applied to other types of 
entities (e.g., service providers, governmental agencies, etc.) 
within the spirit and scope of this disclosure. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system 200 for 
performing one or more operations for analyzing perfor 
mance of an entity, consistent with disclosed embodiments. 
In some embodiments, the entity is a merchant and system 
200 can include merchant analysis system 210, one or more 
financial services systems 220, one or more geographic data 
systems 230, one or more merchant management systems 
240, and one or more consumer data systems 250. The com 
ponents and arrangement of the components included in Sys 
tem 200 can vary depending on the embodiment. For 
example, the functionality described below with respect to 
financial services systems 220 can be embodied in consumer 
data systems 250, or vice-versa. Thus, system 200 can include 
fewer or additional components that perform or assist in the 
performance of one or more processes to analyze merchants, 
consistent with the disclosed embodiments. 
One or more components of system 200 can be computing 

systems configured to analyze merchant performance. As 
further described herein, components of system 200 can 
include one or more computing devices (e.g., computer(s), 
server(s), etc.), memory storing data and/or Software instruc 
tions (e.g., database(s), memory devices, etc.), and other 
known computing components. In some embodiments, the 
one or more computing devices are configured to execute 
Software or a set of programmable instructions stored on one 
or more memory devices to perform one or more operations, 
consistent with the disclosed embodiments. Components of 
system 200 can be configured to communicate with one or 
more other components of system 200, including merchant 
analysis system 210, one or more financial services systems 
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220, one or more geographic data systems 230, one or more 
merchant management systems 240, and one or more con 
Sumer data systems 250. In certain aspects, users can operate 
one or more components of system 200. The one or more 
users can be employees of, or associated with, the entity 
corresponding to the respective component(s) (e.g., someone 
authorized to use the underlying computing systems or oth 
erwise act on behalf of the entity). 

Merchant analysis system 210 can be a computing system 
configured to analyze merchant performance. For example, 
merchant analysis system 210 can be a computer system 
configured to execute Software or a set of programmable 
instructions that collect or receive financial transaction data, 
consumer data, and merchant data and process it to determine 
the predicted spend amounts for a merchant and determine 
the actual spend amounts for the merchant. Merchantanalysis 
system 210 can be configured, in Some embodiments, to 
utilize, include, or be a data fusion system 100 (see, e.g., FIG. 
1) to transform data from various data sources (such as, finan 
cial services systems 220, geographic data systems 230, mer 
chant management systems 240, and consumer data systems 
250) for processing. In some embodiments, merchant analy 
sis system 210 can be implemented using a computer system 
300, as shown in FIG.3 and described below. 

Merchant analysis system 210 can include one or more 
computing devices (e.g., server(s)), memory storing data and/ 
or software instructions (e.g., database(s), memory devices, 
etc.) and other known computing components. According to 
Some embodiments, merchant analysis system 210 can 
include one or more networked computers that execute pro 
cessing in parallel or use a distributed computing architec 
ture. Merchant analysis system 210 can be configured to 
communicate with one or more components of system 200, 
and it can be configured to provide analysis of merchants via 
an interface(s) accessible by users over a network (e.g., the 
Internet). For example, merchant analysis system 210 can 
include a web server that hosts a web page accessible through 
network 260 by merchant management systems 240. In 
another embodiment, merchant analysis system 210 can 
include an application server configured to provide data to 
one or more client applications executing on computing sys 
tems connected to merchant analysis system 210 via network 
260. 

In some embodiments, merchant analysis system 210 can 
be configured to determine an expected spend amount for a 
merchant or merchant location by processing and analyzing 
data collected from one or more components of system 200. 
For example, merchant analysis system 210 can determine 
that Big Box Merchant store located at 123 Main St, in Bur 
bank, Calif. should be generating S50,000 of sales per month. 
The merchant analysis system 210 can also be configured to 
determine the actual sales for a merchant or specific merchant 
location by processing and analyzing data collected from one 
or more components of system 200. For example, merchant 
analysis system 210 can determine that the Big Box Merchant 
store located at 123 Main St, in Burbank, Calif. is actually 
generating S60,000 of sales per month. Merchant analysis 
system 210 can provide an analysis of a merchant or merchant 
location's performance based on the predicted sales and the 
actual sales for the merchant or merchant location. For 
example, for the Big Box Merchant store located at 123 Main 
St., Burbank, Calif., the merchant analysis system 210 can 
provide an analysis that the store is performing above expec 
tations. Exemplary processes that can be used by merchant 
analysis system 210 are described below with respect to 
FIGS. 4 and 5. 
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Merchant analysis system 210 can, in some embodiments, 
generate a user interface communicating data related to one or 
more merchants or merchant locations. For example, in some 
embodiments, merchant analysis system 210 includes a web 
server that generates HTML code, or scripts capable of gen 
erating HTML code, that can be displayed in a web browser 
executing on computing device. Merchant analysis system 
210 can also execute an application server that provides user 
interface objects to a client application executing on a com 
puting device, or it can provide data that is capable of being 
displayed in a user interface in a client application executing 
on a computing device. In some embodiments, merchant 
analysis system 210 can generate user interfaces that can be 
displayed within another user interface. For example, mer 
chant analysis system 210 can generate a user interface for 
display within a parent user interface that is part of a word 
processing application, a presentation development applica 
tion, a web browser, or an illustration application, among 
others. As used herein, the term “generating in reference to 
a user interface can include generating the code that when 
executed displays information (e.g., HTML) or providing 
commands and/or data to a set of instructions that when 
executed render a user interface capable of being shown on a 
display connected to a computing device. In some embodi 
ments, the user interface can include a map, indications of the 
merchant locations on a map, and indications of the sales or 
transactions associated with the merchant locations. 
Examples of some (although not all) user interfaces that can 
be generated by merchant analysis system 210 are described 
below with respect to FIGS. 6-10. 

Referring again to FIG. 2, financial services system 220 
can be a computing system associated with a financial service 
provider, such as a bank, credit card issuer, credit bureau, 
credit agency, or other entity that generates, provides, man 
ages, and/or maintains financial service accounts for one or 
more users. Financial services system 220 can generate, 
maintain, store, provide, and/or process financial data asso 
ciated with one or more financial service accounts. Financial 
data can include, for example, financial service account data, 
Such as financial service account identification data, account 
balance, available credit, existing fees, reward points, user 
profile information, and financial service account transaction 
data, such as transaction dates, transaction amounts, transac 
tion types, and location of transaction. Financial services 
system 220 can include infrastructure and components that 
are configured to generate and/or provide financial service 
accounts such as credit card accounts, checking accounts, 
savings account, debit card accounts, loyalty or reward pro 
grams, lines of credit, and the like. 

Geographic data systems 230 can include one or more 
computing devices configured to provide geographic data to 
other computing systems in System 200 Such as merchant 
analysis system 210. For example, geographic data systems 
230 can provide geodetic coordinates when provided with a 
street address of Vice-versa. In some embodiments, geo 
graphic data systems 230 exposes an application program 
ming interface (API) including one or more methods or func 
tions that can be called remotely over a network, Such as 
network 260. According to some embodiments, geographic 
data systems 230 can provide information concerning routes 
between two geographic points. For example, merchant 
analysis system 210 can provide two addresses and geo 
graphic data systems 230 can provide, in response, the aerial 
distance between the two addresses, the distance between the 
two addresses using roads, and/or a Suggested route between 
the two addresses and the route's distance. 
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According to Some embodiments, geographic data systems 

230 can also provide map data to merchant analysis system 
210 and/or other components of system 200. The map data 
can include, for example, satellite or overhead images of a 
geographic region or a graphic representing a geographic 
region. The map data can also include points of interest. Such 
as landmarks, malls, shopping centers, Schools, or popular 
restaurants or retailers, for example. 

Merchant management systems 240 can be one or more 
computing devices configured to perform one or more opera 
tions consistent with disclosed embodiments. For example, 
merchant management systems 240 can be a desktop com 
puter, a laptop, a server, a mobile device (e.g., tablet, Smart 
phone, etc.), or any other type of computing device config 
ured to request merchant analysis from merchant analysis 
system 210. According to Some embodiments, merchant 
management systems 240 can comprise a network-enabled 
computing device operably connected to one or more other 
presentation devices, which can themselves constitute a com 
puting system. For example, merchant management systems 
240 can be connected to a mobile device, telephone, laptop, 
tablet, or other computing device. 

Merchant management systems 240 can include one or 
more processors configured to execute software instructions 
stored in memory. Merchant management systems 240 can 
include software or a set of programmable instructions that 
when executed by a processor performs known Internet-re 
lated communication and content presentation processes. For 
example, merchant management systems 240 can execute 
Software or a set of instructions that generates and displays 
interfaces and/or content on a presentation device included in, 
or connected to, merchant management systems 240. In some 
embodiments, merchant management systems 240 can be a 
mobile device that executes mobile device applications and/ 
or mobile device communication software that allows mer 
chant management systems 240 to communicate with com 
ponents of system 200 over network 260. The disclosed 
embodiments are not limited to any particular configuration 
of merchant management systems 240. 

Merchant management systems 240 can be one or more 
computing systems associated with a merchant that provides 
products (e.g., goods and/or services). Such as a restaurant 
(e.g., Outback Steakhouse(R), Burger King R, etc.), retailer 
(e.g., Amazon.com(R, Target(R), etc.), grocery store, mall, 
shopping center, service provider (e.g., utility company, 
insurance company, financial service provider, automobile 
repair services, movie theater, etc.), non-profit organization 
(ACLUTM. AARPR), etc.) or any other type of entity that 
provides goods, services, and/or information that consumers 
(i.e., end-users or other business entities) can purchase, con 
Sume, use, etc. For ease of discussion, the exemplary embodi 
ments presented herein relate to purchase transactions involv 
ing goods from retail merchant systems. Merchant 
management systems 240, however, is not limited to systems 
associated with retail merchants that conduct business in any 
particular industry or field. 

Merchant management systems 240 can be associated with 
computer systems installed and used at a merchant brick and 
mortar locations where a consumer can physically visit and 
purchase goods and services. Such locations can include 
computing devices that perform financial service transactions 
with consumers (e.g., Point of Sale (POS) terminal(s), kiosks, 
etc.). Merchant management systems 240 can also include 
back-and/or front-end computing components that store data 
and execute Software or a set of instructions to perform opera 
tions consistent with disclosed embodiments, such as com 
puters that are operated by employees of the merchant (e.g., 
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back office systems, etc.). Merchant management systems 
240 can also be associated with a merchant that provides 
goods and/or service via known online or e-commerce types 
of solutions. For example, Such a merchant can sell products 
via a website using known online or e-commerce systems and 
Solutions to market, sell, and process online transactions. 
Merchant management systems 240 can include one or more 
servers that are configured to execute stored software or a set 
of instructions to perform operations associated with a mer 
chant, including one or more processes associated with pro 
cessing purchase transactions, generating transaction data, 
generating product data (e.g., SKUdata) relating to purchase 
transactions, for example. 

Consumer data systems 250 can include one or more com 
puting devices configured to provide demographic data 
regarding consumers. For example, consumer data systems 
250 can provide information regarding the name, address, 
gender, income level, age, email address, or other information 
about consumers. Consumer data systems 250 can include 
public computing systems such as computing systems affili 
ated with the U.S. Bureau of the Census, the U.S. Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, or FedStats, or it can include private com 
puting systems such as computing systems affiliated with 
financial institutions, credit bureaus, Social media sites, mar 
keting services, or some other organization that collects and 
provides demographic data. 

Network 260 can be any type of network or combination of 
networks configured to provide electronic communications 
between components of system 200. For example, network 
260 can be any type of network (including infrastructure) that 
provides communications, exchanges information, and/or 
facilitates the exchange of information, such as the Internet, a 
Local Area Network, or other suitable connection(s) that 
enables the sending and receiving of information between the 
components of system 200. Network 260 may also comprise 
any combination of wired and wireless networks. In other 
embodiments, one or more components of system 200 can 
communicate directly through a dedicated communication 
link(s). Such as links between merchant analysis system 210, 
financial services system 220, geographic data systems 230, 
merchant management systems 240, and consumer data sys 
tems 250. 
As noted above, merchantanalysis system 210 can include 

a data fusion system (e.g., data fusion system 100) for orga 
nizing data received from one or more of the components of 
system 200. 
By way of example, FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an exem 

plary computer system 300, consistent with embodiments of 
the present disclosure. The components of system 200 such as 
merchantanalysis system 210, financial service systems 220, 
geographic data systems 230, merchant management systems 
240, and consumer data systems 250 may include the archi 
tecture based on or similar to that of computer system 300. 
As illustrated in FIG. 3, computer system 300 includes a 

bus 302 or other communication mechanism for communi 
cating information, and a hardware processor 304 coupled 
with bus 302 for processing information. Hardware processor 
304 can be, for example, a general purpose microprocessor. 
Computer system 300 also includes a main memory 306, 

Such as a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic 
storage device, coupled to bus 302 for storing information and 
instructions to be executed by processor 304. Main memory 
306 also can be used for storing temporary variables or other 
intermediate information during execution of instructions to 
be executed by processor 304. Such instructions, when stored 
in non-transitory storage media accessible to processor 304. 
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10 
render computer system 300 into a special-purpose machine 
that is customized to perform the operations specified in the 
instructions. 
Computer system 300 further includes a read only memory 

(ROM) 308 or other static storage device coupled to bus 302 
for storing static information and instructions for processor 
304. A storage device 310, such as a magnetic disk or optical 
disk, is provided and coupled to bus 302 for storing informa 
tion and instructions. 
Computer system 300 can be coupled via bus 302 to a 

display 312, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), liquid crystal 
display, or touch screen, for displaying information to a com 
puter user. An input device 314, including alphanumeric and 
other keys, is coupled to bus 302 for communicating infor 
mation and command selections to processor 304. Another 
type of user input device is cursor control 316. Such as a 
mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for communicat 
ing direction information and command selections to proces 
sor 304 and for controlling cursor movement on display 312. 
The input device typically has two degrees of freedom in two 
axes, a first axis (for example, X) and a second axis (for 
example, y), that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane. 
Computer system 300 can implement the techniques 

described herein using customized hard-wired logic, one or 
more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic which 
in combination with the computer system causes or programs 
computer system 300 to be a special-purpose machine. 
According to some embodiments, the operations, functional 
ities, and techniques disclosed herein are performed by com 
puter system 300 in response to processor 304 executing one 
or more sequences of one or more instructions contained in 
main memory 306. Such instructions can be read into main 
memory 306 from another storage medium, Such as storage 
device 310. Execution of the sequences of instructions con 
tained in main memory 306 causes processor 304 to perform 
the process steps described herein. In alternative embodi 
ments, hard-wired circuitry can be used in place of or in 
combination with Software instructions. 
The term “storage media' as used herein refers to any 

non-transitory media that stores data and/or instructions that 
cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. Such storage 
media can comprise non-volatile media and/or volatile 
media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or 
magnetic disks, such as storage device 310. Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory. Such as main memory 306. Com 
mon forms of storage media include, for example, a floppy 
disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, Solid state drive, magnetic 
tape, or any other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, 
any other optical data storage medium, any physical medium 
with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a 
FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or car 
tridge. 

Storage media is distinct from, but can be used in conjunc 
tion with, transmission media. Transmission media partici 
pates in transferring information between storage media. For 
example, transmission media includes coaxial cables, copper 
wire and fiber optics, including the wires that comprise bus 
302. Transmission media can also take the form of acoustic or 
light waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and 
infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media can be involved in carrying one or 
more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 304 
for execution. For example, the instructions can initially be 
carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer can load the instructions into 
its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a tele 
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phone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 300 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 302. Bus 302 carries the data to main memory 306, 
from which processor 304 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 306 can 
optionally be stored on storage device 310 either before or 
after execution by processor 304. 

Computer system 300 also includes a communication 
interface 318 coupled to bus 302. Communication interface 
318 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a 
network link320 that is connected to a local network322. For 
example, communication interface 318 can be an integrated 
services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite 
modem, or a modem to provide a data communication con 
nection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another 
example, communication interface 318 can be a local area 
network (LAN) card to provide a data communication con 
nection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links can also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 318 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 

Network link 320 typically provides data communication 
through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link320 can provide a connection through 
local network 322 to a host computer 324 or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP)326. ISP 
326 in turn provides data communication services through the 
world wide packet data communication network now com 
monly referred to as the “Internet 328. Local network 322 
and Internet 328 both use electrical, electromagnetic or opti 
cal signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through 
the various networks and the signals on network link320 and 
through communication interface 318, which carry the digital 
data to and from computer system 300, are example forms of 
transmission media. 

Computer system 300 can send messages and receive data, 
including program code, through the network(s), network 
link 320 and communication interface 318. In the Internet 
example, a server 330 can transmit a requested code for an 
application program through Internet 328, ISP 326, local 
network322 and communication interface 318. The received 
code can be executed by processor 304 as it is received, and/or 
stored in storage device 310, or other non-volatile storage for 
later execution. 
As described above with respect to FIG. 2, merchantanaly 

sis system 210 can perform one or more processes for ana 
lyzing the performance of merchants based on predicted sales 
and actual sales. FIGS. 4 and 5 are flowcharts illustrating 
exemplary processes for analyzing data and merchant perfor 
mance, consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 
sure. While FIGS. 4 and 5 illustrate embodiments processes 
using particular methodologies or techniques, other method 
ologies or techniques known in the art can be substituted 
without detracting from the spirit and scope of these embodi 
ments. Also, while the description that follows describes the 
processes of FIGS.4 and 5 as performed by merchantanalysis 
system 210, in some embodiments, another component of 
system 200, or some Sub-system of the components of system 
200 (not shown) can perform part or all of these processes. 

FIG. 4 is a flowchart representing an exemplary process for 
analyzing merchant performance. While the flowchart dis 
closes the following steps in a particular order, it will be 
appreciated that at least Some of the steps can be moved, 
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12 
modified, or deleted where appropriate, consistent with the 
teachings of the present disclosure. 

In some embodiments, a merchant analysis system (e.g., 
merchant analysis system 210) receives financial transaction 
data, consumer data, and merchant data from one or more 
financial services systems (e.g., financial services systems 
220), merchant management systems (e.g., merchant man 
agement systems 240), and/or consumer data systems (e.g., 
consumer data systems 250) (step 410). The merchant analy 
sis system can receive the data after it requests it via an API or 
it can receive the data automatically via a network (e.g., 
network 260). It will be appreciated that additional methods 
for data transfer between a merchantanalysis system and data 
systems may be implemented, without changing the scope 
and sprit of the disclosed embodiments. 

In some embodiments, the financial services systems, the 
merchant management systems, and the consumer data sys 
tems can provide the data to the merchant analysis system in 
a batch format on a periodic basis, Such as daily, weekly, or 
monthly. The financial transaction data, consumer data, and 
merchant data can be sent as a data stream, text file, serialized 
object, or any other conventional method for transmitting data 
between computing systems. 

In some embodiments, the financial transaction data can 
reflect purchase transactions at one or more merchants offer 
ing goods and/or services, and it can include information 
regarding one or more consumer transactions. A consumer 
transaction can include, among other things, the date and time 
for the transaction, the purchase amount for the transaction, a 
unique consumer identifier associated with the transaction, a 
description of the merchant for the transaction, a category 
code associated with the merchant (e.g., retail goods, medical 
Services, dining), and geographic indicator (e.g., postal code, 
street address, GPS coordinates, etc.). As financial transac 
tion data can originate from several financial services sys 
tems, each providing different information for each consumer 
transaction, the information contained in the spending trans 
action data originating from a first financial data system can 
be different from the information contained in spending 
transaction data originating from a second financial data sys 
tem. Accordingly, in some embodiments, the merchantanaly 
sis system can translate the data received from the financial 
services system. For example, the merchant analysis system 
can import the received data into an object model according to 
an ontology using a transformation component (e.g., trans 
formation component 120). 
Consumer transactions reflected in the received financial 

transaction data can include several types of consumer trans 
actions. For example, the consumer transactions can corre 
spond to credit card purchases or refunds, debit card pur 
chases or refunds, eChecks, electronic wallet transactions, 
wire transfers, etc. The consumer transactions can also 
include transactions associated with reward or loyalty pro 
grams. For example, the consumer transactions can include 
the number of loyalty points, and their cash equivalent, used 
to earn discounts or receive free dining. Financial transaction 
data received from one financial data system can include 
more than one type of consumer transaction type. For 
example, spending transaction data received from a bank can 
include debit card, credit card, and eCheck consumer trans 
actions. 

In some embodiments, the consumer data can include 
demographic information regarding one or more consumers. 
For example, the consumer data can include information 
about consumers income, gender, age, employment status, 
home ownership status, or ethnicity, among others. In some 
embodiments, the consumer data can be associated with a 
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geographic region. For example, the consumer data can be 
associated with a Zip code, neighborhood, or street address. In 
Some embodiments, the merchantanalysis system can receive 
the consumer data with respect to particular individuals. For 
example, the consumer data can be a data set where each 
record of the dataset corresponds to an individual consumer. 
The merchant analysis system can also receive merchant 

data. In some embodiments, the merchant analysis system 
receives merchant data from the merchant management sys 
tem. The merchant data can include information about a mer 
chant. For example, the merchant data can include the address 
of a merchant's retail locations and attributes of the mer 
chant's retail locations such as square footage, product lines, 
typical price points, number of parking spaces, whether the 
retail location is in a mall or shopping center, or other features 
that can make the merchant location attractive or unattractive 
to consumers. According to some embodiments, the merchant 
data can include information about the merchants competi 
tors. For example, the merchant data can include the names of 
the competitors, the locations of the competitors retail loca 
tions and attributes of the merchants competitor's retail loca 
tions such as square footage, product lines, typical price 
points, number of parking spaces, whether the retail location 
is in a mall or shopping center, or other features that can make 
the competitor location attractive or unattractive to consum 
CS. 

After the merchant analysis system receives the financial 
transaction data, the consumer data, and the merchant data, 
the merchantanalysis system 210 can analyze it (step 420). In 
Some embodiments, the merchant analysis system 210 can 
organize the received data using an object model (e.g., object 
model 160 described above with respect to FIGS. 2A and 2B) 
for allowing users to better analyze the data. 
The analyzing of the received data in step 420 can be 

implemented according to FIG. 5, which is a flowchart rep 
resenting an exemplary process 500 for analyzing received 
data, consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 
While the flowchart of FIG.5 discloses the following steps in 
a particular order, it will be appreciated that at least some of 
the steps can be moved, modified, or deleted where appropri 
ate, consistent with the teachings of the present disclosure. 
For example, in Some embodiments, while performing ana 
lyze received data process 500, the merchant analysis system 
can determine consumers for financial data (step 520) before 
determining merchants for the financial data (step 510), or it 
can map the financial transaction data to geohash regions 
(step 530) before determining merchants or consumers asso 
ciated with the financial data (steps 510,520). 

In some embodiments, while performing analyze received 
data process 500, the merchant analysis system can reorga 
nize the received data using an object model (e.g., object 
model 160) to better utilize that data. For example, the mer 
chantanalysis system can use a schema map, a transformation 
component and an ontology (e.g., schema map 140, transfor 
mation component 120, and ontology 150) to translate date 
received from the financial services systems or the merchant 
management systems into an object model (e.g., object model 
160) for later analysis. In some embodiments, a different data 
translation method may be implemented to analyze the 
received data (e.g., a data translation method that does not use 
an object model, Schema map, transformation component or 
ontology). 
One non-limiting example of an object that could be 

included in the object model is a merchant object. The mer 
chant object can include one or more properties describing a 
merchant and an instance of that object can have values 
assigned to the properties corresponding with the data 
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received from one or more data sources. For example, the 
merchant object can have properties such as name, location, 
street address, Zip code, merchant ID, merchandise category, 
transaction price range, among others, and the values of the 
properties can be set to “John's Gas.” “Irvine, Calif.” “123 
Main St. “92614. “123456,” “fuel; food, and “SO-S100. 
respectively. Another non-limiting example of an object that 
could be included in the object model is a location object. A 
location object, in some embodiments, can include properties 
related to the demographic features of the location. For 
example, the location object can have properties Such as city, 
state, Zip code, average age of resident, average income of 
resident, among others, and the values of the properties can be 
set to “Irvine,” “CA.” “92614,” “36, and “75,000 respec 
tively. Another non-limiting example of an object that can be 
included in the object model is a purchase object. A purchase 
object, in some embodiments, can include properties related 
to purchases such as the amount of the purchase, the time of 
purchase, the nature of the good purchases, or the information 
regarding the purchaser. The purchase object can be used, for 
example, to determine features such as the seasonality of 
purchases (e.g., the time period when purchases are typically 
made, on average) or customer clusters that are making the 
purchases (e.g., “businessperson.” “home owner”). One 
example of a customer cluster can include a “business per 
son' cluster. 

In some embodiments, the merchant analysis system can 
analyze received data process 500 by determining merchants 
for the received financial data (step 510). The financial trans 
action data typically will not come with an identifier for the 
merchant where the financial transaction data occurred. For 
example, a typical consumer transaction can include the 
amount of the transaction, a merchant category code (e.g., 
retail, restaurant, automotive), a description of the merchant 
(e.g., “John's Gas, Irvine, Calif.), time and date of the trans 
action, and other information associated with the transaction 
but not specifically identifying the merchant where the trans 
action occurred (e.g., using a unique merchant identification 
number). As a result, the merchant analysis system can per 
form a matching process to match the consumer transactions 
of the financial transaction data with one or more merchant of 
which the merchant analysis system has knowledge. 

In some embodiments, the merchant analysis system can 
have access to data associated with, and describing, a plural 
ity of known merchants. The data can be received by the 
merchant analysis system (e.g., at step 410) from merchant 
management systems, the financial services systems, or it can 
be part of the schemas used to create the object model before 
merchant analysis system performs analyze received data 
process 500. The data describing the known merchants can 
include the name and address of the payee, the payee category 
code of the payee (e.g., retail, restaurant, etc.), typical spend 
ing ranges, or other data. As most of the consumer transac 
tions of the financial transaction data include at least a cat 
egory code and a postal code, after the merchant analysis 
system performs the merchant identification process, it can 
filter the possible known merchants to match to the financial 
transaction databased on category code and postal code. For 
example, after the merchant analysis system receives finan 
cial transaction data indicating that a consumer transaction 
took place at a retail merchant in postal code 92603, it can 
access the data of known merchants and attempt to match 
only those merchants that are retail merchants in postal code 
92603 with the consumer transaction. If only one merchant is 
known with the category code and the postal code, then the 
merchant analysis system can match the consumer transac 
tion with that merchant. If more than one merchant is known 
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for that category code and postal code, the merchant analysis 
system can compare the remainder of the parameters of the 
consumer transaction (e.g., description, transaction amount) 
to the parameters of known merchants. For example, if two 
retail merchants in postal code 92603 are known, the mer 
chant analysis system can compare the description of the 
consumer transaction to the descriptions of each merchant. In 
Some embodiments, transaction amount can also be used to 
determine the merchant associated with a consumer transac 
tion of the financial transaction data. For example, if one 
merchant in 92603 typically has transactions that average in 
orders of magnitude of S10, and a second merchant in 92603 
has transactions that average in orders of magnitude of S100, 
the merchant analysis system can match a transaction of S23 
to the first merchant, and not the second. 

In some embodiments, the merchant analysis system can 
also match consumer transactions of the financial transaction 
data with one or more consumers (step 520). In some embodi 
ments, the merchant analysis system can associate a con 
Sumer transaction with an individual consumer. For example, 
the merchant analysis system can match a consumer transac 
tion to a consumer based on the name, address, phone num 
ber, or account number associated with the consumer trans 
action. In some embodiments, the financial transaction data 
can include a consumer identifier that has been generated by 
the system providing the financial transaction data for the 
purposes of consumer identification by merchant analysis 
system. For example, the financial services systems can 
include, with each consumer transaction, a unique, anony 
mous consumer identifier that allows the merchant analysis 
system to match consumer transactions coming from the 
same consumer without providing the merchantanalysis sys 
tem with actual data to specifically identify the consumer. For 
example, a consumer transaction made by John Smith, 123 
Main St, Newport Beach, Calif. 92660, Account Number 
4123 4444. 5555 6666, phone number 949-555-1122 can be 
provided to merchant analysis system with a consumer iden 
tification number of 98765. When John Smith makes addi 
tional purchases, each of his consumer transactions will be 
received by the merchant analysis system with consumer 
identification number 98765. In some embodiments, the mer 
chant analysis system can assign a unique consumer identi 
fication number when it imports the financial transaction data 
into the object model. 

In some embodiments, the merchant analysis system can 
map the financial data transaction to geohash regions (step 
530). A geohash region, or geohash bucket, is a region asso 
ciated with a latitude/longitude, hierarchal geocode system 
that subdivides regions of the Earth into grid shaped buckets. 
The level of granularity of geohash regions can vary depend 
ing on the length of the geohash code corresponding to that 
region. For example, a geohash code that is one bit in length 
corresponds to a geohash region of roughly 20 million Square 
kilometers, and a geohash code that is six bits in length 
corresponds to a geohash region of roughly 1.2 square kilo 
meters. In some embodiments, a geohash region of five bits 
(roughly 18 Square kilometers) is preferred, although the size 
of the geohash region can depend on the character of the 
overall region which is being geohashed. For example, a six 
bit geohash can be more suitable for a densely populated 
urban area, while a four bit geohash can be more suitable for 
a sparsely populated rural area. 

In some embodiments, the merchant analysis system can 
map the financial transaction data to a geohash region by 
utilizing a standard geohash translation library. For example, 
the merchant analysis system can pass as input the address of 
the consumer associated with a consumer transaction of the 
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financial transaction data and specify the number of geohash 
bits to return for the address, and the library can return the 
geohash for the passed in address. As the returned geohash 
code represents a level of precision for a given address, two 
addresses that are in the same geohash region will return the 
same geohash code. In some embodiments, the geohash 
translation library, or API, can be offered or exposed by the 
geographic data systems (e.g., geographic data systems 230). 

After the merchant analysis system maps the financial 
transaction data to one or more geohash regions, the merchant 
analysis system can associate features to the geohash region 
(step 540). According to some embodiments, a feature is 
Some characteristic of the financial transaction data or con 
Sumer data that describes some aspect of the geohash region. 
For example, a feature could be a demographic feature Such as 
the income, gender, age, employment status, home ownership 
status, or ethnicity of the consumers residing within the geo 
hash region. In some embodiments, a feature can also be a 
transactional feature of financial data. For example, a trans 
actional feature can include total number of transactions 
originating from consumers residing in the geohash region, 
transactions (or "tickets’) above aparticular value originating 
from the geohash region, or other features relating to the 
financial transaction data. According to some embodiments, 
the merchant analysis system associates features through the 
use of the object model and the relationship between the 
financial transaction data and the consumer data as defined in 
the schema map or the ontology. 

Returning to FIG.4, after the merchantanalysis system has 
analyzed the received data, it can apply a prediction model to 
the data (step 430). A prediction model, in some embodi 
ments, is a model that attempts to predict the performance for 
a particular merchant location. The performance can be mea 
Sured in total sales, total transactions, or sales or transactions 
for a particular demographic feature (e.g., S1200 for males 
making over S100,000 a year). In addition, the prediction 
model can be used to predict performance based on the cat 
egory of shopper. For example, the merchant analysis system 
can determine the spending habits of a particular consumer 
based on the financial transaction data and the consumer data 
analyzed by the merchant analysis system. For example, the 
merchant analysis system can determine that a particular 
consumer is a frequent purchaser of clothing, shoes, or elec 
tronics, or it can determine that the a consumer frequents 
restaurants or certain types of restaurants. Further, the mer 
chant analysis system can determine the number of consum 
ers of a particular category that reside within a particular 
geohash region. In some embodiments, the merchantanalysis 
system can use the category of shopper information to predict 
the performance of a merchant location. For example, the 
merchantanalysis system can predict that a merchant location 
should receive S10,000 a month from clothing shoppers. 

According to some embodiments, the merchant analysis 
system predicts the performance of a merchant location by 
aggregating the predicted performance for the merchant loca 
tion for each geohash region that is within the merchant 
location's territory. For example, the merchant analysis sys 
tem can use the following equation to determine the predicted 
performance for a merchant location: 

(1) 

where P is the performance of the merchant location, G is the 
set of all geohash regions in the merchant location’s territory 
(the territory from which the merchant location expects 
sales), r is an index representing each of the geohash regions, 
n is the number of consumers residing in geohash region r, p, 
is the probability that a shopper from geohash region r will 

P-Xeon, p. x. 
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shop at the merchant location, and X, is the expected spend 
amount associated with geohash region racross all competi 
tors of the merchant location. 

In some embodiments, the size of G can be variable and set 
by the merchant management system (or other computer sys 
tem) requesting analysis of a merchant location it is manag 
ing. For example, a merchant location in an urban area might 
have a small G while a merchant location in a rural location 
can have a large G. In some embodiments, the merchant 
analysis system can limit the size of G to ensure efficient 
processing of predicted performance because as G increases, 
the number of calculations the merchant analysis system must 
complete to find Pincreases. For example, merchant analysis 
system can limit G to a five hundred square kilometer region 
so that calculations can be performed efficiently. In some 
embodiments, the size of G can be set through the use of a user 
interface, such as the exemplary user interface of FIGS. 6-10. 
The number of consumers for a geohash region can be 

determined based on the consumer data the merchantanalysis 
system receives. For example, the merchant analysis system 
can determine that all residents of a geohash region above a 
certain age are included in n. In some embodiments, the 
number of consumers for a geohash region that the merchant 
analysis system uses to determine predicted performance 
may be set through the use of a user interface, Such as the 
exemplary user interface of FIGS. 6-10. For example, a filter 
can be applied so that only consumers of a certain gender or 
income level are included in n. 

In some embodiments, p, the probability that a shopper 
from geohash region r will shop at the merchant location, is 
determined using a Huff model. The Huffmodel attempts to 
determine the probability that a consumer located at particu 
lar distance from a retail location will shop at the retail loca 
tion. In some embodiments, the Huff model uses the follow 
ing equation: 

if 

where i is a consumer, j is a retail location, A, is a measure of 
the attractiveness of storej, D, is the distance from consumer 
i to store j. C. is an attractiveness parameter estimated from 
empirical observations, B is a distance decay parameter esti 
mated from empirical observations, n is the total number of 
stores, including Store j, in Store is retail area, and C is a 
constant representing sales leakage to non-retail location 
sales channels such as catalog sales and/or Internet sales, 
which has been estimated from empirical observations. 

The numerator of equation (2) calculates the attractiveness 
to distance ratio for store j, while the denominator calculates 
the sum of the ratios of attractiveness to distance for store 
and all of its competitors. In some embodiments, competitors 
include the same merchant as j, but in another location. The 
merchant analysis system can use a list of competitors pro 
vided to it by the merchant management systems as part of the 
merchant data it received (at step 410). 

According to Some embodiments, the attractiveness of a 
particular merchant location (A) is based on features of a 
particular merchant location. For example, the square foot 
age, number of parking spaces, whether it is in a mall or 
shopping center, or pricing can be features that contribute to 
attractiveness of a particular merchant location. The value of 
the measure of attractiveness can be some index that com 
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18 
bines one or more of these features into a single value. In 
Some embodiments, an attractiveness parameter can be 
applied to the measure of attractiveness to weigh it according 
to how important the features contributing to the measure of 
attractiveness are in determining the probability that a par 
ticular consumer can make a purchase at the retail location. 
The attractiveness parameter can be adjusted overtime based 
on empirical observation. 

In some embodiments, to calculate the distance from a 
geohash region to a retail location, the merchant analysis 
system calculates the distance from the centroid of the geo 
hash region to the retail location. The merchant analysis sys 
tem can calculate the distance using aerial distance, or it can 
calculate the distance using the driving or walking distance 
(e.g., using established roadways, walkways, or bicycle 
paths, where appropriate). In some embodiments, the mer 
chantanalysis system requests the geographic data systems to 
calculate the distance from the centroid of the geohash region 
to the retail location. The merchant analysis system can also 
use a distance decay parameter to weigh the impact of dis 
tance on the probability that a consumer from a geohash 
region would purchase an item from the retail location. For 
example, in rural locations, the large distances between con 
Sumers and retail locations is not as important as would be for 
urban locations. Thus, in some embodiments, the merchant 
analysis system can use a larger decay parameter in urban 
areas and a smaller one in rural areas. 

Returning to equation (1) above, the merchant analysis 
system also determines the expected spend amount associ 
ated with geohash region or X, The expected spend amount is 
a learned value, or weight, that is determined using online 
machine learning applied to the financial transaction data that 
has been received over time for a particular store. In some 
embodiments, financial transaction data, including the demo 
graphic or transactional features used to determine the per 
formance of the store, are selected from geohash regions 
around a merchant location to form a test data set. The mer 
chant analysis system then feeds the test data set into an 
online machine learning algorithm, which uses the data in a 
series of trials. The first trial occurs at a first point in time 
using a seed value, and the spend amount is predicted for a 
second point in time. The actual spend for the second point in 
time is them compared to the predicted spend for the second 
point in time. The difference is then used by the online 
machine learning algorithm to construct a second trial. This 
feedback loop continues until the difference between the 
predicted and actual spend over the test data set is minimized, 
and the learned weight can then be used to determine perfor 
mance according to equation (1) above. While the merchant 
analysis system can use any known online machine learning 
method for determining the learned weight, in Some embodi 
ments, the merchant analysis system uses the Vowpal Wabbit 
library for determining the learned weights. 

After applying the prediction model to the received data, 
the merchant analysis system can determine the actual 
amount spent at the merchant location for which it is calcu 
lating performance (step 440). In some embodiments, mer 
chant analysis system uses the financial transaction data it 
received to determine the actual spend amount. For example, 
merchant analysis system 210 can add up all of the consumer 
transactions associated with the merchant location that match 
the features for which the merchant locations performance is 
being measured. 

After it determines the actual spend amount for a merchant 
location, the merchantanalysis system can determine perfor 
mance of the merchant location (step 450) by comparing the 
predicted performance (at step 430) to the actual spend 
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amount (at step 440), and express that performance through 
the use of a generated user interface (step 460). The perfor 
mance can be expressed as a percentage (e.g., -5%), in dollars 
(e.g., -S400,000), in transactions (e.g., -5000 transactions), 
and/or some other metric. In some embodiments, the mer 
chant analysis system can express the performance of the 
retail location with a text string. Such as “under-performing.” 
“over-performing,” or “performing as expected. In some 
embodiments, the user interface can include an icon or color 
to represent the performance of the merchant location. For 
example, an under-performing merchant location can be col 
ored red. 

In some embodiments, the merchant analysis system can 
generate one or more user interfaces communicating the 
financial transaction data, consumer data, and/or merchant 
data it received, as well as predicted and actual performance 
of merchant locations. According to Some embodiments, the 
generated user interface contains a map showing one or more 
merchant locations, and/or one or more locations of the mer 
chant's competitors. The merchant analysis system can gen 
erate a user interface by creating code that renders a user 
interface on another computing device, such as merchant 
management systems 240. For example, the merchant analy 
sis system can generate HTML code that when interpreted by 
a web browser, renders the user interface. The merchant 
analysis system can also generate a user interface as a serial 
ized object that is transmitted to a client application executing 
on other computing systems (e.g., merchant management 
systems 240), which then uses the serialized object to display 
the user interface on its screen. 

FIGS. 6-10 illustrate several exemplary user interfaces that 
can be generated by merchant analysis system, consistent 
with embodiments of the present disclosure. The exemplary 
user interfaces of FIGS. 6-10 are meant to help illustrate and 
describe certain features of disclosed embodiments, and are 
not meant to limit the scope of the user interfaces that can be 
generated or provided by the merchant analysis system. 

FIGS. 6A and 6B show user interface 600 that merchant 
analysis system (e.g., merchant analysis system 210) gener 
ates, according to some embodiments. User interface 600 
includes map 610, which shows the location of merchant 
locations 620 and geohash regions (while shown as shaded 
rectangles, they can also include any unshaded rectangles, 
such as the unshaded rectangles in FIG. 7B). The user inter 
face 600 also includes show user interface filter 630 and limit 
user interface filter 635. Show user interface filter 630 can be 
used to command the merchant analysis system to show a 
particular location (e.g., Burbank) and show data for a par 
ticular date range (e.g., Jan. 1, 2012 to May 16, 2013). In some 
embodiments, when a user enters information into the show 
user interface filter 630, the merchant analysis system 
receives a message to regenerate or modify the user interface. 
For example, if a user entered “Oceanside, Calif’ into the 
location box, the merchant analysis system would receive a 
message indicating that a user interface should display a map 
for Oceanside, Calif., and it can generate a user interface with 
map 610 showing Oceanside, Calif. In some embodiments, 
when a user enters information into limit user interface 635, 
the merchant analysis system receives a message to modify 
information displayed on user interface 600. 

User interface 600 includes performance display selector 
640 and merchant selector 645. The performance display 
selector 640 can be used to command merchant analysis 
system to change the performance data being displayed for 
merchant locations mapped on map 610. For example, when 
“Total Spend is selected, merchantanalysis system 210 gen 
erates user interface 600 such that performance data is shown 
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in the amount, in dollars, spent, and when “Transaction 
Count’ is selected, the merchant analysis system generates 
user interface 600 such that performance data is shown in the 
number of transactions. Merchant selector 645 can be used to 
command the merchant analysis system to show merchant 
locations for particular merchants. For example, as shown in 
FIG. 6A, Store A is selected in merchant selector 645 and the 
merchant analysis system generates user interface 600 to 
show data associated with Store A: merchant locations 620 
are the locations of Store A's retail locations and the perfor 
mance data shown in user interface 600 is for Store A. When 
Store B is selected, as shown in FIG. 6B, merchant analysis 
system generates user interface 600 to show data associated 
with Store B: merchant locations 621 are the locations of 
Store B's retail locations and the performance data shown in 
user interface 600 is for Store B. In some embodiments, when 
merchant selector 645 is selected, the displayed merchant 
locations include both the locations for the selected store and 
the selected store's competitors. For example, after Store A is 
selected, merchant locations 610 may include locations for 
Store A, and locations for Store C, a competitor of Store A. 

In some embodiments, the merchant analysis system gen 
erates user interface 600 with color coded geohash regions 
(e.g. geohash region 615). The geohash regions can be color 
coded or highlighted in various ways to reflect the total spend 
amount or transaction count (depending on the performance 
data metric selected in performance data selector 640). User 
interface 600 can include key 650 that informs a user of the 
amount of sales for a particular color. As shown in FIG. 6A, 
when no specific retail location is selected, geohash regions 
615 can be color coded or highlighted with the performance 
data for all locations of the merchant. For example, as shown 
in FIG. 6A, the darkest of geohash regions 615 contributed 
S1,500,000 in transactions for all merchant locations of Store 
A. 

In some embodiments, the merchant analysis system can 
receive an indication that one of the merchant locations was 
selected by a user and it can update or regenerate the user 
interface to reflect the Selection. FIGS. 7A-7D show several 
user interfaces that the merchantanalysis system can generate 
when one merchant location has been selected by a user, 
consistent with the disclosed embodiments. 

FIG. 7A illustrates user interface 700 including a map 710 
where merchant location 720 has been selected. In response 
to receiving a message that merchant location 720 has been 
selected, the merchant analysis system generates user inter 
face 700 to include performance data for merchant location 
720. As shown in FIG. 7A, the geohash regions of map 710 
are updated to reflect each geohash region's contribution to 
the performance of merchant location 720, i.e., the amount of 
spend or transactions of merchant location 720 that originated 
from that geohash region. In some embodiments, user inter 
face 700 can also include performance element 760, which 
displays performance data for selected merchant location 
720. 

In some embodiments, the merchant analysis system gen 
erates user interface 700 and provides the ability for a user to 
select a group of geohash regions and display performance 
data for those geohash regions. FIG. 7B shows a selected 
group of geohash regions 725. When the merchant analysis 
system receives a command that one or more geohash regions 
were selected, it can regenerate user interface 700 to reflect 
performance data for the selected geohash regions. In some 
embodiments, user interface 700 can also include feature 
display 770, which shows feature characteristics for the 
selected geohash regions. 
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As noted above with respect to FIGS. 6A-6B, user interface 
700 can include limit user interface element 735. As shown in 
FIG.7C, limit user interface element 735 can include agender 
filter 737 and user interface 700 can reflect data correspond 
ing to selected genders. For example, as shown in FIG. 7B, 
user interface 700 is not displaying performance data for 
males as males have been deselected in gender filter 737. 
Limit user interface element 735 can also include transaction 
ticket size filter 738 (shown in FIG. 7D), which can be used to 
limit the size of transactions shown by user interface 700. 
Whena transaction ticket size is selected, the merchantanaly 
sis system can regenerate or update user interface 700 to show 
performance using financial transaction data satisfying the 
selected transaction ticket size. 

In some embodiments, the merchant analysis system can 
generate a user interface that includes predicted performance 
for merchant locations. FIGS. 8A-8B illustrate user interface 
800 including predicted performance, consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure. User interface 800 
includes map 810 which shows several merchant locations. 
According to some embodiments, user interface 800 includes 
indications of the predicted performance for each of the mer 
chant locations. For example, as shown in FIG. 8A, the pre 
dicted performance in total spend amount is shown for each 
merchant location. When a merchant location is selected, the 
merchant analysis system can update user interface 800 to 
reflect performance data for the selected merchant location. 
In some embodiments, user interface 800 can include perfor 
mance element 860, which displays the total spend and trans 
action count for the selected merchant, as well as an indica 
tion of performance (e.g., the text "UNDER 
PERFORMING”). 

According to some embodiments, in addition to displaying 
performance data, user interface 800 can include one or more 
of the features described above with respect FIGS. 6-7. For 
example, as shown in FIG.8B, user interface 800 can include 
limit user interface element 835 and gender filter 837. When 
males are deselected from the gender filter, the user interface 
800 can display performance data with respect to all consum 
ers that are not male (i.e., female and unspecified consumers). 
Other filters can be used to limit the display of predicted 
performance data to certain features. For example, limit user 
interface element 835 can provide filters for merchant catego 
ries, age, income, transaction ticket size, or whether the trans 
action was associated with an e-commerce channel. In addi 
tion, predicted performance displayed can also be limited to 
category of shopper or other features consistent with dis 
closed embodiments. 

In some embodiments, the merchant analysis system can 
predict revenue for a hypothetical entity location, with certain 
attractiveness attributes, at a particular placement. FIG. 9 
shows user interface 900 including hypothetical entity loca 
tion at placement 925. According to some embodiment, user 
interface 110 can provide the ability to select the placement of 
hypothetical entity location 925 by providing the ability to 
select a region on map 910 using an input device. Such as a 
mouse or touchscreen. When a region on map 910 is selected, 
the merchant analysis system can receive a message contain 
ing the coordinates associated with the selection region, and 
it can then apply prediction models to the hypothetical entity 
location, and other entity locations within the same area as the 
hypothetical entity location, as described above with respect 
to FIG. 4 and equations (1) and (2). After the predicted spend 
amount for each entity location is determined (including for 
the hypothetical entity location), the merchant analysis sys 
tem can generate or update user interface 900 to display the 
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predicted spend. For example, as shown in FIG.9, hypotheti 
cal entity location 925 has a predicted spend amount of 
S1,200,000. 

According to some embodiments, the merchant analysis 
system can provide the ability to automatically place a store at 
an optimal placement based on the financial transaction data 
and the location of existing stores. FIG. 10 shows user inter 
face 1000 with auto place button 1060. When selected, auto 
place button 1060 sends a message to the merchant analysis 
system to determine the optimal placement for a new retail 
location. In some embodiments, the merchant analysis sys 
tem uses equations (1) and (2) described above with several 
hypothetical placements to the determine the optimal place 
ment. Once determined, the merchant analysis system can 
generate user interface 1000 showing optimal placement 
1020 on map 1010. 

In the foregoing specification, embodiments have been 
described with reference to numerous specific details that can 
vary from implementation to implementation. Certain adap 
tations and modifications of the embodiments described 
herein can be made. Therefore, the above embodiments are 
considered to be illustrative and not restrictive. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system for analyzing organizational entity perfor 

mance, the system comprising: 
a memory device that stores a set of instructions; 
one or more processors configured to execute the set of 

instructions that cause the one or more processors to: 
receive data associated with a geographic region, 

wherein the received data is transformed into an 
object model; 

analyze the object model to associate the received data 
with at least one organizational entity and to associate 
the received data with a plurality of Sub-geographic 
regions of the geographic region; 

apply a prediction model to the plurality of Sub-geo 
graphic regions using the object model to determine a 
predicted performance for at least one entity location 
of the at least one organizational entity; 

determine actual performance for the at least one entity 
location; 

provide a user interface that includes information asso 
ciated with the predicted performance, the actual per 
formance, or a combination of the predicted perfor 
mance and the actual performance; and 

receive a placement of a hypothetical entity location, 
wherein applying the prediction model further uses 
the placement of the hypothetical entity location to 
determine a predicted performance for the at least one 
entity location. 

2. The system of claim 1 wherein the received data includes 
at least one of financial transaction data, consumer data asso 
ciated with the geographic region, or entity data associated 
with the at least one organizational entity. 

3. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface 
includes: 

a representation of the geographic region; 
a representation of locations of the organizational entity 

overlayed on the geographic region; and 
a representation of the Sub-geographic regions overlayed 

on the geographic region. 
4. The system of claim 1 wherein the determined actual 

performance includes determining the actual spend amount 
for the at least one entity location based on the object model 
and the predicted performance includes determining the pre 
dicted spend amount for the at least one entity location based 
on the object model. 
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5. The system of claim 4 wherein the user interface further 
includes: 

a representation of the actual spend amount for the Sub 
geographic regions with respect to the at least one entity 
location. 5 

6. The system of claim 4 wherein the user interface further 
includes: 

a representation of the predicted spend amount for the 
Sub-geographic regions with respect to the at least one 
entity location. 

7. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface further 

10 

includes: 
a representation of the actual performance for the at least 

one entity location for at least one of the Sub-geographic 
regions and a demographic feature of the object model 
associated with the at least one Sub-geographic region. 

8. The system of claim 1 wherein the user interface further 

15 

includes: 
a representation of the predicted performance for the at 

least one entity location for the Sub-geographic regions. 
9. The system of claim 1 wherein the one or more proces 

sors are further configured to determine the predicted perfor 
mance for the hypothetical entity location. 

10. The system of claim 1 wherein the one or more proces- 25 
sors are further configured to determine a placement for a 
hypothetical entity location based on the object model. 

11. A method for analyzing organizational entity perfor 
mance, the method being performed by one or more proces 
sors of one or more computers and comprising: 30 

receiving data associated with a geographic region, 
wherein the received data is transformed into an object 
model; 

analyzing the object model to associate the received data 
with at least one organizational entity and to associate 
the received data with a plurality of Sub-geographic 
regions of the geographic region; 

applying a prediction model to the plurality of Sub-geo 
graphic regions using the object model to determine a 
predicted performance for at least one entity location of 
the at least one organizational entity; 

determining actual performance for at least the entity loca 
tion; 

providing a user interface that includes information asso 
ciated with the predicted performance, the actual perfor 
mance, or a combination of the predicted performance 
and the actual performance; and 

receiving a placement of a hypothetical entity location and 
wherein applying the prediction model further uses the 
placement of the hypothetical entity location to deter 
mine a predicted performance for the at least one entity 
location. 

12. The method of claim 11 wherein the received data 
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13. The method of claim 11 wherein the user interface 

includes: 
a representation of the geographic region; 
a representation of the locations of the at least one organi 

Zational entity overlayed on the geographic region; and 
a representation of the Sub-geographic regions overlayed 

on the geographic region. 
14. The method of claim 11 wherein the determined actual 

performance includes determining the actual spend amount 
for the at least one entity location based on the object model 
and the predicted performance includes determining the pre 
dicted spend amount for the at least one entity location based 
on the object model. 

15. The method of claim 14 wherein the user interface 
further includes: 

a representation of the actual spend amount for the Sub 
geographic regions with respect to the at least one entity 
location. 

16. The method of claim 14 wherein the user interface 
further includes: 

a representation of the predicted spend amount for the 
Sub-geographic regions with respect to the at least one 
entity location. 

17. The method of claim 11 further including determining 
the predicted performance for the hypothetical entity loca 
tion. 

18. A non-transitory computer readable medium that stores 
a set of instructions that are executable by at least one pro 
cessor of one or more computers to cause the one or more 
computers to analyze organizational entity performance, the 
set of instructions causing the one or more computers to: 

receive data associated with a geographic region, wherein 
the received data is transformed into an object model; 

analyze the object model to associate the received data with 
at least one organizational entity and to associate the 
received data with a plurality of sub-geographic regions 
of the geographic region; 

apply a prediction model to the plurality of sub-geographic 
regions using the object model to determine a predicted 
performance for at least one entity location of the at least 
one organizational entity; 

determine actual performance for the at least one entity 
location; and 

provide a user interface that includes information associ 
ated with the predicted performance, the actual perfor 
mance, or a combination of the predicted performance 
and the actual performance; and 

receiving a placement of a hypothetical entity location and 
wherein applying the prediction model further uses the 
placement of the hypothetical entity location to deter 
mine a predicted performance for the at least one entity 
location. 

19. A non-transitory computer readable medium of claim 
18 further comprising instructions executable for the at least 
one processor of the one or more computers to cause the one 
or more computers to perform: 

determining the predicted performance for the hypotheti 
cal entity location. 

k k k k k 
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SYSTEMIS AND METHODS FORACTIVE 
COLUMN FILTERING 

BACKGROUND 

Vast amounts of data are readily available to analysts, 
researchers, and laypeople today, on the one hand allowing 
them to perform more complicated and detailed data analyses 
than ever, but on the other hand making it more difficult to find 
the information that is relevant and filter out the information 
that is not. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Reference will now be made to the accompanying draw 
ings, which illustrate exemplary embodiments of the present 
disclosure. In the drawings: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary electronic 
device, consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 
Sure; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary data fusion 
system, consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 
Sure; 

FIG. 3 is an exemplary display displaying an exemplary 
table of data values, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure; 

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an exemplary method for active 
column filtering, consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure; and 

FIGS. 5A-5F illustrate exemplary user interactions with 
exemplary tables of data values, consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

Reference will now be made in detail to several exemplary 
embodiments of the present disclosure, including those illus 
trated in the accompanying drawings. Whenever possible, the 
same reference numbers will be used throughout the draw 
ings to refer to the same or like parts. 

Embodiments disclosed herein are directed, among other 
things, to systems and methods that allow the user to filter 
large amounts of data in a quick, logical, and visually asso 
ciative way. More specifically, the systems and methods can, 
among other things, provide a table having data values 
arranged in rows and columns, provide a first filter location 
indicator that is visually associated with a first column, pro 
vide a first interface at a location visually associated with the 
first column, acquire a first filter input entered into the first 
interface, filter the table based on the acquired first filter input, 
and provide, at a location visually associated with the first 
column, an applied filter indicator that includes at least the 
first filter input. 

According to some embodiments, the operations, tech 
niques, and/or components described herein can be imple 
mented by an electronic device, which can include one or 
more special-purpose computing devices. The special-pur 
pose computing devices can be hard-wired to perform the 
operations, techniques, and/or components described herein, 
or can include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the operations, techniques and/or com 
ponents described herein, or can include one or more 
hardware processors programmed to perform Such features of 
the present disclosure pursuant to program instructions in 
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2 
firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such 
special-purpose computing devices can also combine custom 
hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom program 
ming to accomplish the technique and other features of the 
present disclosure. The special-purpose computing devices 
can be desktop computer systems, portable computer sys 
tems, handheld devices, networking devices, or any other 
device that incorporates hard-wired and/or program logic to 
implement the techniques and other features of the present 
disclosure. 
The one or more special-purpose computing devices can be 

generally controlled and coordinated by operating system 
software, such as iOS, Android, Blackberry, Chrome OS, 
Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Win 
dows Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, 
VxWorks, or other compatible operating systems. In other 
embodiments, the computing device can be controlled by a 
proprietary operating system. Operating systems control and 
schedule computer processes for execution, perform memory 
management, provide file system, networking, I/O services, 
and provide a user interface functionality, such as a graphical 
user interface (“GUI), among other things. 
By way of example, FIG. 1 is a block diagram that illus 

trates an implementation of an electronic device 110, which, 
as described above, can comprise one or more electronic 
devices. Electronic device 110 includes a bus 102 or other 
communication mechanism for communicating information, 
and one or more hardware processors 104, coupled with bus 
102 for processing information. One or more hardware pro 
cessors 104 can be, for example, one or more microproces 
SOS. 

Electronic device 110 also includes a main memory 106, 
Such as a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic 
storage device, coupled to bus 102 for storing information and 
instructions to be executed by processor 104. Main memory 
106 also can be used for storing temporary variables or other 
intermediate information during execution of instructions to 
be executed by processor 104. Such instructions, when stored 
in non-transitory storage media accessible to one or more 
processors 104, render electronic device 110 into a special 
purpose machine that is customized to perform the operations 
specified in the instructions. 

Electronic device 110 further includes a read only memory 
(ROM) 108 or other static storage device coupled to bus 102 
for storing static information and instructions for processor 
104. A storage device 150. Such as a magnetic disk, optical 
disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is provided and 
coupled to bus 102 for storing information and instructions. 

Electronic device 110 can be coupled via bus 102 to a 
display 112, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), an LCD 
display, or a touchscreen, for displaying information to a 
computer user. An input device 114, including alphanumeric 
and other keys, is coupled to bus 102 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 104. 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 116, such 
as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for commu 
nicating direction information and command selections to 
processor 104 and for controlling cursor movement on dis 
play 112. The input device typically has two degrees of free 
dom in two axes, a first axis (for example, X) and a second axis 
(for example, y), that allows the device to specify positions in 
a plane. In some embodiments, the same direction informa 
tion and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
CUSO. 

Electronic device 110 can include a user interface module 
to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass storage 
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device as executable software codes that are executed by the 
one or more computing devices. This and other modules may 
include, by way of example, components, such as Software 
components, object-oriented Software components, class 
components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 

In general, the word “module,” as used herein, refers to 
logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection of 
Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit points, 
Written in a programming language. Such as, for example, 
Java, Lua, C, and C++. A Software module can be compiled 
and linked into an executable program, installed in a dynamic 
link library, or written in an interpreted programming lan 
guage such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, Python, or Pig. It 
will be appreciated that software modules can be callable 
from other modules or from themselves, and/or can be 
invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Software 
modules configured for execution on computing devices can 
be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a com 
pact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any 
other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and can be 
originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression, or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code can be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
can be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules can be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
can be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but can be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage. 

Electronic device 110 can implement the techniques and 
other features described herein using customized hard-wired 
logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or pro 
gram logic which in combination with the electronic device 
causes or programs electronic device 110 to be a special 
purpose machine. According to some embodiments, the tech 
niques and other features described herein are performed by 
electronic device 110 in response to one or more processors 
104 executing one or more sequences of one or more instruc 
tions contained in main memory 106. Such instructions can 
be read into main memory 106 from another storage medium, 
such as storage device 150. Execution of the sequences of 
instructions contained in main memory 106 causes processor 
104 to perform the process steps described herein. In alterna 
tive embodiments, hard-wired circuitry can be used in place 
of or in combination with software instructions. 
The term “non-transitory media' as used herein refers to 

any media storing data and/or instructions that cause a 
machine to operate in a specific fashion. Such non-transitory 
media can comprise non-volatile media and/or volatile 
media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or 
magnetic disks, such as storage device 150. Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory. Such as main memory 106. Com 
mon forms of non-transitory media include, for example, a 
floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state drive, mag 
netic tape, or any other magnetic data storage medium, a 
CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, any physi 
cal medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and 
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4 
EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory 
chip or cartridge, and networked versions of the same. 

Non-transitory media is distinct from, but can be used in 
conjunction with, transmission media. Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between storage 
media. For example, transmission media includes coaxial 
cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that 
comprise bus 102. Transmission media can also take the form 
of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during 
radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media can be involved in carrying one or 
more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 104 
for execution. For example, the instructions can initially be 
carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer can load the instructions into 
its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a tele 
phone line using a modem. A modem local to electronic 
device 110 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 102. Bus 102 carries the data to main memory 106, 
from which processor 104 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 106 can 
optionally be stored on storage device 150 either before or 
after execution by processor 104. 

Electronic device 110 also includes a communication inter 
face 118 coupled to bus 102. Communication interface 118 
provides a two-way data communication coupling to a net 
work link 120 that is connected to a local network 122. For 
example, communication interface 118 can be an integrated 
services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite 
modem, or a modem to provide a data communication con 
nection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another 
example, communication interface 118 can be a local area 
network (LAN) card to provide a data communication con 
nection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links can also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 118 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
Network link 120 typically provides data communication 

through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link 120 can provide a connection through 
local network 122 to a host computer 124 or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 126. ISP 
126 in turn provides data communication services through the 
world wide packet data communication network now com 
monly referred to as the “Internet' 128. Local network 122 
and Internet 128 both use electrical, electromagnetic or opti 
cal signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through 
the various networks and the signals on network link 120 and 
through communication interface 118, which carry the digital 
data to and from electronic device 110, are example forms of 
transmission media. 

Electronic device 110 can send messages and receive data, 
including program code, through the network(s), network 
link 120 and communication interface 118. In the Internet 
example, a server 130 might transmit a requested code for an 
application program through Internet 128, ISP 126, local 
network 122 and communication interface 118. 
The received code can be executed by processor 104 as it is 

received, and/or stored in storage device 150, or other non 
Volatile storage for later execution. 

FIG. 2 shows, in block diagram form, an exemplary data 
fusion system 200, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. In some embodiments, data fusion system 
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200 can be a part of or communicatively coupled to electronic 
device 110. Among other things, system 200 can facilitate 
transformation of one or more data sources, such as data 
sources 230, into an object model 260, whose semantics are 
defined by an ontology 250. The transformation can be per 
formed for a variety of reasons. For example, a database 
administrator can wish to import data from data sources 230 
into a database 270 for persistently storing object model 260. 
As another example, a data presentation component (not 
depicted) can transform input data from data sources 230 “on 
the fly” into object model 260. Object model 260 can then be 
utilized, in conjunction with ontology 250, for analysis 
through graphs and/or other data visualization techniques. 

System 200 comprises a definition component 210 and a 
translation component 220, both implemented by one or more 
processors on one or more computing devices executing hard 
ware and/or software-based logic for providing various func 
tionality described herein. As will be appreciated from the 
present disclosure, system 200 can comprise fewer or addi 
tional components that provide various functionalities 
described herein. Such components are, for clarity, omitted 
from FIG. 2. Moreover, the component(s) of system 200 
responsible for providing various functionalities can further 
vary from embodiment to embodiment. 

Definition component 210 generates and/or modifies 
ontology 250 and a schema map 240. Exemplary embodi 
ments for defining an ontology (such as ontology 250) are 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 7,962.495 (the 495 patent), issued 
Jun. 14, 2011, the entire contents of which are expressly 
incorporated herein by reference. Among other things, the 
495 patent describes embodiments that define a dynamic 
ontology for use in creating data in a database. For creating a 
database ontology, one or more object types are created where 
each object type can include one or more properties. The 
attributes of object types or property types of the ontology can 
be edited or modified at any time. And for each property type, 
at least one parser definition is created. The attributes of a 
parser definition can be edited or modified at any time. 

In Some embodiments, each property type is declared to be 
representative of one or more object types. A property type is 
representative of an object type when the property type is 
intuitively associated with the object type. For example, a 
property type of “Social Security Number may be represen 
tative of an object type “Person' but not representative of an 
object type “Business.” 

In some embodiments, each property type has one or more 
components and a base type. In some embodiments, a prop 
erty type may comprise a string, a date, a number, or a com 
posite type consisting of two or more string, date, or number 
elements. Thus, property types are extensible and can repre 
sent complex data structures. Further, a parser definition can 
reference a component of a complex property type as a unit or 
token. 
An example of a property having multiple components is a 

Name property having a Last Name component and a First 
Name component. An example of raw input data is “Smith, 
Jane. An example parser definition specifies an association 
of imported input data to object property components as 
follows: {LAST NAME}, {FIRST NAME}->Name:Last, 
Name:First. In some embodiments, the association {LAST 
NAME}, {FIRST NAME} is defined in a parser definition 
using regular expression symbology. The association 
{LAST NAME}, {FIRST NAME} indicates that a last 
name string followed by a first name string comprises valid 
input data for a property of typeName. In contrast, input data 
of “Smith Jane' would not be valid for the specified parser 
definition, but a user could create a second parser definition 
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6 
that does match input data of “Smith Jane.” The definition 
Name:Last, Name:First specifies that matching input data 
values map to components named “Last' and “First of the 
Name property. 
As a result, parsing the input data using the parser defini 

tion results in assigning the value “Smith' to the Name:Last 
component of the Name property, and the value "Jane' to the 
Name:First component of the Name property. 

Referring to FIG. 2, schema map 240 can define how 
various elements of schemas 235 for data sources 230 map to 
various elements of ontology 250. Definition component 210 
receives, calculates, extracts, or otherwise identifies schemas 
235 for data sources 230. Schemas 235 define the structure of 
data sources 230—for example, the names and other charac 
teristics of tables, files, columns, fields, properties, and so 
forth. Definition component 210 furthermore optionally iden 
tifies sample data 236 from data sources 230. Definition com 
ponent 210 can further identify object type, relationship, and 
property definitions from ontology 250, if any already exist. 
Definition component 210 can further identify pre-existing 
mappings from Schema map 240, if such mappings exist. 

Based on the identified information, definition component 
210 can generate a graphical interface 215. Graphical inter 
face 215 can be presented to users of a computing device via 
any Suitable output mechanism (e.g., a display Screen, an 
image projection, etc.), and can further accept input from 
users of the computing device via any Suitable input mecha 
nism (e.g., a keyboard, a mouse, a touch screen interface). 
Graphical interface 215 features a visual workspace that visu 
ally depicts representations of the elements of ontology 250 
for which mappings are defined in Schema map 240. Graphi 
cal interface 215 also includes controls for adding new ele 
ments to schema map 240 and/or ontology 250, including 
objects, properties of objects, and relationships, via the visual 
workspace. After elements of ontology 250 are represented in 
the visual workspace, graphical interface 215 can further 
provide controls in association with the representations that 
allow for modifying the elements of ontology 250 and iden 
tifying how the elements of ontology 250 correspond to ele 
ments of schemas 235. Optionally, the graphical interface 215 
can further utilize sample data 236 to provide the user with a 
preview of object model 260 as the user defines schema map 
240. In response to the input via the various controls of 
graphical interface 215, definition component 210 can gen 
erate and/or modify ontology 250 and schema map 240. 

In some embodiments, graphical interface 215 can provide 
an interface providing a user with the ability to add structure 
to an unstructured document stored in data sources 230 by 
tagging one or more portions (e.g., text) within the document. 
Defining tags and applying these tags to a portion of the 
document can create object, properties, or links creating a 
relationship between one or more objects and/or properties. 

Transformation component 220 can be invoked after 
schema map 240 and ontology 250 have been defined or 
redefined. Transformation component 220 identifies schema 
map 240 and ontology 250. Transformation component 220 
further reads data sources 230 and identifies schemas 235 for 
data sources 230. For each element of ontology 250 described 
in schema map 240, transformation component 220 iterates 
through some or all of the data items of data sources 230, 
generating elements of object model 260 in the manner speci 
fied by schema map 240. In some embodiments, transforma 
tion component 220 can store a representation of each gen 
erated element of object model 260 in a database 270. In some 
embodiments, transformation component 220 is further con 
figured to synchronize changes in object model 260 back to 
data sources 230. 
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Data sources 230 can be one or more sources of data, 
including, without limitation, spreadsheet files, databases, 
email folders, document collections, media collections, con 
tact directories, and so forth. Data sources 230 can include 
structured data (e.g., a database, a.csv file, or any tab delim 
ited or fixed-width file), semi-structured data (e.g., an email, 
an email server, or forms such as a Suspicious activity report 
or currency transaction report), or unstructured data (e.g., 
encoded files such as PDF, sound, and image files). Data 
sources 230 can include data structures stored persistently in 
non-volatile memory. Data sources 230 can also or alterna 
tively include temporary data structures generated from 
underlying data Sources via data extraction components. Such 
as a result set returned from a database server executing a 
database query. 

Schema map 240, ontology 250, and schemas 235 can be 
stored in any suitable data structure(s), such as XML files, 
database tables, and so forth. In some embodiments, ontology 
250 is maintained persistently. Schema map 240 can or can 
not be maintained persistently, depending on whether the 
transformation process is perpetual or a one-time event. Sche 
mas 235 need not be maintained in persistent memory, but can 
be cached for optimization. 

Object model 260 comprises collections of elements such 
as typed objects, properties, and relationships. The collec 
tions can be structured in any Suitable manner. In some 
embodiments, a database 270 stores the elements of object 
model 260, or representations thereof. In some embodiments, 
the elements of object model 260 are stored within database 
270 in a different underlying format, such as in a series of 
object, property, and relationship tables in a relational data 
base. 

FIG. 3 shows an exemplary table 300 as displayed, for 
example, on display 112, in accordance with some embodi 
ments. Table 300 can include data values 302 arranged in one 
or more rows and one or more columns. Table 300 can also 
include a header row, providing, for each column, header area 
304 and header information, such as title. Data values can 
include any type of characters, including, for example, one or 
more numeric characters, alphabetic characters, alphanu 
meric characters, and special characters. Data values can be 
unformatted or formatted, for example, as numbers, Strings, 
dates, currency, and so forth. In some embodiments, the table 
can include empty cells that contain no data values or data 
values marked as empty. A row can contain data values that 
are associated with each other. For example, all data values in 
the same row can represent a particular event, each data value 
describing a different parameter related to that event. The 
rows in the table can be unsorted, or they can be sorted, for 
example, by a data value appearing in a particular column. For 
example, if each row represents a particular event, one of the 
data values positioned in a particular column can correspond 
to the date and time of that event. In this example, the rows can 
be sorted in a chronological or a reversed chronological order, 
the most recent events appearing at the top or at the bottom, 
respectively. 

FIG. 4 shows a flowchart representing an exemplary 
method 400 of active column filtering. In some embodiments, 
method 400 can be performed by a client application (e.g., a 
web browser) running on a client device, by a server (e.g., a 
web server), or it can have some steps (or parts thereof) 
executed on the client device, and some steps (or parts 
thereof) executed on the server. Thus, method 400 can be 
performed by one or more electronic devices, such as elec 
tronic device 110. And while method 400 and the other fol 
lowing embodiments described herein can be performed by 
multiple electronic devices each having one or more proces 
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8 
sors, for purposes of simplicity and without limitation, these 
embodiments will be explained with respect to a single elec 
tronic device (e.g., electronic device 110). While the flow 
chart discloses the following steps in a particular order, it is 
appreciated that at least Some of the steps can be moved, 
modified, or deleted where appropriate, consistent with the 
teachings of the present disclosure. 
At step 410, the electronic device displays one or more data 

values arranged in a table (e.g., table 300). 
At step 420, the electronic device receives filter input. In 

Some embodiments, the filter input can be received automati 
cally from another process or application. In other embodi 
ments, the filter input can be received from a user at a prede 
termined filter location on the display, where the 
predetermined filter location is visually associated with a 
particular column. As discussed below, the user can input 
multiple filter inputs, each filter input being visually associ 
ated with one column, but each column capable of being 
visually associated with multiple filter inputs. 
A location can be said to be “visually associated with a 

particular column, for example, when the location's visual 
association with the particular column is stronger than its 
visual association with any other columns. For example, the 
location can be visually associated with a particular column 
when it is within a close proximity of the particular column, 
or when it is closer to the particular column than to any other 
column, as measured, for example, based on the horizontal 
distance between the location and the column. As another 
example, a location can be visually associated with a particu 
lar column when the location’s horizontal position falls 
within the two boundaries of the particular column, or when 
the location’s horizontal position is within a predetermined 
threshold from one of the boundaries of the particular col 
l 

In some embodiments, the location can be visually associ 
ated with a particular column when the location is inside the 
header of the particular column, directly or Substantially adja 
cent to the column header, has some overlap with the column 
header, and so forth. 

In some embodiments, the electronic device can display a 
filter location indicator for each column (or to each column to 
which a filter can be applied), which indicates to the user 
where he or she can click (or move a cursor to) in order to 
enter the filter input for each column. For example, FIG. 5A 
shows an exemplary table 300 having filter location indica 
tors 510 displayed inside each column header 304. The user 
can select a filter location indicator, after which the electronic 
device can display, at or near the predetermined filter loca 
tion, a GUI widget or interface suitable for receiving the filter 
input from the user, such as text box 520 illustrated in FIG. 
5A, or any other suitable widget or interface. After the user 
enters the filter input, and after the filter input is applied by the 
electronic device to the table (as discussed in detail below), 
the applied filter input can be displayed at or near the prede 
termined filter location (see, e.g., applied filter indicator 530 
in FIGS. 5B, 5D, and 5F). 

While the filter location indicator, the interface for receiv 
ing the filter input, and the applied filter indicator are 
described herein as being displayed at or near the predeter 
mined filter location, it is understood that they may or may not 
be displayed at the exact same location, but each of them, if 
displayed, can be displayed at a location that is visually 
associated with the corresponding column. For example, as 
illustrated in FIG. 5A, the filter location indicator can be 
located inside the column header (e.g., above the column 
title), the interface for receiving the filter input can be dis 
played above, below, or to the side of the column header (e.g., 
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directly adjacent to the column header, Substantially adjacent 
to the column header, with some overlap with the column 
header, and so forth), and the applied filter indicator can be 
located either inside the column header (e.g., instead of or 
next to the filter location indicator) or above, below, or to the 
side of the column header (e.g., directly adjacent to the col 
umn header, Substantially adjacent to the column header, with 
some overlap with the column header, and so forth). 

In addition, in Some embodiments, the electronic device 
may not display the filter location indication, and the user can 
select any location that is visually associated with a particular 
column. For example, the user can select any location on the 
display (e.g., by clicking on it with a mouse or another point 
ing device), after which the electronic device can display a 
GUI interface (e.g., a textbox) at or near the selected location, 
allowing the user to input the filter input into that interface. 
The electronic device can also determine, based on the 
selected location, which column is visually associated with 
the selected location, and apply the filter input to that column. 

Allowing the user to enter his or her input at a location 
(either predetermined or selected in real time) that is visually 
associated with a particular column is beneficial to the user 
because the user does not have to divert his or her attention 
from the underlying data values and can immediately see 
which filter input applies to which column. It also allows the 
user to easily see how displayed data values are affected when 
the user modifies or cancels filter inputs. 

In some embodiments, the entered filter input can include 
textual input, which can include any combination of one or 
more numeric characters, alphabetic characters, special char 
acters, or any other types of characters. The textual filter input 
can be entered into a textbox (e.g., text box 520) located at a 
location associated with a particular column. 

In some embodiments, the filter input can also include one 
or more values selected by the user among a set of values. For 
example, the electronic device can display at the selected or 
predetermined location associated with a particular columna 
list (not shown) of one or more values. Such as all data values 
appearing in the particular column, and the user can select one 
or more of those values. The list can be presented by the 
electronic device in a scrollable combo box, dropdown list, or 
another suitable GUI interface. 

Still referring to step 420, in some embodiments, the filter 
input can include a range selected by the user. The range can 
be a numeric range defined, for example, by one limit (e.g., 
“all numbers greater than 100 or “all numbers less than 
150), by two limits (e.g., “all numbers between 100 and 
150), or by more than two limits (e.g., “all numbers between 
100 and 150 and all numbers above 300'). The range can also 
be an alphabetical range defined by one, two, or more Strings, 
in a manner similar to that described above. For example, the 
range can be defined as all Strings that alphabetically fall 
between the strings "cat' and “dog” 

In some embodiments, the user can define the range by 
using visual controls, instead of or in addition to manually 
entering the range limit(s). For example, the electronic device 
can assist the user by first displaying the range of all the data 
values (e.g., all data values in a particular column visually 
associated with the first location). The range of all values can 
be displayed, for example, in the form of a ruler, a slider, or 
another suitable GUI interface. 

In some embodiments, the electronic device can display a 
graph or a histogram (e.g., graph 550 in FIG. 5E), represent 
ing the statistical distribution of all the values in a particular 
column. The electronic device can then display, on or near the 
graph, one or more moveable handles (e.g., handles 560 in 
FIG. 5E), which can be moved by the user and which define 
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10 
the desired range. The range can also be reflected in a numeric 
form (e.g., minimum and maximum values 570 in FIG. 5E), 
allowing the user to see and modify the exact range that is 
being selected. 
As discussed above, the user can, in Some embodiments, 

input multiple filter inputs at locations visually associated 
with the same column. For example, when the user finishes 
entering text into one textbox (e.g., textbox 520), another text 
box (e.g., text box 525 illustrated in FIG.5C) can be auto 
matically added by the electronic device below or next to the 
first textbox, and so forth. 

In some embodiments, the user can at any time update the 
filter input, for example, by modifying or adding text to the 
textboxes, selecting or unselecting values from a value list, or 
changing the range limits, and so forth. The user can also 
remove filters, for example, by displaying the filters via click 
ing on the filter location indicator, and then removing the filter 
inputs, e.g., by clicking on the “X” symbol 540 illustrated in 
FIG.S.C. 

In some embodiments, filter inputs of different types, such 
as the types discussed above, or any other types, can be 
applied to and visually associated with the same column. In 
addition, as mentioned above, the electronic device can 
receive filter inputs to more than one column. For example, 
the user can first enter one or more filter inputs at one prede 
termined filter location that is in visual association with one 
column, and then enter one or more filter inputs at another 
location that is in visual association with another column. 
Thus, the user can add unlimited number of filter inputs of 
various types to any number of columns, and the electronic 
device can filter the table based on all the filter inputs, as 
described below. 
At step 430, for each column that has any filter input 

visually associated with it, the electronic device can deter 
mine any data values in that column that correspond to the 
filter input. For example, when a filter input includes a string 
of characters, the electronic device can determine any data 
values in the associated column that contain the string of 
characters. For example, if the filter input includes a string of 
characters “dan, the electronic device can determine that the 
following data values correspond to the filter input: 
“browndana)example.com. “Sudanese. “Dan” and “Dan 
Brown.” The determination can be either case sensitive, or not 
case sensitive, as in the above example. In some embodi 
ments, the filter input can be inclusive and specify criteria for 
desired data values as described in the example above, or it 
can be exclusive and specify criteria for undesired data Val 
ues. An example of an exclusive filter input can be “NOT 
dan.” in which the corresponding data values determined at 
step 430 can include all data values that do not contain the 
string 'dan,” that is any values except 
“browndana)example.com. “Sudanese. “Dan” and “Dan 
Brown.' 
As another example, when the filter input includes a range 

of values, the electronic device can determine any data values 
in the associated column that correspond to the range, i.e., that 
fall within the range. For example, if the filter input includes 
a range “136-184, the electronic device can determine that 
the following data values correspond to the filter input: 140, 
159, 159, and 184. The range can be exclusive or inclusive, as 
in the above example. Also, as illustrated in the above 
example, sometimes there can be several identical data values 
in the same column, so there could be several identical data 
values that correspond to the filter input. 
As yet another example, when filter input includes a list of 

values selected by the user, the electronic device can deter 
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mine, at step 430, any data values in the associated column 
that correspond to the selected values on the list. 
As discussed above, in some embodiments, several filter 

inputs can be associated with one column. In these embodi 
ments, the electronic device can either apply a logical “OR” 
or a logical “AND” between the several filter input, depend 
ing, for example, on a predetermined setting which can be 
modified by the user. If logical “OR” is applied, the electronic 
device will determine, at step 430, any data values in the 
column that correspond to either of the filter inputs (as illus 
trated in FIGS.5C and 5D), and if logical “AND” is applied, 
the electronic device will determine any data values in the 
column that correspond to each of the filter input (not illus 
trated). 

At step 440, the electronic device can remove (or hide) 
from the displayed table any rows that do not comprise the 
data values determined at step 430, that is, any rows whose 
data values in a particular column do not correspond to the 
one or more filter inputs visually associated with that column. 
In some embodiments, the removal occurs automatically 
when the electronic device determines that the user has 
entered or updated the filter input (e.g., any time the user adds 
or modifies any filter input). In other embodiments, the 
removal occurs only after the user indicates to the electronic 
device that he or she would like to refresh the table based on 
the updated filter inputs, for example, by clicking on a 
'Refresh button. 

While in the above examples the electronic device deter 
mines at step 430 data values that correspond to filter input(s), 
and then at step 440 removes rows that do not contain those 
data values, it is appreciated that the electronic device can 
instead determine at step 430 data values that do not corre 
spond to filter input(s), and then at step 440 remove rows that 
contain those data values. 

Steps 430 and 440 can be repeated for each of the columns 
that have any filter inputs associated therewith, and as a result, 
any rows that have not been removed by the electronic device 
satisfy each of the one or more filter inputs visually associated 
with one or more columns. 

In some embodiments, as mentioned above, the initial set 
of filter inputs can be entered automatically entered and 
applied by the electronic device based on input from a file, a 
memory, or another process running on the electronic device 
or remotely. For example, a user can receive (e.g., through 
email) a link to a particular event among a plurality of events. 
The user can then select the link, which can cause the elec 
tronic device to present a table (e.g., table 300) and automati 
cally apply a set of filter inputs Such that only the particular 
event is visible, and the remaining events are hidden. The user 
can then manually modify or remove some of the automati 
cally applied filter inputs, which can cause additional events 
to appear in the table. 

Embodiments of the present disclosure have been 
described herein with reference to numerous specific details 
that can vary from implementation to implementation. Cer 
tain adaptations and modifications of the described embodi 
ments can be made. Other embodiments can be apparent to 
those skilled in the art from consideration of the specification 
and practice of the embodiments disclosed herein. It is 
intended that the specification and examples be considered as 
exemplary only, with a true scope and spirit of the present 
disclosure being indicated by the following claims. It is also 
intended that the sequence of steps shown in figures are only 
for illustrative purposes and are not intended to be limited to 
any particular sequence of steps. As such, it is appreciated that 
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12 
these steps can be performed in a different order while imple 
menting the exemplary methods or processes disclosed 
herein. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An electronic device comprising: 
one or more computer-readable storage media configured 

to store instructions; and 
one or more processors configured to execute the instruc 

tions to cause the electronic device to: 
provide a table having data values arranged in rows and 

columns; 
provide a first filter location indicator at a location that is 

visually associated with a first column, wherein the 
location of the provided first filter location indicatoris 
visually associated with the first column based on the 
provided first filter location indicator being closer in 
proximity to the first column than to another column 
in the table; 

provide a first interface based on a selection of the pro 
vided first filter location indicator, wherein the first 
interface is at a location that is visually associated 
with the first column; 

acquire a first filter input entered into the first interface; 
filter the table based on the acquired first filter input; 
provide the filtered table for displaying; and 
provide an applied filter indicator at a location that is 

visually associated with the first column, the applied 
filter indicator comprising at least the first filter input. 

2. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the filter loca 
tion indicator, the first interface, and the applied filter indica 
tor are provided inside or substantially adjacent to a header of 
the first column. 

3. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the first filter 
input comprises a string of characters, and the filtering of the 
table comprises determining in the first column data values 
comprising the string of characters and removing from the 
table one or more rows that do not comprise the determined 
data values in the first column. 

4. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more processors are further configured to execute the instruc 
tions to cause the electronic device to: 

provide a second interface, wherein the second interface's 
location is visually associated with the first column; 

acquire a second filter input entered into the second inter 
face; 

further filter the table based on the acquired second filter 
input; and 

update the applied filter indicator to comprise the first and 
the second filter inputs. 

5. The electronic device of claim 4, wherein the first inter 
face and the second interface are Graphical User Interface 
(GUI) widgets of different types. 

6. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the first filter 
input comprises a range of values, and the filtering of the table 
comprises determining in the first column data values corre 
sponding to the range of values and removing from the table 
one or more rows that do not comprise the determined data 
values in the first column. 

7. The electronic device of claim 6, wherein the one or 
more processors are further configured to execute the instruc 
tions to cause the electronic device to: 

provide a chart representing distribution of data values in 
the first column, the chart comprising one or more user 
adjustable handles defining the range of values. 

8. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more processors are further configured to execute the instruc 
tions to cause the electronic device to: 
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provide a second filter location indicator whose location is 
visually associated with a second column: 

provide a second interface based on a selection of the 
second filter location indicator, wherein the second 
interface's location is visually associated with the sec 
ond column; 

acquire a second filter input entered into the second inter 
face; and 

filter the table based on the acquired first and second filter 
inputs. 

9. A method for active column filtering, the method being 
performed by one or more processors and comprising: 

providing a table having data values arranged in rows and 
columns; 

providing a first filter location indicator at a location that is 
visually associated with a first column, wherein the pro 
vided first filter location indicator is visually associated 
with the first column based on the provided first filter 
location indicator being closer in proximity to the first 
column than to another column in the table; 

providing a first interface based on a selection of the pro 
vided first filter location indicator, wherein the first inter 
face is at a location that is visually associated with the 
first column; 

acquiring a first filter input entered into the first interface: 
filtering the table based on the acquired first filter input; 
providing the filtered table for displaying; and 
providing an applied filter indicator at a location that is 

visually associated with the first column, the applied 
filter indicator comprising at least the first filter input. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein the filter location 
indicator, the first interface, and the applied filter indicator are 
provided inside or substantially adjacent to a header of the 
first column. 

11. The method of claim 9, wherein the first filter input 
comprises a string of characters, and the filtering step com 
prises determining in the first column data values comprising 
the string of characters and removing from the table one or 
more rows that do not comprise the determined data values in 
the first column. 

12. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
providing a second interface, wherein the second inter 

face's location is visually associated with the first col 
umn, 

acquiring a second filter input entered into the second 
interface; 

further filtering the table based on the acquired second 
filter input; and 

updating the applied filter indicator to comprise the first 
and the second filter inputs. 

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the first interface and 
the second interface are Graphical User Interface (GUI) wid 
gets of different types. 

14. The method of claim 9, wherein the first filter input 
comprises a range of values, and the process of filtering 
comprises determining in the first column data values corre 
sponding to the range of values and removing from the table 
one or more rows that do not comprise the determined data 
values in the first column. 

15. The method of claim 14, further comprising: 
providing a chart representing distribution of data values in 

the first column, the chart comprising one or more user 
adjustable handles defining the range of values. 
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16. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
providing a second filter location indicator whose location 

is visually associated with a second column; 
providing a second interface based on a selection of the 

second filter location indicator, wherein the second 
interface's location is visually associated with the sec 
ond column; 

acquiring a second filter input entered into the second 
interface; and 

filtering the table based on the acquired first and second 
filter inputs. 

17. A non-transitory computer-readable medium storing a 
set of instructions that are executable by one or more elec 
tronic devices, each having one or more processors, to cause 
the one or more electronic devices to perform a method, the 
method comprising: 

providing a table having data values arranged in rows and 
columns; 

providing a first filter location indicator at a location that is 
Visually associated with a first column, wherein the pro 
vided first filter location indicator is visually associated 
with the first column based on the provided first location 
indicator being closer in proximity to the first column 
than to another column in the table; 

providing a first interface based on a selection of the pro 
vided first filter location indicator, wherein the first inter 
face is at a location that is visually associated with the 
first column; 

acquiring a first filter input entered into the first interface: 
filtering the table based on the acquired first filter input; 
providing the filtered table for displaying; and 
providing an applied filter indicator at a location that is 

visually associated with the first column, the applied 
filter indicator comprising at least the first filter input. 

18. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 17, wherein the filter location indicator, the first inter 
face, and the applied filter indicator are provided inside or 
substantially adjacent to a header of the first column. 

19. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 17, further comprising instructions executable by the 
one or more electronic devices to cause the one or more 
electronic devices to perform: 

providing a second interface, wherein the second inter 
face's location is visually associated with the first col 
umn; 

acquiring a second filter input entered into the second 
interface; 

further filtering the table based on the acquired second 
filter input; and 

updating the applied filter indicator to comprise the first 
and the second filter inputs. 

20. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 17, wherein the first filter input comprises a range of 
Values, and the filtering of the table comprises determining in 
the first column data values corresponding to the range of 
Values and removing from the table one or more rows that do 
not comprise the determined data values in the first column, 
the non-transitory computer-readable medium further com 
prising instructions executable by the one or more electronic 
devices to cause the one or more electronic devices to per 
form: 

providing a chart representing distribution of data values in 
the first column, the chart comprising one or more user 
adjustable handles defining the range of values. 
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MALWARE DATA TEMANALYSIS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

Any and all applications for which a foreign or domestic 
priority claim is identified in the Application Data Sheet as 
filed with the present application are hereby incorporated by 
reference under 37 CFR 1.57. 

This application claims benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent 
Application No. 62/020,905, filed Jul. 3, 2014, titled “MAL 
WARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS. The entire disclosure of 
each of the above items is hereby made part of this specifica 
tion as if set forth fully herein and incorporated by reference 
for all purposes, for all that it contains. 

BACKGROUND 

Embodiments of the present disclosure generally related to 
automatic analysis of data items, and specifically to automatic 
analysis of malware-related data items. 

Malware may include any software program (and/or group 
of software programs) installed on a computer system and/or 
a network of computer systems maliciously and/or without 
authorization. When executed, an item of malware may take 
any number of undesirable actions including, for example, 
collection of private or sensitive information (for example, 
personal data and information, passwords and usernames, 
and the like), transmission of the collected information to 
another computing device, destruction or modification of data 
(for example, accessing, modifying, and/or deleting files), 
communication with other malware, transmission or replica 
tion of malware onto other connected computing devices or 
systems, transmission of data so as to attack another comput 
ing device or system (for example, a Distributed Denial of 
Service Attack), and/or hijacking of processing power, just to 
name a few. 

SUMMARY 

The systems, methods, and devices described herein each 
have several aspects, no single one of which is solely respon 
sible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the scope of 
this disclosure, several non-limiting features will now be 
discussed briefly. 

Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a data 
analysis system (also referred to herein as “the system') that 
may automatically analyze a suspected malware file, or group 
of files. Automatic analysis of the Suspected malware file(s) 
(also referred to hereinas file data item(s)) may include one or 
more automatic analysis techniques. Automatic analysis of a 
file data item may include production and gathering of vari 
ous items of information (also referred to herein as “analysis 
information data items’” and/or “analysis information items) 
related to the file data item including, for example, calculated 
hashes, file properties, academic analysis information, file 
execution information, third-party analysis information, and/ 
or the like. The analysis information items may be automati 
cally associated with the file data item, and a user interface 
may be generated in which the various analysis information 
items are presented to a human analyst Such that the analyst 
may quickly and efficiently evaluate the file data item. For 
example, the analyst may quickly determine one or more 
characteristics of the file data item, whether or not the file data 
item is malware, and/or a threat level of the file data item. 

In various embodiments, the system may receive Suspected 
malware files from various users. The system may automati 
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2 
cally analyze submitted file data items, associate the file data 
items with analysis information items, and/or store the file 
data item and analysis information items in one or more data 
stores. The system may generate a Submission data item with 
each Submission of a file data item, which Submission data 
item may be associated with the submitted file data item. The 
system may automatically determine whether or not a par 
ticular submitted data item was previously submitted to the 
system and, if so, may associate a new Submission data item 
with the previously submitted file data item. Further, in an 
embodiment, the system may not re-analyze a previously 
Submitted file data item. Accordingly, in various embodi 
ments, the system may associate a file data item with various 
Submission data items such that information regarding, for 
example, a number of Submissions and/or time of Submission 
may be presented to the analyst. Additionally, information 
regarding users who submitted the Suspected malware files 
may be associated with the Submission file data items, and 
may be presented to the analyst in connection with the respec 
tive file data items. 

In various embodiments, file data items and related infor 
mation may be shared by the system with one or more third 
party systems, and/or third-party systems may share file data 
items and related information with the system. 
As described, some embodiments of the present disclosure 

related to a system designed to provide interactive, graphical 
user interfaces (also referred to herein as “user interfaces') 
for enabling an analyst to quickly and efficiently analyze and 
evaluate Suspected malware data files. The user interfaces are 
interactive Such that a user may make selections, provide 
inputs, and/or manipulate outputs. In response to various user 
inputs, the system automatically analyzes suspected malware 
data files, associates related malware data files, and provides 
outputs to the user include user interfaces and various analy 
sis information related to the analyzed malware data files. The 
outputs, including various user interfaces, may be automati 
cally updated based on additional inputs provided by the user. 

This application is related to the following U.S. patent 
applications: 

Ser. No. Title Filed 

14473,920 EXTERNAL MALWARE Aug. 29, 2014 
DATA ITEM CLUSTERING 
AND ANALYSIS 

14/280,490 SECURITY SHARING May 16, 2014 
SYSTEM 

The entire disclosure of each of the above items is hereby 
made part of this specification as if set forth fully herein and 
incorporated by reference for all purposes, for all that it 
contains. 

According to an embodiment, a computer system com 
prises: one or more computer readable storage devices con 
figured to store: a plurality of computer executable instruc 
tions; and a plurality of file data items and Submission data 
items, each Submission data item associated with at least one 
file data item; and one or more hardware computer processors 
in communication with the one or more computer readable 
storage devices and configured to execute the plurality of 
computer executable instructions in order to cause the com 
puter system to automatically: in response to receiving a new 
file data item: determine whether the received new file data 
item was previously received by comparing the received new 
file data item to the plurality of file data items; and generate a 
new Submission data item; in response to determining that the 
new file data item was not previously received: initiate an 
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analysis of the new file data item, wherein the analysis of the 
new file data item generates analysis information items, 
wherein initiating the analysis of the new file data item com 
prises: initiating an internal analysis of the new file data item 
including at least calculation of a hash of the file data item; 
and initiating an external analysis of the new file data item by 
one or more third party analysis systems; associate the analy 
sis information items with the new file data item; associate the 
new submission data item with the new file data item; and 
generate a user interface including one or more user select 
able portions presenting various of the analysis information 
items. 

According to another embodiment, the one or more hard 
ware computer processors are further configured to execute 
the a plurality of computer executable instructions in order to 
cause the computer system to: in response to determining that 
the new file data item was previously received: determine a 
storage location of the file data item that was previously 
received; retrieve the analysis information items associated 
with the file data item that was previously received; associate 
the new submission data item with the file data item that was 
previously received; and generate a user interface including 
one or more user selectable portions presenting various of the 
analysis information items associated with the file data item 
that was previously received, the user interface usable by the 
analyst to determine one or more characteristics of the file 
data item that was previously received. 

According to yet another embodiment, further in response 
to determining that the new file data item was previously 
received, the analyst is notified via the user interface that the 
new file data item was previously received. 

According to another embodiment, determining whether 
the received new file data item was previously received com 
prises: calculating a hash of the received new file data item 
and comparing the calculated hash to previously calculated 
hashes associated with the plurality of file data items. 

According to yet another embodiment, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: in response to an 
analyst input selecting to view a graph of the new file data 
item, generating a graph including at least a first node repre 
senting the new file data item, a second node representing the 
new Submission data item, and an edge connecting the first 
and second nodes and representing the association between 
the new file data item and the new submission data item. 

According to another embodiment, the graph further 
includes additional nodes representing other file data items 
and/or Submission data items associated with the new file data 
item, and additional edges connecting the additional nodes 
and the first node and representing associations between the 
other file data items and/or Submission data items and the new 
file data item. 

According to yet another embodiment, the internal analy 
sis includes analysis performed by the one or more hardware 
computer processors, and wherein the internal analysis fur 
ther includes at least one of calculation of an MD5 hash of the 
new file data item, calculation of a SHA-1 hash of the new file 
data item, calculation of a SHA-256 hash of the new file data 
item, calculation of an SSDeep hash of the new file data item, 
or calculation of a size of the new file data item. 

According to another embodiment, the external analysis 
includes analysis performed by at least a second computer 
system, and wherein the external analysis includes execution 
of the new file data item in a sandboxed environment and 
analysis of the new file data item by a third-party malware 
analysis service. 
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4 
According to yet another embodiment, any payload pro 

vided by the new file data item after execution of the new file 
data item in the sandboxed environment is associated with the 
new file data item. 
According to another embodiment, the one or more hard 

ware computer processors are further configured to execute 
the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to 
cause the computer system to: in response to an analyst input, 
sharing the new file data item and associated analysis infor 
mation items with a second computer systems via a third 
computer system. 

According to yet another embodiment, a computer-imple 
mented method comprises: Storing on one or more computer 
readable storage devices: a plurality of computer executable 
instructions; and a plurality of file data items and Submission 
data items, each Submission data item associated with at least 
one file data item; in response to receiving a new file data 
item: determining, by one or more hardware computer 
devices configured with specific computer executable 
instructions, whether the received new file data item was 
previously received by comparing the received new file data 
item to the plurality of file data items; and generating, by the 
one or more hardware computer devices, a new Submission 
data item; and in response to determining that the new file 
data item was not previously received: initiating, by the one or 
more hardware computer devices, an analysis of the new file 
data item, wherein the analysis of the new file data item 
generates analysis information items, wherein the initiating 
analysis of the new file data item comprises initiating an 
internal analysis of the new file data item including at least 
calculation of a hash of the file data item; associating, by the 
one or more hardware computer devices, the analysis infor 
mation items with the new file data item; associating, by the 
one or more hardware computer devices, the new Submission 
data item with the new file data item; and generating, by the 
one or more hardware computer devices, a user interface 
including one or more user selectable portions presenting 
various of the analysis information items, the user interface 
usable by an analyst to determine one or more characteristics 
of the new file data item. 

According to another embodiment, the method further 
comprises: in response to determining that the new file data 
item was previously received: determining, by the one or 
more hardware computer devices, a storage location of the file 
data item that was previously received; retrieving, by the one 
or more hardware computer devices, the analysis information 
items associated with the file data item that was previously 
received; associating, by the one or more hardware computer 
devices, the new submission data item with the file data item 
that was previously received; and generating, by the one or 
more hardware computer devices, a user interface including 
one or more user selectable portions presenting various of the 
analysis information items associated with the file data item 
that was previously received. 

According to yet another embodiment, further in response 
to determining that the new file data item was previously 
received, the analyst is notified via the user interface that the 
new file data item was previously received. 

According to another embodiment, the internal analysis 
includes analysis performed by the one or more hardware 
computer processors, and wherein the internal analysis fur 
ther includes at least one of calculation of an MD5 hash of the 
new file data item, calculation of a SHA-1 hash of the new file 
data item, calculation of a SHA-256 hash of the new file data 
item, calculation of an SSDeep hash of the new file data item, 
or calculation of a size of the new file data item. 
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According to yet another embodiment, the external analy 
sis includes analysis performed by at least a second computer 
system, and wherein the external analysis includes execution 
of the new file data item in a sandboxed environment and 
analysis of the new file data item by a third-party malware 
analysis service. 

According to another embodiment, a non-transitory com 
puter-readable storage medium is disclosed, the non-transi 
tory computer-readable storage medium storing Software 
instructions that, in response to execution by a computer 
system having one or more hardware processors, configure 
the computer system to perform operations comprising: Stor 
ing on one or more computer readable storage devices: a 
plurality of computer executable instructions; and a plurality 
of file data items and Submission data items, each Submission 
data item associated with at least one file data item; in 
response to receiving a new file data item: determining 
whether the received new file data item was previously 
received by comparing the received new file data item to the 
plurality of file data items; and generating a new Submission 
data item; and in response to determining that the new file 
data item was not previously received: initiating an analysis 
of the new file data item, wherein the analysis of the new file 
data item generates analysis information items, wherein the 
initiating analysis of the new file data item comprises initiat 
ing an internal analysis of the new file data item including at 
least calculation of a hash of the file data item; associating the 
analysis information items with the new file data item; asso 
ciating the new Submission data item with the new file data 
item; and generating a user interface including one or more 
user selectable portions presenting various of the analysis 
information items, the user interface usable by an analyst to 
determine one or more characteristics of the new file data 
item. 

According to yet another embodiment, the Software 
instructions further configure the computer system to perform 
operations comprising: in response to determining that the 
new file data item was previously received: determining a 
storage location of the file data item that was previously 
received; retrieving the analysis information items associated 
with the file data item that was previously received; associat 
ing the new submission data item with the file data item that 
was previously received; and generating a user interface 
including one or more user selectable portions presenting 
various of the analysis information items associated with the 
file data item that was previously received. 

According to another embodiment, further in response to 
determining that the new file data item was previously 
received, the analyst is notified via the user interface that the 
new file data item was previously received. 

According to yet another embodiment, the internal analy 
sis includes analysis performed by the one or more hardware 
computer processors, and wherein the internal analysis fur 
ther includes at least one of calculation of an MD5 hash of the 
new file data item, calculation of a SHA-1 hash of the new file 
data item, or calculation of a size of the new file data item. 

According to another embodiment, the initiating analysis 
of the new file data item further comprises: initiating an 
external analysis of the new file data item, wherein the exter 
nal analysis includes execution of the new file data item in a 
sandboxed environment and analysis of the new file data item 
by a third-party malware analysis service. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The following drawings and the associated descriptions are 
provided to illustrate embodiments of the present disclosure 
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6 
and do not limit the scope of the claims. Aspects and many of 
the attendant advantages of this disclosure will become more 
readily appreciated as the same become better understood by 
reference to the following detailed description, when taken in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein: 

FIG. 1 is a flowchart of an example method of data analysis 
system, according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
SUC. 

FIGS. 2A-2H illustrate example user interfaces of the data 
analysis system, according to embodiments of the present 
disclosure. 

FIG. 3A illustrates an embodiment of a database system 
using an ontology. 
FIG.3B illustrates an embodiment of a system for creating 

data in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 
FIG. 4 illustrates a sample user interface using relation 

ships described in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 
FIG. 5 illustrates a computer system with which certain 

methods discussed herein may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Although certain preferred embodiments and examples are 
disclosed below, inventive subject matter extends beyond the 
specifically disclosed embodiments to other alternative 
embodiments and/or uses and to modifications and equiva 
lents thereof. Thus, the scope of the claims appended hereto is 
not limited by any of the particular embodiments described 
below. For example, in any method or process disclosed 
herein, the acts or operations of the method or process may be 
performed in any suitable sequence and are not necessarily 
limited to any particular disclosed sequence. Various opera 
tions may be described as multiple discrete operations in turn, 
in a manner that may be helpful in understanding certain 
embodiments; however, the order of description should not be 
construed to imply that these operations are order dependent. 
Additionally, the structures, systems, and/or devices 
described herein may be embodied as integrated components 
or as separate components. For purposes of comparing vari 
ous embodiments, certain aspects and advantages of these 
embodiments are described. Not necessarily all such aspects 
or advantages are achieved by any particular embodiment. 
Thus, for example, various embodiments may be carried out 
in a manner that achieves or optimizes one advantage or group 
of advantages as taught herein without necessarily achieving 
other aspects or advantages as may also be taught or Sug 
gested herein. 
Terms 

In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and 
methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used 
herein, should be construed broadly to include, without limi 
tation, the provided definitions, the ordinary and customary 
meanings of the terms, and/or any other implied meanings for 
the respective terms. Thus, the definitions below do not limit 
the meaning of these terms, but only provide example defini 
tions. 

Ontology: Stored information that provides a data model 
for storage of data in one or more databases. For example, the 
stored data may comprise definitions for object types and 
property types for data in a database, and how objects and 
properties may be related. 

Database: A broad term for any data structure for storing 
and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, rela 
tional databases (for example, Oracle database, mySQL data 
base, and the like), spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, 
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among others. The various terms “database.” “data store.” and 
"data source' may be used interchangeably in the present 
disclosure. 

Data Item (Item), Data Object (Object), or Data Entity 
(Entity): A data container for information representing spe 
cific things in the world that have a number of definable 
properties. For example, a data item may represent an item 
Such as a person, a place, an organization, an account, a 
computer, an activity, a market instrument, or other noun. A 
data item may represent an event that happens at a point in 
time or for a duration. A data item may represent a document 
or other unstructured data source Such as an e-mail message, 
a news report, or a written paperor article. Each data item may 
be associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies 
the data item. The data items attributes (for example, meta 
data about the data item) may be represented in one or more 
properties. The terms “data item.” “data object,” “data entity.” 
“item.” “object,” and “entity” may be used interchangeably 
and/or synonymously in the present disclosure. 

Item (or Entity or Object) Type: Type of a data item (for 
example, Person, Event, or Document). Data item types may 
be defined by an ontology and may be modified or updated to 
include additional data item types. An data item definition 
(for example, in an ontology) may include how the data item 
is related to other data items, such as being a sub-data item 
type of another data item type (for example, an agent may be 
a Sub-data item of a person data item type), and the properties 
the data item type may have. 

Properties: Also referred to as “metadata, includes 
attributes of a data item that represent individual data items. 
At a minimum, each property of a data item has a property 
type and a value or values. Properties/metadata associated 
with data items may include any information relevant to that 
object. For example, properties associated with a person data 
item may include a name (for example, John Doe), an address 
(for example, 123 S. Orange Street), and/or a phone number 
(for example, 800-0000), among other properties. In another 
example, metadata associated with a computer data item may 
includealist of users (for example, userl, user2, and the like), 
and/or an IP (internet protocol) address, among other prop 
erties. 

Property Type: The type of data a property is, Such as a 
string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types, such as a series data values associ 
ated with timed ticks (for example, a time series), and the like. 

Property Value: The value associated with a property, 
which is of the type indicated in the property type associated 
with the property. A property may have multiple values. 

Link: A connection between two data objects, based on, for 
example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching properties. 
Links may be directional. Such as one representing a payment 
from person A to B, or bidirectional. 

Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared between two 
or more data objects. 
Overview 

Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a data 
analysis system (also referred to herein as “the system') that 
may automatically analyze a suspected malware file, or group 
of files, and present analysis information to an analyst via a 
user interface. Malware files may include any software pro 
gram file (and/or group of software program file) that may be 
installed on a computer system and/or a network of computer 
systems maliciously and/or without authorization. When 
executed, a malware file may take any number of undesirable 
actions including, for example, collection of private or sensi 
tive information (for example, personal data and information, 
passwords and usernames, and the like), transmission of the 
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8 
collected information to another computing device, destruc 
tion or modification of data (for example, accessing, modify 
ing, and/or deleting files), communication with other mal 
ware, transmission or replication of malware onto other 
connected computing devices or systems, transmission of 
data so as to attack another computing device or system (for 
example, a Distributed Denial of Service Attack), and/or 
hijacking of processing power, just to name a few. In most 
cases such malware infects a computing device via a network 
connection (for example, a connection to the Internet), and 
communicates with another computing device or system (for 
example, another Internet-connected computing device) to 
accomplish its purpose. Oftentimes malware is well hidden in 
the infected computing device such that it may not be detect 
able to an average user of the computing device. 

Detection and removal of malware from infected comput 
ing devices and/or systems is a highly desirable, but often 
times challenging task. Detection of malware is of particular 
importance to organizations (for example, businesses) that 
maintain internal networks of computing devices that may be 
connected to various external networks of computing devices 
(for example, the Internet) because infection of a single com 
puting device of the internal network may quickly spread to 
other computing devices of the internal network and may 
result in significant data loss and/or financial consequences. 

Detection of malware may be enabled by accurate and 
thorough information regarding the malware. Further, 
whether or not a particular file or program is an item of 
malware, and an accurate assessment of threat posed by the 
item of malware, may be enabled by Such accurate and thor 
ough information. Previously, determination and collection 
of information about a suspected malware file was a labor 
intensive task. For example, an analyst may have had to 
isolate the Suspected malware file, manually run tests and 
analyses on the Suspected malware file, and compile any 
information gleaned from Such tests and analyses. The com 
piled information may be in varying formats and difficult to 
analyze. Further, a given Suspected malware file may be ana 
lyzed multiple times in Such a manual process, unbeknownst 
to the analyst (because, for example, the Suspected malware 
file may have been found in multiple disjoint incidents). 

Embodiments of the data analysis system described herein 
may overcome the limitations and deficiencies of previous 
methods of gathering information about Suspected malware 
files. For example, an analyst may simply provide a Suspected 
malware file, or group of files, to the data analysis system for 
automatic analysis and generation of a user interface by 
which the analyst may efficiently evaluate the analysis and the 
Suspected malware file. In various embodiments, the system, 
by way of automatic analysis of file data items, may generate 
accurate and thorough information regarding the file data 
items. Automatic analysis of the Suspected malware file(s) 
(also referred to hereinas file data item(s)) may include one or 
more automatic analysis techniques, including, for example, 
determination of various properties of the file data item, 
execution of the file data item in a sandbox environment to 
determine payloads (e.g., files exposed and/or created by 
execution of the malware, which may be referred to as "pay 
loads.” “drop files.” and/or "dropped file data items) and 
behaviors, and/or submission of the file data item to one or 
more third-party analysis providers, just to name a few. Auto 
matic analysis of a file data item may include production and 
gathering of various items of information (also referred to 
herein as “analysis information data items’” and/or “analysis 
information items) related to the file data item including, for 
example, calculated hashes, file properties, academic analy 
sis information, file execution information, third-party analy 
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sis information, and/or the like. The analysis information 
items may be automatically associated with the file data item 
by the system, and a user interface may be generated in which 
the various analysis information items are presented to the 
analyst Such that a human analyst may quickly and efficiently 5 
evaluate the file data item. For example, the analyst may 
quickly determine one or more characteristics of the file data 
item, whether or not the file data item is malware, and/or a 
threat level of the file data item. 

In various embodiments, the system may receive Suspected 10 
malware files from various users. The system may automati 
cally analyze submitted file data items, associate the file data 
items with analysis information items, and store the file data 
item and analysis information items in one or more data 
stores. The system may generate a Submission data item with 15 
each Submission of a file data item, which Submission data 
item may be associated with the submitted file data item. The 
system may automatically determine whether or not a par 
ticular submitted data item was previously submitted to the 
system and, if so, may associate a new Submission data item 20 
with the previously submitted file data item. Further, in an 
embodiment, the system may not re-analyze a previously 
Submitted file data item. Accordingly, in various embodi 
ments, the system may associate a file data item with various 
Submission data items such that information regarding, for 25 
example, a number of Submissions and/or time of Submission 
may be presented to the analyst. Additionally, information 
regarding users who submitted the Suspected malware files 
may be associated with the Submission file data items, and 
may be presented to the analyst in connection with the respec- 30 
tive file data items. 

In various embodiments, file data items and related infor 
mation may be shared by the system with one or more third 
party systems, and/or third-party systems may share file data 
items and related information with the system. 35 

In various embodiments, file data items may be submitted 
and evaluated by a single person (for example, the user Sub 
mitting the file data item, and the analyst evaluating the 
results of the systems analysis, may be the same person), or 
may be submitted by a first person and evaluated by a second 40 
person. 

In various embodiments, the data analysis system as 
described herein may be used in conjunction with additional 
systems and/or components to enable automatic clustering of 
various data items related to an analyzed file data item. 45 
Examples of Such clustering, and further analysis of data 
clusters and generation of associated user interfaces are 
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/473,920, 
titled EXTERNAL MALWARE DATA ITEM CLUSTER 
ING AND ANALYSIS, previously incorporated by refer- 50 
ence herein. Accordingly, in various embodiments, the data 
analysis system may enable automatic, efficient, and effective 
detection, analysis, and evaluation (by an analyst) of likely 
malware on computing devices and/or network. 
Description of the Figures 55 

Embodiments of the disclosure will now be described with 
reference to the accompanying Figures, wherein like numer 
als refer to like elements throughout. The terminology used in 
the description presented herein is not intended to be inter 
preted in any limited or restrictive manner, simply because it 60 
is being utilized in conjunction with a detailed description of 
certain specific embodiments of the disclosure. Furthermore, 
embodiments of the disclosure described above and/or below 
may include several novel features, no single one of which is 
solely responsible for its desirable attributes or which is 65 
essential to practicing the embodiments of the disclosure 
herein described. 

10 
FIG. 1 is a flowchart of an example method of data analysis 

system, according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
sure. In various embodiments, fewer blocks or additional 
blocks may be included in the example method of FIG. 1, or 
various blocks may be performed in an order different from 
that shown. The functionality of the data analysis system as 
described in reference to FIG. 1 may be implemented in one 
or more computer modules and/or processors, as is described 
below in reference to FIG.5. For example, in various embodi 
ments, one or more blocks in the flowchart may be performed 
by one or more components of the data analysis system, for 
example, computer system 800 and/or various servers 830, as 
described below in reference to FIG. 5. 

In the embodiment of the flowchart of FIG. 1, at block 102 
one or more suspected malware files (also referred to herein 
as “file data items) are received by the system. The file data 
items may be submitted to the system, for example, by a user 
and via a user interface of the system. FIG. 2A illustrates an 
example user interface 202 of the system by which a user may 
Submit a file data item, according to an embodiment. In the 
example user interface 202, the user may provide information 
regarding the submission via fields 204. For example, the user 
may select the Suspect malware file (or files) to Submit, may 
indicate a case name (for example, the user may associate the 
Submission with a particular investigation or case file by 
providing a case name), may provide a date associated with 
the Submission (that may be, for example, a date on which the 
file data items is submitted or, alternatively, a date when the 
file data item was obtained), may indicate a team or name to 
associate with the file data item, and/or may provide a name 
of the submitter (for example, the user). The information 
provided by the user may be associated with the submitted file 
data item such that the file data item may be associated with 
other related file data items by the system (for example, other 
file data items of the same “case.” Submitted by the same 
“team', submitted within an organization, etc.). Further, the 
information provided by the user may be included in a further 
user interface of the system as described below. 
The user interface 202 further includes a submit button (or 

other user interface element) 206 that the user may select to 
Submit the file data item and initiate an automatic analysis of 
the file data item, as described below. An “add to graph” 
button may also be provided that, when selected, may cause 
the system to, before or after analysis, add the file data item to 
a graph and/or view the file data item and other related data 
items in a graph or other visualization, similar to the descrip 
tion below in reference to FIGS. 2H and 4, and as described in 
in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/473,920, titled 
EXTERNAL INTERNAL MALWARE DATA ITEM 
CLUSTERING AND ANALYSIS. 

In other embodiments, file data items may be automatically 
received by, or submitted to, the system based on one or more 
factors, such as when a file data item is stored, accessed, 
and/or updated on a storage device of the system. 

Returning to the flowchart of FIG. 1, when a file data item 
is received by the system, at block 104 the system determines 
whether or not the file data item was previously received. 
Determination of whether a file data item was previously 
received by the system may enable more efficient operation of 
the system. For example, as described below, a previously 
received file may not be re-analyzed, but a previous analysis 
may be retrieved by the system and presented to the analyst. 
The system may determine whether a file data item was 
previously Submitted to the system in any of a variety of ways, 
and/or by any combination of the variety of ways. For 
example, the system may compute and compare hashes (by, 
for example, any known hash function) of submitted file data 
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items, may compare file names of Submitted file data items, 
may compare file sizes of submitted file data items, and/or the 
like. As mentioned, in various embodiments the system may 
base a determination of whether or not a file data item was 
previously received on multiple equally or unequally 
weighted factors. 

If the system determines that the file data item was previ 
ously received, at block 116 the system provides a previously 
determined analysis to the analyst and notifies the analyst that 
the file data item was previously received (via, for example, a 
popup window). For example, the system may retrieve a 
previous analysis of the previously submitted file data item 
from a data store of the system, and as shown at block 114 
(and as described below), provide a user interface to the 
analyst with the previous analysis information. At block 118, 
a new Submission data item associated with the current Sub 
mission is generated by the system and associated with the 
previously submitted file data item. The submission data item 
may include, for example, the various information provided 
in the user interface of FIG.2A. Generation and association of 
Submission data items in connection with each Submission by 
a user enables the system to determine all instances of par 
ticular file data items being Submitted to the system, associate 
those instances with the file data item, and present that infor 
mation to the analyst, as described below. 

If the system determines that the file data item was not 
previously received, the system proceeds with an automatic 
analysis of the file data item. 

At block 106 the system initiates a basic analysis of the 
received file data item. The basic analysis (also referred to 
hereinas an “internal analysis) is generally performed by the 
system and may include various analyses of the received file 
data item. Examples of the various analyses performed on the 
received file data item include, for example, calculation of 
hash values 106a (for example, calculation of MD5, SHA-1, 
SHA256, and/or the like) of the file data item, calculation of 
fuzzy hash values 106b (for example, calculation of SSDeep 
and/or the like) of the file data item, calculation of other 
hashes of the file data item, determination of a file size of the 
file data item (as shown at block 106c), determination of a file 
type of the file data item, determination of a file name of the 
file data item, and/or the like. Any information provided by 
the basic analysis processes may be referred to hereinas basic 
analysis information items, and Such basic analysis informa 
tion items are associated with the file data item analyzed. In 
various embodiments, as described below, the basic analysis 
information may be provided to one or more external analysis 
services to enable more efficient analysis of the file data item. 
Further, the basic analysis information may be used by the 
analyst to evaluate the file data item. For example, the analyst 
may determine, based on the file size of the file data item, that 
the file data item is less likely to be a malware file. 

In an embodiment, when a file data item received by the 
system is compressed and/or encrypted (for example, con 
tained in a "Zip'-type file), the system may automatically 
un-compress and/or un-encrypt the file data item prior to the 
basic analysis (such that, for example, the actual file data item 
of interest may be analyzed, and not a compressed version of 
the file data item). For example, when necessary the system 
may request an encryption key from the user upon determi 
nation that the file data item is encrypted and/or when the file 
data item is submitted (for example, via the user interface 
202). In an embodiment, the system may automatically deter 
mine that a Submitted file data item is compressed and/or 
encrypted. Similarly, the system may automatically un-com 
press and/or un-encrypt the file data item prior to the external 
analysis described below. In an embodiment, the file data item 
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12 
may be kept uncompressed and/or unencrypted during both 
basic analysis and external analysis, and/or during any further 
analysis. Alternatively, the file data item may be re-com 
pressed and/or re-encrypted (by the same or different algo 
rithms as were used in the initial compression and/or encryp 
tion) between the basic analysis and the external analysis Such 
that the file data item may be, for example, safely transmitted 
to an external service (as described below). In an embodi 
ment, after analyzing the file data item, the system may auto 
matically re-compress and/or re-encrypt (by the same or dif 
ferent algorithms as were used in the initial compression 
and/or encryption) the file data item prior to storing the file 
data item. 

FIG. 2B illustrates an example user interface of the system 
in which an analysis of a file data item is presented, including 
basic analysis information, according to an embodiment. 
Such a user interface may be provided, for example, at block 
114 of FIG.1. The user interface of FIG. 2B includes various 
basic analysis information in boxes 212 and 214. The user 
interface of FIG. 2B also includes a portion 216 showing 
various external analysis information, described below. Fur 
ther, the user interface of FIG. 2B includes various user inter 
face elements (for example, selectable buttons 218) by which 
an analyst may perform various actions, described below. 

Returning to the flowchart of FIG. 1, at block 108 the 
system initiates an external analysis of the received file data 
item. The external analysis is generally performed by one or 
more computing devices external to the system, however in 
Some embodiments aspects (or all aspects) of the external 
analysis may be performed by the system. The external analy 
sis of the file data item may include, for example, academic 
analysis (as shown at block 108a), execution of the file data 
item in a sandbox environment (as shown at block 108b). 
analysis of the file data item by one or more third-party 
analysis providers (for example, FireEye, Inc. (block 108c); 
VirusTotal (block 108d), a service provided by Google; and/ 
or the like), aggregation of file data items (and/or other data 
items) related to the submitted file data item, and/or the like. 
Any information determined and/or obtained via one or more 
external analysis processes may be referred to hereinas exter 
nal analysis information items, and Such external analysis 
information items are associated with the file data item ana 
lyzed. In an embodiment, the system may automatically pro 
vide one or more basic analysis data items to the external 
analysis providers to enable a more efficient external analysis. 
For example, the system may provide a hash of the file data 
item, an encryption key of the file data item (in the example of 
the file data item being encrypted and/or compressed), and/or 
the like Such that the external analysis provider may quickly 
identify the file data item, un-compress and/or un-encrypt the 
file data item, determine whether the file data item was pre 
viously analyzed, and/or the like. 
As mentioned above, external analysis may include aca 

demic analysis 108a. Academic analysis may include, for 
example, transmission and/or submission of the file data item 
to an academic team and/or academic system for analysis, 
Such as a graduate program at a university with a focus on 
improved malware detection techniques. The academic 
analysis may include one or more cutting edge analysis tech 
niques, the results of which may be transmitted back to the 
data analysis system for association with the file data item. 
The results of the academic analysis may then be presented in 
a user interface of the system such as the user interface of FIG. 
2B. 
As also mentioned above, external analysis may include 

execution of the file data item in a sandbox environment 108b. 
A sandbox environment may be a secure computing environ 
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ment specially designed for execution and analysis of an item 
of malware. The sandbox is generally walled off from any 
other computing system so as to prevent damage or infection 
of any other computing systems by malware when the mal 
ware is executed. For example, a sandbox may include a 
virtual machine executing on a computing system, which has 
no access to the operating system executing the virtual 
machine, any data outside of the virtual machine, any net 
works, etc. 

The data analysis system may automatically provide the 
file data item to Such a sandbox environment, which may then 
execute the file data item. The system may then analyze and 
record any actions taken or initiated by the file data item upon 
execution (or Such information may be obtained from a sand 
box environment external to the system that executes the file 
data item). For example, the file data item may attempt to 
contact one or more URLs or domains, may make modifica 
tions to files and/or a file system, may make modification to an 
operating system registry, may deliver one or more payloads 
(for example, additional files or programs written to the com 
puting system on which the file data item is executed, and/or 
executed by the file data item on the computing system on 
which the file data item is executed), and/or the like. The data 
analysis system may then record Such analysis information, 
including payloads provided by the file data item, and asso 
ciate them with the file data item. The portion 216 of the user 
interface of FIG. 2B illustrates example analysis information 
items gathered and presented in response to a sandbox analy 
sis. In the user interface, the “indicators' selector 220 is 
selected, such that various indictors associated with the file 
data item are shown in the portion 216. For example, the 
portion 216 in FIG. 2B shows network connections made by 
the file data item, file system changes, and/or registry 
changes. Other information may also be shown in the portion 
216, and/or other sandbox analysis information may be 
shown in one or more other user interfaces as described 
below. In some embodiments, drop files (also referred to 
herein as “payloads.” “drop files, and/or “dropped file data 
items) created by executing the file data item in a sandbox, 
for example, may be submitted to the system for a same or 
similar analysis as is discussed in FIG.1. Such as starting with 
block 104. The analysis information associated with drop 
files, and/or file data items associated with the drop files, may 
then be associated with the file data item as described below 
with various types of data items. 
As also mentioned above, external analysis may include 

transmission and/or Submission of the file data item to one or 
more third-party analysis providers for analysis. Examples of 
such third-party analysis providers include FireEye (block 
108c), and VirusTotal (block 108d). The one or more third 
party analysis providers may then transmit one or more analy 
sis information items back to the system, where it may be 
associated with the file data item and displayed to the analyst. 

FIGS. 2D-2G illustrate example user interfaces of the sys 
tem in which a third-party provider analyses of a file data item 
are presented, according to an embodiment. Each of FIGS. 
2D-2G illustrate information that may be presented in portion 
216 of FIG. 2B when, for example, external analysis selector 
236 is selected by the analyst (as shown in FIG. 2D). As 
indicated in FIG. 2D, selection of VirusTotal button 238 may 
cause the system to display analysis information gathered as 
a result of an analysis of the file data item by VirusTotal. The 
analysis information data items returned from this example 
third party analysis provider include, for example, a Submis 
sion time, a vendor score (which may indicate, for example, a 
threat level of the file data item as determined by the third 
party analysis provider), a name by which the file data item is 
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14 
known among one or more third-party analysis providers 
and/or other security vendors (for example, “Generic.qx'), 
and various other information, such as the other various 
analysis information data items illustrated in display portion 
240. In some embodiments, portion 240 may include various 
selectable buttons, such as Indicators button 241, the selec 
tion of which causes the system to display a particular cat 
egory of analysis information data items, as shown. In an 
embodiment, in response to receiving particular vendor 
scores (indicating, for example, threat levels of the file data 
item) the system may automatically alert the analyst and/or 
provide different visual indicators (for example, color the 
user interface or a portion of the user interface with a color 
corresponding to the threat level). For example, when a ven 
dor score indicates a sufficiently high threat level (as deter 
mined, for example, by a comparison to one or more pre 
defined thresholds) the system may automatically alert the 
analyst via a popup window and/or other notification (for 
example, an email and/or text message). 

FIG. 2E illustrates another user interface of the data analy 
sis system in which the analyst has selected Antivirus Detec 
tion button 242 to view antivirus analysis information pro 
vided by VirusTotal. FIG. 2F illustrates another user interface 
of the data analysis system in which the analyst has selected 
button FireEye 244 to view analysis information provided by 
example third-party analysis provider, FireEye. As with FIG. 
2D, in FIG. 2F various selectable buttons (such as Alerts 
button 246) may be provided such that the analyst may view 
various analysis information. FIG. 2G illustrates another user 
interface of the data analysis system in which the analyst has 
selected Network Indicators button 248 to view network indi 
cator analysis information provided by FireEye. Network 
indicators may include various analysis information items, 
such as those illustrated in the example of FIG. 2G, such as 
domains, URLS, IP addresses, ports, protocols, etc. associ 
ated with execution of the file data item selected one or more 
third-party analysis provider (FireEye in the example of FIG. 
2G). In other embodiments, other third-party analysis provid 
ers may be used and, thus, user interfaces may be updated to 
indicate those particular third-party analysis providers. In 
Some embodiments, multiple third-party analyses may be 
combined. Such as by combining a threat risk score from 
multiple third-party analysts into a single, easily understood 
risk level to be provided to the analyst. 
As also mentioned above, the external analysis block 108 

may include gathering of various data items (for example, 
other file data items) by the system that may be related to the 
file data item. Examples of such files may include Submission 
data items (for example, as generated each time the file data 
item has been submitted to the system, as described above and 
below), other files submitted to the system by users and des 
ignated as related to the file data item, payloads gathered from 
execution of the file data item in a sandbox environment, 
and/or the like. 

FIG. 2C illustrates an example user interface of the system 
in which related files are displayed, according to an embodi 
ment. As shown, in response to the analyst's selection of 
Related Items button 230, various related file information is 
displayed in user interface portions 232 and 234. Portion 232 
may display, for example, a list of Submission data items 
associated with the file data item. Each time the file data item 
is submitted to the system, as described above and below, a 
new Submission data item is created and associated with the 
file data item. Information regarding those Submission data 
items may be viewed and accessed in portion 232 of the 
Related Items tab of the example user interface. Portion 234 
may display, for example, a list of other file data items (and/or 
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other data items) associated with the submitted file data item. 
For example, the portion 234 may list data items gathered by 
the system when the file data item is executed in a sandbox 
environment. Additionally, the analyst (and/or other user of 
the system) may manually Submit data items to the system 
via, for example, the “Upload Related Files' button shown in 
FIG. 2C. When a file data item is submitted to the system in 
this way, the system again automatically checks whether the 
file data item was previously Submitted, and if so, it may 
notify the analyst via, for example, a popup window. Further, 
the submitted file data item is then listed in the portion 234 as 
the file data item is associated with the originally submitted 
file data item. In an embodiment, selection of a data item 
listed in the portions 232 and/or 234 causes the data analysis 
system to display a user interface (for example, similar to the 
user interfaces of FIGS. 2B-2G) with details related to the 
selected data item. In this embodiment, the portion 234 with 
respect to each of two related file data items would show, in 
the list, a link to the other file data item. 

Returning to the flowchart of FIG. 1, at block 110 the 
system associates the various analysis information items, 
Such as from one or more internal analyses (e.g., block 106) 
and/or one or more external analyses (e.g., block 108) with 
the file data item. Further, at block 112 the system generates 
a Submission data item (for example, related to the Submis 
sion of the file data item at block 102) and associates the 
submission data item with the submitted file data item (simi 
lar to the description of block 118 provided above). 
At block 114 the user interface (for example, the user 

interface of FIG. 2C) is provided to the analyst such that the 
analyst may view the various analysis information items and 
quickly determine one or more characteristics of the file data 
item, whether or not the file data item is malware, and/or a 
threat level of the file data item. As mentioned above, the user 
interface of FIG. 2B includes various selectable buttons 218 
by which an analyst may perform various actions to view and 
investigate information related to an analyzed file data item. 
For example, an “export' button may be used to export the 
gathered analysis information items to another file format 
and/or to another application; an "edit' button may be used to 
edit information associated with the file data item; a “save' 
button may be used to commit any changes to the information 
to a data store of the system; an “add to graph button may be 
used, as described above, to add the file data item and/or any 
related data items to a graph and/or view the file data itemand 
other related data items in a graph or other visualization, as 
described in reference to FIG. 2H below; an “export mal 
ware' button may be used to retrieve the file data item and/or 
related analysis information from the system (for example, to 
transfer the file data item another computing system for fur 
ther analysis); and/or a “refresh external analysis” button may 
be used to cause the system to re-run any external analysis on 
the file data item. 
FIG.2H illustrates an example user interface of the system 

in which related data items are displayed in a graph 260 (for 
example, in response to selection of the 'add to graph'button 
of FIG. 2B), according to an embodiment. The graph 260 is 
structured similarly to graph 1403 described in reference to 
FIG. 4 below, and accordingly the description of FIG. 4 
applies to FIG. 2H, as appropriate. FIG. 2H includes a file 
data item 262 (for example, a received and analyzed file data 
item) with links to various related data items. The related data 
items include a Submission data item 264, another Submission 
data item 266 (for example, because the file data item 262 was 
submitted two times to the system, as indicated and described 
above in reference to FIG. 2C), a dropped file data item 272 
(that was, for example, dropped by the file data item 262 when 
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the file data item 262 was executed in a sandbox), and two 
data items 268 and 270 representing analysis information 
items from external analysis of the file data item. Various 
other data items may be presented in the graph 260 including, 
for example, related file data items, users associated with 
Submission data items, and/or the like. Accordingly, in vari 
ous embodiments, a graph user interface Such as the graph 
260 may enable the analyst to visualize the file data item and 
associated analysis, and efficiently and quickly determine one 
or more characteristics of the file data item, whether or not the 
file data item is malware, and/or a threat level of the file data 
item. For example, after automatic analysis of the Submitted 
file data item (as described above), the analyst may easily 
view various analysis information items by viewing one or 
more of the user interface of FIGS. 2A-2H. The analyst may 
quickly determine, for example, that the file data item was 
previously submitted multiple times by multiple users, and 
thus that the file data item is likely a high risk. The analyst 
may quickly determine, for example, that the file data item 
makes multiple modifications to a filesystem and registry, and 
that the types of modifications are likely malicious. Further, 
for example, the analyst may, based on various analysis infor 
mation items, have a hunch that the file data item is malicious, 
and Such a hunch may be confirmed by the various external 
analysis information items gathered by the system and pro 
vided to the analyst. Additionally, for example, the analyst 
may easily determine that a given file data item is related to 
one or more other file data items that may, for example, 
contact similar domains. All of these examples, through use 
of the automatic analysis provided by the system in various 
embodiments, may be accomplished without manual analysis 
by the analyst of the file data item. Thus, according to these 
various examples and the various embodiments of the disclo 
Sure described above, the system may enable the analyst to 
quickly and efficiently evaluate a file data item for Suspected 
malware. 

Returning to the flowchart of FIG. 1, at optional blocks 120 
and 121, file data items and/or analysis information items 
associated with file data items of the data analysis system may 
be shared with various entities (e.g., computing systems or 
groups of computing systems) within an organization and/or 
one or more third-party systems, and/or third-party systems 
may share file data items and related information with the 
system (for example, for association with one or more file 
data items). Similarly, sharing may take place between mul 
tiple instantiations of the data analysis system as operated by, 
for example, multiple organization. Sharing of data may be 
limited in various ways, Such as based on access rules that are 
determined by the information providing entity or a third 
party mediator that facilitates sharing, and may be limited in 
various ways, such as by recipient, by type of recipient, and/or 
by a type of data shared. In an embodiment, sharing may be 
facilitated by a third-party system acting as, for example, a 
mediator. Such a third-party system may facilitate sharing of 
data item information among various other systems. 
Examples of sharing of data that may be used in the data 
analysis system are described in U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 14/280,490, previously incorporated by referenced 
herein. 

In an embodiment, the data analysis system encrypts and/ 
or otherwise secures stored file data items such that they may 
not be executed by the system when not being analyzed 
and/or outside of a sandbox environment. 

In an embodiment, an analyst may add notes and/or tags to 
a file data item via a user interface of the system. For example, 
the analyst may, after reviewing the analysis, make a deter 
mination regarding the type of malware and/or threat level of 
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the malware of the file data item, and may add notes and/or 
tags to that effect to be associated with the file data item. In 
this embodiment, other analysts may then be able to review 
the notes and/or tags when accessing the file data item. Addi 
tionally, the analyst and/or other analysts may be able to 
determine any previous times a particular malware file has 
appeared on a network and details about those instances. In an 
embodiment, a notification of the previous instances a mal 
ware file has been found and/or analyzed may be provided to 
the analyst. In an embodiment, the analyst may mark the file 
data item as likely malware (or, for example, “malicious') or 
not likely malware. 
Data Item-Centric Data Model 
To provide a framework for the description of specific 

systems and methods provided above and below, an example 
database system 1210 using an ontology 1205 will now be 
described in reference to FIGS. 3A-3B and 4. This description 
is provided for the purpose of providing an example and is not 
intended to limit the techniques to the example data model, 
the example database system, or the example database sys 
tems use of an ontology to represent information. 

In one embodiment, a body of data is conceptually struc 
tured according to data item-centric data model represented 
by ontology 1205. The conceptual data model is independent 
of any particular database used for durably storing one or 
more database(s) 1209 based on the ontology 1205. For 
example, each object of the conceptual data model may cor 
respond to one or more rows in a relational database or an 
entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) data 
base, or any combination of one or more databases. 

FIG. 3A illustrates data item-centric conceptual data 
model (which may also be referred to as an “object-centric 
conceptual data model”) according to an embodiment. An 
ontology 1205, as noted above, may include stored informa 
tion providing a data model for storage of data in the database 
1209. The ontology 1205 may be defined by one or more data 
item types (which may also be referred to as “object types”), 
which may each be associated with one or more property 
types. At the highest level of abstraction, data item 1201 
(which may also be referred to as a “data object' or “object') 
is a container for information representing things in the 
world. For example, data item 1201 can represent an entity 
Such as a person, a place, an organization, a market instru 
ment, or other noun. Data item 1201 can represent an event 
that happens at a point in time or for a duration. Data item 
1201 can represent a document or other unstructured data 
Source Such as a file (for example, a malware file), an email 
message, a news report, or a written paperor article. Each data 
item 1201 is associated with a unique identifier that uniquely 
identifies the data item within the database system. 

Different types of data items may have different property 
types. For example, a “file' data item (as described above) 
may have various property types as described above (for 
example, various hash property types, associated file property 
types, various external analysis property types, and/or the 
like), a “Person’ data item may have an “Eye Color property 
type, and an “Event data item may have a “Date” property 
type. Each property 1203 as represented by data in the data 
base system 1210 may have a property type defined by the 
ontology 1205 used by the database 1205. Properties of data 
items may, in an embodiment, themselves be data items and/ 
or associated with data items. For example, file data items 
may be associated with various analysis information items, as 
described above. Analysis information items may comprise 
data items and/or properties associated with data items (for 
example, file data items). 
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18 
Items may be instantiated in the database 1209 in accor 

dance with the corresponding data item definition for the 
particular data item in the ontology 1205. For example, a 
specific monetary payment (e.g., an item of type "event') of 
USS30.00 (e.g., a property of type “currency') taking place 
on Mar. 27, 2009 (e.g., a property of type “date') may be 
stored in the database 1209 as an event data item with asso 
ciated currency and date properties as defined within the 
ontology 1205. 
The data objects defined in the ontology 1205 may support 

property multiplicity. In particular, a data item 1201 may be 
allowed to have more than one property 1203 of the same 
property type. For example, a “Person’ data item may have 
multiple “Address' properties or multiple “Name” proper 
ties. 

Each link 1202 represents a connection between two data 
items 1201. In one embodiment, the connection is either 
through a relationship, an event, or through matching prop 
erties. A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, “Person’ data item A may be 
connected to “Person’ data item B by a “Child Of relation 
ship (where “Person’ data item B has an asymmetric “Parent 
Of relationship to “Person’ data item A), a “Kin Of sym 
metric relationship to “Person’ data item C, and an asymmet 
ric “Member Of relationship to “Organization’ data item X. 
The type of relationship between two data items may vary 
depending on the types of the data items. For example, “Per 
son’ data item A may have an 'Appears In relationship with 
“Document data item Y or have a “Participate In relation 
ship with “Event data item E. As an example of an event 
connection, two “Person’ data items may be connected by an 
"Airline Flight data item representing a particular airline 
flight if they traveled together on that flight, or by a “Meeting 
data item representing a particular meeting if they both 
attended that meeting. In one embodiment, when two data 
items are connected by an event, they are also connected by 
relationships, in which each data item has a specific relation 
ship to the event, such as, for example, an 'Appears In 
relationship. 
As an example of a matching properties connection, two 

"Person’ data items representing a brother and a sister, may 
both have an “Address' property that indicates where they 
live. If the brother and the sister live in the same home, then 
their “Address' properties likely contain similar, if not iden 
tical property values. In one embodiment, a link between two 
data items may be established based on similar or matching 
properties (e.g., property types and/or property values) of the 
data items. These are just some examples of the types of 
connections that may be represented by a link and other types 
of connections may be represented; embodiments are not 
limited to any particular types of connections between data 
items. For example, a document might contain references to 
two different items. For example, a document may contain a 
reference to a payment (one item), and a person (a second 
item). A link between these two items may represent a con 
nection between these two entities through their co-occur 
rence within the same document. 

Each data item 1201 may have multiple links with another 
data item 1201 to form a link set 1204. For example, two 
“Person’ data items representing a husband and a wife could 
be linked through a “Spouse Of relationship, a matching 
“Address' property, and one or more matching “Event prop 
erties (e.g., a wedding). Each link 1202 as represented by data 
in a database may have a link type defined by the database 
ontology used by the database. 

FIG. 3B is a block diagram illustrating example compo 
nents and data that may be used in identifying and storing data 
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according to an ontology. In this example, the ontology may 
be configured, and data in the data model populated, by a 
system of parsers and ontology configuration tools. In the 
embodiment of FIG.3B, input data 1300 is provided to parser 
1302. The input data may comprise data from one or more 
Sources. For example, an institution may have one or more 
databases with information on credit card transactions, rental 
cars, and people. The databases may contain a variety of 
related information and attributes about each type of data, 
Such as a “date for a credit card transaction, an address for a 
person, and a date for when a rental car is rented. The parser 
1302 is able to read a variety of source input data types and 
determine which type of data it is reading. 

In accordance with the discussion above, the example 
ontology 1205 comprises stored information providing the 
data model of data stored in database 1209, and the ontology 
is defined by one or more data item types 1310, one or more 
property types 1316, and one or more link types 1330. Based 
on information determined by the parser 1302 or other map 
ping of source input information to item type, one or more 
data items 1201 may be instantiated in the database 209 based 
on respective determined item types 1310, and each of the 
items 1201 has one or more properties 1203 that are instan 
tiated based on property types 1316. Two data items 1201 
may be connected by one or more links 1202 that may be 
instantiated based on link types 1330. The property types 
1316 each may comprise one or more data types 1318, such as 
a string, number, etc. Property types 1316 may be instantiated 
based on a base property type 1320. For example, a base 
property type 1320 may be “Locations” and a property type 
1316 may be “Home.” 

In an embodiment, a user of the system uses a item type 
editor 1324 to create and/or modify the item types 1310 and 
define attributes of the item types. In an embodiment, a user of 
the system uses a property type editor 1326 to create and/or 
modify the property types 1316 and define attributes of the 
property types. In an embodiment, a user of the system uses 
link type editor 1328 to create the link types 1330. Alterna 
tively, other programs, processes, or programmatic controls 
may be used to create link types and property types and define 
attributes, and using editors is not required. 

In an embodiment, creating a property type 1316 using the 
property type editor 1326 involves defining at least one parser 
definition using a parser editor 1322. A parser definition 
comprises metadata that informs parser 1302 how to parse 
input data 1300 to determine whether values in the input data 
can be assigned to the property type 1316 that is associated 
with the parser definition. In an embodiment, each parser 
definition may comprise a regular expression parser 1304A or 
a code module parser 1304B. In other embodiments, other 
kinds of parser definitions may be provided using scripts or 
other programmatic elements. Once defined, both a regular 
expression parser 1304A and a code module parser 1304B 
can provide input to parser 1302 to control parsing of input 
data 1300. 

Using the data types defined in the ontology, input data 
1300 may be parsed by the parser 1302 determine which item 
type 1310 should receive data from a record created from the 
input data, and which property types 1316 should be assigned 
to data from individual field values in the input data. Based on 
the item/object-property mapping 1301, the parser 1302 
selects one of the parser definitions that is associated with a 
property type in the input data. The parserparses an input data 
field using the selected parser definition, resulting in creating 
new or modified data 1303. The new or modified data 1303 is 
added to the database 1209 according to ontology 205 by 
storing values of the new or modified data in a property of the 
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specified property type. As a result, input data 1300 having 
varying format or syntax can be created in database 1209. The 
ontology 1205 may be modified at any time using item/object 
type editor 1324, property type editor 1326, and link type 
editor 1328, or under program control without human use of 
an editor. Parser editor 1322 enables creating multiple parser 
definitions that can successfully parse input data 1300 having 
varying format or syntax and determine which property types 
should be used to transform input data 300 into new or modi 
fied input data 1303. 
The properties, data items, and links (e.g. relationships) 

between the data items can be visualized using a graphical 
user interface (“GUI). For example, FIG. 4 displays a user 
interface showing a graph representation 1403 of relation 
ships (including relationships and/or links 1404, 1405, 1406, 
1407, 1408, 1409, 1410, 1411, 1412, and 1413) between the 
data items (including data items 1421, 1422, 1423, 1424, 
1425, 1426, 1427, 1428, and 1429) that are represented as 
nodes in the example of FIG. 4. In this embodiment, the data 
items include person data items 1421, 1422, 1423, 1424, 
1425, and 1426; a flight item 1427; a financial account 1428; 
and a computer data item 1429. In this example, each person 
node (associated with person data items), flight node (asso 
ciated with flight data items), financial account node (associ 
ated with financial account data items), and computer node 
(associated with computer data items) may have relationships 
and/or links with any of the other nodes through, for example, 
other data items such as payment data items. 

For example, in FIG. 4, relationship 1404 is based on a 
payment associated with the individuals indicated in person 
data items 1421 and 1423. The link 1404 represents these 
shared payments (for example, the individual associated with 
data item 1421 may have paid the individual associated with 
data item 1423 on three occasions). The relationship is further 
indicated by the common relationship between person data 
items 1421 and 1423 and financial account data item 1428. 
For example, link 1411 indicates that person data item 1421 
transferred money into financial account data item 1428, 
while person data item 1423 transferred money out of finan 
cial account data item 1428. In another example, the relation 
ships between person data items 1424 and 1425 and flight 
data item 1427 are indicated by links 1406,1409, and 1410. In 
this example, person data items 1424 and 1425 have a com 
mon address and were passengers on the same flight data item 
1427. In an embodiment, further details related to the rela 
tionships between the various items may be displayed. For 
example, links 1411 and 1412 may, in some embodiments, 
indicate the timing of the respective money transfers. In 
another example, the time of the flight associated with the 
flight data item 1427 may be shown. 

Relationships between data items may be stored as links, or 
in some embodiments, as properties, where a relationship 
may be detected between the properties. In some cases, as 
stated above, the links may be directional. For example, a 
payment link may have a direction associated with the pay 
ment, where one person data item is a receiver of a payment, 
and another person data item is the payer of payment. 

In various embodiments, data items may further include 
malware analysis metadata and/or links. Such malware analy 
sis metadata may be accessed by the data analysis system for 
displaying objects and features on the user interface (as 
described above). 

In addition to visually showing relationships between the 
data items, the user interface may allow various other 
manipulations. For example, the data items within database 
1108 may be searched using a search interface 1450 (e.g., text 
string matching of data item properties), inspected (e.g., 
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properties and associated data viewed), filtered (e.g., narrow 
ing the universe of data items into sets and Subsets by prop 
erties or relationships), and Statistically aggregated (e.g., 
numerically Summarized based on Summarization criteria), 
among other operations and visualizations. 
Implementation Mechanisms 

According to an embodiment, the data analysis system and 
other methods and techniques described herein are imple 
mented by one or more special-purpose computing devices. 
The special-purpose computing devices may be hard-wired to 
perform the techniques, or may include digital electronic 
devices such as one or more application-specific integrated 
circuits (ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) 
that are persistently programmed to perform the techniques, 
or may include one or more general purpose hardware pro 
cessors programmed to perform the techniques pursuant to 
program instructions in firmware, memory, other storage, or a 
combination. Such special-purpose computing devices may 
also combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs 
with custom programming to accomplish the techniques. The 
special-purpose computing devices may be desktop computer 
systems, server computer systems, portable computer sys 
tems, handheld devices, networking devices or any other 
device or combination of devices that incorporate hard-wired 
and/or program logic to implement the techniques. 

Computing device(s) are generally controlled and coordi 
nated by operating system software, such as iOS, Android, 
Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Win 
dows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, 
Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or other compatible 
operating systems. In other embodiments, the computing 
device may be controlled by a proprietary operating system. 
Conventional operating systems control and Schedule com 
puter processes for execution, perform memory management, 
provide file system, networking, I/O services, and provide a 
user interface functionality, such as a graphical user interface 
(“GUI), among other things. 

For example, FIG. 5 is a block diagram that illustrates a 
computer system 800 upon which the various systems and 
methods discussed herein may be implemented. Computer 
system 800 includes a bus 802 or other communication 
mechanism for communicating information, and a hardware 
processor, or multiple processors, 804 coupled with bus 802 
for processing information. Hardware processor(s) 804 may 
be, for example, one or more general purpose microproces 
SOS. 

Computer system 800 also includes a main memory 806, 
Such as a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or other 
dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 802 for storing infor 
mation and instructions to be executed by processor 804. 
Main memory 806 also may be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 804. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor 
804, render computer system 800 into a special-purpose 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci 
fied in the instructions. 

Computer system 800 further includes a read only memory 
(ROM) 808 or other static storage device coupled to bus 802 
for storing static information and instructions for processor 
804. A storage device 810. Such as a magnetic disk, optical 
disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), and/or any other 
suitable data store, is provided and coupled to bus 802 for 
storing information (for example, file data items, analysis 
information data items, Submission data items, and/or the 
like) and instructions. 
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Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 to a 

display 812, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), LCD display, 
or touch screen display, for displaying information to a com 
puter user and/or receiving input from the user. An input 
device 814, including alphanumeric and other keys, is 
coupled to bus 802 for communicating information and com 
mand selections to processor 804. Another type of user input 
device is cursor control 816. Such as a mouse, a trackball, or 
cursor direction keys for communicating direction informa 
tion and command selections to processor 804 and for con 
trolling cursor movement on display 812. This input device 
typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis 
(e.g., X) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to 
specify positions in a plane. In some embodiments, the same 
direction information and command selections as cursor con 
trol may be implemented via receiving touches on a touch 
screen without a cursor. 
Computing system 800 may include a user interface mod 

ule, and/or various other types of modules to implement one 
or more graphical user interface of the data analysis system, 
as described above. The modules may be stored in a mass 
storage device as executable Software codes that are executed 
by the computing device(s). This and other modules may 
include, by way of example, components, such as Software 
components, object-oriented Software components, class 
components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 

In general, the word “module,” as used herein, refers to a 
collection of software instructions, possibly having entry and 
exit points, written in a programming language. Such as, for 
example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or 
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules may be 
callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware modules configured for execution on computing devices 
may be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a 
compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or 
any other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may 
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware devices (such as processors 
and CPUs) may be comprised of connected logic units, such 
as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be comprised of program 
mable units, such as programmable gate arrays or processors. 
Generally, the modules described herein refer to logical mod 
ules that may be combined with other modules or divided into 
Sub-modules despite their physical organization or storage. In 
various embodiments, aspects of the methods and systems 
described herein may be implemented by one or more hard 
ware devices, for example, as logic circuits. In various 
embodiments, some aspects of the methods and systems 
described herein may be implemented as software instruc 
tions, while other may be implemented in hardware, in any 
combination. 
As mentioned, computer system 800 may implement the 

techniques described herein using customized hard-wired 
logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or pro 
gram logic which in combination with the computer system 
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causes or programs computer system 800 to be a special 
purpose machine. According to one embodiment, the tech 
niques herein are performed by computer system 800 in 
response to processor(s) 804 executing one or more 
sequences of one or more modules and/or instructions con 
tained in main memory 806. Such instructions may be read 
into main memory 806 from another storage medium, Such as 
storage device 810. Execution of the sequences of instruc 
tions contained in main memory 806 causes processor(s) 804 
to perform the process steps described herein. In alternative 
embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of or 
in combination with Software instructions. 
The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, as 

used herein refers to any media that store data and/or instruc 
tions that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. 
Such non-transitory media may comprise non-volatile media 
and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for 
example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage device 
810. Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as main 
memory 806. Common forms of non-transitory media 
include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, 
Solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data 
storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage 
medium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a 
RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, 
any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions 
of the same. 

Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be used in 
conjunction with transmission media. Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between nontransi 
tory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 802. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or 
more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 804 
for execution. For example, the instructions may initially be 
carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer can load the instructions 
and/or modules into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem. A modem 
local to computer system 800 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra-red signal. An infra-red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate cir 
cuitry can place the data on bus 802. Bus 802 carries the data 
to main memory 806, from which processor 804 retrieves and 
executes the instructions. The instructions received by main 
memory 806 may optionally be stored on storage device 810 
either before or after execution by processor 804. 

Computer system 800 also includes a communication 
interface 818 coupled to bus 802. Communication interface 
818 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a 
network link820 that is connected to a local network 822. For 
example, communication interface 818 may be an integrated 
services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite 
modem, or a modem to provide a data communication con 
nection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another 
example, communication interface 818 may be a local area 
network (LAN) card to provide a data communication con 
nection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component to com 
municated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be imple 
mented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 818 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
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Network link 820 typically provides data communication 

through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link820 may provide a connection through 
local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 826. ISP 
826 in turn provides data communication services through the 
world wide packet data communication network now com 
monly referred to as the “Internet” 828. Local network 822 
and Internet 828 both use electrical, electromagnetic or opti 
cal signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through 
the various networks and the signals on network link 820 and 
through communication interface 818, which carry the digital 
data to and from computer system 800, are example forms of 
transmission media. 
Computer system 800 can send messages and receive data, 

including program code, through the network(s), network 
link 820 and communication interface 818. In the Internet 
example, a server 830 might transmit a requested code for an 
application program through Internet 828, ISP 826, local 
network 822 and communication interface 818. For example, 
in an embodiment various aspects of the data analysis system 
may be implemented on one or more of the servers 830 and 
may be transmitted to and from the computer system 800. For 
example, Submitted malware data items may be transmitted to 
one of the servers 830, aspects of the basic analysis may be 
implemented on one or more of the servers 830, and/or 
aspects of the external analysis may be implemented on one 
or more of the servers 830. In an example, requests for exter 
nal analyses of file data items may be transmitted to one or 
more third-party servers 830 (from, for example, the com 
puter system 800 and/or another server 830 of the system), 
and analysis data may then be transmitted back from third 
party servers 830. 

In an embodiment, the data analysis system may be acces 
sible by the user through a web-based viewer, such as a web 
browser. In this embodiment, the user interfaces of the system 
may be generated by a server (such as one of the servers 830) 
and/or the computer system 800 and transmitted to the web 
browser of the user. The user may then interact with the user 
interfaces through the web-browser. In an embodiment, the 
computer system 800 may comprise a mobile electronic 
device. Such as a cell phone, Smartphone, and/or tablet. The 
system may be accessible by the user through Such a mobile 
electronic device, among other types of electronic devices. 

Additional Embodiments 

While the foregoing is directed to various embodiments, 
other and further embodiments may be devised without 
departing from the basic scope thereof. For example, aspects 
of the present disclosure may be implemented in hardware or 
software or in a combination of hardware and software. An 
embodiment of the disclosure may be implemented as a pro 
gram product for use with a computer system. The program(s) 
of the program product define functions of the embodiments 
(including the methods described herein) and may be con 
tained on a variety of computer-readable storage media. Illus 
trative computer-readable storage media include, but are not 
limited to: (i) non-Writable storage media (e.g., read-only 
memory devices within a computer such as CD-ROM disks 
readable by a CD-ROM drive, flash memory, ROM chips or 
any type of Solid-state non-volatile semiconductor memory) 
on which information is permanently stored; and (ii) writable 
storage media (e.g., hard-disk drive or any type of solid-state 
random-access semiconductor memory) on which alterable 
information is stored. Each of the processes, methods, and 
algorithms described in the preceding sections may be 
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embodied in, and fully or partially automated by, code mod 
ules executed by one or more computer systems or computer 
processors comprising computer hardware. The processes 
and algorithms may alternatively be implemented partially or 
wholly in application-specific circuitry. 

The various features and processes described above may be 
used independently of one another, or may be combined in 
various ways. All possible combinations and Subcombina 
tions are intended to fall within the scope of this disclosure. In 
addition, certain method or process blocks may be omitted in 
Some implementations. The methods and processes described 
herein are also not limited to any particular sequence, and the 
blocks or states relating thereto can be performed in other 
sequences that are appropriate. For example, described 
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than that 
specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states may be 
combined in a single block or state. The example blocks or 
states may be performed in serial, in parallel, or in Some other 
manner. Blocks or states may be added to or removed from the 
disclosed example embodiments. The example systems and 
components described herein may be configured differently 
than described. For example, elements may be added to, 
removed from, or rearranged compared to the disclosed 
example embodiments. 

Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could.” “might,” or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, Such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

The term "comprising as used herein should be given an 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For example, a 
general purpose computer comprising one or more processors 
should not be interpreted as excluding other computer com 
ponents, and may possibly include such components as 
memory, input/output devices, and/or network interfaces, 
among others. 
Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the flow 

diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the attached 
figures should be understood as potentially representing mod 
ules, segments, orportions of code which include one or more 
executable instructions for implementing specific logical 
functions or steps in the process. Alternate implementations 
are included within the scope of the embodiments described 
herein in which elements or functions may be deleted, 
executed out of order from that shown or discussed, including 
Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, depending on 
the functionality involved, as would be understood by those 
skilled in the art. 

It should be emphasized that many variations and modifi 
cations may be made to the above-described embodiments, 
the elements of which are among other acceptable examples. 
All such modifications and variations are intended to be 
included herein within the scope of this disclosure. The fore 
going description details certain embodiments of the inven 
tion. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter how 
detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention may be 
practiced in many ways. As is also stated above, it should be 
noted that the use of particular terminology when describing 
certain features or aspects of the invention should not be taken 
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26 
to imply that the terminology is being re-defined herein to be 
restricted to including any specific characteristics of the fea 
tures or aspects of the invention with which that terminology 
is associated. The scope of the invention should therefore be 
construed in accordance with the appended claims and any 
equivalents thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer system comprising: 
one or more computer readable storage devices configured 

tO StOre: 

a plurality of computer executable instructions; 
a plurality of file data items and Submission data items, 

each Submission data item associated with at least one 
file data item, each file data item comprising a Sus 
pected malware data item, each Submission data item 
further including indications of at least: 
a filename of an associated file data item that was 

submitted, 
a date the associated file data item was submitted, and 
an identifier of the person who submitted the associ 

ated file data item; and 
a graph comprising nodes and edges, each of the nodes 

representing at least one of a file data item, a Submis 
sion data item, an analysis data item, or another type 
of data item, each of the edges indicating an associa 
tion between two of the nodes; and 

one or more hardware computer processors in communi 
cation with the one or more computer readable storage 
devices and configured to execute the plurality of com 
puter executable instructions in order to cause the com 
puter system to automatically: 
in response to receiving a first file data item: 

determine whether the received first file data item was 
previously received by comparing the received first 
file data item to the plurality of file data items; and 

generate a first Submission data item; 
in response to determining that the first file data item was 

not previously received: 
initiate an analysis of the first file data item, wherein 

the analysis of the first file data item generates 
analysis information items, wherein initiating the 
analysis of the first file data item comprises: 
initiating an internal analysis of the first file data 

item including at least calculation of a hash of 
the file data item; and 

initiating an external analysis of the first file data 
item by one or more third party analysis systems; 

associate the analysis information items with the first 
file data item; and 

associate the first submission data item with the first 
file data item; 

in response to receiving a second file data item: 
determine whether the received second file data item 
was previously received by comparing the received 
second file data item to the plurality of file data 
items; and 

generate a second Submission data item; 
in response to determining that the second file data item 

matches the first data item that was previously 
received, associate the second Submission data item 
with the first file data item that was previously 
received; and 

generate a user interface including one or more user 
selectable portions presenting various of the analysis 
information items associated with the first file data 
item, the user interface useable by an analyst to deter 
mine one or more characteristics of the first file data 
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item, the one or more user selectable portions includ 
ing a first selectable element, the first selectable ele 
ment configured to cause, in response to an analyst 
input selecting the first selectable element, a genera 
tion of a graphical visualization including at least: 
a first graphical representation of a first node repre 

senting the first file data item, 
a second graphical representation of a second node 

representing the first Submission data item, 
a third graphical representation of an edge connecting 

the first and second graphical representations and 
representing the association between the first file 
data item and the first Submission data item, 

a fourth graphical representation of a third node rep 
resenting the second Submission data item, and 

a fifth graphical representation of a second edge con 
necting the first and fourth graphical representa 
tions and representing the association between the 
first file data item and the second Submission data 
item. 

2. The computer system of claim 1, wherein, further in 
response to determining that the second file data item matches 
the first data item that was previously received, the analyst is 
notified via the user interface that the second file data item 
was previously received. 

3. The computer system of claim 1, wherein determining 
whether the received first file data item was previously 
received comprises: 

calculating a hash of the received first file data item and 
comparing the calculated hash to previously calculated 
hashes associated with the plurality of file data items. 

4. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the internal 
analysis includes analysis performed by the one or more 
hardware computer processors, and wherein the internal 
analysis further includes at least one of calculation of an MD5 
hash of the first file data item, calculation of a SHA-1 hash of 
the first file data item, calculation of a SHA-256 hash of the 
first file data item, calculation of an SSDeep hash of the first 
file data item, or calculation of a size of the first file data item. 

5. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the external 
analysis includes analysis performed by at least a second 
computer system, and wherein the external analysis includes 
execution of the first file data item in a sandboxed environ 
ment and analysis of the first file data item by a third-party 
malware analysis service. 

6. The computer system of claim 5, wherein any payload 
provided by the first file data item after execution of the first 
file data item in the sandboxed environment is associated with 
the first file data item as an analysis information item. 

7. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: 

in response to an analyst input, sharing the first file data 
item and associated analysis information items with a 
second computer system via a third computer system. 

8. A computer-implemented method comprising: 
storing on one or more computer readable storage devices: 

a plurality of computer executable instructions; 
a plurality of file data items and Submission data items, 

each Submission data item associated with at least one 
file data item, each file data item comprising a sus 
pected malware data item, each Submission data item 
further including indications of at least: 
a filename of an associated file data item that was 

submitted, 
a date the associated file data item was submitted, and 
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an identifier of the person who submitted the associ 

ated file data item; and 
a graph comprising nodes and edges, each of the nodes 

representing at least one of a file data item, a Submis 
sion data item, an analysis data item, or another type 
of data item, each of the edges indicating an associa 
tion between two of the nodes; 

in response to receiving a first file data item: 
determining, by one or more hardware computer devices 

configured with specific computer executable instruc 
tions, whether the received first file data item was 
previously received by comparing the received first 
file data item to the plurality of file data items; and 

generating, by the one or more hardware computer 
devices, a first Submission data item; and 

in response to determining that the first file data item was 
not previously received: 
initiating, by the one or more hardware computer 

devices, an analysis of the first file data item, wherein 
the analysis of the first file data item generates analy 
sis information items, wherein the initiating analysis 
of the first file data item comprises initiating an inter 
nal analysis of the first file data item including at least 
calculation of a hash of the file data item; 

associating, by the one or more hardware computer 
devices, the analysis information items with the first 
file data item; and 

associating, by the one or more hardware computer 
devices, the first submission data item with the first 
file data item; 

in response to receiving a second file data item: 
determining, by the one or more hardware computer 

devices, whether the received second file data item 
was previously received by comparing the received 
second file data item to the plurality of file data items: 
and 

generating, by the one or more hardware computer 
devices, a second Submission data item; 

in response to determining that the second file data item 
matches the first data item that was previously received, 
associating, by the one or more hardware computer 
devices, the second submission data item with the first 
file data item that was previously received; and 

generating, by the one or more hardware computer devices, 
a user interface including one or more user selectable 
portions presenting various of the analysis information 
items associated with the first file data item, the user 
interface usable by an analyst to determine one or more 
characteristics of the first file data item, the one or more 
user selectable portions including a first selectable ele 
ment, the first selectable element configured to cause, in 
response to an analyst input selecting the first selectable 
element, a generation of a graphical visualization 
including at least: 
a first graphical representation of a first node represent 

ing the first file data item, 
a second graphical representation of a second node rep 

resenting the first Submission data item, 
a third graphical representation of an edge connecting 

the first and second graphical representations and rep 
resenting the association between the first file data 
item and the first Submission data item, 

a fourth graphical representation of a third node repre 
senting the second Submission data item, and 

a fifth graphical representation of a second edge con 
necting the first and fourth graphical representations 
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and representing the association between the first file 
data item and the second Submission data item. 

9. The computer-implemented method of claim8, wherein, 
further in response to determining that the second file data 
item matches the first data item that was previously received, 
the analyst is notified via the user interface that the second file 
data item was previously received. 

10. The computer-implemented method of claim 8, 
wherein the internal analysis includes analysis performed by 
the one or more hardware computer processors, and wherein 
the internal analysis further includes at least one of calcula 
tion of an MD5 hash of the first file data item, calculation of 
a SHA-1 hash of the first file data item, calculation of a 
SHA-256 hash of the first file data item, calculation of an 
SSDeep hash of the first file data item, or calculation of a size 
of the first file data item. 

11. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
storing Software instructions that, in response to execution by 
a computer system having one or more hardware processors, 
configure the computer system to perform operations com 
prising: 

storing on one or more computer readable storage devices: 
a plurality of computer executable instructions; 
a plurality of file data items and Submission data items, 

each Submission data item associated with at least one 
file data item, each file data item comprising a sus 
pected malware data item, each Submission data item 
further including indications of at least: 
a filename of an associated file data item that was 

submitted, 
a date the associated file data item was submitted, and 
an identifier of the person who submitted the associ 

ated file data item; and 
a graph comprising nodes and edges, each of the nodes 

representing at least one of a file data item, a Submis 
sion data item, an analysis data item, or another type 
of data item, each of the edges indicating an associa 
tion between two of the nodes; 

in response to receiving a first file data item: 
determining whether the received first file data item was 

previously received by comparing the received first 
file data item to the plurality of file data items; and 

generating a first Submission data item; and 
in response to determining that the first file data item was 

not previously received: 
initiating an analysis of the first file data item, wherein 

the analysis of the first file data item generates analy 
sis information items, wherein the initiating analysis 
of the first file data item comprises initiating an inter 
nal analysis of the first file data item including at least 
calculation of a hash of the file data item; 

associating the analysis information items with the first 
file data item; and 

associating the first Submission data item with the first 
file data item; 

in response to receiving a second file data item: 
determining whether the received second file data item 
was previously received by comparing the received 
second file data item to the plurality of file data items: 
and 

generating a second Submission data item; 
in response to determining that the second file data item 

matches the first data item that was previously received, 
associating the second Submission data item with the 
first file data item that was previously received; and 

generating a user interface including one or more user 
Selectable portions presenting various of the analysis 
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information items associated with the first file data item, 
the user interface usable by an analyst to determine one 
or more characteristics of the first file data item, the one 
or more user selectable portions including a first select 
able element, the first selectable element configured to 
cause, in response to an analyst input selecting the first 
Selectable element, a generation of a graphical visual 
ization including at least: 
a first graphical representation of a first node represent 

ing the first file data item, 
a second graphical representation of a second node rep 

resenting the first Submission data item, 
a third graphical representation of an edge connecting 

the first and second graphical representations and rep 
resenting the association between the first file data 
item and the first Submission data item, 

a fourth graphical representation of a third node repre 
senting the second Submission data item, and 

a fifth graphical representation of a second edge con 
necting the first and fourth graphical representations 
and representing the association between the first file 
data item and the second Submission data item. 

12. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 11, wherein, further in response to determining that 
the second file data item matches the first data item that was 
previously received, the analyst is notified via the user inter 
face that the second file data item was previously received. 

13. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 11, wherein the internal analysis includes analysis 
performed by the one or more hardware computer processors, 
and wherein the internal analysis further includes at least one 
of calculation of an MD5 hash of the first file data item, 
calculation of a SHA-1 hash of the first file data item, calcu 
lation of a SHA-256 hash of the first file data item, calculation 
ofan SSDeep hash of the first file data item, or calculation of 
a size of the first file data item. 

14. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 11, wherein the initiating analysis of the first file data 
item further comprises: 

initiating an external analysis of the first file data item, 
wherein the external analysis includes execution of the first 

file data item in a sandboxed environment and analysis 
of the first file data item by a third-party malware analy 
sis service. 

15. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the updated 
graphical visualization further includes at least: 

a sixth graphical representation of a fourth node represent 
ing one of the analysis information items, and 

a seventh graphical representation of a third edge connect 
ing the first and sixth graphical representations and rep 
resenting the association between the first file data item 
and the one of the analysis information items. 

16. The computer-implemented method of claim 8. 
wherein the updated graphical visualization further includes 
at least: 

a sixth graphical representation of a fourth node represent 
ing one of the analysis information items, and 

a seventh graphical representation of a third edge connect 
ing the first and sixth graphical representations and rep 
resenting the association between the first file data item 
and the one of the analysis information items. 

17. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 11, wherein the updated graphical visualization fur 
ther includes at least: 

a sixth graphical representation of a fourth node represent 
ing one of the analysis information items, and 
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a seventh graphical representation of a third edge connect 
ing the first and sixth graphical representations and rep 
resenting the association between the first file data item 
and the one of the analysis information items. 

k k k k k 
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GEOTAGGING STRUCTURED DATA 

PRIORITY CLAIM; CROSS-REFERENCE TO 
RELATED APPLICATION(S) 

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Application No. 61/228,935, filed Jul. 27, 2009, the entire 
contents of which is hereby incorporated by reference as if 
fully set forth herein. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The invention is related to creating and displaying data 
with the use of digital maps, and more particularly to com 
puter processes and logic for creating and displaying struc 
tured geotagged data with the use of interactive digital geo 
graphic imagery. 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

A portion of the disclosure of this patent document con 
tains material which is Subject to copyright protection. The 
copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile reproduc 
tion by anyone of the patent document or the patent disclo 
sure, as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office patent 
file or records, but otherwise reserves all copyright rights 
whatsoever. Copyright (C) 2009-2010 Palantir Technologies, 
Inc. 

BACKGROUND 

Mapping computer systems (“mapping systems) display 
digital geographic imagery of the Earth at varying perspec 
tives including providing users an oblique view (e.g. birds 
eye-view) of objects on the surface of the Earth such as 
houses, buildings, roads, lakes, mountains, and the like. Such 
geographic imagery may comprise satellite imagery, aerial 
photography, and the like. Since the Earth is a curved gener 
ally spherical object, the geographic images are rectified by 
the mapping systems so that the mapping systems can project 
the images onto a two-dimensional (2-D) plane Such as a 
computer display screen. 
Mapping systems may use a coordinate system to identify 

a point on the surface of the Earth. One common coordinate 
system is geographic coordinates (latitude/longitude) on the 
World Geodetic System of 1984 (WGS84) datum. Latitude is 
an angular measurement in degrees ranging from 0 degrees at 
the Earth's equator to 90 degrees at the poles. Longitude is 
also an angular measurement but measured East or West 
instead of North or South. For example, the location of White 
House in Washington D.C. on the surface of the Earth as 
identified by a geographic coordinate is 38.898748 degrees 
latitude and -77.037684 degrees longitude. 

It is often desirable to associate a geographic location with 
a piece of data and then display the data as a Superimposition 
on digital geographic imagery. For example, it may be desir 
able to associate a geographic location with a street address 
Such that when a map image of the Street is displayed the 
address can be visually indicated by Superimposing the text of 
the address, a symbol or other indicator on the map at the 
geographic location. The process of associating a geographic 
location with a piece of data, typically in the form of geo 
graphic coordinates (e.g., latitude/longitude), is known as 
geotagging. One approach for geotagging typically involves a 
user identifying the geographic coordinates of a particular 
location using a mapping system and then manually entering 
the coordinates into a database containing the one piece of 
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2 
data that is to be geotagged. However, this manual approach 
is awkward and inconvenient for the user and is a serious 
drawback for organizations that require geotagging of many 
thousands or many millions of pieces of data. 
The approaches described in this section are approaches 

that could be pursued, but not necessarily approaches that 
have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless 
otherwise indicated, it should not be assumed that any of the 
approaches described in this section qualify as prior art 
merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The patent or application file contains at least one drawing 
executed in color. Copies of this patent or patent application 
publication with color drawing(s) will be provided by the 
Office upon request and payment of the necessary fee. 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1A illustrates an example mapping system. 
FIG. 1B illustrates an example mapping system in greater 

detail. 
FIG. 2 is a screenshot of a graphical user interface for 

creating a geo tag for structured data. 
FIG. 3 is a screenshot of a graphical user interface for 

creating a geo tag for structured data. 
FIG. 4 is a screenshot of a graphical user interface for 

Sourcing a geo tagged property. 
FIG. 5 is a screenshot of a graphical user interface for 

creating a geo tag for structured data using a gazetteer system. 
FIG. 6 is a screenshot of a graphical user interface for 

displaying structured geotagged data. 
FIG. 7 is a color screenshot of a graphical user interface for 

displaying filtered structured geotagged data. 
FIG. 8 is a screenshot of a graphical user interface for 

displaying filtered structured geotagged data. 
FIG. 9A and FIG.9B are color screenshots of a graphical 

user interface for displaying filtered structured geotagged 
data. 

FIG. 10 illustrates a computer system with which an 
embodiment may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Computer mapping processes for creating and displaying 
structured geotagged data using interactive digital geo 
graphic imagery are disclosed. In the following description, 
for the purposes of explanation, numerous specific details are 
set forth in order to provide a thorough understanding of the 
present invention. It will be apparent, however, that the 
present invention may be practiced without these specific 
details. In other instances, well-known structures and devices 
are shown in block diagram form in order to avoid unneces 
sarily obscuring the present invention. 

Functional Overview 

The present disclosure is directed to processes and logic for 
creating and displaying structured geotagged data using inter 
active digital geographic imagery (“digital maps”). 

In one embodiment, a mapping system comprises pro 
cesses and logic for creating a geo tag for existing structured 
data. According to one embodiment, a user creates a geo tag 
for a property of an existing object by selecting a geographic 
location on an interactive digital map and selecting the prop 
erty of the existing object from a dialog presented to the user 
in response to selecting the geographic location. A property 
value is input. The object and a property may be selected from 
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among objects and properties that have been defined in an 
extensible object ontology that is coupled to the processes or 
logic. Multiple objects may be associated with the same geo 
graphic location. Multiple instances of the same object hav 
ing different property values may be associated with the same 
geographic location. In this way, the user can more quickly 
and easily create structured geotagged data than can be 
accomplished using typical approaches requiring the user to 
manually enter geographic coordinates to associate a geo 
graphic location with structured data. 

In another embodiment, the mapping system comprises 
processes and logic for creating a geo tag for new structured 
data. According to an embodiment, a user creates a geo tag for 
a property of a new object by selecting a geographic location 
on an interactive digital map and entering a label name for the 
new object in a dialog presented to the user in response to 
selecting the geographic location. In this way, the mapping 
system allows a user to simultaneously create a geo tag and 
the structured data to which the tag will be associated. Fur 
ther, the geo tag and the structured data can be created through 
a single graphical user interface dialog. 

In another embodiment, the mapping system comprises 
processes and logic for sourcing a geo tag. According to one 
embodiment, the mapping system allows the user to associate 
a geo tag with a source of information about the geo tag. Such 
as a document, media file, hyperlink, and the like. Multiple 
Sources may be associated with the same geographic location. 

In another embodiment, the mapping system comprises 
processes and logic for creating a geo tag for structured data 
from a geographic location that is determined by Submitting a 
query string to a gazetteer system. According to one embodi 
ment, the mapping system allows the user to enter a query 
string related to a geographic location which the mapping 
system in turn Submits to a gazetteer system. The gazetteer 
system returns geographic coordinates corresponding to the 
entered query string and the mapping system presents to the 
user an interactive digital map image of the Earth that corre 
sponds to the returned geographic coordinates. The user can 
then geo tag structured data by selecting a geographic loca 
tion on the interactive digital map and either selecting a prop 
erty of an existing object from a dialog presented to the user 
in response to selecting the geographic location or entering a 
label name for the new object in a dialog. 

In another embodiment, the mapping system comprises a 
process and logic for concurrent display of structured 
geotagged data Superimposed on a digital map image and a 
histogram displaying properties of the structured geotagged 
data as a function of time. 

In another embodiment, the mapping system comprises a 
process and logic for concurrent display offiltered structured 
geotagged data Superimposed on a digital map image and a 
histogram displaying properties of the filtered structured 
geotagged data as a function of time. 

In another embodiment, the mapping system comprises 
processes and logic for concurrent display of structured 
geotagged data Superimposed on a digital map image. The 
displayed structured geotagged data fall into one or more 
user-selected time windows selected by interacting with a 
concurrently displayed histogram. 

In another embodiment, the mapping system comprises 
processes and logic for dynamic and updated display of struc 
tured geotagged data Superimposed on a digital map image. 
The displayed structured geotagged data fall into a user 
selected time window on a concurrently displayed histogram. 
The display of the geotagged data Superimposed on the image 
is dynamically updated as the user adjusts the selected time 
window. 
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4 
Example Mapping System 

FIG. 1A illustrates an example mapping system compris 
ing processes for creating and displaying structured 
geotagged data using interactive digital geographic imagery. 
Mapping system 100 comprises application server 102 and 
one or more clients, such as client 120. The client 120 of FIG. 
1 broadly represents any host computer of an intelligence 
analyst, database administrator, or other user who interacts 
with data repository 114 through mapping logic 104. Users 
can access mapping logic 104 through GUI logic 122 to 
obtain information from data repository 114 and to obtain 
services of mapping logic 104. Client 120 may comprise a 
personal computer, workstation, or other data processing sys 
tem. 

In the embodiment illustrated in FIG.1A, client 120, which 
may be implemented by one or more first physical computing 
devices, is communicatively connected to application server 
102, which may be implemented by one or more second 
physical computing devices, over one or more networks, net 
work links, or inter-networks. In some embodiments, each 
Such physical computing device may be implemented as a 
separate computer system as show in FIG. 10. For example, 
client 120 may be implemented in a computer system as a set 
of program instructions recorded on a machine-readable stor 
age medium, while application server 102 may be imple 
mented in a different computer system. 

Client 120 comprises graphical user interface (GUI) logic 
122, GUI logic 122 may be a set of program instructions 
which, when executed by one or more processors of the 
computer system, is operable to receive user input and display 
one or more graphic constructs related to creating and dis 
playing structured geotagged data using the approaches 
herein. GUI logic 122 may be operable to receive user input 
from, and display the graphic constructs to, a graphical user 
interface that is provided on display 124 by the computer 
system on which client 120 executes. 

Client 120 may also interact with application server 102 to 
provide input, definition, editing instructions, expressions 
related to one or more objects or constructs as described 
herein using a programmatic interface. Application server 
102 may use, process, log, Store, or otherwise interact with the 
received input according to application server logic. 

Application server 102 may be implemented as a computer 
system having the logical elements show in FIG. 1. In an 
embodiment, the logical elements may comprise program 
instructions recorded on one or more computer-readable stor 
age media. Alternatively, the logic elements may be imple 
mented in hardware, firmware, or a combination of hardware 
and Software. 
When executed by one or more processors of the computer 

system, logic in application server 102 is operable to create 
and display or otherwise use structured geotagged data using 
digital maps according to the techniques described herein. In 
one embodiment, application server 102 may be implemented 
in a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) that is executing in a dis 
tributed or non-distributed computer system. In other 
embodiments, application server 102 may be implemented as 
a combination of programming instructions written in any 
programming language (e.g., C++ or Visual Basic) and hard 
ware components (e.g., memory, CPU time) that have been 
allocated for executing the program instructions. 

In an embodiment, application server 102 comprises 
repository data access logic 112 and mapping logic 104. 
Repository data access logic 112 may comprise a set of pro 
gram instructions which, when executed by one or more 
processors, are operable to access and retrieve data including 
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digital map data, structured data, and structured geotagged 
data from data repository 114. For example, repository data 
access logic 112 may be database client or a Java Database 
Connectivity (JBDC) client that supports calls to a database 
server that manages data repository 114. Data repository 114 
may be any type of structured storage for storing data includ 
ing, but not limited to, relational or object-oriented databases, 
data warehouses, directories, data files, and any other struc 
tured data storage. 

In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1A, mapping logic 
104 comprises logic to create, read, update, and delete digital 
map data, structured data, and structured geotagged data in 
response to input from client 120. Mapping logic 104 also 
comprises logic for processing input from client 120 and for 
providing data to be rendered by GUI logic 122 on display 
124 in response to client input. In one embodiment, mapping 
logic 104 is object-oriented logic developed using an object 
oriented programming language Such as the Java program 
ming language. Further, for purposes of illustrating a clear 
example, certain embodiments are described with mapping 
logic 104 receiving input from and providing output to client 
120 under control of a user. Alternatively, mapping logic 104 
may define an application programming interface (API) and 
may receive input in the form of calls or programmatic 
requests from other logic, systems or Software elements and 
may provide output in the form of responses to the calls. Thus, 
all description herein of user interaction with mapping logic 
104 broadly encompasses programmatic interaction with 
mapping logic without direct user involvement. 

Application server 102 may be connected to a gazetteer 
system 130. Gazetteer system 130 is a computer system that 
functions as a geographical index. In one embodiment, gaZ 
etteer system 130 receives as input a search or query string 
and returns a list of geographic coordinates that correspond to 
the inputted query string. Gazetteer system 130 may maintain 
a database for associating text with geographical coordinates. 
Gazetteer system 130 may provide an online network acces 
sible interface that can be accessed by another computer 
system Such as application server 102 using known or stan 
dardized network protocols such as the HyperText Transfer 
Protocol (HTTP). Alternatively, gazetteer system 130 may be 
a component of application server 102. 

FIG. 1B illustrates the example mapping system of FIG. 1 
in greater detail. As shown in FIG. 1B, mapping logic 104 
comprises geo-tagging logic 105, data sourcing logic 106. 
gazetteer logic 107, histogram logic 108, event windowing 
logic 109, filtering logic 110, and geo-temporal filtering logic 
111 each of which comprise logic for processing input from 
client 120 and for providing data to be rendered by GUI logic 
122 on display 124 in response to client input. 

In one embodiment, geo-tagging logic 105 implements the 
functions described herein for creating a geo-tag for struc 
tured data. DataSourcing logic 106 implements the functions 
described herein for associating data sources with structured 
geotagged data. Gazetteer logic 107 is configured to interact 
with gazetteer system 130 by submitting search queries to 
gazetteer system 130 and receiving in response a set of search 
results in the form of one or more geographic coordinates that 
correspond or match the given query. Gazetteer logic 107 may 
interoperate with geo-tagging logic 105 to implement the 
functions described herein for creating a geo-tag for struc 
tured data using a gazetteer system. Histogram logic 108 
implements the functions described herein for concurrent 
display of structured geotagged data Superimposed on a digi 
tal map image and a histogram displaying properties of the 
structured geotagged data as a function of time. Event win 
dowing logic 109 implements the functions described herein 
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6 
for displaying filtered structured geotagged data according to 
user-selected time windows. Filtering logic 110 implements 
the functionality described herein for generating and display 
ing views offiltered structured geotagged data. Geo-temporal 
filtering logic 111 implements the functions described herein 
for generating geo-temporal displays of filtered structured 
geotagged data. 

In an embodiment, logics 105-111 may be implemented in 
a single computer program or module or implemented in a 
fewer number of computer programs or modules than is 
shown in FIG. 1B. Further, portions of logic 105-111 may be 
implemented by computer systems other than application 
server 102 such as, for example, by GUI logic 122 of client 
120. Thus, the structural separation of functional modules as 
shown in FIG. 1B is not required and the same functions 
described herein for such functional modules may be imple 
mented structurally in any other convenient manner. 
As shown in FIG. 1B, data repository 114 may comprise 

structured data 115, structured geotagged data 116, map data 
117, and data sources 118. Structured data 115 and structured 
geotagged data 116 is described in greater detail below. Map 
data 117 refers data for rendering geographic images on the 
display 124 of client 120. Map data 117 may comprise a 
library of digital images comprising satellite and aerial 
images of the surface of the Earth. In addition, map data 117 
comprises image metadata for mapping a given image coor 
dinate from an image of the Earth to a corresponding geospa 
tial coordinate. Data sources 118 refers broadly to any data 
that serves as a data source for structured data 115 or struc 
tured geotagged data 116. Non-limiting examples of data 
Sources 118 include electronic documents, e-mails, electronic 
images or other media files, a reference or link such as a 
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) to a document available 
from another computer system, and the like. 

Structured Data 

Structured data is any data that adheres to a conceptual data 
model. In one embodiment, the mapping system works with 
structured data that adheres to a conceptual data model com 
prising objects and properties that are organized according to 
an object ontology. An object represents a real-world entity 
Such as a person, place or thing. An object can also represent 
a real-world event such as a “phone call'ora “meeting. Each 
object may have one or more properties for describing various 
aspects of the object. For example, a “person’ object may 
have an “address' property and a “phone number property. 
Instances of objects may be labeled for identification. For 
example, an instance of a “person’ object may be labeled with 
the person's name. 
The structured data may be stored in a database managed 

by a computer-based database management system, Such as a 
relational database management system (RDBMS), accord 
ing to a fixed or dynamic structure of data containers (e.g., 
tables) and relationships. The database structure may be 
described using an ontology, embodied in a database schema, 
comprising a data model that is used to represent the structure 
and reason about objects and properties in the structure. In an 
embodiment, the ontology is provided as described in PCT 
international patent publication PCT/US2008/064207 A2. 

In one embodiment, the mapping system works with 
objects and properties according to a user-specified ontology 
specified in terms of object types and property types. Non 
limiting examples of object types include a “person’ object 
type, a “location” object type, and an “event’ object type. 
Non-limiting examples of property types include an 
“address' property type, a “phone number” property type, 
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and a “location name property type. Objects may have any 
number of properties. Objects stored as structured data in the 
database may be instantiated based on user-defined object 
types. Each property of an object stored as structured data 
may be instantiated based on user-defined property types. 
Further, object types and property types may be instantiated 
based on a base type. For example, a base type for a “home’ 
object type may be a “location” object type. The object ontol 
ogy may be dynamically extended during use of the mapping 
system described herein by entering new names of objects or 
new property names, causing the system to create entries for 
the objects or properties in the ontology. 

Structured Geotagged Data 

Structured geotagged data is structured data that is associ 
ated with a geo tag. A geo tag is geospatial metadata that 
represents a point on the Surface of the Earth according to a 
geospatial coordinate. A geo tag may be stored in a database 
and associated with structured data according to a database 
data model Such as, for example, a relational database model. 

In one embodiment, a geo tag comprises an identifier of a 
location, and an optional date range, and may be associated 
with a property of an object. For example, a geo tag may be 
stored in a database and associated with an “address' prop 
erty of a “person’ object. In one embodiment, the location of 
a geo tag represents a point of the Surface of the Earth and is 
stored as a latitude/longitude geospatial coordinate pair 
according to the World Geodetic System (WGS). However, 
embodiments are not limited to any particular type or format 
of geospatial coordinates or any particular geodetic system 
and a geospatial location of a geo tag may be represented 
using virtually any geographic coordinate system Such as a 
the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system 
or the Military Grid Reference System (MGRS). 
The optional date range may be used to specify a time 

period during which the location identified by a geo tag is 
applicable to or valid for the property associated with the geo 
tag. Thus the optional date range is useful for capturing a 
temporal aspect of a geospatial attribute of a property of an 
object. For example, consider an object representing a face 
to-face meeting between two persons, the object having a 
location property whose value is the postal address of the 
location of the meeting. In this example, a geo tag may be 
stored and associated with the “location' property of the 
“meeting object. In addition, the geotag may specify a date 
range which indicates the duration of the meeting at the 
location indicated by the geo tag. 

Creating a Geo Tag for Structured Data 

FIG. 2 is a screenshot of a graphical user interface for 
creating a geo tag for structured data. The interface may be 
displayed to a user on the display of a computer system Such 
as display 124 of client 120. The interface comprises map 
image window 202, map image 204, and geo tag dialog 224. 
Map image 204 is a digital photograph of a particular area 

of the surface of the Earth at a particular altitude. The image 
may be captured by a satellite or aerial photography and 
imported into a mapping system such as mapping system 100. 
The interface may allow the user to select a particular map 
data source or map tile source from among a plurality of 
different map data sources all of which provide different sets 
of data that map the Earth or parts of the Earth. The interface 
may provide other interface tools (not shown) that allow a 
user to locate a map image for a particular Surface area of the 
Earth at a particular altitude. For example, the initial map 
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8 
image presented to the user may be of the entire North Ameri 
can continent. The user may then use a pointing device Such 
as a mouse or other input mechanism Such as keyboard to 
Zoom toward a particular Surface region. For example, the 
user may Zoom from an image of the North American conti 
nent to an image of the Western United States and then to an 
image of Northern California, to an image of Palo Alto, Calif., 
and finally to an image of the 100 block of Hamilton Avenue 
in Palo Alto, Calif. 
Once the user has located the desired map image, the user 

may wish to associate a particular geographic location 
depicted by the image with an existing property of an existing 
object stored as structured data in a database. In one embodi 
ment, to geo tag a property of an object, the user uses a 
pointing device such as mouse or other suitable input device 
to identify and select a geographic location on map image 
204. For example, the user may direct, using an input device, 
a graphical pointer to a particular point on map image 204 and 
then select the point by clicking a mouse button. Alterna 
tively, the user may select the geographic location by depress 
ing a geo tag hotkey while the graphical pointer is hovering 
over the desired geographic location on map image 204. In 
one embodiment, the hot key is the lowercase it key on a 
standard QWERTY keyboard. As shown in FIG. 2, the par 
ticular geographic point selected is within the area of 
crosshairs 216 overlaid on map image 204. The crosshairs 
216 represent merely one example of how the system may 
indicate the selected location to a user. The area within the 
crosshairs 216 is arbitrary and may have any size or shape. 
Other forms of indication may be used Such as various poly 
gons, icons, pointers, or other user interface widgets. 

In response to selecting a geographic location, geo tag 
dialog 224 is displayed. Dialog 224 may be used to select an 
object and a property of an object to associate with the 
selected geographic location. To select the desired object, 
dialog 224 provides object label control 226 and object type 
control 228, property type control 240, and property value 
control 242. Controls 226 and 228 may be used to select an 
existing object stored as structured data in a database based on 
an existing ontology, or to create a new object to be stored as 
structured data in the database and in the ontology. 

Object label control 226 allows the user to search for an 
existing object based on a text label. Text inputted by the user 
into control 226 may be used by the mapping system to query 
objects within structured data that have labels that match or 
contain the inputted text. The results of the query on the 
structured data may be presented to the user on the interface 
allowing the user to select one of the results as the desired 
object. For example, FIG. 3 shows drop-down results panel 
330 showing search results 332 resulting from a query against 
structured data for objects having a label matching the input 
ted text "John Carrino'. In the example depicted by FIG.3, no 
such objects were found as indicated by the “No Results' 
message at the bottom of panel 330. Panel 330 also contains 
a list of recently used objects 334 that may be selected by the 
user as the desired object. In one embodiment, panel 330 is 
presented to the user automatically as search results are avail 
able. In another embodiment, panel 330 is presented on 
demand in response to user input such as, for example, in 
response to the user selecting the drop-down icon 336 in 
object label control 326. 

In one embodiment, the mapping system is configured to 
perform an incremental search as the user inputs textin object 
label control 226. As the user types text into object label 
control 226, possible matches are presented to the user, for 
example, on panel 330 of FIG. 3. The immediate feedback of 
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search results allows the user to select a desired object with 
out having to type or input the entire label name into control 
226. 

In one embodiment, if no object matching the inputted 
label text is found, the user may create a new object with a 
label name equaling the inputted text. For example, control 
338 on panel 330 of FIG. 3 allows the user to create a new 
object with the label name “John Carrino'. 

Returning to FIG. 2, object type control 228 indicates the 
current type, if any, of the object selected in object label 
control 226. Object type control 228 also allows the user to 
specify a new type for the object selected in object label 
control 226. In an embodiment, the types available for selec 
tion in object type control 228 are from an ontology Such as 
the ontology described in PCT international patent publica 
tion PCTAUS2008/0642O7 A2. 
Once an object is selected or a new object is created, the 

user may select a property of the current object to be associ 
ated with the selected geographic location 216. To select a 
property of the current object the user may search for the 
property by value using property value control 242. As with 
object label control 226, the mapping system may employ an 
incremental search as text is entered into control 242. If the 
desired property value is currently not a property of the cur 
rent object, then the user may create a new property of the 
current object by entering a new value in property value 
control 242. Property type control 240 may be used to select 
the property type of a new property value entered into control 
242 or to select a new property type for an existing property 
value found using the search feature of control 242. 

Dialog 224 also comprises location information 246 and 
date range information 248. Location information 246 and 
date range 248 comprise the geospatial data of a geo tag that 
is to be associated with the selected object property. 

In the embodiment depicted by FIG. 2, location informa 
tion 246 indicates the geospatial coordinates of the selected 
geographic location 216 in terms of latitude and longitude. 
However, location information 246 may indicate geospatial 
coordinates using other geospatial coordinate systems such as 
the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate system 
or the Military Grid Reference System (MGRS). The user 
may use the drop-down select box labeled “Format:” to select 
the desired geospatial coordinate system used to represent the 
geospatial location of location 216. When presenting dialog 
224 to the user, mapping system automatically determines the 
geographic coordinate (e.g., latitude and longitude) of the 
selected location 216. Thus, the user does not need to enter the 
geospatial coordinates (e.g., latitude and longitude) of a 
desired geographic location in order to identify that location 
to the mapping system. Instead, the user may simply selector 
click on the desired location on the map image 204 to identify 
geographic location 216. Alternatively, the user may use the 
hotkey approach for identifying a location on a map image as 
described previously. To automatically determine a geospa 
tial coordinate from a user selected location on a map image, 
the mapping System may employ logic. Such as mapping logic 
104, for translating an image coordinate to a geospatial coor 
dinate. 

Date range information 248 may be specified by the user to 
indicate a timeframe during which the specified location 216 
is applicable to the selected object property. For example, a 
date range could be applied to a geo tag of an “address' 
property of a “person’ object to indicate that the person had 
the address of the specified location during the specified 
timeframe. As another example, a date range could be applied 
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10 
to a geo tag of an “address of a “meeting event’ object to 
indicate that that a meeting took place at the specified location 
for the specified timeframe. 
Once an object and a property of the object have been 

selected, the user can geo tag the selected object property by 
clicking the “Tag” button 244 on dialog 224. Clicking button 
244 causes the mapping system to store data in a database 
Such as data repository 114 associating the indicated geospa 
tial data 246 and 248 with the selected object property. 

Sourcing Geo Tagged Properties 

In an embodiment, the mapping system allows the user to 
Source ageo tagged property. Sourcing refers to associating in 
a database structured data with one or more data sources. Data 
Sources may include manually entered data, electronic docu 
ments, e-mails, electronic images or other media files, other 
computer systems, and the like. 

FIG. 4 is a screenshot of a graphical user interface for 
Sourcing a geo tagged property. The interface may be dis 
played to a user on the display of a computer system such as 
display 124 of client 120. The interface comprises map image 
window 402, map image 404, geo tag dialog 424, and data 
sources dialog 452. 

In an embodiment, data sources dialog 452 is displayed in 
response to the user selecting an active data source link 450 on 
geo tag dialog 424. With data sources dialog 452, the user can 
associate one or more data sources with a new geotagged 
property. To associate one or more data source with a new 
geotagged property, data source dialog 452 provides available 
data sources panel 454 and selected data sources panel 456. 
With available data sources panel 454 the user may enter text 
to search for existing data sources. In one embodiment, a list 
of recently used data Sources appears in available data sources 
panel 454. 

Selected data sources panel 456 lists the data sources to be 
associated with the new geotagged property. The user can add 
data sources to the selected data sources list 456 by selecting 
one or more data sources listed in the available data sources 
panel 454 and then selecting arrow 462. The user can remove 
data sources from the selected data sources list 456 by select 
ing one more data Sources listed in the selected data sources 
panel 456 and then selecting arrow 464. The user has the 
operation to create a new data source by selecting button 460 
if the desired data source has not yet been entered into the 
mapping System. 

Data source preview pane 458 provides the user with a 
preview of the currently selected data source in available data 
sources panel 454. 
Once the user has selected the desired data sources to 

associate with the new geotagged property, the user selects 
the save button 466. Clicking button 466 causes the mapping 
system to store data in a database such as data repository 114 
associating selected data sources 456 with the selected object 
property as indicated by controls 426, 428, 440, and 442 on 
dialog 424. The user may repeat the foregoing process any 
number of times for any number of data sources. 

Associating data sources with a geo tagged property pro 
vides numerous benefits in comparison to prior approaches. 
For example, in a government application, a user could asso 
ciate multiple intelligence reports about a particular indi 
vidual with a location that the individual is known to reside, 
have a place of business, or have another form of association. 
In a genealogy application, a user could associate multiple 
images of historical documents with a present or historical 
location associated with a historical person. In a municipal 
building and planning application, a user could associate 
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construction permit documents, construction plans, corre 
spondence, and other images or documents with a map loca 
tion indicating a residence or other building. Consequently, 
with the techniques herein a map becomes a Sophisticated 
data analysis tool that may be richly associated with a diverse 
universe of documents, media files, or other data. 

Gazetteer 

FIG. 5 is a screenshot of a graphical user interface for 
creating ageo tag for structured data using a gazetteer system. 
A gazetteer system is a computer system that functions as a 
geographical index. In one embodiment, the gazetteer system 
receives as input a search or query string and returns a list of 
geographic coordinates that correspond to the inputted query 
string. The gazetteer system may maintain a database for 
associating text with geographical coordinates. The gazetteer 
system may provide an online network accessible interface 
that can be accessed by another computer system such as the 
mapping system of the present disclosure using known or 
standardized network protocols such as the HyperText Trans 
fer Protocol (HTTP). Alternatively, the gazetteer system may 
be a component of the mapping system itself. 

The interface of FIG. 5 comprises map image window 502, 
map image 504, geo tag dialog 524, search field 568, and 
search button 570. The interface may be displayed to a user on 
the display of a computer system Such as display 124 of client 
120. 
A process for creating a geo tag for structured data using a 

gazetteer system proceeds generally as follows. Initially, the 
user enters one or more keywords into search field 568. The 
one or more keywords may be textual description of the 
geographic location the user desires to geo tag. For example, 
in the example embodiment depicted in FIG. 5, the user is 
interested in geo tagging the location of the “Eiffel Tower. 

After entering one or more keywords in to search field 568 
and upon selecting the search button 570, mapping system 
Submits the search keyword(s) to a gazetteer system. The 
gazetteer system returns to the mapping system one or more 
geographic coordinates that correspond to the given search 
keyword(s). In one embodiment, upon receiving the geo 
graphic coordinate(s) from the gazetteer system, mapping 
system displays to the user a map image 504 showing all the 
geographic locations that match the given search keyword(s). 
In another embodiment, depending on the number of matches 
and the geographical distance between the matches, the map 
ping system displays a map image 504 showing only a Subset 
of all the geographic locations that match the given search 
keyword(s). Each geographic coordinate returned from the 
gazetteer system that is displayed in the map image 504 is 
flagged with a location identifier flag 572. 

To create a geo tag for structured data for the location 
identified by flag 572, the user may select a flag 572, for 
example, by double-clicking with a pointing device on the 
graphical area of flag572. Selecting a flag572 causes geo tag 
dialog 524 to appear. The user may then use dialog 524 to 
select an object property to associate with the location 516. In 
one embodiment, the default property value presented in 
property value control 542 is a string value returned from the 
gazetteer system in response to Submitting the inputted search 
keywords to the gazetteer system. 

Event Histogram 

FIG. 6 is a screenshot of a graphical user interface 600 for 
displaying structured geotagged data. The interface may be 
displayed to a user on the display of a computer system Such 
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12 
as display 124 of client 120. Interface 600 comprises map 
image window 602, map image 604, and histogram 606. 

According to one embodiment, interface 600 allows a user 
to view the locations of geo tagged events that occurred 
during a period time. The location of each event is indicated 
on interface 600 as a superimposed dot 608 on map image 
604. Interface 600 also provides a histogram 606 showing the 
distribution of the occurrence of the events shown on map 
image 604 over the period of time. Histogram 606 allows the 
user to quickly determine when the events shown on map 
image 604 occurred. For example, a user viewing the example 
interface 600 depicted in FIG. 6 could easily determine that 
most of the events plotted on map image 604 occurred in the 
spring of 2008 and the early fall of 2004. 

Filtering Events 

FIG. 7 is a screenshot of a graphical user interface 700 for 
displaying filtered structured geotagged data. The interface 
may be displayed to a user on the display of a computer 
system such as display 124 of client 120. Interface 700 com 
prises map image window 702, map image 704, histogram 
706, and event type filtering panel 710. 

According to one embodiment, interface 700 allows a user 
to filter geo tagged events displayed to the user based on the 
type of event. In one embodiment, the type of event may be 
selected from event type filtering panel 710. In the example 
embodiment depicted in FIG. 7, the “Indirect Attack' event 
type is selected in panel 710. 

In one embodiment, selecting an event filtering type in 
panel 710 causes the mapping system to indicate on map 
image 704 the locations of the geo tagged events that corre 
spond to the selected event type. For example, in the example 
embodiment depicted in FIG. 7, selecting the “Indirect 
Attack' event type on panel 710 causes the superimposed 
dots 708 on map image 704 that correspond to locations of 
“Indirect Attack' events to appear as yellow dots. All other 
events appear as white dots so that the locations of the 
selected event type can be visually distinguished from all 
other event types. 

In another embodiment, instead of showing both the loca 
tions of selected event types and non-selected event types as 
superimposed dots 708 on map image 704, selecting an event 
type in panel 710 causes the mapping system to indicate on 
map image 704 only the locations of the geo tagged events 
that correspond to the selected event type. For example, 
instead of showing both the locations of the “Indirect Attack” 
event type (yellow dots) and the locations of all other event 
types (white dots), selecting the “Indirect Attack' event type 
in panel 710 causes the mapping system to Superimpose a dot 
708 on map image 704 only for the locations of “Indirect 
Attack' events. 

Interface 700 also provides a histogram 706 showing the 
distribution of the occurrence of the events shown on map 
image 704 over a period of time. The bars of the histogram 
may be color coded to visually indicate the number of events 
of a particular type that occurred during a particular time. For 
example, in the example embodiment depicted by FIG. 7, the 
color of the bars on histogram 706 indicate that all “Indirect 
Attack' events occurred during 2004 while virtually all other 
events occurred in early 2008. 

Event Time Windows 

FIG. 8 is a screenshot of a graphical user interface 800 for 
displaying filtered structured geotagged data. The interface 
may be displayed to a user on the display of a computer 
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system such as display 124 of client 120. Interface 800 com 
prises map image window 802, map image 804, histogram 
806. 

According to one embodiment, the user can select one or 
more time windows on the histogram 806. By selecting one or 
more time windows the user can command the mapping sys 
tem to show on map image 804 the locations of only those 
events that occurred during the selected time window(s). In 
one embodiment, to select a time window, the user uses a 
pointing device to select a first time boundary on the histo 
gram timeline, drags the pointing device to a second point on 
the histogram timeline, and then releases the pointing device 
to select a second time boundary. The area between the 
selected first time boundary and the second time boundary 
represents the selected time window. In one embodiment, the 
time window is shaded to give a visual indication with respect 
to a histogram timeline of the start date, end date, and duration 
of the time window. 

In one embodiment, a user can make multiple discontinu 
ous time window selections. To do so the user may depress a 
designated keyboard key while making second and any Sub 
sequent time window selections so as to preserve the existing 
time window selections. In one embodiment, the designated 
keyboard key is the “Alt” key or the “Ctrl. 

In one embodiment, as time windows are selected by the 
user on the histogram 806, the mapping system updates the 
display of map image 804. In particular, the mapping system 
updates the display of map image 804 to show the locations of 
only those events that fall within the selected time window. 
For example, in the example embodiment depicted in FIG. 8, 
only the locations of the events that fall within time windows 
812A and 812B are designated with superimposed dots 808 
on map image 804. 

Geo-Temporal Views of Events 

FIGS. 9A and 9B are screenshots of a graphical user inter 
face 900 for displaying filtered structured geotagged data. 
The interface may be displayed to a user on the display of a 
computer system such as display 124 of client 120. Interface 
900 comprises map image window 902, map image 904, and 
histogram 906. 

According to one embodiment, the user can select an initial 
time window on the histogram 906 and then drag a boundary 
of the initial time window using a pointing device to expand 
or contract the time window. As the user expands or contracts 
the time window by dragging a boundary of the time window, 
the mapping system continuously updates the map image 904 
to show the locations of the events that fall within the time 
window as the time window is expanded and contracted. In 
this way, the user can create a geo-temporal view of events 
that give the user a sense of the progression of the location of 
events over a period of time. 

In the example embodiment depicted in FIG. 9A, initial 
time window 912 has a start time boundary 914 and an end 
time boundary 916. The duration of the time window 912 is 
visually indicated as a grayed rectangular portion of histo 
gram 906 between boundary 914 and boundary 916. As 
shown in FIG.9A, the locations of events that fall within time 
window 912 are shown on map image 904 as a heat map. The 
colors of the heat map indicate the relative density of events 
that occurred at a particular location during time window 912. 
Cooler colors (e.g., blue) indicate a relatively few number of 
events at a particular location and hotter colors (e.g., red) 
indicate a relatively larger number of events at a particular 
location. 
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FIG.9B shows time window 912 after the user has dragged 

the rightmost boundary of the time window 912 from bound 
ary position 916 to boundary position 918. Map image 904 is 
updated to indicate the locations of the events that occurred 
within time window 912 as defined by the new boundaries 
914 and 918. Further, according to an embodiment, as the user 
drags the rightmost boundary of time window 912 from 
boundary 916 to boundary 918 the mapping system continu 
ously updates map image 904 to indicate the locations of the 
events that occurred within the time window. 

In another embodiment, instead of creating a geo-temporal 
view of events based on an expanding or contracting time 
window, the user can create a geo-temporal view of events 
based on a sliding time window in which as the user drags 
time window such that both the left most boundary and the 
right most boundary slide along with the window. As the user 
drags the sliding time window, the mapping system continu 
ously updates map image 904 to indicate the location of 
events that occurred within the boundaries of the sliding time 
window. 

Hardware Overview 

According to one embodiment, the techniques described 
herein are implemented by one or more special-purpose com 
puting devices. The special-purpose computing devices may 
be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include 
digital electronic devices such as one or more application 
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable 
gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to 
perform the techniques, or may include one or more general 
purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, portable com 
puter systems, handheld devices, networking devices or any 
other device that incorporates hard-wired and/or program 
logic to implement the techniques. 

For example, FIG. 10 is a block diagram that illustrates a 
computer system 1000 upon which an embodiment of the 
invention may be implemented. Computer system 1000 
includes a bus 1002 or other communication mechanism for 
communicating information, and a hardware processor 1004 
coupled with bus 1002 for processing information. Hardware 
processor 1004 may be, for example, a general purpose 
microprocessor. 
Computer system 1000 also includes a main memory 1006, 

Such as a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic 
storage device, coupled to bus 1002 for storing information 
and instructions to be executed by processor 1004. Main 
memory 1006 also may be used for storing temporary vari 
ables or other intermediate information during execution of 
instructions to be executed by processor 1004. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor 
1004, render computer system 1000 into a special-purpose 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci 
fied in the instructions. 
Computer system 1000 further includes a read only 

memory (ROM) 1008 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 1002 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 1004. A storage device 1010, such as a magnetic 
disk or optical disk, is provided and coupled to bus 1002 for 
storing information and instructions. 
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Computer system 1000 may be coupled via bus 1002 to a 
display 1012, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for displaying 
information to a computer user. An input device 1014, includ 
ing alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 1002 for 
communicating information and command selections to pro 
cessor 1004. Another type of user input device is cursor 
control 1016, such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction 
keys for communicating direction information and command 
selections to processor 1004 and for controlling cursor move 
ment on display 1012. This input device typically has two 
degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a 
second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to specify posi 
tions in a plane. 

Computer system 1000 may implement the techniques 
described herein using customized hard-wired logic, one or 
more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic which 
in combination with the computer system causes or programs 
computer system 1000 to be a special-purpose machine. 
According to one embodiment, the techniques herein are 
performed by computer system 1000 in response to processor 
1004 executing one or more sequences of one or more instruc 
tions contained in main memory 1006. Such instructions may 
be read into main memory 1006 from another storage 
medium, such as storage device 1010. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 1006 
causes processor 1004 to perform the process steps described 
herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
tions. 

The term “storage media' as used herein refers to any 
media that store data and/or instructions that cause a machine 
to operation in a specific fashion. Such storage media may 
comprise non-volatile media and/or Volatile media. Non 
Volatile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic 
disks, such as storage device 1010. Volatile media includes 
dynamic memory, such as main memory 1006. Common 
forms of storage media include, for example, a floppy disk, a 
flexible disk, hard disk, Solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any 
other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other 
optical data storage medium, any physical medium with pat 
terns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH 
EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge. 

Storage media is distinct from but may be used in conjunc 
tion with transmission media. Transmission media partici 
pates in transferring information between storage media. For 
example, transmission media includes coaxial cables, copper 
wire and fiber optics, including the wires that comprise bus 
1002. Transmission media can also take the form of acoustic 
or light waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and 
infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or 
more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 1004 
for execution. For example, the instructions may initially be 
carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer can load the instructions into 
its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a tele 
phone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 1000 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 1002. Bus 1002 carries the data to main memory 1006, 
from which processor 1004 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 1006 may 
optionally be stored on storage device 1010 either before or 
after execution by processor 1004. 
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Computer system 1000 also includes a communication 

interface 1018 coupled to bus 1002. Communication inter 
face 1018 provides a two-way data communication coupling 
to a network link 1020 that is connected to a local network 
1022. For example, communication interface 1018 may be an 
integrated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable 
modem, satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data com 
munication connection to a corresponding type of telephone 
line. As another example, communication interface 1018 may 
be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a data com 
munication connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links 
may also be implemented. In any such implementation, com 
munication interface 1018 sends and receives electrical, elec 
tromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams 
representing various types of information. 
Network link 1020 typically provides data communication 

through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link 1020 may provide a connection 
through local network 1022 to a host computer 1024 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
1026. ISP 1026 in turn provides data communication services 
through the worldwide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet 1028. Local 
network 1022 and Internet 1028 both use electrical, electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 1020 and through communication interface 1018, 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
1000, are example forms of transmission media. 
Computer system 1000 can send messages and receive 

data, including program code, through the network(s), net 
work link 1020 and communication interface 1018. In the 
Internet example, a server 1030 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 1028, ISP 
1026, local network 1022 and communication interface 1018. 
The received code may be executed by processor 1004 as it 

is received, and/or stored in storage device 1010, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. 

Extensions and Alternatives 

In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the inven 
tion have been described with reference to numerous specific 
details that may vary from implementation to implementa 
tion. For example, certain embodiments have been described 
with respect to geo tagging locations on the Earth, but other 
embodiments may be applied to geo tagging other kinds of 
locations or other planetary bodies. Thus, the sole and exclu 
sive indicator of what is the invention, and is intended by the 
applicants to be the invention, is the set of claims that issue 
from this application, in the specific form in which Such 
claims issue, including any Subsequent correction. Any defi 
nitions expressly set forth herein for terms contained in Such 
claims shall govern the meaning of Such terms as used in the 
claims. Hence, no limitation, element, property, feature, 
advantage or attribute that is not expressly recited in a claim 
should limit the scope of Such claim in any way. The specifi 
cation and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an 
illustrative rather than a restrictive sense. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method of geotagging data comprising: 
causing display of a map image; 
receiving user input identifying at least one point on the 
map image: 
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determining an identified location comprising a geo 
graphic coordinate, wherein the geographic coordinate 
is determined based on the at least one point identified on 
the map image; 

causing display of a single user interface dialog, the single 5 
user interface dialog comprising: 

first controls for selecting a data object, of a plurality of 
data objects stored in a database, and 

second controls for selecting a property of the data object 
Selected through said first controls; 

wherein the property describes an aspect of the data object; 
receiving, through said first controls, a selection of a par 

ticular data object of the plurality of data objects stored 
in the database; 

receiving, through said second controls, a selection of a 
particular property of the particular data object selected 
through said first controls; 

storing, in the database, data that associates the identified 
location with the particular property selected through 
said second controls of the particular data object 
Selected through said first controls; 

receiving user input identifying at least one additional 
point on the map image; 

determining a second identified location comprising a geo 
graphic coordinate of the at least one additional point 
that was identified on the map image; 

causing display of the single user interface dialog compris 
ing said first controls for selecting a data object and said 
second controls for selecting a property of the data 
object selected through said first controls; 

receiving, through said first controls, a selection of the 
particular data object; 

receiving, through said second controls, a selection of a 
second particular property of the particular data object; 

storing, in the database, data that associates the second 
identified location with the second particular property of 
the particular data object; 

wherein the method is performed by one or more proces 
SOS. 

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein said first 
controls include controls for entering a text string; and 
wherein receiving, through said first controls, a selection of 
the particular data object comprises: 

receiving a text string entered through said first controls; 
querying said database for data objects that satisfy the 

received text string; 
causing display of a search results panel presenting one or 
more selectable items corresponding to one or more data 50 
objects stored in said database that satisfy the received 
text string; and 

receiving through said search results panel a selection of 
one of the one or more selectable items; 

wherein the selectable item, selected through the search 
results panel, corresponds to the particular data object. 

3. The method according to claim 1, wherein said single 
user interface dialog comprises additional controls for select 
ing a type of the data object selected through said first con 
trols. 

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the second 
controls for selecting a property of the data object selected 
through said first controls comprises controls for creating a 
new property of the data object selected through said first 
controls. 

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the controls 
for creating a new property of the data object selected through 
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said first controls comprises controls for entering a type of the 
new property and controls for entering a value of the new 
property. 

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein said single 
user interface dialog displays the identified location accord 
ing to a coordinate system. 

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein said single 
user interface dialog comprises additional controls for select 
ing a coordinate system of a plurality of coordinate systems 
for displaying the identified location. 

8. The method according to claim 1, wherein said single 
user interface dialog comprises controls for editing the iden 
tified location. 

9. The method according to claim 1, wherein said single 
user interface dialog comprises additional controls for speci 
fying a date range within which the identified location is 
applicable to the property selected through said second con 
trols of the data object selected through said first controls. 

10. The method according to claim 1, wherein said single 
user interface dialog comprises controls for creating an asso 
ciation between (a) the association created between the iden 
tified location and the particular property, and (b) one or more 
specified data sources. 

11. One or more non-transitory computer readable media 
storing instructions which, when executed by one or more 
computing devices, cause performance of 

causing display of a map image; 
receiving user input identifying at least one point on the 
map image: 

determining an identified location comprising a geo 
graphic coordinate, wherein the geographic coordinate 
is determined based on the at least one point identified on 
the map image: 

causing display of a single user interface dialog, the single 
user interface dialog comprising: 

first controls for selecting a data object, of a plurality of 
data objects stored in a database, and 

second controls for selecting a property of the data object 
Selected through said first controls; 

wherein the property describes an aspect of the data object; 
receiving, through said first controls, a selection of a par 

ticular data object of the plurality of data objects stored 
in the database; 

receiving, through said second controls, a selection of a 
particular property of the particular data object selected 
through said first controls; 

storing, in the database, data that associates the identified 
location with the particular property selected through 
said second controls of the particular data object 
Selected through said first controls; 

receiving user input identifying at least one additional 
point on the map image; 

determining a second identified location comprising a geo 
graphic coordinate of the at least one additional point 
that was identified on the map image; 

causing display of the single user interface dialog compris 
ing said first controls for selecting a data object and said 
second controls for selecting a property of the data 
object selected through said first controls; 

receiving, through said first controls, a selection of the 
particular data object; 

receiving, through said second controls, a selection of a 
second particular property of the particular data object; 

storing, in the database, data that associates the second 
identified location with the second particular property of 
the particular data object. 
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12. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
media of claim 11, wherein said first controls include controls 
for entering a text string; and wherein receiving, through said 
first controls, a selection of the particular data object com 
prises: 

receiving a text string entered through said first controls; 
querying said database for data objects that satisfy the 

received text string; 
causing display of a search results panel presenting one or 
more selectable items corresponding to one or more data 
objects stored in said database that satisfy the received 
text string; and 

receiving through said search results panel a selection of 
one of the one or more selectable items; 

wherein the selectable item, selected through the search 
results panel, corresponds to the particular data object. 

13. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
media of claim 11, wherein said single user interface dialog 
comprises additional controls for selecting a type of the data 
object selected through said first controls. 

14. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
media of claim 11, wherein the second controls for selecting 
a property of the data object selected through said first con 
trols comprises controls for creating a new property of the 
data object selected through said first controls. 

15. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
media of claim 14, wherein the controls for creating a new 
property of the data object selected through said first controls 
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comprises controls for entering a type of the new property and 
controls for entering a value of the new property. 

16. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
media of claim 14, wherein said single user interface dialog 
displays the identified location according to a coordinate 
system. 

17. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
media of claim 16, wherein said single user interface dialog 
comprises additional controls for selecting a coordinate sys 
tem of a plurality of coordinate systems for displaying the 
identified location. 

18. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
media of claim 11, wherein said single user interface dialog 
comprises controls for editing the identified location. 

19. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
media of claim 11, wherein said single user interface dialog 
comprises additional controls for specifying a date range 
within which the identified location is applicable to the prop 
erty selected through said second controls of the data object 
selected through said first controls. 

20. The one or more non-transitory computer readable 
media of claim 11, wherein said single user interface dialog 
comprises controls for creating an association between (a) the 
association created between the identified location and the 
particular property, and (b) one or more specified data 
SOUCS. 
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From Trade 1 
To: Google Employee 
Subject. Thanks for the Gift 

John, 

Thank you for inviting us to your party, 
and for the great party favors. That 
bottle of wine will work well after a long 
day's work. 

1086 
188 v - 

BTW, I'm happy your group at Google is 
--- going to launch their product soon. 

Sounds like you are getting great 
experience overthere. 

Let me know when you and Alice would 
like to go out to dinner sometime, 

Thanks again, 

Bob 
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CHAT MESSAGES 

SIDE CONTERSATION 
IDENTIFICATION 

STRATEGY 

SERVER(S) EMAIL MESSAGES 

rom: Jim.ConwayGacme-investments.com 
Jo: Daniel. FuldCacme-investments.com 
Sent: 3/7/2014 10:34am 
Subject: Re: Going Live 3/8 

I think we should go ahead and move forward now. 

> From: Bill James <bjGlpets.com> 
To: Peter. ParkerG)pets.com, Thomas Skat@pets.com, Jessica. Woods(CEDLJ-Marketing.com, 

> Daniel. FuldGacme-investments.com, Jim. ConwayGacme-investments.com 
> Sent 3/7/2014 10:30am 
> Subject: Going Live 3/8 

> Team Pets.com, 
> 

> At about 8am tomorrow morning, pets.Com will go live to the World. 
> 

> I wanted to sincerely thank all of you for your help getting here. This has been a coordinated effort 
> involving several teams from multiple different industries, and I couldn't be more pleased with how 
> the pieces are coming together. I can honestly say that I've never worked with a more talented 
> group of people. 

> Thank you very much for your Contributions, and please stay tuned for the PR launch on in one 
> Week 
> 

> Sincerely, 
> 

> Bill James 
> PetS.C.On 
> 555-55-2300 
> P.O. Box 27.0118 

> NY, NY 28727 

FIG 11 
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1210 
CHAT MESSAGES 

LIBOR FIX STRATEGY 1212 

SERVER(S) EMAIL MESSAGES 

1211 1213 

1204-From: Jim. ConwayG2acme-bank.com 
1203-To: Daniel. FuldG2acme-bank.com 
1201. ent: 3/7/2014 3:36PM GMT 
1202-Subject: Re: LIBOR Daily Survey 

Add 1% to the value. I have some counter-parties I need to discuss with you. 

> From: Seth Whelk <SWG)acme-bank.com-> 
> To: LIBOR Reporting Team 
> Sent: 3/7/2014 3:35PM GMT 
> Subject: LIBOR Daily Survey 
> 

> We need all lending teams to report their values within 30 minutes. Please let me know if there will 
> be any delays. 

FIG.12 
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1303 rom: Jim. ConwayG2acme-bank.Com 
1301 (1To: JimmyBoyGlgmail.com 

Sent: 3/7/2014 3:36PM GMT 
Subject: <Noned 

1302-Attachment: AcmeBank.MHDU Report.pdf 

don't forget 
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1410 
EMAIL MESSAGES 

CUSTOMER INFO 1313/- 
LEAKSTRATEGY 

CHAT MESSAGES SERVER(S) 

1411 

Bloomberg Chat - Room 28 

<Manager 1: 10:30> Team, Good job working on the LHM Trader 2 - ACMF-1401 
account. I know it’s taken a lot of work, but I think we are finally Trader 3 - ACME 
in the home stretch. 
<Trader 4: 10:30> There are still a couple of issues I want to go 
over with you. Are you free at 3:30 today for a quick call? 
<Manager | 10:30> Sure, call my assistant to schedule. 
<Manager | 10:32>Let’s keep up the pressurel 

1402-ili-Hiti Manager 1 has disconnected ##### 

<Trader 4 10:34> Doesn’t he all know we’ve been here all night? 
Anyways, see you guys. 

Hiiii Trader 4 has disconnected #H#Hi 

1403-H Trader 5 has disconnected ##### 
Hiiiii Trader 1 has disconnected Hiiili 1405 

<Trader 2 10:40s Ok, now that the LHM TTN deal is going 
forward, I think there are some opportunities here with LMO. Let’s 
circle back in 20. 
<Trader 3 10:41 > Yeah. I’ll contact Kent and get back to you. 

FIG.14 
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CHAT MESSACES 

ESCALATION OF 
7ORRY STRATEGY 

EMAIL MESSAGES 

1513/ 

rom: C.J. EllisGlacme-investments.com "VP of Loans" 
To: Bert. NedlesGlacme-investments.com "Manager, Underwriting" 
Set 3/7/2014 10:34am 
Subject: re: Just wanted you to know... 

Hmm, let's wait and see what happens. 

B. From: Bert.NedlesGacme-investments.com "Manager, Underwriting" 
> To: CJ.EllisG)acme-investments.com "VP of Loans" 
> Sent 3/7/2014 10:32am 
> Subject: re. Just wanted you to know... 
ce 

>What do you want to do? See below. 
ce 

S> From: Alice Zimmerman <aliceGacme-banking.com.> 
S>> To: Bert.NedlesG)acme-investments.com "Manager, Underwriting" 
>> Sent 3/7/2014 10:30am 
>> Subject: Just wanted you to know... 
ee 

>> FYI, every single loan application I sent to Brockman has been approved. I'm not sure much 
>> Oversight is actually OCCurring. He approves everything, even one case I'd thought would never 
>> make it. There wasn't even any collateral, and the customer had no job. 
ce 

>>Just thought you might want to know. 
>> 

>>Alice 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 
>> 

FIG. 15 
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“TAX DATA CLUSTERING, which is a continuation-in 
part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/968,265, filed Aug. 
15, 2013, titled “GENERATING DATA CLUSTERS WITH 
CUSTOMIZABLE ANALYSIS STRATEGIES, and is also 
a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
13/968,213, filed Aug. 15, 2013, titled “PRIORITIZING 
DATA CLUSTERS WITH CUSTOMIZABLE SCORING 
STRATEGIES, each of which claims benefit of U.S. Provi 
sional Patent Application No. 61/800,887, filed Mar. 15, 
2013. Each of the above identified applications is hereby 
incorporated by reference herein in its entirety and for all 
purposes. This application is a non-provisional of and claims 
priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application 61/977,517, 
filed Apr. 9, 2014, titled “CLUSTERING DATA BASED ON 
INDICATIONS OF FINANCIAL MALFEASANCE, 
which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its 
entirety and for all purposes. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

Embodiments of the present disclosure generally relate to 
data analysis and, more specifically, to generating data clus 
ters of related data entities with customizable analysis strat 
egies indicating possible financial malfeasance. 

BACKGROUND 

In financial and security investigations, an analyst may 
have to make decisions regarding data entities within a col 
lection of data. For instance, the analyst could have to decide 
whether financial malfeasance, Such as insider trading or an 
improper use of confidential information, has occurred. How 
ever, an individual data item, for example, a single trade, 
oftentimes includes insufficient information for the analyst to 
make such decisions. Further, the Volume of data items (e.g., 
50-100 gigabytes a day of email, communication messages, 
and/or financial trades) often makes review by an investigator 
of all security transactions or communication messages an 
impossible task. 

SUMMARY 

The systems, methods, and devices described herein each 
have several aspects, no single one of which is solely respon 
sible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the scope of 
this disclosure, several non-limiting features will now be 
discussed briefly. 

For example, large banks and financial firms generate large 
Volumes of data (e.g., hundreds of gigabytes) during their 
day-to-day business. Although review of this data (e.g., email 
messages, trades, chat messages, etc.) may reveal certain 
improper financial malfeasance (e.g., fraud, misrepresenta 
tion, deceptive of unacceptable conduct, insider trading, dis 
closure of confidential information, disclosure of a customer/ 
clients's trade secrets, etc.) occurring by the bank’s or 
financial firm’s employees, review of all the material is often 
an impossible task given the Volume. 
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2 
Thus, an analyst or investigator of Such information needs 

a system and method that will indicate those trades and com 
munications messages that represent the most likely candi 
dates (e.g., a seed or initial data item) to find any financial 
malfeasance, while also gathering related data items (e.g., a 
“cluster' or “review collection') that may put the trade or 
email message in a better context for review. Solving these 
two problems may allow the analyst to make better decisions 
based upon a collection of related data items. 

Identification of the seed values or initial data items may be 
performed by executing one or more of a number of initial 
financial risk identification strategies to identify one or more 
initial data items(s). These initial financial risk identification 
strategies may include identifying possible side conversa 
tions in email and chat messages that may represent secrets 
communicated between employees, identifying the disclo 
Sure of confidential information or customer information to 
entities outside a financial institution, identifying possible 
improper escalation of risk up the chain of command in the 
financial institution, identifying possible LIBOR manipula 
tion, identifying Suspect trades, and/or identifying other elec 
tronics communications that may indicate financial malfea 
SaCC. 

Once an initial risk is identified, additional context (e.g., 
additional related data items) may be added to a review col 
lection so that an analyst or investigator can review a com 
plete picture of any financial malfeasance risk. For instance, 
a suspect stock trade for Google's stock may be identified. 
Associated with that trade may be a first trader who initiated 
the sell order that resulted in the trade. Around the time that 
the trade was executed, the first trader had email exchanges 
with a number of people that work at Google. Because the 
email sender of those messages match the trader on the trade, 
the time the email messages were sent were around the time of 
the trade, and the email messages were sent to and from 
Google (the email domain matches the company being 
traded), the computing system may add these email messages 
to the review collection. The analyst may then review the 
review collection and determine whether any financial mal 
feasance has occurred. 

According to various embodiments, a computer system is 
disclosed that may include one or more computer readable 
storage devices configured to store one or more software 
modules including computer executable instructions, a plu 
rality of financial transaction data items and properties asso 
ciated with respective financial transaction data items, each of 
the properties including associated property values, a plural 
ity of communication messages of financial traders, a plural 
ity of financial transaction risk indicators, a plurality of finan 
cial transaction malfeasance cluster strategies, and at least 
one scoring criterion. 

Various embodiments may additional include one or more 
hardware computer processors in communication with the 
one or more computer readable storage devices and config 
ured to execute the one or more software modules in order to 
cause the computer system to: designate one or more seeds by 
accessing, from the one or more computer readable storage 
devices, the plurality of financial transaction risk indicators 
and at least one financial transaction data item of the plurality 
of financial transaction data items, comparing the plurality of 
financial transaction risk indicators to the at least one finan 
cial transaction data item and associated properties, and based 
on the comparison and in response to determining the at least 
one financial transaction data item is related to at least one 
financial transaction risk indicators, designating the at least 
one financial transaction data item as a seed. For each desig 
nated seed, the computer system may generate a cluster by 
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adding the seed to the cluster, adding one or more communi 
cation messages of the plurality of communication messages 
of financial traders to the cluster based on a cluster strategy of 
the plurality of financial malfeasance cluster strategies, the 
cluster strategy matching one or more properties values of the 
seed to the one or more communication messages, score each 
generated cluster by accessing, from the one or more com 
puter readable storage devices, the least one scoring criterion; 
and generating a cluster score by assessing the generated 
cluster based on the accessed at least one scoring criterion. 

In one embodiment, the communication messages may 
comprise email messages or chat messages. In a particular 
embodiment, the financial transaction data items may repre 
sent trades and the seed is a seed trade. The cluster strategy 
may match at least two items selected from the group of a 
time the seed trade was executed, a trader executing the seed 
trade, and a traded financial product of the seed trade. The at 
least one scoring criterion may comprise a first scoring crite 
rion, and the first scoring criterion may score the cluster based 
on a Volume of communication messages added to the cluster. 
The at least one scoring criterion may comprise a first scoring 
criterion, and the first scoring criterion may score the cluster 
based on a Volume of communication messages added to the 
cluster that match a first common property of the seed trade, 
and the first common property of the seed trade may comprise 
a member selected from the group: a time the seed trade was 
executed, a trader executing the seed trade, and a traded 
financial product of the seed trade. The at least one scoring 
criterion may comprise a first scoring criterion, and the first 
scoring criterion may score the cluster based on the seed trade 
matching a prohibited time for trading by a trader executing 
the seed trade. 

In various embodiments, the one or more hardware com 
puter processors in communication with the one or more 
computer readable storage devices may be further configured 
to execute the one or more software modules in order to cause 
the computer system to compile each cluster into a collection 
of scored clusters sorted by the cluster scores for respective 
scored cluster, and provide at least a portion of the collection 
of scored clusters for display in a computer user interface on 
a display Screen, wherein the computer user interface allows 
for inspection of each cluster by a user. The at least one 
scoring criterion may measure indications of possible finan 
cial malfeasance of financial traders associated with data 
items in a cluster. 

According to various embodiments, a computer system for 
collecting financial malfeasance data for inspection may 
comprise one or more computer readable storage devices 
configured to store a plurality of electronic trade data items, 
each electronic trade data item associated with a trade of a 
financial instrument, each electronic trade data item compris 
ing a trader property associating a trader identifier of a trader 
executing the trade, a plurality of chat messages of financial 
traders, each chat message associated with a plurality of 
financial trader identifiers sending or receiving the chat mes 
sage, a plurality of email messages of financial traders, each 
email message associated with a plurality of financial trader 
identifiers sending or receiving the chat message, a plurality 
of review data correlation strategies, and a plurality of initial 
financial risk identification strategies, each financial risk 
identification strategy associated with a review data collec 
tion strategy. 

Various embodiments may also include one or more hard 
ware computer processors in communication with the one or 
more computer readable storage devices and configured to 
execute one or more software modules in order to cause the 
computer system to search a data collection to identify an 
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initial data item based on a first initial financial risk identifi 
cation strategy of the plurality of initial financial risk identi 
fication strategies, wherein the data collection comprises chat 
messages, email messages, and/or electronic trade data items, 
and in response to identifying the initial data item, correlate 
related data items into a first review collection based on a first 
review data collection strategy of the plurality of review data 
correlation strategies, the first review data collection strategy 
associated with the first initial financial risk identification 
strategy, the first review collection comprising the related 
data items and the initial data item, the first review collection 
comprising one or more chat messages, one or more email 
messages, and/or one or more electronic trade data items, and 
calculate a first score associated with the first review collec 
tion based on one or more scoring criterions, and, in response 
to the first score exceeding a threshold score value, generating 
user interface data for display on a computer display screen, 
the user interface data indicating at least a portion of the first 
review collection for inspection by a user. 

In some embodiments, the one or more hardware computer 
processors in communication with the one or more computer 
readable storage devices is further configured to execute one 
or more software modules in order to cause the computer 
system to additionally search a second data collection to 
identify a second initial data item, distinct form the first initial 
data item, based on a second initial financial risk identifica 
tion strategy of the plurality of initial financial risk identifi 
cation strategies, wherein the second data collection com 
prises one or more chat messages, one or more email 
messages, and/or one or more electronic trade data items, in 
response to identifying the second initial data item, correlate 
second related data items into a second review collection 
based on a second review data collection strategy of the 
plurality of review data correlation strategies, the second 
review data collection strategy associated with the second 
initial financial risk identification strategy and distinct from 
the first review data collection strategy, the second review 
collection comprising the second related data items and the 
second initial data item, the second review collection com 
prising a second plurality of data items comprises one or more 
chat messages, one or more email messages, and/or one or 
more electronic trade data items, calculate a second score 
associated with the second review collection based on the one 
or more scoring criterions, and in response to the second score 
exceeding the threshold score value, generating user interface 
data for display on a computer display Screen, the user inter 
face data indicating at least a portion of the second review 
collection for inspection by a user. 

In some embodiments, the data collection comprises the 
plurality of email messages, the first initial financial risk 
identification strategy comprises identifying, from the plural 
ity of email messages an email message thread comprising a 
plurality of emails relating to an email Subject, the email 
message thread comprises a side conversation, the side con 
Versation comprising one or more email messages having 
fewer participants than an initial email in the email message 
thread, and the first review data collection strategy comprises 
identifying, as the related data items, at least one electronic 
trade data item having a trader identifier associated with a 
trader matching a participant of the side conversation. 

In various embodiments, the data collection comprises the 
plurality of email messages and the plurality of chat mes 
sages, and the first initial financial risk identification strategy 
comprises identifying, from the data collection, a chat mes 
sage or email message comprising the character string 
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“LIBOR and sent or received by a financial traderparticipant 
within a configurable time period associated with a LIBOR 
reporting deadline. 

In particular embodiments, the data collection comprises 
the plurality of email messages, and the first initial financial 5 
risk identification strategy comprises identifying, from the 
data collection, an email message comprising an attachment, 
an employee sender email address associated with an 
employee, and a recipient email address at a personal email 
address associated with the employee. 10 

In some embodiments, the data collection comprises the 
plurality of chat messages and the plurality of email mes 
sages, the first initial financial risk identification strategy 
comprises identifying, from the data collection, a chat mes 
sage or email message comprising a name of an entity and 15 
receipt data, wherein the receipt data indicates that the mes 
sage was not received by the entity, and, the entity comprises 
a financial institution or a manager of financial employees. 

In various embodiments, the data collection comprises the 
plurality of email messages, and the first initial financial risk 20 
identification Strategy comprises identifying, from the data 
collection, a first email message comprising an employee 
sender email address and a first manager recipient email 
address, and identifying a second email message comprising 
a portion of a body of the first email message and a second 25 
manager recipient email address corresponding to a manager 
of an individual receiving email at the first manager recipient 
email address. 

In particular embodiments, the data collection comprises 
the plurality of email messages, the first initial financial risk 30 
identification Strategy comprises identifying, from the data 
collection, an email message comprising text indicating an 
error, a subject comprising text associated with a first finan 
cial institution and not comprising text associated with a 
second distinct financial institution, and a trade statement or 35 
trade report attachment comprising a name, and the name 
comprises text associated with the second distinct financial 
institution and not comprising text associated with the first 
financial institution. 

In some embodiments, the one or more computer readable 40 
storage devices are further configured to store a plurality of 
customers of a financial institution, the data collection com 
prises the plurality of email messages and the plurality of chat 
messages, and the first initial financial risk identification 
strategy comprises identifying, from the data collection, a 45 
message sent or received by a trader affiliated with the finan 
cial institution, the message sent or received by a party not 
affiliated with the financial institution, the message not 
received by a party affiliated with the customer, the message 
comprising text corresponding to a customer of the plurality 50 
of customers, the message further comprising a timestamp 
within a configurable time period of an executed trade asso 
ciated with the trader affiliated with the financial institution. 

In various embodiments, a method for collecting financial 
malfeasance data for inspection, may comprise, by one or 55 
more computer processors, searching a data collection to 
identify an initial data item based on a first initial financial 
risk identification strategy of a plurality of initial financial 
risk identification strategies, wherein the data collection com 
prises one or more selected from the group consisting of: a 60 
plurality of chat messages, a plurality of email messages, and 
a plurality of electronic trade data items, in response to iden 
tifying the initial data item, correlating related data items into 
a first review collection based on a first review data collection 
strategy of a plurality of review data correlation strategies, the 65 
first review data collection strategy associated with the first 
initial financial risk identification strategy, the first review 

6 
collection comprising the related data items and the initial 
data item, the first review collection comprising a plurality of 
data items selected from the group consisting of the plurality 
of chat messages, the plurality of email messages, and the 
plurality of electronic trade data items, calculating a first 
score associated with the first review collection based on one 
or more scoring criterions; and in response to the first score 
exceeding a threshold score value, displaying on a computer 
display screen at least a portion of the first review collection 
for inspection by a user. 

In various embodiments the data collection comprises the 
plurality of email messages, the first initial financial risk 
identification strategy comprises identifying, from the plural 
ity of email messages an email message thread comprising a 
plurality of emails relating to an email Subject, the email 
message thread comprises a side conversation, the side con 
Versation comprising one or more email messages having 
fewer participants than an initial email in the email message 
thread, and the first review data collection strategy comprises 
identifying, as the related data items, at least one electronic 
trade data item, the at least one electronic trade data items 
trader property associated with a participant of the side con 
Versation. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

So that the manner in which the above recited features of 
the present invention may be understood in detail, a more 
particular description of various embodiments, briefly sum 
marized above, may be had by reference to the appended 
drawings and detailed description. However, the appended 
drawings illustrate only certain embodiments of present dis 
closure and are therefore not to be considered limiting of its 
Scope. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example data 
analysis system, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example genera 
tion of clusters by the data analysis system, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. 

FIGS. 3A-3C illustrate an example growth of a cluster of 
related data entities, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 

FIG. 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters by the data 
analysis system, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 

FIG. 5 illustrates an example cluster analysis user inter 
face, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of an example method of generating 
clusters, according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
SUC. 

FIG. 7 is a flowchart of an example method of scoring 
clusters, according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
SUC. 

FIG. 8 illustrates components of an illustrative server com 
puting system, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 
Example Application of the Data Analysis System to Assist in 
Financial Malfeasance Detection 

FIG. 9 is a flowchart of an example generalized method of 
the data analysis system, according to various embodiments 
of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 10A is a flowchart of an example automatic seed 
generation method of the data analysis system as applied to 
financial malfeasance detection, according to various 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
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FIG. 10B is a flowchart of an example of a clustering 
method of the data analysis system as applied to financial 
malfeasance detection, according to various embodiments of 
the present disclosure. 

FIG.10C is a flowchart of example cluster scoring methods 
of the data analysis system as applied to financial malfea 
sance detection, according to various embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

FIG. 10D illustrates an example growth of a cluster of 
related data entities in a financial malfeasance detection 
application, according to an embodiment of the present dis 
closure. 

FIG. 10E illustrates an example review collection user 
interface of the data analysis system as applied to financial 
malfeasance detection, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 

FIG.11 illustrates an example email thread matching a side 
conversation identification strategy to assist in detecting 
financial malfeasance. 

FIG. 12 illustrates an example email thread matching a 
LIBOR fixing or manipulation identification strategy to assist 
in detecting financial malfeasance. 

FIG. 13 illustrates an example email thread matching an 
example disclosure of a confidential information identifica 
tion strategy to assist in detecting financial malfeasance. 

FIG. 14 illustrates an example chat message thread match 
ing an example disclosure of a customer information leak 
identification strategy to assist in detecting financial malfea 
SaCC. 

FIG. 15 illustrates an example email thread matching an 
escalation of worry identification strategy to assist in detect 
ing financial malfeasance. 

FIG.16 illustrates example trades matching a Suspect trade 
strategy to assist in detecting financial malfeasance. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

I. Terms 

In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and 
methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used 
herein, should be construed to include the provided defini 
tions, the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms, and/ 
or any other implied meaning for the respective terms. Thus, 
the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these terms, 
but only provide exemplary definitions. 

Ontology: Stored information that provides a data model 
for storage of data in one or more databases. For example, the 
stored data may comprise definitions for object types and 
property types for data in a database, and how objects and 
properties may be related. 

Database: A broad term for any data structure for storing 
and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, rela 
tional databases (for example, Oracle database, mySQL data 
base, and the like), spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, 
among others. The various terms “database.” “data store.” and 
"data source' may be used interchangeably in the present 
disclosure. 

Data Entity (Entity), DataObject (Object), or Data Item 
(Item): A data container for information representing specific 
things in the world that have a number of definable properties. 
For example, a data entity may represent an entity Such as a 
person, a place, an organization, an account, a computer, an 
activity, a market instrument, a trade of a market instrument, 
an email message, an email thread, a chat message, a chat 
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8 
thread, or other noun. A data entity may represent an event 
that happens at a point in time or for a duration. A data entity 
may represent a document or other unstructured data source 
Such as an e-mail message or thread, a chat message or thread, 
a news report, or a written paper or article. Each data entity 
may be associated with a unique identifier that uniquely iden 
tifies the data entity. The data entity's attributes (for example, 
metadata about the data entity) may be represented in one or 
more properties. The terms “data entity.” “data object, and 
"data item” may be used interchangeably and/or synony 
mously in the present disclosure. 

Entity (or Object or Item) Type: Type of a data entity (for 
example, Person, Event, or Document, Email Message, Chat 
Message, Trade, etc.). Data entity types may be defined by an 
ontology and may be modified or updated to include addi 
tional data entity types. An data entity definition (for example, 
in an ontology) may include how the data entity is related to 
other data entities, such as being a sub-data entity type of 
another data entity type (for example, an agent may be a 
Sub-data entity of a person data entity type), and the proper 
ties the data entity type may have. 

Properties: Also referred to as “metadata, includes 
attributes of a data entity that represent individual data items. 
At a minimum, each property of a data entity has a property 
type and a value or values. Properties/metadata associated 
with data entities may include any information relevant to that 
object. For example, properties associated with a person data 
entity may include a name (for example, John Doe), an 
address (for example, 123 S. Orange Street), and/or a phone 
number (for example, 800-0000), among other properties. In 
another example, metadata associated with a computer data 
entity may include a list of users (for example, user 1, user 2, 
and the like), and/or an IP (internet protocol) address, among 
other properties. In another example, an email message may 
have email addresses (which themselves contain a username 
and a domain portion) in the TO, FROM, CC, and BCC fields, 
text entered in the SUBJECT field, and additional text in a 
BODY field. A trade of a financial instrument may have a 
TICKERSYMBOL, a buying trader and/or institution mak 
ing the purchase, a selling trader and/or institution making the 
sale, a time traded, and certain other flags disclosed herein, 
among others. 

Property Type: The type of data a property is, Such as a 
string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types, such as a series data values associ 
ated with timed ticks (for example, a time series), and the like. 

Property Value: The value associated with a property, 
which is of the type indicated in the property type associated 
with the property. A property may have multiple values. 

Link: A connection between two data objects, based on, for 
example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching properties. 
Links may be directional. Such as one representing a payment 
from person A to B, or bidirectional. 

Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared between two 
or more data objects. 

Seed, Initial Data Item, Initial Financial Risk Identification 
Data Item: One or more data entities that may be used as a 
basis, or starting point, for generating a cluster/review collec 
tion. One or more seeds may be generated, determined, and/or 
selected from one or more sets of data entities according to a 
seed generation strategy/initial financial risk identification 
strategy. For example, seeds may be generated from data 
entities accessed from various databases and data sources 
including, for example, databases maintained by financial 
institutions, government entities, private entities, public enti 
ties, and/or publicly available data sources, including chat, 
trade and email message databases. 
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Cluster, Review Collection: A group or set of one or more 
related data entities/objects/items. A cluster may be gener 
ated, determined, and/or selected from one or more sets of 
data entities according to a cluster generation strategy. A 
cluster may further be generated, determined, and/or selected 
based on a seed. For example, a seed may comprise an initial 
data entity of a cluster. Data entities related to the seed may be 
determined and added to the cluster. Further, additional data 
entities related to any clustered data entity may also be added 
to the cluster iteratively as indicated by a cluster generation 
strategy, which may correspond to an initial financial risk 
identification strategy. Data entities may be related by any 
common and/or similar properties, metadata, types, relation 
ships, and/or the like. 

Seed/Cluster Generation Strategy (or Rule). Initial Finan 
cial Risk Identification Strategy, Review Data Collection 
Strategy: Seed and cluster generation strategies/rules indicate 
processes, methods, and/or strategies for generating seeds 
and generating clusters, respectively. For example, a seed 
generation strategy may indicate that data entities having a 
particular property (for example, data entities that are suspect 
trades) are to be designated as seeds. In another example, a 
cluster generation strategy may indicate that data entities 
having particular properties in common with (or similar to) a 
seed or other data entity in a cluster are to be added to the 
cluster (e.g. emails matching a trader on a Suspect trade dur 
ing a certain time period, or emails matching a trader on a 
Suspect trade during a certain time period and also including 
the traded ticker symbol, or emails matching a trader on a 
Suspect trade during a certain time period and are also 
detected as side conversations). Seed and/or cluster genera 
tion strategies may specify particular searches and/or rule 
matches to perform on one or more sets of data entities. 
Execution of a seed and/or cluster generation strategy may 
produce layers of related data entities. Additionally, a seed/ 
cluster generation strategy/rule may include multiple strate 
gies, Sub-strategies, rules, and/or Sub-rules. 

II. Overview of Seed Generation and Cluster 
Generation 

According to various embodiments, a data analysis system 
is disclosed in which clusters of related data entities may be 
generated from initial data entities, called “seeds. Seeds and 
related data entities may be accessed from various databases 
and data sources including, for example, databases main 
tained by financial institutions, government entities, private 
entities, public entities, and/or publicly available data 
Sources. Such databases and data sources may include a vari 
ety of information and data, Such as, for example, personal 
information, financial information, tax-related information, 
computer network-related data, and/or computer-related 
activity data, trades of financial instruments, employee data 
information, customer data information, email message of 
employees of an institution, chat messages of employees of 
an institution, among others. Further, the databases and data 
Sources may include various relationships that link and/or 
associate data entities with one another. Various data entities 
and relationships may be stored across different systems con 
trolled by different entities and/or institutions. According to 
various embodiments, the data analysis system may bring 
together data from multiple data sources in order to build 
clusters. 

In various embodiments, the data analysis system may 
enable a user to efficiently perform analysis and investiga 
tions of various data entities and clusters of data entities. For 
example, the system may enable a user (also referred to herein 
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10 
as an “analyst’) to perform various financial and security 
investigations related to a seed (for example, an initial data 
entity or data object). In such an investigation, the system may 
enable an analyst to search and/or investigate several layers of 
related data entities. For example, a credit card account may 
be a seed that is linked by the system to various data entities 
including, for example, customer identifiers and/or phone 
numbers associated with the credit card account. Further, the 
system may link, for example, various other credit card 
accounts related to the customer identifiers, to the seed credit 
card account. Accordingly, in various embodiments, the sys 
tem may automatically determine and provide to a user or 
analyst various layers of data entities related to the seed credit 
card account. Such an investigation may, in an embodiment, 
enable the analyst to determine fraudulent activity. For 
example, if the seed credit card account was suspected to be 
fraudulent, then the analyst may determine that the additional 
credit card accounts may also be fraudulent. Further, if the 
seed credit card account was linked to other known fraudulent 
credit card accounts, the analyst may determine that the seed 
credit card account was likely to be fraudulent. As mentioned 
above, in Such an investigation the analyst may discover rela 
tionships between the additional credit card accounts and the 
seed credit card account through several layers of related data 
entities. Such techniques, enabled by various embodiments of 
the data analysis system, may be particularly valuable for 
investigations in which relationships between data entities 
may include several layers, and in which Such relationships 
may be otherwise very difficult or impossible to manually 
identify. 

In various embodiments, the data analysis system may 
automatically generate, or determine, seeds based on a seed 
generation strategy (also referred to as “seed generation 
rules” or “initial financial risk identification strategy” and its 
variants). For example, for a particular set of data entities, the 
data analysis system may automatically generate, based on a 
seed generation strategy, seeds by designating particular data 
entities (or groups of data entities) as seeds. Examples of 
various seed generation strategies are described below. 

Further, in various embodiments, the data analysis system 
may automatically discover data entities related to a seed, and 
store the resulting relationships and related data entities 
together in a “cluster. A cluster generation strategy (also 
referred to as “cluster generation rules’ “review data collec 
tion strategy' and its variants) may specify particular 
searches to perform at each step of an investigation, or cluster 
generation, process. Such searches may produce layers of 
related data entities to add to the cluster. Further, according to 
an embodiment, multiple cluster may be merged and/or col 
lapsed into a single cluster when the multiple cluster share 
one or more common data entities and/or properties. Thus, 
according to an embodiment, an analyst may start an investi 
gation with the resulting cluster, rather than the seed alone. 
Starting with the cluster, the analyst may form opinions 
regarding the related data entities, conduct further analysis of 
the related data entities, and/or may query for additional 
related data entities. 

According to various embodiments, the data analysis sys 
tem may further generate various “cluster scores.” Cluster 
scores may include scores based on various characteristics 
and/or attributes associated with the cluster and/or the various 
data entities of the cluster. In various embodiments, the data 
analysis system may also generate “cluster metascores' 
which may include, for example, an overall cluster score. 
Cluster metascores may, for example, be based on a combi 
nation of cluster scores of a cluster associated with a seed. 
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Further, in various embodiments, for a particular set of data 
entities, multiple clusters may be generated by the data analy 
sis system. For example, the data analysis system may gen 
erate multiple seeds according to a seed generation strategy, 
and then multiple clusters based on those seeds (and based on 
a cluster generation strategy). In such embodiments, the data 
analysis system may prioritize the multiple generated clusters 
based upon cluster scores and/or cluster metascores. In an 
embodiment, the data analysis system may provide a user 
interface including a display of Summaries of the clusters, 
including cluster scores, cluster metascores, and/or various 
other cluster information. Such summaries may be displayed 
according to a prioritization of clusters. In various embodi 
ments, clusterprioritization may assistan analyst in selecting 
particular clusters to investigate. 

In various embodiments, the data analysis system may be 
used in various data analysis applications. Such applications 
may include, for example, financial fraud detection, tax fraud 
detection, beaconing malware detection, malware user-agent 
detection, activity trend detection, health insurance fraud 
detection, financial account fraud detection, detection of 
activity by networks of individuals, and/or criminal activity 
detection, detection of financial malfeasance, insider trading, 
disclosure of customer and/or confidential information, mis 
representation, collusion, among various others. In particular, 
FIGS. 9-16 illustrate how a seed and cluster analysis system 
can automatically generate seeds and review collections for 
assistance with detecting financial malfeasance. Such as col 
lusion, insider trading, disclosure of non-confidential infor 
mation outside a company, disclosure of a client or custom 
er's confidential information, etc. 

In the following description, numerous specific details are 
set forth to provide a more thorough understanding of various 
embodiments of the present disclosure. However, it will be 
apparent to one of skill in the art that the systems and methods 
of the present disclosure may be practiced without one or 
more of these specific details. 

III. Examples of Data Entities, Properties, and Links 

In various embodiments, different types of data entities 
may have different property types. For example, a “Person 
data entity may have an “Eye Color property type and an 
“Event data entity may have a “Date” property type. Each 
property as represented by data in a database may have a 
property type defined by an ontology used by the database. 
Further, data entities may be instantiated in a database in 
accordance with a corresponding object definition for the 
particular data entity in the ontology. For example, a specific 
monetary payment (for example, an entity of type "event”) of 
USS30.00 (for example, a property of type “currency' having 
a property value of “US$30.00) taking place on 3/27/2009 
(for example, a property of type "date' having a property 
value of “3/27/2009) may be stored in the database as an 
event object with associated currency and date properties as 
defined within the ontology. 

Data objects defined in an ontology may support property 
multiplicity. In particular, a data entity may be allowed to 
have more than one property of the same property type. For 
example, a “Person’ data object might have multiple 
“Address' properties or multiple “Name” properties. 
A link represents a connection between two data entities 

and may be through any of a relationship, an event, and/or 
matching properties. A link may be asymmetrical or sym 
metrical. For example, “Person’ data entity A may be con 
nected to “Person’ data entity B by a “Child Of relationship 
(where “Person’ data entity B has an asymmetric “Parent Of 
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relationship to “Person’ data entity A), a “Kin Of symmetric 
relationship to “Person’ data entity C, and an asymmetric 
“Member Of relationship to “Organization’ data entity X. 
The type of relationship between two data entities may vary 
depending on the types of the data entities. For example, 
“Person’ data entity. A may have an “Appears In' relationship 
with "Document data entity Y or have a “Participate In 
relationship with “Event data entity E. As an example of an 
event connection, two “Person’ data entities may be con 
nected by an Airline Flight data entity representing a par 
ticular airline flight if they traveled together on that flight, or 
by a “Meeting data entity representing a particular meeting 
if they both attended that meeting. In one embodiment, when 
two data entities are connected by an event, they are also 
connected by relationships, in which each data entity has a 
specific relationship to the event, such as, for example, an 
Appears. In relationship. 
As an example of a matching properties connection, two 

“Person’ data entities representing a brother and a sister may 
both have an “Address' property that indicates where they 
live. If the brother and the sister live in the same home, then 
their “Address' properties likely contain similar, if not iden 
tical property values. In one embodiment, a link between two 
data entity may be established based on similar or matching 
properties (for example, property types and/or property val 
ues) of the data entity. These are just some examples of the 
types of connections that may be represented by a link and 
other types of connections may be represented; embodiments 
are not limited to any particular types of connections between 
data entities. For example, a document may contain refer 
ences to two different entities. For example, a document may 
contain a reference to a payment (one data entity), and a 
person (a second data entity). A link between these two data 
entities may represent a connection between these two enti 
ties through their co-occurrence within the same document. 

Each data entity may have multiple links with another data 
entity to form a link set. For example, two “Person’ data 
entities representing a husband and a wife may be linked 
through a “Spouse Of relationship, a matching “Address’ 
property, and/or one or more matching “Event properties 
(for example, a wedding). Each link, as represented by data in 
a database, may have a link type defined by the database 
ontology used by the database. 

In various embodiments, the data analysis system may 
access various data entities and associated properties from 
various databases and data sources. Such databases and data 
Sources may include a variety of information and data, Such 
as, for example, personal information or employee personal 
information (for example, names, addresses, phone numbers, 
personal identifiers, and the like), financial information (for 
example, financial account information, transaction informa 
tion, trade transactions, balance information, and the like), 
tax-related information (for example, tax return data, and the 
like), computer network-related data (for example, network 
traffic information, IP (Internet Protocol) addresses, user 
account information, domain information, network connec 
tion information, and the like), and/or computer-related activ 
ity data (for example, computer events, email messages, chat 
messages, user actions, and the like), among others. 

IV. Description of the Figures 

Embodiments of the disclosure will now be described with 
reference to the accompanying Figures, wherein like numer 
als refer to like elements throughout. The terminology used in 
the description presented herein is not intended to be inter 
preted in any limited or restrictive manner, simply because it 
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is being utilized in conjunction with a detailed description of 
certain specific embodiments of the disclosure. Furthermore, 
embodiments of the disclosure may include several novel 
features, no single one of which is solely responsible for its 
desirable attributes or which is essential to practicing the 
embodiments of the disclosure herein described. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example data 
analysis system 100, according to one embodiment. As 
shown in the embodiment of FIG. 1, the data analysis system 
100 includes an application server 115 running on a server 
computing system 110, a client 135 running on a client com 
puter system 130, and at least one database 140. Further, the 
client 135, application server 115, and database 140 may 
communicate over a network 150, for example, to access 
cluster data sources 160. 
The application server 115 may include a cluster engine 

120 and a workflow engine 125. The cluster engine 120 and a 
workflow engine 125 may be software modules as described 
below in reference to FIG.8. According to an embodiment, 
the cluster engine 120 is configured to build one or more 
clusters of related data entities, according to a defined cluster 
generation strategy. The cluster engine 120 may read data 
from a variety of cluster data sources 160 to generate clusters 
from seeds (also referred to as “seed data entities” or “initial 
data items'). Once created, the resulting clusters may be 
stored on the server computing system 110 and/or on the 
database 140. The operations of the cluster engine 120 are 
discussed in detail below in conjunction with FIGS. 2 and 3. 

In an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 is configured to 
score the clusters, according to a defined scoring strategy. The 
score may indicate the importance of analyzing the cluster. 
For instance, the cluster engine 120 may execute a scoring 
strategy that aggregates the account balances of credit card 
accounts within the cluster. Because, for example, a large 
aggregated total balance may indicate a large liability for a 
financial institution, a cluster with Such a large total balance 
may be considered to have a higher score relative to other 
clusters with lower aggregated total balances (and, therefore, 
lower scores). Thus, a cluster with a higher score relative to a 
cluster with a lower score may be considered more important 
to analyze. 

In one embodiment, the cluster engine 120 organizes and 
presents the clusters according to the assigned scores. The 
cluster engine 120 may present Summaries of the clusters 
and/or interactive representations of the clusters within the 
cluster analysis UI. For example, the representations may 
provide visual indications (e.g., graphs or other visualiza 
tions) of the related data entities within the clusters. The 
cluster engine 120 may generate a cluster analysis user inter 
face (UI). Such as a web application and/or a dynamic web 
page displayed within the client 135. The cluster engine 120 
may also allow an analyst to create tasks associated with the 
clusters. Example operations of the cluster engine 120 are 
discussed in detail below in conjunction with FIGS. 4 and 5. 
In one embodiment, the cluster engine 120 generates clusters 
automatically, for example, for Subsequent review by ana 
lysts. 

Analysts may also assign tasks to themselves or one 
another via a workflow UI generated by the workflow engine, 
for example. The workflow engine 125 may consume scores 
generated by the cluster engine 120. For example, the work 
flow engine 125 may present an analyst with clusters gener 
ated, scored, and ordered by the cluster engine 120. 
The client 135 may represent one or more software appli 

cations or modules configured to present data and translate 
input, from the analyst, into requests for data analyses by the 
application server 115. In one embodiment, the client 135 and 
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the application server 115 may be embodied in the same 
Software module and/or may be included in the same com 
puting system. However, several clients 135 may execute on 
the client computer 130, and/or several clients 135 on several 
client computers 130 may interact with the application server 
115. In one embodiment, the client 135 may be a browser 
accessing a web service. 

While the client 135 and application server 115 are shown 
running on distinct computing systems, the client 135 and 
application server 115 may run on the same computing sys 
tem. Further, the cluster engine 120 and the workflow engine 
125 may run on separate applications servers 115, on separate 
server computing systems, or some combination thereof. 
Additionally, a history service may store the results generated 
by an analyst relative to a given cluster 

In one embodiment, the cluster data sources 160 provide 
data available to the cluster engine to create or generate seeds 
and/or to create or generate clusters from a seed or a set of 
seeds. Such data sources may include relational data sources, 
web services data, XML data, and the like. Further, such data 
Sources may include a variety of information and data, for 
example, personal information, financial information, tax 
related information, computer network-related data, and/or 
computer-related activity data, among others. For example, 
the data sources may be related to customer account records 
stored by a financial institution. In such a case, the data 
Sources may include a credit card account data, bank account 
data, customer data, and transaction data. The data may 
include data attributes Such as account numbers, account 
balances, phone numbers, addresses, and transaction 
amounts, and the like. Of course, cluster data sources 160 is 
included to be representative of a variety of data available to 
the server computer system 110 over network 150, as well as 
locally available data sources. 
The database 140 may be a Relational Database Manage 

ment System (RDBMS) that stores the data as rows in rela 
tional tables. The term “database as used herein, may refer 
to an database (e.g., RDBMS or SQL database), or may refer 
to any other data structure, such as, for example a comma 
separated values (CSV), extensible markup language (XML). 
text (TXT) file, flat file, spreadsheet file, and/or any other 
widely used or proprietary format. While the database 140 is 
shown as a distinct computing system, the database 140 may 
operate on the same server computing system 110 as the 
application server 115. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example genera 
tion of clusters by data analysis system 200, according to an 
embodiment. As shown, in an embodiment the cluster engine 
120 (FIG. 1) interacts with a seed list 210, a cluster list 250, a 
cluster strategy store 230, and data bindings 237. The seedlist 
210 may include seeds 212-1, 212-2 ... 212-S, and the cluster 
list 250 may include clusters 252-1, 252-2 . . . 252-C. The 
cluster engine 120 may be configured as a Software applica 
tion, module, or thread that generates the clusters 252-1, 
252-2 ... 252-C from the seeds 212-1, 212-2 ... 212-S. 

Seeds 212 (including one, some, or all of seeds 212-1 
through 212-S) may be generated by the cluster engine 120 
according to various seed generation strategies/rules. 
Examples of seed generation are described below in reference 
to various example applications of the data analysis system. 
According to an embodiment, once generated, seeds 212 may 
be the starting point for generating a cluster 252. To generate 
a cluster, the cluster engine 120 may retrieve a given seed 212 
from the seed list 210. The seed 212 may be a data entity or 
group of data entities within the database 140. Such as a 
customer name, a customer Social security number, an 
account number, and/or a customer telephone number. 
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The cluster engine 120 may generate the cluster 252 from 
the seed 212. In one embodiment, the cluster engine 120 
generates the cluster 252 as a collection of data entities and 
the relationships between the various data entities. As noted 
above, the cluster strategy may execute data bindings in order 
to add each additional layer of data entities to the cluster. For 
example, the cluster engine 120 may generate the cluster 
252-1 from a seed credit card account. The cluster engine 120 
may first add the credit card account to the cluster 252-1. The 
cluster engine 120 may then add customers related to the 
credit card account to the cluster 252-1. The cluster engine 
120 may complete the cluster 252-1 by adding additional 
credit card accounts related to those customers. As the cluster 
engine 120 generates the cluster 252-1, the cluster engine 120 
may store the cluster 252-1 within the cluster list 250. The 
cluster 252-1 may be stored as a graph data structure or other 
appropriate data structure. 
The cluster list 250 may be a collection of tables in the 

database 140. In such a case, there may be a table for the data 
entities of each cluster 252, such as those of example cluster 
252-1 discussed above, a table for the relationships between 
the various data entities, a table for the attributes of the data 
entities, and a table for scores of the clusters. The cluster list 
250 may include clusters 252 from multiple investigations. 
Note that the cluster engine 120 may store portions of clusters 
252 in the cluster list 250 as the cluster engine 120 generates 
the clusters 252. Persons skilled in the art will recognize that 
many technically feasible techniques exist for creating and 
storing data structures that may be used to implement the 
systems and methods of the data analysis system. 
The cluster strategy store 230 may include cluster strate 

gies 232-1, 232-2 . . . 232-N. Each cluster strategy may 
include data binding references 235 to one or more data 
bindings 237. As noted, each data binding may be used to 
identify data that may grow a cluster (as determined by the 
given search strategy 232). For example, the cluster engine 
120 may execute a cluster strategy 232-1 to generate the 
cluster 252-1. Specifically, the cluster engine 120 may 
execute the cluster strategy 232-1 in response to selection of 
that cluster strategy by an analyst. The analyst may Submit a 
selection of one or more cluster strategies to perform on a 
seed or group of seeds to the cluster engine 120 through the 
client 135. Alternatively, the cluster engine 120 may auto 
matically select one or more cluster strategies, such as based 
on user preferences or rules. 

According to an embodiment, each cluster strategy 232 is 
configured so as to perform an investigation processes for 
generating a cluster 252. Again, for example, the cluster strat 
egy 232-2 may include data binding references 235 to a 
collection of data bindings executed to add layer after layer of 
data to a cluster. The investigation process may include 
searches to retrieve data entities related to a seed 212 that is 
selected for clustering using cluster strategy 232-2. For 
example, the cluster strategy 232-2 may start with a possibly 
fraudulent credit card account as the seed 212-2. The cluster 
strategy 232-2 may search for customers related to the credit 
card account, and then additional credit card accounts related 
to those customers. A different cluster strategy 232-3 may 
search for customers related to the credit card account, phone 
numbers related to the customers, additional customers 
related to the phone numbers, and additional credit card 
accounts related to the additional customers, for example. 

In an embodiment, cluster strategies 232 include refer 
ences to at least one data binding 237 (such as data bindings 
237-1 through 237-3). The cluster engine 120 may execute a 
search protocol specified by the data binding 237 to retrieve 
data, and the data returned by a given data binding may form 
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a layer within the cluster 252. For instance, the data binding 
237 (and/or the search protocol of the data binding 237) may 
retrieve sets of customers related to an account by an account 
owner attribute. The data binding 237 (and/or the search 
protocol of the data binding 237) may retrieve the set of 
related data entities from a data source. For instance, the data 
binding 237-1 may specify a database query to perform 
against a database. Likewise, the data binding 237-2 may 
define a connection and/or query to a remote relational data 
base system and the data binding 237-3 may define a connec 
tion and/or query against a third-party web service. Once 
retrieved, the cluster strategy 232 may evaluate whether the 
returned data should be added to a cluster being grown from 
a given seed 212. 

Multiple cluster strategies 232 may reference a given data 
binding 237. The analyst may update the data binding 237. 
but typically updates the data binding 237 only if the associ 
ated data source changes. A cluster strategy 232 may also 
include a given data binding 237 multiple times. For example, 
executing a data binding 237 using one seed 212 may gener 
ate additional seeds for that data binding 237 (or generate 
seeds for another data binding 237). More generally, different 
cluster strategies 232-1, 232-2. . . 232-N may include differ 
ent arrangements of various data bindings 237 to generate 
different types of clusters 252. 
The cluster strategies 232 may specify that the cluster 

engine 120 use an attribute from the related data entities 
retrieved with one data binding 237, as input to a subsequent 
data binding 237. The cluster engine 120 may use the subse 
quent data binding 237 to retrieve a subsequent layer of 
related date entities for the cluster 252. For instance, a par 
ticular cluster strategy 232 may specify that the cluster engine 
120 retrieve a set of credit card account data entities with a 
first data binding 237-1. That cluster strategy 232 may also 
specify that the cluster engine 120 then use the account num 
ber attribute from credit card account data entities as input to 
a subsequent data binding 237-2. The cluster strategy 232 
may also specify filters for the cluster engine 120 to apply to 
the attributes before performing the Subsequent data binding 
237. For instance, if the first data binding 237-1 were to 
retrieve a set of credit card account data entities that included 
both personal and business credit card accounts, then the 
cluster engine 120 could filter out the business credit card 
accounts before performing the subsequent data binding 237 
2. 

In operation, according to an embodiment, the cluster 
engine 120 generates a cluster 252-1 from a seed 212-1 by 
first retrieving a cluster strategy 232. Assuming the analyst 
selected a cluster strategy 232-2, the cluster engine 120 would 
retrieve the cluster strategy 232-2 from the cluster strategy 
store 230. The cluster engine 120 may then retrieve the seed 
212-1 as input to the cluster strategy 232-2. The cluster engine 
120 may execute the cluster strategy 232-2 by retrieving sets 
of data by executing data bindings 237 referenced by the 
cluster strategy 232-2. For example, the cluster strategy 232-2 
may execute data bindings 237-1, 237-2, and 237-3. Accord 
ingly, the cluster engine 120 may evaluate data returned by 
each data binding 237 to determine whether to use that data to 
grow the cluster 252-1. The cluster engine 120 may then use 
elements of the returned data as input to the next data binding 
237. Of course, a variety of execution paths are possible for 
the data bindings 237. For example, assume one data binding 
237 returned a set of phone numbers. In such a case, another 
data binding 237 may evaluate each phone number individu 
ally. As another example, one data binding 237 may use input 
parameters obtained by executing multiple, other data bind 
ings 237. More generally, the cluster engine 120 may retrieve 
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data for each data binding referenced by the cluster strategy 
232-2. The cluster engine 120 may then store the complete 
cluster 252-1 in the cluster list 250. 
As the cluster engine 120 generates the clusters 252-1, 

252-2... 252-C from seeds 212-1,212-2 ... 212-S, the cluster 
list 250 may include overlapping clusters 252. For example, 
two clusters 252-1 and 252-C may overlap if both clusters 
252-1 and 252-C include a common data entity. In an 
example, a larger cluster 252 formed by merging two smaller 
clusters 252-1 and 252-C may be a better investigation start 
ing point than the smaller clusters 252-1 and 252-C individu 
ally. The larger cluster 252 may provide additional insight or 
relationships, which may not be available if the two clusters 
252-1 and 252-C remain separate. 

In an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 includes a 
resolver 226 that is configured to detect and merge two or 
more overlapping clusters 252 together. For example, the 
resolver 226 may compare the data entities within a cluster 
252-1 to the data entities within each one of the other clusters 
252-2 through 252-C. If the resolver 226 finds the same data 
entity within the cluster 252-1 and a second cluster 252-C, 
then the resolver 226 may merge the two clusters 252-1 and 
252-C into a single larger cluster 252. For example, the cluster 
252-1 and cluster 252-C may both include the same customer. 
The resolver 226 may compare the data entities of cluster 
252-1 to the data entities of cluster 252-C and detect the same 
customer in both clusters 252. Upon detecting the same cus 
tomer in both clusters 252, the resolver 226 may merge the 
cluster 252-1 with cluster 252-C. The resolver 226 may test 
each pair of clusters 252 to identify overlapping clusters 252. 
Although the larger clusters 252 may be better investigation 
starting points, an analyst may want to understand how the 
resolver 226 formed the larger clusters 252. Accordingly, the 
resolver 226, may store a history of each merge. 

In an embodiment, cluster merging (for example, by 
resolver 226) may be optionally disabled for particular types 
of data entities, and/or particular data entities. For example, 
when a particular data entity, or type of data entity, is so 
common that it may be included in many different clusters 
(for example, an institutional entity Such as a bank), merging 
of cluster based on that common entity (for example, the 
particular bank) or common type of entity (for example, 
banks in general) may be disabled. In another embodiment, 
cluster may be merged only when they share two or more 
common data entities and/or other properties. In an embodi 
ment, when two clusters are determined to share a data entity 
that this very common (such that they cluster may not be 
merged based on that entity) the system may automatically 
determine whether the two clusters share one or more other 
data entities and/or properties such that they may be merged. 
In various embodiments, cluster merging may be disabled 
based on other criteria. For example, cluster merging between 
two related clusters may be disabled when one or both of the 
two clusters reach a particular size (for example, include a 
particular number of data entities). 

After the cluster engine generates a group of clusters from 
a given collection of seeds (and after merging or resolving the 
cluster), the cluster engine 120 may score, rank, and/or oth 
erwise order the clusters relative to a scoring strategy 442. In 
Some embodiments, clusters are scored and provided to the 
analysis without resolving. 

In one embodiment, the analysis system 100, and more 
specifically, the cluster engine 120, receives a request for 
cluster generation. In response to the request, a list of seeds 
may be generated, clusters may be generated based on those 
seeds, and the clusters may be ranked, ordered, and presented 
to analysts. In an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 may 
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consume seeds generated by other systems. Alternatively, in 
other embodiments, cluster engine 120 may generate the 
seeds 212-1, 212-2 ... 212-S. For instance, the cluster engine 
120 may include a seed generation strategy (also referred to as 
a “lead generation strategy') that identifies data entities, or 
groups of data entities, as potential seeds 212. The seed gen 
eration (or lead generation) strategy may apply to a particular 
business type, such as credit cards, stock trading, or insurance 
claims, and may be run against a cluster data source 160 oran 
external source of information. 

In an embodiment, the analysis system 100 may not 
include data bindings as described above. Rather, according 
to an embodiment, the analysis system 100 may include one 
or more interfaces and/or connections to various internal and/ 
or external data stores of data entities and/or other informa 
tion. According to an embodiment, the system may include a 
generic interface and/or connection to various internal and/or 
external data stores of data entities and/or other information. 
For example, the analysis system 100 may include a generic 
data interface through which the system may search, access, 
and/or filter various data entity information during seed and/ 
or cluster generation. The generic interface may include vari 
ous aspects that enable searching, accessing, and/or filtering 
of data. For example, the generic interface may access various 
data sources that each have differing data formats. The 
generic interface may accordingly covert and/or filter the 
accessed data to a common format. Alternatively, the data 
Sources may include functionality through which stored data 
may be searched and/or converted to a standard format auto 
matically. In an embodiment, the generic interface may 
enable Federated search of multiple data stores of data entity 
related information. Accordingly, in various embodiments, 
the analysis system 100 may access various data sources for 
data entity clustering and seed generation. 

V. Example Cluster Generation 

FIGS. 3A-3C illustrate an example growth of a cluster 252 
of related data entities, according to an embodiment. As 
shown in FIG.3A, an example cluster 252 may include a seed 
entity 302, links 303-1 and 303-2, and related data entities 
305-1 and 305-2. The cluster 252 may be based upon a seed 
212 (for example, data entity 302). The cluster engine 120 
may build the cluster 252 by executing a cluster strategy 232 
with the following searches: 

Find seed owner 
Find all phone numbers related to the seed owner 
Find all customers related to the phone numbers 
Find all accounts related to the customers 
Find all new customers related to the new accounts 
In the example, assuming the seed 212 is fraudulent credit 

card account, the cluster engine 120 would add the credit card 
account to the cluster 252 as the seed entity 302. The cluster 
engine 120 may then use the account owner attribute of the 
credit card account as input to a data binding 237. The cluster 
engine 120 may execute the search protocol of the data bind 
ing 237 to retrieve the customer data identifying the owner of 
the fraudulent credit card account. The cluster engine 120 
would then add the customer data to the cluster 252 as the 
related data entity 305-1. The cluster engine 120 would also 
add the account owner attribute as the link303-1 that relates 
the account number to the customer data of the owner. The 
cluster engine 120 would execute the next search of the clus 
ter strategy 232 by inputting the customer identifier attribute 
of the customer data into a data binding 237 to retrieve a 
phone data. The cluster engine 120 would then add the phone 
data as the related data entity 305-2 and the customer identi 
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fier attribute as the link303-2 between the customer data and 
the phone data. At this point in the investigation process, the 
cluster 252 would include the seedentity 302, two links 303-1 
and 303-2, and two related data entities 305-1 and 305-2. That 
is, the cluster 252 would include the fraudulent credit card 
account, the customer data of the owner of the credit card, and 
the phone number of the owner. By carrying the investigation 
process further, the cluster engine 120 may reveal further 
related information, for example, additional customers and/or 
potentially fraudulent credit card accounts. 

Turning to FIG. 3B, and continuing the example, the clus 
ter engine 120 may continue executing the cluster strategy 
232 by searching for additional account data entities related 
to the phone number of the owner of the fraudulent credit card 
account. As discussed, the phone number may be stored as 
related data entity 305-2. The cluster engine 120 would input 
the phone owner attribute of the phone number to a data 
binding 237. The cluster engine 120 would execute the search 
protocol of data binding 237 to retrieve the data of two addi 
tional customers, which the cluster engine 120 would store as 
related data entities 305-3 and 305-4. The cluster engine 120 
would add the phone owner attribute as the links 303-3 and 
304-4 between the additional customers and the phone num 
ber. 

Continuing the example, FIG. 3C shows the cluster 252 
after the cluster engine 120 performs the last step of the 
example cluster strategy 232. For example, the cluster engine 
120 would use the customer identifier attribute of the related 
data entity 305-3 and 305-4 to retrieve and add additional 
account data entities as the related data entities 305-5 and 
305-6. The cluster engine 120 would couple the related data 
entities 305-5 and 305-6 to the related data entities 305-3 and 
305-4 with the customer identifier attributes stored as links 
303-5 and 303-6. Thus, the cluster 252 would include six 
related data entities 305 related by six links 303, in addition to 
the seed entity 302. 

In an embodiment, the analyst may identify and determine 
whether the additional data account entities, stored as related 
data entities 305-5 and 305-6, represent fraudulent credit card 
accounts more efficiently than if the analyst started an inves 
tigation with only the seed 302. As the foregoing example 
illustrates, according to various embodiments, the data analy 
sis system may enable an analyst to advantageously start an 
investigation with a cluster including many related data enti 
ties (such as the example cluster 252 with the seed entity 302 
and related data entities 305) rather than a single data entity. 

VI. Example Cluster Scoring/Ranking 

FIG. 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters 252 by the 
data analysis system 100 shown in FIG. 1, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown, an example 
system 400 of FIG. 4 illustrates some of the same elements as 
shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, including the cluster engine 120 
in communication with the cluster list 250. In addition, FIG. 
4 illustrates a scoring strategy store 440 in communication 
with the cluster engine 120. The scoring strategy store 440 
includes scoring strategies 442-1, 442-2 . . . 442-R. 

In an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 executes a scor 
ing strategy 442 to score a cluster 252. For example, the 
cluster engine 120 may generate a cluster (for example, via a 
cluster strategy/data bindings) and attempt to resolve it with 
existing clusters. Thereafter, the cluster engine 120 may score 
the resulting cluster with any scoring strategies associated 
with a given cluster generation strategy. In an embodiment, 
the multiple scores may be generated for a given cluster. The 
multiple scores may be based on various aspects, metrics, or 
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data associated with the cluster. In one embodiment, a cluster 
metascore may be generated based on a combination or 
aggregation of scores associated with a given cluster. Order 
ing for a group of clusters, (according to a given scoring 
strategy) may be performed on demand when requested by a 
client. Alternatively, the analyst may select a scoring strategy 
442 through the client 135 and/or the analyst may include the 
selection within a script or configuration file. In another alter 
native, the data analysis system may automatically select a 
scoring strategy. In other embodiments, the cluster engine 
120 may execute several scoring strategies 442 to determine 
a combined score for the cluster 252. 

In an embodiment, a scoring strategy (such as scoring 
strategy 442) specifies an approach for scoring a cluster (Such 
as cluster 252). A score may indicate a relative importance or 
significance of a given cluster. For example, the cluster engine 
120 may execute a scoring strategy 442-1 to determine a score 
by counting the number of a particular data entity type that are 
included within the cluster 252. Assume, for example, a data 
entity corresponds with a credit account. In such a case, a 
cluster with a large number of accounts opened by a single 
individual (possibly within a short time) might correlate with 
a higher fraud risk. Of course, a cluster score may be related 
to a high risk of fraud based on the other data in the cluster, as 
appropriate for a given case. More generally, each scoring 
strategy 442 may be tailored based on the data in clusters 
created by a given cluster strategy 230 and a particular type of 
risk or fraud (or amounts at risk) of interest to an analyst. 

According to an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 scores 
a cluster 252-1 by first retrieving a scoring strategy 442. For 
example, assume an analyst selects scoring strategy 442-1. In 
response, the cluster engine 120 may retrieve the scoring 
strategy 442-1. The cluster engine 120 may also retrieve the 
cluster 252-1 from the cluster list 250. After determining the 
score of the cluster 252-1, the cluster engine 120 may store the 
Score with the cluster 252-1 in the cluster list 250. 
The cluster engine 120 may score multiple clusters 252-1, 

252-2... 252-C in the cluster list 250. The cluster engine 120 
may also rank the clusters 252-1, 252-2 ... 252-C based upon 
the scores. For instance, the cluster engine 120 may rank the 
cluster 252-1, 252-2 . . . 252-C from highest score to lowest 
score. In various embodiment, cluster may be ranked accord 
ing into multiple scores, combinations of Scores, and/or 
metaSCOreS. 

VII. Example User Interface 

FIG. 5 illustrates an example cluster analysis user interface 
(UI) 500, according to one embodiment. As described above, 
the workflow engine 125 may be configured to present the 
cluster analysis UI 500. As shown, the example cluster analy 
sis UI 500 includes a selection box 510, a cluster strategy box 
530, a cluster summary list 525, a cluster search box 520, and 
a cluster review window 515. The workflow engine 125 may 
generate the cluster analysis UI 500 as a web application or a 
dynamic web page displayed within the client 135. 

In the example UI 500 of FIG. 5, the selection box510 may 
allow the analyst to select, for example, a seed generation 
strategy and/or a previously generated seed or seed list (for 
example, seed list 210). The analyst may select the items (for 
example, a seed generation Strategy) by, for example, entering 
a name of a particular item into a dropdown box (or other 
interface element) in the selection box 510 (for example, the 
dropdown box showing a selected Strategy “Strategy-A’) and 
selecting a “Go' button (or other interface element). Alterna 
tively, the analyst may select aparticular item by, for example, 
expanding the dropdown box and selecting an item from the 
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expanded dropdown box, which may list various seed gen 
eration strategies and/or seed lists, for example. In various 
examples, seed lists and/or seed generation strategies may be 
selected by the analyst that correspond to likely fraudulent 
financial accounts, credit card account originating at a par 
ticular bank branch, savings accounts with balances above a 
particular amount, and/or any of the other seed generation 
strategies described below in reference to the various appli 
cations of the system. 

For example, when the analyst selects a particular seed 
generation strategy, the system may generate a seed list (for 
example, seed list 210) and then may generate clusters based 
on seeds of the seed list. The seed list and/or clusters may, in 
an embodiment, be generated in response to a selection of a 
particular seed generation strategy. The seed generation strat 
egy may generate a seed list (for example, seed list 210) 
and/or clusters (for example, clusters 252-1, 252-2, ... 252-C 
of the cluster list 250) from the database 140 and/or an exter 
nal Source of information (for example, a cluster data source 
160). Alternatively, when the analyst selects a previously 
generated seed or seed list (for example, seed list 210), the 
system may retrieve data related to the selected seed list (for 
example, the seed entities, clusters, and/or related clustered 
data entities) from, for example, database 140 and/or an exter 
nal Source of information (for example, a cluster data source 
160). In an embodiment, clusters may be generated in 
response to a selection of a previously generated seed list (or 
seed). Alternatively, cluster may be been previously gener 
ated, and may be retrieved in response to selection of a pre 
viously generated seed list (or seed). In an embodiment, the 
analyst may select a particular cluster of interest via the 
selection box 510. 

Further, in the example UI500 the cluster strategy box 530 
displays the cluster strategies 232 that the cluster engine 120 
ran against the seed list 210. The cluster engine 120 may 
execute multiple cluster strategies 232 against the seed list 
210, so there may be multiple cluster strategies 232 listed in 
the cluster strategy box 530. The analyst may click on the 
name of a given cluster strategy 232 in the cluster strategy box 
530 to review the clusters 252 that the cluster strategy 232 
generated. 

In an embodiment, the workflow engine 125 generates for 
display in the UI 500 summaries of the clusters 252 in the 
cluster summary list 525. For example, the summaries may 
include characteristics of the clusters 252, such as identifiers, 
scores, and/or analysts assigned to analyze the clusters 252. 
The workflow engine 125 may select the clusters 252 for 
display in the cluster summary list 525 according to those or 
other characteristics. For instance, the workflow engine 125 
may display the Summaries in the order of the scores of the 
clusters 252, where a Summary of the highest scoring cluster 
252 is displayed first. 
The workflow engine 125 may control the order and selec 

tion of the summaries within the cluster summary list 525 
based upon an input from the analyst. The cluster search box 
520 may include a search textbox coupled to a search button 
and a pull-down control. The analyst may enter a character 
istic of a cluster 252 in the search textbox and then instruct the 
workflow engine 125 to search for and display clusters 252 
that include the characteristic by pressing the search button. 
For example, the analyst may search for clusters with a par 
ticular score. The pull-down control may include a list of 
different characteristics of the clusters 252, such as score, 
size, assigned analyst, and/or date created. The analyst may 
select one of the characteristics to instruct the workflow 
engine 125 to present the summaries of the clusters 252 
arranged by that characteristic. 
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In an embodiment, the workflow engine 125 is also con 

figured to present details of a given cluster 252 within the 
cluster review window 515. The workflow engine 125 dis 
plays the details of the cluster 252, for example, the score, 
and/or average account balances within a cluster, when the 
analyst clicks a mouse pointer on the associated Summary 
within the cluster summary list525. The workflow engine 125 
may present details of the cluster 252, such as the name of an 
analyst assigned to analyze the cluster 252, a score of the 
cluster 252, and/or statistics or graphs generated from the 
cluster 252. These details may allow the analyst to determine 
whether to investigate the cluster 252 further. The cluster 
review window 515 may also include a button which may be 
clicked to investigate a cluster 252 within a graph, and an 
assign button for assigning a cluster to an analyst. 
An analyst may clickamouse pointer on an “Investigate in 

Graph' button representing a cluster to investigate the cluster 
within an interactive graph. The interactive representation 
may be a visual graph of the cluster 252, where icons repre 
sent the entities of the cluster 252 and lines between the icons 
represent the links between entities of the cluster 252. For 
example, the workflow engine 125 may display the interac 
tive graph of the cluster 252 similar to the representation of 
the cluster 252 in FIG.3C. The interactive representation may 
allow the analyst to review the attributes of the related data 
entities and/or perform queries for additional related data 
entities. 

In an embodiment, an administrative user may click a 
mouse pointer on an assign button to assign the associated 
cluster 252 to an analyst. The workflow engine 125 may also 
allow the administrative user to create tasks associated with 
the clusters 252, while the administrative user assigns the 
cluster 252. For example, the administrative user may create 
a task for searching within the three highest scoring clusters 
252 for fraudulent credit card accounts. The workflow engine 
125 may display the Summaries in the cluster Summary list 
525 according to the names of the analysts assigned to the 
clusters 252. Likewise, the workflow engine 125 may only 
display summaries for the subset of the clusters 252 assigned 
to an analyst. 
The interface shown in FIG. 5 is included to illustrate one 

exemplary interface useful for navigating and reviewing clus 
ters generated using the cluster engine 120 and the workflow 
engine 125. In other embodiments, other user interface con 
structs may be used to allow the analyst to select cluster 
strategies 232, scoring strategies 242, and/or seed generation 
strategies, initiate an investigation, and/or review and analyze 
the clusters 252. For example, the workflow engine 125 may 
display additional controls within the cluster analysis UI 500 
for controlling the cluster generation process and selecting 
seed generation Strategies, cluster strategies 232, and/or scor 
ing strategies 242. Also, the UI 500 may be displayed without 
the selection box510 or the options to select a seed generation 
strategy. In addition, although the workflow engine 125 gen 
erates the cluster analysis UI 500, in various embodiments the 
cluster analysis UI 500 may be generated by a software appli 
cation distinct from the workflow engine 125. Further, in 
various embodiments, the cluster review window 515 may be 
configured to display a preview of the cluster 252 and/or 
additional statistics generated from the cluster 252. As such, 
an interactive representation of the cluster 252 may be pre 
sented in an additional UI and/or the cluster 252 may be 
exported to another software application for review by the 
analyst. 

In an alternative embodiment, and as described below in 
reference to FIGS. 10E, 11E, 12E, and 13E, the cluster analy 
sis user interface may include a list of clusters in a first 
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column, a list of scores associated with a selected cluster in a 
middle column, and/or details associated with a selected 
score in a last column. Such an arrangement may advanta 
geously enable an analyst to investigate various scores asso 
ciated with a cluster. Additionally, clusters in Such an inter 
face may advantageously be prioritized according to any of 
multiple scores and/or metascores. 

VIII. Example Operations 

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of an example method of generating 
clusters, according to an embodiment. Although the method 
is described in conjunction with the systems of FIGS. 1 and 2. 
persons skilled in the art will understand that any system 
configured to perform the method, in any order, is within the 
scope of this disclosure. Further, the method 600 may be 
performed in conjunction with method 700 for scoring a 
cluster, described below. 
As shown, example cluster generation method 600 begins 

at block 605, where the cluster engine 120 retrieves a cluster 
strategy (e.g., cluster strategy 232-2) and a seed 212. Once a 
cluster strategy is selected, the cluster engine 120 may iden 
tify a list of seeds from which to build clusters using the 
selected cluster strategy. At block 610, the cluster engine 120 
initializes a cluster 252 with one of the seeds in the list. The 
cluster 252 may be stored as a graph data structure. The 
cluster engine 120 may initialize the graph data structure and 
then add the seed 212-1 to the graph data structure as the first 
data entity. 

At block 615, the cluster engine 120 may grow the cluster 
252 by executing the search protocol of a data binding 237 
from the cluster strategy 232-2. The cluster strategy 232-2 
may include a series of data bindings 237 that the cluster 
engine 120 executes to retrieve related data entities. A given 
data binding 237 may include queries to execute against a 
cluster data source 160 using the seed as an input parameter. 
For example, if the seed 212-1 is an account number, then the 
data binding 237 may retrieve the data identifying the owner 
of the account with the account number. After retrieving this 
information, the cluster engine 120 may add the customer 
data entity to the cluster as a related data entity and the 
account owner attribute as the link between the seed 212-1 
and the related data entity. After retrieving the related data 
entities, the cluster engine 120 may add them to the cluster 
252. 

At block 620, the cluster engine 120 determines if the 
cluster strategy 232-2 is fully executed. If not the method 600 
returns to block 615 to execute additional data bindings for a 
given seed. Alternatively, as described above, the cluster 
engine 120 may grow the cluster by searching for, accessing, 
and/or filtering various data entities through, for example, a 
generic interface to various internal and/or external data 
sources. Further, in an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 
may determine whether the cluster being generated is to be 
merged with another cluster, as described above. Once the 
cluster strategy is executed for that seed, the cluster engine 
120 may determine and assign a score (or multiple scores) to 
that cluster (relative to a specified scoring strategy). After 
generating clusters for a group of seeds, such clusters may be 
ordered or ranked based on the relative scores. Doing so may 
allow an analyst to rapidly identify and evaluate clusters 
determined to represent, for example, a high risk of fraud. 
At block 625, the cluster engine 120 may store the cluster 

252 in cluster list 250. As mentioned above, the cluster list 
250 may be a collection of tables within a relational database, 
where a table may include the seed and related data entities of 
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the cluster 252 and another table may include links between 
the related data entities of the cluster 252. 
At block 630, the cluster engine 120 determines if there are 

more seeds 212 to analyze in the seed list 210. If so, the 
method 600 returns to block 605 to generate another cluster 
from the next seed. Otherwise, the method 600 ends. Note, 
while method 600 describes a single cluster being generated, 
one of skill in the art will recognize that multiple instances of 
the cluster generation process illustrated by method 600 may 
be performed in parallel. 

FIG. 7 is a flowchart of an example method of scoring 
clusters, according to an embodiment. Although the method 
is described in conjunction with the systems of FIGS. 1 and 4. 
persons skilled in the art will understand that any system 
configured to perform the method steps, in any order, is within 
the scope of the present invention. 
As shown, the example cluster scoring method 700 begins 

at block 705, where the cluster engine 120 retrieves a scoring 
strategy 442 and a cluster 252 (for example, a cluster just 
created using the method 600 of FIG. 6). In other cases, the 
cluster engine 120 may retrieve the scoring strategy 442 asso 
ciated with a stored cluster. Other alternatives include an 
analyst selecting a scoring strategy 442 through the client 
135, the cluster engine 120 via the cluster analysis UI 500, a 
Script, or a configuration file. The cluster engine 120 may 
retrieve the selected scoring strategy 442 from the scoring 
strategy store 440, and the cluster 252 from the cluster list 
2SO. 
At block 710, the cluster engine 120 executes the scoring 

strategy 442 against the cluster 252. The scoring strategy 442 
may specify characteristics of the related data entities within 
the cluster 252 to aggregate. The cluster engine 120 may 
execute the scoring strategy 442 by aggregating the specified 
characteristics together to determine a score. For instance, the 
cluster engine 120 may aggregate account balances of related 
data entities that are account data entities. In such a case, a 
total amount of dollars (or average dollars or any other aggre 
gated, averaged, or normal attribute of the cluster) included 
within the balances of the account data entities of the cluster 
252 may be the score of the cluster 252. 
At block 715, the cluster engine 120 may store the score 

with the cluster 252 in the cluster list 250. At step 720, the 
cluster engine 120 determines if there are more clusters 252 to 
score. For example, in one embodiment, a set of clusters may 
be re-scored using an updated scoring strategy. In other cases, 
the cluster engine may score each cluster when it is created 
from a seed (based on a given cluster generation and corre 
sponding scoring strategy). If more clusters remain to be 
scored (or re-scored), the method 700 returns to block 705. 
At block 725, the cluster engine 120 may rank the clusters 

252 according to the scores of the clusters 252. For example, 
after re-scoring a set of clusters (or after scoring a group of 
clusters generated from a set of seeds), the cluster engine 125 
may rank the clusters 252 from highest score to lowest score. 
The ranking may be used to order a display of Summaries of 
the clusters 252 presented to the analyst. The analyst may rely 
upon the ranking and scores to determine which clusters 252 
to analyze first. The ranking and Sorting may generally be 
performed on-demand when an analyst is looking for a cluster 
to investigate. Thus, the ranking need not happen at the same 
time as scoring. Further, the clusters may be scored (and later 
ranked) using different raking strategies. 

In various embodiments, multiple scores for each cluster 
may be determined according to methods similar to the 
example method 700. Accordingly, clusters may be ranked 
according to any of multiple scores. Additionally, in various 
embodiments, multiple scores may be combined and/or 
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aggregated into a metascore that may be used to rank the 
clusters. Various example score and metascore determina 
tions are described below in reference to FIGS. 10C, 11C, 
12C, and 13C. 

IX. Example Implementation Mechanisms/Systems 

FIG. 8 illustrates components of an illustrative server com 
puting system 110, according to an embodiment. The server 
computing system 110 may comprise one or more computing 
devices that may perform a variety of tasks to implement the 
various operations of the data analysis system. As shown, the 
server computing system 110 may include, one or more cen 
tral processing unit (CPU) 860, a network interface 850, a 
memory 820, and a storage 830, each connected to an inter 
connect (bus) 840. The server computing system 110 may 
also include an I/O device interface 870 connecting I/O 
devices 875 (for example, keyboard, display, mouse, and/or 
other input/output devices) to the computing system 110. 
Further, in context of this disclosure, the computing elements 
shown in server computing system 110 may correspond to a 
physical computing system (for example, a system in a data 
center, a computer server, a desktop computer, a laptop com 
puter, and/or the like) and/or may be a virtual computing 
instance executing within a hosted computing environment. 
The CPU 860 may retrieve and execute programming 

instructions stored in memory 820, as well as store and 
retrieve application data residing in memory 820. The bus 840 
may be used to transmit programming instructions and appli 
cation data between the CPU 860, I/O device interface 870, 
storage 830, network interface 850, and memory 820. Note 
that the CPU 860 is included to be representative of, for 
example, a single CPU, multiple CPUs, a single CPU having 
multiple processing cores, a CPU with an associate memory 
management unit, and the like. 
The memory 820 is included to be representative of for 

example, a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or 
other dynamic storage devices for storing information and 
instructions to be executed by CPU 860. Memory 820 also 
may be used for storing temporary variables or other inter 
mediate information during execution of instructions to be 
executed by CPU 860. Such instructions, when stored in 
storage media accessible to CPU 860, render server comput 
ing system 110 into a special-purpose machine that is cus 
tomized to perform the operations specified in the instruc 
tions. 

The storage 830 may be a disk drive storage device, a read 
only memory (ROM), or other static, non-transitory, and/or 
computer-readable storage device or medium coupled to bus 
840 for storing static information and instructions for CPU 
860. Although shown as a single unit, the storage 830 may be 
a combination of fixed and/or removable storage devices, 
Such as fixed disc drives, removable memory cards, and/or 
optical storage, network attached storage (NAS), and/or a 
storage area-network (SAN). 

Programming instructions, such as the cluster engine 120 
and/or the workflow engine 125, may be stored in the memory 
820 and/or storage 830 in various software modules, The 
modules may be stored in a mass storage device (such as 
storage 830) as executable software codes that are executed 
by the server computing system 110. These and other mod 
ules may include, by way of example, components, such as 
Software components, object-oriented Software components, 
class components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 
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Illustratively, according to an embodiment, the memory 

820 stores a seed list 210, a cluster engine 120, a cluster list 
250, and a workflow engine 125 (as described with reference 
to the various figures above). The cluster engine 120 may 
include a cluster strategy 232-2. The particular cluster strat 
egy 232-2 may include data bindings 237-1, 237-2, and 237 
3, with which the cluster engine 120 may access the cluster 
data source 160. The workflow engine 125 may include a 
scoring strategy 442-1. 

Illustratively, according to an embodiment, the storage 830 
includes a cluster strategy store 230, data bindings store 835, 
and a scoring strategy store 440. As described above, the 
cluster strategy store 230 may include a collection of different 
cluster strategies 232, such as cluster strategy 232-2. For 
example, the cluster strategy store 230 may be a directory that 
includes the cluster strategies 232-1, 232-2 . . . 232-N as 
distinct modules. The scoring strategy store 440 may include 
a collection of different scoring strategies 442. Such as scor 
ing strategy 442-2, and may also be a directory of distinct 
modules. The data binding store 835 may include data bind 
ings 237-1, 237-2 . . . 237-M, which may also be stored as 
distinct modules within a directory. 

Although shown in memory 820, the seed list 210, cluster 
engine 120, cluster list 250, and workflow engine 125, may be 
stored in memory 820, storage 830, and/or split between 
memory 820 and storage 830. Likewise, copies of the cluster 
strategy 232-2, data binding 237-1, 237-2, and 237-3, and 
scoring strategy 442-2 may be stored in memory 820, storage 
830, and/or split between memory 820 and storage 830. 
The network 150 may be any wired network, wireless 

network, or combination thereof. In addition, the network 150 
may be apersonal area network, local area network, wide area 
network, cable network, satellite network, cellular telephone 
network, or combination thereof. Protocols and components 
for communicating via the Internet or any of the other afore 
mentioned types of communication networks are well known 
to those skilled in the art of computer communications and 
thus, need not be described in more detail herein. 
As described above, in various embodiments the system 

may be accessible by an analyst (or other operator or user) 
through a web-based viewer, such as a web browser. In this 
embodiment, the user interface may be generated by the 
server computing system 110 and transmitted to the web 
browser of the analyst. Alternatively, data necessary forgen 
erating the user interface may be provided by the server 
computing system 110 to the browser, where the user inter 
face may be generated. The analyst/user may then interact 
with the user interface through the web-browser. In an 
embodiment, the user interface of the data analysis system 
may be accessible through a dedicated Software application. 
In an embodiment, the client computing device 130 may be a 
mobile computing device, and the user interface of the data 
analysis system may be accessible through Such a mobile 
computing device (for example, a Smartphone and/or tablet). 
In this embodiment, the server computing system 110 may 
generate and transmit a user interface to the mobile comput 
ing device. Alternatively, the mobile computing device may 
include modules for generating the user interface, and the 
server computing system 110 may provide user interaction 
data to the mobile computing device. In an embodiment, the 
server computing system 110 comprises a mobile computing 
device. Additionally, in various embodiments any of the com 
ponents and/or functionality described above with reference 
to the server computing system 110 (including, for example, 
memory, storage, CPU, network interface, I/O device inter 
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face, and the like), and/or similar or corresponding compo 
nents and/or functionality, may be included in the client com 
puting device 130. 

According to various embodiments, the data analysis sys 
tem and other methods and techniques described herein are 
implemented by one or more special-purpose computing 
devices. The special-purpose computing devices may be 
hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include digital 
electronic devices such as one or more application-specific 
integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays 
(FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to perform the 
techniques, or may include one or more general purpose 
hardware processors programmed to perform the techniques 
pursuant to program instructions in firmware, memory, other 
storage, or a combination. Such special-purpose computing 
devices may also combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, 
or FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the tech 
niques. The special-purpose computing devices may be desk 
top computer systems, server computer systems, portable 
computer systems, handheld devices, networking devices or 
any other device or combination of devices that incorporate 
hard-wired and/or program logic to implement the tech 
niques. 

Computing devices of the data analysis system may gen 
erally be controlled and/or coordinated by operating system 
software, such as iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, 
Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, 
Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry 
OS, VxWorks, or other compatible operating systems. In 
other embodiments, the computing devices may be controlled 
by a proprietary operating system. Conventional operating 
systems control and schedule computer processes for execu 
tion, perform memory management, provide file system, net 
working, I/O services, and provide a user interface function 
ality, Such as a graphical user interface ("GUI), among other 
things. 

In general, the word “module.” as used herein, refers to a 
collection of software instructions, possibly having entry and 
exit points, written in a programming language. Such as, for 
example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or 
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules may be 
callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware modules configured for execution on computing devices 
may be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a 
compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or 
any other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may 
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware devices (such as processors 
and CPUs) may be comprised of connected logic units, such 
as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be comprised of program 
mable units, such as programmable gate arrays or processors. 
The modules or computing device functionality described 
herein are preferably implemented as software modules, but 
may be represented in hardware devices. Generally, the mod 
ules described herein refer to software modules that may be 
combined with other modules or divided into sub-modules 
despite their physical organization or storage. 
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Server computing system 110 may implement various of 

the techniques and methods described herein using custom 
ized hard-wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firm 
ware and/or program logic which, in combination with vari 
ous Software modules, causes the server computing system 
110 to be a special-purpose machine. According to one 
embodiment, the techniques herein are performed by server 
computing system 110 in response to CPU 860 executing one 
or more sequences of one or more modules and/or instruc 
tions contained in memory 820. Such instructions may be 
read into memory 820 from another storage medium, Such as 
storage 830. Execution of the sequences of instructions con 
tained in memory 820 may cause CPU 840 to perform the 
processes and methods described herein. In alternative 
embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of or 
in combination with Software instructions. 
The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, as 

used herein refers to any media that store data and/or instruc 
tions that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. 
Such non-transitory media may comprise non-volatile media 
and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for 
example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage 830. 
Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as memory 
820. Common forms of non-transitory media include, for 
example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, Solid state 
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage 
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, 
any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a 
PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any 
other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions of 
the same. 

Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be used in 
conjunction with transmission media. Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between non-transi 
tory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 840. Transmission media may also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or 
more sequences of one or more instructions to CPU 860 for 
execution. For example, the instructions may initially be car 
ried on a magnetic disk or Solid State drive of a remote com 
puter. The remote computer may load the instructions and/or 
modules into its dynamic memory and send the instructions 
over a telephone or cable line using a modem. A modem local 
to server computing system 820 may receive the data on the 
telephone/cable line and use a converter device including the 
appropriate circuitry to place the data on bus 840. Bus 840 
carries the data to memory 820, from which CPU 860 
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
received by memory 820 may optionally be stored on storage 
830 either before or after execution by CPU 860. 

X. Automatic Detection of Possible Financial 
Malfeasance, Collection of Related Data into a 

Review Collection, and Display and Review of Same 

While financial fraud using credit card accounts is used as 
a primary reference example in the discussion above, the 
techniques described herein may be adapted for use with a 
variety of data sets and in various applications. For example, 
the detection of possible financial malfeasance (e.g., collu 
sion between traders, insider trading, dissemination of cus 
tomer or confidential material, or other fraud, misrepresenta 
tion, or inappropriate, deceptive, or unacceptable conduct 
that a financial firm, such as a bank, brokerage, investment 
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bank, etc. may want to be aware of). For example, a financial 
institution may want to narrow down, from the daily 
gigabytes of data that they collect, the trades, email messages, 
and/or chat messages to review that have the highest chance 
of containing indications of financial malfeasance by its 5 
employees. 

In Such a case, a seed may be a Suspect trade, a Suspect 
email message or thread of email messages, a Suspect chat 
message or chat message thread, and the like, that can auto 
matically be generated, selected and/or detected by the data 10 
analysis system based on an initial financial risk identification 
strategy. From the seeds, related traders, trades, email mes 
sages and chat messages, as well as other server and database 
logs may be used to create clusters of activity related to the 
Suspicions seeds. Further information is available on various 15 
embodiments to detect financial malfeasance. Such as those 
illustrated in FIGS. 9-16. 

FIG. 9 depicts one method or process of determining a 
financial institution’s risk to fraud, insider trading, or other 
abnormal business risk associated with trading or detecting 20 
business risk in the financial industry. The method or process 
shown in FIG. 9 correlates to the seed identification, cluster 
generation, and scoring methods described herein. For 
example, the blocks of FIG. 9, such as identify initial data 
items 910, may be performed by automatically identifying a 25 
seed, as described herein. Alternatively, a seed need not be 
identified as a “seed' perse. Instead, a more specific financial 
data approach may be used that only analyzes trades, email 
messages, chat messages, and/or other electronic communi 
cations and does not refer to these communications or objects 30 
as seeds (e.g., finding Suspect email messages, trades, or chat 
messages using the strategies described herein). No matter 
the case, FIG.9 describes the processes a computer program 
may take to identify trades and documents that are the most 
likely to indicate certain financial risks created by a financial 35 
firm’s employees (or other personnel involved in the financial 
industry). 

Financial institutions may wish to prevent fraud or insider 
trading or other financial risks associated with being a broker 
or handling confidential information. These financial institu- 40 
tions may wish to review their internal communication, Such 
as chat messages and email messages, in order to identify 
where this type of fraud may occur. Unfortunately, many of 
these financial institutions may generate huge vast data stores 
of information to look through in order to detect financial 45 
malfeasance. For example, a large brokerage firm may gen 
erate in excess of 40GB of email per day to analyze. A human 
attempting to analyze 40GB per day of information will have 
little success, and likely could not even review one hundredth 
of the email generated in a day. Thus, computer implemented 50 
strategies can be used in order to identify those trades, chat 
messages, or email messages, or other data items, that are 
most likely to contain financial malfeasance, and therefore 
should be highlighted for review by an analyst or investigator. 

In block 910, the system may identify initial data items that 55 
may be suspect based on an identification strategy (see dis 
cussion of FIGS. 11-16 for example embodiments of identi 
fication strategies for initial data items). For example, a trade 
database may contain transactions for certain financial instru 
ments (e.g., Stock trades, each having associated Stock ticker 60 
symbols for the stock traded). These financial instruments 
may have detectable abnormalities that, by themselves, do not 
invalidate the trade, but do make them a Suspect trade (more 
information and embodiments concerning Suspect trades can 
be found under discussion of FIG. 16). 65 
No matter how the initial data item in block 910 is identi 

fied, in most cases a seed, email, chat message or trade may be 

30 
identified as possibly suspect. This identification process may 
be performed by executing the initial financial risk indication 
strategies disclosed herein. 

In block 920, based on the data items found during identi 
fication of the initial data items, data item properties may be 
used to find information related to the initial data items. For 
example, if a trade could be considered a Suspect trade and 
identified based on the initial financial risk identification 
strategies, then any other trade that contains similar informa 
tion (Such as a trade having the same stock ticker symbol, a 
trade performed on the same stock by other brokers or cus 
tomers related to the trader, or any chat messages or email 
messages sent or received by the trader around the time period 
of the trade) may be considered related data, and may be 
added to the review collection. 
As described herein, data related to the initial data item 

may be found by accessing a data binding for search of a 
remote or local database based on linking information, Such 
as a trader identity property of a trade, or the stock ticker 
symbol property of a trade. The search results may then be 
correlated into a review collection. The review collection may 
be a set of data items: e.g., documents such as the initial trade 
and email/chat messages for an analyst or investigator to 
review further in order to determine if any fraudulent or 
financial malfeasance is occurring. 
The review collections may also be collected on more 

Sophisticated review data collection strategies. A system may 
have more than one review data collection strategies that are 
associated with a particular type of seed and/or type of initial 
financial risk identification strategy used to generate the seed. 
For example, one particular review collection strategy may be 
to find related side conversations, as disclosed herein, which 
may identify all communications between two traders who 
are having the side conversation regarding a suspect trade, 
and to add those to the review collection. 
As a separate example, there may be a different seed where 

the seed is based on an initial strategy type that finds confi 
dential information sent to an email address outside of the 
financial institution. The review collection strategy for this 
different type of generated seed may collect all emails and 
chat messages with the external entity to whom the confiden 
tial information was sent. Thus, there may be different ways 
of compiling the related information together into a review 
collection based on different strategies (including one or 
more strategies being used for each individual review collec 
tion) that may be associated with how the initial data items 
were identified. 
The review collections themselves may consist of a num 

ber of documents, trades, emails, chat messages or any other 
electronic data information that could be related to the ini 
tially identified data items identified by the initial financial 
risk strategies. For example, they could also be stock shares, 
mutual fund shares, trader phone calls (or phone call meta 
data), contracts, deeds of trust, tax information, mortgage 
information, information about mutual funds, or any other 
data item that could be related to the initial identified infor 
mation and accessible via a data binding or searchable in a 
database. 

In block 930, once a review collection has been put 
together, scoring criteria may be used to score that review 
collection (e.g., assign a value to the review collection for 
ranking). In some embodiments, the scoring criteria used, 
(e.g., a "scoring strategy'), may score the review collection 
differently based upon the type of initial financial risk strat 
egy used to generate the seed. For example, one scoring 
criteria may simply score a review collection based on the 
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Volume of trades made by a specific trader on a specific traded 
instrument that was initially identified in the initial financial 
risk identification strategy. 
As another example, a scoring strategy may, based on the 

type of financial risk identification strategy used to generate 
the initial data item (such as detecting confidential informa 
tion), score the review collection based on how many email 
messages were sent to an entity not related with the traders 
financial institution. For example, if a review collection had 
five email messages from a trader to entities that are not 
affiliated with the trader's financial institution, then in that 
case, the scoring strategy may indicate that each matching 
email message in the review collection is given a score of 1. 
and that the score for the whole review collection may be the 
Sum of all scores (5 in this example). 

After a review collection has been scored by the data analy 
sis system, then the review collection may be ranked based on 
comparing the review collections score to other review col 
lections. For example, all of the review collections generated 
for a given day can be sorted and displayed in a user interface 
in a specific order so that the review collections with the 
highest score appear at the top of a list, and the review col 
lections with the lowest score would be at the bottom. This 
helps to alleviate the analyst’s job by having the review take 
place in a graphical user interface that displays or allows 
selection of each review collection in the order sorted by rank 
so that the review collections with the highest risk may be 
reviewed first by the analyst. This also allows the investigator 
or analyst to decide not to investigate further review collec 
tions falling beneath a threshold score, either based on set 
tings within a computer client the analysts are using to inves 
tigate, or based on their own determination of when to stop 
reviewing review collections (e.g., the analyst decides not to 
review collections past the third page of the ranked review 
collections). 

In block 950, these ranked review collections may be dis 
played in a graphical user interface for selection by an inves 
tigator or analyst. Not all of the scored review collections 
need appear on the screen at once. Instead a Subset may 
appear on the screen where an analyst or investigator could 
possibly browse to further subsets a review collection with 
lower scores (e.g., the next page of review collections, or 
scroll down to additional review collections using a slider, 
etc.). 

In some embodiments, a single initial data item may have 
multiple review collections associated with it. In Such an 
embodiment, an initial data item may be associated with 
multiple review collections scores. As described herein, a 
meta score may be used to calculate a single score over 
multiple related review collections having the same initial 
data item. For example, an average score could be calculated 
for all of the review collections associated with the same 
seeds/initial data item(s). In this way, an analyst or investiga 
tor could, through the use of the graphical user interface, get 
a sense of all the review collections available under an initial 
data item and the weight of those review collection scores in 
Summary form. This may assist the analyst to quickly make a 
determination about whether to investigate the review collec 
tions associated with those data items without investigating 
each review collection associated with that data item. 

FIG. 10A illustrates an example of how the various initial 
financial risk identification strategies may be used to identify 
an initial data item or seed as a start of a review collection. 

For example, in block 1012, the data analysis system may 
access financial and communication databases (e.g., usually 
trades, chat messages, and email messages for a particular 
financial institution) that are to be searched based on the 
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strategies described herein. For example, financial instrument 
trade data 1012A may include a database having trades on a 
particular exchange, for example, the New York Stock 
Exchange, NASDAQ, etc., any mutual fund trades, any mort 
gage trades, or any information about transactions for a trad 
able financial instrument. 

Another set of data that may be used by the data analysis 
system in order to determine financial malfeasance may 
include one or more databases of chat messages 1012B or 
email messages 1012C. For example, in Some embodiments, 
these databases may contain the emails and chat messages for 
employees of major financial institutions such as Lehman 
Brothers, Citi Bank or Goldman Sachs. Each of these finan 
cial institutions may have employees who trade in financial 
instruments (“traders'), and these traders may have access to 
email messages at work and have email accounts at their firm. 

Also, in some situations, these traders may have the capa 
bility to chat either within the firm or with clients/customers 
or with others in the financial industry. Both the email mes 
sages and the chat messages may be correlated by user name, 
for example, a trader may have a user name that is linked in an 
employee directory at their work. The directory may be an 
SQL database, or an LDAP directory (or any other type of 
database with user information mappings), that can be used to 
create a mapping of the trader's chat user name to their email 
address, or any other information (such as a trader's personal 
identification information (full name, social security number, 
age, address, phone number, etc.)) or any other information 
linked to an identifier of the trader/employee. In addition, a 
trader may have one or more trading accounts that may be 
used to perform trades, and these accounts may be linked to 
trades performed by that trader. 

For example, a specific trade in the financial instruction 
trade database 1012A, may have as associated metadata the 
trader who participated in that trade. This may involve more 
than one trader, for example, a selling trader and a buying 
trader. This type of metadata can then be used to determine the 
employee who made the trade, and to link other affiliated 
information of that employee (e.g., emails sent/received, chat 
messages sent/received, etc.). 

Similarly, chat message information may have similar 
metadata, for example, the name of the chat room, the times 
a particular chat message was posted to an associated chat 
room, the sender of the chat message, the receivers of the chat 
message, the times that a particular sender or receiver entered 
or left a chat room, etc. 
The chat messages in a chat room can be represented in a 

database as individual chat messages, for example, a message 
going from a sender to many receivers as apart of a chat room. 
In some embodiments, a chat message can be represented in 
the database as part of a series of chats messages (e.g., a chat 
thread or room discussion) where the data object is a chat 
room containing multiple chats and events happening to that 
chat room, Such as chat personas entering or leaving the chat 
room or a message being sent. This type of data structure may 
contain who the receivers of each message are based on a list 
of chartroom members at the time. No matter how chat mes 
sages are digitally represented, one or more chat messages 
may be accessible by the system. 

Email messages, like chat messages, may be sent from a 
sender to multiple receivers. The addresses of the multiple 
receivers may be written in the headers of the email message 
along with the sender. Email messages, like chat messages, 
may be associated with certain users at the financial institu 
tion or certain users who are outside the financial institution. 
For example, email messages may have a domain component 
Such as John Doe(a).google.com, where google.com is the 
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domain component. This domain component may signify 
Some association with Google, and this type of metadata for 
an email address may be used by a strategy to determine if a 
particular email address corresponds to a user at Google. In 
other examples, Acme Bank may be a domain, for example, 
acmebank.com, that may indicate an association of a person 
having an email address at acmebank.com as an employee 
with Acme Bank. 

In Some embodiments, ifa user has an email address that is 
at gmail.com, then it can be assumed that that user's email 
address is not associated with Acme Bank. These distinctions, 
based on the domain, can have an effect when analyzing and 
determining the initial strategies. For example, as will be 
discussed, the disclosure of confidential information is a seri 
ous risk that financial institutions face. To detect disclosure of 
confidential information, a message being sent to an email 
address that is not affiliated with the financial institution 
sending the information may be a flag detectable by a strategy 
designed to protect confidential information. 

Thus, in block 1012 the system may have access to and the 
ability to search and query, for example, using data bindings 
as described above, a financial institution's financial instru 
ment trade data 1012A, chat messages 1012B, and email 
messages 1012C, as representative examples. 

In block 1014, the system may have access to and be 
configured to execute various financial risk identification 
strategies that when applied identify initial data items. For 
example, block 1014 applies initial financial risk identifica 
tion strategies to identify one or more initial data items. These 
initial data items may be used as a seed to prepare review 
collections (e.g., clusters as described herein). 
A data analysis system may have multiple strategies avail 

able to automatically find initial data items. For example, side 
conversation strategy 1014.a comprises an initial financial 
risk identification strategy to detect side conversations, a con 
fidential information sharing strategy 1014b comprises an 
initial financial risk identification strategy to detect possible 
confidential information sharing, a LIBOR (London Inter 
bank Offered Rate) fix strategy 1014c comprises an initial 
final risk identification strategy to detect possible malfea 
sance related to LIBOR announcements, and a suspect trade 
strategy 1014d comprises an initial financial risk identifica 
tion strategy to detect trades that may be indicative of mal 
feasance. This list is not exhaustive, but the list shows that 
various strategies (e.g. rule(s) or filter(s) or combination 
thereof) may be used on the trade, email message, and chat 
message information to determine initial data items via the 
initial financial risk identification Strategies. 

In block 1016, once the initial data items are gathered as 
described above, the review data collection strategies may be 
executed in order to gather related databased on the initial 
data items. Data bindings may be used to find email messages 
and chat messages based, for example, on the initial data 
items properties. For example, for a suspect trade initial data 
item, a search for email messages may return a set of email 
messages that reference the a user or trader of the Suspect 
trade. 

In other embodiments, a time stamp may be used as part of 
the query parameters to determine the related data for the 
review collection. For example, not all email messages for a 
trader may be useful for review. Instead, only those email 
messages and chat messages that were sent or received by the 
trader during or in a configurable time period near to the trade 
may be useful for adding to the review collection. Thus, a 
time-based parameter may be useful for narrowing down the 
amount of data to be entered into the review collection. 
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In block 1018, this process may reoccur many times, for 

example, a chat message or email message that was added to 
the review collection may then be treated as a seed for a new 
review collection to be created. For example, ifa suspect trade 
indicated an email message that was related, that email mes 
sage may now then be treated as an initial data item or seed for 
the process to begin again for another review collection or to 
add to the current review collection. Thus, an email message 
related to a Suspect trade may itself give lead to finding other 
trades that may be pertinent for review in their own review 
collection (or as additional added objects to the current 
review collection). Any newly identified trades can again be 
treated as a seed or initial data item for this process to repeat. 

FIG. 10B illustrates in more detail a sample process a data 
analysis system may perform for determining items to 
include in a review collection. In some embodiments, the 
review collection process may be run for each identified ini 
tial data item (e.g., for each Suspect trade identified, each 
email identified, etc.). 

In block 1022, once you have a suspect trade (or other data 
item), you may apply the review data collection strategies that 
apply to that type of data item (or that apply based on how the 
seed was generated) to gather related data into the review 
collection or multiple review collections. For example, one 
review collection strategy may be to find a trader/employee 
identity relationship 1024a between the suspect trade and one 
or more chat or email messages (e.g., based on a mapping of 
identifiers such as the ID of the trader making the trade and 
the sender email address of a trader sending an email mes 
sage, there may be a match between an email message and a 
trade). Each strategy can be used alone or in combination with 
other strategies. 

Another review collection strategy may search for related 
data using a time-based relationship 1024b to determine the 
data items to include in the review collection. For example, a 
trade could be executed at 3 o'clock Eastern time on January 
27th. The system in block 1024 could search using the data 
bindings for related email messages or chat messages from 
the trader that occurred around 3 p.m. Eastern time on January 
27th (thus, this is an example of using both a time based 
relationship 1024b and a Trader/Employee identity relation 
ship 1024a, but these strategies need not always be used 
together). By doing using a time based strategy in addition to 
an employee or trader ID based strategy, the amount of emails 
that are associated in the review collection with the trader may 
be reduced, while increasing the chances the emails within 
the review collection relate to the trade because the emails are 
within a set time period of the trade. 

In some embodiments, trades, email messages, and chat 
message databases may also be searched on other factors, 
Such as whether an email is related to a particular customer 
1024c, where the customer stock has been traded. For 
example, if a trader traded in the Google stock at 10:34 a.m. 
and on the same day the trader, not at 10:34 a.m. but say 5 p.m. 
in the afternoon, emailed a person at Google, then the email to 
the person at Google, although not at exactly the same time, 
may still be selected to be put into the review collection 
because it was from a customer of the trader and may indicate 
a possible leak of confidential information centered around 
the customer. In some embodiments, an email may be 
selected based on a mapping of a trader's customers. For 
example if a trader's trade is identified as a Suspect trade, then 
emails to all of that trader's customers around the same time 
period as the trade may be selected to include in a review 
collection. 

In another example, if the person that the trader knew at 
Google was a customer or Google itself was a customer (e.g., 
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say Google was using the financial institution as an invest 
ment bank to gather investment for joint ventures), then trad 
ing on the Google stock after receiving information from 
Google may be an indicator of financial malfeasance (e.g., 
insider trading). 

Other criteria 1024d may also be used (alone or in combi 
nation with other review collection strategies) to add related 
information to the review collection, such as a key word 
search in a trader's email or chat messages for messages that 
are related to a trade. For example, a review collection strat 
egy, based on a seed indicating a possible disclosure of con 
fidential information, could search around the time period 
when the confidential information was sent, for other emails 
of the sender that use the term “confidential'. 

It must be noted that the strategies/relationships identified 
in 1024a, 1024b, 1024c, and 1024d are not exhaustive. In 
Some embodiments, initial strategies 1026 Such as those dis 
cussed under FIGS. 11-16, may also be used to add data to a 
review collection. The initial strategies may be applied as a 
stand-alone review collection strategy, or in combination with 
other review collection strategies (e.g., side conversations 
occurring at 5 pm). 

In some embodiments, multiple review collections may be 
created and/or multiple review collection strategies may be 
used to create a single review collection. For example, line 
1028 indicates that the process may repeat, and a review 
collection could be added to multiple times by applying mul 
tiple review collection strategies to broaden the review col 
lection. 

In some embodiments, additional review collection strate 
gies may be used to filter/reduce the review collection. For 
example, once other related email messages and chat mes 
sages that are related to a suspect trader are identified to add 
to a review collection, each email message or chat message in 
the review collection may be looked at to see whether any of 
the indicia of an initial strategies are present. For example, 
each email message may be analyzed to determine whether a 
side conversation has taken place. If so, that email message 
may then be identified as a new seed and a further review 
collection may be compiled based on that initial seed. Alter 
natively, that email message may be kept in the review col 
lection while others are filtered out of the review collection. 

In some embodiments, data items added to a review col 
lection may be in turn used at new seeds to identify additional 
review collections based on that seed following the process 
described in FIG. 10B. 

FIG. 10C illustrates an example or process a data analysis 
system may take to score and rank each cluster or set of 
clusters. For example, in block 1032 each cluster or review 
collection may be scored based on one or more scoring strat 
egies containing scoring rules/criteria. In block 1034, the 
computer system may access a scoring criteria to apply based 
on the type of seed associated with the review collection in 
some embodiments. For example, if the review collection is 
based on the identification of a Suspect trade, then the scoring 
criteria may score the review collection based on how many 
mentions of the Suspect trade have been sent to users outside 
of a financial institution. Such a score may be determined by 
analyzing the review collection for emails and chat messages 
that were sent from inside the financial institution to outside 
the financial institution (e.g., by looking at the domain names 
of recipients of email messages or chat messages). If each of 
these emails counted as 1 point and they were Summed, then 
if you had 10 Such emails and 10 Such chat messages, a review 
collection would get a score of 20. This is but one example of 
a possible scoring scheme. 
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In Some embodiments, the selection of scoring criteria may 

be done based on the type of initial financial risk identification 
strategy that was used to select the seed (e.g., a side conver 
sation strategy, a LIBOR fix detection strategy, etc), or based 
on the type of data item selected as the seed (e.g., email, trade, 
chat message). In some embodiments, the scoring criteria 
may be selected by an administrator, or be based on feedback 
received from analysts looking at the review collections. 

In some embodiments, a scoring strategy may score a 
review collection using one or more factors, such as Volume. 
For example, a scoring strategy may allocate score to a review 
collection based on the number of data items in the review 
collection (e.g., 1 point for each item, etc., or different 
weighted values for each type of item). A scoring strategy 
may also allocate score based on the amount of trades and/or 
communications, or frequency of trades/communications 
within the review collection. For example, if 10 trades are 
included in a review collection, the scoring strategy may 
allocate each trade a score equal to the Volume of the financial 
instrument in each trade (e.g., if a trade traded 50 shares, the 
scoring strategy may allocate 50 points, or a point value 
scaled to the amount of money a trade was worth). 

Other examples of scoring strategies may not depend on 
the volume of items in the review collection, but instead may 
depend on the quality of the data in the review collection. For 
example, a review collection may be scored based on the 
number of mentions within a certain email in the review 
collection, for example, the email with the highest number of 
mentions of the term “confidential.” This could be determined 
based on the number of times the key term “confidential' is 
mentioned within an email. Another possible scoring criteria 
could be the amount of interconnectedness of the data within 
a review collection. For example, if there is a Suspect trade, 
and the buyer trader and seller trader are also mentioned 
within an email, or appear as senders or receivers of an email 
within the review collection, that review collection may be 
scored higher than a review collection where both the buyer 
and seller of a suspect trade were not mentioned in the same 
email. An additional possible scoring criteria might allocate 
more points to a trade or communication based on their posi 
tion within a financial organization. For example, if an email 
was sent by a senior VP, that email might contribute a larger 
score to the review collection than an email sent by a junior 
analyst. 

After accessing the scoring criteria, the system may gen 
erate review data collection scores for each review data col 
lection based on the appropriately selected scoring criteria. 
Once these scores have been generated, the scores for review 
collections may be ranked or sorted in block 1042 based on a 
score or may be compared to a threshold in order to eliminate 
review collections that do not meet the threshold score. 

For example, analysts may not be able to review all review 
collections based on identified initial data items. Thus, the 
system may make a decision based on a configurable thresh 
old value to eliminate certain review collections from review 
because the review collections scored below the threshold. 

Alternatively, or in combination, the review collections can 
be ordered from high score to lowest, thus allowing the ana 
lyst or investigator to review from top to bottom the review 
collections considered most pertinent by the system and the 
analyst may make his own determination on when to stop 
analyzing based on the score values. 

In block 1042, metascores may optionally be generated. A 
metascore of a plurality of related review collections may be 
applied to all the review collections that are related to a given 
seed or contain the same data item (such as a trade, an email 
message or chat message) within all the review collections. 
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The metascore may represent the overall score (e.g., an aver 
age score or some other aggregated score) for related review 
collections that may be helpful for an analyst or investigator. 
For example, if multiple review collections were based on a 
single Suspect trade, but each review collection contained 
different information because each was generated using a 
different review collection strategy, then the average score 
could be used as the metascore for all review data collections 
related to the Suspect trade. The use of an average is but one 
example to calculate the metascore overall the scores of each 
review collection. The metascore could also be a weighted 
average based on the Volume or amount of data in a review 
collection, or it may be based on indicators of quality within 
each review collection. For example, one indicator of quality 
may be whether any email messages or chat messages within 
a review collection indicate certain forbidden terms such as 
“insider trading”. 

FIG. 10D illustrates one or more review collections that 
were generated off of an initial data item that can act as a seed. 
The data items in the review collection each relate to one 
another based on properties of each data item, and the data 
analysis system can find related data items based on the 
review collection strategies selected for execution. The 
review collection strategies can use data bindings to search/ 
query the other database based on related properties. To start 
the review collection, the data analysis system may determine 
an initial seed as suspect trade 1050. 

For example, as described above, a trade of a stock or other 
asset as part of the metadata may have information that indi 
cates it is a suspect trade. In this example, the Suspect trade 
could be an after-hours trade or a trade made internal to a 
financial institution. Once the suspect trade is identified based 
on a suspect trade initial financial risk identification strategy, 
the Suspect trade may be used as a seed to generate review 
collection. 

For example, the first review collection strategy (e.g., 
which may be selected automatically based upon the seed 
involved) may be to collect side conversations that corre 
spond to the Suspect trade. The system may determine the 
timeframe that the Suspect trade occurred, and by calculating 
a time window around the Suspect trade, query/search for 
email messages and/or chat messages for the trader associ 
ated with the suspect trade within the time window. The 
search results may return a side conversation (or multiple side 
conversations) within the time period by the trader and one or 
more other traders may be determined and added to the review 
collection. 

For example, in FIG. 10D, side conversation 1051 may be 
in the cluster or review collection. Once this initial review 
collection 1080 is identified, side conversation 1051 may be 
used as an additional seed to further expand the review col 
lection or create a new review collection. For example, the 
outside dotted line 1070 indicates an expanded review col 
lection or additional review collection. In the example in FIG. 
10D, the side conversation 1051 is related to many other data 
objects, including trader 1, who is a member of the side 
conversation as indicated in block 1054, as well as trader 2 
who is also a member of the side conversation as indicated in 
block 1056. 

Email 1052, which may have been sent by Trader 1 during 
or around the time of the side conversation may also be added 
to the collection. As shown, an outside recipient of email 1052 
was also added to the review collection as indicated by block 
1058. Also shown is a trade detected by the data analysis 
system executing a particular review collection strategy as 
discussed within the side conversation 1051 in the chat or 
email text as indicated in block 1060 (e.g., detected by key 
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word search). Also depicted is an additional email that may 
have matched the same key terms and have occurred during 
the same time period as the side conversation as indicated in 
block 1062. 

In a further example, the review collection 1070 in FIG. 
10D may be expanded even more by the data analysis system. 
For example, block 1066 may be detected as an outside recipi 
ent to whom trader 1 1054 sent email 1052 around the same 
time period as same side conversation 1051. However, as 
depicted by FIG. 10D, the data analysis system may limit the 
number of items in a review collection based on a config 
urable limit, or limit expanding the review collection to a 
certain number of iterations. 
As another example, email 1064 may be added on as an 

additional part of the review collection based on discussions 
of trade 1060 within email 1064. In this manner, by applying 
review collection strategies, such as by linking by trader orby 
time or by finding additional related side conversations, etc., 
the review collection may be expanded or additional review 
collections can be created. Once a review collection is created 
or expanded and finalized, the review collection can be 
scored. 

FIG. 10E is an example user interface that may be used by 
an analyst or investigator, as displayed on a display Screen, to 
select and investigate review collections. In this example, on 
the left side of FIG. 10E multiple review collections may 
appear. The review collection entitled “Malfeasance risk 1 as 
shown in selectable area 1082 may have an associated score 
of 0.9. The review collections Malfeasance Risk 1, Malfea 
sance Risk 2, and Malfeasance Risk 3, may be sorted accord 
ing to their score, each of which is a review collection that 
may be selected. In sample FIG. 10E, Malfeasance risk 1, in 
block 1082, has been selected. In column 1084, the data items 
making up that review collection may be fully or partially 
displayed within the user interface. For example, block 1090 
displays an email thread from trader 1. The contents of the 
email thread may be selected and displayed in another user 
interface pane, for example, in user interface portion 1086 of 
the display screen. 

This portion of the display screen 1086 may display a 
specific score for that email thread, for example here shown 
0.6, the senders and receivers of the email, the subject of the 
email, and the subject. For example, email thread 1 from 
trader 1 shows an email from trader 1 to a Google employee 
thanking that Google employee for a gift and also discussing 
a new product to be launched at Google. 

This email may have been detected based on, for example, 
a suspect trade of google stock by trader 1 and doing a search 
near the time period of the suspect trade for all emails from 
trader 1 and, in Some embodiments, contain the keyword 
GOOG, Google, or have senders/recipients from the Google 
domain in the email. Thus, this email could be reviewed by an 
analyst who may make a determination on whether the infor 
mation in the email should be acted on. 
At this point, the analyst or investigator can take any action 

based on the collections. For example, the analyst could flag, 
either through an outside system or through the user interface 
displaying the review collection, as being important and pos 
sibly containing fraud. Such a flag may indicate to a Supervi 
sor or manager to further review the item. 
As can be seen, multiple different types of user interfaces 

may be created that allow for the selection and analysis of the 
individual elements inside a review collection, and to rank 
those review collections by score and in Some embodiments 
rank the data items with the review collection also by score. In 
Some embodiments, a metascore may be displayed that may 
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represent an average or some other calculation performed 
over related review collections. 

XI. Side Conversation Strategies 

FIG. 11 illustrates one possible identification strategy of 
data items. No matter at what point in the process the strategy 
is being used (to identify seeds or related data items in a 
review collection), each strategy may comprise certain rules 
and procedures that may be used to identify the data items that 
match that strategy. 

For example, block 1110 of FIG. 11 serves to identify side 
conversations. This side conversation identification strategy 
(as with all other identification strategies discussed herein) 
may be executed on hardware processor(s) in server(s) 1111. 
The identification strategy may operate by analyzing a data 
base of communication messages such as chat message data 
base 1112 and/or email message database 1113. The side 
conversation identification Strategy may operate to analyze 
all messages within a particular database or a Subset of mes 
sages. For example, a side conversation strategy could be 
programmed to identify particular messages that are associ 
ated with a certain time period, day, or other subset. Such a 
strategy may operate to analyze only those email messages or 
chat messages that are associated with a particular user, a 
particular domain (e.g., 'gmail.com'), a particular financial 
institution, and/or a particular customer, based on the rules 
within the particular identification strategy. 
A side conversation may be an email thread or chat mes 

sage thread comprising an initial communication that is sent 
to a Superset of recipients, and then a Subset of the recipients 
initiate a new conversation in response to the email message 
or chat message. A side conversation strategy may use this 
definition to identify emails and email threads that match the 
definition/rule. 

Side conversations can sometimes be an indicator of fraud, 
misrepresentation, inappropriate or deceptive conduct or any 
unacceptable conduct because the drop of the other individu 
als on the thread or chat message may indicate that a sensitive 
topic, such as a topic that those remaining on the email thread 
do not wish to share with individuals dropped from the email 
thread, is being discussed. 

In FIG. 11, the side conversation identification strategy 
1110 may have identified one or more side conversations in 
the email messages database 1113. This side conversation 
may be from, for example, jim.conway (a acme-invest 
ments.com and may be an email that is sent to 
daniel.fuld(a)acme-investments.com. This email may have 
been identified as a side conversation because recipients were 
dropped after the initial email in the thread 1101 from Bill 
James to a variety of recipients, including jim.conway and 
daniel...fold's email addresses at Acme Investments. 

In the depicted case, the initial email contained information 
about the new pets.com service going live the following day. 
At this point whenjim.conway replies to the thread, he only 
includes daniel.fuld, not the other recipients, and not the 
original sender Bill James. Thus, embodiments of the side 
conversation strategy identify that a side conversation is tak 
ing place. Other criteria for a matching side conversation may 
also be used. For example, a strategy may require that the side 
conversations being identified are only for side conversations 
within Acme Investments, or sent and received within a cer 
taintime period. In the depicted case of FIG. 11, the email was 
sent on Mar. 7, 2014 and all recipients of the follow-up emails 
are within the acme-investments.com domain. Thus, this 
email may be used as a seed data item based on identification 
by a side conversation strategy. 
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In some embodiments, the side conversation identification 

strategy can further filter the number of email messages to be 
sent by requiring that only those email messages that have a 
thread length greater than two messages should be searched. 
For example, if an email message was part of a thread that 
only contained one message, then the side conversation strat 
egy would not further analyze the message (as it cannot be a 
part of a multi-message thread). 

In some embodiments, email threads can be identified by 
matching the email Subject of one email message to an email 
Subject of an earlier or Subsequent email message (ignoring 
other added elements to a subject such as “re:” or “FW:”. 
etc.). For example, in FIG. 11, both the original email and the 
later email contain the text "Going live 3/8, thus they can be 
matched as an email thread and then determined whether or 
not participants left the thread to result in a determination of 
a side conversation. 

In some embodiments, a minimum or maximum threshold 
of dropped recipients may be required to identify a side con 
Versation. For example, if there was an initial email having 
100 recipients and the second email in the thread having 99 
recipients, the drop in recipients may not qualify as a side 
conversation because 99 recipients (or Some other minimum 
quantity that may be configurable by the user) may not be 
considered a secret conversation. 

Instead, a side conversation may require less than a thresh 
old number of recipients (and/or a threshold percentage of 
recipients) to remain in the conversation in order to be con 
sidered a side conversation indicative of inappropriate con 
duct. For example, in some embodiments, the threshold num 
ber may be less than 5 recipients remain on a thread in order 
to identify/qualify that email message as a side conversation. 

In some embodiments, Subject matter or keywords may 
also be required to identify an email message or chat message 
as a side conversation. For example, certain customer key 
words, here "pets.com', a client of Acme Investments, could 
be used as a keyword to further filter down matching email 
messages as side conversations (e.g., a side conversation 
strategy could contain a rule indicating that only side conver 
sations mentioning customers should be selected). Other key 
words could be complaints, words signifying compliance 
with procedures/laws or lack thereof, trading key terms 
“insider trading, etc. 

Other keywords may also be used to filter outside conver 
sations instead. For example, email messages that contain in 
the Subject “automatic reply, etc. may indicate messages that 
are automatically generated and automatically drop other 
recipients on a thread. Although this may match a definition 
of a side conversation, a strategy may be configured filter out 
these messages as they do not usually indicate malfeasance. 
This filtering may reduce the number of email messages that 
server(s) 1111 may be required to analyze and thus increase 
efficiency in analyzing or determining side conversations as a 
whole. 

In some embodiments, metadata may be created about the 
side conversation, Such as indicating a number of recipients in 
the to:, cc., and bcc: fields, so that an analyst may refer to the 
amount of original and dropped recipients from a conversa 
tion without having to analyze the email itself. This may assist 
an analyst or the data analysis system to automatically ignore 
or review this particular side conversation. Metadata Such as 
the number of recipients in the to:, cc., and bcc: fields could 
also be used as a part of scoring strategy. For example, a side 
conversation that has 99 users and reduces down to a conver 
sation of only two users can be allocated a higher score than 
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a side conversation that has 5 users and reduces down to a 
conversation of 4 users (e.g., a score based on the ratio of the 
drop). 

In one embodiment, a side conversation may also require 
that a manager who is on a thread to be subsequently dropped 
while the thread continues between other participants. This 
type of detection may require a mapping of managers and 
their employees (e.g., within an SQL database, etc) within a 
financial institution to be accessible so that the data analysis 
system using Such an embodiment of a side conversation can 
determine the managerial relationships. In Such an embodi 
ment, additional filtering for side conversations may be per 
formed that, for instance, detect “assignments' or “tasks” (or 
the like) keywords issued by the manager. 

XII. LIBOR Fix Detection Strategies 

FIG. 12 illustrates an example of a possible LIBOR fixing 
strategy or a strategy to detect the fixing of any standard 
interest rate or that depends on gathered or Surveyed infor 
mation and/or an interest rate announcement that that regu 
larly occurs at a given time. As known in the industry, LIBOR 
stands for the London Inter-Bank Offered Rate. This may be 
the rate of the average interest rate that leading banks in 
London would be charged if borrowing from other London 
banks. This rate is often subject to market abuse because it is 
published daily at 11:00 a.m. London time based on a survey 
of previous London bank offered rates. Thus, by manipulat 
ing the survey rates, the LIBOR rate may be abused, for 
example in interest rate arbitrage scenarios. Because the 
LIBOR rate is used by other banks to set their rates or by 
financial instruments, collusion or financial malfeasance to 
manipulate the LIBOR rate can result in money earned for the 
manipulators. 

Thus, a strategy to detect the fixing of LIBOR rates, such as 
the one executed in block 1210 of server(s) 1211 may search 
and filter chat messages and/or email messages or other com 
munications for communications that have potential indica 
tors for altering or manipulating the LIBOR. For example, 
communications by financial spot traders taking place around 
3 to 5 pm. Greenwich Mean Time may indicate a possible fix 
of the LIBOR rate or improper influencing of the LIBOR rate. 
Such a time period may be configured in the LIBOR fix 
strategy. This time may be used as a possible time window 
where Survey or input is gathered to determine the next 
LIBOR to be published. Thus, a communication taking place 
within a time period associated with LIBOR may contain 
evidence of improper influencing of the LIBOR, and would 
be useful as a seed in a review collection. For example, in FIG. 
12, the LIBOR fix strategy may analyze email messages and 
chat messages based on the rules in the LIBOR fixed strategy. 
Here, in this example, the rules may match the time the 
depicted email was sent on (Mar. 7, 2014 at 3:36 p.m. GMT) 
and the subject of the email includes the word LIBOR. Thus, 
Some combination of time, keyword searching, and searching 
based on the sender, for example here jim.conway(a acme 
bank.com, may indicate that the sender is a spot trader, and 
the email would match the criteria of the LIBOR fixed strat 
egy used in this example. 
An identified email as matching the LIBOR fix strategy 

may then be reviewed by an analyst in association with other 
related emails and chats in a review collection. These emails 
and chats can be added to the review collection by matching 
the sender, Jim Conway, and/or the recipient, Daniel Fold, to 
emails/chats messages that were sent or received by either of 
these users within a time period associated with LIBOR (and 
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possibly match other criteria, Such as containing the keyword 
LIBOR in the subject or text of the message). 

Similarly, chat messages may be analyzed, for example, a 
chat message sent from Jim Conway that contains the word 
LIBOR based on keyword searching and sent within a time 
period associated with LIBOR could be a chat message that 
may match the LIBOR fix strategy. 

In some embodiments, the time period may be configurable 
based on the amount of email to be analyzed, or the timing of 
the release window of a surveyed interest rate. For example, 
any time period around collection or announcement of the 
LIBOR may be used 
Any keywords indicating the LIBOR or any other survey 

rate may also be used as matching criteria for a LIBOR fix 
type of strategy, for example the term prime rate or basis 
points could also be keyword indicators for this type of detec 
tion strategy. 

XIII. Disclosure of Confidential Information 
Strategies 

An initial financial risk identification strategy may deter 
mine whether an email or communication message may have 
a higher likelihood to be a communication that contains a 
disclosure of confidential information, and thus may be used 
as a seed or initial data item to build a review collection. 
Strategies to detect confidential information may be useful to 
an analyst or investigator because they may reveal, after fur 
ther manual review, possible impermissible sharing or use of 
confidential or material nonpublic information from inside an 
organization, especially where that organization may have a 
duty to keep information confidential secret or to prevent 
insider trading based on confidential information. 
As an example of a particular strategy that may detect 

confidential information disclosures, FIG. 13 illustrates a 
strategy specific for detecting the dissemination of confiden 
tial information to personal accounts. Often times when 
employees send information from their place of employment, 
they will send it from an employee email address to their own 
private email address. A strategy to detect this behavior may 
be useful to identify such candidate emails for review by an 
analyst. 

For example, in block 1310, the strategy may search chat 
messages and email messages for any communications from 
a person within a firm to an outside email address (for 
example, aS depicted in FIG. 13, 
jim.conway(a acmebank.com who may be a trader at Acme 
Bank, sending an email to JimmyBoy (agmail.com, an email 
address with a different domain than acmebank.com). 

In some embodiments, a strategy may further detect 
whether an employee's personal account, rather than their 
work account, is the destination of an email. For example, 
there are well known outside email addresses such as gmail, 
yahoo, hotmail, and any other ISP that is not directly associ 
ated with a specific company, that provides free email Ser 
vices. These email addresses may be specified within a strat 
egy to result in the identification of an email message. For 
example, FIG. 13 depicts an email to 
Jimmy Boy (agmail.com. Sending an email message from an 
internal email address to a gmail domain itself (or any other 
known free or non-corporate domain), in Some embodiments, 
may indicate identification of a seed. In some embodiments, 
the strategy may require a match of not only a free or outside 
email domain, but also a permutation of identifiable informa 
tion about the sender. For example, Jim Conway may be an 
employee at acme-bank. Due to having access to internal 
employee information, the data analysis system may create 
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permutations of his first, middle, and last name that may be 
used for comparison to outside email addresses. Here, the 
outside email address sent to is JimmyBoy(agmail.com. 
Jimmy is a well known nickname of Jim's first name. Thus, 
because Jimmy is a Substring of Jimmy Boy, a confidential 
information detection strategy may be configured to require 
Such a Substring match in an outside email address for the 
strategy to identify the email message to be a seed (or add to 
a review collection). In some embodiments, this type of email 
address match, using a permutation of employee information 
when matching the outside email address, may instead raise 
the score of any review collection if the seed contains such a 
match. 

Further, strategies that detect confidential information 
being disclosed improperly may also make a determination 
based on any attachments included in an email. For example, 
in FIG. 13, attachment 1302s filename is AcmeBank.MHDU 
Report.pdf. A confidential information strategy analyzing 
Such an email may specifically have a keyword filter that 
looks for email messages with attachments. Keywords may 
include, for example, “report.” “AEO. Attorneys Eyes 
Only.” “confidential.” or “privileged' or any other word or 
abbreviation thereof that may indicate a sensitive or confi 
dential attachment. As shown, the email message described in 
FIG. 13 matches such a filter (“report'). 

Additional indications may also trigger rules under a con 
fidential information detection strategy. A rule/filter in the 
strategy may possibly count how many attachments are being 
sent from an inside address to an outside address overa period 
of time. For example, Jim Conway may frequently send mes 
sages from his account 1303 to an outside address (e.g., 
jimmyboy (agmail.com). Sending one or two messages every 
so often may not be a strong signal indicating that confidential 
information is likely to have been sent. However, an abnor 
mally high amount of emails to an outside email address (e.g., 
10 a day) may indicate an activity that should be flagged or set 
as one or more possible seeds to create review collections for 
further review by an analyst. 

Likewise, the Volume of personal email attachments being 
sent from internal to outside a bank or company or financial 
institution may also impact the scoring of review collections. 
For example, a scoring strategy may be configured to score as 
higher a Volume of email messages being sent that match 
indications of confidential information, and may score certain 
indicative review collections higher on this basis. 

In addition, other indicators could possibly assist a confi 
dential information detection strategy to better determine 
which email messages likely disclose confidential informa 
tion improperly. For example, if a personal email account is 
CCed or BCCed on an email message to other parties, this 
may further indicate that confidential information is leaving 
an enterprise. In other words, if a message is being sent from 
an internal email to another internal email address, but there 
exists a BCC to an outside email address, or an email address 
that possibly matches a personal account as described above, 
then Such an email may further reveal messages that contain 
confidential information being sent outside the company in a 
secretive manner. 

Another indicator may be a rule that detects whether the 
title of an attachment or subject does not match the domain 
where an email orchat message is originating or being sent to. 
For example, if the subject of an email (or the sender's email 
address domain, etc) has the keyword Acme Bank” or 
matches the domain of Acme Bank, but the attachment has 
“Wall Street Bank” in its title instead, then the wrong report 
may have been sent or disclosed (either accidentally, or on 
purpose). In this case, a matching email or chat message with 
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Such an indicator may be chosen as a seed or be added to a 
review collection (or scored higher). 

Using a combination of rules designed to detect confiden 
tial information disclosures may heighten the signal of 
matched email messages or chat messages versus the false 
positives that an investigator or analyst may have to look 
through. 

XIV. Customer Information Leak Strategies 

FIG. 14 illustrates a strategy designed to detect customer 
information leaks. Detection of customer information leaks 
may be similar to detection of dissemination of confidential 
information. Thus, many of the same techniques described for 
a detection of confidential information strategy may be appli 
cable to detecting improper dissemination of customer infor 
mation. A customer information leak may indicate impermis 
sible sharing or use of the confidential information and/or a 
material nonpublic information being disclosed. 
A financial firm’s client information may occasionally be 

leaked by an employee or trader either on purpose or inad 
vertently. The data analysis system described herein may be 
configured to analyze email messages and chat messages to 
determine if there is any risk of disclosing customer informa 
tion to a party who is not Supposed to receive it. Like other 
strategies, a strategy designed to detect possible leakage of 
customer information may involve analyzing one or more 
email messages or chat messages (or any other communica 
tion message) to determine likely candidates of messages 
where customer information may have been leaked so that an 
analyst can review. Thus, customer information leak strategy 
1410 may comprise a set of rules and/or filters to determine 
communication messages that may act as an initial seed value 
or as criteria to add a message to a review collection. 
The example in FIG. 14 shows a sample chat room that 

contains messages that may have been sent and received 
previously, and stored in a chat message database 1412. The 
messages illustrated in FIG. 14 may be Bloomberg chat mes 
sages (or any type of chat message), which exemplary of a 
chat service that traders or employees within a financial insti 
tution may use (e.g., Bloomberg chat, IRC, instant messaging 
chat, etc.). A customer info leak strategy may include a rule to 
detect a mentioning of a customer in chat, where the men 
tioned customer is not a participant. For example, in FIG. 14. 
Bloomberg chat room 28 contains various messages. For 
example, manager 1 at 10:30 discusses with the team the 
LHM account. Later at 10:40 trader 2 also discusses the LHM 
account. As seen at 1401, the users in the room when the final 
message is received are traders 2 and 3. These traders may be 
affiliated with different employers. For example, trader 2 may 
be affiliated with Acme and trader 3 may be affiliated with a 
separate financial institution (e.g., “Wall Street Bank'). Who 
is in a chat room may be determined by analyzing who 
received a chat message, or, ifunavailable, determine a listing 
of recipients of a chat message based on tracking of "enter” or 
“connect and “disconnect” or “leave' messages in a chat 
OO. 

The example chat messages in FIG. 14 shows that the 
“LHM’ account is being discussed 1405, however, employ 
ees from the LHM customer are not present. Therefore, if 
LHM is a customer of the Acme financial firm, and employees 
of Acme are discussing LHM's private customer information, 
but no employees of LHM are present when LHM is being 
discussed, then this may cause the customer information leak 
strategy to indicate that the communication messages within 
the chat around the time of when LHM is being mentioned, 
for example, 10:30 and 10:40 for message 1405, be flagged as 
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initial seeds or initial financial indications of risk that may be 
used to create review collections. 
A review collection built off of a detection of leaked cus 

tomer information in this example could comprise all the 
trades by trader 2 or trader 3, or the trades of any of the 5 
recipients that received the discussions of the LHM informa 
tion. A filter could narrow down these trades to just LHM 
trades. In addition, the traders mentioning LHM around the 
same time period in email may also indicate communications 
messages to be added to a review collection based on the seed 10 
chat message. 

According to the example in FIG. 14, the detection strategy 
may indicate that LHM information may have been imper 
missibly disclosed throughout the Acme organization without 
LHM being present. Such detection may require building a 15 
list of customer names. For example, the Acme financial firm 
may have a database (e.g., an internal database based on 
customer/client list information or a directory listing of cus 
tomer contacts, etc.) of customers that are affiliated with 
Acme. For example, the term LHM which appears in message 20 
1405 may be looked up in the database of customer names, 
and if the data analysis system determines that LHM is a 
customer, then the chat message may be flagged if all recipi 
ents of the message were not affiliated with LHM (e.g., do not 
have an LHM IP address, chat name, email address, etc). 25 

For example, the chat message containing LHM 1405 may 
be flagged as a seed, or added to a review collection, or scored 
higher, because the customer info leak strategy detects that 1) 
LHM is present in the list of customer names for Acme and/or 
2) there is no employee of the customer is in the chat room. 30 
The same concept may also be applied to email. For 

example, the mention of a customer in an email to another 
third party without the mentioned customer being on the 
email may cause the customer information leak strategy to 
mark the email as a seed, etc. In some embodiments, if an 35 
email was sent to an external address or the BCC field indi 
cates an external address, and the email contains a customer 
name, and that customer name is not listed as a recipient on 
the email, then the email may be flagged. 

In some embodiments, in order to improve performance, 40 
Some messages may be filtered out from any analysis of 
customer names. For example, an email that is only BBCed to 
undisclosed recipients, or any email that is a mass market 
email. Such as an email to thousands of individuals, may not 
be analyzed for customer name detection, as these appear to 45 
be spam or other mass market emails. 

Other types of suspicious emails or chat messages may also 
be determined based on the recipients. For example, mes 
sages to anytimes.com (or other new outlet domains) may be 
flagged as a seed, and require more investigation by an ana- 50 
lyst, due to the risk of impermissible sharing or use of confi 
dential or nonpublic information being sent to the press. 

Similarly, customer information leaks may also be 
detected when a financial broker such as Acme Bank reveals 
counterparty information about a trade. For example, if a 55 
sentence appears in an email that Company X is buying or 
selling or otherwise putting in an order that may change their 
position with respect to a financial instrument, then it is likely 
improperto reveal that order to any other party besides traders 
internal to Acme Bank or other individuals within Company 60 
X. Emails that match Such criteria may be used as a seed to 
generate a review collection for further review. 

In some embodiments, a combination of strategies may be 
used. For example, if a trade of Company X appears close in 
time to a communication message about Company X, and no 65 
one from Company X is on the communication, but there is an 
unaffiliated external party on the communication, the com 
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munication may be considered a leak of confidential infor 
mation and thus may be flagged (along with the trade) as 
seeds for a review collection. 

Other possible rules may detect anomalies over multiple 
chat messages. For example, chat messages or email mes 
sages to external parties that exceed a threshold based on 
average activity may indicate some collusion. For example, if 
a trader typically emails to outside entities 10 times a day, but 
one day emails to outside entities 90 times, then those emails 
to outside entities may be considered abnormal and identified 
as possible seeds in order to build review collections for 
review. 

Likewise, individual checking of attachments in emails 
may also be performed. For example, if an attachment is 
labeled confidential or for use only by certain parties, then 
that email may be reviewed by the system to make sure that no 
one outside of the financial institution or a customer is receiv 
ing that email. If someone else received that email, then it may 
be flagged as a seed. 

XV. Escalation of Worry Strategies 

FIG. 15 illustrates an escalation of worry strategy for iden 
tifying initial financial risk data items or seeds or possibly 
adding on to a review collection. The escalation of worry 
strategy may search and analyze chat messages and email 
messages, or other type of communication messages to deter 
mine whether a message has been elevated up the chain of 
command inside an organization. 

For example, FIG. 15 illustrates an email message thread 
that includes an original email message from Alice Zimmer 
man 1501 to Bert Nedles 1502 regarding loan application 
review. The next message in the thread, from Bert Nedles 
1503 to CJ Ellis 1504 includes the previous message in the 
thread. Finally, a third message from CJ Ellis 1505 to Bert 
Nedles 1506 completes the three messages in the thread, and 
quotes the original two messages. 

Based on the interrelations of these messages, from the first 
message from Alice Zimmerman in the From: line of 1501 
and the To: line 1502, it can be seen that various employees 
forwarded the message. In the first message the employee 
Alice Zimmerman 1501 of Acme Bank sent the message. In 
the second message it was Bert Nedles 1503 who sent the 
message. 

Various employee relationships may be used by an escala 
tion of worry strategy in comparison to the senders and 
receivers of the chat messages and email messages analyzed. 
For example, the data analysis system may lookup who is 
Alice Zimmerman's Supervisor by querying a directory or 
table listing or mapping of user names/email address (or other 
identifier of a user) to employee information (e.g., by using a 
data binding). If the supervisor matches Bert Nedles, then the 
escalation of worry strategy may determine that the original 
email was sent from an employee to a Supervisor. 
The escalation of worry strategy may be configured to then 

determine how other later message in the thread were 
handled. For example, starting with the second message in the 
thread, the message from from Bert Nedles 1503 to CJ Ellis 
1504, the same message was forwarded to CJ Ellis, who, 
based on the stored employee relationship information, may 
be Bert Nedless supervisor. Thus, it can be determined that 
the email went from Alice Zimmerman to Bert Nedles, the 
first supervisor, then from Bert Nedles to CJ Ellis, the second 
Supervisor up the chain of command. 

Emails that are forwarded up the chain of command often 
are representative of sensitive information that could contain 
Subject matter regarding fraud, misrepresentation, inappro 
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priate or deceptive information, or other unacceptable con 
duct because Supervisors typically review, oversee, and rec 
tify such conduct. Thus, an organization may desire to 
identify such emails as warranting further review compared 
to other emails. 

In some embodiments, an escalation of worry Strategy may 
identify emails as seeds where an email was forwarded up the 
chain of command as little as two times. Some embodiments 
may have additional requirements for identifying a commu 
nication message under an escalation of worry strategy. For 
example, it may not be sufficient to identify an email based 
purely on an email being sent from an employee to his Super 
visor, and then from his Supervisor to the Supervisor's Super 
visor. In some embodiments, it may also be required that the 
Supervisor's Supervisor had their own Supervisor (e.g., the 
supervisor's supervisor's supervisor), but that supervisor did 
not choose to send the email further up the chain of command. 
This may indicate that the “worry’ was not escalated all the 
way up the chain of command, and thus the email may war 
rant investigation, and be marked as a seed or otherwise added 
to a review collection. 

In some embodiments, it may be required that emails are 
forwarded up the chain multiple times, such as 3, or 4 times or 
more, to be flagged as a seed. Such a serious escalation could 
also impact how a review collection is scored (e.g., increasing 
scores based on how many times an email was forwarded up 
the chain of command). 

In some embodiments, the escalation of worry strategy 
may require various key words to also appear in an email. For 
example, in FIG. 15, the original email contains the word 
“oversight'. A keyword matching on the word "oversight' 
may reveal the email message in FIG. 15 and trigger a further 
analysis of the email thread by the escalation of worry strat 
egy. Once it is determined that that email message has been 
forwarded to multiple Supervisors, for example, more than 2 
Supervisors or more than 1 Supervisor, then, based on the rules 
in the particular embodiment of the escalation of worry strat 
egy, the strategy may flag it as a seed or as a message that 
should be added to a cluster. 

Similarly, but not shown, email messages that contain, in 
the body text or Subject, the name of a manager in the sender 
or recipient's reporting hierarchy, such as Alice Zimmer 
man's boss, Bert Nedles, but which are not sent to that man 
ager, might indicate an issue that should have been reported to 
the manager. Thus, this type of email may require additional 
review by an analyst. Therefore, an escalation of worry strat 
egy that identifies messages where a manager has been men 
tioned, but left off the recipient list, may indicate potentially 
bad conduct and financial malfeasance, and trigger this type 
of message to be flagged. Similarly but not shown, in some 
embodiments, an email that is sent a Supervisor, and then is 
not sent to any employees that work in compliance, may 
indicate also be flagged for review. Such an email may indi 
cate that a specific problem is not resolved, or may contain 
hidden fraud misrepresentation, inappropriate or deceptive or 
unacceptable conduct or financial malfeasance that is being 
kept from compliance officers. A determination that an email 
was not sent to employees in a compliance role or compliance 
department may be made by querying an employee informa 
tion database that comprises various departmental affiliations 
or roles of employees. 

XVI. Suspect Trade Strategies 

FIG. 16 illustrates a suspect trade strategy as used in some 
embodiments of the data analysis system. Trades of financial 
instruments (e.g., stock shares, mortgages, commodities, 
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futures, etc.) may be analyzed to determine whether the trade 
itself is inherently suspect based on a variety of criteria. Such 
a Suspect trade may be flagged as a seed to build a review 
collection, or as an additional data item to add to an already 
established review collection (or may be used for scoring 
purposes, e.g., any Suspect trades in a review collection con 
tribute more to a score of a review collection). 

For example, based on the data within a particular stock 
trade, trades may be identified as having abnormal informa 
tion contained within them that will be known to those work 
ing in the financial instrument trading arts. Such as: RMO flag 
applied, ERC breaches, unapproved trades, internal trades, 
late booked trades, mark violations, sensitivity breaches, can 
celed trades, settlement fails, actual PNL missing, important 
CnCs, lightening events, short flag breaches, long flag 
breaches, Dept PNO variance, multiple CnCs, absent trading, 
after hours trades, sensitive movers, DK trades, economic 
CnCs, VAR breach, block leave trades, flash PNL, and 
unmatched trades. Each of these types of trade exhibit prop 
erties that are typically not present in normal trading activity. 
Thus, these types of trades may be flagged for further review 
so that an analyst or investigator can determine based on the 
trade (along with any additional contextual information 
included in the review collection) whether any improper con 
duct is occurring. In other words, these types of trades are 
more likely to comprise financial malfeasance than trades that 
do not meet any of the criteria of the Suspect trade strategy 
(e.g., not a canceled trade, sensitivity breach, etc.). 

In some embodiments, properties within a trade or order 
object may indicate the trade or order is an unapproved trade/ 
order. For example, a trader who also sits on a board of a 
particular corporation may not be able to make trades of that 
particular corporation's Stock. Thus, a trade that is requested/ 
performed by that trader on the board for the stock ticker 
associated with the board's corporation may be considered an 
unapproved trade. The detection of Such a trade simply 
requires access by the Suspect trade strategy to a database 
containing a list of financial instruments (e.g., by type of 
instrument, or by name/specific instrument) that particular 
traders are allowed or disallowed from trading. 
As another example, an internal trade may be identified by 

a trade with properties that indicate that the two traders 
involved (e.g., a buying trader and a selling trader) both work 
for the same financial institution, for example Acme Bank. If 
both sides of the trade have been determined to originate 
within the same financial institution, then the trade may be 
considered a suspect trade, and be flagged to act as a seed, etc. 
As another example, a trade may be a canceled trade. This 

type of trade may be detected when a trader lists a stock for 
sale at a certain price and then later delists it from sale. 

In other types of trades, a trade may be considered to be 
made absently by a trader (e.g., an absent trade). For example, 
a trader may not be logged into his computer where a trade is 
executed. This means the trade may have occurred, either 
automatically or without that trader knowing, on his behalf. 
As another example, a trade may be performed just before the 
closing bell, for example at 3:54 p.m. This may be considered 
a late booked trade. 

In FIG. 16, the variety of types of suspect trades is illus 
trated. Block 1617 which shows an internal trade by trader 
7654 of Tesla and many other trades in the trade database 
going to trade N1619, which is maybe a late booked trade by 
trader 3457 at Google. All of these trades may reside in the 
trade database and Suspect trade strategies may use the prop 
erties described above to identify specific trades, which may 
be flagged as a seed data item or added as a related data item 
in a cluster/review collection. 
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For example, late booked trade 1619 may have a trader 
property value of 3457. Based on that trader property value, 
which indicates an identifier of the trader who actually made 
that trade, the trade may be looked up in a trader mapping 
database which may be accessible via a data binding to find 
the trader's chat message and email messages during the time 
period of the trade. For example, when putting together a 
review collection based on suspect trade 1619, the email 
messages and chat messages that are around 3:47 p.m. on Feb. 
12, 2014 may be added to the review collection centered 
around suspect trade 1619. In this way suspect trades may be 
analyzed in their full context along with all email messages by 
the trader around the same time period that may be related to 
the trade. Using the review collection, the analyst or investi 
gator may make a determination about whether there is col 
lusion or any other financial malfeasance that may be going 
on based on a particular Suspected trade. 

XVII. Data Analysis System Example Based on 
Suspect Trade Strategy 

As an example of one embodiment of the data analysis 
system, Acme Bros., an investment brokerage, wishes to ana 
lyze the 24 Terabytes of trade, email, and chat data each week. 
In order to analyze their data, they deploy a data analysis 
system employing the techniques described herein to gather 
information for review by their internal compliance investi 
gators. For example, they create a suspect trade strategy that 
may identify trades that sell a stock, and then buy the same 
stock, within quick Succession. This strategy may identify a 
seed. Acme Bros. has also created a review collection strategy 
that will search for any emails or chat messages that were sent 
around the same time period (e.g., within 30 minutes), and 
sent or received by any trader involved in the transaction. 
Further, Acme Bank may have created a scoring strategy to 
score the review collection where the score is based on a 
formula that scores the review collections based on: 1) the 
transaction amount of the traded stock that is acting as a seed 
(e.g., 1 point for every million traded), 2) the volume of email 
messages and chat messages located around the same time 
period (e.g., 1 point per 10 messages found), 3) whether any 
of the email messages or chat messages contain references to 
the stock traded (e.g., 2 points for each keyword found), and 
4) the rank of the trader involved in the trade (e.g., 2 points for 
a senior trader, and 1 point for a junior trader). 
The computerized data analysis system may then begin 

analyzing the week's trading data by accessing its database of 
trades, analyzing each trade to see if any match the Suspect 
trade strategy's rules. The data analysis system identifies two 
trades (Trade 1 buying S2 million in Ford stock at time 3:30 
pm and, and Trade 2 selling S2 million at time 3:32 pm). The 
data analysis system automatically selects these two trades 
(which, taken together, are suspect trades), as seed trades for 
a review collection. 
The data analysis system then executes its review collec 

tion strategy for this type of Stock trade seed. Based on a 
property of the trade (and possibly a data binding with access 
to a Trader database), the data analysis system determines that 
Trader: Daddy Warbucks is responsible for making both 
trades. Using data bindings (or other method of querying a 
data repository based on an object property(ies)), for 
example, all of the email or chat messages sent or received by 
Daddy Warbucks within 30 minutes of Trade 1, or 30 minutes 
of Trade 2, may be added to the review collection. Accessing 
Acme Bank’s email repository, the data analysis system iden 
tifies 10 Such emails, and no chat messages. One of the emails 
contains the keyword “Ford’. 
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The data analysis system then executes a scoring strategy 

for the review collection comprising 2 trades and 3 email 
messages. Based on the scoring criteria specified in the scor 
ing strategy, the data analysis system awards 4 points for S4 
million in trades in the review collection, and 4 additional 
points due to each trade being executed by a senior trader 
(Daddy Warbucks). Due to the 10 messages found, 1 point is 
awarded for each email message, and additional 2 points are 
awarded because the keyword “Ford' (which is a keyword 
that may be searched for based on the company traded) is 
found within one email. The total number of points is then 11. 
Other trades may be found, but their scoring may be lower, 
depending on the review collection. Once scored, the data 
analysis system may sort and rank the review collections 
scored based on their score. The data analysis system may 
then display the review collections from highest to lowest 
score, and/or eliminate any set of review collections that did 
not meet a minimum score for review by an analyst. 

XVIII. Keywords and Machine Learning 

As describe above, in Some embodiments, keyword analy 
sis may also be used to optimize analysis of communication 
messages by any strategy. For example, keywords Such as 
“confidential' or “fraud' or “misleading or “insider', etc., or 
any keywords that match or have to do with financial malfea 
sance, may be useful to use in combination with the above 
Strategies. 
Adding keyword filters to various strategies has a number 

of advantages, including, but not limited to, eliminating vari 
ous messages and trades from analysis of more costly rules/ 
criteria (e.g., analyzing whether or not an email thread was 
escalated properly through the entire chain of command) and 
thereby saving execution time, increasing the quality of seeds 
or review collection materials found by the data analysis 
system and thereby reducing the number of review collec 
tions to review by an analyst, or enabling the data analysis 
system to better score, based off of keyword, the review 
collections, and thereby better differentiating each review 
collection, and more appropriately rank the review collec 
tions to be reviewed by an analyst. 

Additionally, machine learning algorithms, and/or any 
feedback gathered from an analyst about past review collec 
tions created by the data analysis system (e.g., identifying 
true positives, false positives, etc.), may be used as additional 
initial item identification, review collection, or scoring strat 
egies. For example, trades by a trader with an identifier of 
“7876' may often be identified as suspect trades by a suspect 
trade strategy operating in a data analysis system. However, 
the trades by that trader have never resulted in any further 
indication of financial malfeasance after review by an analyst. 
If the analyst provides feedback to the data analysis system 
(e.g., by indicating a false positive result to each review 
collection reviewed based on trader 7876's trades that had no 
indication of financial malfeasance), then the data analysis 
system and/or Suspect trade strategy may take the large Vol 
ume of false positive indicators into account when identifying 
future trades by trader 7876 to review (e.g., by reducing the 
score applied to a review collection based on Such a trade's 
seed, or by ignoring all future identifications of trader 7876's 
trades by the Suspect trade strategy, etc.). 

XIX. Additional Embodiments 

While the foregoing is directed to various embodiments, 
other and further embodiments may be devised without 
departing from the basic scope thereof. For example, aspects 
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of the present disclosure may be implemented in hardware or 
software or in a combination of hardware and software. An 
embodiment of the disclosure may be implemented as a pro 
gram product for use with a computer system. The program(s) 
of the program product define functions of the embodiments 
(including the methods described herein) and may be con 
tained on a variety of computer-readable storage media. Illus 
trative computer-readable storage media include, but are not 
limited to: (i) non-Writable storage media (e.g., read-only 
memory devices within a computer such as CD-ROM disks 
readable by a CD-ROM drive, flash memory, ROM chips or 
any type of Solid-state non-volatile semiconductor memory) 
on which information is permanently stored; and (ii) writable 
storage media (e.g., hard-disk drive or any type of solid-state 
random-access semiconductor memory) on which alterable 
information is stored. Each of the processes, methods, and 
algorithms described in the preceding sections may be 
embodied in, and fully or partially automated by, code mod 
ules executed by one or more computer systems or computer 
processors comprising computer hardware. The processes 
and algorithms may alternatively be implemented partially or 
wholly in application-specific circuitry. 

The various features and processes described above may be 
used independently of one another, or may be combined in 
various ways. All possible combinations and Subcombina 
tions are intended to fall within the scope of this disclosure. In 
addition, certain method or process blocks may be omitted in 
Some implementations. The methods and processes described 
herein are also not limited to any particular sequence, and the 
blocks or states relating thereto can be performed in other 
sequences that are appropriate. For example, described 
blocks or states may be performed in an order other than that 
specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks or states may be 
combined in a single block or state. The example blocks or 
states may be performed in serial, in parallel, or in Some other 
manner. Blocks or states may be added to or removed from the 
disclosed example embodiments. The example systems and 
components described herein may be configured differently 
than described. For example, elements may be added to, 
removed from, or rearranged compared to the disclosed 
example embodiments. 

Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could.” “might,” or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, Such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

The term "comprising as used herein should be given an 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For example, a 
general purpose computer comprising one or more processors 
should not be interpreted as excluding other computer com 
ponents, and may possibly include such components as 
memory, input/output devices, and/or network interfaces, 
among others. 
Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the flow 

diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the attached 
figures should be understood as potentially representing mod 
ules, segments, orportions of code which include one or more 
executable instructions for implementing specific logical 
functions or steps in the process. Alternate implementations 
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are included within the scope of the embodiments described 
herein in which elements or functions may be deleted, 
executed out of order from that shown or discussed, including 
Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, depending on 
the functionality involved, as would be understood by those 
skilled in the art. 

It should be emphasized that many variations and modifi 
cations may be made to the above-described embodiments, 
the elements of which are to be understood as being among 
other acceptable examples. All Such modifications and varia 
tions are intended to be included herein within the scope of 
this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, how 
ever, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears intext, 
the invention may be practiced in many ways. As is also stated 
above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminol 
ogy when describing certain features or aspects of the inven 
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with 
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the inven 
tion should therefore be construed in accordance with the 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer system to assist a human analyst in analyZ 

ing large amounts of electronic communications for malfea 
sance, comprising: 
one or more computer readable storage devices configured 

tO StOre: 

one or more software modules including computer 
executable instructions, the one or more Software 
modules including a cluster engine module and a 
workflow engine module: 

a plurality of clustering strategies; 
a plurality of transaction risk indicators; 
a plurality of communication risk indicators; and 
at least one scoring criterion; 

one or more cluster data sources configure to store: 
a plurality of transaction data items and properties asso 

ciated with respective transaction data items, each of 
the properties including associated property values; 

a plurality of email data items; 
a plurality of person data items; and 
a plurality of recipient data items; and 

one or more hardware computer processors in communi 
cation with the one or more computer readable storage 
devices and the one or more cluster data sources, and 
configured to execute the one or more software modules 
in order to cause the one or more hardware computer 
processors to: 
designate, by the cluster engine module, one or more 

seeds by: 
accessing, from the one or more computer readable 

storage devices, the plurality of transaction risk 
indicators and at least one transaction data item of 
the plurality of transaction data items; 

comparing the plurality of transaction risk indicators 
to the at least one transaction data item and associ 
ated properties; and 

based at least on the comparison and in response to 
determining the at least one transaction data item is 
related to at least one transaction risk indicator, 
designating the at least one transaction data item as 
a first seed; 

determining a Subset of email data items from the 
plurality of email data items that are identifiable as 
likely side conversations, wherein determining the 
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Subset of email data items comprises identifying an 
email data item that has at least one less of a par 
ticular participant than a previous email associated 
with the email data item; 

searching the Subset of email data items to identify an 
initial email data item, distinct from the at least one 
transaction data item, based at least on a commu 
nication risk indicator of the plurality of commu 
nication risk indicators and a sender or recipient of 
the initial email data item corresponding to a per 
Son associated with the at least one transaction data 
item; and 

designating the initial email data item as a second 
seed; 

for each designated first and second seed: 
identify, by the cluster engine module, one or more 

first data items determined to be associated with the 
first seed based at least in part on a first clustering 
strategy of the plurality of clustering strategies, 
wherein the first clustering strategy queries the one 
or more cluster data sources to determine at least 
one of: a person data item from the plurality of 
person data items associated with the first seed of 
the at least one transaction data item, or an email 
data item of the plurality of email data items asso 
ciated with the person data item; 

identify, by the cluster engine module, one or more 
second data items determined to be associated with 
the second seed based at least in part on a second 
clustering strategy of the plurality of clustering 
strategies, wherein the second clustering strategy 
queries the one or more cluster data sources to 
determine at least one of a recipient data item from 
the plurality of recipient data items associated with 
the second seed of the initial email data item, a 
person data item from the plurality of person data 
items associated with at least one of the recipient 
data item or the sender of the initial email data item, 
or a transaction data item of the plurality of trans 
action data items associated with the person data 
item; 

generate, by the cluster engine module, a cluster 
based at least on the first and second seed, wherein 
generating the cluster comprises: 
adding the first and second seed to the cluster, 
adding the one or more first data items to the clus 

ter; 
adding the one or more second data items to the 

cluster; 
storing the generated cluster in the one or more 

computer readable storage devices; and 
determine, by the cluster engine module, a score for 

the generated cluster, wherein determining the 
score for the generated cluster comprises: 
accessing, from the one or more computer readable 

storage devices, the at least one scoring criterion; 
and 

generating a cluster score for the generated cluster 
by assessing the generated cluster based at least 
on the accessed at least one scoring criterion; and 

cause presentation, by the workflow engine module, of 
at least one generated cluster and the determined 
score for the at least one generated cluster in a user 
interface of a client computing device. 

2. The computer system of claim 1, wherein at least some 
of the plurality of transaction data items represent trades and 
the first seed is a seed trade. 
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54 
3. The computer system of claim 2, wherein the first clus 

tering strategy further queries the one or more cluster data 
Sources to determine data items matching one or more prop 
erties values of the first seed. 

4. The computer system of claim3, wherein, the first clus 
terstrategy matches at least two property values selected from 
the group of 

a time the seed trade was executed; 
a trader executing the seed trade; or 
a traded financial product of the seed trade. 
5. The computer system of claim3, wherein the at least one 

scoring criterion comprises a first scoring criterion, and the 
first scoring criterion scores the cluster based at least on a 
Volume of email data items added to the cluster that match a 
first common property value of the seed trade, wherein the 
first common property value of the seed trade comprises a 
member selected from the group of: 

a time the seed trade was executed; 
a trader executing the seed trade; or 
a traded financial product of the seed trade. 
6. The computer system of claim3, wherein the at least one 

scoring criterion comprises a first scoring criterion, and the 
first scoring criterion scores the cluster based at least on the 
seed trade matching a prohibited time for trading by a trader 
executing the seed trade. 

7. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the at least one 
scoring criterion comprises a first scoring criterion, and the 
first scoring criterion scores the cluster based at least on a 
Volume of email data items added to the cluster. 

8. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors in communication with 
the one or more computer readable storage devices are further 
configured to execute the one or more Software modules in 
order to cause the computer system to: 

compile each cluster into a collection of Scored clusters 
sorted by the cluster scores for respective scored cluster; 
and 

provide at least a portion of the collection of scored clusters 
for display in the user interface, wherein the user inter 
face allows for inspection of each cluster by a user. 

9. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the at least one 
scoring criterion measures indications of possible financial 
malfeasance of financial traders associated with data items in 
the at least one generated cluster. 

10. A computer system to assist a human analyst in ana 
lyzing large amounts of electronic communications for mal 
feasance, comprising: 

one or more computer readable storage devices configured 
tO StOre: 

one or more software modules including computer 
executable instructions, the one or more Software 
modules including a cluster engine module and a 
workflow engine module: 

a plurality of clustering strategies; 
a plurality of transaction risk indicators; and 
a plurality of communication risk indicators; 

one or more cluster data sources configure to store: 
a plurality of electronic trade data items, each electronic 

trade data item associated with a trade of a financial 
instrument, properties, and property values, each 
electronic trade data item comprising a trader prop 
erty associating a trader identifier of a trader execut 
ing the trade; and 

a plurality of electronic communication data items, each 
electronic communication data item associated with 
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an electronic communication and one or more trader 
identifiers that sent or received the electronic commu 
nication; and and 

one or more hardware computer processors in communi 
cation with the one or more computer readable storage 
devices and the one or more cluster data sources, and 
configured to execute the one or more software modules 
in order to cause the one or more hardware computer 
processors to: 
designate, by the cluster engine module, one or more 

seeds by: 
accessing, from the one or more computer readable 

storage devices, the plurality of transaction risk 
indicators and at least one electronic trade data item 
of the plurality of electronic trade data items: 

comparing the plurality of transaction risk indicators 
to the at least one electronic trade data item and 
associated properties; 

based at least on the comparison and in response to 
determining the at least one electronic trade data 
item is related to at least one transaction risk indi 
cator, designating the at least one electronic trade 
data item as a first seed; 

determining a Subset of electronic communication 
data items from the plurality of electronic commu 
nication data items that are identifiable as likely 
side conversations, wherein determining the Subset 
of electronic communication data items comprises 
identifying an electronic communication data item 
that has at least one less of a particular participant 
than a previous electronic communication associ 
ated with the electronic communication data item; 

searching the Subset of electronic communication 
data items to identify an initial electronic commu 
nication data item, distinct from the at least one 
electronic trade data item, based at least on a com 
munication risk indicator of the plurality of com 
munication risk indicators and a sender or recipient 
of the initial electronic communication data item 
corresponding to a trader associated with the at 
least one electronic trade data item; and 

designating the initial electronic communication data 
item as a second seed; 

for each designated first and second seed: 
identify, by the cluster engine module, one or more 

first data items determined to be associated with the 
first seed based at least in part on a first clustering 
strategy of the plurality of clustering strategies, 
wherein the first clustering strategy queries the one 
or more cluster data sources to determine at least 
one of a first trader identifier associated with the 
first seed of the at least one electronic trade data 
item, or an electronic communication data item of 
the plurality of electronic communication data 
items associated with a first trader corresponding to 
the first trader identifier; 

identify, by the cluster engine module, one or more 
second data items determined to be associated with 
the second seed based at least in part on a second 
clustering strategy of the plurality of clustering 
strategies, wherein the second clustering strategy 
queries the one or more cluster data sources to 
determine at least one of a sender or recipient 
associated with the second seed of the initial elec 
tronic communication data item, an initial partici 
pant corresponding to at least one of the sender or 
recipient of the initial electronic communication 
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data item, or an electronic trade data item of the 
plurality of electronic trade data items associated 
with the initial participant; 

generate, by the cluster engine module, a cluster 
based at least on the first and second seed, wherein 
generating the cluster comprises: 
adding the first and second seed to the cluster, 
adding the one or more first data items to the clus 

ter; 
adding the one or more second data items to the 

cluster; 
storing the generated cluster in the one or more 

computer readable storage devices; and 
determine, by the cluster engine module, a score for 

the generated cluster, based at least on one or more 
scoring criterions; and 

cause presentation, by the workflow engine module, of 
at least one generated cluster and the determined 
score for the at least one generated cluster in a user 
interface of a client computing device. 

11. The computer system of claim 10, 
wherein the plurality of electronic communication data 

items comprise email messages, and 
wherein determining the Subset of electronic communica 

tion data items from the plurality of electronic commu 
nication data items that are identifiable as likely side 
conversations further comprises: 
identifying, from plurality of electronic communication 

data items an email message thread comprising a plu 
rality of emails relating to an email Subject; and 

identifying a side conversation in the email message 
thread, wherein the side conversation comprises one 
or more email messages having fewer participants 
than an initial email in the email message thread. 

12. The computer system of claim 10, 
wherein searching the Subset of electronic communication 

data items to identify the initial electronic communica 
tion data item, based at least on a communication risk 
indicator, further comprises identifying a chat message 
or email message comprising the character String 
“LIBOR and sent or received within a configurable, 
predetermined time period associated with a LIBOR 
reporting deadline. 

13. The computer system of claim 10, 
wherein an additional electronic communication data item 

from the plurality of electronic communication data 
items comprises an email message, and 

wherein generating the cluster further comprises: 
identifying the additional electronic communication 

data item, from the plurality of electronic communi 
cation data items, comprising an electronic attach 
ment, an employee sender email address associated 
with an employee identifier value in the cluster, and a 
recipient email address at a personal email address 
associated with the employee; and 

adding the additional electronic communication data 
item to the cluster. 

14. The computer system of claim 10, 
wherein an additional electronic communication data item 

from the plurality of electronic communication data 
items comprises an email message or a chat message, 
and 

wherein generating the cluster further comprises: 
identifying the additional electronic communication 

data item, from the plurality of electronic communi 
cation data items, comprising a name of an entity and 
recipient data, wherein the recipient data indicates 
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that a recipient of the additional electronic communi 
cation data item matches a person or identifier value in 
the cluster, and a representative of the entity was not a 
recipient of the additional electronic communication 

58 
risk indicator of a plurality of communication risk 
indicators and a sender or recipient of the initial elec 
tronic communication data item corresponding to a 
trader associated with the at least one electronic trade 

data item. 5 
15. The computer system of claim 10, 
wherein a first electronic communication data item from 

the plurality of electronic communication data items 
comprises a first email message, and a second electronic 
communication data item from the plurality of elec- 10 
tronic communication data items comprises a second 
email message, and 

wherein generating the cluster further comprises: 
identifying the first electronic communication data item, 

from the plurality of electronic communication data 15 
items, comprising an email address associated with a 
person or identifier value in the cluster, an employee 
email address, and a first manager recipient; electronic communication data items associated with 

identifying the second electronic communication data a first trader corresponding to the first trader identi 
item, from the plurality of electronic communication 20 fier; 
data items, comprisingaportion of data from the body identifying one or more second data items determined to 
of the first email message and a second manager be associated with the second seed based at least in 
recipient email address which indicates an escalation part on a second clustering strategy of the plurality of 
email thread; and clustering strategies, wherein the second clustering 

adding the first and second electronic communication 25 strategy queries the one or more cluster data Sources 
data items to the cluster. to determine at least one of a sender or recipient 

16. A computer-implemented method to assist a human associated with the second seed of the initial elec 
analyst in analyzing large amounts of electronic communica- tronic communication data item, an initial participant 
tion for malfeasance, SES figured t t corresponding to at least one of the sender or recipient 

y one or more computer processors configured to execute 30 of the initial electronic communication data item, or 
Software modules comprising computer executable an electronic trade data item of the plurality of elec 
instructions: tronic trade data items associated with the initial par designating one or more seeds by: ticipant; 
accessing a plurality of transaction risk indicators and at 

gap ty generating a cluster based at least on the first and second least one electronic trade data item from a plurality of 35 - - - - 
electronic trade data items, each electronic trade data seed, wherein generating the cluster comprises: 

adding the first and second seed to the cluster; item associated with a trade of a financial instrument, 
adding the one or more first data items to the cluster; properties, and property values, each electronic trade 

data item comprising a trader property associating a adding the one or more second data items to the clus 
trader identifier of a trader executing the trade; 40 ter; 

comparing the plurality of transaction risk indicators to storing the generated cluster in the one or more com 
the at least one electronic trade data item and associ- puter readable storage devices; and 
ated properties; determining a score for the generated cluster, based at 

based at least on the comparison and in response to least on one or more scoring criterions; and 
determining the at least one electronic trade data item 45 causing presentation of at least one generated cluster and 
is related to at least one transaction risk indicator, the determined score for the at least one generated 
designating the at least one electronic trade data item clusterina user interface of a client computing device. 
as a first seed; 17. The computer-implemented method of claim 16, 

accessing, from one or more computer readable storage wherein the plurality of electronic communication data 
devices, a plurality of electronic communication data 50 items comprise email messages, and 
items, each electronic communication data item asso- wherein determining the Subset of electronic communica 
ciated with an electronic communication and one or tion data items from the plurality of electronic commu 
more trader identifiers that sent or received the elec- nication data items that are identifiable as likely side 
tronic communication; conversations further comprises: 

determining a Subset of electronic communication data 55 identifying, from plurality of electronic communication 
items from the plurality of electronic communication data items an email message thread comprising a plu 
data items that are identifiable as likely side conver- rality of emails relating to an email Subject; and 
sations, wherein determining the Subset of electronic identifying a side conversation in the email message 
communication data items comprises identifying an thread, wherein the side conversation comprises one 
electronic communication data item that has at least 60 or more email messages having fewer participants 
one less of a particular participant than a previous than an initial email in the email message thread. 
electronic communication associated with the elec- 18. The computer-implemented method of claim 16, 
tronic communication data item; wherein searching the Subset of electronic communication 

searching the Subset of electronic communication data data items to identify the initial electronic communica 
items to identify an initial electronic communication 65 tion data item, based at least on a communication risk 
data item, distinct from the at least one electronic indicator, further comprises identifying a chat message 
trade data item, based at least on a communication or email message comprising the character String 

data item; and 
designating the initial electronic communication data 

item as a second seed; 
for each designated first and second seed: 

identifying one or more first data items determined to be 
associated with the first seed based at least in part on 
a first clustering strategy of a plurality of clustering 
strategies, wherein the first clustering strategy queries 
one or more cluster data sources to determine at least 
one of a first trader identifier associated with the first 
seed of the at least one electronic trade data item, oran 
electronic communication data item of the plurality of 
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“LIBOR and sent or received within a configurable, 
predetermined time period associated with a LIBOR 
reporting deadline. 

19. The computer-implemented method of claim 16, 
wherein an additional electronic communication data item 

from the plurality of electronic communication data 
items comprises an email message, and 

wherein generating the cluster further comprises: 
identifying the additional electronic communication 

data item, from the plurality of electronic communi 
cation data items, comprising an electronic attach 
ment, an employee sender email address associated 
with an employee identifier value in the cluster, and a 
recipient email address at a personal email address 
associated with the employee; and 

adding the additional electronic communication data 
item to the cluster. 

20. The computer-implemented method of claim 16, 
wherein an additional electronic communication data item 

from the plurality of electronic communication data 
items comprises an email message or a chat message, 
and 

wherein generating the cluster further comprises: 
identifying the additional electronic communication 

data item, from the plurality of electronic communi 
cation data items, comprising a name of an entity and 
recipient data, wherein the recipient data indicates 
that a recipient of the additional electronic communi 
cation data item matches a person or identifier value in 
the cluster, and a representative of the entity was not a 
recipient of the additional electronic communication 
data item. 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR DETECTING 
ASSOCATED DEVICES 

BACKGROUND 

Intelligence and law enforcement agencies use various 
technologies to detectillegal or Suspicious activity. The moni 
toring of electronic activity can assist these efforts. Mobile 
digital activity of Suspicious individuals can sometimes 
present challenges if for example, the monitored individual 
employs techniques to obscure his or her communications or 
other activity. One of Such technique is to carry and inter 
changeably use two or more mobile devices. If the agencies 
cannot identify which additional mobile devices are used by 
the individual, they are unable to effectively monitor the 
mobile digital activity on those mobile devices. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Reference will now be made to the accompanying draw 
ings which illustrate exemplary embodiments of the present 
disclosure. In the drawings: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary mobile network, 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary data fusion 
system, consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 
Sure; 

FIG. 3 is a flowchart of an exemplary method for detecting 
associated devices, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure; 

FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary set of target observations, 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure; 

FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary set of matching observa 
tions for a given target observation, consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure; 

FIG. 6 illustrates an exemplary histogram of matches with 
candidate devices, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure; and 

FIG. 7 is block diagram of an exemplary electronic device 
with which embodiments of the present disclosure can be 
implemented. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

Reference will now be made in detail to several exemplary 
embodiments of the present disclosure, including those illus 
trated in the accompanying drawings. Whenever possible, the 
same reference numbers will be used throughout the draw 
ings to refer to the same or like parts. 

Embodiments of the present disclosure generally relate to 
systems and methods of detecting associated devices. Such 
embodiments include systems and methods that are adapted 
to detect associated devices based on, for example, informa 
tion about a mobile device associated with a person. Embodi 
ments of the present disclosure also encompass systems and 
methods capable of detecting other mobile devices associated 
with the same person. While several embodiments of the 
present disclosure are disclosed herein with reference to 
mobile devices, such as mobile phones, Smart phones, and 
satellite phones, it will be appreciated that embodiments of 
the present disclosure are not limited to such devices and may 
be adapted or applied to other types of associated devices 
capable of electronic activity and use by individuals. 
Examples of other types of associated devices include tablets, 
Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), laptops, wearable com 
puting devices, and navigation systems. 
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2 
Reference is now made to FIG. 1, which illustrates, in 

block diagram form, an exemplary cellular network 100. As 
shown in FIG. 1, a land area to be supplied with cellular 
(radio) service can be divided into shaped cells 110, which 
can be hexagonal (as shown), square, circular, or have any 
other suitable shape. Cells 110 can vary in size and can be as 
Small as 4 mile in diameter and as large as 90 miles in 
diameter, for example, depending on population density, 
limitations of the terrain and/or the particular cellular tech 
nology being employed, and other factors. 

Each cell 110 is associated with (or covered by) a cell tower 
104, sometimes referred to as a cell site or a base station. Cell 
tower 104 can communicate with and manage calls of one or 
more mobile devices 102 that are located within the bound 
aries of the cell or are close to the cell. Cell tower 104 can 
include one or more antennas 114, transmitters, receivers, 
digital signal processors (DSPs), control electronics, GPS 
receivers, electrical power Sources, and sheltering. Cell tower 
104 can be located at the center of its corresponding cell 110 
or it can be located at the corner of its corresponding cell 110. 
for example, when the cell tower utilizes directional antenna, 
in which case the cell tower can communicate with mobile 
devices 104 located in more than one cell 110. 
The working range of cell tower 104, that is, the range 

within which mobile devices 102 can connect to it reliably, 
can be designed such as to cover at least the area of the cell (or 
cells) it is supposed to cover. Cell tower 104 can cover some 
additional area outside of its cell, which allows “handing 
over of an ongoing call from one cell tower to another. The 
handover can be performed when the mobile phone is moving 
away from one cell tower 104 to another cell tower 104; that 
is, moving from one cell 110 into another cell 110. Cellular 
network 100 can detect a handover situation, for example, by 
comparing the signal strength of the mobile device's trans 
missions at each of the two cell towers, and determining that 
the signal at one tower is becoming stronger as the signal at 
the other tower is becoming weaker. The handover can also be 
required when one cell tower is at or near its capacity for 
connecting new calls, in which case the call can be transferred 
to another cell tower, if the mobile device is located in an 
overlapped area and can reliably communicate with both of 
the cell towers. 

Cell tower 104 can support one or more digital cellular 
communication standards (e.g., Global System for Mobile 
Communications (GSM), General Packet Radio Service 
(GPRS), cdmaOne, CDMA2000, Evolution-Data Optimized 
(EV-DO), Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE), 
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS), 
Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications (DECT), 
Digital AMPS (IS-136/TDMA), and Integrated Digital 
Enhanced Network (iDEN)), and/or analog cellular commu 
nication standards (e.g., Advanced Mobile Phone System 
(AMPS)). Cell tower 104 can also support one or more dif 
ferent service providers (carriers), such as Verizon Wireless, 
AT&T Mobility, Sprint Corporation, T-Mobile, and the like. 
Each service provider can install its own antenna 114 or it can 
share antenna 114 with one or more other service providers. 
Each service provider can be identified with a unique System 
Identification Code (SID). 
Mobile device 102 can be a cellular phone, a satellite 

phone, or any other electronic communication device whose 
geographic location can be ascertained. Mobile device 102 
can communicate with cell towers 104 and/or any other 
equipment containing antennas, such one or more space sat 
ellites. Mobile device 102 can include a Global Positioning 
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System (GPS) module, which enables it to ascertain its geo 
graphic location and send information about its geographic 
location to other devices. 

Cellular network 100 can include one or more Mobile 
Switching Centers (MSCs) such as an MSC 106. MSC 106 
can be connected to one or more cell towers 104 and includes 
equipment for controlling the cell towers and for routing calls 
to and from mobile devices 102 wirelessly connected to those 
cell towers. It is appreciated that the term “calls' can include 
voice calls, circuit switched data, SMS, conference calls, 
FAX, and other types of communication data. It is further 
appreciated that the terms “connected to.” “wirelessly con 
nected to “communicating with and similar terms, can be 
used interchangeably when referring to the exchange of wire 
less signals between mobile devices 102 and cell towers 104. 
MSC 106 can also be connected to a Public Switched 

Telephone Network (PSTN) 108, through which it can 
receive calls from, and send calls to other devices, such as 
mobile devices 102 (including mobile devices 102 connected 
to cell towers 104 that are connected to other MSCs (not 
shown)), landline telephone sets (not shown), or any other 
devices that can be connected to PSTN 108 either directly or 
via additional networks. Such as the Internet (not shown). 
MSC 106 can also communicate with a location register 

112. In some embodiments, location register 112 can include 
one or more local location registers, such as Visitor Location 
Registers (VLRs) that can be stored at MSCs such as MSC 
106, and one or more global location registers, such as Home 
Location Registers (HLRs) that can be stored remotely, where 
all the databases can be synchronized periodically. Location 
register 112 can include one or more location registers, and 
each location register can store information for one or more 
service providers. 

Location register 112 can store information about one or 
more mobile devices 102. For example, location register 112 
can store, for each mobile device 102, its phone number, its 
device ID, such as the international mobile subscriberidentity 
(IMSI), the name of its subscriber, a list of subscribed ser 
vices and features, and the like. 

Location register 112 can also store observation data for 
each of the mobile devices. In some embodiments, MSC 106 
can obtain observation data for any mobile device 102 con 
nected to any cell tower 104 controlled by and connected to 
MSC 106. MSC 106 can obtain new observation data any 
time that the mobile device wirelessly communicates with 
any of the cell towers. It will be appreciated that observation 
data for each mobile device 102 can be obtained not only 
when the mobile device participates in a call, but at any time 
that the mobile device sends a signal which is received by a 
cell tower, where the signal identifies the mobile device. 
Examples of Such activity includes text messaging and SMS 
relays, as well as otherforms of data transmission or commu 
nications. 

In some embodiments, MSC 106 can obtain observation 
data from other sources, such as one or more communication 
centers operating a network of satellite phones. 
MSC 106 transmits the observation data to location register 

112, which then stores the observation data. The observation 
data can include device information identifying the observed 
mobile device, location information identifying the location 
at which the mobile device was observed, and time informa 
tion identifying the time at which it was observed. 

Location information can include a unique “tower ID' of 
the cell tower to which the mobile device was connected at the 
time of the observation. Location information can also 
include the location (e.g., the latitude-longitude coordinates) 
of the cell tower. In some embodiments, instead of or in 
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4 
addition to the tower ID and/or tower location, location infor 
mation can include the approximate location (e.g., in latitude 
longitude coordinates) of the mobile device itself as ascer 
tained or obtained by, for example, the mobile device using its 
GPS module. The approximate location can be obtained, for 
example, by using any Suitable location-determination tech 
nique. Such as triangulation. 

In addition to storing the most recently received observa 
tion data, location register 112 can store past observation data 
for a mobile device. For example, location register 112 can 
store all observation data that was obtained for that mobile 
device in the past hour, day, month, year, or any other pre 
defined period of time. 

Location register 112 can communicate and exchange data 
with a data fusion system 200, either directly (through a wired 
or wireless connection) or through a network (not shown). 
The network can be the Internet, an intranet, a local area 
network, a wide area network, a campus area network, a 
metropolitan area network, an extranet, a private extranet, any 
set of two or more coupled devices, or a combination of any of 
these or other appropriate networks. 

FIG. 2 shows, in block diagram form, an exemplary data 
fusion system 200, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. Among other things, system 200 facili 
tates transformation of one or more data sources, such as data 
sources 230, into an object model 260, whose semantics are 
defined by an ontology 250. The transformation can be per 
formed for a variety of reasons. For example, a database 
administrator can wish to import data from data sources 230 
into a database 270 for persistently storing object model 260. 
As another example, a data presentation component (not 
depicted) can transform input data from data sources 230 “on 
the fly” into object model 260. Object model 260 can then be 
utilized, in conjunction with ontology 250, for analysis 
through graphs and/or other data visualization techniques. 

System 200 comprises a definition component 210 and a 
translation component 220, both implemented by one or more 
processors on one or more computing devices executing hard 
ware and/or software-based logic for providing various func 
tionality described herein. As will be appreciated from the 
present disclosure, system 200 can comprise fewer or addi 
tional components that provide various functionalities 
described herein. Such components are, for clarity, omitted 
from FIG. 2. Moreover, the component(s) of system 200 
responsible for providing various functionalities can further 
vary from embodiment to embodiment. 

Definition component 210 generates and/or modifies 
ontology 250 and a schema map 240. Exemplary embodi 
ments for defining an ontology (such as ontology 250) are 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 7,962.495 (the 495 patent), issued 
Jun. 14, 2011, the entire contents of which are expressly 
incorporated herein by reference. Among other things, the 
495 patent describes embodiments that define a dynamic 
ontology for use in creating data in a database. For creating a 
database ontology, one or more object types are created where 
each object type can include one or more properties. The 
attributes of object types or property types of the ontology can 
be edited or modified at any time. And for each property type, 
at least one parser definition is created. The attributes of a 
parser definition can be edited or modified at any time. 

In some embodiments, each property type is declared to be 
representative of one or more object types. A property type is 
representative of an object type when the property type is 
intuitively associated with the object type. For example, a 
property type of “Social Security Number may be represen 
tative of an object type “Person” but not representative of an 
object type “Business.” 
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In some embodiments, each property type has one or more 
components and a base type. In some embodiments, a prop 
erty type may comprise a string, a date, a number, or a com 
posite type consisting of two or more string, date, or number 
elements. Thus, property types are extensible and can repre 
sent complex data structures. Further, a parser definition can 
reference a component of a complex property type as a unit or 
token. 
An example of a property having multiple components is a 

Name property having a Last Name component and a First 
Name component. An example of raw input data is “Smith, 
Jane. An example parser definition specifies an association 
of imported input data to object property components as 
follows: {LAST NAME}, {FIRST NAME}->Name:Last, 
Name:First. In some embodiments, the association {LAST 
NAME}, {FIRST NAME} is defined in a parser definition 
using regular expression symbology. The association 
{LAST NAME}, {FIRST NAME} indicates that a last 
name string followed by a first name string comprises valid 
input data for a property of typeName. In contrast, input data 
of “Smith Jane' would not be valid for the specified parser 
definition, but a user could create a second parser definition 
that does match input data of “Smith Jane.” The definition 
Name:Last, Name:First specifies that matching input data 
values map to components named “Last and “First of the 
Name property. 
As a result, parsing the input data using the parser defini 

tion results in assigning the value “Smith' to the Name:Last 
component of the Name property, and the value "Jane' to the 
Name:First component of the Name property. 

Referring back to FIG. 2, schema map 240 can define how 
various elements of schemas 235 for data sources 230 map to 
various elements of ontology 250. Definition component 210 
receives, calculates, extracts, or otherwise identifies schemas 
235 for data sources 230. Schemas 235 define the structure of 
data sources 230—for example, the names and other charac 
teristics of tables, files, columns, fields, properties, and so 
forth. Definition component 210 furthermore optionally iden 
tifies sample data 236 from data sources 230. Definition com 
ponent 210 can further identify object type, relationship, and 
property definitions from ontology 250, if any already exist. 
Definition component 210 can further identify pre-existing 
mappings from schema map 240, if such mappings exist. 

Based on the identified information, definition component 
210 can generate a graphical interface 215. Graphical inter 
face 215 can be presented to users of a computing device via 
any Suitable output mechanism (e.g., a display Screen, an 
image projection, etc.), and can further accept input from 
users of the computing device via any Suitable input mecha 
nism (e.g., a keyboard, a mouse, a touch screen interface). 
Graphical interface 215 features a visual workspace that visu 
ally depicts representations of the elements of ontology 250 
for which mappings are defined in schema map 240. Graphi 
cal interface 215 also includes controls for adding new ele 
ments to schema map 240 and/or ontology 250, including 
objects, properties of objects, and relationships, via the visual 
workspace. After elements of ontology 250 are represented in 
the visual workspace, graphical interface 215 can further 
provide controls in association with the representations that 
allow for modifying the elements of ontology 250 and iden 
tifying how the elements of ontology 250 correspond to ele 
ments of schemas 235. Optionally, the graphical interface 215 
can further utilize the sample data 236 to provide the user with 
a preview of object model 260 as the user defines schema map 
240. In response to the input via the various controls of 
graphical interface 215, definition component 210 can gen 
erate and/or modify ontology 250 and schema map 240. 
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In some embodiments, graphical interface 215 can provide 

an interface providing a user with the ability to add structure 
to an unstructured document stored in data sources 230 by 
tagging one or more portions (e.g., text) within the document. 
Defining tags and applying these tags to a portion of the 
document can create object, properties, or links creating a 
relationship between one or more objects and/or properties. 

Transformation component 220 can be invoked after 
schema map 240 and ontology 250 have been defined or 
redefined. Transformation component 220 identifies schema 
map 240 and ontology 250. Transformation component 220 
further reads data sources 230 and identifies schemas 235 for 
data sources 230. For each element of ontology 250 described 
in schema map 240, transformation component 220 iterates 
through some or all of the data items of data sources 230, 
generating elements of object model 260 in the manner speci 
fied by schema map 240. In some embodiments, transforma 
tion component 220 can store a representation of each gen 
erated element of object model 260 in a database 270. In some 
embodiments, transformation component 220 is further con 
figured to synchronize changes in object model 260 back to 
data sources 230. 

Data sources 230 can be one or more sources of data, 
including, without limitation, spreadsheet files, databases, 
email folders, document collections, media collections, con 
tact directories, and so forth. Data sources 230 can include 
structured data (e.g., a database, a.csv file, or any tab delim 
ited or fixed-width file), semi-structured data (e.g., an email, 
an email server, or forms such as a Suspicious activity report 
or currency transaction report), or unstructured data (e.g., 
encoded files such as PDF, sound, and image files). Data 
sources 230 can include data structures stored persistently in 
non-volatile memory. Data sources 230 can also or instead 
include temporary data structures generated from underlying 
data sources via data extraction components, such as a result 
set returned from a database server executing a database 
query. Data sources 230 can include or be synchronized with 
external data sources, such as one or more location registers 
112, each storing information for one or more service provid 
CS. 

Schema map 240, ontology 250, and schemas 235 can be 
stored in any suitable data structures, such as XML files, 
database tables, and so forth. In some embodiments, ontology 
250 is maintained persistently. Schema map 240 can or can 
not be maintained persistently, depending on whether the 
transformation process is perpetual or a one-time event. Sche 
mas 235 need not be maintained in persistent memory, but can 
be cached for optimization. 

Object model 260 comprises collections of elements such 
as typed objects, properties, and relationships. The collec 
tions can be structured in any Suitable manner. In some 
embodiments, a database 270 stores the elements of object 
model 260, or representations thereof. In some embodiments, 
the elements of object model 260 are stored within database 
270 in a different underlying format, such as in a series of 
object, property, and relationship tables in a relational data 
base. 

In some embodiments, system 200 can receive, from loca 
tion register 112, observation data, which can then be stored 
in data sources 230 and transformed into object model 260, in 
accordance with the methods described above. Observation 
data can comprise a plurality of observation entries, also 
referred to as “observations.” each observation including 
device information identifying the observed mobile device, 
location information identifying the location at which the 
mobile device was observed, and time information identify 
ing the time at which it was observed. 
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Device information can include any combination of a 
phone number associated with the device, a device ID, a name 
of the user associated with the device, or other types of infor 
mation identifying the device. Location information can 
include a tower ID and/or location of the cell tower that was 5 
connected to the mobile device at the time of the observation. 
As discussed above, location information can also include the 
approximate location (coordinates) of the mobile device at 
the time of the observation. Time information can include the 
date and the time of the observation. 

Observation data can be unlimited or it can be limited to 
observations that have occurred within the most recent pre 
defined period of time, for example, within the last day, week, 
month, etc., in which case older observation entries can be 
removed from system 200 to save memory space. 15 

FIG. 3 is a flowchart representing an exemplary method 
300 for detecting associated devices. Method 300 can be 
performed by one or more electronic devices that can be 
integrated with or remote to data fusion system 200, but that 
has access to fusion system 200. While method 300 and the 
other following embodiments described herein can be per 
formed by multiple electronic devices, for purposes of sim 
plicity and without limitation, these embodiments will be 
explained with respect to a single electronic device. While the 
flowchart discloses the following steps in a particular order, it 
will be appreciated that at least some of the steps can be 
moved, modified, or deleted where appropriate, consistent 
with the teachings of the present disclosure. 

At step 310, the electronic device receives target device 
information identifying a target device (e.g., mobile device 
102), for which one or more associated devices need to be 
found. Target device information can be received, for 
example, from a user through graphic interface 215. Target 
device information can include the target device's device ID, 
phone number, and/or any other information uniquely iden 
tifying the target device. 

At step 320, the electronic device obtains based on the 
target device information, observations for the target device. 
For example, the electronic device can access data fusion 
system 200 and obtain from it one or more observation entries 
whose device information corresponds to the target device. 
The electronic device can choose to obtain all observation 
entries available for the target device, or only a limited set of 
observation entries, such as observations made within a 
recent predefined period (e.g., within the last 24 hours, week, 45 
month, and the like). FIG. 4 illustrates an exemplary set of 
observations obtained for the target device, hereinafter 
referred to as “target observations.” As illustrated in FIG. 4, 
each target observation can include the following informa 
tion: Device ID. Tower ID, and Timestamp. For example, 50 
target observation 410 indicates that a mobile device with a 
Device ID–7 (the target device) was observed by (connected 
to) a cell tower with tower ID=5 at 8:54 AM on Jul. 1, 2013. 
In some embodiments, instead of or in addition to Tower ID, 
target observations can include the approximate location of 55 
the device, for example, in latitude/longitude coordinates. 

Referring now back to FIG. 3, in some embodiments, at 
step 320, the electronic device can preprocess the obtained 
observations of the target device. Preprocessing can include 
removing redundant observations—observations that 60 
occurred around the same location and around the same time. 
For example, if there are two or more observations of the 
target device at the same location (e.g., the same tower ID) 
and within the same predefined period of time (e.g., 5 min 
utes), the electronic device can remove all but one of these 65 
observations, such that the removed observations are not con 
sidered in the following steps. The electronic device can also 
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modify the time information of the one remaining observation 
to reflect the average time of the two or more observations. 
Removing redundant observations can improve performance 
and memory requirements of method 300. 
At step 330, the electronic device processes each of the 

observations of the target device (hereinafter, “target obser 
Vations”) and finds, for each target observation, a set of 
“matching observations' observations of other devices that 
were in the vicinity of the target device at or around the time 
the target device was observed. 

First, the electronic device can determine a set of one or 
more “nearby towers' cell towers located within a pre 
defined distance (e.g., within 3,000 meters) of the cell tower 
to which the target device was connected, including that cell 
tower itself. To determine the set of nearby towers, the elec 
tronic device can access a database (e.g., one of data sources 
230 of data fusion system 200 or another internal or external 
database) containing information of all cell towers in the 
cellular network, the information including, for example, a 
tower ID and a latitude/longitude location of each cell tower. 
Based on that information, the electronic device can obtain 
tower IDs of all towers that are within a predefined distance 
from the cell tower of the target observation being processed. 

Still referring to step 330, based on the obtained tower IDs 
of the nearby towers, the electronic device can obtain a set of 
one or more “matching observations' all observations 
made at the nearby towers during a predefined period of time 
(e.g., +/-5 minutes) around the time of the target observation 
being processed. FIG.5 illustrates an exemplary set of match 
ing observations obtained when target observation 410 is 
being processed. As shown in FIG. 5, nine matching obser 
vations are received from three nearby towers (Tower IDs 5, 
9, and 17) and included observations of five mobile devices 
(Device IDs 1, 3, 4, 8, and 16) during the period of +/-5 
minutes from the 7/1/13 8:54 AM timestamp of target obser 
vation 410. In some embodiments (not illustrated in FIG. 5) 
target observation 410 can also be obtained among matching 
observations, in which case it can be removed by the elec 
tronic device to simplify processing. 
The above-described flexibility in the number of nearby 

towers being searched can be beneficial because it accounts 
for the possibility that two devices can be located next to each 
other (potentially, carried by the same user), and still be 
connected to different towers. For example, a user may carry 
two mobile devices subscribed to different carriers (e.g., Veri 
zon Wireless and AT&T Mobility) and operating over differ 
ent cellular standards (e.g., CDMA and GSM). Due to these 
differences, each device can be connected to a different cell 
tower. For example, if the nearest cell tower supports only one 
of the carriers, only the device subscribed to that carrier can 
be connected to that tower, while the other device will be 
connected to another tower—for example, the nearest tower 
that supports the other carrier. Moreover, even if the two 
mobile devices are subscribed to the same carrier, they may 
still be routed to different cell towers—for example, the near 
est cell tower can reach its call capacity after connecting to 
one of the devices, in which case the other device will be 
routed through (connected to) another cell tower. 

In Some embodiments, for example, when observation data 
includes the approximate locations of mobile devices 102 
(e.g., latitude and longitude), matching observations can be 
obtained by finding, based on the approximate locations, all 
observations that are within a predefined distance (e.g., 1000 
feet) from the target observation. 

Searching for matching observations some time before and 
after the time of the target observation can also be beneficial, 
because mobile devices do not communicate with a cell tower 
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all the time, and so two or more mobile devices located at the 
same location do not necessarily connect to the cell tower(s) 
at exactly the same time. 

Still referring to step 330, after finding all matching obser 
vations for the target observation, the electronic device 
repeats step 330 for the next target observation, and continues 
to repeat step 330 until all target observations are processed, 
that is, until matching observations for all target observations 
are found. 

In some embodiments, the electronic device can prepro 
cess the found matching observations of the target device. 
The preprocessing can include removing redundant matching 
observations—matching observations of the same mobile 
device that occurred around the same location and around the 
same time. For example, if there are two or more matching 
observations of the same mobile device at the same location 
(e.g., at the same tower ID) and within the same predefined 
period of time (e.g., 5 minutes), the electronic device can 
remove all but one of these matching observations, such that 
the removed matching observations are not considered in the 
following steps. The electronic device can also modify the 
time information of the one remaining matching observation 
to reflect the average time of the two or more matching obser 
Vations. Removing redundant matching observations can fur 
ther improve performance and memory requirements of 
method 300. 

At step 340 the electronic device obtains, based on the 
matching observations, a list of unique “candidate devices.” 
that is, mobile devices that appeared in the matching obser 
Vations at least once. The electronic device can determine the 
list of candidate devices, for example, by retrieving device 
information (e.g., device ID) from each of the matching 
observations obtained at step 330, and adding to the list any 
device ID that has not yet been added to the list. 

At step 350, the electronic device can determine, based on 
the matching observations, one or more “associated 
devices' candidate devices, such as mobile devices 102, 
that are likely to correspond with the target device (e.g., are 
likely to be used by the same person who uses the target 
device). 

In some embodiments, the electronic device can calculate 
the total number of times each candidate device matched the 
target device, that is, the total number of times each candidate 
device appeared in the matching observations. The electronic 
device can build a histogram or a similar type of data structure 
that reflects the number of times different candidate devices 
appeared in the matching observations. A fragment of an 
exemplary histogram 600 is illustrated in FIG. 6. In histogram 
600, sixteen candidate devices are represented by Device IDs 
D1-D16. For each candidate device, histogram 600 represents 
the number of times (N1-N16, respectively) that the candi 
date device matched the target device. 

In some embodiments, the electronic device can improve 
performance and reduce memory requirements by eliminat 
ing from the histogram and from further consideration any 
candidate devices who matched the target device less than a 
predefined number of times (e.g., less than 10 times). 

In some embodiments, after calculating the total number of 
matches for each candidate device, the electronic device can 
select from the candidate devices a predefined number of 
candidate devices with the most matches, and designate those 
selected devices as associated devices. The predefined num 
ber can be configurable by the user, for example, through 
graphical interface 215. For example, referring to the 
example in FIG. 6, if the predefined number is 2, the elec 
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10 
tronic device selects two devices, D4 and D13, as associated 
devices, because these are the two candidate devices with the 
highest number of matches. 

In some embodiments, instead of selecting a predefined 
number of candidate devices with the most matches, the elec 
tronic device can select one or more candidate devices that 
have more than a predefined number of matches, and desig 
nate those selected devices as associated devices. For 
example, the electronic device can select all candidate 
devices that have more than a 1,000 matches with the target 
device. In some embodiments, the electronic device can first 
selecta predefined number of candidate devices with the most 
matches, and then eliminate from the selected devices any 
devices that had less than a predefined number of matches. 
The electronic device can then designate the remaining 
selected devices as associated devices. 

Still referring to step 350, in some embodiments, instead or 
in addition to counting the number of matches each candidate 
device had with the target device, the electronic device can 
select associated devices based on one or more other criteria, 
discussed in detail below. 

In some embodiments, the electronic device can determine 
one or more associated devices based on the number of 
unique locations at which each candidate device was matched 
with the target device. When a candidate device matched with 
the target device at numerous unique locations, this may be a 
good indication that the two devices are associated (i.e., fre 
quently carried and used by the same person). In contrast, 
when most of the matches occur at the same location or at a 
Small number of locations, this may be an indication that the 
two devices are used by two different people, who just happen 
to visit or live at the same location. For example, these could 
be family members, neighbors, co-workers, classmates, etc. 
Accordingly, the likelihood of a candidate device to be des 
ignated as an associated device can be increased as the num 
ber of unique locations increases, and vice versa. 
The number of unique locations can be calculated by the 

electronic device, for example, by counting the number of 
unique tower IDs within the matching observations of each 
candidate device. Alternatively, because the tower ID of the 
matching observation can differ from the tower ID of the 
corresponding target observation (as illustrated in the 
example of FIG. 4 and FIG. 5), the electronic device can 
determine for each matching observation its corresponding 
target observation, and then count unique tower IDs of the 
target observations, instead. 

In some embodiments, the electronic device can determine 
one or more associated devices based on the time distribution 
of the matching observations of a candidate device. When a 
candidate device matched with the target device at various 
times during the day (e.g., at 5AM, 11 AM, and at 6 PM), this 
may be a good indication that the same person uses both 
devices, since they were observed together when the person 
was likely to be at home and when the person was likely to at 
work. In contrast, when most of the matches occur only 
during one time of the day, for example, only at night time, or 
only during the day, this may indicate that the devices belong 
to different people, for example, neighbors or co-workers, 
respectively, and so the candidate device should not be des 
ignated as an associated device. Accordingly, the likelihood 
of a candidate device to be designated as an associated device 
can be increased as the time variability (e.g., the statistical 
variance among the timestamps) of the matching observa 
tions increases, and vice versa. 

Similarly, in some embodiments, the electronic device can 
determine one or more associated devices based on the week 
day/weekend distribution of the matching observations of a 
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candidate device. When a candidate device matched with the 
target device on weekends as well as on weekdays, this may 
be a good indication that the same person uses both devices, 
whereas when most of the matches occur on weekdays or 
weekends only, this may indicate that the devices belong to 
different people. Accordingly, the likelihood of a candidate 
device to be designated as an associated device can be 
increased as the weekend/weekday variability of the match 
ing observations increases, and vice versa. 

In Some embodiments, the electronic device can determine 
one or more associated devices based on the average distance 
between the cell towers of consecutive matching observa 
tions. When the electronic device determines that the average 
(or median) distance between time-consecutive observations 
of a candidate device is large (e.g., larger than a predefined 
threshold), this may indicate that the candidate device is 
moving fast (and so does the target device), which can be an 
indication that both devices are located in a moving car (here 
inafter referred to as being on a trip). 

In some embodiments, the electronic device can further 
determine the lengths of Such trips and consider only trips 
longer than a predefined distance or time, thereby excluding 
a potential scenario in which the two devices are located in 
nearby cars that just happen to be driving in the same direc 
tion. Because cars are unlikely to drive close to each other for 
very long distances, if the electronic device determines that 
the trip was very long (e.g., longer than a predefined distance 
or time) the two devices are likely to be travelling in the same 
car. Accordingly, the likelihood of a candidate device to be 
designated as an associated device can be increased when the 
electronic device determines that the candidate device 
matched the target device during a long trip. The trips can be 
detected by measuring the average (or median) distance 
between cell towers in consecutive observations, or by mea 
Suring the travelling speed of the candidate device—for 
example, by dividing distance between consecutive observa 
tions by the time period between the observations. The like 
lihood can be increased with the number as well as the lengths 
of the trips. 
The electronic device can determine associated devices 

based on any combination of the above-described factors. For 
example, the electronic device can assign a score to each 
candidate device, the score being comprised of any combina 
tion, such as a weighted combination, of the above-described 
factors such as a) the total number of matches; b) the number 
of unique towers; c) the variability of the time distribution; d) 
the variability of the weekend/weekday distribution; e) the 
number and the lengths of the trips; and any other factors. 

At step 360, the electronic device can present information 
about the determined associated devices to the user, for 
example, by sending this information to graphical interface 
215. The presented information for each associated device 
can include its device ID, phone number, Subscriber's name, 
and the confidence (likelihood) level that the device is used by 
the same person who uses the target device (as determined, 
for example, based on a score that is assigned based on the 
combination of one or more factors described herein). In 
addition, the presented information can include all matching 
observations obtained for that device. The matching observa 
tions can be presented to the user in association with the 
corresponding target observations, eitherinalist, or on a map. 
or using any other textual and/or graphical representation. 
The user can further analyze the presented information, deter 
mine which, if any, of the associated devices are indeed likely 
to be used by the user of the target device, and then request 
(e.g., through graphical interface 215) any additional infor 
mation about those associated devices. 
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In Some embodiments, in addition to or in conjunction with 

the above-described geolocation-based techniques of deter 
mining associated devices, the electronic device can use the 
following non-geolocation-based methods to determine asso 
ciated devices. 

In some embodiments, the electronic device can access a 
database (e.g., one of data sources 230 of data fusion system 
200 or another internal or external database) that stores sub 
scriber names and devices associated with those Subscribers. 
The electronic device can then find a subscriber based on the 
target device information received from the user, and then 
present to the user device information for any other devices 
associated with the subscriber name. 

In some embodiments, the electronic device can access a 
database (e.g., one of data sources 230 of data fusion system 
200 or another internal or external database) that stores infor 
mation on mobile devices and the contacts associated with 
those devices. Contacts can include names and/or phone 
numbers of people to whom the mobile device has made one 
or more calls and/or who appear in the mobile device's 
address book. The electronic device can determine the con 
tacts of the target device, and find, in the database, other 
mobile devices that have many (e.g., more than a predefined 
number) of the same contacts. 

In some embodiments, the electronic device can access a 
database (e.g., one of data sources 230 of data fusion system 
200 or another internal or external database) that stores infor 
mation on subscriber identity module (SIM) cards and the 
device IDs associated with the SIM cards. For example, every 
time a mobile device places a call, its SIM card information 
and its device ID are both transmitted to the MSC, which can 
then transmit that information in the location register, from 
which the information can be transmitted to data fusion sys 
tem 200. If a user removes the SIM card from one device and 
puts it into a different device, both devices will become asso 
ciated with the same SIM card in the database. Based on this 
association, the electronic device can find device ID of one of 
the devices if given device ID of the other device. 

According to some embodiments, the operations, tech 
niques, and/or components described herein can be imple 
mented by the electronic device, which can include one or 
more special-purpose computing devices. The special-pur 
pose computing devices can be hard-wired to perform the 
operations, techniques, and/or components described herein, 
or can include digital electronic devices Such as one or more 
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the operations, techniques and/or com 
ponents described herein, or can include one or more general 
purpose hardware processors programmed to perform Such 
features of the present disclosure pursuant to program 
instructions in firmware, memory, other storage, or a combi 
nation. Such special-purpose computing devices can also 
combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with 
custom programming to accomplish the technique and other 
features of the present disclosure. The special-purpose com 
puting devices can be desktop computer systems, portable 
computer systems, handheld devices, networking devices, or 
any other device that incorporates hard-wired and/or program 
logic to implement the techniques and other features of the 
present disclosure. 
The one or more special-purpose computing devices can be 

generally controlled and coordinated by operating system 
software, such as iOS, Android, Blackberry, Chrome OS, 
Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Win 
dows Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, 
VxWorks, or other compatible operating systems. In other 
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embodiments, the computing device can be controlled by a 
proprietary operating system. Conventional operating sys 
tems control and schedule computer processes for execution, 
perform memory management, provide file system, network 
ing, I/O services, and provide a user interface functionality, 
Such as a graphical user interface ("GUI), among other 
things. 
By way of example, FIG. 7 is a block diagram that illus 

trates an implementation of electronic device 700, which, as 
described above, can comprise one or more electronic 
devices. Electronic device 700 include a bus 702 or other 
communication mechanism for communicating information, 
and one or more hardware processors 704, coupled with bus 
702 for processing information. One or more hardware pro 
cessors 704 can be, for example, one or more general purpose 
microprocessors. 

Electronic device 700 also includes a main memory 706, 
Such as a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic 
storage device, coupled to bus 702 for storing information and 
instructions to be executed by processor 704. Main memory 
706 also can be used for storing temporary variables or other 
intermediate information during execution of instructions to 
be executed by processor 704. Such instructions, when stored 
in non-transitory storage media accessible to one or more 
processors 704, render electronic device 700 into a special 
purpose machine that is customized to perform the operations 
specified in the instructions. 

Electronic device 700 further includes a read only memory 
(ROM) 708 or other static storage device coupled to bus 702 
for storing static information and instructions for processor 
704. A storage device 710, such as a magnetic disk, optical 
disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is provided and 
coupled to bus 702 for storing information and instructions. 

Electronic device 700 can be coupled via bus 702 to a 
display 712, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), an LCD 
display, or a touchscreen, for displaying information to a 
computer user. An input device 714, including alphanumeric 
and other keys, is coupled to bus 702 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 704. 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 716, such 
as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for commu 
nicating direction information and command selections to 
processor 704 and for controlling cursor movement on dis 
play 712. The input device typically has two degrees of free 
dom in two axes, a first axis (for example, X) and a second axis 
(for example, y), that allows the device to specify positions in 
a plane. In some embodiments, the same direction informa 
tion and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
CUSO. 

Electronic device 700 can include a user interface module 
to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass storage 
device as executable software codes that are executed by the 
one or more computing devices. This and other modules may 
include, by way of example, components, such as Software 
components, object-oriented Software components, class 
components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 

In general, the word “module,” as used herein, refers to 
logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection of 
Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit points, 
Written in a programming language. Such as, for example, 
Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module can be compiled and 
linked into an executable program, installed in a dynamic link 
library, or written in an interpreted programming language 
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such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will be 
appreciated that software modules can be callable from other 
modules or from themselves, and/or can be invoked in 
response to detected events or interrupts. Software modules 
configured for execution on computing devices can be pro 
vided on a computer readable medium, Such as a compact 
disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any other 
tangible medium, or as a digital download (and can be origi 
nally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression, or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code can be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
can be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules can be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
can be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but can be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage. 

Electronic device 700 can implement the techniques and 
other features described herein using customized hard-wired 
logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or pro 
gram logic which in combination with the electronic device 
causes or programs electronic device 700 to be a special 
purpose machine. According to some embodiments, the tech 
niques and other features described herein are performed by 
electronic device 700 in response to one or more processors 
704 executing one or more sequences of one or more instruc 
tions contained in main memory 706. Such instructions can 
be read into main memory 706 from another storage medium, 
such as storage device 710. Execution of the sequences of 
instructions contained in main memory 706 causes processor 
704 to perform the process steps described herein. In alterna 
tive embodiments, hard-wired circuitry can be used in place 
of or in combination with software instructions. 
The term “non-transitory media' as used herein refers to 

any media storing data and/or instructions that cause a 
machine to operate in a specific fashion. Such non-transitory 
media can comprise non-volatile media and/or volatile 
media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or 
magnetic disks, such as storage device 710. Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory. Such as main memory 706. Com 
mon forms of non-transitory media include, for example, a 
floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state drive, mag 
netic tape, or any other magnetic data storage medium, a 
CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, any physi 
cal medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and 
EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory 
chip or cartridge, and networked versions of the same. 

Non-transitory media is distinct from, but can be used in 
conjunction with, transmission media. Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between storage 
media. For example, transmission media includes coaxial 
cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that 
comprise bus 702. Transmission media can also take the form 
of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during 
radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media can be involved in carrying one or 
more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 704 
for execution. For example, the instructions can initially be 
carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer can load the instructions into 
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its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a tele 
phone line using a modem. A modem local to electronic 
device 700 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 5 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 702. Bus 702 carries the data to main memory 706, 
from which processor 704 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 706 can 
optionally be stored on storage device 710 either before or 
after execution by processor 704. 

Electronic device 700 also includes a communication inter 
face 718 coupled to bus 702. Communication interface 718 
provides a two-way data communication coupling to a net 
work link 720 that is connected to a local network 722. For 
example, communication interface 718 can be an integrated 
services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite 
modem, or a modem to provide a data communication con 
nection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another 20 
example, communication interface 718 can be a local area 
network (LAN) card to provide a data communication con 
nection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links can also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 718 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 25 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 

Network link 720 typically provides data communication 
through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link 720 can provide a connection through 
local network 722 to a host computer 724 or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP)726. ISP 
726 in turn provides data communication services through the 
world wide packet data communication network now com 
monly referred to as the “Internet” 728. Local network 722 
and Internet 728 both use electrical, electromagnetic or opti 
cal signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through 
the various networks and the signals on network link 720 and 
through communication interface 718, which carry the digital 40 
data to and from electronic device 700, are example forms of 
transmission media. 

Electronic device 700 can send messages and receive data, 
including program code, through the network(s), network 
link 720 and communication interface 718. In the Internet 45 
example, a server 730 might transmit a requested code for an 
application program through Internet 728, ISP 726, local 
network 722 and communication interface 718. 
The received code can be executed by processor 704 as it is 

received, and/or stored in storage device 710, or other non- 50 
Volatile storage for later execution. 

Embodiments of the present disclosure have been 
described herein with reference to numerous specific details 
that can vary from implementation to implementation. Cer 
tain adaptations and modifications of the described embodi- 55 
ments can be made. Other embodiments can be apparent to 
those skilled in the art from consideration of the specification 
and practice of the invention disclosed herein. It is intended 
that the specification and examples be considered as exem 
plary only, with a true scope and spirit of the present disclo- 60 
Sure being indicated by the following claims. It is also 
intended that the sequence of steps shown in figures are only 
for illustrative purposes and are not intended to be limited to 
any particular sequence of steps. As such, those skilled in the 
art can appreciate that these steps can be performed in a 65 
different order while implementing the exemplary methods or 
processes disclosed herein. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. An electronic device comprising: 
one or more computer-readable storage media that store 

instructions; and 
one or more processors that execute the instructions to: 

obtain information about a target device; 
determine, based on the information about the target 

device, one or more target observations that include a 
target time and a target location; 

identify one or more candidate observations of one or 
more candidate devices, wherein the candidate obser 
Vations include a second time and a second location 
that correspond with the target time and the target 
location; and 

designate the one or more candidate devices as being 
associated devices that correspond with the target 
device if a number of candidate observations of the 
one or more candidate devices is more than or equal to 
a predefined number. 

2. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more processors further execute the instructions to designate 
the one or more devices as being associated devices based on 
a number of candidate observations of the one or more can 
didate devices. 

3. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more processors further execute the instructions to designate 
the one or more devices as being associated devices if a 
number of unique second locations within the one or more 
candidate observations of the one or more candidate devices 
is more than oral to a redefined number. 

4. A method performed by at least one electronic device 
comprising one or more processors, the method comprising: 

obtaining information about a target device; 
determining, based on the information about the target 

device, one or more target observations that include a 
target time and a target location; 

identifying one or more candidate observations of one or 
more candidate devices, wherein the candidate observa 
tions include a second time and a second location that 
correspond with the target time and the target location; 
and 

designating the one or more candidate devices as being 
associated devices that correspond with the target device 
if an amount of candidate observations of the one or 
more candidate devices is more than a predefined num 
ber. 

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising sending 
information related to any designated associated devices to a 
display. 

6. The method of claim 4, wherein the second time is within 
a predefined time period from the target time, and wherein the 
second location is within a predefined distance from the target 
location. 

7. The method of claim 4, wherein the second location 
identifies a second cell tower and the target location identifies 
a target cell tower, and wherein the second cell tower is 
located within a predefined distance from the target cell 
tOWer. 

8. The method of claim 4, wherein the designating the one 
or more candidate devices as being associated devices com 
prises designating the one or more candidate devices as being 
associated devices based on a number of candidate observa 
tions of the one or more candidate devices. 

9. The method of claim 8, wherein the designating the one 
or more candidate devices as being associated devices com 
prises determining a predefined number of the one or more 
candidate devices having the most candidate observations. 
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10. The method of claim 4, wherein the designating the one 
or more candidate devices as being associated devices com 
prises determining that any of the one or more candidate 
devices has a number of candidate observations that is more 
than or equal to a predefined number of candidate observa 
tions. 

11. The method of claim 4, wherein the designating the one 
or more candidate devices as being associated devices com 
prises designating the one or more candidate devices as being 
associated devices if a number of unique second locations 
within the one or more candidate observations of the one or 
more candidate devices is more than or equal to a predefined 
number. 

12. The method of claim 4, wherein the designating the one 
or more candidate devices as being associated devices com 
prises designating the one or more candidate devices as being 
associated devices based on a variability of the second times 
of the one or more candidate observations of the one or more 
candidate devices. 

13. The method of claim 4, wherein the designating the one 
or more candidate devices as being associated devices com 
prises designating the one or more candidate devices as being 
associated devices based on an average distance between the 
second locations of the one or more candidate observations of 
the one or more candidate devices. 

14. A non-transitory computer-readable medium storing a 
set of instructions that are executable by one or more elec 
tronic devices, each having one or more processors, to cause 
the one or more electronic devices to perform a method, the 
method comprising: 

obtaining information about a target device; 
determining, based on the information about the target 

device, one or more target observations that include a 
target time and a target location; 

identifying one or more candidate observations of one or 
more candidate devices, wherein the candidate observa 
tions include a second time and a second location that 
correspond with the target time and the target location; 
and 

designate the one or more candidate devices as being asso 
ciated devices that correspond with the target device if 
an amount of candidate observations of the one or more 
candidate devices is more than a predefined number. 
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15. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 

claim 14, further comprising instructions executable by the 
one or more electronic devices to cause the one or more 
electronic devices to perform the following operation: 

sending information related to the any associated devices 
to a display. 

16. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 14, wherein the second time is within a predefined time 
period from the target time, and wherein the second location 
is within a predefined distance from the target location. 

17. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 14, wherein the second location identifies a second cell 
tower and the target location identifies a target cell tower, and 
wherein the second cell tower is located within a predefined 
distance from the target cell tower. 

18. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 14, further comprising instructions executable by the 
one or more electronic devices to cause the one or more 
electronic devices to perform the following operation: 

designating the one or more candidate devices as being 
associated devices based on a predefined number of the 
one or more candidate devices having the most candi 
date observations. 

19. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 14, further comprising instructions executable by the 
one or more electronic devices to cause the one or more 
electronic devices to perform the following operation: 

designating the one or more candidate devices as being 
associated devices if a number of unique second loca 
tions within the one or more candidate observations of 
the one or more candidate devices is more than or equal 
to a predefined number. 

20. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 14, further comprising instructions executable by the 
one or more electronic devices to cause the one or more 
electronic devices to perform the following operation: 

designating the one or more candidate devices as being 
associated devices based on a variability of the second 
times of the one or more candidate observations of the 
one or more candidate devices. 

k k k k k 
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Techniques for visual data import into an object model are 
described. A graphical user interface concurrently displays a 
first icon that represents a first object type and a second icon 
that represents a second object type. Input defining object-to 
data mappings between properties of the object types and 
structured data of one or more data sources is received. Fur 
ther input defining a relationship type for relationships 
between the first object type and the second object type is also 
received. In response to the second input, a graphical repre 
sentation of the relationship type is displayed, visually link 
ing the first icon to the second icon. Based at least on the 
object-to-data mappings, the definition of the relationship 
type, and the structured data, an object model is created, 
comprising first objects of the first object type, second objects 
of the second object type, and relationships between the first 
objects and the second objects. 
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FIG. 2 200 

210 
cientify one or more schenas for ote or more data sources. 

220 
Display a first object icon that graphically represents a first object type. 

230 
Display a second object icon that graphically represents a Second object type. 

240 
Receive first input defining one or more mappings between elements of the one or more 

schennas and the first or Second object type 

259. 
Receive second input defining a relationship type between the first object type and the second 

object type. 

26 
in response to the second input, display a connection between the first object icon and the 

second object icon. 

270. 
Receive input requesting to create an object model based on mappings and relationship type. 

280 
Create first objects of the first object type, second objects of the second object type, and 

relationships between the first objects and the second objects, of the defined relationship type 

29 
Display a graph of the object model created in 280, based upon the ontology 
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VISUAL DATA IMPORTER 

BENEFIT CLAIM 

This application is a Continuation of U.S. patent applica 
tion Ser. No. 13/250,629, filed Sep. 30, 2011, the entire con 
tents of which are hereby incorporated by reference for all 
purposes as if fully set forth herein. The applicant(s) hereby 
rescind any disclaimer of claim scope in the parent applica 
tion(s) or the prosecution history thereof and advise the 
USPTO that the claims in this application may be broader 
than any claim in the parent application(s). 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

Embodiments relate generally to techniques for facilitating 
the creation and/or manipulation of data in one or more data 
StOreS. 

BACKGROUND 

The approaches described in this section are approaches 
that could be pursued, but not necessarily approaches that 
have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless 
otherwise indicated, it should not be assumed that any of the 
approaches described in this section qualify as prior art 
merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section. 

Data is commonly stored in computer-based systems in 
fixed, rigidly structured data stores. For example, one com 
mon type of data store is a “flat file such as a spreadsheet, 
plain-text document, or XML document. Another common 
type of data store is a relational database comprising one or 
more tables. Other examples of data stores that comprise 
structured data include, without limitation, files systems, 
object collections, record collections, arrays, hierarchical 
trees, linked lists, stacks, and combinations thereof. 

Often, the underlying structure of such data stores is poorly 
Suited to data analysis. One approach for facilitating a more 
efficient analysis of data in Such data stores is to reorganize 
that data according to an object model that defines object 
structures and relationships between the object structures. To 
create the object model, data elements in underlying data 
stores, such as table rows or cells, may be mapped to proper 
ties of the objects in the model. The semantics, or “meanings.” 
of the various components of the object model are defined by 
an ontology that categorizes objects, relationships, and/or 
properties according to various defined types. For example, 
an ontology might categorize objects as being of one of the 
following types: person, entity, or event. The example ontol 
ogy might further define different properties for each object 
type. Such as names, dates, locations, documents, media, and 
so forth. The example ontology might further define relation 
ships between objects, such as employee, participant, sibling, 
and so forth. 
One approach for generating an ontology-based object 

model is described in U.S. Pat. No. 7,962,495 B2, issued Jun. 
14, 2011, the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated 
by reference for all purposes. The 495 patent describes a 
dynamic ontology, in which both the object model and the 
semantics of the ontology may change and evolve over time 
as needed for analysis. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system in which the tech 

niques described herein may be practiced; 
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2 
FIG. 2 illustrates a process flow for creating objects and 

relationships in an object model; 
FIG. 3 illustrates a graphical user interface (“GUI) for 

practicing the techniques described herein; and 
FIG. 4 is block diagram of a computer system upon which 

embodiments of the invention may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In the following description, for the purposes of explana 
tion, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide 
a thorough understanding of the present invention. It will be 
apparent, however, that the present invention may be prac 
ticed without these specific details. In other instances, well 
known structures and devices are shown in block diagram 
form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the present 
invention. 

Embodiments are described herein according to the fol 
lowing outline: 

1.0. General Overview 
2.0. Structural Overview 
3.0. Functional Overview 

3.1. Creating Objects and Relationships 
3.2. Updating the Dynamic Ontology 

4.0. Example Interface 
4.1. Identifying DataSources 
4.2. Visual Workspace 
4.3. Manipulating Objects and Relationships 
4.4. Object Previews 

5.0. Automatic Mappings 
6.0. Implementation Mechanism Hardware Overview 
7.0. Extensions and Alternatives 

1.0. General Overview 

Approaches, techniques, and mechanisms are disclosed for 
visual data import into an object model. According to one 
embodiment, a computing device concurrently displays, in a 
GUI of a computer display unit, a first objecticon that graphi 
cally represents a first object type and a second object icon 
that graphically represents a second object type. The comput 
ing device receives, via the GUI, first input defining at least a 
portion of one or both of a first object-to-data mapping 
between first properties of the first object type and structured 
data of one or more data sources, and a second object-to-data 
mapping between second properties of the second object type 
and the structured data of the one or more data sources. The 
computing device further receives, in the GUI, Second input 
defining a relationship type for relationships between the first 
object type and the second object type. In response to the 
second input, the computing device displays a graphical rep 
resentation of the relationship type that visually links the first 
object icon to the second object icon. Based at least on the first 
object-to-data mapping, the second-object-to-data mapping, 
the relationship type, and the structured data, the computing 
device creates a plurality of first objects of the first object 
type, a plurality of second objects of the second object type, 
and a plurality of relationships between the first objects and 
the second objects. 

In an embodiment, creating the object model comprises 
creating the first objects and the second objects in a revision 
ing database having a dynamic ontology. 

In an embodiment, the computing device further receives 
one or more updates to one or more of the first properties or 
the second properties in a dynamic ontology that includes the 
first object type and the second object type. The computing 
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device then repeats the displaying, the receiving, and the 
creating using one or more of the updated first properties or 
updated second properties. 

In an embodiment, the computing device concurrently dis 
plays the first object icon, the second object icon, and the 
graphical representation of the relationship type in a visual 
workplace. The plurality of first objects, the plurality of sec 
ond objects, and the plurality of relationships are Subse 
quently displayed as part of a graph of interconnected nodes 
that is arranged similarly to the visual workspace. 

In an embodiment, the computing device identifies one or 
more schemas for the structured data of the one or more data 
Sources. The computing device provides mapping controls 
for selecting, for each particular property of the first proper 
ties and the second properties, one or more elements of the 
one or more schemas to map to the particular property. The 
computing device receives the first input, in part, via the 
mapping controls. 

In an embodiment, while concurrently displaying the first 
object icon and the second object icon, the computing device 
displays object and relationship previews. For example, the 
computing device displays a representation of a sample object 
that would be created from a sample data set based on the first 
object type definition and the first object-to-data mapping. As 
another example, the computing device displays one or more 
representations of one or more sample relationships that 
would be created for the sample object based on the relation 
ship type definition. 

In an embodiment, the computing device performs an 
import operation or translation operation on the one or more 
data sources. The import operation or translation operation 
includes the above-described creation of the plurality of first 
objects, the plurality of second objects, and the plurality of 
relationships. 

In an embodiment, at least one of the first input and the 
second input originates from an analysis and comparison 
component that "guesses' mappings, as opposed to originat 
ing from a user via the GUI. 

In an embodiment, the computing device receives input 
identifying conditions to be met by the one or more data 
Sources prior to creation of a relationship of the relationship 
type. 

In other aspects, the invention encompasses a computer 
apparatus and a computer-readable medium configured to 
carry out the foregoing steps. 

2.0. Structural Overview 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a system 100 in which the 
techniques described herein may be practiced, according to 
an embodiment. System 100 facilitates translation of one or 
more data sources, such as data sources 130, into an object 
model 160 whose semantics are defined by an ontology 150. 
The translation may be performed for a variety of reasons. For 
example, a database administrator may wish to import data 
from data sources 130 into a database 170 for persistently 
storing object model 160. As another example, a data presen 
tation component (not depicted) may translate data from data 
sources 130 “on the fly” into object model 160. The object 
model 160 can then be utilized, in conjunction with ontology 
150, for analysis through graphs and/or other data visualiza 
tion techniques. 

System 100 comprises a definition component 110 and a 
translation component 120, both implemented by one or more 
processors on one or more computing devices executing hard 
ware and/or software-based logic for providing various func 
tionality described herein. System 100 may comprise fewer 
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4 
or additional components that provide various functionalities 
described herein. These components are, for clarity, omitted 
from FIG.1. The component(s) of system 100 responsible for 
providing various functionalities may further vary from 
embodiment to embodiment. 

Definition component 110 generates and/or modifies 
ontology 150 and a schema map 140. Schema map 140 
defines how various elements of schemas 135 for data sources 
130 map to various elements of ontology 150. Definition 
component 110 receives, calculates, extracts, or otherwise 
identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130. Schemas 135 
define the structure of data sources 130 for example, the 
names and other characteristics of tables, files, columns, 
fields, properties, and so forth. Definition component 110 
furthermore optionally identifies sample data 136 from data 
sources 130. Definition component 110 may further identify 
object type, relationship, and property definitions from ontol 
ogy 150, if any already exist. Definition component 110 may 
further identify pre-existing mappings from schema map 140, 
if such mappings exist. 

Based on the identified information, definition component 
110 generates a graphical interface 115. Graphical interface 
115 may be presented to users of a computing device via any 
Suitable output mechanism, and may further accept input 
from users of the computing device via any suitable input 
mechanism. Graphical interface 115 features a visual work 
space that visually depicts representations of the elements of 
ontology 150 for which mappings are defined in schema map 
140. Graphical interface 115 also includes controls for adding 
new elements to schema map 140 and/or ontology 150, 
including objects, properties of objects, and relationships, via 
the visual workspace. Once elements of ontology 150 are 
represented in the visual workspace, graphical interface 115 
further provides controls in association with the representa 
tions that allow for modifying the elements of ontology 150 
and identifying how the elements of ontology 150 correspond 
to elements of schemas 135. Optionally, the graphical inter 
face 115 may further utilize the sample data 136 to provide 
the user with a preview of object model 160 as the user defines 
schema map 140. In response to the input via the various 
controls of graphical interface 115, definition component 110 
generates and/or modifies ontology 150 and a schema map 
140. An example graphical interface 115 is described in sub 
sequent sections. 

Translation component 120 may be invoked once schema 
map 140 and ontology 150 have been defined or redefined. 
Translation component 120 identifies schema map 140 and 
ontology 150. Translation component further reads data 
sources 130 and identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130. 
For each element of ontology 150 described in schema map 
140, translation component 120 iterates through some or all 
of the data items of data sources 130, generating elements of 
object model 160 in the manner specified by schema map 140. 
Depending on the embodiment, translation component 120 
may store a representation of each generated element of 
object model 160 in a database 170. In an embodiment, trans 
lation component 120 is further configured to synchronize 
changes in object model 160 back to data sources 130. 

Data sources 130 may be one or more sources of data, 
including, without limitation, spreadsheet files, databases, 
email folders, document collections, media collections, con 
tact directories, and so forth. Data sources 130 may include 
data structures stored persistently in non-volatile memory. 
Data sources 130 may also or instead include temporary data 
structures generated from underlying data sources via data 
extraction components, such as a result set returned from a 
database server executing an database query. 
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Schema map 140, ontology 150, and schemas 135 may be 
stored in any suitable structures, such as XML files, database 
tables, and so forth. Ontology 150 is maintained persistently. 
Schema map 140 may or may not be maintained persistently, 
depending on whether the translation process is perpetual or 
a one-time event. Schemas 135 need not be maintained in 
persistent memory, but may be cached for optimization. 

Object model 160 comprises collections of elements such 
as typed objects, properties, and relationships. The collec 
tions may be structured in any Suitable manner. In an embodi 
ment, a database 170 stores the elements of object model 160, 
or representations thereof. In an embodiment, the elements of 
object model 160 are stored within database 170 in a different 
underlying format. Such as in a series of object, property, and 
relationship tables in a relational database. 

3.0. Functional Overview 

3.1. Creating Objects and Relationships 

FIG. 2 illustrates a process flow 200 for creating objects 
and relationships in an object model, according to an embodi 
ment. For simplicity, process flow 200 is described as being 
performed by a single computing device. Such as a special 
purpose computing device executing instructions for a data 
import utility comprising definition component 110 and 
translation component 120. However, the elements of flow 
200 may in fact be performed by two or more computing 
devices, such as a first computing device executing instruc 
tions for creating a visual schema map and a separate com 
puting device executing instructions for a data import, view 
ing, or synchronization utility. 

At block 210, a computing device identifies one or more 
schemas for one or more data sources, such as data sources 
130. The one or more schemas define the structure(s) of the 
one or more data sources. A schema need not be complete or 
formal, rather a schema need only describe the organization 
of the data within a data Source with enough specificity that 
the data of interest may be located and retrieved from the data 
Source. For example, the schema for a relational database may 
define tables and columns, while the schema for a comma 
separated values file may simply define columns. 
The computing device may identify the schema by retriev 

ing the schema directly from the data source, if possible. 
Otherwise, the computing device may analyze the data source 
with or without user assistance to determine a schema. The 
computing device may begin the schema identification pro 
cess in response to a number of events that identify possible 
data sources or sample data sets to import into an object 
model. For example, a user may identify the location of a data 
Source to be imported, or the computing device may load a 
pre-existing schema map that describes a mapping for a spe 
cific data Source. 

At block 220, the computing device displays a first object 
icon that graphically represents a first object type in an ontol 
ogy, such as ontology 150. The computing device displays the 
first object iconina GUI, such as GUI 115. In an embodiment, 
the computing device displays the first object icon in a visual 
workspace of the GUI. The visual workspace is a specific 
portion of the GUI that graphically indicates to the user ele 
ments of the ontology that are described in a schema map. 
Such as Schema map 140. 
The computing device may display an object icon in 

response to a number of events. For example, the user may 
have selected to add the first object type to a schema map by 
selecting the first object type from a list of pre-defined object 
types in the ontology. As another example, the user may have 
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6 
selected to add a new object type from the ontology. As 
another example, the computing device may have received 
input that identifies a pre-defined schema map to manipulate, 
in which the first object type is described. As another 
example, the computing device may have automatically 
determined to add the first object type without prompting 
from the user, based on characteristics of a schema and/or set 
of an example data. 

In an embodiment, the computing device selects the first 
object icon based upon the object type, so that the first object 
icon indicates characteristics of the first object type to the 
user. For example, the first object icon may include an image 
of a person for a person object type, a cellphone for a phone 
call event object type, or a building for a location object type. 
In an embodiment, the first object icon may further portray, or 
be displayed with, additional information such as a label for 
the first object type, one or more properties, and/or controls 
for selecting or modifying the first object type. In an embodi 
ment, the first object icon is selectable. The computing device 
may display additional controls for defining or manipulating 
the first object type and its mappings while the first object 
icon is selected. 
At block 230, the computing device displays a second 

object icon that graphically represents a second object type in 
the ontology. The computing device displays the second 
object icon at least partially concurrently with displaying the 
first object icon in block 210. For example, after adding the 
first object icon to a visual workspace, the computing device 
may have received instructions to add the second object icon 
to the visual workspace in the vicinity of the first object icon. 
Depending on the second object type, the second object icon 
may be the same as or different from the first object icon. 
Display of the second object icon is otherwise similar to that 
of the first object icon. 
At block 240, the computing device receives, via the GUI, 

first input defining one or more mappings between elements 
of the one or more schemas and the first or second object type. 
For example, a user may specify that a first column of a first 
table corresponds to a certain property of the first object type, 
while a second column of a particular spreadsheet is to be 
parsed for several properties of the second object type. In this 
manner, the user specifies how the structured data of the one 
or more data sources will be translated into the object model. 
The first input may take any suitable form. For example, the 

properties of a selected object may be displayed in a first area 
of the GUI. The available elements of the one or more sche 
mas may be displayed in a second area of the GUI. Mappings 
may be accomplished by dragging and dropping a schema 
element over a property, or vice versa. As another example, a 
pull-down menu may be displayed next to each property, from 
which a user may select a corresponding schema element. As 
another example, a schema element may be dragged to the 
first object type icon, and the computing device may in 
response automatically choose or create a property to map to 
the schema element. 
At block 250, the computing device receives, via the GUI, 

second input defining a relationship type between the first 
object type and the second object type. The second input may 
take a variety of forms. For example, the user may hold a 
button down while dragging a pointer from object type to 
another. As another example, the user may select the second 
object type from a pull-down list of object types in a control 
for defining new relationships associated with the first object 
1CO 

In an embodiment, the second input includes input that 
further defines the relationship type. For example, upona user 
requesting to create a new relationship, the computing device 
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may display a menu that lists available relationship types in 
the ontology, such as “Appears in or “Child of.” As another 
example, the computing device may present controls that 
allow the user to select one or more properties of the first 
object type and second object type that should match for a 
relationship of the relationship type to exist. As another 
example, the computing device may present controls that 
allow the user to select one or more schema elements whose 
values indicate the existence of a relationship of the relation 
ship type. 
At block 260, in response to the second input, the comput 

ing device displays a connection between the first object icon 
and the second object icon to indicate that the relationship 
type has been defined. For example, the computing device 
may display a line connecting the first object icon to the 
second object icon. The graphical representation of the con 
nection may vary depending on the relationship type. For 
example, the graphical representation may vary in line width, 
line type, color, label, and/or associated icon(s). In an 
embodiment, the connection is selectable by the user. In 
response to selection of the connection, the computing device 
may present controls such as described above with respect to 
the first object icon for further defining the relationship. 

At block 270, the computing device receives input request 
ing to create an object model based at least on the first object 
to-data mapping, the second-object-to-data mapping, the 
relationship type, and one or more specified structured data 
Sources. The input may take a variety of forms. For example, 
the input may comprise a user selection of a “Generate Now” 
button from within the GUI. 
As another example, the input may comprise multiple input 

events. For example, the user may instruct the computing 
device via the GUI to save mappings, object type definitions, 
and relationships to a schema map file and, if necessary, to an 
ontology file. The user may then invoke another interface of 
the computing device. Such as a command line interface, by 
which the user may provide instructions to the computing 
device to use the schema map to import data from one or more 
specified data sources into an object model. The specified one 
or more data sources may be the same as those from which the 
one or more schemas were identified in block 210. Or, the 
specified one or more data sources may be different from the 
data sources of block 210, but have the same one or more 
schemas. Such may be the case, for example, if one or more 
data sources of block 210 were sample data sets of larger data 
repositories. 

At block 280, in response to the input of block 270, the 
computing device creates a plurality of first objects of the first 
object type, a plurality of second objects of the second object 
type, and a plurality of relationships between the first objects 
and the second objects, of the defined relationship type. The 
first objects, second objects, and relationships are generated 
based at least on the first object-to-data mapping, the second 
object-to-data mapping, the relationship, and one or more 
structured data sources. The properties of the first object and 
second objects, as well as the generated relationships, thus 
reflect the data of the structured data sources. Performance of 
block 280 may comprise, for instance, the computing device 
iterating through each data item of a data source. For each 
iterated data item, the computing device may create one or 
more objects and relationships based on applying the map 
pings to the iterated data item. The computing device may 
utilize any suitable mapping, translation, and/or conversion 
technique for the process. 

In an embodiment, creating the first objects, second 
objects, and relationships comprises storing data representa 
tive of the first objects, second objects, and relationships in a 
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8 
revisioning database having a dynamic ontology. However, in 
other embodiments, the data may be stored in other formats 
and locations, including temporary structures in Volatile 
memory. 
At block 290, the computing device optionally displays a 

graph of the object model, based upon the ontology. The 
graph may be, for example, a network of interconnected 
nodes. The nodes may include first objects and second objects 
connected according to the generated relationships. 

In an embodiment, the arrangement of the graph is similar 
to that of the visual workspace in which the first icon and the 
second icon were displayed. For example, first objects may be 
displayed with the first object icon, second objects may be 
displayed with the second object icons, and relationships may 
be indicated with connections similar to those displayed in 
block 260. The layout of the first objects and second objects 
may also mirror the layout of the first object icon and the 
second object icon. In other words, the GUI for defining the 
mappings used to create the object model is visually similar 
and structurally isomorphic to a manner in which the object 
model will be graphed. The computing device thereby pro 
vides an intuitive interface for describing how data source(s) 
will be represented in an object model, in which a user can see 
how a graph such as that of block 290 might look while the 
user is defining the schema map. 

Flow 200 is an example process flow. Other embodiments 
may involve fewer or additional elements in potentially vary 
ing arrangements. For example, the computing device may 
display a number of other icons, each representative of other 
object types. The computing device may further receive input 
defining additional relationships between the first object type, 
the second object type, and/or other object types. Thus, the 
computing device may display any number of interconnected 
icons representing any number of object types and relation 
ships. Mappings may be defined for these object types via 
various controls of the GUI. Objects and/or relationships may 
be generated based thereon, per block 280. 
As another example, the object model generated as a result 

of block 280 may be used for many purposes other than 
displaying the graph of block 290. For example, the object 
model may be searched, aggregated, mined, or visualized 
using any suitable data analysis technique. 

3.2. Updating the Schema Map 

In an embodiment, the schema map generated via flow 200 
is dynamic, in that the computing device allows the user to 
return to the GUI after having generated the object model in 
block 290. The embodiment presumes that the schema map 
and ontology have been stored in a Suitable format, such as in 
an XML file or a database, from which they can be recon 
structed. The computing device reads the stored schema map 
and ontology and recreates the GUI with the first object icon 
connected to the second object icon. The computing device 
further displays controls associated with the icons that allow 
the user to select the first object type, the second object type, 
and/or relationship type. Once selected, the user may update 
the first properties, the second properties, and or the relation 
ship type. The user may make changes both to schemas (for 
example, the names and types of properties) and the schema 
map (for example, the mappings to the one or more schemas). 
The user may then instruct the computing device to update the 
object model based on the changes. Thus, the first objects, 
second objects, and relationships generated in block 280 may 
be updated with new properties and/or data. Moreover, the 
graph displayed in block 290 may be reorganized based upon 
changes to the ontology. 
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For example, after the object model has been deployed for 
a few weeks, a user may decide that the ontology is not 
optimal for analysis. The user may, for instance, wish to add 
a certain property to the first object type, model the relation 
ship as a distinct object type linked to both the first object type 
and the second object type, or split the properties of the 
second object type amongst several interconnected but sepa 
rate object types. The user may update the ontology and, if 
necessary, relaunch the GUI to modify the schema map for 
the updated ontology, as discussed above. 
As another example, the user may decide to import into the 

object model additional data fields that have newly become 
available in a data source. The user may cause the computing 
device to re-identify the schema for the data source, thus 
resulting in a schema that includes the additional data fields. 
The user may then utilize the GUI, as discussed above, to 
update mappings or create new mappings for the new data 
fields. 

4.0. Example Interface 

FIG. 3 illustrates a GUI 300 for practicing the techniques 
described herein, according to an embodiment. GUI 300 is 
but one example of a GUI suitable for practicing the described 
techniques. Other interfaces may include fewer or different 
elements with potentially different representations in poten 
tially different arrangements. 

4.1. Identifying DataSources 

GUI300 comprises a data source section 330 that identifies 
data sources 331 and 332. Data source section 330 indicates 
data sources whose schemas are available for mapping to 
elements of an ontology. The depictions of each data source 
331 and 332 include information to assist the user in recog 
nizing the data source. Such as icons, data source names, and 
numbers of rows. As depicted in FIG. 3, data source 331 is 
currently selected. The selected data source may be changed 
by any Suitable mechanisms, such as clicking on the desired 
data source or clicking on control 333 at the bottom of GUI 
3OO. 

Data sources 331 and 332 may have been identified by, for 
instance, a user dragging and dropping files into section 330 
or otherwise inputting data source locations. The data sources 
may also have been identified automatically by an application 
that searches for data sources in specified locations in a file 
system or over a network. Although two data sources 331 and 
332 are depicted, data source section 330 may identify fewer 
or additional data sources as well. Moreover, data sources 331 
and 332 are not constrained in format to the depicted CSV 
files, but may adhere to a variety of other data formats, such as 
databases, query result sets, XML files, web directories, and 
so forth. 
GUI 300 comprises additional elements, which may 

change depending on which of data sources 331, 332 is cur 
rently selected. These elements include a schema section 335 
and a data sample section 336. Schema section 335 depicts 
some or all of a schema that has been identified for the 
selected data source. For example, because selected data 
source 331 is a spreadsheet, schema section 335 lists columns 
from data source 331. As another example, for a database, 
schema section 335 may include a multi-level tree of data 
base, table, and field names. 

Schema section 335 need not necessarily depict all identi 
fied schema elements for a data source. For example, the 
computing device may be configured to automatically map 
columns having certain names to certain inherent or other 
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10 
wise designated properties. Thus, the automatically mapped 
columns may be omitted from schema section 335. 

Data sample section 336 displays a preview of some or all 
of the data in the currently selected data source, using what 
ever format may be appropriate. For example, for data in a 
table or spreadsheet format, data sample 336 may display a 
scrollable table of a certain number of columns and rows in 
the selected data source. As another example, data sample336 
may display a document if the data source is a structured 
document. In this manner, data sample section 336 provides a 
user with a better idea of the type of data stored for each 
schema element of the selected data source. 

4.2. Visual Workspace 

GUI 300 comprises a workspace 340 that indicates ele 
ments of an ontology for which mappings have been defined 
in a schema map. Workspace 340 includes object icons 321 
323 and connections 324 and 325. Object icons 321-323 
represent object types in an ontology. Connections 324 and 
325 represent relationship types. As depicted, object icons 
321 and 322 both represent a “Person” object type. Object 
icon 323 represents a “Phone Call' event object type. Con 
nections 324 and 325 both represent an “Appears in relation 
ship type. 

4.3. Manipulating Objects and Relationships 

Icons 321-323 and connections 324-325 are selectable to 
facilitate manipulation of their respectively represented 
object types and relationship types. Once an icon 321-323 or 
connection 324-325 is selected, element manipulation com 
ponent 327 appears in GUI 300. Element manipulation com 
ponent 327 comprises object type selector 328, property map 
pers 329, and object type manipulator 326. 

Object type selector 328 is a pull-down menu that allows 
the user to select between different object types that are 
already defined in the ontology. The computing device may 
access Such information about the ontology from a global 
ontology file, or from a specialized ontology file identified 
elsewhere by the user. To the far right of the pull-down menu 
is a custom object type control 328a. Upon activation of the 
control, GUI 300 may launch an interface (not depicted) for 
defining a new object type for selection, or for renaming the 
currently selected object type. Object type manipulator 326 
allows for further customization of the object type, such as the 
creation of new properties or the identification of schema 
elements whose values determine whether an object should 
be created for any given data item. Note that, had one of 
connections 324 or 325 been selected instead of object icon 
323, object type selector 328 would have instead allowed 
selection of a defined relationship type, custom object type 
control 328a would have instead permitted creation of a cus 
tom relationship type, and object type manipulator 326 would 
have permitted further customization of the relationship type. 

Element manipulation component 327 comprises property 
mappers 329 for some orall schema elements listed in schema 
section 335. Each property manipulator 329 includes the 
name of a schema element, as well as a pull-down menu from 
which a property may be selected to map to the schema 
element. The pull-down menu lists property elements that are 
defined for the currently selected object. Additionally, to the 
far right of the pull-down menu is a custom property control 
329a. Upon activation of the control, GUI 300 may launch an 
interface (not depicted) for defining a new property for selec 
tion, or for renaming the currently selected property. Custom 
property control 329a may also feature advanced property 
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mapping components that include capabilities Such as 
restricting a mapping to only a portion of a schema element, 
defining a mapping to a specified combination of schema 
elements, or defining a mapping as a function of one or more 
schema elements. 

Workspace 340 includes a control 351 for adding addi 
tional object types to the schema map. In response to the user 
selecting the control, an icon for the added object type is 
added to the workspace. An added object type may be initially 
set to a default type. However, the object type may be manipu 
lated using object type manipulator 328 as described above. 

Control 341 allows for saving the schema map represented 
in the workspace 340 to, for instance, a file. Control 342 
allows for loading the schema map from a file into workspace 
340. A saved schema map may also be identified to a trans 
lation or importation component when generating an object 
model. In an embodiment, GUI 300 may also include controls 
for saving changes to an ontology. In an embodiment, 
changes to the ontology are saved automatically and/or with 
a schema map file. 

4.4. Object Previews 

GUI 300 includes an object preview section 360. Object 
preview section360 allows a user to view data that would be 
assigned to sample objects, relationships, and properties, 
based on the schema map being defined in workspace 340. 
Object preview section 360 may be updated at regular inter 
vals, in response to a trigger event, or in response to any 
change to workspace 340. As depicted, object preview section 
360 displays a preview for only one object, but other embodi 
ments may allow previews of multiple objects. Additionally, 
the manner in which the data in a sample object is previewed 
may vary from embodiment to embodiment. 

Sample object selector 361 lists each sample object avail 
able for viewing. In an embodiment, Sample object selector 
361 allows a user to view objects created based on a small 
subset of the sample data depicted in sample data area 336, 
such as the first 10 rows. In an embodiment, sample object 
selector 361 allows a user to view objects created for each and 
every data item in a data source. 

Object preview section 360 includes a property preview 
table 363. Table 363 includes labels for some or all properties 
of the sample object, along with an indication of at least a 
portion of their respective values. Object preview section360 
also includes a related entities table 363. Each relationship 
that would be created for the sample object is listed in table 
363, along with an indication of the objects to which the 
sample object is related. 

5.0. Automatic Mappings 

In an embodiment, input that identifies a mapping between 
an ontology element and a schema element may be received 
from, at least in part, an analysis and comparison component 
of the computing device. That is, when the user adds an 
object, relationship, or property to a visual schema map, the 
computing device automatically creates certain mappings 
without the user's input. For example, upon adding a pre 
defined object type to the schema map, the analysis and 
comparison component may perform a lexical comparison 
between property labels and schema elements to guess which 
property labels should be mapped to which schema elements. 
For instance, if the schema includes an element named “First 
name.” and the ontology includes a property named “FIRST 
NAME. the computing device may automatically map the 
schema element to the property. As another example, the 
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12 
computing device may maintain history of previous map 
pings for other schema maps, system preference data, and/or 
user-specified rules that allow the computing device to guess 
an appropriate mapping for a property. Any of a variety of 
algorithms are Suitable for automatically identifying Such 
mappings. 
The input that defines relationship types may also originate 

from an analysis and comparison component as opposed to a 
user. For example, a relationship may be automatically cre 
ated between certain objects have similar properties or prop 
erties that are mapped to the same or similar schema ele 
ments. In an embodiment, both object types and property 
types may also be added to a schema map automatically based 
on comparisons of the object types to the available schema 
elements, a history of previously created Schema maps by the 
same or a different user, and/or specified user or system rules. 
The user may accept an automatic mapping without further 

input, or the user may modify certain automatic mappings 
using other techniques as described herein. 

6.0. Implementation Mechanism Hardware 
Overview 

According to one embodiment, the techniques described 
herein are implemented by one or more special-purpose com 
puting devices. The special-purpose computing devices may 
be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include 
digital electronic devices such as one or more application 
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable 
gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to 
perform the techniques, or may include one or more general 
purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, portable com 
puter systems, handheld devices, networking devices or any 
other device that incorporates hard-wired and/or program 
logic to implement the techniques. 

For example, FIG. 4 is a block diagram that illustrates a 
computer system 400. Computer system 400 includes a bus 
402 or other communication mechanism for communicating 
information, and a hardware processor 404 coupled with bus 
402 for processing information. Hardware processor 404 may 
be, for example, a general purpose microprocessor. 
Computer system 400 also includes a main memory 406, 

Such as a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic 
storage device, coupled to bus 402 for storing information and 
instructions to be executed by processor 404. Main memory 
406 also may be used for storing temporary variables or other 
intermediate information during execution of instructions to 
be executed by processor 404. Such instructions, when stored 
in non-transitory storage media accessible to processor 404. 
render computer system 400 into a special-purpose machine 
that is customized to perform the operations specified in the 
instructions. 
Computer system 400 further includes a read only memory 

(ROM) 408 or other static storage device coupled to bus 402 
for storing static information and instructions for processor 
404. A storage device 410. Such as a magnetic disk or optical 
disk, is provided and coupled to bus 402 for storing informa 
tion and instructions. 
Computer system 400 may be coupled via bus 402 to a 

display 412, Such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for displaying 
information to a computer user. An input device 414, includ 
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ing alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 402 for 
communicating information and command selections to pro 
cessor 404. Another type of user input device is cursor control 
416. Such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 404 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 412. The input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes, a first axis (for example, X) and a second 
axis (for example, y), that allows the device to specify posi 
tions in a plane. 

Computer system 400 may implement the techniques 
described herein using customized hard-wired logic, one or 
more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic which 
in combination with the computer system causes or programs 
computer system 400 to be a special-purpose machine. 
According to one embodiment, the techniques herein are 
performed by computer system 400 in response to processor 
404 executing one or more sequences of one or more instruc 
tions contained in main memory 406. Such instructions may 
be read into main memory 406 from another storage medium, 
Such as storage device 410. Execution of the sequences of 
instructions contained in main memory 406 causes processor 
404 to perform the process steps described herein. In alterna 
tive embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in place 
of or in combination with software instructions. 
The term “storage media' as used herein refers to any 

non-transitory media that store data and/or instructions that 
cause a machine to operation in a specific fashion. Such 
storage media may comprise non-volatile media and/or Vola 
tile media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical 
or magnetic disks, such as storage device 410. Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory, such as main memory 406. Com 
mon forms of storage media include, for example, a floppy 
disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, Solid state drive, magnetic 
tape, or any other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, 
any other optical data storage medium, any physical medium 
with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a 
FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or car 
tridge. 

Storage media is distinct from but may be used in conjunc 
tion with transmission media. Transmission media partici 
pates in transferring information between storage media. For 
example, transmission media includes coaxial cables, copper 
wire and fiber optics, including the wires that comprise bus 
402. Transmission media can also take the form of acoustic or 
light waves, such as those generated during radio-wave and 
infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one or 
more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 404 
for execution. For example, the instructions may initially be 
carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer can load the instructions into 
its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a tele 
phone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 400 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 402. Bus 402 carries the data to main memory 406, 
from which processor 404 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 406 may 
optionally be stored on storage device 410 either before or 
after execution by processor 404. 

Computer system 400 also includes a communication 
interface 418 coupled to bus 402. Communication interface 
418 provides a two-way data communication coupling to a 
network link 420 that is connected to a local network 422. For 
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example, communication interface 418 may be an integrated 
services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite 
modem, or a modem to provide a data communication con 
nection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As another 
example, communication interface 418 may be a local area 
network (LAN) card to provide a data communication con 
nection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links may also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 418 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
Network link 420 typically provides data communication 

through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link 420 may provide a connection through 
local network 422 to a host computer 424 or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 426. ISP 
426 in turn provides data communication services through the 
world wide packet data communication network now com 
monly referred to as the “Internet” 428. Local network 422 
and Internet 428 both use electrical, electromagnetic or opti 
cal signals that carry digital data streams. The signals through 
the various networks and the signals on network link 420 and 
through communication interface 418, which carry the digital 
data to and from computer system 400, are example forms of 
transmission media. 
Computer system 400 can send messages and receive data, 

including program code, through the network(s), network 
link 420 and communication interface 418. In the Internet 
example, a server 430 might transmit a requested code for an 
application program through Internet 428, ISP 426, local 
network 422 and communication interface 418. 
The received code may be executed by processor 404 as it 

is received, and/or stored in storage device 410, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. 

7.0. Extensions and Alternatives 

In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the inven 
tion have been described with reference to numerous specific 
details that may vary from implementation to implementa 
tion. Thus, the sole and exclusive indicator of what is the 
invention, and is intended by the applicants to be the inven 
tion, is the set of claims that issue from this application, in the 
specific form in which Such claims issue, including any Sub 
sequent correction. Any definitions expressly set forth herein 
for terms contained in Such claims shall govern the meaning 
of Such terms as used in the claims. Hence, no limitation, 
element, property, feature, advantage or attribute that is not 
expressly recited in a claim should limit the scope of Such 
claim in any way. The specification and drawings are, accord 
ingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive 
SS. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A data processing system comprising: 
one or more data repositories storing an object model that 

represents at least one of a person, event, or entity type, 
the object model comprising object model elements that 
include typed objects, properties of the typed objects, 
and relationships between the typed objects; 

one or more memories storing a dynamic ontology, the 
dynamic ontology comprising ontology elements that 
define semantics of the object model, the semantics 
including object types, property types, and relationship 
types; 

one or more hardware processors; 
instructions on a computer readable medium for data 

import executed using the one or more hardware proces 
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sors and configured to import data from one or more data 
Sources into the object model; 

instructions on the computer readable medium for defini 
tion executed using the one or more hardware processors 
and configured to generate or modify the dynamic ontol 
ogy, identify one or more schemas comprising schema 
elements that define one or more structures according to 
which the one or more data sources conform, and gen 
erate a schema map that defines how the schema ele 
ments map to the ontology elements; 

the data import being configured to generate the object 
model based on the one or more data sources and the 
Schema map; and 

instructions on the computer readable medium and 
executed using the one or more hardware processors and 
configured to cause display of a graphical interface that 
depicts an arrangement of a plurality of the ontology 
elements, the arrangement depicting at least two or more 
of the object types interconnected by one or more of the 
relationship types, the arrangement including controls 
for receiving inputs that define or modify the schema 
map with respect to the depicted ontology elements, the 
controls including a pull-down menu that is configured 
to select an object type used in the object model; 

the definition being configured to generate the schema 
map, at least in part, based upon the inputs received via 
the controls. 

2. The system of claim 1, the data import being configured 
to generate the object model by translating data items in the 
one or more data sources into the object model elements 
based on mappings, in the schema map, between the schema 
elements and the ontology elements. 

3. The system of claim 1, the controls being configured to 
include a first control for modifying a mapping between par 
ticular attributes defined by the one or more schema and 
particular properties of an object type depicted in the graphi 
cal interface. 

4. The system of claim 1, 
the graphical interface further being configured to, respon 

sive to input selecting a particular ontology element to 
add to the arrangement, add a representation of the par 
ticular ontology element to the arrangement. 

5. The system of claim 1, 
the graphical interface further being configured to, respon 

sive to input selecting a particular ontology element to 
add to the arrangement, add a representation of the par 
ticular ontology element to the arrangement; 

the system further comprises instructions on the computer 
readable medium for analysis and comparison config 
ured to, responsive to adding the representation of the 
particular ontology element to the arrangement, auto 
matically create one or more new mappings for the par 
ticular ontology element in the schema map by compar 
ing properties of the particular ontology element to the 
Schema elements and predicting which of the schema 
elements are to be mapped to the properties. 

6. The system of claim 1, 
the graphical interface further being configured to, respon 

sive to input selecting a particular ontology element to 
add to the arrangement, add a representation of the par 
ticular ontology element to the arrangement; 

the system further comprises instructions on the computer 
readable medium for analysis and comparison config 
ured to, responsive to adding the representation of the 
particular ontology element to the arrangement, auto 
matically create one or more new mappings for the par 
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ticular ontology element in the schema map based on 
previous mappings for other schema maps generated by 
the definition. 

7. The system of claim 1, further comprising: 
instructions on the computer readable medium for analysis 

and comparison configured to automatically create a 
particular relationship type between particular object 
types that are depicted in the arrangement; 

the graphical interface further being configured to depict, 
in the arrangement, the particular relationship type cre 
ated by the analysis and comparison. 

8. The system of claim 1, further comprising: 
instructions on the computer readable medium for analysis 

and comparison configured to automatically create a 
particular relationship type between particular object 
types that are depicted in the arrangement, the relation 
ship types being created based on one or more of the 
particular object types having similar properties, or the 
particular object types comprising properties that are 
mapped to a same schema element or to similar schema 
elements; 

the graphical interface further being configured to depict, 
in the arrangement, the particular relationship type cre 
ated by the analysis and comparison. 

9. The system of claim 1, further comprising: 
instructions on the computer readable medium for analysis 

and comparison configured to automatically identify 
particular object types or particular property types for 
which to add mappings in the schema map: 

the graphical interface being configured to depict, in the 
arrangement, the particular object types or particular 
property types that were automatically identified by the 
analysis and comparison. 

10. The system of claim 1, further comprising: 
instructions on the computer readable medium for analysis 

and comparison configured to automatically identify 
particular object types or particular property types for 
which to add mappings in the schema map, based on one 
or more of comparing the ontology elements to the 
Schema elements, or a history of other schema maps 
created by the definition: 

the graphical interface being configured to depict, in the 
arrangement, the particular object types or particular 
property types identified by the analysis and compari 
SO. 

11. The system of claim 1, 
the definition being configured to create new ontology 

elements in the ontology or modify the ontology ele 
ments based on particular inputs received via the graphi 
cal interface. 

12. The system of claim 1, 
the definition being configured to identify the one or more 

Schema based on one or more of retrieving a particular 
Schema identified by a particular data source, analyzing 
a particular data source to generate a particular schema, 
or receiving user input that defines at least a portion of a 
particular schema. 

13. The system of claim 1, 
the arrangement being configured to comprise different 

object type icons for different depicted object types: 
the graphical interface being configured to comprise con 

trols for selecting the different icons; 
when a particular object type icon in the arrangement is 

Selected, the graphical interface being configured to 
depict, in the graphical interface, a set of property types 
associated with the particular object type to which the 
particular object type corresponds, along with property 
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type mapping controls by which particular schema ele 
ments are associated with particular property types asso 
ciated with the particular object type. 

14. The system of claim 1, 
the graphical interface being configured to display, in the 

graphical interface, a first area in which is depicted a set 
of properties associated with a particular object type 
depicted in the arrangement; 

the graphical interface being configured to display, in the 
graphical interface, a second area in which is depicted a 
set of the schema elements: 

the definition being configured to create a mapping 
between a particular schema element and a particular 
property type responsive to one of input in the graphical 
interface that drags a first depiction of the particular 
Schema element from the second area to a second depic 
tion of the particular property type in the first area, or 
input in the graphical interface that drags the second 
depiction of the particular property type from the first 
area to the first depiction of the particular schema ele 
ment in the second area. 

15. The system of claim 1, 
the arrangement being configured to comprise different 

object type icons for different depicted object types: 
the graphical interface being configured to display, in the 

graphical interface, a schema area in which is depicted a 
set of the schema elements: 

the definition being configured to create a mapping 
between a particular schema element and a particular 
property type of a particular object type responsive to 
input in the graphical interface that drags a first depiction 
of a particular schema element over a particular object 
type icon for the particular object type. 

16. The system of claim 1, 
the arrangement being configured to comprise different 

object type icons for different depicted object types: 
the definition being configured to create a new relationship 

type between a first object type and a second object type 
responsive to input in the graphical interface that selects 
a first object type icon for the first object type and drags 
from the first object icon to a second object icon for the 
second object type; 

the graphical interface being configured to depict the new 
relationship type in the arrangement using at least a line 
connecting the first object icon and the second object 
icon. 

17. The system of claim 1, 
the arrangement is configured to comprise different object 

type icons for different depicted object types; 
the arrangement further being configured to comprise lines 

that connect the different object type icons, the lines 
representing relationship types defined by the ontology, 
the lines differing in representation based on which of 
the relationship types the lines represent, the lines differ 
with respect to one or more of line width, line type, line 
color, line label, or an associated relationship type icon. 

18. The system of claim 1, 
the definition being configured to read an existing schema 

map, previously created by the definition, and, based on 
the existing schema map, instruct the graphical interface 
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18 
to depict the arrangement, the existing schema map 
mapping at least a particular data source to the ontology; 

the definition being configured to identify a new schema 
for a particular data source, the new schema comprising 
new schema elements reflecting updates to the particular 
data source since the definition last generated the exist 
ing schema map: 

the definition being configured to modify the existing 
Schema map to map particular ontology elements to the 
new schema elements responsive to inputs received via 
the graphical interface; 

the data import being configured to generate the object 
model by updating an existing object model based on the 
modified existing schema map, the existing object 
model having been previously generated based on the 
existing schema map. 

19. The system of claim 1, further comprising: 
instructions on the computer readable medium for data 

analysis configured to facilitate visualization and analy 
sis of the object model once it has been generated by the 
data import, the data analysis instructing the graphical 
interface to depict an arrangement of the object model, 
the arrangement of the object model being similar to the 
arrangement of the plurality of the depicted ontology 
elements. 

20. A method comprising: 
storing, using one or more hardware processors, a dynamic 

ontology, the dynamic ontology comprising ontology 
elements that define semantics of an object model, the 
semantics including object types, property types, and 
relationship types: 

receiving, using one or more hardware processors, input 
Selecting one or more data sources to import into the 
object model; 

identifying, using one or more hardware processors, one or 
more schema comprising schema elements that define 
one or more structures according to which the one or 
more data sources conform: 

causing a display of a graphical interface, using one or 
more hardware processors, that depicts an arrangement 
of a plurality of the ontology elements, the arrangement 
depicting at least two or more of the object types inter 
connected by one or more of the relationship types; 

generating, using one or more hardware processors, a 
schema map that defines how the schema elements map 
to the ontology elements, based at least on inputs 
received via controls, included in the arrangement, for 
defining or modifying the schema map with respect to 
the depicted ontology elements, the controls including a 
pull-down menu to select an object type used in the 
object model; 

generating and storing the object model, using one or more 
hardware processors, based on the one or more data 
Sources and the schema map, the object model compris 
ing object model elements that include typed objects, 
properties of the typed objects, and relationships 
between the typed objects; 

the method is performed by one or more computing 
devices. 

ck ck ci: ck ck 
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1. 

COMPUTER GRAPHICAL USER 
INTERFACE WITH GENOMIC WORKFLOW 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to data processing tech 
niques for genomic data, such as data describing nucleic acid 
Sequences. 

BACKGROUND 

The approaches described in this section are approaches 
that could be pursued, but not necessarily approaches that 
have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, 
unless otherwise indicated, it should not be assumed that any 
of the approaches described in this section qualify as prior 
art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section. 
A wide variety of genomic data exists, including, without 

limitation, data structures such as DNA sequences and 
protein sequences, annotations to those structures, and pub 
lications. Genomic data may be found in a wide variety of 
Sources. For example, sequence data is one type of genomic 
data. Common sources of sequence data include web-based 
databases such as GenBank, provided by the United States 
National Institute of Health, the European Nucleotide 
Archive (“ENA), and the Protein Data Bank, operated by 
the Research Collaboratory for Structural Bioinformatics. 
These sources allow users to access sequence data in a 
number of formats, such as flat-text files or FASTA-format 
ted files. Generally, the sequence data comprises a header 
with a sequence identifier and other metadata, and a body 
comprising a sequence. The sequence data may be accessed 
in a variety of manners, including in pages on a website, in 
files downloadable via HTTP and/or FTP protocols, or using 
a REST-based application programming interface. 

Another type of genomic data is annotations. Annotations 
may include, for example, research findings that are related 
to specific sites of a sequence. Such as an observation that a 
site is a binding site for a certain protein or a variation of a 
certain disease. The UC Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome 
Browser is a popular web-based interface with which to 
access various sources of annotation data. Each sequence 
identifier may be associated with one or more annotation 
records, and each record may be associated with one or more 
specific sites in a sequence. 

There are also a wide variety of tools for processing 
genomic data. For example, one common category of tools 
aligns sequences together and compares those sequences. 
Some such tools are described in “Computer Graphical User 
Interface Supporting Aligning Genomic Sequences. U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 13/835,688, filed Mar. 15, 2013, 
the contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference 
for all purposes, as if set forth in their entirety. Another 
example tool is BLAST, a web-based tool for identifying 
similarities between an unknown protein and known pro 
teins. A number of example algorithms for processing 
genomic data are described in "Biological Sequence Analy 
sis: Probabilistic Models of Proteins and Nucleic Acids” by 
Richard Durbin, Cambridge University Press 1998, the 
entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by refer 
ence for all purposes as if set forth in their entirety herein. 
These and other tools generally identify genomic data to 
process based on input, Such as input specifying sequences 
or input based upon which sequences may be mined or 
derived. The tools then perform one or more various pro 
cessing algorithms with respect to the genomic data, Such as 
statistical analyses, comparisons, search operations, filtering 
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2 
operations, manipulations, and so forth. The tools then 
generate a report of any result(s) of the processing. 
The analysis of genomic data has become an increasingly 

important task. Unfortunately, Such analyses are often com 
plex, relying on large quantities of disparate data sources 
and disconnected tools. For example, a researcher may be 
interested in determining how variations in a certain 
genomic sequence affect a certain disease. The researcher 
may begin the analysis by retrieving a sequence from a 
databank. The researcher may then code the sequence as a 
protein using a first tool, compute variations of the protein 
using a second tool, and run a large-scale similarity search 
across yet a different databank to find species that have 
similar proteins. The researcher may then access yet other 
tools and databanks to search for sequences in these species 
that code for the protein, and finally execute a motif-finding 
algorithm to identify other proteins that bind to the protein. 
As a consequence of the complexity of this task, the 
researcher's work may be disorganized and difficult to 
reproduce or extend to other sequences. 

While this application will often refer to genomic data, 
many of the techniques described herein are in fact appli 
cable to any type of data. Other uses of the techniques 
described herein may include, without limitation, data analy 
ses in the field of natural language processing, social sci 
ences, financial data, historical and comparative linguistics, 
and marketing research. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 illustrates an example flow for utilizing a work 

flow: 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example system in which 

the techniques described herein may be practiced; 
FIG. 3 is a screenshot that illustrates an example interface 

for practicing techniques described herein; 
FIG. 4 is a screenshot that illustrates the representation of 

data nodes in the example interface; 
FIG. 5 is a screenshot that illustrates the controls for 

importing data in the example interface; 
FIG. 6 is a screenshot that illustrates adding a data node 

to the workspace of the example interface; 
FIG. 7 is a screenshot that illustrates adding an action 

node to the workspace of the example interface; 
FIG. 8 is a screenshot that illustrates controls for linking 

nodes in the workspace of the example interface; 
FIG. 9 is a screenshot that illustrates linked nodes in the 

workspace of the example interface; 
FIG. 10 is a screenshot that illustrates running a portion 

of the workflow using the example interface; 
FIG. 11 is a screenshot that illustrates interacting with 

output from an action node in workflow using the example 
interface; 

FIG. 12 is a screenshot that illustrates the workspace with 
various types of nodes from workflow: 

FIG. 13 is a screenshot that illustrates an automated chain 
of nodes for retrieving publications from a database using 
the user interface; 

FIG. 14 is a pair of screenshots that illustrate the splitting 
of data from a data node to create a new data node in the 
workspace of the user interface; and 

FIG. 15 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer 
system upon which an embodiment of the invention may be 
implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In the following description, for the purposes of expla 
nation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to 
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provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. 
It will be apparent, however, that the present invention may 
be practiced without these specific details. In other 
instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in 
block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscur 
ing the present invention. 
1.0. General Overview 
Methods and computer apparatuses are disclosed for 

processing genomic data in at least partially automated 
workflows of modules. According to an embodiment, a 
method comprises: receiving first input specifying a source 
from which one or more nucleic acid sequences are to be 
obtained. The method further comprises receiving one or 
more second inputs selecting one or more modules for 
processing data, including at least one module for process 
ing the one or more nucleic acid sequences. The method 
further comprises presenting, in a graphical user interface, 
graphical components representing the source and the one or 
more modules as nodes within a workspace. The method 
further comprises receiving, via the graphical user interface, 
one or more third inputs arranging the Source and the one or 
more modules as a workflow comprising a series of nodes. 
The series indicates, for each particular module of the 
selected modules, that output from one of the source or 
another particular module is to be input into the particular 
module. The method further comprises generating an output 
for the workflow based upon the one or more nucleic acid 
sequences by processing each module of the one or more 
modules in an order indicated by the series. The method is 
performed by one or more computing devices. 

In an embodiment, each module of the one or more 
modules generates output that conforms to an ontology 
defining data structures that represent genomic data. The 
data structures include at least sequences, protein objects, 
alignment objects, annotations, and publications. 

In an embodiment, the method further comprises gener 
ating a data node from the output. The data node comprises 
items of genomic data. The data node is linked to a last 
module in the series. The method further comprises receiv 
ing, via the graphical user interface, fourth input that adds or 
removes an item of genomic data from the data node. The 
method further comprises receiving, via the graphical user 
interface, fifth input selecting a particular module to process 
the data node. The method further comprises adding the 
particular module to the end of the series. The method 
further comprises generating second output for the workflow 
based upon the one or more nucleic acid sequences by 
processing each module in the series, including the particu 
lar module, in the order indicated by the series. 

In an embodiment, the one or more modules include a 
plurality of modules, wherein generating the output for the 
workflow comprises using output from the source as input to 
a first module, and using output from the first module as 
input to a second module. In an embodiment, the at least one 
module is configured to process the one or more nucleic acid 
sequences by communicating with at least one of an external 
web server or an external database server. 

In an embodiment, the method further comprises saving 
workflow data describing the series. The method further 
comprises causing the workflow data to be shared with 
multiple users. The method further comprises subsequently 
reconstructing the series in a second graphical user interface 
based on the workflow data. The method further comprises 
receiving fourth input, via the second graphical user inter 
face, modifying the series to include one or more additional 
modules. The method further comprises generating second 
output based upon the one or more nucleic acid sequences by 
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4 
processing each module in the series, including the one or 
more additional modules, in an order indicated by the series. 

In an embodiment, the one or more modules include a first 
module that generates first output based upon the Source, and 
a second module that merges the first output with second 
output from a third module that is not in the series, wherein 
the source, first module, second module, and third module 
are all nodes within a workflow. In an embodiment, the 
method further comprises presenting controls for selecting 
the one or more modules, wherein the controls include at 
least: a first control for selecting a first module that searches 
for publications in an online database based on genomic 
data, a second control for selecting a second module that 
outputs a sequence alignment for multiple sequences, and a 
third control for selecting a third module that identifies 
protein families for a nucleic acid sequence. 

In an embodiment, receiving the one or more third inputs 
comprises presenting visual feedback while a first node is 
selected that indicates that genomic data output from the first 
node can be linked as input to a second node. In an 
embodiment, the one or more modules include at least two 
modules, and processing each module of the one or more 
modules in an order indicated by the series comprises 
automatically processing each module, without human inter 
vention between beginning processing of a first module in 
the series and generating the output by concluding process 
ing of a last module in the series. 

In other aspects, the invention encompasses a computer 
apparatus and a computer-readable medium configured to 
carry out the foregoing steps. 
2.0. Functional Overview 

In an embodiment, the processing and study of genomic 
data is greatly simplified using a construct herein described 
as a “workflow. Rather than manually performing each step 
of a research or data processing task, or rather than writing 
a proprietary Script to perform these steps, a researcher may 
utilize the techniques described herein to generate a re 
usable and easily modifiable workflow that chains these 
disparate steps together in an interconnected construct, and 
performs some or all of the steps of a task in an automated 
fashion, with minimal or no user intervention. 

2.1. Workflows 
As used herein, a workflow is a set of linked nodes that 

represent sets of data, and actions that are to be performed 
on those sets of data. In general, the linked nodes form one 
or more ordered series of nodes. Certain nodes in a series 
represents an action, while other nodes represent data that 
has been output from an action represented by a previous 
node in the series and/or input to an action represented by a 
next node in the series. For example, the first node of a 
workflow may represent a mining operation that pulls data 
from a source, the second node of the workflow may 
represent the data output by that source, the third node of the 
workflow may represent an action to be performed on that 
data, the fourth node may represent a data set that results 
from that action, and so forth. 
A workflow may comprise any arbitrary number of nodes. 

However, the utility of the workflow model is generally best 
realized in a series of nodes that comprises two or more 
action nodes. Furthermore, a workflow may feature 
branches. Some of these branches may merge. For example, 
multiple actions may produce a single data set, or multiple 
data sets may be input into a single action. Other branches 
split. For example, a data set may be input into two separate 
actions, or an action may produce multiple similar or dis 
similar data sets. 
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One example implementation of workflows is described 
in “Document-Based Workflows.” U.S. 2010/0070464, pub 
lished Mar. 18, 2010. “Document-based workflows' 
describes workflows in which a single node type, referred to 
as a document, can function as an action node and/or a data 
node, within the meanings presented herein. Therefore, 
many of the techniques described therein are applicable to 
the workflows described herein. The contents of "Docu 
ment-based workflows' are hereby incorporated by refer 
ence for all purposes, as if set forth in their entirety herein. 

Data Nodes 

Workflow nodes that represent data are referred to herein 
as data nodes. Data nodes may include data sets imported 
from a data source, such as a sequence database or publi 
cations library, search results, manually inputted data from 
a user, and/or output data from an action node. The data sets 
represented by a data node are one or more similarly-typed 
items. For example, a data set may be an array of items. 
Items may include any type of data structure. For example, 
in the context of genomic data example items include, 
without limitation, sequences, publications, annotations, 
gene data structures, protein data structures, motif data 
structures, disease data structures, patient data structures, 
and so forth. A data node may directly comprise the data set 
it represents, or a data node may indirectly comprise the data 
set by referencing location(s) where the data set is found. A 
data node may further comprise metadata describing the data 
set, Such as a data type to which the items in the data set 
conform, Summary data, research notes, and/or a reference 
to the original source of the data set, Such as database 
record(s) and/or action node(s). 

In an embodiment, a workflow interface may allow a user 
to interact with any data node in a workflow for observa 
tional purposes. Hence, a user may create data nodes in 
certain positions of a workflow where the user wishes to 
observe data being processed by the workflow. For example, 
the workflow interface may represent the data node as a 
group of named items, with an interactive control corre 
sponding to each item. A user may select the control for an 
item to access various interfaces for viewing sequences, 
metadata, analyses, and other information corresponding to 
the selected item. Data nodes may further facilitate other 
interactions, as described in other sections. 

Action Nodes 

Action nodes are nodes that represent actions to be 
performed on a data set. An action node may represent any 
type of action Supported by a workflow application. 
Examples of actions that could be represented by action 
nodes that pertain to genomic data are described in Subse 
quent sections. 

In an embodiment, each action node comprises a refer 
ence to a specific module that is responsible for performing 
the node's action, and optionally one or more configuration 
parameters for that module. A module is a reusable execu 
tion unit that performs an action. For example, the module 
may comprise actual instructions for performing an action 
based on a specified set of data. Or, the module may 
comprise instructions for Submitting the specified set of data 
to an external tool. Such as an external run-time library or 
web server, and then retrieving any result. In an embodi 
ment, a workflow application Supports an extensible appli 
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6 
cation programming interface, whereby users may define a 
variety of different types of modules, each performing 
different actions. 
An action node may comprise metadata that links the 

node to one or more input nodes. The term input node refers 
to any data node or other action node that generates data 
upon which a particular action node performs an action. 
Certain action nodes are not necessarily linked to any input 
node. These action nodes may nonetheless have an implied 
or user-configurable data set upon which actions are per 
formed. For example, an action node may perform a query 
operation on a database, in which case the database consti 
tutes an implied data set upon which the query operation is 
performed. An action node may also comprise metadata that 
links the node to one or more output nodes. The term output 
node refers to any other node, including both data nodes and 
action nodes, to which data generated by an action per 
formed at a particular node is directed. Some action nodes 
are not necessarily linked to any output nodes. Such may be 
the case for action nodes that perform a terminal action Such 
as saving results, or for action nodes that have not yet been 
executed. 

For simplicity, various example workflows are described 
in terms of their action nodes. However, these workflows 
may also have intervening data nodes that represent data 
with which a user may interact. 

Typed Data 

One obstacle to interoperability between various genomic 
data tools is the wide variety of formats that the different 
tools use to structure their results. In an embodiment, 
workflows simplify this obstacle by converting the outputs 
of various tools into defined data types. For example, 
workflows may utilize a set of data types defined by a certain 
schema or ontology. The schema or ontology may define 
universal structures to represent common units of genomic 
data, Such as sequences, proteins, annotations, publications, 
and so forth. 

Rather than working with ambiguously formatted flat text 
files, the inputs and outputs of each workflow node conform 
to standardized, predictable data types. This is because 
action modules are required to accept input that conforms to 
a specified data type, and to generate output that conforms 
to a specified data type. In an embodiment, particular action 
modules comprise or are associated with metadata that 
specifies one or more input or output data types that the 
action module can handle. A workflow application only 
allows a user to link a particular action node to other action 
nodes whose action module handles input or output that 
conform to these one or more specified input or output data 
types, or data nodes that comprise data of these one or more 
specified input or output data types. 
To simplify the challenge of utilizing typed data in a 

workflow, a workflow application may provide various data 
conversion components. A module may feed output from an 
external tool to an appropriate conversion component along 
with information that assists the conversion component in 
understanding the data, Such as the identity of the tool from 
which the data was retrieved. The conversion component 
parses the data and generates converted data structures based 
thereon. Similarly, the workflow application may provide 
conversion components that convert the converted data into 
common input formats expected by various tools. Yet other 
modules may perform Such conversions using their own 
customized code. 
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2.2. Workflow Process Flow 
FIG. 1 illustrates an example flow 100 for utilizing a 

workflow, according to an embodiment. Flow 100 is but an 
example flow for utilizing a workflow. Other flows may 
comprise fewer or additional elements in potentially differ 
ent arrangements. 

Block 110 comprises receiving first input specifying a 
Source from which one or more nucleic acid sequences are 
to be obtained. The first input defines, in essence, a data node 
of a workflow. A data node represents a data set, which in 
this case is the one or more nucleic acids obtained from the 
Source. Example sources include, without limitation, one or 
more files in a local file system, a web page, a web-based 
search, one or more database records, an existing workflow, 
clipboard contents, a library of previously saved sequences, 
or an action node. Input specifying a source may be received 
via any Suitable user interface technique. An example inter 
face for specifying Sources is described in other sections. 
Input specifying a source may instead be received via textual 
input, such as in an XML file for a previously saved 
workflow or via command-line input. 

The data node defined by the first input is not necessarily 
the only data node in the workflow or even the only data 
node defined in block 110. For example, block 110 may 
further comprise receiving other input(s) specifying 
Source(s) for other nucleic acid sequences or other types of 
genomic data. 

Block 120 comprises receiving one or more second inputs 
selecting one or more modules for processing data. The one 
or more second inputs may select, for example, one or more 
action modules such as described herein. Hence, each sec 
ond input defines an action node for the workflow. The one 
or more second inputs may further specify one or more 
configuration parameters for the one or more modules, if 
needed. The action nodes defined by the one or more second 
inputs are not necessarily all of the action nodes within a 
workflow, and block 120 may further comprise receiving 
other input(s) defining other action node(s). 

Like the first input, each second input may be received via 
any Suitable user interface technique, including those 
described in other sections, or via textual input. In an 
embodiment, the modules are selected from a set of pre 
defined modules. In an embodiment, the pre-defined mod 
ules may include both modules provided by a provider of a 
workflow application, and user-created modules. In an 
embodiment, a second input selects a module that is not 
pre-defined, but rather created by the second input. For 
example, a user may provide code or other instructions for 
a non-reusable module while defining the workflow. 

Block 130 comprises presenting, in a graphical user 
interface, graphical components representing the source and 
the selected modules. The presentation may comprise, for 
example, separate icons or other graphical representations 
for the source and for each module. The complexity of the 
graphical components may vary from embodiment to 
embodiment. For example, some embodiments may repre 
sent a source using a simple icon, while other embodiments 
may represent a source by listing, within the graphical 
component corresponding to the source, identifiers for some 
or all of the data items that belong to the source. Examples 
of Suitable graphical components are described herein. 

In an embodiment, a workflow application may perform 
block 130. The workflow application identifies the source 
and module(s) specified by the first and second inputs. The 
workflow application then generates a visual presentation of 
the Source and module(s) within an application workspace. 
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8 
The application workspace represents a workflow, to which 
the Source and the selected module(s) are deemed to belong. 

In an embodiment, blocks 110-130 occur concurrently. 
For example, a user may provide the first input, and the 
workflow application may immediately respond by display 
ing a graphical component for the Source. The user may 
Subsequently provide each second input, and the workflow 
application creates a new graphical component in response 
to each second input. 

Block 140 comprises receiving one or more third inputs 
arranging the source and the one or more modules in a series. 
For example, the one or more third inputs may comprise a 
fourth input that establishes the source as a first node in a 
series, and additional inputs that link the one or more 
modules in a Succession following the source. Like the first 
input, each third input may be received via any suitable user 
interface technique, including those described in other sec 
tions, or via textual input. In an embodiment, the one or 
more third inputs are received via the graphical user inter 
face. For example, a third input may comprise dragging a 
cursor from an output connector associated with a graphical 
representation of the Source to an input connector associated 
with a graphical representation of a module. 
The series indicates that for each particular module of the 

selected modules, output from one of the Source or another 
particular module is to be input into the particular module. 
The series may in fact comprise more nodes than just the 
Source and the one or more modules. For example, the 
Source and module(s) may have been arranged to follow an 
existing series of nodes, and/or other nodes may be arranged 
to follow the source and the module(s). Moreover, the 
workflow may in fact comprise multiple series of nodes. For 
example, a workflow may comprise two series that are 
entirely detached from each other, or the workflow may 
comprise a series that branches into or off of a node in 
another series. 

In an embodiment, the one or more third inputs are 
received via an interface that enforces constraints upon the 
types of nodes that can be linked. For example, if any input 
attempts to arrange a module after a source or another 
module that outputs a data type not supported by the module, 
the interface will refuse to arrange the module in the manner 
indicated by the input. 

Block 150 comprises updating the graphical user interface 
to depict the series arranged by the one or more third inputs. 
For example, the source and module(s) may be re-ordered 
within the graphical user interface in accordance to the 
series. Or, the Source and module(s) may be connected to 
each other by lines or other suitable connectors, in an order 
indicated by the series. In an embodiment, in response to 
each third input, the graphical user interface updates to 
depict a new arrangement, rather than waiting for receipt of 
all of the one or more third inputs. 

In an embodiment, blocks 140 and 150 may be performed 
concurrently with blocks 110-130. For example, the user 
may add a source and a first module to a workspace, and then 
link the source to the first module. The user may then add a 
second module to the workspace, and then link the second 
module to the original module. The graphical user interface 
may continually update as the user provides these inputs. 

Block 160 comprises processing each module of the 
selected modules in an order indicated by the series. The 
processing of modules within a workflow is described in 
Subsequent sections. 

Block 170 comprises generating an output based upon this 
processing. Since the one or more nucleic acid sequences 
were used as input to at least one module, the output is based 
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at least upon the one or more nucleic acid sequences. Of 
course, the output may be further based on other data inputs, 
if so defined, in the workflow. The output is generated by the 
processing of the last, or second to last, module in the series. 
Thus, block 160 in essence comprises block 170. 

Block 180 comprises optionally storing the output. For 
example, the output may be saved in a local database or file 
system. Or, the output may be uploaded to a web-based 
database. Or, the output may be sent to another user. Block 
180 may or may not be performed as part of processing the 
last module in a series. For example, the last node in a 
workflow may be an action node that performs the storage 
operation. Or, the last node in the workflow may be a data 
node with the output from block 170. In the latter case, block 
180 may be performed outside of the processing of the 
workflow. For example, the user may manually import the 
data set represented by the last node of the workflow to a 
database. Or the user may copy and paste the data set into 
a report, that is then stored to a file. 

2.3. Processing a Workflow 
In an embodiment, processing a workflow comprises 

processing a series of nodes. A first action node in the series 
of nodes corresponds to a first module. Processing the 
workflow comprises executing the first module based on 
data input from a data node that represents a source. An 
output is generated based on the execution of the first 
module. In an embodiment, the processing further comprises 
executing a second module represented by a second action 
node in the series. Based on the output from the first module, 
a second output is generated based on the execution of the 
second module. In an embodiment, the processing further 
comprises iteratively executing each module represented by 
each Subsequent action node in the series, using output from 
an immediately previous action node as input, until all action 
nodes in the series have been processed. 

In an embodiment, processing a workflow comprises 
“processing a data node. The processing of a data node 
comprises populating the data node with a data set output 
from a previous action node. The processing of a data node 
may or may not further comprise receiving interactive user 
manipulations of the data set, as described below. The data 
set is passed as input to any Subsequent action node. 

In an embodiment, processing a workflow comprises 
processing multiple series of nodes. Any given series or 
node may be dependent upon output from any other given 
series or node in the workflow. However, once a node or 
series upon which another node or series depends has been 
processed, the other node or series may be executed without 
regard to the timing of any other node or series. For 
example, multiple independent series may be executed in 
parallel with respect to each other, or at any other time 
relative to each other. 

In an embodiment, executing (“processing) a module 
comprises executing instructions defined for the module. 
The instructions are optionally executed based upon one or 
more configuration parameters defined in a second input. In 
an embodiment, the instructions send a request to an external 
component, such as a web-based server or external appli 
cation. The request comprises or references the data input 
into the module during the processing, which may or may 
not have been reformatted in accordance to the module’s 
instructions. In response, the module receives data from the 
external component. The module may optionally reformat or 
otherwise process the returned data before returning it as 
output. 

Automated Workflows 

In an embodiment, Some or all workflows are processed 
automatically, in a non-interactive fashion. Once Such a 
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10 
workflow has been defined, processing of the workflow 
requires no additional user input between the time that the 
first node is processed and the time that a last module is 
processed. 

Interactive Workflows 

While some workflows described herein are designed to 
produce output without human intervention, other work 
flows are designed to assista user in identification processes 
and determinations, rather than simply produce an output. 
For Such workflows, at various stages of designing and using 
the workflow, the user may provide various inputs to interact 
with and/or manipulate the flow of data. A user may, for 
example, execute a portion of the workflow. Based on output 
from execution of that portion, the user may decide to 
execute other portions of the workflow, and/or redefine the 
workflow to include additional nodes or series of nodes. 

In an embodiment, a user may manipulate the data within 
any data node. Hence, a data node may represent a position 
in the workflow at which a user may wish to make an 
informed decision with respect to how the workflow is to 
proceed. By contrast, for data processing with which the 
user does not intend to intervene, the workflow does not 
require a data node. Thus, multiple action nodes may follow 
each other without intervening data nodes, thereby indicat 
ing that the processing of data at those positions is entirely 
automated. However, since data nodes may also serve obser 
Vational purposes, the existence of a data node does not 
necessitate that the user must manipulate data within the 
data node. 

For example, a user may edit a data node by adding or 
removing items, thereby allowing the user to interactively 
filter the data set for any subsequent workflow actions for 
which the data node provides input. The user may “execute 
a first portion of a workflow to generate the data node. The 
user may then edit the data node before proceeding with, or 
even creating, the second portion of the workflow. Similarly, 
the user may create new data nodes by moving or copying 
items from another data node. These new data nodes may 
then be linked to action nodes within the workflow. 

2.4. Re-Using Workflows 
In an embodiment, a user may save a workflow for 

Subsequent re-use. For example, a workflow data structure, 
such as an XML file or other data object, may describe a 
workflow. A user may save the workflow data structure to a 
file system or database. The user may subsequently access 
the workflow data structure in order to execute the workflow 
again. For instance, the user may load the workflow data 
structure in a workflow application. The workflow applica 
tion may present graphical representations of the workflow 
described by the workflow data structure. The user may then 
execute the workflow as it was constituted at the time the 
workflow was saved, or the user may modify the workflow 
to process potentially different data sources in different 
aS. 

In an embodiment, certain saved workflows may be 
utilized as templates, from which the user may rapidly create 
new workflows. In an embodiment, a workflow may be 
shared with other users. For example, a user may email a 
workflow, or a link to a workflow, to another user. If the 
other user has access to the same data sources and same 
modules—for instance, by means of a centralized resource 
server the other user may run and/or tweak the workflow. 
If the other user does not have access to the same data 
Sources and same modules, various techniques for finding 
Substitute sources and modules may apply. Or, to prevent 
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resource dependency problems, a shared workflow may 
embed modules and data sources to which another user is not 
likely to have access. 

In an embodiment, a user may configure a saved, non 
interactive workflow to run in response to triggers or on a 
periodic basis. For example, a data source may change 
periodically or in response to certain events. A user may 
create and save an automated workflow to, for instance, 
generate updated report data whenever the data source is 
changed or reimport data into a database based on the 
changes. In an embodiment, a process may monitor the 
output of a automated workflow and provide an update 
notification to a user whenever the output changes. For 
example, a user may configure a workflow to run every 
morning. The workflow may typically pull the same results. 
The user may request to receive an automated email when 
ever the workflow output changes. The user may then 
investigate the new data. 
3.0. Structural Overview 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an example system 200 in 
which the techniques described herein may be practiced, 
according to an embodiment. For example, the various 
components of system 200 may implement flow 100 as 
described above. 

System 200 comprises a workflow system 210. Workflow 
system 210 comprises one or more computing devices that 
implement a series of components 220-260 that provide 
various functionalities with respect to workflows. For 
example, workflow system 210 may comprise a client com 
puting device and server computing device. As another 
example, workflow system 210 may comprise a single 
computing device. Components 220-260 may be any com 
bination of hardware at the one or more computing devices 
and software executed by that hardware. In an embodiment, 
components 220-260 are collectively referred to herein as a 
“workflow application.” 

Workflow creation component 230 provides workflow 
interface component 240 to a user 205. Workflow creation 
component 230 creates workflows in response to various 
user input to workflow interface component 240. The vari 
ous user inputs may, for example, instruct workflow creation 
component 230 to add data nodes and action nodes to a 
workflow, manipulate those nodes, and create links between 
certain nodes. Workflow creation component 230 updates 
the workflow interface component 240 to depict represen 
tations of the nodes and/or links in a workflow as the user 
input is received. 

Workflow creation component 230 creates action nodes 
that represent action modules 250 for processing workflow 
data. Action modules 250 are execution units that input 
and/or output data, as described in other sections. Workflow 
creation component 230 learns of the availability of these 
action modules 250, as well as configuration options for and 
constraints upon the modules 250, by accessing module 
metadata 255. For example, when a workflow application is 
first invoked, the workflow application may scan a folder or 
other metadata 255 for modules 250, and then make any 
found modules 250 available for use in the action nodes of 
a workflow. Workflow creation component 230 then gener 
ates interface controls in workflow interface component 240 
that allow user 205 to create a new action node and associate 
that action node with one of the modules 250. 

Workflow creation component 230 may create a data node 
based on input from user 205 specifying a data set. Work 
flow creation component 230 may further create data nodes 
based on output from processing an action node. Such as 
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from an immediately preceding action node in the current 
flow, or from an action node at the end of a different 
workflow. 

Workflow creation component 230 further creates data 
nodes based on data selected by a user from one or both of 
a converted data repository 290, and data sources 280. 
Workflow creation component 230 retrieves data sets from 
converted data repository 290 and/or data sources 280. As 
the data sets are retrieved, data sources 280 are converted by 
data conversion component 260, thereby yielding uniform, 
typed data structures. Data sets from converted data reposi 
tory 290, on the other hand, are already organized as 
uniform, typed data structures. Workflow creation compo 
nent 230 presents these data sets to user 205 in workflow 
interface component 240, and in response receives input that 
selects specific data items from the data sets that should 
belong in the data nodes. 
Once a workflow has been created, workflow creation 

component 230 stores a workflow data structure represent 
ing the workflow in workflow storage 235. Workflow stor 
age 235 may be, for example, a temporary location in 
memory, directory in a local file system, or database. 

Workflow interface component 240 further includes con 
trols by which user 205 may instruct workflow processing 
component 220 to process at least a portion of a currently 
loaded workflow or a workflow in workflow storage 235. 
For example, workflow interface component 240 may pres 
ent a “run workflow” and/or "run node” button that causes 
the workflow processing component 220 to process at least 
a portion of the workflow currently displayed in workflow 
interface component 240. Workflow processing component 
220 may also or instead run workflows specified by other 
input, such as command line input or input from a task 
scheduler. 
Workflow processing component 220 executes workflows 

described by workflow data structures in workflow storage 
235, using workflow processing techniques such as 
described in other sections. In the course of processing a 
workflow, workflow processing component 220 invokes 
action modules 250 referenced by action nodes within the 
workflow. Workflow processing component 220 may pass a 
typed data set output by a previous node, if one exists, to an 
invoked action module 250. Most action modules 250 will 
process one or more instructions with respect to the input 
data set, and then return an output comprised of typed data 
to workflow processor 220. In an embodiment, workflow 
processing component 220 may create and/or update data 
nodes in the currently processed workflow to include the 
data sets output by action modules 250. In an embodiment, 
when workflow processing component 220 is running in an 
interactive mode, workflow processing component 220 may 
further update the workflow interface component 240 to 
display representations of added or updated data nodes. In an 
embodiment, workflow processing component 220 may be 
configured to store, print, or display the final output from a 
workflow to a variety of locations other than workflow 
interface component 240. 

In an embodiment, one or more action modules 250 
comprise self-contained instructions for processing a data 
set. For example, code for relatively common and/or simple 
operations, such as merging or filtering a data set, may be 
included directly within a module 250. In an embodiment, 
an action module 250 processes a data set using only 
self-contained instructions, without calling any external 
tools 270. In an embodiment, a module 250 interacts with 
one or more external tools 270 for processing a data set. The 
one or more external tools 270 may implement various 
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algorithms for processing genomic data. Action modules 
250 send some or all of the input data set, or processed data 
based thereon, to external tools 270 for processing. Action 
modules 250 then receive an output in return. Action mod 
ules 250 may optionally process an output before returning 
the output as typed data to workflow processing component 
220. In an embodiment, users may supply their own action 
modules 250 via an API, which the workflows system 210 
may also use. 
The external tools 270 may include, for example, local 

runtime libraries 270a, such as redistributable libraries of 
Java or Python code, that can be invoked directly through 
procedure calls in an action module 250. The external tools 
270 may also include client-side libraries that run within the 
workflow interface component 240 at the user's computing 
device. For example, a module 250 may be implemented 
using client-side JavaScript tools. Such tools may or may not 
prompt a user for input that will affect the outcome of the 
module 250. The external tools 270 may also include local 
application servers 270c and web-based application servers 
270d with which an action module 250 may communicate 
over one or more networks via any Suitable protocol, includ 
ing HTTP, FTP. REST-based protocols, JSON, and so forth. 
In an embodiment, all action modules 250 are coded objects 
that extend a common class. The common class implements 
logic for communicating with each of these four types of 
external tools 270. In an embodiment, external tools 270 
may include other tools not depicted. In an embodiment, 
some external tools 270 may furthermore communicate with 
other external tools 270 to produce an output. In an embodi 
ment, Some external tools 270 may generate outputs based 
on requesting data from data sources 280. 

Data sources 280 may include any source of data acces 
sible to system 201, including local files 280a, in any of a 
variety of formats, and queryable local databases 280b. Data 
sources 280 may further include web-based repositories 
280c that are accessible by various web-based interfaces, 
including SOAP or REST-based interfaces. In an embodi 
ment, to speed up operation of system 210, web-based 
repositories 280c are cached locally as local files 280a 
and/or local databases 280b. For example, workflow system 
210 may periodically download database dumps from web 
based repository 280c. Data sources 280 may further include 
web pages 280d. For example, action modules 250 and/or 
data conversion component 260 may feature 'screen-scrap 
ing elements for extracting publications or other data from 
the web pages 280d of certain web sites. 

In an embodiment, data output from external tools 270 
and data sources 280 must be converted to converted data 
290 prior to being processed by workflow system 210. 
Workflow system 210 may provide a data conversion com 
ponent 260 to reformat data from external tools 270 and data 
sources 280 into typed data structures defined by an ontol 
ogy 291. The ontology 291 may be for any type of data. In 
an embodiment, an ontology 291 for genomic data com 
prises the following core data types: sequences, DNA 
sequences, mRNA sequences, RNA sequences, protein 
sequences, protein objects, paper objects, alignment objects, 
and gene objects. 

Converted data 290 is then stored at least temporarily, for 
processing of the workflow, and/or permanently, for Subse 
quent access by users 205 in other workflows and projects. 
In an embodiment, data conversion component 260 may 
further convert data back into a form expected by external 
tools 270 and data sources 280, for use as input to external 
tools 270, or for storage in data sources 280. In an embodi 
ment, action modules 250 may also or instead be responsible 
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for directly converting some of the data sets sent to or 
received from a corresponding tool 270. In an embodiment, 
some action modules 250 may rely directly upon converted 
data 290, Stored permanently in a database, as opposed to 
data from data sources 280. 

System 200 is but one example of a system in which the 
techniques described herein may be practiced. Other sys 
tems may comprise additional or fewer elements, in poten 
tially varying arrangements. For example, one system omits 
any number of external tool 270 types or data source 280 
types. Another system omits converted data 290 and data 
conversion component 260. Yet another system omits a 
graphical workflow interface component 240. Many other 
variations are also possible. 
4.0. Example Interfaces and Workflows 

FIG. 3 is a screenshot 300 that illustrates an example 
interface 305 for practicing techniques described herein, 
according to an embodiment. For example, interface 305 
may facilitate the receipt of input from a user to define a 
workflow and/or interact with the processing of a workflow. 
Interface 305 is an example of a workflow interface com 
ponent 240. 

Interface 305 may comprise various graphical represen 
tations of items such as nodes, data items, modules, files, and 
So forth. To simplify the disclosure, this application some 
times describes graphical interface features in terms of 
represented items themselves as opposed to the graphical 
representations of those items. The skilled person will 
understand that, as is common when describing graphical 
interfaces, literal descriptions of a graphical interface com 
prising non-graphical interface components should be inter 
preted as descriptions of the graphical interface comprising 
graphical representations of those components. For 
example, the description may describe a step of “selecting a 
node from a workspace' when in fact the skilled person will 
understand that what is being selected is a representation of 
a node in the workspace. 

Interface 305 comprises a workspace area 310 in which is 
depicted a workflow 320. The various components of work 
flow 320 are described with respect to subsequent figures. 
Workspace 310 further comprises Zoom controls 312 for 
enlarging or shrinking the visible area of workspace 310. In 
an embodiment, the viewable area of workspace 310 is 
movable through various combinations of cursor inputs 
and/or selections of Scrolling controls. 

Interface 305 further comprises a header area 390. Header 
area 390 includes controls 391-397 for general workflow 
operations. Save control 391 facilitates input for saving 
workflow 320. Load control 392 facilitates input for loading 
a previously stored workflow into workspace 310. Run 
control 393 facilitates input for processing the entire work 
flow 320. Or, if a particular one or more nodes of a workflow 
320 are currently selected, run control 393 facilitates input 
for processing a portion of the workflow 320 corresponding 
to the particular one or more nodes. Controls 394–396 
facilitate input for generating different types of presentations 
based on output from workflow 320. Control 397 facilitates 
input for importing selected output from workflow 320, 
including data sets stored in intermediate data nodes, into a 
data repository. 

Interface 305 further comprises a sidebar area 370, which 
is generally reserved for controls that facilitate the creation 
of new nodes in workflow 320. Sidebar area 370 comprises 
four panes 371-374. The currently depicted pane, search 
pane 371, depicts a database search control 375. Database 
search control 375 allows a user to perform a term-based 
search on various databases of genomic data. The user may 
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drag search results, in part or as a whole, to workspace 320 
to create new data node(s). Sidebar 370 further includes an 
import pane 372, an action pane 373, and a library pane 374. 

Interface 305 further comprises a summary view area 380. 
Summary view area 380 generally presents a context-sen 
sitive detail view of information about a currently selected 
object in workspace 310. For example, as depicted, sum 
mary view area 380 presents a “publication view” of a 
particular publication item that is selected in a data node of 
workflow 320. Depending on the data type and/or node type 
of the currently selected item in workspace 320, summary 
view area 380 may present differently organized views of 
different fields of information. Some views may contain a 
single field of information, while other views may contain 
many fields of information. In an embodiment, the informa 
tion presented in summary view area 380 is user-defineable. 
Summary view area 380 may be scrollable, depending on 
which view is presented. 

FIG. 4 is a screenshot 400 that illustrates the representa 
tion of data nodes in the example interface 305, according to 
an embodiment. Screenshot 400 shows a portion of work 
space 310, including graphical representations of three dif 
ferent data nodes 430-450, and summary view area 380. 
Each data node 430-450 comprises a set of data items, which 
are depicted in the respective graphical representations. For 
example, data node 430 includes at least data items 431a-g, 
each of which is a different protein object. A user may bring 
additional data items into view using scroll control 435. 
The user may select a particular data item, Such as item 

431a by clicking on it, or using any other Suitable selection 
technique. In response, Summary view area 380 may be 
updated with a view 485 of information that is associated 
with the selected item 431a. The information in view 485 
may change in response to a user clicking on panes 481-484. 
Each of panes 481-484 brings into view 485 a different set 
of information about protein 431a, including Summary 
information (per pane 481), references (per pane 482), 
sequence data (per pane 483), and PDB data (per pane 484). 
A user may also select an entire data node 430-450 by 

clicking on it, or using any other Suitable selection tech 
nique. Clicking on a data node may cause Summary view 
area 380 to show a different view of different information 
than the information depicted in FIG. 4. For example, the 
view for node 430 may comprise summary information for 
an entire data set, such as a statistical analysis or histogram 
showing how similar protein items 431 are to each other. 
By contrast, when an action node is selected, the Summary 

view area 380 may comprise metadata describing the mod 
ule corresponding to the action node, information about the 
last execution of the module, and/or fields for entering 
values for configurable parameters of the module. 

FIG. 5 is a screenshot 500 that illustrates controls for 
importing data in the example interface 305, according to an 
embodiment. Screenshot 500 shows workspace 310, sidebar 
370, and header 390. The import pane 372 has been selected 
in sidebar 370. Consequently, sidebar 370 displays an import 
control 575 for receiving input selecting a file. Screenshot 
500 further shows a file system explorer window 560 from 
which a user may select a representation of a file 561. The 
user may then use cursor 565 to “grab' and "drag' the 
representation of file 561 over the import control 575. A 
feedback graphic 562 may be displayed to indicate to the 
user that the user is in fact dragging file 561 using cursor 
565. Once cursor 565 is over import control 575, the user 
may then “drop” the representation of file 561 in interface 
area 575 to instruct the user interface 305 to attempt to 
recognize the file format of file 561, automatically convert 
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the file 561 to one or more data items that may be used in 
a workflow, and import those data items into the interface 
305. 

FIG. 6 is a screenshot 600 that illustrates adding a data 
node 630 to the workspace 310 of the example interface 305, 
according to an embodiment. Screenshot 600 shows portions 
of workspace 310 and sidebar 370. Sidebar 370 still depicts 
the import pane 372 with import control 575. Additionally, 
sidebar 370 includes representations of data items 661 and 
662. Data items 661 and 662 are sequences that have been 
imported from file 561. Adjacent to the representations of 
data items 661 and 662 are controls 665 and 666 for adding 
data items 661 and 662, respectively, to a data node that is 
currently selected within workspace 310. If there is no 
currently selected data node in workspace 310, a new data 
node is created when one of controls 665 or 666 is selected. 
As depicted in FIG. 6, workspace 310 comprises a rep 

resentation of the data node 630, which has been created in 
response to a user clicking on control 665. Thus, as illus 
trated in the content representation area 631 of node 630, 
node 630 comprises the imported data item 661. The rep 
resentation of node 630 further comprises a remove control 
639 that causes the removal of node 630 from workspace 
310, and a node title 632, which by default refers to the 
technique by which node 630 came into existence (i.e. the 
fact that it was “Imported). 

FIG. 7 is a screenshot 700 that illustrates adding an action 
node 740 to workspace 310 of example interface 305, 
according to an embodiment. Screenshot 700 shows portions 
of workspace 310 and sidebar 370. The action pane 373 has 
been selected in sidebar 370, thus causing sidebar 370 to 
include control groups 770, 780 and 790. Control groups 
770, 780, and 790 include, respectively, controls 771-775, 
781-782, and 791-792 for adding action nodes to workspace 
310. Workspace 310 includes a representation of the newly 
added action node 740. Action node 740 may have been 
created, and its corresponding representation added to work 
space 310, in response to selection of control 775 from 
workspace 370. As depicted, action node 740 is shaded 
differently from data node 630. In an embodiment, all data 
nodes are shaded or colored differently from action nodes. 

Controls 771-775, 781-782, and 791-792 may have been 
generated, for example, by Scanning one or more plugin 
directories in which the workflow application expects to find 
modules. Control groups 770, 780, and 790 may have been 
generated based on module metadata categorizing each of 
the module plug-ins. Control group 770 corresponds to a 
“Sequence' category of modules. Selecting one of its con 
trols 771-775 creates an action node that executes an action 
implemented by, respectively, an “MSA” module, a 
“BLAST module, a “Transcription” module, a “Transla 
tion” module, or a “ScanProsite' module. Control group 780 
corresponds to a “Basic category of modules, and includes 
a merge control 781 and filter control 782. Selecting one of 
controls 781-782 creates an action node that executes an 
action implemented by, respectively, a “Merge” module or a 
“Filer” module. Control group 790 corresponds to a “Query” 
category of modules. Selecting one of its controls 791-792 
creates an action node that executes an action implemented 
by, respectively, a “PubMed” module or a “UniProtKB' 
module. Since users may easily create their own modules, 
and since the workflow application automatically creates 
controls for any modules that a user creates, control groups 
770, 780, and 790 are controls 771-775, 781-782, and 
791-792 and are but a small sample of the control groups and 
controls that may appear in sidebar 370. 
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FIG. 8 is a screenshot 800 that illustrates controls for 
linking nodes in the workspace 310 of the example interface 
305, according to an embodiment. Screenshot 800 shows a 
portion of workspace 310, including representations of 
nodes 630 and 740. The representation of node 740 has been 
moved closer to the representation of node 630 in response 
to user input, such as user input that drags and drops node 
740 in the currently indicated position. Node 630 includes an 
input connector 634 and output connector 635. Similarly, 
node 740 includes an input connector 744 and an output 
connector 745. 

In an embodiment, a user may link any node to any other 
node by dragging its output connector to the input connector 
of the other node, or by dragging its input connector to the 
output connector of the other node. The node whose output 
connector was connected to the input connector of the other 
node provides input to the other node, and is thus considered 
to have been ordered before the other node in the series. 
As depicted in FIG. 8, the output connector 635 of node 

630 is being dragged to the input connector 744 of node 740. 
Connector 635 has changed colors, and cursor 865 has been 
shaped as a connector, to indicate that the user is currently 
dragging connector 635. Connector labels 861 and 862 also 
appear while the user is dragging connector 635, providing 
information about the selected connector and other connec 
tors, as appropriate. In an embodiment, a connector can only 
be linked to another connector if the two connectors are 
associated with a same data type. To assist a user in 
recognizing which connectors are associated with the same 
data types, user interface 305 may furthermore change the 
appearance of any connector that is compatible with the 
connector that is currently selected. Two connectors are 
compatible if they are of opposite connection types (input 
versus output), Support at least one common data type, are 
not in the same node, and are not both in data nodes. Hence, 
since input connector 744 is compatible with output con 
nector 635, input connector 744 has been shaded a solid 
color with no border, in contrast to input node 634 which is 
transparent and has a border. Connector 745 likewise has a 
border, indicating that it cannot receive connector 635. 
However, node 745 is currently shaded because it represents 
output that is currently not being provided to another node. 
A variety of other techniques for changing appearances of 
compatible nodes may also or instead be utilized. 

FIG. 9 is a screenshot 900 that illustrates linked nodes in 
the workspace 310 of the example interface 305, according 
to an embodiment. Screenshot 900 shows a portion of 
workspace 310, in which nodes 630 and 740 have been 
linked per the drag and drop operation described above. 
Workspace 310 includes a representation of the link 961 
between nodes 630 and 740. Nodes 630 and 740 now form 
a series, and as such constitute a functional workflow 320. 

FIG. 10 is a screenshot 1000 that illustrates running a 
portion of the workflow 320 using the example interface 
305, according to an embodiment. Screenshot 1000 shows 
header area 390 and a portion of workspace 310, including 
nodes 630 and 740. After having linked nodes 630 and 740, 
a user may decide to run workflow 320. Hence, the user may 
click on the run control 393. In response, the workflow 
application may run workflow 320 by inputting the sequence 
represented by node 630 into the ScanProsite module rep 
resented by node 740, and executing the ScanProsite mod 
ule. The ScanProsite module, in turn, interacts with a web 
server that implements an algorithm for identifying motifs in 
the sequence. The ScanProsite module receives a response 
from the web server, interprets this response as a data set of 
motifs, and provides this data set to the workflow applica 
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tion. The workflow application creates data node 1030, adds 
the identified motifs to the data node 1030 as data items 
1031a-1031c, adds data node 1030 to the workflow 320 by 
linking data node 1030 to node 740 with a new link 1061, 
and then adds corresponding representations of the new data 
to workspace 310. These representations are depicted within 
workspace 310 of FIG. 10. 

FIG. 11 is a screenshot 1100 that illustrates interacting 
with output from an action node in workflow 320 using the 
example interface 305, according to an embodiment. Screen 
shot 1100 shows portions of summary view area 380 and 
workspace 310, including workflow 320 as constituted in 
FIG. 10. A particular data item 1031a has been selected from 
node 1030. In response, summary view area 380 is updated 
with information associated with item 1031a, including a 
label 1181, metadata 1182, and a sequence 1183. 

FIG. 12 is a screenshot 1200 that illustrates the workspace 
310 with various types of nodes from workflow 320, accord 
ing to an embodiment. Screenshot 1200 shows portions of 
sidebar 370 and workspace 310. While node 630 has been 
scrolled out of view in workspace 310, workspace 310 now 
includes a number of additional nodes that have been added 
to workflow 320. Specifically, node 1030 is now linked as 
input to an action node 1240, which is in turn linked as input 
to action node 1250. Another data node 1230 has also been 
added to workspace 310. Data node 1230 is also connected 
as input to action node 1250. 
The library pane 374 is selected in sidebar 370. Conse 

quently, sidebar 370 includes three controls 1281-1283 for 
adding items from a library. In an embodiment, a library is 
a local storage repository where users may save data items 
of interest to the user. Hence, sidebar 370 may include many 
more controls depending on which items have been added 
by a user. In an embodiment, library items are shared with 
groups of users. Each control 1281-1283 corresponds to a 
different library item. Selection of one of controls 1281 
1283 results in the addition of the corresponding library item 
to the currently selected data node, or in the creation of a 
new data node if no compatible data node is selected. For 
example, data node 1230 was created when the user clicked 
on control 1282. 

Action node 1240 corresponds to a filter module. For 
example, action node 1240 may have been added to work 
space 310 in response to a user clicking on control 782. By 
default, the filter module is configured to filter data node 
1030 to include only the first item 1031a, but the user may 
reconfigure the filtering behavior associated with action 
node 1240 by selecting node 1240 and changing parameter 
values that are shown in summary view area 380 in response 
to the selection. 

Action node 1250 corresponds to a merge module. For 
example, action node 1250 may have been added to work 
space 310 in response to a user clicking on control 781. 
Action node 1250 includes multiple input connectors 1253 
and 1254, to allow node 1250 to receive multiple inputs. The 
merge module is configured to create one data set out of the 
multiple inputs. For example, as depicted, node 1250 will 
merge the output of node 1240 with the data in node 1230. 

FIG. 13 is a screenshot 1300 that illustrates an automated 
chain of nodes for retrieving publications from a database 
using user interface 305, according to an embodiment. 
Screenshot 1300 shows a portion of workspace 310, includ 
ing most of workflow 320. Workflow 320 now includes an 
action node 1340 and a data node 1330. Action node 1340 
receives the output of merge node 1250 and sends the output 
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to a module for searching a PubMed database for articles. 
Action node 1340 was generated in response to a user 
selecting control 791. 

After adding action node 1340, the user ran the workflow 
320 to generate output for action node 1340. This output, 
comprising a group of publications, was saved in data node 
1330 as at least data items 1331a-1331j. A user may see 
other data items that are in node 1330 using scroll control 
1235. 

FIG. 14 is a pair of screenshots 1400 and 1450 that 
illustrate the splitting of data from data node 1330 to create 
a new data node 1430 in workspace 310 of user interface 
305, according to an embodiment. Screenshots 1400 and 
1450 show respectively a portion of workspace 310 while 
the user is performing the splitting, and the same portion of 
workspace 310 after the user has performed the splitting. In 
screenshot 1400, the user has selected three items from data 
node 1330: items 1331c, 1331e, and 1331g. The user is 
dragging those items from node 1330 to an empty space in 
workspace 310. Cursor icon 1465 indicates the current 
position of the cursor within the workspace, as well as the 
number of items that the cursor is dragging. 

In screenshot 1450, the user has “dropped the selected 
items at the location of data node 1430. Accordingly, node 
1430 was created and a representation of the node, including 
data items 1331c. 1331e, and 1331g was added to the 
workspace 310. Meanwhile, data items 1331c. 1331e, and 
1331g are removed from data node 1330 as a result of the 
operation, rendering items 1331 k-m visible in node 1330. In 
Some embodiments, however, splitting items from a node 
does not necessarily remove items from the original node, 
but rather clones the items in a new node. 
Node 1430 can now be added to workflow 320. For 

example, it may be connected back to node 1340, effectively 
requesting that node 1340 split its input into two separate 
data nodes. Or node 1430 may be used as a first node within 
another independent series of nodes within workflow 320. 

Interface 305 is but one example of an interface for 
practicing techniques described herein. Other interfaces may 
comprise fewer or additional elements in potentially varying 
arrangements. 
5.0. Example Workflow Action Nodes 

Examples of action nodes that may be useful for process 
ing genomic data are described below. There may in fact be 
many more types of modules than those listed here. Work 
flows for other types of data may include some of these 
action nodes, but may also or instead include other action 
nodes that reflect algorithms for processing the other types 
of data. 

In an embodiment, standard modules include a merge 
module for merging data sets from multiple nodes and a 
filter module for filtering a data set based on configurable 
criteria. 

In an embodiment, one type of action node corresponds to 
a “Translate DNA to Protein’ module. The module accepts 
input in the form of a sequence. The module uses a locally 
implemented algorithm to translate the DNA sequence. The 
module generates output in the form of a protein data 
structure. Example configurable parameters for the module 
may include, without limitation, a frame parameter and a 
complement parameter. 

In an embodiment, another type of action node corre 
sponds to a "multiple sequence alignment module. The 
module accepts input in the form of a multiple sequence data 
set in, for example, a multi-FASTA formatted file. The 
module generates output in the form of alignment data, Such 
as in an MSA alignment file. A Summary area of a workflow 
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might present the alignment data in a detailed view area 
using techniques such as described in the previously refer 
enced application, “Computer Graphical User Interface Sup 
porting Aligning Genomic Sequences.” 

In an embodiment, another type of action node corre 
sponds to a “Protein family (Pfam) Scan” module. The 
module accesses a web-based application server that runs a 
Hidden Markov Module over a protein sequence and com 
putes the most likely protein famil(ies) based on motifs in 
the protein sequence. The module accepts input in the form 
of a protein data structure. The module generates output in 
the form of protein family data structure(s). 

In an embodiment, another type of action node corre 
sponds to a "Glimmer” module. The module accesses a 
web-based application server to locate genes using an inter 
polated Markov model. Configurable parameters for the 
module include, without limitation, a genetic code type, 
topology type, a number of input sequences, and an output 
data type, which may be an annotation or a sequence. 

In an embodiment, another type of action node corre 
sponds to a “BLAST module. The module accesses a 
web-based application server that searches for genes in a 
sequence query using various libraries of genomic data. The 
module returns information about matching results. 

In an embodiment, another type of action node corre 
sponds to a “FASTA sequence reader” module, which con 
verts FASTA file structure into a protein or DNA sequence 
using a local application. 

In an embodiment, another type of action node corre 
sponds to a “UniProt' module. The module queries an online 
UniProt database to retrieve information about inputted 
protein sequences or objects. Configurable parameters for 
the module include, without limitation, an organism param 
eter, a Gene Ontology (GO) parameter, a reviewed param 
eter, and a pro site parameter. 

In an embodiment, another type of action node corre 
sponds to a “PubMed module. The module queries the 
online PubMed database for all publications that match input 
data. Configurable parameters for the module include, with 
out limitation, an id parameter and a reviewed parameter. 

In an embodiment, various workflow node types Sup 
ported by the systems described herein may include, without 
limitation, nodes that represent one or more of the following: 
Sourcing functions that retrieve data from one or more 
Sources using various querying and/or scraping techniques; 
aggregation functions. Such as cumulative and average 
results of data; filtering functions that choose subsets from 
sets of biological objects based on various matching criteria 
and/or thresholds; sequence partitioning functions that select 
a section from a sequence or alignment and use that section 
as a new data object; comparison functions that compare two 
or more biological objects or sets of objects based on 
specified metric(s) and determine whether the differences 
are statistically significant; comparison functions that com 
pare patient cohorts; conversion and modification functions; 
sequence alignment generation functions; sequence align 
ment analysis functions; prediction functions that predict 
sites of a sequence of potential interest for annotations or 
other features; annotation functions for automatically creat 
ing annotations; annotation lookup functions; Natural Lan 
guage Processing functions for publications; lookup func 
tions to identify diseases associated with certain genomic 
objects; and storage functions that save various annotations 
or other outputs to various storage locations and make the 
outputs available to other users. 

In an embodiment, other example modules to which 
various workflow node types may link include, without 
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limitation, modules that implement the following types of 
analyses: allele tests, genotypes frequencies tests, Hardy 
Weinberg equilibrium tests, missing genotype rates, inbreed 
ing tests, identity-by-state and identity-by-descent statistics 
for individuals and pairs of individuals, non-Mendelian 
transmission in family data, complete linkage hierarchical 
clustering, multidimensional scaling analysis to visualise 
substructures, significance tests for whether two individuals 
belong to the same population, constrain cluster Solutions by 
phenotype, cluster size, and/or external matching criteria, 
Subsequent association analyses that are conditional on 
cluster Solutions, standard allelic tests, Fisher's exact tests, 
Cochran-Armitage trend tests, Mantel-Haenszel and 
Breslow-Day tests for stratified samples, dominant/recessive 
and general model tests, model comparison tests (e.g. gen 
eral versus multiplicative), family-based association tests 
Such as transmission disequilibrium tests or sibship tests, 
quantitative traits, associations, and interactions, association 
tests that are conditional on one or more single-nucleotide 
polymorphisms (“SNPs), asymptotic and empirical p-val 
ues, flexible clustered permutation schemes, analysis of 
genotype probability data and fractional allele counts (post 
imputation), conditional haplotype tests, case/control and 
transmission disequilibrium test association on the probabi 
listic haplotype phase, proxy association methods to study 
single SNP associations in their local haplotypic context, 
imputation heuristics to test untyped SNPs given a reference 
panel, joint SNP and copy-number variation (“CNV) tests 
for common copy number variants, filtering and Summary 
procedures for segmental (rare) CNV data, case/control 
comparison tests for global CNV properties, permutation 
based association procedure for identifying specific loci, 
gene-based tests of association, Screen for epistasis, gene 
environment interaction with continuous and dichotomous 
environments, and/or fixed and random effects models. 
6.0. Example Use Cases 
The following examples illustrate how a user may utilize 

a workflow to simplify various objectives related to genomic 
data. The examples are given for illustrative purposes only, 
and not by way of limitation as to the type of objectives to 
which workflows may be applied. There are, of course, 
many other types of workflows not described below, includ 
ing without limitation workflows for epigenetics, effects of 
copy-number variations, evolutionary biology, and non 
coding RNA analysis. 

6.1. Gene Annotation 
One use for the workflows described herein is to address 

gene annotation problems. For example, Lactobacillus aci 
dophilus strains, which are typically of interest in probiotics 
and potential vaccine vectors, sometimes have a surface 
layer protein for adhesion to cells. A researcher may 
sequence a new strain of L. acidophilus. When the 
researcher aligns the new strain to the reference sequences, 
the researcher discovers that the new strain lacks the SlpA 
gene, but has an unknown insertion. The researcher decides 
that the new strain may be interesting, and wants to know 
whether the new strain is a gene, the likely function of the 
protein that the new strain encodes, the biological context of 
the new strain, and how the Strain compares to proteins that 
are already known. 
An example workflow to assist in accomplishing these 

objectives may be as follows. A first set of one or more 
action nodes loads the appropriate DNA sequence and 
metadata, including the Source, sequencing method, date, 
and quality. A second set of one or more action nodes runs 
a GLIMMER tool to predict gene(s) based on the loaded 
data. A third set of one or more action nodes runs a 
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multi-sequence alignment and comparison to compare the 
sequence to a corresponding region of the L. acidophilus 
reference sequence, thereby producing a genome object with 
annotated genes. A fourth set of one or more action nodes 
translates the genome object into a protein sequence. A fifth 
set of one or more action nodes predicts pfams and GO 
terms. A sixth set of one or more action nodes runs BLAST 
on the protein sequence to answer the questions of what 
pfams and GO terms are most common among the top hits, 
how do these terms intersect with those from the predicted 
protein, and how closely related are the bacteria of the top 
hits to L. acidophilus'? A seventh set of one or more action 
nodes searches for known pathways that the top hits are 
involved in using Metacyc and E.C. numbers. An eighth set 
of one or more action nodes pulls PubMed data for the top 
BLAST hits. A ninth set of one or more action nodes find 
genes and features upstream and downstream of the inser 
tion and determines what the functions of these sites are. A 
tenth set of one or more action nodes runs a feature/ 
annotation module to compare the gene to the PubMed 
annotations of the BLAST hits to identify unique features of 
the gene. An eleventh set of one or more action nodes adds 
appropriate annotations concerning the unique feature as 
annotations to the gene, and links the annotations back to the 
genome. 

In an embodiment, various actions may require human 
intervention to identify important data points before pro 
ceeding to the next node. In an embodiment, the workflow 
is entirely automated, without human intervention. In an 
embodiment, such a workflow may be saved for reuse. The 
next time the researcher discovers a new strain, the 
researcher may perform the same workflow with respect to 
the new strain simply by modifying the original workflow 
input. 

6.2. Sequence-Structure-Function-Disease 
Another use for the workflows described herein is to 

address sequence-structure-function-disease problems with 
respect to a gene. For example, a researcher may put 
together a workflow that answers questions such as what are 
the implications of the polymorphisms in a gene for how and 
when the gene is expressed, what are the implications of the 
polymorphisms in the protein it encodes for interaction with 
its co-factor, and how do these implications relate to the 
gene's role in disease. 
An example workflow to assist in accomplishing these 

objectives may be as follows. A first set of one or more 
action nodes performs a multi-sequence alignment of the 
gene's variants. A second set of one or more action nodes 
uses tracked viewing of microarray expression data under 
various experimental conditions to identify patterns of 
altered activity. The identification process may involve 
multiple-hypothesis controlled t-tests and/or other algo 
rithms to statistically identify mutations that are correlated 
with expression changes under one or more conditions. A 
third set of one or more action nodes adds a track of 
annotated features, such as regulatory sequences, to compare 
with the experimental expression data. A fourth set of one or 
more action nodes performs a multi-sequence alignment of 
the protein's variants. A fifth set of one or more action nodes 
performs a tracked viewing of activity levels, such as 
binding affinity. A sixth set of one or more action nodes 
examines individual assays in a table view module to 
determine the ranking of the variants by binding affinity. A 
seventh set of one or more action nodes uses a structure 
viewer module to assess how binding affinity might be 
affected by amino acid mutations, including predicting 
important interactions (H-bonds, pi-pi interactions, Steric 
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interactions). An eighth set of one or more action nodes 
searches PubChem for additional relevant assays. A ninth set 
of one or more action nodes looks up the pathways that the 
protein is in. A tenth set of one or more action nodes searches 
PubMed for items associated with both the gene and a 
disease. An eleventh set of one or more action nodes imports 
the other components of the biological pathway hypoth 
esized to link gene and disease from Uniprot and/or other 
databases and draws the biological pathway. 

6.3. Protein Design 
Another use for the workflows described herein is to 

address protein design problems. For example, a researcher 
may intend to design a set of candidate proteins to perform 
a specific chemical function, such as tyrosine decarboxylase. 
The researcher will have these proteins made, and then try 
them out in a bacterium that lacks this activity. 
An example workflow to assist in accomplishing these 

objectives may be as follows. A first set of one or more 
action nodes searches Uniprot for proteins with pfam 
PF00282 (Pyridoxal-dependent decarboxylase). A second 
set of one or more action nodes searches Pfam for PF00282 
and unions the results with the Uniprot results. A third set of 
one or more action nodes runs BLAST on this set of protein 
sequences against itself to generate all possible pairwise 
BLAST comparisons. A fourth set of one or more action 
nodes clusters the results based on the BLAST scores. A fifth 
set of one or more action nodes looks at the annotations from 
each cluster and determines if there is more than one cluster 
annotated with tyrosine decarboxylase activity. A sixth set of 
one or more action nodes aligns the sequences from each 
cluster, annotated with Y-decarb activity. The alignment 
accomplishes two objectives. First, the alignment allows for 
a comparison of the conserved regions within and between 
alignments. Second, the alignment groups Subsets of aligned 
sequences, visually or algorithmically, based on similarity. A 
seventh set of one or more action nodes creates a set of 
candidate proteins that is representative of the alignments, in 
that the candidate proteins have a consensus sequence in the 
conserved regions. An eighth set of one or more action nodes 
looks at the bacteria that produce the BLAST hit proteins 
and determines which bacteria is most similar to the 
researcher's test bacterium, based on phylogenetic informa 
tion. This may entail calling the Y-decarb from a bacterium 
candidate1, adding candidate 1 to the list of candidate pro 
teins, and filling in the non-conserved regions of the other 
candidates with the sequence from candidate 1. A ninth set of 
one or more action nodes searches PubMed or other data 
bases for comparisons of the niche and metabolism of the 
two species. A tenth set of one or more action nodes searches 
PubMed or other databases to find what more is known 
about candidate 1 in the other bacterium. An eleventh set of 
one or more action nodes analyzes the annotated features 
from candidate 1 to hypothesize whether any regions will be 
disrupted in the other candidates. A twelfth set of one or 
more action nodes analyzes the structure of candidate1 and 
alignment of each other candidate to candidate1, to deter 
mine where the sequence changes might impact structure. 
This may involve threading the candidate sequences into the 
structure of candidate1, or threading both into the most 
similar existing PDB structure, and finding differences. A 
thirteenth set of one or more action nodes exports the 
sequences of the candidate proteins to a database for future 
reference. 

6.4. Genome-Wide Association Study 
Another use for the workflows described herein is for 

Genome-Wide Association Studies. For example, a 
researcher may be curious as to which SNPs (if any) in a set 
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of genomes are associated with the incidence of a disease. 
The researcher has a set of individuals in varying disease 
states, as measured by a biomarker concentration. All of the 
individuals are genotyped using a SNP chip with 1 million 
SNPs. Quality control has already been performed. 
An example workflow to assist in accomplishing the 

Genome-Wide Association Studies is as follows. A first set 
of one or more action nodes uses Plink, Eigenstrat, and/or R 
modules to compute Summary statistics, including allele 
frequencies and SNP frequencies. A second set of one or 
more action nodes uses these same modules to adjust the 
statistics to control for population stratification (i.e. bias due 
to ancestry/relatedness within the case or control group), 
using identity-by-state (IBS) or multidimensional Scaling. A 
third set of one or more action nodes uses these modules to 
run a variety of association tests, in order to determine how 
the genotype is linked to disease. The tests include Fisher's 
exact test, Chi square, correlation, and regression. More 
specifically, the following analyses may be performed: Basic 
Allelic (how is each allele associated), Genotypic Tests (how 
is each pair of alleles associated). Additive Model (does 
having two of an allele, Versus none, have twice the effect as 
having one, versus none), Dominant Model (at least one of 
the minor allele versus none), Recessive Model (two minor 
alleles versus one or none). A fourth set of one or more 
action nodes uses a Manhattan plot module, potentially with 
aggplot2 R package, to generate a plot of the p-values of all 
the SNPs along the genomic axis. A fifth set of one or more 
action nodes extracts SNPs with a p-value, after multiple 
hypothesis correction, below a threshold (e.g. p=10-8). A 
sixth set of one or more action nodes generates multiple 
sequence alignments of each SNP's region. The multiple 
sequence alignments are organized by case/control. A sev 
enth set of one or more action nodes searches dbSNP or 
other databases for the SNPs to determine if they have they 
been associated with anything else. An eighth set of one or 
more action nodes searches for other annotations in these 
regions, in order to form functional hypotheses. 
7.0. Hardware Overview 

According to one embodiment, the techniques described 
herein are implemented by one or more special-purpose 
computing devices. The special-purpose computing devices 
may be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the techniques, or may include one or 
more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 
firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such 
special-purpose computing devices may also combine cus 
tom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom pro 
gramming to accomplish the techniques. The special-pur 
pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems, 
portable computer systems, handheld devices, networking 
devices or any other device that incorporates hard-wired 
and/or program logic to implement the techniques. 

For example, FIG. 15 is a block diagram that illustrates a 
computer system 1500 upon which an embodiment of the 
invention may be implemented. Computer system 1500 
includes a bus 1502 or other communication mechanism for 
communicating information, and a hardware processor 1504 
coupled with bus 1502 for processing information. Hard 
ware processor 1504 may be, for example, a general purpose 
microprocessor. 
Computer system 1500 also includes a main memory 

1506, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other 
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dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 1502 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 
1504. Main memory 1506 also may be used for storing 
temporary variables or other intermediate information dur 
ing execution of instructions to be executed by processor 
1504. Such instructions, when stored in non-transitory stor 
age media accessible to processor 1504, render computer 
system 1500 into a special-purpose machine that is custom 
ized to perform the operations specified in the instructions. 

Computer system 1500 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 1508 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 1502 for storing static information and instructions 
for processor 1504. A storage device 1510, such as a 
magnetic disk or optical disk, is provided and coupled to bus 
1502 for storing information and instructions. 
Computer system 1500 may be coupled via bus 1502 to a 

display 1512, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for dis 
playing information to a computer user. An input device 
1514, including alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to 
bus 1502 for communicating information and command 
selections to processor 1504. Another type of user input 
device is cursor control 1516, such as a mouse, a trackball, 
or cursor direction keys for communicating direction infor 
mation and command selections to processor 1504 and for 
controlling cursor movement on display 1512. This input 
device typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a 
first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the 
device to specify positions in a plane. 

Computer system 1500 may implement the techniques 
described herein using customized hard-wired logic, one or 
more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 1500 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 1500 in response 
to processor 1504 executing one or more sequences of one 
or more instructions contained in main memory 1506. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 1506 from 
another storage medium, Such as storage device 1510. 
Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 1506 causes processor 1504 to perform the process 
steps described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination 
with software instructions. 

The term “storage media” as used herein refers to any 
non-transitory media that store data and/or instructions that 
cause a machine to operation in a specific fashion. Such 
storage media may comprise non-volatile media and/or 
volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, 
optical or magnetic disks, such as storage device 1510. 
Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such as main 
memory 1506. Common forms of storage media include, for 
example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, Solid state 
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage 
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage 
medium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a 
RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, 
NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge. 

Storage media is distinct from but may be used in con 
junction with transmission media. Transmission media par 
ticipates in transferring information between storage media. 
For example, transmission media includes coaxial cables, 
copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that com 
prise bus 1502. Transmission media can also take the form 
of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during 
radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
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Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one 

or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 
1504 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of 
a remote computer. The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem. A modem local 
to computer system 1500 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra-red signal. An infra-red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 1502. Bus 1502 carries 
the data to main memory 1506, from which processor 1504 
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
received by main memory 1506 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 1510 either before or after execution by 
processor 1504. 
Computer system 1500 also includes a communication 

interface 1518 coupled to bus 1502. Communication inter 
face 1518 provides a two-way data communication coupling 
to a network link 1520 that is connected to a local network 
1522. For example, communication interface 1518 may be 
an integrated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable 
modem, satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line. As another example, communication interface 
1518 may be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN. Wire 
less links may also be implemented. In any such implemen 
tation, communication interface 1518 sends and receives 
electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi 
tal data streams representing various types of information. 

Network link 1520 typically provides data communica 
tion through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link 1520 may provide a connection 
through local network 1522 to a host computer 1524 or to 
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider 
(ISP) 1526. ISP 1526 in turn provides data communication 
services through the worldwide packet data communication 
network now commonly referred to as the “Internet 1528. 
Local network 1522 and Internet 1528 both use electrical, 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams. The signals through the various networks and the 
signals on network link 1520 and through communication 
interface 1518, which carry the digital data to and from 
computer system 1500, are example forms of transmission 
media. 
Computer system 1500 can send messages and receive 

data, including program code, through the network(s), net 
work link 1520 and communication interface 1518. In the 
Internet example, a server 1530 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 1528, ISP 
1526, local network 1522 and communication interface 
1518. 
The received code may be executed by processor 1504 as 

it is received, and/or stored in storage device 1510, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. 

In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the inven 
tion have been described with reference to numerous spe 
cific details that may vary from implementation to imple 
mentation. The specification and drawings are, accordingly, 
to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive 
sense. The sole and exclusive indicator of the scope of the 
invention, and what is intended by the applicants to be the 
Scope of the invention, is the literal and equivalent scope of 
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the set of claims that issue from this application, in the 
specific form in which Such claims issue, including any 
Subsequent correction. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A method comprising: 
receiving a first input specifying a source from which one 

or more nucleic acid sequences are to be obtained, the 
one or more nucleic acid sequences being converted by 
a data conversion component into converted data in a 
data structure defined by an ontology associated with a 
workflow; 

receiving one or more second inputs selecting one or more 
modules for processing data, including at least one 15 
module for processing the converted data, and when the 
at least one module processes the converted data by 
sending at least a portion of the converted data to one 
or more external tools, the one or more external tools 
processing the portion of the converted data and return- 20 
ing processed data, the processed data being converted 
by the data conversion component to the data structure 
defined by the ontology; 

presenting, in a graphical user interface, graphical com 
ponents representing the Source and the one or more 
modules as nodes within a workspace; 

receiving, via the graphical user interface, one or more 
third inputs arranging the source and the one or more 
modules as the workflow comprising a series of nodes, 
the series indicating, for each particular module of the 
selected modules, that output from one of the source or 
another particular module is to be input into the par 
ticular module; 

generating an output for the workflow, wherein the output is 
comprises a set of one or more items of genomic data 
that are based upon the one or more nucleic acid 
sequences that are processed by each module of the one 
or more modules in an order indicated by the series; 

generating a first data node from the output, the first data 40 
node comprising the set of one or more items of 
genomic data, the first data node linked to a last module 
in the series; 

receiving, via the graphical user interface, fourth input 
that selects a Subset of one or more items of genomic 45 
data from the set of one or more items of genomic data 
in the first data node: 

receiving, via the graphical user interface, fifth input that 
moves the Subset of one or more items of genomic data 
to a location on the graphical user interface not asso- 50 
ciated with the first data node: 

generating a second data node comprising the Subset of 
one or more items of genomic data, wherein the output 
for the workflow is reconfigured to generate multiple 
data nodes, one corresponding to the first data node 55 
comprising the set of one or more items of genomic 
data other than the subset of one or more items of 
genomic data, and another corresponding to the second 
data node comprising, the Subset of one or more items 
of genomic data; 60 

wherein the method is performed by one or more com 
puting devices. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein each module of the one 
or more modules generates output that conforms to an 
ontology defining data structures that represent genomic 65 
data, the data structures including at least sequences, protein 
objects, alignment objects, annotations, and publications. 
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3. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
receiving, via the graphical user interface, sixth input 

Selecting a particular module to process the first data 
node: 

adding the particular module to the end of the series; 
generating third output for the workflow based upon the 

one or more nucleic acid sequences by processing each 
module in the series, including the particular module, in 
the order indicated by the series. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the one or more 
modules include a plurality of modules, wherein generating 
the output for the workflow comprises using output from the 
Source as input to a first module, and using output from the 
first module as input to a second module. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the at least one module 
is configured to process the one or more nucleic acid 
sequences by communicating with at least one of an external 
web server or an external database server. 

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
saving workflow data describing the series; 
causing the workflow data to be shared with multiple 

users; 
Subsequently reconstructing the series in a second graphi 

cal user interface based on the workflow data; 
receiving sixth input, via the second graphical user inter 

face, modifying the series to include one or more 
additional modules; 

generating second output based upon the one or more 
nucleic acid sequences by processing each module in 
the series, including the one or more additional mod 
ules, in an order indicated by the series. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the one or more 
modules include a first module that generates first output 
based upon the source, and a second module that merges the 
first output with second output from a third module that is 
not in the series, wherein the source, first module, second 
module, and third module are all nodes within a workflow. 

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising presenting 
controls for selecting the one or more modules, wherein the 
controls include at least: a first control for selecting a first 
module that searches for publications in an online database 
based on genomic data, a second control for selecting a 
second module that outputs a sequence alignment for mul 
tiple sequences, and a third control for selecting a third 
module that identifies protein families for a nucleic acid 
Sequence. 

9. The method of claim 1, 
wherein receiving the one or more third inputs comprises 

presenting visual feedback while a first node is selected 
that indicates that genomic data output from the first 
node can be linked as input to a second node. 

10. The method of claim 1, wherein the one or more 
modules include at least two modules, wherein processing 
each module of the one or more modules in an order 
indicated by the series comprises automatically processing 
each module, without human intervention between begin 
ning processing of a first module in the series and generating 
the output by concluding processing of a last module in the 
series. 

11. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media 
storing instructions that, when executed by one or more 
computing devices, cause: 

receiving a first input specifying a source from which one 
or more nucleic acid sequences are to be obtained, the 
one or more nucleic acid sequences being converted by 
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a data conversion component into converted data in a 
data structure defined by an ontology associated with a 
workflow: 

receiving one or more second inputs selecting one or more 
modules for processing data, including at least one 5 
module for processing the converted data, and when the 
at least one module processes the converted data by 
sending at least a portion of the converted data to one 
or more external tools, the one or more external tools 
processing the portion of the converted data and return 
ing processed data, the processed data being converted 
by the data conversion component to the data structure 
defined by the ontology; 

presenting, in a graphical user interface, graphical com 
ponents representing the source and the one or more 
modules as nodes within a workspace: 

receiving, via the graphical user interface, one or more 
third inputs arranging the source and the one or more 
modules as the workflow comprising a series of nodes, 
the series indicating, for each particular module of the 
selected modules, that output from one of the source or 
another particular module is to be input into the par 
ticular module; 

generating an output for the workflow, wherein the output 
comprises a set of one or more items of genomic data 
that are based upon the one or more nucleic acid 
sequences that are processed by each module of the one 
or more modules in an order indicated by the series 

generating a first data node from the output, the first data 
node comprising the set of one or more items of 30 
genomic data, the first data node linked to a last module 
in the series: 

receiving, via the graphical user interface, fourth input 
that selects a subset of one or more items of genomic 
data from the set of one or more items of genomic data 
in the first data node: 

receiving, via the graphical user interface, fifth input that 
moves the subset of one or more items of genomic data 
to a location on the graphical user interface not asso 
ciated with the first data node: 

generating a second data node comprising the subset of 
one or more items of genomic data, wherein the output 
for the workflow is reconfigured to generate multiple 
data nodes, one corresponding to the first data node 
comprising the set of one or more items of genomic 45 
data other than the subset of one or more items of 
genomic data, and another corresponding to the second 
data node comprising, the subset of one or more items 
of genomic data. 

12. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
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media of claim 11, wherein each module of the one or more 
modules generates output that conforms to an ontology 
defining data structures that represent genomic data, the data 
Structures including at least sequences, protein objects, 
alignment objects, annotations, and publications. 

13. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
55 

media of claim 11, wherein the instructions, when executed 
by the one or more computing devices, further cause: 

receiving, via the graphical user interface, sixth input 
Selecting a particular module to process the first data 60 
node; 

adding the particular module to the end of the series: 

30 
generating third output for the workflow based upon the 

one or more nucleic acid sequences by processing each 
module in the series, including the particular module, in 
the order indicated by the series. 

14. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 11, wherein the one or more modules include 
a plurality of modules, wherein generating the output for the 
workflow comprises using output from the source as input to 
a first module, and using output from the first module as 
input to a second module. 

15. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 11, wherein the at least one module is 
configured to process the one or more nucleic acid 
sequences by communicating with at least one of an external 
web server or an external database server. 

16. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 11, wherein the instructions, when executed 
by the one or more computing devices, further cause: 

saving workflow data describing the series: 
causing the workflow data to be shared with multiple 

users; 
Subsequently reconstructing the series in a second graphi 

cal user interface based on the workflow data; 
receiving sixth input, via the second graphical user inter 

face, modifying the series to include one or more 
additional modules; 

generating second output based upon the one or more 
nucleic acid sequences by processing each module in 
the series, including the one or more additional mod 
ules, in an order indicated by the series. 

17. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 11, wherein the one or more modules include 
a first module that generates first output based upon the 
Source, and a second module that merges the first output with 
second output from a third module that is not in the series, 
wherein the source, first module, second module, and third 
module are all nodes within a workflow. 

18. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 11, further comprising presenting controls 
for selecting the one or more modules, wherein the controls 
include at least: a first control for selecting a first module 
that searches for publications in an online database based on 
genomic data, a second control for selecting a second 
module that outputs a sequence alignment for multiple 
sequences, and a third control for selecting a third module 
that identifies protein families for a nucleic acid sequence. 

19. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 11, 

wherein receiving the one or more third inputs comprises 
presenting visual feedback while a first node is selected 
that indicates that genomic data output from the first 
node can be linked as input to a second node. 

20. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 11, wherein the one or more modules include 
at least two modules, wherein processing each module of the 
one or more modules in an order indicated by the series 
comprises automatically processing each module, without 
human intervention between beginning processing of a first 
module in the series and generating the output by concluding 
processing of a last module in the series. 
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RESOLVING DATABASE ENTITY 
INFORMATION 

BENEFIT CLAIM 

This application claims benefit and priority under 35 
U.S.C. S 120 as a Continuation of application Ser. No. 
11/874,644, filed Oct. 18, 2007, the entire contents of which 
are hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set forth 
herein. The applicant(s) hereby rescind any disclaimer of 
claim scope in the parent application(s) or the prosecution 
history thereof and advise the USPTO that the claims in this 
application may be broader than any claim in the parent 
application(s). 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present disclosure generally relates to creating and 
storing information in databases. 

BACKGROUND 

The approaches described in this section could be pur 
Sued, but are not necessarily approaches that have been 
previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, unless other 
wise indicated herein, the approaches described in this 
section are not prior art to the claims in this application and 
are not admitted to be prior art by inclusion in this section. 

Intelligence analysts and other computer users often inter 
act with computer-based databases. When these users work 
with a large database containing information on millions of 
individuals, many individuals represented in the database 
may possess the same name, which can make it a challenge 
to determine what information refers to each unique real 
world individual. Moreover, factors such as misspellings, 
alternate spellings, and missing information can cause fur 
ther complications. The same issues are encountered when 
new data is imported into the database from external data 
sources. For databases that operate with terabytes of data, 
these problems are acute. Users and researchers in the 
database field desire to have systems that can ensure that 
there is only one database entry for each real person, Such 
that one record relates to one unique entity in the database. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 illustrates a revisioning database system. 
FIG. 2 illustrates a method for entity resolution in a 

database system. 
FIG. 3 illustrates an example column identification 

SCC. 

FIG. 4 illustrates setting the Role, Link Type, and Refer 
ence for a payments table. 

FIG. 5 illustrates an example graphical user interface 
when a user is verifying table type using the data importer. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a display of statistical information and 
errors for imported data. 

FIG. 7 illustrates an example error display. 
FIG. 8 illustrates an example Entity Resolver display. 
FIG. 9 illustrates an example Entity Resolver display 

associated with choosing matching criteria. 
FIG. 10 illustrates an example Entity Resolver screen 

showing results of matching. 
FIG. 11 illustrates an example screen of the Entity 

Resolver relating to checking and finalizing. 
FIG. 12 illustrates an example Histogram window. 
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2 
FIG. 13 illustrates a computer system upon which an 

embodiment may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In an embodiment, entity resolution in a database com 
prises receiving imported data comprising imported data 
entities each having properties each having values; receiving 
first user input that selects the imported data entities for 
resolution to existing data entities in a database; receiving 
second user input that specifies matching criteria for match 
ing the imported data entities to the existing data entities, 
wherein each of the matching criteria comprises a matching 
technique; matching the imported data entities to the exist 
ing data entities using the matching criteria, resulting in 
creating and storing matched entity information, wherein the 
matched entity information is organized in matched entity 
data sets associated with Subsets of the matching criteria that 
were matched; consolidating the imported data entities into 
the existing data entities; storing the first user input and 
second user input as a named criteria set for use in Subse 
quent entity resolution operations. 

In the following description, for the purposes of expla 
nation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to 
provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. 
It will be apparent, however, to one skilled in the art that the 
present invention may be practiced without these specific 
details. In other instances, well-known structures and 
devices are shown in block diagram form in order to avoid 
unnecessarily obscuring the present invention. 

Embodiments are described herein according to the fol 
lowing outline: 

1.0 General Overview 
2.0 Structural and Functional Overview 

2.1 Example Operational Context Database System 
2.2 Importing Data 
2.3 Entity Resolution 

2.3.1 Overview of Example Implementation 
2.3.2 Saved Criteria Sets 
2.3.3 Alternate Matching Techniques 
2.3.4 “One Click” Approach 

3.0 Implementation Mechanisms—Hardware Overview 
4.0 Extensions and Alternatives 
1.0 General Overview 
In an embodiment, a computer-readable data storage 

medium, apparatus or machine-implemented method are 
operable for receiving imported data comprising one or 
more imported data entities each having one or more prop 
erties each having one or more values; receiving first user 
input that selects one or more of the imported data entities 
for resolution to one or more existing data entities in a 
database; receiving second user input that specifies one or 
more matching criteria for matching the imported data 
entities to the existing data entities, wherein each of the 
matching criteria comprises a matching technique; matching 
the imported data entities to the existing data entities using 
the matching criteria, resulting in creating and storing 
matched entity information, wherein the matched entity 
information is organized in one or more matched entity data 
sets associated with one or more Subsets of the matching 
criteria that were matched; consolidating the imported data 
entities into the existing data entities; storing the first user 
input and second user input as a named criteria set for use 
in Subsequent entity resolution operations. 

In one feature, the matching technique specifies no con 
flicts between values of properties of the imported data 
entities and the existing data entities. 
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Another feature further comprises receiving additional 
imported data for resolution to the existing data entities; 
receiving third user input that specifies a name of a stored 
criteria set; loading the stored criteria set; automatically 
performing the matching based on the stored criteria set and 
without receiving the second user input 

Yet another feature further comprises receiving the 
imported data; receiving the first user input as a selection of 
one of the imported data entities and one of the existing data 
entities in a database; receiving third user input requesting 
an entity resolution of the selected imported data entity and 
the selected existing data entity; loading the stored criteria 
set; automatically performing the matching based on the 
stored criteria set and performing the consolidating without 
receiving the second user input. 
A further feature further comprises receiving third user 

input that specifies one or more target filters for types of the 
existing data entities, and performing the matching only for 
corresponding ones of the existing data entities in the 
database. Yet another feature further comprises displaying 
the imported data entities in a histogram display that iden 
tifies the imported data entities and corresponding counts of 
the values of the properties of the imported data entities: 
receiving the first user input as selections of one or more of 
the imported data entities in the histogram display. 

Another feature comprises displaying, in a first panel of a 
graphical user interface, the Subsets of the matching criteria 
that were matched, and counts of the one or more matched 
entity data sets associated with the one or more Subsets of 
the matching criteria that were matched; receiving third user 
input that selects one of the Subsets; displaying, in response 
to the third user input, in a second panel of the graphical user 
interface, each matching entity represented in the count of 
the selected subset. 

In one feature, the consolidating comprises merging the 
imported data entities into the existing data entities. 

Yet another feature further comprises displaying, in a 
graphical user interface, results of consolidating the 
imported data entities into the existing data entities, the 
results comprising a first list of one or more associations of 
resolved entities each comprising one of the imported data 
entities, one of the existing data entities, and an associated 
subset of the matching criteria that was matched for that 
association; a second list of one or more new entities to 
create in the database based on one or more of the imported 
data entities that did not match any of the existing data 
entities. 

Still another feature comprises displaying, in a graphical 
user interface, four visually expandable and collapsible 
graphical regions associated with steps in an entity resolu 
tion process: FIG. 8 wherein a first graphical region when 
expanded comprises a first list of the one or more imported 
data entities and one or more of the properties and one or 
more of the values: FIG. 9 wherein a second graphical 
region when expanded comprises a first panel comprising 
the one or more matching criteria for matching the imported 
data entities to the existing data entities and the matching 
technique for each of the matching criteria, and a second 
panel comprising one or more target filters for types of the 
existing data entities: FIG. 10 wherein a third graphical 
region when expanded comprises a third panel comprising 
the Subsets of the matching criteria that were matched, and 
counts of the one or more matched entity data sets associated 
with the one or more subsets of the matching criteria that 
were matched, and a fourth panel comprising each matching 
entity represented in the count of a selected subset; FIG. 11 
wherein a fourth graphical region when expanded comprises 
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4 
a fifth panel comprising a second list of one or more 
associations of resolved entities each comprising one of the 
imported data entities, one of the existing data entities, and 
an associated Subset of the matching criteria that was 
matched for that association; and a sixth panel comprising a 
third list of one or more new entities to create in the database 
based on one or more of the imported data entities that did 
not match any of the existing data entities. 

2.0 Structural and Functional Overview 
In one embodiment, a process for performing entity 

resolution for a database comprises: 
1. Receiving a selection, by a user, of a Subset of imported 

data records for resolution. 
2. Receiving a user selection of a desired resolution 

approach including matching criteria. 
3. Finding matches of the subset of records in a database 

based on selection properties that are useful for resolution, 
and storing the records in further subsets based on the 
number of matches, receiving selections of further Subsets 
and consolidating the Subsets, and displaying a view of a list 
of matches, based on sets of matched properties. 

4. Receiving confirmation of the matches and finalizing 
the resolution of entities. 

In one embodiment, the process further provides for 
storing a recording of user interaction with a graphical user 
interface that Supports the preceding steps as a set of rules 
that can be executed automatically on other input data 
having the same format. Example user interaction steps that 
can be saved include selection of persons in the database, 
selection of matching types, etc. The rules may be saved as 
a criteria set, and a user may later load a criteria set and 
apply the criteria set to newly received data, rapidly import 
ing the data into the database in a consistent and structured 
a. 

In an embodiment, matching techniques may include 
exact matches, fuZZy matches, and matches in which 
imported data has no conflicts with data of existing entities. 

In an embodiment, a “one-click” process is provided for 
performing multiple entity resolution on data items repre 
sented in a graphical display, by selecting nodes of the 
graphical display and selecting a Consolidate function or the 
equivalent; in response, a data processing system automati 
cally performs entity resolution. 

Embodiments may operate with data from databases, 
spreadsheets, documents, XML files, and other data formats 
or file formats. In one embodiment, a visual data import 
process allows data analysts to connect with or import data 
from SQL, XML, email formats, semi-structured and 
unstructured text, and spreadsheet formats. 

2.1 Example Operational Context Database System 
The techniques described herein may be used in many 

different database applications. In an embodiment, a revi 
Sioning database system stores data collected in intelligence 
operations by intelligence analysts or other members of an 
intelligence community. “Intelligence,” in this context, 
refers to information about people, places, and events that is 
useful to a government or military organization in relation to 
issues of security or defense, and may include information 
obtained in covert operations or open operations. Other 
embodiments may be used in fields other than intelligence 
analysis. In an embodiment, the revisioning database system 
records metadata about changes to stored data, facilitates 
UNDO and REDO operations, can receive requests to sub 
scribe to particular data and publish updates to Such data for 
delivery to subscribers, and performs other functions. 

FIG. 1 illustrates a revisioning database system. A revi 
Sioning database 108 is coupled to application logic 112, 
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which implements the functions described herein for inter 
acting with and using the revisioning database 108 in 
association with data such as intelligence community data. 
A user terminal 106 is coupled to front-end logic 130, which 
is coupled to application logic 112. The user terminal 106 of 
FIG. 1 broadly represents any host computer of an intelli 
gence analyst, database administrator, or other user who 
interacts with revisioning database 108 through application 
logic 112. Database 108 may use a dynamic ontology of the 
type described in co-pending U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 1 1/602,626, filed Nov. 20, 2006. 
One or more other intelligence analysts 102, 104 can 

access application logic 112 through front-end logic 130 to 
obtain information from revisioning database 108 and to 
obtain services of the application logic. The intelligence 
analysts 102, 104 may be located in discrete security 
domains and different geographical locations, or may be 
co-located and/or within the same security domain. Each of 
the intelligence analysts 102, 104 may access application 
logic 112 through a host computer that is coupled directly or 
indirectly through one or more networks, network links, or 
internetworks to the application logic. User terminal 106 and 
the host computers of the intelligence analysts 102, 104 may 
comprise a personal computer, workstation, or other data 
processing System. 

Front-end logic 130 comprises a memory 132 that stores 
copies of objects from revisioning database 108 for use in 
front-end operations, and a GUI engine 134 that generates 
graphical user interface displays for presenting data objects 
on user terminal 106 or displays of the intelligence analysts 
102, 104. 

In an embodiment, application logic 112 comprises his 
tory window logic 110, publish-subscribe module 118, rules 
wizard 120, rules engine 122. Data Importer 150 and Entity 
Resolver 152. History window logic 110 is configured to 
generate views and displays of historical states of objects in 
revisioning database 108 and historical states of graphs, 
comprising nodes representing the objects, which have been 
displayed by GUI engine 134. Publish-subscribe module 118 
comprises logic configured to implement receiving and 
storing requests of analysts to Subscribe to particular data 
views, detecting updates in data, and generating and sending 
publications of updated data to subscribers. Rules wizard 
120 is configured to permit users to define rules that specify 
how objects in revisioning database 108 can be accessed and 
exported, as further described below. Rules engine 122 
facilitates controlled publication and viewing of objects 
from revisioning database 108 based on realms and rules 
defined using the rules wizard 120. 

Data importer 150 provides processes and graphical user 
interface logic for assisting a user in importing data into the 
revisioning database 108. Source data for importing may 
come from spreadsheets or other data sources at user ter 
minal 106 or associated with the intelligence analysts. Entity 
resolution logic 152 provides processes and graphical user 
interface logic for resolving associations of entities repre 
sented in imported data to entities that are represented in 
revisioning database 108. Entity resolution logic 152 pro 
vides automatic processes for resolving which entities in 
imported data match existing entities in the database, and 
adding the imported data to the existing entities. 

Data Importer 150 and Entity Resolver 152 are described 
in further detail in separate sections herein. 

In an embodiment, export module 114, publish-subscribe 
module 118, rules wizard 120, rules engine 122. Data 
Importer 150 and Entity Resolver 152 may be implemented 
in a single computer program or module or may be inte 
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6 
grated into revisioning database 108. Functions of rules 
wizard 120 may be implemented in whole or in part in 
front-end logic 130. Thus, the structural separation of func 
tional modules as shown in FIG. 1 is not required and the 
same functions described herein for such functional modules 
may be implemented structurally in any other convenient 
a. 

FIG. 2 illustrates a method for entity resolution in a 
database system. In step 202, one or more unresolved 
entities are selected from among imported data. For 
example, a set of data is gathered and rows of the data are 
displayed. One or more rows are selected for resolution with 
an existing database, such as database 1080. In one embodi 
ment, the selection of entities for resolution is performed by 
receiving user input in a user interface that selects particular 
entities, as indicated by step 202A. For example, a user 
might operate a pointing device to select one or more rows 
representing entities in a graphical user interface. Alterna 
tively, as shown in step 202B, the selection of entities may 
comprise receiving input of a semantic criterion referencing 
properties of the entities. For example, a user might provide 
input such as “Select all entities whose citizenship property 
has the value US. Natural language input may be used in 
conjunction with a parser, or a structured input mechanism 
Such as Structured Query Language (SQL) may be used. 
Using input that references semantic criteria, a user can 
specify different matching criteria for different entities. 

In step 204, one or more criteria are chosen for matching 
the unresolved entities to existing entities in the database. 
For example, matching criteria specify which properties or 
data fields of a row must match an entity in the database for 
the row to be considered the same entity. 

In step 206, one or more successful matches in the 
database are found based on the matching criteria. For 
example, properties of the data rows that were selected in 
step 202, corresponding to the matching criteria selected in 
step 204, are matched against properties of entities that are 
already represented in the database. 

In step 208, the matches are checked and finalized. In one 
embodiment, matches found in step 206 are displayed and a 
user confirms the matches for resolution. In response, the 
imported data for a row is associated with a matching entity 
in the database. 

In an embodiment, an entity resolution process may be 
implemented as a multi-pass process in which different 
matching criteria are applied to entities in different passes. 
In such an embodiment, in step 210 a test is performed to 
determine if all entities were resolved. Incomplete resolution 
of entities may occur if entities were not selected in step 202 
if no Successful matches were found in the database in step 
206 for the entities. If so, then control passes to step 212 in 
which the user may optionally save the set of criteria used 
in the process for future use on other data sets. If not all 
entities were resolved, then control passes to step 214 in 
which the matching criteria optionally may be modified for 
use in second or Subsequent passes of the process; modify 
ing the matching criteria may comprise receiving input in 
any of the ways described above for steps 202, 202A, 202B. 
Modified matching criteria may be provided in many dif 
ferent forms. For example, one matching approach may be 
used for entities representing citizens of a first country and 
another matching approach may be used for entities repre 
senting citizens of a second country. Control then transfers 
to step 202 and another pass of the process is applied to 
entities that were not resolved in the first pass or other prior 
passes. 
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As a result, imported data becomes associated with exist 
ing entities in the database, ensuring consistency and pre 
venting duplication of records or entities in the database. For 
example, imported data for a particular individual can be 
associated with an existing entity in the database even when 
the imported data uses a different spelling for a name of the 
individual, provided that other defined criteria match 
between the imported data and the existing entity. Thus, 
imported data that semantically matches data in an existing 
entity of the database, even if the data does not syntactically 
or lexically match the data in the existing entity, becomes 
associated with the existing entity. 
As another example, overlapping or duplicate data can be 

imported and joined to existing entities in the database based 
on specified criteria, Such as matches in address, birth date, 
etc. Thus, if a user imports a data set and a particular 
imported row matches an existing entity on seven specified 
criteria, there can be strong confidence that the imported row 
is referring to the same individual as the existing entity in the 
database, and therefore all other fields of the row can be 
added to properties of the existing entity in the database; the 
imported row does not represent an entirely new data entity. 

Further, if a different imported row matches an existing 
entity based on only two of seven properties, then an analyst 
might choose not to consolidate the imported row into an 
existing entity of the database, but create a new entity 
instead. As an example, if an imported row of information 
about an individual named "Jane Smith’ matches an existing 
entity in the database only based on First Name and Last 
Name, but Address, Phone, and Birth Date are different, then 
consolidation is probably incorrect because different indi 
viduals are involved. 

2.2 Importing Data 
In various embodiments, processes and graphical user 

interfaces are provided to facilitate importing data from 
spreadsheets or other sources into the database. Embodi 
ments provide an adaptable data importer that can greatly 
reduce the amount of effort expended organizing data from 
data sources. In one embodiment, a spreadsheet importation 
feature provides a comprehensive data import mechanism 
that can work with any delimited data file, or spreadsheet. 
Thus, whenever a user needs to bring information concern 
ing an entity, event, or relationship that is not available in 
existing databases into an investigation, the user can quickly 
create a spreadsheet containing that data for importation. 

In an embodiment, any structured, delimited data file 
representing entities, relationships, or events can be 
imported and each entity, event, or relationship is treated as 
a composite of its different properties and Sub-properties. 
Therefore, embodiments can handle various organizations of 
information Successfully and efficiently, allowing users to 
spend less time conforming to strict data input methodolo 
gies and more time focusing on an investigation or the use 
of the data. A user confirms that the system has deduced 
column and table types correctly, and then proceeds to entity 
resolution, described in the next section. If the system has 
deduced column or table types incorrectly, then the system 
adapts its ontology to the new format of column naming or 
spreadsheet typing, thus improving itself with every use. 
The description herein assumes that a user or another 

system has created a data set in an electronic spreadsheet 
file. An example is a Microsoft Excel file. In general, a user 
activates the Data Importer 150 and selects a file for impor 
tation. The Data Importer 150 verifies the structure, char 
acter, and content of the information. The data is entered in 
one or more tables in revisioning database 108. The data 
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8 
then can pass through an entity resolution process for 
integration with other entities that are already represented in 
the database 108. 

In one embodiment, a user activates Data Importer 150 by 
selecting a Data Import function from a graphical user 
interface that the application logic 112 generates in coop 
eration with GUI engine 134. In response, the Data Importer 
150 generates data for a Data Importer screen, which the 
GUI engine 134 renders and provides to user terminal 106. 
The Data Importer Screen provides options to import data 
from files and to import data from a database. As an 
example, importing data from a file is described herein. 
A section of an “Add file” button is received. In response, 

Data Importer 150 generates and displays a “File Open” 
dialog box on user terminal 106. The user navigates to the 
file containing the information that the user wants to import 
and selects “Open'. The user can import more than one file 
at a time, and alternatively can drag and drop the desired 
files onto the Data Importer screen. 

In an embodiment, a database may be imported by select 
ing an "add database button. In an embodiment, a large or 
sensitive database may be imported using a "Link as Fed 
erated selection, which causes the Data Importer 150 to 
import only the structure of the selected database so that 
information in the database is not available for query. 

In response to receiving a selection of a file to import, the 
Data Importer 150 generates and displays a column identi 
fication screen on the user terminal. FIG. 3 illustrates an 
example column identification screen of the Data Importer 
150. User interaction with the column identification screen 
300 ensures that the system understands the character of the 
information that the user is importing. In the embodiment of 
FIG. 3, column identification screen 300 comprises a help 
panel 302, data sources panel 304, source file panel 306, 
column identification panel 310, details window 318, and 
navigation buttons 320. 
The help panel 302 displays prompts and other help 

information to assist a user. The data sources panel 304 
identifies sources of data that are undergoing importation; 
the currently imported source is highlighted. The source file 
panel 306 identifies the name and database table type 308 for 
the current file that is undergoing importation. The details 
window 318 provides a tree display of details about data that 
is being imported and allows the user to preview information 
from the contents of the data sources that the user is 
importing. The navigation buttons 320 enable a user to 
cancel importation and proceed forward or backward 
through functional steps in importation. 
The column identification panel 310 displays the names of 

each of the columns in the imported file listed in a “Column 
Name” area 312. A “Column Type area 314, “Role” area 
316, “Link Type' area, and “Reference' area display infor 
mation that the Data Importer 150 generated based on the 
imported file and the dynamic ontology of the system to 
guess what each of the columns in the imported file repre 
sents based on names in the imported file. 
Key symbols 322 in FIG. 3 indicate primary keys. Pri 

mary keys comprise information that will uniquely identify 
each individual suspect, flight, phone call, etc., in database 
108. In the example of FIG. 3, a list of suspects is being 
imported, and therefore first and last names are used to 
identify unique individuals. However, if there are two sus 
pects with the same name in the list to be imported, then 
another primary key is used. Such as a social security 
number or address. To add or remove an identifying attri 
bute, the user selects a key symbol or selects a location at 
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which a key should be placed. In response, the Data Importer 
150 internally stores information designating a primary key 
column. 

FIG. 4 illustrates setting the Role, Link Type, and Refer 
ence for a payments table. In an embodiment, when a user 
is importing data about events such as phone calls, emails, 
or payments, a Role chooser is used to define which column 
represents the recipient(s) and which the sender(s). For 
example, in FIG. 4 a user selects a Role combo box in Role 
area 316 and selects an available role for a payment Such as 
“From one entity to another. 

In an embodiment, a Link Type menu 406 in Link Type 
area 402 allows a user to define a relationship between what 
the column represents and the primary event or entity of that 
row. For instance, if in a table of Suspects there is a column 
that lists a coworker for each of them, the coworker link type 
could be selected. In the example of FIG. 4, a link type of 
“Participates In' has been selected for the payments repre 
sented in the imported data. 

In an embodiment, a Ref. menu in Reference area 404 
allows a user to set the type of entity referenced by that 
column, such as a person, business, or group. In the example 
of FIG. 4, the payor is a person and the payee is a business, 
as indicated by icons in Reference area 404. 

If any data is incorrect in column type area 314, role area 
316, or link type 402, a user can select a text entry box that 
contains erroneous data and navigate menus to find an 
appropriate label. In response, Data Importer 150 adds the 
new column type format to the database so that future import 
steps will take the new column type format into account. In 
the example of FIG. 4 no changes need to be made. 

In an embodiment, if a column name in the imported file 
does not match the data in that column based on the expected 
ontology, Data Importer 150 highlights the column in an 
alternate color. In response, to fix the problem, a user can 
navigate the columns pull-down menu and select the appro 
priate column type. 

FIG. 5 illustrates an example graphical user interface 
when a user is verifying table type using the data importer. 
In an embodiment, a user can check whether the system 
correctly determined what general category the information 
in the table falls into by reviewing values shown in Table 
Type area 306. If the systems initial guess is incorrect, then 
the user navigates a pull-down menu 3.08. The user can 
select a changed table type value from list 315. In response, 
data importer stores the changed table type value and adapts 
to use the changed table type value in future importation 
operations. 

Selecting the NEXT button causes Data Importer 150 to 
import the data and place the data in a holding area of 
database 108 for evaluation, correction or entity resolution. 
After importation, statistics and errors are displayed. 

FIG. 6 illustrates a display of statistical information and 
errors for imported data. In an embodiment, Data Importer 
150 generates a selection of statistics on the data that is 
being imported and provides a user with the opportunity to 
fix any errors that the system detected. In the example of 
FIG. 6, a statistics window 602 displays statistics for struc 
tured data sources that include “Person” table types, as 
indicated by type label 608. Statistics include an object 
count 604 that identifies the total number of objects that 
were imported and a property count 606 that identifies the 
total number of object properties that were imported. 

Error messages 610 specify errors that were found during 
data importing. If errors are present, the user can select a “fix 
errors' button 616 to activate error resolution logic. In 
response, Data Importer 150 generates an error display. FIG. 
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10 
7 illustrates an example error display. An error display 702 
may comprise an error listing 701 comprising one row for 
each error and comprising an Error Type column 706, Error 
Data column 708, Error Property column 710, and Error 
DataSource column 712. Thus, error listing 701 summarizes 
the errors and their nature. 

In an embodiment, a repair panel 720 displays options for 
fixing the errors. For example, a user can specify replacing 
error data, removing a property, removing a row, or fixing 
the error later. A plurality of buttons 722 enable a user to 
apply the selected option to all errors or only a selected error. 

In an embodiment, selecting an error from list 701 causes 
the Data Importer 150 to display the data row in which the 
error occurred at the bottom of the screen, with the errone 
ous data highlighted. In an embodiment, to fix erroneous 
data by replacing it with something else, a user can select the 
“replace with option and type in the desired entry into the 
white box. Selecting “remove property' prevents the con 
tents of the erroneous cell from being imported. Selecting 
“remove row’ remove the entire row of data from the 
importation process. 

Each time the user fixes data, the user has three options for 
applying it. To only apply the fix to the selected error, the 
user selects the “apply’ button. If the error is a recurring 
error and the user wants to apply the same fix to each 
occurrence of the error, "apply same' is selected and applies 
the fix to any other errors of the same type, in the same 
column, and with the same field value. For instance, to 
remove a property on all entries of “XXXX for a phone 
number, the user could select “apply same'. The “apply all 
option allows the user to apply a fix to all other errors of the 
same type and in the same column, for example, if various 
terms such as "n/a", "none', and “XXXX were entered for 
lacking phone numbers. 

Selecting the 'ok' button 724 causes the data importer to 
re-display the previous screen of FIG. 6. 

2.3 Entity Resolution 
2.3.1 Overview Of Example Implementation 
FIG. 6 also illustrates information for choosing criteria for 

entity resolution at the end of data importation as indicated 
in entity resolution panel 612. In an embodiment, a user can 
choose whether to use new or established criteria for entity 
resolution. 

Generally, entity resolution is a process of searching 
existing data stores for any matches to the information that 
the user is currently importing and then resolving matches 
into one object. When dealing with a large database con 
taining information on millions of individuals, it is a com 
mon occurrence for many of them to posses the same name, 
which can make it a challenge to determine what informa 
tion refers to each unique real-world individual. Moreover, 
factors such as misspellings, alternate spellings, and missing 
information can further complicate the issue. In a database 
that operates with tremendous amounts of data, the problem 
becomes even more difficult to deal with. To effectively deal 
with this dilemma and have only one database entry for each 
real person, embodiments provide a process of entity reso 
lution. By performing algorithmic searches through all 
available information, entity resolution logic can identify if 
there are one or more records pertaining to a specific 
real-world entity and then merge those records together, thus 
“resolving the entity. The end result is a single set of 
information, with each record relating to one unique entity. 

Criteria refer to the search parameters used to look for 
matches to existing entities, which types of matches are 
consolidated, and the order in which different types of 
matches are consolidated. The criteria used for entity reso 
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lution include details such as which parameters are used to 
look for matches among existing entities, which types of 
matches are consolidated, and the order in which different 
types of matches are consolidated. Establishing new criteria 
allows a user to define a new set of these parameters and 
control the specific details of the entity resolution process. 
Selecting “Use saved criteria enables a user to use a 
previously-existing set of criteria, or criteria. Using saved 
criteria allows the user to bypass the specifics of the entity 
resolution process, which is appropriate, for example, if the 
contents of the files to be imported will resolve easily. 

With Entity Resolver 152, a user can effectively resolve 
newly imported information with existing records, allowing 
the user to immediately resume an investigation armed with 
the newly integrated information. Entity resolution utilizes a 
dynamic ontology of the database system and algorithms to 
find the best existing match for any new entity, event, or 
relationship that is imported. Every imported object is 
broken down into its constituent properties and Sub-proper 
ties, analyzed, and compared to the existing data for 
matches. The properties used to define what makes an entity 
unique can be user-defined and adjusted to Suit the situation. 
The Entity Resolver then seamlessly integrates the informa 
tion from the two records. 

For example, assume that analyst 102 (FIG. 1) has just 
received the names and some personal information of eight 
Suspects, entered the information into a spreadsheet, and 
imported the data using Data Importer 150. Now the analyst 
102 wants to see if any of the individuals are matches for 
entities already present in the database 108, which contains 
information on millions of individuals. However, within 
such a large group of people there are bound to be several 
potential matches, especially if any of the new suspects has 
a common name. With the Entity Resolver 152, the analyst 
102 can Scour the current information for a match using 
several of the entities various characteristic properties. 
After finding the correct match, the Entity Resolver 152 
resolves the two matching entities, combining their infor 
mation into one unique individual. As a result, multiple 
disparate information sources can contribute to a shared data 
Set. 

Referring again to FIG. 6, in an embodiment, an “Estab 
lish new criteria' radio button 620 is selected and then the 
“Import' button 614 is selected. In response, an Entity 
Resolver display opens. 

FIG. 8 illustrates an example Entity Resolver display. In 
an embodiment, the Entity Resolver display 802 comprises 
a plurality of step selection regions 801, 816, 818, 820. Each 
of the regions is visually expandable or collapsible in 
response to user input or in response to user selection of a 
graphical NEXT button or a BACK button. Region 801 
when expanded is associated with a first step in entity 
resolution comprising selecting which entities are to be 
resolved. Region 816 when expanded is associated with a 
second step in entity resolution comprising choosing match 
ing criteria. Region 818 when expanded is associated with a 
third step in entity resolution comprising finding Successful 
matches and performing resolution. Region 820 when 
expanded is associated with a fourth step in entity resolution 
comprising checking and finalizing resolution. A user selec 
tion of a region 801, 816, 818, 820 causes the Entity 
Resolver display to provide features and functions relating 
to the selected step. 

FIG. 8 shows an example Entity Resolver display when 
initially launched or when region 801 has been selected for 
the purpose of selecting which entities are to be resolved. In 
an embodiment, Entity Resolver display 802 comprises a 
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12 
help panel 804 and entity listing 806. The entity listing 806 
comprises one or more rows of data for entities. Thus, each 
row represents data relating to an entity that has been 
imported from a data source. Each row comprises a selection 
checkbox 808. By default, all entities are selected, as seen in 
FIG.8. To select only certain entities, the user de-selects or 
“un-checks' entities that should not be resolved, or high 
lights those that the user does wish to resolve selects the 
“select highlighted' button 810. The “select all” button 812 
and “deselect all buttons 814 enable a user to automatically 
cause selecting all entities or automatically cause un-select 
ing all entities. 

In an embodiment, launching the Entity Resolver 152 also 
causes displaying a Histogram window. FIG. 12 illustrates 
an example Histogram window. In an embodiment, a His 
togram window 1200 comprises an entity properties panel 
1202 that lists all properties of all entities of the imported 
data, values of the properties, and graphical indications of 
the number of such values represented in the imported data. 
For example, entity properties panel 1202 identifies an 
Address property 1203 and indicates that a value of 
“ALAMEDA, CA occurs two times in the imported data, as 
seen by the bar and numeral at 1206. The graphical bar 
represents the relative magnitude of the value “2 as com 
pared to all other counts of values shown in the histogram. 
Links 1208 enable a user to show more, less, all, or no values 
for the associated entity property. 
At any time during entity resolution, the user can use the 

Histogram to highlight various data cohorts on the screen. 
For example, selecting the value "ALAMEDA, CA in the 
Histogram display 1200 causes selecting in FIG. 8 only 
those entities that include the selected value that is, only 
those individuals who have an address including 
“ALAMEDA, Calif.”. Thus, the Histogram display 1200 
interacts with screen display 802 of FIG. 8 and associated 
data transfers are performed under control of Entity 
Resolver 152. By then selecting a “select highlighted 
button 810, the user can select just those entities to resolve. 

Further, by interacting with the Histogram display 1200 
and selecting data from that display, users can rapidly select 
different groups of entities to be associated with different 
matching criteria in Subsequent stages of entity resolution. 
For example, the user might wish to apply one set of 
matching criteria to all imported data associated with 
“ALAMEDA, CA in the Histogram display 1200 and a 
different set of matching criteria to imported data associated 
with a different property or value. 
When the user is satisfied with the selection of entities, the 

user may select NEXT button 822 to advance to the second 
step in entity resolution. FIG. 9 illustrates an example Entity 
Resolver display associated with choosing matching criteria. 
In an embodiment, the Entity Resolver display includes a 
help panel 902, criteria panel 904, a results panel 906, and 
a properties menu 916. 

In an embodiment, a user first chooses one or more 
properties of Suspects to use to search for existing matches 
to the entities we are importing. The user navigates the 
properties menu 916 to select linking terms. AS linking terms 
are selected, the linking terms are displayed in criteria panel 
904. As an example, four (4) linking terms are shown in FIG. 
9, indicating that the user is attempting to find a match using 
the Suspects names, phone numbers, addresses, and email 
addresses. Linking term 908 provides a specific example of 
a linking term that will match telephone number values. 

After establishing one or more linking terms, the user can 
choose types of targets to match to by adding or removing 
target filters. In the example of FIG. 9, the type of target is 
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"Person,” meaning that the matching criteria of criteria panel 
904 will be matched against “Person' entities in database 
108. A user can add other target filters by selecting an "edit 
link 920 in results panel 906. For example, the user might 
want to search on “Cargo Ships' as well as “Person’ if the 
user thought that a person had been mislabeled as a cargo 
ship in the imported data. 

For both the linking terms and targets, filters can be added 
to each item by clicking on an "edit link912. A linking term 
may be deleted by selecting a delete button 914. 
A user may select NEXT button to advance. In response, 

the Entity Resolver performs a search of all entities in the 
database 108 and attempts to match all the imported data to 
existing entities in database 108 based on the criteria, and 
creates and stores data representing all matching entities. 
The data is organized according to sets of matching criteria. 

In an embodiment, an Entity Resolver screen then dis 
plays results of matching. FIG. 10 illustrates an example 
Entity Resolver screen showing results of matching. The 
Entity Resolver screen display comprises a help panel 1002, 
a matching criteria panel 1004, and a matching entity listing 
1010. The matching criteria panel 1004 lists which sets of 
criteria 1006 the data has been linked to existing entities on, 
and a count 1008 of how many of the imported entities fit in 
each of the sets of criteria. One or more sets of criteria may 
be displayed; for example, some of the imported data might 
match existing entities in database 108 based on “Email 
and “Address,” whereas other existing entities might match 
based on “Email,” “Address,” “Phone Number, and 
“Name.” In that case, FIG. 10 would display two rows in 
matching criteria panel 1004—one row as “Email, Address’ 
and the other row as "Email, Address, Phone Number, 
Name.’ 

Selecting one of the sets of criteria 1006 causes the Entity 
Resolver 152 to display the matching entity listing 1010, 
showing the imported entities 1014 that belong to the 
associated set, and which existing entities 1016 they were 
matched to, based on those criteria. Thus, if matching 
criteria panel 1004 includes multiple rows of criteria 1006, 
selecting a different row causes matching entity listing 1010 
to change to show only the entities that matched the selected 
criteria. If imported data does not match any entities in the 
database 108, then matching criteria panel 1004 displays a 
"No Matches' indicator as a row of criteria 1006 and a 
corresponding count 1008 of the number of imported data 
entities that matched no existing entity. 

Each row or association of an imported entity 1014 and a 
matched entity 1016 includes a selection checkbox 1012. In 
an embodiment, a user selects one or more entity associa 
tions for resolution. To select only those entities for which 
there is one match, a user selects a “select unique matches' 
button 1018. To resolve those matches that the user has 
highlighted using selection checkboxes 1012, the user 
selects a “select highlighted' button 1020. To select all 
matches, the user selects a “select all button 1022, and to 
deselect all matches, the user selects a “deselect all check 
box 1024. 

If there are incorrect matches for an entity, a user can 
select a correction icon 1028 adjacent to the match that is 
incorrect. For example, if an imported entity incorrectly 
matched multiple existing entities in the database because a 
name is common, or matched an entity that is clearly 
incorrect based on name, then the user can remove the match 
by selecting correction icon 1028. 
When the user is satisfied with the selections, the user 

selects a “consolidate' button 1026 and moves on to the next 
set of properties shown in criteria panel 1004. Selecting 
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“consolidate' causes Entity Resolver 152 to perform a 
merge operation in which the imported data is merged into 
the matched entities existing in the database 108. The merge 
operation adds any new values for properties or fields of the 
imported database into the matched existing entity, so that 
the matched existing entity is updated with the imported 
values. In an embodiment, consolidation can be organized as 
a two-phase commit operation in which a first phase occurs 
in response to selecting “consolidate' button 1026 and a 
second phase or commit of the consolidation occurs after the 
finalization step described in connection with FIG. 11. 
When the user has completed review of all selections for 

all properties, the third step in entity resolution is complete 
and the user selects NEXT button 822 to proceed. In 
response, the Entity Resolver transitions to the fourth step in 
entity resolution, relating to checking and finalizing resolu 
tion data. 

FIG. 11 illustrates an example screen of the Entity 
Resolver relating to checking and finalizing. In an embodi 
ment, an Entity Resolver screen comprises a help panel 
1102, resolved entities listing 1104, and new entities listing 
1106. 
The resolved entities listing 1104 lists the entities that the 

user is importing that have been matched to existing data, 
what they have been matched to, the group number (which 
round of resolution this is), and the criteria that each entity 
was matched upon. For example, resolved entities listing 
1104 comprises an entity column 1110 that lists a name of 
each entity in the imported data. Resolved entities listing 
comprises a match column 1112 that lists a name of each 
existing entity in the database 108 that matches the corre 
sponding entity in column 1110. For example, note that the 
imported entity “Samir Hamnett in column 1110 matches 
the existing entity “Sami Hamnett in column 1112, having 
slightly different spelling. Column 1114 lists a group number 
for a group of data undergoing resolution. Match criteria 
column 1116 lists all criteria of the imported entity that 
match the corresponding existing entity. 

If there are any mismatched or unwanted entities, the user 
selects the corresponding “undo' boxes 1108 and then 
selects the “undo' button 1120. In response, Entity Resolver 
152 removes those entities from this round of resolution. If 
the user wants to re-resolve those entities, the user can select 
a “continue resolution' button 1122. 

In an embodiment, new entities listing 1106 displays the 
new entities that will be created in database 108 because no 
matches were found in the database during the entity reso 
lution process. 
When the user is satisfied with the displayed information, 

the user can select a “finish' button 1124 to complete the 
entity resolution process. 

2.3.2 Saved Criteria Sets 
In an embodiment, when all desired linking terms are 

established in criteria panel 904, and the user selects the 
NEXT button, Entity Resolver 150 prompts the user to enter 
a name for the linking criteria and saves the linking criteria 
as a named set of criteria. Alternatively, linking criteria may 
be saved in response to user selection of the FINISH button 
1124 of FIG. 11. After saving the linking criteria, the user 
can perform future data importation operations by selecting 
the saved criteria, as described above for FIG. 6, reference 
numerals 612, 620, 614. When saved criteria is used, the 
user performs entity resolution by interacting with the Screen 
displays of FIG. 8, FIG. 10, and FIG. 11, but choosing 
matching criteria as seen in FIG. 9 is not necessary and 
Entity Resolver 150 skips over the functions associated with 
FIG. 9. 
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In an embodiment, creating and storing matching criteria 
also includes monitoring and recording user interactions 
with Histogram display 1200 (FIG. 12) and selections of 
matching criteria in panel 1004 (FIG. 10). In this embodi 
ment, the Entity Resolver monitors user interaction of data 
selections and stores, as saved criteria, the properties that a 
user selected from the Histogram display 1200, the linking 
criteria from panel 904 of FIG. 9, and the matching criteria 
sets 1006 that the user selected from panel 1004. All such 
data is associated and stored as a named saved criteria set. 
Storing may occur in response to user selection of the 
FINISH button 1124 (FIG. 11). 

Thereafter, the user can specify a data source for impor 
tation, select the saved criteria at FIG. 6, and perform an 
expedited form of entity resolution. In expedited entity 
resolution, the Entity Resolver 152 automatically performs 
the first three steps of entity resolution that have been 
described in reference to FIG. 8, FIG. 9, and FIG. 10 and 
displays a Summary Screen indicating the results of auto 
matic entity resolution. Alternatively, after the first three 
steps are performed, the screen display of FIG. 11 is dis 
played and the user can check and finalize the resolutions. 
Any entities in imported data that do not match entities of 
the database 108 are created as new entities in the database. 
As a result, the system becomes adaptive and entity reso 
lution proceeds far more rapidly for Subsequent data sets. 

2.3.3 Alternate Matching Techniques 
Referring again to FIG. 9, in an embodiment, the form of 

matching to perform using the linking criteria of panel 904 
is specified by selecting a value from a pull-down menu 910 
in each linking term 908. In one embodiment, matching 
techniques in menu 910 include “exact match” and various 
kinds of fuzzy matching approaches Such as "contains. In 
an embodiment, the criteria sets 1006 of FIG. 10 reflect the 
matching technique that was selected. For example, panel 
1004 of FIG. 10 may display “Exact Match: Email, Address” 
to indicate that an associated count 1008 reflects an exact 
match of imported data to email and address properties of an 
existing entity in the database 108. 

In another embodiment, pull-down menu 910 includes a 
“No Conflicts' selection and matching occurs only if the 
imported data has no conflicts with entities in the database 
108. An example may illustrate the meaning of “no con 
flicts.” Assume that entities Rosa Klebb and Ernst Blofeld 
are the subjects of entity resolution and each of Klebb and 
Blofeld has two addresses associated with it. In database 
108, every property can have multiple associated values. 
Klebb and Blofeld would have “no conflicts” if either (1) 
Klebb and Blofeld have at least one address that matches or 
(2) Klebb has address data and Blofeld has no address data. 
Conversely, Klebb and Blofeld do not have “no conflicts” if 
any address of Klebb or Blofeld does not match any address 
of the other. This approach allows an analyst to disambigu 
ate entities based on the lack of data for a particular property 
as compared to a conflict in known data for the property. 

2.3.4 “One Click” Approach 
In an embodiment, a one-click approach Supports expe 

dited entity resolution. In the one-click approach, a user first 
selects imported data for two or more individuals that are 
believed to be the same. For example, referring to FIG. 8, a 
user may select two individuals shown in rows of Screen 
display 802 that are believed to be the same. The user then 
activates a special-purpose menu of options for working 
with the selected individuals. In an embodiment, the user 
selects a right side button of a mouse or other pointing 
device (“right clicks”), and in response, Entity Resolver 150 
displays a pop-up menu of functions that can be applied to 
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the selected individuals. In an embodiment, one function in 
the pop-up menu is “Resolve.” When the user selects 
“Resolve, the Entity Resolver 150 automatically performs 
entity resolution on the selected individuals and displays 
results. Activation of the “one-click’ approach in this man 
ner is equivalent to selecting the “consolidate' button 1026 
in the process of FIG. 10. 

3.0 Implementation Mechanisms—Hardware Overview 
FIG. 13 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer 

system 1300 upon which an embodiment of the invention 
may be implemented. Computer system 1300 includes a bus 
1302 or other communication mechanism for communicat 
ing information, and a processor 1304 coupled with bus 
1302 for processing information. Computer system 1300 
also includes a main memory 1306, Such as a random access 
memory (“RAM) or other dynamic storage device, coupled 
to bus 1302 for storing information and instructions to be 
executed by processor 1304. Main memory 1306 also may 
be used for storing temporary variables or other intermediate 
information during execution of instructions to be executed 
by processor 1304. Computer system 1300 further includes 
a read only memory (“ROM) 1308 or other static storage 
device coupled to bus 1302 for storing static information and 
instructions for processor 1304. A storage device 1310, such 
as a magnetic disk or optical disk, is provided and coupled 
to bus 1302 for storing information and instructions. 

Computer system 1300 may be coupled via bus 1302 to a 
display 1312, such as a cathode ray tube (“CRT), for 
displaying information to a computer user. An input device 
1314, including alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to 
bus 1302 for communicating information and command 
selections to processor 1304. Another type of user input 
device is cursor control 1316, such as a mouse, trackball, 
stylus, or cursor direction keys for communicating direction 
information and command selections to processor 1304 and 
for controlling cursor movement on display 1312. This input 
device typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a 
first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the 
device to specify positions in a plane. 
The invention is related to the use of computer system 

1300 for entity resolution. According to one embodiment of 
the invention, entity resolution is provided by computer 
system 1300 in response to processor 1304 executing one or 
more sequences of one or more instructions contained in 
main memory 1306. Such instructions may be read into main 
memory 1306 from another computer-readable medium, 
such as storage device 1310. Execution of the sequences of 
instructions contained in main memory 1306 causes proces 
sor 1304 to perform the process steps described herein. In 
alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used 
in place of or in combination with Software instructions to 
implement the invention. Thus, embodiments of the inven 
tion are not limited to any specific combination of hardware 
circuitry and Software. 
The term “computer-readable medium' as used herein 

refers to any medium that participates in providing instruc 
tions to processor 1304 for execution. Such a medium may 
take many forms, including but not limited to, non-volatile 
media, Volatile media, and transmission media. Non-volatile 
media includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks. Such 
as storage device 1310. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, Such as main memory 1306. Transmission media 
includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, includ 
ing the wires that comprise bus 1302. Transmission media 
can also take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as 
those generated during radio wave and infrared data com 
munications. 
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Common forms of computer-readable media include, for 
example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, magnetic 
tape, or any other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM, any other 
optical medium, punchcards, papertape, any other physical 
medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and 
EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, any other memory chip or 
cartridge, a carrier wave as described hereinafter, or any 
other medium from which a computer can read. 

Various forms of computer readable media may be 
involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more 
instructions to processor 1304 for execution. For example, 
the instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk 
of a remote computer. The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem. A modem local 
to computer system 1300 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infrared transmitter to convert the 
data to an infrared signal. An infrared detector can receive 
the data carried in the infrared signal and appropriate cir 
cuitry can place the data on bus 1302. Bus 1302 carries the 
data to main memory 1306, from which processor 1304 
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
received by main memory 1306 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 1310 either before or after execution by 
processor 1304. 

Computer system 1300 also includes a communication 
interface 1318 coupled to bus 1302. Communication inter 
face 1318 provides a two-way data communication coupling 
to a network link 1320 that is connected to a local network 
1322. For example, communication interface 1318 may be 
an integrated services digital network (“ISDN) card or a 
modem to provide a data communication connection to a 
corresponding type of telephone line. As another example, 
communication interface 1318 may be a local area network 
(“LAN”) card to provide a data communication connection 
to a compatible LAN. Wireless links may also be imple 
mented. In any such implementation, communication inter 
face 1318 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic or 
optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 

Network link 1320 typically provides data communica 
tion through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link 1320 may provide a connection 
through local network 1322 to a host computer 1324 or to 
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider 
("ISP") 1326. ISP 1326 in turn provides data communication 
services through the worldwide packet data communication 
network now commonly referred to as the “Internet 1328. 
Local network 1322 and Internet 1328 both use electrical, 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams. The signals through the various networks and the 
signals on network link 1320 and through communication 
interface 1318, which carry the digital data to and from 
computer system 1300, are exemplary forms of carrier 
waves transporting the information. 

Computer system 1300 can send messages and receive 
data, including program code, through the network(s), net 
work link 1320 and communication interface 1318. In the 
Internet example, a server 1330 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 1328, ISP 
1326, local network 1322 and communication interface 
1318. In accordance with the invention, one such down 
loaded application provides for entity resolution as 
described herein. 
The received code may be executed by processor 1304 as 

it is received, and/or stored in storage device 1310, or other 
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non-volatile storage for later execution. In this manner, 
computer system 1300 may obtain application code in the 
form of a carrier wave. 

Data Importer 150 and Entity Resolver 152 each may be 
implemented in one or more computer programs, firmware, 
or a combination. The Data importer 150 and Entity 
Resolver 152 may be implemented in unitary fashion or as 
separate modules. Alternatively, a special-purpose computer 
can be configured with software, firmware, hardware, other 
logic, or a combination to implement Data Importer 150 and 
Entity Resolver 152. When Data Importer 150 and Entity 
Resolver 152 are implemented in software, program instruc 
tions may be loaded into electronic digital memory of a 
computer system for execution by a processor and thus the 
program instructions become a part of the electronic digital 
memory. 

4.0 Extensions And Alternatives 
In the foregoing specification, the invention has been 

described with reference to specific embodiments thereof. It 
will, however, be evident that various modifications and 
changes may be made thereto without departing from the 
broader spirit and scope of the invention. The specification 
and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illus 
trative rather than a restrictive sense. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method comprising: 
matching imported data entities to existing data entities in 

a database using matching criteria at least in part by 
performing: 
receiving first input specifying a first matching criteria 

that is based at least in part on a first subset of one 
or more properties of the imported data entities, and 
specifying a first matching technique, from among a 
plurality of different matching techniques, to use as 
part of the first matching criteria; 

receiving second input specifying a second matching 
criteria that is different from the first matching 
criteria and that is based at least in part on a second 
subset of the one or more properties of the imported 
data entities, wherein the second subset of the one or 
more properties is different than the first subset of 
one or more properties, and specifying a second 
matching technique, from among the plurality of 
matching techniques, that is different than the first 
matching technique and to use as part of the second 
matching criteria; 

matching the first subset of the imported data entities to 
a first Subset of the existing data entities using the 
first matching criteria and using the first matching 
technique; 

matching the second Subset of the imported data enti 
ties to a second Subset of the existing data entities 
using the second matching criteria and using the 
second matching technique; 

causing displaying a resolved entities listing that lists: two 
or more different entities from among the imported data 
entities; two or more of the existing entities that 
matched the two or more different entities from among 
the imported data entities, in rows corresponding to the 
two or more different entities from among the imported 
data entities; and for each particular imported data 
entity in the rows of the resolved entities listing, all 
criteria of that particular imported data entity that 
matched a corresponding existing entity in the same 
roWS; 

consolidating a first selected matched entity from the first 
subset of the imported data entities at least in part by 
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adding at least one value from the first selected 
matched entity to a first existing entity of the first subset 
of the existing data entities; 

consolidating a second selected matched entity from the 
second Subset of the imported data entities at least in 
part by adding at least one value from the second 
Selected matched entity to a second existing entity of 
the second Subset of the existing data entities; 

wherein the method is performed by one or more com 
puting devices. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the first selected 
matched entity and the second selected matched entity are 
determined at least in part by receiving input selecting, for 
consolidation, at least a first matched entity from the first 
Subset of the imported data entities and at least a second 
matched entity from the second subset of the imported data 
entities; wherein the input selects, for consolidation, fewer 
than all of the imported data entities that are matched. 

3. The method of claim 1, wherein the first matching 
criteria checks for an exact match between the first subset of 
one or more properties and a first corresponding Subset of 
one or more properties of the existing data entities, and 
wherein the second matching criteria checks for an exact 
match between the second subset of one or more properties 
and a second corresponding Subset of one or more properties 
of the existing data entities. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the first matching 
criteria does not allow any conflicts between the first subset 
of one or more properties and a first corresponding Subset of 
one or more properties of the existing data entities, and 
wherein the second matching criteria does allow at least 
some conflicts between the first subset of one or more 
properties of the imported data entities and the first corre 
sponding Subset of one or more properties of the existing 
data entities. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the first matching 
criteria does not allow missing information in the first Subset 
of one or more properties, and wherein the second matching 
criteria does allow missing information in the first subset of 
one or more properties. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the first subset and the 
second Subset each have two or more properties. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the first matching 
criteria checks for an exact match, and wherein the second 
matching criteria checks for a fuZZy match. 

8. The method of claim 1, comprising storing the first 
matching criteria and the second matching criteria for use in 
Subsequent entity resolution operations. 

9. The method of claim 1, comprising: 
receiving input that specifies one or more names of stored 

matching criteria; 
loading the stored matching criteria based at least in part 

on the input; 
automatically matching imported data entities to existing 

data entities using the loaded matching criteria. 
10. The method of claim 1, comprising: 
determining that the imported data entities comprise one 

or more unresolved data entities, and, in response: 
matching the one or more unresolved data entities to a 

third Subset of the existing data entities using at least a 
third matching criteria that is different from the first 
matching criteria and the second matching criteria; 

consolidating a third selected matched entity from the one 
or more unresolved data entities with a third existing 
entity of the third subset of the existing data entities. 
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11. One or more non-transitory computer-readable storage 

media comprising stored instructions which, when executed 
by one or more processors, cause: 

matching imported data entities to existing data entities in 
a database using matching criteria at least in part by 
causing performance of 

receiving first input specifying a first matching criteria 
that is based at least in part on a first subset of one or 
more properties of the imported data entities, and 
specifying a first matching technique, from among a 
plurality of different matching techniques, to use as part 
of the first matching criteria; 

receiving second input specifying a second matching 
criteria that is different from the first matching criteria 
and that is based at least in part on a second Subset of 
the one or more properties of the imported data entities, 
wherein the second subset of the one or more properties 
is different than the first subset of one or more prop 
erties, and specifying a second matching technique, 
from among the plurality of matching techniques, that 
is different than the first matching technique and to use 
as part of the second matching criteria; 

matching the first subset of the imported data entities to a 
first Subset of the existing data entities using the first 
matching criteria and using the first matching tech 
nique; 

matching the second Subset of the imported data entities 
to a second Subset of the existing data entities using the 
second matching criteria and using the second match 
ing technique; 

causing displaying a resolved entities listing that lists: two 
or more different entities from among the imported data 
entities; two or more of the existing entities that 
matched the two or more different entities from among 
the imported data entities, in rows corresponding to the 
two or more different entities from among the imported 
data entities; and for each particular imported data 
entity in the rows of the resolved entities listing, all 
criteria of that particular imported data entity that 
matched a corresponding existing entity in the same 
roWS; 

consolidating a first selected matched entity from the first 
subset of the imported data entities at least in part by 
adding at least one value from the first selected 
matched entity to a first existing entity of the first subset 
of the existing data entities; 

consolidating a second selected matched entity from the 
second Subset of the imported data entities at least in 
part by adding at least one value from the second 
Selected matched entity to a second existing entity of 
the second Subset of the existing data entities. 

12. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
storage media of claim 11, comprising instructions which 
when executed cause determining the first selected matched 
entity and the second selected matched entity at least in part 
by receiving input selecting, for consolidation, at least a first 
matched entity from the first subset of the imported data 
entities and at least a second matched entity from the second 
Subset of the imported data entities; comprising instructions 
which when executed cause receiving input that selects, for 
consolidation, fewer than all of the imported data entities 
that are matched. 

13. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
storage media of claim 11, comprising instructions which 
when executed cause using the first matching criteria to 
check for an exact match between the first subset of one or 
more properties and a first corresponding Subset of one or 
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more properties of the existing data entities, and comprising 
instructions which when executed cause using the second 
matching criteria to check for an exact match between the 
second Subset of one or more properties and a second 
corresponding Subset of one or more properties of the 
existing data entities. 

14. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
storage media of claim 11, comprising instructions which 
when executed cause the first matching criteria not allowing 
any conflicts between the first subset of one or more prop 
erties and a first corresponding Subset of one or more 
properties of the existing data entities, and comprising 
instructions which when executed cause the second match 
ing criteria allowing at least Some conflicts between the first 
subset of one or more properties of the imported data entities 
and the first corresponding Subset of one or more properties 
of the existing data entities. 

15. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
storage media of claim 11, comprising instructions which 
when executed cause the first matching criteria not allowing 
missing information in the first Subset of one or more 
properties, and comprising instructions which when 
executed cause the second matching criteria allowing miss 
ing information in the first Subset of one or more properties. 

16. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
storage media of claim 11, wherein the first subset and the 
second Subset each have two or more properties. 

17. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
storage media of claim 11, comprising instructions which 
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when executed cause the first matching criteria checking for 
an exact match and the second matching criteria checking 
for a fuzzy match. 

18. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
storage media of claim 11, wherein the instructions when 
executed cause storing the first matching criteria and the 
second matching criteria for use in Subsequent entity reso 
lution operations. 

19. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
storage media of claim 11, wherein the instructions when 
executed cause: 

receiving input that specifies one or more names of stored 
matching criteria; 

loading the stored matching criteria based at least in part 
on the input; 

automatically matching imported data entities to existing 
data entities using the loaded matching criteria. 

20. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
storage media of claim 11, comprising instructions which 
when executed cause: 

determining that the imported data entities comprise one 
or more unresolved data entities, and, in response: 

matching the one or more unresolved data entities to a 
third Subset of the existing data entities using at least a 
third matching criteria that is different from the first 
matching criteria and the second matching criteria; 

consolidating a third selected matched entity from the one 
or more unresolved data entities with a third existing 
entity of the third subset of the existing data entities. 

k k k k k 
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ASSISTING IN DECONFLCTING 
CONCURRENCY CONFLCTS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

This application is related to U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 1 1/602,626, entitled “Creating Data in a Data Store 
Using a Dynamic Ontology', filed Nov. 20, 2006 (now U.S. 
Pat. No. 7,962.495), the entire contents of which is hereby 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates generally to multimaster 
database systems, and in particular to assisting a user in 
deconflicting concurrency conflicts in a multimaster data 
base system. 

BACKGROUND 

In many multimaster database systems, data is stored in a 
group of databases, data changes may be made to any 
member of the group, and a data change made to one 
member is propagated to the rest of the group. Multimaster 
database systems typically implement either a synchronous 
or an asynchronous replication scheme for propagating a 
change made to one database to the rest of the databases in 
the group. 

With some synchronous multimaster replication schemes, 
each change is applied to all databases in the group imme 
diately or to none of the databases if one or more of the 
databases in the group cannot accept the change. For 
example, one of the databases may be offline or unavailable. 
Synchronous multimaster replication is sometimes achieved 
using a two-phase commit protocol. 

In contrast, with some asynchronous multimaster repli 
cation schemes, a change made to a database is immediately 
accepted by the database but propagation of the change to 
other databases in the group may be deferred. Because 
propagation of changes may be deferred, if one or more of 
the databases in the group are unavailable, the available 
databases can still accept changes, queuing the changes 
locally until they can be propagated. For this reason, mul 
timaster database systems employing an asynchronous rep 
lication strategy are sometimes considered to be more highly 
available than multimaster database systems employing a 
synchronous replication strategy. Unfortunately, asynchro 
nous multimaster replication brings with it the possibility of 
concurrency conflicts that occur as a result of concurrent 
database changes made at multiple databases. 
A concurrency conflict can arise in a multimaster database 

system when the same data is changed differently in two 
different databases before either one of those changes can be 
propagated to the other. For example, assume data repre 
senting a particular person’s eye color is changed to 
“brown' in database A, and after that change but before that 
change can be propagated to database B, data representing 
the particular person’s eye color is changed to 'green” in 
database B. Without additional information, it is unclear 
which change is the correct change that should be adopted 
by all databases in the system. 

Multimaster database systems employing an asynchro 
nous replication scheme typically provide mechanisms for 
“deconflicting concurrency conflicts. As used herein, the 
term “deconflict, refers generally to detecting and resolving 
a concurrency conflict such that resolution of the conflict is 
eventually adopted by all databases in the system. In some 
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2 
cases, the multimaster database system may be able to 
automatically deconflict a concurrency conflict without 
requiring user intervention. In other cases, user intervention 
may be needed or desired to determine which of the con 
current changes should be adopted as the correct one. 

It would be desirable to provide assistance to users in 
evaluating and deconflicting concurrency conflicts where 
user intervention is needed or desired. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

The aforementioned features of the invention as well as 
additional features and advantages thereof will be more 
clearly understood as a result of a detailed description of 
embodiments of the invention when taken in conjunction 
with the drawings. Like reference numerals refer to corre 
sponding parts throughout the several views of the drawings. 

FIG. 1 illustrates an example peering network in which 
Some embodiments of the present invention may be imple 
mented. 

FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary computing architecture 
that may exist at a deployment in a peering network accord 
ing to Some embodiments of the present invention. 

FIG. 3 illustrates some possible components of a dispatch 
server at a deployment in a peering network according to 
Some embodiments of the present invention. 

FIG. 4 illustrates an example object-centric data model by 
which data stored in a database at a deployment in a peering 
network may be organized according to some embodiments 
of the present invention. 

FIG. 5 illustrates an example peering network with data 
conflicts in which some embodiments of the present inven 
tion may be implemented. 

FIG. 6 illustrates an example graphical user interface for 
filtering data conflicts by data conflict type according to 
Some embodiments of the present invention. 

FIG. 7 illustrates another example graphical user interface 
for filtering data conflicts by data conflict type according to 
Some embodiments of the present invention. 

FIG. 8 illustrates yet another example graphical user 
interface for filtering data conflicts by data conflict type 
according to some embodiments of the present invention. 

FIG. 9 illustrates yet another example graphical user 
interface for filtering data conflicts by data conflict type 
according to some embodiments of the present invention. 

FIG. 10 illustrates yet another example graphical user 
interface for filtering data conflicts by data conflict type 
according to some embodiments of the present invention. 

FIG. 11 illustrates yet another example graphical user 
interface for filtering data conflicts by data conflict type 
according to some embodiments of the present invention. 

FIG. 12 illustrates an example graphical user interface for 
resolving data conflicts according to some embodiments of 
the present invention. 

FIG. 13 illustrates an example graphical user interface for 
resolving data conflicts in categories according to some 
embodiments of the present invention. 

FIG. 14 is a block diagram of a computer system on which 
embodiments of the present invention may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

Overview 
Systems, methods, and graphical user interfaces are dis 

closed that assist a user in deconflicting concurrency con 
flicts in a peering network in which "ambiguous’ concur 
rency conflicts can arise. Here, ambiguous refers to 
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concurrency conflicts for which it is needed or desired to 
have a human user evaluate and resolve the concurrency 
conflict as opposed to having the concurrency conflict 
automatically resolved according to a heuristic or rule by a 
computer. 

In accordance with some embodiments, a method for 
assisting a user in deconflicting concurrency conflicts is 
disclosed. The method includes detecting a plurality of 
ambiguous data conflicts between the local deployment and 
the peer deployment. The method further includes providing 
a graphical user interface to a user at the local deployment 
that allows the user to filter the plurality of ambiguous data 
conflicts according to a selected data conflict type of a 
plurality of predefined data conflict types selectable by the 
user through the graphical user interface. By providing Such 
as graphical user interface, the user can easily filter a large 
number (e.g., hundreds) of ambiguous concurrency conflicts 
that may exist at a given time between the local deployment 
and the peer deployment. 

In accordance with some embodiments, the method fur 
ther includes: receiving a selection by the user through the 
graphical user interface of the selected data conflict type; 
determining a Subset of the plurality of ambiguous data 
conflicts that are of the selected data conflict type; and 
providing graphical user interface controls that allow the 
user to resolve all of the subset of ambiguous data conflicts 
at the same time without requiring the user to resolve each 
of the ambiguous data conflicts individually. By providing 
Such graphical user interface controls, the user can resolve 
all ambiguous data conflicts in a data conflict type-specific 
subset of all of the ambiguous data conflicts currently 
pending between the local deployment and the peer deploy 
ment at the same time and in the same way without having 
to resolve each data conflict in the Subset one at a time. 

Peering Network 
FIG. 1 illustrates an example peering network 100 in 

which some embodiments of the present invention may be 
implemented. The peering network 100 includes seven 
deployments 101A, 101B, 101C, 101D, 101E, 101F, and 
101G (generally, “101). Peering network 100 may include 
more or fewer deployments 101 in other embodiments. 
A deployment 101 can have one or more peering rela 

tionships 102 with one or more other deployments 101. For 
example, in network 100, deployment 101A has peering 
relationship 102A with deployment 102G, deployment 101B 
has peering relationship 102B with deployment 102G, 
deployment 101C has peering relationship 102C with 
deployment 102G, deployment 101D has peering relation 
ship 102D with deployment 102G, deployment 101E has 
peering relationship 102E with deployment 102G, and 
deployment 101F has peering relationship 102F with 
deployment 102G. 
A peering relationship 102 allows a pair of deployments 

101 to share a consistent view of their data by synchronizing 
their “data nexuses”. As shown in FIG. 2, a deployment 101 
may have a dispatch server 201 that is operatively coupled 
to a database 202. As shown in FIG. 3, a dispatch server 201 
may have a data-integration layer 301 referred to herein as 
the “data nexus layer” or just “data nexus'. Synchronization 
in the context of a peering relationship 102 may occur at the 
data nexus layer 301 of the dispatch servers 102 at the pair 
of deployments 101 that are members of the peering rela 
tionship 102. 

While in some embodiments, as exemplified by network 
100 of FIG. 1, peering relationships 102 in peering network 
100 form a hub-and-spoke topology, peering relationships 
102 in network 100 form other topologies in other embodi 
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4 
ments. For example, deployment 102A could have a peering 
relationship 102 with deployment 101B, 101C, 101D, 101E, 
101F, or another deployment (not shown) in addition to the 
peering relationship 102A it has with deployment 101G. 

Peering relationships 102 may be dependent. For 
example, when the data nexus 301 at deployment 101G 
peers with the data nexus 301 at deployment 102A, they may 
synchronize their data nexuses 301 such that the data nexus 
301 at deployment 101G now includes the data nexus 301 at 
deployment 101A. When the data nexus 301 at deployment 
101G then peers with the data nexus 301 at deployment 
101B, the data nexus 301 at deployment 101G synchronized 
with the data nexus 301 at deployment 101A may be peered 
with the data nexus 301 at deployment 101B. As a result, the 
data nexus 301 at deployment 101B may now also include 
the data nexus 301 at deployment 101A. 

Peering of data nexuses 301 can be by data network or by 
file. If by data network, then synchronization of data nexuses 
301 occurs over a network connection (e.g., a TCP/IP-based 
connection) between the pair of deployments 101. The 
network connection may be established intermittently on an 
as needed basis. In other words, a continuous or steady 
network connection is not required for synchronization. If 
peering by file, then synchronization may be occur by 
physical transportation of physical storage media between 
the pair of deployments 101 Such as, for example, on 
compact discs (CDs) or digital versatile discs (DVDs). A 
peering network can contain a mix of data network-based 
peering relationships 102 and file-based peering relation 
ships 102. 
A peering relationship 102 can be bi-directional or one 

way. If bi-directional, the pair of deployments 101 having 
the peering relationship 102 transmit and receive each 
other's data. If one-way, only one of the deployments 101 in 
the pair transmits their local data nexus 301 to the other 
deployment 101. As an example, deployment 101G may 
have a bi-directional data network-based peering relation 
ship 102A with deployment 101A, another bi-directional 
data network-based peering relationship 102B with deploy 
ment 101B, and a one-way file-based peering relationship 
101C with deployment 101C. 

In some embodiments, only a subset of a data nexus 301 
at a deployment 101 is peered with another deployment 101 
in a peering relationship 102 between the two deployments 
101. The subset may be defined by a user-configurable filter 
that limits the data of the data nexus 301 that is exported to 
the other deployment 101. For example, a filter may be 
defined that excludes especially sensitive data (e.g., Social 
security numbers, classified information, etc.) of the data 
nexus 301 from the peered subset. 

Deployment Computing Architecture 
FIG. 2 illustrates an exemplary computing architecture 

that may exist at a deployment 101 in peering network 100 
according to Some embodiments of the present invention. 
The architecture includes one or more dispatch servers 201 
(collectively, “dispatch server 201') which is operatively 
coupled to a database 202. One or more end-user worksta 
tions 203 is also operatively coupled to dispatch server 201. 

Dispatch server 201 may be implemented on one or more 
computing devices such as one or more personal, desktop, 
workstation, or server computing devices. 

Database 202 may include a database management system 
Such as a commercially available database management 
system, an open source-based database management system, 
or a proprietary database management system. 

End-user workstations 203 can include, but are not lim 
ited to, personal, desktop, workstation, or server computing 
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devices. In some embodiments, two or more of an end-users 
workstation, the dispatch server 201, and the database 202 
are implemented on the same computing device or the same 
set of computing devices. 
The dispatch server 201 of a deployment 101 may operate 

as the gateway to other deployments 101 in the peering 
network 100. The dispatch server 201 may also handle 
business logic, manage security and policy controls, and 
respond to user requests. 

FIG. 3 illustrates possible components of the dispatch 
server 201 according to some embodiments of the present 
invention. As shown in FIG. 3, a dispatch server 201 may 
include an application server layer 302, a security and policy 
layer 303, a data nexus layer 301, an object persistence layer 
304, a database connector 305, and a distributed secure 
cache 306. 

Application server layer 302 may include one or more 
applications. Each application may be a primary component 
of a “workspace', or software that provides a platform 
enabling collaboration among end-users across organiza 
tional and geographic boundaries. Each application may 
provide a set of related features and functionality that is used 
by end-users to work in “investigations'. An “investigation 
may include, but is not necessarily limited to, a collection of 
information related to an inquiry. The inquiry may include 
adding information to the collection, removing information 
from the collection, changing information in the collection, 
searching for information in the collection, and viewing 
information in the collection. 

Each investigation may contain a unique “investigative 
realm', or a domain of an investigation, that contains the 
collection of information. Each investigative realm may be 
stored in an investigative repository portion of database 202 
and may provide virtual views of data stored in a data 
repository portion of database 202. End-users may create 
and edit data in their investigative realms without affecting 
data in the data repository portion until changes in the 
investigative repository portion are published to the data 
repository portion. 
The investigatory repository portion of database 202 may 

store a collection of investigations being conducted at the 
deployment 101. End-users may search, view, and open 
investigations to which they have access privileges as 
enforced by security and policy layer 303. The data reposi 
tory portion of database 202 may store a complete view of 
all data at the deployment 101. End-users may publish new 
and changed information to the data repository portion to 
share it with other end-users in the same deployment 101. In 
addition or alternatively, information may be imported 
directly in to the data repository portion. 

Information in the data repository portion of database 202 
at a deployment 101 in network 100 may be shared with 
other deployments 101 in the network 100 through data 
nexus peering. As discussed above, peering is a feature that 
allows pairs of deployments 101 to share their data by 
synchronizing their data nexuses 301. The data nexus 301 
may include, but is not necessarily limited to, a data 
integration layer in a dispatch server 201. In some embodi 
ments, only the data nexus layer 301 is shared between pairs 
of deployments 101 through data nexus peering and the 
other layers 302, 303, 304, 305, and 306 are not shared 
through data nexus peering. 
One of the applications of the application server layer 302 

may be a pending changes application. End-users may use 
the pending changes application to resolve ambiguous con 
currency conflicts between data in the data repository por 
tion of the database 202 and data entering the deployment 
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6 
101 through data nexus peering. Exemplary user interfaces 
of the pending changes application for assisting users in 
deconflicting ambiguous concurrency conflicts are shown in 
the figures and described in greater detail hereinafter. 
The dispatch server 201 may also contain a security and 

policy layer 303 for managing security and policy controls 
and for restricting user requests in accordance with current 
security and policy controls. 
The dispatch server 201 may also contain an object 

persistence layer 304 for persistently storing data objects in 
database 202. A data object may include, but is not neces 
sarily limited to, data that represents an entity (e.g., a person, 
place, or thing), an event, or a document. Data object types 
may be defined in a dynamic ontology used to model data in 
database 202. An example of a dynamic ontology that may 
be used to define data object types is described in related 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 1 1/602,626, entitled “Cre 
ating Data in a Data Store Using a Dynamic Ontology', filed 
Nov. 20, 2006 (now U.S. Pat. No. 7.962.495), the entire 
contents of which is hereby incorporated by reference as if 
fully set forth herein. 
The dispatch server 201 may also contain one or more 

database connectors 305 (collectively, “database connector 
layer 305) for interfacing with various databases one of 
which may be database 202. Database connector layer 305 
may interface with other databases for purposes of importing 
data from the other databases into database 202, for purposes 
of exporting data from database 202 to the other database, or 
for other purposes. 
The dispatch server 201 may also include a distributed 

secure caching layer 306 to reduce the query and update load 
on database 202, to avoid unnecessary recalculations, and 
minimize access to disk. The cache may be distributed 
among multiple dispatch servers 201 at a deployment 101. 

Object-Centric Data Model 
Data stored in database 202 may be organized according 

to an object-centric data model. However, an object-centric 
data model is not required of the present invention and other 
data models may be used. FIG. 4 illustrates an example 
object-centric data model 400 by which data stored in 
database 202 may be organized according to Some embodi 
ments of the present invention. 
Model 400 includes data objects 401. Data objects 401 

may include, but are not necessarily limited to, containers 
for data representing things in the world. Example types of 
data objects 401 include entity data objects 401, event data 
objects 401, and document data objects 401. Entity data 
objects 401 may include, but are not necessarily limited to, 
containers for data representing people, places, or other 
nouns. Event data objects 401 may include, but are not 
necessarily limited to, containers for data representing 
Something that happens at a point in time or for a duration. 
Document data objects 401 may include, but are not neces 
sarily limited to, containers for data representing unstruc 
tured data Sources such as e-mail messages or news reports. 
A data object 401 may contain only a display name and a 

unique identifier but otherwise hold no other data. A data 
object 401 may contain one or more object components 
including one or more properties 402, one or more links 403, 
one or more notes 404, and one or more media components 
405. A data object 401 may contain multiple object compo 
nents. For example, a person data object 401 can have 
multiple name properties 402. 
A property 402 is an attribute of a data object 401 and 

represent individual data items such as name for a person 
data object 401 or a phone number for a phone data object 
4.01. 
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A link 403 is any connection between two data objects 
401 such as, for example, a relationship between two person 
data objects 401 or a member-of relationship between a 
person data object 401 and a religious organization data 
object 401. 
A note 404 may include any free-form text for end-user 

entry that is associated with a data object 401. 
A media component 405 may contain audio or video 

samples related to a data object 401. For example, a digital 
photograph of a person may be associated with a corre 
sponding person data object 401 as a media component 405. 
A property 402, a link 403, a note 404, and a media 

component 405 may each be secured by an associated data 
source record 406. The data source record 406 tracks the 
associated object component's data source 407. A data 
source 407 can include, but not necessarily limited to, a 
database, a file, or an end-user that is the source of properties 
402, links 403, notes 404, or media 405. Data source records 
406 may be used to track the data source 407 of the 
information of each object component 402, 403, 404, and 
405 so that end-users can track where the information came 
from. A data source record 406 may also be associated with 
an access control list that specifies the end-users or groups 
of end-users that have access to the object component 402. 
403, 404, or 405 associated with the data source record 406 
and their level of permission. Example permissions may 
include no access, discovery access, read access, write 
access, and owner access. Higher levels of permission may 
include the lower levels. For example, the write permission 
may include the read and discovery permissions but not the 
owner permission. 

At the highest level of abstraction, model 400 is free of 
domain-specific semantics. For example, there is not nec 
essarily any inherent meaning associated with a relationship 
between two data objects 401 or with a particular property 
402 on a data object 401. As such, the model 400 allows 
virtually total flexibility in modeling a specific problem 
domain. Domain-specific semantics of the model 400 may 
be defined by end-users in a dynamic ontology according to 
the requirements of the particular problem domain at hand. 
An example of a dynamic ontology that may be used to 
define problem domain-specific semantics of model 400 is 
described in related U.S. patent application Ser. No. 1 1/602, 
626, entitled “Creating Data in a Data Store Using a 
Dynamic Ontology”, filed Nov. 20, 2006 (now U.S. Pat. No. 
7,962.495), the entire contents of which is hereby incorpo 
rated by reference as if fully set forth herein. 
By abstracting semantics from structure, end-users can 

model a wide range of problem domains with great flex 
ibility. In some embodiments, database 202 is a relational 
database and data organized according to model 400 is 
stored in the relational database according to a schema with 
five tables, one table each for objects 401, properties 402, 
notes 404, media 405, and links 403. In some embodiments, 
no new tables are required to be added to the schema in the 
underlying relational database when new types are added to 
the dynamic ontology. 

While in some embodiments data organized according to 
model 400 is stored in a relational database having a schema 
with five tables as described above, data organized accord 
ing to model 400 is stored in another type of database or in 
a relational database with a different schema in other 
embodiments. For example, data organized according to 
model 400 may be stored in a distributed key-value data 
store or stored in a relational database having a schema with 
more than five tables or fewer than five tables. 
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8 
Detecting Concurrency Changes 
In accordance with some embodiments, a concurrency 

conflict can occur when a concurrent, non-matching change 
to the same data object 401 is made on both sides of a 
peering relationship 102. In this context, concurrent does not 
refer to the same instant in time. Rather, concurrent changes 
include, but are not necessarily limited to, changes that 
cause vector clocks to increment at both deployments 101 of 
the peering relationship 102 before a next peering event 
between the deployments 101. 

In some embodiments, vector clocks are maintained at 
each deployment 101 in a peering network 101 on a per-data 
object 401 basis to determine whether changes to the same 
data object 401 are concurrent. In particular, vector clocks 
may be used at each deployment 101 to determine the 
sequence in which changes are made to data objects 401. In 
Some embodiments, when a deployment 101 peers a change 
to a data object 401 to the peer deployment 101 of a peering 
relationship 102, the peer deployment 101 compares its 
version vector for the data object 401 to peering deploy 
ment's 101 version vector for the data object 401 to deter 
mine whether peered changed happened before, happened 
after, or neither happened before nor happened after (i.e., 
happened concurrently with) a change to the data object 401 
at the peer deployment 101. Further information on using 
vector clocks to determine causality relationships between 
events such as data change events can be found in the paper 
by Colin J. Fidge, “Timestamps in Message-Passing Sys 
tems”. In K. Raymond (Ed.) Proc. of the 11" Australian 
Computer Science Conference (ACSC 1988), pp. 56-66 and 
the paper Mattern, F. “Virtual Time and Global States of 
Distributed Systems, in Cosnard, M., Proc. Workshop on 
Parallel and Distributed Algorithms, Chateau de Bonas, 
France: Elsevier, pp. 215-226. 

Data Differences Between Data Nexuses 
Each deployment 101 of a nexus peering pair may begin 

a peering relationship 102 with different data to peer. A goal 
of nexus peering is to manage a consistent set of data across 
all peered deployments 101. To this end, nexus peering may 
automatically deconflict unambiguous concurrent changes 
to the same data objects 401 in each of a pair of peered data 
nexuses 301. In some embodiments, concurrent changes to 
the same data object 401 are detected as unambiguous when 
the changes are identical. However, it is not necessary that 
concurrenct changes be identical to be unambiguous. In 
Some embodiments, a value-equals comparison is performed 
to determine whether concurrent changes are identical. 
As described in greater detail below, concurrent changes 

to the same data object 401 that are detected as ambiguous 
may appear in the pending changes application. End-users 
may use the pending changes application to evaluate and 
accept or reject pending changes that appear in the pending 
changes application. In some embodiments, before pending 
changes are accepted, the pending changes are not stored in 
the data repository portion of the database 202. 

Automatically Accepting Unambiguous Changes 
An example of automatically accepting unambiguous 

changes will now be described with reference to the peering 
network 100 of FIG. 1 and Table 1 below. Assume, for 
purposes of this example, that deployment 101G and 
deployment 101A each store the same data object 401 in the 
data repository portion of their respective databases 202. 
Thereafter, an end-user at deployment 101G makes ten 
changes to the data object 401 stored at deployment 101G 
and an end-user at deployment 101A makes five changes to 
the data object 401 stored at deployment 101A. Thereafter, 
the data nexus 301 at deployment 101G and deployment 
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101A peer with each other. As a result, both deployment 
101G and deployment 101A store the same data object 401 
with the same vector clock values as indicated at Time 1 in 
the Table 1 below: 

TABLE 1. 

10 
For example, automatic merging of concurrent changes may 
occur when the order of making the concurrent changes does 
not matter. For example, if end-users at multiple deploy 
ments 101 add different properties 402 to the same data 

Automatically Accepting Unambiguous Changes Example 

Deployment 101G's 
Vector Clock for the 
Data Object Time Event 

Time 1 A data object stored at deployment 101G -> 10, 
101G is at version 10 and the same 101A -> 5 
data object stored at deployment 
101A is at version 5. 
End-user at deployment 101G 
changes the data object stored at 
deployment 101G from type 
“Person' to type “Employee'. As a 
result, the vector clock for the data 
object at deployment 101G is 
incremented. 
Deployments 101G and 10 
with each other. As a result, 
deployment 101G's update 
clock for the data object is 
deployment 101A. 
Since the vector clock for 
object at deployment 101A is less 
than the updated vector clock for 
the data object at deployment 
101G, deployment 101A detects the 
change at Time 2 as unambiguous 
and automatically accepts and 
applies the change at deployment 
101A. The vector clock at 
deployment 101A is also updated. 

Time 2 101G -> 11, (updated) 
101A -> 5 

Time 3 A peer 101G -> 11, 
101A -> 5 

Wector 
Sent to 

Time 4 he data 101G -> 11, 
101A -> 5 

Deployment 101A's 
Vector Clock for the 
Data Object 

101G -> 10, 
101A -> 5 

101G -> 10, 
101A -> 5 

101G -> 10, 
101A -> 5 

101G -> 11, (updated) 
101A -> 5 

The events at Times 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent unambiguous object 401, the order in which the properties 402 are added 
changes to the data object. As a result, the changes do not 
appear as pending changes in the pending changes applica 
tion at either deployment 101G or deployment 101A. 

Automatically Merging Unambiguous Concurrent 
Changes 

In the previous example there were no concurrent 
changes. However, as mentioned previously, concurrent 
changes to the same data object can happen between peering 
intervals. In some embodiments, based on the type of 
changes, and where the changes are made, concurrent 
changes are automatically merged in a multi-step fashion. 

40 

45 

does not matter. For example, a new “Phone Number 
property that is added concurrently to a data object with a 
new “Address' property added to the data object can be 
automatically merged. 
The following events listed in Table 2 below, which start 

from the same vector clocks of (deployment) 101G->10, 
101A->5 as shown in the previous example, result in 
concurrent changes. However, since the concurrent changes 
are automatically merged, no pending changes result at 
either deployment 101G or deployment 101A. 

TABLE 2 

Automatically Merging Unambiguous Concurrent Changes Example 

Deployment 101G's 
Vector Clock for the 

Deployment 101A's 
Vector Clock for the 

Time Event Data Object Data Object 

Time 1 A data object stored at Deployment 101G -> 10, 
deployment 101G is at version 101G -> 10, 101A -> 5 
10 and the same data object 101A -> 5 
stored deployment 101A is at 
version 5. 

Time 2 End-user at deployment 101G 101G -> 11, (updated) 101G -> 10, 
changes the data object stored at 101A -> 5 101A -> 5 
deployment 101G from type 
“Person to type “Employee’. 
As a result, the vector clock for 
the data object at deployment 
101G is incremented. 

Time 3 End-user at deployment 101A 101G -> 11, (updated) 101G -> 10, 
adds a new phone number 101A -> 5 101A -> 6 (updated) 
property to the data object 
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TABLE 2-continued 

Automatically Merging Unambiguous Concurrent Changes Example 

Time 

Time 4 

Time 5 

Time 6 

Time 7 

Event 

stored at deployment 101A. As 
a result, the vector clock for the 
data object at deployment 101A 
is incremented. 
Deployments 101G and 101A 
peer with each other. The vector 
clocks are not equal. 
At deployment 101A, the 
concurrent changes to different 
properties of the data object are 
automatically merged. As a 
result, the vector clock for data 
object at deployment 101A is 
updated. 
Deployment 101G receives 
deployment 101A Supdated 
vector clock and compares the 
current changes. 
Since deployment 101G's 
vector clock for the data object 
is less than deployment 101A s 
updated vector clock for the 
data object, the concurrent 
changes are automatically 
accepted at deployment 101G. 
Deployment 101G's version 
vector for the data object is 
updated as a result. 

Deployment 101G's 
Vector Clock for the 
Data Object 

101G -> 11, 
101A -> 5 

101G -> 11, 
101A -> 5 

101G -> 11, 
101A -> 5 

101G -> 11, 
101A -> 7 (updated) 

Deployment 101A's 
Vector Clock for the 
Data Object 

101G ->10, 
101A -> 6 

101G -> 11, (updated) 
101A -> 7 (updated) 

101G -> 11, 
101A -> 7 

101G -> 11, 
101A -> 7 

Ambiguous Concurrent Changes tO a data object. 

12 

When COncurrent 

Ambiguous concurrent changes to the same data object 
can also happen between peering intervals. As explained in 
greater detail below, examples of possible types of ambigu 
ous concurrent changes include date range, location, dele 
tion, photo, resolution, title (name), and object type updates 

35 

the 
changes 

a conflict, 
until an end-user deconflicts the ambiguous changes by 
ambiguously changes pending 

using the pending changes application as described in 
greater detail below. 

TABLE 3 

Ambiguous Conflicting Changes Example 

Time 

Time 1 

Time 2 

Time 3 

Time 4 

Time 5 

Event 

A data object stored at 
deploymen 

version 5. 
End-user a 
changes the 

As a result, 

eployment 10 
ata object stored at 

deployment 101G from type 
“Person to type “Employee’. 

he vector cloc 

O1G is at version 
10 and the same data objec 
stored deployment 101A is at 

s 

k for 
the data object at deployment 
101G is incremented. 
End-user at 
changes the 
deploymen 
Person to 

As a result, 

eployment 10 
ata object stored at 
01A from type 
ype “Contractor. 
he vector cloc 

A. 

k for 
the data object at deployment 
101A is incremented. 
Deployments 101G and 10 
peer with each other. 

A. 

Since the data object cannot 
have two types, the concurrent 
changes conflict and are 
designated as pending changes 
at both deployments. 

Deployment 101G's 
Vector Clock for the 
Data Object 

Deployment 101G -> 10, 
101A -> 5 

101G -> 11, (updated) 
101A -> 5 

101G -> 11, (updated) 
101A -> 5 

101G -> 11, 
101A -> 5 
101G -> 11, 
101A -> 5 (pending) 

Deployment 101A's 
Vector Clock for the 
Data Object 

101G -> 10, 
101A -> 5 

101G -> 10, 
101A -> 5 

101G -> 10, 
101A -> 6 (updated) 

101G -> 10, 
101A -> 6 
101G -> 10, (pending) 
101A -> 7 
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Value-Equals Comparisons 
In some embodiments, value-equals comparisons are used 

to detect changes to data objects 401 and their properties 
402, links 403, media 405, and notes 404. For data nexus 
peering, the value-equals comparison may be used to detect 
concurrent changes that are identical and thus do not conflict 
even though they are concurrent. In other words, a value 
equals comparison may be performed to detect concurrent 
changes that are identical and thus unambiguous. 

For example, if a “Person' type data object 401 stored at 
deployment 101G has an “Age' property 402 reset to 25 
from another value, the new value of 25 may be compared 
to the value of the Age property 402 of the data object 401 
stored at deployment 101A when peering with deployment 
101A. If the value of the Age property 402 of the data object 
401 stored at deployment 101A is also 25, then the value 
equals comparison is satisfied. On the other hand, if the 
value of the Age property 402 of the data object 401 stored 
at deployment 101A is a different value (e.g., 27), then the 
values are not equal. 

Evaluating Unresolved Ambiguous Data Conflicts 
As mentioned previously, data conflicts can occur when 

concurrent, non-matching changes are made to the same data 
object at both deployments in a peering relationship. A 
deployment may peer its data nexus with multiple other 
deployments. The deployment may have a different set of 
unresolved ambiguous data conflicts with each of the mul 
tiple deployments it peers with. 

For example, referring now to FIG. 5, it illustrates 
example peering network 100 of FIG. 1 but with unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts as indicated in FIG. 5. In particular, 
deployment 101G has two-way peering relationships with 
six other deployments 101A, 101B, 101C, 101D, 101E, and 
101F. Each peering relationship has a different number of 
unresolved ambiguous data conflicts as indicated in FIG. 5. 

In accordance with some embodiments, data objects 401 
at a deployment 101 involved in an unresolved ambiguous 
data conflict with a peer deployment 101 are not available in 
the deployment 101’s data repository portion of the database 
202 until the data conflict is resolved by an end-user using 
the pending changes application. 

While some data conflicts may be automatically decon 
flicted during the data nexus peering process, data conflicts 
that cannot be automatically deconflicted appear in the 
pending changes application until an end-user manually 
evaluates and resolves the data conflicts. In some embodi 
ments, once an ambiguous data conflict is resolved using the 
pending change application, the data objects 401 involved in 
the data conflict appear in the data repository portion of the 
database 202 at the deployment 101. 
Ambiguous Data Conflict Types 
In some embodiments, there are different types of 

ambiguous data conflicts that appear in the pending changes 
application. The following table Summarizes some possible 
different types of ambiguous data conflicts: 

TABLE 4 

Example Types of Ambiguous Data Conflicts 

Type Brief Description 

Object Occurs when concurrent, non-matching 
Type edits to the same data objects type are 

made at peered deployments. 
Title Occurs when concurrent, non-matching 

changes to the same data object's title 
are made at peered deployments. 
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TABLE 4-continued 

Example Types of Ambiguous Data Conflicts 

Type Brief Description 

Photo Occurs when concurrent, non-matching 
changes to the same data object's photo 
are made at peered deployments. 
Occurs when a data object is 
concurrently deleted at one 
deployment and modified, but not 
deleted, at a peer deployment. 
Occurs when concurrent, non-matching 
changes to the Date Range and 
Location property of the same object 
are made at peered deployments. 
Occurs when multiple data objects are 
resolved or merged differently 
at peered deployments. 

Deletion 

Geotime 

Resolution 

Each of these different types of ambiguous data conflicts 
is described in greater detail hereinafter. In some instances, 
an ambiguous data conflict type has a number of data 
conflict Sub-types. For example, in some embodiments, 
there are nine Sub-types of the geotime data conflict type. 

Object Type Data Conflicts 
An object type data conflict can occur when the type of a 

data object 401 is changed at one deployment 101 and a 
concurrent, non-matching change to the type of the same 
data object is made at a peer deployment 101. For example, 
an end-user at deployment 101A may change the object type 
of a database object 401 from “Restaurant to “Business” 
while another end-user may concurrently change the object 
type of the database object 401 at peer deployment 101G 
from "Restaurant’ to "Fast Food'. If the data conflict is not 
resolved automatically, then the data conflict is ambiguous. 
In some embodiments, the object type of a data object 401 
is a property 402 of the data object 401. 

Turning now to FIG. 6, it is an example graphical user 
interface (GUI) 600 that may be presented to an end-user by 
the pending changes application executing at a “local 
deployment 101 that has a peering relationship 102 with a 
"peer deployment 101. In this example, the local deploy 
ment 101 is named “Nexus Charlie' and the peer deploy 
ment 101 is named "Nexus Foxtrot. These names are 
arbitrary and other names could be used. 
GUI 600 allows the end-user to view the currently unre 

Solved ambiguous data conflicts between the local deploy 
ment 101 and the peer deployment 101 by a selected data 
conflict type. In this example, there are 17 total currently 
unresolved ambiguous data conflicts between the local 
deployment 101 "Nexus Charlie' and the peer deployment 
101 "Nexus Foxtrot as indicated by total number of unre 
solved ambiguous data conflicts indicator 601. 
GUI 600 also includes a number of selectable data conflict 

type filters 602 that filter which of the total number of 
unresolved ambiguous data conflicts are listed in conflict 
panel area 603 of the GUI 600. In this example, the object 
type filter 602B is selected. This selection may be made by 
the end-user using any suitable user input technique such as, 
for example, by using a pointing device (e.g., a mouse) or 
with a touch gesture on a touch sensitive Surface (e.g., a 
touch screen display). 
As a result of selecting object type filter 602B, the one 

currently unresolved ambiguous data conflict of the 17 total 
unresolved ambiguous data conflicts that is an object type 
data conflict is listed 604 in conflict panel area 603. In this 
particular example, only 1 of the 17 total unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts is an object type data conflict as 
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indicated by the number of currently selected unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts indicator 605. However, more or 
less than 1 of the 17 unresolved ambiguous data conflicts 
could just as easily be object type data conflicts. 

In some embodiments, object type data conflicts are listed 
in the conflict panel area 603 in the following format: 

object type at local deployment object type at peer 
deployment. 

For example, object type data conflict listing 604 indi 
cates that there is an unresolved ambiguous data conflict for 
a data object 401 at Nexus Charlie in which the object type 
of the data object 401 at Nexus Charlie is “Business” and the 
object type of the data object 401 at Nexus Foxtrot is 
“FastFood. 

Title Conflicts 
A title conflict can occur when the title of a data object 

401 is changed at a local deployment 101 and a concurrent, 
non-matching change to the title of the data object 401 is 
made at a peer deployment 101. For example, an end-user at 
deployment 101G may change the title of a “BBQ Restau 
rant' type data object 401 to “Ray's BBQ and another 
end-user at deployment 101A may change the title of the 
same data object 401 to “Ray's Ribs”. If the data conflict is 
not resolved automatically, then the data conflict is ambigu 
ous. In some embodiments, the title of a data object 401 is 
a property 402 of the data object 401. 

In accordance with some embodiments, if concurrent 
changes to a data object's 401 title at peered deployments 
101 do not match, the title conflict appears in the pending 
changes application after a Subsequent peering event 
between the two peered deployments 101. 

In accordance with Some embodiments, a title conflict 
belongs to one of the title conflict categories: 

TABLE 5 

Title Conflict Categories 

Category Brief Description 

Case difference An object's title is in a different case than 
the same object on a peered deployment. 
An object's title contains different punctuation 
than the same objet on a peered deployment. 
An object's title contains both different 
punctuation and case than the same object 
on a peered deployment. 
All title conflicts that are not covered by 
the preceding categories. 

Punctuation 
difference 
Punctuation and 
case difference 

Dissimilar titles 

Turning now to FIG. 7, it is an example graphical user 
interface (GUI) 700 that may be presented to an end-user by 
the pending changes application executing at a “local 
deployment 101 that has a peering relationship 102 with a 
"peer deployment 101. In this example as with the previous 
example, the local deployment 101 is named “Nexus Char 
lie' and the peer deployment 101 is named “Nexus Foxtrot'. 
These names are arbitrary and other names could be used. 
GUI 700 allows the end-user to view the currently unre 

Solved ambiguous data conflicts between the local deploy 
ment 101 and the peer deployment 101 by a selected data 
conflict type. In this example, there are 17 total unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts between the local deployment 101 
“Nexus Charlie' and the peer deployment 101 “Nexus 
Foxtrot as indicated by total number of unresolved ambigu 
ous data conflicts indicator 701. 
GUI 700 also includes a number of selectable data conflict 

type filters 702 that filter which of the total number of 
unresolved ambiguous data conflicts are listed in conflict 
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panel area 703 of the GUI 700. In this example, the object 
type filter 702C is selected. This selection may be made by 
the end-user using any suitable user input technique such as, 
for example, by using a pointing device (e.g., a mouse) or 
with a touch gesture on a touch sensitive Surface (e.g., a 
touch screen display). 
As a result of selecting object type filter 702C, four 

currently unresolved ambiguous data conflicts of the 17 total 
unresolved ambiguous data conflicts that are title type data 
conflicts are listed 704 in conflict panel area 703. In this 
particular example, only 4 of the 17 total unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts are title type data conflicts as 
indicated by the number of currently selected unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts indicator 705. However, more or 
less than 4 of the 17 unresolved ambiguous data conflicts 
could just as easily be title type data conflicts. 

In some embodiments, a title type data conflict is listed in 
the conflict panel area 703 with an indication of the title data 
conflict category of the title type data conflict. For example, 
title type data conflict listing 704A indicates that there is a 
pending unresolved title type data conflict for a data object 
401 at Nexus Charlie in which title of the data object 401 at 
Nexus Charlie is in a different case than the title for the data 
object 401 at Nexus Foxtrot. As another example, title type 
data conflict listing 704B indicates that there is another 
pending unresolved title type data conflict for a data object 
401 at Nexus Charlie in which title of the data object 401 at 
Nexus Charlie is dissimilar from the title for the data object 
401 at Nexus Foxtrot. Here, dissimilar means that the titles 
are different from each other in ways other than just case 
and/or punctuation. As another example, title type data 
conflict listing 704C indicates that there is a pending unre 
solved title type data conflict for a data object 401 at Nexus 
Charlie in which title of the data object 401 at Nexus Charlie 
has both case and punctuation differences from the title for 
the data object 401 at Nexus Foxtrot. As yet another 
example, title type data conflict listing 704D indicates that 
there is a pending unresolved title type data conflict for a 
data object 401 at Nexus Charlie in which title of the data 
object 401 at Nexus Charlie has a punctuation difference 
from the title for the data object 401 at Nexus Foxtrot. 

Photo Conflicts 
A photo conflict can occur when the photo of a data object 

401 is changed at a local deployment 101 and a concurrent, 
non-matching change to the photo of the data object 401 is 
made at a peer deployment 101. For example, an end-user at 
deployment 101G may update the photo of a person type 
data object 401 with a recent photo of the person and another 
end-user at deployment 101A may change the photo of the 
same person data object 401 with a different photo. If the 
data conflict is not resolved automatically, then the data 
conflict is ambiguous. In some embodiments, the photo of a 
data object 401 is a property 402 or a media 405 of the data 
object 401. 

Turning now to FIG. 8, it is an example graphical user 
interface (GUI) 800 that may be presented to an end-user by 
the pending changes application executing at a “local 
deployment 101 that has a peering relationship 102 with a 
"peer deployment 101. In this example as with the previous 
example, the local deployment 101 is named “Nexus Char 
lie' and the peer deployment 101 is named “Nexus Foxtrot'. 
These names are arbitrary and other names could be used. 
GUI 800 allows the end-user to view the currently unre 

Solved ambiguous data conflicts between the local deploy 
ment 101 and the peer deployment 101 by a selected data 
conflict type. In this example, there are 17 total unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts between the local deployment 101 
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“Nexus Charlie' and the peer deployment 101 “Nexus 
Foxtrot as indicated by total number of unresolved ambigu 
ous data conflicts indicator 801. 
GUI 800 also includes a number of selectable data conflict 

type filters 802 that filter which of the total number of 
unresolved ambiguous data conflicts are listed in conflict 
panel area 803 of the GUI 800. In this example, the object 
type filter 802D is selected. This selection may be made by 
the end-user using any Suitable user input technique such as, 
for example, by using a pointing device (e.g., a mouse) or 
with a touch gesture on a touch sensitive Surface (e.g., a 
touch screen display). 
As a result of selecting object type filter 802D, one 

currently unresolved ambiguous data conflict of the 17 total 
unresolved ambiguous data conflicts that is a photo type data 
conflict is listed 804 in conflict panel area 803. In this 
particular example, only 1 of the 17 total unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts is a photo type data conflict as 
indicated by the number of currently selected unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts indicator 805. However, more or 
less than 1 of the 17 unresolved ambiguous data conflicts 
could just as easily be title type data conflicts. 

In some embodiments, the information presented on a 
photo type data conflict listing such listing 804 of GUI 800 
is the text "Uncategorized to indicate that the underlying 
photo type data conflict is not categorized into a photo type 
data conflict Sub-category or that no Sub-categories for the 
photo type data conflict exist. However, the information 
presented on photo type data conflict list 804 may be other 
text or other information. For example, thumbnail images of 
the conflicting photos may be presented on listing 804. 

Deletion Conflicts 
A deletion conflict can occur when a data object 401 is 

changed at a local deployment 101 and the data object 401 
is concurrently deleted at a peer deployment 101. For 
example, an end-user at deployment 101G may update the 
photo of a person type data object 401 and another end-user 
at deployment 101A may delete the same person data object 
401. If the data conflict is not resolved automatically, then 
the data conflict is ambiguous. 

Turning now to FIG. 9, it is an example graphical user 
interface (GUI) 900 that may be presented to an end-user by 
the pending changes application executing at a “local 
deployment 101 that has a peering relationship 102 with a 
"peer deployment 101. In this example as with the previous 
examples, the local deployment 101 is named “Nexus Char 
lie' and the peer deployment 101 is named “Nexus Foxtrot'. 
These names are arbitrary and other names could be used. 
GUI 900 allows the end-user to view the currently unre 

Solved ambiguous data conflicts between the local deploy 
ment 101 and the peer deployment 101 by a selected data 
conflict type. In this example, there are 17 total unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts between the local deployment 101 
“Nexus Charlie' and the peer deployment 101 “Nexus 
Foxtrot as indicated by total number of unresolved ambigu 
ous data conflicts indicator 901. 
GUI 900 also includes a number of selectable data conflict 

type filters 902 that filter which of the total number of 
unresolved ambiguous data conflicts are listed in conflict 
panel area 903 of the GUI 900. In this example, the object 
type filter 902D is selected. This selection may be made by 
the end-user using any Suitable user input technique such as, 
for example, by using a pointing device (e.g., a mouse) or 
with a touch gesture on a touch sensitive Surface (e.g., a 
touch screen display). 
As a result of selecting object type filter 902D, one 

currently unresolved ambiguous data conflict of the 17 total 
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unresolved ambiguous data conflicts that is a deletion type 
data conflict is listed 904 in conflict panel area 903. In this 
particular example, only 1 of the 17 total unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts is a deletion type data conflict as 
indicated by the number of currently selected unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts indicator 905. However, more or 
less than 1 of the 17 unresolved ambiguous data conflicts 
could just as easily be deletion type data conflicts. 

In some embodiments, the information presented on a 
deletion type data conflict listing such listing 904 of GUI 
800 is in the form: 

Type of the data object at local deployment De 
leted 

For example, deletion type data conflict listing 904 indi 
cates that there is an unresolved ambiguous data conflict for 
a data object 401 at Nexus Charlie in which the object type 
of the data object 401 at Nexus Charlie is “Legal Official 
and the same data object 401 at Nexus Foxtrot is deleted. 
Geotime Conflicts 
A geotime conflict can occur when a date range and 

location property 402 of a data object 401 is changed at a 
local deployment 101 and a concurrent, non-matching 
change to the same data range and location property 402 of 
the same data object 401 is made at a peer deployment 101. 
For example, an end-user at deployment 101G may modify 
the start and end times for an event type data object 401 and 
another end-user at deployment 101A may modify the start 
and ends times for the same event type data object 401 
differently. If the data conflict is not resolved automatically, 
then the data conflict is ambiguous. In some embodiments, 
the start time, the end time, and the geo-location of an event 
type data object 401 are each a property 402 of the data 
object 401. However, the start time, the end, and the 
geo-location of the event could be combined into fewer than 
three properties 402 of the data object 401 or spread over 
more than three properties 402 of the data object 401. As one 
example, a geo-location of an event data object 401 could be 
specified by three properties 402, one for latitude, one for 
longitude, and one for elevation. 

In accordance with some embodiments, a geotime conflict 
belongs to one of the following geotime conflict categories: 

TABLE 6 

Geotime Conflict Categories 

Category Brief Description 

Dissimilar geotime An event type data object 401 has different time and 
information location properties 402 on peered deployments 101. 
Geographic location An event type data object 401 has different location 
difference properties 402 on peered deployments 101. 
Geographic data 
map difference 

An event type data object 401 has a different data 
maps on peered deployments 101. A geotime 
conflict can be in this category when geographic 
coordinates (e.g., military grid reference system 
(MGRS) coordinates) have different data sources 
407 at the peered deployments 101. 

Elevation data An event type data object 401 has a different 
difference elevation property 402 on peered deployments 101. 
Time interval An event type data object 401 has different time 
conflict intervals on peered deployments 101. 
Ours: Multiple A data object 401 at the local deployment 101 has 
properties multiple date and location properties 402, but the 

same data object 401 at a peer deployment 101 has 
only one date and location property 402. 
A data object 401 at a peer deployment 101 has 
multiple date and location properties 402, but 
the same data object 401 at the local deployment 
101 has only one date and location property 402. 

Theirs: Multiple 
properties 
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TABLE 6-continued 

Geotime Conflict Categories 

Category Brief Description 

Both: Multiple A data object 401 has multiple date and location 
properties properties 402 at both the local and peer 

deployments 101. 
Time zone A data object 401 has the same time on peered 
difference offset deployments 101 but with different time 

zone offsets. 

Turning now to FIG. 10, it is an example graphical user 
interface (GUI) 1000 that may be presented to an end-user 
by the pending changes application executing at a “local 
deployment 101 that has a peering relationship 102 with a 
"peer deployment 101. In this example as with the previous 
examples, the local deployment 101 is named “Nexus Char 
lie' and the peer deployment 101 is named “Nexus Foxtrot'. 
These names are arbitrary and other names could be used. 
GUI 1000 allows the end-user to view the currently 

unresolved ambiguous data conflicts between the local 
deployment 101 and the peer deployment 101 by a selected 
data conflict type. In this example, there are 40 total unre 
Solved ambiguous data conflicts between the local deploy 
ment 101 “Nexus Charlie' and the peer deployment 101 
“Nexus Foxtrot as indicated by total number of unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts indicator 1001. 
GUI 1000 also includes a selectable data conflict type 

filter 1002 that filter which of the total number of unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts are listed in conflict panel area 
1003 of the GUI 1000. In this example, the geotime filter 
1002 is selected. This selection may be made by the end-user 
using any suitable user input technique Such as, for example, 
by using a pointing device (e.g., a mouse) or with a touch 
gesture on a touch sensitive Surface (e.g., a touch screen 
display). 
As a result of selecting geotime filter 1002, the forty (40) 

currently unresolved ambiguous geotime type data conflicts 
of the forty (40) total currently unresolved ambiguous data 
conflicts are listed 1004 in conflict panel area 1003. The GUI 
1000 may include scroll bar controls (not shown) for scroll 
ing through all of the listed data conflicts if all the listed data 
conflicts cannot be viewed at the same time in the visible 
area provided by panel 1003. In this particular example, all 
forty (40) of the total number of unresolved ambiguous data 
conflicts are geotime type data conflicts as indicated by the 
number of currently selected unresolved ambiguous data 
conflicts indicator 1005. However, less than forty (40) of the 
total number of unresolved ambiguous data conflicts could 
just as easily be geotime data conflicts. 

In some embodiments, a data conflict listing in the conflict 
panel area represents more than one data conflict in the same 
category. For example, data conflict listing 1004A represents 
multiple geotime data conflicts in the dissimilar geotime 
information category. Flood bar 1006 indicates the percent 
age of the total number of currently selected data conflicts 
indicated by indicator 1005 (i.e., forty (40)) that are repre 
sented by data conflict listing 1004A. 

In some embodiments, the geotime data conflict category 
of a geotime data conflict is indicated on the listing 1004 of 
the geotime data conflict in the conflict panel 1003. For 
example, listing 1004A indicates that the data conflicts 
represented by listing 1004A are in the dissimilar geotime 
information category, listing 1004B indicates that the data 
conflicts represented by listing 100B are in the geographic 
location difference category, and listings 1004C through 
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1004L indicate that the data conflicts represented by those 
listings 1004C-1004L are in the time Zone difference offset 
category. 

Resolution Conflicts 
In some embodiments, a “resolution' change can be made 

to a data object 401. A resolution change is one where 
multiple data objects 401 that represent the same real-world 
object or thing are combined together or one where previ 
ously resolved data objects 401 are unresolved to separate 
them into the original component data objects 401. A 
resolution data conflict can occur when two or more data 
objects 401 are resolved differently at a local deployment 
101 than as concurrently resolved at a peer deployment 101. 
For example, an end-user at deployment 101G may resolve 
a data object 401 with a name property 402 value of “Miss 
Williams' into another data object 401 with a name property 
402 of “Mrs. Williams', but another end-user at deployment 
101A may resolve the “Mrs. Williams' data object 401 into 
the “Miss Williams' data object 401. If the data conflict is 
not resolved automatically, then the data conflict is ambigu 
OS. 

Turning now to FIG. 11, it is an example graphical user 
interface (GUI) 1100 that may be presented to an end-user 
by the pending changes application executing at a “local 
deployment 101 that has a peering relationship 102 with a 
"peer deployment 101. In this example as with the previous 
examples, the local deployment 101 is named “Nexus Char 
lie' and the peer deployment 101 is named “Nexus Foxtrot'. 
These names are arbitrary and other names could be used. 
GUI 1100 allows the end-user to view the currently 

unresolved ambiguous data conflicts between the local 
deployment 101 and the peer deployment 101 by a selected 
data conflict type. In this example, there are seventeen (17) 
total unresolved ambiguous data conflicts between the local 
deployment 101 "Nexus Charlie' and the peer deployment 
101 "Nexus Foxtrot as indicated by total number of unre 
solved ambiguous data conflicts indicator 1101. 
GUI 1100 also includes a number of selectable data 

conflict type filters 1102 that filter which of the total number 
of unresolved ambiguous data conflicts are listed in conflict 
panel area 1103 of the GUI 1100. In this example, the 
resolution filter 1102A is selected. This selection may be 
made by the end-user using any suitable user input technique 
Such as, for example, by using a pointing device (e.g., a 
mouse) or with a touch gesture on a touch sensitive surface 
(e.g., a touch screen display). 
As a result of selecting object type filter 1102D, one 

currently unresolved ambiguous data conflict of the 17 total 
unresolved ambiguous data conflicts that is a resolution type 
data conflict is listed 1104 in conflict panel area 1103. In this 
particular example, only 1 of the 17 total unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts is a resolution type data conflict as 
indicated by the number of currently selected unresolved 
ambiguous data conflicts indicator 1105. However, more or 
less than 1 of the 17 unresolved ambiguous data conflicts 
could just as easily be resolution type data conflicts. 

In some embodiments, the information presented on a 
resolution type data conflict listing such listing 1104 of GUI 
1100 is in the form: 

Number of data objects in conflict at local deploy 
ment?Number of data objects in conflict at peer 
deployment 

For example, listing 1104 indicates that the resolution 
data conflict represented by the listing 1104 involves two (2) 
data objects 401 at Nexus Charlie and one (1) data object 
401 at Nexus Foxtrot. 
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Resolving Ambiguous Data Conflicts 
In accordance with some embodiments, an end-user can 

resolve multiple data conflicts at the same time, rather than 
resolving them one at a time. For example, an end-user can 
resolve multiple data conflicts of a particular data conflict 
type at the same time as opposed to manually resolving one 
at a time. This is especially useful in situations where the 
end-user wishes to resolve multiple data conflicts in the 
same way. 

For example, FIG. 12 illustrates a possible graphical user 
interface (GUI) 1200 that may be presented by the pending 
changes application. GUI 1200 may be displayed in 
response to selecting a data conflict listing in the conflict 
panel area of the filter GUI. For example, GUI 1200 may be 
displayed in response to selecting data conflict listing 1104 
in GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. 
GUI 1200 provides details about one or more selected 

data conflicts of a particular type, in this example the 
resolution data conflict type. GUI 1200 includes at least two 
panels 1202 and 1204. Panel 1202 includes controls for 
resolving all selected data conflicts in the same way. Panel 
1204 lists one of the selected data conflicts individually and 
includes controls for resolving that selected data conflict 
individually. In this example, there is only one selected data 
conflict of the resolution data conflict type. If there were 
more than one selected data conflict, then multiple panels 
like panel 1204 could be displayed in GUI 1200, one panel 
1204 for each of the multiple selected data conflicts. 

In some embodiments, an end-user can resolve all of 
multiple selected data conflicts such that the versions of data 
involved in the data conflicts at the local deployment 101 are 
accepted as the correct versions at the local deployment 101. 
For example, an end-user could select checkbox 1206 and 
then the “Apply” button 1208 to resolve all of the selected 
resolution data conflicts such that the versions of the data 
involved in the data conflicts at the local deployment 101 are 
accepted as the correct versions at the local deployment 101. 

In some embodiments, an end-user can resolve all of 
multiple selected data conflicts such that the versions of data 
involved in the data conflicts at the peer deployment 101 are 
accepted as the correct versions at the local deployment 101. 
For example, an end-user could select checkbox 1210 and 
then the “Apply” button 1208 to resolve all of the selected 
resolution data conflicts such that the versions of the data 
involved in the data conflicts at the peer deployment 101 are 
accepted as the correct versions at the local deployment 101. 

Panel 1202 also include a “resolve all button 1212 
which, if selected (possibly in conjunction with the apply 
button 1208), resolves each of the selected resolution data 
conflicts such that, for each Such data conflict, all data 
objects 401 involved in the conflict at both the local deploy 
ment and the peer deployment are resolved together. 

Panel 1202 also include an “unresolve all button 1214 
which, if selected (possibly in conjunction with the apply 
button 1208), unresolves each of the selected resolution data 
conflicts such that, for each Such data conflict, all data 
objects 401 involved in the conflict at both the local deploy 
ment and the peer deployment are unresolved into separate 
data objects 401. 

Panel 1204 includes user interface controls 1216, 1218, 
1220, and 1222 that correspond to user interface controls 
1206, 1212, 1214, and 1210 respectively for performing 
actions on the individual resolution data conflict represented 
by panel 1204. 

For example, FIG. 13 illustrates another possible graphi 
cal user interface (GUI) 1300 that may be presented by the 
pending changes application. GUI 1300 may be displayed in 
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response to selecting a data conflict listing in the conflict 
panel area of the filter GUI. For example, GUI 1300 may be 
displayed in response to selecting data conflict listing 1004A 
in GUI 1000 of FIG. 10. 

Similar to GUI 1200 of FIG. 12, GUI 1300 provides 
details about one or more selected data conflicts of a 
particular type, in this example the geotime data conflict 
type. GUI 1300 includes panel 1302 and panels 1304A, 
1304B, and 130C. Panel 1302 includes controls for resolv 
ing all selected data conflicts in the same way. Each panel 
1304 lists one of the selected data conflicts individually and 
includes controls for resolving that selected data conflict 
individually. In this example, there is only three selected 
data conflict of the geotime data conflict type. If there were 
less than three or more three selected data conflict, then 
more or less panels 1304 could be displayed in GUI 1300. 
one panel 1204 for each of the multiple selected data 
conflicts. 

In Some embodiments, an end-user can resolve all of 
multiple selected data conflicts such that the versions of data 
involved in the data conflicts at the local deployment 101 are 
accepted as the correct versions at the local deployment 101. 
For example, an end-user could select checkbox 1306 and 
then the “Apply” button 1308 to resolve all of the selected 
geotime data conflicts such that the versions of the data 
involved in the data conflicts at the local deployment 101 are 
accepted as the correct versions at the local deployment 101. 

In Some embodiments, an end-user can resolve all of 
multiple selected data conflicts such that the versions of data 
involved in the data conflicts at the peer deployment 101 are 
accepted as the correct versions at the local deployment 101. 
For example, an end-user could select checkbox 1310 and 
then the “Apply” button 1308 to resolve all of the selected 
resolution data conflicts such that the versions of the data 
involved in the data conflicts at the peer deployment 101 are 
accepted as the correct versions at the local deployment 101. 

Each panel 1304 also includes user interface controls that 
correspond to user interface for apply a conflict resolution 
actions on the individual resolution data conflict represented 
by panel 1304. For example, panel 1304A includes user 
interface controls 1316 and 1222 that correspond to user 
interface controls 1306 and 1310 respectively, but are for 
performing a conflict resolution action on the individual 
resolution data conflict represented by panel 1304A instead 
of on all selected data conflicts. 

Computer-Based Implementing Mechanism 
According to one embodiment, the techniques described 

herein are implemented by one or more special-purpose 
computing devices. The special-purpose computing devices 
may be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the techniques, or may include one or 
more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 
firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such 
special-purpose computing devices may also combine cus 
tom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom pro 
gramming to accomplish the techniques. The special-pur 
pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems, 
portable computer systems, handheld devices, networking 
devices or any other device that incorporates hard-wired 
and/or program logic to implement the techniques. 

For example, FIG. 14 is a block diagram that illustrates a 
computer system 1400 upon which an embodiment of the 
invention may be implemented. Computer system 1400 
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includes a bus 1402 or other communication mechanism for 
communicating information, and a hardware processor 1404 
coupled with bus 1402 for processing information. Hard 
ware processor 1404 may be, for example, a general purpose 
microprocessor. 

Computer system 1400 also includes a main memory 
1406, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other 
dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 1402 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 
1404. Main memory 1406 also may be used for storing 
temporary variables or other intermediate information dur 
ing execution of instructions to be executed by processor 
1404. Such instructions, when stored in non-transitory stor 
age media accessible to processor 1404, render computer 
system 1400 into a special-purpose machine that is custom 
ized to perform the operations specified in the instructions. 

Computer system 1400 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 1408 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 1402 for storing static information and instructions 
for processor 1404. A storage device 1410, such as a 
magnetic disk, optical disk, or Solid-state drive is provided 
and coupled to bus 1402 for storing information and instruc 
tions. 

Computer system 1400 may be coupled via bus 1402 to a 
display 1412, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for dis 
playing information to a computer user. An input device 
1414, including alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to 
bus 1402 for communicating information and command 
selections to processor 1404. Another type of user input 
device is cursor control 1416. Such as a mouse, a trackball, 
or cursor direction keys for communicating direction infor 
mation and command selections to processor 1404 and for 
controlling cursor movement on display 1412. This input 
device typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a 
first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the 
device to specify positions in a plane. 

Computer system 1400 may implement the techniques 
described herein using customized hard-wired logic, one or 
more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 1400 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 1400 in response 
to processor 1404 executing one or more sequences of one 
or more instructions contained in main memory 1406. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 1406 from 
another storage medium, Such as storage device 1410. 
Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 1406 causes processor 1404 to perform the process 
steps described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination 
with software instructions. 

The term “storage media” as used herein refers to any 
non-transitory media that store data and/or instructions that 
cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. Such 
storage media may comprise non-volatile media and/or 
volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, 
optical disks, magnetic disks, or solid-state drives, such as 
storage device 1410. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 1406. Common forms of 
storage media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible 
disk, hard disk, Solid-state drive, magnetic tape, or any other 
magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other 
optical data storage medium, any physical medium with 
patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH 
EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge. 
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Storage media is distinct from but may be used in con 

junction with transmission media. Transmission media par 
ticipates in transferring information between storage media. 
For example, transmission media includes coaxial cables, 
copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that com 
prise bus 1402. Transmission media can also take the form 
of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during 
radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one 
or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 
1404 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid-state drive of 
a remote computer. The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem. A modem local 
to computer system 1400 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra-red signal. An infra-red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 1402. Bus 1402 carries 
the data to main memory 1406, from which processor 1404 
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
received by main memory 1406 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 1410 either before or after execution by 
processor 1404. 
Computer system 1400 also includes a communication 

interface 1418 coupled to bus 1402. Communication inter 
face 1418 provides a two-way data communication coupling 
to a network link 1420 that is connected to a local network 
1422. For example, communication interface 1418 may be 
an integrated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable 
modem, satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line. As another example, communication interface 
1418 may be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN. Wire 
less links may also be implemented. In any such implemen 
tation, communication interface 1418 sends and receives 
electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi 
tal data streams representing various types of information. 

Network link 1420 typically provides data communica 
tion through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link 1420 may provide a connection 
through local network 1422 to a host computer 1424 or to 
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider 
(ISP) 1426. ISP 1426 in turn provides data communication 
services through the worldwide packet data communication 
network now commonly referred to as the “Internet 1428. 
Local network 1422 and Internet 1428 both use electrical, 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams. The signals through the various networks and the 
signals on network link 1420 and through communication 
interface 1418, which carry the digital data to and from 
computer system 1400, are example forms of transmission 
media. 
Computer system 1400 can send messages and receive 

data, including program code, through the network(s), net 
work link 1420 and communication interface 1418. In the 
Internet example, a server 1430 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 1428, ISP 
1426, local network 1422 and communication interface 
1418. 
The received code may be executed by processor 1404 as 

it is received, and/or stored in storage device 1410, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. 
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Extensions and Alternatives 
In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the inven 

tion have been described with reference to numerous spe 
cific details that may vary from implementation to imple 
mentation. The specification and drawings are, accordingly, 
to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive 
sense. The sole and exclusive indicator of the scope of the 
invention, and what is intended by the applicants to be the 
Scope of the invention, is the literal and equivalent scope of 
the set of claims that issue from this application, in the 
specific form in which Such claims issue, including any 
Subsequent correction. 
What is claimed is: 
1. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media 

storing computer-executable instructions which, when 
executed by one or more processors in a peering network 
comprising a local deployment and a peer deployment, 
causes performance of a method for assisting a user in 
deconflicting concurrency conflicts, the method comprising: 

detecting a plurality of ambiguous data conflicts between 
the local deployment and the peer deployment; 

providing a graphical user interface comprising interac 
tive controls for each of a plurality of predefined data 
conflict types; 

wherein the interactive controls for each predefined data 
conflict type of the plurality of predefined data conflict 
types is for filtering the plurality of ambiguous data 
conflicts by that each predefined data conflict type: 

responsive to receiving a selection of a particular pre 
defined data conflict type of the plurality of predefined 
data conflict types, providing a graphical user interface 
comprising a listing of interactive list items, each 
interactive list item of the interactive list items repre 
senting (a) a different sub-data conflict type of the 
particular predefined data conflict type, and (b) one or 
more corresponding ambiguous data conflicts, of the 
plurality of ambiguous data conflicts, that are of the 
different sub-data conflict type, of the particular pre 
defined data conflict type, represented by the each 
interactive list item; and 

responsive to receiving a selection of a particular inter 
active list item of the interactive list items, providing a 
graphical user interface that allows a user to resolve 
one or more of the one or more ambiguous data 
conflicts corresponding to the particular interactive list 
item. 

2. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 1, wherein the plurality of ambiguous data 
conflicts are detected at the local deployment. 

3. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 1, wherein the plurality of predefined data 
conflict types are selected from a group consisting of reso 
lution data conflict type, object type data conflict type, title 
data conflict type, deletion data conflict type, photo data 
conflict type, and geotime data conflict type. 

4. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 1, wherein the particular predefined data 
conflict type represents a type of data conflict resulting from 
concurrent, non-matching changes to a type value for a data 
object at the local deployment and a type value for the same 
data object at the peer deployment. 

5. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 1, wherein the particular predefined data 
conflict type represents a type of data conflict resulting from 
concurrent, non-matching changes to a title value for a data 
object at the local deployment and a title value for the same 
data object at the peer deployment. 
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6. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 

media of claim 1, wherein the particular predefined data 
conflict type represents a type of data conflict resulting from 
concurrent, non-matching changes to a digital photo for a 
data object at the local deployment and a digital photo for 
the same data object at the peer deployment. 

7. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 1, wherein the particular predefined data 
conflict type represents a type of data conflict resulting from 
a modification to a data object at the local deployment and 
a concurrent deletion of the same data object at the peer 
deployment. 

8. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 1, wherein the particular predefined data 
conflict type represents a type of data conflict resulting from 
concurrent, non-matching changes to a time range value for 
a data object at the local deployment and a time range value 
for the same data object at the peer deployment. 

9. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 1, wherein the particular predefined data 
conflict type represents a type of data conflict resulting from 
concurrent resolution of multiple data objects differently at 
the local deployment and the peer deployment. 

10. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 1, the method further comprising: 

determining a Subset of the plurality of ambiguous data 
conflicts that all are of the particular predefined data 
conflict type; and 

providing graphical user interface controls that allow the 
user, by activating the graphical user interface controls, 
to resolve all of the subset of ambiguous data conflicts 
at the same time. 

11. In a peering network comprising a local deployment 
and a peer deployment having a peering relationship, a 
method for assisting a user in deconflicting concurrency 
conflicts, the method comprising: 

detecting a plurality of ambiguous data conflicts between 
the local deployment and the peer deployment; 

providing a graphical user interface comprising interac 
tive controls for each of a plurality of predefined data 
conflict types; 

wherein the interactive controls for each predefined data 
conflict type of the plurality of predefined data conflict 
types is for filtering the plurality of ambiguous data 
conflicts by that each predefined data conflict type: 

responsive to receiving a selection of a particular pre 
defined data conflict type of the plurality of predefined 
data conflict types, providing a graphical user interface 
comprising a listing of interactive list items, each 
interactive list item of the interactive list items repre 
senting (a) a different sub-data conflict type of the 
particular predefined data conflict type, and (b) one or 
more corresponding ambiguous data conflicts, of the 
plurality of ambiguous data conflicts, that are of the 
different sub-data conflict type, of the particular pre 
defined data conflict type, represented by the each 
interactive list item; 

responsive to receiving a selection of a particular inter 
active list item of the interactive list items, providing a 
graphical user interface that allows a user to resolve 
one or more of the one or more ambiguous data 
conflicts corresponding to the particular interactive list 
item; and 

wherein the method is performed by one or more com 
puting devices. 
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12. The method of claim 11, wherein the plurality of 
ambiguous data conflicts are detected at the local deploy 
ment. 

13. The method of claim 11, wherein the plurality of 
predefined data conflict types are selected from a group 
consisting of resolution data conflict type, object type data 
conflict type, title data conflict type, deletion data conflict 
type, photo data conflict type, and geotime data conflict type. 

14. The method of claim 11, wherein the particular 
predefined data conflict type represents a type of data 
conflict resulting from concurrent, non-matching changes to 
a type value for a data object at the local deployment and a 
type value for the same data object at the peer deployment. 

15. The method of claim 11, wherein the particular 
predefined data conflict type represents a type of data 
conflict resulting from concurrent, non-matching changes to 
a title value for a data object at the local deployment and a 
title value for the same data object at the peer deployment. 

16. The method of claim 11, wherein the particular 
predefined data conflict type represents a type of data 
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conflict resulting from concurrent, non-matching changes to 
a digital photo for a data object at the local deployment and 
a digital photo for the same data object at the peer deploy 
ment. 

17. The method of claim 11, wherein the particular 
predefined data conflict type represents a type of data 
conflict resulting from a modification to a data object at the 
local deployment and a concurrent deletion of the same data 
object at the peer deployment. 

18. The method of claim 11, further comprising: 
determining a Subset of the plurality of ambiguous data 

conflicts that all are of the particular predefined data 
conflict type; and 

providing graphical user interface controls that allow the 
user, by activating the graphical user interface controls, 
to resolve all of the subset of ambiguous data conflicts 
at the same time. 

k k k k k 
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1. 

MOBILE TASKS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present disclosure generally relates to data analysis. 

BACKGROUND 

The approaches described in this section are approaches 
that could be pursued, but not necessarily approaches that 
have been previously conceived or pursued. Therefore, 
unless otherwise indicated, it should not be assumed that any 
of the approaches described in this section qualify as prior 
art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section. 

Data analysis is a process of inspecting, cleaning, trans 
forming, and/or modeling data for objectives such as dis 
covering useful information, Suggesting conclusions, and/or 
Supporting decision making. Various data analysis tech 
niques involve repositories of data structures, such as data 
objects, stored on computer-readable media. An object is 
typically comprised of named Substructures, which are often 
referred to as fields or properties. In many repositories, 
objects may be interrelated based on their properties and/or 
relationship data external to the objects. Two related objects 
are said to be associated, related, or linked. 
Many repositories conform to one or more data models, 

ontologies, schemas, or other architectural frameworks, that 
place constraints on how objects are organized. For 
example, in many repositories, objects conform to one of a 
plurality of defined object types. Among other aspects, the 
type of an object specifies which types of Substructures are 
found in the object. These substructures, referred to herein 
as properties, are typically assigned property names. 
Some computer-based tools for analyzing data allow an 

analyst to visualize data objects in a variety of manners, or 
allow the analyst to mine, investigate, and/or take actions 
based upon the data objects. For instance, some types of data 
analysis tools allow an analyst to build graphs, charts, and/or 
reports based on various data objects. Another type of data 
analysis tool represents objects as linked nodes within a 
graph. Another type of data analysis tool involves workflows 
comprising a series of action nodes that input one set of data 
objects and output another set of data objects. 

In the course of analyzing data, a computer, analyst, or 
other entity may determine that one or more actions need to 
be performed. For example, an analyst may determine that 
certain data objects are of interest for varying reasons, and 
that one or more actions need to be performed to investigate 
and/or address those data objects. 

For instance, many organizations utilize data analysis 
processes to conduct operations that include organization 
members performing activities in a dispersed geographic 
area. The operations of a law enforcement agency typically 
include police officers patrolling assigned geographic areas, 
responding to crime scenes, and interviewing Suspects and 
witnesses. Or, a disaster relief organization may respond to 
a natural disaster by sending out aid workers to a disaster 
area to locate and provide assistance to those in crisis. These 
types of operations may be referred to as field operations and 
may generally include monitoring specific geographic areas 
and Subjects, interacting with persons of interest, responding 
to and reporting information about the occurrence of notable 
events, and any other activities that an organization member 
may perform in the field. In order to better coordinate field 
operations, an organization may employ one or more other 
organization members at a centralized location, referred to 
herein as operations analysts, that help coordinate the activi 
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2 
ties of the organization members in the field, referred to 
herein as field analysts. For example, operations analysts 
may be responsible for instructing field analysts on various 
actions or operations that need to be performed in view of a 
data analysis. Such actions or operations might include, for 
example, locations to investigate or Subjects to monitor. 
Similarly, field analysts may be expected to communicate 
certain information related to the field operations back to 
operations analysts. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The appended claims may serve to Summarize the inven 
tion. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 illustrates an example system in which the tech 

niques described herein may be practiced; 
FIG. 2 illustrates an example flow for generating and 

utilizing a location-sensitive task object; 
FIG. 3 illustrates an example flow for assigning a task 

object field based on an associated data object; 
FIG. 4 illustrates an example interface for creating task 

objects and/or viewing information associated with existing 
task objects; 

FIG. 5 illustrates an example mobile map interface; 
FIG. 6 illustrates an example mobile task list interface for 

viewing a list of task objects; 
FIG. 7 illustrates an example mobile task information 

interface for viewing information about a specific task 
object; 

FIG. 8 illustrates another example mobile task informa 
tion interface for viewing information about a specific task 
object; 

FIG. 9 illustrates an example mobile interface in which 
information about task objects may be located; 

FIG. 10 illustrates an example of a mobile data analysis 
system in which the techniques described herein may be 
practiced; 

FIG. 11 illustrates an example mobile device system 
architecture; 

FIG. 12 illustrates an example operations centerarchitec 
ture; 

FIG. 13 illustrates a computer system upon which an 
embodiment may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In the following description, for the purposes of expla 
nation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to 
provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. 
It will be apparent, however, that the present invention may 
be practiced without these specific details. In other 
instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in 
block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscur 
ing the present invention. 
1.0. General Overview 
According to various embodiments, activities related to 

data analyses are managed in part using task objects repre 
senting tasks that need to be performed. According to an 
embodiment, a system comprises: a data repository config 
ured to store data objects; a task object generation compo 
nent, configured to generate task objects and cause the task 
objects to be stored in the data repository; an object linking 
component, configured to attach particular data objects 
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stored in the data repository to particular task objects 
generated by the task object generation component; a data 
importing component, configured to identify a first field of 
a first task object, of the task objects, that corresponds to a 
second field of a first data object, of the data objects, the first 
data object having been attached to the first task object, the 
second field storing a particular value; wherein the data 
importing component is further configured to assign the first 
field of the first task object to the particular value of the 
second field of the first data object. 

In an embodiment, the system further comprises a data 
updating component configured to receive location input 
that identifies geographic locations to associate with the task 
objects, and to store information describing the geographic 
locations in association with the task objects. The system 
further comprises a data presentation component configured 
to display task icons representing the task objects on a map 
based on the stored geographic locations. 

In an embodiment, the first field and the second field are 
both one of: a location attribute, object title, object descrip 
tion, or assigned user or user group. In an embodiment, the 
task objects conform to a task object data structure type, the 
task object data structure type defining task object fields of 
the task objects, including the first field. The data objects 
conform to particular data object structure types that define 
particular fields of the data objects, the particular data object 
structure types being different from the task object data 
structure type. The data importing component is configured 
to determine that the second field corresponds to the first 
field by comparing first definition data for the task object 
data structure type to second definition data for a first data 
object structure type to which the first data object conforms. 

In an embodiment, the system further comprises a data 
updating component configured to receive input indicating 
that tasks corresponding to particular task objects have been 
completed. The data updating component is configured to, 
responsive to input indicating that a first task corresponding 
to the first task object has been completed, and based on the 
first task object being attached to the first data object, 
automatically change a status field of the first data object. 

In an embodiment, the system further comprises: a data 
presentation component configured to display, on a map, a 
plurality of task icons representing a plurality of the task 
objects that have not been assigned to user objects, of the 
data objects, and further configured to display a plurality of 
user icons representing a plurality of the user objects; and an 
input handler configured to receive assignment inputs that 
drag particular user icons over particular task icons; wherein 
the object linking component is configured to attach par 
ticular user objects, corresponding to the particular user 
icons, to particular task objects, corresponding to the par 
ticular task icons, responsive to the assignment inputs 
received by the input handler. 

In an embodiment, the system further comprises: a data 
presentation component configured to display indications of 
distances between first locations associated with a plurality 
of the task objects and a second location associated with a 
particular user object, of the data objects; wherein the object 
linking component is configured to, responsive to input 
selecting a second task object from the plurality of the task 
objects, store an association between the second task object 
and the particular user object. 

In an embodiment, the system further comprises: a data 
updating component configured to determine that the first 
data object has been updated to store information describing 
a new geographic location; and a data presentation compo 
nent configured to, responsive to the determining that the 
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4 
first data object has been updated, move a first icon that 
represents the first task object to a new position on a map. 
the new position reflecting the new geographic location. 

According to an embodiment, a method comprises: 
receiving a first request to generate a task object that 
describes a task; responsive to the first request, generating 
the task object, the task object being a data structure that 
comprises values for task object fields that represent attri 
butes of the task; identifying, in a repository of data objects, 
a particular data object to associate with the task object; 
determining that a first field of the task object fields corre 
sponds to a second field of the particular data object, the 
second field of the particular data object having a particular 
value; and assigning the first field of the task object to the 
particular value of the corresponding second field. 

In an embodiment, the first field and the second field both 
represent a location attribute, wherein the particular value is 
location information. In an embodiment, the particular data 
object is one of a report data structure, or an event data 
structure. In an embodiment, the first field and the second 
field are both an object title. In an embodiment, the first field 
and the second field are an assigned user or user group. In 
an embodiment, the first request specifies an identifier for 
the particular data object. 

In an embodiment, the task object conforms to a task 
object data structure type, the task object data structure type 
defining the task object fields. In an embodiment, the 
particular data object conforms to a particular data object 
structure type that defines particular fields of the particular 
data object, the particular data object structure type being 
different from the task object data structure type; and deter 
mining that the second field corresponds to the first field 
comprises comparing first definition data for the task object 
data structure type to second definition data for the particular 
data object structure type. In an embodiment, determining 
that the second field corresponds to the first field comprises 
determining that the second field has a same name as the first 
field. In an embodiment, determining that the second field 
corresponds to the first field comprises determining that the 
second field and the first field descend from a common 
structural element of a common object type definition. In an 
embodiment, determining that the first field corresponds to 
the second field comprises: determining that the particular 
data object is of a particular data object structure type; 
locating, in a plurality of data structure type mappings, a 
mapping between the particular data object structure type 
and a task object data structure type; and determining that 
the first field corresponds to the second field based on the 
mapping. 

In an embodiment, the method further comprises assign 
ing the first field of the task object to the particular value 
while generating the task object. In an embodiment, the 
method further comprises: receiving a second request to 
attach the particular data object to the task object, and 
generating a link between the task object and the particular 
data object, wherein assigning the first field of the task 
object to the particular value of the corresponding second 
field occurs responsive to the second request. In an embodi 
ment, assigning the first field of the task object to the 
particular value comprises storing the particular value in the 
first field of the task object. In an embodiment, assigning the 
first field of the task object to the particular value comprises 
storing a link between the first field of the task object and the 
second field of the particular data object. In an embodiment, 
assigning the first field of the task object to the particular 
value comprises, responsive to a second request to return the 
value of the first field of the task object: locating the 
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particular data object based on a link between the task object 
and the particular data object, and returning the particular 
value in response to the second request based on the deter 
mining that the second field corresponds to the first field. In 
an embodiment, assigning the first field of the task object to 
the particular value of the corresponding second field occurs 
only responsive to determining that the first field of the task 
object is empty. 

In an embodiment, the method further comprises assign 
ing multiple values for multiple fields of the task object 
fields based on values stored in the particular data object. In 
an embodiment, the method further comprises identifying, in 
a repository of data objects, a second particular data object 
to associate with the task object, determining that a third 
field of the task object fields corresponds to a fourth field of 
the second particular data object, the fourth field of the 
second particular data object having a second particular 
value; and assigning the third field of the task object to the 
second particular value of the corresponding fourth field. 

In an embodiment, the method further comprises one or 
more of changing the particular value in the first field 
responsive to a change in the particular value for the second 
field; and/or changing the particular value in the second field 
responsive to a change in the particular value for the first 
field. In an embodiment, the method further comprises 
receiving input indicating that the task corresponding to the 
task object is complete; and responsive to the input, based on 
the association between the task object and the particular 
data object, automatically changing a status field of the 
particular data object. 

In an embodiment, the method further comprises: receiv 
ing input that identifies a geographic location to associate 
with the task object; and determining to associate the 
particular data object with the task object based on compar 
ing the geographic location to one or more location fields in 
the particular data object. In an embodiment, the method 
further comprises displaying a first icon representing the 
task object, displaying a second icon representing the par 
ticular data object; receiving input that drags the second icon 
over the first icon; wherein identifying the particular data 
object to associate with the task object occurs responsive to 
the input. 

According to an embodiment, a method comprises: 
receiving a request to generate a task object that describes a 
task; generating the task object responsive to the request; 
receiving first input that identifies a geographic location to 
associate with the task object; storing information describing 
the geographic location in association with the task object; 
and displaying a first icon representing the task object on a 
map, based on the stored geographic location. 

In an embodiment, the request specifies the geographic 
location. In an embodiment, the first input indicates a 
particular data object to attach to the task object, wherein the 
geographic location is stored in the particular data object. In 
an embodiment, the first input indicates that a user has 
dragged the first icon to the geographic location on the map. 
In an embodiment, the method further comprises: displaying 
a second icon representing a particular data object at the 
geographic location on the map, the particular data object 
storing the information describing the geographic location; 
receiving second input that selects a graphical interface 
control associated with the second icon; wherein the request 
is responsive to the second input, wherein the request 
thereby includes the first input that identifies the geographic 
location. 

In an embodiment, the method further comprises chang 
ing the first icon based on a task status field of the task 
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6 
object. In an embodiment, the geographic location is a first 
geographic location, and the method further comprises: 
determining that the task object has been updated to store a 
second geographic location that is not the first geographic 
location; and moving the first icon on the map to reflect the 
second geographic location. In an embodiment, the method 
further comprises: Storing an association between the task 
object and a particular data object other than the task object, 
the particular data object storing the information describing 
the geographic location; determining that the particular data 
object has been updated to store information describing a 
new geographic location; and moving the first icon to a new 
position on the map, the new position reflecting the new 
geographic location. 

In an embodiment, the method further comprises: display 
ing, on the map, a plurality of task icons representing a 
plurality of task objects that have not been assigned to user 
objects, the plurality of task icons including the first icon; 
displaying a plurality of user icons representing the user 
objects; receiving input that drags a particular user icon over 
the first icon; and storing an association between the task 
object and a particular user object represented by the par 
ticular user icon, the association indicating that the task 
object is assigned to the particular user object. In an embodi 
ment, the method further comprises: displaying, on the map. 
a plurality of task icons representing a plurality of task 
objects that have not been assigned to user objects, the 
plurality of task icons including the first icon; displaying 
indications of distances between first locations associated 
with the plurality of task objects and a second location 
associated with a particular user object; responsive to input 
selecting the first icon, storing an association between the 
task object and the particular user object, the association 
indicating that the task object is assigned to the particular 
user object. 

Other embodiments include, without limitation, a non 
transitory computer-readable medium that includes proces 
sor-executable instructions that enable a processing unit to 
implement one or more aspects of the disclosed methods as 
well as a system configured to implement one or more 
aspects of the disclosed methods. 
2.0. Structural Overview 

FIG. 1 illustrates an example computer system 100 in 
which the techniques described herein may be practiced, 
according to an embodiment. The various components of 
system 100 are implemented at least partially by hardware at 
one or more computing devices, such as one or more 
hardware processors executing instructions, stored in one or 
more computer-readable memories, for performing various 
functions described herein. System 100 is configured to 
store and manipulate data structures in one or more data 
repositories 120. System 100 further comprises one or more 
output components 192 configured to cause output devices, 
Such as computer monitors or printers, to display informa 
tion derived from the data structures. System 100 further 
comprises one or more input handlers 193 configured to 
receive inputs that request to manipulate the data structures 
stored in the one or more data repositories 120 and/or the 
information displayed by the output devices. 

In an embodiment, system 100 is a server computer 
system, comprising one or more server computer devices 
that collectively implement the various components of sys 
tem 100 as a set of server-side processes. The server 
computer system may include web server, application 
server, database server, and/or other conventional server 
components that the depicted components utilize to provide 
the described functionality. The output component(s) 192 
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send instructions that cause various client computing 
devices, such as desktop computers or mobile computing 
devices, to display various presentations of data as described 
herein. For instance, the server computer system may output 
web pages and/or script-based instructions over any combi 
nation of network components to web browsers or other 
Software applications at the client computing devices. Simi 
larly, input handler(s) 193 receive inputs, such as hyper-text 
transfer protocol (HTTP) requests or application program 
ming interface (API) calls, from the client computing 
devices. 

In an embodiment, system 100 is a “thick client' server 
client system, in which certain components are implemented 
at a server computer system as described above, while other 
components are implemented at client computing devices 
such as described above. The exact division of components 
between the server computer system and the client comput 
ing devices will vary depending on factors such as network 
speed and bandwidth and client computing resources. In 
such a system 100, output component(s) 192 communicate 
directly with display devices at the client computing devices 
via, for instance, graphics APIs and/or command-line inter 
faces. Similarly, input handler(s) 193 receive inputs directly 
from input devices such as touchscreens or keyboards. In yet 
other embodiments, system 100 is a single computing 
device. 

2.1. Data Repositories 
System 100 comprises one or more repositories of data 

120. The one or more repositories of data 120 comprise 
computer-readable media that persistently store data for a 
variety of data structures, including structures referred to 
herein as objects. A data object is a data structure that 
comprising values for various defined fields. These fields, 
also referred to as attributes or properties, reflect various 
aspects of information modeled by a corresponding object 
type. Examples of fields include, without limitation, titles, 
names, descriptions, dates, identifiers, categorical data, and 
so forth. 

In an embodiment, a data object is a structure stored 
directly on a computer-readable media. In other embodi 
ments, a data object is a logical data structure described by 
various underlying structures stored on the computer-read 
able media. For instance, the values for a data object may be 
stored in a variety of underlying structure(s). Such as a file, 
portions of one or more files, one or more XML elements, 
a database table row, a group of related database table rows, 
and so forth. An application will read the underlying struc 
ture(s), and interpret the underlying structure(s) as the data 
object. The data object is then processed using various steps 
and algorithms such as described herein. 

In an embodiment, regardless of how the underlying data 
for an object is stored, a data server layer represents that 
underlying data to some or all of the other components of 
system 100 using object-oriented data representation tech 
niques, in accordance with one or more ontologies 129. In 
yet other embodiments, no object-oriented data representa 
tions techniques are necessary, and the components of 
system 100 utilize objects directly within their respective 
underlying data structure forms. 

The one or more repositories 120 more specifically store 
at least task objects 121, geospatial objects 122, other data 
objects 123, and associations 124. System 100 further com 
prises one or more ontologies 129. An ontology 129 is a 
collection of definition data that describes various object 
types. Objects 121, 122, 123, 124 correspond to different 
discrete object types defined by the one or more ontologies 
129. In one aspect, the one or more ontologies 129 define 
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8 
which fields are utilized for each object type. There may be 
multiple types of task objects 121, geospatial objects 122, 
other objects 123, and associations 124, each of which may 
have their own individual object type definition in the one or 
more ontologies 129. 

Each task object 121 is a data structure that represents one 
or more tasks, which in turn correspond to a series of one or 
more actions that need to be performed. Data stored within 
the task objects describe various aspects of the represented 
tasks, and may be presented using maps, graphs, and/or any 
other Suitable presentation techniques. Based on the task 
objects, interfaces may be provided that allow users to 
identify tasks that need to be performed, identify locations 
at which the tasks need to performed, identify existing data 
objects within a data repository that are related to the tasks, 
track the progress of the tasks and/or various Subelements of 
the tasks, report completion of the tasks to other users, 
and/or perform a variety of other actions related to the 
represented tasks. 

Geospatial objects 122 include a variety of object types 
that include or are otherwise associated with location data 
describing one or more geographic locations. Each geo 
graphic location may reflect, for instance, a location at 
which a task is to be at least partially performed, a location 
of a report or other data object in response to which the task 
object was created, and/or a location of a user object 
assigned to the task object. The degree of specificity of the 
geographic location may vary depending on the task object 
and/or the embodiment. For instance, a geographic location 
may be a coordinate within a coordinate system, such as a 
combination of a latitude, longitude, and/or elevation in a 
geographic coordinate system. The geographic location may 
instead be a physical address, including a street name and 
building number, or the names of intersecting Streets. The 
geographic location may instead be specified using a named 
place or region. For instance, the geographic location may 
be specified as any combination of one or more of a 
business name, pre-defined point of interest, city, Zip code, 
state, country, and so forth. In an embodiment, the geo 
graphic location may be an arbitrary region having bound 
aries specified with respect to any of the above. Such as a 
radius from a specified coordinate, a block bounded by a 
group of Streets, or a polygon with specified coordinates as 
vertices. In an embodiment, a task object may store and/or 
be associated with information specifying a geographic 
location, and thus also be considered a geospatial object 122. 

Other data objects 123 are not necessarily associated with 
location data. Both geospatial objects 122 and other data 
objects 123 may include a variety of types of objects. 
Example object types include event objects comprising data 
describing events that have occurred, report objects com 
prising data describing reports generated by users such as 
operators or field analysts, user objects comprising data 
describing individual persons, resource objects or asset 
objects comprising data describing physical assets or 
resources that are available, and so forth. In an embodiment, 
there may further be subcategories of the above object types, 
for describing certain kinds of users, assets, resources, 
events, or reports that have a particular role or characteristic 
that is uncommon to other users, assets, resources, events, or 
reports. In an embodiment, any of the above objects may be 
assigned to group objects, so as to create, for instance, a 
team of users, or an inventory of resources that belong to a 
particular user or department. 

Associations 124 are data structures that describe rela 
tionships between object 121-123. An association 124 may 
be a discrete data structure, or an association may be a 
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logical construct derived from correlating objects 121-123 
based on identifiers found in objects 121-123. For instance, 
one type of association is an attachment. A task object may, 
for instance, include a number of attachment fields specify 
ing identifiers of other data objects 121-123 that have been 
attached to the task object. Or, a separate association table 
may include records that specify a task object identifier for 
a task object, and another object identifier that corresponds 
to an object that has been attached to the task object. 
Associations 124 may describe many other types of rela 
tionships to a given task object, such as an assigned user 
object, an allocated resource object, an originating report or 
event object, a follow-up task object, and so forth. 

For simplification, this disclosure may at times refer to an 
object 121-123 or other data structure within the one or more 
data repositories 120 by referring to the task, report, user, or 
other item that the data structure represents. Furthermore, 
examples of systems comprising Suitable data repositories 
120 are given in the documents incorporated by reference in 
other sections of this application. 

2.2. Task Object Generator 
System 100 comprises a task object generation compo 

nent 130. Task object generation component 130 receives 
requests to generate task objects 121, and generates task 
objects 121 responsive to those requests. In response to 
certain requests, task object generation component 130 may 
initially generate “empty' task objects that comprise trivial 
or null values for each task object field. In response to other 
requests, task object generation component 130 may popu 
late various fields of newly generated task objects 121 with 
values derived from parameters included with the request or 
supplied by a data importing component 132. 

Task object generation component 130 may provide one 
or more interfaces for receiving requests to generate tasks, 
Such as application programming interfaces (APIs) for 
receiving requests from other components of system 100, 
including input handler 193. In an embodiment, task object 
generation component 130 may further provide to output 
component 192 various graphical user interface (GUI) ele 
ments for creating new task objects. These elements may 
include controls such as buttons, hot spots, icons, and so 
forth that guide a user in submitting, to input handlers 193, 
inputs that will be interpreted as requests to generate new 
task objects 121. Example requests and interface elements 
for creating new task objects 121 are described in other 
sections. 

2.3. Data Presentation Component 
System 100 further comprises one or more data object 

presentation components 140. Each data presentation com 
ponent 140 generates presentations of information based on 
data objects 121-124. Such as graphs, maps, charts, work 
flows, tables, reports, and so forth. The presentations are 
Suited for a variety of analyses, including geospatial analy 
ses, relational analyses, and temporal analyses. System 100 
may further comprise map data that defines various aspects 
of maps that data presentation component 140 may generate, 
Such as address or coordinate information, points of inter 
ests, background map images, and so forth. Examples of 
systems comprising Suitable data presentation components 
140 are given in the documents incorporated by reference in 
other sections of this application. 
The presentations produced by data presentation compo 

nent 140 are embedded in graphical user interfaces for 
viewing and/or manipulating presentations. These graphical 
user interfaces are then provided to an output component 
192. The graphical interface may comprise, in additional to 
the presentations, a variety of user interface controls for 
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10 
submitting inputs to input handler 193. Input handler(s) 193 
interpret the inputs as various commands to the components 
of system 100. For instance, an input handler 193 may 
interpret Some inputs as commands for manipulating the 
presentations provided by data presentation component 140, 
and thus send the commands to data presentation component 
140. Responsive to the commands, data presentation com 
ponent 140 reduces, expands, simplifies, filters, or otherwise 
manipulates the depicted presentations of objects and rela 
tionships, in accordance with any suitable technique. Other 
examples of user interface controls may include, without 
limitations, controls for selecting which presentation(s) and/ 
or data objects 121-124 the data presentation component 140 
should display, controls for scrolling, Zoom controls, and so 
forth. 

2.4. Data Updater 
System 100 further comprises one or more data updating 

components 195. Input handler(s) 193 may interpret other 
inputs as commands for manipulating data objects 121-124. 
and thus send the commands to a data updating component 
195. The data updating component 195 then updates, or 
instructs a data server component to update, data within the 
one or more data repositories 120 in accordance to the 
commands. 

In an embodiment, a data updating component 195 may 
further be configured to monitor various data objects 121 
124 in accordance with constructs referred to herein as 
triggers. A trigger is a set of one or more instructions that are 
associated with specific objects 121-124, or fields thereof. 
When data updating component 195 changes a value in one 
of the associated objects 121-124 or fields, or when data 
updating component 195 detects that a value has changed, 
data updating component 195 executes the instructions in 
the trigger. One example of an instruction that may be found 
in a trigger is an instruction to change another object 
121-124, or field thereof, based on the changed value. For 
instance, a trigger may facilitate changing a task object 121 
in response to a change in an object 123 that is associated 
with the task object 121, or vice versa. 
A data updating component 195 may provide one or more 

interfaces for receiving requests to update data, such as 
application programming interfaces (APIs) for receiving 
requests from other components of system 100, including 
input handler 193. In an embodiment, data updating com 
ponent 195 may further provide to output component 192 
various GUI elements for editing data objects 121-124. 
These elements may include controls such as text entry 
boxes, buttons, hot spots, icons, and so forth that guide a 
user in submitting, to input handlers 193, inputs that will be 
interpreted as requests to update objects 121-124. Examples 
of systems comprising Suitable data updating components 
195 are given in the documents incorporated by reference in 
other sections of this application 

2.5. Object Linker 
System 100 further comprises one or more object linking 

components 134. An object linking component 134 receives 
requests to associate two or more of objects 121-123. Based 
on the requests, object linking component 134 establishes 
associations 124. For instance, object linking component 
134 may receive a request to attach a specified object 122 or 
123 to a task object 121. Object linking component 134 may 
therefore generate an association 124 between the specified 
object 122 or 123 and the task object 121. Optionally, object 
linking component 134 may further generate metadata 
describing the association 124. Such as an association type, 
date, and so forth. 
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In an embodiment, object linking component 134 further 
receives requests from other components of system 100, 
Such as data importing component 132 or data presentation 
component 140, to locate objects 121-123 that are associated 
with a specified one of objects 121-123. Object linking 
component 134 locates the associated objects 121-123 based 
on the associations 124, and returns information identifying 
the associated object 121-123. In an embodiment, the 
requests may identify a specific type of association 124 
based upon which to locate the associated objects 121-123, 
and object linking component 134 may limit the response to 
associated objects 121-123 having the specified type of 
association 124. 
An object linking component 134 may provide one or 

more interfaces for receiving requests to establish associa 
tions 124 and/or retrieve associated objects 121-123, such as 
application programming interfaces (APIs) for receiving 
requests from other components of system 100, including 
input handler 193. In an embodiment, data updating com 
ponent 195 may further provide to output component 192 
various GUI elements for establishing associations 124 
and/or viewing associated objects 121-123. These elements 
may include controls such as text entry boxes, buttons, hot 
spots, icons, and so forth that guide a user in Submitting, to 
input handlers 193, inputs that will be interpreted as requests 
to establish associations 124 and/or generate presentations 
of associated objects 121-123. Examples of such interfaces 
are given in other sections of this application, as well as in 
the documents incorporated by reference in other sections of 
this application 

2.6. Data Importer 
System 100 further comprises a data importing compo 

nent 132. Among other aspects, data importing component 
132 receives requests to assign data from an object 122 or 
123 to a task object 121. Requests may be received, for 
instance, in response to object linking component 134 estab 
lishing an association 124 between the object 122/123 and 
the task object 121. Requests may also or instead be received 
from an input handler 193 via interface controls configured 
to Solicit inputs that request performance of an import 
operation. 

Data importing component 132 is configured to identify 
fields of a task object 121 that correspond to fields of an 
associated object 122/123. The identification process may 
involve, for instance, identifying similar fields based on 
various metadata associated with the fields. Such as names, 
descriptions, inherited features, and so forth. For instance, 
the identification process may involve consulting object type 
definitions in an ontology 129. The identification process 
may also or instead involve consulting pre-defined mapping 
data that indicates which fields of a particular object type 
correspond to which task object fields. In an embodiment, 
data importing component 132 may employ any other Suit 
able technique for identifying fields that correspond between 
an object 122/123 and task object 121. 

In an embodiment, data importing component 132 is 
configured to copy values from fields of objects 122/123 to 
corresponding fields of task object 121. In an embodiment, 
data importing component 132 is further configured to 
establish triggers that will cause data updating component 
195 to synchronize subsequent changes from one field of 
object 122/123 or task object 121 to a corresponding field of 
object 122/123 or task object 121, so as to ensure that the 
two fields remain synchronized between the object 122/123 
and the task object 121. However, in other embodiments, 
keeping the fields synchronized may not be desirable. 
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In an embodiment, data importing component 132 may 

further be called to assign data to a field of task object 121 
dynamically, based on a previously established association 
124. Thus, rather than copying a value from a field of an 
object 122/123 to a corresponding field of a task object 121, 
a link is established between the field of the task object 121 
and the corresponding field of the object 122/123. When any 
component of system 100 needs the value of the field of task 
object 121, data importing component 132 may be called to 
retrieve the value from the linked field of object 122/123. 

2.7. Variations 
System 100 illustrates only one of many possible arrange 

ments of components configured to provide the functionality 
described herein. Other arrangements may include fewer, 
additional, or different components, and the division of work 
between the components may vary depending on the 
arrangement. For example, in other embodiments, there 
need not be geospatial objects 122 and/or other objects 123. 
In yet other embodiments, no object linking component 134, 
associations 124, and/or data importing component 132 are 
needed. In yet other embodiments, associations 124 are 
established and maintained directly by other components of 
system 100, and no discrete object linking component 134 is 
needed. 

In FIG. 1, the various components of system 100 are 
depicted as being communicatively coupled to various other 
components by arrows. These arrows illustrate only certain 
examples of information flows between the components of 
system 100. Neither the direction of the arrows nor the lack 
of arrow lines between certain components should be inter 
preted as indicating the absence of communication between 
the certain components. Indeed, each component of system 
100 may feature an open port, API, or other suitable com 
munication interface by which the component may become 
communicatively coupled to other components of system 
100 as needed to accomplish any of the functions of system 
100 described herein. 
3.0. Functional Overview 

Techniques are described herein for generating and ulti 
lizing task data objects. The techniques described herein are 
performed by a system of one or more computing devices, 
such as system 100 depicted in FIG. 1. In an embodiment, 
each of the processes described in connection with the 
functional blocks described below may be implemented 
using one or more computer programs, other Software ele 
ments, and/or digital logic in any of a general-purpose 
computer or a special-purpose computer, while performing 
data retrieval, transformation, and storage operations that 
involve interacting with and transforming the physical state 
of memory of the computer. 

3.1. Location-Sensitive Tasks 
According to an embodiment, a user who has identified 

actions to perform based on data objects such as described 
herein may utilize the systems and/or techniques described 
herein to create task objects that are associated with location 
data. FIG. 2 illustrates an example flow 200 for generating 
and utilizing a location-sensitive task object, according to an 
embodiment. 

Block 210 comprises receiving a request to generate a 
task object that describes a task. For example, an analyst or 
other user may access a graphical user interface that allows 
the user to create and view tasks. The graphical user inter 
face may feature one or more controls that, when selected by 
user input, cause the request to be sent to a task object 
generation component. Such as described elsewhere in this 
disclosure. The user may decide that a task object should be 
created, for instance, in response to viewing information 
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from reports, events, or other data objects that indicate to the 
user that a task needs to be performed. The request may 
optionally include parameters that specify certain aspects of 
the task, Such as a title, description, due date, and so forth. 
As another example, the request may be triggered pro 

grammatically in response to an automated process that 
analyzes various data objects and determines whether a 
certain condition has been met. For instance, various task 
triggers may be defined. Task triggers may be conditioned 
upon the lapsing of a certain time period, so that new tasks 
are generated automatically on a daily, weekly, or some 
other scheduled basis. Task triggers may also or instead be 
conditioned upon finding that one or more fields or one or 
more data objects have value(s) that meet certain specified 
criteria. When a particular set of one or more data objects 
meet the conditions of a task trigger, the task trigger sends 
a request to a task object generation component to create a 
task object. Various fields of the task objects may be 
assigned values that are based on those found in the trig 
gering data object(s). For instance, a task trigger may 
monitor data objects of a certain type for a certain status field 
value, such as “missing.” When the certain status field value 
is found in a data object, a task may be created with a title 
Such as "Find missing object' and a name that corresponds 
to the name of the data object. 

Block 215 comprises generating the task object respon 
sive to the request. A task object that conforms to a task 
object data structure type is generated. The task object 
comprises values for task object fields defined by the task 
object data structure type. Such as a title, description, date 
due, and so forth. Depending on the embodiment, the values 
may be initially empty, or set to certain default values. In an 
embodiment, if parameters indicating values of the task 
object fields were included in the request of block 210, the 
parameters are stored within corresponding task object 
fields. 

Block 220 comprises receiving first input that identifies a 
geographic location to associate with the task object. In an 
embodiment, the request of block 210 includes the first input 
of block 220. For instance, the geographic location may be 
included as a parameter when requesting to creating the task 
object, or may be derived based on other information 
included in or associated with the request. In other embodi 
ments, the geographic location may be added Subsequent to 
the request of block 210 via a task object property editing 
interface, a programmatic interface, or any other suitable 
data manipulation mechanism. 

In an embodiment, the first input indicates a particular 
data object to attach to the task object. The geographic 
location is stored in one or more fields of the particular data 
object, and is thus derived from the particular data object. 
For instance, a user may request to create a task object that 
is attached to a certain report object or event object that 
already has an associated geographic location. The task 
object is automatically associated with this same geographic 
location. Optionally, data from the particular data object 
may be linked to or imported into the task object, as 
described in other sections. 

In an embodiment, the first input indicates that a user has 
dragged a task icon to the geographic location on a map. For 
instance, responsive to the request of block 210, a graphical 
user interface may display a task icon that represents the 
newly generated task object in a workspace, graph, tree, list, 
or any other Suitable display area. The graphical user inter 
face may include a map display area. A user may provide the 
first input by clicking, tapping, or otherwise selecting the 
task icon, and then dragging the task icon to the map display 
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area. The user may then “drop' the task icon at a position in 
the map display area that corresponds to the desired geo 
graphic location. In a similar embodiment, a task creation 
icon representing a process for creating a new task object 
may be displayed prior to block 210. The user may drag the 
task creation icon to a position on the map display area to 
request that a new task object be created and associated with 
the geographic location that corresponds to the position. 

In yet another embodiment, the graphical user interface 
may display an object icon that represents a particular data 
object, such as a report object, event object, or user object, 
on the map. The particular data object stores information 
describing a geographic location, and is thus displayed at 
that geographic location. A user may drag and drop a task 
icon or task creation icon on the object icon. Or, the user 
may select a graphical interface control associated with the 
second icon, Such as by right-clicking on the object icon, or 
tapping on a button control while the object icon is in focus. 
Responsive this input, the graphical user interface may 
create, or show a menu for creating, the task object at the 
same geographic location as the particular data object. In an 
embodiment, the particular data object may furthermore be 
attached to the task object, and/or data from the particular 
data object may be linked to or imported into the task object, 
as described in other sections. 

Block 230 comprises storing information describing the 
geographic location in association with the task object. For 
instance, the task object may include one or more geo 
graphic location fields in which information specifying the 
geographic location is stored. As another example, a link 
between the task object and another object, such as the 
above described particular data object, may be stored. Infor 
mation describing the geographic location may be stored, or 
may already be stored, within the other object. The geo 
graphic location is thus associated with the task object via 
the link. In an embodiment, the geographic location need not 
be stored in the exact same manner as provided via the input 
of block 220, but rather may be converted or resolved to a 
different form prior to storage. For instance, if the input of 
block 220 specified a predefined point of interest, block 230 
may comprise resolving the point of interest to a geographic 
coordinate or address. Similarly, if the input of block 220 
specified a geographic coordinate, the geographic coordinate 
may in some embodiments be resolved to an address prior to 
Storage. 

Block 240 comprises displaying a first icon representing 
the task object on a map based on the stored geographic 
location. For instance, at some time subsequent to block 230, 
a user may request to view the task object. In an embodi 
ment, the user may specifically request to view the task 
object stored in block 230. For instance, the user may search 
for the task object or see the task object in a list of task 
objects. The user may then request to see the task object on 
a map. An icon representing the task object is generated and 
displayed at a position corresponding to the geographic 
location stored in block 230. In an embodiment, the map 
may further include icons representing other data objects as 
well. Such as user icons representing locations of user 
objects, asset icons representing locations of asset objects, 
report icons representing locations of report objects, and so 
forth. 

In an embodiment, the user may request to view a group 
of task objects that happen to include the task object stored 
in block 230. A user may request to view a variety of groups 
of task objects, including without limitation a group of all 
task objects stored within a data repository, a group of task 
objects due by a certain date, a group of task objects within 
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a certain proximity to a location, a group of unassigned task 
objects, a group of incomplete task objects, or a group of 
task objects whose members are selected by filtering upon 
any other criteria that is based upon data stored within or 
otherwise associated with a repository of task objects. Some 
or all of the task objects within the group may then be 
presented as icons at their corresponding geographic loca 
tions within a map. The graphical user interface may further 
include controls that allow users to perform a variety of 
actions with respect to the task objects depicted on the map. 
Such as Zooming into specific areas to better see the locations 
of certain task objects, filtering the group of task objects, 
viewing a list of task objects, sorting the list of task objects 
by distance from a location or other criteria, selecting a 
specific task object, or viewing and/or editing fields of a 
selected task object. 

Optional block 250 comprises changing the task icon 
based on a task status field of the task object. For instance, 
the task object may store a task status field whose value may 
be selected from an enumerated set of values, such as “not 
started,” “in progress,” or “complete.” As another example, 
a task status field may be set to a numerical value repre 
senting a percentage of the task that has been completed. 
Various other types of task status fields may be stored. 
Depending on the value of the task status field, the graphical 
user interface may display the task icon differently. For 
example, different colors or sizes of task icons may be used 
for different discrete values and/or ranges of values in a task 
status field. A red icon might therefore represent a task that 
has not been started, while a green icon might represent a 
task that is in progress. As another example, entirely differ 
ent task icons may be utilized to depict tasks objects, 
depending on the value of a task status field. 

In an embodiment, an icon may be customized based on 
the value of any field within a task object, regardless of 
whether the field is a task status field. Moreover, a task icon 
may be customized based on multiple types of fields within 
the same task object, and the graphical user interface may 
modify the task icon differently for each field. For instance, 
different colors may be assigned based on a first task object 
field that indicates whether the task object has been started 
or is complete, while different icons sizes may be assigned 
based on a second task object field that indicates whether a 
task is currently assigned to a user. 

Optional block 260 comprises moving the first icon on the 
map in response to determining that the task object is now 
associated with a new geographic location. For example, in 
Some embodiments, a task object is mobile. For example, 
re-assigning the location of a task object may be necessary 
when a first element of a task has been completed at one 
location, but a field analyst determines that the next element 
must be performed at another location. The task object may 
thus be assigned a new location using any Suitable interface. 
Similarly, it may be desirable to re-assign the location of a 
task object when the task object is attached to another 
mobile data object, such as a data object used to represent a 
user, vehicle, or mobile asset. The attached data object may 
be updated based on, for instance, tracking logs from a 
tracking device associated with the mobile data object. 
Based on a trigger associated with the attached data object 
and/or a link between the task object and the attached data 
object, the task object is thus also assigned to the new 
location. 

Optional block 270 comprises storing an association 
between the task object and a particular user object. In an 
embodiment, the association indicates that the task object is 
assigned to the particular user object. A user corresponding 
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to the particular user object may thus, for instance, receive 
a message describing the task object, view the task object in 
a list or map of task objects currently assigned to the user, 
and/or update the task object in a task manipulation inter 
face. However, other types of associations may also exist 
between task objects and user objects. Moreover, in some 
embodiments, a task object may be associated with a group 
of user objects, such as a team object representing a team of 
USCS. 

In an embodiment, block 270 may comprise displaying, 
on the map, a plurality of task icons representing a plurality 
of task objects that have not been assigned to user objects. 
Block 270 may further comprise displaying a plurality of 
user icons representing the user objects as a list of items, or 
in any other configuration, in an interface area adjacent to 
the map. The graphical user interface receives input that 
drags a particular user icon over a task icon. Responsive to 
this input, an association is stored between the task object 
that corresponds to the task icon and the user object repre 
sented by particular user icon. 

In an embodiment, block 270 may comprise selecting a 
particular user object. For example, the particular user object 
may correspond to a current user of the graphical user 
interface, or another user identified by the current user. A 
location of the particular user object is identified or deter 
mined. Distances between the location and locations asso 
ciated with task objects are determined. A list of task objects 
is created, sorted by distance from the particular user object. 
Or, a map of the closest task objects to the particular user 
object is shown. Responsive to input selecting a particular 
task object in the graphical user interface, an association is 
stored between the particular task object corresponding and 
the particular user object. 

Block 280 comprises receiving input indicating that a task 
associated with the task object is complete. For instance, a 
graphical user interface for viewing and manipulating task 
objects may include controls for changing a task status field 
from an “in progress' or similar value to “completed.” Block 
290 comprises, responsive to the input of block 280, updat 
ing the task object to have a status of complete. Conse 
quently, the task object will no longer be presented in any 
display of incomplete or in progress task objects. 

Flow 200 is one example of a technique for generating 
and utilizing a location-sensitive task object. Other flows 
may include fewer or additional elements in varying 
arrangements. For example, in an embodiment, a task object 
may be associated with a plurality of different location fields 
indicating multiple locations associated with the task object. 
Each location field may have a pre-defined or user-configu 
rable designation that indicates the significance of the loca 
tion field. For instance, different locations may be associated 
with different sub-elements of the task, and/or different 
attached objects. A map interface may display a task object 
at all of its indicated locations, a currently active location, or 
a location having a particular designation. 

3.2. Tasks with Attachments 
According to an embodiment, a user who has identified 

actions to perform based on data objects such as described 
herein may utilize the systems and/or techniques described 
herein to create task objects that are “attached” or otherwise 
associated with other data objects. In an embodiment, cer 
tain task object fields may inherit, import, or otherwise be 
assigned to values found in existing fields of associated data 
objects. FIG. 3 illustrates an example flow 300 for assigning 
a task object field based on an associated data object, 
according to an embodiment. 
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Block 310 comprises storing a repository of data objects, 
such as described in other sections. Block 320 comprises 
receiving a first request to generate a task object that 
describes a task, such as described with respect to block 210. 
Block 330 comprises, responsive to the first request, gener 
ating the task object, Such as described with respect to block 
215. 

Block 340 comprises identifying, in the repository of data 
objects, a particular data object to associate with the task 
object. For instance, the particular data object may be a 
report object, event object, asset object, user object, resource 
object, or any other Suitable data object. 

In an embodiment, the first request specifies an identifier 
for the particular data object. For instance, while viewing 
information associated with the particular data object in a 
map, graph, or other Suitable presentation, the user may have 
selected a control for requesting to create a task object that 
is associated with the particular data object. A request that 
includes the identifier may have been generated and sent to 
a task object generation component. As part of generating 
the task object, the particular data object corresponding to 
the identifier is located. A link between the task object and 
the particular data object may optionally be created. 

In an embodiment, block 340 comprises receiving a 
second request to attach the particular data object to the task 
object, Subsequent to the first request. For instance, a graphi 
cal user interface may display a representation of the task 
object. The graphical user interface may also display various 
representations of other data objects, such as a second icon 
representing the particular data object. In response to receiv 
ing input that drags the second icon over the representation 
of the task object, the second request may be generated, 
including an identifier for the particular data object. A link 
between the task object and the particular data object may 
optionally be created. As another example, a menu for 
editing fields of the task object may include an attachment 
control. Upon clicking or otherwise selecting the attachment 
control, a user may browse various data objects and select 
one or more data objects to attach to the task object. 

In an embodiment, block 340 comprises receiving input 
that identifies a geographic location to associate with the 
task object. In this embodiment, block 340 further comprises 
determining to associate the particular data object with the 
task object based on comparing the geographic location to 
one or more location fields in the particular data object. For 
instance, upon creating a location-sensitive task object per 
the techniques described in other sections, a task object may 
automatically be attached to the closest data object of a 
certain type, such as a user object or event object. In another 
embodiment, an association between the task object and the 
closest data object may be suggested via the graphical user 
interface. The user is given an option to confirm the asso 
ciation. 

Block 350 comprises determining that a first field of the 
task object corresponds to a second field of the particular 
data object. For instance, block 350 may involve determin 
ing that the second field has a same name as the first field. 
Or block 350 may comprise determining that the first field 
and the second field both represent a location attribute, 
object title, assigned user, or assigned user group. 

In some embodiments, the task object is of a task object 
data structure type that comprises values for task object 
fields. The particular data object, meanwhile, conforms to a 
particular data object structure type that defines particular 
fields of the particular object. Block 350 may thus comprise 
comparing first definition data for the task object data 
structure type to second definition data for the particular data 
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object structure type to identify similar fields. In an embodi 
ment, block 350 may comprise determining that the second 
field and the first field descend from a common structural 
element of a common object type definition. In an embodi 
ment, predefined mappings of corresponding fields in dif 
ferent object types may be stored within the data repository. 
Thus, block 350 may comprise locating, in a plurality of data 
structure type mappings, a mapping between the particular 
data object structure type and the task object data structure 
type, and determining that the first field corresponds to the 
second field based on the mapping. 

Block 360 comprises assigning the first field of the task 
object to the value of the corresponding second field. For 
instance, block 360 may comprise copying the value of the 
corresponding second field to the first field of the task object 
while generating the task object and/or responsive to the 
second request to attach the particular object to the task 
object. In an embodiment, the first field may not necessarily 
store the value of the corresponding second field, but rather 
be linked to the second field of the particular data object. 
Thus, when the value of the first field is requested, the value 
of the linked second field is returned. In an embodiment, 
block 360 is only performed if the first field of the task object 
is empty, thus ensuring that no data is inadvertently over 
written. In other embodiments, however, it may be preferred 
to overwrite the first field. 

Block 370 comprises displaying a presentation of infor 
mation based on the task object. A task object may be 
depicted in varying forms in a variety of contexts, including 
as an icon or other component of a map, as an item in a list 
of task objects, as a node in a node-based graph that 
interconnects the task object with other attached data 
objects, as a task progress report, and so forth. 

Optional block 375 comprises updating the first field of 
the task object responsive to input that changes the value in 
the second field of the particular data object. For instance, a 
trigger may be associated with the second field, such that 
when the value of the second field changes, the value of the 
first field also changes. Alternatively, block 375 comprises 
updating the second field of the particular data object 
responsive to input that changes the value in the first field of 
the task object, in similar manner. 

Block 380 comprises receiving input indicating that a task 
associated with the task object is complete, such as 
described with respect to block 280. Block 390 comprises, 
responsive to the input of block 380, updating the task object 
to have a status of complete, such as described with respect 
to block 2.90. 

Optional block 395 comprises, responsive to updating the 
task object in block 390, updating one or more fields of the 
attached data object. For instance, a user may Submit input 
indicating that the task corresponding to the task object is 
complete. Responsive to the input, and based on the asso 
ciation between the task object and the particular object, a 
status field of the particular object may be automatically 
updated to a new status, such as a “work order closed status 
or other status. 

Flow 300 is one example of a technique for assigning the 
value of a task object field based on an associated data 
object. Other flows may include fewer or additional ele 
ments in varying arrangements. For example, in an embodi 
ment, a similar flow may be utilized to assign values to 
multiple fields of the task object, based on values stored in 
multiple fields of the particular data object. As another 
example, in an embodiment, a second data object may be 
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associated with the task object, and another field of the task 
object may be assigned to a value from a corresponding field 
of the second data object. 
4.0. Example User Interfaces 
The drawings discussed in this section are examples of the 

many types of presentations and interfaces that may be 
generated based on the data objects, systems, and/or tech 
niques described herein. The information and data objects 
depicted in these drawings are given by way of example. The 
interface techniques may be extended to any types of task 
objects and data objects Supported by the systems described 
herein. Other interfaces may include fewer, additional, or 
different elements in varying arrangements. 

4.1. Example Task Creation/Editing Interface 
FIG. 4 illustrates an example interface 400 for creating 

task objects and/or viewing information associated with 
existing task objects, according to an embodiment. Interface 
400 comprises a tab 410 for viewing a selected group of 
tasks. Additional tabs 410 for other groups of tasks may be 
added using control 412. Interface 400 further comprises 
task list 420 for selecting a task object for which to display 
information in task information area 430. Task list 420 
includes items 422-426, each corresponding to a pre-exist 
ing task object. 

Task information area 430 shows values from various 
fields of the task object whose list item 422-426 is selected 
in task list 420. Each of the values is shown in a field control 
432-456 that also permits editing of the corresponding 
value. Each control 432-456 includes a label indicating the 
name of the task object field that corresponds to the control 
432-456. Controls 432-456 include a status field control 432, 
an assigned user field control 434, a title field control 436, 
a description field control 438, attachment field controls 
440-444, location field controls 452, a creation timestamp 
field control 454, and a revision timestamp field control 456. 
Controls 454-456 are shaded in gray to indicate that the 
corresponding fields are not editable. 

Attachment control area 440 lists all objects that have 
been attached to the depicted task object. For each attached 
object, there is an attached object control 442. A user may 
launch a presentation of information concerning the attached 
object by selecting control. Attached object control 442 may 
further be deleted to remove the attachment from the task 
object. 

Attachment control area 440 further includes a control 
444 for adding a new attachment. Over this control 444, a 
user may drag and drop an icon representing another object 
from another interface area (not depicted). Such as a graph, 
object list, or map. In response, the other object is attached 
to the task object. Alternatively, a user may click on control 
444 to browse other objects and locate a new object to 
attach. In an embodiment, upon attaching a new object via 
control 444, various fields 432-438 and 452 are updated to 
include values from corresponding fields of the newly 
attached object, using techniques described in other sections. 
In an embodiment, fields 432-438 and 452 are updated in 
this manner only if they are empty. In an embodiment, upon 
attaching a new object, interface 400 will generate a prompt 
that asks the user if the user wishes to import certain values 
from the newly attached object into certain fields 432-438 
and 452. 

Interface 400 further includes a save control 490 that 
saves any changes made to the task object via controls 
432-456. Interface 400 further includes a reversion control 
480 that discards any changes made to the task object via 
controls 432-456. 
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Above task list 420 is a task creation control 428. Upon 

selecting task creation control 428, the controls 432-456 are 
reset to empty or default values. Using controls 432-456, the 
user may assign values to various task object fields. The user 
may then click on control 490 to request that a new task 
object having the assigned values be created. A new item 
422-426 will then appear in task list 420, reflecting the 
newly created task object. 

4.2. Example Mobile Interfaces 
FIG. 5 illustrates an example mobile map interface 500, 

according to an embodiment. Map interface 500 comprises 
a map area 510 on which object icons, including icons 
representing task objects and other data objects, may be 
depicted. Interface 500 includes an activated pull-down 
menu 520 for accessing various data presentations, includ 
ing a task control 530 for accessing a presentation of task 
objects. 

FIG. 6 illustrates an example mobile task list interface 600 
for viewing a list of task objects, according to an embodi 
ment. Interface 600 comprises an inactive pull-down menu 
610 that provides functionality similar to pull-down menu 
520. Interface 600 further comprises items 620, each of 
which represents a different task object. Specifically, each 
item 620 includes a title of the respectively represented task 
object and a date of the respectively represented task object, 
which may be a due date, revision date, or creation date, 
depending on the embodiment. For each item 620, there is 
a check box 630 for submitting input indicating that the 
status field value of the respectively represented task object 
should be marked as “complete.” For each item 620, there is 
also a control 640 for launching another interface for view 
ing more detailed information about the represented task 
object. In an embodiment, items 620 have been filtered to 
include only task objects that are assigned to a user that has 
logged into the interface 600, or a team to which the user is 
assigned. In other embodiments, there may be different task 
interface screens 600 for different groups of task objects, 
including task objects assigned to different users or user 
groups, unassigned task objects, task objects due within a 
certain time period, tasks objects associated within a certain 
proximity to a specific location, and so forth. 

FIG. 7 illustrates an example mobile task information 
interface 700 for viewing information about a specific task 
object, according to an embodiment. Interface 700 com 
prises a pull-down menu 710 similar to pull-down menu 
610. Interface 700 further comprises a task title display 720 
that displays the value of a title field of a task object. 
Interface 700 further includes other display elements for 
various fields of the task object, including a description field 
display 731, attachment field display 732, location field 
display 733, creation date field display 734, and revision 
date field display 735. Attachment field display 732 includes 
a hyperlink for each attached object, by which a user may 
request an interface for viewing more information about the 
assigned object. Location field display 733 includes a hyper 
link by which a user may launch a map interface, such as 
map interface 500, centered upon the location associated 
with the task object. 

Interface 700 further comprises a message notification 
area 790 that alerts a user to the existence of a new task 
object or a newly assigned task object. Message notification 
area 790 may be part of the same application that displays 
the other components of interface 700, or may be an overlay 
generated by an operating system or other messaging appli 
cation. In an embodiment, a user may select message 
notification area 790 when it appears, in order to launch an 
interface 700 for viewing information about the new task 
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object. In other embodiments, selecting message notification 
area 790 may launch other interfaces in which the new task 
object may be depicted, such as map interface 500 or task list 
interface 600. In an embodiment, message notification area 
790 only appears when a new task object meeting certain 
criteria has been created. For instance, message notification 
area 790 may only appear when a task object is newly 
assigned to the user who is logged into interface 700, or to 
a user group that includes the user. As another example, 
message notification area 790 may also appear when an 
unassigned task object is located within a certain proximity 
of the user's mobile device. The text in message notification 
area 790 may vary depending on the relationship between 
the new task object and the user. In an embodiment, a user 
may receive other new task notifications in addition to or 
instead of that found in message notification area 790, such 
as via email or text message. 

Interface 700 further includes a task completion checkbox 
730 configured for submitting input that requests to mark the 
task object as complete. FIG. 8 illustrates another example 
mobile task information interface 800 for viewing informa 
tion about a specific task object, according to an embodi 
ment. Interface 800 is the same as interface 700, except that 
task completion checkbox 730 has been checked, and con 
sequently a confirmation message 810 is displayed asking 
the user to confirm whether the user intends to close the task 
object. 

FIG. 9 illustrates an example mobile interface 900 in 
which information about task objects may be located, 
according to an embodiment. Interface 900 comprises an 
asset object list 910. Items 931-933 of object list 910 
represent various asset objects. Items 931-933 are organized 
according to teams 920, and may further be organized by 
online/offline status. A user may select one of items 931-933, 
and then click on a task button 940. Upon clicking on the 
task button 940, a task list interface such as interface 600 
may appear, listing all task objects assigned or attached to 
the asset object corresponding to the selected item 931-933. 
In other embodiments, interface 900 may further comprise a 
task creation button configured to request creating a task that 
is attached to the selected asset object. Similar interfaces 900 
may exist for other types of data objects. 
5.0. Example Mobile System Architecture 

FIG. 10 illustrates an example of a mobile data analysis 
system 1000 in which the techniques described herein may 
be practiced, according to an embodiment. A mobile data 
analysis system 1000 generally facilitates the communica 
tion and the exchange of data between one or more mobile 
devices (e.g., mobile devices 1006), one or more analyst 
workstations (e.g., analyst workstations 1014), and informa 
tion stored in one or more data repositories (e.g., data 
repositories 1010, 1018). The example mobile data analysis 
system 1000 is conceptually described herein as comprising 
a mobile device system 1002 supporting one or more mobile 
devices 1006 and that is interconnected over a network 1012 
to an operations center system 1004 Supporting one or more 
analyst workstations 1014 and other computing resources; 
however, the mobile data analysis system 1000 represents 
just one system arrangement and other system arrangements 
are possible. 

In an embodiment, a mobile device system 1002 com 
prises mobile devices 1006, mobile device server 1008, and 
data repository 1010. Each of mobile devices 1006 generally 
may comprise any mobile computing device including, 
without limitation, a Smartphone, a cellular phone, a tablet, 
a laptop, and a personal digital assistant (PDA). Each of 
mobile devices 1006 is communicatively coupled to mobile 
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device server 1008 via one or more wireless links that may 
include, for example, cellular, Wi-Fi, WiMAX, ZigBee, 
microwave, and other wireless network links. For the pur 
poses of illustrating a clear example, four mobile devices 
1006 and one mobile device server 1008 are shown in FIG. 
10, but practical implementations may use hundreds or 
thousands of mobile devices and any number of mobile 
devices servers. 

In an embodiment, mobile device server 1008 may be 
communicatively coupled to resources of operations center 
system 1004 via network 1012, which broadly represents 
one or more local area networks, wide area networks, global 
interconnected internetworks such as the public internet, or 
a combination thereof. Mobile device server 1008 generally 
may be configured to coordinate communication between 
mobile devices 1006 and resources of operations center 
system 1004 and to access and retrieve data stored in data 
repository 1010. For example, mobile device server 1008 
may be configured to relay search requests, messages, and 
other data sent from mobile devices 1006 to resources of 
operations center system 1004, and to send information 
received from operations center system 1004 to the appro 
priate mobile devices 1006. 

In an embodiment, operations center system 1004 com 
prises one or more analyst workstations 1014, application 
server 1016, data repository 1018, and web server 1020. One 
or more components of operations center system 1004 may, 
for example, be located in a centralized location that is 
remote from mobile device system 1002 and mobile devices 
1006. 

In an embodiment, analyst workstations 1014 comprise 
one or more workstation computers, server computers, lap 
top computers, mobile devices, or combinations thereof. 
Analyst workstations 1014 generally are configured to Sup 
port one or more operations analysts that may request 
information provided by application server 1016 and/or web 
server 1020, send information to application server 1016 to 
be stored in data repository 1018, communicate with one or 
more field analysts using mobile devices 1006, and perform 
other operations described herein. 

In an embodiment, application server 1016 generally is 
configured to access and retrieve data stored in data reposi 
tory 1018 in response to requests from mobile devices 1006, 
mobile device server 1008, analyst workstations 1014, and 
web server 1020. Application server 1016 may perform data 
manipulations and other operations in response to receiving 
requests to access and/or store data in data repository 1018. 

In an embodiment, data repository 1018 is the same as the 
one or more repositories 120 of FIG. 1, while application 
server 1016 and web server 1020 collectively implement 
other components of system 100. However, in other embodi 
ments, the correspondence between the components of sys 
tem 100 and system 1000 may vary. 

5.1. Mobile Device System Architecture 
FIG. 11 illustrates an example mobile device system 

architecture 1100, according to an embodiment. In an 
embodiment, a mobile device system architecture 1100 
comprises one or more mobile devices 1006, mobile device 
server 1008, and data repository 1010. 

In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 11, a mobile device 
1006, which may be implemented by one or more physical 
computing devices, is communicatively coupled to mobile 
device server 1008, which may be implemented by one or 
more second physical computing devices, over one or more 
wireless networks. A mobile device 1006 comprises a dis 
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play 1102, graphical user interface (GUI) logic 1104, mobile 
application logic 1106, location sensors 1108, and camera 
1110. 

In an embodiment, GUI logic 1104 may be a set of 
program instructions which, when executed by one or more 
processors of a mobile device 1006, are operable to receive 
user input and to display a graphical representation of one or 
more graphic constructs related to the mobile data analysis 
system approaches described herein. As an example, a 
mobile device 1006 may be a smartphone and GUI logic 
1104 may be operable to receive touch screen signals and 
other user input from, and display the graphics constructs to, 
a graphical user interface that is provided on display 1102. 
Touch screen signals may comprise selecting buttons, hold 
ing down buttons, selecting items displayed on the screen, 
dragging, or other gestures or selections. In general, GUI 
logic 1104 is configured to receive user input and determine 
what user requests or commands are represented by the user 
input. 

In an embodiment, a mobile device 1006 includes mobile 
application logic 1106, which may comprise firmware, hard 
ware, software, or a combination thereof in various embodi 
ments that is configured to implement the functions of a 
mobile data analysis system on a mobile device as described 
herein. In one embodiment, mobile application logic 1106 
may be implemented as part of an application program 
configured to execute on the Android operating system. In 
other embodiments, mobile application logic 1106 may be 
implemented as a combination of programming instructions 
Written in any programming language (e.g., C++ or Java) 
and hardware components (e.g. memory, CPU time) that 
have been allocated for executing the program instructions 
on a mobile device 1006. 

In an embodiment, location sensors 1108 generally rep 
resent any sensors which may be used to determine infor 
mation associated with a geographic location, spatial orien 
tation, device movement, or any other information 
associated with the physical presence of a mobile device 
1006, and which may be referred to herein as location data. 
Location data may include, for example, latitudinal and 
longitudinal coordinates, elevation measures, cardinal direc 
tion information, movement information, etc. For example, 
location sensors 1108 may comprise a Global Positioning 
System (GPS) component, motion sensors (e.g., an acceler 
ometer), rotation sensors (e.g., a gyroscope), a compass, and 
a magnetometer. In an embodiment, mobile application logic 
1106 is operable to receive location data from location 
sensors 1108 and to send the location data to a mobile device 
server 1008, which in turn may send the location data to 
resources of operations center system 1004. The receiving 
and sending of location data by mobile application logic 
1106 may be performed periodically, at user configured 
intervals, or based on any other schedule. 

In an embodiment, camera 1110 generally represents any 
component capable of capturing multimedia information 
Such as images, video, and Sound. Camera 1110 may be 
integrated into a mobile device 1006 or may be an external 
device communicatively coupled to a mobile device 1006. 

In an embodiment, mobile device server 1008 comprises 
mobile device security logic 1112 and repository access 
logic 1114. 

In an embodiment, mobile device security logic 1112 
provides processes for controlling access to the mobile data 
analysis system by mobile devices. For example, access by 
mobile devices 1006 to mobile device server 1008, and via 
mobile device server 1008 to resources of operations center 
system 1004 over network 1012, may be restricted and/or 
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secured. As such, access by a mobile device user to a mobile 
device 1006 and/or mobile device server 1008 may be based 
on the user Supplying an authorized mobile device user 
account and associated passwords, secret questions, per 
sonal identification numbers (PINs), biometrics, and/or any 
other suitable authentication mechanism. Mobile device 
security logic 1112 comprise a set of program instructions 
configured to process mobile device user login requests sent 
from a mobile device 1006. 

In one embodiment, user access to a mobile device 1006, 
mobile device server 1008, and one or more of the resources 
of operations center system 1004 may be protected by 
separate authentication mechanisms. In another embodi 
ment, mobile device security logic 1112 may be configured 
to implement a Single Sign-On (SSO) access control system 
in order to provide a single point of authentication for 
mobile device users. An SSO access control system gener 
ally enables a system resource. Such as mobile device server 
1008, to process access credentials supplied by a mobile 
device user and, if a Successful login occurs, to grant an 
authenticated user account access to resources located on 
other system resources, such as the resources of operations 
center system 1004, and without the mobile user manually 
authenticating with the other systems. 

In an embodiment, communication between mobile 
devices 1006, mobile device server 1008, and resources in 
operations center system 1004 may be secured using a 
cryptographic communication protocol such as, for 
example, the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) protocol. For 
example, each of mobile devices 1006 may be configured for 
secure communications by installing a public key security 
certificate on the mobile devices and a corresponding private 
key security certificate on mobile device server 1008 and 
resources of operations center system 1004. Mobile device 
security logic 1112 may comprise instructions configured to 
send and receive encrypted network traffic based on the 
installed security certificates, whereby the mobile device 
security logic 1112 encodes outgoing data with the public 
key security certificate, and mobile devices server 1008 
and/or resources of operations center system 1004 decode 
received data with the installed private key security certifi 
Cates. 

In an embodiment, mobile device security logic 1112 may 
comprise program instructions configured to restrict mobile 
device access to mobile device server 1008 based on a 
whitelist of authorized mobile devices. A mobile device 
whitelist may be configured by a mobile data analysis 
system administrator and may include, for example, one or 
more entries that specify a unique identifier associated with 
approved mobile devices. The unique identifier may be, for 
example, a device serial number, an international mobile 
equipment identity (IMEI) number, a MAC address, or any 
other identifier that may be transmitted by a mobile device 
1006 to mobile device server 1008. In an embodiment, 
mobile device security logic 1112 may be configured to 
cause mobile device server 1008 to ignore requests that are 
sent from a mobile device that does not supply an identifier 
on the whitelist. A mobile device whitelist may be stored in 
a database, a spreadsheet, or any other Suitable format for 
storage in a data repository such as data repository 1010. 

In an embodiment, mobile device server 1008 comprises 
repository access logic 1114. Repository access logic 1114 
may comprise a set of instructions which, when executed by 
one or more processors, are operable to access and retrieve 
data from data repository 1018. For example, repository 
access logic may be a database client or an Open Database 
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Connectivity (ODBC) client that supports calls to a database 
server that manages data repository 1018. 

In an embodiment, data repository 1010 generally repre 
sents any data storage device (e.g., local memory on mobile 
device server 1008, shared memory, a database, etc.) known 
in the art which may be configured to store data. In an 
embodiment, data repository 1010 may store, for example, 
configuration files, security information, and other data 
associated with mobile devices 1006. In some embodiments, 
data stored in data repository 1010 may be accessed by 
mobile device server 1008 in order to avoid sending requests 
for the same information to resources of operations center 
system 1004. 

5.2. Operations Center System Architecture 
FIG. 12 illustrates an example operations centerarchitec 

ture 1200, according to an embodiment. In an embodiment, 
operations center architecture 1200 comprises application 
server 1016, web server 1020, and one or more analyst 
workstations, such as analyst workstation 1014. 

In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 12, analyst work 
station 1014, which may be implemented by one or more 
physical computing devices, is communicatively connected 
to application server 1016 and web server 1020, which may 
be implemented by one or more other physical computing 
devices, over a network. In some embodiments, each Such 
physical computing device may be implemented as a sepa 
rate computer system. For example, analyst workstation 
1014 may be implemented in a computer system as a set of 
program instructions recorded on a machine-readable stor 
age medium, while application server 1016 and web server 
1020 may be implemented in different computer systems. 

Analyst workstation 1014 comprises graphical user inter 
face (GUI) logic 1204. GUI logic 1204 may be a set of 
program instructions which, when executed by one or more 
processors of the computer system, are operable to receive 
user input and display a graphical representation of one or 
more graphic constructs related to the mobile data analysis 
approaches described herein. GUI logic 1204 may be oper 
able to receive user input from, and display the graphic 
constructs to, a graphical user interface that is provided on 
display 1202 by the computer system on which analyst 
workstation 1014 executes. 

Analyst workstation 1014 may also interact with appli 
cation server 1016 to provide input, definition, editing 
instructions, and expressions related to a mobile data analy 
sis system as described herein using a programmatic inter 
face, and then the application server 1016 may use, process, 
log, store, or otherwise interact with the received input 
according to application server logic. 

In an embodiment, web server 1020 is configured to 
provide one or more web-based interfaces to resources 
available from application server 1016 and data repository 
1018. As an example, one or more of mobile devices 1006 
may comprise a browser that can access HTML documents 
that web server 1020 generates. The web pages may include 
information about data stored in data repository 1018. In 
other embodiments, web server 1020 may use formats other 
than HTML for transmitting information to requesting 
devices. 

In an embodiment, application server 1016 may be imple 
mented as a special-purpose computer system having the 
logical elements shown in FIG. 12. In an embodiment, the 
logical elements may comprise program instructions 
recorded on one or more machine-readable storage media. 
Alternatively, the logical elements may be implemented in 
hardware, firmware, or a combination. 
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When executed by one or more processors of the com 

puter system, logic in application server 1016 is operable to 
perform mobile data analysis system operations according to 
the techniques described herein. In one embodiment, logic in 
application server 1016 may be implemented in a Java 
Virtual Machine (JVM) that is executing in a distributed or 
non-distributed computer system. In other embodiments, 
logic in application server 1016 may be implemented as a 
combination of programming instructions written in any 
programming language (e.g., C++ or Visual Basic) and 
hardware components (e.g., memory, CPU time) that have 
been allocated for executing the program instructions. 

In an embodiment, application server 1016 comprises 
repository access logic 1214. Repository access logic 1214 
may comprise a set of instructions which, when executed by 
one or more processors, are operable to access and retrieve 
data from data repository 1018. 

In an embodiment, data repository 1018 may be a type of 
structured storage for storing data including, but not limited 
to, relational or object-oriented databases, data warehouses, 
directories, data files, and any other structured data storage. 
In one embodiment, data repository 1018 is implemented as 
a revisioning database system configured to track changes 
made to data stored in the data repository. In an embodiment, 
a revisioning database system records metadata about 
changes to stored data, facilitates UNDO and REDO opera 
tions of data changes, can receive requests to Subscribe to 
particular data and publish updates to Such data for delivery 
to subscribers, and perform other functions. 

In an embodiment, application server 1016 comprises 
mobile application base logic 1206. Mobile application base 
logic 1206 generally includes logic implementing mobile 
data analysis system operations that may be requested by an 
analyst workstation 1014 and mobile devices 1006 and 
comprises mobile helper logic 1208 and geosearch logic 
1210. 

In an embodiment, mobile helper logic 1208 provides 
processes for assisting users to observe the location of 
various data objects in repository 1018, such as one or more 
task objects or one or more objects representing mobile 
devices, on a map display. Mobile helper logic mobile 
device security logic 1112 may comprise program instruc 
tions operable to receive and store locational and other data 
sent from mobile devices and to provide locational and other 
data in response to requests. The data received, stored, and 
sent may further include metadata. Mobile helper logic 1208 
may further comprise logic operable to transmit messages 
sent from mobile device and analyst workstation users, 
perform data object searches, and other functionality 
described herein. 

In an embodiment, geosearch logic 1210 provides pro 
cesses for handling geosearch requests sent from a mobile 
device and analyst workstation users. In general, a geosearch 
request is a search request for data objects or other infor 
mation that is associated with one or more specified geo 
graphic locations or areas. 

Systems 1000, 1100, and 1200, along with similar sys 
tems and techniques that utilize such systems, are described 
in greater detail in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/831, 
199, filed Mar. 14, 2013 and entitled “Mobile Reports,” the 
entire contents of which are hereby incorporated by refer 
ence for all purposes as if set forth herein. Other examples 
of systems in which the described techniques may be 
utilized include, without limitation: U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 12/840,673, filed Jul. 21, 2010, U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 13/247.987, filed Sep. 28, 2011, and U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 13/669,274, filed Nov. 5, 2012. 
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The entire contents of each of the above documents are 
hereby incorporated by reference for all purposes as if set 
forth in their entirety herein. 
6.0. Implementation Mechanisms—Hardware Overview 

According to an embodiment, the techniques described 
herein are implemented by one or more special-purpose 
computing devices. The special-purpose computing devices 
may be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the techniques, or may include one or 
more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 
firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such 
special-purpose computing devices may also combine cus 
tom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom pro 
gramming to accomplish the techniques. The special-pur 
pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems, 
portable computer systems, handheld devices, networking 
devices or any other device that incorporates hard-wired 
and/or program logic to implement the techniques. 

For example, FIG. 13 is a block diagram that illustrates a 
computer system 1300 upon which an embodiment may be 
implemented. Computer system 1300 includes a bus 1302 or 
other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
mation, and a hardware processor 1304 coupled with bus 
1302 for processing information. Hardware processor 1304 
may be, for example, a general purpose microprocessor. 
Computer system 1300 also includes a main memory 

1306, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other 
dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 1302 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 
1304. Main memory 1306 also may be used for storing 
temporary variables or other intermediate information dur 
ing execution of instructions to be executed by processor 
1304. Such instructions, when stored in non-transitory stor 
age media accessible to processor 1304, render computer 
system 1300 into a special-purpose machine that is custom 
ized to perform the operations specified in the instructions. 

Computer system 1300 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 1308 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 1302 for storing static information and instructions 
for processor 1304. A storage device 1310, such as a 
magnetic disk, optical disk, or Solid-state drive is provided 
and coupled to bus 1302 for storing information and instruc 
tions. 

Computer system 1300 may be coupled via bus 1302 to a 
display 1312, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for dis 
playing information to a computer user. An input device 
1314, including alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to 
bus 1302 for communicating information and command 
selections to processor 1304. Another type of user input 
device is cursor control 1316. Such as a mouse, a trackball, 
or cursor direction keys for communicating direction infor 
mation and command selections to processor 1304 and for 
controlling cursor movement on display 1312. This input 
device typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a 
first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the 
device to specify positions in a plane. 

Computer system 1300 may implement the techniques 
described herein using customized hard-wired logic, one or 
more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 1300 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 1300 in response 
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to processor 1304 executing one or more sequences of one 
or more instructions contained in main memory 1306. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 1306 from 
another storage medium, Such as storage device 1310. 
Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 1306 causes processor 1304 to perform the process 
steps described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination 
with software instructions. 
The term “storage media' as used herein refers to any 

non-transitory media that store data and/or instructions that 
cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. Such 
storage media may comprise non-volatile media and/or 
volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, 
optical disks, magnetic disks, or Solid-state drives, such as 
storage device 1310. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 1306. Common forms of 
storage media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible 
disk, hard disk, Solid-state drive, magnetic tape, or any other 
magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other 
optical data storage medium, any physical medium with 
patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH 
EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge. 

Storage media is distinct from but may be used in con 
junction with transmission media. Transmission media par 
ticipates in transferring information between storage media. 
For example, transmission media includes coaxial cables, 
copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that com 
prise bus 1302. Transmission media can also take the form 
of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during 
radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one 
or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 
1304 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid-state drive of 
a remote computer. The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem. A modem local 
to computer system 1300 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra-red signal. An infra-red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 1302. Bus 1302 carries 
the data to main memory 1306, from which processor 1304 
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
received by main memory 1306 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 1310 either before or after execution by 
processor 1304. 
Computer system 1300 also includes a communication 

interface 1318 coupled to bus 1302. Communication inter 
face 1318 provides a two-way data communication coupling 
to a network link 1320 that is connected to a local network 
1322. For example, communication interface 1318 may be 
an integrated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable 
modem, satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line. As another example, communication interface 
1318 may be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN. Wire 
less links may also be implemented. In any such implemen 
tation, communication interface 1318 sends and receives 
electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi 
tal data streams representing various types of information. 

Network link 1320 typically provides data communica 
tion through one or more networks to other data devices. For 
example, network link 1320 may provide a connection 
through local network 1322 to a host computer 1324 or to 
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data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider 
(ISP) 1326. ISP 1326 in turn provides data communication 
services through the worldwide packet data communication 
network now commonly referred to as the “Internet 1328. 
Local network 1322 and Internet 1328 both use electrical, 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams. The signals through the various networks and the 
signals on network link 1320 and through communication 
interface 1318, which carry the digital data to and from 
computer system 1300, are example forms of transmission 
media. 

Computer system 1300 can send messages and receive 
data, including program code, through the network(s), net 
work link 1320 and communication interface 1318. In the 
Internet example, a server 1330 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 1328, ISP 
1326, local network 1322 and communication interface 
1318. 
The received code may be executed by processor 1304 as 

it is received, and/or stored in storage device 1310, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. 

In the foregoing specification, embodiments have been 
described with reference to numerous specific details that 
may vary from implementation to implementation. The 
specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded 
in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense. The sole and 
exclusive indicator of the scope of the embodiments, and 
what is intended by the applicants to be the scope of the 
embodiments, is the literal and equivalent scope of the set of 
claims that issue from this application, in the specific form 
in which such claims issue, including any Subsequent cor 
rection. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A computer system comprising 
a data repository configured to store data objects; 
a task object generation component, implemented at least 

partially by computing hardware, configured to gener 
ate task objects and cause the task objects to be stored 
in the data repository; 

an object linking component, implemented at least par 
tially by computing hardware, configured to attach 
particular data objects stored in the data repository to 
particular task objects generated by the task object 
generation component; 

a data importing component, implemented at least par 
tially by computing hardware, configured to identify 
one or more first fields of a first task object, of the task 
objects, that corresponds to one or more second fields 
of a first data object, of the data objects, the first data 
object having been attached to the first task object, each 
of the one or more second fields storing a particular 
value; 

wherein the data importing component is further config 
ured to copy the particular value of the second field of 
the first data object to the first field of the first task 
object; 

a data updating component configured to receive location 
input that identifies geographic locations to associate 
with the task objects, and to store information describ 
ing the geographic locations in association with the task 
objects; 

wherein the data updating component is further config 
ured to determine that the particular value in the first 
field of the task object has changed and, in response, 
update the particular value in the second field of the 
first data object; 
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a data presentation component configured to display task 

icons representing the task objects on a geographic map 
based on the stored geographic locations, including a 
plurality of the task objects that have not been assigned 
to user objects, of the data objects, the data presentation 
component further configured to display a plurality of 
user icons representing a plurality of the user objects. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the one or more first 
fields and the one or more second fields both include two or 
more of a location attribute, object title, object description, 
or assigned user or user group. 

3. The system of claim 1, 
wherein the task objects conform to a task object data 

structure type, the task object data structure type defin 
ing task object fields of the task objects, including the 
one or more first fields; 

wherein the data objects conform to particular data object 
structure types that define particular fields of the data 
objects, the particular data object structure types being 
different from the task object data structure type; 

wherein the data importing component is configured to 
determine that the one or more second fields corre 
spond to the one or more first field by comparing first 
definition data for the task object data structure type to 
second definition data for a first data object structure 
type to which the first data object conforms. 

4. The system of claim 1: 
wherein the data updating component is further config 

ured to receive input indicating that tasks correspond 
ing to particular task objects have been completed; 

wherein the data updating component is further config 
ured to, responsive to input indicating that a first task 
corresponding to the first task object has been com 
pleted, and based on the first task object being attached 
to the first data object, automatically change a status 
field of the first data object. 

5. The system of claim 1: 
wherein the data presentation component is further con 

figured to display indications of distances between first 
locations associated with a plurality of the task objects 
and a second location associated with a particular user 
object, of the user objects: 

wherein the object linking component is further config 
ured to, responsive to the assignment inputs received 
by the input handler, store associations between one or 
more of the particular task objects and the particular 
user object. 

6. The system of claim 1: 
wherein the data updating component is further config 

ured to determine that the first data object has been 
updated to store information describing a new geo 
graphic location; 

wherein the data presentation component is further con 
figured to, responsive to the data updating component 
determining that the first data object has been updated, 
move the first icon that represents the first task object 
to a new position on the geographic map, the new 
position reflecting the new geographic location. 

7. A method comprising: 
receiving a request to generate a task object that describes 

a task: 
generating the task object responsive to the request; 
receiving first input that identifies a geographic location to 

associate with the task object; 
storing information describing the geographic location in 

association with the task object; 
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displaying a first icon representing the task object on a 
geographic map, the first icon placed on the geographic 
map at a point that corresponds to the stored geographic 
location of the task object; 

storing an association between the task object and a 
particular data object, the particular data object storing 
different data than the task object, the particular data 
object storing the information describing the geo 
graphic location; 

determining that a first field of task object fields in the task 
object corresponds to a second field of the particular 
data object, the second field of the particular data object 
having a particular value; 

automatically copying the particular value of the corre 
sponding second field to the first field of the task object; 

determining that the particular value in the first field of the 
task object has changed and, in response, updating the 
particular value in the second field of the first data 
object; 

determining that the particular data object has been 
updated to store information describing a new geo 
graphic location; 

responsive to determining that the particular data object 
has been updated, based on the stored association 
between the task object and the particular data object, 
moving the first icon to a new position on the geo 
graphic map, the new position reflecting the new geo 
graphic location of the particular data object; 

wherein the method is performed by one or more com 
puting devices. 

8. The method of claim 7, wherein the geographic location 
a first geographic location, further comprising: 
determining that the task object has been updated to store 

a second geographic location that is not the first geo 
graphic location; 

moving the first icon on the geographic map to reflect the 
second geographic location. 

9. The method of claim 7, further comprising: 
displaying, on the geographic map, a plurality of task 

icons representing a plurality of task objects that have 
not been assigned to user objects, the plurality of task 
icons including the first icon; 

displaying a plurality of user icons representing the user 
objects; 

receiving input that drags a particular user icon over the 
first icon; 

storing an association between the task object and a 
particular user object represented by the particular user 
icon, the association indicating that the task object is 
assigned to the particular user object. 

10. The method of claim 7, further comprising: 
displaying, on the geographic map, a plurality of task 

icons representing a plurality of task objects that have 
not been assigned to user objects, the plurality of task 
icons including the first icon; 

displaying indications of distances between first locations 
associated with the plurality of the task objects and a 
second location associated with a particular user object; 

responsive to input selecting the first icon, storing an 
association between the task object and the particular 
user object, the association indicating that the task 
object is assigned to the particular user object. 

11. The method of claim 7, 
wherein the first field and the second field are both one of: 

an object title, object description, or an assigned user or 
user group. 
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12. The method of claim 7, further comprising: 
receiving input indicating that the task corresponding to 

the task object is complete; 
responsive to the input, based on the association between 

the task object and the particular data object, automati 
cally changing a status field of the particular data object 
and updating the first icon to reflect the change in the 
status field. 

13. The method of claim 7, further comprising: 
receiving initial input that identifies the stored geographic 

location to associate with the task object; and 
determining to associate the particular data object with the 

task object based on comparing the geographic location 
to one or more location fields in the particular data 
object. 

14. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media 
storing instructions that, when executed by one or more 
computing devices, cause performance of: 

receiving a request to generate a task object that describes 
a task: 

generating the task object responsive to the request; 
receiving first input that identifies a geographic location to 

associate with the task object; 
storing information describing the geographic location in 

association with the task object; 
displaying a first icon representing the task object on a 

geographic map, the first icon placed on the geographic 
map at a point that corresponds to the stored geographic 
location of the task object; 

storing an association between the task object and a 
particular data object, the particular data object storing 
different data than the task object, the particular data 
object storing the information describing the geo 
graphic location; 

determining that a first field of task object fields in the task 
object corresponds to a second field of the particular 
data object, the second field of the particular data object 
having a particular value; 

automatically copying the particular value of the corre 
sponding second field to the first field of the task object; 

determining that the particular value in the first field of the 
task object has changed and, in response, updating the 
particular value in the second field of the first data 
object; 

determining that the particular data object has been 
updated to store information describing a new geo 
graphic location; 

responsive to determining that the particular data object 
has been updated, based on the stored association 
between the task object and the particular data object, 
moving the first icon to a new position on the geo 
graphic map, the new position reflecting the new geo 
graphic location of the particular data object. 

15. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 14, wherein the geographic location is a first 
geographic location, wherein the instructions, when 
executed by the one or more computer devices, further cause 
performance of: 

determining that the task object has been updated to store 
a second geographic location that is not the first geo 
graphic location; 

moving the first icon on the geographic map to reflect the 
second geographic location. 

16. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 14, wherein the instructions, when executed 
by the one or more computer devices, further cause perfor 
mance of 
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displaying, on the geographic map, a plurality of task 
icons representing a plurality of task objects that have 
not been assigned to user objects, the plurality of task 
icons including the first icon: 

displaying a plurality of user icons representing the user 5 
objects; 

receiving input that drags a particular user icon over the 
first icon; 

storing an association between the task object and a 
particular user object represented by the particular user 
icon, the association indicating that the task object is 
assigned to the particular user object. 

17. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 14, wherein the instructions, when executed 
by the one or more computer devices, further cause perfor 
mance of: 

displaying, on the geographic map, a plurality of task 
icons representing a plurality of task objects that have 
not been assigned to user objects, the plurality of task 
icons including the first icon; 

displaying indications of distances between first locations 
associated with the plurality of the task objects and a 
Second location associated with a particular user object; 

responsive to input selecting the first icon, storing an 
association between the task object and the particular 
user object, the association indicating that the task 
object is assigned to the particular user object. 

10 

15 

25 

34 
18. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 

media of claim 14. 
wherein the first field and the second field are both one of: 

an object title, object description, or an assigned user or 
user group. 

19. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 14, wherein the instructions, when executed 
by the one or more computer devices, further cause perfor 
mance of: 

receiving input indicating that the task corresponding to 
the task object is complete; 

responsive to the input, based on the association between 
the task object and the particular data object, automati 
cally changing a status field of the particular data object 
and updating the first icon to reflect the change in the 
status field. 

20. The one or more non-transitory computer-readable 
media of claim 14, wherein the instructions, when executed 
by the one or more computer devices, further cause perfor 

20 mance of: 
receiving initial input that identifies the stored geographic 

location to associate with the task object; and 
determining to associate the particular data object with the 

task object based on comparing the geographic location 
to one or more location fields in the particular data 
object. 
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1. 

METHODS AND SYSTEMIS FOR ANALYZING 
ENTITY PERFORMANCE 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent 
Application No. 61/916,795, U.S. Provisional Patent Appli 
cation No. 61/916,796, and U.S. Provisional Patent Appli 
cation No. 61/916,797, each of which were filed on Dec. 16, 
2013, and the disclosures of which are expressly incorpo 
rated herein by reference in their entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

The amount of information being processed and stored is 
rapidly increasing as technology advances present an ever 
increasing ability to generate and store data. This data is 
commonly stored in computer-based systems in structured 
data stores. For example, one common type of data store is 
a so-called “flat file such as a spreadsheet, plain-text 
document, or XML document. Another common type of data 
store is a relational database comprising one or more tables. 
Other examples of data stores that comprise structured data 
include, without limitation, files systems, object collections, 
record collections, arrays, hierarchical trees, linked lists, 
stacks, and combinations thereof. 
Numerous organizations, including industry, retail, and 

government entities, recognize that important information 
and decisions can be drawn if massive data sets can be 
analyzed to identify patterns of behavior. Collecting and 
classifying large sets of data in an appropriate manner allows 
these entities to more quickly and efficiently identify these 
patterns, thereby allowing them to make more informed 
decisions. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Reference will now be made to the accompanying draw 
ings which illustrate exemplary embodiments of the present 
disclosure and in which: 

FIG. 1 illustrates, in block diagram form, an exemplary 
data fusion system for providing interactive data analysis, 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system for 
analyzing performance of an entity, consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer 
system, consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 
SUC. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary data structure 
accessed in the process of analyzing entity performance, 
consistent with the embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an exemplary scenario 
depicting a system for analyzing entity performance, con 
sistent with the embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 6 is a flowchart representing an exemplary process 
for analyzing entity performance, consistent with the 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 7 is a screenshot of an exemplary user interface 
representing an entity performance, consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 8 is a screenshot of an exemplary user interface 
representing an entity performance, consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 
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FIG. 9 is a screenshot of an exemplary user interface 

representing an entity performance, consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 10A is a flowchart representing an exemplary pro 
cess for analyzing entity performance, consistent with the 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 10B is a screenshot of an exemplary user interface 
representing an entity performance, consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 11 is a flowchart representing an exemplary process 
for comparing entity performance, consistent with the 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 12 is a screenshot of an exemplary user interface 
representing a comparison of entity performance, consistent 
with embodiments of the present disclosure 

FIG. 13 is a flowchart representing an exemplary process 
for estimating a consuming entity's location, consistent with 
the embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 14 is a flowchart representing an exemplary process 
for estimating a provisioning entity's location, consistent 
with the embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIG. 15 is a flowchart representing an exemplary process 
for estimating a provisioning entity's location, consistent 
with the embodiments of the present disclosure. 

FIGS. 16A, 16B, and 16C are block diagrams represent 
ing a method of computing travel times between two pro 
visioning entities, consistent with the embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 

FIGS. 17-26 are screenshots of exemplary user interfaces, 
consistent with the embodiments of the present disclosure. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

This application expressly incorporates herein by refer 
ence the entirety of U.S. Non-Provisional patent application 
Ser. No. 14/045,720, titled “Systems and Methods for Ana 
lyzing Performance of an Entity”, filed on Oct. 3, 2013. 

Reference will now be made in detail to the embodiments, 
the examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying 
drawings. Whenever possible, the same reference numbers 
will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or 
like parts. The terms interactions and transactions are 
intended to covey the same meaning and can be used 
interchangeably throughout this disclosure. 

FIG. 1 illustrates, in block diagram form, an exemplary 
data fusion system 100 for providing interactive data analy 
sis, consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 
Among other things, data fusion system 100 facilitates 
transformation of one or more data sources, such as data 
Sources 130 (e.g., financial services systems 220, geographic 
data systems 230, provisioning entity management systems 
240 and/or consuming entity data systems 250, as shown in 
FIG. 2) into an object model 160 whose semantics are 
defined by an ontology 150. The transformation can be 
performed for a variety of reasons. For example, a database 
administrator can import data from data sources 130 into a 
database 170 for persistently storing object model 160. As 
another example, a data presentation component (not 
depicted) can transform input data from data sources 130 
“on the fly” into object model 160. The object model 160 can 
then be utilized, in conjunction with ontology 150, for 
analysis through graphs and/or other data visualization tech 
niques. 

Data fusion system 100 comprises a definition component 
110 and a translation component 120, both implemented by 
one or more processors of one or more computing devices or 
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systems executing hardware and/or software-based logic for 
providing various functionality and features of the present 
disclosure, as described herein. As will be appreciated from 
the present disclosure, data fusion system 100 can comprise 
fewer or additional components that provide the various 
functionalities and features described herein. Moreover, the 
number and arrangement of the components of data fusion 
system 100 responsible for providing the various function 
alities and features described herein can further vary from 
embodiment to embodiment. 

Definition component 110 generates and/or modifies 
ontology 150 and a schema map 140. Exemplary embodi 
ments for defining an ontology (such as ontology 150) are 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 7,962.495 (the 495 patent), 
issued on Jun. 14, 2011, the entire contents of which are 
expressly incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. 
Consistent with certain embodiments disclosed in the 495 
patent, a dynamic ontology may be used to create a database. 
To create a database ontology, one or more object types may 
be defined, where each object type includes one or more 
properties. The attributes of object types or property types of 
the ontology can be edited or modified at any time. And, for 
each property type, at least one parser definition may be 
created. The attributes of a parser definition can be edited or 
modified at any time. 

In some embodiments, each property type is declared to 
be representative of one or more object types. A property 
type is representative of an object type when the property 
type is intuitively associated with the object type. Alterna 
tively, each property type has one or more components and 
a base type. In some embodiments, a property type can 
comprise a string, a date, a number, or a composite type 
consisting of two or more string, date, or number elements. 
Thus, property types are extensible and can represent com 
plex data structures. Further, a parser definition can refer 
ence a component of a complex property type as a unit or 
token. 
An example of a property having multiple components is 

an Address property having a City component and a State 
component. An example of raw input data is “Los Angeles, 
Calif.” An example parser definition specifies an association 
of imported input data to object property components as 
follows: {CITY, STATE->Address:State, Address:City. 
In some embodiments, the association {CITY, STATE} is 
defined in a parser definition using regular expression sym 
bology. The association {CITY, STATE} indicates that a 
city string followed by a state string, and separated by a 
comma, comprises valid input data for a property of type 
Address. In contrast, input data of “Los Angeles Calif.” 
would not be valid for the specified parser definition, but a 
user could create a second parser definition that does match 
input data of “Los Angeles Calif.” The definition Address: 
City, Address:State specifies that matching input data values 
map to components named “City” and “State' of the 
Address property. As a result, parsing the input data using 
the parser definition results in assigning the value "Los 
Angeles' to the Address: City component of the Address 
property, and the value “CA' to the Address:State compo 
nent of the Address property. 

According to Some embodiments, schema map 140 can 
define how various elements of schemas 135 for data 
sources 130 map to various elements of ontology 150. 
Definition component 110 receives, calculates, extracts, or 
otherwise identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130. 
Schemas 135 define the structure of data sources 130; for 
example, the names and other characteristics of tables, files, 
columns, fields, properties, and so forth. Definition compo 
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4 
nent 110 furthermore optionally identifies sample data 136 
from data sources 130. Definition component 110 can fur 
ther identify object type, relationship, and property defini 
tions from ontology 150, if any already exist. Definition 
component 110 can further identify pre-existing mappings 
from schema map 140, if Such mappings exist. 

Based on the identified information, definition component 
110 can generate a graphical user interface 115. Graphical 
user interface 115 can be presented to users of a computing 
device via any Suitable output mechanism (e.g., a display 
screen, an image projection, etc.), and can further accept 
input from users of the computing device via any Suitable 
input mechanism (e.g., a keyboard, a mouse, a touch screen 
interface, etc.). Graphical user interface 115 features a visual 
workspace that visually depicts representations of the ele 
ments of ontology 150 for which mappings are defined in 
schema map 140. 

In some embodiments, transformation component 120 can 
be invoked after schema map 140 and ontology 150 have 
been defined or redefined. Transformation component 120 
identifies schema map 140 and ontology 150. Transforma 
tion component 120 further reads data sources 130 and 
identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130. For each 
element of ontology 150 described in schema map 140, 
transformation component 120 iterates through some or all 
of the data items of data sources 130, generating elements of 
object model 160 in the manner specified by schema map 
140. In some embodiments, transformation component 120 
can store a representation of each generated element of 
object model 160 in a database 170. In some embodiments, 
transformation component 120 is further configured to Syn 
chronize changes in object model 160 back to data sources 
130. 

Data sources 130 can be one or more sources of data, 
including, without limitation, spreadsheet files, databases, 
email folders, document collections, media collections, con 
tact directories, and so forth. Data sources 130 can include 
data structures stored persistently in non-volatile memory. 
Data sources 130 can also or alternatively include temporary 
data structures generated from underlying data sources via 
data extraction components, such as a result set returned 
from a database server executing an database query. 
Schema map 140, ontology 150, and schemas 135 can be 

stored in any suitable structures, such as XML files, database 
tables, and so forth. In some embodiments, ontology 150 is 
maintained persistently. Schema map 140 can or cannot be 
maintained persistently, depending on whether the transfor 
mation process is perpetual or a one-time event. Schemas 
135 need not be maintained in persistent memory, but can be 
cached for optimization. 

Object model 160 comprises collections of elements such 
as typed objects, properties, and relationships. The collec 
tions can be structured in any suitable manner. In some 
embodiments, a database 170 stores the elements of object 
model 160, or representations thereof. Alternatively, the 
elements of object model 160 are stored within database 170 
in a different underlying format, such as in a series of object, 
property, and relationship tables in a relational database. 

According to some embodiments, the functionalities, 
techniques, and components described herein are imple 
mented by one or more special-purpose computing devices. 
The special-purpose computing devices can be hard-wired to 
perform the techniques, or can include digital electronic 
devices Such as one or more application-specific integrated 
circuits (ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) 
that are persistently programmed to perform the techniques, 
or can include one or more general purpose hardware 
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processors programmed to perform the techniques pursuant 
to program instructions in firmware, memory, other storage, 
or a combination. Such special-purpose computing devices 
can also combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or 
FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the tech 
niques. The special-purpose computing devices can be desk 
top computer systems, portable computer systems, handheld 
devices, networking devices, or any other device that incor 
porates hard-wired and/or program logic to implement the 
techniques. 

Throughout this disclosure, reference will be made to an 
entity Such as, for example, a provisioning entity and a 
consuming entity. It will be understood that a provisioning 
entity can include, for example, a merchant, a retail provi 
Sioning entity or the like, and a consuming entity can 
include, for example, a consumer user buying products or 
services from a provisioning entity. It will be understood that 
a consuming entity can represent either individual persons or 
can represent a group of persons (e.g., a group of persons 
living under one roof as part of a family). In some embodi 
ments, a consuming entity can be a credit card number of an 
individual or a credit card number for an entire family 
sharing one credit card. It will also be understood that a 
provisioning entity can represent either the entity itself or 
individual persons involved with the entity. 

In embodiments described herein, data fusion system 100 
can provide a provisioning entity, Such as a retail provision 
ing entity, to analyze information to identify behaviors to 
allow that provisioning entity to make more informed deci 
sions. Such information can allow retail entities, such as a 
retail provisioning entity, to determine where to place their 
retail locations. Provisioning entities having more than one 
location (e.g., a merchant with a chain store or a franchise 
model) typically evaluate the performance of their locations 
and may adjust their business models or work flows when 
the locations under-perform. Typically, provisioning entities 
evaluate the performance of their locations based on period 
to-period metrics. For example, a provisioning entity can 
evaluate a location’s performance by comparing the current 
month's sales to the previous month's sales. In addition, 
provisioning entitles can evaluate each of its locations 
performance using comparative analysis. For example, a 
provisioning entity might compare the sales at an area 
location with the sales at a second location. As provisioning 
entities generally measure the performance of its locations 
based on their own interaction data (e.g., the entity's sales 
across some or all of its locations), current methods of 
measuring performance do not consider sales made by 
competitors or demographic features of the areas of the 
provisioning entity's locations. 

Since current performance evaluation methods do not 
consider the sales of competitors or the demographic fea 
tures of the region of the provisioning entity location, 
measured performance may not represent the true perfor 
mance of a provisioning entity. For instance, although a 
provisioning entity location in a low consumer spend capac 
ity area might have less sales than a provisioning entity 
location in a high consumer spend capacity area, it may be 
performing better than what could be expected for that area 
in light of for example, the low number of consumers 
residing in the area or the low income of the area. A 
performance of a provisioning entity at an area location can 
be adversely impacted by the close proximity of a second 
location of the provisioning entity, but the provisioning 
entity at the area location can be performing better than 
expected given the competition from the provisioning enti 
ty's second location. Conversely, while a provisioning entity 
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6 
location in a dense, high-income area might have the highest 
sales of all provisioning entity locations, it can still be 
under-performing because, for instance, consumer spend 
capacity is high and the provisioning entity location could 
generate more sales. 

Consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure, 
the performance of provisioning entities can be analyzed 
based on how the provisioning entity is expected to perform 
given the location of the provisioning entity. For a given 
provisioning entity location, the disclosed embodiments 
may be implemented to consider, for example, consumer 
demographic features of the provisioning entity locations 
area and the proximity of competitors to the provisioning 
entity location (including the proximity of the provisioning 
entity's other close-by locations). In some embodiments, the 
provisioning entity can be a merchant. For purposes of 
illustration, exemplary embodiments for analyzing entity 
performance are described herein with reference to “mer 
chants.” The exemplary embodiments and techniques 
described herein, however, may be applied to other types of 
entities (e.g., service providers, governmental agencies, etc.) 
within the spirit and scope of this disclosure. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system 200 for 
performing one or more operations for analyzing perfor 
mance of a provisioning entity and/or a consuming entity, 
consistent with disclosed embodiments. In some embodi 
ments, the provisioning entity is a merchant and system 200 
can include provisioning entity analysis system 210, one or 
more financial services systems 220, one or more geo 
graphic data systems 230, one or more provisioning entity 
management systems 240, and one or more consuming 
entity data systems 250. The components and arrangement 
of the components included in system 200 can vary depend 
ing on the embodiment. For example, the functionality 
described below with respect to financial services systems 
220 can be embodied in consuming entity data systems 250, 
or vice-versa. Thus, system 200 can include fewer or addi 
tional components that perform or assist in the performance 
of one or more processes to analyze provisioning entity’s, 
consistent with the disclosed embodiments. 
One or more components of system 200 can be computing 

systems configured to analyze provisioning entity perfor 
mance. As further described herein, components of system 
200 can include one or more computing devices (e.g., 
computer(s), server(s), etc.), memory storing data and/or 
Software instructions (e.g., database(s), memory devices, 
etc.), and other known computing components. In some 
embodiments, the one or more computing devices are con 
figured to execute software or a set of programmable 
instructions stored on one or more memory devices to 
perform one or more operations, consistent with the dis 
closed embodiments. Components of system 200 can be 
configured to communicate with one or more other compo 
nents of system 200, including provisioning entity analysis 
system 210, one or more financial services systems 220, one 
or more geographic data systems 230, one or more provi 
Sioning entity management systems 240, and one or more 
consumer data systems 250. In certain aspects, users can 
operate one or more components of system 200. The one or 
more users can be employees of, or associated with, the 
entity corresponding to the respective component(s) (e.g., 
someone authorized to use the underlying computing sys 
tems or otherwise act on behalf of the entity). 

Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can be a com 
puting system configured to analyze provisioning entity 
performance. For example, provisioning entity analysis sys 
tem 210 can be a computer system configured to execute 
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Software or a set of programmable instructions that collect or 
receive financial interaction data, consumer data, and pro 
visioning entity data and process it to determine the actual 
transaction amount of each transaction associated with the 
provisioning entity. Provisioning entity analysis system 210 
can be configured, in some embodiments, to utilize, include, 
or be a data fusion system 100 (see, e.g., FIG. 1) to transform 
data from various data sources (such as, financial services 
systems 220, geographic data systems 230, provisioning 
entity management systems 240, and consuming entity data 
systems 250) for processing. In some embodiments, provi 
Sioning entity analysis system 210 can be implemented 
using a computer system 300, as shown in FIG. 3 and 
described below. 

Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can include one 
or more computing devices (e.g., server(s)), memory storing 
data and/or Software instructions (e.g., database(s), memory 
devices, etc.) and other known computing components. 
According to Some embodiments, provisioning entity analy 
sis system 210 can include one or more networked comput 
ers that execute processing in parallel or use a distributed 
computing architecture. Provisioning entity analysis system 
210 can be configured to communicate with one or more 
components of system 200, and it can be configured to 
provide analysis of provisioning entities via an interface(s) 
accessible by users over a network (e.g., the Internet). For 
example, provisioning entity analysis system 210 can 
include a web server that hosts a web page accessible 
through network 260 by provisioning entity management 
systems 240. In some embodiments, provisioning entity 
analysis system 210 can include an application server con 
figured to provide data to one or more client applications 
executing on computing systems connected to provisioning 
entity analysis system 210 via network 260. 

In some embodiments, provisioning entity analysis sys 
tem 210 can be configured to determine the actual sales for 
a provisioning entity or specific provisioning entity location 
by processing and analyzing data collected from one or more 
components of system 200. For example, provisioning entity 
analysis system 210 can determine that the Big Box Mer 
chant store located at 123 Main St, in Burbank, Calif. is 
actually generating S60,000 of sales per month. Provisioning 
entity analysis system 210 can provide an analysis of a 
provisioning entity or provisioning entity location's perfor 
mance based on a target for sales and the actual sales for the 
provisioning entity or provisioning entity location. For 
example, for the Big Box Merchant store located at 123 
Main St. Burbank, Calif., the provisioning entity analysis 
system 210 can provide an analysis that the store is per 
forming above expectations. Exemplary processes that can 
be used by provisioning entity analysis system 210 are 
described below with respect to FIGS. 6, 10A, 11, 13, 14, 
and 15. 

Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can, in some 
embodiments, generate a user interface communicating data 
related to one or more provisioning entities or provisioning 
entity locations. For example, in Some embodiments, pro 
visioning entity analysis system 210 includes a web server 
that generates HTML code, or Scripts capable of generating 
HTML code, that can be displayed in a web browser 
executing on computing device. Provisioning entity analysis 
system 210 can also execute an application server that 
provides user interface objects to a client application execut 
ing on a computing device, or it can provide data that is 
capable of being displayed in a user interface in a client 
application executing on a computing device. In some 
embodiments, provisioning entity analysis system 210 can 
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8 
generate user interfaces that can be displayed within another 
user interface. For example, provisioning entity analysis 
system 210 can generate a user interface for display within 
a parent user interface that is part of a word processing 
application, a presentation development application, a web 
browser, or an illustration application, among others. In 
Some embodiments, generating a user interface can include 
generating the code that when executed displays information 
(e.g., HTML) on the user interface. Alternatively, generating 
interface can include providing commands and/or data to a 
set of instructions that when executed render a user interface 
capable of being shown on a display connected to a com 
puting device. In some embodiments, the user interface can 
include a map, indications of the provisioning entity loca 
tions on a map, and indications of the sales or interactions 
associated with the provisioning entity locations. Examples 
of Some (although not all) user interfaces that can be 
generated by provisioning entity analysis system 210 are 
described below with respect to FIGS. 7-9, 10B and 12. 

Referring again to FIG. 2, financial services system 220 
can be a computing system associated with a financial 
service provider, such as a bank, credit card issuer, credit 
bureau, credit agency, or other entity that generates, pro 
vides, manages, and/or maintains financial service accounts 
for one or more users. Financial services system 220 can 
generate, maintain, store, provide, and/or process financial 
data associated with one or more financial service accounts. 
Financial data can include, for example, financial service 
account data, Such as financial service account identification 
data, account balance, available credit, existing fees, reward 
points, user profile information, and financial service 
account interaction data, such as interaction dates, interac 
tion amounts, interaction types, and location of interaction. 
In some embodiments, each interaction of financial data can 
include several categories of information associated with the 
interaction. For example, each interaction can include cat 
egories such as number category; consuming entity identi 
fication category; consuming entity location category; pro 
visioning entity identification category; provisioning entity 
location category; type of provisioning entity category: 
interaction amount category; and time of interaction cat 
egory, as described in FIG. 4. It will be appreciated that 
financial data can comprise either additional or fewer cat 
egories than the exemplary categories listed above. Finan 
cial services system 220 can include infrastructure and 
components that are configured to generate and/or provide 
financial service accounts such as credit card accounts, 
checking accounts, savings account, debit card accounts, 
loyalty or reward programs, lines of credit, and the like. 

Geographic data systems 230 can include one or more 
computing devices configured to provide geographic data to 
other computing systems in system 200 such as provisioning 
entity analysis system 210. For example, geographic data 
systems 230 can provide geodetic coordinates when pro 
vided with a street address of Vice-versa. In some embodi 
ments, geographic data systems 230 exposes an application 
programming interface (API) including one or more meth 
ods or functions that can be called remotely over a network, 
Such as network 260. According to Some embodiments, 
geographic data systems 230 can provide information con 
cerning routes between two geographic points. For example, 
provisioning entity analysis system 210 can provide two 
addresses and geographic data systems 230 can provide, in 
response, the aerial distance between the two addresses, the 
distance between the two addresses using roads, and/or a 
Suggested route between the two addresses and the route's 
distance. 
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According to some embodiments, geographic data sys 
tems 230 can also provide map data to provisioning entity 
analysis system 210 and/or other components of system 200. 
The map data can include, for example, satellite or overhead 
images of a geographic region or a graphic representing a 
geographic region. The map data can also include points of 
interest, such as landmarks, malls, shopping centers, 
Schools, or popular restaurants or retailers, for example. 

Provisioning entity management systems 240 can be one 
or more computing devices configured to perform one or 
more operations consistent with disclosed embodiments. For 
example, provisioning entity management systems 240 can 
be a desktop computer, a laptop, a server, a mobile device 
(e.g., tablet, Smart phone, etc.), or any other type of com 
puting device configured to request provisioning entity 
analysis from provisioning entity analysis system 210. 
According to some embodiments, provisioning entity man 
agement systems 240 can comprise a network-enabled com 
puting device operably connected to one or more other 
presentation devices, which can themselves constitute a 
computing system. For example, provisioning entity man 
agement systems 240 can be connected to a mobile device, 
telephone, laptop, tablet, or other computing device. 

Provisioning entity management systems 240 can include 
one or more processors configured to execute software 
instructions stored in memory. Provisioning entity manage 
ment systems 240 can include Software or a set of program 
mable instructions that when executed by a processor per 
forms known Internet-related communication and content 
presentation processes. For example, provisioning entity 
management systems 240 can execute software or a set of 
instructions that generates and displays interfaces and/or 
content on a presentation device included in, or connected 
to, provisioning entity management systems 240. In some 
embodiments, provisioning entity management systems 240 
can be a mobile device that executes mobile device appli 
cations and/or mobile device communication Software that 
allows provisioning entity management systems 240 to 
communicate with components of system 200 over network 
260. The disclosed embodiments are not limited to any 
particular configuration of provisioning entity management 
systems 240. 

Provisioning entity management systems 240 can be one 
or more computing systems associated with a provisioning 
entity that provides products (e.g., goods and/or services), 
Such as a restaurant (e.g., Outback Steakhouse(R), Burger 
King R, etc.), retailer (e.g., Amazon.com(R, Target(R), etc.), 
grocery store, mall, shopping center, service provider (e.g., 
utility company, insurance company, financial service pro 
vider, automobile repair services, movie theater, etc.), non 
profit organization (ACLUTM, AARPR), etc.) or any other 
type of entity that provides goods, services, and/or informa 
tion that consuming entities (i.e., end-users or other business 
entities) can purchase, consume, use, etc. For ease of dis 
cussion, the exemplary embodiments presented herein relate 
to purchase interactions involving goods from retail provi 
Sioning entity systems. Provisioning entity management 
systems 240, however, is not limited to systems associated 
with retail provisioning entities that conduct business in any 
particular industry or field. 

Provisioning entity management systems 240 can be 
associated with computer systems installed and used at a 
brick and mortar provisioning entity locations where a 
consumer can physically visit and purchase goods and 
services. Such locations can include computing devices that 
perform financial service interactions with consumers (e.g., 
Point of Sale (POS) terminal(s), kiosks, etc.). Provisioning 
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10 
entity management systems 240 can also include back 
and/or front-end computing components that store data and 
execute software or a set of instructions to perform opera 
tions consistent with disclosed embodiments, such as com 
puters that are operated by employees of the provisioning 
entity (e.g., back office systems, etc.). Provisioning entity 
management systems 240 can also be associated with a 
provisioning entity that provides goods and/or service via 
known online or e-commerce types of Solutions. For 
example, such a provisioning entity can sell products via a 
website using known online or e-commerce systems and 
Solutions to market, sell, and process online interactions. 
Provisioning entity management systems 240 can include 
one or more servers that are configured to execute stored 
Software or a set of instructions to perform operations 
associated with a provisioning entity, including one or more 
processes associated with processing purchase interactions, 
generating interaction data, generating product data (e.g., 
SKUdata) relating to purchase interactions, for example. 
Consuming entity data systems 250 can include one or 

more computing devices configured to provide demographic 
data regarding consumers. For example, consuming entity 
data systems 250 can provide information regarding the 
name, address, gender, income level, age, email address, or 
other information about consumers. Consuming entity data 
systems 250 can include public computing systems such as 
computing systems affiliated with the U.S. Bureau of the 
Census, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, or FedStats, or 
it can include private computing systems such as computing 
systems affiliated with financial institutions, credit bureaus, 
Social media sites, marketing services, or some other orga 
nization that collects and provides demographic data. 
Network 260 can be any type of network or combination 

of networks configured to provide electronic communica 
tions between components of system 200. For example, 
network 260 can be any type of network (including infra 
structure) that provides communications, exchanges infor 
mation, and/or facilitates the exchange of information, Such 
as the Internet, a Local Area Network, or other suitable 
connection(s) that enables the sending and receiving of 
information between the components of system 200. Net 
work 260 may also comprise any combination of wired and 
wireless networks. In other embodiments, one or more 
components of system 200 can communicate directly 
through a dedicated communication link(s). Such as links 
between provisioning entity analysis system 210, financial 
services system 220, geographic data systems 230, provi 
Sioning entity management systems 240, and consuming 
entity data systems 250. 
As noted above, provisioning entity analysis system 210 

can include a data fusion system (e.g., data fusion system 
100) for organizing data received from one or more of the 
components of system 200. 

FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer 
system 300, consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure. The components of system 200 such as provi 
Sioning entity analysis system 210, financial service systems 
220, geographic data systems 230, provisioning entity man 
agement systems 240, and consuming entity data systems 
250 may include the architecture based on or similar to that 
of computer system 300. 
As illustrated in FIG. 3, computer system 300 includes a 

bus 302 or other communication mechanism for communi 
cating information, and one or more hardware processors 
304 (denoted as processor 304 for purposes of simplicity) 
coupled with bus 302 for processing information. Hardware 
processor 304 can be, for example, one or more general 
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purpose microprocessors or it can be a reduced instruction 
set of one or more microprocessors. 
Computer system 300 also includes a main memory 306, 

Such as a random access memory (RAM) or other dynamic 
storage device, coupled to bus 302 for storing information 
and instructions to be executed by processor 304. Main 
memory 306 also can be used for storing temporary vari 
ables or other intermediate information during execution of 
instructions to be executed by processor 304. Such instruc 
tions, after being Stored in non-transitory storage media 
accessible to processor 304, render computer system 300 
into a special-purpose machine that is customized to perform 
the operations specified in the instructions. 

Computer system 300 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 308 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 302 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 304. A storage device 310, Such as a magnetic 
disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc. is 
provided and coupled to bus 302 for storing information and 
instructions. 

Computer system 300 can be coupled via bus 302 to a 
display 312, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), liquid crystal 
display, or touch screen, for displaying information to a 
computer user. An input device 314, including alphanumeric 
and other keys, is coupled to bus 302 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 304. 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 316, such 
as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for com 
municating direction information and command selections 
to processor 304 and for controlling cursor movement on 
display 312. The input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes, a first axis (for example, X) and a 
second axis (for example, y), that allows the device to 
specify positions in a plane. In some embodiments, the same 
direction information and command selections as cursor 
control can be implemented via receiving touches on a touch 
screen without a cursor. 
Computing system 300 can include a user interface mod 

ule to implement a graphical user interface that can be stored 
in a mass storage device as executable Software codes that 
are executed by the one or more computing devices. This 
and other modules can include, by way of example, com 
ponents, such as Software components, object-oriented Soft 
ware components, class components and task components, 
processes, functions, attributes, procedures, Subroutines, 
segments of program code, drivers, firmware, microcode, 
circuitry, data, databases, data structures, tables, arrays, and 
variables. 

In general, the word “module,” as used herein, refers to 
logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection 
of Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit 
points, Written in a programming language, such as, for 
example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module can be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or written in an interpreted program 
ming language such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or 
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules can be 
callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or can 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices can be provided on a computer readable medium, 
Such as a compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, 
magnetic disc, or any other tangible medium, or as a digital 
download (and can be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation, decompression, 
or decryption prior to execution). Such software code can be 
stored, partially or fully, on a memory device of the execut 
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ing computing device, for execution by the computing 
device. Software instructions can be embedded in firmware, 
such as an EPROM. It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules can be comprised of connected logic 
units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or can be comprised 
of programmable units, such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors. The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
modules, but can be represented in hardware or firmware. 
Generally, the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that can be combined with other modules or 
divided into Sub-modules despite their physical organization 
or Storage. 
Computer system 300 can implement the techniques 

described herein using customized hard-wired logic, one or 
more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 300 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to some embodiments, the operations, 
functionalities, and techniques and other features described 
herein are performed by computer system 300 in response to 
processor 304 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 306. Such 
instructions can be read into main memory 306 from another 
storage medium, Such as storage device 310. Execution of 
the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 306 
causes processor 304 to perform the process steps described 
herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry can 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
tions. 
The term “non-transitory media' as used herein refers to 

any non-transitory media storing data and/or instructions 
that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. Such 
non-transitory media can comprise non-volatile media and/ 
or volatile media. Non-volatile media can include, for 
example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage device 
310. Volatile media can include dynamic memory, such as 
main memory 306. Common forms of non-transitory media 
can include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard 
disk, Solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic 
data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data 
storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of 
holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, 
NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and net 
worked versions of the same. 

Non-transitory media is distinct from, but can be used in 
conjunction with, transmission media. Transmission media 
can participate in transferring information between storage 
media. For example, transmission media can include coaxial 
cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that 
comprise bus 302. Transmission media can also take the 
form of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated 
during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 

Various forms of media can be involved in carrying one 
or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 
304 for execution. For example, the instructions can initially 
be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer can load the instructions 
into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 
telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 300 can receive the data on the telephone line and 
use an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in 
the infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 
data on bus 302. Bus 302 carries the data to main memory 
306, from which processor 304 retrieves and executes the 
instructions. The instructions received by main memory 306 
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can optionally be stored on storage device 310 either before 
or after execution by processor 304. 

Computer system 300 can also include a communication 
interface 318 coupled to bus 302. Communication interface 
318 can provide a two-way data communication coupling to 
a network link 320 that can be connected to a local network 
322. For example, communication interface 318 can be an 
integrated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable 
modem, satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line. As another example, communication interface 
318 can be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a data 
communication connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless 
links can also be implemented. In any such implementation, 
communication interface 318 can send and receives electri 
cal, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information. 
Network link 320 can typically provide data communi 

cation through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 320 can provide a connection 
through local network 322 to a host computer 324 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
326. ISP 326 in turn can provide data communication 
services through the worldwide packet data communication 
network now commonly referred to as the “Internet 328. 
Local network 322 and Internet 328 can both use electrical, 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams. The signals through the various networks and the 
signals on network link 320 and through communication 
interface 318, which carry the digital data to and from 
computer system 300, can be example forms of transmission 
media. 
Computer system 300 can send messages and receive 

data, including program code, through the network(s), net 
work link 320 and communication interface 318. In the 
Internet example, a server 330 can transmit a requested code 
for an application program through Internet 328, ISP 326, 
local network 322 and communication interface 318. The 
received code can be executed by processor 304 as it is 
received, and/or stored in storage device 310, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. In some embodi 
ments, server 330 can provide information for being dis 
played on a display. 

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary data structure 
400, consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 
Data structure 400 can store data records associated with 
interactions involving multiple entities. Data structure 400 
can be, for example, a database (e.g., database 170) that can 
store elements of an object model (e.g., object model 160). 
In some embodiments, data structure 400 can be a Relational 
Database Management System (RDBMS) that stores inter 
action data as sections of rows of data in relational tables. An 
RDBMS can be designed to efficiently return data for an 
entire row, or record, in as few operations as possible. An 
RDBMS can store data by serializing each row of data of 
data structure 400. For example, in an RDBMS, data asso 
ciated with interaction 1 of FIG. 4 can be stored serially such 
that data associated with all categories of interaction 1 can 
be accessed in one operation. 

Alternatively, data structure 400 can be a column-oriented 
database management system that stores data as sections of 
columns of data rather than rows of data. This column 
oriented DBMS can have advantages, for example, for data 
warehouses, customer relationship management systems, 
and library card catalogs, and other ad hoc inquiry systems 
where aggregates are computed over large numbers of 
similar data items. A column-oriented DBMS can be more 
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efficient than an RDBMS when an aggregate needs to be 
computed over many rows but only for a notably smaller 
Subset of all columns of data, because reading that Smaller 
Subset of data can be faster than reading all data. A column 
oriented DBMS can be designed to efficiently return data for 
an entire column, in as few operations as possible. A 
column-oriented DBMS can store data by serializing each 
column of data of data structure 400. For example, in a 
column-oriented DBMS, data associated with a category 
(e.g., consuming entity identification category 420) can be 
stored serially Such that data associated with that category 
for all interactions of data structure 400 can be accessed in 
one operation. 
As shown in FIG. 4, data structure 400 can comprise data 

associated with a very large number of interactions associ 
ated with multiple entities. For example, data structure 400 
can include 50 billion interactions. In some embodiments, 
interactions associated with multiple entities can be referred 
to as transactions between multiple entities. Where appro 
priate, the terms interactions and transactions are intended to 
convey the same meaning and can be used interchangeably 
throughout this disclosure. While each interaction of data 
structure 400 is depicted as a separate row in FIG. 4, it will 
be understood that each Such interaction can be represented 
by a column or any other known technique in the art. Each 
interaction data can include several categories of informa 
tion. For example, the several categories can include, num 
ber category 410; consuming entity identification category 
420; consuming entity location category 430; provisioning 
entity identification category 440; provisioning entity loca 
tion category 450; type of provisioning entity category 460; 
interaction amount category 470; and time of interaction 
category 480. It will be understood that FIG. 4 is merely 
exemplary and that data structure 400 can include even more 
categories of information associated with an interaction. 
Number category 410 can uniquely identify each interac 

tion of data structure 400. For example, data structure 400 
depicts 50 billion interactions as illustrated by number 
category 410 of the last row of data structure 400 as 
50,000,000,000. In FIG. 4, each row depicting a interaction 
can be identified by an element number. For example, 
interaction number 1 can be identified by element 401; 
interaction number 2 can be identified by element 402; and 
so on such that interaction 50,000,000,000 can be identified 
by 499B. It will be understood that this disclosure is not 
limited to any number of interactions and further that this 
disclosure can extend to a data structure with more or fewer 
than 50 billion interactions. It is also appreciated that 
number category 410 need not exist in data structure 400. 
Consuming entity identification category 420 can identify 

a consuming entity. In some embodiments, consuming entity 
identification category 420 can represent a name (e.g., User 
1 for interaction 401; User N for interaction 499B) of the 
consuming entity. Alternatively, consuming entity identifi 
cation category 420 can represent a code uniquely identify 
ing the consuming entity (e.g., CE002 for interaction 402). 
For example, the identifiers under the consuming entity 
identification category 420 can be a credit card number that 
can identify a person or a family, a social security number 
that can identify a person, a phone number or a MAC 
address associated with a cell phone of a user or family, or 
any other identifier. 
Consuming entity location category 430 can represent a 

location information of the consuming entity. In some 
embodiments, consuming entity location category 430 can 
represent the location information by providing at least one 
of a state of residence (e.g., state Sub-category 432, Cali 
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fornia for element 401; unknown for interaction 405) of the 
consuming entity; a city of residence (e.g., city Sub-category 
434; Palo Alto for interaction 401; unknown for interaction 
405) of the consuming entity; a Zip code of residence (e.g., 
zip code sub-category 436; 94304 for interaction 401; 5 
unknown for interaction 405) of the consuming entity; and 
a street address of residence (e.g., Street address Sub-cat 
egory 438: 123 Main St. for interaction 401; unknown for 
interaction 405) of the consuming entity. 

Provisioning entity identification category 440 can iden- 10 
tify a provisioning entity (e.g., a merchant or a coffee shop). 
In some embodiments, provisioning entity identification 
category 440 can represent a name of the provisioning entity 
(e.g., Merchant 2 for interaction 402). Alternatively, provi 
Sioning entity identification category 440 can represent a 15 
code uniquely identifying the provisioning entity (e.g., 
PE001 for interaction 401). Provisioning entity location 
category 450 can represent a location information of the 
provisioning entity. In some embodiments, provisioning 
entity location category 450 can represent the location 20 
information by providing at least one of a state where the 
provisioning entity is located (e.g., State Sub-category 452; 
California for interaction 401; unknown for interaction 402); 
a city where the provisioning entity is located (e.g., city 
sub-category 454; Palo Alto for interaction 401; unknown 25 
for interaction 402); a zip code where the provisioning entity 
is located (e.g., zip code sub-category 456: 94304 for 
interaction 401; unknown for interaction 402); and a street 
address where the provisioning entity is located (e.g., Street 
address sub-category 458; 234 University Ave. for interac- 30 
tion 401; unknown for interaction 402). 

Type of provisioning entity category 460 can identify a 
type of the provisioning entity involved in each interaction. 
In some embodiments, type of provisioning entity category 
460 of the provisioning entity can be identified by a category 35 
name customarily used in the industry (e.g., Gas Station for 
interaction 401) or by an identification code that can identify 
a type of the provisioning entity (e.g., TPE 123 for interac 
tion 403). Alternatively, type of the provisioning entity 
category 460 can include a merchant category code 40 
(“MCC) used by credit card companies to identify any 
business that accepts one of their credit cards as a form of 
payment. For example, MCC can be a four-digit number 
assigned to a business by credit card companies (e.g., 
American ExpressTM, MasterCard TM, VISATM) when the 45 
business first starts accepting one of their credit cards as a 
form of payment. 

In some embodiments, type of provisioning entity cat 
egory 460 can further include a Sub-category (not shown in 
FIG. 4), for example, type of provisioning entity Sub- 50 
category 461 that can further identify a particular sub 
category of provisioning entity. For example, an interaction 
can comprise a type of provisioning entity category 460 as 
a hotel and type of provisioning entity Sub-category 461 as 
either a bed and breakfast hotel or a transit hotel. It will be 55 
understood that the above-described examples for type of 
provisioning entity category 460 and type of provisioning 
entity Sub-category 461 are non-limiting and that data struc 
ture 400 can include other kinds of such categories and 
Sub-categories associated with an interaction. 60 

Interaction amount category 470 can represent a transac 
tion amount (e.g., S74.56 for interaction 401) involved in 
each interaction. Time of interaction category 480 can 
represent a time at which the interaction was executed. In 
some embodiments, time of interaction category 480 can be 65 
represented by a date (e.g., date Sub-category 482; Nov. 23. 
2013, for interaction 401) and time of the day (e.g., time 
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sub-category 484; 10:32 AM local time for interaction 401). 
Time sub-category 484 can be represented in either military 
time or some other format. Alternatively, time Sub-category 
484 can be represented with a local time Zone of either 
provisioning entity location category 450 or consuming 
entity location category 430. 

In some embodiments, each interaction data can include 
categories of information including (not shown in FIG. 4), 
for example, consuming entity loyalty membership cat 
egory, consuming entity credit card type category, consum 
ing entity age category, consuming entity gender category, 
consuming entity income category, consuming entity with 
children category, product information category, and service 
information category. 
Consuming entity loyalty membership category can rep 

resent whether the consuming entity is part of a loyalty 
membership program associated with a provisioning entity. 
For example, consuming entity loyalty membership cat 
egory can represent that the consuming entity is a member 
of one of CostcoTM membership programs including Gold 
star MemberTM., Executive MemberTM, and Business Mem 
berTM. Consuming entity credit card type category can 
represent the type of credit card used by the consuming 
entity for a particular interaction. For example, consuming 
entity credit card type category can represent that the credit 
card used by the consuming entity for that particular inter 
action can be one either American ExpressTM, Master 
CardTM, VISATM, or Discover TM credit cards. In some 
embodiments, consuming entity credit card type category 
can represent a kind of MasterCardTM (e.g., Gold Master 
CardTM or Platinum MasterCard TM) used for a particular 
interaction. 

In some embodiments, consuming entity demographic 
information can be stored in each interaction. For example, 
consuming entity demographic information can include at 
least one of consuming entity age category, consuming 
entity gender category, consuming entity income category, 
and consuming entity with children category. In some 
embodiments, consuming entity age category can represent 
age information associated with the consuming entity; con 
Suming entity gender category can represent gender infor 
mation (e.g., Male or Female) associated with the consum 
ing entity; consuming entity income category can represent 
income information (e.g., greater than $100,000 per year) 
associated with the consuming entity; and consuming entity 
with children category can represent whether the consuming 
entity has any children under 18 or not. For example, if the 
consuming entity has children under 18, a positive indica 
tion can be stored and if the consuming entity does not has 
children under 18, a negative indication can be stored. In 
Some embodiments, consuming entity with children cat 
egory can store information representing a number of chil 
dren associated with the consuming entity. 

Product information category can represent information 
associated with a product that is involved in an interaction. 
For example, product information category can represent 
that the product involved in the interaction is a particular 
type of product based on a stock keeping unit (“SKU) of the 
product. In some embodiments, the products SKU can be 
unique to a particular provisioning entity involved in that 
particular interaction. Alternatively, product information 
category can represent the product involved in the interac 
tion with a at least one of a Universal Product Code, 
International Article Number, Global Trade Item Number, 
and Australian Product Number. Service information cat 
egory can represent information associated with a service 
that is involved in an interaction. For example, service 
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information category can represent that the service involved 
in the interaction is a particular type of service based on an 
SKU of the service. It will be appreciated that an SKU can 
uniquely represent either a product or a service. Some 
examples of services can be warranties, delivery fees, instal 
lation fees, and licenses. 

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of an exemplary scenario 
depicting a system for analyzing entity performance, con 
sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. System 
500 depicts a scenario where a consuming entity (e.g., user 
of cell phone 505) can attempt to access a service at one or 
more provisioning entities (e.g., Website 1542, Website 2 
544, and/or Website 3546). To access one of the provision 
ing entities, the consuming entity can initiate an access 
request from cell phone 505. The access request can include 
a consuming entity identification Such as, for example, a cell 
phone number or a MAC address associated with cell phone 
505. The access request can then reach a cellular base station 
515 through a communication link 510. It will be understood 
that communication link 510 can either be a wireless link (as 
shown in the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 5) or a wired 
link (not shown). Next, the access request can reach server 
525 through network 520. Network.520 can be, for example, 
the Internet. In some embodiments, network 520 can be one 
of either a local area network, a wide area network, or an 
entity’s intranet. Server 525 can be a server located at a 
service provider (e.g., Verizon WirelessTM) Server 525 can 
be, in Some embodiments, an authentication, authorization, 
and accounting server (AAA server). In some embodiments, 
server 525 can be a proxy server that can facilitate a 
communication between cell phone 505 and a server device 
at the provisioning entities (e.g., Website 1542). 

Access request can reach one of the provisioning entities 
after an authorization, authentication, and accounting pro 
cess is complete. Access request can traverse to one of the 
provisioning entities through network 530. Network 530 can 
be similar to network 520, as described above. After the 
authorized and authenticated access request reaches one of 
the provisioning entities, the consuming entity is allowed to 
access the provisioning entities. In this exemplary embodi 
ment, user of cellphone 505 can access either Website 1542, 
Website 2544, or Website 3546, depending on details of the 
access request. For example, provisioning entities can be 
one of the websites GoogleTM, FacebookTM, and TwitterTM. 

After a consuming entity (e.g., user of cell phone 505 or 
cell phone 505) accesses one of the provisioning entities, 
server 525 can store information regarding the user and/or 
cellphone accessing these provisioning entities. Each access 
by a user of a website can be stored as an interaction in a data 
Structure in Server 525. Server 525 can Store such informa 
tion in a data structure (e.g., data structure 400) comprising 
several categories of information including, but not limited 
to, an interaction number, consuming entity identification; 
consuming entity location; provisioning entity identifica 
tion; provisioning entity location; type of provisioning 
entity; duration of interaction; and time of interaction. The 
data structure can be analyzed to analyze a performance of 
provisioning entities, for example, to estimate a number of 
unique consuming entities (e.g., users) per month, average 
amount of time a consuming entity spends on their website, 
time of the day where consuming entity traffic is highest or 
lowest, etc. It will be understood that any number of useful 
insights can be drawn by analyzing the data structure 
comprising interactions associated with consuming entities 
and provisioning entities. While FIG. 5, depicts a use case 
scenario of a cell phone user (exemplary consuming entity) 
accessing a website (exemplary provisioning entity), it will 
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be understood that a process of analyzing interaction 
between a consuming entity and a provisioning entity can be 
extended to any number of Scenarios, including, financial 
transactions between consumers and banks; credit card 
transactions between a consumer and a provisioning entity 
like a grocery store, movie theatre, gas station, mall, etc. 

FIG. 6 depicts a flowchart representing an exemplary 
process for analyzing entity performance, consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure. While the flowchart 
discloses the following steps in a particular order, it will be 
appreciated that at least some of the steps can be moved, 
modified, or deleted where appropriate, consistent with the 
teachings of the present disclosure. The analyzing of the 
entity performance can be performed in full or in part by a 
provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity 
analysis system 210). It is appreciated that some of these 
steps can be performed in full or in part by other systems 
(e.g., Such as those systems identified above in FIG. 2). 

In step 610, a request having one or more filter selections 
can be received at a provisioning entity analysis system 
implementing a process for analyzing a performance of one 
or more entities of multiple entities. In some embodiments, 
the request can be received from a provisioning entity (e.g., 
a merchant like LowesTM) which can be interested in ana 
lyzing its performance with regards the one or more filter 
selections. In some embodiments, one or more filter selec 
tions of the received request can comprise a selection to 
represent data associated with at least one of cohorts; 
demographics; geographic; time; and transactions. Alterna 
tively, the one or more filter selections can comprise a 
selection to represent data associated with at least one of 
charts; histograms; maps; numbers; and time. In some 
embodiments, the one or more filter selections can comprise 
a selection to represent data associated with at least one of 
a location information associated with the occurrence of an 
interaction; a location information associated with the con 
Suming entity; a location information associated with the 
provisioning entity; demographic information representing 
at least one of age, gender, income, and location associated 
with the consuming entity; an amount associated with an 
interaction; and a time associated with an interaction. An 
exemplary Screenshot of a user interface with exemplary 
filter selections is shown in FIGS. 7 and 8, described below. 

In some embodiments, the process for analyzing a per 
formance of one or more entities of multiple entities can be 
implemented without having to receive one or more filter 
selections. Such a process can be implemented, for example, 
by having the provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., 
provisioning entity analysis system 210) comprise one or 
more predetermined filter selections. These exemplary one 
or more predetermined filter selections can include the same 
selections as the one or more filters (e.g., add new filter 705 
shown in FIG. 7) that can be selected by a user as described 
above. For example, the one or more predetermined filter 
selections can comprise at least one of cohorts; demograph 
ics; geographic; time; and transactions. In another exem 
plary embodiment, the one or more predetermined filter 
selections can comprise at least one of charts; histograms; 
maps; numbers; and time. 

Next, in step 620, a data structure (e.g., data structure 400) 
comprising several categories of information showing inter 
actions associated with multiple entities can be accessed. 
The data structure can represent information associated with 
a very large number of interactions. In some embodiments, 
the data structure can represent information for tens of 
billions of interactions (e.g., data structure 400 depicting 50 
billion interactions). The data structure can be similar to the 
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exemplary data structure 400 described in FIG. 4 above. In 
exemplary embodiments comprising one or more predeter 
mined filter selections, accessing step 620 can be imple 
mented in the same fashion as that of the exemplary embodi 
ments where one or more filter selections can be received 
from a user. 

Next, in step 630, some categories of the several catego 
ries within the data structure can be identified based on the 
one or more filter selections of the received request. The 
identified categories, for example, can be one or more of the 
several categories of the data structure (e.g., data structure 
400). In some embodiments, there can be a mapping 
between the one or more filter selections and the several 
categories. For example, a filter selection for customer Zip 
code can be mapped to consuming entity location category 
430 and further to zip code sub-category 436. Another 
exemplary mapping can exist between a filter selection for 
gender and a category or a sub-category associated with a 
gender of consuming entity (not shown in FIG. 4). It will be 
appreciated that the exemplary mapping techniques 
described above are merely exemplary and other mapping 
techniques can be defined within the scope of this disclosure. 
In some embodiments, one or more filter selections can 
include "demographics and customer Zip code' selections, 
as depicted in FIG. 8. When the provisioning entity (e.g., a 
home improvement store such as LowesTM) is interested in 
analyzing its performance at a particular location with 
respect to consuming entities (e.g., a consumer buying home 
improvement products at LowesTM) that buy products at the 
location, the provisioning entity can select one or more 
filters such as demographics 820 and further zip code 824 
(associated with a zip code representing location of con 
Suming entity). 

Based on the one or more filter selections, the provision 
ing entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis 
system 210) can identify some categories of the data struc 
ture that are relevant for analyzing the performance of the 
one or more entities (e.g., provisioning entity) regarding 
customer demographics including a location (e.g., Zip code) 
of the consuming entities. In this example, the provisioning 
entity analysis system can identify categories associated 
with a number of interaction (e.g., number category 410), an 
identity of consuming entities (e.g., consuming entity iden 
tification category 420), and a location of consuming entities 
(e.g., consuming entity location category 430 including at 
least Zip code Sub-category 436). In some embodiments, 
consuming entity location category 430 can be identified 
along with one or more categories of state sub-category 432, 
city Sub-category 434, Zip code Sub-category 436, and Street 
address Sub-category 438. In exemplary embodiments com 
prising one or more predetermined filter selections, identi 
fying step 630 can be implemented in the same fashion as 
that of the exemplary embodiments where one or more filter 
selections can be received from a user. 

Next, in step 640, information associated with the iden 
tified categories can be processed to analyze a performance 
of one or more entities of the multiple entities in accordance 
with the one or more filter selections. In some embodiments, 
a first entity of the one or more entities can be a provisioning 
entity (e.g., a home improvement store Such as LowesTM). 
One or more entities of the multiple entities can comprise 
one or more groups of entities of the multiple entities. For 
example, a group of entities can be defined Such that the 
group of entities can have similar characteristics such as all 
grocery stores within a given zip code or all SafewayTM 
locations within a city (e.g., San Jose, Calif.). In some 
embodiments, a group of entities can include all entities 
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associated with the same MCC (e.g., 5542 for Automated 
Fuel Dispensers at a Gas Station) within a given Zip code. 
Processing the identified categories can comprise creating a 
new data structure that is different from the data structure of 
step 620, and comprising only the identified categories of 
step 630 or one or more subsets of those categories. Alter 
natively, processing the identified categories can be per 
formed on the existing data structure of step 620 (e.g., data 
structure 400). 
By way of example, when the one or more filter selections 

is "demographics and customer Zip code, the system can 
process information that is associated with identified cat 
egories based on the filter selections such as a number of 
interaction (e.g., number category 410), an identity of con 
Suming entities (e.g., consuming entity identification cat 
egory 420), a location of consuming entities (e.g., consum 
ing entity location category 430 including at least Zip code 
Sub-category 436), and categories associated with consum 
ing entity demographics including consuming entity age 
category, consuming entity gender category, and consuming 
entity income category. In some embodiments, data associ 
ated with identified categories can be stored in either a 
row-oriented database or a column-oriented database, as 
described above with respect to data structure 400. Process 
ing information can involve performing statistical analysis 
on data stored in the identified categories. Performing sta 
tistical analysis, for example, can include various computa 
tions of data associated with identified categories. For 
example, if an identified category is interaction amount 
category 470, processing information can include perform 
ing an aggregate of the interaction amount to compute a total 
amount for all interactions associated with the provisioning 
entity. It will be understood that processing information can 
include other examples of performing statistical analysis, 
including but not limited to, computing an average, mean, 
maximum, minimum, or standard deviation for a series of 
data. 

In some embodiments, processing the information of the 
identified categories can result in a multitude of useful 
insights regarding the behavior of consuming entities. Some 
of Such insights, for example, can relate to the kinds of 
products bought by consuming entities, a location where 
consuming entities buy the products, a time as to when 
consuming entities buy the products, the frequency with 
which consuming entities buy the products, a location of 
residence of consuming entities, demographics information 
of consuming entities including their age and income level. 
It will be understood that the above-listed insights are 
merely exemplary and a number of other insights can be 
drawn within the scope and spirit of this disclosure. 

In some embodiments, processing the information of the 
identified categories can result in a multitude of useful 
insights regarding the performance of provisioning entities. 
Some of Such insights, for example, can relate to the kinds 
of products being sold by provisioning entities, a location 
where provisioning entities sell the products, a time as to 
when provisioning entities sell the products, a performance 
comparison between different locations of the same provi 
sioning entity. It will be understood that the above-listed 
insights are merely exemplary and a number of other 
insights can be drawn within the scope and spirit of this 
disclosure. In exemplary embodiments comprising one or 
more predetermined filter selections, processing step 640 
can be implemented in the same fashion as that of the 
exemplary embodiments where one or more filter selections 
can be received from a user. 
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In some embodiments, step 640 can process information 
of a data structure that is updated in real-time. That is, 
processing of information can occur on the data structure 
that comprises up-to-date interaction data at the time of an 
execution of step 640. Alternatively, step 640 can process 
information of a data structure that is not updated in real 
time. That is, processing of information can occur on the 
data structure that does not comprise up-to-date interaction 
data at the time of an execution of step 640. For example, 
processing of information can occur on a data structure that 
is updated only periodically (e.g., on a daily or weekly basis) 
and not in real-time. 

Next, in step 650, the processed information can be 
provided for displaying the performance of the one or more 
entities (e.g., provisioning entity) on a user interface. In 
Some embodiments, the user interface can comprise a rep 
resentation of a geographic region. The user interface can 
also comprise a representation of locations of the one or 
more entities overlaid on the geographic region; and further 
a representation of Sub-geographic regions overlaid on a 
geographic region. Alternatively, the user interface can 
include a representation of the performance of the one or 
more entities over geographic or Sub-geographic regions 
associated with a location of the one or more entities. For 
example, geographic or sub-geographic regions can be asso 
ciated with a location of either a consuming entity or a 
provisioning entity. 

In exemplary embodiments comprising one or more pre 
determined filter selections, providing step 650 can be 
implemented in the same fashion as that of the exemplary 
embodiments where one or more filter selections can be 
received from a user. Exemplary user interfaces are depicted 
in FIGS. 7-9 that illustrate a performance of a provisioning 
entity based on one or more filter selections. As shown in 
FIGS. 7-9, user interface can either be a graph-based, 
map-based, or any other related interface. 

FIGS. 7-9 illustrate several exemplary user interfaces that 
can be generated by provisioning entity analysis system, 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. The 
exemplary user interfaces of FIGS. 7-9 are meant to help 
illustrate and describe certain features of disclosed embodi 
ments, and are not meant to limit the scope of the user 
interfaces that can be generated or provided by the provi 
Sioning entity analysis system. 

FIG. 7 shows an exemplary user interface 700 generated 
by a provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning 
entity analysis system 210), according to some embodi 
ments. User interface 700 includes an option to add one or 
more new filters (e.g., add new filter 705). In some embodi 
ments, a provisioning entity (or a user of a provisioning 
entity) can select the option to select the one or more new 
filters. Alternatively, a consuming entity can select the 
option to select the one or more filters. In some embodi 
ments, the option to add one or more filters can include 
adding filters associated with charts 710, histograms 720, 
maps 730, numbers 740, and time 750. Each of the above 
recited filters can further comprise sub-filters. For example, 
filter maps 730 can further comprise sub-filters associated 
with Map-Consuming Entity Source 732, Map-Provisioning 
Entity Revenue 734, and Regional Chart-Spend by Region 
736. It will be understood that one or more filters (and 
sub-filters) can include any other filters associated with 
interactions associated with multiple entities stored in a data 
structure (e.g., data structure 400). 

User interface 700 can include map 760, which shows 
consuming entity source and geohash regions (while shown 
as shaded rectangles, they can also include any unshaded 
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rectangles). A geohash region, or geohash bucket, is a region 
associated with a latitude/longitude, hierarchal geocode sys 
tem that subdivides regions of the Earth into grid shaped 
buckets. The level of granularity of geohash regions can 
vary depending on the length of the geohash code corre 
sponding to that region. For example, a geohash code that is 
one bit in length can correspond to a geohash region of 
roughly 20 million square kilometers, and a geohash code 
that is six bits in length can correspond to a geohash region 
of roughly 1.2 square kilometers. In some embodiments, a 
geohash region of five bits (roughly 18 Square kilometers) is 
preferred, although the size of the geohash region can 
depend on the character of the overall region which is being 
geohashed. For example, a six bit geohash can be more 
suitable for a densely populated urban area, while a four bit 
geohash can be more Suitable for a sparsely populated rural 
area. In some embodiments, location information of an 
entity can be represented by a geohash region. For example, 
a geohash region of five bits representing San Jose, Calif., 
can comprise the latitude/longitude coordinates, N 37.3394 
W 121.8950°, and can be depicted as shaded region 775 as 
illustrated on map 770. Alternatively, location information 
can be represented using a Zip code. For example, a portion 
of San Jose, Calif., can be represented by using a Zip code, 
95113. It will be appreciated that location information can be 
represented in other ways such as Street address, city, state, 
Global Positioning Satellite coordinates, etc. 

In some embodiments, after a user enters information into 
the add new filter (e.g., add new filter 705), the provisioning 
entity analysis system receives a message to regenerate or 
modify the user interface. For example, if a user entered 
Maps 730 and then Map-Consuming Entity Source 732 into 
the add new filter box, the provisioning entity analysis 
system could receive a message indicating that a user 
interface should display a map with a location of each 
consuming entity for the given region of the map (e.g., San 
Francisco Bay Area), and it can generate a user interface 
with map 760 showing a location information for each 
consuming entity. For example, map 760 can display con 
Suming entity location as shaded and unshaded rectangles in 
geo-hash regions. In some embodiments, a region of the map 
can be selected by a user by using an input device Such as 
mouse, key board, or touch pad. 

In some embodiments, after a user selects Maps 730 and 
then Map-Provisioning Entity Revenue 734 into the add new 
filter box, the provisioning entity analysis system could 
receive a message indicating that a user interface should 
display a map with revenue information of provisioning 
entity for the given region of the map (e.g., San Francisco 
Bay Area), and it can generate a user interface with map 770 
showing revenue information of provisioning entity over the 
given region of map. For example, map 770 displays pro 
visioning entity revenue as shaded and unshaded rectangles 
in geo-hash regions. It will be understood that user interface 
700 can further comprise representations associated with 
other filter (and sub-filter) selections, including but not 
limited to, charts 710, histograms 720, numbers 740, and 
time 750. 

FIG. 8 shows an exemplary user interface 800 generated 
by a provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning 
entity analysis system 210), according to Some embodi 
ments. User interface 800 includes an option to add one or 
more new filters (e.g., add new filter 805. In some embodi 
ments, the option to add one or more filters can include 
adding filters to display an entity's performance comprising 
either cohort analysis (e.g., cohorts 810), demographic 
analysis (e.g., demographics 820), geographic analysis (e.g., 
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geographics 830), time-based analysis (e.g., time 840), and 
interaction analysis (e.g., interactions 850). Each of the 
above-recited filters can further comprise sub-filters. For 
example, filter demographics 820 can further comprise sub 
filters associated with age of consuming entity (e.g., age 
822), location of consuming entity (e.g., consuming entity 
Zipcode 824), gender of consuming entity (e.g., gender 826), 
and income of consuming entity (e.g., income 828). 

User interface 800 can include map 860, which can show, 
for example, a representation of income of consuming 
entities in terms of geohash regions (while shown as shaded 
rectangles, they can also include any unshaded rectangles). 
In some embodiments, after a user enters information into 
the add new filter (e.g., add new filter 805), the provisioning 
entity analysis system receives a message to regenerate or 
modify the user interface. For example, if a user entered 
demographics 820 and then income 828 into the add new 
filter box, the provisioning entity analysis system would 
receive a message indicating that a user interface should 
display a map with income information of consuming entity 
for the given region of the map (e.g., San Francisco Bay 
Area), and it can generate a user interface with map 860 
showing a representation of income information of consum 
ing entity using geohash regions. For example, map 860 
displays consuming entity income as shaded and unshaded 
rectangles in geo-hash regions. In some embodiments, if a 
user selects geograhics 830 and then revenue 828 (to display 
a provisioning entity's revenue over the selected region) into 
the add new filter box, the provisioning entity analysis 
system would receive a request indicating that a user inter 
face should display a map with revenue information of 
provisioning entity revenue for the given region of the map 
(e.g., San Francisco Bay Area), and it can generate a user 
interface with map 870 showing a representation of revenue 
information of provisioning entity revenue using geohash 
regions. For example, map 870 displays provisioning entity 
revenue as shaded and unshaded rectangles in geo-hash 
regions. 

FIG. 9 shows an exemplary user interface 900 generated 
by a provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning 
entity analysis system 210), according to some embodi 
ments. In addition to map-based representation (e.g., map 
910 and map 920), user interface 900 can also depict an 
entity performance as either a graph-based representation 
(e.g., graph 930) or a heat-map representation (e.g., heat 
map 940). In some embodiments, a user can select one or 
more filters (e.g., add new filter 905) to display a timeline of 
an aggregate spending by consuming entities. In Such exem 
plary scenarios, provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., 
provisioning entity analysis system 210) can generate a user 
interface (e.g., graph930) that can represent an aggregate of 
consuming entity spending on a daily basis at a given 
provisioning entity. Alternatively, the aggregate consuming 
entity spending on a daily basis can be displayed as a 
graph-based representation where the independent axis (e.g., 
X-axis) can represent a day and the other axis can represent 
aggregate consuming entity spending on a daily basis, as 
depicted in graph 930. 

In some embodiments, a user can select one or more filters 
(e.g., add new filter 905) to display an hourly spending by 
consuming entities. In such exemplary scenarios, provision 
ing entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis 
system 210) can generate a user interface (e.g., heat map 
940) that can represent consuming entity spending on an 
hourly basis at a given provisioning entity. Alternatively, the 
consuming entity spending on an hourly basis can be dis 
played as a heat-map representation where different shades 
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of gray-scale can be used to show different amount of 
spending on an hourly basis. In some embodiments, a color 
coded heat-map can be used where different colors can be 
used to show different amount of spending on an hourly 
basis. While FIG. 9 depicts a few representations of entity 
performance, it will be understood that those representations 
are merely exemplary and other representations are possible 
within the spirit and scope of this disclosure. 

FIG. 10A depicts a flowchart representing an exemplary 
process for analyzing entity performance, consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure. While the flowchart 
discloses the following steps in a particular order, it will be 
appreciated that at least some of the steps can be moved, 
modified, or deleted where appropriate, consistent with the 
teachings of the present disclosure. The analyzing of the 
entity performance can be performed in full or in part by a 
provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity 
analysis system 210). It is appreciated that some of these 
steps can be performed in full or in part by other systems 
(e.g., Such as those systems identified above in FIG. 2). 

In step 1010A, an identifier associated with an entity can 
be recognized. In some embodiments, the entity can be a 
provisioning entity. Alternatively, the entity can be a con 
Suming entity. In some embodiments, the identifier can be 
information associated with a provisioning entity identifi 
cation category. Alternatively, the identifier can be informa 
tion associated with a consuming entity identification cat 
egory. It will be appreciated that other methods for 
recognizing an identifier associated with an entity are pos 
sible. 

Next, in step 1020A, a data structure (e.g., data structure 
400) comprising several categories of information and one 
or more interactions associated with a plurality of entities 
can be accessed. The data structure can represent informa 
tion associated with a very large number of interactions. In 
Some embodiments, the data structure can represent infor 
mation for tens of billions of interactions (e.g., data structure 
400 depicting 50 billion interactions). The data structure can 
be similar to the exemplary data structure 400 described in 
FIG. 4 above. 

Next, in step 1030A, one or more interactions of the 
plurality of interactions can be identified based on the 
recognized identifier. In some embodiments, the identified 
interactions can be one or more interactions of the data 
structure that are associated with the recognized identifier of 
the entity. For example, the identified interactions can be one 
or more interactions associated with a provisioning entity 
identification information (e.g., provisioning entity identifi 
cation category 440) or a consuming entity identification 
information category (e.g., consuming entity identification 
category 420). For an exemplary provisioning entity iden 
tification information of “Merchant 1.” step 1030 can iden 
tify one or more interactions that are associated with a 
provisioning entity that can be identified with a name or 
code “Merchant 1. 

In some embodiments, the accessed data structure can 
comprise several categories of information showing inter 
actions associated with multiple entities. In Such embodi 
ments, the provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provi 
Sioning entity analysis system 210) can identify some 
categories of the data structure that are relevant for analyZ 
ing the performance of the entity (e.g., provisioning entity) 
associated with the recognized identifier. 

Next, in step 1040A, information associated with the 
identified interactions can be processed to analyze a perfor 
mance of the entity. In some embodiments, processing the 
identified interactions can comprise creating a new data 
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structure that is different from the data structure of step 
1020A, and can comprise only the identified interactions of 
step 1030A or one or more subsets of those categories. 
Alternatively, processing the identified interactions is per 
formed on the existing data structure of step 1020A (e.g., 
data structure 400). 

In some embodiments, processing the information of the 
identified interactions can result in a multitude of useful 
insights regarding the behavior of consuming entities. Some 
of Such insights, for example, can relate to the kinds of 
products bought by consuming entities, a location where 
consuming entities buy the products, a time as to when 
consuming entities buy the products, the frequency with 
which consuming entities buy the products, a location of 
residence of consuming entities, demographics information 
of consuming entities including their age and income level. 
It will be understood that the above-listed insights are 
merely exemplary and a number of other insights can be 
drawn within the scope and spirit of this disclosure. 

Alternatively, processing the information of the identified 
interactions can result in a multitude of useful insights 
regarding the performance of provisioning entities. Some of 
Such insights, for example, can relate to the kinds of prod 
ucts being sold by provisioning entities, a location where 
provisioning entities sell the products, a time as to when 
provisioning entities sell the products, a performance com 
parison between different locations of the same provisioning 
entity, and performance comparison between competing 
provisioning entities. It will be understood that the above 
listed insights are merely exemplary and a number of other 
insights can be drawn within the Scope and spirit of this 
disclosure. 

In some embodiments, step 1040A can process informa 
tion of a data structure that is updated in real-time. That is, 
processing of information can occur on the data structure 
that comprises up-to-date interaction data at the time of an 
execution of step 1040A. Alternatively, step 1040A can 
process information of a data structure that is not updated in 
real-time. That is, processing of information can occur on 
the data structure that does not comprise up-to-date inter 
action data at the time of an execution of step 1040A. For 
example, processing of information can occur on a data 
structure that is updated only periodically (e.g., on a daily or 
weekly basis) and not in real-time. 

In some embodiments, the processed information can 
comprise analysis information of a first entity or a first group 
of entities of the plurality of entities and a second entity or 
a second group of entities of a plurality of entities. For 
example, a first entity of the one or more entities can be a 
provisioning entity (e.g., a home improvement store such as 
LowesTM) and a second entity of the one or more entities can 
be a provisioning entity (e.g., a home improvement store 
such as Home Depot'TM). In some embodiments, the second 
entity can be a competitor of the first entity. In some 
embodiments, the first or second group of entities of the 
plurality of entities can be defined such that the first or 
second group of entities can comprise similar characteris 
tics. For example, the first or second group of entities can be 
all grocery stores within a given zip code or all SafewayTM 
locations within a city (e.g., San Jose, Calif.). Alternatively, 
the first or second group of entities can include all entities 
associated with the same MCC (e.g., 5542 for Automated 
Fuel Dispensers at a Gas Station) within a given Zip code. 

In some embodiments, for each entity of a plurality of 
entities, a group of entities (e.g., a first group of entities of 
the plurality of entities) associated with the entity can be 
identified or estimated Such that the entity can analyze its 
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own performance against the group of entities in aggregate. 
The group of entities can include a group of provisioning 
entities. For example, the group of provisioning entities 
associated with a first provisioning entity can be identified 
based on at least one of: a similarity between attributes of 
consuming entities that are associated with the first provi 
Sioning entity and consuming entities that are associated 
with other provisioning entities; a location information 
associated with the first provisioning entity and associated 
with other provisioning entities; information representing a 
market share associated with the first provisioning entity and 
a market share associated with the other provisioning enti 
ties; and information representing a wallet share associated 
with the first provisioning entity and a wallet share associ 
ated with the other provisioning entities. In some embodi 
ments, the group of entities can be referred to as, for 
example, a cohort of entities, a set of entities, or an associ 
ated set of entities. It will be appreciated that the group of 
entities can be referred to by using other names. 
A similarity between attributes of consuming entities that 

are associated with the first provisioning entity and consum 
ing entities that are associated with other provisioning 
entities can be used to determine a group of provisioning 
entities associated with the first provisioning entity. For 
example, customer entity demographic information (e.g., 
age, gender, income, and/or location) can be analyzed 
between customer entities of the first provisioning entity and 
customer entities of the other provisioning entities to iden 
tify a group of provisioning entities that have similar cus 
tomer entity demographic information. Location informa 
tion associated with the first provisioning entity and with 
other provisioning entities can be analyzed to identify a 
group of provisioning entities associated with the first pro 
visioning entity. For example, other provisioning entities 
that are located within a specified distance to a location of 
the first provisioning entity can be identified as part of the 
group of provisioning entities. Alternatively, other distance 
criteria Such as, for example, same Zip code, can be used to 
identify the group of provisioning entities. For example, a 
restaurant situated in an airport can be interested in analyZ 
ing its own performance relative to other restaurants situated 
within the same airport. 

Information representing a market share associated with 
the first provisioning entity and a market share associated 
with the other provisioning entities can be used to identify 
a group of provisioning entities associated with the first 
provisioning entity. For example, a high-end bicycle store 
can be interested in comparing its performance against other 
high-end bicycle stores. In other words, a group of high-end 
bicycle stores can be identified based on a market share 
analysis of high-end bicycle stores. Information representing 
a wallet share associated with the first provisioning entity 
and a wallet share associated with the other provisioning 
entities can be used to identify a group of provisioning 
entities associated with the first provisioning entity. For 
example, a novelty late-night theatre can be interested in 
comparing its performance against other provisioning enti 
ties that also operate late-night (e.g., bars or clubs) and 
hence can likely compete with those entities for a consuming 
entity's time and money. An exemplary definition of wallet 
share can be a percentage of consuming entity spending over 
a period of time such as on a daily basis or a weekly basis 
etc. 

In some embodiments, the group of provisioning entities 
can be identified by using a multi-timescale correlation 
comparison. One method of implementing the multi-times 
cale correlation comparison can be by analyzing interactions 
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between a consuming entity and a first provisioning entity 
(“first provisioning entity interactions') with that of inter 
actions between the consuming entity and a second provi 
Sioning entity ('second provisioning entity interactions'). 
For example, if the first provisioning entity interactions are 
correlated with the second provisioning entity interactions 
on a daily timescale but anti-correlated (or inversely corre 
lated) on an hourly timescale, then the first provisioning 
entity and the second provisioning entity can be defined as 
complementary entities rather than competitive entities. In 
Such scenarios, the second provisioning entity need not be 
part of a group of provisioning entities the first provisioning 
entity is interested in comparing against. Alternatively, if the 
first provisioning entity interactions are anti-correlated with 
the second provisioning entity interactions on a daily tim 
escale but correlated on an hourly timescale, then the first 
provisioning entity and the second provisioning entity can 
be defined as competitive entities. In such scenarios, the 
second provisioning entity can be included in a group of 
provisioning entities the first provisioning entity is inter 
ested in comparing against. 

In some embodiments, a competitor to the first entity can 
be identified or estimated based on at least one of: an MCC 
information associated with the first entity; a distance 
between a location of the first entity and a location of the 
competitor, and demographic information representing at 
least one of age, income, and gender associated with a 
consuming entity involved in interactions associated with 
the first entity. 

In some embodiments, an identity of the first entity can be 
known and an identity of the second entity can be unknown. 
For example, the recognized identifier can be associated 
with the first entity and accordingly, an identify of the first 
entity can be known. In Such embodiments, an identity of the 
second entity can be estimated based on information repre 
senting at least two attributes of the first entity. In some 
embodiments, the at least two attributes of the first entity can 
include an attribute representing a type of entity for the first 
identity and an attribute representing a location of the first 
entity. For example, knowing a type of the first entity (e.g., 
gas station) and location of the first entity (e.g., Zip code), 
the data structure (e.g., data structure 400) can be analyzed 
to identify entities that are of the same type as that of the first 
entity and are in a proximity to the location of the first entity. 
If the estimation returns more than one possible choice for 
an identity of the second entity, the system can select one of 
the possible choices by selecting the entity that is closest in 
proximity to the first entity. Alternatively, other criteria can 
be used to select from the more than one possible choices. 
In some embodiments, attributes other than that of location 
and type of the first entity can be used to estimate the identity 
of the second entity. 

Next, in step 1050A, the processed information can be 
provided for displaying the performance of the entity (e.g., 
provisioning entity) on a user interface. In some embodi 
ments, the user interface can comprise a representation of a 
geographic region. The user interface can also comprise a 
representation of locations of the one or more entities 
overlaid on the geographic region; and further a represen 
tation of Sub-geographic regions overlaid on a geographic 
region. An exemplary user interface is depicted in FIG. 10B. 
As shown in FIG. 10B, the user interface can include a 
dashboard showing a graphical representation of the perfor 
mance of an entity based on recognizing an identifier for the 
entity. 
More particularly, FIG. 10B shows an exemplary user 
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(e.g., provisioning entity analysis system 210) can generate, 
according to some embodiments. User interface 1000B can 
include a dashboard (e.g., dashboard 1010B) that can depict 
a performance of an entity over a metric. For example, 
dashboard 1010B represents information of sales of the 
entity (e.g., a provisioning entity) over a 7-day period for the 
current week (May 25, 2013-May 31, 2013) compared to the 
same week of the previous year (May 25, 2012-May 31, 
2012). In some embodiments, dashboard 1010B can repre 
sent information comparing the entity’s actual revenue with 
the entity's expected revenue. For example, the provisioning 
entity can input an expected revenue for a period of time 
(e.g., weekly, quarterly, or yearly). After receiving informa 
tion regarding the expected revenue, the provisioning entity 
analysis system can analyze interaction data to analyze the 
entity’s performance relative to the expected revenue. An 
outcome of Such comparative analysis can be represented 
with an exemplary bar graph or a pie chart on user interface 
1000B. Alternatively, the entity’s expected revenue infor 
mation can be inferred without having to receive an external 
input representing the expected revenue. For example, the 
provisioning analysis system can analyze interaction data of 
the data structure to estimate a number for the entity's 
expected revenue. 

In some embodiments, dashboard 1010B can be repre 
sented as a bar graph using two different fills, one fill 
representing sales of the current week and another repre 
senting sales from last year. It will be understood that other 
representations of dashboard 1010A are possible. Alterna 
tively, the dashboard can be preconfigured to analyze inter 
action data for a period of time such as, for example, 7-days, 
one month, one quarter, one year, etc. 

In some embodiments, user interface 1000B can also 
include a box for representing an alert (e.g., latest alert 
1020B) that can indicate certain performance metrics of the 
entity. For example, latest alert 1020B includes information 
to indicate that the entity’s worst day within the preconfig 
ured period of time is May 31, 2013. A different entity 
performance metric can be included in latest alert 1020B. 
Alternatively, user interface 1000B can include user inter 
face elements representing information associated with 
entity performance metrics such as revenue (e.g., revenue 
1025B), amount of interaction (e.g., ticket size 1030B), new 
consuming entities (new consuming entities 1035B), return 
ing consuming entities (e.g., returning consuming entities 
1040B), time of interaction in a day (e.g., time of day 
1045B), and interactions during a day of the week (e.g., day 
of week 1050B). For example, each of the above-described 
user interface elements can be depicted as rectangular box 
with an icon and some information representing the perfor 
mance metric of the entity. It will be understood that in some 
embodiments, user interface elements can be depicted using 
different approaches such as, for example, charts, maps, 
histograms, numbers etc. 

FIG. 11 depicts a flowchart representing an exemplary 
process for comparing entity performance, consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure. While the flowchart 
discloses the following steps in a particular order, it will be 
appreciated that at least some of the steps can be moved, 
modified, or deleted where appropriate, consistent with the 
teachings of the present disclosure. The comparing of the 
entity performance can be performed in full or in part by a 
provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity 
analysis system 210). It is appreciated that some of these 
steps can be performed in full or in part by other systems 
(e.g., Such as those systems identified above in FIG. 2). 
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In step 1110, an input for at least one category of 
information to be compared between a first entity and a 
second entity can be received at a provisioning entity 
analysis system implementing a process for comparing a 
performance between the first entity and a second entity. In 
Some embodiments, the input can be received from a pro 
visioning entity (e.g., a merchant like LowesTM), which can 
be interested in analyzing their performance relative to a 
competitor (e.g., Homelepot TM) Alternatively, a competitor 
to the first entity can be identified or estimated based on at 
least one of an MCC information associated with the first 
entity; a distance between a location of the first entity and a 
location of the competitor; and demographic information 
representing at least one of age, income, and gender asso 
ciated with a consuming entity involved in interactions 
associated with the first entity. 

In some embodiments, the input can be received from a 
first entity, where an identity of the first entity can be known. 
In some embodiments, an identity of the second entity can 
be provided. For example, the user of the first entity can 
provide an identity of the second entity. Alternatively, an 
identity of the second entity is not provided. In exemplary 
embodiments where an identity of the second entity is not 
provided, an identity of the second entity can be estimated 
as described below. 

In some embodiments, the received input can comprise a 
selection to represent data associated with at least one of 
demographics; geographic; time; and transactions. Alterna 
tively, the received input can comprise a selection to repre 
sent data associated with at least one of charts; histograms; 
maps; numbers; and time. In some embodiments, the 
received input can be similar to one or more filter selections 
(e.g., add new filter 705) described in FIG. 6. An exemplary 
screenshot of a user interface comparing a performance of 
the first entity with that of the second entity can be shown 
in FIG. 12, described below. 

Next, in step 1120, a data structure (e.g., data structure 
400) comprising several categories of information showing 
interactions associated with multiple entities can be 
accessed. The data structure can represent information asso 
ciated with a very large number of interactions (e.g., data 
structure 400 of FIG. 4. depicting 50 billion interactions). In 
Some embodiments, the multiple entities can include at least 
the first entity (e.g., a first provisioning entity Such as 
LowesTM) and the second entity (e.g., a second provisioning 
entity such as Home Depot'TM). 

Next, in step 1130, an identity of the second entity can be 
estimated based on information representing at least two 
attributes of the first entity. In some embodiments, the at 
least two attributes of the first entity can include an attribute 
representing a type of entity for the first identity and an 
attribute representing a location of the first entity. For 
example, knowing a type of the first entity (e.g., gas station) 
and location of the first entity (e.g., Zip code), the data 
structure (e.g., data structure 400) can be analyzed to iden 
tify entities that are of the same type as that of the first entity 
and are in a proximity to the location of the first entity. If the 
estimation returns more than one possible choice for an 
identity of the second entity, the system can select one of the 
possible choices by selecting the entity that is closest in 
proximity to the first entity. Alternatively, other criteria 
including, attributes other than that of location and type of 
the first entity can be used to estimate the identity of the 
second entity. 

Next, in step 1140, relevant interaction information asso 
ciated with the at least one category of the data structure can 
be processed to compare a performance of the first entity 
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with that of the second entity. In some embodiments, the 
processing step 1140 can be very similar to processing step 
640 described above. For example, step 1140 can involve 
two processing operations (e.g., processing operation of step 
640), one for processing the information associated with the 
at least one category of the first entity and another one for 
processing the information associated with the at least one 
category of the second entity. After performing Such opera 
tions, step 1140 can then compare the processed information 
from processing the first entity with that of the second entity. 

Next, in step 1150, the processed information can be 
provided for displaying a comparison between a perfor 
mance of the first entity with that of the second entity. 
Exemplary user interface is depicted in FIG. 12 that illus 
trates a performance comparison between the first and 
second entities. 

FIG. 12 shows a user interface 1200 generated by a 
provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity 
analysis system 210), according to some embodiments. In 
some embodiments, user interface 1200 includes an option 
to add one or more inputs for categories to be compared 
between entities. For example, user interface 1200 can 
include categories representing timeline 1211, revenue 
1212, total transactions 1213, ticket size 1214, and time/day 
1215. It will be understood that other categories can be 
included in user interface 1200. 

User interface 1200 can depict two graphs (e.g., graph 
1252 and graph 1262) to represent a performance compari 
son between the first entity and the second entity. For 
example, graph 1252 can represent a performance of the first 
entity for the selected category revenue 1212. In the exem 
plary embodiment depicted in user interface 1200, the first 
entity intends to compare its own revenue performance with 
that of one of its competitor over a given period of time (e.g., 
over the current quarter). Graph 1252 can represent revenue 
of the first entity over the current quarter whereas graph 
1262 can represent revenue of the second entity (competitor 
to the first entity) over the same current quarter. It will be 
understood that in Some embodiments, entity performance 
can be represented using different approaches Such as, for 
example, charts, maps, histograms, numbers etc. In some 
embodiments, where an identity of the second entity is not 
known, an identity of the second entity can be estimated 
using the exemplary process described in FIG. 11. 

FIG. 13 depicts a flowchart representing an exemplary 
process 1300 for estimating a location of a consuming entity, 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 
While the flowchart discloses the following steps in a 
particular order, it will be appreciated that at least some of 
the steps can be moved, modified, or deleted where appro 
priate, consistent with the teachings of the present disclo 
sure. Process 1300 can be performed in full or in part by a 
provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity 
analysis system 210). It is appreciated that some of these 
steps can be performed in full or in part by other systems 
(e.g., Such as those systems identified above in FIG. 2). 

In step 1310, a data structure (e.g., data structure 400) 
comprising a plurality of interactions associated with mul 
tiple entities can be accessed. In some embodiments, the 
accessed data structure can comprise a plurality of catego 
ries of information showing interactions associated with 
multiple entities. The data structure can be similar to the 
exemplary data structure 400 described with reference to 
FIG. 4 above. The plurality of interactions of the data 
structure can include information associated with a consum 
ing entity and a provisioning entity (e.g., a first provisioning 
entity). Each Such interaction of the data structure can 
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include at least one attribute of the consuming entity and at 
least one attribute of the provisioning entity. In some 
embodiments, the at least one attribute of the consuming 
entity can include a location information of the consuming 
entity. For Some consuming entities, the location informa 
tion may not be known or identified. 

Moreover, in some embodiments, the at least one attribute 
of the provisioning entity can include an identification 
information of the provisioning entity. Alternatively, the at 
least one attribute of the provisioning entity can include an 
attribute other than an identification information of the 
provisioning entity, Such as a type of the provisioning entity. 

Next, in step 1320, an interaction of the data structure can 
be evaluated. Next, in step 1330, a determination can be 
made for the interaction of the data structure as to whether 
the interaction includes an identified location information of 
the consuming entity. In some embodiments, the determi 
nation can include analyzing whether the categories of 
information associated with a location information of the 
consuming entity (e.g., consuming entity location category 
430) are populated or not. If it turns out that the categories 
of information associated with a location information of the 
consuming entity are populated, then the determination can 
return a positive indication to signify that the at least one 
attribute of the consuming entity includes a location infor 
mation of the consuming entity and the process can then 
move to step 1360. If, on the other hand, the categories of 
information associated with a location information of the 
consuming entity are not populated, then the determination 
can return a negative indication to signify that the interaction 
does not include a location information of the consuming 
entity and the process can then move to step 1340. 

In some embodiments, where the categories of informa 
tion associated with a location information of the consuming 
entity are populated, the determination can further include 
verifying that the populated data is valid data that signifies 
a location information before the process can move to step 
1360. For example, for the category of information repre 
senting Zip code (e.g., Zip code sub-category 456), if the 
populated data is 94085, it can be verified as a valid data and 
the process can then move step 1360. On the other hand, if 
the populated data is 940850, it can be verified as an invalid 
data for Zip code as Zip codes, at least in the United States, 
are Supposed to be only five decimal numerical digits, and 
the process can then move to step 1340 described below. It 
will be understood that other methods to determine whether 
the interaction includes a location information of the con 
Suming entity can be implemented within the scope and 
spirit of this disclosure. 

Next, if the interaction of the data structure does not 
include an identified location information of the consuming 
entity, at step 1340, an estimation can be performed to 
determine location information of the consuming entity 
based on its interactions with one or more provisioning 
entities (e.g., second provisioning entity, for purposes of 
simplicity) of a particular type (e.g., type of provisioning 
entity category 460). For example, the second provisioning 
entity can be of the type including a gas station, a pharmacy, 
restaurant, or a grocery store. In some embodiments, loca 
tion information of the consuming entity can be estimated by 
analyzing interactions between the consuming entity and the 
second provisioning entity. For example, interactions 
between the consumer entity and a type of provisioning 
entity that represents gas stations can be analyzed Such that 
the gas station at which the consuming entity most fre 
quently fills up gas can be identified as a location of the 
consuming entity. This is because it can be reasonable to 
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assume that the consuming entity can frequently fill up gas 
at a gas station that is in a proximity to the residential 
location of the consuming entity. In some embodiments, 
interactions between the consumer entity and a type of 
provisioning entities that represent gas stations can result in 
similar number of interactions between two different gas 
stations in two different locations (e.g., Zip codes). In Such 
embodiments, one method of estimating a location of the 
consuming entity is to then analyze interactions between the 
consuming entity and a third provisioning entity that can 
represent grocery stores because it can be reasonable to 
assume that the consuming entity would more often than not 
shop for groceries at a location closer to residential location 
of the consuming entity. Moreover, in some embodiments, 
the estimating of a location can take into consideration the 
date (e.g., weekend) and or time (e.g., typical times before 
or after work) of an interaction with a type of provisioning 
entity. Based on analyzing interactions with the third pro 
visioning entity (such as grocery stores) and combining Such 
analysis with that of the interactions with the second pro 
visioning entity (such as gas stations), an estimation can be 
made regarding a location of the consuming entity. 

In some embodiments, step 1340 can estimate a location 
information of the consuming entity after the determination 
returns that the at least one attribute of the consuming entity 
includes an invalid location information of the consuming 
entity by using similar techniques as described above. It will 
be understood that the above-recited estimation techniques 
are merely exemplary and not intended to be limiting. 

Next, in step 1350, the data structure can be updated with 
an estimated location information of the consuming entity. 
In some embodiments, data associated with only the evalu 
ated interaction can be updated. Alternatively, data associ 
ated with all interactions associated with the consuming 
entity can be updated irrespective of whether those interac 
tions were previously evaluated or not. Next, in step 1360, 
a determination can be made whether the data structure 
comprises additional interactions that are to be evaluated. If 
the determination returns an answer in the positive, signi 
fying that there are additional interactions that are to be 
evaluated, the process can go back to step 1320 to evaluate 
another interaction and further to repeat the process com 
prising steps 1320 through 1360, as described above. On the 
other hand, if the determination returns an answer in the 
negative, signifying that there are no additional interactions 
that are to be evaluated, the process can end. 

In some embodiments, a provisioning entity analysis 
system can resolve the name of a provisioning entity. A data 
structure storing information associated with billions of 
interactions can include millions of provisioning entities and 
it is possible that some of the names of the provisioning 
entities are not consistent. For example, the name of provi 
sioning entity "McDonalds's can be indicated by a number 
of combinations such as, "McDonald’s.” “Mc Donalds.” 
“mcdonalds.” “Mcdonald's, etc. While each of the above 
recited names can be intended to indicate the same entity, 
Some processing can be necessary before the system can 
analyze all Such names as the same entity. Exemplary 
methods for resolving a name of provisioning entities are 
described in U.S. Non-Provisional patent application Ser. 
No. 13/827.491, titled Resolving Similar Entities From A 
Transaction Database filed on Mar. 14, 2013, the entirety of 
which is expressly incorporated herein by reference. 
An exemplary method of resolving a provisioning entity 

name can include a number of factors including, but not 
limited to, categories of information associated with inter 
actions, analyzing interactions associated with competitive 
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and/or complementary provisioning entities. Such exem 
plary method can result in a significant uplift in accuracy in 
resolving the name of provisioning entities. In some 
embodiments, a percentage accuracy in resolving the name 
of provisioning entities can be increased to high nineties 5 
(e.g., 97%). 

FIG. 14 depicts a flowchart representing an exemplary 
process for estimating a location of a provisioning entity, 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 
While the flowchart discloses the following steps in a 
particular order, it will be appreciated that at least some of 
the steps can be moved, modified, or deleted where appro 
priate, consistent with the teachings of the present disclo 
sure. Process 1400 can be performed in full or in part by a 
provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity 
analysis system 210). It is appreciated that some of these 
steps can be performed in full or in part by other systems 
(e.g., Such as those systems identified above in FIG. 2). 

In step 1410, a data structure (e.g., data structure 400) 
comprising a plurality of interactions associated with mul 
tiple entities can be accessed. In some embodiments, the 
accessed data structure can comprise a plurality of catego 
ries of information showing interactions associated with 
multiple entities. The data structure can be similar to the 
exemplary data structure 400 described with reference to 
FIG. 4 above. The plurality of interactions of the data 
structure can include a consuming entity and a provisioning 
entity. Each Such interaction of the data structure can include 
at least one attribute of the consuming entity and at least one 
attribute of the provisioning entity. In some embodiments, 
the at least one attribute of the consuming entity can include 
a location information of the consuming entity. For some 
consuming entities, the location information may not be 
known or identified. 

Moreover, in some embodiments, the at least one attribute 
of the provisioning entity can include an identification 
information of the provisioning entity. In some embodi 
ments, the at least one attribute of the provisioning entity can 
include an attribute other than an identification information 
of the provisioning entity. 

Next, in step 1420, an interaction of the data structure can 
be evaluated. Next, in step 1430, a determination can be 
made for the interaction of the data structure as to whether 
the interaction includes an identified location information of 
the provisioning entity. In some embodiments, similar to the 45 
step 1330 of FIG. 13, the determination can include analyz 
ing whether the categories of information associated with a 
location information of the provisioning entity are populated 
or not. If it turns out that the categories of information 
associated with a location information of the provisioning 50 
entity are populated, then the determination can return a 
positive indication to signify that the at least one attribute of 
the provisioning entity includes an identified location infor 
mation of the provisioning entity and the process can then 
move to step 1460. If, on the other hand, the categories of 55 
information associated with a location information of the 
provisioning entity are not populated, then the determination 
can return a negative indication to signify that the interaction 
does not include a location information of the provisioning 
entity and the process can move to step 1440. 

In some embodiments, where the categories of informa 
tion associated with a location information of the provision 
ing entity are populated, the determination can further 
include verifying that the populated data is valid data that 
signifies a location information before the process moves to 65 
step 1460. For example, for the category of information 
representing Zip code (e.g., Zip code Sub-category 456), if 
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the populated data is 94085, it can be verified as a valid data 
and the process can then move to step 1460. On the other 
hand, if the populated data is 940850, it can be verified as an 
invalid data for Zip code as Zip codes, at least in the United 
States, are Supposed to be only five decimal numerical digits 
and the process can then move to step 1440 as described 
below. It will be understood that other methods to determine 
whether the interaction includes a location information of 
the provisioning entity can be implemented within the scope 
and spirit of this disclosure. 

Next, if the interaction of the data structure does not 
include an identified location information of the provision 
ing entity, step 1440 can estimate a location information of 
the provisioning entity based on one or more attributes of 
one or more consuming entities. In some embodiments, step 
1440 can estimate a location information of the provisioning 
entity based on one or more attributes of one or more 
consuming entities and further based on one or more attri 
butes of the provisioning entity. For example, the one or 
more attributes of the one or more consuming entities can be 
a location information of the one or more consuming entities 
and the one or more attributes of the provisioning entity can 
be an identification information of the provisioning entity 
(e.g., provisioning entity identification category 440). In 
Some embodiments, a determination can be made based on 
identification information of the provisioning entity to find 
out whether the provisioning entity has more than one 
location. If the determination returns an answer in the 
negative, signifying that the provisioning entity only has one 
location, information representing Such location can be 
identified by performing a search query over the Internet 
using a search engine (e.g., Google SearchTM). 

In some embodiments, when the determination returns an 
answer in the positive, signifying that there is more than one 
location for the provisioning entity, a location information of 
the provisioning entity can be estimated based on at least a 
location information of the consuming entity and an iden 
tification information of the provisioning entity. For 
example, knowing a location information of the consuming 
entity (e.g., Zip code of the consuming entity), a search query 
can be requested to find out a location information of the 
provisioning entity that is closest to the location of the 
consuming entity. In some embodiments, the location infor 
mation returned by the search query can be an estimated 
location information of the provisioning entity. Alterna 
tively, when there is more than one location for the provi 
Sioning entity, a location information of the provisioning 
entity can be estimated by looking at a frequency of inter 
actions between the consuming entity and each location of 
the provisioning entity. For example, a provisioning entity 
can be the grocery store, SafewayTM, which can have mul 
tiple locations in a given zip code (e.g., 94.086) of the 
consuming entity. If the location of the SafewayTM where 
one or more interactions with a consuming entity occurred 
is unknown, interactions between the same consuming entity 
and all SafewayTM locations within the given zip code of the 
consuming entity can be analyzed such that the SafewayTM 
location that is involved with the most number of interac 
tions can be selected as an estimated location of the Safe 
wayTM for the one or more interactions. It will be understood 
that the above-recited estimation techniques are merely 
exemplary and not intended to be limiting. 

Next, in step 1450, the data structure can be updated with 
an estimated location information of the provisioning entity. 
In some embodiments, data associated with only the evalu 
ated interaction can be updated. Alternatively, data associ 
ated with all interactions associated with the consuming 
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entity and the provisioning entity can be updated irrespec 
tive of whether those interactions were previously evaluated 
or not. Next, in step 1460, a determination can be made 
whether the data structure comprises additional interactions 
that are to be evaluated. If the determination returns an 
answer in the positive, signifying that there are additional 
interactions that are to be evaluated, the process can go back 
to step 1420 to evaluate another interaction and further to 
repeat the process comprising steps 1420 through 1460, as 
described above. On the other hand, if the determination 
returns an answer in the negative, signifying that there are no 
additional interactions that are to be evaluated, the process 
can end. 

FIG. 15 depicts a flowchart representing an exemplary 
process for estimating a location of a provisioning entity, 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 
While the flowchart discloses the following steps in a 
particular order, it will be appreciated that at least some of 
the steps can be moved, modified, or deleted where appro 
priate, consistent with the teachings of the present disclo 
sure. Process 1500 can be performed in full or in part by a 
provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity 
analysis system 210). It is appreciated that some of these 
steps can be performed in full or in part by other systems 
(e.g., Such as those systems identified above in FIG. 2). 
The exemplary process of FIG. 15 can depict a multi-step 

process for estimating location information of a provisioning 
entity. Initially, an area location information can be esti 
mated to represent a location information of the provisioning 
entity broadly. For example, an area location information for 
a grocery store like SafewayTM can be as broad as a state 
(e.g., California) or county (e.g., Santa Clara County) such 
that SafewayTM can comprise multiple possible locations 
within the area location. Later, a location information can be 
estimated to identify a specific location of the provisioning 
entity from its multiple possible locations within the area 
location. For example, if the area location information 
represents Santa Clara County comprising of ten possible 
SafewayTM locations, the estimated location information can 
represent one of the ten possible locations within Santa 
Clara County using either a street address or other unique 
identifier for the location (e.g., Zip code if there is only one 
store location for the Zip code). An exemplary multi-step 
process is described below. 

In step 1505, a data structure (e.g., data structure 400) 
comprising a plurality of interactions associated with mul 
tiple entities can be accessed. In some embodiments, the 
accessed data structure can comprise a plurality of catego 
ries of information showing interactions associated with 
multiple entities. The data structure can be similar to the 
exemplary data structure 400 described with reference to 
FIG. 4 above. The plurality of interactions of the data 
structure can include consuming entities and provisioning 
entities. Each Such interaction of the data structure can 
include at least one attribute of the consuming entity and at 
least one attribute of the provisioning entity. The at least one 
attribute of the consuming entity can include location infor 
mation of the consuming entity. For some consuming enti 
ties, the location information may not be known or identi 
fied. Moreover, in some embodiments, the at least one 
attribute of the provisioning entity can include an identifi 
cation information of the provisioning entity. Alternatively, 
the at least one attribute of the provisioning entity can 
include an attribute other than an identification information 
of the provisioning entity. 
The provisioning entity analysis system can receive an 

input that can be used in a process to fill in any missing 
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categories of information associated with an interaction. For 
example, the received input can be “canonical data” that can 
be used to estimate identification information of the provi 
Sioning entity. An exemplary canonical data can comprise 
data that can be received from external to the provisioning 
entity analysis system (e.g., YelpTM). For example, if a 
provisioning entity associated with an interaction is an 
Italian restaurant, the provisioning entity category 460 can 
be represented by an MCC 5812 signifying it as a restaurant 
but might not be able to signify that it is an Italian restaurant. 
In such a scenario, canonical data such as YelpTM review 
information can be analyzed to further identify the provi 
Sioning entity as an Italian restaurant. Another example for 
applying received canonical data can be to differentiate 
between an entity that is no longer in business from an entity 
that might have changed its name. In this example, canonical 
data can be received from an external source (e.g., Fac 
tualTM) that can comprise a “status' flag as part of its data, 
which can signify whether the entity is no longer in business. 

Next, in step 1510, an interaction of the data structure can 
be evaluated. Next, in step 1515, a determination can be 
made for the interaction of the data structure as to whether 
the interaction includes an identified location information of 
the provisioning entity. In some embodiments, similar to the 
step 1430 of FIG. 14, the determination can include analyz 
ing whether the categories of information associated with a 
location information of the provisioning entity are populated 
or not. If it turns out that the categories of information 
associated with a location information of the provisioning 
entity are populated, then the determination can return a 
positive indication to signify that the at least one attribute of 
the provisioning entity includes an identified location infor 
mation of the provisioning entity and the process can then 
move to step 1555. If, on the other hand, the categories of 
information associated with a location information of the 
provisioning entity are not populated, then the determination 
can return a negative indication to signify that the interaction 
does not include location information of the provisioning 
entity and the process can move to step 1520. 

In some embodiments, where the categories of informa 
tion associated with location information of the provisioning 
entity are populated, the determination can further include 
verifying that the populated data is valid data that signifies 
a location information before the process moves to step 
1555. For example, for the category of information repre 
senting Zip code (e.g., Zip code sub-category 456), if the 
populated data is 94085, it can be verified as a valid data and 
the process can then move to step 1555. On the other hand, 
if the populated data is 094085, it can be verified as an 
invalid data for Zip code as Zip codes, at least in the United 
States, are typically only five decimal numerical digits and 
the process can then move to step 1520 as described below. 
It will be appreciated that other methods to determine 
whether the interaction includes location information of the 
provisioning entity can be implemented within the scope and 
spirit of this disclosure. 

Next, if the interaction of the data structure does not 
include identified location information of the provisioning 
entity, step 1520 can estimate an area location information 
of the provisioning entity based on one or more attributes of 
one or more consuming entities. In some embodiments, step 
1520 can estimate the area location information of the 
provisioning entity based on one or more attributes of one or 
more consuming entities. Alternatively, step 1520 can esti 
mate the area location information of the provisioning entity 
based on one or more attributes of one or more consuming 
entities and further based on one or more attributes of the 
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provisioning entity. For example, the one or more attributes 
of the one or more consuming entities can be a location 
information of the one or more consuming entities and the 
one or more attributes of the provisioning entity can be an 
identification information of the provisioning entity (e.g., 
provisioning entity identification category 440). Alterna 
tively, a determination can be made based on identification 
information of the provisioning entity to find out whether the 
provisioning entity has more than one location. If the 
determination returns an answer in the negative, signifying 
that the provisioning entity only has one location, informa 
tion representing Such location can be identified by perform 
ing a search query over the Internet using a search engine 
(e.g., Google SearchTM) and such information can be iden 
tified as an estimated first location information of the 
provisioning entity. 

In some embodiments, when the determination returns an 
answer in the positive, signifying that there is more than one 
possible location for the provisioning entity, an area location 
information of the provisioning entity can be estimated 
based on at least a location information of the consuming 
entity and an identification information of the provisioning 
entity. For example, knowing a location information of the 
consuming entity (e.g., Zip code of the consuming entity), a 
search query can be requested to find out the area location 
information of the provisioning entity that is within a 
predetermined distance (e.g., within the same Zip code) to 
the location of the consuming entity. The location informa 
tion returned by the search query can be an estimated first 
location information of the provisioning entity. 

Next, in step 1525, the plurality of interactions can be 
filtered to identify other interactions (e.g., interactions other 
than the first interaction) between the one or more consum 
ing entities and other provisioning entities (i.e., provisioning 
entities other than the provisioning entity associated with the 
interaction and with an unidentified location). For example, 
step 1525 can filter other interactions such that interactions 
without an indication of location information associated 
with the other provisioning entities need not be analyzed. In 
Some embodiments, the filtered interactions can be analyzed 
to filter provisioning entities based on a received canonical 
input data. For example, if the received canonical input data 
comprises an identification information that might be miss 
ing in data structure 400, the system can filter the interac 
tions further to only analyze those interactions associated 
with provisioning entities with an identification information 
that meet the criteria set by the received canonical data. It 
will be appreciated that other forms of canonical data can be 
received within the scope of this disclosure. 

Next, in step 1530, a travel time can be computed between 
a location of a first provisioning entity to that of a location 
of a second provisioning entity. In some embodiments, the 
first provisioning entity can be the provisioning entity with 
an estimated area location and the second provisioning 
entity can be any provisioning entity other than the first 
provisioning entity. For each interaction of step 1510 and its 
associated consuming entity, the second provisioning entity 
can be any provisioning entity other than the first provision 
ing entity that is associated with other interactions of the 
consuming entity. Step 1530 can be explained with the block 
diagrams of FIGS. 16A, 16B, and 16C, which depicts two 
provisioning entities, S1 and S2, five interactions, X1-X5, 
and exemplary travel times (e.g., Ts). Provisioning enti 
ties S1 and S2 can be two different locations within a chain 
of stores associated with the same provisioning entity and 
situated within an area location information estimated in 
step 1520. For example, S1 and S2 can be two different 
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locations of SafewayTM situated within an estimated area 
location (e.g., zip code 94.086). The area location informa 
tion can be depicted with a shaded region and labeled as 
element 1605A in FIGS. 16A, 16B, and 16C. As shown in 
FIG. 16A, the five interactions, X1-X5, can represent inter 
actions between the consuming entity associated with the 
interaction of step 1510 and a provisioning entity other than 
S1 or S2. While FIGS. 16A, 16B, and 16C, depict locations 
of two provisioning entities and locations of five interac 
tions, it will be appreciated that this disclosure is applicable 
to embodiments involving any number of provisioning enti 
ties and any number of interactions. 

FIG. 16B depicts travel times between the SafewayTM 
location, S1, and a provisioning entity involved in each of 
the interactions, X1-X5. While the travel times are illus 
trated as aerial travel times, it is appreciated that the travel 
times can take into consideration roads, sidewalks, bike 
lanes, etc. For example, travel time between the location S1 
and location of provisioning entity involved in interaction 
X1, can be represented by the line Ts. Travel time Ts 
can be computed using real-time traffic conditions or based 
on historical traffic conditions. Similarly, travel times can be 
computed between S1 and each location of provisioning 
entities associated with interactions X2 through X5. Such 
travel times can be labeled as Ts through Tss, as 
depicted in FIG. 16B. 
FIG.16C depicts travel times between the other possible 

SafewayTM location, S2, and a provisioning entity involved 
in each of the interactions, X1-X5. This process can be very 
similar to that of FIG. 16B described above. For example, 
travel time between the location S2 and location of provi 
sioning entity involved in interaction X1, can be represented 
by the line Ts. Travel time Ts can be computed using 
real-time traffic conditions or based on historical traffic 
conditions. Similarly, travel times can be computed between 
S2 and each location of provisioning entities associated with 
interactions X2 through X5. Such travel times can be labeled 
as Ts- through Tss, as depicted in FIG. 16C. 

Next, referring back to FIG. 15, in step 1535, an affinity 
score can be computed. In some embodiments, an affinity 
score can be computed for each possible location of the 
provisioning entity within the estimated area location. The 
computed affinity score can be based on the computed travel 
times Such that the affinity score can have an inverse 
proportionality with computed travel times such that the 
lower the travel time the higher an affinity score. For 
example, based on the exemplary travel times depicted in 
FIGS. 16A, 16B, and 16C, it is possible that the affinity 
score associated with location S1 is likely higher than that of 
location S2 because travel times associated with S1 are 
lower than that of S2. Affinity score can be computed based 
on an average travel time for all interactions. Alternatively, 
affinity Score can be computed by aggregating travel times 
of all interactions for each location S1 and S2. It will be 
appreciated that the above-described methods are merely 
exemplary and other methods of computing an affinity score 
based on travel times are possible within the scope of this 
disclosure. Alternatively, the computed affinity score can be 
normalized (e.g., can be normalized to comprise a value 
between 0 and 1, with 0 representing no affinity and 1 
representing maximum possible affinity). Moreover, while 
the affinity score can have an inverse relationship with the 
computed travel times, it is appreciated that the affinity score 
can have a proportional relationship to the computed travel 
times. 

Next, in step 1540, the computed affinity score can be 
used to estimate a location information within the estimated 
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area location for the provisioning entity without an identified 
location information. For example, a location can be esti 
mated by selecting the location which has the highest affinity 
score amongst all possible locations within the area location. 
That is, in the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 16, location 
S1 can be selected as the affinity score associated with 
location S1 is likely higher than that of location S2, as 
described above. It will be appreciated that other methods of 
estimating a second location information based on an affinity 
score are possible. Alternatively, the computed affinity score 
can be used in conjunction with an algorithm to estimate a 
second location information within the area location infor 
mation. 

In some embodiments, when there is more than one 
possible location for the provisioning entity without an 
identified location information, a location information 
within the area location of the provisioning entity can be 
estimated by analyzing interactions between the consuming 
entity and other provisioning entities within the location of 
the consuming entity (e.g., Zip code of the consuming entity) 
that are closely spaced in time relative to the interaction that 
does not include an identified location information of the 
provisioning entity. For example, a first interaction that does 
not include an identified location information of the provi 
Sioning entity can include a timestamp (e.g., time of inter 
action category 480) associated with the first interaction. To 
estimate a location information for the provisioning entity 
associated with the first interaction, the system can analyze 
other interactions (e.g., interactions other than the first 
interaction) associated with the consuming entity that 
occurred within the same location of the consuming entity 
(e.g., zip code of the consuming entity), occurred within a 
short time interval of the timestamp of the first interaction 
(e.g., within 10 minutes of the timestamp), and which further 
include an identified location information for the provision 
ing entities associated with the other interactions. 

Alternatively, when there is more than one possible loca 
tion for the provisioning entity, a location information within 
the area location of the provisioning entity can be estimated 
by looking at a frequency of interactions between the 
consuming entity and each possible location of the provi 
Sioning entity. For example, a provisioning entity can be the 
grocery store, SafewayTM, which can have multiple locations 
in a given city (e.g., Sunnyvale Calif.) of the consuming 
entity. Interactions between the consuming entity and all 
SafewayTM locations within the given city of the consuming 
entity can be analyzed such that the SafewayTM location that 
is involved with the most number of interactions can be 
selected as an estimated location within the area location of 
the SafewayTM for the one or more interactions. It will be 
understood that the above-recited estimation techniques are 
merely exemplary and not intended to be limiting 

Next, an accuracy check of the estimated location infor 
mation within the area location can be performed. In some 
embodiments, the accuracy check can comprise verification 
that the estimated location information is one of the possible 
locations within the estimated area location of the provi 
Sioning entity. Alternatively, the accuracy check can com 
prise Verification that the estimated location information is a 
valid location information. For example, if the estimated 
location information is a street address, then the accuracy 
check can involve verifying that the estimated street address 
is a valid Street address based on an Internet-based search 
using a search engine (e.g., Google SearchTM). 

Next, in step 1545, the data structure can be updated with 
an estimated location information of the provisioning entity. 
In some embodiments, the data structure can be updated 
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with either an estimated area location information or an 
estimated location within the area location information. 
Alternatively, the data structure can be updated with both the 
estimated area location information and the estimated loca 
tion information within the area location. In some embodi 
ments, data associated with only the evaluated interaction 
can be updated. Alternatively, data associated with all inter 
actions associated with the consuming entity and the pro 
visioning entity can be updated irrespective of whether those 
interactions were previously evaluated or not. Next, in step 
1550, a determination can be made whether the data struc 
ture comprises additional interactions that are to be evalu 
ated. If the determination returns an answer in the positive, 
signifying that there are additional interactions that are to be 
evaluated, the process can go back to step 1510 to evaluate 
another interaction and further to repeat the process com 
prising steps 1510 through 1550, as described above. On the 
other hand, if the determination returns an answer in the 
negative, signifying that there are no additional interactions 
that are to be evaluated, the process can end. 

In some embodiments, a provisioning entity analysis 
system can predict a purchasing pattern of consuming enti 
ties. For example, a provisioning entity (e.g., a large national 
retailer in the grocery business like SafewayTM) can be 
interested in predicting purchasing patterns of consuming 
entities in order to make decision Such as opening new stores 
or closing existing Stores. One method of predicting pur 
chasing patterns can be to analyze interactions of consuming 
entities with the provisioning entity. For example, if Safe 
wayTM is interested in opening new store by predicting 
purchasing patterns of their customers of an existing loca 
tion, the customer interactions at the existing location can be 
analyzed to understand where the customers are located by 
processing location information of the customers. Based on 
the processed location information of the customers of the 
existing location, SafewayTM might be able to make a 
decision on a location for their new location. 

Another method of predicting purchasing patterns can be 
to analyze interactions between the consuming entities and 
other provisioning entities, where the other provisioning 
entities can be either a competitor of or complementary to 
the provisioning entity. For example, if SafewayTM is inter 
ested in opening new store by predicting purchasing patterns 
of their customers of an existing location, interactions of the 
customers of the existing locations that are associated with 
a competitive entity or a complementary entity can be 
analyzed. An exemplary complementary entity can be a gas 
station or a pharmacy because it can be reasonable to assume 
that consumers frequently shop at a pharmacy or a gas 
station that is close to their residential location. Accordingly, 
by analyzing interactions that are associated with a comple 
mentary entity to estimate a residential location information 
of consumers, Safeway'TM can make a decision on a location 
for their new location. 

FIGS. 17-26 are screenshots of exemplary user interfaces, 
consistent with the embodiments of the present disclosure. 
These user interfaces can be provided based on an analysis 
of a data structure (e.g., data structure 400 of FIG. 4) 
performed by a provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., 
provisioning entity analysis system 210). FIG. 17 illustrates 
an exemplary user interface 1700 that a provisioning entity 
analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis system 
210) can generate, according to Some embodiments. In some 
embodiments, the exemplary user interface includes a dash 
board, e.g. a small business portal dashboard (SBP) dash 
board, that can depict a performance of an entity over a 
metric. For example, the SBP dashboard represents revenue 
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information of the entity (e.g., a provisioning entity) for the 
current week (May 26, 2013-Jun. 2, 2013). In some embodi 
ments, the SBP dashboard represents revenue information 
comparing the entity’s actual revenue to the entity's goal 
revenue for the week. For example, the provisioning entity 
can enter a goal revenue for a period of time (e.g., weekly, 
quarterly, or yearly). After receiving information regarding 
the expected revenue, the provisioning entity analysis sys 
tem can analyze interaction data to analyze the entity's 
performance relative to the goal revenue. An outcome of 
Such comparative analysis can be represented with an exem 
plary bar graph or pie chart. For example, the middle portion 
of FIG. 17 depicts that the entity has received $48,078 in 
revenues for the current week, and the entity's goal revenue 
for that week is S63,933. 

In some embodiments, user interface 1700 can include a 
plurality of user interface elements representing information 
associated with entity performance metrics such as revenue, 
ticket size, new customers, and returning customers. For 
example, as shown in FIG. 17, each of the above-described 
user interface elements can be depicted as a rectangular box 
with an icon and Some information representing the perfor 
mance metric of the entity. The entity can customize what 
metrics are displayed and how those metrics are displayed. 
The user interface elements, when clicked on, can provide 
access to other user interfaces, depicting additional infor 
mation for the selected performance metric. 

User interface 1700 can include a sidebar with expandable 
labels depicting, for example, “My Store.” “My Customers.” 
and “My Neighborhood. Each of these labels can provide 
access to additional user interfaces that depict additional 
information for these metrics. For example, clicking on the 
“My Store” label can expand the label to show submenus 
corresponding to “Revenue.” “Total Transactions.” “Ticket 
Size.” “Busiest Days,” and “Busiest Hours.” Each of these 
Submenus can provide access to another user interface, 
providing additional information for each category. 

FIG. 18 shows a screenshot of an exemplary user interface 
1800 that represents revenue depicted temporally, consistent 
with some embodiments. A provisioning entity analysis 
system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis system 210) can 
generate exemplary user interface 1800. User interface 
1800, for example, can be accessed by an entity selecting 
“Revenue' in the sidebar (e.g., “Revenue' submenu of user 
interface 1700 of FIG. 17). User interface 1800 can repre 
sent revenue information in a chart, such as the bar chart 
shown in the top panel of FIG. 18. In some embodiments, 
each bar in the bar chart can represent revenues for a period 
of time (e.g., a day, week, month, quarter, or year). The 
granularity or time period for each barbased on the selection 
of the “Monthly,” “Weekly,” and “Daily” boxes in the top 
left portion of the bar chart. 

In some embodiments, user interface 1800 allows an 
entity to select a particular bar or time period of interest. For 
example, the entity can select the “Maybar. To indicate that 
“May has been selected, user interface 1800 can display 
that month in a different color. In some embodiments, user 
interface 1800 can also display additional information for 
the selected bar. For example, as shown in FIG. 18, user 
interface 1800 can display the month selected, the revenue 
for that month, the average ticket size, the number of 
transactions, and the names of holidays in that month, if any. 
In some embodiments, user interface 1800 can depict com 
parisons of revenue information. For example, user interface 
1800 can display additional lines or bars (not shown), which 
represent revenue competitor revenue, industry revenue, or 
entity revenue from another time period. In some embodi 
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ments, user interface 1800 can include a bottom panel 
depicting a bar chart of revenue for a longer period of time, 
such as the past twelve months. User interface 1800 can 
highlight the region currently depicted in the top panel by 
changing the color of the corresponding bars in the bottom 
panel. In some embodiments, user interface 1800 can allow 
an entity to drag the highlighted region on the bottom panel 
to depict a different time period in the top panel. 

User interface 1800 can also allow an entity to access 
additional user interfaces by selecting, for example, the 
“Total Transactions,” “Ticket Size.” “Busiest Days,” or 
“Busiest Hours' submenus in the sidebar. In some embodi 
ments, these user interfaces (not shown) can display infor 
mation in the same manner as user interface 1800. For 
example, a user interface for “Total Transaction' can rep 
resent transaction information in a chart, Such as a bar chart 
shown in the top panel of FIG. 18. In this user interface, the 
bars in the bar chart can represent the total number of 
transactions for a period time (e.g., one month). User 
interfaces accessed through the “Ticket Size.” “Busiest 
Days.” and “Busiest Hours' can display information simi 
larly. In some embodiments, the bars in these user interfaces 
can represent a percentage for a period time (e.g., 15% of 
sales occur on Tuesday). 

FIG. 19 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary user inter 
face representing new customer acquisition numbers over a 
selected period, consistent with some embodiments. A pro 
visioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity 
analysis system 210) can generate exemplary user interface 
1900. In some embodiments, user interface 1900 is acces 
sible by expanding “My Customers' in the sidebar and 
selecting the “New Customers' submenu. User interface 
1900 can depict customer metrics for a selected period of 
time. For example, user interface 1900 can display customer 
metrics for a selected quarter. User interface 1900 can use, 
for example, a bar graph to represent the customer metrics 
wherein each bar represents the number of customers for a 
Subset period of time, (e.g., a week) within the longer period 
of time (e.g., a quarter). 

User interface 1900 can also depict new customers in one 
color and returning customers in a different color to distin 
guish between the different types of customers. As an 
example, in FIG. 19, returning customers are represented by 
the upper, lighter portions of the bar, whereas new customers 
are represented by the lower, darker portions. In some 
embodiments, user interface 1900 can depict the total num 
ber of new customers and returning customers for a selected 
time period, as shown in the top right portion of user 
interface 1900. User interface 1900 can also allow an entity 
to access additional user interfaces (such as user interface 
2000 and user interface 2100 described below) by selecting, 
for example, the “Loyal Customers' or “Where do they 
spend?' submenus. 

FIG. 20 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary user inter 
face 2000 representing loyal customer information, consis 
tent with some embodiments. A provisioning entity analysis 
system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis system 210) can 
generate exemplary user interface 2000 In some embodi 
ments, user interface 2000 can be accessed based on the 
selection of the “Loyal Customers’ submenu in the sidebar. 
User interface 2000 can depict performance metrics relating 
to revenue from returning customers. In some embodiments, 
user interface 2000 represents this information as a stacked 
bar graph. A section of the stacked graph can represent the 
number of customers who visited an entity a certain number 
of times. For example, the bottom section of the stacked bar 
chart depicted in FIG. 20 can represent the number of 
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customers who visited once. In some embodiments, a sec 
tion of the stacked graph can represent the number of 
customers whose visits fall within a range of times, (e.g., 
“3-4 times” or “9-- times”). User interface 2000 can depict 
each section as a percentage (e.g. 7.0% of customers), as a 
number (e.g. 149 customers), or as a combination thereof 
(e.g., 149 customers, 7.0%). 

In some embodiments, user interface 2000 can depict 
additional information for a section selected by the entity. 
For example, the entity can select the “9-- times' section at 
the top of the stacked bar graph in FIG. 20 to display 
additional information about those customers. This infor 
mation can include the total revenue from those customers, 
the total number of transactions with those customers, and 
the average ticket size of those customers. 

FIG. 21 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary user inter 
face 2100 representing customer spending habits for specific 
geographic regions. A provisioning entity analysis system 
(e.g., provisioning entity analysis system 210) can generate 
exemplary user interface 2100. In some embodiments, user 
interface 2100 can be accessed based on the selection of the 
“Where do they spend submenu in the sidebar. User inter 
face 2100 can depict a geographic region. User interface 
2100 can also depict locations where customers spend 
overlaid on the geographic region, e.g. a heat map. For 
example, the shaded regions overlaid on the geographic 
region in FIG. 21 can depict the regions where customers 
spend. 

Different shades of gray-scale can be used to show 
different amounts of spending (e.g., darker shaded regions 
can depict regions where customers spend more). Alterna 
tively, a color coded heat-map can be used where different 
colors can be used to show different amounts of spending. In 
Some embodiments, the geographic granularity (e.g., dis 
trict, city, county, metropolitan area, state) of user interface 
2100 is selectable. User interface 2100 can also depict 
spending habits for the geographic region for different 
temporal periods. For example, user interface 2100 can 
depict customer spending for the current month, quarter, 
previous quarter, or any other time period. 

FIG. 22 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary user inter 
face 2200 representing entity performance using one or 
more filter selections including demographics, geographic 
location, time period, and transactions. A provisioning entity 
analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis system 
210) can generate exemplary user interface 2200. In some 
embodiments, an entity can utilize user interface 2200 to 
compare how different variables (e.g., time, demographics, 
location, etc.) affect entity performance metrics (e.g., rev 
enues, ticket size, etc.). In some embodiments, user interface 
2200 can depict entity performance using a bar chart or 
histograms. For example, the bar charts in the middle of 
FIG. 22 depict the average ticket size based on the number 
of times a customer visits. The bar chart on the left side of 
FIG. 22 depicts this information for the current quarter, for 
customers aged 31 to 49, for sales on Saturday, whereas the 
bar chart on the right depicts the same information for the 
current quarter, for customers, aged 31 to 49, for every day 
of the week. User interface 220 allows an entity to use these 
bar charts to determine the effect the day of the week has on 
the number of tickets and the average ticket size. 

In some embodiments, user interface 2200 can depict 
additional customer information, such as income, as a his 
togram. As shown in FIG. 22, the histogram can represent 
customer demographics for the selected filters. In some 
embodiments, user interface 220 can depict a delta (not 
shown in FIG. 22) representing a difference between similar 
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categories in each histogram. The depiction of the delta can 
be in the area between the left and right histograms such as 
shown in U.S. application Ser. No. 14/289,596 at FIG. 17, 
the depiction of which is incorporated by reference. For 
example, if 16% of the entity’s customers had an income 
less than $30,000 for the first filter selections, and only 11% 
had an income less than S30,000 for the second filter 
selections, user interface 2200 can display a 5% delta to the 
left, representing the difference between the filter selections. 

FIG. 23 depicts a screenshot of an two exemplary user 
interfaces. A provisioning entity analysis system (e.g., pro 
visioning entity analysis system 210) can generate these 
exemplary user interfaces. The left panel of FIG. 23 shows 
a user interface that can depict business insights for the 
entity (e.g., what customers buy, where they buy, when they 
buy, how often they buy, where they live, how much they 
make, etc.). For example, user interface 2300 can depict 
insights such as temporal trends, temporal Summaries, geo 
graphical trends, whether customers are on vacation, and 
customer demographics. An entity can use these insights to 
predict future spending, to target specific customers, to 
determine when to have sales, to determine when to order 
additional inventory, etc. The right panel of FIG. 23 shows 
a user interface that can depict an exemplary temporal graph 
of revenues. This bar chart is similar to the bar chart 
described above with respect to FIG. 18. In some embodi 
ments, the user interface in the right panel can allow an 
entity to compare its revenues to other entities. For example, 
the lines on each bar in the right panel of FIG. 23 represent 
competitor revenue for the selected time period. In some 
embodiments, these lines can represent industry revenue or 
entity revenue from another time period. In some embodi 
ments, the user interface shown in the right panel of FIG. 23 
can include a bottom panel depicting a bar chart of revenue 
for a longer period of time. Such as the past twelve months. 
The user interface can highlight the region currently 
depicted in the top panel by changing the color of the 
corresponding bars in the bottom panel. In some embodi 
ments, the user interface allows an entity to drag the 
highlighted region on the bottom panel to depict a different 
time period in the top panel. 

FIG. 24 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary user inter 
face 2400 including a heat-map representation (e.g., the left 
panel) and graph-based representation (e.g., the right panel) 
of entity performance. A provisioning entity analysis system 
(e.g., provisioning entity analysis system 210) can generate 
exemplary user interface 2400. In some embodiments, the 
entity can select one or more filters (e.g. “Add New Filter 
shown in the sidebar) to display a timeline of customer. For 
example, user interface 2400 can represent customer spend 
ing on a daily basis. In some embodiments, user interface 
2400 can represent customer spending with a heat map. Such 
as the heat map shown in the left panel of FIG. 24. The heat 
map can be used to accurately predict the geographic 
locations of future customer spending. In some embodi 
ments, customer spending can be represented as a graph 
based representation where the independent axis (e.g., 
X-axis) can represent a period of time and the dependent axis 
can represent customer spending, as depicted in the right 
panel of FIG. 24. In some embodiments, the graph-based 
representation can be used as a predictive chart to predict 
future customer spending. 

FIG. 25 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary user inter 
face 2500 representing inferred customer location. A provi 
Sioning entity analysis system (e.g., provisioning entity 
analysis system 210) can generate exemplary user interface 
2500. In some embodiments, user interface 2500 can rep 
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resent customer location inferred from persistent informa 
tion (e.g., the centroid of the customer's medical transac 
tions or the median of the customer's retail food and 
pharmacy stores transactions). In some embodiments, user 
interface 2500 can represent customer location inferred from 
contextual information (e.g. localized Small-ticket spending 
in severe weather or spending after an inferred move). In 
some embodiments, user interface 2500 can represent tem 
poral customer location (e.g., permanent, temporary, sea 
Sonal, etc.). 

In some embodiments, customer location can be repre 
sented by a circle of a particular distance, wherein the 
provisioning entity analysis system infers that the customer 
is located within that circle. For example, in FIG. 25, the 
inner circle represents a two mile range and the outer circle 
represents a five mile range. In some embodiments, user 
interface 2500 can depict a confidence metric corresponding 
to the accuracy of inferred customer location (e.g., 75-80% 
confident that the customer is within the inner circle and 
90-95% confident that the customer is located in the outer 
circle). 

FIG. 26 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary user inter 
face 2600 representing predictive travel and vacation spend 
ing. Entities, such as resorts and travel destinations, can use 
this information to predict vacation patterns, enabling them 
to develop targeted marketing and to inform future restau 
rant and service selection. A provisioning entity analysis 
system (e.g., provisioning entity analysis system 210) can 
generate exemplary user interface 2600. The provisioning 
entity analysis system can use the inferred customer loca 
tions described above to determine whether certain transac 
tions qualify as travel or vacation spending. In some 
embodiments, user interface 2600 can depict travel or vaca 
tion spending as a chart. For example, as shown in FIG. 26. 
user interface 2600 can represent this information as a 
scatter chart with confidence intervals. The independent axis 
(e.g., X-axis) of the chart can represent the day of vacation. 
The dependent axis can represent the average range of 
percentage of travel spending that is spent on restaurants. 

In the foregoing specification, embodiments have been 
described with reference to numerous specific details that 
can vary from implementation to implementation. Certain 
adaptations and modifications of the embodiments described 
herein can be made. Therefore, the above embodiments are 
considered to be illustrative and not restrictive. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system for analyzing entity location, the system 

comprising: 
a memory that stores a set of instructions; 
one or more processors configured to execute the set of 

instructions to: 
access a data structure in the memory, wherein the data 

structure comprises a plurality of interactions that are 
received via a network from one or more computer 
systems related to multiple entities; 

Select, from the plurality of interactions, one or more 
interactions between an entity of the multiple entities 
and one or more provisioning entities of the multiple 
entities based on at least one or more attributes of the 
one or more provisioning entities, wherein each 
interaction of the plurality of interactions comprises 
categories of information including at least one of: 
an interaction number category, a consuming entity 
identification category, a consuming entity location 
category, a provisioning entity identification cat 
egory, a provisioning entity location category, a type 
of provisioning entity category, an interaction 
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amount category, and a time of interaction category, 
wherein the entity is a consuming entity; 

determine whether the one or more interactions is 
related to information including a location of the 
entity, wherein the determining is based on analyzing 
whether the categories of information related to a 
location information of the entity are included or not 
included in the one or more interactions; 

if the location of the entity is not included in the 
information related to the one or more interactions, 
estimate the location of the entity based on the one 
or more interactions after the determination returns 
that the at least one attribute of the provisioning 
entity includes an invalid location information of the 
entity, wherein the estimating the location of the 
entity is further based on a computed affinity score 
and a computed travel time between potential loca 
tions of the provisioning entity and each identified 
location of other provisioning entities, wherein the 
computed affinity score is based on an average travel 
time for the interactions; 

update the data structure in the memory with the 
estimated location of the entity; and 

provide the estimated location of the entity to a user 
computer. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein to estimate the location 
of the consuming entity, the one or more processors are 
further configured to: 

determine a provisioning entity of the one or more pro 
visioning entities with the most interactions with the 
consuming entity; and 

set the location of the consuming entity as the location of 
the provisioning entity. 

3. The system of claim 2, wherein demographic data 
associated with the consuming entity corresponds with 
demographic data of an area associated with the provision 
ing entity's location. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein to estimate the location 
of a provisioning entity of the one or more provisioning 
entities, the one or more processors are further configured to 
evaluate one or more attributes of the provisioning entity 
and the one or more attributes of the one or more provi 
Sioning entities of the multiple entities, wherein the one or 
more attributes of the provisioning entity includes identifi 
cation information and wherein the one or more attributes of 
the one or more provisioning entities includes location 
information. 

5. The system of claim 4, wherein the estimated location 
of the provisioning entity is further based on a consuming 
entity having an interaction with the provisioning entity at a 
first time, the consuming entity having another interaction 
with another provisioning entity of the one or more provi 
Sioning entities at a second time, and time between the first 
time and second time, wherein the another provisioning 
entity has an identified location. 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the one or more 
attributes include a type of the one or more provisioning 
entities. 

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the one or more 
attributes include a sub-type of the one or more provisioning 
entities. 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the one or more 
processors are further configured to execute the set of 
instructions to: 

if a location of the entity is included in the information 
associated with the one or more interaction, select from 
the plurality of interactions one or more other interac 
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tions between another entity of the multiple entities and 
one or more provisioning entities of the multiple enti 
ties for evaluation. 

9. A computer-implemented method for analyzing entity 
location, the method comprising: 

accessing, by a server computer, a data structure in the 
memory, wherein the data structure comprises a plu 
rality of interactions that are received via a network 
from one or more computer systems of multiple enti 
ties; 

Selecting, by the server computer, from the plurality of 
interactions one or more interactions between an entity 
of the multiple entities and one or more provisioning 
entities of the multiple entities based on at least one or 
more attributes of the one or more provisioning entities, 
wherein each interaction of the plurality of interactions 
comprises categories of information including at least 
one of an interaction number category, a consuming 
entity identification category, a consuming entity loca 
tion category, a provisioning entity identification cat 
egory, a provisioning entity location category, a type of 
provisioning entity category, an interaction amount 
category, and a time of interaction category, wherein 
the entity is a consuming entity; 

determining, by the server computer, whether the one or 
more interactions is related to information including a 
location of the entity, wherein the determining is based 
on analyzing whether the categories of information 
related to a location information of the entity are 
included or not included in the one or more interac 
tions: 

if the location of the entity is not included in the infor 
mation related to the one or more interactions, estimat 
ing by the computer system the location of the entity 
based on the one or more interactions after the deter 
mination returns that the at least one attribute of the 
provisioning entity includes an invalid location infor 
mation of the entity, wherein the estimating the location 
of the entity is further based on a computed affinity 
score and a computed travel time between potential 
locations of the provisioning entity and each identified 
location of other provisioning entities, wherein the 
computed affinity Score is based on an average travel 
time for the interactions; 

updating, by the server computer, the data structure in the 
memory with the estimated location of the entity; and 

providing, by the server computer, the estimated location 
of the entity to a user computer. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein estimating the loca 
tion of the consuming entity comprises: 

determining a provisioning entity of the one or more 
provisioning entities with the most interactions with the 
consuming entity; and 

setting the identified location of the consuming entity as 
the location of the provisioning entity. 

11. The method of claim 10, wherein demographic data 
associated with the consuming entity corresponds with 
demographic data of an area associated with the provision 
ing entity's location. 

12. The method of claim 9, wherein estimating the loca 
tion of a provisioning entity of the one or more provisioning 
entities comprises evaluating one or more attributes of the 
provisioning entity and the one or more attributes of the one 
or more provisioning entities of the multiple entities, 
wherein the one or more attributes of the provisioning entity 
includes identification information and wherein the one or 
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48 
more attributes of the one or more provisioning entities 
includes location information. 

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the estimated 
location of the provisioning entity is further based on a 
consuming entity having an interaction with the provision 
ing entity at a first time, the consuming entity having another 
interaction with another provisioning entity of the one or 
more provisioning entities at a second time, and time 
between the first time and second time, wherein the another 
provisioning entity has an identified location. 

14. A non-transitory computer-readable medium storing a 
set of instructions that are executable by one or more 
processors of one or more servers to cause the one or more 
servers to perform a method for analyzing entity location, 
the method comprising: 

accessing, by a server computer, a data structure from a 
memory, wherein the data structure comprises a plu 
rality of interactions that are received via a network 
from one or more computer systems of multiple enti 
ties; 

selecting, by the server computer, from the plurality of 
interactions one or more interactions between an entity 
of the multiple entities and one or more provisioning 
entities of the multiple entities based on at least one or 
more attributes of the one or more provisioning entities, 
wherein each interaction of the plurality of interactions 
comprises categories of information including at least 
one of an interaction number category, a consuming 
entity identification category, a consuming entity loca 
tion category, a provisioning entity identification cat 
egory, a provisioning entity location category, a type of 
provisioning entity category, an interaction amount 
category, and a time of interaction category, wherein 
the entity is a consuming entity; 

determining, by the server computer, whether the one or 
more interactions is related to information including a 
location of the entity, wherein the determining is based 
on analyzing whether the categories of information 
related to a location information of the entity are 
included or not included in the one or more interac 
tions; 

if the location of the entity is not included in the infor 
mation related to the one or more interactions, estimat 
ing by the computer system the location of the entity 
based on the one or more interactions after the deter 
mination returns that the at least one attribute of the 
provisioning entity includes an invalid location infor 
mation of the entity, wherein the estimating the location 
of the entity is further based on a computed affinity 
score and a computed travel time between potential 
locations of the provisioning entity and each identified 
location of other provisioning entities, wherein the 
computed affinity Score is based on an average travel 
time for the interactions; 

updating, by the server computer, the data structure in the 
memory with the estimated location of the entity; and 

providing, by the server computer, the estimated location 
of the entity to a user computer. 

15. The computer-readable medium of claim 14, wherein 
estimating the location of the consuming entity comprises: 

determining a provisioning entity of the one or more 
provisioning entities with the most interactions with the 
consuming entity; and 

setting the estimated location of the consuming entity as 
the location of the provisioning entity. 

16. The computer-readable medium of claim 15, wherein 
demographic data associated with the consuming entity 
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corresponds with demographic data of an area associated 
with the provisioning entity's location. 

17. The computer-readable medium of claim 14, wherein 
estimating the location of a provisioning entity of the one or 
more provisioning entities comprises evaluating one or more 
attributes of the provisioning entity and the one or more 
attributes of the one or more provisioning entities of the 
multiple entities, wherein the one or more attributes of the 
provisioning entity includes identification information and 
wherein the one or more attributes of the one or more 
provisioning entities includes location information. 

18. The computer-readable medium of claim 17, wherein 
the estimated location of the provisioning entity is further 
based on a consuming entity having an interaction with the 
provisioning entity at a first time, the consuming entity 
having another interaction with another provisioning entity 
of the one or more provisioning entities at a second time, and 
time between the first time and second time, wherein the 
another provisioning entity has an identified location. 
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SYSTEM AND USER INTERFACES FOR Further , as described herein , the system may be config 
SEARCHING RESOURCES AND RELATED ured and / or designed to generate user interface data useable 
DOCUMENTS USING DATA STRUCTURES for rendering the various interactive user interfaces 

described . The user interface data may be used by the 
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY 5 system , and / or another computer system , device , and / or 

PRIORITY APPLICATIONS software program ( for example , a browser program ) , to 
render the interactive user interfaces . The interactive user 

This application claims benefit of U . S . Provisional Patent interfaces may be displayed on , for example , electronic 
Application No . 62 / 265 , 919 , filed Dec . 10 , 2015 , and titled displays ( including , for example , touch - enabled displays ) . 
“ SYSTEM AND USER INTERFACES FOR SEARCHING ? 10 Additionally , it has been noted that design of computer 

user interfaces “ that are useable and easily learned by RESOURCES AND RELATED DOCUMENTS USING humans is a non - trivial problem for software developers . " DATA STRUCTURES . ” The entire disclosure of each of the ( Dillon , A . ( 2003 ) User Interface Design . MacMillan Ency above items is hereby made part of this specification as if set clopedia of Cognitive Science , Vol . 4 , London : MacMillan , 
forth fully herein and incorporated by reference for all 15 453 - 458 . ) The various embodiments of interactive and 
purposes , for all that it contains . dynamic user interfaces of the present disclosure are the 

Any and all applications , if any , for which a foreign or result of significant research , development , improvement , 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data iteration , and / or testing . This non - trivial development has 
Sheet of the present application are hereby incorporated by resulted in the user interfaces described herein which may 
reference under 37 CFR 1 . 57 . 20 provide significant cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies and 

advantages over previous systems . The interactive and 
TECHNICAL FIELD dynamic user interfaces include improved human - computer 

interactions that may provide reduced mental workloads , 
The present disclosure relates to systems and techniques improved decision - making , reduced work stress , and / or the 

for data integration , analysis , and visualization . More spe - 25 like , for a user . For example , user interaction with the 
cifically , the present disclosure relates to searching resources interactive user interfaces described herein may provide an 
and related documents using data structures . optimized display of information relating to resources and / or 

documents associated with the resources , and may enable a 
BACKGROUND user to more quickly access , navigate , assess , and digest 

30 such information than previous systems . 
Organizations may store information about various Various embodiments of the present disclosure are inex 

resources and related data . The organizations may search for tricably tied to computer technology . In particular , various 
specific resources . embodiments rely on detection of user inputs via graphical 

user interfaces , determination of updates to displayed elec 
SUMMARY 35 tronic data based on those user inputs , automatic processing 

of electronic data related to resources and documents , and 
The systems , methods , and devices described herein each presentation of the updates to displayed data relating to 

have several aspects , no single one of which is solely resources and documents via interactive graphical user inter 
responsible for its desirable attributes . Without limiting the faces . Such features and others ( e . g . , searching for resources 
scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting features will 40 and documents based on properties of respective types of 
now be discussed briefly . data objects as well as other related data objects , filtering 

In order to identify relevant resources and related docu - search results using histogram filters , etc . ) are intimately tied 
ments within a large organization or company , scalability to , and enabled by , computer technology , and would not 
and efficiency can become important factors . Accordingly , exist except for computer technology . For example , the 
certain systems and user interfaces described herein may 45 interactions with displayed data described below in refer 
implement a scalable and efficient searching of large ence to various embodiments cannot reasonably be per 
amounts of data relating to resources and documents , for formed by humans alone , without the computer technology 
example , by using data structures and data objects . For upon which they are implemented . Further , the implemen 
example , the systems and user interfaces can search for tation of the various embodiments of the present disclosure 
resources and / or documents by searching through properties 50 via computer technology enables many of the advantages 
of resource data objects and / or document data objects as described herein , including more efficient interaction with , 
well as properties of other types of data objects that are and presentation of , various types of electronic data . 
linked to resource data objects and / or document data According to an embodiment , a system is configured to 
objects . The user interfaces may be designed to display large access one or more electronic data resources in response to 
amounts of data in an informative way ( e . g . , by presenting 55 inputs received via an interactive user interface in order to 
an aggregate summary ) and to interact with users by allow search resources of an organization or one or more of 
ing access to and navigation of varying levels of detail documents , events , entities , and other data related to the 
within the same user interface . resources , the system comprising : one or more hardware 

In various embodiments , large amounts of data are auto computer processors configured to execute software code 
matically and dynamically created , processed , and managed 60 stored in a tangible storage device in order to cause the 
interactively in response to user inputs , and the data is system to : receive search criteria for identifying resources 
efficiently and compactly presented to a user by the system . associated with an organization or one or more of docu 
Thus , in some embodiments , the user interfaces described ments , events , entities , or other data associated with the 
herein are more efficient as compared to previous user resources , the one or more of the resources , documents , 
interfaces in which data is not dynamically updated and 65 events , entities , or other data represented as respective data 
compactly and efficiently presented to the user in response objects , wherein the respective data objects can be associ 
to interactive inputs . ated with each other ; automatically identify one or more of 
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a subset of the resources , documents , events , entities , or more documents associated with the one or more selected 
other data that meet the search criteria , wherein the identi - resources are displayed in the second pane . 
fied resources meet the search criteria or are associated with According to yet another aspect , the one or more docu 
one or more of the identified documents , events , entities , or ments meet the search criteria . 
other data that meet the search criteria , and wherein the 5 According to another aspect , the one or more events , 
identification is based on one or more of : properties of the entities , or other data meet the search criteria . 
resources , properties of the documents , properties of the According to yet another aspect , the code is further 
events , properties of the entities , or properties of other data configured to : in response to exclusion of second one or 
objects associated with the resources ; generate a user inter - more attributes in the user interface : filter the identified 
face configured to display the identified resources and resources to a second subset that does not meet the second 
attributes associated with the identified resources , the user one or more attributes ; update the user interface to display 
interface displaying an aggregate summary relating to the the second subset ; and update the histogram bars of the 
identified resources and one or more of the identified docu - attributes to reflect a number of resources having respective 
ments , events , entities , or other data associated with the 16 attribute in the second subset . 
identified resources , wherein a histogram bar is displayed in Additional embodiments of the disclosure are described 
the user interface for each attribute , the histogram bar below in reference to the appended claims , which may serve 
reflecting a number of the identified resources having the as an additional summary of the disclosure . 
attribute ; and in response to selection of one or more in various embodiments , computer systems are disclosed 
attributes in the user interface : filter the identified resources 20 that comprise one or more hardware computer processors in 
to a subset that meets the one or more attributes ; update the communication with one or more non - transitory computer 
user interface to display the subset that meets the one or readable storage devices , wherein the one or more hardware 
more attributes ; and update the histogram bars of the attri computer processors are configured to execute the plurality 
butes to reflect a number of resources having respective of computer executable instructions in order to cause the 
attribute in the subset that meets the one or more attributes . 25 computer system to operations comprising one or more 

According to an aspect , the identified documents meet the aspects of the above - described embodiments ( including one 
search criteria or are associated with the identified resources or more aspects of the appended claims ) . 
that meet the search criteria . In various embodiments , computer - implemented methods 

According to another aspect , the identified events , enti - are disclosed in which , under control of one or more 
ties , or other data meet the search criteria or are associated 30 hardware computing devices configured with specific com 
with the identified resources that meet the search criteria . puter executable instructions , one or more aspects of the 

According to yet another aspect , the search criteria for above - described embodiments including one or more 
identifying the resources , documents , events , entities , or aspects of the appended claims ) are implemented and / or 
other data include one or more of : first search criteria performed . 
relating to the resources , second search criteria relating to 35 In various embodiments , computer readable storage medi 
the documents , third search criteria relating to the events , ums storing software instructions are disclosed , wherein , in 
fourth search criteria relating to the entities , or other search response to execution by a computing system having one or 
criteria relating to the other data . more hardware processors , the software instructions config 

According to another aspect , some of the first search ure the computing system to perform operations comprising 
criteria relating to the resources are based on the properties 40 one or more aspects of the above - described embodiments 
of other data objects associated with the resources . ( including one or more aspects of the appended claims ) . 

According to yet another aspect , the identified resources 
include one or more of : resources that meet the first search BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
criteria relating to the resources , resources that are associ 
ated with documents that meet the second search criteria 45 FIGS . 1A - 10 illustrate one embodiment of a user inter 
relating to the documents , resources that are associated with face of a search system for searching resources and related 
events that meet the third search criteria relating to the documents using data structures . 
events , resources that are associated with entities that meet FIG . 2 illustrates data structures used by a search system 
the fourth search criteria relating to the entities , or resources for searching resources and related documents using data 
that are associated with other data that meet the other search 50 structures , according to certain embodiments . 
criteria relating to the other data . FIG . 3 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the interaction 

According to another aspect , the identified documents between the various components of a search system config 
include one or more of : documents that meet the second ured to search resources and related documents using data 
search criteria relating the documents , documents that are structures , according to one embodiment . 
associated with resources that meet the first search criteria 55 FIG . 4 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the interaction 
relating to the resources , documents that are associated with between the various components of a search system config 
events that meet the third search criteria relating to the ured to search resources and related documents using a 
events , documents that are associated with entities that meet histogram filter ( s ) , according to one embodiment . 
the fourth search criteria relating to the entities , or docu - FIG . 5 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the interaction 
ments that are associated with other data that meet the other 60 between the various components of a search system config 
search criteria relating to the other data . ured to search resources and related documents using a 

According to yet another aspect , the user interface com - saved or shared search , according to one embodiment . 
prises a first pane for displaying the identified resources and FIG . 6 illustrates a flowchart for searching resources and 
a second pane for displaying information associated with related documents using data structures , according to certain 
one or more selected resources of the identified resources . 65 embodiments . 

According to another aspect , one or more resources of the FIG . 7 illustrates one embodiment of a database system 
identified resources are selected in the first pane and one or using an ontology . 
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FIG . 8 illustrates one embodiment of a system for creating other types related to such data . The search criteria can 
data in a data store using a dynamic ontology . include criteria that are applicable to resources , or criteria 

FIG . 9 illustrates a computer system with which certain that are applicable to documents , or both . 
methods discussed herein may be implemented . As mentioned above , related information ( e . g . , informa 

5 tion related to resources ) processed by the system may 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION include various types of data ( e . g . , documents , events , other 

entities , etc . ) . In the interest of conciseness and clarity , much 
In some cases , an organization may want to search for of the description below refers to “ documents ” and / or relevant resources the organization has access to ( e . g . , " related document ” as a primary type of related information . relating to a particular topic ) and also find out about the 10 However , it is to be understood that the description below ability of the organization to provide or collect information may be applied to any type of related information . relating to particular entities or subject matter . An organi As further mentioned above , the system may be used by zation may be any entity , such as a person , a group , a 

company , a business , an investigative group / company , a many different types of organizations or entities , in many 
research institution , a law a different contexts . In the interest of conciseness and clarity , enforcement agency , etc . 15 
Resources may have related information associated with much of the description below describes the system in the 
them . Such related information may include , for example , context of a law enforcement agency . However , it is to be 
documents , reports , events , entities , any other types of data , understood that the description below may be applied in any 
and / or the like . For example , in the context of a law context , and may be used by any type of entity . 
enforcement agency , resources may be sources or infor - 20 The system can display the search results in a user 
mants , and information related to the resources may include interface , for example , in order to provide an overview of the 
documents ( e . g . , documents related to information provided resources and related documents . The user interface can be 
by the sources or informants ) , events , other entities of organized in a way that makes it easy for users to process or 
interest , and / or the like . In another example , in the context understand large amounts of data and obtain relevant infor 
of a research institution , a resource may be a researcher , and 25 mation at a glance . For example , the user interface can 
information related to the researcher may include docu - display resources included in the search results in a first pane 
ments , studies , events , other entities of interest , and / or the and display aggregate information about the resources 
like . Previous systems may store data about resources , included in the search results in a second pane . The user documents , events , entities , and other information relating to interface may also display specific information about a 
resources , but may not provide an effective way to search the 30 selected resource in the second pane , for example , in resources , documents , events , entities , and other related response to user input . The user interface can also display information in an integrated manner . Accordingly , it would specific information about documents in the second pane . In be advantageous to provide a system to search resources 
and / or related documents , events , entities , or other informa this way , the system can provide a tiered user interface that 
tion in an efficient manner . 35 includes a section for resources and a section for documents 

In order to address these and other challenges , disclosed and other relevant information relating to resources . The 
herein are various systems and methods for searching user interface can also allow users to navigate information at 
resources and related information ( e . g . , documents , events , different levels within the same user interface . For example , 
other entities , etc . ) using data structures , which can be in response to user input , the user interface may present 
enabled by technical , interactive user interfaces . According 40 details about a particular document , event , or other related 
to certain aspects , a search system ( “ SS ” ) can provide data within the same interface . The user interface may also 
integrated searching of resources and information associated allow users to create new documents or add new resources 
with resources , for example , based on search criteria relating within the same user interface . 
to resources and / or related information . Resources and In this manner , the system can provide a way of searching 
related information may be represented by respective types 45 for resources and documents in an integrated manner . Unlike 
of data objects , and each type of data object can have one or previous systems , which may require users to search for 
more properties associated with the type . After receiving resources and documents separately , then manually cross 
search criteria ( e . g . , from a user ) , the system can search the reference the resources and the documents , or may require 
properties of resource data objects and / or related informa - users to perform separate searches through multiple datasets 
tion data objects in order to identify resources and / or related 50 for resources and / or documents , then manually cross - refer 
information ( e . g . , documents , events , other entities , etc . ) that ence the results , the system can automatically cross - refer 
meet the search criteria . The system may also use other types e nce related resources and documents across multiple data 
of data objects that can be associated with resource data sets . The system can also provide valuable summary about 
objects and / or related information data objects , and in such resources and documents , for example , as explained in 
case , the system can also search the properties of other data 55 connection with the figures below . According to certain 
objects related to resource data objects and / or related infor - aspects , the ability to search for available and relevant 
mation data objects . By allowing the search criteria to relate resources an organization has access to may be referred to as 
to different types of data ( e . g . , resources , documents , events , a “ tactical workflow , " and the ability to determine the 
other entities , and other related information ) , the system can distribution and capability of a set of resources to meet 
provide thorough search results . The search results can be 60 business demands of an organization may be referred to as 
robust because they can include ( 1 ) resources that meet the a “ strategic workflow . ” The system may support both tacti 
search criteria and documents , events , other entities , and cal workflows and strategic workflows . The system can 
other information related to these resources , ( 2 ) related provide an efficient way of searching for relevant resources 
information that meet the search criteria and resources , and documents . Also , the system can provide an efficient and 
events , other entities , or other information related to these 65 effective way of determining the ability of the organization 
related information , or any data of a certain type in the to produce different information through aggregate sum 
system that meets the search criteria and all other data of mary and overview associated with the search results . Cer 
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tain details relating to the project resourcing system are status category can include attributes such as closed , open , 
explained below , for example , in connection with FIGS . and N / A . The attributes can be used to filter the search 
1A - 10 and 2 - 9 . results further , e . g . , by selecting or deselecting checkboxes . 
Exemplary User Interfaces of the Search System The attributes may be linked to properties of data objects , 
FIGS . 1A - 10 illustrate one embodiment of a user inter - 5 such as source data objects . Each attribute may be displayed 

face of a search system for searching resources and related with a histogram and the number or count of sources that 
documents using data structures . In the figures and corre have the attribute . For instance , " Open " attribute under the 
sponding descriptions , resources are shown and described as “ Source Status ” category is displayed with a histogram as 
sources or informants for illustrative purposes , but the well as the number of sources having the “ Open ” attribute . 
system can accommodate any type of resource . Also , docu - 10 For attributes belonging to the same category , the histogram 
ments are used as an example of data related to resources , bars for the attributes can be proportionately sized , for 
but the system can use any type of data that is associated example , to indicate distribution of sources having each 
with resources . In order to facilitate description , the attribute within the category . 
examples described in connection with the figures are pro - The user interface 120b can also include a source pane 
vided in the context of a law enforcement agency . A law 15 140b , which displays the sources included in the search 
enforcement agency may work with various sources or results . The source pane 140b can display information 
informants in order to obtain tips or information , and sources relating to sources , such as source number or identifier , 
can be the resources in the context of a law enforcement office related to source , investigator related to source , group 
agency . Accordingly , resources may be referred to as related to source , source status ( e . g . , open or closed ) , etc . 
" sources ” in the description below . Various investigators can 20 The search pane 140b can also display an icon indicating the 
work with different sources and generate documents , gender of the source and an icon indicating the birthplace or 
reports , and / or any other type of related information based nationality of the source . Because identity of sources should 
on the obtained tips or information . A law enforcement be confidential , names of the sources are not shown , but 
agency may have various locations , which may be referred other characteristics can be shown to allow users to quickly 
to as “ offices . " 25 gather relevant information about the sources . The types of 

FIG . 1A illustrates a user interface 110a for entering information included in the user interface in a resource pane 
search criteria for identifying resources and / or documents . is entirely configurable and can be any information relevant 
The user interface 110a includes a section for entering to the workflow for which the system is being used . 
criteria relating to documents 111a and also a section for As indicated by the stars of the search pane 140b , the 
entering criteria relating to sources 112a . The user interface 30 system may allow users to star or otherwise distinguish 
110 can also include a section for entering criteria relating to certain sources of interest from the other sources , and to 
locations 113a . The search criteria relating to documents can reference starred sources at a later point in time and perform 
include text search ( e . g . , keyword search ) , document prop - analysis , searching , or visualizations on starred sources . For 
erties or metadata , timeframe , etc . The search criteria relat instance , users may star their favorite sources , useful 
ing to sources can include birthplace , travel countries , 35 sources , or sources of interest related to a particular search , 
languages , religions , race , gender , skills , etc . The search investigation , or inquiry . 
criteria relating to location can include office , group , city , The user interface 120b may also include a details pane 
state , country , etc . The search criteria can include any type 150b , which can show different types of information relating 
of criteria that can be used in searching for resources and to sources and documents . Initially or when multiple sources 
documents . By allowing search criteria relating to multiple 40 are selected , the details pane 150b can provide an aggregate 
types of data objects , the system can return a wide range of summary about the sources . In the example of FIG . 1B , the 
data in the search results . In some embodiments , the user details pane 150b displays a map of the U . S . showing the 
interface 110a can also provide a way to locate a source distribution of sources in different states . For example , states 
directly by the number for the source . with the number of sources within a first range are shown in 

Different types of information can be entered using sepa - 45 one color , states with the number of sources within a second 
rate fields . Certain types of information that are related can range are shown in another color , and so forth . The map can 
be grouped into one field such that values or keywords can provide instantaneous information about where sources are 
auto - complete together . For example , the first field in the located geographically . The details pane 150b can also show 
source section 112a relates to birthplace , travel countries , important metrics about the sources , such as number of 
and languages . These fields may be sufficiently related so 50 sources with 10 or more reports , number of sources with one 
that it would be beneficial to auto - complete values for the or more accomplishments ( e . g . , recognition by the law 
field based on all of these attributes or properties , rather than enforcement agency ) , number of sources with no reports , 
having an individual field for each one . For instance , if an number of sources closed for cause , number of sources 
investigator is looking for someone for an operation in jointly operated , etc . The types of information included in 
Japan , it may be useful to find sources who were born in 55 the user interface in a details pane is entirely configurable 
Japan , traveled to Japan , speak Japanese , or who are related and can be any information relevant to the workflow for 
to events or objects related to Japan . In the example of FIG . which the system is being used . 
1A , the first field has the values “ Birthplace : Japan , ” “ Lan - FIG . 1C illustrates a version 120c of the user interface 
guage : JA — Japanese , ” and “ Country : Japan . ” Also , " wheat ” 120b in FIG . 1B with the details pane 150b scrolled down . 
is entered as the text search keyword in the document section 60 The user interface 120c displays additional metrics relating 
111a . to the sources in the details pane 150c , such as total number 

FIG . 1B illustrates a user interface 120b for displaying of reports by sources , total number of report of type 1 by 
results of the search based on the search criteria . The user sources , total number of reports of type 2 by sources , etc . 
interface 120b can include an attributes pane 130b , which Type 1 and Type 2 can refer to different types of reports that 
displays various attributes associated with the sources and / or 65 are generated within the law enforcement agency . Reports 
documents included in the search results . The attributes can may refer to a tip or information from a source , or may also 
be grouped according to category . For example , the source refer to documents that are created from such tip or infor 
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mation , depending on the embodiment . The details pane attribute are also updated accordingly , for example , as 
150c can also display various charts and graphs that visu - explained in connection with FIG . 1D above . 
alize aggregate information . For example , the details pane Users may select and / or remove multiple attributes at one 
150c can show a ring chart for the types of reports , a bar time ( e . g . , within a particular period of time or time win 
graph relating to number of reports within past 12 months , 5 dow ) , and the system can update the user interface at one 
a bar graph showing top threat issues , a bar graph showing time . For example , the system can accumulate the user input 
top case types for sources , a bar graph showing top case and refresh once in order to avoid continuous updates and 
classifications , a bar graph showing top case numbers , etc . make the user interface operate more smoothly . 
The aggregate information about multiple sources can be In addition , in certain implementations the system may 
used to show coverage associated with the sources . The 10 assist the user in selecting filters that provide useful results . 

For example , if the user has selected a number of filters such types of information included in the user interface in a that all the remaining sources have a given attribute , the details pane is entirely configurable and can be any infor system may may disallow the user from deselecting the 
mation relevant to the workflow for which the system is attribute for filtering ( e . g . , by greying out that attribute ) . being used . 15 Thus , for example , if all remaining sources ( e . g . , after a 

FIG . 1D illustrates a user interface 120d in which certain number of filters are applied ) are “ Sales Associates ” ( e . g . , 
attributes are selected in the attributes pane 130d . In the such that deselecting the “ Sales Associate ” attribute would 
example of FIG . 1D , “ Open ” attribute is selected under result in zero matching sources ) , the system may determine 
“ Source Status ” category ; " San Francisco , Calif . , " " St . that this is the case and in response grey out the checkbox 
Louis , Mo . , ” and “ Memphis , Tenn . ” attributes are selected 20 associated with the “ Sales Associate ” attribute . Thus , in this 
under the " Office ” category ; and “ 5 , ” “ 3 , " " 6 , " and " 1 " implementation , the system would not allow users to filter 
attributes are selected under the “ Group ” category . The down to zero sources , thereby enabling the user to more 
selected attributes may be used as search criteria or faceting efficiently and intelligently determine results of interest . 
criteria . For example , faceting criteria may be used to filter In certain embodiments , the attributes displayed in the 
the search results using multiple filters , e . g . , along different 25 attributes pane 130 may be referred to as histogram filters or 
dimensions . The details pane 150d is updated to show that histo filters since histogram bars can be used in filtering of 
the results have been filtered down to 11 sources . The the search results . 
metrics shown in the details pane 150d are updated to reflect FIG . 1F illustrates a user interface 120f in which a 
the filtered sources . When attributes are selected for filter - summary about a source is displayed . The details pane 150f 
ing , the search or filtering may be referred to as “ opting in . ” 30 can also be used to display information about a particular 
The types of information included in the user interface in an source ( e . g . , selected source ) . The details pane 150f can 
attributes pane is entirely configurable and can be any include various tabs , such as summary , reporting , keywords , 
information relevant to the workflow for which the system history , etc . The summary about a source can be displayed 
is being used . under the summary tab . The summary may include metrics 

In the attributes pane 130d , the histogram bars for each 35 about a particular source . The metrics can be similar to the 
attribute may updated to reflect the number of filtered metrics displayed in the aggregate information as discussed 
sources having the attribute . For example , in the example of above . In the example of FIG . 1F , the details pane 150f 
FIG . 1B , 3 sources in the search results are related to the San shows a chart of the source ' s reporting during the past 12 
Francisco office , and in the example of FIG . 1D , 1 source in months . One axis can show the months , and the other axis 
the filtered results is related to the San Francisco office . The 40 can show the number of reports . The details pane 150f also 
histogram bar can be filled in proportionately to show how shows various characteristics about the source , such as the 
many of the filtered sources have the attribute compared to office , group , investigator , division , program , sub - program , 
how many of the sources in the original search results have status , gender , race , birthplace , language , religion , job title , 
the attribute . For instance , in the example of FIG . 1D , the skills , zip codes , etc . The types of information included in 
histogram bar remains the same size as in the example of 45 the user interface in a details pane is entirely configurable 
FIG . 1B , but is marked proportionate to 1 source ( e . g . , 1 / 3 of and can be any information relevant to the workflow for 
the histogram bar ) . The number of sources having the which the system is being used 
attribute can also be updated to reflect the number of filtered As mentioned above , the system may allow users to star 
sources having the attribute ( e . g . , 1 ) . sources from the source pane 140f , and / or also from the 

FIG . 1E illustrates a user interface 120e in which certain 50 details pane 150f . 
attributes are excluded or removed in the attributes pane In the figures , values for certain fields are displayed with 
130e . In some cases , users may want to filter for items that a letter “ U ” next to them . “ U ” can indicate that the values are 
do not have certain attributes . For example , an employee unclassified . Each field may have a security setting associ 
may want to see all sources in the search results that are not ated with it , and the system can show the security level in the 
taxi drivers or executive assistants . In such cases , the 55 user interface 120 using various indicators . For example , 
corresponding attributes may be excluded or removed , and “ S ” can indicate that secret , and “ TS ” can indicate top secret . 
the search results can be filtered to include only the sources The security settings may be specified for each field , for 
that do not have the attributes . In one embodiment , the each object , or for each application . Certain details relating 
attributes that are excluded are shown in strikethrough . In to security and permissions are explained below , for 
the example of FIG . 1E , attributes “ Taxi Driver ” and 60 example , in connection with FIG . 2 . The classification , 
“ Executive Assistant ” are shown as being removed . When access , or security scheme is entirely configurable and can 
attributes are excluded for filtering , the search or filtering be any scheme relevant to the workflow for which the 
may be referred to as “ opting out . ” The details pane 150e is system is being used . In some implementations , the classi 
updated to show that the results have been filtered down to fication , access , or security scheme may be implemented 
9 sources . The metrics shown in the details pane 150e are 65 based on an access control list ( ACL ) or similar system . An 
updated to reflect the filtered sources . The histogram bars ACL is a set of one or more permissions that govern use 
next to each attribute and the number of sources having the ( e . g . , read access , write access , etc . ) of the associated 
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information that may be displayed and / or otherwise access name , case number , source , serial ( e . g . , document number ) , 
by the user . For example , a permission may specify a set of synopsis ( e . g . , title , summary , short description , etc . for the 
one or more trustees ( e . g . , a user ) and one or more use rights content of the document ) , group , type , date received , library 
( e . g . , read access , write access , etc . ) of those trustees with ID , document title , etc . The pane 170j can be similar to the 
respect to a data item . As another example , a permission may 5 pane 160i in FIG . 11 . The pane 160i and 170j may be used 
specify a minimum security classification level ( e . g . , unclas - to show the content of or details about an item on the history 
sified , secret , top secret , or a particular job title or position timeline . The user may review or go through each item 
such that only users that possess the minimum security shown on the timeline using the pane 160i , 170 ; without 
classification level can use ( e . g . , read , write , etc . ) data items going back to the main user interface 120 . For example , if 
that are related to a particular subject , that originate from a 10 the user clicked to view details about an item , and the pane 
particular source , and / or the like 160i , 170j is displayed , the user can page up and down , or 

Additional examples of Access Control Lists and ACL page left and right to navigate through the items on the 
features , and systems for generating ACLs as described timeline within the pane 160i and 170i . In some embodi 
herein , may be found in U . S . Pat . No . 8 , 527 , 461 titled ments , the user may also click on the arrows shown on the 
“ CROSS - ACL MULTI - MASTER REPLICATION ” filed 15 left and right sides of the user interface 120i and 120j . The 
Nov . 27 , 2012 , U . S . Pat . No . 8 , 688 , 749 titled " CROSS user may access the source associated with an item from the 
ONTOLOGY MULTI - MASTER REPLICATION ” filed pane 160i and 170i , e . g . , by clicking on the source number . 
Mar . 31 , 2011 , U . S . Pat . No . 9 , 081 , 975 titled “ SHARING FIG . 1K illustrates a user interface 120k in which a 
INFORMATION BETWEEN NEXUSES THAT USE DIF - summary of documents related to a source is displayed . 
FERENT CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES FOR INFOR - 20 Documents originating from a source can be displayed under 
MATION ACCESS CONTROL ” filed Oct . 22 , 2012 , and the reporting tab in the details pane 150k . Each document 
U . S . Pat . No . 8 , 838 , 538 titled " TECHNIQUES FOR REP - may be displayed with all instances of the keywords within 
LICATING CHANGES TO ACCESS CONTROL LISTS the document . This can make it easy for users to quickly 
ON INVESTIGATIVE ANALYSIS DATA ” filed Jul . 31 , determine the relevance of a document without having to 
2013 , the entire disclosure of each of which is hereby made 25 look at the details or content of the document ( e . g . , by 
part of this specification as if set forth fully herein and clicking on the document ) . The system can show the context 
incorporated by reference for all purposes , for all that it around all instances of the keywords . Sources can also be 
contains . starred in the source pane 140k , and the user can reference 

FIG . 1G illustrates a version 120g of the user interface starred sources at a later point in time and perform searches , 
120f in FIG . 1F with the details pane 150f scrolled down . In 30 analysis , and visualizations on starred sources . In the 
the example of FIG . 16 , the details pane 150g displays example of FIG . 1K , the details pane 150k shows each 
threat issues ( e . g . , a type of threat represented by an item of instance of the term " wheat , " which was entered in the 
related information ( such as a document ) ) and case types document section 111a in FIG . 1A , as well as the context 
related to the source . In certain embodiments , case types around each instance . Some systems may only show the 
may refer to abilities of sources or case types for particular 35 context for a particular instance of the keywords ( e . g . , first 
sources . instance ) , which would not provide all relevant information 

FIG . 1H illustrates a user interface 120h in which history in the details pane 150 . 
of a source is displayed . The history of events ( e . g . , activi - In some embodiments , the user can search for another 
ties , etc . ) relating to a source , such as reporting and travel keyword for a selected source , e . g . , under the reporting tab . 
requests , can be displayed under the history tab in the details 40 If the user enters a different search term , the search results 
pane 150h . The history can be represented by a timeline , can update to show documents containing the new search 
e . g . , chronological or reverse chronological . In the example term . In this manner , the user may search for documents of 
of FIG . 1H , the timeline is displayed vertically , for example , a source that include new keywords without going back to 
with older activities at the top and more recent activities at the user interface 110a in FIG . 1A . 
the bottom . Type of events / activities may include reports , 45 As mentioned above , the system may allow users to star 
travel requests , accomplishments , or other types of events sources from the source pane 140k , and / or also from the 
( e . g . , source opening , source closing , etc . ) . In some embodi - details pane 150k . For example , users can star the sources 
ments , source opening and source closing are represented as from the summary tab since each document is listed with the 
events . source . 

FIG . 11 illustrates a user interface 120i in which an event 50 FIG . 1L illustrates a user interface 1201 in which a 
related to a source is displayed . In the example of FIG . 11 , summary of documents related to multiple sources is dis 
the event is a travel event . When the user clicks on a travel played . When multiple sources are selected , documents 
event , e . g . , on the history timeline shown in FIG . 1H , a originating from a source can be displayed under the report 
pop - up pane or window 160i can be shown to display the ing tab in the details pane 1501 . The user interface 1201 can 
details for the event . In the example of FIG . 11 , the travel 55 be similar to the user interface 120k in FIG . 1K . As 
event has properties such as country , travel end date , travel explained above , each document can be displayed with all 
start date , travel type , etc . instances of the keywords within the document . 

FIG . 1J illustrates a user interface 120j in which a As mentioned above , the system may allow users to star 
document related to a source is displayed . In the example of sources from the source pane 1401 , and / or also from the 
FIG . 1 ) , the document is a report . When the user clicks on 60 details pane 1501 . For example , users can star the sources 
a document , for example , on the history timeline shown in from the reporting tab since each document is listed with the 
FIG . 1 ) , a pop - up pane or window 170j can be shown to source . 
display the details for the document . In the example of FIG . FIG . 1M illustrates a user interface 120m in which a 
1J , the pane 170j can display the document text , properties , summary of keywords related to a source is displayed . 
related files , etc . The document can have properties such as 65 Keywords found in documents related to a source can be 
case classification , case type , document type ( e . g . , report displayed under the keywords tab in the details pane 150m . 
Type 1 , report Type 2 , etc . ) , office , threat issue , author , file The keywords may be displayed alphabetically , from most 

IS 
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common to least common , etc . These keywords may not be represented by a resource data object 210 , a document is 
related to what was entered as the search criteria , e . g . , in represented by a document data object 220 , and an event is 
FIG . 1A . Rather , the keywords tab can provide a summary represented by an event data object 230 . The system may 
of which keywords are found in the documents related to the also use other types of data object as appropriate , including 
source . In some embodiments , most common words are 5 for example entity data objects . In FIG . 2 , another type of 
extracted and displayed . The keywords may or may not data object is represented as Object 240 . 
include the keywords in the search criteria , depending on the resource may be associated with one or more docu 
embodiment . Variations of a word may appear together as a ments , and vice versa , and the relationship between the 
group . For example , FIG . 1M shows “ market " and " mar - resource data object 210 and the document data object 220 
kets ” in the same line , “ federal ” and “ federation ” in the same 10 can be one - to - many , many - to - one , or many - to - many . A 
line , and “ loans ” and “ loan ” in the same line . The user resource may also be associated with one or more events , 
interface 120m can also show the number of documents that and vice versa , and the relationship between the resource 
contain the keyword for each keyword or group of related data object 210 and the event data object 230 can be 
keywords . one - to - many , many - to - one , or many - to - many . A resource 

FIG . IN illustrates a user interface 120n in which a 15 may be also be associated with different types of data ( for 
summary of documents related to multiple sources is dis - example , entities ) , and the relationship between the resource 
played . When multiple sources are selected , keywords found data object 210 and a particular type of data object repre 
in documents related to the sources can be displayed under senting such data ( e . g . , entity data objects or Object n 240 ) 
the keywords tab in the details pane 150n . The user interface may be one - to - many , many - to - one , or many - to - many . The 
120n can be similar to the user interface 120m in FIG . 1M . 20 document data object 220 and the event data object 230 may 
The user interface 120n may show the number of sources also be associated with each other , and the relationship 
that match the keywords , in addition to the number of between the document data object 220 and the event data 
documents that match the keywords . object 230 may be many - to - many , one - to - many , or many 
When a single source is selected in the source pane 140 , to - one . The document data object 220 and the event data 

the details pane 150 can show information about the single 25 object 230 can also each be associated with another type of 
source . The details pane 150 can include different tabs , such data object , and the relationship can be many - to - many , 
as the summary tab , the reporting tab , the keyword tab , and one - to - many , or many - to - one . 
the history tab . For example , the history tab shows reports , Each data object may have various properties associated 
events , and other types of data related to a particular source . with it . For instance , a document data object 220 can have 
The details pane 150 can include different types of tabs 30 properties such as the document type , location , author , 
depending on the embodiment . When multiple sources are resource , date , etc . An event data object 230 may have 
selected in the source pane 140 , the details pane 150 can properties such as event type , location ( e . g . , city , country , 
show aggregate information about the multiple sources , and etc . ) , start date , end date , etc . A resource data object 210 and 
the details pane 150 may include tabs that are a bit different other types of data objects 240 ( e . g . , an entity data object ) 
from the tabs shown when a single source is selected . For 35 each may also have various properties associated with them 
example , the tabs include the coverage tab , the reporting tab , ( e . g . , represented as Property 1 , Property 2 , and so forth in 
and the keyword tab . The coverage tab can include aggre - FIG . 2 ) . When resources are sources , the resource data 
gate information about multiple selected sources , and the object 210 can have properties such as source number or 
reporting tab and the keywords tab can similar to the identifier , office , group , investigator , division , program , sub 
reporting tab and the keywords tab for a single source , 40 program , status , gender , race , birthplace , language , religion , 
except the details pane 150 includes reports and keywords job title , skills , zip codes , etc . The data objects explained 
for all selected sources . The details pane 150 may not with connection to FIG . 2 may include different or other 
include a history tab for multiple sources since the history properties , depending on the embodiment . Attributes , char 
tab shows activities of a particular source . acteristics , and / or information presented in the user interface 

FIG . 10 illustrates a user interface 1200 that can be used 45 of FIGS . 1A - 10 may be linked to properties of one or more 
to export search results . The user may export or create a data objects . 
report from the search results . The system may create a The system may provide security settings and permis 
pop - up pane or window 1800 for exporting the results . The sions . The security settings may be specified at various 
user may specify the type of file , such as Word or Excel . The levels , e . g . , at application level , at object - level , at property 
user may also specify whether to include all sources , starred 50 level , etc . Security settings at different levels can be used in 
sources , etc . Sources included in the export may be current combination . For example , the resource data object 210 may 
sources in the source pane 140 . have object - level security settings and also property - level 
As explained above with respect to FIGS . 1A - 10 , the security settings for individual properties . In the examples of 

system can provide a flexible way to explore resources and FIGS . 1A - 10 , the bar at the top indicates the security level 
documents , events , other entities , and other relevant infor - 55 for the application ( e . g . , " unclassified " ) . In the examples of 
mation related to these resources . For example , the system FIGS . 1F , 1G , 1H , IK , and 1M , the bar in the details pane 
offers a resource - centric workflow , in addition to document 150 indicates the security level for a particular source or 
searching . The system may also provide information about document ( e . g . , " unclassified " ) . The user interface 120 can 
resources , such as distribution of resources across geo - also indicate the security level for each property , for 
graphical areas and quality of resources , in a manner that is 60 example , as shown in FIGS . 1F , 11 , and 1 ) . By showing the 
easy to understand and digestible . In this way , the system security level information within the user interface , the 
may support both a tactical workflow and a strategic work system makes it easy for users to determine what informa 
flow . tion has normal security levels , higher security levels , etc . 

FIG . 2 illustrates data structures used by a search system , The data may be accessible and viewable only to users 
according to certain embodiments . In certain embodiments , 65 who have permission . Permission may be specified for 
a resource , a document , and an event may be represented by individuals , groups , etc . In some embodiments , the security 
respective types of data objects . For example , a resource is settings are defined as private or public . In certain embodi 
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ments , the security settings are associated with classification properties that meet some or all of the search criteria . If the 
of information . For example , only users having the right user only entered search criteria relating to documents , the 
level of clearance may have access to certain properties , data system 300 may identify document data objects that meet 
objects , or applications . As explained above , “ U ” may refer the search criteria and return the identified document data 
to " unclassified , ” “ S ” may refer to " secret , ” and “ TS ” may 5 objects as well as resource data objects , event data objects , 
refer to " top secret . " The classification , access , or security entity data objects , or other data objects associated with the 
scheme may be implemented based on an access control list identified document data objects . Similar to the resource 
( ACL ) or similar system , as described above and in the data objects , search criteria relating to documents may also 
various examples from documents incorporated by reference be based on properties of other data objects linked to 

Certain details relating to data objects are provided below , 10 document data objects , and the identified document data 
for example , in connection with FIGS . 7 - 8 . objects can include document data objects whose associated 
Searching for Resources and Related Documents , Events , or data objects have properties that meet some or all of the 
Other Entities or Objects Using Data Structures search criteria . In a similar fashion , searches centered 

FIG . 3 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the interaction around event data objects , entity data objects , or other data 
between the various components of a search system 300 15 objects associated with resource data objects can be per 
configured to search resources and related information ( e . g . , formed . If the user entered a combination of search criteria 
documents , events , other entities , or other objects ) using relating to resources and search criteria relating to other data 
data structures , according to one embodiment . Certain objects ( for example , documents , events , or entities ) , the 
details relating to the system 300 are explained above , e . g . , system 300 can run the search for resource data objects with 
in connection with FIGS . 1 - 2 . The system 300 may include 20 the search criteria relating to resources and run the search for 
a search engine 350 and may be connected to one or more other data objects with the search criteria relating to such 
data sources 320 . The data sources 320 may include one or other data objects , and return all resource data objects and 
more databases . The system 300 can communicate with a such other data objects in the search results , e . g . , as 
user system 310 . The search engine 350 may reside on a explained above . 
separate computing device from the system 300 , depending 25 The search engine 350 may provide various search - related 
on the embodiment . functions , such as searching by faceting , indexing , etc . The 

At data flow action 1 , the system 300 receives search data source ( s ) 320 can store information associated with the 
criteria for identifying resources and / or related information data objects . For example , the data sources 320 can include 
( e . g . , documents , events , entities , and / or other objects ) . the database system 1010 as explained in connection with 
Users can enter search criteria relating to any or multiple of 30 FIG . 7 . In some implementations , the system may index data 
those data types . As explained above , resources and related using systems and methods described in detail in U . S . patent 
information ( e . g . , documents , events , entities , other objects , application Ser . No . 14 / 837 , 951 , titled “ HORIZON LIVE 
etc . ) may be represented as respective types of data objects REINDEX ” filed Aug . 27 , 2015 , the entire disclosure of 
and can be stored in one or more databases or data sources . which is hereby made part of this specification as if set forth 
Certain search criteria may relate to properties of resource 35 fully herein and incorporated by reference for all purposes , 
data objects , or properties of other data objects linked to the for all that it contains . 
resource data objects . In some embodiments , the search The data model or data objects may be organized in a 
criteria for resources may be based on the properties of data particular way in order to optimize searches . For example , a 
objects that are not resource data objects . In the example of resource data object 210 may include document data objects 
FIG . 1A , the first field in the source section 112a is for 40 220 , and document data objects 220 also are associated with 
birthplace , travel countries , and languages . Travel country resource data objects 210 . Similarly , a resource data object 
can be a property of a travel event data object , which may 210 may include event data objects 230 , and event data 
be associated with a resource data object . When the system objects 230 also are associated with resource data objects 
300 receives the search criteria in the birthplace , travel 210 . Circular references may be eliminated among data 
countries , and languages field , the system 300 can search 45 objects in order to provide faster search results . 
through the properties of the resource data objects for the At data flow action 3 , the system 300 provides the search 
birthplace and languages , search through the properties of results meeting the search criteria . As mentioned above , the 
the related travel event data objects for the travel country , search results can include resources , documents , events , 
and search through the properties of any other related data entities , or other objects . Even in cases where the user only 
objects for relevant properties . The travel event data object 50 enters search criteria for documents , the system 300 may 
can be similar to the event data object 230 in FIG . 2 . The return the resources , events , entities , or other objects asso 
search can be more dynamic since properties of resource ciated with the identified documents . 
data objects , document objects , event data objects , entity At data flow action 4 , the user system 310 displays the 
data objects , or other associated objects can be used . search results including appropriate summary of resources 
At data flow action 2 , the system 300 searches properties 55 and / or related information ( e . g . , documents , events , entities , 

of resource data objects and / or properties of other objects and / or other objects ) in the search results . The summary can 
associated with the resource data objects based on the search relate to multiple resources or each individual resource , for 
criteria . If the user only entered search criteria relating to example , as explained in connection with FIGS . 1A - 10 . The 
resources , the system 300 can identify resource data objects user system 310 may generate a tiered user interface in 
that meet the search criteria and return the identified 60 which resources are displayed in one pane or section and 
resource data objects as well as document data objects , event details about the resources are displayed in another pane or 
data objects , entity data objects , or other data objects asso - section . The details can change based on the selected 
ciated with the identified resource data objects . As explained resource ( s ) . As in FIGS . 1B - 10 , the resources may be 
above , search criteria relating to resources may be based on displayed in a first pane similar to the source pane 140 , and 
properties of other data objects linked to resource data 65 the details about the resources ( e . g . , information about 
objects , and the identified resource data objects can include documents , etc . ) can be displayed in a second pane similar 
resource data objects whose associated data objects have to the details pane 150 ; the content of the second pane can 
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change or update based on the information in the first pane . determine that all remaining search results have a given 
Depending on whether one resource is selected or multiple attribute , and may therefore disallow the user from dese 
resources are selected in the first pane , the second pane can lecting that attribute ( e . g . , by greying out the attribute ) , 
display information ( e . g . , summary ) about a single resource thereby preventing the user from filtering down to zero 
or display aggregate information ( e . g . , summary ) about 5 results . As explained above , the user can opt - in for certain 
multiple resources . attributes , e . g . , filter for data objects having the certain 

Although various aspects of searching are described using attributes . Also , the user can opt - out of certain attributes , 
resources , documents , events , and entities , the search system e . g . , filter for data objects not having certain attributes . 
described in this disclosure ( e . g . , the system 300 ) can At data flow action 7 , the system 400 provides filtered 
accommodate any type of primary objects and related 10 search results . At data flow action 8 , the user system 410 
objects . The search can be focused on a primary object and updates the histogram bars to reflect the number of resources 
be based on properties and / or characteristics of the primary according to the one or more attributes . 
object as well as linked objects of the primary object . The In some embodiments , the user system 410 performs data 
search system may accommodate any data organized around flow actions 5 - 7 , instead of the system 400 . For instance , as 
an object and its related information . All the user interfaces 15 explained below in connection with FIG . 5 , the user system 
described above , for example , in connection with FIGS . 410 may only receive identifiers ( IDs ) associated with the 
1A - 10 , may also be adapted and configured for various data objects and generate the user interface on the fly based 
types of data . For instance , the user interface 110a in FIG . on the IDs . The user system 410 may request further 
1A and the user interfaces 120 in FIGS . 1B - 10 , including information used for generating the user interface ( e . g . , 
the different tabs in the details pane 150 in FIGS . 1B - 10 , 20 details for particular IDs ) from the system 400 as needed . 
may be adapted for other types of data . The search system Any of the data flow actions performed by the system 700 
can be compatible with any type of search - analyze - export may be based on user input , may be automated , or may be 
workflow . based on a combination of user input and automation . 

Any of the data flow actions performed by the system 300 In some implementations , the system may generate his 
may be based on user input , may be automated , or may be 25 tograms or other representations data groupings ( e . g . , any of 
based on a combination of user input and automation . the histograms or data representations described herein ) in a 
Searching for Resources and Related Documents Using distributed computing environment or by accessing multiple 
Histogram Filters data sources . Examples of such methods of generating 

FIG . 4 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the interaction histograms or other representations are described in U . S . 
between the various components of a search system 400 30 Pat . No . 8 , 433 , 702 , titled “ HORIZON HISTORGRAM 
configured to search resources and / or related information OPTIMIZATIONS ” filed Sep . 28 , 2011 , the entire disclosure 
( e . g . , documents , events , entities , and / or other objects ) using of which is hereby made part of this specification as if set 
a histogram filter ( s ) , according to one embodiment . The forth fully herein and incorporated by reference for all 
system 400 and corresponding components of FIG . 4 may be purposes , for all that it contains . 
similar to or the same as the system 300 and similarly named 35 Saving and Sharing Searches for Resources and Related 
components of FIG . 3 . The system 400 may include addi - Documents 
tional or different components , depending on the embodi - FIG . 5 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the interaction 
ment . Certain details relating to the system 400 are between the various components of a search system config 
explained above , e . g . , in connection with FIGS . 1 - 3 . ured to search resources and related documents using a 
At data flow action 1 , the system 400 receives search 40 saved or shared search , according to one embodiment . The 

criteria for identifying resources , documents , events , enti - system 500 and corresponding components of FIG . 5 may be 
ties , and / or other objects . Data flow action 1 may be similar similar to or the same as the system 300 , 400 and similarly 
to data flow action 1 of FIG . 3 . At data flow action 2 , the named components of FIGS . 3 and 4 . The system 500 may 
system 400 searches for resources , documents , events , enti - include additional or different components , depending on 
ties , and / or other objects based on the search criteria . At data 45 the embodiment . Certain details relating to the system 500 
flow action 3 , the system 400 provides the search results are explained above , e . g . , in connection with FIGS . 1 - 4 . 
meeting the search criteria . Data flow action 3 may be Some details relating to the system 300 , 400 , and 500 in 
similar to data flow action 3 of FIG . 3 . FIGS . 3 - 5 are explained below , e . g . , in connection with 

At data flow action 4 , the user system 410 displays FIGS . 7 - 9 . 
attributes associated with the resources in the search results 50 At data flow action 1 , the system 500 receives search 
and histogram bars for the attributes . For example , the user criteria for identifying resources and / or related information 
system 410 displays the attributes of the resources and ( e . g . , documents , events , entities , and / or other objects ) . Data 
corresponding histogram bars in the attributes pane 130 as flow action 1 may be similar to data flow action 1 of FIGS . 
explained in connection with FIGS . 1A - 10 . The user system 3 and 4 . At data flow action 2 , the system 500 searches 
410 may also display attributes of other data objects as 55 properties of resource data objects and / or properties of other 
appropriate . For instance , if certain search criteria is based objects associated with the resource data objects based on 
on properties of linked data objects of the resource data the search criteria . Data flow action 2 may be similar to data 
object ( e . g . , travel countries ) , the properties related to the flow action 2 of FIG . 3 . 
search criteria can also be shown in the attributes pane 130 . At data flow action 3 , the system 500 provides search 

At data flow action 5 , the system 400 receives user 60 results meeting the search criteria including unique IDs of 
selection of one or more attributes . At data flow action 6 , the data objects . The search results can include unique IDs of 
system 400 filters the search results based on the one or more resource data objects and / or unique IDs of related document , 
attributes . If user selects multiple attributes , the system 400 event , entity , or other data objects . The user system 510 may 
can recognize that multiple attributes have been selected and generate a user interface to display the results based on the 
compute the changes to the user interface and refresh the 65 unique IDs in the search results . In order to reduce the 
user interface once for the selected attributes . Additionally , amount of state information stored at the system 500 ( e . g . , 
as described above in reference to FIG . 1E , the system may web server ) , the system 500 and the user system 510 may 
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send and receive the IDs of the relevant data objects , and through a link . When the user saves or shares the search , the 
corresponding details can be obtained in subsequent system 500 may create a unique ID for the search , create a 
requests . In certain embodiments , the initial search results permanent link ( e . g . , permalink ) to access the search , and 
may include information to be displayed in the attributes save relevant information ( e . g . , state information ) in the data 
pane 130 ( e . g . , a list of attributes associated with the IDs and 5 sources 520 . The system 500 may also save information 
corresponding count ) as well as the list of IDs for resources , specific to the user , such as the starred resources . When the 
documents , events , entities , and other objects . In some search is accessed at a later time by the user or another user , 
cases , the user system 510 can first receive a list of attributes the system 500 can return results that meet the search criteria 
associated with the IDs in the initial search results and then at that time . Therefore , the users can view the up - to - date 
request the number of data objects having each attribute in 10 search results for the same search criteria . In some embodi 
subsequent requests . Or the user system 510 may request ments , the user may not make changes to a shared search , 
both the list of attributes associated with the IDs and the but may create or share a new search based on the shared 
number of data objects having each attribute after receiving search . The system 500 can create a new unique ID for the 
the initial search results . new search and save the information in the data sources 520 . 

At data flow action 4 , the system 500 receives request ( s ) 15 The new search may also be shared . Users may make 
for data associated with one or more unique IDs . If the user changes to their own saved searches . 
system 510 needs details for particular ID ( s ) , the user system At data flow action 7 , the user system 510 reruns the 
510 can send one or more request ( s ) to the system 500 for search . When the user accesses the link to the saved or 
the details . The system 500 can return the appropriate shared search , the user system 510 requests the search to the 
information to the user system 510 , and the user system 510 20 system 500 , and the system 500 can provide the up - to - date 
can use the details in generating the user interface . In one results for the search , as explained above . 
example , if the user selects a particular resource , the user Any of the data flow actions performed by the system 500 
system 510 requests the details for the selected resource to may be based on user input , may be automated , or may be 
the system 500 , and the system 500 returns the details . based on a combination of user input and automation . 
At data flow action 5 , the user system 510 generates a user 25 FIG . 6 illustrates a flowchart for searching resources 

interface based on the received data . As explained above , the and / or related information ( e . g . , documents , events , entities , 
user system 510 can compute and generate the user interface and / or other objects ) using data structures , according to 
on the fly based on the search results . The user may filter the certain embodiments . The process 600 may be implemented 
initial search results by selecting or excluding attributes by one or more systems described with respect to FIGS . 3 - 5 . 
from the attributes pane 130 . The user system 510 can 30 For illustrative purposes , the process 600 is explained below 
request the system 500 for updated search results . The user in connection with the system 300 in FIG . 3 . Certain details 
system 510 can also request the system 500 for the updated relating to the process 600 are explained in more detail with 
count for the attributes in order to compute the histogram respect to FIGS . 1 - 5 . Depending on the embodiment , the 
bars . When any changes or updates occur within the user process 600 may include fewer or additional blocks , and the 
interface that triggers an update to the search , the user 35 blocks may be performed in an order that is different than 
system 510 or the system 500 can determine what other data illustrated . 
within the user interface should be updated . In certain At block 601 , the system 300 receives search criteria for 
embodiments , the user system 510 or the system 500 deter - identifying resources associated with an organization and / or 
mines the dependencies between different parts of an appli - related information ( e . g . , documents , events , entities and / or 
cation and figures out the order of changes as well as the 40 other objects ) . The search criteria may relate to the 
minimum amount of changes that should be made to update resources , documents , events , entities , or other objects . For 
( e . g . , avoid repeating same or similar operations , etc . ) . example , the search criteria may include one or more of : first 
Using the IDs of data objects in the search results can search criteria relating to the resources , second search cri 

reduce the amount of data that is stored on the system 500 teria relating to the documents , third search criteria relating 
for a particular search . For example , the web server can only 45 to the events , fourth search criteria relating to the entities , 
store the IDs and obtain further information from the data and other search criteria relating to other objects . Some of 
sources 520 as needed . For example , in response to an initial the first search criteria relating to the resources may be based 
search the search system 500 may obtain results as a list of on the properties of other data objects associated with the 
matching object IDs . Then the matching object IDs may be resources . The resources , documents , events , entities , and 
used by the search system to obtain information needed to 50 other objects may be represented as respective data objects . 
render information such as histograms , keywords tab , etc . Resource , document , event , entity , and other data objects 
This information may then be provided to the user system can be associated with each other . 
510 for rendering . When the user provides an input , e . g . , At block 602 , the system 300 automatically identifies 
clicking a histogram checkbox , the search system 500 may subsets of the resources and / or related information ( e . g . , 
then filter to the subset of object IDs still matching from the 55 documents , events , entities , and / or other objects ) that meet 
original search , and recompute all the UI elements ( e . g . , the search criteria . The identified resources may meet the 
histograms , etc . ) . In this manner , the system 500 can provide search criteria or may be associated with the identified 
scalability since the web server would not need to store a lot documents , events , entities , or other objects that meet the 
of information for a search , and in certain implementations search criteria . The identification of the subsets of the 
may maintain an initial list of matching object ids than may 60 resources , documents , events , entities , or other objects can 
be further filtered very efficiently , and may thereby be able be based on one or more of : properties of the resources , 
to handle a large number of concurrent search requests properties of the documents , properties of the events , prop 
without crashing . erties of the entities , or properties of other data objects 

At data flow action 6 , the user system 510 saves the search associated with the resources . Similar to the identified 
including the search criteria . For example , a link to the 65 resources , the identified documents , events , entities , or other 
search is created on the Desktop of the user ' s computer . The objects can meet the search criteria or can be associated with 
user may also share the search , for example , by email or the identified resources that meet the search criteria . In one 
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embodiment , the identified resources include one or more In certain embodiments , the user system 310 performs all 
of : resources that meet the first search criteria relating to the or some of blocks 601 - 607 , instead of the system 300 . For 
resources , resources that are associated with documents that example , as described in connection with FIGS . 4 - 5 , the user 
meet the second search criteria relating to the documents , system 310 generates the user interface , filters the identified 
resources that are associated with events that meet the third 5 resources to the subset that meets the one or more attributes , 
search criteria relating to the events , resources that are updates the user interface , updates the histogram bars of the 
associated with entities that meet the fourth search criteria attributes , etc . 
relating to entities , and resources that are associated with Additional Definitions other data objects that meet other search criteria relating to 
such data objects . In another embodiment , the identified 10 In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and documents include one or more of : documents that meet the methods discussed herein , a number of terms are defined second search criteria relating the documents , or documents below . The terms defined below , as well as other terms used that are associated with resources that meet the first search herein , should be construed to include the provided defini criteria relating to the resources , documents that are asso SO - 15 tions , the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms , 
ciated with events that meet the third search criteria relating and / or any other implied meaning for the respective terms . 
to the events , documents that are associated with entities that Thus , the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these 
meet the fourth search criteria relating to entities , and terms , but only provide exemplary definitions . 
documents that are associated with other data objects that Ontology : Stored information that provides a data model 
meet other search criteria relating to such data objects . 20 for storage of data in one or more databases . For example , 
Similarly , other embodiments can identify data objects the stored data may comprise definitions for object types and 
including one or more of such data objects that meet the property types for data in a database , and how objects and 
search criteria relating to such data object or other related properties may be related . 
data objects . Database : A broad term for any data structure for storing 

At block 603 , the system 300 generates a user interface 25 and / or organizing data , including , but not limited to , rela 
configured to display the identified resources and attributes tional databases ( Oracle database , mySQL database , etc . ) , 
associated with the identified resources . The attributes can non - relational databases ( for example , a NoSQL database ) , 
correspond to some or all of the properties of the identified an in - memory database , spreadsheets , XML files , and text 
resources . In some embodiments , at least some of the file , among others . The various terms “ database , " " storage , ” 
attributes can correspond to the properties of the other data 30 “ data store , " and " data source ” may be used interchangeably 
objects associated with the resources . The user interface can in the present disclosure . 
display an aggregate summary relating to the identified Data Object or Object : A data container for information 
resources and documents , events , entities , and other objects representing specific things in the world that have a number 
associated with the identified resources . A histogram bar of definable properties . For example , a data object can 
may be displayed in the user interface for each attribute . The 35 represent an entity such as a person , a place , an organization , 
histogram bar can reflect the number of the identified a market instrument , or other noun . A data object can 
resources having the attribute . represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a 

In certain embodiments , the user interface includes a first duration . A data object can represent a document or other 
pane for displaying the identified resources and a second unstructured data source such as an e - mail message , a news 
pane for displaying information associated with one or more 40 report , or a written paper or article . Each data object may be 
selected resources of the identified resources . If one or more associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies 
resources of the identified resources are selected in the first the data object . The object ’ s attributes ( e . g . metadata about 
pane , one or more documents , events , entities , or other the object ) may be represented in one or more properties . 
objects associated with the one or more selected resources Object Type : Type of a data object ( e . g . , Person , Event , or 
may be displayed in the second pane . For example , the one 45 Document ) . Object types may be defined by an ontology and 
or more documents , events , entities , or other objects dis - may be modified or updated to include additional object 
played in the second pane can meet the search criteria . types . An object definition ( e . g . , in an ontology ) may include 

At block 604 , the system 300 receives selection of one or how the object is related to other objects , such as being a 
more attributes . At block 605 , the system 300 filters the sub - object type of another object type ( e . g . an investigator 
identified resources to a subset that meets the one or more 50 may be a sub - object type of a person object type ) , and the 
attributes . This may be referred to as “ opting in ” for the properties the object type may have . 
selected attributes . Properties : Attributes of a data object that represent 

At block 606 , the system 300 updates the user interface to individual data items . At a minimum , each property of a data 
display the subset that meets the one or more attributes . For object has a property type and a value or values . 
example , updating the user interface may include updating 55 Property Type : The type of data a property is , such as a 
the histogram bars of the attributes to reflect the number of string , an integer , or a double . Property types may include 
resources having respective attribute in the subset that meets complex property types , such as a series data values asso 
the one or more attributes . In some embodiments , the system ciated with timed ticks ( e . g . a time series ) , etc . 
300 receives exclusion of second one or more attributes , or Property Value : The value associated with a property , 
an indication of the exclusion . The system 300 filters the 60 which is of the type indicated in the property type associated 
identified resources to a second subset that does not meet the with the property . A property may have multiple values . 
second one or more attributes . The system 300 updates the Link : A connection between two data objects , based on , 
user interface to display the second subset . The system 300 for example , a relationship , an event , and / or matching 
also updates the histogram bars of the attributes to reflect the properties . Links may be directional , such as one represent 
number of resources having respective attribute in the sec - 65 ing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . 
ond subset . This may be referred to as “ opting out ” of the Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared between two 
excluded attributes . or more data objects . 
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Object Centric Data Model C , and an asymmetric “ Member Of " relationship to “ Orga 

To provide a framework for the discussion of specific nization ” data object X . The type of relationship between 
systems and methods described herein , an example database two data objects may vary depending on the types of the data 
system 1010 using an ontology 1005 will now be described . objects . For example , “ Person ” data object A may have an 
This description is provided for the purpose of providing an 5 “ Appears In ” relationship with “ Document ” data object Yor 
example and is not intended to limit the techniques to the have a “ Participate In ” relationship with “ Event ” data object 
example data model , the example database system , or the E . As an example of an event connection , two “ Person " data 
example database system ' s use of an ontology to represent objects may be connected by an “ Airline Flight ” data object 
information . representing a particular airline flight if they traveled 

In one embodiment , a body of data is conceptually 10 together on that flight , or by a “ Meeting ” data object 
structured according to an object - centric data model repre - representing a particular meeting if they both attended that 
sented by ontology 1005 . The conceptual data model is meeting . In one embodiment , when two data objects are 
independent of any particular database used for durably connected by an event , they are also connected by relation 
storing one or more database ( s ) 1009 based on the ontology ships , in which each data object has a specific relationship 
1005 . For example , each object of the conceptual data model 15 to the event , such as , for example , an “ Appears In ” rela 
may correspond to one or more rows in a relational database tionship . 
or an entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol As an example of a matching properties connection , two 
( LDAP ) database , or any combination of one or more “ Person ” data objects representing a brother and a sister , 
databases . may both have an “ Address ” property that indicates where 

FIG . 7 illustrates an object - centric conceptual data model 20 they live . If the brother and the sister live in the same home , 
according to an embodiment . An ontology 1005 , as noted then their “ Address ” properties likely contain similar , if not 
above , may include stored information providing a data identical property values . In one embodiment , a link 
model for storage of data in the database 1009 . The ontology between two data objects may be established based on 
1005 may be defined by one or more object types , which similar or matching properties ( e . g . , property types and / or 
may each be associated with one or more property types . At 25 property values of the data objects . These are just some 
the highest level of abstraction , data object 1001 is a examples of the types of connections that may be repre 
container for information representing things in the world . sented by a link and other types of connections may be 
For example , data object 1001 can represent an entity such represented ; embodiments are not limited to any particular 
as a person , a place , an organization , a market instrument , or types of connections between data objects . For example , a 
other noun . Data object 1001 can represent an event that 30 document might contain references to two different objects . 
happens at a point in time or for a duration . Data object 1001 For example , a document may contain a reference to a 
can represent a document or other unstructured data source payment ( one object ) , and a person ( a second object ) . A link 
such as an e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper between these two objects may represent a connection 
or article . Each data object 1001 is associated with a unique between these two entities through their co - occurrence 
identifier that uniquely identifies the data object within the 35 within the same document . 
database system . Each data object 1001 can have multiple links with 

Different types of data objects may have different prop - another data object 1001 to form a link set 1004 . For 
erty types . For example , a “ Person ” data object might have example , two “ Person ” data objects representing a husband 
an “ Eye Color ” property type and an “ Event ” data object and a wife could be linked through a “ Spouse Of ” relation 
might have a “ Date ” property type . Each property 1003 as 40 ship , a matching “ Address ” property , and one or more 
represented by data in the database system 1010 may have matching “ Event ” properties ( e . g . , a wedding ) . Each link 
a property type defined by the ontology 1005 used by the 1002 as represented by data in a database may have a link 
database 1005 . type defined by the database ontology used by the database . 

Objects may be instantiated in the database 1009 in FIG . 8 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary compo 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 45 nents and data that may be used in identifying and storing 
particular object in the ontology 1005 . For example , a data according to an ontology . In this example , the ontology 
specific monetary payment ( e . g . , an object of type “ event ” ) may be configured , and data in the data model populated , by 
of US $ 30 . 00 ( e . g . , a property of type " currency " ) taking a system of parsers and ontology configuration tools . In the 
place on Mar . 27 , 2009 ( e . g . , a property of type " date ” ) may embodiment of FIG . 8 , input data 1100 is provided to parser 
be stored in the database 1009 as an event object with 50 1102 . The input data may comprise data from one or more 
associated currency and date properties as defined within the sources . For example , an institution may have one or more 
ontology 1005 . databases with information on credit card transactions , 

The data objects defined in the ontology 1005 may rental cars , and people . The databases may contain a variety 
support property multiplicity . In particular , a data object of related information and attributes about each type of data , 
1001 may be allowed to have more than one property 1003 55 such as a " date ” for a credit card transaction , an address for 
of the same property type . For example , a “ Person ” data a person , and a date for when a rental car is rented . The 
object might have multiple “ Address ” properties or multiple parser 1102 is able to read a variety of source input data 
“ Name ” properties . types and determine which type of data it is reading . 

Each link 1002 represents a connection between two data In accordance with the discussion above , the example 
objects 1001 . In one embodiment , the connection is either 60 ontology 1005 comprises stored information providing the 
through a relationship , an event , or through matching prop data model of data stored in database 1009 , and the ontology 
erties . A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or is defined by one or more object types 1110 , one or more 
symmetrical . For example , " Person ” data object A may be property types 1116 , and one or more link types 1130 . Based 
connected to “ Person ” data object B by a “ Child Of on information determined by the parser 1102 or other 
relationship ( where “ Person ” data object B has an asym - 65 mapping of source input information to object type , one or 
metric “ Parent Of ” relationship to “ Person ” data object A ) , more data objects 1001 may be instantiated in the database 
a “ Kin Of ” symmetric relationship to “ Person ” data object 1009 based on respective determined object types 1110 , and 
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each of the objects 1001 has one or more properties 1003 purpose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
that are instantiated based on property types 1116 . Two data wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom programming to 
objects 1001 may be connected by one or more links 1002 accomplish the techniques . The special - purpose computing 
that may be instantiated based on link types 1130 . The devices may be desktop computer systems , server computer 
property types 1116 each may comprise one or more data 5 systems , portable computer systems , handheld devices , net 
types 1118 , such as a string , number , etc . Property types working devices or any other device or combination of 
1116 may be instantiated based on a base property type 1120 . devices that incorporate hard - wired and / or program logic to 
For example , a base property type 1120 may be “ Locations ” implement the techniques . 
and a property type 1116 may be “ Home . ” Computing device ( s ) are generally controlled and coor 

In an embodiment , a user of the system uses an object type 10 dinated by operating system software , such as iOS , Android , 
editor 1124 to create and / or modify the object types 1110 and Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , 
define attributes of the object types . In an embodiment , a Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , 
user of the system uses a property type editor 1126 to create SunOS , Solaris , iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other 
and / or modify the property types 1116 and define attributes compatible operating systems . In other embodiments , the 
of the property types . In an embodiment , a user of the system 15 computing device may be controlled by a proprietary oper 
uses link type editor 1128 to create the link types 1130 . ating system . Conventional operating systems control and 
Alternatively , other programs , processes , or programmatic schedule computer processes for execution , perform 
controls may be used to create link types and property types memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O 
and define attributes , and using editors is not required . services , and provide a user interface functionality , such as 

In an embodiment , creating a property type 1116 using the 20 a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
property type editor 1126 involves defining at least one For example , FIG . 9 shows a block diagram that illus 
parser definition using a parser editor 1122 . A parser defi - trates a computer system 1200 upon which an embodiment 
nition comprises metadata that informs parser 1102 how to may be implemented . For example , the computing system 
parse input data 1100 to determine whether values in the 1200 may comprise a system for searching for resources and 
input data can be assigned to the property type 1116 that is 25 related documents using data structures . Other computing 
associated with the parser definition . In an embodiment systems discussed herein may include any portion of the 
each parser definition may comprise a regular expression circuitry and / or functionality discussed with reference to 
parser 1104A or a code module parser 1104B . In other system 1200 . For instance , the system 300 , 400 , and / or 500 
embodiments , other kinds of parser definitions may be can each include some or all of the components and / or 
provided using scripts or other programmatic elements . 30 functionality of the system 1200 . The system 300 , 400 , 
Once defined , both a regular expression parser 1104A and a and / or 500 may also each include some or all of the 
code module parser 1104B can provide input to parser 1102 components and / or functionality of components ( or sys 
to control parsing of input data 1100 . tems ) described in FIGS . 10 - 11 ( e . g . , the database system 
Using the data types defined in the ontology , input data 1010 ) . 

1100 may be parsed by the parser 1102 determine which 35 Computer system 1200 includes a bus 1202 or other 
object type 1110 should receive data from a record created communication mechanism for communicating information , 
from the input data , and which property types 1116 should and a hardware processor , or multiple processors , 1204 
be assigned to data from individual field values in the input coupled with bus 1202 for processing information . Hard 
data . Based on the object - property mapping 1101 , the parser ware processor ( s ) 1204 may be , for example , one or more 
1102 selects one of the parser definitions that is associated 40 general purpose microprocessors . 
with a property type in the input data . The parser parses an Computer system 1200 also includes a main memory 
input data field using the selected parser definition , resulting 1206 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , cache 
in creating new or modified data 1103 . The new or modified and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 1202 
data 1103 is added to the database 1009 according to for storing information and instructions to be executed by 
ontology 1005 by storing values of the new or modified data 45 processor 1204 . Main memory 1206 also may be used for 
in a property of the specified property type . As a result , input storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
data 1100 having varying format or syntax can be created in tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
database 1009 . The ontology 1005 may be modified at any processor 1204 . Such instructions , when stored in storage 
time using object type editor 1124 , property type editor media accessible to processor 1204 , render computer system 
1126 , and link type editor 1128 , or under program control 50 1200 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
without human use of an editor . Parser editor 1122 enables perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
creating multiple parser definitions that can successfully Computer system 1200 further includes a read only 
parse input data 1100 having varying format or syntax and memory ( ROM ) 1208 or other static storage device coupled 
determine which property types should be used to transform to bus 1202 for storing static information and instructions 
input data 1100 into new or modified input data 1103 . 55 for processor 1204 . A storage device 1210 , such as a 
Implementation Mechanisms magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash 
According to one embodiment , the techniques described drive ) , etc . , is provided and coupled to bus 1202 for storing 

herein are implemented by one or more special - purpose information and instructions . 
computing devices . The special - purpose computing devices Computer system 1200 may be coupled via bus 1202 to a 
may be hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may 60 display 1212 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD 
include circuitry or digital electronic devices such as one or display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to a 
more application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field computer user . An input device 1214 , including alphanu 
programmable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently meric and other keys , is coupled to bus 1202 for commu 
programmed to perform the techniques , or may include one nicating information and command selections to processor 
or more hardware processors programmed to perform the 65 1204 . Another type of user input device is cursor control 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware , 1216 , such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys 
memory , other storage , or a combination . Such special for communicating direction information and command 
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selections to processor 1204 and for controlling cursor The term “ non - transitory media , ” and similar terms , as 
movement on display 1212 . This input device typically has used herein refers to any media that store data and / or 
two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
a second axis ( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise non 
positions in a plane . 5 volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media 
In some embodiments , the same direction information and includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such as 
command selections as cursor control may be implemented storage device 1210 . Volatile media includes dynamic 
via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor . memory , such as main memory 1206 . Common forms of 

Computing system 1200 may include a user interface non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass 10 flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
storage device as executable software codes that are any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 

other optical data storage medium , any physical medium executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a ules may include , by way of example , components , such as FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or software components , object - oriented software components , 15 cartridge and networked versions of the same 
class components and task components , processes , func Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be used in 
tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro - conjunction with transmission media . Transmission media 
gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , participates in transferring information between nontransi 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . tory media . For example , transmission media includes 

In general , the word “ module , " as used herein , refers to 20 coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a collection wires that comprise bus 1202 . Transmission media can also 
of software instructions , possibly having entry and exit take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
points , written in a programming language , such as , for generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
example , Java , Lua , C or C + + . A software module may be cations . 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 25 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one 
a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 
programming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , 1204 for execution . For example , the instructions may 
or Python . It will be appreciated that software modules may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of 
be callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 30 instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
Software modules configured for execution on computing tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local 
devices may be provided on a computer readable medium , to computer system 1200 can receive the data on the 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
download ( and may be originally stored in a compressed or 35 the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
installable format that requires installation , decompression circuitry can place the data on bus 1202 . Bus 1202 carries 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code may the data to main memory 1206 , from which processor 1204 
be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
executing computing device , for execution by the computing received by main memory 1206 may optionally be stored on 
device . Software instructions may be embedded in firmware , 40 storage device 1210 either before or after execution by 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that processor 1204 . 
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic Computer system 1200 also includes a communication 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised interface 1218 coupled to bus 1202 . Communication inter 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or face 1218 provides a two - way data communication coupling 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 45 to a network link 1220 that is connected to a local network 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 1222 . For example , communication interface 1218 may be 
modules , but may be represented in hardware or firmware . an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
modules that may be combined with other modules or communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 50 phone line . As another example , communication interface 
or storage 1218 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 

Computer system 1200 may implement the techniques data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or 
described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or WAN component to communicate with a WAN ) . Wireless 
more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 55 communication interface 1218 sends and receives electrical , 
programs computer system 1200 to be a special - purpose electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
machine . According to one embodiment , the techniques streams representing various types of information . 
herein are performed by computer system 1200 in response Network link 1220 typically provides data communica 
to processor ( s ) 1204 executing one or more sequences of tion through one or more networks to other data devices . For 
one or more instructions contained in main memory 1206 . 60 example , network link 1220 may provide a connection 
Such instructions may be read into main memory 1206 from through local network 1222 to a host computer 1224 or to 
another storage medium , such as storage device 1210 . data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider 
Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in main ( ISP ) 1226 . ISP 1226 in turn provides data communication 
memory 1206 causes processor ( s ) 1204 to perform the services through the world wide packet data communication 
process steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , 65 network now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 1228 . 
hard - wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combi - Local network 1222 and Internet 1228 both use electrical , 
nation with software instructions . electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
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streams . The signals through the various networks and the puter components , and may possibly include such compo 
signals on network link 1220 and through communication nents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
interface 1218 , which carry the digital data to and from interfaces , among others . 
computer system 1200 , are example forms of transmission Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in the flow 
media . 5 diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the attached 

Computer system 1200 can send messages and receive figures should be understood as potentially representing 
data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net modules , segments , or portions of code which include one or 
work link 1220 and communication interface 1218 . In the more executable instructions for implementing specific logi 
Internet example , a server 1230 might transmit a requested cal functions or steps in the process . Alternate implementa 
code for an application program through Internet 1228 , ISP 10 tions are included within the scope of the embodiments 
1226 , local network 1222 and communication interface described herein in which elements or functions may be 
1218 . deleted , executed out of order from that shown or discussed , 

The received code may be executed by processor 1204 as including substantially concurrently or in reverse order , 
it is received , and / or stored in storage device 1210 , or other depending on the functionality involved , as would be under 
non - volatile storage for later execution . 15 stood by those skilled in the art . 

Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms described It should be emphasized that many variations and modi 
in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and fully or fications may be made to the above - described embodiments , 
partially automated by , code modules executed by one or the elements of which are to be understood as being among 
more computer systems or computer processors comprising other acceptable examples . All such modifications and varia 
computer hardware . The processes and algorithms may be 20 tions are intended to be included herein within the scope of 
implemented partially or wholly in application - specific cir this disclosure . The foregoing description details certain 
cuitry . embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , how 

The various features and processes described above may ever , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in 
be used independently of one another , or may be combined text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is also 
in various ways . All possible combinations and subcombi - 25 stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
nations are intended to fall within the scope of this disclo - terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
sure . In addition , certain method or process blocks may be the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
omitted in some implementations . The methods and pro - nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 30 the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate . For scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
example , described blocks or states may be performed in an accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple thereof . 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . What is claimed is : 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 35 1 . A system configured to access one or more electronic 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be data resources in response to inputs received via an inter 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi - active user interface in order to search resources of an 
ments . The example systems and components described organization or one or more of documents , events , entities , 
herein may be configured differently than described . For and other data related to the resources , the system compris 
example , elements may be added to removed from , or 40 ing : 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi one or more hardware computer processors configured to 
ments execute software code stored in a tangible storage 

Conditional language , such as , among others , “ can , " device in order to cause the system to : 
" could , ” " might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated oth receive search criteria for identifying resources asso 
erwise , or otherwise understood within the context as used , 45 ciated with an organization or one or more of docu 
is generally intended to convey that certain embodiments ments , events , entities , or other data associated with 
include , while other embodiments do not include , certain the resources , the one or more of the resources , 
features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such conditional lan documents , events , entities , or other data represented 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features , as respective data objects , wherein the respective 
elements and / or steps are in any way required for one or 50 data objects can be associated with each other ; 
more embodiments or that one or more embodiments nec automatically identify one or more of a subset of the 
essarily include logic for deciding , with or without user resources , documents , events , entities , or other data 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or that meet the search criteria , wherein the identified 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular resources meet the search criteria or are associated 
embodiment . 55 with one or more of the identified documents , events , 

The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an inclusive entities , or other data that meet the search criteria , 
rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , unless and wherein the identification is based on one or 
specifically noted , the term " a " should not be understood to more of : properties of the resources , properties of the 
mean “ exactly one ” or “ one and only one ” ; instead , the term documents , properties of the events , properties of the 
" a " means " one or more ” or “ at least one , ” whether used in 60 entities , or properties of other data objects associated 
the claims or elsewhere in the specification and regardless of with the resources ; 
uses of quantifiers such as “ at least one , " " one or more , " or generate a user interface configured to display the 
“ a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or specification . identified resources and attributes associated with 

The term " comprising ” as used herein should be given an the identified resources , the user interface displaying 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 65 an aggregate summary relating to the identified 
a general purpose computer comprising one or more pro resources and one or more of the identified docu 
cessors should not be interpreted as excluding other com ments , events , entities , or other data associated with 
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the identified resources , wherein a histogram bar is second search criteria relating the documents , documents 
displayed in the user interface for each attribute , the that are associated with resources that meet the first search 
histogram bar reflecting a number of the identified criteria relating to the resources , documents that are asso 
resources having the attribute ; ciated with events that meet the third search criteria relating 

in response to a first user input , received via the user 5 to the events , documents that are associated with entities that 
interface , select one or more attributes : meet the fourth search criteria relating to the entities , or 
filter the identified resources to a first subset that documents that are associated with other data that meet the meets the one or more attributes ; other search criteria relating to the other data . update the user interface to display the first subset 8 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the user interface that meets the one or more attributes ; and 10 comprises a first pane for displaying the identified resources update the histogram bars of the attributes to reflect and a second pane for displaying information associated both : with one or more selected resources of the identified a number of resources having respective attributes 

in the first subset that meets the one or more resources . 
9 . The system of claim 8 , wherein one or more resources attributes , and 15 

a number of resources having respective attributes of the identified resources are selected in the first pane and 
in the identified resources ; one or more documents associated with the one or more 

in response to a second user input , received via the user selected resources are displayed in the second pane . 
interface , exclude a second one or more attributes : 10 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the one or more 
further filter the identified resources to a second 20 documents meet the search criteria . 

subset that does not meet the second one or more 11 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the one or more 
attributes ; events , entities , or other data meet the search criteria . 

update the user interface to display the second sub 12 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the first user input 
set ; and selecting the one or more attributes comprises a selection of 

update the histogram bars of the attributes to reflect 25 one or more checkboxes displayed adjacent to the respective 
both : one or more attributes . 
a number of resources having respective attributes 13 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the second user input 

in the second subset , and excluding the second one or more attributes comprises a 
a number of resources having respective attributes deselection of one or more checkboxes displayed adjacent to 

in the identified resources , 30 the respective second one or more attributes . 
wherein the second one or more attributes are indi - 14 . A computer - implemented method of accessing one or 

vidually and visually indicated in the user inter - more electronic data resources in response to inputs received 
face as being excluded ; and via an interactive user interface in order to search resources 

in response to determining that a first attribute is not of an organization or one or more of documents , events , 
associated with any resources of the first subset , 35 entities , and other data related to the resources , the com 
disallow both selection and exclusion , via the user puter - implemented method comprising : 
interface , of the first attribute , whereby a selection of by one or more hardware computer processors configured 
zero resources is prevented . to execute software code stored in a tangible storage 

2 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the identified docu device : 
ments meet the search criteria or are associated with the 40 receiving search criteria for identifying resources asso 
identified resources that meet the search criteria . ciated with an organization or one or more of docu 

3 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the identified events , ments , events , entities , or other data associated with 
entities , or other data meet the search criteria or are asso the resources , the one or more of the resources , 
ciated with the identified resources that meet the search documents , events , entities , or other data represented 
criteria . 45 as respective data objects , wherein the respective 

4 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the search criteria for data objects can be associated with each other ; 
identifying the resources , documents , events , entities , or automatically identifying one or more of a subset of the 
other data include one or more of : first search criteria resources , documents , events , entities , or other data 
relating to the resources , second search criteria relating to that meet the search criteria , wherein the identified 
the documents , third search criteria relating to the events , 50 resources meet the search criteria or are associated 
fourth search criteria relating to the entities , or other search with one or more of the identified documents , events , 
criteria relating to the other data . entities , or other data that meet the search criteria , 

5 . The system of claim 4 , wherein some of the first search and wherein the identification is based on one or 
criteria relating to the resources are based on the properties more of : properties of the resources , properties of the 
of other data objects associated with the resources . 55 documents , properties of the events , properties of the 

6 . The system of claim 4 , wherein the identified resources entities , or properties of other data objects associated 
include one or more of : resources that meet the first search with the resources ; 
criteria relating to the resources , resources that are associ generating a user interface configured to display the 
ated with documents that meet the second search criteria identified resources and attributes associated with 
relating to the documents , resources that are associated with 60 the identified resources , the user interface displaying 
events that meet the third search criteria relating to the an aggregate summary relating to the identified 
events , resources that are associated with entities that meet resources and one or more of the identified docu 
the fourth search criteria relating to the entities , or resources ments , events , entities , or other data associated with 
that are associated with other data that meet the other search the identified resources , wherein a histogram bar is 
criteria relating to the other data . displayed in the user interface for each attribute , the 

7 . The system of claim 4 , wherein the identified docu histogram bar reflecting a number of the identified 
ments include one or more of : documents that meet the resources having the attribute ; 

65 
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34 
in response to a first user input , received via the user disallowing both selection and exclusion , via the 

interface , selecting one or more attributes : user interface , of the first attribute , whereby a selec 
filter the identified resources to a first subset that tion of zero resources is prevented . 
meets the one or more attributes ; 15 . The computer - implemented method of claim 14 , 

update the user interface to display the first subset 5 wherein the identified documents meet the search criteria or 
that meets the one or more attributes ; and are associated with the identified resources that meet the update the histogram bars of the attributes to reflect search criteria . both : 16 . The computer - implemented method of claim 14 , a number of resources having respective attributes 

in the first subset that meets the one or more 10 wherein the identified events , entities , or other data meet the 
search criteria or are associated with the identified resources attributes , and 

a number of resources having respective attributes that meet the search criteria . 
in the identified resources ; 17 . The computer - implemented method of claim 14 , 

in response to a second user input , received via the wherein the user interface comprises a first pane for dis 
user interface , excluding a second one or more 15 P playing the identified resources and a second pane for 
attributes : displaying information associated with one or more selected 
further filter the identified resources to a second resources of the identified resources . 

subset that does not meet the second one or 18 . The computer - implemented method of claim 17 , 
more attributes ; wherein one or more resources of the identified resources are 

update the user interface to display the second 20 selected in the first pane and one or more documents 
subset ; and associated with the one or more selected resources are 

update the histogram bars of the attributes to displayed in the second pane . 
reflect both : 19 . The computer - implemented method of claim 14 , 
a number of resources having respective attri wherein the first user input selecting the one or more 
butes in the second subset , and attributes comprises a selection of one or more checkboxes 25 
a number of resources having respective attri displayed adjacent to the respective one or more attributes . 
butes in the identified resources , 20 . The computer - implemented method of claim 14 , 

wherein the second one or more attributes are indi wherein the second user input excluding the second one or 
vidually and visually indicated in the user inter more attributes comprises a deselection of one or more 
face as being excluded ; and checkboxes displayed adjacent to the respective second one 

in response to determining that a first attribute is not or more attributes . 
associated with any resources of the first subset , * * * 
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MULTI - PLATFORM ALERTING SYSTEM standing of the subject matter . It shall be appreciated that 
embodiments may be practiced without some or all of these 

TECHNICAL FIELD specific details . 
Example embodiments relate to a notification system that 

The present disclosure generally relates to the technical 5 provides users with notifications with respect to data objects 
field of special - purpose machines that facilitate the curation and / or components of data objects ( e . g . , properties , media , 
and management of data sets , including computerized vari links , notes , etc . ) . The notification system presents a noti 
ants of such special - purpose machines and improvements to fication interface that enables a user to register to monitor 
such variants , and to the technologies by which such special data objects and / or specific object components for modifi 
purpose machines become improved compared to other 10 cations . Once a user has registered to monitor a data object 

and / or components of the data object , the notification system special - purpose machines that facilitate the curation and can periodically transmit requests for the data and deter management of data sets . In particular , the present disclosure mines whether the data has been modified . The notification addresses systems and methods for the providing alerts system can provide the user with a notification when a 
associated with the data sets . 15 modification to the selected data has occurred . 

The notification system can be configured to work with BACKGROUND any type of system , such as any type of database system . For 
example , in some embodiments , the notification system can 

Computer - based data systems provide users with access be utilized to monitor changes to data objects maintained by 
to large data sets . For example , a data system can fulfill user 20 an ontology curation system . 
requests for specified data , and cause presentation of the Computer - based database systems , such as relational 
specified data to the user . While these types of computer - database management systems , typically organize data 
based data systems allow users to request and access data , according to a fixed structure of tables and relationships . The 
they also require that a user repeatedly access a specified structure may be described using an ontology , embodied in 
piece of data to determine whether modifications to the 25 a database schema , comprising a data model that represents 
specified piece of data have occurred . This can be imprac - the structure and reason about objects in the structure . As 
tical when a user desires immediate notification that data has discussed above , an ontology is normally fixed at the time 
been modified and / or the user needs to monitor multiple that the database is created such that any change to the 
pieces of data that would require executing multiple ontology represented by the schema is extremely disruptive 
requests . 30 to the database system , and may require user intervention by 

an administrator to modify tables or relationships , or to 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS create new tables or relationships . Thus , a system to curate 

ontologies may be configured to minimize changes to data 

Various ones of the appended drawings merely illustrate by the ontology curation system . 
example embodiments of the present disclosure and are not 35 are not 35 In order to surface and present relevant data to the 
intended to limit its scope to the illustrated embodiments . On requesting users , the ontology curation system receives 

requests to view data objects , and curates ontologies of the contrary , these examples are intended to cover alterna linked data associated with the data object of the request tives , modifications , and equivalents as may be included based on attributes of the request itself . In this way , the most within the scope of the disclosure . 40 relevant aspects of the requested data object may be pre FIG . 1 is a network diagram depicting a network system sented to requesting users . comprising a group of application servers in communication As an example , the request attributes may include a with a network - based ontology curation system configured reference to a data object , or component of a data object , an for managing and curating large - scale data sets , consistent identifier of the requesting device itself , as well as user 
with some embodiments . 45 attributes of a user making the request ( e . g . , user profile 

FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating various components data ) . In response to receiving the request , the network 
of the ontology curation system , which is provided as part of based ontology curation system identifies properties of the 
the network system , consistent with some embodiments . requested data object and accesses one or more databases to 

FIG . 3 is a block diagram illustrating various components gather a set of data objects to include in a curated ontology 
of the notification system , which is provided as part of the 50 associated with the data object for the requesting user . The 
networked system 102 , consistent with some embodiments . one or more databases can include databases maintained by 

FIG . 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method for registering the network - based ontology curation system as well as 
to monitor a data object , consistent with some embodiments . federated data source databases . A federated data source can 

FIG . 5 is a flowchart illustrating monitoring a data object be any service external to the network - based ontology 
for changes , consistent with some embodiments . 55 curation system that exposes read functionality ( e . g . , search , 

FIG . 6 is a diagrammatic representation of a machine in aggregation , object load ) for data maintained by the feder 
the example form of a computer system within which a set ated data source . 
of instructions for causing the machine to perform any one The network - based ontology curation system retrieves 
or more of the methodologies discussed herein may be and prioritizes data objects from the databases ( e . g . , data 
executed . 60 bases maintained by the network - based ontology curation 

system and / or federated data source databases ) based on the 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION request attributes , and generates a curated ontology based on 

the prioritization . For example , the system may prioritize 
Reference will now be made in detail to specific example what to show and the placement of the various data objects . 

embodiments for carrying out the inventive subject matter of 65 Separately , the underlying components for searching and 
the present disclosure . In the following description , specific applying an ontology may prioritize amongst the various 
details are set forth in order to provide a thorough under data sources and / or the data from a given data source ( e . g . , 
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for example , if there are duplicates , older or newer entries ) . ments . For example , in some embodiments , the notification 
In some example embodiments , the network - based ontology system 160 can be configured to communicate and monitor 
curation system generates and causes display of a view of data maintained by multiple ontology curation systems 150 . 
the data object based on the curated ontology at a graphical In this way , the notification system 160 can be a central 
user interface ( GUI ) at the requesting device . A format of the 5 repository for user notifications across multiple ontology 
presentation may also be based on the request attributes . curation systems 150 that a user desires to monitor . Further , 

The ontology curation system retrieves the set of data although the functionality of the notification system 160 is 
objects from a primary database maintained by the network discussed in relation to an ontology curation system 150 , this 
based ontology curation system . In one embodiment , the is also just one example and not meant to be limiting . The primary database may include identifiers , e . g . , keys , point - 10 notification system 160 can be configured to monitor any ers , addresses , or row numbers , usable to access data objects type of system , such as a general database system , and within one or more federated data source databases . An provide a user with notifications . This disclosure anticipates identifier may uniquely identify data in a federated data 
source database . In other words , the identifier in the primary any and all such embodiments discussed above . 
database refers to data stored in the federated database . 15 The ontology curation system 150 curates ontologies 

In some example embodiments , the ontology curation based on input data and request attributes from requests 
system may simply be configured based on user inputs received from client devices ( e . g . , client device 110 ) and / or 
defining priorities of data objects based on request attributes . notification system 160 . For example , the ontology curation 
For example , the ontology curation system may receive a system 150 is configured to receive requests to access or 
configuration specifying priorities , and present formats of 20 view data objects , access the primary database 126 and / or 
ontologies based on requests attributes . Request attributes data source 130 to retrieve a set of data objects based on 
may include device identifiers , device attributes of the request attributes of the request , curate an ontology based on 
requesting device ( e . g . , mobile , desktop , wearable , etc . ) the set of data objects , and return the curated data in 
organization identifiers , user identifiers , as well as team response to the request . Although a single data source is 
identifiers of specific teams within organizations ( e . g . , mar - 25 shown , this is for ease of explanation and not meant to be 
keting , security , sales ) . limiting . One skilled in the art would recognize that network 

A notification system provides users with notifications environment 100 can include any number of data sources , 
with respect to data objects and / or components of data and this disclosure anticipates all such variations . 
objects ( e . g . , properties , media , links , notes , etc . ) . The The notification system 160 provide users with notifica 
notification system presents a notification interface that 30 tions with respect to data objects and / or components of data 
enables a user to register to monitor data objects and / or objects ( e . g . , properties , media , links , notes , etc . ) . The 
specific object components for modifications . Once a user notification system 160 presents a notification interface that 
has registered to monitor a data object and / or components of enables a user to select data objects and / or specific object 
the data object , the notification system can periodically components that the user would like to monitor . Once a user 
transmit requests to the ontology curation system for the 35 has registered to monitor data objects , the notification sys 
data and determines whether the data has been modified . The tem 160 periodically transmits requests to the ontology 
notification system can provide the user with a notification curation system 150 for the data objects and determines 
when a modification to the selected data has occurred . whether the data object ( e . g . , object components of the data 

FIG . 1 is a network diagram illustrating a network envi - object ) have been modified . The notification system 160 can 
ronment 100 suitable for operating an ontology curation 40 provide the user with a notification when a modification to 
system 150 along with a notification system 160 . A net - the selected data object has occurred . 
worked system 102 provides server - side functionality , via a As shown , the network environment 100 includes the 
network 104 ( e . g . , an intranet , the Internet or a Wide Area client device 110 in communication with the networked 
Network ( WAN ) ) , to one or more clients such as the client system 102 over the network 104 . The networked system 
device 110 . FIG . 1 illustrates a web client 112 and client 45 102 communicates and exchanges data with the client device 
application 114 executing on client device 110 . 110 that pertains to various functions and aspects associated 

An Application Program Interface ( API ) server 120 and a with the networked system 102 and its users . Likewise , the 
web server 122 are coupled to , and provide programmatic client device 110 , which may be any of a variety of types of 
and web interfaces respectively to , application server ( s ) 140 . devices that include at least a display , a processor , and 
The application server ( s ) 140 host the ontology curation 50 communication capabilities that provide access to the net 
system 150 and the notification system 160 . The application work 104 ( e . g . , a smart phone , a tablet computer , a personal 
server ( s ) 140 are coupled to database server 124 that facili - digital assistant ( PDA ) , a personal navigation device ( PND ) , 
tates access to the primary database 126 . The primary a handheld computer , a desktop computer , a laptop or 
database 126 may include one or more databases . netbook , or a wearable computing device ) , may be operated 

Although the application server ( s ) 140 are shown as a 55 by a user ( e . g . , a person ) of the networked system 102 to 
single component , this is only for ease of explanation and exchange data with the networked system 102 over the 
not meant to be limiting . One skilled in the art would network 104 . 
recognize that the application server ( s ) 140 can be com The client device 110 communicates with the network 104 
prised of one or more computing devices , and that the via a wired or wireless connection . For example , one or 
ontology curation system 150 and the notification system 60 more portions of the network 104 may comprises an ad hoc 
160 can reside on different application servers 140 . Further , network , an intranet , an extranet , a Virtual Private Network 
while the networked system 102 is shown as including only ( VPN ) , a Local Area Network ( LAN ) , a wireless LAN 
a single ontology curation system 150 and notification ( WLAN ) , a Wide Area Network ( WAN ) , a wireless WAN 
system 160 , this too is only for ease of explanation and not ( WWAN ) , a Metropolitan Area Network ( MAN ) , a portion 
meant to be limiting . The networked system 102 can include 65 of the Internet , a portion of the Public Switched Telephone 
multiple ontology curation systems 150 and / or notification Network ( PSTN ) , a cellular telephone network , a wireless 
systems 160 , and this disclosure anticipates all such embodi - network , a Wireless Fidelity ( Wi - Fi® ) network , a World 
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wide Interoperability for Microwave Access ( WiMax ) net - mary database 126 to add type , change a type , or to 
work , another type of network , or any suitable combination otherwise vary the returned query based on the custom 
thereof . ontology . For example , the object load service 250 may be 

In various embodiments , the data exchanged between the configured to enrich the returned search results with data 
client device 110 and the networked system 102 may involve 5 retrieved from another data source , such as the data source 
user - selected functions available through one or more user 130 . The data source 130 can maintain any type of data , such 
interfaces ( UIS ) . The Uls may be specifically associated with as high - scale time series data . High - scale data sets can 
the web client 112 ( e . g . , a browser or the client application include an IP geocoding service that includes data useable to 
114 , executing on the client device 110 , and in communi - enrich data objects ( e . g . , IP addresses ) received from the 
cation with the networked system 102 . 10 primary database 126 with latitude / longitude coordinates , as 

FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating various components well as a map tile database that contains map imagery 
of the ontology curation system 150 , which is provided as depicting locations of coordinates . 
part of the networked system 102 , consistent with some In some example embodiments , the primary database 126 
embodiments . To avoid obscuring the inventive subject returns a data object in response to receiving the request 
matter with unnecessary detail , various functional compo - 15 from the ontology curation system 150 , wherein the data 
nents ( e . g . , modules and engines ) that are not germane to object is a JSON data object that contains an identifier . The 
conveying an understanding of the inventive subject matter ontology curation system 150 receives the JSON object and 
have been omitted from FIG . 2 . However , a skilled artisan queries the data sources 130 using the identifier in the JSON 
will readily recognize that various additional functional data object as a query . 
components may be supported by the ontology curation 20 The communication module 210 provides functionality to 
system 150 to facilitate additional functionality that is not communicate with client device 110 in order to receive 
specifically described herein . requests to view data objects . The requests may include a 
As is understood by skilled artisans in the relevant com reference to a data object or a component of a data object , 

puter arts , each functional component ( e . g . , module ) illus - as well as attributes and properties of the client device 110 , 
trated in FIG . 2 may be implemented using hardware ( e . g . , 25 and the requesting user 106 . The communication module 
a processor of a machine ) or a combination of logic ( e . g . , 210 also provides functionality to receive requests for data 
executable software instructions ) and hardware ( e . g . , from notification system 160 . The requests may include a 
memory and processor of a machine ) for executing the logic . reference to a data object or a component of a data object , 
Furthermore , the various functional components depicted in as well as attributes and properties of the client device 110 , 
FIG . 2 may reside on a single computer ( e . g . , a laptop ) , or 30 and the requesting user 106 . 
may be distributed across several computers in various Object components of a data object may include object 
arrangements such as cloud - based architectures . Moreover , properties , object media , object notes , and object links . The 
any two or more modules of the ontology curation system object properties are structured pieces of information that 
150 may be combined into a single module , or subdivided define behavior and characteristics of the data object ( e . g . , a 
among multiple modules . It shall be appreciated that while 35 data type ) . The object media include binary attachments of 
the functional components ( e . g . , modules ) of FIG . 2 are data that may include images , text , video , and other spe 
discussed in the singular sense , in other embodiments , cialized forms . The object notes are free text containers of 
multiple instances of one or more of the modules may be information that provide details about the data object itself . 
employed . The object links define connections of any one data object to 

The ontology curation system 150 is shown as including 40 one or more linked data objects . Data objects may also 
a communication module 210 , a curation module 230 , an include metadata that defines geo - coordinates ( e . g . , to indi 
output module 240 , and an object load service 250 , all cate a source location of the data object ) , as well as temporal 
configured to communicate with each other and the primary data ( e . g . , defining a point in time in which the data object 
database 126 ( e . g . , via a bus , shared memory , a switch , or was collected ) . 
application programming interfaces ( APIs ) ) . The primary 45 In some example embodiments , the data objects may 
database 126 may comprise one or more databases . In some further include an Access Control List ( ACL ) , which is a list 
example embodiments , the primary database 126 is orga - of Access Control Items ( ACIS ) . Each ACI defines a level of 
nized in an ontology and / or object model . The data source permission that a particular user or user group is permitted 
130 may be organized in any data structure or data store for to the data object and / or components of the data object . An 
storing and / or organizing data , including but not limited to , 50 ACL includes a set of these permissions . 
relational databases , object - oriented databases , key - value The output module 240 returns requested data objects in 
stores and / or XML databases among others . In some response to a received request . For example , the output 
example embodiments , the data source 130 may contain module 240 can provide requested data objects and / or object 
high - scale datasets including time series data , however the components to the notification system 160 and or the client 
data source 130 may contain any type of data . 55 device 110 . 

In some example embodiments , the application server 140 The output module 240 can generate and cause display of 
transmits requests to the ontology curation system 150 , a presentation of the data object based on the curated 
which in turn sends the request along to the database server o ntology at the client device 110 . The presentation may be 
124 . The database server 124 may then query the primary generated based on : the type of data to include in an object 
database 126 . In such embodiments , the primary database 60 view ; pre - configured presentation requirements associated 
126 may employ an ontology schema and return search with data types ; as well as access credentials of a requesting 
results based on the request received from the database user . For example , some users may have greater access 
server 124 . The search results may for example include data privileges than other users , such that some data may not be 
objects , e . g . , a string ( e . g . , text string ) or JSON data object . viewable . In some example embodiments , the presentation 

In further embodiments , the ontology curation system 150 65 of the data object is based on request attributes that include 
may include a translation layer ( e . g . , Object Load Service one or more device properties of the requesting client device 
250 ) configured to intercept returned queries from the pri - 110 . For example , the presentation of the data object may 

the 
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differ based on the client device 110 being a mobile device objects including components that are stored at different 
versus a desktop device , as both devices would receive databases and / or data sources , etc . The user can browse the 
different curated ontologies . listed data objects and register to monitor one or more of the 

In some example embodiments , the output module 240 data objects . For example , the notification interface can 
also determines a presentation format of each linked data 5 include one or more user interface elements , such as buttons , 
object in the curated ontology based on corresponding object text boxes , links , checkboxes , etc . , that the user can interact 
components . For example , a first data object may include with to register to monitor selected data objects . object components indicating that the first data object can be In some embodiments , the notification interface can pres displayed in a map image , while a second data object ent the user with data identifying the components of the data includes object components that indicate that the second 10 objects and / or data objects linked to the data objects . In this data object must be displayed in a time series . The output type of embodiment , the user can register to monitor a data module 240 formats the presentation of the curated ontology object as a whole or , alternatively , register for a subset of based on the object components . 

FIG . 2 also includes a depiction of primary database 126 . components of the data object . 
In some example embodiments , the primary database 126 15 In some embodiments , the notification interface can allow 
may receive data ( e . g . , high - scale data sets ) from a data the user to select notification settings dictating how the user 
source 130 . would like the data objects monitored and / or how the user 

FIG . 3 is a block diagram illustrating various components would like to be notified that a data object has been 
of the notification system 160 , which is provided as part of modified . For example , the notification interface can allow 
the networked system 102 , consistent with some embodi - 20 the user to select a monitoring frequency at which the user 
ments . To avoid obscuring the inventive subject matter with would like the data objects monitored for modifications , 
unnecessary detail , various functional components ( e . g . , such as every 30 seconds , 1 minute , 10 minutes , 1 hour , 24 
modules and engines ) that are not germane to conveying an hours , etc . The notification interface can allow the user to 
understanding of the inventive subject matter have been select an overall monitoring frequency for monitoring all 
omitted from FIG . 3 . However , a skilled artisan will readily 25 registered data objects and / or select individual monitoring 
recognize that various additional functional components frequencies for one or more of the registered data objects . 
may be supported by the notification system 160 to facilitate Accordingly , a user could select a different monitoring 
additional functionality that is not specifically described frequency for each registered data object . 
herein . In some embodiments , the notification interface can allow 

As is understood by skilled artisans in the relevant com - 30 a user to select a monitoring duration for a data object . The 
puter arts , each functional component ( e . g . , module ) illus - monitoring duration can indicate a period of time during 
trated in FIG . 3 may be implemented using hardware ( e . g . , which the notification system 160 will monitor the selected 
a processor of a machine ) or a combination of logic ( e . g . , data objects for modifications . The notification system 160 
executable software instructions ) and hardware ( e . g . , stops monitoring the data object after the selected monitor 
memory and processor of a machine ) for executing the logic . 35 ing duration has expired . 
Furthermore , the various functional components depicted in In some embodiments , the notification interface can allow 
FIG . 3 may reside on a single computer ( e . g . , a laptop ) , or the user to select how the user would like to be notified that 
may be distributed across several computers in various a modification to a data object has occurred . For example , 
arrangements such as cloud - based architectures . Moreover , the notification interface can allow the user to select a 
any two or more modules of the notification system 160 may 40 preferred contact method , such as e - mail , push notification , 
be combined into a single module , or subdivided among phone call , etc . The notification interface can also allow the 
multiple modules . It shall be appreciated that while the user to select times when the user would like to be notified 
functional components ( e . g . , modules ) of FIG . 3 are dis - and / or notification methods based on time . For example , a 
cussed in the singular sense , in other embodiments , multiple user may choose to only receive notifications during work 
instances of one or more of the modules may be employed . 45 ing hours ( e . g . , 9am - 5 pm ) . Alternatively , a user may choose 

The notification system 160 is shown as including an to receive push notifications during working hours and 
interface module 310 , a data request module 320 , a com - e - mails after working hours . 
parison module 330 and a notification module 340 , all The interface module 310 can save the user ' s selections in 
configured to communicate with each other and the database a notification settings file associated with the user . For 
126 ( e . g . , via a bus , shared memory , a switch , or application 50 example , the notification settings file can be stored in the 
programming interfaces ( APIs ) ) . database 126 and the interface module 310 can communicate 

The interface module 310 can provide a user with a with the database 126 to modify the notification settings file 
notification interface that enables the user to register to according to a user ' s selections . The notification settings file 
monitor data objects for modifications . Monitoring a data can include data identifying the data objects the user has 
object for modifications can include monitoring the data 55 registered to monitor , monitoring frequencies , monitoring 
object as a whole for modifications , including modifications durations , preferred contact methods , selected notification 
made to any components of the data object and / or data times , etc . The notification settings file can also include data 
objects linked to the data object . Alternatively , monitoring a identifying the user and / or the user ' s client device 110 . 
data objects for modifications can include monitoring a The data request module 320 can utilize a user ' s notifi 
subset of the data object for modifications , such as modifi - 60 cation setting file to generate and transmit requests to the 
cations to specified components of the data object and / or ontology curation system 150 for data objects and / or com 
data objects linked to the data object . A modification can ponents of data objects that the user has registered to 
include any change to data , such as an addition of data , monitor . For example , the data request module 320 can 
deletion of data and / or modification of existing data . utilize the user ' s notification setting file to generate a request 

The notification interface can present a listing of various 65 including request attributes identifying the data objects 
data objects that the user can register to monitor . This can and / or components of data objects that the user has regis 
include data objects associated with different services , data tered to monitor . 
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The data request module 320 can also include data modified . The notification system 160 can include the 
identifying the user and / or the user ' s client device 110 in the returned data in the notifications provided to the user . 
request , which the ontology curation system 150 can utilize FIG . 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method 400 for 
to confirm that the user has permission to access the registering to monitor a data object , consistent with some 
requested data objects . For example , the ontology curation 5 embodiments . The method 400 is embodied in computer 
system 150 can utilize the data identifying the user and / or readable instructions for execution by one or more proces 
the user ' s client device to check an ACL associated with a sors such that the operations of the method 400 are per 
requested component and confirm that the user has permis - formed in part or in whole by the notification system 160 ; 
sion to access the component . The ontology curation system accordingly , the method 400 is described below by way of 
150 will not return requested data if the user does not have 10 example with reference thereto . However , it shall be appre 
permission to access the requested data . ciated that at least some of the operations of the method 400 

The data request module 320 can generate and transmit may be deployed on various other hardware configurations , 
requests to the ontology curation system 150 based on the and the method 400 is not intended to be limited to the 
monitoring frequencies included in the user ' s notification notification system 160 . 
setting . Alternatively , the data request module 320 can 15 At operation 410 , the interface module 310 presents a 
generate and transmit the requests according to a predeter - notification interface . For example , the notification interface 
mined schedule . can be presented on a user ' s client device 110 . The notifi 

The data request module 320 can provide the data cation interface enables the user to register to monitor data 
received from the ontology curation system 150 to the objects for modifications . Monitoring a data object for 
comparison module 330 . The comparison module 330 can 20 modifications can include monitoring the data object as a 
utilize the received data to determine whether any modifi whole for modifications , including modifications made to 
cations have occurred . In some embodiments , the compari - any components of the data object and / or data objects linked 
son module 330 can compare the received data ( e . g . , com to the data object . Alternatively , monitoring a data objects 
ponents of a data object ) to a previously received version of for modifications can include monitoring a subset of the data 
the data . The previously received version of the data can be 25 object for modifications , such as modifications to specified 
stored in the database 126 and the comparison module 330 components of the data object and / or data objects linked to 
can communicate with the database to access the previously the data object . A modification can include any change to 
received version of the data . If the comparison module 330 data , such as an addition of data , deletion of data and / or 
determines that the data includes a modification from the modification of existing data . 
previously received version of the data , the comparison 30 The notification interface can present a listing of various 
module 330 can alert the notification module 340 of the data objects that the user can register to monitor . This can 
detected modification . The comparison module 330 can also include data objects associated with different services , data 
update the previously received version of the data stored in objects including components that are stored at different 
the database to reflect the modification . databases and / or data sources , etc . The user can user the 

The notification module 340 can notify the user that a 35 notification interface to browse the listed data objects and 
modification to a data object has been detected . For register to monitor one or more of the data objects . For 
example , the notification module 340 can send the user an example , the notification interface can include one or more 
e - mail , send a push notification to the user ' s client device user interface elements , such as buttons , text boxes , links , 
110 , call the user , etc . In some embodiments , the notification checkboxes , etc . , that the user can interact with to register to 
module 340 can notify the user based on the user ' s notifi - 40 monitor selected data objects . 
cation settings file . For example , the notification module 340 In some embodiments , the notification interface can pres 
can access the user ' s notification settings file from the ent the user with data identifying the components of the data 
database to identify the user ' s preferred contact method objects and / or data objects linked to the data objects . In this 
and / or contact times . The notification module 340 can then type of embodiment , the user can register to monitor a data 
notify the user according to the user ' s selected settings . 45 object as a whole or , alternatively , register for a subset of 

The notification can include any type of data notifying the components of the data object . 
user that the data object has been modified . For example , the In some embodiments , the notification interface can allow 
notification can simply state that a data object has been the user to select notification settings dictating how the user 
modified . Alternatively , the notification can include detailed would like the data objects monitored and / or how the user 
information about the modification , as well as links to access 50 would like to be notified that a data object has been 
additional data , such as the modified data . User activity and modified . For example , the notification interface can allow 
interaction with the embedded links can be captured and the user to select a monitoring frequency at which the user 
analyzed as metrics to gauge performance and / or to modify would like the data objects monitored for modifications , 
future notifications . such as every 30 seconds , 1 minute , 10 minutes , 1 hour , 24 

In some embodiments , the notifications can be custom - 55 hours , etc . The notification interface can allow the user to 
ized by the user . For example the user can select the type of select an overall monitoring frequency for monitoring all 
data that the user would like to receive as part of the registered data objects and / or select individual monitoring 
notification . In some embodiments , the notification interface frequencies for one or more of the registered data objects . 
can provide a user with one or more template notifications Accordingly , a user could select a different monitoring 
to select from as well as allow the user to customize the 60 frequency for each registered data object . 
notifications by selecting data that the user would like In some embodiments , the notification interface can allow 
included in the notification . a user to select a monitoring duration for a data object . The 

In some embodiments , the notification system 160 may monitoring duration can indicate a period of time during 
transmit additional requests to the ontology curation system which the notification system 160 will monitor the selected 
150 when generating a notification . For example , the noti - 65 data objects for modifications . The notification system 160 
fication system 160 can query the ontology curation system stops monitoring the data object after the selected monitor 
150 for additional data regarding data objects that have been ing duration has expired . 
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In some embodiments , the notification interface can allow The data request module 320 can generate and transmit 
the user to select how the user would like to be notified that the request according to the monitoring frequencies included 
a modification to a data object has occurred . For example , in the user ' s notification setting . Alternatively , the data 
the notification interface can allow the user to select a request module 320 can generate and transmit the requests 
preferred contact method , such as e - mail , push notification , 5 according to a predetermined schedule . 
phone call , etc . The notification interface can also allow the The data request module 320 can provide the data 
user to select times when the user would like to be notified received from the ontology curation system 150 to the 
and / or notification methods based on time . For example , a comparison module 330 . The received data can include data 
user may choose to only receive notifications during work - gathered from multiple data sources and / or databases . 
ing hours ( e . g . , 9 am - 5 pm ) . Alternatively , a user may choose 10 At operation 520 , the comparison module 320 compares 
to receive push notifications during working hours and the data object and / or set of components of the data object 
e - mails after working hours . received in response to the request to a previous set of 

In some embodiments , the notification interface can allow components of the data object . The previous set of compo 
the user to customize the notifications that the user receives . nents can be a set of components that were previously 
For example , the notification interface can provide the user 15 received and recorded by the notification system 160 . The 
with one or more template notifications that the user can previous set of the data object can be stored in the database 
select from . The notification interface can also allow the user 126 and the comparison module 330 can communicate with 
to customize a selected template notification to further the database to access the previously received version of the 
customize the notification to the user ' s specific needs . data . The comparison module 320 can compare perform the 
At operation 420 , the interface module 310 receives user 20 comparison to determine whether the data object has been 

selections indicating data object that the user would like to modified ( e . g . , one or more components of the data object 
monitor as well as notification settings selected by the user . have been modified ) . 
The user selections can be received as a result of the user At operation 530 , the comparison module determines , 
utilizing the notification interface . based on the comparison , that the set of components of the 
At operation 430 , the interface module 310 generated a 25 data object includes at least one modification from the 

notification setting file based on the received user selections . previous set of components of the data object . 
The notification settings file can include data identifying the At operation 540 , the notification module 340 notifies the 
data objects the user has registered to monitor , monitoring user of the at least one modification to the data object . For 
frequencies , monitoring durations , preferred contact meth example , the notification module 340 can send the user an 
ods , selected notification times , etc . The notification settings 30 e - mail , send a push notification to the user ' s client device 
file can also include data identifying the user and / or the 110 , call the user , etc . In some embodiments , the notification 
user ' s client device 110 . module 340 can notify the user based on the user ' s notifi 

At operation 440 , the interface module 310 can store the cation settings file . For example , the notification module 340 
notification settings file . For example , the notifications set can access the user ' s notification settings file from the 
tings file can be stored in database 126 . 35 database 126 to identify the user ' s preferred contact method 

FIG . 5 is a flowchart illustrating monitoring a data object and / or contact times . The notification module 340 can then 
for changes , consistent with some embodiments . The notify the user according to the user ' s selected settings . 
method 500 is embodied in computer - readable instructions The notification can include any type of data notifying the 
for execution by one or more processors such that the user that the data object has been modified . For example , the 
operations of the method 500 are performed in part or in 40 notification can simply state that the data object has been 
whole by the notification system 160 ; accordingly , the modified . Alternatively , the notification can include detailed 
method 500 is described below by way of example with information about the modification , as well as links to access 
reference thereto . However , it shall be appreciated that at the modified data . 
least some of the operations of the method 500 may be FIG . 6 is a diagrammatic representation of a machine in 
deployed on various other hardware configurations , and the 45 the example form of a computer system within which a set 
method 500 is not intended to be limited to the notification of instructions for causing the machine to perform any one 
system 160 . or more of the methodologies discussed herein may be 

At operation 510 , the data request module 320 accesses a executed . Specifically , FIG . 6 shows a diagrammatic repre 
data object based on a user ' s notification settings . The data sentation of the machine 600 in the example form of a 
request module 320 can utilize a user ' s notification setting 50 system , within which instructions 602 ( e . g . , software , a 
file to generate and transmit a request to the ontology program , an application , an applet , an app , a driver , or other 
curation system 150 for the data object and / or components executable code ) for causing the machine 600 to perform 
of data object that the user has registered to monitor . For any one or more of the methodologies discussed herein may 
example , the data request module 320 can utilize the user ' s be executed . For example , the instructions 602 include 
notification setting file to generate a request including 55 executable code that causes the machine 600 to execute the 
request attributes identifying the data object and / or compo - methods 400 and 500 . In this way , these instructions 602 
nents of data object that the user has registered to monitor . transform the general , non - programmed machine into a 

The request can also include data identifying the user particular machine programmed to carry out the described 
and / or the user ' s client device 110 , which the ontology and illustrated functions in the manner described herein . The 
curation system 150 can utilize to confirm that the user has 60 machine 600 may operate as a standalone device or may be 
permission to access the requested data objects . For coupled ( e . g . , networked ) to other machines . 
example , the ontology curation system 150 can utilize the By way of non - limiting example , the machine 600 may 
data identifying the user and / or the user ' s client device to comprise or correspond to a television , a computer ( e . g . , a 
check an ACL associated with a requested component and server computer , a client computer , a personal computer 
confirm that the user has permission to access the compo - 65 ( PC ) , a tablet computer , a laptop computer , or a netbook ) , a 
nent . The ontology curation system 150 may deny requests set - top box ( STB ) , a personal digital assistant ( PDA ) , an 
for data that the user does not have permission to access . entertainment media system ( e . g . , an audio / video receiver ) , 
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a cellular telephone , a smart phone , a mobile device , a tems or storage networks that include multiple storage 
wearable device ( e . g . , a smart watch ) , a portable media apparatus or devices . The term “ machine - readable medium ” 
player , or any machine capable of outputting audio signals excludes signals per se . 
and capable of executing the instructions 602 , sequentially Furthermore , the “ machine - readable medium ” is non 
or otherwise , that specify actions to be taken by machine 5 transitory in that it does not embody a propagating signal . 
600 . Further , while only a single machine 600 is illustrated , However , labeling the tangible machine - readable medium as 
the term " machine ” shall also be taken to include a collec “ non - transitory ” should not be construed to mean that the 
tion of machines 600 that individually or jointly execute the medium is incapable of movement — the medium should be 
instructions 602 to perform any one or more of the meth considered as being transportable from one real - world loca 

10 tion to another . Additionally , since the machine - readable odologies discussed herein . medium is tangible , the medium may be considered to be a The machine 600 may include processors 604 , memory machine - readable device . 606 , storage unit 608 and I / O components 610 , which may The I / O components 610 may include a wide variety of be configured to communicate with each other such as via a components to receive input , provide output , produce out bus 612 . In an example embodiment , the processors 604 14 15 put , transmit information , exchange information , capture ( e . g . , a central processing unit ( CPU ) , a reduced instruction measurements , and so on . The specific I / O components 610 
set computing ( RISC ) processor , a complex instruction set that are included in a particular machine will depend on the 
computing ( CISC ) processor , a graphics processing unit type of machine . For example , portable machines such as 
( GPU ) , a digital signal processor ( DSP ) , an application mobile phones will likely include a touch input device or 
specific integrated circuit ( ASIC ) , a radio - frequency inte - 20 other such input mechanisms , while a headless server 
grated circuit ( RFIC ) , another processor , or any suitable machine will likely not include such a touch input device . It 
combination thereof ) may include , for example , processor will be appreciated that the I / O components 610 may include 
614 and processor 616 that may execute instructions 602 . many other components that are not specifically shown in 
The term " processor ” is intended to include multi - core FIG . 6 . The I / O components 610 are grouped according to 
processors that may comprise two or more independent 25 functionality merely for simplifying the following discus 
processors ( sometimes referred to as “ cores ” ) that may sion and the grouping is in no way limiting . In various 
execute instructions 602 contemporaneously . Although FIG . example embodiments , the I / O components 610 may include 
6 shows multiple processors 604 , the machine 600 may input components 618 and output components 620 . The 
include a single processor with a single core , a single input components 618 may include alphanumeric input 
processor with multiple cores ( e . g . , a multi - core processor ) , 30 components ( e . g . , a keyboard , a touch screen configured to 
multiple processors with a single core , multiple processors receive alphanumeric input , a photo - optical keyboard , or 
with multiples cores , or any combination thereof . other alphanumeric input components ) , point based input 

The memory 606 ( e . g . , a main memory or other memory components ( e . g . , a mouse , a touchpad , a trackball , a joy 
storage ) and the storage unit 608 are both accessible to the stick , a motion sensor , or other pointing instrument ) , tactile 
processors 604 such as via the bus 612 . The memory 606 and 35 input components ( e . g . , a physical button , a touch screen 
the storage unit 608 store the instructions 602 embodying that provides location and / or force of touches or touch 
any one or more of the methodologies or functions described gestures , or other tactile input components ) , audio input 
herein . In some embodiments , the database 126 resides on components , and the like . The output components 620 may 
the storage unit 608 . The instructions 602 may also reside , include visual components ( e . g . , a display such as a plasma 
completely or partially , within the memory 606 , within the 40 display panel ( PDP ) , a light emitting diode ( LED ) display , a 
storage unit 608 , within at least one of the processors 604 liquid crystal display ( LCD ) , a projector , or a cathode ray 
( e . g . , within the processor ' s cache memory ) , or any suitable tube ( CRT ) ) , acoustic components ( e . g . , speakers ) , haptic 
combination thereof , during execution thereof by the components ( e . g . , a vibratory motor , resistance mecha 
machine 600 . Accordingly , the memory 606 , the storage unit nisms ) , other signal generators , and so forth . 
608 , and the memory of processors 604 are examples of 45 Communication may be implemented using a wide vari 
machine - readable media . ety of technologies . The I / O components 610 may include 

As used herein , “ machine - readable medium ” means a communication components 622 operable to couple the 
device able to store instructions and data temporarily or machine 600 to a network 624 or devices 626 via coupling 
permanently and may include , but is not be limited to , 628 and coupling 630 , respectively . For example , the com 
random - access memory ( RAM ) , read - only memory ( ROM ) , 50 munication components 622 may include a network inter 
buffer memory , flash memory , optical media , magnetic face component or other suitable device to interface with the 
media , cache memory , other types of storage ( e . g . , erasable network 624 . In further examples , communication compo 
programmable read - only memory ( EEPROM ) ) , or any suit - nents 622 may include wired communication components , 
able combination thereof . The term " machine - readable wireless communication components , cellular communica 
medium ” should be taken to include a single medium or 55 tion components , near field communication ( NFC ) compo 
multiple media ( e . g . , a centralized or distributed database , or n ents , Bluetooth® components ( e . g . , Bluetooth® Low 
associated caches and servers ) able to store instructions 602 . Energy ) , Wi - Fi® components , and other communication 
The term “ machine - readable medium ” shall also be taken to components to provide communication via other modalities . 
include any medium , or combination of multiple media , that The devices 626 may be another machine or any of a wide 
is capable of storing instructions ( e . g . , instructions 602 ) for 60 variety of peripheral devices ( e . g . , a peripheral device 
execution by a machine ( e . g . , machine 600 ) , such that the coupled via a Universal Serial Bus ( USB ) ) . 
instructions , when executed by one or more processors of Modules , Components and Logic 
the machine 600 ( e . g . , processors 604 ) , cause the machine Certain embodiments are described herein as including 
600 to perform any one or more of the methodologies logic or a number of components , modules , or mechanisms . 
described herein ( e . g . , methods 400 and 500 ) . Accordingly , 65 Modules may constitute either software modules ( e . g . , code 
a “ machine - readable medium ” refers to a single storage embodied on a machine - readable medium or in a transmis 
apparatus or device , as well as “ cloud - based ” storage sys - sion signal ) or hardware modules . A hardware module is a 
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tangible unit capable of performing certain operations and modules that operate to perform one or more operations or 
may be configured or arranged in a certain manner . In functions . The modules referred to herein may , in some 
example embodiments , one or more computer systems ( e . g . , example embodiments , comprise processor - implemented 
a standalone , client , or server computer system ) or one or modules . 
more hardware modules of a computer system ( e . g . , a 5 Similarly , the methods described herein may be at least 
processor or a group of processors ) may be configured by partially processor - implemented . For example , at least some 
software ( e . g . , an application or application portion ) as a of the operations of a method may be performed by one or 
hardware module that operates to perform certain operations more processors or processor - implemented modules . The 
as described herein . performance of certain of the operations may be distributed In various embodiments , a hardware module may be 10 among the one or more processors , not only residing within implemented mechanically or electronically . For example , a a single machine , but deployed across a number of hardware module may comprise dedicated circuitry or logic machines . In some example embodiments , the processor or that is permanently configured ( e . g . , as a special - purpose 
processor , such as a field - programmable gate array ( FPGA ) processors may be located in a single location ( e . g . , within 
or an application - specific integrated circuit ( ASIC ) ) to per - 15 a h sa home environment , an office environment , or a server 
form certain operations . A hardware module may also com farm ) , while in other embodiments the processors may be 
prise programmable logic or circuitry ( e . g . , as encompassed distributed across a number of locations . 
within a general - purpose processor or other programmable The one or more processors may also operate to support 
processor ) that is temporarily configured by software to performance of the relevant operations in a “ cloud comput 
perform certain operations . It will be appreciated that the 20 ing ” environment or as a “ software as a service ” ( SaaS ) . For 
decision to implement a hardware module mechanically , in example , at least some of the operations may be performed 
dedicated and permanently configured circuitry , or in tem - by a group of computers ( as examples of machines including 
porarily configured circuitry ( e . g . , configured by software ) processors ) , with these operations being accessible via a 
may be driven by cost and time considerations . network ( e . g . , the Internet ) and via one or more appropriate 

Accordingly , the term “ hardware module ” should be 25 interfaces ( e . g . , APIs ) . 
understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an entity Electronic Apparatus and System 
that is physically constructed , permanently configured ( e . g . , Example embodiments may be implemented in digital 
hardwired ) or temporarily configured ( e . g . , programmed ) to electronic circuitry , or in computer hardware , firmware , or 
operate in a certain manner and / or to perform certain opera software , or in combinations of them . Example embodi tions described herein . Considering embodiments in which 30 ments may be implemented using a computer program hardware modules are temporarily configured ( e . g . , pro product , for example , a computer program tangibly embod 
grammed ) , each of the hardware modules need not be ied in an information carrier , for example , in a machine configured or instantiated at any one instance in time . For 
example , where the hardware modules comprise a general readable medium for execution by , or to control the opera 
purpose processor configured using software , the general - 35 101 5 tion of , data processing apparatus , for example , a 
purpose Processor may be configured as respective different programmable processor , a computer , or multiple comput 
hardware modules at different times . Software may accord ers . 
ingly configure a processor , for example , to constitute a A computer program can be written in any form of 
particular hardware module at one instance of time and to programming language , including compiled or interpreted 
constitute a different hardware module at a different instance 40 languages , and it can be deployed in any form , including as 
of time . a standalone program or as a module , subroutine , or other 
Hardware modules can provide information to , and unit suitable for use in a computing environment . A com 

receive information from , other hardware modules . Accord puter program can be deployed to be executed on one 
ingly , the described hardware modules may be regarded as computer or on multiple computers at one site , or distributed 
being communicatively coupled . Where multiple of such 45 across multiple sites and interconnected by a communication 
hardware modules exist contemporaneously , communica - network . 
tions may be achieved through signal transmission ( e . g . , In example embodiments , operations may be performed 
over appropriate circuits and buses that connect the hard by one or more programmable processors executing a com 
ware modules ) . In embodiments in which multiple hardware puter program to perform functions by operating on input 
modules are configured or instantiated at different times , 50 data and generating output . Method operations can also be 
communications between such hardware modules may be performed by , and apparatus of example embodiments may 
achieved , for example , through the storage and retrieval of be implemented as , special purpose logic circuitry ( e . g . , an 
information in memory structures to which the multiple FPGA or an ASIC ) . 
hardware modules have access . For example , one hardware The computing system can include clients and servers . A 
module may perform an operation and store the output of 55 client and server are generally remote from each other and 
that operation in a memory device to which it is communi - typically interact through a communication network . The 
catively coupled . A further hardware module may then , at a relationship of client and server arises by virtue of computer 
later time , access the memory device to retrieve and process programs running on the respective computers and having a 
the stored output . Hardware modules may also initiate client - server relationship to each other . In embodiments 
communications with input or output devices , and can 60 deploying a programmable computing system , it will be 
operate on a resource ( e . g . , a collection of information ) . appreciated that both hardware and software architectures 

The various operations of example methods described merit consideration . Specifically , it will be appreciated that 
herein may be performed , at least partially , by one or more the choice of whether to implement certain functionality in 
processors that are temporarily configured ( e . g . , by soft - permanently configured hardware ( e . g . , an ASIC ) , in tem 
ware ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 65 porarily configured hardware ( e . g . , a combination of soft 
operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , ware and a programmable processor ) , or in a combination of 
such processors may constitute processor - implemented permanently and temporarily configured hardware may be a 
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design choice . Below are set out hardware ( e . g . , machine ) one or more computer - readable mediums storing instruc 
and software architectures that may be deployed , in various tions that , when executed by the one or more computer 
example embodiments . processors , cause the machine to perform operations 
Language comprising : 

Although the embodiments of the present invention have 5 identifying a first data object that a user has registered 
been described with reference to specific example embodi to monitor for changes ; 
ments , it will be evident that various modifications and accessing , from a first database , a set of identifiers 
changes may be made to these embodiments without depart corresponding to the first data object , the set of 

identifiers identifying locations of a set of compo ing from the broader scope of the inventive subject matter . nents of the first data objects ; Accordingly , the specification and drawings are to be accessing , based on the set of identifiers , the set of regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense . The components of the first data object , the set of com accompanying drawings that form a part hereof show , by ponents accessed from at least a second database , way of illustration , and not of limitation , specific embodi different than the first database ; ments in which the subject matter may be practiced . The 10 comparing the set of components of the first data object 
embodiments illustrated are described in sufficient detail to to a previous set of components of the first data 
enable those skilled in the art to practice the teachings object , yielding a comparison ; 
disclosed herein . Other embodiments may be used and determining , based on the comparison , that the set of 
derived therefrom , such that structural and logical substitu components of the first data object includes at least 
tions and changes may be made without departing from the 20 one modification from the previous set of compo 
scope of this disclosure . This Detailed Description , there nents of the first data object ; and 
fore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope of in response to determining that the set of components 
various embodiments is defined only by the appended of the first data object includes at least one modifi 
claims , along with the full range of equivalents to which cation from the previous set of components of the 
such claims are entitled . 25 first data object , notifying the user of the at least one 

Such embodiments of the inventive subject matter may be modification to the first data object , the user being 
referred to herein , individually and / or collectively , by the registered to monitor the first data object for modi 
term “ invention " merely for convenience and without fications . 
intending to voluntarily limit the scope of this application to 2 . The system of claim 1 , the operations further compris 
any single invention or inventive concept if more than one 30 ing : 
is in fact disclosed . Thus , although specific embodiments accessing a set of components for a second data object , 
have been illustrated and described herein , it should be the user having registered to monitor the second data 
appreciated that any arrangement calculated to achieve the object for modifications , the second data object being 
same purpose may be substituted for the specific embodi different than the first data object ; 
ments shown . This disclosure is intended to cover any and 35 comparing the set of components of the second data 
all adaptations or variations of various embodiments . Com object to a previous set of components of the second 
binations of the above embodiments , and other embodi data object , yielding a second comparison ; 
ments not specifically described herein , will be apparent , to determining , based on the second comparison , that the set 
those of skill in the art , upon reviewing the above descrip of components of the second data object includes at 
tion . least one modification from the previous set of com 

All publications , patents , and patent documents referred ponents of the first data object ; and 
to in this document are incorporated by reference herein in in response to determining that the set of components of 
their entirety , as though individually incorporated by refer the second data object includes at least one modifica 
ence . In the event of inconsistent usages between this tion from the previous set of components of the second 
document and those documents so incorporated by refer - 45 data object , notifying a user of the at least one modi 
ence , the usage in the incorporated references should be fication to the second data object . 
considered supplementary to that of this document ; for 3 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the set of components 
irreconcilable inconsistencies , the usage in this document of the first data object includes at least one of properties , 
controls . media , notes or links . 

In this document , the terms “ a ” or “ an ” are used , as is 50 4 . The system of claim 1 , wherein accessing the set of 
common in patent documents , to include one or more than components of the first data object comprises : 
one , independent of any other instances or usages of at least accessing an access control list ( ACL ) associated with a 
one ” or “ one or more . ” In this document , the term “ or ” is first component from the set of components ; and 
used to refer to a nonexclusive or , such that “ A or B ” determining , based on the ACL associated with the first 
includes “ A but not B , ” “ B but not A , ” and “ A and B , " unless 55 component , that the user is authorized to access the first 
otherwise indicated . In the appended claims , the terms component . 
“ including ” and “ in which ” are used as the plain - English 5 . The system of claim 1 , wherein notifying the user of the 
equivalents of the respective terms " comprising ” and at least one modification to the first data object comprises : 
" wherein . " Also , in the following claims , the terms “ includ transmitting a message to a client device of the user , the 
ing ” and “ comprising ” are open - ended ; that is , a system , 60 message being presentable on a display of the client 
device , article , or process that includes elements in addition device and including data indicating that the first data 
to those listed after such a term in a claim are still deemed object has been modified . 
to fall within the scope of that claim . 6 . The system of claim 1 , the operations further compris 

ing : 
What is claimed is : 65 presenting , on a client device of the user , a notification 
1 . A system comprising : interface including one or more data objects that the 
one or more computer processors of a machine ; and user can register to monitor for modifications ; and 

40 
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receiving , from the client device , an input indicating that transmitting a message to a client device of the user , the 
the user has registered to monitor the first data object message being presentable on a display of the client 
for modifications . device and including data indicating that the first data 

7 . The system of claim 1 , wherein accessing the set of object has been modified . 
components of the first data object comprises : 13 . The method of claim 8 , further comprising : 

retrieving , from a first data source , a first component from presenting , on a client device of the user , a notification 
the set of component of the first data object ; and interface including one or more data objects that the 

retrieving , from a second data source , a second compo user can register to monitor for modifications ; and 
nent form the set of components of the first data object . receiving , from the client device , an input indicating that 

8 . A method comprising : the user has registered to monitor the first data object 
identifying a first data object that a user has registered to for modifications . 
monitor for changes ; 14 . The method of claim 8 , wherein accessing the set of 

accessing , from a first database , a set of identifiers cor - components of the first data object comprises : 
responding to the first data object , the set of identifiers 16 retrieving , from a first data source , a first component from 
identifying locations of a set of components of the first the set of component of the first data object ; and 
data objects ; retrieving , from a second data source , a second compo 

accessing , based on the set of identifiers , the set of nent form the set of components of the first data object . 
components of the first data object , the set of compo 15 . A non - transitory computer - readable medium storing 
nents accessed from at least a second database , different 20 instructions that , when executed by one or more computer 
than the first database ; processors of a machine , cause the machine to perform 

comparing the set of components of the first data object to operations comprising : 
a previous set of components of the first data object , identifying a first data object that a user has registered to 
yielding a comparison ; monitor for changes ; 

determining , based on the comparison , that the set of 25 accessing , from a first database , a set of identifiers cor 
components of the first data object includes at least one responding to the first data object , the set of identifiers 
modification from the previous set of components of identifying locations of a set of components of the first 
the first data object ; and data objects ; 

in response to determining that the set of components of accessing , based on the set of identifiers , the set of 
the first data object includes at least one modification 30 components of the first data object , the set of compo 

nents accessed from at least a second database , different from the previous set of components of the first data than the first database ; object , notifying the user of the at least one modifica comparing the set of components of the first data object to tion to the first data object , the user being registered to a previous set of components of the first data object , monitor the first data object for modifications , wherein 25 yielding a comparison ; 
the method is performed by one or more computer determining , based on the comparison , that the set of processors . components of the first data object includes at least one 9 . The method of claim 8 , further comprising : modification from the previous set of components of 

accessing a set of components for a second data object , the first data object ; and 
the user having registered to monitor the second data 40 in response to determining that the set of components of 
object for modifications , the second data object being the first data object includes at least one modification 
different than the first data object ; from the previous set of components of the first data 

comparing the set of components of the second data object , notifying the user of the at least one modifica 
object to a previous set of components of the second tion to the first data object , the user being registered to 
data object , yielding a second comparison ; 45 monitor the first data object for modifications . 

determining , based on the second comparison , that the set 16 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
of components of the second data object includes at claim 15 , the operations further comprising : 
least one modification from the previous set of com accessing a set of components for a second data object , 
ponents of the first data object ; and the user having registered to monitor the second data 

in response to determining that the set of components of 50 object for modifications , the second data object being 
the second data object includes at least one modifica different than the first data object ; 
tion from the previous set of components of the second comparing the set of components of the second data 
data object , notifying the user of the at least one object to a previous set of components of the second 
modification to the second data object . data object , yielding a second comparison ; 

10 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the set of components 55 determining , based on the second comparison , that the set 
of the first data object includes at least one of properties , of components of the second data object includes at 
media , notes or links . least one modification from the previous set of com 

11 . The method of claim 8 , wherein accessing the set of ponents of the first data object ; and 
components of the first data object comprises : in response to determining that the set of components of 

accessing an access control list ( ACL ) associated with a 60 the second data object includes at least one modifica 
first component from the set of components ; and tion from the previous set of components of the second 

determining , based on the ACL associated with the first data object , notifying the user of the at least one 
component , that the user is authorized to access the first modification to the second data object . 
component . 17 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 

12 . The method of claim 8 , wherein notifying the user of 65 claim 15 , wherein the set of components of the first data 
the at least one modification to the first data object com - object includes at least one of properties , media , notes or 
prises : links . 
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18 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 15 , wherein accessing the set of components of the 
first data object comprises : 

accessing an access control list ( ACL ) associated with a 
first component from the set of components , and 5 

determining , based on the ACL associated with the first 
component , that the user is authorized to access the first 
component . 

19 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 15 , wherein notifying the user of the at least one 10 
modification to the first data object comprises : 

transmitting a message to a client device of the user , the 
message being presentable on a display of the client 
device and including data indicating that the first data 
object has been modified . 15 

20 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 15 , the operations further comprising : 

presenting , on a client device of the user , a notification 
interface including one or more data objects that the 
user can register to monitor for modifications ; and 20 

receiving , from the client device , an input indicating that 
the user has registered to monitor the first data object 
for modifications . 

* * * * 
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Property Types 
Select the property types to be included in the export . Select A Select None 
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Notes and Media 
Select Notes and media to be included in the export . 
O Media 
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Step 1 - Select Data Sources 
Select any structured or unstructured data sources to import into the Palantir Workspace . 

Source import 
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SOURCE MAP REVIEW 
Automatic guessing of object and property types has been disabled by an administrator , 
Step 3 - Review Your Import 
Review a surimary of your import , then configure data pemissions and object resolution settings , 

1 . Review these summary statistics for your impori . 

SOURCE hole B E 
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2 . Sei user access permissions on the data you ' re importing . 
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O Load ' : Use preexisting resolution criteria from an object Resolution Sute . www 
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DATA COLLABORATION BETWEEN 
DIFFERENT ENTITIES 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS ; PRIORITY CLAIM 

provide a thorough understanding of the present disclosure . 
It will be apparent , however , that the present disclosure may 
be practiced without these specific details . In other 
instances , well - known structures and devices are shown in 

5 block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscur 
ing the present disclosure . Modifiers such as “ first ” and 
“ second ” may be used to differentiate elements , but the 
modifiers do not necessarily indicate any particular order . 
For example , a second data object may be so named 

10 although , in reality , it may correspond to a first , second , 
and / or third data object . 

This application claims benefit of Provisional Appln . 
62 / 209 , 762 , filed Aug . 25 , 2015 , the entire contents of which 
is hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set forth 
herein , under 35 U . S . C . $ 119 ( e ) . 

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE 

Embodiments relate to data sharing and more specifically , General Overview 
to data collaboration between different entities . 

15 Different entities may wish to share information . For 
BACKGROUND example , Alice may wish to send information about Bob to 

Charlie . A graphical representation of the information about 
The approaches described in this section are approaches Bob may be displayed at Alice ' s computer . The graphical 

that could be pursued , but not necessarily approaches that representation may include nodes and edges . Each node may 
have been previously conceived or pursued . Therefore , 20 represent a person , place , event , or anything else that can be 
unless otherwise indicated , it should not be assumed that any a noun . Each node may also be associated with an attribute , 
of the approaches described in this section qualify as prior such as hair color , address , birthdate , etc . Each edge may 
art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section . connect two nodes and may represent a relationship between Different entities may include governments , corporations , the two nodes . and / or individuals who wish to participate in data collabo - , 25 The information about Bob may undergo one or more ration . However , there may be some information that an redaction stages . In each redaction stage , Alice may identify entity may wish to share with a different entity , and there a portion of the graphical representation to be redacted based may be other information that the entity may wish to avoid 

on any of a number of redaction criteria . In each redaction sharing with the different entity . Unfortunately , it may be 
difficult to establish categorical rules for distinguishing stage , display of the graphical representation may be 
between information to share and information to safeguard . 30 updated to remove display of the portion of the graphical 
For example , the intricacies of complex internal policies 
may carve out exceptions that swallow up a general rule . After the last redaction stage , Alice may submit a request 
Thus , there is a need for an approach that facilitates con - to export the graphical representation . In an embodiment , 
sistent application of such distinctions at fine levels of the request may cause audit data to be generated and sent to 
granularity . 35 a person with the authority to approve exporting the graphi 

cal representation . For example , the audit data may be 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS provided to Diana for approval . When Alice and / or Diana 

confirm exporting the graphical representation , a machine 
In the drawings : readable representation of a redacted graph is exported to 
FIG . 1 depicts an example graph . 40 Charlie . 
FIG . 2 depicts a detailed view of a graph , in an example When Charlie imports the machine - readable representa 

embodiment . tion , the redacted graph may be displayed at Charlie ' s 
FIG . 3 is a table that depicts an approach for identifying computer . In an embodiment , Alice ' s information about Bob 

portions of a graph to be redacted . may be resolved with Charlie ' s information about Bob . 
FIG . 4 depicts an example redacted graph . 45 
FIG . 5 depicts an example set of export data . Example Graph 
FIG . 6 is a flow diagram that depicts an approach for data 

collaboration between different entities . An entity ( e . g . , a government , a corporation , an organi 
FIG . 7 depicts a computer system upon which an embodi - Zation , an individual ) may wish to share information with a 

ment may be implemented . 50 different entity . The information may be stored as a graph 
FIGS . 8A - H depict example computer graphical user that is displayed at a computer associated with the entity . 

interfaces for an export process . FIG . 1 depicts an example graph . Referring to FIG . 1 , Graph 
FIGS . 9A - G depict example computer graphical user 102 is displayed in computer graphical user interface 100 . 

interfaces for an import process . Graph 102 includes node 104 and edge 106 . 
While each of the drawing figures depicts a particular 55 Graph 102 may be conceptually structured according to 

embodiment for purposes of depicting a clear example , other an object - centric data model . The object - centric data model 
embodiments may omit , add to , reorder , and / or modify any may be independent of any particular database model that 
of the elements shown in the drawing figures . For purposes may be used for storing a copy of the information to be 
of depicting clear examples , one or more figures may be shared . For example , each data object of the object - centric 
described with reference to one or more other figures , but 60 data model may correspond to one or more rows in a 
using the particular arrangement depicted in the one or more relational database or an entry in a Lightweight Directory 
other figures is not required in other embodiments . Access Protocol ( LDAP ) database . 

Graph 102 may include multiple nodes . Each node 104 of 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION the multiple nodes may represent a distinct data object . At 

65 the highest level of abstraction , a data object may be a 
In the following description , for the purposes of expla - container for information representing things in the world . 

nation , numerous specific details are set forth in order to For example , a data object may represent a person , a place , 

45 
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an organization , an event , a document , an unstructured data Approach for Identifying Portions of a Graph to be 
source ( e . g . , an e - mail , a news report , an academic paper ) , Redacted 
or other noun . Each data object may be associated with a 
unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data object . An entity may wish to redact a particular data object , a 
Additionally or alternatively , each data object may be asso - 5 particular data object property , and / or a particular relation 
ciated with a data object type ( e . g . , a person , an event , a ship that is displayed in computer graphical user interface 
document ) . Additionally or alternatively , each data object 100 . FIG . 3 is a table that depicts an approach for identifying 
may be associated with a display name , which may be the portions of a graph to be redacted . Referring to FIG . 3 , each 
value of a particular property of the data object . redaction stage 300 corresponds to one or more redaction 

FIG . 2 depicts a detailed view of a graph , in an example criteria 302 and a portion of the graph to be redacted 304 . 
embodiment . Referring to FIG . 2 , graph 102 includes dis - Redaction criteria 302 includes access control classification 
tinct data objects 200 , 202 , 204 , 206 , 208 , 210 , and 212 . 306 , provenance 308 , data object type 310 , data object 
Distinct data objects 200 and 202 are connected by relation property type 312 , and media type 314 . 
ships 218 and 220 . Distinct data object 202 contains data 15 Computer graphical user interface 100 may be used to 
object property 214 , and distinct data object 204 contains identify one or more portions of a graph 102 to be redacted 
data object property 216 . by the time the graph 102 is exported . Identifying one or 

Each data object may be a container for one or more data more portions of a graph 102 to be redacted may be 
object properties 214 , 216 . Data object properties 214 , 216 performed in one or more redaction stages 300 by a user 
may be attributes of data objects and may represent indi - 20 and / or an automated computing process . 
vidual data items . Each data object property 214 , 216 may One or more redaction criteria 302 may be used in each 
have a type and a value . Different data object types may be redaction stage 300 . The one or more redaction criteria 302 
associated with different data object property types . For may be applied in any order and in any combination . The 
example , the data object type “ person ” may have the data one or more redaction criteria 302 may be any of a number 
object property type “ eye color ” , whereas the data object 25 of different categories for data . In an embodiment , a server 
type “ event ” may have the data object property type " date " . computer communicatively coupled to computer graphical 
Additionally or alternatively , a data object may contain more user interface 100 may store the different categories for data . 
than one data object property 214 , 216 of the same type . For Thus , computer graphical user interface 100 may receive 

example , the data object type “ person ” may have more than input from a user selecting the one or more redaction criteria 
one of the data object property type “ phone number ” . 30 302 from available categories . Additionally or alternatively , 
Graph 102 may include at least one edge 106 that con the one or more redaction criteria 302 may be automatically 

detected based on graph metadata , such as access control nects two nodes . Each edge 106 may represent one or more identifiers , provenance identifiers , data object identifiers , relationships 218 , 220 between the two nodes . In the etc . example of FIG . 2 , each of relationships 218 and 220 4035 In an embodiment , a redacted graph may be generated represents a respective connection between two distinct data based on filtering portions of a graph 102 in a series of objects 200 and 202 . For example , distinct data objects 200 redaction stages 300 . The series of redaction stages 300 may 
and 202 may share a common event or matching data object be ordered in such a manner that each successive redaction 
property values . Each of relationships 218 and 220 may be stage 300 filters portions of the graph 102 at an increasingly 
symmetrical or asymmetrical . For example , distinct data 40 finer level of granularity . For example , in FIG . 3 , the series 
object 200 may be connected to distinct data object 202 by of redaction stages 300 may be designed so that redaction 
an asymmetric " child of ” relationship or a symmetric “ kin criteria 302 progress from broad categories to specific 
of relationship . sub - categories . 

Different data object types may be associated with dif - In a first redaction stage 300 , a first portion of graph 102 
ferent relationship types . For example , relationship 218 may 45 to be redacted may be identified based on an access control 
be a “ lives with ” relationship if distinct data objects 200 and classification 306 of the first portion of graph 102 . Access 
202 are both of the data object type " person ” and share control classification 306 may include a permission based on 
matching data object property values for the data object a security clearance , a user ' s responsibilities within an 
property type " address ” . In another example , distinct data entity , an identity of a receiving entity , and / or any other 
objects 200 and 204 may be separated by distinct data object 50 suitable basis for establishing bright - line rules for data 
200 , which is of the data object type “ event ” . Thus , distinct access . Each data item in graph 102 may be associated with 
data objects 200 and 204 may be connected to distinct data one or more access control classifications 306 . For example , 
object 200 by a “ participated in ” relationship . in FIG . 3 , distinct data object 212 may correspond to an 

In an embodiment , edge 106 of FIG . 1 may represent both informant who is identified for redaction based on an access 
relationships 218 and 220 of FIG . 2 . Thus , a pair of distinct 55 control classification 306 indicating that information related 
data objects 200 , 202 may be connected by multiple rela - to the informant should generally be safeguarded from a 
tionships 218 and 220 . For example , distinct data objects particular receiving entity , such as the government of 
200 and 202 may each be of the data object type “ person ” , Canada . 
relationship 218 may represent a " spouse of ” relationship , In a second redaction stage 300 of FIG . 3 , a second 
and relationship 220 may represent a " lives with ” relation - 60 portion of graph 102 to be redacted may be identified based 
ship . on a provenance 308 of the second portion of graph 102 . 
Data object types , data object property types , and / or Provenance 308 may indicate a particular information 

relationship types may be defined according to a pre - defined source , such as a particular entity , a particular database , 
or user - defined ontology or other hierarchical organization and / or a particular document . Each data item in graph 102 
of data object types and data object property types . These 65 may be associated with a provenance identifier . For 
definitions may be stored as a portable ontology map that example , in FIG . 3 , relationship 220 may correspond to 
may be transmitted between different entities . information that was obtained from a particular government 
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agency , such as the National Security Agency , and that is redacted graph 400 may serve as a mechanism for obtaining 
identified to be redacted by the time graph 102 is exported . user confirmation of one or more redactions . 

In a third redaction stage 300 of FIG . 3 , a third portion of 
graph 102 to be redacted may be identified based on a data Example Set of Export Data 
object type 310 of the third portion of graph 102 . Each 5 
distinct data object of graph 102 may contain an identifica After any remaining redaction stages 300 are complete , a 
tion of a data object type 310 . For example , in FIG . 3 , request to export the graph 102 may be received as input via 
distinct data objects 206 , 208 , and 210 may correspond to a computer graphical user interface 100 . For example , after 

documents that are identified for redaction so that the updating the display of graph 102 in computer graphical user 
existence of the documents remains unknown to other 10 interface 100 , a set of export data may be generated . FIG . 5 
entities . depicts an example set of export data . Referring to FIG . 5 , 

computer 500 is communicatively coupled to computer 502 . In a fourth redaction stage 300 of FIG . 3 , a fourth portion Machine - readable representation of redacted graph 504 , of graph 102 to be redacted may be identified based on a data ontology map 506 , and unique identifiers 508 are transmit object property type 312 of the fourth portion of graph 102 . graph 102 : 15 ted between computers 500 and 502 . Each data object property in graph 102 may be associated Each of computers 500 and 502 may be one or more 
with an identification of a data object property type 312 . For physical computers , virtual computers , and / or computing 
example , in FIG . 3 , data object property 216 may correspond devices . As an example , each of computers 500 and 502 may 
to salary information that is identified to be redacted by the be one or more server computers , cloud - based computers , 
time graph 102 is exported . 20 cloud - based cluster of computers , virtual machine instances 

In a fifth redaction stage 300 of FIG . 3 , a fifth portion of or virtual machine computing elements such as virtual 
graph 102 to be redacted may be identified based on a media processors , storage and memory , data centers , storage 
type 314 of the fifth portion of graph 102 . Media type 314 devices , desktop computers , laptop computers , mobile 
may indicate a particular data type or file format , such as an devices , and / or any other special - purpose computing 
application , an audio recording , a video recording , an image , 25 devices . Each of computers 500 and 502 may be a client 
a message , and / or text . Each distinct data object of graph and / or a server . 
102 that contains media data may also contain an identifi A set of export data may include one or more files from 
cation of a media type 314 . For example , in FIG . 3 , data which a redacted graph may be re - constructed at a computer 

500 , 502 associated with a receiving entity . A set of export object property 214 may correspond to a photograph that is 
identified to be redacted by the time graph 102 is exported . ted 30 data may include a machine - readable representation of 

redacted graph 504 , an ontology map 506 , unique identifiers Although redaction criteria 302 and redaction stages 300 
are depicted in FIG . 3 as having a particular order , the 508 , and / or any other information that may be stored as 

graph metadata . particular order is provided by way of example and should Machine - readable representation of redacted graph 504 not be construed as limiting redaction criteria 302 and 35 may include graph state information . The graph state infor redaction stages 300 in any way . Redaction criteria 302 and mation may be encoded and / or compressed in any of a 
redaction stages 300 may be applied in any order and in any number of formats . For example , the graph state information 
combination , including an order and / or combination that may be a binary - encoded serialization of a tree or other 
differs depending on the particular graph 102 to be redacted . hierarchical data structure . Additionally or alternatively , 

40 machine - readable representation of redacted graph 504 may Example Redacted Graph include the scalar data represented in the redacted graph . For 
example , the scalar data may be stored as an Extensible 

At the same time or after a time when one or more Markup Language ( XML ) file , a JavaScript Object Notation 
portions of a graph 102 are identified to be redacted , display ( JSON ) file , and / or any other serializable hierarchy of data . 
of the graph 102 may be updated to remove display of the 45 As mentioned above , ontology map 506 may define 
one or more portions of the graph 102 that were identified . interrelationships among various portions of the redacted 
A redacted graph may be the graph 102 exclusive of the one graph . The interrelationships may include one or more 
or more portions of the graph 102 that are identified to be operations that may be performed on a particular portion of 
redacted . FIG . 4 depicts an example redacted graph . Refer - the redacted graph 400 . Ontology map 506 may be stored as 
ring to FIG . 4 . redacted graph 400 is displayed in computer 50 an XML file , a JSON file , and / or any other suitable format 
graphical user interface 100 . for storing hierarchical data . 

A redacted graph 400 may be displayed concurrently with Unique identifiers 508 may uniquely identify access con 
or subsequent to identifying one or more portions of a graph trol classifications 306 , provenance 308 , data objects , data 
to be redacted . For example , a redacted graph 400 may be object properties , relationships , media files , and / or any other 
displayed in each redaction stage 300 . Additionally or alter 55 portion of a graph 102 . For example , a respective unique 

identifier may be associated with each distinct data object in natively , a redacted graph 400 may be displayed after a final a redacted graph . Unique identifiers 508 may be used to redaction stage 300 . Additionally or alternatively , a redacted correlate graph state information to scalar data . Unique graph 400 may be displayed whenever one or more portions identifiers 508 that are globally unique may support data 
of the graph 102 are to be removed . 60 object resolution and / or data deconfliction , which will be 

Displaying a redacted graph 400 may provide a user with described in greater detail below . 
feedback regarding one or more redactions . By providing in an embodiment , a set of export data may include graph 
the user with a graphical representation of the effects of one metadata , such as vector clocks , timestamps , a list of 
or more redactions , undesired redactions may be avoided . included data object types , a list of included data object 
For example , a user may be unaware that redacting both 65 property types , a list of included relationship types , and / or 
distinct data objects 200 and 202 may cause automatic any other information that may facilitate importing a 
redaction of relationships 218 and 220 . Thus , displaying a redacted graph by a receiving entity . For example , as will be 

1 cronk 400 mouho 
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described in greater detail below , the graph metadata may This can be useful for version control . However , data object 
indicate which portions of a redacted graph 400 were resolution and / or data deconfliction may be necessary to 
included in a previous transmission . simplify the visualization of the data . 

In an embodiment , a request to export a graph 102 may Data object resolution may involve a user or an automated 
cause audit data to be generated . The audit data may include 5 computing process determining that two or more separate 
a log of changes made to a graph 102 . For example , the audit data objects actually represent the same thing in the real 
data may indicate which data was changed ( e . g . , added , world and invoking a function so that the separate data 
modified , deleted ) , when the data was changed , who made objects appear to users as if they were a single data object . 
the change , where the data came from , and / or why the data For example , matching unique identifiers 508 and / or match 
was changed . In response to receiving the request to export 10 ing data object properties ( e . g . , Social Security Numbers , 
the graph 102 , computer 500 , 502 may automatically gen birthdates , addresses ) may indicate that two data objects 
erate and provide the audit data to a person authorized to refer to the same real - world object . When two data objects 
approve sending a set of export data to a receiving entity . are resolved together , the data object properties and / or 

relationships of one data object may be copied to the other 
Process Overview 15 data object prior to deleting them from the one data object . 

However , both data objects may be retained to support 
FIG . 6 is a flow diagram that depicts an approach for data version control . 

collaboration between different entities . The data collabora - In the event of multiple versions of a particular data item , 
tion may involve transmitting a redacted graph 400 between it may become necessary to deconflict the multiple versions . 
computers 500 , 502 of different entities . For example , the 20 Data deconfliction may involve determining which of the 
computers 500 , 502 of the different entities may include multiple versions is the correct version . Determining the 
database servers of the different entities ; workstation com correct version may be based on vector clocks , timestamps , 
puters of the different entities ; a workstation computer of a and / or any other mechanism for attributing a time of cre 
sending entity and a database server of a receiving entity ; a ation to a particular version . A time of creation for a version 
database server of a sending entity and a workstation com - 25 of a data item may correspond to a time ( e . g . , a logical time ) 
puter of a receiving entity ; and / or any other combination of when a change to the data item was persisted . Comparing a 
computers associated with the different entities . respective time of creation for each version of a data item 

At block 600 a graph 102 is displayed in a computer may cause determining that the multiple versions are 
graphical user interface 100 . The graph 102 may include at ordered or concurrent . 
least one node 104 and at least one edge 106 . Each node 104 30 In response to determining that the multiple versions are 
may represent a data object . Each edge 106 may represent ordered , the version corresponding to the most recent time 
one or more relationships 218 , 220 between two data of creation may be determined to be the correct version . For 
objects . example , a sending entity may have a version of distinct data 

At block 602 , a portion of the graph 102 is identified to object 200 with a time of creation Ti , and a receiving entity 
be redacted based on one or more redaction criteria 302 . The 35 may have a version of distinct data object 200 with a time 
portion of the graph 102 may be redacted prior to or at the of creation T2 . Based on comparing T1 and T2 , it may be 
same time as when the graph 102 is exported . For example , determined that the receiving entity already has the correct 
a portion of the graph 102 may be identified for redaction but version . 
remain unredacted until the graph 102 is exported . In response to determining that the multiple versions are 
At block 604 , display of the graph 102 may be updated 40 concurrent , the multiple versions may be compared to deter 

accordingly . Thus , display of the portion of the graph 102 mine whether each version involves a change to an over 
that was identified at block 602 is removed from the com lapping data object property or an overlapping data object 
puter graphical user interface 100 . property type . For example , a sending entity may have a 

At block 606 , it is determined whether any redaction version of distinct data object 202 with a data object 
criteria remain to be applied . If so , block 606 proceeds to 45 property 214 of “ blue eyes ” , and the receiving entity may 
block 602 for another redaction stage 300 . Otherwise , block have a version of distinct data object 202 with a data object 
606 proceeds to block 608 . property 214 of “ brown hair " . Since the two versions 

At block 608 , a request to export the graph 102 is received involve changes to non - overlapping data object property 
as input by the computer graphical user interface 100 . A set types , the receiving entity may incorporate “ blue eyes ” into 
of export data including a machine - readable representation 50 its version of distinct data object 202 . In another example , 
of redacted graph 504 may be saved to a file for export . the receiving entity may instead have a version of distinct 
At optional block 610 , audit data is generated and pro - data object 202 with a data object property 214 of " green 

vided to a person authorized to approve exporting of the set eyes ” . Since the two versions involve changes to overlap 
of export data including the machine - readable representa ping data object property types , the changes may be deter 
tion of redacted graph 504 . The request to export the graph 55 mined to be conflicting changes . 
102 may cause the audit data to be generated . Conflicting changes may involve manual deconfliction to 
At block 612 , the set of export data including the determine the correct version . To assist a user in manual 

machine - readable representation of redacted graph 504 is deconfliction , a most recent common version of a particular 
exported to a receiving entity . The receiving entity may then data item may be presented to the user along with differences 
import the set of export data . 60 between the most recent common version and each version 

to be deconflicted . The most recent common version may be 
Approach for Importing a Redacted Graph a superseded version that was most recently shared by a 

sending entity and a receiving entity prior to the current 
In an embodiment , regardless of whether the receiving divergence in versions . For example , computer 502 at a 

entity already has certain data , the receiving entity may 65 receiving entity may present an analyst with a superseded 
import the redacted graph in its entirety . By doing so , the version of distinct data object 202 with a data object 
receiving entity may collect rich data about provenance 308 . property 214 of “ hazel eyes ” . Since both the sending entity 
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and the receiving entity had previously agreed that “ hazel computer graphical user interface 100 may display a graph 
eyes ” was the correct eye color , “ green eyes ” may be 102 that has been updated to remove portions of the graph 
determined to be the correct version of the data object 102 that have been identified based on provenance 308 . The 
property 214 . computer graphical user interface 100 may indicate which 

In an embodiment , even after deconfliction , the receiving 5 portions of the graph 102 have been updated . A " Hide 
entity may maintain copies of conflicting changes to enrich Changes " button may remove any indications of which 
its provenance data . For example , the receiving entity may portions of the graph 102 have been updated . A “ Previous " 
associate distinct data object 202 with each of the conflicting button may be selected to return to FIG . 8B . A “ Next ” button 
data object properties 214 . However , “ blue eyes ” may have may be selected to proceed to FIG . 8D . 
a provenance identifier of “ 1 ” , “ green eyes ” may have a 10 FIG . 8D depicts an example computer graphical user 
provenance identifier of “ 2 ” , and “ hazel eyes ” may have a interface 100 for redacting based on data object type 310 . In 
provenance identifier of “ 1 ” and “ 2 ” . FIG . 8D , data object types 310 are displayed as a hierarchy 
Upon importing the redacted graph 400 , access control of checkboxes that list categories , such as " Entity Types " , 

classifications 306 may be assigned at the receiving entity “ Document Types ” , and “ Event Types ” , along with a respec 
via the computer graphical user interface 100 . In an embodi - 15 tive number of sub - categories within each category . Each 
ment , the access control classifications 306 assigned at the sub - category , such as “ Person ” , “ Commercial Organiza 
receiving entity may be based on the access control classi tion ” , and “ Computer ” , is also displayed with a respective 
fications 306 used by the sending entity . In an embodiment , number of data objects within each sub - category . A com 
the access control classifications 306 used by the sending puter graphical user interface 100 may display a graph 102 
entity may be redacted upon export , so the receiving entity 20 that has been updated to remove portions of the graph 102 
may customize an assignment of access control classifica that have been identified based on data object type 310 . The 
tions 306 to the redacted graph 400 . computer graphical user interface 100 may indicate which 

portions of the graph 102 have been updated . A “ Hide 
Example Export Computer Graphical User Changes " button may remove any indications of which 

Interfaces 25 portions of the graph 102 have been updated . A “ Previous " 
button may be selected to return to FIG . 8C . A “ Next ” button 

FIGS . 8A - H depict example computer graphical user may be selected to proceed to FIG . 8E . 
interfaces for an export process . Although the export process FIG . 8E depicts an example computer graphical user 
depicted in FIGS . 8A - H is similar to the export process interface 100 for redacting based on data object property 
described above , export processes are not limited in any way 30 type 312 . In FIG . SE , a computer graphical user interface 
to the export process described above or depicted in the 100 displays a list of checkboxes associated with data object 
figures . property types 312 , such as " Address ” , “ Document Title " , 

FIG . 8A depicts an example computer graphical user and “ Item Name ” . Each data object property type 312 is also 
interface 100 for selecting a redaction template . A list of displayed with an associated number of data objects and data 
redaction templates may be presented in a drop - down menu . 35 object properties . The computer graphical user interface 100 
Each of redaction template may specify one or more redac - may display a graph 102 that has been updated to remove 
tion stages 300 and one or more redaction criteria 302 . A portions of the graph 102 that have been identified based on 
graph 102 to be redacted may also be displayed in a data object property type 312 . The computer graphical user 
computer graphical user interface 100 . Different templates interface 100 may indicate which portions of the graph 102 
may be suitable for different graphs 102 . However , redaction 40 have been updated . A “ Hide Changes " button may remove 
may not be limited to a redaction template that is selected any indications of which portions of the graph 102 have been 
Further filtering may be specified in addition to any filtering updated . A “ Previous " button may be selected to return to 
performed based on a redaction template . Additionally or FIG . 8D . A “ Next " button may be selected to proceed to FIG . 
alternatively , a “ Customize ” button may be selected to 8F . 
modify a redaction template . A " Next " button may be 45 FIG . 8F depicts an example computer graphical user 
selected to proceed to FIG . 8B . interface 100 for redacting based on notes and media items . 

FIG . 8B depicts an example computer graphical user In FIG . 8F , a list of data objects are displayed in computer 
interface 100 for selecting access control classifications 306 . graphical user interface 100 . For each data object that is 
In an embodiment , access control classifications 306 may be listed , a checkbox corresponding to a media item is dis 
selected for inclusion . In an embodiment , access control 50 played . The computer graphical user interface 100 may 
classifications 306 may be selected for exclusion . A com - display a graph 102 that has been updated to remove 
puter graphical user interface 100 may display a graph 102 portions of the graph 102 that have been identified based on 
that has been updated to remove portions of the graph 102 notes and media items . For example , only certain data object 
that have been identified based on the access control clas - properties may be removed from a data object if the data 
sifications 306 . In an embodiment ( not shown ) , the computer 55 object has any remaining data fit for export ; otherwise , the 
graphical user interface 100 may indicate which portions of entire data object may be removed . In an embodiment ( not 
the graph 102 have been updated . A “ Hide Changes " button shown ) , the computer graphical user interface 100 may 
( not shown ) may remove any indications of which portions indicate which portions of the graph 102 have been updated . 
of the graph 102 have been updated . A “ Previous ” button " Hide Changes ” button ( not shown ) may remove any 
( not shown ) may be selected to return to FIG . 8A . A “ Next ” 60 indications of which portions of the graph 102 have been 
button may be selected to proceed to FIG . 8C . updated . A “ Previous " button may be selected to return to 

FIG . 8C depicts an example computer graphical user FIG . 8E . A “ Next ” button may be selected to proceed to FIG . 
interface 100 for redacting based on provenance 308 . In 8G . 
FIG . 8C , data sources and the contents of the data sources FIG . 8G depicts an example computer graphical user 
are displayed as a hierarchy of checkboxes that list catego - 65 interface 100 for creating export data . The export data may 
ries , such as particular uploads of data , and sub - categories , be persisted to a database of the sending entity . There , the 
such as “ Manually Entered Data ” and “ NBA images ” . A export data may be retrieved by an interested party , such as 
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a person authorized to approve exporting a redacted graph redacted graph 400 may be reconstructed based on the data 
400 . Among the details to be persisted with the export data items stored in an XML file , for example , and the graph state 
is an explanation of why the export data was generated . A information . 
“ Previous ” button may be selected to return to FIG . 8F . A 
" Next ” button may be selected to proceed to FIG . 8H . 5 Hardware Overview 

FIG . 8H depicts an example computer graphical user 
interface 100 for persisting export data as a file . The file According to one embodiment , the techniques described 
format may be a compressed folder that includes a machine herein are implemented by one or more special - purpose 
readable representation of a redacted graph 400 . computing devices . The special - purpose computing devices 

10 may be hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may 
Example Import Graphical User Interfaces include digital electronic devices such as one or more 

application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro FIGS . 9A - G depict example computer graphical user 

interfaces for an import process . The import process grammed to perform the techniques , or may include one or 
i 15 more general purpose hardware processors programmed to depicted in FIGS . 9A - G is provided by way of example and perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in does not limit , import processes in any way to the import firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such process depicted in the figures . special - purpose computing devices may also combine cus FIG . 9A depicts an example computer graphical user tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro 

interface 100 for selecting a file to be imported . Files to be 20 gramming to accomplish the techniques . The special - pur 
imported may be structured or unstructured . In an embodi pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems , 
ment , computer graphical user interface 100 may include a portable computer systems , handheld devices , networking 
feature that displays data object types 310 and / or data object devices or any other device that incorporates hard - wired 
property types 312 automatically detected in the file to be and / or program logic to implement the techniques . 
imported . However , this feature may be disabled on com - 25 For example , FIG . 7 is a block diagram that depicts a 
mand . A “ Next ” button may be selected to proceed with the computer system 700 upon which an embodiment may be 
import process . implemented . Computer system 700 includes a bus 702 or 

Although not shown , data in a selected file may be other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
mapped according to a data ontology of the receiving entity . mation , and a hardware processor 704 coupled with bus 702 
For example , graph 102 of FIG . 1 may be transformed into 30 for processing information . Hardware processor 704 may be , 
a different representation based on the predefined relation - for example , a general purpose microprocessor . 
ships that are available for the receiving entity . Computer system 700 also includes a main memory 706 , 

FIG . 9B depicts an example computer graphical user such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic 
interface 100 for reviewing import settings . The import storage device , coupled to bus 702 for storing information 

35 and instructions to be executed by processor 704 . Main settings may include summary statistics ( e . g . , data size , memory 706 also may be used for storing temporary vari number of data sources ) for the file to be imported , access ables or other intermediate information during execution of control classifications 306 to be assigned to data items in the instructions to be executed by processor 704 . Such instruc file , rules for data object resolution , and / or rules for data tions , when stored in non - transitory storage media acces tion 
deconfliction ( not shown ) . The import settings may be 40 sible to processor 704 . render computer system 700 into a 
configured in any number of ways , including manual and / or special - purpose machine that is customized to perform the 
automatic modes . An “ Import " button may be selected to operations specified in the instructions . 
confirm the import settings . Computer system 700 further includes a read only 

FIG . 9C depicts an example computer graphical user memory ( ROM ) 708 or other static storage device coupled 
interface 100 for confirming data items for import . In 45 to bus 702 for storing static information and instructions for 
response to selecting the “ Import " button depicted in FIG . processor 704 . A storage device 710 , such as a magnetic disk 
9B , an alert message may prompt a user to confirm a or optical disk , is provided and coupled to bus 702 for 
particular number of data items for import . The particular storing information and instructions . 
number of data items may be determined based on data Computer system 700 may be coupled via bus 702 to a 
object resolution and / or data deconfliction . 50 display 712 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , for displaying 

FIG . 9D depicts an example computer graphical user information to a computer user . An input device 714 , includ 
interface 100 for displaying data items confirmed for import . ing alphanumeric and other keys , is coupled to bus 702 for 
The data items may include data objects , relationships , and communicating information and command selections to 
data object properties . The data items may be retrieved from processor 704 . Another type of user input device is cursor 

control 716 , such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction an XML file , for example . 
FIG . 9E depicts an example computer graphical user keys for communicating direction information and com 

mand selections to processor 704 and for controlling cursor interface 100 for importing graph state information . The movement on display 712 . This input device typically has graph state information may be necessary to reconstruct a two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , X ) and redacted graph 400 from the data items . 60 a second axis ( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify 
FIG . 9F depicts an example computer graphical user positions in a plane . 

interface 100 for specifying graph state information for Computer system 700 may implement the techniques 
import . The graph state information may be retrieved from described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or 
a compressed folder used to store the graph state information more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic 
during data transmission . 65 which in combination with the computer system causes or 

FIG . 9G depicts an example computer graphical user programs computer system 700 to be a special - purpose 
interface 100 for displaying a redacted graph 400 . The machine . According to one embodiment , the techniques 
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herein are performed by computer system 700 in response to equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
processor 704 executing one or more sequences of one or 726 . ISP 726 in turn provides data communication services 
more instructions contained in main memory 706 . Such through the world wide packet data communication network 
instructions may be read into main memory 706 from now commonly referred to as the " Internet ” 728 . Local 
another storage medium , such as storage device 710 . Execu - 5 network 722 and Internet 728 both use electrical , electro 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
memory 706 causes processor 704 to perform the process The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - network link 720 and through communication interface 718 , 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
with software instructions . 10 700 , are example forms of transmission media . 

The term “ storage media ” as used herein refers to any Computer system 700 can send messages and receive 
non - transitory media that store data and / or instructions that data , including program code , through the network ( S ) , net 
cause a machine to operation in a specific fashion . Such work link 720 and communication interface 718 . In the 
storage media may comprise non - volatile media and / or Internet example , a server 730 might transmit a requested 
volatile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , 15 code for an application program through Internet 728 , ISP 
optical or magnetic disks , such as storage device 710 . 726 , local network 722 and communication interface 718 . 
Volatile media includes dynamic memory , such as main The received code may be executed by processor 704 as 
memory 706 . Common forms of storage media include , for it is received , and / or stored in storage device 710 , or other 
example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state non - volatile storage for later execution . 
drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data storage 20 In the foregoing specification , embodiments have been 
medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage described with reference to numerous specific details that 
medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a may vary from implementation to implementation . The 
RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , specification and drawings are , accordingly , to be regarded 
NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge . in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense . The sole and 

Storage media is distinct from but may be used in con - 25 exclusive indicator of the scope of the disclosure , and what 
junction with transmission media . Transmission media par - is intended by the applicants to be the scope of the disclo 
ticipates in transferring information between storage media . sure , is the literal and equivalent scope of the set of claims 
For example , transmission media includes coaxial cables , that issue from this application , in the specific form in which 
copper wire and fiber optics , including the wires that com - such claims issue , including any subsequent correction . 
prise bus 702 . Transmission media can also take the form of 30 What is claimed is : 
acoustic or light waves , such as those generated during 1 . A method comprising : 
radio - wave and infra - red data communications . displaying , in a computer graphical user interface , a graph 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one comprising nodes and edges , each of the edges con 
or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor necting two of the nodes , each of the nodes represent 
704 for execution . For example , the instructions may ini - 35 ing a distinct data object , each edge representing one or 
tially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a more relationships between two distinct data objects ; 
remote computer . The remote computer can load the instruc for each redaction stage of a plurality of redaction stages , 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over performing operations comprising : 
a telephone line using a modem . A modem local to computer receiving , as a first user input , a selection of a stage 
system 700 can receive the data on the telephone line and 40 specific redaction category from a set of available 
use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red redaction categories ; 
signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in wherein the set of available redaction categories is 
the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the automatically generated based on metadata of the 
data on bus 702 . Bus 702 carries the data to main memory nodes and edges in the graph ; 
706 , from which processor 704 retrieves and executes the 45 automatically generating and displaying a set of stage 
instructions . The instructions received by main memory 706 specific redaction sub - categories that are sub - catego 
may optionally be stored on storage device 710 either before ries of the selected stage - specific redaction category , 
or after execution by processor 704 . wherein the set of stage - specific redaction sub - cat 

Computer system 700 also includes a communication egories are automatically generated based on the 
interface 718 coupled to bus 702 . Communication interface 50 metadata of the nodes and edges in the graph and the 
718 provides a two - way data communication coupling to a selected stage - specific redaction category ; 
network link 720 that is connected to a local network 722 . receiving , as a second user input , a selection of one or 
For example , communication interface 718 may be an more stage - specific redaction sub - categories from 
integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable the set of stage - specific redaction categories ; 
modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 55 based on the selection of the stage - specific redaction 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele category and the selection of the one or more stage 
phone line . As another example , communication interface specific redaction sub - categories , identifying a por 
718 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a tion of the graph to be redacted before the graph is 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN . Wire exported ; 
less links may also be implemented . In any such implemen - 60 updating display of the graph in the computer graphical 
tation , communication interface 718 sends and receives user interface to remove display of the portion of the 
electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi graph ; 
tal data streams representing various types of information . wherein the plurality of redaction stages includes : 

Network link 720 typically provides data communication a redaction stage that filters data based on an access 
through one or more networks to other data devices . For 65 control redactions category ; 
example , network link 720 may provide a connection a different redaction stage that filters data based on a 
through local network 722 to a host computer 724 or to data different redaction category ; 
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after performing the operations for the plurality of redac ries of the selected stage - specific redaction category , 
tion stages , receiving a request to export the graph ; and wherein the set of stage - specific redaction sub - cat 

responsive to receiving the request , exporting a machine egories are automatically generated based on the 
readable representation of a redacted graph ; metadata of the nodes and edges in the graph and the 

wherein the method is performed by one or more com - 5 selected stage - specific redaction category ; 
puting devices . receiving , as a second user input , a selection of one or 

2 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the different redaction more stage - specific redaction sub - categories from 
stage filters data corresponding to one or more provenance the set of stage - specific redaction categories ; 
identifiers . based on the selection of the stage - specific redaction 

3 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the different redaction 10 category and the selection of the one or more 
stage filters data corresponding to one or more data object stage - specific redaction sub - categories , identify 
types . ing a portion of the graph to be redacted before the 

4 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the different redaction graph is exported ; 
stage filters data corresponding to one or more data object updating display of the graph in the computer graphi 
property types . cal user interface to remove display of the portion 

5 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the different redaction of the graph ; 
stage filters data corresponding to one or more media types . wherein the plurality of redaction stages includes : 

6 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the machine - readable a redaction stage that filters data based on an access 
representation is exported with an ontology map of the control redactions category ; 
redacted graph . a different redaction stage that filters data based on a 

7 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the machine - readable different redaction category ; 
representation comprises a respective unique identifier for after performing the operations for the plurality of 
each distinct data object in the redacted graph . redaction stages , receiving a request to export the 

8 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the exporting a graph ; and 
machine - readable representation of the redacted graph that 25 responsive to receiving the request , exporting a 
comprises the graph exclusive of the portion of the graph machine - readable representation of a redacted graph . 
includes generating and providing audit data to a person 10 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the different redaction 
authorized to approve the exporting of the machine - readable stage filters data corresponding to one or more provenance 
representation . identifiers . 

9 . A system comprising : 30 11 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the different redaction 
one or more processors ; and stage filters data corresponding to one or more data object 
one or more computer - readable media storing instructions types . 
which , when executed by the one or more processors , 12 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the different redaction 
cause : stage filters data corresponding to one or more data object 
displaying , in a computer graphical user interface , a 35 property types . 

graph comprising nodes and edges , each of the edges 13 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the different redaction 
connecting two of the nodes , each of the nodes stage filters data corresponding to one or more media types . 
representing a distinct data object , each edge repre 14 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the machine - readable 
senting one or more relationships between two dis representation is exported with an ontology map of the 
tinct data objects ; 40 redacted graph . 

for each redaction stage of a plurality of redaction 15 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the machine - readable 
stages , performing operations comprising : representation comprises a respective unique identifier for 

receiving , as a first user input , a selection of a stage each distinct data object in the redacted graph . 
specific redaction category from a set of available 16 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the exporting a 
redaction categories ; 5 machine - readable representation of the redacted graph that 45 Na 

wherein the set of available redaction categories is comprises the graph exclusive of the portion of the graph 
automatically generated based on metadata of the includes generating and providing audit data to a person 
nodes and edges in the graph ; authorized to approve the exporting of the machine - readable 

automatically generating and displaying a set of stage representation . 
specific redaction sub - categories that are sub - catego ? ? ? ? * 
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SYSTEMS , METHODS , USER INTERFACES various graphical representations and models associated 
AND ALGORITHMS FOR PERFORMING with the search results . The user interface may also provide 
DATABASE ANALYSIS AND SEARCH OF tools enabling dynamic manipulation and display of search 
INFORMATION INVOLVING STRUCTURED results and / or underlying object models , as well as addi 

AND / OR SEMI - STRUCTURED DATA 5 tional functionality to further filter initial search results . 
According to present embodiments , computer systems 

BACKGROUND herein may be configured to provide an interactive user 
interface and process one or more data sets in response to 

Technical Field inputs received via the interactive user interface in order to 
10 search and analyze data , such as transaction data , within one 

The present disclosure relates to search and analysis of or more databases . In one embodiment , a computer system 
large data sets of database information without knowledge is disclosed comprising : one or more hardware computer 
and use of technical database search queries and techniques . processors configured to execute software code stored in a 
More specifically , the present disclosure relates to searching tangible storage device in order to cause the system to : 
resources and related information arranged as data structures 15 process data involving a user interface that is configured to 
utilizing various user interface and search algorithm func enable processing and handling of information between a 
tionality that involve aspects of data integration , analysis , user and the database , the database containing organized 
and visualization . information including at least one of object oriented or 

relationally - structured information associated with the trans 
Description of Related Information 20 action data ; provide interactive user interface tools in the 

user interface including at least one of graphical input fields 
Individuals or entities may need to search diverse sources or indicia that enable a user to perform at least one of 

and stores of information regarding various criteria and predefined or customizable searches of the transaction data 
related data . The specific resources and data to be searched as a function of one or more search queries ; and update the 
often encompass large data sets stored in technical data 25 user interface responsive to the user searches , wherein the 
structures . For example , such large data sets may be user interface is configured to display the transaction data 
arranged in traditional SQL or relational databases that are including one or more representations of the organized 
only accessible via basic user interfaces configured for information within the user interface , the one or more 
constructing SQL queries of the data . FIG . 1 illustrates an representations of the organized information corresponding 
embodiment of a known SQL database arrangement that 30 to parameters of the transaction data determinable via the 
may be associated with existing search systems . As illus - one or more search queries . Further , in response to selection 
trated in FIG . 1 , such SQL database 100 may include a of one or more search queries in the user interface , the 
database server 102 , memory 104 , instances 106 , a database software code may be executed to : process ( e . g . , search 
or data store 108 , as well as the various memory models 110 , and / or categorize , etc . ) the organized information into at 
process models 112 , and storage models 114 that may be 35 least one subset that meets the one or more search queries ; 
involved with searching the underlying data . Individuals update or generate user interface to display the at least one 
who are not technically or analytically trained , such as those subset that meets the one or more search queries ; and update 
investigating large data sets of confidential transactions data , or provide the one or more representations of the organized 
are often tasked with searching and analyzing data within information to display the transaction data related to both 
such data structures . However , these individuals are typi - 40 initial and secondary search queries . 
cally unfamiliar with SQL or relational database logic and Advantageously , according to various embodiments , the 
the technical search queries and techniques required to disclosed techniques provide for effective search of large 
search such databases , thus need to involve additional tech data sets of database information , such as confidential trans 
nical specialists to search for information desired . action data , by individuals who are not technically trained . 

45 An analyst or organization may be able to conduct a search 
SUMMARY as a function of particular parameters of a data item and / or 

cluster of related data items , which may reduce the amount 
The systems , methods , and devices described herein each of time and effort required to perform a search or investi 

have several aspects , no single one of which is solely g ation . 
responsible for its desirable attributes . Without limiting the 50 In order to identify relevant information from within large 
scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting features will and diverse sources of data , scalability and efficiency may be 
now be discussed briefly . important factors in some implementations . Accordingly , 

Systems and methods that provide search and analysis of various systems , user interfaces and algorithms described 
large , object - oriented data sets in an efficient manner involv - herein may provide for scalable and efficient searching of 
ing innovative user interface features and search algorithm 55 large amounts of data relating to resources and sought 
functionality are disclosed . According to one exemplary information , for example , by using data structures and data 
embodiment , a system herein may search for information objects . For example , the systems and user interfaces can 
and / or relationships based on specified search criteria and search for resources and / or information by searching 
return results that may be displayed dynamically and further through properties of data objects as well as properties of 
filtered or analyzed . The system involves object oriented 60 other types of nodes ( e . g . , reports , information , child 
database ( s ) and a software layer including a specialized user objects , parent objects , other data objects , etc . ) that are 
interface between the user and the database ( s ) . The user linked to the data objects . The user interfaces may be 
interface may comprise various tools as well as predefined designed to display large amounts of data in an informative 
and configurable features that enable effective search of the way ( e . g . , by presenting search results organized according 
data as well as display of search results that are configurable 65 to the data objects or properties of the data objects , in 
and readily managed to provide immediate and useful search aggregate or other summary manner , or in other ways , 
results . The user interface displays the search results and and / or by displaying interrelated aspects of the search results 
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in dynamically related user interface panes , etc . ) and to In one embodiment , a system configured to access one or 
interact with users by allowing access to and navigation of more electronic data resources in response to inputs received 
varying levels of detail within the same user interface . via an interactive user interface in order to search for 

In various embodiments , large amounts of data are auto information comprises one or more hardware computer 
matically and dynamically created , processed , and handled 5 processors configured to execute software code stored in a 
interactively in response to user inputs , and the data is tangible storage device in order to cause the system to : 
efficiently and compactly presented to a user by the system . receive search criteria for identifying information associated 
Thus , in some embodiments , the user interfaces described with one or more databases , the search criteria relating to the 
herein are more efficient as compared to previous user resources or the information , the resources and the infor 
interfaces which require knowledge of technical search 10 mation represented as respective data objects , wherein data 
querying , and in which data is not dynamically updated and objects can be associated with each other ; automatically 
compactly and efficiently presented to the user in response identify initial search results that meet the search criteria , 
to interactive user interface functionality and inputs . wherein the identification is based on one or more of : 

Further , as described herein , the system may be config properties of the resources , properties of the information , or 
ured and / or designed to generate user interface data useable 15 properties of other data objects associated with the 
for rendering the various interactive user interfaces resources ; generate a user interface configured to display the 
described . The user interface data may be used by the initial search results and attributes associated with the initial 
system , and / or another computer system , device , and / or search results , the attributes corresponding to the properties 
software program ( for example , a browser program ) , to of the initial search results , wherein the user interface 
render the interactive user interfaces . The interactive user 20 displays the initial search results on the user interface as well 
interfaces may be displayed on , for example , electronic as graphical indicia and / or data related to the initial search 
displays ( including , for example , touch - enabled displays ) . results or the attributes associated with the initial search 

Additionally , it has been noted that design of computer results ; and , in response to secondary searching ( e . g . , selec 
user interfaces “ that are useable and easily learned by tion of one or more of the graphical indicia and / or attributes 
humans is a non - trivial problem for software developers . ” 25 in the user interface , etc . ) , filter the identified resources to 
( Dillon , A . ( 2003 ) User Interface Design . MacMillan Ency - secondary search results ( e . g . , a subset of the initial search 
clopedia of Cognitive Science , Vol . 4 , London : MacMillan , results , etc . ) that meet the secondary search criteria , and / or 
453 - 458 . ) The various embodiments of interactive and update the user interface to display the subset that meets the 
dynamic user interfaces of the present disclosure are the secondary search . 
result of significant research , development , improvement , 30 In some embodiments , the search results meet the search 
iteration , and / or testing . This non - trivial development has criteria or are associated with the identified resources that 
resulted in the user interfaces described herein which may meet the search criteria . The search criteria for identifying 
provide significant cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies and initial and secondary search results may include one or more 
advantages over previous systems . The interactive and of : search criteria relating to the resources , data objects 
dynamic user interfaces include improved human - computer 35 and / or information relating to same , and search criteria 
interactions that may provide reduced mental workloads , relating to reports , documents , transaction information , 
improved decision - making , reduced work stress , and / or the people and / or other information or identifying data associ 
like , for a user . For example , user interaction with the ated with same . Some of the search criteria provided and / or 
interactive user interfaces described herein may provide an displayed may be based on the properties of other data 
optimized display of information relating to resources and / or 40 objects associated with the initial resources or data objects 
information associated with the resources , and may enable a searched or identified . The user interface may comprise 
user to more quickly access , navigate , assess , and digest various panes as set forth below by way of illustration and 
such information than previous systems . not limitation . For example , illustrative user interfaced may 

Various embodiments of the present disclosure are inex include a pane for displaying search options and / or 
tricably tied to computer technology . In particular , various 45 resources to search , a pane for displaying the identified 
embodiments rely on specific database functionality and resources and / or search results , a pane for displaying infor 
data processing including relational database logic , detec - mation associated with one or more selected resources or 
tion of user inputs via graphical user interfaces , determina - search results identified , and / or other panes for displaying 
tion of updates to displayed electronic data based on those manipulations of the search results , data objects associated 
user inputs , automatic processing of electronic data related 50 with the search , and / or data object graphs that may be 
to resources and information , and presentation of the manipulated by the user . In certain embodiments , the code 
updates to displayed data relating to resources and informa may be further configured to , in response to inclusion and / or 
tion via interactive graphical user interfaces . Such features exclusion of one or more attributes in the user interface , 
and others ( e . g . , searching for resources and information filter the identified search results to a second set that meets 
based on properties of respective types of data objects as 55 and / or does not meet such attributes selected ; update the 
well as other related data objects , filtering search results user interface to display the secondary set of search results ; 
using graphical UI functionality , etc . ) are intimately tied to , and update the graphical indicia and / or display information 
and enabled by , computer technology , and would not exist to reflect the data and data objects corresponding to the 
except for computer technology . For example , the interac - respective attribute ( s ) in the secondary search results set . 
tions with displayed data described below in reference to 60 Additional embodiments of the disclosure are described 
various embodiments cannot reasonably be performed by below in reference to the appended claims , which may serve 
humans alone , without the computer technology upon which as an additional summary of the disclosure . 
they are implemented . Further , the implementation of the In various embodiments , computer systems are disclosed 
various embodiments of the present disclosure via computer that comprise one or more hardware computer processors in 
technology enables many of the advantages described 65 communication with one or more non - transitory computer 
herein , including more efficient interaction with , and pre readable storage devices , wherein the one or more hardware 
sentation of , various types of electronic data . computer processors are configured to execute the plurality 
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of computer executable instructions in order to cause the FIG . 13 illustrates an exemplary computer system with 
computer system to perform operations comprising one or which certain methods discussed herein may be imple 
more aspects of the above - described embodiments ( includ - mented . 
ing one or more aspects of the appended claims ) . 

In various embodiments , computer - implemented methods 5 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
are disclosed in which , under control of one or more EMBODIMENTS 
hardware computing devices configured with specific com 
puter executable instructions , one or more aspects of the Terms 
above - described embodiments ( including one or more 
aspects of the appended claims ) are implemented and / or 10 In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and 

methods discussed herein , a number of terms are defined performed 
below . The terms defined below , as well as other terms used In various embodiments , non - transitory computer - read herein , should be construed to include the provided defini able storage mediums storing software instructions are dis tions , the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms , 

closed , wherein , in response to execution by a computing 15 and / or any other implied meaning for the respective terms . 
system having one or more hardware processors , the soft - Thus , the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these 
ware instructions configure the computing system to per configure the computing system to per - terms , but only provide exemplary definitions . 
form operations comprising one or more aspects of the Ontology : Stored information that provides a data model 
above - described embodiments ( including one or more for storage of data in one or more databases . For example , 
aspects of the appended claims ) . 20 the stored data may comprise definitions for object types and 

property types for data in a database , and how objects and 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS properties may be related . 

Data Store : Any computer readable storage medium and / 
FIG . 1 illustrates an embodiment of a known SQL data - or device ( or collection of data storage mediums and / or 

base arrangement that may be associated with certain exist - 25 devices ) . Examples of data stores include , but are not limited 
ing search systems . to , optical disks ( e . g . , CD - ROM , DVD - ROM , etc . ) , mag 

FIG . 2 illustrates a flowchart for searching and / or ana netic disks ( e . g . , hard disks , floppy disks , etc . ) , memory 
lyzing resources such as databases and related information , circuits ( e . g . , solid state drives , random - access memory 
according to certain embodiments . ( RAM ) , etc . ) , and / or the like . Another example of a data 

FIGS . 3A - 3F illustrate various aspects of exemplary 30 store is a hosted storage environment that includes a col 
search features and associated user interfaces of a search lection of physical data storage devices that may be remotely 
system for searching and analyzing resources and related accessible and may be rapidly provisioned as needed ( com 

monly referred to as “ cloud ” storage ) . information , according to certain embodiments . 
FIGS . 4A - 4B illustrate various further aspects of exem Database : Any data structure ( and / or combinations of 

35 multiple data structures ) for storing and / or organizing data , plary search and analysis features and associated user inter including , but not limited to , relational databases ( e . g . , faces for searching and analyzing resources and related Oracle databases , mySQL databases , etc . ) , non - relational information , according to certain embodiments . databases ( e . g . , NoSQL databases , etc . ) , in - memory data FIGS . 5A - 5C illustrate various aspects of exemplary bases , spreadsheets , as comma separated values ( CSV ) files , 
search and explore search results features and associated 40 eXtendible markup language ( XML ) files , TeXT ( TXT ) 
user interfaces for searching resources and related informa files , flat files , spreadsheet files , and / or any other widely 
tion , according to certain embodiments . used or proprietary format for data storage . Databases are 

FIGS . 6A - 6F illustrate various aspects of exemplary typically stored in one or more data stores . Accordingly , 
enterprise search features and associated user interfaces of a each database referred to herein ( e . g . , in the description 
search system for searching resources and related informa - 45 herein and / or the figures of the present application ) is to be 
tion , according to certain embodiments . understood as being stored in one or more data stores . A “ file 

FIG . 7 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the interaction system ” may control how data is stored and / or retrieved ( for 
between the various components of a search system config example , a disk file system like FAT , NTFS , optical discs , 
ured to search resources and related information , according etc . , a flash file system , a tape file system , a database file 
to one embodiment . 50 system , a transactional file system , a network file system , 

FIG . 8 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the interaction etc . ) . For simplicity , the disclosure is described herein with 
between the various components of a search system config - respect to databases . However , the systems and techniques 
ured to search resources and related information using a disclosed herein may be implemented with file systems or a 
graphical indicia such as graphical user interface features , combination of databases and file systems . 
according to one embodiment . 55 Data Item ( Item ) , Data Entity ( Entity ) , or Data Object 

FIG . 9 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the interaction ( Object ) : A data container for information representing 
between the various components of a search system config - specific things in the world that have a number of definable 
ured to search resources and related information using a properties . For example , a data item may represent an entity 
saved or shared search , according to one embodiment . such as an account , a transaction , a person , a place , an 

FIG . 10 illustrates a flowchart for searching and / or ana - 60 organization , a computer , an activity , a market instrument , or 
lyzing resources and information , according to certain other noun . A data item may represent an event that happens 
embodiments . at a point in time or for a duration . A data item may represent 

FIG . 11 illustrates one embodiment of a database system a document or other unstructured data source such as an 
using an ontology consistent with implementations herein . e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper or article . 

FIG . 12 illustrates one embodiment of a system for 65 Each data item may be associated with a unique identifier 
creating data in a data store using a dynamic ontology that uniquely identifies the data item . The data item ' s 
consistent with implementations herein . attributes ( for example , one or more values of a data item or 
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metadata about the data item ) may be represented in one or results and / or underlying object models , as well as addi 
more properties . The terms “ data item , ” “ data object , ” and tional functionality to further filter initial search results . 
" data entity ” may be used interchangeably and / or synony - In some cases , a person or organization may want to 
mously in the present disclosure . search relevant resources regarding transactions or activities 

Item ( or Object or Entity ) Type : Type of a data item . 5 by individuals or organizations . Such organizations may be 
Example data item types may include Account , Transaction , any entity , such as a company , a school , etc . The resources 
Person , Event , or Document . Data item types may be defined and data to be searched may be arranged as data objects and 
by an ontology and may be modified or updated to include may have related information , such as reports , transactions , 
additional data item types . A data item definition ( for people , identifying data ( e . g . , name , address , account or 
example , in an ontology ) may include how the data item is 10 transaction identifiers , phone numbers , email addresses , 
related to other data items , such as being a sub - data item etc . ) , documents , etc . , associated with them . Previous sys 
type of another data item type ( for example , an agent may tems may store data about such information and data objects 
be a sub - data item of a person data item type ) , and the ( or other information relating thereto ) , but may not provide 
properties the data item type may have . any way to search the resources and information in an 

Properties : Attributes of a data item and / or other infor - 15 effective manner . Accordingly , it is advantageous to provide 
mation associated with a data item . Properties may also be the present systems and methods , inter alia , to search 
referred to as “ metadata . ” At a minimum , each property of resources and / or related information in an efficient manner . 
a data item has a property type and a value or values . In order to address these and other challenges , disclosed 
Properties / metadata associated with data items may include herein are various systems and methods for searching 
any information relevant to that data item . For example , 20 resources and related information using data structures , 
properties associated with an account data item ( e . g . , a data which may be enabled by innovative , interactive user inter 
item having an item type of “ account ” ) may include an faces . According to certain aspects , a search system can 
account number , an associated customer identifier , an open - provide integrated searching of resources and information 
ing date , and / or the like . In another example , a person data associated with resources , for example , based on search 
item may include a name ( for example , John Doe ) , an 25 criteria relating to resources and / or other parameters asso 
address ( for example , 123 S . Orange Street ) , and / or a phone ciated with search results or the information desired . 
number ( for example , 800 - 0000 ) , among other properties . In Resources and other information searched and / or displayed 
another example , metadata associated with a computer data may be represented by respective types of data objects , and 
item may include a list of users ( for example , userl , user 2 , each type of data object may have one or more properties 
and the like ) , and / or an IP ( internet protocol ) address , among 30 associated with the type . After receiving search criteria ( e . g . , 
other properties . from a user ) , the system can search the properties of 

Property Type : The type of data a property is , such as a resource data objects and / or other data objects in order to 
string , an integer , or a double . Property types may include identify resources and / or results that meet the search criteria . 
complex property types , such as a series data values asso The system may also use other types of data objects that can 
ciated with timed ticks ( for example , a time series ) , and the 35 be associated with the initial resources and / or data objects 
like . analyzed , and in such case , the system can also perform 

Property Value : The value associated with a property , searching as a function of the properties of such other types 
which is of the type indicated in the property type associated of data objects . By allowing the search criteria to relate to 
with the property . A property may have multiple values . different types of data , the system can provide thorough 

Link : A connection between two data items , based on , for 40 search results . 
example , a relationship , an event , and / or matching proper - Here , by way of example , illustrative search systems and 
ties . Links may be directional , such as one representing a methods may run federated searches against two data 
payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . sources , for example , an elastic search cluster or database 

Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared between two and another database , such as an object - oriented or object 
or more data items . 45 model database . 

Systems may display the search results in a user interface , 
Overview for example , in order to provide an overview of the 

resources and related information . The user interface can be 
As mentioned above , according to various embodiments , organized in a way that makes it easy for users to process or 

a data search and analysis system ( the “ system ” ) is disclosed 50 understand large amounts of data and obtain relevant infor 
that provide search and analysis of large , object - oriented mation in a manner that is both readily comprehendible and 
data sets in an efficient manner via innovative user interface usable . For example , the user interface can display 
features and search algorithm functionality . For example , a resources , search results , associated and / or aggregated infor 
system herein may search for information and / or relation - mation , and / or graphical indicia including object model 
ships based on specified search criteria and return results 55 graphs in various interrelated panes , which may also be 
that may be displayed dynamically and further filtered or tiered and / or toggled between . The user interface may also 
analyzed . The system may involve an object oriented data display specific information about selected data in corre 
base and a software layer including a specialized user s ponding panes , such as in response to user input . In these 
interface between the user and the database ( s ) . The user and other ways , the system can provide a dynamic user 
interface may comprise various tools as well as predefined 60 interface including panes that enable dynamic and useful 
and configurable features that enable effective search of the display of search results and related information to advance 
data as well as display of search results that are configurable the search process and thereby yield meaningful search 
and readily managed to provide immediate and useful search results . The user interface can also allow users to navigate 
results . The user interface may display the search results and information at different levels within the same user interface . 
various graphical representations and models associated 65 For example , in response to user input , the user interface 
with the search results . The user interface may also provide may present details about a particular data object , report , or 
tools enabling dynamic manipulation and display of search other related data within the same interface . The user 
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interface may also allow users to create new objects , inte servers , memory , and / or resources . In one embodiment , 
grate or aggregate search results , and / or add new resources illustrative search systems and methods may run federated 
within the same user interface . searches against two ( or more ) data sources including , for 

In such ways , the present systems and method enable example , an elastic search cluster or database and another 
searching for desired results in a dynamic yet straightfor - 5 database , such as an object - oriented or object model data 
ward manner that avoids existing problems . Unlike previous base . 
systems , for example , systems and methods herein can Additional features , such as searching via the enterprise 
automatically analyze data objects and related information search tab 306 and its associated functionality may also , 
for display and provide tools to readily perform initial and optionally , be generated and provided via such a portal . 
secondary searches of same . The system can also provide 10 Here , for example , such enterprise search tab 306 may 
valuable displays , aggregations , summaries , and / or manipu provide user functionality for searching across several dif 
lations of the underlying information , for example , as ferent data sets , such as information from existing databases , 
explained in connection with the figures below . The system summaries , reports , searches or investigations , as explained 
can provide an efficient way of searching for relevant in more detail in connection with FIGS . 6A - 6F . 
resources and information . Certain details relating to these 15 Turning to the details of FIG . 3A , the transaction search 
and other innovations are explained below , for example , in tab 304 provides a user with specified ( e . g . , pre - set , etc . ) or 
connection with FIGS . 2 - 13 . user - configurable query fields 302 , which enable the user to 

FIG . 2 illustrates an exemplary flowchart 220 associated enter various criteria or queries to be searched against the 
with searching and / or analyzing resources and / or informa available information , such as sources of transactions data . 
tion , such as those involving data structures , according to 20 In the embodiment shown in FIG . 3A , for example , the 
one or more embodiments consistent with aspects of the query fields 302 may include an account holder field 308 , an 
present innovations . While the examples of FIGS . 2 - 13 may asset field 310 ( e . g . , name , symbol , etc . ) , an address or other 
refer to transaction data as the data being processed , other geographic - or location - related field 312 , a date field 314 , 
types of data may be searched and analyzed consistent with and a search button 318 . Further , criteria and queries entered 
the present innovations . As detailed in FIG . 2 , in an initial 25 into these fields may be searched against the tabular trans 
step 221 , a Web interface may be provided to enable action data and / or columns of data within the databases . 
processing and handling of information between a user and According to certain implementations , for example , a search 
one or more data stores or databases to be searched , wherein submission may dynamically search several different col 
such data stores or databases may contain organized infor - umns of potentially matching data from the databases , such 
mation including object oriented and / or relationally - struc - 30 as several different name columns and a social security 
tured information associated with transaction data to be number column . In some embodiments , the searches may be 
searched . Next , at 222 , a user interface is generated that is disjunctive ( i . e . , searched via “ or ” operation ) within a field 
configured to display the transaction data including one or and conjunctive ( i . e . , searched via “ and ” operation ) across 
more representations of the organized information within the the query fields 302 . 
user interface , the one or more representations of the orga - 35 With regard to an illustrative search process , if transaction 
nized information corresponding to parameters of the trans data regarding an account holder is desired , the user may 
action data determinable via search queries , Then , at 223 , enter the person ' s name , social security number or other 
interactive user interface tools may be provided , including identifying information in the account holder field 308 . 
graphical input fields and / or indicia that enable a user to Here , for example , if the user enters last name ‘ Yundt ' in the 
perform predefined and / or customizable searches of the 40 account holder field 308 and selects the search button 318 , 
transaction data as a function of one or more search queries . transaction data matching or corresponding to this search 
Finally , at 224 , in response to selection of one or more query will be displayed on the ensuing search results page . 
search queries in the user interface , various processing may FIG . 3B illustrates a user interface 320 that displays such a 
be performed . For example , the organized information may search results page , including a list of results ( i . e . , matches ) 
be searched and categorized into at least one subset that 45 326 , 328 on the left hand side as well as search information 
meets the one or more search queries , the user interface may 330A of one or more results selected from this list on the 
be generated and / or populated to display the at least one right hand side . Here , for example , search information may 
subset that meets the one or more search queries , and the one be provided for just ‘ Dianna Yundt ' 328 , or for all results 324 
or more representations of the organized information may be or individuals shown in the list of results , namely Krysta 
provided and / or updated to display the transaction data 50 Yundt 326 and Dianna Yundt 328 shown for purposes of 
related to at least one attribute of the one or more search illustration , here . As such , the search information 330A may 
queries . cover the search results for all account holders 332 and may 

include the whole table of transactions 338 pulled from the 
Exemplary User Interfaces of the Search System tabular transaction data derived from the search criteria . In 

55 some embodiments , search results may be further developed 
FIGS . 3A - 3F illustrate various aspects involving exem - by performing aggregation over the whole table of results as 

plary search features and associated user interfaces of a a function of a parameter associated with the search criteria 
search system , according to certain implementations herein . or query . The parameter used to perform such aggregation is 

FIG . 3A illustrates a user interface 300 that displays an a parameter selected or calculated to provide the most useful 
exemplary search portal providing various search fields and 60 results . Options may also be provided to view and further 
options including a ' transaction search ' tab 304 and an search transaction information via a transactions button 334 , 
‘ enterprise search ' tab 306 . As detailed in FIG . 3A , the user or perform additional analysis via an analyze button 336 . 
interface 300 illustrates various search fields and options FIG . 3C illustrates a particular user interface ( UI ) menu 
302 for the transaction search tab 304 selected , as shown in 360 corresponding to the asset field 310 shown in FIG . 3A , 
bold . The transaction search tab 304 and associated func - 65 according to an embodiment herein . The UI menu 360 
tionality may be configured to perform searching on trans - illustrated in FIG . 3C may comprise a specialized asset drop 
action data stored , for example , in tabular format in backend down menu 362 that includes various specific search criteria 

m 
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365 , 366 , 367 , one of which ( an agent name associated with the ability to refine searches as well as select criteria and 
the transaction 366 ) being shown as selected by the user . The parameters regarding which additional aggregations and / or 
text for the search criteria selected by the user , here , may analysis of the search results may be provided . The user 
then be entered into a text box 364 , such as at the top of the interface 400 shown in FIG . 4A may include the various 
drop down menu . In some implementations , the options 5 transaction search fields and parameters set forth above , 
provided in the drop down menu may be predefined , namely an account holder field 404 , an asset field 405 , an 
although additional functionality to customize the list of address or geographic / location field 406 , a drop down menu 
options in the menu may be included , such as by providing to add more fields 407 , and a select button 408 . Turning to 
the option to ' add more fields ' by user input or selection , the search results field 409A , implementations herein may 
such as via an option in a drop down menu ( 365 , top ) and / or 10 provide various aggregations and / or analyses of the search 
via a dedicated drop down menu or button 368 , to customize results ( transaction data ) initially supplied . For example , the 
or add more fields to be searched . According to one embodi - system may calculate and the user interface may display 
ment , a novel asset drop down menu 360 may comprise various graphical indicia helping a user visualize which 
various permutations of specific search criteria , namely parties profited the most from the transactions 414 , which 
selections for account number , agent name , employer name , 15 related entities profited from transactions or were associated 
agent number , and transaction type . with transactions of interest 415 , and / or various timing 

FIG . 3D illustrates a particular user interface ( UI ) menu considerations related to the transaction data . 
370 corresponding to the date field 314 shown in FIG . 3A , FIG . 4B illustrate another user interface 420 that displays 
according to an embodiment herein . As illustrated in FIG . exemplary search and search results fields 403 - 408 , 409B , 
3D , various calendar and graphical user interface options 20 similar to FIG . 4A , though illustrating the capability of 
372 may be provided , here , including a field to enter a date uploading and analyzing reports or documents regarding 
or date range 376 and various buttons to select specific time individuals that contain addition search terms of interest . As 
ranges , such as “ past week ” , “ past month ' , ' past 3 months ' , illustrated in FIG . 4B , implementations herein may upload 
“ past 6 months , ' ' past year ' , ' past 2 years ' , and the like . and automatically parse and extract additional structured 

FIG . 3E illustrates a transactions search results user 25 and / or unstructured data regarding a subject individual that 
interface 380 showing selection of a single individual from may be present in such reports or documents . For example , 
the list of search results as well as associated functionality , the account holder field 404 may include a configurable 
according to embodiments herein . As illustrated in FIG . 3E , search form that automatically parses and extracts the data 
a single individual 382 is selected from the list of search from reports or documents uploaded to the system . In some 
results , and associated search information 330B is provided 30 implementations , the automatic parsing and extraction of the 
in a pane shown , here , on the right side of the user interface data may be achieved via walking the data structure , such as 
380 . The associated functionality may include a profile an XML tree , pulling out information having the relevant 
button 385 to display profile information 384 of the indi - values or tags , and appending the information into the user 
vidual selected . interface to perform further analyses on the initial search 

FIG . 3F illustrates another transactions search results user 35 results . The parsing may be performed right in the browser , 
interface 390 showing selection the single individual Krysta with the extracted values being populated directly into the 
Yundt 382 selected from the list of search results as well as account holder field 404 . Here , then , via selection of a button 
additional analysis features and functionality , according to 417 or other UI option , a user may upload a desired ( e . g . , 
embodiments herein . As with FIG . 3E , the single individual “ XYZ " ) report and automatically extract additional infor 
382 is selected from the list of search results , and associated 40 mation regarding individuals and / or transactions of interest . 
search information 330C and search analysis functionality is Based on this information , additional exploration and aggre 
shown as being provided , here , on the right hand side of the gation of the initial search results , e . g . further analysis such 
screen . As illustrated in FIG . 3F , a user may select an as secondary or iterative searches , may be performed as a 
analyze button 395 to perform and / or provide additional function of the information automatically parsed and 
analysis on a selection of initial search results ( e . g . , person 45 extracted from the desired report . 
382 , transaction data , etc . ) returned from the database ( s ) , FIGS . 5A - 5C illustrate various aspects involving exem 
such as from the tabular transaction data source . The analyze plary tagging , saving and exploring results features and 
button 392 may provide a variety of aggregations over the associated user interfaces of a search system for searching 
transaction data to graphically display unique results that resources and / or information , according to certain embodi 
help a user visualize and understand data of significance 50 ments . 
associated with the selected user . With regard to several FIG . 5A illustrates a user interface 500 that displays 
illustrative aggregations shown in FIG . 3F , the search infor exemplary features of displaying and tagging ( or starring ) an 
mation 330C may include a list of transactions or products individual of interest , according to embodiments herein . As 
that were most profitable 392 , a list of associated entities that illustrated in FIG . 5A , a user interface 500 displaying search 
profited the most from that transaction data 394 , and a graph 55 results 502 and search information 503A similar to those 
showing net profits over time 396 . Various other custom described above is disclosed . When the profile button 411 is 
aggregations , graphs and views may also be provided , as a selected , the profile 505 of a selected individual 504A is 
function of the parameters of the transaction data in ques - displayed on the right hand side . As a user performs searches 
tion . of numerous individuals , for example , the user may tag or 
FIGS . 4A - 4B illustrate various further aspects involving 60 star any individual that they would like to later analyze 

exemplary search and analysis features and associated user further or aggregate / compare with other individuals or infor 
interfaces of a system for searching and analyzing resources mation . In FIG . 5A , for example , the user may tag or star 
and related information , according to certain embodiments . “ Rufus Robel ' and add him to a saved person of interest list . 

FIG . 4A illustrates a user interface 400 that displays an Similarly , the user may perform searches as well as 
exemplary transactions search fields 403 - 408 and an exem - 65 analyze and add a number of additional individuals to the 
plary transaction search results field 409A , according to saved persons of interest list . As shown in FIG . 5B , the user 
embodiments herein . As illustrated in FIG . 4A , users have may then assemble a list of all the individuals who have been 
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selected as being of interest , with the exemplary user inter 624 associated with the root node . Further , each work item 
face 510 , here , showing a list of 3 individuals of interest 624 may include a plurality of actions 625A , 625B that 
compiled together . Finally , as illustrated in FIG . 5C , the user parties have added to the work item 624 
may then assemble , aggregate , and further analyze the sum According to implementations herein , information from 
of data for all the selected individuals , to analyze or assess 5 the data sources may be transformed into the object models 
whether the compiled or aggregate search results for all of used to provide the search results , above . In one embodi 
the person of interest shed light on any overlap , shared ment , for example , the initial information or source record 
transaction activities , and / or other transaction commonalties may be arranged as semi - structured case records . Such 
between the group of individuals selected as being of records may be parsed and broken - out into the appropriate 
interest . 10 object model used to provide the search results . Here , for 

FIGS . 6A - 6F illustrate various aspects involving exem example , an object model may be a graph of a single parent 
plary enterprise search 403 features and associated user node and a plurality of child nodes . The object models may 
interfaces of a search system for searching resources and then be traversed to provide a variety of search results 
related information using data structures . associated with analyzing the full set of nodes within each 

FIG . 6A illustrates a user interface 600 that displays 15 object model . Here , then , if the basic search initially pro 
exemplary search features and search results 605A related to vides a match of a child node in an object model , the search 
the enterprise search tab 403 as well as underlying func - will traverse the graph of the parent and all of its children . 
tionality , according to embodiments herein . As illustrated in Based on such extended analysis , various UI information 
FIG . 6A , when the enterprise search tab 403 is selected , a list and custom views of relevant or potentially relevant infor 
of various enterprise search fields 601 - 604 are shown , here , 20 mation may be provided . 
as being displayed on the left hand side of the user interface , FIG . 6D illustrates a custom view user interface 640 that 
and enterprise search results 605A may be displayed on the displays various search results and custom views including 
right hand side . In some embodiments , the enterprise search those that may be derived from object model analysis , such 
fields may include a person name search field 601 , an entity as that above , according to embodiments herein . As illus 
name search field 602 , a full text search field 604 , a list of 25 trated in FIG . 6D , a list of various search results and custom 
enterprise data sources that may be selected for searching views that may be similar to and / or associated with those 
604 , and a search button . The enterprise search results 605A shown in FIG . 6B are shown . These specialized search 
may include a table of transaction data 606 that satisfies the results and custom views may comprise various information 
search criteria . and / or fields . Such fields may comprise a field for ' notes ' 

FIG . 6B illustrates a user interface 608 that displays 30 ( e . g . , including content such as date , author , note , etc . ) , a 
additional exemplary search results related to the enterprise field for workflow history ( e . g . , including content such as 
search functionality set forth in FIG . 6A , according to date , author , assignee , assignee group , comment , title , etc . ) , 
present embodiments . Here , in the example shown , the user a field for ‘ subjects ' or individuals ( e . g . , including content 
interface 608 may display search results based on informa such as name , address , email , phone , etc . ) , a field containing 
tion from one or more data sources selected from the 35 information regarding the entity or entities associated with 
enterprise data sources field 604 for an individual selected in transactions ( e . g . , including content such as name , profes 
the person search field 601 . The search results may include sion , address , data associated with the entity or entities , etc . ) , 
records that are modeled or based on the information in the and / or a field related to conduct or information associated 
data sources , augmented to provide information that is with transaction data ( e . g . , including content or fields for 
derived as a function of analysis of the underlying data 40 ongoing transactions , dates associated with the transaction , 
structures , e . g . , object models such as those organized using name , type , asset , etc . In one implementation , the ' subjects ' 
object nodes and / or object link graphs . FIG . 6B illustrates an field may include a toggle button that displays the names in 
exemplary record 609 that may be characterized by a record a manner suitable for copying and pasting . In certain 
number 610 and a work identifier 611 . Options to view a embodiments , these custom view user interfaces may dis 
printable version of the record 615 and / or highlight data that 45 play information from the parent node and all of the children 
matches in the search 616 may be provided as buttons in n odes that are returned based on the search criteria provided . 
some implementations . The selected record 609 may include Further , an individual performing the search herein and 
a variety of additional information based on the object and manipulating the user interfaces may navigate between ( to 
underlying information . Among other things , for example , and from ) the custom views and the associated graphical 
the additional information may comprise a record informa - 50 depictions of the object model data being displayed in the 
tion field 612 containing status and other details of the custom view , for example , between views such as FIG . 6C 
record , an object / results field 613 that provides information and FIG . 6D , wherein the information being displayed in 
regarding the objects including associated data , and a sum - any such interrelated custom view ( s ) is dynamically and 
mary field 614 listing summary information related to the automatically updated to reflect the latest search criteria 
search results provided . 55 and / or adjustments to the search criteria or underlying data 
As mentioned above , the search results may include made during the search . 

records that are based on the information in the data sources , Turning back to FIG . 6D , such custom view user inter 
in that the search results are derived as a function of analysis faces 640 may be similar to FIG . 5B in that it displays search 
of object models of the data source information . FIG . 6C results based on information from another data source 
illustrates a user interface 620 that displays exemplary 60 selected from the enterprise data sources field 604 for an 
graphical depictions of an object model including the under individual selected from a list of search results 641 on the 
lying objects and data structures , according to one embodi - left hand side of the user interface 640 . As illustrated in FIG . 
ment . As illustrated in FIG . 6C , an exemplary object model 6D , a user interface showing search results from an exem 
621 may include a root node 622 , one or more people 623C plary “ ABC ” database for a search subject named “ Jane 
associated with the root node , one or more attachments 65 Doe ” are provided . Here , for example , the search results in 
623A , 623B associated with the root node , one or more notes the search results field 642 may include specified informa 
associated with the root node , and one or more work items tion 643 regarding Ms . Doe from the ABC database as well 
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as various other information 644 related to the person or 622 of FIG . 6C , may be established and reclassified and 
transaction data being searched . relocated graphically as a parent node . 

Search results shown in the custom view user interface In the implementation shown in FIG . 6E , an object model 
640 may be based on various search algorithms for an view related to the search results shown in FIG . 6D may be 
individual or information selected from a list of search 5 initially provided as a function of a subject data property that 
results 641 on the left hand side of the user interface 640 . In is searched ( e . g . , a property related to a child node 654 
some embodiments , the custom view information 640 may and / or associated property , such as a person , etc . ) . The initial 
include search results such as firms , related persons , hit provided based on the search may be displayed as an 
accounts related to the transaction ( s ) , associated organiza object 654 , such as a person , associated with the parent node 
tions , or other elements of the data structures revealed in 10 651 . One or more attachments 652 , 653 associated with the 
response to the search query . The custom view information parent node 651 may also then be display on the object 
640 may be generated based on specialized search algo - model graph as child objects of the parent node 651 . 
rithms , which may be performed as a function of data Similarly , one or more work items 655 may be identified and 
properties of the data sources ( e . g . , document identifiers , displayed as child nodes of the parent node 651 , and 
record identifiers , transaction numbers , etc . ) , which provide , 15 associated items such as actions 656 , 657 may be displayed 
as results , information associated with child or root nodes of as children of the work item 655 . Further or secondary 
the object trees . Such information may be provided by a searching may also then be performed and the results 
complete mapping , e . g . , via full mapping of all data source / displayed via one or more of the object model graph and / or 
unique property combinations , of each data source ' s unique an associated search results panes , e . g . , user interface 630 , 
data properties against the object trees . This provides or 20 search results 658 , 659 , 660 , etc . 
yields search capabilities that are able to bring back results FIG . 6F is another custom view user interface 670 that 
related to the roots and / or child nodes thereof . As such , helps illustrate further searching and graphical features , 
systems and methods may be structured such that the unique associated search algorithms , analysis and search results , 
properties are configured to link back to the tree roots . and an exemplary object model graph including the objects 

Turning back to search algorithms of the overall object 25 and underlying information and structure of the objects , 
trees , one illustrative algorithm may include performing full according to various embodiment herein . As described in 
text searching across all items that exist in the backend connection with FIG . 6F , search algorithms and / or further or 
database ( s ) that have the relevant data source labeled on the secondary searching may be performed to identify particular 
object as a property , identifying objects that match the information and / or objects that bear relation to the initial 
property / search criteria , analyzing those data object via 30 search criteria and / or results provided . Some search algo 
assessing specific properties of the object , performing map - rithms and logic may involve novel data integrations that are 
ping of various data associated with the search criteria , and defined in a way that there are unique properties to link back 
returning search results associated with the objects that to the tree roots regarding , as explained further below . Other 
contain the data being mapped against the objects . Various search algorithms and logic may involve novel data inte 
custom views may then be provided displaying these search 35 grations that read through all the transaction data / roots and 
results as a function of the information and / or hierarchical reduce those into associated persons , which may then be 
structure ( s ) associated with the underlying objects returned shown in a person view that displays all aggregated data 
in the search . associated with that person / profile . Turning to one example , 

In certain embodiments , various search algorithms that an initial search may provide a hit on a person object 654 , 
may be included or involved in the processing and providing 40 and such object may have identifying numbers , parameters 
such custom views may utilize specialized search logic , such or criteria associated with it , which may be listed in the 
as logic used for searching elastic search clusters and / or adjacent fields 658 , 659 , 660 . For an initial object identified 
various backend systems . Here , for example , the search as being of interest , objects or nodes sharing or having 
logic involved in the enterprise searching may involve relation to that selection may then be displayed in the graph 
special data integrations are defined in such a way to provide 45 and may be further searched as a function of secondary 
and / or utilize unique properties which are utilized to link searching . According to implementations herein , this sec 
back to the tree roots . Further , other search integrations may o ndary searching may be a search of second identifying 
be configured to read through and reduce all the tree roots to information associated with an object , such as an identifying 
get back to a subject parameter , for example , an entity number , parameter or criteria selected from the data dis 
involved with the transaction data . All of these search results 50 played in the adjacent fields 658 , 659 , 660 . A secondary 
and related data may be aggregated into a profile , such as a search performed on such information may then return roots 
profile associated with a transaction entity . of the graph associated with the second identifying infor 

FIG . 6E illustrates a custom view user interface 650 that mation selected . When such secondary searching is per 
displays an exemplary object model graph including the formed , the object ( s ) returned from the search typically 
objects and underlying object and data structure information 55 contain the identifier corresponding to the data property of 
as well as search results fields such as for object types 658 , the object being searched by the user . 
entity properties 659 and event properties 660 , according to However , in certain implementations of specific search 
an embodiment . As illustrated in FIG . 6E , an object model logic , there may be exceptions when a search may extend 
displayed in the custom view 650 may be restructured from beyond exclusively returning objects having the precise 
a previous display ( e . g . , FIG . 6C ) and is configurable into 60 identifier or directly corresponding to the unique properties 
differing object structures to facilitate visualization by a user searched . For example , for specific parameters , such as 
and provide improved handling or processing of search , phone numbers ( e . g . , objects 672 , 673 ) , emails ( e . g . , object 
analysis and / or other functionality associated with the object 671 ) and the like , specific secondary searches regarding such 
model or object model graph . According to implementations parameters may be performed . One specific secondary 
herein , the object model and graph may be automatically 65 search , here , may include a first search iteration that yields 
and / or manually configurable . Here , for example , a parent at least one object ( e . g . , a person 654 ) directly linked to such 
node 654 , e . g . , stemming from an initially - identified node parameter , followed by one or more additional searches to 
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return extended search results , such as information based on At data flow action 2 , the system 700 searches properties 
a search parameter ( e . g . , a record or node sharing a same of resource data objects and / or properties of other objects 
identification number or parameter of the person ) and / or associated with the resource data objects based on the search 
additional or associated objects , work items or the like , criteria . If the user only entered search criteria relating to 
which may also be related to such records or nodes . In one 5 resources , the system 700 can identify resource data objects 
example , a first search may be done to get back to a person that meet the search criteria and return the identified 
( return that object ) , then perform another search to return the resource data objects as well as document data objects , event 
associated record object 651 and its child nodes , then even data objects , entity data objects , other data objects or infor 
further searching to return children of those objects , e . g . , mation associated with the identified resource data objects . 
work items 656 , 657 . Such secondary or extended search of 10 As explained above , search criteria relating to resources may 
objects / nodes may thereby provide a more expansive set of be based on properties of other data objects linked to 
roots to display in the tree . Here , then , such search logic may resource data objects , and the identified resource data 
return results for these specific parameters ( e . g . , phone objects can include resource data objects whose associated 
numbers , email addresses , etc . ) , where the secondary search data objects have properties that meet some or all of the 
is performed and the search results may include all infor - 15 search criteria . If the user only entered search criteria 
mation related to such parameters , even though the objects relating to a person or transaction , the system 700 may 
may not be contained in or be directly associated with the identify data objects that meet the search criteria and return 
unique property . the identified person or transaction data objects as well as 

In many implementations , however , basic search func - resource data objects , event data objects , entity data objects , 
tionality herein may be configured in a straightforward 20 or other data objects associated with the identified document 
manner to primarily involve and return only objects directly data objects . Similar to the resource data objects , search 
having or linked with a unique property , then follow that criteria relating to documents may also be based on prop 
object back to the root ( s ) . Such root is then displayed in the erties of other data objects linked to document data objects , 
results list , and the root is then passed to the custom view to and the identified document data objects can include docu 
gather the full tree for display . 25 ment data objects whose associated data objects have prop 

Finally , the various information displayed in the special erties that meet some or all of the search criteria . In a similar 
ized search results and custom views of FIGS . 6A - 6F may fashion , searches centered around event data objects , entity 
be selected and used as additional search criteria to augment data objects , or other data objects associated with resource 
or refine the initial search results , such as via the secondary data objects can be performed . If the user entered a combi 
search functionality discussed above . 30 nation of search criteria relating to resources and search 

Searching Data Sources , Information and / or Objects criteria relating to other data objects ( for example , transac 
FIG . 7 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the interaction tions , people , documents , or entities ) , the system 700 can 

between the various components of a search system 700 run the search for resource data objects with the search 
configured to search data sources and related information criteria relating to resources and run the search for other data 
( e . g . , documents , information , objects , etc . ) using data struc - 35 objects with the search criteria relating to such other data 
tures , according to one embodiment . Certain details relating objects , and return all resource data objects and such other 
to the system 700 are explained above , e . g . , in connection data objects in the search results , e . g . , as explained above . 
with FIGS . 2 - 6F . The system 700 may include a search The search engine 750 may provide various search - related 
engine 750 and may be connected to one or more data functions , such as searching by faceting , indexing , etc . The 
sources 720 . The data sources 720 may include one or more 40 data source ( s ) 720 can store information associated with the 
databases . The system 700 may communicate with a user data objects . For example , the data sources 720 can include 
system 710 . The search system may also include a process the database system 1110 as explained in connection with 
ing component 760 that handles the storage of data returned FIG . 11 . 
from the data sources along with any data generated by the The data model or data objects may be organized in a 
search system . The search engine 750 and / or processing 45 particular way in order to optimize searches . For example , a 
component 760 may reside on a separate computing device resource data object may include document data objects , and 
from the system 700 , depending on the embodiment . document data objects also are associated with resource data 
At data flow action 1 , the system 700 receives search objects . Similarly , a resource data object may include event 

criteria for identifying desired source data and information data objects , and event data objects also are associated with 
( e . g . , documents , information , objects , etc . ) . Users can enter 50 resource data objects . Circular references may be eliminated 
search criteria relating to any or multiple of those data types . among data objects in order to provide faster search results . 
As explained above , source data and related information At data flow action 3 , the system 700 provides the search 
may be represented as respective types of data objects and results meeting the search criteria . As mentioned above , the 
can be stored in one or more databases or data sources . search results can include information such as transactions , 
Certain search criteria may relate to properties of resource 55 people , resources , documents , entities , or other objects . 
data objects , or properties of other data objects linked to the Even in cases where the user only enters search criteria for 
resource data objects . In some embodiments , the search a person or transaction , the system 700 may return the 
criteria for resources may be based on the properties of data information or other objects associated with the identified 
objects that are not resource data objects . When the system person or transaction . 
700 receives the search criteria , the system 700 can search 60 At data flow action 4 , the user system 710 displays the 
through the properties of the resource data objects for the search results including appropriate summary of resources 
criteria , search through properties of associated data objects , and / or related information ( e . g . , transactions , people , docu 
and search through the properties of any other related data ments , information and / or other objects ) in the search 
objects for relevant properties . The search may be more results . The summary can relate to multiple resources or 
dynamic since properties of resource data objects , document 65 each individual resource , for example , as explained in 
objects , event data objects , entity data objects , or other connection with FIGS . 3A - 6F . The user system 710 may 
associated objects can be used . generate a tiered user interface in which resources are 
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displayed in one pane or section and details about the objects of the resource data object , the properties related to 
resources are displayed in another pane or section . The the search criteria can also be shown by various written 
details can change based on the selected resource ( s ) . As in and / or graphical indicia . 
FIGS . 3A - 6F , the resources may be displayed in a first At data flow action 5 , the system 800 receives user 
region or pane , and the details about the resources ( e . g . , 5 selection of one or more search criteria and / or attributes . At 
information about documents , etc . ) can be displayed in a data flow action 6 , the system 800 filters the search results 
second region or pane the content of the second pane can based on the one or more criteria and / or attributes . If user 
change or update based on the information in the first pane . selects multiple attributes , the system 400 can recognize that 

Depending on whether one resource is selected or multiple multiple attributes have been selected and compute the 
resources are selected in the first pane , the second pane can 10 changes to the user interface and refresh the user interface 

once for the selected attributes . Additionally , the system may display information ( e . g . , summary ) about a single resource determine that all remaining search results have a given or display aggregate information ( e . g . , summary ) about attribute , and may therefore disallow the user from dese multiple resources . lecting that attribute ( e . g . , by greying out the attribute ) , Although various aspects of searching are described using 15 thereby preventing the user from filtering down to zero 
transactions , people , resources , documents , information , and results . The user may also opt - in for certain attributes , e . g . , entities , the search system described in this disclosure ( e . g . , filter for data objects having the certain attributes . Also , the the system 700 ) can accommodate any type of primary user can opt - out of certain attributes , e . g . , filter for data 
objects and related objects . The search can be focused on a objects not having certain attributes . 
primary object and be based on properties and / or character - 20 At data flow action 7 , the system 800 provides filtered 
istics of the primary object as well as linked objects of the search results . At data flow action 8 , the user system 810 
primary object . The search system may accommodate any updates the graphical indicia and / or search results to reflect 
data organized around an object and its related information . the number of resources according to the one or more search 
All the user interfaces described above , for example , in criteria / attributes . 
connection with FIGS . 3A - 6F , may also be adapted and 25 In some embodiments , the user system 810 may perform 
configured for various types of data . For instance , the user data flow actions 5 - 7 , instead of the system 800 . 
interfaces of FIGS . 3A - 6F may be adapted for other types of Any of the data flow actions performed by the system 800 
data . The search system can be compatible with any type of may be based on user input , may be automated , or may be 
search - analyze - export workflow . based on a combination of user input and automation . 

Any of the data flow actions performed by the system 700 30 
may be based on user input , may be automated , or may be Saving and Sharing Searches for Resources and 
based on a combination of user input and automation . Related Information 

Searching for Resources and Related Information FIG . 9 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the interaction 
Via Graphical UI Features 35 between the various components of a search system config 

ured to search resources and related information using a 
FIG . 8 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the interaction saved or shared search , according to one embodiment . The 

between the various components of a search system 800 search system 900 and corresponding components of FIG . 9 
configured to search resources and / or related information may be similar to or the same as the system 700 , 800 and 
( e . g . , people , transactions , documents , information , entities , 40 similarly named components of FIGS . 7 and 8 . The search 
and / or other objects ) via graphical UI features , according to system 900 may include additional or different components , 
various embodiments . The system 800 and corresponding depending on the embodiment . Certain details relating to the 
components of FIG . 8 may be similar to or the same as the search system 900 are explained above . Some details relat 
system 700 and similarly named components of FIG . 7 . The ing to systems such as 700 , 800 , and 900 that may be 
system 800 may include additional or different components , 45 associated with the implementations of FIGS . 3A - 9 are 
depending on the embodiment . Certain details relating to the explained below , e . g . , in connection with FIGS . 11 - 13 . 
system 800 are explained in connection with the above At data flow action 1 , the search system 900 receives 
disclosure . search criteria for identifying people , transactions , resources 

At data flow action 1 , the system 800 receives search and / or related information ( e . g . , documents , information , 
criteria for identifying people , transactions , resources , docu - 50 entities , and / or other objects ) . Data flow action 1 may be 
ments , information , entities , and / or other objects . Data flow similar to data flow action 1 of FIGS . 7 and 8 . At data flow 
action 1 may be similar to data flow action 1 of FIG . 7 . At action 2 , the search system 900 searches properties of 
data flow action 2 , the system 800 searches for people , resource data objects and / or properties of other objects 
transactions , resources , documents , information , entities , associated with the resource data objects based on the search 
and / or other objects based on the search criteria . At data flow 55 criteria . Data flow action 2 may be similar to data flow action 
action 3 , the system 800 provides the search results meeting 2 of FIG . 7 . 
the search criteria . Data flow action 3 may be similar to data At data flow action 3 , the search system 900 provides 
flow action 3 of FIG . 7 . search results meeting the search criteria and may include 
At data flow action 4 , the user system 810 displays unique IDs of data objects . The search results can include 

information and / or attributes associated with the resources 60 unique IDs of resource data objects and / or unique IDs of 
in the search results and graphical UI indicia for the attri - related document , event , entity , or other data objects . The 
butes . For example , the user system 810 displays the attri - user system 910 may generate a user interface to display the 
butes of the resources and corresponding graphical indicia in results based on the unique IDs in the search results . In order 
the search results panes as explained in connection with to reduce the amount of state information stored at the 
FIGS . 3A - 6F . The user system 810 may also display attri - 65 system 900 ( e . g . , web server ) , the search system 900 and the 
butes of other data objects as appropriate . For instance , if user system 910 may send and receive the IDs of the relevant 
certain search criteria is based on properties of linked data data objects , and corresponding details can be obtained in 
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subsequent requests . In certain embodiments , the initial search is created on the Desktop of the user ' s computer . The 
search results may include information to be displayed in a user may also share the search , for example , by email or 
search window or pane . In some cases , the user system 910 through a link . When the user saves or shares the search , the 
can first receive a list of attributes associated with the IDs in system 900 may create a unique ID for the search , create a 
the initial search results and then request the number of data 5 permanent link ( e . g . , permalink ) to access the search , and 
objects having each attribute in subsequent requests . Or the save relevant information ( e . g . , state information ) in the data 
user system 910 may request both the list of attributes sources 920 . The system 900 may also save information 
associated with the IDs and the number of data objects specific to the user , such as the starred resources . When the having each attribute after receiving the initial search results . search is accessed at a later time by the user or another user , At data flow action 4 , the system 900 receives request ( s ) 10 
for data associated with one or more unique IDs . If the user the system 900 can return results that meet the search criteria 

at that time . Therefore , the users can view the up - to - date system 910 needs details for particular ID ( s ) , the user system search results for the same search criteria . In some embodi 910 can send one or more request ( s ) to the system 900 for 
the details . The system 900 can return the appropriate ments , the user may not make changes to a shared search , 
information . at 970 . to the user system 910 . and the user 15 but may create or share a new search based on the shared 
system 910 can use the details in generating the user search . The system 900 can create a new unique ID for the 
interface . In one example , if the user selects a particular 
resource , the user system 910 requests the details for the The new search may also be shared . Users may make 
selected resource to the system 900 , and the system 900 changes to their own saved searches . 
returns the details . 20 At data flow action 7 , the user system 910 reruns the 

At data flow action 5 , the user system 910 generates a user search . When the user accesses the link to the saved or 
interface based on the received data . As explained above , the shared search , the user system 910 requests the search to the 
user system 910 can compute and generate the user interface system 900 , and the system 900 can provide the up - to - date 
on the fly based on the search results . The user may filter the results for the search , as explained above . 
initial search results by selecting or excluding attributes 25 Any of the data flow actions performed by the system 900 
from user interface search functionality . For instance , the may be based on user input , may be automated , or may be 
user system 910 may only receive identifiers ( IDs ) associ based on a combination of user input and automation . 
ated with the data objects and generate the user interface on FIG . 10 illustrates a flowchart for searching resources the fly based on the IDs . The user system 910 may request and / or related information ( e . g . , people , transactions , docu further information used for generating the user interface 30 ments , information , entities , and / or other objects ) using data ( e . g . , details for particular IDs ) from the search system 900 structures , according to certain embodiments . The process as needed . The user system 910 can request the system 900 1000 may be implemented by one or more systems for updated search results . The user system 910 can also described with respect to FIGS . 7 - 9 . For illustrative pur request the system 900 for the updated count for the attri 
butes in order to compute the search results , including 35 poses , the process 1000 is explained below in connection 
graphical indicia . When any changes or updates occur within with the system 700 in FIG . 7 . Certain details relating to the 
the user interface that triggers an update to the search , the process 1000 are also explained in more detail elsewhere 
user system 910 or the system 900 can determine what other herein . Depending on the embodiment , the process 1000 
data within the user interface should be updated . In certain may include fewer or additional blocks , and the blocks may 
embodiments , the user system 910 or the system 900 deter - 40 be performed in an order that is different than illustrated . 
mines the dependencies between different parts of an appli At block 1001 , the system 1000 receives search criteria 
cation and figures out the order of changes as well as the for identifying data associated with transactions and / or 
minimum amount of changes that should be made to update related information ( e . g . , people , transaction data , docu 
( e . g . , avoid repeating same or similar operations , etc . ) . ments , information , entities and / or other objects ) . The 
Using the IDs of data objects in the search results can 45 search criteria may relate to the people , transaction data , 

reduce the amount of data that is stored on the system 900 resources , documents , information , entities , or other objects . 
for a particular search . For example , the web server can only For example , the search criteria may include one or more of 
store the IDs and obtain further information from the data the search criteria , parameters and / or selections set forth 
sources 920 as needed . For example , in response to an initial above in connection with FIGS . 3A - 6F . Some of the search 
search the search system 900 may obtain results as a list of 50 criteria relating to the resources may be based on the 
matching object IDs . Then the matching object IDs may be properties of other data objects associated with the 
used by the search system to obtain information needed to resources . The information , transaction data , resources , 
render information such as graphical indicia , keywords tab , documents , entities , and other objects may be represented as 
etc . This information may then be provided to the user respective data objects . Such elements may also be associ 
system 910 for rendering . When the user provides an input , 55 ated with each other . 
e . g . , clicking a graphical indicia checkbox , the search sys At block 1002 , the system 700 automatically identifies 
tem 900 may then filter to the subset of object IDs still subsets of the resources and / or related information ( e . g . , 
matching from the original search , and recompute all the UI transaction data , people , documents , information , entities , 
elements ( e . g . , GUI indicia , etc . ) . In this manner , the system and / or other objects ) that meet the search criteria . The 
900 can provide scalability since the web server does not 60 identified resources may meet the search criteria or may be 
need to store a lot of information for a search , and in certain associated with the identified documents , events , entities , or 
implementations may maintain an initial list of matching other objects that meet the search criteria . The identification 
object ids configured to be further filtered very efficiently , of the subsets of the search results can be based on one or 
and may thereby be able to handle a large number of more of : properties of the transactions , properties of the 
concurrent search requests without crashing . 65 resources , properties of the documents , properties of the 
At data flow action 6 , the user system 910 saves the search information , properties of the entities , or properties of other 

including the search criteria . For example , a link to the data objects associated with the resources . Similar to the 
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identified resources , such elements can meet the search In one embodiment , a body of data is conceptually 
criteria or can be associated with the identified resources that structured according to an object - centric data model repre 
meet the search criteria . sented by ontology 1105 . The conceptual data model is 

At block 1003 , the system 700 may generate a user independent of any particular database used for durably 
interface configured to display the search results and / or 5 storing one or more database ( s ) 1109 based on the ontology 
identified resources and attributes associated with the search 1105 . For example , each object of the conceptual data model 
results and / or identified resources . The attributes can corre may correspond to one or more rows in a relational database 
spond to some or all of the properties of the identified or an entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 

resources . In some embodiments , at least some of the ( LDAP ) database , or any combination of one or more 
10 databases . attributes can correspond to the properties of the other data 

objects associated with the resources . The user interface can FIG . 11 illustrates an object - centric conceptual data 
model according to an embodiment . An ontology 1105 , as display an aggregate summary relating to the identified noted above , may include stored information providing a 

transaction data , resources and documents , information , data model for storage of data in the database 1109 . The entities , and other objects associated with the identified 15 ontology 1105 may be defined by one or more object types , 
resources . Graphical indicia , such as interactive graphical which may each be associated with one or more property 
indicia , may be displayed in the user interface for each types . At the highest level of abstraction , data object 1101 is 
attribute . The graphical indicia can reflect the number of the a container for information representing things in the world . 
identified resources having the attribute . For example , data object 1101 can represent an entity such 

In certain embodiments , the user interface includes a first 20 as a person , a place , an organization , a market instrument , or 
pane for displaying the identified resources or parameters other noun . Data object 1101 can represent an event that 
and a second pane for displaying information associated happens at a point in time or for a duration . Data object 1101 
with one or more selected items of the identified resources can represent a document or other unstructured data source 
or parameters . If one or more resources of the identified such as transaction data , information regarding people , 
resources or parameters are selected in the first pane , one or 25 entities and / or events , documents , or the like . Each data 
more of transaction data , documents , information , entities , object 1101 is associated with a unique identifier that 
or other objects associated with the one or more selected uniquely identifies the data object within the database sys 
resources may be displayed in the second pane . Fortem . 
example , the one or more of transaction data , documents , Different types of data objects may have different prop 
information , entities , or other objects displayed in the sec - 30 erty types . For example , a “ Person ” data object might have 
ond pane can meet the search criteria . an “ Eye Color ” property type and an “ Event ” data object 

At block 1004 , the system 700 receives selection of one might have a “ Date ” property type . Each property 1103 as 
or more attributes . At block 1005 , the system 700 filters the represented by data in the database system 1110 may have a 
identified resources to a subset that meets the one or more property type defined by the ontology 1105 used by the 
attributes . 35 database 1105 . 

At block 1006 , the system 700 updates the user interface Objects may be instantiated in the database 1109 in 
to display the subset that meets the one or more attributes . accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
For example , updating the user interface may include updat - particular object in the ontology 1105 . For example , a 
ing the graphical indicia of the attributes to reflect the specific monetary payment ( e . g . , an object of type " event " ) 
number of resources having respective attribute in the subset 40 of US $ 30 . 00 ( e . g . , a property of type " currency " ) taking 
that meets the one or more attributes . In some embodiments , place on 3 / 27 / 2016 ( e . g . , a property of type " date ” ) may be 
the system 700 receives exclusion of second one or more stored in the database 1109 as an event object with associ 
attributes , or an indication of the exclusion . The system 700 ated currency and date properties as defined within the 
filters the identified resources to a second subset that does ontology 1105 . 
not meet the second one or more attributes . The system 700 45 The data objects defined in the ontology 1105 may 
updates the user interface to display the second subset . The support property multiplicity . In particular , a data object 
system 700 also updates the graphical indicia of the attri 1101 may be allowed to have more than one property 1103 
butes to reflect the number of resources having respective of the same property type . For example , a “ Person " data 
attribute in the second subset . object might have multiple “ Address ” properties or multiple 

In certain embodiments , the user system 710 performs all 50 “ Name ” properties . 
or some of blocks 1001 - 1007 , instead of the system 700 . For Each link 1102 represents a connection between two data 
example , as described in connection with FIGS . 8 - 9 , the user objects 1101 . In one embodiment , the connection may be 
system 710 generates the user interface , filters the identified through a relationship , an event , or through matching prop 
resources to the subset that meets the one or more attributes , erties . Further , a relationship connection may be asymmetri 
updates the user interface , updates the graphical indicia of 55 cal or symmetrical . For example , “ Person ” data object A 
the attributes , etc . may be connected to “ Person ” data object B by a “ Child Of ” 

relationship ( where “ Person ” data object B has an asym 
Object Centric Data Model metric “ Parent Of ' relationship to “ Person ” data object A ) , 

a “ Kin Of ” symmetric relationship to “ Person ” data object 
To provide a framework for the discussion of specific 60 C , and an asymmetric “ Member Of ” relationship to “ Orga 

systems and methods described herein , an example database nization ” data object X . The type of relationship between 
system 1110 using an ontology 1105 will now be described . two data objects may vary depending on the types of the data 
This description is provided for the purpose of providing an objects . For example , “ Person ” data object A may have an 
example and is not intended to limit the techniques to the " Appears In ” relationship with “ Document ” data object Y or 
example data model , the example database system , or the 65 have a “ Participate In ” relationship with “ Event " data object 
example database system ' s use of an ontology to represent E . As an example of an event connection , two “ Person " data 
information . objects may be connected by an “ Airline Flight ” data object 
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representing a particular airline flight if they traveled 1220 . For example , a base property type 1220 may be 
together on that flight , or by a “ Transaction ” data object “ Locations ” and a property type 1216 may be “ Home . ” 
representing a particular transaction if they both participated in an embodiment , a user of the system uses an object type 
in that transaction . In one embodiment , when two data editor 1224 to create and / or modify the object types 1210 
objects are connected by an event , they are also connected 5 and define attributes of the object types . In an embodiment , 
by relationships , in which each data object has a specific a user of the system uses a property type editor 1226 to 
relationship to the event , such as , for example , an “ Appears create and / or modify the property types 1216 and define 
In ” relationship . attributes of the property types . In an embodiment , a user of 
As an example of a matching properties connection , two the system uses link type editor 1228 to create the link types 

“ Person ” data objects representing a brother and a sister , 10 1230 . Alternatively , other programs , processes , or program 
may both have an “ Address ” property that indicates where matic controls may be used to create link types and property 
they live . If the brother and the sister live in the same home , types and define attributes , and using editors is not required . 
then their “ Address ” properties likely contain similar , if not In an embodiment , creating a property type 1216 using the 
identical property values . In one embodiment , a link property type editor 1226 involves defining at least one 
between two data objects may be established based on 15 parser definition using a parser editor 1222 . A parser defi 
similar or matching properties ( e . g . , property types and / or nition comprises metadata that informs parser 1202 how to 
property values ) of the data objects . These are just some parse input data 1200 to determine whether values in the 
examples of the types of connections that may be repre - input data can be assigned to the property type 1216 that is 
sented by a link and other types of connections may be associated with the parser definition . In an embodiment , 
represented ; embodiments are not limited to any particular 20 each parser definition may comprise a regular expression 
types of connections between data objects . For example , a parser 1204A or a code module parser 1204B . In other 
document might contain references to two different objects . embodiments , other kinds of parser definitions may be 
For example , a document may contain a reference to a provided using scripts or other programmatic elements . 
payment ( one object ) , and a person ( a second object ) . A link Once defined , both a regular expression parser 1204A and a 
between these two objects may represent a connection 25 code module parser 1204B can provide input to parser 1202 
between these two entities through their co - occurrence to control parsing of input data 1200 . 
within the same document . Using the data types defined in the ontology , input data 

Each data object 1101 can have multiple links with 1200 may be parsed by the parser 1202 determine which 
another data object 1101 to form a link set 1104 . For object type 1210 should receive data from a record created 
example , two “ Person ” data objects representing a husband 30 from the input data , and which property types 1216 should 
and a wife could be linked through a “ Spouse Of " relation be assigned to data from individual field values in the input 
ship , a matching “ Address ” property , and one or more data . Based on the object - property mapping 1201 , the parser 
matching “ Event ” properties ( e . g . , a wedding ) . Each link 1202 selects one of the parser definitions that is associated 
1102 as represented by data in a database may have a link with a property type in the input data . The parser parses an 
type defined by the database ontology used by the database . 35 input data field using the selected parser definition , resulting 

FIG . 12 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary com - in creating new or modified data 1203 . The new or modified 
ponents and data that may be used in identifying and storing data 1203 is added to the database 1209 according to 
data according to an ontology . In this example , the ontology ontology 1205 by storing values of the new or modified data 
may be configured , and data in the data model populated , by in a property of the specified property type . As a result , input 
a system of parsers and ontology configuration tools . In the 40 data 1200 having varying format or syntax can be created in 
embodiment of FIG . 12 , input data 1200 is provided to database 1209 . The ontology 1205 may be modified at any 
parser 1202 . The input data may comprise data from one or time using object type editor 1224 , property type editor 
more sources . For example , an institution may have one or 1226 , and link type editor 1228 , or under program control 
more databases with information on transactions data , without human use of an editor . Parser editor 1222 enables 
people , and other information . The databases may contain a 45 creating multiple parser definitions that can successfully 
variety of related information and attributes about each type parse input data 1200 having varying format or syntax and 
of data , such as a " date ” for a transaction , an address for a determine which property types should be used to transform 
person , and an amount of money or currency that changed input data 1200 into new or modified input data 1203 . 
hands . The parser 1202 is able to read a variety of source 
input data types and determine which type of data it is 50 Implementation Mechanisms 
reading . 

In accordance with the discussion above , the example According to one embodiment , the techniques described 
ontology 1205 comprises stored information providing the herein are implemented by one or more special - purpose 
data model of data stored in database 1209 , and the ontology computing devices . The special - purpose computing devices 
is defined by one or more object types 1210 , one or more 55 may be hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may 
property types 1216 , and one or more link types 1230 . Based include circuitry or digital electronic devices such as one or 
on information determined by the parser 1202 or other more application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field 
mapping of source input information to object type , one or programmable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently 
more data objects 1201 may be instantiated in the database programmed to perform the techniques , or may include one 
1209 based on respective determined object types 1210 , and 60 or more hardware processors programmed to perform the 
each of the objects 1201 has one or more properties 1203 techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware , 
that are instantiated based on property types 1216 . Two data memory , other storage , or a combination . Such special 
objects 1201 may be connected by one or more links 1202 purpose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
that may be instantiated based on link types 1230 . The wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom programming to 
property types 1216 each may comprise one or more data 65 accomplish the techniques . The special - purpose computing 
types 1218 , such as a string , number , etc . Property types devices may be desktop computer systems , server computer 
1216 may be instantiated based on a base property type systems , portable computer systems , handheld devices , net 
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working devices or any other device or combination of tion information and command selections as cursor control 
devices that incorporate hard - wired and / or program logic to may be implemented via receiving touches on a touch screen 
implement the techniques . without a cursor . 

Computing device ( s ) are generally controlled and coor - Computing system 1300 may include a user interface 
dinated by operating system software , such as iOS , Android , 5 module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass 
Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , storage device as executable software codes that are 
Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod 
SunOS , Solaris , iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 
compatible operating systems . In other embodiments , the software components , object - oriented software components , 

10 class components and task components , processes , func computing device may be controlled by a proprietary oper tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro ating system . Conventional operating systems control and gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , schedule computer processes for execution , perform databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O In general , the word " module , " as used herein , refers to 
services , and provide a user interface functionality , such as 15 logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a collection 
a graphical user interface ( GUI ” ) , among other things . of software instructions , possibly having entry and exit 

For example , FIG . 13 shows a block diagram that illus points , written in a programming language , such as , for 
trates a computer system 1300 upon which an embodiment example , Java , Lua , C or C + + . A software module may be 
may be implemented . For example , the computing system compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
1300 may comprise a system for searching for resources and 20 a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted 
related documents using data structures . Other computing programming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , 
systems discussed herein may include any portion of the or Python . It will be appreciated that software modules may 
circuitry and / or functionality discussed with reference to be callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or 
system 1300 . For instance , the system 700 , 800 , and / or 900 may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
can each include some or all of the components and / or 25 Software modules configured for execution on computing 
functionality of the system 1300 . The system 700 , 800 , devices may be provided on a computer readable medium , 
and / or 900 may also each include some or all of the such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
components and / or functionality of components ( or sys - magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
tems ) described 11 - 12 ( e . g . , the database system 1210 ) . download ( and may be originally stored in a compressed or 

Computer system 1300 includes a bus 1302 or other 30 installable format that requires installation , decompression 
communication mechanism for communicating information , or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code may 
and a hardware processor , or multiple processors , 1304 be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the 
coupled with bus 1302 for processing information . Hard - executing computing device , for execution by the computing 
ware processor ( s ) 1304 may be , for example , one or more device . Software instructions may be embedded in firmware , 
general purpose microprocessors . 35 such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 

Computer system 1300 also includes a main memory hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic 
1306 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , cache units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised 
and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 1302 of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
for storing information and instructions to be executed by processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
processor 1304 . Main memory 1306 also may be used for 40 described herein are preferably implemented as software 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa - modules , but may be represented in hardware or firmware . 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
processor 1304 . Such instructions , when stored in storage modules that may be combined with other modules or 
media accessible to processor 1304 , render computer system divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
1300 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 45 or storage 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . Computer system 1300 may implement the techniques 

Computer system 1300 further includes a read only described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or 
memory ( ROM ) 1208 or other static storage device coupled more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic 
to bus 1302 for storing static information and instructions which in combination with the computer system causes or 
for processor 1304 . A storage device 1310 , such as a 50 programs computer system 1300 to be a special - purpose 
magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash machine . According to one embodiment , the techniques 
drive ) , etc . , is provided and coupled to bus 1302 for storing herein are performed by computer system 1300 in response 
information and instructions . to processor ( s ) 1304 executing one or more sequences of 

Computer system 1300 may be coupled via bus 1302 to a one or more instructions contained in main memory 1306 . 
display 1312 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD 55 Such instructions may be read into main memory 1306 from 
display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to a another storage medium , such as storage device 1310 . 
computer user . An input device 1314 , including alphanu - Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
meric and other keys , is coupled to bus 1302 for commu - memory 1306 causes processor ( s ) 1304 to perform the 
nicating information and command selections to processor process steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , 
1304 . Another type of user input device is cursor control 60 hard - wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combi 
1316 , such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys nation with software instructions . 
for communicating direction information and command The term " non - transitory media , " and similar terms , as 
selections to processor 1304 and for controlling cursor used herein refers to any media that store data and / or 
movement on display 1312 . This input device typically has instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and 65 fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise non 
a second axis ( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media 
positions in a plane . In some embodiments , the same direc includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such as 
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storage device 1310 . Volatile media includes dynamic Computer system 1300 can send messages and receive 
memory , such as main memory 1306 . Common forms of data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a work link 1320 and communication interface 1318 . In the 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or Internet example , a server 1330 might transmit a requested 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 5 code for an application program through Internet 1328 , ISP 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 1326 , local network 1322 and communication interface 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or The received code may be executed by processor 1304 as 

it is received , and / or stored in storage device 1310 , or other cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be used in in 10 non - volatile storage for later execution . 

Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms described conjunction with transmission media . Transmission media in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and fully or participates in transferring information between non - transi partially automated by , code modules executed by one or tory media . For example , transmission media includes more computer systems or computer processors comprising 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 15 computer hardware . The processes and algorithms may be 
wires that comprise bus 1302 . Transmission media can also implemented partially or wholly in application - specific cir 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those cuitry . 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi - The various features and processes described above may 
cations . be used independently of one another , or may be combined 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one 20 in various ways . All possible combinations and subcombi 
or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor nations are intended to fall within the scope of this disclo 
1304 for execution . For example , the instructions may sure . In addition , certain method or process blocks may be 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of omitted in some implementations . The methods and pro 
a remote computer . The remote computer can load the cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc - 25 sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local performed in other sequences that are appropriate . For 
to computer system 1300 can receive the data on the example , described blocks or states may be performed in an 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 30 The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
circuitry can place the data on bus 1302 . Bus 1302 carries parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
the data to main memory 1306 , from which processor 1304 added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions ments . The example systems and components described 
received by main memory 1306 may optionally be stored on herein may be configured differently than described . For 
storage device 1310 either before or after execution by 35 example , elements may be added to removed from , or 
processor 1304 . rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 

Computer system 1300 also includes a communication ments . 
interface 1318 coupled to bus 1302 . Communication inter Conditional language , such as , among others , “ can , " 
face 1318 provides a two - way data communication coupling “ could , " " might , ” or “ may , " unless specifically stated oth 
to a network link 1320 that is connected to a local network 40 erwise , or otherwise understood within the context as used , 
1322 . For example , communication interface 1318 may be is generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable include , while other embodiments do not include , certain 
modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such conditional lan 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele guage is not generally intended to imply that features , 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 45 elements and / or steps are in any way required for one or 
1318 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a more embodiments or that one or more embodiments nec 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or essarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
WAN component to communicate with a WAN ) . Wireless input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
communication interface 1318 sends and receives electrical , 50 embodiment . 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an inclusive 
streams representing various types of information . rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , unless 

Network link 1320 typically provides data communica specifically noted , the term “ a ” should not be understood to 
tion through one or more networks to other data devices . For mean “ exactly one ” or “ one and only one ” ; instead , the term 
example , network link 1320 may provide a connection 55 “ a ” means “ one or more ” or “ at least one , ” whether used in 
through local network 1322 to a host computer 1324 or to the claims or elsewhere in the specification and regardless of 
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider uses of quantifiers such as “ at least one , " " one or more , " or 
( ISP ) 1326 . ISP 1326 in turn provides data communication “ a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or specification . 
services through the world wide packet data communication The term “ comprising ” as used herein should be given an 
network now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 1328 . 60 inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
Local network 1322 and Internet 1328 both use electrical , a general purpose computer comprising one or more pro 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data cessors should not be interpreted as excluding other com 
streams . The signals through the various networks and the puter components , and may possibly include such compo 
signals on network link 1320 and through communication nents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
interface 1318 , which carry the digital data to and from 65 interfaces , among others . 
computer system 1300 , are example forms of transmission Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in the flow 
media . diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the attached 
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figures should be understood as potentially representing search all of the information in the database based on 
modules , segments , or portions of code which include one or the automatically generated technical database que 
more executable instructions for implementing specific logi ries ; 
cal functions or steps in the process . Alternate implementa update the user interface responsive to the user 
tions are included within the scope of the embodiments 5 searches , wherein the user interface is configured to 
described herein in which elements or functions may be display the transaction data including one or more 
deleted , executed out of order from that shown or discussed , representations of the organized information within 
including substantially concurrently or in reverse order , the user interface , the one or more representations of 
depending on the functionality involved , as would be under the organized information corresponding to param 
stood by those skilled in the art . eters of the transaction data determinable via the one 

It should be emphasized that many variations and modi or more search queries , the representations displayed 
fications may be made to the above - described embodiments , in the user interface comprising a graphical repre 
the elements of which are to be understood as being among sentation comprising at least a single parent node as 
other acceptable examples . All such modifications and varia an initial object and a plurality of child nodes , and 
tions are intended to be included herein within the scope of 15 wherein the representations further comprise dis 
this disclosure . The foregoing description details certain playing in the user interface a plurality of second 
embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , how objects comprising second identifying information 
ever , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in not identified in the initial search terms but associ 
text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is also ated with the parent node or one or more of the child 
stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 20 nodes , the second objects comprising attributes asso 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of ciated with resources in which data regarding the 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi second objects is stored and graphical indicia of the 
nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ attributes , wherein the graphical indicia of the attri 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of butes is arranged and structured in the user interface 
the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 25 such that user , via interaction with the graphical 
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in indicia in the user interface , selects the resources to 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents search or filters the search to selected resources , and 
thereof . in response to selection of one or more of the second 

objects in the user interface : 
The invention claimed is : 30 perform a secondary search based on the selection of 
1 . A system configured to provide an interactive user one or more of the second objects ; 

interface and process one or more data sets in response to process the organized information into at least one 
inputs received via the interactive user interface in order to subset that meets the secondary search ; and 
search and analyze transaction data within at least two update the user interface to display the at least one 
databases , the system comprising : 35 subset that meets the secondary search , the subset 

one or more hardware computer processors configured to comprising attributes or properties of the parent 
execute software code stored in at least one tangible node or one of the child nodes displayed as roots 
storage device in order to cause the system to : of the graph , wherein the subset contains only 
process data involving a user interface that is config refined search results provided via the secondary 
ured to process information between a user and the 40 search as a function of the graphical indicia 
databases , the databases containing organized infor selected by the user . 
mation including object oriented and relationally . 2 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
structured information associated with the transac - hardware computer processors are further configured in 
tion data , wherein at least a portion of the order to cause the system to : 
information is only semi - structured and not orga - 45 provide interactive user interface tools including at least 
nized in a hierarchical structure or directory of one of graphical input fields or graphical indicia that 
folders and subfolders , and wherein at least one of enable a user to further filter the initial search results 
the databases is configured to be accessed via tech via input of additional search criteria to obtain filtered 
nical queries using a technical search language , and secondary results . 
wherein the information is organized in accordance 50 3 . The system of claim 1 , wherein at least one of : 
with a data model with initial objects as nodes which search results that meet the search criteria are provided in 
may be linked to other second objects having a response to the search query , wherein the search results 
relationship with the initial objects , the second either meet the search criteria or are associated with the 
objects defining properties or attributes of the initial identified data that meet the search criteria ; or 
objects ; 55 the one or more search queries include at least one of 

provide interactive user interface tools in the user personal identification information , location informa 
interface including at least one of graphical input tion , parameters of the transaction data , or other infor 
fields or indicia to perform at least one of predefined mation derived from a parameter of a data object . 
or customizable searches of the transaction data as a 4 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the user interface 
function of one or more search queries , the graphical 60 includes at least one of : a pane for displaying at least one of 
input fields or indicia comprising query fields for search options or resources to search , a pane for displaying 
entering search terms in a free textual format , includ - at least one of the identified resources or search results , a 
ing an account holder field , an asset field , an address , pane for displaying information associated with one or more 
and a date field ; selected resources or search results identified , or other panes 

automatically generate technical database queries 65 for displaying at least one of manipulations of the search 
based on the search terms entered via the query results , data objects associated with the search , or data 
fields ; objects graphs associated with the search or the data objects . 
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5 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the code is further received via the interactive user interface in order to search 
configured to at least one of : and analyze transaction data within at least one database , the 

in response to selection of one or more secondary attri method comprising : 
butes for inclusion via the user interface : processing data involving a user interface that is config 
filter the identified resources to a second subset that 5 ured to process information between a user and the 
meets the one or more secondary attributes ; database , the database containing organized informa 

update the user interface to display the second subset ; tion including object oriented and relationally - struc 
tured information associated with the transaction data , 

update at least one of the graphical indicia or display wherein at least a portion of the information is only 
data to reflect information corresponding to the sec semi - structured and not organized in a hierarchical 
ond subset ; or structure or directory of folders and subfolders , and 

in response to selection of one or more secondary attri wherein the database is configured to be accessed via 
butes for exclusion via the user interface : technical queries using a technical search language , and 
filter the identified resources to a second subset that 15 wherein the information is organized in accordance 
does not meet the one or more secondary attributes ; with a data model with initial objects as nodes which 

update the user interface to display the second subset ; may be linked to other second objects having a rela 
and tionship with the initial objects ; 

update at least one of the graphical indicia or display providing interactive user interface tools in the user 
data to reflect information corresponding to the sec - 20 interface including at least one of graphical input fields 
ond subset . or indicia to perform at least one of predefined or 

6 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the search criteria for customizable searches of the transaction data as a 
identifying the search results include at least one of first function of one or more search queries , the graphical 
search criteria relating to a first transaction identifier or input fields or indicia comprising query fields for 
second search criteria relating to an attribute of a data object 25 entering search terms in a free textual format , including 
associated with the first transaction identifier . an account holder field , an asset field , an address , and 

7 . The system of claim 6 wherein at least one of : a date field ; 
some of the first search criteria are based on the properties automatically generating technical database queries based 

of other data objects determined as associated with an on the search terms entered via the query fields ; 
initially searched resource or object ; or 30 searching all of the information in the database based on 

the automatically generated technical database queries ; the search results include at least one of first information updating the user interface responsive to the user that meets the first search criteria , second information searches , wherein the user interface is configured to based on a data object associated with the first search display the transaction data including one or more criteria or first information , or third information based representations of the organized information within the 
on an object determined as bearing relation to the first user interface , the one or more representations of the 
search criteria or first information . organized information corresponding to parameters of 

8 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the code is further the transaction data determinable via the one or more configured to : search queries , the representations displayed in the user 
provide , via the user interfaces , a first custom view 40 interface comprising a graphical representation com 

including summary data regarding the search results prising at least a single parent node as an initial object 
and a second custom view including graphical depic and a plurality of child nodes , and wherein the repre 
tion of object model data associated with the summary sentations further comprise displaying in the user inter 
data displayed in the first custom view ; and face a plurality of second objects comprising second 

provide the user at least one tool to navigate between the 45 identifying information not identified in the initial 
first custom view and the second custom view . search terms but associated with the parent node or one 

9 . The system of claim 8 wherein information being or more of the child nodes , the second objects com 
displayed in the first custom view and the second custom prising attributes regarding the second objects and 
view is dynamically updated . graphical indicia of the attributes , wherein the graphi 

10 . The system of claim 9 wherein the information being 50 cal indicia of the attributes is arranged and structured 
displayed in the first custom view and the second custom such that the search results are manipulated via user 
view is dynamically updated to at least one of : interaction with the graphical indicia in the user inter 

reflect at least one of the first search criteria or the second face ; and 
search criteria ; in response to selection of one or more of the second 

reflect adjustments to at least one of the first search 55 objects in the user interface : 
criteria or the second search criteria ; or performing a secondary search based on the selection 

reflect underlying data made during the search . of one or more of the second objects ; 
11 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the graphical indicia processing the organized information into at least one 

includes object model graphs in two or more panes , wherein subset that meets the secondary search ; and 
the system automatically maintains corresponding informa - 60 updating the user interface to display the at least one 
tion in the two or more panes as being interrelated , such that subset that meets the secondary search , the subset 
display of first information in a first pane is automatically comprising attributes or properties of the parent node 
updated as a function of changes to second information , or one of the child nodes displayed as roots of the 
which is related to the first information , that is displayed and graph . 
adjusted in a second pane . 65 13 . The method of claim 12 , further comprising : 

12 . A method for providing an interactive user interface providing interactive user interface tools including at least 
and processing one or more data sets in response to inputs one of graphical input field or graphical indicia that 

35 
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enable a user to further filter the initial search results updating the graphical indicia and / or display data to 
via input of additional search criteria to obtain filtered reflect information corresponding to the second sub 
secondary results . set . 

14 . The method of claim 12 , wherein at least one of : 17 . The method of claim 12 , wherein the search criteria 
search results that meet the search criteria are provided in 5 in 5 for identifying the search results include at least one of first 

search criteria relating to a first transaction identifier or response to the search query , wherein the search results second search criteria relating to an attribute of a data object either meet the search criteria or are associated with the associated with the first transaction identifier . identified data that meet the search criteria ; or 18 . The method of claim 17 wherein at least one of : 
the one or more search queries include at least one of some of the first search criteria are based on the properties 
personal identification information , location informa - 10 of other data objects determined as associated with an 
tion , parameters of the transaction data , or other infor initially searched resource or object ; or 
mation derived from a parameter of a data object . the search results include at least one of first information 

15 . The method of claim 12 , wherein the user interface that meets the first search criteria , second information 
includes at least one of : a pane for displaying at least one of 15 based on a data object associated with the first search 
search options or resources to search , a pane for displaying criteria or first information , or third information based 
at least one of the identified resources or search results , a on an object determined as bearing relation to the first 
pane for displaying information associated with one or more search criteria or first information . 
selected resources or search results identified , or other panes 19 . The method of claim 12 , further comprising : 
for displaying manipulations of the search results , data 20 providing , via the user interfaces , a first custom view 
objects associated with the search , or data objects graphs including summary data regarding the search results 
associated with the search or the data objects . and a second custom view including graphical depic 

16 . The method of claim 12 , further comprising at least tion of object model data associated with the summary 

one of : data displayed in the first custom view ; and 
in response to selection of one or more secondary attri - 35 providing the user at least one tool to navigate between 

butes for inclusion via the user interface : the first custom view and the second custom view . 
filtering the identified resources to a second subset that 20 . The method of claim 19 wherein information being 

displayed in the first custom view and the second custom meets the one or more secondary attributes ; 
updating the user interface to display the second subset ; view is dynamically updated . 

21 . The method of claim 20 wherein the information and 
updating the graphical indicia and / or display data to 30 being displayed in the first custom view and the second 

reflect information corresponding to the second sub custom view is dynamically updated to at least one of : 
reflect at least one of the first search criteria or the second set ; or 

in response to selection of one or more secondary attri search criteria ; 
butes for exclusion via the user interface : reflect adjustments to at least one of the first search 
filtering the identified resources to a second subset that criteria or the second search criteria ; 

does not meet the one or more secondary attributes ; 
updating the user interface to display the second subset ; reflect underlying data made during the search . 

and 

35 
or 
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visible ( to the human eye ) loss of contact occurs . " 

* To the human eye is the critical part because it underscores the subjective nature of 
judging the sport . Unlike television cameras , the human eye has difficulty confirming that two 
feet are in the air for less than 30 or 40 milliseconds . Racewalkers and judges grasp this , but 
critics argue that this inability to police the sport erodes its credibility , 

* This has become a problem because every four years they ' ll show athletes off the ground . " 
said Dave Macoveta , a racewalking coach and judge and the author of " The Complete 
Gulde to Racewalking . * * It ' s about the threshold that an eye can see it , but in terms of the 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR PROVIDING FIG . 1 shows , in block diagram form , an exemplary data 
A TAGGING INTERFACE FOR EXTERNAL fusion system 100 , consistent with embodiments of the 

CONTENT present disclosure . Among other things , system 100 facili 
tates transformation of one or more data sources , such as 

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION ( S ) 5 data sources 130 , into an object model 160 , whose semantics 
are defined by an ontology 150 . The transformation can be 

This application claims the benefit of priority to U . S . performed for a variety of reasons . For example , a database 
Provisional Patent Application 61 / 801 , 556 , filed on Mar . 15 , administrator can wish to import data from data sources 130 
2013 , the disclosure of which is expressly incorporated into a database 170 for persistently storing object model 160 . 
herein by reference in its entirety . 10 As another example , a data presentation component ( not 

depicted ) can transform input data from data sources 130 
BACKGROUND " on the fly ” into object model 160 . Object model 160 can 

then be utilized , in conjunction with ontology 150 , for 
Data is commonly stored in computer - based systems in analysis through graphs and / or other data visualization tech 

fixed , rigidly structured data stores . For example , one com - 15 niques . 
mon type of data store is a “ flat ” file such as a spreadsheet System 100 comprises a definition component 110 and a 
plain - text document , or XML document . Another common translation component 120 , both implemented by one or 
type of data store is a relational database comprising one or more processors on one or more computing devices execut 
more tables . Other examples of data stores that comprise ing hardware and / or software - based logic for providing 
structured data include , without limitation , files systems , 20 various functionality described herein . As will be appreci 
object collections , record collections , arrays , hierarchical ated from the present disclosure , system 100 can comprise 
trees , linked lists , stacks , and combinations thereof . fewer or additional components that provide various func 

Often , the underlying structure of these types of data tionalities described herein . Such components are , for clar 
stores is poorly suited for data analysis . One approach for ity , omitted from FIG . 1 . Moreover , the component ( s ) of 
facilitating a more efficient analysis of data in such data 25 system 100 responsible for providing various functionalities 
stores is to reorganize that data according to an object model can further vary from embodiment to embodiment . 
that defines object structures and relationships between the Definition component 110 generates and / or modifies 
object structures . Tagging is a method used to create objects , ontology 150 and a schema map 140 . Exemplary embodi 
properties , or links between objects and / or properties in ments for defining an ontology ( such as ontology 150 ) is 
structured or unstructured data . It can add structure to 30 described in U . S . Pat . No . 7 , 962 , 495 ( the ' 495 patent ) , 
unstructured data or add further structure to structured data . issued Jun . 14 , 2011 , the entire contents of which are 

expressly incorporated herein by reference for all purposes . 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS Among other things , the ' 495 patent describes embodiments 

that define a dynamic ontology for use in creating data in a 
Reference will now be made to the accompanying draw - 35 database . For creating a database ontology , one or more 

ings showing example embodiments of the present applica object types are created where each object type can include 
tion , and in which : one or more properties . The attributes of object types or 

FIG . 1 is an block diagram depicting an exemplary property types of the ontology can be edited or modified at 
internal database system , consistent with embodiments of any time . And for each property type , at least one parser 
the present disclosure . 40 definition is created . The attributes of a parser definition can 

FIGS . 2A and 2B are screenshots depicting an exemplary be edited or modified at any time . 
interface for tagging an unstructured document stored in the In some embodiments , each property type is declared to 
database system of FIG . 1 , consistent with embodiments of be representative of one or more object types . A property 
the present disclosure . type is representative of an object type when the property 

FIG . 3 is a block diagram depicting an exemplary system 45 type is intuitively associated with the object type . For 
comprising the database system of FIG . 1 and one or more example , a property type of “ Social Security Number ” may 
components external to the database system of FIG . 1 , be representative of an object type “ Person ” but not repre 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . sentative of an object type “ Business . ” 

FIG . 4 is a screenshot depicting an exemplary tagging In some embodiments , each property type has one or more 
interface via a web browser displaying an external content , 50 components and a base type . In some embodiments , a 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . property type may comprise a string , a date , a number , or a 

FIG . 5 is a flowchart representing an exemplary method composite type consisting of two or more string , date , or 
for tagging external content , consistent with embodiments of number elements . Thus , property types are extensible and 
the present disclosure . can represent complex data structures . Further , a parser 

FIG . 6 is block diagram of an exemplary computer system 55 definition can reference a component of a complex property 
with which embodiments described herein can be imple - type as a unit or token . 
mented , consistent with embodiments of the present disclo An example of a property having multiple components is 
sure . a Name property having a Last Name component and a First 

Name component . An example of raw input data is “ Smith , 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 60 Jane . ” An example parser definition specifies an association 

EMBODIMENTS of imported input data to object property components as 
follows : LAST _ NAME } , { FIRST _ NAME } Name : Last , 

Reference will now be made in detail to the embodiments , Name : First . In some embodiments , the association { LAST _ 
the examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying NAME } , { FIRST _ NAME } is defined in a parser definition 
drawings . Whenever possible , the same reference numbers 65 using regular expression symbology . The association 
will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or { LAST _ NAME } , { FIRST _ NAME } indicates that a last 
like parts . name string followed by a first name string comprises valid 
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input data for a property of type Name . In contrast , input right - click on a mouse for a pop - up 220 to appear and to 
data of “ Smith Jane ” would not be valid for the specified provide the user with the ability to select an “ Add 
parser definition , but a user could create a second parser Tag . . . " option . 
definition that does match input data of “ Smith Jane . ” The Selecting the “ Add Tag . . . " option can result in , for 
definition Name : Last , Name : First specifies that matching 5 example , a “ Tag as . . . ” pop - up window appearing , an 
input data values map to components named “ Last ” and example of which is shown in FIG . 2B . Pop - up window 230 
“ First ” of the Name property . provides the user with the ability to assign selected text ( in 
As a result , parsing the input data using the parser this case , “ Dave McGovern ” ) to a person object and / or a 

definition results in assigning the value “ Smith ” to the name property . 
Name : Last component of the Name property , and the value 110 Referring back to FIG . 1 , transformation component 120 

can be invoked after schema map 140 and ontology 150 have “ Jane ” to the Name : First component of the Name property . been defined or redefined . Transformation component 120 Referring back to FIG . 1 , schema map 140 can define how identifies schema map 140 and ontology 150 . Transforma various elements of schemas 135 for data sources 130 map tion component 120 further reads data sources 130 and 
to various elements of ontology 150 . Definition component 15 identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130 . For each 
110 receives , calculates , extracts , or otherwise identifies element of ontology 150 described in schema map 140 , 
schemas 135 for data sources 130 . Schemas 135 define the transformation component 120 iterates through some or all 
structure of data sources 130 - for example , the names and of the data items of data sources 130 , generating elements of 
other characteristics of tables , files , columns , fields , prop - object model 160 in the manner specified by schema map 
erties , and so forth . Definition component 110 furthermore 20 140 . In some embodiments , transformation component 120 
optionally identifies sample data 136 from data sources 130 . can store a representation of each generated element of 
Definition component 110 can further identify object type , object model 160 in a database 170 . In some embodiments , 
relationship , and property definitions from ontology 150 , if transformation component 120 is further configured to syn 
any already exist . Definition component 110 can further chronize changes in object model 160 back to data sources 
identify pre - existing mappings from schema map 140 , if 25 130 . 
such mappings exist . Data sources 130 can be one or more sources of data , 

Based on the identified information , definition component including , without limitation , spreadsheet files , databases , 
110 can generate a graphical interface 115 . Graphical inter - email folders , document collections , media collections , con 
face 115 can be presented to users of a computing device via tact directories , and so forth . Data sources 130 can include 
any suitable output mechanism ( e . g . , a display screen , an 30 structured data ( e . g . , a database , a . csv file , or any tab 
image projection , etc . ) , and can further accept input from delimited or fixed - width file ) , semi - structured data ( e . g . , an 
users of the computing device via any suitable input mecha email , an email server , or forms such as a suspicious activity 
nism ( e . g . , a keyboard , a mouse , a touch screen interface ) . report or currency transaction report ) , or unstructured data 
Graphical interface 115 features a visual workspace that ( e . g . , encoded files such as PDF , sound , and image files ) . 
visually depicts representations of the elements of ontology 35 Data sources 130 can include data structures stored persis 
150 for which mappings are defined in schema map 140 . tently in non - volatile memory . Data sources 130 can also or 
Graphical interface 115 also includes controls for adding instead include temporary data structures generated from 
new elements to schema map 140 and / or ontology 150 , underlying data sources via data extraction components , 
including objects , properties of objects , and relationships , such as a result set returned from a database server executing 
via the visual workspace . After elements of ontology 150 are 40 an database query . 
represented in the visual workspace , graphical interface 115 Schema map 140 , ontology 150 , and schemas 135 can be 
can further provide controls in association with the repre - stored in any suitable data structures , such as XML files , 
sentations that allow for modifying the elements of ontology database tables , and so forth . In some embodiments , ontol 
150 and identifying how the elements of ontology 150 ogy 150 is maintained persistently . Schema map 140 can or 
correspond to elements of schemas 135 . Optionally , the 45 cannot be maintained persistently , depending on whether the 
graphical interface 115 can further utilize the sample data transformation process is perpetual or a one - time event . 
136 to provide the user with a preview of object model 160 Schemas 135 need not be maintained in persistent memory , 
as the user defines schema map 140 . In response to the input but can be cached for optimization . 
via the various controls of graphical interface 115 , definition Object model 160 comprises collections of elements such 
component 110 can generate and / or modify ontology 150 50 as typed objects , properties , and relationships . The collec 
and schema map 140 . tions can be structured in any suitable manner . In some 

In some embodiments , graphical user 115 can provide an embodiments , a database 170 stores the elements of object 
interface providing a user with the ability to add structure to model 160 , or representations thereof . In some embodi 
an unstructured document stored in data sources 130 by ments , the elements of object model 160 are stored within 
tagging one or more portions ( e . g . , text ) within the docu - 55 database 170 in a different underlying format , such as in a 
ment . Defining tags and applying these tags to a portion of series of object , property , and relationship tables in a rela 
the document can create object , properties , or links creating tional database . 
a relationship between one or more objects and / or proper FIG . 3 is a block diagram depicting an exemplary system 
ties . An exemplary interface , including related features and 300 comprising database system of FIG . 1 and one or more 
pop - up windows , is described below with reference to FIGS . 60 components external to the database system of FIG . 1 . 
2A and 2B . System 300 comprises database system 100 , which is 

FIG . 2A is a screenshot depicting an exemplary interface referred to as an “ internal system , ” and one or more com 
200 for tagging an unstructured document stored in the ponents located external to database system 100 . These 
database system of FIG . 1 . As shown in FIG . 2A , interface external components can include , for example , electronic 
200 can display a document that was unstructured before tag 65 device 310 , network 320 , and server 330 . 
210 had been applied . To tag text in the document , a user can Electronic device 310 can provide the ability to commu 
for example select text in this case , “ Olympics ” ) and nicate with server 330 via network 320 . By way of example , 
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electronic device 310 can be a personal computer , a tablet text - based , the user can select at least a portion of the text 
computer , a personal digital assistant ( PDA ) , a mobile of external content 460 . In other embodiments , if external 
phone , a smart - phone , or any other web - enabled computing content is an image or video , the user can select at least a 
device with a processor and a memory . Electronic device portion of the image or at least a frame of the video to create 
310 can provide support for software applications including , 5 one or more tags associated with the selected portions of 
a web browser ( or other network communication software ) , external content 460 . It can be understood that there can be 
that can also comprise a special add - on , a plug - in , or a other types of external content 460 that can also be selected 
bookmarklet . In some embodiments , electronic device 310 for creating tags . For example , an audio file having a voice 
and a portion of network 320 can be included in internal of a person can be tagged as a property of a person object . 
database system 100 . For example , electronic device 310 10 When the user selects a portion of external content 460 , 
could provide graphical interface 115 of internal database at least some of the fields of tagging interface 450 ( e . g . , 
system 100 . TITLE 412 , TYPE 410 , etc . ) can be automatically popu 

Electronic device 310 can also include , for example , one lated . In some embodiments , this automatic population of 
or more processors ( not shown ) , a memory device ( not fields can depend on the type of external content 460 . For 
shown ) , and a data interface ( not shown ) . The one or more 15 example , in a text - based document , TITLE 412 field can be 
processors can be a single or multiple microprocessors , field automatically populated with the selected portion of the text . 
programmable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) , or digital signal pro In the screenshot of FIG . 4 , TITLE 412 can be automatically 
cessors ( DSPs ) capable of executing particular sets of populated with the selected portion of text “ Curiosity . ” In 
instructions . Computer - readable instructions can be stored some embodiments , TYPE 410 field of tagging interface can 
on a tangible non - transitory computer - readable medium , 20 also be automatically populated . In the screenshot of FIG . 4 , 
such as a flexible disk , a hard disk , a CD - ROM ( compact TYPE 410 can be automatically populated with a type of the 
disk - read only memory ) , and MO ( magneto - optical ) , a selected portion of text , “ Ground Travel . ” In some other 
DVD - ROM ( digital versatile disk - read only memory ) , a embodiments , the fields of tagging interface 450 can be 
DVD RAM ( digital versatile disk - random access memory ) , filled manually by the user or can be selected from a 
or a semiconductor memory . Alternatively , the instructions 25 pull - down list of options . 
can be implemented in hardware components or combina - Tagging interface 450 includes options for designating the 
tions of hardware and software such as , for example , Appli - type of tag . These options include a property tag option 404 , 
cation Specific Integrated Circuits ( ASICs ) , special purpose an object tag option 406 , and a link tag option 408 . It will 
computers , or general purpose computers . be understood by a skilled person in the art that it is possible 

Server 330 can comprise hardware , software , or a com - 30 to customize tagging interface 450 to modify the various 
bination of both that provides the capability for communi - available options . For example , a selection of property tag 
cating with electronic device 310 via network 320 . Server option 404 could result in tagging interface 450 adding one 
330 provides content to electronic device 310 . This content or more fields for linking an object to the property . For 
is stored external to database system and can be referred to example , the property “ Curiosity ” could be linked to an 
as " external content . " External content can include a web 35 object “ Robot . ” Moreover , a selection of link tag option 408 
page , a document , a PDF file , a sound or audio file , an image could result in tagging interface 450 adding one or more 
or video file , a database , an email , a form , etc . In some fields linking two or more objects or two or more properties . 
embodiments , server 330 can be a part of a network cloud , After the tagging option is selected and the appropriate 
which can include , for example , one or more networked fields are filled in , a Create Tag button 414 can be selected 
servers . 40 to create a tag associated with the selected portion of 

Network 320 can be , for example , the Internet , an external content 460 . In some embodiments , the properties 
intranet , a local area network , a wide area network , a campus of created tag can be modified after the tag is created . For 
area network , a metropolitan area network , an extranet , a example , TYPE 410 field can be changed , if desired , from 
private extranet , any set of two or more coupled electronic “ Ground Travel ” to “ Air Travel ” after the tag is created . In 
devices , or a combination of any of these or other appro - 45 some embodiments , the created tag can be stored in a 
priate networks . In the exemplary embodiment of FIG . 3 , memory of the electronic device . 
network 320 is considered external to database system 100 , After an object tag is created , it can be displayed in a 
but portions of network 320 ( as stated above ) can be located Tagged objects field 418 of tagging interface 450 . Tagged 
in internal database system 100 . objects field 418 can be useful as it can display all of the 

FIG . 4 is a screenshot 400 depicting an exemplary tagging 50 created object tags associated with external content 460 in 
interface via a web browser that can display external con - one portion of tagging interface 450 . Tagged objects field 
tent . For purposes of illustration , screenshot 400 depicts a 418 can also be useful as it can enable a user to modify any 
news web page on a web site ( e . g . , BBCTM web site ) of the created tags . Moreover , after property tag option 404 
displaying external content 460 on a web browser of an is selected , tagged objects field 418 of tagging interface 450 
electronic device ( e . g . , electronic device 310 ) . Screenshot 55 allows a user to select an appropriate tagged object from 
400 also depicts tagging interface 450 . In some embodi - tagged objects field 418 for linking that property tag to a 
ments , tagging interface 450 can be displayed in response to tagged object . Further , after a link tag option 408 is selected , 
a user installing and activating a bookmarklet in the web tagged objects field 418 of tagging interface 450 could allow 
browser . In other embodiments , tagging interface 450 can be a user to select two or more appropriate tagged objects from 
displayed in response to a user installing and activating a 60 the tagged objects field 418 . Moreover , tagging interface 450 
plug - in in the web browser . In some embodiments , a user could provide a tagged properties field ( not shown ) that 
may login to internal database system 100 before the book would provide a user with the option of linking two or more 
marklet or plugin is activated . tagged properties . 

Tagging interface 450 can be used to create tags associ Tagging interface 450 can also include , in some embodi 
ated with at least a portion of external content 460 . In some 65 ments , a search for object field 416 , which can be used to 
embodiments , the user can select at least a portion of search for already existing created tag objects in internal 
external content 460 . For example , if external content 460 is database system ( e . g . , Database System 100 ) . For example , 
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FIG . 4 depicts “ Search for object " 416 , which is populated content . While the flowchart discloses the following steps in 
with the tag “ Curiosity . ” If a created tag object is already a particular order , it will be appreciated that at least some of 
associated with “ Curiosity ” in the internal database system , the steps can be moved , modified , or deleted where appro 
results associated with the existing created tag objects can be priate , consistent with the teachings of the present disclo 
displayed in “ Search for object " field 416 . If such results 5 sure . 
indeed exist , tagging interface 450 alone or in combination In this exemplary embodiment , a user can utilize an 
with internal database system 100 can sync the tagged object electronic device ( e . g . , electronic device 310 ) that comprises 
from tagging interface 450 with the object existing in a web browser like , for example , GoogleTM ChromeTM , 
internal database system 100 . In some embodiments , tagging MozillaTM FirefoxTM , MicrosoftTM Internet ExplorerTM , etc . 
interface 450 , using “ Search for object ” field 416 , allows the 10 The user can run a web browser to access content external 
ability to create links between tagged objects and / or prop - to an internal database system ( e . g . , database system 100 ) 
erties from external content with objects and / or properties in that is present on a website or otherwise accessible via a 
internal database system 100 . In some embodiments , network ( e . g . , network 320 ) , such as the Internet or an 
“ Search for object ” field 416 provides the ability to create intranet . In this disclosure , intranet can mean any network 
object types and / or property types for entities that exist in 15 that is understood as a network that does not encompass the 
internal database system 100 . In some embodiments , a user Internet including , for example , a local area network , a wide 
of electronic device 310 is logged in to database system 100 area network , a campus area network , a metropolitan area 
in order to perform the syncing operation . network , an extranet , a private extranet , any set of two or 

Created tags and external content 460 can be gathered for more coupled electronic devices , or a combination of any of 
storage using , for example , an application program interface 20 these or other appropriate networks . Also , for the exemplary 
( API ) , such as a Java client API . The API can create one or embodiment of FIG . 5 , it is understood that the electronic 
more parameter - value pairs associated with the tag . For device is external to an internal database system , as 
example , with reference to the exemplary embodiments of described in relation to FIGS . 1 and 2 earlier , where the 
FIG . 4 , the parameter - value pairs that are created could be database system is a part of an internal network . 
TagOption : Object , Title : Curiosity , Type : Ground Travel , 25 In step 505 , a bookmarklet is installed in the web browser 
Content : < label for external content 460 > , Date Added : 2012 / of the electronic device . A bookmarklet can be a bookmark 
08 / 20 , User : John Doe , etc . Moreover , external content 460 that is stored in a web browser and can contain JavaScriptTM 
can be stored in a cache or a directory associated with the commands to extend the web browser ' s functionality . That 
tagging interface under a label for that external content 460 . is , a bookmarklet can be a simple " one - click ” tool that can 
By way of example , external content 460 can be stored as 30 add functionality to the web browser . For example , a book 
external content ( as depicted in FIG . 4 ) , a representation of marklet can modify the appearance of a web page within the 
external content 460 , alphanumeric characters of external web browser by changing the font size or the background 
content 460 , and / or any audio / visual data of external content color of the text , and / or extract data from a web page . 
460 . In some embodiments , a plug - in , instead of a bookmar 

Created tags and external content 460 can be exported to 35 klet , can be installed . A plug - in can be implemented as a set 
an internal database system ( e . g . , Database System 100 ) by of software components that adds specific abilities to a larger 
selecting an export button 420 ( such as the “ Export to software application , like a web browser , to enable custom 
Palantir ” button in FIG . 4 ) of Tagging Interface 450 . In some izing the functionality of the software application . For 
embodiments , electronic device 310 must be logged into example , a plug - in can be installed in a web browser to 
internal database system 100 to export the content 460 and 40 enable the web browser to play video . 
any created tags . In some embodiments , content and created There are some advantages to using a bookmarklet as 
tags can be stored in the external system ( e . g . , memory of opposed to a plug - in . For example , a bookmarklet can be 
electronic device 310 or a cache associated with a web web browser - agnostic . That is , the same code underlying a 
browser ) , in internal database system 100 , or any combina - given bookmarklet can be used to run on any of the web 
tion thereof . In embodiments where the content and created 45 browser such as GoogleTM ChromeTM , MozillaTM FirefoxTM , 
tags are stored in the external system , the content and MicrosoftTM Internet ExplorerTM , etc . A plug - in , on the other 
created tags can be exported after electronic device 310 hand , need not be compatible between various web brows 
connects to internal database system 100 . In some embodi - ers . A user might choose to install a bookmarklet due to its 
ments , the selection of create tag button 414 causes tagging simplicity and browser - agnostic capability . 
interface 450 to automatically export the content and created 50 In some embodiments , a bookmarklet can be installed , for 
one or more tags to internal database system 100 . In some example , by a process similar to adding a bookmark to the 
embodiments , electronic device 310 can include an interface web browser . For example , if the user intends to bookmark 
for converting the stored parameter - value pairs and the a particular website , the user can drag an icon associated 
stored content into data compatible with internal database with the web address ( also known as uniform resource 
system 100 . Alternatively , or additionally , in some embodi - 55 locator ) of the website to the bookmark bar of the web 
ments , internal database system 100 includes the interface . browser . Similar to the process of adding a bookmark , the 

After receiving external content and the created one or user can drag an object or link associated with a bookmarklet 
more tags , internal database system 100 stores the exported to the bookmark bar of the web browser to install the 
data into appropriate components . For example , external bookmarklet to the web browser . As known in the art , there 
content 460 ( or a converted format of external content 460 ) 60 are several other ways of adding a bookmarklet , for 
can be stored in data sources 130 , while the parameter - value example , using keyboard shortcuts , importing bookmarklets 
pairs that were created by electronic device 310 ( or a from other web browsers , manually adding by right - clicking 
converted format of the parameter value - pairs ) can be stored the bookmark bar and selecting adding page , etc . 
in database 170 according to ontology 150 and object model A plug - in can be installed in the web browser instead of , 
160 65 or in addition to , a bookmarklet . A plug - in can be installed 

FIG . 5 is a flowchart representing an exemplary method similar to any software application like , for example , the 
500 performed by an electronic device for tagging external web browser . The user can first download the plug - in from 
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an appropriate web site and then can proceed to install the tag . For example , the tagging interface can include an option 
plug - in . Since a typical plug - in is designed to be compatible called “ Create Tag ” ( Create Tag 414 of FIG . 4 ) . 
to a specific web browser ( e . g . , GoogleTM ChromeTM , In step 520 , the created tag that is associated with the 
MozillaTM FirefoxTM , MicrosoftTM Internet ExplorerTM enhanced web browser is received by the tagging interface . 
etc . ) , the plug - in can become a part of the web browser 5 In some embodiments , one or more created tags can be 
automatically after the plug - in is installed . associated with the enhanced portion of the external content . Referring again to FIG . 5 , in step 510 , the electronic For example , FIG . 4 shows that the text “ Curiosity ” 402 was 
device accesses the external content using the web browser . selected from the web page displayed in the web browser of In this disclosure , " external content " signifies that the FIG . 4 . Also , FIG . 4 depicts tagging interface 450 enabling 
accessed content is external to an internal database system 10 the creation of an object tag associated with the selected text , ( such as Database System 100 ) . The accessed external “ Curiosity . ” After the user selects the text “ Curiosity , ” the content can be found on the Internet or can be part of an user can assign some properties for a tag to - be - created and intranet of an organization . Additionally , external content finishes the process of creating the object tag by selecting the can be digital content that is accessible via web browsers of 
electronic devices . In some embodiments , external content 15 option create tag button 414 of FIG . 4 . After the create tag 
can comprise structured or non - structured data including button 414 is selected , a tag associated with the selected text , 
web pages , documents , email messages , text messages , “ Curiosity ” is created and received by tagging interface 450 . 
AdobeTM PDF documents , and other media - based content . In step 525 , the received tag is stored . The received tag 
The other media - based content can comprise external con can be stored in an external system ( e . g . , a memory of the 
tent based on , for example , audio , video , etc . In some 20 electronic device or a cache associated with web browser ) , 
embodiments , accessing external content can comprise , for or a combination of both . In step 530 , the received tag and 
example , opening a web page or a document in the web the external content can be exported to an internal database 
browser . In some other embodiments , accessing external system ( internal database system 100 ) . In some embodi 
content can comprise , for example , modifying or editing ments , the electronic device must be logged into the internal 
external content in the web browser . 25 database system to export the external content and any 

In step 515 , the web browser is enhanced by providing a created tags . In some embodiments , content and created tags 
tagging interface , such as tagging interface 450 . Enhancing can be stored in the electronic device and be later exported the web browser can involve rewriting or modifying at least after the electronic device connects to the internal database a portion of the underlying code of the web browser , wherein system . In some embodiments , the receipt of a created tag the web browser can display at least some of the accessed 30 causes an automatic export of the content and created one or external content . The enhancement can be accomplished by more tags to the internal database system . In some embodi running or activating the installed bookmarklet . In some ments , the receipt of the created tag is stored to the internal embodiments , when the installed bookmarklet is activated , 
the underlying code of the web browser specific to the database system and export step 530 may not be needed . 
accessed external content can be modified or altered in order 35 According to some embodiments , the operations , tech 
to display a tagging interface in the web browser . For niques , and / or components described herein are imple 
example , when a web page on the Internet is the accessed mented by one or more special - purpose computing devices 
external content ( say , a news web page accessed at < http : / / ( e . g . , electronic device 310 ) . The special - purpose computing 
www . cnn . com > ) and is displayed in the web browser , the in the web browser the devices can be hard - wired to perform the operations , tech 
activation of the installed bookmarklet can enhance the web 40 niques , and / or components described herein , or can include 
browser for displaying a tagging interface ( such as tagging digital electronic devices such as one or more application 
interface 450 ) in the web browser . specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable 

In some embodiments , enhancing the web browser can gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently programmed to 
also include enhancing the local copy of the external content perform the operations , techniques and / or components 
being accessed in the web browser . For example , if the 45 described herein , or can include one or more general purpose 
accessed external content is a news web page associated hardware processors programmed to perform such features 
with CNNTM , as noted above , enhancing the web browser of the present disclosure pursuant to program instructions in 
can include modifying or editing the specific content asso - firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such 
ciated with the displayed CNNTM ' s news web page . special - purpose computing devices can also combine cus 
Next , in some embodiments , the user can select or high - 50 tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro 

light at least a portion of the external content for tagging . For gramming to accomplish the technique and other features of 
example , the user can select a portion of text of a news web the present disclosure . The special - purpose computing 
page for tagging that portion of the content . The user can devices can be desktop computer systems , portable com 
select or highlight a portion of the external content ( for puter systems , handheld devices , networking devices , or any 
example , selecting by using a mouse or touchpad ) and can 55 other device that incorporates hard - wired and / or program 
select , using the tagging interface , a type of tag to be created logic to implement the techniques and other features of the 
for that selected or highlighted portion . The tagging inter - present disclosure . 
face can be a graphical user interface that enables a user to The one or more computing devices can be generally 
create tags for tagging external content . In some embodi - controlled and coordinated by operating system software , 
ments , the tagging interface can enable a user to create tags 60 such as iOS , Android , Blackberry , Chrome OS , Windows 
of different kinds , for example , an object tag ( e . g . , object tag XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , Windows 
option 406 ) , a link tag ( e . g . , link tag option 408 ) , and a Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , SunOS , Solaris , 
property tag ( e . g . , property tag option 404 ) . The selecting of VxWorks , or other compatible operating systems . In other 
various tag options can provide different functionalities and embodiments , the computing device can be controlled by a 
fields , as discussed above . After the user selects an appro - 65 proprietary operating system . Conventional operating sys 
priate tag option for the selected portion of the external tems control and schedule computer processes for execution , 
content , the tagging interface provides the ability to create a perform memory management , provide file system , net 
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working , I / O services , and provide a user interface func - devices can be provided on a computer readable medium , 
tionality , such as a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
other things . magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
By way of example , FIG . 6 is a block diagram that download ( and can be originally stored in a compressed or 

illustrates a computer system 600 . Computer system 600 5 installable format that requires installation , decompression , 
includes a bus 602 or other communication mechanism for or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code can be 
communicating information , and one or more hardware stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the execut 
processors 604 , coupled with bus 602 for processing infor - ing computing device , for execution by the computing 
mation . One or more hardware processors 604 can be , for device . Software instructions can be embedded in firmware , 
example , one or more general purpose microprocessors . 10 such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
Computer system 600 also includes a main memory 606 , hardware modules can be comprised of connected logic 

such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or can be comprised 
storage device , coupled to bus 602 for storing information of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
and instructions to be executed by processor 604 . Main processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
memory 606 also can be used for storing temporary vari - 15 described herein are preferably implemented as software 
ables or other intermediate information during execution of modules , but can be represented in hardware or firmware . 
instructions to be executed by processor 604 . Such instruc Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
tions , when stored in non - transitory storage media acces modules that may be combined with other modules or 
sible to one or more processors 604 , render computer system divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
600 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 20 or storage . 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . Computer system 600 can implement the techniques and 

Computer system 600 further includes a read only other features described herein using customized hard - wired 
memory ( ROM ) 608 or other static storage device coupled logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or 
to bus 602 for storing static information and instructions for program logic which in combination with the computer 
processor 604 . A storage device 610 , such as a magnetic 25 system causes or programs computer system 600 to be a 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Rash drive ) , etc . , is special - purpose machine . According to some embodiments , 
provided and coupled to bus 602 for storing information and the techniques and other features described herein are per 
instructions . formed by computer system 600 in response to one or more 

Computer system 600 can be coupled via bus 602 to a processors 604 executing one or more sequences of one or 
display 612 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , an LCD 30 more instructions contained in main memory 606 . Such 
display , or a touchscreen , for displaying information to a instructions can be read into main memory 606 from another 
computer user . An input device 614 , including alphanumeric storage medium , such as storage device 610 . Execution of 
and other keys , is coupled to bus 602 for communicating the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 606 
information and command selections to processor 604 . causes processor 604 to perform the process steps described 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 616 , such 35 herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry can 
as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com - be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
municating direction information and command selections tions . 
to processor 604 and for controlling cursor movement on The term “ non - transitory media ” as used herein refers to 
display 612 . The input device typically has two degrees of any media storing data and / or instructions that cause a 
freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , x ) and a 40 machine to operate in a specific fashion . Such non - transitory 
second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device to media can comprise non - volatile media and / or volatile 
specify positions in a plane . In some embodiments , the same media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , optical or 
direction information and command selections as cursor magnetic disks , such as storage device 610 . Volatile media 
control may be implemented via receiving touches on a includes dynamic memory , such as main memory 606 . 
touch screen without a cursor . 45 Common forms of non - transitory media include , for 

Computing system 600 can include a user interface mod example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state 
ule to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass storage drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data storage 
device as executable software codes that are executed by the medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage 
one or more computing devices . This and other modules medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a 
may include , by way of example , components , such as 50 RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , 
software components , object - oriented software components , NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge , and net 
class components and task components , processes , func - worked versions of the same . 
tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro - Non - transitory media is distinct from , but can be used in 
gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission media 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 55 participates in transferring information between storage 

In general , the word “ module , " as used herein , refers to media . For example , transmission media includes coaxial 
logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a collection cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the wires that 
of software instructions , possibly having entry and exit comprise bus 602 . Transmission media can also take the 
points , written in a programming language , such as , for form of acoustic or light waves , such as those generated 
example , Java , qua , C or C + + . A software module can be 60 during radio - wave and infra - red data communications . 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in various forms of media can be involved in carrying one 
a dynamic link library , or written in an interpreted program - or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 
ming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , or 604 for execution . For example , the instructions can initially 
Python . It will be appreciated that software modules can be be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote 
callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or can 65 computer . The remote computer can load the instructions 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 
Software modules configured for execution on computing telephone line using a modem . A modem local to computer 
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system 600 can receive the data on the telephone line and a display configured to display the external content and 
use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red the tagging interface ; 
signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in a memory device configured to store a set of instructions ; 
the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the and 
data on bus 602 . Bus 602 carries the data to main memory 5 one or more processors configured to execute the set of 
606 , from which processor 604 retrieves and executes the instructions to : 
instructions . The instructions received by main memory 606 access the external content using a web browser ; 
can optionally be stored on storage device 610 either before receive a selection of at least a portion of the external 
or after execution by processor 604 . content , wherein the selection comprises a selection 

Computer system 600 also includes a communication 10 of text or a crop of an image or video ; 
interface 618 coupled to bus 602 . Communication interface display the tagging interface , wherein the tagging inter 
618 provides a two - way data communication coupling to a face comprises at least one graphical user interface 
network link 620 that is connected to a local network 622 . that enables a user to create tags ; 
For example , communication interface 618 can be an inte receive , via the tagging interface , a selection of a tag 
grated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable modem , 15 option that corresponds with the portion of the 
satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data communi external content , wherein the tag option defines a 
cation connection to a corresponding type of telephone line . relationship between an object and a property ; 
As another example , communication interface 618 can be a tag , with the tagging interface in the web browser , the 
local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a data communi selected portion of the external content ; 
cation connection to a compatible LAN . Wireless links can 20 receive a created tag associated with a tagged portion of 
also be implemented . In any such implementation , commu the external content , wherein the received tag defines 
nication interface 618 sends and receives electrical , electro the portion of the external content to be an object or 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams a property of an object ; and 
representing various types of information . export the external content and the received tag to the 
Network link 620 typically provides data communication 25 database system . 

through one or more networks to other data devices . For 2 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the received link tag 
example , network link 620 can provide a connection through defines a relationship between at least two entities . 
local network 622 to a host computer 624 or to data 3 . The system of claim 2 , wherein an entity of the two 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) entities is an object or a property . 
626 . ISP 626 in turn provides data communication services 30 4 . A method for tagging content external to a database 
through the world wide packet data communication network system , the method being performed by one or more pro 
now commonly referred to as the “ Internet " 628 . Local cessors of an electronic device , the method comprising : 
network 622 and Internet 628 both use electrical , electro accessing , with the electronic device , the external content 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . using a web browser ; 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 35 receiving , with the electronic device , a selection of at least 
network link 620 and through communication interface 618 , a portion of the external content , wherein the selection 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system comprises a selection of text or a crop of an image or 
600 , are example forms of transmission media . video ; 

Computer system 600 can send messages and receive displaying , with the electronic device , the tagging inter 
data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net - 40 face , wherein the tagging interface comprises at least 
work link 620 and communication interface 618 . In the one graphical user interface that enables a user to create 
Internet example , a server 630 might transmit a requested tags ; 
code for an application program through Internet 628 , ISP receiving , via the tagging interface , a selection of a tag 
626 , local network 622 and communication interface 618 . option that corresponds with the portion of the external 

The received code can be executed by processor 604 as it 45 content , wherein the tag option defines a relationship 
is received , and / or stored in storage device 610 , or other between an object and a property ; 
non - volatile storage for later execution . tagging , with a tagging interface in the web browser , the 

In the foregoing specification , embodiments have been selected portion of the external content ; 
described with reference to numerous specific details that receiving a created tag associated with a tagged portion of 
can vary from implementation to implementation . Certain 50 the external content , wherein the received tag defines 
adaptations and modifications of the described embodiments the portion of the external content to be an object or a 
can be made . Other embodiments can be apparent to those property ; and 
skilled in the art from consideration of the specification and exporting , with the electronic device , the external content 
practice of the invention disclosed herein . It is intended that and the received tag to the database system . 
the specification and examples be considered as exemplary 55 5 . The method of claim 4 , wherein the received link tag 
only , with a true scope and spirit of the invention being defines a relationship between at least two entities . 
indicated by the following claims . It is also intended that the 6 . The method of claim 5 , wherein an entity of the two 
sequence of steps shown in figures are only for illustrative entities is an object or a property . 
purposes and are not intended to be limited to any particular 7 . The method of claim 4 , wherein the electronic content 
sequence of steps . As such , those skilled in the art can 60 is at least one of a web page , a document , or an email . 
appreciate that these steps can be performed in a different 8 . The method of claim 4 , wherein the electronic content 
order while implementing the same method . is at least one of an audio file or a video file . 

9 . A non - transitory computer readable medium that stores 
What is claimed : a set of instructions that are executable by at least one 
1 . A system configured to provide a tagging interface for 65 processor of an electronic device to cause the electronic 

tagging content external to a database system , the system device to perform a method for tagging content external to 
comprising : a database system , the method comprising : 
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accessing the external content using a web browser ; 
receiving a selection of at least a portion of the external 

content , wherein the selection comprises a selection of 
text or a crop of an image or video ; 

displaying the tagging interface , wherein the tagging 5 
interface comprises at least one graphical user interface 
that enables a user to create tags ; 

receiving , via the tagging interface , a selection of a tag 
option that corresponds with the portion of the external 
content , wherein the tag option defines a relationship 10 
between an object and a property ; 

tagging , with a tagging interface in the web browser , the 
selected portion of the external content ; 

receiving a created tag associated with a tagged portion of 
the external content , wherein the received tag defines 15 
the portion of the external content to be an object or a 
property ; and 

exporting the external content and the received tag to the 
database system . 

10 . The non - transitory computer readable medium of 20 
claim 9 , wherein the received link tag defines a relationship 
between at least two entities . 

11 . The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 10 , wherein an entity of the two entities is an object 
or a property . 25 

* * * * 
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USER ACCOUNT USER - 17 ADMIN - 11 USER - 20 USER - 21 

7 . 15 . 141 
100 . 154 . 147 61 . 155 . 152 58 . 29 . 45 

EXT URL 
Baddomain . com Baddomain . com Baddomain . com Baddomain . com 
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- 2502 2502 
Scan External Threat Lists 

2504 Identify Dangerous External Domains 

2506 
Use Identified Domains as Seeds 

FIG . 25A 

2544 2544 
For Each Seed : 

2548 Scan Proxy Traffic for Identified 
Domain ( Ongoing ) 

- 2550 v v ? 
Cluster Traffic Type , Hosts , Users 

Associated with Hosts , & Those Users ' 
Organizational Positions ( Periodically ) 

- 2552 

Merge / Update Domain Alert 

FIG . 25B 
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2602 Receive Intrusion Detection System 
( IDS ) Reports 

- - - - - - — — - - 1 - - - - - — — - — — - - - 

- 2604 Store IDS Reports 
- - In - - - - - - - Ju - - - - - - - - - - 

- 2606 Scan IDS Reports 

Perform WHOIS Lookup to Identify 
External Addresses 

1 2608 

- 2610 
Use External Addresses as Seeds 

FIG . 26A 
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2644 
For Each Seed : 

- 2646 Cluster : 
- Internal Addresses 
- IDS Information 
- Firewall Data 
- External WHOIS Data 

2648 

Clustering 
Strategy Complete - NO 

YES 

2650 Merge if Same External Addresses 
Identified in Same Single Day 

FIG . 26B 
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m 10 Outbound / Inbound IDS Reports To / From 7 . 23 . 0 . 1 

Triggered by IDS # 562 

- 2676 

2674 

• Registered to Secret , Inc . based in CHINA • Triggered 10 reports across 3 hosts 

• Reports span 10 hours , 5 minutes starting at 12 : 35 

• Most common signature was EXAMPLE SIGNATURE 

May 8 , 2018 
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2680 

LATEST IDS REPORTS 
TIME 

Tue Dec 06 11 : 22 : 36 2011 Tue Dec 06 12 : 08 : 05 2011 Tue Dec 06 00 : 03 : 16 2011 Tue Dec 06 15 : 02 : 05 2011 

IDS REPORT REF . NO . 

2625 2300 2125 2012 

INT IP 7 . 15 . 141 
100 . 154 . 147 61 . 155 . 152 58 . 29 . 45 
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- 2702 Receive Copies of Malicious Emails 
from Employee ( s ) and Use as Seeds 

- 2704 
For Each Seed : 

- 2706 Identify Subject & Sender 

2708 
Cluster Other Emails with Common 

Subjects OR Sender ( Optionally Limit to 
a Particular Time Period ) 2716 

- 2710 Clustering 
Strategy Complete 

? Add Newly Identified Subjects and 
Senders to Cluster Criteria 

- 2712 
Parse URL ' s from Emails in Cluster and 

Add URL ' s to Cluster 

2714 Add Clickers to 1 Identify " Clickers " and Add Clickers to 
Cluster Including User Data and Other 

Phishing - Related Data Items 

FIG . 27A 
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2742 Receive Copies of Malicious Emails 
from Customer ( s ) and Use as Seeds 

2744 
For Each Seed : 

- 2746 
Identify Subject & Sender 

2756 
2748 

NO Cluster Other Emails with Common 
Subjects OR Sender ( Optionally Limit to 

a Particular Time Period ) 

Clustering 
Strategy Complete YES 

2750 
Add Newly Identified Subjects and 

Senders to Cluster Criteria 

2752 
Parse URL ' s from Emails in Cluster and 

Add URL ' s to Cluster 

2760 Clusters Including More Than a 
Threshold Number of Email Data Items 

Designated as a Campaign 

- 2762 Further Action to Investigate Campaigns 

FIG . 27B 
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Q Alerts 

https : / / example . com 

ALERT 
n PHISHING CAMPAIGN 12 

2776 

Triggered by INTERNAL PHISHING # 26 

• 9 Senders sent emails reported to Abuse with subjects similar to " OPEN THIS LINK ! " 
• These email addresses sent 55 emails to the bank between June 12 and June 13 

• There were 45 recipients , highest band was Senior Management • 2 domains were extracted , with 12 likely clickers indentified 

2774 

May 8 , 2018 

2778 

LATEST EMAILS 12780 

LATEST CLICKS 
# URLS 

TIME 

Tue Dec 06 11 : 22 : 36 2011 Thu Nov 24 12 : 08 : 05 2011 Wed Oct 19 00 : 03 : 16 2011 Thu Jul 14 15 : 02 : 05 2011 

SENDER 
evil @ phishing . com evil @ phishing . com temp @ other . com evil @ phishing . com 

SUBJECT 
OPEN THIS LINK ! LINK INSIDE ! OPEN THIS LINK ! 

THIS LINK ! BEST 
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EXTERNAL MALWARE DATA ITEM 
CLUSTERING AND ANALYSIS 

for the analyst . Further , processing of such a large collection 
of data ( for example , as an analyst uses a computer to sift 
and / or search through huge numbers of data items ) may be 
extremely inefficient and consume significant processing 

5 and / or memory resources . 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 

APPLICATIONS 

Any and all applications for which a foreign or domestic SUMMARY 
priority claim is identified in the Application Data Sheet as 
filed with the present application are hereby incorporated by The systems , methods , and devices described herein each 
reference under 37 CFR 1 . 57 . 10 have several aspects , no single one of which is solely 

This application claims benefit of U . S . Provisional Patent responsible for its desirable attributes . Without limiting the 
Application No . 62 / 020 , 876 , filed Jul . 3 , 2014 , titled “ DATA scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting features will 
ITEM CLUSTERING AND ANALYSIS . ” The entire dis now be discussed briefly . 
closure of each of the above items is hereby made part of this Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a data 
specification as if set forth fully herein and incorporated by 15 analysis system that may automatically generate memory 
reference for all purposes , for all that it contains . efficient clustered data structures , automatically analyze 

This application is also related to the following U . S . those clustered data structures , and provide results of the 
Patent Applications : automated analysis in an optimized way to an analyst . The 

Docket No . Serial No . Title Filed 

PALAN . 235A1 13 / 968 , 265 

PALAN . 235A2 13 / 968 , 213 

PALAN . 235A1P1 14 / 139 , 628 

PALAN . 235A1P2 14 / 139 , 603 
PALAN . 235A1P3 14 / 139 , 713 

GENERATING DATA Mar . 15 , 2013 
CLUSTER WITH 
CUSTOMIZABLE 
ANALYSIS STRATEGIES 
PRIORITIZING DATA Mar . 15 , 2013 
CLUSTER WITH 
CUSTOMIZABLE 
SCORING STRATEGIES 
TAX DATA Dec . 23 , 2013 
CLUSTERING 
MALWARE DATA Dec . 23 , 2013 
CLUSTERING 
USER - AGENT DATA Dec . 23 , 2013 
CLUSTERING 
TREND DATA Dec . 23 , 2013 
CLUSTERING 
FRAUD DETECTION AND Apr . 11 , 2014 
SCORING 
CLUSTERING DATA 
BASED ON INDICATIONS 
OF FINANCIAL 
MALFEASANCE 
MONEY LAUNDERING Aug . 12 , 2014 
DETECTION AND 
SCORING 
MALWARE DATA ITEM Aug . 29 , 2014 
ANALYSIS 

PALAN . 235A1P4 14 / 139 , 640 

PALAN . 245A 14 / 251 , 485 
PALAN . 249P1 14 / 278 , 963 May 15 , 2014 

PALAN . 258PR 62 / 036 , 519 

PALAN . 259A 14 / 473 , 860 

50 

The entire disclosure of each of the above items is hereby automated analysis of the clustered data structures ( also 
made part of this specification as if set forth fully herein and referred to herein as “ data item clusters , " " data clusters , " or 
incorporated by reference for all purposes , for all that it simply " clusters ” ) may include an automated application of 
contains . various criteria or rules so as to generate a compact , human 

readable analysis of the data clusters . The human - readable BACKGROUND analyses ( also referred to herein as “ conclusions ” or “ sum 
maries ” ) of the data clusters may be organized into an Embodiments of the present disclosure generally related interactive user interface so as to enable an analyst to to automatic generation of memory - efficient clustered data quickly navigate among information associated with various structures and automatic analysis of those generated clus - 55 data clusters and efficiently evaluate those data clusters in tered data structures . 

In a fraud investigation an analyst may have to make the context of , for example , a fraud investigation . Embodi 
decisions regarding selection of electronic data items within ments of the present disclosure also relate to automated 
an electronic collection of data . Such a collection of data scoring of the clustered data structures . The interactive user 
may include a large number of data items that may or may 60 interface may be updated based on the scoring , directing the 
not be related to one another , and which may be stored in an human analyst to more critical data clusters ( for example , 
electronic data store or memory . For example , such a col - data clusters more likely to be associated with fraud ) in 
lection of data may include hundreds of thousands , millions , response to the analyst ' s inputs . 
tens of millions , hundreds of millions , or even billions of As described below , data clusters may include one or 
data items , and may consume significant storage and / or 65 more data items . A data item may include any data , infor 
memory . Determination and selection of relevant data items mation , or things , such as a person , a place , an organization , 
within such a collection of data may be extremely difficult an account , a computer , an activity , and event , and / or the 
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like . In an example application , a human analyst may be particular investigation ( for example , a fraud investigation ) . 
tasked with deciding whether an account data item repre Accordingly , in an embodiment , processing of the generated 
sents a fraudulent bank account . However , an individual data cluster may be highly efficient as compared to the collection 
item oftentimes includes insufficient information for the of data described above . This may be because , for example , 
analyst to make such decisions . Rather , the analyst may 5 a given fraud investigation by an analyst ( for example , as the 
make better decisions based upon a collection of related data analyst sifts and / or searches through data items of a cluster ) 
items . For instance , two financial transactions may be may only require storage in memory of a single cluster data 
related by an identical account identifier or two accounts structure . Further , a number of data items in a cluster may be 
belonging to one customer may be related by an identical several orders of magnitude smaller than in the entire 
customer identifier or other attribute ( e . g . , a shared phone 10 electronic collection of data described above because only 
number or address ) . Some currently available systems assist data items related to each other are included in the cluster . 
the analyst by identifying data items that are directly related Additionally , the automated analysis and scoring of clus 
to an initial data item . For example , the analyst could initiate ters ( as mentioned above ) may enable highly efficient evalu 
an investigation with a single suspicious data item or " seed , ” ation of the various data clusters by a human analyst . For 
such as a fraudulent credit card account . If the analyst 15 example , the interactive user interface is generated so as to 
examined this data item by itself , then the analyst would not enable an analyst to quickly view critical data clusters ( as 
observe any suspicious characteristics . However , the analyst determined by the automated scoring ) , and then in response 
could request a list of data items related to the seed by a to analyst inputs , view and interact with the generated 
shared attribute , such as a customer identifier . In doing so , information ( including , for example , the human - readable 
the analyst could discover an additional data item , such as an 20 conclusions ) associated with the clusters . In response to user 
additional credit card account , which relates to the original inputs the user interface may be updated to display raw data 
fraudulent account because of a shared customer identifier . associated with each of the generated clusters if the analyst 
The analyst could then mark the additional credit card desires to dive deeper into data associated with a given 
account as potentially fraudulent , based upon the relation - cluster . 
ship of the shared customer identifier . 25 In various embodiments , seeds may be automatically 
Although these currently available systems can be helpful selected / generated according to various seed determination 

in discovering related data items , they typically require the strategies , and clusters of related data items may be gener 
analyst to manually repeat the same series of searches for a ted based on those seeds and according to cluster genera 
many investigations . Repeating the same investigation pro - tion strategies ( also referred to herein as “ cluster strate 
cess consumes time and resources , such that there are 30 gies ” ) . Also , as mentioned above , the system may generate 
oftentimes more investigations than can be performed . Thus , a score , multiple scores , and / or metascores for each gener 
analysts typically prioritize investigations based upon the ated cluster , and may optionally rank or prioritize the 
characteristics of the seeds . However , there may be insig generated clusters based on the generated scores and / or 
nificant differences between the seeds , so the analyst may metascores . High priority clusters may be of greater interest 
not be able to determine the correct priority for investiga - 35 to an analyst as they may contain related data items that meet 
tions . For instance , the analyst could have to choose between particular criteria related to the analyst ' s investigation . In an 
two potential investigations based upon separate fraudulent embodiment , the system may enable an analyst to advanta 
credit card accounts . One investigation could reveal more geously start an investigation with a prioritized cluster 
potentially fraudulent credit card accounts than the other , including many related data items rather than a single 
and therefore could be more important to perform . Yet , the 40 randomly selected data item . Further , as described above , 
characteristics of the two original credit card accounts could the cluster prioritization and summary generation may 
be similar , so the analyst would not be able to choose the enable the processing requirements of the analyst ' s investi 
more important investigation . Without more information , gation to be highly efficient as compared to processing of the 
prioritizing investigations , and evaluating data items , is huge collection of data described above . As mentioned 
difficult and error prone . 45 above , this is because , for example , a given investigation by 

In contrast with these currently available systems , and as an analyst may only require storage in memory of a limited 
described above , according to various embodiments the data number of data items associated with a small number of 
analysis system of the present disclosure automatically clusters , and further , a number of data items in a cluster may 
creates clusters of related data items , generates human be several orders of magnitude smaller than in the entire 
readable conclusions of the clusters , scores those clusters , 50 electronic collection of data described above because only 
and generates an interactive user interface in which , in data items related to each other are included in the cluster . 
response to inputs from the analyst , information related to Further , an analyst may not need to view many ( or , alter 
the clusters may be efficiently provided to the analyst . natively , any ) data items associated with a cluster to evaluate 
Accordingly , the analyst may be enabled to efficiently evalu - the cluster , but rather may evaluate the cluster based on the 
ate the clusters . 55 automatically generated cluster information . 

Generation of the memory - efficient clustered data struc According to an embodiment , a computer system com 
tures may be accomplished by automatic selection of an prises : one or more computer readable storage devices 
initial data item of interest ( also referred to herein as a configured to store : a plurality of computer executable 
" seed ” ) , adding of the initial data item to the memory instructions ; a plurality of data cluster types , each data 
efficient clustered data structure ( or , alternatively , designat - 60 cluster type associated with a data clustering strategy and a 
ing the initial data item as the clustered data structure , or an plurality of data cluster analysis rules ; and a plurality of data 
initial iteration of the clustered data structure ) , and deter - clusters , each data cluster associated with a data cluster type 
mining and adding one or more related data items to the and previously generated according to the associated respec 
cluster . In various embodiments , a generated cluster may tive data clustering strategy , each data cluster further includ 
include far fewer data items than the collection of data 65 ing one or more data items and associated metadata ; and one 
described above , and the data items included in the cluster or more hardware computer processors in communication 
may only include those data items that are relevant to a with the one or more computer readable storage devices and 
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configured to execute the plurality of computer executable According to another embodiment , the one or more hard 
instructions in order to cause the computer system to , for w are computer processors are further configured to execute 
each particular data cluster of the plurality of data clusters : the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to 
access the particular data cluster from the one or more cause the computing system to : for each particular data 
computer readable storage devices , determine the data clus - 5 cluster of the plurality of data clusters : determine whether 
ter type associated with the particular data cluster , analyze any other data cluster having a data cluster type different 
the particular data cluster based on the data cluster analysis from the data cluster type of the particular data cluster is 
rules associated with the determined data cluster type ; associated with a data item that is also associated with the 
determine an alert score for the particular data cluster based particular data cluster . 
on the analysis of the particular data cluster ; and generate 10 According to yet another embodiment , the alert display 
one or more human - readable conclusions regarding the further indicates and provides a link to any of the other data 
particular data cluster . clusters having the data cluster type different from the data 

According to another embodiment , the alert score indi - cluster type of the particular data cluster and determined to 
cates a degree of correlation between characteristics of the be associated with the data item that is also associated with 
particular data cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis 15 the particular data cluster of the alert display . 
rules . According to another embodiment , a notification is pro 

According to yet another embodiment , the degree of vided to a human analyst via the alert display when the data 
correlation is based on both an assessment of risk associated cluster associated with the alert display has been regenerated 
with the particular data cluster and a confidence level in such that the data cluster is changed . 
accuracy of the assessment of risk . 20 According to an embodiment , a computer system com 

According to another embodiment , a relatively higher prises : one or more computer readable storage devices 
alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively more configured to store : a plurality of computer executable 
important for a human analyst to evaluate , and a relatively instructions ; a data clustering strategy ; and a plurality of 
lower alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively less data items including at least : file data items , each file data 
important for the human analyst to evaluate . 25 item associated with at least one suspected malware file and 

According to yet another embodiment , each alert score for one or more network indicators ; and network - related data 
respective data clusters is assigned to a category indicating items associated with captured communications between an 
a high degree of correlation , a medium degree of correlation , internal network and an external network , the network 
or a low degree of correlation . related data items including at least one of : external Internet 

According to another embodiment , the high degree of 30 Protocol addresses , external domains , external computerized 
correlation is associated with a first color , the medium devices , internal Internet Protocol addresses , internal com 
degree of correlation is associated with a second color , and puterized devices , users of particular computerized devices , 
the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color . or organizational positions associated with users of particu 

According to yet another embodiment , the one or more lar computerized devices , and one or more hardware com 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 35 puter processors in communication with the one or more 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in computer readable storage devices and configured to execute 
order to cause the computer system to : for each particular the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to 
data cluster of the plurality of data clusters : generate an alert , cause the computer system to : access , from the one or more 
the alert comprising the alert score , the one or more human - computer readable storage devices , the file data items ; 
readable conclusions , the one or more data items associated 40 determine , for each file data item of the file data items , 
with the cluster , and the metadata associated with each of the whether or not the file data item is been marked as a seed ; 
one or more data items . and for each of the file data items marked as a seed , generate 

According to another embodiment , the one or more hard - a data item cluster based on the data clustering strategy by 
ware computer processors are further configured to execute at least : adding the seed to the data item cluster ; identifying 
the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to 45 one or more of the network indicators that are associated 
cause the computer system to : generate a user interface with the seed ; identifying one or more of the network - related 
including a list of user - selectable alert indicators , an alert data items associated with at least one of the identified one 
indicator being provided for each of the generated alerts , or more of the network indicators ; adding , to the data item 
each of the alert indicators providing a summary of infor - cluster , the one or more identified network - related data 
mation associated with respective generated alerts . 50 items ; identifying an additional one or more data items , 

According to yet another embodiment , the one or more including file data items and / or network - related data items , 
hardware computer processors are further configured to associated with any data items of the data item cluster ; and 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in adding , to the data item cluster , the additional one or more 
order to cause the computer system to : in response to a data items . 
selection of an alert indicator by a human analyst : generate 55 According to another embodiment , each of the data items 
an alert display , the alert display including at least an of the data item cluster identify at least an internal comput 
indication of the alert score and a list of the one or more erized device , a user of the internal computerized device , 
human - readable conclusions . and an organizational position associated with the user . 

According to another embodiment , the alert display fur - According to yet another embodiment , the one or more 
ther includes a table of information associated with the one 60 hardware computer processors are further configured to 
or more data items and associated metadata of the particular execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
data cluster , and wherein the table of information includes a order to cause the one or more hardware computer proces 
mixture of information of various types . sors to : scan communications between the internal network 

According to yet another embodiment , the table of infor - and the external network so as to identify additional net 
mation includes one or more user interface controls select - 65 work - related data items , and store the additional network 
able by a human analysis in order to filter according infor related data items in the one or more computer readable 
mation type and / or time period . storage devices . 
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According to another embodiment , the communications lower alert score indicated a data cluster that is relatively 
are continuously scanned via a proxy . less important for the human analyst to evaluate . 

According to yet another embodiment , the one or more According to another embodiment , each alert score for 
network indicators include at least an external Internet respective data clusters is assigned to a category indicating 
Protocol address or an external domain . 5 a high degree of correlation , a medium degree of correlation , 

According to another embodiment , the one or more of the or a low degree of correlation . 
network indicators that are associated with the seed com According to yet another embodiment , the high degree of 
prise network indicators that are contacted by the at least one correlation is associated with a first color , the medium 

degree of correlation is associated with a second color , and suspected malware file associated with the seed when the at * 10 the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color . least one suspected malware file is executed . According to another embodiment , the one or more hard According to yet another embodiment , determining ware computer processors are further configured to execute whether or not the file data item is marked as a seed the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to comprises determining whether or not the file data item has cause the computer system to : for each generated data item 
been marked by a human analyst as a seed . 15 cluster : generate an alert , the alert comprising a the alert 

According to another embodiment , each of the file data score , the one or more human - readable conclusions , the data 
items is processed by the computer system by at least : items associated with the data item cluster , and metadata 
initiating an analysis of the file data item including the at associated with the data items of the data item cluster . 
least one suspected malware file , wherein the analysis of the According to yet another embodiment , the one or more 
file data item generates a plurality of analysis information 20 hardware computer processors are further configured to 
items including at least one of calculated hashes , file prop execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
erties , academic analysis information , file execution infor order to cause the computer system to : generate a user 
mation , or third - party analysis information ; associating the interface including a list of user - selectable alert indicators , 
plurality of analysis information items with the file data an alert indicator being provided for each of the generated 
item ; and generating a user interface including one or more 25 alerts , each of the alert indicators providing a summary of 
user selectable portions presenting various of the analysis information associated with respective generated alerts . 
information items , the user interface usable by the human According to another embodiment , the one or more hard 
analyst to determine one or more characteristics of the file ware computer processors are further configured to execute 
data item and to mark the file data item as a seed . the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to 

According to yet another embodiment , the file data item 30 cause the computer system to : in response to a selection of 
is marked by a human analyst as a seed via a user interface an alert indicator by a human analyst : generate an alert 
of the computer system . display , the alert display including at least an indication of 

According to another embodiment , initiating analysis of the alert score and a list of the one or more human - readable 
the file data item and generating the plurality of analysis conclusions . 
information items comprises : initiating an internal analysis 35 According to yet another embodiment , the one or more 
of the file data item ; and initiating an external analysis of the human - readable conclusions each comprise a phrase or 
file data item , wherein the internal analysis includes analysis sentence including one or more indications of summary or 
performed by the one or more hardware computer proces - aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data items 
sors , and wherein the internal analysis includes at least one of the data item cluster . 
of calculation of an MD5 hash of the file data item , calcu - 40 According to another embodiment , generating the one or 
lation of a SHA - 1 hash of the file data item , or calculation more human - readable conclusions comprises : selecting , 
of a size of the file data item , and wherein the external based on the data cluster type associated with the particular 
analysis includes analysis performed by at least a second data cluster , one or more conclusion templates ; and popu 
computer system , and wherein the external analysis includes lating the one or more conclusion templates with data 
execution of the file data item in a sandboxed environment 45 associated with the particular data cluster . 
and analysis of the file data item by a third - party malware According to an embodiment , a computer system com 
analysis service . prises : one or more computer readable storage devices 

According to yet another embodiment , the one or more configured to store : a plurality of computer executable 
computer readable storage devices are further configured to instructions ; a data clustering strategy ; and a plurality of 
store : a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated 50 data items including at least : external domain data items ; 
with the data clustering strategy , and the one or more and network - related data items associated with captured 
hardware computer processors are further configured to communications between an internal network and an exter 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in nal network , the network - related data items including at 
order to cause the one or more hardware computer proces - least one of : external Internet Protocol addresses , external 
sors to : for each generated data item cluster : access the 55 domains , external computerized devices , internal Internet 
plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with the Protocol addresses , internal computerized devices , users of 
data clustering strategy ; analyze the data item cluster based particular computerized devices , or organizational positions 
on the accessed data cluster analysis rules ; and based on the associated with users of particular computerized devices ; 
analysis of the data item cluster : determine an alert score for and one or more hardware computer processors in commu 
the data item cluster ; and generate one or more human - 60 nication with the one or more computer readable storage 
readable conclusions regarding the data item cluster . devices and configured to execute the plurality of computer 

According to another embodiment , the alert score indi - executable instructions in order to cause the computer 
cates a degree of correlation between characteristics of the system to : scan one or more threat lists stored external to the 
data item cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis rules . internal network , each of the threat lists including informa 

According to yet another embodiment , a relatively higher 65 tion related to previously identified malware threats and 
alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively more information related to those previously identified malware 
important for a human analyst to evaluate , and a relatively threats including external domain data items ; identify one or 
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more external domain data items included in the one or more lower alert score indicated a data cluster that is relatively 
threat lists , each of the one or more external domain data less important for the human analyst to evaluate . 
items being associated with a malicious domain ; designate According to yet another embodiment , each alert score for 
each of the identified one or more external domain data respective data clusters is assigned to a category indicating 
items as a seed ; and for each of the designated seeds , 5 a high degree of correlation , a medium degree of correlation , 
generate a data item cluster based on the data clustering or a low degree of correlation . 
strategy by at least : adding the seed to the data item cluster ; According to another embodiment , the high degree of 
identifying one or more of the network - related data items correlation is associated with a first color , the medium 

degree of correlation is associated with a second color , and associated with the seed ; adding , to the data item cluster , the 
one or more identified network - related data items ; identify 10 the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color . 

According to yet another embodiment , the one or more ing an additional one or more data items , including external 
domain data items and / or network - related data items , asso hardware computer processors are further configured to 

execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in ciated with any data items of the data item cluster ; and order to cause the computer system to : for each generated 
adding , to the data item cluster , the additional one or more 15 data items of more 15 data item cluster : generate an alert , the alert comprising a the 
data items . alert score , the one or more human - readable conclusions , the 

According to another embodiment , data items of the data data items associated with the data item cluster , and meta 
item cluster include at least an internal computerized device , data associated with the data items of the data item cluster . 
a user of the internal computerized device , and an organi - According to another embodiment , the one or more hard 
zational position associated with the user . 20 ware computer processors are further configured to execute 

According to yet another embodiment , the one or more the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to 
hardware computer processors are further configured to cause the computer system to : generate a user interface 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in including a list of user - selectable alert indicators , an alert 
order to cause the one or more hardware computer proces - indicator being provided for each of the generated alerts , 
sors to : scan communications between the internal network 25 each of the alert indicators providing a summary of infor 
and the external network so as to generate additional net - mation associated with respective generated alerts . 
work - related data items ; and store the additional network According to yet another embodiment , the one or more 
related data items in the one or more computer readable hardware computer processors are further configured to 
storage devices . execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 

According to another embodiment , the communications 30 order to cause the computer system to : in response to a 
are continuously scanned via a proxy . selection of an alert indicator by a human analyst : generate 

According to yet another embodiment , identifying the one an alert display , the alert display including at least an 
or more of the network - related data items associated with indication of the alert score and a list of the one or more 
the seed comprises : for each of the network - related data human - readable conclusions . 
items , determining whether the network - related data item is 35 According to another embodiment , the alert display fur 
associated with a communication with the malicious domain ther includes a table of information associated with the data 
associated with the seed ; and in response to determining that items associated with the data item cluster of the alert , and 
the network - related data item is associated with a commu - metadata associated with the data items of the data item 
nication with the malicious domain associated with the seed , cluster of the alert . 
identifying the network - related data item as being associated 40 According to yet another embodiment , the table of infor 
with the seed . mation includes a mixture of information of various types . 

According to another embodiment , the data item clusters According to another embodiment , the table of informa 
are continuously updated . tion includes one or more user interface controls selectable 
According to yet another embodiment , the one or more by a human analysis in order to filter according information 

computer readable storage devices are further configured to 45 type and / or time period . 
store : a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated According to yet another embodiment , the one or more 
with the data clustering strategy , and the one or more human - readable conclusions each comprise a phrase or 
hardware computer processors are further configured to sentence including one or more indications of summary or 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data items 
order to cause the one or more hardware computer proces - 50 of the data item cluster . 
sors to : for each generated data item cluster : access the According to another embodiment , generating the one or 
plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with the more human - readable conclusions comprises : selecting , 
data clustering strategy ; analyze the data item cluster based based on the data cluster type associated with the particular 
on the accessed data cluster analysis rules ; and based on the data cluster , one or more conclusion templates ; and popu 
analysis of the data item cluster : determine an alert score for 55 lating the one or more conclusion templates with data 
the data item cluster ; and generate one or more human associated with the particular data cluster . 
readable conclusions regarding the data item cluster . According to an embodiment , a computer system com 

According to another embodiment , the alert score indi - prises : one or more computer readable storage devices 
cates a degree of correlation between characteristics of the configured to store : a plurality of computer executable 
data item cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis rules . 60 instructions ; a data clustering strategy ; and a plurality of 

According to yet another embodiment , the degree of data items including at least : intrusion detection system 
correlation is based on both an assessment of risk associated reports , each intrusion detection system report associated 
with the particular data cluster and a confidence level in with at least a source Internet Protocol address and a 
accuracy of the assessment of risk . destination Internet Protocol address ; and network - related 

According to another embodiment , a relatively higher 65 data items associated with captured communications 
alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively more between an internal network and an external network , the 
important for a human analyst to evaluate , and a relatively network - related data items including at least one of : external 
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Internet Protocol addresses , external domains , external com scan communications between the internal network and the 
puterized devices , internal Internet Protocol addresses , inter external network so as to generate additional network 
nal computerized devices , users of particular computerized related data items ; and store the additional network - related 
devices , intrusion detection system information , network data items in the one or more computer readable storage 
firewall data , or WHOIS information ; and one or more 5 devices . 
hardware computer processors in communication with the According to yet another embodiment , received intrusion 
one or more computer readable storage devices and config detection system reports are automatically stored in the one ured to execute the plurality of computer executable instruc or more computer readable storage devices , and the one or tions in order to cause the computer system to : receive an more hardware computer processors are further configured intrusion detection system report including a communica - 10 to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions tion between a source Internet Protocol address and a in order to cause the one or more hardware computer destination Internet Protocol address ; initiate an automated processors to : identify newly received intrusion detection lookup to determine which of the source Internet Protocol system reports ; initiate automated lookups to determine address and the destination Internet Protocol address is an 
external Internet Protocol address , the external Internet 15 external Internet Protocol addresses associated with each of 
Protocol address being external to the internal network ; the newly received intrusion detection system reports ; des 
designate the external Internet Protocol address as a seed ; ignate the determined external Internet Protocol addresses as 
and generate a data item cluster based on the data clustering seeds ; and generate data item clusters based on the data 
strategy by at least : adding the seed to the data item cluster ; clustering strategy and the seeds . 
identifying one or more of the network - related data items 20 According to another embodiment , data item clusters 
associated with the seed ; and adding , to the data item cluster , generated based on common external Internet Protocol 
the one or more identified network - related data items . addresses are merged . 

According to another embodiment , generating the data According to yet another embodiment , data item clusters 
item cluster based on the data clustering strategy further generated based on common external Internet Protocol 
comprises : identifying additional one or more data items 25 addresses are merged only if the associated intrusion detec 
associated with any data items of the data item cluster ; and tion system reports are received on a same day . 
adding , to the data item cluster , the additional one or more According to another embodiment , the one or more com 
data items . puter readable storage devices are further configured to 

According to yet another embodiment , the data item store : a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated 
cluster includes at least the source Internet Protocol address , 30 with the data clustering strategy , and the one or more 
the destination Internet Protocol address , an internal com - hardware computer processors are further configured to 
puterized device associated with an Internet Protocol execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
address in the cluster , a user of the internal computerized order to cause the one or more hardware computer proces 
device , and WHOIS information associated with the exter - sors to : for the generated data item cluster : access the 
nal Internet Protocol address . 35 plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with the 

According to another embodiment , the one or more hard - data clustering strategy ; analyze the data item cluster based 
ware computer processors are further configured to execute on the accessed data cluster analysis rules ; and based on the 
the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to analysis of the data item cluster : determine an alert score for 
cause the one or more hardware computer processors to : the data item cluster ; and generate one or more human 
receive a second intrusion detection system report including 40 readable conclusions regarding the data item cluster . 
a communication between a second source Internet Protocol According to yet another embodiment , the alert score 
address and a second destination Internet Protocol address ; indicates a degree of correlation between characteristics of 
initiate an automated lookup to determine which of the the data item cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis 
second source Internet Protocol address and the second rules . 
destination Internet Protocol address is a second external 45 According to another embodiment , the degree of corre 
Internet Protocol address , the second external Internet Pro - lation is based on both an assessment of risk associated with 
tocol address being external to the internal network ; com - the particular data cluster and a confidence level in accuracy 
pare the external Internet Protocol address to the second of the assessment of risk . 
external Internet Protocol address ; in response to determin - According to yet another embodiment , a relatively higher 
ing , based on the comparison , that the external Internet 50 alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively more 
Protocol address and the second external Internet Protocol important for a human analyst to evaluate , and a relatively 
address are the same , add the second external Internet lower alter score indicated a data cluster that is relatively 
Protocol address to the data item cluster ; and in response to less important for the human analyst to evaluate . 
determining , based on the comparison , that the external According to another embodiment , each alert score for 
Internet Protocol address and the second external Internet 55 respective data clusters is assigned to a category indicating 
Protocol address are not the same : designate the second a high degree of correlation , a medium degree of correlation , 
external Internet Protocol address as a second seed ; and or a low degree of correlation . 
generate a second data item cluster based on the data According to yet another embodiment , the high degree of 
clustering strategy and the second seed . correlation is associated with a first color , the medium 

According to yet another embodiment , the second exter - 60 degree of correlation is associated with a second color , and 
nal Internet Protocol address is added to the data item cluster the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color . 
only if the intrusion detection system report and the second According to another embodiment , the one or more hard 
intrusion detection system report are received on a same day . ware computer processors are further configured to execute 

According to another embodiment , the one or more hard - the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to 
ware computer processors are further configured to execute 65 cause the computer system to : for the generated data item 
the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cluster : generate an alert , the alert comprising a the alert 
cause the one or more hardware computer processors to : score , the one or more human - readable conclusions , the data 
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items associated with the data item cluster , and metadata According to another embodiment , generating the data 
associated with the data items of the data item cluster . item cluster based on the data clustering strategy further 

According to yet another embodiment , the one or more comprises : determining any new subjects or new senders 
hardware computer processors are further configured to associated with email data items of the data item cluster that 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 5 are different from the determined subjects or the determined 
order to cause the computer system to : generate a user senders ; identifying a second one or more of the email data 
interface including a list of user - selectable alert indicators , items having a same subject as the determined new subject , 
an alert indicator being provided for each of the generated or a same sender as the determined new sender ; and adding 
alerts , each of the alert indicators providing a summary of the identified second one or more email data items to the 
information associated with respective generated alerts . 10 data item cluster . 

According to another embodiment , the one or more hard - According to yet another embodiment , the identified one 
ware computer processors are further configured to execute or more email data items are added to the data item cluster 
the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to only if received by one or more computerized devices within 
cause the computer system to : in response to a selection of the network within a predetermined period of time from a 
an alert indicator by a human analyst : generate an alert 15 time that the seed was received . 
display , the alert display including at least an indication of According to another embodiment , the period of time 
the alert score and a list of the one or more human - readable comprises at least one of a number of hours , a number of 
conclusions . days , or a number of weeks . 

According to yet another embodiment , the one or more According to yet another embodiment , the predetermined 
human - readable conclusions each comprise a phrase or 20 period of time is further determined based on other email 
sentence including one or more indications of summary or data items in the data item cluster . 
aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data items According to another embodiment , generating the data 
of the data item cluster . item cluster based on the data clustering strategy further 

According to another embodiment , generating the one or comprises : identifying additional one or more data items 
more human - readable conclusions comprises : selecting , 25 associated with any data items of the data item cluster ; and 
based on the data cluster type associated with the particular adding , to the data item cluster , the additional one or more 
data cluster , one or more conclusion templates , and popu - data items . 
lating the one or more conclusion templates with data According to yet another embodiment , identifying the one 
associated with the particular data cluster . or more users further comprises : scanning communications 

According to an embodiment , a computer system com - 30 on the communications network of the organization so as to 
prises : one or more computer readable storage devices generate phishing - related data items including URLs visited 
configured to store : a plurality of computer executable by particular users ; extracting recipients of the email data 
instructions ; a data clustering strategy ; and a plurality of items of the data item cluster associated with respective 
data items including at least : email data items , each of the parsed URLs ; and for any parsed URL matching a URL 
email data items including at least a subject and a sender , 35 visited by a particular user , if the extracted recipient of the 
each of the email data items potentially associated with email data item associated with the parsed URL matches the 
phishing activity ; and phishing - related data items related to particular user , then identifying the user . 
a communications network of an organization , the phishing . According to another embodiment , the communications 
related data items including at least one of : internal Internet are continuously scanned via a proxy . 
Protocol addresses of the communications network , com - 40 According to yet another embodiment , the one or more 
puterized devices of the communications network , users of hardware computer processors are further configured to 
particular computerized devices , organizational positions execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
associated with users of particular computerized devices , or order to cause the one or more hardware computer proces 
URLs and / or external domains visited by users of particular sors to : continuously receive email data items from users of 
computerized devices , and one or more hardware computer 45 respective computing devices of the organization , designate 
processors in communication with the one or more computer the received email data items as seeds , and generate data 
readable storage devices and configured to execute the items clusters based on the data clustering strategy . 
plurality of computer executable instructions in order to According to another embodiment , the data related to the 
cause the computer system to : access an email data item one or more users includes an organizational position asso 
transmitted to one or more of the users of respective com - 50 ciated with the user . 
puterized devices within the network of the organization , the According to yet another embodiment , the one or more 
email data item including at least a subject and a sender ; computer readable storage devices are further configured to 
designate the received email data item as a seed ; and store : a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated 
generate a data item cluster based on the data clustering with the data clustering strategy , and the one or more 
strategy by at least : adding the seed to the data item cluster ; 55 hardware computer processors are further configured to 
determining the subject and the sender associated with the execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
seed ; identifying one or more of the email data items having order to cause the one or more hardware computer proces 
a same subject as the determined subject or a same sender as s ors to : for the generated data item cluster : access the 
the determined sender ; adding the identified one or more plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with the 
email data items to the data item cluster ; adding one or more 60 data clustering strategy ; analyze the data item cluster based 
parsed URLs from the email data items to the data item on the accessed data cluster analysis rules ; and based on the 
cluster ; identifying one or more users who are both recipi analysis of the data item cluster : determine an alert score for 
ents of at least one of the email data items of the data item the data item cluster ; and generate one or more human 
cluster and visitors of one of the URLs of the data item readable conclusions regarding the data item cluster . 
cluster ; and adding the identified one or more users , includ - 65 According to another embodiment , the alert score indi 
ing data related to the one or more users , to the data item cates a degree of correlation between characteristics of the 
cluster . data item cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis rules . 
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According to yet another embodiment , the degree of the received email data items as seeds ; and for each of the 

correlation is based on both an assessment of risk associated designated seeds , generate a data item cluster based on the 
with the particular data cluster and a confidence level in data clustering strategy by at least : adding the seed to the 
accuracy of the assessment of risk . data item cluster ; determining the subject and the sender 

According to another embodiment , each alert score for 5 associated with the seed ; accessing the one or more com 
respective data clusters is assigned to a category indicating puter readable storage devices and identifying one or more 
a high degree of correlation , a medium degree of correlation , of the email data items having a same subject as the 
or a low degree of correlation , and wherein the high degree determined subject or a same sender as the determined 
of correlation is associated with a first color , the medium sender ; adding the identified one or more email data items to 
degree of correlation is associated with a second color , and 10 the data item cluster ; adding one or more URLs from the 
the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color . email data items to the data item cluster ; and in response to 

According to yet another embodiment , the one or more determining that the data item cluster includes at least a 
hardware computer processors are further configured to predetermined threshold quantity of email data items , des 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in ignating the data item cluster . 
order to cause the computer system to : for the generated data 15 According to another embodiment , the one or more hard 
item cluster : generate an alert , the alert comprising a the ware computer processors are further configured to execute 
alert score , the one or more human - readable conclusions , the the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to 
data items associated with the data item cluster , and meta - cause the one or more hardware computer processors to : for 
data associated with the data items of the data item cluster . each designated data item cluster , initiate further automated 

According to another embodiment , the one or more hard - 20 investigation including at least : comparing URLs included 
ware computer processors are further configured to execute in the designated data item cluster with URLs previously 
the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to identified as malicious by a third - party service ; and based on 
cause the computer system to : generate a user interface the comparing , identifying any URLs included in the des 
including a list of user - selectable alert indicators , an alert ignated data item cluster not previously identified as mali 
indicator being provided for each of the generated alerts , 25 cious by the third - party service , and notifying the third - party 
each of the alert indicators providing a summary of infor - service of the identified URLs . 
mation associated with respective generated alerts . According to yet another embodiment , the predetermined 

According to yet another embodiment , the one or more threshold quantity is 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , or 5 . 
hardware computer processors are further configured to According to another embodiment , generating the data 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 30 item cluster based on the data clustering strategy further 
order to cause the computer system to : in response to a comprises : determining any new subjects or new senders 
selection of an alert indicator by a human analyst : generate associated with email data items of the data item cluster that 
an alert display , the alert display including at least an are different from the determined subjects or senders ; iden 
indication of the alert score and a list of the one or more tifying a second one or more of the email data items having 
human - readable conclusions . 35 a subject that is the same as the determined new subject , or 

According to another embodiment , the one or more a sender that is the same as the determined new sender ; and 
human - readable conclusions each comprise a phrase or adding the identified second one or more email data items to 
sentence including one or more indications of summary or the data item cluster . 
aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data items According to yet another embodiment , the identified one 
of the data item cluster . 40 or more email data items are added to the data item cluster 

According to yet another embodiment , the one or more only if they were received by an initial recipient within a 
human - readable conclusions are useable by a human analyst period of time determined based on the seed . 
to perform an evaluation of the associated data item cluster . According to another embodiment , the period of time 

According to another embodiment , generating the one or comprises at least one of a number of hours , a number of 
more human - readable conclusions comprises : selecting , 45 days , or a number of weeks , and wherein the received email 
based on the data cluster type associated with the particular data item designated as the seed was received by an initial 
data cluster , one or more conclusion templates ; and popu - recipient within the time period . 
lating the one or more conclusion templates with data According to yet another embodiment , the period of time 
associated with the particular data cluster . is further determined based on other email data items in the 

According to an embodiment , a computer system com - 50 data item cluster . 
prises : one or more computer readable storage devices According to another embodiment , generating the data 
configured to store : a plurality of computer executable item cluster based on the data clustering strategy further 
instructions ; a data clustering strategy ; and a plurality of comprises : identifying additional one or more data items 
data items including at least : email data items , each of the associated with any data items of the data item cluster ; and 
email data items including at least a subject and a sender , 55 adding , to the data item cluster , the additional one or more 
each of the email data items potentially associated with data items . 
phishing activity ; and phishing - related data items related to According to yet another embodiment , the one or more 
customers of an organization , the phishing - related data hardware computer processors are further configured to 
items including indicators of at least one of : customers of the execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
organization or URLs identified as malicious by a third - 60 order to cause the one or more hardware computer proces 
party service ; and one or more hardware computer proces sors to : continuously receive email data items from custom 
sors in communication with the one or more computer e rs of the organization , store the received email data items , 
readable storage devices and configured to execute the designate the received email data items as seeds , and gen 
plurality of computer executable instructions in order to erate , for each of the designated seeds , data items clusters 
cause the computer system to : receive email data items from 65 based on the data clustering strategy . 
customers of the organization , each of the email data items According to another embodiment , the one or more com 
including at least a subject and a sender ; designate each of puter readable storage devices are further configured to 
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store : a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated data cluster , one or more conclusion templates ; and popu 
with the data clustering strategy , and the one or more lating the one or more conclusion templates with data 
hardware computer processors are further configured to associated with the particular data cluster . 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in In various embodiments , computer - implemented methods 
order to cause the one or more hardware computer proces - 5 are disclosed in which , under control of one or more 
sors to : for each generated data item cluster : access the hardware computing devices configured with specific com 
plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with the puter executable instructions , one or more aspects of the 
data clustering strategy ; analyze the data item cluster based above - described embodiments are implemented and / or per 
on the accessed data cluster analysis rules ; and based on the formed . 
analysis of the data item cluster : determine an alert score for 10 In various embodiments , a non - transitory computer - read 
the data item cluster ; and generate one or more human - able storage medium storing software instructions is dis 
readable conclusions regarding the data item cluster . closed that , in response to execution by a computer system 

According to yet another embodiment , the alert score having one or more hardware processors , configure the 
indicates a degree of correlation between characteristics of computer system to perform operations comprising one or 
the data item cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis 15 more aspects of the above - described embodiments . 
rules . Advantageously , according to various embodiments , the 

According to another embodiment , the degree of corre - disclosed techniques provide a more effective starting point 
lation is based on both an assessment of risk associated with and / or summary for an investigation of data items of various 
the particular data cluster and a confidence level in accuracy types . An analyst may be able to start an investigation from 
of the assessment of risk . 20 a cluster of related data items instead of an individual data 

According to yet another embodiment , a relatively higher item , which may reduce the amount of time and effort 
alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively more required to perform the investigation . The disclosed tech 
important for a human analyst to evaluate , and a relatively niques may also , according to various embodiments , provide 
lower alter score indicated a data cluster that is relatively a prioritization of multiple clusters , and human - readable 
less important for the human analyst to evaluate . 25 conclusions related to each of those clusters . For example , 

According to another embodiment , each alert score for the analyst may also be able to start the investigation from 
respective data clusters is assigned to a category indicating a high priority cluster , which may allow the analyst to focus 
a high degree of correlation , a medium degree of correlation , on the most important investigations , and may quickly 
or a low degree of correlation , and wherein the high degree evaluate that cluster based on the human - readable conclu 
of correlation is associated with a first color , the medium 30 sions generated by the system . In each case , the processing 
degree of correlation is associated with a second color , and and memory requirements of such an investigation may be 
the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color . significantly reduced due to the creation and use of highly 

According to yet another embodiment , the one or more efficient cluster data structures of related data items . 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 35 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
order to cause the computer system to : for each generated 
data item cluster : generate an alert , the alert comprising a the The following drawings and the associated descriptions 
alert score , the one or more human - readable conclusions , the are provided to illustrate embodiments of the present dis 
data items associated with the data item cluster , and meta - closure and do not limit the scope of the claims . Aspects and 
data associated with the data items of the data item cluster . 40 many of the attendant advantages of this disclosure will 

According to another embodiment , the one or more hard become more readily appreciated as the same become better 
ware computer processors are further configured to execute understood by reference to the following detailed descrip 
the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to tion , when taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
cause the computer system to : generate a user interface drawings , wherein : 
including a list of user - selectable alert indicators , an alert 45 FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example data 
indicator being provided for each of the generated alerts , analysis system , according to an embodiment of the present 
each of the alert indicators providing a summary of infor - disclosure . 
mation associated with respective generated alerts . FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example gen 

According to yet another embodiment , the one or more eration of clusters by the data analysis system , according to 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 50 an embodiment of the present disclosure . 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in FIGS . 3A - 3C illustrate an example growth of a cluster of 
order to cause the computer system to : in response to a related data items , according to an embodiment of the 
selection of an alert indicator by a human analyst : generate present disclosure . 
an alert display , the alert display including at least an FIG . 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters by the 
indication of the alert score and a list of the one or more 55 data analysis system , according to an embodiment of the 
human - readable conclusions . present disclosure . 

According to another embodiment , the one or more FIG . 5 illustrates an example cluster analysis user inter 
human - readable conclusions each comprise a phrase or face , according to an embodiment of the present disclosure . 
sentence including one or more indications of summary or FIG . 6 is a flowchart of an example method of generating 
aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data items 60 clusters , according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
of the data item cluster . sure . 

According to yet another embodiment , the one or more FIG . 7 is a flowchart of an example method of scoring 
human - readable conclusions are useable by a human analyst clusters , according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
to perform an evaluation of the associated data item cluster . sure . 

According to another embodiment , generating the one or 65 FIG . 8 illustrates components of an illustrative server 
more human - readable conclusions comprises : selecting , computing system , according to an embodiment of the 
based on the data cluster type associated with the particular present disclosure . 
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FIG . 9 is a flowchart of an example generalized method applied to phishing threat detection , according to an embodi 

of the data analysis system , according to an embodiment of ment of the present disclosure . 
the present disclosure . FIG . 27B is a flowchart of an example of another seed 

Cluster Analysis generation and clustering method of the data analysis system 
FIG . 10A is a flowchart for an example method of data 5 as applied to phishing threat detection , according to an 

cluster analysis , according to an embodiment of the present embodiment of the present disclosure . 
disclosure . FIG . 27C illustrates an example data cluster analysis user 

FIG . 10B is a flowchart of an example method of alert interface of the data analysis system as applied to phishing 
generation , according to an embodiment of the present threat detection , according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure . 10 disclosure . 

FIG . 10C illustrates various example conclusions associ 
ated with various types of data clusters , according to various DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
embodiments of the present disclosure . Although certain preferred embodiments and examples FIGS . 11 - 20 illustrate example data cluster analysis user 15 are disclosed below , inventive subject matter extends interfaces of the data analysis system , according to embodi beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to other 
ments of the present disclosure . alternative embodiments and / or uses and to modifications FIG . 21 is a flowchart of an example method of linking and equivalents thereof . Thus , the scope of the claims 
related alerts or data clusters , according to an embodiment appended hereto is not limited by any of the particular 
of the present disclosure . 20 embodiments described below . For example , in any method 

FIG . 22 illustrates an example data cluster analysis user or process disclosed herein , the acts or operations of the 
interface in which related alerts or data clusters are linked to method or process may be performed in any suitable 
one another , according to an embodiment of the present sequence and are not necessarily limited to any particular 
disclosure . disclosed sequence . Various operations may be described as 

FIG . 23 is a flowchart of an example method of updating 25 multiple discrete operations in turn , in a manner that may be 
alerts in response to cluster regeneration , according to an helpful in understanding certain embodiments ; however , the 
embodiment of the present disclosure . order of description should not be construed to imply that 

Example Application of the Data Analysis System to these operations are order dependent . Additionally , the struc 
Malware Threat Detection tures , systems , and / or devices described herein may be 

FIG . 24A is a flowchart of an example of a seed genera - 30 embodied as integrated components or as separate compo 
tion method of the data analysis system as applied to nents . For purposes of comparing various embodiments , 
malware threat detection , according to an embodiment of the certain aspects and advantages of these embodiments are 
present disclosure . described . Not necessarily all such aspects or advantages are 

FIG . 24B is a flowchart of an example of a clustering achieved by any particular embodiment . Thus , for example , 
method of the data analysis system as applied to malware 35 various embodiments may be carried out in a manner that 
threat detection , according to an embodiment of the present achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advantages 
disclosure . as taught herein without necessarily achieving other aspects 

FIG . 24C illustrates an example data cluster analysis user or advantages as may also be taught or suggested herein . 
interface of the data analysis system as applied to malware 
threat detection , according to an embodiment of the present 40 Terms 
disclosure . 

FIG . 25A is a flowchart of an example of another seed In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and 
generation method of the data analysis system as applied to methods discussed herein , a number of terms are defined 
malware threat detection , according to an embodiment of the below . The terms defined below , as well as other terms used 
present disclosure . 45 herein , should be construed broadly to include , without 

FIG . 25B is a flowchart of an example of another clus - limitation , the provided definitions , the ordinary and cus 
tering method of the data analysis system as applied to tomary meanings of the terms , and / or any other implied 
malware threat detection , according to an embodiment of the meanings for the respective terms . Thus , the definitions 
present disclosure . below do not limit the meaning of these terms , but only 

Example Application of the Data Analysis System to 50 provide example definitions . 
Network Intrusion Detection Ontology : Stored information that provides a data model 

FIG . 26A is a flowchart of an example of a seed genera - for storage of data in one or more databases . For example , 
tion method of the data analysis system as applied to the stored data may comprise definitions for object types and 
network intrusion detection , according to an embodiment of property types for data in a database , and how objects and 
the present disclosure . 55 properties may be related . 

FIG . 26B is a flowchart of an example of a clustering Database : A broad term for any data structure for storing 
method of the data analysis system as applied to network and / or organizing data , including , but not limited to , rela 
intrusion detection , according to an embodiment of the tional databases ( for example , Oracle database , mySQL 
present disclosure . database , and the like ) , spreadsheets , XML files , and text 

FIG . 26C illustrates an example data cluster analysis user 60 file , among others . The various terms " database , " " data 
interface of the data analysis system as applied to network store , " and “ data source ” may be used interchangeably in the 
intrusion detection , according to an embodiment of the present disclosure . 
present disclosure . Data Item ( Item ) , Data Object ( Object ) , or Data Entity 

Example Application of the Data Analysis System to ( Entity ) : A data container for information representing spe 
Phishing Threat Detection 65 cific things in the world that have a number of definable 

FIG . 27A is a flowchart of an example of a seed genera - properties . For example , a data item may represent an item 
tion and clustering method of the data analysis system as such as a person , a place , an organization , an account , a 
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computer , an activity , a market instrument , or other noun . A egy . Data items may be related by any common and / or 
data item may represent an event that happens at a point in similar properties , metadata , types , relationships , and / or the 
time or for a duration . A data item may represent a document like . Clusters may also be referred to herein as “ clustered 
or other unstructured data source such as an e - mail message , data structures , " " data item clusters , ” and “ data clusters . ” 
a news report , or a written paper or article . Each data item 5 Seed / Cluster Generation Strategy ( also referred to herein 
may be associated with a unique identifier that uniquely as Seed / Cluster Generation Rule ( s ) ) : Seed and cluster gen 
identifies the data item . The data item ' s attributes ( for eration strategies / rules indicate processes , methods , and / or 
example , metadata about the data item ) may be represented strategies for generating seeds and generating clusters , 
in one or more properties . The terms “ data item , " " data respectively . For example , a seed generation strategy may 
object , " " data entity , " " item , " " object , " and " entity ” may be 10 indicate that data items having a particular property ( for 
used interchangeably and / or synonymously in the present example , data items that are credit card accounts ) are to be 
disclosure . designated as seeds . In another example , a cluster generation 

Item ( or Entity or Object ) Type : Type of a data item ( for strategy may indicate that data items having particular 
example , Person , Event , or Document ) . Data item types may properties in common with ( or similar to ) a seed or other 
be defined by an ontology and may be modified or updated 15 data item in a cluster are to be added to the cluster . Seed 
to include additional data item types . An data item definition and / or cluster generation strategies may specify particular 
( for example , in an ontology ) may include how the data item searches and / or rule matches to perform on one or more sets 
is related to other data items , such as being a sub - data item of data items . Execution of a seed and / or cluster generation 
type of another data item type ( for example , an agent may strategy may produce layers of related data items . Addition 
be a sub - data item of a person data item type ) , and the 20 ally , a seed / cluster generation strategy / rule may include 
properties the data item type may have . multiple strategies , sub - strategies , rules , and / or sub - rules . 

Properties : Also referred to as “ metadata , ” includes attri - Overview 
butes of a data item that represent individual data items . At This disclosure relates to a data analysis system ( also 
a minimum , each property of a data item has a property type referred to herein as the " system ” ) in which memory 
and a value or values . Properties / metadata associated with 25 efficient clustered data structures ( also referred to herein as 
data items may include any information relevant to that " clusters ” ) of related data items may be automatically gen 
object . For example , properties associated with a person data erated and analyzed , and results may be provided for inter 
item may include a name ( for example , John Doe ) , an action from an analyst , for example . Generation of clusters 
address ( for example , 123 S . Orange Street ) , and / or a phone may begin by automatic generation , determination , and / or 
number ( for example , 800 - 0000 ) , among other properties . In 30 selection of an initial data item of interest , called a " seed . " 
another example , metadata associated with a computer data As mentioned above , a data item may include any data , 
item may include a list of users ( for example , user1 , user 2 , information , or things , such as a person , a place , an orga 
and the like ) , and / or an IP ( internet protocol ) address , among nization , an account , a computer , an activity , and event , 
other properties . and / or the like . Seeds may be automatically selected / gener 

Property Type : The type of data a property is , such as a 35 ated according to various seed determination strategies , and 
string , an integer , or a double . Property types may include clusters of related data items may be generated based on 
complex property types , such as a series data values asso - those seeds and according to cluster generation strategies 
ciated with timed ticks ( for example , a time series ) , and the ( also referred to herein as " cluster strategies , " " clustering 
like . strategies , " and / or " cluster generation rules " ) . Seeds and 

Property Value : The value associated with a property , 40 related data items may be accessed from various databases 
which is of the type indicated in the property type associated and data sources including , for example , databases main 
with the property . A property may have multiple values . tained by financial institutions , government entities , private 

Link : A connection between two data objects , based on , entities , public entities , and / or publicly available data 
for example , a relationship , an event , and / or matching sources . Such databases and data sources may include a 
properties . Links may be directional , such as one represent - 45 variety of information and data , such as , for example , 
ing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . personal information , financial information , tax - related 

Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared between two information , computer network - related data , and / or com 
or more data objects . puter - related activity data , among others . Further , the data 

Seed : One or more data items that may be used as a basis , bases and data sources may include various relationships 
or starting point , for generating a cluster . A seed may be 50 that link and / or associate data items with one another . 
generated , determined , and / or selected from one or more Various data items and relationships may be stored across 
sets of data items according to a seed generation strategy . different systems controlled by different items and / or insti 
For example , seeds may be generated from data items tutions . According to various embodiments , the data analy 
accessed from various databases and data sources including , sis system may bring together data from multiple data 
for example , databases maintained by financial institutions , 55 sources in order to build clusters . 
government items , private items , public items , and / or pub - The automated analysis of the clusters may include an 
licly available data sources . automated application of various criteria or rules so as to 

Cluster : A group or set of one or more related data generate a compact , human - readable analysis of the data 
items / objects / items . A cluster may be generated , determined , clusters . The human - readable analyses ( also referred to 
and / or selected from one or more sets of data items accord - 60 herein as " summaries ” or “ conclusions ” ) of the data clusters 
ing to a cluster generation strategy . A cluster may further be may be organized into an interactive user interface so as to 
generated , determined , and / or selected based on a seed . For enable an analyst to quickly navigate among information 
example , a seed may comprise an initial data item of a associated with various data clusters and efficiently evaluate 
cluster . Data items related to the seed may be determined those data clusters in the context of , for example , a fraud 
and added to the cluster . Further , additional data items 65 investigation . Embodiments of the present disclosure also 
related to any clustered data item may also be added to the disclose automated scoring of the clustered data structures 
cluster iteratively as indicated by a cluster generation strat - by the data analysis system . The interactive user interface 
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may be updated based on the scoring , directing the human process . Such searches may produce layers of related data 
analyst to more critical data clusters ( for example , data items to add to the cluster . Further , according to an embodi 
clusters more likely to be associated with fraud ) in response ment , multiple clusters may be merged and / or collapsed into 
to the analyst ' s inputs . a single cluster when the multiple clusters share one or more 

In various embodiments , the data analysis system may 5 common data items and / or properties . Thus , according to an 
enable an analyst ( and / or other user ) to efficiently perform embodiment , an analyst may start an investigation with the 
analysis and investigations of various data clusters and resulting cluster , rather than the seed alone . Starting with the 
related data items . For example , the system may enable an cluster , and associated human - readable conclusions , the 
analyst to perform various financial and security investiga - analyst may form opinions regarding the related data items , 
tions of data clusters of related data items . In such an 10 conduct further analysis of the related data items , and / or 
investigation , the system may automatically create clusters may query for additional related data items . 
of related data items , generate human - readable conclusions According to various embodiments , the data analysis 
of the clusters , score those clusters , and generates an inter - system may further generate various " cluster scores . ” Clus 
active user interface in which , in response to inputs from the ter scores may include scores based on various characteris 
analyst , information related to the clusters may be efficiently 15 tics and / or attributes associated with the cluster and / or the 
provided to the analyst . For example , a credit card account various data items of the cluster . In various embodiments , 
may be a seed that is linked by the system to various data the data analysis system may also generate " cluster metas 
items including , for example , customer identifiers and / or cores ” which may include , for example , an overall cluster 
phone numbers associated with the credit card account . score . Cluster metascores may , for example , be based on a 
Further , the system may link , for example , various other 20 combination of cluster scores of a cluster associated with a 
credit card accounts related to the customer identifiers , to the seed . In an embodiment , the system may further generate 
seed credit card account . Accordingly , in various embodi - " alert scores . " Alert scores may be the same as , similar to , 
ments , the system may automatically cluster of various and / or based on any of the cluster scores , metascores , and / or 
layers of data items related to the seed credit card account . conclusions described herein . In an embodiment , the alert 
One or more rules or criteria may then automatically be 25 score may be a metascore , and may be one of multiple values 
applied to the cluster so as to generate one or more compact , corresponding to , for example , a high alert , a medium alert , 
human - readable analyses ( also referred to herein as " sum - or a low alert . The alert score is described in further detail 
maries ” or “ conclusions ” ) of the data clusters . The human below . Further , cluster scores may be based on one or more 
readable analyses may comprise phrases or sentences that generated conclusions related to the cluster , and / or the 
provide highly relevant , and easily evaluated ( by a human ) , 30 conclusions may be generated based on cluster scores . 
information regarding the data in the cluster ( for example , Further , in various embodiments , for a particular set of 
data items and metadata ) . For example , a conclusion in the data items , multiple clusters may be generated by the data 
current example may be “ 4 customer identifiers are associ - analysis system . For example , the data analysis system may 
ated with the current cluster , ” or “ The 2 credit card accounts generate multiple seeds according to a seed generation 
in the cluster have been used in 3 different countries . ” Such 35 strategy , and then multiple clusters based on those seeds 
conclusions in an investigation may , in an embodiment , ( and based on a cluster generation strategy ) . In such embodi 
enable the analyst to determine a likelihood of fraudulent ments , the data analysis system may prioritize the multiple 
activity associated with the cluster . Further , the data items of generated clusters based upon cluster scores and / or cluster 
the cluster may then be linked to possible fraudulent activity . metascores . In an embodiment , the data analysis system may 
For example , the seed credit card account and the additional 40 provide a user interface including a display of human 
credit card accounts may all be linked to the potentially readable conclusions of the clusters , cluster scores , cluster 
fraudulent activity . As mentioned above , in such an inves - metascores , and / or various other cluster information . Such a 
tigation the analyst may efficiently determine likely fraud , as user interface may be organized according to a prioritization 
well as discover relationships between the additional credit of clusters . In various embodiments , cluster prioritization 
card accounts and the seed credit card account through 45 may assist an analyst in selecting particular clusters to 
several layers of related data items . Such techniques , investigate . 
enabled by various embodiments of the data analysis sys - In various embodiments , the interactive user interface 
tem , may be particularly valuable for investigations in which generated by the system may provide a list of clusters 
relationships between data items may include several layers , according to one or more alert scores ( as mentioned above 
and in which such relationships may be otherwise very 50 and described in detail below ) . Further , in response to an 
difficult or impossible to manually identify . analyst selecting a cluster , information associated with the 

In various embodiments , the data analysis system may cluster may be provided to the analyst . For example , the 
automatically generate , or determine , seeds based on a seed analyst may be provided with a name of the cluster , a cluster 
generation strategy ( also referred to as " seed generation strategy by which the cluster was generated , a list of 
rules " ) . For example , for a particular set of data items , the 55 generated conclusions , and / or one or more lists or tables of 
data analysis system may automatically generate , based on data related to the cluster . For example , the one or more lists 
a seed generation strategy , seeds by designating particular or tables of data related to the cluster may be drawn from the 
data items ( and / or groups of data items ) as seeds . Examples data items of the cluster , and may be filtered by the analyst 
of various seed generation strategies are described below . according to time and / or type of data . In an embodiment , 

Further , in various embodiments , the data analysis system 60 various generated clusters in the interactive user interface 
may automatically discover data items related to a seed , and may be organized according to clustering strategies whereby 
store the resulting relationships and related data items each of the clusters were generated . In an embodiment , a 
together in a “ cluster " ( or , alternatively , designating the seed cluster type may be associated with each cluster , and may be 
as the initial cluster ( or initial data item of the cluster ) and determined according to the cluster strategy that generated 
adding the discovered data items of the cluster ) . A cluster 65 the cluster . 
generation strategy may specify particular searches to per As mentioned above , in various embodiments , a gener 
form at each step of an investigation , or cluster generation , ated cluster may include far fewer data items than are 
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included in a full source database , and the data items payment ( for example , an item of type " event " ) of US 
included in the cluster may only include those data items that $ 30 . 00 ( for example , a property of type " currency ” having 
are relevant to a particular investigation ( for example , a a property value of “ US $ 30 . 00 % ) taking place on 3 / 27 / 2009 
fraud investigation ) . Accordingly , in an embodiment , pro - ( for example , a property of type “ date ” having a property 
cessing of the generated cluster may be highly efficient as 5 value of “ 3 / 27 / 2009 " ) may be stored in the database as an 
compared to the collection of data described above . This event object with associated currency and date properties as 
may be because , for example , a given fraud investigation by defined within the ontology . 
an analyst ( for example , as the analyst sifts and / or searches Data objects defined in an ontology may support property 
through data items of a cluster ) may only require storage in multiplicity . In particular , a data item may be allowed to 
memory of a single cluster data structure . Further , a number 10 have more than one property of the same property type . For 
of data items in a cluster may be several orders of magnitude example , a “ Person ” data object may have multiple 
smaller than in the entire electronic collection of data “ Address ” properties or multiple “ Name ” properties . 
described above because only data items related to each link represents a connection between two data items 
other are included in the cluster . and may be through any of a relationship , an event , and / or 

Additionally , the automated analysis and scoring of clus - 15 matching properties . A link may be asymmetrical or sym 
ters ( as mentioned above ) may enable highly efficient evalu - metrical . For example , " Person ” data item A may be con 
ation of the various data clusters by a human analyst . For n ected to “ Person ” data item B by a “ Child Of " relationship 
example , the interactive user interface us generated so as to where “ Person ” data item B has an asymmetric “ Parent Of 
enable an analyst to quickly view critical data clusters ( as relationship to “ Person ” data item A ) , a “ Kin Of ” symmetric 
determined by the automated scoring ) , and then in response 20 relationship to “ Person ” data item C , and an asymmetric 
to analyst inputs , view and interact with the generated “ Member of relationship to “ Organization ” data item X . 
information ( including , for example , the human - readable The type of relationship between two data items may vary 
conclusions ) associated with the clusters . In response to user depending on the types of the data items . For example , 
inputs the user interface may be updated to display raw data “ Person ” data item A may have an “ Appears In ” relationship 
associated with each of the generated clusters if the analyst 25 with “ Document ” data item Y or have a “ Participate In ” 
desires to dive deeper into data associated with a given relationship with “ Event ” data item E . As an example of an 
cluster . event connection , two " Person ” data items may be con 

In various embodiments , the data analysis system may be nected by an " Airline Flight ” data item representing a 
used in various data analysis applications . Such applications particular airline flight if they traveled together on that flight , 
may include , for example , financial fraud detection , tax 30 or by a “ Meeting " data item representing a particular meet 
fraud detection , beaconing malware detection , malware ing if they both attended that meeting . In one embodiment , 
user - agent detection , other types of malware detection , when two data items are connected by an event , they are also 
activity trend detection , health insurance fraud detection , connected by relationships , in which each data item has a 
financial account fraud detection , detection of activity by specific relationship to the event , such as , for example , an 
networks of individuals , criminal activity detection , network 35 “ Appears In ” relationship . 
intrusion detection , detection of phishing efforts , money A s an example of a matching properties connection , two 
laundering detection , and / or financial malfeasance detec - “ Person ” data items representing a brother and a sister may 
tion . Examples of many of the above - mentioned data analy - both have an “ Address " property that indicates where they 
sis applications , including methods and systems for identi - live . If the brother and the sister live in the same home , then 
fying data items , generating data clusters , and analyzing / 40 their " Address " properties likely contain similar , if not 
scoring clusters , are disclosed in the various related identical property values . In one embodiment , a link 
applications listed above and previously incorporated by between two data item may be established based on similar 
reference herein . or matching properties ( for example , property types and / or 

Application of the data analysis system to malware threat property values ) of the data item . These are just some 
detection , according to an embodiment , is described below 45 examples of the types of connections that may be repre 
in reference to FIGS . 24A - 24C , 25A - 25B . Application of the sented by a link and other types of connections may be 
data analysis system to network intrusion detection , accord - represented ; embodiments are not limited to any particular 
ing to an embodiment , is described below in reference to types of connections between data items . For example , a 
FIGS . 26A - 26C . Application of the data analysis system to document may contain references to two different items . For 
phishing detection , according to an embodiment , is 50 example , a document may contain a reference to a payment 
described below in reference to FIGS . 27A - 27C . ( one data item ) , and a person ( a second data item ) . A link 

In the following description , numerous specific details are between these two data items may represent a connection 
set forth to provide a more thorough understanding of between these two items through their co - occurrence within 
various embodiments of the present disclosure . However , it the same document . 
will be apparent to one of skill in the art that the systems and 55 Each data item may have multiple links with another data 
methods of the present disclosure may be practiced without item to form a link set . For example , two “ Person ” data 
one or more of these specific details . items representing a husband and a wife may be linked 
Examples of Data Items , Properties , and Links through a “ Spouse Of " relationship , a matching “ Address " 

In various embodiments , different types of data items may property , and / or one or more matching “ Event ” properties 
have different property types . For example , a “ Person ” data 60 ( for example , a wedding ) . Each link , as represented by data 
item may have an “ Eye Color ” property type and an “ Event ” in a database , may have a link type defined by the database 
data item may have a “ Date " property type . Each property ontology used by the database . 
as represented by data in a database may have a property In various embodiments , the data analysis system may 
type defined by an ontology used by the database . Further , access various data items and associated properties from 
data items may be instantiated in a database in accordance 65 various databases and data sources . Such databases and data 
with a corresponding object definition for the particular data sources may include a variety of information and data , such 
item in the ontology . For example , a specific monetary as , for example , personal information ( for example , names , 
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addresses , phone numbers , personal identifiers , and the like ) , As described below , in an embodiment the cluster / rules 
financial information ( for example , financial account infor - engine 120 is configured to apply one or more analysis rules 
mation , transaction information , balance information , and or criteria to the generated cluster to generate one or more 
the like ) , tax - related information ( for example , tax return human - readable conclusions ( as mentioned above , also 
data , and the like ) , computer network - related data ( for 5 referred to herein as “ summaries ” ) . In various embodiments 
example , network traffic information , IP ( Internet Protocol ) the one or more analysis rules / criteria may be based on one 
addresses , user account information , domain information , or more scoring strategies . Also , in various embodiments the 
network connection information , and the like ) , and / or com - scoring strategies may be based on one or more analysis 
puter - related activity data ( for example , computer events , rules / criteria . As described below , the cluster / rules engine 

10 user actions , and the like ) , among others . 120 may generate an “ alert score ” for a given cluster . The 
alert score may be the same as , similar to , and / or based on 

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES any of the cluster scores , metascores , and / or conclusions 
described herein . In an embodiment , the alert score may be 

Embodiments of the disclosure will now be described a metascore , and may be one of multiple values correspond 
with reference to the accompanying Figures , wherein like ing to , for example , a high alert , a medium alert , or a low 
numerals refer to like elements throughout . The terminology alert . The alert score is described in further detail below . 
used in the description presented herein is not intended to be I n an embodiment , the user interface engine 126 generates 
interpreted in any limited or restrictive manner , simply various user interfaces of the data analysis system as 
because it is being utilized in conjunction with a detailed 20 described below . In one embodiment , the cluster engine 120 , 
description of certain specific embodiments of the disclo - in conjunction with the user interface engine 126 , organizes 
sure . Furthermore , embodiments of the disclosure described and presents the clusters according to the assigned scores . 
above and / or below may include several novel features , no The cluster engine 120 and the user interface engine 126 
single one of which is solely responsible for its desirable may present information associated with the clusters and / or 
attributes or which is essential to practicing the embodi - 25 interactive representations of the clusters within a user 
ments of the disclosure herein described . interface presented to the analyst , as described below . For 

I . Example Data Analysis System example , the representations may provide visual indications 
FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example data ( e . g . , graphs or other visualizations ) of the related data items 

analysis system 100 , according to one embodiment . As within the clusters . The cluster engine 120 and / or the user 
shown in the embodiment of FIG . 1 , the data analysis system 30 interface engine 126 may generate the user interface , such as 
100 includes an application server 115 running on a server a web application and / or a dynamic web page displayed 
computing system 110 , a client 135 running on a client within the client 135 . The cluster engine 120 and / or the user 
computer system 130 , and at least one database 140 . Further interface engine 126 may also allow an analyst to create 
the client 135 , application server 115 , and database 140 may tasks associated with the clusters . Example operations of the 
communicate over a network 150 , for example , to access 35 cluster engine 120 and / or the user interface engine 126 are 
data sources 160 . discussed in detail below in conjunction with various fig 

The application server 115 may include a cluster engine ures . In one embodiment , the cluster engine 120 generates 
( also referred to as a " rules engine ” ) 120 , a workflow engine clusters automatically , for example , for subsequent review 
125 , and a user interface engine 126 . The cluster engine 120 , by analysts . 
a workflow engine 125 , and user interface engine 126 may 40 Analysts may also assign tasks to themselves or one 
be software modules as described below in reference to FIG . another via a workflow user interface generated by the 
8 . According to an embodiment , the cluster / rules engine 120 workflow engine 125 and / or the user interface engine 126 , 
is configured to build one or more clusters of related data for example . The workflow engine 125 and / or the user 
items according to a defined cluster generation strategy interface engine 126 may consume scores generated by the 
( including generating seeds according to seed generation 45 cluster engine 120 . For example , the workflow engine 125 
strategies / rules ) , score clusters according to a scoring strat - and / or the user interface engine 126 may present an analyst 
egy , and / or analyze clusters including generating human with clusters generated , scored , and ordered by the cluster 
readable conclusions according to analysis rules / criteria . engine 120 . 
The cluster / rules engine 120 may read data from a variety of The client 135 may represent one or more software 
data sources 160 to generate seeds , generate clusters from 50 applications or modules configured to present data and 
seeds , score clusters , and analyze clusters . Once created , the translate input , from the analyst , into requests for data 
resulting clusters may be stored on the server computing analyses by the application server 115 . In one embodiment , 
system 110 and / or on the database 140 . The operations of the the client 135 and the application server 115 may be embod 
cluster / rules engine 120 are discussed in detail below . ied in the same software module and / or may be included in 
As mentioned , in an embodiment , the cluster / rules engine 55 the same computing system . However , several clients 135 

120 is configured to score the clusters , according to a defined may execute on the client computer 130 , and / or several 
scoring strategy . The score may indicate the importance of clients 135 on several client computers 130 may interact 
analyzing the cluster . For instance , the cluster / rules engine with the application server 115 . In one embodiment , the 
120 may execute a scoring strategy that aggregates the client 135 may be a browser accessing a web service . 
account balances of credit card accounts within the cluster . 60 While the client 135 and application server 115 are shown 
Because , for example , a large aggregated total balance may running on distinct computing systems , the client 135 and 
indicate a large liability for a financial institution , a cluster application server 115 may run on the same computing 
with such a large total balance may be considered to have a system . Further , the cluster engine 120 and the workflow 
higher score relative to other clusters with lower aggregated engine 125 may run on separate applications servers 115 , on 
total balances ( and , therefore , lower scores ) . Thus , a cluster 65 separate server computing systems , or some combination 
with a higher score relative to a cluster with a lower score thereof . Additionally , a history service may store the results 
may be considered more important to analyze . generated by an analyst relative to a given cluster 
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In one embodiment , the data sources 160 provide data As the cluster engine 120 generates the cluster 252 - 1 , the 
available to the cluster engine to create or generate seeds cluster engine 120 may store the cluster 252 - 1 within the 
and / or to create or generate clusters from a seed or a set of cluster list 250 . The cluster 252 - 1 may be stored as a graph 
seeds . Such data sources may include relational data data structure or other appropriate data structure . 
sources , web services data , XML data , and the like . Further , 5 The cluster list 250 may be a collection of tables in the 
such data sources may include a variety of information and database 140 . In such a case , there may be a table for the data 
data , for example , personal information , financial informa items of each cluster 252 , such as those of example cluster 
tion , tax - related information , computer network - related 252 - 1 discussed above , a table for the relationships between 
data , and / or computer - related activity data , among others . the various data items , a table for the attributes of the data 
For example , the data sources may be related to customer 10 items , and a table for scores of the clusters . The cluster list 
account records stored by a financial institution . In such a 250 may include clusters 252 from multiple investigations . 
case , the data sources may include a credit card account data , Note that the cluster engine 120 may store portions of 
bank account data , customer data , and transaction data . The clusters 252 in the cluster list 250 as the cluster engine 120 
data may include data attributes such as account numbers , generates the clusters 252 . Persons skilled in the art will 
account balances , phone numbers , addresses , and transac - 15 recognize that many technically feasible techniques exist for 
tion amounts , and the like . Of course , data sources 160 is creating and storing data structures that may be used to 
included to be representative of a variety of data available to implement the systems and methods of the data analysis 
the server computer system 110 over network 150 , as well system . 
as locally available data sources . The cluster strategy store 230 may include cluster strat 

The database 140 may be a Relational Database Manage - 20 egies 232 - 1 , 232 - 2 . . . 232 - N . Each cluster strategy may 
ment System ( RDBMS ) that stores the data as rows in include data binding references 235 to one or more data 
relational tables . The term " database , " as used herein , may bindings 237 . As noted , each data binding may be used to 
refer to an database ( e . g . , RDBMS or SQL database ) , or may identify data that may grow a cluster ( as determined by the 
refer to any other data structure , such as , for example a given search strategy 232 ) . For example , the cluster engine 
comma separated values ( CSV ) , extensible markup lan - 25 120 may execute a cluster strategy 232 - 1 to generate the 
guage ( XML ) , text ( TXT ) file , flat file , spreadsheet file , cluster 252 - 1 . Specifically , the cluster engine 120 may 
and / or any other widely used or proprietary format . While execute the cluster strategy 232 - 1 in response to selection of 
the database 140 is shown as a distinct computing system , that cluster strategy by an analyst . The analyst may submit 
the database 140 may operate on the same server computing a selection of one or more cluster strategies to perform on a 
system 110 as the application server 115 . 30 seed or group of seeds to the cluster engine 120 through the 

II . Example Cluster Generation client 135 . Alternatively , the cluster engine 120 may auto 
FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example gen matically select one or more cluster strategies , such as based 

eration of clusters by data analysis system 200 , according to on user preferences or rules . 
an embodiment . As shown , in an embodiment the cluster According to an embodiment , each cluster strategy 232 is 
engine 120 ( FIG . 1 ) interacts with a seed list 210 , a cluster 35 configured so as to perform an investigation processes for 
list 250 , a cluster strategy store 230 , and data bindings 237 . generating a cluster 252 . Again , for example , the cluster 
The seed list 210 may include seeds 212 - 1 , 212 - 2 . . . 212 - S , strategy 232 - 2 may include data binding references 235 to a 
and the cluster list 250 may include clusters 252 - 1 , collection of data bindings executed to add layer after layer 
252 - 2 . . . 252 - C . The cluster engine 120 may be configured of data to a cluster . The investigation process may include 
as a software application , module , or thread that generates 40 searches to retrieve data items related to a seed 212 that is 
the clusters 252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C from the seeds 212 - 1 , selected for clustering using cluster strategy 232 - 2 . For 
212 - 2 . . . 212 - S . example , the cluster strategy 232 - 2 may start with a possibly 

Seeds 212 ( including one , some , or all of seeds 212 - 1 fraudulent credit card account as the seed 212 - 2 . The cluster 
through 212 - S ) may be generated by the cluster engine 120 strategy 232 - 2 may search for customers related to the credit 
according to various seed generation strategies / rules . 45 card account , and then additional credit card accounts 
Examples of seed generation are described below in refer - related to those customers . A different cluster strategy 232 - 3 
ence to various example applications of the data analysis may search for customers related to the credit card account , 
system . According to an embodiment , once generated , seeds phone numbers related to the customers , additional custom 
212 may be the starting point for generating a cluster 252 . ers related to the phone numbers , and additional credit card 
To generate a cluster , the cluster engine 120 may retrieve a 50 accounts related to the additional customers , for example . 
given seed 212 from the seed list 210 . The seed 212 may be In an embodiment , cluster strategies 232 include refer 
a data item or group of data items within the database 140 , ences to at least one data binding 237 ( such as data bindings 
such as a customer name , a customer social security number , 237 - 1 through 237 - 3 ) . The cluster engine 120 may execute 
an account number , and / or a customer telephone number . a search protocol specified by the data binding 237 to 

The cluster engine 120 may generate the cluster 252 from 55 retrieve data , and the data returned by a given data binding 
the seed 212 . In one embodiment , the cluster engine 120 may form a layer within the cluster 252 . For instance , the 
generates the cluster 252 as a collection of data items and the data binding 237 ( and / or the search protocol of the data 
relationships between the various data items . As noted binding 237 ) may retrieve sets of customers related to an 
above , the cluster strategy may execute data bindings in account by an account owner attribute . The data binding 237 
order to add each additional layer of data items to the cluster . 60 ( and / or the search protocol of the data binding 237 ) may 
For example , the cluster engine 120 may generate the cluster retrieve the set of related data items from a data source . For 
252 - 1 from a seed credit card account . The cluster engine instance , the data binding 237 - 1 may specify a database 
120 may first add the credit card account to the cluster 252 - 1 . query to perform against a database . Likewise , the data 
The cluster engine 120 may then add customers related to binding 237 - 2 may define a connection and / or query to a 
the credit card account to the cluster 252 - 1 . The cluster 65 remote relational database system and the data binding 
engine 120 may complete the cluster 252 - 1 by adding 237 - 3 may define a connection and / or query against a 
additional credit card accounts related to those customers . third - party web service . Once retrieved , the cluster strategy 
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232 may evaluate whether the returned data should be added individually . The larger cluster 252 may provide additional 
to a cluster being grown from a given seed 212 . insight or relationships , which may not be available if the 

Multiple cluster strategies 232 may reference a given data two clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C remain separate . 
binding 237 . The analyst may update the data binding 237 , In an embodiment , the cluster engine 120 includes a 
but typically updates the data binding 237 only if the 5 resolver 226 that is configured to detect and merge two or 
associated data source changes . A cluster strategy 232 may more overlapping clusters 252 together . For example , the 
also include a given data binding 237 multiple times . For resolver 226 may compare the data items within a cluster 
example , executing a data binding 237 using one seed 212 252 - 1 to the data items within each one of the other clusters 
may generate additional seeds for that data binding 237 252 - 2 through 252 - C . If the resolver 226 finds the same data 
( and / or generate seeds for another data binding 237 ) . More 10 item within the cluster 252 - 1 and a second cluster 252 - C , 
generally , different cluster strategies 232 - 1 , 232 - 2 . . . 232 - N then the resolver 226 may merge the two clusters 252 - 1 and 
may include different arrangements of various data bindings 252 - C into a single larger cluster 252 . For example , the 
237 to generate different types of clusters 252 . cluster 252 - 1 and cluster 252 - C may both include the same 

The cluster strategies 232 may specify that the cluster customer . The resolver 226 may compare the data items of 
engine 120 use an attribute from the related data items 15 cluster 252 - 1 to the data items of cluster 252 - C and detect 
retrieved with one data binding 237 , as input to a subsequent the same customer in both clusters 252 . Upon detecting the 
data binding 237 . The cluster engine 120 may use the same customer in both clusters 252 , the resolver 226 may 
subsequent data binding 237 to retrieve a subsequent layer merge the cluster 252 - 1 with cluster 252 - C . The resolver 226 
of related date items for the cluster 252 . For instance , a may test each pair of clusters 252 to identify overlapping 
particular cluster strategy 232 may specify that the cluster 20 clusters 252 . Although the larger clusters 252 may be better 
engine 120 retrieve a set of credit card account data items investigation starting points , an analyst may want to under 
with a first data binding 237 - 1 . That cluster strategy 232 may stand how the resolver 226 formed the larger clusters 252 . 
also specify that the cluster engine 120 then use the account Accordingly , the resolver 226 , may store a history of each 
number attribute from credit card account data items as input merge . 
to a subsequent data binding 237 - 2 . The cluster strategy 232 25 In various embodiments , clusters may be merged based on 
may also specify filters for the cluster engine 120 to apply various criteria and / or combinations of criteria include , for 
to the attributes before performing the subsequent data example , when the clusters include a minimum number of 
binding 237 . For instance , if the first data binding 237 - 1 data items that are common among the clusters , when the 
were to retrieve a set of credit card account data items that clusters include a minimum number of data items that are 
included both personal and business credit card accounts , 30 common among the clusters and which data items are within 
then the cluster engine 120 could filter out the business a particular proximity in each cluster to a seed of the cluster , 
credit card accounts before performing the subsequent data when a particular quantity of properties are common among 
binding 237 - 2 . data items of the clusters even when the data items them 

In operation , according to an embodiment , the cluster s elves are not identical , and / or the like . 
engine 120 generates a cluster 252 - 1 from a seed 212 - 1 by 35 In an embodiment , cluster merging ( for example , by 
first retrieving a cluster strategy 232 . Assuming the analyst resolver 226 ) may be optionally disabled for particular types 
selected a cluster strategy 232 - 2 , the cluster engine 120 of data items , and / or particular data items . For example , 
would retrieve the cluster strategy 232 - 2 from the cluster when a particular data item , or type of data item , is so 
strategy store 230 . The cluster engine 120 may then retrieve common that it may be included in many different clusters 
the seed 212 - 1 as input to the cluster strategy 232 - 2 . The 40 ( for example , an institutional item such as a bank ) , merging 
cluster engine 120 may execute the cluster strategy 232 - 2 by of cluster based on that common item ( for example , the 
retrieving sets of data by executing data bindings 237 particular bank ) or common type of item ( for example , 
referenced by the cluster strategy 232 - 2 . For example , the banks in general ) may be disabled . In another embodiment , 
cluster strategy 232 - 2 may execute data bindings 237 - 1 , cluster may be merged only when they share two or more 
237 - 2 , and 237 - 3 . Accordingly , the cluster engine 120 may 45 common data items and / or other properties . In an embodi 
evaluate data returned by each data binding 237 to determine ment , when two clusters are determined to share a data item 
whether to use that data to grow the cluster 252 - 1 . The that this very common ( such that they cluster may not be 
cluster engine 120 may then use elements of the returned merged based on that item ) the system may automatically 
data as input to the next data binding 237 . Of course , a determine whether the two clusters share one or more other 
variety of execution paths are possible for the data bindings 50 data items and / or properties such that they may be merged . 
237 . For example , assume one data binding 237 returned a In various embodiments , cluster merging may be disabled 
set of phone numbers . In such a case , another data binding based on other criteria . For example , cluster merging 
237 may evaluate each phone number individually . As between two related clusters may be disabled when one or 
another example , one data binding 237 may use input both of the two clusters reach a particular size ( for example , 
parameters obtained by executing multiple , other data bind - 55 include a particular number of data items ) . 
ings 237 . More generally , the cluster engine 120 may After the cluster engine generates a group of clusters from 
retrieve data for each data binding referenced by the cluster a given collection of seeds ( and after merging or resolving 
strategy 232 - 2 . The cluster engine 120 may then store the the cluster ) , the cluster engine 120 may score , rank , and / or 
complete cluster 252 - 1 in the cluster list 250 . otherwise order the clusters relative to a scoring strategy 

As the cluster engine 120 generates the clusters 252 - 1 , 60 442 . In some embodiments , clusters are scored and provided 
252 - 2 . . . 252 - C from seeds 212 - 1 , 212 - 2 . . . 212 - S , the to the analysis without resolving . 
cluster list 250 may include overlapping clusters 252 . For In one embodiment , the analysis system 100 , and more 
example , two clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C may overlap if both specifically , the cluster engine 120 , receives a request for 
clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C include a common data item . In an cluster generation . In response to the request , a list of seeds 
example , a larger cluster 252 formed by merging two smaller 65 may be generated , clusters may be generated based on those 
clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C may be a better investigation seeds , and the clusters may be ranked , ordered , and pre 
starting point than the smaller clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C sented to analysts . In an embodiment , the cluster engine 120 
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may consume seeds generated by other systems . Alterna - to retrieve a phone data . The cluster engine 120 would then 
tively , in other embodiments , cluster engine 120 may gen - add the phone data as the related data item 305 - 2 and the 
erate the seeds 212 - 1 , 212 - 2 . . . 212 - S . For instance , the customer identifier attribute as the link 303 - 2 between the 
cluster engine 120 may include a seed generation strategy customer data and the phone data . At this point in the 
( also referred to as a “ lead generation strategy ” ) that iden - 5 investigation process , the cluster 252 would include the seed 
tifies data items , or groups of data items , as potential seeds item 302 , two links 303 - 1 and 303 - 2 , and two related data 
212 . The seed generation ( and / or lead generation ) strategy items 305 - 1 and 305 - 2 . That is , the cluster 252 would 
may apply to a particular business type , such as credit cards , include the fraudulent credit card account , the customer data 
stock trading , or insurance claims , and may be run against a of the owner of the credit card , and the phone number of the 
cluster data source 160 or an external source of information . 10 owner . By carrying the investigation process further , the 

In an embodiment , the analysis system 100 may not cluster engine 120 may reveal further related information , 
include data bindings as described above . Rather , according for example , additional customers and / or potentially fraudu 
to an embodiment , the analysis system 100 may include one lent credit card accounts . 
or more interfaces and / or connections to various internal Turning to FIG . 3B , and continuing the example , the 
and / or external data stores of data items and / or other infor - 15 cluster engine 120 may continue executing the cluster strat 
mation ( for example , data sources ( s ) 160 . According to an egy 232 by searching for additional account data items 
embodiment , the system may include a generic interface related to the phone number of the owner of the fraudulent 
and / or connection to various internal and / or external data credit card account . As discussed , the phone number may be 
stores of data items and / or other information . For example , stored as related data item 305 - 2 . The cluster engine 120 
the analysis system 100 may include a generic data interface 20 would input the phone owner attribute of the phone number 
through which the system may search , access , and / or filter to a data binding 237 . The cluster engine 120 would execute 
various data item information during seed generation , clus - the search protocol of data binding 237 to retrieve the data 
ter generation , and / or analysis of the clusters . The generic of two additional customers , which the cluster engine 120 
interface may include various aspects that enable searching , would store as related data items 305 - 3 and 305 - 4 . The 
accessing , and / or filtering of data . For example , the generic 25 cluster engine 120 would add the phone owner attribute as 
interface may access various data sources that each have the links 303 - 3 and 304 - 4 between the additional customers 
differing data formats . The generic interface may accord - and the phone number . 
ingly covert and / or filter the accessed data to a common Continuing the example , FIG . 3C shows the cluster 252 
format . Alternatively , the data sources may include func - after the cluster engine 120 performs the last step of the 
tionality through which stored data may be searched and / or 30 example cluster strategy 232 . For example , the cluster 
converted to a standard format automatically . In an embodi - engine 120 would use the customer identifier attribute of the 
ment , the generic interface may enable Federated search of related data item 305 - 3 and 305 - 4 to retrieve and add 
multiple data stores of data item - related information . additional account data items as the related data items 305 - 5 
Accordingly , in various embodiments , the analysis system and 305 - 6 . The cluster engine 120 would couple the related 
100 may access various data sources for data item clustering 35 data items 305 - 5 and 305 - 6 to the related data items 305 - 3 
and seed generation . and 305 - 4 with the customer identifier attributes stored as 

Additional details of the server computing system 110 , the links 303 - 5 and 303 - 6 . Thus , the cluster 252 would include 
data sources 160 , and other components of the data analysis six related data items 305 related by six links 303 , in 
system are described below in reference to FIG . 8 . addition to the seed item 302 . 

FIGS . 3A - 3C illustrate an example growth of a cluster 40 In an embodiment , the analyst may identify and determine 
252 of related data items , according to an embodiment . As whether the additional data account items , stored as related 
shown in FIG . 3A , an example cluster 252 may include a data items 305 - 5 and 305 - 6 , represent fraudulent credit card 
seed item 302 , links 303 - 1 and 303 - 2 , and related data items accounts more efficiently than if the analyst started an 
305 - 1 and 305 - 2 . The cluster 252 may be based upon a seed investigation with only the seed 302 . As the foregoing 
212 ( for example , data item 302 ) . The cluster engine 120 45 example illustrates , according to various embodiments , the 
may build the cluster 252 by executing a cluster strategy 232 data analysis system may enable an analyst to advanta 
with the following searches : geously start an investigation with a cluster including many 

Find seed owner related data items ( such as the example cluster 252 with the 
Find all phone numbers related to the seed owner seed item 302 and related data items 305 ) rather than a single 
Find all customers related to the phone numbers 50 data item . 
Find all accounts related to the customers In various embodiments , clusters may be generated auto 
Find all new customers related to the new accounts matically , on a schedule , on demand , and / or as needed , as 
In the example , assuming the seed 212 is fraudulent credit described below . 

card account , the cluster engine 120 would add the credit III . Example Cluster Scoring / Ranking 
card account to the cluster 252 as the seed item 302 . The 55 FIG . 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters 252 by 
cluster engine 120 may then use the account owner attribute the data analysis system 100 shown in FIG . 1 , according to 
of the credit card account as input to a data binding 237 . The an embodiment of the present disclosure . As shown , an 
cluster engine 120 may execute the search protocol of the example system 400 of FIG . 4 illustrates some of the same 
data binding 237 to retrieve the customer data identifying elements as shown in FIG . 1 and FIG . 2 , including the 
the owner of the fraudulent credit card account . The cluster 60 cluster engine 120 in communication with the cluster list 
engine 120 would then add the customer data to the cluster 250 . In addition , FIG . 4 illustrates a scoring strategy store 
252 as the related data item 305 - 1 . The cluster engine 120 440 in communication with the cluster engine 120 . The 
would also add the account owner attribute as the link 303 - 1 scoring strategy store 440 includes scoring strategies 442 - 1 , 
that relates the account number to the customer data of the 442 - 2 . . . 442 - R . 
owner . The cluster engine 120 would execute the next search 65 In an embodiment , the cluster engine 120 executes a 
of the cluster strategy 232 by inputting the customer iden - scoring strategy 442 to score a cluster 252 . For example , the 
tifier attribute of the customer data into a data binding 237 cluster engine 120 may generate a cluster ( for example , via 
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a cluster strategy / data bindings ) and attempt to resolve it includes a selection box 510 , a cluster strategy box 530 , a 
with existing clusters . Thereafter , the cluster engine 120 may cluster summary list 525 , a cluster search box 520 , and a 
score the resulting cluster with any scoring strategies asso - cluster review window 515 . The user interface 500 may be 
ciated with a given cluster generation strategy . In an embodi generated as a web application or a dynamic web page 
ment , the multiple scores may be generated for a given 5 displayed within the client 135 . 
cluster . The multiple scores may be based on various In the example user interface 500 of FIG . 5 , the selection 
aspects , metrics , or data associated with the cluster . In one box 510 may allow the analyst to select , for example , a seed 
embodiment , a cluster metascore may be generated based on generation strategy and / or a previously generated seed or 
a combination or aggregation of scores associated with a seed list ( for example , seed list 210 ) . The analyst may select 
given cluster . Ordering for a group of clusters , ( according to 10 the items ( for example , a seed generation strategy ) by , for 
a given scoring strategy ) may be performed on demand example , entering a name of a particular item into a drop 
when requested by a client . Alternatively , the analyst may down box ( and / or other interface element ) in the selection 
select a scoring strategy 442 through the client 135 and / or box 510 ( for example , the dropdown box showing a selected 
the analyst may include the selection within a script or strategy “ Strategy - A ” ) and selecting a “ Go ” button ( and / or 
configuration file . In another alternative , the data analysis 15 other interface element ) . Alternatively , the analyst may 
system may automatically select a scoring strategy . In other select a particular item by , for example , expanding the 
embodiments , the cluster engine 120 may execute several dropdown box and selecting an item from the expanded 
scoring strategies 442 to determine a combined score for the dropdown box , which may list various seed generation 
cluster 252 strategies and / or seed lists , for example . In various 

In an embodiment , a scoring strategy ( such as scoring 20 examples , seed lists and / or seed generation strategies may 
strategy 442 ) specifies an approach for scoring a cluster be selected by the analyst that correspond to likely fraudu 
( such as cluster 252 ) . A score may indicate a relative lent financial accounts , credit card account originating at a 
importance or significance of a given cluster . For example , particular bank branch , savings accounts with balances 
the cluster engine 120 may execute a scoring strategy 442 - 1 above a particular amount , and / or any of the other seed 
to determine a score by counting the number of a particular 25 generation strategies described below in reference to the 
data item type that are included within the cluster 252 . various applications of the system . 
Assume , for example , a data item corresponds with a credit For example , when the analyst selects a particular seed 
account . In such a case , a cluster with a large number of generation strategy , the system may generate a seed list ( for 
accounts opened by a single individual ( possibly within a example , seed list 210 ) and then may generate clusters based 
short time ) might correlate with a higher fraud risk . Of 30 on seeds of the seed list . The seed list and / or clusters may , 
course , a cluster score may be related to a high risk of fraud in an embodiment , be generated in response to a selection of 
based on the other data in the cluster , as appropriate for a a particular seed generation strategy . The seed generation 
given case . More generally , each scoring strategy 442 may strategy may generate a seed list ( for example , seed list 210 ) 
be tailored based on the data in clusters created by a given and / or clusters ( for example , clusters 252 - 1 , 252 - 2 , . . . 
cluster strategy 230 and a particular type of risk or fraud 35 252 - C of the cluster list 250 ) from the database 140 and / or 
( and / or amounts at risk ) of interest to an analyst . an external source of information ( for example , a cluster 
According to an embodiment , the cluster engine 120 data source 160 ) . Alternatively , when the analyst selects a 

scores a cluster 252 - 1 by first retrieving a scoring strategy previously generated seed or seed list ( for example , seed list 
442 . For example , assume an analyst selects scoring strategy 210 ) , the system may retrieve data related to the selected 
442 - 1 . In response , the cluster engine 120 may retrieve the 40 seed list ( for example , the seed items , clusters , and / or related 
scoring strategy 442 - 1 . The cluster engine 120 may also clustered data items ) from , for example , database 140 and / or 
retrieve the cluster 252 - 1 from the cluster list 250 . After an external source of information ( for example , a cluster 
determining the score of the cluster 252 - 1 , the cluster engine data source 160 ) . In an embodiment , clusters may be gen 
120 may store the score with the cluster 252 - 1 in the cluster erated in response to a selection of a previously generated 
list 250 . 45 seed list ( or , alternatively , a previously generated seed ) . 

The cluster engine 120 may score multiple clusters 252 - 1 , Alternatively , cluster may be been previously generated , and 
252 - 2 . . . 252 - C in the cluster list 250 . The cluster engine may be retrieved in response to selection of a previously 
120 may also rank the clusters 252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C based generated seed list ( or , alternatively , a previously generated 
upon the scores . For instance , the cluster engine 120 may seed ) . In an embodiment , the analyst may select a particular 
rank the cluster 252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C from highest score 50 cluster of interest via the selection box 510 . 
to lowest score . In various embodiment , cluster may be Further , in the example user interface 500 the cluster 
ranked according into multiple scores , combinations of strategy box 530 displays the cluster strategies 232 that the 
scores , and / or metascores . cluster engine 120 ran against the seed list 210 . The cluster 

As mentioned above , the cluster / rules engine 120 may engine 120 may execute multiple cluster strategies 232 
generate an " alert score ” for the clusters . The alert score may 55 against the seed list 210 , so there may be multiple cluster 
be the same as , similar to , and / or based on any of the cluster strategies 232 listed in the cluster strategy box 530 . The 
scores , metascores , and / or conclusions described herein . In analyst may click on the name of a given cluster strategy 232 
an embodiment , the alert score may be a metascore , and may in the cluster strategy box 530 to review the clusters 252 that 
be one of multiple values corresponding to , for example , a the cluster strategy 232 generated . 
high alert , a medium alert , or a low alert . The alert score is 60 In an embodiment , the user interface 500 displays infor 
described in further detail below . mation associated with the clusters 252 in the cluster sum 

IV . Example User Interface mary list 525 . For example , the information associated with 
FIG . 5 illustrates an example user interface 500 , accord the clusters may include characteristics of the clusters 252 , 

ing to one embodiment . As described above , the cluster such as identifiers , scores , and / or analysts assigned to ana 
engine 120 , the workflow engine 125 , and / or the user 65 lyze the clusters 252 . The system may select the clusters 252 
interface engine 126 may be configured to present the user for display in the cluster summary list 525 according to those 
interface 500 . As shown , the example user interface 500 or other characteristics . For instance , the system may display 
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the cluster information in the order of the scores of the lyze the clusters 252 . For example , the user interface engine 
clusters 252 , where a summary of the highest scoring cluster 126 may display additional controls within the user interface 
252 is displayed first . 500 for controlling the cluster generation process and select 

The system ( for example , cluster engine 120 , the work - ing seed generation strategies , cluster strategies 232 , and / or 
flow engine 125 , and / or the user interface engine 126 ) may 5 scoring strategies 242 . Also , the user interface 500 may be 
control the order and selection of the cluster information displayed without the selection box 510 or the options to 
within the cluster summary list 525 based upon an input select a seed generation strategy . In addition , although the 
from the analyst . The cluster search box 520 may include a workflow engine 125 may generate the user interface 500 , in 
search text box coupled to a search button and a pull - down various embodiments the user interface 500 may be gener 
control . The analyst may enter a characteristic of a cluster 10 ated by a software application distinct from the workflow 
252 in the search text box and then instruct the workflow engine 125 . Further , in various embodiments , the cluster 
engine 125 to search for and display clusters 252 that include review window 515 may be configured to display a preview 
the characteristic by pressing the search button . For of the cluster 252 and / or additional statistics generated from 
example , the analyst may search for clusters with a particu - the cluster 252 . As such , an interactive representation of the 
lar score . The pull - down control may include a list of 15 cluster 252 may be presented in an additional user interface 
different characteristics of the clusters 252 , such as score , and / or the cluster 252 may be exported to another software 
size , assigned analyst , and / or date created . The analyst may application for review by the analyst . 
select one of the characteristics to instruct the workflow In an alternative embodiment , and as described below in 
engine 125 to present the information associated with the reference to the various figures , various other user interfaces 
clusters 252 arranged by that characteristic . 20 may be generated by the system . 

In an embodiment , the system is also configured to V . Example Operations 
present details of a given cluster 252 within the cluster FIG . 6 is a flowchart of an example method of generating 
review window 515 . The system displays the details of the clusters , according to an embodiment . Although the method 
cluster 252 , for example , the score , and / or average account is described in conjunction with the systems of FIGS . 1 and 
balances within a cluster , when the analyst clicks a mouse 25 2 , persons skilled in the art will understand that any system 
pointer on the associated summary within the cluster sum - configured to perform the method , in any order , is within the 
mary list 525 . The system may present details of the cluster scope of this disclosure . Further , the method 600 may be 
252 , such as the name of an analyst assigned to analyze the performed in conjunction with method 700 for scoring a 
cluster 252 , a score of the cluster 252 , and / or statistics or cluster , described below , and the various other methods 
graphs generated from the cluster 252 . These details may 30 described below including analyzing a cluster . 
allow the analyst to determine whether to investigate the As shown , example cluster generation method 600 begins 
cluster 252 further . The cluster review window 515 may also at block 605 , where the cluster engine 120 retrieves a cluster 
include a button which may be clicked to investigate a strategy ( e . g . , cluster strategy 232 - 2 ) and a seed 212 . Once 
cluster 252 within a graph , and an assign button for assign - a cluster strategy is selected , the cluster engine 120 may 
ing a cluster to an analyst . 35 identify a list of seeds from which to build clusters using the 

An analyst may click a mouse pointer on an “ Investigate selected cluster strategy . At block 610 , the cluster engine 120 
in Graph ” button representing a cluster to investigate the initializes a cluster 252 with one of the seeds in the list . The 
cluster within an interactive graph . The interactive repre - cluster 252 may be stored as a graph data structure . The 
sentation may be a visual graph of the cluster 252 , where cluster engine 120 may initialize the graph data structure and 
icons represent the items of the cluster 252 and lines 40 then add the seed 212 - 1 to the graph data structure as the first 
between the icons represent the links between items of the data item . 
cluster 252 . For example , the workflow engine 125 may At block 615 , the cluster engine 120 may grow the cluster 
display the interactive graph of the cluster 252 similar to the 252 by executing the search protocol of a data binding 237 
representation of the cluster 252 in FIG . 3C . The interactive from the cluster strategy 232 - 2 . The cluster strategy 232 - 2 
representation may allow the analyst to review the attributes 45 may include a series of data bindings 237 that the cluster 
of the related data items and / or perform queries for addi - engine 120 executes to retrieve related data items . A given 
tional related data items . data binding 237 may include queries to execute against a 

In an embodiment , an administrative user may click a cluster data source 160 using the seed as an input parameter . 
mouse pointer on an assign button to assign the associated For example , if the seed 212 - 1 is an account number , then 
cluster 252 to an analyst . The workflow engine 125 may also 50 the data binding 237 may retrieve the data identifying the 
allow the administrative user to create tasks associated with owner of the account with the account number . After retriev 
the clusters 252 , while the administrative user assigns the ing this information , the cluster engine 120 may add the 
cluster 252 . For example , the administrative user may create customer data item to the cluster as a related data item and 
a task for searching within the three highest scoring clusters the account owner attribute as the link between the seed 
252 for fraudulent credit card accounts . The system may 55 212 - 1 and the related data item . After retrieving the related 
display the cluster information in the cluster summary list data items , the cluster engine 120 may add them to the 
525 according to the names of the analysts assigned to the cluster 252 . 
clusters 252 . Likewise , the system may only display cluster At block 620 , the cluster engine 120 determines if the 
information for the subset of the clusters 252 assigned to an cluster strategy 232 - 2 is fully executed . If not the method 
analyst . 60 600 returns to block 615 to execute additional data bindings 

The interface shown in FIG . 5 is included to illustrate one for a given seed . Alternatively , as described above , the 
example interface useful for navigating and reviewing clus - cluster engine 120 may grow the cluster by searching for , 
ters generated using the cluster engine 120 and the workflow accessing , and / or filtering various data items through , for 
engine 125 . In other embodiments , other user interface example , a generic interface to various internal and / or 
constructs may be used to allow the analyst to select cluster 65 external data sources . Further , in an embodiment , the cluster 
strategies 232 , scoring strategies 242 , and / or seed generation engine 120 may determine whether the cluster being gen 
strategies , initiate an investigation , and / or review and ana erated is to be merged with another cluster , as described 
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above . Once the cluster strategy is executed for that seed , the score to lowest score . The ranking may be used to order a 
cluster engine 120 may determine and assign a score ( or , display of information associated with of the clusters 252 
alternatively , multiple scores ) to that cluster ( relative 11a presented to the analyst . The analyst may rely upon the 
specified scoring strategy ) . After generating clusters for a ranking and scores to determine which clusters 252 to 
group of seeds , such clusters may be ordered or ranked 5 analyze first . The ranking and sorting may generally be 
based on the relative scores . Doing so may allow an analyst performed on - demand when an analyst is looking for a 
to rapidly identify and evaluate clusters determined to cluster to investigate . Thus , the ranking need not happen at represent , for example , a high risk of fraud . the same time as scoring . Further , the clusters may be scored At block 625 , the cluster engine 120 may store the cluster ( and later ranked ) using different raking strategies . 252 in cluster list 250 . As mentioned above , the cluster list 10 In various embodiments , multiple scores for each cluster 250 may be a collection of tables within a relational data may be determined according to methods similar to the base , where a table may include the seed and related data example method 700 . Accordingly , clusters may be ranked items of the cluster 252 and another table may include links 
between the related data items of the cluster 252 . according to any of multiple scores . Additionally , in various 

At block 630 . the cluster engine 120 determines if there 15 embodiments , multiple scores may be combined and / or 
are more seeds 212 to analyze in the seed list 210 . If so , the aggregated into a metascore that may be used to rank the 
method 600 returns to block 605 to generate another cluster clusters . Various example score and metascore determina 
from the next seed . Otherwise , the method 600 ends . Note , tions are described below in reference to FIGS . 100 , 110 , 
while method 600 describes a single cluster being generated , 12C , and 13C . 
one of skill in the art will recognize that multiple instances 20 VI . Example Implementation Mechanisms / Systems 
of the cluster generation process illustrated by method 600 F IG . 8 illustrates components of an illustrative server 
may be performed in parallel . computing system 110 , according to an embodiment . The 

FIG . 7 is a flowchart of an example method of scoring server computing system 110 may comprise one or more 
clusters , according to an embodiment . Although the method computing devices that may perform a variety of tasks to 
is described in conjunction with the systems of FIGS . 1 and 25 implement the various operations of the data analysis sys 
4 , persons skilled in the art will understand that any system tem . As shown , the server computing system 110 may 
configured to perform the method steps , in any order , is include , one or more central processing unit ( CPU ) 860 , a within the scope of the present invention . network interface 850 , a memory 820 , and a storage 830 , As shown , the example cluster scoring method 700 begins each connected to an interconnect ( bus ) 840 . The server at block 705 , where the cluster engine 120 retrieves a 30 computing system 110 may also include an I / O device scoring strategy 442 and a cluster 252 ( for example , a cluster interface 870 connecting 1 / 0 devices 875 ( for example , just created using the method 600 of FIG . 6 ) . In other cases , keyboard , display , mouse , and / or other input / output devices ) the cluster engine 120 may retrieve the scoring strategy 442 
associated with a stored cluster . Other alternatives include an to the computing system 110 . Further , in context of this 
analyst selecting a scoring strategy 442 through the client 35 dise ent zs disclosure , the computing elements shown in server com 
135 , the cluster engine 120 via the cluster analysis UI 500 , puting system 110 may correspond to a physical computing 
a script , or a configuration file . The cluster engine 120 may system ( for example , a system in a data center , a computer 
retrieve the selected scoring strategy 442 from the scoring server , a desktop computer , a laptop computer , and / or the 
strategy store 440 , and the cluster 252 from the cluster list like ) and / or may be a virtual computing instance executing 
250 . 40 within a hosted computing environment . 
At block 710 , the cluster engine 120 executes the scoring The CPU 860 may retrieve and execute programming 

strategy 442 against the cluster 252 . The scoring strategy instructions stored in memory 820 , as well as store and 
442 may specify characteristics of the related data items retrieve application data residing in memory 820 . The bus 
within the cluster 252 to aggregate . The cluster engine 120 840 may be used to transmit programming instructions and 
may execute the scoring strategy 442 by aggregating the 45 application data between the CPU 860 , I / O device interface 
specified characteristics together to determine a score . For 870 , storage 830 , network interface 850 , and memory 820 . 
instance , the cluster engine 120 may aggregate account Note that the CPU 860 is included to be representative of , for 
balances of related data items that are account data items . In example , a single CPU , multiple CPUs , a single CPU having 
such a case , a total amount of dollars ( and / or average dollars multiple processing cores , a CPU with an associate memory 
or any other aggregated , averaged , or normal attribute of the 50 management unit , and the like . 
cluster ) included within the balances of the account data The memory 820 is included to be representative of , for 
items of the cluster 252 may be the score of the cluster 252 . example , a random access memory ( RAM ) , cache and / or 
At block 715 , the cluster engine 120 may store the score other dynamic storage devices for storing information and 

with the cluster 252 in the cluster list 250 . At step 720 , the instructions to be executed by CPU 860 . Memory 820 also 
cluster engine 120 determines if there are more clusters 252 55 may be used for storing temporary variables or other inter 
to score . For example , in one embodiment , a set of clusters mediate information during execution of instructions to be 
may be re - scored using an updated scoring strategy . In other executed by CPU 860 . Such instructions , when stored in 
cases , the cluster engine may score each cluster when it is storage media accessible to CPU 860 , render server com 
created from a seed ( based on a given cluster generation and puting system 110 into a special - purpose machine that is 
corresponding scoring strategy ) . If more clusters remain to 60 customized to perform the operations specified in the 
be scored ( and / or re - scored ) , the method 700 returns to instructions . 
block 705 . The storage 830 may be a disk drive storage device , a read 

At block 725 , the cluster engine 120 may rank the clusters only memory ( ROM ) , or other static , non - transitory , and / or 
252 according to the scores of the clusters 252 . For example , computer - readable storage device or medium coupled to bus 
after re - scoring a set of clusters ( or , alternatively , after 65 840 for storing static information and instructions for CPU 
scoring a group of clusters generated from a set of seeds ) , the 860 . Although shown as a single unit , the storage 830 may 
cluster engine 125 may rank the clusters 252 from highest be a combination of fixed and / or removable storage devices , 
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such as fixed disc drives , removable memory cards , and / or contain and / or provide data in various formats , the data 
optical storage , network attached storage ( NAS ) , and / or a aggregator / formatter may convert all the data into a similar 
storage area - network ( SAN ) . format . Accordingly , in an embodiment the system may 

Programming instructions , such as the cluster engine 120 , receive and / or access data from , or via , a device or system 
the workflow engine 125 , and / or the user interface engine 5 such as the data aggregator / formatter . 
126 , may be stored in the memory 820 and / or storage 830 in As described above , in various embodiments the system 
various software modules , The modules may be stored in a may be accessible by an analyst ( and / or other operator or 
mass storage device ( such as storage 830 ) as executable user ) through a web - based viewer , such as a web browser . In 
software codes that are executed by the server computing this embodiment , the user interface may be generated by the 
system 110 . These and other modules may include , by way 10 server computing system 110 and transmitted to the web 
of example , components , such as software components , browser of the analyst . Alternatively , data necessary for 
object - oriented software components , class components and generating the user interface may be provided by the server 
task components , processes , functions , attributes , proce - computing system 110 to the browser , where the user 
dures , subroutines , segments of program code , drivers , firm interface may be generated . The analyst / user may then 
ware , microcode , circuitry , data , databases , data structures , 15 interact with the user interface through the web - browser . In 
tables , arrays , and variables . an embodiment , the user interface of the data analysis 

Illustratively , according to an embodiment , the memory system may be accessible through a dedicated software 
820 stores a seed list 210 , a cluster engine 120 , a cluster list application . In an embodiment , the client computing device 
250 , a workflow engine 125 , and a user interface engine 126 130 may be a mobile computing device , and the user 
( as described with reference to the various figures above ) . 20 interface of the data analysis system may be accessible 
The cluster engine 120 may include a cluster strategy 232 - 2 . through such a mobile computing device ( for example , a 
The particular cluster strategy 232 - 2 may include data smartphone and / or tablet ) . In this embodiment , the server 
bindings 237 - 1 , 237 - 2 , and 237 - 3 , with which the cluster computing system 110 may generate and transmit a user 
engine 120 may access the cluster data source 160 . The interface to the mobile computing device . Alternatively , the 
workflow engine 125 may include a scoring strategy 442 - 1 . 25 mobile computing device may include modules for gener 

Illustratively , according to an embodiment , the storage ating the user interface , and the server computing system 
830 includes a cluster strategy store 230 , data bindings store 110 may provide user interaction data to the mobile com 
835 , a scoring strategy store 440 , and one or more cluster puting device . In an embodiment , the server computing 
analysis rules or criteria 880 . As described above , the cluster system 110 comprises a mobile computing device . Addi 
strategy store 230 may include a collection of different 30 tionally , in various embodiments any of the components 
cluster strategies 232 , such as cluster strategy 232 - 2 . For and / or functionality described above with reference to the 
example , the cluster strategy store 230 may be a directory server computing system 110 ( including , for example , 
that includes the cluster strategies 232 - 1 , 232 - 2 . . . 232 - N memory , storage , CPU , network interface , I / O device inter 
as distinct modules . The scoring strategy store 440 may face , and the like ) , and / or similar or corresponding compo 
include a collection of different scoring strategies 442 , such 35 nents and / or functionality , may be included in the client 
as scoring strategy 442 - 2 , and may also be a directory of computing device 130 . 
distinct modules . The data binding store 835 may include According to various embodiments , the data analysis 
data bindings 237 - 1 , 237 - 2 . . . 237 - M , which may also be system and other methods and techniques described herein 
stored as distinct modules within a directory . are implemented by one or more special - purpose computing 

Although shown in memory 820 , the seed list 210 , cluster 40 devices . The special - purpose computing devices may be 
engine 120 , cluster list 250 , workflow engine 125 , and the hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may include digital 
user interface engine 126 , may be stored in memory 820 , electronic devices such as one or more application - specific 
storage 830 , and / or split between memory 820 and storage integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate 
830 . Likewise , copies of the cluster strategy 232 - 2 , data arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently programmed to perform 
binding 237 - 1 , 237 - 2 , and 237 - 3 , and scoring strategy 442 - 2 45 the techniques , or may include one or more general purpose 
may be stored in memory 820 , storage 830 , and / or split hardware processors programmed to perform the techniques 
between memory 820 and storage 830 . pursuant to program instructions in firmware , memory , other 

The network 150 may be any wired network , wireless storage , or a combination . Such special - purpose computing 
network , or combination thereof . In addition , the network devices may also combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICS , 
150 may be a personal area network , local area network , 50 or FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the 
wide area network , cable network , satellite network , cellular techniques . The special - purpose computing devices may be 
telephone network , or combination thereof . Protocols and desktop computer systems , server computer systems , por 
components for communicating via the Internet or any of the table computer systems , handheld devices , networking 
other aforementioned types of communication networks are devices or any other device or combination of devices that 
well known to those skilled in the art of computer commu - 55 incorporate hard - wired and / or program logic to implement 
nications and thus , need not be described in more detail the techniques . 
herein . Computing devices of the data analysis system may 
As described above in reference to FIG . 1 , the server generally be controlled and / or coordinated by operating 

computing system 110 may be in communication with one system software , such as iOS , Android , Chrome OS , Win 
or more data sources 160 . Communication between the 60 dows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , Win 
server computing system 110 and the data sources 160 may d ows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , SunOS , Solaris , 
be via the network 150 and / or direct . In an embodiment , an iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other compatible operat 
optional data aggregator / formatter device and / or system ing systems . In other embodiments , the computing devices 
may aggregate various data from multiple data sources may be controlled by a proprietary operating system . Con 
and / or may format the data such that it may be received by 65 ventional operating systems control and schedule computer 
the server computing system 110 in a standardized and / or processes for execution , perform memory management , 
readable format . For example , when multiple data sources provide file system , networking , I / O services , and provide a 
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user interface functionality , such as a graphical user inter - participates in transferring information between non - transi 
face ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . tory media . For example , transmission media includes 

In general , the word “ module , ” as used herein , refers to a coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry wires that comprise bus 840 . Transmission media may also 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 5 take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
for example , Java , Lua , C or C + + . A software module may generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
be compiled and linked into an executable program , cations . 
installed in a dynamic link library , or may be written in an Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one 
interpreted programming language such as , for example , or more sequences of one or more instructions to CPU 860 
BASIC , Perl , or Python . It will be appreciated that software 10 for execution . For example , the instructions may initially be 
modules may be callable from other modules or from carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote 
themselves , and / or may be invoked in response to detected computer . The remote computer may load the instructions 
events or interrupts . Software modules configured for execu - and / or modules into its dynamic memory and send the 
tion on computing devices may be provided on a computer instructions over a telephone or cable line using a modem . 
readable medium , such as a compact disc , digital video disc , 15 A modem local to server computing system 820 may receive 
flash drive , magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or the data on the telephone / cable line and use a converter 
as a digital download ( and may be originally stored in a device including the appropriate circuitry to place the data 
compressed or installable format that requires installation , on bus 840 . Bus 840 carries the data to memory 820 , from 
decompression or decryption prior to execution ) . Such soft - which CPU 860 retrieves and executes the instructions . The 
ware code may be stored , partially or fully , on a memory 20 instructions received by memory 820 may optionally be 
device of the executing computing device , for execution by stored on storage 830 either before or after execution by 
the computing device . Software instructions may be embed CPU 860 . 
ded in firmware , such as an EPROM . It will be further VII . Additional Example Applications 
appreciated that hardware devices ( such as processors and While financial fraud using credit card accounts is used as 
CPUs ) may be comprised of connected logic units , such as 25 a primary reference example in the discussion above , the 
gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised of program - techniques described herein may be adapted for use with a 
mable units , such as programmable gate arrays or proces variety of data sets and in various applications . Such appli 
sors . The modules or computing device functionality cations may include , for example , financial fraud detection , 
described herein are preferably implemented as software tax fraud detection , beaconing malware detection , malware 
modules , but may be represented in hardware devices . 30 user - agent detection , other types of malware detection , 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to software activity trend detection , health insurance fraud detection , 
modules that may be combined with other modules or financial account fraud detection , detection of activity by 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization networks of individuals , criminal activity detection , network 
or storage . intrusion detection , detection of phishing efforts , money 

Server computing system 110 may implement various of 35 laundering detection , and / or financial malfeasance detec 
the techniques and methods described herein using custom - tion . For example , information from data logs of online 
ized hard - wired logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , systems may be evaluated as seeds to improve cyber secu 
firmware and / or program logic which , in combination with rity . In such a case , a seed may be a suspicious IP address , 
various software modules , causes the server computing a compromised user account , and the like . From the seeds , 
system 110 to be a special - purpose machine . According to 40 log data , DHCP logs , IP blacklists , packet captures , webapp 
one embodiment , the techniques herein are performed by logs , and other server and database logs may be used to 
server computing system 110 in response to CPU 860 create clusters of activity related to the suspicions seeds . 
executing one or more sequences of one or more modules Other examples include data quality analysis used to cluster 
and / or instructions contained in memory 820 . Such instruc transactions processed through a computer system ( whether 
tions may be read into memory 820 from another storage 45 financial or otherwise ) . A number of examples of such 
medium , such as storage 830 . Execution of the sequences of applications are described in detail below in reference the 
instructions contained in memory 820 may cause CPU 840 various figures . 
to perform the processes and methods described herein . In VIII . Example Generalized Method of the Data Analysis 
alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used System 
in place of or in combination with software instructions . 50 FIG . 9 is a flowchart of an example generalized method 

The term “ non - transitory media , " and similar terms , as of the data analysis system , according to an embodiment of 
used herein refers to any media that store data and / or the present disclosure . In various embodiments , fewer 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific blocks or additional blocks may be included in the process 
fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise non - of FIG . 9 , or various blocks may be performed in an order 
volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media 55 different from that shown in the figure . Further , one or more 
includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such as blocks in the figure may be performed by various compo 
storage 830 . Volatile media includes dynamic memory , such nents of the data analysis system , for example , server 
as memory 820 . Common forms of non - transitory media computing system 110 ( described above in reference to FIG . 
include , for example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , 8 ) . 
solid state drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data 60 As described above , and as shown in the embodiment of 
storage medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage FIG . 9 , the data analysis system may generate a seed or 
medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a multiple seeds ( block 910 ) , may generate clusters based on 
RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , those seed ( s ) ( block 920 ) , may generate a score or multiple 
NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge , and net - scores for each generated cluster ( block 930 ) , may generate 
worked versions of the same . 65 a metascore for each generated cluster ( block 940 ) , and may 

Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be used in optionally rank the generated clusters based on the generated 
conjunction with transmission media . Transmission media metascores ( block 950 ) . In various embodiments , the data 
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analysis system may or may not generate multiple scores for a . Example Method of Cluster Analysis 
each cluster , may or may not generate metascores for each FIG . 10A is a flowchart for an example method of data 
cluster , and / or may or may not rank the clusters . In an cluster analysis , according to an embodiment of the present 
embodiment , the system may rank clusters based on one or disclosure . In FIG . 10A , blocks 910 and 920 of the flowchart 
more scores that are not metascores . 5 proceed generally as described in reference to the flowchart 

of FIG . 9 . For example , at block 910 seeds are generated Further , as described above , the seeds may include one or according to one or more seed generation strategies . multiple data items , and may be generated based on seed Examples of seed generation strategies are described in the 
generation strategies and / or rules . Similarly , the clusters various related applications listed above and previously 
may include one or multiple data items related to a seed , incorporated by reference herein . Examples include identi 
including the seed , and may be generated based on cluster fying tax returns that are potentially fraudulent , identifying 
generation strategies and / or rules ( including data bindings communications that are potentially associated with beacon 
and / or searching and filtering are performed through , for ing malware , and / or identifying emails potentially associ 
example , a generic interface to various data sources ) . Scores ated with phishing campaigns , among others . Further , at 
and metascores may be determined based on attributes , block 920 clusters are generated based on the one or more 
characteristics , and / or properties associated with data items generated seeds and according to the one or more cluster 

generation strategies . Examples of cluster generation strat that make up a given cluster . egies ( as mentioned above , also referred to herein as " cluster Example applications of the data analysis system , includ strategies , " " clustering strategies , " and / or " cluster genera 
ing methods and systems for identifying data items , gener tion rules " ) are described in the various related applications 
ating data clusters , and analyzing / scoring clusters , are dis - 20 listed above and previously incorporated by reference 
closed in the various related applications listed above and herein . Examples include strategies for financial fraud detec 
previously incorporated by reference herein . tion , tax fraud detection , beaconing malware detection , 

IX . Cluster Analysis and Example Analysis User Inter malware user - agent detection , other types of malware detec 
faces tion , activity trend detection , health insurance fraud detec 
FIGS . 10A - 10C and 11 - 22 , described below , illustrate 25 tion , financial account fraud detection , detection of activity 

methods and user interfaces of the data analysis system , by networks of individuals , criminal activity detection , 
according to various embodiments , in which data clusters network intrusion detection , detection of phishing efforts , 
are automatically generated , analyzed , and presented to an money laundering detection , and / or financial malfeasance 
analyst such that the analyst may quickly and efficiently detection , among others . 
evaluate the clusters . In particular , as described below the 30 A cluster of data items generated according to a given 
data analysis system may apply one or more analysis criteria clustering strategy ( and its associated seed generation strat 
or rules to the data clusters so as to generate human - readable egy or strategies ) may be understood as having a " cluster 
“ conclusions ” ( as described above , also referred to herein as type ” ( also referred to as a “ data cluster type ” ) correspond 
“ summaries ” ) . The conclusions may be displayed in an ing to that clustering strategy . For example , a particular 
analysis user interface through which the analyst may evalu - 35 clustering strategy may be referred to as " Tax Fraud , " 
ate the clusters and / or access more detailed data related to because the clustering strategy relates to identifying clusters 
the cluster . In an embodiment , a cluster type may be asso - of data items related to potential tax fraud . A cluster of data 
ciated with each cluster , and may be determined according items generated according to that clustering strategy may 
to the cluster strategy that generated the cluster . Further , the therefore have a " cluster type ” of “ Tax Fraud . ” In another 
system may generate " alert scores ” for the clusters which 40 example , a cluster generated by an " Internal Phishing ” 
may be used to prioritize clusters displayed to the analyst . clustering strategy ( and its associated seed generation strat 

The various methods and user interfaces described below egy or strategies ) has a cluster type of “ Internal Phishing . " 
in reference to FIGS . 10A - 10C and 11 - 22 may be imple - At block 1002 of , the system generates " alerts ” for each 
mented by various aspects of the data analysis system ( for of the clusters . An " alert ” includes various types of infor 
example , the server computing system 110 and / or another 45 mation related to the cluster that may be useful to an analyst 
suitable computing system ) as described above . For in evaluating the importance or criticality of the cluster in 
example , clustering may be accomplished according to seed the context of a particular investigation . Generating an alert 
generation and clustering strategies and rules as imple - may include applying various cluster analysis rules or cri 
mented by , for example , the cluster / rules engine 120 ; cluster teria to analyze the cluster and so as to generate human 
analysis may be accomplished according to analysis rules / 50 readable cluster conclusions , as mentioned above . Generat 
criteria 880 as implemented by , for example , the cluster i ng an alert may further include generating an alert score for 
rules engine 120 ; cluster scoring ( for example , generation of the cluster . Details regarding generation of alerts are 
alert scores ) may be accomplished according to scoring described below in reference to FIG . 10B . 
strategies as implemented by , for example , the cluster / rules At block 1004 of FIG . 10A , a cluster analysis user 
engine 120 ; and user interface may be generated and / or 55 interface is provided to the user ( for example , an analyst ) . 
presented to the analyst by , for example , the user interface FIGS . 11 - 20 and 22 , described below , include examples of 
engine 126 ; among other aspects . cluster analysis user interfaces of the data analysis system . 

Additionally , in the methods described in reference to the As described below , a user interface may include a listing of 
flowcharts of FIGS . 10A - 10B and 21 below , in various alerts , each alert corresponding to a particular generated and 
embodiments , fewer blocks or additional blocks may be 60 analyzed cluster . The alerts may be organized and grouped 
included in the example methods depicted , or various blocks according to cluster types . Further , the analyst may view a 
may be performed in an order different from that shown in user interface including detailed information related to each 
the figures . Further , in various embodiments , one or more alert , including the human - readable conclusions , the alert 
blocks in the figures may be performed by various compo - scores , and various detailed data related to the clusters . For 
nents of the data analysis system , for example , server 65 example , in a given alert the analyst may be provided with 
computing system 110 ( described above in reference to FIG . a name of the cluster , a cluster strategy by which the cluster 
8 ) and / or another suitable computing system . was generated ( also referred to as the cluster type ) , a list of 
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generated conclusions , and / or one or more lists and / or tables different clustering strategies ( for example , having different 
of data related to the cluster . The one or more lists and / or cluster types ) may be merged . 
tables of data related to the cluster may be drawn from the b . Example Method of Alert Generation 
data items of the cluster , and may be filtered by the analyst FIG . 10B is a flowchart of an example method of alert 
according to time and / or type of data . 5 generation for a particular data cluster , according to an 
At block 1006 , the system regenerates previously gener - embodiment of the present disclosure . At block 1022 , the 

ated clusters . In various implementations the data items system accesses data , including data items and related 
from which seeds are selected / generated and from which metadata and other information , of the data cluster . As 
clusters are generated may change after a cluster is gener - described below , this accessed cluster data is analyzed to 
ated . In the example of tax fraud detection , additional tax 10 generate the human - readable conclusions , the alert scores , 
return data items may be received , or additional phone and may be included and organized in the user interface of 
number data items may be received that relate to a person in the alert . At block 1024 , the system determines the cluster 
a previously generated cluster . Such information may have type of the data cluster . As mentioned above , a data cluster 
been included in a cluster if it had been available at the time generated according to a given clustering strategy ( and its 
the cluster was created . Accordingly , the system may regen - 15 associated seed generation strategy or strategies ) may be 
erate clusters so as to include the data items and / or other understood as having a " cluster type ” ( also referred to as a 
information that has become available since the last time the “ data cluster type ” ) corresponding to that clustering strategy 
cluster was generated . After , or in response to , a cluster At block 1026 , having determined the cluster type of the 
being regenerated , the system reanalyzes the cluster and data cluster , the system accesses one or more cluster analysis 
may , in an embodiment , generate an alert for the regenerated 20 rules or criteria associated with that cluster type . As various 
and reanalyzed cluster ( as indicated by the arrow back to data clusters may be generated according to different clus 
block 1002 ) . In another embodiment , as described below in tering strategies , and each of the clustering strategies may be 
reference FIG . 21 , when a given cluster is regenerated , a associated with differing types of investigations , the analysis 
previously generated alert for that cluster may be updated or , rules or criteria used to analyze the clusters vary according 
alternatively , a new alert may be generated including a link 25 to the cluster types and their respective associated types of 
to the previously generated alert . investigations . 

In an embodiment , as shown at block 1006a , clusters may At block 1028 , the system analyzes the data cluster based 
be regenerated on a schedule . For example , the system may on the accessed analysis rules / criteria . The cluster data is 
be configured to regenerate clusters after a particular number then evaluated by the system ( for example , by the cluster / 
of seconds , minutes , hours , or days , or at particular times 30 rules engine 120 ) according to the analysis rules / criteria . 
every hour or day . In another embodiment , as shown at block Many examples of cluster analysis according to various 
1006b , clusters may be regenerated as needed , such as in clustering strategies are described in the various related 
response to the system detecting one or more changes in data applications listed above and previously incorporated by 
items and automatically executing a cluster regeneration reference herein . In the various examples , analysis of clus 
process . For example , the system may be configured to 35 ters may be described in the context of cluster scoring ( for 
automatically regenerate clusters when it detects that new example , generating of clusters scores and / or metascores ) . 
data items and / or other information ) are received by the For example , in U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 139 , 628 , 
system , new data items ( and / or other information ) related to cluster data is scored and / or analyzed in various contexts 
a cluster ( and / or potentially related to a cluster ) are received including , among others : 
by the system , new data items ( and / or other information ) 40 Tax Fraud Detection , in which clusters are analyzed to 
connected to a cluster or a data item in a cluster is received determine a number of known fraudulent returns in a 
by the system , an analyst logs into the system , and / or an cluster , a number of first - time filers in the cluster , 
analyst views a cluster . In another embodiment , as shown at and / or a mismatch between reported incomes in the 
block 1006c , clusters may be regenerated on demand . For cluster , among others . 
example , clusters may be regenerated when requested by an 45 Beaconing Malware Detection , in which clusters are 
analyst ( via , for example , a user interface of the system ) . analyzed to determine a number of known bad domains 

In any of the embodiments of blocks 1006a , 1006b , and in a cluster , an average request size in the cluster , 
1006c , all clusters may be regenerated or portions of clusters and / or a number of requests blocked by a proxy in the 
may be regenerated , in any combination . For example , cluster , among others . 
clusters associated with a particular clustering strategy may 50 Additional examples are described below in reference to 
be generated on a particular schedule , while clusters asso - FIGS . 24A - 24C , 25A - 25B , 26A - 26C , and 27A - 27C , in 
ciated with a different clustering strategy may be generated which cluster data is scored and / or analyzed in various 
on a different schedule ( and / or as needed and / or on demand ) . contexts including : 
In another example , individual clusters may be regenerated , Internal and External Phishing , in which clusters are 
or other relationships among clusters may be used to deter - 55 analyzed to determine a most common email subject of 
mine which clusters are to be regenerated at a given time . emails in the cluster , numbers of emails in the cluster 

At optional block 1008 , clusters are merged as described sent within particular time periods , and / or number of 
above . For example , if a regenerated cluster includes a data recipients of emails in the cluster , among others . 
item also included in a different cluster , the regenerated Internal and External Threat Intel , in which clusters are 
cluster and the different cluster may optionally be merged . In 60 analyzed to determine a number of URLs in the cluster 
the embodiment of FIG . 10A , only clusters generated referenced by an analyzed malware data item , a per 
according to the same clustering strategy ( for example , centage of traffic in the cluster categorized as likely 
having the same cluster type ) may be merged . In this malicious , and / or a highest organizationally hierarchi 
embodiment , alerts generated for clusters having different cal position of a person in the cluster associated with a 
cluster types may be linked even if the clusters are not 65 malicious connection , among others . 
merged , as described below in reference to FIGS . 21 and 22 . IDS ( Intrusion Detection System ) , in which clusters are 
In alternative embodiments , clusters generated according to analyzed to determine a time spanned by alert notices 
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in the cluster and / or a number of alert notices associ - to analysts , and thereby generate conclusion templates and 
ated with particular IP addresses , among others . conclusions based on that useful information . 

i . “ Conclusions ” In an embodiment , a predefined group of conclusions may 
At block 1030 of FIG . 10B , the system generates one or be associated with each cluster type . In this embodiment , all 

more conclusions for the analyzed data cluster based on the 5 conclusions in the relevant group may be generated and 
cluster analysis . As described above , the generated conclu - presented in the user interface for each respective alert . In 
sions ( also referred to herein as summaries ) comprise com - another embodiment , various conclusions may be associated 
pact , human - readable phrases or sentences that provide with each cluster type , and the system may determine 
highly relevant , and easily evaluated ( by a human analyst ) , particular conclusions , based on the cluster analysis , to 
information regarding the data in the cluster ( for example , 10 generate and present in the user interface . In this embodi 
data items and metadata ) . The conclusions may be useful to ment , the system may select particular conclusions based on 
an analyst in evaluating the importance or criticality of the a likelihood that the particular conclusions will be helpful to 
cluster in the context of a particular investigation . As with the analyst in evaluating the cluster . For example , when a 
the analysis rules / criteria described above , each cluster type cluster does not have any data items ( and / or other informa 
may be related to a set of conclusions appropriate to the type 15 tion ) of a particular type that are enumerated ( and / or other 
of investigation associated with the cluster type . FIG . 100 wise evaluated ) in a particular conclusion , that particular 
illustrates various example templates for conclusions ( also conclusion may not be displayed to the analyst . Alterna 
referred to herein as “ conclusion templates ” ) associated with tively , the system may indicate to the analyst that the 
various types of data clusters , according to an embodiment . particular conclusion is not applicable to the cluster . 
For example , five cluster types ( which are each associated 20 In an embodiment , conclusions may be unique to each 
with various seed generation , clustering , and scoring strat - cluster type . In another embodiment , conclusions may be 
egies ) are included in the example embodiment of FIG . 100 : applicable to multiple cluster types . 
Internal Phishing , External Phishing , Internal Threat Intel , In an embodiment , a conclusion may not express an 
External Threat Intel , and IDS ( short for Intrusion Detection opinion , but may only provide factual information . For 
System ) . Each of the example cluster types is associated 25 example , " Less than 1 MB of data was exchanged with the 
with one or more conclusion templates , as shown in the right following URL : http : / / example . com . ” In another embodi 
column of the table of FIG . 10C . The conclusion templates ment , a conclusion may express an opinion if a judgment 
include fields ( indicated by the symbols < and > ) into which threshold is provided ( for example , some factual basis for 
cluster information , obtained as a result of the cluster the opinion ) , but not otherwise . For example , an appropriate 
analysis , is inserted when the conclusion is generated . 30 conclusion may be “ Only a small amount of data , 0 . 7 MB , 

For example , in reference to the embodiment of FIG . 10C , was exchanged with the following URL : http : / / 
for the cluster type “ External Phishing , " a conclusion tem - example . com , ” while an inappropriate conclusion may be 
plate is “ This campaign consists of < m > emails submitted to “ Only a small amount of data was exchanged with the 
external Abuse , " where < m > indicates a field to be filled in following URL : http : / / example . com . ” In various embodi 
by the system based on the cluster analysis , and " external 35 ments , conclusions generated by the system provide factual 
Abuse ” may refer to an email address or box . In generating and / or opinion information to the analyst in the context of a 
this conclusion , the system accesses the relevant set of particular investigation and / or cluster / alert type . 
conclusions ( for example , conclusions associated with the In an embodiment , each conclusion is limited to a par 
type of the cluster analyzed ) and inserts relevant cluster ticular number of words , for example , 10 , 15 , or some other 
analysis data into each of the conclusions ( for example , 40 number . In an embodiment , each user interface associated 
“ This campaign consists of 25 emails submitted to external with an alert ( as described below ) displays between one and 
Abuse ” ) . In another example , for the cluster type “ External some other number of conclusions , for example , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 
Threat Intel , " a conclusion template is “ < k > % of proxy among others . 
traffic was blocked , and < l > % was marked as malicious by ii . “ Alert Score ” 
Proxy , " where < k > and < l > indicate fields to be filled in by 45 Turning again to the embodiment shown in FIG . 10B , at 
the system based on the cluster analysis . In generating this block 1032 , the system generates an alert score for the 
conclusion , the system accesses the relevant set of conclu - analyzed data cluster based on the cluster analysis . As 
sions ( for example , conclusions associated with the type of described above , the alert score may be the same as , similar 
the cluster analyzed ) and inserts relevant cluster analysis to , and / or based on any of the scores , metascores , and / or 
data into each of the conclusion templates ( for example , 50 conclusions described herein . An alert score may provide an 
“ 10 % of proxy traffic was blocked , and 7 % was marked as initial indication to an analyst of a likelihood that a cluster / 
malicious by Proxy ” ) . alert is important or critical in the context of a particular 

In an embodiment , conclusion templates , such as those investigation ( for example , a degree of correlation between 
listed in the table of FIG . 10C , may be manually generated characteristics of the cluster / alert and the analysis rules / 
by humans based on a determination of information likely to 55 criteria ) . As described below , the alert score is represented in 
be helpful to an analyst in evaluating alerts / clusters . The the analysis user interface by an indicator , icon , color , and / or 
manually generated conclusion templates associated with the like . An analyst may sort alerts / clusters based on the alert 
respective cluster types may then be automatically accessed scores so as to enable an efficient investigation of more 
by the system ( e . g . , after automatically determining which important alerts / clusters first . 
conclusion templates are applicable ) , relevant data may be 60 In an embodiment , the alert score may be a metascore , and 
inserted into any indicated fields , and conclusions may then may be one of multiple values . For example , the alert score 
be automatically generated based on the selected conclusion may be one of three values corresponding to , for example , 
template ( s ) and presented on a user interface ( as described a high alert , a medium alert , or a low alert . In other 
below ) . In another embodiment , the system may automati - embodiments , the alert score may be partitioned into more 
cally use heuristics to generate conclusion templates that 65 or fewer values . Examples of various scores and metascores 
may then be presented by the system . In this example , the associated with various cluster strategies are described in the 
system may determine , over time , information most useful various related applications listed above and previously 
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incorporated by reference herein . For example , in U . S . low alert score may indicate a high degree of correlation 
patent application Ser . No . 14 / 139 , 628 , example cluster between characteristics of the cluster and the analysis rules / 
metascores are described in the contexts of tax fraud detec - criteria . 
tion , beaconing malware detection , malware user - agent c . Example Analysis User Interfaces 
detection , and activity trend detection . 5 FIGS . 11 - 20 illustrate example data cluster analysis user 

As mentioned above , in an embodiment , the alert score interfaces of the data analysis system , according to embodi 
may be binned into one of three bins corresponding to a high ments of the present disclosure . In various embodiments , 
alert , a medium alert , or a low alert . Each alert level may be aspects of the user interfaces may be rearranged from what 
associated with an indicator , icon , color , and / or the like . For is shown and described below , and / or particular aspects may 
example , a high alert may be associated with red ( and / or 10 or may not be included . However , the embodiments 
another color ) , a medium alert may be associated with described below in reference to FIGS . 11 - 20 provides 
orange ( and / or another color ) , and a low alert may be example analysis user interfaces of the system . 
associated grey ( and / or another color ) . FIG . 11 illustrates a user interface 1102 of the system in 

In an embodiment , the cluster alert score is determined which various indicators of alerts associated with various 
based on and conveys both a determined importance / criti - 15 types of clusters are displayed , according to an embodiment . 
cality ( for example , a metascore comprising scores showing The user interface 1102 includes a panel 1104 including a 
a high number of data items may indicate likely fraud ) and listing of various cluster types 1106 ( which are each asso 
a confidence level in the determined importance / criticality . ciated with respective clustering strategies ) . Selection of one 
For example : of the cluster types 1106 results in a display of indications 

A high alert may be indicated when : 20 of associated alerts in the panel 1112 . In FIG . 11 , selection 
an importance metascore is above a particular threshold of “ All ” 1108 causes display of a combined list of indicators 

( for example , greater than 60 % , or some other percent associated with all types of clusters in the panel 1112 . 
or number ) , AND a confidence level is above a par - Indicator 1110 shows a number of alerts among all the 
ticular threshold ( for example , greater than 70 % , or cluster types . In the panel 1112 , at 1114 it is indicated that 
some other percent or number ) . 25 the present view is the “ Inbox . " The Inbox includes indica 

A medium alert may be indicated when : tions of alerts that have not yet been “ Archived ” by the 
an importance metascore is below a particular threshold analyst ( as described below ) . Alternatively , the Inbox may 

( for example , less than 60 % , or some other percent or show indications of alerts that have not yet been viewed by 
number ) , AND a confidence level is above a particular the analyst . 
threshold ( for example , greater than 70 % , or some 30 At 1116 an indication of an alert is shown . As discussed 
other percent or number ) , OR above , each listed alert corresponds to a particular data item 

an importance metascore is above a particular threshold cluster that has been generated , analyzed , and scored . Vari 
( for example , greater than 60 % , or some other percent ous details related to the alert are displayed including an 
or number ) , AND a confidence level is below a par - alert title ( for example , “ ! ! Activity summary for 
ticular threshold ( for example , less than 30 % , or some 35 Acct # 1074911 ” ) , an indication of a time 1118 when the 
other percent or number ) . event associated with the alert occurred ( for example , “ 1 

A low alert may be indicated when : hour ago ” ) , and an indication of the cluster type 1120 ( for 
either an importance metascore is below a particular example , " SYNTHETICS ” ) . The alert title may be a single , 

threshold ( for example , less than 60 % , or some other human - readable summary phrase or sentence , and may be 
percent or number ) , OR a confidence level is below a 40 generated similar to the generation of conclusions described 
particular threshold ( for example , less than 30 % , or above , and / or may be ( or include ) one of the conclusions 
some other percent or number ) . described above . In the example shown , the alert 1116 is 

In other embodiments , other criteria may be used to related to identification of fraudulent bank accounts , and the 
determine alert levels to provide to the end user , possibly alert title indicates the number of the primary bank account 
based on additional or fewer parameters than discussed 45 associated with the cluster . Additionally , the “ ! ! ” symbol 
above . In some examples , alerts are associated with ranges shown at the beginning of the alert title provides an indica 
of importance metascores and / or confidence levels , rather tion of the alert score of the alert . In the example shown , a 
than only a minimum or maximum level of particular scores " ! ! ” indicated a medium risk level , a “ ! ! ! ” indicates a high 
as in the examples above . risk level , and no symbol indicates a low risk level . In other 

In an embodiment , a confidence level may be determined 50 embodiments the alert level of an alert may be indicated by 
based on a false positive rate . The false positive rate may be an icon and / or coloring of the alert indicator , among other 
based on , for example , historical information indicating how indications . The analyst may select any of the listed alert 
frequently other clusters having similar fraud indicators ( for indicators to view additional detail related to the selected 
example , indicators used in the determination of the impor - alert . In an embodiment , the list of alert indicators may 
tance metascore ) have been determined , after human analy - 55 automatically be sorted according to one or more criteria , for 
sis , to be critical or not consistent with the importance example , the alert score . In an embodiment , the analysis may 
metascore . The false positive rate may also ( or alternatively choose to sort the list of alert indicators as desired . In an 
be based on , for example , information provided from third - embodiment , the time 1118 may be a time when the alert was 
parties , such as blacklists that include a likelihood that any generated , rather than the time the event associated with the 
item on the blacklist is a false positive . 60 alert occurred . In another embodiment , the time 1118 may 
As mentioned above , in an embodiment the alert score include both the time the alert was generated and the time 

may be based on one or more cluster scores and / or the the event associated with the alert occurred . 
analysis rules / criteria . In this embodiment , a high alert score FIG . 12 illustrates a user interface 1202 of the system in 
may indicate a high degree of correlation between charac , which a particular selected alert is displayed , according to an 
teristics ( for example , data and metadata ) of the cluster and 65 embodiment . The upper portion 1203 of the user interface 
the analysis rules / criteria ( that may , for example , indicate a may be colored to correspond to the alert score , as described 
likelihood of fraud , among other indications ) . Similarly , a above . At 1204 the alert title is displayed . A unique icon 
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the 

1205 associated with the cluster types may be displayed . At be sorted by default in a chronological order , and the 
1206 , an indication of the cluster type is given , as well as a columns may or may not be arranged such that the first 
unique identifier of the alert ( for example , " # 116 , ” which column for each data type is a timestamp . In an embodiment , 
may be useful for further investigation , note taking , and / or information displayed in the table is raw data drawn from 
sharing by the analyst ) . At 1208 various conclusions ( gen - 5 entries associated with data items of the cluster . 
erated as described above ) associated with the cluster are FIG . 15 illustrates the same user interface as shown in 
displayed . For example , in the cluster represented by the FIG . 14 , but shows various changes made by the analyst , 
alert shown , the conclusions indicate that there have been no according to an embodiment . For example , the analyst has 
money transfers to other accounts , there are 13 transactions , selected the dropdown box 1406 to view the various types of 
the largest transaction is $ 9 , 897 . 61 , and 2 online accounts 10 data that may be selected . Further , the analyst has moved a 
have been accessed by 29 computers . Such information may starting - time indicator 1502 on the time filter 1408 . Moving 
be helpful to an analyst in evaluating whether or not the alert the starting - time indicator 1502 causes the data displayed in 
includes accounts associated with fraudulent identities ( also the table to be filtered to include only data that was produced 
referred to as synthetic identities ) . and / or relates to items or events that occurred within a time 

Selectable buttons 1210 and 1212 ( and / or other user 15 span indicated by the starting - time indicator 1502 and an 
interface elements ) are displayed by which the analyst may ending - time indicator 1504 . 
access detailed cluster data . For example , the analyst may FIG . 16 illustrates the same user interface as shown in 
select “ Latest Online Account Logins ” button 1210 to view FIG . 14 , but shows various changes made by the analyst . For 
a listing of most recent account login data panel 1214 . example , the analyst has selected to view only Transaction 
Similarly , the analyst may select “ Latest Transactions ” 1212 20 data items via the dropdown box 1406 . Further , the analyst 
to view a listing of transaction data in the panel 1214 . has adjusted the time filter 1408 to filter that data items for 
Additional buttons or controls may be included in the a different particular time span . Accordingly , the table 1602 
display such that the analyst may view other data related to only displayed Transaction information related to the speci 
the cluster . As shown , the data displayed in the panel 1214 fied time span . 
may be organized in a table including columns and rows . 25 FIG . 17 illustrates the same user interface as shown in 
Data displayed may be drawn from various data items and / or FIG . 14 , but shows that the analyst may further filter the data 
other information included in the cluster . The particular displayed in the table by values in any of the columns . For 
buttons ( such as buttons 1210 and 1212 ) displayed in the example , a Type dropdown menu 1702 may be used by the 
alert may be defined by the clustering strategy and / or analyst to specify particular types of transactions that are to 
another set of rules related to the cluster type . FIG . 13 shows 30 be displayed in the table , such that other types of transac 
the same alert as shown in FIG . 12 , however the latest tions are not displayed . The analyst may specify multiple 
transactions button 1212 has been selected by the analyst , types by selection and / or text input , and may selectively 
such that the information in panel 1214 is updated to show remove types that are selected . 
a listing of most recent transactions . In an embodiment , FIG . 18 illustrates a user interface 1802 similar to the user 
information shown in the panel 1214 may be automatically 35 interface of FIG . 11 , according to an embodiment . In the 
sorted chronologically from most recent event . Further the user interface of FIG . 18 , at 1804 the user has selected to 
analyst may select the button 1302 to view further additional view only indications of alerts of the type " Synthetics . " 
cluster data . Additionally , FIG . 18 illustrates that the analyst may select 

In other embodiments , the user interface may include multiple indications of alerts , as shown at 1806 , such that 
links ( for example , via buttons or other user interface 40 multiple alerts may be " archived ” simultaneously by selec 
elements ) to relevant cluster information internal to an tion of the archive button 1808 . Archiving alerts causes the 
organization using the data analysis system , external to the alerts to be removed from the “ Inbox ” display . As shown in 
organization , and / or other types information . user interface 1902 of FIG . 19 , the analyst may select to 

FIG . 14 illustrates a user interface 1402 of the system that view " archived ” alerts via the dropdown box 1904 . Archived 
is displayed when the show logs button 1302 ( of FIG . 13 ) is 45 alerts are displayed in a list similar to the list of alerts 
selected , according to an embodiment . The user interface provided in the Inbox . In an embodiment , archiving of alerts 
includes various cluster data and information 1404 orga - enables an analyst to indicate that they have reviewed a 
nized in a table , a dropdown list of data types or sources particular alert . The analyst may move the alert from the 
1406 , a time filter 1408 , and the button 1302 that may be archive back to the inbox . Further , in other embodiments , 
selected to go back to the alert display of FIG . 12 or 13 . The 50 alerts may be moved to additional categories ( default and / or 
cluster data and information 1404 may be drawn from user defined ) , for example , a " Starred ” category may be 
various data items and / or other information included in the available . Archived alerts may automatically be moved back 
cluster . The table shown is a stacked table , meaning that into the inbox when new data items are added to a cluster 
multiple differing types of data are displayed in the table , associated with an archived alert , such as when the cluster 
and the types of data displayed in a given column or row of 55 is regenerated , for example . 
the table may change within the given column or row . For FIG . 20 illustrates a user interface 2002 , similar to the 
example , as the dropdown 1406 indicates that all data types user interface of FIG . 11 , in which the left panel 1104 has 
are displayed , the top portion of the table , as indicated by the been collapsed ( as indicated by 2004 ) to provide a more 
left - most column , includes Address data items , the next streamlined display for the analyst , according to an embodi 
portion of the table ( below the top portion , includes Trans - 60 ment . 
action data items , the next portion of the table includes In an embodiment , the alert user interface , for example 
Account data items , the next portion of the table includes the user interface of FIG . 12 , may include user interface 
Online Account data items , and the bottom portion of the elements ( such as buttons ) selectable by the analyst to cause 
table includes Customer data items . The analyst or other user the system to archive an alert , categorize an alert , change an 
may scroll down the table to view additional table entries , 65 alert level , and / or share an alert with other analysts . In an 
and / or may scroll horizontally to view additional columns of embodiment , the alert user interface may include a button to 
the table . In various embodiments the table may or may not add the cluster data items of a graph , as described in various 
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related applications listed above and previously incorpo regeneration , according to an embodiment of the present 
rated by reference herein . Further , the system may enable an disclosure . At block 2302 of the example method shown , a 
analyst viewing a graph of data items to go to alerts cluster has been regenerated . At block 2304 , the system 
representing clusters in which that data item is included . determines whether any changes have been made to the 

In an embodiment , the analysis user interface , for 5 cluster ( for example , any new data items added to the 
example the user interface of FIG . 11 , may include further cluster ) . If not , then at block 2306 the alert corresponding to 
details related to each of the indicated alerts . For example , the cluster is not updated and the method ends . If so , then at 
the user interface of FIG . 11 may include conclusions block 2308 the system determines whether the analyst has 
associated with each of the listed alert indications . Providing viewed and / or archived the alert corresponding to the clus 
data to the analyst in this way may enable the analyst to 10 ter . If not , then at block 2310 the alert is updated such that 
efficiently evaluate clusters without necessarily viewing the the cluster analysis is rerun , and the alert data ( for example , 
alert user interface . the conclusions ) is regenerated , on the new cluster including 

In an embodiment , the analysis user interface , for the new data items . In this block , as the analyst has not 
example the user interface of FIG . 11 , may include , in the list previously interacted with the alert , no notifications regard 
of indications of alerts , indications of events of interest to 15 ing changes to the alert / cluster are provided . If the analyst 
the analyst but generated by other processed . For example , has viewed and / or archived the alert , then at blocks 2312 and 
the list may include indications of notices generated by 2314 the alert may be updated , changes to the alert may be 
third - party software ( for example , a virus scanner ) . shown in the alert user interface , and / or a new alert may be 

d . Linking of Related Alerts / Clusters generated and links between the new and old alerts may be 
FIG . 21 is a flowchart of an example method of linking 20 generated and provided in the alert user interfaces . For 

related alerts or data clusters , according to an embodiment example , if the analyst was to select an old alert that had 
of the present disclosure . As described above , when clusters been superseded due to cluster regeneration , the system may 
are regenerated , if two clusters of the same type have automatically forward the analyst to the new alert and 
common data items , the two cluster of the same type may display a message such as “ You have been redirected to the 
then be merged . However , when two clusters having differ - 25 most recent version of this alert . Return to alert 277 . " 
ent cluster types include common data items , they are not Selection of “ Return to alert 277 ” may cause the old alert to 
generally merged . In order to notify the analyst that two data be displayed , where a message may be included such as 
clusters of different types have common data items , the “ There is a more recent version of this alert , ” ( which may 
example method of FIG . 21 may be executed by the system . link to the new alert ) . 
Such a notification may advantageously enable an analyst , 30 In an embodiment , when regenerated clusters of a same 
for example , to find additional connections in the context of cluster type are merged , alerts corresponding to those pre 
an investigation . For example , the analyst may discover that vious two clusters may be merged and updates may be 
an item of malware associated with a malware cluster is displayed , and / or a new alert may be generated ( and linked 
hosted at a website that is linked to by phishing emails in a t o from the old alerts ) as described above . 
phishing cluster . 35 In an embodiment , the system may provide a data feed 

In the example method of FIG . 21 , at block 2102 , the including timely updates ( including analysis information ) on 
system finds or determines clusters of different cluster types any changes to any previously generated clusters , and / or any 
( for example , that were generated according to different newly generated clusters . 
clustering strategies ) that have common data items ( and / or X . Example Applications of the Data Analysis System 
other information ) . At optional block 2104 , a link between 40 FIGS . 24A - 24C , 25A - 25B , 26A - 26C , and 27A - 27C , 
the related clusters / alerts may be generated . FIG . 22 illus - described below , illustrate a number of example applications 
trates an example data cluster analysis user interface 2202 in of the data analysis system , according to embodiments of the 
which related alerts or data clusters are linked to one present disclosure , in which , for example , seeds are gener 
another , according to an embodiment of the present disclo - ated , clusters are generated , clusters are analyzed , alerts are 
sure . As shown , at 2404 links from the current alert / cluster 45 generated , conclusions are generated , alert scores are gen 
to two other related alerts / clusters is provided . The analyst erated , and / or analysis user interfaces are generated and / or 
may then select one of the links ( for example , either “ Cluster presented . For example , FIGS . 24A - 24C and 25A - 25B 
ABC ” or “ Cluster XYZ " ) to view the alert pertaining to that illustrate embodiments of the data analysis system as applied 
cluster . In an embodiment , an indication of the common data to detection of malware threats , FIGS . 26A - 26C illustrate 
items among the clusters is provided in the user interface . 50 embodiments of the data analysis system as applied to 

Turning again to the example method of FIG . 21 , at network intrusion activities , and FIGS . 27A - 27C illustrate 
optional block 2106 the clusters / alerts may be merged . For embodiments of the data analysis system as applied to 
example , rather than simply linking among related alerts ( as phishing threat detection . 
in FIG . 22 ) , the system may combine the alerts into a single In general the methods described below in reference to 
alert user interface . 55 FIGS . 24A - 24B , 25A - 25B , 26A - 26B , and 27A - 27B illus 

Further , in the example method of FIG . 21 , at optional trate various example embodiments of aspects of the data 
block 2108 , the analyst may be notified when two clusters / analysis system as described above in reference to , for 
alerts are linked or related . For example , the analyst may be example FIG . 10A . For example , FIGS . 24A , 25A , 26A , and 
notified via a popup message displaying in the analysis user 27A - 27B illustrate example methods of seed generation 
interface , via an email or other message , and / or via any other 60 ( according to various seed generation strategies ) corre 
appropriate communications method . sponding to block 910 of FIG . 10A ; and FIGS . 24B , 25B , 

e . Regenerated Clusters / Alerts 26B , and 27A - 27B illustrate example methods of cluster 
In an embodiment , when a cluster is regenerated , as generation ( according to various cluster generation strate 

described above with reference to block 1006 of FIG . 10A , gies ) corresponding to block 920 of FIG . 10A . 
an alert may be updated , the analyst may be notified , and / or 65 As described above in reference to the embodiments of 
a new alert may be generated . FIG . 23 is a flowchart of an FIGS . 10A - 10B , after data clusters of one or more cluster 
example method of updating alerts in response to cluster types are generated , the clusters may be analyzed , alerts may 
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be generated , and analysis user interfaces may be generated and / or financial consequences . Traditional anti - malware 
and presented to an analyst ( for example , as shown in the software applications may detect previously known malware 
example user interfaces of FIGS . 11 and 12 ) . In the embodi on a single computing device , but a network of computing 
ment of FIG . 10B described above , a given cluster is device may remain vulnerable and no further information 
analyzed , conclusions are generated , and an alert score is 5 and / or related data items may be provided to , for example , 
generated according to analysis rules / criteria ( and / or other a user of the computing device . 
rules / criteria , for example , scoring rules ) specific to a type of The data analysis system may be used , as described 
the given cluster . FIG . 10C described above illustrates below , to automatically , efficiently , and effectively detect 
example conclusions that may be used in the example malware activities on a network , and identify and cluster 
applications of the data analysis system described below in 10 various data items related to the detected malware . The 
reference to FIGS . 24A - 24C , 25A - 25B , 26A - 26C , and 27A - clustered data items may include , for example , particular 
27C . Further , FIGS . 24C , 26C , and 27C illustrate additional computing devices infected , users of those computing 
embodiments of user interfaces showing alerts , similar to the devices , and / or the like ( and as described below ) . Such a 
user interface of FIG . 12 described above , as applied to the data cluster may be analyzed by the data analysis system and 
described example applications of the data analysis system . 15 an alert ( including various conclusions ) may be generated 

In the example methods described below in reference to and presented to an analyst . The analyst may then efficiently 
each of FIGS . 24A - 24B , 25A - 25B , 26A - 26B , and 27A - 27B , review the alert , accurately determine whether the alert 
in various embodiments , fewer blocks or additional blocks indicates a malware threat ( and assess a level of the threat ) , 
may be included in the example methods depicted , or and take action to remove the malware from all infected 
various blocks may be performed in an order different from 20 computing devices . Further , as the alert / cluster includes 
that shown in the figures . Further , in various embodiments , users ( for example , data items representing users ) associated 
one or more blocks in the figures may be performed by with infected computing devices , the analyst may determine 
various components of the data analysis system , for particular users and user behaviors that may have contrib 
example , server computing system 110 ( as described above ) , uted to the malware infection , and mitigate future risks 
the cluster / rules engine 120 ( as described above ) , the user 25 ( through , for example , user education ) . 
interface engine 126 ( as described above ) , other components Assessment of the level of the threat associated with a 
or aspects of the data analysis system , and / or another particular Alert ( for example , generation of an alert score 
suitable computing system . and / or evaluation by an analyst ) may be enabled by clus 

XI . Example Application of the Data Analysis System to tering of organizational and / or hierarchical positions or 
Malware Threat Detection 30 groups ( also referred to herein as “ bands ” ) associated with 

FIGS . 24A - 24C and 25A - 25B illustrate various methods the clustered users . The organizational and / or hierarchical 
and user interfaces of the data analysis system as applied to positions or groups , or “ bands , " may be specific to a 
malware threat detection , according to embodiments of the particular embodiment of the data analysis system and / or a 
present disclosure . Malware may include any software pro particular organization for which data items are being ana 
gram ( and / or group of software programs ) installed on a 35 lyzed and clustered . For example , “ bands ” for a particular 
computer system and / or a network of computer systems organization may include “ Senior Management ” ( including 
maliciously and / or without authorization . When executed , CEOs , COOs , and the like ) , “ Middle Management " ( includ 
an item of malware may take any number of undesirable ing Vice Presidents and the like ) , “ Lower Management ” 
actions including , for example , collection of private or ( including supervisors and the like ) , and “ Staff ” ( including 
sensitive information ( for example , personal data and infor - 40 other employees of the organization ) . Other organizations 
mation , passwords and usernames , and the like ) , transmis may include other “ bands , " may include more or fewer 
sion of the collected information to another computing “ bands , " and / or users may be organized into bands differ 
device , destruction or modification of data ( for example , ently . Accordingly , in various embodiments of the data 
accessing , modifying , and / or deleting files ) , communication analysis system as applied to malware threat detection , 
with other malware , transmission or replication of malware 45 various implementations of “ bands , " or organizational and 
onto other connected computing devices or systems , trans - or hierarchical positions or groups may be used , associated 
mission of data so as to attack another computing device or with users , and / or clustered . In some embodiments , particu 
system ( for example , a Distributed Denial of Service lar organizational positions are associated with each user 
Attack ) , and / or hijacking of processing power , just to name ( for example , data item representing a user ) , and the data 
a few . In most cases such malware infects a computing 50 analysis system determines a band associated with the 
device via a network connection ( for example , a connection organizational position based on one or more rules or 
to the Internet ) , and communicates with another computing criteria . 
device or system ( for example , another Internet - connected In addition to the description below , examples of the data 
computing device ) to accomplish its purpose . Oftentimes analysis system as applied to detection of malware ( includ 
malware is well hidden in the infected computing device 55 ing seed generation , clustering , and cluster analysis and 
such that it may not be detectable to an average user of the scoring ) are described in U . S . patent application Ser . No . 
computing device . 14 / 139 , 603 , previously incorporated by reference herein . 

Detection and removal of malware from infected com Aspects of the examples of clustering , analysis , and scoring 
puting devices and / or systems is a highly desirable , but described in U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 139 , 603 
oftentimes challenging task . Detection of malware is of 60 may be applied to the embodiments of the data analysis 
particular importance to organizations ( for example , busi - system as applied to malware threat detection described 
nesses ) that maintain internal networks of computing below . 
devices that may be connected to various external networks As described below , the data analysis system may be used 
of computing devices ( for example , the Internet ) because in a network environment in which an internal network is in 
infection of a single computing device of the internal 65 communication with an external network . The system may 
network may quickly spread to other computing devices of be used to determine whether any computer systems of the 
the internal network and may result in significant data loss internal network have been infected by malware that is 
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59 
communicating with computer systems of the external net properties ( for example , file name , file size , and / or the like ) , 
work . Various computerized devices may be included in the academic analysis information , file execution information 
internal network that may be capable of capturing and / or ( for example , effects of executing the file data item in a 
logging data traffic between the internal network and the sandbox environment such as file system and registry 
external network including , for example , network routers , 5 changes , payloads delivered , and / or the like ) , third - party 
proxy devices , and / or switches . analysis information , and / or the like . 

a . Malware Threat Detection : Seed Generation Turning again to FIG . 24A , at block 2410 a human 
FIGS . 24A and 25A are flowcharts showing example analyst ' s evaluation of the file data item is received by the 

methods of seed generation of the data analysis system as system . The analyst may provide the evaluation via , for 
applied to malware threat detection , according to embodi - 10 example , a user interface of the data analysis system as 
ments of the present disclosure . The seed generation meth - described in reference to blocks 114 , 120 , and / or 122 of FIG . 
ods of FIGS . 24A and 25A may generally be understood to 1 of U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 473 , 860 , titled 
correspond to block 910 ( generate seed ( s ) of the general “ MALWARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS , ” previously incor 
ized process of FIG . 10A . FIG . 24A relates to an embodi - porated by reference herein . For example , the analyst may 
ment of the data analysis system in which seeds are gener - 15 review the analysis data associated with the file data item 
ated based on received suspected malware files , while FIG . ( for example , the external analysis including files produced 
25A relates to an embodiment of the data analysis system in by the file data item , actions taken by the file data item , 
which seeds are generated based on external threat lists . URLs contacted by the file data item , and / or the like ) , 

i . Internally Identified Seeds determine that the file data item is likely to be malware , and 
As mentioned above , according to an embodiment seeds 20 may then mark the file data item as , for example , " mali 

may be generated by the data analysis system in the context cious . " In other embodiments the analyst may mark the file 
of malware threat analysis based on received suspected data item as likely malware in other ways suitable for the 
malware files . Such an embodiment is described below in system to be notified that the evaluation resulted in a finding 
reference to FIG . 24A . that the file data item is likely malware . 

Turning to the embodiment of FIG . 24A , at block 2402 25 At block 2412 , when the system determines that the file 
one or more suspected malware files ( also referred to herein data item is not marked as “ malicious " ( and / or otherwise not 
as file data items ) are received by the system . The file data likely malware ) , the method proceeds to block 2414 where 
items ( suspected malware files ) may be submitted to the it ends with respect to that submitted file data item . How 
system , for example , via a user interface and as described in ever , when the system determined that the file data item is 
reference to block 102 of FIG . 1 of U . S . patent application 30 marked as “ malicious ” ( and / or otherwise likely malware ) , 
Ser . No . 14 / 473 , 860 , titled " MALWARE DATA ITEM the method proceeds to block 2416 where the file data item 
ANALYSIS , " previously incorporated by reference herein . is designated as a seed . Accordingly , the data analysis 
In other embodiments , file data items may be submitted for system may designate and use the file data items marked as 
analysis based on other factors , such as when a file data item " malicious ” as seeds . 
is stored , accessed , and / or updated on a storage device of the 35 In some embodiments , one or more aspects of the basic 
system . At block 2404 ( of FIG . 24A ) , a basic analysis of the and / or external analyses may or may not be initiated , and / or 
file data item is initiated by the system . Examples of the may be initiated in a different order . For example , the 
basic analysis initiated by the system are described in analysis by third - parties may not be initiated . In various 
reference to block 106 of FIG . 1 of U . S . patent application embodiments , one or more aspects of the basic and / or 
Ser . No . 14 / 473 , 860 , titled “ MALWARE DATA ITEM 40 external analyses may be performed by the data analysis 
ANALYSIS , ” previously incorporated by reference herein . system and / or other computer systems . 
For example , MD5 and SHA - 1 hashes of the file data item ii . Externally Identified Seeds 
may be determined , and / or a file size of the file data item As also mentioned above , according to an embodiment 
may be determined , among other analyses . At block 2406 ( of seeds may be generated by the data analysis system in the 
FIG . 24A ) , an external analysis of the file data item is 45 context of malware threat analysis based on external threat 
initiated by the system . Examples of the external analysis lists . Such an embodiment is described below in reference to 
initiated by the system are described in reference to block FIG . 25A . 
108 of FIG . 1 of U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 473 , 860 , Turning now to the embodiment of FIG . 25A , at block 
titled “ MALWARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS , " previously 2502 one or more external threat lists are scanned by the 
incorporated by reference herein . For example , academic 50 system . External threat lists may include one or more lists or 
analyses may be gathered , the suspected malware file may feeds of information related to malware threats . Such threat 
be executed in a sandbox environment , third - party analyses lists may be available for free or for payment ( for example , 
( for example FireEye and / or VirusTotal ) may be run , files by subscription ) from third - party sources . For example , such 
related to the file data item may be gathered ( for example , threat lists may be available from vendors of anti - malware 
payloads delivered in the sandbox environment ) , and / or the 55 and other security software . Threat lists may comprise , for 
like . At block 2408 ( of FIG . 24A ) any information and / or example , blacklists provided by security services vendors . 
data generated by the basic and / or external analysis of the Threat lists may comprise frequently , or continuously , 
file data item are associated with the file data item . Such updated feeds of information on malware threats . Informa 
asnalysis data may be referred to herein as " analysis infor - tion provided by such feeds may include , for example , 
mation " and / or " analysis information items . " Examples of 60 names of malware files , effects of or actions taken by 
associating analysis data with the file data item , and malware files , hashes or other identifiers of malware files , 
examples of analysis information items , are described in information transmitted or received by malware files , 
reference to blocks 110 and 112 of FIG . 1 of U . S . patent domains or URLs which are contacted by or which contact 
application Ser . No . 14 / 473 , 860 , titled “ MALWARE DATA malware files , and / or the like . Such threat lists are further 
ITEM ANALYSIS , " previously incorporated by reference 65 typically accessible , hosted , and / or stored by the third par 
herein . For example , analysis information items associated ties and may be accessible via a network external to the 
with the file data item may include calculated hashes , file internal network of the organization , for example , accessible 
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via the Internet . Such threat lists are compiled and frequently may be ongoing , meaning that network communications 
updated by the third - party sources as new malware is traffic is continuously monitored and connections are iden 
identified for any available source . tified . Alternatively , network communication traffic may be 
At block 2504 , the system identifies , from the scanned periodically or intermittently scanned . In another embodi 

external threat lists , one or more external domains and / or 5 ment , network communications traffic may be continuously 
URLs . For example , URLs ( or domains extracted from ( and / or periodically and / or intermittently ) scanned or moni 
URLs ) on one or more threat lists that are indicated as tored and logged in a data store . In this embodiment , the 
related to malware threats ( or other similar indicator ) may be system may continuously ( and / or periodically and / or inter 
identified for use as seeds . For example , a domain , such as mittently ) scan the stored logs of the network communica 
" examplemalwaredomain . com , " may be identified as being 10 tions traffic to identify any hosts of the internal network 
contacted by a particular item of malware on the threat list . accessing one of the extracted network indicators . 
Accordingly , such a domain may be understood to be related Hosts of the internal network may include , for example , 
to undesirable malware , or malicious , activity . Any such computerized devices or systems ( for example , servers , 
domains and / or URLs are identified and extracted from the laptop computers , desktop computers , and / or the like ) . Hosts 
external threat lists . 15 may be identified according to , for example , an associated 
At block 2506 , the system designates any identified computing device IDs , associated IP addresses , and / or the 

domains and / or URLs as seeds . Accordingly , the data analy - like ) . Hosts of the internal network accessing extracted 
sis system may designate and use the domains and / or URLS network indicators are identified as potentially being 
as seeds . The designated domains and / or URLs may be infected by malware associated with the respective network 
referred to herein as " external domain data items . ” 20 indicators . Examples of hosts and monitoring of network 

b . Malware Threat Detection : Cluster Generation communications are described in U . S . patent application 
FIGS . 24B and 25B are flowcharts showing example Ser . No . 14 / 139 , 603 , previously incorporated by reference 

methods of cluster generation performed by the data analysis herein for all purposes . 
system as applied to malware threat detection , according to At block 2450 , data items related to the file data item 
embodiments of the present disclosure . The cluster genera - 25 marked as a seed , including the network indicators , identi 
tion methods of FIGS . 24B and 25B may generally be fied hosts , and users , are clustered by the system . Clustering 
understood to correspond to block 920 ( generate clusters ( s ) of data items may be accomplished as generally described 
of the generalized process of FIG . 10A . FIG . 24B relates to above ( for example , by searching various data sources for 
an embodiment of the data analysis system in which clusters related data items and clustering those data items ) as part of 
are generated based on file data items designated as seeds ( as 30 a clustering strategy . In general , the seed file data item is 
described above in reference to FIG . 24A ) , while FIG . 25B added to a cluster ( for example , a data cluster is instantiated 
relates to an embodiment of the data analysis system in with an initial file data item being the seed or the seed is 
which clusters are generated based on domains and / or URLS initially designated as the data cluster ) , and as related data 
designated as seeds ( as described above in reference to FIG . items are found ( for example , the identified hosts , network 
25A ) . 35 indicators , and / or related file data items , among others ) they 

i . Cluster Generation Based on File Data Items are added to the cluster . As described above , clustered data 
As mentioned above , according to an embodiment clus items may be related by , for example , sharing the same or 

ters may be generated by the data analysis system in the similar properties , characteristics , and / or metadata , and are 
context of malware threat analysis based on designated file determined based on rules of one or more clustering strat 
data items . Such an embodiment is described below in 40 egies , such as a strategy that is particular to internal threat 
reference to FIG . 24B . detection . 

Turning to the embodiment of FIG . 24B , at optional block In the context of malware threat detection , data items that 
2442 , one or more data stores may be scanned by the system may be clustered with a file data item seed may be referred 
to find any file data items marked as seeds ( as described to as network - related data items , and may be related to the 
above ) . Block 2444 of the flowchart of FIG . 24B indicates 45 network communications described above which may be 
that the following blocks ( 2446 , 2448 , 2450 , and 2452 ) may scanned and / or logged . Examples of such network - related 
be performed for each of the file data items marked as seeds data items include , but are not limited to : users ( for example , 
( as described above in reference to FIG . 24A ) . persons having accounts on particular computer systems or 
At block 2446 , the system extracts from the file data item devices ) , organizational or hierarchical positions associated 

any network indicators . Network indicators may include , for 50 with users , external Internet Protocol addresses , external 
example , domains , URLs , and / or any other indicator of domains , external IP addresses associated with external 
network communications . For example , a particular file data domains , external computerized devices or systems , internal 
item may include an indication of a connection to the Internet Protocol addresses , internal computerized devices 
domain “ http : / / maliciousdomainexample . com ” as identified or systems ( also referred to herein as hosts ) , internal IP 
by the file data item analysis described above ( for example , 55 addresses that connect to external domains , internal com 
the basic analysis of block 2404 and / or the external analysis puter systems that connect to external domains , other data 
of block 2406 described in reference to FIG . 24A above ) . items ( for example , data items drawn from threat lists and / or 
Accordingly , the system extracts such a domain , the domain public and / or private whitelists or blacklists , such as data 
being a network indicator , from the file data item . items representing malware , known bad domains , known 

At block 2448 , the system scans communications traffic 60 good domains , known bad IP addresses , and / or the like ) , 
between the internal network and the external network to host - based events ( such as , for example , virus scan alerts 
identify any hosts ( and / or other devices ) of the internal and / or logged events , intrusion prevention system alerts 
network accessing one of the extracted network indicators . and / or logged events , and the like ) , and / or the like . 
Further , the system scans for any communications to or from As described above , the system may iteratively generate 
the extracted network indicators . Such scanning may be 65 clusters such that previously clustered data items ( and / or 
accomplished , for example , via a network routers , proxy properties , characteristics , and / or metadata related to those 
devices , and / or switches as described above . Such scanning clustered data items ) may be used as criteria for further 
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clustering of related data items . For example , the cluster the system scans for any communications to or from the 
generation method may optionally repeat multiple times external domain data items . This is generally accomplished 
until , for example , the clustering strategy is completed as described above in reference to block 2448 of FIG . 24B . 
and / or no additional related data items are found by the At block 2550 , data items related to the external domain 
system . 5 data item , including the identified hosts and users , are 

In general , each data cluster generated by the system in clustered by the system . This is generally accomplished as 
the context of malware file data item threat detection cor described above in reference to block 2450 of FIG . 24B . As responds to a particular malware file ( and / or group of related described above , in the context of malware threat detection , malware files ) as represented by the file data item . For data items that may be clustered may be referred to as example , when a new file data item is submitted to the 10 network - related data items . In general , each data cluster system and marked as a seed , if that file data item has generated by the system in the context of malware domain previously been submitted as a seed , that file data item may threat detection corresponds to a particular malware ( and / or be merged into the cluster of the previously submitted file 

likely malicious ) domain or URL ( and / or group of domains data item . Such a determination that the two file data items 
are the same may occur during seed generation ( as described 15 or URLS ) as represented by the domain data item . 
above and in reference to U . S . patent application Ser . No . As described above , clusters may be regenerated and / or 
14 / 473 , 860 , titled “ MALWARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS ” ) merged as new domain data items are received and / or related 
or , alternatively , it may occur during cluster generation ( as as the same as ( or , alternatively , similar to ) previously 
described above ) . In some instances a cluster may include received domain data items . Further , clusters may be gen 
multiple different file data items that are related by , for 20 erated periodically as network communications traffic is 
example , a particular domain that both contact , and / or one or continuously logged and / or scanned . 
more other characteristics . As described above in reference to blocks 1002 and 1004 
As indicated in FIG . 24B , clusters may be generated of FIG . 10A , the system additionally analyzes generated 

periodically as network communications traffic is continu - clusters , generates alerts , and provides alerts to the analyst 
ously logged and / or scanned . For example , a cluster may be 25 via a user interface . An example user interface is described 
initially generated based on a seed file data item including a below in reference to FIG . 24C . 
network indicator " http : / / maliciousdomainexample . com , ” As indicated at block 2552 of FIG . 25B , and as described 
and various communications and related hosts and users above , as clusters are generated and regenerated , they may 
may be clustered . The cluster may then be periodically then be reanalyzed and alerts may be updated , linked , and / or 
regenerated and / or updated as new communications traffic 30 merged . 
from , for example , one or more hosts may include further in an embodiment , data items identified that relate to a 
connections to " http : / / maliciousdomainexample . com . ” In cluster ( for example , additional communications and / or host 
this example , as new connections are made by hosts to communications with a particular domain data item ) are 
network indicators associated with the cluster , those hosts only added to the cluster if they occur within a particular 
and related data items are added to the cluster via , for 35 time span as other clustered data items , or within a particular 
example , cluster updating and / or regeneration . Such cluster window of time as other clustered data items . For example , 
regeneration is described above in reference to blocks 1006 in the example of a same - day limitation , a cluster may 
and 1008 of FIG . 10A . As described above , clusters may be include hosts that communicated with a particular malicious 
regenerated on a schedule , as needed , and / or on demand . domain on July 17 . When the system identifies new com 
As described above in reference to blocks 1002 and 1004 40 munications between another host and the particular mali 

of FIG . 10A , the system additionally analyzes generated cious domain on July 17 , the other host may be added to the 
clusters , generates alerts , and provides alerts to the analyst cluster . However , when the system identifies additional 
via a user interface . An example user interface is described communications between yet another host and the particular 
below in reference to FIG . 24C . malicious domain on July 18 , the yet other host may not be 
As indicated at block 2452 of FIG . 24B , and as described 45 added to the cluster . Rather , a new cluster may be generated 

above , as clusters are generated and regenerated , they may including the particular domain data item and the yet other 
then be reanalyzed and alerts may be updated , linked , and / or host . Accordingly , in this embodiment , clusters are not 
merged . merged when events in those clusters occur during different 

Further examples of cluster generation and iterative clus - time periods ( for example , on different days ) . 
tering are described in U . S . patent application Ser . No . 50 c . Malware Threat Detection : Alert Generation / User 
14 / 139 , 603 , previously incorporated by reference herein for Interface 
all purposes . As mentioned above , in various embodiments the system 

ii . Cluster Generation Based on Domains / URLs generates alerts corresponding to each generated cluster , and 
As also mentioned above , according to an embodiment provides an interface including those alerts , as described 

clusters may be generated by the data analysis system in the 55 above in reference to block 1002 and 1004 of FIG . 10A . 
context of malware threat analysis based on domains and / or Generation of alerts , according to various embodiments , 
URLs designated as seeds . Such an embodiment is described includes analysis of the generated cluster based on analysis 
below in reference to FIG . 25B . rules / criteria specific to the type of cluster ( in this example , 

Referring to FIG . 25B , block 2544 of the flowchart malware threat detection ) , generation of conclusions , and 
indicates that the following blocks ( 2548 , 2550 , and 2552 ) 60 generation of alert score ( s ) , as described in reference to FIG . 
may be performed for each of the external domain data items 10B above . 
designated as seeds ( as described above in reference to FIG . Examples of conclusion templates that may be applied by 
25A ) . the system in the context of malware threat detection are 

At block 2548 , the system scans communications traffic shown in FIG . 100 described above . For example , " Internal 
between the internal network and the external network to 65 Threat Intel ” lists examples of conclusion templates that 
identify any hosts ( and / or other devices ) of the internal may be used with clusters based on file data items , as 
network accessing one of the external domain items . Further , described above , while “ External Threat Intel ” lists 
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examples of conclusion templates that may be used with analyst . The analyst may then efficiently evaluate the alert 
clusters based on external domain data items , as also and determine whether the identified file data items or 
described above . external domain data item and related communications 

FIG . 24C illustrates an example data cluster analysis user represent a malware threat critical enough that is should be 
interface 2472 of the data analysis system as applied to 5 further investigated . Various items of information generated 
malware threat detection , according to an embodiment of the by the system and provided in the alert user interface assist 
present disclosure . The analysis user interface 2472 is simi - the analyst in performing the evaluation including , for 
lar to the analysis user interface 1202 described above in example , the alert score , the conclusions , and the easily 
reference to FIG . 12 . Accordingly , the description above in accessible and filterable data related to the cluster . 
reference to FIG . 12 may be understood to apply to FIG . 10 XII . Example Application of the Data Analysis System to 
24C , where appropriate . Network Intrusion Detection 

The analysis user interface 2472 includes header infor FIGS . 26A - 26C illustrate various methods and a user 
mation 2476 including a title indicating that this alert relates interface of the data analysis system as applied to network 
to “ Malicious Traffic by Malware . exe ” ( where intrusion detection , according to embodiments of the present 
" malware . exe ” may be associated with a file data item 15 disclosure . An Intrusion Detection System ( IDS ) is a device 
identified as a seed , for example ) , and was generated based or application ( for example , a software application ) that 
on a cluster generated by the “ Internal Threats ” clustering monitors traffic on a network of computing devices to 
strategy ( for example , the seed generation and clustering identify potentially malicious communications or activities . 
strategies described above in reference to FIGS . 24A - 24B ) . For example , an IDS may be configured to detect commu 
An upper portion of the analysis user interface 2474 is 20 nications initiated or received by malware ( as described 
colored according to an alert score generated for the cluster . above ) , identify malicious attempts to access a network 
The analysis user interface further includes four conclusions without authorization , identify malicious attempts to access 
2478 ( similar to the " Internal Threat Intel ” template con - a network using stolen authentication information ( for 
clusions listed in FIG . 100 ) indicating , for example , that example , stolen passwords ) , and / or the like . In general , an 
" malware . exe ” is related to three network indicators ( in this 25 IDS logs identified communications and / or activities , and 
example , URLs ) , that twelve hosts made connections to provides notifications or reports regarding those identified 
those URLs while 5 more hosts made connection to domains communications and / or activities . Such reports may be 
and / or IPs related to those URLs ( and / or IPs and / or domains provided to , for example , a network administrator such that 
otherwise included in the cluster ) , that 5 % of proxy traffic the administrator may review the logs and take action to 
from those hosts was blocked and the last connection made 30 prevent malicious action , remove malware , and / or the like . 
by a host to one of those URLs ( and / or domains and / or IPs ) Reports provided by an IDS may include , for example , 
on Dec . 6 , 2011 , and that the proxy device categorized 2 % contents of a suspicious communication , a source and des 
of the network traffic from those hosts as “ Malicious tination of the communication ( for example , a source IP 
Botnet . ” As mentioned above , the conclusions may further address and a destination IP address ) , and / or any other 
include , among other information , information related to the 35 information related to the identified communication and / or 
“ bands ” associated with users , for example , a highest band activity . IDS ' s may be located at a single place in a network 
associated with any user in the cluster . ( See , for example , the that is being monitored ( for example , at an access point 
conclusion template associated with “ External Threat Intel ” : between an internal network and an external network , for 
" Highest band was < z > . " ) Further , the analysis user inter example , the Internet ) , and / or at multiple places in the 
face includes various detailed information regarding the 40 network ( for example , at each computing device on the 
cluster , including latest hosts 2480 in the cluster ( which network ) . In general , IDS ' s are arranged in a network such 
information may include , for example , timestamps , host that traffic to and from all devices on the network may be 
names and / or computing device IDs associated with hosts , monitored . Usually IDS ' s are employed such that an orga 
user accounts and IP addresses associated with those hosts nization may monitor traffic ( and detect malicious activity ) 
at the time of the timestamp , and / or external URLs con - 45 within an internal network and between the internal network 
nected to at the time of the timestamp , just to name a few ) , and one or more external networks . Examples of internal and 
and latest traffic in the cluster ( similar to the description of external network communications , and various malicious 
FIGS . 12 - 13 above ) . Further , as described above , the analyst activities , are described above , for example , in reference to 
may select " Show Logs " to view even further detailed FIGS . 24A - 24C . 
information from the cluster , as described above in reference 50 Protection of an internal network from malicious activity 
to FIGS . 14 - 17 , for example . can be a challenging task . Even when an IDS identifies 

As mentioned above in reference to FIG . 12 , in an potentially malicious communications , and provides a report 
embodiment , the analysis user interface 2472 may include to an administrator , the administrator often must then review 
user interface elements ( such as buttons ) to add the cluster network logs and attempt to decipher what is going on , what 
data items to a graph and / or view the cluster data items in a 55 computing devices and / or addresses are involved , and 
graph or other visualization , as described in various related whether or not further action should be taken to protect the 
applications listed above and previously incorporated by network 
reference herein . Further , the system may enable an analyst The data analysis system may be used , as described 
viewing a graph of data items to go to alerts representing below , to automatically , efficiently , and effectively , and 
clusters in which that data item is included . 60 based on an IDS report , identify and cluster various data 

Advantageously , as described above and according to items related to the IDS report . The clustered data items may 
various embodiments , the data analysis system may auto - include , for example , internal and external network 
matically generate seeds related to malware threats , cluster addresses ( for example , domains and / or IP addresses ) , host 
various data items related to those seeds , analyze those devices , users , and / or other data items related to the IDS 
clusters , generate human - readable conclusions , generate 65 report ( as described below ) . Such a data cluster may be 
alerts and alert scores , and display a user interface including analyzed by the data analysis system and an alert ( including 
various information related to the alert and the cluster to an various conclusions ) may be generated and presented to an 
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analyst . The analyst may then efficiently review the alert , 1006c of FIG . 10A given above ) . For example , in an 
accurately determine whether the alert indicates a threat ( and embodiment received IDS reports are stored as they are 
assess a level of the threat ) , and take action to neutralize the received , and then periodically scanned . In another embodi 
threat ( for example , by blocking communications to or from ment , IDS reports may be scanned continuously ( for 
particular network addresses ( for example , addresses asso - 5 example , immediately or substantially immediately upon 
ciated with external computing devices from which an receipt ) by the system . 
intrusion attempt originates ) , cleaning computing devices Information extracted and / or parsed from the IDS reports 
infected with malware , securing computing devices that may include , for example , contents of ( for example , data 
have been compromised , and / or the like . Further , as the associated with ) a suspicious communication , a source and 
alert / cluster includes users ( for example , data items repre - 10 destination of the communication ( for example , a source IP 
senting users ) associated with computing devices in the address and a destination IP address ) , and / or the like . 
cluster , the analyst may determine particular users and user At block 2608 , the system performs a WHOIS lookup on 
behaviors that may have contributed to the intrusion attempt the extracted source and destination IP addresses ( and / or , for 
( and / or other malicious activity ) , and mitigate future risks example , source and destination domain addresses ) associ 
( through , for example , user education ) . As with the malware 15 ated with each IDS report so as to identify which address is 
threat detection applications described above , clustered data internal to the internal network and with address is external 
items in this application may include organizational and / or to the internal network . In general , a WHOIS lookup com 
hierarchical positions or groups ( also referred to herein as prises a query of a database of information related to various 
“ bands ” ) associated with the clustered users . IP addresses and / or domain addresses . The information 

Further , as described above in reference to the malware 20 provided in response to a WHOIS lookup may include , for 
threat detection applications , examples of the data analysis example , a location of a computing device associated with 
system as applied to detection of malware ( including seed the address , registered users associated with the address , 
generation , clustering , and cluster analysis and scoring ) are and / or the like . In an embodiment , the WHOIS lookup may 
described in U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 139 , 603 , be directed to a third - party WHOIS service provider . In 
previously incorporated by reference herein . Aspects of the 25 another embodiment , a WHOIS lookup service and / or data 
examples of clustering , analysis , and scoring described in base may be maintained by the data analysis system . 
U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 139 , 603 may be applied Based on the response to the WHOIS lookup , the system 
to the embodiments of the data analysis system as applied to determines which of the addresses associated with a par 
network intrusion detection described below . ticular IDS report are external and which are internal . For 
As described above and below , the data analysis system 30 example , the WHOIS lookup may indicate that a computing 

may be used in a network environment in which an internal device associated with a particular IP address is located in a 
network is in communication with an external network . country and / or address ) different from any in which the 
Various computerized devices may be included in the inter - organization ' s network is located . 
nal network that may be capable of capturing , analyzing , In another embodiment , the system may access to a list of 
and / or logging data traffic between the internal network and 35 IP addresses associated with the organization . In this 
the external network including , for example , IDS ' s , network embodiment , the system may compare IP addresses associ 
routers , proxy devices , and / or switches . ated with a particular IDS report to the list of IP addresses 

a . Network Intrusion Detection : Seed Generation associated with the organization to determine which IP 
FIG . 26A is a flowchart of an example of a seed genera - addresses associated with the particular IDS report are 

tion method of the data analysis system as applied to 40 external and which are internal . Information regarding IP 
network intrusion detection , according to an embodiment of addresses associated with , or assigned to , and organization 
the present disclosure . The seed generation method of FIG . may be accessed by the system from , for example , the 
26A may generally be understood to correspond to block Internet Assigned Numbers Authority , one or more Regional 
910 ( generate seed ( s ) ) of the generalized process of FIG . Internet registries , and / or any other provider of IP address 
10A . 45 allocation and / or assignment information provider . 
At block 2602 , one or more Intrusion Detection System Accordingly , in any of the embodiments described above , 

( IDS ) reports are received by the system . In the embodiment the system may determine which IP addresses are external to 
of FIG . 26A , the IDS report ( s ) are received from one or the internal network . Such addresses are referred to herein as 
more IDS devices located within the internal network , and " external addresses ” and , at block 2610 , the system desig 
may be provided by third parties . In another embodiment , 50 nates and uses those external addresses as seeds . 
the IDS ( s ) may be integrated with the data analysis system b . Network Intrusion Detection : Cluster Generation 
and / or may comprise one or more software applications FIG . 26B is a flowchart of an example of a clustering 
installed on computing devices of the internal network ( for method performed by the data analysis system as applied to 
example , servers , desktop computers , laptop computers , network intrusion detection , according to an embodiment of 
routers , proxy devices , and / or the like ) . 55 the present disclosure . The cluster generation method of 

At block 2604 , the received IDS reports may optionally be FIG . 26B may generally be understood to correspond to 
stored by the system in , for example , one or more data stores block 920 ( generate clusters ( s ) ) of the generalized process of 
as described above . Then , at block 2606 , the IDS reports FIG . 10A . Block 2644 of the flowchart of FIG . 26B indicates 
may be scanned by the system to extract and / or parse that the following blocks ( 2646 and 2650 ) may be performed 
information from the IDS reports . Alternatively , the IDS 60 for each of the external addresses marked as seeds ( as 
reports may be scanned by the system immediately and / or described above in reference to FIG . 26A ) . 
shortly after being received , and the extracted and / or parsed At block 2646 , the system clusters any data items that are 
information may then be used by the system ( as described related to the seed including , for example , internal addresses 
below ) and / or temporarily stored in , for example , one or extracted from the IDS report ( for example , internal IP 
more data stores . In various embodiments IDS reports may 65 addresses and / or domain addresses ) , any other information 
be scanned on a schedule , as needed , and / or on demand extracted from the IDS report , any information gathered via 
( similar to the description of blocks 1006a , 1006b , and the WHOIS lookups , hosts associated with the network 
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addresses , users associated with the hosts , and / or the like . period limitations described below ) . Such a determination 
Additionally , other network traffic information clustered that the two identified external addresses are the same may 
may include information gathered from firewall devices occur during seed generation or , alternatively , it may occur 
and / or routers of the network ( for example , fingerprints , during cluster generation . 
signatures , and / or hashes associated with malware items 5 As indicated by block 2650 , and as mentioned above , in 
and / or particular communications ) . an embodiment clusters of data items based on common 

Clustering of data items may be accomplished as gener external addresses may only be merged if the corresponding 
ally described above ( for example , by searching various data IDS reports were received within a particular time period , 
sources for related data items and clustering those data time span , or window of time ( for example , on a same day , 
items ) as part of a clustering strategy . In general , the seed file 10 in a same hour , and / or the like ) . For example , in the example 
data item is added to a cluster ( for example , a data cluster is of a same - day limitation , a cluster may be based on an 
instantiated with an initial clustered data item being the seed external address that was extracted from an IDS report 
or the seed is initially designated as the data cluster ) , and as received on July 17 . When the system identifies that same 
related data items are found ( for example , the various data external address in a later received IDS report , if the later 
items mentioned above and below ) they are added to the 15 received IDS report is also received on July 17 , the external 
cluster . As described above , clustered data items may be address ( and any related data items ) may be merged into the 
related by , for example , sharing the same or similar prop - same cluster . However , if the later received IDS report is 
erties , characteristics , and / or metadata . received on July 18 , a new cluster may be generated by the 

In the context of network intrusion detection , data items system and the external address ( and any related data items ) 
that may be clustered may be referred to as network - related 20 may be added to that new cluster . In another embodiment , no 
data items , and may be related to the network communica time limitation is placed on cluster merging . 
tions described above which may be scanned and / or logged . As mentioned above , seeds may be identified intermit 
Examples of such network - related data items include , but tently ( for example , on a schedule , as needed , and / or on 
are not limited to : users ( for example , persons having demand ) and / or continuously as IDS reports are received . 
accounts on particular computer systems or devices ) , orga - 25 Similarly , in various embodiments clusters and / or alerts ( as 
nizational or hierarchical positions associated with users described above and below ) may be generated , merged , 
( referred to herein as “ band ” levels and described above ) , and / or regenerated intermittently and / or continuously as 
external Internet Protocol addresses , external domains , seeds are identified / generated . 
external IP addresses associated with external domains , As described above in reference to blocks 1002 and 1004 
external computerized devices or systems , internal Internet 30 of FIG . 10A , the system analyzes generated clusters , gen 
Protocol addresses , internal computerized devices or sys - erates alerts , and provides alerts to the analyst via a user 
tems ( also referred to herein as hosts ) , internal IP addresses interface . An example user interface is described below in 
that connect to external domains , internal computer systems reference to FIG . 26C . 
that connect to external domains , other data items ( for In general , alerts / clusters are generated / regenerated and 
example , data items drawn from threat lists and / or public 35 analyzed / reanalyzed as described above such that alerts are 
and / or private whitelists or blacklists , such as data items may be updated , linked , and / or merged . 
representing malware , known bad domains , known good Further examples of cluster generation and iterative clus 
domains , known bad IP addresses , and / or the like ) , host - tering are described in U . S . patent application Ser . No . 
based events ( such as , for example , virus scan alerts and / or 14 / 139 , 603 , previously incorporated by reference herein for 
logged events , intrusion prevention system alerts and / or 40 all purposes . 
logged events , and the like ) , WHOIS information associated c . Network Intrusion Detection : Alert Generation / User 
with network addresses ( for example , geographical location Interface 
information and / or registration information ) , information As mentioned above , in various embodiments the system 
extracted from IDS ' s ( as described above ) , network firewall - generates alerts corresponding to each generated cluster , and 
and / or router - gathered information ( for example , finger - 45 provides an interface including those alerts , as described 
prints , signatures , and / or hashes associated with malware above in reference to block 1002 and 1004 of FIG . 10A . 
items and / or particular communications ) , and / or the like . Generation of alerts , according to various embodiments , 
As described above , and as indicated by decision block includes analysis of the generated cluster based on analysis 

2648 , the system may iteratively generate clusters such that rules / criteria specific to the type of cluster ( in this example , 
previously clustered data items ( and / or properties , charac - 50 malware threat detection ) , generation of conclusions , and 
teristics , and / or metadata related to those clustered data generation of alert score ( s ) , as described in reference to FIG . 
items ) may be used as criteria for further clustering of 10B above . 
related data items . For example , the cluster generation Examples of conclusion templates that may be applied by 
method may optionally repeat multiple times until , for the system in the context of network intrusion detection are 
example , the clustering strategy is completed and / or no 55 shown in FIG . 100 described above . For example , " IDS ” 
additional related data items are found by the system . When lists examples of conclusion templates that may be used with 
the clustering strategy is complete , the method may continue clusters based on external addresses , as described above . 
to block 2650 , as described below . FIG . 26C illustrates an example data cluster analysis user 

In general , each data cluster generated by the system in interface 2672 of the data analysis system as applied to 
the context of network intrusion detection corresponds to a 60 network intrusion detection , according to an embodiment of 
particular external address if the corresponding IDS reports the present disclosure . The analysis user interface 2672 is 
were received within a common time period ( as described similar to the analysis user interface 1202 described above 
below ) . For example , when a new IDS report is received by in reference to FIG . 12 . Accordingly , the description above 
the system , and a previously identified external address is in reference to FIG . 12 may be understood to apply to FIG . 
re - identified in the new IDS report , that external address 65 26C , where appropriate . 
may be merged into the cluster of the previously identified The analysis user interface 2672 includes header infor 
external address in an embodiment , subject to the time - mation 2676 including a title indicating that this alert relates 
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to “ 10 Outbound / Inbound IDS Reports To / From 7 . 23 . 0 . 1 ” The term “ phishing , " as used herein , is a broad term 
( where “ 7 . 23 . 0 . 1 " may be an external IP address identified encompassing its plain and ordinary meaning and includes , 
as a seed , for example ) , and was generated based on a cluster without limitation , all types of attempts to acquire sensitive 
generated by the “ IDS ” clustering strategy ( for example , the information ( for example , private information , usernames , 
seed generation and clustering strategies described above in 5 passwords , credit card or other payment information , and / or 
reference to FIGS . 26A - 26B ) . An upper portion of the the like ) from a target by false representation in a commu 
analysis user interface 2674 is colored according to an alert nication ( especially , for example , in an electronic commu 
score generated for the cluster . For example , in one embodi - nication such as an email ) . For example , a malicious party 
ment the upper portion is colored yellow to indicate a ( for example , an individual , group of individuals , and / or 
medium alert , whereas a high alert may be associated with 10 organization , may send a phishing email to a customer of a 
red coloring , and a low alert may be associated with green bank falsely representing that the phishing email is from the 
coloring ( or any other coloring , formatting , or display set - bank . The phishing email may request that the customer 
tings ) . The analysis user interface further includes four click a link or reply to the email with personal details , 
conclusions 2678 ( similar to the “ IDS ” template conclusions however in doing so that customer would be disclosing 
listed in FIG . 100 ) indicating , for example , that the com - 15 sensitive information not to the bank , but to the malicious 
puting device associated with the external IP address is party . 
registered to Secret , Inc . based in China ; that the external IP Phishing campaigns ” may comprise coordinated and / or 
address triggered 10 IDS reports related to 3 different host large - scale efforts to dupe one or more targets by sending 
computing devices ( on the internal network ) ; that the multiple communications ( for example , emails ) to the one or 
received IDS reports in the cluster spanned 10 hours , 5 20 more targets . For example , many employees and / or custom 
minutes , starting at 12 : 35 ; and that the most common ers of a particular organization , such as a bank , may all be 
signature associated with the traffic captures by the IDS was sent similar phishing emails as part of a phishing campaign . 
EXAMPLE SIGNATURE . As mentioned above , the con - Legitimate organizations , such as business , seeking to 
clusions may further include , among other information , establish the trust of their customers and to prevent disclo 
information related to the users of the identified hosts and / or 25 sure of sensitive information by their customers and / or their 
“ bands ” associated with the users , for example , a highest employees to malicious parties have a strong interest in 
band associated with any user in the cluster . Further , the detecting and combating phishing attempts and threats ( in 
analysis user interface includes various detailed information cluding phishing campaigns ) . Previous tools for combating 
regarding the cluster , including latest IDS Report Reference phishing have been limited at least in that much of the 
Numbers ( for example , reference numbers associated with 30 information needed to assess the seriousness and extent of a 
most recently received IDS reports that are included in the phishing effort were not accessible , or accessing such infor 
cluster ) in the cluster . Further , as described above , the mation was difficult and time consuming . 
analyst may select " Show Logs ” to view even further Phishing attempts may threaten an organization on at least 
detailed information from the cluster , as described above in two fronts : 1 . phishing may target employees of the orga 
reference to FIGS . 14 - 17 , for example . 35 nization in an effort to get the employees to disclose sensi 
As mentioned above in reference to FIG . 12 , in an tive information about the organization ( for example , user 

embodiment , the analysis user interface 2672 may include names , passwords , and / or the like ) that may give a malicious 
user interface elements ( such as buttons ) to add the cluster party access to even further sensitive information of the 
data items to a graph and / or to display the cluster data items organization and / or may allow the malicious party to access 
in a graph or any other visualization , as described in various 40 and manipulate or destroy the organization ' s data ; and 2 . 
related applications listed above and previously incorpo - phishing may target customers of the organization in an 
rated by reference herein . Further , the system may enable an effort to get the customers to disclose sensitive information 
analyst viewing a graph of data items to go to alerts about themselves ( for example , usernames , passwords , 
representing clusters in which that data item is included . credit card or other payment information , and / or the like ) . 

Advantageously , as described above and according to 45 Described below are applications of the data analysis system 
various embodiments , the data analysis system may auto - to detecting phishing efforts on both of the fronts mentioned 
matically generate seeds related to potential malicious net - above , according to various embodiments . 
work activity ( for example , intrusion attempts ) , cluster vari - In particular , the data analysis system may be used , as 
ous data items related to those seeds , analyze those clusters , described below , to automatically , efficiently , and effectively 
generate human - readable conclusions , generate alerts and 50 detect phishing threats both internal and external to an 
alert scores , and display a user interface including the organization , and identify and cluster various data items 
various information related to the alert and the cluster to an related to the detected phishing threats . The clustered data 
analyst . The analyst may then efficiently evaluate the alert items may include , for example , related phishing emails 
and determine whether the identified malicious activities and received by multiple individuals , links ( for example , Uni 
related data items represent an intrusion threat ( or other 55 form Resource Locators ( URLs ) and / or the like ) included in 
malicious threat ) critical enough that it should be further those emails , and / or other data items . Such a data cluster 
investigated . Various items of information generated by the may be analyzed by the data analysis system and an alert 
system and provided in the alert user interface assist the ( including various conclusions ) may be generated and pre 
analyst in performing the evaluation including , for example , sented to an analyst . The analyst may then efficiently review 
the alert score , the conclusions , and the easily accessible and 60 the alert , accurately determine whether the alert indicates a 
filterable data related to the cluster . phishing threat ( and assess a level of the threat ) , and take 

XIII . Example Application of the Data Analysis System to action to combat the phishing threat . Further , as the alert / 
Phishing Detection cluster includes individuals ( for example , data items repre 
FIGS . 27A - 27C illustrate various methods and a user senting users and / or customers ) associated with the phishing 

interface of the data analysis system as applied to phishing 65 efforts ( for example , that received phishing emails and / or 
threat detection , according to embodiments of the present clicked on links in phishing emails ) , the analyst may deter 
disclosure . mine particular individuals and individual behaviors that 
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may have contributed to the phishing threat , and mitigate At block 2706 , the system identifies and extracts the 
risks ( through , for example , user education , warning indi - subject and sender information from the email data item 
viduals about the threat , preventing access to sensitive designated as the seed . The subject information of the 
information of affected individuals , and / or the like ) . As with phishing email may be , for example , " Click this link ! ” The 
the malware threat detection applications described above , 5 sender information of the phishing email may include , for 
clustered data items in this application may include organi example , a source email address such as 
zational and / or hierarchical positions or groups ( also “ evil @ examplephishingdomain . com , ” and may also include 
referred to herein as “ bands ” ) associated with the clustered a name associated with the source email address , such as 
individuals . " John Doe . ” 

Further , as described above in reference to the malware 10 At block 2706 , the system clusters any other email data 
threat detection applications , examples of the data analysis items that are related to the seed based on the extracted 
system ( including seed generation , clustering , and cluster subject information or sender information . For example , the 
analysis and scoring ) in various applications are described in system may cluster other email data items having a same ( or , 
U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 139 , 603 , previously 16 alternatively , substantially the same or similar ) subject infor 
incorporated by reference herein . Aspects of the examples of mation as the seed email data item . Further , the system may 
clustering , analysis , and scoring described in U . S . patent cluster other email data items having a same ( or , alterna 
application Ser . No . 14 / 139 , 603 may be applied to the tively , substantially the same or similar ) sender information 
embodiments of the data analysis system as applied to as the seed email data item . 
phishing threat detection described below . 20 Clustering of data items may be accomplished as gener 

In the context of the presently described embodiments , ally described above ( for example , by searching various data 
the data analysis system may be used in a communications sources for related data items and clustering those data 
network environment of an organization . Various devices items ) as part of a clustering strategy . In general , the seed 
and software applications may be included in the commu - email data item is added to a cluster ( for example , a data 
nications network that may be capable of capturing and / or 25 cluster is instantiated with an initial clustered data item 
logging data traffic between various devices of the commu - being the seed or the seed is initially designated as the data 
nications network and / or other computerized devices out - cluster ) , and as related data items are found ( for example , the 
side of the network including , for example , network routers , email data items mentioned above and below ) they are 
proxy devices , and / or switches . added to the cluster . As described above , clustered data 

a . Internal Phishing Detection : Seed Generation & Cluster 30 items may be related by , for example , sharing the same or 
Generation similar properties , characteristics , and / or metadata ( for 

FIG . 27A is a flowchart of an example of a seed genera - example , subject and / or sender information ) . Email data 
tion and clustering method performed by the data analysis items to be clustered may be stored in , for example , one or 
system as applied to phishing threat detection , according to more data stores of the system or another computing system . 
an embodiment of the present disclosure . The embodiment 35 In an embodiment , the system may access electronic mail 
of FIG . 27A applies to detection of phishing threats to boxes of the employees of the organization to obtain email 
employees of an organization , referred to herein as " Internal data items to be clustered by the system . In an embodiment 
Phishing Detection . ” The seed generation method of block the email data items may be obtained by the system on an 
2702 ( described below ) may generally be understood to ongoing or continuous basis and the emails are transmitted 
correspond to block 910 ( generate seed ( s ) ) of the general - 40 though the communications network . 
ized process of FIG . 10A , while the cluster generation In an embodiment , the system may require ( e . g . , based on 
method of blocks 2704 , 2706 , 2708 , 2710 , 2712 , and 2714 the Internal Phishing clustering strategy ) that either the 
may generally be understood to correspond to block 920 subject information or the sender information of an email 
( generate clusters ( s ) ) of the generalized process of FIG . data item be the same or substantially the same as the seed 
10A . 45 email data item for the email data item to be clustered . In 

At block 2702 , the system receives copies of one or more another embodiment , the system may require that both the 
potentially malicious ( for example , phishing - related ) emails subject information and the sender information of an email 
from employees of the organization . The copies of the data item be the same or substantially the same as the seed 
emails may be sent to a particular email address , or placed email data item for the email data item to be clustered . In yet 
in a particular electronic mailbox , of the organization des - 50 another embodiment , the system may operate on a spectrum 
ignated for receiving potentially malicious emails targeting that determines a closeness of a match between either the 
the employees of the organization . For example , employees subject information or the sender information of an email 
may have a user interface control ( e . g . , a “ report spam data item and the same as the seed email data item to 
phishing ” button ) as part of their email system that they can determine whether the email data item is to be clustered . For 
select in order to report a particular email as a potential 55 example , in one instance the subject information may be 
phishing threat . In another embodiment , the system may completely different , while the sender information may be 
automatically scan electronic mailboxes of employees to very nearly the same . In this example , the closeness of the 
identify potential phishing emails . The system may then match of both the sender and subject would be weighed and 
designate and use each of the potentially malicious emails the system may determine that the email data item should be 
( whether received from employees , scanned for , or other - 60 clustered . In another example , the subject information may 
wise obtained by the system ) as seeds . Emails in the context be very nearly the same , while the sender information may 
of the present disclosure may be referred to as email data be completely different . In this example , the closeness of the 
items . match of both the sender and subject would be weighed and 

Block 2704 indicates that the following blocks ( 2706 , the system may determine that the email data item should be 
2708 , 2710 , 2712 , 2714 , and 2716 ) may be performed for 65 clustered . In yet another example , the subject information 
each of the seeds ( for example , email data items ) designated may be mostly different , while the sender information may 
as described above in reference to block 2702 . also be mostly different . In this example , the closeness of the 
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match of both the sender and subject would be weighed and merged into the same cluster as the seed . However , if the 
the system may determine that the email data item should later email data item was received by its recipient on July 18 , 
not be clustered . a new cluster may be generated by the system and the email 

In various embodiments portions of the sender informa data item ( and any related data items ) may be added to that 
tion and / or portions of the subject information may be used 5 new cluster . In another embodiment , no time limitation is 
to determine clustering , and various items may be weighted placed on cluster merging . 
differently in the determination . For example , an email data At block 2710 , any subject or sender information associ 
item has a sender email address of ated with any clustered email data items may be identified 
" john @ examplephishingdomain . com , ” while the seed data and added to the matching criteria for adding email data 
item has a sender email address of 10 items to the cluster , and , as indicated by decision block 
" sam @ examplephishingdomain . com . ” In this example , 2716 , additional email data items may then be clustered 
while the sender email addresses are different , the system based on those new matching criteria . Accordingly , in the 
may determine that because the domains of the two email embodiment shown in FIG . 27A , the system may iteratively 
addresses are the same , the email data item should be generate clusters such that previously clustered data items 
clustered with the seed email data item . 15 ( and / or properties , characteristics , and / or metadata related to 

In various embodiments , two email data items having those clustered data items ) may be used as criteria for further 
subject or sender information that is “ substantially the same ” clustering of related data items . For example , the cluster 
or “ similar ” to one another may be understood to mean that generation method shown in block 2708 and 2710 may 
the information need not be identical , but at least one or optionally repeat multiple times until , for example , the 
more portions of the information should be identical in some 20 clustering strategy is completed and / or no additional related 
respect ( for example , characters , structure , formatting , and data items are found by the system ( as indicated by decision 
or the like ) . For example , two subjects may be “ substantially block 2716 ) . 
the same ” when both include at least a portion of characters In another embodiment , the method of FIG . 27A may not 
that are the same , such as " Click this link ! ” and “ Click this include block 2710 such that no additional clustering criteria 
link now ! ” In another example , subjects may be " substan - 25 are added . In another embodiment , the system may only 
tially the same ” when both are structured similarly , such as cluster email data items received from employees . 
“ Click this button ! ” and “ Select this link ! ” The system may Continuing with the method illustrated in FIG . 27A , at 
employ one or more algorithms , such as machine learning block 2712 the system parses and / or extracts any links , for 
algorithms to determine whether the email data items match example , URLs , from the clustered email data items . These 
as described above . 30 URLs may then optionally be added to the cluster as 

In general , each data cluster generated by the system in additional data items . Such URLs are typically provided by 
the context of phishing detection may be considered to the malicious party in hopes that the target will click the 
correspond to a particular phishing campaign . This is URL and visit , usually , a webpage on the Internet fraudu 
because , for example , all clustered email data items may be lently prepared to look like a legitimate webpage where the 
similar to one another ( for example , similar subject and / or 35 target should disclose sensitive information . In another 
sender ) , and may be considered to be part of a coordinated example , such URLs may link to a malware file that may be 
and / or large - scale phishing effort . Accordingly , when , for downloaded to the target ' s computing device when selected . 
example , a new email data item is received by the system In either case , the system extracts such URLs , and monitors 
that includes sender or subject information similar to a communications network traffic ( as described above ) so as 
clustered email data item , that new email data item may be 40 to determine whether any phishing email recipients have 
clustered / merged into the existing cluster . Such a determi - clicked any of the URLs . Parsing and clustering of URLS 
nation that the two email data items are to be clustered may may continue iteratively according to the clustering strategy , 
occur during seed generation or , alternatively , it may occur as described above and as indicated by decision block 2716 . 
during cluster generation . At block 2714 , any such employees that clicked on any of 

Phishing campaigns may be time dependent , for example , 45 the parsed URLs are identified by the system . Such employ 
many emails associated with a campaign may be sent out at ees or users may be referred to herein to as “ clickers . " 
once ( or within a short period of time ) . Accordingly , as Clickers are identified by the system by comparing the 
indicated in block 2708 , in an embodiment clustered email parsed out URLs to communications network traffic . Traffic 
data items may be limited to a particular time period in to any of the URLs may be identified by the system , a source 
addition to having similar subjects or senders . For example , 50 of the traffic ( for example , a network address and computing 
when a new email data item is received by the system that device associated with that address ) may be identified by the 
includes sender or subject information similar to a clustered system , users associated with that computing device ( for 
email data item , that new email data item may , in an example , an employee that was logged on to the computing 
embodiment , only be clustered / merged into the existing device when the traffic was detected ) are identified by the 
cluster when , for example , the two email data items were 55 system , and / or organizational information associated with 
received either by the system or by the original recipient , the users ( for example , one or more “ bands , " as described 
within a particular time period . In various embodiments , the above ) may be determined by the system . This various 
email data items may or may not be clustered depending on information may be referred to , in the context of the phish 
being received , either by the system or by the original ing detection , as phishing - related information , and data 
recipient , within a particular time period , time span , or 60 items corresponding to this information identified and deter 
window of time ( for example , on a same day , in a same hour , mined by the system may be clustered by the system . 
and / or the like ) . For example , in the example of a same - day In the context of phishing detection , data items that may 
limitation , a cluster may be based on seed email data item be clustered may be referred to as phishing - related data 
that was received by its recipient on July 17 . When the items , and may be related to the network communications 
system later identifies a similar email data item , if the later 65 described above which may be scanned and / or logged . 
email data item was also received by its recipient on July 17 , Examples of such phishing - related data items include , but 
the email data item ( and any related data items ) may be are not limited to : users ( for example , persons having 
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accounts on particular computer systems or devices ) , orga - customers of the organization . The system may then desig 
nizational or hierarchical positions associated with users nate and use each of the potentially malicious emails as 
( referred to herein as “ band ” levels and described above ) , seeds . Emails in the context of the present disclosure may be 
external Internet Protocol addresses , external domains , referred to as email data items . 
external IP addresses associated with external domains , 5 Block 2744 indicates that the following blocks ( 2744 , 
external computerized devices or systems , internal Internet 2746 , 2748 , 2750 , 2752 , 2756 , 2760 , and 2762 ) may be 
Protocol addresses , internal computerized devices or sys performed for each of the seeds ( for example , email data 
tems ( also referred to herein as hosts ) , internal IP addresses items ) designated as described above in reference to block 
that connect to external domains , internal computer systems 2742 . 
that connect to external domains , other data items ( for 10 Blocks 2744 , 274 , 2748 , 2750 , 2752 , and 2756 proceed 
example , data items drawn from threat lists and / or public generally as described above in reference to blocks 2704 , 
and / or private whitelists or blacklists , such as data items 2706 , 2708 , 2710 , 2712 , and 2716 of FIG . 27A . For 
representing malware , known bad domains , known good example , for each of the seed email data items ( block 2744 ) , 
domains , known bad IP addresses , and / or the like ) , host - subject and sender information is identified ( block 2746 ) , 
based events ( such as , for example , virus scan alerts and / or 15 email data items are clustered ( blocks 2748 and 2750 ) , 
logged events , intrusion prevention system alerts and / or URLs are parsed from the email data items and clustered 
logged events , and the like ) , WHOIS information associated block 2752 ) , and the process continues iteratively ( decision 
with network addresses ( for example , geographical location block 2756 ) as described above . In contrast with Internal 
information and / or registration information ) , network fire - Phishing Detection described above , generally the system 
wall - and / or router - gathered information ( for example , fin - 20 does not have access to customers ' electronic mailboxes for 
gerprints , signatures , and / or hashes associated with malware obtaining and clustering additional email data items . In an 
items and / or particular communications ) , and / or the like . embodiment , the system may cluster email data items acces 

As indicated by decision block 2716 , clustering may sible from third - party services , for example , services that 
continue iteratively as new data items are added to the data provide spam and phishing email protection . In an embodi 
cluster , as described above and throughout the present 25 ment , extracted URLs may be compared to identified mali 
disclosure . Further examples of cluster generation and itera - cious URLs provided by such third - party security services 
tive clustering are described in U . S . patent application Ser . ( including various blacklists , for example ) , as described 
No . 14 / 139 , 603 , previously incorporated by reference herein above in reference to the various applications of the data 
for all purposes . analysis system . Additional information related to the cluster 

In various embodiments , email data item seeds may be 30 may be obtained from such services and added to the data 
identified intermittently ( for example , on a schedule , as cluster . 
needed , and / or on demand ) and / or continuously as copies of As described above , each of the clusters generated by the 
potentially malicious phishing emails are received by the system in the context of phishing detection may generally 
system . Similarly , in various embodiments clusters and / or relate to a phishing campaign . Accordingly , in an embodi 
alerts ( as described above and below ) may be generated , 35 ment , clustering / merging of email data items may be limited 
merged , and / or regenerated intermittently and / or continu according to time , as described above in reference to FIG . 
ously as seeds are identified generated . 27A . 
As described above in reference to blocks 1002 and 1004 In various embodiments , any other phishing - related data 

of FIG . 10A , the system analyzes generated clusters , gen - items , as described above , may be clustered . 
erates alerts , and provides alerts to the analyst via a user 40 At block 2760 , the system designates any clusters having 
interface . An example user interface is described below in more than a threshold number of email data items as a 
reference to FIG . 27C . campaign ( for example , a phishing campaign ) . For example , 

In general , alerts / clusters are generated / regenerated and any clusters having greater than two , three , four , or five ( or , 
analyzed / reanalyzed as described above such that alerts are alternatively , any other number of ) email data items may be 
may be updated , linked , and / or merged . 45 designated as a campaign . Clusters designated as campaigns 

b . External Phishing Detection : Seed Generation & Clus - may be referred to herein as “ campaign clusters . ” 
ter Generation At block 2762 , further action may be taken by the system 

FIG . 27B is a flowchart of an example of another seed to interact with third - party services regarding the campaign 
generation and clustering method performed by the data clusters and / or information associated with the campaign 
analysis system as applied to phishing threat detection , 50 clusters , and / or to automatically generate and / or analyze 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure . The those clusters designated as campaigns . In an embodiment , 
embodiment of FIG . 27B applies to detection of phishing other phishing - related data items are only clustered with 
threats to customers of an organization from outside of the clusters designated as campaigns . In another embodiment , 
organization , referred to herein as “ External Phishing Detec - the system only analyzes and generates alerts for clusters 
tion . ” The seed generation method of block 2742 ( described 55 designated as campaigns . In yet another embodiment , 
below ) may generally be understood to correspond to block whether or not a cluster is designated as a campaign is a 
910 ( generate seed ( s ) of the generalized process of FIG . factor weighed in determining the alert score . In another 
10A , while the cluster generation method of blocks 2744 , embodiment , a number of email data items in a cluster may 
2746 , 2748 , 2750 , 2752 , 2756 , 2760 , and 2762 may gener - be a factor in determining an alert score . 
ally be understood to correspond to block 920 ( generate 60 As mentioned , further action taken by the system may 
clusters ( s ) ) of the generalized process of FIG . 10A . include interaction with one or more third - party services . 
At block 2742 , the system receives copies of one or more For example , the system may determine whether or not any 

potentially malicious ( for example , phishing - related ) emails URLs / domains identified by the system were previously 
from customers of the organization . The copies of the emails identified on one or more blacklists provided by third - party 
may be sent to a particular email address , or placed in a 65 services . The system may accomplish this by comparing the 
particular electronic mailbox , of the organization designated identified / parsed URLs and / or domains to any URLs / do 
for receiving potentially malicious emails targeting the mains provided on the one or more blacklists . In an embodi 
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ment the system notifies the third - party services of any including latest emails received in the cluster and a list of the 
URLs / domains not previously identified . In an embodiment , latest clicks on the URLs ( including who the clickers are ) . 
the third - party services are only notified regarding URLs / Further , as described above , the analyst may select “ Show 
domains identified in relation to any campaign clusters . Logs ” to view even further detailed information from the 

In various embodiments , email data item seeds may be 5 cluster , as described above in reference to FIGS . 14 - 17 , for 
identified intermittently ( for example , on a schedule , as example . 
needed , and / or on demand ) and / or continuously as copies of As mentioned above in reference to FIG . 12 , in an 
potentially malicious phishing emails are received by the embodiment , the analysis user interface 2772 may include 
system . Similarly , in various embodiments clusters and / or user interface elements ( such as buttons ) to add the cluster 
alerts ( as described above and below ) may be generated , 10 data items of a graph , as described in various related 
merged , and / or regenerated intermittently and / or continu applications listed above and previously incorporated by 
ously as seeds are identified / generated . reference herein . Further , the system may enable an analyst 

As described above in reference to blocks 1002 and 1004 viewing a graph of data items to go to alerts representing 
of FIG . 10A , the system analyzes generated clusters , gen - clusters in which that data item is included . 
erates alerts , and provides alerts to the analyst via a user 15 Advantageously , as described above and according to 
interface . An example user interface is described below in various embodiments , the data analysis system may auto 
reference to FIG . 27C . matically generate seeds related to phishing activities ( for 

In general , alerts / clusters are generated / regenerated and example , malicious emails and / or phishing campaigns ) , 
analyzed / reanalyzed as described above such that alerts are cluster various data items related to those seeds , analyze 
may be updated , linked , and / or merged . 20 those clusters , generate human - readable conclusions , gen 

c . Phishing Detection : Alert Generation / User Interface erate alerts and alert scores , and display a user interface 
As mentioned above , in various embodiments the system including the various information related to the alert and the 

generates alerts corresponding to each generated cluster , and cluster to an analyst . The analyst may then efficiently 
provides an interface including those alerts , as described evaluate the alert and determine whether the identified 
above in reference to block 1002 and 1004 of FIG . 10A . 25 malicious activities and related data items represent an 
Generation of alerts , according to various embodiments , phishing threat ( or other malicious threat ) critical enough 
includes analysis of the generated cluster based on analysis that is should be further investigated . For example , the 
rules / criteria specific to the type of cluster ( in this example , analysis user interface of FIG . 27C indicates a fairly 
malware threat detection ) , generation of conclusions , and involved phishing campaign including a significant number 
generation of alert score ( s ) , as described in reference to FIG . 30 of employee clickers and recipients all the way up to the 
10B above . Senior Management level . Accordingly , an analyst is likely 
Examples of conclusion templates that may be applied by to quickly recognize that this phishing campaign poses a 

the system in the context of phishing detection are shown in serious threat to the organization and steps should be taken 
FIG . 100 described above . For example , the “ Internal Phish - to mitigate as immediately as possible . Further , the analyst 
ing ” and “ External Phishing ” lists show examples of con - 35 may have , in the example of FIG . 27C , all the information 
clusion templates that may be used with clusters based on immediately available to determine the proper mitigation 
email data items , as described above . steps including , for example , domains and URLs to block , 

FIG . 27C illustrates an example data cluster analysis user the types of incoming emails to block , and employees to 
interface of the data analysis system as applied to phishing educate regarding phishing threats . Various items of infor 
threat detection , according to an embodiment of the present 40 mation generated by the system and provided in the alert 
disclosure . The analysis user interface 2772 is similar to the user interface assist the analyst in performing the evaluation 
analysis user interface 1202 described above in reference to including , for example , the alert score , the conclusions , and 
FIG . 12 . Accordingly , the description above in reference to the easily accessible and filterable data related to the cluster . 
FIG . 12 may be understood to apply to FIG . 27C , where 
appropriate . 45 Additional Embodiments 

The analysis user interface 2772 includes header infor 
mation 2776 including a title indicating that this alert relates Embodiments of the present disclosure have been 
to “ Phishing Campaign 12 ” , and was generated based on a described that relate to automatic generation of memory 
cluster generated by the “ Internal Phishing ” clustering strat - efficient clustered data structures and , more specifically , to 
egy ( for example , the seed generation and clustering strat - 50 automatic selection of an initial data entity of interest , 
egies described above in reference to FIG . 27A ) . An upper adding of the initial data entity to the memory - efficient 
portion of the analysis user interface 2774 is colored accord clustered data structure , determining and adding one or more 
ing to an alert score generated for the cluster . The analysis related data items to the cluster , analyzing the cluster based 
user interface further includes four conclusions 2778 ( simi - on one or more rules or criteria to generate human - readable 
lar to the “ Internal Phishing ” template conclusions listed in 55 conclusions , and providing an interactive user interface to an 
FIG . 10C ) indicating , for example , that 9 senders ( for analyst . As described above , in various embodiments , a 
example , malicious parties sending phishing emails ) sent generated cluster may include far fewer data items as 
emails that were reported to the system ( for example , to an compared to a huge collection of data items that may or may 
email address such as “ Abuse @ bank . com ” ) having subjects not be related to one another . This may be because , for 
similar to “ OPEN THIS LINK ! " ; that the senders of those 60 example , data items included in a cluster may only include 
reported emails were the senders of 55 emails to the orga - those data items that are related to one another and which 
nization between June 12 and June 13 ; that 45 employees may be relevant to a particular investigation . Accordingly , in 
received those emails and a highest band of those employees various embodiments , processing of generated clusters may 
was Senior Management ; and that 2 domains ( or , alterna - be highly efficient because , for example , a given fraud 
tively , URLs ) were extracted from those emails and 12 likely 65 investigation by an analyst may only require storage in 
clickers were identified . Further , the analysis user interface memory of a single cluster data structure . Further , a number 
includes various detailed information regarding the cluster , of data items in a cluster may be several orders of magnitude 
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smaller than in the huge collection of data items that may or features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such conditional lan 
may not be related to one another because only data items guage is not generally intended to imply that features , 
related to each other are included in the cluster . elements and / or steps are in any way required for one or 

Additionally , the automated analysis and scoring of clus - more embodiments or that one or more embodiments nec 
ters ( as mentioned above ) may enable highly efficient evalu - 5 essarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
ation of the various data clusters by a human analyst . For input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
example , the interactive user interface us generated so as to steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
enable an analyst to quickly view critical data clusters ( as embodiment . 
determined by the automated scoring ) , and then in response The term “ comprising ” as used herein should be given an 
to analyst inputs , view and interact with the generated 10 inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
information ( including , for example , the human - readable a general purpose computer comprising one or more pro 
conclusions ) associated with the clusters . In response to user c essors should not be interpreted as excluding other com 
inputs the user interface may be updated to display raw data puter components , and may possibly include such compo 
associated with each of the generated clusters if the analyst nents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
desires to dive deeper into data associated with a given 15 interfaces , among others . 
cluster . The term " continuous ” as used herein , is a broad term 

While the foregoing is directed to various embodiments , encompassing its plain an ordinary meaning and , as used in 
other and further embodiments may be devised without reference to various types of activity ( for example , scanning , 
departing from the basic scope thereof . For example , aspects monitoring , logging , and the like ) , includes without limita 
of the present disclosure may be implemented in hardware 20 tion substantially continuous activity and / or activity that 
or software or in a combination of hardware and software . may include periodic or intermittent pauses or breaks , but 
An embodiment of the disclosure may be implemented as a which accomplish the intended purposes described ( for 
program product for use with a computer system . The example , continuous scanning may include buffering and / or 
program ( s ) of the program product define functions of the storage of data that is thereafter processed , for example , in 
embodiments ( including the methods described herein ) and 25 batch and / or the like ) . 
may be contained on a variety of computer - readable storage Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in the flow 
media . Illustrative computer - readable storage media diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the attached 
include , but are not limited to : ( i ) non - writable storage figures should be understood as potentially representing 
media ( e . g . , read - only memory devices within a computer modules , segments , or portions of code which include one or 
such as CD - ROM disks readable by a CD - ROM drive , flash 30 more executable instructions for implementing specific logi 
memory , ROM chips or any type of solid - state non - volatile cal functions or steps in the process . Alternate implementa 
semiconductor memory ) on which information is perma tions are included within the scope of the embodiments 
nently stored ; and ( ii ) writable storage media ( e . g . , hard - disk described herein in which elements or functions may be 
drive or any type of solid - state random - access semiconduc - deleted , executed out of order from that shown or discussed , 
tor memory ) on which alterable information is stored . Each 35 including substantially concurrently or in reverse order , 
of the processes , methods , and algorithms described in the depending on the functionality involved , as would be under 
preceding sections may be embodied in , and fully or par stood by those skilled in the art . 
tially automated by , code modules executed by one or more It should be emphasized that many variations and modi 
computer systems or computer processors comprising com fications may be made to the above - described embodiments , 
puter hardware . The processes and algorithms may alterna - 40 the elements of which are among other acceptable examples . 
tively be implemented partially or wholly in application - All such modifications and variations are intended to be 
specific circuitry . included herein within the scope of this disclosure . The 

The various features and processes described above may foregoing description details certain embodiments of the 
be used independently of one another , or may be combined invention . It will be appreciated , however , that no matter 
in various ways . All possible combinations and subcombi - 45 how detailed the foregoing appears in text , the invention 
nations are intended to fall within the scope of this disclo . may be practiced in many ways . As is also stated above , it 
sure . In addition , certain method or process blocks may be should be noted that the use of particular terminology when 
omitted in some implementations . The methods and pro - describing certain features or aspects of the invention should 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular not be taken to imply that the terminology is being re 
sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 50 defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate . For characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention 
example , described blocks or states may be performed in an with which that terminology is associated . The scope of the 
order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple invention should therefore be construed in accordance with 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state the appended claims and any equivalents thereof . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 55 What is claimed is : 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 1 . À computer system comprising : 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi one or more computer readable storage devices config 
ments . The example systems and components described ured to store : 
herein may be configured differently than described . For a plurality of computer executable instructions ; 
example , elements may be added to removed from , or 60 a data clustering strategy ; and 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi a plurality of data items including at least : 
ments . external domain data items ; and 

Conditional language , such as , among others , " can , " network - related data items associated with captured 
“ could , " " might , " or " may , " unless specifically stated oth communications between an internal network and 
erwise , or otherwise understood within the context as used , 65 an external network , the network - related data 
is generally intended to convey that certain embodiments items including at least one of : external Internet 
include , while other embodiments do not include , certain Protocol addresses , external domains , identifiers 
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corresponding to external computerized devices , detecting at least one of : the new one or more data items 
internal Internet Protocol addresses , identifiers or a change in any data item of the particular data item 
corresponding to internal computerized devices , cluster . 
identifiers corresponding to users of particular 3 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
computerized devices , or organizational positions 5 more hardware computer processors are further configured 
associated with users of particular computerized to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions 
devices ; and in order to cause the one or more hardware computer 

one or more hardware computer processors in communi processors to : 
cation with the one or more computer readable storage scan communications between the internal network and 

the external network so as to generate additional net devices and configured to execute the plurality of work - related data items ; and computer executable instructions in order to cause the store the additional network - related data items in the one computer system to : or more computer readable storage devices . scan one or more threat lists stored external to the 4 . The computer system of claim 3 , wherein the commu 
internal network , each of the threat lists including 15 nications are continuously scanned via a proxy . 
information related to previously identified malware 5 . The computer system of claim 3 , wherein identifying 
threats and information related to those previously the one or more of the network - related data items associated 
identified malware threats including external domain with the seed comprises : 
data items ; for each of the network - related data items , determining 

identify one or more external domain data items 20 whether the network - related data item is associated 
included in the one or more threat lists , each of the with a communication with the malicious domain asso 
one or more external domain data items being asso ciated with the seed ; and 
ciated with a malicious domain ; in response to determining that the network - related data 

designate each of the identified one or more external item is associated with a communication with the 
domain data items as a seed ; 25 malicious domain associated with the seed , identifying 

for each of the designated seeds , generate a data item the network - related data item as being associated with 
cluster based on the data clustering strategy by at the seed . 
least : 6 . The computer system of claim 5 , wherein the data item 
adding the seed to the data item cluster ; clusters are continuously updated . 

identifying one or more of the network - related data 30 ated data 30 7 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein : 
the one or more computer readable storage devices are items associated with the seed ; further configured to store : adding , to the data item cluster , the one or more a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with identified network - related data items ; the data clustering strategy , and identifying an additional one or more data items , 35 the one or more hardware computer processors are further including external domain data items and / or net configured to execute the plurality of computer execut 

work - related data items , associated with any data able instructions in order to cause the one or more 
items of the data item cluster ; and hardware computer processors to : 

adding , to the data item cluster , the additional one or for each generated data item cluster : 
more data items ; access the plurality of data cluster analysis rules 

determine to regenerate a particular data item cluster ; associated with the data clustering strategy ; 
regenerate the particular data item cluster by at least : analyze the data item cluster based on the accessed 

identifying new one or more data items , including data cluster analysis rules ; and 
external domain data items and / or network - related based on the analysis of the data item cluster : 
data items , associated with any data items of the 45 generate one or more human - readable conclusions 
particular data item cluster , wherein the new one regarding the data item cluster . 
or more data items were not present in the par 8 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein an alert score 
ticular data item cluster as initially generated ; and indicates a degree of correlation between characteristics of 

adding , to the particular data item cluster , the new the data item cluster and the one or more scoring strategies . 
one or more data items ; more dald items ; 50 9 . The computer system of claim 8 , wherein the degree of 

access a plurality of data item clusters including at least correlation is based on both an assessment of risk associated 
one of the data item cluster or the particular data item with the particular data cluster and a confidence level in 
cluster , wherein the plurality of data item clusters accuracy of the assessment of risk . 
include data items associated with malware threats ; 10 . The computer system of claim 8 , wherein a relatively 

generate alert scores for at least some of the plurality of 55 higher alert score indicates a data cluster that is relatively 
data item clusters according to one or more scoring more important for a human analyst to evaluate , and a 
strategies , wherein the alert scores indicate criticali relatively lower alert score indicated a data cluster that is 
ties of the malware threats represented by the plu - relatively less important for the human analyst to evaluate . 
rality of data item clusters ; and 11 . The computer system of claim 8 , wherein each alert 

cause presentation , in a user interface , of at least a 60 score for respective data clusters is assigned to a category 
visualization including alerts for at least one of the indicating a high degree of correlation , a medium degree of 
plurality of data item clusters based on the alert correlation , or a low degree of correlation . 
scores , wherein the alerts visually indicate the criti 12 . The computer system of claim 11 , wherein the high 
calities of the malware threats represented by the degree of correlation is associated with a first color , the 
plurality of data item clusters . 65 medium degree of correlation is associated with a second 

2 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein determining color , and the low degree of correlation is associated with a 
to regenerate the particular data item cluster : third color . 

40 
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13 . The computer system of claim 7 , wherein the one or 18 . The computer system of claim 17 , wherein the table 

more hardware computer processors are further configured of information includes one or more user interface controls 
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions selectable by a human analysis in order to filter according 
in order to cause the computer system to : information type and / or time period . 

for each data item cluster of the plurality of data item 5 19 . The computer system of claim 7 , wherein the one or 
clusters : more human - readable conclusions each comprise a phrase or generate an alert summary , the alert summary compris sentence including one or more indications of summary or ing a respective alert score , the one or more human 

readable conclusions , the data items associated with aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data items 
the data item cluster , and metadata associated with of the data item cluster . 
the data items of the data item cluster . 20 . The computer system of claim 19 , wherein generating 

14 . The computer system of claim 13 , wherein the one or the one or more human - readable conclusions comprises : 
more hardware computer processors are further configured selecting , based on the data cluster type associated with 
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions the particular data cluster , one or more conclusion 
in order to cause the computer system to : templates ; and generate a second visualization in the user interface 15 

including a list of user - selectable alert indicators , an populating the one or more conclusion templates with 
alert indicator being provided for each of the generated data associated with the particular data cluster . 
alert summaries , each of the alert indicators providing 21 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein generating 

the alert scores for at least some of the plurality of data item a summary of information associated with respective 
generated alert summaries . 20 clusters further comprises at least one of : 

determining a number of domains in a data item cluster of 15 . The computer system of claim 14 , wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured the plurality of data item clusters ; 
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions determining a percentage of captured communications in 

the data item cluster of the plurality of data item in order to cause the computer system to : 
in response to a selection of an alert indicator by a human 25 clusters categorized as likely malicious ; or 

analyst : determining an organizational position associated with a 
generate an alert display , the alert display including at user identifier in the data item cluster of the plurality of 

data item clusters . least an indication of the alert score and a list of the 22 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein causing one or more human - readable conclusions . 
16 . The computer system of claim 15 . wherein the alert 30 presentation of the visualization including the alerts further 

display further includes a table of information associated comprises : 
with the data items associated with the data item cluster of determining that an alert score for a data item cluster of 

the plurality of data item clusters exceeds a threshold ; the alert , and metadata associated with the data items of the 
data item cluster of the alert . and 

17 . The computer system of claim 16 . wherein the table 35 causing presentation of an alert for the data item cluster of 
of information includes a mixture of information of various the plurality of data item clusters . 
types . * * * * * 
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CROSS - ONTOLOGY MULTI - MASTER Database Ontologies in Multi - Master Database Systems 
REPLICATION Each database system participating in a multi - master 

database system typically organizes data in the database it 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED manages according to a fixed structure and a well - defined set 

APPLICATIONS 5 of data types . For example , a relational database manage 
ment system typically organizes data according to a fixed 

This application claims the benefit as a Divisional of structure of tables and columnar data types . The structure 
patent application Ser . No . 14 / 156 , 208 filed Jan . 15 , 2014 and data type definitions may be described using an ontol 
which is a Continuation of patent application Ser . No . ogy , embodied in a database schema , comprising a data 
13 / 076 , 804 , filed Mar . 31 , 2011 , the entire contents of which 10 model that is used to represent the structure , define the data 
is hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set forth types , and reason about data objects in the structure . 
herein . patent application Ser . No . 13 / 076 , 804 is related to All database systems participating in a multi - master data 
the following commonly - owned , applications : application base system normally adhere to the same ontology . The 
Ser . No . 12 / 836 , 801 , filed Jul . 15 , 2010 , entitled “ Sharing ontology at each database system is normally fixed at the 
and Deconflicting Data Changes in a Multimaster Database 15 time that the topology of the multi - master database system 
System ” and application Ser . No . 11 / 602 , 626 , filed Nov . 20 , is established . Any change to an ontology used by one 
2006 , entitled “ Creating Data in a Data Store Using a database system that causes the ontology to diverge from the 
Dynamic Ontology ” . The disclosure of each of the foregoing ontologies used by the other database systems is typically 
applications is hereby incorporated by reference in its extremely disruptive to the multi - master database system 
entirety , for all purposes . 20 and requires a database administrator or a software program 

mer to create customized software to facilitate data replica 
TECHNICAL FIELD tion between the database system using the diverging ontol 

ogy and the other database systems in the multi - master 
The present disclosure generally relates to distributed database system . 

computing systems and , in particular , to cross - ontology data 25 The rigidity of the typical fixed ontology multi - master 
replication in a multi - master database system . database system is a serious drawback for organizations that 

require flexible and dynamic data processing techniques 
BACKGROUND according to changes in the data that is collected . For 

example , intelligence analysis is poorly suited to conven 
The approaches described in this section are approaches 30 tional fixed ontology multi - master database systems . 

that could be pursued , but not necessarily approaches that 
have been previously conceived or pursued . Therefore , SUMMARY 
unless otherwise indicated , it should not be assumed that any 
of the approaches described in this section qualify as prior system and method providing cross - ontology multi 
art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section . 35 master replication is described . In a first embodiment a 
Multi - Master Database Systems method for cross - ontology multi - master replication com 
In a typical computer - based multi - master database sys - prising the steps of : obtaining , at an importing site , an 

tem , data is stored in a group of databases , data changes may exporting site ontology and a set of one or more database 
be made to any member of the group , and data changes made changes ; wherein the exporting site ontology defines a set of 
to one member are propagated to the rest of the group . 40 one or more data types ; and after mapping the exporting site 
Multi - master database systems typically employ either a ontology to an importing site ontology , incorporating the set 
" synchronous ” or an “ asynchronous ” replication scheme for of one or more database changes into a database including 
propagating a change made to one database to the rest of the mapping each of one or more data types of the set of data 
databases in the group . types to a data type defined by the importing site ontology 

In typical synchronous multi - master replication , each 45 using an ontology map . 
change is applied to all databases in the group immediately In an aspect of the first embodiment , at least one database 
or to none of the databases if one or more of the databases change of the set of one or more database changes comprises 
in the group cannot accept the change . For example , one of ( a ) a data item representing a change to a database copy at 
the databases may be offline or unavailable . Synchronous the exporting site and ( b ) data representing a data type of the 
multi - master replication is typically achieved using a two - 50 data item according to the exporting site ontology . 
phase commit protocol . In another aspect of the first embodiment , obtaining , at the 

In contrast , in typical asynchronous multi - master replica - importing site , the exporting site ontology and the set of one 
tion , a change made to a database is immediately accepted or more database changes comprises obtaining , at the 
by the database but propagation of the change to other importing site , a database update comprising the exporting 
databases in the group may be deferred . Because propaga - 55 site ontology and the set of one or more database changes . 
tion of changes may be deferred , if one or more of the In yet another aspect of the first embodiment , obtaining , 
databases in the group are unavailable , the available data - at the importing site , a digest of an ontology map at the 
bases can still accept changes , queuing the changes locally exporting site ; computing a digest of an ontology map at the 
until they can be propagated . For this reason , multi - master importing site ; and comparing the obtained digest of the 
database systems employing an asynchronous replication 60 ontology map at the exporting site with the computed digest 
strategy are generally considered to be more highly available of the ontology map at the importing site . 
than multi - master database systems employing a synchro - In still yet another aspect of the first embodiment , at least 
nous replication strategy . However , asynchronous replica - one data type of the set of one or more data types is not 
tion often raises the possibility of conflicts that occur as a defined by the importing site ontology . 
result of concurrent database changes . In some circum - 65 In still yet another aspect of the first embodiment , the 
stances , resolution of these conflicts requires human inter - ontology map comprises a one - to - one mapping between a 
vention . first particular data type defined by the exporting site ontol 
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O 

ogy and a second particular data type defined by the import well as a system configured to implement one or more 
ing site ontology ; and wherein mapping each of the one or aspects of the disclosed methods . 
more data types of the set of data types to a data type defined 
by the importing site ontology using an ontology map BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 
comprises mapping the first particular data type to the 5 
second particular data type using the ontology map . The present invention is illustrated by way of example , 

In still yet another aspect of the first embodiment , the and not by way of limitation , in the figures of the accom 
ontology map comprises a one - to - many mapping between a panying drawings and in which like reference numerals refer 
first particular data type defined by the exporting site ontol . to similar elements and in which : 
ogy and a plurality of data types defined by the importing 10 FIG . 1 illustrates a multi - master replication system . 
site ontology ; and wherein mapping each of the one or more FIG . 2 illustrates an object - centric conceptual data model . 

FIG . 3 illustrates a system for creating data in a database data types of the set of data types to a data type defined by copy using an ontology . the importing site ontology using an ontology map com FIG . 4 illustrates exporting database changes using an prises mapping the first particular data type to one of the 15 
plurality of data types defined by the importing site ontology FIG . 5 illustrates importing database changes using an using the ontology map . ontology map . 

In still yet another aspect of the first embodiment , the FIG . 6 illustrates a database update . 
ontology map specifies a list of data types to be dropped FIG . 7 ( consisting of FIGS . 7A and 7B ) illustrates pre 
when exporting database changes from the exporting site . 20 export peer ontology validation . 

In still yet another aspect of the first embodiment , the FIG . 8 illustrates a computer system with which an 
ontology map comprises a one - to - one mapping between a embodiment may be implemented . 
first particular link data type defined by the exporting site 
ontology and a second particular link data type defined by DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
the importing site ontology ; wherein the mapping further 25 
specifies that a link represented by data of the first particular Introduction 
link data type should be reversed before data representing Referring to the figures , example embodiments will now 
the link is incorporated into the database ; and wherein be described . The example embodiments are primarily 

described with reference to block diagrams or flowcharts . As incorporating the set of one or more database changes into 
the database comprises reversing a link represented by a 30 to the flowcharts , each block within the flowcharts repre 

sents both a method step and an apparatus element for particular database change of the set of database changes 
before incorporating the particular database change into the performing the method step . Depending upon the implemen 

tation , the corresponding apparatus element may be config 
database . ured in hardware , software , firmware , or combinations In a second embodiment , a method for cross - ontology , sscontology 35 thereof . For example , in an embodiment comprising a spe 
multi - master replication comprising the steps of : obtaining , cial - purpose computer , an apparatus element may comprise 
at an exporting site , an importing site ontology ; obtaining a a functional block of circuit logic . 
database change comprising a property value , the property Further , in the following description , for the purposes of 
value having a exporting site property type as defined in an explanation , numerous specific details are set forth in order 
exporting site ontology ; using an ontology map to map the 40 to provide a thorough understanding of the present inven 
exporting site property type to an importing site property tion . It will be apparent , however , that the present invention 
type defined in the importing site ontology ; transforming the may be practiced without these specific details . In other 
property value to an intermediate property value based on instances , block diagrams include well - known structures 
the importing site property type ; transforming the interme - and devices in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the 
diate property value to a first round - trip value based on the 45 present invention . 
exporting site property type ; determining whether to export Multi - Master Database System with Ontology Mapping 
the database change to the importing site based on a com FIG . 1 illustrates a multi - master database system 100 for 
parison between the property value and the first round - trip use in cross - ontology multi - master replication between two 
value . replication sites 101 and 102 . In one embodiment , sites 101 

In an aspect of the second embodiment , determining to 30 ining to 50 and 102 are coupled through one or more data networks such 
export the database change to the importing site in response as the Internet , one or more wide area networks ( WANs ) , 

one or more local area networks ( LANS ) , one or more to determining that the property value and the first round - trip network communication buses , or some combination value are the same . thereof . It is not necessary that a highly or continuously In another aspect of the second embodiment , determining 55 available data network exist between replication sites 101 that the property value and the first round - trip value are and 102 and the data network ( s ) connecting any two sites different ; transforming the first round - trip value to a second may only be periodically available . In another embodiment , 
intermediate value based on the importing site property type ; sites 101 and 102 are not connected to each other via a data 
transforming the second intermediate value to a second network and data is transported between these sites manu 
round - trip value based on the exporting site property type ; 60 ally using portable media or a portable media device as such 
and determining whether to export the database change to as a Compact Disc ( CD ) , a Digital Versatile Disc ( DVD ) , 
the importing site based on a comparison between first Universal Serial Bus ( USB ) flash memory device , etc . 
round - trip value and the second round - trip value . Each site 101 and 102 may comprise one or more com 

Other embodiments include , without limitation , a non - puting devices such as one or more workstation computers , 
transitory computer - readable medium that includes proces - 65 server computers , laptop computers , mobile computing 
sor - executable instructions that enable a processing unit to devices , or combinations thereof connected to each other via 
implement one or more aspects of the disclosed methods as one or more data networks . Further , while only two sites are 
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shown in FIG . 1 , multi - master database system 100 may as an open source database system such as Cassandra , or 
comprise many hundreds or even many thousands of sites . those commercially available from the Oracle Corporation 

According to one embodiment , each site ( 101 , 102 ) has a of Redwood Shores , Calif . and the Microsoft Corporation of 
copy ( 103 , 104 ) of a body of data . The body of data may be , Redmond , Wash . In another embodiment , import / export 
for example , one or more tables in a relational database . 5 logic 120 is software component of a web - based , server 
However , embodiments are not limited to relational data based or desktop application that uses a database manage 
bases and any type of database capable of supporting the ment system for performing the cross - ontology multi - master 
conceptual data model described herein may be used . Non replication techniques described herein . In yet another 
limiting examples of types of databases capable of support - embodiment , import / export logic 120 is implemented in part 
ing the conceptual data model described herein include 10 by a web - based , server - based or desktop application and in 
relational databases , hierarchical databases , and object - ori - part by a database management system . 
ented databases . As used herein , the term " database change ” , unless oth 

With respect to a particular body of data , site 101 may be erwise apparent from the surrounding text , refers to an 
configured to asynchronously propagate to site 102 changes addition , edit , or deletion to the body of data stored in a 
made to database copy 103 . Similarly , site 102 may be 15 database copy ( e . g . , copy 103 ) at a site . A database change 
configured to asynchronously propagate to site 101 changes can be made at the site by a user or a computing process . In 
made to database copy 104 . With regard to multi - master addition , a database change can also be made by import / 
replication , sites 101 and 102 may be considered to be export logic 120 in response to receiving notification of a 
replication " peers ” because they share database changes database change made to a database copy at a peer site . 
directly with each other without sharing changes through an 20 As used herein , the term “ database update ” , unless oth 
intermediary site . It is not necessary that each site ( 101 , 102 , erwise apparent from the surrounding text , refers to infor 
etc . ) in the system 100 is configured to propagate to every mation about a database change that is sent ( exported ) from 
other site changes made to its copy . In other words , a the site that made the change to a peer site . Each database 
full - meshed multi - master site topology is not required to change to a database copy at a site may result in a database 
implement embodiments and partially - meshed or cascading 25 update being received at every other site in the multi - master 
multi - master topologies may be used . topology so that the other sites can incorporate the change 
As system 100 employs an asynchronous replication into their respective database copies . The site sending a 

scheme , database copies in the system 100 are eventually database update is referred to herein as the “ exporting ” peer 
consistent with each other . That is , each database copy may and the site incorporating the sent database update is 
diverge from other copies from time to time such that at any 30 referred to herein as the “ importing ” peer . For example , if 
given moment one database copy is inconsistent with site 101 sends a database update to site 102 , then site 101 is 
another database copy . Two database copies are inconsistent the exporting peer and site 102 is the importing peer . 
when one database copy has incorporated a change and the In one embodiment , a database update is sent from the 
other database copy has not yet been notified of the change . exporting peer according to the exporting site ' s ontology . 
In the absence of new changes to either database copy , the 35 When the database update is received at the importing peer , 
database copies are expected to eventually become consis - the importing peer maps any of the exporting peer ' s data 
tent with one another . Note that consistent database copies types that are not defined by the importing peer ' s ontology 
do not necessarily mean identical database copies . Indeed , using an ontology map configured at the importing peer . 
since two database copies might use different ontologies , it After this cross - ontology data - type mapping is complete , the 
is expected that two database copies can be consistent but 40 importing peer incorporates the database update into its 
not identical . For example , both database copies 103 and database copy , mapping data types between the exporting 
104 might separately contain a data object representing the peer ' s ontology and the importing peer ' s ontology using the 
same real world entity such as , for example , the same ontology map as necessary . Notably , the data of the database 
person ; however , under the ontology 105 of database copy update as incorporated into the incorporating peer ' s database 
103 the data object may have the data type “ Person ” while 45 copy is data typed according to the importing peer ' s ontol 
under the ontology 106 of database copy 104 the data object ogy even though the data as exported by the exporting peer 
may have the data type “ Human ” . was data typed according to the exporting peer ' s ontology . 

Each site in the system 100 has import / export logic 120 
that includes a cross - ontology multi - master replication fea Example Database Data Model and Example 
ture . In an embodiment , the cross - ontology multi - master 50 Database System Using an Ontology to Make 
replication feature can function to map data types defined by Database Changes 
a peer site ' s ontology ( e . g . , ontology 106 ) to data types 
defined by the local site ' s ontology ( e . g . , ontology 105 ) To provide a framework for the following discussion of 
where the two peer ontologies do not define identical data specific techniques for cross - ontology multi - master replica 
types ( i . e . , where the two peer ontologies differ ) using an 55 tion , an example database data model and an example 
ontology map 110 . In an embodiment , the ontology map 110 database system using an ontology to make database 
fills the gaps between the two peer ontologies 105 and 106 changes to the system ' s database copy will now be 
such that sites 101 and 102 are still able to share database described . This description is provided for the purpose of 
changes with each other despite using different ontologies . providing a clear example and is not intended to limit the 
Specific techniques for cross - ontology multi - master replica - 60 techniques to the example data model , the example database 
tion using an ontology map are described in greater detail system , or the example database system ' s use of an ontology 
below . to make database changes . 

The import / export logic 120 may be implemented as one 
or more computer software programs , one or more field Example Object - Centric Data Model 
programmable logics , hard - wired logic , or a combination 65 
thereof . In one embodiment , import / export logic 120 is a In one embodiment , a body of data , of which each site 
software component of a database management system such ( 101 , 102 , etc . ) maintains a copy ( 103 , 104 , etc . ) , is con 
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ceptually structured according to an object - centric data Each link 202 represents a connection between two data 
model . The conceptual data model is independent of any objects 201 . In one embodiment , the connection is either 
particular database data model that may be used for durably through a relationship , an event , or through matching prop 
storing a database copy at a site . For example , each object erties . A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
of the conceptual data model may correspond to one or more 5 symmetrical . For example , “ Person ” data object A may be 
rows in a relational database or an entry in Lightweight connected to “ Person ” data object B by a “ Child Of Directory Access Protocol ( LDAP ) database . relationship ( where “ Person ” data object B has an asym 

FIG . 2 illustrates an object - centric conceptual data model metric “ Parent Of ” relationship to “ Person ” data object A ) , 200 according to an embodiment . Model 200 is centered on a “ Kin Of ” symmetric relationship to “ Person ” data object a data object 201 . At the highest level of abstraction , data 10 C , and an asymmetric " Member Of relationship to " Orga object 201 is a container for information representing things nization ” data object X . The type of relationship between in the world . For example , data object 201 can represent an two data objects may vary depending on the types of the data entity such as a person , a place , an organization , or other objects . For example , “ Person ” data object A may have an noun . Data object 201 can represent an event that happens 
at a point in time or for a duration . Data object 201 can 15 “ Appears In ” relationship with “ Document ” data object Y or Appears in relationship with 
represent a document or other unstructured data source such have a “ Participate In ” relationship with “ Event ” data object 
as an e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper or E . As an example of an event connection , two “ Person ” data 
article . Each data object 201 is associated with a unique objects may be connected by an “ Airline Flight ” data object 
identifier that uniquely identifies the data object within representing a particular airline flight if they traveled 
system 100 . 20 together on that flight , or by a “ Meeting ” data object 

Each data object 201 as represented by data in a database representing a particular meeting if they both attended that 
copy ( 103 , 104 , etc . ) at a site ( 101 , 102 , etc . ) may have an meeting . In one embodiment , when two data objects are 
object type ( e . g . , Person , Event , or Document ) defined by connected by an event , they are also connected by relation 
the database ontology ( 105 , 106 , etc . ) used by the database ships , in which each object has a specific relationship to the 
copy ( 103 , 104 , etc . ) . The same data object represented in 25 event , such as , for example , an “ Appears In ” relationship . As 
two different database copies ( e . g . , 103 , 104 ) may have two an example of a matching properties connection , two “ Per 
different object types as separately defined by the two son ” data objects representing a brother and a sister , may 
different database ontologies ( e . g . , 105 , 106 ) . For example , both have an “ Address " property that indicates where they 
the same data object in one database copy ( e . g . , 103 ) may be live . If the brother and the sister live in the same home then live . If the brother and the sister live in the same home , then defined as a “ Business ” object type while defined in another 30 the their “ Address " properties likely contain similar , if not database copy ( e . g . , 104 ) as an “ Organization ” object type . identical information . In one embodiment , a link between Further , when hierarchical object types are supported , two two data objects may be established based on similar or ontologies may separately define super - object types and 
sub - object types of the super - object types . For example , one matching properties of the data objects . These are just some 
ontology may define a “ Person ” super - object type an addi - 35 examples of the types of connections that may be repre 
tionally define an “ Employee ” sub - object type of the “ Per sented by a link and other types of connections may be 
son ” super - object type . On the other hand , the other ontol - represented ; embodiments are not limited to any particular 
ogy may define only the “ Person ” object type but not define types of connections between data objects . For example , a 
the “ Employee " object type . In this case , the same data document might contain two different tagged entities . A link 
object in one database copy may be defined as object type 40 between two data objects may represent a connection 
“ Employee ” while defined in the other database copy as between these two entities through their co - occurrence 
object type “ Person " . within the same document . 

Each data object 201 may have one or more properties Each data object 201 can have multiple links with another 
203 . Properties 203 are attributes of the data object 201 that data object 201 to form a link set 204 . For example , two 
represent individual data items . At a minimum , each prop - 45 “ Person ” data objects representing a husband and a wife 
erty 203 of a data object 201 has a property type and a value . could be linked through a " Spouse Of ” relationship , a 
Different types of data objects may have different property matching property ( " Address ” ) , and an event ( “ Wedding " ) . 
types . For example , a “ Person ” data object might have an Each link 202 as represented by data in a database copy 
“ Eye Color ” property type and an “ Event ” data object might ( e . g . , 104 ) at a site ( e . g . , 102 ) may have a link type defined 
have a “ Date ” property type . 50 by the database ontology ( e . g . , 106 ) used by the database 

Each property 203 as represented by data in a database copy . The same link represented in two different database 
copy ( e . g . , 104 ) at a site ( e . g . , 102 ) may have a property type copies may have two different property types as separately 
defined by the database ontology ( e . g . , 106 ) used by the defined by the two different database ontologies . For 
database copy . The same property represented in two dif - example , the same link in one database copy may be defined 
ferent database copies may have two different property types 55 by that copy ' s ontology as a “ Related To ” link type while 
as separately defined by the two different database ontolo - defined by the other ontology as a “ Parent Of ” link type . 
gies . For example , the same property in one database copy Further , two ontologies may separately define opposite 
may be defined by that copy ' s ontology as a “ Phone Num - asymmetric link types . For example , one ontology may 
ber ” property type in which the value of the property is define a “ Parent Of ” link type but not define a “ Child Of 
treated as a string data type while defined by the other 60 link type while the other ontology may define a “ Child Of 
ontology also as a “ Phone Number " property type but where link type but not define a “ Parent Of ” link type . In this case , 
the value of the property is treated as a numerical data type . the directions of links linking the same two data objects may 

In addition , data model 200 may support property multi - be different in different database copies . For example , in one 
plicity . In particular , a data object 201 may be allowed to database copy , a “ Parent Of ” link may " point " from data 
have more than one property 203 of the same property type . 65 object A to data object B while in another database copy a 
For example , a “ Person ” data object might have multiple “ Child Of ” link may " point " from data object B to data 
“ Address ” properties or multiple “ Name ” properties . object A . 
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Example Database System Using an Ontology to 302 selects one of the parser definitions that is associated 
Make Database Changes to the System ’ s Database with a property type in the input data . The parser parses an 

Copy input data field using the selected parser definition , resulting 
in creating modified data 303 . The modified data 303 is 

FIG . 3 illustrates example components of a database 5 added to the database copy 103 according to ontology 105 
system at a site for creating data in a database copy ( i . e . , by storing values of the modified data in a property of the 
making database changes to the copy ) at the site using the specified property type . As a result , input data 300 having 
database copy ' s ontology . In the example depicted in FIG . 3 , varying format or syntax can be created in database copy 
the components are of the database system at site 101 of 103 . The ontology 105 may be modified at any time using 
multi - master replication system 100 . Similar components 10 object type editor 324 , property type editor 326 , and link 
may be part of the database system at site 102 and at other type editor 328 , or under program control without human 
sites of the system 100 . The ontology 105 at site 101 may be use of an editor . Parser editor 322 enables creating multiple 
different than the ontology 106 at site 102 , thus one or more parser definitions that can successfully parse input data 300 
of object types 310 , property types 316 , and link types 330 having varying format or syntax and determine which prop 
may be defined in one ontology ( e . g . , 105 ) that are not 15 erty types should be used to transform input data 300 into 
defined in the other ontology ( e . g . , 106 ) , and the converse modified input data 303 . 
also could be implemented . Cross - Ontology Exporting and Importing of Database 

In an embodiment , a parser 302 is coupled to the ontology Changes 
105 , which is coupled to the database copy 103 . In an FIG . 4 illustrates steps of a method 400 for exporting 
embodiment , ontology 105 comprises stored information 20 database changes from one database copy at one site in a 
providing the data model 200 of data stored in database copy multi - master replication topology to a peer site in the 
103 , and the ontology is defined by one or more object types multi - master replication topology . FIG . 5 illustrates steps of 
310 , one or more property types 316 , and one or more link a method 500 for importing the database changes at the peer 
types 330 . One or more data objects 201 in the database copy site . For the purpose of providing a clear example , reference 
103 may be instantiated based on the object types 310 , and 25 will be made to the multi - master system 100 of FIG . 1 in 
each of the objects 201 has one or more properties 203 that which site 101 is considered to be the exporting peer and site 
are instantiated based on property types 316 . Two data 102 is considered to be the importing peer . Alternatively , site 
objects 201 may be connected by one or more links 202 that 102 could be the exporting peer and site 101 the importing 
may be instantiated based on link types 330 . The property peer . 
types 316 each may comprise one or more components 318 , 30 Ontology 105 of the exporting peer 101 may be different 
such as a string , number , etc . Property types 316 may be than the ontology 106 of the importing peer 102 . That is , the 
instantiated based on a base property type 320 . For example , ontology 105 of the exporting peer 101 may define one or 
a base property type 320 may be “ Locations " and a property more data types that are not defined by the ontology 106 of 
type 316 may be “ Home . ” the importing peer 106 and the ontology 106 of the import 

In an embodiment , a user of the system uses an object type 35 ing peer 102 may define one or more data types that are not 
editor 324 to create the object types 310 and define attributes defined by the ontology 105 of the exporting peer 101 . In 
of the object types . In an embodiment , a user of the system this context , the exporting peer 101 may wish to share 
uses a property type editor 326 to create the property types database changes it made to its database copy 103 with the 
316 and define attributes of the property types . In an importing peer 102 and the importing peer 102 may wish to 
embodiment , a user of the system uses link type editor 328 40 incorporate the shared database changes into its database 
to create the link types 330 . Alternatively , other programs , copy 104 even though the peers use different ontologies . 
processes , or programmatic controls may be used to create In one embodiment , to accomplish cross - ontology sharing 
link types and property types and define attributes , and using of database changes , both the exporting peer 101 and the 
editors is not required . importing peer 102 are configured with the semantically 

In an embodiment , creating a property type 316 using the 45 same ontology map 110 . In one aspect , the ontology map 110 
property type editor 326 involves defining at least one parser declares rules for mapping data types defined in one site ' s 
definition using a parser editor 322 . A parser definition ontology to data types defined in another site ' s ontology and 
comprises metadata that informs parser 302 how to parse vice versa to facilitate sharing of data between the sites yet 
input data 300 to determine whether values in the input data at the same time facilitating maintenance and development 
can be assigned to the property type 316 that is associated 50 of separate ontologies at the sites . Separate and differing 
with the parser definition . In an embodiment , each parser ontologies at the sites may be desirous , for example , if the 
definition may comprise a regular expression parser 304A or sites are controlled by different entities such as different 
a code module parser 304B . In other embodiments , other companies or different organizations or different divisions 
kinds of parser definitions may be provided using scripts or within an organization . With the ontology map , two sites that 
other programmatic elements . The elements of a regular 55 wish to share data with each other do not need to agree on 
expression parser 304A and a code module parser 304B are a common ontology . They need only agree on how to map 
described further in subsequent sections . Once defined , both data types between the ontologies . As a result , if one site 
a regular expression parser 304A and a code module parser changes the type of an object , link , or property to one that 
304B can provide input to parser 302 to control parsing of it is not known to the peer site ' s ontology , the type change 
input data 300 . 60 can still be shared with the peer site so long as the ontology 

In one embodiment of using the system of FIG . 3 , input map provides a rule for mapping the type to one that is 
data 300 is provided to parser 302 . An object - property known to the peer site ' s ontology . 
mapping for the input data 300 enables the parser to deter - In one embodiment , the data format of the ontology map 
mine which object type 310 should receive data from a 110 and the cross - ontology data type mapping rules con 
record of the input data , and which property types 316 65 tained therein is based on the extensible Markup Language 
should receive data from individual field values in the input ( XML ) . Specific examples of mapping rules are provided 
data . Based on the object - property mapping 301 , the parser below . The examples are provided in XML format . How 
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ever , it will be apparent to one skilled in the art that other In accordance with an embodiment , the list of data types 
data formats for expressing the ontology map 110 in a form to be dropped by the exporting peer 101 when exporting a 
understandable by a computer are possible and that the set of database changes is specified in the ontology map 110 
invention is not limited to only XML - based formats . In one using the following XML syntax : 
embodiment , the ontology map 110 is created by a database 5 
administrator by using , for example , a text editor or com < droppedUri > puter application configured to generate ontology maps < systemId > SYSTEM _ ID < / systemId > 
according to a user ' s commands . < uri > URI1 < / uri > 

Exporting < / droppedUri > 
Referring now to FIG . 4 , in one embodiment , process 4000 < droppedUri > 

< systemId > SYSTEM _ ID < / systemId > is performed by the import / export logic 120 of the exporting < uri > URI2 < / uri > 
peer 101 after the exporting peer 101 has been configured < / droppedUri > 
with the ontology map 110 . At step 401 , the exporting peer < droppedUri > 101 determines a set of database changes made to the 15 < systemId > SYSTEM _ ID < / systemId > 
exporting peer ' s database copy 103 to share with the import Kuri > URIN < / uri > 

ing peer 102 . The specifics of how the exporting peer 101 < / droppedUri > 
determines the set of database changes to be shared are 
beyond the scope of this disclosure and not essential to the The < droppedUri > element contains a data type to drop 
invention disclosed herein . In general , it is expected , but not 20 on export . The < systemId > element contains a value SYS 
required , that the set of database changes will include data TEM _ ID that identifies the site that is to drop the listed data 
representing changes made to the body of data in the type when exporting . An ontology map 110 can specify 
exporting peer ' s database copy 103 that are not yet known multiple drop data types lists for multiple sites . For example , 
to the importing peer 102 . Any number of a variety of ontology map 110 may specify a drop data types list for site 
techniques for tracking the ordering of events in a distrib - 25 101 a distrib - 25 101 and another drop data types list for site 102 . Each site uted system may be used to determine whether the importing separately consults its list in the map 110 when exporting a peer already knows about changes made to the exporting set of database changes . Each data type to be dropped is peer ' s copy 103 including , for example , use of vector clocks . identified as a value of a < uri > element . In one embodiment , Significantly , the set of database changes to be shared by the the value of a < uri > element is a Uniform Resource Indicator exporting peer 101 is data typed according to the exporting 30 ( URI ) that uniquely identifies the data type within the peer ' s ontology 105 . For example , the set of database 
changes may include data representing one or more data exporting site ' s ontology . Dropped types can include object 
objects 201 , properties 203 , and links 202 typed according types , property types , and link types , for example . 
object types 310 , property types 316 , and link types 330 At step 403 , the set of database changes minus the 
defined in the exporting peer ' s ontology 105 . 35 database changes dropped in step 402 are sent from the 

At step 402 , one or more database changes in the set of exporting site 101 as a database update to the importing site 
database changes to be shared that may not be importable at 102 . FIG . 6 is a block diagram and schematic illustration of 
the importing site 102 are dropped from the set by the a database update 601 sent from the exporting site 101 to the 
exporting peer 101 before the set is shared with the import - importing site 102 according to an embodiment . In one 
ing peer 102 . A database change may not be importable at 40 embodiment , database update 601 is XML formatted and 
the importing peer 102 if the database change has a data type sent between exporting site 101 and importing site 102 over 
according to the exporting peer ' s ontology 105 that is not a data network as one or more network data packets . 
defined by the importing peer ' s ontology 106 and for which In accordance with one embodiment , database update 601 
the ontology map 110 does not provide a rule for mapping comprises a set of database changes 620 and database update 
that data type to a data type in the importing peer ' s 106 45 metadata 610 . In one embodiment , the database update 
ontology . For example , an administrator at the exporting metadata 610 includes an ontology 611 , an ontology map 
peer 101 may define a new data type in the ontology 105 for 612 , and a digest 613 of the ontology map 612 . The ontology 
which the administrator has yet to decide how the new data 611 includes the ontology 105 of the exporting peer 101 or 
type should be mapped to the importing peer ' s ontology 106 . a portion thereof . The ontology map 612 includes the 

In one embodiment , the ontology map 110 specifies the 50 ontology map 110 as configured at the exporting peer 101 . 
list of data types to be dropped by the exporting peer 101 In one embodiment , the update 601 includes one or the other 
when exporting a set of database changes . This list can be of the ontology map 612 and the digest 613 but not both . 
added to or amended as needed by an administrator at the The set of database changes 620 includes one or more 
exporting peer 101 . Before the import / export logic 120 of update items 621A , 621B , etc . Each update item 621 
the exporting peer 101 shares a set of database changes with 55 includes data 631 representing a database change to the 
the importing peer 102 , the logic 120 removes all database exporting site ' s database copy 103 , type information 632 
changes from the set that have a data type on the list of data specifying the data type of data 631 according to the 
types to be dropped . As a result , sharing of database changes exporting site ' s ontology 105 , and version information 633 
for which no corresponding data type is defined in the indicating the version of data 631 in the exporting site ' s 
importing peer ' s ontology 106 is prevented . This prevents 60 database copy 103 . For example , data 631 may represent a 
errors and failures at the importing peer when importing the database change to a data object 201 , a property 203 , or a 
set of database changes . Further , this allows the ontology link 202 ; type information 632 may specify a object type 
105 of the exporting peer 101 to be extended ( i . e . , new types 310 , a property type 316 , or a link type 330 ; and the version 
added ) before it has been determined how the new types will information 633 may be , for example , a vector clock rep 
map to data types in the ontology 106 of the importing peer 65 resenting the version of the data object 201 , the property 
102 . Meanwhile , sharing of database changes between the 203 , or the link 202 in the exporting peer ' s database copy 
peers with respect to other data types can continue . 103 . 
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In one embodiment , as described in greater detail below object type B ( C - > B ) . The administrator may wish to do 
with respect to FIG . 5 , the database update metadata 610 is this , for example , after realizing that the current ontology 
used by the import / export logic 120 of the importing peer map incorrectly mapped A to B and C to D . Under this new 
102 when importing the set of database changes 620 into the mapping , when an object of type A is exported from the first 
importing peer ' s database copy 104 . Briefly , the importing 5 peer to the second peer , object type A is mapped to object 
peer 102 , before importing any of the database changes 620 type D at the second peer . And when an object of object type 
into its database copy 104 , verifies that every data type in the D is exported from the second peer to the first peer , object 
exporting peer ' s ontology 611 as sent in the update 601 has type D is mapped to object type A at the first peer . Similarly , 
a corresponding data type in the importing peer ' s ontology for object types C and B . If database changes had been 
106 . This verification includes , in one embodiment , the 10 exported and imported between the two peers under the 
importing peer 102 computing a digest of its copy of the current ontology map , then there may be objects of type A 
ontology map 110 and comparing the computed digest to the in the first peer ' s database that should of type C under the 
digest 613 in the update metadata 610 to verify that the new ontology map and there may be objects of type B in the 
exporting peer 101 and the importing peer 102 are config second peer ' s database that should be of type D under the 
ured with compatible ontology maps . Once the ontology 15 new ontology map . In this case , in the context of an 
maps 110 at peers 101 and 102 are verified to be compatible , administrator configuring the first peer with the new ontol 
the importing peer 101 attempts to map every data type ogy map , the import / export logic 102 at the first peer detects 
defined in the exporting peer ' s ontology 611 to a type that object type A is remapped from B to D and object type 
defined in the importing peer ’ s ontology 106 . If there is no C is remapped from D to B and notifies the administrator 
direct mapping available for a type defined in the ontology 20 through a screen or console message of the potential data 
611 ( i . e . , the type is defined by the exporting peer ' s ontology type inconsistencies that may exist for objects of type A in 
611 but not defined the importing peer ' s ontology 106 ) , then the first peer ' s database and objects of type B in the second 
the importing peer 102 attempts to map the type using a rule peer ' s database . 
or rules in the ontology map 110 . Assuming each and every Importing 
type in the exporting peer ' s ontology 611 can be success - 25 Referring now to FIG . 5 , in one embodiment , process 500 
fully mapped to a type in the importing peer ' s ontology 106 , is performed by the import / export logic 120 of the importing 
the importing peer 102 proceeds to import the database peer 102 . At step 501 , the importing peer 102 obtains the 
changes 620 in the update 601 into the importing peer ' s exporting peer ontology 611 and a set of database changes 
database copy 104 , mapping data types 632 using the 620 . For example , the importing peer 102 may obtain the 
ontology map 110 as necessary . 30 exporting peer ontology 611 and the set of database changes 

In some embodiments , in the context of configuring the 620 in a database update 601 sent from the exporting peer . 
exporting peer 101 with a new ontology map that is seman - In one embodiment , the importing peer 102 obtains the 
tically different than the ontology map that the exporting exporting peer ontology 611 and the set of database changes 
peer 101 is concurrently configured with , the import / export 620 in a plurality of database updates 601 . For example , the 
logic 120 performs a validation process with respect to the 35 exporting peer ontology 611 may be sent by the exporting 
new ontology map and the current ontology map . This peer in an initial database update 601 and the set of database 
process involves identifying mapping differences between changes 620 sent in a subsequent database update 601 . Thus , 
the current ontology map and the new ontology map and it is not requirement that every database update 601 include 
notifying a user of potential inconsistencies that could result both the exporting peer ontology 611 along with a set of 
from the mapping differences . The mapping differences of 40 database changes 620 and some database updates 601 may 
concern of those in which the new ontology map changes a include one but not the other . 
mapping for data that may have already been exported or The portion of the exporting peer ontology 611 sent in an 
imported under the current ontology map . In this case , when update 601 may or may not comprise the entire ontology 105 
an administrator configures the exporting peer 101 with the used by the exporting peer . In one embodiment , the export 
new ontology map , the administrator is notified about data 45 ing peer ontology 611 comprises at least the data types 632 
that may have been exported or imported under the current involved in an associated set of database changes 620 . 
ontology map having a data type that is now inconsistent At step 502 , the importing peer 102 verifies that the 
with the new ontology map . ontology map 110 at the exporting peer 101 is compatible 

For example , suppose the current ontology map used by with the ontology map 110 at the importing peer 102 . In one 
two peers has a mapping in which object type A is mapped 50 embodiment , this verification involves the import / export 
to object type B ( A ?B ) and object type C is mapped to logic 120 of the importing peer 102 computing a digest of 
object type D ( C D ) . Under this mapping , when an object the ontology map 110 at the importing peer 102 to compare 
of type A is exported from a first of the two peers to a second with the digest 613 in the database update 601 containing the 
of the two peers , object type A is mapped to object type B set of database changes 620 . In one embodiment , if the 
at the second peer . And when an object of object type B is 55 digests match , then the importing peer 102 concludes that 
exported from the second peer to the first peer , object type the ontology maps 110 at the exporting peer 101 and the 
B is mapped to object type A at the first peer . Similarly , importing peer 102 are compatible . If the digests do not 
under this mapping when an object of type C is exported match , then , in one embodiment , the importing peer 102 
from the first peer to the second peer , object type C is assumes that the exporting peer 101 and the importing peer 
mapped to object type D at the second peer . And when an 60 102 are configured with incompatible ontology maps 110 . 
object of object type D is exported from the second peer to Accordingly , the importing peer 102 in this case may not 
the first peer , object type D is mapped to object type C at the import the set of database changes 620 into the importing 
first peer . peer ' s database copy 104 . In one embodiment , the digest 

Continuing the example , now assume an administrator computed by the importing peer 102 and the digest 613 
wishes to replace the current ontology map at the two peers 65 computed by the exporting peer are computed using a 
with a new ontology map in which object type A is mapped collision resistant cryptographic hash function ( e . g . , MD5 ) . 
to object type D ( A D ) and object type C is mapped to The ontology map may be normalized prior to being pro 
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vided to the hash function so that trivial differences between peer ' s ontology 105 that are to be dropped during export 
ontology maps do not produce differing digests . ( i . e . , no data of those types is included in the exported data ) . 

In an embodiment in which the exporting peer ’ s ontology This drop feature can be used to prevent the exporting peer 
map 110 is sent in the update 601 in lieu of a digest 613 , the 101 from sharing database changes that cannot be repre 
importing peer 102 compares the exporting peer ' s ontology 5 senting according to the importing peer ' s ontology 106 . 
map 110 with its copy of the ontology map 110 to determine The importing peer 102 , when importing a set of database 
if the two copies are compatible . Such comparison may changes , begins with the data types of the data in the set of 
involve a byte level comparison or comparisons at a seman database changes as they are defined by the exporting peer 
tically higher - level . 101 according to the exporting peer ’ s ontology 105 . One or At step 503 , the importing peer 102 attempts to map each 10 more of these data types may not be defined in the importing 
and every type defined in the exporting peer ' s ontology 611 peer ' s ontology 106 . The ontology map 110 is used by the sent in the update 601 to a data type defined in the importing importing peer to map these data types to ones defined in the peer ' s ontology 106 . In one embodiment , the importing peer importing peer ' s ontology 106 . In one embodiment , an 102 performs this mapping before importing the set of 
database changes 120 into the importing peer ' s database 15 ontology map 1110 can specify pairs of data types that map 
copy 104 . By successfully mapping each and every type to each other ( one - to - one mapping ) , parent - child relation 
defined in the exporting peer ' s ontology 611 sent in the ships ( one - to - many mappings ) , and a list of data types to 
update 601 to a data type defined in the importing peer ' s drop on export . 
ontology 106 , the importing peer 102 can import the set of Peer Information Section 
database changes 620 with no risk of an import error caused 20 In one embodiment , an ontology map 110 includes a peer 
by a data type 632 of the set 602 that has no mapping to a information section . The peer information section comprises 
data type in the importing peer ’ s ontology 106 . two system identifiers identifying two sites ( e . g . , 101 and 

A data type defined in the exporting peer ' s ontology 611 102 ) configured in a peering relationship ( i . e . , two sites 
is or is not also defined in the importing peer ' s ontology 106 . configured to share database changes with each other as part 
If the data type is also defined in the importing peer ' s 25 of a multi - master replication topology ) . When a site ( e . g . , 
ontology 106 , then the ontology map 110 is not needed to 101 , 102 , etc . ) is configured with an ontology map 110 , the 
map the data type when importing data 631 of that data type . peer information section is read to verify that the ontology 
On the other hand , if the data type is not defined in the map 110 applies to the site being configured . During con 
importing peer ' s ontology 106 , then the importing peer 102 figuration of a site ( Site A ) with an ontology map 110 , if one 
uses a rule or rules in the ontology map 110 in an attempt to 30 of the system identifiers in the peer information section 
map the data type to one defined in the importing peer ' s identifies the site being configured with the ontology map 
ontology 106 . Example mapping rules are described in 110 ie identifies Site Al then the site ( Site A ) verifies that 
greater detail below . the other system identifier in the peer information section 
At step 504 , after verifying that each data type defined in identifies a site ( Site B ) that the configuring site ( Site A ) is 

the exporting peer ' s ontology 611 can be mapped to a data 35 configured to share database changes with . If both these 
type in the importing peer ' s ontology 106 , the importing conditions are met , then the ontology map 110 applies to the 
peer 102 imports the set of database changes 620 into the configuring site ( Site A ) . The other site ( Site B ) performs a 
importing peer ' s database copy 104 . This importing includes similar process to determine if an ontology map 110 it is 
mapping data types 632 of data 631 in the set of database being configured with applies to it . 
changes 620 to data types in the importing peer ' s ontology 40 In accordance with an embodiment , the peer information 
106 . Recall that the data types 632 specified in the update section is specified in the ontology map as follows : 601 are defined according to the exporting peer ' s ontology 
105 , some of which may not also be defined in the importing 
peer ' s ontology 106 . For these data types that are not defined < peerInformation > 
in both the exporting peer ' s ontology 105 and the importing 45 < systemId > SYSTEM _ ID1 < / systemId > 
peer ' s ontology 106 , the ontology map 110 is used by the < systemId > SYSTEM _ ID2 < / systemId > 

< / peerInformation > importing peer during import of the update 601 to map these 
data types from the exporting peer ' s ontology 105 to the 
importing peer ' s ontology 106 . As a result , all data 631 of Dropped Types 
the update 601 imported into the importing peer ' s database 50 In one embodiment , the ontology map 110 specifies the 
copy 104 is typed according to the importing peer ' s ontol - list of data types to be dropped by the exporting peer 101 
ogy 106 even though that data 631 , when sent in the update when exporting a set of database changes . This list can be 
601 , was typed according to the exporting peer ' s ontology added to or amended as needed by an administrator at the 
106 . Both the exporting peer 101 and the importing peer 102 exporting peer 101 . Before the import / export logic 120 of 
can separately maintain differing ontologies yet still share 55 the exporting peer 101 shares a set of database changes with 
data with each other as part of a replication scheme through the importing peer 102 , the logic 120 removes all database 
the ontology map . changes from the set that have a data type on the list of data 

types to be dropped . As a result , sharing of database changes 
Ontology Map Examples for which no corresponding data type is defined in the 

60 importing peer ' s ontology 106 is prevented . This prevents 
As described above with respect to an embodiment , the errors and failures at the importing peer when importing the 

exporting peer 101 , when exporting a set of database set of database changes . Further , this allows the ontology 
changes , exports the data types of data included in the set of 105 of the exporting peer 101 to be extended ( i . e . , new types 
database changes ( e . g . , objects , properties , and links ) as the added ) before it has been determined how the new types will 
data is typed in the exporting peer ' s database copy 103 ( i . e . , 65 map to data types in the ontology 106 of the importing peer 
according to the exporting peer ' s ontology 105 ) . The ontol - 102 . Meanwhile , sharing of database changes between the 
ogy map 110 can specify certain data types in the exporting peers with respect to other data types can continue . 
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In accordance with an embodiment , the list of data types One - to - One Mapping with Reverse Link Feature 
to be dropped by the exporting peer 101 when exporting a In one embodiment in which a one - to - one mapping is 
set of database changes is specified in the ontology map 110 specified for a link mapping type , the importing peer 102 
using the following XML syntax : reverses a link connecting two data objects represented by 

5 link data 631 in the database update 601 before importing 
the link data 631 into the importing peer ' s database copy 

< droppedUri > 104 . Such a mapping may be useful if opposite asymmetrical 
< systemId > SYSTEM _ ID < / systemId > link types are defined in two peering ontologies . For 
< uri > URI1 < / uri > example , the exporting peer ' s ontology 105 may define a 
< / droppedUri > “ Parent Of ” link type but not define a “ Child Of ” link type < droppedUri > while the importing peer ' s ontology 106 may define a “ Child < systemId > SYSTEM _ ID < / systemId > Of ” link type but not define a " Parent Of ” link type . If the Kuri > URI2 < / uri > 
< / droppedUri > importing peer 102 mapped the “ Parent Of ” link to the 

" Child Of ” link without reversing the link represented by the 
< droppedUri > link data 631 before importing the link data 631 into the < systemId > SYSTEM _ ID < / systemId > importing peer ' s database copy 104 , then , after the import , Kuri > URIN < / uri > 
< / droppedUri > “ Child Of ” links 202 connecting data objects 201 in the 

importing peer ' s database copy 104 would incorrectly reflect 
the direction of the child of relationship between the data The < droppedUri > element contains a data type to drop objects . 

on export . The systemia element contains a value - 20 In accordance with one embodiment , the following syntax 
TEM _ ID that identifies the site that is to drop the listed data is used in the ontology map 110 to specify a one - to - one 
type when exporting . An ontology map 110 can specify mapping with reversed links : 
multiple drop data types lists for multiple sites . For example , 
ontology map 110 may specify a drop data types list for site 
101 and another drop data types list for site 102 . Each site 25 < oneToOneMapping mapping Type = " link " reverse Link = ” true ” > 

< uri > URI1 < / uri > separately consults its list in the map 110 when exporting a < uri > URI2 < / uri > set of database changes . Each data type to be dropped is < / one ToOneMapping > 
identified as a value of a < uri > element . In one embodiment , 
the value of a < uri > element is a Uniform Resource Indicator 30 One - to - Many Mapping ( URI ) that uniquely identifies the data type within the In some ontologies , there is a hierarchy of object types exporting site ' s ontology . Dropped types can include object available for classifying ( typing ) data objects . For example , types , property types , and link types , for example . an ontology may define a super - object type “ Person ” with One - to - One Mapping sub - object types “ Employee ” and “ Contractor ” . The “ Per 

In one embodiment , the ontology map 110 specifies a 35 son ” object type is referred to as a “ super ” object type and 
one - to - one data type mapping . In a one - to - one data type “ Employee ” and “ Contractor ” object types are referred to as 
mapping , a single data type from the exporting peer ' s “ sub ” object types because a data object of type “ Employee ” 
ontology 105 is mapped to a single data type in the import - or type “ Contractor ” is also of type “ Person ” but a data 
ing peer ' s ontology 106 . In an embodiment , a one - to - one object of type “ Person ” may not be of type “ Employee ” or 
mapping is specified using the following syntax : 40 type “ Contractor ” . Assume this hierarchy is defined in site 

A ' s ontology but that site B ' s ontology only defines the 
object type " Person ” and does not define the object types 

< one ToOneMapping mappingType = " [ linklobject property ] ” > “ Employee ” and “ Contractor ” . Given these ontologies , after 
Kuri > URI1 < / uri > 
< uri > URI2 < / uri > exporting a data object O of object type “ Employee ” from 
< / oneToOneMapping > 45 the database copy at site A to site B , it may be desirable for 

site B , on import to map object type “ Employee ” to object 
type “ Person " . Further , when site B exports data object O In the above example mapping specification , the map back to site A , it would desirable for site A on import to map 

pingType attribute of the < oneToOneMapping > element object type “ Person ” back to object type “ Employee ” , if 
specifies whether the mapping applies to a link type , an 50 appropriate to do so ( i . e . , if the data type of object O has not 
object type , or a property type . The order of the < uri > child changed in the meantime ) . 
elements of the < one ToOneMapping > element corresponds In an embodiment , the type of object ( in site A ' s 
to the order of the < systemId > child elements of the < peer - database copy is retained when site B exports object O back 
Information > element . Thus , URI1 is a data type defined in to site A if the type of object O in site A ' s database copy is , 
SYSTEM _ IDl ’ s ontology and URI2 is a data type defined 55 according to the ontology map , a child type of the type of 
in SYSTEM _ ID2 ' s ontology . Further , URII and URI2 object O as exported by site B . For example , if site B exports 
should be for the same mappingType ( i . e . , link , object , or object O as type “ Person ” and in site A ' s database copy 
property ) . For example , if the mapping Type specifies that object O has type “ Employee ” , then site A will retain type 
the one - to - mapping applies to a “ property ” , then both URI1 “ Employee ” for object O in its database copy provided the 
and URI2 should be a property data type . As used herein , 60 ontology map specifies that the “ Employee ” type is a child 
URI refers to Uniform Resource Indicator . In one embodi - type of the “ Person ” type . Note that the specification of a 
ment , a URI is a string that uniquely identifies a data type parent and child types in a one - to - many mapping in the 
within an ontology . In one embodiment , a oneToOneMap - ontology map is independent of whether those types are 
ping is bi - directional . For example , URI1 will be mapped to super and sub - types according to the parent site ontology or 
URI2 when SYSTEM _ ID2 is the importing peer and URI2 65 the child site ontology . For example , the “ Employee ” type 
will be mapped to URI1 when SYSTEM _ ID1 is the import may be specified as a child type of type “ Person ” in a 
ing peer . one - to - many mapping yet the “ Employee ” type may not be 
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defined as a sub - type of type “ Person ” in either site A ' s Further , a one - to - many mapping can be applied to any 
ontology or site B ’ s ontology . type hierarchy . As an example , suppose a 

In accordance with an embodiment , a one - to - many map V > W - > X1 - > X2 - Y - Z ( parent - child ) object type hier 
ping is specified in an ontology map using the following archy exists in site A ' s ontology . Further assume the fol 
syntax : 5 lowing one - to - many mapping in which site A is the child 

system and a site B is the parent system : 
< oneToManyMapping mappingType = " [ linklobject property ] ” > 
< parentSystemId > SYSTEM _ ID < / parentSystemId > 
< parentUri > PARENT _ URI < / parentUri > 
< childUri > CHILD _ URI1 < / childUri > 
< childUri > CHILD _ URI2 < / childUri > 

10 
< one To ManyMapping mappingType = " [ linklobject property ] ” > 
< parentSystemId > SYSTEM _ ID < / parentSystemId > 
< parentUri > W < / parentUri > 
< childUri > Y < / childUri > 

< / oneToManyMapping > < / oneToManyMapping > 

In this example , SYSTEM _ ID is one of the two system 15 Under this mapping , there are many possible type rela 
identifiers specified in the peer information section of the tionships between an object O ' s original type T at site A and 
ontology map . The SYSTEM _ ID site ( parent site ) defines object O ' s type T ' as exported back to site A from site B . If 
the PARENT _ URI type in its ontology ( e . g . , site B defines T ' is type W and T is type Y , then in accordance with one 
type “ Person ” ) . The other site specified in the peer infor - embodiment , site A should retain the more specific type on 
mation section defines at least all of the CHILD _ URI types import ( i . e . , type Y ) . However , if type T ' is a sub - type of W 
( e . g . , site A defines types “ Employee ” and “ Contractor ” ) . ( e . g . , T ' is type X1 ) or a super - type of W ( e . g . , T ' is type V ) , 

Before importing an object ( e . g . , object O ) exported from then in accordance with one embodiment site A assumes that 
the parent site ( e . g . , Site B ) into the child site ' s ( e . g . , Site A ) the type for object Owas changed at site B and thus does not 
database copy , a check is performed by the child site . In 25 retain the existing type for object O in site A ' s database copy 
particular , the child site checks that the type of the object as on import . 
stored in the child site ' s database copy is , according to the Pre - Export Peer Ontology Validation 
one to many mapping in the ontology map , a child type of In one embodiment as shown in FIG . 3 , a property type 
the type exported from the parent site . For example , if object 316 of an ontology specifies a base or primitive type 320 
O as stored in the Site A ' s database copy is of type 30 ( e . g . , string , number , etc . ) and one or more components 318 
“ Employee ” and Site B exports object O as type “ Person ” , that accept an input property value 300 and transforms it in 
then , before importing object O as exported by Site B into different ways to produce a final property value that is stored 
Site A ' s database copy , Site A will check that type in the database copy as the property value . For example , a 
“ Employee ” is , according to the one to many mapping , a component 318 of a “ Phone Number ” property type could 
child type of type “ Person ” . If it is , then the “ Employee ” 35 employ a parser 302 ( e . g . , a regular expression parser 304A 
type for object O in Site A ' s database copy will be retained or a code module parser 304B ) that attempts to format the 
during the import even though object was exported from raw input property value into a string of the form “ ( XXX ) 
Site B as type “ Person ” . Otherwise , Site A will set the type XXX - XXXX ” . Thus , the base type 320 and the components 
of object O in Site A ' s database copy to be type exported by 318 can be considered to be part of the ontology . 
Site B ( e . g . , “ Person ” ) . 40 Two property types that are mapped to each other in an 

The PARENT _ URI type need not be defined by the child ontology map may have different base types 320 in different 
site ' s ontology . For example , type “ Person ” may be , defined ontologies or employ different components 318 in different 
by Site A ' s ontology . On import , the child site can compare ontologies . For example , property type “ com . site A 
( e . g . , by a string comparison ) the data type 632 specified in Phone Number ” as defined in site A ' s ontology may be 
the update item 621 to the PARENT _ URI type of the 45 mapped to property type " com . siteB . PhoneNumber " as 
one - to - many mapping to determine if the mapping applies to defined in site B ' s ontology in an ontology map . Property 
the update item 621 . In this case where the PARENT _ URI type " com . site A . PhoneNumber " as defined in site A ' s ontol 
type is not defined in the child site ' s ontology , the ontology ogy may have a number base type 320 while property type 
map may specify a one to one mapping for the PAREN “ com . siteB . PhoneNumber ” as defined in site B ’ s ontology 
T _ URI type as a fallback mapping in the event a data type 50 may have a string base type 320 . Even where mapped 
632 of type PARENT _ URI cannot be mapped under the one property types have the same base type 320 , the respective 
to many mapping to a CHILD _ URI type . For example , if the types may have differing components 318 in different 
type of object O in Site A ' s database copy before import is ontologies . For example , in site A ' s ontology , property type 
neither “ Employee " nor “ Contractor ” and object O is " com . siteA . PhoneNumber " may have a component 318 that 
exported from Site B as type “ Person ” , then Site A , on 55 attempts to format ( parse ) raw input values into a string of 
import , may fallback to a one to one mapping in order to the form “ ( XXX ) XXX - XXXX ” while , in site B ' ontology , 
map type “ Person ” to another type defined in Site A ' s property type “ com . siteB . PhoneNumber ” may have a com 
ontology . ponent 318 that attempts to format ( parse ) raw input values 

A one - to - many mapping can be applied to links and into a string of the form “ XXXXXXXXXX ” . 
objects independent of whether hierarchical types are sup - 60 Differences in base types 320 and differences in compo 
ported by the ontology . In particular , a one - to - many map - nents 318 between ontologies , even where the ontology map 
ping may be used to retain the type of an object , property , or specifies a mapping between property types , can cause 
link in the child site ' s database copy when the object is import errors at the importing peer . As one example , two 
exported back to the child site from the parent site irrespec - mapped property types can have incompatible base types . 
tive of whether the parent site ' s ontology or the child site ' s 65 For example , if property type “ com . site A . Phone Number " in 
ontology defines the retained type as a sub - type of the site A ' s ontology has a string base type and property type 
exported type . “ com . siteB . PhoneNumber " in site B ' s ontology , to which 
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property type " com . siteA . PhoneNumber " is mapped in the in the importing peer ' s ontology 106 to produce the inter 
ontology map , has a number base type , then site B may not mediate value . For example , if the base type 320 defined by 
be able to import data exported by site A of type " com the property type 316 of the value in the importing peer ' s 
. siteA . PhoneNumber " if the exported data cannot be con ontology 106 is a number , then the exporting peer 101 will 
verted at site B from a string to a number . 5 attempt to convert ( cast ) the original property value to a 

In accordance with one embodiment , the exporting peer number . The intermediate value is then transformed accord 
performs pre - export validation on properties to be exported ing to the base type 320 and any components 318 defined by 
using the importing peer ' s ontology . By doing so , importing the property type 316 of the property in the exporting peer ' s 
errors at the importing peer resulting from mapped property ontology 105 to produce the first round - trip value . For 
types having differing base types 302 or differing compo - 10 example , if the base type 320 defined by the property type 
nents 318 can be avoided . 316 of the property in the exporting peer ' s ontology 105 is 

Referring now to FIG . 7 , a method 700 provides pre - a string , then the exporting peer 101 will attempt to convert 
export peer ontology validation according to an embodi - ( cast ) the intermediate value to a string . 
ment . Method 700 is performed by the import / export logic At step 704 , the original property value to be exported is 
120 of the exporting peer 101 prior to exporting a set of 15 compared to the first round - trip value . If they are the same , 
database changes 620 in which one or more of the set of then the property can be safely exported to the importing 
database changes 620 to be exported are for properties 203 . peer and the exporting peer 101 does so at step 705 . If they 
For example , steps of method 700 might be performed after are not the same or an error occurred in simulating the first 
the exporting peer 101 has updated the value of a phone round - trip , then the mapping in the ontology map 110 for the 
number property 203 in the exporting peer ' s database copy 20 property may be incompatible . If an error did not occur in 
103 and is now about to export the updated phone number producing the first round - trip value but the original property 
property to the importing peer 102 . The basic approach of value and the first round - trip value are not the same , the 
method 700 is to simulate , prior to exporting a database property may still be safely exported provided the property 
update 621 for a property 203 , how a given property value value will eventually stabilize over multiple round trips . For 
of the property 203 would change according to the exporting 25 example , consider a “ Name ” property type 316 defined in 
peer ontology 105 and the importing peer ontology 106 the importing peer ' s ontology 106 of a string base type 320 
when the given property value is exported to the importing that has a component 318 that prepends the string “ Mr . " if 
peer 102 and back to the exporting peer 101 . In other words , the value of the property is determined to be a male name 
the basic approach of method 700 is to simulate how the and prepends the string “ Ms . ” if the value of the property is 
given property value would change when making a replica - 30 determined to be a female name . Further assume that the 
tion round - trip from the original exporting peer 101 to the component 318 will not prepend “ Mr . ” or “ Ms . ” if one of 
importing peer 102 and back to the original exporting peer those honorifics is already prepended . In this example , a 
101 . If the given property would not change after one property value that is originally exported as “ John Smith ” 
round - trip or if the given property value would stabilize after will eventually stabilize to “ Mr . John Smith ” after two round 
two round trips , then the given property value can be safely 35 trips . Accordingly , in one embodiment , the exporting peer 
exported from the exporting peer 101 to the importing peer 101 , when the first round trip value does not match the 
102 even if the respective property type definitions in the original property value , simulates a second round - trip at step 
respective ontologies 105 and 106 differ in base type 320 or 706 . If , at step 707 , the second round - trip value matches the 
components 316 . first round - trip value , then the database change can be safely 

At step 701 , the exporting peer 101 obtains the importing 40 exported to the importing peer 102 and at step 708 the 
peer ' s ontology 106 . In one embodiment , the exporting peer exporting peer 101 exports the database change . Otherwise , 
101 is configured with the importing peer ' s ontology 106 at the exporting peer 101 at step 709 determines that there is an 
the same time it is configured with the ontology map 110 . incompatible type mapping for the property in the ontology 

At step 702 , the exporting peer 101 obtains a property map 110 . 
value to be exported to the importing peer 102 . For example , 45 Implementing Mechanisms - Hardware Overview 
the exporting peer 101 may obtain the property value as part According to one embodiment , the techniques described 
of step 401 of FIG . 4 in which the exporting peer 101 herein are implemented by one or more special - purpose 
determines a set of database changes 620 to share with the computing devices . The special - purpose computing devices 
importing peer 102 . may be hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may 

At step 703 , the exporting peer 101 maps the property 50 include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
value according to the importing peer ' s ontology 106 to an application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro 
intermediate value and maps the intermediate value accord - grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro 
ing to exporting peer ' s ontology 105 to obtain a first grammed to perform the techniques , or may include one or 
round - trip value . The first - round trip value represents how more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
the property value to be exported would change if exported 55 perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 
to the importing peer , incorporated into the importing peer ' s firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such 
database copy 104 according to the importing peer ' s ontol - special - purpose computing devices may also combine cus 
ogy 106 , and the incorporated value exported back to the tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro 
exporting peer 101 and incorporated back into the exporting gramming to accomplish the techniques . The special - pur 
peer ' s database copy 103 according to the exporting peer ' s 60 pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems , 
ontology 105 . This mapping includes mapping the property portable computer systems , handheld devices , networking 
type 316 of the property value according to the exporting devices or any other device that incorporates hard - wired 
peer ' s ontology 105 to a property type 316 in the importing and / or program logic to implement the techniques . 
peer ' s ontology 106 , using the ontology map 110 if neces - For example , FIG . 8 is a block diagram that illustrates a 
sary . The original property value to be exported is then 65 computer system 800 upon which an embodiment may be 
transformed according to the base type 320 and any com - implemented . Computer system 800 includes a bus 802 or 
ponents 318 defined by the property type 316 of the property other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
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mation , and a hardware processor 804 coupled with bus 802 coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
for processing information . Hardware processor 804 may be , wires that comprise bus 802 . Transmission media can also 
for example , a general purpose microprocessor . take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 

Computer system 800 also includes a main memory 806 , generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic 5 cations . 
storage device , coupled to bus 802 for storing information Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one 
and instructions to be executed by processor 804 . Main or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 
memory 806 also may be used for storing temporary vari - 804 for execution . For example , the instructions may ini 
ables or other intermediate information during execution of tially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a 
instructions to be executed by processor 804 . Such instruc - 10 remote computer . The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions , when stored in storage media accessible to processor tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
804 , render computer system 800 into a special - purpose a telephone line using a modem . A modem local to computer 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci system 800 can receive the data on the telephone line and 
fied in the instructions . use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red 
Computer system 800 further includes a read only 15 signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in 

memory ( ROM ) 808 or other static storage device coupled the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 
to bus 802 for storing static information and instructions for data on bus 802 . Bus 802 carries the data to main memory 
processor 804 . A storage device 810 , such as a magnetic disk 806 , from which processor 804 retrieves and executes the 
or optical disk , is provided and coupled to bus 802 for instructions . The instructions received by main memory 806 
storing information and instructions . 20 may optionally be stored on storage device 810 either before 

Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 to a 
display 812 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , for displaying Computer system 800 also includes a communication 
information to a computer user . An input device 814 , includ - interface 818 coupled to bus 802 . Communication interface 
ing alphanumeric and other keys , is coupled to bus 802 for 818 provides a two - way data communication coupling to a 
communicating information and command selections to 25 network link 820 that is connected to a local network 822 . 
processor 804 . Another type of user input device is cursor For example , communication interface 818 may be an 
control 816 , such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable 
keys for communicating direction information and com - modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
mand selections to processor 804 and for controlling cursor communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
movement on display 812 . This input device typically has 30 phone line . As another example , communication interface 
two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and 818 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
a second axis ( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify data communication connection to a compatible LAN . Wire 
positions in a plane . less links may also be implemented . In any such implemen 

Computer system 800 may implement the techniques tation , communication interface 818 sends and receives 
described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or 35 electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi 
more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic tal data streams representing various types of information . 
which in combination with the computer system causes or Network link 820 typically provides data communication 
programs computer system 800 to be a special - purpose through one or more networks to other data devices . For 
machine . According to one embodiment , the techniques example , network link 820 may provide a connection 
herein are performed by computer system 800 in response to 40 through local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data 
processor 804 executing one or more sequences of one or equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
more instructions contained in main memory 806 . Such 826 . ISP 826 in turn provides data communication services 
instructions may be read into main memory 806 from through the world wide packet data communication network 
another storage medium , such as storage device 810 . Execu - now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 828 . Local 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main 45 network 822 and Internet 828 both use electrical , electro 
memory 806 causes processor 804 to perform the process magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination network link 820 and through communication interface 818 , 
with software instructions . which carry the digital data to and from computer system 

The term " non - transitory media ” as used herein refers to 50 800 , are example forms of transmission media . 
any media that store data and / or instructions that cause a Computer system 800 can send messages and receive 
machine to operation in a specific fashion . Such non data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net 
transitory media may comprise non - volatile media and / or work link 820 and communication interface 818 . In the 
volatile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , Internet example , a server 830 might transmit a requested 
optical or magnetic disks , such as storage device 810 . 55 code for an application program through Internet 828 , ISP 
Volatile media includes dynamic memory , such as main 826 , local network 822 and communication interface 818 . 
memory 806 . Common forms of non - transitory media The received code may be executed by processor 804 as 
include , for example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , it is received , and / or stored in storage device 810 , or other 
solid state drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data non - volatile storage for later execution . 
storage medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage 60 In the foregoing specification , embodiments have been 
medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a described with reference to numerous specific details that 
RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , may vary from implementation to implementation . Thus , the 
NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge . sole and exclusive indicator of what is the invention , and is 

Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be used in intended by the applicants to be the invention , is the set of 
conjunction with transmission media . Transmission media 65 claims that issue from this application , in the specific form 
participates in transferring information between non - transi - in which such claims issue , including any subsequent cor 
tory media . For example , transmission media includes rection . Any definitions expressly set forth herein for terms 
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contained in such claims shall govern the meaning of such 7 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising flagging an 
terms as used in the claims . Hence , no limitation , element , incompatible mapping when the property value and the first 
property , feature , advantage or attribute that is not expressly round - trip value differ . 
recited in a claim should limit the scope of such claim in any 8 . One or more non - transitory computer readable storage 
way . The specification and drawings are , accordingly , to be 5 media storing instructions which , when executed , cause 
regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense . performance of : 

storing a database change comprising a property value , 
What is claimed is : the property value having an exporting site property 
1 . A method comprising : type as defined in an exporting site ontology for an 
storing a database change comprising a property value , exporting site ; 

the property value having an exporting site property using an ontology map to map the exporting site property 
type as defined in an exporting site ontology for an type to an importing site property type defined by an 
exporting site ; importing site ontology for an importing site ; 

using an ontology map to map the exporting site property 15 transforming the property value to an intermediate prop 
type to an importing site property type defined by an erty value based on the importing site property type , 
importing site ontology for an importing site ; wherein the intermediate property value is only differ 

transforming the property value to an intermediate prop ent from the property value when transforming using 
erty value based on the importing site property type , the importing site property type causes change from the 
wherein the intermediate property value is only differ - 20 property value to the intermediate property value ; 
ent from the property value when transforming using transforming the intermediate property value to a first 
the importing site property type causes change from the round - trip value based on the exporting site property 
property value to the intermediate property value ; type , wherein first round - trip value is only different 

transforming the intermediate property value to a first from the intermediate property value only when trans 
round - trip value based on the exporting site property 25 forming using the exporting site property type causes 
type , wherein first round - trip value is only different change from the intermediate property value to the first 
from the intermediate property value only when trans round - trip value ; 
forming using the exporting site property type causes determining whether to export the database change to the 
change from the intermediate property value to the first importing site based at least in part on a comparison 
round - trip value ; between the property value and the first round - trip 

determining whether to export the database change to the value . 
importing site based at least in part on a comparison 9 . The one or more non - transitory computer readable 
between the property value and the first round - trip storage media of claim 8 , wherein the instructions , when 
value ; executed , cause determining to export the database change 

wherein the method is performed by one or more com - 35 to the importing site in response to determining that the 
puting devices . property value and the first round - trip value are the same . 

2 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising determining 10 . The one or more non - transitory computer readable 
to export the database change to the importing site in storage media of claim 8 , wherein the instructions , when 
response to determining that the property value and the first executed , cause : 
round - trip value are the same . 40 determining that the property value and the first round - trip 

3 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising : value are different ; 
determining that the property value and the first round - trip transforming the first round - trip value to a second inter 

value are different ; mediate value based on the importing site property 
transforming the first round - trip value to a second inter type ; 
mediate value based on the importing site property 45 transforming the second intermediate value to a second 
type ; round - trip value based on the exporting site property 

transforming the second intermediate value to a second type ; 
round - trip value based on the exporting site property determining whether to export the database change to the 
type ; importing site based at least in part on a comparison 

determining whether to export the database change to the 50 between first round - trip value and the second round - trip 
importing site based at least in part on a comparison value . 
between first round - trip value and the second round - trip 11 . The one or more non - transitory computer readable 
value . storage media of claim 10 , wherein the instructions , when 

4 . The method of claim 3 , further comprising exporting executed , cause exporting the database change to importing 
the database change to importing site when the first round - 55 site when the first round - trip value and the second round - trip 
trip value and the second round - trip value match . value match . 

5 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising exporting 12 . The one or more non - transitory computer readable 
the database change to importing site when the property storage media of claim 8 , wherein the instructions , when 
value and the first round - trip value match . executed , cause exporting the database change to importing 

6 . The method of claim 5 , 60 site when the property value and the first round - trip value 
wherein the ontology map comprises a one - to - one map - match . 

ping between a first particular data type defined by the 13 . The one or more non - transitory computer readable 
exporting site ontology and a plurality data types storage media of claim 12 , 
defined by the importing site ontology ; and wherein the ontology map comprises a one - to - one map 

wherein exporting the database change a database at the 65 ping between a first particular data type defined by the 
importing site comprises exporting based at least in part exporting site ontology and a plurality data types 
on the one - to - one mapping . defined by the importing site ontology ; and 
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28 
wherein exporting the database change a database at the determine whether to export the database change to the 

importing site comprises exporting based at least in part importing site based at least in part on a comparison 
on the one - to - one mapping . between the property value and the first round - trip 

14 . The one or more non - transitory computer readable value . 
storage media of claim 8 , wherein the instructions , when 5 16 . The system of claim 15 , wherein the logic is config 
executed , cause flagging an incompatible mapping when the ured to determine to export the database change to the 
property value and the first round - trip value differ . importing site in response to determining that the property 

15 . A system comprising : value and the first round - trip value are the same . 
17 . The system of claim 15 , wherein the logic is config one or more processors ; 

one or more non - transitory computer readable storage 10 ured to : 
media coupled to the one or more processors and determine that the property value and the first round - trip 

value are different ; comprising logic configured to : 
access a database change comprising a property value , the transform the first round - trip value to a second interme 

property value having an exporting site property type as diate value based on the importing site property type ; 
defined in an exporting site ontology for an exporting transform the second intermediate value to a second 

round - trip value based on the exporting site property site ; 
use an ontology map to map the exporting site property type ; 

determine whether to export the database change to the type to an importing site property type defined by an 
importing site ontology for an importing site ; importing site based at least in part on a comparison 

transform the property value to an intermediate property 20 between first round - trip value and the second round - trip 
value based on the importing site property type , value . 
wherein the intermediate property value is only differ 18 . The system of claim 17 , wherein the logic is config 
ent from the property value when transforming using ured to export the database change to importing site when 
the importing site property type causes change from the the first round - trip value and the second round - trip value are 
property value to the intermediate property value ; * 25 the same . 

transform the intermediate property value to a first round 19 . The system of claim 15 , wherein the logic is config 
trip value based on the exporting site property type , ured to export the database change to importing site when 
wherein first round - trip value is only different from the the property value and the first round - trip value are the same . 

intermediate property value only when transforming 20 . The system of claim 15 , wherein the logic is config 
using the exporting site property type causes change » 30 ured to flag an incompatible type mapping when the prop 
from the intermediate property value to the first round erty value and the first round - trip value are the different . 
trip value ; * * * * 
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SYSTEMS AND USER INTERFACES FOR responsible for its desirable attributes . Without limiting the 
HOLISTIC , DATA - DRIVEN INVESTIGATION scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting features will 
OF BAD ACTOR BEHAVIOR BASED ON now be discussed briefly . 

CLUSTERING AND SCORING OF RELATED Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a data 
DATA 5 analysis system that may automatically generate memory 

efficient clustered data structures , automatically analyze 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED those clustered data structures , automatically tag and group 

APPLICATIONS those clustered data structures , and provide results of the 
automated analysis and grouping in an optimized way to an 

This application is a continuation of U . S . patent applica - 10 analyst . The automated analysis of the clustered data struc 
tion Ser . No . 14 / 857 , 071 , filed Sep . 17 , 2015 , and titled tures ( also referred to herein as “ data item clusters , " " data 
“ SYSTEMS AND USER INTERFACES FOR HOLISTIC , clusters , " or simply “ clusters ” ) may include an automated 
DATA - DRIVEN INVESTIGATION OF BAD ACTOR application of various criteria or rules so as to generate a 
BEHAVIOR BASED ON CLUSTERING AND SCORING 15 tiled display of the groups of related data clusters such that 
OF RELATED DATA , ” which application claims benefit of the analyst may quickly and efficiently evaluate the groups 
U . S . Provisional Patent Application No . 62 / 198 , 918 , filed of data clusters . In particular , the groups of data clusters 
Jul . 30 , 2015 , and titled “ SYSTEMS AND USER INTER ( referred to herein as “ dossiers ” ) may be dynamically re 
FACES FOR HOLISTIC , DATA - DRIVEN INVESTIGA grouped and / or filtered in an interactive user interface so as 
TION OF BAD ACTOR BEHAVIOR BASED ON CLUS - 20 to enable an analyst to quickly navigate among information 
TERING AND SCORING OF RELATED DATA . ” The associated with various dossiers and efficiently evaluate the 
entire disclosure of each of the above items is hereby made groups of data clusters in the context of , for example , a risky 
part of this specification as if set forth fully herein and trading investigation . Embodiments of the present disclosure 
incorporated by reference for all purposes , for all that it also relate to automated scoring of the groups of clustered 
contains . 25 data structures . The interactive user interface may be 
Any and all applications for which a foreign or domestic updated based on the scoring , directing the human analyst to 

priority claim is identified in the Application Data Sheet as more dossiers ( for example , groups of data clusters more 
filed with the present application are hereby incorporated by likely to be associated with risky activity ) in response to the 
reference under 37 CFR 1 . 57 . analyst ' s inputs . 

30 As described below , groups of data clusters may include 
BACKGROUND one or more data items . A data item may include any data , 

information , or things , such as a person , a place , an orga 
Embodiments of the present disclosure generally relate to nization , an account , a computer , an activity , and event , 

data item clustering . and / or the like . In an example application , a human analyst 
In a trader oversight , or risky trading , investigation an 35 may be tasked with deciding whether a trader or person data 

analyst may have to make decisions regarding selection of item represents a trader conducting risky or unauthorized 
electronic data items within an electronic collection of data . trades . However , an individual data item oftentimes includes 
Such a collection of data may include a large number of data insufficient information for the analyst to make such deci 
items that may or may not be related to one another , and sions . Rather , the analyst may make better decisions based 
which may be stored in an electronic data store or memory . 40 upon a collection of related data items . For instance , two 
For example , such a collection of data may include hundreds trades or financial transactions may be related by an iden 
of thousands , millions , tens of millions , hundreds of mil tical trader identifier . Or two accounts belonging to one 
lions , or even billions of data items , and may consume trader may be related by an identical trader identifier or other 
significant storage and / or memory . attribute ( e . g . , a shared ID number , address , etc ) . Some 

Determination and selection of relevant data items within 45 currently available systems assist the analyst by identifying 
such a collection of data may be extremely difficult for the data items that are directly related to an initial data item . For 
analyst . Further , processing of such a large collection of data example , the analyst could initiate an investigation with a 
( for example , as an analyst uses a computer to sift and / or single suspicious data item or " seed , ” such as a trader data 
search through huge numbers of data items ) may be item possessing the name of a trader or some other identifier 
extremely inefficient and consume significant processing 50 for a trader . If the analyst examined this data item by itself , 
and / or memory resources . then the analyst would not observe any suspicious charac 

In some instances related electronic data items may be teristics . However , the analyst could request a list of data 
clustered and stored in an electronic data store . Even when items related to the seed by a shared attribute , such as a 
electronic data items are clustered , however , the electronic trader identifier . In doing so , the analyst could discover an 
collection of data may include hundreds of thousands , 55 additional data item , such as trading accounts , which relate 
millions , tens of millions , hundreds of millions , or even to the original trader because of a shared trader identifier . 
billions of clusters of data items . As with individual data Through the trader identifier , or the attached trading 
items , determination and selection of relevant clusters of accounts , an analyst could also uncover additional data 
data items within such a collection of data may be extremely items related to the seed . For example , the analyst could 
difficult for the analyst . Further , processing , analyzing , and 60 discover trades or financial transactions , linked to the trader 
presenting such clusters of data items in an efficient way to based on a shared trader identifier or linked to the one or 
an analyst may be a very challenging task . more trading accounts based on a shared trader identifier or 

account identifier . The analyst could then perform risk 
SUMMARY analysis on all of these trades or transactions and mark 

65 individual trades as potentially risky , or even mark the trader 
The systems , methods , and devices described herein each associated with the shared trader identifier as a potentially 

have several aspects , no single one of which is solely risky trader . 
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Although these currently available systems can be helpful In various embodiments , seeds may be automatically 
in discovering related data items , they typically require the selected / generated according to various seed determination 
analyst to manually repeat the same series of searches for strategies , and clusters of related data items may be gener 
many investigations . Repeating the same investigation pro - ated based on those seeds and according to cluster genera 
cess consumes time and resources , such that there are 5 tion strategies ( also referred to herein as “ cluster strate 
oftentimes more investigations than can be performed . Thus , gies ” ) . Also , as mentioned above , the system may generate 
analysts typically prioritize investigations based upon the a score , multiple scores , and / or metascores for each gener 
characteristics of the seeds . However , there may be insig ated cluster , and may optionally rank or prioritize the 

generated clusters based on the generated scores and / or nificant differences between the seeds , so the analyst may 
not be able to determine the correct priority for investiga 10 metascores . High priority clusters may be of greater interest 
tions . For instance , the analyst could have to choose between to an analyst as they may contain related data items that meet 

particular criteria related to the analyst ' s investigation . In an two potential investigations based upon separate traders . embodiment , the system may enable an analyst to advanta One investigation could reveal more potentially risky behav geously start an investigation with a prioritized cluster , or 
ior or transactions than the other , and therefore could be 16 15 group of clusters , including many related data items rather 
more important to perform . Yet , the characteristics of the than a single randomly selected data item . Further , as 
two traders could be similar , so the analyst would not be able described above , the cluster prioritization may enable the 
to choose the more important investigation . Without more processing requirements of the analyst ' s investigation to be 
information , prioritizing investigations , and evaluating data highly efficient as compared to processing of the huge 
items , is difficult and error prone . 20 collection of data described above . As mentioned above , this 

In contrast with these currently available systems , and as is because , for example , a given investigation by an analyst 
described above , according to various embodiments the data may only require storage in memory of a limited number of 
analysis system of the present disclosure automatically data items associated with a small number of clusters , and 
creates clusters of related data items , scores those clusters , further , a number of data items in a cluster may be several 
tags and groups the clusters , and generates an interactive 25 orders of magnitude smaller than in the entire electronic 
user interface in which , in response to inputs from the collection of data described above because only data items 
analyst , information related to the groups of clusters may be related to each other are included in the cluster . Further , an 
efficiently provided to the analyst . Accordingly , the analyst analyst may not need to view many ( or , alternatively , any ) 
may be enabled to efficiently evaluate the groups of clusters . data items associated with a cluster to evaluate the cluster , 

Generation of the memory - efficient clustered data struc - 30 but rather may evaluate the cluster based on the automati 
tures may be accomplished by automatic selection of an cally generated cluster information . 
initial data item of interest ( also referred to herein as a In various embodiments , grouping of related data clusters 
" seed " ) , adding of the initial data item to the memory - enables an analyst to review the data in a logical way . For 
efficient clustered data structure ( or , alternatively , designat example , the data clusters may be tagged and grouped 
ing the initial data item as the clustered data structure , or an 35 according to a person , a type of event , and / or the like . 
initial iteration of the clustered data structure ) , and deter - Accordingly , the analyst may be enabled to evaluate all data 
mining and adding one or more related data items to the related to a person in the context of a particular investiga 
cluster . In various embodiments , a generated cluster may tion , further increasing the efficiency of the analyst . Addi 
include far fewer data items than the collection of data tionally , the same data clusters may be dynamically grouped 
described above , and the data items included in the cluster 40 a re - grouped in different ways , and filtered based on various 
may only include those data items that are relevant to a criteria , enabling the analyst to even more efficiently evalu 
particular investigation ( for example , a risky trading inves - ate the various data items . Further , when a group of related 
tigation ) . Accordingly , in an embodiment , processing of the data clusters is determined by the analyst to not be impor 
generated cluster may be highly efficient as compared to the tant , the analyst may quickly dismiss all data items of that 
collection of data described above . This may be because , for 45 group of clusters , rather than each data item separately . 
example , a given risky trading investigation by an analyst In various embodiments , a single master instance of each 
( for example , as the analyst sifts and / or searches through data item is stored by the system . The master instance of 
data items of one or more grouped clusters ) may only require each data item includes all metadata and other information 
storage in memory of a single set of grouped cluster data associated with the data item , as well as a unique data item 
structures . Further , a number of data items in the group of 50 identifier . When generating clusters and groups of clusters , 
clusters may be several orders of magnitude smaller than in in some embodiments , the master instances of the data items 
the entire electronic collection of data described above are referenced by their data item identifiers rather than 
because only data items related to each other are included in making copies of the data items in each cluster . This 
the clusters . advantageously enables memory savings and the data items 

Additionally , the automated analysis and scoring of clus - 55 do not have to be copied multiple times . 
ters ( as mentioned above ) may enable highly efficient evalu - Additionally , any updates to a master data item may be 
ation of the various data clusters by a human analyst . For rapidly propagated to all references of the data item in each 
example , the interactive user interface is generated so as to cluster , thus reducing processing requirements . 
enable an analyst to quickly view critical groups of data Additionally , it has been noted that design of computer 
clusters ( as determined by the automated scoring ) , and then 60 user interfaces “ that are useable and easily learned by 
in response to analyst inputs , view and interact with the humans is a non - trivial problem for software developers . " 
generated information ( including , for example , time - based ( Dillon , A . ( 2003 ) User Interface Design . MacMillan Ency 
charts and / or other information ) associated with the clusters . clopedia of Cognitive Science , Vol . 4 , London : MacMillan , 
In response to user inputs the user interface may be updated 453 - 458 . ) The various embodiments of interactive and 
to display raw data associated with each of the generated 65 dynamic user interfaces of the present disclosure are the 
groups of clusters if the analyst desires to dive deeper into result of significant research , development , improvement , 
data associated with a given group of clusters . iteration , and testing . This non - trivial development has 
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resulted in the user interfaces described herein which may devices , access the control timing arbitrage indicator from 
provide significant cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies and the one or more computer readable storage devices ; and 
advantages over previous systems . The interactive and apply the control timing arbitrage indicator to the data 
dynamic user interfaces include improved human - computer cluster by : analyzing the plurality of trade data items to 
interactions that may provide reduced mental workloads , 5 identify cancelled or amended trades of the trader ; deter 
improved decision - making , reduced work stress , and / or the mining a cancellation or amendment time associated with like , for an analyst user . each cancelled or amended trade of the trader ; analyzing the 

Further , the interactive and dynamic user interfaces plurality of external event data items to identify a subset of described herein are enabled by innovations in efficient external event data items , wherein each external event data interactions between the user interfaces and underlying 10 item of the subset of external event data items is associated systems and components . For example , disclosed herein are with a respective one of the cancelled or amended trades of improved methods of receiving user inputs , translation and the trader and a time that is after the cancelation or amend delivery of those inputs to various system components ( for 
ment time associated with the respective one of the can example , retrieval of data item clusters ) , automatic and 

dynamic execution of complex processes in response to the 15 cell ne 15 celled or amended trades of the trader ; and generating an 
input delivery ( for example , grouping and filtering of data alert in response to determining that the subset of external 
item clusters ) , automatic interaction among various compo event data items includes more external event data items 
nents and processes of the system , and / or automatic and than a threshold number of external event data items . 
dynamic updating of the user interfaces . The interactions In some embodiments , the at least one data cluster is 
and presentation of data via the interactive user interfaces 20 further associated with data cluster analysis rules and / or data 
described herein may accordingly provide cognitive and cluster scoring rules that comprise : the at least one of the 
ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over previous sys - plurality of trading risk indicators , wherein the trading risk 
tems . indicator is configured for indicating at least one of height 

Advantageously , according to various embodiments , the ened risk or reduced risk , and wherein the trading risk 
disclosed techniques provide a more effective starting point 25 indicator is observable or computable from the data items in 
and user interface for an investigation of data items of the particular data cluster . 
various types . An analyst may be able to start an investiga - In some embodiments , the plurality of computer execut 
tion from a group of clusters of related data items instead of able instructions further cause the computer system to 
an individual data item , which may reduce the amount of generate user interface data for rendering an interactive user 
time and effort required to perform the investigation . The 30 interface on a computing device , the interactive user inter 
disclosed techniques may also , according to various embodi face including one or more selectable elements useable by a 
ments , provide a prioritization of multiple clusters , and user for indicating the generated alert . 
dynamic re - grouping of related clusters and cluster filtering . In some embodiments , the plurality of computer execut 
For example , the analyst may also be able to start the able instructions further cause the computer system to use at 
investigation from a high priority group of clusters , which 35 least the generated alert to generate a summary report based 
may allow the analyst to focus on the most important on the data cluster analysis rules and / or the data cluster 
investigations , and may quickly evaluate that group of scoring rules . 
clusters based on the efficient user interface generated by the In some embodiments , the plurality of computer execut 
system . In each case , the processing and memory require able instructions further cause the computer system to 
ments of such an investigation may be significantly reduced 40 receive feedback from the user through the interactive user 
due to the creation and use of highly efficient cluster data interface , the feedback containing a suggestion for improv 
structures of related data items . ing the summary report generated based on the data cluster 

In various embodiments , a computer system is disclosed analysis rules and / or the data cluster scoring rules . 
that comprises one or more computer readable storage In some embodiments , the plurality of computer execut 
devices configured to store : a plurality of computer execut - 45 able instructions further cause the computer system to 
able instructions ; at least one data cluster , wherein the at update the data cluster analysis rules and / or data cluster 
least one data cluster is associated with a data clustering scoring rules based on the feedback received from the user 
strategy and is generated according to the data clustering for improving the generated summary report . 
strategy , the data cluster including at least : a plurality of In some embodiments , at least one of the plurality of 
trade data items including information associated with trades 50 trading risk indicators is a possible dummy trade indicator 
of a trader , and a plurality of external event data items for identifying when a trade is cancelled or amended before 
including information associated with at least one of a trade an external event that might affirm the trade is real , and 
confirmation , a trade settlement , an exchange margining , or wherein the one or more hardware computer processors are 
a cash flow associated with a trade ; and a plurality of trading configured to execute the plurality of computer executable 
risk indicators , wherein at least one of the plurality of 55 instructions in order to further cause the computer system to : 
trading risk indicators is a control timing arbitrage indicator access the possible dummy trade indicator from the one or 
for detecting whether a trader is routinely cancelling or more computer readable storage devices ; and apply the 
amending trades prior to an external event to create a control timing arbitrage indicator to the data cluster by : 
positive change to the trader ' s PNL . The one or more analyzing the plurality of trade data items to identify can 
computer readable storage devices are also configured to 60 celled or amended trades of the trader ; determining a can 
store : one or more hardware computer processors in com - cellation or amendment time associated with each cancelled 
munication with the one or more computer readable storage or amended trade of the trader ; analyzing the plurality of 
devices and configured to execute the plurality of computer external event data items to identify an external event 
executable instructions in order to cause the computer associated with each cancelled or amended trade ; determin 
system to : access the data cluster , including the plurality of 65 ing the time associated with the external event associated 
trade data items and the plurality of external event data with each cancelled or amended trade ; and generating an 
items , from the one or more computer readable storage alert in response to determining that the cancellation or 
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amendment time for each cancelled or amended trade is usage patterns ; determining a subset of external event data 
prior to the external event time associated with the cancelled items , wherein each external event data item of the subset of 
or amended trade . external data items is associated with a respective execution 

In various embodiments , a computer system is disclosed time of one of the trades performed by the trader and an 
that comprises one or more computer readable storage 5 unusual time window for which the trader is in the building ; 
devices configured to store : a plurality of computer execut - and generating an alert in response to determining that the 
able instructions , at least one data cluster , wherein the at subset of external event data items includes more external 
least one data cluster is associated with a data clustering event data items than a threshold number of external event 
strategy and is generated according to the data clustering data items . 
strategy , the data cluster including at least : a plurality of 10 In various embodiments , a computer system is disclosed 
trade data items including information associated with trades that comprises one or more computer readable storage 
of a trader , and a plurality of external event data items devices configured to store : a plurality of computer execut 
including information associated with the trader ' s security able instructions ; at least one data cluster , wherein the at 
badge usage data for a building ; a plurality of trading risk least one data cluster is associated with a data clustering 
indicators , wherein at least one of the plurality of trading 15 strategy and is generated according to the data clustering 
risk indicators is part of a trading when absent scenario for strategy , the data cluster including at least : a plurality of 
detecting whether a person ' s trading activity coincides with trade data items including information associated with trades 
unusual patterns in security badge data . The one or more of a trader , and a plurality of profit and loss ( PNL ) data items 
computer readable storage devices are also configured to including information associated with the trader ' s PNL over 
store : one or more hardware computer processors in com - 20 a time period ; and a plurality of trading risk indicators , 
munication with the one or more computer readable storage wherein at least one of the plurality of trading risk indicators 
devices and configured to execute the plurality of computer is a PNL smoothing indicator for detecting whether a 
executable instructions in order to cause the computer trader ' s PNL has an unreasonably smooth volatility profile 
system to : access the data cluster , including the plurality of given price volatility of asset classes traded and reflected in 
trade data items and the plurality of external event data 25 the PNL . The one or more computer readable storage 
items , from the one or more computer readable storage devices are also configured to store : one or more hardware 
devices , access the trading when absent scenario from the computer processors in communication with the one or more 
one or more computer readable storage devices , and apply computer readable storage devices and configured to execute 
the trading when absent scenario to the data cluster by : the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to 
analyzing the plurality of trade data items to identify the 30 cause the computer system to : access the data cluster , 
trades performed by the trader ; determining an execution including the plurality of trade data items and the plurality 
time associated with each trade performed by the trader ; of PNL data items , from the one or more computer readable 
analyzing the plurality of external event data items to storage devices , access the PNL smoothing indicator from 
identify time windows the trader is not in the building from the one or more computer readable storage devices ; and 
the trader ' s security badge usage data for the building ; 35 apply the PNL smoothing indicator to the data cluster by : 
determining a subset of external event data items , wherein analyzing the plurality of PNL data items to identify the 
each external event data item of the subset of external event asset classes traded by the trader and reflected in the trader ' s 
data items is associated with a respective execution time of PNL over the time period ; analyzing the plurality of trade 
one of the trades performed by the trader and a time window data items to determine volatility of each of the asset classes 
for which the trader is not in the building ; and generating an 40 traded by the trader and reflected in the trader ' s PNL over 
alert in response to determining that the subset of external the time period ; determining volatility of the trader ' s PNL 
event data items includes more external event data items over the time period ; determining a volatility discrepancy 
than a threshold number of external event data items . between the trader ' s PNL and the asset classes by comparing 

In some embodiments , the security badge usage data the volatility of the trader ' s PNL over the time period to the 
comprises at least of : time windows the trader is in the 45 volatility of each of the asset classes traded by the trader and 
building ; time windows the trader is not in the building ; reflected in the trader ' s PNL over the time period ; and 
times the trader used a security badge to enter the building ; generating an alert in response to determining the volatility 
and times the trader used a security badge to leave the discrepancy between the trader ' s PNL and the asset classes 
building . is greater than a threshold of volatility discrepancy between 

In some embodiments , at least one of the plurality of 50 the trader ' s PNL and the asset classes . 
trading risk indicators is part of a suspicious badge activity In some embodiments , the one or more computer readable 
scenario for detecting whether a trader ' s trading activity storage devices are further configured to store a plurality of 
coincides with unusual patterns in security badge data , and trading risk scenarios for detecting , confirming , or denying 
wherein the one or more hardware computer processors are a particular hypothesis , and wherein each trading risk sce 
configured to execute the plurality of computer executable 55 nario comprises one or more trading indicators . 
instructions in order to further cause the computer system to : In some embodiments , the at least one data cluster is 
access the suspicious badge activity scenario from the one or further associated with data cluster analysis rules and / or data 
more computer readable storage devices ; and apply the cluster scoring rules that comprise at least one of the 
suspicious badge activity scenario to the data cluster by : plurality of trading risk indicators , wherein at least one of 
analyzing the plurality of trade data items to identify the 60 the plurality of trading risk indicators is further configured 
trades performed by the trader ; determining an execution for indicating at least one of heightened risk or reduced risk , 
time associated with each trade performed by the trader ; and wherein at least one of the plurality of trading risk 
analyzing the plurality of external event data items to indicators is observable or computable from the data items 
identify time windows the trader is not in the building from in the particular data cluster . 
the trader ' s security badge usage data for the building ; 65 In some embodiments , the data cluster further includes a 
determining unusual time windows from the time windows plurality of account data items including information asso 
the trader is in the building based on unusual security badge ciated with trading accounts associated with the trades of the 
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trader . At least one of the plurality of trading risk indicators ating an alert in response to determining that the time 
comprises an internal transfer with non - zero PNL indicator associated with the big , positive change to the trader ' s PNL 
for identifying trades performed by a trader that are internal is within a threshold time period right before the time 
trades between internal trading books or internal trading associated with a change in the compensation cycle . 
accounts and also associated with a non - zero PNL . The one 5 In some embodiments , at least one of the plurality of 
or more hardware computer processors are also configured trading risk indicators comprises an adverse execution selec 
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions tion indicator for identifying trades booked away from the 
in order to further cause the computer system to : access the market in order to create PNL or cash . The one or more 
internal transfer with non - zero PNL indicator from the one hardware computer processors are also configured to 
or more computer readable storage devices ; apply the inter - 10 execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
nal transfer with non - zero PNL indicator to the data cluster order to further cause the computer system to : access the 
by : analyzing the plurality of trade data items to identify adverse execution selection indicator from the one or more 
trades of the trader ; analyzing the plurality of account data computer readable storage devices ; apply the adverse execu 
items to identify trading accounts associated with the trades tion selection indicator to the data cluster by : analyzing the 
of the trader ; determining which trades of the trader has an 15 plurality of trade data items to identify trades of the trader ; 
internal counterparty using the identified trading accounts determining an actual execution cost associated with each 
associated with each trade of the trader ; for each trade trade of the trader ; determining an expected execution cost 
determined to have an internal counterparty , determining associated with each trade of the trader ; and generating an 
whether that trade has a non - zero PNL using the plurality of alert in response to determining the deviation between the 
trade data items ; and generating an alert in response to 20 expected transaction cost and the actual execution cost of 
determining that a trade has both an internal counterparty each trade of the trader is above a threshold . 
and a non - zero PNL . In some embodiments , at least one of the plurality of 

In some embodiments , the data cluster further includes a trading risk indicators comprises a trading away from bucket 
plurality of account data items including information asso - VWAP indicator for identifying trades that are executed at a 
ciated with trading accounts associated with the trades of the 25 price which should on average be attainable by a trader . The 
trader . At least one of the plurality of trading risk indicators one or more hardware computer processors are also config 
comprises a mark arbitrage indicator for identifying trades ured to execute the plurality of computer executable instruc 
performed by a trader that are internal trades between tions in order to further cause the computer system to : access 
internal counterparties that have different accounting the trading away from bucket VWAP indicator from the one 
regions , wherein the internal counterparties comprise inter - 30 or more computer readable storage devices ; apply the trad 
nal trading books or internal trading accounts . The one or ing away from bucket VWAP indicator to the data cluster by : 
more hardware computer processors are also configured to analyzing the plurality of trade data items to identify all 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in trades by the trader over a time period ; determining a traded 
order to further cause the computer system to : access the product associated with a trade by the trader over the time 
mark arbitrage indicator from the one or more computer 35 period ; determining an execution price associated with a 
readable storage devices ; apply the mark arbitrage indicator trade by the trader over the time period ; analyzing the 
to the data cluster by : analyzing the plurality of trade data plurality of trade data items to identify all trades in a firm 
items to identify trades of the trader ; analyzing the plurality over the time period associated with the traded product or a 
of account data items to identify trading accounts associated similarly traded product , wherein the similarly traded prod 
with the trades of the trader ; determining which trades of the 40 uct has a higher than average correlation to the traded 
trader has internal counterparties using the identified trading product ; determining an execution price associated with 
accounts associated with each trade of the trader ; for each each trade in the firm over the time period associated with 
trade determined to have internal counterparties , determin the traded product or a similarly traded product ; determining 
ing whether the internal counterparties have different the volume weighted average price ( VWAP ) of the execu 
accounting regimes using the plurality of account data items ; 45 tion prices associated with all trades in a firm over the time 
and generating an alert in response to determining that a period associated with the traded product or the similarly 
trade has internal counterparties with different account traded product ; and generating an alert in response to 
regimes . determining the execution price associated with a trade by 

In some embodiments , the data cluster further includes a the trader over the time period deviates from the VWAP by 
plurality of external event data items including information 50 a threshold . 
associated with a compensation cycle for the trader . At least In some embodiments , the data cluster further includes a 
one of the plurality of trading risk indicators comprises a plurality of account data items including information asso 
PNL jump in line with compensation cycle indicator for ciated with trading accounts associated with the trades of the 
identifying big , positive PNL changes highly correlated to trader . At least one of the plurality of trading risk indicators 
timing of a compensation cycle . The one or more hardware 55 comprises an unexpected correlation indicator for identify 
computer processors are configured to execute the plurality ing trades that are executed at a price which should on 
of computer executable instructions in order to further cause average be attainable by a trader . The one or more hardware 
the computer system to : access the PNL jump in line with computer processors are also configured to execute the 
compensation cycle indicator from the one or more com - plurality of computer executable instructions in order to 
puter readable storage devices ; apply the PNL jump in line 60 further cause the computer system to : access the unexpected 
with compensation cycle indicator to the data cluster by : correlation indicator from the one or more computer read 
analyzing the plurality of PNL data items to identify a big , able storage devices ; apply the unexpected correlation indi 
positive change to the trader ' s PNL ; determining a time cator to the data cluster by : analyzing the plurality of PNL 
associated with the big , positive change to the trader ' s PNL ; data items to identify the PNL associated with the trader 
analyzing the plurality of external event data items to 65 over a time period ; determining the price or variance of the 
identify a compensation cycle ; determining a time associ - PNL associated with the trader over the time period ; ana 
ated with a change in the compensation cycle ; and gener - lyzing the plurality of account data items to identify trading 
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accounts or books associated with the trader ' s PNL over the FIG . 8 illustrates components of an illustrative server 
time period ; determining the trades by the trader made in the computing system , according to an embodiment of the 
trading accounts or book associated with the trader ' s PNL present disclosure . 
over the time period ; analyzing the plurality of trade data FIG . 9 is a flowchart of an example generalized method 
items to identify trading products associated with the trades 5 of the data analysis system , according to an embodiment of 
by the trader made in the trading accounts or book associated the present disclosure . 
with the trader ' s PNL over the time period ; determining the Cluster Analysis 
price or variance of the trading products associated with the FIG . 10A is a flowchart for an example method of data 
trades by the trader made in the trading accounts or book cluster analysis , according to an embodiment of the present 
associated with the trader ' s PNL over the time period ; and 10 disclosure . 
generating an alert in response to determining that either FIG . 10B is a flowchart of an example method of alert 
correlation or cointegration between the price or variance of generation , according to an embodiment of the present 
the trading products and the price or variance of the PNL disclosure . 
associated with the trader over the time period is below a FIG . 11 is a flowchart for an example method of data 
threshold 15 cluster generation and analysis , according to an embodiment 

In various embodiments , computer - implemented methods of the present disclosure . 
are disclosed in which , under control of one or more FIG . 12A is a flowchart for an example method of data 
hardware computing devices configured with specific com - cluster generation and analysis , according to an embodiment 
puter executable instructions , one or more aspects of the of the present disclosure . 
above - described embodiments are implemented and / or per - 20 FIG . 12B is a flowchart for an example method of data 
formed . cluster generation and analysis , according to an embodiment 

In various embodiments , a non - transitory computer - read of the present disclosure . 
able storage medium storing software instructions is dis - FIG . 12C is a flowchart for an example method of 
closed that , in response to execution by a computer system utilizing a user interface of a data analysis system in a 
having one or more hardware processors , configure the 25 holistic , data - driven approach , according to an embodiment 
computer system to perform operations comprising one or of the present disclosure . 
more aspects of the above - described embodiments . FIG . 13 is a diagram of example data clusters that can be 

Further , as described herein , a data analysis system may generated for analysis , according to an embodiment of the 
be configured and / or designed to generate user interface data present disclosure . 
useable for rendering the various interactive user interfaces 30 FIG . 14 is a flowchart of an example method of linking 
described . The user interface data may be used by the related alerts or data clusters , according to an embodiment 
system , and / or another computer system , device , and / or of the present disclosure . 
software program ( for example , a browser program ) , to FIG . 15 is a flowchart of an example method of updating 
render the interactive user interfaces . The interactive user alerts in response to cluster regeneration , according to an 
interfaces may be displayed on , for example , electronic 35 embodiment of the present disclosure . 
displays ( including , for example , touch - enabled displays ) . Cluster Tagging and Grouping 

FIG . 16 is another flowchart of an example method of data 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS cluster analysis , according to an embodiment of the present 

disclosure . 
The following drawings and the associated descriptions 40 FIG . 17 is a flowchart of an example method of cluster 

are provided to illustrate embodiments of the present dis - tagging , according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
closure and do not limit the scope of the claims . Aspects and sure . 
many of the attendant advantages of this disclosure will FIG . 18 shows examples of cluster tag types . 
become more readily appreciated as the same become better FIG . 19 is a flowchart of an example method of dossier list 
understood by reference to the following detailed descrip - 45 generation , according to an embodiment of the present 
tion , when taken in conjunction with the accompanying disclosure . 
drawings , wherein : FIGS . 20 - 27 illustrate example dossier analysis user inter 

FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example data faces of the data analysis system , according to embodiments 
analysis system , according to an embodiment of the present of the present disclosure . 
disclosure . 50 

FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example gen DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
eration of clusters by the data analysis system , according to 
an embodiment of the present disclosure . Although certain preferred embodiments and examples 

FIGS . 3A - 3C illustrate an example growth of a cluster of are disclosed below , inventive subject matter extends 
related data items , according to an embodiment of the 55 beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to other 
present disclosure . alternative embodiments and / or uses and to modifications 

FIG . 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters by the and equivalents thereof . Thus , the scope of the claims 
data analysis system , according to an embodiment of the appended hereto is not limited by any of the particular 
present disclosure . embodiments described below . For example , in any method 

FIG . 5 illustrates an example cluster analysis user inter - 60 or process disclosed herein , the acts or operations of the 
face , according to an embodiment of the present disclosure . method or process may be performed in any suitable 

FIG . 6 is a flowchart of an example method of generating sequence and are not necessarily limited to any particular 
clusters , according to an embodiment of the present disclo disclosed sequence . Various operations may be described as 
sure . multiple discrete operations in turn , in a manner that may be 

FIG . 7 is a flowchart of an example method of scoring 65 helpful in understanding certain embodiments ; however , the 
clusters , according to an embodiment of the present disclo - order of description should not be construed to imply that 
sure . these operations are order dependent . Additionally , the struc 

dise 
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tures , systems , and / or devices described herein may be may include a list of users ( for example , userl , user 2 , and 
embodied as integrated components or as separate compo the like ) , and / or an IP ( internet protocol ) address , among 
nents . For purposes of comparing various embodiments , other properties . 
certain aspects and advantages of these embodiments are Property Type : The type of data a property is , such as a 
described . Not necessarily all such aspects or advantages are 5 string , an integer , or a double . Property types may include 
achieved by any particular embodiment . Thus , for example , complex property types , such as a series data values asso 
various embodiments may be carried out in a manner that ciated with timed ticks ( for example , a time series ) , and the 
achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advantages like . 
as taught herein without necessarily achieving other aspects Property Value : The value associated with a property , 
or advantages as may also be taught or suggested herein . 10 which is of the type indicated in the property type associated 
Terms with the property . A property may have multiple values . 

In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and Link : A connection between two data objects , based on , 
methods discussed herein , a number of terms are defined for example , a relationship , an event , and / or matching 
below . The terms defined below , as well as other terms used properties . Links may be directional , such as one represent 
herein , should be construed broadly to include , without 15 ing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . 
limitation , the provided definitions , the ordinary and cus Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared between two 
tomary meanings of the terms , and / or any other implied or more data objects . 
meanings for the respective terms . Thus , the definitions Seed : One or more data items that may be used as a basis , 
below do not limit the meaning of these terms , but only or starting point , for generating a cluster . A seed may be 
provide example definitions . 20 generated , determined , and / or selected from one or more 

Ontology : Stored information that provides a data model sets of data items according to a seed generation strategy . 
for storage of data in one or more databases . For example , For example , seeds may be generated from data items 
the stored data may comprise definitions for object types and accessed from various databases and data sources including , 
property types for data in a database , and how objects and for example , databases maintained by financial institutions , 
properties may be related . 25 government items , private items , public items , and / or pub 

Database : A broad term for any data structure for storing l icly available data sources . 
and / or organizing data , including , but not limited to , rela - Cluster : A group or set of one or more related data 
tional databases ( for example , Oracle database , mySQL items / objects / items . A cluster may be generated , determined , 
database , and the like ) , spreadsheets , XML files , and text and / or selected from one or more sets of data items accord 
file , among others . The various terms " database , " " data 30 ing to a cluster generation strategy . A cluster may further be 
store , ” and “ data source ” may be used interchangeably in the generated , determined , and / or selected based on a seed . For 
present disclosure . example , a seed may comprise an initial data item of a 

Data Item ( Item ) , Data Object ( Object ) , or Data Entity cluster . Data items related to the seed may be determined 
( Entity ) : A data container for information representing a and added to the cluster . Further , additional data items 
specific thing , or a group of things , in the world . A data item 35 related to any clustered data item may also be added to the 
may be associated with a number of definable properties ( as cluster iteratively as indicated by a cluster generation strat 
described below ) . For example , a data item may represent an egy . Data items may be related by any common and / or 
item such as a person , a place , an organization , an account , similar properties , metadata , types , relationships , and / or the 
a computer , an activity , a market instrument , or other noun . like . Clusters may also be referred to herein as " clustered 
A data item may represent an event that happens at a point 40 data structures , " " data item clusters , ” and “ data clusters . " 
in time or for a duration . A data item may represent a Seed / Cluster Generation Strategy ( also referred to herein 
document or other unstructured data source such as an as Seed / Cluster Generation Rule ( s ) ) : Seed and cluster gen 
e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper or article . eration strategies / rules indicate processes , methods , and / or 
Each data item may be associated with a unique identifier strategies for generating seeds and generating clusters , 
that uniquely identifies the data item . The terms “ data item , ” 45 respectively . For example , a seed generation strategy may 
" data object , " " data entity , " " item , " " object , ” and “ entity ” indicate that data items having a particular property ( for 
may be used interchangeably and / or synonymously in the example , traders selected from a list of traders ) are to be 
present disclosure . designated as seeds . In another example , a cluster generation 

Item ( or Entity or Object ) Type : Type of a data item ( for strategy may indicate that data items having particular 
example , Person , Event , or Document ) . Data item types may 50 properties in common with or similar to ) a seed or other 
be defined by an ontology and may be modified or updated data item in a cluster are to be added to the cluster . Seed 
to include additional data item types . An data item definition and / or cluster generation strategies may specify particular 
( for example , in an ontology ) may include how the data item searches and / or rule matches to perform on one or more sets 
is related to other data items , such as being a sub - data item of data items . Execution of a seed and / or cluster generation 
type of another data item type ( for example , an agent may 55 strategy may produce layers of related data items . Addition 
be a sub - data item of a person data item type ) , and the ally , a seed / cluster generation strategy / rule may include 
properties the data item type may have . multiple strategies , sub - strategies , rules , and / or sub - rules . 

Properties : Also referred to herein as " attributes " or Dossier : A group of clusters and / or a user interface for 
" metadata ” of data items . A property of a data item may displaying information associated with a group of clusters . 
include any item of information associated with , and / or 60 In various embodiments , as described below , clusters of data 
relevant to , the data item . At a minimum , each property of items may be grouped together according to similar tags 
a data item has a property type and a value or values . For applied to those clusters . For example , two clusters may 
example , properties associated with a person data item may both be tagged “ trader 1 . ” Accordingly , the two clusters may 
include a name ( for example , John Doe ) , an address ( for be grouped together and designated a “ dossier ” or “ trader 1 
example , 123 S . Orange Street ) , and / or a phone number ( for 65 dossier . ” A user interface displaying information associated 
example , 800 - 0000 ) , among other properties . In another with data items from the two grouped clusters may also be 
example , properties associated with a computer data item referred to as a “ dossier ” or a " dossier user interface . ” 
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Overview In various embodiments , the data analysis system may 
This disclosure relates to a data analysis system ( also enable an analyst ( and / or other user ) to efficiently perform 

referred to herein as the “ system ” ) in which memory analysis and investigations of various data clusters and 
efficient clustered data structures ( also referred to herein as related data items . For example , the system may enable an 
“ clusters ” ) of related data items may be automatically gen - 5 analyst to perform various financial and security investiga 
erated and analyzed , tagged , grouped , and results may be tions of data clusters of related data items . In such an 
provided for interaction from an analyst , for example . Gen investigation , the system may automatically create clusters 

eration of clusters may begin by automatic generation , of related data items , generate human - readable conclusions 
of the clusters , score those clusters , and generate an inter determination , and / or selection of an initial data item of 

interest , called a " seed . ” As mentioned above , a data item 10 active user interface in which , in response to inputs from the 
analyst , information related to the clusters may be efficiently may include any data , information , or things , such as a provided to the analyst . For example , a trader may be a seed person , a place , an organization , an account , a computer , an that is linked by the system to various data items including , activity , and event , and / or the like . Seeds may be automati for example , trader identifiers , trade - related data , trading cally selected / generated according to various seed determi 15 accounts and / or trading books associated with the trader . 
Further , the system may link , for example , various other 

generated based on those seeds and according to cluster traders and counterparties that transacted with the trader 
generation strategies ( also referred to herein as “ cluster identifier , to the seed trader . Accordingly , in various embodi 
strategies , " " clustering strategies , " and / or " cluster genera ments , the system may automatically cluster of various 
tion rules ” ) . Seeds and related data items may be accessed 20 layers of data items related to the seed trader . One or more 
from various databases and data sources including , for rules or criteria may then automatically be applied to the 
example , databases maintained by financial institutions , cluster so as to generate one or more compact , human 
government entities , private entities , public entities , and / or readable analyses ( also referred to herein as " summaries ” or 
publicly available data sources . Such databases and data " conclusions ” ) of the data clusters . The human - readable 
sources may include a variety of information and data , such 25 analyses may comprise phrases or sentences that provide 
as , for example , personal information , financial information highly relevant , and easily evaluated ( by a human ) , infor 
( including financial transactions or financial instrument mation regarding the data in the cluster ( for example , data 
information ) , tax - related information , computer network - items and metadata ) . For example , a conclusion in the 
related data , and / or computer - related activity data , among current example may be “ 4 traders are associated with the 
others . Further , the databases and data sources may include 30 current cluster , ” or “ The 2 trading accounts in the cluster 
various relationships that link and / or associate data items have been used in 30 different trades . ” Such conclusions in 
with one another . Various data items and relationships may an investigation may , in an embodiment , enable the analyst 
be stored across different systems controlled by different to determine a likelihood of risky activity associated with 
items and / or institutions . According to various embodi - the cluster . Further , the data items of the cluster may then be 
ments , the data analysis system may bring together data 35 linked to possible risky activity . For example , the seed 
from multiple data sources in order to build clusters . trader , linked trading accounts , and associated trade - related 

The automated analysis of the clusters may include an data may all be linked to the potentially risky activity . As 
automated tagging of the clusters based on a type of each mentioned above , in such an investigation the analyst may 
cluster and data associated with the cluster , and grouping of efficiently determine likely risky behavior , as well as dis 
clusters that are similarly tagged . Via a user interface of the 40 cover relationships between trades , trade - related data , and 
system , an analyst may select criteria for grouping and the seed trader through several layers of related data items . 
re - grouping of clusters . Accordingly , the system enables Such techniques , enabled by various embodiments of the 
dynamic grouping of clusters in various ways to make an data analysis system , may be particularly valuable for inves 
investigation more efficient . Further , the system enables tigations in which relationships between data items may 
filtering of the clusters according to various criteria in 45 include several layers , and in which such relationships may 
response to the analyst ' s inputs , and dynamic and interactive be otherwise very difficult or impossible to manually iden 
updating of the user interfaces in response to the grouping tify . 
and / or filtering . The automated analysis may also include In various embodiments , the data analysis system may 
generation of time - based charts showing information asso - automatically generate , or determine , seeds based on a seed 
ciated with the groups of data clusters . 50 generation strategy ( also referred to as " seed generation 

The automated analysis of the clusters may further rules ” ) . For example , for a particular set of data items , the 
include an automated application of various criteria , rules , data analysis system may automatically generate , based on 
indicators , or scenarios so as to generate a compact , human - a seed generation strategy , seeds by designating particular 
readable analysis of the data clusters . The human - readable data items ( and / or groups of data items ) as seeds . Examples 
analyses ( also referred to herein as “ summaries " or " con - 55 of various seed generation strategies are described below . 
clusions ” ) of the data clusters may be organized into an Further , in various embodiments , the data analysis system 
interactive user interface so as to enable an analyst to may automatically discover data items related to a seed , and 
quickly navigate among information associated with various store the resulting relationships and related data items 
data clusters and efficiently evaluate those data clusters in together in a " cluster ” ( or , alternatively , designating the seed 
the context of , for example , a fraud investigation . Embodi - 60 as the initial cluster ( or initial data item of the cluster ) and 
ments of the present disclosure also disclose automated adding the discovered data items of the cluster ) . A cluster 
scoring of the clustered data structures by the data analysis generation strategy may specify particular searches to per 
system . The interactive user interface may be updated based form at each step of an investigation , or cluster generation , 
on the scoring , directing the human analyst to more critical process . Such searches may produce layers of related data 
data clusters ( for example , data clusters more likely to be 65 items to add to the cluster . Further , according to an embodi 
associated with a certain type of risky behavior ) in response ment , multiple clusters may be merged and / or collapsed into 
to the analyst ' s inputs . a single cluster when the multiple clusters share one or more 
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common data items and / or properties . Thus , according to an generate multiple seeds according to a seed generation 
embodiment , an analyst may start an investigation with the strategy , and then multiple clusters based on those seeds 
resulting cluster , rather than the seed alone . Starting with the ( and based on a cluster generation strategy ) . In such embodi 
cluster , and associated human - readable conclusions , the ments , the data analysis system may prioritize the multiple 
analyst may form opinions regarding the related data items , 5 generated clusters based upon cluster scores and / or cluster 
conduct further analysis of the related data items , and / or metascores . In an embodiment , the data analysis system may 
may query for additional related data items . provide a user interface including a display of human 

According to various embodiments , the data analysis readable conclusions of the clusters , cluster scores , cluster 
system may further generate various " cluster scores . ” Clus metascores , and / or various other cluster information . Such a 
ter scores may include scores based on various characteris - 10 user interface may be organized according to a prioritization 
tics and / or attributes associated with the cluster and / or the of clusters . In various embodiments , cluster prioritization 
various data items of the cluster . In various embodiments , may assist an analyst in selecting particular clusters to 
the data analysis system may also generate “ cluster metas - investigate . 
cores ” which may include , for example , an overall cluster In various embodiments , the interactive user interface 
score . Cluster metascores may , for example , be based on a 15 generated by the system may provide a list of clusters 
combination of cluster scores of a cluster associated with a according to one or more alert scores ( as mentioned above 
seed . In an embodiment , the system may further generate and described in detail below ) . Further , in response to an 
" alert scores . ” Alert scores may be the same as , similar to , analyst selecting a cluster , information associated with the 
and / or based on any of the cluster scores , metascores , and / or cluster may be provided to the analyst . For example , the 
conclusions described herein . In an embodiment , the alert 20 analyst may be provided with a name of the cluster , a cluster 
score may be a metascore , and may be one of multiple values strategy by which the cluster was generated , a list of 
corresponding to , for example , a high alert , a medium alert , generated conclusions , and / or one or more lists or tables of 
or a low alert . The alert score is described in further detail data related to the cluster . For example , the one or more lists 
below . Further , cluster scores may be based on one or more or tables of data related to the cluster may be drawn from the 
generated conclusions related to the cluster , and / or the 25 data items of the cluster , and may be filtered by the analyst 
conclusions may be generated based on cluster scores . according to time and / or type of data . In an embodiment , 

According to various embodiments , the data analysis various generated clusters in the interactive user interface 
system may perform analysis on the data clusters and may be organized according to clustering strategies whereby 
generate cluster scores and / or flag data clusters based on each of the clusters were generated . In an embodiment , a 
indicators or scenarios . Indicators may be pre - defined rules , 30 cluster type may be associated with each cluster , and may be 
strategies , or criteria for analyzing relationships between determined according to the cluster strategy that generated 
data in a data cluster . Indicators may be a data cluster scoring the cluster . 
strategy . For example , one indicator may be a method for As mentioned above , in various embodiments , a gener 
detecting the presence of PNL smoothing , a situation which ated cluster may include far fewer data items than are 
may be associated with risky trading behavior . PNL or P & L 35 included in a full source database and / or references to 
is a financial term for a profit and loss statement . It may master instances of data items , and the data items included 
include the day - over - day change in the value of a portfolio in the cluster may only include those data items that are 
of trades typically calculated using the following formula : relevant to a particular investigation ( for example , a fraud 
value today — value from prior day . However , PNL may also investigation ) . Accordingly , in an embodiment , processing 
be associated with the change of a portfolio of trades over a 40 of the generated cluster may be highly efficient as compared 
different time period , such as a year , or it may even be to the collection of data described above . This may be 
associated with a trade or group of related trades ( rather than because , for example , a given risky investigation by an 
an entire account or portfolio ) . The data cluster may include analyst ( for example , as the analyst sifts and / or searches 
the PNL data or account equity data over time for a given through data items of a cluster ) may only require storage in 
trader serving as the seed . That indicator may calculate the 45 memory of a single cluster data structure . Further , a number 
variation of that data over a time frame in order to spot of data items in a cluster may be several orders of magnitude 
artificial smoothing in the curve , and then either flag the data smaller than in the entire electronic collection of data 
cluster for the presence of PNL smoothing or generate a described above because only data items related to each 
cluster score associated with PNL smoothing that represents other are included in the cluster . 
the likelihood that PNL smoothing occurred . Scenarios may 50 Additionally , the automated analysis and scoring of clus 
be pre - defined rules , strategies , or criteria for analyzing ters ( as mentioned above ) may enable highly efficient evalu 
combinations of indicators and / or their associated cluster a tion of the various data clusters by a human analyst . For 
scores also for the purpose of analyzing relationships example , the interactive user interface us generated so as to 
between data in a data cluster . For example , one indicator enable an analyst to quickly view critical data clusters ( as 
may compare the trade time for a given trade conducted by 55 determined by the automated scoring ) , and then in response 
a trader seed against a building ' s security badge activity of to analyst inputs , view and interact with the generated 
that trader . If the trade did not occur during the time when information ( including , for example , the human - readable 
the trader was physically badged - in at a secure trading conclusions ) associated with the clusters . In response to user 
location , that may indicate suspicious trading activity . One inputs the user interface may be updated to display raw data 
scenario may be a method of analyzing patterns or recurring 60 associated with each of the generated clusters if the analyst 
suspicious trading activity of this sort , in order to more desires to dive deeper into data associated with a given 
definitively determine whether a trader is actively engaging cluster . 
in trading without being badged - in or sharing their trading In various embodiments , the data analysis system may be 
account . used in various data analysis applications . Such applications 

Further , in various embodiments , for a particular set of 65 may include , for example , trader oversight , financial fraud 
data items , multiple clusters may be generated by the data detection , tax fraud detection , beaconing malware detection , 
analysis system . For example , the data analysis system may malware user - agent detection , other types of malware detec 
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tion , activity trend detection , health insurance fraud detec - ( for example , a property of type " currency ” having a prop 
tion , financial account fraud detection , detection of activity e rty value of " US $ 30 . 00 ” ) taking place on Mar . 29 , 2009 
by networks of individuals , criminal activity detection , ( for example , a property of type " date ” having a property 
network intrusion detection , detection of phishing efforts , value of “ Mar . 27 , 2009 ” ) may be stored in the database as 
money laundering detection , and / or financial malfeasance 5 an event object with associated currency and date properties 
detection . Examples of many of the above - mentioned data as defined within the ontology . 
analysis applications , including methods and systems for Data objects defined in an ontology may support property 
identifying data items , generating data clusters , and analyz multiplicity . In particular , a data item may be allowed to ing / scoring clusters , are disclosed in the various related have more than one property of the same property type . For applications listed above and previously incorporated by 10 example , a “ Person ” data object may have multiple reference herein . “ Address ” properties or multiple “ Name ” properties or As mentioned in reference to various features of the 
disclosure below , this application is related to U . S . patent multiple “ Account ” properties . 
application Ser . No . 14 / 139628 , titled “ TAX DATA CLUS A link represents a connection between two data items 
TERING . " and filed Dec . 23 . 2013 : U . S . patent application 15 and may be through any of a relationship , an event , and / or 
Ser . No . 14 / 139603 , titled " MALWARE DATA CLUSTER matching properties . A link may be asymmetrical or sym 
ING , ” and filed Dec . 23 , 2013 ; U . S . patent application Ser . metrical . For example , “ Person ” data item A may be con 
No . 14 / 139 , 713 , titled " USER - AGENT DATA CLUSTER nected to “ Person ” data item B by a “ Child Of relationship 
ING , ” and filed Dec . 23 , 2013 ; U . S . patent application Ser . ( where “ Person ” data item B has an asymmetric “ Parent Of ” 
No . 14 / 139 , 640 , titled “ TREND DATA CLUSTERING , ” 20 relationship to “ Person ” data item A ) , a " Kin Of ” symmetric 
and filed Dec . 23 , 2013 ; U . S . patent application Ser . No . relationship to “ Person ” data item C , and an asymmetric 
14 / 251 , 485 , title " FRAUD DETECTION AND SCORING , " “ Member Of " relationship to “ Organization ” data item X . As 
and filed Apr . 11 , 2014 ; U . S . patent application Ser . No . an another example , " Person ” or “ Trader ” data item A may 
14 / 278 , 963 , titled " CLUSTERING DATA BASED ON be connected to a “ Person ” or “ Trader ” data item B by a 
INDICATIONS OF FINANCIAL MALFEASANCE , ” and 25 “ Counterparty ” relationship ( as a result of Person A and 
filed May 15 , 2014 ; U . S . Provisional patent application Ser . Person B having been counterparties to a trade ) . The type of 
No . 14 / 639 , 606 , titled “ AUTOMATED DATABASE relationship between two data items may vary depending on 
ANALYSIS TO DETECT MALFEASANCE , ” and filed the types of the data items . For example , “ Person ” data item 
Mar . 5 , 2015 ; U . S . Provisional patent application Ser . No . A may have an “ Appears In ” relationship with “ Document " 
14 / 616 , 080 , titled “ MALICIOUS SOFTWARE DETEC - 30 data item Y or have a “ Participate In ” relationship with 
TION IN A COMPUTING SYSTEM , ” and filed Feb . 6 , “ Event ” data item E . As an example of an event connection , 
2015 ; U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 473 , 552 , titled two “ Person ” data items may be connected by an “ Airline 
“ DATA ITEM CLUSTERING AND ANALYSIS , ” and filed Flight ” data item representing a particular airline flight if 
Aug . 29 , 2014 ; U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 473 , 920 , they traveled together on that flight , or by a “ Meeting " data 
titled “ EXTERNAL MALWARE DATA ITEM CLUSTER - 35 item representing a particular meeting if they both attended 
ING AND ANALYSIS , " and filed Aug . 29 , 2014 ; U . S . that meeting . In one embodiment , when two data items are 
patent application Ser . No . 14 / 473 , 860 , titled “ MALWARE connected by an event , they are also connected by relation 
DATA ITEM ANALYSIS , ” and filed Aug . 29 , 2014 ; and ships , in which each data item has a specific relationship to 
U . S . Provisional Patent Application No . 62 / 135 , 448 , titled the event , such as , for example , an “ Appears In ” relation 
“ SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING DYNAMIC LINKED PAN - 40 ship . 
ELS IN USER INTERFACE , " and filed Mar . 19 , 2015 ; U . S . As an example of a matching properties connection , two 
patent application Ser . No . 14 / 579 , 752 , titled “ SYSTEMS “ Person ” data items representing a brother and a sister may 
AND USER INTERFACES FOR DYNAMIC AND both have an “ Address ” property that indicates where they 
INTERACTIVE INVESTIGATION OF BAD ACTOR live . If the brother and the sister live in the same home , then 
BEHAVIOR BASED ON AUTOMATIC CLUSTERING 45 their “ Address ” properties likely contain similar , if not 
OF RELATED DATA IN VARIOUS DATA STRUC - identical property values . In one embodiment , a link 
TURES , ” and filed Dec . 22 , 2014 . The entire disclosure of between two data item may be established based on similar 
each of the above items is hereby made part of this speci - or matching properties ( for example , property types and / or 
fication as if set forth fully herein and incorporated by property values ) of the data item . These are just some 
reference for all purposes , for all that it contains . 50 examples of the types of connections that may be repre 

In the following description , numerous specific details are sented by a link and other types of connections may be 
set forth to provide a more thorough understanding of represented ; embodiments are not limited to any particular 
various embodiments of the present disclosure . However , it types of connections between data items . For example , a 
will be apparent to one of skill in the art that the systems and document may contain references to two different items . For 
methods of the present disclosure may be practiced without 55 example , a document may contain a reference to a payment 
one or more of these specific details . ( one data item ) , and a person ( a second data item ) . A link 
Examples of Data Items , Properties , and Links between these two data items may represent a connection 

In various embodiments , different types of data items may between these two items through their co - occurrence within 
have different property types . For example , a “ Person ” data the same document . 
item may have an “ Eye Color ” property type and an “ Event " 60 Each data item may have multiple links with another data 
data item may have a “ Date ” property type . Each property item to form a link set . For example , two “ Person " data 
as represented by data in a database may have a property items representing a husband and a wife may be linked 
type defined by an ontology used by the database . Further , through a “ Spouse Of " relationship , a matching “ Address ” 
data items may be instantiated in a database in accordance property , and / or one or more matching “ Event " properties 
with a corresponding object definition for the particular data 65 ( for example , a wedding ) . Each link , as represented by data 
item in the ontology . For example , a specific monetary in a database , may have a link type defined by the database 
payment ( for example , an item of type “ event ” ) of US $ 30 . 00 ontology used by the database . 
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In various embodiments , the data analysis system may balances ( and , therefore , lower scores ) . Thus , a cluster with 

access various data items and associated properties from a higher score relative to a cluster with a lower score may be 
various databases and data sources . Such databases and data considered more important to analyze . An alternative 
sources may include a variety of information and data , such example , in the context of detecting risky trading behavior , 
as , for example , personal information ( for example , names , 5 may involve cluster / rules engine 120 executing a scoring 
addresses , phone numbers , personal identifiers , and the like ) , strategy that may take into consideration all the scores 
financial information ( for example , financial account infor and / or flags from indicators and scenarios , where each 
mation , transaction information , balance information , and indicator or scenario is a strategy or rule executed by the 
the like ) , tax - related information ( for example , tax return system for the purpose of detecting a specific risky trading 
data , and the like ) , computer network - related data ( for 10 behavior . Thus , the scoring strategy may aggregate the 
example , network traffic information , IP ( Internet Protocol ) results from all the indicators and scenarios in order to 
addresses , user account information , domain information , determine the overall riskiness of a trader . A trader that is 
network connection information , and the like ) , and / or com engaging in various types of risky activity , engaging in risky 
puter - related activity data ( for example , computer events , activity on a more frequent basis , or handling larger amounts 
user actions , and the like ) , among others . 15 of money in their trading accounts may trigger more indi 
Description of The Figures cators or scenarios . That trader may be considered to have a 

Embodiments of the disclosure will now be described higher score relative to other traders engaging with less risky 
with reference to the accompanying Figures , wherein like activity ( and , therefore , lower scores ) and may be prioritized 
numerals refer to like elements throughout . The terminology for analysis by the analyst . 
used in the description presented herein is not intended to be 20 As described below , in an embodiment the cluster / rules 
interpreted in any limited or restrictive manner , simply engine 120 is configured to apply one or more analysis rules 
because it is being utilized in conjunction with a detailed or criteria to the generated cluster to generate one or more 
description of certain specific embodiments of the disclo - human - readable conclusions ( as mentioned above , also 
sure . Furthermore , embodiments of the disclosure described referred to herein as " summaries " ) . In various embodiments 
above and / or below may include several novel features , no 25 the one or more analysis rules / criteria may be based on one 
single one of which is solely responsible for its desirable or more scoring strategies . Also , in various embodiments the 
attributes or which is essential to practicing the embodi scoring strategies may be based on one or more analysis 
ments of the disclosure herein described . rules / criteria . As described below , the cluster / rules engine 
I . Example Data Analysis System 120 may generate an “ alert score ” for a given cluster . The 

FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example data 30 alert score may be the same as , similar to , and / or based on 
analysis system 100 , according to one embodiment . As any of the cluster scores , metascores , and / or conclusions 
shown in the embodiment of FIG . 1 , the data analysis system described herein . In an embodiment , the alert score may be 
100 includes an application server 115 running on a server a metascore , and may be one of multiple values correspond 
computing system 110 , a client 135 , running on a client ing to , for example , a high alert , a medium alert , or a low 
computer system 130 , and at least one database 140 . Further , 35 alert . The alert score is described in further detail below . 
the client 135 , application server 115 , and database 140 may In an embodiment , the user interface engine 126 generates 
communicate over a network 150 , for example , to access various user interfaces of the data analysis system as 
data sources 160 . described below . In one embodiment , the cluster engine 120 , 

The application server 115 may include a cluster engine in conjunction with the user interface engine 126 , organizes 
( also referred to as a " rules engine " ) 120 , a workflow engine 40 and presents the clusters and / or groups of clusters according 
125 , and a user interface engine 126 . The cluster engine 120 , to the assigned scores . The cluster engine 120 and the user 
a workflow engine 125 , and user interface engine 126 may interface engine 126 may present information associated 
be software modules as described below in reference to FIG . with the clusters and / or interactive representations of the 
8 . According to an embodiment , the cluster / rules engine 120 clusters within a user interface presented to the analyst , as 
is configured to build one or more clusters of related data 45 described below . For example , the representations may 
items according to a defined cluster generation strategy provide visual indications ( e . g . , graphs or other visualiza 
( including generating seeds according to seed generation tions ) of the related data items within the clusters and / or 
strategies / rules ) , score clusters according to a scoring strat - groups of clusters . The cluster engine 120 and / or the user 
egy , and / or analyze clusters including generating human - interface engine 126 may be configured and / or designed to 
readable conclusions according to analysis rules / criteria . 50 generate user interface data useable for rendering the inter 
The cluster / rules engine 120 may read data from a variety of active user interfaces described herein , such as a web 
data sources 160 to generate seeds , generate clusters from application and / or a dynamic web page displayed within the 
seeds , score clusters , and analyze clusters . Once created , the client 135 . In various embodiments the user interface data 
resulting clusters may be stored on the server computing may be transmitted to the client 135 , and / or any other 
system 110 and / or on the database 140 . The operations of the 55 computing device , such that the example user interfaces are 
cluster / rules engine 120 are discussed in detail below . displayed to the analyst ( and / or other users of the system ) . 

As mentioned , in an embodiment , the cluster / rules engine The cluster engine 120 and / or the user interface engine 126 
120 is configured to score the clusters , according to a defined may also allow an analyst to create tasks associated with the 
scoring strategy . The score may indicate the importance of clusters . Example operations of the cluster engine 120 
analyzing the cluster . For instance , in the context of detect - 60 and / or the user interface engine 126 are discussed in detail 
ing credit card fraud , the cluster / rules engine 120 may below in conjunction with various figures . In one embodi 
execute a scoring strategy that aggregates the account bal - ment , the cluster engine 120 generates clusters automati 
ances of credit card accounts within the cluster . Because , for c ally , for example , for subsequent review by analysts . 
example , a large aggregated total balance may indicate a Analysts may also assign tasks to themselves or one 
large liability for a financial institution , a cluster with such 65 another via a workflow user interface generated by the 
a large total balance may be considered to have a higher workflow engine 125 and / or the user interface engine 126 , 
score relative to other clusters with lower aggregated total for example . The workflow engine 125 and / or the user 
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interface engine 126 may consume scores generated by the list 250 , a cluster strategy store 230 , and data bindings 237 . 
cluster engine 120 . For example , the workflow engine 125 The seed list 210 may include seeds 212 - 1 , 212 - 2 . . . 212 - S , 
and / or the user interface engine 126 may present an analyst and the cluster list 250 may include clusters 252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . 
with clusters generated , scored , and ordered by the cluster . . 252 - C . The cluster engine 120 may be configured as a 
engine 120 . 5 software application , module , or thread that generates the 

The client 135 may represent one or more software clusters 252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C from the seeds 212 - 1 , 212 - 2 
applications or modules configured to present data and . . . 212 - S . 
translate input , from the analyst , into requests for data Seeds 212 ( including one , some , or all of seeds 212 - 1 
analyses by the application server 115 . In one embodiment , through 212 - 5 ) may be generated by the cluster engine 120 
the client 135 and the application server 115 may be embod - 10 according to various seed generation strategies / rules . 
ied in the same software module and / or may be included in Examples of seed generation are described below in refer 
the same computing system . However , several clients 135 ence to various example applications of the data analysis 
may execute on the client computer 130 , and / or several system . According to an embodiment , once generated , seeds 
clients 135 on several client computers 130 may interact 212 may be the starting point for generating a cluster 252 . 
with the application server 115 . In one embodiment , the 15 To generate a cluster , the cluster engine 120 may retrieve a 
client 135 may be a browser ( and / or other software program ) given seed 212 from the seed list 210 . The seed 212 may be 
accessing a web service and configured to render the user a data item or group of data items within the database 140 , 
interfaces based on the user interface data . such as a trader name , a trader identifier number , a trading 

While the client 135 and application server 115 are shown account number , and / or a trade identifier . 
running on distinct computing systems , the client 135 and 20 The cluster engine 120 may generate the cluster 252 from 
application server 115 may run on the same computing the seed 212 . In one embodiment , the cluster engine 120 
system . Further , the cluster engine 120 and the workflow generates the cluster 252 as a collection of data items and the 
engine 125 may run on separate applications servers 115 , on relationships between the various data items . As noted 
separate server computing systems , or some combination above , the cluster strategy may execute data bindings in 
thereof . Additionally , a history service may store the results 25 order to add each additional layer of data items to the cluster . 
generated by an analyst relative to a given cluster . For example , the cluster engine 120 may generate the cluster 

In one embodiment , the data sources 160 provide data 252 - 1 from a seed trader or trading account . The cluster 
available to the cluster engine to create or generate seeds engine 120 may first add the trader to the cluster 252 - 1 . The 
and / or to create or generate clusters from a seed or a set of cluster engine 120 may then add trading accounts related to 
seeds . Such data sources may include relational data 30 the trader to the cluster 252 - 1 . The cluster engine 120 may 
sources , web services data , XML data , and the like . Further , complete the cluster 252 - 1 by adding trades related to , or 
such data sources may include a variety of information and performed within , those trading accounts . As the cluster 
data , for example , personal information , financial informa - engine 120 generates the cluster 252 - 1 , the cluster engine 
tion , tax - related information , computer network - related 120 may store the cluster 252 - 1 within the cluster list 250 . 
data , and / or computer - related activity data , among others . 35 The cluster 252 - 1 may be stored as a graph data structure or 
For example , the data sources may be related to trader other appropriate data structure . 
account records stored by a financial institution . In such a The cluster list 250 may be a collection of tables in the 
case , the data sources may include a trading account data , database 140 . In such a case , there may be a table for the data 
trade book data , trade - related data , financial asset data , items of each cluster 252 , such as those of example cluster 
financial transaction data , PNL data , badge activity data , 40 252 - 1 discussed above , a table for the relationships between 
and / or compensation data . The data may include data attri - the various data items , a table for the attributes of the data 
butes such as trader names , trader identifiers , trader account items , and a table for scores of the clusters . The cluster list 
numbers , trading account balances or performance , trading 250 may include clusters 252 from multiple investigations . 
account PNL statements , trades , transaction amounts , trade Note that the cluster engine 120 may store portions of 
performance , asset characteristics , asset price or perfor - 45 clusters 252 in the cluster list 250 as the cluster engine 120 
mance , asset market volume or volatility , counterparty generates the clusters 252 . Persons skilled in the art will 
names , counterparty identifiers , daily badge - in and badge recognize that many technically feasible techniques exist for 
out activity , and the like . Of course , data sources 160 is creating and storing data structures that may be used to 
included to be representative of a variety of data available to implement the systems and methods of the data analysis 
the server computer system 110 over network 150 , as well 50 system . 
as locally available data sources . The cluster strategy store 230 may include cluster strat 

The database 140 may be a Relational Database Manage - egies 232 - 1 , 232 - 2 . . . 232 - N . Each cluster strategy may 
ment System ( RDBMS ) that stores the data as rows in include data binding references 235 to one or more data 
relational tables . The term " database , " as used herein , may bindings 237 . As noted , each data binding may be used to 
refer to an database ( e . g . , RDBMS or SQL database ) , or may 55 identify data that may grow a cluster ( as determined by the 
refer to any other data structure , such as , for example a given search strategy 232 ) . For example , the cluster engine 
comma separated values ( CSV ) , extensible markup lan - 120 may execute a cluster strategy 232 - 1 to generate the 
guage ( XML ) , text ( TXT ) file , flat file , spreadsheet file , cluster 252 - 1 . Specifically , the cluster engine 120 may 
and / or any other widely used or proprietary format . While execute the cluster strategy 232 - 1 in response to selection of 
the database 140 is shown as a distinct computing system , 60 that cluster strategy by an analyst . The analyst may submit 
the database 140 may operate on the same server computing a selection of one or more cluster strategies to perform on a 
system 110 as the application server 115 . seed or group of seeds to the cluster engine 120 through the 
II . Example Cluster Generation client 135 . Alternatively , the cluster engine 120 may auto 

FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example gen - matically select one or more cluster strategies , such as based 
eration of clusters by data analysis system 200 , according to 65 on user preferences or rules . 
an embodiment . As shown , in an embodiment the cluster According to an embodiment , each cluster strategy 232 is 
engine 120 ( FIG . 1 ) interacts with a seed list 210 , a cluster configured so as to perform an investigation processes for 
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generating a cluster 252 . Again , for example , the cluster and derivatives traders , then the cluster engine 120 could 
strategy 232 - 2 may include data binding references 235 to a filter out the equity traders before performing the subsequent 
collection of data bindings executed to add layer after layer data binding 237 - 2 . 
of data to a cluster . The investigation process may include In operation , according to an embodiment , the cluster 
searches to retrieve data items related to a seed 212 that is 5 engine 120 generates a cluster 252 - 1 from a seed 212 - 1 by 
selected for clustering using cluster strategy 232 - 2 . For first retrieving a cluster strategy 232 . Assuming the analyst 
example , the cluster strategy 232 - 2 may start with a possibly selected a cluster strategy 232 - 2 , the cluster engine 120 
risky trader as the seed 212 - 2 . The cluster strategy 232 - 2 would retrieve the cluster strategy 232 - 2 from the cluster 
may search for trading accounts related to the trader , trades strategy store 230 . The cluster engine 120 may then retrieve 
related to those accounts , and counterparties in those trades . 10 the seed 212 - 1 as input to the cluster strategy 232 - 2 . The 

cluster engine 120 may execute the cluster strategy 232 - 2 by A different cluster strategy 232 - 3 may search for trades retrieving sets of data by executing data bindings 237 related to the trader or the trader ' s trading accounts , and the referenced by the cluster strategy 232 - 2 . For example , the building security badge activity or status for the trader at the cluster strategy 232 - 2 may execute data bindings 237 - 1 , 
time of those trades . Yet another cluster strategy 232 - 4 may 15 237 - 2 . and 237 - 3 . Accordingly , the cluster engine 120 may 
search for trades related to the trader or the trader ' s trading evaluate data returned by each data binding 237 to determine 
accounts , the underlying assets involved in each of those whether to use that data to grow the cluster 252 - 1 . The 
trades , and the historical performance of those underlying cluster engine 120 may then use elements of the returned 
assets . Another cluster strategy 232 - 5 may search for the data as input to the next data binding 237 . Of course , a 
trader ' s trading accounts , and then changes in the PNL 20 variety of execution paths are possible for the data bindings 
statements or performance of those accounts over time . 237 . For example , assume one data binding 237 returned a 

In an embodiment , cluster strategies 232 include refer - set of trades . In such a case , another data binding 237 may 
ences to at least one data binding 237 ( such as data bindings evaluate each trade individually . As another example , one 
237 - 1 through 237 - 3 ) . The cluster engine 120 may execute data binding 237 may use input parameters obtained by 
a search protocol specified by the data binding 237 to 25 executing multiple , other data bindings 237 . More generally , 
retrieve data , and the data returned by a given data binding the cluster engine 120 may retrieve data for each data 
may form a layer within the cluster 252 . For instance , the binding referenced by the cluster strategy 232 - 2 . The cluster 
data binding 237 ( and / or the search protocol of the data engine 120 may then store the complete cluster 252 - 1 in the 
binding 237 ) may retrieve sets of customers related to an cluster list 250 . 
account by an account owner attribute . The data binding 237 30 As the cluster engine 120 generates the clusters 252 - 1 , 
( and / or the search protocol of the data binding 237 ) may 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C from seeds 212 - 1 , 212 - 2 . . . 212 - S , the 
retrieve the set of related data items from a data source . For cluster list 250 may include overlapping clusters 252 . For 
instance , the data binding 237 - 1 may specify a database example , two clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C may overlap if both 
query to perform against a database . Likewise , the data clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C include a common data item . In an 
binding 237 - 2 may define a connection and / or query to a 35 example , a larger cluster 252 formed by merging two smaller 
remote relational database system and the data binding clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C may be a better investigation 
237 - 3 may define a connection and / or query against a starting point than the smaller clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C 
third - party web service . Once retrieved , the cluster strategy individually . The larger cluster 252 may provide additional 
232 may evaluate whether the returned data should be added insight or relationships , which may not be available if the 
to a cluster being grown from a given seed 212 . 40 two clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C remain separate . 

Multiple cluster strategies 232 may reference a given data In an embodiment , the cluster engine 120 includes a 
binding 237 . The analyst may update the data binding 237 , resolver 226 that is configured to detect and merge two or 
but typically updates the data binding 237 only if the more overlapping clusters 252 together . For example , the 
associated data source changes . A cluster strategy 232 may resolver 226 may compare the data items within a cluster 
also include a given data binding 237 multiple times . For 45 252 - 1 to the data items within each one of the other clusters 
example , executing a data binding 237 using one seed 212 252 - 2 through 252 - C . If the resolver 226 finds the same data 
may generate additional seeds for that data binding 237 item within the cluster 252 - 1 and a second cluster 252 - C , 
( and / or generate seeds for another data binding 237 ) . More then the resolver 226 may merge the two clusters 252 - 1 and 
generally , different cluster strategies 232 - 1 , 232 - 2 . . . 232 - N 252 - C into a single larger cluster 252 . For example , the 
may include different arrangements of various data bindings 50 cluster 252 - 1 and cluster 252 - C may both include the same 
237 to generate different types of clusters 252 . trade , along with that trade ' s trade - related data . The resolver 

The cluster strategies 232 may specify that the cluster 226 may compare the data items of cluster 252 - 1 to the data 
engine 120 use an attribute from the related data items items of cluster 252 - C and detect the same trade in both 
retrieved with one data binding 237 , as input to a subsequent clusters 252 . Upon detecting the same trade in both clusters 
data binding 237 . The cluster engine 120 may use the 55 252 , the resolver 226 may merge the cluster 252 - 1 with 
subsequent data binding 237 to retrieve a subsequent layer cluster 252 - C . As an alternative example , the clusters may 
of related date items for the cluster 252 . For instance , a be merged by resolver 226 if it detects the same trading 
particular cluster strategy 232 may specify that the cluster account in each cluster . The resolver 226 may test each pair 
engine 120 retrieve a set of trader data items with a first data of clusters 252 to identify overlapping clusters 252 . 
binding 237 - 1 . That cluster strategy 232 may also specify 60 Although the larger clusters 252 may be better investigation 
that the cluster engine 120 then use the trader identifier starting points , an analyst may want to understand how the 
number attribute from trader data items as input to a sub - resolver 226 formed the larger clusters 252 . Accordingly , the 
sequent data binding 237 - 2 . The cluster strategy 232 may resolver 226 , may store a history of each merge . 
also specify filters for the cluster engine 120 to apply to the In various embodiments , clusters may be merged based on 
attributes before performing the subsequent data binding 65 various criteria and / or combinations of criteria include , for 
237 . For instance , if the first data binding 237 - 1 were to example , when the clusters include a minimum number of 
retrieve a set of trader data items that included both equity data items that are common among the clusters , when the 
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clusters include a minimum number of data items that are format . Alternatively , the data sources may include func 
common among the clusters and which data items are within tionality through which stored data may be searched and / or 
a particular proximity in each cluster to a seed of the cluster , converted to a standard format automatically . In an embodi 
when a particular quantity of properties are common among ment , the generic interface may enable Federated search of 
data items of the clusters even when the data items them - 5 multiple data stores of data item - related information . 
selves are not identical , and / or the like . Accordingly , in various embodiments , the analysis system 

In an embodiment , cluster merging ( for example , by 100 may access various data sources for data item clustering 
resolver 226 ) may be optionally disabled for particular types and seed generation . 
of data items , and / or particular data items . For example , Additional details of the server computing system 110 , the 
when a particular data item , or type of data item , is so 10 data sources 160 , and other components of the data analysis 

may be included in many different clusters system are described below in reference to FIG . 8 . 
( for example , a counterparty item such as a bank ) , merging FIGS . 3A - 3C illustrate an example growth of a cluster 
of cluster based on that common item ( for example , the 252 of related data items , according to an embodiment . As 
particular bank ) or common type of item ( for example , shown in FIG . 3A , an example cluster 252 may include a 
banks in general ) may be disabled . In another embodiment , 15 seed item 302 ; links 303 - 1 , 303 - 2 and 303 - 3 ; and related 
cluster may be merged only when they share two or more data items 305 - 1 , 305 - 2 , and 305 - 3 . The cluster 252 may be 
common data items and / or other properties . In an embodi - based upon a seed 212 ( for example , data item 302 ) . The 
ment , when two clusters are determined to share a data item cluster engine 120 may build the cluster 252 by executing a 
that this very common ( such that they cluster may not be cluster strategy 232 with the following searches : 
merged based on that item ) the system may automatically 20 Find trading accounts or trading books associated with the 
determine whether the two clusters share one or more other seed 
data items and / or properties such that they may be merged . Find all trades or positions associated with the seed 
In various embodiments , cluster merging may be disabled Find all counterparties involved in the trades with the seed 
based on other criteria . For example , cluster merging Find all trade - related data associated with the trades 
between two related clusters may be disabled when one or 25 Find all badge activity data for the seed that overlaps with 
both of the two clusters reach a particular size ( for example , the times of the trades 
include a particular number of data items ) . Find all performance - related data associated with the seed 

After the cluster engine generates a group of clusters from In the example , assuming the seed 212 is a risky trader , 
a given collection of seeds ( and after merging or resolving the cluster engine 120 would add the trader to the cluster 252 
the cluster ) , the cluster engine 120 may score , rank , and / or 30 as the seed item 302 . The cluster engine 120 may then use 
otherwise order the clusters relative to a scoring strategy the trader name or trader identifier attribute of the trader data 
442 . In some embodiments , clusters are scored and provided item as input to a data binding 237 . The cluster engine 120 
to the analysis without resolving . may execute the search protocol of the data binding 237 to 

In one embodiment , the analysis system 100 , and more retrieve the trading account with the same trader identifier , 
specifically , the cluster engine 120 , receives a request for 35 or associated with the same trader name , as in the trader data 
cluster generation . In response to the request , a list of seeds item . The cluster engine 120 would then add the customer 
may be generated , clusters may be generated based on those data to the cluster 252 as the related data item 305 - 1 . The 
seeds , and the clusters may be ranked , ordered , and pre - cluster engine 120 would also add the trading account owner 
sented to analysts . In an embodiment , the cluster engine 120 attribute as the link 303 - 1 that relates the trading account 
may consume seeds generated by other systems . Alterna - 40 number to the trader identifier data of the trader . The cluster 
tively , in other embodiments , cluster engine 120 may gen - engine 120 would execute the next search of the cluster 
erate the seeds 212 - 1 , 212 - 2 . . . 212 - S . For instance , the strategy 232 by inputting the trading account number attri 
cluster engine 120 may include a seed generation strategy bute of the trading account data into a data binding 237 to 
( also referred to as a “ lead generation strategy ” ) that iden retrieve associated trade data . The cluster engine 120 would 
tifies data items , or groups of data items , as potential seeds 45 then add the trade data as the related data item 305 - 2 and 
212 . The seed generation ( and / or lead generation ) strategy 305 - 3 , and the trading account number attribute as the links 
may apply to a particular business type , such as credit cards , 303 - 2 and 303 - 3 between the trading account data and the 
stock trading , or insurance claims , and may be run against a trade data . At this point in the investigation process , the 
cluster data source 160 or an external source of information . cluster 252 would include the seed item 302 ; three links 

In an embodiment , the analysis system 100 may not 50 303 - 1 , 303 - 2 , and 303 - 3 ; and three related data items 305 - 1 , 
include data bindings as described above . Rather , according 305 - 2 , and 305 - 3 . That is , the cluster 252 would include the 
to an embodiment , the analysis system 100 may include one trader , the trading account of the trader , and the trades 
or more interfaces and / or connections to various internal conducted by that trader in the trading account . By carrying 
and / or external data stores of data items and / or other infor - the investigation process further , the cluster engine 120 may 
mation ( for example , data sources ( s ) 160 . According to an 55 reveal further related information , for example , additional 
embodiment , the system may include a generic interface persons , accounts , and / or potentially risky activity . 
and / or connection to various internal and / or external data Turning to FIG . 3B , and continuing the example , the 
stores of data items and / or other information . For example , cluster engine 120 may continue executing the cluster strat 
the analysis system 100 may include a generic data interface egy 232 by searching for additional account data items 
through which the system may search , access , and / or filter 60 related to the trades conducted by the trader in the trading 
various data item information during seed generation , clus - account . As discussed , a trade may be stored as related data 
ter generation , and / or analysis of the clusters . The generic item 305 - 2 . A trade is also seen stored as related data item 
interface may include various aspects that enable searching , 305 - 3 . The cluster engine 120 would input the trade number 
accessing , and / or filtering of data . For example , the generic attribute of both trades for 305 - 2 and 305 - 3 to a data binding 
interface may access various data sources that each have 65 237 . The cluster engine 120 would execute the search 
differing data formats . The generic interface may accord protocol of data binding 237 to retrieve the data of two trade 
ingly covert and / or filter the accessed data to a common counterparties , which the cluster engine 120 would store as 
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related data items 305 - 4 and 305 - 5 . The cluster engine 120 embodiments , the cluster engine 120 may execute several 
would add counterparty or trader identifier attributes as the scoring strategies 442 to determine a combined score for the 
links 303 - 4 and 304 - 5 between the counterparties and their cluster 252 . 
associated trades . In an embodiment , a scoring strategy ( such as scoring 

Continuing the example . FIG . 3C shows the cluster 2525 strategy 442 ) specifies an approach for scoring a cluster 
after the cluster engine 120 performs the last step of the ( such as cluster 252 ) . A score may indicate a relative 
example cluster strategy 232 . For example , the cluster importance or significance of a given cluster . For example , 

engine 120 would use the counterparty or trader identifier the cluster engine 120 may execute a scoring strategy 442 - 1 
to determine a score by counting the number of a particular attribute of the related data items 305 - 4 and 305 - 5 to retrieve 

and add additional account data items , such as the related | 10 data item type that are included within the cluster 252 . 
data item 305 - 6 . The cluster engine 120 would couple the Assume , for example , a data item corresponds with internal 

trades with non - zero PNL , which is unexpected for a trade related data item 305 - 6 to the related counterparty item that has occurred internally within a financial institution . In 305 - 5 and with the trading account number attributes stored such a case , a cluster with a large number of non - zero PNL as link 303 - 6 . Additionally , cluster engine 120 could use the 15 the 15 internal trades conducted by a single individual ( possibly 
assets name attributes of the trade item 305 - 3 to retrieve and within a short time ) might correlate with a higher fraud risk . 
add additional data items to the cluster , such as asset Of course , a cluster score may be related to a high risk of 
performance data 305 - 7 . The cluster engine 120 would then fraud based on the other data in the cluster , as appropriate for 
couple the related data item 305 - 7 to the trade item 305 - 3 a given case . More generally , each scoring strategy 442 may 
with the asset names stored as link 303 - 7 . Thus , the cluster 20 be tailored based on the data in clusters created by a given 
252 would include seven related data items 305 related by cluster strategy 230 and a particular type of risk or fraud 
seven links 303 , in addition to the seed item 302 . ( and / or amounts at risk ) of interest to an analyst . 

In an embodiment , the analyst may identify and determine According to an embodiment , the cluster engine 120 
whether the additional data items , stored as related data scores a cluster 252 - 1 by first retrieving a scoring strategy 
items 305 - 6 and 305 - 7 , assist the analyst in uncovering risky 25 442 . For example , assume an analyst selects scoring strategy 
trading activity more efficiently than if the analyst started an 442 - 1 . In response , the cluster engine 120 may retrieve the 
investigation with only the seed 302 . As the foregoing scoring strategy 442 - 1 . The cluster engine 120 may also 
example illustrates , according to various embodiments , the retrieve the cluster 252 - 1 from the cluster list 250 . After 
data analysis system may enable an analyst to advanta determining the score of the cluster 252 - 1 , the cluster engine 
geously start an investigation with a cluster including many 30 V 30 120 may store the score with the cluster 252 - 1 in the cluster 
related data items ( such as the example cluster 252 with the list 250 . 

The cluster engine 120 may score multiple clusters 252 - 1 , seed item 302 and related data items 305 ) rather than a single 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C in the cluster list 250 . The cluster engine data item . 120 may also rank the clusters 252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C based In various embodiments , clusters may be generated auto Is may be generated auto - 35 upon the scores . For instance , the cluster engine 120 may 
matically , on a schedule , on demand , and / or as needed , as rank the cluster 252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C from highest score described below . to lowest score . In various embodiment , cluster may be III . Example Cluster Scoring / Ranking ranked according into multiple scores , combinations of 

FIG . 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters 252 by scores , and / or metascores . 
the data analysis system 100 shown in FIG . 1 , according to 40 As mentioned above , the cluster / rules engine 120 may 
an embodiment of the present disclosure . As shown , an generate an “ alert score ” for the clusters . The alert score may 
example system 400 of FIG . 4 illustrates some of the same be the same as , similar to , and / or based on any of the cluster 
elements as shown in FIG . 1 and FIG . 2 , including the scores , metascores , and / or conclusions described herein . In 
cluster engine 120 in communication with the cluster list an embodiment , the alert score may be a metascore , and may 
250 . In addition , FIG . 4 illustrates a scoring strategy store 45 be one of multiple values corresponding to , for example , a 
440 in communication with the cluster engine 120 . The high alert , a medium alert , or a low alert . The alert score is 
scoring strategy store 440 includes scoring strategies 442 - 1 , described in further detail below . 
442 - 2 . . . 442 - R . IV . Example User Interface 

In an embodiment , the cluster engine 120 executes a FIG . 5 illustrates an example user interface 500 , accord 
scoring strategy 442 to score a cluster 252 . For example , the 50 ing to one embodiment . As described above , the cluster 
cluster engine 120 may generate a cluster ( for example , via engine 120 , the workflow engine 125 , and / or the user 
a cluster strategy / data bindings ) and attempt to resolve it interface engine 126 may be configured to present the user 
with existing clusters . Thereafter , the cluster engine 120 may interface 500 . As shown , the example user interface 500 
score the resulting cluster with any scoring strategies asso - includes a selection box 510 , a cluster strategy box 530 , a 
ciated with a given cluster generation strategy . In an embodi - 55 cluster summary list 525 , a cluster search box 520 , and a 
ment , the multiple scores may be generated for a given cluster review window 515 . The user interface 500 may be 
cluster . The multiple scores may be based on various generated as a web application or a dynamic web page 
aspects , metrics , or data associated with the cluster . In one displayed within the client 135 . 
embodiment , a cluster metascore may be generated based on In the example user interface 500 of FIG . 5 , the selection 
a combination or aggregation of scores associated with a 60 box 510 may allow the analyst to select , for example , a seed 
given cluster . Ordering for a group of clusters , ( according to generation strategy and / or a previously generated seed or 
a given scoring strategy ) may be performed on demand seed list ( for example , seed list 210 ) . The analyst may select 
when requested by a client . Alternatively , the analyst may the items ( for example , a seed generation strategy ) by , for 
select a scoring strategy 442 through the client 135 and / or example , entering a name of a particular item into a drop 
the analyst may include the selection within a script or 65 down box ( and / or other interface element ) in the selection 
configuration file . In another alternative , the data analysis box 510 ( for example , the dropdown box showing a selected 
system may automatically select a scoring strategy . In other strategy “ Strategy - A ” ) and selecting a “ Go ” button ( and / or 
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other interface element ) . Alternatively , the analyst may engine 125 to search for and display clusters 252 that include 
select a particular item by , for example , expanding the the characteristic by pressing the search button . For 
dropdown box and selecting an item from the expanded example , the analyst may search for clusters with a particu 
dropdown box , which may list various seed generation lar score . The pull - down control may include a list of 
strategies and / or seed lists , for example . In various 5 different characteristics of the clusters 252 , such as score , 
examples , seed lists and / or seed generation strategies may size , assigned analyst , and / or date created . The analyst may 
be selected by the analyst that correspond to a list of traders select one of the characteristics to instruct the workflow 
at a financial institution , suspected risky traders , a list of engine 125 to present the information associated with the 
trading accounts used at a financial institution , suspected clusters 252 arranged by that characteristic . 
risky trading accounts , trades that occurred when the asso - 10 In an embodiment , the system is also configured to 
ciated trader was not physically present , trading accounts present details of a given cluster 252 within the cluster 
with balances or equity above a particular amount , traders review window 515 . The system displays the details of the 
responsible for managing money above a particular amount , cluster 252 , for example , the score , and / or average account 
and / or any of the other seed generation strategies described balances within a cluster , when the analyst clicks a mouse 
below in reference to the various applications of the system . 15 pointer on the associated summary within the cluster sum 

For example , when the analyst selects a particular seed mary list 525 . The system may present details of the cluster 
generation strategy , the system may generate a seed list ( for 252 , such as the name of an analyst assigned to analyze the 
example , seed list 210 ) and then may generate clusters based cluster 252 , a score of the cluster 252 , and / or statistics or 
on seeds of the seed list . The seed list and / or clusters may , graphs generated from the cluster 252 . These details may 
in an embodiment , be generated in response to a selection of 20 allow the analyst to determine whether to investigate the 
a particular seed generation strategy . The seed generation cluster 252 further . The cluster review window 515 may also 
strategy may generate a seed list ( for example , seed list 210 ) include a button which may be clicked to investigate a 
and / or clusters ( for example , clusters 252 - 1 , 252 - 2 , . . . cluster 252 within a graph , and an assign button for assign 
252 - C of the cluster list 250 ) from the database 140 and / or ing a cluster to an analyst . 
an external source of information ( for example , a cluster 25 An analyst may click a mouse pointer on an “ Investigate 
data source 160 ) . Alternatively , when the analyst selects a in Graph ” button representing a cluster to investigate the 
previously generated seed or seed list ( for example , seed list cluster within an interactive graph . The interactive repre 
210 ) , the system may retrieve data related to the selected sentation may be a visual graph of the cluster 252 , where 
seed list ( for example , the seed items , clusters , and / or related icons represent the items of the cluster 252 and lines 
clustered data items ) from , for example , database 140 and / or 30 between the icons represent the links between items of the 
an external source of information ( for example , a cluster cluster 252 . For example , the workflow engine 125 may 
data source 160 ) . In an embodiment , clusters may be gen - display the interactive graph of the cluster 252 similar to the 
erated in response to a selection of a previously generated representation of the cluster 252 in FIG . 3C . The interactive 
seed list ( or , alternatively , a previously generated seed ) . representation may allow the analyst to review the attributes 
Alternatively , cluster may be been previously generated , and 35 of the related data items and / or perform queries for addi 
may be retrieved in response to selection of a previously tional related data items . 
generated seed list ( or , alternatively , a previously generated In an embodiment , an administrative user may click a 
seed ) . In an embodiment , the analyst may select a particular mouse pointer on an assign button to assign the associated 
cluster of interest via the selection box 510 . cluster 252 to an analyst . The workflow engine 125 may also 

Further , in the example user interface 500 the cluster 40 allow the administrative user to create tasks associated with 
strategy box 530 displays the cluster strategies 232 that the the clusters 252 , while the administrative user assigns the 
cluster engine 120 ran against the seed list 210 . The cluster cluster 252 . For example , the administrative user may create 
engine 120 may execute multiple cluster strategies 232 a task for searching within the three highest scoring clusters 
against the seed list 210 , so there may be multiple cluster 252 for risky trading activity . The system may display the 
strategies 232 listed in the cluster strategy box 530 . The 45 cluster information in the cluster summary list 525 accord 
analyst may click on the name of a given cluster strategy 232 ing to the names of the analysts assigned to the clusters 252 . 
in the cluster strategy box 530 to review the clusters 252 that Likewise , the system may only display cluster information 
the cluster strategy 232 generated . for the subset of the clusters 252 assigned to an analyst . 

In an embodiment , the user interface 500 displays infor - The interface shown in FIG . 5 is included to illustrate one 
mation associated with the clusters 252 in the cluster sum - 50 example interface useful for navigating and reviewing clus 
mary list 525 . For example , the information associated with ters generated using the cluster engine 120 and the workflow 
the clusters may include characteristics of the clusters 252 , engine 125 . In other embodiments , other user interface 
such as identifiers , scores , and / or analysts assigned to ana - constructs may be used to allow the analyst to select cluster 
lyze the clusters 252 . The system may select the clusters 252 strategies 232 , scoring strategies 242 , and / or seed generation 
for display in the cluster summary list 525 according to those 55 strategies , initiate an investigation , and / or review and ana 
or other characteristics . For instance , the system may display lyze the clusters 252 . For example , the user interface engine 
the cluster information in the order of the scores of the 126 may display additional controls within the user interface 
clusters 252 , where a summary of the highest scoring cluster 500 for controlling the cluster generation process and select 
252 is displayed first . ing seed generation strategies , cluster strategies 232 , and / or 

The system ( for example , cluster engine 120 , the work - 60 scoring strategies 242 . Also , the user interface 500 may be 
flow engine 125 , and / or the user interface engine 126 ) may displayed without the selection box 510 or the options to 
control the order and selection of the cluster information select a seed generation strategy . In addition , although the 
within the cluster summary list 525 based upon an input workflow engine 125 may generate the user interface 500 , in 
from the analyst . The cluster search box 520 may include a various embodiments the user interface 500 may be gener 
search text box coupled to a search button and a pull - down 65 ated by a software application distinct from the workflow 
control . The analyst may enter a characteristic of a cluster engine 125 . Further , in various embodiments , the cluster 
252 in the search text box and then instruct the workflow review window 515 may be configured to display a preview 
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of the cluster 252 and / or additional statistics generated from base , where a table may include the seed and related data 
the cluster 252 . As such , an interactive representation of the items of the cluster 252 and another table may include links 
cluster 252 may be presented in an additional user interface between the related data items of the cluster 252 . 
and / or the cluster 252 may be exported to another software At block 630 , the cluster engine 120 determines if there 
application for review by the analyst . 5 are more seeds 212 to analyze in the seed list 210 . If so , the 

In an alternative embodiment , and as described below in method 600 returns to block 605 to generate another cluster 
reference to the various figures , various other user interfaces from the next seed . Otherwise , the method 600 ends . Note , 
may be generated by the system . while method 600 describes a single cluster being generated , 
V . Example Operations one of skill in the art will recognize that multiple instances 

FIG . 6 is a flowchart of an example method of generating 10 of the cluster generation process illustrated by method 600 
clusters , according to an embodiment . Although the method may be performed in parallel . 
is described in conjunction with the systems of FIGS . 1 and FIG . 7 is a flowchart of an example method of scoring 
2 , persons skilled in the art will understand that any system clusters , according to an embodiment . Although the method 
configured to perform the method , in any order , is within the is described in conjunction with the systems of FIGS . 1 and 
scope of this disclosure . Further , the method 600 may be 15 4 , persons skilled in the art will understand that any system 
performed in conjunction with method 700 for scoring a configured to perform the method steps , in any order , is 
cluster , described below , and the various other methods within the scope of the present invention . 
described below including analyzing a cluster . As shown , the example cluster scoring method 700 begins 

As shown , example cluster generation method 600 begins at block 705 , where the cluster engine 120 retrieves a 
at block 605 , where the cluster engine 120 retrieves a cluster 20 scoring strategy 442 and a cluster 252 ( for example , a cluster 
strategy ( e . g . , cluster strategy 232 - 2 ) and a seed 212 . Once just created using the method 600 of FIG . 6 ) . In other cases , 
a cluster strategy is selected , the cluster engine 120 may the cluster engine 120 may retrieve the scoring strategy 442 
identify a list of seeds from which to build clusters using the associated with a stored cluster . Other alternatives include an 
selected cluster strategy . At block 610 , the cluster engine 120 analyst selecting a scoring strategy 442 through the client 
initializes a cluster 252 with one of the seeds in the list . The 25 135 , the cluster engine 120 via the cluster analysis UI 500 , 
cluster 252 may be stored as a graph data structure . The a script , or a configuration file . The cluster engine 120 may 
cluster engine 120 may initialize the graph data structure and retrieve the selected scoring strategy 442 from the scoring 
then add the seed 212 - 1 to the graph data structure as the first strategy store 440 , and the cluster 252 from the cluster list 
data item . 250 . 

At block 615 , the cluster engine 120 may grow the cluster 30 At block 710 , the cluster engine 120 executes the scoring 
252 by executing the search protocol of a data binding 237 strategy 442 against the cluster 252 . The scoring strategy 
from the cluster strategy 232 - 2 . The cluster strategy 232 - 2 442 may specify characteristics of the related data items 
may include a series of data bindings 237 that the cluster within the cluster 252 to aggregate . The cluster engine 120 
engine 120 executes to retrieve related data items . A given may execute the scoring strategy 442 by aggregating the 
data binding 237 may include queries to execute against a 35 specified characteristics together to determine a score . For 
cluster data source 160 using the seed as an input parameter . instance , the cluster engine 120 may aggregate account 
For example , if the seed 212 - 1 is an account number , then balances of related data items that are account data items . In 
the data binding 237 may retrieve the data identifying the such a case , a total amount of dollars ( and / or average dollars 
owner of the account with the account number . After retriev - or any other aggregated , averaged , or normal attribute of the 
ing this information , the cluster engine 120 may add the 40 cluster ) included within the balances of the account data 
trader data item to the cluster as a related data item and the items of the cluster 252 may be the score of the cluster 252 . 
account owner attribute as the link between the seed 212 - 1 At block 715 , the cluster engine 120 may store the score 
and the related data item . After retrieving the related data with the cluster 252 in the cluster list 250 . At step 720 , the 
items , the cluster engine 120 may add them to the cluster cluster engine 120 determines if there are more clusters 252 
252 . 45 to score . For example , in one embodiment , a set of clusters 
At block 620 , the cluster engine 120 determines if the may be re - scored using an updated scoring strategy . In other 

cluster strategy 232 - 2 is fully executed . If not the method cases , the cluster engine may score each cluster when it is 
600 returns to block 615 to execute additional data bindings created from a seed ( based on a given cluster generation and 
for a given seed . Alternatively , as described above , the corresponding scoring strategy ) . If more clusters remain to 
cluster engine 120 may grow the cluster by searching for , 50 be scored ( and / or re - scored ) , the method 700 returns to 
accessing , and / or filtering various data items through , for b lock 705 . 
example , a generic interface to various internal and / or At block 725 , the cluster engine 120 may rank the clusters 
external data sources . Further , in an embodiment , the cluster 252 according to the scores of the clusters 252 . For example , 
engine 120 may determine whether the cluster being gen - after re - scoring a set of clusters ( or , alternatively , after 
erated is to be merged with another cluster , as described 55 scoring a group of clusters generated from a set of seeds ) , the 
above . Once the cluster strategy is executed for that seed , the cluster engine 125 may rank the clusters 252 from highest 
cluster engine 120 may determine and assign a score ( or , score to lowest score . The ranking may be used to order a 
alternatively , multiple scores ) to that cluster ( relative 11a display of information associated with the clusters 252 
specified scoring strategy ) . After generating clusters for a presented to the analyst . The analyst may rely upon the 
group of seeds , such clusters may be ordered or ranked 60 ranking and scores to determine which clusters 252 to 
based on the relative scores . Doing so may allow an analyst analyze first . The ranking and sorting may generally be 
to rapidly identify and evaluate clusters determined to performed on - demand when an analyst is looking for a 
represent , for example , a high risk of fraud or risky trading cluster to investigate . Thus , the ranking need not happen at 
activity . the same time as scoring . Further , the clusters may be scored 
At block 625 , the cluster engine 120 may store the cluster 65 ( and later ranked ) using different raking strategies . 

252 in cluster list 250 . As mentioned above , the cluster list In various embodiments , multiple scores for each cluster 
250 may be a collection of tables within a relational data - may be determined according to methods similar to the 
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example method 700 . Accordingly , clusters may be ranked dures , subroutines , segments of program code , drivers , firm 
according to any of multiple scores . Additionally , in various ware , microcode , circuitry , data , databases , data structures , 
embodiments , multiple scores may be combined and / or tables , arrays , and variables . 
aggregated into a metascore that may be used to rank the Illustratively , according to an embodiment , the memory 
clusters . Various example score and metascore determina - 5 820 stores a seed list 210 , a cluster engine 120 , a cluster list 
tions are described below in reference to FIGS . 10C , 11C , 250 , a workflow engine 125 , and a user interface engine 126 
12C , and 13C . ( as described with reference to the various figures above ) . 
VI . Example Implementation Mechanisms / Systems The cluster engine 120 may include a cluster strategy 232 - 2 . 

FIG . 8 illustrates components of an illustrative server The particular cluster strategy 232 - 2 may include data 
computing system 110 , according to an embodiment . The 10 bindings 237 - 1 , 237 - 2 , and 237 - 3 , with which the cluster 
server computing system 110 may comprise one or more engine 120 may access the cluster data source 160 . The 
computing devices that may perform a variety of tasks to workflow engine 125 may include a scoring strategy 442 - 1 . 
implement the various operations of the data analysis sys - Illustratively , according to an embodiment , the storage 
tem . As shown , the server computing system 110 may 830 includes a cluster strategy store 230 , data bindings store 
include , one or more central processing unit ( CPU ) 860 , a 15 835 , a scoring strategy store 440 , and one or more cluster 
network interface 850 , a memory 820 , and a storage 830 , analysis rules or criteria 880 . As described above , the cluster 
each connected to an interconnect ( bus ) 840 . The server strategy store 230 may include a collection of different 
computing system 110 may also include an I / O device cluster strategies 232 , such as cluster strategy 232 - 2 . For 
interface 870 connecting I / O devices 875 ( for example , example , the cluster strategy store 230 may be a directory 
keyboard , display , mouse , and / or other input / output devices ) 20 that includes the cluster strategies 232 - 1 , 232 - 2 . . . 232 - N 
to the computing system 110 . Further , in context of this as distinct modules . The scoring strategy store 440 may 
disclosure , the computing elements shown in server com - include a collection of different scoring strategies 442 , such 
puting system 110 may correspond to a physical computing as scoring strategy 442 - 2 , and may also be a directory of 
system ( for example , a system in a data center , a computer distinct modules . The data binding store 835 may include 
server , a desktop computer , a laptop computer , and / or the 25 data bindings 237 - 1 , 237 - 2 . . . 237 - M , which may also be 
like ) and / or may be a virtual computing instance executing stored as distinct modules within a directory . 
within a hosted computing environment . Although shown in memory 820 , the seed list 210 , cluster 

The CPU 860 may retrieve and execute programming engine 120 , cluster list 250 , workflow engine 125 , and the 
instructions stored in memory 820 , as well as store and user interface engine 126 , may be stored in memory 820 , 
retrieve application data residing in memory 820 . The bus 30 storage 830 , and / or split between memory 820 and storage 
840 may be used to transmit programming instructions and 830 . Likewise , copies of the cluster strategy 232 - 2 , data 
application data between the CPU 860 , I / O device interface binding 237 - 1 , 237 - 2 , and 237 - 3 , and scoring strategy 442 - 2 
870 , storage 830 , network interface 850 , and memory 820 . may be stored in memory 820 , storage 830 , and / or split 
Note that the CPU 860 is included to be representative of , for between memory 820 and storage 830 . 
example , a single CPU , multiple CPUs , a single CPU having 35 The network 150 may be any wired network , wireless 
multiple processing cores , a CPU with an associate memory network , or combination thereof . In addition , the network 
management unit , and the like . 150 may be a personal area network , local area network , 

The memory 820 is included to be representative of , for wide area network , cable network , satellite network , cellular 
example , a random access memory ( RAM ) , cache and / or telephone network , or combination thereof . Protocols and 
other dynamic storage devices for storing information and 40 components for communicating via the Internet or any of the 
instructions to be executed by CPU 860 . Memory 820 also other aforementioned types of communication networks are 
may be used for storing temporary variables or other inter - well known to those skilled in the art of computer commu 
mediate information during execution of instructions to be nications and thus , need not be described in more detail 
executed by CPU 860 . Such instructions , when stored in herein . 
storage media accessible to CPU 860 , render server com - 45 As described above in reference to FIG . 1 , the server 
puting system 110 into a special - purpose machine that is computing system 110 may be in communication with one 
customized to perform the operations specified in the or more data sources 160 . Communication between the 
instructions . server computing system 110 and the data sources 160 may 

The storage 830 may be a disk drive storage device , a read be via the network 150 and / or direct . In an embodiment , an 
only memory ( ROM ) , or other static , non - transitory , and / or 50 optional data aggregator / formatter device and / or system 
computer - readable storage device or medium coupled to bus may aggregate various data from multiple data sources 
840 for storing static information and instructions for CPU and / or may format the data such that it may be received by 
860 . Although shown as a single unit , the storage 830 may the server computing system 110 in a standardized and / or 
be a combination of fixed and / or removable storage devices , readable format . For example , when multiple data sources 
such as fixed disc drives , removable memory cards , and / or 55 contain and / or provide data in various formats , the data 
optical storage , network attached storage ( NAS ) , and / or a aggregator / formatter may convert all the data into a similar 
storage area - network ( SAN ) . format . Accordingly , in an embodiment the system may 

Programming instructions , such as the cluster engine 120 , receive and / or access data from , or via , a device or system 
the workflow engine 125 , and / or the user interface engine such as the data aggregator / formatter . 
126 , may be stored in the memory 820 and / or storage 830 in 60 As described above , in various embodiments the system 
various software modules , The modules may be stored in a may be accessible by an analyst ( and / or other operator or 
mass storage device ( such as storage 830 ) as executable user ) through a web - based viewer , such as a web browser . In 
software codes that are executed by the server computing this embodiment , the user interface may be generated by the 
system 110 . These and other modules may include , by way server computing system 110 and transmitted to the web 
of example , components , such as software components , 65 browser of the analyst . Alternatively , data necessary for 
object - oriented software components , class components and generating the user interface may be provided by the server 
task components , processes , functions , attributes , proce computing system 110 to the browser , where the user 
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interface may be generated . The analyst / user may then tion on computing devices may be provided on a computer 
interact with the user interface through the web - browser . In readable medium , such as a compact disc , digital video disc , 
an embodiment , the user interface of the data analysis flash drive , magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or 
system may be accessible through a dedicated software as a digital download ( and may be originally stored in a 
application . In an embodiment , the client computing device 5 compressed or installable format that requires installation , 
130 may be a mobile computing device , and the user decompression or decryption prior to execution ) . Such soft 
interface of the data analysis system may be accessible ware code may be stored , partially or fully , on a memory 
through such a mobile computing device ( for example , a device of the executing computing device , for execution by 
smartphone and / or tablet ) . In this embodiment , the server the computing device . Software instructions may be embed 
computing system 110 may generate and transmit a user 10 ded in firmware , such as an EPROM . It will be further 
interface to the mobile computing device . Alternatively , the appreciated that hardware devices ( such as processors and 
mobile computing device may include modules for gener - CPUs ) may be comprised of connected logic units , such as 
ating the user interface , and the server computing system gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised of program 
110 may provide user interaction data to the mobile com mable units , such as programmable gate arrays or proces 
puting device . In an embodiment , the server computing 15 sors . The modules or computing device functionality 
system 110 comprises a mobile computing device . Addi - described herein are preferably implemented as software 
tionally , in various embodiments any of the components modules , but may be represented in hardware devices . 
and / or functionality described above with reference to the Generally , the modules described herein refer to software 
server computing system 110 ( including , for example , modules that may be combined with other modules or 
memory , storage , CPU , network interface , I / O device inter - 20 divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
face , and the like ) , and / or similar or corresponding compo or storage . 
nents and / or functionality , may be included in the client Server computing system 110 may implement various of 
computing device 130 . the techniques and methods described herein using custom 

According to various embodiments , the data analysis ized hard - wired logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , 
system and other methods and techniques described herein 25 firmware and / or program logic which , in combination with 
are implemented by one or more special - purpose computing various software modules , causes the server computing 
devices . The special - purpose computing devices may be system 110 to be a special - purpose machine . According to 
hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may include digital one embodiment , the techniques herein are performed by 
electronic devices such as one or more application - specific server computing system 110 in response to CPU 860 
integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate 30 executing one or more sequences of one or more modules 
arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently programmed to perform and / or instructions contained in memory 820 . Such instruc 
the techniques , or may include one or more general purpose tions may be read into memory 820 from another storage 
hardware processors programmed to perform the techniques medium , such as storage 830 . Execution of the sequences of 
pursuant to program instructions in firmware , memory , other instructions contained in memory 820 may cause CPU 840 
storage , or a combination . Such special - purpose computing 35 to perform the processes and methods described herein . In 
devices may also combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICs , alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used 
or FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the in place of or in combination with software instructions . 
techniques . The special - purpose computing devices may be The term “ non - transitory media , " and similar terms , as 
desktop computer systems , server computer systems , por - used herein refers to any media that store data and / or 
table computer systems , handheld devices , networking 40 instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
devices or any other device or combination of devices that fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise non 
incorporate hard - wired and / or program logic to implement volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media 
the techniques . includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such as 

Computing devices of the data analysis system may storage 830 . Volatile media includes dynamic memory , such 
generally be controlled and / or coordinated by operating 45 as memory 820 . Common forms of non - transitory media 
system software , such as iOS , Android , Chrome OS , Win - include , for example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , 
dows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , Win - solid state drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data 
dows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , SunOS , Solaris , storage medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage 
iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other compatible operat - medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a 
ing systems . In other embodiments , the computing devices 50 RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , 
may be controlled by a proprietary operating system . Con - NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge , and net 
ventional operating systems control and schedule computer worked versions of the same . 
processes for execution , perform memory management , Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be used in 
provide file system , networking , I / O services , and provide a conjunction with transmission media . Transmission media 
user interface functionality , such as a graphical user inter - 55 participates in transferring information between non - transi 
face ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . tory media . For example , transmission media includes 

In general , the word “ module , " as used herein , refers to a coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry wires that comprise bus 840 . Transmission media may also 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
for example , Java , Lua , C or C + + . A software module may 60 generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
be compiled and linked into an executable program , cations . 
installed in a dynamic link library , or may be written in an Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one 
interpreted programming language such as , for example , or more sequences of one or more instructions to CPU 860 
BASIC , Perl , or Python . It will be appreciated that software for execution . For example , the instructions may initially be 
modules may be callable from other modules or from 65 carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote 
themselves , and / or may be invoked in response to detected computer . The remote computer may load the instructions 
events or interrupts . Software modules configured for execu and / or modules into its dynamic memory and send the 
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instructions over a telephone or cable line using a modem . and metascores may be determined based on attributes , 
A modem local to server computing system 820 may receive characteristics , and / or properties associated with data items 
the data on the telephone / cable line and use a converter that make up a given cluster . 
device including the appropriate circuitry to place the data Example applications of the data analysis system , includ 
on bus 840 . Bus 840 carries the data to memory 820 , from 5 ing methods and systems for identifying data items , gener 
which CPU 860 retrieves and executes the instructions . The ating data clusters , and analyzing / scoring clusters , are dis 
instructions received by memory 820 may optionally be closed in the various related applications listed above and 
stored on storage 830 either before or after execution by previously incorporated by reference herein . 
CPU 860 . IX . Cluster Analysis 

10 FIGS . 10A , 10B , and 14 - 26 described below , illustrate VII . Additional Applications methods and user interfaces of the data analysis system , While analysis of risky trading behavior has received according to various embodiments , in which data clusters much discussion in this disclosure , the techniques described are automatically generated , analyzed , and presented to an 
herein may be adapted for use with a variety of data sets and analyst such that the analyst may quickly and efficiently in various applications . Such applications may include , for evaluate the clusters . In particular , as described below the 
example , credit card fraud detection , financial fraud detec data analysis system may apply one or more analysis criteria 
tion , tax fraud detection , beaconing malware detection , or rules to the data clusters so as to generate human - readable 
malware user - agent detection , other types of malware detec " conclusions ” ( as described above , also referred to herein as 
tion , activity trend detection , health insurance fraud detec " summaries ” ) . The conclusions may be displayed in an 
tion , financial account fraud detection , detection of activity 20 analysis user interface through which the analyst may evalu 
by networks of individuals , criminal activity detection , ate the clusters and / or access more detailed data related to 
network intrusion detection , detection of phishing efforts , the cluster . In an embodiment , a cluster type may be asso 
money laundering detection , and / or financial malfeasance ciated with each cluster , and may be determined according 
detection . For example , information from data logs of online to the cluster strategy that generated the cluster . Further , the 
systems may be evaluated as seeds to improve cyber secu - 25 system may generate “ alert scores ” for the clusters which 
rity . In such a case , a seed may be a suspicious IP address , may be used to prioritize clusters displayed to the analyst . 
a compromised user account , and the like . From the seeds , The various methods and user interfaces described below 
log data , DHCP logs , IP blacklists , packet captures , webapp in reference to FIGS . 10A , 10B , and 14 - 26 may be imple 
logs , and other server and database logs may be used to mented by various aspects of the data analysis system ( for 
create clusters of activity related to the suspicions seeds . do 30 example , the server computing system 110 and / or another 
Other examples include data quality analysis used to cluster suitable computing system ) as described above . For 

example , clustering may be accomplished according to seed transactions processed through a computer system ( whether generation and clustering strategies and rules as imple 
financial or otherwise ) . mented by , for example , the cluster / rules engine 120 ; cluster VIII . Example Generalized Method of the Data Analysis z ata Analysis 35 analysis may be accomplished according to analysis rules / System criteria 880 as implemented by , for example , the cluster / 

FIG . 9 is a flowchart of an example generalized method rules engine 120 ; cluster scoring ( for example , generation of 
of the data analysis system , according to an embodiment of alert scores ) may be accomplished according to scoring 
the present disclosure . In various embodiments , fewer strategies as implemented by , for example , the cluster / rules 
blocks or additional blocks may be included in the process 40 engine 120 ; and user interface may be generated and / or 
of FIG . 9 , or various blocks may be performed in an order presented to the analyst by , for example , the user interface 
different from that shown in the figure . Further , one or more engine 126 ; among other aspects . 
blocks in the figure may be performed by various compo Additionally , in the methods described in reference to the 
nents of the data analysis system , for example , server flowcharts of FIGS . 10A , 10B , and 14 - 26 below , in various 
computing system 110 ( described above in reference to FIG . 45 embodiments , fewer blocks or additional blocks may be 

included in the example methods depicted , or various blocks 
As described above , and as shown in the embodiment of may be performed in an order different from that shown in 

FIG . 9 , the data analysis system may generate a seed or the figures . Further , in various embodiments , one or more 
multiple seeds ( block 910 ) , may generate clusters based on blocks in the figures may be performed by various compo 
those seed ( s ) ( block 920 ) , may generate a score or multiple 50 nents of the data analysis system , for example , server 
scores for each generated cluster ( block 930 ) , may generate computing system 110 ( described above in reference to FIG . 
a metascore for each generated cluster ( block 940 ) , and may 8 ) and / or another suitable computing system . 
optionally rank the generated clusters based on the generated a . Example Method of Cluster Analysis 
metascores ( block 950 ) . In various embodiments , the data FIG . 10A is a flowchart for an example method of data 
analysis system may or may not generate multiple scores for 55 cluster analysis , according to an embodiment of the present 
each cluster , may or may not generate metascores for each disclosure . In FIG . 10A , blocks 910 and 920 of the flowchart 
cluster , and / or may or may not rank the clusters . In an proceed generally as described in reference to the flowchart 
embodiment , the system may rank clusters based on one or of FIG . 9 . For example , at block 910 seeds are generated 
more scores that are not metascores . according to one or more seed generation strategies . 

Further , as described above , the seeds may include one or 60 Examples of seed generation strategies are described in the 
multiple data items , and may be generated based on seed various related applications listed above and previously 
generation strategies and / or rules . Similarly , the clusters incorporated by reference herein . Examples include identi 
may include one or multiple data items related to a seed , fying tax returns that are potentially fraudulent , identifying 
including the seed , and may be generated based on cluster communications that are potentially associated with beacon 
generation strategies and / or rules ( including data bindings 65 ing malware , and / or identifying emails potentially associ 
and / or searching and filtering are performed through , for a ted with phishing campaigns , among others . In the context 
example , a generic interface to various data sources ) . Scores of identifying risky trading activity , one example may 

8 ) . 
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include identifying risky traders from a list of traders , such of data related to the cluster . The one or more lists and / or 
as an all - inclusive list of traders at the financial institution tables of data related to the cluster may be drawn from the 
obtained from the HR department of the company . Further , data items of the cluster , and may be filtered by the analyst 
at block 920 clusters are generated based on the one or more according to time and / or type of data . 
generated seeds and according to the one or more cluster 5 At block 1006 , the system regenerates previously gener 
generation strategies . Examples of cluster generation strat ated clusters . In various implementations the data items 
egies ( as mentioned above , also referred to herein as " cluster from which seeds are selected / generated and from which strategies , " " clustering strategies , " and / or " cluster genera clusters are generated may change after a cluster is gener tion rules " ) are described in the various related applications ated . In the example of tax fraud detection , additional tax listed above and previously incorporated by reference 10 return data items may be received , or additional phone herein . Examples include strategies for financial fraud detec number data items may be received that relate to a person in tion , tax fraud detection , beaconing malware detection , a previously generated cluster . Such information may have malware user - agent detection , other types of malware detec 
tion , activity trend detection , health insurance fraud detec been included in a cluster if it had been available at the time 
tion , financial account fraud detection , detection of activity 15 the cluster was created . Accordingly , the system may regen 
by networks of individuals , criminal activity detection , erate clusters so as to include the data items and / or other 
network intrusion detection , detection of phishing efforts , information that has become available since the last time the 
money laundering detection , and / or financial malfeasance cluster was generated . After , or in response to , a cluster 
detection , among others . being regenerated , the system reanalyzes the cluster and 

A cluster of data items generated according to a given 20 may , in an embodiment , generate an alert for the regenerated 
clustering strategy ( and its associated seed generation strat and reanalyzed cluster ( as indicated by the arrow back to 
egy or strategies ) may be understood as having a “ cluster block 1002 ) . In another embodiment , as described below in 
type ” ( also referred to as a “ data cluster type ” ) correspond - reference FIG . 15 , when a given cluster is regenerated , a 
ing to that clustering strategy . For example , a particular previously generated alert for that cluster may be updated or , 
clustering strategy may be referred to as “ Tax Fraud , ” 25 alternatively , a new alert may be generated including a link 
because the clustering strategy relates to identifying clusters to the previously generated alert . 
of data items related to potential tax fraud . A cluster of data In an embodiment , as shown at block 1006a , clusters may 
items generated according to that clustering strategy may be regenerated on a schedule . For example , the system may 
therefore have a " cluster type ” of “ Tax Fraud . ” In another be configured to regenerate clusters after a particular number 
example , a cluster generated by an “ Internal Phishing ” 30 of seconds , minutes , hours , or days , or at particular times 
clustering strategy ( and its associated seed generation strat - every hour or day . In another embodiment , as shown at block 
egy or strategies ) has a cluster type of " Internal Phishing . " 1006b , clusters may be regenerated as needed , such as in 
In another example , a cluster generated by a “ Trader Over - response to the system detecting one or more changes in data 
sight ” clustering strategy has a cluster type of “ Trader items and automatically executing a cluster regeneration 
Oversight . ” The cluster type may be narrower depending on 35 process . For example , the system may be configured to 
the specific application , clustering strategy , or desired scor - automatically regenerate clusters when it detects that new 
ing strategy . For example , a cluster of data items may have data items ( and / or other information ) are received by the 
a cluster type of “ Absent Trading ” , because the clustering system , new data items ( and / or other information ) related to 
strategy relates to specifically identifying clusters of data a cluster ( and / or potentially related to a cluster ) are received 
associated with traders that trade when they are not physi - 40 by the system , new data items ( and / or other information ) 
cally badged - in . connected to a cluster or a data item in a cluster is received 

At block 1002 of , the system generates " alerts ” for each by the system , an analyst logs into the system , and / or an 
of the clusters . An " alert ” includes various types of infor - analyst views a cluster . In another embodiment , as shown at 
mation related to the cluster that may be useful to an analyst block 1006c , clusters may be regenerated on demand . For 
in evaluating the importance or criticality of the cluster in 45 example , clusters may be regenerated when requested by an 
the context of a particular investigation . Generating an alert analyst ( via , for example , a user interface of the system ) . 
may include applying various cluster analysis rules or cri In any of the embodiments of blocks 1006a , 1006b , and 
teria to analyze the cluster and so as to generate human - 1006c , all clusters may be regenerated or portions of clusters 
readable cluster conclusions , as mentioned above . Generat - may be regenerated , in any combination . For example , 
ing an alert may further include generating an alert score for 50 clusters associated with a particular clustering strategy may 
the cluster . Details regarding generation of alerts are be generated on a particular schedule , while clusters asso 
described below in reference to FIG . 10B . ciated with a different clustering strategy may be generated 

At block 1004 of FIG . 10A , a cluster analysis user on a different schedule ( and / or as needed and / or on demand ) . 
interface is provided to the user ( for example , an analyst ) . In another example , individual clusters may be regenerated , 
FIGS . 20 - 27 , described below , include examples of cluster 55 or other relationships among clusters may be used to deter 
analysis user interfaces of the data analysis system . As mine which clusters are to be regenerated at a given time . 
described below , a user interface may include a listing of At optional block 1008 , clusters are merged as described 
alerts , each alert corresponding to a particular generated and above . For example , if a regenerated cluster includes a data 
analyzed cluster . The alerts may be organized and grouped item also included in a different cluster , the regenerated 
according to cluster types . Further , the analyst may view a 60 cluster and the different cluster may optionally be merged . In 
user interface including detailed information related to each the embodiment of FIG . 10A , only clusters generated 
alert , including the human - readable conclusions , the alert according to the same clustering strategy ( for example , 
scores , and various detailed data related to the clusters . For having the same cluster type ) may be merged . In this 
example , in a given alert the analyst may be provided with embodiment , alerts generated for clusters having different 
a name of the cluster , a cluster strategy by which the cluster 65 cluster types may be linked even if the clusters are not 
was generated ( also referred to as the cluster type ) , a list of merged , as described below in reference to FIGS . 14 - 16 . In 
generated conclusions , and / or one or more lists and / or tables alternative embodiments , clusters generated according to 
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different clustering strategies ( for example , having different cluster , a number of first - time filers in the cluster , 
cluster types ) may be merged . and / or a mismatch between reported incomes in the 

b . Example Method of Alert Generation cluster , among others . 
FIG . 10B is a flowchart of an example method of alert Beaconing Malware Detection , in which clusters are 

generation for a particular data cluster , according to an 5 analyzed to determine a number of known bad domains 
embodiment of the present disclosure . At block 1022 , the in a cluster , an average request size in the cluster , 
system accesses data , including data items and related and / or a number of requests blocked by a proxy in the 

metadata and other information , of the data cluster . As cluster , among others . 
described below , this accessed cluster data is analyzed to Additional examples are described in U . S . patent appli 

10 cation Ser . No . 14 / 473 , 920 , filed Aug . 29 , 2014 , and titled generate the human - readable conclusions , the alert scores , “ External Malware Data Item Clustering And Analysis , ” in and may be included and organized in the user interface of which cluster data is scored and / or analyzed in various the alert . At block 1024 , the system determines the cluster contexts including : 
type of the data cluster . As mentioned above , a data cluster Internal and External Phishing , in which clusters are generated according to a given clustering strategy ( and its analyzed to determine a most common email subject of 
associated seed generation strategy or strategies ) may be emails in the cluster , numbers of emails in the cluster understood as having a “ cluster type ” ( also referred to as a sent within particular time periods , and / or number of 
" data cluster type ” ) corresponding to that clustering strategy . recipients of emails in the cluster , among others . 

The cluster type may be associated with the indicator , Internal and External Threat Intel , in which clusters are 
scenario , or any other analysis rules / criteria that may have 20 analyzed to determine a number of URLs in the cluster 
influenced the generation of the cluster . For example , a referenced by an analyzed malware data item , a per 
desirable indicator may indicate the presence of PNL centage of traffic in the cluster categorized as likely 
smoothing by a trader . To perform computations for this malicious , and / or a highest organizationally hierarchi 
specific indicator , the system may need the trader ' s name or cal position of a person in the cluster associated with a 
credentials , any trading accounts associated with the trader , 25 malicious connection , among others . 
and all the PNL data associated with those accounts or the IDS ( Intrusion Detection System ) , in which clusters are 
trader . All this information may be gathered and clustered analyzed to determine a time spanned by alert notices 
for the purpose of computing this specific indicator , and the in the cluster and / or a number of alert notices associ 
cluster may then be tagged with a cluster type , such as “ PNL ated with particular IP addresses , among others . 
Smoothing " , so that the system is aware of the clustering 30 Yet another example is described in in U . S . patent appli 
strategy associated with that data cluster and the analysis cation Ser . No . 14 / 278 , 963 , filed Apr . 5 , 2014 , and titled 

" Clustering Data Based On Indications Of Financial Mal that should be performed on that data cluster . Further feasance , ” in which cluster data is scored and / or analyzed to discussion of indicators and scenarios is provided below . detect bad activity by traders ( generally referred to herein as 
At block 1026 , having determined the cluster type of the 35 trader oversight ) 

data cluster , the system accesses one or more cluster analysis The discussion on indicators and scenarios , located below 
rules or criteria associated with that cluster type . As various in this present disclosure , provide further examples of clus 
data clusters may be generated according to different clus - ter analysis in accordance with various clustering strategies . 
tering strategies , and each of the clustering strategies may be i . “ Conclusions ” 
associated with differing types of investigations , the analysis 40 At block 1030 of FIG . 10B , the system generates one or 
rules or criteria used to analyze the clusters vary according more conclusions for the analyzed data cluster based on the 
to the cluster types and their respective associated types of cluster analysis . As described above , the generated conclu 
investigations . For example , there may be clustering strat - sions ( also referred to herein as summaries ) comprise com 
egies that generate data clusters that specifically include pact , human - readable phrases or sentences that provide 
security badge activity data , and are associated with analysis 45 highly relevant , and easily evaluated by a human analyst ) 
rules or criteria that involve security badge activity data . The information regarding the data in the cluster ( for example , 
cluster type of a cluster allows a system to make the data items and metadata ) . The conclusions may be useful to 
association between the clustering strategy and the analysis an analyst in evaluating the importance or criticality of the 
rules , criteria , indicators , and scenarios , so that the analysis cluster in the context of a particular investigation . As with 
rules / criteria are not being performed on data clusters that do 50 the analysis rules / criteria described above , each cluster type 
not have the data needed to perform those analysis rules may be related to a set of conclusions appropriate to the type 
criteria . of investigation associated with the cluster type . For 

At block 1028 , the system analyzes the data cluster based examples of various templates for conclusions that can be 
on the accessed analysis rules / criteria . The cluster data is associated with various types of data clusters in the context 
then evaluated by the system ( for example , by the cluster / 55 of malware or phishing detection , see FIG . 10C and its 
rules engine 120 ) according to the analysis rules / criteria . accompanying discussion in U . S . patent application Ser . No . 
Many examples of cluster analysis according to various 14 / 579 , 752 , filed Dec . 22 , 2014 , and titled , “ Systems and 
clustering strategies are described in the various related User Interfaces For Dynamic and Interactive Investigation 
applications listed above and previously incorporated by of Bad Actor Behaviors Based On Automatic Clustering Of 
reference herein . In the various examples , analysis of clus - 60 Related Data In Various Data Structures . ” 
ters may be described in the context of cluster scoring ( for ii . “ Alert Score ” 
example , generating of clusters scores and / or metascores ) . Turning again to the embodiment shown in FIG . 10B , at 
For example , in U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 139 , 628 , block 1032 , the system generates an alert score for the 
cluster data is scored and / or analyzed in various contexts analyzed data cluster based on the cluster analysis . As 
including , among others : 65 described above , the alert score may be the same as , similar 

Tax Fraud Detection , in which clusters are analyzed to to , and / or based on any of the scores , metascores , and / or 
determine a number of known fraudulent returns in a conclusions described herein . An alert score may provide an 
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initial indication to an analyst of a likelihood that a cluster / In an embodiment , a confidence level may be determined 
alert is important or critical in the context of a particular based on a false positive rate . The false positive rate may be 
investigation ( for example , a degree of correlation between based on , for example , historical information indicating how 
characteristics of the cluster / alert and the analysis rules / frequently other clusters having similar fraud indicators ( for 
criteria ) . As described below , the alert score is represented in 5 example , indicators used in the determination of the impor 
the analysis user interface by an indicator , icon , color , and / or tance metascore ) have been determined , after human analy 
the like . An analyst may sort alerts / clusters based on the alert sis , to be critical or not consistent with the importance 
scores so as to enable an efficient investigation of more metascore . The false positive rate may also ( or alternatively ) 

be based on , for example , information provided from third important alerts / clusters first . 
In an embodiment , the alert score may be a metascore , and " 10 parties , such as blacklists that include a likelihood that any 

item on the blacklist is a false positive . may be one of multiple values . For example , the alert score As mentioned above , in an embodiment the alert score may be one of three values corresponding to , for example , may be based on one or more cluster scores and / or the a high alert , a medium alert , or a low alert . In other analysis rules / criteria . In this embodiment , a high alert score embodiments , the alert score may be partitioned into more 15 may into more 15 may indicate a high degree of correlation between charac 
or fewer values . Examples of various scores and metascores teristics ( for example , data and metadata ) of the cluster and 
associated with various cluster strategies are described in the the analysis rules / criteria ( that may , for example , indicate a 
various related applications listed above and previously likelihood of fraud , among other indications ) . Similarly , a 
incorporated by reference herein . For example , in U . S . low alert score may indicate a high degree of correlation 
patent application Ser . No . 14 / 139 , 628 , example cluster 20 between characteristics of the cluster and the analysis rules / 
metascores are described in the contexts of tax fraud detec criteria . 
tion , beaconing malware detection , malware user - agent X . Enhanced Detection of Risky Trading Behavior 
detection , and activity trend detection . a . General Enhancements 
As mentioned above , in an embodiment , the alert score FIGS . 11 - 13 depict embodiments of the present disclosure 

may be binned into one of three bins corresponding to a high 25 that relate to enhanced detection of risky trading behavior by 
alert , a medium alert , or a low alert . Each alert level may be continuing to leverage the data clustering and analysis 
associated with an indicator , icon , color , and / or the like . For methods disclosed herein . The general method of using 
example , a high alert may be associated with red ( and / or seeds to generate data clusters , and then analyzing and / or 
another color ) , a medium alert may be associated with scoring those data clusters , provides the continued frame 
orange ( and / or another color ) , and a low alert may be 30 work for analysts or supervisors to perform more detailed 
associated grey ( and / or another color ) . and robust analysis and review of potential risky trading . 

In an embodiment , the cluster alert score is determined One end goal of scoring data clusters may be to issue 
based on and conveys both a determined importance / criti - conclusions or alerts . With that goal in mind , the data cluster 
cality ( for example , a metascore comprising scores showing scoring strategies are devised based on the sets of alerts that 
a high number of data items may indicate likely risky 35 may ultimately be important to an analyst or user reviewing 
behavior ) and a confidence level in the determined impor - the alerts . For example , one alert may inform an analyst 
tance / criticality . For example : whenever a trader made a modification to a trade that 

A high alert may be indicated when : significantly affects the present value of the position . The 
an importance metascore is above a particular threshold issue is that this is a reductionist approach that may make it 

( for example , greater than 60 % , or some other per - 40 easy to miss risky trading behavior . For example , trading in 
cent or number ) , AND a confidence level is above a credit default swaps ( CDS ) used to primarily involve the 
particular threshold ( for example , greater than 70 % , exchange of ongoing payments ( points running ) , rather than 
or some other percent or number ) . at the inception of the trade ( points upfront ) , since counter 

A medium alert may be indicated when : party used not to be considered that important . However , the 
an importance metascore is below a particular threshold 45 nature of the CDS market has changed now so that coun 

( for example , less than 60 % , or some other percent terparties are less likely to trust each other ' s ' credit - worthi 
or number ) , AND a confidence level is above a ness . While a change to the payments may be noticed , 
particular threshold ( for example , greater than 70 % , someone engaging in risky trading activity may for example 
or some other percent or number ) , OR change the counterparty on the trade to one with poorer 

an importance metascore is above a particular threshold 50 credit . Although this could have a material effect on the net 
( for example , greater than 60 % , or some other per - present value of the trade , the change may not be flagged or 
cent or number ) , AND a confidence level is below a caught if existing controls focus only on the price ( points 
particular threshold ( for example , less than 30 % , or running ) on the trade , rather than all the inputs into the 
some other percent or number ) . present value ( such as the credit - worthiness of the counter 

A low alert may be indicated when : 55 party ) . The characteristics of risky behavior that an analyst 
either an importance metascore is below a particular should be looking for may have changed from what the 

threshold ( for example , less than 60 % , or some other triggers or controls were originally designed to catch . Thus , 
percent or number ) , OR a confidence level is below it is an important challenge to improve the detection of risky 
a particular threshold ( for example , less than 30 % , or trading behavior in order to reduce the chances that risky 
some other percent or number ) . 60 trading goes undetected . 

In other embodiments , other criteria may be used to One enhancement to systems or methods for the detection 
determine alert levels to provide to the end user , possibly of risky trading behavior may involve using a holistic 
based on additional or fewer parameters than discussed approach . The system may take into account all the different 
above . In some examples , alerts are associated with ranges activities involved in control and supervision . The system 
of importance metascores and / or confidence levels , rather 65 may be comprised of several mutually - reinforcing facets , 
than only a minimum or maximum level of particular scores and be able to handle more roles than just simply alerting an 
as in the examples above . analyst or user about possible risky trading . The system may 
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be able to handle receiving and implementing supervisory influence , define , or serve as components in data clustering 
feedback obtained from reviewing the generated alerts . The and scoring strategies . The data underlying indicators and 
system may be able to handle deep dives or investigations scenarios may be arranged so efficient parallel computation 
into risky trading behavior , and it may be able to handle the is possible , for example by ensuring that all computations 
level of analysis needed to generate complex alerts . The 5 for traders may proceed in parallel or that computations for 
system may be able to handle thematic reviews for measur the same person may be done in parallel for different time 
ing the effectiveness of the controls or analyses used in periods . 
generating the alerts . The system may also be able to handle c . Descriptions of Indicators 
reporting to various interested parties — such as executives , An indicator may be a metric which can be observed in or supervisors , managers , regulators , and so forth — in order to 10 computed from the underlying data and may indicate height provide the parties with overall situational awareness . The ened or reduced risk . An elevated metric indicates an system , by embracing this holistic approach , may be a more increased likelihood of unauthorized trading . Indicators may comprehensive , multi - faceted , single - solution that can be be used to heighten signal content of particular alert types , used to suit the needs of many different people and continue 
to be relevant with new developments in the financial 15 and may be combined with the overall risk model to look for 
markets . trading activity which represents greater risk . An indicator 

Another enhancement to systems or methods for the may be used on its own or in combination with other factors 
detection of risky trading behavior may involve using an to develop detection scenarios . 
empirical , data - driven approach . The system may utilize Some examples of indicators , examples of the data used 
triggers , controls , and clustering or scoring strategies that 20 to compute them , and descriptions of their purpose are 
are empirical and fact - based , rather than accreted over time provided below : 
through intuition . The system may utilize a single , coherent 
data picture . The system and its components may conduct 
analysis and presentation of potential risky activity using Indicator Examples of Data Used to Compute 

that single , coherent data picture . The system may conduct 25 Possible Dummy Trade Trade data ( timing of trade cancellations 
data testing and gather evidence of the effectiveness of the or amendments , timing of external 
approach , such as testing to see whether certain controls or trade events ) 

Unexpected Macro Asset Price strategies are effective , and measuring how frequently cer PNL data , book data , trading account 
or Variance Correlation / data , asset price data , asset variance tain indicators or triggers occur . The system may capture Cointegration data 

that evidence of effectiveness and use it in a process of 30 PNL Smoothing PNL data , asset price volatility data 
continuous iterative refinement . The system may allow for PNL Jumps in Line With PNL data , compensation / budget cycle 

Compensation / Budget Cycle data gathering and obtaining feedback for the purpose of improv Off - market / Adverse Execution Trade data ( execution price of trades ) , ing the system over time . The system may also promote Selection asset price and volume data ( for esti 
transparency and accuracy in order to encourage account mating expected transaction costs ) 
ability . A data - driven approach may be more transparent 35 Trading Away From Bucket Trade data ( for all trades in the firm 
than an intuition - based approach . Because of the transpar VWAP for a given asset ) 

Mark Arbitrage Counterparty data 
ency of the data , the system may create trust and account Control Timing Arbitrage Trade data ( timing of trade cancellations 
ability within the organization . For example , if trader A or amendments ) , front and back office 
knows that his supervisor can see a very accurate picture of processes data 

his trading activity , and that higher - level manager including 40 Internal Transfers With PNL Counterparty data , trade data 
the CEO can see a consolidated view of his trading activity , 
then trader A may be deterred from trading malfeasance Possible Dummy Trade : Identify when a trade is cancelled 
once it becomes apparent that there is nowhere for trader A or amended before any external event ( e . g . , cash flow , 
to hide that malfeasance — even if trader A were to only confirmation , settlement , exchange margining ) that might 
engage in sporadic or ad hoc risky trading behavior . 45 affirm that it is real . For example , the indicator may identify 

b . Indicators and Scenarios when a trader books a trade as if it will settle in T + 3 , but the 
The system used for enhanced detection of risky trading trader cancels the trade before that date . This indicator is 

behavior may perform analysis on the data clusters by useful because it may be difficult or impossible to know for 
incorporating advanced detection indicators or scenarios . sure whether such a trade is real , or has been booked 
These indicators or scenarios may be used to generate the 50 fraudulently in an attempt to cover up malicious activity , 
alerts . The indicators or scenarios may be associated with because the settlement ( which would have established this 
specific data clustering strategies . The indicators or sce - beyond doubt ) did not trigger . The indicator can inform that 
narios may be associated with specific cluster scoring strat - a trade was amended or cancelled before settling , which may 
egies . The indicators or scenarios may also be associated indicate that the trade was a dummy trade . 
with specific clustering and scoring strategies that are linked 55 Unexpected Macro Asset Price or Variance Correlation / 
and meant to be performed together for the purposes of Cointegration : Test the correlation or cointegration between 
incorporating an indicator or scenario . For example , scoring price or variance of macro assets in a trading book or 
an indicator may be associated with tallying up how many account against the PNL or variance in the PNL . Correlation 
times a trader performs a specific type of trade . In order to is a strong statistical test for a relationship between two 
perform that tallying , the data cluster may need to include all 60 variables . Cointegration is a related but slightly different 
trade and trade - related data performed by that trader . The statistical test . Execution of this indicator includes taking a 
data clustering strategy may accordingly search for all trade trading book or account and looking for unexpected price 
and trade - related data associated with a trader for adding to correlation / cointegration between the positions held in the 
the cluster . Thus , the indicator in this situation would be tied account against themed baskets of macro assets . Alterna 
to both a scoring and a clustering strategy that are meant to 65 tively , variance correlation / cointegration may be determined 
be performed together . This may apply similarly for sce - by testing the relationship of variance in the PNL to the 
narios as well . In other words , indicators and scenarios may variance in the macro assets . The macro assets may include 
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instruments that track things like oil price , dollar price , The indicator may use the deviation in expected transaction 
S & P500 , interest rates , currencies , hard / soft commodities , costs from actual transactions costs to find or identify traders 
equity markets , etc . A raised score would indicate a set of who may be committing adverse execution selection . 
positions has a correlation or cointegration either in price or Trading Away from Bucket VWAP : Using executed trades 
volatility with a macro asset that is unusual or unexpected 5 in the same or similar products near to a particular trade , it 
given the nature of expected positions in the given book . For is possible to compute a volume - weighted average price 
example , a US equity book may be expected to high PNL ( bucket VWAP ) as a benchmark of an execution price which correlation in price and variance with the S & P500 , however should on average be attainable by a trader . If a trader an emerging markets bond book would not . In this example , performs a large number of trades away from this price it there may be potentially risky trading activity if the trader is 10 may be indicative of mismarking . In other words , all the representing that he is only trading emerging markets bonds , trades in a firm may be aggregated for a particular product , but his positions are correlated to the S & P500 . This corre and then divided into buckets by hour or percentage of lation may thus be found by this indicator . The indicator may volume - time . For example , trades in Apple stock may be be executed based on data spanning a short period of time 
and / or a long period of time , and may be quite robust to size 15 divided into 10 buckets , and the average price may be 
changes in the period duration . calculated for each bucket . Then the indicator may compare 
PNL Smoothing : If PNL appears to have an unreasonably the deviation in a trader ' s execution prices against the 

smooth volatility profile given the price volatility of the characteristics of these buckets . If a trader is frequently 
asset class that is being traded , it may be that PNL is being doing trades away from bucket VWAP , it shows that a trader 
unreported Meld back ' ) and gradually released over time in 20 is booking trades that are highly different from other trades 
order to avoid unwanted scrutiny . This may occur when a conducted by the firm in that asset . This could be an 
trader makes a great sum of money in a short period of time , indication of deliberately favoring a friend / counterparty 
but desires to hide the PNL from his supervisor so to not ( e . g . , in order to get a kickback ) , or the fraudulent manu 
have to work or be subject to pressure to generate even more facture of PNL . The indicator may be able to find or identify 
profit . This behavior may thus be identified by this indicator . 25 this behavior or intent by computing data over a short period 
The indicator may be executed based on daily PNL data , of time and / or a long period of time . For example , the 
PNL data over longer periods of time ( such as a week ) , or indicator may be able to compare a trader ' s trades to a 
even PNL data associated with individual trades or groups of bucket VWAP over a period of a day . Or the indicator may 
trades . be able to compare a trader ' s trades over a period of weeks , 
PNL Jumps in Line with Compensation / Budget Cycle : A 30 in a variety of different assets , to a bucket VWAP or similar 

big , positive PNL change that is highly correlated with the benchmark associated with each trade or asset . 
trader ' s compensation cycle may be an attempt from the Mark Arbitrage : Internal trades between books or internal 
trader to manufacture an unrealistic picture of their trading accounts which have different accounting regimes ( in par 
results and to benefit personally as a result . The trader may ticular transfers to or from one book or account which is 
be attempting to portray himself as having a larger PNL than 35 mark - to - market and one which is not ) hold the risk of mark 
he actually has in order to obtain a bigger bonus , then after arbitrage . PNL may be parked in an entity at historical cost 
the compensation period is over the trader would mark down to avoid taking mark - to - market PNL . For example , a trader 
the trades to have a really big loss . The trader may be hiding is long Apple stock but the price of the stock is dropping 
trades and then releasing them over time . The trader may be rapidly . Before the trader does the daily mark to market , the 
making really risky bets right before the compensation cycle 40 trader transfers the position into a fund where the assets are 
to try and earn a bigger bonus , which may signal undesirable held at cost and not marked - to - market . The trader might be 
risk - seeking behavior . This indicator may be able to find or hoping that the market , and the price of Apple stock , comes 
identify such behaviors based on a trader ' s PNL data along back , and then he can reverse that trade . This indicator may 
with data providing the timing of a trader ' s compensation or be able to find or identify the occurrence of mark arbitrage 
budget cycle . The indicator may be executed on data span - 45 by analyzing the internal trades between books or internal 
ning a short period of time and / or a long period of time , such accounts , and these books or accounts may be associated 
as over the history of a trader ' s employment at a firm with the trader or as counterparties in a trade . 
Off - Market / Adverse Execution Selection : Trades which Control Timing Arbitrage : If different sets of positions are 

are booked away from the market may be an indication of used for processes which run PNL , Risk , Confirmation and 
deliberately manufacturing PNL or cash swings to offset or 50 Settlement ( or more generally front and back office pro 
disguise unauthorized positions . For example , a trader may cesses ) , then there is a potential for timing arbitrage of 
hide a long index futures position , then create an appearance controls , by booking trades , holding positions long enough 
of generating cash by booking a pair of trades ( such as a for certain processes to run , and then cancelling or amending 
purchase of Apple stock with a sale of Apple stock with a them before others run . For example , a trader may book a 
large spread , generating a profit ) , when in actuality that cash 55 trade , cancel it after 7 pm but before midnight when 
was coming from the futures position . This indicator may be settlement occurs ) , and then the trade shows up in the PNL 
able to find or identify trades that are occurring off the but never goes into settlement . This may create a positive 
market . This indicator may also be able to find or identify change to the PNL for the trader , which can be used the next 
adverse execution selection . The indicator may look at slice time the trader trades . However , trades may trigger this 
of a person ' s executions . It may calculate what the expected 60 control purely by chance from time to time , and a trade 
execution cost , or cost of doing business , should be . Then it cancellation prior to settlement may be benign . There may 
may calculate the deviation of the actual transaction costs be a desire to separate traders who are accidentally breach 
from the expected transaction costs . The deviation from ing this control from the traders who are consciously prac 
expected transaction costs should be similar against different ticing control timing arbitrage . This indicator may count up 
counterparties . If not , a trader may be conducting adverse 65 the number of times people seemingly perform control 
execution selection deliberately booking trades that are timing arbitrage , in order to compensate for the occasional , 
bad for the client or the firm , in order to create PNL or cash . natural occurrence of cancelled accidental trades . 
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Internal Transfers with PNL : Internal trades should not from where their supervisor is based . The scenario may be 
generally involve non - zero PNL in a mark - to - market able to determine the presence of suspicious remote trading 
accounting regime . Therefore internal trades which are done by comparing trade timing to badge data ( i . e . , trader was 
off - market , or internal bookings between fungible products badged - out ) and account / user access logs ( i . e . , trader was 
( including ETF creation and redemptions ) which create 5 signed into their trading account ) . 
unexpected PNL should be subject to enhanced scrutiny . e . Description of Embodiments 
Since internal trading may be determined by counterparties , FIG . 11 is a flowchart of an example method of data 
the indicator may reference a list of internal counterparties clustering and analysis to provide enhanced detection of 
or books / accounts associated with internal counterparties . risky trading behavior , according to an embodiment of the 
The indicator may determine that an internal trade has 10 present disclosure . This embodiment shares the common 
occurred if the trade was associated with an internal coun goal of detecting risky trading behavior like many of the 
terparty . The same scrutiny would apply to internal trades other embodiments disclosed herein , but also shows how the 
between accounts in different corporate entities within a use of indicators or scenarios can greatly enhance the 
single parent institution . detection of risky trading activity . 

d . Descriptions of Scenarios 15 At block 1102 , the system selects a seed based on a list of 
A scenario may be a specific combination of indicators seeds or a seed generation strategy . Some examples of seeds 

which can be used to detect , confirm , or deny particular involve traders in the firm , traders in the firm suspected of 
hypotheses , typically concerning the presence of potential risky trading , traders responsible for managing an amount of 
unauthorized trading . A scenario may be used to ascertain a money over a particular amount , suspicious trading 
particular pattern . If all the elements in that pattern are 20 accounts , suspicious trades , and so forth . Afterwards , the 
observed , it may indicate that a specific risky trading inci - system proceeds to block 1104 , where the system may 
dent is occurring . Thus , while an indicator may be a syn determine the desired indicators or scenarios used to analyze 
thesis of inputs in a way that highlights a particular mea or score the data clusters , which may be associated with 
surement which may be related to risky or unauthorized specific data clustering strategies . In other words , a selected 
trading , a scenario may be a particular combination of data 25 indicator or scenario may require very specific data items in 
which specifically relates to a particular hypothesis of how order to be calculated . Thus , the kinds of data in the data 
unauthorized trading may occur . cluster may be determined by the selected indicator or 

Some examples of scenarios , examples of the data used to scenario . The data cluster may be tagged in a manner that 
compute them , and descriptions of their purpose are pro discloses to the system any data clustering strategies , indi 
vided below : 30 cators , scenarios , and analysis rules / criteria that may be 

associated with the data cluster . Various types of trade 
related data 1106 can be used by the system in order to 

Scenario Examples of Data Used compute the indicators or scenarios . For example , 1106 - 1 is 
counterparty data . This data may include the counterparties Suspicious Badge Badge data ( badge - in and badge - out times ) , 35 in trades associated with the seed . Asset performance data Activity trade data ( times trading occurred ) 

Trading When Absent Badge data ( badge - in and badge - out times ) , 1106 - 2 may include price data , volatility data , volume data , 
trade data ( times trading occurred ) and so forth , for the assets in positions or trades associated 

Suspicious Remote Trade data ( times trading occurred ) , User logs , with the seed . Badge activity data 1106 - 3 may include the Trading System access data , badge data building ' s security badge data for the seed , such as occur 
40 rences and times when the person swiped in or out of 

Suspicious Badge Activity : This scenario may be associ - particular readers . Trade activity data 1106 - 4 may include 
ated with patterns in the building ' s security badge data data related to all the trades or positions associated with the 
which are unusual and which coincide with activity indicat - seed . For instance , it may include trade execution times , 
ing heightened potential for unauthorized trading ( e . g . A trade prices , details of each trade such as the assets pur 
person badges out at a normal time , badges back in late at 45 chased / sold , exchange identifiers , and so forth . The trade 
night and books some trades ) . Such behavior might be an activity data 1106 - 4 may also include the names or identi 
attempt to evade suspicion or review of supervisor . This fiers of counterparties in each trade . However , that does not 
scenario may be determined through the use trade data in necessarily make counterparties data 1106 - 1 redundant . 
conjunction with badge data , as badge data on its own is Counterparties data 1106 - 1 may be a list of counterparties 
insufficient because a trader might be badging back into the 50 internal to the firm , or data associated with internal coun 
building at an unusual time in order to pick up something terparties . By comparing the counterparty attribute in the 
they left in the building . trade activity data 1106 - 4 to the list of internal counterpar 

Trading when Absent : A person trades at a time when they ties provided in counterparties data 1106 - 1 , the system may 
are not physically badged in . This may indicate credential be able to determine whether a trade was an internal trade 
sharing or trading from a venue without adequate physical 55 conducted between parties internal to the firm . PNL State 
supervision ( e . g . trading from home ) . This scenario may be ments data 1106 - 5 may include cumulative , historical , or 
determined through the use of badge data in conjunction current PNL data associated with the seed or the seed ' s 
with trade data . The timing of trading may be compared trading accounts . It may also include PNL statements for 
against the times that a person is physically badged in to specific trades , groups of related trades , or trades that 
determine if the person is trading while absent . 60 occurred over a time period . Third party data 1106 - 6 may 

Suspicious Remote Trading : This scenario may occur include any other data that may be useful in computing the 
when a trader is booking trades from home , or remotely at indicators or scenarios . It may come from data external to 
a location that is not the primary trading venue , in order to the firm , and may have to be purchased or obtained from an 
evade supervision . For example , a London - based trader on outside party . For example , third party data 1106 - 6 may 
a non - business trip to NY may stop in the NY office and 65 consist of asset performance related data that was not 
book trades . In this case , risky trading may be difficult to included in asset performance data 1106 - 2 . The firm may not 
detect since the trading is occurring at a different location keep all relevant asset performance data internally , espe 

Cour 
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53 
cially for more obscure financial instruments . Thus , it may and / or alerts are outputted to the user interface at block 1112 . 
be necessary to obtain missing data from third parties . This is to provide the option to the analyst or reviewer to sort 

After determining the types and sources of trade - related the data clusters / alerts by score , if desired , at any time via 
data needed to perform the various indicators and scenarios , the user interface . 
at block 1108 the system gathers that trade - related data and 5 FIG . 12A is a flowchart of an embodiment of the data 
generate one or more data clusters based on the data clus - clustering and analysis system , wherein a single data cluster 
tering strategies that are associated with the selected indi - is generated for each seed and contains all the trade - related 
cators or scenarios . Gathering the trade - related data may d ata needed to compute the various indicators and scenarios . 
involve searching through various databases in order to By only generating a single data cluster for each seed , the 
collect the data , before putting the data into clusters . Alter - 10 efficiency of the system is improved . 
natively , the data clusters may not always be duplicating the At block 1202 , the system automatically selects a trader 
data that is being gathered from the various databases . The data item to be used as a seed . Alternatively , the trader data 
data clusters may include references to the data in the item may be selected by an analyst . The trader may be 
various databases . For example , the data clustering strategy selected from a group of trader data items , represented as list 
may not copy over the asset performance history of Apple 15 of traders 1204 . Alternatively , list of traders 1204 may 
stock involved in a trade into the data cluster , if that data is actually be a list of trader names , such as the list of names 
frequently used and common to more than one data cluster . of all traders internal to the firm . At block 1202 , the system 
Thus , the data clustering strategy may involve searching for then uses a selected trader as a seed in a data clustering 
the asset performance history and creating a reference to the strategy to associate trading accounts and trades into the data 
database location storing that data within the data cluster . 20 cluster . 

After the one or more data clusters are generated , at block In either case , once a trader or trader name has been 
1110 the system analyzes and scores the data clusters using selected as a seed , at block 1206 the system generates a data 
various indicators or scenarios , such as the various indica cluster containing trade - related data associated with the 
tors or scenarios that have been disclosed above . The seed . The data cluster may be generated by consulting 
analysis and scoring may be used to generate conclusions , 25 various data clustering strategies 1208 . There may be many 
alerts , or reports that may make it easier for a reviewer to data clustering strategies associated with many indicators or 
interpret and detect the presence of risky trading behavior . scenarios , and the data clustering strategies may be com 
This reflects how risk alerts are practically consumed by risk bined into one strategy . Or there may be a single data 
analysts or supervisors . Typically , a supervisor just sees an clustering strategy designed to create a data cluster with all 
alert on the trade ( and not the underlying data ) . For instance , 30 the necessary data needed to compute all the indicators or 
they might see that the trade is with a suspicious counter - scenarios . Or , in another embodiment , there may be many 
party , the trade has been amended , and the trade is over a data clustering strategies associated with many indicators or 
certain size . scenarios and many data clusters may be initially generated , 

The various scores , alerts , reports , conclusions , data clus - before being merged together into one data cluster . There 
ters , dossiers , or data in the data clusters may be outputted 35 may be a singular data cluster associated with the seed at the 
to a user interface by the system at block 1112 . Examples of end of block 1206 , which allows for improved efficiency due 
such a user interface are provided herein , but can be seen in to the reality that many of the indicators or scenarios 
many of the applications referenced in this disclosure . More described above have overlaps in the data needed to com 
examples of such user interfaces can be seen in U . S . patent pute them . For example , the “ PNL Smoothing ” Indicator 
application Ser . No . 14 / 278 , 963 , filed Apr . 5 , 2014 , and titled 40 may require PNL data . The “ PNL Jumps in Line With 
" Clustering Data Based On Indications Of Financial Mal - Compensation / Budget Cycle ” Indicator may also require 
feasance . ” Although a supervisor may naturally gravitate PNL data , possibly in combination with compensation / 
towards reviewing the dossiers ( including various alerts budget cycle data . It may be less efficient for each indicator 
and / or reports , as described in detail below ) outputted to the to be performed on its own data cluster , since that would 
user interface , the user interface may also contain the ability 45 mean two separate data clusters , each containing PNL data . 
to get a closer look at the data in particular data clusters that This loss of efficiency may be reduced if the data clusters do 
were used to generate the dossiers ( including the alerts not actually contain PNL data , but rather references or links 
and / or reports ) . Thus , the system may provide the option for to where the actual PNL data is stored . Alternatively , effi 
the supervisor to conduct a deep dive or investigation of the ciency may be gained as the figure depicts , by having a 
data in the dossiers ( such as honing in on a specific suspi - 50 singular data cluster that contains all the data needed to 
cious trade , as described below ) , in order to confirm an alert perform the indicators ( in this example , it would contain at 
or report , or to just obtain a deeper understanding of any least PNL data and compensation / budget cycle data ) . This 
potential risky trading behavior that may be occurring would require data cluster generation to only occur once for 
At optional block 1114 , the system may also rank the data each seed . 

clusters outputted to the user interface based on any score 55 The user may be able to select desired indicators and 
associated with the data clusters . This may be done in order scenarios , which would affect the data clustering strategies 
to allow the system to prioritize data clusters / alerts , and to used and the makeup of data within the data cluster . After 
enable an analyst to first review the data clusters / alerts wards , since the data cluster would have all the data needed 
associated with the trader seeds that are most likely to be for calculating all the indicators and scenarios , the actual 
committing risky trading behavior as determined by the 60 analysis and scoring with all the indicators and scenarios can 
system . However , optional block 1114 need not be con - be done in parallel . 
ducted by the system at the very end as depicted in this At block 1210 , the system may access the all the config 
figure . In some embodiments , the system performs optional ured indicators and scenarios and the analysis rules , criteria , 
block 1114 after block 1110 and before block 1112 . The or strategies that define them . Alternatively , the system may 
clusters are ranked prior to outputting all the results to the 65 also just access the rules , criteria , or strategies of desired 
user interface . In some embodiments , the system performs indicators and scenarios . Using those definitions , the system 
optional block 1114 both before and after the data clusters at block 1212 would compute the various indicators and 
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scenarios to analyze the data cluster . Then , at block 1214 the At block 1224 , the system combines the step of analyzing 
system scores the data cluster for risky trading behavior , and scoring the one or more data clusters , which was 
using data cluster scoring strategies . The scoring strategies previously described as two steps in the discussions of FIGS . 
may rely on the computer results for the indicators and 12A and 12B ( block 1212 and 1214 ) . 
scenarios . For example , there may be an overall risk score 5 All the data cluster details , cluster scores , alerts , and 
associated with risky trading that is generated by taking into conclusions are outputted to the user interface by the system 
account all the indicators and scenarios , along with any other in block 1226 . The user may interact with the user interface 
relevant data . Along with scoring the data cluster , the system at block 1228 in the system , in order to focus on specific 
may also create alerts or conclusions for the data cluster that portions of the analysis . For example , a user may be unsat 
are designed to quickly communicate a summary of the 10 isfied by the information learned about a specific data cluster 
analysis to an analyst or user . These results may all be sent via its risk score or conclusion . Instead , the user may choose 
to a user interface for easy interpretation and review . to perform a deeper investigation and begin looking at the 

FIG . 12B is a flowchart illustrating a different embodi - data in the data cluster itself . The user may decide to view 
ment of the data clustering and analysis system , where a data all the details of a particularly suspicious trade via the user 
cluster is generated for each desired indicator and / or sce - 15 interface . 
nario . Through the user interface , block 1230 of the system may 

At block 1202 , the system selects a trader data item , or a be used to generate a report . This feature allows alerts and 
trader name , to use as a seed . The trader may be selected reports to be generated and pushed up to supervisors or 
from a list of traders 1204 . Afterwards , the system at block regulatory investigators to review . The reports may be 
1216 may optionally allow for selection of the desired 20 summaries of the analysis and may not be as detailed as what 
indicators or scenarios for use in the analysis . The system was originally available through the user interface at block 
may also optionally allow for making any modifications to 1226 of the system . For example , the reports may not offer 
the data clustering strategies 1220 associated with each the ability for a supervisor to review individual trades . 
indicator or scenario at block 1218 . Alternatively , the reports may be interactive and may 
At block 1222 , the system may then use the data cluster - 25 include functionality similar to that described herein to the 

ing strategies 1220 associated with the chosen indicators and various user interfaces ( including the dossier user interfaces 
scenarios , and generate a different data cluster for each described below ) . 
indicator or scenario . Once the data clusters are generated at Through the user interface , block 1232 of the system may 
this step , the data clusters may optionally be merged prior to also allow for collection feedback used in future scoring or 
block 1212 so that the calculations for the indicators and 30 to improve the system . Various vehicles and strategies may 
scenarios do not need to be done on redundant sets of data . be implemented for obtaining this user feedback . For 

If the data clusters were merged into a single data cluster , example , the system may offer a thematic review that allows 
then at block 1212 the system would analyze the single data formal measurement of how effective the controls , triggers , 
cluster for risky trading behavior using the indicators and indicators , and scenarios are . A formal proposal can then be 
scenarios before being scored for risky trading behavior at 35 provided containing feedback on how those controls can be 
block 1214 . However , if there is no cluster merging as threatened . Another source of this feedback may be through 
shown in this figure , then the system at block 1212 would informal feedback , where users provide their own individual 
analyze each individual data cluster for risky trading behav - thoughts on a particular type of alert or feature . Another 
ior based on the corresponding indicator or scenario that source of this feedback may be via supervisory feedback , 
influenced the generation of that data cluster . At block 1214 , 40 where the feedback of supervisors is analyzed to see whether 
the system then scores each individual data cluster for risky a supervisor is dismissing a certain alert type that may 
trading behavior , along with generating any relevant alerts frequently be generating false - positives . The behavior that 
or conclusions . These results can be passed onto the user users exhibit with alerts ( such as sending them to others ) 
interface for easier interpretation . Both embodiments shown may provide much information on their effectiveness . 
in FIG . 12A and FIG . 12B may be memory efficient in their 45 For instance , if the conclusion is that a given alert is not 
own way . The embodiment shown in FIG . 12A may be useful , then the alerts , scenarios , or indicators and their 
memory - efficient because the data clustering is performed definitions can be updated in the system at block 1234 . At 
once for each seed . Even if there are many different data block 1234 , the system may allow for updating the alerts , 
clustering strategies 1208 for each seed , with each data scenarios , or indicators based on the feedback received from 
clustering strategy having overlaps , the system may only 50 block 1232 . A data - driven approach to updating and improv 
generate one single data cluster associated with the seed . ing components of the system allows this system to rapidly 
That single data cluster may have no redundant data items improve in detecting risky trading behavior over time . 
while still containing all the necessary information to per - FIG . 13 is a diagram that maps out some example clusters 
form all the indicators and scenarios . The embodiment that can be generated according to one embodiment of the 
shown in FIG . 12B may be memory - efficient in a different 55 system . 
way , because desired indicators or scenarios may be In the figure , trader data item 1302 is a trader that is being 
selected , and the data clustering strategy associated with the used as a seed . A data clustering strategy may be configured 
desired indicators or scenarios may be modified on - the - fly . to generate a first data cluster 1304 . Within this data cluster 
Furthermore , generating multiple data clusters associated 1304 may be building security badge data 1308 associated 
with various indicators and scenarios may be memory - 60 with trader 1302 . There may also be cumulative PNL data 
efficient if the analysis is being performed in a parallel or 1310 associated with trader 1302 . However , badge data 1308 
distributed manner , but each data cluster may only be and cumulative PNL data 1310 associated with trader 1302 
accessed by a single computer , processor , or thread . may not be sufficient for calculating determinative indicators 

FIG . 12C is a flowchart illustrating the holistic , data or scenarios . This data may need to be compared against 
driven features available in an embodiment of the data 65 trade data from trades performed by trader 1302 in order to 
clustering and analysis , once data clusters , cluster scores , be useful . Data cluster 04 may then also include trade no . 
alerts , and conclusions are passed to the user interface . 4554545 , or trade 1312 , which was performed by trader 
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1302 and associated with trader 1302 . That data item may an investigation . For example , the analyst may discover that 
include information such as execution time or price of the an item of malware associated with a malware cluster is 
trade . Trade 1312 may be associated with a PNL data item hosted at a website that is linked to by phishing emails in a 
1314 for the trade . Trade 1312 may also be associated with phishing cluster . Or for example , the analyst may discover 
asset performance data 1316 for the trade , which may 5 that two traders have been conducting risky trading behavior 
include prices , variance , and any other relevant data related with the same counterparty . 
to the assets involved in the duration of trade 1312 . In the example method of FIG . 14 , at block 1402 , the 

In order to perform scoring or analysis with certain system finds or determines clusters of different cluster types 
indicators or scenarios , the system may require additional ( for example , that were generated according to different 
information than what is contained in first data cluster 1304 . 10 clustering strategies ) that have common data items ( and / or 
The data clustering strategy could then expand the data other information ) . At optional block 1404 , a link between 
cluster to second data cluster 1306 . the related clusters / alerts may be generated . FIG . 22 in U . S . 

Data cluster 1306 further includes counterparty data 1318 , patent application Ser . No . 14 / 579 , 752 — filed Dec . 22 , 2014 , 
which is data related to a counterparty of trader 1302 on titled “ SYSTEMS AND USER INTERFACES FOR 
trade 1312 . Counterparty data 1318 may be useful in its own 15 DYNAMIC AND INTERACTIVE INVESTIGATION OF 
right , for example in detecting trades being committed BAD ACTOR BEHAVIOR BASED ON AUTOMATIC 
internally . If counterparty 1318 is actually a trader internal CLUSTERING OF RELATED DATA IN VARIOUS DATA 
to the same firm as trader 1302 used as the seed , then that STRUCTURES ” , and previously incorporated by refer 
would signify that trade 1312 was an internal trade . Coun ence - illustrates an example data cluster analysis user inter 
terparty 1318 may also have trades , trading accounts , and so 20 face 2202 in which related alerts or data clusters are linked 
forth that are only associated with counterparty 1318 and not to one another , according to an embodiment of the present 
trader 1302 . Those potential data items are represented as disclosure . That figure has link 2404 , which provides links 
data 1320 , which while not immediately relevant to data from the current alert / cluster to two other related alerts / 
cluster 1306 , can be gathered into a broader data cluster if clusters . The analyst may then select one of the links ( for 
needed . 25 example , either “ Cluster ABC ” or “ Cluster XYZ " ) to view 

Both counterparty 1318 and trader 1302 may also be the alert pertaining to that cluster . In an embodiment , an 
associated as counterparties to trade 1322 ( trade no . indication of the common data items among the clusters is 
4353434 ) , so trade 1322 is included into data cluster 1306 . provided in the user interface . 
The PNL data 1324 and asset performance data 1326 asso - Turning again to the example method of FIG . 14 , at 
ciated with trade 1322 may also be gathered into the cluster , 30 optional block 1406 the clusters / alerts may be merged . For 
if that data is necessary to be in the cluster for performing example , rather than simply linking among related alerts ( as 
certain analyses or calculations . Trade 1322 may be related in FIG . 22 of U . S . application Ser . No . 14 / 579 , 752 ) , the 
in some manner to trade 1326 ( trade no . 4654565 ) , another system may combine the alerts into a single alert user 
trade performed by trader 1302 . For example , trade 1326 interface . 
may belong to the same family of trades as trade 1322 . Data 35 Further , in the example method of FIG . 14 , at optional 
cluster 1306 may then also include PNL data 1328 and asset block 1408 , the analyst may be notified when two clusters / 
performance data 1330 associated with trade 1326 . alerts are linked or related . For example , the analyst may be 

Yet another trade , trade 1332 ( trade no . 4353453 ) may be notified via a popup message displaying in the analysis user 
associated with trader 1302 and gathered for inclusion into interface , via an email or other message , and / or via any other 
data cluster 1306 . Associated with trade 1332 may be PNL 40 appropriate communications method . 
data 1334 and asset performance data 1336 . The individual b . Regenerated Clusters / Alerts 
trade PNLs and asset performance data for all the trades in In an embodiment , when a cluster is regenerated , as 
cluster 1306 ( trade 1312 , 1322 , 1326 , and 1332 ) may have described above with reference to block 1006 of FIG . 10A , 
been included due to their importance in performing certain an alert may be updated , the analyst may be notified , and / or 
analyses or calculations , such as calculations involving a 45 a new alert may be generated . FIG . 15 is a flowchart of an 
specific indicator or scenario . Trade 1332 may be associated example method of updating alerts in response to cluster 
with yet more data 1338 ( not illustrated ) that may be regeneration , according to an embodiment of the present 
included in data cluster 1306 , such as counterparty data . If disclosure . At block 1502 of the example method shown , a 
data 1338 is important to the desired analysis , then data 1338 cluster has been regenerated . At block 1504 , the system 
may be included into a data cluster based on a different data 50 determines whether any changes have been made to the 
clustering strategy . However , data 38 was not included into cluster ( for example , any new data items added to the 
data cluster 06 , presumably because it was not important in cluster ) . If not , then at block 1506 the alert corresponding to 
the desired analysis . the cluster is not updated and the method ends . If so , then at 
XI . Cluster Linking , Regeneration , and Merging block 1508 the system determines whether the analyst has 

a . Linking of Related Alerts / Clusters 55 viewed and / or archived the alert corresponding to the clus 
FIG . 14 is a flowchart of an example method of linking ter . If not , then at block 1510 the alert is updated such that 

related alerts or data clusters , according to an embodiment the cluster analysis is rerun , and the alert data ( for example , 
of the present disclosure . As described above , when clusters the conclusions ) is regenerated , on the new cluster including 
are regenerated , if two clusters of the same type have the new data items . In this block , as the analyst has not 
common data items , the two cluster of the same type may 60 previously interacted with the alert , no notifications regard 
then be merged . However , when two clusters having differ - ing changes to the alert / cluster are provided . If the analyst 
ent cluster types include common data items , they are not has viewed and / or archived the alert , then at blocks 1512 and 
generally merged . In order to notify the analyst that two data 1514 the alert may be updated , changes to the alert may be 
clusters of different types have common data items , the shown in the alert user interface , and / or a new alert may be 
example method of FIG . 14 may be executed by the system . 65 generated and links between the new and old alerts may be 
Such a notification may advantageously enable an analyst , generated and provided in the alert user interfaces . For 
for example , to find additional connections in the context of example , if the analyst was to select an old alert that had 
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been superseded due to cluster regeneration , the system may a . Example Method of Cluster Tagging , Analysis , and 
automatically forward the analyst to the new alert and Grouping 
display a message such as “ You have been redirected to the FIG . 16 is a flowchart of an example method of data 
most recent version of this alert . Return to alert 277 . ” cluster tagging , analysis , and grouping , according to an 
Selection of “ Return to alert 277 ” may cause the old alert to 5 embodiment of the present disclosure . In FIG . 16 , block 910 , 
be displayed , where a message may be included such as 920 , 1002 , 1004 , 1006 , 1006a , 1006b , 1006c , and 1008 of 
“ There is a more recent version of this alert , ” ( which may the flowchart proceed generally as described in reference to link to the new alert ) . the flowchart of FIG . 10A above . In an embodiment , when regenerated clusters of a same For example , at block 910 seeds are generated according cluster type are merged , alerts corresponding to those pre - 10 to one or more seed generation strategies . Examples of seed vious two clusters may be merged and updates may be generation strategies are described in the various related displayed , and / or a new alert may be generated ( and linked applications listed above and previously incorporated by to from the old alerts ) as described above . 

In an embodiment , the system may provide a data feed reference herein . Examples include identifying emails or 
including timely updates ( including analysis information ) on 15 chats related to bad behavior by traders , identifying tax 
any changes to any previously generated clusters , and / or any returns that are potentially fraudulent , identifying commu 
newly generated clusters . nications that are potentially associated with beaconing 
XII . Cluster Tagging and Grouping malware , and / or identifying emails potentially associated 
FIGS . 16 - 26 , described below , illustrate methods and user with phishing campaigns , among others . Further , at block 

interfaces of the data analysis system , according to various 20 920 clusters are generated based on the one or more gener 
embodiments , in which data clusters are automatically ated seeds and according to the one or more cluster genera 
tagged , grouped , analyzed , and presented to an analyst such tion strategies . Examples of cluster generation are described 
that the analyst may quickly and efficiently evaluate the in the various related applications listed above and previ 
groups of clusters . In particular , as described below the data ously incorporated by reference herein . Examples include 
analysis system may apply one or more tagging criteria or 25 strategies for trader oversight , financial fraud detection , tax 
rules to the data clusters so as to tag clusters of data items fraud detection , beaconing malware detection , malware 
and then group the data clusters according to similar tags . A user - agent detection , other types of malware detection , 
data cluster may be tagged with multiple tags . Groups of activity trend detection , health insurance fraud detection , 
similarly tagged clusters may be presented analyzed and financial account fraud detection , detection of activity by 
displayed in an analysis user interface through which the 30 networks of individuals , criminal activity detection , network 
analyst may evaluate the groups of clusters and / or access intrusion detection , detection of phishing efforts , money 
more detailed data related to the cluster . The analyst may laundering detection , and / or financial malfeasance detec 
dynamically view clusters grouped according to different tion , among others . 
tags and / or tag types . In an embodiment , the cluster type At block 1002 , the system generates “ alerts ” for each of 
associated with each cluster may be used as a factor to 35 the clusters , as described above in references to FIGS . 10A 
determine cluster tags and / or tag types , and may be deter - and 10B . In particular , each alert includes various types of 
mined according to the cluster strategy by which the cluster information related to the cluster that may be useful to an 
was generated . The analyst may filter the groups of clusters analyst in evaluating the importance or criticality of the 
based on various criteria , and various analysis techniques cluster in the context of a particular investigation . Generat 
may be applied to the groups of clusters and presented in the 40 ing an alert may include applying various cluster analysis 
analysis user interface . As mentioned above , the term " dos - rules or criteria to analyze the cluster and so as to generate 
sier " is used herein to refer to a group of clusters ( for human - readable cluster conclusions , as mentioned above . 
example , clusters grouped according to similar tags ) and / or Generating an alert may further include generating an alert 
the analysis user interface displaying information associated score for the cluster . In an embodiment , the system may not 
with a group of clusters . 45 generate human - readable cluster conclusion . 

The various methods and user interfaces described below At block 1602 , clusters are tagged with one or more tags 
in reference to FIGS . 16 - 26 may be implemented by various related to the cluster and / or the clustering strategy . Tagging 
aspects of the data analysis system ( for example , the server a cluster may include determining a type of the cluster , 
computing system 110 and / or another suitable computing determining types of tags associated with the type of cluster , 
system ) as described above . For example , clusters may be 50 and determining tag values based on an analysis of the 
tagged by , for example , the cluster / rules engine 120 ; analy cluster . Details regarding cluster tagging are described 
sis of cluster groups ( also referred to herein as dossiers ) may below in reference to FIGS . 17 - 19 . 
be accomplished according to analysis rules / criteria 880 as At block 1604 , clusters are grouped ( a process that is also 
implemented by , for example , the cluster / rules engine 120 ; referred to herein as generating dossiers ) according to simi 
and user interfaces may be generated and / or presented to the 55 lar tags . For example , two clusters both tagged with “ trader 
analyst by , for example , the user interface engine 126 ; 1 ” may be grouped into a single dossier . Details regarding 
among other aspects . cluster grouping are described below in reference to FIG . 19 . 

Additionally , in the methods described in reference to the At block 1004 , a dossier analysis user interface is pro 
flowcharts of FIGS . 17 - 19 below , in various embodiments , vided to the user ( for example , an analyst ) . The dossier 
fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in the 60 analysis user interface is generated similar to the cluster 
example methods depicted , or various blocks may be per - analysis user interface described above in reference to FIG . 
formed in an order different from that shown in the figures . 10A . However , the dossier analysis user interfaces provided 
Further , in various embodiments , one or more blocks in the in reference to FIG . 17 include information associated with 
figures may be performed by various components of the data groups of clusters ( dossiers ) , rather than individual clusters . 
analysis system , for example , server computing system 110 65 In various embodiments the analyst may select criteria upon 
( described above in reference to FIG . 8 ) and / or another which clusters may be grouped and displayed in the user 
suitable computing system . interface . 
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For example , in the context of investigations of trader a tag type and a tag value , as described below in reference 
oversight , the analyst may select to group clusters according to FIG . 19 . At block 1710 , the determined tags are associated 
to trader , book , desk , and / or any other type of tag associated with the cluster . 
with the clusters . In another example , in the context of cyber FIG . 18 shows examples of cluster tag types . As shown , 
security ( for example , malware and / or phishing detection ) 5 various tag types may be associated with one or more cluster 
the analyst may select to group clusters according to person , types ( or clustering strategies ) . Additionally , a value may be 
employee , email address , computer , and / or the like . In associated with each tag type based on the analysis of the another example , in the context of pharmaceuticals the cluster , as described above and below . For example , in the analyst may select to group clusters according to machines context of trader oversight , clusters may be tagged based on ( for example , alerts may be generated when there is an error 10 trader , book , and / or desk . In the context of phishing detec on a manufacturing machine ) . tion , clusters may be tagged based on user , email address , In an embodiment , clusters may be grouped according to computer , and / or IP address . In the context of tax fraud cluster type and / or alert type . Advantageously , according to 
various embodiments , the analyst may dynamically and detection , clusters may be tagged based on computer , IP 
interactively change cluster groupings to efficiently investi - 15 address , and / or physical address . These tag types are given 
gate large quantities of related data items . Examples of as examples , and any other tags and / or tag types may be 
dossier analysis user interfaces are described in further detail applied to clusters in various contexts . 
below in reference to FIGS . 20 - 27 . Values associated with each tag type may be determined 

At blocks 1006 , 1006a , 1006b , and 1006c , the system based on the analysis of the cluster , as described above . For 
regenerates previously generated clusters as described above 20 example , in the context of trader oversight , a given cluster 
in reference to FIG . 10A . Advantageously , clusters are may include data items representing two identified traders : 
automatically tagged , and groups of clusters are automati trader 1 and trader 2 . Accordingly , the cluster would be 
cally and efficiently generated , as clusters are regenerated tagged as follows : “ trader : trader 1 ” and “ trader : trader 2 ” . 
based on new data items received by the system . Additionally , the cluster may indicate trades associated with 

Additionally , at block 1008 clusters are optionally merged 25 trading book 10 , and that the traders are associated with desk 
as described above in reference to FIG . 10A . However , in an 23 . Accordingly , the cluster would also be tagged as follows : 
embodiment , while clusters may be merged as described “ book : book 10 ” and “ desk : desk 23 ” . 
above , clusters may not be merged based on similar tags . As also shown in FIG . 18 and described above , a cluster 
Rather , clusters with similar ( or the same ) tags are main may be tagged according to a cluster type ( clustering strat 
tained as separate clusters . Advantageously , not merging 30 egy ) , a clustering sub - strategy , an alert type , and alert score , 
clusters based on tags enable rapid and efficient re - tagging and / or the like . For example , a cluster may be tagged 
of clusters as the clusters change , and tagging of clusters according to its type such as " Internal Phishing ” , “ Trader 
with multiple tags of one or more types of tags . Oversight ” , “ Tax Fraud Detection " , and / or the like . Further , 

b . Example Method of Cluster Tagging in various embodiments , various clustering strategies may 
FIG . 17 is a flowchart of an example method of cluster 35 be associated with one another , and / or a clustering strategy 

tagging , according to an embodiment of the present disclo - may include one or more sub - strategies and / or alert criteria . 
sure . At block 1702 , the system accesses data , including data Such aspects may also be used as a basis for tagging a 
items and related metadata and other information , of the data cluster . For example , the clustering strategy “ trader over 
cluster . At block 1704 , the system determines the cluster sight ” may be related to one or more other clustering 
type of the data cluster . As mentioned above , a data cluster 40 strategies and / or sub - strategies that also cluster data items to 
generated according to a given clustering strategy ( and its detect bad behavior by traders , such as strategies to detect 
associated seed generation strategy or strategies ) may be out - of - hours trades and / or deviations in orders ( for example , 
understood as having a “ cluster type ” ( also referred to as a deviations in actual traders from client orders ) . Clusters may 
" data cluster type ” ) corresponding to that clustering strategy . also be tagged according to such sub - strategies . Addition 

At block 1706 , having determined the cluster type of the 45 ally , clusters may be tagged according to alert types and / or 
data cluster , the system accesses one or more cluster tagging alert scores . 
rules or criteria associated with that cluster type . As various In various embodiments , a given tag type may be applied 
data clusters may be generated according to different clus - to a cluster multiple times , or not at all , based on the cluster 
tering strategies , and each of the clustering strategies may be analysis . 
associated with differing types of investigations , the tagging 50 In an embodiment , a cluster tag may comprise an item of 
rules or criteria used to analyze the clusters vary according metadata associated with the cluster , and stored in a data 
to the cluster types and their respective associated types of store along with the data items and / or the cluster data . 
investigations . c . Example Method of Cluster Grouping / Dossier List 
At block 1708 , the system analyzes the data cluster based Generation 

on the accessed tagging rules / criteria . The cluster data is 55 FIG . 19 is a flowchart of an example method of dossier list 
then evaluated by the system ( for example , by the cluster / generation , according to an embodiment of the present 
rules engine 120 ) according to the tagging rules / criteria . disclosure . As described above , the system groups clusters 
Evaluation of the cluster for tagging proceeds similar to the according to tags associated with the clusters to generate 
process of cluster analysis for alert generation as described dossiers . Dossiers are displayed in dossier analysis user 
above , and may vary according to a context of the investi - 60 interfaces of the system to enable an analyst to efficiently 
gation . Tags are determined based on data items , and asso - and rapidly analyze large quantities of related data items . 
ciated metadata , in the cluster . Further , clusters may be Clusters may be dynamically grouped and re - grouped , fil 
tagged based on the cluster type and / or one or more items of tered , and / or otherwise analyzed via the dossier analysis user 
information related to the previously generated alerts . For interfaces . 
example , a cluster may be tagged according to an alert score 65 At block 1902 , the system receives an indication of a tag 
associated with the cluster , and / or one or more reasons for type by which to group the clusters . For example , and as 
the alert score . In an embodiment , cluster tags include both described in references to FIGS . 20 - 26 below , the analyst 
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may select to group clusters according to one or more tags information associated the respective dossier , as described 
types , such as trader , book , user , computer , IP address , or the below in reference to FIG . 32 . 
like . In an embodiment , selection of control 2006 causes the 
At optional block 1904 , the system receives an indication clusters to be grouped according to a “ counterparty ” tag , 

of one or more filters to apply to the clusters . For example , 5 while selection of control 2008 causes the clusters to be 
the analyst may select to filter the clusters according to one grouped according to a “ source ” tag ( for example , a clus 
or more other tag types and / or tag values , data items of the tering strategy , clustering sub - strategy , and / or alert type ) . 
groups of clusters , and / or various other criteria . At optional The user interface 2002 additionally includes a user 
block 1906 , the system filters the clusters according to the selectable control 2010 , “ flag list ” , while the user may select 
indicated filters . 10 to cause the system to display a list of alerts , as described 

At blocks 1908 and 1910 , the optionally filtered clusters below in reference to FIG . 25 . 
are grouped according to the indicated tag type . Clusters As mentioned above , each of the tiles of the display 
having a same value of the tag type are grouped together . For portion 2012 includes various details associated with the 
example , if the clusters are grouped by “ trader ” , two clusters respective dossiers . For example , in reference to tile 2014 , 
both tagged with " trader : trader 1 ” will be grouped together . 15 the following items of information are determined and 
In another example , if the clusters are grouped by “ cluster displayed by the system : a tag value 2018 , an information 
strategy ” , two clusters both tagged with " cluster strategy : chart 2020 , a number of alerts 2022 associated with the 
out - of - hours trades ” will be grouped together . In some dossier , and a number of critical alerts 2024 associated with 
embodiments , clusters having similar tag values may be the dossier . The information chart 2020 of the user interface 
grouped together . For example , the system may employ a 20 2002 is a time - based bar chart showing a number of alerts 
fuzzy matching algorithm to determine tag values that are ( associated with the dossier ) over a particular period of time , 
sufficiently close to each other that the respective associated however the information chart is configurable and may 
clusters may be grouped together ( to account for , for display any information associated with the dossier . For 
example , typos and / or other errors in the tags ) . example , the analyst may use the dropdown 2026 to change 

As described below , the system automatically and 25 the information chart to any desired chart . The indication of 
dynamically updates the cluster groupings in response to the number of alerts 2022 provides the analyst with infor 
user inputs . For example , in response to any changes to the mation about a number of individual alerts , or clusters , 
indicated tag type , or filters to apply to the clusters , the associated with the dossier . Additionally , the indications of 
system may automatically re - filter and / or re - group the clus the number of critical alerts 2024 provides the analyst with 
ters and update a user interface . 30 information about an importance of the dossier . In an 

d . Example Dossier User Interfaces embodiment , critical alerts include any alerts in the dossier 
FIGS . 20 - 27 illustrate example dossier analysis user inter - that are high alerts ( according to the alert score , as described 

faces of the data analysis system , according to embodiments above ) . In another embodiment , critical alerts include any 
of the present disclosure . In various embodiments , aspects of alerts in the dossier that are medium alerts ( according to the 
the user interfaces may be rearranged from what is shown 35 alert score , as described above ) . Additionally , each of the 
and described below , and / or particular aspects may or may tiles of the user interface 2002 is colored according to a 
not be included . However , the embodiments described highest alert score associated with the dossier . For example , 
below in reference to FIGS . 20 - 26 provide example dossier dossier 2014 includes eight critical alerts , and is therefore 
analysis user interfaces of the system . colored red , while dossier 2016 includes no critical alerts , 

FIG . 20 illustrates a user interface 2002 of the system in 40 and is therefore colored orange . In an embodiment , any tag 
which various dossiers , or groups of clusters , are interac - values known by the system , but that do not include any 
tively displayed to the user . The user interface 2002 includes clusters / alerts satisfying a current filtering criteria ( as 
a display portion 2012 with multiple user - selectable colored described below ) , may be displayed in the display portion as 
tiles ( for example , tiles 2014 and 2016 ) , each tile represent tiles . As also show , the tiles are arranged with the most 
ing a dossier ( or group of clusters ) . The user interface 2002 45 critical dossiers appearing at the top of the display . 
also includes various user controls for causing the system to The example user interface 2002 additionally includes 
re - group the clusters , filter the clusters , apply statuses to the various user - selectable elements for filtering clusters , as 
dossiers , and / or the like . While the user interface 2002 is mentioned in reference to FIG . 19 above . For example , a list 
configured for display of dossiers related to trader oversight , of filter criteria 2030 shows various types of filters that may 
the user interface 2002 may be configured for any other 50 be applied to the clusters . The types of filters include 
application , as described above . " status " ( as indicated at 2032 ) , types associated with times 

The user interface 2002 includes user - selectable controls and / or analysts assigned to clusters / alerts ( as indicated at 
2004 , 2006 , and 2008 for grouping the clusters according to 2034 ) , and types associated with any cluster tags ( as indi 
different tag types . For example , the user has selected 2004 , cated at 2036 ) . The user may select one or more of the filter 
" trader ” , as the tag type upon which to group the clusters . 55 types , which causes the system to display a popup with 
Accordingly , the system has grouped the clusters according various specific values by which to filter the clusters . In an 
to values associated with trader tags on each of the clusters . embodiment , the " status " filter type refers to the cluster 
Each of the tiles of display portion 2012 therefore represents types ( or alert types ) . 
a dossier associated with each particular trader . For example , For example , FIG . 21 shows the example user interface 
tile 2016 represents a dossier associated with trader “ Helen 60 2002 in which the user has selected the " status " filter type 
Fu ” . Tile 2014 , on the other hand , represents a dossier 2032 . A popup 2104 includes the various values of statuses 
associated with trader “ Another Trader 4 ” . Each dossier ( or cluster / alert types ) associated with the various clusters / 
includes all grouped clusters , and associated data items and alerts , each selectable by the analyst . The popup 2104 also 
alerts , associated with each trader . Additionally , each tile includes , for each of the filter values , an indication , in 
shows various information associated with each respective 65 parentheses , of a number of associated clusters / alerts . As 
dossier to enable an analyst to quickly triage and analyze the shown the analyst has selected the “ Intradate CnC with IC ” 
dossier . The user may select a tile to view additional detailed status value by which to filter the clusters . Accordingly , the 
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system dynamically applies the filter criteria to the clusters , states to clusters is similar to the process of marking alerts 
filtering out any clusters that do not meet the criteria , and as archived ( as described in discussions of FIGS . 18 and 19 
updates the display of dossiers in the display portion 2012 . in U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 579 , 752 , filed Dec . 22 , 
For example , as shown in the display portion 2012 , the 2014 , titled “ SYSTEMS AND USER INTERFACES FOR 
number of alerts associated with most of the dossiers has 5 DYNAMIC AND INTERACTIVE INVESTIGATION OF 
changed in response to the filtering . Tile 2016 , for example , BAD ACTOR BEHAVIOR BASED ON AUTOMATIC 
now shows 55 associated alerts , rather than 110 as shown in CLUSTERING OF RELATED DATA IN VARIOUS DATA 
FIG . 20 . Tile 2114 shows zero alerts , however ( as mentioned STRUCTURES ” , and previously incorporated by refer 
above ) in an embodiment the tile is still displayed in the ence . ) but is more flexible and customizable , and may be 
display area 2012 . Each tile also includes an indication of a 10 used by the analyst to assign groups of clusters to particular 
total number of alerts in the respective dossiers without any analysts , mark certain groups of clusters as important or not , 
filters applied . For example , tile 2016 indicates “ 55 of 110 ” watch groups of clusters , and / or the like . 
alerts . As also shown in the example user interface of FIG . FIG . 23 shows selection of a “ Take Action ” button 2304 . 
21 , above the tiles an indication is given of each filter Selection of button 2304 allows the analyst to apply any 
currently applied to the clusters . Accordingly , as shown at 15 number of states of one or more selected dossiers ( and 
indicator 2106 , the “ Intraday CnC with IC ” cluster type filter thereby the clusters associated with the dossiers ) . For 
is applied . Additionally a " state " filter 2112 ( " open " ) is example , the user has selected tile 2014 , the “ Another Trader 
applied to the clusters ( cluster states are described in further 4 ” dossier , which comprises a group of 94 clusters ( as 
detail below in reference to FIG . 31 ) . The analyst may select currently filtered ) . Multiple dossiers may be selected by the 
the " clear ” button 2108 to clear all filters applied to the 20 analyst , and only those clusters that satisfy any given search 
clusters . criteria and associated with selected dossiers are selected for 

Turning to the example user interface of FIG . 22 , another applying the states . A number of clusters to which the state 
method of applying filtering criteria to the clusters is shown . is being applied is shown at indicator 2308 . Examples of 
In particular , search box 2204 may be used to apply filters states that may be applied include “ Sign Of ” , “ Escalate ” , 
to the clusters . The user may type all or part of any 25 " Ignore " , " Overlook ” , “ Neglect ” , “ Reassign to ” , “ Watch 
applicable filter criteria into the search box 2204 , which all ” , and “ Unwatch all ” . The states “ Sign Off ” , “ Escalate ” , 
causes the system to automatically generate a list 2206 of “ Ignore ” , “ Overlook ” , and “ Neglect ” may be used to des 
any matching filter criteria . The user may then select to ignate clusters for further review , or to mark clusters as 
apply the filter to the clusters similar to the application of unimportant , according to the various states . In some 
filters described above . 30 embodiments , clusters marked as “ Sign Off ” , “ Ignore ” , 

Returning to FIG . 20 , dropdown box 2028 may be used to " Overlook ” , or “ Neglect ” may be removed from the user 
apply a preselected , or saved , set of filters . As shown , the interface , while clusters marked as “ Escalate ” may be indi 
analyst has selected the " Open Flags " filter set , which cated by highlighting in the user interface . The states “ Reas 
includes a filter to any clusters / alerts with the current state sign to ” may cause the system to provide a popup by which 
of " open " . In various embodiments , a saved filter may 35 the analyst may assign and / or reassign the clusters to a 
include multiple filter criteria . In an embodiment , after particular analyst ( or multiple analysts ) for review . Addi 
applying a set of filters to the clusters , the analyst may save tionally , upon assigning the clusters , the analyst may include 
the particular set of filters so as to enable efficient applica - a note that may be provided to the assigned analyst ( s ) when 
tion of the set of filters in the future by a single selection they are notified of the assignment . The states “ Watch all ” 
from dropdown 2028 . In an embodiment , an analyst may 40 and “ Unwatch all ” may be used by the analyst to receive ( or 
specify a default filter set to be applied each time the analyst stop receiving ) notifications of changes to particular dos 
logs in to the system . For example , a particular analyst may siers / clusters . Notifications regarding assignments and / or 
be responsible for overseeing activities of four traders . watching are described below in reference to FIG . 26 . 
Accordingly , the analyst may create and save ( and optionally Advantageously , according to various embodiments , the 
set as default ) a set of filters to only display clusters / alerts 45 analyst may easily and efficiently apply states to multiple 
associated with those four traders . clusters via the dossier analysis user interface . For example , 

In an embodiment , filters are disjunctively applied ( for a particular dossier ( including multiple clusters ) may be 
example , logical OR ) across same filter types , and conjunc - determined to be unimportant ( or otherwise not representing 
tively applied ( for example , logical AND ) across different risky activity ) and may thereby by quickly dismissed by the 
filter types . Thus , for example , if the analyst selects to filter 50 analyst . In some embodiments , the above - described states 
the cluster / alerts to " trader : trader 1 ” , “ trader : trader 2 ” , and “ Reassign to ” , “ Watch all ” , and “ Unwatch all ” may not be 
" severity : high ” , the filter criteria is applied to the clusters as considered states , but rather may be stored and tracked 
" trader : ( trader 1 OR trader 2 ) AND severity : high ” . separately from the states and in conjunction with the 

Multiple types of filters may be saved together , and the notifications workflows described below in reference to FIG . 
system may include multiple preset sets of filters that are 55 26 . 
especially and frequently useful to the analyst in a particular In an embodiment , the tiles of FIG . 20 advantageously 
investigation . An example preset filter may be titled “ Criti - each show a similar time - based chart ( or other type of chart ) 
cal Open Flags to Triage ” , which may include the following having common axes and / or common scales on the axes , 
filters : state : Open AND alert score : Medium OR Critical ) . enabling efficient comparison of the dossiers by the analyst . 

FIG . 23 shows the example user interface of FIG . 20 in 60 FIG . 24 illustrates an example dossier analysis user inter 
which the analyst is applying " states ” to the dossiers ( and face of the data analysis system that may be displayed when 
thereby the clusters associated with the dossiers ) . Advanta - a particular dossier is selected by the analyst . For example , 
geously , in various embodiments , the system enables the the analyst may view the user interface of FIG . 24 after 
analyst to apply any “ state ” to a group of clusters , or selection of the “ Another Trader 9 ” tile of the user interface 
multiple groups of clusters , efficiently and simultaneously . 65 of FIG . 20 . As shown in FIG . 24 , and indicated by title 2402 , 
States may comprise another tag type that may be applied to the information provided relates to the “ Another Trader 9 " 
clusters , and by which clusters may be filtered . Assigning dossier . In an embodiment , any filters applied to the clusters 
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in the user interface of FIG . 20 are automatically propagated FIG . 25 illustrates an example user interface in which the 
to the user interface of FIG . 24 , as indicated at filters 2410 . user has selected the “ flags list " button of FIG . 20 . In this 
The filters may be applied to any one or more of charts , user interface a sortable list of alerts 3304 is shown , not 
alerts , and / or other data shown in the user interface of FIG . grouped by cluster tags . The user interface of FIG . 25 is 
24 . In some embodiments different filters may be applied to 5 similar to that of FIG . 25 described above . 
the different aspects of the user interface of FIG . 24 . FIG . 26 illustrates an example user interface similar to 
Additionally , the user may apply and / or remove any filters , that of FIG . 20 , but in which the user has selected a 
and / or apply states , in the user interface of FIG . 24 similar notifications button 2602 . Selection of the notifications 
to the user interface of FIG . 20 . button 2602 causes a notifications bar 2604 to be displayed . 

The example user interface of FIG . 24 includes various 10 While no notifications are shown in the user interface of 
tabs 2404 , 2406 , and 2408 for viewing information related FIG . 26 , various notifications may be provided to the analyst 
to the dossier . Currently the “ flags " tab 2404 is selected via the notifications bar 2604 , as described above . For 
which displays information associated with the various example , any changes to watched dossiers and / or cluster 
clusters / alerts of the dossier . For example , a list of alerts may cause notifications to be displayed in the notifications 
2414 is shown . These alerts may be similar to the list of 15 bar 2604 . Similarly , when the analyst is assigned a dossier 
alerts provided as an example in FIG . 11 of U . S . patent ( and / or one or more clusters / alerts ) the analyst may be 
application Ser . No . 14 / 579 , 752 , filed Dec . 22 , 2014 , titled notified via the notifications bar 2604 . For example , a 
" SYSTEMS AND USER INTERFACES FOR DYNAMIC notification regarding a watched dossier may include “ You 
AND INTERACTIVE INVESTIGATION OF BAD have a new critical alert # 234234 related to Trader 1 . ( Just 
ACTOR BEHAVIOR BASED ON AUTOMATIC CLUS - 20 now ) ” . In another example , a notification related to an 
TERING OF RELATED DATA IN VARIOUS DATA assignment / escalation may include “ Analyst 2 has escalated 
STRUCTURES ” , and previously incorporated by reference . alert # 58967 to you . ( 15 seconds ago ) ” . 
The alerts may be sorted in various ways by selection of a Notifications may also provide information to the analyst 
sorting element 2416 . In an embodiment , the analyst may that is not directly related to any particular dossier or cluster . 
select one or more of the alerts to apply a state and / or view 25 For example , a notification may be provided regarding 
details via a user interface , similar to user interface example unavailability of a data source , such as “ Data source 1 will 
provided in that of FIG . 12 of U . S . patent application Ser . be down for maintenance on Sep . 12 , 2014 from 0300 
No . 14 / 579 , 752 , filed Dec . 22 , 2014 , titled “ SYSTEMS 0500PST . ( 10 minutes ago ) ” . 
AND USER INTERFACES FOR DYNAMIC AND Advantageously , in various embodiments , the notifica 
INTERACTIVE INVESTIGATION OF BAD ACTOR 30 tions bar 2604 helps the analyst avoid having to triage many 
BEHAVIOR BASED ON AUTOMATIC CLUSTERING alerts and / or dossiers that may not be of particular impor 
OF RELATED DATA IN VARIOUS DATA STRUC - tance . Rather , the notifications bring particular alerts and / or 
TURES ” , and previously incorporated by reference . Addi - dossiers to the attention of the analyst that are of particular 
tionally , a time - based chart 2412 is shown which is similar importance . In some embodiments , any changes and / or 
or the same as the chart shown in the tiles of the user 35 comments on watched alerts / dossier may be provided in the 
interface of FIG . 20 . In the user interface of FIG . 24 , the notifications bar . Additionally , the analyst may check off 
analyst may select any data to view in the chart 2412 via , for alerts to remove them from the notification bar , and / or may 
example , the dropdown 2418 and the list of previous charts click links included in the alerts to go directly to user 
2420 . In various embodiments , any type of data may be interfaces displaying , for example , the relevant dossier , 
plotted in the chart 2412 . For example , in one embodiment 40 alert , and / or other information related to the notification . 
a risk score associated with the trader may be plotted over Referring again to FIG . 20 , in an embodiment , hovering 
time . The risk score may be determined based on all or some a mouse cursor ( or other selection indicator ) over one of the 
of the data in the dossier . Alternatively , the risk score may tiles may cause a popup to be displayed with information 
be determined based on other data accessed from other data associated with the particular dossier ( for example , various 
sources . The risk score may be determined based on a risk 45 items of information shown in the user interface of FIG . 24 
model . The system may be customized to display any charts and / or related human - readable conclusions ) . 
of any type , and including any data , that are useful for the In an embodiment , tags associated with alerts ( in , for 
analyst in analyzing the dossier . example , the alert display of FIG . 25 and / or the alert list 

Tabs 2406 and 2408 may be selected by the analyst to 2414 of FIG . 24 ) may be shown in the user interface . 
view other information related to the dossier in the user 50 Selection of such tags may cause the dossier associated with 
interface . For example , " timeline ” may display a more that tag to be automatically shown in the user interface . 
detailed chart , and / or may display a chart with data drawn In an embodiment , the system may enable export of all 
from another data source outside of the clusters of the information related to an alert and / or a dossier to a format 
dossier . “ Related ” may display other dossiers and / or clus - ( such as a CSV ) and / or to a displayable interactive graph 
ters / alerts associated with the current dossier , and may 55 comprising node and edges ( for example , a graph display 
provide a direct link to those dossiers / clusters ( similar to the similar to the graph of FIG . 3C described above ) . The 
links described in reference to 1404 of FIG . 14 ) . For interactive graph representation may allow the analyst to 
example , if two traders are associated with a cluster ( for review the attributes of the related data items and / or perform 
example , by a tag and / or data item associated with the queries for additional related data items . 
cluster ) , and the user is viewing the dossier of one of the 60 In an embodiment , the dossier analysis user interfaces ( for 
traders , the other trader ( along with a like to that trader ' s example , the user interface of FIG . 20 ) may include a button 
dossier ) may be displayed in the related tab . to access a dashboard displaying various items of informa 

In other embodiments , the user interface of FIG . 24 may tion related to the analyst . For example , the dashboard may 
include more or fewer tabs , each of which may be custom - include a display of a number of alerts the analyst has 
ized and specific to the type of investigation being per - 65 reviewed over time . Examples of such a dashboard are 
formed by the analyst and / or the cluster types associated described in U . S . Provisional Patent Application No . 
with the dossier . 62 / 135 , 448 , filed Mar . 19 , 2015 , and titled “ System For 
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Providing Dynamic Linked Panels In User Interface , ” which Each section may display a different array of information in 
was previously incorporated by reference . the space directly below navigation bar 2712 . Alternatively , 

FIG . 27 illustrates an example user interface for dossier each section may display a different array of information in 
analysis which displays alerts by alert type , rather than the space directly above navigation bar 2712 . 
providing a combined list of alerts . At the top of the interface 5 Alerts in this interface may be grouped and presented by 
is a hierarchical arrangement 2702 . Hierarchical arrange alert type , rather than as a single list of alerts . This interface 
ment 2702 may allow the user to quickly understand where illustrates three alert types “ DoA Breach ” , “ Block Leave 
the current data cluster they are reviewing lies within a Violation ” , and “ Another Alert Type . ” Clicking an alert type hierarchy of data clusters based on specific data items or may present the user more information on alerts within that their attributes within the data clusters . Or hierarchical 101 alert type . For example , alert group 2714 can be clicked on arrangement 2702 may allow the user to quickly understand to expand and view all alerts that fall under the alert type of the relationship of the trader associated with the current data “ DOA Breach . ” Alert group 2714 also shows that five trades cluster to any reviewers , supervisors , or risk managers . For 
example , hierarchical arrangement 2702 in the figure shows were considered under the “ DoA Breach ” alert type . Once 
that the user is current viewing “ Harrison Harber ' s Dossier ” . 15 alert group 2714 is expanded , information about the alerts in 
which may have been tasked to “ Jim Smith ” for review . " Jim that group are presented to the user . Each alert may have an 
Smith ” may fall under " Jesse Smith ” in the hierarchy , who alert type or a date associate with the alert . There may be an 
subsequently is under “ Jacky Smith ” in the hierarchy . A user alert summary , such as alert summary 2716 . Alert summary 
who is reviewing “ Harrison Harber ' s Dossier ” can quickly 2716 provides the user with options to view the alert in more 
understand the chain of supervision just by glancing at 20 detail , view a chart or visualization associated with the alert , 
hierarchical arrangement 2702 . or view communications related to the alert . After the user 
Graph 2704 may represent a graph of a data item or reviews the information presented through alert summary 

attribute within the current data cluster . Graph 2704 may be 2716 , the user may then click on alert action dropdown 
a graph over a period of time . In the figure , Graph 2704 may 2718 . By clicking on alert action dropdown 2718 , the user 
illustrate the trend of the trader ' s risk score over the course 25 may then be presented with options or actions to take 
of a year as it changes from week to week . Alternatively , regarding that specific alert . For example , the user may be 
graph 2704 may illustrate the PNL or account value of the able to flag the alert for later , mark the alert as a false trader as it fluctuates over time . Alternatively , graph 2704 positive , provide feedback on the alert , or send the alert to 
may illustrate the frequency or amount of trades that the their supervisor . 
trader has performed over the course of the year , as it 30 At the bottom of the interface is the risk indicators over 
changes from week to week . Under graph 2704 is more all time 2720 , which may be a table of the results or information related to the trader display 2706 . Trader dis computations involved in the various indicators , scenarios , play 2706 may display the current trader associated with the or any other analysis rules / criteria , over the period of time data cluster . It may also display the department that the 
trader belongs to , the supervisor in charge of the trader 35 con contained within the data cluster . For example , the data 
( which can also be seen in hierarchical arrangement 2702 to cluster may represent the trades of Harrison Harber from the 
be “ Jim Smith ” ) , and the email or contact information for the period of March to the end of December . There may be many 
trader . Risk score 2708 displays a risk score that may be indicators that were performed on this data cluster , and 
calculated with a cluster scoring strategy . The value of risk indicator list 2722 provides a sample of a few : " Internal 
score 2708 may correspond to one of the data points in graph 40 Trades ” , “ Late Booked Trades ” , and “ Lightning Events . ” 
2704 . For example , Harrison Harber ' s trading activity at the For example , " Internal Trades ” may represent an indicator 
end of December may have had a risk score of 16 . 8 . Trade that Harrison Harber traded with an internal account . The 
amount 2710 displays the number of trades that may be table rows may each represent a week , in which case it may 
associated with the trader in the data cluster . Trade amount be seen that Harrison Harber performed internal trades 
2710 may display the number of trades that the trader has 45 during seven of the weeks in the period of March to 
performed within a certain time period . The value of trade December . Similar visulations are provided for “ Late 
amount 2710 may correspond to one of the data points in Booked Trades ” and “ Lightning Events . " By viewing this 
graph 2704 . For example , Harrison Harber ' s trading activity table under risk indicators over all time 2720 , the user may 
at the end of December may have amounted to 923 trades . be able to quickly see trends or patterns within the trader ' s 
Alternatively , the values of risk score 2708 and trade amount 50 behavior . For example , the user may be able to see that the 
2710 may instead correspond to all of the data points in trader performed internal trades over a large period of time 
graph 2704 . For example , the value of risk score 2708 may within the second half of the year . Or the user may be able 
be an average of the risk scores in the data points shown in to see that the trader typically performs internal trades at the 
graph 2704 . The value of trade amount 2710 may be a total same time another risk indicator was flagged , such as late 
number of trades that Harrison Harber performed over the 55 booked trades . This may tip the user off to some kind of 
period illustrated by the graph 2704 , and may be obtained by significance between the internal trades and late booked 
adding all the values in the data points on graph 2704 trades . 
together . The graph 2704 , and scores 2708 and 2710 , may , e . Permissions 
in other embodiments , include any other data and / or scores In various embodiments permissions ( also referred to as 
related to the displayed dossier as described above in 60 Access Control Lists ) may be applied to various aspects of 
reference to the various figures . the system to control access of data . In particular , some data 

The user interface also has a navigation bar 2712 . Navi - in the system may be permissions so as to not be visible or 
gation bar 2712 may show all the different sections or tabs accessible , in whole or in part , to particular persons and / or 
within the dossier . In the figure , navigation bar 2712 shows groups of persons . For example , the system may apply 
three sections : “ Overview ” , “ Trading and PNL ” , and “ Trade 65 permissions to particular data item attributes , individual data 
Lifecycle . ” By clicking each tab available in the navigation items , data item clusters , groups of clusters , particular user 
bar 2712 , a user may be able to go from section to section . interfaces , types of data , and / or the like . Permissions may 
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further be dependent on an identity of the analyst , a group data items that may or may not be related to one another 
to which the analyst belongs , a type of investigation , and / or because only data items related to each other are included in 
the like . the clusters . 

In operation , the system may implement permissions by Additionally , the automated analysis , tagging , grouping , 
analysis of data prior to filtering and tagging and grouping 5 and scoring of groups of clusters ( as mentioned above , may 
of clusters . For example , when an analyst is not allowed to enable highly efficient evaluation of the various data clusters 
view data related to a particular data cluster , that data cluster by a human analyst . For example , the interactive user 
may be removed from the set of data that is filtered , grouped , interface us generated so as to enable an analyst to quickly 
and presented to the user in the user interfaces of the system . view critical groups of data clusters , and then in response to 

f . Additional Aspects 10 analyst inputs , view and interact with the generated infor 
In various embodiments , a single master instance of each mation ( including , for example , re - grouping and / or filtering ) 

data item is stored by the system . The master instance of associated with the clusters . In response to user inputs the 
each data item includes all metadata and other information user interface may be updated to display raw data associated 
associated with the data item , as well as a unique data item with each of the generated groups of clusters if the analyst 
identifier . When generating clusters and groups of clusters , 15 desires to dive deeper into data associated with a given 
in some embodiments , the master instances of the data items cluster . 
are referenced by their data item identifiers rather than While the foregoing is directed to various embodiments , 
making copies of the data items in each cluster . This other and further embodiments may be devised without 
advantageously enables memory savings and the data items departing from the basic scope thereof . For example , aspects 
do not have to be copied multiple times . Additionally , any 20 of the present disclosure may be implemented in hardware 
updates to a master data item may be rapidly propagated to or software or in a combination of hardware and software . 
all references of the data item in each cluster , thus reducing An embodiment of the disclosure may be implemented as a 
processing requirements . program product for use with a computer system . The 

In various embodiments , the system and dossier analysis program ( s ) of the program product define functions of the 
user interface described above are extensible . Thus , for 25 embodiments ( including the methods described herein ) and 
example , additional types of tags may be added to the may be contained on a variety of computer - readable storage 
system based on new types of investigations , new groupings media . Illustrative computer - readable storage media 
may be added to the user interface based on the new tags , include , but are not limited to : ( i ) non - writable storage 
each user interface may be customized based on the type of media ( e . g . , read - only memory devices within a computer 
investigation , other types of related information may be 30 such as CD - ROM disks readable by a CD - ROM drive , flash 
brought into the dossier information user interfaces , other memory , ROM chips or any type of solid - state non - volatile 
tabs may be added to the dossier information user interfaces , semiconductor memory ) on which information is perma 
other states may be added based on changes and updates to nently stored ; and ( ii ) writable storage media ( e . g . , hard - disk 
workflows , and / or the like . Accordingly , the system need not drive or any type of solid - state random - access semiconduc 
be redeveloped for each not applications , but may be easily 35 tor memory ) on which alterable information is stored . Each 
extended and adapted . of the processes , methods , and algorithms described in the 

Additionally , the system is developed such that data items preceding sections may be embodied in , and fully or par 
may be accessed from any type of data base or data store tially automated by , code modules executed by one or more 
similarly via software code that adapts to particular database computer systems or computer processors comprising com 
formats . Thus new data may be brought into the system 40 puter hardware . The processes and algorithms may alterna 
quickly and efficiently without redevelopment . tively be implemented partially or wholly in application 
Additional Embodiments specific circuitry . 

Embodiments of the present disclosure have been The various features and processes described above may 
described that relate to automatic generation of memory - be used independently of one another , or may be combined 
efficient clustered data structures and , more specifically , to 45 in various ways . All possible combinations and subcombi 
automatic selection of an initial data item of interest , adding nations are intended to fall within the scope of this disclo 
of the initial data item to the memory - efficient clustered data sure . In addition , certain method or process blocks may be 
structure , determining and adding one or more related data omitted in some implementations . The methods and pro 
items to the cluster , analyzing the cluster based on one or cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
more rules or criteria , automatically tagging and grouping 50 sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
those clustered data structures , and providing an interactive performed in other sequences that are appropriate . For 
user interface to an analyst . As described above , in various example , described blocks or states may be performed in an 
embodiments , a generated cluster or group of clusters may order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
include far fewer data items as compared to a huge collec blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
tion of data items that may or may not be related to one 55 The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
another . This may be because , for example , data items parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
included in a cluster may only include those data items that added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
are related to one another and which may be relevant to a ments . The example systems and components described 
particular investigation . Further , data items in a cluster may herein may be configured differently than described . For 
comprise simple references to a master instance of the data 60 example , elements may be added to removed from , or 
item , further saving memory requirements . Accordingly , in rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
various embodiments , processing of generated clusters may m ents . 
be highly efficient because , for example , a given risky Conditional language , such as , among others , " can , " 
trading investigation by an analyst may only require storage “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , " unless specifically stated oth 
in memory of a single group of cluster data structures . 65 erwise , or otherwise understood within the context as used , 
Further , a number of data items in a cluster may be several is generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
orders of magnitude smaller than in the huge collection of include , while other embodiments do not include , certain 
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features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such conditional lan a plurality of external event data items including 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features , information associated with at least one of a trade 
elements and / or steps are in any way required for one or confirmation , a trade settlement , an exchange mar 
more embodiments or that one or more embodiments nec gining , or a cash flow associated with a trade ; 
essarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 5 a plurality of logical connections among the data 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or items in the data cluster , wherein each logical 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular connection indicates a relationship between at 
embodiment . least two of the data items ; and 

The term “ comprising ” as used herein should be given an wherein all the data items in the data cluster are 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 10 linked with one another , either directly or indi 
a general purpose computer comprising one or more pro rectly , by the logical connections ; 
cessors should not be interpreted as excluding other com a trading risk indicator configured to utilize at least 
puter components , and may possibly include such compo a subset of the data items in the data cluster , and 
nents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network one or more hardware computer processors in communi 
interfaces , among others . 15 cation with the one or more computer readable storage 

The term " continuous ” as used herein , is a broad term devices and configured to execute the plurality of 
encompassing its plain an ordinary meaning and , as used in computer executable instructions in order to cause the 
reference to various types of activity ( for example , scanning , computer system to : 
monitoring , logging , and the like ) , includes without limita access the data cluster , including the plurality of trade 
tion substantially continuous activity and / or activity that 20 data items and the plurality of external event data 
may include periodic or intermittent pauses or breaks , but items , from the one or more computer readable 
which accomplish the intended purposes described ( for storage devices ; 
example , continuous scanning may include buffering and / or access the trading risk indicator from the one or more 
storage of data that is thereafter processed , for example , in computer readable storage devices ; 
batch and / or the like ) . 25 apply the trading risk indicator to the data cluster by : 

Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in the flow analyzing the plurality of trade data items ; and 
diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the attached analyzing the plurality of external event data items to 
figures should be understood as potentially representing identify a subset of external event data items ; and 
modules , segments , or portions of code which include one or generate an alert in response to determining that the 
more executable instructions for implementing specific logi - 30 subset of external event data items includes more 
cal functions or steps in the process . Alternate implementa external event data items than a threshold number of 
tions are included within the scope of the embodiments external event data items . 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 2 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the at least 
deleted , executed out of order from that shown or discussed , one data cluster is further associated with data cluster 
including substantially concurrently or in reverse order , 35 analysis rules and / or data cluster scoring rules that comprise 
depending on the functionality involved , as would be under the trading risk indicator , wherein the trading risk indicator 
stood by those skilled in the art . is observable or computable from the data items in the 

It should be emphasized that many variations and modi - particular data cluster . 
fications may be made to the above - described embodiments , 3 . The computer system of claim 2 , wherein the trading 
the elements of which are among other acceptable examples . 40 risk indicator is configured for indicating at least one of 
All such modifications and variations are intended to be heightened risk or reduced risk . 
included herein within the scope of this disclosure . The 4 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the plurality 
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the of computer executable instructions further cause the com 
invention . It will be appreciated , however , that no matter puter system to generate user interface data for rendering an 
how detailed the foregoing appears in text , the invention 45 interactive user interface on a computing device , the inter 
may be practiced in many ways . As is also stated above , it active user interface including one or more selectable ele 
should be noted that the use of particular terminology when ments useable by a user for indicating the generated alert . 
describing certain features or aspects of the invention should 5 . The computer system of claim 4 , wherein the plurality 
not be taken to imply that the terminology is being re - of computer executable instructions further cause the com 
defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 50 puter system to use at least the generated alert to generate a 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention summary report based on the data cluster analysis rules 
with which that terminology is associated . The scope of the and / or the data cluster scoring rules . 
invention should therefore be construed in accordance with 6 . The computer system of claim 5 , wherein the plurality 
the appended claims and any equivalents thereof . of computer executable instructions further cause the com 

55 puter system to receive feedback from the user through the 
What is claimed is : interactive user interface , the feedback containing a sugges 
1 . A computer system comprising : tion for improving the summary report generated based on 
one or more computer readable storage devices config the data cluster analysis rules and / or the data cluster scoring 

ured to store : rules . 
a plurality of computer executable instructions ; 60 7 . The computer system of claim 6 , wherein the plurality 
at least one data cluster stored in a memory of the of computer executable instructions further cause the com 
computer system , wherein the at least one data puter system to update the data cluster analysis rules and / or 
cluster is associated with a data clustering strategy data cluster scoring rules based on the feedback received 
and is generated according to the data clustering from the user for improving the generated summary report . 
strategy , the data cluster including at least : 65 8 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the trading 
a plurality of trade data items including information risk indicator is a possible dummy trade indicator for 

associated with trades of a trader ; identifying when a trade is cancelled or amended before an 
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external event that might affirm the trade is real , and wherein a plurality of computer executable instructions ; 
applying the trading risk indicator further comprises : at least one data cluster stored in a memory of the 

analyzing the plurality of trade data items to identify computer system , wherein the at least one data 
cancelled or amended trades of the trader ; cluster is associated with a data clustering strategy 

determining a cancellation or amendment time associated 5 and is generated according to the data clustering 
with each cancelled or amended trade of the trader ; strategy , the data cluster including at least : 

analyzing the plurality of external event data items to a plurality of trade data items including information 
identify an external event associated with each can associated with trades of a trader ; celled or amended trade ; and a plurality of profit and loss ( PNL ) data items determining the time associated with the external event 10 including information associated with the trader ' s associated with each cancelled or amended trade ; PNL over a time period ; and wherein the alert is also generated in response to deter a plurality of logical connections among the data mining that the cancellation or amendment time for 
each cancelled or amended trade is prior to the external items in the data cluster , wherein each logical 
event time associated with the cancelled or amended 15 connection indicates a relationship between at 
trade . least two of the data items ; and 

9 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the trading wherein all the data items in the data cluster are 
risk indicator is part of a trading when absent scenario for linked with one another , either directly or indi 
detecting whether a person ' s trading activity coincides with rectly , by the logical connections ; 
unusual patterns in security badge data , and wherein apply - 20 a trading risk indicator configured to utilize at least 
ing the trading risk indicator further comprises : a subset of the data items in the data cluster ; and 

analyzing the plurality of trade data items to identify the one or more hardware computer processors in communi 
trades performed by the trader ; cation with the one or more computer readable storage 

determining an execution time associated with each trade devices and configured to execute the plurality of 
performed by the trader ; computer executable instructions in order to cause the 

analyzing the plurality of external event data items to computer system to : 
identify time windows the trader is not in a building access the data cluster , including the plurality of trade 
based on security badge usage data for the building ; data items and the plurality of PNL data items , from 
and the one or more computer readable storage devices ; 

determining a subset of external event data items , wherein 30 access the trading risk indicator from the one or more 
each external event data item of the subset of external computer readable storage devices ; 
event data items is associated with a respective execu apply the trading risk indicator to the data cluster by : 
tion time of one of the trades performed by the trader analyzing the plurality of trade data items ; and 
and a time window for which the trader is not in the analyzing the plurality of PNL data items ; and 
building . 35 generate an alert in response to application of the 

10 . The computer system of claim 9 , wherein the security trading risk indicator to the data cluster . 
badge usage data comprises at least one of : 13 . The computer system of claim 12 , wherein the trading 

time windows the trader is in the building ; risk indicator is a PNL smoothing indicator for detecting 
time windows the trader is not in the building ; whether a trader ' s PNL has an unreasonably smooth vola 
times the trader used a security badge to enter the build - 40 tility profile given price volatility of asset classes traded and 

ing ; and reflected in the PNL , and wherein applying the trading risk 
times the trader used a security badge to leave the indicator further comprises : 

building . analyzing the plurality of PNL data items to identify the 
11 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the trading asset classes traded by the trader and reflected in the 

risk indicator is part of a suspicious badge activity scenario 45 trader ' s PNL over the time period ; 
for detecting whether a trader ' s trading activity coincides analyzing the plurality of trade data items to determine 
with unusual patterns in security badge data , and applying volatility of each of the asset classes traded by the 
the trading risk indicator further comprises : trader and reflected in the trader ' s PNL over the time 

analyzing the plurality of trade data items to identify the period ; 
trades performed by the trader ; 50 determining volatility of the trader ' s PNL over the time 

determining an execution time associated with each trade period ; 
performed by the trader ; determining a volatility discrepancy between the trader ' s 

analyzing the plurality of external event data items to PNL and the asset classes by comparing the volatility 
identify time windows the trader is not in a building of the trader ' s PNL over the time period to the volatility 
from the security badge usage data for the building ; 55 of each of the asset classes traded by the trader and 

determining unusual time windows from the time win reflected in the trader ' s PNL over the time period ; and 
dows the trader is in the building based on unusual generating the alert in response to determining the vola 
security badge usage patterns ; and tility discrepancy between the trader ' s PNL and the 

determining a subset of external event data items , wherein asset classes is greater than a threshold of volatility 
each external event data item of the subset of external 60 discrepancy between the trader ' s PNL and the asset 
data items is associated with a respective execution classes . 
time of one of the trades performed by the trader and an 14 . The computer system of claim 12 , wherein the one or 
unusual time window for which the trader is in the more computer readable storage devices are further config 
building . ured to store a plurality of trading risk scenarios for detect 

12 . A computer system comprising : 65 ing , confirming , or denying a particular hypothesis , and 
one or more computer readable storage devices config - wherein each trading risk scenario comprises one or more 

ured to store : trading indicators . 
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15 . The computer system of claim 12 , wherein the trading indicator for identifying big , positive PNL changes highly 
risk indicator is configured for indicating at least one of correlated to timing of a compensation cycle , and wherein 
heightened risk or reduced risk , and wherein at least one of applying the trading risk indicator further comprises : 
the plurality of trading risk indicators is observable or analyzing the plurality of PNL data items to identify a big , 
computable from the data items in the particular data cluster . 5 positive change to the trader ' s PNL ; 

16 . The computer system of claim 12 , wherein the data determining a time associated with the big , positive 
cluster further includes a plurality of account data items change to the trader ' s PNL ; 
including information associated with trading accounts asso analyzing the plurality of external event data items to 
ciated with the trades of the trader , wherein the trading risk identify a compensation cycle ; 
indicator comprises an internal transfer with non - zero PNL 10 determining a time associated with a change in the 
indicator for identifying trades performed by a trader that are compensation cycle ; and 
internal trades between internal trading books or internal generating the alert in response to determining that the 
trading accounts and also associated with a non - zero PNL , time associated with the big , positive change to the 

and wherein applying the trading risk indicator further trader ' s PNL is within a threshold time period right 
comprises : before the time associated with a change in the com 

analyzing the plurality of trade data items to identify pensation cycle . 

trades of the trader ; 19 . The computer system of claim 12 , wherein the trading 
analyzing the plurality of account data items to identify risk indicator comprises an adverse execution selection 

trading accounts associated with the trades of the indicator for identifying trades booked away from the mar 
trader ; 20 ket in order to create PNL or cash , and wherein applying the 

determining which trades of the trader has an internal trading risk indicator further comprises : 
counterparty using the identified trading accounts asso analyzing the plurality of trade data items to identify 
ciated with each trade of the trader ; trades of the trader ; 

for each trade determined to have an internal counterparty , determining an actual execution cost associated with each 
determining whether that trade has a non - zero PNL 25 trade of the trader ; 

determining an expected execution cost associated with using the plurality of trade data items ; and 
generating the alert in response to determining that a trade each trade of the trader ; and 
has both an internal counterparty and a non - zero PNL . generating the alert in response to determining the devia 

17 . The computer system of claim 12 , wherein the data tion between the expected transaction cost and the 
cluster further includes a plurality of account data items 30 actual execution cost of each trade of the trader is above 
including information associated with trading accounts asso a threshold . 
ciated with the trades of the trader , wherein the trading risk 20 . The computer system of claim 12 , wherein the trading 
indicator comprises a mark arbitrage indicator for identify risk indicator comprises a trading away from bucket VWAP 
ing trades performed by a trader that are internal trades indicator for identifying trades that are executed at a price 
between internal counterparties that have different account - 35 Whi 35 which should on average be attainable by a trader , and 
ing regions , wherein the internal counterparties comprise wherein applying the trading risk indicator further com 
internal trading books or internal trading accounts ; and 
wherein applying the trading risk indicator further com analyzing the plurality of trade data items to identify all 
prises : trades by the trader over a time period ; 

analyzing the plurality of trade data items to identify 40 identify 40 determining a traded product associated with a trade by 
trades of the trader ; the trader over the time period ; 

analyzing the plurality of account data items to identify determining an execution price associated with a trade by 
the trader over the time period ; trading accounts associated with the trades of the 

trader ; analyzing the plurality of trade data items to identify all 
determining which trades of the trader has internal coun - 45 trades in a firm over the time period associated with the 

terparties using the identified trading accounts associ traded product or a similarly traded product , wherein 
ated with each trade of the trader ; the similarly traded product has a higher than average 

for each trade determined to have internal counterparties , correlation to the traded product ; 
determining whether the internal counterparties have determining an execution price associated with each trade 
different accounting regimes using the plurality of 50 in the firm over the time period associated with the 

traded product or a similarly traded product ; account data items ; and 
generating the alert in response to determining that a trade determining the volume weighted average price ( VWAP ) 
has internal counterparties with different account of the execution prices associated with all trades in a 
regimes . firm over the time period associated with the traded 

18 . The computer system of claim 12 , wherein the data 55 product or the similarly traded product ; and 
cluster further includes a plurality of external event data generating the alert in response to determining the execu 
items including information associated with a compensation tion price associated with a trade by the trader over the 
cycle for the trader , wherein the trading risk indicator time period deviates from the VWAP by a threshold . 
comprises a PNL jump in line with compensation cycle $ 

prises : 
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GRAPH BASED RESOLUTION OF BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
MATCHING ITEMS IN DATA SOURCES 

In the drawings : 
BENEFIT CLAIM FIG . 1 illustrates an example system for identifying 

5 matches between elements in distinct data sources according 
to some embodiments . This application claims the benefit under 35 U . S . C . FIG . 2 illustrates an example state in which two data 119 ( e ) of provisional application 62 / 272 , 574 , filed Dec . 29 , sources are being compared node - by - node for canonical 2015 , the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated matches . 

by reference for all purposes as if fully set forth herein . FIG . 3 illustrates an example flow diagram for identifying 
matches between nodes in distinct graphs using a graphical 

TECHNICAL FIELD representation and orientation of the nodes . 
FIG . 4 illustrates an example flow diagram for creating 

The disclosed embodiments are in the technical fields of canonical tuples indicating matches between a first node 
databases , digital data entity resolution , digital data repre from a first graph and a second node from a second graph . 
sentations such as graphs , and computer memory manage 15 FIG . 5 illustrates a block diagram for an example com 
ment , as well as improvements in algorithms for comparing puter system upon which embodiments of the present dis 

closure may be implemented . nodes of graphs and other digital data representations and FIG . 6 illustrates two example clusters and nodes . determining whether nodes or entities match or represent the FIG . 7 illustrates an example flow or algorithm , which , in 
same real - world item . 20 an embodiment , could be performed for resolving clusters . 

BACKGROUND DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE EXAMPLE 
EMBODIMENTS 

The approaches described in this section are approaches 
that could be pursued , but not necessarily approaches that 25 In the following description , for the purposes of expla 
have been previously conceived or pursued . Therefore , nation , numerous specific details are set forth in order to 
unless otherwise indicated , it should not be assumed that any provide a thorough understanding of the present disclosure . P 
of the approaches described in this section qualify as prior It will be apparent , however , that the present disclosure may 

be practiced without these specific details . In other art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section . instances , well - known structures and devices are shown in Databases are used to store representations of real - life 30 block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscur objects . These representations often incorporate names and ing the present disclosure . Embodiments are described descriptions and attempt to accurately — but in simplified according to the following outline : 
form capture the characteristics and essences of their real 1 . GENERAL OVERVIEW 
life counterparts . Many databases go one step further and 2 . STRUCTURAL OVERVIEW - EXAMPLE COM 
incorporate a scheme with which to capture relationships 35 PUTER SYSTEM 
between the representations that they contain . 3 . FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW — EXAMPLE PRO 

In many fields , it becomes necessary to access data CESSING ALGORITHMS 
stretched across multiple databases that overlap substan - 4 . IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE — HARDWARE 
tially . These fields include the medical practice and research , OVERVIEW 
historical research , general master data management fields , 40 5 . EXTENSIONS AND ALTERNATIVES 
and many other more that require organizing large quantities 
of data over multiple structures and databases . 1 . GENERAL OVERVIEW 

Unfortunately , representations of the same real - life object 
in two different databases are often not the same . When these In an embodiment , a computer - implemented method 
databases are compared or when they are to be used together , 45 comprises calculating a first relational classification score 
it is difficult to immediately discern if two representations do for a first node in a first graph ; calculating a second 

relational classification core for a second node in a second in fact refer to the same real - life object . While simply graph ; calculating a relational classification matching score checking the names of each representation will suffice in for the first node and the second node that is based upon on some circumstances , the problem grows increasingly diffi the first relational classification score and the second rela 
cult when each database chooses to use a different naming 50 tional classification score ; calculating a composite score 
convention for its own representations , such as using for based at least upon the relational classification matching 
acronyms or synonyms rather than a formal full name . score ; generating a canonical tuple that represents a match 
As a result , other means are employed — for example , a between the first node and the second node in response to 

comparison against a previously , and often manually , gen - determining that the composite score is equal to or greater 
erated table of alternate names or a comparison of the 55 than a specified threshold score value . Various features , 
properties of each representation . However even a compari - refinements , sub concepts , aspects and variations are further 
son of the properties themselves face similar problem — for described in other sections and paragraphs herein , in some 
example , where one property may be termed “ state , " another cases with reference to the drawing figures . 
may use the term “ province , ” and yet another “ territory . ” To In another embodiment , a computer - implemented data 
address this , yet another table of alternative names will have 60 processing method for determining whether a first node , 
to be created to improve accuracy . Ultimately the process is which is associated with a first entity of a first data source , 
no more convenient than having an end - user simply com - matches and represents a same object as a second node , 
pare representations and identify matches manually . Thus , which is associated with a second entity of a second , 
there is a need for improved computer functionality that can different data source , comprises calculating a first relational 
identify data elements or data representations that match ; in 65 classification score for the first node in a first graph that has 
this context , a match of two items means that the items map been created and stored in a computer memory based upon 
to the same object . the first entity of the first data source and calculating a 
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se second relational classification core for the second node in upon relationships to other nodes . Informally , the relational 
a second graph that has been created and stored in the classification score represents where a node sits or is posi 
computer memory based upon the second entity of the tioned in a graph representation of a database in which the 
second data source , including calculating each relational node was found . The relational classification score incorpo 
classification score as a measure of a logical position of the 5 rates the positioning of the node in the graph by calculating 
first node , and based upon relationships to other nodes by a distance to a root node of the graph that contains the node , 
calculating a distance of the first node to a root node of the as well as counting the nodes in its immediate vicinity or to 
first graph , counting proximate nodes to which the first node which the node has a relationship , such as parent nodes , 
is joined as parent nodes , grandparent nodes , child nodes , or grandparent nodes , child nodes , or grandchild nodes , as well 
grandchild nodes , and determining which proximate nodes 10 as whether or not those proximate nodes match the subject 
match the first node in node identifiers , properties or attri - node in terms of identifiers , properties or attributes . Proxi 
butes ; calculating a relational classification matching score mate nodes may be descendants or ancestors at any level . 
for the first node and the second node that is based upon on Distance calculations may use distance algorithms known in 
the first relational classification score and the second rela - the literature , such as Levenshtein distance based on entity 
tional classification score , as a representation of similarity 15 names . 
between the first node and the second node based upon a first A “ graph , ” in the context of this disclosure , comprises 
similarity of the respective locations of the nodes , a second digital data stored in memory or in persistent storage that 
similarity of all proximate nodes that are joined respectively represents two or more nodes joined by one or more edges , 
to the first node and the second node , and a third similarity and that may be visually rendered , or inspected , trans 
of numbers of child nodes of the first node and the second 20 formed , altered or managed , using graph operations . Graph 
node ; calculating a composite score as a measure of quality here is used in the sense of digital data representation in 
of match of the first node and the second node , using the computer memory or storage , rather than in the sense of a 
relational classification matching score and also using one or chart that uses two axes , but the stored graphs described 
more of : a node identifier edit distance matching score , herein can be visually rendered in a graphical user interface 
property matching score , known synonym matching score , 25 of a computer with depictions similar to those of FIG . 2 , 
or known abbreviation matching score ; generating a canoni FIG . 6 . Generating , storing , and performing transformation 
cal tuple that represents a match between the first node and operations on graphs , based upon records , rows or other 
the second node in response to determining that the com - digitally stored structures of databases , is orthogonal to this 
posite score is equal to or greater than a specified threshold disclosure and those of skill in the art are presumed to be 
score value . 30 familiar with graphs , graph theory , graph formation based on 

In one feature , the method further comprises creating and records in databases , and graph transformation and manipu 
storing , in computer memory , an output graph comprising lation operations . Each graph may be directed , non - directed , 
the first graph , the second graph , and the canonical tuple , acyclical , or cyclical . Generating a graph also may include 
wherein the canonical tuple comprises a first edge and a correcting internal inconsistencies in data such as circular 
second edge that respectively link the canonical tuple to the 35 node references . Each graph described herein serves , in one 
first node and the second node when the composite score sense , as a proxy representation of data that is stored or 
exceeds a threshold value ; partitioning the output graph into represented in data sources , and facilitates determining 
two or more clusters of nodes , in which all nodes of a whether different entities in different data sources actually 
particular cluster among the two or more clusters are directly represent the same physical or logical object using the 
or transitively connected by edges of the output graph ; 40 graph - based algorithms that are described herein ; however , 
causing displaying the output graph using a computer dis - in other embodiments , the processes described herein can be 
play device in a graphical user interface that visually depicts adapted to data representations other than graphs , for data 
one or more nodes , edges , and canonical tuples of the output that is stored in the underlying data sources . 
graph . In an embodiment , a relational classification matching 
Computer - implemented techniques are described herein 45 score is a comparison of the relational classification score of 

for identifying matches between nodes in distinct undirected at least two nodes and represents the similarity between two 
cyclic graphs by combining them into a single undirected nodes . In an embodiment , the relational classification match 
acyclic graph . Thus , a first graph and a second graph , in an ing score incorporates a similarity of the respective locations 
embodiment , are graphical representations of a first data of the nodes ; for example , similarity in the distance from the 
source and a second data source , respectively , wherein 50 nodes to their respective root nodes , or similarity in the 
elements of the first data source and the second data source distance from the nodes to a leaf node , is considered . In an 
are organized in a relational structure reproduced in the first embodiment , the relational classification matching score 
graph and the second graph as a set of parents and children also accounts for the similarity of each close relative node of 
relationships between nodes . In an embodiment , the first a subject node , for example , whether each node has match 
data source and the second data source contain analogous 55 ing relative nodes , and if each node has a similar number of 
elements , for example , geographical locations with a root child nodes at any level of depth . 
node of " Earth , ” or internal organizational structures for In an embodiment , a composite score is computed as a 
merging corporations . The combined undirected acyclic measure of the overall quality of the match between nodes . 
graph , which may be termed an output graph , contains all the The composite score is based on one or more relational 
nodes from the first and second graphs , but the links on this 60 classification matching scores . The composite score includes 
output graph indicate the connected nodes refer to the same the relational classification matching score , but can also 
underlying object ; that is , the connected nodes are different include other matching scores , including but not limited to , 
representations of the same underlying entity . node identifier edit distance matching score , property match 

In an embodiment , a relational classification score is a ing score , known synonym matching score , known abbre 
measure of a logical position or location of a node , within a 65 viation matching score , containment such as whether one set 
graph that has been derived or generated based upon data of nodes is a superset of another , and input from external 
base records of a database that contains the node , and based analysis . The composite score is the ultimate measure of 
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how closely the two nodes match or map to the same object . In an embodiment , the computer also is programmed to 
“ Edit distance , ” in this context , refers to how many nodes generate a cluster identifier for each cluster on the output 
would have to be added or removed from one set or another graph , which provides the improvement that a cluster acting 
to obtain an exact match ; edit distance also can be deter as a representation of the real - world entity is easier to 
mined for entity identifiers . 5 reference unambiguously in subsequent external analysis . In 

In one embodiment , where a composite score exceeds a an embodiment , cluster identifiers are treated as stable . In 
threshold value , the two nodes are linked in an output graph , one approach , after minor changes to the output graph , such 
for example , using a canonical tuple , which may be repre as adding or removing a single link , the score algorithms are 
sented as a new node joined by edges to the two input re - processed , the output graph is repartitioned , and the 
graphs . The output graph may comprise an undirected cyclic ad cyclic 10 cluster identifiers are regenerated , such that as many of the 
graph that is stored in digital memory and consists of both clusters have the same identifier as possible , but no two 

clusters have the same cluster identifier . By processing a first graph , a second graph , and one or more canonical cluster identifiers in a stable manner such as this , the tuples that link matching nodes of the first graph and the technique herein facilitates analyzing the impact of modifi second graph . The output graph then is partitioned into 15 cations to the algorithms to calculate the relational classifi clusters of nodes , in which all nodes of each cluster are cation score and relational classification matching score ; the directly or transitively connected by the edges of the output stable cluster identifiers improve the ease of comparing the graph . Consequently , each cluster is a connected subgraph of clusters that were produced before and after the changes . 
the set of all nodes . A cluster may consist of a single node In an embodiment , a cluster identifier could be the lexi 
and no links ; such a cluster represents a node that appears in 20 cographically highest node identifier of all the nodes con 
one source system , but no others . tained in the cluster . For example , if a cluster contained two 

Further , in an embodiment , after the output graph is nodes with node identifiers “ USA ” and “ United States , ” then 
generated , the output graph may be displayed in a graphical the node identifier “ United States ” may be chosen as the 
user interface that visually depicts some or all of the nodes 
edges , and canonical tuples of the output graph . In some 25 Using these techniques , embodiments provide a distinct 
embodiments , data representing the output graph is sent to improvement in computer functionality by providing algo 
another computer system that is responsible for rendering or rithms and methods for determining far more accurately and 
displaying the output graph ; examples include a presentation efficiently whether two nodes in two graphs , which have 
layer in another application program , a web browser , an been derived from two different data sources , actually rep 
application program executing in a mobile computing device 30 resent the same entity or real - world object . Certain embodi 
that has an integrated presentation or display capability , and ments specifically provide more efficient , accurate , improve 
the like . ment in computer function by more accurately determining 

In an embodiment , a cluster of nodes in the output graph whether a first node , which is associated with a first entity 
is used as a single entity , or effectively as a single node , in of a first data source , matches and represents a same object 
calculating the relational classification score and in calcu - 35 as a second node , which is associated with a second entity 
lating the relational classification matching score . This of a second , different data source . The operations and results 
approach permits the computer to test whether new infor - of the algorithms disclosed herein have not been possible 
mation , namely that the nodes in the cluster represent the before because prior approaches have not considered the 
same real - world entity , helps clarify the underlying meaning relationships , values , and scores that are described herein , in 
of the other nodes . 40 the same way and in the same combination to reach the same 

In an embodiment , subsequent analysis may be performed result . In particular , embodiments can provide accurate 
on the clusters in the output graph , rather than on the original results even when two different data sources or databases use 
set of nodes . completely different naming conventions for the same physi 

The data sources may provide additional information of cal or logical object that entities in the data sources , or nodes 
the nodes they contain . For example , a data source contain - 45 in graphs based on the data sources , are representing . 
ing a node with the identifier “ Houston ” may provide a Further , there is no need for supplemental tables in memory 
property “ state ” with the value “ Texas ” . In an embodiment , or in the databases to map or correlate different entities or 
nodes that are grouped into a cluster on the output graph may nodes to one another , as a way to circumvent the use of 
have different values for the same property . For example , different conventions . As a result , the present techniques can 
one node may have “ Texas ” as the values of “ state ” property , 50 operate with less memory , less resource allocation , and 
whereas another might have “ TX ” . simpler database schemas and memory structures . 

In an embodiment , for each cluster on the output graph , Embodiments can be applied to any data storage system 
the computer is programmed select a single value from each in which multiple data sources potentially store duplicate 
property deterministically from the set of values for that entities . 
property on the nodes contained within that cluster . For 55 
example , if a cluster had two nodes providing a value of the 2 . STRUCTURAL OVERVIEW EXAMPLE 
“ state ” property , the system would choose one of those COMPUTER SYSTEM 
values to be the “ state ” property of the entire cluster . In an 
embodiment , program instructions for choosing the property FIG . 1 illustrates an example computer system with which 
value for a cluster in from a set of values use an algorithm 60 the techniques described may be practiced , according to 
that is based on , for example : some embodiments . The components of computer system 

the data source which the property value originally came 100 may be implemented at least partially by hardware at 
from , as some systems could be known to be more one or more computing devices , such as one or more 
accurate than others ; or hardware processors executing instructions stored in one or 

an analysis of the quality of the values , for example 65 more memories for performing various functions described 
“ Texas ” could be a higher quality value for the " state " herein . System 100 illustrates only one of many possible 
property than “ TX ” as it has more letters . arrangements of components configured to perform the 
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' ent 

functionality described herein . Other arrangements may within the same data source that represent the same real life 
include fewer or different components , and the division of object , but are represented in the data source using distinct 
work between the components may vary depending on the representations . For example , if one data source has a first 
arrangement . city value of “ Houston ” , a second city value of “ Houston , 

In an embodiment , system 100 includes a computer 110 , 5 TX " and a third city value of “ Huston , TX , ” these incon 
one or more data sources 200 , 210 coupled to the computer , sistencies can be corrected either automatically by the 
and storage media for results 130 . Each of the data sources computer 110 under program control . 
200 , 210 and results 130 can be stored separately from the In an embodiment , components depicted in FIG . 1 are 
computer 110 or on the computer 110 . Each of the data programmed to identify canonical matches between data 
sources 200 , 210 may comprise a database , flat file , object 10 sources 200 , 210 . The example data sources 200 , 210 
store , or other digitally stored data using a software system , contain nodes to be evaluated for canonical matches . In the 
a server computer , a client - server system having a client instance where node 204 is compared to node 213 as a 
installed at computer 110 , or other foundation technology potential canonical match , node 204 has a parent node of 
Typically data sources 200 , 210 store nodes , records , tables 202 and node 213 has a parent node of 212 . Node 204 has 
or other data representations having data items that may or 15 child nodes 205 , 206 , and node 213 has child nodes 215 , 
may not use consistent identifiers , schemas or ontologies . In 216 . 
an embodiment , computer 110 is programmed or configured FIG . 3 illustrates an example flow or algorithm that may 
using stored executable program instructions that implement be programmed for identifying matches between nodes in 
the improved algorithmic techniques that are described in distinct graphs using a graphical representation and orien 
other sections herein , and are programmed to receive data 20 tation of the nodes , according to some embodiments . In an 
from the data sources 200 , 210 , to process the data to embodiment , each of the processes described herein in 
generate clusters , identifiers , scores , comparisons and deter connection with the functional blocks of FIG . 3 may be 
minations of similarity as described herein , and to store the implemented using one or more computer programs , other 
results either in the form of canonical tuples or resolved software elements , and / or digital logic in any of a general 
graphs in results 130 . In some embodiments , results 130 25 purpose computer or a special - purpose computer , while 
may be implemented using a portion of main memory space performing data retrieval , transformation , and storage opera 
of computer 110 , or using a database or database server . tions that involve interacting with and transforming the 

Data sources 200 , 210 need not be structurally complex , physical state of memory of the computer . For example , 
and data obtained from them can be exported to a convenient computer 110 ( FIG . 1 ) may be programmed as shown in 
form prior to generating graphs that are processed using the 30 FIG . 3 and the other flow diagrams of the disclosure . 
techniques herein . For example , sets of nodes could be The flow of FIG . 3 is described below in conjunction with 
exported to spreadsheet format , or files containing comma the objects and components of FIG . 1 and FIG . 2 , according 
separated values ( CSVs ) that specify node identifiers , parent to an embodiment , for purposes of illustrating a clear 
nodes , types , and similar values . example , but the broad concepts illustrated algorithmically 

35 in FIG . 3 may be implemented in other systems and contexts 
3 . FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW - EXAMPLE of which FIG . 1 and FIG . 2 are merely one example . 

PROCESSING ALGORITHMS In general , the flow of FIG . 3 depicts example techniques 
for identifying matches between nodes in distinct graphs , 

FIG . 2 illustrates an example state in which two data using the graphical representation and orientation of nodes 
sources are compared , under control of programmed instruc - 40 in those graphs . The process of the flow of FIG . 3 may be 
tions using the techniques herein , node - by - node for canoni - repeated for each set of nodes , to generate respective canoni 
cal matches . Data sources 200 , 210 each respectively com - cal tuples for each set . 
prises a root node 201 , 211 , and child nodes 202 , 203 , 204 , In block 310 , a first relational classification score is 
205 , 206 , 207 ( for data source 200 ) and 212 , 213 , 214 , 215 , calculated for a first node in a first graph . For example , a first 
216 , 217 , 218 ( for data source 210 ) . Additionally , a canoni - 45 node 204 of the graph in data source 200 is received by the 
cal tuple 230 indicates a previous match between node 202 computer 110 , which calculates a first relational classifica 
of data source 200 and node 212 of data source 210 , as tion score for the first node 204 . In an embodiment , the first 
represented in FIG . 2 by lines linking the tuple 230 to nodes relational classification score is based on the nodes that are 
202 , 212 . immediate relatives of the first node 204 . The first relational 

While two data sources 200 , 210 are pictured in FIG . 2 for 50 classification score can take into consideration that node 204 
purposes of illustrating a clear example , more than two data has two child nodes 205 , 206 . The first relational classifi 
sources 200 , 210 may be compared for canonical matches . cation score can also take into consideration that node 204 
Further , nodes 202 - 207 and 212 - 218 are pictured for pur - has one parent node 202 . 
poses of illustrating a clear example , but more or fewer In another example , the first relational classification score 
nodes than nodes 202 - 207 and 212 - 218 can be contained in 55 is based on the edit distance of a path from the root node 201 
data sources 200 , 210 and arranged in a manner different of the first graph of data source 200 and the first child node 
from that pictured in FIG . 2 . Similarly , while only one 204 . The first relational classification score can take into 
canonical tuple 230 is pictured , more or less than one consideration that the path from the root node 201 to the first 
canonical tuple 230 may have been generated indicating child node 204 is { root node 201 , node 202 , node 204 } and 
previous matches between nodes of two or more data 60 has a length of three ( 3 ) . 
sources 200 , 210 . In block 320 , the process calculates a second relational 

Additionally , in an embodiment , prior to comparing nodes classification score for a second node in a second graph . 
in the two or more data sources 200 , 210 , the two or more Typically block 320 is performed for a data source different 
data sources 200 , 210 are corrected for any inconsistencies . from the data source used in block 310 , to enable a later 
Inconsistencies can include , but are not limited to , duplicate 65 comparison of the resulting data . For example , the second 
nodes , near duplicate nodes , relationship cycles , or floating node 213 from the second graph of data source 210 is 
nodes . Near duplicate nodes , in this context , refers to nodes received by the computer 110 , which calculates a second 
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relational classification score for the second node 213 . As an 230 . Therefore , the computer 110 is programmed to calcu 
example , the second relational classification score is based late the relational classification matching score to indicate an 
on the immediate relatives of the second node 213 . The even higher probability of a match as compared to an 
second relational classification score can take into consid - arrangement in which there were no matches among the 
eration that node 213 has two child nodes 215 , 216 . The 5 nodes in the path from the root node 201 to the first node 204 
second relational classification score can also take into and the root node 211 to the second node 213 . In an 
consideration that node 213 has one parent node 212 . embodiment , computer 110 is programmed such that a 
As another example , the second relational classification greater number of matches between nodes in a path from 

score is based on the edit distance of a path from the root root node 201 to the first node 204 and from root node 211 
node 211 of the second graph of data source 210 and the 10 to the second node 213 results in a relational classification 
second node 213 . The second relational classification score matching score that indicates a higher probability of a match 
can take into consideration that the path from the root node between node 204 , 213 than if there were fewer matches . 
211 to the second node 213 is { root node 211 , node 212 , In block 340 , the process calculates a composite score 
node 213 } and has a length of three ( 3 ) . based at least upon the relational classification matching 

In block 330 , the process calculates a relational classifi - 15 score that was obtained at block 330 . For example , computer 
cation matching score based on the first relational classifi - 110 is programmed to calculate the composite score based at 
cation score and the second relational classification score . least upon the relational classification matching score . In 
For example , computer 110 is programmed to calculate a one embodiment , the computer 110 is programmed to cal 
relational classification matching score based on the first culate the composite score based upon the relational classi 
relational classification score for the first node 204 and the 20 fication matching score and additionally upon one or more 
second relational classification score for the second node of : an entity identifier edit distance score between node 204 
213 . As an example , where the first relational classification and node 213 ; a property score between node 204 and node 
score for the first node 204 and the second relational 213 ; a known synonym score between node 204 and node 
classification score for the second node 213 were based on 213 ; or a known abbreviation score between node 204 and 
their respective immediate relative nodes , the computer 110 25 node 213 . The factors identified in the preceding sentence 
is programmed or configured to calculate a relational clas - are not exhaustive but merely provide an example , and other 
sification matching score that indicates a higher probability embodiments may use fewer factors , more factors , or dif 
of a match when the first node 204 has the same number of ferent factors . 
parent nodes 202 , and child nodes 205 , 206 as the second In one embodiment , computer 110 calculates the entity 
node 213 , which has parent node 212 and child nodes 215 , 30 identifier edit distance score between node 204 and node 213 
216 . Thus , the relational classification matching score may by strictly comparing the identifier of node 204 and the 
be a numeric measure of an amount of similarity between the identifier of node 213 . 
number and arrangement of two sets of immediate relative I n another embodiment , computer 110 calculates a prop 
nodes having edges respectively joined to two nodes in two erty score for node 204 and node 213 by comparing both 
different graphs or data sources that are the subject of 35 identifiers and values of properties of node 204 to identifiers 
comparison . and values of properties of node 213 . A higher property 

In the example of FIG . 2 , the first node 204 and the second score results when greater similarity of the respective iden 
node 213 each have an immediate relative that match , as tifiers and property values is present . 
parent node 202 and parent node 212 have been identified as Computer 110 may be programmed to calculate a known 
canonical matches by the canonical tuple 230 . In an embodi - 40 synonym score for node 204 and node 213 by comparing the 
ment , computer 110 is programmed to calculate the rela - identifier of node 204 and the identifier of node 213 to a 
tional classification matching score to indicate an even digitally stored table of synonyms . If the identifiers are in the 
higher probability of a match , compared to a situation in table , then the known synonym score value is high . 
which there were no matches among the immediate relative In another embodiment , computer 110 calculates a known 
nodes . Thus , in an embodiment , no matches among imme - 45 abbreviation score between node 204 and node 213 by 
diate relative nodes produces a lower relational classification comparing the identifier of node 204 and the identifier of 
matching score than a match among immediate relative node 213 to a digitally stored table of abbreviations . If the 
nodes , which would produce a lower relational classification identifiers are in the table , then the known abbreviation score 
matching score than a match between similarly oriented value is high . 
relative nodes . For example , a parent - parent match , like 50 In block 350 , the process performs a threshold analysis of 
node 202 to node 212 , or a child - child match as opposed to the composite score value that was determined at block 340 . 
a parent - child match would produce a higher relational For example , computer 110 performs a threshold analysis of 
classification matching score . the composite score by comparing the composite score to a 

Alternatively , if the first relational classification score for pre - determined threshold value . Computer 110 may be pro 
the first node 204 and the second relational classification 55 grammed to determine that the composite score indicates a 
score for the second node 213 is based on the edit distances match if the composite score is equal to or greater than the 
of paths from their respective nodes root node 201 , 211 , then specified threshold value . In another embodiment , the 
computer 110 is programmed to calculate a relational clas - threshold analysis of the composite score is performed by an 
sification matching score that indicates a higher probability end - user and the computer 110 receives feedback from the 
of a match when the path and the path length for the first 60 end - user indicating whether the composite score value is 
node 204 is more similar to the path and the path length for sufficient to indicate a canonical match between nodes . 
the second node 213 . In block 360 , the process generates , based on the thresh 

Additionally , in one embodiment , in the example of FIG . old analysis , a canonical tuple that represents a match 
2 , the path from root node 201 to the first node 204 and the between the first node and second node . For example , 
path from root node 211 to the second node 213 each contain 65 computer 110 generates , based on the threshold analysis of 
an immediate relative that match , as nodes 202 , 212 have the composite score in block 350 , a canonical tuple that 
been identified as canonical matches by the canonical tuple represents a match between the first node 204 and the second 
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node 213 . The canonical tuple comprises data identifying the FIG . 6 , according to an embodiment , for purposes of illus 
associated nodes and the composite score of node 204 and trating a clear example . The flow of FIG . 7 depicts example 
node 213 . In another example , the computer 110 generates techniques for resolving clusters of nodes that were previ 
a canonical tuple indicating just that node 204 and node 213 ously matched . The process of the flow of FIG . 7 may be 
were determined to be a match in block 350 . 5 repeated for each cluster to assign cluster properties to 

FIG . 4 illustrates an example flow or algorithm that may represent all of the contained nodes . 
be programmed for identifying matches between nodes in In block 710 , the process identifies clusters of nodes that 
distinct graphs using a graphical representation and orien - have been returned from other processing as canonical 
tation of the nodes , according to some embodiments . FIG . 4 matches between two or more data sources . For example , 
illustrates all of the steps and operations of FIG . 3 , but unlike 10 with the data representation shown in FIG . 6 , computer 110 
the process of FIG . 3 , the process of FIG . 4 generates a may be programmed to identify clusters 600 , 610 as con 
canonical tuple only in response to a finding that there is a taining nodes that have been previously matched . 
match as determined by block 450 . In block 720 , the process assigns , to a cluster , a cluster 

In block 460 the computer 110 generates a canonical tuple identifier that is based upon the node identifiers of the nodes 
that represents a match between the first node 204 and the 15 that are in the cluster . In the example of FIG . 6 , computer 
second node 213 . In an example where the composite score 110 may be programmed to assign clusters 600 , 610 respec 
for node 204 and node 213 exceed the threshold value or the tive different cluster identifiers that are based on the iden 
computer 110 receives feedback from the end - user that node tifiers of nodes 601 , 602 , 611 , respectively . That is , a first 
204 and node 213 are a match , the computer 110 generates cluster identifier for cluster 600 is based on the node 
a canonical tuple containing node 204 and node 213 . In 20 identifiers of node 601 , 602 , and a second cluster identifier 
another example where the composite score for node 204 for cluster 610 is based on the node identifier of node 611 . 
and node 213 exceed the threshold value or the computer For example , if the identifiers of nodes 601 , 602 are iden 
110 receives feedback from the end - user that node 204 and tical , then the cluster identifier for cluster 600 can be the 
node 213 are a match , the computer 110 generates a canoni same . However , if the identifiers of nodes 601 , 602 are 
cal tuple containing node 204 and node 213 and an identifier 25 different , then computer 110 is programmed to assign cluster 
to identify the nodes . In yet another example where the identifier that best represents nodes 601 , 602 . In one 
composite score for node 204 and node 213 exceed the embodiment , assigning such a cluster identifier is performed 
threshold value or the computer 110 receives feedback from by selecting the lexicographically highest identifier , among 
the end - user that node 204 and node 213 are a match , the the node identifiers of node 601 , 602 , and assigning that 
computer 110 generates a canonical tuple containing node 30 highest identifier as the cluster identifier . 
204 , node 213 , and the composite score associated with node If cluster 610 only had one node 611 , then computer 110 
204 and node 213 . may be programmed to determine the cluster identifier based 

In an embodiment , only the canonical tuples 230 are on just node 611 . However , this decision is not the same as 
stored in the results 130 . In another embodiment a merged assigning cluster identifier to be exactly the same as the node 
data source created by resolving nodes matched and repre - 35 identifier of node 611 . For example , if cluster 610 contains 
sented by canonical tuples is stored in the results 130 . a single node 611 with the node identifier of " Georgia ” and 
Additionally , while canonical tuple 230 is only depicted in there is another cluster 600 where the identifier " Georgia ” 
FIG . 2 as associated with nodes 202 , 212 , canonical tuples will be more appropriate , then computer 110 may be pro 
may be associated with more than two nodes across more grammed to assign a cluster identifier of “ Georgia , USA ” to 
than two data sources . 40 cluster 610 , because node 611 represents the state of Georgia 

FIG . 6 illustrates two example clusters . In an embodi - within the United States , whereas nodes 601 , 602 do not . In 
ment , cluster 600 represents a match between node 601 and an embodiment , computer 110 is programmed to select 
node 602 that was found after performing the process of unique cluster identifiers for each of cluster 600 , 610 so that 
FIG . 3 or FIG . 4 for two or more data sources . While node cluster identifiers of all present or later clusters do not 
601 and node 602 are pictured to illustrate a clear example , 45 conflict or match . 
in other embodiments more or fewer nodes than node 601 In block 730 , the process assigns one or more properties 
and node 602 can be in cluster 600 . In contrast , cluster 610 to a cluster based on one or more properties of the nodes in 
represents a node 611 that did not match any other nodes in the cluster . For example , cluster properties for cluster 600 
any other data source . are based on the properties of nodes 601 , 602 , whereas 

Cluster 600 maintains a relationship to node 620 , which 50 cluster properties for cluster 610 are based on the properties 
is a node that has been identified as relating directly to each of node 611 . In an embodiment , unlike the cluster identifier , 
of nodes 601 , 602 . Cluster 610 maintains a relationship to each of the clusters 600 , 610 can have one or more of the 
nodes 630 , 640 as nodes that have been identified as relating same property . 
directly to node 611 . For purposes of illustrating a clear In some embodiments , the approaches of FIG . 3 , FIG . 4 , 
example , only node 630 and node 640 are pictured , however , 55 or other algorithms described herein may be adapted , modi 
but more or fewer relationships could be maintained . fied , reordered , and used in different ways . For example , in 

FIG . 7 illustrates an example flow or algorithm for one approach , the following algorithm may be used . 
resolving clusters in one embodiment . In an embodiment , 1 . For each data source , build the full graph according to 
each of the processes described in connection with the that data source . Some data sources may have internal 
functional blocks of FIG . 7 may be implemented using one 60 inconsistencies , which should be corrected at this stage . 
or more computer programs , other software elements , and / or 2 . Calculate a collection of rule - based match scores for 
digital logic in any of a general - purpose computer or a each entity in the graph , using both standard non - graph 
special - purpose computer , while performing data retrieval , based scores ( such as Levenshtein distance of the entity 
transformation , and storage operations that involve interact - names ) , and graph based scores . 
ing with and transforming the physical state of memory of 65 3 . Create links between matching nodes by either : Pre 
the computer . The flow of FIG . 7 is described below in senting the scores to a user in a graphical interface with 
conjunction with the objects and components of FIG . 1 and highest likelihood matches at the top for manual validation ; 
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13 
or automatically resolving matches that score above a cer - include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
tain threshold for a given rule . application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro 

4 . Repeat steps ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) with using different scores and grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro 
starting from different places in the graph until the desired grammed to perform the techniques , or may include one or 
level of resolution is reached . The result is a dataset of pairs 5 more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
of identifiers and datasource combinations , which link perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 
resolved entities together . The datasources can have different firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such 
hierarchies for the same entities . For example , one such data special - purpose computing devices may also combine cus 
source with a geographical component may include every tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro 
single city in a country , whereas another data source may 10 gramming to accomplish the techniques . The special - pur 
stop at the country level of detail . pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems , 

Scoring methods may vary in this algorithm . In an portable computer systems , handheld devices , networking 
embodiment , a collection of heuristics , each suited to a devices or any other device that incorporates hard - wired 
capture a different kind of duplication , is used to score and and / or program logic to implement the techniques . 
multiple passes through the data are performed using dif - 15 Referring now to FIG . 5 , it is a block diagram that 
ferent heuristics each time . Each score is calculated for a illustrates a basic computing device 500 in which the 
pair of nodes . As one example , the algorithm can be pro example embodiments of the present Application may be 
grammed to determine the set of ancestors or descendants embodied . Computing device 500 and its components , 
for each node and calculate their similarity . An ancestor or including their connections , relationships , and functions , is 
descendant is similar if it has already been resolved to with 20 meant to be exemplary only , and not meant to limit imple 
each other . Similarity can include a count of the number of mentations of the example embodiments . Other computing 
nodes in the sets have been resolved ; the edit distance , devices suitable for implementing the example embodi 
specifically how many nodes would have to be added or ments may have different components , including compo 
removed from one set or the other to obtain a match ; and nents with different connections , relationships , and func 
whether one set is a superset of the other . To determine the 25 tions . 
edit distance of a path from the top to the bottom of the tree , Computing device 500 may include a bus 502 or other 
in one embodiment , for each node , the algorithm is pro - communication mechanism for addressing main memory 
grammed to construct the path from the root node of the tree 506 and for transferring data between and among the various 
to the node , and then compare the similarity of the paths components of device 500 . 
using the measures specified above . 30 Computing device 500 may also include one or more 

In some embodiments , similarity scores other than graph - hardware processors 504 coupled with bus 502 for process 
based scores may be used . Examples include edit distance of ing information . A hardware processor 504 may be a general 
entity identifiers , comparison against lists of abbreviations purpose microprocessor , a system on a chip ( SOC ) , or other 
or synonyms , or features generated from other properties of processor . 
the entity . Further , in some cases , a composite score may be 35 Main memory 506 , such as a random access memory 
useful whereby the collection of scores are aggregated into ( RAM ) or other dynamic storage device , also may be 
a single number for ease of comparison . The weighting of coupled to bus 502 for storing information and software 
each component may change depending on the specific instructions to be executed by processor 504 . Main memory 
resolution case or pass on the tree . 506 also may be used for storing temporary variables or 

In an embodiment , multiple passes over the dataset are 40 other intermediate information during execution of software 
performed , with each pass using a different score as the instructions to be executed by processor 504 
primary scoring mechanism . For example , the scores that Software instructions , when stored in storage media 
rely on the number of resolved ancestors or descendants are accessible to processor 504 , render computing device 500 
useless in an initial pass ( since no entities have been into a special - purpose computing device that is customized 
resolved yet ) , so you would only be able to use that scoring 45 to perform the operations specified in the software instruc 
mechanism after an initial set of resolutions have been made . tions . The terms " software ” , “ software instructions ” , “ com 
One sequence of passes may comprise : puter program ” , “ computer - executable instructions ” , and 

1 . Resolve using known abbreviations and synonyms ( e . g . “ processor - executable instructions ” are to be broadly con 
USA and America ) strued to cover any machine - readable information , whether 

2 . Resolve using edit distance on the entity identifier 50 or not human - readable , for instructing a computing device to 
3 . Resolve using ancestor based scores , starting with perform specific operations , and including , but not limited 

nodes that are shallowest in the tree to , application software , desktop applications , scripts , bina 
4 . Resolve using descendant based scores , starting with ries , operating systems , device drivers , boot loaders , shells , 

nodes that are deepest in the tree utilities , system software , JAVASCRIPT , web pages , web 
The resulting dataset establishes a canonical entity iden - 55 applications , plugins , embedded software , microcode , com 

tifier for each entity , but preserves the structure of the graph pilers , debuggers , interpreters , virtual machines , linkers , and 
according to each dataset , in addition to producing a result - text editors . 
ing canonical graph . This allows users of the graph to make Computing device 500 also may include read only 
queries that have not been possible with past approaches . memory ( ROM ) 508 or other static storage device coupled 

60 to bus 502 for storing static information and software 
4 . IMPLEMENTATION instructions for processor 504 . 

EXAMPLE - HARDWARE OVERVIEW One or more mass storage devices 510 may be coupled to 
bus 502 for persistently storing information and software 

According to one embodiment , the techniques described instructions on fixed or removable media , such as magnetic , 
herein are implemented by one or more special - purpose 65 optical , solid - state , magnetic - optical , flash memory , or any 
computing devices . The special - purpose computing devices other available mass storage technology . The mass storage 
may be hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may may be shared on a network , or it may be dedicated mass 
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storage . Typically , at least one of the mass storage devices physical medium with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , 
510 ( for example , the main hard disk for the device ) stores and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , flash memory , 
a body of program and data for directing operation of the any other memory chip or cartridge . 
computing device , including an operating system , user Storage media is distinct from but may be used in con 
application programs , driver and other support files , as well 5 junction with transmission media . Transmission media par 
as other data files of all sorts . ticipates in transferring information between storage media . Computing device 500 may be coupled via bus 502 to For example , transmission media includes coaxial cables , display 512 , such as a liquid crystal display ( LCD ) or other copper wire and fiber optics , including the wires that com electronic visual display , for displaying information to a prise bus 502 . Transmission media can also take the form of computer user . In some configurations , a touch sensitive 10 acoustic or light waves , such as those generated during surface incorporating touch detection technology ( for radio - wave and infra - red data communications . example , resistive , capacitive , etc . ) may be overlaid on Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one display 512 to form a touch sensitive display for commu 
nicating touch gesture ( for example , finger or stylus ) input or more sequences of one or more software instructions to 

processor 504 for execution . For example , the software to processor 504 . 
An input device 514 , including alphanumeric and other instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or 

keys , may be coupled to bus 502 for communicating infor solid - state drive of a remote computer . The remote computer 
mation and command selections to processor 504 . In addi - can load the software instructions into its dynamic memory 
tion to or instead of alphanumeric and other keys , input and send the software instructions over a telephone line 
device 514 may include one or more physical buttons or 20 using a modem . A modem local to computing device 500 can 
switches such as , for example , a power ( on / off ) button , a receive the data on the telephone line and use an infra - red 
“ home ” button , volume control buttons , or the like . transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red signal . An 

Another type of user input device may be a cursor control infra - red detector can receive the data carried in the infra - red 
516 , such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus 
communicating direction information and command selec - 25 502 . Bus 502 carries the data to main memory 506 , from 
tions to processor 504 and for controlling cursor movement which processor 504 retrieves and executes the software 
on display 512 . This input device typically has two degrees instructions . The software instructions received by main 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , x ) and a memory 506 may optionally be stored on storage device ( s ) 
second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device to 510 either before or after execution by processor 504 . 
specify positions in a plane . 30 Computing device 500 also may include one or more 

While in some configurations , such as the configuration communication interface ( s ) 518 coupled to bus 502 . A 
depicted in FIG . 5 , one or more of display 512 , input device communication interface 518 provides a two - way data com 
514 , and cursor control 516 are external components or munication coupling to a wired or wireless network link 520 
peripheral devices of computing device 500 , some or all of that is connected to a local network 522 ( for example , 
display 512 , input device 514 , and cursor control 516 are 35 Ethernet network , Wireless Local Area Network , cellular 
integrated as part of the form factor of computing device 500 phone network , Bluetooth wireless network , or the like ) . 
in other configurations . Communication interface 518 sends and receives electrical , 
Functions of the disclosed systems , methods , and mod - electromagnetic , or optical signals that carry digital data 

ules may be performed by computing device 500 in response streams representing various types of information . For 
to processor 504 executing one or more programs of soft - 40 example , communication interface 518 may be a wired 
ware instructions contained in main memory 506 . Such network interface card , a wireless network interface card 
software instructions may be read into main memory 506 with an integrated radio antenna , or a modem ( for example , 
from another storage medium , such as storage device ( s ) 510 . ISDN , DSL , or cable modem ) . 
Execution of the software instructions contained in main N etwork link ( s ) 520 typically provide data communica 
memory 506 cause processor 504 to perform the functions of 45 tion through one or more networks to other data devices . For 
the example embodiments . example , a network link 520 may provide a connection 

While functions and operations of the example embodi through a local network 522 to a host computer 524 or to 
ments may be implemented entirely with software instruc - data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider 
tions , hard - wired or programmable circuitry of computing ( ISP ) 526 . ISP 526 in turn provides data communication 
device 500 ( for example , an ASIC , a FPGA , or the like ) may 50 services through the world wide packet data communication 
be used in other embodiments in place of or in combination network now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 528 . 
with software instructions to perform the functions , accord - Local network ( s ) 522 and Internet 528 use electrical , elec 
ing to the requirements of the particular implementation at tromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
hand . The signals through the various networks and the signals on 

The term “ storage media ” as used herein refers to any 55 network link ( s ) 520 and through communication interface ( s ) 
non - transitory media that store data and / or software instruc - 518 , which carry the digital data to and from computing 
tions that cause a computing device to operate in a specific device 500 , are example forms of transmission media . 
fashion . Such storage media may comprise non - volatile Computing device 500 can send messages and receive 
media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media includes , data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net 
for example , non - volatile random access memory 60 work link ( s ) 520 and communication interface ( s ) 518 . In the 
( NVRAM ) , flash memory , optical disks , magnetic disks , or Internet example , a server 530 might transmit a requested 
solid - state drives , such as storage device 510 . Volatile media code for an application program through Internet 528 , ISP 
includes dynamic memory , such as main memory 506 . 526 , local network ( s ) 522 and communication interface ( s ) 
Common forms of storage media include , for example , a 518 . 
floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid - state drive , 65 The received code may be executed by processor 504 as 
magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data storage medium , it is received , and / or stored in storage device 510 , or other 
a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage medium , any non - volatile storage for later execution . 
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5 . EXTENSIONS AND ALTERNATIVES 5 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the first graph has been 
generated based upon database records of a first database 

In the foregoing specification , the example embodiments that contains the first node , and wherein the second graph 
have been described with reference to numerous specific has been generated based upon other database records of a 
details . However , the details may vary from implementation 5 second , different database that contains the second node . 
to implementation according to the requirements of the 6 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising calculating 
particular implement at hand . The example embodiments the relational classification matching score for the first node 
are , accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative rather than and the second node as a representation of similarity 
a restrictive sense . between the first node and the second node based upon a first 
What is claimed is : 10 similarity of the respective locations of the nodes , a second 
1 . A method comprising : similarity of all proximate nodes that are joined respectively 
calculating a first relational classification score for a first to the first node and the second node , and a third similarity 
node in a first graph that is digitally stored in computer of numbers of child nodes of the first node and the second 
memory , the first graph representing a first digitally node . 
stored database , the first node representing an element 15 7 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising calculating 
of the first digital stored database , and the first rela - the composite score as a measure of quality of match of the 
tional classification score being a measure of a logical first node and the second node , using the relational classi 
position of the first node in the first graph ; fication matching score and also using one or more of : a 

calculating a second relational classification score for a node identifier edit distance matching score , property match 
second node in a second graph that is digitally stored in 20 ing score , known synonym matching score , or known abbre 
computer memory , the second graph representing a viation matching score . 
second digitally stored database , the second node rep 8 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
resenting an element of said second digitally stored creating and storing , in computer memory , an output 
database , and the second relational classification score graph comprising the first graph , the second graph , and 
being a measure of a logical position of said second 25 the canonical tuple , wherein the canonical tuple com 
node in the first graph ; prises a first edge and a second edge that respectively 

calculating a relational classification matching score for link the canonical tuple to the first node and the second 
the first node and the second node that is based upon on node when the composite score exceeds a threshold 
the first relational classification score and the second value ; 
relational classification score , the relational classifica - 30 causing displaying the output graph using a computer 
tion matching score representing a similarity in location display device in a graphical user interface that visually 
in the graphs of said first node and said second node ; depicts one or more nodes , edges , and canonical tuples 

calculating a composite score based at least upon the of the output graph . 
relational classification matching score , the composite 9 . The method of claim 8 , further comprising partitioning 
score being a measure of quality of match of said first 35 the output graph into two or more clusters of nodes , in which 
node and said second node ; all nodes of a particular cluster among the two or more 

generating a canonical tuple that represents a match clusters are directly or transitively connected by edges of the 
between the first node and the second node in response output graph . 
to determining that the composite score is equal to or 10 . A data processing system , comprising : 
greater than a specified threshold score value ; 40 one or more processors ; 

storing said canonical tuple as a merged digitally stored one or more non - transitory machine readable storage 
database that is created to resolve said first node and media storing sequences of instructions which , when 
said second node ; executed using the one or more processors , cause the 

wherein the method is performed by one or more com one or more processors to perform : 
puting devices . calculating a first relational classification score for a first 

2 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising : node in a first graph , wherein said first graph represents 
calculating the first relational classification score based in a first digital stored database , said first node represents 

part on one or more of : ancestors or descendants of the an element of said first digital stored database , and said 
first node ; edit distance of the path from a root node of first relational classification score is a measure of a 
the first graph to the first node ; logical position of said first node in the first graph ; 

calculating the second relational classification score based calculating a second relational classification score for a 
in part on one or more of : ancestors or descendants of second node in a second graph , wherein said second 
the second node ; edit distance of the path from a root graph represents a second digitally stored database and 
node of the second graph to the second node . said second node represents an element of said second 

3 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising calculating 55 digital stored database , and said second relational clas 
the composite score based on one or more of : an entity sification score is a measure of a logical position of said 
identifier edit distance score ; a property score ; a known second node in the first graph ; 
synonym score ; a known abbreviation score . calculating a relational classification matching score for 

4 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising calculating the first node and the second node that is based upon on 
each relational classification score as a measure of a logical 60 the first relational classification score and the second 
position of the first node , and based upon relationships to relational classification score , wherein said relational 
other nodes by calculating a distance of the first node to a classification matching score represents a similarity in 
root node of the first graph , counting proximate nodes to location of said first node and said second node ; 
which the first node is joined as parent nodes , grandparent calculating a composite score based at least upon the 
nodes , child nodes , or grandchild nodes , and determining 65 relational classification matching score , wherein said 
which proximate nodes match the first node in node iden composite score is a measure of quality of match of said 
tifiers , properties or attributes . first node and said second node ; 
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generating a canonical tuple that represents a match 17 . The computer system of claim 10 , further comprising 
between the first node and the second node in response sequences of instructions which when executed by the one 
to determining that the composite score is equal to or or more processors cause the one or more processors to 
greater than a specified threshold score value ; perform : 

storing said canonical tuple as a merged digital stored 5 creating and storing , in computer memory , an output 
database that is created to resolve said first node and graph comprising the first graph , the second graph , and 
said second node ; the canonical tuple , wherein the canonical tuple com 

wherein the method is performed by one or more com prises a first edge and a second edge that respectively 
puting devices . link the canonical tuple to the first node and the second 

11 . The computer system of claim 10 , further comprising node when the composite score exceeds a threshold 
sequences of instructions which when executed by the one value ; 
or more processors cause the one or more processors to causing displaying the output graph using a computer 
perform : display device in a graphical user interface that visually 

calculating the first relational classification score based in 15 depicts one or more nodes , edges , and canonical tuples 
part on one or more of : ancestors or descendants of the of the output graph . 
first node ; edit distance of the path from a root node of 18 . The computer system of claim 17 , further comprising 
the first graph to the first node ; sequences of instructions which when executed by the one 

calculating the second relational classification score based or more processors cause the one or more processors to 
in part on one or more of : ancestors or descendants of 20 perform partitioning the output graph into two or more 
the second node ; edit distance of the path from a root clusters of nodes , in which all nodes of a particular cluster 
node of the second graph to the second node . among the two or more clusters are directly or transitively 

12 . The computer system of claim 10 , further comprising connected by edges of the output graph . 
sequences of instructions which when executed by the one 19 . A computer - implemented data processing method for 
or more processors cause the one or more processors to 25 determining whether a first node , which is associated with a 
perform calculating the composite score based on one or first entity of a first digitally stored database , matches and 
more of : an entity identifier edit distance score ; a property represents a same object as a second node , which is asso 
score ; a known synonym score ; a known abbreviation score . ciated with a second entity of a second , different digitally 

13 . The computer system of claim 10 , further comprising stored database , the method comprising : 
sequences of instructions which when executed by the ones calculating a first relational classification score for the 
or more processors cause the one or more processors to first node in a first graph that has been created and 
perform calculating each relational classification score as a stored in a computer memory based upon the first entity 
measure of a logical position of the first node , and based of the first digitally stored database and calculating a 
upon relationships to other nodes by calculating a distance as second relational classification score for the second 
of the first node to a root node of the first graph , counting node in a second graph that has been created and stored 
proximate nodes to which the first node is joined as parent in the computer memory based upon the second entity 
nodes , grandparent nodes , child nodes , or grandchild nodes , of the second digitally stored database , including cal 
and determining which proximate nodes match the first node culating each relational classification score as a mea 
in node identifiers , properties or attributes . sure of a logical position of the first node , and based 

14 . The computer system of claim 10 , wherein the first upon relationships to other nodes by calculating a 
graph has been generated based upon database records of a distance of the first node to a root node of the first 
first database that contains the first node , and wherein the graph , counting proximate nodes to which the first node 
second graph has been generated based upon other database is joined as parent nodes , grandparent nodes , child 
records of a second , different database that contains the 45 nodes , or grandchild nodes , and determining which 
second node . proximate nodes match the first node in node identifi 

15 . The computer system of claim 10 , further comprising ers , properties or attributes ; 
sequences of instructions which when executed by the one calculating a relational classification matching score for 
or more processors cause the one or more processors to the first node and the second node that is based upon on 
perform calculating the relational classification matching 30 the first relational classification score and the second 
score for the first node and the second node as a represen relational classification score , as a representation of 

similarity between the first node and the second node tation of similarity between the first node and the second based upon a first similarity of the respective locations node based upon a first similarity of the respective locations of the nodes , a second similarity of all proximate nodes of the nodes , a second similarity of all proximate nodes that that are joined respectively to the first node and the are joined respectively to the first node and the second node , second node , and a third similarity of numbers of child and a third similarity of numbers of child nodes of the first nodes of the first node and the second node ; 
node and the second node . calculating a composite score as a measure of quality of 

16 . The computer system of claim 10 , further comprising match of the first node and the second node , using the 
sequences of instructions which when executed by the one 60 relational classification matching score and also using 
or more processors cause the one or more processors to one or more of : a node identifier edit distance matching 
perform calculating the composite score as a measure of score , property matching score , known synonym 
quality of match of the first node and the second node , using matching score , or known abbreviation matching score ; 
the relational classification matching score and also using generating a canonical tuple that represents a match 
one or more of : a node identifier edit distance matching 65 between the first node and the second node in response 
score , property matching score , known synonym matching to determining that the composite score is equal to or 
score , or known abbreviation matching score . greater than a specified threshold score value . 
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20 . The method of claim 19 , further comprising : 
creating and storing , in computer memory , an output 

graph comprising the first graph , the second graph , and 
the canonical tuple , wherein the canonical tuple com 
prises a first edge and a second edge that respectively 5 
link the canonical tuple to the first node and the second 
node when the composite score exceeds a threshold 
value ; 

partitioning the output graph into two or more clusters of 
nodes , in which all nodes of a particular cluster among 10 
the two or more clusters are directly or transitively 
connected by edges of the output graph ; 

causing displaying the output graph using a computer 
display device in a graphical user interface that visually 
depicts one or more nodes , edges , and canonical tuples 15 
of the output graph . 
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SEARCHES OF HIGHLY STRUCTURED 
DATA 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 5 

This application incorporates by reference the entirety of 
U . S . patent application Ser . No . 13 / 831 , 199 , filed Mar . 14 , 
2013 . 

FIG . 6 depicts an example customizable format for search 
results . 
FIGS . 7 - 9 depict example detailed views of a search 

result . 
FIG . 10 is a flow diagram that depicts an approach for 

searching highly structured data , according to some example 
embodiments of the present invention . 

FIG . 11 depicts an example computer system in which 
embodiments may be implemented . 

FIG . 12 is a very general block diagram of a computing 
device in which the example embodiment ( s ) of the present 
Application may be embodied . 

FIG . 13 is a block diagram of a basic software system for 
controlling the operation of the computing device . 

10 
TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present Application relates to information retrieval 
technology . More specifically , the example embodiment ( s ) 
described below relate to searches of highly structured data . 15 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXAMPLE 
EMBODIMENT ( S ) BACKGROUND 

The approaches described in this section are approaches In the following description , for the purposes of expla 
that could be pursued , but not necessarily approaches that 20 nation , numerous specific details are set forth in order to 
have been previously conceived or pursued . Therefore , provide a thorough understanding of the example embodi 
unless otherwise indicated , it should not be assumed that any ment ( s ) of the present Application . It will be apparent , 
of the approaches described in this section qualify as prior however , that the example embodiment ( s ) may be practiced 
art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section . without these specific details . In other instances , well - known 

Computers are very powerful tools for searching infor - 25 structures and devices are shown in block diagram form in 
mation . A search engine is a common mechanism that allows order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the example embodi 
users to search for information using computers . A search ment ( s ) . Modifiers such as “ first ” and “ second ” may be used 
engine accepts a search query as input . A search query is to differentiate elements , but the modifiers do not necessarily 
typically composed of one or more keywords and provides indicate any particular order . 
a search result as output . The search result identifies infor - 30 
mation that the search engine has determined " satisfies ” the General Overview 
search query . Search engines often maintain an index of a 
corpus of information that allows the search engine to Computer - implemented techniques for helping a user 
efficiently identify information in the corpus that satisfies a search a body of data that is highly structured are described . 
given search query . 35 In some example embodiments , the body of data is repre 

One type of well - known search engine is an Internet sented by an object - centric data model . The object - centric 
search engine . Internet search engines are useful for search data model is centered on the notion of data objects and 
ing semi - structured or unstructured data , such as the text properties of the data objects . Furthermore , the object 
content of a web page . However , the user interfaces of centric data model is based on an ontology that defines 
Internet search engines typically take a “ one size fits all ” 40 hierarchical object types and property types . For example , a 
approach with regard to how the user may scope the search . data object in the body of data may have the hierarchical 
In particular , Internet search engines typically provide only object type “ Employee ” and have a “ Name ” property , a 
a single text entry field into which the user enters one or “ Title " property , ” and a “ Salary ” property . The ontology 
more keywords . The Internet search engine then uses the may define the “ Employee ” object type as a child object type 
entered keywords to identify information items that satisfy 45 of the “ Person " object type . Thus , the “ Employee ” object is 
the entered keywords . This approach works well with the also a “ Person " object according to the object - centric data 
semi - structured and unstructured data that is indexed by model . 
Internet search engines , because such data typically is not In some example embodiments , the techniques encom 
represented by a highly - structured data model that is known pass a computer - implemented method performed at one or 
to the user a priori the search . However , for highly structured 50 more computing devices . The one or more computing 
data represented by a data model that the user has knowledge devices include one or more processors and storage media 
of prior to the search , the limited user interfaces provided by storing one or more computer programs executed by the one 
Internet search engines may be inadequate , inefficient , or or more processors to perform the method . 
cumbersome for users . Performance of the method includes performing the 

55 Operation of receiving an indication of a search template to 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS use for a search of the body of data represented by the 

object - centric data model . The search may have a scope 
The example embodiment ( s ) of the present Application specified by the template . In particular , the search template 

are illustrated , by way of example and not limitation , in the may specify one or more hierarchical object types , defined 
accompanying drawings in which like reference numerals 60 in the object - centric data model , that are within the scope of 
refer to similar elements and in which : the search . The search template may also specify a plurality 

FIG . 1 depicts an example object - centric data model . of search fields . 
FIG . 2 depicts an example ontology . Performance of the method may further include perform 
FIG . 3 depicts an example user interface . ing the operations of : based on the search template , gener 
FIG . 4 depicts a plurality of example search templates . 65 ating a user interface that includes the plurality of search 
FIGS . 5A - C depict example approaches for obtaining fields ; and providing the user interface to a user . For at least 

input to search fields . a couple of reasons , the user interface may allow a user to 
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us 

des 

search the body of data more efficiently and with higher organization ” , “ event ” , and “ document ” . The category may 
precision and recall . One reason is that searches of the body be indicated by a Uniform Resource Identifier ( URI ) . For 
of data initiated via the user interface may be scoped example , if a particular data object represents “ Barack 
according to the one or more hierarchical object types Obama ” , then object type 110 may be “ com . palantir . object . 
specified in the search template . Scoping a search may 5 person ” . 
involve associating a set of search fields with the one or Displayed data 112 may be a user - friendly representation 
more hierarchical object types that are specified . Another of a particular data object . For example , displayed data 112 
reason is that the search fields presented to the user in the may include a user - friendly version of object type 110 , such 
user interface may be limited to those that are relevant to the as “ Person ” ; a commonly used name for the particular data 
one or more hierarchical object types specified in the search 10 object , such as “ Barack Obama ” ; and / or a thumbnail pre 
template . In other words , each search field may impose a view of the particular data object . 
property restriction on the search , the property restriction If a particular data object is associated with any proper 
being dependent on the one or more hierarchical object types ties , the particular data object may store property IDs 
that are specified . 114A - N . Each property ID of property IDs 114A - N may be 

15 associated with a property type 118 , a displayed type 120 , 
Example Object - Centric Data Model and one or more property values 122 . 

Property type 118 may indicate a category of properties , 
FIG . 1 depicts an example object - centric data model . and displayed type 120 may be a user - friendly version of 

Referring to FIG . 1 , object - centric data model 100 includes property type 118 . For example , if property type 118 is 
data objects 102 , 104 and relationships 106A - N . Data object 20 “ com . palantir . property . name ” , then displayed type 120 may 
102 includes object ID 108 , object type 110 , displayed data be “ Name ” . A particular data object may have multiple 
112 , property IDs 114A - N , and related object IDs 116 . properties of the same type . For example , a person may have 
Property ID 114A is associated with property type 118 , multiple aliases . 
displayed type 120 , and property value 122 . Relationship Property value 122 may include one or more values of a 
106N is associated with relationship type 124 , displayed 25 particular property . Multiple values may correspond to com 
type 126 , and related object IDs 128 . ponent values . For example , the property value 122 “ Barack 

Object - centric data model 100 may be a logical data Obama ” may be broken down into component values 
model that defines how data is represented . Object - centric “ Barack ” and “ Obama ” . 
data model 100 may be independent of any data storage If a particular data object stores any related object IDs 
model . For example , data may be stored in a relational 30 116 , a search for matching object identifiers may be per 
database or a key - value store and still be represented by formed to determine a relationship 106A - N with the par 
object - centric data model 100 . ticular data object . Each relationship of relationships 

At a minimum , object - centric data model 100 is built on 106A - N may be associated with a relationship type 124 , a 
the notion of a data object 102 , 104 . A data object 102 , 104 displayed type 126 , and related object IDs 128 . 
may represent a particular person , a particular location , a 35 Relationship type 124 may indicate a category of rela 
particular organization , a particular event , a particular docu - tionships 106A - N , and displayed type 126 may be a user 
ment , or other instance of a noun . For example , a particular friendly version of relationship type 124 . For example , if 
data object may correspond to “ Barack Obama ” , “ San relationship type 124 is " com . palantir . relationship . ap 
Francisco ” , “ Stanford University ” , “ 2008 Financial Crisis ” , pearsin ” , then displayed type 126 may be “ Appears In ” . In 
etc . 40 other words , a search of data object 102 may cause display 

A data object 102 , 104 may be associated with zero or ing of displayed type 126 of relationship 106A and / or 
more properties . A property of a data object 102 , 104 may be displayed data 112 of data object 104 . Any further data 
an attribute of the data object 102 , 104 and may represent an related to data object 104 may be retrieved based on an 
individual data item . For example , a property may include a additional search . 
name , height , weight , or phone number of a person . 45 

Data objects 102 , 104 may be related based on one or Example Ontology 
more relationships 106A - N . A relationship 106A - N may be 
symmetric or asymmetric . For example , a pair of data Object - centric data model 100 may include a hierarchical 
objects 102 , 104 may be related by an asymmetric “ child of ” data type ontology . FIG . 2 depicts an example ontology . 
relationship and / or a symmetric “ kin of ” relationship . 50 Referring to FIG . 2 , ontology 200 includes object types 

At the highest level of abstraction , a data object 102 , 104 202A - N , 212A - N . Each object type of object types 202A - N , 
may be a container for information . The information may 212A - N is associated with property types 204 , 206 , 214 , 216 
include object ID 108 , object type 110 , displayed data 112 , and one or more relationship types 208 , 210 , 218 , 220 . 
property IDs 114A - N , related object IDs 116 , any associated Ontology 200 may be a hierarchical organization of object 
media ( e . g . , image , video recording , audio recording ) , any 55 types 202A - N , 212A - N ; property types 204 , 206 , 214 , 216 ; 
links to associated media , and / or any other data relevant to and / or relationship types 208 , 210 , 218 , 220 . In other words , 
the data object 102 , 104 . ontology 200 may define which of the property types 204 , 

Data objects 102 , 104 may be referenced based on unique 206 , 214 , 216 and / or relationship types 208 , 210 , 218 , 220 
identifiers that uniquely identify each data object 102 , 104 . correspond to a particular object type . Ontology 200 may be 
Thus , a particular data object may store object ID 108 , which 60 static or dynamic , depending on whether it can be modified 
is the unique identifier assigned to the particular data object by an end user . 
The particular data object may also store one or more related in the example of FIG . 2 , object types 202A and 202N 
object IDs 116 , which are the unique identifiers assigned to share the same hierarchical level but correspond to different 
data objects 102 , 104 that share one or more relationships hierarchical object types . For example , object types 202A 
106A - N with the particular data object . 65 and 202N may correspond to the hierarchical object types 

Object type 110 may indicate a category of data objects “ Person ” and “ Location ” , respectively . Different hierarchi 
102 , 104 . Example categories include “ person ” , “ location ” , cal object types may be associated with one or more different 
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property types 204 , 206 , 214 , 216 and / or one or more tively , the one or more hierarchical object types may include 
different relationship types 208 , 210 , 218 , 220 . For example , a hierarchical object type as well as a sub - type of the 
property types 204 may include “ Name ” , “ Height " , hierarchical object type . 
“ Weight ” , and / or any other property types 204 that are For example , in FIG . 4 , search template 400A corre 
relevant to the hierarchical object type “ Person ” . In contrast , 5 sponds to the hierarchical object type “ Person ” . As men 
property types 206 may include “ Name ” , “ Latitude ” , “ Lon - tioned above , a search of a particular object type may be 
gitude ” , and / or any other property types 206 that are relevant equivalent to searching each sub - type of the particular object 
to the hierarchical object types “ Location ” . type . Thus , any sub - type of a hierarchical object type that is 

In FIG . 2 , object types 212A - N are depicted as descend within the scope of the search is also within the scope of the 
ing from object type 202A . In other words , object types search . For example , the hierarchical object types “ Teacher ” 
212A - N may be sub - types of object type 202A . For and “ Lawyer ” are also within the scope of the search 
example , object types 212A and 212N correspond to the specified by search template 400A . In other words , a “ Per 
hierarchical object types “ Teacher ” and “ Lawyer ” , which son ” search may be implemented as separate searches of 
are both sub - types of “ Person ” . Thus , object types 212A - N 15 “ Teacher ” and “ Lawyer ” that are performed disjunctively . 
may inherit property types 204 and relationship types 208 I n another example , a user may modify the plurality of 
from object type 202A . For example , property types 214 search templates 400A - N of FIG . 4 to include a customized 
may include property types 204 and one or more additional search template that specifies the hierarchical object types 
property types 214 that are relevant to the hierarchical object “ Person ” and “ Location ” . The customized search template 
type “ Teacher ” . However , property types 214 and property 20 may be generated by editing an existing search template or 
types 216 may differ in at least one property type 214 , 216 . creating a new search template . Thus , the customized search 
For example , property types 214 may include the property template may specify disjunctive searches of “ Person ” and 
type “ Grades Taught ” , whereas property types 216 may “ Location ” . 
include the property type “ Bar Admissions ” . 

Hierarchical object types that share the same hierarchical 25 Approaches for Obtaining Input to Search Fields 
level may be disjunctive and may involve disjunctive 
searches . For example , object types 212A and 212N may be Selecting a particular search template may cause gener 
disjunctive insofar as a data obiect 102 . 104 associated with ating a user interface 300 that includes a plurality of search 
object type 212A is excluded from association with object fields . For example , FIG . 5A depicts an example plurality of 
type 212N . Thus , object types 212A and 212N may be 30 search fields 500A - N provided to the user in response to 
searched separately . selecting a particular search template . In an embodiment , a 

In contrast , a search of a particular hierarchical object search field may accept a keyword and / or a property value 
type may be equivalent to searching each sub - type of the 122 as input . 
particular hierarchical object type . For example , a single Each search template of search templates 400A - N may 
search of object type 202A may be the equivalent of separate 35 specify search fields 500A - N that correspond to relevant 
searches of object types 212A - N . property types associated with one or more data objects 102 , 

104 that are within the scope of the search defined by the 
Example User Interface search template . In the example of FIG . 5A , the particular 

search template may be a customized search template speci 
Searches of highly structured data may be initiated based 40 fying disjunctive searches for a “ Person ” and a “ Document ” . 

on input at a user interface . FIG . 3 depicts an example user Thus , search fields 500A - N may correspond to relevant 
interface . Referring to FIG . 3 , user interface 300 is provided property types associated with the hierarchical object types 
to a user of a client device . “ Person ” and “ Document ” . 

In the example of FIG . 3 , user interface 300 is associated Each search field of the plurality of search fields 500A - N 
with a native mobile application on a smartphone . In FIG . 3 , 45 may be associated with a displayed type 120 . For example , 
user interface 300 includes a single search field for accepting search field 500A follows the displayed type 120 “ First ” . 
one or more keywords as input . However , clicking Furthermore , each search field of the plurality of search 
“ Advanced ” ( e . g . , via a touch screen ) may cause a different fields 500A - N accepts input specifying a property value 122 . 
user interface to be provided to the user . For example , search field 500A accepts input specifying the 

50 property value 122 “ John ” . Note that input need not be 
Example Plurality of Search Templates provided to all of the search fields 500A - N . Furthermore , 

there may be hidden search fields associated with fixed 
The different user interface may include a plurality of property values , such as “ USA ” in a hidden “ Country 

search templates . FIG . 4 depicts a plurality of example search field . 
search templates . Referring to FIG . 4 , search templates 55 Referring to FIG . 5A , there is a “ Properties ” section that 
400A - N are provided to the user . includes search field 500A ( hereinafter “ property filter ” ) . A 

Search templates 400A - N translate user intent into search property filter may specify a conjunctive search for each 
queries . Each search template of search templates 400A - N property type 118 that is provided with a property value 122 . 
specifies a scope of a search of data represented by an For example , a conjunctive search may be performed for the 
object - centric data model 100 . As shall be described in 60 first name “ John ” and the last name “ Smith ” . 
greater detail below , the scope of the search may be defined FIG . 5A also depicts a “ Date Range ” section that includes 
by a plurality of search fields specified by a selected search search field 500N ( hereinafter “ intrinsic date search ” ) . An 
template . intrinsic date search is typically used with the hierarchical 

Each search template of search templates 400A - N speci - object types “ Document ” and “ Event ” . An “ intrinsic date ” 
fies one or more hierarchical object types within the scope 65 may be a date of creation , a date of occurrence , a date of 
of the search . The one or more hierarchical object types may publication , or any other property that can be represented as 
include disjunctive object types . Additionally or alterna - a date . 
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A particular search field may obtain input in any of a searches may be provided to the user as a list . Current and / or 
number of different ways . Each search field of the plurality past search results may be used to modify search templates 
of search fields 500A - N is associated with an input type 400A - N . 
( e . g . , SIMPLE , DATE , NUMERIC , ENUM , MAP ) . Thus , 
search fields 500A - N may include a text entry field , a date 5 Example Detailed Views of a Search Result 
picker , a numeric keypad , a selectable list , an interactive 
map , or any other interface for obtaining input . FIG . 5B Selecting a particular search result may cause the user to 
depicts a user interface 300 that obtains input in multiple be provided with one or more detailed views of the particular 
ways . search result . FIGS . 7 - 9 depict example detailed views of a 

Referring to FIG . 5B , each search field of search fields 10 search result . 
502 corresponds to the same property type “ First ” . Selecting FIG . 7 depicts an example “ Profile ” view . This view may 

include a summary of properties associated with a particular a “ + ” button may add an additional search field to search data object . In the example of FIG . 7 , this view includes fields 502 . Search fields 502 are disjunctive search fields . In displayed data 112 associated with the particular data object other words , each property value 122 provided to search 15 as well as displayed type 120 and property value 122 for fields 502 may be searched disjunctively . However , search each property of the particular data object . 
fields 502 may still be searched conjunctively with any other The user can do any of a number of things with a 
search fields . particular data object obtained as a search result . The user 

FIG . 5B also depicts input 504 obtained for the property can edit the particular data object . For example , the user can 
type “ Location ” . Input 504 may have been obtained based 20 modify a property and store the modified data object in the 
on selecting the crosshairs button adjacent to the “ Location ” data store from which the unmodified data object was 
search field . The crosshairs button may have caused the user retrieved . Additionally or alternatively , the user can share 
to be provided with the interface depicted in FIG . 5C . the particular data object with another user . For example , the 

FIG . 5C depicts an example map interface including an user may send a link to the particular data object to another 
interactive map 506 . The user may add a geolocation pin to 25 user . Additionally or alternatively , the user can specify 
the interactive map 506 . The geolocation pin may indicate a additional searches to be performed based on the particular 
particular location and / or the center of a geographical region data object using any of the techniques described in U . S . 
relevant to a search . For example , a geo - fenced search may patent application Ser . No . 13 / 608 , 864 . Additionally or 
be performed based on a user - specified geographical region alternatively , a search result may be geotagged ( e . g . , asso 
508 . Thus , a particular search template may restrict a search 30 ciated with a particular location ) . 
to one or more locations . For example , the particular search FIG . 8 depicts an example “ Related ” view . This view may 
template may restrict a scope of a search to one or more include any data objects 102 , 104 that are related to the 
geographic regions . particular data object obtained as a search result . In the 

In an embodiment ( not shown ) , an input 504 to a particu - example of FIG . 8 , this view includes displayed type 126 of 
lar search field may be obtained from a camera and / or any 35 each relationship between the particular data object and a 
other hardware of the client computer at which the user related data object as well as the displayed data 112 asso 
interface 300 is displayed . For example , a camera may be ciated with the related data object . 
used to populate search fields with measurements ( e . g . , FIG . 9 depicts an example “ Media ” view . This view may 
distance between eyes , length of face , width of face ) that can include links to any media data associated with the particular 
be used for face recognition . 40 data object obtained as a search result . Selecting a media 

link may cause media data to be rendered in a suitable 
Example Customizable Format for Search Results manner . For example , selecting a video file may cause the 

video file to be presented in a video player . 
After a search is performed , search results may be 

retrieved and provided to the user . The search results may be 45 Process Overview 
provided in any number of different formats , which may be 
customized by the user . FIG . 6 depicts an example customi - FIG . 10 is a flow diagram that depicts an approach for 
zable format for search results . searching highly structured data . At block 1000 , an indica 

Referring to FIG . 6 , customizable format 600 includes a tion of a search template is received . The indication may 
list of search results . The list may be arranged in any order . 50 include user input ( e . g . , input indicating a user ' s selection of 
For example , the list may be organized based on hierarchical a search template in a user interface ) and / or a network 
object type . message ( e . g . , a HTTP message that indicates a user ' s 

Search results may be presented in any of a number of selection of a search template ) . The indication may specify 
different ways . Each search result may include some or all that the search template is to be used for a search of data 
of the displayed data 112 associated with the search result . 55 represented by an object - centric data model . The search 
Additionally or alternatively , one or more search results may template may specify the scope of the search , which may 
be plotted on a map . Additionally or alternatively , the search include one or more hierarchical object types that are 
results may be represented graphically using any of the defined in the object - centric data model . The search template 
techniques described in U . S . patent application Ser . No . may also specify a plurality of search fields . 
13 / 608 , 864 , filed Sep . 10 , 2012 , the entirety of which is 60 For example , a user may select a " Person ” search tem 
incorporated herein by reference . Additionally or alterna - plate . The “ Person ” search template may specify that a 
tively , the search results may be provided as selectable search is to be performed for data belonging to the “ Person ” 
histograms using any of the techniques described in U . S . object type . A “ Person " object type is associated with certain 
patent application Ser . No . 14 / 676 , 621 , filed Apr . 1 , 2015 , property types . Thus , selecting the “ Person ” search template 
the entirety of which is incorporated herein by reference . 65 specifies these property types . 

In addition to the search results , the user may be provided At block 1002 , a user interface is generated based on the 
with past search results . For example , the results of recent search template . The user interface may include the plurality 
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of search fields . For example , the property types specified by unstructured data , such as by implementing text searches of 
the “ Person ” search template may translate into search fields documents . Server computer 1104 may send data to client 
corresponding to a person ' s name , age , address , phone computer 1100 using JavaScript Object Notation ( JSON ) , 
number , etc . Extensible Markup Language ( XML ) , and / or any other data 

At optional block 1004 , the user interface is provided to 5 interchange format . 
a user . For example , search fields may be provided to the Body of data 1106 may represent the data being searched . 
user so that the user can input property values to be matched For example , body of data 1106 may be stored in a database , 

a configuration file , and / or any other system and / or data when the search is performed . structure that stores data . Additionally or alternatively , body At optional block 1006 , input is received from the user of data 1106 may be stored in memory on server computer through the user interface . The input may be in any of a 10 110 1104 . Additionally or alternatively , body of data 1106 may 
number of formats . For example , the input may be a text be stored in non - volatile storage . For example , body of data 
entry , an interaction with a map , a selection from an enu 1106 may be stored in a mobile database communicatively 
merated list , etc . coupled to a mobile server and / or a repository communica 

At optional block 1008 , the search is performed based on tively coupled to a gateway server . 
the input . For example , text input may be enclosed with 15 A user ' s access to body of data 1106 may be limited based 
wildcard operators , such as “ * ” , and matched against stored on access controls . Thus , a search of a body of data 1106 
property values . may be restricted to data to which the user has access . 

At optional block 1010 , one or more first data objects are 
retrieved as a result of performing the search . The one or Basic Computing Device 
more first data objects are data objects that fell within the 20 
scope of the search . Any of a number of subsequent actions Referring now to FIG . 12 , it is a block diagram that 
may be performed based on the one or more first data illustrates a basic computing device 1200 in which the 
objects , including searching for one or more second data example embodiment ( s ) of the present Application may be 
object that did not fall within the scope of the search . embodied . Computing device 1200 and its components , 

25 including their connections , relationships , and functions , is 
Example Computer System meant to be exemplary only , and not meant to limit imple 

mentations of the example embodiment ( s ) . Other computing 
FIG . 11 depicts an example computer system in which devices suitable for implementing the example 

embodiments may be implemented . Referring to FIG . 11 , embodiment ( s ) may have different components , including 
client computer 1100 includes client application 1102 . Client 30 components with different connections , relationships , and 
computer 1100 is communicatively coupled to server com - functions . 
puter 1104 , which is communicatively coupled to body of Computing device 1200 may include a bus 1202 or other 
data 1106 . communication mechanism for addressing main memory 

A “ computer ” may be one or more physical computers , 1206 and for transferring data between and among the 
virtual computers , and / or computing devices . As an 35 various components of device 1200 . 
example , a computer may be one or more server computers , Computing device 1200 may also include one or more 
cloud - based computers , cloud - based cluster of computers , hardware processors 1204 coupled with bus 1202 for pro 
virtual machine instances or virtual machine computing cessing information . A hardware processor 1204 may be a 
elements such as virtual processors , storage and memory , general purpose microprocessor , a system on a chip ( SOC ) , 
data centers , storage devices , desktop computers , laptop 40 or other processor . 
computers , mobile devices , and / or any other special - purpose Main memory 1206 , such as a random access memory 
computing devices . A computer may be a client and / or a ( RAM ) or other dynamic storage device , also may be 
server . Any reference to " a computer ” herein may mean one coupled to bus 1202 for storing information and software 
or more computers , unless expressly stated otherwise . instructions to be executed by processor ( s ) 1204 . Main 

Client application 1102 may be a sequence of instructions 45 memory 1206 also may be used for storing temporary 
executing at client computer 1100 . At a minimum , client variables or other intermediate information during execution 
application 1102 may provide , to a user , any of the interfaces of software instructions to be executed by processor ( s ) 1204 . 
described in FIGS . 2 - 9 . For example , client application 1102 Software instructions , when stored in storage media 
may be a program executing in a web browser or a native accessible to processor ( s ) 1204 , render computing device 
mobile app . Client application 1102 may be installed on 50 1200 into a special - purpose computing device that is cus 
client computer 1100 to provide any of a number of benefits . tomized to perform the operations specified in the software 
The benefits may include faster execution , lower network instructions . The terms " software ” , “ software instructions ” , 
latency and bandwidth consumption , and / or better access to " computer program ” , " computer - executable instructions ” , 
the hardware of client computer 1100 . Furthermore , a client and " processor - executable instructions ” are to be broadly 
application 1102 installed on client computer 1100 enables 55 construed to cover any machine - readable information , 
the client application 1102 to operate in an offline mode . For whether or not human - readable , for instructing a computing 
example , search results may be saved locally on client device to perform specific operations , and including , but not 
computer 1100 so that a user can interact with them without limited to , application software , desktop applications , 
an Internet connection . scripts , binaries , operating systems , device drivers , boot 

Server computer 1104 may include one or more comput - 60 loaders , shells , utilities , system software , JAVASCRIPT , 
ers , such as a web server , a mobile server , a gateway server , web pages , web applications , plugins , embedded software , 
and / or a load - balancing server . A gateway server may regu - microcode , compilers , debuggers , interpreters , virtual 
late access to other servers , including structured data servers machines , linkers , and text editors . 
and unstructured data servers . Structured data servers may Computing device 1200 also may include read only 
be computers that facilitate searches of structured data , such 65 memory ( ROM ) 1208 or other static storage device coupled 
as data stored in an object - centric data model . Unstructured to bus 1202 for storing static information and software 
data servers may be computers that facilitate searches of instructions for processor ( s ) 1204 . 
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One or more mass storage devices 1210 may be coupled media includes dynamic memory , such as main memory 
to bus 1202 for persistently storing information and software 1206 . Common forms of storage media include , for 
instructions on fixed or removable media , such as magnetic , example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid - state 
optical , solid - state , magnetic - optical , flash memory , or any drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data storage 
other available mass storage technology . The mass storage 5 medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage 
may be shared on a network , or it may be dedicated mass medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a 
storage . Typically , at least one of the mass storage devices RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , 
1210 ( e . g . , the main hard disk for the device ) stores a body NVRAM , flash memory , any other memory chip or car 
of program and data for directing operation of the computing tridge . 
device , including an operating system , user application 10 Storage media is distinct from but may be used in con 
programs , driver and other support files , as well as other data junction with transmission media . Transmission media par 
files of all sorts . ticipates in transferring information between storage media . 

Computing device 1200 may be coupled via bus 1202 to For example , transmission media includes coaxial cables , 
display 1212 , such as a liquid crystal display ( LCD ) or other copper wire and fiber optics , including the wires that com 
electronic visual display , for displaying information to a 15 prise bus 1202 . Transmission media can also take the form 
computer user . In some configurations , a touch sensitive of acoustic or light waves , such as those generated during 
surface incorporating touch detection technology ( e . g . , resis - radio - wave and infra - red data communications . 
tive , capacitive , etc . ) may be overlaid on display 1212 to Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one 
form a touch sensitive display for communicating touch or more sequences of one or more software instructions to 
gesture ( e . g . , finger or stylus ) input to processor ( s ) 1204 . 20 processor ( s ) 1204 for execution . For example , the software 
An input device 1214 , including alphanumeric and other instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or 

keys , may be coupled to bus 1202 for communicating solid - state drive of a remote computer . The remote computer 
information and command selections to processor 1204 . In can load the software instructions into its dynamic memory 
addition to or instead of alphanumeric and other keys , input and send the software instructions over a telephone line 
device 1214 may include one or more physical buttons or 25 using a modem . A modem local to computing device 1200 
switches such as , for example , a power ( on / off ) button , a can receive the data on the telephone line and use an 
“ home ” button , volume control buttons , or the like . infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red 

Another type of user input device may be a cursor control signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in 
1216 , such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 
for communicating direction information and command 30 data on bus 1202 . Bus 1202 carries the data to main memory 
selections to processor 1204 and for controlling cursor 1206 , from which processor ( s ) 1204 retrieves and executes 
movement on display 1212 . This input device typically has the software instructions . The software instructions received 
two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and by main memory 1206 may optionally be stored on storage 
a second axis ( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify device ( s ) 1210 either before or after execution by 
positions in a plane . 35 processor ( s ) 1204 . 

While in some configurations , such as the configuration Computing device 1200 also may include one or more 
depicted in FIG . 12 , one or more of display 1212 , input communication interface ( s ) 1218 coupled to bus 1202 . A 
device 1214 , and cursor control 1216 are external compo communication interface 1218 provides a two - way data 
nents ( i . e . , peripheral devices ) of computing device 1200 , communication coupling to a wired or wireless network link 
some or all of display 1212 , input device 1214 , and cursor 40 1220 that is connected to a local network 1222 ( e . g . , 
control 1216 are integrated as part of the form factor of Ethernet network , Wireless Local Area Network , cellular 
computing device 1200 in other configurations . phone network , Bluetooth wireless network , or the like ) . 

Functions of the disclosed systems , methods , and mod Communication interface 1218 sends and receives electrical , 
ules may be performed by computing device 1200 in electromagnetic , or optical signals that carry digital data 
response to processor ( s ) 1204 executing one or more pro - 45 streams representing various types of information . For 
grams of software instructions contained in main memory example , communication interface 1218 may be a wired 
1206 . Such software instructions may be read into main network interface card , a wireless network interface card 
memory 1206 from another storage medium , such as storage with an integrated radio antenna , or a modem ( e . g . , ISDN , 
device ( s ) 1210 . Execution of the software instructions con - DSL , or cable modem ) . 
tained in main memory 1206 cause processor ( s ) 1204 to 50 Network link ( s ) 1220 typically provide data communica 
perform the functions of the example embodiment ( s ) . tion through one or more networks to other data devices . For 

While functions and operations of the example embodi - example , a network link 1220 may provide a connection 
ment ( s ) may be implemented entirely with software instruc - through a local network 1222 to a host computer 1224 or to 
tions , hard - wired or programmable circuitry of computing data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider 
device 1200 ( e . g . , an ASIC , a FPGA , or the like ) may be 55 ( ISP ) 1226 . ISP 1226 in turn provides data communication 
used in other embodiments in place of or in combination services through the world wide packet data communication 
with software instructions to perform the functions , accord network now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 1228 . 
ing to the requirements of the particular implementation at Local network ( s ) 1222 and Internet 1228 use electrical , 
hand . electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 

The term " storage media ” as used herein refers to any 60 streams . The signals through the various networks and the 
non - transitory media that store data and / or software instruc - signals on network link ( s ) 1220 and through communication 
tions that cause a computing device to operate in a specific interface ( s ) 1218 , which carry the digital data to and from 
fashion . Such storage media may comprise non - volatile computing device 1200 , are example forms of transmission 
media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media includes , media . 
for example , non - volatile random access memory 65 Computing device 1200 can send messages and receive 
( NVRAM ) , flash memory , optical disks , magnetic disks , or data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net 
solid - state drives , such as storage device 1210 . Volatile work link ( s ) 1220 and communication interface ( s ) 1218 . In 
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the Internet example , a server 1230 might transmit a other words , VMM 1330 may provide full hardware and 
requested code for an application program through Internet CPU virtualization to a guest operating system in some 
1228 , ISP 1226 , local network ( s ) 1222 and communication 
interface ( s ) 1218 . In other instances , a guest operating system may be 

The received code may be executed by processor 1204 as 5 specially designed or configured to execute on VMM 1330 
it is received , and / or stored in storage device 1210 , or other for efficiency . In these instances , the guest operating system 
non - volatile storage for later execution . is “ aware ” that it executes on a virtual machine monitor . In 

other words , VMM 1330 may provide para - virtualization to 
Basic Software System a guest operating system in some instances . 

10 The above - described basic computer hardware and soft 
FIG . 13 is a block diagram of a basic software system ware is presented for purpose of illustrating the basic 

1300 that may be employed for controlling the operation of underlying computer components that may be employed for 
computing device 1200 . Software system 1300 and its implementing the example embodiment ( s ) . The example 
components , including their connections , relationships , and embodiment ( s ) , however , are not necessarily limited to any 
functions , is meant to be exemplary only , and not meant to 15 particular computing environment or computing device con 
limit implementations of the example embodiment ( s ) . Other figuration . Instead , the example embodiment ( s ) may be 
software systems suitable for implementing the example implemented in any type of system architecture or process 
embodiment ( s ) may have different components , including ing environment that one skilled in the art , in light of this 
components with different connections , relationships , and disclosure , would understand as capable of supporting the 
functions . 20 features and functions of the example embodiment ( s ) pre 

Software system 1300 is provided for directing the opera sented herein . 
tion of computing device 1200 . Software system 1300 , 
which may be stored in system memory ( RAM ) 1206 and on EXTENSIONS AND ALTERNATIVES 
fixed storage ( e . g . , hard disk or flash memory ) 1210 , 
includes a kernel or operating system ( OS ) 1310 . 25 In the foregoing specification , the example 

The OS 1310 manages low - level aspects of computer embodiment ( s ) of the present Application have been 
operation , including managing execution of processes , described with reference to numerous specific details . How 
memory allocation , file input and output ( I / O ) , and device ever , the details may vary from implementation to imple 
I / O . One or more application programs , represented as mentation according to the requirements of the particular 
1302A , 1302B , 1302C . . . 1302N , may be “ loaded ” ( e . g . , 30 implement at hand . The example embodiment ( s ) are , 
transferred from fixed storage 1210 into memory 1206 ) for accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
execution by the system 1300 . The applications or other restrictive sense . 
software intended for use on device 1300 may also be stored The invention claimed is : 
as a set of downloadable computer - executable instructions , 1 . A method , comprising : 
for example , for downloading and installation from an 35 at one or more computing devices comprising one or more 
Internet location ( e . g . , a Web server , an app store , or other processors and storage media storing one or more 
online service ) . computer programs executed by the one or more pro 

Software system 1300 includes a graphical user interface cessors to perform the method , performing the opera 
( GUI ) 1315 , for receiving user commands and data in a tions of : 
graphical ( e . g . , " point - and - click ” or “ touch gesture ” ) fash - 40 receiving an indication that a particular search template is 
ion . These inputs , in turn , may be acted upon by the system to be used for a search of a body of data represented by 
1300 in accordance with instructions from operating system an object - centric data model , wherein the particular 
1310 and / or application ( s ) 1302 . The GUI 1315 also serves search template translates user intent into search que 
to display the results of operation from the OS 1310 and ries and the object - centric data model defines data 
application ( s ) 1302 , whereupon the user may supply addi - 45 objects and properties of the data objects comprising 
tional inputs or terminate the session ( e . g . , log off ) . hierarchical object types and property types based on 
OS 1310 can execute directly on the bare hardware 1320 an ontology independent of any data storage model ; 

( e . g . , processor ( s ) 1204 ) of device 1200 . Alternatively , a wherein the particular search template specifies one or 
hypervisor or virtual machine monitor ( VMM ) 1330 may be more hierarchical object types defined in the object 
interposed between the bare hardware 1320 and the OS 50 centric data model that are within a scope of the search , 
1310 . In this configuration , VMM 1330 acts as a software wherein the hierarchical object types share disjunctive 
" cushion ” or virtualization layer between the OS 1310 and searches on a same hierarchical level ; 
the bare hardware 1320 of the device 1200 . wherein the particular search template specifies at least 
VMM 1330 instantiates and runs one or more virtual one search field related to at least one corresponding 

machine instances ( “ guest machines " ) . Each guest machine 55 hierarchical object type of the one or more hierarchical 
comprises a “ guest ” operating system , such as OS 1310 , and object types , wherein the search field imposes a prop 
one or more applications , such as application ( s ) 1302 , erty restriction on the search , the property restriction 
designed to execute on the guest operating system . The being dependent on the one or more hierarchical object 
VMM 1330 presents the guest operating systems with a types that are specified ; 
virtual operating platform and manages the execution of the 60 based on the particular search template , generating a user 
guest operating systems . interface that includes the at least one search field , 

In some instances , the VMM 1330 may allow a guest wherein the search is scoped based on the at least one 
operating system to run as if it is running on the bare corresponding hierarchical object type for the at least 
hardware 1320 of device 1200 directly . In these instances , one search field and equivalent to searching each 
the same version of the guest operating system configured to 65 sub - type of the hierarchical object type ; 
execute on the bare hardware 1320 directly may also execute retrieving one or more first data objects from the body of 
on VMM 1330 without modification or reconfiguration . In data based on causing the search to be executed against 
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the body of data , wherein the one or more first data wherein the particular search template specifies at least 
objects are within the scope of the search ; and one search field related to at least one corresponding 

providing one or more second data objects that are outside hierarchical object type of the one or more hierar 
the scope of the search based on one or more relation chical object types , wherein the search field imposes 
ships , defined in the object - centric data model , between 5 a property restriction on the search , the property 
the one or more first data objects and the one or more restriction being dependent on the one or more 
second data objects . hierarchical object types that are specified ; 

2 . The method of claim 1 , wherein each search field of the based on the particular search template , generating a at least one search field corresponds to a respective property user interface that includes the at least one search type , defined in the object - centric data model , that is asso - 10 field , wherein the search is scoped based on the at ciated with the one or more hierarchical object types . 
3 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the at least one search least one corresponding hierarchical object type for 

the at least one search field and equivalent to search field includes one or more search fields that accept input 
from an interactive map . ing each sub - type of the hierarchical object type ; 

4 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the particular search 15 retrieving one or more first data objects from the body 
template restricts the search to a user - specified geographical of data based on causing the search to be executed 
region . against the body of data , wherein the one or more 

5 . The method of claim 1 , wherein a particular property first data objects are within the scope of the search ; 
type associated with the one or more hierarchical object and 
types corresponds to two or more disjunctive search fields in 20 providing one or more second data objects that are 
the at least one search field . outside the scope of the search based on one or more 

6 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the one or more relationships , defined in the object - centric data 
hierarchical object types include two or more disjunctive model , between the one or more first data objects and 
object types . the one or more second data objects . 

7 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the particular search 25 11 . The system of claim 10 , wherein each search field of 
template is one of a plurality of search templates . the at least one search field corresponds to a respective 

8 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the particular search property type , defined in the object - centric data model , that 
template specifies the scope of the search . is associated with the one or more hierarchical object types . 9 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 12 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the at least one subsequent to generating the user interface , providing the 30 roviding me 30 search field includes one or more search fields that accept user interface to a user . input from an interactive map . 10 . A system , comprising : 13 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the particular search storage media ; template restricts the search to a user - specified geographical one or more processors ; and 

one or more programs stored in the storage media and 35 reg 14 . The system of claim 10 , wherein a particular property configured for execution by the one or more processors , 
the one or more programs comprising instructions for : type associated with the one or more hierarchical object 
receiving an indication that a particular search template types corresponds to two or more disjunctive search fields in 

the at least one search field . is to be used for a search of a body of data repre 
sented by an object - centric data model , wherein the 40 15 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the one or more 
particular search template translates user intent into hierarchical object types include two or more disjunctive 

object sub - types . search queries and the object - centric data model 16 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the particular search defines data objects and properties of the data objects 
comprising hierarchical object types and property template is one of a plurality of search templates . 

17 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the particular search types based on an ontology independent of any data 45 template specifies the scope of the search . storage model ; 
wherein the particular search template specifies one or 18 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the one or more 
more hierarchical object types defined in the object programs further comprise instructions for : 
centric data model that are within a scope of the subsequent to generating the user interface , providing the 
search wherein the hierarchical object types share 50 user interface to a user . 
disjunctive searches on a same hierarchical level ; 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DETECTING to a database 180 , which is coupled either directly or through 
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION EMAILS a network 160 to a corporate email server 140 . System 100 

can also include a sender device 120 that is coupled either 
BACKGROUND directly or through a network 130 to corporate email server 

5 140 , which is coupled through a network 150 to one or more 
Intellectual property is one of several key assets held by external email servers 190 . 

companies today . Accordingly , companies are always look - Database 180 can be any type of database that stores 
ing for ways to control their confidential and trade - secret digital data . Database 180 can include an email database ( not 
information and to ensure that it is not disseminated to third shown ) storing email data obtained from corporate email 
parties . Most of that information is stored in a digital format 10 server 140 . Database 180 can also include a name database 
nowadays , and can typically be accessed from electronic ( not shown ) storing name data in association with email 
devices ( e . g . , desktops , laptops , tablet computers , smart address data . Database 180 can also include a nickname 
phones , etc . ) that are often provided by the company to its database ( not shown ) storing nickname data in association 
employees . While a company has some control and over with name data . For example , the nickname database can 
sight over its own electronic devices , it loses any such 15 include the following nicknames in association with the 
control once the confidential information leaves the com name Richard : Rich , Richie , Ricky , and Dick . The three 
pany device and is transferred to another device , such as a databases discussed above are illustrated as being part of the 
personal email account . Accordingly , identifying such trans same database 180 , but it is appreciated that the three 
fer of confidential information can help the company better devices may or may not be a part of the same physical 
protect its intellectual property . 20 device , and can be located on different physical devices 

( e . g . , servers ) and on different networks . Moreover , it is 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS appreciated that the information stored in the email database , 

name the database , and the nickname database can be 
Reference will now be made to the accompanying draw . accumulated in less than three databases . In some embodi 

ings which illustrate exemplary embodiments of the present 25 ments , database 180 can be implemented as a data fusion 
disclosure . In the drawings : system 300 , described in more detail below in FIG . 3 , 

FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary system , discussed in detail below . 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure ; The email database can store email data of all emails sent 

FIG . 2 is a flowchart of an exemplary method for detect - from sender device or process ( e . g . automated emails ) 
ing confidential information emails , consistent with embodi - 30 through corporate email server 140 or only some of those 
ments of the present disclosure ; emails . For example , the email database can store all emails 

FIG . 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary data fusion sent through corporate email server 140 within the last 
system , consistent with embodiments of the present disclo - predefined period of time ( e . g . , the last day , the last week , 
sure ; etc . ) 

FIG . 4 is block diagram of an exemplary electronic device 35 In some embodiments , database 180 can be stored on a 
with which embodiments of the present disclosure can be separate server which can be accessed by electronic device 
implemented . 110 either directly or through network 170 . In other embodi 

ments , database 180 can be physically stored on corporate 
DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY email server 140 . In yet other embodiments , database 180 

EMBODIMENTS 40 can be physically stored on electronic device 110 . In some 
embodiments , parts of database 180 can be omitted . For 

As discussed above , it is a major concern of a company example , database 180 may not include the email database , 
when confidential information is transferred ( moved or and the electronic device can obtain and process email data 
copied ) from a company device to another device . In such a from corporate email server 140 in real time , as the emails 
situation , it is particularly concerning where a company 45 are being sent . 
employee sends information from his company device or Corporate email server 140 can be any type of an email 
account to his personal device or account . One example of server such as a Microsoft Exchange Server , Novell Group 
this is an employee sending an email from the employee ' s wise , Open - Xchange , or any other email server that supports 
corporate email account ( accessing it either from a company sending , storing , and / or receiving of emails . Corporate email 
device or another device ) to the employee ' s personal email 50 server 140 can receive outgoing email data from sender 
account . Such activity is particularly suspicious because it device 120 , identify , based on the outgoing email data , an 
may indicate that an employee is deliberately transferring appropriate external email server 190 , and send the outgoing 
the information away from the company device or account , email data to the identified external email server 190 . 
in order to later share it with a third party or otherwise Corporate email server 140 could also be one or more 
misappropriate it . Therefore , it would be advantageous to 55 servers in a chain of email servers that route messages from 
have a system and a method for detecting emails sent from the sender to the external email server . 
an employee ' s corporate email account to the employee ' s External email server 190 can be any type of one or more 
personal email account . email servers that can be accessed by users directly or 

Reference will now be made in detail to several exem - remotely ( e . g . , via the Internet ) , receive and store incoming 
plary embodiments of the present disclosure , including those 60 emails , and / or send outgoing emails . Examples of external 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings . Whenever pos email servers 190 include popular servers open to the public , 
sible , the same reference numbers will be used throughout such as Gmail , Yahoo Mail , Hotmail , as well as proprietary 
the drawings to refer to the same or like parts . email servers serving one or a limited number of users , such 

Reference is now made to FIG . 1 , which illustrates , in as an email server running on a user ' s personal computer . 
block diagram form , an exemplary system 100 . As shown in 65 An email server , such as corporate email server 140 or 
FIG . 1 , system 100 can include , for example , an electronic external email server 190 , can be associated with one or 
device 110 coupled either directly or through a network 170 more IP addresses ( e . g . , " 68 . 142 . 240 . 31 ” ) that uniquely 
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identify the server within its network ( e . g . , the Internet ) . An associated with one of the users of the external email servers 
email server can also be associated with one or more domain associated with the domain part . For instance , in the above 
names ( e . g . , " yahoo . com " ) . For brevity purposes , IP example , local part " john . doel23 ” can correspond to the 
addresses and domain names will be collectively referred to username of a user ( e . g . , named John Doe ) that has an email 
herein as " domain names . ” 5 account on the external email server belonging to Yahoo ! 

Electronic device 110 can be one or more electronic Inc . Accordingly , for purposes of brevity , the local part is 
devices of any type that can obtain email data from corporate hereinafter referred to as the " username . ” 
email server 140 either directly not shown ) or through The one or more recipient addresses within the email data 
database 180 . Exemplary embodiments of electronic device can be entered by the user ( e . g . , from sender device 120 via 
110 are discussed in more detail below , in connection with 10 the email client application ) who can specify the addresses , 
FIG . 4 . for example , by typing them in manually , or by selecting 
Networks 130 , 150 , 160 , and 170 , can each be any type of them from an address book . In some embodiments , the user 

wireless and / or wired network such as a local area network can designate each recipient addresses as a “ TO ” address , a 
( LAN ) and / or a wide area network ( WAN ) ( e . g . , the Inter - “ CC ” address , or a “ BCC ” address . 
net ) . 15 As discussed above , corporate email server 140 can 

Sender device 120 can be a stationary electronic device identify , based on the email data , one or more external email 
( e . g . , a PC ) or a mobile electronic device ( e . g . , a cellular servers , and send each of these external email servers a copy 
phone , a smartphone , a tablet , a netbook , a laptop , a PDA , of the email data . In some embodiments , corporate email 
etc . ) or any other type of electronic device having a proces - server 140 identifies the external email servers by retrieving 
sor and capable of receiving input data , such as email data , 20 the recipient addresses from the email data , and determining 
from a user , and communicating with corporate email server ( e . g . , using a database ) which external email servers are 
140 , either directly or through network 130 . Sender device associated with the domain parts of the recipient addresses . 
120 can be owned by a company and provided for an As discussed above , in addition to the one or more 
employee for the duration of employment , or it can be the recipient addresses , the email data can include a sender 
employee ' s personal device . Sender device 120 can have an 25 address . The sender address can be input by the user 
email client application that can facilitate receiving input manually , or it can be automatically added to the email data 
data from the user and communicating with corporate email by either sender device 120 or corporate email server 140 . 
server 140 . The email client application can be a standalone In some embodiments , the sender address can have a local 
application such as Microsoft Outlook , an internet browser part ( a username ) , an “ at ” ( “ @ ” ) sign , and a domain part , 
providing access to corporate email server 140 through web 30 similarly to the recipient address , discussed above . In some 
protocols ( e . g . , HTTP or HTTPS ) or any other type of embodiments , the domain part of the sender address can be 
application . associated with and uniquely identify corporate email server 

In some embodiments , sender device 120 receives email 140 , either of the employee ' s company or one of its sub 
data from a user ( e . g . , using the email client application ) , sidiaries , parent , or sibling companies , or any other com 
processes and optionally modifies the email data , and sends 35 pany associated with the employee ' s company . For example , 
the ( optionally modified ) email data to corporate email a domain name associated with corporate email server of 
server 140 . Upon receiving the email data , corporate email corporation Example can be " example . com ” . The username 
server 140 can optionally modify the email data , identify , in the sender address is associated with the user sending the 
based on the email data , one or more external email servers email data ( e . g . , a company employee ) . 
to which the email data should be sent , and send a copy of 40 In some embodiments , the username in the sender address 
the ( optionally modified ) email data to each of the identified can correspond to the user ' s real name . In addition , the 
external email servers . Corporate email server 140 can send username can be formatted in accordance with a predeter 
the email data using a Simple Mail Transfer Protocol mined format . The format can dictate , for example , that the 
( SMTP ) , or using any other protocol suitable for sending username include the first and the last name of the user and 
email data . Each of the identified external email servers , 45 be separated by a period ( e . g . , " john . doe ” ) . As another 
upon receiving the email data can identify , based on the example , the format can dictate that the username include 
email data , one or more recipient users , and store the the first initial and the last name of the user ( e . g . , “ j . doe ” ) or 
received email data in association with the identified recipi - the first name and the last initial ( e . g . , " john . d ” ) . Other 
ent users . The recipient users can then log into their respec - formatting examples include " john , ” “ jdoe , ” doej , " johnd , ” 
tive accounts at the identified external email servers , and 50 " djohn , " and so forth . In yet other examples , the username 
retrieve the email data . The logging in and the retrieval can can include additional characters such as underscores ( “ _ ” ) , 
be implemented via protocols such as Post Office Protocol dashes ( “ - ” ) , digits ( e . g . , " john . doel ” and “ john . doe2 ” 
( POP ) , Internet Message Access Protocol ( IMAP ) , via a web where there are two or more employees named John Doe ) or 
application , or using any other suitable method . middle initials ( again , for the scenario where there are 

The email data can include , among other things , a subject , 55 several employees with the same first and last names ) . 
a body , one or more attachments ( files ) , header information , Electronic device 110 can obtain the email that is being 
one or more recipient addresses and a sender address . sent or was sent through corporate email server 140 . In some 

Each recipient addresses can include , for example , a local embodiments , electronic device 110 can receive the email 
part , an “ at ” sign ( “ @ ” ) , and a domain part . For example , in data in real time , simultaneously ( or substantially simulta 
the electronic address “ john . doe123 @ yahoo . com ” the local 60 neously ) with it being received by corporate email server 
part is " john . doe123 ” and the domain part is " yahoo . com ” . 140 from sender device 120 and sent over to one or more 
In some embodiments , the domain part of the recipient external email servers 190 . In other embodiments , the elec 
address can be associated with a particular external email tronic device can obtain the email data from database 180 . 
server 190 . For instance , in the above example , domain part Database 180 can be updated ( e . g . , by corporate email server 
“ yahoo . com ” is associated with an external email server 65 140 ) any time an email is being sent through corporate email 
belonging to Yahoo ! Inc . In some embodiments , the local server 140 , and database 180 can temporarily or perma 
part of the recipient address can correspond to a username nently store email data of one or more such emails . 
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Referring now to FIG . 2 , a flowchart representing an automatic message sent from a sender address 
exemplary method 200 for detecting confidential informa " donotreply @ example . com . ” So if the username does not 
tion emails is presented . Method 200 can be performed by conform to the format , the electronic device can discard the 
one or more electronic devices , such as electronic device electronic message and the method can end . For example , if 
110 . While method 200 and the other following embodi - 5 a company has a predefined format dictating that all com 
ments described herein can be performed by multiple elec pany usernames must include a period ( “ . ” ) , the electronic tronic devices , for purposes of simplicity and without limi device can discard all messages whose sender address 
tation , these embodiments will be explained with respect to username does not include a period . Another example of a a single electronic device . While the flowchart discloses the predefined format can be that all usernames must start with following steps in a particular order , it will be appreciated 10 one alphabetic character , must be followed by a period , that at least some of the steps can be moved , modified , or followed by at least two alphabetic characters , and followed deleted where appropriate , consistent with the teachings of by any number of alphanumeric characters . If the company the present disclosure . 

At step 210 , the electronic device obtains an electronic does not have a predefined format or if the sender ' s user 
message ( e . g . , an email ) . The electronic message can be 15 hame does can be 15 name does conform to the predefined format , the method can 
obtained from any source , such as a database ( e . g . , the email proceed to step 240 . 
database in database 180 ) that contains one or more elec - At step 240 , the electronic device can obtain , based on the 
tronic messages . After obtaining the electronic message , the sender address , the sender ' s first name , middle name , last 
electronic device extracts from the electronic message a name , and any nicknames ( or synonyms ) of the first name . 
sender address and one or more recipient addresses . As 20 In some embodiments , the electronic device can obtain the 
discussed above , the sender address and the recipient sender ' s first , middle , and last names by extracting them 
addresses can each include a username portion and a domain from the sender address . For example , if the predefined 
name portion . company format discussed above is < first name > . < last 

At step 220 , the electronic device determines whether the name > @ < company domain > then the first and last name 
electronic message was sent from a company address to a 25 ( but not the middle name ) of the sender can be extracted 
non - company address . To make this determination , the elec - from the sender address . 
tronic device can obtain a list of one or more domain names In other embodiments , for higher reliability , the electronic 
associated with a given company ( or companies associated device can obtain the first and last name of the sender by 
therewith ) , or more particularly , domain names associated querying a database ( e . g . , the name database ) that stores all 
with one or more corporate email servers associated with the 30 employee usernames in association with their full names . 
company ( or companies associated therewith ) . The elec - The electronic device can send to the database the sender ' s 
tronic device can then determine whether the domain name username and receive back the sender ' s first name , last 
portion of the sender address is within the list of domain name , and optionally , a middle name or a middle initial . 
names associated with the company . If not , the electronic Still referring to step 240 , the electronic device can also 
message was probably not sent from a corporate account , 35 obtain one or more nicknames associated with the sender ' s 
and the electronic device can discard this electronic message first name , for example , by querying a database ( e . g . , the 
and end the method . nickname database ) . For purposes of brevity , the obtained 

Still referring to step 220 , the electronic device can also first name and the obtained nicknames ( if any ) are collec 
determine whether the electronic message has more than one tively referred to as the sender ' s “ first names . ” In some 
recipient address . Since most suspicious messages are those 40 embodiments ( not shown ) , in addition to retrieving nick 
sent to one recipient , messages that have multiple recipient names for the first name , the electronic device can also 
addresses can be discarded and the electronic device can end obtain nicknames for the sender ' s middle name , and perform 
the method . In some embodiments ( not shown ) , the elec - the next steps on nicknames that include the first name , the 
tronic device may not discard such messages , accounting for middle name , and any synonyms thereof . 
the possibility that the user has several personal accounts 45 At step 250 , the electronic device can determine whether 
and that the user sent confidential information to more than the recipient ' s username ( the username portion of the recipi 
one personal account or to a group of co - conspirators . For ent address ) includes any of sender ' s first names obtained at 
brevity purposes , and without limiting the scope of the step 240 or sender ' s initials . The electronic device can first 
disclosure , it will be assumed in the following examples that remove from the recipient ' s username any non - alphabetic 
a message with multiple recipients is not a suspicious 50 characters ( e . g . , digits , punctuation characters , spaces , etc . ) . 
electronic message and is discarded at step 220 . The electronic device can then determine whether the 

Still referring to step 220 , the electronic device can remaining username includes sender ' s last name , and if so , 
determine whether the ( only ) recipient address has a domain remove the last name from the username . In some embodi 
name that is within the list of domain names associated with ments , if the electronic device determines that the last name 
the company . Because this indicates that the message was 55 is not included , it can further determine whether the remain 
sent to someone within the company , such message can be ing username either starts or ends with the sender ' s last 
discarded and the method can end . It will be appreciated that initial , and if so , remove the last initial . The electronic 
the above determinations of step 220 can be performed in device can then determine whether the remaining portion of 
any order . If the answer to all these determinations is “ no , " the username corresponds to any of the first names ( which 
the method can proceed to step 230 . 60 includes any corresponding nicknames ) of the sender . If it 

At step 230 , the electronic device can determine whether does , there is a high probability that the sender is sending the 
the username of the sender address does not conform to any message to his own account ( on an external email server ) , 
predefined format for all usernames associated with the because the chances of someone sending a message to 
company ' s employees . If the sender ' s username does not another person with the same first name are relatively low . 
conform to the predefined company format this can mean , 65 Accordingly , if the remaining portion of the recipient ' s 
for example , that the message was automatically generated username corresponds to any of the first names , the elec 
by a company computer . For example , it could be an tronic device can move to step 280 . 
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If the remaining portion of the username does not contain sensitive , or transliteration sensitive . For example , the pro 
any of the sender ' s first names , the electronic device can cessor can determine that the character “ U ” is equivalent to 
further determine whether the remaining portion of the “ u ” and to “ ü ” . 
username consists only of the sender ' s first initial ( first letter At step 280 , the electronic device flags the electronic 
of the first name or any corresponding nickname ) , of any 5 message . The flagging can include , for example , providing 
combination of the sender ' s first initial and last initial , or of an indication ( e . g . , to an operator operating the electronic 
any combination of any two or all three of : the sender ' s first device ) that the electronic message is " suspicious ” and 

initial , last initial , and middle initial . If so , the electronic requires further review . For example , the electronic device 
can be coupled to a display , and can show on that display device can move to step 280 . Otherwise , the method pro 10 information identifying the electronic message ( or the entire ceeds to step 260 . In some embodiments , before proceeding electronic message ) , and an indication to the operator that to step 260 , the processor further determines whether the the identified electronic message is suspicious and needs to remaining portion of the username includes the sender ' s first be evaluated for any confidential content inappropriately and last initials with one or two other characters ( which sent to an external server . The flagging can also include , for could be initials ) in between , and if so , the electronic device ice 15 example , storing a copy of the electronic message in a 

can move to step 280 . Otherwise , the method proceeds to predefined location , modifying the email database to indi 
step 260 . cate that this particular electronic message is suspicious and 

At step 260 , the electronic device can determine whether needs to be further evaluated , and / or flagging the electronic 
the username includes some first name other than any of message as suspicious in an existing alerting or monitoring 
sender ' s first names . For example , the electronic device can 20 system . After step 280 the method can end . 
query the name database and / or the nickname databases to After ending method 200 , the electronic device can check 
obtain all possible first names and their nicknames , and if there are any additional unprocessed electronic messages 
determine whether the remaining portion of the recipient ' s in the database ( e . g . , database 180 ) and if so , perform 
username includes any of those . If so , the electronic device method 200 on the next electronic message in the database . 
can discard this message ( as the recipient is likely to be a 25 Moreover , in order to minimize processing , it is appreciated 
family member ) and the method can end . Otherwise , the that method 200 can be performed across multiple electronic 
method proceeds to step 270 . messages sent by a single sender address or received by a 

At step 270 , the electronic device can determine whether recipient address . For example , if there are several electronic 
the recipient domain name includes the sender ' s last name . messages sent by a single sender address to one or more 
Because a person may have a personal domain name and 30 recipient addresses , determination step 250 could be per 
personal domain names often include the person ' s last name formed for all electronic messages from that single sender 
( e . g . , " smith . com , " " thesmiths . net , etc . ) a recipient domain address before proceeding to determination step 260 , where 
name including the sender ' s last name can indicate that the all remaining messages that have not been reported can be 
message was sent to the sender ' s personal account . How - processed . 
ever , in some embodiments , if the employee has a last name 35 Furthermore , because , as discussed below , method 200 
shorter than a predefined threshold ( e . g . , 4 characters ) , step can be performed by one or more electronic devices , and 
270 can be skipped , as it could result in too many false because method 200 can process each electronic message in 
positives ( e . g . a last name " mai ” could result in all emails isolation , different electronic messages can be processed by 
sent to gmail . com being flagged ) . different electronic devices , thereby spreading the compu 

If the electronic device determines , at step 270 , that the 40 tational load and reducing latency between the time that a 
recipient ' s domain name includes neither the sender ' s last message is sent and the time that method 200 is applied to 
name , it can discard the electronic message and the method it . For example , each new message can be given for pro 
can end . Otherwise , the electronic device can proceed to step cessing to the first device that is not busy processing another 
280 . message at the time . 

In some embodiments , the electronic device can account 45 In addition , because the method can determine whether 
for the possibility that the recipient ' s and / or the sender ' s the electronic message is suspicious or not based only on the 
first , middle , or last names can be misspelled . In these recipient and / or sender addresses , and does not have to 
embodiments , when the electronic device determines in any consider the electronic message ' s subject line , body , attach 
of the steps of method 200 whether an email address ( either ments , headers or any other information , the method can be 
recipient ' s or sender ' s , either in the username portion or the 50 performed in a minimal time and with minimal resources , 
domain name portion ) includes a particular name ( either allowing the processing of millions and even billions of 
recipient ' s or sender ' s , either the last , the first , or the middle emails within reasonable times . 
name ) instead of determining whether the address includes As discussed above , database 180 can , in some embodi 
the exact name , the processor can determine whether the ments , be implemented as a data fusion system . In some 
address includes a string that is similar to the particular 55 embodiments , electronic device 110 and network 170 can 
name . For example , the processor can determine whether the also be included in the data fusion system . FIG . 3 shows , in 
address includes a string that is within a predetermined edit block diagram form , an exemplary data fusion system 300 , 
distance , such as Levenshtein distance , from the particular consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
name . For example , at step 270 , the electronic device can Among other things , system 300 facilitates transformation 
determine whether the recipient domain name includes a 60 of one or more data sources , such as data sources 330 , into 
string that is within a Levenshtein distance of 2 from the an object model 360 , whose semantics are defined by an 
user ' s last name . Thus , the electronic device can determine ontology 350 . The transformation can be performed for a 
that domain name " smitz . com ” is similar to the sender ' s last variety of reasons . For example , a database administrator 
name Smith , because " smitz ” is within a Levenshtein dis - can wish to import data from data sources 330 into a 
tance of 1 from " smith . ” It is appreciated that any string 65 database 370 for persistently storing object model 360 . As 
operations ( e . g . , comparisons ) in this and other steps of another example , a data presentation component ( not 
method 200 may or may not be case sensitive , encoding depicted ) can transform input data from data sources 330 
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“ on the fly ” into object model 360 . Object model 360 can Referring to FIG . 3 , schema map 340 can define how 
then be utilized , in conjunction with ontology 350 , for various elements of schemas 335 for data sources 330 map 
analysis through graphs and / or other data visualization tech - to various elements of ontology 350 . Definition component 
niques . 310 receives , calculates , extracts , or otherwise identifies 

System 300 comprises a definition component 310 and a 5 schemas 335 for data sources 330 . Schemas 335 define the 
translation component 320 , both implemented by one or structure of data sources 330 — for example , the names and 
more processors on one or more computing devices execut other characteristics of tables , files , columns , fields , prop 
ing hardware and / or software - based logic for providing erties , and so forth . Definition component 310 furthermore 
various functionality described herein . As will be appreci - optionally identifies sample data 336 from data sources 330 . 
ated from the present disclosure , system 300 can comprise 10 Definition component 310 can further identify object type , 
fewer or additional components that provide various func - relationship , and property definitions from ontology 350 , if 
tionalities described herein . Such components are , for clar - any already exist . Definition component 310 can further 
ity , omitted from FIG . 3 . Moreover , the component ( s ) of identify pre - existing mappings from schema map 340 , if 
system 300 responsible for providing various functionalities such mappings exist . 
can further vary from embodiment to embodiment . 15 Based on the identified information , definition component 

Definition component 310 generates and / or modifies 310 can generate a graphical interface 315 . Graphical inter 
ontology 350 and a schema map 340 . Exemplary embodi - face 315 can be presented to users of a computing device via 
ments for defining an ontology ( such as ontology 350 ) are any suitable output mechanism ( e . g . , a display screen , an 
described in U . S . Pat . No . 7 , 962 , 495 ( the ' 495 Patent ) image projection , etc . ) , and can further accept input from 
issued Jun . 14 , 2011 , the entire contents of which are 20 users of the computing device via any suitable input mecha 
expressly incorporated herein by reference . Among other nism ( e . g . , a keyboard , a mouse , a touch screen interface ) . 
things , the ' 495 patent describes embodiments that define a Graphical interface 315 features a visual workspace that 
dynamic ontology for use in creating data in a database . For visually depicts representations of the elements of ontology 
creating a database ontology , one or more object types are 350 for which mappings are defined in schema map 340 . 
created where each object type can include one or more 25 Graphical interface 315 also includes controls for adding 
properties . The attributes of object types or property types of new elements to schema map 340 and / or ontology 350 , 
the ontology can be edited or modified at any time . And for including objects , properties of objects , and relationships , 
each property type , at least one parser definition is created . via the visual workspace . After elements of ontology 350 are 
The attributes of a parser definition can be edited or modified represented in the visual workspace , graphical interface 315 
at any time . 30 can further provide controls in association with the repre 

In some embodiments , each property type is declared to sentations that allow for modifying the elements of ontology 
be representative of one or more object types . A property 350 and identifying how the elements of ontology 350 
type is representative of an object type when the property correspond to elements of schemas 335 . Optionally , the 
type is intuitively associated with the object type . For graphical interface 315 can further utilize sample data 336 to 
example , a property type of “ Social Security Number ” may 35 provide the user with a preview of object model 360 as the 
be representative of an object type “ Person ” but not repre - user defines schema map 340 . In response to the input via the 
sentative of an object type “ Business . ” various controls of graphical interface 315 , definition com 

In some embodiments , each property type has one or more ponent 310 can generate and / or modify ontology 350 and 
components and a base type . In some embodiments , a schema map 340 . 
property type may comprise a string , a date , a number , or a 40 In some embodiments , graphical interface 315 can pro 
composite type consisting of two or more string , date , or vide an interface providing a user with the ability to add 
number elements . Thus , property types are extensible and structure to an unstructured document stored in data sources 
can represent complex data structures . Further , a parser 330 by tagging one or more portions ( e . g . , text ) within the 
definition can reference a component of a complex property document . Defining tags and applying these tags to a portion 
type as a unit or token . 45 of the document can create object , properties , or links 
An example of a property having multiple components is creating a relationship between one or more objects and / or 

a Name property having a Last Name component and a First properties . 
Name component . An example of raw input data is “ Smith , Transformation component 320 can be invoked after 
Jane . ” An example parser definition specifies an association schema map 340 and ontology 350 have been defined or 
of imported input data to object property components as 50 redefined . Transformation component 320 identifies schema 
follows : LAST NAME } , { FIRST NAME } > Name : Last , map 340 and ontology 350 . Transformation component 320 
Name : First . In some embodiments , the association { LAST _ further reads data sources 330 and identifies schemas 335 for 
NAME } , { FIRST _ NAME } is defined in a parser definition data sources 330 . For each element of ontology 350 
using regular expression symbology . The association described in schema map 340 , transformation component 
{ LAST _ NAME } , { FIRST _ NAME } indicates that a last 55 320 iterates through some or all of the data items of data 
name string followed by a first name string comprises valid sources 330 , generating elements of object model 360 in the 
input data for a property of type Name . In contrast , input manner specified by schema map 340 . In some embodi 
data of “ Smith Jane ” would not be valid for the specified ments , transformation component 320 can store a represen 
parser definition , but a user could create a second parser tation of each generated element of object model 360 in a 
definition that does match input data of " Smith Jane . ” The 60 database 370 . In some embodiments , transformation com 
definition Name : Last , Name : First specifies that matching ponent 320 is further configured to synchronize changes in 
input data values map to components named “ Last ” and object model 360 back to data sources 330 . 
“ First ” of the Name property . Data sources 330 can be one or more sources of data , 
As a result , parsing the input data using the parser including , without limitation , spreadsheet files , databases , 

definition results in assigning the value “ Smith ” to the 65 email folders , document collections , media collections , con 
Name : Last component of the Name property , and the value tact directories , and so forth . Data sources 330 can include 
“ Jane ” to the Name : First component of the Name property . structured data ( e . g . , a database , a . csv file , or any tab 
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delimited or fixed - width file ) , semi - structured data ( e . g . , an systems control and schedule computer processes for execu 
email , an email server , or forms such as a suspicious activity tion , perform memory management , provide file system , 
report or currency transaction report ) , or unstructured data networking , I / O services , and provide a user interface func 
( e . g . , encoded files such as PDF , sound , and image files ) . tionality , such as a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among 
Data sources 330 can include data structures stored persis - 5 other things . 
tently in non - volatile memory . Data sources 330 can also or By way of example , FIG . 4 is a block diagram that 
alternatively include temporary data structures generated illustrates an implementation of electronic device 110 , 
from underlying data sources via data extraction compo - which , as described above , can comprise one or more 
nents , such as a result set returned from a database server electronic devices . Electronic device 110 includes a bus 402 
executing a database query . Data sources 330 can include or 10 or other communication mechanism for communicating 
be synchronized with external data sources , such as one or information , and one or more hardware processors 404 , 
more mobile location registers 112 and / or other location coupled with bus 402 for processing information . One or 
registers 116 . more hardware processors 404 can be , for example , one or 

In some embodiments , data sources 330 can include any more general purpose microprocessors . 
or all of the data of database 180 discussed above in 15 Electronic device 110 also includes a main memory 406 , 
connection with FIG . 1 . Thus , data sources 330 can include , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic 
for example , the email database , the name database , and the storage device , coupled to bus 402 for storing information 
nickname database discussed above . and instructions to be executed by processor 404 . Main 

Schema map 340 , ontology 350 , and schemas 335 can be memory 406 also can be used for storing temporary vari 
stored in any suitable data structure ( s ) , such as XML files , 20 ables or other intermediate information during execution of 
database tables , and so forth . In some embodiments , ontol - instructions to be executed by processor 404 . Such instruc 
ogy 350 is maintained persistently . Schema map 340 can or tions , when stored in non - transitory storage media acces 
cannot be maintained persistently , depending on whether the sible to one or more processors 404 , render electronic device 
transformation process is perpetual or a one - time event . 110 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
Schemas 335 need not be maintained in persistent memory , 25 perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
but can be cached for optimization . Electronic device 110 further includes a read only 

Object model 360 comprises collections of elements such memory ( ROM ) 408 or other static storage device coupled 
as typed objects , properties , and relationships . The collec - to bus 402 for storing static information and instructions for 
tions can be structured in any suitable manner . In some processor 404 . A storage device 410 , such as a magnetic 
embodiments , a database 370 stores the elements of object 30 disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc . , is 
model 360 , or representations thereof . In some embodi - provided and coupled to bus 402 for storing information and 
ments , the elements of object model 360 are stored within instructions . 
database 370 in a different underlying format , such as in a Electronic device 110 can be coupled via bus 402 to a 
series of object , property , and relationship tables in a rela - display 412 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , an LCD 
tional database . 35 display , or a touchscreen , for displaying information to a 

According to some embodiments , the operations , tech - computer user . An input device 414 , including alphanumeric 
niques , and / or components described herein can be imple and other keys , is coupled to bus 402 for communicating 
mented by the electronic device ( e . g . , electronic device 110 ) , information and command selections to processor 404 . 
which can include one or more special - purpose computing Another type of user input device is cursor control 416 , such 
devices . The special - purpose computing devices can be 40 as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
hard - wired to perform the operations , techniques , and / or municating direction information and command selections 
components described herein , or can include digital elec - to processor 404 and for controlling cursor movement on 
tronic devices such as one or more application - specific display 412 . The input device typically has two degrees of 
integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , x ) and a 
arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently programmed to perform 45 second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device to 
the operations , techniques and / or components described specify positions in a plane . In some embodiments , the same 
herein , or can include one or more general purpose hardware direction information and command selections as cursor 
processors programmed to perform such features of the control may be implemented via receiving touches on a 
present disclosure pursuant to program instructions in firm - touch screen without a cursor . 
ware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such spe - 50 Electronic device 110 can include a user interface module 
cial - purpose computing devices can also combine custom to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass storage 
hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom program - device as executable software codes that are executed by the 
ming to accomplish the technique and other features of the one or more computing devices . This and other modules 
present disclosure . The special - purpose computing devices may include , by way of example , components , such as 
can be desktop computer systems , portable computer sys - 55 software components , object - oriented software components , 
tems , handheld devices , networking devices , or any other class components and task components , processes , func 
device that incorporates hard - wired and / or program logic to tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
implement the techniques and other features of the present gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
disclosure . databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 

The one or more special - purpose computing devices can 60 In general , the word " module , " as used herein , refers to 
be generally controlled and coordinated by operating system logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a collection 
software , such as iOS , Android , Blackberry , Chrome OS , of software instructions , possibly having entry and exit 
Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , points , written in a programming language , such as , for 
Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , SunOS , example , Java , Lua , C , and C + + . A software module can be 
Solaris , VxWorks , or other compatible operating systems . In 65 compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
other embodiments , the computing device can be controlled a dynamic link library , or written in an interpreted program 
by a proprietary operating system . Conventional operating ming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , Python , 
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or Pig . It will be appreciated that software modules can be be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote 
callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or can computer . The remote computer can load the instructions 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 
Software modules configured for execution on computing telephone line using a modem . A modem local to electronic 
devices can be provided on a computer readable medium , 5 device 110 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , an infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in 
download and can be originally stored in a compressed or the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 
installable format that requires installation , decompression , data on bus 402 . Bus 402 carries the data to main memory 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code can be 10 406 , from which processor 404 retrieves and executes the 
stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the execut - instructions . The instructions received by main memory 406 
ing computing device , for execution by the computing can optionally be stored on storage device 410 either before 
device . Software instructions can be embedded in firmware , or after execution by processor 404 . 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that Electronic device 110 also includes a communication 
hardware modules can be comprised of connected logic 15 interface 418 coupled to bus 402 . Communication interface 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or can be comprised 418 provides a two - way data communication coupling to a 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or network link 420 that is connected to a local network 422 . 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality For example , communication interface 418 can be an inte 
described herein are preferably implemented as software grated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable modem , 
modules , but can be represented in hardware or firmware . 20 satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data communi 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical cation connection to a corresponding type of telephone line . 
modules that may be combined with other modules or As another example , communication interface 418 can be a 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a data communi 
or storage . cation connection to a compatible LAN . Wireless links can 

Electronic device 110 can implement the techniques and 25 also be implemented . In any such implementation , commu 
other features described herein using customized hard - wired nication interface 418 sends and receives electrical , electro 
logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams 
program logic which in combination with the electronic representing various types of information . 
device causes or programs electronic device 110 to be a Network link 420 typically provides data communication 
special - purpose machine . According to some embodiments , 30 through one or more networks to other data devices . For 
the techniques and other features described herein are per - example , network link 420 can provide a connection through 
formed by electronic device 110 in response to one or more local network 422 to a host computer 424 or to data 
processors 404 executing one or more sequences of one or equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
more instructions contained in main memory 406 . Such 426 . ISP 426 in turn provides data communication services 
instructions can be read into main memory 406 from another 35 through the world wide packet data communication network 
storage medium , such as storage device 410 . Execution of now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 428 . Local 
the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 406 network 422 and Internet 428 both use electrical , electro 
causes processor 404 to perform the process steps described magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry can The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc - 40 network link 420 and through communication interface 418 , 
tions . which carry the digital data to and from electronic device 

The term “ non - transitory media ” as used herein refers to 110 , are example forms of transmission media . 
any media storing data and / or instructions that cause a Electronic device 110 can send messages and receive data , 
machine to operate in a specific fashion . Such non - transitory including program code , through the network ( s ) , network 
media can comprise non - volatile media and / or volatile 45 link 420 and communication interface 418 . In the Internet 
media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , optical or example , a server 430 might transmit a requested code for an 
magnetic disks , such as storage device 410 . Volatile media application program through Internet 428 , ISP 426 , local 
includes dynamic memory , such as main memory 406 . network 422 and communication interface 418 . 
Common forms of non - transitory media include , for The received code can be executed by processor 404 as it 
example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state 50 is received , and / or stored in storage device 410 , or other 
drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data storage non - volatile storage for later execution . 
medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage Embodiments of the present disclosure have been 
medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a described herein with reference to numerous specific details 
RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , that can vary from implementation to implementation . Cer 
NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge , and net - 55 tain adaptations and modifications of the described embodi 
worked versions of the same . ments can be made . Other embodiments can be apparent to 

Non - transitory media is distinct from , but can be used in those skilled in the art from consideration of the specifica 
conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission media t ion and practice of the invention disclosed herein . It is 
participates in transferring information between storage intended that the specification and examples be considered 
media . For example , transmission media includes coaxial 60 as exemplary only , with a true scope and spirit of the present 
cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the wires that disclosure being indicated by the following claims . It is also 
comprise bus 402 . Transmission media can also take the intended that the sequence of steps shown in figures are only 
form of acoustic or light waves , such as those generated for illustrative purposes and are not intended to be limited to 
during radio - wave and infra - red data communications . any particular sequence of steps . As such , those skilled in the 

Various forms of media can be involved in carrying one 65 art can appreciate that these steps can be performed in a 
or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor different order while implementing the exemplary methods 
404 for execution . For example , the instructions can initially or processes disclosed herein . 
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What is claimed is : 7 . The electronic device of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
1 . An electronic device comprising : more processors are further configured to execute the 
one or more non - transitory computer - readable storage instructions to cause the electronic device to : 
media configured to store instructions ; and determine whether the sender address conforms to a 

one or more processors configured to execute the instruc - 5 predefined format . 
tions stored on the one or more non - transitory com 8 . The electronic device of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
puter - readable storage media to cause the electronic more processors are further configured to execute the 
device to , upon one or more headers of an electronic instructions to cause the electronic device to : message being received from a sender : determine whether the recipient address comprises a obtain a sender address associated with the sender of 10 nickname . the electronic message , the sender address compris 9 . The electronic device of claim 1 , wherein the determi ing a first username and a first domain name ; nation of whether the recipient address and the sender obtain a first name and a last name of the sender or a 

last initial of the sender from a database ; address are different addresses of the same user includes 
obtain a recipient address of the electronic message , the 15 processing addresses that are within a predetermined edit 

recipient address comprising a second username and distance from the sender address or the recipient address . 
a second domain name that is different from the first 10 . A method performed by at least one electronic device 
domain name ; comprising one or more processors executing instructions 

determine , by inspecting the one or more headers of the stored on a non - transitory computer - readable storage media 
electronic message , whether the recipient address 20 configured to store the instructions , the method comprising 
and the sender address are different addresses of a upon one or more headers of an electronic message being 
same user , wherein the determination includes find received from a sender : 
ing a mismatch between the first domain name and obtaining a sender address associated with the sender of 
the second domain name and a match between at the electronic message , the sender address comprising 
least part of the recipient address and at least part of 25 a first username and a first domain name ; 
one or more of : the sender address , the first name of obtaining a first name of the sender a last name of the 
the sender , and the last name of the sender ; and sender , one or more nicknames of the sender or a last 

based on determining whether the recipient address and initial of the sender from a database storing usernames 
the sender address are different addresses of the same and names ; 
user , flag the electronic message as one sent from and 30 obtaining a recipient address of the electronic message , 
received by the same user ; the recipient address comprising a second username 

determine whether the electronic message , if delivered , and a second domain name ; 
communicates confidential content to an external determining , by inspecting the one or more headers of the 
server based at least on one or more of : a subject , a electronic message , whether the recipient address and 
body , one or more attachments , header information , 35 the sender address are different addresses of a same 
one or more recipient addresses , or the sender user wherein the determination includes filtering at 
address . least one of : non - alphabetic characters , a last initial of 

2 . The electronic device of claim 1 , wherein the one or the sender , and the last name of the sender , from the 
more processors are further configured to execute the recipient address and comparing the filtered recipient 
instructions to cause the electronic device to : address with at least one of the sender address , the first 

determine whether the first username comprises the first name of the sender , the last name of the sender , and the 
name of the sender . one or more nicknames of the sender , and wherein the 

3 . The electronic device of claim 1 , wherein the one or second domain name of the recipient address is differ 
more processors are further configured to execute the ent from the first domain name ; and 
instructions to cause the electronic device to : 45 based on the determination of whether the recipient 

performing further analysis of one or more of : the one or address and the sender address are different addresses 
more headers , a body , a subject , one or more attach of the same user , flagging the electronic message as one 
ments , one or more recipient addresses , and the sender sent from and received by the same user ; 
address . determining whether the electronic message , if delivered , 

4 . The electronic device of claim 1 , wherein the one or 50 communicates confidential content to an external 
more processors are further configured to execute the server based at least on one or more of : a subject , a 
instructions to cause the electronic device to determine body , one or more attachments , header information , 
whether the sender address corresponds to the user ' s work one or more recipient addresses , or the sender address . 
address based on whether the first username conforms to a 11 . The method of claim 10 , further comprising : 
predefined format and based on whether the first domain 55 determining whether the first username comprises the first 
name is within a predetermined list of one or more work name of the sender . 
domain names . 12 . The method of claim 10 , further comprising : 

5 . The electronic device of claim 1 , wherein the one or determining whether the first username comprises a nick 
more processors are further configured to execute the name associated with the first name of the sender . 
instructions to cause the electronic device to determine 60 13 . The method of claim 10 , further comprising : 
whether the second domain name is not within a predeter performing further analysis of one or more of : the one or 
mined list of one or more work domain names . more headers , a body , a subject , one or more attach 

6 . The electronic device of claim 1 , wherein the one or ments , one or more recipient addresses , and the sender 
more processors are further configured to execute the address . 
instructions to cause the electronic device to determine 65 14 . The method of claim 10 , further comprising deter 
whether the second domain name comprises the last name of mining whether the sender address corresponds to the user ' s 
the user . work address based on whether the first username conforms 

40 
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to a predefined format and based on whether the first domain second domain name of the recipient address is differ 
name is within a predetermined list of one or more work ent from the first domain name ; and 
domain names . based on the determination of whether the recipient 

15 . The method of claim 10 , further comprising deter address and the sender address are different addresses 
mining whether the second domain name is not within a 5 of the same user , flagging the electronic message as one 
predetermined list of one or more work domain names . sent from and received by the same user ; 

16 . The method of claim 10 , further comprising deter determining whether the electronic message , if delivered , 
mining whether the second domain name comprises the last communicates confidential content to an external 

server based at least on one or more of : a subject , a name of the user . 
17 . A non - transitory computer - readable medium storing a 10 body , one or more attachments , header information , 

set of instructions that are executable by one or more one or more recipient addresses , or the sender address . 
electronic devices , each having one or more processors , to 18 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
cause the one or more electronic devices to perform a claim 17 , further comprising instructions executable by the 
method , the method comprising upon one or more headers one or more electronic devices to cause the one or more 
of an electronic message being received from a sender : 15 ele 15 electronic devices to determine whether the first username 

obtaining a sender address associated with the sender of comprises a nickname associated with the first name of the 
the electronic message , the sender address comprising sender . 
a first username and a first domain name ; 19 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 

obtaining a first name of the sender a last name of the claim 17 , further comprising instructions executable by the 

sender , one or more nicknames of the sender or a last 20 one 20 one or more electronic devices to cause the one or more 
electronic devices to perform further analysis of one or more initial of the sender from a database storing usernames 

and names ; of : the one or more headers , a body , a subject , one or more 
attachments , one or more recipient addresses , and the sender obtaining a recipient address of the electronic message , 

the recipient address comprising a second username address . 
and a second domain name that is different from the 25 20 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 

claim 17 , further comprising instructions executable by the first domain name ; 
determining , by inspecting the one or more headers of the one or more electronic devices to cause the one or more 

electronic devices to determine whether the second domain electronic message , whether the recipient address and 
the sender address are different addresses of a same name is not within a predetermined list of one or more work 
user wherein the determination includes filtering at 30 * 30 domain names . 
least one of : non - alphabetic characters , a last initial of 21 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
the sender , and the last name of the sender , from the claim 17 , further comprising instructions executable by the 
recipient address and comparing the filtered recipient one or more electronic devices to cause the one or more 
address with at least one of the sender address , the first electronic devices to determine whether the second domain 
name of the sender , the last name of the sender and the 35 name comprises the last name of the user . 
one or more nicknames of the sender , wherein the 
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MEDICAL CLAIMS LEAD SUMMARY contain vast amount of information , selectively mining the 
REPORT GENERATION available information for useful purposes is not a trivial task . 

Techniques for detecting medical claims fraud may 
BENEFIT CLAIM include automated and manual processes . For example , 

5 although potentially fraudulent medical claims ( referred to 
This application claims the benefit under 35 U . S . C . § as fraud leads ) can be identified using automated techniques , 

119 ( e ) of provisional application 62 / 099 , 082 , filed Dec . 31 , whether or not to take further action on particular ones of the 
2014 , the entire contents of which are hereby incorporated fraud leads ( e . g . , investigate , deny reimbursement , notify 
by reference for all purposes as if fully set forth herein . authorities , pursue remedial action , hold for additional avail 

able information , etc . ) may require human analysis and 
TECHNICAL FIELD decision - making . When provided with a list of fraud leads , 

however , persons ( referred to as fraud analysts ) tasked with 
The present disclosure relates to data processing tech analyzing or vetting these identified leads may be over 

niques for fraud detection in the context of health insurance . 16 whelmed by the large number of leads in the list . Lists may 
also lack context and / or useful information for fraud ana BACKGROUND lysts to make an accurate and / or efficient assessment about 
whether to take further action on particular ones of the The approaches described in this section are approaches identified leads . that could be pursued , but not necessarily approaches that 20 

have been previously conceived or pursued . Therefore , SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
unless otherwise indicated , it should not be assumed that any 
of the approaches described in this section qualify as prior The appended claims may serve to summarize the inven 
art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section . 

Healthcare fraud accounts for an estimated $ 60 - 80 billion 25 
dollars / year in waste . Some estimate that the damages BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
constitute 3 - 10 % of all healthcare expenditures . One source 
of fraud is prescription drug fraud . Examples of prescription In the drawings : 
fraud include forging prescriptions , altering prescriptions , FIG . 1 illustrates an example computer system that may 
stealing prescription pads , calling in prescriptions or using 30 be programmed for automatically generating lead summary 
online pharmacies , doctor / pharmacy shopping ( for example , reports according to some embodiments . 
going to multiple doctors , emergency rooms , or pharmacies FIG . 2 illustrates example additional details of the com 
and seeking prescriptions while faking symptoms such as puter system of FIG . 1 according to some embodiments . 
migraine headaches , toothaches , cancer , psychiatric disor FIG . 3 illustrates an example flow or algorithm that may 
ders , and attention deficit disorder , or having deliberately 35 be programmed to dynamically generate lead summary 
injured oneself ) , going across state lines to seek fulfillment reports according to some embodiments . 
at multiple pharmacies , refilling prescriptions before ninety FIG . 4 illustrates an example lead summary report accord 
days , and so forth . Prescription fraud primarily occurs at ing to some embodiments . 
retailer pharmacies , and primarily with narcotics , anti - anxi - FIG . 5A , FIG . 5B , FIG . 5C illustrate another example lead 
ety medications , muscle relaxants , and hypnotics . 40 summary report according to some embodiments . 

Other sources of fraud include insurance claims fraud FIG . 6 illustrates an example flow or algorithm that may 
such as a provider charging more than peers for services , a be programmed to capture data relating to user interaction 
provider billing for more tests per patient than peers , a taken on the dynamically generated lead summary reports , 
provider billing for unlikely or unnecessary medical proce - according to some embodiments . 
dures , upcoding of services or billing for the most expensive 45 FIG . 7 illustrates a block diagram of an example computer 
of options , upcoding of equipment or billing for a more system upon which embodiments of the present disclosure 
expensive item and delivering a lower cost item , consis may be implemented . 
tently billing for high cost medical equipment , such as 
Durable Medical Equipment , billing for procedures or ser DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
vices not provided , filing duplicate claims that bill for the 50 
same service on two separate occasions , unbundling a group In the following description , for the purposes of expla 
of services so that the services billed one at a time yield more nation , numerous specific details are set forth in order to 
compensation than if they had been bundled together , kick - provide a thorough understanding of the present disclosure . 
backs from referrals , transportation fraud , collecting money It will be apparent , however , that the present disclosure may 
from multiple insurance providers , using surgical modifiers 55 be practiced without these specific details . In other 
to increase reimbursement , fraud involving viatical health instances , well - known structures and devices are shown in 
and life insurance , nursing home fraud such as lack of block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscur 
services rendered or services rendered by non - licensed pro - ing the present disclosure . 
fessionals , and so forth . Embodiments are described in sections according to the 

Prescription claims , doctor office claims , medical proce - 60 following outline : 
dure claims , hospital claims , medical equipment claims , and 1 . 0 GENERAL OVERVIEW 
other medical claims ( collectively referred to as medical 2 . 0 STRUCTURAL OVERVIEW 
claims or healthcare claims ) may number in the millions or 3 . 0 FUNCTIONAL OVERVIEW 
billions per year . And each medical claim may include 4 . 0 IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE - DATA STRUC 
numerous types of data , such as billing codes , patient 65 TURES 
identifier , location , service provider identifier , service date , 5 . 0 IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLE - HARDWARE 
and the like . Thus , while databases of medical claims OVERVIEW 
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1 . 0 General Overview evidence of suspected fraud , to provide context in which the 
suspected fraud was detected , and / or to anticipate and 

In an embodiment , a computer - implemented method reduce / eliminate data gathering and collation that persons 
comprises , in response to receiving lead data identifying an assessing the identified lead are likely to perform to effec 
entity associated with a health care claim relating to sus - 5 tively assess the identified lead . The plurality of specific 
pected fraud , determining one or more data sources that types of data , which may be displayed using widgets , may 
were used to identify the entity or the suspected fraud ; be lead - specific and / or specific to a particular fraud detec 
determining a subset of a plurality of data display elements , tion model or scheme . In an embodiment , systems and 
based on the determined one or more data sources , wherein techniques further permit persons to add to the lead sum 
each of the plurality of data display elements is configured 10 mary report , create derivative documents or items based on 
to cause displaying health care claims data associated with the lead summary report , and / or provide information to 
the entity in a designated format ; automatically obtaining , improve future lead summary reports . Among other aspects , 
from a data repository , specific health care claims data systems and techniques monitor activity taken on the lead 
associated with the entity for each of the plurality of data summary report to improve the selection of certain ones of 
display elements in the subset ; generating a lead summary 15 the specific types of data and the display format of the 
report associated with the entity using a report template , the specific types of data to be included in lead summary 
subset , and the obtained specific health care claims data . reports . 
Each of the features of the method is performed using one Various modifications to the embodiments will be readily 
or more computing devices or processors . apparent to those skilled in the art , and principles defined 

In another embodiment , a computer system comprises one 20 herein may be applied to other embodiments and applica 
or more databases including a plurality of health care claims tions without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
data and a plurality of data display elements ; a report invention . Moreover , in the following description , numerous 
generator component , at least partially implemented by details are set forth for the purpose of explanation . However , 
computing hardware , determines , in response to suspected one of ordinary skill in the art will realize that embodiments 
fraud by an entity associated with a health care claim , which 25 of the invention may be practiced without the use of these 
one or more sources were used to identify the suspected specific details . In other instances , well - known structures 
fraud , determines a subset from among the plurality of data and processes are not shown in block diagram form in order 
display elements , from the one or more databases , based on not to obscure the description of the invention with unnec 
the determined one or more sources , automatically obtain essary detail . Thus , the present disclosure is not intended to 
specific health care claims data associated with the entity , 30 be limited to the embodiments shown , but is to be accorded 
from the one or more databases , for each of the plurality of the widest scope consistent with the principles and features 
data display elements in the subset , dynamically generate a disclosed herein . 
lead summary report associated with the entity using a report FIG . 1 illustrates an example computer system 100 in 
template , the subset , and the obtained specific health care which the techniques described may be practiced , according 
claims data ; wherein each of the plurality of data display 35 to some embodiments . System 100 is a computer - based 
elements is configured to display specific health care claims system . The various components of system 100 are imple 
data associated with the entity in a specific format ; a user m ented at least partially by hardware at one or more com 
interface component , at least partially implemented by com - puting devices , such as one or more hardware processors 
puting hardware , automatically provides the lead summary executing instructions stored in one or more memories for 
report to facilitate assessment of the suspected fraud by a 40 performing various functions described herein . System 100 
user . illustrates only one of many possible arrangements of com 

ponents configured to perform the functionality described 
2 . 0 Structural Overview herein . Other arrangements may include fewer or different 

components , and the division of work between the compo 
Techniques are described herein for automatically and 45 nents may vary depending on the arrangement . 

dynamically generating a lead summary report correspond - System 100 includes a server 102 , a database 104 , one or 
ing to a potential fraudulent lead identified using one or more clients 106 , and a network 108 . Each of the server 102 , 
more fraud detection models or schemes . Thus a lead , in an database 104 , and clients 106 is in wired or wireless com 
embodiment , is a digitally stored dataset indicating sus - munication with the network 108 . 
pected fraud and may be associated in various embodiments 50 Server 102 comprises one or more servers , computers , 
with a person or entity , a data source , and / or a fraud processors , database servers , and / or computing devices that 
detection model or scheme that resulted in identifying the are programmed or configured to communicate with the 
lead . In an embodiment , a programmed method or algorithm database 104 and / or clients 106 via network 108 . The server 
enables a lead , identified by the same party or a third party 102 is programmed or configured to automatically assess 
with respect to the party using the method or algorithm to be 55 medical claims data stored in database 104 for the purpose 
intelligently presented , using computer - implemented pre of detecting suspected fraud . Server 102 hosts one or more 
sentation , to persons responsible for assessing the identified applications , websites , or other visual or user interface 
lead to determine whether to pursue the lead for anti - fraud mechanisms related to use of medical claims data as 
purposes . described in detail below . Server 102 may be located at one 

In an embodiment , a plurality of specific types of data 60 or more geographically distributed locations . Although one 
relating to the identified lead ( for example , medical claims server 102 is shown in FIG . 1 , system 100 may , depending 
data associated with the identified lead ) are automatically on the embodiment , comprise one , two , or any number of 
accessed , collated , and presented in computer - based formats servers 102 , which may work alone and / or collectively to 
that are conducive to ready comprehension ( for example , provide the functionality described herein . 
table over graphical format , graphical over table or text 65 Database 104 comprises one or more data repositories , 
format , etc . ) in the lead summary report . Each of the databases or storage devices that are programmed or con 
plurality of specific types of data is selected to show figured to store and maintain medical claims data , data 
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associated with medical claims data , data associated with ing on the arrangement . In an embodiment , system 200 is 
fraud detection or fraud detection lead generation , data implemented by one or more of the computer systems 100 
associated with presentation of fraud detection lead - related and / or 700 described herein . 
data , data associated with users of medical claims data , System 200 comprises a data import component 208 that 
and / or instructions for use by server 102 and / or clients 106 5 is configured or programmed to collect data from a variety 
as described herein . Database 104 may , in some embodi of sources , including one or more of provider sources 201 , 
ments , be located at one or more geographically distributed insurer sources 202 , public sources 204 , and / or other sources 
location relative to server 102 . Server 102 and / or clients 106 206 as described herein . The data may be collected from 

each included source 201 - 206 on one or on multiple occa may , in some embodiments , access database 104 via net 
work 108 . Alternatively , server 102 may access database 104 104 10 sions , depending on factors such as the size of the data 

source , the accessibility of the data source , and how fre without needing network 108 . As another alternative , data quently the data source changes . Depending on the form in base 104 may be included within server 102 . System 100 which the data is collected , the data import component 208 may , depending on the embodiment , comprise one , two , or may optionally be configured or programmed to perform any number of databases 104 configured to individually 16 Extract , Transform , and Load ( “ ETL ” ) operations on the 
and / or collectively store the data described herein . collected data to generate objects that conform to one or 

Clients 106 comprise computing devices , including but more defined ontologies 222 . Ontologies 222 may be , for 
not limited to , work stations , personal computers , general example , dynamic ontologies , static schemas , and / or other 
purpose computers , laptops , Internet appliances , hand - held data structure definitions . 
devices , wireless devices , wired devices , portable devices , 20 The data import component 208 is configured or pro 
wearable computers , cellular or mobile phones , portable grammed to cause the collected data to be stored in one or 
digital assistants ( PDAs ) , smart phones , tablets , multi - pro - more repositories of data 210 . The one or more repositories 
cessor systems , microprocessor - based or programmable of data 210 may store , among other object types , some or all 
consumer electronics , game consoles , set - top boxes , net - of : provider objects 212 , patient objects 214 , pharmacy 
work PCs , mini - computers , and the like . Each of the clients 25 objects 216 , health care event objects 218 , and / or other 
106 includes applications , software , and / or other executable objects 220 , each of which corresponds to a different dis 
instructions to facilitate various aspects of the medical claim crete object type defined by the one or more ontologies 222 . 
fraud detection techniques described herein . Clients 106 Other objects 220 may include any category of object type 
may also include additional applications or other interface deemed desirable . For example , another object type may be 
capabilities to communicate with the server 102 and / or 30 administrative event objects . Thus , in an embodiment , data 
database 104 . Clients 106 may , depending on the embodi - obtained from healthcare providers , insurers , public sources , 
ment , be located geographically dispersed from each other . and other sources may be represented in computer storage 
Although three clients 106 are shown in FIG . 1 , more or less using object - oriented data representation techniques to rep 
than three clients 106 may be included in system 100 . resent providers , patients , pharmacies , events , and other 
Clients 106 are also referred to as devices , requesting 35 items as objects that may be selectively queried to identify 
devices , requesting clients , requesting machines , requestors , real - world relationships , events , or transactions suspected of 
and the like . fraud . “ Object , " in this context , may refer to a digitally 

Network 108 comprises one or more data communica stored data element such as a programmatic object that is 
tions networks including any of one or more of a local area instantiated and managed using an object - oriented applica 
network ( LAN ) , a wireless LAN ( WLAN ) , a wide area 40 tion program . 
network ( WAN ) , a wireless WAN ( WWAN ) , a metropolitan Repositories 210 may be included in , for example , the 
area network ( MAN ) , an ad hoc network , an intranet , an database ( s ) 104 . Repositories 210 may be collectively 
extranet , a virtual private network ( VPN ) , an internetwork , referred to as a medical claims repository . Examples of 
a portion of a public switched telephone network ( PSTN ) , a repositories 210 and corresponding objects 212 - 220 are 
cellular network , or a combination of two or more such 45 described in subsequent sections . In some embodiments , 
networks . When network 108 comprises a public network , some or all of the contents of repositories 210 may be 
security features ( for example , VPN / SSL secure transport ) organized as relational data instead of or in addition to 
may be included to ensure authorized access within system object - oriented representations . 
100 . System 200 also includes one or more instances of lead 

FIG . 2 illustrates a computer system comprising various 50 summary report data 230 . The one or more lead summary 
example objects and components that may be utilized to report data 230 may store , among other object types , report 
perform fraud lead summary report generation and presen - templates 232 , widget library 234 , widget set definition 236 , 
tation , according to some embodiments . saved reports 238 , activity log 240 , user defined data 242 , 

System 200 is a computer - based system . The various and / or other data . Each of these may be utilized to dynami 
components of system 200 are implemented at least partially 55 cally and automatically generate summary reports corre 
by hardware at one or more computing devices , such as one sponding to potential medical claim fraud leads that are 
or more hardware processors executing instructions stored in identified using one or more fraud detection models to users 
one or more memories for performing various functions ( for example , fraud analysts ) of system 200 . 
described herein . The components are communicatively Report templates 232 comprise one or more lead sum 
coupled ( for example , via appropriate interfaces ) to each 60 mary report templates that define the layout , format , data 
other and to various data sources , so as to allow information positions , content type , and other presentation aspects of 
to be passed between the components and / or to share and lead summary reports to be generated for each of the 
access common data . System 200 illustrates only one of identified leads . For example , the report templates 232 may 
many possible arrangements of components configured to comprise web page templates . Report templates 232 may 
perform the functionality described herein . Other arrange - 65 also be referred to as a report template library . 
ments may include fewer or different components , and the Widget library 234 comprises a plurality of widgets , each 
division of work between the components may vary depend of the widgets associated with a particular type or category 
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of lead information to be obtained from the data repositories the lead summary report , user request for follow - on infor 
210 and formatted in a certain way for presentation in a lead mation via actuation of hyperlinks , mouse - overs , and the 
summary report . In some embodiments , the plurality of like . 
widgets may be considered to be templates to be embedded Report generator component 252 is configured or pro 
in a report template , data display elements , content type 5 grammed for creating a lead summary report for a given 
display or presentation elements , or content category display lead . Report generator component 252 interfaces with lead 
or presentation elements . A lead summary report , to be summary report data 230 and user interface component 250 
discussed in detail below , is generated using at least one lead to create a report . Among other things , a particular report 
summary report template from the report templates 232 . And template is obtained from the report templates 232 . A 
the lead summary report , in turn , is populated by one or 10 particular set of widgets , as specified by the widget set 
more widgets . definition 236 , is obtained from the widget library 234 to 

Widget set definition 236 comprises definitions , map - populate the report . Each of the widgets in the particular set 
pings , or correlations of which widgets should be presented of widgets , in turn , obtains particular type of data associated 
together in a lead summary report for a given identified with the lead stored in the data repositories 210 . Together , 
potential lead . In an embodiment , particular one or more 15 particular lead - related data is presented in a particular for 
widgets ( for example , a widget set ) may be mapped to a mat and style in the lead summary report to facilitate user 
particular fraud detection model . Each of a plurality of fraud analysis of the lead to determine whether to and / or how to 
detection models may have a particular set of widgets pursue the lead . When any of the particular lead - related data 
associated therewith . A default set of widgets may also be included in the lead summary report changes ( for example , 
defined for cases where the fraud detection model ( s ) asso - 20 new medical claims are submitted for reimbursement by the 
ciated with a lead is unknown . Fraud detection models lead , address change is submitted ) , report generator compo 
comprise techniques ( based on statistics , feedback , known nent 252 updates the lead summary report accordingly . The 
fraud schemes , etc . ) used to identify potential fraudulent updates may occur continually , periodically , in real - time , or 
medical claims leads and may be implemented using com - approximately in real - time . Report generator component 
puter programs , subroutines , functions , processes , methods , 25 252 interfaces with saved reports 238 to store the original 
objects or other software elements , which may be uniquely and updated versions of the lead summary report . 
identified by a model or scheme name . Monitor component 254 , in coordination with the user 

Saved reports 238 comprise lead summary reports that are interface component 250 , configured or programmed to 
stored after their creation . Updates or any changes to exist track , detect , or monitors user interaction , activity , naviga 
ing lead summary reports are also saved to saved reports 30 tion , or actions taken on the lead summary report by the user . 
238 . For each saved lead summary report , associated infor - Detected user interaction , activity , navigation , or actions are 
mation such as the date and time stamp , version information , stored in the activity log 240 . Where the user creates new 
and other housekeeping information may also be stored in documents or items from the lead summary report , as 
the saved reports 238 . Activity log 240 comprises a log of discussed above , monitor component 254 may facilitate 
activity associated with each of the lead summary reports 35 such creation and storage in the user defined data 242 . 
saved in the saved reports 238 . Activity can include user In one embodiment , components 250 , 252 , 254 comprise 
navigation , user input , access times , access duration , and one or more software components , programs , applications , 
any other user interaction information that is tracked , moni - or other units of code base or instructions configured to be 
tored , and / or captured associated with a given lead summary executed by one or more processors included in the server 
report . Data in the activity log 240 may be used as feedback 40 102 of system 100 . In other embodiments , the functionalities 
data to refine future lead summary reports , widgets , presen or operations of one or more of components 250 - 254 is 
tation format of data in a given widget , and the like . User handled by one or more clients 106 , or shared between one 
defined data 242 comprises documentation or other infor - or more servers 102 and one or more clients 106 . As an 
mation that may be expressly created by a user based on a example , the functionalities of the user interface component 
given lead summary report . For example , a user may actuate 45 250 may be provided by a client 106 , while those of 
a button in a lead summary report to " freeze ” the lead components 252 - 254 are provided by the server 102 . 
summary report at a particular point in time to serve as an Although components 250 - 254 are depicted as distinct com 
evidentiary document for later use . The “ frozen ” lead sum - ponents in FIG . 2 , components 250 - 254 may be imple 
mary report is a snapshot or screenshot of the report at that mented as fewer or more components than illustrated . Any 
point in time , and may be saved as a separate evidentiary 50 of components 250 - 254 may communicate directly or over 
document or item from the original lead summary report . As a network with one or more devices included in the system 
discussed in detail below , the original lead summary report 100 , such as server 102 , database 104 , or clients 106 , as 
is continually or periodically updated as new data becomes needed to implement the functionality described herein . 
available . 

System 200 also includes a user interface component 250 55 3 . 0 Functional Overview 
that is configured or programmed to provide a graphical user 
interface ( GUI ) to present information to and receive inputs In an embodiment , the data objects and components 
from a user , such as a fraud analyst , investigator , etc . , at one depicted in FIG . 2 are used at various points of a workflow 
of the clients 106 . Information presented to the user may for identifying suspected fraud . The workflow may comprise 
include , without limitation , an interface to trigger dynamic 60 a plurality of stages and in one embodiment a first stage is 
generation of a lead summary report , lead summary reports , lead generation . The lead generation stage involves identi 
follow - on pages / windows provided by lead summary f ying suspected cases or records of health care fraud for 
reports , and the like . Inputs received from a user may further investigation . A lead , as described herein , is a dataset 
include , without limitation , a lead identifier to trigger lead comprising one or more electronic or digital data items that 
summary report generation , navigation requests within the 65 are stored , at least transiently , in computer memory or 
lead summary report , user request to " freeze ” a lead sum - storage and that identify a particular individual , organiza 
mary report , input of notes and comments in a notes field of tion , or event that is suspected as consisting of , relating to , 
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or indicating actual or possible fraud , or is at an increased ticular identified lead is associated with one or more par 
probability for consisting of , relating to , or indicating fraud . ticular fraud detection models . The particular identified lead 
The term lead may also be used herein to refer to a digital is generated or becomes known based on one or more fraud 
data object that represents the suspicious individual , orga - detection models ( also referred to as fraud schemes or fraud 
nization , or event . 5 detection techniques ) . However , the particular fraud detec 
One way to identify leads is to receive tips concerning tion model ( s ) that identified or generated that particular 

potentially fraudulent activities . A tip may come from a identified lead may not be known by system 100 , 200 . 
person or entity . An “ entity , ” in this disclosure , may be a For example , if the user manually entered the particular patient , doctor , other healthcare provider or other person , or on , or ident identified lead in block 302 ( from a list of leads ) , the an institution such as an insurer , HMO , hospital , clinic , 10 source ( s ) from which the particular identified lead was medical practice group , or any other form of legal entity . generated may not be known . Conversely , if the particular Another way to identify leads is to review networks of identified lead is generated by the same system that gener individuals and / or organizations connected to instances of 
fraud described in media reports , indictments , or other ates the lead summary report , or the system that surfaced the 
publications . Another way to identify leads is to apply 15 par 5 particular identified lead communicated the fraud detection 
business rules to the various data objects and relationships model ( s ) associated with that lead to the lead summary 
described herein to flag potentially fraudulent activity , such report system , then the particular fraud detection model ( s ) 
as a male receiving treatment for ovarian cancer . Another used to find the particular identified lead may be known . 
way to identify leads is to identify outliers or other notice Examples of fraud detection models or techniques include , 
able patterns outside the norm based on existing knowledge 20 without limitation : amounts paid outlier , phantom provider , 
of healthcare consumption . Data objects associated with medical unit outlier , improbable sequencing , unbundling , 
unusual values for these metrics may be investigated as sober living and drug screening , member overlap , indis 
leads . criminate billing , network , tips , upcoding , classification or 

FIG . 3 illustrates an example flow or algorithm that may pattern matching , and / or a variety of other fraud detection 
be programmed for dynamically generating lead summary 25 models or techniques . 
reports , according to some embodiments . In an embodiment , If the fraud detection model ( s ) associated with the par 
each of the processes described in connection with the ticular identified lead is not known ( no branch of block 304 ) , functional blocks of FIG . 3 may be implemented using one then report generator component 252 is configured or pro 
or more computer programs , other software elements , and / or grammed to determine the relevant template and widgets for digital logic in any of a general - purpose computer or a 30 the particular identified lead in block 306 . Report generator special - purpose computer , while performing data retrieval , component 252 is configured or programmed to access at transformation and storage operations that involve interact least widget set definition 236 to look - up the template and ing with and transforming the physical state of memory of 

widgets corresponding to the case where the source ( for the computer . The flow 300 of FIG . 3 is described below in 
conjunction with the objects and components of FIG . 2 , 35 25 example , fraud detection model ( s ) ) of the particular identi 
according to an embodiment , for purposes of illustrating a fied lead is not known . In an embodiment , a particular 
clear example . Flow 300 depicts example techniques for template may be associated with a particular set of widgets , 
generating a lead summary report corresponding to a par a particular template may be associated with more than one 
ticular identified lead . The process of flow 300 may be set of widgets , templates may be associated with fraud 
repeated for each of the other identified leads to generate 40 detection models independent of widgets and any one or 
respective lead summary reports . more widgets may be included in any template , a single 

In block 302 , the user interface component 250 presents template may be defined for the unknown source case and 
a graphical user interface ( GUI ) for initiating generation of one or more templates ( which may be the same or different 
a lead summary report . A user , such as a fraud analyst , may from the unknown source template ) may be defined for the 
input an identifier of a potential fraud lead into a search field 45 known source case , and / or a single template may be used for 
or the like to initiate generation of a lead summary report known and unknown sources with a particular widget set 
corresponding to such lead . User interface component 250 defined for each of the unknown source , source 1 , source 2 , 
receives a lead identifier in response . Examples of lead source 3 , and the like . identifiers include , without limitation , a provider identifica Widgets that may be included in a lead summary report , 
tion number ( PIN ) , a tax identification number ( TIN ) asso - 50 in which the lead summary report ' s overall layout and 
ciated with the lead , lead name ( for example , provider name , format are defined by a report template , comprise without address , phone number , etc . ) , and / or other unique identify limitation : ing information sufficient to access medical claims data Biographical or basic provider information — PIN , TIN , corresponding to the lead in a data store , such as data name , address , phone , specialization , potential total repositories 210 . In an example , the user may have a list of 55 
potential fraud leads that were identified by lead generation reimbursement amount ( also referred to as total expo 
techniques . The list of potential fraud leads may include sure ) , etc . 
hundreds or thousands of leads , with each lead identified by Notes and comments - notes and / or comments about the 
a PIN . particular identified lead provided by the lead genera 

Alternatively , if identifiers of potential fraud leads are 60 tor , input field for user notes and comments based on 
known to system 100 or 200 , then block 302 may be review of lead summary report 
optional . For example , system 100 or 200 may already Paid to TIN — amounts paid to a particular TIN per year 
interface with another system that performed the lead gen Address view ( map ) — map showing where the provider is 
eration , or the identified leads are automatically communi located 
cated to system 100 or 200 . 65 Top procedure ( CPT ) codes — top procedure codes , num 

At block 304 , the report generator component 252 is ber of claims per code , amount billed per code , amount 
configured or programmed to determine whether the par paid out ( reimbursed ) per code , etc . 
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Member overlap visualization ( also referred to as net - report is generated at block 324 , flow proceeds promptly to 
work ) - extent of shared members , shared providers , other blocks of the flow to facilitate prompt output of the 
and / or shared commonality between the provider and report to a computer display device or other output device . 
others In an embodiment , the lead summary report automatically 

Code breakdown or distribution — visualization of billing 5 brings together relevant information about the particular 
distribution across ( top ) procedure codes for provider identified lead for an analyst to review and make a decision 
and comparison against other providers ( may further about next steps regarding the particular identified lead ( for 
breakdown by specialty and / or region ) example , pay reimbursement request , reject reimbursement 

Same date of service - amount billed per day request , flag as fraudulent , forward to an investigator , input 
Statistics — shows various statistics about the provider 10 notes to continue review , etc . ) . The lead summary report also 

relative to other related providers such as , as examples serves as a continual reference point for multiple users / 
and without limitation , number of units per procedure viewers that may review and analyze the fraud potential of 
per member per month , amount charged per unit , the particular identified lead , such as by including notes and 
number of units per member , total amounts , number of comments capture . For example , a particular report may go 
unique procedures relative to all procedures by spe - 15 back and forth and / or traverse different stages of fraud 
cialty , region , and units of procedures analysis and may be reviewed at different points in time by 

User feedback - present a set of feedback choices ; alter one or more of each of analysts , team leaders , investigators , 
natively , may be included in the Notes and comments triagers , and the like . Lead summary reports are discussed in 
widget greater detail below in conjunction with FIG . 4 , FIG . 5A , 

Other types of lead - related data to display in a specific 20 FIG . 5B , FIG . 5C . In some embodiments , lead summary 
format . reports for a plurality of identified leads may be generated in 

Widgets comprise stand - alone applications , display ele - batch . 
ments , or other visualization mechanisms that may be In block 312 , user interface component 250 , in conjunc 
embedded into other applications or documents ( for tion with report generator component 252 , is configured or 
example , templates for web pages ) . Each widget , in turn , is 25 programmed to facilitate presentation of the lead summary 
able to obtain and format specific data in accordance with report generated in block 310 . The lead summary report may 
the display requirements specified in the widget . For be provided to one or more devices for presentation . For 
example , one widget may be configured to display a bar example , the lead summary report may be provided to a 
graph of amounts billed per year per procedure code billed client 106 for display using a computer display device 
by the provider , a second widget may be configured to 30 coupled to the client , or transmitted to another computer 
display a two - dimensional map pinpointing a certain loca - system using electronic messaging , or printed , or commu 
tion therein , and a third widget may be configured to display nicated programmatically to another application , program or 
a table of top procedure codes with corresponding number of system . 
claims , amount billed , and amount paid out . In an embodi - In an embodiment , the report generator component 252 is 
ment , the report templates 232 may comprise templates for 35 configured or programmed to save the lead summary report 
web pages , JSON blobs that can be populated for use in in saved reports 238 . 
electronic responses to other systems , or other instructions Once a lead summary report has been created , the report 
for formatting electronic documents . generator component 252 is configured or programmed to 

In an embodiment , the widget set definition 236 can continually or periodically monitor whether any lead data 
specify an unknown source report template and a default set 40 used in the lead summary report changes in data repositories 
of widgets when the source is not known ( also referred to as 210 in block 314 . For example , lead data change includes , 
an unknown source widget set or default widget set ) . The without limitation , provider address change or new medical 
default widget set comprises a subset of the possible wid claims submissions by the provider associated with the 
gets . The default widget set comprises , for example , the particular identified lead . If there is no data change ( no 
following widgets : biographical or basic provider informa - 45 branch of block 314 ) , then report generator component 252 
tion , notes and comments , two - dimensional map , paid to is configured or programmed to continue to monitor for lead 
TIN , top procedure codes , code breakdown , network , and data change . If there is data change ( yes branch of block 
statistics . 314 ) , then report generator component 252 is configured or 

In block 308 , report generator component 252 is config - programmed to automatically update the lead summary 
ured or programmed to obtain lead data ( also referred to as 50 report using the changed lead data in block 316 . Then flow 
lead - related data ) from data repositories 210 in accordance 300 returns to block 312 to provide and save the updated 
with the default widget set for the particular identified lead . lead summary report . 
Any data required by the default template may also be In this manner , lead summary reports are dynamic or live , 
obtained at this time ( for example , which analyst is assigned and are not static reports , but may be continually updated 
to review the lead summary report ) . The default template 55 under automatic computer - implemented program control . 
and default widget set are respectively accessed from report Consequently , the techniques herein provide ways to dis 
templates 232 and widget library 234 to facilitate data play , print or report about data in a continuous and updated 
acquisition . manner as underlying data changes , which has not been 

In block 310 , report generator component 252 is config - practical or possible with past approaches . 
ured or programmed to dynamically generate a lead sum - 60 Likewise , when the lead summary report is subsequently 
mary report for the particular identified lead using the accessed ( by the same or different user ) and / or it is not 
default template , default widget set , obtained lead data , and currently being displayed , blocks 314 and / or 316 are per 
any other relevant data . The lead summary report is dynami formed as necessary . 
cally generated in real - time or near real - time , meaning that Returning to block 304 , if source ( s ) of the particular 
the report is generated without a significant time delay with 65 identified lead are known ( yes branch of block 304 ) , then 
respect to other steps in the flow of FIG . 3 , and based upon report generator component 252 is configured or pro 
then - current data in the data repositories ; further , after the grammed to determine the relevant template and widgets 
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corresponding to known source ( s ) by accessing the widget model , report generator component 252 is configured or 
set definition 236 in block 320 . The template and widget programmed to apply weights to the plurality of widgets 
mappings for each of the sources ( for example , fraud detec corresponding to the fraud detection models associated with 
tion models ) associated with the particular identified lead are the particular identified leads . And then sorting the plurality 
obtained by the report generator component 252 . In an 5 of widgets to include or exclude in the lead summary report 
embodiment , similar to the discussion above for block 306 , by similarly comparing against a threshold as discussed 
the template for when sources are known is the same as the immediately above . 
default template for when sources are unknown . Alterna - Once the relevant template and widgets are determined in 
tively , the template for when sources are known may be block 320 , the report generator component 252 obtains lead 
different from the default template . 10 data specified by the ( final ) widget set from the data reposi 

In an embodiment , when the particular identified lead is t ories 210 in block 322 . Any data required by the template 
associated with a single particular source , then the widget set may also be obtained from the data repositories 210 . In 
mapped to that particular source is used to generate the lead block 324 , report generator component 252 dynamically 
summary report . When the particular identified lead is generates a lead summary report for the particular identified 
associated with more than one source , then all the widgets 15 lead using the relevant template , ( final ) widget set , lead data , 
specified in the widget set mapped to each of the respective and other relevant data . The lead summary report is dynami 
sources are used to generate the lead summary report cally generated similar to the discussion above for block 
( without displaying the same widget more than once in the 310 . 
same report ) . For example , assume three different fraud Flow 300 proceeds to block 312 to provide and save the 
detection models ( model 1 , model 2 , and model 3 ) identified 20 lead summary report generated in block 324 . 
the particular identified lead as a potentially fraudulent lead . In some embodiments , the lead summary report may 
In the widget set definition 236 , widgets A , B , C , and D are include or may be associated with an overview page that 
mapped to model 1 , widgets A , B , C , E , and F are mapped may comprise , in one example , a table with one line per lead , 
to model 2 , and widgets A , B , D , F , G , and H are mapped to with a hyperlink that identifies each specific lead summary 
model 3 . Then the combined widget set that are displayed in 25 report page . This table may also contain information about 
the lead summary report comprises widgets A , B , C , D , E , the model or source of each lead , and which analyst the lead 
F , G , and H . Widgets A and B may be common to most or was assigned to . 
all widget sets . For example , widget A may be the biographi FIG . 4 depicts an example lead summary report for the 
cal information widget and widget B may be the notes and particular identified lead according to some embodiments . 
comments widget . 30 As an example , lead summary report 400 includes a 

In some embodiments , even if a particular provider / header section 402 and a plurality of widget panels or 
member / pharmacist / claim is not considered to be suffi - sections 404 , 406 , 408 , 410 , 412 , 414 . The report 400 also 
ciently fraudulent by any single fraud detection model to be may be termed a lead report , lead summary , lead assessment 
considered to be a potentially fraudulent lead , if the particu - document , lead assessment report . 
lar provider / member / pharmacist / claim is at or above a fraud 35 The report 400 is configured in accordance with a report 
threshold ( which may be lower than for any given fraud template that specifies the layout , format , content , content 
detection model ) for each of a certain number of or certain types , positions , sizes , embedded display elements , and 
ones of the plurality of fraud detection models , then the other display elements . In an embodiment , report 400 may 
particular provider / member / pharmacist / claim may be comprise a web page , portable document , word processing 
deemed to be a particular identified lead . This may be 40 document , spreadsheet , other electronic document , JSON 
appropriate because fraud may not be clear cut and signs of blob for rendering using an external system , or XML , 
fraud , while low individually , may signal fraud on a collec - dataset that may be interpreted or rendered using a browser 
tive basis . All of the fraud detection models for which the of a client 106 or by an external system or program . Report 
threshold requirement is met are considered to be associated 400 may also include UI elements such as tabs , menu 
with the particular identified lead . 45 options , pop up windows , scroll bar , more than one page , 

In another embodiment , where the particular identified and / or the like . Although widget panels or sections 404 - 414 
lead is associated with more than one fraud detection model , are depicted as being the same size and positioned relative 
report generator component 252 may is configured or pro - to each other in accordance with a grid pattern , the lead data 
grammed to apply weights to the plurality of fraud detection displayed in accordance with widgets 404 - 414 can be dis 
models associated with the particular identified leads . The 50 played in same or different sized panels relative to each 
applied weights may be different among these fraud detec - other . The panels can also conform or not conform to a grid 
tion models . The report generator component 252 is con - or other known pattern relative to each other . 
figured or programmed to determine whether each of the FIG . 5A , FIG . 5B , FIG . 5C illustrate an example lead 
weighed fraud detection models is at or above a threshold . summary report for the particular identified lead according 
The weighed fraud detection models satisfying the threshold 55 to some embodiments . 
are reflected in the lead summary report , in that the widgets In an embodiment , report 500 includes a header section 
associated with those fraud detection models are included in 502 , a plurality of widget panels or sections 510 , 512 , 514 , 
the lead summary report . The widgets corresponding to the 522 , 530 , 540 , and a plurality of tabs 516 , 518 , 520 . Header 
weighed fraud detection models below the threshold may section 502 can include an analyst assignment element 504 , 
not be included in the lead summary report . Weighting the 60 a fraud detection model or scheme element 506 , and / or a 
fraud detection models may serve to limit the number of lead name element 508 . Element 506 can identify the 
widgets included in the lead summary report to a manage - particular fraud detection model ( s ) or scheme ( s ) upon which 
able or reasonable number and / or display those widgets that the particular identified lead was deemed to be potentially 
may be the most relevant for accessing the particular iden - fraudulent . As an example , element 506 may specify that the 
tified lead . 65 particular identified lead was found from the " upcoding ” 

In still another embodiment , where the particular identi - scheme . The analyst assignment element 504 can specify 
fied lead is associated with more than one fraud detection whether report 500 ( and correspondingly the initial assess 
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ment of the particular identified lead ) is assigned to a using one or more computer programs , other software ele 
particular analyst or is unassigned . As depicted , report 500 ments , and / or digital logic in any of a general - purpose 
is shown as unassigned . Alternatively , report 500 may be computer or a special - purpose computer , while performing 
assigned to a particular analyst that has , for example , known data retrieval , transformation and storage operations that 
expertise or is a specialist in assessing upcoding scheme 5 involve interacting with and transforming the physical state 
frauds . Element 508 can include the name of the provider of memory of the computer . The flow 600 of FIG . 6 is 
corresponding to the particular identified lead . described below in conjunction with the objects and com 
Widget panel 510 comprises an example of the biographi - ponents of FIG . 2 , according to an embodiment . The process 

cal or basic provider information widget . In some embodi - of flow 600 may be repeated for each of the respective lead 
ments , widget panel 510 may be included in most or all lead 10 summary reports . 
summary reports . Widget panel 512 comprises an example During each session with the lead summary report ( for 
of the notes and comments widget . Widget panel 512 may example , as the report is displayed or accessed ) , monitor 
include additional information about the associated fraud component 254 is configured or programmed to continually 
scheme ( s ) and / or free form information that the person or and in real - time monitors or tracks user ' s interaction , navi 
system that generated the particular identified lead deemed 15 gation , or actions taken on the lead summary report . Monitor 
to be relevant . Widget panel 512 can include a notes / component 254 is configured or programmed to track a 
comments field 513 that the user can input with his / her plurality of factors relating to user interaction and records 
notes , observations , recommendations , comments for the the tracked information in activity log 240 , and in some 
next person in the investigative chain , comments for the lead instances , also in user defined data 242 . In block 610 , 
summary report design team , etc . about the report 500 20 monitor component 254 is configured or programmed to 
and / or the particular identified lead . In some embodiments , track or monitor user interaction , navigation , and / or actions 
widget panel 512 may be included in most or all lead taken on the lead summary report such as , but not limited to : 
summary reports . Widget panel 514 comprises an example time spent viewing the lead summary report , start and end 
of the top procedure ( CPT ) codes widget . viewing times , how long the user spent on each given widget 

In some embodiments , report 500 may include a user 25 in the report , user inputs to the lead summary report , eye 
feedback widget or the content of the user feedback widget and / or mouse movement on the lead summary report , num 
may be included in widget panel 512 . As an example , ber of users that accessed the lead summary report , and a 
content of the user feedback widget may comprise , without variety of other user interaction / navigation / actions taken on 
limitation , a set of user feedback choices from which the the lead summary report . The tracked information is saved 
user selects once review of the particular identified lead has 30 in the activity log 240 at block 612 . 
been completed : “ This lead is great , I recommend pursuing , " The feedback and / or tracking information facilitates 
“ I had to do further digging but this lead is interesting design of future lead summary reports . For example , if a 
enough to continue pursuing , " " This lead is awful , don ' t particular widget is viewed longer or more frequent than 
provide more like these in the future , " " I need more infor other widgets , the particular widget may be included in more 
mation to make a decision on this lead , " or " Other . " Pro - 35 widget sets and / or the weight of that widget may be 
viding a set number of textual feedback choices rather than increased for a given model so that the widget is more likely 
a set of scores ( for example , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , or 5 stars ) or free form to show up in other lead summary reports . 
feedback options preemptively addresses potential scoring In addition to continually tracking user activity taken on 
bias or manual review of user feedback for use in lead the lead summary report , monitor component 254 is con 
summary report design . 40 figured or programmed to respond to user inputs . In an 

Widget panels 522 , 530 , 540 are displayed under tabs 518 , embodiment , in block 620 , monitor component 254 , in 
520 , 516 , respectively , according to an embodiment . Widget conjunction with user interface component 250 , is config 
panel 522 comprises an example of the address view ( map ) ured or programmed to receive user input to change the lead 
widget . Widget panel 530 comprises an example of the paid summary report . The user input can be entry of notes in the 
to TIN widget . Widget panel 540 comprises an example of 45 notes / comments section , selection of a feedback choice , 
the procedure code breakdown or distribution widget . Alter - assigning the report to a particular person , actuating a tab to 
natively , widget panels 522 , 530 , 540 may be displayed view a particular widget , or otherwise affecting a change to 
without tabs , may be displayed in additional page ( s ) of the the lead summary report and / or display of the lead summary 
report 500 , and the like . report . In response , monitor component 254 in conjunction 

Although not shown , report 500 may include additional 50 with the report generator component 252 is configured or 
user interactive features . For example , report 500 may programmed to dynamically update and provide the updated 
include a “ freeze ” button or other indicator for the user to lead summary report accordingly at block 622 . The change 
create documentation based on the report 500 . or updated information is saved in saved reports 238 , 

Note that each widget is independent of the other widgets activity log 240 , and / or user defined data 242 as appropriate 
in the repot 500 . Each of the widgets can display the same 55 in block 624 . 
or different type of lead data or content from the other Moreover , in block 630 , monitor component 254 , in 
widgets , can display the lead data in the same or different conjunction with user interface component 250 , is config 
format from the other widgets ( tables , bar graph , line graph , ured or programmed to receive user input to create docu 
text , map , input field , etc . ) , or otherwise be configured mentation based on the lead summary report ( for example , 
specific to the type of lead data that facilitates fraud or 60 “ freeze ” the report for evidentiary purposes ) . In response , 
non - fraud determination or other assessment to be made by monitor component 254 generates and saves the requested 
the user . documentation in user defined data 242 in block 632 . 

FIG . 6 illustrates an example flow to capture data relating In this manner , among other aspects , a computer - imple 
to user interaction taken on the dynamically generated lead mented process and computer system are provided that are 
summary reports , according to some embodiments . In an 65 configured or programmed for conveying lead data relating 
embodiment , each of the processes described in connection to suspected fraud , which have been identified using one or 
with the functional blocks of FIG . 6 may be implemented more fraud detection models or schemes in a meaningful 
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context , to computers or users who may assess the identified database table row ( s ) , and so forth . An application will read 
leads . A lead summary report corresponding to a given the underlying structure ( s ) , and interpret the underlying 
identified lead is automatically and dynamically generated structure ( s ) as the data object . The data object is then 
with information that specifically pertains to the given processed using various steps and algorithms such as 
identified lead and optionally , to the particular fraud detec - 5 described herein . 
tion model ( s ) or scheme ( s ) from which the lead was iden - In one embodiment , the modeled object types conceptu 
tified . The lead - specific and model - specific data are config ally include , without limitation : claim objects , such as 
ured in a plurality of widgets , each of the widgets designed medical physician claims , medical outpatient claims , medi 
to display a particular type of data in a format that is easy to cal inpatient claims , and pharmacy claims ; patient objects ; 
understand . Thus , not only is medical claims data evidenc - 10 provider / prescriber objects ; prescription objects ; pharmacy 
ing the fraudulency of the identified lead likely shown , the objects ; and fraud objects . Many variations on these com 
context in which the fraudulency was discovered is also binations of objects are possible . 
provided to the extent possible . Lead summary report gen 
eration is possible for both same party - or third party 4 . 2 Sources 
discovered leads . The automatically generated lead sum - 15 
mary report also facilitates a variety of user input features to In an embodiment , some or all of the health care data 
receive feedback information , create documentation based objects are generated from source data hosted by a variety of 
on the lead summary report , and to capture working notes sources . Example sources include provider or insurer 
and comments during assessment of the identified lead . sources such as : a claims processing database ; a policy 

20 administration database , a provider network database , a 
4 . 0 Implementation Example — Data Structures membership / eligibility database , a claim account database , a 

pharmacy benefit database , a lab utilization gateway data 
The techniques described herein may be practiced with base , pharmacy claims database , an authentication call list , 

respect to medical claims data stored using a variety of a tip - off hotline database , and a billing / accounts receivable 
different data structures and / or formats , depending on the 25 database . Example sources further include government or 
embodiment . Example searchable data structures for storing public data repositories such as public health records , 
medical claims data and other ancillary data records are repositories of USPS zip codes , National Drug Codes , 
described below . However , the examples given below are for Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes , and / or 
illustrative purposes only , and the techniques described National Provider Identifiers , an OIG exclusion list , and a 
herein are not limited to any particular structures or formats . 30 List of Excluded Individuals / Entities . Of course , many other 

In an embodiment , health care event objects are main sources of data are also possible . 
tained in a health care event repository comprising one or 
more databases that store the health care event objects , 4 . 3 Databases 
provider objects are maintained in a provider repository 
comprising one or more databases that store the provider 35 In an embodiment , data from the various data sources are 
objects , patient objects are maintained in a patient repository passed through an ETL layer to form a set of databases . For 
comprising one or more databases that store the patient example , the databases may include : Product , Organization , 
objects , and pharmacy objects are maintained a pharmacy Geography , Customer , Member , Provider , Claim Statistics , 
repository comprising one or more databases that store the Claim Aggregation , Claim Financial , Pharmacy Claims , Lab 
pharmacy objects . Other repositories may exist for other 40 Results , and Revenue . The databases may store the various 
types of data objects . The one or more databases that data objects described herein . The data objects may instead 
constitute a repository may overlap between some or all of be arranged in a variety of other configurations . 
the repositories . Or , the repositories may be maintained 
separately . 4 . 4 Example Ontology 

In an embodiment , each of the objects described above , 45 
and other objects described herein , are generated from In an embodiment , an ontology for preventing health care 
import operation ( s ) of data from various sources , such as an fraud comprises the some or all of the following data object 
insurer ' s databases , a provider ' s health care records , phar - types : Claim objects , Drug objects , Member objects , Phar 
macy records , government records , and other public records . macy objects , Plan Benefit objects , Prescriber objects , and 
The import operation may be repeated periodically or on 50 Provider objects . 
occasions to update the objects and / or add new objects . The Each claim object represents a health care claim , which is 
import operation may involve various ETL operations that a request for reimbursement from an insurer for health care 
normalize the source data to fit data models such as expenses . There may be multiple types of claim objects , 
described herein . including claims objects for prescriptions , claim objects for 

In an embodiment , some or all of the objects described 55 laboratory tests , claim objects for medical procedures , and 
herein are not necessarily stored in any permanent reposi - claim objects for other types of services . In an embodiment , 
tory , but are rather generated from the source data “ on a claim object comprises , among other elements , values for 
demand ” for the purpose of the various analyses described one or more the following types of attributes : unique system 
herein . identifier ( s ) , associated member identifier , allowed amount , 

60 claim status ( paid , rejected , or reversed ) , date submitted , 
4 . 1 Logical Object Types covered Medicare Plan D amount , date of service , estimated 

number of days prescription will last , paid dispensing fee , 
In an embodiment , a data object is a logical data structure prescribed drug identifier , ingredient cost paid , mail order 

that comprising values for various defined fields . A data identifier , non covered plan paid amount , number of autho 
object may be stored in a variety of underlying structure ( s ) , 65 rized refills , other payer amount , member plan type , amount 
such as a file , portions of one or more files , one or more paid by patient , deductible amount , pharmacy system iden 
XML elements , a database table row , a group of related tifier , prescriber system identifier , prescription written date , 
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quantity dispensed , prescription claim number , service fee objects reflect data from a different source than provider 
( the contractually agreed upon fee for services rendered ) , objects . In some embodiments attributes from prescriber 
total amount billed by processor . Different fields may be objects and provider objects may be combined into a single 
specific to different types of providers or claims . object . In other embodiments , the two objects are logically 

Each drug object represents a specific drug . In an embodi - 5 separate , but can be correlated together if they do in fact 
ment , a drug object comprises , among other elements , represent the same entity . 
values for one or more the following types of attributes : Each provider object represents a specific provider of 
unique system identifier ( s ) , American Hospital Formulary health care services . In an embodiment , a provider object 
Service Therapeutic Class Code , generic status indicator comprises , among other elements , values for one or more the 
( brand name or generic ) , drug name trademark status ( trade - 10 following types of attributes : medical provider identification 
marked , branded generic , or generic ) , dosage form , DEA number ( both text and numeric ) , provider type ( medical 
class code , generic class name , over - the - counter indicator , professional , healthcare organization ) , provider status ( ac 
drug strength , generic code number , generic code sequence , tive contract or no activate contract ) , various contract line 
generic product index , maintenance drug code , product indicators , one or more process exception hold effective 
identifier qualifier , product service identifier , unit of mea - 15 dates , one or more process exception type codes , a date that 
sure , National Drug Code , and so forth . the medical provider identification number was created , a 

Each member object represents a specific member of a date the provider record became inactive , an organization 
health care plan . There may be multiple collections of type code to indicate provided services or specialties , a 
members for different insurers and / or types of plans , and Medicare identifier , provider medical degree , provider pri 
each collection may have a different structure . In an embodi - 20 mary specialty , last name , first name , middle initial , name 
ment , a member object comprises , among other elements , suffix , middle name , gender , social security number , federal 
values for one or more the following types of attributes : one tax identifier , date of birth , graduation date , medical school , 
or more unique system identifiers , maximum service month , credential status code , credential description , current cre 
the number of months enrolled in each particular year dential cycle , current credential type ( initial , re - credential , 
covered by the data ( for example a different field for 2007 , 25 hospital - based , delegated , alliance , discontinued , empire ini 
2008 , and so forth ) , first name , last name , gender , date of tial , excluded from process , terminated ) , credential indica 
birth , address , city , state , zip code , county , telephone , social tor , credential organization identifier , credential organization 
security number , additional address and other contact fields accreditation date , credential organization indicator , univer 
for different types of contact information ( for example work , sal provider identifier , bill type ( HCFA , UB92 , UB04 , 
temporary , emergency , etc . ) , a plan benefit system identifier , 30 composite ) , provider information source , provider claims 
an enrollment source system , and so forth . classifier , email , last update type , address , and so forth . 

In an embodiment , a member object may further include Additional data objects that may be in a health care 
or be associated with tracking data that log changes to values ontology are set forth in the attached appendix . 
for the above attributes over time . For example , a separate 
Member Detail object may exist , values for the above 35 4 . 5 Metrics 
attributes for each month or year the member was covered 
by a plan . Each Member Detail object may include a month Various example metrics for automatically identifying , 
and / or year attribute and a member identifier to tie it back to prioritizing , and / or investigating leads are described below . 
its associated Member object . In an embodiment , metrics may be utilized in formulating 

Each pharmacy object represents a specific pharmacy . In 40 certain searches , such that claim records may be located 
an embodiment , a pharmacy object comprises , among other based on how various claim attributes compare to various 
elements , values for one or more the following types of metrics . In an embodiment , metrics may be directly search 
attributes : unique system identifier ( s ) , pharmacy dispenser a ble . In an embodiment , metrics may be calculated and 
class ( independent , chain , clinic , or franchise , government , displayed in various visualization interfaces associated with 
alternate ) , pharmacy dispenser type ( community / retail , long 45 search results . For instance , metrics may be calculated for a 
term , mail order , home infusion therapy , non - pharmacy , set of search results , and / or data from a search result may be 
Indian health service , Department of Veterans Affairs , insti - compared to metrics for a group of records at large . Metrics 
tutional , managed care , medical equipment supplier , clinic , may be calculated and stored periodically , or calculated on 
specialty , nuclear , military / coast guard , compounding ) , demand . 
affiliate code , service provider identifier , service provider 50 Metrics related to member objects may include , without 
identifier qualifier , and so forth . limitation , one or more of : an average and / or standard 
Each plan benefit object represents a specific plan benefit . deviation of Schedule 2 prescriptions per month ; a count of 

In an embodiment , a plan benefit object comprises , among drug abuse diagnoses ; a count , average , and / or standard 
other elements , values for one or more the following types deviation of ER visits per year ; a count of distinct providers 
of attributes : unique system identifier ( s ) , contract number , 55 that have written prescriptions for the member ; a count of 
provider identifier , start date , end date , package key , and so distinct pharmacies that have filled prescriptions for the 
forth . member ; a sum amount paid by an insurer on behalf of the 

Each prescriber object represents a specific prescriber of member , an average and / or standard deviation amount paid 
drugs . In an embodiment , a plan benefit object comprises , per month ; a sum number of pills dispensed per month ; an 
among other elements , values for one or more the following 60 average days between prescriptions ; an average and / or stan 
types of attributes : unique system identifier ( s ) , first name , dard deviation prescriptions per month for the member ; an 
last name , prescriber identifier ( s ) , prescriber identifier quali average and / or standard deviation for member medical 
fier ( s ) ( for example not specified , NPI , Medicaid , UPIN , claims per month ; a count of total Schedule 2 prescriptions ; 
NCPDP ID , State License Number , Federal Tac ID , DEA , or a count of total Schedule 3 prescriptions ; a count of total 
State Issued ) , specialty code , and so forth . Prescriber objects 65 prescriptions ; an average and / or standard deviation for net 
and provider objects may in some cases represent or be amount paid per diagnosis category ; a count of durable 
associated with a same real world entity , but prescriber medical equipment claims ; a count of methadone overdoses ; 
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a count of opiate poisoning ; a methadone dependence indi Metrics related to prescription claim objects may include , 
cator ; and / or a sum DME Net Amount paid . without limitation , one or more of : distance traveled to 
Metrics related to provider objects may include , without pharmacy ; distance traveled to prescriber ; an indicator of 

limitation , one or more of : an average and / or sum total billed whether the prescription is for a drug of abuse ; a standard 
by provider ; a sum net amount paid to the provider ; an 5 deviation of net amount paid ; an indicator of whether the 
average and / or standard deviation net amount paid per prescribed patient ' s gender is appropriate to the prescription ; 
month ; a standard deviation for net amount paid per month an indicator of whether the prescription claim is for an 
by specialty ; a standard deviation for net amount paid per expensive branded drug ; and / or an indicator of whether the 
month by specialty by geography , an average prescription prescription claim is for a Schedule 2 commonly abused 
pill quantity ; an average prescription number of refills ; a 10 drug . 
count of prescription claims not paid ; a count of prescription Metrics related to medical claim objects may include , 
claims ; a count of medical claims ; an average and / or stan - without limitation , one or more of : distance traveled to 
dard deviation for prescription claims per patient ; an average physician ; an indicator of whether the claim is indicative of 
and / or standard deviation for medical claims per patient ; a drug abuse ; and / or a standard deviation of net amount paid 
percentage of Schedule 2 drugs ; a percentage of Schedule 3 15 per procedure . 
drugs ; a percentage of Schedule 2 drugs by specialty ; a In an embodiment , various triggers may be generated 
percentage of Schedule 3 drugs by specialty ; a count of based on the above metrics . The triggers are monitored 
distinct patients of the provider , a count of distinct pharma - functions of one or more of the metrics . When a monitored 
cies to which patients of the provider are sent ; a standard function has a value that is within a particular range , the 
deviation of distinct diagnoses made by the provider by 20 trigger identifies one or more lead objects that are associated 
specialty ; a count of distinct procedures performed by the with the one or more metrics . 
provider ; a count of clinic ownerships ; a standard deviation For example , in an embodiment , triggers may include 
for net amount paid to the provider by diagnosis ; a count of members visiting three of more independent pharmacies in 
durable medical equipment prescriptions made ; a percentage a day , members obtaining prescriptions in three of more 
of in - network claims attributed to the provider ; and / or an 25 states within a month , or members receiving multiple and 
estimated total days in business . subsequent home rental medical equipment . Each of these 

Metrics related to provider objects may further include , triggers would produce a member lead object . Another 
without limitation , one or more of : average claims per day ; example trigger is multiple new patient office visits for the 
average net amount paid per claim ; average net amount paid same patient in a three year period . This trigger would 
per month ; average patient count ; average pharmacy count ; 30 produce a member lead object . 
distinct count of diagnoses ; a histogram of diagnoses ; dis An additional example of a trigger is a Top Pharmacies by 
tinct count of procedures ; and / or a histogram of procedures . Drugs Commonly Abused trigger . For each month , this 
Metrics related to pharmacy objects may include , without trigger lists the pharmacy that has dispensed the most 

limitation , one or more of : average net amount paid by the amount of one of the commonly abused drugs . An additional 
insurer ; maximum and / or average net amount paid per 35 example of a trigger is a Top Patients Receiving Drugs 
prescriber ; count of claims ; percentage of filled prescriptions Commonly Abused trigger . For each month , this trigger lists 
that involved a Schedule 2 category of drugs ; percentage of the patient receiving the most amount of one of the com 
filled prescriptions that involved a Schedule 3 category of monly abused drugs . An additional example of a trigger is a 
drugs ; average and / or sum dispensing fee ; days in business , Top Prescribers of Drugs Commonly Abused trigger . This 
percentage of filled prescriptions that involved a brand name 40 trigger lists the providers who have prescribed the most 
drug ; a count of distinct drug names in the prescriptions ; amount of one of the most commonly abused drugs . An 
percentage of filled prescriptions that involved a high reim - additional example of a trigger is a Mailbox Matching 
bursement drug ; percentage of filled prescriptions that trigger . For each region of interest ( as denoted by a City and 
involved a drug of potential abuse ; a percentage of claims State ) , this trigger lists providers who have a practice 
for refills ; average and / or standard deviation distance trav - 45 address that matches the location of a UPS drop box . An 
eled by customers to the pharmacy ; a count of co - located additional example of a trigger is a Frequent NPIs trigger . 
pharmacies ; percentage of filled prescriptions that involved For each region of interest ( as denoted by a City and State ) , 
small refills ; percentage of claims that were reversed ; a this trigger lists provider locations receiving multiple NPIs 
count of claims not paid ; average billed per patient ; average in a short time frame . 
billed per prescriber ; average claims per patient ; average 50 
claims per prescriber . 5 . 0 Hardware Overview 
Metrics related to diagnosis objects may include , without 

limitation , one or more of : a histogram of CPT - 4 , ICD - 9 , According to one embodiment , the techniques described 
ICD - 10 or HCPCS procedures ; a histogram of co - occurring herein are implemented by one or more special - purpose 
diagnoses ; average net amount paid per year per patient ; 55 computing devices . The special - purpose computing devices 
average total net amount paid per patient ; a histogram of may be hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may 
drug names prescribed ; an indicator of drug abuse ; and / or an include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
indicator of drug - seeking behavior . application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro 
Metrics related to procedure objects may include , without grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro 

limitation , one or more of : a histogram of diagnoses ; a 60 grammed to perform the techniques , or may include one or 
histogram of co - occurring procedures on the same date per more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
patient ; and a total , average , minimum , and / or maximum perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 
procedure count per patient per diagnosis . firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such 

Metrics related to drug objects may include , without special - purpose computing devices may also combine cus 
limitation , one or more of : maximum drug quantity per 65 tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro 
patient per year , and / or minimum , maximum , and / or aver - gramming to accomplish the techniques . The special - pur 
age net amount paid . pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems , 
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portable computer systems , handheld devices , networking memory 706 . Common forms of storage media include , for 
devices or any other device that incorporates hard - wired example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state 
and / or program logic to implement the techniques . drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data storage 

For example , FIG . 7 is a block diagram that illustrates a medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage 
computer system 700 upon which embodiments of the 5 medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a 
present disclosure may be implemented . System 100 , server RAM . a PROM . and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , 
102 , database 104 , clients 106 , or system 200 are examples NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge . of computer system 700 . Computer system 700 includes a Storage media is distinct from but may be used in con bus 702 or other communication mechanism for communi junction with transmission media . Transmission media par cating information , and a hardware processor 704 coupled 10 
with bus 702 for processing information . Hardware proces ticipates in transferring information between storage media . 

For example , transmission media includes coaxial cables , sor 704 may be , for example , a general purpose micropro copper wire and fiber optics , including the wires that com cessor . prise bus 702 . Transmission media can also take the form of Computer system 700 also includes a main memory 706 , 
such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic 15 aco AM or other dynamic 15 acoustic or light waves , such as those generated during 
storage device , coupled to bus 702 for storing information coupled to bus 202 for storing information radio - wave and infra - red data communications . 
and instructions to be executed by processor 704 . Main Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one 
memory 706 also may be used for storing temporary vari - or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 
ables or other intermediate information during execution of 704 for execution . For example , the instructions may ini 
instructions to be executed by processor 704 . Such instruc - 20 tially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a 
tions , when stored in non - transitory storage media acces - remote computer . The remote computer can load the instruc 
sible to processor 704 , render computer system 700 into a tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
special - purpose machine that is customized to perform the a telephone line using a modem . A modem local to computer 
operations specified in the instructions . system 700 can receive the data on the telephone line and 

Computer system 700 further includes a read only 25 use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red 
memory ( ROM ) 708 or other static storage device coupled signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in 
to bus 702 for storing static information and instructions for the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 
processor 704 . A storage device 710 , such as a magnetic disk data on bus 702 . Bus 702 carries the data to main memory 
or optical disk , is provided and coupled to bus 702 for 706 , from which processor 704 retrieves and executes the 
storing information and instructions 30 instructions . The instructions received by main memory 706 

Computer system 700 may be coupled via bus 702 to a may optionally be stored on storage device 710 either before 
display 712 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or liquid or after execution by processor 704 . 
crystal display ( LCD ) , for displaying information to a com - Computer system 700 also includes a communication 
puter user . An input device 714 , including alphanumeric and interface 718 coupled to bus 702 . Communication interface 
other keys , is coupled to bus 702 for communicating infor - 35 718 provides a two - way data communication coupling to a 
mation and command selections to processor 704 . Another network link 720 that is connected to a local network 722 . 
type of user input device is cursor control 716 , such as a For example , communication interface 718 may be an 
mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for communi - integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable 
cating direction information and command selections to modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
processor 704 and for controlling cursor movement on 40 communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
display 712 . This input device typically has two degrees of phone line . As another example , communication interface 
freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , x ) and a 718 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device to data communication connection to a compatible LAN . Wire 
specify positions in a plane . less links may also be implemented . In any such implemen 
Computer system 700 may implement the techniques 45 tation , communication interface 718 sends and receives 

described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi 
more ASICS or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic tal data streams representing various types of information . 
which in combination with the computer system causes or Network link 720 typically provides data communication 
programs computer system 700 to be a special - purpose through one or more networks to other data devices . For 
machine . According to one embodiment , the techniques 50 example , network link 720 may provide a connection 
herein are performed by computer system 700 in response to through local network 722 to a host computer 724 or to data 
processor 704 executing one or more sequences of one or equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
more instructions contained in main memory 706 . Such 726 . ISP 726 in turn provides data communication services 
instructions may be read into main memory 706 from through the world wide packet data communication network 
another storage medium , such as storage device 710 . Execu - 55 now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 728 . Local 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main network 722 and Internet 728 both use electrical , electro 
memory 706 causes processor 704 to perform the process magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination network link 720 and through communication interface 718 , 
with software instructions . 60 which carry the digital data to and from computer system 

The term “ storage media ” as used herein refers to any 700 , are example forms of transmission media . 
non - transitory media that store data and / or instructions that Computer system 700 can send messages and receive 
cause a machine to operation in a specific fashion . Such data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net 
storage media may comprise non - volatile media and / or work link 720 and communication interface 718 . In the 
volatile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , 65 Internet example , a server 730 might transmit a requested 
optical or magnetic disks , such as storage device 710 . code for an application program through Internet 728 , ISP 
Volatile media includes dynamic memory , such as main 726 , local network 722 and communication interface 718 . 
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The received code may be executed by processor 704 as 5 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising creating and 
it is received , and / or stored in storage device 710 , or other digitally storing one or more evidentiary documents based 
non - volatile storage for later execution . on the lead summary report , in response to an input from a 

In the foregoing specification , embodiments of the inven client computing device specifying to preserve the lead 
tion have been described with reference to numerous spe - 5 summary report at a certain point in time . 
cific details that may vary from implementation to imple - 6 . The method of claim 1 , wherein each of the one or more 
mentation . The specification and drawings are , accordingly , sources comprises a fraud detection model or scheme . 
to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive 7 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the determining which sense . The sole and exclusive indicator of the scope of the one or more sources comprises determining that a source is invention , and what is intended by the applicants to be the 10 unknown and that the suspected fraud was identified by a scope of the invention , is the literal and equivalent scope of third party computer system , and wherein the subset com the set of claims that issue from this application , in the 
specific form in which such claims issue , including any prises a particular subset that is pre - defined for use when the 
subsequent correction . source is unknown . 
What is claimed is : 8 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the determining which 
1 . A computer - implemented method comprising : one or more sources comprises determining a particular 
in response to receiving lead data identifying an entity source from among a plurality of sources , and wherein the 

associated with a health care claim relating to suspected subset comprises a particular subset that is pre - defined for 
fraud , determining one or more data sources that were the particular source . 
used to identify the entity or the suspected fraud by 20 9 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the subset comprises 
determining two or more sources from among a plu - a combination of a particular subset that is pre - defined for 
rality of sources ; each of the two or more sources . 

applying two or more weight values , respectively , to each 10 . A computer system comprising : 
of the two or more sources ; one or more databases including a plurality of health care 

based on two or more of the weight values , determining 25 claims data and a plurality of data display elements ; 
whether each of the two or more sources is at or above a report generator component , at least partially imple 
a threshold ; mented by computing hardware , coupled to the one or 

accessing a pre - defined subset corresponding to each of more databases and comprising one or more sequences 
the two or more of the sources that satisfies the thresh of instructions which when executed by one or more 
old ; processors are programmed to perform : 

determining a plurality of data display elements based on in response to receiving lead data identifying an entity 
the pre - defined subset , wherein each of the plurality of associated with a health care claim relating to suspected 
data display elements is configured to cause displaying fraud , determining one or more data sources that were 
health care claims data associated with the entity in a used to identify the entity or the suspected fraud by 
designated format ; 35 determining two or more sources from among a plu 

applying a weight to each of the plurality of data display rality of sources ; 
elements based upon historical levels of user interac applying two or more weight values , respectively , to each 
tion with each of the plurality of data display elements of the two or more sources ; 
displayed within historical lead summary reports ; based on two or more of the weight values , determining 

determining whether each of the weighted plurality of 40 whether each of the two or more sources is at or above 
data display elements is at or above at least one a threshold ; 
threshold ; accessing a pre - defined subset corresponding to each of 

combining the obtained pre - defined subsets to form a the two or more of the sources that satisfies the thresh 
subset of the plurality of data display elements , wherein old ; 
each data display element in the subset satisfies the at 45 determining a plurality of data display elements based on 
least one threshold ; the pre - defined subset , wherein each of the plurality of 

automatically obtaining , from a data repository , specific data display elements is configured to cause displaying 
health care claims data associated with the entity for health care claims data associated with the entity in a 
each of the plurality of data display elements in the designated format ; 
subset ; 50 applying a weight to each of the plurality of data display 

generating a lead summary report associated with the elements based upon historical levels of user interac 
entity using a report template , the subset , and the tion with each of the plurality of data display elements 
obtained specific health care claims data ; displayed within historical lead summary reports ; 

wherein the method is performed by one or more com determining whether each of the weighted plurality of 
puting devices . 55 data display elements is at or above at least one 

2 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising automati threshold ; 
cally updating the lead summary report in response to combining the obtained pre - defined subsets to form a 
detecting a change in the specific health care claims data . subset of a plurality of data display elements , wherein 

3 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising : each data display element in the subset satisfies the at 
receiving input from a client computing device specifying 60 least one threshold ; 

a change to the lead summary report ; automatically obtaining , from a data repository , specific 
responsive to the input , updating the lead summary report health care claims data associated with the entity for 

with the change . each of the plurality of data display elements in the 
4 . The method of claim 3 , wherein the input comprises subset ; 

adding notes or comments to the lead summary report , 65 generating a lead summary report associated with the 
assigning the lead summary report to a particular user for entity using a report template , the subset , and the 
assessment , or selection of a feedback option . obtained specific health care claims data . 
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11 . The system of claim 10 , further comprising a user source is unknown and that the suspected fraud was iden 
interface component , at least partially implemented by com tified by a third party computer system , and wherein the 
puting hardware , comprising one or more sequences of subset comprises a particular subset that is pre - defined for 
instructions which when executed by one or more processors use when the source is unknown . 
are programmed to automatically provide the lead summary 5 21 . The system of claim 10 , further comprising sequences 
report to facilitate assessment of the suspected fraud by a of instructions which are programmed , when executed by 
user . the one or more processors , to cause determining a particular 

12 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the plurality of data source from among a plurality of sources , and wherein the display elements comprise widgets , the report template subset comprises a particular subset that is pre - defined for 
comprises a web page template , and each of the one or more 10 the particular source . 
sources comprises a programmed fraud detection model or 22 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the subset comprises scheme . 

13 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the user interface a combination of a particular subset that is pre - defined for 
each of the two or more sources . component is programmed to receive an input comprising an 

identifier of the entity suspected of fraud . 15 23 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the combining the 
14 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the report generator obtained pre - defined subsets to form the subset of the 

component is programmed to determine which one or more plurality of data display elements comprises : 
sources by determining a particular source from among a determining that a first data display element from a first of 
plurality of sources , and wherein the subset comprises a the pre - defined subsets is equivalent to a second data 
subset pre - defined for the particular source . display element from a second of the pre - defined 

15 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the subset comprises subsets ; 
a combination of a subset pre - defined for each of the two or including the first data display element in the subset of the more sources . plurality of data display elements ; 16 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the report generator 
component is programmed to automatically update the lead 25 excluding the second data display element from the subset 
summary report in response to detecting a change in the of the plurality of data display elements . 
specific health care claims data . 24 . The method of claim 1 wherein the applying the 

17 . The system of claim 10 , further comprising sequences weight to the each of the data display elements included in 
of instructions which are programmed , when executed by the each of the pre - defined subsets is in response to deter 
the one or more processors , to cause : 30 mining that a total number of the data display elements in the 

receiving input from a client computing device specifying pre - defined subsets exceeds a limit to a number of data 
a change to the lead summary report ; display elements to be included on the lead summary report , 

responsive to the input , updating the lead summary report and wherein the determining whether the each of the 
with the change . weighed plurality of data display elements is at or above the 

18 . The system of claim 10 , further comprising sequences 35 at least one threshold comprises determining whether each 
of instructions which are programmed , when executed by of the weighed plurality of data display elements is most 
the one or more processors , to cause creating and digitally relevant for accessing the entity . 
storing one or more evidentiary documents based on the lead 25 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the lead summary summary report , in response to an input from a client client report comprising an overview page containing hyperlinks 
computing device specifying to preserve the lead summary 40 to specific display elements of the subset and information 
report at a certain point in time . about sources of the two or more sources . 19 . The system of claim 10 , wherein each of the one or 26 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the lead summary more sources comprises a programmed fraud detection 
model or scheme . report comprising an overview page containing hyperlinks 

20 . The system of claim 10 . further comprising sequences 45 to specific display elements of the subset and information 
of instructions which are programmed , when executed by about sources of the two or more sources . 
the one or more processors , to cause determining that a 
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DATABASE LIVE REINDEX a first index server , the first index server comprising a first 
index of information in the database . In response to receiv 

TECHNICAL FIELD ing the request to reindex and while the database is live , a 
second index of the information in the database is generated . 

Some embodiments of the present invention relate gen - 5 The second index is stored at a second index server . The 
erally to data modeling using computer systems , and more dispatch server is then configured to use the second index 
particularly , to a methodology for reindexing a database in server as a live index server and to no longer use the first 
a live environment . index server as a live index server . 

BACKGROUND 10 EXAMPLE SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

The approaches described in this section could be pur FIG . 1 illustrates an example computer system 100 in 
sued , but are not necessarily approaches that have been which the techniques described may be practiced , according 
previously conceived or pursued . Therefore , unless other to some embodiments . System 100 is a computer - based 
wise indicated herein . the approaches described in this 15 system . The various components of system 100 are imple 
section are not prior art to the claims in this application and mented at least partially by hardware at one or more com 
are not admitted to be prior art by inclusion in this section . puting devices , such as one or more hardware processors 
Computers are powerful tools for accessing and storing executing stored program instructions stored in one or more 

vast amounts of information . Computer databases are a memories for performing the functions that are described 
common mechanism for storing information on computer 20 herein . In other words , all functions described herein are 
systems . Databases can take many different forms . One intended to indicate operations that are performed using 
typical database is a collection of tables having rows and programming in a special - purpose computer or general 
columns of information . For example , a database table of purpose computer , in various embodiments . System 100 
emplovees may have a row for each employee , and the illustrates only one of many possible arrangements of com 
columns designating specifics about the emplovee , such as 25 ponents configured to execute the programming described 
the employee ' s name , address , salary , etc . herein . Other arrangements may include fewer or different 
One important aspect of databases is the speed at which components , and the division of work between the compo 

they are able to retrieve information . The faster a given nents may vary depending on the arrangement . 
database is able to perform a search or retrieve requested System 100 includes dispatch server 105 , server applica 
information , the better user experience a user of the database 30 tion 110 , database 115 , client device 120 , index serveri 125 , 
will have . One way to improve the speed of a database is to index server 1A 130 , index server2 135 , and index server 2A 
create an index . Generally , an index is a data structure that 140 . Dispatch server 105 may be any kind of computing 
improves the speed of retrieving data from the database at device including , but not limited to : servers , racks , work 
the cost of additional storage space . Improved methods stations , personal computers , general purpose computers , 
relating to indexes may result in better searches , and are 35 laptops , Internet appliances , hand - held devices , wireless 
always needed . devices , wired devices , portable or mobile devices , wearable 

computers , cellular or mobile phones , portable digital assis 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS tants ( PDAs ) , smart phones , tablets , multi - processor sys 

tems , microprocessor - based or programmable consumer 
In the drawings : 40 electronics , game consoles , set - top boxes , network PCs , 
FIG . 1 shows a block diagram of a system in accordance mini - computers , and the like . Dispatch server 105 is com 

with an embodiment of the invention . municatively connected , using wired and / or wireless con 
FIG . 2 shows a flowchart of a method in accordance with nections , to database 115 , client device 120 , index server1 

an embodiment of the invention . 125 , index server 1A 130 , index server2 135 , and index 
FIGS . 3A and 3B show an example in accordance with an 45 server 2A 140 . Although a single dispatch server 105 is 

embodiment of the invention . shown in FIG . 1 , any number of dispatch servers 105 may 
FIG . 4 shows a block diagram of a computer system upon be used . Additionally , one or more load balancers ( not 

which an embodiment of the invention may be implemented . shown ) may be used when there are multiple dispatch 
servers in use . In one embodiment , dispatch server 105 may 

DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS 50 execute any number of software applications , such as server 
application 110 . 

In the following description , for the purposes of expla - In one embodiment , server application 110 includes pro 
nation , numerous specific details are set forth in order to gramming to access database 115 , handle requests , generate 
provide a thorough understanding of the present invention . indexes , and / or other actions related to database 115 . Server 
It will be apparent , however , that the present invention may 55 application 110 may access database 115 in any suitable 
be practiced without these specific details . In other manner , such as using a database connector . Server appli 
instances , well - known structures and devices are shown in cation 110 includes programming to send requests to search 
block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscur and / or index servers , such as index server1 125 and / or index 
ing the present invention . server2 135 . The requests may be search requests from client 

60 devices for information that is locatable using the index 
OVERVIEW server ( s ) . The requests may be transparent to any client 

devices . In other words , the client device is not aware of 
Techniques are provided for reindexing a database in a where or how server application 110 obtains the answer to 

live environment . Specifically , in one embodiment , a dis - a request or query . 
patch server receives a request to reindex a database . At the 65 In one embodiment , server application 110 includes pro 
time the request to reindex is received , the dispatch server is gramming to reindex a live database by generating a new 
configured to send queries for information in the database to index . Server application 110 may receive a request to 
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ma 

reindex a live database in any suitable manner . Once database system , or imply any particular type of database or 
received , server application 110 queries the database and database system . Rather , “ key - value ” refers broadly to the 
generates a new index . Preferably , because the database is general manner in which database 115 is presented to other 
live , the new index is generated slowly , to minimize any components of FIG . 1 . More specifically , a database man 
impact on database performance . For example , the request to 5 agement system may present a key - value abstraction of the 
generate a new index may specify a batch size and thread underlying information of database 115 to other components 
count . The batch size defines the size of blocks of data to be of FIG . 1 through an Application Programming Interface 
retrieved from the database , while the thread count refers to ( API ) . In one embodiment , database 115 uses a chronologi 
a number of processors or cores assigned to the process . cally increasing data event ID number for each piece ( s ) of 
Continuing the example , a batch size of 1000 and a thread 10 data added to the database , thereby allowing for easy itera 
count of 4 may not impact a database in a noticeable way , tion through the database by accessing each data event ID . 
but will still allow a new index to be generated over time . In one embodiment , database 115 is managed by a data 
Optionally , server application 110 may determine the batch base management system ( not shown ) . The database man 
size and / or thread count based on any suitable factors , such agement system may be implemented by any one of a variety 
as available server and / or database capacity . Further , server 15 of different database management systems and embodiments 
application 110 may dynamically vary the batch size and / or of the invention are not limited to any particular database 
thread count . Thus , for example , the batch size and thread management system . For example , the database manage 
count may increase at night , when fewer users are requesting ment system may be implemented by a conventional rela 
information from the database . Regardless of the batch size tional database management system ( RDBMS ) . Alterna 
and / or thread count , server application 110 iterates through 20 tively , as another example , the database management system 
all of the information in database 115 . However , because the may be implemented using a “ NoSQL ” database manage 
database is live , a complete iteration may not be possible m ent system or other database management system that 
until dispatch server is quiesced , as discussed below . differs from a traditional RDBMS in one or more respects . 

In one embodiment , server application 110 includes pro - In one particular non - limiting embodiment , the database 
gramming to save the newly generated index at a “ shadow ” 25 management system is implemented using a version of the 
index server . A shadow index server is not a live server . In Apache HBase database management system . In one 
other words , no search requests are sent to a shadow index embodiment , database 115 may be embodied as a collection 
server . Index servers , both live and shadow , are discussed in of one or more file system files . For example , database 115 
more detail below . Server application 110 may save a newly may be embodied as a collection of one or more files of an 
generated index as the new index is generated by one or 30 operating system . Alternatively , database 115 may be a file 
more threads processing the information in the database that system itself . For example , database 115 may be a distrib 
is being reindexed . Server application 110 may store the new uted file system such as , for example , the Apache Hadoop 
index in any suitable manner or format . For example , rather Distributed File System ( HDFS ) . 
than storing the new index in memory , and thereby occu - In one embodiment , database 115 organizes data in a 
pying a potentially large amount of server capacity , server 35 structure that is described using an ontology , embodied in a 
application 110 may store the new index in a commit log . database schema , comprising a data model that is used to 
Then , when the new index is ready for use , a server may read represent the structure and reason about objects in the 
the commit log and generate an in memory representation of structure . The ontology may define one or more object types , 
the new index based on the content of the commit log . and each object type may have one or more properties . 

In one embodiment , server application 110 includes pro - 40 Optionally , the ontology is able to be changed by a user or 
gramming to quiesce , or pause , the dispatch server 105 . administrator , and may be a reason for reindexing . 
While the dispatch server is quiesced , no information will be In one embodiment , client device 120 may be any kind of 
added to database 115 , and server application 110 is able to computing device including , but not limited to : work sta 
complete the generation of a new index , such as by com - tions , personal computers , general purpose computers , lap 
pleting iteration though the information in database 115 . 45 tops , Internet appliances , hand - held devices , wireless 
Once the generation of a new index is completed , server devices , wired devices , portable or mobile devices , wearable 
application 110 reconfigures dispatch server 105 to send computers , cellular or mobile phones , portable digital assis 
future search requests to the new index , thereby replacing tants ( PDAs ) , smart phones , tablets , multi - processor sys 
the " old " live index server with a new index server ( i . e . , the tems , microprocessor - based or programmable consumer 
shadow index server ) featuring the newly generated index . 50 electronics , game consoles , set - top boxes , network PCs , 
Once reconfigured , server application 110 returns dispatch mini - computers , and the like . Although a single client device 
server 105 to a live state , and all new search requests will 120 is shown in FIG . 1 , any number of client devices may 
subsequently be directed to a live index server with the be present . Client device 120 is communicatively connected 
newly generated index . to dispatch server 105 . Client device 120 may execute one 

In one embodiment , database 115 is any suitable storage 55 or more software applications ( not shown ) . The software 
device such as one or more hard disk drives , memories , or applications may be general purpose applications , such as a 
any other electronic digital data recording device configured web browser , spreadsheet application , or a customized 
to store data . Although database 115 is depicted as a single application , such as an application for retrieving and ana 
device in FIG . 1 , database 115 may span multiple devices lyzing data from a database . The software applications may 
located in one or more physical locations . Additionally , in 60 be thin client or thick client . The software applications may 
one embodiment , database 115 may be located on the same send requests to dispatch server 105 in any manner and / or in 
device ( s ) as dispatch server 105 . Alternatively , database 115 any format now known or later developed . Specifically , the 
may be located on a separate device ( s ) from dispatch server requests may include , but are not limited to : search requests , 
105 , or any other suitable component . Database 115 may reindexing requests , aggregation requests , requests to store 
store any type of information in any format . In one embodi - 65 or edit information in database 115 , etc . 
ment , database 115 is a “ key - value ” database . The term In one embodiment , the index servers ( e . g . , index server1 
" key - value ” is not meant to imply any particular database or 125 , index server 1A 130 , index server 2 , 135 , and index 
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server 2A 140 ) may be any computing and / or storage this disclosure is a guide , plan or specification of an algo 
device ( s ) including , but not limited to : servers , racks , work rithm for programming a computer to execute the functions 
stations , personal computers , general purpose computers , that are described . 
laptops , Internet appliances , hand - held devices , wireless In step 205 , a request to reindex a database is received . 
devices , wired devices , portable or mobile devices , wearable 5 The request may be received in any suitable manner and / or 
computers , cellular or mobile phones , portable digital assis - format . Specifically , the request is received from an admin 
tants ( PDAs ) , smart phones , tablets , multi - processor sys istrator or other user of the database , and may contain 
tems , microprocessor - based or programmable consumer specific instructions , such as a specified batch size and / or 
electronics , game consoles , set - top boxes , network PCs , thread count to use when generating the new index . Alter 
mini - computers , and the like . The index servers ( e . g . , index 10 natively , the request may be received from another process 
server1 125 , index server 1A 130 , index server 2 , 135 , and or other suitable source , and / or may not contain a specified 
index server 2A 140 ) may be located on one or more batch size and / or thread count . In one embodiment , the 
separate devices , on a single device , or some combination request may be the result of defining a new ontology for the 
thereof . database , changing the number of shards in an index server , 

In one embodiment , index server1 125 and index server2 15 or any other suitable reason . In the event that the reindex 
135 are live index servers that include programming to request is based on a new ontology , the new ontology may 
respond to search requests from dispatch server 105 . Index be included in the request . 
server1 125 and index server2 135 may be any type of In step 210 , a second index for the database is generated . 
indexes . Specifically , index server1 125 and index server2 Specifically , the second index for the database is generated 
135 may each by a different type of index , with different 20 while the database is live and servicing real requests from 
strengths and weaknesses . For example , index server1 125 client devices . The second index may be generated , for 
may be a search server that is optimized for searching text example , by iterating through the information stored in the 
whether the text is structured or unstructured , such as full database , and processing the data to generate the second 
text searches . Specifically , index server1 125 may be an index . The second index , while containing the same or 
inverted index . Continuing the example , index server2 135 25 highly similar information to the " original ” index , may be 
may be a horizon server optimized for searching objects , organized or structured in a different manner , such as by 
locations , and / or other types of information . Specifically , using a new ontology , or distributing the stored information 
index server2 135 may be an in - memory column store . across a different number of shards . 
However , index server1 125 and index server2 135 may each In step 215 , the second index is stored at a second index 
be any type of index optimized for any type of search . In one 30 server . The second index may be stored in any suitable 
embodiment , index server1 125 and index server2 135 may manner . In one embodiment , the second index is stored in a 
be different shards of the same index , and therefore may be commit log , to minimize use of server resources . Then , 
optimized for the same type of searches . when the second index is completed , the second index server 

As indicated by the dotted lines , index server1A 130 and can use the commit log to generate an in memory represen 
index server 2A 140 are secondary , or " shadow , " index 35 tation of the second index . Alternatively , the second index 
servers that do not receive live search requests from dispatch may initially be stored in memory , or in any other suitable 
server 105 . Rather , index server 1A 130 and index server 2A location , instead of in a commit log . While the second index 
140 include a second , or new , index of their corresponding is being stored at the second index server , the second index 
“ live ” index server . The second , or new , index may be partial server is not live . In other words , the second index server 
or otherwise is in the process of being created . Once the 40 will not and does not receive live search requests until , for 
second index is completed , index server 1A 130 and / or index example , step 235 . 
server 2A 140 may be switched from a “ shadow ” state to a In step 220 , the dispatch server is quiesced . The dispatch 
“ live ” state ( such as by dispatch server 105 directing server may be quiesced , or paused , in any suitable manner . 
searches to index server 1A 130 and / or index server 2A 140 , For example , the dispatch server may store any received 
etc . ) , effectively replacing the corresponding live index 45 requests in a buffer for later response , or may simply ignore 
servers ( i . e . , index server1 125 and index server2 135 , all requests received while quiesced . By quiescing the 
respectively ) , and begin to respond to search requests from dispatch server , the database will be able to maintain a 
dispatch server 105 using the new index . Alternatively , steady state , allowing the generation of the second index to 
rather than reconfiguring the shadow index servers to be live complete . 
index servers , the newly generated index may be copied over 50 In step 225 , generation of the second index is completed . 
to the live index server , and replace the " old " index , thereby The generation may be completed in any suitable manner . 
removing the need to send subsequent requests to a different For example , the generation of the second index may be 
server . completed by finishing iterating through all of the informa 

tion in the database , and subsequently storing the now 
EXAMPLE FUNCTIONAL IMPLEMENTATION 55 completed second index at the second index server . 

In step 230 , the dispatch server is configured to use the 
FIG . 2 shows an example flowchart of a method for second index server as a live index server . In response to the 

reindexing a database in a live environment . Although the completion of the second index , or at any other time after the 
steps in FIG . 2 are shown in an order , the steps of FIG . 2 may completion of the second index , the dispatch server is 
be performed in any order , and are not limited to the order 60 reconfigured to use the second index server as the live index 
shown in FIG . 2 . Additionally , some steps may be optional , server . In other words , search requests will now be sent to 
may be performed multiple times , and / or may be performed the second index server , and responded to using the new 
by different components . All steps , operations and functions second index , instead of the first " original " index server . 
of a flow diagram that are described herein are intended to Alternatively , rather than reconfigure the dispatch server to 
indicate operations that are performed using programming in 65 use the second index server as a live index server , the newly 
a special - purpose computer or general - purpose computer , in generated second index may instead be copied over to the 
various embodiments . In other words , each flow diagram in " original ” index server , where the second index will replace 
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the “ original ” index . Thus , the “ original ” index server will FIG . 3B shows the same system as in FIG . 3A , but after 
be updated with the second index , and reconfiguring the the new index has been generated and dispatch server 300 
dispatch server to send requests to the second index server has been reconfigured to use new index server 315 as a live 
would be unnecessary . index server . This is indicated in FIG . 3B through the 

In step 235 , the dispatch server is returned to a live state . 5 now - dotted lines used to depict live index server 310 ( in 
The dispatch server may be returned to a live state in any contrast to the solid lines of FIG . 3A ) , and the now - solid 
suitable manner . Once returned to a live state , the dispatch lines used to depict new index server 315 ( in contrast to the 
server will begin sending search requests to the second index dotted lines of FIG . 3A ) . Thus , when dispatch server 
server , which will return results based on the second index . receives job B 345 , dispatch server 300 sends a search 
Alternatively , as discussed in step 230 , the dispatch server 10 request with job B data 350 to new index server 315 , which 
may still send search requests to the " original ” index server uses the new index to respond to the search request , and 
in the embodiment where the second index is copied over to return a response . Thus , job B 345 is serviced using , at least 

in part , new index server 315 . As live index server 310 is no the “ original ” index server . longer in use , live index server 310 may be brought offline 
15 and / or used for another purpose . EXAMPLE USE CASE 

HARDWARE OVERVIEW FIGS . 3A and 3B show an example use case of reindexing 
a database in a live environment . The example shown in According to one embodiment , the techniques described 
FIGS . 3A and 3B has been simplified , to ease understanding 20 herein are implemented by one or more special - purpose 
and , as such , the example should not be construed to limit computing devices . The special - purpose computing devices 
the disclosure to the specifics discussed below . may be hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may 

In FIG . 3A , an example system is shown , consisting of include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
dispatch server 300 , database 305 , live index server 310 , and application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro 
new index server 315 . Dispatch server 300 is a server 25 grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro 
responsible for handling requests from clients and generat grammed to perform the techniques , or may include one or 
ing a new index of database 305 . Database 305 is a database more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
for storing information which is indexed at live index sever perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 
310 . Live index server 310 is an index that is sent and firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such 
responds to search requests from dispatch server 300 . As 30 special - purpose computing devices may also combine cus 
indicated by the dotted lines , new index server 315 is a tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro 
shadow index server that is not live . Rather , new index gramming to accomplish the techniques . The special - pur 
server 315 is used for storing a new index of database 305 pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems , 
as the new index is generated , and once the new index is portable computer systems , handheld devices , networking 
completed , new index server 315 will be used as a live index 35 devices or any other device that incorporates hard - wired 
server . and / or program logic to implement the techniques . 

In FIG . 3A , dispatch server 300 has received a request to For example , FIG . 4 is a block diagram that illustrates a 
reindex database 305 , and has begun reindex process 320 in computer system 400 upon which an embodiment of the 
response . Reindex process 320 proceeds to generate a new invention may be implemented . Computer system 400 
index with a limited batch size and thread count so that the 40 includes a bus 402 or other communication mechanism for 
performance of database 305 is not affected by the reindex - communicating information , and a hardware processor 404 
ing process . During the reindexing processes , communica - coupled with bus 402 for processing information . Hardware 
tions comprising reindexing data 325 are exchanged processor 404 may be , for example , a general purpose 
between database 305 and dispatch server 300 , and are then microprocessor . 
processed . Specifically , the reindex process 320 involves , in 45 Computer system 400 also includes a main memory 406 , 
part , iterating through all of the information in database 305 . such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic 
As the reindex process 320 generates new index data 330 , storage device , coupled to bus 402 for storing information 
new index data 330 is sent to new index server 315 for and instructions to be executed by processor 404 . Main 
storage . Simultaneously , job A 335 is received by dispatch memory 406 also may be used for storing temporary vari 
server 300 . In response , dispatch server 300 sends a search 50 ables or other intermediate information during execution of 
request with job A data 340 to live index server 310 , which instructions to be executed by processor 404 . Such instruc 
uses the current index to respond to the search request , and tions , when stored in non - transitory storage media acces 
return a response . Thus , job A 335 is serviced using , at least sible to processor 404 , render computer system 400 into a 
in part , live index server 310 while a new index for database special - purpose machine that is customized to perform the 
305 is generated . 55 operations specified in the instructions . 

Eventually , reindex process 320 determines that for the Computer system 400 further includes a read only 
generation of the new index to complete , dispatch server 300 memory ( ROM ) 408 or other static storage device coupled 
needs to be quiesced . In response , reindex process 320 to bus 402 for storing static information and instructions for 
quiesces dispatch server 300 , thereby temporarily halting processor 404 . A storage device 410 , such as a magnetic disk 
any changes to database 305 , and allowing the reindex 60 or optical disk , is provided and coupled to bus 402 for 
process to complete . Subsequently , once the completed new storing information and instructions . 
index has been stored on new index server 315 , reindex Computer system 400 may be coupled via bus 402 to a 
process , or an administrator or other user , reconfigures display 412 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , for displaying 
dispatch server 300 to use new index server 315 as the live information to a computer user . An input device 414 , includ 
index server . After the reconfiguration , the dispatch server 65 ing alphanumeric and other keys , is coupled to bus 402 for 
300 is returned to a live state , and the example continues in communicating information and command selections to 
FIG . 3B . processor 404 . Another type of user input device is cursor 
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control 416 , such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
keys for communicating direction information and com communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
mand selections to processor 404 and for controlling cursor phone line . As another example , communication interface 
movement on display 412 . This input device typically has 418 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and 5 data communication connection to a compatible LAN . Wire 
a second axis ( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify less links may also be implemented . In any such implemen 
positions in a plane . tation , communication interface 418 sends and receives 

Computer system 400 may implement the techniques electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi 
described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or tal data streams representing various types of information . 
more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic 10 Network link 420 typically provides data communication 
which in combination with the computer system causes or through one or more networks to other data devices . For 
programs computer system 400 to be a special - purpose example , network link 420 may provide a connection 
machine . According to one embodiment , the techniques through local network 422 to a host computer 424 or to data 
herein are performed by computer system 400 in response to equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
processor 404 executing one or more sequences of one or 15 426 . ISP 426 in turn provides data communication services 
more instructions contained in main memory 406 . Such through the world wide packet data communication network 
instructions may be read into main memory 406 from now commonly referred to as the “ Internet " 428 . Local 
another storage medium , such as storage device 410 . Execu - network 422 and Internet 428 both use electrical , electro 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
memory 406 causes processor 404 to perform the process 20 The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - network link 420 and through communication interface 418 , 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
with software instructions . 400 , are example forms of transmission media . 

The term " storage media ” as used herein refers to any Computer system 400 can send messages and receive 
non - transitory media that store data and / or instructions that 25 data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net 
cause a machine to operation in a specific fashion . Such w ork link 420 and communication interface 418 . In the 
storage media may comprise non - volatile media and / or Internet example , a server 430 might transmit a requested 
volatile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , code for an application program through Internet 428 , ISP 
optical or magnetic disks , such as storage device 410 . 426 , local network 422 and communication interface 418 . 
Volatile media includes dynamic memory , such as main 30 The received code may be executed by processor 404 as 
memory 406 . Common forms of storage media include , for it is received , and / or stored in storage device 410 , or other 
example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state non - volatile storage for later execution . 
drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data storage 
medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage EXTENSIONS AND ALTERNATIVES 
medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a 35 
RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , In the foregoing specification , embodiments of the inven 
NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge . tion have been described with reference to numerous spe 

Storage media is distinct from but may be used in con - cific details that may vary from implementation to imple 
junction with transmission media . Transmission media par mentation . The specification and drawings are , accordingly , 
ticipates in transferring information between storage media . 40 to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive 
For example , transmission media includes coaxial cables , sense . The sole and exclusive indicator of the scope of the 
copper wire and fiber optics , including the wires that com invention , and what is intended by the applicants to be the 
prise bus 402 . Transmission media can also take the form of scope of the invention , is the literal and equivalent scope of 
acoustic or light waves , such as those generated during the set of claims that issue from this application , in the 
radio - wave and infra - red data communications . 45 specific form in which such claims issue , including any 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one subsequent correction . 
or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor What is claimed is : 
404 for execution . For example , the instructions may ini 1 . A method comprising : 
tially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a receiving , at a dispatch server , a request to reindex 
remote computer . The remote computer can load the instruc - 50 information in a database ; 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over wherein , at a time the request to reindex is received , the 
a telephone line using a modem . A modem local to computer dispatch server is configured to send queries for infor 
system 400 can receive the data on the telephone line and mation in the database to a first index server , the first 
use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red index server comprising a first index of information in 
signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in 55 the database ; 
the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the responsive to receiving the request to reindex and while 
data on bus 402 . Bus 402 carries the data to main memory the dispatch server and the database are live , initiating 
406 , from which processor 404 retrieves and executes the generation of a second shadow index of information in 
instructions . The instructions received by main memory 406 the database ; 
may optionally be stored on storage device 410 either before 60 wherein , while the dispatch server and the database are 
or after execution by processor 404 . live , requests to update information in the database are 

Computer system 400 also includes a communication received by the dispatch server and updates are made to 
interface 418 coupled to bus 402 . Communication interface information in the database ; 
418 provides a two - way data communication coupling to a wherein generating the second shadow index of informa 
network link 420 that is connected to a local network 422 . 65 tion in the database while the dispatch server and the 
For example , communication interface 418 may be an database are live is based on periodically running a 
integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable reindexing job configured to reindex information in the 
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12 
database in batches until the second shadow index is while the dispatch server is quiesced , completing the 
up - to - date with respect to any updates that have been generation of the second shadow index by completing 
made to information in the database ; iteration through the information in the database ; and 

storing the second shadow index at a second index server ; upon completing the iteration , configuring the dispatch 
after storing the second shadow index at the second index 5 server to use the second index server as a live index 

server , quiescing the dispatch server by storing queries server and to no longer use the first index server as a 
that are received at the dispatch server in a buffer for a live index server . 
later response ; 8 . The one or more non - transitory computer - readable 

while the dispatch server is quiesced , completing the media of claim 7 , wherein the request comprises a new 
generation of the second shadow index by completing ontology for the information in the database . 
iteration through the information in the database ; 9 . The one or more non - transitory computer - readable 

upon completing the iteration , configuring the dispatch media of claim 7 , wherein the request is in response to 
server to use the second index server as a live index changing a number of shards comprising the first index 
server and to no longer use the first index server as a 16 server . 
live index server ; and 10 . The one or more non - transitory computer - readable 

wherein the method is executed using one or more com - media of claim 7 , wherein the second index server is located 
puting devices . on one or more same devices as the first index server . 

2 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the request comprises 11 . The one or more non - transitory computer - readable 
a new ontology for the information in the database . 20 media of claim 10 , wherein the one or more programs 

3 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the request is in further comprising instructions for : 
response to changing a number of shards comprising the first writing a plurality of actions for generating the second 
index server . shadow index to a commit log , wherein the plurality of 

4 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the second index server actions is not performed ; and 
is located on one or more same devices as the first index 25 performing the plurality of actions in the commit log 
server . when configuring the dispatch server to use the second 

5 . The method of claim 4 , further comprising : index server as a live index server . 
writing a plurality of actions for generating the second 12 . The one or more non - transitory computer - readable 

shadow index to a commit log , wherein the plurality of media of claim 7 , wherein generating the second shadow 

actions is not performed ; and 30 index is performed using a batch size and a thread count that 
does not impede live operation of the database . performing the plurality of actions in the commit log 13 . A system comprising : when configuring the dispatch server to use the second memory ; 

index server as a live index server . one or more processors ; 6 . The method of claim 1 , wherein generating the second Cheating the own 35 one or more programs stored in the memory and config 
shadow index is performed using a batch size and a thread ured for execution by the one or more processors , the count that does not impede live operation of the database . one or more programs comprising instructions for : 

7 . One or more non - transitory computer - readable media receiving , at a dispatch server , a request to reindex 
storing one or more programs , the one or more programs information in a database ; 
comprising instructions for : wherein , at a time the request to reindex is received , the 

receiving , at a dispatch server , a request to reindex dispatch server is configured to send queries for infor 
information in a database ; mation in the database to a first index server , the first 

wherein , at a time the request to reindex is received , the index server comprising a first index of information in 
dispatch server is configured to send queries for infor the database ; 
mation in the database to a first index server , the first 45 responsive to receiving the request to reindex and while 
index server comprising a first index of information in the dispatch server and the database are live , initiating 
the database ; generation of a second shadow index of information in 

responsive to receiving the request to reindex and while the database ; 
the dispatch server and the database are live , initiating wherein , while the dispatch server and the database are 
generation of a second shadow index of information in 50 live , requests to update information in the database are 
the database ; received by the dispatch server and updates are made to 

wherein , while the dispatch server and the database are information in the database ; 
live , requests to update information in the database are wherein generating the second shadow index of informa 
received by the dispatch server and updates are made to tion in the database while the dispatch server and the 
information in the database ; 55 database are live is based on periodically running a 

wherein generating the second shadow index of informa reindexing job configured to reindex information in the 
tion in the database while the dispatch server and the database in batches until the second shadow index is 
database are live is based on periodically running a up - to - date with respect to any updates that have been 
reindexing job configured to reindex information in the made to information in the database ; 
database in batches until the second shadow index is 60 storing the second shadow index at a second index server ; 
up - to - date with respect to any updates that have been after storing the second shadow index at the second index 
made to information in the database ; server , quiescing the dispatch server by storing queries 

storing the second shadow index at a second index server ; that are received at the dispatch server in a buffer for a 
after storing the second shadow index at the second index later response ; 

server , quiescing the dispatch server by storing queries 65 while the dispatch server is quiesced , completing the 
that are received at the dispatch server in a buffer for a generation of the second shadow index by completing 
later response ; iteration through the information in the database ; and 

40 
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upon completing the iteration , configuring the dispatch 
server to use the second index server as a live index 
server and to no longer use the first index server as a 
live index server . 

14 . The system of claim 13 , wherein the request com - 5 
prises a new ontology for the information in the database . 

15 . The system of claim 13 , wherein the one or more 
programs further comprising instructions for : 

wherein the second index server is located on one or more 
same devices as the first index server ; 10 

writing a plurality of actions for generating the second 
shadow index to a commit log , wherein the plurality of 
actions is not performed ; and 

performing the plurality of actions in the commit log 
when configuring the dispatch server to use the second 15 
index server as a live index server . 
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SYSTEMS AND INTERACTIVE USER of computer executable instructions in order to cause the 
INTERFACES FOR AUTOMATIC computer system to operations comprising one or more 
GENERATION OF TEMPORAL aspects of the above - described embodiments ( including one 

REPRESENTATION OF DATA OBJECTS or more aspects of the appended claims ) . 
5 In various embodiments , computer - implemented methods 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED are disclosed in which , under control of one or more 
APPLICATION hardware computing devices configured with specific com 

puter executable instructions , one or more aspects of the 
This application is a continuation of U.S. application Ser . above - described embodiments ( including one or more 

No. 15 / 092,456 , which is a non - provisional of and claims 10 aspects of the appended claims ) are implemented and / or 
priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. 62 / 272,526 , performed 
each of which is hereby incorporated by reference in its In various embodiments , computer - readable storage 
entirety . mediums storing software instructions are disclosed , 

wherein , in response to execution by a computing system TECHNICAL FIELD having one or more hardware processors , the software 
The present disclosure relates to systems and techniques instructions configure the computing system to perform 

for data integration , analysis , and visualization . More spe operations comprising one or more aspects of the above 
cifically , the present disclosure relates to systems and tech described embodiments ( including one or more aspects of 
niques for integrating , analyzing , and visualizing data 20 the appended claims ) . 
through the automatic generation of a chronology user In an embodiment , a computer system is disclosed com 
interface . prising a data store configured to store computer executable 

instructions , and a processor that , when executing the com 
BACKGROUND puter - executable instructions , is configured to : obtain a 

25 plurality of events , each of the plurality of events comprising 
Electronic record - keeping produces data sets with thou a respective set of event attributes , the event attributes 

sands or millions of records . The sheer quantity of informa comprising at least an event timestamp ; obtain one or more 
tion available for analysis may prevent meaningful conclu criteria associated with event attributes ; determine , based at 
sions from being drawn , or may prevent connections least in part on the one or more criteria , a set of relevant 
between events from even being discovered . Filtering data 30 events within the plurality of events ; generate for display a 
based on relationships , events , and common characteristics user interface based at least in part on the set of relevant 
and visually presenting the data in concise and informative events and the corresponding event attributes , the user 
ways can help users to identify data relevant to a particular interface comprising ( 1 ) a timeline interface for display of a 
time , place , or sequence of events . timeline , wherein positions of individual relevant events 

35 within the timeline interface are determined based at least in 
SUMMARY part on respective event timestamps , and ( 2 ) a list interface 

for display of the relevant events ; and cause display of the 
The systems , methods , and devices described herein each user interface . 

have several aspects , no single one of which is solely In some embodiments , the event attributes further com 
responsible for its desirable attributes . Without limiting the 40 prise at least one of an event source , an event type , an event 
scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting features will icon , an event duration , an event title , a set of event 
now be discussed briefly . participants , a set of event keywords , and a set of event 

Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to automatic annotations . 
generation of interactive user interfaces for presentation of In some embodiments , the processor is further configured 
chronologies . A chronology user interface may be utilized to 45 to : obtain input identifying a selected event displayed within 
identify a set of relevant events . The events may be identi the user interface ; generate for display a first update to the 
fied according to specified criteria , by comparing events and user interface , the first update comprising ( 1 ) an indication 
determining common attributes , or may be identified based of selection of the selected event within the timeline inter 
on inputs , as described below . An interactive user interface face , and ( 2 ) an indication of selection of the selected event 
may then be generated that displays the events , for example , 50 within the list interface ; and cause display of the first update 
as a timeline and a list . The timeline and list may be to the user interface . 
interactive . For example , an event on the timeline may be In some embodiments , the processor is further configured 
selected based on user input , and additional information or to : determine that at least one of the plurality of events has 
related events may be displayed . Modifiable attributes of been updated ; generate an alert indicating that the at least 
events , such as annotations or associated keywords , may be 55 one of the plurality of events has been updated ; and cause 
modified via the user interface . transmission of the alert to a computing device , wherein 

Chronology user interfaces may be used to compare transmission of the alert causes the computing device to 
timelines and to present and analyze various theories regard activate an application for display of the alert , and wherein 
ing a set of events and the relationship between them . the alert enables display of an updated user interface , the 

Additional embodiments of the disclosure are described 60 updated user interface based at least in part on an updated 
below in reference to the appended claims , which may serve event of the plurality of events . 
as an additional summary of the disclosure . In some embodiments , the processor is further configured 

In various embodiments , computer systems are disclosed to : determine , based at least in part on the selected event , one 
that comprise one or more hardware computer processors in or more related events from within the plurality of events ; 
communication with one or more non - transitory computer 65 generate for display an event selection interface for display 
readable storage devices , wherein the one or more hardware of the one or more related events ; and cause display of the 
computer processors are configured to execute the plurality event selection interface . 
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In some embodiments , the processor configured to deter events , the first user interface comprising ( 1 ) a timeline 
mine the one or more related events is configured to deter interface for display of at least a portion of the first timeline , 
mine the one or more related events based at least in part on wherein individual relevant events are positioned within the 
one or more attributes of the selected event . timeline interface based at least in part on respective attri 

In some embodiments , the processor is further configured 5 butes of the individual relevant events , and ( 2 ) a list inter 
to obtain input identifying a related event within the one or face for display of at least the portion of the first set of 
more related events , generate for display a second update to relevant events ; and cause display of the first user interface . the user interface , the second update comprising ( 1 ) display In some embodiments , the computer - executable instruc 
of the related event within the timeline interface and ( 2 ) tions further cause the processor to obtain the plurality of 
display of the related event within the list interface ; and 10 events . In some embodiments , the first set of criteria com 
cause display of the second update to the user interface . prise one or more inputs , and each of the one or more inputs 

In another embodiment , a computer - implemented method are indicative of a selection of a respective event . In some 
is disclosed comprising obtaining a plurality of events , each embod nts , the first set of criteria is associated with event 
of the plurality of events comprising event attributes ; deter attributes , and the first set of relevant events comprises 
mining , based at least in part on one or more criteria 15 events that satisfy the first set of criteria . 
associated with event attributes , a set of relevant events In some embodiments , the computer - executable instruc 
within the plurality of events ; generating for display a user tions further cause the processor to determine , based at least 
interface based at least in part on the set of relevant events , in part on a second set of criteria , a second set of relevant 
the user interface comprising ( 1 ) a timeline interface for events within the plurality of events ; generate a second 
display of a timeline , wherein positions of individual rel- 20 timeline corresponding to the second set of events ; generate 
evant events within the timeline interface are determined for display a second user interface based at least in part on 
based at least in part on respective event attributes , and ( 2 ) the second set of relevant events ; and cause display of the 
a list interface for display of the set of relevant events ; and second user interface . 
displaying the user interface . In some embodiments , the first set of relevant events and 

In some embodiments , the timeline interface displays a 25 the second set of relevant events have at least one event in 
subset of the set of relevant events as key events . In some common . In some embodiments , the second user interface 
embodiments , the event attributes include at least one con comprises a combined timeline interface for display of a 
figurable attribute , and in some embodiments the at least one combined timeline , the combined timeline comprising the 
configurable attribute comprises an event annotation , an first timeline and at least a portion of the second timeline ; a 
event icon , an event description , or an event keyword . 30 first list interface for display of the first set of relevant 

In some embodiments , the computer - implemented events ; and a second list interface for display the second set 
method further comprises obtaining an input indicative of a of relevant events . In some embodiments , the computer 
modification of a configurable attribute for a relevant event ; executable instructions further cause the processor to gen 
modifying the configurable attribute for the relevant event ; erate the combined timeline based at least in part on the first 
generating for display a first update to the user interface , the 35 timeline and the second timeline . 
first update comprising at least one of a modified configu 
rable attribute within the timeline interface and a modified BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
configurable attribute within the list interface ; and causing 
display of the first update to the user interface . Reference will now be made to the accompanying draw 

In embodiments , the computer - implemented 40 ings , which illustrate exemplary embodiments of the present 
method further comprises obtaining one or more updates to disclosure . In the drawings : 
the plurality of events ; determining , based at least in part on FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an example computer system 
the one or more updates , an update to the set of relevant consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure ; 
events ; generating for display an alert message , the alert FIG . 2 illustrates one embodiment of a database system 
message indicating the update to the set of relevant alerts ; 45 using an ontology ; 
and displaying the alert message . FIG . 3 illustrates one embodiment of a system for creating 

In some embodiments , determining the update to the set data in a data store using a dynamic ontology ; 
of relevant events comprises at least one of determining an FIG . 4 illustrates a sample user interface using relation 
additional event to include in the set of relevant events , ships described in a data store using a dynamic ontology ; 
determining an event to remove from the set of relevant 50 FIGS . 5A - 5F are block diagrams of example user inter 
events , or determining a changed event attribute for an event faces for presenting and interacting with chronologies in 
in the set of relevant events . accordance with aspects of the present disclosure ; 

In some embodiments , the computer - implemented FIG . 6 is a flow diagram depicting an example routine for 
method further comprises generating for display an updated generating a chronology user interface in accordance with 
user interface based at least in part on the update to the set 55 aspects of the present disclosure ; and 
of relevant events , the updated user interface comprising an FIG . 7 is a flow diagram depicting an example routing for 
updated timeline interface and an updated list interface ; and identifying events related to the chronology and presenting 
displaying the updated user interface . an updated user interface in accordance with aspects of the 

In another embodiment , a non - transitory computer - read present disclosure . 
able storage medium is disclosed , the non - transitory com- 60 
puter - readable storage medium including computer - execut DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
able instructions that , when executed by a processor , cause 
the processor to : determine , based at least in part on a first Reference will now be made in detail to example embodi 
set of criteria , a first set of relevant events within a plurality ments , the examples of which are illustrated in the accom 
of events ; generate a first timeline corresponding to the first 65 panying drawings . Whenever possible , the same reference 
set of relevant events ; generate for display a first user numbers will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the 
interface based at least in part on the first set of relevant same or like parts . 

some 
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Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to systems , clopedia of Cognitive Science , Vol . 4 , London : MacMillan , 
methods , and computer - readable mediums for automatically 453-458 . ) The various embodiments of interactive and 
generating and displaying a chronology . A chronology sys dynamic user interfaces of the present disclosure are the 
tem obtains criteria for identifying a set of relevant events , result of significant research , development , improvement , 
and automatically generates for display an interactive user 5 iteration , and testing . This non - trivial development has 
interface . The system processes input to designate key resulted in the user interfaces described herein which may 
events , identify related events , and specify annotations or provide significant cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies and other modifiable attributes . Chronologies may be compared advantages over previous systems . The interactive and to each other , or to other data sets , to facilitate analysis and dynamic user interfaces include improved human - computer investigation . interactions that may provide reduced mental workloads , According to some embodiments , the operations , tech 
niques , and / or components described herein can be imple improved decision - making , reduced work stress , and / or the 
mented by an electronic device , which can include one or like , for a user . For example , user interaction with the 

interactive user interfaces described herein may provide an more special - purpose computing devices . The special - pur 
pose computing devices can be hard - wired to perform the 15 optimized display of time - varying report - related informa 
operations , techniques , and / or components described herein , tion and may enable a user to more quickly access , navigate , 
or can include digital electronic devices such as one or more assess , and digest such information than previous systems . 
application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro Further , the interactive and dynamic user interfaces 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro described herein are enabled by innovations in efficient 
grammed to perform the operations , techniques and / or com- 20 interactions between the user interfaces and underlying 
ponents described herein , or can include one or more systems and components . For example , disclosed herein are 
hardware processors programmed to perform such features improved methods of receiving user inputs , translation and 
of the present disclosure pursuant to program instructions in delivery of those inputs to various system components , 
firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such automatic and dynamic execution of complex processes in 
special - purpose computing devices can also combine cus- 25 response to the input delivery , automatic interaction among 
tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro various components and processes of the system , and auto 
gramming to accomplish the technique and other features of matic and dynamic updating of the user interfaces . The 
the present disclosure . The special - purpose computing interactions and presentation of data via the interactive user 
devices can be desktop computer systems , portable com interfaces described herein may accordingly provide cogni 
puter systems , handheld devices , networking devices , or any 30 tive and ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over previ 
other device that incorporates hard - wired and / or program ous systems . 
logic to implement the techniques and other features of the Various embodiments of the present disclosure provide 
present disclosure . improvements to various technologies and technological 

The one or more special - purpose computing devices can fields . Additionally , various embodiments of the present 
be generally controlled and coordinated by operating system 35 disclosure are inextricably tied to computer technology . In 
software , such as iOS , Android , Blackberry , Chrome OS , particular , various embodiments rely on detection of user 
Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , inputs via graphical user interfaces , calculation of updates to 
Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , SunOS , displayed electronic data based on those user inputs , auto 
Solaris , VxWorks , or other compatible operating systems . In matic processing of related events , and presentation of the 
other embodiments , the computing device can be controlled 40 updates to displayed chronologies via interactive graphical 
by a proprietary operating system . Operating systems con user interfaces . Such features and others are intimately tied 
trol and schedule computer processes for execution , perform to , and enabled by , computer technology , and would not 
memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O exist except for computer technology . For example , the 
services , and provide a user interface functionality , such as interactions with displayed data described below in refer 
a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 45 ence to various embodiments cannot reasonably be per 

In various embodiments of the present disclosure , large formed by humans alone , without the computer technology 
amounts of data are automatically and dynamically calcu upon which they are implemented . Further , the implemen 
lated interactively in response to user inputs , and the calcu tation of the various embodiments of the present disclosure 
lated data is efficiently and compactly presented to a user by via computer technology enables many of the advantages 
the system . Thus , in some embodiments , the user interfaces 50 described herein , including more efficient interaction with , 
described herein are more efficient as compared to previous and presentation of , various types of electronic image data . 
user interfaces in which data is not dynamically updated and 
compactly and efficiently presented to the user in response Terms 
to interactive inputs . 

Further , as described herein , the system may be config- 55 In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and 
ured and / or designed to generate user interface data useable methods discussed herein , a number of terms are defined 
for rendering the various interactive user interfaces below . The terms defined below , as well as other terms used 
described . The user interface data may be used by the herein , should be construed to include the provided defini 
system , and / or another computer system , device , and / or tions , the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms , 
software program ( for example , a browser program ) , to 60 and / or any other implied meaning for the respective terms . 
render the interactive user interfaces . The interactive user Thus , the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these 
interfaces may be displayed on , for example , electronic terms , but only provide exemplary definitions . 
displays ( including , for example , touch - enabled displays ) . Ontology : Stored information that provides a data model 

Additionally , it has been noted that design of computer for storage of data in one or more databases . For example , 
user interfaces that are useable and easily learned by 65 the stored data may comprise definitions for object types and 
humans is a non - trivial problem for software developers . ” property types for data in a database , and how objects and 
( Dillon , A. ( 2003 ) User Interface Design . MacMillan Ency properties may be related . 
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Database : A broad term for any data structure for storing 100 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
and / or organizing data , including , but not limited to , rela perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
tional databases ( Oracle database , mySQL database , etc. ) , Electronic device 100 further includes a read only 
non - relational databases ( for example , a NoSQL database ) , memory ( ROM ) 108 or other static storage device coupled 
an in - memory database , spreadsheets , XML files , and text to bus 102 for storing static information and instructions for 
file , among others . The various terms “ database , " " storage , " processor 104. A storage device 110 , such as a magnetic 
“ data store , ” and “ data source ” may be used interchangeably disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc. , is 
in the present disclosure . provided and coupled to bus 102 for storing information and 

Data Object or Object : A data container for information instructions . 
representing specific things in the world that have a number Electronic device 100 can be coupled via bus 102 to a 
of definable properties . For example , a data object can display 112 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , an LCD 
represent an entity such as a person , a place , an organization , display , or a touchscreen , for displaying information to a 
a market instrument , or other noun . A data object can computer user . An input device 114 , including alphanumeric 
represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a and other keys , is coupled to bus 102 for communicating 
duration . A data object can represent a document or other information and command selections to processor 104 . 
unstructured data source such as an e - mail message , a news Another type of user input device is cursor control 116 , such 
report , or a written paper or article . Each data object may be as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies municating direction information and command selections 
the data object . The object's attributes ( e.g. metadata about 20 to processor 104 and for controlling cursor movement on 
the object ) may be represented in one or more properties . display 112. The input device typically has two degrees of 

Object Type : Type of a data object ( e.g. , Person , Event , or freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , x ) and a 
Document ) . Object types may be defined by an ontology and second axis ( for example , that allows the device to 
may be modified or updated to include additional object specify positions in a plane . In some embodiments , the same 
types . An object definition ( e.g. , in an ontology ) may include 25 direction information and command selections as cursor 
how the object is related to other objects , such as being a control may be implemented via receiving touches on a 
sub - object type of another object type ( e.g. an agent may be touch screen without a cursor . 
a sub - object type of a person object type ) , and the properties Electronic device 100 can include a user interface module the object type may have . to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass storage 

Properties : Attributes of a data object that represent 30 device as executable software codes that are executed by the 
individual data items . At a minimum , each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values . May also one or more computing devices . This and other modules 

may include , by way of example , components , such as be referred to herein as " attributes . " 
Property Type : The type of data a property is , such as a software components , object - oriented software components , 

string , an integer , or a double . Property types may include 35 class components and task components , processes , func 
complex property types , such as a series data values asso tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
ciated with timed ticks ( e.g. a time series ) , etc. May also be gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
referred to herein as “ attribute types . " databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 

Property Value : The value associated with a property , In general , the word " module , ” as used herein , refers to 
which is of the type indicated in the property type associated 40 logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a collection 
with the property . A property may have multiple values . May of software instructions , possibly having entry and exit 
also be referred to herein as " attribute values . " points , written in a programming language , such as , for 

Link : A connection between two data objects , based on , example , Java , Lua , C , and C ++ . A software module can be 
for example , a relationship , an event , and / or matching compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
properties . Links may be directional , such as one represent- 45 a dynamic link library , or written in an interpreted program 
ing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . ming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , Python , 
Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared between two or Ruby . It will be appreciated that software modules can be 

or more data objects . callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or can 
Example Devices / Systems be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 

By way of example , FIG . 1 is a block diagram that 50 Software modules configured for execution on computing 
illustrates an implementation of an electronic device 100 , devices can be provided on a computer readable medium , 
which , as described above , can comprise one or more such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
electronic devices . Electronic device 100 includes a bus 102 magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
or other communication mechanism for communicating download ( and can be originally stored in a compressed or 
information , and one or more hardware processors 104 , 55 installable format that requires installation , decompression , 
coupled with bus 102 for processing information . One or or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code can be 
more hardware processors 104 can be , for example , one or stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the execut 
more microprocessors . ing computing device , for execution by the computing 

Electronic device 100 also includes a main memory 106 , device . Software instructions can be embedded in firmware , 
such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic 60 such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
storage device , coupled to bus 102 for storing information hardware modules can be comprised of connected logic 
and instructions to be executed by processor 104. Main units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or can be comprised 
memory 106 also can be used for storing temporary vari of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
ables or other intermediate information during execution of processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
instructions to be executed by processor 104. Such instruc- 65 described herein are preferably implemented as software 
tions , when stored in non - transitory storage media acces modules , but can be represented in hardware or firmware . 
sible to one or more processors 104 , render electronic device Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
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modules that may be combined with other modules or As another example , communication interface 118 can be a 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a data communi 
or storage . cation connection to a compatible LAN . Wireless links can 

Electronic device 100 can implement the techniques and also be implemented . In any such implementation , commu 
other features described herein using customized hard - wired 5 nication interface 118 sends and receives electrical , electro 
logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or magnetic , or optical signals that carry digital data streams program logic which in combination with the electronic representing various types of information . device causes or programs electronic device 100 to be a Network link 120 typically provides data communication special - purpose machine . According to some embodiments , through one or more networks to other data devices . For the techniques and other features described herein are per- 10 example , network link 120 can provide a connection through formed by electronic device 100 in response to one or more local network 122 to a host computer 124 or to data processors 104 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 106. Such equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
instructions can be read into main memory 106 from another 126. ISP 126 in turn provides data communication services 
storage medium , such as storage device 150. Execution of 15 through the worldwide packet data communication network 
the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 106 now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 128. Local 
causes processor 104 to perform the process steps described network 122 and Internet 128 both use electrical , electro 
herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry can magnetic , or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
tions . 20 network link 120 and through communication interface 118 , 

The term “ non - transitory media ” as used herein refers to which carry the digital data to and from electronic device 
any media storing data and / or instructions that cause a 100 , are example forms of transmission media . 
machine to operate in a specific fashion . Such non - transitory Electronic device 100 can send messages and receive 
media can comprise non - volatile media and / or volatile data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net 
media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , optical or 25 work link 120 and communication interface 118. In the 
magnetic disks , such as storage device 110. Volatile media Internet example , a server 130 might transmit a requested 
includes dynamic memory , such as main memory 106 . code for an application program through Internet 128 , ISP 
Common forms of non - transitory media include , for 126 , local network 122 , and communication interface 118 . example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state The received code can be executed by processor 104 as it is drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data storage 30 received , and / or stored in storage device 150 or other medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage non - volatile storage for later execution . In some embodi medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a 
RAM , a PROM , and EPI ments , server 130 can provide information for being dis M , a FLASH - EPROM , 
NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge , and net played on a display , such as display 112 . 
worked versions of the same . Example Data Model 

Non - transitory media is distinct from , but can be used in With reference now to FIG . 2 , and to provide a framework 
conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission media for the following discussion of specific systems and methods 
participates in transferring information between storage described herein , an example database system 210 using an 
media . For example , transmission media includes coaxial ontology 205 will now be described . This description is 
cables , copper wire , and fiber optics , including the wires that 40 provided for the purpose of providing an example and is not 
comprise bus 102. Transmission media can also take the intended to limit the techniques to the example data model , 
form of acoustic or light waves , such as those generated the example database system , or the example database 
during radio wave and infrared data communications . system's use of an ontology to represent information . 

Various forms of media can be involved in carrying one In one embodiment , a body of data is conceptually 
or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 45 structured according to an object - centric data model repre 
104 for execution . For example , the instructions can initially sented by ontology 205. The conceptual data model is 
be carried on a magnetic disk or solid - state drive of a remote independent of any particular database used for durably 
computer . The remote computer can load the instructions storing one or more database ( s ) 209 based on the ontology 
into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 205. For example , each object of the conceptual data model 
telephone line using a modem . A modem local to electronic 50 may correspond to one or more rows in a relational database 
device 100 can receive the data on the telephone line and use or an entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
an infrared transmitter to convert the data to an infrared ( LDAP ) database , or any combination of one or more 
signal . An infrared detector can receive the data carried in databases . 
the infrared signal and appropriate circuitry can place the FIG . 2 illustrates an object - centric conceptual data model 
data on bus 102. Bus 102 carries the data to main memory 55 according to an embodiment . An ontology 205 , as noted 
106 , from which processor 104 retrieves and executes the above , may include stored information providing a data 
instructions . The instructions received by main memory 106 model for storage of data in the database 209. The ontology 
can optionally be stored on storage device 150 either before 205 may be defined by one or more object types , which may 
or after execution by processor 104 . each be associated with one or more property types . At the 

Electronic device 100 also includes a communication 60 highest level of abstraction , data object 201 is a container for 
interface 118 coupled to bus 102. Communication interface information representing things in the world . For example , 
118 provides a two - way data communication coupling to a data object 201 can represent an entity such as a person , a 
network link 120 that is connected to a local network 122 . place , an organization , a market instrument , or other noun . 
For example , communication interface 118 can be an inte Data object 201 can represent an event that happens at a 
grated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable modem , 65 point in time or for a duration . Data object 201 can represent 
satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data communi a document or other unstructured data source such as an 
cation connection to a corresponding type of telephone line . e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper or article . 

35 
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Each data object 201 is associated with a unique identifier between these two objects may represent a connection 
that uniquely identifies the data object within the database between these two entities through their co - occurrence 
system . within the same document . 

Different types of data objects may have different prop Each data object 201 can have multiple links with another 
erty types . For example , a “ Person ” data object might have 5 data object 201 to form a link set 204. For example , two 
an “ Eye Color ” property type and an “ Event ” data object “ Person ” data objects representing a husband and a wife 
might have a “ Date ” property type . Each property 203 as could be linked through a “ Spouse Of ” relationship , a 
represented by data in the database system 210 may have a matching “ Address ” property , and one or more matching 
property type defined by the ontology 205 used by the “ Event ” properties ( e.g. , a wedding ) . Each link 202 as 
database 209 . represented by data in a database may have a link type 

Objects may be instantiated in the database 209 in accor defined by the database ontology used by the database . 
dance with the corresponding object definition for the par FIG . 3 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary compo 
ticular object in the ontology 205. For example , a specific nents and data that may be used in identifying and storing 
monetary payment ( e.g. , an object of type " event " ) of 15 data according to an ontology . In this example , the ontology 
US $ 30.00 ( e.g. , a property of type “ currency ” ) taking place may be configured , and data in the data model populated , by 
on Mar. 27 , 2009 ( e.g. , a property of type " date ” ) may be a system of parsers and ontology configuration tools . In the 
stored in the database 209 as an event object with associated embodiment of FIG . 3 , input data 300 is provided to parser 
currency and date properties as defined within the ontology 302. The input data may comprise data from one or more 
205 . 20 sources . For example , an institution may have one or more 

The data objects defined in the ontology 205 may support databases with information on credit card transactions , 
property multiplicity . In particular , a data object 201 may be rental cars , and people . The databases may contain a variety 
allowed to have more than one property 203 of the same of related information and attributes about each type of data , 
property type . For example , a “ Person ” data object might such as a “ date ” for a credit card transaction , an address for 
have multiple “ Address ” properties or multiple “ Name ” 25 a person , and a date for when a rental car is rented . The 
properties . parser 302 is able to read a variety of source input data types 

Each link 202 represents a connection between two data and determine which type of data it is reading . 
objects 201. In one embodiment , the connection is either In accordance with the discussion above , the example through a relationship , an event , or through matching prop ontology 205 comprises stored information providing the 
erties . A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 30 data model of data stored in database 209 , and the ontology symmetrical . For example , “ Person ” data object A is defined by one or more object types 310 , one or more connected to “ Person ” data object B by a “ Child Of 
relationship ( where “ Person ” data object B has an asym property types 316 , and one or more link types 330. Based 

on information determined by the parser 302 or other metric “ Parent Of ” relationship to “ Person ” data object A ) , a “ Kin Of ' symmetric relationship to “ Person ” data object 35 mapping of source input information to object type , one or 
C , and an asymmetric “ Member Of ” relationship to “ Orga more data objects 201 may be instantiated in the database 
nization ” data object X. The type of relationship between 209 based on respective determined object types 310 , and 
two data objects may vary depending on the types of the data each of the objects 201 has one or more properties 203 that 
objects . For example , “ Person ” data object A may have an are instantiated based on property types 316. Two data 
“ Appears In ” relationship with “ Document ” data object Yor 40 objects 201 may be connected by one or more links 202 that 
have a “ Participate In ” relationship with “ Event ” data object may be instantiated based on link types 330. The property 
E. As an example of an event connection , two “ Person " data types 316 each may comprise one or more data types 318 , 
objects may be connected by an “ Airline Flight ” data object such as a string , number , etc. Property types 316 may be 
representing a particular airline flight if they traveled instantiated based on a base property type 320. For example , 
together on that flight , or by a “ Meeting ” data object 45 a base property type 320 may be “ Locations ” and a property 
representing a particular meeting if they both attended that type 316 may be " Home . ” 
meeting . In one embodiment , when two data objects are In an embodiment , a user of the system uses an object type 
connected by an event , they are also connected by relation editor 324 to create and / or modify the object types 310 and 
ships , in which each data object has a specific relationship define attributes of the object types . In an embodiment , a 
to the event , such as , for example , an “ Appears In ” rela- 50 user of the system uses a property type editor 326 to create 
tionship . and / or modify the property types 316 and define attributes of 
As an example of a matching properties connection , two the property types . In an embodiment , a user of the system 

“ Person ” data objects representing a brother and a sister , uses link type editor 328 to create the link types 330 . 
may both have an “ Address ” property that indicates where Alternatively , other programs , processes , or programmatic 
they live . If the brother and the sister live in the same home , 55 controls may be used to create link types and property types 
then their “ Address ” properties likely contain similar , if not and define attributes , and using editors is not required . 
identical property values . In one embodiment , a link In an embodiment , creating a property type 316 using the 
between two data objects may be established based on property type editor 326 involves defining at least one parser 
similar or matching properties ( e.g. , property types and / or definition using a parser editor 322. A parser definition 
property values ) of the data objects . These are just some 60 comprises metadata that informs parser 302 how to parse 
examples of the types of connections that may be repre input data 300 to determine whether values in the input data 
sented by a link and other types of connections may be can be assigned to the property type 316 that is associated 
represented ; embodiments are not limited to any particular with the parser definition . In an embodiment , each parser 
types of connections between data objects . For example , a definition may comprise a regular expression parser 304A or 
document might contain references to two different objects . 65 a code module parser 304B . In other embodiments , other 
For example , a document may contain a reference to a kinds of parser definitions may be provided using scripts or 
payment ( one object ) , and a person ( a second object ) . A link other programmatic elements . Once defined , both a regular 
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expression parser 304A and a code module parser 304B can with data object 423 on three occasions ) . The relationship is 
provide input to parser 302 to control parsing of input data further indicated by the common relationship between per 
300 . son data objects 421 and 423 and financial account data 
Using the data types defined in the ontology , input data object 428. For example , link 411 indicates that person data 

300 may be parsed by the parser 302 determine which object 5 object 421 transferred money into financial account data 
type 310 should receive data from a record created from the object 428 , while person data object 423 transferred money 
input data , and which property types 316 should be assigned out of financial account data object 428. In another example , 
to data from individual field values in the input data . Based the relationships between person data objects 424 and 425 
on the object - property mapping 301 , the parser 302 selects and flight data object 427 are indicated by links 406 , 409 , 
one of the parser definitions that is associated with a 10 and 410. In this example , person data objects 424 and 425 
property type in the input data . The parser parses an input have a common address and were passengers on the same 
data field using the selected parser definition , resulting in flight data object 427. In an embodiment , further details 
creating new or modified data 303. The new or modified data related to the relationships between the various objects may 
303 is added to the database 209 according to ontology 205 be displayed . For example , links 411 and 412 may , in some 
by storing values of the new or modified data in a property 15 embodiments , indicate the timing of the respective money 
of the specified property type . As a result , input data 300 transfers . In another example , the time of the flight associ 
having varying format or syntax can be created in database ated with the flight data object 427 may be shown . 
209. The ontology 205 may be modified at any time using Relationships between data objects may be stored as 
object type editor 324 , property type editor 326 , and link links , or in some embodiments , as properties , where a 
type editor 328 , or under program control without human 20 relationship may be detected between the properties . In 
use of an editor . Parser editor 322 enables creating multiple some cases , as stated above , the links may be directional . 
parser definitions that can successfully parse input data 300 For example , a payment link may have a direction associated 
having varying format or syntax and determine which prop with the payment , where one person object is a receiver of 
erty types should be used to transform input data 300 into a payment , and another person object is the payer of 
new or modified input data 303 . 25 payment . 

In an embodiment , the sources of input data 300 may In addition to visually showing relationships between the 
themselves be stored or made available . For example , a user data objects , the user interface may allow various other 
may provide a source document containing input data 300 manipulations . For example , the objects within database 209 
that is processed by parser 302 as described above . The may be searched using a search interface 450 ( e.g. , text 
source document may be stored in the database 209 and 30 string matching of object properties ) , inspected ( e.g. , prop 
associated with data objects 201 that are instantiated when erties and associated data viewed ) , filtered ( e.g. , narrowing 
parsing the source document . The source document may be the universe of objects into sets and subsets by properties or 
made available when accessing data objects 201 associated relationships ) , and statistically aggregated ( e.g. , numerically 
with it , e.g. , via the graphical user interface described below . summarized based on summarization criteria ) , among other 
In another embodiment , a user may provide a reference to a 35 operations and visualizations . As a further example , the 
source document , such as a uniform resource locator ( URL ) objects within database 209 may be associated with source 
or an Application Programming Interface ( API ) call that documents , as described above , and the source documents 
provides access to the source document . The reference may may be inspected or exported when viewing associated 
be utilized by the parser 302 to access and parse the source objects . In some embodiments , selecting a source document 
document , and may be associated with data objects 201 that 40 for inspection may cause display of a separate user interface 
are instantiated when parsing the source document . In still ( e.g. , in a separate window , document viewer , browser , or 
another embodiment , an API may be provided that allows other application ) . 
sources of input data 300 to provide their data in a specified Example User Interfaces 
format . With reference now to FIGS . 5A - 5F , examples of user 
The properties , objects , and links ( e.g. relationships ) 45 interfaces 500a - f for presentation of chronology information 

between the objects can be visualized using a graphical user will be described . FIGS . 5A - 5F depict simplified interfaces 
interface ( GUI ) . For example , FIG . 4 displays a user inter for purposes of illustration , and user interfaces 500a - f may 
face showing a graph representation 403 of relationships have more or fewer components within the scope of the 
( including relationships and / or links 404 , 405 , 406 , 407 , present disclosure . As non - limiting examples , user inter 
408 , 409 , 410 , 411 , 412 , and 413 ) between the data objects 50 faces 500 may be implemented as a web page displayed via 
( including data objects 421 , 422 , 423 , 424 , 425 , 426 , 427 , a web browser , or as an application executing on a tablet , 
428 , and 429 ) that are represented as nodes in the example mobile , or other computing device , such as the electronic 
of FIG . 4. In this embodiment , the data objects include device 100 and display 112 of FIG . 1 . 
person objects 421 , 422 , 423 , 424 , 425 , and 426 ; a flight Turning now to FIG . 5A , the illustrated user interface 
object 427 ; a financial account 428 ; and a computer object 55 500a includes a timeline interface 502. The timeline inter 
429. In this example , each person node ( associated with face 502 includes timeline 504 , which displays event icons 
person data objects ) , flight node ( associated with flight data 506-520 in chronological order . In some embodiments time 
objects ) , financial account node ( associated with financial line 504 may be interactive , such that inputs received from 
account data objects ) , and computer node ( associated with a touchscreen or input device cause the timeline to scroll , 
computer data objects ) may have relationships and / or links 60 zoom , or change the amount of detail displayed with regard 
with any of the other nodes through , for example , other to the event icons 506-520 . 
objects such as payment objects . Event icons 506-520 correspond to a set of events ( e.g. , 

For example , in FIG . 4 , relationship 404 is based on a representing data objects of the type " event " and / or repre 
payment associated with the individuals indicated in person senting relationships among data objects , as described 
data objects 421 and 423. The link 404 represents these 65 above ) that are relevant to an investigation or analysis . In 
shared payments ( for example , the individual associated some embodiments , some or all of the relevant events may 
with data object 421 may have paid the individual associated be obtained or determined based on criteria , such as events 
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associated with a particular source , activity , participant , or performed by participant WC , and a blue - green “ telephone " 
other attribute . In other embodiments , the events displayed symbol indicates a phone call between participants WC and 
in the timeline interface 502 may be identified via inputs DD . 
received from a touchscreen or input device . For example , In FIG . 5A , event 508 is displayed in a minimized format 
input indicating that button 522 has been tapped or clicked 5 that does not include an event icon . Illustratively , timeline 
may cause display of a separate interface for adding an event interface 502 may display events in a minimized format to 
to the timeline . In further embodiments , timeline interface conserve space . In some embodiments , certain events in the 
502 or list interface 552 may be responsive to drag - and - drop timeline may be identified as key events , and the timeline 
input , such that dragging and dropping an event onto the interface 502 may display only the key events in the larger 
timeline interface 502 or list interface 552 causes the event 10 format . Key events may be identified , for example , accord 
to be added to the set of relevant events and an additional ing to specified criteria , via inputs obtained via the user 

interface 500 , or combinations thereof . In further embodi event icon to be added to the timeline 504. For example , in ments , a number of minimized formats may be utilized , and some embodiments data objects may be dragged from one a particular minimized format may be selected based on , for user interface ( such as a user interface similar to the user 15 example , the number of events on the timeline 504 , the interface of FIG . 4 ) to another user interface ( such as the scope of the timeline 504 , the size of the display , or other 
user interface of FIG . 5A ) to add an event corresponding to factors . 
the dragged data object to the set of events . In some embodiments , the appearance or format of event 

In the illustrated example , the events for which icons icons 506-520 may be modified or customized . For example , 
506-520 are displayed relate to insider trading . Such events 20 events may be color - coded according to event type , partici 
may be identified , for example , based on keyword criteria pants , source , or other criteria . Event icons 506-520 may 
( e.g. , a common company or stock symbol ) or participant further be customized to display different icon shapes or 
criteria g . , participants WC and DD ) within a relevant symbols , or to display annotations or other attributes asso 
timeframe . Although insider trading events are depicted for ciated with some or all of the events . 
purposes of example , the present disclosure is not limited to 25 The illustrated user interface 500a further includes a list 
a particular type of investigation or analysis . As non - limiting interface 552. The list interface 552 displays the set of 
examples , a chronology user interface may be used to relevant events 506-520 in a list format . In the depicted 
analyze and present events related to law enforcement embodiment , non - limiting examples of various event attri 
( criminal investigations , prosecutions , defenses , anti - money butes are displayed in columns 554-564 . For example , 
laundering investigations , investigations into events leading 30 column 554 contains an event type or category , such as an 

email message , phone call , or stock trade . The event cat up to use of a weapon ( e.g. , by a law enforcement officer ) , 
etc. ) , cybersecurity , finance ( stock portfolios , loans , etc. ) , egories displayed in column 554 may correspond to event 

icons displayed in the timeline interface 502. As a further health issues ( treatment plans , clinical drug trials , disease 
vectors , etc. ) , public safety , product marketing , anti - bribery 35 ated with the event , which may correspond to the position of example , column 556 contains a date or date range associ 
workflows , cyber fraud detection , cyber breach detection , events in the timeline interface 502. The timeline interface triage and analysis , investigations into consumer churn and 502 may not display corr orresponding information for all 
retention ( e.g. , macro analysis ( e.g. , all customers ) , micro columns in the list interface 552. In FIG . 5A , the title column 
analysis ( e.g. , customer specific ) , analysis of events / trends 558 , participant column 560 , keywords column 562 , and 
that lead to a customer ( or group ) adopting or leaving 40 notes column 564 are examples of event attributes that may 
products , buying more products , etc. ) , and / or other events not be displayed in the timeline interface . In some embodi 
that may be presented and analyzed chronologically . ments , columns of the list interface 552 may be selectable , 

Events 506-520 may correspond to various event catego and selection of a column may cause the selected attribute to 
ries or types , and may be displayed in the timeline interface be displayed or highlighted in the timeline interface 502 . 
502 accordingly . As a non - limiting example , event 506 may 45 The list interface 552 further includes event rows 566 
correspond to transmission or receipt of an email message , 574 , which correspond to event icons 506-514 in the time 
and may accordingly be presented in the timeline interface line interface 502. The list interface 552 may be scrollable , 
502 with a “ mail ” symbol or other designation . As further and input to the list interface 552 may cause , for example , 
non - limiting examples , events 512 , 514 , and 520 may cor rows corresponding to event icons 516-520 to scroll into 
respond to financial transactions ( e.g. , stock trades ) occur- 50 view . In some embodiments , the list interface 552 may 
ring at the indicated times , events 508 and 512 may corre enable input or modification of event attributes that are 
spond to telephone calls , and event 516 may correspond to modifiable , such as keywords , notes , or other attributes 
a document ( e.g. , an earnings report or press release ) that associated with the event . Other attributes , such as the date 
was issued on the date and time indicated by the line and participants in a phone call or other events , may not be 
connecting event 516 to the timeline 504. In various embodi- 55 modifiable . 
ments , some or all of events 506-520 may be labeled With reference now to FIG . 5B , an example interface 
according to an event category , participant , source , keyword , 500b for selecting displayed events and adding related 
annotation , or other attribute . In some embodiments , event events to the chronology will be described . Interface 500b 
labels or icons may be selected in response to input . For may be displayed , for example , as a modification or update 
example , input may be received indicating that event par- 60 to interface 500a . Accordingly , only the elements of inter 
ticipants should be displayed as icons . Although a particular face 500b that differ relative to interface 500a will be 
embodiment is illustrated in FIGS . 5A - 5D , one skilled in the described . 
art will understand that aspects of the present disclosure In FIG . 5B , the timeline interface 502 has obtained a 
include various labels and representations . For example , selection input . The selection input is illustrated as a hand 
event icons may be displayed in color , with the icon indi- 65 cursor in the depicted embodiment , and indicates selection 
cating the event type and the colors indicating participants , of the event associated with event icon 510 of FIG . 5A . The 
such that a blue “ dollar sign ” symbol indicates a stock trade timeline interface 502 of FIG . 5B has accordingly updated 
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to display event icon 510 ' , highlighting the selection . timeline interface 502. That is , the stock trade associated 
Because row 570 of the list interface 552 of FIG . 5A also with event icons 514 and 514 ' is included in both the first set 
corresponds to the selected event , the list interface 552 has and the second set of events . Event icon 516 corresponds to 
updated to include row 570 ' , which highlights the selected a second stock trade during the airing of the television 
event in the list . In some embodiments , events associated 5 program . 
with audio or video , such as the telephone call event In some embodiments , interface 500c includes a second 
associated with event icon 512 , may present the associated list interface 552 ' , which includes columns 554 ' - 560 ' and 
audio or video , or may present user interface controls for event rows 582 , 574 ' , and 586. Event rows 582 , 574 ' and 586 
accessing the audio or video , when the corresponding event correspond to the events associated with icons 532 , 514 ' , and 
is selected in the timeline interface 502 or list interface 552. 10 516 respectively , and row 574 ' in the second list interface 

Selected row 570 ' further includes a list of related events 552 ' corresponds to row 574 in the first list interface 552. In 
576. As described in more detail below , the chronology other embodiments , a single list interface 552 may include 
system may identify one or more events related to the events from both timelines 502 and 502 ' . Illustratively , a 
selected event . Events may be identified as being related to single list interface 552 may display the events of the first 
the selected event , for example , by having common attri- 15 timeline 502 distinctly from the events of the second time 
butes . For example , a selected event may be a telephone call line 502 ' , using elements such as colors , icons , fonts , and the 
between parties X and Y at a particular date and time , and like to visually distinguish between the event sets . 
the related events may be other telephone calls between X Illustratively , interface 500c may be utilized to compare 
and Y at other times . In FIG . 5B , the list of related events timelines created by different analysts , to assess whether 
576 includes rows 578a and 578b , each of which contains 20 events from a first and second timeline should be combined 
the attributes of a related event . Event rows 578a and 5786 into a single timeline , to compare two potential timelines of 
also include buttons 580a and 580b for viewing additional events ( e.g. , compare two different theories of a case or 
information regarding the respective event , and buttons present counterarguments to a theory ) , and / or the like . In 
582a and 582b for adding the event to the chronology . some embodiments , interface 500c may include controls or 

In some embodiments , interface 500b may include con- 25 other user interface elements to facilitate merging two or 
trols for modifying or customizing the appearance of a more timelines , and may further assign attributes to timeline 
selected event icon , as described above . For example , the events based on , for example , the original source or creator 
timeline interface 502 may display controls for annotating of the timeline . For example , interface 500c may generate a 
the selected event , and may display an annotation for the merged timeline that highlights each event according to 
selected event icon 510 ' . As a further example , the list 30 whether the event was originally included in the first time 
interface 552 may display controls for editing the modifiable line , the second timeline , or both timelines . 
attributes of a selected event . With reference now to FIG . 5D , an example interface 

FIG . 5C depicts an example interface 500c for comparing 500d for displaying historical data will be described . Inter 
timelines . Interface 500c may be displayed , for example , as face 500d may be displayed , for example , as a modification 
a modification or update to interface 500a . Accordingly , 35 or update to interface 500a . Accordingly , only the elements 
only the elements of interface 500c that differ relative to of interface 500d that differ relative to interface 500a will be 
interface 500a will be described . described . 

Interface 500c includes a second timeline interface 502 ' , Interface 500d includes an historical interface 592 for 
which displays a second set of event icons 532 , 514 ' , and 536 displaying and interacting with historical data — that is , data 
relative to the timeline 504 presented by timeline interface 40 associated with times displayed on the timeline 504. In the 
502. For example , in the embodiment illustrated in FIG . 5C , illustrated embodiment , the historical interface 592 displays 
the first timeline interface 502 is displayed above the time historical stock prices 594 and trading volumes 596 for 
line 504 and the second timeline interface 502 ' is displayed Acme , Inc. stock , which is the stock that was traded in 
below the timeline 504 , which is common to both interfaces . events 510 , 514 , and 520. As other , non - limiting examples , 
In other embodiments ( not depicted in FIG . 5C ) , the second 45 the historical interface 592 may display data such as health 
timeline interface 502 ' may overlap the first timeline inter statistics , account balances , sales volumes , or other data that 
face 502. For example , the second set of event icons 532 , varies over time and in relation to the set of relevant events . 
514 ' , and 536 may be displayed using a different color , In some embodiments , selection of an event in the time 
shape , font , size , style , or otherwise distinguished from the line interface 502 or list interface 552 may cause an update 
first set of event icons 506-520 . In further embodiments , the 50 to the historical interface 592. For example , selecting event 
second timeline interface 502 ' may include its own timeline icon 516 may highlight trading volumes or stock prices on 
504 ' rather than sharing a common timeline 504 with the first the associated date . Selection of a particular date in the 
timeline interface 502 . historical interface 592 may further cause display of an 

Event icons 532 , 514 ' , and 536 correspond to a second set event selection interface , as described above with reference 
of events . The second set of events may be relevant to the 55 to FIG . 5B , that displays events within an interval of the 
same investigation or analysis as the first set of events , or in selected date and time , and that provides controls for view 
some embodiments may represent an alternative theory of ing these events or for adding these events to the set of 
the case . In the embodiment illustrated in FIG . 5C , the first relevant events . 
timeline interface 502 includes a series of events suggestive FIG . 5E depicts an example interface 500e for displaying 
of insider trading , and the second timeline interface 502 ' 60 event participant timelines . Interface 500e may be displayed , 
presents an alternate set of events that suggest trading based for example , as a variation or alternative to interface 500a . 
on publicly available information . For example , event icon Accordingly , only the elements of interface 500e that differ 
532 , displaying a “ television ” symbol , corresponds to a relative to interface 500a will be described . 
television program airing at the time indicated by its position Interface 500e includes participant timelines 524 and 526 
on the timeline 504. Event icon 514 ' corresponds to a stock 65 within its timeline interface 502. Participant timeline 524 
trade that occurred during the airing of the television pro includes event icons 506 , 508 , 510 , 512 , all of which 
gram , and further corresponds to event icon 514 of the first correspond to events that include “ WC ” as a participant . 
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Participant timeline 526 includes event icons 506 , 508 , 512 , ing an application associated with the data object ( e.g. , 
and 514 , all of which correspond to events that include generate a user interface similar to the user interface of FIG . 
“ DD ” as a participant . Events having multiple participants , 4 ) . In various implementations , the user may manually link 
such as the telephone call corresponding to event icon 508 , an event to a data object , the user may manually enter an 
display a connection between the participants . The timeline 5 event ( including its associated properties / attributes ) , the user 
504 further includes event 516 , which does not have any may manually cause an event to be added via selection of a 
participants and accordingly is not included on either of the data object , the system many automatically add events participant timelines 524 and 526 . associated with data objects , and / or the like . Interface 500e may display more or fewer participant In some implementations , multiple users may collaborate timelines within the scope of the present disclosure . For 10 with one another via chronology user interfaces . For example , interface 500e may display three participant time 
lines and include events with three participants , or may example , two users , via two different computing devices , 
display a single participant timeline in response to , e.g. , may view a same chronology , and / or events associated with 
input selecting the participant . In some embodiments , par a same chronology . Either user may , for example , reorder or 
ticipants may be added or removed from the timeline 15 edit events and / or properties associated with events ( e.g. , a 
interface 502 based on received inputs . As a non - limiting user may add comments or keywords to , or otherwise 
example , the interface 500e may display a single participant annotate , an event ) . In response the system may automati 
timeline for X , which includes an email exchange between cally propagate those changes to the user interface of the 
X , Y and Z. Selecting the email event may thus cause other user , such that the events viewed by either collabo 
generation and / or display of participant timelines for Y and 20 rating user may be updated automatically . 
Z. In some implementations , access to a chronology may be 

FIG . 5F depicts an example interface 500f that combines controlled . For example , a password may be required to 
elements of the timeline interface 502 and the list interface access the chronology , or an access control list ( ACL ) may 
552. The timeline 504 of FIG . 5F is displayed vertically as be used . An ACL is a set of one or more permissions that 
a calendar rather than horizontally as a line , and entries in 25 govern use ( e.g. , read access , write access , etc. ) of the 
the list interface 552 are spaced according to their positions associated chronologies , or that govern use of individual 
in the calendar . In some embodiments , the timeline interface rows or events within a chronology . For example , a permis 
of FIG . 502 may be interactive , such that “ zooming in ” on sion may specify a set of one or more trustees ( e.g. , a user ) the calendar may cause display of a shorter time interval and and one or more use rights ( e.g. , read access , write access , allow , e.g. , viewing of timelines at the daily or hourly level . 30 etc. ) of those trustees with respect to the associated chro Chronology user interfaces 500a - f are non - limiting nology . As another example , a permission may specify a examples , and the present disclosure encompasses further 
variations that are not illustrated in the drawings . As an minimum security classification level ( e.g. , unclassified , 
example , a timeline interface 502 may display a different set secret , top secret , or a particular job title or position ) such 
of events than the associated list interface 552 , or one 35 that only users that possess the minimum security classifi 
interface may display a subset of the events displayed in the cation level can use ( e.g. , read , write , etc. ) rows or events in 
other interface . As a further example , events corresponding a chronology that involve a particular subject or that origi 
to a date or time range may be displayed as blocks or ranges nate from a particular source . 
within the timeline interface . Further , various features of the In some implementations , the user interfaces may include 
various user interfaces 500a - f described above may be 40 one or more search user interface elements or search user 
combined in various ways . interfaces by which the user may search or filter events ( e.g. , 

In various embodiments , one or more of the user inter using keywords ) . For example , the user may specify certain 
faces 500a - f described above may include various additional terms , and any event that is associated with that term ( e.g. , 
features . includes the term in an annotation or other property ) may be 

In some embodiments , events ( as displayed in the 45 displayed to the user in a results list , or the user interface 
example user interfaces described above ) may be stored in may be updated to only display events ( in the list and / or 
an optimized database and / or table , which may be separate timeline ) that are associated with that term . 
from the database 209 , for example . For example , when a In some implementations , events displayed in a user 
data object is added to a timeline / list of a chronology user interface may be linked to an original source ( e.g. , a source 
interface , certain properties / attributes associated with that 50 of the information associated with the event , a data object 
data object may be extracted and stored in the optimized associated with the event , etc. ) such that any changes to that 
database in association with the event that is added to the original source may be automatically updated and reflected 
user interface . Advantageously , some properties associated in the user interface . For example , new information may 
with a data object may not be relevant to the display of the become available indicating a change to a time or date 
event in a chronology user interface , and thus may not be 55 associated with an event . Accordingly , the system may 
stored in the optimized database . Thus , when the chronology determine that this change has been made , and automatically 
user interface is generated based on events stored in the update the user interface to indicate the change . For 
optimized database , fewer properties of the events may need example , the event may move on the timeline , or the list may 
to be read ( speeding up accessing and processing time ) , and be reordered . The user may be notified of the change via an 
the stored information may be less than with the full data 60 indication in the user interface , and / or an alert may be sent 
objects were stored . to the user , as described below . 

In some implementations , such events stored in an opti Additional examples of user interfaces and user interface 
mized database may include links back to the respective data features , and system for generating user interfaces , as 
objects . Thus , via a chronology user interface ( such as one described herein , may be found in U.S. patent application 
or more of the user interfaces 500a - ) , the user may select to 65 Ser . No. 14 / 841,338 , filed Aug. 31 , 2015 , and titled " SYS 
view the data object associated with the event , and the TEM FOR PROVIDING DYNAMIC LINKED PANELS IN 
system may link to the data object by automatically execut USER INTERFACE , ” the entire disclosure of which is 
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hereby made part of this specification as if set forth fully other criteria . In some embodiments , the criteria may be 
herein and incorporated by reference for all purposes , for all inputs indicating selection of events . For example , the 
that it contains . criteria may be a series of drag - and - drop inputs or other 

Further examples of user interfaces and user interface inputs indicating that an event should be added to the 
features , and systems for generating user interfaces with 5 timeline . At block 606 , a set of relevant events may be 
timelines and linking data objects may be found in U.S. identified based on the criteria obtained at block 604 . 
patent application Ser . No. 14 / 670,089 , filed Mar. 26 , 2015 , At block 608 , a timeline interface , such as the timeline 
and titled “ TEMPORAL REPRESENTATION OF STRUC interface 502 as described above , may be generated for 
TURED INFORMATION IN AN OBJECT MODEL , ” the display . Illustratively , the set of relevant events obtained at 
entire disclosure of which is hereby made part of this 10 block 606 may be organized into a timeline according to 
specification as if set forth fully herein and incorporated by their date and time attributes , and may be displayed as icons 
reference for all purposes , for all that it contains . or symbols on the timeline as described above . At block 610 

Additional examples of Access Control Lists and ACL a list interface , such as the list interface 552 , may be 
features , and systems for generating ACLs as described generated for display . One skilled in the art will appreciate 
herein , may be found in U.S. Pat . No. 8,527,461 entitled 15 that blocks 608 and 610 may be carried out independently of 
“ CROSS - ACL MULTI - MASTER REPLICATION ” filed each other , and that the blocks may be carried out in parallel 
Nov. 27 , 2012 , U.S. Pat . No. 8,688,749 entitled “ CROSS or in any order . At block 612 , the timeline and list interfaces 
ONTOLOGY MULTI - MASTER REPLICATION ” filed may be displayed . 
Mar. 31 , 2011 , U.S. Pat . No. 9,081,975 entitled “ SHARING In some embodiments , blocks 604-612 may be carried out 
INFORMATION BETWEEN NEXUSES THAT USE DIF- 20 repeatedly to generate updated timeline interfaces and list 
FERENT CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES FOR INFOR interfaces , or to generate additional timeline interfaces and 
MATION ACCESS CONTROL ” filed Oct. 22 , 2012 , and list interfaces for display , as described above with reference 
U.S. Pat . No. 8,838,538 entitled “ TECHNIQUES FOR to FIGS . 5B and 5C . 
REPLICATING CHANGES TO ACCESS CONTROL With reference now to FIG . 7 , an example routine 700 for 
LISTS ON INVESTIGATIVE ANALYSIS DATA ” filed Jul . 25 processing related events will be described . At block 702 , 
31 , 2013 , the entire disclosure of each of which is hereby event may be obtained . For example , an event may be 
made part of this specification as if set forth fully herein and obtained based on input indicating a selection in the timeline 
incorporated by reference for all purposes , for all that it interface 502 or the list interface 552 . 
contains . At block 704 , a set of related events may be determined . 

Additional examples of user interfaces and user interface 30 Illustratively , the set of related events may be determined 
features , similar to those described herein , may be found in based on further input , such as a request to display other 
Appendix A of U.S. Provisional Application No. 62/272 , telephone calls made within a specified timeframe of a 
52 the entire disclosure of which is hereby made part of selected telephone call event . In some embodin nts , the set 
this specification as if set forth fully herein and incorporated of related events may be determined automatically . For 
by reference for all purposes , for all that it contains . 35 example , the set of relevant events may be analyzed to 

In reference to Appendix A of U.S. Provisional Applica determine the relevance of a particular selected event , based 
tion No. 62 / 272,526 , pages 2-12 illustrate examples of on attributes or other criteria that the relevant events have in 
alternative designs of user interfaces similar to those common . Events may be identified as potentially related if 
described above . Pages 13-17 illustrate examples of alter they are tagged with a certain keyword ( such as “ Acme , 
native user interface designs and / or exported documents 40 Inc. ” in the examples above ) , involve certain participants , or 
( e.g. , exports of the chronology user interfaces ) similar to occur relatively closely in time to events in the set of 
the user interfaces described above . Pages 18-110 illustrate relevant events . The analysis may further consider key 
additional examples of alternative designs and functionality events in the timeline as indications of greater relevance . For 
of user interfaces similar to those described above . example , stock trades that occur just before an earnings 
Example Methods / Routines 45 report may be identified as potentially related to the set of 
With reference now to FIG . 6 , an example routine 600 for relevant events . In some embodiments , machine learning 

generation of a chronological interface will be described . At may be used to refine the automatic identification of related 
block 602 , a set of events may be obtained . The set of events events based on previous manual selections of related 
may illustratively include thousands or millions of events , events . For example , weighting factors may be applied to 
only a portion of which may be relevant to an investigation 50 bias identification of related events in favor of events similar 
or analysis . For example , the set of events may include all to those selected for inclusion in the timeline and list 
stock trades carried out within a particular timeframe , a log interfaces . In some embodiments , the identified events may 
of all email messages sent or received , and so forth . Events be assigned a score or grade indicating a predicted likeli 
may illustratively be obtained from a data store , such as the hood of being related to the set of relevant events . 
database 209 described above with reference to FIG . 2 , and 55 At block 706 , a related event interface may be generated 
may correspond to data objects of a particular type ( e.g. , an for display , as described above with reference to FIG . 5B . At 
" event " type ) defined in an ontology 205. In some embodi block 708 , the related event interface may be displayed . 
ments , a link may be maintained between the obtained Thereafter , at decision block 710 , a determination may be 
events and their representations in the database 209. In other made that one or more of the related events should be added 
embodiments , one or more events may be obtained based on 60 to the set of relevant events . Illustratively , the determination 
input data , and may further be linked to corresponding data may be made based on input selecting a related event for 
objects in the database 209 . addition to the timeline , on scores or grades assigned to the 
At block 604 , criteria may be obtained for identifying a related events , or based on other criteria . If the determina 

set of relevant events within the larger set of events . For tion is that no related events should be added to the set , the 
example , the criteria may specify financial transactions 65 routine 700 ends . Otherwise , the routine 700 branches to 
involving certain participants , emails that include certain block 712 , where an updated timeline interface may be 
keywords , events on or about a particular date , or various generated that includes the newly added relevant event . At 
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block 714 , which may precede , follow , or be carried out in Depending on the embodiment , certain acts , events , or 
parallel with block 712 , a list interface may be generated that functions of any of the methods described herein can be 
includes the new relevant event . At block 716 , the updated performed in a different sequence , can be added , merged , or 
interfaces may be displayed , and thereafter the routine ends . left out altogether ( e.g. , not all described acts or events are 
In some embodiments , blocks 704-716 may be carried out 5 necessary for the practice of the algorithm ) . Moreover , in 
iteratively to update the list of related events after a modi certain embodiments , acts or events can be performed con 
fication to the set of relevant events . currently , e.g. , through multi - threaded processing , interrupt 

In some embodiments , an alert and / or notification may be processing , or multiple processors or processor cores or on 
automatically generated when data objects are updated , in other parallel architectures , rather than sequentially . 
response to changes to one or more events , in response to The various illustrative logical blocks , modules and 

method elements described in connection with the embodi various changes in user interfaces , and / or the like , and the ments disclosed herein can be implemented as electronic alert may be transmitted to the device operated by the entity hardware , computer software or combinations of both . To associated with the alert and / or notification . The alert and / or clearly illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and notification can be transmitted at the time that the alert 15 software , various illustrative components , blocks , modules and / or notification is generated or at some determined time and steps have been described above generally in terms of after generation of the alert and / or notification . When their functionality . Whether such functionality is imple 
received by the device , the alert and / or notification can cause mented as hardware or software depends upon the particular 
the device to display the alert and / or notification via the application and design constraints imposed on the overall 
activation of an application on the device ( e.g. , a browser , a 20 system . The described functionality can be implemented in 
mobile application , etc. ) . For example , receipt of the alert varying ways for each particular application , but such imple 
and / or notification may automatically activate an application mentation decisions should not be interpreted as causing a 

the device , such as a messaging application ( e.g. , SMS departure from the scope of the disclosure . 
MMS messaging application ) , a standalone application ( e.g. , The various illustrative logical blocks and modules 
a chronology application ) , or a browser , for example , and 25 described in connection with the embodiments disclosed 
display information included in the alert and / or notification . herein can be implemented or performed by a machine , such 
If the device is offline when the alert and / or notification is as a general purpose processor , a digital signal processor 
transmitted , the application may be automatically activated ( DSP ) , an application specific integrated circuit ( ASIC ) , a 
when the device is online such that the alert and / or notifi field programmable gate array ( FPGA ) or other program 
cation is displayed . As another example , receipt of the alert 30 mable logic device , discrete gate or transistor logic , discrete 
and / or notification may cause a browser to open and be hardware components , or any combination thereof designed 
redirected to a login page generated by the chronology to perform the functions described herein . A general purpose 
system so that the entity can log in to the chronology system processor can be a microprocessor , but in the alternative , the 
and view the alert and / or notification . Alternatively , the alert processor can be a controller , microcontroller , or state 
and / or notification may include a URL of a webpage ( or 35 machine , combinations of the same , or the like . A processor 
other online information ) associated with the alert and / or can also be implemented as a combination of computing 
notification , such that when the device ( e.g. , a mobile devices , e.g. , a combination of a DSP and a microprocessor , 
device ) receives the alert , a browser ( or other application ) is a plurality of microprocessors , one or more microprocessors 
automatically activated and the URL included in the alert in conjunction with a DSP core , or any other such configu 
and / or notification is accessed via the Internet . Alerts may 40 ration . 
include , for example , notifications to a user regarding a The elements of a method , process , or algorithm 
change to an event ( e.g. , by another user that is collaborating described in connection with the embodiments disclosed 
with the user ) , notifications to a user regarding new data herein can be embodied directly in hardware , in a software 
objects that represent events related to events in a chronol module executed by a processor , or in a combination of the 
ogy , and / or the like . 45 two . A software module can reside in RAM memory , flash 

memory , ROM memory , EPROM memory , EEPROM 
Additional Embodiments memory , registers , hard disk , a removable disk , a CD - ROM 

or any other form of computer - readable storage medium 
Embodiments of the present disclosure have been known in the art . A storage medium can be coupled to the 

described herein with reference to numerous specific details 50 processor such that the processor can read information from , 
that can vary from implementation to implementation . Cer and write information to , the storage medium . In the alter 
tain adaptations and modifications of the described embodi native , the storage medium can be integral to the processor . 
ments can be made . Other embodiments can be apparent to The processor and the storage medium can reside in an 
those skilled in the art from consideration of the specifica ASIC . The ASIC can reside in a user terminal . In the 
tion and practice of the embodiments disclosed herein . It is 55 alternative , the processor and the storage medium can reside 
intended that the specification and examples be considered as discrete components in a user terminal . 
as example only , with a true scope and spirit of the present Conditional language used herein , such as , among others , 
disclosure being indicated by the following claims . It is also “ can , ” “ might , ” “ may , ” “ e.g. " and the like , unless specifi 
intended that the sequence of steps shown in figures are only cally stated otherwise , or otherwise understood within the 
for illustrative purposes and are not intended to be limited to 60 context as used , is generally intended to convey that certain 
any particular sequence of steps . As such , it is appreciated embodiments include , while other embodiments do not 
that these steps can be performed in a different order while include , certain features , elements and / or states . Thus , such 
implementing the example methods or processes disclosed conditional language is not generally intended to imply that 
herein . Further , the inventions illustratively disclosed herein features , elements and / or states are in any way required for 
suitably may be practiced in the absence of any element or 65 one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
aspect which is not specifically disclosed herein , such as necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without 
without . author input or prompting , whether these features , elements 
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and / or states are included or are to be performed in any event , that a second set of events within the set of 
particular embodiment . The terms “ comprising , ” “ includ relevant events are key events ; 
ing , ” “ having , ” “ involving ” and the like are synonymous generate for display a user interface based at least in 
and are used inclusively , in an open - ended fashion , and do part on the set of relevant events and corresponding 
not exclude additional elements , features , acts , operations 5 event attributes , the user interface comprising : 
and so forth . For example , a general purpose computer a timeline interface for display of a timeline , wherein comprising one or more processors should not be interpreted positions of individual relevant events within the as excluding other computer components , and may possibly timeline interface are determined based at least in include such components as memory , input / output devices , part on respective event timestamps , and wherein and / or network interfaces , among others . Also , the term “ or ” 10 the timeline interface displays the first and second is used in its inclusive sense ( and not in its exclusive sense ) sets of events as key events , so that when used , for example , to connect a list of elements , wherein the timeline is displayed as a horizontal the term “ or ” means one , some or all of the elements in the 
list . line , 

Disjunctive language such as the phrase “ at least one of X , 15 wherein key events are displayed as icons offset 
Y or Z , ” unless specifically stated otherwise , is otherwise from the horizontal line and connected to the 
understood with the context as used in general to present that horizontal line at positions corresponding to the 
an item , term , etc. , may be either X , Y or Z , or any event timestamps , 
combination thereof ( e.g. , X , Y and / or Z ) . Thus , such wherein the first set of events is displayed above 
disjunctive language is not generally intended to , and should 20 the timeline and the second set of events is 
not , imply that certain embodiments require at least one of displayed below the timeline , and 
X , at least one of Y or at least one of Z to each be present . wherein the key event icons comprise indications 
Unless otherwise explicitly stated , articles such as “ a ” or of event type ; and 

“ an ” should generally be interpreted to include one or more a list interface for display of the set of relevant 
described items . Accordingly , phrases such as “ a device 25 events , wherein each row in the list interface 
configured to ” are intended to include one or more recited corresponds to a respective event of the plurality 
devices . Such one or more recited devices can also be of events , and wherein information corresponding 
collectively configured to carry out the stated recitations . to the event is displayed in columns ; 
For example , " a processor configured to carry out recitations cause display of the user interface ; and 
A , B and C ” can include a first processor configured to carry 30 display , in response to a user selection of an event icon , 
out recitation A working in conjunction with a second a highlighted row corresponding to an event and 
processor configured to carry out recitations B and C. comprising one or more related events not displayed 

The term " comprising ” as used herein should be given an on the tim ne , wherein each of the one or more 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , related events is determined to be related based on 
a general purpose computer comprising one or more pro- 35 having one or more event attributes in common with 
cessors should not be interpreted as excluding other com the highlighted event . 
puter components , and may possibly include such compo 2. The system of claim 1 , wherein each related event has 
nents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network a different timestamp than the highlighted event . 
interfaces , among others . 3. The system of claim 1 , wherein the first attribute of the 
While the above detailed description has shown , 40 at least one event of the plurality of events comprises an 

described , and pointed out novel features as applied to event timestamp . 
various embodiments , it will be understood that various 4. The system of claim 1 , wherein the processor is further 
omissions , substitutions , and changes in the form and details configured to determine the one or more related events . 
of the devices or algorithms illustrated can be made without 5. The system of claim 1 , wherein the processor is further 
departing from the spirit of the disclosure . As will be 45 configured to : 
recognized , certain embodiments described herein can be obtain input indicating that a related event should be 
embodied within a form that does not provide all of the added to the set of relevant events ; 
features and benefits set forth herein , as some features can generate for display an update to the user interface , the 
be used or practiced separately from others . All changes update comprising : 
which come within the meaning and range of equivalency of 50 display of the related event within the timeline inter 
the claims are to be embraced within their scope . face ; and 
What is claimed is : display of the related event within the list interface ; and 
1. A system comprising : cause display of the update to the user interface . 
a data store configured to store computer - executable 6. The system of claim 1 , wherein the set of relevant 

instructions ; and 55 events is a first set of relevant events , and wherein the 
a processor , wherein the computer - executable instruc processor is further configured to determine a second set of 

tions , when executed , configure the processor to : relevant events within the plurality of events . 
obtain a plurality of events ; 7. The system of claim 6 , wherein the key events are 
determine , based at least in part on a first criterion displayed as icons above the horizontal line , and wherein 

associated with a first attribute of at least one event 60 one or more events from the second set of relevant events are 
of the plurality of events , a set of relevant events displayed as icons below the horizontal line . 
within the plurality of events ; 8. The system of claim 6 , wherein the first set of relevant 

determine , based at least in part on the first criterion , events and the second set of relevant events have at least one 
that a first set of events within the set of relevant event in common . 
events are key events ; 9. A computer - implemented method comprising : 

determine , based at least in part on a second criterion determining , based at least in part on a first criterion , a set 
associated with a second attribute of the at least one of relevant events within a plurality of events ; 
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determining , based at least in part on a second criterion , generating for display a further updated user interface 
a first set of key events within the set of relevant events ; comprising : 

determining , based at least in part on a third criterion , a an event icon in the timeline interface corresponding to 
second set of key events within the set of relevant the first event ; and 
events ; a row in the list interface corresponding to the first 

generating for display a user interface based at least in event . 
part on the set of relevant events , the user interface 16. The computer - implemented method of claim 15 , comprising : wherein the set of relevant events includes the first event . a timeline interface for display of a timeline , the 17. A non - transitory computer - readable storage medium timeline interface comprising : 

a timeline displayed as a horizontal line ; and including computer - executable instructions that , when 
executed by a processor , configure the processor to : a first one or more key events from the first set of key 

events , each of the first one or more key events determine , based at least in part on a first criterion , a set 
displayed above the timeline as a respective event of relevant events within a plurality of events ; 
icon offset from the horizontal line and connected 15 determine , based at least in part on a second criterion , a 
to the line at a position determined based at least first set of key events within the set of relevant events ; 
in part on a timestamp associated with the key determine , based at least in part on a third criterion , a 
event , wherein the event icon indicates a type of second set of key events within the set of relevant 
the key event ; events ; 

a second one or more key events from the second set 20 cause display of a user interface based at least in part on 
of key events , each of the second one or more key the set of relevant events , the user interface comprising : 
events displayed below the timeline as a respec a timeline interface comprising : 
tive event icon offset from the horizontal line and a timeline displayed a horizontal line ; and 
connected to the line at a position determined a first one or more key events from the first set of key 
based at least in part on a timestamp associated 25 events , each of the first one or more key events 
with the key event , wherein the event icon indi displayed above the timeline as a respective event 
cates a type of the key event ; and icon offset from the horizontal line and displayed 

a list interface for display of the set of relevant events , at a position determined based at least in part on the list interface comprising : a timestamp associated with the key event , one or more rows , each of the one or more rows 30 wherein the event icon displays an attribute of the corresponding to a respective event of the set of key event ; relevant events ; and a second one or more key events from the second set one or more columns , each of the one or more 
columns corresponding to a respective event attri of key events , each of the second one or more key 
bute ; events displayed below the timeline as a respec 

tive event icon offset from the horizontal line and causing display of the user interface ; and 
in response to a user selection of an event icon , generating displayed at a position determined based at least in 

for display an updated user interface comprising : part on a timestamp associated with the key event , 
a highlighted event icon in the timeline interface cor wherein the event icon displays an attribute of the 
responding to the selected event icon ; and key event ; and 

a highlighted row in the list interface corresponding to a list interface comprising : 
the selected event icon , the highlighted row com one or more rows , each of the one or more rows 
prising one or more related events not displayed in corresponding to a respective event of the set of 

relevant events ; and the timeline interface , wherein each of the one or 
more related events is determined to be related based 45 one or more columns , each of the one or more 
at least in part on having an event attribute in columns corresponding to a respective event attri 
common with the highlighted event . bute ; and 

10. The computer - implemented method of claim 9 , in response to a user selection , generating for display an 
wherein the first criterion is associated with an event attri updated user interface comprising : 
bute of at least one event of the plurality of events . a highlighted event icon in the timeline interface ; and 

11. The computer - implemented method of claim 9 , a highlighted row in the list interface corresponding to 
wherein each of the set of relevant events is associated with the highlighted event icon , the highlighted row com 
a respective timestamp . prising one or more related events not displayed in 

the timeline interface . 12. The computer - implemented method of claim 9 further 
comprising causing display of the updated user interface . 18. The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 

13. The computer - implemented method of claim 9 further claim 17 , wherein the user selection comprises selection of 
an event icon in the timeline interface or selection of a row comprising determining the one or more related events . in the list interface . 14. The computer - implemented method of claim 9 , 

wherein the event attribute in common with the highlighted 19. The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 18 , wherein the highlighted event icon corresponds to event comprises an event participant , event source , event 60 the selected event icon . type , event annotation , or event timestamp . 

15. The computer - implemented method of claim 9 further 20. The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
comprising : claim 17 , wherein the processor is further configured to 

receiving user input indicating that a first event should be generate the user interface . 
added to the first set of key events ; 
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FEDERATED SEARCH OF MULTIPLE FIG . 10 is a flow diagram that depicts an approach for 
SOURCES WITH CONFLICT RESOLUTION synchronizing changes to data . 

FIG . 11 depicts a computer system upon which an 
RELATED APPLICATION embodiment may be implemented . 

While each of the drawing figures depicts a particular 
This application claims the benefit as a Continuation of embodiment for purposes of depicting a clear example , other 

application Ser . No. 14 / 676,621 , entitled “ Federated Search embodiments may omit , add to , reorder , and / or modify any 
of Multiple Sources with Conflict Resolution , ” filed Apr. 1 , of the elements shown in the drawing figures . For purposes 
2015 , the entire contents of which is hereby incorporated by of depicting clear examples , one or more figures may be 
reference as if fully set forth herein , under 35 U.S.C. § 120. 10 described with reference to one or more other figures , but 
The applicants hereby rescind any disclaimer of claim scope using the particular arrangement depicted in the one or more 
in the parent application or the prosecution history thereof other figures is not required in other embodiments . Modi 
and advise the USPTO that the claims in this application fiers such as “ first ” , “ second ” , and “ third ” may be used to 
may be broader than any claim in the parent application . differentiate elements , but the modifiers do not necessarily 

15 indicate any particular order . For example , " second search 
FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE query ” may be so named to differentiate it from “ first search 

query " , but “ second search query ” may refer to a second 
Embodiments relate to information retrieval technology search query and / or a third search query . Furthermore , a 

and , more specifically , to federated search of multiple grouping of similar items may be collectively referenced as 
sources with conflict resolution . 20 a single item for clarity and ease of reference . For example , 

a grouping of “ first data object ” and “ second data object ” 
BACKGROUND may be collectively referenced as “ first data object ” . For 

clarity and ease of reference , an original and a copy may 
The approaches described in this section are approaches both be referenced by the name of the original . For example , 

that could be pursued , but not necessarily approaches that 25 “ deduplicated data ” and “ copy of the deduplicated data ” 
have been previously conceived or pursued . Therefore , may both be referenced as “ deduplicated data ” . 
unless otherwise indicated , it should not be assumed that any A “ computer ” may be one or more physical computers , 
of the approaches described in this section qualify as prior virtual computers , and / or computing devices . As an 
art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section . example , a computer may be one or more server computers , 

A user may wish to search for information related to an 30 cloud - based computers , cloud - based cluster of computers , 
item of interest . However , the user may be unable to decide virtual machine instances or virtual machine computing 
which data source to search . The user may also be unfamiliar elements such as virtual processors , storage and memory , 
with a query language used for retrieving information from data centers , storage devices , desktop computers , laptop 
a data source . Additionally , the user may be unsatisfied by computers , mobile devices , and / or any other special - purpose 
search results from any single data source . Thus , the user 35 computing devices . A computer may be a client and / or a 
may become frustrated by the time consumed in performing server . Any reference to “ a computer " herein may mean one 
multiples searches in multiple data sources . Worse yet , the or more computers , unless expressly stated otherwise . 
user may give up and the information may remain unknown While some of the aforementioned elements are depicted 
to the user . in the figures and described herein as if implemented on a 

However , a federated search of multiple data sources may 40 separate , remote computer from each other , this is done for 
return incompatible data . Different data sources may employ explanation purposes only and one or more of the elements 
different data models . Different data sources may store may be part of and / or executed on the same computer . Each 
different versions of the same data . Different data sources of the logical and / or functional units depicted in the figures 
may have different permission levels . or described herein may be implemented using any of the 

45 techniques further described herein in connection with FIG . 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 11. For example , a computer may comprise a general 

purpose computer configured with one or more stored pro 
In the drawings : grams which when executed cause performing the functions 
FIG . 1 depicts an example client - server computer archi described herein for one or more logical and / or functional 

tecture on which embodiments may be implemented . 50 units ; a special - purpose computer with digital logic that is 
FIG . 2 depicts a detailed view of a federated search configured to execute the functions , or digital logic that is 

computer , in an example embodiment . used in other computing devices . While the figures include 
FIG . 3 depicts an example graph comprising graph nodes lines that indicate various devices and / or modules being 

connected by graph edges . communicatively coupled , each of the computers , devices , 
FIG . 4 depicts an example aggregated workflow . 55 modules , storage , and logic may be communicatively 
FIG . 5 is a table that depicts an approach for resolving coupled with each other . 

data objects and deduplicating data associated with the data 
objects . DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

FIG . 6 is a flow diagram that depicts an approach for 
executing a visual search query across heterogeneous data 60 In the following description , for the purposes of expla 

nation , numerous specific details are set forth in order to 
FIG . 7 is a flow diagram that depicts an approach for provide a thorough understanding of the present disclosure . 

persisting federated search results . It will be apparent , however , that the present disclosure may 
FIG . 8 is a flow diagram that depicts an approach for be practiced without these specific details . In other 

resolving data objects based on resolution rules . 65 instances , well - known structures and devices are shown in 
FIG . 9 is a flow diagram that depicts an approach for block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscur 

enriching federated search results . ing the present disclosure . 

sources . 
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Methods and computer apparatuses related to federated heterogeneous data sources . For example , transforming the 
search of multiple sources with conflict resolution are dis graph into a search query may involve converting the graph 
closed . A client computer may send a search query to a into a data structure than may easily be converted into query 
federated search computer . The search query may be repre language . 
sented in a graphical format , such as graph nodes connected 5 One of the plurality of graph nodes may represent a first 
by graph edges , histograms of selectable categories , etc. data object and a second data object that are resolved based 
Additionally or alternatively , the search query may be rep on one or more resolution rules . For example , the first data 
resented via text in a syntax that describes one of these object and the second data object may be resolved by 
graphical formats . The search query may be executed across grouping them together based on similarities . The one or heterogeneous data sources , such as databases and / or reposi- 10 more resolution rules may comprise resolving at least the tory systems that use different data models for modeling first data object with the second data object when the first data . The results of the search query may be grouped based data object and the second data object share a unique on similarities , such as common unique identifiers . The 
federated search computer may send the results to the client identifier that references the first data object and the second 
computer in a graphical and / or tabular format . The results 15 data object in one or more data sources of the plurality of 
may be filtered based on permissions associated with the heterogeneous data sources . For example , a resolution rule 
results , the client computer , a third - party authentication may resolve the first data object with the second data object 
service , and / or a user of the client computer . because they share the same primary key in the same 

The client computer may send , to the federated search database . Additionally or alternatively , the one or more 
computer , a request to store the results in a repository 20 resolution rules may comprise resolving at least the first data 
system . The federated search computer may enrich ( e.g. , object with the second data object when the first data object 
supplement ) the results with data obtained from one or more and the second data object share one or more data object 
additional search queries in one or more of the heteroge properties that are specified by the one or more resolution 
neous data sources . The federated search computer may send rules and that uniquely identify the first data object and the 
the results to the repository system . The repository system 25 second data object . For example , the one or more resolution 
may deduplicate the results and store the deduplicated rules may specify that the first data object is resolved with 
results . For example , the repository system may eliminate the second data object if the first data object and the second 
any information that appears more than once in the results . data object share the same Vehicle Identification Number . 
Additionally or alternatively , the repository system may The one or more resolution rules may also consider data 
infer that different results represent the same information . 30 object properties that are derived from combining multiple 
The repository system may send a unique identifier for the data object properties . For example , the first data object may 
deduplicated results to the federated search computer . The be resolved with the second data object if the first data object 
federated search computer may send the unique identifier to and the second data object share identical last names and are 
the client computer . Thus , the user may perform any action associated with heights that differ by less than 2 inches . 
with the deduplicated results by referencing the unique 35 The transforming the graph into one or more search 
identifier . queries across the plurality of heterogeneous data sources 

A change to data in one of the heterogeneous data sources may comprise transforming the graph into a serializable 
may be imported automatically to the federated search hierarchy of elements that correspond to the plurality of 
computer . For example , the federated search computer may graph nodes and the one or more graph edges . The serial 
subscribe to a data feed that automatically provides the 40 izable hierarchy of elements may be easily converted into 
federated search computer with changes to data . Addition query language by performing serialization . 
ally or alternatively , the change to data may be inferred by The graph may also be transformed to display one or more 
the federated search computer . For example , the federated results of the one or more search queries . For example , a 
search computer may infer a change to data in one of the search query represented by a pair of graph nodes connected 
heterogeneous data sources by comparing the results of a 45 by a graph edge may be transformed into a single graph node 
current search to cached data . The change to data may be that represents the result of the search query . 
synchronized with a change to data in the repository system . The one or more results of the one or more search queries 
For example , if the data in the repository is deemed outdated may be filtered based on one or more access control iden 
based on a ranking of data sources and / or repositories , the tifiers associated with one or more groups of users and one 
repository may be updated with the change to the data . 50 or more permissions . For example , a particular result may be 

tagged with an access control identifier that indicates only 
1.0 General Overview people with top secret clearance may access and / or modify 

the particular result . 
In an embodiment , a method comprises obtaining a set of In an embodiment , a method may comprise obtaining a 

data ontologies associated with a plurality of heterogeneous 55 first data object as a result of executing a first search query 
data sources . For example , the set of data ontologies may be across a plurality of heterogeneous data sources . For 
obtained by processing the data ontology that is output by example , the first search query may return a person named 
each of the plurality of heterogeneous data sources . The Mary with green eyes . The method may also comprise 
method may also comprise receiving a selection by a user of resolving , based on one or more resolution rules , at least the 
a graph comprising a plurality of graph nodes connected by 60 first data object with a repository data object . For example , 
one or more graph edges . A graph node may represent a data Mary's name and eye color may be grouped together with 
object type or a data object property that is described in at the data for Mary in the repository . Additionally , the method 
least one data ontology of the set of data ontologies . A graph may comprise deduplicating data associated with at least the 
edge may represent a data object link that is described in at first data object and the repository data object prior to storing 
least one data ontology of the set of data ontologies . Addi- 65 the deduplicated data in a repository that has a particular 
tionally , the method may comprise transforming the graph data model . For example , the data for Mary may now 
into one or more search queries across the plurality of include her name twice , so the repetition of her name may 
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be deleted . However , the resulting name may continue to interface computer 112 , repository 114 , repository cache 
contain references to both data sources to preserve data 116 , and object - centric data model 118 . 
provenance . 

The first search query may be transformed from a plural 2.1 Search API 
ity of histograms of selectable categories . For example , a 
pair of histograms may be converted into a serializable Client computer 100 may be a desktop computer , a laptop 
hierarchy of elements , and the serializable hierarchy of computer , a smartphone , a tablet computer , a smart televi 
elements may be converted into query language . sion , and / or any other networked computer that acts as a 

The plurality of heterogeneous data sources may comprise client . Client computer 100 may comprise a user interface , 
one or more caches associated with one or more other 10 such as a graphical user interface , through which a user may 
repositories . For example , a search query may be executed enter commands and / or interact with data . The user may 
in a repository cache in the same manner in which it is send , through client computer 100 and / or the user interface , 
executed in one of the plurality of heterogeneous data a search query to federated search computer 102. The search 

query may be written in Structured Query Language ( SQL ) , 
The particular data model may comprise an object - centric 15 Not Only SQL ( NoSQL ) , XQuery , Lightweight Directory 

data model . For example , the one or more results of the first Access Protocol ( LDAP ) , and / or any other language or 
search query may comprise a first data object containing one protocol that retrieves information from a data source . The 
or more data object properties . search query may comprise a Boolean expression . The 

The resolving , based on one or more resolution rules , at search query may have one or more data object filters , one 
least the first data object with a repository data object may 20 or more data object property filters , a time interval , and / or 
comprise : generating the repository data object ; generating one or more geolocation queries . For example , the search 
a unique identifier based on one or more data object prop query may comprise one or more drop - down lists with 
erties that uniquely identify the first data object ; and storing selectable data objects and / or data object properties . 
the unique identifier in the repository in a manner such that A particular search application programming interface 
the unique identifier references the repository data object . 25 ( API ) may be used to execute the search query across a 
The repository data object may comprise a stub data object . plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z ( e.g. , mul 
For example , the stub data object may be generated to allow tiple data sources with different data models ) . The particular 
a prior version of the first data object to be resolved with a search API may be uniform across the plurality of hetero 
change to the first data object that has yet to be persisted in geneous data sources 104A - Z and / or a plurality of client 
the repository . 30 computers . For example , the particular search API may 

The one or more resolution rules may comprise grouping associate the search query with a set of Uniform Resource 
at least the first data object with another data object that Identifiers ( URIs ) . The set of URIs may correspond to the 
shares a unique identifier that references the another data plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z across 
object in one or more data sources of the plurality of which the search query is executed . 
heterogeneous data sources . Additionally or alternatively , 35 Additionally or alternatively , the search query may be 
the one or more resolution rules may comprise grouping at transformed from a graphical representation of the search 
least the first data object with another data object that shares query . In an embodiment , the graphical representation may 
a unique identifier that references the another data object in comprise a plurality of graph nodes connected by one or 
the repository . Additionally or alternatively , the one or more more graph edges ; a plurality of histograms of selectable 
resolution rules may comprise grouping at least the first data 40 categories ; and / or any other format that depicts one or more 
object with another data object that shares one or more data relationships between one or more data object types ( e.g. , 
object properties that uniquely identify the another data person , place , organization ) and / or data object properties 
object . ( e.g. , height , weight , date of birth ) . The graphical represen 

Prior to resolving at least the first data object with the tation may be transformed into the search query in client 
repository data object , at least the first data object may be 45 computer 100 and / or federated search computer 102 . 
resolved , based on the one or more resolution rules , with a 
second data object that is obtained from a second search 2.2 Data Source API 
query in one or more data sources of the plurality of 
heterogeneous data sources . The second search query may Federated search computer 102 may comprise one or 
take as input one or more results of at least the first search 50 more server computers and / or one or more load balancers . 
query . Federated search computer 102 may comprise a networked 

A change to data in one of the plurality of heterogeneous computer that acts as a server to one or more clients , such 
data sources may be automatically imported based on a push as client computer 100. Federated search computer 102 may 
or pull technology . The change to data in one of the plurality receive requests for data and may respond with data . Fed 
of heterogeneous data sources and a change to data in the 55 erated search computer 102 may be owned and / or managed 
repository may be synchronized based on vector clocks , by one or more independent entities and may span across 
repository rankings , and / or data source rankings . one or more computer networks , such as the Internet . 

Additionally or alternatively , federated search computer 102 
2.0 Example Federated Search System may respond with data that references data in federated 

60 search computer 102 and / or another computer . 
FIG . 1 depicts an example client - server computer archi Federated search computer 102 may execute the search 

tecture on which embodiments may be implemented . In the query across the plurality of heterogeneous data sources 
example of FIG . 1 , client computer 100 is communicatively 104A - Z . A particular data source API may be used to 
coupled to a federated search system comprising federated execute the search query across the plurality of heteroge 
search computer 102 , a plurality of heterogeneous data 65 neous data sources 104A - Z . The particular data source API 
sources 104A - Z , a plurality of data source caches 106A - Z , may be uniform across the plurality of heterogeneous data 
temporary storage 108 , repository system 110 , repository sources 104A - Z . The particular data source API may be used 
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to translate between federated search computer 102 and the results of the search query . For example , the one or more 
plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z . For provenance identifiers may comprise one or more data 
example , the particular data source API may transform the source system identifiers ( e.g. , a unique identifier for each of 
search query into a format that is compatible with one or the plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z ) , one or 
more data sources of the plurality of heterogeneous data 5 more data source object identifiers ( e.g. , a locally unique 
sources 104A - Z . Additionally or alternatively , the particular identifier for a data object in each of the plurality of 
data source API may transform one or more results of the heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z ) , and / or one or more 
search query into a particular data model that is compatible data source system version numbers ( e.g. , a version number 
with federated search computer 102 and / or repository sys of each of the plurality of heterogeneous data sources 
tem 110 . 10 104A - Z ) . Additionally or alternatively , the plurality of het 

The particular data model may comprise an object - centric erogeneous data sources 104A - Z and / or federated search 
data model , such as object - centric data model 118 described computer 102 may maintain a mapping between the one or 
below . For example , the one or more results of the search more provenance identifiers and the one or more results of 
query may comprise one or more data objects . The one or the search query . A provenance identifier may be assigned to 
more results of the search query may be in a tabular and / or 15 each data object and / or each data object graph in the one or 
graphical format , such as a data object graph . more results of the search query . 

Temporary storage 108 may be a database , a configuration 
2.3 Provenance Identifiers file , and / or any other system and / or data structure that stores 

data . Temporary storage 108 may be on a separate device 
One or more data sources of the plurality of heteroge- 20 from federated search computer 102. Additionally or alter 

neous data sources 104A - Z may comprise a database , a file , natively , temporary storage 108 may be a data structure 
a search engine , a repository , a repository cache , and / or any stored in memory on one or more computers comprising , at 
other system and / or data structure that stores data . Addi least in part , federated search computer 102. Additionally or 
tionally or alternatively , one or more data sources of the alternatively , temporary storage 108 may , at least in part , be 
plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z may be a 25 a data structure stored in shared memory between one or 
data structure stored in memory on one or more computers . more computers . Additionally or alternatively , temporary 
Additionally or alternatively , one or more data sources of the storage 108 may be , at least in part , non - volatile storage . 
plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z may be a Temporary storage 108 may store the one or more prov 
data structure stored in shared memory between one or more enance identifiers and / or a copy of the one or more results 
computers . Additionally or alternatively , one or more data 30 of the search query . Additionally or alternatively , temporary 
sources of the plurality of heterogeneous data sources storage 108 may maintain a mapping between the one or 
104A - Z may be , at least in part , non - volatile storage . more provenance identifiers and the one or more results of 
One or more data sources of the plurality of heteroge the search query . 

neous data sources 104A - Z may send the one or more results 
of the search query to federated search computer 102. A 35 2.4 Persist Request 
copy of the one or more results of the search query may be 
stored in one or more data source caches of a plurality of Federated search computer 102 may send the one or more 
data source caches 106A - Z . One or more data source caches results of the search query to client computer 100. Federated 
of the plurality of data source caches 106A - Z may store one search computer 102 may filter the one or more results of the 
or more results of any search query . The plurality of data 40 search query prior to sending the one or more results to 
source caches 106A - Z may be located in the plurality of client computer 100. Federated search computer 102 may 
heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z and / or server computers filter the one or more results of the search query based on a 
deployed with the plurality of heterogeneous data sources load level specified by client computer 100. For example , 
104A - Z . One or more data source caches of the plurality of client computer 100 may specify a load level that indicates 
data source caches 106A - Z may be a file , a system , and / or 45 the number and / or types of data object links ; the number 
a data structure that stores data . Additionally or alternatively , and / or types of data object properties ; and / or the number 
one or more data source caches of the plurality of data and / or types of media ( e.g. , pictures , video , audio ) to be sent 
source caches 106A - Z may be a data structure stored in to client computer 100. Additionally or alternatively , feder 
memory on one or more computers comprising , at least in ated search computer 102 may filter the one or more results 
part , a server computer deployed with one or more data 50 of the search query based on one or more access control 
sources of the plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A identifiers associated with one or more groups of users and 
Z. Additionally or alternatively , one or more data source one or more permissions . Prior to sending the one or more 
caches of the plurality of data source caches 106A - Z may , at results to client computer 100 , federated search computer 
least in part , be a data structure stored in shared memory 102 may optionally resolve ( e.g. , place in a group of similar 
between one or more computers . Additionally or alterna- 55 things ) the one or more results based on one or more 
tively , one or more data source caches of the plurality of data similarities . For example , two data objects in the one or 
source caches 106A - Z may be , at least in part , non - volatile more results may represent two different people but may be 
storage . grouped together based on a shared data object property , 

The plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z and / such as the same name . 
or federated search computer 102 may generate and / or 60 When the user interacts with the one or more results , 
assign one or more provenance identifiers to the one or more client computer 100 and / or the user interface may send a 
results of the search query . As used herein , a “ provenance persist request to federated search computer 102. As used 
identifier ” refers to metadata that describes data relative to herein , a “ persist request ” refers to a request to store data . 
one or more sources of the data . The one or more provenance The persist request may be a request to store , in repository 
identifiers may be temporary , unique , uniform across the 65 system 110 , the one or more results and / or one or more 
plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z , and / or provenance identifiers associated with the one or more 
associated with one or more provenances of the one or more results . For example , the persist request may be a request to 
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store a provenance identifier associated with a first data ontologies may describe the structure of data in the plurality 
object in the one or more results . If the one or more results of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z . For example , the set 
were filtered prior to being sent to client computer 100 , of data ontologies may indicate data object types , data object 
federated search computer 102 may retrieve the copy of the property types , and / or data object link ( e.g. , a relationship 
one or more results stored in an unfiltered state in one or 5 between one or more data objects and / or data object prop 
more data source caches of the plurality of data source erties ) types available in one or more data sources of the 
caches 106A - Z and / or temporary storage 108. If the copy of plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z . 
the one or more results is non - existent in the one or more Federated search computer 102 may resolve , based on the 
data source caches of the plurality of data source caches one or more local resolution rules , one or more results of the 
106A - Z and / or temporary storage 108 , the search query may 10 third search query with the first union of matching results . 
be executed again . Resolving the one or more results of the third search query 

with the first union of matching results may comprise 
2.5 Internal Resolution performing a second union of matching results from the 

third search query and the first union of matching results . 
Based on the one or more provenance identifiers , feder- 15 For example , the third search query may obtain a third data 

ated search computer 102 may determine which of the object that is grouped with the first data object and the 
plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z returned the second data object based on a unique identifier that refer 
one or more results . For example , federated search computer ences the third data object as well as the first data object 
102 may determine , based on the data source system iden and / or the second data object in one or more data sources of 
tifier and / or the data source system version number of the 20 the plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z and / or 
provenance identifier associated with the first data object , based on one or more data object properties that uniquely 
that the first data object was obtained from data source identify the third data object as well as the first data object 
104A . Federated search computer 102 may execute a second and / or the second data object . 
search query in one or more data sources of the plurality of 
heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z that returned the one or 25 2.7 Global Resolution 
more results of the search query ( i.e. , a first search query ) . 
The second search query may take as input the one or more Federated search computer 102 may send the first union 
results of the first search query . For example , federated of matching results and / or the second union of matching 
search computer 102 may execute a second search query in results to repository system 110. Repository system 110 may 
data source 104A that takes as input the first data object . 30 comprise repository interface computer 112 and / or reposi 

Federated search computer 102 may resolve , based on one tory 114. Repository interface computer 112 may comprise 
or more local resolution rules comprising matching data one or more computers that act as a server to federated 
source object identifiers and / or matching unique data object search computer 102. Repository interface computer 112 
properties , one or more results of the second search query may serve as a gateway to repository 114. Repository 114 
with the one or more results of the first search query . 35 may be a database , a file , and / or any other system and / or 
Resolving the one or more results of the second search query data structure that stores data . Repository 114 may be on a 
with the one or more results of the first search query may separate device from repository interface computer 112 . 
comprise performing a first union of matching results from Additionally or alternatively , repository 114 may be a data 
the first search query and the second search query . For structure stored in memory on the one or more computers 
example , the second search query may obtain a second data 40 comprising , at least in part , repository interface computer 
object that is grouped with the first data object based on a 112. Additionally or alternatively , repository 114 may , at 
unique identifier ( e.g. , a primary key , a unique index ) that least in part , be a data structure stored in shared memory 
references the first data object and the second data object in between one or more computers . Additionally or alterna 
the one or more data sources of the plurality of heteroge tively , repository 114 may be , at least in part , non - volatile 
neous data sources 104A - Z that returned the one or more 45 storage . 
results of the first search query and / or based on one or more Repository interface computer 112 may comprise reposi 
data object properties that uniquely identify the first data tory cache 116. Repository cache 116 may be a database , a 
object and the second data object . file , and / or any other system and / or data structure that stores 

data . Repository cache 116 may be on a separate device from 
2.6 Enrichment 50 repository interface computer 112. Additionally or alterna 

tively , repository cache 116 may be a data structure stored in 
Optionally , federated search computer 102 may execute a memory on the one or more computers comprising , at least 

third search query that takes as input the first union of in part , repository interface computer 112. Additionally or 
matching results . The third search query may be executed in alternatively , repository cache 116 may , at least in part , be a 
one or more data sources of the plurality of heterogeneous 55 data structure stored in shared memory between one or more 
data sources 104A - Z that is / are related to the one or more computers . Additionally or alternatively , repository cache 
data sources of the plurality of heterogeneous data sources 116 may be , at least in part , non - volatile storage . 
104A - Z that returned the one or more results of the first Repository 114 may have a particular data model . The 
search query . For example , federated search computer 102 particular data model may be the same for repository 114 
may execute a third search query in data source 104Z that 60 and federated search computer 102. The particular data 
takes as input the first data object and the second data object . model may comprise object - centric data model 118. Object 
Federated search computer 102 may determine , based on a centric data model 118 may be a conceptual structure that is 
set of data ontologies , a relationship between one or more independent of any particular database data model . For 
data sources of the plurality of heterogeneous data sources example , a data object may correspond to one or more rows 
104A - Z and the one or more data sources of the plurality of 65 in a relational database and / or an entry in a LDAP database . 
heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z that returned the one or A data object may be a container for information that 
more results of the first search query . The set of data represents an entity , such as a person , a place , an organiza 
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tion , an event , a document , and / or any other noun . A data data object , the second data object , and / or the third data 
object may be associated with a data object type ( e.g. , object . Repository system 110 and / or repository interface 
Person , Event , Document ) and a display name which may be computer 112 may store the repository identifier in reposi 
the value of a data object property . A data object may have tory 114 in a manner such that the repository identifier 
one or more data object properties , such as name , eye color , 5 references the repository data object and / or the stub data 
and / or any other attribute of the data object . A data object object . Repository system 110 and / or repository interface 
property may have a type ( e.g. , name ) and a value ( e.g. , computer 112 may resolve , based on the one or more global 
“ Alice ” ) . A data object may have more than one data object resolution rules , the repository data object and / or the stub 
property of the same type . A data object link may connect data object with the first data object , the second data object , 
one or more data objects , one or more data object types , one 10 and / or the third data object . 
or more data object properties , and / or one or more data 
object property types . A data object link may represent a 2.8 Deduplication 
symmetrical ( e.g. , Kin Of ) and / or asymmetrical ( e.g. , Child 
Of ) relationship . Repository system 110 and / or repository interface com 

Repository system 110 and / or repository interface com- 15 puter 112 may deduplicate the third union of matching 
puter 112 may resolve , based on one or more global reso results . For example , repository system 110 and / or reposi 
lution rules , the first union of matching results with data tory interface computer 112 may deduplicate data associated 
stored in repository 114. Additionally or alternatively , with the repository data object as well as the first data object , 
repository system 110 and / or repository interface computer the second data object , and / or the third data object . Dedu 
112 may resolve , based on the one or more global resolution 20 plication may comprise discarding data that appears in 
rules , the second union of matching results with data stored repository 114 as well as in the third union of matching 
in repository 114. Resolving the data stored in repository 114 results . Deduplication may also comprise discarding data 
with the first union of matching results and / or the second that appears more than once in the third union of matching union of matching results may comprise performing a third results . Additionally , deduplication may comprise discard 
union of matching results from the data stored in repository 25 ing a subset of the third union of matching results that is 
114. The third union of matching results may comprise a determined to be inconsistent data based on result rankings . 
repository identifier . The repository identifier may be a The result rankings may establish a hierarchy of results , 
unique identifier that is generated based on one or more data search queries , and / or data sources . For example , the first 
object properties that uniquely identify the first union of data object may be determined to be a primary data object , 
matching results and / or the second union of matching 30 and data that conflicts with the data object properties of the 
results . primary data object may be discarded . 

The one or more global resolution rules may comprise Repository system 110 and / or repository interface com 
matching repository identifiers , matching provenance iden puter 112 may store a copy of the deduplicated third union 
tifiers , and / or matching unique data object properties . For of matching results in repository cache 116. Repository 
example , a repository data object may be grouped with the 35 system 110 and / or repository interface computer 112 may 
first data object , the second data object , and / or the third data send the deduplicated third union of matching results to 
object based on a unique identifier that references the repository 114. Repository system 110 and / or repository 114 
repository data object as well as the first data object , the may store the deduplicated third union of matching results in 
second data object , and / or the third data object in one or repository 114. Storing the deduplicated third union of 
more data sources of the plurality of heterogeneous data 40 matching results may comprise inserting , updating , and / or 
sources 104A - Z , a unique identifier that references the deleting data in repository 114. Repository system 110 
repository data object as well as the first data object , the and / or repository interface computer 112 may send the 
second data object , and / or the third data object in repository repository identifier and / or the deduplicated third union of 
114 ; and / or one or more data object properties that uniquely matching results to federated search computer 102. Feder 
identify the repository data object as well as the first data 45 ated search computer 102 may send the repository identifier 
object , the second data object , and / or the third data object . and / or the deduplicated third union of matching results to 

In an embodiment , resolving the first union of matching client computer 100. Repository system 110 may commu 
results and / or the second union of matching results with data nicate with other repository systems and / or other federated 
stored in repository 114 may be impracticable based on the search systems to share data in repository system 110 . 
global resolution rules , because the repository data object is 50 
non - existent . When the repository data object is non - exis 2.9 Data Synchronization 
tent , repository system 110 and / or repository interface com 
puter 112 may generate data that is stored in repository 114 When a change is made to data in one or more data 
and that is resolved , based on the global resolution rules , sources of the plurality of heterogeneous data sources 
with the first union of matching results and / or the second 55 104A - Z and / or repository system 110 , federated search 
union of matching results . The generated data may comprise computer 102 may automatically import the change based 
a repository identifier . The generated data may consist of a on a push or pull technology . For example , federated search 
repository identifier . The repository identifier may be hashed computer 102 may be subscribed to a data feed that provides 
and / or stored in repository 114 in a manner such that the federated search computer 102 with the change . Addition 
repository identifier references the generated data . 60 ally or alternatively , the change may be inferred by federated 

For example , when the repository data object is nonex search computer 102. For example , federated search com 
istent in repository 114 , repository system 110 and / or reposi puter 102 may periodically re - execute the first search query , 
tory interface computer 112 may generate the repository data the second search query , and / or the third search query in 
object . The repository data object may be a stub data object . or more data sources of the plurality of heterogeneous data 
Repository system 110 and / or repository interface computer 65 sources 104A - Z and compare the one or more results of the 
112 may generate a repository identifier based on one or first search query , the second search query , and / or the third 
more data object properties that uniquely identify the first search query to a previous copy of the one or more results 

one 
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of the first search query , the second search query , and / or the FIG . 2 , federated search computer 102 comprises client 
third search query that is stored in the plurality of data interface logic 200 , a plurality of translation logics 202A - Z , 
source caches 106A - Z . Federated search computer 102 may resolution logic 204 , and enrichment logic 206 . 
also search repository cache 116 for changes . The change Client interface logic 200 may process the first search 
may be detected based on a difference between hashed 5 query , the persist request , and / or any other instructions sent values and / or any other similarity metric for detecting from client computer 100. Client interface logic 200 may changes . The change may be imported to federated search forward the first search query to one or more translation computer 102 . logics of the plurality of translation logics 202A - Z . Client Metadata may be generated and stored in the plurality of interface logic 200 may forward the persist request to data source caches 106A - Z with the one or more results of 
the first search query , the second search query , and / or the 10 resolution logic 204. Client interface logic 200 may send the 
third search query . Metadata may also be generated and one or more results of the first search query , the second 
stored in repository cache 116. The metadata may comprise search query , and / or the third search query to client com 
vector clocks , timestamps , and / or resolution information puter 100. Client interface logic 200 may retrieve the one or 
associated with the one or more results of the first search more results of the first search query from temporary storage 
query , the second search query , and / or the third search query . 15 108. Client interface logic 200 may filter the one or more 
Customized rules may use the metadata to resolve conflicts results of the first search query prior to sending the one or 
and / or eliminate inconsistency between / among the plurality more results to client computer 100 . 
of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z and / or repository One or more translation logics of the plurality of trans 
systems . lation logics 202A - Z may comprise a plugin , a wrapper , 

Vector clocks may be assigned to the one or more results 20 and / or any other set of instructions that translates an existing 
of the first search query , the second search query , and / or the interface into a compatible interface . One or more transla 
third search query . For example , vector clocks may be tion logics of the plurality of translation logics 202A - Z may 
assigned to the first data object , the second data object , the translate the first search query into a format that compatible 
third data object , the repository data object , the first union of with one or more data sources of the plurality of heteroge 
matching results , the second union of matching results , 25 neous data sources 104A - Z . One or more translation logics 
and / or the third union of matching results . Vector clocks of the plurality of translation logics 202A - Z may translate 
may be updated when any union of results changes and / or the one or more results of the first search query , the second 
when the repository data object changes . search query , and / or the third search query into the particular 

Federated search computer 102 may infer a change in a data model of federated search computer 102 and / or reposi 
vector clock based on the change to data . For example , 30 tory system 110. One or more translation logics of a plurality 
federated search computer 102 may detect a change to a data of translation logics 202A - Z may provide federated search 
object in repository system 110 by comparing entries in computer 102 and / or client interface logic 200 with the set 
repository cache 116. Repository system 110 may have of data ontologies for the plurality of heterogeneous data 
communicated with another repository system and received sources 104A - Z . 
an update with the change to the data object . Federated 35 One or more translation logics of the plurality of trans 
search computer 102 may infer , based on the change to the lation logics 202A - Z may generate and / or assign one or 
data object in repository system 110 , a change in a vector more provenance identifiers to the one or more results of the 
clock assigned to the data object in repository system 110 . first search query , the second search query , and / or the third 

Federated search computer 102 may deconflict the change search query . One or more translation logics of the plurality 
in the vector clock based on repository rankings and / or data 40 of translation logics 202A - Z may assign one or more access 
source rankings . For example , the change in the vector clock control identifiers to the one or more results of the first 
assigned to the data object in repository system 110 may search query , the second search query , and / or the third 
conflict with a vector clock assigned to a related data object search query . An access control identifier may be a tuple 
in data source 104A . The change in the vector clock assigned comprising a user group and a permission for the user group . 
to the data object in repository system 110 may be resolved 45 One or more translation logics of the plurality of translation 
with the vector clock assigned to the related data object in logics 202A - Z may transform the one or more results of the 
data source 104A based on rankings associated with reposi first search query , the second search query , and / or the third 
tory system 110 and data source 104A . The rankings may search query into a graphical representation . One or more 
indicate that data source 104A is more authoritative than translation logics of the plurality of translation logics 
repository system 110 and / or data source 104Z indicated by 50 202A - Z may send the one or more results of the first query 
a provenance identifier associated with the data object . The and / or a graphical representation of the one or more results 
data object in repository system 110 may then be restored to of the first query to temporary storage 108. One or more 
a previous state . Thus , data synchronization may be main translation logics of the plurality of translation logics 
tained between data in the plurality of heterogeneous data 202A - Z may send the one or more results of the second 
sources 104A - Z and data in the repository system 110 . 55 query and / or a graphical representation of the one or more 

Federated search computer 102 may deconflict the change results of the second query to enrichment logic 206 and / or 
in the vector clock based on a customized deconfliction repository system 110. One or more translation logics of the 
logic . For example , a conflict between vector clocks plurality of translation logics 202A - Z may send the one or 
assigned to a data object in repository system 110 may be more results of the third query and / or a graphical represen 
resolved differently depending on the one or more data 60 tation of the one or more results of the third query to 
sources of the plurality of heterogeneous data sources repository system 110 . 
104A - Z in which the data object originated . Resolution logic 204 may process the persist request from 

client interface logic 200. Resolution logic 204 may retrieve 
3.0 Example Federated Search Computer the one or more results of the first search query from 

65 temporary storage 108 and / or one or more data source 
FIG . 2 depicts a detailed view of a federated search caches of the plurality of data source caches 106A - Z . 

computer , in an example embodiment . In the example of Resolution logic 204 may perform internal resolution , such 
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as the internal resolution described in Section 2.5 herein . and / or available data object properties . In another example , 
Resolution logic 204 may send the first union of matching the one or more results of the search query may be grouped 
results from the first search query and the second search based on one or more similarities ( e.g. , according to one or 
query to enrichment logic 206 and / or repository system 110 . more resolution rules , such as the one or more resolution 

Optional enrichment logic 206 may process the first union 5 rules used to perform internal resolution , enrichment , and / or 
of matching results from the first search query and the global resolution ) . Consequently , the set of available data 
second search query from resolution logic 204. Enrichment object links and / or the set of available data object types 
logic 206 may perform enrichment , such as the enrichment and / or available data object properties may increase in size . 
described in Section 2.6 herein . Enrichment logic 206 may Graph 306 may represent one or more search queries 
send the second union of matching results from the third 10 across the plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z . 
search query and the first union of matching results to For example , a pair of connected graph nodes may represent 
repository system 110 . a single search query , and multiple pairs of connected graph 

nodes may represent successive search queries . Additionally 
4.0 Visual Federated Search Queries or alternatively , graph 306 in its entirety may represent a 

15 single search query . Graph 306 may be transformed into a 
FIG . 3 depicts an example graph comprising graph nodes non - graphical representation of the one or more search 

connected by graph edges . In the example of FIG . 3 , queries . Graphical user interface 300 , federated search com 
graphical user interface 300 comprises graph 306. Graph puter 102 , client interface logic 200 , and / or one or more 
306 comprises at least one graph node 304 and at least one translation logics of the plurality of translation logics 
graph edge 302 20 202A - Z may transform graph 306 into one or more non 
Graphical user interface 300 may comprise a set of graphical search queries , such as SQL queries . Transforming 

instructions in client computer 100 that allows the user to graph 306 into the non - graphical representation of the one or 
enter commands and / or interact with data . Graphical user more search queries may comprise transforming graph 306 
interface 300 may display data from federated search com into a serializable hierarchy of elements that correspond to 
puter 102 in a graphical format . Graphical user interface 300 25 the plurality of graph nodes and one or more graph edges . 
may send data , such as one or more search queries , to For example , graph 306 may be transformed into Extensible 
federated search computer 102 . Markup Language ( XML ) or JavaScript Object Notation 
Graph edge 302 may represent a data object link that is ( JSON ) . 

described in at least one data ontology of the set of data One or more results of the one or more search queries may 
ontologies . Graph edge 302 may connect a plurality of graph 30 be displayed to the user in a graphical format . Prior to 
nodes . The user may specify a data object link for graph sending the one or more results of the one or more search 
edge 302. For example , federated search computer 102 may queries to client computer 100 , federated search computer 
provide graphical user interface 300 and / or client computer 102 may group the one or more results of the one or more 
100 with a set of available data object links from the search queries based on one or more similarities . Graphical 
plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z . The user 35 user interface 300 , federated search computer 102 , client 
may right - click graph edge 302 , select from a list of avail interface logic 200 , and / or one or more translation logics of 
able data object links , and enter a value in a text box . After the plurality of translation logics 202A - Z may generate 
the user specifies a data object link for a first graph edge , the and / or display a graphical representation of the one or more 
set of available data object links may remain unchanged for results of the one or more search queries . Graph 306 may be 
a second graph edge . Additionally or alternatively , after the 40 transformed to display the one or more results of the one or 
user specifies a data object link for graph edge 302 , the set more search queries . 
of available data object links may change in size . FIG . 4 depicts an example aggregated workflow . In the 

Graph node 304 may represent a data object type and / or example of FIG . 4 , histogram 400A comprises selectable 
a data object property ( e.g. , value and / or type ) that is / are category 402. Histogram 400A leads to histogram 400B . 
described in at least one data ontology of the set of data 45 Histogram 400A , 400B may represent the set of available 
ontologies . The user may specify a data object type and / or data object types and / or available data object properties . 
a data object property for graph node 304. For example , Federated search computer 102 may obtain the set of data 
federated search computer 102 may provide graphical user ontologies associated with one or more data sources of the 
interface 300 and / or client computer 100 with a set of plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z . Graphical 
available data object types and / or available data object 50 user interface 300 , federated search computer 102 , and / or 
properties from the plurality of heterogeneous data sources client interface logic 200 may aggregate the set of available 
104A - Z . The user may right - click graph node 304 and select data object types and / or available data object properties . 
from a list of available data object types and / or available Graphical user interface 300 , federated search computer 
data object properties . 102 , and / or client interface logic 200 may generate a graphi 

After the user specifies a data object type and / or a data 55 cal representation of the set of available data object types 
object property for a first graph node , the set of available and / or available data object properties . The graphical rep 
data object types and / or available data object properties may resentation of the set of available data object types and / or 
remain unchanged for a second graph node . Additionally or available data object properties may comprise histogram 
alternatively , after the user specifies a data object type and / or 400A , 400B . Histogram 400A , 400B may indicate the 
a data object property for graph node 304 , the set of 60 number of each of the available data object types and / or the 
available data object types and / or available data object number of each of the available data object properties 
properties may change in size . displayed in histogram 400A , 400B . 

For example , when the user specifies a value for graph Selectable category 402 may correspond to an available 
node 304 , a search query may be sent to federated search data object type and / or an available data object property in 
computer 102. The one or more results of the search query 65 histogram 400A , 400B . When the user chooses selectable 
may increase the number of elements in the set of available category 402 , histogram 400B may be displayed . Histogram 
data object links and / or the set of available data object types 400B may be identical to histogram 400A . Histogram 400B 
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may differ from histogram 400A . Histogram 400B may Query Template : 
differ from histogram 400A in that selectable categories 
associated with histogram 400B are more specific than 
selectable categories associated with histogram 400A . Addi < template > 

< stage > tionally or alternatively , histogram 400B may differ from < search > 
histogram 400A in the number of selectable categories < initial - object - criteria > 
and / or the number of elements in one or more selectable < object - type - uri include - child - types = " true " > 

com.palantir.object . Person categories . < / object - type - uri > 
Choosing a selectable category 402 may be analogous to < / initial - object - criteria > 

selecting a graph edge 302 and a graph node 304. For line 9 : < link - match - criteria > 
< link - type - uri > example , a pair of histograms may represent a single search com.palantir.link . OwnerOf 

query , and multiple pairs of histograms may represent suc < / link - type - uri > 
cessive search queries . Additionally or alternatively , an < / link - match - criteria > 

entire series of histograms may represent a single search < target - object - criteria > 
< object - type - uni include - child - types = " true " > query . Thus , a plurality of histograms may represent one or com.palantir.object.Phone 

more search queries across the plurality of heterogeneous < / object - type - uri > 
line 18 : data sources 104A - Z . < / target - object - criteria > 
line 19 < / search > The plurality of histograms may be transformed into a < / stage > 

non - graphical representation of the one or more search 20 < / template > 
queries . Graphical user interface 300 , federated search com 
puter 102 , client interface logic 200 , and / or one or more Query Template introduces a procedural aspect to an 
translation logics of the plurality of translation logics XML format . Lines 6 and 16 correspond to the plurality of 
202A - Z may transform the plurality of histograms into one graph nodes . Line 11 corresponds to graph edge 302 . 
or more non - graphical search queries . Transforming the 25 In optional step 608 , the serializable hierarchy of ele 
plurality of histograms into the non - graphical representation ments is transformed into the one or more search queries 
of the one or more search queries may comprise transform across the plurality of heterogeneous data sources . For 
ing the plurality of histograms into a serializable hierarchy example , Query Template may be transformed into “ db . 
of elements . user.find ( { " object " : person , " link " : OwnerOf , " object " : 

30 " phone " } ) " . 
4.1 Example Process In optional step 610 , the graph is transformed to display 

one or more results of the one or more search queries . For 
FIG . 6 is a flow diagram that depicts an approach for example , federated search computer 102 and / or one or more 

executing a visual search query across heterogeneous data translation logics of the plurality of translation logics 
202A - Z may generate a graphical representation of the one sources . In step 600 , a set of data ontologies associated with 35 or more results of the one or more search queries . Graphical a plurality of heterogeneous data sources is obtained . For user interface 300 may display the graphical representation example , federated search computer 102 , client computer of the one or more results of the one or more search queries 100 , and / or graphical user interface 300 may obtain the set to the user . Graphical user interface 300 may delete all or of data ontologies from one or more data sources of the part of graph 306 prior to displaying the graphical repre 

plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z and / or one 40 sentation of the one or more results of the one or more search 
or more translation logics of the plurality of translation queries . Additionally or alternatively , graphical user inter 
logics 202A - Z . face 300 may edit all or part of graph 306. For example , 

In step 602 , input via a graphical user interface indicating Alice , Bob , and Charlie may be persons who share the same 
a selection of a graph comprising a plurality of graph nodes house phone . Thus , graph 306 may be transformed in a 
connected by one or more graph edges is received , wherein 45 manner such that graph 306 now comprises three graph 
a graph node represents a data object type or a data object nodes that are labeled " Alice " , " Bob " , and " Charlie ” linked 
property and a graph edge represents a data object link . For to the same Phone data object . 
example , graphical user interface 300 may receive input In optional step 612 , the one or more results is / are filtered 
indicating the selection of the graph . The user may interact based on one or more access control identifiers associated 
with graphical user interface 300 to select graph 306 . 50 with one or more groups of users and one or more permis 

In step 604 , the graph is transformed into one or more sions . One or more translation logics of the plurality of 
search queries across the plurality of heterogeneous data translation logics 202A - Z may assign a set of access control 
sources . For example , graphical user interface 300 may identifiers to a provenance identifier or any other unique 
transform graph 306 into the one or more search queries . identifier stored on a search result . For example , the set of 
Graph 306 may comprise a “ person ” data object type and a 55 access control identifiers may comprise a list of tuples , each 
" 555-5555 ” phone number data object property connected of which associates a group of users to one or more 
by an " owner of data object link . Graph 306 may be permissions , such as “ own ” , “ write ” , “ read ” , and / or “ dis 
transformed into “ SELECT name FROM table WHERE covery ” . The group of users may identify one or more users 
phone_number = " 555-5555 ” ” . and / or one or more client computers based on a user 

In optional step 606 , the graph is transformed into a 60 pseudonym , such as a hardware address , a registered user 
serializable hierarchy of elements . The elements may cor name , a cookie , a geolocation , a software identifier , and / or 
respond to the plurality of graph nodes and the one or more an Internet Protocol ( IP ) address . 
graph edges . For example , graphical user interface 300 may The set of access control identifiers may be associated 
transform graph 306 into the serializable hierarchy of ele with one or more data object properties . For example , a 
ments . The code excerpt listed below and denoted Query 65 search query may return a data object with a gender value of 
Template is an example of a serializable hierarchy of ele “ female ” and a Social Security Number ( SSN ) of “ 555-55 
ments . 5555 ” . The set of access control identifiers may provide a 
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user group representing everyone with read permission for of matching results , the second union of matching results , 
the gender value . However , the set of access control iden and / or the third union of matching results . First data object 
tifiers may provide a user group representing law enforce 510 may also be the result of the grouping described herein 
ment officers with read permission for the SSN . in Section 2.4 . Additionally or alternatively , first data object 

Federated search computer 102 may optionally associate 5 510 may be one or more results of a search query comprising 
the set of access control identifiers with a set of coded a plurality of graph nodes and / or histograms . 
identifiers comprising a character or a string of characters . Another data object 512 may also be a particular data 
For example , an access control identifier that provides object that results from a particular search query and / or a 
everyone with read and write permission may be associated particular grouping based on one or more similarities . 
with a coded identifier of “ 5 $ A ” . Federated search computer 10 Another data object 512 may be the repository data object , 
102 and / or client interface logic 200 may filter the one or the first data object , the second data object , the third data 
more results based on the set of access control identifiers object , the first union of matching results , the second union 
and / or the set of coded identifiers . Additionally or alterna of matching results , and / or the third union of matching 
tively , federated search computer 102 and / or client interface results . Another data object 512 may also be the result of the 
logic 200 may filter the one or more results based on 15 grouping described herein in Section 2.4 . Additionally or 
additional logic applied to the set of access control identi alternatively , another data object 512 may be one or more 
fiers and / or the set of coded identifiers . results of a search query comprising a plurality of graph 

nodes and / or histograms . 
5.0 Resolution Rules Match 514 may represent a determination of whether first 

20 data object 510 and another data object 512 represent similar 
FIG . 5 is a table that depicts an approach for resolving objects and / or the same object . Resolution rules 502 may be 

data objects and deduplicating data associated with the data applied in any order and in any combination . For example , 
objects . In the example of FIG . table 500 has rows if match 514 is determined based on a first resolution rule , 
representing first data object 510 , another data object 512 , a second resolution rule may remain unapplied . Alterna 
and match 514. Table 500 also has columns representing 25 tively , the second resolution rules may be applied regardless 
resolution rules 502 , associated data 516 , and deduplicated of whether match 514 is determined based on the first 
data 518. Resolution rules 502 includes columns represent resolution rule . 
ing data source unique identifier 504 , repository unique Associated data 516 may represent information associated 
identifier 506 , and unique data object property type 508 . with a particular data object . Associated data 516 may 

Resolution rules 502 may be the criteria used to group one 30 comprise one or more data object properties that result from 
or more results of one or more search queries . Resolution a particular search query and / or a particular grouping based 
rules 502 may describe similarities used to group the one or on one or more similarities . For example , the first union of 
more results of the one or more search queries . Resolution matching results may result from performing a union opera 
rules 502 may be used to perform the grouping described tion on associated data 516 of the first data object with 
herein in Section 2.4 , Section 2.5 , Section 2.6 , and / or 35 associated data 516 of the second data object . 
Section 2.7 . Additionally or alternatively , resolution rules Deduplicated data 518 may represent information that is 
502 may be used to perform grouping between successive ultimately stored in repository 114. In table 500 , another 
pluralities of graph nodes and / or histograms . data object 512 represents a repository data object . Applying 

Data source unique identifier 504 may be all or part of a resolution rules 502 to first data object 510 and a repository 
provenance identifier . Data source unique identifier 504 may 40 data object may subsequently involve deduplicating associ 
correspond to a unique identifier , such as an index number , ated data 516 of first data object 510 and associated data 516 
used by one or more data sources of the plurality of of the repository data object . Deduplication may involve 
heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z to reference data stored removing information that appears more than once . In table 
in the one or more data sources of the plurality of hetero 500 , performing a union operation on associated data 516 of 
geneous data sources 104A - Z . Resolution rules 502 may 45 first data object 510 and associated data 516 of another data 
group the one or more results of the one or more search object 512 results in the same SSN appearing twice . After 
queries based on matching data source unique identifiers . deduplication , the SSN appears once in deduplicated data 

Repository unique identifier 506 may correspond to a 518 . 
unique identifier used by repository system 110 to reference 
data stored in repository 114. The unique identifier may be 50 6.0 Persisting Federated Search Results 
a hashed value comprising one or more unique data object 
properties associated with a data object . Resolution rules FIG . 7 is a flow diagram that depicts an approach for 
502 may group the one or more results of the one or more persisting federated search results . In step 700 , a first data 
search queries based on matching repository unique identi object is obtained from a first search query across a plurality 
fiers . 55 of heterogeneous data sources . Federated search computer 
Unique data object property type 508 may correspond to 102 and / or the plurality of translation logics 202A - Z may 

a data object property type that uniquely identifies an object process the first search query from client computer 100 
type . For example , the data object property type of “ SSN ” and / or execute the first search query across the plurality of 
uniquely identifies the object type of “ people ” . Resolution heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z . Federated search com 
rules 502 may group the one or more results of the one or 60 puter 102 and / or one or more translation logics of the 
more search queries based on matching unique data object plurality of translation logics 202A - Z may obtain the first 
property types . data object from one or more data sources of the plurality of 

First data object 510 may be a particular data object that heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z . 
results from a particular search query and / or a particular In optional step 702 , a request is received to store the first 
grouping based on one or more similarities . First data object 65 data object in a repository that has a particular data model , 
510 may be the repository data object , the first data object , wherein the request was sent by a client computer upon user 
the second data object , the third data object , the first union interaction with the first data object . Federated search com 
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puter 102 may send the one or more results of the first search may obtain the first data object and the second data object 
query to client computer 100. Client computer 100 may send from one or more data sources of the plurality of heteroge 
the persist request to federated search computer 102 when neous data sources 104A - Z and / or repository system 110 . 
the user interacts with the one or more results of the first In step 802 , a determination is made as to whether the first 
search query . For example , federated search computer 102 5 data object and the second data object share a unique 
may process the persist request when the user clicks on the identifier . A determination that the first data object and the 
first data object . second data object share a unique identifier may lead 

In step 704 , at least the first data object is resolved , based directly to step 806. A determination that the first data object 
on one or more resolution rules , with a repository data and the second data object have different unique identifiers object . Federated search computer 102 , repository system 10 may lead to step 804. The unique identifier ( s ) may reference 110 , and / or repository interface computer 112 may resolve the first data object and / or the second data object in the one the first data object , the second data object , the third data or more data sources of the plurality of heterogeneous data object , the first union of matching results , the second union 
of matching results , and / or the third union of matching sources 104A - Z and / or repository 114 . 
results with the repository data object . For example , feder- 15 In step 804 , a determination is made as to whether the first 
ated search computer 102 may obtain the repository data data object and the second data object share one or more data 
object from repository system 110 and resolve at least the object properties . A determination that the first data object 
first data object with the repository data object . and the second data object share one or more data object 

In optional step 706 , a determination is made regarding properties may lead to step 806. A determination that the first 
the existence of the repository data object . Federated search 20 data object and the second data object have different data 
computer 102 , repository system 110 , and / or repository object properties may lead to step 808. Step 804 may be 
interface computer 112 may query repository 114 and / or performed prior to , simultaneously with , and / or subsequent 
repository cache 116 for the repository data object . A to step 802 . 
determination that the repository data object exists may lead In step 806 , the first data object is grouped with the second 
directly to step 714. A determination that the repository data 25 data object . Federated search computer 102 and / or reposi 
object does not exist may lead to step 708 . tory system 110 may determine that the first data object and 

In optional step 708 , the repository data object comprising the second data object are the same object and / or similar 
a stub data object is generated . Federated search computer objects based on one or more resolution rules 502 . 
102 , repository system 110 , and / or repository interface com In step 808 , the first data object and the second data object 
puter 112 may generate the repository data object . For 30 are determined to be dissimilar objects . Based on the one or example , federated search computer 102 may generate the more resolution rules 502 , federated search computer 102 stub data object . The stub data object may consist of and / or repository system 110 may determine that the first repository unique identifier 506 . 

In optional step 710 , a unique identifier is generated based data object and the second data object represent data objects 
with nothing in common . on one or more data object properties that uniquely identify 35 

the first data object . The unique identifier may be repository FIG . 9 is a flow diagram that depicts an approach for 
unique identifier 506. Federated search computer 102 , enriching federated search results . In step 900 , a first search 
repository system 110 , and / or repository interface computer query is executed across a plurality of heterogeneous data 
112 may generate the unique identifier . Step 710 may be sources . For example , federated search computer 102 may 
performed prior to , simultaneously with , and / or subsequent 40 search in the California Department of Motor Vehicles 

( DMV ) database and in the California criminal records 
In optional step 712 , the unique identifier is stored in the database for people living in Palo Alto who have been in 

repository in a manner such that the unique identifier refer fifteen or more car accidents . 
ences the repository data object . Federated search computer In step 902 , one or more results is / are received from one 
102 , repository system 110 , and / or repository interface com- 45 or more data sources of the plurality of heterogeneous data 
puter 112 may store the unique identifier and / or the reposi sources . For example , the California DMV database may 
tory data object in repository 114. The unique identifier may return the names , addresses , and car accident counts for the 
serve as a unique key and / or an index value for the reposi people living in Palo Alto who have been in fifteen or more 
tory data object . car accidents . 

In step 714 , data associated with at least the first data 50 In step 904 , a second search query that takes as input a 
object and the repository data object is deduplicated prior to subset ( e.g. , some or all ) of the one or more results of the first 
being stored as deduplicated data in the repository . Feder search query is executed in the one or more data sources of 
ated search computer 102 , repository system 110 , and / or the plurality of heterogeneous data sources . For example , 
repository interface computer 112 may deduplicate associ federated search computer 102 may search in the California 
ated data 516 of first data object 510 and associated data 516 55 DMV database for the SSNs associated with the names and 
of the repository data object and / or store deduplicated data addresses of the people returned by the first search query . 
518 in repository 114. For example , federated search com In step 906 , a first union of matching results from the first 
puter 102 may deduplicate the third union of matching search query and the second search query is performed 
results with data associated with the repository data object . based on one or more resolution rules . For example , feder 

60 ated search computer 102 may add the SSNs to the names , 
7.0 Resolving and Enriching Federated Search addresses , and car accident counts of the people returned by 

Results the first search query . 
In optional step 908 , a third search query that takes as 

FIG . 8 is a flow diagram that depicts an approach for input a subset ( e.g. , some or all ) of the first union of 
resolving data objects based on resolution rules . In step 800 , 65 matching results is executed in one or more other data 
a first data object and a second data object are obtained . sources of the plurality of heterogeneous data sources . For 
Federated search computer 102 and / or repository system 110 example , federated search computer 102 may search in the 

to step 708 . 
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California criminal records database for felony convictions computing devices . The special - purpose computing devices 
associated with the SSNs of the people returned by the first may be hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may 

include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
In optional step 910 , a second union of matching results application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro 

from the third search query and the first union of matching 5 grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro 
results is executed based on the one or more resolution rules . grammed to perform the techniques , or may include one or 
For example , federated search computer 102 may add the more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
felony convictions to the names , addresses , car accident perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 
counts , and the SSNs of the people returned by the first firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such 
search query . special - purpose computing devices may also combine cus 

tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro 8.0 Synchronizing Changes gramming to accomplish the techniques . The special - pur 
FIG . 10 is a flow diagram that depicts an approach for pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems , 

synchronizing changes to data . In step 1000A , a change to 15 portable computer systems , handheld devices , networking 
data in a data source is detected based on a difference devices or any other device that incorporates hard - wired 
between current data and cached data . Federated search and / or program logic to implement the techniques . 
computer 102 may periodically re - execute a previously For example , FIG . 11 is a block diagram that depicts a 
executed search query in one or more data sources of the computer system 1100 upon which an embodiment may be 
plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z . Each time 20 implemented . Computer system 1100 includes a bus 1102 or 
federated search computer 102 re - executes the previously other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
executed search query , federated search computer 102 may mation , and a hardware processor 1104 coupled with bus 
also search one or more data source caches of the plurality 1102 for processing information . Hardware processor 1104 
of data source caches 106A - Z that correspond to the one or may be , for example , a general purpose microprocessor . 
more data sources of the plurality of heterogeneous data 25 Computer system 1100 also includes a main memory 
sources 104A - Z . Federated search computer 102 may com 1106 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other 
pare data returned from the one or more data sources of the dynamic storage device , coupled to bus 1102 for storing 
plurality of heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z to data information and instructions to be executed by processor 
stored in the one or more data source caches of the plurality 1104. Main memory 1106 also may be used for storing 
of data source caches 106A - Z and thereby detect the change 30 temporary variables or other intermediate information dur 
to data in the one or more data sources of the plurality of ing execution of instructions to be executed by processor 
heterogeneous data sources 104A - Z . 1104. Such instructions , when stored in non - transitory stor 

In step 1000B , a change to data in a data source is age media accessible to processor 1104 , render computer 
automatically imported based on a push or pull technology . system 1100 into a special - purpose machine that is custom 
Step 1000B may be an alternative to step 1000A . For 35 ized to perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
example , whenever the change to data in the one or more Computer system 1100 further includes a read only 
data sources of the plurality of heterogeneous data sources memory ( ROM ) 1108 or other static storage device coupled 
104A - Z occurs , federated search computer 102 may be to bus 1102 for storing static information and instructions for 
configured to automatically receive a push notification con processor 1104. A storage device 1110 , such as a magnetic 
taining the change and / or the location of the change . 40 disk or optical disk , is provided and coupled to bus 1102 for 

In step 1002 , a change in a vector clock assigned to a data storing information and instructions . 
object is inferred based on the change to the data . For Computer system 1100 may be coupled via bus 1102 to a 
example , federated search computer 102 may search in display 1112 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , for display 
repository 114 and / or repository cache 116 for the repository ing information to a computer user . An input device 1114 , 
data object associated with the change described in the push 45 including alphanumeric and other keys , is coupled to bus 
notification . Federated search computer 102 may search in 1102 for communicating information and command selec 
the one or more data sources of the plurality of heteroge tions to processor 1104. Another type of user input device is 
neous data sources 104A - Z described in the push notifica cursor control 1116 , such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor 
tion for the data object associated with the change . A vector direction keys for communicating direction information and 
clock entry assigned to the repository data object may have 50 command selections to processor 1104 and for controlling 
a value of “ 1 ” , whereas a vector clock entry assigned to a cursor movement on display 1112. This input device typi 
federated data object may have a value of “ 2 ” . cally has two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis 

In step 1004 , the change in the vector clock is deconflicted ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis ( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to 
based on repository rankings or data source rankings . For specify positions in a plane . 
example , a data source ranking may indicate that the one or 55 Computer system 1100 may implement the techniques 
more data sources of the plurality of heterogeneous data described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or 
sources 104A - Z associated with the data object is more more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic 
authoritative than repository 114. Thus , federated search which in combination with the computer system causes or 
computer 102 may update the repository data object with the programs computer system 1100 to be a special - purpose 
change to data in the data object . Alternatively , conflicting 60 machine . According to one embodiment , the techniques 
data may be presented in graphical user interface 300 to herein are performed by computer system 1100 in response 
allow the user to deconflict manually . to processor 1104 executing one or more sequences of one 

or more instructions contained in main memory 1106. Such 
9.0 Example Implementing Mechanisms instructions may be read into main memory 1106 from 

65 another storage medium , such as storage device 1110 . 
According to one embodiment , the techniques described Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in main 

herein are implemented by one or more special - purpose memory 1106 causes processor 1104 to perform the process 
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steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard streams . The signals through the various networks and the 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination signals on network link 1120 and through communication 
with software instructions . interface 1118 , which carry the digital data to and from 

The term " storage media ” as used herein refers to any computer system 1100 , are example forms of transmission 
non - transitory media that store data and / or instructions that 5 media . 
cause a machine to operation in a specific fashion . Such Computer system 1100 can send messages and receive 
storage media may comprise non - volatile media and / or data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net 
volatile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , work link 1120 and communication interface 1118. In the 
optical or magnetic disks , such as storage device 1110 . Internet example , a server 1130 might transmit a requested 
Volatile media includes dynamic memory , such as main 10 code for an application program through Internet 1128 , ISP 
memory 1106. Common forms of storage media include , for 1126 , local network 1122 and communication interface 
example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state 1118 . 
drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data storage The received code may be executed by processor 1104 as 
medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage it is received , and / or stored in storage device 1110 , or other 
medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a 15 non - volatile storage for later execution . 
RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , In the foregoing specification , embodiments have been 
NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge . described with reference to numerous specific details that 

Storage media is distinct from but may be used in con may vary from implementation to implementation . The 
junction with transmission media . Transmission media par specification and drawings are , accordingly , to be regarded 
ticipates in transferring information between storage media . 20 in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense . The sole and 
For example , transmission media includes coaxial cables , exclusive indicator of the scope of the disclosure , and what 
copper wire and fiber optics , including the wires that com is intended by the applicants to be the scope of the disclo 
prise bus 1102. Transmission media can also take the form sure , is the literal and equivalent scope of the set of claims 
of acoustic or light waves , such as those generated during that issue from this application , in the specific form in which 
radio - wave and infra - red data communications . 25 such claims issue , including any subsequent correction . 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one What is claimed is : 
or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 1. A method comprising : 
1104 for execution . For example , the instructions may obtaining a set of data ontologies associated with a 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of plurality of heterogeneous data sources ; 
a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 30 wherein each heterogeneous data source of the plurality of 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc heterogeneous data sources uses a different data model ; 
tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local receiving , as input , a selection of a graph comprising a 
to computer system 1100 can receive the data on the plurality of graph nodes connected by one or more 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the graph edges , wherein the graph has an object - centric 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 35 data model in which each graph node represents a data 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate object type or a data object property that is described in 
circuitry can place the data on bus 1102. Bus 1102 carries the at least one data ontology of the set of data ontologies 
data to main memory 1106 , from which processor 1104 and each graph edge represents a data object link that 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions represents a relationship between a pair of graph nodes 
received by main memory 1106 may optionally be stored on 40 and that is described in at least one data ontology of the 
storage device 1110 either before or after execution by set of data ontologies , wherein each graph edge of the 
processor 1104 . one or more graph edges is selected from a set of 

Computer system 1100 also includes a communication available data object links ; 
interface 1118 coupled to bus 1102. Communication inter transforming the graph into one or more search queries 
face 1118 provides a two - way data communication coupling 45 that are executed across the plurality of heterogeneous 
to a network link 1120 that is connected to a local network 
1122. For example , communication interface 1118 may obtaining a first data object and a second data object based 
an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable on executing the one or more search queries across the 
modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data plurality of heterogeneous data sources ; 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele- 50 generating an intermediate data object based on grouping 
phone line . As another example , communication interface the first data object with the second data object ; 
1118 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a generating a unique identifier for the intermediate data 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN . Wire object based on hashing one or more data object 
less links may also be implemented . In any such implemen properties that uniquely identify the intermediate data 
tation , communication interface 1118 sends and receives 55 object ; 
electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi determining whether a repository data object that shares 
tal data streams representing various types of information . the unique identifier is stored in a repository that has a 
Network link 1120 typically provides data communica particular data model ; 

tion through one or more networks to other data devices . For in response to determining that the repository data object 
example , network link 1120 may provide a connection 60 is not stored in a repository that has a particular data 
through local network 1122 to a host computer 1124 or to model , 
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider generating a stub data object that is referenced by the 
( ISP ) 1126. ISP 1126 in turn provides data communication unique identifier and is stored in the repository ; 
services through the world wide packet data communication resolving the intermediate data object with the stub data 
network now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 1128. 65 object ; 
Local network 1122 and Internet 1128 both use electrical , deduplicating data associated with the intermediate data 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data object and the stub data object ; 

data sources ; 
be 
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storing the deduplicated data in the repository that has the transforming the graph into one or more search queries 
particular data model : that are executed across the plurality of heteroge 

causing display of the first data object and the second data neous data sources ; 
object as a single graph node ; obtaining a first data object and a second data object 

wherein the method is performed by one or more com based on executing the one or more search queries 
puting devices . across the plurality of heterogeneous data sources ; 

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein the graph is trans generating an intermediate data object based on group 
formed to display one or more results of the one or more ing the first data object with the second data object ; 
search queries . generating a unique identifier for the intermediate data 

3. The method of claim 1 , wherein the transforming the 10 object based on hashing one or more data object 
graph into one or more search queries across the plurality of properties that uniquely identify the intermediate 

data object ; heterogeneous data sources comprises : 
transforming the graph into a serializable hierarchy of determining whether a repository data object that 

elements that correspond to the plurality of graph nodes shares the unique identifier is stored in a repository 
and the one or more graph edges . that has a particular data model ; 

4. The method of claim 1 , wherein the second data object in response to determining that the repository data 
is a repository data object . object is not stored in a repository that has a par 

ticular data model , 5. The method of claim 1 , wherein one or more results of 
the one or more search queries are filtered based on one or generating a stub data object that is referenced by the 
more access control identifiers associated with one or more 20 unique identifier and is stored in the repository ; 
groups of users and one or more permissions . resolving the intermediate data object with the stub data 

6. The method of claim 1 , wherein a change to data in one object ; 
of the plurality of heterogeneous data sources is automati deduplicating data associated with the intermediate 
cally imported based on a push or pull technology . data object and the stub data object ; 

7. The method of claim 1 , wherein the plurality of 25 storing the deduplicated data in the repository that has 
heterogeneous data sources comprises one or more caches the particular data model ; 
associated with one or more repositories . causing display of the first data object and the second 

8. A system comprising : data object as a single graph node . 
one or more processors ; and 9. The system of claim 8 , wherein the graph is trans 
one or more non - transitory storage media storing instruc- 30 formed to display one or more results of the one or more 

tions which , when executed by the one or more pro search queries . 
10. The system of claim 8 , wherein the transforming the cessors , cause : 

obtaining a set of data ontologies associated with a graph into one or more search queries across the plurality of 
plurality of heterogeneous data sources ; heterogeneous data sources comprises : 

wherein each heterogeneous data source of the plurality 35 transforming the graph into a serializable hierarchy of 
of heterogeneous data sources uses a different data elements that correspond to the plurality of graph nodes 
model ; and the one or more graph edges . 

receiving , as input , a selection of a graph comprising a 11. The system of claim 8 , wherein the second data object 
plurality of graph nodes connected by one or more is a repository data object . 
graph edges , wherein the graph has an object - centric 40 12. The system of claim 8 , wherein one or more results of 
data model in which each graph node represents a the one or more search queries are filtered based on one or 

more access control identifiers associated with one or more data object type or a data object property that is 
described in at least one data ontology of the set of groups of users and one or more permissions . 
data ontologies and each graph edge represents a 13. The system of claim 8 , wherein a change to data in one 
data object link that represents a relationship of the plurality of heterogeneous data sources is automati 
between a pair of graph nodes and that is described cally imported based on a push or pull technology . 
in at least one data ontology of the set of data 14. The system of claim 8 , wherein the plurality of 
ontologies , wherein each graph edge of the one or heterogeneous data sources comprises one or more caches 

associated with one or more repositories . more graph edges is selected from a set of available 
data object links ; 

45 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD OF GENERATING of data points , and drill down to access the full metadata of 
DATA POINTS FROM ONE OR MORE DATA data points in the created charts , beyond what would nor 
STORES OF DATA ITEMS FOR CHART mally be possible using the chart creation tool by itself . 
CREATION AND MANIPULATION In some embodiments , a chart creation tool creates charts 

5 from one or more received data points . In some embodi 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED ments , the chart creation tool may be implemented as a web 

APPLICATIONS app . The chart creation tool may be configured by the user 
to synchronize manipulations between different charts , 

This application is a continuation of U.S. patent applica allowing them to be more effectively compared with each 
tion Ser . No. 14 / 584,961 , filed Dec. 29 , 2014 , entitled 10 other . In addition , the user may select different charts of 
“ SYSTEM AND METHOD OF GENERATING DATA different types to be merged or overlaid , allowing easier 
POINTS FROM ONE OR MORE DATA STORES OF identifying of patterns or correlations indicative of market 
DATA ITEMS FOR CHART CREATION AND MANIPU manipulation and / or other suspect behavior . 
LATION . ” The entire disclosure of the above item is hereby In some embodiments , the chart creation tool coordinates 
made part of this specification as if set forth fully herein and 15 with a separate data analysis workspace application to 
incorporated by reference for all purposes , for all that it receive more customized and refined sets of data points for 
contains . chart creation . The workspace application may contain more 

Any and all applications for which a foreign or domestic specialized tools for searching through and filtering large 
priority claim is identified in the Application Data Sheet as sets of data ( potentially spanning hundreds of terabytes ) 
filed with the present application are hereby incorporated by 20 and / or data spread over multiple databases or servers . In 
reference under 37 CFR 1.57 . addition , the workspace application provides additional cus 

tomization options allowing a user to select , remove , or 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION cherry - pick the data items for visualization as a chart or 

graph . After defining one or more sets of data points using 
Embodiments of the present disclosure generally relate to 25 the workspace application , the user may then transmit the 

the creation and manipulation of charts used for data analy selected data points to the chart creation tool . 
sis . In some embodiments , coordination with the separate 

Analysts and regulators often must often sift through large workspace application allows users of the chart creation tool 
amounts of data when attempting to identify occurrences of to access the full metadata of data points on the created 
market manipulation and / or other types of bad behavior in a 30 charts , including metadata that cannot be normally accessed 
particular market or network . For example , such data may by the chart creation tool . For example , if the user desires to 
include trade execution data , order data , employee data , drill down on or view the full metadata of one or more 
market price data , etc. This can be an arduous and time particular data points in a created chart , the user may select 
consuming process , especially since the data may be very the data points in the chart to retrieve one or more identifiers . 
large ( potentially spanning hundreds of terabytes ) and be 35 The identifiers are transmitted back to the workspace appli 
spread across multiple databases or servers . cation , where they may be used to identify the data items 

Visualizations of the collected data ( such as charts , associated with the selected data points , and retrieve the full 
graphs , or histograms ) are often an important part of data metadata of the data items for viewing by the user . 
analysis , as they allow the analyst to more easily visualize 
large amounts of data , and may aid them in performing 40 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
comparisons of different data sets and identifying data trends 
and correlations . The following drawings and the associated descriptions 

However , many conventional tools used for creating are provided to illustrate embodiments of the present dis 
charts and graphs ( such as MICROSOFT EXCEL ) exhibit a closure and do not limit the scope of the claims . Aspects and 
number of shortcomings . For example , many chart creation 45 many of the attendant advantages of this disclosure will 
tools are not able to effectively handle large volumes of data , become more readily appreciated as the same become better 
or data spanning multiple servers or databases . They may understood by reference to the following detailed descrip 
also lack sufficient search and filtering options to define the tion , when taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
set of data from which to create a chart , and may not be drawings , wherein : 
dynamically updatable in response to interactive user inputs . 50 FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example data 
In addition , the chart creation tool may not possess func analysis system , in accordance with some embodiments . 
tionality to allow an analyst to drill down into the full FIG . 2A is illustrates a flowchart of a process for creating 
metadata of data items corresponding to the data points in a plurality of charts in accordance with some embodiments . 
the chart . FIG . 2B illustrates an example process for implementing 

55 synchronized manipulation of multiple charts . 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION FIG . 2C illustrates an example process for merging mul 

tiple charts . 
The systems , methods , and devices described herein each FIGS . 3A - 3E illustrate an example interface for creating 

have several aspects , no single one of which is solely and manipulating one or more charts . 
responsible for its desirable attributes . Without limiting the 60 FIGS . 4A and 4B illustrate flowcharts of processes for 
scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting features will cross - application coordination in accordance with some 
now be discussed briefly . embodiments . 

Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a data FIGS . 5A - 5G illustrate example interfaces for creating 
analysis system ( also referred to herein as “ the system ” ) that charts using a workspace application in conjunction with a 
may be used to implement cross - application coordination 65 chart creation tool , in accordance with some embodiments . 
between a chart creation tool and a data analysis workspace , FIG . 6A illustrates an embodiment of a database system 
in order to create one or more charts from customized sets using an ontology . 
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FIG . 6B illustrates an embodiment of a system for creat “ data object , ” “ data entity , ” “ item , ” “ object , ” and “ entity ” 
ing data in a data store using a dynamic ontology . may be used interchangeably and / or synonymously in the 

FIG . 6C illustrates a sample user interface using relation present disclosure . 
ships described in a data store using a dynamic ontology . Item ( or Entity or Object ) Type : Type of a data item ( for 

FIG . 7 illustrates a computer system with which certain 5 example , Person , Event , or Document ) . Data item types may 
methods discussed herein may be implemented . be defined by an ontology and may be modified or updated 

to include additional data item types . An data item definition 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE may include how the data item is related to other data items , 

PREFERRED EMBODIMENT such as being a sub - data item type of another data item type 
( for example , an agent may be a sub - data item of a person 

Although certain preferred embodiments and examples data item type ) , and the properties the data item type may 
are disclosed below , inventive subject matter extends have . 
beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to other Properties : Also referred to herein as " attributes " or 
alternative embodiments and / or uses and to modifications “ metadata ” of data items . A property of a data item may 
and equivalents thereof . Thus , the scope of the claims include any item of information associated with , and / or 
appended hereto is not limited by any of the particular relevant to , the data item . At a minimum , each property of 
embodiments described below . For example , in any method a data item has a property type and a value or values . For 
or process disclosed herein , the acts or operations of the example , properties associated with a person data item may 
method or process may be performed in any suitable 20 include a name ( for example , John Doe ) , an address ( for 
sequence and are not necessarily limited to any particular example , 123 S. Orange Street ) , and / or a phone number ( for 
disclosed sequence . Various operations may be described as example , 800-0000 ) , among other properties . In another 
multiple discrete operations in turn , in a manner that may be example , properties associated with a computer data item 
helpful in understanding certain embodiments ; however , the may include a list of users ( for example , userl , user 2 , and 
order of description should not be construed to imply that 25 the like ) , and / or an IP ( internet protocol ) address , among 
these operations are order dependent . Additionally , the struc other properties . 
tures , systems , and / or devices described herein may be Property Type : The type of data a property is , such as a 
embodied as integrated components or as separate compo string , an integer , or a double . Property types may include 
nents . For purposes of comparing various embodiments , complex property types , such as a series data values asso 
certain aspects and advantages of these embodiments are 30 ciated with timed ticks ( for example , a time series ) , and the 
described . Not necessarily all such aspects or advantages are like . 

achieved by any particular embodiment . Thus , for example , Property Value : The value associated with a property , 
various embodiments may be carried out in a manner that which is of the type indicated in the property type associated 
achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advantages with the property . A property may have multiple values . 

Link : A connection between two data objects , based on , as taught herein without necessarily achieving other aspects for example , a relationship , an event , and / or matching or advantages as may also be taught or suggested herein . properties . Links may be directional , such as one represent Terms ing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared between two 
methods discussed herein , a number of terms are defined 40 or more data objects . 
below . The terms defined below , as well as other terms used Data Point : A data item or a subset of the properties of a 
herein , should be construed broadly to include , without data item , to be used in the creation of a chart and / or in 
limitation , the provided definitions , the ordinary and cus another application . A data point is typically associated with 
tomary meanings of the terms , and / or any other implied at least two properties : a first property corresponding to a 
meanings for the respective terms . Thus , the definitions 45 first axis of the chart , and a second property corresponding 
below do not limit the meaning of these terms , but only to a second axis of the chart . A data point is also often 
provide example definitions . associated with a unique identifier of the data item to which 

Database : A broad term for any data structure for storing it relates . In some cases , a property of a data point may 
and / or organizing data , including , but not limited to , rela comprise an aggregation of multiple data items ( e.g. , a count 
tional databases ( for example , Oracle database , mySQL 50 of data items having a certain property value ) . 
database , and the like ) , spreadsheets , XML files , and text Overview 
file , among others . The various terms " database , " " data Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a data 
store , ” and “ data source ” may be used interchangeably in the analysis system configured to synchronize manipulations 
present disclosure . between multiple charts , merge multiple charts , and coor 

Data Item ( Item ) , Data Object ( Object ) , or Data Entity 55 dinate with a data analysis workspace to receive customized 
( Entity ) : A data container for information representing a sets of data points . 
specific thing , or a group of things , in the world . A data item Analysts and regulators often , in order to identify market 
may be associated with a number of definable properties ( as manipulation and / or other types of bad behavior in a moni 
described below ) . For example , a data item may represent an tored market or network , must regularly sift through large 
item such as a person , a place , an organization , an account , 60 amounts of data . For example , such data may include trade 
a computer , an activity , a market instrument , or other noun . execution data , order data , employee data , market data , 
A data item may represent an event that happens at a point communications data , etc. By analyzing the data , an analyst 
in time or for a duration . A data item may represent a may detect patterns and / or correlations indicative of market 
document or other unstructured data source such as an manipulation and / or other types of monitored behavior . 
e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper or article . 65 Visualizations of the data ( such as charts , graphs , or 
Each data item may be associated with a unique identifier histograms ) are often an important part of data analysis , as 
that uniquely identifies the data item . The terms “ data item , " they allow an analyst to more easily visualize large amounts 

35 
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of data , and may also aid them in performing comparisons selected data points , and retrieve the full metadata of the 
of different data sets and identifying trends and correlations data items for viewing by the user . 
in the data . 
However , many conventional tools used for creating DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

charts and graphs ( such as MICROSOFT EXCEL ) exhibit a 
number of shortcomings . Large scale data analysis often Embodiments of the disclosure will now be described 
necessitates the creation of multiple charts covering different with reference to the accompanying Figures , wherein like 
sets of related data . When performing comparisons between numerals refer to like elements throughout . The terminology 
different charts , if an analyst performs a manipulation on a used in the description presented herein is not intended to be 
first chart , he or she must often also perform a matching 10 interpreted in any limited or restrictive manner , simply 

because it is being utilized in conjunction with a detailed manipulation in a second chart in order to continue the description of certain specific embodiments of the disclo comparison . In addition , an analyst may sometimes desire to sure . Furthermore , embodiments of the disclosure described merge one or more charts of different types in order to better above and / or below may include several novel features , no visualize how the data in the first chart correlates with that 15 single one of which is solely responsible for its desirable of the second chart . Many chart creation tools , while allow attributes or which is essential to practicing the embodi 
ing for manipulations of individual charts , do not support ments of the disclosure herein described . 
synchronized manipulation of multiple charts , and / or merg FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example data 
ing of different charts of different types . analysis system , in accordance with some embodiments . As 
Many chart creation tools also cannot effectively handle 20 shown in the embodiment of FIG . 1 , the data analysis system 

large volumes of data , or data spanning multiple databases 100 includes a user station 101 , an application server 103 , a 
or servers , and may lack sufficient search and filtering web app 104 , and a database 106. Further , the user station 
options . For example , while many conventional chart cre 101 , application server 103 , and web app 104 may commu 
ation tools may contain basic filters , they often lack the nicate over a network 102 , for example , to access data from 
ability allow the analyst to select data items for visualization 25 database 106 , and / or to communicate with each other . 
based upon any attribute or combination of attributes , or to The user station 101 may correspond to any type of 
remove or cherry - pick specific data items for chart creation computing station that may be used to operate or interface 
in a dynamic and interactive fashion . with the applications in the system ( e.g. , applications on 

In addition , chart creation tools , when creating charts application server 103 and / or web app 104 ) . Examples of 
based upon received data items , often only read or process 30 such user stations include for example , workstations , per 
attributes of the data items relevant to chart creation . It is sonal computers , or remote computing terminals . User sta 
often difficult or impossible for an analyst , when viewing a tions may also include mobile devices , such as smartphones , 
created chart , to drill down into the full metadata of data tablets , or touchscreen devices . The user station 101 com 
items corresponding to the data points in the chart . prises a display device , such as a display monitor , for 

In various embodiments of the system , a chart creation 35 displaying a user interface to users at the user station . The 
tool is used to create charts from one or more received data user station 101 also comprises one or more input devices 
points . In some embodiments , the chart creation tool may be for the user to provide operational control over the activities 
implemented as a web app . The chart creation tool may be of the system , such as a mouse , keyboard , or touchscreen to 
configured by the user to synchronize manipulations manipulate a graphical user interface to generate user inputs 
between different charts , allowing them to be more effec- 40 ( e.g. , by manipulating a cursor or pointing object in the 
tively compared with each other . In addition , the user may graphical user interface ) . 
select different charts of different types to be merged or The applications server 103 may include a workspace app 
overlaid , allowing easier identifying of patterns or correla 105. The workspace app 105 may comprise a software 
tions indicative of market manipulation and / or other suspect application that be used by a user at user station 101 to 
behavior . While the present disclosure refers largely to 45 retrieve data comprising one or more data items from a 
detecting market manipulation for the purpose of example , database 106 or other data source . In addition , workspace 
the various embodiments described may be used in a variety app 105 may be used to search , filter , and / or otherwise 
of different applications , such as detecting tax evasion , the manipulate the received data items to be displayed to the 
presence of malware , interesting market conditions , and / or user at user station 101. In some embodiments , workspace 
the like . 50 app 105 may also be used to perform other types of 

In various embodiments , the chart creation tool may operations , such as enrichment and analysis , on the received 
coordinate with a separate workspace application to receive data . Example methods and systems for displaying and 
more customized and refined sets of data points for chart enriching data items are disclosed in U.S. patent application 
creation . The workspace application may contain more Ser . No. 14 / 859,882 , titled “ SYSTEMS AND INTERAC 
specialized tools for searching through and filtering large 55 TIVE USER INTERFACES FOR DYNAMIC 
sets of data , and may provide additional customization RETRIEVAL , ANALYSIS , AND TRIAGE OF DATA 
options by allowing a user to select , remove , or cherry - pick ITEMS , ” filed on even date herewith , which is hereby 
the data items that the user decides to visualize as a chart or incorporated by reference in its entirety . Additional 
graph . After defining one or more sets of data points using examples of organization and storage of data items and 
the workspace application , the user may then transmit the 60 functionality of the workspace app 105 may be found in the 
selected data points to the chart creation tool . description of FIGS . 4A - 4B , 5A - 5G , 6A - 6C and 7 below . 

Afterwards , if the user desires to drill down on or view the Web app 104 may comprise a software application acces 
full metadata of one or more particular data points in a sible by the user at user interface 101 to perform a variety 
created chart , the user may select the data points in the chart of operations on received data items from database 106 or 
to retrieve one or more identifiers . The identifiers are trans- 65 another data source . In some embodiments , web app 104 is 
mitted back to the workspace application , where they may accessed by the user at user station 101 through an internet 
be used to identify the data items associated with the or web browser , such as Internet Explorer , Mozilla Firefox , 
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or Google Chrome , although it is understood that in other Chart Creation 
embodiments , web app 104 may correspond to any type of FIG . 2A illustrates a flowchart of an example process for 
application that can be accessed by a user at user station 101 . creating a plurality of charts based upon received data items , 
Web app 104 may contain chart creation tools to be used by in accordance with some embodiments . In various embodi 
the user to create one or more charts , graphs , and / or other 5 ments , fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in 
visualizations based upon received data items from database the example method of FIG . 2A , or various blocks may be 

performed in an order different from that shown . In various 106 and / or other data sources . embodiments , one or more blocks in the flowchart may be While the user station 101 , application server 103 , and performed by one or more components of the data analysis 
web app 104 are shown as distinct computing systems , the system , for example , web app 104 , as described in reference 
user station 101 , application server 103 , and web app 104 to FIG . 1 . 
may be part of the same computing system and / or organized In the embodiment of the flowchart of FIG . 2A , at block 
differently than shown . For example , in one embodiment 202 , one or more data sets comprising one or more data 
both the workspace app 105 and the web app 104 may be items are accessed . The data sets may comprise data 
executed by the application server 103. In some embodi received from one or more data sources , such as a database 
ments , some components of the data analysis system ( e.g. , or data store ( e.g. , database 106 , as illustrated in FIG . 1 ) . In 

some embodiments , the data sets may be retrieved by user station 101 , application server 103 , and / or web app querying one or more databases or data stores directly , e.g. , 104 ) may be implemented as one or more computing sys without having to go through a database administrator . In 
tems 800 and / or servers 830 , as described below in reference some embodiments , the data sets may be imported from 
to FIG . 7. In various embodiments , one or more of the 20 another application ( e.g. , from an EXCEL spreadsheet ) . The 
application server 103 , the workspace app 105 , the web app data sets may comprise relational data , data organized as 
104 , and other another aspect of the computing systems data items or an item / node graph ( described in greater detail 
described herein may be configured to and / or designed to below with regards to FIGS . 6A - 6C ) , and / or any other type 
generate user interface data useable for rendering the inter of data or combination of different types of data . 
active user interfaces described herein . In various embodi- 25 At block 204 , a first set of parameters for defining a chart 
ments the user interface data may be transmitted to the user is received . The first set of parameters may specify one or 
station 101 , and / or any other computing device , such that the more data sets and one or more filters to be used for the 
example user interfaces are displayed to the user and the user creation of a chart . For example , an analyst may , in order to 
may interact with the system via the user interfaces . As search for signs of market manipulation or insider trading in 
mentioned above , in some embodiments the user station 101 30 a particular market over a specified time period , desire to 
may include a browser ( and / or other software program ) view data relating to the market during the specified time 
accessing a web service and configured to render the user period . Thus , the first set of parameters may comprise filters 

for the specified time period , market being analyzed , and interfaces based on the user interface data . 
The database 106 may be a Relational Database Manage- 35 of shares traded , etc. ) In addition , one or more inputs market attribute ( s ) to be analyzed ( e.g. , index price , number 

ment System ( RDBMS ) that stores the data as rows in associated with chart presentation may also be received relational tables . The term “ database , " as used herein , may ( e.g. , an input specifying a type of chart , such as line graph , 
refer to an database ( e.g. , RDBMS or SQL database ) , or may bar graph , or scatter plot ) . In some embodiments , the 
refer to any other data structure , such as , for example a selected data set attributes are plotted as a time series ( e.g. , 
comma separated values ( CSV ) , extensible markup lan- 40 using an identified time - based attribute from the data set ) . 
guage ( XML ) , text ( TXT ) file , flat file , spreadsheet file , However , it is understood that in other embodiments , data 
and / or any other widely used or proprietary format . While set attributes other than time may be used . For example , a 
the database 106 is shown as a distinct computing system , user may create a chart plotting exchange rate against 
the database 106 may operate on the same server computing market trade volume . 
system as the application server 103 , web app 104 , and / or 45 At block 206 , a first chart is created based upon the data 
user station 101. In some embodiments , database 106 may specified by the first set of parameters . In some embodi 
correspond to multiple databases , and / or span multiple serv ments , the first set of parameters is used to query the data set 
ers or computing devices . In some embodiments , web app in order to retrieve one or more data points . In addition , 
104 and workspace app 105 are configured to be able to additional analysis and / or aggregation may be used in order 
retrieve data from database 106 by querying database 106 , 50 to obtain the data points for the chart . For example , if a data 
e.g. , without having to go through a separate database set comprises data items corresponding to individual trades 
administrator . occurring in a market at a given time , aggregation may be 

The data stored in database 106 may include a variety of performed to obtain a data point corresponding to the total 
information and data ( for example , various data items as number of trades occurring at the time . 
described herein ) , for example , personal information , finan- 55 At block 208 , a second set of parameters different from 
cial information , tax - related information , computer net the first set of parameters is received . In some embodiments , 
work - related data , and / or computer - related activity data , the second set of parameters may be directed to the same 
among others . For example , the data sources may be related data set ( s ) as the first set of parameters , or to different data 
to customer account records stored by a financial institution . set ( s ) . For example , the user may have created a first chart 
In such a case , the data sources may include a credit card 60 based upon a first set of parameters directed to a market 
account data , bank account data , customer data , and trans trades data set , while the second set of parameters may be 
action data . The data may include data attributes such as directed to an exchange rates data set , a market price data 
account numbers , account balances , phone numbers , set , and / or the like . In some embodiments , different types of 
addresses , and transaction amounts , and the like . Of course , data sets may be used for different applications . For 
database 106 is included to be representative of a variety of 65 example , a user attempting to identify malware or occur 
data available to the application server 103 and web app 104 rences of malicious activity on a network may desire to 
over network 102 , as well as locally available data sources . access data sets relating to network processes , proxy 
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requests originating from the network , proxy requests In addition , in some embodiments , a user indication must 
directed to the network , and / or the like . It is appreciated that be received in order to synchronize manipulation between a 
any type of data set may be used for chart creation and first and second chart . For example , a user may select a first 
manipulation , depending on the particular application chart and a second chart , and then select an option to “ lock 
desired by the user . 5 axes ” for the selected charts , resulting in an expansions / 

At block 210 , a second chart is created based upon the compression to an axis of the first chart also being reflected 
data specified by the second set of parameters . The process in an axis of the second chart . At a later time , the user may 
for creating the second chart using the second set of param choose to disable “ lock axes , ” and may thereby be enabled 
eters may be similar to that for creating the first chart using to perform manipulations on the first chart without affecting 

10 the second chart . the first set of parameters at block 206. The two charts may In addition to synchronizing manipulations , multiple be simultaneously displayed to the user ( e.g. , side by side or charts can be merged in order facilitate analysis and com one above the other ) , allowing for easier comparison . For parison . FIG . 2C illustrates a flowchart of a process for example , in the above scenario , a user may wish to compare merging multiple charts in accordance with some embodi 
how an attribute relating to market trades changes over time 15 ments . At block 218 , a first chart is identified . At block 220 , 
correlates with how an exchange rate attribute changes over a second chart that can be merged with the first chart is 
time . identified . 
Chart Manipulation and Merging Typically , in order for two charts to be merged , they must 
Once the first and second charts have been created and share at least one common axis . For example , a first chart 

displayed to the user , the user may wish to perform manipu- 20 having a time axis and a share price axis may be merged with 
lations on the displayed charts . These manipulations may a second chart having a time axis and a share volume axis , 
comprise analytical manipulations and / or presentation due to both charts having a common axis ( e.g. , time ) . On the 
manipulations . For example , the user may wish to alter the other hand , a first chart having a time axis and a share price 
filters or data points covered by the first chart ( e.g. , change axis cannot be merged with a second chart having a share 
a time period covered by the first chart ) , and / or change how 25 volume axis and an exchange rate axis , due to the lack of a 
the first chart is presented ( e.g. , compress or expand the common axis between the first and second charts . It is noted 
x - axis of the first chart ) . However , once a manipulation is that in some embodiments the first and second charts may 
performed on the first chart , the user will often desire for a have axes with different names that are nonetheless consid 
corresponding manipulation to be performed on the second ered compatible . For example , the first chart may be based 
chart . For example , if the user changes the time period 30 upon a first data set having a time - based attribute , while the 
examined by first chart from January 31 to February 1 , it second chart may be based upon a second data set having a 
may be desirable to change the time period covered by the time - based attribute with a different name ( e.g. , " receiv 
second chart from January 31 February 1 as well , so that e_time , ” “ trade_time , ” etc. ) In such cases , the user , when 
the user can continue comparing the data of the two charts . merging the first and second charts , may be prompted to 

FIG . 2B illustrates a flowchart of an example method for 35 enter single axis name to be used for the axis of the merged 
implementing synchronized manipulation of multiple charts , chart . 
in accordance with some embodiments . At block 212 , an At block 222 , the first and second charts are merged based 
input is received specifying a manipulation of the first chart . at least in part upon a common axis , wherein the first chart 
It is appreciated that many different types of inputs may be may be superimposed over the second chart , or vice versa . 
used in various embodiments to specify a manipulation . For 40 In addition , the common axis of the first and second charts 
example , in some embodiments a user can expand or com ( typically , the x - axis ) are aligned when performing the 
press an axis of the first chart by clicking on an axis of the superposition . In some embodiments , the first and second 
first chart , and dragging the cursor towards the center of the charts may have a second axis that is different ( typically 
chart to compress or towards the edge of the chart to expand . y - axis ) . In such cases , values for the non - shared axis of each 
Alternatively , the user may type a value within a text box , 45 chart may be displayed on opposite sides of the merged 
drag a slider , or perform some other type of input to specify chart . For example , y - axis values of the first chart may be 
a level of expansion / compression . At block 214 , a manipu displayed on the left side of the merged chart , while y - axis 
lation of the first chart is performed based at least in part values of the second chart may be displayed on the right side 
upon the received input . of the merged chart . It is understood that although FIG . 2C 
At block 216 , a manipulation of the second chart is 50 refers to merging a first chart and a second chart , in some 

performed , based at least in part upon the manipulation of embodiments any number of compatible charts may be 
the first chart . For example , if the manipulation of the first merged . In some embodiments , when merging charts having 
chart caused an expansion / compression of the x - axis of the different axes ( e.g. , y - axes ) , the different axes may be 
first chart , a matching expansion / compression is performed automatically scaled relative to each other in order to make 
on the x - axis of the second chart , so that the user is able to 55 the data easier to visualize and compare . The scaling may be 
continue analysis of the first and second charts without based at least in part upon a highest / lowest value along an 
further interruption . axis , a mean value of an axis , and / or other factors . 

In some embodiments , the manipulation of the second FIGS . 3A - 3E illustrate example user interfaces for creat 
chart can only be performed if the second chart shares ing and manipulating charts in accordance with some 
certain attributes with the first chart . Certain manipulations 60 embodiments . FIG . 3A illustrates an interface 302 with one 
may only be performed if the first and second charts share or more interactive fields or elements used to define param 
the same source data set or have a compatible data attribute . eters for the creation of a first chart 304. For example , the 
For example , in some embodiments , an expansion / compres user may specify a data set to be used for the chart at 306 , 
sion of the x - axis of a first chart , wherein the x - axis a time period filter at 308 , and one or more additional filters 
correspond to a time attribute , may not be performed on a 65 at 310. For example , additional filters used in the context of 
second chart if the second chart does not also have an axis detecting market manipulation may include geographic 
corresponding to a time attribute . region , currency type , type of trade , price range , and / or the 
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like . In some embodiments , types of additional filters avail Cross - Application Coordination 
able may be based at least in part upon the selected data set . In some embodiments , the chart creation tool ( e.g. , web 
For example , each available data set may be associated with app 104 , described above in reference to FIGS . 2A - 2C and 
one or more available filters . In addition , the user interface 3A - 3E ) may be to perform a basic level of filtering on a data 
may contain one or more interactive fields or elements used 5 set . However , in many cases a user or analyst may desire a 
to define how the created chart will be displayed to the user . greater degree of control over the data than that provided by 

the chart creation tool . In addition , data items to be analyzed For example , the interface may contain a drop - down menu may contain many attributes ( also referred to as metadata for allowing the user to select between different types of charts , the data items ) that are not used or considered by the chart 
such as a line graph , bar chart , or scatter plot . creation tool when creating a chart , and thus often do not 

FIG . 3B illustrates a user interface wherein a second chart contain functionality for the user to drill down into the full 
312 has been created using a second set of parameters metadata of the data items used to create the chart . 
entered by the user at interface 302. Second chart 312 is Instead , a separate workspace application ( e.g. , work 
positioned directly below first chart 304 , allowing for easy space app 105 ) may be used to further filter or fine - tune the 
visual comparison . A select button 314 or other interface data to be analyzed . The workspace application may be used 
element may be located next to each created chart , allowing to create a set of data points , which are then sent to the chart 

creation tool to create the charts . The workspace application the user to select a chart for the performance of one or more may further coordinate with the chart creation tool by manipulations . It is noted that first chart 304 and second allowing the user to access of full metadata of data items 
chart 312 may be of different types . For example , first chart associated with selected chart data points . 
304 is a line graph while second chart 312 is a scatter plot . 20 FIGS . 4A and 4B illustrate flowcharts of processes for 

FIG . 3C illustrates a screen where the user has performed cross - application coordination in accordance with some 
a manipulation on the first chart 304 that causes a corre embodiments . At block 402 , the workspace application 
sponding manipulation to be performed on the second chart receives one or more data sets containing one or more data 
312. In the illustrated example , the first and second charts items . The data sets may be received by accessing one or 
share a common axis ( x - axis indicating time ) . The charts can 25 more databases or data stores ( e.g. , database 106 , as illus 
be configured by a user to be axis - locked ( e.g. , by selecting trated in FIG . 1 ) . In some embodiments , the data set may be 
the first and second charts using buttons 314 , and selecting retrieved by querying database or data stores directly , e.g. , 
an “ axis lock ” option ) , such that the manipulation of the axis without having to go through a database administrator . In 
of the first chart 304 ( axis compression 316 ) causes the same some embodiments , the data set may also be imported from 
manipulation on the axis of the second chart 312 ( a corre 30 one or more other applications ( e.g. , an EXCEL spread 
sponding axis compression 318 ) . sheet ) . 

FIG . 3D illustrates a screen wherein the first chart 304 and At block 404 , the desired data items to be used in creating 
the chart ( s ) are selected . In some embodiments , this may second chart 312 are merged to form a merged chart 320. As comprise defining one or more filters for narrowing the data noted above , the first chart 304 and second chart 312 shared 35 set to specific data items . In addition , in some embodiments a common x - axis ( corresponding to time ) . In addition , the the user may manually add or remove certain data items two charts shared a common y - axis ( corresponding to price ) . from the selection . For example , the user may identify 

Thus , when merged , both the x - axis and the y - axis of the certain data items as outliers or otherwise undesirable to be 
chart may remain unchanged . In some embodiments , when included in the selection , even though it may not be readily 
one or more charts are merged , a color of at least one of the 40 apparent from the data item attributes , and remove those 
charts will be changed in order to improve user readability . data items from the selection . Similarly , the user may be able 
For example , first chart 304 and second chart 312 may have to manually add one or more additional data items to the 
both been represented using the color blue prior to merging . selection . 
When merged , second chart 312 may be changed to another In some embodiments , data items from the received data 
color ( e.g. , green ) , so that the user will be able to differen- 45 set may be displayed in a graphical format ( e.g. , an array of 
tiate between data from the first chart and data from the dots or other selectable objects , wherein a dot represents an 
second chart . individual data item , as described below in reference to FIG . 

FIG . 3E illustrates a screen where the merged chart 320 is 6C ) in a graphical interface . The user may use the graphical 
merged with a third chart ( a bar chart ) to form merged chart interface to select , de - select , group , and separate data items 
322. While all charts involved in the merge shared a com- 50 in order to form a desired selection . 
mon x - axis ( time ) , the third chart had a y - axis different from At block 406 , desired attributes of the selected data items 
that of merged chart 320. Thus , in merged chart 322 , the are identified . In some embodiments , the desired attributes 
y - axis for the original merged chart 320 ( comprising first correspond to data item attributes that are relevant to the 
chart 304 and second chart 312 ) is displayed on the left side creation of the chart . For example , for a chart that plots share 
of the chart , while the y - axis of the third chart is displayed 55 price against time , the desired attributes may comprise time 
on the right side of the chart . and share price . In some embodiments , analysis and / or 

In some embodiments the user interface of the chart aggregation may be performed in order to obtain the desired 
creation tool includes a time zone selection element , for attributes . For example , if the data items correspond to 
example , a dropdown . Using the time zone selection ele individual trades , and the chart to be created plots number of 
ment , the user may indicate a time zone in which the user is 60 trades against time , the data items corresponding to indi 
located . The system then automatically adjusts time - based vidual trades may be aggregated to obtain a desired attribute 
attributes ( such as timestamps ) associated with the various ( e.g. , number of trades ) . 
data points obtained and plotted in the one or more charts , In some embodiments , the desired attributes may be 
to be consistent with the indicated time zone . Accordingly , determined based at least in part upon an input from the 
the various data points displayed to the user are more easily 65 chart creation tool and / or some other application ( e.g. , based 
evaluated using as consistent time zone in which the user is upon a type of chart to be created at the chart creation tool ) . 
located , and / or a preferred time zone of the user . For example , the chart creation tool and / or other application 
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may communicate ( automatic or user - initiated ) with the in other embodiments , multiple charts may be created ( e.g. , 
workspace application indicating one or more desired attri a first chart based upon a first subset of the received data 
butes . In other embodiments , the desired attributes may be points , and a second chart based upon a second subset of the 
determined at least in part upon a type of data item selected . received data points ) . 
For example , certain types of data items may have one or In some embodiments , data points from the created charts 
more attributes designated as desirable attributes for chart may be used to drill down into the attributes of the associ 
creation . In other embodiments , the desired attributes may ated data items . For example , a user viewing the created 
be based at least in part upon a selection or input by the user , charts via the chart web app may desire to view additional 
corresponding to a chart that the user wishes to create , or attribute data associated with certain data points or sets of 
other action the user intends on taking with respect to the 10 data points in the chart . However , the additional attribute 
data items . In some embodiments , identification of desired data may not be available at the chart creation tool , due to 
attributes may be based upon any combination of the options chart creation tool lacking means to display the addition 
described above ( e.g. , a particular data type is associated attribute data , or because the additional attribute data was 
with several possible desired attributes , which may then be removed prior to the data points being transmitted to the 
narrowed down through user input or communication from 15 chart creation tool . Therefore , communication with the 
the chart creation tool ) . workspace application may be required to allow the user to 

In addition to desired attributes , the data items may have view the full metadata associated with the data points of the 
many attributes that are not relevant to chart creation . For chart . 
example , in the above example of a chart plotting number of FIG . 4B illustrates a flowchart of a process coordinating 
trades against time , certain attributes , such as individual 20 between a chart creation tool ( web app ) and a separate 
trader names , individual transaction numbers , amount of workspace , in accordance with some embodiments . At block 
shares involved in the trade , etc. , may not be relevant to the 416 , a selection of one or more data points of a chart is 
chart . Thus , at block 408 , unnecessary attributes of the data received . For example , a user may click on a chart to select 
items may be removed . By removing these attributes and a data point , drag over an area of the chart to select multiple 
retaining only the desired attributes of the selected data 25 data points , specify desired data points using a text box or 
items , the amount of the data that needs to be sent to the other interface element , and / or the like . The selected data 
chart creation tool can be greatly reduced , lowering the points correspond to data items that the user wishes to obtain 
memory and processing requirements of the chart creation more information about . 
tool , as well as load on the network when transmitting the At block 418 , identifiers associated with the selected data 
data . 30 points are identified . For example , as stated above , each data 

At block 410 , the stripped down data items are sent by the point that was sent to the chart creation tool for creating the 
workspace to the chart creation tool as one or more data chart is associated with an identifier that identifies the data 
points . In some embo ents , the transmitted data points item corresponding to the data point . 
will each include an identifier identifying the data item At block 420 , the identifiers are sent to the workspace 
corresponding to the data point . The identifier may corre- 35 application . At block 422 , the workspace application 
spond to an identifying attribute value of its associated data receives the identifiers from the web app . At block 424 , the 
item , or be created if one does not already exist in the data received identifiers are used to look up their associated data 
item ( e.g. , a hash value using one or more attributes of the items . 
data item ) . At block 426 , once the data items have been identified , the 

A variety of different methods may be used by the user to 40 full metadata of the identified data items ( or a portion 
transmit the data points to the chart creation tool . For thereof ) may be displayed to the user . The data may be 
example , the workspace application may contain a display displayed as a table , chart , and / or any other visual format . In 
area where the user may drag and drop selected data items . addition or in the alternative , the data item metadata may be 
Alternatively , a user may select the desired data items and stored and / or exported to another application ( e.g. , as an 
click a button or other interface element to send the selected 45 EXCEL spreadsheet ) . In an embodiment , the data item 
data items to the chart creation tool as data points . metadata may be transmitted back to the web app and 

In some embodiments , a link is established between the displayed to the user in , for example , a pop up associated 
workspace app and the chart creation tool , allowing for data with the selected data point . 
( e.g. , data points ) to be sent between them . For example , in Although the methods illustrated in FIGS . 4A and 4B are 
some embodiments , a user , after launching or logging into 50 described primarily in reference to chart creation tools , it is 
the workspace app , may specify a chart creation tool to be understood that they may be applied to a variety of appli 
linked with the workspace app . In other embodiments , the cations . For example , the workspace application may be 
workspace app and chart creation tool may be linked based used to select one or more sets of data items ( e.g. , using 
at least in part upon detection of a common user authenti filters , manual manipulations , and / or a combination thereof ) , 
cation for both programs . It is understood that in various 55 stripping the data items of unneeded attributes , and trans 
embodiments , different methods of linking the workspace mitting stripped down data items to any type of separate 
app with the chart creation tool may be used . application for further processing and / or analysis . In addi 
At block 412 , the chart creation tool receives the data tion , the stripped down data items may be associated with 

points from the workspace application . At block 414 , the identifiers , so that they when selected at the separate appli 
chart creation tool creates one or more charts based at least 60 cation , the identifiers can be transmitted back to the work 
in part upon the received data points . In addition , the charts space application to retrieve the full metadata ( or a portion 
may be created based at least in part upon one or more thereof ) of the original data items . 
addition user inputs , such as a user input specifying chart FIGS . 5A - 5G illustrate example user interfaces for cre 
type . The user may also use the filtering functions of the ating charts using a workspace application in conjunction 
chart creation tool ( if any ) to further filter the received data 65 with a chart creation tool , in accordance with some embodi 
points prior to creating the charts . In some embodiments , a ments . FIG . 5A illustrates a user interface of a workspace 
single chart is created from the received data points , while application in accordance with some embodiments . The 
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workspace application may contain a data display area 502 second chart showing data items not having the attribute 
displaying one or more data items in a tabular format , value ( e.g. , by selecting array 508a ) , allowing for easy 
wherein rows correspond to individual data items , and comparison between the two . 
columns correspond to data item attributes . The workspace In addition , a user may obtain additional information on 
application may also contain an interface portion 504 com 5 individual data items ( e.g. , by a selecting or placing a cursor 
prising one or more user interface elements allowing a user over a data item dot ) . For example , as illustrated in FIG . 5E , 
to specify parameters to search through and / or filter data attribute values for a selected data item are displayed to the 
items from the data source , the results being displayed in user at 512 when the user places a cursor over a correspond 
display area 502 . ing data item dot . 

FIG . 5F illustrates the interface , wherein the user may FIG . 5B illustrates an example interface of the workspace 
application in accordance with some embodiments . In some select and manipulate ( e.g. , remove or separate ) particular 

data items from the data set . For example , the user may wish embodiments , the data items to be graphed may be displayed to separate a certain subset of data items ( as a new array in a graphical format in display area 506 for easier selection 508c ) from the main data set ( array 508a ) , in order to further 
and / or filtering instead of in a tabular format as illustrated in 15 refine or narrow the data items that are used to create the FIG . 5A . For example , the data items may be displayed as charts at the web app . The user may select individual data 
an array of dots 508 ( or other icon or graphic ) , wherein each item dots and / or groups of data item dots in display area 506 , 
dot in the array corresponds to an individual data item without having to select particular filters or attribute values 
( hereinafter also referred to as a “ data item dot ” ) . Users may using interface 504 . 
select , move , drag and drop , and perform other operations on 20 FIG . 5G illustrates a plurality of charts that can be created 
individual data item dots or groups of data item dots . using the selected data from the workspace . For example , 

In addition , the interface may contain interface elements the user may create a chart using all of the selected data , a 
allowing a ser to send selected data items to the web app chart using a first subset of the selected data ( e.g. , data items 
for chart creation . For example , the user may select the data from arrays 508a , 508b , or 508c ) , and a chart using a second 
items and drag them to a designated area 510 , which are then 25 subset of the selected data ( e.g. , data items from a different 
sent to the web app and used to create a chart . In some array 508a , 508b , or 508c ) . In addition , the charts can be 
embodiments , automatic stripping of unnecessary attributes manipulated and / or merged to allow for easier analysis . 
of the data items may be performed ( e.g. , as in block 408 Data Item - Centric Data Model 
illustrated in FIG . 4A ) in response to the user initiating To provide a framework for the description of specific 
transmission of data to the web app for chart creation . 30 systems and methods provided above and below , an example 

FIG . 5C illustrates using the interface to filter the selected database system 1210 using an ontology 1205 will now be 
described in reference to FIGS . 6A - 6C . This description is data items . For example , data items may be associated with provided for the purpose of providing an example and is not a plurality of different properties or attributes . A user may intended to limit the techniques to the example data model , select one or more data item attribute values at interface 35 the example database system , or the example database portion 504 , wherein the data items matching the selection system's use of an ontology to represent information . ( e.g. , having the selected attribute value ) may be reflected in In one embodiment , a body of data is conceptually the graphical display of the data items in display area 506 . structured according to data item - centric data model repre For example , as shown in array 508 in FIG . 5C , data item sented by ontology 1205. The conceptual data model is 

dots that satisfy a selected attribute value are highlighted in 40 independent of any particular database used for durably 
a color different from the remaining data item dots that do storing one or more database ( s ) 1209 based on the ontology 
not have the selected attribute value . 1205. For example , each object of the conceptual data model 

FIG . 5D illustrates the interface shown in FIG . 5C , may correspond to one or more rows in a relational database 
wherein data items containing certain selected attributes or or an entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
combinations of attributes are removed from the data set . 45 ( LDAP ) database , or any combination of one or more 
For example , a user may select an attribute value or com databases . 
bination of attribute values , and select an action to perform FIG . 6A illustrates data item - centric conceptual data 
on displayed data items having the selected attribute values . model ( which may also be referred to as an " object - centric 
This may include removing all displayed data items having conceptual data model ” ) according to an embodiment . An 
the selected attribute values , removing all displayed data 50 ontology 1205 , as noted above , may include stored infor 
items not having the selected attribute values , and / or the mation providing a data model for storage of data in the 
like . In some embodiments , the user , after selecting the data database 1209. The ontology 1205 may be defined by one or 
item dots or a subset of the data item dots , may perform a more data item types ( which may also be referred to as 
command to reorganize the selected data item dots as an " object types ” ) , which may each be associated with one or 
array , in order to improve presentation and organization . 55 more property types . At the highest level of abstraction , data 

FIG . 5E illustrates the interface , wherein data items in the item 1201 ( which may also be referred to as a “ data object ” 
data set may be separated based upon data item attribute or " object ” ) is a container for information representing 
values ( instead of simply removed ) . For example , in the things in the world . For example , data item 1201 can 
illustrated interface , data items associated with a particular represent an entity such as a person , a place , an organization , 
attribute value ( or group of attribute values ) are separated 60 a market instrument , or other noun . Data item 1201 can 
into a separate array 508b from data items associated that do represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a 
not have that attribute value , which remain in array 508a . duration . Data item 1201 can represent a document or other 
This allows the user to easily select data having particular unstructured data source such as a file ( for example , a 
attributes to be used for chart creation . For instance , by malware file ) , an email message , a news report , or a written 
separating the data items into distinct arrays , a user more 65 paper or article . Each data item 1201 is associated with a 
easily select data to create a first chart for data items having unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data item within 
the attribute value ( e.g. , by selecting array 5086 ) , and a the database system . 
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Different types of data items may have different property between data items . For example , a document might contain 
types . For example , a " file ” data item ( as described above ) references to two different items . For example , a document 
may have various property types as described above ( for may contain a reference to a payment ( one item ) , and a 
example , various hash property types , associated file prop person ( a second item ) . A link between these two items may 
erty types , various external analysis property types , and / or 5 represent a connection between these two entities through 
the like ) , a “ Person ” data item may have an “ Eye Color ” their co - occurrence within the same document . 
property type , and an “ Event " data item may have a “ Date ” Each data item 1201 may have multiple links with another 
property type . Each property 1203 as represented by data in data item 1201 to form a link set 1204. For example , two 
the database system 1210 may have a property type defined “ Person ” data items representing a husband and a wife could 
by the ontology 1205 used by the database 1205. Properties 10 be linked through a “ Spouse Of relationship , a matching 
of data items may , in an embodiment , themselves be data “ Address ” property , and one or more matching “ Event " 
items and / or associated with data items . For example , file properties ( e.g. , a wedding ) . Each link 1202 as represented 
data items may be associated with various analysis infor by data in a database may have a link type defined by the 
mation items , as described above . Analysis information database ontology used by the database . 
items may comprise data items and / or properties associated 15 FIG . 6B is a block diagram illustrating example compo 
with data items ( for example , file data items ) . nents and data that may be used in identifying and storing 

Items may be instantiated in the database 1209 in accor data according to an ontology . In this example , the ontology 
dance with the corresponding data item definition for the may be configured , and data in the data model populated , by 
particular data item in the ontology 1205. For example , a a system of parsers and ontology configuration tools . In the 
specific monetary payment ( e.g. , an item of type “ event ” ) of 20 embodiment of FIG . 6B , input data 1300 is provided to 
US $ 30.00 ( e.g. , a property of type " currency ” ) taking place parser 1302. The input data may comprise data from one or 
on Mar. 27 , 2009 ( e.g. , a property of type “ date ” ) may be more sources . For example , an institution may have one or 
stored in the database 1209 as an event data item with more databases with information on credit card transactions , 
associated currency and date properties as defined within the rental cars , and people . The databases may contain a variety 
ontology 1205 . 25 of related information and attributes about each type of data , 

The data objects defined in the ontology 1205 may such as a “ date ” for a credit card transaction , an address for 
support property multiplicity . In particular , a data item 1201 a person , and a date for when a rental car is rented . The 
may be allowed to have more than one property 1203 of the parser 1302 is configured to read a variety of source input 
same property type . For example , a “ Person ” data item may data types and determine which type of data it is reading . 
have multiple “ Address ” properties or multiple “ Name ” 30 In accordance with the discussion above , the example 
properties . ontology 1205 comprises stored information providing the 

Each link 1202 represents a connection between two data data model of data stored in database 1209 , and the ontology 
items 1201. In one emb liment , the connection is either is defined by one or more data item types 10 , one or more 
through a relationship , an event , or through matching prop property types 1316 , and one or more link types 1330. Based 
erties . A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 35 on information determined by the parser 1302 or other 
symmetrical . For example , “ Person ” data item A may be mapping of source input information to item type , one or 
connected to “ Person ” data item B by a “ Child Of ” rela more data items 1201 may be instantiated in the database 
tionship ( where “ Person ” data item B has an asymmetric 209 based on respective determined item types 1310 , and 
“ Parent Of ” relationship to “ Person ” data item A ) , a " Kin each of the items 1201 has one or more properties 1203 that 
Of ” symmetric relationship to “ Person ” data item C , and an 40 are instantiated based on property types 1316. Two data 
asymmetric " Member Of " relationship to “ Organization " items 1201 may be connected by one or more links 1202 that 
data item X. The type of relationship between two data items may be instantiated based on link types 1330. The property 
may vary depending on the types of the data items . For types 1316 each may comprise one or more data types 1318 , 
example , “ Person ” data item A may have an “ Appears In ” such as a string , number , etc. Property types 1316 may be 
relationship with “ Document ” data item Y or have a “ Par- 45 instantiated based on a base property type 1320. For 
ticipate In ” relationship with “ Event ” data item E. As an example , a base property type 1320 may be “ Locations ” and 
example of an event connection , two “ Person ” data items a property type 1316 may be “ Home . ” 
may be connected by an “ Airline Flight ” data item repre In an embodiment , a user of the system uses an item type 
senting a particular airline flight if they traveled together on editor 1324 to create and / or modify the item types 1310 and 
that flight , or by a “ Meeting ” data item representing a 50 define attributes of the item types . In an embodiment , a user 
particular meeting if they both attended that meeting . In one of the system uses a property type editor 1326 to create 
embodiment , when two data items are connected by an and / or modify the property types 1316 and define attributes 
event , they are also connected by relationships , in which of the property types . In an embodiment , a user of the system 
each data item has a specific relationship to the event , such uses link type editor 1328 to create the link types 1330 . 
as , for example , an “ Appears In ” relationship . 55 Alternatively , other programs , processes , or programmatic 
As an example of a matching properties connection , two controls may be used to create link types and property types 

“ Person ” data items representing a brother and a sister , may and define attributes , and using editors is not required . 
both have an “ Address ” property that indicates where they In an embodiment , creating a property type 1316 using the 
live . If the brother and the sister live in the same home , then property type editor 1326 involves defining at least one 
their “ Address ” properties likely contain similar , if not 60 parser definition using a parser editor 1322. A parser defi 
identical property values . In one embodiment , a link nition comprises metadata that informs parser 1302 how to 
between two data items may be established based on similar parse input data 1300 to determine whether values in the 
or matching properties ( e.g. , property types and / or property input data can be assigned to the property type 1316 that is 
values ) of the data items . These are just some examples of associated with the parser definition . In an embodiment , 
the types of connections that may be represented by a link 65 each parser definition may comprise a regular expression 
and other types of connections may be represented ; embodi parser 1304A or a code module parser 1304B . In other 
ments are not limited to any particular types of connections embodiments , other kinds of parser definitions may be 
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provided using scripts or other programmatic elements . embodiments , indicate the timing of the respective money 
Once defined , both a regular expression parser 1304A and a transfers . In another example , the time of the flight associ 
code module parser 1304B can provide input to parser 1302 ated with the flight data item 1427 may be shown . 
to control parsing of input data 1300 . Relationships between data items may be stored as links , 

Using the data types defined in the ontology , input data 5 or in some embodiments , as properties , where a relationship 
1300 may be parsed by the parser 1302 determine which may be detected between the properties . In some cases , as 
item type 1310 should receive data from a record created stated above , the links may be directional . For example , a 
from the input data , and which property types 1316 should payment link may have a direction associated with the 
be assigned to data from individual field values in the input payment , where one person data item is a receiver of a 
data . Based on the item / object - property mapping 1301 , the 10 payment , and another person data item is the payer of 
parser 1302 selects one of the parser definitions that is payment . 
associated with a property type in the input data . The parser In various embodiments , data items may further include 
parses an input data field using the selected parser definition , data items , metadata , and / or links related to detecting market 
resulting in creating new or modified data 1303. The new or manipulations , as described above . Such market manipula 
modified data 1303 is added to the database 1209 according 15 tion - related data items may be accessed by the data analysis 
to ontology 205 by storing values of the new or modified system for displaying objects and features on the user 
data in a property of the specified property type . As a result , interface , selecting and filter particular data items , and 
input data 1300 having varying format or syntax can be transferring data item and / or data points to the chart cre 
created in database 1209. The ontology 1205 may be modi ations tool and / or another application ( as described above ) . 
fied at any time using item / object type editor 1324 , property 20 In addition to visually showing relationships between the 
type editor 1326 , and link type editor 1328 , or under data items , the user interface may allow various other 
program control without human use of an editor . Parser manipulations . For example , the data items within database 
editor 1322 enables creating multiple parser definitions that 1108 may be searched using a search interface 1450 ( e.g. , 
can successfully parse input data 1300 having varying text string matching of data item properties ) , inspected ( e.g. , 
format or syntax and determine which property types should 25 properties and associated data viewed ) , filtered ( e.g. , nar 
be used to transform input data 300 into new or modified rowing the universe of data items into sets and subsets by 
input data 1303 . properties or relationships ) , and statistically aggregated 

The properties , data items , and links ( e.g. relationships ) ( e.g. , numerically summarized based on summarization cri 
between the data items can be visualized using a graphical teria ) , among other operations and visualizations . 
user interface ( “ GUI ” ) . For example , FIG . 6C displays a user 30 Implementation Mechanisms 
interface showing a graph representation 1403 of relation According to an embodiment , the data analysis system 
ships ( including relationships and / or links 1404 , 1405 , 1406 , and other methods and techniques described herein are 
1407 , 8 , 1409 , 1410 , 1411 , 1412 , and 1413 ) between the implemented by one or more special - purpose computing 
data items ( including data items 1421 , 1422 , 1423 , 1424 , devices . For example , any of the computing devices illus 
1425 , 1426 , 1427 , 1428 , and 1429 ) that are represented as 35 trated in FIG . 1 , such as user station 101 , application server 
nodes in the example of FIG . 6C . In this embodiment , the 103 , and / or web app 104 , may be implemented on one or 
data items include person data items 1421 , 1422 , 1423 , more special - purpose computing devices . The special - pur 
1424 , 1425 , and 1426 ; a flight item 1427 ; a financial account pose computing devices may be hard - wired to perform the 
1428 ; and a computer data item 1429. In this example , each techniques , or may include digital electronic devices such as 
person node ( associated with person data items ) , flight node 40 one or more application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) 
( associated with flight data items ) , financial account node or field programmable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persis 
( associated with financial account data items ) , and computer tently programmed to perform the techniques , or may 
node ( associated with computer data items ) may have rela include one or more general purpose hardware processors 
tionships and / or links with any of the other nodes through , programmed to perform the techniques pursuant to program 
for example , other data items such as payment data items . 45 instructions in firmware , memory , other storage , or a com 
Various aspects of the user interface of FIG . 6C may be bination . Such special - purpose computing devices may also 
similar to those of the user interfaces described above in combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with 
reference to FIGS . 5A - 5G . custom programming to accomplish the techniques . The 

For example , in FIG . 6C , relationship 1404 is based on a special - purpose computing devices may be desktop com 
payment associated with the individuals indicated in person 50 puter systems , server computer systems , portable computer 
data items 1421 and 1423. The link 1404 represents these systems , handheld devices , networking devices or any other 
shared payments ( for example , the individual associated device or combination of devices that incorporate hard 
with data item 1421 may have paid the individual associated wired and / or program logic to implement the techniques . 
with data item 1423 on three occasions ) . The relationship is Computing device ( s ) are generally controlled and coor 
further indicated by the common relationship between per- 55 dinated by operating system software , such as iOS , Android , 
son data items 1421 and 1423 and financial account data Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , 
item 1428. For example , link 1411 indicates that person data Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , 
item 1421 transferred money into financial account data item SunOS , Solaris , iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other 
1428 , while person data item 1423 transferred money out of compatible operating systems . In other embodiments , the 
financial account data item 1428. In another example , the 60 computing device may be controlled by a proprietary oper 
relationships between person data items 1424 and 1425 and ating system . Conventional operating systems control and 
flight data item 1427 are indicated by links 1406 , 1409 , and schedule computer processes for execution , perform 
1410. In this example , person data items 1424 and 1425 have memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O 
a common address and were passengers on the same flight services , and provide a user interface functionality , such as 
data item 1427. In an embodiment , further details related to 65 a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
the relationships between the various items may be dis For example , FIG . 7 is a block diagram that illustrates a 
played . For example , links 1411 and 1412 may , in some computer system 800 upon which the various systems and 
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methods discussed herein may be implemented . For BASIC , Perl , or Python . It will be appreciated that software 
instance , user station 101 , application server 103 , and / or modules may be callable from other modules or from 
web app 104 as illustrated in FIG . 1 , may be implemented themselves , and / or may be invoked in response to detected 
as one or more computer systems 800 or servers 830 as events or interrupts . Software modules configured for execu 
illustrated in FIG . 7 . 5 tion on computing devices may be provided on a computer 

Computer system 800 includes a bus 802 or other com readable medium , such as a compact disc , digital video disc , munication mechanism for communicating information , and flash drive , magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or a hardware processor , or multiple processors , 804 coupled as a digital download ( and may be originally stored in a with bus 802 for processing information . Hardware proces compressed or installable format that requires installation , sor ( s ) 804 may be , for example , one or more general purpose 10 decompression or decryption prior to execution ) . Such soft microprocessors . ware code may be stored , partially or fully , on a memory Computer system 800 also includes a main memory 806 , 
such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , cache and / or other device of the executing computing device , for execution by 
dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 802 for storing the computing device . Software instructions may be embed 
information and instructions to be executed by processor is ded in firmware , such as an EPROM . It will be further 
804. Main memory 806 also may be used for storing appreciated that hardware devices ( such as processors and 
temporary variables or other intermediate information dur CPUs ) may be comprised of connected logic units , such as 
ing execution of instructions to be executed by processor gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised of program 
804. Such instructions , when stored in storage media acces mable units , such as programmable gate arrays or proces 
sible to processor 804 , render computer system 800 into a 20 sors . Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
special - purpose machine that is customized to perform the modules that may be combined with other modules or 
operations specified in the instructions . divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 

Computer system 800 further includes a read only or storage . In various embodiments , aspects of the methods 
memory ( ROM ) 808 or other static storage device coupled and systems described herein may be implemented by one or 
to bus 802 for storing static information and instructions for 25 more hardware devices , for example , as logic circuits . In 
processor 804. A storage device 810 , such as a magnetic various embodiments , some aspects of the methods and 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , and / or systems described herein may be implemented as software 
any other suitable data store , is provided and coupled to bus instructions , while other may be implemented in hardware , 
802 for storing information ( for example , file data items , in any combination . 
analysis information data items , submission data items , 30 As mentioned , computer system 800 may implement the 
and / or the like ) and instructions . techniques described herein using customized hard - wired 

Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 to a logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or 
display 812 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , LCD display , program logic which in combination with the computer 
or touch screen display , for displaying information to a system causes or programs computer system 800 to be a 
computer user and / or receiving input from the user . An input 35 special - purpose machine . According to one embodiment , the 
device 814 , including alphanumeric and other keys , is techniques herein are performed by computer system 800 in 
coupled to bus 802 for communicating information and response to processor ( s ) 804 executing one or more 
command selections to processor 804. Another type of user sequences of one or more modules and / or instructions 
input device is cursor control 816 , such as a mouse , a contained in main memory 806. Such instructions may be 
trackball , or cursor direction keys for communicating direc- 40 read into main memory 806 from another storage medium , 
tion information and command selections to processor 804 such as storage device 810. Execution of the sequences of 
and for controlling cursor movement on display 812. This instructions contained in main memory 806 
input device typically has two degrees of freedom in two processor ( s ) 804 to perform the process steps described 
axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis ( e.g. , y ) , that herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry 
allows the device to specify positions in a plane . In some 45 may be used in place of or in combination with software 
embodiments , the same direction information and command instructions . 
selections as cursor control may be implemented via receiv The term “ non - transitory media , " and similar terms , as 
ing touches on a touch screen without a cursor . used herein refers to any media that store data and / or 

Computing system 800 may include a user interface instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
module , and / or various other types of modules to implement 50 fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise non 
one or more graphical user interface of the data analysis volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media 
system , as described above . The modules may be stored in includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such as 
a mass storage device as executable software codes that are storage device 810. Volatile media includes dynamic 
executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod memory , such as main memory 806. Common forms of 
ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 55 non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
software components , object - oriented software components , flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
class components and task components , processes , func any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 60 FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 

In general , the word “ module , ” as used herein , refers to a cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be used in 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , conjunction with transmission media . Transmission media 
for example , Java , Lua , C or C ++ . A software module may participates in transferring information between nontransi 
be compiled and linked into an executable program , 65 tory media . For example , transmission media includes 
installed in a dynamic link library , or may be written in an coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
interpreted programming language such as , for example , wires that comprise bus 802. Transmission media can also 

causes 
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take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 830 of the system ) , and analysis data may then be transmit 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi ted back from third - party servers 830 . 
cations . In an embodiment , the data analysis system may be 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one accessible by the user through a web - based viewer , such as 
or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 5 a web browser . In this embodiment , the user interfaces of the 
804 for execution . For example , the instructions may ini system may be generated by a server ( such as one of the 
tially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a servers 830 ) and / or the computer system 800 and transmit 
remote computer . The remote computer can load the instruc ted to the web browser of the user . The user may then 
tions and / or modules into its dynamic memory and send the interact with the user interfaces through the web - browser . In 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 10 an embodiment , the computer system 800 may comprise a 
local to computer system 800 can receive the data on the mobile electronic device , such as a cell phone , smartphone , 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the and / or tablet . The system may be accessible by the user 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive through such a mobile electronic device , among other types 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate of electronic devices . 
circuitry can place the data on bus 802. Bus 802 carries the 15 
data to main memory 806 , from which processor 804 ADDITIONAL EMBODIMENTS 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 806 may optionally be stored on While the foregoing is directed to various embodiments , 
storage device 810 either before or after execution by other and further embodiments may be devised without 
processor 804 . 20 departing from the basic scope thereof . For example , aspects 

Computer system 800 also includes a communication of the present disclosure may be implemented in hardware 
interface 818 coupled to bus 802. Communication interface or software or in a combination of hardware and software . 
818 provides a two - way data communication coupling to a An embodiment of the disclosure may be implemented as a 
network link 820 that is connected to a local network 822 . program product for use with a computer system . The 
For example , communication interface 818 may be an 25 program ( s ) of the program product define functions of the 
integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable embodiments ( including the methods described herein ) and 
modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data may be contained on a variety of computer - readable storage 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele media . Illustrative computer - readable storage media 
phone line . As another example , communication interface include , but are not limited to : ( i ) non - writable storage 
818 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 30 media ( e.g. , read - only memory devices within a computer 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or such as CD - ROM disks readable by a CD - ROM drive , flash 
WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . Wireless memory , ROM chips or any type of solid - state non - volatile 
links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , semiconductor memory ) on which information is perma 
communication interface 818 sends and receives electrical , nently stored ; and ( ii ) writable storage media ( e.g. , hard - disk 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 35 drive or any type of solid - state random - access semiconduc 
streams representing various types of information . tor memory ) on which alterable information is stored . Each 
Network link 820 typically provides data communication of the processes , methods , and algorithms described in the 

through one or more networks to other data devices . For preceding sections may be embodied in , and fully or par 
example , network link 820 may provide a connection tially automated by , code modules executed by one or more 
through local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data 40 computer systems or computer processors comprising com 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) puter hardware . The processes and algorithms may alterna 
826. ISP 826 in turn provides data communication services tively be implemented partially or wholly in application 
through the world wide packet data communication network specific circuitry . 
now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 828. Local The various features and processes described above may 
network 822 and Internet 828 both use electrical , electro- 45 be used independently of one another , or may be combined 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . in various ways . All possible combinations and subcombi 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on nations are intended to fall within the scope of this disclo 
network link 820 and through communication interface 818 , sure . In addition , certain method or process blocks may be 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system omitted in some implementations . The methods and pro 
800 , are example forms of transmission media . In some 50 cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
embodiments , network 102 ( as illustrated in FIG . 1 ) may sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
correspond to local network 822 and / or Internet 828 . performed in other sequences that are appropriate . For 

Computer system 800 can send messages and receive example , described blocks or states may be performed in an 
data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
work link 820 and communication interface 818. In the 55 blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
Internet example , a server 830 might transmit a requested The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
code for an application program through Internet 828 , ISP parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
826 , local network 822 and communication interface 818 . added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
For example , in an embodiment various aspects of the data ments . The example systems and components described 
analysis system may be implemented on one or more of the 60 herein may be configured differently than described . For 
servers 830 and may be transmitted to and from the com example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 
puter system 800. For example , data points and / or data item rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
identifiers items may be transmitted between computer ments . 
system 800 and one or more servers 830. In an example , Conditional language , such as , among others , “ can , " 
requests for external analyses of file data items may be 65 “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated oth 
transmitted to one or more third - party servers 830 ( from , for erwise , or otherwise understood within the context as used , 
example , the computer system 800 and / or another server is generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
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include , while other embodiments do not include , certain identify attributes of the selected set data items that 
features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such conditional lan are not needed to create the chart ; 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features , remove , from the respective pluralities of attributes 
elements and / or steps are in any way required for one or of the selected set of data items , the attributes that 
more embodiments or that one or more embodiments nec are not needed to create the chart ; 
essarily include logic for deciding , with or without user create a set of data points based on the selected set input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or of data items from which the attributes that are not steps are included or are to be performed in any particular needed to create the chart have been removed ; and embodiment . send the set of data points to the chart creation tool The term “ comprising ” as used herein should be given an 10 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , separate from the workspace application ; and 

at the chart creation tool , in response to receiving the a general purpose computer comprising one or more pro 
cessors should not be interpreted as excluding other com set of data points , automatically create a chart based 
puter components , and may possibly include such compo at least in part on the received set of data points . 
nents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 15 2. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the work 
interfaces , among others . space application comprises a user interface containing a 
Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in the flow designated display area , and wherein the one or more 

diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the attached hardware computer processors are further configured to 
figures should be understood as potentially representing execute the plurality of computer executable instructions to 
modules , segments , or portions of code which include one or 20 cause the computer system to : 
more executable instructions for implementing specific logi display , in the designated display area , interactive graphi 
cal functions or steps in the process . Alternate implementa cal representations of at least some of the data items of 
tions are included within the scope of the embodiments the plurality of data items ; 
described herein in which elements or functions may be receive a first user input selecting the interactive graphical 
deleted , executed out of order from that shown or discussed , 25 representations associated with the selected set of data 
including substantially concurrently or in reverse order , items ; 
depending on the functionality involved , as would be under receive a second user input dragging and dropping the 
stood by those skilled in the art . interactive graphical representations associated with 

It should be emphasized that many variations and modi the selected set of data items onto the designated 
fications may be made to the above - described embodiments , 30 display area of the user interface ; and 
the elements of which are among other acceptable examples . cause said identifying attributes , said removing the attri 
All such modifications and variations are intended to be butes , and said sending the set of data points in 
included herein within the scope of this disclosure . The response to receiving the second user input . 
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the 3. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein a data point 
invention . It will be appreciated , however , that no matter 35 of the set of data points contains a corresponding identifier , 
how detailed the foregoing appears in text , the invention wherein the identifier identifies a data item of the selected set 
may be practiced in many ways . As is also stated above , it of data items corresponding to the data point . 
should be noted that the use of particular terminology when 4. The computer system of claim 3 , wherein the one or 
describing certain features or aspects of the invention should more hardware computer processors are further configured 
not be taken to imply that the terminology is being re- 40 to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions 
defined herein to be restricted to including any specific to cause the computer system to : 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention receive a selection of one or more data points on the 
with which that terminology is associated . The scope of the created chart ; 
invention should therefore be construed in accordance with identify one or more identifiers corresponding to the 
the appended claims and any equivalents thereof . selected data points ; 
What is claimed is : send the one or more identifiers to the workspace appli 
1. A computer system comprising : cation ; and 
one or more computer readable storage devices config at the workspace application , in response to receiving the 

ured to store : one or more identifiers ; 
a plurality of computer executable instructions ; and identify data items corresponding to the one or more 
a plurality of data items , wherein each of the data items identifiers ; and 
of the plurality of data items is associated with a retrieve attribute data associated with the identified data 
respective plurality of attributes ; items . 

one or more hardware computer processors in communi 5. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein selecting the 
cation with the one or more computer readable storage 55 set of data items further comprises manually adding one or 
devices and configured to execute the plurality of more data items to , or removing one or more data items 
computer executable instructions to cause the computer from , the set of data items . 
system to : 6. The computer system of claim 5 , wherein the selected 
receive one or more search or filter parameters at a set of data items is displayed to a user as an array of 
workspace application ; 60 selectable objects in a user interface . 

select a set of data items , from the plurality of data 7. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein creating a 
items , based at least in part on the one or more search chart comprises creating a first chart based at least in part on 
or filter parameters ; a first subset of the set of data points , and a second chart 

in response to receiving a request to provide the based at least in part on a second subset of the set of data 
selected set of data items to a chart creation tool to 65 points . 
create a chart based at least in part on the selected set 8. The computer system of claim 7 , wherein the one or 
of data items : more hardware computer processors are further configured 

45 
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to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions 15. The computer - implemented method of claim 14 , 
to cause the computer system to : wherein the workspace application comprises a user inter 

receive a user input specifying a manipulation to be face containing a designated display area , and wherein the 
performed on the first chart ; computer - implemented method further comprises : 

perform the manipulation on the first chart based at least 5 by the one or more processors executing program instruc 
tions : in part on the received input ; and 

automatically perform a corresponding manipulation on displaying , in the designated display area , interactive 
the second chart in response to the manipulation of the graphical representations of at least some of the data 
first chart . items of the plurality of data items ; 

9. The computer system of claim 8 , wherein the corre receiving a first user input selecting the interactive 
sponding manipulation of the second chart is only performed graphical representations associated with the 

selected set of data items ; if the first chart has a compatible attribute with the second receiving a second user input dragging and dropping chart . the interactive graphical representations associated 10. The computer system of claim 8 , wherein the manipu with the selected set of data items onto the desig lation comprises an expansion or compression of an axis of nated display area of the user interface ; and 
the first chart . causing said identifying attributes , said removing the 

11. The computer system of claim 7 , wherein the one or attributes , and said sending the set of data points in 
more hardware computer processors are further configured response to receiving the second user input . 
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions 20 16. The computer - implemented method of claim 14 , 
to cause the computer system to : wherein a data point of the set of data points contains a 

receive a user input identifying a first chart ; corresponding identifier , wherein the identifier identifies a 
identify a second chart that is compatible with the first data item of the selected set of data items corresponding to 

chart ; and the data point . 
merge the first chart with the second chart . 17. The computer - implemented method of claim 16 fur 
12. The computer system of claim 11 , wherein the second ther comprising : 

chart is compatible with the first chart if the second chart by the one or more processors executing program instruc 
contains at least one compatible axis with the first chart . tions : 

13. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the one or receiving a selection of one or more data points on the 
more hardware computer processors are further configured 30 created chart ; 
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions identifying one or more identifiers corresponding to the 
to cause the computer system to : selected data points ; 

identify the attributes of the selected of data items that sending the one or more identifiers to the workspace 
are not needed to create the chart based at least in part application ; and 
on a type of the chart . at the workspace application , in response to receiving 

14. A computer - implemented method comprising : the one or more identifiers ; 
by one or more processors executing program instruc identifying data items corresponding to the one or 

tions : more identifiers ; and 
communicating with one or more computer readable retrieving attribute data associated with the identified 

storage devices configured to store : data items . 
a plurality of computer executable instructions ; and 18. The computer - implemented method of claim 14 , 
a plurality of data items , wherein each of the data wherein selecting the set of data items further comprises 

items of the plurality of data items is associated manually adding one or more data items to , or removing one 
with a respective plurality of attributes ; or more data items from , the set of data items . 

receiving one or more search or filter parameters at a 45 19. The computer - implemented method of claim 18 , 
workspace application ; wherein the selected set of data items is displayed to a user 

selecting a set of data items , from the plurality of data as an array of selectable objects in a user interface . 
items , based at least in part on the one or more search 20. A computer readable storage medium having program 
or filter parameters ; instructions embodied therewith , the program instructions 

in response to receiving a request to provide the 50 executable by one or more processors to cause the one or 
selected set of data items to a chart creation tool to more processors to : 
create a chart based at least in part on the selected set communicate with one or more computer readable storage 
of data items : devices configured to store : 
identifying attributes of the selected set data items a plurality of computer executable instructions ; and 

that are not needed to create the chart ; a plurality of data items , wherein each of the data items 
removing , from the respective pluralities of attri of the plurality of data items is associated with a 

butes of the selected set of data items , the attri respective plurality of attributes ; 
butes that are not needed to create the chart ; receive one or more search or filter parameters at a 

creating a set of data points based on the selected set workspace application ; 
of data items from which the attributes that are not 60 select a set of data items , from the plurality of data items , 
needed to create the chart have been removed ; and based at least in part on the one or more search or filter 

sending the set of data points to the chart creation parameters ; 
tool separate from the workspace application ; and in response to receiving a request to provide the selected 

at the chart creation tool , in response to receiving the set of data items to a chart creation tool to create a chart 
set of data points , automatically creating a chart 65 based at least in part on the selected set of data items : 
based at least in part on the received set of data identify attributes of the selected set data items that are 
points . not needed to create the chart ; 
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30 
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29 
remove , from the respective pluralities of attributes of 

the selected set of data items , the attributes that are 
not needed to create the chart ; 

create a set of data points based on the selected set of 
data items from which the attributes that are not 5 
needed to create the chart have been removed ; and 

send the set of data points to the chart creation tool 
separate from the workspace application ; and 

at the chart creation tool , in response to receiving the set 
of data points , automatically create a chart based at 10 
least in part on the received set of data points . 
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PERIODIC DATABASE SEARCH MANAGER the first and second data sources comprises electronic log 
FOR MULTIPLE DATA SOURCES entries , wherein said querying determines a second plurality 

of search results ; comparing the first plurality of search 
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY results to the second plurality of search results ; in response 

PRIORITY APPLICATIONS 5 to said comparison , determining a new search result , 
wherein the new search result is present in the second 

Any and all applications for which a foreign or domestic plurality of search results and not present in the first plurality 
priority claim is identified in the Application Data Sheet as of search results , and transmitting a first alert , wherein the 
filed with the present application are hereby incorporated by first alert corresponds to the new search result . 
reference under 37 CFR 1.57 . In embodiments , the computer - implemented 

This application is a continuation of U.S. patent applica method of the preceding paragraph can include a combina 
tion Ser . No. 15 / 152,017 entitled “ Periodic Database Search tion or sub - combination of features . The first alert can 
Manager For Multiple Data Sources " filed May 11 , 2016 , include an electronic communication to a recipient . The 
which claims benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application computer - implemented method can further include : serial 
Ser . No. 62 / 249,088 entitled “ Periodic Database Search izing the first plurality of search results to first data , wherein 
Manager for Multiple Data Sources ” filed Oct. 30 , 2015 and storing the first plurality of search results comprises storing 
U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser . No. 62 / 330,465 the first data in the non - transitory computer storage medium ; 
entitled “ Periodic Database Search Manager for Multiple accessing the first data from the non - transitory computer 
Data Sources ” filed May 2 , 2016. Each of these applications storage medium ; and deserializing the first data to a first 
are hereby incorporated by reference herein in their entire- 20 plurality of objects , wherein comparing the first plurality of 
ties . search results to the second plurality of search results 

comprises comparing the first plurality of objects to the 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED second plurality of search results . The computer - imple 

APPLICATIONS mented method can further include : serializing the second 
25 plurality of search results to second data ; and replacing , in 

This application hereby incorporates by reference in their the non - transitory computer storage medium , the first data 
entireties , and for all purposes , each of the following : with the second data . The computer - implemented method 
U.S. Pat . No. 8,799,240 entitled “ System and Method for can further include : querying the first data source at a first 

Investigating Large Amounts of Data , ” which issued from time , wherein said querying of the first data source deter 
U.S. patent application Ser . No. 13 / 167,680 filed Jun . 23 , 30 mines the first plurality of search results , wherein the new 
2011 ( " the ' 240 patent " ) . search result corresponds to a log entry in the first data 

U.S. Pat . No. 9,092,482 entitled “ Fair Scheduling for source , the log entry comprising a timestamp , the timestamp 
Mixed - Query Loads , ” which issued from U.S. patent appli predating the first time , and wherein the log entry was added 
cation Ser . No. 13 / 826,228 filed Mar. 14 , 2013 ( “ the ' 482 to the first data source after the first time . The computer 
patent ” ) . 35 implemented method can further include : receiving , from a 

U.S. patent application Ser . No. 14 / 859,882 entitled “ Sys user interface , user input corresponding to data properties of 
tems and Interactive User Interfaces For Dynamic Retrieval , the search object ; and generating the first search object from 
Analysis , and Triage of Data Items ” filed Sep. 21 , 2015 ( “ the the user input . The first plurality of search results can 
' 882 application ” ) . correspond to a first set of data objects , and the second 

40 plurality of search results can correspond to a second set of 
BACKGROUND data objects , and wherein comparing the first plurality of 

search results to the second plurality of search results 
In the area of computer - based platforms , a database may comprises using a set comparison operation on the first set 

be queried . of data objects and the second set of data objects . The search 
45 object can further include an event condition , and determin 

SUMMARY ing to query the first and second data sources is further based 
at least in part on an event condition . The computer 

The systems , methods , and devices described herein each implemented method can further include : receiving an 
have several aspects , no single one of which is solely event , and wherein determining to query the first and second 
responsible for its desirable attributes . Without limiting the 50 data sources is further based at least in part on the event 
scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting features will condition indicating that the event has occurred . The event 
now be discussed briefly . can correspond to a data sync of at least one of the first data 

One embodiment includes a computer - implemented source or the second data source . 
method for scheduling recurrent searches of multiple dispa Another embodiment includes a non - transitory computer 
rate electronic logs and for distributing results of the recur- 55 storage medium for storing computer executable instruc 
rent searches , the computer - implemented method compris tions that when executed by a computer hardware processor 
ing : storing a first plurality of search results in a non perform operations comprising : accessing a search object , 
transitory computer storage medium ; accessing a search the search object comprising one or more search terms , a 
object , the search object comprising one or more search data source identifier , and a frequency , wherein the data 
terms , first and second data source identifiers , and a fre- 60 source identifier corresponds to a first data source ; querying 
quency , wherein the first data source identifiers corresponds the first data source at a first time , wherein said querying at 
to a first data source and the second data source identifier the first time determines a first plurality of search results ; 
corresponds to a second data source , and wherein each data determining to query the first data source again based at least 
source of the first and second data sources comprises an in part on the frequency ; querying the first data source at a 
electronic log ; determining to query the first and second data 65 second time , wherein said querying at the second time 
sources based at least in part on the frequency ; querying the determines a second plurality of search results ; comparing 
first and second data sources , wherein each electronic log of the first plurality of search results to the second plurality of 
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search results ; in response to said comparison , determine a results and not present in the first plurality of search results ; 
new search result , wherein the new search result is present transmit a first alert to the alert system , wherein the first alert 
in the second plurality of search results and not present in the corresponds to the new search result . 
first plurality of search results ; and transmitting a first alert , In some embodiments , the computing system of the 
wherein the first alert corresponds to the new search result . 5 preceding paragraph can include a combination or sub 

In some embodiments , the non - transitory computer stor combination of features . The execution condition can 
age medium of the preceding paragraph can include a include at least one of a frequency or an event condition . The 
combination or sub - combination of features . The first alert one or more hardware processors can be further pro 
can include an electronic communication to a recipient . The grammed to : receive an event , and wherein determining to 
operations can further include : serializing the first plurality 10 query the first and second data sources is further based at 
of search results to first data ; storing the first data in a second least in part on the execution condition indicating that the 
non - transitory computer storage medium ; accessing the first event has occurred . The event can correspond to a data sync 
data from the second non - transitory computer storage of at least one of the first data source or the second data 
medium ; and deserializing the first data to a first plurality of source . The one or more hardware processors can be further 
objects , wherein comparing the first plurality of search 15 programmed to : serialize the first plurality of search results 
results to the second plurality of search results comprises to first data , wherein the non - transitory computer storage 
comparing the first plurality of objects to the second plu medium is configured to store the first plurality of search 
rality of search results . The operations can further include : results as the first data ; access the first data from the 
serializing the second plurality of search results to second non - transitory computer storage medium ; and deserialize 
data ; and replacing , in the second non - transitory computer 20 the first data to a first plurality of objects , wherein compar 
storage medium , the first data with the second data . The new ing the first plurality of search results to the second plurality 
search result can correspond to a log entry in the first data of search results comprises comparing the first plurality of 
source , the log entry can include a timestamp , the timestamp objects the second plurality of search results . The one or 
predates the first time , and wherein the log entry was added more hardware processors can be further programmed to : 
to the first data source between the first time and the second 25 serialize the second plurality of search results to second 
time . The operations can further include : receiving , from a data ; and replace , in the non - transitory computer storage 
user interface , user input corresponding to data properties of medium , the first data with the second data . The one or more 
the search object ; and generating the first search object from hardware processors can be further programmed to : query , 
the user input . The first plurality of search results can via the search system , the first data source at a first time , 
correspond to a first set of data objects , and the second 30 wherein said querying of the first data source determines the 
plurality of search results can correspond to a second set of first plurality of search results , wherein the new search result 
data objects , and wherein comparing the first plurality of corresponds to a log entry in the first data source , the log 
search results to the second plurality of search results entry comprises a timestamp , the timestamp predates the 
comprises using a set comparison operation on the first set first time , and wherein the log entry was added to the first 
of data objects and the second set of data objects . The search 35 data source after the first time . The first plurality of search 
object can further include an event condition , and determin results can correspond to a first set of data objects , and the 
ing to query the first data source at the first time is further second plurality of search results can correspond to a second 
based at least in part on an event condition . The operations set of data objects , and wherein comparing the first plurality 
can further include : receiving an event , and wherein deter of search results to the second plurality of search results 
mining to query the first data source at the first time is further 40 comprises using a set comparison operation on the first set 
based at least in part on the event condition indicating that of data objects and the second set of data objects . 
the event has occurred . The event can correspond to a data 
sync of at least the first data source . BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Another embodiment includes a system for scheduling 
recurrent searches of multiple disparate data sources and for 45 The following drawings and the associated descriptions 
distributing results of the recurrent searches , the system are provided to illustrate embodiments of the present dis 
comprising : a non - transitory computer storage medium con closure and do not limit the scope of the claims . Aspects and 
figured to store a first plurality of search results ; a search many of the attendant advantages of this disclosure will 
system , the search system configured to search a plurality of become more readily appreciated as the same become better 
data sources , wherein each data source of the plurality of 50 understood by reference to the following detailed descrip 
data sources comprises an electronic log ; an alert system ; tion , when taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
and one or more hardware computer processors pro drawings , wherein : 
grammed , via executable code instructions , to : access a FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example search 
search object , the search object comprising one or more management system , according to some embodiments of the 
search terms , a plurality of data source identifiers , and an 55 present disclosure . 
execution condition , wherein the plurality of data source FIG . 2 is a flowchart of an example method of executing 
identifiers corresponds to first and second data sources of the recurrent searches , according to some embodiments of the 
plurality of data sources , determine to query the first and present disclosure . 
second data sources based at least in part on the execution FIG . 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example access 
condition ; query , via the search system , the first and second 60 control list for search data , according to some embodiments 
data sources , wherein each electronic log of the first and of the present disclosure . 
second data sources comprises electronic log entries , FIGS . 4 , 5 , 6 , and 7 illustrate example user interfaces of 
wherein said querying determines a second plurality of the search management system , according to some embodi 
search results ; compare the first plurality of search results to ments of the present disclosure . 
the second plurality of search results ; in response to said 65 FIG . 8 illustrates example electronic communication 
comparison , determine a new search result , wherein the new alerts , according to some embodiments of the present dis 
search result is present in the second plurality of search closure . 
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FIGS . 9 , 10 , and 11A - 11B illustrate example user inter used or proprietary format for data storage . Databases are 
faces of the alert system , according to some embodiments of typically stored in one or more data stores . Accordingly , 
the present disclosure . each database referred to herein ( e.g. , in the description 

FIG . 12 is a block diagram illustrating an example search herein and / or the figures of the present application ) is to be 
management system with which various methods and sys- 5 understood as being stored in one or more data stores . The 
tems discussed herein may be implemented . terms “ database ” and “ data source ” may be used inter 

FIG . 13 is a block diagram illustrating another example changeably in the present disclosure . 
search management system , according to some embodi Data Store : Any computer readable storage medium and / 
ments of the present disclosure . or device ( or collection of data storage mediums and / or 

FIG . 14 is a flowchart of another example method of 10 devices ) . Examples of data stores include , but are not limited 
executing recurrent searches , according to some embodi to , optical disks ( e.g. , CD - ROM , DVD - ROM , etc. ) , mag 
ments of the present disclosure . netic disks ( e.g. , hard disks , floppy disks , etc. ) , memory 

FIGS . 15 , 16 , 17 , and 18 illustrate additional example user circuits ( e.g. , solid state drives , random - access memory 
interfaces of the search management system , according to ( RAM ) , etc. ) , and / or the like . Another example of a data 
some embodiments of the present disclosure . 15 store is a hosted storage environment that includes a col 

lection of physical data storage devices that may be remotely 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION accessible and may be rapidly provisioned as needed ( com 

monly referred to as “ cloud ” storage ) . 
Although certain preferred embodiments and examples Data Object ( Object ) , Data Item ( Item ) , or Data Entity 

are disclosed below , inventive subject matter extends 20 ( Entity ) : A data container for information . A data object may 
beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to other be associated with a number of definable properties ( as 
alternative embodiments and / or uses and to modifications described herein ) . As described herein , a search object is an 
and equivalents thereof . Thus , the scope of the claims example data object for conducting recurrent searches . A 
appended hereto is not limited by any of the particular data object may represent a specific thing , or a group of 
embodiments described below . For example , in any method 25 things , in the world . For example , a data object may repre 
or process disclosed herein , the acts or operations of the sent an item such as a person , a place , an organization , an 
method or process may be performed in any suitable account , a computer , an activity , or other noun . A data item 
sequence and are not necessarily limited to any particular may represent an event that happens at a point in time or for 
disclosed sequence . Various operations may be described as a duration . A data item may represent a document or other 
multiple discrete operations in turn , in a manner that may be 30 unstructured data source such as an e - mail message , a news 
helpful in understanding certain embodiments ; however , the report , or a written paper or article . Each data item may be 
order of description should not be construed to imply that associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies 
these operations are order dependent . Additionally , the struc the data item . The terms “ data object , " " data item , ” “ data 
tures , systems , and / or devices described herein may be entity , " " item , ” “ object , ” and “ entity ” may be used inter 
embodied as integrated components or as separate compo- 35 changeably and / or synonymously in the present disclosure . 
nents . For purposes of comparing various embodiments , Item ( or Entity or Object ) Type : Type of a data item ( for 
certain aspects and advantages of these embodiments are example , Person , Event , or Document ) . Data item types may 
described . Not necessarily all such aspects or advantages are be defined by an ontology and may be modified or updated 
achieved by any particular embodiment . Thus , for example , to include additional data item types . An data item definition 
various embodiments may be carried out in a manner that 40 ( for example , in an ontology ) may include how the data item 
achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advantages is related to other data items , such as being a sub - data item 
as taught herein without necessarily achieving other aspects type of another data item type ( for example , an agent may 
or advantages as may also be taught or suggested herein . be a sub - data item of a person data item type ) , and the 

properties the data item type may have . 
Terms Properties : Also referred to herein as " attributes " or 

“ metadata ” of data items . A property of a data item may 
In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and include any item of information associated with , and / or 

methods discussed herein , a number of terms are defined relevant to , the data item . At a minimum , each property of 
below . The terms defined below , as well as other terms used a data item has a property type and a value or values . For 
herein , should be construed to include the provided defini- 50 example , properties associated with a person data item may 
tions , the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms , include a name ( for example , John Doe ) , an address ( for 
and / or any other implied meaning for the respective terms . example , 123 S. Orange Street ) , and / or a phone number ( for 
Thus , the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these example , 800-0000 ) , among other properties . In another 
terms , but only provide example definitions . example , properties associated with a computer data item 

Ontology : Stored information that provides a data model 55 may include a list of users ( for example , user1 , user 2 , and 
for storage of data in one or more databases . For example , the like ) , and / or an IP ( internet protocol ) address , among 
the stored data may comprise definitions for object types and other properties . 
property types for data in a database , and how objects and Property Type : The type of data a property is , such as a 
properties may be related . string , an integer , or a double . Property types may include 

Database : Any data structure ( and / or combinations of 60 complex property types , such as a series data values asso 
multiple data structures ) for storing and / or organizing data , ciated with timed ticks ( for example , a time series ) , and the 
including , but not limited to , relational databases ( e.g. , like . 
Oracle databases , mySQL databases , etc. ) , non - relational Property Value : The value associated with a property , 
databases ( e.g. , NoSQL databases , etc. ) , in - memory data which is of the type indicated in the property type associated 
bases , spreadsheets , as comma separated values ( CSV ) files , 65 with the property . A property may have multiple values . 
eXtendible markup language ( XML ) files , TeXT ( TXT ) Recurrent ( or Recurring ) Search : Refers to a search of a 
files , flat files , spreadsheet files , and / or any other widely data source that is scheduled and / or occurs one or more 

45 
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times . A non - limiting example recurrent search is a periodic electronic communication alert that optionally includes a 
search , such as a search occurring and / or being initiated link to view the alert in the alert system . 
every 15 minutes , 30 minutes , hourly , daily , weekly , any Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a search 
other periodic pattern , and / or some combination thereof . In management system that may automatically search multiple 
some embodiments , a recurrent search may be based on 5 data sources in a memory - efficient and / or resource - efficient 
some other schedule that is non - periodic . For example , a manner . For example , the recurrent searches of the search 
recurrent search may be triggered by an event and / or may be management system may repeatedly search the multiple data 
based on evaluation of data coming into the system . For sources such that the searching is targeted towards recently 
example , the system may be configured to initiate a search added data and / or avoids recurrent searches of previously 
when new data is added to a data source , which may occur 10 searched data , which may be from data sources of terabytes 
on an ad - hoc basis . Accordingly , the event and / or data or petabytes of data . Accordingly , the systems and methods 

described herein may provide early notification associated driven searches may occur in real - time or substantially in with one or multiple data sources when there has been an real - time . update to those respective data sources that correspond to Overview 15 user - specified criteria . Analysts may be interested in searching enormous data Example Search Management System 
sets on a recurring and / or automatic basis . The data sets may FIG . 1 illustrates a search management system 100 , 
be from multiple disparate data sources that include giga according to some embodiments of the present disclosure . In 
bytes , terabytes , or even petabytes of data . Non - limiting the embodiment of FIG . 1 , the database environment 110 
example data sources include electronic logs , such as , proxy 20 includes a network 160 , a search management system 100 , 
logs , virtual private network ( “ VPN ” ) logs , malware lists , user computing device 102 , a search system 120 , and an alert 
email logs , phone call logs , vehicle logs , geographic logs , or system 130. Various communications between these devices 
other electronic logs discussed herein . Example searches are illustrated . For example , user computing device 102 may 
include partial text string matching for known uniform send user input , such as queries and / or recurrent search 
resource locators ( “ URLs ” ) or names of malware within the 25 schedules , to the search management system 100 . 
electronic logs . Accordingly , the systems and techniques The example search management system 100 includes a 
discussed herein may be used to automatically identify search process manager 104 , a user interface server 106 , an 
potential threats that may be intrinsically tied to network alert manager 108 , and search storage 116. In this embodi 
and / or computer technology , such as proxy logs , network ment , a user may perform operations via the user interface 
security , malware , phishing , and / or other computer - related 30 server 106 such as selecting data sources of interest , speci 
areas . Those analysts may also be interested in receiving fying one or more search terms , reviewing and / or editing 
alerts via electronic communications and / or via an alert previously created searches , and / or reviewing results of 
system to review search results . searches , as described in further detail herein . As illustrated , 

Disclosed herein are systems and methods for enabling a user created recurrent searches may be stored in search 
user to specify searches of multiple data sources to auto- 35 storage 116 as search objects 112. Search process manager 
matically occur on a periodic basis . For example , a user may 104 may access the search objects 112 to automatically 
create a search object that specifies the data sources of query the data sources 122 via the search system 120. The 
interest , search terms , and a frequency for the search to search process manager 104 may store the search results 114 
occur . The user may configure new and / or edit recurrent from the search system 120 in the search storage 116 , cause 
searches on an ad - hoc basis through the user interface of the 40 presentation of the results in the user interface server 106 , 
system . Example frequencies for recurrent searches include and / or distribute results via the alert system 130 , each of 
every fifteen minutes , thirty minutes , hourly , daily , weekly , which is as described in further detail herein . Additionally or 
any other periodic pattern , and / or some combination thereof . alternatively , the search process manager 104 may store the 
In some embodiments , queries are sent to a search system search results 114 from the search system 120 in the data 
that efficiently searches multiple disparate data sources . For 45 sources 122 of the search system 120 . 
example , the search system may be optimized to efficiently In this embodiment , the search management system 100 
search the data sources based on the last search timestamp communicates with the search system 120 and the alert 
to only search data source entries after the last search system 130. For example , the search system 120 may be 
timestamp . The user may also review and edit previously configured to query disparate data sources 122 in an efficient 
created searches , and review results of searches . The system 50 manner . The example alert system 130 may provide a user 
automatically performs the specified searches , and notifies interface that enables users to view alerts and / or search 
the user and / or a team of the user each time new results are results . In other embodiments , the search system 120 and / or 
found . For example , an email electronic communication the alert system 130 are optional and the search management 
alert , such as email , may be sent to one or more users and / or system 100 may query the data sources 122 and / or present 
teams . In some embodiments , alerts may be sent to an alert 55 the user interfaces described herein . 
system that enables a user and / or users of one or more Example Search Processes 
permissioned groups to view the search results . FIG . 2 is a flowchart of an example method of executing 

Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to an effi recurrent searches , according to some embodiments of the 
cient and / or optimized alerting system . For example , search present disclosure . Although the method is described in 
results may be viewed in more detail in an optimized alert 60 conjunction with the systems of FIG . 1 , persons skilled in 
graphical user interface . In an embodiment , data related to the art will understand that any system configured to per 
search results is transmitted from a search management form the method , in any order , is within the scope of this 
system to an alert system . In this embodiment , the alert disclosure . The method 200 may be performed by the 
system may use the received data to generate the alert and / or systems 100 , 120 , or 130 of FIG . 1 , such as the various 
to enhance the received data with additional information that 65 components of the search management system 100 of FIG . 
may be useful to an analyst in reviewing the search result . 1 as discussed herein , including the search process manager 
Additionally or alternatively , the alert system may send an 104 , the user interface server 106 , and / or the alert manager 
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108. Depending on the embodiment , the method 200 may sources may adversely affect the user experience due to 
include fewer or additional blocks and / or the blocks may be performance impacts from the searching . 
performed in order different than is illustrated . At block 206 , the search process manager 104 uses the 

Beginning at block 202 , the search process manager 104 search object to query the one or more data sources via the 
accesses a search object . A search object may be created 5 search system . In some embodiments , the search system 120 
and / or edited via the user interface server 106 , which is includes an Application Programming Interface to receive 
described in greater detail with respect to FIGS . 4-7 . The the one or search terms , the one or more data sources , and 
example search object 112A of FIG . 1 may illustrate various other inputs . As discussed herein , the one or more data 
properties of a search object . For example , a search object sources may include electronic logs . Further , the search 
may include a status property that indicates whether the 10 system 120 may efficiently search the data source ( s ) to only 
search object is “ enabled ” or “ disabled . ” The search object search those data source entries that have a corresponding 
may specify : one or more search terms , such as an IP timestamp after the last execution timestamp of the search 
address , domain name , phone number , and / or any other object . Accordingly , previously found search results are not 
strings ; one more data sources ; a frequency , such as a time included in the search results from the current periodic 
frequency of thirty minutes or one hour ; a parameter for 15 search . In other words , in some embodiments , the search 
when the search should expire , such as automatically process manager 104 searches the date ranges that it has not 
becoming disabled ; an event that may cause a search to run ; searched before . For example , if the search process manager 
a permissions group ; and / or a last execution timestamp that 104 initiated a search at 10:00 and then initiated another 
indicates the last time a search was run . As will be described search again at 10:15 , the search process manager 104 would 
with respect to process 200 , the search process manager 104 20 search the search system 120 for the specific search terms in 
may continually poll the search storage 116 to access the the 10 : 00-10 : 15 time range . The most recently searched time 
search objects on a recurring basis . or the last execution timestamp is tracked in the search 

At block 204 , the search process manager 104 determines object . Searching by the search system 120 may include 
whether to initiate a search based on the accessed search textual , partial textual searching , geographic searching , 
object at block 202. For example , the search process man- 25 searching using regular expressions , and / or searching using 
ager 104 checks the status property and determines to wildcards . For example , if the search string is " www.evil . 
initiate a search based on the search object if the status is com , ” the search system 120 may search the one or more 
" enabled . ” If the status is “ disabled , ” the search process data sources for entries that match " www.evil.com ” or a 
manager 104 exits the process loop and returns to block 202 partial match such as " evil.com . ” Additional information 
process other search objects and / or this same search object 30 regarding searching via indexes and other techniques is 
at a later time ( for example , the status of the search object described in the ' 240 patent , e.g. , see Col. 15 1. 41 - Col . 22 
may be changed from “ disabled ” to " enabled . ” ) The search 1. 34 . 
process manager 104 may also determine whether to initiate In some embod its , the search system 120 searches 
a search from the search object based on the current time one or more disparate data sources in an efficient manner . 
stamp , and the frequency and the last execution timestamp 35 The data sources may be from numerous devices from one 
properties of the search object . For example , the search or more entities , such as proxy logs , VPN logs , malware 
object contains a frequency property for recurrent searches lists , badge logs , phone call logs , blacklists , whitelists , email 
every fifteen minutes and a last execution timestamp of logs , process logs , intrusion detection system logs , credit 
2015-10-21 12:45:13 GMT . The search process manager card transaction data , etc. The search system 120 may be 
104 accesses the current timestamp . If the current timestamp 40 agnostic to the type of data sources and may be capable of 
is 2015-10-21 12:50:30 GMT , then the search process man supporting searches for any types of data sources . The 
ager 104 does not initiate a search because the fifteen minute search system 120 may efficiently search a subset of a 
periodic time has not elapsed and the search process man particular electronic log and not the entire electronic log . For 
ager 104 exits the loop and returns to block 202. However , example , the search system 120 may identify a subset of the 
if the current timestamp is 2015-10-21 13:01:10 GMT , then 45 electronic log entries that have corresponding timestamps 
the search process manager 104 determines that a search after a particular time . Additionally or alternatively , the 
should be initiated and proceeds to the next block . search system 120 may use indexes and / or checkpoints 

Additionally or alternatively , the search process manager within the electronic logs and / or data structures correspond 
104 determines whether to initiate a search based on an ing to the electronic logs to efficiently search the electronic 
event . For example , the accessed search object may include 50 logs . As discussed herein , in other embodiments , the search 
an event condition that may cause a search to run . Example management system 100 searches the data sources directly . 
events include a data sync event or a scheduled user down Additional information regarding searching large 
time event . Example user downtime events include when a amounts of data , multiple data sources , and the search 
computing system for users is unavailable and / or a begin system 130 is found in U.S. Pat . Nos . 8,799,240 and 
ning time for when there is low usage by users of the 55 9,092,482 . For example , the ' 240 patent describes searching 
computing system , e.g. , after work hours , late at night , large amounts of data in Col. 3 1. 6 - Col . 22 1. 34 , and in 
and / or early in the morning . Continuing with the example , particular describes using key - values to efficiently search 
the search process manager 104 may receive an indication or multiple large data sources , each of which may be used by 
event and / or determine that the event has occurred , and then the search system 130. As another example , the ’ 482 patent 
initiate a search based on the received indication or event 60 describes a efficiently scheduling queries of databases in 
and / or determination that the event has occurred . In some Col. 3 1. 21 - Col . 12 1. 34 , which may be used by the search 
embodiments , it may be advantageous to initiate searches system 130 . 
based on events . For example , initiating a search after a data In some embodiments , the search object supports com 
sync may advantageously search the recently updated data . plex logic for performing searches . For example , in addition 
As another example , initiating a search after user downtime 65 to one or more search terms , the search object may include 
may advantageously avoid interfering and / or adversely Boolean instructions for conducting searches . An example 
affecting the user experience since searching the data Boolean instruction includes Boolean algebra such as : “ evil . 
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com & ! musicevil.com , ” which would match results with In some embodiments , the alert manager 108 generates 
" evil.com ” but excludes the domain name of “ musicevil . other forms of alerts other than those described up blocks 
com . ” Another example Boolean instruction would be to 210 and 212. For example , the alert manager 108 generates 
match a particular search term with another condition . In textual alerts and / or other data object alerts for use by the 
some embodiments , the complex logic may include condi- 5 search management system 100. For example , the search 
tional instructions based on data types . For example , in the management system 100 may present the generated alerts 
same search object , different search terms may be specified via the user interface server 106 and / or may store the alerts 
for different data types and / or data sources . Continuing with in the search storage 116 , which is described in further detail 
the example , the search object may include the search below . As discussed herein , at blocks 210 and 212 and / or 
instruction : “ if type = IP address then 101.12.19.11 ; if 10 during other alert distribution , the alert manager 108 uses the 
type = -domain then evil.com , ” which would instruct the properties of the search objects , such as the recipients and / or 
system to search for “ 101.12.19.11 ” among IP address data the permissions of the respective search objects , to deter 
types and / or data sources and to search for “ evil.com ” mine the recipients of the alerts . 
among domain data types and / or data sources . At block 214 , the alert manager 108 stores the search 
At block 208 , the search process manager 104 receives the 15 results and / or alerts in the search storage 116. In some 

search results from the search system 120. The example embodiments , the search results and / or alerts may be viewed 
search result 114A of FIG . 1 may illustrate various proper in a user interface . Additionally or alternatively , the search 
ties of a search result . In some embodiments , the properties management system 100 may distribute the search results 
of a search result may be customized for a particular data and / or alerts to users and / or to other systems . In some 
type and / or data source . For example , as illustrated , example 20 embodiments , some of blocks 210 , 212 , and / or 214 are 
search result 114A includes properties such as the data optional . For example , the alert manager 108 may send one 
source , computer name , IP address , and a timestamp from alert instead of multiple alerts via different systems . Accord 
the respective electronic log and / or data source . Other ingly , following the sending of one or more alerts , process 
example properties for search results include a person's 200 returns to block 202 to continue checking and conduct 
name and / or identifier , a malware name and / or identifier , or 25 ing recurrent searches . For example , the search object with 
any other property that may be associated with an electronic a frequency property of 15 minutes will cause a search to be 
log executed by the search process manager approximately 
At block 210 , the alert manager 108 and / or alert system every 15 minutes . In some embodiments , if there are no 

130 generates and transmits an electronic communication search results based on a particular search then no alerts will 
alert . For example , an email alert may be transmitted to one 30 be sent . 
or more email addresses corresponding to particular users Access Control 
and / or list serves . In some embodiments , the email alert FIG . 3 is a block diagram illustrating an example access 
contains information identifying the particular search object control list for search data , according to some embodiments 
for which search results were found . Additionally or alter of the present disclosure . In some embodiments , the search 
natively , the email alert includes the search results and / or 35 management system 100 uses access control lists to allow a 
excerpts from the electronic log corresponding to the search user to specify which other users and / or teams are permitted 
results . Additional information regarding electronic commu to view search data , such as search objects and / or search 
nication alerts are described in further detail with respect to results . Additionally or alternatively , access control lists may 
FIG . 8. Other example electronic communication alerts further specify the permissions of particular users to view 
include chat message notifications and / or text message 40 and / or modify search data such as search objects . Access 
alerts . control environment 390 includes search data 340 and 
At block 212 , the alert manager 108 generates and trans access control list 300. In some embodiments , access control 

mits an alert to the alert system 130. For example , the alert list 300 is stored in a data store and / or data source of the 
may include the search results and / or other information search management system 100. Example access control list 
associated with the respective search object for the search 45 300 includes one or more access control items 320 and zero 
result . The alert system 130 may include user interfaces for or more classifications 330. Example access control list 300 
presenting the alert information . Additional information is associated with one or more search data , such as search 
regarding alerts , user interfaces , and the alert system 120 are data 340. Thus , example access control list 300 of the search 
described in further detail with respect to FIGS . 9-11 . management system 100 provides a level of granularity to 
Further , additional information regarding alerts , user inter- 50 specify sharing rules and / or permissions on a per - data item 
faces , and the alert system 120 is found in U.S. patent basis . For example , during the creation and / or editing of a 
application Ser . No. 14 / 579,752 entitled “ Systems and User search object , a user may specify a group corresponding to 
Interfaces For Dynamic And Interactive Investigation Of the search object , as described in further detail with respect 
Bad Actor Behavior Based On Automatic Clustering Of to FIG . 6. Accordingly , the users belonging to that group 
Related Data In Various Data Structures ” filed Dec. 22 , 2014 55 may view the search results and / or edit the search object . 
( " the ' 752 application " ) , which is hereby incorporated by Example access control item 330 includes group 321 and 
reference in its entirety and for all purposes . For example , permission 322. Example group 321 identifies a set of users 
the ' 752 application describes example user interfaces for an and / or teams . Example permission 322 identifies an opera 
alert system in paragraphs [ 0214 ] - [ 0228 ] , among others . As tion that a user in the set can perform on search data 340 . 
another example , the alert system 130 and / or the search 60 Additionally or alternatively , example permission 322 fur 
management system 100 may perform the clustering meth ther identifies an operation the user in the set can perform on 
ods and techniques described in paragraphs [ 0149 ] - [ 0160 ] , access control list 300. Non - limiting examples of permission 
among others , of the ' 752 application . For example , the alert 322 include read , write , owner , create , delete , read only , 
system 130 may use the search result and / or properties from and / or some combination thereof . 
the search result ( such as computer name , user name , IP 65 In some embodiments , if access control list 300 has a 
address , etc. ) as a seed for clustering , which is described in classification 330 , then a user must be authorized for the 
further detail in the ' 752 application . classification 330. Thus , classification 330 may override 
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permission 322 granted to the entity and / or user . For “ evil.com ” or other input expressions ( e.g. , a regular expres 
example , one possible set of classification markings as part sion and / or search term with a wildcard ) . While not illus 
of classification 330 include “ Top Secret , ” “ Secret , ” “ Con trated , the recurrent search form 640 may include a listing of 
fidential , ” “ Restricted , ” “ For Official Use Only , ” among the data types and / or data sources for searching and / or a 
others , while another example classification scheme may use 5 selector to allow a user to select the data types and / or data the markings : “ Public ” and “ Restricted , ” among others . For sources for recurrent searching . example , the permissions of an access control list may FIG . 7 illustrates a user interface 700 of the search 
indicate that a particular data object should not be shared management system 100 that enables a user to manage their with particular users . recurrent searches . For example , user interface 700 includes Example Search Management User Interfaces a recurrent search management menu 760 that enables a user FIGS . 4-7 illustrate example user interfaces of the search to disable one or more recurrent searches via a status selector management system , according to some embodiments of the 762. In example user interface 700 , the recurrent search present disclosure . In various embodiments , aspects of the 
user interfaces may be rearranged from what is shown and management menu 760 displays the recurrent searches that 
described below , and / or particular aspects may or may not 15 have been set up by user and / or the recurrent searches that 
be included . However , the embodiments described below in a user is permissioned to view . The permissioned view may 
reference to FIGS . 4-7 provides example user interfaces of be based on the access control list 300 described with respect 
the system . to FIG . 3. In some embodiments , recurrent search manage 

FIG . 4 illustrates a user interface 400 of the search ment menu 760 displays those recurrent searches that have 
management system 100 that enables a user to dynamically 20 received search results and / or have alerts ( not illustrated ) . 
search one or more data sources and / or to schedule recurrent For example , the user interfaces of FIGS . 9 , 10 , and / or 11 
searches , according to some embodiments of the present may be integrated into user interface 700 ( or vice versa ) . 
disclosure . For example , search area 402 may enable a user Example Electronic Communication Alerts 
to enter a search string . The user interface 400 also may FIG . 8 illustrates example electronic communication 
enable a user to search preexisting search objects by name , 25 alerts , according to some embodiments of the present dis 
search string , author , group , and / or any other property of the closure . FIG . 8 includes example electronic communication 
search object . alerts 800 and 850 that may be generated by the recurrent 

FIG . 5 illustrates another user interface 500 of the search search process 200 of FIG . 2 and block 210 described herein . 
management system 100. For example , the user interface As illustrated , electronic communication alert 800 may be 
elements of the user interface 500 may be similar to the user 30 an email format . Alert 800 may include a message 802 that 
interface elements of the user interface 400 of FIG . 4. A user indicates the search management system 100 as identified 
may select a data type selector 520 of the user interface 500 , alerts the particular recurrent search “ Group Test Hits . ” Alert 
which may cause presentation of a hierarchical data type 800 may include links that enable user to view the search 
menu 522. In some embodiments , a user may select one or results and / or edit the recurrent search . For example , link 
more data types and / or each data type may correspond to one 35 804A may enable user to view the alert and / or search results 
or more data sources . As illustrated , a particular data type in the alert system , which is described herein and with 
and / or multiple data types may have indexes for searching , respect to FIGS . 9 and 10 in particular . Link 806A may 
where the index may correspond to particular properties of enable user to view the alerts in alert inbox of the alert 
the electronic logs . For example , if a user wants to set up a system , which is described in further detail with herein and 
recurrent search on proxy traffic , the user may user may 40 with respect to FIGS . 11A - 11B . Link 808A may be able the 
select “ Proxy ( ALL ) ” data type and then select an “ index " user to manage and edit their recurrent searches in the user 
from the index menu 522B that includes “ Domain / URL , " interface of the search management system 100 , such as user 
“ Source / Remote IP Address , ” “ Source Host , ” “ Category , " or interface 700 , which is described in further detail with 
“ Port . ” Thus , a user may set up a recurrent search for a respect to FIG . 7 . 
known malware domain such as " evil.com ” or “ http : // 45 In other embodiments , the search management system 
5.10.22.79 . " 100 may send electronic communication alert 850 that 

FIG . 6 illustrates a user interface 600 of the search includes the search results and / or excerpts from a log file . 
management system 100 that enables a user to set up a For example , elements of the example electronic commu 
recurrent search . Example user interface 600 includes input nication alert 850 may be similar to electronic communica 
areas and / or selectors that enable user to create a recurrent 50 tion alert 800 , such as similarities between links 804A , 
search , which may correspond to a search object and its 806A , and 808A of alert 800 and links 854A , 856A , and 
corresponding properties as described herein . For example , 858A of alert 850 , respectively . Alert 850 may include 
a recurrent search form 640 may include input areas such as : search results 852 that displays portions of the electronic log 
title input area 642 that corresponds to a title for the where there was a positive match based on the search object . 
recurrent search ; a description input area 644 that corre- 55 In some embodiments , search results 852 may include a 
sponds to a description of the recurrent search ; author input portion of the search results . For example , search results 852 
area , which may be automatically populated with an iden may include a predefined and / or configurable number of 
tifier corresponding to the current user ; a group selection search results , such as the 100 most recent entries from the 
area 648 that enables a user to select one or more groups that electronic log . The search results 852 of the electronic 
are permission to view the corresponding search object 60 communication may be configurable . For example , an 
and / or search results ; a frequency input selector 650 that administrator may configure the electronic communication 
enables a user to select the frequency of searching , such as to omit particular columns from the search results 852. As 
“ Run Every 15 Minutes , ” “ Run Every 30 Minutes , ” etc .; an illustrated in the body of the communication alert 850 , the 
electronic communication preference selector 652 enables a communication alert 850 may report new results as com 
user to select themselves or a team to receive electronic 65 pared to a previous search , which may correspond to the 
communication alerts ; a search term input area 654 that example process as described in further detail with respect 
enables a user to specify one or more search terms , such as to FIG . 14 . 
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The example search results 860 illustrate another example In some embodiments , user interfaces 900 , 1000 , and / or 
table that may be included in the communication alert 850 . 1100 may be configured via the alert system 130 to display 
For example , instead of listing IP addresses as shown in the search results and / or alerts based on permissions . For 
search results 852 , the search results 860 may list license example , a search object may be configured to not only 
plate identifiers corresponding to geographic coordinates 5 particular user , however , the permissions associated with the 
such as latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates . As search object may enable the user to view the search results 
described herein , the search management system 100 may and / or alerts and user interfaces 900 , 1000 , and / or 1100 
be capable of scheduling recurrent searches to identify data because the user may belong to the permissioned group . A 
entries that correspond to a geographic location and / or area . permissioned group may be based on the access control list 

In some embodiments , the electronic communication 10 300 as described herein with respect to FIG . 3 . 
alerts may be configurable . For example , the search man Additional Embodiments agement system 100 may allow users and / or administrators 
to configure the electronic communication alerts . Continu Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a search ing with the example , a user and / or administrator may 15 management system that may automatically search multiple 
specify the information and / or links in the electronic com data sources and may be capable of detecting retrospective 
munication alerts , such as any of the information and / or changes to a data source . For example , data may be back 
features in the user interfaces described herein . filled in a data source and the recurrent searches of the 
Example Alert User Interfaces search management system may be capable of detecting a 
FIGS . 9-11 illustrate example user interfaces of the alert 20 matching search result within the backfilled data . The search 

system , according to some embodiments of the present management system may be able to determine search results 
disclosure . In various embodiments , aspects of the user in a memory - efficient and / or resource - efficient manner . In 
interfaces may be rearranged from what is shown and some embodiments , the capability to identify search results 
described below , and / or particular aspects may or may not retrospectively , such as in the case of backfilled data , may 
be included . However , the embodiments described below in 25 occur alternatively or additionally to the processes of avoid 
reference to FIGS . 9-11 provides example user interfaces of ing recurrent searches of previously searched data , as 
the system . described herein . 

FIG . 9 illustrates a user interface 900 of the alert system Additional Example Search Management Systems 
130 that enables a user to view an alert generated by the FIG . 13 illustrates a search management system 100 , 
search management system 100 , according to some embodi- 30 according to some embodiments of the present disclosure . 
ments of the present disclosure . Further , additional infor The embodiment of FIG . 13 may be similar to the embodi 
mation regarding embodiments of alert user interface 900 is ment of FIG . 1. For example , in the embodiment of FIG . 13 , 
found in U.S. patent application Ser . No. 14 / 579,752 . For the database environment 110 includes a network 0 , a 
example , the ' 752 application describes embodiments of search management system 100 , user computing device 102 , 
user interface 900 for an alert system in paragraphs [ 0217 ] - 35 a search system 120 , and an alert system 130. Various 
[ 0219 ] , among others . communications between these devices are illustrated . For 

FIG . 10 illustrates a user interface 1000 of the alert system example , user computing device 102 may send user input , 
130 that enables a user to view the search results from the such as queries and / or recurrent search schedules , to the 
search management system 100 and / or the search system search management system 100 . 
120 , according to some embodiments of the present disclo- 40 As illustrated , user created recurrent searches may be 
sure . Further , additional information regarding embodi stored in search storage 116 as search objects 112. For 
ments of results user interface 1000 is found in U.S. patent example , the search object 112B - 112D may represent vari 
application Ser . No. 13 / 968,752 . For example , the ' 752 ous properties of a search object . In the example , the search 
application describes embodiments of user interface 1000 object 112B - 112D may be stored and / or accessed in a 
for an alert system in paragraphs [ 0220 ] - [ 0223 ] , among 45 JavaScript Object Notation ( JSON ) data format . The 
others . example search object 112B - 112D includes one or more 

FIG . 11A illustrates a user interface 1100 of the alert “ queries . ” An example query may specify a data source to be 
system 130 that enables a user to view an alert inbox queried and one or more matching criteria , which may 
containing alerts from the search management system 100 , include one or more comparison operators . For example , 
according to some embodiments of the present disclosure . In 50 various matching criteria may correspond to textual match 
some embodiments , user interface 1100 presents an alert ing , partial textual matching , geographic matching at one or 
1102 within alert inbox 1110. In some embodiments , the more coordinates and / or within a geographic area , matching 
alert 1102 is cumulative . For example , if a search object using regular expressions , and / or matching using wildcards . 
causes search results to be found at two discrete times , such The search object 112B - 112D may specify : one or more 
as 1 PM and 2 PM , then alert 1102 may represent and enable 55 indices of a data source ; a frequency ; a parameter for the 
a user to view both search results cumulatively . For example , oldest search results to look for ; a parameter for when the 
by selecting alert 1102A in FIG . 11A , an exploded alert view search should begin ; a parameter for when the search should 
1102B , as shown in detail in FIG . 11B , may be presented to expire ( " expiry Date " ) , such as automatically becoming dis 
the user in the alert inbox 1110 of user interface 1100. A user abled ; a predetermined and / or maximum number of results 
may then navigate to user interfaces 900 and / or 1000 from 60 to return ; one or more recipients ; an event that may cause a 
user interface 1100 to further investigate the alert . Further , search to run ; and / or a permissions group . Search process 
additional information regarding embodiments of results manager 104 may access the search objects 112 to automati 
user interface 1100 is found in U.S. patent application Ser . cally query the data sources 122 via the search system 120 . 
No. 14 / 579,752 . For example , the ’ 752 application describes As described herein , the search process manager 104 may 
embodiments of user interface 1100 for an alert system in 65 store the search results 114 from the search system 120 in the 
paragraphs [ 0215 ] , [ 0216 ] , and [ 02241- [ 0228 ] , among oth search storage 116. For example , for a current search , the 

search results 114 may be stored and / or serialized to the ers . 
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search storage 116. In some embodiments , the most recent At block 1404 , the search process manager 104 deter 
search results 114 may replace previous search results to mines whether to initiate a search based on the accessed 
conserve memory resources . The search process manager search object at block 1402. For example , the search process 
104 may cause presentation of the results in the user manager 104 checks the status property and determines to 
interface server 106 , and / or distribute results via the alert 5 initiate a search based on the search object if the status is 
system 130 , each of which is as described in further detail " enabled . ” If the status is " disabled , ” the search process 
herein . In some embodiments , the user interface server 106 manager 104 exits the process loop and returns to block 
and / or the search management system 100 enables a user the 1402 process other search objects and / or this same search 
capability of row - by - row deletion of data entries in the data object at a later time ( for example , the status of the search 
sources 122 . 10 object may be changed from “ disabled ” to " enabled . " ) ) The 

In some embodiments , the search management system search process manager 104 may also determine whether to 
100 enables a user to search using a “ tag . ” A tag may be a initiate a search from the search object based on a current 
data structure identifying multiple related indices from mul timestamp , the start and / or expiration dates of the search 
tiple data types and / or data sources . For example , “ IP ” or object , the frequency the search object , an event , and / or a 
“ domain name ” indices may be found in multiple discrete 15 last execution timestamp associated with the search object . 
data types and / or data sources . Thus , a tag for “ IP ” indices In one example , the example search object contains a 
in multiple data types and / or data sources may enable frequency property for recurrent searches every fifteen min 
searching of multiple data types and / or data sources at once utes and there is an associated last execution timestamp of 
for the same search term and / or parameter . A recurring 2015-10-21 12:45:13 GMT . The search process manager 
search may also be configured with a search object that 20 104 accesses the current timestamp . If the current timestamp 
includes one or more search terms and / or parameters for one is 2015-10-09 12:50:30 GMT ( and the start and expiration 
or more tags . dates are 2015-09-01 00:00:00 and 2015-10-01 00:00:00 , 
Additional Example Search Processes respectively ) , then the search process manager 104 does not 

FIG . 14 is a flowchart of another example method of initiate a search because the fifteen minute periodic time has 
executing recurrent searches , according to some embodi- 25 not elapsed and the search process manager 104 exits the 
ments of the present disclosure . Although the method is loop and returns to block 202. However , if the current 
described in conjunction with the systems of FIGS . 1 and / or timestamp is 2015-10-21 13:01:10 GMT , then the search 
13 , persons skilled in the art will understand that any system process manager 104 determines that a search should be 
configured to perform the method , in any order , is within the initiated and proceeds to the next block . As described herein , 
scope of this disclosure . The method 1400 may be per- 30 the search process manager 104 may evaluate an execution 
formed by the systems 100 , 120 , or 130 of FIGS . 1 and / or condition of the search object to determine whether to 
13 , such as the various components of the search manage initiate a search . For example , initiating a search after 
ment system 100 of FIGS . 1 and / or 13 as discussed herein , receiving and / or determining an event has oco rred , which 
including the search process manager 104 , the user interface is described in further detail with respect to block 204 of 
server 106 , and / or the alert manager 108. Depending on the 35 FIG . 2 . 
embodiment , the method 1400 may include fewer or addi At block 1406 , the search process manager 104 uses the 
tional blocks and / or the blocks may be performed in order search object to query the one or more data sources via the 
different than is illustrated . search system . In some embodiments , the search system 120 

Beginning at block 1402 , the search process manager 104 includes an Application Programming Interface to receive 
accesses a search object . A search object may be created 40 the one or search terms , the one or more data sources , and 
and / or edited via the user interface server 106 , which is other inputs . As discussed herein , the one or more data 
described in greater detail with respect to FIGS . 4-7 and sources may include electronic logs . The search system 120 
15-17 . The example search object 112A of FIG . 1 and / or the may search the entire data sources , such as electronic logs , 
example search object 112B - 112D of FIG . 13 may illustrate for the one or more search terms . Additionally or alterna 
various properties of a search object . For example , a search 45 tively to block 206 of FIG . 2 , block 1406 may identify 
object may include a status property that indicates whether search results that precede the last execution timestamp . For 
the search object is " enabled ” or “ disabled . ” The search example , by retrieving all matching results regardless of a 
object may specify : one or more search terms , such as an IP time property associated with data in the data sources , data 
address , domain name , phone number , and / or any other may be back filled into the data source and the search 
strings ; one or more queries ; one or more indices of the data 50 process manager 104 may identify new search results even 
source ; one or more match criterion ; one or more compara though the data source may contain entries with timestamps 
tors ; one more data sources ; a frequency , such as a time before the last execution timestamp , but that were inserted 
frequency of thirty minutes or one hour ; a parameter for the into the data source after the most recent search execution 
oldest search results to look for ; a parameter for when the and / or out of order . Accordingly , previously found search 
search should begin ; a parameter for when the search should 55 results could be included in the present search results from 
expire , such as automatically becoming disabled ; a prede the current periodic search . In some embodiments , a con 
termined and / or maximum number of results to return ; one figurable threshold of maximum and / or predefined results 
or more recipients ; an event that may cause a search to run ; may be used by the search process manager 104 and / or 
and / or a permissions group . In some embodiments , the system 120. For example , the maximum number of results 
search object includes an execution condition that indicates 60 may be set to 100. In the example , the search system 120 
when the search process manager 104 should execute one or may query the data sources for the first 100 matching results . 
more queries of the search object . As described herein , the Alternatively , the search system 120 may retrieve all match 
execution condition may specify a frequency or an event that ing results and the maximum number of results may be 
causes the query execute . As will be described with respect determined at a later block , such as block 1407 , as described 
to process 1400 , the search process manager 104 may 65 herein . Searching by the search process manager 104 and / or 
continually poll the search storage 116 to access the search the search system 120 may include textual , partial textual 
objects on a recurring basis . searching , geographic searching , searching using regular 
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expressions , and / or searching using wildcards . For example , At block 1409 , based on the comparison at block 1408 , 
if the search string is “ www.evil.com , ” the search system the search process manager 104 determines if there any new 
120 may search the one or more data sources for entries that results and / or any change in results . For example , the 
match “ www.evil.com ” or a partial match such as “ evil . comparison at block 1408 , such as a Set comparison , deter 
com . ” Additional information regarding searching via 5 mines that there any new data objects in the current search 
indexes and other techniques is described in the ' 240 patent , results as compared to the previous search results . If there 
e.g. , see Col. 15 1. 41 - Col . 22 1. 34 or in the ' 882 application , are no new search results , the search process manager 104 
e.g. , see paragraphs [ 0058 ] - [ 0135 ] . returns to block 1402. Returning to block 1402 after block 
At block 1407 , the search process manager 104 receives 1409 may efficiently process the search results because 

the search results from the search system 120. In FIG . 14 , the 10 blocks 1410 , 1412 , and / or 1414 may be skipped , which may 
“ first search results ” at blocks 1407 , 1408 , and 1414 may conserve resources and / or reduce processor usage . If there 
refer to the current search results . The example search result are new search results , the search process manager 104 
114A of FIG . 1 and / or FIG . 13 may illustrate various proceeds to block 1410 . 
properties of a search result . In some embodiments , the At block 1410 , the alert manager 108 generates and 
properties of a search result may be customized for a 15 transmits an electronic communication alert . For example , 
particular data type and / or data source . For example , as an email alert may be transmitted to one or more email 
illustrated , example search result 114A includes properties addresses corresponding to particular users and / or list 
such as the data source , computer name , IP address , and a serves . In some embodiments , the email alert contains 
timestamp from the respective electronic log and / or data information identifying the particular search object for 
source . Other example properties for search results include 20 which search results were found . Additionally or alterna 
a person's name and / or identifier , a malware name and / or tively , the email alert includes the search results and / or 
identifier , or any other property that may be associated with excerpts from the data source ( s ) corresponding to the search 
an electronic log . In some embodiments , since the search results . Additional information regarding electronic commu 
system 120 may identify results from any time period , the nication alerts are described in further detail with respect to 
example search result 114A may be identified from a current 25 FIG . 8. Other example electronic communication alerts 
search ( such as a search occurring on 2015-10-25 ) , even include chat message notifications and / or text message 
though the example search result 114A has a timestamp that alerts . 
precedes the current time ( such as a timestamp of 2015-10 At block 1412 , the alert manager 108 and / or alert system 
21 13:13:56 GMT ) . Moreover , in some embodiments , the 130 generates and transmits an alert to the alert system 130 . 
particular data entry corresponding to the example search 30 For example , the alert may include the search results and / or 
result 114A may have been backfilled to the data source other information associated with the respective search 
( such as the data being added on 2015-10-24 ) , and the object for the search result . The alert system 130 may 
current search ( such as occurring on 2015-10-25 ) may include user interfaces for presenting the alert information . 
identify a new search result corresponding to the recently Additional information regarding alerts , user interfaces , and 
added data . In the example , the backfilled data entry , which 35 the alert system 120 are described in further detail with 
corresponds to the search result 114A , may predate a pre respect to FIGS . 9-11 . Further , additional information 
vious search ( such as a previous search occurring on 2015 regarding alerts , user interfaces , and the alert system 120 is 
10-23 , for example ) ; however , since subsequent searches found in U.S. patent application Ser . No. 14 / 579,752 . For 
can search retrospectively and can detect new data entries example , the ' 752 application describes example user inter 
regardless of those new entries ' timestamps , the backfilled 40 faces for an alert system in paragraphs [ 0214 ] - [ 0228 ] , 
data entry may be detected in the current search . As dis among others . As another example , the alert system 130 
cussed herein , the search process manager 104 may limit the and / or the search management system 100 may perform the 
number of results to a predetermined maximum number of clustering methods and techniques described in paragraphs 
results . For example , the maximum number of results may [ 0149 ] - [ 0160 ] , among others , of the ' 752 application . For 
be limited to a configurable number of 100 , 1000 , 10000 , or 45 example , the alert system 130 may use the search result 
100000 results . Accordingly , example process 1400 may and / or properties from the search result ( such as computer 
efficiently determine a sliding window of a predefined name , user name , IP address , etc. ) as a seed for clustering , 
number of results based on each time the search process which is described in further detail in the ’ 752 application . 
manager 104 initiates a new search . In some embodiments , the alert system 130 may be capable 

At block 1408 , the search process manager 104 compares 50 of sending electronic communication alerts . 
the current search results with previous search results , where At block 1414 , the alert manager 108 stores the search 
applicable . For example , the search results may be in a data results and / or alerts in the search storage 116. For example , 
object format . Example data object formats include Java or the current search results may be stored in the search storage 
C # data objects . As described herein , previous search results 116. An example method for storing search results that are 
may be accessed in a data object format . Accordingly , the 55 in a data object format may be serializing the objects and 
search process manager 104 may compare the current search storing the serialized objects in the search storage 116. In 
results and the previous search results . An example com some embodiments , the serialized search results may replace 
parison may be a Set comparison , such as a Java Set the previous search results in the search storage 116 to 
comparison operation . If this is the first time that a recurrent conserve memory resources in the search storage 116 . 
search detects results than no comparison is necessary and 60 Accordingly , the next time the current search runs , the 
the current search results would be new results and the search process manager 104 may retrieve the previous 
search process manager 104 would proceed to block 1410 . results from the search storage 116 , at block 1408 , such as 
As described herein , in some embodiments the search results by converting the serialized results into data objects also 
may be serialized and / or stored in a serialized data format in known as deserialization . In some embodiments , block 1414 
the search storage 116. Accordingly , the previous search 65 may be executed any time search results are retrieved , 

be deserialized from the search storage 116 into thereby storing search results after any run , instead of being 
data objects for comparison in block 1408 . stored when there are new results as illustrated in the 
results may 
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example method 1400. In some embodiments , search results Implementation Mechanisms 
in the search storage 116 may not be discarded and / or The various computing device ( s ) discussed herein , such 
replaced . For example , the search results for each recurrent as the search management system 100 , search process man 
search may be stored for a period of time . Block 1414 may ager 104 , alert manager 108 , user interface server 106 , 
be similar to block 214 of FIG . 2 . 5 and / or user computing device 102 , are generally controlled 
Additional Example Search Management User Interfaces and coordinated by operating system software , such as , but 

FIGS . 15-18 illustrate additional example user interfaces not limited to , iOS , Android , Chrome OS , Windows XP , 
of the search management system , according to some Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , Windows Server , 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In various embodi Windows CE , Unix , Linux , SunOS , Solaris , Macintosh OS 
ments , aspects of the user interfaces may be rearranged from 10 X , VxWorks , or other compatible operating systems . In 
what is shown and described below , and / or particular aspects other embodiments , the computing devices may be con 

trolled by a proprietary operating system . Conventional may or may not be included . However , the embodiments operating systems control and schedule computer processes described below in reference to FIGS . 15-18 provides for execution , perform memory management , provide file example user interfaces of the system . 15 system , networking , I / O services , and provide a user inter FIG . 15 illustrates an example user interface of the search face functionality , such as a graphical user interface 
management system 100 that enables a user to dynamically ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . The search management sys 
search one or more data sources and / or to schedule recurrent tem 100 may be hosted and / or executed on one or more 
searches , according to some embodiments of the present computing devices with one or more hardware processors 
disclosure . For example , as illustrated , a user may search for 20 and with any of the previously mentioned operating system 
“ example.com ” in a DNS data source with the “ Domain ” software . 
index selected . The user interface may enable searching of FIG . 12 is a block diagram that illustrates example 
various data sources / indices such as call data source ( e.g. , components of the search management system 100. While 
telephone call logs ) with indices : call duration , call identi FIG . 12 refers to the search management system 100 , any of 
fier , phone number , etc .; a DNS data source with indices for 25 the other computing devices , modules , services , and / or user 
domain names and / or IP addresses ; an email data source ; a computing devices discussed herein may have some or all of 
geographic data source ; a license plate data source with the same or similar components , such as the search system 
indices for geographic coordinates ; and / or other data 120 and / or alert system 130 . 
sources / indices such as those illustrated in FIG . 15. In a The search management system 100 may execute soft 
geographic context , the user interface may enable searching 30 ware , e.g. , standalone software applications , applications 
within a geographic area and / or corresponding to a geo within browsers , network applications , etc. , whether by the 
graphic location . As illustrated , the user interface may particular application , the operating system , or otherwise . 

Any of the systems discussed herein may be performed by dynamically present the search results . Additional informa the search management system 100 and / or a similar com tion regarding a dynamic search user interface system is 35 puting system having some or all of the components dis described in the ' 882 application , e.g. , see paragraphs cussed with reference to FIG . 12 . 
[ 0058 ] - [ 0135 ] . The search management system 100 includes a bus 1202 

FIG . 16 illustrates another example user interface of the or other communication mechanism for communicating 
search management system 100. For example , the user information , and a hardware processor , or multiple proces 
interface elements of the user interface of FIG . 16 may be 40 sors , 1204 coupled with bus 1202 for processing informa 
similar to the user interface elements of the user interface of tion . 
FIG . 15. For example , as illustrated , both user interfaces The search management system 100 also includes a main 
may enable user to save the current search as a recurring memory 1206 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
search . cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 

FIG . 17 illustrates another example user interface of the 45 1202 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
search management system 100 that enables a user to by processor ( s ) 1204. Main memory 1206 also may be used 
configure and / or create a recurrent search . In some embodi for storing temporary variables or other intermediate infor 
ments , a current search need not return any search results for mation during execution of instructions to be executed by 
a recurring search to be configured and / or created by a user . processor ( s ) 1204. Such instructions , when stored in storage 
The user interface of FIG . 17 may be similar to the user 50 media accessible to processor ( s ) 1204 , render the search 
interface of FIG . 6. A user selection to save a current search , management system 100 into a special - purpose machine that 
as illustrated by the user selection of the “ click to make the is customized to perform the operations specified in the 
current search recurring ” user interface option in FIG . 16 instructions . Such instructions , as executed by hardware 
that may correspond to the current search illustrated in processors , may implement the methods and systems 
FIGS . 15 and / or 16 , may cause the user interface of FIG . 17 55 described herein for scheduling recurrent searches from 
to be presented . The example user interface of FIG . 17 has multiple data sources and / or for providing the search results 
a name input , a descript input , a start date , an expiration to one or more users . 
date , and / or a recipient list . The user input received from a The search management system 100 further includes a 
user interface along with the search criteria specified from read only memory ( ROM ) 1208 or other static storage 
FIGS . 15 and / or 16 may be stored in a search object . 60 device coupled to bus 1202 for storing static information and 

FIG . 18 illustrates another example user interface of the instructions for processor ( s ) 1204. A storage device 1210 , 
search management system 100 that enables a user to such as a magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive 
manage their recurrent searches . The user interface of FIG . ( Flash drive ) , etc. , is provided and coupled to bus 1202 for 
18 may be similar to the user interface of FIG . 7. The storing information and instructions . The search process 
example user interface of FIG . 18 may enable a user to 65 manager 104 and / or the alert manager 108 of FIG . 1 may be 
enable , disable , edit , and / or view one or more recurrent stored on the main memory 1206 and / or the storage device 
searches . 1210 . 
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In some embodiments , each of the search storage 116 The search management system 100 , or components of it , 
and / or the data sources 122 of FIG . 1 may correspond to a such as the search process manager 104 , the alert manager 
distributed database management system such as , but not 108 , user interface server 106 of FIG . 1 , may be pro 
limited to , Apache Cassandra , an Elastisearch system , a file grammed , via executable code instructions , in a program 
system , relational database such as , but not limited to , 5 ming language . 
MySql , Oracle , Sybase , or DB2 , and / or a distributed in The term “ non - transitory media , " and similar terms , as 
memory caching system such as , but not limited to , Mem used herein refers to any media that store data and / or 
cache , Memcached , or Java Caching System . instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 

The search management system 100 and / or user comput fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise non 
ing device 102 may be coupled via bus 1202 to a display 10 volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media 
1212 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD display or includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such as 
touch screen , for displaying information to a computer user . storage device 1210. Volatile media includes dynamic 
An input device 1214 is coupled to bus 1002 for commu memory , such as main memory 1206. Common forms of 
nicating information and command selections to processor non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
1204. One type of input device 1214 is a keyboard including 15 flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
alphanumeric and other keys . Another type of input device any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
1214 is a touch screen . Another type of user input device is other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
cursor control 1216 , such as a mouse , a trackball , a touch with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
screen , or cursor direction keys for communicating direction FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
information and command selections to processor 1204 and 20 cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
for controlling cursor movement on display 1212. This input Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be used in 
device may have two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first conjunction with transmission media . Transmission media 
axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis ( e.g. , y ) , that allows the participates in transferring information between non - transi 
device to specify positions in a plane . In some embodiments , tory media . For example , transmission media includes 
the same direction information and command selections as 25 coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
cursor control may be implemented via receiving touches on wires that comprise bus 1202. Transmission media can also 
a touch screen without a cursor . take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 

The search management system 100 may include a pre generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
sentation module to implement a GUI , for example , FIGS . cations . 
4-7 and / or 9-11 , which may be stored in a mass storage 30 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one 
device as executable software codes that are executed by the more sequences of one more instructions to 
computing device ( s ) . This and other units may include , by processor ( s ) 1204 for execution . For example , the instruc 
way of example , components , such as software components , tions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid 
object - oriented software components , class components and state drive of a remote computer . The remote computer may 
task components , processes , functions , attributes , proce- 35 load the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
dures , subroutines , segments of program code , drivers , firm instructions over a telephone or cable line using a modem . 
ware , microcode , circuitry , data , databases , data structures , A modem local to the search management system 100 may 
tables , arrays , and variables . receive the data on the telephone or cable line and use an 

In general , the word “ instructions , " as used herein , refers infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red 
to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a collection 40 signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in 
of software units , possibly having entry and exit points , the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 
written in a programming language , such as , but not limited data on bus 1202. Bus 1202 carries the data to main memory 
to , Java , Lua , C , C ++ , or C # . A software unit may be 1206 , from which the processor ( s ) 1204 retrieves and 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in executes the instructions . The instructions received by main 
a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted 45 memory 1206 may retrieve and execute the instructions . The 
programming language such as , but not limited to , BASIC , instructions received by main memory 1206 may optionally 
Perl , or Python . It will be appreciated that software units be stored on storage device 1210 either before or after 
may be callable from other units or from themselves , and / or execution by processor ( s ) 1204 . 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . The search management system 100 also includes a 
Software units configured for execution on computing 50 communication interface 1218 coupled to bus 1202. Com 
devices by their hardware processor ( s ) may be provided on munication interface 1218 provides a two - way data com 
a computer readable medium , such as a compact disc , digital munication coupling to a network link 1220 that is con 
video disc , flash drive , magnetic disc , or any other tangible nected local network 1222 . For example , 
medium , or as a digital download ( and may be originally communication interface 1218 may be an integrated services 
stored in a compressed or installable format that requires 55 digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable modem , satellite modem , 
installation , decompression or decryption prior to execu or a modem to provide a data communication connection to 
tion ) . Such software code may be stored , partially or fully , a corresponding type of telephone line . As another example , 
on a memory device of the executing computing device , for communication interface 1218 may be a local area network 
execution by the computing device . Software instructions ( LAN ) card to provide a data communication connection to 
may be embedded in firmware , such as an EPROM . It will 60 a compatible LAN ( or WAN component to be communi 
be further appreciated that hardware modules may be com cated with a WAN ) . Wireless links may also be imple 
prised of connected logic units , such as gates and flip - flops , mented . In any such implementation , communication inter 
and / or may be comprised of programmable units , such as face 1218 sends and receives electrical , electromagnetic or 
programmable gate arrays or processors . Generally , the optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
instructions described herein refer to logical modules that 65 various types of information . 
may be combined with other modules or divided into Network link 1220 typically provides data communica 
sub - modules despite their physical organization or storage . tion through one or more networks to other data devices . For 

to a 
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example , network link 1220 may provide a connection order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
through local network 1222 to a host computer 1224 or to blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
( ISP ) 1226. ISP 1226 in turn provides data communication parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
services through the world wide packet data communication 5 added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
network now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 1228 . ments . The example systems and components described 
Local network 1222 and Internet 1228 both use electrical , herein may be configured differently than described . For electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data example , elements may be added to , removed from , or streams . The signals through the various networks and the rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi signals on network link 1220 and through communication 10 ments . interface 1218 , which carry the digital data to and from the 
search management system 100 , are example forms of Conditional language , such as , among others , “ can , ” 
transmission media . “ could , ” " might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated oth 

A network , such as the network 160 of FIG . 1 , may erwise , or otherwise understood within the context as used , 
comprise , but is not limited to , one or more local area 15 is generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
networks , wide area network , wireless local area network , include , while other embodiments do not include , certain 
wireless wide area network , the Internet , or any combination features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such conditional lan 
thereof . guage is not generally intended to imply that features , 

The search management system 100 can send messages elements and / or steps are in any way required for one or 
and receive data , including program code , through the 20 more embodiments or that one or more embodiments nec 
network ( s ) , network link 1220 and communication interface essarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
1218. In the Internet example , a server 1230 might transmit input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
a requested code for an application program through Internet steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
1228 , ISP 1226 , local network 1222 and communication embodiment . 
interface 1218 . The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an inclusive 

The received code may be executed by processor ( s ) 1204 rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , unless 
as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 1210 , or specifically noted , the term “ a ” should not be understood to 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . mean “ exactly one ” or “ one and only one ” ; instead , the term In some embodiments , the search management system “ a ” means “ one or more ” or “ at least one , ” whether used in 
100 may operate in a distributed computing environment 30 the claims or elsewhere in the specification and regardless of including several computer systems that are interconnected uses of quantifiers such as “ at least one , ” “ one or more , " or using one or more computer networks . The search manage 
ment system 100 could also operate within a computing “ a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or specification . 
environment having a fewer or greater number of devices The term " comprising ” as used herein should be given an 
than are illustrated in FIG . 1 and / or FIG . 12. Thus , the 35 inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
depiction of search management system 100 in FIG . 1 and / or a general purpose computer comprising one or more pro 
FIG . 12 should be taken as illustrative and not limiting to the cessors should not be interpreted as excluding other com 
present disclosure . For example , the search management puter components , and may possibly include such compo 
system 100 could implement various Web services compo nents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
nents and / or peer - to - peer network configurations to imple- 40 interfaces , among others . 
ment at least a portion of the processes described herein . For Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in the flow 
example , multiple servers and / or processes may schedule diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the attached 
queries , query data sources , and / or generate alerts in a figures should be understood as potentially representing 
distributed manner to expedite the querying of data sources . units , segments , or portions of code which include one or 

It will be appreciated that while the present disclosure 45 more executable instructions for implementing specific logi 
typically discusses searching of malware and / or proxy logs , cal functions or steps in the process . Alternate implementa 
the systems and methods described herein may be agnostic tions are included within the scope of the embodiments 
to the types of data being searched and / or may search any described herein in which elements or functions may be 
type of data source , such as , credit card logs , phone logs , deleted , executed out of order from that shown or discussed , 
etc. , for example . 50 including substantially concurrently or in reverse order , 
Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms described depending on the functionality involved , as would be under 

in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and fully or stood by those skilled in the art . 
partially automated by , code instructions executed by one or It should be emphasized that many variations and modi 
more computer systems or computer processors comprising fications may be made to the above - described embodiments , 
computer hardware . The processes and algorithms may be 55 the elements of which are to be understood as being among 
implemented partially or wholly in application - specific cir other acceptable examples . All such modifications and varia 
cuitry . tions are intended to be included herein within the scope of 

The various features and processes described above may this disclosure . The foregoing description details certain 
be used independently of one another , or may be combined embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , how 
in various ways . All possible combinations and subcombi- 60 ever , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in 
nations are intended to fall within the scope of this disclo text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is also 
sure . In addition , certain method or process blocks may be stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
omitted in some implementations . The methods and pro terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 65 nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate . For ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
example , described blocks or states may be performed in an the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
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scope of the invention should therefore be construed in deserializing the first data to a first plurality of objects , 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents wherein comparing the first plurality of search results 
thereof . to the second plurality of search results further com 

prises comparing the first plurality of objects to a 
What is claimed is : second plurality of objects corresponding to the second 
1. A method comprising : plurality of search results . 
receiving user input from a first user indicating a recurrent 7. A non - transitory computer storage medium storing 

search and an execution condition for the recurrent computer executable instructions that when executed by a 
search , the user input further comprising a first indica computer hardware processor perform operations compris 
tion of a first data source and a permissions group ; 10 ing : 

storing a search object comprising ( i ) information regard receiving user input from a first user indicating a recurrent 
ing the recurrent search , ( ii ) the first indication of the search and an execution condition for the recurrent 
first data source , and ( iii ) the permissions group , the search , the user input further comprising a first indica 
search object further indicating a recipient ; tion of a first data source and a permissions group ; 

querying at least the first data source to determine a first 15 storing a search object comprising ( i ) information regard 
plurality of search results based at least in part on the ing the recurrent search , ( ii ) the first indication of the 
search object , the first data source comprising an elec first data source , and ( iii ) the permissions group , the 
tronic log comprising network data ; search object further indicating a recipient ; 

storing the first plurality of search results ; determining to initiate the recurrent search of at least the 
determining to initiate the recurrent search of at least the 20 first data source based at least in part on the execution 

first data source based at least in part on the execution condition being satisfied ; 
condition being satisfied ; retrieving a first plurality of search results ; 

querying at least the first data source to determine a querying at least the first data source to determine a 
second plurality of search results ; second plurality of search results based at least in part 

comparing the first plurality of search results to the 25 on the search object , the first data source comprising an 
second plurality of search results ; electronic log comprising network data ; 

determining a new search result , wherein the new search comparing the first plurality of search results to the 
result is present in the second plurality of search results second plurality of search results ; 
and not present in the first plurality of search results ; determining a new search result , wherein the new search 

transmitting , to the recipient , an electronic communica- 30 result is present in the second plurality of search results 
tion associated with the new search result ; and not present in the first plurality of search results ; 

determining that a second user belongs to the permissions transmitting , to the recipient , an electronic communica 
tion associated with the new search result ; 

presenting , in a user interface , at least some of the second determining that a second user belongs to the permissions 
plurality of search results to the second user . 

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein determining to initiate presenting , in a user interface , at least some of the second 
the recurrent search of at least the first data source based at plurality of search results to the second user . 
least in part on the execution condition being satisfied 8. The non - transitory computer storage medium of claim 
further comprises : 7 , wherein determining to initiate the recurrent search of at 

determining a first query time associated with the first 40 least the first data source based at least in part on the 
plurality of search results ; and execution condition being satisfied further comprises : 

determining that a difference between a current time and determining a first query time associated with the first 
the first query time satisfies the execution condition plurality of search results ; and 
based at least in part on a search frequency . determining that a difference between a current time and 

3. The method of claim 1 , wherein querying at least the 45 the first query time satisfies the execution condition 
first data source to determine the second plurality of search based at least in part on a search frequency . 
results further comprises : 9. The non - transitory computer storage medium of claim 

accessing the search object , the search object further 7 , wherein querying at least the first data source to determine 
comprising one or more search terms , wherein the one the second plurality of search results further comprises : 
or more search terms is a parameter for querying at 50 retrieving the search object , the search object comprising 
least the first data source . one or more search terms , wherein the one or more 

4. The method of claim 1 , wherein querying at least the search terms is a parameter for querying at least the first 
first data source to determine the second plurality of search data source . 
results further comprises : 10. The non - transitory computer storage medium of claim 

querying a second data source to determine at least some 55 7 , wherein querying at least the first data source to determine 
of the second plurality of search results . the second plurality of search results further comprises : 

5. The method of claim 4 , further comprising : querying a second data source to determine at least some 
retrieving the search object , the search object further of the second plurality of search results . 
comprising a second data source identifier correspond 11. The non - transitory computer storage medium of claim 
ing to the second data source . 607 , wherein the operations further comprise : 

6. The method of claim 1 , further comprising : serializing the first plurality of search results to first data ; 
serializing the first plurality of search results to first data , and 
wherein storing the first plurality of search results storing the first data , wherein retrieving the first plurality 
comprises storing the first data in a non - transitory of search results further comprises retrieving the first 
computer storage medium ; data . 

retrieving the first data from the non - transitory computer 12. The non - transitory computer storage medium of claim 
storage medium ; and 11 , wherein the operations further comprise : 

group ; and 
35 group ; and 
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deserializing the first data to a first plurality of objects , present , in a user interface , at least some of the second 
wherein comparing the first plurality of search results plurality of search results to the second user . 
to the second plurality of search results further com 14. The system of claim 13 , wherein determining to 
prises comparing the first plurality of objects to a initiate the recurrent search of at least the first data source 
second plurality of objects corresponding to the second 5 based at least in part on the execution condition being 
plurality of search results . satisfied further comprises : 13. A system comprising : determining a first query time associated with the first a non - transitory computer storage medium configured to plurality of search results ; and store a first plurality of search results ; and determining that a difference between a current time and one or more computer hardware processors configured to 10 the first query time satisfies the execution condition execute code instructions to : 
receive user input from a first user indicating a recur based at least in part on a search frequency . 

rent search and an execution condition for the recur 15. The system of claim 13 , wherein querying at least the 
rent search , the user input further comprising a first first data source to determine the second plurality of search 
indication of a first data source and a permissions 15 results further comprises : 

retrieving the search object , the search object comprising group ; 
store a search object comprising ( i ) information regard one or more search terms , wherein the one or more 

ing the recurrent search , ( ii ) the first indication of the search terms is a parameter for querying at least the first 
first data source , and ( iii ) the permissions group , the data source . 
search object further indicating a recipient ; 16. The system of claim 13 , wherein querying at least the 

determine to initiate the recurrent search of at least the first data source to determine the second plurality of search 
results further comprises : first data source based at least in part on the execu 

tion condition being satisfied ; querying a second data source to determine at least some 
retrieve a first plurality of search results ; of the second plurality of search results . 
query at least the first data source to determine a second 25 17. The system of claim 13 , wherein the one or more 

plurality of search results based at least in part on the computer hardware processors are further configured to 
search object , the first data source comprising an execute code instructions to : 
electronic log comprising network data ; serialize the second plurality of search results to second 

compare the first plurality of search results to the data ; and 
second plurality of search results ; store , in the non - transitory computer storage medium , the 

second data . determine a new search result , wherein the new search 
result is present in the second plurality of search 18. The system of claim 13 , wherein the one or more 
results and present in the first plurality of search computer hardware processors are further configured to 

execute code instructions to : results ; 
transmit , to the recipient , an electronic communication 35 replace , in the non - transitory computer storage medium , 

associated with the new search result ; the first plurality of search results with the second 
determine that a second user belongs to the permissions plurality of search results . 

20 

30 
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DISTRIBUTED WORKFLOW SYSTEM AND “ Interactive Geospatial Map ” filed Jun . 13 , 2013 , which is 
DATABASE WITH ACCESS CONTROLS FOR hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety and referred 

CITY RESILIENCY to herein as the “ Map reference . ” 
This application is related to but does not claim priority 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY 5 from U.S. Pat . No. 9,009,827 entitled “ Security Sharing 
PRIORITY APPLICATIONS System ” filed May 16 , 2014 , and U.S. patent application Ser . 

No. 14 / 518,757 entitled “ Healthcare Fraud Sharing System ” 
Any and all applications for which a foreign or domestic filed Oct. 20 , 2014 , which are hereby incorporated by 

priority claim is identified in the Application Data Sheet as reference in their entireties . 
filed with the present application are hereby incorporated by 10 
reference under 37 CFR 1.57 . BACKGROUND 

This application claims benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent 
Application Ser . No. 62 / 020,616 entitled “ City Resiliency In the area of computer - based platforms , information 
Data Sharing System ” filed Jul . 3 , 2014 , which is hereby about cities may be collected , analyzed , and used to make 
incorporated by reference in its entirety . 15 cities more resilient . 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED SUMMARY 
APPLICATIONS 

The systems , methods , and devices described herein each 
This application is related to but does not claim priority 20 have several aspects , no single one of which is solely 

from U.S. patent application Ser . No. 13 / 968,265 entitled responsible for its desirable attributes . Without limiting the 
“ Generating Data Clusters With Customizable Analysis scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting features will 
Strategies ” filed Aug. 15 , 2013 , and U.S. patent application now be discussed briefly . 
Ser . No. 13 / 968,213 entitled “ Prioritizing Data Clusters In some embodiments , a system comprises one or more 
With Customizable Scoring Strategies ” filed Aug. 15 , 2013 , 25 computing devices programmed , via executable code 
each of which are hereby incorporated by reference in their instructions . When executed , the executable code instruc 
entireties and collectively referred to herein as the “ Cluster tions may cause the system to receive resilience data from 
references . " each of a plurality of entities associated with respective 

This application is related to but does not claim priority municipalities , each entity comprising at least one comput 
from U.S. Pat . No. 8,515,912 entitled “ Sharing And Decon- 30 ing system . The resilience data from the plurality of entities 
flicting Data Changes In A Multimaster Database System ” may include electronic documents regarding actual or poten 
filed Jul . 15 , 2010 , U.S. Pat . No. 8,527,461 entitled " Cross tial natural disasters associated with respective municipali 
ACL Multi - Master Replication ” filed Nov. 27 , 12 , U.S. ties . The resilience data may include first resilience data 
patent application Ser . No. 13 / 076,804 entitled “ Cross comprising a first electronic document including informa 
Ontology Multi - Master Replication ” filed Mar. 31 , 2011 , 35 tion regarding an actual or potential natural disaster associ 
U.S. patent application Ser . No. 13 / 657,684 entitled “ Shar ated with a first municipality . The resilience data may further 
ing Information Between Nexuses That Use Different Clas include second resilience data comprising a second elec 
sification Schemes For Information Access Control ” filed tronic document including information regarding an actual 
Oct. 22 , 2012 , and U.S. patent application Ser . No. 13/922 , or potential natural disaster associated with a second munici 
437 entitled “ System And Method For Incrementally Rep- 40 pality . When further executed , the executable code instruc 
licating Investigative Analysis Data " filed Jun . 20 , 2013 , tions may cause the system to receive a search keyword from 
each of which are hereby incorporated by reference in their a third entity associated with a third municipality . The search 
entireties and collectively referred to herein as the “ Sharing keyword may be received via an interactive user interface 
references . ” displayed on a computer display of the third entity . The 

This application is related to but does not claim priority 45 interactive user interface may include a reader user interface 
from U.S. Pat . No. 8,489,623 entitled " Creating Data In A having : a search area configured to receive search criteria 
Data Store Using A Dynamic Ontology ” filed May 12 , 2011 , including the search keyword ; a results area configured to 
which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety and display summary information regarding any electronic 
referred to herein as the “ Ontology reference . ” documents of the resilience data matching the search crite 

This application is related to but does not claim priority 50 ria ; and a data preview area configured to display at least a 
from U.S. patent application Ser . No. 14 / 223,918 entitled portion of an electronic document selected in the results 
“ Verifiable Redactable Audit Log ” filed Mar. 24 , 2014 , area . When further executed , the executable code instruc 
which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety and tions may cause the system to search the resilience data , 
referred to herein as the “ Audit reference . ” including the first resilience data and the second resilience 

This application is related to but does not claim priority 55 data , for resilience data including the search keyword . When 
from U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser . No. 61/863 , further executed , the executable code instructions may cause 
792 entitled “ Cable Reader Labeling ” filed Aug. 8 , 2013 , the system to , in response to determining that the first 
U.S. patent application Ser . No. 14 / 332,312 entitled “ Cable electronic document includes the search keyword , initiate 
Reader Labeling ” filed Jul . 15 , 2014 , U.S. Provisional Patent update of the reader user interface to display first summary 
Application Ser . No. 61 / 863,814 entitled “ Cable Reader 60 information regarding the first electronic document in the 
Snippets and Postboard ” filed Aug. 8 , 2013 , and U.S. patent results area . When further executed , the executable code 
application Ser . No. 14 / 332,306 entitled “ Cable Reader instructions may cause the system to determine a plurality of 
Snippets and Postboard ” filed Jul . 15 , 2014 , each of which attribute values of the first electronic document . The attri 
are hereby incorporated by reference in their entireties and bute values may include one or more of : author attributes ; 
collectively referred to herein as the “ Reader references . ” 65 recipient attributes ; named attributes ; and / or geolocation 

This application is related to but does not claim priority attributes . When further executed , the executable code 
from U.S. patent application Ser . No. 13 / 917,571 entitled instructions may cause the system to identify respective 
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person objects associated with any identified author attribute FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example city 
values , recipient attribute values , and named attribute values resiliency sharing system , according to some embodiments 
of the first electronic document . When further executed , the of the present disclosure . 
executable code instructions may cause the system to initiate FIG . 2 is a flowchart illustrating an example resilience 
update of the interactive user interface to display a clustering 5 data sharing process , according to some embodiments of the 
user interface . The clustering user interface may display : a present disclosure . 
document icon representing the first electronic document ; FIG . 3 is a flowchart illustrating an example modification 
one or more person icons each representing corresponding and / or access control process for resilience data and / or 
person objects identified as associated with the first elec strategies , according to some embodiments of the present 
tronic document ; one or more association lines between 10 disclosure . 
pairs of respective person icons and the document icon ; FIG . 4A is a block diagram illustrating an example city 
and / or textual or graphical indicia associated with each resiliency sharing system sharing resilience data , strategies , 
association line indicating respective associations between and / or modified resilience data , according to some embodi 
respect person objects and the first electronic document . The ments of the present disclosure . 
textual or graphical indicia may indicate the person object is 15 FIG . 4B is a block diagram illustrating another example 
at least one of : an author , recipient , or named in the first city resiliency sharing system sharing resilience data , strat 
electronic document . When further executed , the executable egies , and / or modified resilience data , according to some 
code instructions may cause the system to initiate update of embodiments of the present disclosure . 
the interactive user interface to display an interactive map FIG . 5A is a block diagram illustrating an example access 
user interface displaying : a geographic map ; and / or graphi- 20 control list for resilience data and / or strategy , according to 
cal indicia of one or more geolocation attribute values some embodiments of the present disclosure . 
associated with the first electronic document . FIG . 5B illustrates an example city resiliency sharing 

In some embodiments , a system comprises one or more and / or redaction es , according to some embodiments of 
computing devices programmed , via executable code the present disclosure . 
instructions . When executed , the executable code instruc- 25 FIG . 6 is a block diagram illustrating another example city 
tions may cause the system to communicate with a plurality resiliency sharing system , according to some embodiments 
of entities , wherein each entity of the plurality of entities is of the present disclosure . 
associated with a municipality , and wherein each entity FIG . 7 illustrates an example user interface of a reader 
comprises a network of computing devices . When executed , view of the city resiliency sharing system , according to some 
the executable code instructions may cause the system to 30 embodiments of the present disclosure . 
receive first resilience data from a first entity of the plurality FIGS . 8A - 8B illustrate an example user interfaces for 
of entities , the first resilience data comprising information viewing data objects within the city resiliency sharing 
associated with a first municipality and a potential acute system and / or a clustering view of the city resiliency sharing 
shock or chronic stress associated with the first municipality , system , according to some embodiments of the present 
the first resilience data further comprising a first electronic 35 disclosure . 
document . When executed , the executable code instructions FIG . 9 illustrates an example interactive map of the city 
may cause the system to receive a search keyword . When resiliency sharing system , according to some embodiments 
executed , the executable code instructions may cause the of the present disclosure . 
system to search a plurality of municipality data , the plu FIG . 10 illustrates another example user interface for a 
rality of resilience data comprising the first resilience data , 40 message board of the city resiliency sharing system , accord 
using the search keyword to identify the first electronic ing to some embodiments of the present disclosure . 
document . When executed , the executable code instructions FIG . 11 is a flowchart illustrating an example workflow 
may cause the system to cause presentation on an electronic process , according to some embodiments of the present 
display , of the first resilience data and the first electronic disclosure . 
document in a reader view , the reader view presenting at 45 FIG . 12 is a flowchart illustrating an example strategy 
least some of the first electronic document in the electronic generating and sharing process , according to some embodi 
display . When executed , the executable code instructions ments of the present disclosure . 
may cause the system to determine an association between FIG . 13 illustrates example strategies in a format com 
the first electronic document and a person object where a prising code instructions , according to some embodiments 
property value of the first electronic document matches a 50 of the present disclosure . 
data value of the person object , wherein the property value FIG . 14 illustrates an example user interface for viewing , 
comprises at least one of : an author , text data , editor , or executing , and / or reviewing the results of strategies within 
recipient . When executed , the executable code instructions the city resiliency sharing system , according to some 
may cause the system to cause presentation of representa embodiments of the present disclosure . 
tions of the first electronic document , the person object , and 55 FIG . 15 is a block diagram illustrating an example city 
the association between the electronic document and the resiliency sharing system with which various methods and 
person object in a second view , wherein the second view systems discussed herein may be implemented . 
represents at least one of : an author , presence in , contributor , 
editing , or recipient relationship between the person object DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
and the electronic document . 

Disclosed herein are systems for automating processes of 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS identifying related resiliency information between multiple 

municipalities ( referred to as " cities ” herein , which also 
Certain aspects of the disclosure will become more read applies to any other municipality or group of individuals ) by 

ily appreciated as those aspects become better understood by 65 executing algorithms for analysis of databases of informa 
reference to the following detailed description , when taken tion from various resources and providing information to 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings . analysts that enables quick access to strategies and / or docu 

60 
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mentation regarding relevant resilience data , as well as Aspects of city resiliency , which may be shared as city 
information on individuals involved in planning resilience resiliency data and / or generic strategies by the city resil 
efforts in other municipalities that can be contacted to obtain iency sharing system as described herein , are described in 
even more assistance in planning efforts . further detail in Jo da Silva & Braulio Morera , Arup , City 

In one embodiment , a resilience sharing system imple- 5 Resilience Framework ( 2014 ) , which is hereby incorporated 
ments a workflow process for analyst to review , visualize , by reference in its entirety and is made a part of this 
and investigate the city resiliency information , and / or detec specification . The city resiliency sharing system described 
tion strategies among multiple entities . Using the techniques herein may allow entities to evaluate and optimize one or 
and systems described herein , city resiliency threats , shocks , more of the following indicators and / or aspects of a resilient 
and / or stressors may be addressed more preemptively and / or 10 city ( as described in City Resilience Framework ) : minimal 

human vulnerability such as meeting the basic needs of the efficiently by utilizing more information and / or analysis residents of a city ; diverse livelihoods and employment ; from other entities . Those techniques and systems may adequate safeguards to human life and health ; strong com comprise automatic and / or in an ad hoc manner sharing city munity networks ; social stability and security such as law resiliency information and / or generic strategies to combat 15 enforcement , crime prevention , and / or emergency services ; city resiliency threats . Sharing of city resiliency data may availability of financial resources and / or contingency funds ; prevent , reduce , and / or mitigate the threat of natural disas reduced physical exposure and vulnerability such as envi 
ters , city violence and / or crime , climate change , transporta ronmental stewardship , appropriate infrastructure and build 
tion issues , etc. Furthermore , the city resiliency sharing ings , effective land use planning , and / or the enforcement of 
system may enable users of the system to quickly analyze 20 planning regulations ; reliable communication networks , and 
and / or process city resiliency information from multiple integrated development planning . 
distributed participants to develop city resiliency strategies . Sharing city resiliency information may allow for dis 
For example , an analyst may be able to review or send tributive and / or efficient responses to city resiliency threats , 
resilience data in a reader view , analyze relationships among shocks , and / or stressors . As used herein , an " entity ” may 
resilience data objects in a clustering view , and / or interact 25 refer to an institution , organization , local government , city , 
with resilience data in an interactive map . municipality , territory , federal government , and / or depart 
Many cities have large amounts of data ( hundreds of ments thereof . Thus , entities may share city resiliency infor 

gigabytes , for example ) relevant to indicators and / or aspects mation automatically and / or in an ad hoc manner to improve 
of city resiliency . However , many entities are unable to resiliency . The city resiliency sharing system may modify 
synthesize such data into actionable information due to lack 30 city resiliency data to redact confidential , personal , and / or 
of communication . For example , intra - city cooperation may sensitive information for sharing with other entities . 
be difficult when data sources are siloed within individual As used herein , " resilience data ” may refer to any data 
departments . Yet another example is the difficulty of inter that can be shared among entities to improve resiliency . For 
city collaboration due to technological barriers to sharing , example , resilience data may be used to improve the resil 
data sensitivities , and / or regulations . 35 iency of a city , municipality , territory , jurisdiction , and / or 

The city resiliency sharing system disclosed herein country . Non - limiting examples of resilience data include 
enables participating organizations to exchange critical building data , electronic communications , electronic docu 
information and / or context about emerging city resiliency ments , maps , and / or any other data associated with resil 
threats in real or near time , subject to highly granular access iency of a city , municipality , territory , jurisdiction , and / or 
controls and / or automatic redaction of sensitive data . In 40 country . The resilience data may be in various formats , such 
some embodiments , secure sharing may be achieved through as a database format , files , XML , JSON , a file format that is 
secure communication protocols ( e.g. , one or more encryp proprietary to the city resiliency sharing system 100 , data 
tion standards and / or protocols ) , access controls , access object format , or any other format , and may be encrypted or 
control lists , and / or the redaction of data . In some embodi have resilience data of any available type . 
ments , entities can participate in the city resiliency sharing 45 In some embodiments , the suite of data integration and 
system in multiple ways by sharing only what they are analytical capabilities of the city resiliency sharing system 
willing to share . For example , in addition to full data may allow an analyst to analyze the resilience data and / or to 
sharing , entities can share partial subsets of their data , or develop long - term city resiliency strategies . For example , 
receive but not share data . In the example , participating the city resiliency sharing system may include a user inter 
entities specified exactly how they will participate in the city 50 face displaying a city map with heat map data , received from 
resiliency sharing system : what data they share , what con one or more entities , regarding building information and / or 
ditions govern data transmission , and what access controls crime statistics to allow a user to perform city resiliency 
govern entity and / or individual users ' data access . The analyses . In some embodiments , map data may be displayed 
secure sharing of data may enable compliancy with laws and / or interactive maps may be presented . In some embodi 
governing the handling of personal data . Participating orga- 55 ments , displaying map data and / or presenting interactive 
nizations may instantly gain access to real or near time feeds maps by the systems , methods , and / or techniques disclosed 
and / or intelligence , which are shared and enriched by par in the Map reference . The city resiliency sharing system may 
ticipants across multiple industries and / or geographic include a user interface for displaying clusters of resilience 
boundaries . With the city resiliency sharing system , partici data and / or generic strategies . In some embodiments , city 
pating organizations may collaboratively improve situ- 60 resiliency data and / or strategies may be clustered and / or 
ational awareness , obtain a comprehensive understanding of displayed by the systems , methods , and / or techniques dis 
threats facing their cities . In some embodiments , the city closed in the Cluster references . In some embodiments , 
resiliency sharing system may provide a full suite of data resilience data may be displayed and / or consumed via a 
integration and analytical capabilities that allow organiza reader user interface . In some embodiments , a reader may be 
tions to quickly pivot from city resiliency identification to 65 implemented and / or resilience data may be displayed by the 
incident response and mitigation , all within the same plat systems , methods , and / or techniques disclosed in the Reader 
form . references . In some embodiments , the city resiliency sharing 
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system may use , receive , and / or share city or socioeconomic herein , a “ data source ” may refer to an entity 110 , a source 
related data from data sources separate and / or distinct from of information that is proprietary and / or local to an entity , 
the entities of the city resiliency sharing system . For and / or a non - entity source of information , such as , but not 
example , the city resiliency sharing system may allow a user limited to , a public website , public vendor , and / or private 
to predict the socioeconomic impact of a flood . Thus , the 5 vendor of information . Data sources 150 may include open 
city resiliency sharing system may allow organizations to source information and / or data . Example data sources and / or 
proactively detect , investigate , and prevent city resiliency . open source information include police department data 

Sharing of generic strategies through the city resiliency sources ( such as Calls for Service , Electronic Police 
sharing system may efficiently combat city resiliency Reports , Field Information Cards , and Case Management 
threats . In some embodiments , a generic strategy may be 10 Systems , etc. ) ; Emergency Medical Services data sources ; 
determined and updated by machine learning software that hospital , shelter , and school locations ; geological informa 
analysis related resiliency data and / or generated by human tion such as liquefaction ; critical infrastructure mapping 
analysts or any participating entity and provided to the city data ; mobility and transit data ; public works in construction 
resiliency sharing system for use by other participating projects information ; map layer data ; data regarding street 
entities . In some embodiments , a generic strategy may be 15 light and / or liquor store locations ; insurance claim data ; 
generated by the city resiliency sharing system following a and / or energy data such as gas , oil , and / or electricity sup 
disaster and / or event against any entity and / or city using the plies . In some embodiments , weighting data may be asso 
system . generic strategy may differ from a specific city ciated with the data sources , such that the weightings are 
resiliency event by comprising more abstract characteristics indicative of a reliability of city related data from the 
of a city resiliency event that may be used to proactively 20 respective data sources . 
detect other city resiliency events and / or threats . The generic The entities 110 may comprise one or more computing 
strategies may be configured to be executed , enabled , and / or devices . Example entities 110 includes cities , institutions , 
implemented on other entities and / or computing systems to organizations , local governments , the federal government , 
defend against and / or combat city resiliency threats from and / or departments or agencies thereof . For example , city 
being perpetuated . 25 resiliency sharing system 100 may enable intra - resilience 
Example System Overview data sharing and / or collaboration . In the intra - city example , 

FIG . 1 illustrates an example city resiliency sharing departments , agencies , and / or other institutions may use 
environment 190 , according to some embodiments of the system 100 within a city to eliminate data silos , facilitate 
present disclosure . In the example embodiment of FIG . 1 , data sharing , and / or enhance collaboration . Employees and / 
the city resiliency sharing environment 190 comprises a 30 or analysts across the city can contribute to and / or leverage 
network 120 , a city resiliency sharing system 100 , one or system 100 as a knowledge repository and / or workflow 
more city resiliency events 130 ( including city resiliency system for the city . Additionally or alternatively , city resil 
events 130A , 130B , 130C , and 130D in the example of FIG . iency sharing system 100 may enable inter - resilience data 
1 ) , one or more entities 110 ( including entities 110A , 110B , sharing and / or collaboration . For example , entities 130 ( that 
and 110C in the example of FIG . 1 ) , and resilience data 140 35 are cities ) within system 100 may collaborate to create a 
( including resilience data 140A , 140B , and 140C ) . The shared and / or centralized hub for powerful data analysis 
network 120 may comprise , but is not limited to , one or across the entities and are cities . The cities may exchange 
more local area networks , secure networks , wide area net critical information , best practices , and / or strategies in near 
work , wireless local area network , wireless wide area net time to address emerging trends and / or threats to cities to 
work , the Internet , or any combination thereof . The city 40 improve city resiliency . 
resiliency sharing system 100 may share resilience data The city resiliency sharing system 100 may operate as a 
and / or strategies ( not illustrated ) with one or more entities single instance , client server system , or as a distributed 
110. In some embodiments , user may share resilience data system . For example , there may be multiple instances of the 
with city resiliency sharing system 100 via mobile comput city resiliency sharing system 100 running simultaneously 
ing devices , such as tablets or smartphones , for example . 45 that communicate through the network 120 , such as on 

A city event 130 may include a weather event , disease computing systems of each of the entities 110. In some 
event , crime event , disaster , and / or embodiments , each city resiliency sharing system instance 
a city . As used herein , a " city event ” may refer to an acute operates independently and / or autonomously . In some 
shock and / or major event such as an earthquake , flood , embodiments , there is a central server of the city resiliency 
emergency , terrorist attack , a sharp and / or sudden event that 50 sharing system 100 and individual clients of the city resil 
threatens a municipality , for example . Example acute shocks iency sharing system communicate with the central server 
include natural disasters such as , but not limited to , hurri via the network 120. In the central server example , the 
canes , earthquakes , tornadoes , volcanic eruptions , tsunamis , central server may contain and / or store open source data . 
floods , wildfires , droughts , avalanches , or landslides . Addi Each participant of the city resiliency sharing system 100 
tionally or alternatively , as used herein , a “ city event may 55 may communicate with other participants and / or the central 
refer to chronic stresses such as long - term unemployment or 
poverty , an inefficient public transportation system , endemic Example Resilience Data Sharing Processes 
violence , water shortage , or any event ( s ) that weaken a FIG . 2 is a flowchart illustrating a resilience data sharing 
municipality on a day - to - day and / or cyclical basis , for process , according to some embodiments of the present 
example . Resilience data 140 may include , but is not limited 60 disclosure . Example method 200 of FIG . 2 may be per 
to electronic communications , electronic documents , city formed by the city resiliency sharing system and / or one or 
reports , building data , etc. for city resiliency . more entities discussed about with reference to FIG . 1 . 

In some embodiments , such as the example embodiment Depending on the embodiment , the method of FIG . 2 may 
of FIG . 1 , the city resiliency sharing environment 190 include fewer or additional blocks and / or the blocks may be 
further comprises one or more data sources 150 ( including 65 performed in order different than is illustrated . 
data sources 150A and 150B ) and one or more resilience Beginning in block 202 , an event occurs at one of the 
data 152 ( including resilience data 152A and 152B ) . As used entities 110. As noted above , various activities may be 

any event that may affect 

server . 
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considered events on an entity 110. Non - limiting examples embodiment , the resilience data may be shared in various 
of events include a major disaster such as an earthquake a manners , such as via a shared network location that stores 
flood , new legislation regarding building safety , and / or the resilience data , a direct communication via an email or 
building inspections . HTTP communication , or in any other manner . The resil 

At block 204 , the event is identified and / or resilience data 5 ience data may be in various formats , such as a database 
is generated and / or accessed . For example , a draft of a format , files , XML , JSON , a file format that is proprietary to 
legislative document or form data from a building inspection the city resiliency sharing system 100 , data object format , or 
may be generated , which can be shared via city resiliency any other format , and may be encrypted or have resilience 
sharing system 100 as resilience data . In some embodiments , data of any available type . 
the event may be identified automatically or the event may 10 In some embodiments , sharing of resilience data occurs 
be identified by a human analyst , such as a city resiliency by the systems , methods , and / or techniques disclosed in the 
analyst . In some embodiments , events are initially detected Sharing references . For example , resilience data may be 
and / or flagged by one or more systems and / or processes and shared and / or deconflicted through a replicated database 
then a human analyst confirms the detected event before the system as illustrated by U.S. Pat . No. 8,515,912 , thereby 
resilience data is shared , such as according to the process 15 preventing duplicate and / or conflicting copies of data . Resil 
described below . Additionally or alternatively , a city resil ience data and / or strategies may also be shared through a 
iency analyst may indicate resilience data , such as one or database system with multiple ontologies as illustrated by 
more resilience data objects , to be shared via city resiliency U.S. patent application Ser . No. 13 / 076,804 . The sharing of 
sharing system 100 ( e.g. FIGS . 7 and 10 ) . resilience data and / or strategies may also occur via incre 

In some embodiments , identification of events occurs by 20 mental database replication as illustrated by U.S. patent 
the systems , methods , and / or techniques disclosed in the application Ser . No. 13 / 922,437 . 
Cluster references . For example , resilience data objects , In some embodiments , secure sharing through audited 
events , documents , and / or communications may be clus activity logs occurs by the systems , methods , and / or tech 
tered as illustrated by U.S. patent application Ser . No. niques disclosed in the Audit reference . For example , shar 
13 / 968,265 . A human analyst may then view and analyze the 25 ing activity may be stored in cryptographically immutable 
cluster of related resilience data objects , events , documents , audit logs that can be quickly analyzed for suspicious user 
and / or communications . Clusters of resilience data objects behavior . 
may also receive rankings and / or scorings as illustrated by At block 210 , the resilience data that is received at the city 
U.S. patent application Ser . No. 13 / 968,213 . resiliency sharing system 100 is wholly or partially shared 

In some embodiments , resilience data , documents , com- 30 with one or more entities 110. For example , if the resilience 
munications , strategies , and / or other city resiliency infor data is received from entity 110A , the city resiliency sharing 
mation may be data objects that are stored and associated system 100 may share the resilience data to entities 110B , 
with other data objects in data structures similar to those 110C , and / or external systems , such as in accordance with 
disclosed in the Ontology reference . For example , resilience sharing preferences of the entities . For example , the sharing 
data , documents , communications , strategies , and / or other 35 preferences and / or access control lists of entity 110A may 
city resiliency information may be included in data objects determine the entities and / or users that are permitted to 
that are included in an ontology , which may be shared with receive the respective resilience data . In some embodiments , 
other entities across the city resiliency sharing system and / or the sharing preferences and / or access control lists of entities 
the data objects remain uniform across the entities they are 110B , and / or 110C determine which resilience data the 
shared with . In other words , the city resiliency sharing 40 respective entities receive , for example . 
system may support a unified data object ontology . Addi At block 212 , the resilience data may be optionally used 
tionally , each entity may support its own data object model by the entities with which the resilience data is shared . For 
and / or ontology that is different from its peer entities . In example , the resilience data may be used to proactively 
some embodiments , an ontology may provide a consistent detect and / or hopefully prevent similar shocks and / or 
view of resilience data across multiple entities . Another 45 stresses on a city . Other examples include allowing a human 
benefit of a unified data object ontology is to prevent analyst to contact the author of a report shared through 
duplicate and / or conflicting copies of data objects , and / or to system 100 , generate a map of buildings that have a high risk 
allow for easy de - duplication of data objects . of being structurally unsafe , and / or create a report using the 

At block 306 , the resilience data may be optionally shared resilience data . 
modified for sharing . For example , information regarding 50 Access Control / Modifying Resilience Data and / or Strategies 
building data , employee information , account numbers , or FIG . 3 is a flowchart illustrating a modification and / or 
personal information , such as social security numbers , may access control process for resilience data and / or strategies , 
be removed from the resilience data before it is shared with according to some embodiments of the present disclosure . 
the city resiliency sharing system 100. The entity 110 may Example method 300 of FIG . 3 may be performed in whole , 
remove and / or modify data regarding the event and / or the 55 or in part , as part of block 206 of FIG . 2 and / or block 1208 
city resiliency sharing system 100 may remove and / or of FIG . 12. Depending on the embodiment , the method of 
modify data regarding the event once received from the FIG . 3 may include fewer or additional blocks and / or the 
entity 110 ( e.g. , as discussed below in block 208 ) . blocks may be performed in order that is different than 

In some embodiments , the city resiliency sharing system illustrated . 
100 uses access control lists and / or sharing rules to share , 60 At block 302 , city resiliency sharing system 100 option 
redact , and / or modify the resilience data . Additional infor ally retrieves an access control list . In some embodiments , 
mation regarding the sharing , redaction , and / or modify of an access control list may be associated with a resilience 
resilience data is discussed in further detail with reference to data item and / or strategy . For example , the access control list 
FIGS . 3 , 4 , and 5A - 5B . may indicate entities and / or users that are permitted to 
Next , at block 208 , the resilience data may be provided by 65 receive and / or to view the respective resilience data item 

the entity 110 to the city resiliency sharing system 100 , such and / or strategy , which is described in further detail with 
as via the network 120 of FIG . 1. Depending on the reference to block 304 . 
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At block 304 , recipients may be specified for resilience data indicates a high risk associated with the event , city 
data and / or strategies . For example , an entity may only want resiliency sharing system 100 may assign a high weighting 
to send resilience data to other entities it has close relation to the resilience data . However , if the reported event is minor 
ships with or entities in a particular vertical market or having and / or from an entity that commonly misreports events , a 
other attributes . Therefore , the entity may specify one or 5 lower weighting may be assigned to the resilience data , such 
more criteria for entities with which resilience data and / or that sharing of the resilience data doesn't introduce false 
strategies may be shared with through the city resiliency event alerts in other entities . Thus , in some embodiments , 
sharing system 100. The sharing data may be provided in city resiliency sharing system 100 tracks the accuracy , 
any available format , and may apply to sharing of resilience reliability , and / or trustworthiness of reported events and / or 
data and / or strategy data from the entity that provides the 10 data from respective entities and automatically applies 
sharing data . In some embodiments , a human analyst weightings and / or prioritizations to future reports from those 
approves and / or select the recipients of resilience data entities based on the determined accuracy . 
and / or strategies . As described herein , the access control The weightings may be assigned manually and / or auto 
lists may specify recipients such as entities and / or users matically . For example , in some embodiments a human 
permitted to receive and / or view resilience data and / or 15 analyst specifies whether resilience data and / or strategies are 
strategies . important . These weightings may change over time , as the 

In some embodiments , access controls for replicating events themselves evolve . 
resilience data and / or strategies at block 304 occurs by the From the perspective of a receiving entity , resilience data 
systems , methods , and / or techniques disclosed in the Shar and / or strategies may be optionally weighed differently . 
ing references . For example , asynchronous replication of 20 Thus , if an entity values resilience data and / or strategies 
resilience data and / or strategies occur via access control lists from a different entity highly , the entity may set a high level 
that are described in further detail in U.S. Pat . No. 8,527,461 of priority for anything received from that different entity . 
and in with reference to FIG . 5A . Replication of resilience Sharing Resilience Data and / or Strategies 
data and / or strategies may occur where databases use dif FIG . 4A illustrates a city resiliency sharing system shar 
ferent classification schemes for information access control 25 ing resilience data , strategies , and / or modified resilience 
as illustrated by U.S. patent application Ser . No. 13 / 657,684 . data , or subsets thereof , according to some embodiments of 
At block 306 , resilience data and / or strategies may be the present disclosure . In accordance with some embodi 

made anonymous . For example , resilience data and / or strat ments of the present disclosure , the city resiliency system 
egies may comprise the source entity of the resilience data 100 may comprise a workflow unit 428 , strategy unit 430 , a 
and / or strategies . Thus , an entity may specify whether the 30 resilience data modification unit 440 , a strategy data store 
sharing resilience data and / or strategies should be anony 432 , and / or a resilience data store 442 . 
mous . In some embodiments , there is a global setting and / or As shown in the example of FIG . 4A , events 130A and 
configuration for specifying anonymity . There may be a 130B occurred at entity 110A . In this example , entity 110A 
configurable setting enabling anonymity for some recipients or a user at entity 110A upon identifying the one or more 
but not others . In some embodiments , a human may approve 35 events ( see , e.g. , FIG . 2 ) , may send resilience data 400 ( such 
or specify ( or an access control list may specify ) anonymity as building data , a communication , or a report ) to the city 
for each resilience data item and / or city that is shared . resiliency sharing system 100 through the network 120. In 
At block 308 , irrelevant and / or sensitive data may be some embodiments , the city resiliency sharing system 100 

redacted from resilience data and / or strategies . For example , automatically collects resilience data from an event . 
resilience data may initially comprise sensitive building data 40 In this example , city resiliency sharing system 100 gen 
such as building identifiers and / or geolocation data . Other erates a strategy 410 and / or modified resilience data 420 
example resilience data includes personal information , such based on the resilience data 400 corresponding to the one or 
as , but not limited to , social security numbers , health more events 130 , such as by any one or more processes 
records , names , birthdates , addresses , etc. An entity may not discussed with reference to FIGS . 2 , 11 , and / or 12. For 
want to and / or be legally prohibited from sharing such 45 example , the multiple events 130A and 130B illustrated in 
information . An entity may redact and / or remove particular FIG . 4A may be associated with building structural integrity 
information . Thus , redaction , removal , and / or de - identifica issues at the entity 110A . Strategy 510 may be generated 
tion may allow an entity to be in compliance with applicable and / or output to other entities by the strategy unit 430. The 
laws and / or regulations . Removal of sensitive information strategy unit 430 may be stored in the strategy data store 
and / or entity specific information , such as internal identifi- 50 432. The modified resilience data 420 may be generated 
ers , from resilience data , may abstract the resilience data to and / or output to other entities by the resilience data modi 
increase usability by other entities . In some embodiments , fication unit 440. The modified resilience data 420 may be 
redaction of resilience data and / or strategies is automatic , stored in the resilience data store 442. For example , the 
manual , or some combination thereof . For example , there modified resilience data may include building data and / or 
may be a configurable list of fields , such as , name , account 55 reports regarding best practices on building inspection pro 
number , etc. , to be removed from resilience data and / or cedures . The modified resilience data 420 may differ from 
strategies . For example , access control lists may indicate the resilience data 400 by not having data regarding par 
resilience data and / or strategies that are to be redacted . ticular building identifiers and / or geolocation identifiers in 
Redaction may require approval by a human analyst . In the original resilience data 400. As illustrated in FIG . 4A , 
some embodiments , redaction of resilience data and / or strat- 60 city resiliency sharing system 100 shares strategy 410 with 
egies may be performed by a human analyst . another entity 110B through the network 120 and the modi 
At block 408 , resilience data and / or strategies may be fied resilience data 420 with another entity 110C . The 

weighted differently such as based on the entity that provides entities 110B and 110C may change , update , modify , etc. , 
the resilience data or strategy ( e.g. , some entities may be their city resiliency measures based on the strategy 410 or 
more reliable providing resilience data than others ) or based 65 modified resilience data 420 , respectively . 
on the type of event identified in the resilience data or In some embodiments , city resiliency sharing system 100 
strategy set , and / or other factors . For example , if resilience may be able to automatically generate strategies based on 
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one or more events . Strategies may be automatically output Access Control and / or Sharing Rules 
by strategy unit 430. For example , the strategy unit 430 may FIG . 5A is a block diagram illustrating an example access 
take as input data regarding events and automatically gen control list for resilience data and / or strategy , according to 
erate a strategy from patterns recognized in the data . some embodiments of the present disclosure . In some 

In some embodiments , a human analyst and / or a team of 5 embodiments , city resiliency sharing system 100 uses access 
analysts may review patterns from the one or more events to control lists to allow respective entities to specify which generate a strategy . City resiliency sharing system 100 may other entities permitted to receive resilience data and / or provide user interface tools to humans for analyzing events strategies . Additionally or alternatively , access control lists and / or creating strategies ( e.g. , FIGS . 7 , 8A - 8B , 9 , 10 , and may further specify the permissions of particular users to 
14 ) . For example , a strategy may be viewed and executed 10 view and / or modify resilience data and / or strategies . Access within a clustering view interface , which is described further control environment 590 includes resilience data and / or in detail with respect to FIG . 14. In some embodiments , a 
team of analysts may review documents , communications , strategy 540 and access control list 500. As described herein , 
and / or resilience data from multiple entities of city resil example resilience data and / or strategy 540 includes elec 
iency sharing system 100. The analysts may conceive and / or 15 tronic communications , documents , code instructions , rows , 
generate strategies to share them with entities through city data objects , code instructions , properties , attributes , fields , 
resiliency sharing system 100 . records , etc. In some embodiments , access control list 500 is 

In some embodiments , strategies may be generated by stored in a data store of city resilience sharing system 100 . 
entities and shared through city resiliency sharing system Example access control list 500 includes one or more access 
100. For example , strategy unit 430 may receive strategies 20 control items 520 and zero or more classification 530 . 
from entities for distribution to other entities through city Example access control list 500 is associated with one or 
resiliency sharing system 100 . more resilience data items and / or strategies , such as a data 

The shared resilience data and / or strategy may be modi and / or strategy 540. Thus , example access control list 500 of 
fied by the entity 110A and / or the city resiliency sharing city resiliency sharing system 100 provides a level of 
system 100 , such as by any one or more processes discussed 25 granularity to specify sharing rules and / or permissions on a 
with reference to FIGS . 2 , 3 , and 12. Modification by the per - resilience data item and / or strategy basis . 
resilience data modification unit 340 and / or storage in Example access control item 520 includes group 521 and 
resilience data store 442 may achieve some of the goals permission 522. Example group 521 identifies a set of 
and / or advantages illustrated in FIG . 4A . entities and / or users . Example permission 122 identifies an 
Sharing Resilience Data and / or Strategies from Multiple 30 operation an entity and / or user in the set can perform on 
and / or Different Entities resilience data and / or strategy 540. Additionally or alterna 

FIG . 4B is a block diagram illustrating another example tively , example permission 122 further identifies an opera 
city resiliency sharing system sharing resilience data , tion the entity and / or user in the set can perform on access 
egies , and / or modified resilience data that has been received control list 500. Non - limiting examples of permission 122 
from and / or determined based on information from multiple 35 include read , write , owner , create , delete , read only , and / or 
and / or different entities , according to some embodiments of some combination thereof . 
the present disclosure . As shown in the example of FIG . 4B , In some embodiments , if access control list 500 has a 
the entity 110A has received one or more events 130A and classification 530 , then an entity and / or user must be autho 
130B and the entity 110B has received one city event 130C rized for the classification 530. Thus , classification 530 may 
( although an event , as used herein , may include one or any 40 override permission 522 granted to the entity and / or user . 
number of city activities , shocks , and / or stressors ) . For example , one possible set of classification markings as 

In this embodiment , the entity 110B , upon identifying the part of classification 530 include “ Top Secret , ” “ Secret , " 
one or more events ( see , e.g. , FIG . 2 ) , may send resilience “ Confidential , ” “ Restricted , ” “ For Official Use Only , " 
data 450 to city resiliency sharing system 100 through the among others , while another example classification scheme 
network 120. Similar to entity 110B , entity 110A may send 45 may use the markings : “ Public ” and “ Restricted , ” among 
resilience data 455 , including information regarding events others . For example , the permissions of an access control list 
130A and 130B to city resiliency sharing system 100. In this may indicate that a particular data object should not be 
example , city resiliency sharing system 100 generates a shared with particular one or more entities and / or users . 
strategy 460 based on the resilience data 455 from entity Additional detail regarding the sharing of resilience data 
110A and the resilience data 450 from entity 110B . For 50 and / or strategies occur via access control lists is described in 
example , the multiple events illustrated in FIG . 4B may be further detail in U.S. Pat . No. 8,527,461 . 
associated with building data , such as building inspection FIG . 5B illustrates an example sharing rules , according to 
data , reports , and / or communications . some embodiments of the present disclosure . Example shar 

Strategy generation and / or sharing in FIG . 4B may be ing rules 550 may be used additionally or alternatively to the 
similar to FIG . 4A . 55 access control lists described with reference to FIG . 5A . For 

City resiliency sharing system 100 may process the resil example , sharing rules 550 may be one or more tables in a 
ience data from different entities to share strategies , resil data store of the city resiliency sharing system 100. In other 
ience data , and / or modified resilience data . In FIG . 4B , city examples , sharing rules 550 may be in various formats , such 
resiliency sharing system 100 shares modified resilience as a data object format , XML , JSON , a file format that is 
data 465 with entity 110C , which may not have had an 60 proprietary to the city resiliency sharing system 100 , or any 
events similar to events 130A - 130C that were shared by other format . The columns and / or fields shown in sharing 
entities 110A , 110B . For example , the modified resilience rules 550 are illustrative . In some embodiments , there may 
data 465 may include building inspection data . The modified be additional or less columns and / or fields . Sharing rules 550 
resilience data 465 may differ from the resilience data 450 may be used to redact and / or modify any property of 
and / or resilience data 455 by not having data regarding 65 resilience data , strategies , and / or other city resiliency infor 
particular building identifiers and / or geolocation identifiers mation of city resiliency sharing system 100. The redaction 
in the original resilience data 450 and / or resilience data 455 . and / or modification of any property may be possible because 
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resilience data , strategies , and / or other city resiliency infor system 100 may include none of and / or some combination 
mation may be in a data object format . of a reader unit 620 , cluster unit 630 , and / or interactive map 
As shown in FIG . 5B , example sharing rules 550 may be unit 640 . 

used by the city resiliency sharing system 100 ( and / or by Example workflow unit 428 communicates with other 
individual entities in some embodiments ) to redact and / or 5 processes and / or services 660 and data stores 670 of city 
modify resilience data and / or strategies . For example , there resiliency sharing system 100. For example , reader unit 620 , 
are four example entities shown ( see the Entities column ) . cluster unit 630 , and / or interactive map unit 640 can access 
Resilience data from a building inspection may include resilience data from resilience data store 442 and / or strategy 
geolocation data in a Global Position System ( GPS ) format data store 432 of city resiliency sharing system 100. Further , 
and / or some other geolocation data . Thus , the redact geo 10 reader unit 620 , cluster unit 630 , and / or interactive map unit 
location data column may be used to remove the actual GPS 640 can communicate with strategy unit 430 and / or resil 

ience data modification unit 440 of city resiliency sharing coordinates from the building inspection data . In the system 100 . example , the geolocation data will be removed from entity In some embodiments , electronic communication listener 4's resilience data and / or strategies . For the entities 1 , 2 , and 15 650 receives electronic communications that can be shared 3 , the geolocation data may be shared . via city resiliency sharing system 100. As described herein , 
As shown in the example table of FIG . 5B , there may be example electronic indication listener 650 is configured to 

other columns for redacting or removing other data from receive electronic communications for particular electronic 
resilience data and / or strategies . For example , building communication addresses and / or domains ( e.g. , email 
identifiers , and / or personal information may be removed 20 addresses and / or email domain ) s . Examples of electronic 
and / or redacted . Thus , access control lists , or sharing rules communication addresses and / or domains include : 
500 or an equivalent method or device may be useful to " resilience@sharingsystem.com , " 
redact personal information as required by law . " earthquake.resilience@sharingsystem.com , 

Sharing rules 550 may also be used to specify recipients " building inspection.sharingsystem@citysharing.com , " 
for resilience data and / or strategies . For example , as shown 25 “ sharingsystem.com , ” " citysharing.com , ” a chat message 
in FIG . 5B , entity 1 has recipients : entity 2 and entity 3 . account , or a text message account such as a phone number , 
Thus , the default recipients of entity 1 are entities 2 and 3 for etc. The electronic communications sent to specific email 
sharing resilience data and / or strategies . As shown in the addresses and / or domains may be sent from email applica 
example table , entity 4 may share all of its resilience data tions and / or using email protocols known in the art . Elec 
and / or strategies with every entity in city resiliency sharing 30 tronic indication listener 650 may process the electronic 
system 100 . communications and share the electronic communications as 
Example Workflow Systems and / or Methods resilience data using the processes described herein . For 

FIG . 6 is a block diagram illustrating another example city example , recipients of the resilience data including the 
resiliency sharing system , according to some embodiments electronic communications may be determined by electronic 
of the present disclosure . For example , city resiliency shar- 35 communication listener 650 based on the particular email 
ing system 100 includes workflow unit 428. Further , city addresses and / or domains that were emailed , access control 
resiliency sharing system 100 is in communication with user lists , and / or sharing rules described herein . In effect , city 
computing device 610. In some embodiments , city resiliency resiliency sharing system 100 may function as a message 
sharing system 100 is in communication with user comput board for participants to share information and / or commu 
ing device 610 via network 120 and an entity may include 40 nicate . Additional details regarding sharing electronic com 
user computing device 610 ( not illustrated ) . Workflow unit munications via city resiliency sharing system 100 is 
428 includes reader unit 620 , cluster unit 630 , interactive described in further detail with reference to FIGS . 10 and 11 . 
map unit 640 , and electronic communication listener 650 . Example Interactive User Interfaces 
Example reader unit 620 , cluster unit 630 , and / or interactive FIGS . 7 , 8A , 8B , 9 , 10 , and 14 illustrate example user 
map unit 640 may cause presentation of user interfaces ( e.g. , 45 interfaces of the city resiliency sharing system , according to 
FIGS . 7 , 8A , 8B , 9 , 10 , and / or 14 ) . In some embodiments , some embodiments of the present disclosure . In some 
reader unit 620 , cluster unit 630 , and / or interactive map unit embodiments , the user interfaces described below may be 
640 may execute locally on user computing device 610 . displayed in any suitable computer system and / or applica 

Example reader unit 620 , cluster unit 630 , and / or inter tion , for example , in a web browser window and / or a 
active map unit 640 may cause presentation of user inter- 50 standalone software application , among others . Addition 
faces as part of a workflow process for a human analyst . For ally , the functionality and / or user interfaces of the system as 
example , reader unit 620 may cause presentation of an shown in FIGS . 7 , 8A , 8B , 9 , 10 , and 14 may be imple 
electronic document and / or communication repository ( also mented in one or more computer processors and / or comput 
referred to herein as a “ reader view ” ) for viewing , editing , ing devices , as is described with reference to FIG . 15 . 
and / or sending data within city resiliency sharing system 55 In the example provided below , a city analyst wants to 
100. Additional information regarding a reader view is learn how other cities are handling earthquake legislation , 
discussed in further detail with reference to FIGS . 7 , 10 , and the analyst can use city resiliency sharing system 100 and a 
11. Example cluster unit 630 causes presentation of a workflow process to identify key contacts in a chosen city to 
clustering user interface , which is described in further detail discuss data sets and analytical conclusions . The analyst can 
with reference to FIGS . 8A , 8B , 11 , and 14. Example 60 then cross - reference that information with data specific to a 
interactive map unit 640 causes presentation of an interac particular city , such as historical earthquake relief statistics 
tive map , which is described in further detail with reference and current infrastructure and population vulnerabilities . 
to FIGS . 9 and 11. In some embodiments , reader unit 620 , Referring to FIG . 7 , the example user interface 700 ( also 
cluster unit 630 , and / or interactive map unit 640 ( and their referred to herein as a “ reader view ” ) includes search area 
corresponding user interfaces ) are optional within city resil- 65 701 , results area 710 , data preview area 720. As illustrated 
iency sharing system 100 and / or instances of city resiliency in this example , a human analyst accesses reader view 700 
sharing system 100. For example , a city resiliency sharing to search for " earthquakes ” via search input area 702 . 
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Example search input area 702 receives search keywords . As through . As illustrated , a human analyst may have 305 
used herein , a " keyword ” includes one or more words or resilience data items to review related to earthquakes and 
phrases . Search area 701 includes optional search filters would like to efficiently locate documents specifically 
704A - 704B . For example , date range selector 704A filters related to earthquake legislation . In some embodiments , 
the search results by date and / or data type selector 704B 5 resilience data items may be exported to a clustering view to 
filters results by data type such as , but not limited to , allow a human analyst efficiently analyze the resilience data 
electronic word processing document , PDF , spreadsheet , items . 
electronic communications , delimited data ( comma separate Referring to FIG . 8A , example user interface 800A ( also 
values , tab delimited values , etc. ) , XML , JSON , etc. Other referred to herein as a “ clustering view ” ) includes a data 
search filters ( not illustrated ) may be used in example user 10 object area 802. For example , one or more of the user 
interface 700 such as , but not limited to , searching by author , interfaces illustrated in FIGS . 7 , 8A , 8B , 9 , 10 , and / or 14 
by entity , creation date , number of shares , relevance , etc. may communicate and / or be interactive with one another . 
Upon selection of search selector 706 , by a user , reader unit For example , resilience data items 712A - 712C may be 
620 causes reader view 700 to update and to present search imported into clustering view 800A such as by being 
results 712A - 712C in 710 results area . Reader unit 620 may 15 dragged into cluster view 800A by a user . For example , 
search resilience data items via one or more known search cluster unit 630 receives user selection input that includes a 
ing techniques in the area of search engines and / or infor drag and drop input ( e.g. , an indicator corresponding to the 
mation retrieval such as , but not limited to , a keyword resilience data , such as documents , being dragged into 
searching , partial text searching , natural language searching , clustering view 800A ) including resilience data objects to be 
etc. 20 imported into the clustering view 800A . As described herein , 
As illustrated in example results area 710 , resilience data city resiliency sharing system 100 may use an ontology and 

is presented in summary form . For example , result data resilience data items and / or strategies may be represented as 
items 712A - 712C can include the title , data type , and source and / or correspond to data objects , which may be viewed in 
of the respective resilience data . In the example , reader view a clustering view described herein ( e.g. , clustering view 
700 presents results from other entities that have shared 25 800A ) . For example , resilience data items 712A - 712C may 
earthquake plans , news , communications , and or media correspond to respective data objects and / or documents 812 
regarding earthquake preparation . In some embodiments , ( including document 812C ) . 
reader view 700 presents additional fields associated with In the example , an analyst may be interested in which 
results 712A - 712C , which may be customizable by a user . cities are associated with one or more data items and / or 
Further , results 712A - 712C may be selected to present at 30 documents . An example method for searching includes 
least some of the data in data preview area 720. For example , searching around a " city ” data object . As illustrated , a user 
data item 712A is shown as selected in reader view 700 . may select a " search around ” menu option 820 for a " city ” 

In some embo nts , an analyst may set up a feed menu item 822 . 
through reader view 700 to receive updates and / or notifica Referring to FIG . 8B , example user interface 800B ( also 
tions regarding particular topics shared through city resil- 35 referred to herein as a “ clustering view ” ) includes a data 
iency sharing system 100. For example , reader view 700 object area 802 ( similar to data object area 802 of FIG . 8A ) . 
may receive input including keywords and / or predetermined As illustrated , data object area 802 includes resilience data 
feeds to notify an analyst when new data is received from documents 812 from example user 800A of FIG . 8A . For 
city resiliency sharing system 100 with the corresponding example , document 812C ( " Building Legislation " ) is the 
keyword and / or shared under a predetermined feed . Non- 40 same document in FIGS . 8A and 8B . Further , the " search 
limiting examples of keywords and / or feeds include “ Earth around ” clustering technique determines which resilience 
quake Legislation , ” “ Law Enforcement , “ Homelessness , " data items and / or objects are associated with cities including 
etc. documents 812. As described herein and in the Clustering 
As illustrated in example data preview area 720 , a references , additional related data objects can be determined 

selected resilience data item may be partially previewed in 45 by cluster unit 630 by matching and / or identifying similar 
reader view 700. For example , data content area 726 pres properties and / or property values between data objects . 
ents the data item , here a document , in a human readable Additionally or alternatively , associations may be predefined 
form . Example data preview area 720 includes a sharing as part of the ontology , e.g. , when an object is created it has 
selector 722A , which allows an analyst to share the data item a predefined association with another object . Other cluster 
through city resiliency sharing system 100 and / or one or 50 ing techniques include selecting a particular object , such as 
more electronic communication protocols such as , for document 812C , and searching around the particular object . 
example , email and / or an instant messenger . Example data As illustrated , example document 812C is associated with 
preview area 720 further includes pop out selector 722B to “ City 1 " 820A . Further , user interface 800B visualizes the 
present the data item in a separate window . Further , example association between objects 812C and 820A by the “ appears 
data preview area 720 includes a citation input area 724 to 55 in ” association 872B . In the example , City 1 “ appears in ” the 
receive a footnote and / or citation input classification . Addi “ Building Legislation ” document 812C . As described in the 
tionally or alternatively , data preview area 720 may include Clustering references , associations between data objects 
functionality regarding snippets as described in further detail may be determined based on common property values 
in the Reader References , such as U.S. patent application between data objects . For example , the string value for the 
Ser . No. 14 / 332,306 . In some embodiments , data preview 60 name of data object 820A , “ City 1 , ” may appear in and / or 
area 720 includes additional selectors , any of interface match the text data ( a property value ) of document 812C . 
elements 722A , 722B , 724 , and / or some combination Another example , described below , is the name of a person 
thereof . Other variations in the reader user interface 700A data object , “ Person 1 , ” matching in whole or in part a 
are included in the Reader references and may implemented property value of a data object , such as “ Author . ” Any data 
by the city resiliency systems discussed herein . 65 object supported by the ontology and / or city resiliency 

Continuing with the example , the human analyst may sharing system 100 may be presented in cluster view 800A 
have numerous city documents and / or data items to look 800B . For example , a person object 830A ( e.g. , “ Person 1 , " 
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the Chief Resilience Officer of City 1 ) is shown as associated preview area 1020. As illustrated , an analyst selected “ Leg 
with the document 812C ( via association 872A illustrating islation ” folder 1002 and electronic communication “ Leg 
an “ appears in ” and an “ author of relationship ) . Thus , an islation Info ” 1010 . 
analyst may quickly identify Person 1 as a key person Data preview area 1020 includes data content area 1026 . 
involved with the “ Building Legislation ” document 812C . In 5 As illustrated , by including the email address 
some embodiments , cluster view 800A - 800B is capable of “ resilience@sharingsystem.com ” 1030A - 1030B ( or other 
presenting property values associated with a presented predefined electronic communication address ) , city resil 
object . Non - limiting property values associated with objects iency sharing system 100 includes the electronic communi 
include object name , date created , last update time , etc. For cation into its repository and / or may be viewed by partici 
example , user interface 800B can present property values 10 pants of city resiliency sharing system 100 ( e.g. , participants 
associated with person object 830A upon selection and / or such as John Doe may view the electronic communication 

from their electronic account within city resiliency sharing hovering a cursor over person object 830A . Non - limiting system 100 ) , as described herein . As a result , example reader property values associated with an example person object view 1000 is a message board discussion history . Thus , an 
include the person's name , date of birth , known contacts , 15 analyst may review the discussion history and / or contact 
title , contact information , employer , affiliations with orga specific persons that were participants in the electronic nizations , etc. Non - limiting example property values to communication . In some embodiments , documents attached identify associations between resilience data include author to and / or new form resource locators in electronic commu 
( including co - authors ) , editor , recipient , or persons men nications may be automatically ingested by city resiliency 
tioned in data objects . Non - limiting example associations 20 sharing system 100 as resilience data . Further , in some 
include : resilience data object to document object , person embodiments , electronic communication and / or message 
data object to communication object , resilience data object board discussion 1026 may be permissioned and / or shared 
to building data object , etc. using the sharing rules and / or access control lists described 

In some embodiments , additional details regarding pro herein . 
cesses for clustering of data objects , identifying related data 25 Example Sharing Processes 
objects , and / or user interfaces 800A - 800B can be found in In some embodiments , city resiliency sharing system 100 
the Cluster references . may be applicable for various workflow processes . For 

Referring to FIG . 9 , example user interface 900 ( also example , city resiliency sharing system 100 may be com 
referred to herein as an “ interactive map ' ) includes a map patible and / or communicate with mobile computing devices . 
visualization 902 , layers 904 , and user interface elements 30 For example , mobile computing devices may allow two - way 
912 , 914 , 916 , 918 , 920 , 922 , 924 , 926 , 928 , and 930 . flow of information between users in the field and analysts 
Further detail regarding user interface elements user inter at a city's headquarters , allowing the city's analysts to 

enhance situational awareness on the ground ; transmit data , face elements 912 , 914 , 916 , 918 , 920 , 922 , 924 , 926 , 928 , 
and 930 can be found in U.S. patent application Ser . No. 35 between headquarters and the field ; and monitor the location 

messages , and other media such as images and video 
13 / 917,571 . Similar to the interaction between user inter of all mobile users . In a building inspection example , a faces 700 and 800A of FIGS . 7 and 8A , respectively , user building inspector collects building inspection data from a 
interface 900 may be based on data from user interfaces mobile computing device and shares it via the city resiliency 
800A - 800B of FIGS . 8A - 8B . For example , the structures sharing system 100. The shared resilience data can build 
identified in building legislation document 812C may be 40 department efficiency for various tasks and / or improve 
presented in layers 904 to identify all the buildings that disaster management in times of emergency . 
would be affected by building legislation document 812C . In Continuing with the building inspection example , a build 
some embodiments , a user may execute a search to identify ing inspector may have access to an input application , such 
geolocations referenced in resilience data . Additionally or as an example electronic form ( e.g. , a web form ) , to share 
alternatively , resilience data and / or portions of resilience 45 data with city resiliency sharing system 100. For example , 
data may be imported into interactive map 900 . the example electronic form provides the ability to enter 

While not illustrated , coordinates and / or geolocation data and / or create new data in city resiliency sharing system 100 
may be imported into a clustering view ( similar to clustering from the field . Using the example electronic form , a city can 
views 800A - 800B ) to determine the residence of the build develop standardized forms for building inspectors to use for 
ings . For example , analyst may conduct a search in a 50 data collection during inspections . Electronic form fields can 
clustering view to determine the owners of the building , and be configured to include age of structure , materials used , 
may further filter the data objects for people that are fifty number of units , building owner , building inspection infor 
five and older to identify a potentially vulnerable set of the mation , business licenses , registration and permit informa 
population . Thus , an analyst may be to determine who may tion , fire retardant materials , and hazardous materials stored 
be vulnerable to an earthquake and / or a major event . Con- 55 on site , among others . Electronic forms can also include 
tinuing with the example , the filter buildings may then be pictures taken of the structure , geo - tagged to capture a visual 
imported into interactive map 902 to present a subset of the of the exact location and the complaint or violation under 
original layers 904. The layers and / or heat map ( such as inspection . 
layer 904 ) may be used in a document and / or report ( which In some embodiments , the building inspection forms 
may then be shared via city resiliency sharing system 100 ) . 60 completed on a mobile computing device are automatically 

Referring to FIG . 10 , example user interface 1000 is uploaded into city resiliency sharing system under , where 
another example reader view , which includes a message they can be integrated with other information to support 
board . Some user interface elements of user interface 1000 resilience metrics for both routine and emergency use . The 
may be similar to user interface elements of user interface following descriptions provide examples of these scenarios . 
700 of FIG . 7. For example , data preview area 1020 may be 65 City building inspectors , via city resiliency sharing sys 
similar to data preview area 720. Example reader view 1000 tem 100 , can visualize the geographic dispersion of com 
includes folder area 1001 , folder contents 1010 , and data plaints and construction projects , examine event summaries , 
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assess trends across districts , reveal temporal patterns , and interfaces and / or strategies described herein can provide city 
compare current building conditions and patterns with his analysts the tools to effectively handle city emergencies . 
torical ones . With this information , a city can more effec FIG . 11 is a flowchart illustrating a resilience data sharing 
tively analyze risks — such as susceptibility to potential process , according to some embodiments of the present 
earthquake damage and conduct targeted inspections , 5 disclosure . Example process 1100 of FIG . 11 may be per 
thereby increasing efficiency and reducing overhead costs formed by the city resiliency sharing system and / or one or 
when managing building - related issues . more entities discussed about with reference to FIG . 1 . 

In some embodiments , other city departments can easily Depending on the embodiment , example process 1100 may 
leverage building inspection data to inform decisions across include fewer or additional blocks and / or the blocks may be 
the city landscape with the data integrated into city resil- 10 performed in order different than is illustrated . 
iency sharing system 100. For example , city analysts could At block 1102 , city resiliency sharing system 100 and / or 
combine building information with violence reduction data electronic communication listener 650 optionally receives 
sets to identify the subsets of the population that are most electronic communication . For example , electronic commu 
vulnerable to crime . One way of doing this is by using nication listener 650 receives electronic communication 
energy distribution and usage as an indicator of economic 15 1026 of FIG . 10 because of the copied email address 
vitality , and correlating the age of a building to the probable “ resilience@sharingsystem.com . ” 
age and vulnerability of its residents . City analysts could use At block 1104 , city resiliency sharing system 100 and / or 
these insights to inform violence reduction and / or other electronic communication listener 650 optionally converts 
public safety initiatives . For example , the strategies dis the electronic communication into resilience data . In the 
cussed herein may be used to automatically generate clusters 20 example , electronic communication listener 650 converts 
directed towards violence reduction and / or other public the electronic communication by generating resilience data 
safety initiatives . from the electronic communication . Example resilience data 

Further , in addition to the earthquake legislation provided from an electronic communication includes a communica 
herein , city resiliency sharing system 100 can provide reli tion object with properties and property values from the 
able data for use in evaluating structures . This may reduce 25 electronic communication , such as , but not limited to , sub 
the need for expensive reports conducted by specialized ject , to , from , cc , bcc , body , text data , and / or other data from 
analysts , and the standardized nature of data across all electronic communications . Additionally or alternatively , 
buildings will produce more reliable final results . electronic communication listener 650 associates the elec 

In an emergency example , a Chief Resilience Officer tronic communication 1026 with an access control list 
( “ CRO ” ) and other resilience professionals can use city 30 and / or sharing rule . For example , the email address , sender , 
resiliency sharing system 100 to enhance response and and or recipients may be used by electronic communication 
recovery for major events by pushing critical information to listener 650 in conjunction with an access control lists and 
first responders and / or to a department of emergency man sharing rules to determine which entities the electronic 
agement . communication should be shared with . 

City analysts can identify the most vulnerable areas in the 35 At block 1106 , city resiliency sharing system 100 receives 
city by combining open source information , such as building the resilience data . For example , resilience data may be 
data , natural hazard and weather data , geological data , and received and presented in a reader view such as user 
census data , with department - specific data sets , including interface 700 of FIG . 7 . 
disability population statistics from the Health Department , At blocks 1108 and 1110 city resiliency sharing system 
housing construction data from the Planning Department , 40 100 ( including reader unit 620 , cluster unit 630 , and / or 
and water and gas maintenance project information from the interactive map unit 640 ) may continue in a loop of receiv 
Department of Public Works . This information can be sorted ing user input and causing presentation of resilience data . 
based on fire or police districts , giving first responders an For example , one or more selections in user interface 700 
accurate view of potential problem areas before an event and / or received user input from user interface 700 causes 
strikes . 45 presentation of resilience data ( such as searching for “ earth 

Continuing with the emergency example , this same infor quakes , " a search keyword , in search input area 702 ) . In 
mation can help city officials identify the most efficient another example , clustering view 800A - 800B may receive 
supply drop and distribution locations . For example , certain user selections for “ searching around ” a resilience data 
street corners may be ideal places for supply distribution object and / or cause presentation of related resilience data 
because they are located on solid ground that is less likely 50 objects ( such as presenting documents , person objects , elec 
to be adversely affected by an event and that can provide tronic communications related to a city and / or a particular 
maximum accessibility to nearby residents . Analyses such as document ) . In another example , interactive map 900 may 
overlaying maps of potential supply drop locations with receive user input via user navigation input , layer selection , 
maps of streetlights can ensure that city officials choose and / or import of data from another user interface such as , for 
well - lit locations , which are safer for residents and less 55 example , the reader view and / or clustering the view . 
likely to be targeted by criminals . At block 1112 , city resiliency sharing system 100 may 

City resiliency sharing 100 may be useful in many emer generate new resilience data and / or receive new resilience 
gency situations . For example , particular areas may be more data . For example , new resilience data may be automatically 
susceptible to looting and crime if adequate resources are generated by city resiliency sharing system 100 as described 
not provided after the disaster . Understanding indicators 60 herein . Additionally or alternatively , an analyst may gener 
from historic data and mapping commercial stores in an area ate a new report and / or electronic communication that is 
is essential in directing supplies to the right locations , which uploaded into city resiliency sharing system 100. In the 
can help curb panic and reduce criminal incidents when law analyst generated resilience data example , the analysts may 
enforcement is already stretched to its limits . In times of use data gathered from one or more of the user interfaces 
emergency , city resiliency sharing system 100 can help city 65 700 , 800A - 800B , 900 , and / or 1400 such as persons refer 
officials place resources and enforcement mechanisms for enced in documents shown in reader view 700 , data located 
maximum impact on public safety . For example , the user through clustered associations in clustering view 800A 
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800B , and / or geolocation data from interactive map 900 . In some embodiments , sharing of the strategy generated at 
Continuing with the example , the user may extract data from block 1206 occurs by the systems , methods , and / or tech 
user interfaces 700 , 800A - 800B , 900 , and / or 1400 by copy niques disclosed in the Sharing references . For example , a 
ing , clipping , citing , and / or otherwise reproducing some of strategy may be shared and / or deconflicted through a repli 
the data from user interfaces 700 , 800A - 800B , 900 , and / or 5 cated database system as illustrated by U.S. Pat . No. 8,515 , 
1400 in new resilience data . 912 , thereby preventing duplicate and / or conflicting copies 

At blocks 1114 and / or 1116 , city resiliency sharing system of data . Strategies may also be shared through a database 
100 optionally receives a sharing command and shares the system with multiple ontologies as illustrated by U.S. patent 
new resilience data . A sharing command may be issued application Ser . No. 13 / 076,804 . The sharing of the strategy 
through any of the user interfaces 700 , 800A , 800B , 900 , 10 may also occur via incremental database replication as 
1000 , and / or 1400. Sharing via city resiliency sharing sys illustrated by U.S. patent application Ser . No. 13 / 922,437 . 

In some embodiments , secure sharing of strategies may tem 100 at block 1116 may be similar to processes 200 occur through audited activity logs occurs by the systems , and / or 300 of FIGS . 2 and 3 , respectively . methods , and / or techniques disclosed in the Audit reference . Example Resilience Strategies 15 For example , sharing activity may be stored in cryptographi 
FIG . 12 is a flowchart illustrating a strategy sharing cally immutable audit logs that can be quickly analyzed for process , according to some embodiments of the present suspicious user behavior . 

disclosure . The example process 1200 of FIG . 12 may be In some embodiments , the clusters generated by the 
performed by city resiliency sharing system 100 and / or the systems , methods , and / or techniques disclosed in the Cluster 
one or more entities discussed about with reference to FIG . 20 references and / or other city information may be shared by 
1. Depending on the embodiment , the method of FIG . 12 the systems , methods , and / or techniques disclosed in the 
may include fewer or additional blocks and / or the blocks Sharing references , other mechanisms illustrated in this 
may be performed in order different than is illustrated . disclosure , and / or any other manner . 

Beginning at block 1202 , resilience data , such as building At block 1212 , the strategy that is received at city 
data , reports , electronic communications , is received from 25 resiliency sharing system 100 is wholly or partially shared 
one or more data sources and / or entities . For example , with one or more entities 110. For example , if the strategy 
earthquake data may include hundreds or thousands of is received from entity 110A , city resiliency sharing system 
buildings and or structures that have been affected by an 100 may share the strategy to entities 110B , 110C , and / or 
earthquake . The data corresponding to the earthquake may external systems , such as in accordance with sharing pref 
be received by city resiliency sharing system 100. In some 30 erences of the entities . 
embodiments , resilience data may be received from multiple At block 1214 , the strategy may be optionally executed by 
entities such as earthquakes at different cities . Other resil the external system and / or entity as described in further 
ience data may include business and or economic data detail herein . For example , execution of the strategy at an 
indicating the number of businesses that are opened and or entity can access one or more data objects associated with 
closed over a period of time within a geographic area . 35 the second entity to identify a potential city resiliency issue 

At block 1204 , a pattern may be recognized based on the ( see FIGS . 13 and 14 ) . The one or more data objects can 
resilience data . A detected and / or recognized pattern may comprise data associated with a city . Example data includes 
indicate generalized properties and / or characteristics regard building data , police data , geographic data , business data , 
ing the event . In the natural disaster example , a detected electronic documents , electronic communications , and / or 
pattern may indicate the economic impacts of a natural 40 any other data that may be relevant to city resiliency . 
disaster over time , such as the closing of businesses follow Execution of the strategy at an entity can identify a potential 
ing an earthquake or flood . In some embodiments , pattern city resiliency issue depending on the logic of the strategy . 
recognition is automatic , manual , or some combination In some embodiments , strategies are applied by an entity . 
thereof . For example , where a strategy is a parameterized data 

In some embodiments , recognition of patterns occurs by 45 format , such as XML , the strategy may be applied by city 
the systems , methods , and / or techniques disclosed in the resiliency sharing system to identify a potential city resil 
Cluster references . For example , resilience data may be iency issue . 
visualized by user interface clusters , as discussed below FIG . 13 illustrates example strategies 1310 and 1320 in a 
with reference to FIG . 8B . format comprising code instructions , according to some 

At block 1206 , a strategy may be generated from the 50 embodiments of the present disclosure . In some embodi 
recognized pattern . In some embodiments , generation of ments , strategies may be complex enough such that their 
strategies is automatic , manual , or some combination expression may be in a format comprising code instructions . 
thereof . The executable code instructions shown in FIG . 13 are 
At block 1208 , the strategy may be optionally modified illustrative pseudocode and , thus , may not correspond to any 

for sharing , such as in the manner discussed with reference 55 specific programming language or be executable in the 
to FIG . 3. In some embodiments , a strategy may be associ format shown . Executable code that performs the functions 
ated with an access control list and / or sharing rules such as outlined in strategies 1310 and 1320 may be provided in any 
in the manner discussed with reference to FIGS . 5A and 5B . available programming language . 

At block 1210 , city resiliency sharing system 100 may Example strategy 1310 includes code instructions to 
share the strategy with one or more other entities or external 60 determine potential businesses that may be affected by a 
systems . The strategy may be provided by the entity 110A to flood and / or to estimate the economic impact of a flood in a 
city resiliency sharing system 100 , such as via the network city . As illustrated , strategy 1310 accesses businesses within 
120 of FIG . 1. Depending on the embodiment , the strategy a flood area of the city . In the example , city resiliency 
may be shared in various manners , such as via a shared sharing system 100 accesses resilience data that includes 
network location that stores the strategy , a direct commu- 65 business location data and geographic data associated with 
nication via an email or HTTP communication , or in any the city . Also as described herein , the resilience data may be 
other manner . accessed as data objects , which may be used by strategy 
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1310. Continuing with the example , strategy 1310 iterates parameters and / or configurations . For example , the XML 
through each business and determines if the business is a documents may comprise parameters for checking different 
size and / or occupies a geographic space below a threshold . values above a threshold , e.g. , a threshold percentage for a 
For example , businesses of a size within 25 square meters , notification and / or generation of a cluster . Thus , both the 
such as a local convenience store , may satisfy the threshold . 5 code instructions and the parameterized format , such as , but 
Further , strategy 1310 determines whether the business is a not limited to , XML , may be shared through the city small business . For example , city resiliency sharing system resiliency sharing system . 
100 may include publicly available small business data ( e.g. , Referring to FIG . 14 , example user interface 1400 ( also federal and / or local government loan , grant , tax incentive , referred to herein as a " clustering view ” ) includes a data and / or venture capital information ) , which may be used by 10 object area 1402 , a strategy area 1430 , and a strategy strategy 1310 to determine whether the business qualifies as 
a small business . In some embodiments , checking for small repository area 1450. User interface elements and / or aspects 

of user interface 1400 may be similar to user interfaces 800A businesses in strategy 1310 is optional . If the business 
satisfies the conditions of strategy 1310 , then a cluster may and 800B of FIGS . 8A and 8B , respectively . In some 
be constructed , such as by using a business identifier and / or 15 embodiments , resiliency sharing system 100 outputs clusters 
geographic location as a seed ( as described herein and in the generated from strategies to clustering view 1400. As illus 
Cluster references ) constructing a cluster around the seed . trated , strategy repository area 1450 presents available strat 
An example cluster generated from a strategy is described in egies . Strategy area 1450 may permit a user to share , edit , 
further detail with reference to FIG . 14 . and / or modify strategies . Also as illustrated , strategy area 
Example strategy 1320 includes code instructions to 20 1430 permits a user to execute the strategy and presents 

determine geographic areas within the city associated with details of the strategy and / or other information such as the 
criminal activity and load streetlight conditions . As illus source of the strategy ( e.g. , the source entity ) . 
trated , strategy 1320 , accesses known streetlight locations As illustrated , data object area 802 includes a cluster of 
within a city . In the example , city resiliency sharing system resilience data items and / or objects 1410A - 1410C . For 
100 includes resilience data regarding the locations of 25 example , the cluster including objects 1410A - 1410C may be 
streetlights . As described herein , city resiliency sharing the output of strategy 1310 referenced in FIG . 13 where 
system 100 can be integrated with and / or receive data from strategy 1310 was configured to determine particular busi 
a streetlight data store associated with a streetlight depart nesses that may be impacted from a flood . Continuing with 
ment within a city such as a Bureau of Street Lighting . the flood example , cluster 1410A - 1410C includes a business 
Continuing with the example , strategy 1320 accesses crime 30 data object 1410A , document 1410B , and a business owner 
reports within the city . The example crime report data 1410C . Business data object 1410A may be associated with 
objects may include the location of the reported crime , time a business that is within a potential flood area , business 
of the crime , type of crime , etc. Again , similar to receiving owner 1410C may be the owner of the business , and 
data from streetlights , city resiliency sharing system 100 can document 1410B may be loan information and / or a business 
be integrated with and / or receive data from police depart- 35 permit associated with the business . 
ments , which may include police and / or crime reports . Example Implementation Mechanisms 
Strategy 1320 then iterates through geographic areas within The various computing device ( s ) discussed herein , such 
the city , such as city blocks and / or particular predetermined as the entities 110 and / or city resiliency sharing system 100 , 
square meter areas ( such as 80 mx270 m , for example ) . For are generally controlled and coordinated by operating sys 
each geographic area , strategy 1320 determines whether the 40 tem software , such as , but not limited to , iOS , Android , 
geographic area satisfies crime reporting and low streetlight Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , 
conditions . For example , the crime reporting condition in Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , 
strategy 1320 can be satisfied where one or more crime SunOS , Solaris , Macintosh OS X , VxWorks , or other com 
reports ( or some other predetermined threshold ) are reported patible operating systems . In other embodiments , the com 
within the geographic area and / or other conditions such as 45 puting devices may be controlled by a proprietary operating 
severity and / or time of the crime , such as burglaries and / or system . Conventional operating systems control and sched 
crimes that occur after sunset ( e.g. 6 or 7 P.M. ) . Further , ule computer processes for execution , perform memory 
example strategy 1320 determines whether low streetlight management , provide file system , networking , I / O services , 
conditions are satisfied where there are no streetlights in the and provide a user interface functionality , such as a graphi 
area or a number below a threshold such as one or two 50 cal user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . The city 
streetlights . If the geographic area satisfies the conditions of resiliency sharing system 100 may be hosted and / or 
strategy 1320 , then a cluster may be constructed , such as by executed on one or more computing devices with one or 
using the geographic location as a seed ( as described herein more hardware processors and with any of the previously 
and in the Cluster references ) constructing a cluster around mentioned operating system software . 
the seed ( e.g. , adding the crime report to the cluster ) . FIG . 15 is a block diagram that illustrates example 

Other strategies may be apparent from the disclosure components of the city resiliency sharing system 100. While 
herein . For example , historical building data may be used to FIG . 15 refers to the city resiliency sharing system 100 , any 
determine a strategy for identify potentially structurally of the other computing devices discussed herein may have 
unsafe buildings and / or buildings that may require addi some or all of the same or similar components . 
tional inspections . The city resiliency sharing system 100 may execute 

In some embodiments , strategies may comprise various software , e.g. , standalone software applications , applica 
formats and / or combinations of formats . For example , a tions within browsers , network applications , etc. , whether by 
strategy may comprise executable code instructions and / or a the particular application , the operating system , or other 
parameterized format . In the executable code instructions wise . Any of the systems discussed herein may be performed 
example , the executable code instructions may comprise 65 by the city resiliency sharing system 100 and / or a similar 
programming logic to detect one or more conditions . In the computing system having some or all of the components 
parameterized format , a XML document may comprise discussed with reference to FIG . 15 . 

55 

60 
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The city resiliency sharing system 100 includes a bus oriented software components , class components and task 
1502 or other communication mechanism for communicat components , processes , functions , attributes , procedures , 
ing information , and a hardware processor , or multiple subroutines , segments of program code , drivers , firmware , 
processors , 1504 coupled with bus 1502 for processing microcode , circuitry , data , databases , data structures , tables , 
information . Hardware processor ( s ) 1504 may be , for 5 arrays , and variables . 
example , one or more general purpose microprocessors . In general , the word “ instructions , " " code , " and / or " code 

The city resiliency sharing system 100 also includes a instructions , " as used herein , refers to logic embodied in 
main memory 1506 , such as a random access memory hardware or firmware , or to a collection of software units , 
( RAM ) , cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , possibly having entry and exit points , written in a program 
coupled to bus 1502 for storing information and instructions 10 ming language , such as , but not limited to , Java , Lua , C , 
to be executed by processor ( s ) 1504. Main memory 1506 C ++ , or C # . A software unit may be compiled and linked into 
also may be used for storing temporary variables or other an executable program , installed in a dynamic link library , or 
intermediate information during execution of instructions to may be written in an interpreted programming language 
be executed by processor ( s ) 1504. Such instructions , when such as , but not limited to , BASIC , Perl , or Python . It will 
stored in storage media accessible to processor ( s ) 1504 , 15 be appreciated that software units may be callable from 
render the city resiliency sharing system 100 into a special other units or from themselves , and / or may be invoked in 
purpose machine that is customized to perform the opera response to detected events or interrupts . Software units 
tions specified in the instructions . Such instructions , as configured for execution on computing devices by their 
executed by hardware processors , may implement the meth hardware processor ( s ) may be provided on a computer 
ods and systems described herein for sharing city resiliency 20 readable medium , such as a compact disc , digital video disc , 
information . flash drive , magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or 

The city resiliency sharing system 100 further includes a as a digital download ( and may be originally stored in a 
read only memory ( ROM ) 1508 or other static storage compressed or installable format that requires installation , 
device coupled to bus 1502 for storing static information and decompression or decryption prior to execution ) . Such soft 
instructions for processor ( s ) 1504. A storage device 1510 , 25 ware code may be stored , partially or fully , on a memory 
such as a magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive device of the executing computing device , for execution by 
( Flash drive ) , etc. , is provided and coupled to bus 1502 for the computing device . Software instructions may be embed 
storing information and instructions . The workflow unit 428 , ded in firmware , such as an EPROM . It will be further 
strategy unit 430 , resilience data modification unit 440 , appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised of 
strategy data store 432 , and / or resilience data store 442 of 30 connected logic units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or 
FIG . 4 , reader unit 620 , cluster unit 630 , interactive map unit may be comprised of programmable units , such as program 
640 , and / or electronic communication listener 650 of FIG . 6 mable gate arrays or processors . Generally , the instructions 
may be stored on the main memory 1506 and / or the storage described herein refer to logical modules that may be 
device 1510 . combined with other modules or divided into sub - modules 

In some embodiments , the strategy data store 432 of FIG . 35 despite their physical organization or storage . 
4A is a file system , relational database such as , but not The city resiliency sharing system 100 , or components of 
limited to , MySql , Oracle , Sybase , or DB2 , and / or a distrib it , such as workflow unit 428 , strategy unit 430 , resilience 
uted in memory caching system such as , but not limited to , data modification unit 440 , reader unit 620 , cluster unit 630 , 
Memcache , Memcached , or Java Caching System . The interactive map unit 640 , and / or electronic communication 
resilience data store 442 of FIG . 4A may be a similar file 40 listener 650 , may be programmed , via executable code 
system , relational database and / or distributed in memory instructions , in a programming language . 
caching system as the strategy data store 432 . The term “ non - transitory media , ” and similar terms , as 

The city resiliency sharing system 100 may be coupled used herein refers to any media that store data and / or 
via bus 1502 to a display 1512 , such as a cathode ray tube instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
( CRT ) or LCD display or touch screen , for displaying 45 fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise non 
information to a computer user . An input device 1514 is volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media 
coupled to bus 1502 for communicating information and includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such as 
command selections to processor 1504. One type of input storage device 1510. Volatile media includes dynamic 
device 1514 is a keyboard including alphanumeric and other memory , such as main memory 1506. Common forms of 
keys . Another type of input device 1514 is a touch screen . 50 non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 1516 , flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
such as a mouse , a trackball , a touch screen , or cursor any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
direction keys for communicating direction information and other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
command selections to processor 1504 and for controlling with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
cursor movement on display 1512. This input device may 55 FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
have two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
x ) and a second axis ( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be used in 
specify positions in a plane . In some embodiments , the same conjunction with transmission media . Transmission media 
direction information and command selections as cursor participates in transferring information between non - transi 
control may be implemented via receiving touches on a 60 tory media . For example , transmission media includes 
touch screen without a cursor . coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 

The city resiliency sharing system 100 may include a wires that comprise bus 1502. Transmission media can also 
reader unit 620 , cluster unit 630 , and / or interactive map unit take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
640 , which may be stored in a mass storage device as generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
executable software codes that are executed by the comput- 65 cations . 
ing device ( s ) . This and other units may include , by way of Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one 
example , components , such as software components , object or more sequences of one or more instructions to pro 
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cessor ( s ) 1504 for execution . For example , the instructions The various features and processes described above may 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state be used independently of one another , or may be combined 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer may load in various ways . All possible combinations and subcombi 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the nations are intended to fall within the scope of this disclo 
instructions over a telephone or cable line using a modem . 5 sure . In addition , certain method or process blocks may be 
A modem local to the city resiliency sharing system 100 may omitted in some implementations . The methods and pro 
receive the data on the telephone or cable line and use an cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in performed in other sequences that are appropriate . For 
the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 10 example , described blocks or states may be performed in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple data on bus 1502. Bus 1502 carries the data to main memory blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 1506 , from which the processor ( s ) 1504 retrieves and The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in executes the instructions . The instructions received by main parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be memory 1506 may retrieve and execute the instructions . The 15 added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi instructions received by main memory 1506 may optionally ments . The example systems and components described 
be stored on storage device 1510 either before or after herein may be configured differently than described . For 
execution by processor ( s ) 1504 . example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 

The city resiliency sharing system 100 also includes a rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
communication interface 1518 coupled to bus 1502. Com- 20 ments . 
munication interface 1518 provides a two - way data com Conditional language , such as , among others , “ can , ” 
munication coupling to a network link 1520 that is con " could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated oth 
nected local network 1522 . For example , erwise , or otherwise understood within the context as used , 
communication interface 1518 may be an integrated services is generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable modem , satellite modem , 25 include , while other embodiments do not include , certain 
or a modem to provide a data communication connection to features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such conditional lan 
a corresponding type of telephone line . As another example , guage is not generally intended to imply that features , 
communication interface 1518 may be a local area network elements and / or steps are in any way required for one or 
( LAN ) card to provide a data communication connection to more embodiments or that one or more embodiments nec 
a compatible LAN ( or WAN component to be communi- 30 essarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
cated with a WAN ) . Wireless links may also be imple input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
mented . In any such implementation , communication inter steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
face 1518 sends and receives electrical , electromagnetic or embodiment . 
optical signals that carry digital data streams representing Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in the flow 
various types of information . 35 diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the attached 
Network link 1520 typically provides data communica figures should be understood as potentially representing 

tion through one or more networks to other data devices . For units , segments , or portions of code which include one or 
example , network link 1520 may provide a connection more executable instructions for implementing specific logi 
through local network 1522 to a host computer 1524 or to cal functions or steps in the process . Alternate implementa 
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider 40 tions are included within the scope of the embodiments 
( ISP ) 1526. ISP 1526 in turn provides data communication described herein in which elements or functions may be 
services through the world wide packet data communication deleted , executed out of order from that shown or discussed , 
network now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 1528 . including substantially concurrently or in reverse order , 
Local network 1522 and Internet 1528 both use electrical , depending on the functionality involved , as would be under 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 45 stood by those skilled in the art . 
streams . The signals through the various networks and the It should be emphasized that many variations and modi 
signals on network link 1520 and through communication fications may be made to the above - described embodiments , 
interface 1518 , which carry the digital data to and from the the elements of which are to be understood as being among 
city resiliency sharing system 100 , are example forms of other acceptable examples . All such modifications and varia 
transmission media . 50 tions are intended to be included herein within the scope of 

The city resiliency sharing system 100 can send messages this disclosure . The foregoing description details certain 
and receive data , including program code , through the embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , how 
network ( s ) , network link 1520 and communication interface ever , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in 
1518. In the Internet example , a server 1530 might transmit text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is also 
a requested code for an application program through Internet 55 stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
1528 , ISP 1526 , local network 1522 and communication terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
interface 1518 . the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 

The received code may be executed by processor ( s ) 1504 nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 1510 , or ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 60 the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 

Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms described scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and fully or accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
partially automated by , code instructions executed by one or thereof . 
more computer systems or computer processors comprising What is claimed is : 
computer hardware . The processes and algorithms may be 65 1. A system comprising : 
implemented partially or wholly in application - specific cir one or more computing devices programmed , via execut 
cuitry . able code instructions , to : 
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receive resilience data from each of a plurality of initiate update of the interactive user interface to dis 
entities associated with respective municipalities , play a clustering user interface displaying : 
each entity comprising at least one computing sys a document icon representing the first electronic 
tem ; document ; 

wherein the resilience data from the plurality of entities 5 one or more icons each representing related objects 
includes electronic documents regarding actual or in the filtered set of objects ; 
potential natural disasters associated with respective one or more association lines between pairs of 
municipalities , including : respective icons and the document icon , wherein 
first resilience data comprising a first electronic the one or more association lines indicate asso 
document including information regarding an 10 ciations among the filtered set of related objects 
actual or potential natural disaster associated with and the first object representing the first electronic 
a first municipality , and document , as specified by the unified object ontol 

second resilience data comprising a second elec 
tronic document including information regarding textual or graphical indicia associated with each 
an actual or potential natural disaster associated 15 association line indicating respective associations 
with a second municipality ; between related objects of the filtered set of 

update a unified object ontology storing objects related objects and the first object representing the first 
to resilience of the plurality of entities with the electronic document , the textual or graphical indi 
received resilience data , wherein the unified object cia indicating the corresponding related object of 
ontology specifies a de - duplicated plurality of 20 the filtered set of objects is at least one of : an 
objects and associations among the plurality of author , recipient , or named in the first electronic 
objects ; document . 

receive a search keyword from a third entity associated 2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
with a third municipality , the search keyword computing devices is further programmed , via executable 
received via an interactive user interface displayed 25 code instructions , to : 
on a computer display of the third entity , the inter receive an electronic communication , wherein the elec 
active user interface including a reader user interface tronic communication comprises a recipient , the recipi 
having : ent corresponding to a predefined electronic commu 
a search area configured to receive search criteria nication address ; and 

including the search keyword ; share the resilience data with one or more entities of the 
a results area configured to display summary infor plurality of entities configured to receive the resilience 
mation regarding any electronic documents of the data . 
resilience data matching the search criteria ; and 3. The system of claim 2 , wherein the electronic commu 

a data preview area configured to display at least a nication comprises at least one of : an email , a text message , 
portion of an electronic document selected in the 35 or a chat message . 
results area ; 4. The system of claim 1 , and wherein the one or more 

search the resilience data , including the first resilience computing devices is further programmed , via executable 
data and the second resilience data , for resilience code instructions , to : 
data including the search keyword ; receive user selection input comprising at least two of the 

in response to determining that the first electronic 40 electronic documents ; 
document includes the search keyword , initiate determine additional data objects associated with the at 
update of the reader user interface to display first least two electronic documents based at least in part on 
summary information regarding the first electronic common data property values ; and 
document in the results area ; cause presentation of representations of the at least two 

determine a plurality of attribute values of the first 45 electronic documents and the additional data objects in 
electronic document , including attribute values for the clustering user interface . 

5. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
author attributes ; computing devices is further programmed , via executable 
recipient attributes ; code instructions , to : 
named attributes ; and / or access fourth resilience data from a fourth entity , the 
geolocation attributes ; fourth resilience data comprising a plurality of data 

identify , within the unified object ontology , related objects , wherein the fourth resilience data is associated 
objects that each have an association with a first with an access control list comprising indications of 
object representing the first electronic document , respective one or more entities permissioned to receive 
based at least on matching attributes of the related 55 respective data objects of the plurality of data objects ; 
objects and the first object representing the first determine a subset of the plurality of data objects per 
electronic document ; missioned to be shared by the third entity as indicated 

in response to identifying the related objects , filter the by the access control list ; and 
related objects based on a vulnerability criterion to share the subset of the plurality of data objects with one 
determine a filtered set of objects within the unified 60 or more entities in the plurality of entities as indicated 
object ontology , the vulnerability criterion indicating by the access control list . 
a potential vulnerability of an object to a natural 6. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
disaster or emergency , wherein the vulnerability cri computing devices is further programmed , via executable 
terion is based at least on one or more of : age of a code instructions , to : 
structure , age of a person , size of a business , location 65 receive a strategy from the first municipality , wherein the 
of a business within a specific area , or license strategy is generated by the first entity , and wherein the 
information associated with a business ; strategy is associated with the first resilience data ; and 

one or more : 

50 
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execute the strategy at the second municipality , wherein identify , within the unified object ontology , related 
the strategy accesses one or more data objects associ objects that each have an association with first 
ated with the second municipality to identify a potential object representing the first electronic document , 
or actual resiliency issue at the second municipality , the based at least on matching attributes of the related 
one or more data objects comprising data associated 5 objects and the first object representing the first 
with the second municipality , wherein execution of the electronic document ; 
strategy at the second municipality identifies charac initiate update of the interactive user interface to dis 
teristics of the potential or actual resiliency issue . play a clustering user interface displaying : 

7. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more a document icon representing the first electronic 
computing devices is further programmed , via executable document ; 
code instructions , to : one or more object icons each representing one of the 

cause presentation of an interactive map , the interactive related objects ; 
map comprising geolocation data associated with one one or more association lines between pairs of 
or more locations referenced in the first electronic respective object icons and the document icon , 
document . wherein the one or more association lines indicate 

8. A system comprising : associations among the related objects and the first 
one or more computing devices programmed , via execut object representing the first electronic document , 

able code instructions , to : as specified by the unified object ontology ; and 
receive resilience data from each of a plurality of 20 textual or graphical indicia associated with each 

entities associated with respective municipalities , association line indicating respective associations 
each entity comprising at least one computing sys between one of the related objects and the first 
tem ; object representing the first electronic document 

wherein the resilience data from the plurality of entities the textual or graphical indicia indicating a type of 
includes electronic documents regarding actual or 25 association between the corresponding related 
potential natural disasters associated with respective object and the first object ; 
municipalities , including : initiate update of the interactive user interface to dis first resilience data comprising a first electronic play an interactive map user interface displaying : document including information regarding an a geographic map ; and actual or potential natural disaster associated with 30 graphical indicia associated with one or more of the a first municipality , and geolocation attribute values associated with the second resilience data comprising a second elec first electronic document . tronic document including information regarding 

an actual or potential natural disaster associated 9. A computer - implemented method , comprising : 
with a second municipality ; receiving resilience data from each of a plurality of 

update a unified object ontology storing objects related entities associated with respective municipalities , each 
to resilience of the plurality of entities with the entity comprising at least one computing system ; 
received resilience data , wherein the unified object wherein the resilience data from the plurality of entities 
ontology specifies a de - duplicated plurality of includes electronic documents regarding actual or 
objects and associations among the plurality of 40 potential natural disasters associated with respective 
objects ; municipalities , including : 

receive a search keyword from a third entity associated first resilience data comprising a first electronic docu 
with a third municipality , the search keyword ment including information regarding an actual or 
received via an interactive user interface displayed potential natural disaster associated with a first 
on a computer display of the third entity , the inter- 45 municipality , and 
active user interface including a reader user interface second resilience data comprising a second electronic 
having : document including information regarding an actual 
a search area configured to receive search criteria or potential natural disaster associated with a second 

including the search keyword ; municipality ; 
a results area configured to display summary infor- 50 updating a unified object ontology storing objects related 
mation regarding any electronic documents of the to resilience of the plurality of entities with the received 
resilience data matching the search criteria ; and resilience data , wherein the unified object ontology 

a data preview area configured to display at least a specifies a de - duplicated plurality of objects and asso 
portion of an electronic document selected in the ciations among the plurality of objects ; 

receiving a search keyword from a third entity associated 
search the resilience data , including the first resilience with a third municipality , the search keyword received 

data and the second resilience data , for resilience via an interactive user interface displayed on a com 
data including the search keyword ; puter display of the third entity , the interactive user 

determine that the first electronic document includes interface including a reader user interface having : 
the search keyword ; a search area configured to receive search criteria 

in response to determining that the first electronic including the search keyword ; 
document includes the search keyword , initiate a results area configured to display summary informa 
update of the reader user interface to display first tion regarding any electronic documents of the resil 
summary information regarding the first electronic ience data matching the search criteria ; and 
document in the results area ; a data preview area configured to display at least a 

derive geolocation attribute values based at least in part portion of an electronic document selected in the 
on the first electronic document ; 

35 

results area ; 55 

60 

65 

results area ; 
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searching the resilience data , including the first resilience second resilience data comprising a second electronic 
data and the second resilience data , for resilience data document including information regarding an actual 
including the search keyword ; or potential natural disaster associated with a second 

in response to determining that the first electronic docu municipality ; 
ment includes the search keyword , initiating update of 5 update a unified object ontology storing objects related to 
the reader user interface to display first summary resilience of the plurality of entities with the received 
information regarding the first electronic document in resilience data , wherein the unified object ontology 
the results area ; specifies a de - duplicated plurality of objects and asso 

determining a plurality of attribute values of the first ciations among the plurality of objects ; 
receive a search keyword from a third entity associated electronic document , including attribute values for one with a third municipality , the search keyword received or more : via an interactive user interface displayed on a com author attributes ; puter display of the third entity , the interactive user recipient attributes ; interface including a reader user interface having : named attributes ; and / or a search area configured to receive search criteria geolocation attributes ; including the search keyword ; identifying , within the unified object ontology , related a results area configured to display summary informa 

objects that each have an association with a first object tion regarding any electronic documents of the resil 
representing the first electronic document , based at ience data matching the search criteria ; and 
least on matching attributes of the related objects and 20 a data preview area configured to display at least a 
the first object representing the first electronic docu portion of an electronic document selected in the 
ment ; 

in response to identifying the related objects , filtering the search the resilience data , including the first resilience 
related objects based on a vulnerability criterion to data and the second resilience data , for resilience data 
determine a filtered set of objects within the unified 25 including the search keyword ; 
object ontology , the vulnerability criterion indicating a in response to determining that the first electronic docu 
potential vulnerability of an object to a natural disaster ment includes the search keyword , initiate update of the 
or emergency , wherein the vulnerability criterion is reader user interface to display first summary informa 
based at least on one or more of : age of a structure , age tion regarding the first electronic document in the 
of a person , size of a business , location of a business 30 
within a specific area , or license information associated determine a plurality of attribute values of the first elec 
with a business ; tronic document , including attribute values for one or 

initiating update of the interactive user interface to display more : 

a clustering user interface displaying : author attributes ; 
a document icon representing the first electronic docu- 35 recipient attributes ; 
ment ; named attributes ; and / or 

one or more icons each representing related objects in geolocation attributes ; 
the filtered set of objects ; identify , within the unified object ontology , related objects 

one or more association lines between pairs of respec that each have an association with a first object repre 
tive icons and the document icon , wherein the one or 40 senting the first electronic document , based at least on 
more association lines indicate associations among matching attributes of the related objects and the first 
the filtered set of related objects and the first object object representing the first electronic document ; 
representing the first electronic document , as speci in response to identifying the related objects , filter the 
fied by the unified object ontology ; and related objects based on a vulnerability criterion to 

textual or graphical indicia associated with each asso- 45 determine a filtered set of objects within the unified 
ciation line indicating respective associations object ontology , the vulnerability criterion indicating a 
between related objects of the filtered set of objects potential vulnerability of an object to a natural disaster 
and the first object representing the first electronic or emergency , wherein the vulnerability criterion is 
document , the textual or graphical indicia indicating based at least on one or more of : age of a structure , age 
the corresponding related object of the filtered set of 50 of a person , size of a business , location of a business 
objects is at least one of : an author , recipient , or within a specific area , or license information associated 
named in the first electronic document . with a business ; 

10. Non - transitory computer readable storage media com initiate update of the interactive user interface to display 
prising computer - executable instructions that when a clustering user interface displaying : 
executed by a computing system , cause the computing 55 a document icon representing the first electronic docu 
system to : ment ; 

receive resilience data from each of a plurality of entities one or more icons each representing related objects in 
associated with respective municipalities , each entity the filtered set of objects ; 
comprising at least one computing system ; one or more association lines between pairs of respec 

wherein the resilience data from the plurality of entities 60 tive icons and the document icon , wherein the one or 
includes electronic documents regarding actual or more association lines indicate associations among 
potential natural disasters associated with respective the filtered set of related objects and the first object 
municipalities , including : representing the first electronic document , as speci 
first resilience data comprising a first electronic docu fied by the unified object ontology ; and 
ment including information regarding an actual or 65 textual or graphical indicia associated with each asso 
potential natural disaster associated with a first ciation line indicating respective associations 
municipality , and between related objects of the filtered set of objects 
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and the first object representing the first electronic senting the first electronic document , as specified by 
document , the textual or graphical indicia indicating the unified object ontology ; and 
the corresponding related object of the filtered set of textual or graphical indicia associated with each asso 
objects is at least one of : an author , recipient , or ciation line indicating respective associations 
named in the first electronic document . between one of the related objects and the first object 

11. A computer - implemented method , comprising : representing the first electronic document , the textual 
receiving resilience data from each of a plurality of or graphical indicia indicating a type of association 

entities associated with respective municipalities , each between the corresponding related object and the 
entity comprising at least one computing system ; first object ; 

wherein the resilience data from the plurality of entities 10 initiating update of the interactive user interface to display 
includes electronic documents regarding actual or an interactive map user interface displaying : 
potential natural disasters associated with respective a geographic map ; and 
municipalities , including : graphical indicia associated with one or more of the 
first resilience data comprising a first electronic docu geolocation attribute values associated with the first 
ment including information regarding an actual or 15 electronic document . 
potential natural disaster associated with a first 12. Non - transitory computer readable storage media com 
municipality , and prising computer - executable instructions that , when 

second resilience data comprising a second electronic executed by a computing system , cause the computing 
document including information regarding an actual system to : 
or potential natural disaster associated with a second 20 receive resilience data from each of a plurality of entities 
municipality ; associated with respective municipalities , each entity 

updating a unified object ontology storing objects related comprising at least one computing system ; 
to resilience of the plurality of entities with the received wherein the resilience data from the plurality of entities 
resilience data , wherein the unified object ontology includes electronic documents regarding actual or 
specifies a de - duplicated plurality of objects and asso- 25 potential natural disasters associated with respective 
ciations among the plurality of objects ; municipalities , including : 

receiving a search keyword from a third entity associated first resilience data comprising a first electronic docu 
with a third municipality , the search keyword received ment including information regarding an actual or 
via an interactive user interface displayed on a com potential natural disaster associated with a first 
puter display of the third entity , the interactive user 30 municipality , and 
interface including a reader user interface having : second resilience data comprising a second electronic 
a search area configured to receive search criteria document including information regarding an actual 

including the search keyword ; or potential natural disaster associated with a second 
a results area configured to display summary informa municipality ; 

tion regarding any electronic documents of the resil- 35 update a unified object ontology storing objects related to 
ience data matching the search criteria ; and resilience of the plurality of entities with the received 

a data preview area configured to display at least a resilience data , wherein the unified object ontology 
portion of an electronic document selected in the specifies a de - duplicated plurality of objects and asso 
results area ; ciations among the plurality of objects ; 

searching the resilience data , including the first resilience 40 receive a search keyword from a third entity associated 
data and the second resilience data , for resilience data with a third municipality , the search keyword received 
including the search keyword ; via an interactive user interface displayed on a com 

determining that the first electronic document includes the puter display of the third entity , the interactive user 
search keyword ; interface including a reader user interface having : 

in response to determining that the first electronic docu- 45 a search area configured to receive search criteria 
ment includes the search keyword , initiating update of including the search keyword ; 
the reader user interface to display first summary a results area configured to display summary informa 
information regarding the first electronic document in tion regarding any electronic documents of the resil 
the results area ; ience data matching the search criteria ; and 

deriving geolocation attribute values based at least in part 50 a data preview area configured to display at least a 
on the first electronic document ; portion of an electronic document selected in the 

identifying , within the unified object ontology , related 
objects that each have an association with a first object search the resilience data , including the first resilience 
representing the first electronic document , based at data and the second resilience data , for resilience data 
least on matching attributes of the related objects and 55 including the search keyword ; 
the first object representing the first electronic docu determine that the first electronic document includes the 
ment ; search keyword ; 

initiating update of the interactive user interface to display in response to determining that the first electronic docu 
a clustering user interface displaying : ment includes the search keyword , initiate update of the 
a document icon representing the first electronic docu- 60 reader user interface to display first summary informa 
ment ; tion regarding the first electronic document in the 

one or more object icons each representing one of the 
related objects ; derive geolocation attribute values based at least in part 

one or more association lines between pairs of respec on the first electronic document ; 
tive object icons and the document icon , wherein the 65 identify , within the unified object ontology , related objects 
one or more association lines indicate associations that each have an association with a first object repre 
among the related objects and the first object repre senting the first electronic document , based at least on 

results area ; 

results area ; 
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matching attributes of the related objects and the first 
object representing the first electronic document ; 

initiate update of the interactive user interface to display 
a clustering user interface displaying : 
a document icon representing the first electronic docu- 5 
ment ; 

one or more object icons each representing one of the 
related objects ; 

one or more association lines between pairs of respec 
tive object icons and the document icon , wherein the 10 
one or more association lines indicate associations 
among the related objects and the first object repre 
senting the first electronic document , as specified by 
the unified object ontology , and 

textual or graphical indicia associated with each asso- 15 
ciation line indicating respective associations 
between one of the related objects and the first object 
representing the first electronic document , the textual 
or graphical indicia indicating a type of association 
between the corresponding related object and the 20 
first object ; 

initiate update of the interactive user interface to display 
an interactive map user interface displaying : 
a geographic map ; and 
graphical indicia associated with one or more of the 25 

geolocation attribute values associated with the first 
electronic document . 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR data object creation , the system may perform natural lan 
FACILITATING DATA OBJECT guage processing on the unstructured document . The system 

EXTRACTION FROM UNSTRUCTURED may then prompt the user to select phrases , terms , words , or 
DOCUMENTS other portions of the document that match each object 

5 property of the data object to be created , highlighting 
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED potential matches in the structured document . For example , 

APPLICATIONS to assist a user in defining a payment record object com 
prising a payee , a payor , an amount paid , and a date of 

This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. S payment , the system may first highlight all potential payees 
119 ( e ) of the U.S. Provisional Application Ser . No. 62/482 , 10 ( e.g. , proper names and / or company names ) from the 
457 filed Apr. 6 , 2017 , the content of which is hereby unstructured document and prompt the user to select the 
incorporated by reference in its entirety . payee . The system may continue this process by , in turn , 

highlighting all potential payors , listed dollar amounts , and 
TECHNICAL FIELD dates in the unstructured document while prompting the user 

15 to select from amongst these to populate the other object 
This disclosure relates to approaches for facilitating data properties of the data object . After completing a data object , 

object extraction from unstructured documents . the system may present the user with another unstructured 
document to create another data object . 

BACKGROUND In some implementations , a system for extracting object 
20 data from an unstructured document is provided . The system 

Under some approaches , a platform for analyzing various may include one or more processors and a memory storing 
data may be deployed . The data - analysis platform may instructions . When executed by the one or more processors , 
support an object - based data modeling framework . Data the instructions may cause the system to receive an unstruc 
provided in an unstructured format , such as a free - form tured document comprising a plurality of terms , each term 
text - based document , cannot be analyzed via object - based 25 including at least one word , assign a term classification to 
data modeling platforms without having some form of the plurality of terms of the document via natural language 
organization applied . Document tagging may assist in clas processing , obtain a tagging template for the document , the 
sifying an unstructured document into an object format , but tagging template including a plurality of tagging elements , 
conventional approaches have significant drawbacks . Auto each tagging element having an element classification , 
mated metadata tagging is typically very noisy and requires 30 receive , from a user via an interface , a plurality of selected 
significant manual review to produce useful results . Manual terms corresponding to the plurality of tagging elements , 
tagging is laborious and frequently error - filled . Users may wherein the term classifications of the selected terms 
not fully grasp the data object structure underlying the matches the element classification of the corresponding 
tagging scheme . Users may struggle with the interface tagging elements , and generate a data object from the 
mechanisms of tagging . Users may be unable to satisfy 35 unstructured document based on the plurality of selected 
complex object ontologies through manual tagging . terms corresponding to the plurality of tagging elements . 

These and other drawbacks exist with some data man In some implementations , a method for extracting object 
agement systems . data from an unstructured document is provided . The 

method may be performed on a computer system having one 
SUMMARY 40 or more physical processors programmed with computer 

program instructions that , when executed by the one or more 
A claimed solution rooted in computer technology over physical processors , cause the computer system to perform 

comes problems specifically arising in the realm of com the method . The method may include receiving , by the 
puter technology . In various implementations , a computing computer system , an unstructured document comprising a 
system is configured to provide tools that facilitate tagging 45 plurality of terms , each term including at least one word , 
of unstructured documents for the creation of structured data assigning , by the computer system , a term classification to 
objects suitable for analysis via an object - based data mod the plurality of terms of the document via natural language 
eling framework . The system may provide a user with a processing , obtaining , by the computer system , a tagging 
structured tagging scheme for a class of documents and template for the document , the tagging template including a 
prompt the user to select a matching term from the document 50 plurality of tagging elements , each tagging element having 
for each element of the structured tagging scheme . To an element classification , receiving , by the computer system , 
facilitate the tagging , the system may user natural language from a user via an interface , a plurality of selected terms 
processing analysis of the document to highlight terms from corresponding to the plurality of tagging elements , wherein 
the document that may match the element . After tagging is the term classifications of the selected terms matches the 
complete , the system may transform the document into a 55 element classification of the corresponding tagging ele 
data object based on the user tagging . The resulting com ments ; and generating , by the computer system a data object 
puter system , thus , facilitates the creation of data objects from the unstructured document based on the plurality of 
from unstructured documents via user tagging . selected terms corresponding to the plurality of tagging 

The system may be used for the creation of objects within elements . 
an object based data ontology from unstructured data . The 60 These and other objects , features , and characteristics of 
data object structure may serve as a template to be applied the system and / or method disclosed herein , as well as the 
to the unstructured data in a controlled fashion . Data objects methods of operation and functions of the related elements 
may include multiple object properties or data fields . The of structure and the combination of parts and economies of 
object properties may be defined by the types of data that manufacture , will become more apparent upon consideration 
they support , e.g. , names , addresses , e - mail addresses , dollar 65 of the following description and the appended claims with 
amounts , etc. To assist a user in properly tagging an unstruc reference to the accompanying drawings , all of which form 
tured document based on a data object structure template for a part of this specification , wherein like reference numerals 
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designate corresponding parts in the various figures . It is to links 105. The ontology may further define which data types 
be expressly understood , however , that the drawings are for may be associated with each other . Each data type may have 
the purpose of illustration and description only and are not a URI ( uniform resource identifier ) that identifies it . 
intended as a definition of the limits of the invention . As Object types define the kinds of things that may be 
used in the specification and in the claims , the singular form 5 represented in the system , and provide structure for data 
of “ a ” , “ an ” , and “ the ” include plural referents unless the objects 101. Object types may be derived from , for example , 
context clearly dictates otherwise . entity types , event types , document types , and multimedia 

types . Event and document types may have temporal and 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS geospatial data directly included within the data object 101 

10 itself . An object type may define the number and composi 
Certain features of various embodiments of the present tion of properties 102 , notes 103 , and media components 

technology are set forth with particularity in the appended 104 of a data object 101. The object type may further define 
claims . A better understanding of the features and advan what other types of objects that data links 105 may permit 
tages of the technology will be obtained by reference to the association with . For example , an entity object type may 
following detailed description that sets forth illustrative 15 define a data object 101 used to store data about a person , 
embodiments , in which the principles of the technology are and may include data properties 102 for storing name , 
utilized , and the accompanying drawings of which address , occupation , e - mail address , phone number , etc. 

FIG . 1 depicts an object based data structure . Data links 105 of an entity object 101 may permit the entity 
FIG . 2 depicts a user interface for facilitating the creation object 101 to be linked to other entity objects ( e.g. , friends 

of data objects from unstructured data . 20 or business associates ) , linked to event objects ( e.g. , events 
FIG . 3 depicts a system for data analysis assistance . attended or invited to ) , linked to document objects ( e.g. , 
FIG . 4 depicts a process flow chart of a method for authored ) , etc. In implementations of the system , a user may 

performing data analysis , according to some implementa define object types to be applied by the system to unstruc 
tions . tured data . 

FIG . 5 depicts a block diagram of an example computer 25 Property types may define the type and behavior of input 
system in which any of the embodiments described herein data . Property types may define the structure of the data 
may be implemented . stored in an object property 102. The property type may 

define one or more data fields , the type of data associated 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION with the field , as well as tools that may operate on the data 

30 fields . Property types may be simple , including a single data 
The technology described herein relates to systems and field , and / or may be composite , including multiple data 

methods for assisting a user in generating or extracting data fields . For example , an e - mail property type may define an 
objects from unstructured data via prompted tagging . Object e - mail object property . For example , the e - mail address 
and table based data structures may provide powerful tools john@acmeinc.com may be stored in an e - mail object 
for generating insights about data and links between data . 35 property as follows : URI : com.property.Email , Base Type : 
Unstructured data , however , cannot benefit from such tools Composite , with these components : EMAIL_USERNAME 
unless it is organized . Unstructured data includes data that with the value “ john , ” EMAIL_DOMAIN with the value 
has not been organized by a formal ontology or schema and “ acmeinc.com . ” Further , the e - mail property type may 
may include , but is not limited to , raw text , notes , filled define tools for parsing and concatenating the username and 
forms , and others . In some implementations , the technology 40 the domain , depending on what is required . 
may facilitate the generation or extraction of data objects Link types may define the types of data links 105 that can 
from unstructured data . The technology described herein exist between two objects 101. Links may be symmetric or 
provides systems and methods for facilitating the transfor asymmetric . All links may have one object that is considered 
mation of unstructured data into a structured , tabular , or the " parent " object , and the other that is the “ child . ” In the 
object based structure through a tagging process . The tech- 45 case of symmetric links , e.g. , " Spouse Of , ” which the parent 
nology described herein further provides systems and meth and child objects are not contextually important . In the case 
ods for facilitating the application of a data ontology or of asymmetric links , like “ Manager Of / Managed By , ” the 
schema to unstructured data to facilitate further use of the parent and child may reflects the direction of the link . 
data . Thus , the ontology of the object based data system may 

Implementations may involve the organization of unstruc- 50 define the way in which data is organized in the object based 
tured data into object based data structures defined by a data data system . The ontology defines the types of objects that 
ontology and / or into tabular based data structures defined by may be stored and the components of the defined data 
a data schema . objects 101 as well as the manner in which the defined data 

FIG . 1 depicts an object based data structure 100. Object objects may link to one another via data links 105 . 
based data structure 100 is centered around data objects 101. 55 FIG . 2 depicts a user interface for facilitating the creation 
Each data object 101 may include several components , of data objects from unstructured data . A user may operate 
including one or more object properties 102 , one or more the interface via a personal user device , such as a laptop , 
data notes 103 , one or more media components 104 , and one tablet , smartphone , or other computing device . In some 
or more data links 105. The origin of data stored in data implementations , a remote server may provide the data 
object 101 may be stored in a data source record 106 that 60 object tagging tasks to the user device . Tasks may be 
indicates a data source 107 of the stored data . transmitted to the user device individually , one by one , as the 

The object model is the framework for how data is stored . user completes each previous task . Tasks may also be 
The object model is further defined by an ontology , defining transmitted to the user device in groups , wherein a user 
the types of data and how they are stored in a given system . device receives multiple tasks at once to be completed 
The ontology may be dynamic , updated to match evolving 65 before additional tasks are sent . In some implementations , 
needs of the system and analysts . The ontology may define data object tagging tasks may be generated by the user 
types of data objects 101 , object properties 102 , and data device itself , based either on remotely or locally stored data . 
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In some implementations , data object tagging tasks may be more potential term classifications according to the tagging 
provided as part of a crowd - sourcing project . In a crowd structure 206 and natural language processing results . More 
sourcing project the same task may be provided to more than than one potential term classifications may be applied to 
one user to improve the accuracy of tagging . In such an each term because some of the tagging elements 210 of 
example , the system may extract a data object according to tagging structure 206 may accept the same type of term . For 
all of the user responses . example , the payor and payee fields of a cash transaction 

User device 200 may provide a data object tagging task to may both accept names of people or institutions . 
a user via user interface 250. User interface 250 may be The system may be configured to receive from the user , configured to provide prompts to a user to assist in a task of 
tagging unstructured data for data object generation . A 10 210 of tagging structure 206. The system may assist the user selections of terms corresponding to the tagging elements 
tagging task may be provided to a user for the generation or 
extraction of a created data object 201 , including at least one in selecting the most appropriate terms for each tagging 

element 210. The system may highlight or otherwise empha or more object properties 202 , one or more data notes 203 , 
one or more media components 204 , and one or more data size or indicate a tagging element 210 field for which a 
links 205. Unstructured data 212 , for example , free form text 15 corresponding term is sought . The system may provide the 
describing a cash transaction , may be displayed to a user . user with a prompt 214 providing information about the term 
The structure of the created data object 201 may provide a being sought as a corresponding match to the highlighted 
template for the tagging task and may correspond to the tagging element 210. Prompt 214 may include a question , 
description provided by the unstructured data 212. For e.g. , “ Who is the payee ?, " as shown in FIG . 2. Prompt 214 
example , a created data object 201 corresponding to unstruc- 20 may also include hints , single words , descriptions , and any 
tured data 212 describing a cash transaction may include other information useful in helping a user select an appro 
object properties 202 for a payor , a payee , a dollar amount , priate term to correspond to the tagging element . The system 
and a transaction date . may further provide suggested terms 211 from the unstruc 

The task provided to the user may include a tagging tured data 212 as being potential matches for tagging 
structure 206 including one or more tagging elements 210 25 elements 210. Suggested terms 211 may be highlighted , 
and a narrative structure . Each tagging element 210 may bolded , italicized , or otherwise emphasized or indicated 
include an element classification corresponding to an object within the body of the unstructured document 212. Sug 
property type to which it corresponds . For example , a gested terms 211 may be selected according to attributes 
tagging element 210 corresponding to the payor object shared with tagging elements 210 for which they are sug 
property 202 may include an element classification that 30 gested to conform . The system may receive , from the user , 
matches the object property type of the payor object prop a selection of one or more terms from the unstructured data 
erty 202 , i.e. , a person's or institution's name . The narrative 212 to correspond to the prompted tagging element 210. It 
structure 206 may include information about relationships is not required that the selected ter be chosen from the 
between object properties 202 to which tagging elements suggested terms 211 . 
210 correspond . For example , a narrative structure repre- 35 For example , in the cash transaction example , the system 
senting the relationship between a payor object A and a may prompt the user to successively choose terms from 
payee object B may be “ A paid B. ” Narrative structure may unstructured document 212 that correspond to tagging ele 
further include information , such as hints , prompts , and ments 210 based on the tagging structure 206 “ [ PERSON / 
questions , to describe attributes or characteristics of object INSTITUTION ] paid [ AMOUNT ] to [ PERSON / INSTITU 
properties 210. For example , prompt 214 may be included 40 TION ] on [ DATE ] , ” as illustrated in FIG . 2. Prompt 214 
within the narrative structure of a tagging structure 206 . may ask the user questions to assist in selecting the appro 

The system may perform natural language processing on priate term , such as “ Who is the payor ? ” , “ How much was 
the unstructured data 212. A natural language processing paid ? ” , “ Who is the payee ? ” , and “ When was payment 
module in operation on the system may perform content made ? ” In turn , the system may provide suggested terms 211 
detection on the text of unstructured data 212 and / or asso- 45 that correspond to the object property type required by 
ciated terms . As user herein , “ terms ” refers to words , groups tagging element 210. After a user has made a selection for 
of words , and / or phrases that may appear in the text of the each of the tagging elements 210 , the tagging task may be 
unstructured data . Content detection may be used to recog completed by the system by generating created data object 
nize the grammar , structure , and content of the unstructured 201 from the user's selections , including at least one or more 
data 212. Content detection may be performed to determine 50 object properties 202 , one or more data notes 203 , and one 
the nature of the terms used in the text of unstructured data or more media components 204 corresponding to the tagging 
212. For example , the natural language processing module elements 210 . 
may identify terms for their role as parts of speech ( nouns , In some implementations , the system may further prompt 
adjectives , etc. ) , role in sentences ( subject , direct object , the user in the creation of one or more data links 205. For 
verb , etc. ) , and role in the overall content of the unstructured 55 example , the system may present the user with a plurality of 
data 212 ( e.g. , whether the term plays a major or minor role ) . records and request that the user select the record corre 

The system may analyze the natural language processing sponding to the just selected payee ( or any other tagging 
results of the unstructured data 212 in accordance with element 210 of tagging structure 206. ) The system may then 
tagging structure 206 to identify one or more potential term generate a link 205 between the newly created data object 
classifications of the terms used in the unstructured data 212. 60 201 and the record selected by the user . 
For example , natural language processing may determine Tagging structure 206 , tagging elements 210 , created data 
that a term is the name of a person . When processed in object 201 , and unstructured data 212 are discussed with 
accordance with tagging structure 206 , the person names respect to FIG . 2 in the context of a specific example . It is 
may be interpreted as potentially corresponding to object understood that the technology is not limited to the pre 
properties 202 that may accept a person's name , e.g. , the 65 sented example , and that tasks generated by the system and 
payor and payee fields in the cash transaction example . Each presented to a user may be used to extract objects from 
term used in the unstructured data 212 may receive one or unstructured data of many alternative forms . 
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FIG . 3 depicts a system 300 for facilitating the transform tions that program user device 340 to perform various 
and visualization of tabular based data . In one implementa operations , each of which are described in greater detail 
tion , system 300 may include a computer system 310 , a user herein . As used herein , for convenience , the various instruc 
device 340 , a template storage module 350 , an unstructured tion modules will be described as performing an operation , 
data storage module 351 , and a created data object module 5 when , in fact , the various instructions program the proces 
352 , in communication via network 302 , and / or other com sors 342 ( and therefore user device 340 ) to perform the 
ponents . Data modules 350 , 351 , and 352 are illustrated in operation . User device 340 may further be programmed with 
FIG . 1 as separate from computer system 310 and user database access module 312 , natural language processing 
device 340. In some implementations , data modules 350 , module 314 , template creation module 316 , tagging module 
351 , 352 may be stored on the computer system 310 , user 10 318 , object creation module 322 , as described with respect 
device 340 , or at a remote location . to computer system 310 . 

Template storage module 350 may be a computer memory Various aspects of the transform facilitation system may 
configured to store data . Template storage module 350 may operate on computer system 310 and / or on user device 340 . 
store tagging templates 206 for use by system 300 in That is , the various modules described herein may each 
facilitating tagging of and object generation from unstruc- 15 operate on one or both of computer system 310 and / or user 
tured data . Unstructured data storage module 351 may be a device 340 . 
computer memory configured to store data . Unstructured Database access module 312 , may be a software module 
data storage module 351 may store unstructured data 212 operating on computer system 310 and / or user device 340 . 
from which the system 300 may extract organized data Database access module 312 may be configured to provide 
objects . Created data object module 352 may be a computer 20 system access to data sources 350 , 351 , 352. Database 
memory configured to store data . Created data object mod access module 512 may be configured to read and write to 
ule 352 may store created data objects 201 generated by data source 350 , 351 , 352 , as well as carry out searches , 
tagging operations of system 300 . queries , and any other database functionality required by 

Computer system 310 may be configured as a server ( e.g. , computer system 310 and / or user device 340. Database 
having one or more server blades , processors , etc. ) , a 25 access module 312 may access data objects 201 , unstruc 
personal computer ( e.g. , a desktop computer , a laptop com tured data 211 , tagging structures 206 , and any other data 
puter , etc. ) , a smartphone , a tablet computing device , and / or stored in memory . 
other device that can be programmed to receive tabular data Natural language processing module 314 may be a soft 
or object based data , provide services for the manipulation ware module operating on computer system 310 and / or user 
of the data , and provide services for transformation and 30 device 340. Natural language processing module 314 may 
display of the data . include programming instructions that cause the host com 

Computer system 310 may include one or more proces puter system to perform natural language processing opera 
sors 332 ( also interchangeably referred to herein as proces tions , including context recognition on unstructured textual 
sors 332 , processor ( s ) 332 , or processor 332 for conve data . In system 300 , natural language processing module 
nience ) , one or more storage devices 334 , and / or other 35 314 may perform natural language processing on the terms 
components . Processors 332 may be programmed by one or of unstructured data 212. Natural language processing may 
more computer program instructions stored on storage determine characteristics of the terms used in unstructured 
device 334. For example , processors 332 may be pro data 212 , both individually ( e.g. , parts of speech ) and 
grammed by database access module 312 , natural language contextually ( e.g. , grammatical role in a sentence . ) Natural 
processing module 314 , template creation module 316 , 40 language processing module 314 may assign term classifi 
tagging module 318 , object creation module 322 , and / or cations to one or more of all the terms of the unstructured 
other instructions that program computer system 310 to data 212. Identified characteristics of terms from unstruc 
perform various operations , each of which are described in tured data 212 may be used by other aspects of system 300 
greater detail herein . As used herein , for convenience , the to assist with object generation and extraction . 
various instruction modules , systems , and engines will be 45 Template creation module 316 may be a software module 
described as performing an operation , when , in fact , the operating on computer system 310 and / or user device 340 . 
various instructions program the processors 332 ( and there Template creation module 316 may include programming 
fore computer system 310 ) to perform the operation . Further instructions that cause the host computer system to receive 
details and features of a computer system 310 configured for template creation instructions from a user and create a 
implementing features of the described technology may be 50 tagging template 206. A tagging template 206 may be 
understood with respect to computer system 500 as illus created to facilitate the creation , generation , and / or extrac 
trated in FIG . 5 . tion of a specific data object 201. Thus , tagging template 206 
User device 340 may be configured as a server ( e.g. , may include one or more tagging elements 210 , each asso 

having one or more server blades , processors , etc. ) , a ciated with an object property of a data object 201. Template 
personal computer ( e.g. , a desktop computer , a laptop com- 55 creation module 316 may generate the appropriate tagging 
puter , etc. ) , a smartphone , a tablet computing device , and / or elements 210 for a tagging template 206 according to the 
other device that can be programmed to receive tabular data properties , fields , attributes , and characteristics of a data 
or object based data , provide services for the manipulation object 201. Template creation module 316 may further 
of the data , and provide services for transformation and receive from a user a narrative structure describing the 
display of the data . 60 relationship between the object properties 202 of a data 
User device 340 may include one or more processors 342 object 201 . 

( also interchangeably referred to herein as processors 342 , Tagging module 318 may be a software module in opera 
processor ( s ) 342 , or processor 342 for convenience ) , one or tion on computer system 310 and / or user device 340. Tag 
more storage devices 344 , and / or other components . Pro ging module 318 may include programming instructions that 
cessors 342 may be programmed by one or more computer 65 cause the host computer system to receive tagging instruc 
program instructions . For example , processors 342 may be tions from a user and apply the instructions to the terms of 
programmed by interface module 324 , and / or other instruc unstructured data 212. Tagging module 318 may receive , via 
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interface module 324 , one or more selected terms of the software modules may be implemented by alternative soft 
unstructured data 212 indicated as corresponding to one or ware modules configured in different arrangements and with 
more tagging elements 210. Term classifications of the alternative function sets . 
selected terms may match the element classifications of their The description of the functionality provided by the 
corresponding tagging elements 210 . 5 different instructions described herein is for illustrative 

Object creation module 322 may be a software module purposes , and is not intended to be limiting , as any of 
operating on computer system 310 and / or user device 340 . instructions may provide more or less functionality than is 
Object creation module 322 may include programming described . For example , one or more of the instructions may 
instructions that cause the host computer system to create or be eliminated , and some or all of its functionality may be 
generate a data object 201 from the unstructured data 212 10 provided by other ones of the instructions . As another 
according to the selected terms corresponding to the tagging example , processor ( s ) 332 , 342 may be programmed by one 
elements 210 of the tagging template 206. As discussed or more additional instructions that may perform some or all 
above , the tagging elements 210 of tagging template 206 of the functionality attributed herein to one of the instruc 
may each correspond to an object property 202 of a data tions . 
object 201. Accordingly , the selected terms received from 15 The various instructions described herein may be stored in 
the user , which each correspond to a tagging element 210 of a storage device 334 , 344 which may comprise random 
the tagging template 206 , may also correspond to the object access memory ( RAM ) , read only memory ( ROM ) , and / or 
properties 202 of a data object 201. Object creation module other memory . The storage device may store the computer 
322 may generate a data object 201 based on the selected program instructions ( e.g. , the aforementioned instructions ) 
terms corresponding to the tagging elements 201. Thus , a 20 to be executed by processor 332 , 342 as well as data that 
data object 201 may be generated from unstructured data may be manipulated by processor 332 , 342. The storage 
212 . device may comprise floppy disks , hard disks , optical disks , 

Interface module 324 may be a software module operating tapes , or other storage media for storing computer - execut 
on computer system 310 and / or user device 340. Interface able instructions and / or data . 
module 324 may include programming instructions that 25 The various components illustrated in FIG . 3 may be 
cause the host computer system to provide a computer coupled to at least one other component via a network 302 , 
display interface to a user and to receive input from the user . which may include any one or more of , for instance , the 
Interface module 324 may generate and provide interface Internet , an intranet , a PAN ( Personal Area Network ) , a LAN 
250 to a user via a computer display . Interface module 324 ( Local Area Network ) , a WAN ( Wide Area Network ) , a SAN 
may be configured to present to the user , via a generated 30 ( Storage Area Network ) , a MAN ( Metropolitan Area Net 
interface , unstructured data 212 , tagging template 206 , and work ) , a wireless network , a cellular communications net 
prompt 214. Interface module 324 may be configured to work , a Public Switched Telephone Network , and / or other 
highlight suggested terms 211 according to a comparison network . In FIG . 3 , as well as in other drawing Figures , 
between element classifications of tagging elements 210 and different numbers of entities than those depicted may be 
term classifications of the suggested terms 211. Interface 35 used . Furthermore , according to various implementations , 
module 324 may be configured to guide a user through the the components described herein may be implemented in 
successive selection of selected terms corresponding to hardware and / or software that configure hardware . 
tagging elements 210 by providing prompt 214 and high FIG . 4 depicts a process flow chart of a method 400 for 
lighting suggested terms 211. Interface module 324 may be extracting data objects from unstructured data . The various 
configured to receive user input identifying selected terms . 40 processing operations and / or data flows depicted in FIG . 4 
Interface module 324 may be configured to transmit infor ( and in the other drawing figures ) are described in greater 
mation indicative of the user inputs about selected terms to detail herein . The described operations may be accom 
tagging module 320 for creation of data object 201 . plished using some or all of the system components 

Although illustrated in FIG . 3 as a single component , described in detail above and , in some implementations , 
computer system 310 and user device 340 may each include 45 various operations may be performed in different sequences 
a plurality of individual components ( e.g. , computer and various operations may be omitted . Additional opera 
devices ) each programmed with at least some of the func tions may be performed along with some or all of the 
tions described herein . In this manner , some components of operations shown in the depicted flow diagrams . One or 
computer system 310 and / or user device 340 may perform more operations may be performed simultaneously . Accord 
some functions while other components may perform other 50 ingly , the operations as illustrated ( and described in greater 
functions , as would be appreciated . The one or more pro detail below ) are exemplary by nature and , as such , should 
cessors 332 , 342 may each include one or more physical not be viewed as limiting . 
processors that are programmed by computer program In an operation 402 , method 400 may include obtaining 
instructions . The various instructions described herein are unstructured data 212. Unstructured data may be obtained , 
exemplary only . Other configurations and numbers of 55 for example , from unstructured data storage module 351 , by 
instructions may be used , so long as the processor ( s ) 332 , database access module 312. Obtained unstructured data 212 
342 are programmed to perform the functions described may be used for the generation of data objects 201 based on 
herein . the data . Obtaining unstructured data 212 may include 

Furthermore , it should be appreciated that although the obtaining a single unstructured document for the generation 
various instructions are illustrated in FIG . 3 as being co- 60 of a single corresponding data object 201 and / or may 
located within a single processing unit , in implementations include obtaining many unstructured documents for the 
in which processor ( s ) 332 , 342 includes multiple processing generation of a corresponding number of data objects 201 . 
units , one or more instructions may be executed remotely In an operation 404 , the unstructured data 212 may be 
from the other instructions . processed via natural language processing . Natural language 

Additionally , the modular software breakdown as illus- 65 processing module 314 may operate to classify the terms of 
trated in FIG . 3 is prepared for illustrative purposes only . unstructured data 212. Unstructured data 212 may be stored 
The various instructions described with respect to specific in unstructured data storage module 351 with information 
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about the term classifications for later access . In some to bus 502 for storing static information and instructions for 
implementations , unstructured data 212 and associated clas processor 504. A storage device 510 , such as a magnetic 
sified terms may be transmitted to interface module 324 for disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc. , is 
display to a user via a computer display . provided and coupled to bus 502 for storing information and 

In an operation 406 , a tagging template 206 may be 5 instructions . 
obtained . Tagging template 206 may be obtained by data The computer system 500 may be coupled via bus 502 to 
base access module 312 from template data storage module a display 512 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD 
350. The obtained tagging template 206 may include one or display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to a 
more tagging elements 210 and a narrative structure indi computer user . An input device 514 , including alphanumeric 
cating a relationship between the tagging elements 210 . 10 and other keys , is coupled to bus 502 for communicating 

In an operation 408 , method 400 may include identifying information and command selections to processor 504 . 
suggested terms 211 in unstructured data 212. Identified Another type of user input device is cursor control 516 , such 
suggested terms 211 may include a term classification ( as as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
determined by natural language processing ) that matches an municating direction information and command selections 
element classification of the tagging element 210 for which 15 to processor 504 and for controlling cursor movement on 
it is suggested as a match . display 512. This input device typically has two degrees of 

In an operation 410 , method 400 may include receiving freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis 
one or more selected terms corresponding to tagging ele ( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
ments 210 and according to user input . Interface module 324 plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
may be provided to facilitate input from a user designating 20 and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
terms to correspond to the tagging elements 210 of tagging mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
template 206 as selected terms . The selected terms may be 
transmitted by interface module 324 to tagging module 318 . The computing system 500 may include a user interface 

In an operation 412 , method 400 may include generating module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass 
or creating a data object from the unstructured data 212 and 25 storage device as executable software codes that are 
according the one or more selected terms corresponding to executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod 
tagging elements 210 of tagging template 206. Each of the ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 
selected terms may correspond to a tagging element 210 , software components , object - oriented software components , 
which may in turn correspond to a data object property 202 class components and task components , processes , func 
of a created data object 201. The generated data object 201 30 tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
may thus be generated from the unstructured data 212 in an gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
organized fashion . The generated data object 201 may be databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
associated with the unstructured data 212 such that the In general , the word " mo ile , " as used ein , refers 
source of the object properties 202 data object 201 may logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a collection 
remain known . In some implementations , unstructured data 35 of software instructions , possibly having entry and exit 
212 may be included in data object 201 . points , written in a programming language , such as , for 

Thus , object extraction method 400 may provide a example , Java , C or C ++ . A software module may be 
method for extracting organized object based data from an compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
unstructured data set . A user's assistance may be facilitated a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted 
during the data extraction process . The user may provide 40 programming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , 
input by selecting terms from the unstructured data set that or Python . It will be appreciated that software modules may 
match the object properties 202 of the data object 201 being be callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or 
created . The system may assist the user in selecting the may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
correct terms by highlighting or otherwise emphasizing Software modules configured for execution on computing 
terms in the unstructured data 212 that may match the object 45 devices may be provided on a computer readable medium , 
properties 202 . such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 

FIG . 5 depicts a block diagram of an example computer magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
system 500 in which any of the embodiments described download ( and may be originally stored in a compressed or 
herein may be implemented . The computer system 500 installable format that requires installation , decompression 
includes a bus 502 or other communication mechanism for 50 or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code may 
communicating information , one or more hardware proces be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the 
sors 504 coupled with bus 502 for processing information . executing computing device , for execution by the computing 
Hardware processor ( s ) 504 may be , for example , one or device . Software instructions may be embedded in firmware , 
more general purpose microprocessors . such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 

The computer system 500 also includes a main memory 55 hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic 
506 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , cache and / or units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised 
other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 502 for of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
storing information and instructions to be executed by processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
processor 504. Main memory 506 also may be used for described herein are preferably implemented as software 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa- 60 modules , but may be represented in hardware or firmware . 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
processor 504. Such instructions , when stored in storage modules that may be combined with other modules or 
media accessible to processor 504 , render computer system divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
500 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to or storage . 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . The computer system 500 may implement the techniques 

The computer system 500 further includes a read only described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or 
memory ( ROM ) 508 or other static storage device coupled more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic 

65 
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which in combination with the computer system causes or links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
programs computer system 500 to be a special - purpose communication interface 518 sends and receives electrical , 
machine . According to one embodiment , the techniques electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
herein are performed by computer system 500 in response to streams representing various types of information . 
processor ( s ) 504 executing one or more sequences of one or A network link typically provides data communication 
more instructions contained in main memory 506. Such through one or more networks to other data devices . For 
instructions may be read into main memory 506 from example , a network link may provide a connection through 
another storage medium , such as storage device 510. Execu local network to a host computer or to data equipment 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) . The ISP in 
memory 506 causes processor ( s ) 504 to perform the process 10 turn provides data communication services through the 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard world wide packet data communication network now com 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination monly referred to as the “ Internet ” . Local network and 
with software instructions . Internet both use electrical , electromagnetic or optical sig 

The term “ non - transitory media , ” and similar terms , as nals that carry digital data streams . The signals through the 
used herein refers to any media that store data and / or 15 various networks and the signals on network link and 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific through communication interface 518 , which carry the digi 
fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise non tal data to and from computer system 500 , are example 
volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media forms of transmission media . 
includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such as The computer system 500 can send messages and receive 
storage device 510. Volatile media includes dynamic 20 data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net 
memory , such as main memory 506. Common forms of work link and communication interface 518. In the Internet 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a example , a server might transmit a requested code for an 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or application program through the Internet , the ISP , the local 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any network and the communication interface 518 . 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 25 The received code may be executed by processor 504 as 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a it is received , and / or stored in storage device 510 , or other 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or non - volatile storage for later execution . 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms described 
Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be used in in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and fully or 

conjunction with transmission media . Transmission media 30 partially automated by , code modules executed by one or 
participates in transferring information between non - transi more computer systems or computer processors comprising 
tory media . For example , transmission media includes computer hardware . The processes and algorithms may be 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the implemented partially or wholly in application - specific cir 
wires that comprise bus 502. Transmission media can also cuitry . 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 35 The various features and processes described above may 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi be used independently of one another , or may be combined 
cations . in various ways . All possible combinations and sub - combi 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one nations are intended to fall within the scope of this disclo 
or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor sure . In addition , certain method or process blocks may be 
504 for execution . For example , the instructions may ini- 40 omitted in some implementations . The methods and pro 
tially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
remote computer . The remote computer can load the instruc sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over performed in other sequences that are appropriate . For 
a telephone line using a modem . A modem local to computer example , described blocks or states may be performed in an 
system 500 can receive the data on the telephone line and 45 order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
data on bus 502. Bus 502 carries the data to main memory added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
506 , from which processor 504 retrieves and executes the 50 ments . The example systems and components described 
instructions . The instructions received by main memory 506 herein may be configured differently than described . For 
may retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 
received by main memory 506 may optionally be stored on rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
storage device 510 either before or after execution by ments . 
processor 504 . Conditional language , such as , among others , “ can , " 

The computer system 500 also includes a communication “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated oth 
interface 518 coupled to bus 502. Communication interface erwise , or otherwise understood within the context as used , 
518 provides a two - way data communication coupling to is generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
one or more network links that are connected to one or more include , while other embodiments do not include , certain 
local networks . For example , communication interface 518 60 features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such conditional lan 
may be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , guage is not generally intended to imply that features , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data elements and / or steps are in any way required for one or 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele more embodiments or that one or more embodiments nec 
phone line . As another example , communication interface essarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
518 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 65 input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . Wireless embodiment . 
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Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in the flow that is physically constructed , permanently configured ( e.g. , 
diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the attached hardwired ) , or temporarily configured ( e.g. , programmed ) to 
figures should be understood as potentially representing operate in a certain manner or to perform certain operations 
modules , segments , or portions of code which include one or described herein . As used herein , “ hardware - implemented 
more executable instructions for implementing specific logi- 5 engine ” refers to a hardware engine . Considering embodi 
cal functions or steps in the process . Alternate implementa ments in which hardware engines are temporarily configured 
tions are included within the scope of the embodiments ( e.g. , programmed ) , each of the hardware engines need not 
described herein in which elements or functions may be be configured or instantiated at any one instance in time . For 
deleted , executed out of order from that shown or discussed , example , where a hardware engine comprises a general 
including substantially concurrently or in reverse order , 10 purpose processor configured by software to become a 
depending on the functionality involved , as would be under special - purpose processor , the general - purpose processor 
stood by those skilled in the art . may be configured as respectively different special - purpose 

It should be emphasized that many variations and modi processors ( e.g. , comprising different hardware engines ) at 
fications may be made to the above - described embodiments , different times . Software accordingly configures a particular 
the elements of which are to be understood as being among 15 processor or processors , for example , to constitute a par 
other acceptable examples . All such modifications and varia ticular hardware engine at one instance of time and to 
tions are intended to be included herein within the scope of constitute a different hardware engine at a different instance 
this disclosure . The foregoing description details certain of time . 
embodiments . It will be appreciated , however , that no matter Hardware engines can provide information to , and receive 
how detailed the foregoing appears in text , the invention can 20 information from , other hardware engines . Accordingly , the 
be practiced in many ways . As is also stated above , it should described hardware engines may be regarded as being 
be noted that the use of particular terminology when describ communicatively coupled . Where multiple hardware 
ing certain features or aspects of the invention should not be engines exist contemporaneously , communications may be 
taken to imply that the terminology is being re - defined achieved through signal transmission ( e.g. , over appropriate 
herein to be restricted to including any specific characteris- 25 circuits and buses ) between or among two or more of the 
tics of the features or aspects of the invention with which hardware engines . In embodiments in which multiple hard 
that terminology is associated . The scope of the invention ware engines are configured or instantiated at different 
should therefore be construed in accordance with the times , communications between such hardware engines may 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof . be achieved , for example , through the storage and retrieval 
Engines , Components , and Logic 30 of information in memory structures to which the multiple 

Certain embodiments are described herein as including hardware engines have access . For example , one hardware 
logic or a number of components , engines , or mechanisms . engine may perform an operation and store the output of that 
Engines may constitute either software engines ( e.g. , code operation in a memory device to which it is communica 
embodied on a machine - readable medium ) or hardware tively coupled . A further hardware engine may then , at a 
engines . A “ hardware engine ” is a tangible unit capable of 35 later time , access the memory device to retrieve and process 
performing certain operations and may be configured or the stored output . Hardware engines may also initiate com 
arranged in a certain physical manner . In various example munications with input or output devices , and can operate on 
embodiments , one or more computer systems ( e.g. , a stand a resource ( e.g. , a collection of information ) . 
alone computer system , a client computer system , or a server The various operations of example methods described 
computer system ) or one or more hardware engines of a 40 herein may be performed , at least partially , by one or more 
computer system ( e.g. , a processor or a group of processors ) processors that are temporarily configured ( e.g. , by soft 
may be configured by software ( e.g. , an application or ware ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 
application portion ) as a hardware engine that operates to operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , 
perform certain operations as described herein . such processors may constitute processor - implemented 

In some embodiments , a hardware engine may be imple- 45 engines that operate to perform one or more operations or 
mented mechanically , electronically , or any suitable combi functions described herein . As used herein , " processor 
nation thereof . For example , a hardware engine may include implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine imple 
dedicated circuitry or logic that is permanently configured to mented using one or more processors . 
perform certain operations . For example , a hardware engine Similarly , the methods described herein may be at least 
may be a special - purpose processor , such as a Field - Pro- 50 partially processor - implemented , with a particular processor 
grammable Gate Array ( FPGA ) or an Application Specific or processors being an example of hardware . For example , 
Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) . A hardware engine may also at least some of the operations of a method may be per 
include programmable logic or circuitry that is temporarily formed by one or more processors or processor - imple 
configured by software to perform certain operations . For mented engines . Moreover , the one or more processors may 
example , a hardware engine may include software executed 55 also operate to support performance of the relevant opera 
by a general - purpose processor or other programmable tions in a “ cloud computing ” environment or as a “ software 
processor . Once configured by such software , hardware as a service ” ( SaaS ) . For example , at least some of the 
engines become specific machines ( or specific components operations may be performed by a group of computers ( as 
of a machine ) uniquely tailored to perform the configured examples of machines including processors ) , with these 
functions and are no longer general - purpose processors . It 60 operations being accessible via a network ( e.g. , the Internet ) 
will be appreciated that the decision to implement a hard and via one or more appropriate interfaces ( e.g. , an Appli 
ware engine mechanically , in dedicated and permanently cation Program Interface ( API ) ) . 
configured circuitry , or in temporarily configured circuitry The performance of certain of the operations may be 
( e.g. , configured by software ) may be driven by cost and distributed among the processors , not only residing within a 
time considerations . 65 single machine , but deployed across a number of machines . 

Accordingly , the phrase " hardware engine ” should be In some example embodiments , the processors or processor 
understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an entity implemented engines may be located in a single geographic 
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location ( e.g. , within a home environment , an office envi aries between various resources , operations , engines , 
ronment , or a server farm ) . In other example embodiments , engines , and data stores are somewhat arbitrary , and par 
the processors or processor - implemented engines may be ticular operations are illustrated in a context of specific 
distributed across a number of geographic locations . illustrative configurations . Other allocations of functionality 
Language are envisioned and may fall within a scope of various 

Throughout this specification , plural instances may imple embodiments of the present disclosure . In general , structures 
ment components , operations , or structures described as a and functionality presented as separate resources in the 
single instance . Although individual operations of one or example configurations may be implemented as a combined 
more methods are illustrated and described as separate structure or resource . Similarly , structures and functionality 
operations , one or more of the individual operations may be 10 presented as a single resource may be implemented as 
performed concurrently , and nothing requires that the opera separate resources . These and other variations , modifica 
tions be performed in the order illustrated . Structures and tions , additions , and improvements fall within a scope of 
functionality presented as separate components in example embodiments of the present disclosure as represented by the 
configurations may be implemented as a combined structure appended claims . The specification and drawings are , 
or component . Similarly , structures and functionality pre- 15 accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
sented as a single component may be implemented as restrictive sense . 
separate components . These and other variations , modifica Conditional language , such as , among others , “ can , ” 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within the scope of “ could , ” " might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated oth 
the subject matter herein . erwise , or otherwise understood within the context as used , 

Although an overview of the subject matter has been 20 is generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
described with reference to specific example embodiments , include , while other embodiments do not include , certain 
various modifications and changes may be made to these features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such conditional lan 
embodiments without departing from the broader scope of guage is not generally intended to imply that features , 
embodiments of the present disclosure . Such embodiments elements and / or steps are in any way required for one or 
of the subject matter may be referred to herein , individually 25 more embodiments or that one or more embodiments nec 
or collectively , by the term “ invention ” merely for conve essarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
nience and without intending to voluntarily limit the scope input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
of this application to any single disclosure or concept if more steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
than one is , in fact , disclosed . embodiment . 

The embodiments illustrated herein are described in suf- 30 Although the invention has been described in detail for 
ficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to practice the the purpose of illustration based on what is currently con 
teachings disclosed . Other embodiments may be used and sidered to be the most practical and preferred implementa 
derived therefrom , such that structural and logical substitu tions , it is to be understood that such detail is solely for that 
tions and changes may be made without departing from the purpose and that the invention is not limited to the disclosed 
scope of this disclosure . The Detailed Description , therefore , 35 implementations , but , on the contrary , is intended to cover 
is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope of various modifications and equivalent arrangements that are within 
embodiments is defined only by the appended claims , along the spirit and scope of the appended claims . For example , it 
with the full range of equivalents to which such claims are is to be understood that the present invention contemplates 
entitled that , to the extent possible , one or more features of any 

It will be appreciated that an “ engine , ” “ system , ” “ data 40 embodiment can be combined with one or more features of 
store , " and / or " database ” may comprise software , hardware , any other embodiment . 
firmware , and / or circuitry . In one example , one or more Other implementations , uses and advantages of the inven 
software programs comprising instructions capable of being tion will be apparent to those skilled in the art from 
executable by a processor may perform one or more of the consideration of the specification and practice of the inven 
functions of the engines , data stores , databases , or systems 45 tion disclosed herein . The specification should be considered 
described herein . In another example , circuitry may perform exemplary only , and the scope of the invention is accord 
the same or similar functions . Alternative embodiments may ingly intended to be limited only by the following claims . 
comprise more , less , or functionally equivalent engines , What is claimed is : 
systems , data stores , or databases , and still be within the 1. A system for extracting object data from an unstruc 
scope of present embodiments . For example , the function- 50 tured document : 
ality of the various systems , engines , data stores , and / or one or more processors and a memory storing instructions 
databases may be combined or divided differently . that , when executed by the one or more processors , 

" Open source ” software is defined herein to be source cause the system to : 
code that allows distribution as source code as well as receive an unstructured document comprising a plural 
compiled form , with a well - publicized and indexed means of 55 ity of terms , each term including at least one word , 
obtaining the source , optionally with a license that allows wherein the unstructured document is not organized 
modifications and derived works . according to an ontology ; 

The data stores described herein may be any suitable assign a term classification to the plurality of terms of 
structure ( e.g. , an active database , a relational database , a the unstructured document via natural language pro 
self - referential database , a table , a matrix , an array , a flat file , 60 cessing ; 
a documented - oriented storage system , a non - relational No create a tagging template for the unstructured document 
SQL system , and the like ) , and may be cloud - based or by generating a plurality of tagging elements of the 
otherwise . tagging template according to a required data object 

As used herein , the term “ or ” may be construed in either structure ; 
an inclusive or exclusive sense . Moreover , plural instances 65 obtain the tagging template for the unstructured docu 
may be provided for resources , operations , or structures ment , the tagging template including the plurality of 
described herein as a single instance . Additionally , bound tagging elements , each tagging element having an 
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element classification , the tagging template being receive , from a third user , a third plurality of selected 
obtained based on a particular ontology and a terms corresponding to the plurality of tagging ele 
description of the unstructured document , the plu ments , wherein the term classifications of the selected 
rality of tagging elements of the tagging template terms matches the element classification of the corre 
corresponding to one or more properties of the 5 sponding tagging elements ; and 
particular ontology ; wherein to generate the data object from the unstructured 

receive , from a user via an interface , a plurality of document the system is caused to generate the data 
selected terms corresponding to the plurality of tag object according to the plurality of selected terms , the 
ging elements , wherein the term classifications of the second plurality of selected terms , and the third plu 
selected terms matches the element classification of rality of selected terms . 
the corresponding tagging elements ; 7. The system of claim 1 , wherein to assign the term 

generate , from the unstructured document based on the classification to the plurality of terms , the system is further 
plurality of selected terms corresponding to the plu caused to assign to each of the plurality of terms at least one 
rality of tagging elements , a data object organized of a part of speech and a grammatical role . 
according to the particular ontology , the generated 8. A method for extracting object data from an unstruc 
data object conforming to the required data object tured document , the method being performed on a computer 
structure ; system having one or more physical processors programmed 

determine a selected tagging element from the plurality with computer program instructions that , when executed by 
of tagging elements ; 20 the one or more physical processors , cause the computer 

prompt to the user , via the interface , suggested terms system to perform the method , the method comprising : 
from the plurality of selected terms having a term receiving , by the computer system , an unstructured docu 
classification matching the element classification of ment comprising a plurality of terms , each term includ 
the selected tagging element ; and ing at least one word , wherein the unstructured docu 

receive , from the user , a narrative structure indicative 25 ment is not organized according to an ontology ; 
of at least one relationship between the plurality of assigning , by the computer system , a term classification to 
tagging elements of the tagging template . the plurality of terms of the unstructured document via 

2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the system is further natural language processing ; 
caused to provide , to the user via the interface , a visual creating a tagging template for the unstructured document 
display of the plurality of tagging elements and the narrative 30 by generating a plurality of tagging elements of the 
structure indicating the relationship between the plurality of tagging template according to a required data object 
tagging elements . structure ; 

3. The system of claim 1 , wherein the system is further obtaining , by the computer system , the tagging template 
caused to : for the unstructured document , the tagging template 

determine a selected tagging element from the plurality of 35 including the plurality of tagging elements , each tag 
tagging elements ; and ging element having an element classification , the 

provide , to the user , a prompt providing information about tagging template being obtained based on a particular 
at least one characteristic of the selected tagging ele ontology and a description of the unstructured docu 
ment . ment , the plurality of tagging elements of the tagging 

4. The system of claim 1 , wherein the system is further 40 template corresponding to one or more properties of the 
caused to : particular ontology ; 
determine a first selected tagging element from the plu receiving , by the computer system , from a user via an 

rality of tagging elements ; interface , a plurality of selected terms corresponding to 
identify the first selected tagging element to the user ; the plurality of tagging elements , wherein the term 
receive a first selected term corresponding to the first 45 classifications of the selected terms matches the ele 

selected tagging element according to user input ; ment classification of the corresponding tagging ele 
determine a second selected tagging element from the ments ; 

plurality of tagging elements ; generating , by the computer system from the unstructured 
identify the second selected tagging element to the user ; document based on the plurality of selected terms 
receive a second selected term corresponding to the 50 corresponding to the plurality of tagging elements , a 
second selected tagging element according to user data object organized according to the particular ontol 
input , ogy , the generated data object conforming to the 

wherein the plurality of selected terms includes at least required data object structure ; 
the first selected term and the second selected term . determining a selected tagging element from the plurality 

5. The system of claim 1 , wherein the system is further 55 of tagging elements ; 
caused to : prompting to the user , via the interface , suggested terms 

receive , from a user , a selection of a second data object ; from the plurality of selected terms having a term 
and classification matching the element classification of the 

store a data link between the generated data object and the selected tagging element ; and 
selected second data object . receiving , from the user , a narrative structure indicative of 

6. The system of claim 1 , wherein the system is further at least one relationship between the plurality of tag 
caused to : ging elements of the tagging template . 

receive , from a second user , a second plurality of selected 9. The method of claim 8 , further comprising providing , 
terms corresponding to the plurality of tagging ele by the computer system , to the user via the interface , a visual 
ments , wherein the term classifications of the selected 65 display of the plurality of tagging elements and the narrative 
terms matches the element classification of the corre structure indicating the relationship between the plurality of 
sponding tagging elements ; tagging elements . 

60 
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10. The method of claim 8 , further comprising : storing , by the computer system , a data link between the 
determining , by the computer system a selected tagging generated data object and the selected second data 
element from the plurality of tagging elements ; and object . 

providing , by the computer system , to the user , a prompt 13. The method of claim 8 , further comprising : 
providing information about at least one characteristic 5 receiving , by the computer system , from a second user , a 
of the selected tagging element . second plurality of selected terms corresponding to the 

11. The method of claim 8 , further comprising : plurality of tagging elements , wherein the term classi 
fications of the selected terms matches the element determining , by the computer system , a first selected 

tagging element from the plurality of tagging elements ; classification of the corresponding tagging elements ; 
identifying , by the computer system , the first selected receiving , by the computer system , from a third user , a 

tagging element to the user ; third plurality of selected terms corresponding to the 
receiving , by the computer system , a first selected term plurality of tagging elements , wherein the term classi 

fications of the selected terms matches the element corresponding to the first selected tagging element 
according to user input ; classification of the corresponding tagging elements ; 

and determining , by the computer system a second selected 
tagging element from the plurality of tagging elements ; wherein generating the data object from the unstructured 

identifying , by the computer system , the second selected document further includes generating the data object 
tagging element to the user ; and according to the plurality of selected terms , the second 

receiving , by the computer system , a second selected term plurality of selected terms , and the third plurality of 
selected terms . corresponding to the second selected tagging element 

according to user input , 14. The method of claim 8 , wherein assigning the term 
wherein the plurality of selected terms includes at least classification to the plurality of terms further includes 

the first selected term and the second selected term . assigning , by the computer system , to each of the plurality 
12. The method of claim 8 , further comprising : of terms at least one of a part of speech and a grammatical 

25 role . receiving , by the computer system , from a user , a selec 
tion of a second data object ; and 
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR ANALYZING FIG . 7 is a screenshot of an exemplary user interface 
ENTITY PERFORMANCE representing an entity performance , consistent with the 

embodiments of the present disclosure . 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED FIG . 8 is a screenshot of an exemplary user interface 

APPLICATION ( S ) 5 representing an entity performance , consistent with the 
embodiments of the present disclosure . 

This application is a continuation - in - part of U.S. patent FIG . 9 is a screenshot of an exemplary user interface 
application Ser . No. 14 / 306,138 , filed on Jun . 16 , 2014 , representing an entity performance , consistent with the 
which claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application No. embodiments of the present disclosure . 
61 / 916,795 , filed on Dec. 16 , 2013 ; is a continuation - in - part FIG . 10A is a flowchart representing an exemplary pro 
of U.S. patent application Ser . No. 14 / 306,147 , filed on Jun . cess for analyzing entity performance , consistent with the 
16 , 2014 , which claims priority to U.S. Provisional Appli embodiments of the present disclosure . 

FIG . 10B is a screenshot of an exemplary user interface cation No. 61 / 916,796 , filed on Dec. 16 , 2013 ; and is a representing an entity performance , consistent with the continuation - in - part of U.S. patent application Ser . No. 15 embodiments of the present disclosure . 14 / 306,154 , filed on Jun . 16 , 2014 , which claims priority to FIG . 11 is a flowchart representing an exemplary process U.S. Provisional Application No. 61 / 916,797 , filed on Dec. for comparing entity performance , consistent with the 16 , 2013. Each of the above applications are incorporated embodiments of the present disclosure . 
herein by reference in their entireties . FIG . 12 is a screenshot of an exemplary user interface 

20 representing a comparison of entity performance , consistent 
BACKGROUND with embodiments of the present disclosure 

FIG . 13 is a flowchart representing an exemplary process 
The amount of information being processed and stored is for estimating a consuming entity's location , consistent with 

rapidly increasing as technology advances present an ever the embodiments of the present disclosure . 
increasing ability to generate and store data . This data is 25 FIG . 14 is a flowchart representing an exemplary process 
commonly stored in computer - based systems in structured for estimating a provisioning entity's location , consistent 
data stores . For example , one common type of data store is with the embodiments of the present disclosure . 
a so - called “ flat ” file such as a spreadsheet , plain - text FIG . 15 is a flowchart representing an exemplary process 
document , or XML document . Another common type of data for estimating a provisioning entity's location , consistent 
store is a relational database comprising one or more tables . 30 with the embodiments of the present disclosure . 
Other examples of data stores that comprise structured data FIGS . 16A , 16B , and 16C are block diagrams represent 
include , without limitation , files systems , object collections , ing a method of computing travel times between two pro 
record collections , arrays , hierarchical trees , linked lists , visioning entities , consistent with the embodiments of the 
stacks , and combinations thereof . present disclosure . 
Numerous organizations , including industry , retail , and FIGS . 17-26 are screenshots of exemplary user interfaces , 

consistent with the embodiments of the present disclosure . government entities , recognize that important information FIG . 27 is a block diagram of an exemplary system for and decisions can be drawn if massive data sets can be analyzing entity performance , consistent with embodiments analyzed to identify patterns of behavior . Collecting and of the present disclosure classifying large sets of data in an appropriate manner allows FIGS . 28-34 are screenshots of exemplary user interfaces , these entities to more quickly and efficiently identify these consistent with the embodiments of the present disclosure . patterns , thereby allowing them to make more informed FIG . 35 is a block diagram representing a method of 
decisions . analyzing entity performance , consistent with the embodi 

ments of the present disclosure . 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS FIG . 36 is a block diagram representing a method of 

analyzing entity performance , consistent with the embodi 
Reference will now be made to the accompanying draw ments of the present disclosure . 

ings which illustrate exemplary embodiments of the present 
disclosure and in which : DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 

FIG . 1 illustrates , in block diagram form , an exemplary 50 EMBODIMENTS 
data fusion system for providing interactive data analysis , 
consistent with the embodiments of the present disclosure . This application expressly incorporates herein by refer 

FIG . 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system for ence the entirety of U.S. Non - Provisional patent application 
analyzing performance of an entity , consistent with the Ser . No. 14 / 045,720 , titled “ Systems and Methods for Ana 
embodiments of the present disclosure . 55 lyzing Performance of an Entity ” , filed on Oct. 3 , 2013 . 

FIG . 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer Reference will now be made in detail to the embodiments , 
system , consistent with the embodiments of the present the examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying 
disclosure . drawings . Whenever possible , the same reference numbers 

FIG . 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary data structure will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or 
accessed in the process of analyzing entity performance , 60 like parts . The terms interactions and transactions are 
consistent with the embodiments of the present disclosure . intended to covey the same meaning and can be used 

FIG . 5 is a block diagram of an exemplary scenario interchangeably throughout this disclosure . 
depicting a system for analyzing entity performance , con FIG . 1 illustrates , in block diagram form , an exemplary 
sistent with the embodiments of the present disclosure . data fusion system 100 for providing interactive data analy 

FIG . 6 is a flowchart representing an exemplary process 65 sis , consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
for analyzing entity performance , consistent with the Among other things , data fusion system 100 facilitates 
embodiments of the present disclosure . transformation of one or more data sources , such as data 

35 

40 

45 
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sources 130 ( e.g. , financial services systems 220 , geographic user could create a second parser definition that does match 
data systems 230 , provisioning entity management systems input data of “ Los Angeles Calif . ” The definition Address : 
240 and / or consuming entity data systems 250 , as shown in City , Address : State specifies that matching input data values 
FIG . 2 ) into an object model 160 whose semantics are map to components named “ City ” and “ State ” of the 
defined by an ontology 150. The transformation can be 5 Address property . As a result , parsing the input data using 
performed for a variety of reasons . For example , a database the parser definition results in assigning the value “ Los 
administrator can import data from data sources 130 into a Angeles ” to the Address : City component of the Address 
database 170 for persistently storing object model 160. As property , and the value “ CA ” to the Address : State compo 
another example , a data presentation component ( not nent of the Address property . 
depicted ) can transform input data from data sources 130 10 According to some embodiments , schema map 140 can 
“ on the fly ” into object model 160. The object model 160 can define how various elements of schemas 135 for data 
then be utilized , in conjunction with ontology 150 , for sources 130 map to various elements of ontology 150 . 
analysis through graphs and / or other data visualization tech Definition component 110 receives , calculates , extracts , or 
niques . otherwise identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130 . 

Data fusion system 100 comprises a definition component 15 Schemas 135 define the structure of data sources 130 ; for 
110 and a translation component 120 , both implemented by example , the names and other characteristics of tables , files , 
one or more processors of one or more computing devices or columns , fields , properties , and so forth . Definition compo 
systems executing hardware and / or software - based logic for nent 110 furthermore optionally identifies sample data 136 
providing various functionality and features of the present from data sources 130. Definition component 110 can fur 
disclosure , as described herein . As will be appreciated from 20 ther identify object type , relationship , and property defini 
the present disclosure , data fusion system 100 can comprise tions from ontology 150 , if any already exist . Definition 
fewer or additional components that provide the various component 110 can further identify pre - existing mappings 
functionalities and features described herein . Moreover , the from schema map 140 , if such mappings exist . 
number and arrangement of the components of data fusion Based on the identified information , definition component 
system 100 responsible for providing the various function- 25 110 can generate a graphical user interface 115. Graphical 
alities and features described herein can further vary from user interface 115 can be presented to users of a computing 
embodiment to embodiment . device via any suitable output mechanism ( e.g. , a display 

Definition component 110 generates and / or modifies screen , an image projection , etc. ) , and can further accept 
ontology 150 and a schema map 140. Exemplary embodi input from users of the computing device via any suitable 
ments for defining an ontology ( such as ontology 150 ) are 30 input mechanism ( e.g. , a keyboard , a mouse , a touch screen 
described in U.S. Pat . No. 7,962,495 ( the ' 495 patent ) , interface , etc. ) . Graphical user interface 115 features a visual 
issued on Jun . 14 , 2011 , the entire contents of which are workspace that visually depicts representations of the ele 
expressly incorporated herein by reference for all purposes . ments of ontology 150 for which mappings are defined in 
Consistent with certain embodiments disclosed in the ' 495 schema map 140 . 
patent , a dynamic ontology may be used to create a database . 35 In some embodiments , transformation component 120 can 
To create a database ontology , one or more object types may be invoked after schema map 140 and ontology 150 have 
be defined , where each object type includes one or more been defined or redefined . Transformation component 120 
properties . The attributes of object types or property types of identifies schema map 140 and ontology 150. Transforma 
the ontology can be edited or modified at any time . And , for tion component 120 further reads data sources 130 and 
each property type , at least one parser definition may be 40 identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130. For each 
created . The attributes of a parser definition can be edited or element of ontology 150 described in schema map 140 , 
modified at any time . transformation component 120 iterates through some or all 

In some embodiments , each property type is declared to of the data items of data sources 130 , generating elements of 
be representative of one or more object types . A property object model 160 in the manner specified by schema map 
type is representative of an object type when the property 45 140. In some embodiments , transformation component 120 
type is intuitively associated with the object type . Alterna can store a representation of each generated element of 
tively , each property type has one or more components and object model 160 in a database 170. In some embodiments , 
a base type . In some embodiments , a property type can transformation component 120 is further configured to syn 
comprise a string , a date , a number , or a composite type chronize changes in object model 160 back to data sources 
consisting of two or more string , date , or number elements . 50 130 . 
Thus , property types are extensible and can represent com Data sources 130 can be one or more sources of data , 
plex data structures . Further , a parser definition can refer including , without limitation , spreadsheet files , databases , 
ence a component of a complex property type as a unit or email folders , document collections , media collections , con 
token . tact directories , and so forth . Data sources 130 can include 

An example of a property having multiple components is 55 data structures stored persistently in non - volatile memory . 
an Address property having a City component and a State Data sources 130 can also or alternatively include temporary 
component . An example of raw input data is “ Los Angeles , data structures generated from underlying data sources via 
Calif . ” An example parser definition specifies an association data extraction components , such as a result set returned 
of imported input data to object property components as from a database server executing an database query . 
follows : { CITY } , { STATE } ? Address : State , Address : City . 60 Schema map 140 , ontology 150 , and schemas 135 can be 
In some embodiments , the association { CITY } , { STATE } is stored in any suitable structures , such as XML files , database 
defined in a parser definition using regular expression sym tables , and so forth . In some embodiments , ontology 150 is 
bology . The association ( CITY } , { STATE } indicates that a maintained persistently . Schema map 140 can or cannot be 
city string followed by a state string , and separated by a maintained persistently , depending on whether the transfor 
comma , comprises valid input data for a property of type 65 mation process is perpetual or a one - time event . Schemas 
Address . In contrast , input data of “ Los Angeles Calif . ” 135 need not be maintained in persistent memory , but can be 
would not be valid for the specified parser definition , but a cached for optimization . 
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Object model 160 comprises collections of elements such area location with the sales at a second location . As provi 
as typed objects , properties , and relationships . The collec sioning entities generally measure the performance of its 
tions can be structured in any suitable manner . In some locations based on their own interaction data ( e.g. , the 
embodiments , a database 170 stores the elements of object entity's sales across some or all of its locations ) , current 
model 160 , or representations thereof . Alternatively , the 5 methods of measuring performance do not consider sales 
elements of object model 160 are stored within database 170 made by competitors or demographic features of the areas of 
in a different underlying format , such as in a series of object , the provisioning entity's locations . 
property , and relationship tables in a relational database . Since current performance evaluation methods do not 

According to some embodiments , the functionalities , consider the sales of competitors or the demographic fea 
techniques , and components described herein are imple- 10 tures of the region of the provisioning entity location , 
mented by one or more special - purpose computing devices . measured performance may not represent the true perfor 
The special - purpose computing devices can be hard - wired to mance of a provisioning entity . For instance , although a 
perform the techniques , or can include digital electronic provisioning entity location in a low consumer spend capac 
devices such as one or more application - specific integrated ity area might have less sales than a provisioning entity 
circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) 15 location in a high consumer spend capacity area , it may be 
that are persistently programmed to perform the techniques , performing better than what could be expected for that area 
or can include one or more general purpose hardware in light of , for example , the low number of consumers 
processors programmed to perform the techniques pursuant residing in the area or the low income of the area . A 
to program instructions in firmware , memory , other storage , performance of a provisioning entity at an area location can 
or a combination . Such special - purpose computing devices 20 be adversely impacted by the close proximity of a second 
can also combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or location of the provisioning entity , but the provisioning 
FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the tech entity at the area location can be performing better than 
niques . The special - purpose computing devices can be desk expected given the competition from the provisioning enti 
top computer systems , portable computer systems , handheld ty's second location . Conversely , while a provisioning entity 
devices , networking devices , or any other device that incor- 25 location in a dense , high - income area might have the highest 
porates hard - wired and / or program logic to implement the sales of all provisioning entity locations , it can still be 
techniques . under - performing because , for instance , consumer spend 

Throughout this disclosure , reference will be made to an capacity is high and the provisioning entity location could 
entity such as , for example , a provisioning entity and a generate more sales . 
consuming entity . It will be understood that a provisioning 30 Consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure , 
entity can include , for example , a merchant , a retail provi the performance of provisioning entities can be analyzed 
sioning entity or the like , and a consuming entity can based on how the provisioning entity is expected to perform 
include , for example , a consumer user buying products or given the location of the provisioning entity . For a given 
services from a provisioning entity . It will be understood that provisioning entity location , the disclosed embodiments 
a consuming entity can represent either individual persons or 35 may be implemented to consider , for example , consumer 
can represent a group of persons ( e.g. , a group of persons demographic features of the provisioning entity location's 
living under one roof as part of a family ) . In some embodi area and the proximity of competitors to the provisioning 
ments , a consuming entity can include a loyal customer entity location ( including the proximity of the provisioning 
( e.g. , a user that has spent a particular amount of money or entity's other close - by locations ) . In some embodiments , the 
time at one or more provisioning entities , a user that has 40 provisioning entity can be a merchant . For purposes of 
visited a provisioning entity on a number of occasions that illustration , exemplary embodiments for analyzing entity 
is above a threshold number , or a user designated as a loyal performance are described herein with reference to “ mer 
customer by other means ) . In some embodiments , a con chants . ” The exemplary embodiments and techniques 
suming entity can be a credit card number of an individual described herein , however , may be applied to other types of 
or a credit card number for an entire family sharing one 45 entities ( e.g. , service providers , governmental agencies , etc. ) 
credit card . It will also be understood that a provisioning within the spirit and scope of this disclosure . 
entity can represent either the entity itself or individual FIG . 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system 200 for 
persons involved with the entity . performing one or more operations for analyzing perfor 

In embodiments described herein , data fusion system 100 mance of a provisioning entity and / or a consuming entity , 
can provide a provisioning entity , such as a retail provision- 50 consistent with disclosed embodiments . In some embodi 
ing entity , to analyze information to identify behaviors to ments , the provisioning entity is a merchant and system 200 
allow that provisioning entity to make more informed deci can include provisioning entity analysis system 210 , one or 
sions . This information may be referred to as performance more financial services systems 220 , one or more geo 
information . Such information can allow retail entities , such graphic data systems 230 , one or more provisioning entity 
as a retail provisioning entity , to determine where to place 55 management systems 240 , and one or more consuming 
their retail locations . Provisioning entities having more than entity data systems 250. The components and arrangement 
one location ( e.g. , a merchant with a chain store or a of the components included in system 200 can vary depend 
franchise model ) typically evaluate the performance of their ing on the embodiment . For example , the functionality 
locations and may adjust their business models or work described below with respect to financial services systems 
flows when the locations under - perform . Typically , provi- 60 220 can be embodied in consuming entity data systems 250 , 
sioning entities evaluate the performance of their locations or vice - versa . Thus , system 200 can include fewer or addi 
based on period - to - period metrics . For example , a provi tional components that perform or assist in the performance 
sioning entity can evaluate a location's performance by of one or more processes to analyze provisioning entity's , 
comparing the current month's sales to the previous month's consistent with the disclosed embodiments . 
sales . In addition , provisioning entitles can evaluate each of 65 One or more components of system 200 can be computing 
its locations ' performance using comparative analysis . For systems configured to analyze provisioning entity perfor 
example , a provisioning entity might compare the sales at an mance . As further described herein , components of system 
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200 can include one or more computing devices ( e.g. , provisioning entity or provisioning entity location's perfor 
computer ( s ) , server ( s ) , etc. ) , memory storing data and / or mance based on a target for sales and the actual sales for the 
software instructions ( e.g. , database ( s ) , memory devices , provisioning entity or provisioning entity location . For 
etc. ) , and other known computing components . In some example , for the Big Box Merchant store located at 123 
embodiments , the one or more computing devices are con 5 Main St. , Burbank , Calif . , the provisioning entity analysis 
figured to execute software or a set of programmable system 210 can provide an analysis that the store is per 
instructions stored on one or more memory devices to forming above expectations . Exemplary processes that can 
perform one or more operations , consistent with the dis be used by provisioning entity analysis system 210 are 
closed embodiments . Components of system 200 can be described below with respect to FIGS . 6 , 10A , 11 , 13 , 14 , 
configured to communicate with one or more other compo- 10 and 15 . 
nents of system 200 , including provisioning entity analysis Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can , in some 
system 210 , one or more financial services systems 220 , one embodiments , generate a user interface communicating data 
or more geographic data systems 230 , one or more provi related to one or more provisioning entities or provisioning 
sioning entity management systems 240 , and one or more entity locations . For example , in some embodiments , pro 
consumer data systems 250. In certain aspects , users can 15 visioning entity analysis system 210 includes a web server 
operate one or more components of system 200. The one or that generates HTML code , or scripts capable of generating 
more users can be employees of , or associated with , the HTML code , that can be displayed in a web browser 
entity corresponding to the respective component ( s ) ( e.g. , executing on computing device . Provisioning entity analysis 
someone authorized to use the underlying computing sys system 210 can also execute an application server that 
tems or otherwise act on behalf of the entity ) . 20 provides user interface objects to a client application execut 

Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can be a com ing on a computing device , or it can provide data that is 
puting system configured to analyze provisioning entity capable of being displayed in a user interface in a client 
performance . For example , provisioning entity analysis sys application executing on a computing device . In some 
tem 210 can be a computer system configured to execute embodiments , provisioning entity analysis system 210 can 
software or a set of programmable instructions that collect or 25 generate user interfaces that can be displayed within another 
receive financial interaction data , consumer data , and pro user interface . For example , provisioning entity analysis 
visioning entity data and process it to determine the actual system 210 can generate a user interface for display within 
transaction amount of each transaction associated with the a parent user interface that is part of a word processing 
provisioning entity . Provisioning entity analysis system 210 application , a presentation development application , a web 
can be configured , in some embodiments , to utilize , include , 30 browser , or an illustration application , among others . In 
or be a data fusion system 100 ( see , e.g. , FIG . 1 ) to transform some embodiments , generating a user interface can include 
data from various data sources ( such as , financial services generating the code that when executed displays information 
systems 220 , geographic data systems 230 , provisioning ( e.g. , HTML ) on the user interface . Alternatively , generating 
entity management systems 240 , and consuming entity data interface can include providing commands and / or data to a 
systems 250 ) for processing . In some embodiments , provi- 35 set of instructions that when executed render a user interface 
sioning entity analysis system 210 can be implemented capable of being shown on a display connected to a com 
using a computer system 300 , as shown in FIG . 3 and puting device . In some embodiments , the user interface can 
described below . include a map , indications of the provisioning entity loca 

Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can include one tions on a map , and indications of the sales or interactions 
or more computing devices ( e.g. , server ( s ) ) , memory storing 40 associated with the provisioning entity locations . Examples 
data and / or software instructions ( e.g. , database ( s ) , memory of some ( although not all ) user interfaces that can be 
devices , etc. ) and other known computing components . generated by provisioning entity analysis system 210 are 
According to some embodiments , provisioning entity analy described below with respect to FIGS . 7-9 , 10B and 12 . 
sis system 210 can include one or more networked comput Referring again to FIG . 2 , financial services system 220 
ers that execute processing in parallel or use a distributed 45 can be a computing system associated with a financial 
computing architecture . Provisioning entity analysis system service provider , such as a bank , credit card issuer , credit 
210 can be configured to communicate with one or more bureau , credit agency , or other entity that generates , pro 
components of system 200 , and it can be configured to vides , manages , and / or maintains financial service accounts 
provide analysis of provisioning entities via an interface ( s ) for one or more users . Financial services system 220 can 
accessible by users over a network ( e.g. , the Internet ) . For 50 generate , maintain , store , provide , and / or process financial 
example , provisioning entity analysis system 210 can data associated with one or more financial service accounts . 
include a web server that hosts a web page accessible Financial data can include , for example , financial service 
through network 260 by provisioning entity management account data , such as financial service account identification 
systems 240. In some embodiments , provisioning entity data , account balance , available credit , existing fees , reward 
analysis system 210 can include an application server con- 55 points , user profile information , and financial service 
figured to provide data to one or more client applications account interaction data , such as interaction dates , interac 
executing on computing systems connected to provisioning tion amounts , interaction types , and location of interaction . 
entity analysis system 210 via network 260 . In some embodiments , each interaction of financial data can 

In some embodiments , provisioning entity analysis sys include several categories of information associated with the 
tem 210 can be configured to determine the actual sales for 60 interaction . For example , each interaction can include cat 
a provisioning entity or specific provisioning entity location egories such as number category ; consuming entity identi 
by processing and analyzing data collected from one or more fication category ; consuming entity location category ; pro 
components of system 200. For example , provisioning entity visioning entity identification category ; provisioning entity 
analysis system 210 can determine that the Big Box Mer location category ; type of provisioning entity category ; 
chant store located at 123 Main St , in Burbank , Calif . is 65 interaction amount category ; and time of interaction cat 
actually generating $ 60,000 of sales per month . Provisioning egory , as described in FIG . 4. It will be appreciated that 
entity analysis system 210 can provide an analysis of a financial data can comprise either additional or fewer cat 
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egories than the exemplary categories listed above . Finan Provisioning entity management systems 240 can be one 
cial services system 220 can include infrastructure and or more computing systems associated with a provisioning 
components that are configured to generate and / or provide entity that provides products ( e.g. , goods and / or services ) , 
financial service accounts such as credit card accounts , such as a restaurant ( e.g. , Outback Steakhouse® , Burger 
checking accounts , savings account , debit card accounts , 5 King® , etc. ) , retailer ( e.g. , Amazon.com® , Target® , etc. ) , 
loyalty or reward programs , lines of credit , and the like . grocery store , mall , shopping center , service provider ( e.g. , 
Geographic data systems 230 can include one or more utility company , insurance company , financial service pro 

computing devices configured to provide geographic data to vider , automobile repair services , movie theater , etc. ) , non 
other computing systems in system 200 such as provisioning profit organization ( ACLUTM , AARP® , etc. ) or any other 
entity analysis system 210. For example , geographic data 10 type of entity that provides goods , services , and / or informa 
systems 230 can provide geodetic coordinates when pro tion that consuming entities ( i.e. , end - users or other business 

entities ) can purchase , consume , use , etc. For ease of dis vided with a street address of vice - versa . In some embodi cussion , the exemplary embodiments presented herein relate ments , geographic data systems 230 exposes an application to purchase interactions involving goods from retail provi programming interface ( API ) including one or more meth- 15 sioning entity systems . Provisioning entity management 
ods or functions that can be called remotely over a network , systems 240 , however , is not limited to systems associated 
such as network 260. According to some embodiments , with retail provisioning entities that conduct business in any geographic data systems 230 can provide information con particular industry or field . 
cerning routes between two geographic points . For example , Provisioning entity management systems 240 can be 
provisioning entity analysis system 210 can provide two 20 associated with computer systems installed and used at a 
addresses and geographic data systems 230 can provide , in brick and mortar provisioning entity locations where a 
response , the aerial distance between the two addresses , the consumer can physically visit and purchase goods and 
distance between the two addresses using roads , and / or a services . Such locations can include computing devices that 
suggested route between the two addresses and the route's perform financial service interactions with consumers ( e.g. , 
distance . 25 Point of Sale ( POS ) terminal ( s ) , kiosks , etc. ) . Provisioning 
According to some embodiments , geographic data sys entity management systems 240 can also include back 

tems 230 can also provide map data to provisioning entity and / or front - end computing components that store data and 
analysis system 210 and / or other components of system 200 . execute software or a set of instructions to perform opera 
The map data can include , for example , satellite or overhead tions consistent with disclosed embodiments , such as com 
images of a geographic region or a graphic representing a 30 puters that are operated by employees of the provisioning 
geographic region . The map data can also include points of entity ( e.g. , back office systems , etc. ) . Provisioning entity 
interest , such as landmarks , malls , shopping centers , management systems 240 can also be associated with a 
schools , or popular restaurants or retailers , for example . provisioning entity that provides goods and / or service via 

Provisioning entity management systems 240 can be one known online or e - commerce types of solutions . For 
or more computing devices configured to perform one or 35 example , such a provisioning entity can sell products via a 
more operations consistent with disclosed embodiments . For website using known online or e - commerce systems and 
example , provisioning entity management systems 240 can solutions to market , sell , and process online interactions . 
be a desktop computer , a laptop , a server , a mobile device Provisioning entity management systems 240 can include 
( e.g. , tablet , smart phone , etc. ) , or any other type of com one or more servers that are configured to execute stored 
puting device configured to request provisioning entity 40 software or a set of instructions to perform operations 
analysis from provisioning entity analysis system 210 . associated with a provisioning entity , including one or more 
According to some embodiments , provisioning entity man processes associated with processing purchase interactions , 
agement systems 240 can comprise a network - enabled com generating interaction data , generating product data ( e.g. , 
puting device operably connected to one or more other SKU data ) relating to purchase interactions , for example . 
presentation devices , which can themselves constitute a 45 Consuming entity data systems 250 can include one or 
computing system . For example , provisioning entity man more computing devices configured to provide demographic 
agement systems 240 can be connected to a mobile device , data regarding consumers . For example , consuming entity 
telephone , laptop , tablet , or other computing device . data systems 250 can provide information regarding the 

Provisioning entity management systems 240 can include name , address , gender , income level , age , email address , 
one or more processors configured to execute software 50 other information about consumers . Consuming entity data 
instructions stored in memory . Provisioning entity manage systems 250 can include public computing systems such as 
ment systems 240 can include software or a set of program computing systems affiliated with the U.S. Bureau of the 
mable instructions that when executed by a processor per Census , the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics , or FedStats , or 
forms known Internet - related communication and content it can include private computing systems such as computing 
presentation processes . For example , provisioning entity 55 systems affiliated with financial institutions , credit bureaus , 
management systems 240 can execute software or a set of social media sites , marketing services , or some other orga 
instructions that generates and displays interfaces and / or nization that collects and provides demographic data . 
content on a presentation device included in , or connected Network 260 can be any type of network or combination 
to , provisioning entity management systems 240. In some of networks configured to provide electronic communica 
embodiments , provisioning entity management systems 240 60 tions between components of system 200. For example , 
can be a mobile device that executes mobile device appli network 260 can be any type of network ( including infra 
cations and / or mobile device communication software that structure ) that provides communications , exchanges infor 
allows provisioning entity management systems 240 to mation , and / or facilitates the exchange of information , such 
communicate with components of system 200 over network as the Internet , a Local Area Network , or other suitable 
260. The disclosed embodiments are not limited to any 65 connection ( s ) that enables the sending and receiving of 
particular configuration of provisioning entity management information between the components of system 200. Net 
systems 240 . work 260 may also comprise any combination of wired and 

or 
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wireless networks . In other embodiments , one or more ponents , such as software components , object - oriented soft 
components of system 200 can communicate directly ware components , class components and task components , 
through a dedicated communication link ( s ) , such as links processes , functions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , 
between provisioning entity analysis system 210 , financial segments of program code , drivers , firmware , microcode , 
services system 220 , geographic data systems 230 , provi- 5 circuitry , data , databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and 
sioning entity management systems 240 , and consuming variables . 
entity data systems 250 . In general , the word “ module , " as used herein , refers to 
As noted above , provisioning entity analysis system 210 logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a collection 

can include a data fusion system ( e.g. , data fusion system of software instructions , possibly having entry and exit 
100 ) for organizing data received from one or more of the 10 points , written in a programming language , such as , for 
components of system 200 . example , Java , Lua , C or C ++ . A software module can be 

FIG . 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
system 300 , consistent with embodiments of the present a dynamic link library , or written in an interpreted program 
disclosure . The components of system 200 such as provi ming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , or 
sioning entity analysis system 210 , financial service systems 15 Python . It will be appreciated that software modules can be 
220 , geographic data systems 230 , provisioning entity man callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or can 
agement systems 240 , and consuming entity data systems be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
250 may include the architecture based on or similar to that Software modules configured for execution on computing 
of computer system 300 . devices can be provided on a computer readable medium , 
As illustrated in FIG . 3 , computer system 300 includes a 20 such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 

bus 302 or other communication mechanism for communi magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
cating information , and one or more hardware processors download ( and can be originally stored in a compressed or 
304 ( denoted as processor 304 for purposes of simplicity ) installable format that requires installation , decompression , 
coupled with bus 302 for processing information . Hardware or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code can be 
processor 304 can be , for example , one or more general- 25 stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the execut 
purpose microprocessors or it can be a reduced instruction ing computing device , for execution by the computing 
set of one or more microprocessors . device . Software instructions can be embedded in firmware , 

Computer system 300 also includes a main memory 306 , such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic hardware modules can be comprised of connected logic 
storage device , coupled to bus 302 for storing information 30 units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or can be comprised 
and instructions to be executed by processor 304. Main of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
memory 306 also can be used for storing temporary vari processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
ables or other intermediate information during execution of described herein are preferably implemented as software 
instructions to be executed by processor 304. Such instruc modules , but can be represented in hardware or firmware . 
tions , after being stored in non - transitory storage media 35 Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
accessible to processor 304 , render computer system 300 modules that can be combined with other modules or 
into a special - purpose machine that is customized to perform divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
the operations specified in the instructions . or storage . 
Computer system 300 further includes a read only Computer system 300 can implement the techniques 

memory ( ROM ) 308 or other static storage device coupled 40 described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or 
to bus 302 for storing static information and instructions for more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic 
processor 304. A storage device 310 , such as a magnetic which in combination with the computer system causes or 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc. is programs computer system 300 to be a special - purpose 
provided and coupled to bus 302 for storing information and machine . According to some embodiments , the operations , 
instructions . 45 functionalities , and techniques and other features described 

Computer system 300 can be coupled via bus 302 to a herein are performed by computer system 300 in response to 
display 312 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , liquid crystal processor 304 executing one or more sequences of one or 
display , or touch screen , for displaying information to a more instructions contained in main memory 306. Such 
computer user . An input device 314 , including alphanumeric instructions can be read into main memory 306 from another 
and other keys , is coupled to bus 302 for communicating 50 storage medium , such as storage device 310. Execution of 
information and command selections to processor 304 . the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 306 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 316 , such causes processor 304 to perform the process steps described 
as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry can 
municating direction information and command selections be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
to processor 304 and for controlling cursor movement on 55 tions . 
display 312. The input device typically has two degrees of The term “ non - transitory media ” as used herein refers to 
freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , x ) and a any non - transitory media storing data and / or instructions 
second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device to that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion . Such 
specify positions in a plane . In some embodiments , the same non - transitory media can comprise non - volatile media and / 
direction information and command selections as cursor 60 or volatile media . Non - volatile media can include , for 
control can be implemented via receiving touches on a touch example , optical or magnetic disks , such as storage device 
screen without a cursor . 310. Volatile media can include dynamic memory , such as 

Computing system 300 can include a user interface mod main memory 306. Common forms of non - transitory media 
ule to implement a graphical user interface that can be stored can include , for example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard 
in a mass storage device as executable software codes that 65 disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic 
are executed by the one or more computing devices . This data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data 
and other modules can include , by way of example , com storage medium , any physical medium with patterns of 
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holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , non - volatile storage for later execution . In some embodi 
NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge , and net ments , server 330 can provide information for being dis 
worked versions of the same . played on a display . 
Non - transitory media is distinct from , but can be used in FIG . 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary data structure 

conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission media 5 400 , consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
can participate in transferring information between storage Data structure 400 can store data records associated with 
media . For example , transmission media can include coaxial interactions involving multiple entities . Data structure 400 
cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the wires that can be , for example , a database ( e.g. , database 170 ) that can 
comprise bus 302. Transmission media can also take the store elements of an object model ( e.g. , object model 160 ) . 

10 In some embodiments , data structure 400 can be a Relational form of acoustic or light waves , such as those generated 
during radio - wave and infra - red data communications . Database Management System ( RDBMS ) that stores inter 

action data as sections of rows of data in relational tables . An Various forms of media can be involved in carrying one RDBMS can be designed to efficiently return data for an or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor entire row , or record , in as few operations as possible . An 304 for execution . For example , the instructions can initially 15 RDBMS can store data by serializing each row of data of 
be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote data structure 400. For example , in an RDBMS , data asso computer . The remote computer can load the instructions ciated with interaction 1 of FIG . 4 can be stored serially such into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a that data associated with all categories of interaction 1 can 
telephone line using a modem . A modem local to computer be accessed in one operation . 
system 300 can receive the data on the telephone line and Alternatively , data structure 400 can be a column - oriented 
use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red database management system that stores data as sections of 
signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in columns of data rather than rows of data . This column 
the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the oriented DBMS can have advantages , for example , for data 
data on bus 302. Bus 302 carries the data to main memory warehouses , customer relationship management systems , 
306 , from which processor 304 retrieves and executes the 25 and library card catalogs , and other ad hoc inquiry systems 
instructions . The instructions received by main memory 306 where aggregates are computed over large numbers of 
can optionally be stored on storage device 310 either before similar data items . A column - oriented DBMS can be more 
or after execution by processor 304 . efficient than an RDBMS when an aggregate needs to be 
Computer system 300 can also include a communication computed over many rows but only for a notably smaller 

interface 318 coupled to bus 302. Communication interface 30 subset of all columns of data , because reading that smaller 
subset of data can be faster than reading all data . A column 318 can provide a two - way data communication coupling to 

a network link 320 that can be connected to a local network oriented DBMS can be designed to efficiently return data for 
an entire mn , in as few operations as possible . A 322. For example , communication interface 318 can be an column - oriented DBMS can store data by serializing each integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable 35 column of data of data structure 400. For example , in a modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data column - oriented DBMS , data associated with a category communication connection to a corresponding type of tele ( e.g. , consuming entity identification category 420 ) can be 

phone line . As another example , communication interface stored serially such that data associated with that category 
318 can be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a data for all interactions of data structure 400 can be accessed in 
communication connection to a compatible LAN . Wireless 40 one operation . 
links can also be implemented . In any such implementation , As shown in FIG . 4 , data structure 400 can comprise data 
communication interface 318 can send and receives electri associated with a very large number of interactions associ 
cal , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data ated with multiple entities . For example , data structure 400 
streams representing various types of information . can include 50 billion interactions . In some embodiments , 
Network link 320 can typically provide data communi- 45 interactions associated with multiple entities can be referred 

cation through one or more networks to other data devices . to as transactions between multiple entities . Where appro 
For example , network link 320 can provide a connection priate , the terms interactions and transactions are intended to 
through local network 322 to a host computer 324 or to data convey the same meaning and can be used interchangeably 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) throughout this disclosure . While each interaction of data 
326. ISP 326 in turn can provide data communication 50 structure 400 is depicted as a separate row in FIG . 4 , it will 
services through the world wide packet data communication be understood that each such interaction can be represented 
network now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 328 . by a column or any other known technique in the art . Each 
Local network 322 and Internet 328 can both use electrical , interaction data can include several categories of informa 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data tion . For example , the several categories can include , num 
streams . The signals through the various networks and the 55 ber category 410 ; consuming entity identification category 
signals on network link 320 and through communication 420 ; consuming entity location category 430 ; provisioning 
interface 318 , which carry the digital data to and from entity identification category 440 ; provisioning entity loca 
computer system 300 , can be example forms of transmission tion category 450 ; type of provisioning entity category 460 ; 
media . interaction amount category 470 ; and time of interaction 

Computer system 300 can send messages and receive 60 category 480. It will be understood that FIG . 4 is merely 
data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net exemplary and that data structure 400 can include even more 
work link 320 and communication interface 318. In the categories of information associated with an interaction . 
Internet example , a server 330 can transmit a requested code Number category 410 can uniquely identify each interac 
for an application program through Internet 328 , ISP 326 , tion of data structure 400. For example , data structure 400 
local network 322 and communication interface 318. The 65 depicts 50 billion interactions as illustrated by number 
received code can be executed by processor 304 as it is category 410 of the last row of data structure 400 as 
received , and / or stored in storage device 310 , or other 50,000,000,000 . In FIG . 4 , each row depicting a interaction 
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can be identified by an element number . For example , ( “ MCC ” ) used by credit card companies to identify any 
interaction number 1 can be identified by element 401 ; business that accepts one of their credit cards as a form of 
interaction number 2 can be identified by element 402 ; and payment . For example , MCC can be a four - digit number 
so on such that interaction 50,000,000,000 can be identified assigned to a business by credit card companies ( e.g. , 
by 499B . It will be understood that this disclosure is not 5 American ExpressTM , MasterCardTM , VISATM ) when the 
limited to any number of interactions and further that this business first starts accepting one of their credit cards as a 
disclosure can extend to a data structure with more or fewer form of payment . 
than 50 billion interactions . It is also appreciated that In some embodiments , type of provisioning entity cat 
number category 410 need not exist in data structure 400 . egory 460 can further include a sub - category ( not shown in 

Consuming entity identification category 420 can identify 10 FIG . 4 ) , for example , type of provisioning entity sub 
a consuming entity . In some embodiments , consuming entity category 461 that can further identify a particular sub 
identification category 420 can represent a name ( e.g. , User category of provisioning entity . For example , an interaction 
1 for interaction 401 ; User N for interaction 499B ) of the can comprise a type of provisioning entity category 460 as 
consuming entity . Alternatively , consuming entity identifi a hotel and type of provisioning entity sub - category 461 as 
cation category 420 can represent a code uniquely identify- 15 either a bed and breakfast hotel or a transit hotel . It will be 
ing the consuming entity ( e.g. , CE002 for interaction 402 ) . understood that the above - described examples for type of 
For example , the identifiers under the consuming entity provisioning entity category 460 and type of provisioning 
identification category 420 can be a credit card number that entity sub - category 461 are non - limiting and that data struc 
can identify a person or a family , a social security number ture 400 can include other kinds of such categories and 
that can identify a person , a phone number or a MAC 20 sub - categories associated with an interaction . 
address associated with a cell phone of a user or family , or Interaction amount category 470 can represent a transac 
any other identifier . tion amount ( e.g. , $ 74.56 for interaction 401 ) involved in 
Consuming entity location category 430 can epresent a each interaction . Time of interaction category 480 can 

location information of the consuming entity . In some represent a time at which the interaction was executed . In 
embodiments , consuming entity location category 430 can 25 some embodiments , time of interaction category 480 can be 
represent the location information by providing at least one represented by a date ( e.g. , date sub - category 482 ; Nov. 23 , 
of : a state of residence ( e.g. , state sub - category 432 ; Cali 2013 , for interaction 401 ) and time of the day ( e.g. , time 
fornia for element 401 ; unknown for interaction 405 ) of the sub - category 484 ; 10:32 AM local time for interaction 401 ) . 
consuming entity ; a city of residence ( e.g. , city sub - category Time sub - category 484 can be represented in either military 
434 ; Palo Alto for interaction 401 ; unknown for interaction 30 time or some other format . Alternatively , time sub - category 
405 ) of the consuming entity ; a zip code of residence ( e.g. , 484 can be represented with a local time zone of either 
zip code sub - category 436 ; 94304 for interaction 401 ; provisioning entity location category 450 or consuming 
unknown for interaction 405 ) of the consuming entity ; and entity location category 430 . 
a street address of residence ( e.g. , street address sub - cat In some embodiments , each interaction data can include 
egory 438 ; 123 Main St. for interaction 401 ; unknown for 35 categories of information including ( not shown in FIG . 4 ) , 
interaction 405 ) of the consuming entity . for example , consuming entity loyalty membership cat 
Provisioning entity identification category 440 can iden egory , consuming entity credit card type category , consum 

tify a provisioning entity ( e.g. , a merchant or a coffee shop ) . ing entity age category , consuming entity gender category , 
In some embodiments , provisioning entity identification consuming entity income category , consuming entity with 
category 440 can represent a name of the provisioning entity 40 children category , product information category , and service 
( e.g. , Merchant 2 for interaction 402 ) . Alternatively , provi information category . 
sioning entity identification category 440 can represent a Consuming entity loyalty membership category can rep 
code uniquely identifying the provisioning entity ( e.g. , resent whether the consuming entity is part of a loyalty 
PE001 for interaction 401 ) . Provisioning entity location membership program associated with a provisioning entity . 
category 450 can represent a location information of the 45 For example , consuming entity loyalty membership cat 
provisioning entity . In some embodiments , provisioning egory can represent that the consuming entity is a member 
entity location category 450 can represent the location of one of CostcoTM membership programs including Gold 
information by providing at least one of : a state where the star MemberTM , Executive MemberTM , and Business Mem 
provisioning entity is located ( e.g. , state sub - category 452 ; berTM Consuming entity credit card type category can 
California for interaction 401 ; unknown for interaction 402 ) ; 50 represent the type of credit card used by the consuming 
a city where the provisioning entity is located ( e.g. , city entity for a particular interaction . For example , consuming 
sub - category 454 ; Palo Alto for interaction 401 ; unknown entity credit card type category can represent that the credit 
for interaction 402 ) ; a zip code where the provisioning entity card used by the consuming entity for that particular inter 
is located ( e.g. , zip code sub - category 456 ; 94304 for action can be one either American ExpressTM , Master 
interaction 401 ; unknown for interaction 402 ) ; and a street 55 CardTM , VISATM , or DiscoverTM credit cards . In some 
address where the provisioning entity is located ( e.g. , street embodiments , consuming entity credit card type category 
address sub - category 458 ; 234 University Ave. for interac can represent a kind of MasterCardTM ( e.g. , Gold Master 
tion 401 ; unknown for interaction 402 ) . CardTM or Platinum MasterCardTM ) used for a particular 

Type of provisioning entity category 460 can identify a interaction . 
type of the provisioning entity involved in each interaction . 60 In some embodiments , consuming entity demographic 
In some embodiments , type of provisioning entity category information can be stored in each interaction . For example , 
460 of the provisioning entity can be identified by a category consuming entity demographic information can include at 
name customarily used in the industry ( e.g. , Gas Station for least one of : consuming entity age category , consuming 
interaction 401 ) or by an identification code that can identify entity gender category , consuming entity income category , 
a type of the provisioning entity ( e.g. , TPE123 for interac- 65 and consuming entity with children category . In some 
tion 403 ) . Alternatively , type of the provisioning entity embodiments , consuming entity age category can represent 
category 460 can include a merchant category_code age information associated with the consuming entity ; con 
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suming entity gender category can represent gender infor access the provisioning entities . In this exemplary embodi 
mation ( e.g. , Male or Female ) associated with the consum ment , user of cell phone 505 can access either Website 1 542 , 
ing entity ; consuming entity income category can represent Website 2 544 , or Website 3 546 , depending on details of the 
income information ( e.g. , greater than $ 100,000 per year ) access request . For example , provisioning entities can be 
associated with the consuming entity ; and consuming entity 5 one of the websites GoogleTM , FacebookTM , and TwitterTM . 
with children category can represent whether the consuming After a consuming entity ( e.g. , user of cell phone 505 or 
entity has any children under 18 or not . For example , if the cell phone 505 ) accesses one of the provisioning entities , 
consuming entity has children under 18 , a positive indica server 525 can store information regarding the user and / or 
tion can be stored and if the consuming entity does not has cell phone accessing these provisioning entities . Each access 
children under 18 , a negative indication can be stored . In 10 by a user of a website can be stored as an interaction in a data 
some embodiments , consuming entity with children cat structure in Server 525. Server 525 can store such informa 
egory can store information representing a number of chil tion in a data structure ( e.g. , data structure 400 ) comprising 
dren associated with the consuming entity . several categories of information including , but not limited 

Product information category can represent information to , an interaction number , consuming entity identification ; 
associated with a product that is involved in an interaction . 15 consuming entity location ; provisioning entity identifica 
For example , product information category can represent tion ; provisioning entity location ; type of provisioning 
that the product involved in the interaction is a particular entity ; duration of interaction ; and time of interaction . The 
type of product based on a stock keeping unit ( “ SKU ” ) of the data structure can be analyzed to analyze a performance of 
product . In some embodiments , the product's SKU can be provisioning entities , for example , to estimate a number of 
unique to a particular provisioning entity involved in that 20 unique consuming entities ( e.g. , users ) per month , average 
particular interaction . Alternatively , product information amount of time a consuming entity spends on their website , 
category can represent the product involved in the interac time of the day where consuming entity traffic is highest or 
tion with a at least one of a Universal Product Code , lowest , etc. It will be understood that any number of useful 
International Article Number , Global Trade Item Number , insights can be drawn by analyzing the data structure 
and Australian Product Number . Service information cat- 25 comprising interactions associated with consuming entities 
egory can represent information associated with a service and provisioning entities . While FIG . 5 , depicts a use case 
that is involved in an interaction . For example , service scenario of a cell phone user ( exemplary consuming entity ) 
information category can represent that the service involved accessing a website ( exemplary provisioning entity ) , it will 
in the interaction is a particular type of service based on an be understood that a process of analyzing interaction 
SKU of the service . It will be appreciated that an SKU can 30 between a consuming entity and a provisioning entity can be 
uniquely represent either a product or a service . Some extended to any number of scenarios , including , financial 
examples of services can be warranties , delivery fees , instal transactions between consumers and banks ; credit card 
lation fees , and licenses . transactions between a consumer and a provisioning entity 

FIG . 5 is a block diagram of an exemplary scenario like a grocery store , movie theatre , gas station , mall , etc. 
depicting a system for analyzing entity performance , con- 35 FIG . 6 depicts a flowchart representing an exemplary 
sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . System process for analyzing entity performance , consistent with 
500 depicts a scenario where a consuming entity ( e.g. , user embodiments of the present disclosure . While the flowchart 
of cell phone 505 ) can attempt to access a service at one or discloses the following steps in a particular order , it will be 
more provisioning entities ( e.g. , Website 1 542 , Website 2 appreciated that at least some of the steps can be moved , 
544 , and / or Website 3 546 ) . To access one of the provision- 40 modified , or deleted where appropriate , consistent with the 
ing entities , the consuming entity can initiate an access teachings of the present disclosure . The analyzing of the 
request from cell phone 505. The access request can include entity performance can be performed in full or in part by a 
a consuming entity identification such as , for example , a cell provisioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning entity 
phone number or a MAC address associated with cell phone analysis system 210 ) . It is appreciated that some of these 
5015. The access request can then reach a cellular base 45 steps can be performed in full or in part by other systems 
station 515 through a communication link 510. It will be ( e.g. , such as those systems identified above in FIG . 2 ) . 
understood that communication link 510 can either be a In step 610 , a request having one or more filter selections 
wireless link ( as shown in the exemplary embodiment of can be received at a provisioning entity analysis system 
FIG . 5 ) or a wired link ( not shown ) . Next , the access request implementing a process for analyzing a performance of one 
can reach server 525 through network 520. Network 520 can 50 or more entities of multiple entities . In some embodiments , 
be , for example , the Internet . In some embodiments , net the request can be received from a provisioning entity ( e.g. , 
work 520 can be one of either a local area network , a wide a merchant like LowesTM ) which can be interested in ana 
area network , or an entity's intranet . Server 525 can be a lyzing its performance with regards the one or more filter 
server located at a service provider ( e.g. , Verizon Wire selections . In some embodiments , one or more filter selec 
lessTM ) Server 525 can be , in some embodiments , an authen- 55 tions of the received request can comprise a selection to 
tication , authorization , and accounting server ( AAA server ) . represent data associated with at least one of : cohorts ; 
In some embodiments , server 525 can be a proxy server that demographics ; geographic ; time ; and transactions . Alterna 
can facilitate a communication between cell phone 505 and tively , the one or more filter selections can comprise a 
a server device at the provisioning entities ( e.g. , Website 1 selection to represent data associated with at least one of : 
542 ) . 60 charts ; histograms ; maps ; numbers ; and time . In some 

Access request can reach one of the provisioning entities embodiments , the one or more filter selections can comprise 
after an authorization , authentication , and accounting pro a selection to represent data associated with at least one of : 
cess is complete . Access request can traverse to one of the a location information associated with the occurrence of an 
provisioning entities through network 530. Network 530 can interaction ; a location information associated with the con 
be similar to network 520 , as described above . After the 65 suming entity ; a location information associated with the 
authorized and authenticated access request reaches one of provisioning entity ; demographic information representing 
the provisioning entities , the consuming entity is allowed to at least one of : age , gender , income , and location associated 
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with the consuming entity ; an amount associated with an of the consuming entities . In this example , the provisioning 
interaction , and a time associated with an interaction . An entity analysis system can identify categories associated 
exemplary screenshot of a user interface with exemplary with a number of interaction ( e.g. , number category 410 ) , an 
filter selections is shown in FIGS . 7 and 8 , described below . identity of consuming entities ( e.g. , consuming entity iden 

In some embodiments , the process for analyzing a per- 5 tification category 420 ) , and a location of consuming entities 
formance of one or more entities of multiple entities can be ( e.g. , consuming entity location category 430 including at 
implemented without having to receive one or more filter least zip code sub - category 436 ) . In some embodiments , 
selections . Such a process can be implemented , for example , consuming entity location category 430 can be identified 
by having the provisioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , along with one or more categories of state sub - category 432 , 
provisioning entity analysis system 210 ) comprise one or 10 city sub - category 434 , zip code sub - category 436 , and street 
more predetermined filter selections . These exemplary one address sub - category 438. In exemplary embodiments com 
or more predetermined filter selections can include the same prising one or more predetermined filter selections , identi 
selections as the one or more filters ( e.g. , add new filter 705 fying step 630 can be implemented in the same fashion as 
shown in FIG . 7 ) that can be selected by a user as described that of the exemplary embodiments where one or more filter 
above . For example , the one or more predetermined filter 15 selections can be received from a user . 
selections can comprise at least one of : cohorts ; demograph Next , in step 640 , information associated with the iden 
ics ; geographic ; time ; and transactions . In another exem tified categories can be processed to analyze a performance 
plary embodiment , the one or more predetermined filter of one or more entities of the multiple entities in accordance 
selections can comprise at least one of : charts ; histograms ; with the one or more filter selections . In some embodiments , 
maps ; numbers ; and time . 20 a first entity of the one or more entities can be a provisioning 

Next , in step 620 , a data structure ( e.g. , data structure 400 ) entity ( e.g. , a home improvement store such as LowestM ) . 
comprising several categories of information showing inter One or more entities of the multiple entities can comprise 
actions associated with multiple entities can be accessed . one or more groups of entities of the multiple entities . For 
The data structure can represent information associated with example , a group of entities can be defined such that the 
a very large number of interactions . In some embodiments , 25 group of entities can have similar characteristics such as all 
the data structure can represent information for tens of grocery stores within a given zip code or all SafewayTM 
billions of interactions ( e.g. , data structure 400 depicting 50 locations within a city ( e.g. , San Jose , Calif . ) . In some 
billion interactions ) . The data structure can be similar to the embodiments , a group of entities can include all entities 
exemplary data structure 400 described in FIG . 4 above . In associated with the same MCC ( e.g. , 5542 for Automated 
exemplary embodiments comprising one or more predeter- 30 Fuel Dispensers at a Gas Station ) within a given zip code . 
mined filter selections , accessing step 620 can be imple Processing the identified categories can comprise creating a 
mented in the same fashion as that of the exemplary embodi new data structure that is different from the data structure of 
ments where one or more filter selections can be received step 620 , and comprising only the identified categories of 
from a user . step 630 or one or more subsets of those categories . Alter 
Next , in step 630 , some categories of the several catego- 35 natively , processing the identified categories can be per 

ries within the data structure can be identified based on the formed on the existing data structure of step 620 ( e.g. , data 
one or more filter selections of the received request . The structure 400 ) . 
identified categories , for example , can be one or more of the By way of example , when the one or more filter selections 
several categories of the data structure ( e.g. , data structure is “ demographics and customer zip code , ” the system can 
400 ) . In some embodiments , there can be a mapping 40 process information that is associated with identified cat 
between the one or more filter selections and the several egories based on the filter selections such as a number of 
categories . For example , a filter selection for customer zip interaction ( e.g. , number category 410 ) , an identity of con 
code can be mapped to consuming entity location category suming entities ( e.g. , consuming entity identification cat 
430 and further to zip code sub - category 436. Another egory 420 ) , a location of consuming entities ( e.g. , consum 
exemplary mapping can exist between a filter selection for 45 ing entity location category 430 including at least zip code 
gender and a category or a sub - category associated with a sub - category 436 ) , and categories associated with consum 
gender of consuming entity ( not shown in FIG . 4 ) . It will be ing entity demographics including consuming entity age 
appreciated that the exemplary mapping techniques category , consuming entity gender category , and consuming 
described above are merely exemplary and other mapping entity income category . In some embodiments , data associ 
techniques can be defined within the scope of this disclosure . 50 ated with identified categories can be stored in either a 
In some embodiments , one or more filter selections can row - oriented database or a column - oriented database , as 
include “ demographics and customer zip code ” selections , described above with respect to data structure 400. Process 
as depicted in FIG . 8. When the provisioning entity ( e.g. , a ing information can involve performing statistical analysis 
home improvement store such as LowesTM ) is interested in on data stored in the identified categories . Performing sta 
analyzing its performance at a particular location with 55 tistical analysis , for example , can include various computa 
respect to consuming entities ( e.g. , a consumer buying home tions of data associated with identified categories . For 
improvement products at LowesTM ) that buy products at the example , if an identified category is interaction amount 
location , the provisioning entity can select one or more category 470 , processing information can include perform 
filters such as demographics 820 and further zip code 824 ing an aggregate of the interaction amount to compute a total 
( associated with a zip code representing location of con- 60 amount for all interactions associated with the provisioning 
suming entity ) . entity . It will be understood that processing information can 

Based on the one or more filter selections , the provision include other examples of performing statistical analysis , 
ing entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning entity analysis including but not limited to , computing an average , mean , 
system 210 ) can identify some categories of the data struc maximum , minimum , or standard deviation for a series of 
ture that are relevant for analyzing the performance of the 65 data . 
one or more entities ( e.g. , provisioning entity ) regarding In some embodiments , processing the information of the 
customer demographics including a location ( e.g. , zip code ) identified categories can result in a multitude of useful 
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insights regarding the behavior of consuming entities . Some illustrate and describe certain features of disclosed embodi 
of such insights , for example , can relate to the kinds of ments , and are not meant to limit the scope of the user 
products bought by consuming entities , a location where interfaces that can be generated or provided by the provi 
consuming entities buy the products , a time as to when sioning entity analysis system . 
consuming entities buy the products , the frequency with 5 FIG . 7 shows an exemplary user interface 700 generated 
which consuming entities buy the products , a location of by a provisioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning 
residence of consuming entities , demographics information entity analysis system 210 ) , according to some embodi 
of consuming entities including their age and income level . ments . User interface 700 includes an option to add one or 
It will be understood that the above - listed insights are more new filters ( e.g. , add new filter 705 ) . In some embodi 
merely exemplary and a number of other insights can be 10 ments , a provisioning entity ( or a user of a provisioning 
drawn within the scope and spirit of this disclosure . entity ) can select the option to select the one or more new 

In some embodiments , processing the information of the filters . Alternatively , a consuming entity can select the 
identified categories can result in a multitude of useful option to select the one or more filters . In some embodi 
insights regarding the performance of provisioning entities . ments , the option to add one or more filters can include 
Some of such insights , for example , can relate to the kinds 15 adding filters associated with charts 710 , histograms 720 , 
of products being sold by provisioning entities , a location maps 730 , numbers 740 , and time 750. Each of the above 
where provisioning entities sell the products , a time as to recited filters can further comprise sub - filters . For example , 
when provisioning entities sell the products , a performance filter maps 730 can further comprise sub - filters associated 
comparison between different locations of the same provi with Map - Consuming Entity Source 732 , Map - Provisioning 
sioning entity . It will be understood that the above - listed 20 Entity Revenue 734 , and Regional Chart - Spend by Region 
insights are merely exemplary and a number of other 736. It will be understood that one or more filters ( and 
insights can be drawn within the scope and spirit of this sub - filters ) can include any other filters associated with 
disclosure . In exemplary embodiments comprising one or interactions associated with multiple entities stored in a data 
more predetermined filter selections , processing step 640 structure ( e.g. , data structure 400 ) . 
can be implemented in the same fashion as that of the 25 User interface 700 can include map 760 , which shows 
exemplary embodiments where one or more filter selections consuming entity source and geohash regions ( while shown 
can be received from a user . as shaded rectangles , they can also include any unshaded 

In some embodiments , step 640 can process information rectangles ) . A geohash region , or geohash bucket , is a region 
of a data structure that is updated in real - time . That is , associated with a latitude / longitude , hierarchal geocode sys 
processing of information can occur on the data structure 30 tem that subdivides regions of the Earth into grid shaped 
that comprises up - to - date interaction data at the time of an buckets . The level of granularity of geohash regions can 
execution of step 640. Alternatively , step 640 can process vary depending on the length of the geohash code corre 
information of a data structure that is not updated in real sponding to that region . For example , a geohash code that is 
time . That is , processing of information can occur on the one bit in length can correspond to a geohash region of 
data structure that does not comprise up - to - date interaction 35 roughly 20 million square kilometers , and a geohash code 
data at the time of an execution of step 640. For example , that is six bits in length can correspond to a geohash region 
processing of information can occur on a data structure that of roughly 1.2 square kilometers . In some embodiments , a 
is updated only periodically ( e.g. , on a daily or weekly basis ) geohash region of five bits ( roughly 18 square kilometers ) is 
and not in real - time . preferred , although the size of the geohash region can 
Next , in step 650 , the processed information can be 40 depend on the character of the overall region which is being 

provided for displaying the performance of the one or more geohashed . For example , a six bit geohash can be more 
entities ( e.g. , provisioning entity ) on a user interface . In suitable for a densely populated urban area , while a four bit 
some embodiments , the user interface can comprise a rep geohash can be more suitable for a sparsely populated rural 
resentation of a geographic region . The user interface can area . In some embodiments , location information of an 
also comprise a representation of locations of the one or 45 entity can be represented by a geohash region . For example , 
more entities overlaid on the geographic region ; and further a geohash region of five bits representing San Jose , Calif . , 
a representation of sub - geographic regions overlaid on a can comprise the latitude / longitude coordinates , N 37.3394 ° 
geographic region . Alternatively , the user interface can W 121.8950 ° , and can be depicted as shaded region 775 as 
include a representation of the performance of the one or illustrated on map 770. Alternatively , location information 
more entities over geographic or sub - geographic regions 50 can be represented using a zip code . For example , a portion 
associated with a location of the one or more entities . For of San Jose , Calif . , can be represented by using a zip code , 
example , geographic or sub - geographic regions can be asso 95113. It will be appreciated that location information can be 
ciated with a location of either a consuming entity or a represented in other ways such as street address , city , state , 
provisioning entity . Global Positioning Satellite coordinates , etc. 

In exemplary embodiments comprising one or more pre- 55 In some embodiments , after a user enters information into 
determined filter selections , providing step 650 can be the add new filter ( e.g. , add new filter 705 ) , the provisioning 
implemented in the same fashion as that of the exemplary entity analysis system receives a message to regenerate or 
embodiments where one or more filter selections can be modify the user interface . For example , if a user entered 
received from a user . Exemplary user interfaces are depicted Maps 730 and then Map - Consuming Entity Source 732 into 
in FIGS . 7-9 that illustrate a performance of a provisioning 60 the add new filter box , the provisioning entity analysis 
entity based on one or more filter selections . As shown in system could receive a message indicating that a user 
FIGS . 7-9 , user interface can either be a graph - based , interface should display a map with a location of each 
map - based , or any other related interface . consuming entity for the given region of the map ( e.g. , San 

FIGS . 7-9 illustrate several exemplary user interfaces that Francisco Bay Area ) , and it can generate a user interface 
can be generated by provisioning entity analysis system , 65 with map 760 showing a location information for each 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . The consuming entity . For example , map 760 can display con 
exemplary user interfaces of FIGS . 7-9 are meant to help suming entity location as shaded and unshaded rectangles in 
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geo - hash regions . In some embodiments , a region of the map entity analysis system 210 ) , according to some embodi 
can be selected by a user by using an input device such as ments . In addition to map - based representation ( e.g. , map 
mouse , key board , or touch pad . 910 and map 920 ) , user interface 900 can also depict an 

In some embodiments , after a user selects Maps 730 and entity performance as either a graph - based representation 
then Map - Provisioning Entity Revenue 734 into the add new 5 ( e.g. , graph 930 ) or a heat - map representation ( e.g. , heat 
filter box , the provisioning entity analysis system could map 940 ) . In some embodiments , a user can select one or 
receive a message indicating that a user interface should more filters ( e.g. , add new filter 905 ) to display a timeline of 
display a map with revenue information of provisioning an aggregate spending by consuming entities . In such exem 
entity for the given region of the map ( e.g. , San Francisco plary scenarios , provisioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , 
Bay Area ) , and it can generate a user interface with map 770 10 provisioning entity analysis system 210 ) can generate a user 
showing revenue information of provisioning entity over the interface ( e.g. , graph 930 ) that can represent an aggregate of 
given region of map . For example , map 770 displays pro consuming entity spending on a daily basis at a given 
visioning entity revenue as shaded and unshaded rectangles provisioning entity . Alternatively , the aggregate consuming 
in geo - hash regions . It will be understood that user interface entity spending on a daily basis can be displayed as a 
700 can further comprise representations associated with 15 graph - based representation where the independent axis ( e.g. , 
other filter ( and sub - filter ) selections , including but not X - axis ) can represent a day and the other axis can represent 
limited to , charts 710 , histograms 720 , numbers 740 , and aggregate consuming entity spending on a daily basis , as 
time 750 . depicted in graph 930 . 

FIG . 8 shows an exemplary user interface 800 generated In some embodiments , a user can select one or more filters 
by a provisioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning 20 ( e.g. , add new filter 905 ) to display an hourly spending by 
entity analysis system 210 ) , according to some embodi consuming entities . In such exemplary scenarios , provision 
ments . User interface 800 includes an option to add one or ing entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning entity analysis 
more new filters ( e.g. , add new filter 805. In some embodi system 210 ) can generate a user interface ( e.g. , heat map 
ments , the option to add one or more filters can include 940 ) that can represent consuming entity spending on an 
adding filters to display an entity's performance comprising 25 hourly basis at a given provisioning entity . Alternatively , the 
either cohort analysis ( e.g. , cohorts 810 ) , demographic consuming entity spending on an hourly basis can be dis 
analysis ( e.g. , demographics 820 ) , geographic analysis ( e.g. , played as a heat - map representation where different shades 
geographics 830 ) , time - based analysis ( e.g. , time 840 ) , and of gray - scale can be used to show different amount of 
interaction analysis ( e.g. , interactions 850 ) . Each of the spending on an hourly basis . In some embodiments , a color 
above - recited filters can further comprise sub - filters . For 30 coded heat - map can be used where different colors can be 
example , filter demographics 820 can further comprise sub used to show different amount of spending on an hourly 
filters associated with age of consuming entity ( e.g. , age basis . While FIG . 9 depicts a few representations of entity 
822 ) , location of consuming entity ( e.g. , consuming entity performance , it will be understood that those representations 
zipcode 824 ) , gender of consuming entity ( e.g. , gender 826 ) , are merely exemplary and other representations are possible 
and income of consuming entity ( e.g. , income 828 ) . 35 within the spirit and scope of this disclosure . 
User interface 800 can include map 860 , which can show , FIG . 10A depicts a flowchart representing an exemplary 

for example , a representation of income of consuming process for analyzing entity performance , consistent with 
entities in terms of geohash regions ( while shown as shaded embodiments of the present disclosure . While the flowchart 
rectangles , they can also include any unshaded rectangles ) . discloses the following steps in a particular order , it will be 
In some embodiments , after a user enters information into 40 appreciated that at least some of the steps can be moved , 
the add new filter ( e.g. , add new filter 805 ) , the provisioning modified , or deleted where appropriate , consistent with the 
entity analysis system receives a message to regenerate or teachings of the present disclosure . The analyzing of the 
modify the user interface . For example , if a user entered entity performance can be performed in full or in part by a 
demographics 820 and then income 828 into the add new provisioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning entity 
filter box , the provisioning entity analysis system would 45 analysis system 210 ) . It is appreciated that some of these 
receive a message indicating that a user interface should steps can be performed in full or in part by other systems 
display a map with income information of consuming entity ( e.g. , such as those systems identified above in FIG . 2 ) . 
for the given region of the map ( e.g. , San Francisco Bay In step 1010A , an identifier associated with an entity can 
Area ) , and it can generate a user interface with map 860 be recognized . In some embodiments , the entity can be a 
showing a representation of income information of consum- 50 provisioning entity . Alternatively , the entity can be a con 
ing entity using geohash regions . For example , map 860 suming entity . In some embodiments , the identifier can be 
displays consuming entity income as shaded and unshaded information associated with a provisioning entity identifi 
rectangles in geo - hash regions . In some embodiments , if a cation category . Alternatively , the identifier can be informa 
user selects geographics 830 and then revenue 828 ( to tion associated with a consuming entity identification cat 
display a provisioning entity's revenue over the selected 55 egory . It will be appreciated that other methods for 
region ) into the add new filter box , the provisioning entity recognizing an identifier associated with an entity are pos 
analysis system would receive a request indicating that a sible . 
user interface should display a map with revenue informa Next , in step 1020A , a data structure ( e.g. , data structure 
tion of provisioning entity revenue for the given region of 400 ) comprising several categories of information and one 
the map ( e.g. , San Francisco Bay Area ) , and it can generate 60 or more interactions associated with a plurality of entities 
a user interface with map 870 showing a representation of can be accessed . The data structure can represent informa 
revenue information of provisioning entity revenue using tion associated with a very large number of interactions . In 
geohash regions . For example , map 870 displays provision some embodiments , the data structure can represent infor 
ing entity revenue as shaded and unshaded rectangles in mation for tens of billions of interactions ( e.g. , data structure 
geo - hash regions . 65 400 depicting 50 billion interactions ) . The data structure can 

FIG . 9 shows an exemplary user interface 900 generated be similar to the exemplary data structure 400 described in 
by a provisioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning FIG . 4 above . 
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Next , in step 1030A , one or more interactions of the action data at the time of an execution of step 1040A . For 
plurality of interactions can be identified based on the example , processing of information can occur on a data 
recognized identifier . In some embodiments , the identified structure that is updated only periodically ( e.g. , on a daily or 
interactions can be one or more interactions of the data weekly basis ) and not in real - time . 
structure that are associated with the recognized identifier of 5 In some embodiments , the processed information can 
the entity . For example , the identified interactions can be one comprise analysis information of a first entity or a first group 
or more interactions associated with a provisioning entity of entities of the plurality of entities and a second entity or identification information ( e.g. , provisioning entity identifi a second group of entities of a plurality of entities . For cation category 440 ) or a consuming entity identification example , a first entity of the one or more entities can be a information category ( e.g. , consuming entity identification 10 provisioning entity ( e.g. , a home improvement store such as category 420 ) . For an exemplary provisioning entity iden 
tification information of “ Merchant 1 , ” step 1030 can iden LowesTM ) and a second entity of the one or more entities can 
tify one or more interactions that are associated with a be a provisioning entity ( e.g. , a home improvement store 
provisioning entity that can be identified with a name or such as Home DepotTM ) . In some embodiments , the second 
code “ Merchant 1. " entity can be a competitor of the first entity . In some 

In some embodiments , the accessed data structure can embodiments , the first or second group of entities of the 
comprise several categories of information showing inter plurality of entities can be defined such that the first or 
actions associated with multiple entities . In such embodi second group of entities can comprise similar characteris 
ments , the provisioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , provi tics . For example , the first or second group of entities can be 
sioning entity analysis system 210 ) can identify some 20 all grocery stores within a given zip code or all SafewayTM 
categories of the data structure that are relevant for analyz locations within a city ( e.g. , San Jose , Calif . ) . Alternatively , 
ing the performance of the entity ( e.g. , provisioning entity ) the first or second group of entities can include all entities 
associated with the recognized identifier . associated with the same MCC ( e.g. , 5542 for Automated 

Next , in step 1040A , information associated with the Fuel Dispensers at a Gas Station ) within a given zip code . 
identified interactions can be processed to analyze a perfor- 25 In some embodiments , for each entity of a plurality of 
mance of the entity . In some embodiments , processing the entities , a group of entities ( e.g. , a first group of entities of 
identified interactions can comprise creating a new data the plurality of entities ) associated with the entity can be 
structure that is different from the data structure of step identified or estimated such that the entity can analyze its 
1020A , and can comprise only the identified interactions of own performance against the group of entities in aggregate . 
step 1030A or one or more subsets of those categories . 30 The group of entities can include a group of provisioning 
Alternatively , processing the identified interactions is per entities . For example , the group of provisioning entities 
formed on the existing data structure of step 1020A ( e.g. , associated with a first provisioning entity can be identified 
data structure 400 ) . based on at least one of : a similarity between attributes of 

In some embodiments , processing the information of the consuming entities that are associated with the first provi 
identified interactions can result in a multitude of useful 35 sioning entity and consuming entities that are associated 
insights regarding the behavior of consuming entities . Some with other provisioning entities ; a location information 
of such insights , for example , can relate to the kinds of associated with the first provisioning entity and associated 
products bought by consuming entities , a location where with other provisioning entities ; information representing a 
consuming entities buy the products , a time as to when market share associated with the first provisioning entity and 
consuming entities buy the products , the frequency with 40 a market share associated with the other provisioning enti 
which consuming entities buy the products , a location of ties ; and information representing a wallet share associated 
residence of consuming entities , demographics information with the first provisioning entity and a wallet share associ 
of consuming entities including their age and income level . ated with the other provisioning entities . In some embodi 
It will be understood that the above - listed insights are ments , the group of entities can be referred to as , for 
merely exemplary and a number of other insights can be 45 example , a cohort of entities , a set of entities , or an associ 
drawn within the scope and spirit of this disclosure . ated set of entities . It will be appreciated that the group of 

Alternatively , processing the information of the identified entities can be referred to by using other names . 
interactions can result in a multitude of useful insights A similarity between attributes of consuming entities that 
regarding the performance of provisioning entities . Some of are associated with the first provisioning entity and consum 
such insights , for example , can relate to the kinds of prod- 50 ing entities that are associated with other provisioning 
ucts being sold by provisioning entities , a location where entities can be used to determine a group of provisioning 
provisioning entities sell the products , a time as to when entities associated with the first provisioning entity . For 
provisioning entities sell the products , a performance com example , customer entity demographic information ( e.g. , 
parison between different locations of the same provisioning age , gender , income , and / or location ) can be analyzed 
entity , and performance comparison between competing 55 between customer entities of the first provisioning entity and 
provisioning entities . It will be understood that the above customer entities of the other provisioning entities to iden 
listed insights are merely exemplary and a number of other tify a group of provisioning entities that have similar cus 
insights can be drawn within the scope and spirit of this tomer entity demographic information . Location informa 
disclosure . tion associated with the first provisioning entity and with 

In some embodiments , step 1040A can process informa- 60 other provisioning entities can be analyzed to identify a 
tion of a data structure that is updated in real - time . That is , group of provisioning entities associated with the first pro 
processing of information can occur on the data structure visioning entity . For example , other provisioning entities 
that comprises up - to - date interaction data at the time of an that are located within a specified distance to a location of 
execution of step 1040A . Alternatively , step 1040A can the first provisioning entity can be identified as part of the 
process information of a data structure that is not updated in 65 group of provisioning entities . Alternatively , other distance 
real - time . That is , processing of information can occur on criteria such as , for example , same zip code , can be used to 
the data structure that does not comprise up - to - date inter identify the group of provisioning entities . For example , a 
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restaurant situated in an airport can be interested in analyz entity . For example , knowing a type of the first entity ( e.g. , 
ing its own performance relative to other restaurants situated gas station ) and location of the first entity ( e.g. , zip code ) , 
within the same airport . the data structure ( e.g. , data structure 400 ) can be analyzed 

Information representing a market share associated with to identify entities that are of the same type as that of the first 
the first provisioning entity and a market share associated 5 entity and are in a proximity to the location of the first entity . 
with the other provisioning entities can be used to identify If the estimation returns more than one possible choice for 
a group of provisioning entities associated with the first an identity of the second entity , the system can select one of 
provisioning entity . For example , a high - end bicycle store the possible choices by selecting the entity that is closest in 
can be interested in comparing its performance against other proximity to the first entity . Alternatively , other criteria can 
high - end bicycle stores . In other words , a group of high - end 10 be used to select from the more than one possible choices . 
bicycle stores can be identified based on a market share In some embodiments , attributes other than that of location 
analysis of high - end bicycle stores . Information representing and type of the first entity can be used to estimate the identity 
a wallet share associated with the first provisioning entity of the second entity . 
and a wallet share associated with the other provisioning Next , in step 1050A , the processed information can be 
entities can be used to identify a group of provisioning 15 provided for displaying the performance of the entity ( e.g. , 
entities associated with the first provisioning entity . For provisioning entity ) on a user interface . In some embodi 
example , a novelty late - night theatre can be interested in ments , the user interface can comprise a representation of a 
comparing its performance against other provisioning enti geographic region . The user interface can also comprise a 
ties that also operate late - night ( e.g. , bars or clubs ) and representation of locations of the one or more entities 
hence can likely compete with those entities for a consuming 20 overlaid on the geographic region ; and further a represen 
entity's time and money . An exemplary definition of wallet tation of sub - geographic regions overlaid on a geographic 
share can be a percentage of consuming entity spending over region . An exemplary user interface is depicted in FIG . 10B . 
a period of time such as on a daily basis or a weekly basis As shown in FIG . 10B , the user interface can include a 
etc. dashboard showing a graphical representation of the perfor 

In some embodiments , the group of provisioning entities 25 mance of an entity based on recognizing an identifier for the 
can be identified by using a multi - timescale correlation entity . 
comparison . One method of implementing the multi - times More particularly , FIG . 10B shows an exemplary user 
cale correlation comparison can be by analyzing interactions interface 1000B that a provisioning entity analysis system 
between a consuming entity and a first provisioning entity ( e.g. , provisioning entity analysis system 210 ) can generate , 
( “ first provisioning entity interactions ” ) with that of inter- 30 according to some embodiments . User interface 1000B can 
actions between the consuming entity and a second provi include a dashboard ( e.g. , dashboard 10108 ) that can depict 
sioning entity ( " second provisioning entity interactions ” ) . a performance of an entity over a metric . For example , 
For example , if the first provisioning entity interactions are dashboard 10108 represents information of sales of the 
correlated with the second provisioning entity interactions entity ( e.g. , a provisioning entity ) over a 7 - day period for the 
on a daily timescale but anti - correlated ( or inversely corre- 35 current week ( May 25 , 2013 - May 31 , 2013 ) compared to the 
lated ) on an hourly timescale , then the first provisioning same week of the previous year ( May 25 , 2012 - May 31 , 
entity and the second provisioning entity can be defined as 2012 ) . In some embodiments , dashboard 10108 can repre 
complementary entities rather than competitive entities . In sent information comparing the entity's actual revenue with 
such scenarios , the second provisioning entity need not be the entity's expected revenue . For example , the provisioning 
part of a group of provisioning entities the first provisioning 40 entity can input an expected revenue for a period of time 
entity is interested in comparing against . Alternatively , if the ( e.g. , weekly , quarterly , or yearly ) . After receiving informa 
first provisioning entity interactions are anti - correlated with tion regarding the expected revenue , the provisioning entity 
the second provisioning entity interactions on a daily tim analysis system can analyze interaction data to analyze the 
escale but correlated on an hourly timescale , then the first entity's performance relative to the expected revenue . An 
provisioning entity and the second provisioning entity can 45 outcome of such comparative analysis can be represented 
be defined as competitive entities . In such scenarios , the with an exemplary bar graph or a pie chart on user interface 
second provisioning entity can be included in a group of 10008. Alternatively , the entity's expected revenue informa 
provisioning entities the first provisioning entity is inter tion can be inferred without having to receive an external 
ested in comparing against . input representing the expected revenue . For example , the 

In some embodiments , a competitor to the first entity can 50 provisioning analysis system can analyze interaction data of 
be identified or estimated based on at least one of : an MCC the data structure to estimate a number for the entity's 
information associated with the first entity ; a distance expected revenue . 
between a location of the first entity and a location of the In some embodiments , dashboard 10108 can be repre 
ompetitor , and demographic information representing at sented as a bar graph using two different fills , one fill 

least one of age , income , and gender associated with a 55 representing sales of the current week and another repre 
consuming entity involved in interactions associated with senting sales from last year . It will be understood that other 
the first entity . representations of dashboard 1010A are possible . Alterna 

In some embodiments , an identity of the first entity can be tively , the dashboard can be preconfigured to analyze inter 
known and an identity of the second entity can be unknown . action data for a period of time such as , for example , 7 - days , 
For example , the recognized identifier can be associated 60 one month , one quarter , one year , etc. 
with the first entity and accordingly , an identify of the first In some embodiments , user interface 1000B can also 
entity can be known . In such embodiments , an identity of the include a box for representing an alert ( e.g. , latest alert 
second entity can be estimated based on information repre 1020B ) that can indicate certain performance metrics of the 
senting at least two attributes of the first entity . In some entity . For example , latest alert 10208 includes information 
embodiments , the at least two attributes of the first entity can 65 to indicate that the entity's worst day within the preconfig 
include an attribute representing a type of entity for the first ured period of time is May 31 , 2013. A different entity 
identity and an attribute representing a location of the first performance metric can be included in latest alert 10208 . 
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Alternatively , user interface 10008 can include user inter ciated with a very large number of interactions ( e.g. , data 
face elements representing information associated with structure 400 of FIG . 4. depicting 50 billion interactions ) . In 
entity performance metrics such as revenue ( e.g , revenue some embodiments , the multiple entities can include at least 
1025B ) , amount of interaction ( e.g. , ticket size 1030B ) , new the first entity ( e.g. , a first provisioning entity such as 
consuming entities ( new consuming entities 1035B ) , return 5 LowestM ) and the second entity ( e.g. , a second provisioning 
ing consuming entities ( e.g. , returning consuming entities entity such as Home DepotTM ) . 
1040B ) , time of interaction in a day ( e.g. , time of day Next , in step 1130 , an identity of the second entity can be 
1045B ) , and interactions during a day of the week ( e.g. , day estimated based on information representing at least two 
of week 1050B ) . For example , each of the above - described attributes of the first entity . In some embodiments , the at 
user interface elements can be depicted as rectangular box 10 least two attributes of the first entity can include an attribute 
with an icon and some information representing the perfor representing a type of entity for the first identity and an 
mance metric of the entity . It will be understood that in some attribute representing a location of the first entity . For 
embodiments , user interface elements can be depicted using example , knowing a type of the first entity ( e.g. , gas station ) 
different approaches such as , for example , charts , maps , and location of the first entity ( e.g. , zip code ) , the data 
histograms , numbers etc. 15 structure ( e.g. , data structure 400 ) can be analyzed to iden 

FIG . 11 depicts a flowchart representing an exemplary tify entities that are of the same type as that of the first entity 
process for comparing entity performance , consistent with and are in a proximity to the location of the first entity . If the 
embodiments of the present disclosure . While the flowchart estimation returns more than one possible choice for an 
discloses the following steps in a particular order , it will be identity of the second entity , the system can select one of the 
appreciated that at least some of the steps can be moved , 20 possible choices by selecting the entity that is closest in 
modified , or deleted where appropriate , consistent with the proximity to the first entity . Alternatively , other criteria 
teachings of the present disclosure . The comparing of the including , attributes other than that of location and type of 
entity performance can be performed in full or in part by a the first entity can be used to estimate the identity of the 
provisioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning entity second entity . 
analysis system 210 ) . It is appreciated that some of these 25 Next , in step 1140 , relevant interaction information asso 
steps can be performed in full or in part by other systems ciated with the at least one category of the data structure can 
( e.g. , such as those systems identified above in FIG . 2 ) . be processed to compare a performance of the first entity 

In step 1110 , an input for at least one category of with that of the second entity . In some embodiments , the 
information to be compared between a first entity and a processing step 1140 can be very similar to processing step 
second entity can be received at a provisioning entity 30 640 described above . For example , step 1140 can involve 
analysis system implementing a process for comparing a two processing operations ( e.g. , processing operation of step 
performance between the first entity and a second entity . In 640 ) , one for processing the information associated with the 
some embodii ts , the input can be received from a pro at least one category of the first entity and another one for 
visioning entity ( e.g. , a merchant like LowesTM ) , which can processing the information associated with the at least one 
be interested in analyzing their performance relative to a 35 category of the second entity . After performing such opera 
competitor ( e.g. , Home DepotTM ) . Alternatively , a competitor tions , step 1140 can then compare the processed information 
to the first entity can be identified or estimated based on at from processing the first entity with that of the second entity . 
least one of : an MCC information associated with the first Next , in step 1150 , the processed information can be 
entity ; a distance between a location of the first entity and a provided for displaying a comparison between a perfor 
location of the competitor ; and demographic information 40 mance of the first entity with that of the second entity . 
representing at least one of age , income , and gender asso Exemplary user interface is depicted in FIG . 12 that illus 
ciated with a consuming entity involved in interactions trates a performance comparison between the first and 
associated with the first entity . second entities . 

In some embodiments , the input can be received from a FIG . 12 shows a user interface 1200 generated by a 
first entity , where an identity of the first entity can be known . 45 provisioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning entity 
In some embodiments , an identity of the second entity can analysis system 210 ) , according to some embodiments . In 
be provided . For example , the user of the first entity can some embodiments , user interface 1200 includes an option 
provide an identity of the second entity . Alternatively , an to add one or more inputs for categories to be compared 
identity of the second entity is not provided . In exemplary between entities . For example , user interface 1200 can 
embodiments where an identity of the second entity is not 50 include categories representing timeline 1211 , revenue 
provided , an identity of the second entity can be estimated 1212 , total transactions 1213 , ticket size 1214 , and time / day 
as described below . 1215. It will be understood that other categories can be 

In some embodiments , the received input can comprise a included in user interface 1200 . 
selection to represent data associated with at least one of : User interface 1200 can depict two graphs ( e.g. , graph 
demographics ; geographic ; time ; and transactions . Alterna- 55 1252 and graph 1262 ) to represent a performance compari 
tively , the received input can comprise a selection to repre son between the first entity and the second entity . For 
sent data associated with at least one of : charts ; histograms ; example , graph 1252 can represent a performance of the first 
maps ; numbers ; and time . In some embodiments , the entity for the selected category revenue 1212. In the exem 
received input can be similar to one or more filter selections plary embodiment depicted in user interface 1200 , the first 
( e.g. , add new filter 705 ) described in FIG . 6. An exemplary 60 entity intends to compare its own revenue performance with 
screenshot of a user interface comparing a performance of that of one of its competitor over a given period of time ( e.g. , 
the first entity with that of the second entity can be shown over the current quarter ) . Graph 1252 can represent revenue 
in FIG . 12 , described below . of the first entity over the current quarter whereas graph 
Next , in step 1120 , a data structure ( e.g. , data structure 1262 can represent revenue of the second entity ( competitor 

400 ) comprising several categories of information showing 65 to the first entity ) over the same current quarter . It will be 
interactions associated with multiple entities can be understood that in some embodiments , entity performance 
accessed . The data structure can represent information asso can be represented using different approaches such as , for 
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example , charts , maps , histograms , numbers etc. In some the process can then move step 1360. On the other hand , if 
embodiments , where an identity of the second entity is not the populated data is 940850 , it can be verified as an invalid 
known , an identity of the second entity can be estimated data for zip code as zip codes , at least in the United States , 
using the exemplary process described in FIG . 11 . are supposed to be only five decimal numerical digits , and 

FIG . 13 depicts a flowchart representing an exemplary 5 the process can then move to step 1340 described below . It 
process 1300 for estimating a location of a consuming entity , will be understood that other methods to determine whether 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . the interaction includes a location information of the con 
While the flowchart discloses the following steps in a suming entity can be implemented within the scope and 
particular order , it will be appreciated that at least some of spirit of this disclosure . 
the steps can be moved , modified , or deleted where appro- 10 Next , if the interaction of the data structure does not 
priate , consistent with the teachings of the present disclo include an identified location information of the consuming 
sure . Process 1300 can be performed in full or in part by a entity , at step 1340 , an estimation can be performed to 
provisioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning entity determine location information of the consuming entity 
analysis system 210 ) . It is appreciated that some of these based on its interactions with one or more provisioning 
steps can be performed in full or in part by other systems 15 entities ( e.g. , second provisioning entity , for purposes of 
( e.g. , such as those systems identified above in FIG . 2 ) . simplicity ) of a particular type ( e.g. , type of provisioning 

In step 1310 , a data structure ( e.g. , data structure 400 ) entity category 460 ) . For example , the second provisioning 
comprising a plurality of interactions associated with mul entity can be of the type including a gas station , a pharmacy , 
tiple entities can be accessed . In some embodiments , the restaurant , or a grocery store . In some embodiments , loca 
accessed data structure can comprise a plurality of catego- 20 tion information of the consuming entity can be estimated by 
ries of information showing interactions associated with analyzing interactions between the consuming entity and the 
multiple entities . The data structure can be similar to the second provisioning entity . For example , interactions 
exemplary data structure 400 described with reference to between the consumer entity and a type of provisioning 
FIG . 4 above . The plurality of interactions of the data entity that represents gas stations can be analyzed such that 
structure can include information associated with a consum- 25 the gas station at which the consuming entity most fre 
ing entity and a provisioning entity ( e.g. , a first provisioning quently fills up gas can be identified as a location of the 
entity ) . Each such interaction of the data structure can consuming entity . This is because it can be reasonable to 
include at least one attribute of the consuming entity and at assume that the consuming entity can frequently fill up gas 
least one attribute of the provisioning entity . In some at a gas station that is in a proximity to the residential 
embodiments , the at least one attribute of the consuming 30 location of the consuming entity . In some embodiments , 
entity can include a location information of the consuming interactions between the consumer entity and a type of 
entity . For some consuming entities , the location informa provisioning entities that represent gas stations can result in 
tion may not be known or identified . similar number of interactions between two different gas 
Moreover , in some embodiments , the at least one attribute stations in two different locations ( e.g. , zip codes ) . In such 

of the provisioning entity can include an identification 35 embodiments , one method of estimating a location of the 
information of the provisioning entity . Alternatively , the at consuming entity is to then analyze interactions between the 
least one attribute of the provisioning entity can include an consuming entity and a third provisioning entity that can 
attribute other than an identification information of the represent grocery stores because it can be reasonable to 
provisioning entity , such as a type of the provisioning entity . assume that the consuming entity would more often than not 
Next , in step 1320 , an interaction of the data structure can 40 shop for groceries at a location closer to residential location 

be evaluated . Next , in step 1330 , a determination can be of the consuming entity . Moreover , in some embodiments , 
made for the interaction of the data structure as to whether the estimating of a location can take into consideration the 
the interaction includes an identified location information of date ( e.g. , weekend ) and or time ( e.g. , typical times before 
the consuming entity . In some embodiments , the determi or after work ) of an interaction with a type of provisioning 
nation can include analyzing whether the categories of 45 entity . Based on analyzing interactions with the third pro 
information associated with a location information of the visioning entity ( such as grocery stores ) and combining such 
consuming entity ( e.g. , consuming entity location category analysis with that of the interactions with the second pro 
430 ) are populated or not . If it turns out that the categories visioning entity ( such as gas stations ) , an estimation can be 
of information associated with a location information of the made regarding a location of the consuming entity . 
consuming entity are populated , then the determination can 50 In some embodiments , step 1340 can estimate a location 
return a positive indication to signify that the at least one information of the consuming entity after the determination 
attribute of the consuming entity includes a location infor returns that the at least one attribute of the consuming entity 
mation of the consuming entity and the process can then includes an invalid location information of the consuming 
move to step 1360. If , on the other hand , the categories of entity by using similar techniques as described above . It will 
information associated with a location information of the 55 be understood that the above - recited estimation techniques 
consuming entity are not populated , then the determination are merely exemplary and not intended to be limiting . 
can return a negative indication to signify that the interaction Next , in step 1350 , the data structure can be updated with 
does not include a location information of the consuming an estimated location information of the consuming entity . 
entity and the process can then move to step 1340 . In some embodiments , data associated with only the evalu 

In some embodiments , where the categories of informa- 60 ated interaction can be updated . Alternatively , data associ 
tion associated with a location information of the consuming ated with all interactions associated with the consuming 
entity are populated , the determination can further include entity can be updated irrespective of whether those interac 
verifying that the populated data is valid data that signifies tions were previously evaluated or not . Next , in step 1360 , 
a location information before the process can move to step a determination can be made whether the data structure 
1360. For example , for the category of information repre- 65 comprises additional interactions that are to be evaluated . If 
senting zip code ( e.g. , zip code sub - category 456 ) , if the the determination returns an answer in the positive , signi 
populated data is 94085 , it can be verified as a valid data and fying that there are additional interactions that are to be 
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evaluated , the process can go back to step 1320 to evaluate Next , in step 1420 , an interaction of the data structure can 
another interaction and further to repeat the process com be evaluated . Next , in step 1430 , a determination can be 
prising steps 1320 through 1360 , as described above . On the made for the interaction of the data structure as to whether 
other hand , if the determination returns an answer in the the interaction includes an identified location information of 
negative , signifying that there are no additional interactions 5 the provisioning entity . In some embodiments , similar to the 
that are to be evaluated , the process can end . step 1330 of FIG . 13 , the determination can include analyz 

In some embodiments , a provisioning entity analysis ing whether the categories of information associated with a 
system can resolve the name of a provisioning entity . A data location information of the provisioning entity are populated 
structure storing information associated with billions of or not . If it turns out that the categories of information 
interactions can include millions of provisioning entities and 10 associated with a location information of the provisioning 
it is possible that some of the names of the provisioning entity are populated , then the determination can return a 
entities are not consistent . For example , the name of provi positive indication to signify that the at least one attribute of 
sioning entity “ McDonalds’s ” can be indicated by a number the provisioning entity includes an identified location infor 
of combinations such as , “ McDonald's , ” “ Mc Donalds , " mation of the provisioning entity and the process can then 
" mcdonalds , ” “ Mcdonald's , ” etc. While each of the above- 15 move to step 1460. If , on the other hand , the categories of 
recited names can be intended to indicate the same entity , information associated with a location information of the 
some processing can be necessary before the system can provisioning entity are not populated , then the determination 
analyze all such names as the same entity . Exemplary can return a negative indication to signify that the interaction 
methods for resolving a name of provisioning entities are does not include a location information of the provisioning 
described in U.S. Non - Provisional patent application Ser . 20 entity and the process can move to step 1440 . 
No. 13 / 827,491 , titled Resolving Similar Entities From A In some embodiments , where the categories of informa 
Transaction Database filed on Mar. 14 , 2013 , the entirety of tion associated with a location information of the provision 
which is expressly incorporated herein by reference . ing entity are populated , the determination can further 

An exemplary method of resolving a provisioning entity include verifying that the populated data is valid data that 
name can include a number of factors including , but not 25 signifies a location information before the process moves to 
limited to , categories of information associated with inter step 1460. For example , for the category of information 
actions , analyzing interactions associated with competitive representing zip code ( e.g. , zip code sub - category 456 ) , if 
and / or complementary provisioning entities . Such exem the populated data is 94085 , it can be verified as a valid data 
plary method can result in a significant uplift in accuracy in and the process can then move to step 1460. On the other 
resolving the name of provisioning entities . In some 30 hand , if the populated data is 940850 , it can be verified as an 
embodiments , a percentage accuracy in resolving the name invalid data for zip code as zip codes , at least in the United 
of provisioning entities can be increased to high nineties States , are supposed to be only five decimal numerical digits 
( e.g. , 97 % ) . and the process can then move to step 1440 as described 

FIG . 14 depicts a flowchart representing an exemplary below . It will be understood that other methods to determine 
process for estimating a location of a provisioning entity , 35 whether the interaction includes a location information of 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . the provisioning entity can be implemented within the scope 
While the flowchart discloses the following steps in a and spirit of this disclosure . 
particular order , it will be appreciated that at least some of Next , if the interaction of the data structure does not 
the steps can be moved , modified , or deleted where appro include an identified location information of the provision 
priate , consistent with the teachings of the present disclo- 40 ing entity , step 1440 can estimate a location information of 
sure . Process 1400 can be performed in full or in part by a the provisioning entity based on one or more attributes of 
provisioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning entity one or more consuming entities . In some embodiments , step 
analysis system 210 ) . It is appreciated that some of these 1440 can estimate a location information of the provisioning 
steps can be performed in full or in part by other systems entity based on one or more attributes of one or more 
( e.g. , such as those systems identified above in FIG . 2 ) . 45 consuming entities and further based on one or more attri 

In step 1410 , a data structure ( e.g. , data structure 400 ) butes of the provisioning entity . For example , the one or 
comprising a plurality of interactions associated with mul more attributes of the one or more consuming entities can be 
tiple entities can be accessed . In some embodiments , the a location information of the one or more consuming entities 
accessed data structure can comprise a plurality of catego and the one or more attributes of the provisioning entity can 
ries of information showing interactions associated with 50 be an identification information of the provisioning entity 
multiple entities . The data structure can be similar to the ( e.g. , provisioning entity identification category 440 ) . In 
exemplary data structure 400 described with reference to some embodiments , a determination can be made based on 
FIG . 4 above . The plurality of interactions of the data identification information of the provisioning entity to find 
structure can include a consuming entity and a provisioning out whether the provisioning entity has more than one 
entity . Each such interaction of the data structure can include 55 location . If the determination returns an answer in the 
at least one attribute of the consuming entity and at least one negative , signifying that the provisioning entity only has one 
attribute of the provisioning entity . In some embodiments , location , information representing such location can be 
the at least one attribute of the consuming entity can include identified by performing a search query over the Internet 
a location information of the consuming entity . For some using a search engine ( e.g. , Google SearchTM ) . 
consuming entities , the location information may not be 60 In some embodiments , when the determination returns an 
known or identified . answer in the positive , signifying that there is more than one 
Moreover , in some embodiments , the at least one attribute location for the provisioning entity , a location information of 

of the provisioning entity can include an identification the provisioning entity can be estimated based on at least a 
information of the provisioning entity . In some embodi location information of the consuming entity and an iden 
ments , the at least one attribute of the provisioning entity can 65 tification information of the provisioning entity . For 
include an attribute other than an identification information example , knowing a location information of the consuming 
of the provisioning entity . entity ( e.g. , zip code of the consuming entity ) , a search query 
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can be requested to find out a location information of the Clara County using either a street address or other unique 
provisioning entity that is closest to the location of the identifier for the location ( e.g. , zip code if there is only one 
consuming entity . In some embodiments , the location infor store location for the zip code ) . An exemplary multi - step 
mation returned by the search query can be an estimated process is described below . 
location information of the provisioning entity . Alterna- 5 In step 1505 , a data structure ( e.g. , data structure 400 ) 
tively , when there is more than one location for the provi comprising a plurality of interactions associated with mul sioning entity , a location information of the provisioning tiple entities can be accessed . In some embodiments , the entity can be estimated by looking at a frequency of inter accessed data structure can comprise a plurality of catego actions between the consuming entity and each location of ries of information showing interactions associated with the provisioning entity . For example , a provisioning entity 10 multiple entities . The data structure can be similar to the can be the grocery store , SafewayTM , which can have mul 
tiple locations in a given zip code ( e.g. , 94086 ) of the exemplary data structure 400 described with reference to 
consuming entity . If the location of the SafewayTM where FIG . 4 above . The plurality of interactions of the data 
one or more interactions with a consuming entity occurred structure can include consuming entities and provisioning 
is unknown , interactions between the same consuming entity 15 entities . Each such interaction of the data structure can 
and all SafewayTM locations within the given zip code of the include at least one attribute of the consuming entity and at 
consuming entity can be analyzed such that the SafewayTM least one attribute of the provisioning entity . The at least one 
location that is involved with the most number of interac attribute of the consuming entity can include location infor 
tions can be selected as an estimated location of the Safe mation of the consuming entity . For some consuming enti 
wayTM for the one or more interactions . It will be understood 20 ties , the location information may not be known or identi 
that the above - recited estimation techniques are merely fied . Moreover , in some embodiments , the at least one 
exemplary and not intended to be limiting . attribute of the provisioning entity can include an identifi 
Next , in step 1450 , the data structure can be updated with cation information of the provisioning entity . Alternatively , 

an estimated location information of the provisioning entity . the at least one attribute of the provisioning entity can 
In some embodiments , data associated with only the evalu- 25 include an attribute other than an identification information 
ated interaction can be updated . Alternatively , data associ of the provisioning entity . 
ated with all interactions associated with the consuming The provisioning entity analysis system can receive an 
entity and the provisioning entity can be updated irrespec input that can be used in a process to fill in any missing 
tive of whether those interactions were previously evaluated categories of information associated with an interaction . For 
or not . Next , in step 1460 , a determination can be made 30 example , the received input can be " canonical data ” that can 
whether the data structure comprises additional interactions be used to estimate identification information of the provi 
that are to be evaluated . If the determination returns an sioning entity . An exemplary canonical data can comprise 
answer in the positive , signifying that there are additional data that can be received from external to the provisioning 
interactions that are to be evaluated , the process can go back entity analysis system ( e.g. , YelpTM ) . For example , if a 
to step 1420 to evaluate another interaction and further to 35 provisioning entity associated with an interaction is an 
repeat the process comprising steps 1420 through 1460 , as Italian restaurant , the provisioning entity category 460 can 
described above . On the other hand , if the determination be represented by an MCC 5812 signifying it as a restaurant 
returns an answer in the negative , signifying that there are no but might not be able to signify that it is an Italian restaurant . 
additional interactions that are to be evaluated , the process In such a scenario , canonical data such as YelpTM review 
can end . 40 information can be analyzed to further identify the provi 

FIG . 15 depicts a flowchart representing an exemplary sioning entity as an Italian restaurant . Another example for 
process for estimating a location of a provisioning entity , applying received canonical data can be to differentiate 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . between an entity that is no longer in business from an entity 
While the flowchart discloses the following steps in a that might have changed its name . In this example , canonical 
particular order , it will be appreciated that at least some of 45 data can be received from an external source ( e.g. , Fac 
the steps can be moved , modified , or deleted where appro tualTM ) that can comprise a “ status ” flag as part of its data , 
priate , consistent with the teachings of the present disclo which can signify whether the entity is no longer in business . 
sure . Process 1500 can be performed in full or in part by a Next , in step 1510 , an interaction of the data structure can 
provisioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning entity be evaluated . Next , in step 1515 , a determination can be 
analysis system 210 ) . It is appreciated that some of these 50 made for the interaction of the data structure as to whether 
steps can be performed in full or in part by other systems the interaction includes an identified location information of 
( e.g. , such as those systems identified above in FIG . 2 ) . the provisioning entity . In some embodiments , similar to the 

The exemplary process of FIG . 15 can depict a multi - step step 1430 of FIG . 14 , the determination can include analyz 
process for estimating location information of a provisioning ing whether the categories of information associated with a 
entity . Initially , an area location information can be esti- 55 location information of the provisioning entity are populated 
mated to represent a location information of the provisioning or not . If it turns out that the categories of information 
entity broadly . For example , an area location information for associated with a location information of the provisioning 
a grocery store like SafewayTM can be as broad as a state entity are populated , then the determination can return a 
( e.g. , California ) or county ( e.g. , Santa Clara County ) such positive indication to signify that the at least one attribute of 
that SafewayTM can comprise multiple possible locations 60 the provisioning entity includes an identified location infor 
within the area location . Later , a location information can be mation of the provisioning entity and the process can then 
estimated to identify a specific location of the provisioning move to step 1555. If , on the other hand , the categories of 
entity from its multiple possible locations within the area information associated with a location information of the 
location . For example , if the area location information provisioning entity are not populated , then the determination 
represents Santa Clara County comprising of ten possible 65 can return a negative indication to signify that the interaction 
SafewayTM locations , the estimated location information can does not include location information of the provisioning 
represent one of the ten possible locations within Santa entity and the process can move to step 1520 . 
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In some embodiments , where the categories of informa some embodiments , the filtered interactions can be analyzed 
tion associated with location information of the provisioning to filter provisioning entities based on a received canonical 
entity are populated , the determination can further include input data . For example , if the received canonical input data 
verifying that the populated data is valid data that signifies comprises an identification information that might be miss 
a location information before the process moves to step 5 ing in data structure 400 , the system can filter the interac 
1555. For example , for the category of information repre tions further to only analyze those interactions associated 
senting zip code ( e.g. , zip code sub - category 456 ) , if the with provisioning entities with an identification information populated data is 94085 , it can be verified as a valid data and that meet the criteria set by the received canonical data . It the process can then move to step 1555. On the other hand , will be appreciated that other forms of canonical data can be if the populated data is 094085 , it can be verified as an 10 received within the scope of this disclosure . invalid data for zip code as zip codes , at least in the United Next , in step 1530 , a travel time can be computed between States , are typically only five decimal numerical digits and a location of a first provisioning entity to that of a location the process can then move to step 1520 as described below . 
It will be appreciated that other methods to determine of a second provisioning entity . In some embodiments , the 
whether the interaction includes location information of the 15 first provisioning entity can be the provisioning entity with 
provisioning entity can be implemented within the scope and an estimated area location and the second provisioning 
spirit of this disclosure . entity can be any provisioning entity other than the first 
Next , if the interaction of the data structure does not provisioning entity . For each interaction of step 1510 and its 

include identified location information of the provisioning associated consuming entity , the second provisioning entity 
entity , step 1520 can estimate an area location information 20 can be any provisioning entity other than the first provision 
of the provisioning entity based on one or more attributes of ing entity that is associated with other interactions of the 
one or more consuming entities . In some embodiments , step consuming entity . Step 1530 can be explained with the block 
1520 can estimate the area location information of the diagrams of FIGS . 16A , 16B , and 16C , which depicts two 
provisioning entity based on one or more attributes of one or provisioning entities , S1 and S2 , five interactions , X1 - X5 , 
more consuming entities . Alternatively , step 1520 can esti- 25 and exemplary travel times ( e.g. , Tsi - x1 ) . Provisioning enti 
mate the area location information of the provisioning entity ties S1 and S2 can be two different locations within a chain 
based on one or more attributes of one or more consuming of stores associated with the same provisioning entity and 
entities and further based on one or more attributes of the situated within an area location information estimated in 
provisioning entity . For example , the one or more attributes step 1520. For example , S1 and S2 can be two different 
of the one or more consuming entities can be a location 30 locations of SafewayTM situated within an estimated area 
information of the one or more consu nsuming entities and the location ( e.g. , zip code 94086 ) . The area location informa 
one or more attributes of the provisioning entity can be an tion can be depicted with a shaded region and labeled as 
identification information of the provisioning entity ( e.g. , element 1605A in FIGS . 16A , 16B , and 16C . As shown in 
provisioning entity identification category 440 ) . Alterna FIG . 16A , the five interactions , X1 - X5 , can represent inter 
tively , a determination can be made based on identification 35 actions between the consuming entity associated with the 
information of the provisioning entity to find out whether the interaction of step 1510 and a provisioning entity other than 
provisioning entity has more than one location . If the S1 or S2 . While FIGS . 16A , 16B , and 16C , depict locations 
determination returns an answer in the negative , signifying of two provisioning entities and locations of five interac 
that the provisioning entity only has one location , informa tions , it will be appreciated that this disclosure is applicable 
tion representing such location can be identified by perform- 40 to embodiments involving any number of provisioning enti 
ing a search query over the Internet using a search engine ties and any number of interactions . 
( e.g. , Google SearchTM ) and such information can be iden FIG . 16B depicts travel times between the SafewayT 
tified as an estimated first location information of the location , S1 , and a provisioning entity involved in each of 
provisioning entity . the interactions , X1 - X5 . While the travel times are illus 

In some embodiments , when the determination returns an 45 trated as aerial travel times , it is appreciated that the travel 
answer in the positive , signifying that there is more than one times can take into consideration roads , sidewalks , bike 
possible location for the provisioning entity , an area location lanes , etc. For example , travel time between the location Si 
information of the provisioning entity can be estimated and location of provisioning entity involved in interaction 
based on at least a location information of the consuming X1 , can be represented by the line TS1 - X1 . Travel time T. 
entity and an identification information of the provisioning 50 can be computed using real - time traffic conditions or based 
entity . For example , knowing a location information of the on historical traffic conditions . Similarly , travel times can be 
consuming entity ( e.g. , zip code of the consuming entity ) , a computed between S1 and each location of provisioning 
search query can be requested to find out the area location entities associated with interactions X2 through X5 . Such 
information of the provisioning entity that is within a travel times can be labeled as TS1 - X2 through Ts1 - X5 
predetermined distance ( e.g. , within the same zip code ) to 55 depicted in FIG . 16B . 
the location of the consuming entity . The location informa FIG . 16C depicts travel times between the other possible 
tion returned by the search query can be an estimated first SafewayTM location , S2 , and a provisioning entity involved 
location information of the provisioning entity . in each of the interactions , X1 - X5 . This process can be very 
Next , in step 1525 , the plurality of interactions can be similar to that of FIG . 16B described above . For example , 

filtered to identify other interactions ( e.g. , interactions other 60 travel time between the location S2 and location of provi 
than the first interaction ) between the one or more consum sioning entity involved in interaction X1 , can be represented 
ing entities and other provisioning entities ( i.e. , provisioning by the line TS2 - X1 . Travel time TS2 - x1 can be computed using 
entities other than the provisioning entity associated with the real - time traffic conditions or based on historical traffic 
interaction and with an unidentified location ) . For example , conditions . Similarly , travel times can be computed between 
step 1525 can filter other interactions such that interactions 65 S2 and each location of provisioning entities associated with 
without an indication of location information associated interactions X2 through X5 . Such travel times can be labeled 
with the other provisioning entities need not be analyzed . In as TS2 - X2 through TS2 - X5 , as depicted in FIG . 16C . 

TM 

S1 - X1 

as 
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Next , referring back to FIG . 15 , in step 1535 , an affinity the area location of the provisioning entity can be estimated 
score can be computed . In some embodiments , an affinity by looking at a frequency of interactions between the 
score can be computed for each possible location of the consuming entity and each possible location of the provi 
provisioning entity within the estimated area location . The sioning entity . For example , a provisioning entity can be the 
computed affinity score can be based on the computed travel 5 grocery store , SafewayTM , which can have multiple locations 
times such that the affinity score can have an inverse in a given city ( e.g. , Sunnyvale Calif . ) of the consuming proportionality with computed travel times such that the entity . Interactions between the consuming entity and all lower the travel time the higher an affinity score . For SafewayTM locations within the given city of the consuming example , based on the exemplary travel times depicted in 
FIGS . 16A , 16B , and 16C , it is possible that the affinity 10 is involved with the most number of interactions can be 

entity can be analyzed such that the SafewayTM location that 
score associated with location S1 is likely higher than that of selected as an estimated location within the area location of location S2 because travel times associated with Si are the SafewayTM for the one or more interactions . It will be lower than that of S2 . Affinity score can be computed based understood that the above - recited estimation techniques are on an average travel time for all interactions . Alternatively , affinity score can be computed by aggregating travel times 15 merely exemplary and not intended to be limiting . 
of all interactions for each location S1 and S2 . It will be Next , an accuracy check of the estimated location infor 
appreciated that the above - described methods are merely mation within the area location can be performed . In some 
exemplary and other methods of computing an affinity score embodiments , the accuracy check can comprise verification 
based on travel times are possible within the scope of this that the estimated location information is one of the possible 
disclosure . Alternatively , the computed affinity score can be 20 locations within the estimated area location of the provi 
normalized ( e.g. , can be normalized to comprise a value sioning entity . Alternatively , the accuracy check can com 
between 0 and 1 , with 0 representing no affinity and 1 prise verification that the estimated location information is a 
representing maximum possible affinity ) . Moreover , while valid location information . For example , if the estimated 
the affinity score can have an inverse relationship with the location information is a street address , then the accuracy 
computed travel times , it is appreciated that the affinity score 25 check can involve verifying that the estimated street address 
can have a proportional relationship to the computed travel is a valid street address based on an Internet - based search 
times . using a search engine ( e.g. , Google SearchTM ) . 
Next , in step 1540 , the computed affinity score can be Next , in step 1545 , the data structure can be updated with 

used to estimate a location information within the estimated an estimated location information of the provisioning entity . 
area location for the provisioning entity without an identified 30 In some embodiments , the data structure can be updated 
location information . For example , a location can be esti with either an estimated area location information or an 
mated by selecting the location which has the highest affinity estimated location within the area location information . 
score amongst all possible locations within the area location . Alternatively , the data structure can be updated with both the 
That is , in the exemplary embodiment of FIG . 16 , location estimated area location information and the estimated loca 
Sl can be selected as the affinity score associated with 35 tion information within the area location . In some embodi 
location Si is likely higher than that of location S2 , as ments , data associated with only the evaluated interaction 
described above . It will be appreciated that other methods of can be updated . Alternatively , data associated with all inter 
estimating a second location information based on an affinity actions associated with the consuming entity and the pro 
score are possible . Alternatively , the computed affinity score visioning entity can be updated irrespective of whether those 
can be used in conjunction with an algorithm to estimate a 40 interactions were previously evaluated or not . Next , in step 
second location information within the area location infor 1550 , a determination can be made whether the data struc 
mation . ture comprises additional interactions that are to be evalu 

In some embodiments , when there is more than one ated . If the determination returns an answer in the positive , 
possible location for the provisioning entity without an signifying that there are additional interactions that are to be 
identified location information , a location information 45 evaluated , the process can go back to step 1510 to evaluate 
within the area location of the provisioning entity can be another interaction and further to repeat the process com 
estimated by analyzing interactions between the consuming prising steps 1510 through 1550 , as described above . On the 
entity and other provisioning entities within the location of other hand , if the determination returns an answer in the 
the consuming entity ( e.g. , zip code of the consuming entity ) negative , signifying that there are no additional interactions 
that are closely spaced in time relative to the interaction that 50 that are to be evaluated , the process can end . 
does not include an identified location information of the In some embodiments , a provisioning entity analysis 
provisioning entity . For example , a first interaction that does system can predict a purchasing pattern of consuming enti 
not include an identified location information of the provi ties . For example , a provisioning entity ( e.g. , a large national 
sioning entity can include a timestamp ( e.g. , time of inter retailer in the grocery business like SafewayTM ) can be 
action category 480 ) associated with the first interaction . To 55 interested in predicting purchasing patterns of consuming 
estimate a location information for the provisioning entity entities in order to make decision such as opening new stores 
associated with the first interaction , the system can analyze or closing existing stores . One method of predicting pur 
other interactions ( e.g. , interactions other than the first chasing patterns can be to analyze interactions of consuming 
interaction ) associated with the consuming entity that entities with the provisioning entity . For example , if Safe 
occurred within the same location of the consuming entity 60 wayTM is interested in opening new store by predicting 
( e.g. , zip code of the consuming entity ) , occurred within a purchasing patterns of their customers of an existing loca 
short time interval of the timestamp of the first interaction tion , the customer interactions at the existing location can be 
( e.g. , within 10 minutes of the timestamp ) , and which further analyzed to understand where the customers are located by 
include an identified location information for the provision processing location information of the customers . Based on 
ing entities associated with the other interactions . 65 the processed location information of the customers of the 

Alternatively , when there is more than one possible loca existing location , SafewayTM might be able to make a 
tion for the provisioning entity , a location information within decision on a location for their new location . 
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Another method of predicting purchasing patterns can be FIG . 18 shows a screenshot of an exemplary user interface 
to analyze interactions between the consuming entities and 1800 that represents revenue depicted temporally , consistent 
other provisioning entities , where the other provisioning with some embodiments . A provisioning entity analysis 
entities can be either a competitor of or complementary to system ( e.g. , provisioning entity analysis system 210 ) can 
the provisioning entity . For example , if SafewayTM is inter- 5 generate exemplary user interface 1800. User interface 
ested in opening new store by predicting purchasing patterns 1800 , for example , can be accessed by an entity selecting 
of their customers of an existing location , interactions of the “ Revenue ” in the sidebar ( e.g. , “ Revenue ” submenu of user customers of the existing locations that are associated with interface 1700 of FIG . 17 ) . User interface 1800 can repre a competitive entity or a complementary entity can be sent revenue information in a chart , such as the bar chart analyzed . An exemplary complementary entity can be a gas 10 shown in the top panel of FIG . 18. In some embodiments , station or a pharmacy because it can be reasonable to assume each bar in the bar chart can represent revenues for a period that consumers frequently shop at a pharmacy or a gas 
station that is close to their residential location . Accordingly , of time ( e.g. , a day , week , month , quarter , or year ) . The 
by analyzing interactions that are associated with a comple granularity or time period for each bar based on the selection 
mentary entity to estimate a residential location information 15 of the “ Monthly , ” “ Weekly , ” and “ Daily ” boxes in the top 
of consumers , SafewayTM can make a decision on a location left portion of the bar chart . 
for their new location . In some embodiments , user interface 1800 allows an 
FIGS . 17-26 are screenshots of exemplary user interfaces , entity to select a particular bar or time period of interest . For 

consistent with the embodiments of the present disclosure . example , the entity can select the “ May ” bar . To indicate that 
These user interfaces can be provided based on an analysis 20 “ May ” has been selected , user interface 1800 can display 
of a data structure ( e.g. , data structure 400 of FIG . 4 ) that month in a different color . In some embodiments , user 
performed by a provisioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , interface 1800 can also display additional information for 
provisioning entity analysis system 210 ) . FIG . 17 illustrates the selected bar . For example , as shown in FIG . 18 , user 
an exemplary user interface 1700 that a provisioning entity interface 1800 can display the month selected , the revenue 
analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning entity analysis system 25 for that month , the average ticket size , the number of 
210 ) can generate , according to some embodiments . In some transactions , and the names of holidays in that month , if any . 
embodiments , the exemplary user interface includes a dash In some embodiments , user interface 1800 can depict com 
board , e.g a small business portal dashboard ( SBP ) dash parisons of revenue information . For example , user interface 
board , that can depict a performance of an entity over a 1800 can display additional lines or bars ( not shown ) , which 
metric . For example , the SBP dashboard represents revenue 30 represent revenue competitor revenue , industry revenue , or 
information of the entity ( e.g. , a provisioning entity ) for the entity revenue from another time period . In some embodi 
current week ( May 26 , 2013 - Jun . 2 , 2013 ) . In some embodi ments , user interface 1800 can include a bottom panel 
ments , the SBP dashboard represents revenue information depicting a bar chart of revenue for a longer period of time , 
comparing the entity's actual revenue to the entity's goal such as the past twelve months . User interface 1800 can 
revenue for the week . For example , the provisioning entity 35 highlight the region currently depicted in the top panel by 
can enter a goal revenue for a period of time ( e.g. , weekly , changing the color of the corresponding bars in the bottom 
quarterly , or yearly ) . After receiving information regarding panel . In some embodiments , user interface 1800 can allow 
the expected revenue , the provisioning entity analysis sys an entity to drag the highlighted region on the bottom panel 
tem can analyze interaction data to analyze the entity's to depict a different time period in the top panel . 
performance relative to the goal revenue . An outcome of 40 User interface 1800 can also allow an entity to access 
such comparative analysis can be represented with an exem additional user interfaces by selecting , for example , the 
plary bar graph or pie chart . For example , the middle portion “ Total Transactions , ” “ Ticket Size , ” “ Busiest Days , ” or 
of FIG . 17 depicts that the entity has received $ 48,078 in “ Busiest Hours ” submenus in the sidebar . In some embodi 
revenues for the current week , and the entity's goal revenue ments , these user interfaces ( not shown ) can display infor 
for that week is $ 63,933 . 45 mation in the same manner as user interface 1800. For 

In some embodiments , user interface 1700 can include a example , a user interface for “ Total Transaction ” can rep 
plurality of user interface elements representing information resent transaction information in a chart , such as a bar chart 
associated with entity performance metrics such as revenue , shown in the top panel of FIG . 18. In this user interface , the 
ticket size , new customers , and returning customers . For bars in the bar chart can represent the total number of 
example , as shown in FIG . 17 , each of the above - described 50 transactions for a period time ( e.g. , one month ) . User 
user interface elements can be depicted as a rectangular box interfaces accessed through the “ Ticket Size , ” “ Busiest 
with an icon and some information representing the perfor Days , ” and “ Busiest Hours ” can display information simi 
mance metric of the entity . The entity can customize what larly . In some embodiments , the bars in these user interfaces 
metrics are displayed and how those metrics are displayed . can represent a percentage for a period time ( e.g. , 15 % of 
The user interface elements , when clicked on , can provide 55 sales occur on Tuesday ) . 
access to other user interfaces , depicting additional infor FIG . 19 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary user inter 
mation for the selected performance metric . face representing new customer acquisition numbers over a 
User interface 1700 can include a sidebar with expandable selected period , consistent with some embodiments . A pro 

labels depicting , for example , “ My Store , ” “ My Customers , " visioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning entity 
and “ My Neighborhood . ” Each of these labels can provide 60 analysis system 210 ) can generate exemplary user interface 
access to additional user interfaces that depict additional 1900. In some embodiments , user interface 1900 is acces 
information for these metrics . For example , clicking on the sible by expanding “ My Customers ” in the sidebar and 
“ My Store ” label can expand the label to show submenus selecting the “ New Customers ” submenu . User interface 
corresponding to “ Revenue , ” “ Total Transactions , ” “ Ticket 1900 can depict customer metrics for a selected period of 
Size , ” “ Busiest Days , ” and “ Busiest Hours . ” Each of these 65 time . For example , user interface 1900 can display customer 
submenus can provide access to another user interface , metrics for a selected quarter . User interface 1900 can use , 
providing additional information for each category . for example , a bar graph to represent the customer metrics 
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wherein each bar represents the number of customers for a spending habits for the geographic region for different 
subset period of time , ( e.g. , a week ) within the longer period temporal periods . For example , user interface 2100 can 
of time ( e.g. , a quarter ) . depict customer spending for the current month , quarter , 
User interface 1900 can also depict new customers in one previous quarter , or any other time period . 

color and returning customers in a different color to distin- 5 FIG . 22 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary user inter 
guish between the different types of customers . As an face 2200 representing entity performance using one or 
example , in FIG . 19 , returning customers are represented by more filter selections including demographics , geographic 
the upper , lighter portions of the bar , whereas new customers location , time period , and transactions . A provisioning entity 
are represented by the lower , darker portions . In some analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning entity analysis system 
embodiments , user interface 1900 can depict the total num- 10 210 ) can generate exemplary user interface 2200. In some 
ber of new customers and returning customers for a selected embodiments , an entity can utilize user interface 2200 to 
time period , as shown in the top right portion of user compare how different variables ( e.g. , time , demographics , 
interface 1900. User interface 1900 can also allow an entity location , etc. ) affect entity performance metrics ( e.g. , rev 
to access additional user interfaces ( such as user interface enues , ticket size , etc. ) . In some embodiments , user interface 
2000 and user interface 2100 described below ) by selecting , 15 2200 can depict entity performance using a bar chart or 
for example , the “ Loyal Customers ” or “ Where do they histograms . For example , the bar charts in the middle of 
spend ? ” submenus . FIG . 22 depict the average ticket size based on the number 

FIG . 20 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary user inter of times a customer visits . The bar chart on the left side of 
face 2000 representing loyal customer information , consis FIG . 22 depicts this information for the current quarter , for 
tent with some embodiments . À provisioning entity analysis 20 customers aged 31 to 49 , for sales on Saturday , whereas the 
system ( e.g. , provisioning entity analysis system 210 ) can bar chart on the right depicts the same information for the 
generate exemplary user interface 2000 In some embodi current quarter , for customers , aged 31 to 49 , for every day 
ments , user interface 2000 can be accessed based on the of the week . User interface 220 allows an entity to use these 
selection of the “ Loyal Customers ” submenu in the sidebar . bar charts to determine the effect the day of the week has on 
User interface 2000 can depict performance metrics relating 25 the number of tickets and the average ticket size . 
to revenue from returning customers . In some embodiments , In some embodiments , user interface 2200 can depict 
user interface 2000 represents this information as a stacked additional customer information , such as income , as a his 
bar graph . A section of the stacked graph can represent the togram . As shown in FIG . 22 , the histogram can represent 
number of customers who visited an entity a certain number customer demographics for the selected filters . In some 
of times . For example , the bottom section of the stacked bar 30 embodiments , user interface 220 can depict a delta ( not 
chart depicted in FIG . 20 can represent the number of shown in FIG . 22 ) representing a difference between similar 
customers who visited once . In some embodiments , a sec categories in each histogram . The depiction of the delta can 
tion of the stacked graph can represent the number of be in the area between the left and right histograms such as 
customers whose visits fall within a range of times , ( e.g. , shown in U.S. application Ser . No. 14 / 289,596 at FIG . 17 , 
“ 3-4 times ” or “ 9+ times ” ) . User interface 2000 can depict 35 the depiction of which is incorporated by reference . For 
each section as a percentage ( e.g. 7.0 % of customers ) , as a example , if 16 % of the entity's customers had an income 
number ( e.g. 149 customers ) , or as a combination thereof less than $ 30,000 for the first filter selections , and only 11 % 
( e.g. , 149 customers , 7.0 % ) . had an income less than $ 30,000 for the second filter 

In some embodiments , user interface 2000 can depict selections , user interface 2200 can display a 5 % delta to the 
additional information for a section selected by the entity . 40 left , representing the difference between the filter selections . 
For example , the entity can select the “ 9+ times ” section at FIG . 23 depicts a screenshot of an two exemplary user 
the top of the stacked bar graph in FIG . 20 to display interfaces . A provisioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , pro 
additional information about those customers . This infor visioning entity analysis system 210 ) can generate these 
mation can include the total revenue from those customers , exemplary user interfaces . The left panel of FIG . 23 shows 
the total number of transactions with those customers , and 45 a user interface that can depict business insights for the 
the average ticket size of those customers . entity ( e.g. , what customers buy , where they buy , when they 

FIG . 21 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary user inter buy , how often they buy , where they live , how much they 
face 2100 representing customer spending habits for specific make , etc. ) . For example , user interface 2300 can depict 
geographic regions . A provisioning entity analysis system insights such as temporal trends , temporal summaries , geo 
( e.g. , provisioning entity analysis system 210 ) can generate 50 graphical trends , whether customers are on vacation , and 
exemplary user interface 2100. In some embodiments , user customer demographics . An entity can use these insights to 
interface 2100 can be accessed based on the selection of the predict future spending , to target specific customers , to 
" Where do they spend ” submenu in the sidebar . User inter determine when to have sales , to determine when to order 
face 2100 can depict a geographic region . User interface additional inventory , etc. The right panel of FIG . 23 shows 
2100 can also depict locations where customers spend 55 a user interface that can depict an exemplary temporal graph 
overlaid on the geographic region , e.g. a heat map . For of revenues . This bar chart is similar to the bar chart 
example , the shaded regions overlaid on the geographic described above with respect to FIG . 18. In some embodi 
region in FIG . 21 can depict the regions where customers ments , the user interface in the right panel can allow an 
spend . entity to compare its revenues to other entities . For example , 

Different shades of gray - scale can be used to show 60 the lines on each bar in the right panel of FIG . 23 represent 
different amounts of spending ( e.g. , darker shaded regions competitor revenue for the selected time period . In some 
can depict regions where customers spend more ) . Alterna embodiments , these lines can represent industry revenue or 
tively , a color coded heat - map can be used where different entity revenue from another time period . In some embodi 
colors can be used to show different amounts of spending . In ments , the user interface shown in the right panel of FIG . 23 
some embodiments , the geographic granularity ( e.g. , dis- 65 can include a bottom panel depicting a bar chart of revenue 
trict , city , county , metropolitan area , state ) of user interface for a longer period of time , such as the past twelve months . 
2100 is selectable . User interface 2100 can also depict The user interface can highlight the region currently 
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depicted in the top panel by changing the color of the ( e.g. , X - axis ) of the chart can represent the day of vacation . 
corresponding bars in the bottom panel . In some embodi The dependent axis can represent the average range of 
ments , the user interface allows an entity to drag the percentage of travel spending that is spent on restaurants . 
highlighted region on the bottom panel to depict a different FIG . 27 depicts a block diagram of an exemplary system 
time period in the top panel . 5 2700 for analyzing entity performance including a mobile 

FIG . 24 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary user inter device 2705 , consistent with the embodiments of the present 
face 2400 including a heat - map representation ( e.g. , the left disclosure . FIG . 27 depicts an example scenario where 
panel ) and graph - based representation ( e.g. , the right panel ) mobile device 2705 communicates with the components of 
of entity performance . A provisioning entity analysis system system 2700 to request or analyze entity performance . In 
( e.g. , provisioning entity analysis system 210 ) can generate 10 addition to mobile device 2705 , system 2700 can include a 
exemplary user interface 2400. In some embodiments , the cellular base station 2715 , a provisioning entity 2730 , a 
entity can select one or more filters ( e.g. “ Add New Filter ” server 2725 , and a network 2720. The devices of system 
shown in the sidebar ) to display a timeline of customer . For 2700 may be communicatively coupled to transmit infor 
example , user interface 2400 can represent customer spend mation . Various types of hardware can be included in 
ing on a daily basis . In some embodiments , user interface 15 devices in system 2700. For example , each device can 
2400 can represent customer spending with a heat map , such include one or more processors , memory , and transceivers 
as the heat map shown in the left panel of FIG . 24. The heat ( e.g. , devices that can send and / or receive data via a wired 
map can be used to accurately predict the geographic or wireless connection ) . 
locations of future customer spending . In some embodi Sometimes , a business owner will want to know details 
ments , customer spending can be represented as a graph- 20 about how its retail entities are performing . In particular , 
based representation where the independent axis ( e.g. , business owners may want to be able to compare how their 
X - axis ) can represent a period of time and the dependent axis stores are performing in comparison to similar stores located 
can represent customer spending , as depicted in the right near their store . For example , a business owner may not 
panel of FIG . 24. In some embodiments , the graph - based know that people are spending less in a particular neighbor 
representation can be used as a predictive chart to predict 25 hood as opposed to only their business . In addition , a 
future customer spending . business owner may want to view information associated 

FIG . 25 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary user inter with various customers that enter or make transactions at 
face 2500 representing inferred customer location . A provi their store . At certain points in time , the business owner or 
sioning entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning entity an employee of the business may not be able to access 
analysis system 210 ) can generate exemplary user interface 30 information associated with the customers visiting their 
2500. In some embodiments , user interface 2500 can rep store if they are not in front of a computer . Thus , having the 
resent customer location inferred from persistent informa ability to determine information associated with customers 
tion ( e.g. , the centroid of the customer's medical transac in real - time with a mobile device can be useful . 
tions or the median of the customer's retail food and System 2700 can implement some or all of the methods 
pharmacy stores transactions ) . In some embodiments , user 35 described herein ( e.g. , processes for determining locations 
interface 2500 can represent customer location inferred from and analyzing or comparing entity performance as depicted 
contextual information ( e.g. localized small - ticket spending in FIGS . 6 , 10A , 11 , and 13-15 ) and can include some or all 
in severe weather or spending after an inferred move ) . In of the devices and / or systems described above ( e.g. , provi 
some embodiments , user interface 2500 can represent tem sioning entity analysis system 210 , provisioning entity man 
poral customer location ( e.g. , permanent , temporary , sea- 40 agement systems 240 , consuming entity data systems 250 , 
sonal , etc. ) . data structure 400 , system 500 ) . For example , a user of 

In some embodiments , customer location can be repre mobile device 2705 may access provisioning entity analysis 
sented by a circle of a particular distance , wherein the system 210 in order to view the performance of their 
provisioning entity analysis system infers that the customer provisioning entity ( e.g. , a retail store ) . 
is located within that circle . For example , in FIG . 25 , the 45 Mobile device 2705 may be configured to electronically 
inner circle represents a two mile range and the outer circle communicate with other devices in system 2700 , and to 
represents a five mile range . In some embodiments , user transmit or request information regarding an entity's per 
interface 2500 can depict a confidence metric corresponding formance . Mobile device 2705 , for example , may be a smart 
to the accuracy of inferred customer location ( e.g. , 75-80 % phone , tablet , wearable ( e.g. , smartwatch ) or other portable 
confident that the customer is within the inner circle and 50 electronic device capable of communicating data ( e.g. , 
90-95 % confident that the customer is located in the outer information ) , as discussed above . 
circle ) . Mobile device 2705 may include one or more data acqui 

FIG . 26 depicts a screenshot of an exemplary user inter sition interfaces that can acquire information . In some 
face 2600 representing predictive travel and vacation spend embodiments , the data acquisition interface ( s ) allow mobile 
ing . Entities , such as resorts and travel destinations , can use 55 device 2705 to gather information about its surroundings , 
this information to predict vacation patterns , enabling them which may be transmitted to a provisioning entity ( e.g. , a 
to develop targeted marketing and to inform future restau merchant ) and / or server 2725 that analyzes entity perfor 
rant and service selection . A provisioning entity analysis mance . Data acquisition interfaces can include , but are not 
system ( e.g. , provisioning entity analysis system 210 ) can limited to : an input / output device , a location determination 
generate exemplary user interface 2600. The provisioning 60 module ( e.g. , a global positioning system ( GPS ) ) , a network 
entity analysis system can use the inferred customer loca interface card , a barometer , an accelerometer , a gyroscope , 
tions described above to determine whether certain transac a thermometer , etc. A data acquisition interface can be used 
tions qualify as travel or vacation spending . In some to provide a system with information unique to a mobile 
embodiments , user interface 2600 can depict travel or vaca device ( e.g. , its location ) , so performance analyses can be 
tion spending as a chart . For example , as shown in FIG . 26 , 65 customized based on information acquired at the data acqui 
user interface 2600 can represent this information as a sition interface . In some embodiments , a data acquisition 
scatter chart with confidence intervals . The independent axis interface can acquire a device identifier ( ID ) ( which may 
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include the ID of the mobile device that the data acquisition transceivers . For example , provisioning entity 2730 , via the 
interface is included within ) . In various examples , a mobile one or more transceivers , may receive information related to 
device can determine the device IDs of mobile devices in the consuming entity associated with mobile device 2705 . 
particular area surrounding the mobile device and use the Such information may be shared before , after , or during the 
determined device IDs when performing various entity 5 detection by provisioning entity 2730 of mobile device 
performan ance analyses . 2705. In one example , provisioning entity 2730 may detect 
Mobile device 2705 may also include a display that can personal data , credit card data , shopping history , or other 

display information using a mobile widget . Mobile widgets information about the consuming entity associated with 
may be graphical user interfaces ( GUI ) that can be manipu mobile device 2705. The provisioning entity 2730 may , in 
lated by a user of mobile device 2705. They can be generated 10 some examples , use the information received from mobile 
using software , a script , by opening dynamic content in an device 2705 to , in return , share information with mobile 
email , etc. In various embodiments , mobile widgets can be device 2705. For example , if provisioning entity 2730 
accessed by opening an application on a mobile device , or receives information that the consuming entity associated 
they may be accessed automatically . For example , a mobile with mobile device 2705 is a 15 year - old female , provision 
widget may automatically open when a user unlocks their 15 ing entity 2730 may be configured to share coupons for 
smart phone . items that may interest a person of that description , directly 
Mobile device 2705 may be associated with one or more with mobile device 2705 for display to the consuming entity . 

users . Users can be a consuming entity or be associated with In some embodiments , a user using mobile device 2705 may 
a consuming entity . In some cases , users can be associated perform a particular action to cause provisioning entity 2730 
with a provisioning entity , and accordingly mobile device 20 to determine that mobile device 2705 or its associated user 
2705 may be associated with the provisioning entity . For is within provisioning entity 2730. For example , a user may 
example , a mobile device may belong to a store , an owner “ check in ” or “ like ” provisioning entity 2730 using a web 
of a store , or an employee of a store such as a manager . In based application such as FacebookTM or FoursquareTM . In 
such cases , mobile device 2705 may be considered to be such a case , provisioning entity 2730 and / or a mobile device 
associated with the provisioning entity ( e.g. , the store ) . 25 2705 associated with provisioning entity 2730 may receive 

Referring back to system 2700 , in some embodiments , a notification about the user's action . In some embodiments , 
mobile device 2705 communicates with a cellular base in response to the user's action , provisioning entity 2730 
station 2715 or provisioning entity 2730 using links 2710 . may cause an action to occur such as providing a mobile 
As some examples , mobile device 2705 can use links 2710 device 2705 associated with the user with one or more 
to transmit information about its location to a provisioning 30 coupons , or providing a mobile device 2705 associated with 
entity , or request information about entity performance from the user with information about discounted products . 
server 2725. Links 2710 transmit information and may Server 2725 is an example computing system that can 
include a wired connection , a wireless co ection , or both . perform the methods described herein , and can include 
Example wireless technologies that may be used by mobile multiple hardware devices . In some examples , server 2725 
device 2705 in the example systems and methods described 35 may include the devices included in provisioning entity 
in the present disclosure include , but are not limited to : analysis system 210 as described above , and include one or 
communication via satellite , CDMA , LTE , WiFi ( IEEE more networked computers processing in parallel or use a 
802.11 ) , radio frequency identification ( RFID ) , Near Field distributed computing architecture . Server 2725 may include 
Communication ( NFC ) , ZigBeeTM ( IEEE 802.15.4 ) , one or more machines physically located in provisioning 
Z - WaveTM , BluetoothTM , ThreadTM , WeMoTM , WiMaxTM , 40 entities , which may help save time and resources when they 
etc. are close to users attempting to access server 2725 . 

System 2700 may include a provisioning entity 2730 , Server 2725 can perform entity analysis in the same 
which , for example , may be a merchant location . Provision manner as provisioning entity analysis system 210 discussed 
ing entity 2730 may include one or more transceivers ( e.g. , above . For example , server 2725 can receive data and 
wireless transceivers , beacons , etc. ) . The one or more trans- 45 information requests from provisioning entity 2730 or 
ceivers may be configured to detect the presence of mobile mobile device 2705 , perform various operations such as 
device 2705 when mobile device 2705 comes within a populating or accessing a database , and send data such as 
certain range of provisioning entity 2730. For example , if a information associated with consuming or provisioning enti 
consuming entity ( e.g. , a customer ) associated with mobile ties . In one example , a user that wants to see how certain 
device 2705 is carrying mobile device 2705 when the 50 provisioning entities are performing can use mobile device 
consuming entity physically enters the premises of provi 2705 to access server 2725. The user may send information 
sioning entity 2730 , the one or more transceivers may be requests that include filter selections , as discussed above , to 
configured to detect the presence of mobile device 2705 . retrieve information associated with the certain provisioning 
Furthermore , and in some embodiments , the transceivers entities . For example , a user may send filter selections to 
also may be configured to determine a particular location of 55 parse data in server 2725 such that only information indi 
mobile device 2705 within provisioning entity 2730 , along cating the revenue generated by grocery stores in a three 
with a route that mobile device 2705 traveled while near mile radius of the mobile device during the previous week . 
and / or inside provisioning entity 2730. For example , provi This information may be sent from server 2725 to mobile 
sioning entity 2730 may be able to detect that the consuming device 2705 and displayed using a widget ( e.g. , an applica 
entity carried mobile device 2705 in through the front door , 60 tion ) . 
walked past the produce display , stopped in the pet food In some embodiments , network 2720 included in system 
aisle for 4 minutes , then walked down aisle 10 to get to the 2700 is similar to network 260 as discussed above . Network 
deli counter ( where the consuming entity waited for 8 2720 can be used by mobile device 2705 to send and receive 
minutes ) , then passed the candy section on the way to data associated with entity performance from server 2725 . 
register 10 and out the back door . 65 Network 2720 can be any type of network or combination of 

In another example , mobile device 2705 may share infor networks configured to provide electronic communications 
mation with provisioning entity 2730 via the one or more between components of system 2700. Network 2720 can be 
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any type of network ( including infrastructure ) that provides to the at least one associated provisioning entity . For 
communications , exchanges information , and / or facilitates example , a mobile device 2705 being carried by the owner 
the exchange of information such as the Internet , a Local of a shopping center can determine when it is in the 
Area Network , or other suitable connection ( s ) that enable shopping center , and display information associated with the 
the sending and receiving of information between the com 5 provisioning entities in the shopping center such as how 
ponents of system 2700 . much is spent at particular stores . In combination with or in addition to the methods and In additional embodiments , information provided to systems described above , mobile device ( s ) 2705 can per mobile device 2705 may include information associated form a variety of actions and be associated with consuming with an area or a micro - economy . For example , information entities , provisioning entities , or in some cases a mobile 10 may be provided by server 2725 associated with foot traffic device can be associated with a consuming entity and a 
provisioning entity . For example , mobile device 2705 may in a particular area ( e.g. , a number of consuming entities in 
be belong to an employee of a provisioning entity , such that one or more locations during one or more periods of time ) . 
it is considered associated with the provisioning entity . At Information provided to mobile device 2705 may indicate an 
the same time , the the employee may be a customer of 15 amount of retail space in a particular area , whether an 
another provisioning entity , such that the employee is also amount of foot traffic in an area is high or low compared to 
considered a consuming entity , and their mobile device is another area , etc. Further , information can be provided 
therefore associated with a consuming entity as well . indicating whether a location would be a good place to open 
As discussed above , a user may access data associated or invest in a provisioning entity . In some embodiments , 

with the performance of provisioning entities . For example , 20 location information associated with mobile devices being 
a user may access data from server 2725 about provisioning carried by users may be used to determine foot traffic . For 
entities in an area near a particular provisioning entity , such example , a transceiver may determine an amount of unique 
as a store near or next to the provisioning entity . By using mobile devices in a particular area , and the amounts of time 
a display on mobile device 2705 , a user can quickly view spent by the unique mobile devices in the particular area . 
information about one or more provisioning entities or areas 25 Information about foot traffic and micro - economies can be 
from anywhere . provided to mobile devices associated with a provisioning 
Data acquired by mobile device 2705 can be inserted into entity or a consuming entity . For example , in some embodi 

or acquired from a data structure ( e.g. , a database ) , such as ments , members of the public can view aggregated foot 
the data structure 400 of FIG . 4. In various embodiments , a traffic data . 
user sends an information request to a data structure to 30 Herein , requests for information may be referred to as 
access entity performance information . Data structures can information requests . As examples , information requests 
be stored in various places . For example , a data structure generated at mobile device 2705 may include requests to 
may be included in mobile device 2705 , remote from mobile determine its location ( which may be determined with a data 
device 2705 , or partially located in mobile device 2705 and acquisition interface such as GPS ) , and / or requests for 
remote from mobile device 2705. In some embodiments , this 35 information associated with a cohort of provisioning entities 
data structure may be stored in a real - time distributed ( which may include requests to be sent to server 2725 ) . An 
computation environment that supports stream - oriented pro information request may include information that can be 
cessing . For example , the data can be stored in a data used to identify a particular device or type of device . For 
structure using Hadoop's Distributed File System , Ver example , this information can be used to determine 
ticaTM , or AmazonTM S3 . The data structure storing the 40 associated with the device , and information associated with 
interactions data may be incrementally updated at particular the user such as where they live , information indicative of 
intervals by a data computation system , such as Apache's products or services the user has previously purchased , 
SparkTM , providing a user with real - time or near real - time information indicative of products or services the user is 
information about the interactions . likely to purchase , etc. 
As described above , data structures can include informa- 45 Information requests can come from a mobile device 2705 

tion corresponding with entities and interactions , such as associated with a provisioning entity or a consuming entity . 
locations of interactions , amounts of money included in For example , system 2700 may determine that a mobile 
interactions , amounts of money included in interactions at device 2705 associated with a loyal customer entered a 
one or more provisioning entities during one or more time particular provisioning entity . As discussed above , this 
periods , information representing a market share of one or 50 determination may be based on communications between 
more provisioning entities , information about a cohort of mobile device 2705 and one or more cellular base stations 
provisioning or consuming entities ( which may be related that can be inside or outside of the provisioning entity , a 
via an interaction ) , etc. For example , a user may send an WiFi hotspot , or another type of communication device 
information request to a device storing a data structure that within a provisioning entity ( e.g. , a communication device 
includes filter selections and retrieves an average amount of 55 that utilizes NFC , BluetoothTM , ZigBeeTM , Z - WaveTM , 
money spent at a cohort of provisioning entities while the ThreadTM , WEMOTM , etc. ) . A mobile device 2705 associated 
provisioning entities were holding a sale ( e.g. , discounting with a provisioning entity may send an information request 
products or services ) . to using system 2700 ( e.g. , to server 2725 ) to determine 

In various embodiments , information about the surround whether a loyal customer entered the provisioning entity . In 
ings of mobile device 2705 can be retrieved and sent in a 60 some examples , an amount of interactions conducted at a 
request from mobile device 2705 to server 2725. For provisioning entity over a period of time may likewise be 
example , a data acquisition interface of mobile device 2705 used as a gauge for how many customers , loyal or otherwise , 
can be used to determine an associated provisioning entity . are likely to be within a provisioning entity . In any case , an 
The associated provisioning entity may be the provisioning action may occur in response to a particular amount of 
entity mobile device 2705 is located in , provisioning entities 65 people estimated to be in a provisioning entity ( e.g. , whether 
within a particular distance from mobile device 2705 , etc. A estimated by determining the presence of a mobile device or 
user can then view performance information corresponding an amount of interactions ) . 

user 
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In some embodiments , system 2700 can automatically allows a user to view information associated with the 
trigger ( e.g. , cause to perform ) an action , which may be provisioning entity before or when the user arrives at the 
based on an information request . For example , an alert may provisioning entity . 
be sent to mobile device 2705 when a particular consuming In some embodiments , an alert may be delivered when 
entity enters or conducts an interaction at a particular 5 mobile device 2705 is not located at a provisioning entity 
provisioning entity . For example , a manager of a casino and an interaction with particular attributes occurs . For 
might want to be alerted when a big spender enters their example , an alert may be sent to a store owner's mobile 

device that indicates that fraudulent interactions occurred at casino , engages in a transaction , places a bet , or makes a 
purchase . In some embodiments , an alert can include an their store . As another example , an alert may be sent to a 
email or other type of message including text . Such an alert 10 store manager indicating whether one or more products 

should be ordered ( e.g. , refilled ) . A determination as to system can be configurable . For example , an alert may be whether more products should be ordered may be based on sent to a mobile device when the mobile device is in or near information associated with interactions , such as the amount a particular location , such as the provisioning entity where of products that have been purchased , and information a loyal customer entered . In some embodiments , an alert 15 associated with inventory such as the amount of a product may not be sent to mobile device 2705 when a loyal located at one or more provisioning entities . In some 
customer enters a provisioning entity and mobile device embodiments , an alert may be sent to mobile device 2705 
2705 is not in the provisioning entity . and additional products may be ordered automatically ( e.g. , 

Various actions can occur based on other attributes . For system 2700 send information to a supplier to order addi 
example , an alert may be sent to mobile device 2705 only 20 tional products ) . 
during particular times or when a particular amount of loyal In some embodiments , an alert can be an email that 
customers are located in a provisioning entity , or when a includes dynamic content , also known as rich media , asso 
particular amount of loyal customers engage in interactions ciated with the performance of an entity . For example , 
with the provisioning entity . For example , an alert may be metrics associated with a provisioning entity may be 
sent to the manager of a provisioning entity when 50 people 25 updated and displayed when a device accesses email and / or 
are in the provisioning entity ( or when 10 consuming entities when a user opens an email including the metrics ( e.g. , using 
engage in a transaction at the provisioning entity ) during a mobile device ) . Such rich media can be displayed using a 
business hours , but not after 5:00 p.m. However , an alert hyper - text markup language , using a widget , or in a manner 
may be configured to send a message to the manager when based on the type of device in which the rich media is being 
over 100 people are in the provisioning entity ( or at least 20 30 displayed . 
consuming entities engage in a transaction at the provision FIG . 28 shows a screenshot of an exemplary user interface 
ing entity ) after 5:00 p.m. 2800 that can be shown on mobile device 2705. Exemplary 

In some embodiments , a summary or aggregated amount user interface 2800 depicts a mobile widget . The mobile 
of information ( e.g. , a batch ) can be sent to mobile device widget shown in user interface 2800 includes a title 2805 of 
2705 and include information such as loyal customers that 35 the mobile widget , a description 2810 of the mobile widget , 
visited one or more provisioning entities during a particular example uses 2820 of the mobile widget , other pertinent 
time , interactions entered into by customers and / or loyal information such as they type of data shown 2825 in the 
customers , products and / or services purchased by custom mobile widget or a map 2835 with map data 2850 , and an 
ers , etc. In addition to identifying loyal customers via an area for a user to provide feedback about the mobile widget 
associated mobile device , in some embodiments , loyal cus- 40 2840 . 
tomers can be identified using RFID or biometrics such as The example mobile widget shown in user interface 2800 
facial recognition . Alerts can then be generated based on the includes information associated with revenue for a particular 
identification of a particular loyal customer . It should be area . In various embodiments , a map 2835 can be shown on 
appreciated that devices that implement identification tech the mobile device and may indicate provisioning entities to 
nology using biometrics can be included in system 2700 . 45 be analyzed within a particular radius ( e.g. , 500 feet as 

In some embodiments , an action is triggered based on shown by map data 2830 ) . In various embodiments , a user 
attributes associated with an interaction , such as when an can interact with a mobile widget to change a type of 
interaction involving more than a threshold amount of interaction data accessed ( e.g. , by manipulating the type of 
money occurs . For example , an email may be delivered to data shown 2825 ) , or change the size of an area being 
mobile device 2705 in response to a large transaction 50 analyzed . In some embodiments , the example mobile widget 
occurring at a provisioning entity . In some embodiments , the can determine the location of the mobile device using the 
alert may not be delivered to mobile device 2705 based on data acquisition interface . For example , a global positioning 
one or more attributes associated with mobile device 2705 , system included in the mobile device may cause the mobile 
such as its location . For example , an alert may not be widget to show a map 2835 indicating the location of the 
delivered to mobile device 2705 if mobile device 2705 is 55 mobile device . A user may input a radius , which can be used 
located in the provisioning entity where a transaction to indicate provisioning entities within an area shaped as a 
occurred , since the user of mobile device 2705 may already circle surrounding the mobile device , wherein the radius of 
know about a transaction that is occurring at a store they are the circle is based on the user input . Once an area is 
also at . As another example , an alert may be delivered to determined , a mobile device can send an information request 
mobile device 2705 when the mobile device is located in the 60 to a performance analysis system ( e.g. , located at server 
provisioning entity , so an employee may thank a customer 2725 ) . In response to the information request , a performance 
involved in an interaction . In another example , a store analysis system can return attributes associated with provi 
manager may want to view real - time metrics on their way to sioning entities within the radius such as types of provision 
the store . In some cases , an alert may be provided to mobile ing entities , locations of provisioning entities , revenue of 
device 2705 at a particular time ( e.g. , an hour before the 65 provisioning entities over a period of time , interactions 
manager starts their shift ) or in response to mobile device occurring at provisioning entities during a period of time , 
2705 being near or entering a provisioning entity . This etc. In various embodiments , other shapes such as polygons 
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may be used in conjunction with a map to determine a cohort show performance information of another business or show 
of entities which can then be analyzed . For example , a user performance information using a different mobile widget . 
may enter boundaries of a shape by tracing streets or FIG . 31 shows a screenshot of an exemplary user interface 
drawing a circle on a map . As another example , a user may 3100 that can be shown on mobile device 2705. Exemplary 
enter latitudinal and longitudinal coordinates associated 5 user interface 3100 indicates the busiest hours of a provi 
using a mobile widget to help create a cohort of entities to sioning entity during an average week . The exemplary user 
be analyzed . interface indicates days of the week 3105 and times of the 
As an example , a user can visit downtown Boston , Mass . , day 3110. A provisioning entity may be determined to be 

and use the mobile widget in example user interface 2800 to busy based on an amount of interactions , or an amount of 
view the performance entity of a cohort of entities surround- 10 people entering the provisioning entity . For example , an 
ing the user . The user may open the widget and enter a radius amount of congestion of a provisioning entity can be deter 
( e.g. , 2 miles ) , and filter selections specifying a type of mined by an amount of electronic devices that are in , 
provisioning entity such as coffee shops . The widget may entering , or exiting a provisioning entity . As discussed 
use a data acquisition interface to determine the mobile above , in some embodiments , the location of a mobile 
device's location , and then display all of the coffee shops 15 device in relation to a provisioning entity can be determined 
within a 2 mile radius of the mobile device , helping the user based on communications between a mobile device and a 
find coffee shops that are performing well in downtown cellular base station that is either within or outside of the 
Boston . A user may use this information and visit high provisioning entity , and / or a communication device located 
performing coffee shops to see why they are doing well . As within a provisioning entity such as an RFID , NFC , Zig 
another example , the information may assist the user with 20 BeeTM , Z - WaveTM , BluetoothTM , ThreadTM , WeMoTM , or 
determining where to open a new coffee shop . WiFi enabled terminal . 

FIG . 29 shows a screenshot of an exemplary user interface In some embodiments , one or more mobile devices can be 
2900 that can be shown on mobile device 2705. Exemplary used to control various attributes of a provisioning entity . 
user interface 2900 includes a mobile widget that indicates For example , someone using a mobile device can control the 
the daily revenue of a business over time . Exemplary user 25 temperature or lighting within a provisioning entity , or 
interface 2900 includes a descriptive title 2905 , a current music playing in the background . In various embodiments , 
revenue for a business associated with the user of a mobile when a threshold amount of users are in a store ( e.g. , a 
device 2910 ( e.g. , the revenue of a provisioning entity ) , a particular number of mobile devices are determined to be 
current revenue for nearby businesses 2915 , and a line graph within a store ) at a particular time , a system such as system 
that shows revenue over time for the business associated 30 2700 may be configured to automatically adjust temperature 
with the user of a mobile device 2920 and nearby businesses or lighting within a portion of , or all of a provisioning entity . 
2930. As described above , business owners and investors In some embodiments , previously acquired data can be 
may want to know how their business is doing compared to used to predict times that a provisioning entity will be busy , 
businesses nearby . The mobile widget shown in exemplary and the provisioning entity can preemptively adjust an 
user interface 2900 shows the revenue of nearby businesses 35 attribute of a store such as lighting , temperature , or back 
2915 ( which may be an average of revenues of nearby ground music . In some embodiments , a request to change 
businesses ) . This mobile widget shows line graphs indicat attributes of a provisioning entity may be sent to a mobile 
ing the performance of the business associated with the user device ( e.g. , a mobile device that is in the provisioning entity 
of the mobile device 2920 and the revenue over time of and associated with the provisioning entity , such as a mobile 
nearby businesses 2930. In this example , the performance 40 device belonging to an owner or manager ) , such that a user 
information shown includes daily revenue . It should be of the mobile device can use the mobile device to instruct a 
understood that performance information , as discussed system to adjust attributes associated with a provisioning 
above , can include a variety of attributes including a number entity . As with other alerts , a request to change attributes 
of customers over time , average amount spent by customers , may be delivered to a mobile device anytime , when the 
average amount paid to full - time employees , a number of 45 mobile device that receives the request is in the provisioning 
full time employees , and other information to assist the entity , or when the mobile device that receives the request is 
manager or owner of a provisioning entity to make deci not in the provisioning entity . 
sions . In some embodiments , instead of daily revenue a user FIG . 32 shows a screenshot of an exemplary user interface 
may provide input that causes a mobile device to display 3200 that can be shown on mobile device 2705. Exemplary 
monthly revenue , yearly revenue , or select a cohort of 50 user interface 3200 displays a provisioning entity's top 
entities for comparison other than nearby businesses ( e.g. , grossing products ( e.g. , the products creating the highest 
provisioning entities that sell the same products , or provi revenues ) . The example shown in interface 3200 can show 
sioning entities that are part of the same chain of stores as a store manager that milk is the top selling product during a 
the business associated with the user of the mobile device ) . particular week , followed by beer , coffee , and fish . Interface 

FIG . 30 shows a screenshot of an exemplary user interface 55 3200 includes a title of the mobile widget 3205 , a text - entry 
3000 that can be shown on mobile device 2705. Exemplary field 3210 for searching for a product sold and an amount of 
user interface 3000 includes a mobile widget that displays a revenue associated with the product , a time module 3215 
current amount of revenue for a given day 3020 and a that indicates the period of time and / or allows a user to 
forecasted amount of revenue for a day 3025. Exemplary change a period of time ( e.g. , average week , average month , 
user interface 3000 can include a difference between the 60 last week , average Saturday , etc. ) . Exemplary user interface 
amount of revenue for a particular time period and a 3200 allows a user to quickly view the top selling products 
forecasted amount of revenue for a particular time period . 3220 in a provisioning entity , so the user may know what to 
Exemplary user interface also includes a button to access a order . Information associated with a provisioning entity's 
menu 3005 , a name of a provisioning entity being analyzed inventory can be stored in a database that may be included 
3010 , a graph indicating revenue over time 3030 , and 65 in server 2725 , or in a data structure separate from the data 
display options 3035. Exemplary user interface 3000 also structure that includes information about a provisioning 
includes arrows 3015 which can cause a mobile device to entity's location and / or interactions . In some embodiments , 
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when a particular amount of revenue is generated or a data , and then provide the data to a remote server that can 
threshold amount of items are sold a mobile device may then process the data acquired at the mobile device's data 
automatically order additional products such that they do not acquisition interface and provide performance analysis data 
run out . As with other alerts , a request may be sent to a based at least in part on the data acquired by the data 
mobile device associated with a provisioning entity that 5 acquisition interface included in the mobile device . 
requests approval before ordering additional products . This In step 3520 , a request for entity performance information 
request , as with other alerts , can be sent to a mobile device is received from a mobile device . In some embodiments , the 
based on the time or location of the mobile device so that the request for entity performance information is received from 
request does not bother the user of the mobile device , and / or a mobile device associated with a consuming entity , a 
alerts the user of the mobile device when the mobile device 10 provisioning entity , or both . It should be appreciated that the 
is not located at the provisioning entity . provisioning entity for which performance information is 

FIG . 33 shows a screenshot of an exemplary user interface requested can be associated with the mobile device . For 
3300 that can be shown on mobile device 2705. Exemplary example , the mobile device may have logged onto a web 
user interface 3300 includes a title 3305 that indicates that portal using credentials associated with the provisioning 
revenue over the previous 30 days is being displayed . 15 entity , or the mobile device may be owned and / or operated 
Information associated with average revenue on particular by the provisioning entity , an owner of the provisioning 
days of the week 3310 are also shown . In some embodi entity , or an employee of the provisioning entity . In some 
ments , a user can press the title 3305 or another portion of embodiments , attributes associated with the mobile device , 
the user interface to display performance information asso such as location or temperature , may be determined and 
ciated with more than the previous 30 days , less than the 20 information provided to the device can be based on the 
previous 30 days , a particular period of time ( e.g. , the past attributes of the mobile device . 
4 Fridays ) , etc. In some embodiments , each day of the week In step 3530 , a database comprising categories of infor 
3310 can be pressed or otherwise selected and more granular mation including interaction information associated with 
metrics can be shown such as what products were bought , one or more entities is accessed . Such a database can be 
what employees were working , the location of the mobile 25 located in a server such as server 2725 , or another device 
device on that day ( which may be stored in the mobile such as those illustrated in FIGS . 2 and 27. It should be 
device until a request for that information is made ) , etc. In appreciated that in some embodiments a data structure other 
some embodiments , metrics such as average revenue by than a database can be used to store data associated with 
time of day can be displayed in response to selecting a day provisioning and consuming entities . As discussed above 
of the week 3310 . 30 with reference to data structure 400 , in some embodiments , 

FIG . 34 shows a screenshot of an exemplary user interface a database can be a Relational Database Management Sys 
3400 that can be shown on mobile device 2705. Exemplary tem or a column - oriented database . Further , in some 
user interface 3400 includes a title 3405 that indicates embodiments both types of databases can be used to store 
customer segments over the previous 30 days . Information information . 
associated with customer segments 3410 is also displayed . 35 In step 3540 , a set of categories within the database is 
In some embodiments , the mobile widget shown in exem identified . These categories may be identified based on filter 
plary user interface 3400 can display an amount of consum selections and acquired data . For example , categories can 
ing entities that had previously entered into interactions with include locations of provisioning or consuming entities and 
the provisioning entity associated with the mobile device amounts associated with particular transactions . Acquired 
( e.g. , returning customers ) , consuming entities that have not 40 data can include data acquired by a data acquisition interface 
entered into an interaction with a provisioning entity asso included in a mobile device . The categories can be identified 
ciated with the mobile device ( e.g. , new customers ) , and based on one or more filter selections as described above 
consuming entities that are local or non - local ( e.g. , consum with reference to FIG . 6. For example , a filter selection 
ing entities that are estimated to live within a particular associated with provisioning entities in Texas may cause 
distance from the provisioning entity associated with the 45 categories associated with provisioning or consuming enti 
mobile device ) . Local and non - local entities can be esti ties in Texas to be accessed . 
mated based on various transactions entered into by the In step 3550 , information of the identified categories is 
entity . Such information can be stored and processed at a processed to analyze a performance of at least one of the 
system's one or more servers such as server 2725 . entities in accordance with filter selections and acquired 

FIG . 35 is a block diagram representing a method of 50 data . For example , in response to receiving a filter selection 
analyzing entity performance , consistent with the embodi specifying entities that have a monthly revenue of over 
ments of the present disclosure . While the flowchart dis $ 10,000 , database entries including amounts of money 
closes the following steps in a particular order , it will be included in interactions may be analyzed . These interactions 
appreciated that at least some of the steps can be moved , may be associated with an entity ( e.g. , an entity stored in a 
modified , or deleted where appropriate , consistent with the 55 row of a database corresponding with an interaction ) , and 
teachings of the present disclosure . The analyzing of the the amounts of money included in the interactions may be 
entity performance can be performed in full or in part by an averaged based at least in part on dates associated with the 
entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning entity analysis interactions . Based on the average amounts included in the 
system 210 , system 2700 , etc. ) . It is appreciated that some interactions and the dates associated with the interactions , an 
of these steps can be performed in full or in part by other 60 amount of monthly revenue of an entity may be determined . 
systems ( e.g. , such as those systems identified above in In this example , entities with monthly revenues over $ 10 , 
FIGS . 2 and 27 ) . 000 may be provided based on the filter selection . 

In step 3510 , data is acquired by a data acquisition In some embodiments , filter selections can be used to 
interface included in a mobile device . As discussed above , determine one or more cells ( e.g. , entries ) within a database 
this data can include location data , information regarding 65 based on identified categories , which are identified based on 
other mobile devices near the mobile device , temperature , the filter selections . These filter selection can be used to 
etc. The data acquisition interface can acquire many types of create what are commonly referred to as queries . One or 
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more interactions corresponding to a row of a database over $ 500 , then interactions that did not occur in California 
comprising the one or more determined cells may be deter or involved an amount over $ 500 may not be displayed . 
mined . Based on these interactions , one or more entities can In some embodiments , filter selections may be combined 
be determined as corresponding to these cells ( e.g. , a store with acquired data ( e.g. , by a mobile device ) . For example , 
may be determined based on an interaction that occurred at 5 a filter selection could correspond to information about 
the store , wherein a store identifier ( ID ) and interaction which stores that sell pizza within a radius of 500 meters , 
information is included in a row or column of a database ) . and acquired data may be the location of a mobile phone . In 
Performance information indicating the performance of one such an example , stores that sell pizza within 500 meters of 
or more entities based on the transactions can be determined a mobile phone may be shown . In additional embodiments , 
after the transactions are identified . Using these techniques , 10 filter selections may include information associated with 

entity performance , such as an amount of revenue over a filter selections can be used to extract performance infor period of time , items sold by a particular merchant at a mation from a database . 
In various embodiments , databases may receive queries particular time , any known sales of discounts available at 

various provisioning entities , etc. In some embodiments , a 
( e.g. , requests that can be based on filter sections ) . One or 15 consuming entity may enter a filter selection , and use more modules sometimes referred to as a Query Processor acquired data , such that a mobile device identifies sales or 
may determine whether the query has permission to be ran discounts on products located at provisioning entities within 
against the database . If so , a query , which can be an SQL a particular distance of the mobile device . In some embodi 
query , can be compiled into an internal query plan . After a ments , acquired data such as temperature combined with an 
query is compiled , a resulting query plan can be used by a 20 amount of people in a store , or predicted to be in a store , can 
plan operator to execute a query . A plan operator may be used to adjust attributes associated with a provisioning 
implement relational query processing tasks including joins , entity . For example , a mobile phone may receive informa 
selection , projection , aggregation , sorting , etc. Plan opera tion associated with a temperature of a provisioning entity 
tors can make fetch calls to fetch data from a Transactional and access a data structure indicating an average amount of 
Storage Manager , which can manage all data access ( e.g. , 25 people in a provisioning entity at a particular time . Based on 
read ) and manipulation ( e.g. , create , update , and delete ) the particular time , amount of transactions in a provisioning 
calls . A database may include algorithms for organizing and entity , or number of devices in a provisioning entity , a 
accessing data in memory , including basic structures such as temperature reading may be taken ( e.g. , by the mobile 
tables and indexes . In addition , a buffer management module device or a thermometer communicatively coupled to the 
may determine when and what data to transfer between 30 mobile device ) , and if the temperature is above a predefined 
storage devices . In some examples , before accessing data , threshold the temperature in the provisioning entity may be 
locks are acquired from a lock manager to ensure correct lowered . 
execution when concurrent queries are made . A log manager In step 3560 , an action is performed based on perfor 
can be accessed to determine whether a transaction can be mance information for at least one entity . As described 
completed successfully . After data is accessed , it can be used 35 above , a variety of actions are available to a system such as 
to compute results to provide to a requesting module or those depicted in FIGS . 2 and 27. Many of these examples 
device . In some embodiments , this is performed by unwind can be performed by a system at a server ( e.g. , a distributed 
ing a stack ( e.g. , moving back through various activities computing system ) , one or more mobile devices , or at 
performed prior to this point ) . Tuples can be generated from another device within a provisioning entity . For example , 
database data and placed in a buffer for a communications 40 some actions may be associated with sending information , 
manager to send to a requesting module or device . In some such as : sending an alert ( which can include or be an email ) , 
embodiments , to retrieve large result sets a requesting mod sending a summary of performance information to a mobile 
ule or device may make additional calls to fetch additional device , sending information indicating that a loyal customer 
data incrementally from results returned from a query , such is in a provisioning entity , sending information indicating 
that multiple iterations are performed using a communica- 45 that a particular amount of customers are in a provisioning 
tions manager , query executor , and / or storage manager . entity , sending information indicating that an interaction 
As discussed above with reference to FIG . 6 , one or more including an amount of money or products above a prede 

filter selections of the received request can comprise a termined threshold has taken place , sending information to 
selection to represent data associated with at least one of : a financial institution indicating that fraud may have 
cohorts ; demographics ; locations ; time ; and transactions . 50 occurred , sending information about an amount of revenue 
Alternatively , the one or more filter selections can comprise generated during a particular period of time , sending infor 
a selection to represent data associated with at least one of : mation to a server such as information associated with 
charts ; histograms ; maps ; numbers ; and time . In some interactions , sending dynamic content within an email to be 
embodiments , the one or more filter selections can comprise sent , etc. As additional examples , some actions may be 
a selection to represent data associated with at least one of : 55 associated with causing a mobile device to perform an 
a location information associated with the occurrence of an action , such as : adjusting a temperature , lighting , or music 
interaction ; a location information associated with the con within a space or a building , opening an application on a 
suming entity ; a location information associated with the mobile device , causing an audible noise , causing a mobile 
provisioning entity ; demographic information representing device to determine its location , causing a mobile device to 
at least one of : age , gender , income , and location associated 60 determine a temperature , causing a mobile device to com 
with the consuming entity ; an amount associated with an municate with a wireless device such as an Bluetooth or 
interaction ; and a time associated with an interaction . Such WiFi device , etc. Many of these examples can include 
filter selections can eliminate data that does not correspond sending information to a mobile device to trigger the mobile 
with the filter selections , such that only interactions , entities , device to perform an action . 
or the like are displayed to a user . For example , if a user 65 FIG . 36 is a block diagram representing a method of 
selects filter selections corresponding with provisioning analyzing entity performance , consistent with the embodi 
entities in California and transactions that include amounts ments of the present disclosure . While the flowchart dis 
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closes the following steps in a particular order , it will be defining a time period , and the filter comprising a 
appreciated that at least some of the steps can be moved , geographic filter criteria that identifies a geographical 
modified , or deleted where appropriate , consistent with the location ; 
teachings of the present disclosure . The analyzing of the altering the presentation of the interface displayed at the 
entity performance can be performed in full or in part by an mobile device to include an element , the element based 
entity analysis system ( e.g. , provisioning entity analysis on the data category associated with the selection of the 
system 210 , system 2700 , etc. ) . It is appreciated that some filter , the element comprising a map image that depicts 
of these steps can be performed in full or in part by other at least the geographical location identified by the 
systems ( e.g. , such as those systems identified above in geographic filter criteria ; 
FIGS . 2 and 27 ) . accessing a database that comprises interaction informa 

In step 3610 , request information is sent to a server . In tion associated with the entity in response to the 
various embodiments , data acquired by a mobile device or receiving the request for entity performance informa 
a data acquisition interface included in a mobile device can tion of the entity , the interaction information including 
be sent as part of , or included with the request information . temporal data that indicates a time associated with an 
Request information can include filter selections , location 15 interaction , location data that identifies one or more 
information of a mobile device , location information used to locations of one or more entities within geographical 
determine a cohort , geographic information , demographic region identified by the geographical filter criteria 
information , a request for a type of alert to be sent back upon during the time associated with the interaction , the one 
a condition being met , etc. It should also be appreciated that or more locations including at least a location of the 
the term server can be used interchangeably with distributed 20 entity within the geographical location identified by the 
computing devices , as described above . In various embodi geographic filter criteria , and performance data associ 
ments , request information is processed at a server such that ated with the entity ; 
pertinent information is sent back to the device that filtering the interaction information based on the time 
requested the information ( e.g. , particular information asso period defined by the temporal criteria , the interaction 
ciated with a provisioning entity associated with the device ) . 25 information is related to a quantity of mobile devices in 

In step 3620 , performance information associated with the geographic location during the time period ; 
one or more entities based on the request information is transmitting a message that includes an email , the email 
received . This information can be received by a mobile comprising at least a rich media item configured to 
device , which may have sent the request information to the cause display of the interaction information ; and 
server . Such a mobile device can be associated with a 30 causing display of a representation a portion of the 
consuming entity , a provisioning entity , or both . Received interaction information within the interface at the 
performance information can include information indicating mobile device based on the rich media item , the portion 
an amount of revenue of a cohort of provisioning entities of the interaction information based on the filtering of 
over a period of time , and other types of performance the interaction information based on the time period 
information discussed above . defined by the temporal criteria , and the representation 

In step 3630 , an action is performed in response to the comprising a shaded region within the map image 
received performance information . For example , any of the presented within the interface , a shape of the shaded 
actions discussed above with reference to step 3550 of FIG . region within the map image based on the location data 
5 may be performed . For example , in response to a mobile that identifies the location of the entity , and the shaded 
device receiving performance information indicating the 40 region comprising a shading pattern , the shading pat 
coffee shops with the highest revenue in a particular area , the tern based on the performance data of the entity . 
mobile device may automatically provide directions from 2. The system for analyzing entity performance of claim 
the location of the mobile device to the location of the coffee 1 , wherein at least a portion of the database is included in the 
shop with the highest revenue in the particular area . mobile device . 

In the foregoing specification , embodiments have been 45 3. The system for analyzing entity performance of claim 
described with reference to numerous specific details that 1 , wherein the database is remote relative to the mobile 
can vary from implementation to implementation . Certain device . 
adaptations and modifications of the embodiments described 4. The system for analyzing entity performance of claim 
herein can be made . Therefore , the above embodiments are 1 , wherein the interaction information includes sales data of 
considered to be illustrative and not restrictive . 50 the geographic filter criteria . 
What is claimed is : 5. The system for analyzing entity performance of claim 
1. A system for presenting a visual representation of entity 1 , wherein the presenting the interaction information 

performance , the system comprising : includes causing an alert at the mobile device based on the 
a memory including a set of instructions ; interaction information . 
a transceiver configured to send and receive data ; 6. The system for analyzing entity performance of claim 
one or more processors configured to execute the set of 1 , wherein the operations further comprise : 

instructions to cause the one or more processors to transmitting an email that includes at least one rich media 
perform operations that include : object configured to display the interaction information 

generating a presentation of an interface at a mobile at a predefined time . 
device , the presentation of the interface including a 60 7. The system for analyzing entity performance of claim 
display of one or more filters , wherein each filter of the 1 , wherein the database includes one or more locations of 
one or more filters are associated with one or more data one or more mobile devices , and wherein at least one action 
categories ; includes providing information associated with a quantity of 

receiving a request for entity performance information of mobile devices in a particular location during a particular 
an entity , wherein the request includes a temporal 65 time period . 
criteria and a selection of a filter from among the 8. A method for analyzing entity performance , the method 
display of the one or more filters , the temporal criteria comprising : 

35 

55 
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generating , by one or more processors , a presentation of wherein at least one action includes providing information 
an interface at a mobile device , the presentation of the associated with a quantity of mobile devices in a particular 
interface including a display of one or more filters , location during a particular time period . 
wherein each filter of the one or more filters are 13. A non - transitory computer - readable medium storing a 
associated with one or more data categories ; set of instructions that are executed by one or more proces 

receiving , by the one or more processors , a request for sors of one or more servers to cause the one or more servers 
entity performance information of an entity , wherein to perform a method for analyzing entity performance , the 
the request includes a temporal criteria and a selection method comprising : of a filter from among the display of the one or more generating a presentation of an interface at a mobile filters , the temporal criteria defining a time period , and 10 device , the presentation of the interface including a the filter comprising a geographic filter criteria that display of one or more filters , wherein each filter of the identifies a geographical location ; one or more filters are associated with one or more data altering , by the one or more processors , the presentation 
of the interface displayed at the mobile device to categories ; 
include an element , the element based on the data 15 receiving a request for entity performance information of 
category associated with the selection of the filter , the an entity , wherein the request includes a temporal 
element comprising a map image that depicts at least criteria and a selection of a filter from among the 
the geographical location identified by the geographic display of the one or more filters , the temporal criteria 
filter criteria ; defining a time period , and the filter comprising a 

accessing , by the one or more processors , a database that 20 geographic filter criteria that identifies a geographical 
comprises interaction information associated with the location ; 
entity in response to the receiving the request for entity altering the presentation of the interface displayed at the 
performance information of the entity , the interaction mobile device to include an element , the element based 
information including temporal data that indicates a on the data category associated with the selection of the 
time associated with an interaction , location data that 25 filter , the element comprising a map image that depicts 
identifies one or more locations of one or more entities at least the geographical location identified by the 
within the geographical region identified by the geo geographic filter criteria ; graphical filter criteria during the time associated with accessing a database that comprises interaction informa 
the interaction , the one or more locations including at tion associated with the entity in response to the 
least a location of the entity within the geographical 30 receiving the request for entity performance informa location identified by the geographic filter criteria , and tion of the entity , the interaction information including performance data associated with the entity ; temporal data that indicates a time associated with an filtering , by the one or more processors , the interaction 
information based on the time period defined by the interaction , location data that identifies one or more 
temporal criteria , the interaction information is related 35 locations of one or more entities within the geographi 
to a quantity of mobile devices in the geographic cal region identified by the geographical filter criteria 
location during the time period ; during the time associated with the interaction , the one 

transmitting , by the one or more processors , a message or more locations including at least a location of the 
that includes an email , the email comprising at least a entity within the geographical location identified by the 
rich media item configured to cause display of the 40 geographic filter criteria , and performance data associ 
interaction information ; and ated with the entity ; 

causing , by the one or more processors , display of a filtering the interaction information based on the time 
representation a portion of the interaction information period defined by the temporal criteria , the interaction 
within the interface at the mobile device based on the information is related to a quantity of mobile devices in 
rich media item , the portion of the interaction infor- 45 the geographic location during the time period ; 
mation based on the filtering of the interaction infor transmitting a message that includes an email , the email 
mation based on the time period defined by the tem comprising at least a rich media item configured to 
poral criteria , and the representation comprising a cause display of the interaction information ; and 
shaded region within the map image presented within causing display of a representation a portion of the 
the interface , a shape of the shaded region within the 50 interaction information within the interface at the 
map image based on the location data that identifies the mobile device based on the rich media item , the portion 
location of the entity , and the shaded region comprising of the interaction information based on the filtering of 

the interaction information based on the time period a shading pattern , the shading pattern based on the 
performance data of the entity . defined by the temporal criteria , and the representation 

9. The method of claim 8 , wherein the interaction infor- 55 comprising a shaded region within the map image 
mation includes sales data of the geographic filter criteria . presented within the interface , a shape of the shaded 

10. The method of claim 8 , wherein the presenting the region within the map image based on the location data 
interaction information includes causing an alert at the that identifies the location of the entity , and the shaded 
mobile device based on the interaction information . region comprising a shading pattern , the shading pat 

11. The method of claim 8 , wherein at least one action 60 tern based on the performance data of the entity . 
includes transmitting an email that includes at least one rich 14. The non - transitory computer - readable medium 13 , 
media object configured to display the interaction informa wherein the operations further comprise transmitting an 
tion at a predefined time . email that includes at least one rich media object configured 

12. The method of claim 8 , wherein the database includes to display the interaction information at a predefined time . 
one or more locations of one or more mobile devices , and 
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GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE FOR A sentation can further comprise : determining a first color or 

DATABASE SYSTEM shading corresponding to at least one of the first rank or the 
first efficacy indicator ; determining a second color or shad 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY ing corresponding to at least one of the second rank or the 
PRIORITY APPLICATIONS 5 second efficacy indicator , the second color or shading dif 

ferent from the first color or shading ; assigning the first color 
Any and all applications for which a foreign or domestic or shading to the first visual representation ; and assigning 

priority claim is identified in the Application Data Sheet as the second color or shading to the second visual represen 
filed with the present application are hereby incorporated by tation . The ranking can comprise a first rank and a second 
reference under 37 CFR 1.57 . 10 rank , the first rank can correspond to the first visual repre 

This application claims benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent sentation , the second rank can correspond to the second 
Application Ser . No. 62 / 509,634 entitled “ Graphical User visual representation , and arranging the first visual repre 
Interface for a Database System ” filed May 22 , which sentation at least partly separated from the second visual 
is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety . representation can further comprise : determining that one of 

15 the first rank and the second rank is lower ; and bringing a 
BACKGROUND respective visual representation to a foreground or back 

ground , the one of the first rank and the second rank 
In the area of computer - based platforms , a database may corresponding to the respective visual representation . The 

be queried . item results can comprise a plurality of first data value pairs , 
20 and presenting the item results in the user interface can 

SUMMARY further comprise presenting the plurality of first data value 
pairs as a first graph , the method can further comprise : 

The systems , methods , and devices described herein each receiving user input comprising a cumulative option selec 
have several aspects , no single one of which is solely tion ; calculating a plurality of cumulative data value pairs , 
responsible for its desirable attributes . Without limiting the 25 wherein calculating the plurality of cumulative data value 
scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting features will pairs comprises : calculating a current cumulative value from 
now be discussed briefly . a previous cumulative value and a current data value from 

One embodiment includes a method for a graphical user the plurality of first data value pairs ; and presenting , in an 
interface to query an item database , the method comprising : updated user interface , the plurality of cumulative data value 
receiving , from a user interface , item input comprising an 30 pairs as a cumulative graph . Determining a first efficacy 
item related query parameter ; executing a query based at indicator for the first subset can further comprise : determin 
least on the item related query parameter to retrieve item ing a first metric for the first time period and an item ; 
results ; receiving , from the user interface , supplemental determining a historical metric for another time period 
input comprising an input time period and a supplemental different than the first time period and the item ; and deter 
item related query parameter ; retrieving a plurality of 35 mining a difference value between the first metric and the 
supplemental data items based at least on the supplemental historical metric , wherein the first efficacy indicator is based 
item related query parameter ; identifying a first subset of the at least in part on the difference value . Arranging the first 
plurality of supplemental data items and a second subset of visual representation can further comprise : retrieving a start 
the plurality of supplemental data items according to the date and an end date for the first time period ; and aligning 
input time period , the first subset corresponding to a first 40 the first visual representation on the timeline according to 
time period , and the second subset corresponding to a the start date and the end date . Presenting , in the user 
second time period ; determining a first efficacy indicator for interface , the item results can further comprise : presenting 
the first subset and a second efficacy indicator for the second the plurality of first data value pairs as a first graph . 
subset ; determining a ranking based at least on the first Another embodiment includes a system comprising : a 
efficacy indicator and the second efficacy indicator ; gener- 45 non - transitory computer storage medium configured to at 
ating , according to the ranking , a first visual representation least store computer - executable instructions ; and one or 
corresponding to the first subset and a second visual repre more computer hardware processors in communication with 
sentation corresponding to the second subset ; arranging the the non - transitory computer storage medium , the one or 
first visual representation at least partly separated from the more computer hardware processors configured to execute 
second visual representation ; and presenting , in the user 50 the computer - executable instructions to at least : receive , 
interface , the item results , the first visual representation , and from a user interface , item input comprising an item related 
the second visual representation , wherein the first visual query parameter , retrieve item results based at least on the 
representation the second visual representation are further item related query parameter ; receive , from the user inter 
presented with respect to a timeline indicating the first time face , supplemental input comprising an input time period 
period and the second time period , wherein the method is 55 and a supplemental item related query parameter ; retrieve a 
performed by a computer hardware processor . plurality of supplemental data items based at least on the 

In some embodiments , the method of the preceding para supplemental item related query parameter ; identify a first 
graph can include a combination or sub - combination of subset of the plurality of supplemental data items and a 
features . Generating the first visual representation can fur second subset of the plurality of supplemental data items 
ther comprise : retrieving a default height ; calculating a first 60 according to the input time period , the first subset corre 
height for the first visual representation , wherein the first sponding to a first time period , and the second subset 
height is further based at least on a relationship R , wherein corresponding to a second time period ; determine first 
relationship R is defined substantially as : default height * E ,, efficacy indicator for the first subset and a second efficacy 
where E , comprises the first efficacy indicator ; and adjusting indicator for the second subset ; determine a ranking based at 
the first visual representation to the first height . The ranking 65 least on the first efficacy indicator and the second efficacy 
can comprise a first rank and a second rank , and generating indicator ; generate , according to the ranking , a first visual 
the first visual representation and the second visual repre representation corresponding to the first subset and a second 
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visual representation corresponding to the second subset ; FIG . 2 are flowcharts illustrating example graphical user 
arrange the first visual representation at least partly sepa interface generation and querying methods , according to 
rated from the second visual representation ; and present , in some embodiments of the present disclosure . 
the user interface , the item results , the first visual represen FIG . 3 is a flowchart of an example method of generating 
tation , and the second visual representation , wherein the first 5 graphical user interfaces for supplemental data , according to visual representation the second visual representation are some embodiments of the present disclosure . further presented with respect to a timeline indicating the 
first time period and the second time period . FIG . 4 are flowcharts of example methods of generating 

In some embodiments , the system of the preceding para graphical user interfaces for cumulative data and for sharing 
graph can include a combination or sub - combination of annotations , according to some embodiments of the present 

10 disclosure . features . Generating the first visual representation can fur 
ther comprise : retrieving a default height ; calculating a first FIG . 5 illustrates an example graphical user interface for 
height for the first visual representation , wherein the first presentation of supplemental information , according to 
height is further based at least on a relationship R , wherein some embodiments of the present disclosure . 
relationship R is defined substantially as : default height * Ej , FIG . 6 illustrates another example graphical user interface 
where E , comprises the first efficacy indicator ; and adjusting 15 for presentation of supplemental information , according to 
the first visual representation to the first height . The ranking some embodiments of the present disclosure . 
can comprise a first rank and a second rank , and generating FIGS . 7A and 7B illustrates an example graphical user 
the first visual representation and the second visual repre interface for presentation of cumulative and / or forecast 
sentation can further comprise : determining a first color or information , according to some embodiments of the present 
shading corresponding to at least one of the first rank or the 20 disclosure . 
first efficacy indicator ; determining a second color or shad FIG . 8 illustrates an example graphical user interface for ing corresponding to at least one of the second rank or the presentation of annotated information , according to some second efficacy indicator , the second color or shading dif embodiments of the present disclosure . ferent from the first color or shading ; assigning the first color 
or shading to the first visual representation , and assigning 25 cal user interface system with which various methods and FIG . 9 is a block diagram illustrating an example graphi 
the second color or shading to the second visual represen 
tation . The ranking can comprise a first rank and a second systems discussed herein may be implemented . 
rank , the first rank can correspond to the first visual repre DETAILED DESCRIPTION sentation , the second rank can correspond to the second 
visual representation , and arranging the first visual repre 
sentation at least partly separated from the second visual Although certain preferred embodiments and examples 
representation can further comprise : determining that one of are disclosed below , inventive subject matter extends 
the first rank and the second rank is lower ; and bringing a beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to other 
respective visual representation to a foreground or back alternative embodiments and / or uses and to modifications 
ground , the one of the first rank and the second rank and equivalents thereof . Thus , the scope of the claims 
corresponding to the respective visual representation . 35 appended hereto is not limited by any of the particular 
Arranging the first visual representation can further com embodiments described below . For example , in any method 
prise : retrieving a start date and an end date for the first time or process disclosed herein , the acts or operations of the 
period ; and aligning the first visual representation on the method or process may be performed in any suitable 
timeline according to the start date and the end date . The sequence and are not necessarily limited to any particular 
item results can comprise a plurality of first data value pairs , 40 disclosed sequence . Various operations may be described as 
and wherein one or more computer hardware processors can multiple discrete operations in turn , in a manner that may be 
be further configured to at least : calculate a plurality of helpful in understanding certain embodiments ; however , the cumulative data value pairs , wherein calculating the plural order of description should not be construed to imply that ity of cumulative data value pairs comprises : calculate a these operations are order dependent . Additionally , the struc current cumulative value from a previous cumulative value tures , systems , and / or devices described herein may be and a current data value from the plurality of first data value embodied as integrated components or as separate compo pairs ; and present , in an updated user interface , the plurality 
of cumulative data value pairs as a cumulative graph . nents . For purposes of comparing various embodiments , 
Presenting , in the user interface , the item results can further certain aspects and advantages of these embodiments are 
comprise : presenting the plurality of first data value pairs as described . Not necessarily all such aspects or advantages are 
a first graph . Determining a first efficacy indicator for the 50 achieved by any particular embodiment . Thus , for example , 
first subset can further comprise : determining a first metric various embodiments may be carried out in a manner that 
for the first time period and an item ; determining a historical achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advantages 
metric for another time period different than the first time as taught herein without necessarily achieving other aspects 
period and the item ; and determining a difference value or advantages as may also be taught or suggested herein . 
between the first metric and the historical metric , wherein 55 
the first efficacy indicator is based at least in part on the Terms 
difference value . 

Another embodiment includes a non - transitory computer In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and 
storage medium for storing computer executable instruc methods discussed herein , a number of terms are defined 
tions that when executed by a computer hardware processor 60 below . The terms defined below , as well as other terms used 
perform operations of any of the preceding embodiments . herein , should be construed broadly to include the provided 

definitions , the ordinary and customary meaning of the 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS terms , and / or any other implied meaning for the respective 

terms . Thus , the definitions below do not limit the meaning 
FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example graphi- 65 of these terms , but only provide exemplary definitions . 

cal user interface system , according to some embodiments Ontology : Stored information that provides a data model 
of the present disclosure . for storage of data in one or more databases . For example , 
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the stored data may comprise definitions for object types and be a sub - data item of a person data item type ) , and the 
property types for data in a database , and how objects and properties the data item type may have . 
properties may be related . Properties : Also referred to herein as “ metadata ” of data 

Database : Any data structure and / or combinations of items . A property of a data item may include any item of 
multiple data structures ) for storing and / or organizing data , 5 information associated with , and / or relevant to , the data 
including , but not limited to , relational databases ( e.g. , item . At a minimum , each property of a data item has a 
Oracle databases , mySQL databases , etc. ) , non - relational property type and a value or values . For example , properties 
databases ( e.g. , NoSQL databases , etc. ) , in - memory data associated with a person data item may include a name ( for 
bases , spreadsheets , as comma separated values ( CSV ) files , example , John Doe ) , an address ( for example , 123 S. Orange 
eXtendible markup language ( XML ) files , TeXT ( TXT ) 10 Street ) , and / or a phone number ( for example , 800-0000 ) , 
files , flat files , spreadsheet files , and / or any other widely among other properties . In another example , properties 
used or proprietary format for data storage . Databases are associated with a computer data item may include a list of 
typically stored in one or more data stores . Accordingly , users ( for example , userl , user 2 , and the like ) , and / or an IP 
each database referred to herein ( e.g. , in the description ( internet protocol ) address , among other properties . 
herein and / or the figures of the present application ) is to be 15 Property Type : The type of data a property is , such as a 
understood as being stored in one or more data stores . The string , an integer , or a double . Property types may include 
terms “ database , ” “ table , ” and “ data source ” may be used complex property types , such as a series data values asso 
interchangeably in the present disclosure . ciated with timed ticks ( for example , a time series ) , and the 
Data Store : Any computer readable non - transitory storage like . 

medium and / or device ( or collection of data storage medi- 20 Property Value : The value associated with a property , 
ums and / or devices ) . Examples of data stores include , but which is of the type indicated in the property type associated 
are not limited to , optical disks ( e.g. , CD - ROM , DVD with the property . A property may have multiple values . 
ROM , etc. ) , magnetic disks ( e.g. , hard disks , floppy disks , Attribute : A string , word , group of words , and / or tag 
etc. ) , memory circuits ( e.g. , solid state drives , random associated with an item . For example , an item , such as a 
access memory ( RAM ) , etc. ) , and / or the like . Another 25 candy bar , may be associated with ingredients and / or a 
example of a data store is a hosted storage environment that number of descriptors , name of product , flavors , season of 
includes a collection of physical data storage devices that the product ( e.g. , Valentine's Day or the Fourth of July ) , etc. 
may be remotely accessible and may be rapidly provisioned Attributes of the item describe and / or relate to the item . 
as needed ( commonly referred to as “ cloud ” storage ) . As Example attributes for a particular item , such as a particular 
used herein , a data source may refer to a table in a relational 30 candy bar , may be one or more of : " crunchy , ” “ chocolate , " 
database , for example . " peanut butter , " " whole grain , " " bold , " " noble , " " layered , " 

Data Object ( Object ) , Data Item ( Item ) , or Data Entity etc. In some embodiments , " peanut butter ” and “ peanut 
( Entity ) : A data container for information . A data object may butter ” may refer to the same attribute and / or the former may 
be associated with a number of definable properties ( as refer to the presentation of the attribute in a user interface 
described herein ) . A data object may represent a specific 35 and the latter may refer to representation of the attribute in 
thing , or a group of things , in the world . For example , a data the underlying database and / or system . In some embodi 
object may represent an item such as a particular type of ments , an attribute of an item may be a property of the item . 
product , a food item , person , a place , an organization , an Further , one or more attributes may be associated with a 
account , a computer , an activity , or other noun . In a food particular item and / or two or more items may be associated 
item context , an item may correspond to a specific food 40 same attribute . An example attribute may be represented by 
product . Example entities include an organization , a distri a label that corresponds to multiple words and / or phrases 
bution center , a distributor , a retailer , a retailer division , a associated with same attribute . For example , " crumbly ” may 
location establishment , or a store . In some embodiments , an be the label for a particular attribute , which is representative 
item may correspond to a particular item identifier . In the of multiple words such as “ crumbled , ” “ crumbly , " and 
food example , an item identifier may be a Universal Product 45 “ crumble . ” An advantage of the algorithms and / or tech 
Code ( “ UPC ” ) . In some embodiments , if a food product niques described herein is that the determined attributes may 
includes an ingredient list A at time one , and the food be high - level concepts associated with an item . In a food 
product includes an ingredient list B at time two ( which item example , attributes for a food item may correspond to 
differs from ingredient list A by at least one ingredient ) , then concepts that are not directly related to a flavor or ingredient , 
the item corresponding to the food product at time one may 50 such as , for example , “ noble , ” “ liberty , ” “ peruvian , ” etc. 
differ from the item corresponding to the food product at Category : The class of an item . In some embodiments , the 
time two . A data item may represent an event that happens category of an item may be a property of the item . For 
at a point in time or for a duration . A data item may represent example , particular items may be determined to correspond 
a document or other unstructured data source such as an to one or more categories . Continuing with the food item 
e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper or article . 55 example , the various categories may correspond to “ candy , ” 
Each data item may be associated with a unique identifier " salty snacks , " " cookie , ” etc. In some embodiments , an item 
that uniquely identifies the data item . The terms " data may be determined to correspond to two or more categories . 
object , ” “ data item , " " data entity , ” “ item , ” “ object , " and In other embodiments , categories may correspond to the 
" entity " may be used interchangeably and / or synonymously particular environment such as electronics , manufacturing , 
in the present disclosure . 60 or other areas . 

Item ( or Entity or Object ) Type : Type of a data item ( for Product : Refers to an item group . In some embodiments , 
example , Person , Event , or Document ) . Data item types may " product " may be a property of the item . For example , 
be defined by an ontology and may be modified or updated particular items may be determined to correspond to one or 
to include additional data item types . A data item definition more products . Two or more items may correspond to the 
( for example , in an ontology ) may include how the data item 65 same product . Continuing with the food example , the prod 
is related to other data items , such as being a sub - data item uct may be “ Acme's cookies , ” which may include two or 
type of another data item type ( for example , an agent may more items that are associated with “ Acme's cookies , ” but 
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each item may have different ingredients ( such as different dynamically presented as a second visualization , such as one 
flavors for each item ) , different properties , and / or item or more bar graphs , which are also presented with the first 
identifiers . Usage of the product grouping may allow several visualization . The second visualization can be dynamically 
items and / or UPCs to be analyzed together . For example , generated and presented within the user interface according 
different UPCs may refer to the regular , large , and king sizes 5 to a ranking . As another example , the system can dynami 
( i.e. , a pack type ) of essentially the same item , and usage of cally present and / or generate one or more cumulative visu 
the product group allows the particular items to be analyzed alizations . Continuing with the cumulative example , a result 
and / or queried together . In some embodiments , the product set can be presented as a first visualization , such as a time 
group may allow a broad number of items to be associated series graph . Upon selection of the cumulative option , the 
together , such as all or most of the items by a particular 10 first visualization can be transformed into a second visual 
manufacturer , retailer , and / or organization to be grouped ization , which presents a cumulative version of the under 
together . As used herein , “ brand , ” “ item group , ” “ product , ” lying data of the first visualization . Continuing with the 
may be used interchangeably . Product and category may be cumulative example , the cumulative version may be a run 
similar in that each respective term refers to a higher level ning total of the underlying data associated with the first 
description of an item . 15 visualization , which may enable a user to determine the 

Investigation : A collection of data corresponding to a velocity of a product and / or item , such as how quickly the 
query and / or visualization . For example , the collection may product and / or item is being sold . As yet another example , 
correspond to a data structure that specifies one or more the system can dynamically present one or more annotations 
query parameters associated with user interface options , as that may be temporally or otherwise related to the data that 
described herein . The collection of data and / or parameters 20 is visually presented in the graphical user interface . Accord 
may be communicated and / or shared with another user or ingly , a first user may share annotated data with a second 
recipient . For example , the graphical user interface system user based on the annotated data being associated with a 
may share an investigation via a uniform resource identifier query of the second user . 
with the parameters and / or a unique identifier for the par Users may conduct analysis with existing graphical user 
ticular query and / or visualization . Additionally or alterna- 25 interfaces such as spreadsheet applications . The existing 
tively , a shared investigation may be available to another graphical user interfaces require a user to manually integrate 
user and / or recipient via a user interface of a graphical user data and to manually correlate the data to attempt to identify 
interface system . In some embodiments , the collection of patterns or insights . This approach with existing graphical 
data may include the results corresponding to the query user interfaces , such as spreadsheet applications , typically 
and / or the results may be stored in a data source . 30 results in large manually constructed tables of data of many 

Supplemental ( Information or Data ) : Any type of infor hundreds or thousands of rows . Thus , adding new data to the 
mation and / or data that may be related to the initial data item existing data sets may have to be manually done . Further , 
and / or be of interest to the user . A supplemental data item maintaining local databases on client computers via the 
may include any form of digital content . Example supple existing graphical user interfaces can result in slower pro 
mental data includes promotional data . For example , in a 35 cessing and / or error prone data analysis of the local data 
product context , promotional data includes when particular bases . Ultimately , it may be difficult for users to identify 
programs start or end , particular entity establishments that patterns or insights at all or in a consistent manner using the 
implement the programs , particular entity establishments existing graphical user interfaces . Further , the capability to 
that do not implement the programs , associations with generate visualizations with the existing graphical user 
particular items and / or products , historical data , and / or 40 interfaces may be limited or may not exist . 
statistically computed data from the historical data . Con Accordingly , the systems and techniques described herein 
tinuing with the promotional product example , example may improve computer technology and / or graphical user 
promotions may be 20 % off program or a buy one get one interfaces . For example , the improved graphical user inter 
free promotion for a brand , a specific product , and / or item . faces may not require manual integration of data sets . The 
For example , following Valentine's Day , there may be a sale 45 improved graphical user interfaces may enable rapid con 
of 30 % off candy bars . Additional promotional examples struction of database queries where the results of the queries 
include placing physical signs and / or advertisements within may be dynamically presented . For example , supplemental 
one or more entity establishments . information , such as promotional data , may be dynamically 
Overview presented with the generated visualizations . In some 

Analysts may be interested in investigating enormous data 50 embodiments , the supplemental information may be pre 
sets to determine insights associated with items from the sented as overlay visualizations and / or the location of the 
data sets . Additionally or alternatively , users may be inter supplemental visualizations may be dynamically determined 
ested in viewing integrated summary data from the enor based on the locations of other elements , such as other 
mous data sets . The data sets may be from multiple disparate visualizations or elements , in the graphical user interface . As 
data sources that include gigabytes , terabytes , or even pet- 55 another example , the system can dynamically generate 
abytes of data . The integrated data sets may need to be cumulative visualizations and / or enable the sharing of anno 
queried to provide a dynamic investigation and / or summary tations , which results in an improved graphical user inter 
user interface . face and / or an improvement in a computer's ability to 

Disclosed herein are systems and methods that may be display information . 
used to advantageously provide user interfaces that enable a 60 The improved graphical user interface can reduce 
user to investigate and / or view integrated data sets . The memory storage requirements and / or enable faster computer 
system may enable user to dynamically construct and processing . For example , in some embodiments , the visual 
execute one or more queries via an improved graphical user izations and / or the underlying data for the visualizations 
interface . For example , in addition to enabling a user to may be dynamically generated instead of being pre - calcu 
dynamically query a database and present a result set as a 65 lated . Thus , instead of storing the data in non - transitory 
first visualization , such as a time series graph , the system storage , the underlying data may be generated on request 
further enables a user to select supplemental data that can be and / or in memory , thus reducing non - transitory storage 
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requirements . However , in other embodiments , the under and / or the query generator 108 may receive user input to 
lying data may be pre - calculated . Further , the graphical user generate a query for the query data storage 112 . 
interface system may be improvement over existing graphi Example User Interface and Querying Processes 
cal user interfaces , such as spreadsheets , which may require FIG . 2 are flowcharts of example methods of generating 
the storage of data locally on client computers instead 5 user interfaces and / or querying data , according to some 
server - side database storage in some embodiments . Thus , embodiments of the present disclosure . 
the graphical user interface system may result in reduced Although the method 200 is described in conjunction with 
storage requirements over existing systems since the exist the systems of FIG . 1 , any system configured to perform the 
ing systems may require a local copy of the data for each method , in any order , is within the scope of this disclosure . 

10 The method 200 may be performed by the various compo client device as opposed to some embodiments that may nents of the GUI system 100 of FIG . 1 as discussed herein , implemented using a client - server architecture . Likewise , a including the data importer 104 , the user interface server client - server architecture in some embodiments may enable 106 , and / or the query generator 108. Depending on the faster computer processing and / or query times since some embodiment , the method 200 may include fewer or addi computer processing may be done server side that may 15 tional blocks and / or the blocks may be performed in an order employ significant computer processing resources over the different than is illustrated . Blocks of the method 200 may 
client computer's resources . Further , the graphical user be similar to blocks of any other method described herein . 
interface system enables a user to quickly construct and For example , the techniques and / or algorithms of a block of 
execute queries in a graphical manner as opposed to existing the method 200 may describe the techniques and / or algo 
systems . 20 rithms that can be used at a block of any other method 

In some embodiments , the attribute and / or item data may described herein . Additionally or alternatively , the method 
be extracted from large data sources . For example , the large 200 may be combined with any other method described 
data sources may include item data sets in a row and herein . 
columnar data format . The data from the large data sources Beginning at block 202 , the data importer 104 imports 
may be processed to extract attributes and / or other data to be 25 data into the query data storage . Example data includes item 
used in the user interfaces . Example data that may be data , entity data , metric and / or statistical data , which may 
processed includes Nielsen Product Reference Data . More originate from multiple disparate sources . The example data 
information regarding attributes , the extraction of attributes , may be accessed and / or imported in a database format . The 
and / or the use of the attribute and / or item data may be found data importer 104 may aggregate data for importing data 
in U.S. patent application Ser . No. 15 / 077,650 entitled 30 into the query data storage 112. Example aggregation of data 
“ Systems and Methods for Attribute Analysis of One or includes aggregating the statistical data and / or metrics data 
More Databases ” filed Mar. 22 , 2016 ( " the ' 650 applica by week or any other time period ; the statistical data and / or 
tion ” ) , which is hereby incorporated by reference in its metrics data may also be aggregated by entity , such as 
entirety . For example , such details may be found in at least aggregating data at various levels : an entity level such as a 
paragraphs [ 0041 ] - [ 0140 ] , among others , of the ' 650 appli- 35 distributor or retailer level , a sub - entity level such as a 
cation . distributor distribution center or a retailer division , and / or a Example Graphical User Interface System sub - sub - entity level such as a particular store . The query 

FIG . 1 illustrates a graphical user interface system 100 data storage may also include indices associated with the 
( “ GUI system 100 ” ) , according to some embodiments of the various data sources . Accordingly , the data importer 104 
present disclosure . In the embodiment of FIG . 1 , the data- 40 inserts data into the data sources , which in turn may update 
base environment 110 includes a network 160 , a GUI system one or more indices . 
100 , a user computing device 102 , and data storage devices , In some embodiments , the data importer 104 pre - pro 
such as a metrics data storage 132 , an item data storage 134 , cesses and / or further aggregates the data . For example , data 
an entity data storage 135 , and / or other data storage devices associated with particular queries and / or visualizations may 
136. Various communications between these devices are 45 be precomputed by the data importer 104 for improvements 
illustrated . For example , the user computing device 102 may in efficiency . For example , the data importer 104 may import 
send user input , such as user interface selections , to the GUI data into a seasons level table , a brand level table , and a pack 
system 100 . type table . Accordingly , where applicable , the query gen 

The example GUI system 100 includes a data importer erator 108 may select one of the precomputed tables for the 
104 , a user interface server 106 , a query generator 108 , and 50 associated query if available , and the query generator 108 
query data storage 112. The data importer 104 may import may use default tables if there is not a precomputed table 
data from the item data storage 134 such as attributes and / or available for the particular query . 
other item data . The data importer 104 may also import At block 204 , the user interface server 106 generates a 
metrics and / or statistical measures from the metrics data user interface . As described herein , the generated user 
storage 132 , which may contain metrics and / or statistical 55 interfaces may enable user to query item data , entity data , 
measures such as sales data , inventory data , days of supply , statistical related data , and / or other item - related data . 
movement data , and / or forecast data associated with the Example statistical related information includes statistical 
items . The data importer 104 may also import entity data and / or metric data of one or more items and / or items such as 
from the entity data storage 135. The data importer 104 may days of supply , forecast movement in dollars , forecast 
store the data 114 in the query data storage 112. For 60 movement in eaches , forecast movement in salable finished 
example , the data 114 may be inserted into one or more data goods , inbound movement in dollars , inbound movement in 
sources and / or tables such as an item data source , a statis eaches , inbound movement in salable finished goods , inven 
tical data source , and / or an entity data source . In some tory dollars , inventory in eaches , inventory in salable fin 
embodiments , a user may perform operations via the user ished good , and / or outbound movement in dollars , outbound 
interface server 106 such as selecting one or more user 65 movement in eaches , and / or outbound movement in salable 
interface options and / or predefined investigations , as finished goods . The example statistical related information 
described herein . For example , the user interface server 106 may be stored as time series data by a unit of time such as 
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by day , week , month , quarter , etc. Example statistical mea statistical measure such as salable finished goods , the query 
sures of the statistical related information includes a count of generator 108 may generate a query corresponding to join 
inventory , sales in dollars and / or other currency , and / or an ing an item data source , an entity data source , and an 
average mean , median , or mode of item and / or entity data . inventory data source to determine salable finished goods 
The generated user interfaces are described in further detail 5 corresponding to “ Back to School ” items distributed by 
with reference to FIGS . 5-8 . In particular , the generated user establishments of the particular entity distributor for the 
interface may initially and / or at some point during presen specified year . The example query may correspond to : 
tation may omit or not include a data visualization . Alter “ SELECT < fields > FROM item_table JOIN inventory_table 
natively , the generated user interface , which may include on inventory_table.item_id = item_table.item_id JOIN enti 
one or more panels , may be loaded from storage and / or 10 ty_table inventory_table.location_id = entity_table . 
based on pre - existing parameters , as described herein . The location_id WHERE item_table.season_id = < input_season > 
user interface server 106 may pre - load data from the query AND entity_table.entity_id = < input_entity > AND 
data storage 112 to expedite user interface searching . For inventory_table.date > = < input_date > " . In the example 
example , user interface server 106 loads item , attribute , query , the inventory_table is an example statistical data 
and / or entity data to enable near - instantaneous searching of 15 source . The example “ SELECT ... ” query is illustrative and 
those options within the user interface . may not correspond to any specific programming language 

At block 206 , the user interface server 106 receives the or be executable in the format shown . Additionally or 
user input via the user interface . For example , a user may alternatively , while the example “ SELECT ... ” query is 
select one or more options within the user interface . written as a single query , the query generator 108 may 
Example options that may be selected include item options , 20 generate multiple queries corresponding to the example 
entity options , statistical measure options , and / or miscella query . As described herein , the user input options may be 
neous options such as an option for filtering by year and / or translated and / or transformed into specific data sources 
grouping by some parameter . Example item options include and / or query parameters . Accordingly , the query generator 
an attribute , a brand , pack type , or UPC identifier , among 108 can dynamically generate queries based on the user 
others . Example entity options include specific entities that 25 input options . While the generation of the query may be 
consist of establishment locations , individual establishment described in a single iteration of block 210 , similar to the 
locations , upstream producers of items , and / or downstream receipt of user input options in multiple sub - iterations of the 
distributors of those items , which may correspond to various example method 200 , it will be appreciated that completion 
stages of production to distribution for an item and / or an of one or more queries may occur after various loops of the 
item's lifecycle . By way of a specific example of user 30 blocks of the example method 200 , as described herein . For 
selected options , a user may specify input options for : the example , the query may be constructed after multiple loops 
“ Back to School ” seasonal attribute , a time period such as a of the example method 200 until the query is ready to be 
particular year of interest , an entity distributor , and / or a executed . As another example of multiple loops through the 
statistical measure such as salable finished goods , which example method 200 , the query generator 108 may : execute 
may be an indicator of inventory , as described herein . 35 a first set of queries such as retrieving results corresponding 
Example time periods for filtering including a period of to inventory for multiple entities ; present first results of the 
days , weeks , months , years , and / or some combination first set of queries ; receive second user input such as an 
thereof . While these options may be described in a single additional filter option ; execute a second set of queries 
iteration of block 206 , it will be appreciated that the collec corresponding to the second user input ; present second 
tion of these options may be determined after various loops 40 results of the second set of queries , where the second results 
of the blocks of the example method 200 , as described may be similar to the first results except the second results 
herein . For example , the user interface server 106 may : may reflect the additional filter option , for example ; receive 
receive first user input , update the user interface a first time , third user input , and so forth . 
receive second user input , update the user interface a second In generating the query , the query generator 108 may 
time , execute one or more queries based on the first and 45 ignore some of the user selected options . For example , if a 
second user input , and then present the results of the queries user selects “ Retail Metrics ” of 1 ) “ sales ( ea ) ” , 2 ) days of 
in the user interface . Various methods for receiving user supply , and 3 ) sales ( dollars ) , then the data sets correspond 
input and / or various types of user input are described in ing to the three statistical measures may each represent a 
further detail with reference to FIGS . 5-8 . potential axis of a visualization . Accordingly , the query 
At block 208 , the query generator 108 constructs a query 50 generator 108 may generate a query to retrieve results 

based on the user input . The query generator may identify corresponding to the three statistical measures such as 1 ) 
one or more data sources for one or more queries based on sales ( eaches ) , 2 ) days of supply , and 3 ) sales ( dollars ) . 
the user input . For example , the query generator 108 iden Below at block 214 , the user interface server 106 and / or the 
tifies one or more item data sources based on a selected item query generator 108 may chart the three statistical measures 
option ; one or more entity data sources based on a selected 55 and select two axes for presentations . In some embodiments , 
the option , and / or one or more statistical data sources based two statistical measures may be chosen arbitrarily , pseudo 
on a selected statistical measure option . The query generator randomly , by a predetermined method ( such as selecting 
108 may also determine one or more query fields based on more commonly selected statistical measures or prioritized 
the selected options . For example , the query generator 108 statistical measures and / or combinations of statistical mea 
identifies a “ season ” field from an item table for querying 60 sures ) , or by some other method . In other embodiments , the 
based on the user selection of a season option . In some query generator 108 may generate a query to retrieve results 
embodiments , the query generator 108 may access a data corresponding to two statistical measures . In another 
structure and / or mapping to identify one or more data example , the query generator 108 ignores a selected first 
sources and / or fields from the particular user input . Con party distribution center when the user selects a statistical 
tinuing with the specific example user input options corre- 65 measure such as “ sales ( eaches ) . ” As used herein , " eaches " 
sponding to the “ Back to School ” seasonal attribute , a may refer to an item group as a unit of measure that it is 
particular year of interest , an entity distributor , and / or a stocked and / or sold at a retail establishment , for example . 
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“ Ea " and " eaches " may be used interchangeably in the In some embodiments , the path and / or an audit trail of an 
present disclosure . Salable finished goods may refer to the investigation may be stored . A user may duplicate one or 
unit of measure in which the item is stocked at a distribution more panels that may reflect the pattern investigation . Addi 
center ( cases , pallets , etc. ) , for example . A salable finished tionally or alternatively , the user interface server 106 and / or 
good may be made up of one or more eaches . Accordingly , 5 the graphical user interface system 100 may automatically 
the query generator 108 may determine the axes for a store each revision of a panel and / or investigation . The 
particular visualization based on the user input options . saved revision of a panel and / or investigations may be stored 
Additionally or alternatively , the query generator 108 may in the query data storage 112. Each revision of the panel 
retrieve results corresponding to multiple user options , even and / or investigation may include the user input selections 
though the results may be incompatible for a particular 10 and other data necessary to construct the panel , the inves 
visualization . In the example of retrieving results corre tigation , and / or associated query . In some embodiments , 

panel data and / or investigation data may be stored in the sponding to multiple user options , the query generator 108 query data storage 112 as a binary large object ( BLOB ) . For may then ignore some of the retrieved results if they are example , each revision of a panel may be stored in the query incompatible . In some embodiments , the user interface 15 data storage 112. Accordingly , the GUI system 100 may provides notifications to users , such as a tooltip , of incom retrieve revisions of panels and / or investigations . Thus , the patible user interface options and / or of sets of options that user interface server 106 may allow user to backtrack or 
fail to return a result . Additionally or alternatively , the user undo user interface options using a history of user input , a 
interface may prevent a user from selecting incompatible breadcrumb trail of user input , and / or the BLOB revisions . 
filters . 20 In some embodiments , the GUI system 100 may automati 
At block 210 , the query generator 108 determines whether cally determine an audit trail of panels and / or user input 

to execute the one or more queries . In some embodiments , selections that returned results . 
the query generator 108 determines to execute one or more In some embodiments , the GUI system 100 is configured 
queries if the queries are ready . For example , a query may to generate alerts . The GUI system 100 may execute stored 
not be ready to execute until a particular type of option has 25 queries based on some frequency and generate alerts if a 
been selected such as a statistical measure option . If the one query returns a result and / or the result is above or below a 
or more queries are ready to be executed , the query genera particular threshold . For example , a query may determine 
tor proceeds to block 212. Otherwise , the one or more whether inventory is below a certain threshold number . In 
queries are not ready and the example method 200 returns to the example , the GUI system 100 may generate and send a 
block 204 . 30 corresponding alert to a user . In some embodiments , the GUI 

At block 212 , the query generator 108 retrieves results system 100 may send an alert via an electronic communi 
based on the one or more queries . For example , the query cation . The electronic communication may include a link to 
generator 108 executes the one or more queries retrieve the user interface , which may present results associated with 
the results from the query data storage 112. In some embodi the alert . Additionally or alternatively , alerts may be viewed 
ments , the generated one or more queries use one or more 35 within the user interface of the GUI system 100 . 
database indices for efficient result retrieval . Continuing The other example flowchart of FIG . 2 is an example 
with the salable finished goods example , the query generator method 250 of executing one or more queries to determine 
108 executes the query to retrieve salable finished goods groupings of results , according to some embodiments of the 
results . The example salable finished goods results include present disclosure . Although the method 250 is described in 
time series data representing inventory of goods at one or 40 conjunction with the systems of FIG . 1 , any system config 
more establishments over time . Example units of time for ured to perform the method , in any order , is within the scope 
the time series data and / or discrete data points of the time of this disclosure . The method 250 may be performed by the 
series data may correspond to daily , weekly , quarterly , various components of the GUI system 100 of FIG . 1 as 
annually , and or some other unit . discussed herein , including the user interface server 106 

The query generator 108 may retrieve results from a cache 45 and / or the query generator 108. Depending on the embodi 
if the query data is being requested for a second time . In ment , the method 250 may include fewer or additional 
some embodiments , the query generator 108 may cache blocks and / or the blocks may be performed in an order 
results the first time they are retrieved and / or the first time different than is illustrated . Blocks of the method 250 may 
they are retrieved for a user session . Accordingly , if the same be similar to blocks of any other method described herein . 
query and / or data is requested a second time , the query 50 Additionally or alternatively , the method 250 may be com 
generator 108 may retrieve the corresponding results the bined with any other method described herein . Aspects of 
second time from a cache , which may be faster than execut the example method 250 may be described in further detail 
ing the query to retrieve results from data storage . herein with reference to FIG . 8 . 

At block 214 , the user interface server 106 and / or the Beginning at block 252 , the query generator 108 accesses 
query generator 108 presents and / or stores the results . For 55 one or more options . For example , the one or more options 
example , the user interface server 106 generates a graph may correspond to user input options , as described in further 
visualization based on the determined results at block 212 . detail with reference to the method 200 , and in particular 
Additional information regarding generating time series with reference to block 206. By way of a specific example 
visualizations , such as particular techniques , processes , and / of user selected options , the specific user options include : 
or algorithms thereof is found in at least paragraphs [ 0068 ] - 60 the “ Red White & Blue ” seasonal attribute , a particular year 
[ 0083 ] , among others , of U.S. patent application Ser . No. of interest , a specific entity , a statistical measure such as 
15 / 201,213 entitled “ Graphical User Interface for a Data salable finished goods , and a compare - by - entity - division 
base System ” filed Jul . 1 , 2016. Example presentations of option . 
results are described in further detail with reference to FIGS . At block 254 , the query generator 108 determines whether 
5-8 . Additionally or alternatively , the query generator 108 65 groupings have been explicitly specified . For example , in the 
may store some and / or all of the determined results in the case of the specific example of the “ Red White & Blue ” set 
query data storage 112 . of options , the query generator 108 determines that explicit 
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groupings are unspecified and proceeds to block 206. In an the query generator 108 may select “ N ” ( a predefined 
alternative case , the options correspond to groupings that number of ) groupings based on the ranking . In some 
may be selected by user . For example , the options corre embodiments , the query generator 108 may treat the remain 
spond to different divisions of a particular entity : “ Grocery ing groupings as a discrete grouping such as an “ all other ” 
Plus_South , " " GroceryPlus_NE , " " GroceryPlus_West , " etc. 5 5 and / or miscellaneous grouping . For example , if the query 
Accordingly , if the options “ GroceryPlus_South ” and “ Gro generator 108 selects the top five groupings , then the query 
ceryPlus_NE ” have been selected along with a correspond generator 108 may categorize and / or treat the remaining 
ing compare - by - entity - division option , the query generator groupings as a sixth grouping , including aggregating and / or 
108 determines that explicit groupings have been specified combining data for the remaining groupings , as described 
and proceeds to block 256 . 10 herein . 
At block 256 , the query generator 108 constructs and / or At block 260 , the query generator 108 constructs and / or 

executes a comprehensive query . For example , since explicit executes a query for the determined groupings . The con 
groupings are unspecified , the query generator 108 initially struction and / or execution of a query for the determined 
generates and / or executes a query to determine one or more groupings may be similar to the query construction and / or 
groupings . Continuing with the specific “ Red White & Blue ” 15 execution described with reference to blocks 208 , 210 , 
set of options , the query generator 108 constructs one or and / or 212 of FIG . 2. In the case where explicit groupings 
more queries to determine one or more groupings . Continu were not specified as determined at block 254 and continu 
ing with the example , the query may determine items ing with the specific “ Red White & Blue ” set of options , the 
associated with the “ Red White & Blue ” seasonal attribute query generator 108 constructs one or more queries to 
and / or salable finished goods , and time series data regarding 20 retrieve data for each of the determined groupings ( for 
inventory of those items at specific entity divisions for the example , the groups with the highest average means : “ Gro 
particular year . In the example , where the specified entity is ceryPlus_South , ” “ GroceryPlus_NE , ” etc. ) such as inven 
GroceryPlus , the query generator 108 executes and retrieves tory associated with the specified items and associated with 
the queries time series data results for each of “ Grocery the determined groupings . Moreover , the one or more que 
Plus_South , ” “ GroceryPlus_NE , ” “ GroceryPlus_West , ” 25 ries may retrieve data for the “ all other ” and / or miscella 
“ GroceryPlus_SE , ” etc. The construction and / or execution neous grouping that may correspond to the remaining group 
of the comprehensive one or more queries may be similar to ings and the data may be aggregated as one grouping . 
the query construction described with reference to blocks Accordingly , the one or more queries may correspond to 
208 , 210 , and / or 212 of the method 200. In some embodi “ second ” queries and / or subqueries after blocks 256 and 258 
ments , the comprehensive query may include a “ GROUP 30 that dynamically determined a predetermined number of 
BY ” SQL function to retrieve the data in groups . groupings with the “ first ” query and / or subquery . In the 
At block 258 , the query generator 108 dynamically deter alternative case where explicit groupings were specified at 

mines a predetermined number of groupings based on the block 254 , the one or more queries at block 260 may 
retrieved results from block 206. For example , the blocks correspond to a “ first ” query of the previously specified 
256 and / or 258 may be advantageous to not overwhelm the 35 groupings . For example , where the options " GroceryPlus_ 
user with visualization data and / or to increase user compre West ” and “ GroceryPlus_East ” were selected , one or more 
hensibility . In one example , the predetermined number of queries would be executed to retrieve data associated with 
groupings may be five or six groupings ; however , without the “ GroceryPlus_West ” and “ GroceryPlus_East ” entity 
such a limitation , presentation of data associated with divisions . Example data that may be retrieved by the 
greater than six groupings ( such as fifty or one hundred 40 example method 250 , and in particular block 260 , are 
groupings that correspond to fifty or one hundred different described in further detail with reference to FIG . 8. In some 
time series graph lines ) may decrease user understandability embodiments , the query for the determined groupings may 
and / or be detrimental to the user experience . Accordingly , include a “ GROUP BY ” SQL function to retrieve the data in 
example methods for determining a predetermined number groups . 
of groupings include selecting the highest or lowest group- 45 In some embodiments , the GUI system 100 may enable a 
ings by some statistical measure , or some other method of user to further investigate the " all other ” and / or miscella 
ranking the groupings . The query generator 108 may deter neous grouping . For example , a user may select a visual 
mine a statistical measure for each grouping , such as average ization corresponding to the miscellaneous grouping , and 
mean , median , or mode ; then the statistical measures for the user interface server 100 may cause presentation of 
each grouping may be ranked from highest - to - lowest , low- 50 results exclusively associated with the miscellaneous group 
est - to - highest , or some other ranking . In the context of data ing . In some embodiments , presentation of the miscella 
that includes multiple discrete data points for each grouping , neous results may correspond to some or all of the example 
such as time series data , taking a statistical measure may be method 250. For example , if the miscellaneous grouping 
useful to rank the groupings . For example , if the discrete contains sub - groupings above a threshold , then the query 
data points of a first grouping correspond to ( 1 and 100 ) , and 55 generator 108 may conduct a comprehensive query on each 
the data points of a second grouping correspond to ( 10 and of the sub - groupings to determine a predetermined number 
2 ) , then by taking the average mean of the groupings , which of groupings to be presented to the user , which may be 
may correspond to 50.5 and 6 of the first and second similar to blocks 256 and / or 258. In this manner , a user may 
groupings , respectively , the first grouping may receive a drill down into the miscellaneous groupings , which may 
higher ranking than the second grouping . In some embodi- 60 cause some or all of the blocks of example methods 200 
ments , a user input option may specify the ranking order . and / or 250 to execute recursively . 
Continue with a specific example for inventory time series FIG . 3 is a flowchart of an example method of generating 
data , the average mean of inventory at each entity division user interfaces for supplemental data , according to some 
or grouping ( " GroceryPlus_South , ” “ GroceryPlus_NE , ” embodiments of the present disclosure . 
etc. ) may be determined for the specified time period , and 65 Although the method 300 is described in conjunction with 
the average mean ( inventory over the course of a year , for the systems of FIG . 1 , any system configured to perform the 
example ) for each of the groupings are ranked . Accordingly , method , in any order , is within the scope of this disclosure . 
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The method 300 may be performed by the various compo correspond to a promotional program with a specific time 
nents of the GUI system 100 of FIG . 1 as discussed herein , period , such as a start and end date . 
including the data importer 104 , the user interface server At block 308 , the GUI system 100 determines one or more 
106 , and / or the query generator 108. Depending on the efficacy indicators for the supplemental data , such as the 
embodiment , the method 300 may include fewer or addi- 5 subset of the supplemental data items . Example efficacy 
tional blocks and / or the blocks may be performed in an order indicators include a lift metric that may correspond to sales 
different than is illustrated . Blocks of the method 300 may that may be attributed to a particular promotional program . 
be similar to blocks of any other method described herein . In some embodiments , the lift metric is calculated using Additionally or alternatively , the method 300 may be com historical data . For example , the lift for a particular program bined with any other method described herein . Aspects of 10 
the example method 300 may be described in further detail may correspond to a difference value in sales ( or some other 

metric ) between a time period that did not have a promo herein with reference to FIGS . 5 and / or 6 . 
Beginning at block 302 , the user interface server 106 tional program running and another time period that had the 

receives an input date and / or time . For example , the user promotional program running . Another example efficacy 
indicator includes an execution metric that may correspond interface includes a date and / or time selector that enables the 15 

user to specify an input date and / or time , which is described to a ratio of a number of total entities to a number of entities 
in further detail with respect to FIG . 5. An example date implementing the promotion , such as the number of total 
includes a user selected date of Nov. 1 , 2013. In some entities divided by the number of entities implementing the 
embodiments , the input date and / or time includes a date , promotion . In some embodiments , the example efficacy 
time range , and / or time period . Accordingly , an example 20 indicator may be a combination of factors , such as using the 
date and / or time period includes Nov. 1 , 2013 to Dec. 25 , execution metric to weight the execution metric . 
2014. Additionally or alternatively , the GUI system 100 may In some embodiments , the efficacy indicator is calculated 
use a default input date and / or time . An example default dynamically . For example , the user interface server 106 may 
input date and / or time includes a predetermined date and / or dynamically calculate the efficacy indicator in response to a 
time , such as the first date for which there is supplemental 25 request . Additionally or alternatively , the GUI system 100 
data . As described herein , the GUI system 100 uses the input pre - calculates the efficacy indicators for the supplemental 
date and / or time to determine the supplemental data for data . For example , the data importer 104 generates the 
presentation . Additionally or alternatively , if an input date efficacy indicators and stores them in the query data storage 
and / or time is not specified then the GUI system 100 may 112 . 
query all or some of the supplemental data . As described herein , in some embodiments , the GUI 
At block 304 , the user interface server 106 and / or the system 100 calculates multiple efficacy indicators for a 

query generator 108 retrieves one or more supplemental data subset of the supplemental data items . Continuing with the 
items . For example , without any input parameters , the GUI multiple efficacy indicators example , a particular promo 
system 100 retrieves all or some default supplemental data . tional program may include granular data , such as data that 
Using the example of FIG . 5 , the GUI system 100 may 35 corresponds to granular time units . Example granular time 
retrieve supplemental data associated with a particular prod units for supplemental data includes data on a week - by 
uct and / or item , such as Acme's Cookies . As described week or month - by - month basis , for example . Accordingly , 
herein , the query generator 108 generates a query with a the GUI system 100 can calculate multiple efficacy indica 
supplemental item related query parameter , such as a par tors for a single promotional program based on the granular 
ticular product and / or item identifier . The example GUI 40 data . 
system 100 retrieves the supplemental data items from the An example method for determining an efficacy indicator , 
query data storage 112. Additional supplemental item related such as a lift metric , uses historical data . For example , the 
query parameters include any type of identifier , such as an GUI system 100 , such as the data importer 104 and / or the 
entity identifier . Accordingly , the query generator 108 can user interface server 106 , determines the products and / or 
retrieve supplemental data items that are associated with a 45 items associated with the identified promotional program . 
particular entity identifier , for example . As described herein , The example GUI system 100 determines a metric for the 
example supplemental data includes promotional data that products and / or items associated with the promotional pro 
correspond to promotional programs for products and / or gram , such as sales of the products and or items . With the 
items such as seasonal programs , sales programs , or any example metric identified , the GUI system 100 calculates a 
other kind of program . 50 first value for the example metric and the products and / or 

At block 306 , the user interface server 106 and / or the items for a first time period that is not associated with the 
query generator 108 determines one or more subsets of the promotional program , such as 20 million units sold in the 
supplemental data items . In the example with a time period , year 2013 ; and calculates a second value for the example 
the user interface server 106 and / or the query generator 108 metric and the products and / or items for a second time 
selects a subset of the supplemental data items from block 55 period corresponding to the promotional program , such as 
304 that correspond to the specified time period . For 24 million units sold in the year 2013. Thus , the GUI system 
example , those promotional programs that fall within Nov. 100 calculates an example lift metric by determining the 
1 , 2013 to Dec. 25 , 2014. In some embodiments , the blocks difference between the first and second value , such as 4 
304 and 306 may be combined . For example , the query million units . In some embodiments , the example compari 
generator 108 may generate and execute a combined query 60 son time periods include the time period preceding the time 
to select those data items that satisfy the input parameters . period to be analyzed ( e.g. , for determining a December 
The example identified supplemental data items may be efficacy indicator , the historical data from November may be 
associated with time periods and / or dates . For example , used ) and / or the time period corresponding to the same time 
where the supplemental data items include a first subset and of year ( e.g. , for determining a December efficacy indicator , 
a second subset , each of the first and second subsets may 65 the historical data may be used from prior December ( s ) ) . 
correspond to respective time periods . In the promotional Thus , the GUI system 100 can calculate the efficacy indi 
programs example , a first subset of supplemental data items cator from trends . As described herein , the calculated lift 
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may be used by the GUI system 100 to dynamically deter example visual representation 640 , which is described in 
mine the presentation of the supplemental data . further detail with reference to FIG . 6 . 

Another example efficacy indicator includes a combina Additionally or alternatively , the GUI system 100 
tion metric . For example , the GUI system 100 , such as the dynamically adjusts the height of the visual representations 
data importer 104 and / or the user interface server 106 , 5 according to other factors . For example , the GUI system 100 
determines the execution metric . An example execution can use a ceiling height to cap visual representations to a 
metric includes the number of total entities divided by the maximum height . Another example method for calculating 
number of entities implementing the promotion , such as the heights of the visual representations includes generating 
1000 total entities divided by 500 entities implementing the the heights based on the ranking , such as by incrementally 
promotion , which results in a weight of 2 for the execution 10 adjusting the heights of the visual representations . For 
metric . Using the previous example of the lift metric , the example , where there are first , second , and third visual 

representations with a corresponding first , second , and third GUI system 100 may adjust the lift metric by the execution ranking , respectively , the GUI system 100 may incremen metric , such as by multiplying the lift metric by the execu tally assign heights to the visual representations according to tion metric . Continuing with the example , the initial lift 15 the rankings , such as assigning heights in increments of 30 
metric ( 4 million ) is multiplied by the execution metric ( 2 ) , pixels , for example . Thus , the first , second , and third visual 
which results in a combined efficacy indicator of 8 million . representations may have corresponding heights of 90 pix 

At block 310 , the GUI system 100 determines a ranking els , 60 pixels , and 30 pixels , for example . 
for the efficacy indicators . In an example with two subsets of Additionally or alternatively , the GUI system 100 
supplemental data items , such as a first promotional program 20 dynamically assigns colors to the visual representations 
and a second promotional program , and with corresponding based on the ranking and / or efficacy indicators . For 
first and second efficacy indicators , the GUI system 100 example , the GUI system 100 may have predetermined 
generates a ranking of the subsets by comparing the efficacy colors and / or shadings for particular ranges of efficacy 
indicators . Continuing with the example , a first efficacy indicators and / or for particular rankings . Continuing with 
indicator with a score of 8 would be ranked higher than a 25 the example , a higher ranked promotional program is 
second efficacy indicator with a score of 4 . assigned a first color and a lower ranked promotional 
At block 312 , the GUI system 100 generates one or more program is assigned a different second color . As another 

visual representations corresponding to the supplemental example , the GUI system 100 dynamically calculates a 
data . In some embodiments , the GUI system 100 generates color , shading , and / or hue from the efficacy indicator . For 
and / or causes presentation of the visual representations 30 example , the GUI system 100 can dynamically determine a 
according to the efficacy indicators and / or the ranking . color for the visual representation based on a relationship 
Example visual representations of the supplemental data are that generally corresponds to multiplying the efficacy indi 
described herein in further detail with respect to FIGS . 5 cator by a base color value that results in an output color 
and / or 6. Example visual representations include bar graphs value . For example , the greater the efficacy indicator the 
that reflect the efficacy indicators and / or the ranking , such as 35 darker a hue or shading for the visual representation . In 
by illustrating the bar graphs with different colors or shading some embodiments , the visual representations may be the 
and / or by presenting the bar graphs at different heights based same height . 
on the efficacy indicators and / or the ranking . In some In some embodiments , the GUI system 100 arranges the 
embodiments , the visual representations are presented and / visual representations according to the ranking . For 
or aligned with respect to a timeline that indicates time 40 example , a higher ranked supplemental data item and / or 
periods associated with the visual representations . Continu promotional program can be brought further to the fore 
ing with the promotional programs example , a visual rep ground . In other embodiments , a higher ranked supplemen 
resentation corresponding to the promotional program can tal data item and / or promotional program can be brought 
be dynamically presented as a bar graph on a timeline that further to the background . Thus , where multiple visual 
indicates the start and end dates for the promotional pro- 45 representations are presented , the representations can be 
gram . shown in a layered manner that improves the user's ability 

In some embodiments , the GUI system 100 dynamically to comprehend the supplemental data . The GUI system 100 
calculates a height for a visual representation . For example , can stacks the visual representations if they are the same or 
the GUI system 100 may present the visual representations different heights . 
at different heights to visually indicate the efficacy indica- 50 FIG . 4 are flowcharts of example methods of generating 
tors . The example GUI system 100 retrieves a default height user interfaces for cumulative data and for sharing annota 
for the visual representations . Continuing with the example , tions , according to some embodiments of the present dis 
the GUI system 100 calculates a first height for the visual closure . 
representation , such as by determining the height from a Although the method 400 is described in conjunction with 
relationship that generally corresponds to the default height 55 the systems of FIG . 1 , any system configured to perform the 
multiplied by the efficacy indicator for the corresponding method , in any order , is within the scope of this disclosure . 
supplemental data . The GUI system 100 can present the one The method 400 may be performed by the various compo 
or more visual representations at different heights , which nents of the GUI system 100 of FIG . 1 as discussed herein , 
improves the computer and / or user interface to visually including the data importer 104 , the user interface server 
convey enhanced information regarding the supplemental 60 106 , and / or the query generator 108. Depending on the 
data . embodiment , the method 400 may include fewer or addi 

In embodiments with granular data for supplemental data tional blocks and / or the blocks may be performed in an order 
items and / or multiple efficacy indicators for a subset of the different than is illustrated . Blocks of the method 400 may 
supplemental data items , the GUI system 100 may generate be similar to blocks of any other method described herein . 
multiple heights for a single visual representation based on 65 Additionally or alternatively , the method 400 may be com 
the multiple efficacy indicators . An example of a multi bined with any other method described herein , such as any 
height visual representation , such as a step chart , is the method of FIG . 2 ( the methods 200 and / or 250 ) , the method 
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300 of FIG . 3 , and / or the method 450 of FIG . 4. Aspects of described with respect to the method 400. In the forecast 
the example method 400 may be described in further detail data example , the GUI system 100 may use a base condition 
herein with reference to FIGS . 7A - 7B . that is greater than zero for generating the cumulative data . 
At block 402 , the GUI system 100 executes one or more For example , since forecast data may have a starting point 

queries to retrieve one or more results . For example , the GUI 5 from existing historical data , the historical cumulative data 
system 100 executes the first query to retrieve results from can be generated for the historical data and the GUI system 
the query data storage 112. Additional details regarding 100 can use the end data value from the historical cumula 
constructing and / or executing a query are described in tive data as the starting point for the forecast of data . In a 
further detail with respect to FIG . 2. In some embodiments , specific example , where the end data value from the histori 
the first results include data value pairs . For example , the 10 cal cumulative data is $ 800 , the GUI system 100 can begin 
graph 532 of FIG . 5 visually represents a series of data value calculating the forecast data by adding the initial forecast 
pairs and / or coordinates corresponding to a point on a first data value to the end data value from the historical cumu 
axis ( such as an x , horizontal , and / or time axis ) and a point lative data , which is $ 800 in the example . In the presented 
on a second axis ( such as a y , vertical , unit , sales , and / or user interface , there can be a visual distinction between the 
metric axis ) . 15 cumulative historic data and the forecasted data . In a visu 

At block 404 , the GUI system 100 presents the results in alization , the forecasted data can be presented as a dotted 
the graphical user interface . The graph 532 of FIG . 5 is an line and / or color - coded to emphasize its relatively uncertain 
example presentation of the example results that include nature , while sales / inventory / other concrete metrics may be 
data value pairs . Additional details regarding presenting presented in solid lines and / or other colors to emphasize that 
results are described in further detail with respect to FIG . 2. 20 they are known quantities . Additional details regarding 
In some embodiments , the GUI system 100 presents mul generating and presenting cumulative data and forecast data 
tiple visualizations and / or graphs . Example multiple graphs are described in further detail with respect to FIG . 7B . 
are described in further detail with respect to method 250 of In some embodiments , the GUI system 100 can dynami 
FIG . 2 and FIG . 8. For example , the GUI system 100 can cally generate in response to user input . In other embodi 
dynamically present multiple graphs via the compare by 25 ments , the GUI system 100 can pre - calculate and / or cache 
option , as described herein . the cumulative data . Thus , in response to a user selection to 
At block 406 , the GUI system 100 received user input that view cumulative data , the GUI system 100 can retrieve their 

indicates a user selection of a cumulative option . Additional previously generated cumulative data from the query data 
details regarding constructing and / or executing a query are storage 112 . 
described in further detail with respect to FIGS . 7A - 7B . For 30 At block 412 , the GUI system 100 presents and / or stores 
example , a user can select the cumulative option 708 of FIG . the cumulative data . For example , the GUI system 100 can 
7A . In some embodiments , the user input further comprises present the cumulative data value pairs as a graph in a user 
a start date and / or time and / or a time period associated with interface . An example cumulative graph is the graph 740 of 
the cumulative option . Thus , cumulative data may only be FIGS . 7A and 7B . Additional details regarding presenting 
calculated and / or presented with respect to the specified date 35 graphs and / or storing results are described in further detail 
and / or time input . with respect to FIG . 2 . 

At block 408 , the GUI system 100 determines cumulative In some embodiments , as described herein , cumulative 
data from the one or more results . For example , the GUI data can be generated from multiple result sets that are 
system 100 generates cumulative data value pairs that cor presented in the same user interface . For example , in the 
respond to accumulated data value pairs of the one or more 40 compare by example described herein , multiple graphs can 
results . In some embodiments , the data value pairs of the one be displayed in the same user interface ( see , e.g. , FIG . 8 ) and 
or more results are filtered and / or a subset of the data value the GUI system 100 can generate cumulative data for each 
pairs are determined based on the user input , such as the time graph of the multiple graphs . Thus , the GUI system 100 can 
period indicated by the user selected cumulative option . An present multiple cumulative graphs that enable user to 
example of data value pairs of the one or more results 45 compare cumulative data . For example , while not illustrated 
include ( time 1 , $ 100 ) , ( time 2 , $ 200 ) , and ( time 3 , $ 500 ) . in FIG . 8 , a cumulative graph can be generated for each of 
The GUI system 100 determines a current cumulative data the graphs 832A , 832B , and 832C of FIG . 8 . 
value starting with the base condition by adding a starting The other example flowchart of FIG . 4 is an example 
value to the first data value of the one or more results . In the method 450 for sharing annotations , according to some 
example , a first current cumulative value would be $ 100 50 embodiments of the present disclosure . Although the method 
where the base condition starts with an initial value of zero 450 is described in conjunction with the systems of FIG . 1 , 
because $ 100 plus zero is $ 100 . any system configured to perform the method , in any order , 

At block 410 , the GUI system 100 determines if there are is within the scope of this disclosure . The method 450 may 
additional results and / or data values of the one or more be performed by the various components of the GUI system 
results to process . For example , if there are unprocessed data 55 100 of FIG . 1 as discussed herein , including the data 
value pairs from the one or more results than the GUI system importer 104 , the user interface server 106 , and / or the query 
100 returns to block 408 until there are no more data value generator 108. Depending on the embodiment , the method 
pairs to process . Continuing with the example , the GUI 450 may include fewer or additional blocks and / or the 
system 100 calculates second and third cumulative data blocks may be performed in an order different than is 
value pairs from the previous cumulative data value pairs 60 illustrated . Blocks of the method 450 may be similar to 
that may result in the cumulative data value pairs of ( cumu blocks of any other method described herein . Additionally or 
lative time 1 , $ 100 ) , ( cumulative time 2 , $ 300 ) , and ( cumu alternatively , the method 450 may be combined with any 
lative time 3 , $ 800 ) . The GUI system 100 proceeds to block other method described herein . Aspects of the example 
412 when there are no more additional results and / or data method 450 may be described in further detail herein with 
values to process . 65 reference to FIG . 8 . 

As described herein , the GUI system 100 can generate At block 452 , the GUI system 100 receives one or more 
cumulative data from forecast data in a similar manner as annotations . For example , a user may select the new anno 
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tation option 816 to generate new annotations . Example further associated with a particular date , and may be pre 
annotations are metadata . As described herein , an example sented at the intersection of the graph at the same particular 
annotation corresponds to a social media event such as a date ( as well as presented in association with the graph for 
video posted by user on a particular date that is related to a the particular object ) . Thus , the association of annotations 
particular product , item , and / or brand . 5 and / or metadata with particular visualizations and / or graphs 

At block 454 , the GUI system 100 associates the anno can help the user easily identify which annotations go with 
tation with one or more objects . In some embodiments , the which visualizations and / or graphs . 
GUI system 100 associates the annotation with a particular Example User Interfaces 
date and / or time . Additionally or alternatively , the GUI FIGS . 5-8 illustrate example user interfaces of the GUI 
system 100 receives user input indicating that the annotation 10 system 100 , according to some embodiments of the present 
is associated with any data and / or data object described disclosure . In particular , FIGS . 5-8 illustrate example user 
herein , such as a product , item , brand , supplemental data interfaces of the GUI system 100 that enable a user to 
item , and / or a promotional program . The example GUI investigate and / or view integrated data sets of items , attri 
system 100 stores the annotation and the optional one or butes , categories , entities , statistics , and / or other data . In 
more relationships with other data objects in the query data 15 various embodiments , aspects of the user interfaces may be 
storage 112 . rearranged from what is shown and described below , and / or 
At block 456 , the GUI system 100 receives user input . As particular aspects may or may not be included . However , the 

described herein , example user input includes query param embodiments described below in reference to FIGS . 5-8 
eters for one or more investigations , such as a query for a provide example user interfaces of the GUI system 100. The 
particular product , brand , item , season , entity , etc. Accord- 20 user interfaces of FIGS . 5-8 , such as , user interfaces 500 , 
ingly , the GUI system 100 retrieve results based on the query 600 , 700 , 750 , and 800 , respectively , may have similar user 
parameters . Additional details regarding receiving user interface elements and / or capabilities . 
input , executing one or more queries , and / or retrieving one FIGS . 5 and 6 illustrate the example user interfaces 500 
or more results are described in further detail with respect to and 600 of the GUI system 100 that enables graphical 
the methods 200 and / or 250 of FIG . 2 , the method 300 of 25 supplemental information to be dynamically presented . 
FIG . 3 , and / or the method 400 of FIG . 4. The user input can Functional aspects of the example user interfaces 500 and 
further include a user selected option to present annotations . 600 may correspond to any method described herein , such as 
At block 458 , the GUI system 100 determines one or more any method of FIG . 2 ( the methods 200 and / or 250 ) , the 

annotations that are associated with the results . For example , method 300 of FIG . 3 , and / or any method of FIG . 4 ( the 
an example association between an annotation and a result 30 methods 400 and / or 450 ) . 
includes a time association . Continuing with the example , if In FIG . 5 , the example user interface 500 includes an item 
a result is presented with a data value for March 2014 and group input area 507 , an item input area 508 , a first and 
an annotation exists that has an event date in March 2014 second entity and statistical measure input areas 510 and 
then the annotation may be associated with the result . 511 , and a miscellaneous filter area 520. In some embodi 
Additionally or alternatively , further associations include the 35 ments , if there is a user interaction with the user interface 
annotation being related to a result based on a common 500 , such as an update to the current investigation , user 
product , item , brand , supplemental data item , and / or a interface 500 presents a persist option 523 to the user to 
promotional program . For example , the GUI system 100 can persist state associated with the user interface 500. For 
retrieve results for a promotional program and an annotation example , the currently selected user interface options may 
may exist that is associated with the promotional program . 40 be persisted and / or other state associated with the user 
In some embodiments , another example association is interface 500 may be persisted . 
between an object and the annotation . For example , a graph FIG . 5 illustrates example user interface selections of user 
can be associated with the brand Acme's Candy Bar object interface 500. As illustrated , in the example the user has 
and the annotation can also be associated with the brand selected the “ Cookies ” option 502 that corresponds to a 
Acme's Candy Bar object . Thus , the GUI system 100 can 45 particular product , such as Acme's Cookies . In the example , 
cause a query of the query data storage 112 or another query another selected option includes the statistical measure input 
server to retrieve annotations and / or metadata associated option of “ Sales ( ea ) " and / or eaches 504. Continuing with 
with one or more objects . the example , the supplemental information option 506 has 

At block 460 , the GUI system 100 presents the one or been selected . The example supplemental information 
more annotations . Example annotations include the annota- 50 option 506 includes a date and / or time selector that enables 
tions 850A - 850E that are described in further detail with a user to select a particular date and / or time and / or date 
respect to FIG . 8. As described herein , the presented and / or time range . In the example , Nov. 1 , 2013 , has been 
example annotations can be shown in one or more investi selected that indicates a start date associated with the 
gations , which can result in an improved graphical user supplemental data . 
interface for sharing metadata . For example , a user may gain 55 Accordingly , the user interface 500 dynamically presents 
greater insight into the graphs and / or visualizations shown in the results of one or more queries within the visualization 
the graphical user interface when the user is dynamically area 530 based on the selected user interface options . The 
presented with metadata generated by other users that is example visualization includes a graph 532 , such as a time 
related to their queries but the user may not have explicitly series graph , and a first visual representation 534 and a 
been searching for that particular metadata , such as infor- 60 second visual representation 536. As illustrated , the user 
mation regarding a social media event that may explain interface 500 depicts the time series graph 532 indicating the 
particular entity and / or product performance on a given date query results for the particular item and / or product 502 , 
or within a particular time period . In some embodiments , the which may correspond to Acme's Cookies , and for “ sales 
annotations and / or metadata are located on a respective ( eaches ) ” ( a unit of measure indicating items that are 
graph that corresponds to the object that caused the anno- 65 stocked and / or sold at a retail establishment ) . Further , based 
tation to be returned from the query data storage 112 and / or on the user interface selections , the user interface 500 
another query server . For example , an annotation may be depicts the first and second visual representations 534 and 
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536 that correspond to supplemental promotional data that sents more granular supplemental data than the correspond 
may have been dynamically generated by the user interface ing supplemental data of the visual representations 534 and 
500. As illustrated in this example , the improved display and 536 . 
the user interface system enables the user to assess the FIG . 7A illustrates the example user interface 700 that 
efficacy of one or more promotional programs . For example , 5 enables the dynamic presentation of cumulative information . 
as described herein , the relative height of each visual rep The user interfaces 500 and 700 of FIGS . 5 and 7A , 
resentation 534 and 536 may correspond to a metric , such as respectively , may have similar user interface elements and / 
a calculated lift execution metric . Thus , the one or more or capabilities . As illustrated , in the example the user has 
graphs and / or visualizations in the user interface 500 in selected the “ Candy Bar " option 702 that corresponds to a 
combination with the visual representation 534 and 536 may 10 particular product , such as Acme's Candy Bar . In the 

example , another option includes the statistical measure enable user to assess the efficacy of the one or more input option 704 of Sales ( dollars ) . Continuing with the promotional programs . example , the cumulative information option 708 has been In some embodiments , the user interface 500 presents selected . The example cumulative information option 708 additional supplemental information via the supplemental 15 includes a time selector , which may be similar to the time element 538. In the example , the user interface 500 dynami selector of the supplemental information option 506 of FIG . cally presents additional supplemental information related to 5. Accordingly , the time selector of the cumulative infor the promotional program # 2 based on a user selection of the mation option 708 enables a user to select a particular date 
second visual representation 536. The ellipsis of the supple or time , and / or date or time range . In the example , Apr. 1 , 
mental element 538 indicates that any supplemental infor- 20 2016 , has been selected that indicates a start date associated 
mation may be presented within the element . The additional with the underlying data for the cumulative option . 
supplemental information may include data such as , but not Accordingly , the user interface 700 dynamically presents 
limited to , when the program started or ended , locations that the results of one or more queries within the visualization 
implement the program , locations that do not implement the area 730 based on the selected user interface options . The 
program , associations with particular items and / or products , 25 example visualization includes a cumulative visualization 
historical data , and / or statistically computed data from the 740 , such as a time series graph . As illustrated and described 
historical data , such as a lift execution metric . herein , the user interface 700 determines query input param 

In some embodiments , the user interface 500 includes eters corresponding to the example user input options of a 
options to select and / or filter the supplemental information . particular item and / or product 702 , which may correspond to 
For example , in FIG . 5 , the user interface 500 may include 30 Acme's Candy Bar , and for a statistical measure , such as Sales ( dollars ) , and a particular date / time and / or date / time options to select programs # 1 and # 2 for multiple programs 
( not illustrated ) . Additionally or alternatively , the user inter range . Accordingly , while not illustrated , the user interface 
face 500 may dynamically determine the programs that are 700 may present a first visualization corresponding to sales 

for a particular item and / or product , which may be similar to associated with the selected user interface options , such as 35 the visualization 532 of FIG . 5. In response to the user item , product , and / or entity options . For example , the pro selection of the cumulative information option 708 , the user grams # 1 and # 2 may be specifically associated with the interface 700 presents a cumulative visualization , such as a 
selected Acme's Cookies brand 502 , and , therefore , the user cumulative graph , from the previous input options . As 
interface 500 may dynamically present supplemental infor described herein , in some embodiments , the cumulative 
mation associated with those programs . Further , once deter- 40 visualization is dynamically generated from a running total 
mined and / or presented , a user may optionally select either of the previous result data set . For example , if the first , 
program # 1 or program # 2 that automatically causes the user second , and third months ' data corresponds to $ 100 , $ 200 , 
interface 500 to update accordingly . $ 500 , respectively , then a cumulative visualization may 

FIG . 6 illustrates the example user interface 600 that correspond to a running cumulative total of $ 100 , $ 300 , and 
enables the dynamic presentation of additional graphical 45 $ 800 for the first , second , and third months respectively . 
supplemental information . The user interfaces 500 and 600 Additionally or alternatively , the cumulative graph the pre 
of FIGS . 5 and 6 , respectively , may have similar user calculated and / or retrieved from memory instead of being 
interface elements and / or capabilities . Similar to the user dynamically calculated . As illustrated in this example , the 
interface selections and / or visualizations of FIG . 5 , the user improved display and the user interface system enables the 
interface 600 represents example user interface selections 50 user to conduct investigations , such as determining the 
of : a particular product and / or item , which may correspond velocity of a product and / or item . An example velocity of a 
to Acme's Cookies , for “ sales ( eaches ) , " and the supple product and / or item includes how quickly the item and / or 
mental information option . product is selling . 

Accordingly , the user interface 600 dynamically presents FIG . 7B illustrates the example user interface 750 that 
the results of one or more queries within the visualization 55 enables the dynamic presentation of cumulative and forecast 
area 630 based on the selected user interface options . The information . The user interfaces 700 and 750 of FIGS . 7A 
example visualization includes a graph and a visual repre and 7B , respectively , may have similar user interface ele 
sentation 640. The visual representation 640 may be similar ments and / or capabilities . As illustrated , the user has 
to the visual representations 534 and 536 of FIG . 5. In some selected the “ Candy Bar ” option 702 that corresponds to a 
embodiments , the visual representation 640 differs from the 60 particular product , such as Acme's Candy Bar . Additional 
visual representations 534 and 536 in that the visual repre selected options include the statistical measure input option 
sentation 640 presents a step chart in contrast to the example 704 of Sales ( dollars ) and the cumulative information option 
constant bar charts 534 and 536 of FIG . 5. Continuing with 708. The example cumulative information option 708 
the example , the user interface 600 includes supplemental includes a time selector , which may be similar to the time 
information that may be calculated particular time intervals , 65 selector of the supplemental information option 506 of FIG . 
such as daily , weekly , or monthly supplemental data . 5. Accordingly , the time selector of the cumulative infor 
Accordingly , the example visual representation 640 repre mation option 708 enables a user to select a particular date 



user 
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or time , and / or date or time range . In the example , Apr. 1 , created the event and a link to the event . Thus , a user 
2016 , has been selected that indicates a start date associated viewing the visualization 832 may discover new insights 
with the underlying data for the cumulative option . As based on the annotations 850A - 850E . For example , 
illustrated , the forecast option 752 can also be selected . may determine that the spike in the time series graph 832B 

In response to the selection of the cumulative information 5 after Jul . 1 , 2015 , may be caused at least in part by the Jul . 
option 708 , the user interface 752 presents the visualization 1 , 2015 event that is visually depicted by the annotation 
740 that continues at the point 742 by depicting cumulative 850B . A user may create new annotations with the element 
forecast data as the graph line 754 starting from the point 816 . 
742. Thus , the graph line 754 may represent cumulative and In some embodiments , an annotation may be associated 
forecast data . The calculation of cumulative forecast data 10 with other objects or data in the graphical user interface 
may be similar to the calculation for other metrics data such system . For example , an annotation may be associated with 
as sales , except that the forecast data represents predicted supplemental information . Continuing with the example of 
sales or other metrics instead of historical data . There can be FIG . 5 , the second visual representation 536 corresponds to 
a visual distinction between the cumulative historic data and a promotional program and a user may generate an annota 
the forecasted data . In some embodiments , the continued 15 tion associated with the promotional program ( not illus 
visualization past the point 742 may be presented differently trated ) . Thus , any user that generates an investigation that 
from the visualization 740 before the point 742 , such as includes the promotional program and / or supplemental 
being color coded differently and / or shown as a dotted line information in the result set may have the option and / or be 
in contrast to a solid line to indicate the difference between dynamically presented with the particular associated anno 
historical and forecasted data . The forecasted data can be 20 tation . Thus , similar to the annotations 850A - 850E that 
presented as a dotted line and / or color - coded to emphasize enable users to share metadata information , the annotation 
its relatively uncertain nature , while sales / inventory / other associated with supplemental information enables users to 
concrete metrics may be presented in solid lines and / or one share information and possibly cause further insights to be 
or more other colors to emphasize that they are known discovered . Additional objects or data that an annotation 
quantities . In other embodiments , the user interfaces 700 25 may be associated with include time periods . Additionally or 
and / or 750 may present forecast data only instead of his alternatively , an annotation may be a standalone data object 
torical data . that is not directly associated with other objects or data . 

FIG . 8 illustrates the example user interface 800 that In some embodiments , the annotations 850A - 850E are 
enables the dynamic presentation of annotated information . located on a respective graph that corresponds to the object 
The user interfaces 500 and 800 of FIGS . 5 and 8 , respec- 30 that caused the annotation to be returned from the query data 
tively , may have similar user interface elements and / or storage 112 and / or another query server . For example , in 
capabilities . As illustrated , in the example the user has FIG . 8 , since the graph 832B has the brand Acme's Candy 
selected the “ Candy Bar " option 802 that corresponds to a Bar associated with it and the annotation 850B is also 
particular product , such as Acme's Candy Bar . In the associated with the brand Acme's Candy Bar , then the 
example , another selected option includes the statistical 35 annotation 850B can intersect the graph 832B . Further , the 
measure input option 704 of Sales ( dollars ) . Continuing with annotation 850B may further be associated with the date Jun . 
the example , the compare by selector 810 and the corre 25 , 2015 , and may be presented at the intersection of the 
sponding year option 812 has been selected . The example graph 832B at the same particular date . Thus , the association 
annotations option 814 has also been selected . of annotations 850A - 850E with particular visualizations 

Accordingly , the user interface 800 dynamically presents 40 and / or graphs can help the user easily identify which anno 
the results of one or more queries within the visualization tations go with which visualizations and / or graphs . 
area 830 based on the selected user interface options . The Implementation Mechanisms 
example visualization includes a visualization 832A , 832B , The various computing device ( s ) discussed herein , such 
and 832C , such as multiple time series graphs . As illustrated as the GUI system 100 , the data importer 104 , the user 
and described herein , the user interface 800 determines 45 interface server 106 , the query generator 108 , and / or user 
query input parameters corresponding to the example user computing device 102 , are generally controlled and coordi 
input options of a particular item and / or product 702 , which nated by operating system software , such as , but not limited 
may correspond to Acme's Candy Bar , and for a statistical to , iOS , Android , Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows 7 , 
measure , such as Sales ( dollars ) , and for determined one or Windows 8 , Unix , Linux , or other compatible operating 
more years as a result of the compare by option 812 being 50 systems . In other embodiments , the computing devices may 
selected . Accordingly , the user interface 800 presents the be controlled by a proprietary operating system . Conven 
time series graphs 832A - 832C , which correspond to the tional operating systems control and schedule computer 
years 2014 , 2015 , and 2016 , that enable a user to compare processes for execution , perform memory management , 
the annual sales for the particular product and / or item . provide file system , networking , I / O services , and provide a 

The user interface 800 dynamically retrieves and / or pres- 55 user interface functionality , among other things . The GUI 
ents the annotations 850A , 850B , 850C , 850D , and 850E . system 100 may be hosted and / or executed on one or more 
The example annotations 850A - 850E include user generated computing devices with one or more hardware processors 
metadata that enable users to share information that stored and with any of the previously mentioned operating system 
separately from an investigation . The example annotations software . 
850A - 850E include user generated metadata that enable 60 FIG . 9 is a block diagram that illustrates example com 
users to share information that may be stored separately ponents of the GUI system 100. While FIG . 9 refers to the 
from an investigation . As illustrated , user selection of the GUI system 100 , any of the other computing devices , 
annotations 850B causes presentation of the annotation modules , services , and / or user computing devices discussed 
detail area 852. The example annotation detail area 852 herein may have some or all of the same or similar compo 
depicts an event , such as the posting of a video on a 65 nents . 
video - sharing website or a post on a social network site , on The GUI system 100 may execute software , e.g. , stand 
a particular date and additional details such as the user that alone software applications , applications within browsers , 
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network applications , etc. , whether by the particular appli may be combined with other modules or divided into 
cation , the operating system , or otherwise . Any of the sub - modules despite their physical organization or storage . 
systems discussed herein may be performed by the GUI The GUI system 100 , or components of it , such as the data 
system 100 and / or a similar computing system having some importer 104 , the query generator 108 , the user interface 
or all of the components discussed with reference to FIG.9 . server 106 of FIG . 1 , may be programmed , via executable 

The GUI system 100 includes a bus 902 or other com code instructions , in a programming language . 
munication mechanism for communicating information , and The term “ non - transitory media , ” and similar terms , as 
a hardware processor , or multiple processors , 904 coupled used herein refers to any media that store data and / or 
with bus 902 for processing information . instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 

The GUI system 100 also includes a main memory 906 , 10 fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise non 
such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , cache and / or other volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media 
dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 902 for storing includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such as 
information and instructions to be executed by processor ( s ) storage device 910. Volatile media includes dynamic 
904. Main memory 906 also may be used for storing memory , such as main memory 906. Common forms of 
temporary variables or other intermediate information dur- 15 non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
ing execution of instructions to be executed by processor ( s ) flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
904. Such instructions , when stored in storage media acces any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
sible to processor ( s ) 904 , render the GUI system 100 into a other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
special - purpose machine that is customized to perform the with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
operations specified in the instructions . Such instructions , as 20 FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
executed by hardware processors , may implement the meth cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
ods and systems described herein for generating user inter Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be used in 
faces , querying data , and / or presenting visualization data . conjunction with transmission media . Transmission media 

The GUI system 100 further includes a read only memory participates in transferring information between non - transi 
( ROM ) 908 or other static storage device coupled to bus 25 tory media . For example , transmission media includes 
902 for storing static information and instructions for pro coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
cessor ( s ) 904. A storage device 910 , such as a magnetic disk , wires that comprise bus 902. Transmission media can also 
optical disk , or flash drive , etc. , is provided and coupled to take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
bus 902 for storing information and instructions . The data generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
importer 104 and / or the query generator 108 of FIG . 1 may 30 cations . 
be stored on the main memory 906 and / or the storage device Bus 902 carries data to main memory 906 , from which the 
910 . processor ( s ) 904 retrieves and executes the instructions . The 

The GUI system 100 and / or user computing device 102 instructions received by main memory 906 may retrieve and 
may be coupled via bus 902 to a display 912 , such as a LCD execute the instructions . The instructions received by main 
display or touch screen , for displaying information to a 35 memory 906 may optionally be stored on storage device 910 
computer user . An input device 914 is coupled to bus 1002 either before or after execution by computer hardware 
for communicating information and command selections to processor ( s ) 904 . 
processor 904. One type of input device 914 is a keyboard The GUI system 100 also includes a communication 
including alphanumeric and other keys . Another type of interface 918 coupled to bus 902. Communication interface 
input device 914 is a touch screen . 40 918 provides a two - way data communication coupling to a 

In general , the word “ instructions , ” as used herein , refers network link 920 that is connected to a local network 922 . 
to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a collection Wireless links may also be implemented . In any such 
of software units , possibly having entry and exit points , implementation , communication interface 918 sends and 
written in a programming language , such as , but not limited receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
to , Java , Lua , C , C ++ , or C # . A software unit may be 45 carry digital data streams representing various types of 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in information . 
a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted Network link 920 typically provides data communication 
programming language such as , but not limited to , BASIC , through one or more networks to other data devices . For 
Perl , or Python . It will be appreciated that software units example , network link 920 may provide a connection 
may be callable from other units or from themselves , and / or 50 through local network 922 to a host computer 924 or to data 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
Software units configured for execution on computing 926. ISP 926 in turn provides data communication services 
devices by their hardware processor ( s ) may be provided on through the world wide packet data communication network 
a computer readable medium , such as a compact disc , digital now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 928. Local 
video disc , flash drive , magnetic disc , or any other tangible 55 network 922 and Internet 928 both use electrical , electro 
medium , or as a digital download ( and may be originally magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
stored in a compressed or installable format that requires The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
installation , decompression or decryption prior to execu network link 920 and through communication interface 918 , 
tion ) . Such software code may be stored , partially or fully , which carry the digital data to and from the GUI system 100 , 
on a memory device of the executing computing device , for 60 are example forms of transmission media . 
execution by the computing device . Software instructions A network , such as the network 160 of FIG . 1 , may 
may be embedded in firmware , such as an EPROM . It will comprise , but is not limited to , one or more local area 
be further appreciated that hardware modules may be com networks , wide area network , wireless local area network , 
prised of connected logic units , such as gates and flip - flops , wireless wide area network , the Internet , or any combination 
and / or may be comprised of programmable units , such as 65 thereof . 
programmable gate arrays or processors . Generally , the The GUI system 100 can send messages and receive data , 
instructions described herein refer to logical modules that including program code , through the network ( s ) , network 
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link 920 and communication interface 918. In the Internet Conditional language , such as , among others , “ can , ” 
example , a server 930 might transmit a requested code for an “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated oth 
application program through Internet 928 , ISP 926 , local erwise , or otherwise understood within the context as used , 
network 922 and communication interface 918 . is generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 

The received code may be executed by processor ( s ) 904 5 include , while other embodiments do not include , certain 
as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 910 , or other features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such conditional lan 
non - volatile storage for later execution . guage is not generally intended to imply that features , 

In some embodiments , the GUI system 100 and / or the elements and / or steps are in any way required for one or 
user computing device 102 may operate in a distributed more embodiments or that one or more embodiments nec 
computing environment including several computer systems essarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
that are interconnected using one or more computer net input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
works . The GUI system 100 and / or the user computing steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
device 102 could also operate within a computing environ embodiment . 
ment having a fewer or greater number of devices than are The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an inclusive 
illustrated in FIG . 1 and / or FIG . 9. Thus , the depiction of rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , unless 
GUI system 100 and / or the user computing device 102 in specifically noted , the term “ a ” should not be understood to 
FIG . 1 and / or FIG . 9 should be taken as illustrative and not mean “ exactly one ” or “ one and only one ” ; instead , the term 
limiting to the present disclosure . For example , the GUI “ a ” means “ one or more ” or “ at least one , ” whether used in 
system 100 and / or the user computing device 102 could 20 the claims or elsewhere in the specification and regardless of 
implement various Web services components and / or peer uses of quantifiers such as “ at least one , ” “ one or more , " or 
to - peer network configurations to implement at least a “ a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or specification . 
portion of the processes described herein . For example , The term “ comprising ” as used herein should be given an 
multiple servers and / or processes may process and / or ana inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
lyze items and / or present a user interface in a distributed 25 a general purpose computer comprising one or more pro 
manner , as described herein . cessors should not be interpreted as excluding other com 

It will be appreciated that while the present disclosure puter components , and may possibly include such compo 
typically discusses querying data related to food products nents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
and uses particular metrics as examples , the systems and interfaces , among others . 
methods described herein may be agnostic to the types of 30 Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in the flow 
data being queried , metrics used , and / or may query data diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the attached 
unrelated to food products , such as , electronic product figures should be understood as potentially representing 
databases , automobile databases , or any database of items . units , segments , or portions of code which include one or 
In some embodiments , the systems and methods described more executable instructions for implementing specific logi 
herein enable the transformation of intuitive user interface 35 cal functions or steps in the process . Alternate implementa 
selections into dynamic queries , such that a user may search tions are included within the scope of the embodiments 
and / or analyze large integrated data sets . For example , the described herein in which elements or functions may be 
metrics and / or user interfaces described herein may be based deleted , executed out of order from that shown or discussed , 
on data unrelated to commerce , such as underlying criminal , including substantially concurrently or in reverse order , 
cybersecurity , or governmental data , for example . 40 depending on the functionality involved , as would be under 

Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms described stood by those skilled in the art . 
in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and fully or It should be emphasized that many variations and modi 
partially automated by , code instructions executed by one or fications may be made to the above - described embodiments , 
more computer systems or computer processors comprising the elements of which are to be understood as being among 
computer hardware . The processes and algorithms may be 45 other acceptable examples . All such modifications and varia 
implemented partially or wholly in application - specific cir tions are intended to be included herein within the scope of 
cuitry . this disclosure . The foregoing description details certain 

The various features and processes described above may embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , how 
be used independently of one another , or may be combined ever , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in 
in various ways . All possible combinations and subcombi- 50 text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is also 
nations are intended to fall within the scope of this disclo stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
sure . In addition , certain method or process blocks may be terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
omitted in some implementations . The methods and pro the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 55 ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate . For the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
example , described blocks or states may be performed in an scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . thereof . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 60 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be What is claimed is : 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 1. A method for a graphical user interface to query an item 
ments . The example systems and components described database , the method comprising : 
herein may be configured differently than described . For receiving , from a user interface , item input comprising an 
example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 65 item related query parameter ; 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi executing a query based at least on the item related query 
ments . parameter to retrieve item results ; 
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receiving , from the user interface , supplemental input comprises presenting the plurality of first data value pairs as 
comprising an input time period and a supplemental a first graph , the method further comprising : 
item related query parameter ; receiving user input comprising a cumulative option 

retrieving a plurality of supplemental data items based at selection ; 
least on the supplemental item related query parameter ; calculating a plurality of cumulative data value pairs , 

identifying a first subset of the plurality of supplemental wherein calculating the plurality of cumulative data 
data items and a second subset of the plurality of value pairs comprises : 
supplemental data items according to the input time calculating a current cumulative value from a previous 
period , the first subset corresponding to a first time cumulative value and a current data value from the 
period , and the second subset corresponding to a sec plurality of first data value pairs ; and 
ond time period ; presenting , in an updated user interface , the plurality of 

determining a first efficacy indicator for the first subset cumulative data value pairs as a cumulative graph . 
and a second efficacy indicator for the second subset ; 5. The method of claim 1 , wherein determining the first 

determining a ranking based at least on the first efficacy is efficacy indicator for the first subset further comprises : 
indicator and the second efficacy indicator ; determining a first metric for the first time period and an 

generating , according to the ranking , a first visual repre item ; 
sentation corresponding to the first subset and a second determining a historical metric for another time period 
visual representation corresponding to the second sub different than the first time period and the item ; and 
set ; determining a difference value between the first metric 

wherein the ranking comprises a first rank and a second and the historical metric , wherein the first efficacy 
rank , and wherein generating the first visual represen indicator is based at least in part on the difference 
tation and the second visual representation further value . 
comprises : 6. A system comprising : 
determining a first color or shading corresponding to at 25 a non - transitory computer storage medium configured to 

least one of the first rank or the first efficacy indi at least store computer - executable instructions ; and 
cator ; one or more computer hardware processors in communi 

determining a second color or shading corresponding to cation with the non - transitory computer storage 
at least one of the second rank or the second efficacy medium , the one or more computer hardware proces 
indicator , the second color or shading different from 30 sors configured to execute the computer - executable 
the first color or shading ; instructions to at least : 

assigning the first color or shading to the first visual receive , from a user interface , item input comprising an 
representation ; and item related query parameter ; 

assigning the second color or shading to the second retrieve item results based at least on the item related 
visual representation ; query parameter ; 

arranging the first visual representation at least partly receive , from the user interface , supplemental input com 
separated from the second visual representation ; and prising an input time period and a supplemental item 

displaying on a display of the computing system , a user related query parameter ; 
interface indicating the item results , the first visual retrieve a plurality of supplemental data items based at 
representation , and the second visual representation , 40 least on the supplemental item related query parameter ; 
wherein the first visual representation and the second identify a first subset of the plurality of supplemental data 
visual representation are further presented with respect items and a second subset of the plurality of supple 
to a timeline indicating the first time period and the mental data items according to the input time period , 
second time period , the first subset corresponding to a first time period , and 

wherein the method is performed by a computer hardware 45 the second subset corresponding to a second time 
processor . period ; 

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein generating the first determine a first efficacy indicator for the first subset and 
visual representation further comprises : a second efficacy indicator for the second subset ; 

retrieving a default height ; determine a ranking based at least on the first efficacy 
calculating a first height for the first visual representation , 50 indicator and the second efficacy indicator ; 

wherein the first height is further based at least on a generate , according to the ranking , a first visual repre 
relationship R , wherein relationship R is defined sub sentation corresponding to the first subset and a second 
stantially as : default height * E1 , visual representation corresponding to the second sub 

where E , comprises the first efficacy indicator ; and set ; 
adjusting the first visual representation to the first height . 55 wherein the ranking comprises a first rank and a second 
3. The method of claim 1 , wherein arranging the first rank , and wherein generating the first visual represen 

visual representation at least partly separated from the tation and the second visual representation further 
second visual representation further comprises : comprises : 

determining that one of the first rank and the second rank determining a first color or shading corresponding to at 
is lower ; and least one of the first rank or the first efficacy indi 

bringing a respective visual representation to a foreground cator ; 
or background , the one of the first rank and the second determining a second color or shading corresponding to 
rank corresponding to the respective visual represen at least one of the second rank or the second efficacy 
tation . indicator , the second color or shading different from 

4. The method of claim 1 , wherein the item results 65 the first color or shading ; 
comprise a plurality of first data value pairs , and wherein assigning the first color or shading to the first visual 
presenting the item results in the user interface further representation ; and 
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assigning the second color or shading to the second presenting the plurality of first data value pairs as a first 
visual representation ; graph . 

arrange the first visual representation at least partly sepa 12. The system of claim 6 , wherein determining the first 
rated from the second visual representation ; and efficacy indicator for the first subset further comprises : 

display on a display of the system , a user interface 5 determining a first metric for the first time period and an 
indicating the item results , the first visual representa item ; 
tion , and the second visual representation , wherein the determining a historical metric for another time period first visual representation the second visual represen different than the first time period and the item ; and tation are further presented with respect to a timeline 
indicating the first time period and the second time 10 determining a difference value between the first metric 

and the historical metric , wherein the first efficacy period . 
7. The system of claim 6 , wherein generating the first indicator is based at least in part on the difference 

value . visual representation further comprises : 
retrieving a default height ; 13. A computerized method , performed by a computing 
calculating a first height for the first visual representation , is system having one or more hardware computer processors 

wherein the first height is further based at least on a and one or more non - transitory computer readable storage 
relationship R , wherein relationship R is defined sub device storing software instructions executable by the com 
stantially as : default height * E , puting system to perform the computerized method com 

where E , comprises the first efficacy indicator ; and prising : 
adjusting the first visual representation to the first height . 20 receiving an input time period and a query parameter ; 
8. The system of claim 6 , wherein arranging the first determining a plurality of data items based at least on the 

visual representation at least partly separated from the query parameter ; 
second visual representation further comprises : identifying a first subset of the plurality of data items and 

determining that one of the first rank and the second rank a second subset of the plurality of data items according 
is lower ; and to the input time period , the first subset corresponding 

bringing a respective visual representation to a foreground to a first time period , and the second subset correspond 
or background , the one of the first rank and the second ing to a second time period ; 
rank corresponding to the respective visual represen determining a first efficacy indicator for the first subset 
tation . and a second efficacy indicator for the second subset ; 

9. The system of claim 6 , wherein arranging the first 30 determining a ranking based at least on the first efficacy 
visual representation further comprises : indicator and the second efficacy indicator ; 

retrieving a start date and an end date for the first time determining a first color or shading corresponding to at 
period ; and least one of the ranking or the first efficacy indicator ; 

aligning the first visual representation on the timeline determining a second color or shading corresponding to at 
according to the start date and the end date . least one of the ranking or the second efficacy indicator , 

10. The system of claim 6 , wherein the item results the second color or shading different from the first color 
comprise a plurality of first data value pairs , and wherein or shading ; 
one or more computer hardware processors are further generating , according to the ranking , a first visual repre 
configured to at least : sentation having the first color or shading and corre 

calculate a plurality of cumulative data value pairs , 40 sponding to the first subset , and a second visual rep 
wherein calculating the plurality of cumulative data resentation having the second color or shading and 
value pairs comprises : corresponding to the second subset ; and 
calculate a current cumulative value from a previous displaying on a display of the computing system , a user 

cumulative value and a current data value from the interface including the first visual representation and 
plurality of first data value pairs ; and the second visual representation , wherein the first 

present , in an updated user interface , the plurality of visual representation and the second visual representa 
cumulative data value pairs as a cumulative graph . tion are further presented with respect to a timeline 

11. The system of claim 6 , wherein indicating the first time period and the second time 
presenting , in the user interface , the item results further period . 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR SECURE provide a thorough understanding of the present invention . 
DATABASE REPLICATION It will be apparent , however , that the present invention may 

be practiced without these specific details . In other 
BENEFIT CLAIM instances , well - known structures and devices are shown in 

5 block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscur This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. ing the present invention . $ 119 ( e ) of provisional application 62 / 273,351 , filed Dec. Overview 
30 , 2015 , the entire contents of which are hereby incorpo Techniques are provided for improving security in repli rated by reference for all purposes as if fully set forth herein . cated databases . Specifically , a server with access to a 

TECHNICAL FIELD 10 database receives a request from a computing device to 
replicate the database . The database contains many different 

Some embodiments of the present invention relate gen database entries associated with varying classification lev 
erally to improved systems , methods , and computer readable The computing device may make the request , for 
mediums for increasing the security of replicated databases . example , because the computing device does not , or will not , 

15 have a reliable connection to the server in the future . The 
BACKGROUND server determines a classification level of the computing 

device . The classification level of the computing device may 
The approaches described in this section could be pur be associated with a device identification number or other 

sued , but are not necessarily approaches that have been ways of identifying the computing device . Once the classi 
previously conceived or pursued . Therefore , unless other- 20 fication level of the computing device is determined , a 
wise indicated herein , the approaches described in this filtered subset of the database entries is generated , the 
section are not prior art to the claims in this application and filtered subset contains database entries at or below the 
are not admitted to be prior art by inclusion in this section . classification level associated with the computing device . Computers are powerful tools for accessing and storing The filtered subset is sent to the computing device , and the vast amounts of information . Computer databases are a 25 computing device may use the filtered subset to create a common mechanism for storing information on computer replicated database . Once created , the replicated database systems . Databases can take many different forms . One may be accessed and or perform any actions as though the typical database is a collection of tables having rows and 
columns of information . For example , a database table of replicated database were the " original ” or main database . 
employees may have a row for each employee , and the For example , a second computing device may connect to the 
columns designating specifics about the employee , such as 30 computing device hosting the replicated database , access the 
the employee's name , address , salary , etc. database , and / or replicate the replicated database . In other 

There are many different types of databases and database words , the computing device may act as a server . Many other 
systems . In many instances , a database may be accessed by aspects and uses of this technology are discussed below . 
many users simultaneously . The database may be accessed Example System Implementation 
using any suitable connection , such as the Internet . In the 35 FIG . 1 illustrates an example computer system 100 in 
event that a user lacks a connection to the database , that user which the techniques described may be practiced , according 
would then not be able to access the information in the to some embodiments . System 100 is a computer - based 
database . In some situations , a constant connection to a system . The various components of system 100 are imple 
centralized or main database is not possible . In those situ mented at least partially by hardware at one or more com 
ations , a replicated database system is a potential solution . 40 puting devices , such as one or more hardware processors 
Replicated database systems provide many advantages . In executing stored program instructions stored in one or more 

particular , in an environment where a stable connection to memories for performing the functions that are described 
the main database does not exist , replicating the main herein . In other words , all functions described herein are 
database ensures that work can continue even when no intended to indicate operations that are performed using 
connection is available . However , even with state of the art 45 programming in a special - purpose computer or general 
security controls , replicated systems present a fundamental purpose computer , in various embodiments . System 100 
security risk simply because there are multiple copies of data illustrates only one of many possible arrangements of com 
in existence , and the physical security of each copy cannot ponents configured to execute the programming described 
be guaranteed . Improved security methods for replicated herein . Other arrangements may include fewer or different 
databases are needed . 50 components , and the division of work between the compo 

nents may vary depending on the arrangement . 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS System 100 includes application server 105 , replication 

manager 110 , database 115 , computing device A 120 , rep 
In the drawings : licated database 125 , and computing device B 130. Appli 
FIG . 1 shows a block diagram of a system in accordance 55 cation server 105 may be any kind of computing device 

with an embodiment of the invention . including , but not limited to : servers , racks , work stations , 
FIG . 2A and FIG . 2B show flowcharts of a method in personal computers , general purpose computers , laptops , 

accordance with an embodiment of the invention . Internet appliances , hand - held devices , wireless devices , 
FIG . 3 shows an example in accordance with an embodi wired devices , portable or mobile devices , wearable com 

ment of the invention . 60 puters , cellular or mobile phones , portable digital assistants 
FIG . 4 shows a block diagram of a computer system upon ( PDAs ) , smart phones , tablets , multi - processor systems , 

which an embodiment of the invention may be implemented . microprocessor - based or programmable consumer electron 
ics , game consoles , set - top boxes , network PCs , mini 

DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS computers , and the like . Application server 105 is commu 
65 nicatively connected , using wired and / or wireless 

In the following description , for the purposes of expla connections , to database 115 , client device A 120 , and client 
nation , numerous specific details are set forth in order to device B 130. Although a single application server 105 is 
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shown in FIG . 1 , any number of application servers 105 may data . Rather , the system 100 determines the group member 
be used . Additionally , one or more load balancers ( not ship and / or classification level of data within database 115 . 
shown ) may be used when there are multiple application In one embodiment , database 115 enables users of varying 
servers in use . In one embodiment , application server 105 classification levels to share a single instance , rather than 
may execute any number of software applications , such as having to divide the database or database entries into dif 
replication manager 110 . ferent workspaces or instances . Thus , a user with top secret 

In one embodiment , database 115 is any suitable storage classification may edit the same database entry as a user with 
device such as one or more hard disk drives , memories , or secret classification on the same workspace or instance . This 
any other electronic digital data recording device configured enables a streamlined approach to sharing information and 
to store data . Although database 115 is depicted as a single data within the database . Further , the users of database 115 
device in FIG . 1 , database 115 may span multiple devices do not need to manually set the classification level of each 
located in one or more physical locations . Additionally , in individual database entry or piece of information . Rather , the 
one embodiment , database 115 may be located on the same classification levels of individual database entries or pieces 
device ( s ) as application server 105. Alternatively , database of information may be inferred from group memberships 
115 may be located on a separate device ( s ) from application associated with the user creating or editing the information , 
server 105 , or any other suitable component . Database 115 as well as other contextual information . Alternatively , or in 
may store any type of information in any format . Database addition to classification levels , group memberships may be 
115 is managed by a database management system ( not used . 
shown ) . The database management system may be imple- 20 Returning to application server 105 , in one embodiment 
mented by any one of a variety of different database man application server 105 executes replication manager 110 . 
agement systems and embodiments of the invention are not Replication manager 110 includes programming to access 
limited to any particular database management system . For database 115 , receive requests , determine classification lev 
example , the database management system may be imple els of computing devices , filter database 115 , send filtered 
mented by a conventional relational database management 25 data to computing devices , and sync modifications to data 
system ( RDBMS ) . Alternatively , as another example , the base 115. Replication manager 110 may access database 115 
database management system may be implemented using a in any suitable manner , such as using a database connector . 
“ NoSQL ” database management system or other database Specifically , replication manager 110 accesses database 115 
management system that differs from a traditional RDBMS to filter the data in database 115 for use in creating a 
in one or more respects . 30 replicated database , as discussed below . 

In one embodiment , database 115 organizes data in a In one embodiment , replication manager 110 includes 
structure that is described using an ontology , embodied in a programming to receive requests to replicate database 115 . 
database schema , comprising a data model that is used The requests may be received in any format , and 
represent the structure and reason about objects in the The requests may include additional information , such as an 
structure . The ontology may define one or more object types , 35 identification of the device that is requesting replication of 
and each object type may have one or more properties . database 115 , a current location of the device that is request 
Specifically , database 115 contains database entries . The ing replication , a username identifying an individual asso 
database entries may be files , objects , or other data . Further , ciated with the request , or any other information . 
the database entries may be specific fields , data , or elements In one embodiment , replication manager 110 includes 
within the files , objects , or other data . 40 programming to determine the classification levels of com 

In one embodiment , the information stored in database puting devices . Replication manager 110 determines the 
115 may be access controlled . Specifically , database 115 classification levels of a computing device based on an 
may store data that is associated with varying classification identification of the computing device . At an initial setup of 
schemes that limit access to data to approved users . The a computing device , group identifications may be assigned 
classification system used may be any system . In one 45 to the computing device , and a mapping of computing 
embodiment , both a group based and a classification based devices to group identifications may be stored in database 
system may be used . A group based system involves assign 115 or other suitable location accessible by replication 
ing users , computing devices , and / or data to various groups . manger 110. Replication manager 110 may use the group 
For example , if database 115 is a database for sharing identifications to infer the classification level of the com 
graphs , investigations , and other work within an interna- 50 puting device . For example , if a laptop is assigned the 
tional community , the groups may be country based , region grouping : country — United States , team — intelligence , loca 
or location based ( i.e. , where the user is logging in from tion — Iraq , then the inferred classification may be for any 
and / or where a computing device is located ) , team based , information classified as secret or below . 
based on any other grouping , or based on various combina Optionally , replication manager 110 may determine 
tions of any of the above . A classification based system may 55 whether the replicated database requested for the computing 
have varying levels of secrecy , such as top secret , secret , device is intended to be used by multiple users , or a single 
classified , and unclassified , or any other levels of secrecy . user . If the computing device is intended to be used by 
The classification may be inferred from the group member multiple users , no database filtering may occur . This is to 
ships associated with a user or computing device . The ensure that the correct files are available to all potential users 
classification may be inferred in any suitable manner , using , 60 of the computing device . However , if the expected users of 
for example , a mapping set by an administrator or other user . the computing device are known , then the database may be 
Classification and / or group membership may be automati filtered consistent with the highest classification level among 
cally be assigned to data within database 115 based on the the expected users . In one embodiment , replication manager 
classification and / or group membership of the user and / or 110 checks a current location of the requesting computing 
computing device that created the database entry , or any 65 device against an expected location , and may adjust the 
other method . Specifically , individual users need not manu classification level of the computing device accordingly . For 
ally set the group membership and / or classification level of example , if a computing device is supposed to be located in 

any time . 
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the United States , but is instead currently located in South Computing device A 120 is communicatively connected 
America , the classification level of the computing device to application server 105 and computing device B 130 . 
may be lowered . Computing device B 130 is communicatively connected to 

In one embodiment , replication manager 110 includes application server 105 and computing device A 120. The 
programming to filter the database entries within database 5 connection between the computing devices and any other 
115 to generate a filtered subset of database 115. The data component of system 100 may not be constant , and may be 
may be filtered in any suitable manner . Specifically , the data unreliable . In other words , at times computing device A 120 
is filtered based on the classification level associated with and / or computing device B 130 may be unable to commu 
the requesting computing device . The filtering removes any nicate with application server 105 , for example . Computing 
information or data above the classification level associated 10 device A 120 and / or computing device B 130 may execute 
with the requesting device . Specifically , the filtering may one or more software applications ( not shown ) . The software 
remove entire database entries , or may remove portions of applications may be general purpose applications , such as a 

web browser , spreadsheet application , or a customized database entries . For example , if a database entry is a application , such as an application for retrieving and ana medical form , the filtering process may remove the entire 15 lyzing data from a database . The software applications may 
form from the resulting filtered subset . Thus , a user of the be thin client or thick client . The software applications may 
replicated database created from the filtered subset would send requests to application server 105 in any manner and / or 
never know that the medical form was missing , as the in any format now known or later developed . 
database entry does not exist in the replicated database . In one embodiment , computing device A 120 includes 
Alternatively , as another example , the filtering process may 20 replicated database 125. Replicated database 125 is a rep 
remove fields within the medical form , such as a social licated version of database 115 , and may be located on any 
security number . Thus , a user of the replicated database may suitable storage device such as one or more hard disk drives , 
be able to view the medical form , but would be unable to memories , or any other electronic digital data recording 
view the social security number , which may be redacted , device configured to store data . As a security measure , 
blank , or removed in any other suitable manner . 25 replicated database 125 may include less data than database 

In one embodiment , replication manager 110 includes 115 , depending on a classification level of computing device 
programming to send the filtered data to a computing device . A 120. Computing device A 120 may include functionality 
The filtered data may be sent to the requesting computing to operate replicated database 125 as though computing 
device in any manner . Optionally , additional information device A 120 were a server . In other words , other devices 
may be sent in addition to the filtered data . For example , a 30 ( i.e. , computing device B 130 ) may connect to computing 
username / password list , or other access list , may be sent so device A 120 to access , modify , or otherwise interact with 
that individual users may login to the replicated database the replicated database 125 using the same username , password , 
same way the users would when accessing the main data or other credentials as would be used to access , modify , or 
base . otherwise interact with database 115. Alternatively , or in 

In one embodiment , replication manager 110 includes 35 addition , different users may login to access replicated 
programming to sync modifications made to either database database 125 via computing device A 120 . 
115 and / or a replicated database . Modifications may be In one embodiment , computing device A 120 may execute 
synced in any suitable manner . Specifically , if data visible to a replication manager ( not shown ) or other similar software 
the replicated database was updated on the main database , to provide any of the functionality associated with replica 
the updates may be pushed down to the replicated database . 40 tion manager 110. For example , once computing device A 
For example , if a replicated database contains database 120 has replicated database 125 , a second computing device , 
entries of a “ classified ” level or below , and a new “ classi such as computing device B 130 , may request to replicate a 
fied ” database entry was added to the main database , that database from replicated database 125. The subsequently 
database entry is sent to the computing device associated replicated database may have even fewer database entries 
with the replicated database as part of the synchronization 45 than replicated database 125 if , for example , the classifica 
process . Alternatively , or in addition , if changes were made tion level of computing device B 130 is lower than that of 
to the replicated database , those changes may be sent to the computing device A 120 . 
main database and incorporated according to any rules or Example Functional Implementation 
procedures . FIG . 2A and FIG . 2B show example flowcharts of a 

In one embodiment , computing device A 120 and / or 50 method for secure database replication . Although the steps 
computing device B 130 may be any kind of computing in FIG . 2A and FIG . 2B are shown in an order , the steps of 
devices including , but not limited to : work stations , personal FIG . 2A and FIG . 2B may be performed in any order , and are 
computers , general purpose computers , laptops , Internet not limited to the order shown in FIG . 2A or FIG . 2B . 
appliances , hand - held devices , wireless devices , wired Additionally , some steps may be optional , may be performed 
devices , portable or mobile devices , wearable computers , 55 multiple times , and / or may be performed by different com 
cellular or mobile phones , portable digital assistants ( PDAs ) , ponents . All steps , operations and functions of a flow 
smart phones , tablets , multi - processor systems , micropro diagram that are described herein are intended to indicate 
cessor - based or programmable consumer electronics , game operations that are performed using programming in a 
consoles , set - top boxes , network PCs , mini - computers , and special - purpose computer or general - purpose computer , in 
the like . Although two computing devices ( i.e. , computing 60 various embodiments . In other words , each flow diagram in 
device A 120 and computing device B 130 ) are shown in this disclosure is a guide , plan or specification of an algo 
FIG . 1 , any number of computing devices may be present . rithm for programming a computer to execute the functions 
Both computing device A 120 and / or computing device B that are described . 
130 may be associated with one or more groups and / or In step 200 , a request is received to replicate a database 
classification levels , which determine what database entries 65 to a computing device . The request may be received in any 
or other data may be replicated to computing device A 120 manner , at any time . The request may be received , for 
and / or computing device B 130 . example , because the computing device will not have a 
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reliable connection to the database in the future , such as the Likewise , if modifications were made to the replicated 
computing device being taken to a remote location . The database , the replicated database may send the updated 
request may include identifying information for the com database entries , such as new , deleted , or edited entries , to 
puting device , current location information for the comput the main database . The main database may then update the 
ing device , a username or individual associated with the 5 corresponding database entries , and resolve any conflicts , in 
request , or any other suitable information . any suitable manner . 

In step 205 , a classification level of the computing device Turning to FIG . 2B , in step 250 , a request is sent to 
is determined . The classification may be determined based replicate a database . The computing device may send the 
on a mapping of an identification of the computing device to request in any suitable manner . As discussed in step 200 , the 
one or more groups . The groups may be assigned to the 10 request may have any suitable additional information . 
computing device at a time when the device is configured , In step 255 , a filtered subset of the database is received . 
or at any other suitable time . Groups may be of any The filtered subset of the database may be received in any 
granularity , and may be based on any factors . For example , manner as discussed with regards to sending the filtered 
a computing device that is intended to be used in Asia may subset , in step 215 . 
be classified into a location group : Asia , a nationality group 15 In step 260 , a replicated database is created using the 
of the operator ( s ) may be assigned , such as Country : Eng filtered subset . The replicated database may be created in 
land , and a team may be assigned , such as team : program any manner . Specifically , the replicated database may be 
mers . From these groups a classification level may be created on the computing device , or on a separate device . 
inferred . The classification level determines what informa In step 265 , the replicated database is operated . The 
tion the computing device should receive for the replicated 20 replicated database may be operated as though the replicated 
database . By limiting the amount of information in the database is an " original ” database . In other words , users may 
replicated database to the information viewable by the login to the replicated database using the same username and 
intended / expected users of the computing device , the secu password , or other credentials that would be used to access 
rity of information within the database is increased . This is the original database . Further , the replicated database may 
because the replicated database does not contain all of the 25 support multiple users simultaneously accessing and modi 
information that the main database contains . Alternatively , fying data within the replicated database , either through the 

in addition , group memberships may be used in place of computing device associated with the replicated database , or 
classification levels . via a second computing device that connected to the com 

In step 210 , the database is filtered based on classification puting device associated with the replicated database . When 
levels to generate a filtered subset . The database may be 30 a user creates or modifies a database entry on the replicated 
filtered in any manner . Individual database entries , such as database , that database entry may automatically be associ 
objects , files , etc. , may be filtered , and / or specific data ated with the classification level of the computing device , 
within a database entry may be ed , such as fields within and / or the classification level of the user , as appropriate . 
a form , names , etc. The filtered subset may be of any size , In step 270 , modifications or updates are synced with the 
may be encrypted , and may be compressed using any 35 database and / or the replicated database . The modifications 
method . Optionally , additional information may be included or updates may be synced as discussed in step 220 . 
with the filtered subset . For example , a list of usernames , Example Use Case 
passwords , or other information about the registered users of FIG . 3 shows an example use case of secure database 
the database may be included . This would enable users of the replication . The example shown in FIG . 3 has been simpli 
replicated database to login as if they were accessing the 40 fied , to ease understanding and , as such , the example should 
main database , and would enable the enforcement of con not be construed to limit the disclosure to the specifics 
sistent security privileges regardless of whether a user is discussed below . 
accessing the main database or a replicated database . In FIG . 3 , a database 300 is shown that contains 100 

In step 215 , the filtered subset is sent to the computing database entries classified as follows : top secret — 5 ; 
device . The filtered subset may be sent to the computing 45 secret — 15 ; classified 50 ; unclassified — 30 . Database 300 
device in any format , and using any method . The filtered is requested to be replicated to a computing device with a 
subset may be sent as one file or object , or as many files or secret level classification 305. The secret level classification 
objects . The computing device is able to use the filtered may be inferred from group memberships assigned when the 
subset to create a replicated database for use by users of the computing device was initially configured . Specifically , in 
computing device , or by other computing devices that are 50 this example , the computing device is a member of the 
communicatively connected to the computing device . United States group , is a member of the Middle East region , 

In step 220 , modifications or updates are synced with the and is a member of a police unit . These group memberships 
database and / or the replicated database . Modifications or entitle the computing device to access to secret level data 
updates may be synced in any suitable manner . For modi base entries and below . Thus , the database is filtered to 
fications that were made to the main database , the replicated 55 generate a filtered subset 310 , which removes the five top 
database may request an update , the database entries in each secret database entries . This filtered subset is used to repli 
database may be compared , and the main database may send cate the database 315. Once the replicated database is 
updated database entries to the replicated database . The created , the replicated database is operated using the com 
updated database entries may be new entries , entries that puting device . Users may login to the replicated database 
were deleted / instructions to delete entries , modifications to 60 using the same credentials as the users would to login to the 
entries , or any other change . The updated database entries original database . Specifically , a user with secret classifica 
are still filtered before being sent to the replicated database tion logs in to the replicated database , and is able to view all 
to ensure that the replicated database does not contain of the database entries within the replicated database 320 . 
database entries above the classification level associated This is because both the user and the computing device 
with the computing device . Conflicts ( i.e. , when a database 65 associated with the replicated database have the same clas 
entry was updated on both the main database and the sification level - secret . However , if a user logs in to the 
replicated database ) may be resolved in any suitable manner . replicated database with a lower classification level , such as 
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unclassified , then the user is only able to see the 30 database more instructions contained in main memory 406. Such 
entries with unclassified classification level 325 . instructions may be read into main memory 406 from 
Hardware Overview another storage medium , such as storage device 410. Execu 
According to one embodiment , the techniques described tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main 

herein are implemented by one or more special - purpose 5 memory 406 causes processor 404 to perform the process 
computing devices . The special - purpose computing devices steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard 
may be hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more with software instructions . 
application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro The term " storage media ” as used herein refers to any 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro- 10 non - transitory media that store data and / or instructions that 
grammed to perform the techniques , or may include one or cause a machine to operation in a specific fashion . Such 
more general purpose hardware processors programmed to storage media may comprise non - volatile media and / or 
perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in volatile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , 
firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such optical or magnetic disks , such as storage device 410 . 
special - purpose computing devices may also combine cus- 15 Volatile media includes dynamic memory , such as main 
tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro memory 406. Common forms of storage media include , for 
gramming to accomplish the techniques . The special - pur example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state 
pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems , drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data storage 
portable computer systems , handheld devices , networking medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage 
devices or any other device that incorporates hard - wired 20 medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a 
and / or program logic to implement the techniques . RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , 
For example , FIG . 4 is a block diagram that illustrates a NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge . 

computer system 400 upon which an embodiment of the Storage media is distinct from but may be used in con 
invention may be implemented . Computer system 400 junction with transmission media . Transmission media par 
includes a bus 402 or other communication mechanism for 25 ticipates in transferring information between storage media . 
communicating information , and a hardware processor 404 For example , transmission media includes coaxial cables , 
coupled with bus 402 for processing information . Hardware copper wire and fiber optics , including the wires that com 
processor 404 may be , for example , a general purpose prise bus 402. Transmission media can also take the form of 
microprocessor acoustic or light waves , such as those generated during 

Computer system 400 also includes a main memory 406 , 30 radio - wave and infra - red data communications . 
such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one 
storage device , coupled to bus 402 for storing information or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 
and instructions to be executed by processor 404. Main 404 for execution . For example , the instructions may ini 
memory 406 also may be used for storing temporary vari tially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a 
ables or other intermediate information during execution of 35 remote computer . The remote computer can load the instruc 
instructions to be executed by processor 404. Such instruc tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
tions , when stored in non - transitory storage media acces a telephone line using a modem . A modem local to computer 
sible to processor 404 , render computer system 400 into a system 400 can receive the data on the telephone line and 
special - purpose machine that is customized to perform the use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red 
operations specified in the instructions . 40 signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in 

Computer system 400 further includes a read only the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 
memory ( ROM ) 408 or other static storage device coupled data on bus 402. Bus 402 carries the data to main memory 
to bus 402 for storing static information and instructions for 406 , from which processor 404 retrieves and executes the 
processor 404. A storage device 410 , such as a magnetic disk instructions . The instructions received by main memory 406 
or optical disk , is provided and coupled to bus 402 for 45 may optionally be stored on storage device 410 either before 
storing information and instructions . or after execution by processor 404 . 

Computer system 400 may be coupled via bus 402 to a Computer system 400 also includes a communication 
display 412 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , for displaying interface 418 coupled to bus 402. Communication interface 
information to a computer user . An input device 414 , includ 418 provides a two - way data communication coupling to a 
ing alphanumeric and other keys , is coupled to bus 402 for 50 network link 420 that is connected to a local network 422 . 
communicating information and command selections to For example , communication interface 418 may be an 
processor 404. Another type of user input device is cursor integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable 
control 416 , such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
keys for communicating direction information and com communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
mand selections to processor 404 and for controlling cursor 55 phone line . As another example , communication interface 
movement on display 412. This input device typically has 418 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , X ) and data communication connection to a compatible LAN . Wire 
a second axis ( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to specify less links may also be implemented . In any such implemen 
positions in a plane . tation , communication interface 418 sends and receives 

Computer system 400 may implement the techniques 60 electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi 
described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or tal data streams representing various types of information . 
more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic Network link 420 typically provides data communication 
which in combination with the computer system causes or through one or more networks to other data devices . For 
programs computer system 400 to be a special - purpose example , network link 420 may provide a connection 
machine . According to one embodiment , the techniques 65 through local network 422 to a host computer 424 or to data 
herein are performed by computer system 400 in response to equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
processor 404 executing one or more sequences of one or 426. ISP 426 in turn provides data communication services 
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through the world wide packet data communication network 3. The method of claim 2 , wherein the first computing 
mmonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 428. Local device is configured to act as second server for the second 

network 422 and Internet 428 both use electrical , electro computing device . 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 4. The method of claim 1 , wherein the classification level 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 5 of the first computing device is inferred from a group 
network link 420 and through communication interface 418 , membership associated with the first computing device . 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 5. The method of claim 1 , wherein the classification level 
400 , are example forms of transmission media . of the first computing device is based on a highest classifi 

Computer system 400 can send messages and receive cation level among expected users of the first computing 
data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net- 10 device ; 
work link 420 and communication interface 418. In the and further comprising filtering , by the server and using 
Internet example , a server 430 might transmit a requested the determined classification level of the first comput 
code for an application program through Internet 428 , ISP ing device based on a highest classification level among 
426 , local network 422 and communication interface 418 . expected users of the first computing device , the plu 

The received code may be executed by processor 404 as 15 rality of database entries of the database to generate the 
it is received , and / or stored in storage device 410 , or other filtered subset of the plurality of database entries . 
non - volatile storage for later execution . 6. The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 

Extensions and Alternatives receiving a request from the first computing device to 
In the foregoing specification , embodiments of the inven synchronize the replicated database and the database ; 

tion have been described with reference to numerous spe- 20 receiving an altered database entry from the replicated 
cific details that may vary from implementation to imple database of the first computing device ; 
mentation . The specification and drawings are , accordingly , identifying an associated database entry in the database ; 
to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive and 
sense . The sole and exclusive indicator of the scope of the synchronizing the associated database entry and the 
invention , and what is intended by the applicants to be the 25 altered database entry . 
scope of the invention , is the literal and equivalent scope of 7. The method of claim 1 , wherein the database is a single 
the set of claims that issue from this application , in the instance servicing a plurality of clients at a plurality of 
specific form in which such claims issue , including any classification levels , and wherein the first computing device 
subsequent correction . is a laptop . 

What is claimed is : 8. One or more non - transitory computer - readable media 
1. A method comprising : storing one or more programs , the one or more programs 
receiving , at a server with access to a database comprising comprising instructions for : 

a plurality of database tries , a request to replicate the receiving a request to replicate a database comprising a 
database to a first computing device of a plurality of plurality of database entries to a first computing device 
computing devices , wherein access to each database 35 of a plurality of computing devices , wherein access to 
entry of the plurality of database entries is controlled each database entry of the plurality of database entries 
based on a classification level of a plurality of classi is controlled based on a classification level of a plu 
fication levels , wherein a classification level of a given rality of classification levels , wherein a classification 
database entry in the database is automatically assigned level of a given database entry is automatically 
as a classification level of a computing device that 40 assigned as a classification level of a computing device 
created the given database entry , and user access to the that created the given database entry , and user access to 
database entries of the database is further based on a the database entries of the database is further based on 
user classification level ; a user classification level ; 

in response to receiving the request to replicate the in response to receiving the request to replicate the 
database to the first computing device , determining , by 45 database to the first computing device , determining a 
the server , a classification level of the first computing classification level of the first computing device ; 
device ; determining that the replicated database requested for the 

filtering , by the server and using the determined classifi first computing device is expected to be used by 
cation level of the first computing device , the plurality multiple known users ; 
of database entries to generate a filtered subset of the 50 in response to determining that the replicated database 
plurality of database entries , wherein the filtered subset requested for the first computing device is expected to 
comprises database entries at or below the classification be used by multiple known users , filtering , using the 
level of the first computing device ; and determined classification level of the first computing 

sending , to the first computing device , the filtered subset , device , the plurality of database entries to generate a 
wherein the first computing device uses the filtered 55 filtered subset of the plurality of database entries , 
subset to create a replicated database , wherein the filtered subset comprises database entries 

wherein a second computing device has a second classi at or below the classification level of the first comput 
fication level distinct from the classification level of the ing device ; 
first computing device and any database entry of the sending , to the first computing device , the filtered subset , 
replicated database is editable by both the first and 60 wherein the first computing device uses the filtered 
second computing devices . subset to create a replicated database . 

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein the database comprises 9. The non - transitory computer - readable media of claim 
a plurality of usernames and passwords , wherein the repli 8 , wherein the database comprises a plurality of usernames 
cated database includes the plurality of usernames and and passwords , wherein the replicated database includes the 
passwords , and wherein the replicated database is available 65 plurality of usernames and passwords , and wherein the 
without the first computing device being connected to the replicated database is available without the first computing 

device being connected to the server . server 
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10. The non - transitory computer - readable media of claim is controlled based on a classification level of a plu 
9 , wherein the first computing device is configured to act as rality of classification levels , wherein a classification 
second server for a second computing device to access the level of a given database entry is automatically 
replicated database . assigned as a classification level of a computing device 

11. The non - transitory computer - readable media of claim 5 that created the given database entry , and user access to 
8 , wherein the classification level of the first computing the database entries of the database is further based on 
device is inferred from a group membership associated with a user classification level ; 
the first computing device . in response to receiving the request to replicate the 

12. The non - transitory computer - readable media of claim database to the first computing device , determining , 
8 , wherein the classification level of the first computing 10 using a current location of the first computing device , 
device is based on a highest classification level ; among a classification level of the first computing device ; 
expected users of the first computing device ; filtering , using the determined classification level of the 

wherein the one or more programs further comprise first computing device , the plurality of database entries 
instructions for , in response to determining that the to generate a filtered subset of the plurality of database 
replicated database requested for the first computing 15 entries , wherein the filtered subset comprises database 

entries at or below the classification level of the first device is expected to be used by multiple known users , 
filtering , using the determined classification level of the computing device ; 
first computing device based on the highest classifica sending , to the first computing device , the filtered subset , 
tion level among expected users of the first computing wherein the first computing device uses the filtered 
device , the plurality of database entries to generate the 20 subset to create a replicated database . 
filtered subset of the plurality of database entries . 16. The system of claim 15 , wherein the database com 

13. The non - transitory computer - readable media of claim prises a plurality of usernames and passwords , wherein the 
8 , the one or more programs further comprising instructions replicated database includes the plurality of usernames and 
for : passwords , and wherein the replicated database is available 

receiving a request from the first computing device to 25 without the first computing device being connected to the 
synchronize the replicated database and the database ; 

receiving an altered database entry from the replicated 17. The system of claim 16 , wherein the first computing 
database of the first computing device ; device is configured to act as second server for a second 

identifying an associated database entry in the database ; computing device to access the replicated database . 
and 18. The system of claim 15 , wherein the classification 

synchronizing the associated database entry and the level of the first computing device is inferred from a group 
altered database entry . membership associated with the first computing device . 

14. The non - transitory computer - readable media of claim 19. The system of claim 15 , the one or more programs 
8 , wherein the database is a single instance servicing a further comprising instructions for : 
plurality of clients at a plurality of classification levels , and 35 receiving a request from the first computing device to 
wherein the first computing device is a laptop . synchronize the replicated database and the database ; 

15. A system comprising : receiving an altered database entry from the replicated 
database of the first computing device ; memory ; identifying an associated database entry in the database ; one or more processors ; and one or more programs stored in the memory and config- 40 

ured for execution by the one or more processors , the synchronizing the associated database entry and the 
altered database entry . one or more programs comprising instructions for : 

receiving a request to replicate a database comprising a 20. The system of claim 15 , wherein the database is a 
plurality of database entries to a first computing device single instance servicing a plurality of clients at a plurality 
of a plurality of computing devices , wherein access to 45 of classification levels . 
each database entry of the plurality of database entries 

server . 
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2 
FRAUD LEAD DETECTION SYSTEM FOR presenting , for a set of suspected entities , natural language 

EFFICIENTLY PROCESSING explanatory information explaining how and / or why each of 
DATABASE - STORED DATA AND the respective suspected entities is considered to be sus 

AUTOMATICALLY GENERATING NATURAL pected of fraudulent , wasteful , and / or abusive activity . Feed 
LANGUAGE EXPLANATORY 5 back provided by fraud analysts and / or other subject matter 

INFORMATION OF SYSTEM RESULTS FOR experts in the misuse detection space is used to facilitate 
DISPLAY IN INTERACTIVE USER misuse detection and misuse detection presentation . 

INTERFACES One aspect of the disclosure provides a method for 
processing a large amount of dynamically updating data . 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 10 The method comprises automatically detecting an instance 
APPLICATIONS of suspected misuse by an entity associated with a claim ; in 

response to automatically detecting , calculating a degree of 
This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. $ 119 ( e ) similarity between the detected instance and each of one or 

to U.S. Provisional Application No. 62 / 180,495 , entitled more known instances of misuse , each of the known 
“ MEDICAL CLAIMS FRAUD LEAD DETECTION AND 15 instances corresponding to a known entity associated with 
PRESENTATION ” and filed on Jun . 16 , 2015 , and U.S. one or more respective claims ; automatically identifying one 
Provisional Application No. 62 / 211,327 , entitled “ MEDI or more similar known instances of misuse from among the 
CAL CLAIMS FRAUD LEAD DETECTION SYSTEM one or more known instances of misuse based on the degree 
FOR EFFICIENTLY PROCESSING DATABASE of similarity calculated between the detected instance and 
STORED DATA AND AUTOMATICALLY GENERATING 20 each of the one or more known instances of misuse ; gener 
NATURAL LANGUAGE EXPLANATORY INFORMA ating explanatory information for the detected instance , the 
TION OF SYSTEM RESULTS FOR DISPLAY IN INTER explanatory information including an indication of similar 
ACTIVE USER INTERFACES ” and filed on Aug. 28 , 2015 , ity of the detected instance to the one or more similar known 
which are hereby incorporated by reference in their entire instances of misuse ; and causing the explanatory informa 
ties . 25 tion to be automatically presented with the detected instance 

during presentation of information about the detected 
TECHNICAL FIELD instance , where the method is performed using one or more 

processors . 
The present invention relates to processing database The method of the preceding paragraph can have any 

stored data and automatically generating natural language 30 sub - combination of the following features : where calculat 
explanatory information of system results . ing the degree of similarity comprises calculating a weighted 

distance between the detected instance and each of the one 
BACKGROUND or more known instances of misuse ; where calculating the 

degree of similarity comprises calculating the degree of 
The approaches described in this section are approaches 35 similarity using a k - nearest neighbor ( KNN ) technique ; 

that could be pursued , but not necessarily approaches that where automatically detecting the instance comprises auto 
have been previously conceived or pursued . Therefore , matically detecting the instance using a misuse detection 
unless otherwise indicated , it should not be assumed that any model ; where the method further comprises prior to auto 
of the approaches described in this section qualify as prior matically detecting the instance , automatically detecting the 
art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this section . 40 one or more known instances of misuse as being suspected 

A database and / or a system of databases may store a large of misuse using the misuse detection model , and receiving , 
quantity of data . For example , a database or a system of from an independent source , a confirmation of misuse of the 
databases can receive and store data related to a large one or more known instances of misuse , where the one or 
number of health care claims ( e.g. , medical procedure more known instances of misuse are available for calculat 
claims , medical equipment claims , prescription claims , doc- 45 ing the degree of similarity after receiving the confirmation ; 
tor office claims , etc. ) that are submitted over a period of where the method further comprises receiving , from the 
time . The health care claims data can be supplemented with independent source , the confirmation of misuse for the 
other data , such as user contact information , medical code detected instance , wherein the detected instance becomes a 
information , and / or the like , and the supplemental data can known instance of misuse for a next one of a detected 
also be stored in the database and / or the system of databases . 50 instance ; where the independent source comprises one or 

In some cases , a user may attempt to analyze a portion of more claim misuse analysts ; where the method further 
the stored data . For example , the user may attempt to comprises performing machine learning to generate the 
analyze portion of the stored data to identify leads to misuse detection model ; where the misuse detection model 
potential health care misuse . However , as the number of is an outlier detection model , and wherein automatically 
measurements increases over time , it can become very 55 detecting an instance of suspected misuse by an entity 
difficult for the user to identify the relevant data and perform associated with a claim further comprises determining , for 
the analysis . the entity , types of procedures performed by the entity , 

determining , for each type of procedure , a first percentage of 
SUMMARY members that receive services from the entity that receive 

60 the respective procedure , analyzing , for each type of proce 
Techniques are described herein for automatically pro dure performed by the entity , the first percentage and second 

cessing data stored in one or more databases using machine percentages of members that receive the respective proce 
learning to detect entities ( such as health care providers , dure determined for other entities to determine a threshold 
health care plan members , patients , pharmacies , and so value , and determining that the first percentage is less than 
forth ) associated with health care claims that are suspected 65 the threshold value ; and where the entity is one of a health 
of fraudulent , wasteful , and / or abusive activity . The tech care provider , a health care member , a patient , or a phar 
niques may further or alternatively involve generating and macy . 
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Another aspect of the disclosure provides one or more model to automatically detect the instance , the misuse 
non - transitory machine - readable media storing instructions detection model is a function of a combination of weighted 
which , when executed by one or more processors , cause features of at least one misuse ; where the detection compo 
automatically detecting an instance of suspected misuse by nent automatically detects , prior to automatic detection of 
an entity associated with a claim ; in response to automati- 5 the instance , the one or more known instances of misuse as cally detecting , calculating a degree of similarity between being suspected of misuse using the misuse detection model , 
the detected instance and each of one or more known and further comprising a user interface component , at least instances of misuse , each of the known instances corre partially implemented by computing hardware , configured sponding to a known entity associated with one or more to receive from an independent source , a confirmation of respective claims ; automatically identifying one or more 10 misuse of the one or more known instances of misuse , where similar known instances of misuse from among the one or the one or more known instances of misuse are available for more known instances of misuse based on the degree of identification by the similarity component after the user similarity calculated between the detected instance and each 
of the one or more known instances of misuse ; generating interface component receives the confirmation ; and where 
explanatory information for the detected instance , the 15 the system further comprises a user interface component , at 
explanatory information including an indication of similar least partially implemented by computing hardware , config 
ity of the detected instance to the one or more similar known ured to receive from an independent source , a confirmation 
instances of misuse ; and causing the explanatory informa of misuse for the detected instance , wherein the detected 
tion to be automatically presented with the detected instance instance becomes a known instance of misuse for a next one 
during presentation of information about the detected 20 of a detected instance . 
instance . Additional embodiments of the disclosure are described 

The one or more non - transitory machine - readable media below in reference to the appended claims , which may serve 
of the preceding paragraph can have any sub - combination of as an additional summary of the disclosure . 
the following features : where calculating the degree of In various embodiments , computer systems are disclosed 
similarity comprises calculating the degree of similarity 25 that comprise one or more hardware computer processors in 
using a k - nearest neighbor ( KNN ) technique ; where auto communication with one or more non - transitory computer 
matically detecting the instance comprises automatically readable storage devices , wherein the one or more hardware 
detecting the instance using a misuse detection model ; computer processors are configured to execute the plurality 
where the instructions , when executed by the one or more of computer executable instructions in order to cause the 
processors , further cause : prior to automatically detecting 30 computer system to operations comprising one or more 
the instance , automatically detecting the one or more known aspects of the above - described embodiments ( including one 
instances of misuse as being suspected of misuse using the or more aspects of the appended claims ) . 
misuse detection model , and receiving , from an independent In various embodiments , computer - implemented methods 
source , a confirmation of misuse of the one or more known are disclosed in which , under control of one or more 
instances of misuse , where the one or more known instances 35 hardware computing devices configured with specific com 
of misuse are available for calculating the degree of simi puter executable instructions , one or more aspects of the 
larity after receiving the confirmation ; and where the entity above - described embodiments ( including one 
comprises a health care provider , a health care member , a aspects of the appended claims ) are implemented and / or 
patient , or a pharmacy . performed . 

Another aspect of the disclosure provides a system con- 40 In various embodiments , non - transitory computer - read 
figured to process a large amount of dynamically updating able storage mediums storing software instructions are dis 
data . The system comprises one or more databases including closed , wherein , in response to execution by a computing 
a plurality of claims data ; a detection component , at least system having one or more hardware processors , the soft 
partially implemented by computing hardware , configured ware instructions configure the computing system to per 
to automatically detect an instance of suspected misuse by 45 form operations comprising one or more aspects of the 
an entity associated with a claims data from among the above - described embodiments ( including one 
plurality of claims data ; a similarity component , at least aspects of the appended claims ) . 
partially implemented by computing hardware , configured Further , as described herein , various embodiments of the 
to identify one or more known instances of misuse similar to system may be configured and / or designed to generate user 
the detected instance , each of the known instances corre- 50 interface data useable for rendering the various interactive 
sponding to a known entity associated with a respective user interfaces described . The user interface data may be 
claims data from among the plurality of claims data ; and a used by the system , and / or another computer system , device , 
generation component , at least partially implemented by and / or software program ( for example , a browser program ) , 
computing hardware , configured to generate misuse explain to render the interactive user interfaces . The interactive user 
ing information for the detected instance , the misuse 55 interfaces may be displayed on , for example , electronic 
explaining information including an indication of similarity displays ( including , for example , touch - enabled displays ) . 
of the detected instance to each of the one or more known 
instances of misuse identified by the similarity component , BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
and appending the misuse explaining information to the 
detected instance for presentment . FIG . 1 illustrates an example system for automatically 

The system of the preceding paragraph can have any composing complex database queries according to some 
sub - combination of the following features : where the simi embodiments . 
larity component identifies the one or more known instances FIG . 2 illustrates an example portion of a fraud detection 
of misuse similar to the detected instance based on calcu framework of the system of FIG . 1 according to some 
lation of a weighted distance between the detected instance 65 embodiments . 
and each of the one or more known instances of misuse ; FIG . 3 illustrates example additional details of the system 
where the detection component uses a misuse detection of FIG . 1 according to some embodiments . 

or more 

or more 

60 
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FIGS . 4A - 4D illustrate example flow diagrams for per and / or other subject matter experts in the fraud detection 
forming fraud lead generation and presentation in the system space is used to facilitate fraud detection and fraud detection 
of FIG . 1 according to some embodiments . presentation . 

FIG . 5 illustrates a user interface illustrating an example In an embodiment , a programmatic method enables 
lead summary report for a particular identified lead . 5 machine learning to improve one or more fraud detection 

FIG . 6 illustrates a block diagram of an example computer models over time . One or more fraud detection models are 
system upon which embodiments of the present disclosure iteratively trained using known outcomes of analyses of 
may be implemented . previously suspected entities . The known outcomes may 

include , for example , a fraud analysts ' conclusion as to 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 10 whether one or more of the previously suspected entities 

were actually involved in fraud , a fraud analysts ' decision as 
In the following description , for the purposes of expla to whether to escalate one or more of the previously sus 

nation , numerous specific details are set forth in order to pected entities for more detailed investigation ( e.g. , by 
provide a thorough understanding of the present disclosure . specialized investigators ) , and / or the like . In addition , one or 

15 more fraud detection models can be trained using unsuper It will be apparent , however , that the present disclosure may vised techniques ( e.g. , outlier detection ) . In an embodiment , be practiced without these specific details . In other 
instances , well - known structures and devices are shown in a programmatic method enables generation of one or more 

fraud detection models based on metrics or features of fraud block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscur learned from other fraud detection model ( s ) and / or provided ing the present disclosure . 20 by insights from fraud analysts and / or other subject matter 
While the disclosure is described herein with respect to experts in the fraud detection space . 

fraud and fraud lead detection , this is merely for illustrative In an embodiment , a natural language explanation accom 
purposes and is not meant to be limiting . For example , the panying a report of one or more suspected entities is 
techniques described herein can apply to waste lead detec configured to impart familiarity to fraud analysts reviewing 
tion and / or abuse lead detection . Health care waste , fraud 25 a set of suspected entities . The explanation relates a given 
and / or abuse may be examples of health care misuse . As current suspected entity with one or more previously sus 
used herein , fraud refers to knowingly and willfully execut pected entities determined by fraud analysts to have been 
ing , or attempting to execute , a scheme or artifice to defraud involved in fraudulent activities ) . The explanation may also 
any health care program or entity or to obtain any of the or instead relate a given current suspected entity to one or 
money or property owned by , or under the custody or control 30 more fraud detection models trusted by fraud analysts , one 
of , any health care program or entity . Waste refers to the or more fraud detection theories trusted by fraud analysts , 
overutilization of services or other practices that , directly or and so forth . 
indirectly , result in unnecessary costs to the health care Among other aspects , the described systems and tech 
system . Abuse refers to any action that may , directly or niques permit leveraging of domain- and experience - based 
indirectly , result in one or more of unnecessary costs to the 35 knowledge in fraud detection and fraud detection presenta 
health care system , improper payment for services , payment tion . The systems and techniques further permit , among 
for services that fail to meet professionally recognized other aspects , improved fraud detection through iterative 
standards of care , and / or services that are medically unnec machine learning . Among yet other aspects , the systems and 
essary . techniques further improve efficiency and accuracy of fraud 

40 analysts ' workflow , because some or all of the currently 
1.0 General Overview suspected entities identified by the automated fraud detec 

tion techniques are automatically given context in relation to 
Prescription claims , doctor office claims , medical proce previous points of reference known , trusted , and / or used by 

dure claims , hospital claims , medical equipment claims , and fraud analysts . 
other medical claims ( collectively referred to as medical 45 
claims or healthcare claims ) may number in the millions or 2.0 Structural Overview 
billions per year . And each medical claim may include 
numerous types of data , such as billing codes ( e.g. , proce Various modifications to the embodiments will be readily 
dure code , diagnosis code , etc. ) , patient identifier , location , apparent to those skilled in the art , and principles defined 
service provider identifier , service date , and the like . Thus , 50 herein may be applied to other embodiments and applica 
while databases of medical claims contain vast amount of tions without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
information , selectively mining the available information for invention . Moreover , in the following description , numerous 
useful purposes , such as to identify leads to potential fraudu details are set forth for the purpose of explanation . However , 
lent claims , is not a trivial task . Moreover , even the selec one of ordinary skill in the art will realize that embodiments 
tively mined information may comprise a large number of 55 of the invention may be practiced without the use of these 
identified leads ( e.g. , numbering in the thousands or tens of specific details . In other instances , well - known structures 
thousands ) , which may be daunting for fraud analysts to and processes are not shown in block diagram form in order 
assess and select for further action . not to obscure the description of the invention with unnec 

Accordingly , techniques are described herein for auto essary detail . Thus , the present disclosure is not intended to 
matically detecting entities ( such as health care providers , 60 be limited to the embodiments shown , but is to be accorded 
health care plan members , patients , pharmacies , and so the widest scope consistent with the principles and features 
forth ) associated with health care claims that are suspected disclosed herein . 
of fraudulent activity . The techniques may further or alter FIG . 1 illustrates an example system 100 in which the 
natively involve presenting a set of suspected entities with techniques described may be practiced , according to some 
information explaining how and / or why each of the respec- 65 embodiments . System 100 is a computer - based system . The 
tive suspected entities is considered to be suspected of various components of system 100 are implemented at least 
fraudulent activity . Feedback provided by fraud analysts partially by hardware at one or more computing devices , 
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such as one or more hardware processors executing instruc Network 108 comprises a communications network , such 
tions stored in one or more memories for performing various as a local area network ( LAN ) , a wireless LAN ( WLAN ) , a 
functions described herein . System 100 illustrates only one wide area network ( WAN ) , a wireless WAN ( WWAN ) , a 
of many possible arrangements of components configured to metropolitan area network ( MAN ) , an ad hoc network , an 
perform the functionality described herein . Other arrange - 5 intranet , an extranet , a virtual private network ( VPN ) , a 
ments may include fewer or different components , and the portion of the Internet , the Internet , a portion of a public 
division of work between the components may vary depend switched telephone network ( PSTN ) , a cellular network , or 

a combination of two or more such networks . When network ing on the arrangement . 
System 100 includes a server 102 , a database 104 , one or 108 comprises a public network , security features ( e.g. , 

more clients 106 , and a network 108. Each of the server 102 , 10 VPN / SSL secure transport ) may be included to ensure 
authorized access within system 100 . database 104 , and clients 106 is in wired or wireless com FIG . 2 illustrates components of a computer - based system munication with the network 108 . forming an example portion of a fraud detection framework , Server 102 comprises one or more servers , computers , according to an embodiment . A plurality of data 202 includ processors , database servers , and / or computing devices con 15 ing , but not limited to , medical claims data , pharmacy claims figured to communicate with the database 104 and / or clients data , fraud tips ( e.g. , from news publications , blogs , con 

106 via network 108. The server 102 facilitates performance sumer or provider reports , criminal investigations , etc. ) , 
of the techniques described herein . Server 102 hosts one or previous positive leads , previous investigated leads , 
more applications , websites , or other visual or user interface example positive leads , and the like are fed into a fraud lead 
mechanisms related to use of medical claims data as 20 generation module 204. The fraud lead generation module 
described in detail below . Server 102 may be located at one 204 includes one or more fraud detection models , also 
or more geographically distributed locations . Although one referred to as models , that are used to identify one or more 
server 102 is shown in FIG . 1 , system 100 may , depending fraud leads from among the medical claims data . Each of the 
on the embodiment , comprise one , two , or any number of fraud leads comprises identification of a potential fraud 
servers 102 , which may work alone and / or collectively to 25 related entity , such as a medical service or product provider , 
provide the functionality described herein . pharmacist , or health care plan member ( e.g. , patient ) , or a 

Database 104 comprises one or more databases or storage medical claim that involves such an entity or group of 
devices configured to store and maintain medical claims entities . The identification of fraud leads may also include 
data , data associated with medical claims data , data associ ranking the leads from most to least suspected of fraudulent 
ated with fraud detection or fraud detection lead generation , 30 activity . 
data associated with fraud lead explanation , and / or instruc A fraud lead explanation generation module 206 generates 
tions for use by server 102 and / or clients 106 as described graphical and / or textual information to accompany each of 
herein . In other embodiments , the database 104 also stores the identified fraud leads . The graphical and / or textual 
and maintains pharmacy claims data and / or data associated information provides a natural language explanation or 
with pharmacy claims data . Pharmacy claims data may be 35 context for the respective fraud lead , such as explaining how 
used in a similar manner as how medical claims data is used the lead is similar to a previous lead deemed to be a positive 
and described herein . Database 104 may , in some embodi lead , or explaining the reasoning behind how the lead was 
ments , be located at one or more geographically distributed identified ( e.g. , explaining the fraud detection model used to 
location relative to server 102. Server 102 and / or clients 106 identify the lead in readily understandable and relatable 
may , in some embodiments , access database 104 via net- 40 terms ) . The graphical and / or textual information appended 
work 108. Alternatively , server 102 may access database 104 to each of the respective fraud leads is generated with fraud 
without needing network 108. As another alternative , data analysts in mind . 
base 104 may be included within server 102. System 100 The fraud leads and accompanying explanation are pro 
may , depending on the embodiment , comprise one , two , or vided to one or more fraud analyst workspaces 208 for 
any number of databases 104 configured to individually 45 review and further action . The fraud analysts assess the 
and / or collectively store the data described herein . fraud leads and explanations to determine , at a minimum , 

Clients 106 comprise computing devices , including but which of the fraud leads appear to be related to fraudulent 
not limited to , work stations , personal computers , general activity ( e.g. , positive leads ) and label or flag such fraud 
purpose computers , laptops , Internet appliances , hand - held leads accordingly . At least some of the positive leads may 
devices , wireless devices , wired devices , portable devices , 50 then be actionable as investigative leads . In turn , some of the 
wearable computers , cellular or mobile phones , portable positive investigative leads may result in notifying insurers 
digital assistants ( PDAs ) , smart phones , tablets , multi - pro or law enforcement personnel . In addition , fraud analysts 
cessor systems , microprocessor - based or programmable may also label , flag , annotate , or otherwise indicate fraud 
consumer electronics , game consoles , set - top boxes , net leads that do not appear to be related to fraudulent activity 
work PCs , mini - computers , and the like . Each of the clients 55 ( e.g. , negative leads ) , explain why a lead is deemed to be 
106 includes applications , software , and / or other executable negative lead , provide intuitive- or domain - based knowl 
instructions to facilitate various aspects of the medical claim edge relating to fraud detection that is not necessarily 
fraud detection techniques described herein . Clients 106 associated with the provided fraud leads , and / or other infor 
may also include additional applications or other interface mation . 
capabilities to communicate with the server 102 and / or 60 Information provided by fraud analysts may collectively 
database 104. Clients 106 may , depending on the embodi be referred to as feedback 210. Feedback 210 may be 
ment , be located geographically dispersed from each other . captured by machines via interactions on fraud analyst 
Although three clients 106 are shown in FIG . 1 , more or less workspaces 208 and / or humans via manual interviews and 
than three clients 106 may be included in system 100 . the like . Feedback 210 from fraud analysts is an input into 
Clients 106 are also referred to as devices , requesting 65 the fraud lead generation module 204. Fraud lead generation 
devices , requesting clients , requesting machines , requestors , module 204 , in turn , uses at least a portion of the feedback 
and the like . 210 to refine existing fraud detection models and / or to 
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identify new fraud detection models . In some embodiments , events , and other items as objects that may be selectively 
fraud analysts ' inputs and feedback enable implementation queried to identify real - world relationships , events , or trans 
of machine learning techniques in connection with fraud actions suspected of fraud . Repositories 310 may be 
detection models included in the fraud lead generation included in , for example , the database ( s ) 104. Repositories 
module 204 . 5 310 may be collectively referred to as a medical claims 

Although not shown , feedback may also be provided to repository . Examples of repositories 310 and corresponding 
fraud lead generation module 204 from downstream - related objects 312-320 are described in subsequent sections . In 
activities associated with the leads . For example , investiga some embodiments , some or all of the contents of reposi 
tive - related outcomes of one or more leads identified by tories 310 may be organized as relational data instead of or 
module 204 would be relevant to assess the fidelity of fraud 10 in addition to object - oriented representations . 
detection models used to identify those leads . Information System 300 also includes one or more of feedback data 
such as which leads were selected for further investigation , 330. The one or more feedback data 330 may store , among 
or the investigative outcome of leads , may be returned to other object types , lead labels 332 , lead annotations 334 , 
module 204 via various data importation and / or input solici domain knowledge 336 , and / or other data 338 , each of 
tation processes . Incorporation of assessment of previous 15 which may be utilized for developing fraud detection models 
outputs ( e.g. , identified leads ) as current inputs to the fraud and / or presenting identified leads to users ( e.g. , fraud ana 
lead generation module 204 forms a virtuous circle to lysts ) of system 300. Lead labels 332 are labels , flags , or 
improve the fraud detection framework . other fraud - related categorizing indicators ( e.g. , “ no fraud , ” 

FIG . 3 illustrates a system 300 comprising various “ yes fraud , ” “ fraud indeterminate , ” “ prioritize for investi 
example objects and components that may be utilized to 20 gation , ” etc. ) associated with respective fraud leads identi 
perform fraud lead generation and fraud lead explanation fied by the fraud detection module 204. A lead label 332 may 
generation , according to some embodiments . System 300 is be generated in response to input from a user in a computer 
a computer - based system . The various components of sys interface configured to assist the user in review , assessment , 
tem 300 are implemented at least partially by hardware at or investigation of an identified lead ( e.g. suspected entity or 
one or more computing devices , such as one or more 25 claim ) , or responsive to receiving data indicating other 
hardware processors executing instructions stored in one or downstream activity taken in relation to the lead . Lead 
more memories for performing various functions described annotations 334 comprise notes , explanations , supplemental 
herein . The components are communicatively coupled ( e.g. , information , musings , impressions , items for further action , 
via appropriate interfaces ) to each other and to various data reasons for labelling a lead a particular way , or other 
sources , so as to allow information to be passed between the 30 annotations associated with respective identified fraud leads , 
components and / or to share and access common data . Sys and may be generated in manners similar to lead labels 332 . 
tem 300 illustrates only one of many possible arrangements Not all of the identified fraud leads may have an associated 
of components configured to perform the functionality lead label 332 and / or lead annotation 334. For example , 
described herein . Other arrangements may include fewer or fraud analysts may label leads deemed to be positive leads , 
different components , and the division of work between the 35 but not label leads having other dispositions . Similarly , some 
components may vary depending on the arrangement . In an or all of the positive leads may have an associated annota 
embodiment , system 300 is implemented by one or more of tion , while leads with certain other dispositions may have no 
the computer systems 100 and / or 600 described herein . associated annotations . 

System 300 comprises a data import component 308 Domain knowledge 336 comprises experience- and / or 
which collects data from a variety of sources , including one 40 intuitive - based heuristics from fraud analysts or experts 
or more of provider sources 301 , insurer sources 302 , public about how they detect medical claims fraud . The heuristics 
sources 304 , and / or other sources 306 as described herein . may comprise rules or shortcuts to explain how certain 
The data may be collected from each included source decisions were made , how certain judgments were made , 
301-306 on one or on multiple occasions , depending on and the like . For example , fraud analysts may have insights 
factors such as the size of the data source , the accessibility 45 into features , metrics , or properties of fraudulent entities 
of the data source , and how frequently the data source ( e.g. , providers , patients , pharmacy ) that are not reflected by 
changes . Depending on the form in which the data is fraud detection models to date . As another example , fraud 
collected , the data import component 308 may optionally analysts may have insights into features , metrics , or prop 
perform Extract , Transform , and Load ( “ ETL ” ) operations erties of fraudulent entities that are improperly expressed in 
on the collected data to generate objects that conform to one 50 the fraud detection models to date . As still another example , 
or more defined ontologies 322. Ontologies 322 may be , for fraud analysts may know to look for specific items to 
example , dynamic ontologies , static schemas , and / or other validate or invalidate suspected fraud that machine detectors 
data structure definitions . and / or persons configuring the machine detectors are 

The data import component 308 causes the collected data unaware of . To this and other ends , the analysts may 
to be stored in one or more repositories of data 310. The one 55 configure various business rules based upon features , met 
or more repositories of data 310 may store , among other rics , and / or properties derived from objects 312-320 . These 
object types , some or all of : provider objects 312 , patient business rules may be applied to leads identified by fraud 
objects 314 , pharmacy objects 316 , health care event objects models to filter , add , prioritize , and / or reprioritize leads after 
318 , and / or other objects 320 , each of which corresponds to they have been identified by the fraud models , but prior to 
a different discrete object type defined by the one or more 60 presentation to users . 
ontologies 322. Other objects 320 may include any category Other data 338 comprises all other possible information 
of object type deemed desirable . For example , another pertaining to the identified fraud leads and / or for improving 
object type may be administrative event objects . Thus , in an fraud detection . For example , other data 338 may comprise 
embodiment , data obtained from healthcare providers , insur downstream data from a fraud detection workflow , such as 
ers , public sources , and other sources may be represented in 65 investigative outcome of a subset of identified leads esca 
computer storage using object - oriented data representation lated for investigation , including the amount of money 
techniques to represent providers , patients , pharmacies , exposed and / or recovered . As another example , tips pro 
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vided by persons or noticed from a news article may labeling of the identified leads or annotations associated 
comprise other data 338. Some of the feedback data 330 may with the identified leads ; which in turn may be stored in the 
be machine - captured as part of the fraud detection workflow repository for feedback data 330 . 
( e.g. , lead labels 332 ) , while other of the feedback data 330 In one embodiment , components 340-370 comprise one 
may be manually captured using interviews or question / 5 or more software components , programs , applications , or 
answer sessions ( e.g. , domain knowledge 336 ) . other units of code base or instructions configured to be 

System 300 also comprises a correlation component 340 executed by one or more processors included in a server 102 
that correlates objects 312-320 , in accordance with the of system 100. In other embodiments , the functionalities or 
techniques set forth herein . A metric generation component operations of one or more of components 340-370 is handled 
342 calculates various metrics based on objects 312-320 10 by one or more clients 106 , or shared between one or more 
and / or other data . Correlations produced by correlation servers 102 and one or more clients 106. As an example , the 
component 340 may further be used to generate some of functionalities of the user interface component 370 may be 
these metrics . Example metrics are described in other sec provided by a client 106 , while those of comp 
tions . Certain relationships and / or correlations of objects 362 are provided by a server 102. Although components 
may suggest fraudulent activity . In an embodiment , a lead 15 340-370 are depicted as distinct components in FIG . 3 , 
identification component 344 ( also referred to as a lead components 340-370 may be implemented as fewer or more 
detection component ) identifies “ leads ” for suspected components than illustrated . Any of components 340-370 
fraudulent activity , in accordance with the techniques may communicate directly or over a network with one or 
described subsequently . The leads may be , for example , more devices included in the system 100 , such as server 102 , 
particular objects within repositories 310 , or relationships of 20 database 104 , or clients 106 , as needed to implement the 
multiple objects . At least some of the leads may be identified functionality described herein . 
based on metrics values calculated by metric generation 
component 342 and deemed to be suspected fraudulent 3.0 Functional Overview 
entities based on various fraud detection or pattern recog 
nition processes . Techniques are described herein for modeling data related 

The fraud detection or pattern recognition techniques to health care and using the models in combination with 
( collectively referred to as fraud detection models or mod detection processes to identify fraud . In general , the tech 
els ) used by the lead identification component 344 may niques described herein utilize data obtained or extracted 
optionally be provided by model refinement component 348 from various sources of health care data . The data are then 
and / or new model component 352. To be discussed in detail 30 transformed into various stored data objects , relationships 
below , at least the model refinement component 348 imple and graphs that conform to one or more models for health 
ments machine learning techniques to refine or improve care data , such as a dynamic ontology or schema . The data 
existing fraud detection model ( s ) . The refinement is an types defined by the models provide for at least : one or more 
iterative process using on one or more sets of training data data objects describing patients and / or health care plan 
that are translated or converted into useable format by a 35 members , one or more data objects describing health care 
training data translation component 346. The new model providers , and / or individual doctors , and one or more data 
component 352 identifies new fraud detection model ( s ) , objects describing health care events such as prescriptions , 
which may use modeling techniques not implemented by the claims , treatments , and / or procedures . In embodiments , 
existing fraud detection models and / or data from a metric other data objects describing a variety of other health care 
provider component 350 . 40 entities , places , and events also exist . Various examples are 

A lead - relatedness calculation component 360 ( also described herein . 
referred to as a lead - similarity component ) determines how 3.1 Fraud Investigations 
some or all of the identified leads provided by the lead In an embodiment , the data objects and components 
identification component 344 relates to certain previous depicted in FIG . 3 are used at various points of a workflow 
leads . For instance , the lead - relatedness calculation compo- 45 for identifying misuse ( e.g. , fraud , waste , and / or abuse ) . The 
nent 360 may determine that an identified lead is , based on first stage is lead generation . This stage involves identifying 
various calculations and / or functions , similar in character suspected cases of health care fraud for further investigation . 
istics to , or identified for similar reasons as , one or more A lead , as described herein , is a particular individual , 
previous leads that were determined to actually correspond organization , or event that is suspected as consisting of , 
to fraudulent activity , or one or more previous leads that led 50 relating to , or indicating actual or possible fraud , or is at an 
to follow - up investigations . The lead - relatedness calculation increased probability for consisting of , relating to , or indi 
component 360 may also or instead identify a type of cating fraud . The term lead may also be used herein to refer 
accompanying explanation ( e.g. , a natural language expla to a data object that represents the suspicious individual , 
nation ) or presentation material suitable for reporting the organization , or event . One way to identify leads is to 
respective identified lead . Such accompanying explanation 55 receive tips concerning potentially fraudulent activities . 
or presentation material provides a starting point , context , Another way to identify leads is to review networks of 
and user - friendly reasoning as to how the respective iden individuals and / or organizations connected to instances of 
tified lead was found by system 100 to be a suspected fraud described in media reports , indictments , or other 
fraudulent entity . publications . Another way to identify leads is to apply 

A lead explanation generation component 362 generates 60 business rules to the various data objects and relationships 
the appropriate explanation or presentation material to described herein to flag potentially fraudulent activity , such 
append to each of the respective identified leads . A user as a male receiving treatment for ovarian cancer . Another 
interface component 370 facilitates presentation of each of way to identify leads is to deploy computer - implemented 
the identified leads and associated explanation to one or algorithms and / or analytical processes that calculate metrics 
more fraud analysts at one or more of clients 106. The user 65 based on the various data objects described herein , such as 
interface component 370 also facilitates receiving inputs a metric that indicates the number of prescriptions written by 
from fraud analysts interfacing at clients 106 , inputs such as each doctor for commonly abused drugs . Data objects asso 
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ciated with unusual values for these metrics may be inves 3.2 Automated Identification of Leads and Associated 
tigated as leads . In embodiments described herein , leads are Explanation Information 
identified automatically using one or more fraud detection FIGS . 4A - 4B illustrate a flow 400 for automatically 
models comprising various functions in which a variety of identifying leads and generating associated explanation 
factors , including those described above , may be quantified 5 information , according to an embodiment . In an embodi 
and weighted according to feedback from previously iden ment , each of the processes described in connection with the 
tified leads . functional blocks of FIGS . 4A - 4B may be implemented 

The next stage is lead prioritization . There may be many using one or more computer programs , other software ele 
possible leads to investigate , but limited resources to inves ments , and / or digital logic in any of a general - purpose 
tigate such leads ; lead prioritization enables focusing limited computer or a special - purpose computer , while performing 
resources on the leads that are given higher priority . Lead data retrieval , transformation and storage operations that 
prioritization may comprise , for instance , filtering the set of involve interacting with and transforming the physical state 
leads based on one or more of : which leads involve certain of memory of the computer . Flow 400 of FIGS . 4A - 4B is 
types of fraud , which leads involve at least a certain thresh described below in conjunction with the objects and com 
old amount of money , which leads constitute the most ponents of FIG . 3 . 
obvious cases of fraud , which leads are easiest to investi Block 402 comprises the data import component 308 
gate , or which leads are closely clustered . In an embodiment , generating provider objects 312 that describe different health 
various metrics that consider these and / or other factors may care providers . Data for the provider objects may be 
be used to rank the leads , and the leads may then be 20 obtained , for example , from claims submissions of providers 
investigated in order of rank . In an embodiment , two pri to insurers , who then provide the data to a computer system 
mary metrics for ranking leads are configured to quantify that implements the techniques herein . A health care pro 
likeliness of fraud , and impact of fraud if fraud has in fact vider may be any entity that provides health care services . 
occurred . However , a variety of other metrics for ranking Health care providers may include organizational entities , 
leads may be created . Different investigators may be respon- 25 also referred to as facilities or institutions , such as hospitals 
sible for investigating leads prioritized based on different and clinics . Health care providers may also or instead 
factors or metrics . In an embodiment , leads may be ranked include individual practitioners , also referred to as health 
by functions that are specific to the fraud detection model by care workers , such as doctors and dentists . In some cases , 
which they were identified , and / or by functions that consider such as in the case of solo practitioners , an individual 
the leads independently of the fraud detection model ( s ) by 30 practitioner may also function as an organizational entity . 
which they were identified . In an embodiment , there are different types of provider 

The next stage is investigation of a prioritized lead . objects that represent individual practitioners as opposed to 
organizational entities . In an embodiment , different types of During this stage , an investigator may seek answers to provider objects may comprise data collected concerning the questions such as , to whom are the implicated doctors 35 same providers from different sources . In an embodiment , prescribing , who picks up the prescriptions involved , what different types of provider objects may comprise data col 

medical treatments are the doctors performing , are any of lected concerning the same providers while those providers 
those medical treatments suspect , with what larger network are functioning in different roles . For example , a single 
of other providers do the suspects interact , are any of the doctor may correspond to a prescriber object that stores data 
other providers suspect , do the providers refer other people 40 collected concerning the doctor while in his capacity as a 
who then prescribe drugs that are not supposed to be prescriber of drugs , one or more specialist objects that store 
prescribed based on the facts involved , and so forth . In an data collected concerning the doctor while in his capacity to 
embodiment , various data visualization and interfacing tech perform certain specialized procedures or evaluations , and / 
niques for depicting the data objects described herein sim or a practitioner object that represents data collected from 
plify this investigation . For example , networks of doctors , 45 the doctor while in his role as a provider generally . Alter 
patients , and pharmacies may be depicted as navigable natively , a doctor may be represented by a prescriber object , 
graphs of interconnected nodes , in which the connections and then associated with a facility object for a facility at 
are determined based on various health care events . which the doctor is employed . In an embodiment , there may 

The fourth stage is to take action upon a positive inves be only one type of provider object , and all data related to 
tigation of a lead . For some patients , for example , this may 50 all of the roles of a doctor / practitioner may instead be 
involve making an intervention such as providing treatment collected under the umbrella of this single type of provider 
for addiction or depression . For other patients , and for object . 
fraudulent providers , the action may involve turning over Block 404 comprises the data import component 308 
findings to an insurer and / or to law enforcement , or request generating patient objects 314 that describe recipients of 
ing additional information from the provider , such as patient 55 health care . In an embodiment , different types of patient 
medical records . In an embodiment , this phase may further objects may comprise data collected concerning the same 
involve generating and storing one or more data records providers from different sources . For example , a single 
indicating the disposition of an investigation ( e.g. , as posi person may be represented by a member object comprised of 
tive or negative ) , and optionally storing annotations such as data collected by an insurer that sponsors a health plan of 
described herein , in response to user input processes and / or 60 which the person is a member , but also be represented by 
other suitable processes . These data records may then be separate patient objects comprised of data collected in 
utilized to derive feedback for the fraud detection model ( s ) . association with different providers , and / or customer objects 

The above workflow is provided as an example . Other comprised of data collected from a pharmacist . In an 
workflows for investigations of fraud may include different embodiment , different types of patient objects do not nec 
elements in varying arrangements . The data objects 65 essarily correlate to sources , but rather to roles associated 
described herein are likewise useful in these other work with a patient when data is collected , such as a plan member , 
flows . or a pharmacist customer . In an embodiment , data related to 
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all of the roles of a patient may instead be collected under “ wrote a prescription for ” or “ filled a prescription at ” or 
the umbrella of a single type of patient object . “ received a diagnosis at . ” In an embodiment , a relationship 
Block 406 comprises the data import component 308 may further include attributes that link the relationship to 

generating health care event objects 318 that describe one or specific event ( s ) from which the relationship was derived 
more of : health care claims , prescriptions , medical proce- 5 and / or that count the number of associated events . 
dures , or diagnoses . For example , an event object may be Block 412 , which is optional , comprises the metric gen 
generated for each log entry in one or more logs from eration component 342 computing values of metrics asso 
providers , insurers , and / or pharmacies , or based on claims ciated with the provider objects , the patient objects , and the 
submissions to insurers . There may be multiple types of pharmacy objects , based on the correlating . Block 412 may 
event objects for some or all of claims , prescriptions , 10 comprise various aggregations of the data associated with 
procedures , and diagnoses . For example , there may be the provider objects , patient objects , and / or pharmacy 
different event object types for medical claims and prescrip objects . In some embodiments , one or more of the particular 
tion claims . Or , there may be a single event object type metrics for which values are calculated may be variables 
comprising a type field that classifies each event . Other within the particular fraud detection model ( s ) used in block 
event types may also be modeled , such as instances of fraud . 15 414. Some of the metrics may be derived to represent 
Different embodiments may feature different combinations features , properties , or characteristics of the various objects . 
of events . Other metrics may represent features , properties , or charac 

Block 408 , which may be optional in some embodiments , teristics of relationships between objects . Yet other metrics 
comprises the data import component 308 generating phar may be generated for a variety of other purposes . 
macy objects 316 that describe pharmacies . Depending on 20 A first example type of metric for a particular entity object 
the embodiment , there may be different types of pharmacy ( or a group of entity objects ) involves counting correlated 
objects to represent different types of pharmacies . Data for event objects of certain types and / or that have certain 
pharmacy objects may be obtained directly from pharmacies qualities . A second example type of metric involves sum 
or their owners , or from claims data of insurers . ming or averaging certain attributes of certain types of 

Block 410 comprises the correlation component 340 25 correlated event objects and / or of correlated event objects 
correlating event objects to provider objects , patient objects , having certain qualities . A third example type of metric 
and / or pharmacy objects . For convenience , the term entity involves computing standard deviations for other metric 
may subsequently be used to refer to any one of a provider , values across groups of entities and / or geographic areas . A 
patient , or pharmacy , and the term entity object may thus be fourth example type of metric involves calculating various 
used to refer to any object comprising data that represents 30 functions of certain attributes of certain correlated event 
such an entity . Each correlated event object is resolved to at objects . A fifth example type of metric involves calculating 
least one of the provider objects , patient objects , or phar the percentage of correlated event objects of a certain type 
macy objects ( if generated ) by comparing one or more that have certain attribute value ( s ) . A variety of other types 
attributes of the event object , such as an identifier of an of metrics of varying complexity are also possible . For 
entity involved in the event , to corresponding attribute ( s ) of 35 example , various metrics may be formulated to attempt to 
the provider objects , patient objects , or pharmacy objects . identify any of the fraudulent behaviors described herein . 
For example , a prescription event object may comprise Some metrics may be time - sensitive . For example , some 
fields that identify objects representing the practitioner who metrics may pertain to events of a recent time period such as 
wrote the prescription , or an associated facility . As another the last month or year , while others may pertain to desig 
example , a claim event may comprise fields that identify a 40 nated time periods such as Q3 2007. The metrics for a 
member object and a facility object . particular entity may also be based on metrics or attributes 

In embodiments where different types of provider objects associated with entities to which the particular entity is 
and / or patient objects may exist for the same entity , block related . For example , a metric for a practitioner may count 
410 may also comprise correlating those objects using any the number of the practitioner's patients who have a certain 
suitable entity resolution technique . For example , a practi- 45 quality such as a history of drug abuse . 
tioner object may be correlated to a prescriber object using Block 414 comprises applying one or more fraud detec 
a government identifier , or a unique combination of attri tion models to some or all of the objects generated in blocks 
butes such as name , location , and age . Once objects have 402-410 . In an embodiment , block 414 may comprise input 
been correlated to a same entity , a unique system identifier ting the values of various properties or fields of an object , 
for the entity may be created , and added as an attribute to 50 and / or metrics calculated in association with an object , into 
each object correlated to that entity . For the purposes of the parameters of the fraud detection model ( s ) . Block 414 then 
subsequent analyses , objects resolved to a single entity may comprises performing various calculations based thereon . 
be temporarily merged into one or more logical provider or For instance , in an embodiment , a fraud detection model 
patient objects . Or the objects may remain separated , but may comprise one or more mathematical functions having 
linked to each other by relationships . 55 “ signals ” that correspond to such parameters , and optionally 

A relationship is a data construct that links two or more weights associated with the signals . The weights may be 
objects in association with a defined relationship type . In an manipulated by hand and / or via various machine learning 
embodiment , block 410 optionally comprises generating mechanisms based on feedback as described herein . The 
relationships based on the correlating . At least some of the function ( s ) may calculate score ( s ) that quantify how likely it 
event objects may be correlated to multiple entity objects . 60 is that an object is associated with fraudulent activity . 
For example , a prescription object may be correlated both to Optionally , these score ( s ) may then be compared to thresh 
the prescriber object representing the doctor who wrote the old values and / or knowledge bases in order to classify the 
prescription , and a patient object representing the patient for object . Many other suitable types of fraud detection models 
whom the prescription was written . The event objects may may also exist , and are described subsequently . 
thus be used to derive relationships between entities that 65 In yet other embodiments , relatively simple rule - based 
reflect services rendered by a first entity in the relationship models may also or instead be utilized ( e.g. filling more than 
on behalf of a second entity in the relationship , such as a certain number of prescriptions over a period of time , etc. ) . 
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For example , a rule - based model based on mutual informa ments , only objects that represent entities are identified . The 
tion may be utilized ( referred to as outlier detection # 2 in lead objects may not necessarily include all objects identi 
Table 1 below ) . Mutual information is a statistical quantity fied by the applied data model ( s ) . For example , certain 
( e.g. , a score ) and may be computed on a count of a number potential lead objects may be filtered based on business 
of procedures between a member and a provider ( e.g. , a 5 rules . Or , the potential lead objects may be filtered based on 
number of knee surgeries a member has received at the a ranking process to prioritize an investigation . 
provider ) , where the count information is derived from the In an embodiment , a lead object is flagged within a 
medical claims data . The mutual information between pro database , and an investigative analyst may later look for 
viders and members may be computed for each provider . objects that have been flagged . Different objects may be 
The mutual information score for each provider may then be 10 flagged differently to indicate that they should be investi 
compared to determine providers ( or provider objects ) that gated by an investigator having different specialties . For 
are outliers . Generally , a low mutual information score may example , different object types and / or suspected fraud types 
indicate that a provider is not tailoring treatment to a may be better suited for investigation by different types of 
member , but is rather offering the same treatment to most or analysts . In an embodiment , an email identifying lead 
all members . Thus , a provider ( or provider object ) may be 15 objects may be generated . Any other suitable mechanisms 
considered an outlier if a mutual information score associ may be used for identifying the lead objects to analysts . 
ated with the provider ( or provider object ) is less than a In an embodiment , blocks 402-416 comprise activities 
threshold value . The threshold value may not be a set value , associated with fraud lead generation . In an embodiment , at 
but rather may be based on the other mutual information least blocks 414-416 occur in response to a request from an 
scores of the other similar providers ( because , for example , 20 analyst to an analysis module . The analysis module visually 
some providers may always perform the same procedures reports the leads in a user interface area , from which the 
given the nature of the specialty of the providers ) . For investigator may immediately launch an investigation using 
example , the threshold value may be computed by identi techniques such as described herein . 
fying a median mutual information score for all providers Once one or more lead objects or leads are identified and 
that offer the first procedure , a mutual information score that 25 prior to making these identified leads available to analysts , 
represents a boundary of a first quartile of mutual informa fraud lead explanation generation - related activities occur to 
tion scores for all providers that offer the first procedure , a augment the identified leads , according to an embodiment . 
mutual information score that represents a boundary of a Rather than overwhelming analysts with a large number of 
third quartile of mutual information scores for all providers identified leads , which may number in the hundreds or 
that offer the first procedure , measuring a spread between the 30 thousands , analysts may benefit from also having informa 
mutual information score that represents the boundary of the tion about how and / or why some or all of the identified leads 
first quartile and the mutual information score that repre is suspected of being associated with fraudulent activity . At 
sents the boundary of the third quartile , determining a the same ne , however , analysts may not be well versed in 
multiple of the spread ( e.g. , 2 times the spread ) , and iden modelling techniques , pattern recognition techniques , sta 
tifying the threshold value as a multiple of the spread below 35 tistical analysis , or other techniques used by the system 300 
the median mutual information score ( e.g. , if the median to surface the identified leads . Thus , a balance is sought in 
mutual information score is 5 , the spread is 1.5 , then the the type of information provided with each of the respective 
threshold value may be 2 , which is times the spread less identified leads . Information that is readily understandable 
than the median mutual information score ) . The determined and in context with the particular identified lead that analysts 
provider ( or provider object ) outliers may then be classified 40 would consider to be helpful actionable signals to assess the 
as being associated with fraudulent activity . particular identified lead . 

As another example , a rule - based model based on pre Block 418 comprises the lead - relatedness calculation 
scription claims data may be utilized ( referred to as outlier component 360 determining the type ( s ) of explanatory infor 
detection # 3 in Table 1 below ) . The prescription claims data mation suitable to provide with each of the identified lead 
may be analyzed to determine what prescriptions have been 45 objects . Example types of explanatory information include , 
assigned to a member and how many providers issued the but are not limited to , a “ similar leads ” -type of explanation , 
same prescription to a single member . If the number of a " distinguishing metrics / features " -type of explanation , and / 
providers exceeds a threshold value ( where the threshold or a “ statistical ” -type of explanation . One or more explana 
value may be dependent on the prescription that was issued ) , tory information item may be associated with a given 
then the member ( or member object ) associated with the 50 identified lead and / or may be in a natural language format . 
issued prescription may be classified as being associated For example , if a lead object is identified based on the outlier 
with fraudulent activity . detection # 2 fraud detection model described herein , then 

Block 416 comprises , based on how each object is clas the explanatory information may include template text and 
sified and / or scored by the fraud detection model ( s ) , the lead specific values associated with the identified lead object that 
identification component 344 identifying one or more lead 55 are auto - populated into the template text that describe the 
objects ( also referred to as leads , fraud leads , or suspected meaning of a mutual information score ( without actually 
fraud leads ) . Depending on the embodiment and / or imple providing the mutual information score , which may be 
mentation , in implementations in which more than one fraud meaningless to a fraud analyst ) . The meaning of the mutual 
detection model is utilized , an object may be a lead if even information score can , for example , be described with 
just one of the fraud detection models classified it as such , 60 respect to percentage values . The explanatory information 
if more than a certain number of fraud detection models may include a percentage of members that received a first 
classified it as such , and / or based on a function of scores procedure from the provider associated with the lead object , 
calculated by the models . The lead object ( s ) include one or a percentage of members that received a second procedure 
more of : a particular provider object , a particular pharmacy from the provider associated with the lead object , and so on . 
object , and / or a particular member object . In some embodi- 65 Providing a visualization of these percentages may illustrate 
ments , lead objects may also include event objects , such as that , for example , the provider is providing the same mul 
particular health care claims . However , in other embodi tiple services to a large number of members . An example of 
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such explanatory information is illustrated in FIG . 5 , as based on the determined explanatory information in block 
described below . Depending on the particular fraud detec 420. The lead explanation generation component 362 
tion model used to identify a given lead , the availability of optionally stores the generated explanation and indicates 
other leads similar to the given lead that were previously association with a given identified lead , such as in lead 
labelled as positive leads by analysts , or other factors , 5 annotations 334. The generated explanation is also referred 
particular type ( s ) of explanatory information may be more to as explanatory information , fraud lead explanation , fraud 
meaningful than others . For example , if a sufficient number lead supplemental information , fraud lead insight , and the 
of other leads were previously labelled as fraud by analysts , like . 
and a nearest neighbor analysis reveals that a given identi Block 424 comprises the user interface component 370 
fied lead is sufficiently similar to one or more of these 10 presenting a set of the identified lead objects , with respective 
fraud - labelled other leads , then a suitable explanatory infor associated explanations , typically in response to a request by 
mation type may comprise a similar lead - type of explana one or more analysts to view identified lead objects . For 
tion . The explanation may , for instance , identify these pre instance , a server 102 may generate a list of the leads in the 
viously fraud - labelled leads , describes the relatedness or form of a web page , and send the web page to a client 106 
similarity of the given identified lead to these previously 15 for viewing . Or , as another example , the server may generate 
fraud - labelled leads , and pointers to look into the same or other suitable data indicating the set of lead objects , and 
same types of items that were previously investigated for client 106 may utilize any of a variety of data visualization 
these previously fraud - labelled leads . As another example , if techniques , such as maps , node - based graphs , and so forth , 
there are an insufficient number of other leads previously for presenting the lead objects . In an embodiment , the 
labelled as fraud , then a similar lead - type of explanation 20 identified lead objects with respective appended explanation 
may not be possible . Instead , suitable explanation types may may automatically be provided to analysts ' workspaces 
comprise statistical - type of explanation or the distinguishing without prompting by analysts . The set of leads , in some 
features in the model used to identify a given lead . In an embodiments , may be a ranked list based on one or more 
embodiment , the determination of block 418 is optional , and ranking criteria , such as highest to lowest fraud probability 
the same explanation type may always be given . 25 ( e.g. , based on scores from the fraud detection models and / or 

Block 420 comprises the lead - relatedness calculation other ranking functions ) , leads associated with unpaid 
component 360 determining explanatory information appro claims before paid claims , leads found using a particular 
priate for each of the identified lead objects . For a similar model over another model , and the like . 
lead - type of explanation , a nearest neighbor identification The explanation comprises graphical and / or textual infor 
technique using weighted distances may be used to identify 30 mation . The explanation comprises one or more information 
one or more previous leads of sufficient similarity to the items or independent signals . The explanation may be orga 
identified lead . Nearest neighbor objects , referred to herein nized in any number of ways , such as a dossier of the 
as “ nearest neighbors , ” may be those previous leads within associated identified lead . The information conveyed may , 
a certain distance or similarity to the given lead , and / or those depending on the embodiment and / or explanation type cho 
which were identified as leads using the same fraud detec- 35 sen , identify the model used to surface a lead , explain certain 
tion model ( s ) as were used to find the identified lead . As an metrics / features of the lead , identify previously denoted 
example , if the identified lead was found using a supervised positive or investigated leads similar to the present lead , 
model , to be described in detail below , then the nearest provide statistical information or arguments about the lead , 
neighbors identified may be examples of fraud - labelled and / or otherwise relate the lead to information that is 
leads within the training data used to train the supervised 40 familiar , trusted , and / or readily understandable to analysts . 
model . Alternative nearest neighbor identification tech In an embodiment , the presented information is configured 
niques may include , without limitation , the k - nearest neigh so as not to overwhelm analysts . The goal is not necessarily 
bor algorithm ( KNN ) , approximate nearest neighbor algo to provide as much information as possible , such as expos 
rithms , and / or other suitable nearest neighbor techniques ing all the details of the model and statistical analysis 
known within the art . These techniques may involve calcu- 45 performed to arrive at the lead . Rather , it is to provide 
lations based on comparing properties and / or metrics asso information that is readily relatable to analysts and provide 
ciated with the identified lead and properties and / or metrics guidance as to where and / or what to look for to assess the 
associated with previously identified leads . While in an lead . The presented information may thus comprise an 
embodiment , only nearest neighbors that were positive leads explanation by example . 
are selected , in other embodiments , a nearest neighbor may 50 For example , the explanation may include one or more 
be any identified lead , and the disposition towards that lead example leads that are similar to the currently identified 
( positive or negative ) may be indicated to the user . lead , such as : “ Providers x , y , and z were previously labeled 
For a distinguishing metrics / features - type of explanation , as frauds . Based on the weights we learned , this new lead is 

information about the particular model used to find the a nearest neighbor to providers x , y , and z . ” This relates the 
identified lead is provided . For instance , those metrics or 55 currently identified lead to lead ( s ) that analysts previously 
features included in the model having the highest weights or determined to be fraudulent . The explanation may also 
contribution in deciding that the given identified lead is include guidance indicating items ( e.g. , items A , B , and C ) 
suspected of fraud may be identified and described . As an looked at by analysts to make the fraud determination for the 
example , models using logistic regression techniques example lead ( s ) , such as : “ When reviewing the new lead , 
include assignment of various weights to metrics included in 60 suggest looking into the same items A , B , and C that analysts 
the models . For a statistical - type of explanation , information looked into for providers x , y , and z to expose the fraud . ” 
about data distribution , mean , median , p - values , and / or other This provides a starting point for analysts to investigate the 
various statistics related to the metrics and / or properties of currently identified lead . 
the object are given . As analyst ( s ) review the identified lead objects and asso 

Block 422 comprises the lead explanation generation 65 ciated explanations , analyst ( s ) may label or flag certain of 
component 362 generating or configuring the explanation the identified lead objects as being positive leads , investi 
associated with each of the respective identified lead objects gated leads , or having other label type ( s ) ; provide reasoning 
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for labeling a lead a certain way ; prepare notes about certain In order to improve classification of these remaining 
of the identified lead objects , and otherwise provide feed provider entities , and because fraud schemes evolve over 
back - type of data in the course of assessing the identified time , improvements to one or more of the existing fraud 
lead objects to determine what further action , if any , to take detection models is implemented using machine learning 
on certain of the lead objects . One or more of such feedback- 5 techniques , according to an embodiment . In particular , 
type of data is received by the user interface component 370 supervised and / or unsupervised machine learning tech 
in block 426. The received feedback - type of data is stored by niques may be used to iteratively train a fraud detection 
the user interface component 370 in feedback data 330 in model over time . The fraud detection model is trained using block 428 . one or more sets of training data , which comprise data of Block 430 comprises updating the fraud detection 10 known characteristics or classification ( e.g. , provider entities model ( s ) that were applied in block 414 using the received known or confirmed to be frauds ) . feedback in block 426. Block 430 may involve , for instance , 
re - training the fraud detection models using the new feed In an embodiment , an existing fraud detection model 
back data as part of a training set . The training may involve , based on logistic regression techniques ( also referred to as a 
for instance , calculating new weights for signals using any 15 logistic regression model ) is improved , trained , or seeded 
suitable machine learning technique . The exact nature of the using feedback data obtained in block 426 of FIG . 4B . Block 
training will vary from model to model , using any suitable 450a comprises the training data translation component 346 
training technique for the relevant model . of FIG . 3 obtaining training data from feedback data 330 . 

After incorporating the feedback in block 430 , flow 400 Training data ( also referred to as training data set , example 
returns to block 414 to identify future sets of fraud - sus- 20 leads , or example data ) may comprise , for instance , data 
pected leads based on the improved knowledge . As dis indicating previous leads and final dispositions towards 
cussed in detail below , the feedback data is used to improve those leads ( e.g. , known to be fraudulent , known not be 
existing fraud detection models and / or identify new fraud fraudulent , indeterminate , etc. ) . For examples , the training 
detection models over time . data may simply indicate a subset of the previously identi 

Flow 400 is but one example technique for identifying 25 fied leads deemed to be frauds by analysts_those leads 
leads through metrics generated using data organized in labelled or flagged as positive leads . Training data may also 
accordance to a health care data model and for presenting the comprise , or in the alternative be , a subset of the previously 
identified leads with associated explanation . Other flows identified leads escalated by analysts for investigation and 
may include fewer or additional elements in varying which were investigated — those leads labelled or flagged as 
arrangements . 30 investigated leads . There may be instances where a positive 

3.3 Improvements to Existing Fraud Detection Models lead may not necessarily be an investigated lead . In some 
FIG . 4C illustrates a flow 440 for improving or refining embodiments , the positive and / or investigated leads used as 

one or more of the existing fraud detection models used by training data are leads identified using the same fraud 
system 300 , according to an embodiment . In an embodi detection model , albeit an earlier iteration , as the particular 
ment , flow 440 may be utilized in part to perform blocks 35 existing model to be trained or improved . Training data may 
414 , 416 , and 430 of FIG . 4B . However , flow 440 may be further include lead annotations 334 and / or other explana 
utilized for fraud detection flows other than that of flow 400 . tions provided by analysts and / or investigators as to why 
In an embodiment , each of the processes described in these leads were found to be fraudulent . 
connection with the functional blocks of FIG . 4C may be In an embodiment , only a sub - subset of the positive 
implemented using one or more computer programs , other 40 and / or investigated leads may be used as the training data for 
software elements , and / or digital logic in any of a general active learning purposes . Only those positive and / or inves 
purpose computer or a special - purpose computer , while tigated leads that may help the most in speeding the rate of 
performing data retrieval , transformation and storage opera convergence in machine learning may be used rather than all 
tions that involve interacting with and transforming the of the positive and / or investigated leads . For instance , in an 
physical state of memory of the computer . FIG . 4C is 45 embodiment , the most helpful leads may be the boundary or 
described below in conjunction with the objects and com near - boundary leads — those leads for which it is unsure 
ponents of FIG . 3 . whether the leads are fraudulent , but for which feedback 

In an embodiment , fraud detection models perform clas from the analyst would improve the model's accuracy the 
sification . Namely , fraud detection models perform the task most . In another embodiment , a pre - defined number of the 
of classifying entities in the health care data ( e.g. , entities 50 best positive and / or investigated leads may be used as the 
such as providers , members , pharmacies , or claims ) as training data . 
belonging to a particular category from among a plurality of Block 452a comprises the training data translation com 
categories . For instance , if the classification is of provider ponent 346 deriving one or more metrics from the training 
entities that have submitted health care claims , which are data . The derivation comprises performing a translation , 
stored in the repositories 310 , the classification task may be 55 conversion , or other transformation operations to quantify 
to determine whether each of the provider entities is sus and express the fraudulent characteristics of leads in the 
pected of fraudulent activity ( e.g. , of a category “ yes fraud ” ) training data into particular metrics , metric values , weights 
or not suspected of fraudulent activity ( e.g. , of a category of certain metrics , and / or combination of metrics for inclu 
“ no fraud ” ) . However , because detecting fraud may not be a sion in the existing model of interest . 
clear cut yes or no proposition , the classification task may 60 Block 454a comprises the model refinement component 
comprise identification of those provider entities with the 348 modifying or updating the particular existing model 
highest likelihood of suspected fraudulent activity - com using the metric ( s ) derived in block 452a . A model is one or 
prising the identified leads . Whether the remaining provider more mathematical function ( s ) of a particular combination 
entities are actually not frauds or merely indeterminate may of particular signals ( e.g. , metrics or properties ) , in which 
not be known . In some embodiments , the classification task 65 the signals may be given particular weights relative to each 
may simply involve calculating a score reflecting the like other . A plurality of signals is expressed in the existing 
lihood of certain classification ( s ) . model . As such , the modification or updating may comprise 
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assigning different weights to various signal ( s ) , and / or oth derived metric ( s ) define a metric space ( also referred to as a 
erwise adjusting the impact of the signals expressed in the feature space ) in which known fraudulent leads and yet 
existing model . undetected fraudulent leads are clustered together . The fea 

In an embodiment , users may optionally add new signals tures of the positive and / or investigated leads , which are 
to the model to reflect newly available metrics , properties , or 5 defined in the corresponding derived metrics , provide a 
other data . In an embodiment , metrics are added to the starting point from which to search for other leads having 
existing model but not removed . Those metrics found to be similar features ( e.g. , the nearest neighbors ) and may also 
less relevant may be assigned a lower weight than before to define a permissible maximum distance from the starting 
account for the decrease in importance . Thus , the existing point for a lead to be considered a nearest neighbor . 
model is improved by taking into account , and learning 10 Block 456b comprises the lead identification component 
from , known dispositions towards particular leads from 344 applying the modified / updated existing model to data 
among the leads that were previously only suspected of base objects to identify the set of unusual metric values , 
fraud by the previous iteration of the existing model . similar to the description above with respect to block 456a . 

The updated existing model is used in block 456a by the The updated nearest neighbor model uses or implements the 
lead identification component 344 to classify objects and 15 metric space to find new leads that are closest in cosine 
identify leads , as described above in connection with blocks distance to the previously known fraudulent leads . The new 
414 and 416. Note that if the particular model is considered leads that are identified using this model are outputted in 
to be in training or testing phase only ( e.g. , pre - production ranked order relative to each other . As an alternative , if the 
version ) , then the leads identified from such model in block updated nearest neighbor model is applied to leads identified 
416 are labelled as test leads or equivalent to denote that 20 from one or more of the other models , as opposed to 
they are not actual leads identified for regular assessment database objects as a whole , then the output may be a 
and possible investigation . re - ranking of these identified leads that is more accurate than 

For example , the logistic regression model is used to their original ranking order . 
identify ten suspicious providers from the database of health In still another embodiment , an existing fraud detection 
care data during a first week . The assumption would appear 25 model based on network detection techniques ( also referred 
to be that the remaining providers are not suspected of fraud . to as a network model or network based model ) is improved , 
In actuality , however , it is more likely that one or more of the trained , or seeded using feedback data obtained in block 426 
remaining providers are also potentially fraudulent , but the of FIG . 4B . 
model is unable to find them . In order to train the logistic Block 450c of FIG . 4C comprises the training data 
regression model to find one or more of these remaining 30 translation component 346 obtaining training data from 
providers , as well as new providers added to the database feedback data 330 , similar to the description above with 
that are also likely fraudulent , the model is used to identify respect to block 450a . In block 450c , the training data can 
ten suspicious providers per week at each of the first week , be leads identified using the same or different models than 
second week , etc. Analysts assess the identified provider the network model . 
leads from the first week to determine which are fraudulent . 35 Block 452c comprises the training data translation com 
Analysts label or flag the providers accordingly and , in some ponent 346 deriving one or more metrics from the training 
cases , also provide an explanation of why a particular data , similar to the description above with respect to block 
provider is fraudulent or not . The analysts ' assessments of 452a . In some embodiments , the previous leads may estab 
the identified provider leads from the first week are inter lish the starting point of the search for other leads . The 
preted and fed back into the model . When the model 40 derived metrics may also define what network 
identifies ten suspicious providers for the second week , the relationship ( s ) to look for between pairs of entities ( or a 
version of the model used to make the identification is a cluster of entities ) and / or the suspected fraudulent features 
version that is trained and updated from the version used to look for between pairs of entities . For example , the 
during the first week based on the analysts ' assessment of network relationship and fraudulent activity of interest may 
the provider leads identified in the first week . The current 45 focus on re - use of stolen or sold patient social security 
version of the model is iteratively improved , “ seeded ” by numbers , in which an unusually high number of patients ( as 
positive , investigated , example , and / or known leads associ identified by their social security numbers ) shared between 
ated with a previous version of the model . pairs of providers is indicative of a potential network of 

In another embodiment , an existing fraud detection model fraudulent providers . Individually , each of the providers may 
based on nearest neighbor detection techniques ( also 50 not be suspected of fraud ; however when their network of 
referred to as a nearest neighbor model ) , such as KNN , is other providers and collective activities of these provider 
improved , trained , or seeded using feedback data obtained in networks are taken into account , a pattern of fraud may 
block 426 of FIG . 4B . surface . The network - centric technique may use network 

Block 450b of FIG . 4C comprises the training data detection techniques practiced in the social networking area . 
translation component 346 obtaining training data from 55 Block 454c comprises the model refinement component 
feedback data 330 , similar to the description above with 348 modifying or updating the existing network model using 
respect to block 450a . In block 4506 , the training data can the metric ( s ) derived in block 454c , similar to the descrip 
be leads identified using the same or different models than tion above with respect to block 454a . 
the nearest neighbor model . Block 456c comprises the lead identification component 

Block 452b comprises the training data translation com- 60 344 applying the modified / updated existing model to data 
ponent 346 deriving one or more metrics from the training base objects to identify the set of unusual metric values , 
data , similar to the description above with respect to block similar to the description above with respect to block 456a . 
452a . Provider - member relationships and provider - provider rela 

Block 454b comprises the model refinement component tionships form networks that are highly informative and can 
348 modifying or updating the existing nearest neighbor 65 be used to uncover fraudulent entities . Relationships may 
model using the metric ( s ) derived in block 454b , similar to comprise , without limitation : shared members , co - occur 
the description above with respect to block 454a . The rence in same investigation , share same National Provider 
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Identifier ( NPI ) , share same phone number , share same expressed in the model are obtained from non - training data 
referring doctor , share same address , or non - medical claim sources . In other embodiments , the derived metric ( s ) can be 
based co - occurrence . included in a model deemed to be incomplete , and as such , Continuing the example above , the updated network may be considered to be improvement of an existing model . 
model starts with a known “ bad ” provider ( e.g. , previously 5 In either case , incorporation of fraud - related information 
identified positive and / or investigated provider lead ) , deter provided by analysts , experts , tips , and / or other sources mines the “ bad ” provider's network ( s ) , and identifies one or provides additional ways to create models that may supple more additional “ bad ” providers in the known “ bad ” pro ment and / or be independent of models formulated using vider's network ( s ) that share a certain number of the same known positive and / or investigated leads . member / patients between them . A provider - provider graph 10 Block 466a comprises the lead identification component is conceptually constructed where each node of the graph 344 applying the new model to database objects to identify represents a provider and edges of the graph represent the set of unusual metric values , similar to the description jaccard distances of patients shared between providers to 
detect the one or more additional “ bad ” providers . above with respect to blocks 456a , b , c . 

In other embodiments , fraud detection models based on 15 In another embodiment , a new fraud detection model is 
other classification , statistical , and / or pattern recognition formulated based on one or more of the outlier detection 
techniques such as , but not limited to , neural networks or techniques ( also referred to as an outlier model ) described in 
random forest models can be trained or improved over time Table 1 below . Block 460b comprises the metric provider 
using the iterative processes described herein . component 350 obtaining fraud - related information from 

3.4 Formulation of New Fraud Detection Models 20 machine and / or human sources , similar to the description 
FIG . 4D illustrates additional details of block 414 of FIG . above with respect to block 460a . Alternatively , block 460b 

4A , and in particular , details pertaining to formulation of one may be optional if the metrics to use in the model are known . 
or more new fraud detection models used by system 300 , For example , metrics corresponding to positive and / or 
according to an embodiment . In an embodiment , each of the investigated leads from block 452a , b , c may comprise at 
processes described in connection with the functional blocks 25 least some of the known metrics . 
of FIG . 4D may be implemented using one or more com Block 462b comprises the metric provider component 350 
puter programs , other software elements , and / or digital logic deriving one or more metric ( s ) from the fraud - related infor in any of a general - purpose computer or a special - purpose mation , or if metrics are known , further configuring the computer , while performing data retrieval , transformation metrics to generate the derived metrics . In an embodiment , and storage operations that involve interacting with and 30 all known metrics and variations of metric values , ranges , or transforming the physical state of memory of the computer . 
FIG . 4D is described below in conjunction with the objects other statistical manipulation of the known metrics comprise 

the derived metrics . For each metric / feature , a correspond and components of FIG . 3 . 
In an embodiment , a new fraud detection model is for ing metric / feature list is generated by calculating different 

mulated based on domain- and / or expert - based knowledge 35 aggregates of the metric / feature such as : a count , median , 
( also referred to as a domain - based model or heuristics mean , variance , maximum , minimum , entropy , temporal 
rule - based model ) . Block 460a of FIG . 4D comprises the trends in any of the foregoing , and the like . The number of 
metric provider component 350 of FIG . 3 obtaining fraud metrics / feature can number in the hundreds , thousands , or 
related information from machine and / or human sources . tens of thousands . 
Fraud - related information comprises , but is not limited to : 40 Block 464b comprises the new model component 352 
domain - based knowledge from analysts , intuitive - based generating or formulating the outlier model based on the 
knowledge from analysts , experience - based knowledge derived metrics . The outlier model is built to calculate a 
from analysts , fraud tips from news articles , conferences , or distribution of the probability of occurrence of a combina 
persons , any of the above from subject matter experts , and tion of one , two , or more particular derived metrics in the 
other features or properties of a potential fraud scheme . The 45 health care data in the database . All combinations of one , 
fraud - related information may be obtained from feedback two or more derived metrics are considered , each combina 
data 330 , in some embodiments . Fraud - related information tion corresponding to a respective distribution . An example 
can be insights to aspects or features of a fraud scheme that combination may be to discover the distribution of amount 
were previously unknown . billed by providers of a particular specialty , for a particular 

Block 462a comprises the metric provider component 350 50 procedure , per patient over a certain time period . Another 
deriving one or more metric ( s ) from the fraud - related infor example combination may be to discover the distribution of 
mation . Fraud - related information can be specific articula amount billed by providers of a particular specialty , for a 
tion of one or more metrics / features indicative of fraudulent particular diagnosis , over a certain time period . 
activity , such as an analyst noticing that a particular feature Block 466b comprises the lead identification component 
is present in a high proportion of the leads that she or he 55 344 applying the new model to database objects to identify 
investigates . Or the fraud - related information can be less leads , similar to the description above with respect to blocks 
well - defined that a machine and / or human converts , trans 456a , b , c and block 466a . In an embodiment , a distribution 
lates , or otherwise transforms into one or more metrics is calculated for a pair of two of the derived metrics , and 
suitable for use in fraud detection models . Additionally , as then outliers in the distribution are identified . The outliers 
discussed above with respect to block 452a , derivation of 60 comprising , for example , those entities associated with a 
metrics may also include determining values of one or more certain standard deviations from the mean , such as of the 
metrics , weights for one or more metrics , the particular amount billed . This is repeated for every unique combina 
combination of one or more metrics , and other variables tion of pairs of derived metrics . Then the top outliers from 
comprising the model . across all of the distributions comprise the identified leads . 

Block 464a comprises the new model component 352 65 Identification of statistical outlier cases may also provide 
generating or formulating domain - based model based on the insight into novel fraud schemes that were previously 
derived metric ( s ) . In some embodiments , all of the metrics unknown . The outlier model permits surveying distribution 
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of the database objects in a comprehensive manner so as to described herein . To the extent that distinctions are intro 
surface statistical outliers that may otherwise not be detect duced , the distinctions may be artificial constructs to sim 
able . plify describing various aspects of the system 100 and / or 
As seen from the discussion above , the distinction of 300 . 

generating new models , refining existing models , and / or 5 3.5 Fraud Detection Model Implementation Examples 
identifying fraud suspected leads is not necessarily clear cut . In an embodiment , various fraud detection models can be 
One or more of these functions may be blurred in systems implemented as follows to identify certain fraudulent activ 
that incorporate feedback and employ iterative processes as ity and / or entities . 

TABLE 1 

Model Potential fraud scheme Mode implementation 
Outlier 
detection # 1 

Egregious billing 
Violation of 
certain provider 
rules 

Outlier 
detection # 2 

Providing 
unnecessary 
procedures 

Provider shopping Outlier 
detection # 3 

Network 
based 
detection 

Services not 
rendered 
Phantom provider 

Identify entities 
Aggregate entity associated data by a common or 
standard factor 
Aggregation using , for example , an arithmetic 
function 
Segment data by , for example , specialty , procedure , 
region , and / or the like 
Potential bimodal distribution detection 
Identify entities 
Determine , for one or more entities , the types of 
procedures performed 
Determine , for one or more types of procedures and 
for one or more entities , the percentage of members 
that receive the respective procedure performed by 
the respective entity 
Compare , for one or more types of procedures , the 
percentage of each entity that performs the 
respective procedure 
Identify members 
Determine , for one or more members , data points 
associated with the respective member 
Determine , for one or more members and one or 
more data points associated with the member and a 
number of providers associated with the respective 
member and a particular data point 
Identify entities 
Identify non - flagged providers who are strongly 
connected to previously flagged providers using , 
for example , a weighted data structure ( e.g. , a weighted 
provider - provider bidirectional graph in which edges 
are weighted by members shared between providers ) 
Identify providers who have a certain proportion of 
members who are associated with flagged providers 
or non - flagged providers strongly connected to 
previously flagged providers using , for example , an 
unweighted data structure ( e.g. , an unweighted 
provider - member graph ) 
Identify unflagged providers who have a certain 
proportion of members who have a minimum weight 
using , for example , a data structure ( e.g. , a provider 
member graph where member nodes are valued as 
number of edges to flagged providers or non - flagged 
providers strong connected to previously flagged 
providers ) 
Referral networks can also be considered as a factor 
Identify entities 
Perform periodic item set detection for sets of 
procedure codes associated with a common period of 
time and / or patient . Additionally and / or 
alternatively , perform associative rule mining and 
select for statistically significant rules to describe 
each provider lead 
Look for statistically significant sets of procedure 
codes ( e.g. , certain sets of procedure codes that are 
billed at high frequency by a certain provider but not 
by other providers ) 
Prioritize providers based on number of such outlier 
item sets . Additionally and / or alternatively , 
prioritize providers based on exposure over proposed 
upcoding scheme 
Apply a statistical test on coding categories data sets 
( e.g. , a Wilcoxon signed rank test ) 

Unbundling Associative 
rule mining 

Upcoding Procedure 
groupings 
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3.6 Other Functional Disclosure As illustrated in FIG . 5 , the particular identified lead may be 
In some cases , two or more providers may be assigned the a lead identified using the outlier detection # 2 fraud detec 

same broad specialty code , but perform different procedures . tion model . The user interface 500 includes a header section 
This may cause the results of one or more of the fraud 
detection models to be less accurate than desired . Thus , the 5 and 522 , and a plurality of tabs 516 , 518 , and 520. The 

502 , a plurality of widget panels or sections 510 , 512 , 514 , 
server 102 ( or any other system or device described herein ) may use a clustering technique to reassign providers to header section 502 may include an analyst assignment 
different subspecialty codes based on the types of proce element 504 , a fraud detection model or scheme element 
dures ( as identified by the procedure code or procedure code 506 , and / or a lead name element 508. The element 506 can 
groups associated with the providers ) performed by the identify the particular fraud detection model ( s ) or scheme ( s ) 
providers . upon which the particular identified lead was deemed to be 

Fraud detection embodiments described herein facilitate , potentially fraudulent . As an example , element 506 may 
without limitation , one or more of the following : specify that the particular identified lead was found from the 

Leverage knowledge and findings of different investiga “ providing unnecessary procedures ” scheme . The analyst 
tive teams , which reduces repeated work among the assignment element 504 can specify whether the summary different teams . 

Rank leads associated with total exposure fraud higher report and correspondingly the initial assessment of the 
over , for example , statistical confidence particular identified lead ) is assigned to a particular analyst 

Early detection of fraud : Because fraud is temporally or is unassigned . As depicted , the summary report is shown 
transient , fraud that is detected in advance of claim as unassigned . Alternatively , the summary report may be 
payout ( e.g. , detection of unpaid leads ) is factored into 20 assigned to a particular analyst that has , for example , known 
ranking the list of identified leads . expertise or is a specialist in assessing providing unneces 

Fraud is adaptive : Models are correspondingly adaptive . sary procedures scheme frauds . The element 508 can include 
Analysts gravitate toward what they know and their area the name of the provider corresponding to the particular 
of specialty : Explanatory information presentation with identified lead . 
each of the identified leads aids in relating new leads to Widget panel 510 may include biographical or basic previously analyzed leads and / or familiar schemes . provider information . In some embodiments , the widget High precision : Investigative process is slow and labori panel 510 may be included in most or all lead summary ous . Thus , false positive leads are more inefficient use reports . The widget panel 512 may include notes , comments , of resources than false negative leads . Surfacing false 
positive leads over false negative leads also facilitates and / or explanatory information about the associated fraud 
early adoption or acceptance of new / improved model 30 scheme ( s ) ( and / or free form information that the person or 
use , and in establishing and maintaining trust in the system that generated the particular identified lead deemed 
system 100 . to be relevant ) . As described above , for a lead identified 

Model transparency and / or tunability may be preferred using the outlier detection # 2 fraud detection model , the 
over model accuracy explanatory information may include template text and 

Positive labels are limited and not representative of space 35 specific values associated with the identified lead object that 
of fraud : At least some of the leads not identified as are auto - populated into the template text that describe the 
fraud are fraudulent leads that are unknown or pres meaning of a mutual information score ( without actually 
ently undetectable . providing the mutual information score , which may be 

Negative labels are rare or non - existent : Analysts tend to meaningless to a fraud analyst ) . As illustrated in the widget 
not label identified leads clearly determined to be not 40 panel 512 , the template text may be the non - underlined text 
fraud . System 100 facilitates capture of this type of and the specific values auto - populated into the template text 
information . may be underlined . The underlining is for illustrative pur 

Determination of fraud may not be a binary determina poses and may or may not be present in an actual lead 
tion . summary report . Thus , instead of providing the mutual 

Data relationships may be many - to - many as opposed to 45 information score , the fraud analyst may be provided with 
one - to - many information that more clearly identifies why potential fraud 

Incorporates analysts ' domain knowledge and discovery was detected . 
of new fraud schemes . In some embodiments , the summary report includes a user 

Support labeling processes : Insufficient labeling results in feedback widget or the content of the user feedback widget 
repeated work and limited ability to learn from previ- 50 may be included in the widget panel 512. As an example , 
ous investigations . More comprehensive labeling content of the user feedback widget may comprise , without 
enhances precision and recall of schemes . Enable label limitation , a set of user feedback choices from which the 
ing of weak fraud signals , which may add up to a strong user selects once review of the particular identified lead has 
signal of fraud . been completed : “ This lead is great , I recommend pursuing , " 

Learning from past examples 55 “ I had to do further digging but this lead is interesting 
Facilitate discovery and exploration of new fraud schemes enough to continue pursuing , ” “ This lead is awful , don't 

by analysts . provide more like these in the future , ” “ I need more infor 
Facilitate various annotation , recordkeeping , and collabo mation to make a decision on this lead , " or " Other . ” Pro 

ration capabilities on analysts ' workspaces . viding a set number of textual feedback choices rather than 
Facilitate dashboard of savings due to fraud detection , 60 a set of scores ( e.g. , 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , or 5 stars ) or free form 

fraud detection accuracy statistics , etc. feedback options preemptively addresses potential scoring 
bias or manual review of user feedback for use in lead 

4.0 Example User Interface with Explanatory summary report design . 
Information The widget panel 514 may comprise an example of codes 

65 indicated by the provider , unique claims associated with 
FIG . 5 illustrates a user interface 500 illustrating an each code , the amount billed by the provider for each code , 

example lead summary report for a particular identified lead . and the amount received by the provider for each code . 
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The widget panel 522 is displayed under tab 518 and object may be stored in a variety of underlying structure ( s ) , 
includes a map with a location of the provider indicated in such as a file , portions of one or more files , one or more 
the map ( e.g. , based on the address of the provider ) . Addi XML elements , a database table row , a group of related 
tional widget panels under tabs 516 and 520 ( not shown ) database table row ( s ) , and so forth . An application will read 
may include paid to TIN data for the provider and / or a 5 the underlying structure ( s ) , and interpret the underlying 
breakdown or distribution of procedure codes for the pro structure ( s ) as the data object . The data object is then 
vider . Alternatively , the widget panel 522 or the additional processed using various steps and algorithms such as 
widget panels may be displayed without tabs , may be described herein . 
displayed in additional page ( s ) of the summary report , In one embodiment , the modeled object types conceptu 
and / or the like . ally include , without limitation : claim objects , such as Although not shown , the summary report may include medical physician claims , medical outpatient claims , medi additional user interactive features . For example , the sum cal inpatient claims , and pharmacy claims ; patient objects ; mary report may include a “ freeze ” button or other indicator provider / prescriber objects ; prescription objects ; pharmacy for the fraud analyst to create documentation based on the objects ; and fraud objects . Many variations on these com summary report . binations of objects are possible . Each widget depicted in the user interface 500 may be 5.2 Sources independent of the other widgets in the summary report . 
Each of the widgets can display the same or different type of In an embodiment , some or all of the health care data 
lead data or content from the other widgets , can display the objects are generated from source data hosted by a variety of 
lead data in the same or different format from the other 20 sources . Example sources include provider or insurer 
widgets ( e.g. , tables , bar graph , line graph , text , map , input sources such as : a claims processing database ; a policy 
field , etc. ) , or otherwise be configured specific to the type of administration database , a provider network database , a 
lead data that facilitates fraud or non - fraud determination or membership / eligibility database , a claim account database , a 
other assessment to be made by the fraud analyst . pharmacy benefit database , a lab utilization gateway data 

25 base , pharmacy claims database , an authentication call list , 
5.0 Data Architecture a tip - off hotline database , and a billing / accounts receivable 

database . Example sources further include government or 
The techniques described herein may be practiced with public data repositories such as public health records , 

respect to medical claims data stored using a variety of repositories of USPS zip codes , National Drug Codes , 
different data structures and / or formats , depending on the 30 Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes , and / or 
embodiment . Example searchable data structures for storing National Provider Identifiers , an OIG exclusion list , and a 
medical claims data and other ancillary data records are List of Excluded Individuals / Entities . Of course , many other 
described below . Ho ver , the examples given below are for sources of data are also possible . 
illustrative purposes only , and the techniques described 5.3 Databases 
herein are not limited to any particular structures or formats . 35 In an embodiment , data from the various data sources are 

In an embodiment , health care event objects are main passed through an ETL layer to form a set of databases . For 
tained in a health care event repository comprising one or example , the databases may include : Product , Organization , 
more databases that store the health care event objects , Geography , Customer , Member , Provider , Claim Statistics , 
provider objects are maintained in a provider repository Claim Aggregation , Claim Financial , Pharmacy Claims , Lab 
comprising one or more databases that store the provider 40 Results , and Revenue . The databases may store the various 
objects , patient objects are maintained in a patient repository data objects described herein . The data objects may instead 
comprising one or more databases that store the patient be arranged in a variety of other configurations . 
objects , and pharmacy objects are maintained a pharmacy 5.4 Example Ontology 
repository comprising one or more databases that store the In an embodiment , ontology for preventing health care 
pharmacy objects . Other repositories may exist for other 45 fraud comprises the some or all of the following data object 
types of data objects . The one or more databases that types : Claim objects , Drug objects , Member objects , Phar 
constitute a repository may overlap between some or all of macy objects , Plan Benefit objects , Prescriber objects , and 
the repositories . Or , the repositories may be maintained Provider objects . 
separately . Each claim object represents a health care claim , which is 

In an embodiment , each of the objects described above , 50 a request for reimbursement from an insurer for health care 
and other objects described herein , are generated from expenses . There may be multiple types of claim objects , 
import operation ( s ) of data from various sources , such as an including claims objects for prescriptions , claim objects for 
insurer's databases , a provider's health care records , phar laboratory tests , claim objects for medical procedures , and 
macy records , government records , and other public records . claim objects for other types of services . In an embodiment , 
The import operation may be repeated periodically or on 55 a claim object comprises , among other elements , values for 
occasions to update the objects and / or add new objects . The one or more the following types of attributes : unique system 
import operation may involve various ETL operations that identifier ( s ) , associated member identifier , allowed amount , 
normalize the source data to fit data models such as claim status ( paid , rejected , or reversed ) , date submitted , 
described herein . covered Medicare Plan D amount , date of service , estimated 

In an embodiment , some or all of the objects described 60 number of days prescription will last , paid dispensing fee , 
herein are not necessarily stored in any permanent reposi prescribed drug identifier , ingredient cost paid , mail order 
tory , but are rather generated from the source data “ on identifier , non covered plan paid amount , number of autho 
demand ” for the purpose of the various analyses described rized refills , other payer amount , member plan type , amount 
herein . paid by patient , deductible amount , pharmacy system iden 

5.1 Logical Object Types 65 tifier , prescriber system identifier , prescription written date , 
In an embodiment , a data object is a logical data structure quantity dispensed , prescription claim number , service fee 

that comprising values for various defined fields . A data ( the contractually agreed upon fee for services rendered ) , 
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total amount billed by processor . Different fields may be other embodiments , the two objects are logically separate , 
specific to different types of providers or claims . but can be correlated together if they do in fact represent the 
Each drug object represents a specific drug . In an embodi same entity . 

ment , a drug object comprises , among other elements , Each provider object represents a specific provider of 
values for one or more the following types of attributes : 5 health care services . In an embodiment , a provider object 
unique system identifier ( s ) , American Hospital Formulary comprises , among other elements , values for one or more the 
Service Therapeutic Class Code , generic status indicator following types of attributes : medical provider identification 
( brand name or generic ) , drug name trademark status ( trade number ( both text and numeric ) , provider type ( medical 
marked , branded generic , or generic ) , dosage form , DEA professional , healthcare organization ) , provider status ( ac 
class code , generic class name , over - the - counter indicator , 10 tive contract or no activate contract ) , various contract line 
drug strength , generic code number , generic code sequence , indicators , one or more process exception hold effective 
generic product index , maintenance drug code , product dates , one or more process exception type codes , a date that 
identifier qualifier , product service identifier , unit of mea the medical provider identification number was created , a 
sure , National Drug Code , and so forth . date the provider record became inactive , an organization 

Each member object represents a specific member of a 15 type code to indicate provided services or specialties , a 
health care plan . There may be multiple collections of Medicare identifier , provider medical degree , provider pri 
members for different insurers and / or types of plans , and mary specialty , last name , first name , middle initial , name 
each collection may have a different structure . In an embodi suffix , middle name , gender , social security number , federal 
ment , a member object comprises , among other elements , tax identifier , date of birth , graduation date , medical school , 
values for one or more the following types of attributes : one 20 credential status code , credential description , current cre 
or more unique system identifiers , maximum service month , dential cycle , current credential type ( initial , re - credential , 
the number of months enrolled in each particular year hospital - based , delegated , alliance , discontinued , empire ini 
covered by the data , first name , last name , gender , date of tial , excluded from process , terminated ) , credential indica 
birth , address , city , state , zip code , county , telephone , social tor , credential organization identifier , credential organization 
security number , additional address and other contact fields 25 accreditation date , credential organization indicator , univer 
for different types of contact information ( e.g. , work , tem sal provider identifier , bill type ( HCFA , UB92 , UB04 , 
porary , emergency , etc. ) , a plan benefit system identifier , an composite ) , provider information source , provider claims 
enrollment source system , and so forth . classifier , email , last update type , address , and so forth . 

In an embodiment , a member object may further include Additional data objects that may be in a health care 
or be associated with tracking data that log changes to values 30 ontology are set forth in the attached appendix . 
for the above attributes over time . For example , a separate 5.5 Metrics 
Member Detail object may exist , values for the above Various example metrics for automatically identifying , 
attributes for each month or year the member was covered prioritizing , and / or investigating leads are described below . 
by a plan . Each Member Detail object may include a month In an embodiment , metrics may be utilized in formulating 
and / or year attribute and a member identifier to tie it back to 35 certain searches , such that claim records may be located 
its associated Member object . based on how various claim attributes compare to various 

Each pharmacy object represents a specific pharmacy . In metrics . In an embodiment , metrics may be directly search 
an embodiment , a pharmacy object comprises , among other able . In an embodiment , metrics may be calculated and 
elements , values for one or more the following types of displayed in various visualization interfaces associated with 
attributes : unique system identifier ( s ) , pharmacy dispenser 40 search results . For instance , metrics may be calculated for a 
class ( independent , chain , clinic , or franchise , government , set of search results , and / or data from a search result may be 
alternate ) , pharmacy dispenser type ( community / retail , long compared to metrics for a group of records at large . Metrics 
term , mail order , home infusion therapy , non - pharmacy , may be calculated and stored periodically , or calculated on 
Indian health service , Department of Veterans Affairs , insti demand . 
tutional , managed care , medical equipment supplier , clinic , 45 Metrics related to member objects may include , without 
specialty , nuclear , military / coast guard , compounding ) , limitation , one or more of : an average and / or standard 
affiliate code , service provider identifier , service provider deviation of Schedule 2 prescriptions per month ; a count of 
identifier qualifier , and so forth . drug abuse diagnoses ; a count , average , and / or standard 

Each plan benefit object represents a specific plan benefit . deviation of ER visits per year ; a count of distinct providers 
In an embodiment , a plan benefit object comprises , among 50 that have written prescriptions for the member ; a count of 
other elements , values for one or more the following types distinct pharmacies that have filled prescriptions for the 
of attributes : unique system identifier ( s ) , contract number , member ; a sum amount paid by an insurer on behalf of the 
provider identifier , start date , end date , package key , and so member ; an average and / or standard deviation amount paid 
forth . per month ; a sum number of pills dispensed per month ; an 

Each prescriber object represents a specific prescriber of 55 average days between prescriptions ; an average and / or stan 
drugs . In an embodiment , a plan benefit object comprises , dard deviation prescriptions per month for the member ; an 
among other elements , values for one or more the following average and / or standard deviation for member medical 
types of attributes : unique system identifier ( s ) , first name , claims per month ; a count of total Schedule 2 prescriptions ; 
last name , prescriber identifier ( s ) , prescriber identifier quali a count of total Schedule 3 prescriptions ; a count of total 
fier ( s ) ( e.g. , not specified , NPI , Medicaid , UPIN , NCPDP 60 prescriptions ; an average and / or standard deviation for net 
ID , State License Number , Federal Tac ID , DEA , or State amount paid per diagnosis category ; a count of durable 
Issued ) , specialty code , and so forth . Prescriber objects and medical equipment claims ; a count of methadone overdoses ; 
provider objects may in some cases represent or be associ a count of opiate poisoning ; a methadone dependence indi 
ated with a same real world entity , but prescriber objects cator , and / or a sum DME Net Amount paid . 
reflect data from a different source than provider objects . In 65 Metrics related to provider objects may include , without 
some embodiments attributes from prescriber objects and limitation , one or more of an average and / or sum total billed 
provider objects may be combined into a single object . In by provider ; a sum net amount paid to the provider ; an 
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average and / or standard deviation net amount paid per prescribed patient's gender is appropriate to the prescription ; 
month ; a standard deviation for net amount paid per month an indicator of whether the prescription claim is for an 
by specialty ; a standard deviation for net amount paid per expensive branded drug ; and / or an indicator of whether the 
month by specialty by geography , an average prescription prescription claim is for a Schedule 2 commonly abused 
pill quantity ; an average prescription number of refills ; a 5 drug . 
count of prescription claims not paid ; a count of prescription Metrics related to medical claim objects may include , 
claims ; a count of medical claims ; an average and / or stan without limitation , one or more of : distance traveled to 
dard deviation for prescription claims per patient ; an average physician ; an indicator of whether the claim is indicative of 
and / or standard deviation for medical claims per patient ; a drug abuse ; and / or a standard deviation of net amount paid 
percentage of Schedule 2 drugs ; a percentage of Schedule 3 10 per procedure . 
drugs ; a percentage of Schedule 2 drugs by specialty ; a In an embodiment , various triggers may be generated 
percentage of Schedule 3 drugs by specialty ; a count of based on the above metrics . The triggers are monitored 
distinct patients of the provider ; a count of distinct pharma functions of one or more of the metrics . When a monitored 
cies to which patients of the provider are sent ; a standard function has a value that is within a particular range , the 
deviation of distinct diagnoses made by the provider by 15 trigger identifies one or more lead objects that are associated 
specialty ; a count of distinct procedures performed by the with the one or more metrics . 
provider ; a count of clinic ownerships ; a standard deviation For example , in an embodiment , triggers may include 
for net amount paid to the provider by diagnosis ; a count of members visiting three of more independent pharmacies in 
durable medical equipment prescriptions made ; a percentage a day , members obtaining prescriptions in three of more 
of in - network claims attributed to the provider , and / or an 20 states within a month , or members receiving multiple and 
estimated total days in business . subsequent home rental medical equipment . Each of these 

Metrics related to provider objects may further include , triggers would produce a member lead object . Another 
without limitation , one or more of : average claims per day ; example trigger is multiple new patient office visits for the 
average net amount paid per claim ; average net amount paid same patient in a three year period . This trigger would 
per month ; average patient count ; average pharmacy count ; 25 produce a member lead object . 
distinct count of diagnoses ; a histogram of diagnoses ; dis An additional example of a trigger is a Top Pharmacies by 
tinct count of procedures ; and / or a histogram of procedures . Drugs Commonly Abused trigger . For each month , this 
Metrics related to pharmacy objects may include , without trigger lists the pharmacy that has dispensed the most 

limitation , one or more of : average net amount paid by the amount of one of the commonly abused drugs . An additional 
insurer ; maximum and / or average net amount paid per 30 example of a trigger is a Top Patients Receiving Drugs 
prescriber ; count of claims ; percentage of filled prescriptions Commonly Abused trigger . For each month , this trigger lists 
that involved a Schedule 2 category of drugs ; percentage of the patient receiving the most amount of one of the com 
filled prescriptions that involved a Schedule 3 category of monly abused drugs . An additional example of a trigger is a 
drugs ; average and / or sum dispensing fee ; days in business , Top Prescribers of Drugs Commonly Abused trigger . This 
percentage of filled prescriptions that involved a brand name 35 trigger lists the providers who have prescribed the most 
drug ; a count of distinct drug names in the prescriptions ; amount of one of the most commonly abused drugs . An 
percentage of filled prescriptions that involved a high reim additional example of a trigger is a Mailbox Matching 
bursement drug ; percentage of filled prescriptions that trigger . For each region of interest ( as denoted by a City and 
involved a drug of potential abuse ; a percentage of claims State ) , this trigger lists providers who have a practice 
for refills ; average and / or standard deviation distance trav- 40 address that matches the location of a UPS drop box . An 
eled by customers to the pharmacy ; a count of co - located additional example of a trigger is a Frequent NPIs trigger . 
pharmacies ; percentage of filled prescriptions that involved For each region of interest ( as denoted by a City and State ) , 
small refills ; percentage of claims that were reversed ; a this trigger lists provider locations receiving multiple NPIs 
count of claims not paid ; average billed per patient ; average in a short time frame . 
billed per prescriber ; average claims per patient ; average 45 
claims per prescriber . 6.0 Hardware Overview 
Metrics related to diagnosis objects may include , without 

limitation , one or more of : a histogram of CPT - 4 , ICD - 9 , According to one embodiment , the techniques described 
ICD - 10 or HCPCS procedures ; a histogram of co - occurring herein are implemented by one or more special - purpose 
diagnoses ; average net amount paid per year per patient ; 50 computing devices . The special - purpose computing devices 
average total net amount paid per patient ; a histogram of may be hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may 
drug names prescribed ; an indicator of drug abuse ; and / or an include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
indicator of drug - seeking behavior . application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro 

Metrics related to procedure objects may include , without grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro 
limitation , one or more of : a histogram of diagnoses ; a 55 grammed to perform the techniques , or may include one or 
histogram of co - occurring procedures on the same date per more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
patient ; and a total , average , minimum , and / or maximum perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 
procedure count per patient per diagnosis . firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such 

Metrics related to drug objects may include , without special - purpose computing devices may also combine cus 
limitation , one or more of : maximum drug quantity per 60 tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro 
patient per year ; and / or minimum , maximum , and / or aver gramming to accomplish the techniques . The special - pur 
age net amount paid . pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems , 

Metrics related to prescription claim objects may include , portable computer systems , handheld devices , networking 
without limitation , one or more of : distance traveled to devices or any other device that incorporates hard - wired 
pharmacy ; distance traveled to prescriber ; an indicator of 65 and / or program logic to implement the techniques . 
whether the prescription is for a drug of abuse ; a standard For example , FIG . 6 is a block diagram that illustrates a 
deviation of net amount paid ; an indicator of whether the computer system 600 upon which embodiments of the 
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present disclosure may be implemented . Computer system Storage media is distinct from but may be used in con 
600 includes a bus 602 or other communication mechanism junction with transmission media . Transmission media par 
for communicating information , and a hardware processor ticipates in transferring information between storage media . 
604 coupled with bus 602 for processing information . Hard For example , transmission media includes coaxial cables , 
ware processor 604 may be , for example , a general purpose 5 copper wire and fiber optics , including the wires that com 
microprocessor . prise bus 602. Transmission media can also take the form of 

Computer system 600 also includes a main memory 606 , acoustic or light waves , such as those generated during 
such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic radio - wave and infra - red data communications . 
storage device , coupled to bus 602 for storing information Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one 
and instructions to be executed by processor 604. Main 10 or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 
memory 606 also may be used for storing temporary vari 604 for execution . For example , the instructions may ini 
ables or other intermediate information during execution of tially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a 
instructions to be executed by processor 604. Such instruc remote computer . The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions , when stored in non - transitory storage media acces tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
sible to processor 604 , render computer system 600 into a 15 a telephone line using a modem . A modem local to computer 
special - purpose machine that is customized to perform the system 600 can receive the data on the telephone line and 
operations specified in the instructions . use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red 

Computer system 600 further includes a read only signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in 
memory ( ROM ) 608 or other static storage device coupled the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 
to bus 602 for storing static information and instructions for 20 data on bus 602. Bus 602 carries the data to main memory 
processor 604. A storage device 610 , such as a magnetic disk 606 , from which processor 604 retrieves and executes the 
or optical disk , is provided and coupled to bus 602 for instructions . The instructions received by main memory 606 
storing information and instructions . may optionally be stored on storage device 610 either before 

Computer system 600 may be coupled via bus 602 to a or after execution by processor 604 . 
display 612 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or liquid 25 Computer system 600 also includes a communication 
crystal display ( LCD ) , for displaying information to a com interface 618 coupled to bus 602. Communication interface 
puter user . An input device 614 , including alphanumeric and 618 provides a two - way data communication coupling to a 
other keys , is coupled to bus 602 for communicating infor network link 620 that is connected to a local network 622 . 
mation and command selections to processor 604. Another For example , communication interface 618 may be an 
type of user input device is cursor control 616 , such as a 30 integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable 
mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for communi modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
cating direction information and command selections to communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
processor 604 and for controlling cursor movement on phone line . As another example , communication interface 
display 612. This input device typically has two degrees of 618 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis 35 data communication connection to a compatible LAN . Wire 
( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a less links may also be implemented . In any such implemen 
plane . tation , communication interface 618 sends and receives 
Computer system 600 may implement the techniques electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi 

described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or tal data streams representing various types of information . 
more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic 40 Network link 620 typically provides data communication 
which in combination with the computer system causes or through one or more networks to other data devices . For 
programs computer system 600 to be a special - purpose example , network link 620 may provide a connection 
machine . According to one embodiment , the techniques through local network 622 to a host computer 624 or to data 
herein are performed by computer system 600 in response to equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
processor 604 executing one or more sequences of one or 45 626. ISP 626 in turn provides data communication services 
more instructions contained in main memory 606. Such through the world wide packet data communication network 
instructions may be read into main memory 606 from now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 1028. Local 
another storage medium , such as storage device 610. Execu network 622 and Internet 628 both use electrical , electro 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
memory 606 causes processor 604 to perform the process 50 The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard network link 620 and through communication interface 618 , 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
with software instructions . 600 , are example forms of transmission media . 

The term “ storage media ” as used herein refers to any Computer system 600 can send messages and receive 
non - transitory media that store data and / or instructions that 55 data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net 
cause a machine to operation in a specific fashion . Such work link 620 and communication interface 618. In the 
storage media may comprise non - volatile media and / or Internet example , a server 630 might transmit a requested 
volatile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , code for an application program through Internet 628 , ISP 
optical or magnetic disks , such as storage device 610 . 626 , local network 622 and communication interface 618 . 
Volatile media includes dynamic memory , such as main 60 The received code may be executed by processor 604 as 
memory 606. Common forms of storage media include , for it is received , and / or stored in storage device 610 , or other 
example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state non - volatile storage for later execution . 
drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data storage In the foregoing specification , embodiments of the inven 
medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage tion have been described with reference to numerous spe 
medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a 65 cific details that may vary from implementation to imple 
RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , mentation . The specification and drawings are , accordingly , 
NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge . to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive 
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sense . The sole and exclusive indicator of the scope of the depending on the functionality involved , as would be under 
invention , and what is intended by the applicants to be the stood by those skilled in the art . 
scope of the invention , is the literal and equivalent scope of It should be emphasized that many variations and modi 
the set of claims that issue from this application , in the fications may be made to the above - described embodiments , 
specific form in which such claims issue , including any 5 the elements of which are to be understood as being among 
subsequent correction . other acceptable examples . All such modifications and varia 

tions are intended to be included herein within the scope of 7.0 Terminology this disclosure . The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , how 

Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms described 10 ever , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in 
in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and fully or text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is also 
partially automated by , code modules executed by one or stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
more computer systems or computer processors comprising terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
computer hardware . The processes and algorithms may be the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
implemented partially or wholly in application - specific cir nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
cuitry . ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 

The various features and processes described above may the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
be used independently of one another , or may be combined scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
in various ways . All possible combinations and subcombi accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
nations are intended to fall within the scope of this disclo thereof 
sure . In addition , certain method or process blocks may be 
omitted in some implementations . The methods and pro What is claimed is : 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 1. A method for processing a large amount of dynamically 
sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 25 updating data , the method comprising : 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate . For training , by one or more hardware processors , a fraud 
example , described blocks or states may be performed in an detection model using machine learning techniques and 
order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple one or more sets of training data , wherein the fraud 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . detection model comprises a plurality of metrics , 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 30 wherein the one or more sets of training data comprises 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be one or more known instances of misuse , and wherein 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi the one or more sets of training data comprise training 
ments . The example systems and components described data tha when used to train the fraud detection mode 
herein may be configured differently than described . For increases a rate of convergence in machine learning and 
example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 35 improves accuracy of the fraud detection model ; 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi automatically detecting , by the one or more hardware 
ments . processors , an instance of suspected misuse by an 

Conditional language , such as , among others , “ can , ” entity associated with a claim using the fraud detection 
“ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated oth model and first data transformed into a format that 
erwise , or otherwise understood within the context as used , 40 conforms with the fraud detection model ; 
is generally intended to convey that certain embodiments in response to automatically detecting an instance of 
include , while other embodiments do not include , certain suspected misuse by the entity associated with the 
features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such conditional lan claim , calculating , by the one or more hardware pro 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features , cessors , a degree of similarity between the detected 
elements and / or steps are in any way required for one or 45 instance and each of the one or more known instances 
more embodiments or that one or more embodiments nec of misuse , each of the one or more known instances of 
essarily include logic for deciding , with or without user misuse corresponding to a known entity associated with 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or one or more respective claims ; 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular automatically identifying , by the one or more hardware 
embodiment . processors , one or more similar known instances of 

The term " comprising ” as used herein should be given an misuse from among the one or more known instances 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , of misuse based on the degree of similarity calculated 
a general purpose computer comprising one or more pro between the detected instance of suspected misuse and 
cessors should not be interpreted as excluding other com each of the one or more known instances of misuse ; 
puter components , and may possibly include such compo- 55 generating , for the detected instance of suspected misuse 
nents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network and by the one or more hardware processors , explana 
interfaces , among others . tory information that comprises text in a natural lan 
Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in the flow guage format that corresponds with the detected 

diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the attached instance of suspected misuse , the explanatory informa 
figures should be understood as potentially representing 60 tion including an indication of similarity of the detected 
modules , segments , or portions of code which include one or instance of suspected misuse to the identified one or 
more executable instructions for implementing specific logi more similar known instances of misuse ; 
cal functions or steps in the process . Alternate implementa causing , by the one or more hardware processors , the 
tions are included within the scope of the embodiments explanatory information to be auto - populated between 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 65 sets of template text in a first user interface element and 
deleted , executed out of order from that shown or discussed , presented with information about the detected instance 
including substantially concurrently or in reverse order , of suspected misuse in a user interface , wherein the first 
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user interface element further depicts selectable user training a fraud detection model using machine learning 
feedback choices associated with the detected instance techniques and one or more sets of training data , 
of suspected misuse ; wherein the fraud detection model comprises a plurality 

receiving , by the one or more hardware processors , feed of metrics , and wherein the one or more sets of training 
back data associated with the detected instance of 5 data comprises one or more known instances of misuse ; 
suspected misuse based on a selection of one or more automatically detecting an instance of suspected misuse 
of the selectable user feedback choices , wherein the by an entity associated with a claim using the fraud 
feedback data comprises an indication that the detected detection model and first data transformed into a format 
instance of suspected misuse is an instance of actual that conforms with the fraud detection model ; 
misuse and an explanation of why the detected instance 10 in response to automatically detecting an instance of 
of suspected misuse is an instance of actual misuse suspected misuse by the entity associated with the 
generated in response to input from a user ; claim , calculating a degree of similarity between the 

transforming , by the one or more hardware processors , the detected instance and each of the one or more known 
feedback data into a first metric , separate from the instances of misuse , each of the one or more known 
plurality of metrics , that quantifies a characteristic of 15 instances of misuse corresponding to a known entity 
the instance of actual misuse ; and associated with one or more respective claims ; 

updating , by the one or more hardware processors , the automatically identifying one or more similar known 
fraud detection model using the first metric to form an instances of misuse from among the one or more 
improved fraud detection model that detects a second known instances of misuse based on the degree of 
instance of suspected misuse that was not detected by 20 similarity calculated between the detected instance of 
the fraud detection model . suspected misuse and each of the one or more known 

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein calculating the degree instances of misuse ; 
of similarity comprises calculating a weighted distance generating , for the detected instance of suspected misuse , 
between the detected instance and each of the one or more explanatory information that comprises text in a natural 
known instances of misuse . language format that corresponds with the detected 

3. The method of claim 1 , wherein calculating the degree instance of suspected misuse , the explanatory informa 
of similarity comprises calculating the degree of similarity tion including an indication of similarity of the detected 
using a k - nearest neighbor ( KNN ) technique . instance of suspected misuse to the identified one or 

4. The method of claim 1 , further comprising : more similar known instances of misuse ; 
prior to automatically detecting the instance , automati- 30 causing the explanatory information to be auto - populated 

cally detecting the one or more known instances of between sets of template text in a first user interface 
misuse as being suspected of misuse using the fraud element and presented with information about the 
detection model ; detected instance of suspected misuse in a user inter 

receiving , from an independent source , a confirmation of face , wherein the first user interface element further 
misuse of the one or more known instances of misuse ; 35 depicts selectable user feedback choices associated 

wherein the one or more known instances of misuse are with the detected instance of suspected misuse ; 
available for calculating the degree of similarity after receiving feedback data associated with the detected 
receiving the confirmation . instance of suspected misuse based on a selection of 

5. The method of claim 4 , further comprising receiving , one or more of the selectable user feedback choices , 
from the independent source , the confirmation of misuse for 40 wherein the feedback data comprises an indication that 
the detected instance , wherein the detected instance the detected instance of suspected misuse is an instance 
becomes a known instance of misuse for a next one of a of actual misuse and an explanation of why the detected 
detected instance . instance of suspected misuse is an instance of actual 
6. The method of claim 4 , wherein the independent source misuse generated in response to input from a user ; 

comprises one or more claim misuse analysts . transforming the feedback data into a first metric , separate 
7. The method of claim 1 , wherein the fraud detection from the plurality of metrics , that quantifies a charac 

model is an outlier detection model , and wherein automati teristic of the instance of actual misuse ; and 
cally detecting an instance of suspected misuse by an entity updating the fraud detection model using the first metric 
associated with a claim further comprises : to form an improved fraud detection model that detects 

determining , for the entity , types of procedures performed 50 a second instance of suspected misuse that was not 
by the entity ; detected by the fraud detection model . 

determining , for each type of procedure , a first percentage 10. The one or more non - transitory machine - readable 
of members that receive services from the entity that media of claim 9 , wherein calculating the degree of simi 
receive the respective type of procedure ; larity comprises calculating the degree of similarity using a 

analyzing , for each type of procedure performed by the 55 k - nearest neighbor ( KNN ) technique . 
entity , the first percentage and second percentages of 11. The one or more non - transitory machine - readable 
members that receive the respective type of procedure media of claim 9 , wherein the instructions , when executed 
determined for other entities to determine a threshold by the one or more hardware processors , further cause : 
value ; and prior to automatically detecting the instance , automati 

determining that the first percentage is less than the 60 cally detecting the one or more known instances of 
threshold value . misuse as being suspected of misuse using the fraud 

8. The method of claim 1 , wherein the entity is one of a detection model ; 
health care provider , a health care member , a patient , or a receiving , from an independent source , a confirmation of 
pharmacy . misuse of the one or more known instances of misuse ; 

9. One or more non - transitory machine - readable media 65 wherein the one or more known instances of misuse are 
storing instructions which , when executed by one or more available for calculating the degree of similarity after 
hardware processors , cause : receiving the confirmation . 

45 
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12. The one or more non - transitory machine - readable receive feedback data associated with the detected 
media of claim 9 , wherein the entity comprises a health care instance of suspected misuse based on a selection of 
provider , a health care member , a patient , or a pharmacy . one or more of the selectable user feedback choices , 

13. A computer system configured to process a large wherein the feedback data comprises an indication 
amount of dynamically updating data , the computer system that the detected instance of suspected misuse is an 

instance of actual misuse and an explanation of why comprising : the detected instance of suspected misuse is an one or more databases including a plurality of claims data ; instance of actual misuse generated in response to a detection component , at least partially implemented by input from a user , computing hardware , configured to : transform the feedback data into a first metric , separate 
train a fraud detection model using machine learning from the plurality of metrics , that quantifies a char 

techniques and one or more sets of training data , acteristic of the instance of actual misuse , and 
wherein the fraud detection model comprises a plu update the fraud detection model using the first metric 
rality of metrics , and wherein the one or more sets of to form an improved fraud detection model that 
training data comprises one or more known instances detects a second instance of suspected misuse that 
of misuse , was not detected by the fraud detection model . 

automatically detect an instance of suspected misuse by 14. The computer system of claim 13 , wherein the simi 
an entity associated with a claims data from among larity component identifies the one or more known instances 

of misuse similar to the detected instance based on calcu the plurality of claims data using the fraud detection 
model and first data transformed into a format that lation of a weighted distance between the detected instance 

and each of the one or more known instances of misuse . conforms with the fraud detection model ; 
a similarity component , at least partially implemented by 15. The computer system of claim 13 , wherein the fraud 

detection model is a function of a combination of weighted computing hardware , configured to identify one or features of at least one misuse . more known instances of misuse similar to the detected 
instance , each of the one or more known instances of 16. The computer system of claim 15 , wherein the detec 

tion misuse corresponding to a known entity associated with component automatically detects , prior to automatic 
a respective claims data from among the plurality of detection of the instance , the one or more known instances 
claims data ; of misuse as being suspected of misuse using the fraud 

a generation component , at least partially implemented by detection model , and further comprising a user interface 
computing hardware , configured to generate , for the 30 hardware , configured to receive from an independent source , component , at least partially implemented by computing 
detected instance , misuse explaining information that a confirmation of misuse of the one or more known instances comprises text in a natural language format that corre of misuse , sponds with the detected instance , the misuse explain wherein the one or more known instances of misuse are ing information including an indication of similarity of available for identification by the similarity component the detected instance to each of the one or more known 
instances of misuse identified by the similarity com after the user interface component receives the confir 

mation . ponent , and causing the misuse explaining information 
to be auto - populated between sets of template text in a 17. The computer system of claim 15 , further comprising 
first user interface element for presentment in a user a user interface component , at least partially implemented by 
interface , wherein the first user interface element fur computing hardware , configured to receive from an inde 
ther depicts selectable user feedback choices associated pendent source , a confirmation of misuse for the detected 
with the detected instance ; and instance , wherein the detected instance becomes a known 

instance of misuse for a next one of a detected instance . a model refinement component , at least partially imple 
mented by computing hardware , configured to : 
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DATABASE SYSTEMS AND USER visualization and presentation . A transaction in the system 
INTERFACES FOR DYNAMIC AND may begin with a user capturing an image , e.g. , that of a 

INTERACTIVE MOBILE IMAGE ANALYSIS person , using a device connected to a mobile communica 
AND IDENTIFICATION tion network . The system allows the user to transmit the 

5 captured image to a back - end portion of the system . The 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED system back - end can perform image recognition to match 

APPLICATIONS the captured image against stored images in its database and 
determine a number of most closely matched images . The 

This application is a continuation of U.S. patent applica system back - end can retrieve identification information 
tion Ser . No. 16 / 027,813 , filed Jul . 5 , 2018 , entitled “ DATA- 10 associated with the most closely matched images and trans 
BASE SYSTEMS AND USER INTERFACES FOR mit the most closely matched images and the associated 
DYNAMIC AND INTERACTIVE MOBILE IMAGE identification information to the user's mobile device . The 
ANALYSIS AND IDENTIFICATION , ” which is a continu system may allow the user to select a match and access 
ation of U.S. patent application Ser . No. 15 / 071,886 , filed identification information associated with the match . 
Mar. 16 , 2016 , now U.S. Pat . No. 10,043,102 , issued Aug. In some embodiments , the system back - end determines a 
7 , 2018 , entitled “ DATABASE SYSTEMS AND USER number of most closely matched images based on a thresh 
INTERFACES FOR DYNAMIC AND INTERACTIVE old of confidence level . The threshold of confidence level 
MOBILE IMAGE ANALYSIS AND IDENTIFICATION , " may be dynamically adjusted to change the number of 
which claims the benefit of priority to U.S. Patent Applica closest matches transmitted to the user's mobile device . 
tion No. 62 / 280,867 , filed Jan. 20 , 2016 , entitled “ DATA- 20 In some embodiments , the system back - end may store 
BASE SYSTEMS AND USER INTERFACES FOR visual images and / or feature sets extracted from the visual 
DYNAMIC AND INTERACTIVE MOBILE IMAGE images in its database . Such extracted feature sets may be 
ANALYSIS AND IDENTIFICATION , ” each of which is used in the determination of the most closely matched 
hereby incorporated by reference herein in their entirety . images . In some embodiments , a mobile device may extract 

25 a feature set from a captured image and transmit the 
TECHNICAL FIELD extracted feature set in lieu of the captured image to the 

system back - end . 
The present disclosure relates to database systems and In some embodiments , the system may permit entry of 

techniques for image analysis , identification , data associa identity information associated with a captured image via a 
tion , and dynamic data integration ; computer systems and 30 mobile device and transmission of the identity information 
techniques for interactive data visualization and presenta and the captured image to the system back - end . The system 
tion ; and communication systems and techniques for inter back - end can use the identity information to assist the image 
active data communication . More specifically , the present identification process . For example , the system back - end can 
disclosure relates to systems , techniques , and user interfaces determine the closest matches through matching both the 
for integrating and associating data and images from one or 35 captured image and associated identity information with the 
more databases and from a mobile device , analyzing images stored images and associated identification information in its 
captured on a mobile device , and visualizing identity infor database . 
mation on a mobile device . In certain embodiments , the system may permit dynamic 

updates to the image data and / or identification information 
BACKGROUND 40 in the system back - end database . Some embodiments may 

permit dynamic updates in the form of adding a captured 
Databases of reference images and associated identifica image and / or identity information associated with a captured 

tion information can be a useful tool in identification of image to the system back - end database . 
images captured in the field ( e.g. by a law enforcement In some embodiments , the system may be configured to 
personnel ) . However , a database of possible identities may 45 retain a captured image for match redetermination after the 
comprise a very large set of images and identification system back - end database is dynamically updated with 
information , making it challenging to utilize such a database additional image data and / or identification information . In 
in the field . Furthermore , occasions present themselves some embodiments , the system may be configured to retain 
when it may be necessary to ascertain the identity of an a search result for result re - presentation after the system 
image , e.g. , an image associated with a person , during a 50 back - end database is dynamically updated with additional 
short encounter . An encounter may last no more than a few identification information , and system back - end determines 
minutes and may be shorter . A person who needs to identify the additional identification information to contain what is 
the image may have a mobile device with a camera . But it associated with a retained search result and transmits such 
is impractical to store what may be a very large database in additional identification information to the mobile device . In 
a mobile device and challenging to determine the best 55 some embodiments , a mobile device may store a captured 
matches within a short amount of time . image in its memory . 

In some embodiments , the system may permit a plurality 
SUMMARY of captured images , those associated with one event for 

instance , to be used in mutual assistance in the image 
What is desirable is a database system for identification of 60 identification process . 

an image in a mobile environment using image recognition . In some embodiments , the system back - end may transmit 
One or more databases in a system back - end can store a very identification information associated with the closest 
large number of reference images and associated identifica matches to a mobile device automatically , without further 
tion data . The system back - end can be configured to perform requests from the mobile device . In some other embodi 
data and image integration , image analysis , and dynamic 65 ments , the system back - end may transmit only a portion of 
database updates . An interactive user interface may facilitate identification information associated with the closest 
a transaction involving image search and analysis and data matches to a mobile device , and transmit additional portions 
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of identification information associated with the closest Overview 
matches to a mobile device upon further request or requests Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to systems , 
from the mobile device . methods , and computer - readable mediums for identifying an 

Additional embodiments of the disclosure are described image captured using a mobile device and displaying iden 
below in reference to the appended claims , which may serve 5 tity information associated with the captured image . A 
as an additional summary of the disclosure . system obtains an image captured using a camera on a 

In various embodiments , computer systems are disclosed mobile device and performs image analysis to identify the that comprise one or more hardware computer processors in captured image using reference images in a database . The communication with one or more non - transitory computer system can present the results for display an interactive user readable storage devices , wherein the one or more hardware 10 interface . computer processors are configured to execute the plurality As mentioned above , the present disclosure , according to of computer executable instructions in order to cause the 
computer system to operations comprising one or more various embodiments , describes a database system for iden 
aspects of the above - described embodiments ( including one tification of an image in a mobile environment using image 
or more aspects of the appended claims ) . recognition . One or more databases in a system back - end 

In various embodiments , computer - implemented methods 15 can store a very large number of reference images and 
are disclosed in which , under control of one or more associated identification data . The system back - end can be 
hardware computing devices configured with specific com configured to perform data and image integration , image 
puter executable instructions , one or more aspects of the analysis , and dynamic database updates . An interactive user 
above - described embodiments including one interface may facilitate a transaction involving image search 
aspects of the appended claims ) are implemented and / or 20 and analysis and data visualization and presentation . A 
performed . transaction in the system may begin with a user capturing an 

In various embodiments , non - transitory computer - read image , e.g. , that of a person , using a device connected to a 
able storage mediums storing software instructions are dis mobile communication network . The system allows the user 
closed , wherein , in response to execution by a computing to transmit the captured image to a back - end portion of the 
system having one or more hardware processors , the soft- 25 system . The system back - end can perform image recogni 
ware instructions configure the computing system to per tion to match the captured image against stored images in its 
form operations comprising one or more aspects of the database and determine a number of most closely matched 
above - described embodiments ( including one images . The system back - end can retrieve identification 
aspects of the appended claims ) . information associated with the most closely matched 

30 images and transmit the most closely matched images and 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS the associated identification information to the user's mobile 

device . The system may allow the user to select a match and 
Throughout the drawings , reference numbers , if re - used , access identification information associated with the match . 

indicate correspondence between referenced elements . The In various embodiments of the present disclosure , large 
drawings are provided to illustrate embodiments of the 35 amounts of data are automatically and dynamically pro 
inventive subject matter described herein and not to limit the cessed in response to user inputs , and the processed data is 

efficiently and compactly presented to a user by the system . 
FIG . 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of an example Thus , in some embodiments , the user interfaces described 

system for identifying images captured using a mobile herein are more efficient as compared to previous user 
device . 40 interfaces in which data is not dynamically updated and 

FIG . 2 illustrates one embodiment of a database system compactly and efficiently presented to the user in response 
using an ontology . to interactive inputs . 

FIG . 3 illustrates one embodiment of a system for creating Further , as described herein , the system may be config 
data in a data store using a dynamic ontology . ured and / or designed to generate user interface data useable 

FIG . 4 illustrates a computer system with which certain 45 for rendering the various interactive user interfaces 
methods discussed herein may be implemented . described . The user interface data may be used by the 

FIG . 5 illustrates an example graphical user interface system , and / or another computer system , device , and / or 
( GUI ) to assist image capture . software program ( for example , a browser program ) , to 

FIG . 6 illustrates an example GUI to assist image usage . render the interactive user interfaces . The interactive user 
FIG . 7 illustrates an example GUI to initiate a search . 50 interfaces may be displayed on , for example , electronic 
FIG . 8 illustrates an example GUI to present search displays ( including , for example , touch - enabled displays ) . 

results . Additionally , it has been noted that design of computer 
FIG . 9 illustrates an example GUI to display identification user interfaces “ that are useable and easily learned by 

information . humans is a non - trivial problem for software developers . ” 
FIG . 10 illustrates a flowchart relating to an example 55 ( Dillon , A. ( 2003 ) User Interface Design . MacMillan Ency 

mobile device request process of mobile image recognition . clopedia of Cognitive Science , Vol . 4 , London : MacMillan , 
FIG . 11 illustrates a flowchart relating to an example back 453-458 . ) The various embodiments of interactive and 

end search process of mobile image recognition . dynamic user interfaces of the present disclosure are the 
FIG . 12 illustrates a flowchart relating to an example result of significant research , development , improvement , 

mobile device presentation process of mobile image recog- 60 iteration , and testing . This non - trivial development has 
nition . resulted in the user interfaces described herein which may 

provide significant cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies and 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION advantages over previous systems . The interactive and 

dynamic user interfaces include improved human - computer 
The headings provided herein , if any , are for convenience 65 interactions that may provide faster and more accurate 

only and do not necessarily affect the scope or meaning of image identification for a user in a mobile environment . For 
the claimed invention . example , user interactions with the interactive user inter 

scope thereof . 
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faces described herein may provide an optimized display of a market instrument , or other noun . A data object can 
time - varying report - related information and may enable a represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a 
user to more quickly access , navigate , assess , and digest duration . A data object can represent a document or other 
such information than previous systems . unstructured data source such as an e - mail message , a news 

Further , the interactive and dynamic user interfaces 5 report , or a written paper or article . Each data object may be 
described herein are enabled by innovations in efficient associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies 
interactions between the user interfaces and underlying the data object . The object's attributes ( e.g. metadata about 
systems and components . For example , disclosed herein are the object ) may be represented in one or more properties . 
improved methods of receiving user inputs , translation and Object Type : Type of a data object ( e.g. , Person , Event , or 
delivery of those inputs to various system components , 10 Document ) . Object types may be defined by an ontology and 
automatic and dynamic execution of complex processes in may be modified or updated to include additional object 
response to the input delivery , automatic interaction among types . An object definition ( e.g. , in an ontology ) may include 
various components and processes of the system , and auto how the object is related to other objects , such as being a 
matic and dynamic updating of the user interfaces . The sub - object type of another object type ( e.g. an agent may be 
interactions and presentation of data via the interactive user 15 a sub - object type of a person object type ) , and the properties 
interfaces described herein may accordingly provide cogni the object type may have . 
tive and ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over previ Properties : Attributes of a data object that represent 
ous systems . individual data items . At a minimum , each property of a data 

Various embodiments of the present disclosure provide object has a property type and a value or values . 
improvements to various technologies and technological 20 Property Type : The type of data a property is , such as a 
fields . Additionally , various embodiments of the present string , an integer , or a double . Property types may include 
disclosure are inextricably tied to computer technology . In complex property types , such as a series data values asso 
particular , a mobile device and a complex computing system ciated with timed ticks ( e.g. a time series ) , etc. 
in communication with each other are key components in Property Value : The value associated with a property , 
various embodiments . In addition , some embodiments rely 25 which is of the type indicated in the property type associated 
on detection of user inputs via graphical user interfaces , with the property . A property may have multiple values . 
calculation of updates to displayed electronic data based on Link : A connection between two data objects , based on , 
those user inputs , processing of related data objects , and for example , a relationship , an event , and / or matching 
presentation of the updates to displayed results via interac properties . Links may be directional , such as one represent 
tive graphical user interfaces . Such features and others are 30 ing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . 
intimately tied to , and enabled by , computer and communi Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared between two 
cation technologies , and would not exist except for these or more data objects . 
technologies . For example , the interactions with displayed Example System 
data described below in reference to various embodiments FIG . 1 illustrates a schematic diagram of an example 
cannot reasonably be performed by humans alone , without 35 system according to the present disclosure . The system 
the computer technology upon which they are implemented . includes four components : a mobile device 110 , a mobile 
Further , the implementation of the various embodiments of server 120 , an image matching server 130 , and an informa 
the present disclosure via computer technology enables tion server 160. The mobile server 120 , the image matching 
many of the advantages described herein , including more server 130 , and the information server 160 may be collec 
efficient interaction with , and presentation of , various types 40 tively referred to as the system back end . 
of electronic image data . A user mobile device 110 includes a camera for capturing 
Terms images and a communication component for communicating 

In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and over a mobile network . The mobile device 110 can be used 
methods discussed herein , a number of terms are defined to capture an image 112 , for example a mug shot . The 
below . The terms defined below , as well as other terms used 45 mobile device 110 can transmit the image 112 to a mobile 
herein , should be construed to include the provided defini server 120 via the mobile network . The mobile server 120 
tions , the ordinary and customary meanings of the terms , can transmit the image 122 to an image matching server 130 . 
and / or any other implied meanings for the respective terms . In some embodiments , the mobile server 120 may be con 
Thus , the definitions below do not limit the meanings of figured to receive different types of messages from the 
these terms , but only provide exemplary definitions . 50 mobile device 110. In such embodiments , the mobile server 

Ontology : Stored information that provides a data model 120 may be further configured to forward only certain types 
for storage of data in one or more databases . For example , of messages , e.g. image identification messages , to the 
the stored data may comprise definitions for object types and image matching server 130 and forward other types of 
property types for data in a database , and how objects and messages to other servers . 
properties may be related . The mobile device 110 may embed image 112 in a task 

Database : A broad term for any data structure for storing object using a method disclosed in U.S. patent application 
and / or organizing data , including , but not limited to , rela Ser . No. 14 / 196,814 , filed Mar. 4 , 2014 , and titled “ MOBILE 
tional databases ( Oracle database , mySQL database , etc. ) , TASKS , ” the entire disclosure of which is hereby made part 
non - relational databases ( for example , a NoSQL database ) , of this specification as if set forth fully herein and incorpo 
an in - memory database , spreadsheets , XML files , and text 60 rated by reference for all purposes , for all that it contains . 
file , among others . The various terms " database , " " storage , ” Communications between a mobile device 110 and the 
“ data store , " and " data source ” may be used interchangeably system back end may be performed using a method dis 
in the present disclosure . closed in U.S. patent application Ser . No. 13 / 831,199 , filed 
Data Object or Object : A data container for information Mar. 14 , 2013 , and titled “ MOBILE REPORTS , ” the entire 

representing specific things in the world that have a number 65 disclosure of which is hereby made part of this specification 
of definable properties . For example , a data object can as if set forth fully herein and incorporated by reference for 
represent an entity such as a person , a place , an organization , all purposes , for all that it contains . 

55 
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User accounts in the system through a mobile device 110 The conversion to grayscale removes and / or reduces 
may be created and / or configured using a method disclosed information which may not be useful to object detection 
in U.S. patent application Ser . No. 13 / 839,026 , filed Mar. 15 , and / or feature extraction , e.g. , information associated with 
2013 , and titled “ USE OF TEAMS IN A MOBILE APPLI color . In some implementations , conversion to grayscale 
CATION , ” the entire disclosure of which is hereby made 5 may be performed on the computing device 110 , and may 
part of this specification as if set forth fully herein and advantageously speed up image matching as less bandwidth 
incorporated by reference for all purposes , for all that it is consumed when sending the image to the image matching 
contains . server 130 ( thereby reducing the time needed to transmit the 
Where the mobile communication channel may be only image ) . Further , in some implementations , conversion to 

periodically available , unreliable , or non - existent , the com 10 grayscale may decrease processing power needed to process 
the image as color data associated with the image may not munication between the mobile device 110 and the system need to be processed . Feature extraction may also be back end may be facilitated using a method disclosed in U.S. improved by conversion to grayscale , for example , in imple patent application Ser . No. 14 / 334,232 , filed Jul . 17 , 2014 , mentations in which color is not a key image feature , or and titled “ MANAGING DISCONNECTED INVESTIGA 15 likely to help in matching images . 

TIONS , " the entire disclosure of which is hereby made part Histogram equalization can enhance contrast within an 
of this specification as if set forth fully herein and incorpo image . A higher contrast can facilitate object detection . 
rated by reference for all purposes , for all that it contains . Tan - Triggs preprocessing can reduce the influence of varia 

A processor 132 in the image matching server 130 can tion in illumination . Variation in illumination may be pro 
analyze the image 122 to find one or more most closely 20 nounced in an image 122 which is typically taken under 
matched images from its database 134. A database 134 may uncontrolled lighting conditions . Tan - Triggs preprocessing 
contain reference images and / or feature sets extracted from is based on gamma correction , difference of Gaussian fil 
reference images . A reference image and an associated tering , and robust variance normalization . Tan - Triggs pre 
feature set , if any , may correspond to one information server processing can substantially improve the robustness of cer 
ID ( is_id ) 152. The extracted feature sets , if any , may be 25 tain linear subspace methods and of Local Binary Patterns 
extracted from images of similar or standard size and / or ( LBP ) . Normalization and / or alignment may transform the 
alignment . The image matching server 130 may be imple image to a standard size and / or position within the frame to 
mented as a plurality of servers or processors , and a dis be analyzed , such as the size and / or position used to generate 
tributed search algorithm may be implemented to reduce the the database 134 of reference feature sets . Alignment may be 
search time . Features may be extracted from references 30 based on , for example , alignment of eyes in a facial image 
images as described below . or alignment of shoulders in an upper - body image . A feature 

Objects and / or properties in the database 134 may be set 146 , also known as a feature descriptor , corresponding to 
generated using a method disclosed in U.S. Pat . No. 9,123 , an image can be an array of values . Components in a feature 
086 , issued Sep. 1 , 2015 , and titled “ AUTOMATICALLY set 146 may be a representation of the prominence of 
GENERATING EVENT OBJECTS FROM IMAGES , ” the 35 particular features of the image . Feature extraction may 
entire disclosure of which is hereby made part of this involve a local phase quantization technique to resolve 
specification as if set forth fully herein and incorporated by blurry images , which may occur frequently among images 
reference for all purposes , for all that it contains . captured by a mobile device 110. For example , urgency of 

The identification of the closest matches and association the situation under which an image is captured , movement 
of the search request and the closest matches may be 40 of a subject whose image is captured , or movement of a user 
performed using a method disclosed in the aforementioned capturing an image can be factors contributing toward a 
U.S. patent application Ser . No. 14 / 196,814 titled “ MOBILE blurry captured image . Thus , the local phase quantization 
TASKS . ” technique can be advantageous in a mobile image capture 

The database 134 may contain dynamic data , e.g. , the system in reducing blurriness in images . 
reference images residing therein may be updated automati- 45 The extracted features can be stored in the database 148 . 
cally , periodically , regularly , on demand ( e.g. , by user The database 148 may be integrated with database 134. The 
request ) , or otherwise . Where a database 134 contains feature extraction may be done through the use of binary 
dynamic data , the system may be configured to retain certain patterns stored in the image matching server 130 . 
searches ( e.g. , recent searches , searches tagged active , In other implementations , an incoming image 122 is 
searches which did not return a good match , etc. ) to continue 50 analyzed according to other processes , or variations on the 
searching as new reference images are added to the database implementation described above . For example , in some 
134 , and to provide updated search results , if any , to a user . implementations the image 122 is not converted to grayscale 
Feature Extraction prior to other processing , or is converted to grayscale after 

The incoming image 122 may be analyzed by the image other processing . In another example implementation , a 
matching server 130. In one implementation , incoming 55 contrast - limited adaptive histogram equalization may be 
image 122 is analyzed generally as follows : ( 1 ) image 122 , used instead of histogram equalization . Contrast - limited 
if in color , may be converted to grayscale ; ( 2 ) the image can adaptive histogram equalization operates on a small image 
be enhanced through histogram equalization ; ( 3 ) the image region rather than an entire image . In yet another example 
can be further enhanced through Tan - Triggs preprocessing ; implementation , a technique such as wavelet transform may 
( 4 ) image normalization ( e.g. scaling ) and / or alignment may 60 be used to detect a blurry image ; the local phase quantization 
be performed , resulting in a normalized and / or aligned technique is only applied to images determined to be blurry . 
grayscale image 144 ; ( 5 ) object detection may be performed Another implementation may represent a feature set as a 
on the resulting image , for example , detecting an object such matrix instead of an array . Some implementations may 
as a face ; and ( 6 ) feature extraction can be performed on the include a number of feature extraction computation sets , one 
image 144 , resulting in a feature set 146. The components in 65 set for each type of images , for example , facial images of 
the analysis and some advantages they provide are further human beings , landscape images , images of buildings or 
described below . vehicles , etc. In these implementations , a captured image 
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can be analyzed for type classification . A set of feature information server IDs ( is_ids ) 152 associated with the 
extraction computations can then be selected based on the closest matches , if any , to the mobile server 120. The mobile 
classification and applied to the captured image . Additional server can then relay the is_ids 154 to the information server 
algorithms are described below in connection with FIG . 11 . 160. The is_ids 152/154 may be an object ID associated with 
Other implementations may employ yet different variations . 5 an object as discussed below in connection with object 
The examples provided are for illustration and not for centric data model . 
limitation . The information server 160 includes a processor 162 and 
Image Matching a database 164. The database 164 may be configured to store 

The extracted feature set may be compared against the identity / identification information associated with reference 
reference feature sets in database 134 for image matching . 10 images stored in the image matching server database 134 . 
The image matching server 130 may find one or more stored An update to database may be to one or both databases 134 
reference images and / or feature sets which closely match and 164 at a time . For example , an image may be added to 
image 122 or its extracted feature set 146 . the set of reference images in database 134 , and identity 

The “ closeness ” between two images can be evaluated information associated with the added image may be added 
through their corresponding feature sets . For example , fea- 15 to database 164 at the same time or in the same transaction . 
ture sets represented as arrays can be evaluated for closeness As a counterexample , identity information associated with 
using distance between the arrays , e.g. , determination based an existing information server ID 152 may be added to 
on nearest neighbor . In one implementation , image matching database 164 without updating the reference image database 
may be performed as follows : ( 1 ) an array representing a 134 . 
feature set 146 is received ; ( 2 ) a reference array representing 20 Like database 134 , the database 164 may contain dynamic 
a reference feature set is retrieved from database 134 ; ( 3 ) a data , e.g. the identity information residing therein may be 
distance between the received array and the reference array updated periodically , regularly , on demand ( e.g. by user 
is computed ; ( 4 ) the computed distance is compared against request ) , or otherwise . Where a database 164 contains 
a threshold ; ( 5 ) if the distance is smaller than the threshold , dynamic data , the system may be configured to retain certain 
the reference image associated with the reference feature set 25 searches ( e.g. recent searches , searches tagged as active , 
is flagged as a close match ; ( 6 ) if the distance is not smaller etc. ) to send updated identity information to the mobile 
than the threshold , the reference image associated with the device as new identity information are added to the database 
reference feature set is discarded ( for the purpose of the 164 . 
present search ) as not a close match ; ( 7 ) repeat from ( 2 ) with Objects and / or properties in the database 164 and links to 
another reference image until all available or target refer- 30 objects and / or properties in the database 134 may be gen 
ence images have been evaluated . erated using a method disclosed in aforementioned U.S. Pat . 

A distance between two arrays can be measured in a No. 9,123,086 titled " AUTOMATICALLY GENERATING 
number of ways , e.g. chi - square distance , Euclidian dis EVENT OBJECTS FROM IMAGES . ” 
tance , etc. Image matching in other implementations may Upon receiving is_ids 154 , the information server 160 
involve a different process or different components . For 35 may retrieve the identity information associated with each 
example , image matching may use a support vector machine is_id 154 from its database 164. The information server 160 
to classify matches , wherein a hyperplane separates matches can then return the identity information 156 to the mobile 
from non - matches . Some implementations may compute server 120. The identity information 156 returned by the 
feature sets of reference images during the image matching information server 160 may or may not include is_ids 154 . 
process using the same computations involved in generating 40 The mobile server 120 can send the identity information 158 
the feature set of captured image . The feature extraction to the mobile device 110. Identity information 158 may be 
computations can be tailored based on the captured image , identical to or a subset of identity information 156. The 
e.g. , the best set of computations to produce a feature set for mobile device 110 can be configured to display the identity 
a particular captured image . This can be advantageous since information 158 or a subset thereof . Alternatively ( not 
captured images may have a wide range of qualities or 45 shown ) , the information server 160 and / or the mobile server 
attributes with which a fixed set of feature extraction com 120 can be configured to send only a subset of identity 
putations may not work well . In implementations including information associated with the closest matches , and to send 
a number of feature extraction computation sets , one set for additional identity information associated with any one or 
each type of images as described above , reference feature more of the closest matches upon request from the mobile 
sets of reference images can be pre - generated based on the 50 device 110. This may be advantageous if the size of the 
type of the reference images . Other implementations may identity information is large and / or the communication 
employ yet different variations . The examples provided are channel between the mobile device and the system back end 
for illustration and not for limitation . is slow . 

The image matching server 130 may be configured to The communication channel between the mobile server 
return a certain number of closest matches , the closest 55 120 and the image matching server 130 may be implemented 
matches ( regardless of number ) which meet and / or exceed a in one or more of a number of schemes . Examples of such 
threshold of confidence level , a certain number of closest schemes are provided below in connection of the description 
matches which meet and / or exceed a threshold of confidence of communication interface 418 in FIG . 4. Likewise , the 
level , or the closest matches based on other criteria . The communication channel between the mobile server 120 and 
image matching server 130 may also be configured to return 60 the mobile device 110 may be implemented in one or more 
all matches , e.g. , identified through a support vector of a number of schemes . Such schemes are usually those 
machine . A confidence level can represent the degree of which permit the mobile device 110 to maintain its mobility . 
match . A threshold used in image matching may be auto A cellular network may be typical . However , a Wi - Fi 
matically and dynamically adjusted by the system or inter network may permit mobility of the mobile device 110 in 
actively and dynamically by a user to increase or decrease 65 certain situations , for example , when the mobile device 110 
the number of closest matches returned to the mobile device operates within a building within the coverage area of a 
110. In any event , the image match server 130 can return the Wi - Fi network . Furthermore , the mobile device 110 and / or 
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the mobile server 120 may choose a communication channel the links or link sets among data objects provided in the 
over which to communicate . This choice may be dynamic . object centric data model may provide an increased confi 
For example , the mobile device 110 and / or the mobile server dence in certain matches . To illustrate , consider a scenario 
120 may choose to communicate over a Wi - Fi network when where images of a man and a woman in one car are both 
the mobile device 110 is within the coverage area of a Wi - Fi 5 processed through the system in connection with a traffic 
network , and switch to a cellular network when the mobile stop . If the image matching analysis returns two matches for 
device leaves the coverage area . the man's image , one at 80 % confidence level and the other 

The mobile server 120 , the image matching server 130 , at 70 % , and the image matching analysis also returns two 
and the information server 160 may be implemented as three matches for the woman's image , one at 80 % confidence 
distinct servers as illustrated . However , other implementa- 10 level and the other at 70 % , and if a link or a link set exists 
tion choices are possible . For example , the three servers may only between the two matches at 70 % confidence level and 
be implemented in one . As another example , the image not between any other combinations , the system may assign 
matching server 130 and the information server 160 may be a higher confidence level ( e.g. , over 80 % ) to the two 
implemented together in one platform , and the mobile server matches originally at 70 % confidence level . As another 
120 implemented in another platform . There may be a 15 illustration , consider the same traffic stop scenario . If the 
number of considerations which could affect the choice of image matching analysis returns one match for the man's 
implementation , for example , efficiency of the system , cost image and two matches for the woman's image , one at 60 % 
and / or availability of servers at a certain performance level , confidence level and the other at 50 % , and if a link or a link 
security of the system , etc. The concept and the system data set exists only between the match for the man's image and 
flows illustrated in FIG . 1 , however , may not affected 20 the match for the woman image at 50 % confidence level , the 
significantly by the particular choice of implementation . system may assign a higher confidence level ( e.g. , over 

While a mug shot is used to illustrate the system operation 60 % ) to the match for the woman's image originally at 50 % 
in FIG . 1 , an embodiment is not limited to only processing confidence level . In a similar illustration , the system may be 
facial images of persons . Other types of images are possible . used to capture a facial image of a person as well as a tattoo 
For example , a tattoo image may be used to identify a person 25 on the person's body . The tattoo image may be used to 
with whom the tattoo pattern is associated . As another increase the confidence level of a facial image match where 
example , an image of a scene may be used to identify its a link or a link set exists between the facial image match and 
location . Indeed , there appears to be no technical limit to the a tattoo image match . As another illustration of an additional 
types of images that could be processed by the system . search capability which can be enabled through the object 
Furthermore , the image 112 transmitted to the mobile 30 centric data model , consider a scenario where a mobile 

server 120 needs not be the raw image captured by the image of a person and an additional parameter of male 
mobile device 110. The mobile device 110 may be config gender are sent from a mobile device ( e.g. , as described in 
ured preprocess the raw image capture . For example , the connection with FIG . 7 below ) . If the image matching 
raw image can be normalized to a certain image size and / or analysis generates five close matches but two of the five are 
converted to grayscale prior to transmission . As another 35 associated with a female identity in associated object data , 
example , the raw image can be compressed to meet a certain the system can exclude the two and transmit only informa 
file size threshold prior to transmission . The file size thresh tion associated with the three close male matches to the 
old may be dependent upon the throughput of the commu mobile device . Any data type associated with reference 
nication channel between the mobile device 110 and the images stored in the information server 160 can be a useful 
mobile server 120. In some implementations , the mobile 40 parameter type to provide from a mobile device along with 
device can perform feature extraction of the image and an image . 
transmit the feature set data instead of the image . This may Object Centric Data Model 
be beneficial where a mobile device has adequate processing To provide a framework for the following discussion of 
power and the transmission throughput between the mobile specific systems and methods described herein , an example 
device and a system back end is limited . Similarly , the image 45 database system 210 using an ontology 205 will now be 
122 transmitted to the image matching server 130 needs not described . This description is provided for the purpose of 
be unaltered from the image 112 received from the mobile providing an example and is not intended to limit the 
device . The examples above of preprocessing an image at techniques to the example data model , the example database 
the mobile device 110 may be done at the mobile server 120 . system , or use of an ontology by the example database 

In an embodiment , a mobile device may be configured to 50 system to represent information . 
retain a capture image for later use . This may be desirable , In one embodiment , a body of data is conceptually 
for example , if the mobile device is not operatively con structured according to an object - centric data model repre 
nected to a communication network at the time of image sented by ontology 205. The conceptual data model is 
capture . independent of any particular database used for durably 

The image matching server 130 and / or information server 55 storing one or more database ( s ) 209 based on the ontology 
160 may store information in their databases 134 and 164 205. For example , each object of the conceptual data model 
using an object centric data model such as the one described may correspond to one or more rows in a relational database 
below . For example , an is_id may be a data object ; image , or an entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
name , email address , etc. may be properties associated with ( LDAP ) database , or any combination of one or more 
the is_id data object . 60 databases . 

The object centric data model enables additional search FIG . 2 illustrates an object - centric conceptual data model 
capabilities . These additional search capabilities may be according to an embodiment . An ontology 205 , as noted 
better understood with the descriptions of object centric data above , may include stored information providing a data 
model below but are illustrated at this point because of their model for storage of data in the database 209. The ontology 
relation to the system schematic FIG . 1. For example , where 65 205 may be defined by one or more object types , which may 
images of more than one person are captured and processed each be associated with one or more property types . At the 
through the system in connection with a single encounter , highest level of abstraction , data object 201 is a container for 
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information representing things in the world . For example , sented by a link . Other types of connections may be repre 
data object 201 can represent an entity such as a person , a sented ; embodiments are not limited to any particular types 
place , an organization , a market instrument , or other noun . of connections between data objects . For example , a docu 
Data object 201 can represent an event that happens at a ment might contain references to two different objects . As 
point in time or for a duration . Data object 201 can represent 5 another example , a document may contain a reference to a 
a document or other unstructured data source such as an payment ( one object ) , and a person ( a second object ) . A link 
e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper or article . between these two objects may represent a connection 
Each data object 201 is associated with a unique identifier between these two entities through their co - occurrence 
that uniquely identifies the data object within the database within the same document . 
system . Each data object 201 can have multiple links with another 

Different types of data objects may have different prop data object 201 to form a link set 204. For example , two 
erty types . For example , a “ Person ” data object might have “ Person ” data objects representing a husband and a wife 
an “ Eye Color ” property type and an “ Event ” data object could be linked through a “ Spouse Of ” relationship , a 
might have a “ Date ” property type . Each property 203 as matching “ Address ” property , and one or more matching 
represented by data in the database system 210 may have a 15 “ Event ” properties ( e.g. , a wedding ) . Each link 202 as 
property type defined by the ontology 205 used by the represented by data in a database may have a link type 
database 209 . defined by the database ontology used by the database . 

Objects may be instantiated in the database 209 in accor FIG . 3 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary compo 
dance with the corresponding object definition for the par nents and data that may be used in identifying and storing 
ticular object in the ontology 205. For example , a specific 20 data according to an ontology . In this example , the ontology 
monetary payment ( e.g. , an object of type " event " ) of may be configured , and data in the data model populated , by 
US $ 30.00 ( e.g. , a property of type " currency " ) taking place a system of parsers and ontology configuration tools . In the 
on Mar. 27 , 2009 ( e.g. , a perty of type " date ” ) may be embodiment of FIG . 3 , input data 300 is provided to parser 
stored in the database 209 as an event object with associated 302. The input data may comprise data from one or more 
currency and date properties as defined within the ontology 25 sources . For example , an institution may have one or more 
205 . databases with information on credit card transactions , 

The data objects defined in the ontology 205 may support rental cars , and people . The databases may contain a variety 
property multiplicity . In particular , a data object 201 may be of related information and attributes about each type of data , 
allowed to have more than one property 203 of the same such as a " date ” for a credit card transaction , an address for 
property type . For example , a “ Person ” data object might 30 a person , and a date for when a rental car is rented . The 
have multiple “ Address ” properties or multiple “ Name ” parser 302 is able to read a variety of source input data types 
properties . and determine which type of data it is reading . 

Each link 202 represents a connection between two data In accordance with the discussion above , the example 
objects 201. In one embodiment , the connection is either ontology 205 comprises stored information providing the 
through a relationship , an event , or through matching prop- 35 data model of data stored in database 209 , and the ontology 
erties . A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or is defined by one or more object types 310 , one or more 
symmetrical . For example , “ Person ” data object A may be property types 316 , and one or more link types 330. Based 
connected to “ Person ” data object B by a “ Child Of ” on information determined by the parser 302 or other 
relationship ( where “ Person ” data object B has an asym mapping of source input information to object type , one or 
metric “ Parent Of ” relationship to “ Person ” data object A ) , 40 more data objects 201 may be instantiated in the database 
a “ Kin Of ' symmetric relationship to “ Person ” data object 209 based on respective determined object types 310 , and 
C , and an asymmetric “ Member Of ' relationship to “ Orga each of the objects 201 has one or more properties 203 that 
nization ” data object X. The type of relationship between are instantiated based on property types 316. Two data 
two data objects may vary depending on the types of the data objects 201 may be connected by one or more links 202 that 
objects . For example , “ Person ” data object A may have an 45 may be instantiated based on link types 330. The property 
“ Appears In ” relationship with “ Document ” data object Yor types 316 each may comprise one or more components or 
have a “ Participate In ” relationship with “ Event ” data object data types 318 , such as a string , number , etc. Property types 
E. As an example of an event connection , two “ Person ” data 316 may be instantiated based on a base property type 320 . 
objects may be connected by an “ Airline Flight ” data object For example , a base property type 320 may be “ Locations ” 
representing a particular airline flight if they traveled 50 and a property type 316 may be “ Home . ” 
together on that flight , or by a “ Meeting ” data object In an embodiment , a user of the system uses an object type 
representing a particular meeting if they both attended that editor 324 to create and / or modify the object types 310 and 
meeting . In one embodiment , when two data objects are define attributes of the object types . In an embodiment , a 
connected by an event , they are also connected by relation user of the system uses a property type editor 326 to create 
ships , in which each data object has a specific relationship 55 and / or modify the property types 316 and define attributes of 
to the event , such as , for example , an “ Appears In ” rela the property types . In an embodiment , a user of the system 
tionship . uses link type editor 328 to create the link types 330 . 
As an example of a matching properties connection , two Alternatively , other programs , processes , or programmatic 

“ Person ” data objects representing a brother and a sister , controls may be used to create link types and property types 
may both have an “ Address ” property that indicates where 60 and define attributes , and using editors is not required . 
they live . If the brother and the sister live in the same home , In an embodiment , creating a property type 316 using the 
then their “ Address ” properties likely contain similar , if not property type editor 326 involves defining at least one parser 
identical property values . In one embodiment , a link definition using a parser editor 322. A parser definition 
between two data objects may be established based on comprises metadata that informs parser 302 how to parse 
similar or matching properties ( e.g. , property types and / or 65 input data 300 to determine whether values in the input data 
property values ) of the data objects . These are just some can be assigned to the property type 316 that is associated 
examples of the types of connections that may be repre with the parser definition . In an embodiment , each parser 
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definition may comprise a regular expression parser 304A or services , and provide a user interface functionality , such as 
a code module parser 304B . In other embodiments , other a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
kinds of parser definitions may be provided using scripts or FIG . 4 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer 
other programmatic elements . Once defined , both a regular system 400 upon which an embodiment may be imple 
expression parser 304A and a code module parser 304B can 5 mented . Computer system 400 includes a bus 402 or other 
provide input to parser 302 to control parsing of input data communication mechanism for communicating information , 
300 . and a hardware processor , or multiple processors , 404 
Using the data types defined in the ontology , input data coupled with bus 402 for processing information . Hardware 

300 may be parsed by the parser 302 to determine which processor ( s ) 404 may be , for example , one or more general 
object type 310 should receive data from a record created purpose microprocessors . 

Computer system 400 also includes a main memory 406 , from the input data , and which property types 316 should be such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , cache and / or other assigned to data from individual field values in the input 
data . Based on the object - property mapping 301 , dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 402 for storing the parser information and instructions to be executed by processor 302 selects one of the parser definitions that is associated 15 404. Main memory 406 also may be used for storing with a property type in the input data . The parser parses an temporary variables or other intermediate information dur 
input data field using the selected parser definition , resulting ing execution of instructions to be executed by processor 
in creating new or modified data 303. The new or modified 404. Such instructions , when stored in storage media acces 
data 303 is added to the database 209 according to ontology sible to processor 404 , render computer system 400 into a 
205 by storing values of the new or modified data in a 20 special - purpose machine that is customized to perform the 
property of the specified property type . As a result , input operations specified in the instructions . 
data 300 having varying format or syntax can be created in Computer system 400 further includes a read only 
database 209. The ontology 205 may be modified at any time memory ( ROM ) 408 or other static storage device coupled 
using object type editor 324 , property type editor 326 , and to bus 402 for storing static information and instructions for 
link type editor 328 , or under program control without 25 processor 404. A storage device 410 , such as a magnetic 
human use of an editor . Parser editor 322 enables creating disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc. , is 
multiple parser definitions that can successfully parse input provided and coupled to bus 402 for storing information and 
data 300 having varying format or syntax and determine instructions . 
which property types should be used to transform input data Computer system 400 may be coupled via bus 402 to a 
300 into new or modified input data 303 . 30 display 412 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD 

Relationships between data objects may be stored as display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to a 
links , or in some embodiments , as properties , where a computer user . An input device 414 , including alphanumeric 
relationship may be detected between the properties . In and other keys , is coupled to bus 402 for communicating 
some cases the links may be directional . For example , a information and command selections to processor 404 . 
payment link may have a direction associated with the 35 Another type of user input device is cursor control 416 , such 
payment , where one person object is a receiver of a payment , as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
and another person object is the payer of payment . municating direction information and command selections 
Implementation Mechanisms to processor 404 and for controlling cursor movement on 

According to one embodiment , the techniques described display 412. This input device typically has two degrees of 
herein are implemented by one or more special - purpose 40 freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis 
computing devices . The special - purpose computing devices ( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
may be hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro- 45 cursor . 
grammed to perform the techniques , or may include one or Computing system 400 may include a user interface 
more general purpose hardware processors programmed to module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass 
perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in storage device as executable software codes that are 
firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod 
special - purpose computing devices may also combine cus- 50 ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 
tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro software components , object - oriented software components , 
gramming to accomplish the techniques . The special - pur class components and task components , processes , func 
pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems , tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
server computer systems , portable computer systems , hand gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
held devices , networking devices or any other device or 55 databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
combination of devices that incorporate hard - wired and / or In general , the word “ module , ” as used herein , refers to 
program logic to implement the techniques . logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a collection 

Computing device ( s ) are generally controlled and coor of software instructions , possibly having entry and exit 
dinated by operating system software , such as iOS , Android , points , written in a programming language , such as , for 
Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , 60 example , Java , Lua , C or C ++ . A software module may be 
Windows 8 , Windows 10 , Windows Server , Windows CE , compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
Unix , Linux , SunOS , Solaris , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted 
other compatible operating systems . In other embodiments , programming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary or Python . It will be appreciated that software modules may 
operating system . Conventional operating systems control 65 be callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or 
and schedule computer processes for execution , perform may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O Software modules configured for execution on computing 
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devices may be provided on a computer readable medium , system 400 can receive the data on the telephone line and 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in 
download ( and may be originally stored in a compressed or the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 
installable format that requires installation , decompression 5 data on bus 402. Bus 402 carries the data to main memory 
and / or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code 406 , from which processor 404 retrieves and executes the 
may be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the instructions . The instructions received by main memory 406 
executing computing device , for execution by the computing may retrieve and execute the instructions . The instructions 
device . Software instructions may be embedded in firmware , received by main memory 406 may optionally be stored on 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 10 storage device 410 either before or after execution by 
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic processor 404 . 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised Computer system 400 also includes a communication 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or interface 418 coupled to bus 402. Communication interface 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 418 provides a two - way data communication coupling to a 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 15 network link 420 that is connected to a local network 422 . 
modules , but may be represented in hardware or firmware . For example , communication interface 418 may be an 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable 
modules that may be combined with other modules or modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
or storage . 20 phone line . As another example , communication interface 

Computer system 400 may implement the techniques 418 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or 
more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . Wireless 
which in combination with the computer system causes or links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
programs computer system 400 to be a special - purpose 25 communication interface 418 sends and receives electrical , 
machine . According to one embodiment , the techniques electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
herein are performed by computer system 400 in response to streams representing various types of information . 
processor ( s ) 404 executing one or more sequences of one or Network link 420 typically provides data communication 
more instructions contained in main memory 406. Such through one or more networks to other data devices . For 
instructions may be read into main memory 406 from 30 example , network link 420 may provide a connection 
another storage medium , such as storage device 410. Execu through local network 422 to a host computer 424 or to data 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
memory 406 causes processor ( s ) 404 to perform the process 426. ISP 426 in turn provides data communication services 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard through the world wide packet data communication network 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination 35 now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 428. Local 
with software instructions . network 422 and Internet 428 both use electrical , electro 

The term “ non - transitory media , ” and similar terms , as magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
used herein refers to any media that store data and / or The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific network link 420 and through communication interface 418 , 
fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise non- 40 which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media 400 , are example forms of transmission media . 
includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such as Computer system 400 can send and receive messages 
storage device 410. Volatile media includes dynamic and / or data , including program code , through the 
memory , such as main memory 406. Common forms of network ( s ) , network link 420 and communication interface 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 45 418. In the Internet example , a server 430 might transmit a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or requested code for an application program through Internet 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 428 , ISP 426 , local network 422 and communication inter 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium face 418 . 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a The received code may be executed by processor 404 as 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 50 it is received , and / or stored in storage device 410 , or other 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . non - volatile storage for later execution . 
Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be used in Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms described 

conjunction with transmission media . Transmission media in the preceding and / or following sections may be embodied 
participates in transferring information between nontransi in , and fully or partially automated by , code modules 
tory media . For example , transmission media includes 55 executed by one or more computer systems or computer 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the processors comprising computer hardware . The processes 
wires that comprise bus 402. Transmission media can also and algorithms may be implemented partially or wholly in 
take the form of acoustic , electromagnetic , or light waves , application - specific circuitry . 
such as those generated during radio - wave and infra - red data Example Image Capture Screen 
communications . FIG . 5 illustrates an example image capture screen 500 

Various forms of media may be involved in carrying one which may be implemented on the mobile device 110. The 
or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor concentric circles 502 denote a button which when pressed 
404 for execution . For example , the instructions may ini ( or tapped or otherwise activated ) instructs a camera of the 
tially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a mobile device 110 to capture an image . The Cancel text box , 
remote computer . The remote computer can load the instruc- 65 when pressed ( or tapped or otherwise activated ) , may cancel 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over an image capture session . A rectangular box 506 may appear 
a telephone line using a modem . A modem local to computer on the screen to show that a recognizable image is on the 
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screen , or to denote a desired image size and / or position to 706 , first name 708 , last name 710 , and date of birth 712 . 
capture . The desired image size may be based on , for The screen may display the captured image to be transmitted 
example , the standard size and / or alignment of reference 714. The title of the screen ( shown as “ Mugshot Person 
images in the database 134. Instead of drawing a rectangular Search ” ) may be modified based on the type of image 
box 506 , the GUI may provide an outline based on the image 5 captured or to be captured . 
to be captured . For example , when capturing a facial image , A communication channel status display 702 may display 
the GUI may provide an outline of a head and perhaps also the types of communication channels available for commu 
of the shoulders . Similar to the above description , the outline nication with the system back end , e.g. , the mobile server 
may denote the desired image size and position to capture , 120. Such communication channels may include , for 
e.g. size and / or position similar to those for reference images 10 example , a cellular network , a Wi - Fi network , etc. The 
in the database 134. Capturing an image close in size and / or communication channel display 702 may also display the 
alignment to the size and / or alignment used in reference strength of available communication channels using , for 
images can be beneficial in reducing the amount of infor example , the number of filled circles or the number of 
mation loss associated with scaling and / or aligning a cap curved bars . The communication channel display 702 may 
tured image , such as scaling and / or aligning described above 15 also indicate the security status of a communication channel , 
in connection with the feature extraction process . such as whether the communication channel is protected 

The screen may not be a touch screen , which is shown in through a virtual private network ( VPN ) . The security status 
the illustration . If the screen is not a touch screen , the of a communication channel may also be additionally dis 
functions 502 and 504 may be provided through keypad played via , for example , an encryption on / off display 718 . 
buttons , for example . 20 The magnifying glass icon 716 may be used to initiate a 
Example Image Usage Screen search . The Back text box 704 may be used to cancel a 

FIG . 6 illustrates an example image usage screen 600 search . 
which may be implemented on the mobile device 110. In The parameters such as 706 through 712 may be tailored 
operation , this GUI display may follow the example image based on the type of image captured or to be captured . For 
capture screen 500. After a camera shot is taken , the image 25 example , a keyword field 706 may be appropriate for a 
usage screen 600 may be displayed . The screen can display variety of image types , e.g. persons , houses , etc. Name and 
the captured image . The user may inspect the captured date or birth may be appropriate for image capture of 
image and decide whether to use the captured image ( by persons . A location field ( e.g. left arm , right thigh , etc. ) may 
activating Use Photo text block 602 ) , or to retake an image be appropriate for a tattoo image . The display on the screen 
( by activating Retake text block 604 ) . Alternatively , the 30 700 may be a customizable form that can be configured to 
mobile device 110 may be configured to determine whether include different fields in different embodiments . For 
to use the captured image . This can be done , for example , by example , an embodiment can provide parameter types or 
examining the alignment and distance between the eyes of a categories on screen 700 based on the types of data associ 
facial image . This determination process may take place ated with reference images stored in the information server 
while this image usage screen 600 is displayed . The system 35 160 , because information of such data types can enable 
may also cooperate with the user , for example , by running additional search capability as discussed above in connec 
the determination process on the mobile device 110 , and tion with FIG . 1 . 
recommend the user to select either Use Photo 602 or Retake The system may also be configured to support a search 
604 based on the determination . The user may choose to with parameters only and without a captured image . For 
follow or reject the system's recommendation . Providing 40 example , a search may be initiated by entering a name and 
feedback to a user as to the quality of a captured image can perhaps a date of birth ( or any other parameters ) . The system 
improve the likelihood that an image 122 transmitted to the can then perform a search without image analysis , but 
image matching server 130 can produce good matches with simply return image and identity information which may 
reference images . match the parameters entered . 

The system , e.g. , the mobile device 110 , may be addi- 45 Example Search Results Screen 
tionally configured to retain one or more images that have FIG . 8 shows an example search results screen 800 which 
already been captured when the user or the system select may be implemented on the mobile device 110. In operation , 
Retake 604 or before the user provides an indication that this screen may be displayed after the system back end 
certain captured images are no longer needed . This can returns search results to the mobile device 110. The results 
ensure that if a retaken image has worse quality than one of 50 may be displayed as a presentation of the images and key 
the earlier captures , and / or if opportunity to retake an image parameter ( s ) of the closest matches as shown in 806-810 . A 
is no longer present , the system would have at least one key parameter may be a data object type , e.g. a person , as 
image ( albeit perhaps not at a desired quality ) to process or described in the Object Centric Data Model section above . 
analyze . For example , in a person search using facial images , the 
Example Search Initiation Screen 55 facial images of the top matches from the database 134 may 

FIG . 7 illustrates an example search initiation screen 700 be displayed . This reference image from the database ( e.g. 
which may be implemented on the mobile device 110. In the image in 810 ) may likely be different from the captured 
operation , this GUI display may follow the example image image 112 even when an exact match is found . 
usage screen 600 or the example image capture screen 500 . The number of results displayed may depend on the 
After an image is selected to be transmitted to the back end 60 number of matches found . This number may be adjusted , as 
of the system , e.g. , the mobile server 120 , the search discussed above in connection with image matching , by 
initiation screen 700 permits a user to enter additional configuring the system to return a certain number of results 
parameters , if desired or available . The mobile device 110 or to return results at or above a certain confidence level , for 
may be configured to permit different methods for entering instance . A text display 812 may be used to indicate whether 
the parameters , e.g. , an alphanumerical keypad , a calendar 65 there are more results to display and , additionally , may 
display , a scroll display , etc. A user may enter any combi permit the loading of additional results if there are more 
nation of parameters such as , in the illustration , keyword results to display . The results may be arranged in one of a 
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number of ways , e.g. by decreasing confidence level , by Example System Back end Search Process 
name in ascending order , etc. FIG . 11 shows an example system back end search 

Communication channel status displays 702 and 718 can process 1100. At block 1102 , the system back end receives 
be similar to those displayed in FIG . 7. The Back text box an image and any additional information associated with the 
804 may be used to exit the screen 800. A result display field , 5 image from a mobile device 110. At block 1104 , the back 
e.g. 806-810 , may be used ( e.g. via tapping ) to retrieve end may convert a color image to grayscale . As discussed 
additional information associated with that match as shown above in connection with feature extraction , this conversion 
on FIG . 9 . to grayscale may be desirable for the operation of certain 
Example Identity Information Display Screen feature extraction computations . The system back end can 

FIG . 9 shows an example information display screen 900 10 scale the received image to a standard size of reference 
images stored in the back end at block 1106 . which may be implemented on the mobile device 110. This At block 1108 , the system back end can extract the screen may be displayed after a user selects a match from the features or feature set of the image . As described above in one or more matched results presented , or , if there is only reference to FIG . 1 , feature extraction may employ one or one match , be displayed after the system back end returns more algorithms such as scale - invariant feature transform , search results to the mobile device 110 . speeded up robust features , histogram of oriented gradients , 

A communication channel status display 702 and an etc. The system may have applied the same feature extrac 
encryption on / off display 718 can serve the same functions tion process to reference images and may store the extracted 
as described above . A Back text box 904 may be used to exit reference feature sets in its database . As also described 
screen 900. Box 906 can display various type of identity above in reference to FIG . 1 , at block 1110 , the system 
information associated with the selected match . For 20 searches its database for closest matches among the refer 
example , for a person search , a matched person's profile ence feature sets to the received image feature set . The 
such as picture 908 , name 910 , date of birth , residential system may use any additional information associated with 
address , government - issued ID number , etc. may be dis the image from a mobile device 110 to assist the search . For 
played under the person's “ Profile ” category . A “ Related ” example , if a name is received along with an image , the 
category may be used to display , for example , the person's 25 system may limit its search to reference images associated 
employer , associates , etc. A “ Media " category may be used with the same name or similarly sounding names . The 
to display information associated with the matched person system may find one or more closest matches among refer 
on social media sites . The system can be configured to ence images to the received image . The closest matches may 
display other categories , or to display select pieces of be chosen in part based on a preselected number of images , 
information within each category . This may be done , for 30 a minimum confidence level , or some other criteria . Alter 
example , via the Object Centric Data Model framework natively or additionally , if a name is received along with an 
discussed above . Furthermore , for different types of searches image , the system may be configured to increase the con 
( e.g. person search , building / house search ) , the categories fidence level of a closely matched image which also has a 
available for display may be different . The presentation of matching or similarly - sounding name . 
the display may be customized at the system level for all 35 At block 1112 , upon finding one or more closest matches , 
users in a system , at a sub - system level for a subset of users the system can retrieve identification information associated 
in a system ( such as a mobile device team using a method with the one or more closest matches . The information 
disclosed in aforementioned U.S. patent application Ser . No. server ID , e.g. is_id 152 in FIG . 1 , may be used as a pointer 
13 / 839,026 titled “ USE OF TEAMS IN A MOBILE APPLI to identity information ( e.g. name , address , etc. of a person ) 
CATION ” ) , or at a user level for each user or each mobile 40 associated with the same reference image ( s ) . 
device 110. As stated above , the information available for At block 1114 , the system may transmit the reference 
display may be transmitted to the mobile device 110 together images of the closest matches and the associated information 
with the matches found by the system back end ( a push server ID to an information server . As explained in connec 
model ) . Alternatively , the information to be displayed may tion with FIG . 1 , the image matching server and the infor 
be transmitted to the mobile device 110 when a user selects 45 mation server may be one , so this transmission does not have 
certain information to display ( a pull model ) . to take place between two servers . The transmission may 
Example Mobile Device Request Process take place between two databases associated with the same 

FIG . 10 shows an example mobile device request process server , or even within a single database in certain embodi 
1000. The process may start at an optional block 1002 ments . In any event , the identity information associated with 
wherein the system assists with image capture via a camera 50 the information server ID may be retrieved from an identity 
on a mobile device 110 , as discussed in connection with FIG . information database at block 1116. Identity information 
5. The assistance may be in a form of a rectangular box 506 , associated with a reference image / information server ID 
an outline , or another form . The system receives a captured may be found through property values associated with the 
image at block 1004. The system may preprocess the cap same data object as explained in connection with FIG . 2 . 
tured image at block 1006 , as discussed in connection with 55 At block 1118 , the reference image ( s ) and associated 
FIG . 1. This preprocessing can be for the purpose of identity information of the closest reference image 
determining if a retake of image is desirable , as discussed in match ( es ) can be transmitted to the mobile device . This 
connection with FIG . 6. At block 1008 , the mobile device transmission may use a push or a pull model as described 
110 may receive an instruction from a user to retake an above . 
image or to proceed to the next block . If a user desires to 60 Example Mobile Device Presentation Process 
retake an image , the process can return to block 1002 and FIG . 12 shows an example mobile device presentation 
repeat . If a user desires to proceed , the system may request process 1200. At block 1202 , a mobile device receives the 
additional information associated with the image from the one or more closest match reference images and the asso 
user . This can be accomplished , for example , with the aid of ciated identity information from the system back end . At 
a GUI screen 700. At block 1012 , the mobile device 110 65 block 1204 , the mobile device can be configured to display 
transmits the captured image and any additional information images and key parameters / key identity information asso 
associated with the captured image to the system back end . ciated with the one or more closest matches . At block 1206 , 
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the system receives a user selection of a matched image to example , described blocks or states may be performed in an 
present . At block 1208 , the system can present the selected order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
match and associated image , certain identity information , blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
and certain additional identity information or categories of The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
identity information available for further display . parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
At block 1210 , the system may receive a user input added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi directing the system to present further information for the ments . The example systems and components described match currently on display ( for example , through user herein may be configured differently than described . For activating a category in box 906 ) or to display another match example , elements may be added to , removed from , or ( for example , through user activating “ Back ” text box 904. 10 rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi If the user requests the system to display another match , the ments . process can return to block 1204 and continue therefrom . If Conditional language , such as , among others , “ can , ” the user requests the system to present further information 

associated with the current match , the system can display the “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated oth 
selected information for further presentation at block 1214. 15 erwise , or otherwise understood within the context as used , 
The information for further presentation may have already is generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
been received by the mobile device at block 1202 , or the include , while other embodiments do not include , certain 
user's selection of further information to present may trigger features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such conditional lan 
a process to retrieve the selected information from the guage is not generally intended to imply that features , 
system back end . 20 elements and / or steps are in any way required for one or 
Upon displaying user selected identity information , the more embodiments or that one or more embodiments nec 

mobile device may receive another user input to terminate essarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
the process or to display more identity information associ input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
ated with the match . If the user requests more identity steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
information , the system may cause the mobile device to 25 embodiment . 
return to an identity information display screen 900 and The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an inclusive 
return to block 1208 and continue the process therefrom . rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , unless 

An embodiment may include a feature to permit the user specifically noted , the term “ a ” should not be understood to 
to request the system to add the captured image to the image mean “ exactly one ” or “ one and only one ” ; instead , the term 
data or identity information associated with a closest match . 30 “ a ” means “ one or more ” or “ at least one , ” whether used in 
Another embodiment may include a feature to automatically the claims or elsewhere in the specification and regardless of 
add the captured image to the image data or identity infor uses of quantifiers such as “ at least one , ” “ one or more , " or 
mation associated with a closest match after the system “ a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or specification . 
obtains a confirmation that a closest match to the captured The term “ comprising ” as used herein should be given an 
image is a correct match . In either embodiment , the update 35 inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
can be an update to the database 134 and / or 164. Such a general purpose computer comprising one or more pro 
updates to databases 134 and / or 164 may be generated using cessors should not be interpreted as excluding other com 
a method disclosed in aforementioned U.S. Pat . No. 9,123 , puter components , and may possibly include such compo 
086 titled “ AUTOMATICALLY GENERATING EVENT nents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
OBJECTS FROM IMAGES . " 40 interfaces , among others . 

An embodiment may include a feature to permit an image Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in the flow 
captured by one user mobile device and / or search results diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the attached 
generated for one user mobile device to be shared with figures should be understood as potentially representing 
another user mobile device . Such feature may be imple modules , segments , or portions of code which include one or 
mented using a method disclosed in aforementioned U.S. 45 more executable instructions for implementing specific logi 
patent application Ser . No. 13 / 831,199 titled “ MOBILE cal functions or steps in the process . Alternate implementa 
REPORTS . ” Such sharing may be limited to a mobile device tions are included within the scope of the embodiments 
team using a method disclosed in aforementioned U.S. described herein in which elements or functions may be 
patent application Ser . No. 13 / 839,026 titled “ USE OF deleted , executed out of order from that shown or discussed , 
TEAMS IN A MOBILE APPLICATION . ” 50 including substantially concurrently or in reverse order , 
Terminology and Disclaimers depending on the functionality involved , as would be under 
Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms described stood by those skilled in the art . 

in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and fully or It should be emphasized that many variations and modi 
partially automated by , code modules executed by one or fications may be made to the above - described embodiments , 
more computer systems or computer processors comprising 55 the elements of which are to be understood as being among 
computer hardware . The processes and algorithms may be other acceptable examples . All such modifications and varia 
implemented partially or wholly in application - specific cir tions are intended to be included herein within the scope of 
cuitry . this disclosure . The foregoing description details certain 

The various features and processes described above may embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , how 
be used independently of one another , or may be combined 60 ever , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears in 
in various ways . All possible combinations and subcombi text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is also 
nations are intended to fall within the scope of this disclo stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
sure . In addition , certain method or process blocks may be terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
omitted in some implementations . The methods and pro the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 65 nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto can be ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate . For the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
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scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 9. The system of claim 1 , wherein the computer - execut 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents able instructions , when executed , further cause the system 
thereof . to : 
What is claimed is : determine one or more closest matching images to the 
1. A system for matching images and interacting with an received image among the images in the data store , 

external mobile device , the system comprising : based in part on association between a closest match to 
one or more computer - readable mediums configured to the received image and a closest match to another 

store computer - executable instructions ; and image in the data store . 
one or more processors , wherein the computer - executable 10. A computer - implemented method comprising : 

instructions , when executed by the one or more pro- 10 by one or more processors executing computer - executable 
cessors , cause the system to : instructions : 
receive , from a mobile device , an image and one or receiving , from a mobile device , an image and one or 
more user - provided parameters of information asso more user - provided parameters of information asso 
ciated with the image ; ciated with the image ; 

access a data store storing images and information 15 accessing a data store storing images and information 
associated with the images ; associated with the images ; 

determine , from among the images stored in the data determining , from among the images stored in the data 
store , one or more closest matching images to the store , one or more closest matching images to the 
received image ; received image ; 

retrieve , from the data store , information associated 20 retrieving , from the data store , information associated 
with the one or more closest matching images ; with the one or more closest matching images ; 

compare the received one or more user - provided comparing the received one or more user - provided 
parameters of information with the retrieved infor parameters of information with the retrieved infor 
mation ; mation ; 

based at least in part on the comparison , determine , 25 based at least in part on the comparison , determining , 
from among the closest matching images , a filtered from among the closest matching images , a filtered 
one or more closest matching images ; one or more closest matching images ; 

transmit , to the mobile device , the filtered one or more transmitting , to the mobile device , the filtered one or 
closest matching images . more closest matching images . 

2. The system of claim 1 , wherein determining the filtered 30 11. The computer - implemented method of claim 10 , 
one or more closest matching images includes removing , wherein determining the filtered one or more closest match 
from the one or more closest matching images , images ing images includes removing , from the one or more closest 
associated with retrieved information that does not match matching images , images associated with retrieved informa 
the received one or more user - provided parameters of infor tion that does not match the received one or more user 
mation . 35 provided parameters of information . 

3. The system of claim 1 , wherein the computer - execut 12. The computer - implemented method of claim 10 , 
able instructions , when executed by the one or more pro wherein the computer - executable instructions , when 
cessors , further cause the system to : executed by the one or more processors , further cause the 

receive , from the mobile device , a selection of a matching system to : 
image from the filtered one or more closest matching 40 receive , from the mobile device , a selection of a matching 
images . image from the filtered one or more closest matching 

4. The system of claim 3 , wherein the computer - execut images . 
able instructions , when executed by the one or more pro 13. The computer - implemented method of claim 12 , 
cessors , further cause the system to : wherein the computer - executable instructions , when 

update the images or information associated with the 45 executed by the one or more processors , further cause the 
stored in the data store based on the selection of system to : 

a matching image . update the images or information associated with the 
5. The system of claim 1 , wherein the computer - execut images stored in the data store based on the selection of 

able instructions , when executed by the one or more pro a matching image . 
cessors , further cause the system to : 14. The computer - implemented method of claim 10 , 

if the one or more closest matching images , or the filtered wherein the computer - executable instructions , when 
one or more closest matching images , comprises no executed by the one or more processors , further cause the 
images , then transmit , to the mobile device , a notifi system to : 
cation of no matching images and an option to submit if the one or more closest matching images , or the filtered 
a second image . one or more closest matching images , comprises no 

6. The system of claim 1 , wherein the determination of the images , then transmit , to the mobile device , a notifi 
one or more closest matching images to the received image cation of no matching images and an option to submit 
is based at least in part on the images in the data store and a second image . 
a threshold of confidence level . 15. The computer - implemented method of claim 10 , 

7. The system of claim 6 , wherein the threshold of 60 wherein the determination of the one or more closest match 
confidence level is dynamically adjusted to change the ing images to the received image is based at least in part on 
number of closest matching images transmitted to the exter the images in the data store and a threshold of confidence 
nal mobile device . level . 

8. The system of claim 7 , wherein the number of closest 16. A non - transitory computer - readable medium storing a 
matching images transmitted to the external mobile device is 65 set of instructions that are executable by one or more 
based at least in part on a preconfigured maximum number processors to cause the one or more processors perform a 
of matches . method , the method comprising : 

images 

50 
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receiving , from a mobile device , an image and one or 18. The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
more user - provided parameters of information associ claim 16 , wherein the computer - executable instructions , 
ated with the image ; when executed by the one or more processors , further cause 

accessing a data store storing images and information the system to : 
associated with the images ; receive , from the mobile device , a selection of a matching 

image from the filtered one or more closest matching determining , from among the images stored in the data images . 
store , one or more closest matching images to the 19. The non - transitory computer - readable medium of received image ; claim 18 , wherein the computer - executable instructions , retrieving , from the data store , information associated when executed by the one or more processors , further cause 
with the one or more closest matching images ; the system to : 

comparing the received one or more user - provided param update the images or information associated with the 
eters of information with the retrieved information ; images stored in the data store based on the selection of 

based at least in part on the comparison , determining , a matching image . 
from among the closest matching images , a filtered one 20. The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
or more closest matching images ; claim 16 , wherein the computer - executable instructions , 

transmitting , to the mobile device , the filtered one or more when executed by the one or more processors , further cause 
closest matching images . the system to : 

17. The non - transitory computer - readable medium of if the one or more closest matching images , or the filtered 
claim 16 , wherein determining the filtered one or more 20 one or more closest matching images , comprises no 

images , then transmit , to the mobile device , a notifi closest matching images includes removing , from the one or cation of no matching images and an option to submit more closest matching images , images associated with a second image . retrieved information that does not match the received one 
or more user - provided parameters of information . 
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SYSTEMS , METHODS , AND FRAMEWORK Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to solutions 
FOR ASSOCIATING SUPPORTING DATA IN for enabling word processing software with an interactive 

WORD PROCESSING word processing interface ( e.g. , a user interface for gener 
ating or editing a document ) to provide and maintain links 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 5 between portions of a report document and portions of one 
or more source documents . These links allow portions of the APPLICATIONS report document to reference back to supporting evidence in 
the source documents . 

This disclosure references various features of and claims This functionality can be natively incorporated within the 
priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/400 , word processing software itself or it can be added to existing 
511 , which was filed on Sep. 27 , 2016 , and to U.S. Provi word processing software , such as through a plugin . For 
sional Patent Application No. 62 / 437,189 , which was filed example , in some embodiments the word processing soft 
on Dec. 21 , 2016. The entire disclosure of these provisional ware itself can be modified to have an additional “ browser 
applications are hereby made a part of this specification as interface ” ( e.g. , a software user interface rendered in a web 
if set forth fully herein and is incorporated by reference for browser ) in a sidebar for displaying source documents . This 

15 additional browser interface may be in communication with all purposes , for all that they contain . Any and all applica the interactive word processing interface in order to manage tions for which a foreign or domestic priority claim is links between source documents and a report document identified in the Application Data Sheet as filed with the displayed through the interactive word processing interface . 
present application are hereby incorporated by reference In other embodiments , the browser interface may be pro 
under 37 CFR 1.57 . 20 vided as an add - in or plugin for the word processing 

software . The browser interface would similarly be in com 
BACKGROUND munication with the interactive word processing interface 

provided by the word processing software . The word pro 
Embodiments of the present disclosure generally relate to cessing software or environment , which includes the word 

improvements to the production , storage , and manipulation 25 processing interface and the additional browser interface , 
of text on a computer or word processor . More specifically , may be referred to in this disclosure as a word processing 
embodiments of the present disclosure relate to improve system or a computing system . 
ments in word processing for creating associations between In some embodiments , a user can highlight portions of the 
portions of a document being edited in a word processor and report document within the word processing software ( for 

example , through the interactive word processing interface ) , supporting data from other documents . and then select source documents or portions of source Users of computer - based word processing software fre documents ( for example , through the browser interface ) and 
quently use citations or footnotes to the contents of other create a link between the selected portions of the report 
documents in order to provide references or support for document and the source document . Upon creating the link , 
factual claims . For example , a user may write a report a unique identifier is embedded in the report document that 
document on a topic that relies on supporting evidence 35 can be used to link back to the source document or portions 
provided in source documents ( other documents , websites , of the source document . More specifically , the embedded 
and so forth ) . However , the user may have to manually enter link may be used to fetch the corresponding portion of the 
these citations , footnotes , and references which can be source document being referenced . 
laborious and error - prone process . In addition , a reader of In some embodiments , the word processing software may 
the report document may wish to verify statements in the 40 also be configured to determine a categorization of the 
report by directly viewing the supporting evidence provided source document or a portion of the source document , and 
in any referenced source documents . In such a scenario , the apply that same categorization to the highlighted portion of 
reader may have to manually look up each of the referenced the report document . 
source documents based on the citations , footnotes , and In some embodiments , hovering over portions of the 
references provided in the report document , which can also 45 report document for which links to sources have been 
be a laborious and time - consuming process . applied causes the source to be displayed and highlighted in 

the browser interface ( and vice versa ) . In some embodi Furthermore , the drafting of a report document may 
involve the work of more than one individual . For example , ments , a user may be able to view all a compilation or list 

of all the portions of source documents that are linked in the there may be multiple documents prepared by multiple report document . This enables the user to quickly navigate individuals and the multiple documents may be stitched 50 among information within the various source documents together into a single report document . Furthermore , a report being cited and efficiently evaluate the supporting evidence 
document can go through many drafts and revisions at the within those source documents . 
hands of many individuals . During this complex writing Further , as described herein , the word processing software 
process , paragraphs frequently get revised and re - ordered . or environment may be configured and / or designed to gen 
There can be a loss in fidelity on supporting evidence for the 55 erate user interface data useable for rendering the various 
claims made in the report document , such that it can be interactive user interfaces described . The user interface data 
difficult to know if a statement is true , what evidence may be used by the system , and / or another computer system , 
supports that statement , and where that evidence can be device , and / or software program ( for example , a browser 
found . program ) , to render the interactive user interfaces . The 

60 interactive user interfaces may be displayed on , for example , 
SUMMARY electronic displays ( including , for example , touch - enabled 

displays ) . 
The systems , methods , and devices described herein each 

have several aspects , no single one of which is solely BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
responsible for its desirable attributes . Without limiting the 65 
scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting features will The following drawings and the associated descriptions 
now be discussed briefly . are provided to illustrate embodiments of the present dis 
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closure and do not limit the scope of the claims . Aspects and ing mistakes ) and later transitions to digital word processors 
many of the attendant advantages of this disclosure will ( e.g. , digital keyboard , monitors , and digital word editors ) . 
become more readily appreciated as the same become better These inventions digitize , automate , speed up , or improve 
understood by reference to the following detailed descrip the functionality of mundane tasks otherwise performed by 
tion , when taken in conjunction with the accompanying 5 manual labor . In more recent decades , some improvements 
drawings , wherein : have been made in the digital processing logic and programs 

FIG . 1A is a flowchart of an example method of linking associated with word processing instead of physical addi 
a portion of a report document and a portion of a source tions to typewriter parts . While many aspects of word 
document and utilizing the link , according to an embodi processing have been improved by such historical inven 
ment of the present disclosure . tions , there remains room for further improvement . FIG . 1B illustrates an example of a link between a portion Current means of citing and managing source documents of a report document and a portion of a source document and for a report document typically require a user to manually how that link may be stored , according to an embodiment of cite or investigate source documents , as well as search the present disclosure . 

FIGS . 2-4 , 5A - 5C , and 6 illustrate examples of interactive 15 through each source document to locate the portion of the 
word processing interfaces and corresponding browser inter source document being relied upon as supporting evidence . 
faces , according to embodiments of the present disclosure . Repeating this process for each source document consumes 

FIG . 7 shows a block diagram that illustrates a computer time and resources and can be impractical , especially for a 
system which an embodiment can be implemented . reader of the report document with limited time to dedicate 

FIGS . 8-10 and 11A - 11B illustrate examples of interac- 20 to verifying supporting evidence . 
tive word processing interfaces and corresponding browser For example , in some U.S. jurisdictions , the Courts 
interfaces , according to embodiments of the present disclo require briefs to be electronically filed along with supporting 

documents cited in those briefs . The Honorable Judges and 
FIG . 12 is a flowchart of an example method of tagging their clerks may print out all the documents , and as they read 

and displaying tags . 25 through the briefs , manually retrieve and find each cited 
section in volumes of exhibits . When reading electronically , 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION the briefs their cited exhibits may need to be individually 
retrieved from a database , such as PACER , for opening and 

Although certain preferred embodiments and examples viewing one by one . Furthermore , when an exhibit is 
are disclosed below , inventive subject matter extends 30 retrieved , it may be necessary to scroll through multiple 
beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to other pages of transcripts , case law , or documents confusingly 
alternative embodiments and / or uses and to modifications paginated in multiple formats ( e.g. , original document page 
and equivalents thereof . Thus , the scope of the claims 10 , PLFBATES # 11 , Exh A - 12 ) to find the page of a quote 
appended hereto is not limited by any of the particular that is cited in a brief . Such work can be time consuming , 
embodiments described below . For example , in any method 35 and multiple revisions of the submission rules and techno 
or process disclosed herein , the acts or operations of the logical requirements have not improved the efficiency . 
method or process may be performed in any suitable Accordingly , judicial bodies may have long felt inefficien 
sequence and are not necessarily limited to any particular cies in the current process and regularly attempt to improve 
disclosed sequence . Various operations may be described as efficiency in the document management , viewing , and pro 
multiple discrete operations in turn , in a manner that may be 40 cessing fields . 
helpful in understanding certain embodiments ; however , the Thus , a need exists in word processing for enabling users 
order of description should not be construed to imply that to write reports that are deeply tied to data and analytical 
these operations are order dependent . Additionally , the struc work product within a database , such as by allowing reports 
tures , systems , and / or devices described herein may be to cite to supporting evidence / source documents or portions 
embodied as integrated components or as separate compo- 45 of those documents , and enabling users to quickly view and 
nents . For purposes of comparing various embodiments , retrieve those cited source documents by viewing the reports 
certain aspects and advantages of these embodiments are faster than manually retrieving and faster than manually 
described . Not necessarily all such aspects or advantages are finding cited sections in the reports . In addition to the 
achieved by any particular embodiment . Thus , for example , integration of report documents and the supporting evidence 
various embodiments may be carried out in a manner that 50 of one or more source documents , there is also a need for 
achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advantages tracking and managing the categorization of the contents of 
as taught herein without necessarily achieving other aspects the report document and the source documents . 
or advantages as may also be taught or suggested herein . Accordingly , in various embodiments , large amounts of 
Word processing tools are some of the greatest inventions . data are automatically and dynamically calculated interac 

For example , the typewriter has been hailed as one of the 55 tively in response to user inputs , and the calculated data is 
greatest inventions of all time . See , e.g. , Philbin , Tom . “ The efficiently and compactly presented to a user by the system . 
100 Greatest Inventions of All Time : A Ranking Past and Thus , in some embodiments , the user interfaces described 
Present . ” Citadel Press , 2005 , pp . 211-222 . Indeed , an herein are more efficient as compared to previous user 
“ inventive genius gave to the world that wonderful mecha interfaces in which data is not dynamically updated and 
nism known as the typewriter . It was his brain that conceived 60 compactly and efficiently presented to the user in response 
the main features of an invention which has lightened the to interactive inputs . 
labor and added to the comfort and happiness of countless Computer - based data systems , such as relational database 
thousands of young men and women ... Weller , Chas E. management systems , typically organize data sets according 
Secretary National Shorthand Reporters ' Association . “ The to a fixed structure of tables and relationships . The structure 
Early History of the Typewriter . ” Chase & Shepherd Print- 65 may be described using an ontology , embodied in a database 
ers , La Porte , Indiana , 1918. Pp . 77. Later word processing schema , comprising a data model that is used to represent 
inventions include improvements to typewriters ( e.g. , eras the structure and reason about objects in the structure . 

22 
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An ontology of a database is normally fixed at the time below . The terms defined below , as well as other terms used 
that the database is created , for example , some database herein , should be construed broadly to include , without 
schema include a predefined set of objects and relationships limitation , the provided definitions , the ordinary and cus 
that cannot be easily edited . Changes to the ontology rep tomary meanings of the terms , and / or any other implied 
resented by the schema can be extremely disruptive to the 5 meanings for the respective terms . Thus , the definitions 
database system , and may require user intervention by an below do not limit the meaning of these terms , but only 
administrator to modify tables or relationships , or to create provide example definitions . 
new tables or relationships . Interactive Word Processing Interface : A graphical user 

However , the volumes of data in high - scale datasets are interface of a software program configured to perform the 
cumbersome to store , manage and curate in a structure 10 tasks of composition , editing , formatting , and / or printing of 
described using an ontology . As a result , high - scale data sets electronic documents by allowing a user to interactively 
may comprise growing volumes of data that require vast modify the contents and / or style of the document . The 
storage space . The inflexibility of a typical database ontol interactive word processing interface may be of the what 
ogy therefore presents a set of unique technical challenges you - see - is - what - you - get ( WYSIWYG ) variety , such that the 
when attempts are made to curate ontologies based on 15 interface denotes the representation of text on a display in a 
specifications and requirements and when incorporating form closely corresponding to its appearance on a printout . 
high - scale datasets . Some examples of interactive word processing interfaces 

Additionally , it has been noted that design of computer include Microsoft Word , OpenOffice , Google Docs , and so 
user interfaces “ that are useable and easily learned by forth . A user interface can include multiple interactive word 
humans is a non - trivial problem for software developers . ” 20 processing interfaces as different portions or sections of the 
( Dillon , A. ( 2003 ) User Interface Design . MacMillan Ency user interface . Each portion or section can include sub 
clopedia of Cognitive Science , Vol . 4 , London : MacMillan , portions or sub - sections , each of which may include related 
453 58. ) The various embodiments of interactive and or different functionality 
dynamic user interfaces of the present disclosure are the Report Document : An electronic document , record , or file 
result of significant research , development , improvement , 25 that provides information and is modifiable in an interactive 
iteration , and testing . This non - trivial development has word processing interface . A report document may contain 
resulted in the user interfaces described herein which may links or embedded unique identifiers which allow for the 
provide significant cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies and association of data outside the report document , such as data 
advantages over previous systems . The interactive and from source documents . For example , a report document 
dynamic user interfaces include improved human - computer 30 may provide a detailed report on ocean mammals and 
interactions that may provide reduced mental workloads , contain links or embedded unique identifiers for associating 
improved decision - making , reduced work stress , and / or the data from the various sources ( e.g. , Wikipedia articles on 
like , for an analyst user . various ocean mammals ) used to compile the report . While 
Further , the interactive and dynamic user interfaces the present disclosure refers to report " documents ” for 

described herein are enabled by innovations in efficient 35 convenience , the systems , methods , and functionality 
interactions between the user interfaces and underlying described herein may similarly be applied to any type of 
systems and components . For example , disclosed herein are electronic data items , such as any type of data files , media 
improved methods of receiving user inputs ( e.g. , selections files , etc. 
of portions of a report or a source document ) , translation and Source Document : An electronic document , record , or file 
delivery of those inputs to various system components , 40 that provides supporting evidence or data that is associated 
automatic and dynamic execution of complex processes in with , and / or used in , the report document . For example , a 
response to the input delivery ( for example , the generation report document may contain a claim that is supported by 
of a unique identifier for linking a portion of a report factual data in a supporting document . A source document 
document to a portion of a source document ) , automatic may also include charts , graphs , images , and so forth , which 
interaction among various components and processes of the 45 can be linked to portions of the report document . While the 
system , and / or automatic and dynamic updating of the user present disclosure refers to source " documents ” for conve 
interfaces . The interactions and presentation of data via the nience , the systems , methods , and functionality described 
interactive user interfaces described herein may accordingly herein may similarly be applied to any type of electronic 
provide cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies and advan data items , such as any type of data files , media files , etc. 
tages over previous systems . 50 ( e.g. , data objects representing persons or properties asso 

Embodiments of the disclosure will now be described ciated with persons , maps or graphs , etc. ) . 
with reference to the accompanying Figures , wherein like Source : A source document or a portion of a source 
numerals refer to like elements throughout . The terminology document . A source can be referenced or linked to multiple 
used in the description presented herein is not intended to be times in a report document . 
interpreted in any limited or restrictive manner , simply 55 Data Store : Any computer readable storage medium and / 
because it is being utilized in conjunction with a detailed or device ( or collection of data storage mediums and / or 
description of certain specific embodiments of the disclo devices ) . Examples of data stores include , but are not limited 
sure . Furthermore , embodiments of the disclosure described to , optical disks ( e.g. , CD - ROM , DVD - ROM , etc. ) , mag 
above and / or below may include several novel features , no netic disks ( e.g. , hard disks , floppy disks , etc. ) , memory 
single one of which is solely responsible for its desirable 60 circuits ( e.g. , solid state drives , random - access memory 
attributes or which is essential to practicing the embodi ( RAM ) , etc. ) , and / or the like . Another example of a data 
ments of the disclosure herein described . store is a hosted storage environment that includes a col 

lection of physical data storage devices that may be remotely 
Terms accessible and may be rapidly provisioned as needed ( com 

65 monly referred to as “ cloud ” storage ) . 
In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and Database : Any data structure ( and / or combinations of 

methods discussed herein , a number of terms are defined multiple data structures ) for storing and / or organizing data , 
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including , but not limited to , relational databases ( e.g. , Ontology : Stored information that provides a data model 
Oracle databases , MySQL databases , etc. ) , non - relational for storage of data in one or more databases . For example , 
databases ( e.g. , NoSQL databases , etc. ) , in - memory data the stored data may comprise definitions for object types and 
bases , spreadsheets , as comma separated values ( CSV ) files , property types for data in a database , and how objects and 
eXtendible markup language ( XML ) files , TeXT ( TXT ) properties may be related . 
files , flat files , spreadsheet files , and / or any other widely Object : A data container for information representing 
used or proprietary format for data storage . Databases are specific things in the world that have a number of definable 
typically stored in one or more data stores . Accordingly , properties . For example , a data object can represent an entity 
each database referred to herein ( e.g. , in the description such as a person , a place , an organization , a market instru 
herein and / or the figures of the present application ) is to be ment , or other noun . A data object can represent an event that 
understood as being stored in one or more data stores . happens at a point in time or for a duration . A data object can 
Browser Interface : A graphical user interface ( e.g. , as represent a document or other unstructured data source such 

rendered by a web browser or other appropriate rendering as an e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper or 
device , software application , etc. ) through which the source article . Each data object may be associated with a unique 
documents , or portions of source documents are displayed . identifier that uniquely identifies the data object . The 
The browser interface may be configured to allow a user to object's attributes ( e.g. metadata about the object ) may be 
highlight portions of a source document displayed through represented in one or more properties . 
the browser interface or associate portions of the source Object Type : Type of a data object ( e.g. , Person , Event , or 
document with a report document being displayed on an 20 Document ) . Object types may be defined by an ontology and 
interactive word processing user interface . The browser may be modified or updated to include additional object 
interface may , in various implementations , enable various types . An object definition ( e.g. , in an ontology ) may include 
other functionalities . For example , the browser interface how the object is related to other objects , such as being a 
may be configured to render any suitable user interface data , sub - object type of another object type ( e.g. an agent may be 
such as web pages , or provide any interactive functionality 25 a sub - object type of a person object type ) , and the properties 
to a user . The browser interfaces described herein may , in the object type may have . 
some implementations , comprise one or more portions or Properties : Attributes of a data object that represent 
sections of a user interface comprising multiple portions or individual data items . At a minimum , each property of a data 
sections ( each of which may include related or different object has a property type and a value or values . 
functionality ) . Property Type : The type of data a property is , such as a 
Unique Identifier : A data item within a report document string , an integer , or a double . Property types may include 

that is uniquely associated with a set of data entries within complex property types , such as a series data values asso 
an identifier database . The unique identifier may be used as ciated with timed ticks ( e.g. a time series ) , etc. 
a link embedded within the report document for looking up Property Value : The value associated with a property , 
the associated set of data entries within the identifier data- 35 which is of the type indicated in the property type associated 
base . The unique identifier can be generated in response to with the property . A property may have multiple values . 
a request to link the report document with the associated set Link : A connection between two data objects , based on , 
of data entries . In another implementation the unique iden for example , a relationship , an event , and / or matching 
tifier may be used to reference additional data stored as properties . Links may be directional , such as one represent 
variables ( or other data items ) within the report document 40 ing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . 
( as described below ) . Example Word Processing Workflow 

Identifier Database : A database containing data entries FIG . 1A is a flowchart of an example method of linking 
associated with various unique identifiers , which serves to a portion of a report document and a portion of a source 
associate portions of the report document with various document and utilizing the link , according to an embodi 
aspects of a source document ( e.g. , specific sections , 45 ment of the present disclosure . 
authors , metadata , and so forth ) . As described below , in As shown in the embodiment of FIG . 1 , at block 102 a 
some implementations the identifier database , or some ver user may draft or edit a report document in the interactive 
sion thereof , may be stored in the report document . word processing interface of the word processing software . 

Link : A connection or association between a portion of a At block 104 , the user may select a portion of the report 
report document and a portion of a source document . The 50 document in the interactive word processing interface . For 
link may include a unique identifier . example , the user may highlight a block of text within the 

Categorization : A label or tag applicable to a portion of a report document . However , the selected portion of the report 
document or the document in its entirety . A portion of a document does not necessarily need to be a block of text ; the 
document or the document may have more than one catego selected portion could be an image , chart , table , graph , or so 
rization applied to it . Within the context of the disclosed 55 forth . The user selects a portion of the report document that 
word processing system , portions of a document or the the user desires to link to a source . 
document may have one or more categorizations . In some At block 106 , the user selects a source document in a 
embodiments , the categorization of a portion of a source browser interface . In some embodiments , the browser inter 
document that is linked to a portion of the report document face may be displayed simultaneously and / or along - side the 
may be carried - over and applied to that portion of the report 60 interactive word processing interface . The browser interface 
document . The categorization of a block of text may be may be configured to allow a user to search , browse , and / or 
displayed prior to that text block , whereas the categorization select one or more source documents in a browser interface . 
of a document may be displayed within the document In particular , the browser interface may allow a user to enter 
header . Examples of categories include categories for per a search string for searching a database of source documents 
mission levels , access control levels , privileges classes ( e.g. , 65 based on the contents of the source documents or metadata / 
privileged , non - privileged ) , confidentiality levels ( e.g. , con properties associated with the source documents ( e.g. , 
fidential , public , attorney eyes only ) , user groups , etc. author ) . The search results may show a summary or snippet 
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of some source documents that meet the search criteria , and and so forth ) . In some embodiments , the unique identifier 
the user may be able to select a source document among the may be a number that is sequentially generated ( e.g. , 
search results . " 00001 ” , then “ 00002 ” , then " 00003 ” , and so forth ) . In some 

The browser interface is capable of communicating with embodiments , the unique identifier can be automatically 
the word processing interface . The browser interface can be 5 generated in response to the user's selection to add the 
natively incorporated within the word processing software citation / footnote in block 110. In some embodiments , the 
itself or it can be added to existing word processing soft unique identifier can act as a link between a document and 
ware , such as through a plugin . For example , in some 
embodiments the word processing software itself can be At block 114 , the system may collect data associated with 
modified to have an additional browser interface in a sidebar 10 the source document . The data collected may include the 
for displaying source documents , while in other embodi portion or snippet of the source document being highlighted , 
ments , the browser interface may be provided as an add - in along with properties or metadata associated with the source 
or plugin for the word processing software . The browser document . For example , the system may determine the 
interface may be in a web application programmed in a first source document's title , the author of the source document , 
language , such as HTML , JavaScript , etc. The interactive 15 the overall categorization level of the source document , the 
word processing interface may be may be programmed in a categorization level of the selected portion of the source 
second language . One or more functions in a linking lan document , the link to or address of the source document , 
guage ( such as Visual Studio Tools Office “ VSTO ” ) execut a publication date , and any additional sources that are 
able in the interactive word processing interface can be referenced in the source document . 
attached to the web application as a translator layer so that 20 At block 116 , the system may embed the unique identifier 
the browser interface can send function calls to the interac into the report document in order to link the selected portion 
tive word processing interface , and the interactive word of the report document with the selected portion of the 
processing interface can send function calls to the web source document . In some embodiments , the unique identi 
application . The interactions , functions , and linking between fier can be embedded as hidden text , invisible text , or 
the two interfaces can be accomplished through any form of 25 metadata in the interactive word processing interface . This 
application program interface “ API . ” can be performed automatically in response to the user's 
At block 108 , the user may select a portion of a source selection to add the citation / footnote in block 110 without 

document in the browser interface . For example , the user requiring further input from the user . In some embodiments , 
may highlight a block of text within the source document . the system may embed the unique identifier into the report 
However , the selected portion of the source document does 30 document automatically in response to the user's selection 
not necessarily need to be a block of text ; the selected made in a browser interface . 
portion could be an image , chart , table , graph , or so forth . At block 118 , the display of the report document may be 
The user selects a portion of the source document that the updated in the interactive word processing interface to show 
user desires to link to the portion of the report document an indication that the selected portion of the report document 
selected at block 104 . 35 is now linked to the selected portion of the source document 
At block 110 , once the user has selected a portion of the ( e.g. , by underlining or a hyperlink , etc. ) . 

report document and a portion of the source document , the At block 120 , the system may store , in an identifier 
user may choose to link those portions together by adding a database , the unique identifier along with the associated data 
citation or a footnote . In some embodiments , the option to entries for the source document collected at block 114. The 
add a citation or a footnote may be provided in the browser 40 identifier database may be structured in a way such that the 
interface . In other embodiments , the option to add a citation unique identifier serves as a pointer , reference , or other 
or a footnote may be provided in the interactive word means for looking up the data entries for the source docu 
processing interface . ment associated with that unique identifier . As just one 

As shown in the figure , the options of either associating example , the identifier database may be structured as a table 
the source as a citation or a footnote may represent a 45 with each individual row corresponding to a different unique 
simplification of the types of relationships available . In identifier , and the various columns in the table could contain 
some embodiments of the word processing system , there information for the source document associated with each 
may be four types of relationships possible . For example , the unique identifier . By storing identifier information in the 
user may be able to add a source as a background reference identifier database instead of in the report document , the file 
in the works cited , add a source as a footnote , add a specific 50 size of a report document can be reduced . 
source quote as a footnote , or embed a source quote as text In some embodiments , the identifier database , or some 
in the document , and / or the like . The figure is intended to be version thereof , is stored in the report document . For 
non - limiting with regards to the types of relationships and example , in some implementations the unique identifier may 
provides simplification for the purposes of facilitating be used to reference additional data entries stored as vari 
understanding . The citation or footnote can be formatted 55 ables ( or other data items ) directly within the report docu 
according to a standard citation format such as MLA , APA , ment . Advantageously , storing the additional data in the 
Bluebook , a custom citation format , etc. The citation formats report document eliminates the need for an additional data 
can be built - in and the interface may present a pop up dialog store . However , implementations that store the identifier 
box for the user to select the citation format . Based on a database separate from the report document also have 
regex or metadata analysis of the source , the citation for the 60 advantages in that if there are changes to , e.g. , source 
source can be generated on the citation format . documents / data ( e.g. , a property associated with the source 

At block 112 , once the user has chosen to link selected data , or a permission associated with the source data ) , such 
portions of the report document and the source document , changes can be reflected in the report document ( whereas 
the system may generate a unique identifier . The unique when such source data is stored in the report document 
identifier may be in any format that is uniquely identifiable 65 directly the changes may not be reflected ) . 
within a database . For example , the unique identifier may be At block 122 , the user may then select the portion of the 
a combination of characters ( e.g. , letters , numbers , symbols , report document linked to the source document within the 
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interactive word processing interface . This can be done , for At block 146 , the system generates a unique identifier to 
example , by hovering the mouse cursor over that portion of be used in the link . This unique identifier may be generated 
the report document , or by clicking somewhere within that through any of the means previously described , and it may 
linked portion of the report document . In some implemen consist of any unique arrangement or combination of char 
tations , the system may insert a hyperlink in the report 5 acters . The unique identifier “ 1234 ” is used as an illustrated 
document in the portion that is linked . example in the figure . 

At block 124 , the system may retrieve the embedded At block 144 , the system embeds the unique identifier 
unique identifier associated with the selected portion of the “ 1234 ” into the report document 140. A single report docu 
report document and use it to look up data entries within the ment can contain many references to source documents , 
identifier database . The data entries would include the 10 which can result in many unique identifiers being embedded 
information associated with the source document collected into a single report document . Thus , each individual unique 

identifier is embedded in a manner that associates it with the at block 114 . corresponding selected portion of the report document . For At block 126 , the system would use the data entries example , the unique identifier “ 1234 ” may be embedded 
associated with the source document in order to identify the 15 right before , or right after , the selected portion of the report 
source document , retrieve the source document , and even document 140 . 
identify the exact portion of the source document that was At block 150 , the system would also store the unique 
linked to the selected portion of the report document . That identifier and the associated data entries in the identifier 
linked portion of the source document can be displayed to database , as previously discussed in regards to block 120 of 
the user , such as through the browser interface . Thus , by 20 FIG . 1A . An example identifier database 152 is illustrated as 
selecting or hovering a portion of the report document that having a number of data entries under the unique identifier 
has been linked to a source , the system may automatically “ 1234 ” , including the title of the source document 140 , the 
retrieve the linked portion of the source document and author of the source document 140 , the categorization level 
display it on the browser interface . of the source document 140 , the selection portion or snippet 

FIG . 1B illustrates an example of a link between a portion 25 of the source document 140 , any sources referenced within 
of a report document and a portion of a source document and the source document 140 , the publish date of the source 
how that link may be stored , according to an embodiment of document 140 , and the link to the source document 140 that 
the present disclosure . can be used by the system to retrieve the source document 

The figure illustrates an example report document 140 140 for displaying in the browser interface . 
displayed through a word processing interface . This report 30 FIGS . 2-6 illustrate examples of interactive word process 
document 140 can be regarding any topic and may be in any ing interfaces and corresponding browser interfaces , accord 
format , but for example purposes , a snippet of the report ing to embodiments of the present disclosure . The interac 
document 140 is shown which represents a factual claim tive word processing interfaces and browser interfaces can 
regarding marine mammals . form parts or sections of a user interface 200. The user 

Also shown is an example source document 142 displayed 35 interface 200 can have a plurality of parts or sections , each 
through a browser interface . This source document 142 may of which can have further sub - parts or sub - sections . 
also be regarding any topic and may be in any format , but FIG . 2 illustrates an example word processing interface 
for example purposes , is a document discussing marine 202 displaying the contents of a report document 204 being 
mammals and contains supporting evidence for verifying the edited within the word processing interface 202. A user has 
factual claim made in the report document 140. In some 40 selected a portion 206 of the report document 204 in order 
embodiments , the word processing interface and the browser to reference a source . More specifically , the user has high 
interface may be displayed simultaneously and / or alongside lighted a sentence of the report document 204 in the word 
each other , so that the user can view the report document 140 processing interface 202. In practice , a user could select any 
and the source document 142 at the same time . portion of a report document including various objects such 

In this illustrated example , a user is presumed to have 45 as text , tables , charts , graphs , images , and so forth . 
selected the illustrated portion of the report document 140 Also shown is an example browser interface 210 that is 
and the illustrated paragraph of the source document 142 in configured to search for source documents that can serve as 
order for the source to serve as a reference for the selected references to the report document 204. The browser inter 
portion of the report document . In some embodiments , the face 210 contains a search bar 212 that can be used to enter 
user may be presented with an option to add a citation or 50 a search string for searching through a database of source 
footnote . The user , upon selecting one of the presented documents based on the subject or contents of the source 
options , triggers the system to create the necessary link for documents and / or metadata / properties associated with the 
associating the selected portion of the source document 142 source documents ( e.g. , author , date , etc. ) . In some embodi 
to the selected portion of the report document 140 . ments , the search query can be automatically executed and 

In order to do so , at block 148 , the system collects data 55 the search can be automatically performed in response to 
associated with the source document 142. The content of the one or more actions by the user made in the interactive word 
source document 142 is illustrated as including a title and an processing interface without further user interaction in the 
author . However , the source document 142 may have addi browser interface . For example , the user can highlight a 
tional information that is viewable or not viewable to the portion 206 of the report document and select an option in 
user , such as properties and / or metadata . For example , there 60 the interactive word processing interface to search for 
may be a categorization level associated with the source sources relating to the highlighted portion 206. The inter 
document 142 or the selected portion of the source docu active word processing interface can use one or more 
ment 142 , a list of sources referenced in source document function calls to the browser interface to automatically 
142 , a publication date or modification date for the source perform a search for the heighted portion or a query related 
document 142 , a link or address for retrieving the source 65 to the highlighted portion without user interaction . There 
document 142 , and so forth . All of the relevant information may be various filters that can be applied to the search , such 
for the source document 142 is collected . as a date filter or a property filter . The browser interface 210 
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also has search results 214 which may show a summary or In some embodiments , selecting the portion 304 of the 
snippet of some source documents that meet the search source document 302 may open up additional options . For 
criteria . In the illustration , some of the parts of the found example , the browser interface provides a button 308 to add 
source documents that match the search string are high the source as a citation , as well as a button 310 to add the 
lighted and presented to the user . The user may be able to source as a footnote . There may also be buttons to add the 
select a source document among the search results in order selected portion of the source document to the report docu 
to view that source document within the browser interface ment as a quote , such as a button to add a quote to the report 
210. In some embodiments , access to the database may document , or create a footnote citing back to that quote , require a user to log in . This way , the database can determine and / or the like . Thus , there may be options corresponding to 
one or more categories accessible to the user based on the 10 each of the four different types of relationships between log in credentials . If the user fails to supply credentials , then 
access to the database may be completely denied . If the user portions of a source document and a report document , as 
supplies credentials authorized to access certain categories , previously mentioned . 
then the database can selectively search for sources autho For some embodiments , such as embodiments in which 
rized by the user's credentials and not permit access to 15 the browser interface may have a “ binder ” , bookmarked 
sources that are not authorized . The database can track the content and portions of source documents may be dragged 
users who log in and sign out . from the browser interface into the interactive word pro 

In some embodiments , users may be able to use the cessing interface and dropped into whitespace ( e.g. , between 
browser interface to read through various source documents blocks of text or portions of the report document ) of to 
and bookmark interesting content in those source documents 20 embed that content into the report document . Dragging that 
by selecting the content and dragging it onto some location bookmarked content onto a portion of the report document 
on the interface . In some of such embodiments , interesting ( e.g. , a block of text ) may create a link and associate that 
content can be bookmarked by dragging it into a “ binder ” of content as a reference to that portion of the report document . 
the browser interface , which holds snippets , graphs , maps , In some embodiments , the block of text in the report 
charts , and other objects / content from the source documents 25 document for which content from the source document has 
that can be used later for sources or for writing out the report been dragged onto may inherit the categorization of that 
document . In some of such embodiments , the binder may be portion of the source document . For example , if a portion of 
further organized with labels and bookmarked content may a source document had a “ B ” categorization and was linked 
be labeled or tagged with notes by the user . In some to a paragraph in the report document , that paragraph in the 
embodiments , the bookmarked sources in the binder may be 30 report document would have the “ B ” categorization applied 
sorted by the order of the bookmark , with document - level to it as well . A single portion of the report document ( e.g. , 
citations at the end of the binder . There may also be a feature a single paragraph ) may have many different sources linked 
to sort through the bookmarks with alphabetically or chrono to it . In some embodiments , a portion of the report document 
logically . that has multiple sources linked to it inherits the categori 

In some embodiments , selecting and storing interesting 35 zation of the highest - categorized source . For example , a 
content may further involve the system performing a regex portion of the report document that has a “ B ” categorization 
( regular expression ) to extract the categorization associated inherited from one linked source and an “ A ” categorization 
with the selected portion of the source document . The inherited from another linked source may have an overall 
system may further prompt the user to confirm that the “ A ” categorization if that is the highest level of categoriza 
categorization is correct , such as through the browser inter- 40 tion for that portion of the report document . For example , as 
face . The selected portion of the source document that is shown in FIG . 4 , the report document inherits the category 
bookmarked may be stored along with its categorization , the 4 categorization from cited passage in the source document . 
categorization authority , and dates that the categorization is In another example , categorizations may be combined in 
updated or changed . Other properties or metadata of the some instances . For example , if a single portion of a report 
source document may also be collected and stored in order 45 document includes linked sources that indicate , respectively , 
to provide a full citation or reference . category Al and category A2 , that single portion of the 

FIG . 3 illustrates an example browser interface displaying document may be given a combined category of A1 - A2 . 
the contents of a source document 302. At the top , the title Other types of combining of categorizations may also be 
and the author of the source document 302 is shown . applied . 

The user may select a portion 304 of the source document 50 In some implementations , the categorization is accom 
302 , such as by highlighting that portion 304 within the plished through analysis of document portions using regular 
browser interface . In the figure , the user has highlighted a expressions ( e.g. , an existing categorization for a portion of 
sentence intended to serve as a reference to the selected the report document may be determined by a regular expres 
portion of the report document , as shown in the correspond sion that parses out the existing categorization form the text 
ing word processing interface . Just prior to the selected 55 of the report document ) . 
portion 304 of the source document 302 is a categorization In some embodiments , the overall categorization of the 
306. In some embodiments , the source document 302 may report document may inherit the highest categorization ( or a 
have an overall categorization , and in some embodiments , combination of categorizations , as described above ) associ 
different portions of the source document 302 may have their ated with any of the portions of the report document . For 
own categorizations . In this example , categorization 306 is 60 example , if the report document had paragraphs of varying 
applicable to the selected portion 304 of the source docu categorizations and one of the paragraphs had an “ A ” 
ment 302. In some embodiments , linking to the selected categorization that represented the highest level of catego 
portion 304 may also import and preserve the categorization rization among all the paragraphs in the document , then the 
306 for the selected portion of the report document . By report document's overall categorization would be set at 
citing to a source document , or portion thereof , with a 65 “ A ” . For example , as shown in FIG . 5A , a passage 506 
categorization 306 , the report document category can be causes a paragraph categorization to reflect the highest 
automatically updated to reflect the same categorization 306 . categorization level of categorization 1 - personal . 
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In various embodiments , before a categorization is Within the source listing displayed on the browser inter 
applied to a portion of a report document ( or the overall face , there may also be a feature to filter through all the 
report document ) , the user may be prompted to confirm or referenced sources . For example , there may be a drop - down 
edit the categorization . Such a prompt may be provided via menu that enables a filter to be applied to the various sources 
any of the user interfaces described herein , and may be 5 based on categorization , the originator of the source docu 
provided before categorizations are inherited / combined , or ment , date published , collection type , contributing authors , 
after . For example , the system may determine a categoriza user - applied labels or tags , and so forth . In some implemen 
tion of a source document , and may then prompt the user to tations , the system may generate a histogram which aggre 
confirm the categorization before proceeding with inheri gates across all sources associated with the report document 
tance / combining with other categorizations of the portion of 10 and enables the user to filter based on various attributes of 

the sources . the document associated with the source . There may also be various ways to delete one or more of FIG . 4 illustrates a footnote 402 that has been added to the the referenced sources , at least one of which is through the word processing interface . The footnote 402 may have been source listing . For example , there may be a trash icon next added by selecting button 310 to add the selected portion of 15 to each source in the source listing that , when clicked , the source document as a footnote . The footnote 402 is tied deletes the corresponding source and its link to the report 
to the selected portion of the report document and references document . Other ways to delete one or more of the refer 
the selected portion of the source document . The footnote enced sources and their link to the report document may 
402 can be formatted according to a user - selected citation include deleting the associated portion of the report docu 
format . Once added , the footnote 402 and associated cat- 20 ment in the word processing interface , or deleting the 
egorization can be edited by a user in the word processing footnote in the word processing interface if the source was 
interface as normal text . linked as a footnote . 

In some embodiments , a citation to a source can be added FIG . 5B illustrates another example of a word processing 
to a list of works cited , a bibliography , table of citations , etc. interface and a corresponding browser interface displaying 
The works cited can be on a different page ( e.g. , at the end ) . 25 all the referenced sources associated with the report docu 
The citation to the works cited can be automatically gener ment . The word processing interface includes a suggested 
ated in response to a user interaction in the browser interface tag 508 with hover box 510. The word processing interface 
without further interaction from the user in the word pro also shows hover box 512 for a tag . The browser interface 
cessing interface . In some embodiments , in response to a includes another embodiment of a works cited page . 
user interaction in the word processing interface , a works 30 A user can move a cursor or other user input device to 
cited can be generated by parsing the report document to find hover over a tagged portion ( e.g. , the portion 206 previously 
all the citations ( e.g. , by parsing for the unique identifiers ) tagged as shown in FIG . 2 ) of the report document . In 
and generating a list of sources in the works cited ( e.g. , response , hover box 512 can appear and display information 
based on the citations in the document , based on the bib about the tag , such as the name or username of a person who 
liographic data fields associated with the unique identifier ) . 35 added the tag , or when the tag was added . 

FIG . 5A illustrates a word processing interface and a The word processing interface can indicate ( such as with 
corresponding browser interface displaying all the refer highlighting , coloring , underlining , stylizing , dotted lining 
enced sources associated with the report document . For or other visual indicia ) a suggested tag 508. A tag can be 
example , the system may be configured to go through the suggested if the same or similar words appear in other source 
report document to identify all the embedded links or unique 40 documents or have been tagged in other report documents . 
identifiers , look up the data entries associated with all of In the example shown in FIG . 5B , the suggested tag 508 is 
those unique identifiers , retrieve all the corresponding indicated with a dashed underline . A user can move a cursor 
source documents , and display the referenced portions of the or other user input device to hover over the suggested tag 
various source documents in the browser interface . In some 508. In response , a hover box 510 can appear and display 
embodiments , the browser interface may be configured to 45 information . If the same or similar text has been cited in 
display , for the report document , a list of all referenced other documents , then the information can indicate who 
source documents and their categorizations . There may also cited the same or similar text , what document the same or 
be options for viewing the exact portions of the source similar text was cited in , and when the same or similar text 
documents that are being referenced . was cited . In some embodiments , the information can addi 

For example , in the figure the browser interface shows a 50 tionally or alternatively include the citation that was added 
list of three sources referenced in the report document , and for the same or similar text . The hover box 510 can also 
buttons are available next to each listing that allow the include one or more links to open either the other report 
specific linked portion of those source documents to be document where the same or similar text was cited , the 
displayed . In particular , the referenced portion 502 of the source document including the same or similar text , or both . 
third source document is displayed . A button 504 can be 55 The browser interface shows an example works cited 
selected to highlight the corresponding portion 506 of the page . The works cited page can list linked sources and 
report document that is linked to the portion 502 of the third background references associated with the report document 
source document . In some embodiments , hovering over the shown in the word processing interface . For example , the 
displayed portion 502 of the third source document may reference “ Document 1 title ” is linked with a tagged portion 
automatically highlight the corresponding linked portion 60 of the report document and is listed in the works cited page . 
506 of the report document . In some embodiments , the In the example shown in FIG . 5B , other linked sources ( e.g. , 
button 504 may be an “ eye ” button . Clicking the eye button sources associated with other pages of the report document ) 
may expand the source listing and show the referenced are also listed . Some linked sources , such as 522 , may not 
portion or quote of the source document , while also high be shown if a current user has insufficient permission to 
lighting the associated portion in the report document to 65 access the linked source . 
demonstrate the relationship . A single source may be refer In the works cited , different icons can indicate a type of 
enced multiple times within a report document . link . A first icon 512 can indicate that a portion of ( such as 
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a quote from ) a report document is linked to a portion of a A report document can be saved and opened by a second 
source document . A second icon 514 can indicate that a user . The second user can , via the browser interface , input 
portion of a report document is linked to a source document credentials to access the identifier database . The system can 
generally ( e.g. , the whole source document without indicat then find sources for the second user or make further edits 
ing a specific portion of the source document ) . A third icon 5 to the source document . The second user can , in the inter 
can 518 can indicate that a general report document ( e.g. , the active word processing interface , click on the quoted pas 
whole report document without indicating a specific portion sages or cited sources created by the original author . If the 
of the report document ) is linked to a source document second user if the second user is authorized , the system can 
generally ( e.g. , the whole source document without indicat then automatically retrieve the sources in the browser win 
ing a specific portion of the source document ) . A fourth icon 10 dow without requiring further manual interaction from the 
516 can indicate a mixture of different types of links . second user in the browser window . 
Additional visual indicators 520 such as flashing , bolding , or A report document can be saved to a workspace in the 
other stylizations can indicate a link that was recently added database . Documents in the workspace can be accessed by 
to the works cited . other users who are authorized to access the workspace . 

FIG . 5C shows another view of a works cited list and how 15 Reports in the workspace can be linked together through 
the works cited list can be interacted with . A linked source citations . For example , a first report can cite to a second 
document can be listed in the works cited as shown by 528 . report , which may cite to a source in a workspace . The 

The list of linked source documents can be edited . A user system can automatically link the first report to the source , 
can click on a button 530 to edit the listing in the works or provide the source for viewing when a user clicks on the 
cited . In response to the user interaction with the button 530 , 20 citation in the first report . Similarly , sources of sources 
a cursor 532 can be positioned to allow the user to make within a workspace can be linked . This way , a network of 
edits to the listing . citations can be constructed within the workspace , enabling 

The linked source documents that are listed in the works additional featu such as finding the most commonly cited 
cited can be clicked and dragged . In response , a folder sources or authors . 
directory menu 534 can appear . A folder can be selected , and 25 
the linked source document can be dragged into the selected Tagging Embodiments 
folder to save a copy of or shortcut to the linked source 
document . Once a first report has been generated by an author , the 

A button 536 can be interacted with to cause a listing to first report can be reviewed by a project analyst or tagging 
expand and show excerpts of a source document . The 30 specialist who is familiar with the larger picture surrounding 
excerpts can be displayed in the order that they occur in the the report . Tags may be data structures that include a label 
source document or in the order that they occur in the report or description . Tags can be applied to one or more parts of 
document . Any of the excerpts can be clicked on . In a report document fitting the label or description . Different 
response , the browser interface can show where in a source types of tags include tag objects , tag properties , tag links , 
document that the excerpt is linked from , or the word 35 etc. The project analyst may recognize connections between 
processing interface can show where the excerpt occurs in the current report and information in a second report falling 
the report document . A selection can be indicated with a within the larger picture . For instance , this can include 
visualization 538 . recognizing people , places , etc. that are mentioned in both 

The works cited page can separately list background reports . However , only the analyst who has read both the 
references . Background references can include sources 40 first report and the second report will know about the 
documents that are linked to a report document but are not connections . Other people who have not read both the first 
linked to any particular portions of a report document ( e.g. , report and the second report will not have such knowledge . 
not linked to any selected portion 206 as shown in FIG . 2 ) . By the same logic , the analyst or specialist may not have 

FIG . 6 illustrates a feature provided in the browser read a third report that includes other connections . 
interface through which a user may be able to filter the 45 Accordingly , one way to document connections is to make 
document - level categorization to determine what the report a record of the people , places , times , facts , and other data 
document would like if released at a lower categorization . objects in multiple reports . Many people and automated 
For example , a report document may have a paragraph that systems can contribute their knowledge to a database as a 
has a higher categorization than the rest of the paragraphs . repository about connections between different people , 
The report document may be released at a lower categori- 50 places , times , facts , and other data objects mentioned in 
zation level that excludes the higher - categorized paragraph different reports such that a collective knowledge base is 
from showing up , which means content from the report created . However , in some instances , such a solution can be 
document will be missing . The system may have a preview ineffective because ambiguous terms can be misidentified 
feature that allows a user to view how that report document and important parts might be overlooked . Additionally , the 
would look if released at various categorization levels , in 55 project analyst or tagging specialist might misinterpret the 
order to ensure that the report document transitions and underlying report or lack insight into certain facts behind the 
flows smoothly despite certain content being excluded . report . Accordingly , the author of a first report may be in the 

In the illustration shown , the system may filter and present best position to know which sections , words , or phrases in 
only the text in the report document that is of a certain the first report are matched with , connected to , or otherwise 
categorization level , with the categorization level chosen 60 related to facts in other reports . However , the author of the 
through a drop - down menu via a pop - up 602. Upon selecting first report may not have read all of the other reports . 
the desired categorization level and clicking “ redact ” , the Accordingly , an interface is presented to efficiently enable 
filtered version of the report document is presented through the author of a report to " tag " words or sections of a report 
the interactive word processing interface . The redaction can that match words or sections of other reports , even though 
cause data in the report document to permanently deleted or 65 the author may have never read the other reports . This can 
replaced with an obstruction such as blackout 604 if the data enable the author , who is familiar with the authored report , 
falls outside of the desired categorization level . to perform disambiguation while the information is fresh , 
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rather than having a different person do so after information physical database . In some embodiments , the identifier 
in the report has become stale . This can also enable infor database and the database for tags can be different physical 
mation in the author's report to be linked to any type of data databases . 
objects in other reports that are further linked to further data In some embodiments , each tag and the corresponding 
objects in further reports and so on . Additionally , some of 5 words or part of an identified report document can be stored 
the embodiments can allow users ( such as authors ) to tag in a database so that a search in the database can identify all 
documents faster . Many interface elements are designed and reports , including the words or parts of those reports that are 
organized to improve usability and convenience so that the associated with the tag . The database can also store addi 
development and tagging of report documents is performed tional information ( e.g. , properties , linked tags , linking 
faster . The interface elements can also be designed and 10 relationships , etc. ) about the object underlying the tag . 
organized to provide a unified interface for authors to tag In some embodiments , the database stores an object 

identifier that is associated with the tagged text . The object documents while writing at the time that the information is identifier can match hidden text in a report document , where freshest in the author's mind . In contrast , separate tools that the hidden text indicates which portions of the report docu are used for later tagging lose many benefits . Authors are 15 ment are associated with the tag . The database can include 
less motivated and less likely to tag as time progresses , and a data structure listing which tags are referenced in which 
the author's memory becomes stale . Tagging documents can report documents , and the report documents can be accessed 
enable better searches that automatically disambiguate to retrieve the details of each tag . Each report document can 
search terms . In addition , different types of tags can provide include , as a variable or other hidden text , a unique docu 
structure to information , link different data and different 20 ment ID . The reference ID's can be used by the database to 
reports , and provide context and structure to a report docu identify report documents . 
ment . Such context and structure can enable computer - based In some embodiments , reports ( including tags embedded 
ontological analysis that would otherwise not be possible . in the reports ) can be stored as document objects in a 
For example , computers can automatically implement an database . The database can search for the tags in the docu 
ontology system that can analyze a document or portions of 25 ment objects . The database can also keep separate tag data 
a document and return results based on relationships iden apart from the document objects . 
tified in links between different data objects ( e.g. , two data A tag 830 for the person Richard McClintock is associated 
objects are tagged in a document , therefore they may be with the text “ Dr. Richard McClintock ” 832 in the report 
associated with one another ) . document 804. The words " Dr. Richard McClintock ” 832 

FIG . 8 illustrates an example of an interactive word 30 are stylistically differentiated in the report document 804 
processing interface and a corresponding browser interface , ( e.g. , by underlining , italicizing , changing the font or font 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure . The size , adding dotted lines ) so as to indicate that those words 
example word processing interface 802 displays the contents are tagged . The style can be individually customized for 
of a report document 804 being edited within the word each tagged section of the report document . Clicking , hov 
processing interface 802. A user has selected a portion 806 35 ering over , or otherwise interacting with the tagged section 
of the report document 804 and the clicked the “ Tag Selected 832 can automatically cause the browser interface 810 to 
Text ” button 838 in order to tag the selected portion . More display information from the database associated with the 
specifically , the user has highlighted the name “ Cicero ” in tag , including other documents containing the same tag , the 
the report document 804 in the word processing interface sections of other documents containing the same tag , prop 
802. In practice , a user could select any portion of a report 40 erties of the tag , information linked to the tag , other infor 
document including various objects such as letters , words , mation in the database related to the tag , and / or other 
sections , text , tables , charts , graphs , images , and so forth information extracted from the text of other tagged docu 
that can be people , places , verbs , communications , relation ments . Clicking , hovering over , or otherwise interacting 
ships , and so forth . with the tag 830 in the browser interface can cause the report 

Also shown is an example browser interface 810 that is 45 document to bring the associated text 832 to the user's 
configured to display tag information related to tagged attention , such as by scrolling to the section of the report 
portions of document 804. The browser interface 810 con document containing the associated text 832 and visually 
tains a “ sources ” tab 812 , a “ tags ” tab 814 , a filter objects distinguishing the associated text 832 . 
button 816 , a show histogram button 818 , tags 820 , 822 , The word “ Cicero's " 834 in the report document 804 is 
826 , 828 , and 830 , and tag options 824 . 50 tagged with tag 826 for the person Cicero . The report 

The sources tab 812 can be clicked to change the browser document 804 can embed the tag information as invisible 
interface 810 to display source information , such as shown data around the word “ Cicero's . " Invisible data can include 
in FIG . 1-6 . The “ tags ” tab can be clicked to change the any data in a document that is not normally printed or visible 
browser interface from the browser interface for sources when viewing the document in a WYSIWYG editor . 
( such as 210 in FIG . 2 ) back to the browser interface 810 for 55 Examples include metadata , hidden text , invisible text , 
tags . formatting data , bookmark data , etc. The embedded tag 

The filter objects button 816 can cause the list of tags to information can include a database object identifier . In the 
be filtered such that tags satisfying certain criteria are example embodiment shown in FIG . 8 , the bracket symbols 
shown . This can include filters for tags by text , by tag type , surrounding the word “ Cicero's ” are visual indications the 
etc. 60 surrounding area that contain hidden data causing the word 

The show histogram button 818 causes the browser inter “ Cicero's ” to be associated with the Cicero tag ; the bracket 
face to show a histogram of tagged objects , further discussed symbols are not actually a displayed part of the report 
below with respect to FIG . 11B . document 804. The tag 826 includes a picture of Cicero . 

The browser interface 810 can also show tags that corre This picture can be a property of the tag , and it can be 
spond to words or parts of the report document 804. The tags 65 retrieved from the database or from a different report docu 
can be stored in a database . In some embodiments , the ment that has a picture tagged as Cicero . In response to a 
identifier database and the database for tags can be the same cursor being positioned in the space included within the 
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brackets , the corresponding tag in 830 in the browser dropped onto a different existing tag that is of a different type 
interface 810 can be highlighted or otherwise visually indi or has a different name , then a link between the two tags can 
cated . be created , or one property tag can be set as a property of an 

The browser interface 810 can automatically suggest object tag . 
some tags . This can happen automatically as an author 5 FIG . 9 illustrates an example of an interactive word 
writes a report document . It can also be triggered by other processing interface and corresponding browser interface 
events , such as opening a document , saving a document , or according to an embodiment of the present disclosure . In 
clicking the “ Tag Selected Text ” button 838 , importing data , FIG . 9 , details are shown for creating new tag 822. A user 
etc. A regex search can be performed to suggest tags for ( such as an author or reader ) has selected a portion 806 of 
words that match certain text patterns . For example , a regex 10 the report document to associate with a new tag 822 . 
combination of numbers such as “ ( ### ) ## - ### " can be used A menu 902 is displayed so that the user can provide 
to search for phone numbers . As another example , a regex details about the new tag 822. The menu 902 can be different 
search can be used to check names by searching for capi depending on which type of tag is being created ( e.g. , 
talized words that do not start sentences and / or are not in objects , links , or properties ) . The example menu 902 is 
dictionaries . Other regex searches can be defined for 15 shown for object tags . The menu 902 displays icons to allow 
addresses , social security numbers , coordinates , etc. In some the user to select the type of object 904 , such as a person , 
embodiments , a tag can be suggested based on the regex location , business , or vehicle . A drop down menu 906 can 
match . In some embodiments , tags can be suggested by allow the user to select other types of objects . A search bar 
searching the database for tags that match or are very similar 908 allows the user to perform a search for existing object 
to words in the report document . In some embodiments , both 20 tags . The search bar can be automatically populated by the 
the regex and database searching techniques are used . In the selected text 806 and a database can automatically perform 
example shown in FIG . 8 , the words " Hampden - Sydney the search when a new tag is being created . The search 
College ” in the report document 804 was recognized and results can display tags 910 , 912 that match the search terms . 
matches or is similar to two tags in a database . Accordingly , The displayed tags , such as 910 , can include information 
tag 820 is suggested . The author can click on the suggested 25 such as properties associated with the tag . In the illustrated 
tag 820 , which will cause the browser interface to display example , a first property of Cicero , his birth in 106BC , is 
data about the two suggested tags . The author can then displayed . Another property of Cicero , his location in Rome , 
disambiguate which of the two tags already in the database is also displayed . Linked information can also be displayed . 
is correct . For example , Cicero's picture is tagged in a second report 

The browser interface 810 also suggests another tag 828 , 30 and linked as being a picture of Cicero . The picture can be 
the location Cicero , Ill . This can be automatically suggested retrieved from the database or the second report document 
for the occurrence of word “ Cicero ” 806 in the report displayed on the browser interface . Likewise , properties can 
document 804. The tag 828 is a specific location named be defined by tags in the current report document , in a 
Cicero , but the tag 828 does not match the Cicero referenced database , or in a different report document . By querying the 
by the author . The author can reject or delete the suggested 35 database to find all properties of Cicero , the properties and 
tag 828 , or click the dropdown arrow in the tag to see linked information can be gathered and displayed . 
alternative suggestions . FIG . 10 illustrates an example of an interactive word 

As an alternative to selecting existing tags , a new tag 822 processing interface and corresponding browser interface 
can be created for selected text 806. Making a selection ( e.g. , according to an embodiment of the present disclosure . In 
highlighting ) in the report interface can cause the browser 40 FIG . 10 , a new link tag 1001 is being created . A user has 
interface to automatically suggest an existing tag with the selected a portion 1003 of the report document to associate 
same letters and / or can cause the browser interface to with the new link tag 1001 . 
suggest creating a new tag 822 with the same letters . A menu The user can edit the tag 1001 to have a different name 
824 is displayed to provide context for and information ( “ De finibus bonorum et malorum ” ) from the selected por 
about the new tag 822. The tag 822 and / or the menu 824 can 45 tion 1003 , which reads “ text . ” Users , and especially authors , 
be automatically displayed in response to clicking on the can provide insights into the information underlying the 
“ Tag Selected Text ” button 838. The menu 824 allows the words of the report , such as in the example in FIG . 10 when 
author to select a name or label for the tag . The menu 824 the word “ text ” refers to a specific literary work . 
allows the author to select a type of tag for the new tag : an A menu 1005 allows the user to select which type of tag 
object , a property , or a link . Examples of objects include 50 should be created , and the link type is selected . A second 
people , physical things , etc. Examples of properties include menu 1007 specific for link tags is displayed to allow the 
facts or descriptions of objects such as the height of a person , user to provide details about the link tag . This can include 
the cost of a physical thing , etc. Examples of links include selecting a first object 1009 to link to a second object 1013 
relationships or objects between objects such as a social and selecting the type of link 1011. The first object 1009 and 
relationship between two people as friends , family , etc. 55 second object 1013 can be automatically suggested from the 
Further details about creating a new tag are discussed with context and from existing tags , or the user can perform a 
respect to FIG . 9 . search or select alternative options . 
As an alternative to manually defining a tag , the user can In the example of FIG . 10 , Cicero's text was read by Dr. 

use a cursor to drag and drop 836 the new tag 822 onto an Richard McClintock , so the " communication ” link is 
existing tag 826. This can cause the new tag 822 to auto- 60 selected . Accordingly , the link tag is created such that the 
matically fill out information by copying the information “ text ” 1003 is tagged as a communication linking Cicero and 
from the existing tag 826 so that the author does not need to Dr. Richard . 
re - enter the information . FIG . 11A illustrates an example of an interactive word 

In some embodiments , the drag - and - drop action can be processing interface and corresponding browser interface 
contextual . For example , where the names are similar or the 65 according to an embodiment of the present disclosure . In 
same , the new tag can copy data from an existing tag of the FIG . 11A , a list of the tags in the report document is 
same name . However , if an existing tag is dragged and displayed , and a histogram 1103 of the frequency that the 
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tags occur is also displayed . A user has selected a histogram the report document , syncing the report document , editing 
button 1101 , causing the histogram 1103 to be displayed . the report document ( e.g. , as new words are typed ) , or other 

The histogram generates a visualization of the frequency trigger . 
of tagged objects . For example , the suggested tag 1105 At block 1206 , tags can optionally be suggested based on 
“ Hampden - Sydney College ” is suggested for one portion of 5 the analysis . Tags can be suggested for words or sections of 
the report document . The tag 1107 is related to one portion the report document that match a regex query or match 
of the report document ( the word “ text ” ) . The tag 1109 is existing tags in a database . The user can accept or reject the 
related to two potions 1113 , 1115 of the report document . suggested tags . 
The tag 1111 is related to one portion of the report document . At block 1208 , a user can select a portion of the report 
In an implementation , a histogram visualization ( e.g. , as 10 document in the word processing interface for tagging . This 
shown in FIG . 11B ) may be generated based on all proper can include , for example , highlighting the letters , words , or 

other portion of the report document to be tagged . ties of tagged objects . At block 1210 , a search of the database is automatically In some embodiments , instead of or in addition to a performed to find tags matching the selected portion . histogram , the frequency information can be displayed as a At block 1212 , the user can decide whether to select an graph , pie chart , N - graph , timelines , etc. existing tag or create a new tag . FIG . 11B shows an example histogram displayed along The user can create a new tag at block 1214. In some 
side a works cited page . The histogram can aggregate data embodiments , the new tag can be created as an object model 
about the source documents linked to a report document . stored inside the report document as a variable . An identifier 
The histogram can help a user to filter and find information . 20 for the object model can be created inside the report docu 
For example , a user can interact with a histogram to see all ment and associated with the selected text via hidden text . 
source documents produced by a publisher , agency , or Accordingly , in some embodiments , the tag information can 
author . The histogram can also be referenced to gauge the persist and be contained , at least partially , within the report 
overall analytical integrity of a report document . For document . In some embodiments , the object model can be 
example , if the histogram show that too many source docu- 25 instead or additionally stored in a database . 
ments were written by one author , then a user can determine At block 1216 , the user can provide a type of tag for the 
that the user is over - relied upon , and that more diverse new tag . The browser interface can display a selection of tag 
sources can improve the integrity of the report . The histo types for the user to select from , such as objects , properties , 

and links . The browser interface receives a selection from gram can be generated based on the properties of tagged 30 the user . objects . 
At block 1218 , the user can provide additional data for the The histogram can include a section identifying how new tag . The browser interface can receive , from the user , many source documents were written by different authors . edits to the tag including the tag name , links to the tag , The histogram can also include a section indicating how properties of the tag , etc. many source documents fall under different categorizations . At block 1220 , the database can be updated with the new The histogram can also include one or more sections indi tag . In some embodiments , this can include storing a copy of cating the dates that different source documents were pub the new tag in the database . In some embodiments , this can lished or accessed . The histogram can also include one or include storing , in the database , an indication that the tag 

more sections indicating how many source documents have exists along with a reference to that the particular report 
certain identification information ( e.g. , ID numbers , titles ) . 40 document contains the tag . The database can be automati 
In each section , the histogram can indicate both a total cally updated in response to the creation of the tag . The 
number of unique source documents matching the histogram database can also or alternatively be automatically updated 
criteria and a total number of times that a linked source in response to opening the report document , closing the 
documents match the histogram criteria , such as with dif report document , or other triggering action . 
ferent colors or shading of the histogram . For example , two 45 If at block 1212 the user selects an existing tag , then at 
different sections of one source document can be linked to block 1222 , the user can provide additional data about the 
in different parts of a report document . That source docu existing tag . This can include modifying the details of the 
ment can be counted once uniquely , and the histogram can tag , adding links or properties , or changing the selected 
also show that the source was linked to twice . portion of the report document that the tag is associated 

FIG . 12 is a flowchart of an example method 1200 of 50 with . This can also include disambiguating between multiple 
tagging and displaying tags . existing tags . 
At block 1202 , a user drafts or edits a report document in At block 1224 , the database can be updated with the new 

a word processing interface . The word processing interface additional data about the existing tag . In some embodiments , 
can be configured to simultaneously display both the report this can update any tag details in the database . In some 
document and a browser interface that can be used for 55 embodiments , this can include storing , in the database , an 
sourcing and tagging . In some embodiments , the word indication that the tag exists along with a reference to that 
processing interface is executed in a browser . In some the particular report document contains the tag . The database 
embodiments , the word processing interface is executed as can be automatically updated in response to the creation of 
a standalone application . In some embodiments , the word the tag . The database can also or alternatively be automati 
processing interface is executed as a modification or addi- 60 ?ally updated in response to opening the report document , 
tion to another application . closing the report document , or other triggering action . 
At block 1204 , the report document is optionally auto At block 1226 , the database can be queried for any 

matically analyzed . This can be performed , for example , by information already associated with the existing tag . This 
regex matching . This can also be performed , for example , by can include properties , links , and details from other reports 
searching a database for any tags that match words in the 65 that are tagged with the existing tag . 
report document . The analysis can be automatically per At block 1228 , the queried information can be displayed 
formed in response to opening the report document , saving in the browser interface . 
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At block 1230 , invisible text can be embedded in the combination of devices that incorporate hard - wired and / or 
report document in order to indicate which portions are program logic to implement the techniques . 
tagged . Computing device ( s ) are generally controlled and coor 

At block 1232 , the word processing interface display is dinated by operating system software , such as iOS , Android , 
updated to indicate the tagged portion . This can include 5 Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , 
automatically changing the style , font , etc. of the portion of Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , 
the report document that is associated with the tag . In SunOS , Solaris , iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other 
response to the creation of a new tag , or in response to compatible operating systems . In other embodiments , the 
applying an existing tag to a new portion of text , the report computing device may be controlled by a proprietary oper 
document can be synchronized with the database . 10 ating system . Conventional operating systems control and 

The report document can be published or saved to a schedule computer processes for execution , perform 
workspace in the database . Publishing a report document memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O 
can include making the report document , including its services , and provide a user interface functionality , such as 
accessible to other users who have access to the workspace . a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
In some embodiments , publishing a document can cause the 15 For example , FIG . 7 is a block diagram that illustrates a 
document to become a new object model that is linked to computer system 700 upon which an embodiment may be 
other object models via tags . In some embodiments , pub implemented . Computer system 700 includes a bus 702 or 
lishing the report document and publishing the tags can other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
occur simultaneously or separately . There can be various mation , and a hardware processor , or multiple processors , 
publication options , including whether how to format and 20 704 coupled with bus 702 for processing information . Hard 
stylize the tags , whether to automatically convert tagged text ware processor ( s ) 704 may be , for example , one or more 
into links that can be activated to retrieve related informa general purpose microprocessors . 
tion from a database , etc. There can be options display Computer system 700 also includes a main memory 706 , 
tags or cite to sources as footnotes or endnotes . There can be such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , cache and / or other 
an option to automatically generate and append a works 25 dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 702 for storing 
cited based on cited sources . There can be options to set the information and instructions to be executed by processor 
permission level or hide portions protected by certain per 704. Main memory 706 also may be used for storing 
mission levels . There can also be an option to automatically temporary variables or other intermediate information dur 
keep a published document synchronized in a workspace . ing execution of instructions to be executed by processor 
Synchronizing can allow , for example , edits to tagged infor- 30704. Such instructions , when stored in storage media acces 
mation in a first report document to be reflected in a separate sible to processor 704 , render computer system 700 into a 
report document that has the same tag . For example , editing special - purpose machine that is customized to perform the 
a separate document that tags 106BC as Cicero's birthday operations specified in the instructions . 
can cause the tag data shown in FIG . 9 to synchronously Computer system 700 further includes a read only 
update the edits to Cicero's birthday . In some embodiments , 35 memory ( ROM ) 708 or other static storage device coupled 
publishing a report can cause all cited documents to be to bus 702 for storing static information and instructions for 
automatically tagged . processor 704. A storage device 710 , such as a magnetic 

In some embodiments , publishing a report document can disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc. , is 
cause a copy of the document to be sent to a database , where provided and coupled to bus 702 for storing information and 
a detector parses the report document . An information parser 40 instructions . 
can analyze both the visible and invisible data . The data can Computer system 700 may be coupled via bus 702 to a 
be extracted to determine what portions of the report docu display 712 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD 
ment are tagged . A new structure can be created in the display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to a 
database . The new structure can include the tags in a report computer user . An input device 714 , including alphanumeric 
document , the citations or sources in a report document , 45 and other keys , is coupled to bus 702 for communicating 
and / or document text , including which portions of the docu information and command selections to processor 704 . 
ment text are associated with which tags and which sources . Another type of user input device is cursor control 716 , such 

as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
Additional Embodiments municating direction information and command selections 

50 to processor 704 and for controlling cursor movement on 
According to one embodiment , the techniques described display 712. This input device typically has two degrees of 

herein are implemented by one or more special - purpose freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis 
computing devices . The special - purpose computing devices ( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
may be hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more 55 and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the techniques , or may include one or Computing system 700 may include a user interface 
more general purpose hardware processors programmed to module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass 
perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 60 storage device as executable software codes that are 
firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod 
special - purpose computing devices may also combine cus ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 
tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro software components , object - oriented software components , 
gramming to accomplish the techniques . The special - pur class components and task components , processes , func 
pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems , 65 tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
server computer systems , portable computer systems , hand gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
held devices , networking devices or any other device or databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 

cursor . 
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In general , the word “ module , " as used herein , refers to coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a collection wires that comprise bus 702. Transmission media can also 
of software instructions , possibly having entry and exit take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
points , written in a programming language , such as , for generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
example , Java , Lua , C or C ++ . A software module may be 5 cations . 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in The various features and processes described above may 
a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted be used independently of one another , or may be combined 
programming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , in various ways . All possible combinations and subcombi 
or Python . It will be appreciated that software modules may nations are intended to fall within the scope of this disclo 
be callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or 10 sure . In addition , certain method or process blocks may be 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . omitted in some implementations . The methods and pro 
Software modules configured for execution on computing cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
devices may be provided on a computer readable medium , sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , performed in other sequences that are appropriate . For 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 15 example , described blocks or states may be performed in an 
download ( and may be originally stored in a compressed or order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
installable format that requires installation , decompression blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code may The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
executing computing device , for execution by the computing 20 added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
device . Software instructions may be embedded in firmware , ments . The example systems and components described 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that herein may be configured differently than described . For 
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 25 ments . In some embodiments , blocks other than those indi 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality cated with dotted lines can be removed , modified , or rear 
described herein are preferably implemented as software ranged compared to the disclosed example embodiments . 
modules , but may be represented in hardware or firmware . Conditional language , such as , among others , “ can , ” 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical “ could , ” " might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated oth 
modules that may be combined with other modules or 30 erwise , or otherwise understood within the context as used , 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization is generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
or storage include , while other embodiments do not include , certain 

Computer system 700 may implement the techniques features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such conditional lan 
described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or guage is not generally intended to imply that features , 
more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic 35 elements and / or steps are in any way required for one or 
which in combination with the computer system causes or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments nec 
programs computer system 700 to be a special - purpose essarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
machine . According to one embodiment , the techniques input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
herein are performed by computer system 700 in response to steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
processor ( s ) 704 executing one or more sequences of one or 40 embodiment . 
more instructions contained in main memory 706. Such The term “ comprising ” as used herein should be given an 
instructions may be read into main memory 706 from inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
another storage medium , such as storage device 710. Execu a general purpose computer comprising one or more pro 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main cessors should not be interpreted as excluding other com 
memory 706 causes processor ( s ) 704 to perform the process 45 puter components , and may possibly include such compo 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard nents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination interfaces , among others . 
with software instructions . The term " continuous ” as used herein , is a broad term 

The term “ non - transitory media , ” and similar terms , as encompassing its plain an ordinary meaning and , as used in 
used herein refers to any media that store data and / or 50 reference to various types of activity ( for example , scanning , 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific monitoring , logging , and the like ) , includes without limita 
fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise non tion substantially continuous activity and / or activity that 
volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media may include periodic or intermittent pauses or breaks , but 
includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such as which accomplish the intended purposes described ( for 
storage device 710. Volatile media includes dynamic 55 example , continuous scanning may include buffering and / or 
memory , such as main memory 706. Common forms of storage of data that is thereafter processed , for example , in 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a batch and / or the like ) . 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in the flow 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the attached 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 60 figures should be understood as potentially representing 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a modules , segments , or portions of code which include one or 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or more executable instructions for implementing specific logi 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . cal functions or steps in the process . Alternate implementa 
Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be used in tions are included within the scope of the embodiments 

conjunction with transmission media . Transmission media 65 described herein in which elements or functions may be 
participates in transferring information between nontransi deleted , executed out of order from that shown or discussed , 
tory media . For example , transmission media includes including substantially concurrently or in reverse order , 
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depending on the functionality involved , as would be under 3. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the source 
stood by those skilled in the art . document identifier comprises a browser link or address to 

It should be emphasized that many variations and modi the source document . 
fications may be made to the above - described embodiments , 4. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
the elements of which are among other acceptable examples . 5 more hardware processors are further configured to execute 
All such modifications and variations are intended to be the plurality of computer executable instructions to cause the 
included herein within the scope of this disclosure . The computer system to : 
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the generate the unique identifier associated with the plurality invention . It will be appreciated , however , that no matter of data items in the identifier database . how detailed the foregoing appears in text , the invention 10 5. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the one or may be practiced in many ways . As is also stated above , it 
should be noted that the use of particular terminology when more hardware processors are further configured to execute 
describing certain features or aspects of the invention should the plurality of computer executable instructions to cause the 
not be taken to imply that the terminology is being re computer system to : 
defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 15 add a citation to the report document , wherein the citation 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention is associated with the user - selected portion of the 
with which that terminology is associated . The scope of the source document . 
invention should therefore be construed in accordance with 6. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
the appended claims and any equivalents thereof . more hardware processors are further configured to execute 
What is claimed is : 20 the plurality of computer executable instructions to cause the 
1. A computer system comprising : computer system to : 
one or more computer readable storage devices config add a footnote to the report document , wherein the 

ured to store a plurality of computer executable instruc footnote is associated with the user - selected portion of 
tions ; and the source document . 

one or more hardware processors in communication with 25 7. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein selecting the 
the one or more computer readable storage devices and user - selected portion of the report document comprises 
configured to execute the plurality of computer execut hovering a mouse cursor over the user - selected portion of able instructions to cause the computer system to : the report document . provide user interface data useable to render at least a 8. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the one or second section of a user interface , wherein : more hardware processors are further configured to execute a first section of the user interface is configured to be 

displayed simultaneously with the second section the plurality of computer executable instructions to cause the 
of the user interface , and computer system to : 

the first section of the user interface is configured to display , via the second section of the user interface , a 
display a report document ; source listing comprising a view button , and wherein 

receive , through the first section of the user interface , a selecting the view button displays the user - selected 
user - selected portion of the report document ; portion of the source document in the source listing of 

receive , through the second section of the user inter the second section of the user interface . 
face , a user - selected portion of a source document ; 9. The computer system of claim 8 , wherein the one or 

based at least in part on receiving , through the second 40 more hardware processors are further configured to execute 
section of the user interface , the user - selected por the plurality of computer executable instructions to cause the 
tion of the source document : computer system to : 
access a pre - existing categorization associated with receive a selection of the user - selected portion of the 

the user - selected portion of the source document ; source document in the source listing of the second 
and section of the user interface ; and 

apply the pre - existing categorization to at least the update the first section of the user interface by selecting 
user - selected portion of the report document ; the user - selected portion of the report document . 

embed a link in the report document associated with the 10. The computer system of claim 9 , wherein the selection 
user - selected portion of the source document , of the user - selected portion of the source document in the 
wherein the link comprises a unique identifier asso- 50 source listing of the second section of the user interface 
ciated with a plurality of data items in an identifier comprises hovering a mouse cursor over the user - selected 
database , wherein the plurality of data items associ portion of the source document in the source listing . 
ated with the unique identifier comprises at least a 11. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
source document identifier based on the user - se more hardware processors are further configured to execute 
lected portion of the source document ; and 55 the plurality of computer executable instructions to cause the 

update the first section of the user interface , such that computer system to , in response to receiving , through the 
selecting the user - selected portion of the report docu second section of the user interface , the user - selected portion 
ment accesses the link to display at least the user of the source document : 
selected portion of the source document in the sec determine a plurality of categorizations applied to the 
ond section of the user interface . user - selected portion of the report document , wherein 

2. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the plurality the plurality of categorizations are included in a hier 
of data items associated with the unique identifier in the archy ; 
identifier database further comprises at least one of : a title of determine a highest hierarchical - level categorization from 
the source document , an author of the source document , the the plurality of categorizations applied to the user 
user - selected portion of the source document , a document 65 selected portion of the report document ; and 
source referenced in the source document , and a publish date apply the highest hierarchical - level categorization to the 
of the source document . user - selected portion of the report document . 
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12. The computer system of claim 11 , wherein the one or database , wherein the plurality of data items associ 
more hardware processors are further configured to execute ated with the unique identifier comprises at least an 
the plurality of computer executable instructions to cause the identifier of user - selected portion of a source docu 
computer system to : ment ; and 

determine a categorization for a plurality of portions of 5 update the report document such that selecting the 
the report document , wherein at least one of the plu user - selected portion of the report document 
rality of portions comprises the user - selected portion of accesses the link to display at least the user - selected 
the report document ; portion of the source document in the browser inter 

face . determine a highest - level categorization from among the 
categorizations the plurality of portions of the report 14. The computer system of claim 13 , wherein the plu 
document ; and rality of data items associated with the unique identifier in 

apply the highest - level categorization to the report docu the identifier database further comprises at least one of : a 
title of the source document , an author of the source docu ment . 

13. A computer system comprising : ment , the user - selected portion of the source document , a 
one or more computer readable storage devices config- 15 document source referenced in the source document , and a 

ured to store a plurality of computer executable instruc publish date of the source document . 
tions ; and 15. The computer system of claim 13 , wherein the one or 

one or more hardware processors in communication with more hardware processors are further configured to execute 
the one or more computer readable storage devices and the plurality of computer executable instructions to cause the 
configured to execute the plurality of computer execut- 20 computer system to : 
able instructions to cause the computer system to : automatically embed a link in the report document asso 
provide data usable for rendering a source document in ciated with the user - selected portion by executing a 

a browser interface , wherein an interactive word function call from the browser interface to the interac 
processing interface is configured to be simultane tive word processing interface . 
ously displayed with the browser interface ; 16. The computer system of claim 13 , wherein the unique 

receive , through the interactive word processing inter identifier is hidden text in the report document in the 
browser interface . face , a user - selected portion of a report document ; 

receive , through the browser interface , a user - selected 17. The computer system of claim 13 , wherein the one or 
portion of a source document ; more hardware processors are further configured to execute 

based at least in part on receiving , through the browser 30 the plurality of computer executable instructions to cause the 
interface , the user - selected portion of the source computer system to : 
document : automatically add a citation to the report document in 
access a pre - existing categorization associated with response to a user input received in the browser inter 

face without further interaction from the user in the the user - selected portion of the source document ; 
and interactive word processing interface . 

apply the pre - existing categorization to at least the 18. The computer system of claim 13 , wherein the one or 
user - selected portion of the report document ; more hardware processors are further configured to execute 

in response to a user command in the browser interface , the plurality of computer executable instructions to cause the 
automatically embed a link in the report document computer system to : 
associated with the user - selected portion of the 40 automatically show the user - selected portion of the source 
source document without further user interaction document in the browser interface in response to a user 
with the interactive word processing interface , selection of the user - selected portion of the report 
wherein the link comprises a unique identifier asso document in the interactive word processing interface . 
ciated with a plurality of data items in an identifier 
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requesting entity has appropriate rights , the dynamic data 
minimization server may selectively apply a reverse trans 
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formation function , such as decryption , to recover the origi 
nal information . The systems and methods include genera 
tion and presentation of user interfaces for presenting 
minimized information and processing requests to de - mini 
mize information , and may be used to provide minimization 
services to pre - existing data stores . 
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2 

SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR vacy . As but one example , a masking function may trans 
AUTOMATIC AND CUSTOMIZABLE DATA form the name “ John Smith ” into “ J --- S ---- , ” preserving the 
MINIMIZATION OF ELECTRONIC DATA initials and length of the original item while reducing any 

STORES association between the minimized item and a particular 
5 identity . As a further example , a generalizing function may 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED transform an age of an individual , e.g. , 34 , into a range of 
APPLICATIONS “ 30-39 " to provide some general age information while 

reducing the level of personally identifiable information in 
This application is a continuation of U.S. patent applica the minimized item . As still further examples , a dissociating 

tion Ser . No. 15 / 071,064 , now U.S. Pat . No. 9,916,465 , function may remove an association between the data items 
which is a non - provisional of and claims priority to U.S. “ John Smith ” and “ 1140 E. Main Street , ” or a generalizing 
Provisional Application No. 62 / 272,624 , which are hereby function may minimize “ 1140 E. Main Street ” to “ E. Main incorporated by reference in their entirety . This application Street . ” 
is related to but does not claim priority from U.S. Pat . No. As described below , a dynamic data minimization server 8,515,912 entitled “ Sharing And Deconflicting Data 15 may be utilized with an existing data store to control access Changes In A Multimaster Database System ” filed Jul . 15 , 
2010 ; U.S. Pat . No. 8,527,461 entitled " Cross - ACL Multi to protected data ( either data regarding an individual , a 
Master Replication ” filed Nov. 27 , 2012 ; U.S. Pat . No. group of individuals , an organization , a business , or other 
8,688,749 entitled “ Cross - Ontology Multi - Master Replica entity ) at the level of individual items and requests . In some 
tion ” filed Mar. 31 , 2011 ; U.S. Pat . No. 9,081,975 entitled 20 aspects , the dynamic data minimization server may be 
“ Sharing Information Between Nexuses That Use Different utilized to minimize a data store , replacing all or part of the 
Classification Schemes For Information Access Control ” stored protected information with transformed or anony 
filed Oct. 22 , 2012 ; and U.S. Pat . No. 8,838,538 entitled mized data . The dynamic data minimization server may 
“ Techniques for replicating changes to access control lists utilize a reverse transformation function , such as a decrypt 
on investigative analysis data ” filed Jul . 31 , 2013 , each of 25 ing function that corresponds to a previous encryption 
which are hereby incorporated by reference in their entire function , to fulfill requests for the original protected infor 
ties and collectively referred to herein as the “ Sharing mation ( e.g. , by a user that has appropriate rights to access 
References . ” the protected data that was originally provided in a mini 

mized form ) . In other aspects , the dynamic data minimiza 
BACKGROUND tion server may provide minimization services , such that a 

data store maintains the original data , and requests to access Generally described , electronic data stores can be used to information in the data store are processed via the dynamic store open and protected information . The information data minimization server and minimized on demand . Further stored in a data store can be entirely open , entirely protected , or may include both open and protected information . Dif- 35 aspects of the present disclosure include generation and 
ferent items of protected information can have varying display of user interfaces for requesting information , dis 
degrees of privacy associated with them , and may accord playing items of minimized protected information , and 
ingly require more or less effort to maintain the associated processing requests to access items of de - minimized pro 
degree of privacy . tected information . 

Access to an electronic data store can be restricted accord- 40 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS ing to the degree of privacy of the information the data store 
contains . Access can be restricted , for example , by requiring 
use of logins and passwords to access the data store , or by Reference will be made to the accompanying draw 
only permitting access from certain networks or network ings , which illustrate example embodiments of the present 
addresses . Access can be further limited to include only a 45 disclosure . In the drawings : 
portion of data store contents , or to grant a particular level FIG . 1 is a schematic block diagram of an example 
of access based on the credentials provided . However , these network topology including a dynamic data minimization 
access controls provide limited flexibility and require sig server , protected data stores , a minimized data store , and a 
nificant effort to administer and maintain . presentation server in communication with client computing 

50 devices via a network ; 
SUMMARY FIG . 2 is a block diagram of an example data table 

containing items of open and protected information , in 
The systems , methods , and devices described herein each accordance with aspects of the present disclosure ; 

have several aspects , no single one of which is solely FIG . 3 is a block diagram of an example user interface 
responsible for its desirable attributes . Without limiting the 55 presenting items of minimized information in accordance 
scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting features will with aspects of the present disclosure . 
now be discussed briefly . FIGS . 4A and 4B are example block diagrams depicting 

Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to on - demand minimization of protected information and pro 
dynamic data minimization server that may automatically cessing of requests to access the original protected informa 
minimize and de - minimize protected information stored in 60 tion , in accordance with aspects of the present disclosure ; 
data stores , such as in accordance with privacy settings FIGS . 5A and 5B are example block diagrams depicting 
established by a system administrator . As used herein , at - rest minimization of protected information and process 
minimization refers to the process of encrypting , masking , ing of requests to de - minimize protected information , in 
hashing , generalizing , randomizing , dissociating , de - person accordance with aspects of the present disclosure ; 
alizing , anonymizing , pseudo - anonymizing , and / or other- 65 FIG . 6 is a flow diagram depicting an example routine for 
wise transforming an original item of information into a minimizing protected information in accordance with 
“ minimized item ” associated with a higher degree of pri aspects of the present disclosure ; 

a 
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FIG . 7 is a flow diagram depicting an example routine for may have varying metadata that are usable to determine 
processing requests to access protected information , in access rights of requesting entities . In some embodiments , 
accordance with aspects of the present disclosure ; an access control list ( ACL ) may be accessed to determine 

FIG . 8 is a flow diagram depicting an example routine for rights of a requesting entity to view protected data . 
processing requests to de - minimize protected information , 5 
in accordance with aspects of the present disclosure ; and Example Access Control 

FIG . 9 is a block diagram of an example computer system 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . An ACL is a set of one or more permissions that govern 

use ( e.g. , read access , write access , etc. ) of the associated 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION 10 access - controlled ( e.g. , protected ) data . A permission in an 

ACL may be expressed in a variety of different forms in 
Reference will now be made in detail to example embodi various embodiments . For example , a permission may 

ments , the examples of which are illustrated in the accom specify a set of one or more trustees ( e.g. , a user ) and one 
panying drawings . Whenever possible , the same reference or more use rights ( e.g. , read access , write access , etc. ) of 
numbers will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the 15 those trustees with respect to the associated data item . As 
same or like parts . another example , a permission may specify a minimum 

Embodiments describe methods , systems , and non - tran security classification level ( e.g. , unclassified , secret , top 
sitory computer - readable mediums for minimizing protected secret , or a particular job title or position ) such that only 
information and processing requests to access de - minimized users that possess the minimum security classification level 
protected information . The embodiments described herein 20 can use ( e.g. , read , write , etc. ) the associated protected data 
may be applied to existing data sources , with or without item . In other embodiments , other forms for expressing an 
modification to the original source data , and may be used to ACL permission may be used . As discussed herein , the 
create , customize , and persist minimization settings on a permissions data associated with particular data items of 
per - request and / or per - item basis . Items of protected infor various types may be used to determine minimization pro 
mation may be minimized to support , for example , privacy 25 cesses to perform on protected data items in order to provide 
policies , data minimization policies , legal requirements , or some form of information to the requesting entity , while 
other conditions , and may be accessed or de - minimized in reducing personally identifiable information provided . In 
accordance with access policies . some embodiments , an ACL may be generated or managed 

as illustrated by the Sharing References . 
Definitions 

Example System Overview 
In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems and 

methods discussed in , a number of terms are defined FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an example network topology 
below . The terms defined below , as well as other terms used 100 for processing requests to minimize and de - minimize 
herein , should be construed to include the provided defini- 35 ( which may include a process of re - identification , reverse 
tions , the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms , anonymization , and / or other process ) protected data in 
and / or any other implied meaning for the respective terms . accordance with the present disclosure . In the illustrated 
Thus , the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these embodiment , the network topology 100 includes a dynamic 
terms , but only provide exemplary definitions . data minimization server 102 in communication with a 

Protected data is any information regarding a particular 40 presentation server 104. In various embodiments , the 
entity , such as an individual , a group of individuals , an dynamic data minimization server 102 may correspond to a 
organization , a business , or any other entity or combination wide variety of computing devices configured to implement 
of the aforementioned entities , that is desirable to be kept aspects of the present disclosure . For example , the dynamic 
private or concealed , such as personal , sensitive , and / or data minimization server 102 can include one or more 
confidential information . In some implementations , pro- 45 computing devices ( e.g. , server ( s ) ) , memory storing data 
tected data includes any personally identifiable information and / or software instructions ( e.g. , database ( s ) , memory 
( “ PII ” ) that could potentially be used to identify a specific device ( s ) , etc. ) , and other known computing components . 
individual or to distinguish one individual from another . According to some embodiments , the dynamic data mini 

Open data is any information regarding a particular entity mization server 102 can include one or more networked 
that is not protected data , such as publicly available data . 50 computers that execute processing in parallel or use a 
Minimization process ( function or transformation ) , refers distributed computing architecture . The dynamic data mini 

to any process of anonymizing , encrypting , masking , hash mization server 102 can be configured to communicate with 
ing , generalizing , randomizing , dissociating , de - personaliz one or more components of the network topology 100 , and 
ing , and / or otherwise transforming an item of protected data it can be configured to provide information via an 
( or a “ protected data item ” ) into a “ minimized data item ” 55 interface ( s ) accessible by users over a network ( e.g. , the 
associated with a higher degree of privacy and / or that is less Internet ) . In some embodiments , the dynamic data minimi 
indicative of a particular entity . zation server 102 can include an application server config 

A reversible minimization process ( function or transfor ured to provide data to one or more presentation servers 104 
mation ) can be applied to a minimized data item to recover executing on computing systems connected to the dynamic 
( or regenerate ) the original protected data . A reversible 60 data minimization server 102 . 
minimization process can only be applied to protected data The presentation server 104 may similarly correspond to 
that is minimized using a reversible minimization process . a wide variety of computing devices configured to imple 

Access rights are rights of a requesting entity , such as a ment aspects of the present disclosure . The example topol 
requesting individual , group of individuals , organization , ogy in FIG . 1 is not limiting , and various configurations of 
business , or any other entity , to access protected data . Access 65 the dynamic data minimization server 102 and presentation 
rights may be based rights of the requesting entity and / or server 104 are within the scope of the present disclosure . For 
characteristics of the requested data . For example , data items example , the dynamic data minimization server 102 and 
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presentation server 104 may be implemented as a single protected data store 106 of FIG . 1. In the illustrated example , 
computing device , as or more virtual computing data set 200 includes record identifier 202 , first name 204 , 
devices , or as various combinations of physical and virtual last name 206 , latitude 208 , longitude 210 , telephone num 
computing devices and computer - executable instructions . ber 212 , and Social Security Number ( SSN ) 214. Data set 

In the illustrated example , the presentation server 104 is 5 200 is provided as an example , and the present disclosure is 
in communication with one or more protected data stores applicable to any data set containing protected information . 
106 , which store protected data and may additionally store As non - limiting examples , data set 200 may contain medical 
open data . Generally , a protected data store 106 may corre records , health information , financial records , billing 
spond to a hard disk drive , network accessible storage , or records , credit card information , or other confidential data . 
any other type of perpetual or substantially perpetual storage 10 In some embodiments , data set 200 may contain data subject 
accessible by the presentation server 104. For example , the to privacy laws , such as the Health Insurance Portability and 
protected data stores 106 of FIG . 1 may correspond to Accountability Act ( HIPAA ) or the Data Protection Direc 
network accessible storage devices . Though depicted as tive , may contain data subject to legally mandated internal 
external to the presentation server 104 , in some embodi controls , such as the Sarbanes - Oxley Act , or may contain 
ments , protected data stores 106 may be internal to the 15 data controlled by privacy policies , data minimization poli 
presentation server 104. Further , in some embodiments , the cies , or other policies that restrict access to all or part of the 
protected data stores 106 may be internal to the dynamic data set 200. Further , in some embodiments , individual 
data minimization server 102 , may be in communication items of information may be protected while other items of 
with the anonymization server 102 instead of ( or in addition the same type are open , and items of information may be 
to ) the presentation server 104 , and may be in communica- 20 accessible by requesting entities based on characteristics of 
tion with the presentation server 104 via the dynamic data the particular requesting entity . Thus , a first requesting entity 
minimization server 102 . may have rights to view all protected information of a first 

In some embodiments , the presentation server 104 is in entity , while a second requesting entity may only have rights 
communication with a minimized data store 108. Generally , to view a minimized version of the protected information 
a minimized data store 108 may correspond to a hard disk 25 ( such as by applying one or more minimization processes to 
drive , network accessible storage , or any other type of portions of the protected information ) . As a non - limiting 
perpetual or substantially perpetual storage accessible by the example , some telephone numbers 212 may be unlisted or 
presentation server 104. For example , the minimized data otherwise have greater privacy requirements than others . 
store 108 of FIG . 1 may correspond to a network accessible With reference now to FIG . 3 , an example user interface 
storage device . Though depicted as external to the presen- 30 300 for presentation of minimized data will be described . In 
tation server 104 , in some embodiments , the minimized data the illustrated example , the minimized data presented in 
store 108 may be internal to the presentation server 104 . FIG . 3 corresponds to the data set 200 of FIG . 2. FIG . 3 
Further , in some embodiments , the minimized data store 108 depicts a simplified interface for purposes of illustration , and 
may be internal to the dynamic data minimization server in various embodiments , user interface 300 may have more 
102 , may be in communication with the dynamic data 35 or fewer components within the scope of the present dis 
minimization server 102 instead of ( or in addition to the closure . As non - limiting examples , user interface 300 may 
presentation server 104 , and may be in communication with be implemented as a web page displayed via a web browser , 
the presentation server 104 via the dynamic data minimiza or as an application executing on a tablet , mobile , or other 
tion server 102. Further , in some embodiments , the mini computing device . Additionally , in some embodiments , the 
mized data store 108 may be omitted or combined with one 40 minimized data in FIG . 3 may be provided via an application 
or more protected data stores 106 . programming interface ( API ) rather than an interface gen 

The network topology 100 further includes a network 140 erated for display . 
operable to enable communication between the presentation In the example of FIG . 3 , various transformation func 
server 104 and the client computing device 150. The net tions have been applied to elements of data set 200 as 
work 120 may be , for instance , a wide area network ( WAN ) , 45 examples of minimized protected information . As an 
a local area network ( LAN ) , or a global communications example of open information that has not been minimized , 
network . In some embodiments , the dynamic data minimi record identifier 202 ( FIG . 2 ) has not been transformed and 
zation server 102 , presentation server 104 , protected data is displayed without transformation in the first column 302 . 
stores 106 , or minimized data store 108 may communicate Column 304 contains minimized information correspond 
via the network 120 or via a separate network , such as a 50 ing to the first name 204 of FIG . 2. A transformation function 
private LAN . has been applied to the first name data , truncating the data 

The modules or components illustrated in FIG . 1 may at the first initial and replacing the remaining characters with 
include additional components , systems , and subsystems for a period ( “ . ” ) to indicate that the information has been 
facilitating the methods and processes . For example , abbreviated . In column 306 , a masking transformation func 
various embodiments , the dynamic data minimization server 55 tion has been applied to the last name 206 , replacing all 
102 , presentation server 104 , protected data stores 106 , and characters after the initial with a dash . These example 
minimized data store 108 may be centralized in one com masking transformations , as well as certain other minimi 
puting device , distributed across several computing devices , zation processes discussed herein , preserve the character 
implemented by one or more virtual machine instances , length of the last name data items ( or other data items ) , 
and / or distributed through a network . 60 allowing some analyses to be performed while limiting 

access to the underlying member names . As a non - limiting 
Example Data Structure example , an analysis may be performed on the minimized 

last names to determine whether a particular input field 
FIG . 2 is a block diagram of an example data set 200 that length ( e.g. , an input field that accepts up to 20 characters ) 

contains items of protected information , in accordance with 65 will be suitable for input of last names . 
aspects of the present disclosure . The example data set 200 Columns 308 and 310 present transformed latitude and 
may be stored , for example , in a data store , such as a longitude information corresponding to the latitude 208 and 
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longitude 210 in data set 200. For these columns , an example ranges or “ buckets , ” such that precise salary information is 
transformation function has been applied that reduces the replaced by ranges such as “ $ 50,000 to $ 59,999 , " " $ 60,000 
number of significant digits in the latitude or longitude to $ 69,999 , ” and so forth . As a still further example , a 
information . The minimized data may thus be analyzed to transformation function may identify an association between 
determine , e.g. , customer addresses within a general area , 5 two data fields , such as names and birthdates , and may 
such as a city or region , without revealing exact locations . In dissociate the fields such that names and birthdates from the 
some embodiments , user interface 300 may include a map data set 200 are randomly paired . The example transforma 
display that presents imprecise geolocation data as a range , tion functions provided herein are thus understood to be not 
circle , heat map , or other indicator of potential geolocations . limiting . 
In further embodiments not depicted in FIG . 3 , data such as 10 FIGS . 4A and 4B are block diagrams of the network 
a street address may be transformed into a latitude - longitude topology of FIG . 1 illustrating processing of requests to 
pair and then further transformed to minimize the precise minimize and provide protected data in accordance with 
location . aspects of the present disclosure . With reference now to FIG . 

In Column 312 , a transformation function has been 4A , at ( 1 ) , a client computing device 150 may transmit a 
applied to a subset of records within the data set 200 , 15 request for data . Illustratively , the request may seek data 
replacing some of the telephone numbers 212 with the string without regard to whether the requesting entity ( e.g. , a 
" unlisted . ” In some embodiments , data set 200 may contain requesting user or user group ) has appropriate rights to view 
a field that indicates whether a telephone number 212 is protected information in the requested data and / or needs to 
unlisted , and the transformation function may transform the have all of the protected information displayed in order to 
telephone number 212 based on the contents of that field . 20 preserve privacy rights of individuals ( e.g. , such as in a 
Further , in some embodiments , the data set 200 may include healthcare environment ) . 
user privacy preferences that indicate whether to minimize At ( 2 ) , the presentation server 104 retrieves the data , 
particular items of information , such as a particular user's including one or more items of protected information , from 
address or telephone number . one or more protected data stores 106 , which returns the 

In Column 314 , an encrypting transformation function has 25 requested data at ( 3 ) . At ( 4 ) , the presentation server deter 
been applied to the SSNs 214 of data set 200. The encrypting mines whether and which of the requested data items will be 
transformation function is an example of a reversible trans minimized . Illustratively , the set of data items to minimize 
formation function . A reversible transformation function has may be determined based on rules or other criteria set up by 
a corresponding reverse transformation function , such as a an administrator of the protected data store 106 , by a 
decrypting transformation function , that can be applied to 30 supervisor or administrator of the requesting entity , and / or 
the presented minimized data to recover the original pro automatically by the system , such as based on default rules . 
tected data . A reversible transformation may be used to For example , minimization rules may specify that certain 
further restrict access to the original protected data . For types of data , such as names , ad es , telephone numbers , 
example , in some embodiments , the presentation server 104 and the like , are to be minimized when data is initially 
of FIG . 1 may interact only with a minimized data store 108 , 35 requested . The minimization rules may further specify per 
and may not have access to the original item of protected missions to grant or deny to requesting entities with various 
data in the protected data store 106. The presentation server access rights . For example , a rule may specify that request 
104 may nonetheless present the original item by requesting ing entities with certain access rights will receive minimized 
that the dynamic data minimization server 102 de - minimize names and telephone numbers , will be granted permission in 
an item of encrypted data , and the dynamic data minimiza- 40 response to a request to de - minimize names , and will be 
tion server 102 may in turn apply the reverse transformation denied permission in response to a request to de - minimize 
function to produce the de - minimized item . In some telephone numbers . “ Access rights ” or “ access levels , " as 
embodiments , the presentation server 104 may omit presen used herein , shall be understood to include such permis 
tation of transformed data in the user interface 300 , but may sions . 
retain the transformed data and utilize it when processing 45 In some embodiments , the presentation server 104 may 
de - minimization requests . Further examples of reversible determine an access level associated with the request , or ( as 
transformation functions include hashing transformation described above ) may obtain the access level with the 
functions , ciphering transformation functions , and other request . In these embodiments the presentation server 104 
functions producing a result that can be utilized to obtain the may determine whether to fulfill the request , whether to 
original data . 50 minimize items of protected information , or which items of 

Button 316 may be used to generate a request to provide protected information to minimize , based on the determined 
protected data corresponding to the minimized data pre access level . For example , the presentation server 104 may 
sented in the user interface 300. In some embodiments , a determine that a request corresponds to a particular stage of 
separate button 316 may be provided for each column of an investigation , and accordingly determine which items of 
minimized items , or for individual rows of data . Any other 55 protected information should be minimized in the response , 
suitable user interface element or elements may be used to and particular minimization processes to apply to each type 
obtain requests to de - minimize the data or provide the of data items and / or particular data items . For example , 
original protected data . minimization rules may indicate a first type of minimization 

The transformation functions described with regard to ( e.g. , encrypting ) is to be applied to a first data items of a first 
FIG . 3 represent only a subset of the transformation func- 60 type ( e.g. , Social Security Numbers ) in a set of requested 
tions within the scope of the present disclosure . For data requested by a particular user , while determining that a 
example , a transformation function may add random “ noise " second type of minimization ( e.g. , masking all but a first 
to a quantifiable item of protected data , in a manner that character ) of second data items of a second type ( e.g. last 
preserves the general characteristics of the data set 200 for name ) is applied to the set of requested data . Thus , mini 
analysis but does not allow identification of any particular 65 mization methods may be customized for different types of 
item of protected data . As a further example , a transforma data within a particular data set . Furthermore , even within 
tion function may transform items of protected data into data items of a particular type in a data set ( e.g. , a list of 50 
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telephone numbers in a data set including information on 50 interface 300 depicted in FIG . 3. At ( 11 ) , the presentation 
individuals ) , the minimization process selected for a par server 104 determines whether to grant the request . The 
ticular data item ( e.g. , one phone number of the 50 ) may be presentation server 104 may determine that all , part , or none 
different than the general minimization process selected of the request should be granted . In some embodiments , the 
from the remaining data items of that type ( e.g. , the other 49 5 determination may be based on the access level associated 
phone numbers and have the last 7 digits randomized based with the request at ( 1 ) , or an access level may be determined 
on a minimization rule set by an organization that is access or obtained corresponding to the request at ( 9 ) . 
ing the data ) . For example , the one phone number may have In embodiments where all or part of the request is granted , 
special permissions associated with it ( or the entire indi at ( 12 ) , the presentation server 104 requests the protected 
vidual data record associated with it ) , such as in an access 10 data from the protected data store 106 , which returns the 
control list , that indicates a higher or lower level of mini protected data at ( 13 ) . At ( 14 ) , the presentation server 104 
mization . For example , the permissions associated with that generates and outputs a user interface for display of the 
data item may indicate that it is top secret and , thus , all digits protected data to which access has been granted . In some 
of the phone number may be randomized ( or minimized by embodiments the presentation server 104 may retain the 
some other method ) . Accordingly , minimization processes 15 protected data retrieved at ( 3 ) , in which case the interactions 
applied to data items may be customized extensively to at ( 11 ) and ( 12 ) may be omitted and the presentation server 
requested data sets based on many factors in order to provide 104 fulfills the request without further data retrieval . 
an optimal level of de - personalization of data items within FIGS . 5A and 5B are block diagrams of the network 
the returned data set , such as to meet or exceed privacy topology of FIG . 1 illustrating processing of requests to 
requirements associated with the data set . 20 minimize and de - minimize protected data in accordance 

In some embodiments , the interaction at ( 4 ) may be with alternative embodiments of the present disclosure . With 
carried out prior to the interactions at ( 2 ) and ( 3 ) . That is , the reference now to FIG . 5A , at ( 1 ) , a client computing device 
presentation server may determine whether and how to 150 transmits a request for data in similar fashion to that 
fulfill the request prior to retrieving the requested data from described with reference to FIG . 4A . In the embodiment 
the protected data store 106 . 25 illustrated in FIG . 5A , however , the presentation server 104 
At ( 5 ) , the presentation server 104 requests minimization at ( 2 ) requests minimized data from an minimized data store 

of some or all of the items of protected data retrieved at ( 3 ) . 108 in order to fulfill the request at ( 1 ) . At ( 3 ) , the minimized 
Thereafter , at ( 6 ) , the dynamic data minimization server 102 data store 108 returns the request , and at ( 4 ) the presentation 
determines the transformation function to use for a particular server 104 generates and outputs a user interface , such as the 
item of protected information . Illustratively , the dynamic 30 user interface 300 of FIG . 3 , for display of the minimized 
data minimization server 102 may determine the transfor data . 
mation function based on the particular item of protected Turning now to FIG . 5B , at ( 5 ) , the client computing 
information , the access level , other content of the request , or device 150 transmits a request to access the protected data 
other information . For example , the dynamic data minimi corresponding to the minimized data presented at ( 4 ) . At ( 6 ) , 
zation server 102 may determine that a credit card number 35 the presentation server 104 determines whether to grant the 
must always be encrypted , or that a request associated with request , in similar fashion to the determination described 
a higher level of access corresponds to a function that above with reference to FIG . 4B . In embodiments where the 
provides a lower amount of transformation . presentation server 104 determines to grant the request , at 

At ( 7 ) , the dynamic data minimization server 102 applies ( 7 ) the presentation server 104 requests that the minimiza 
the determined transformation function to the item of pro- 40 tion server 102 de - anonymize the requested data . 
tected information to produce an item of minimized infor At ( 8 ) , the dynamic data minimization server 102 deter 
mation . For example , as described above with reference to mines a reverse transformation function . Illustratively , the 
FIG . 3 , the minimization server may transform the surname dynamic data minimization server 102 may maintain a log or 
“ Smith ” into “ S. ” by truncating the name after the first transaction history of the transformation functions used to 
character and appending a period , apply a hashing function 45 minimize data in the minimized data store 108 , and may 
to transform a Social Security Number into an encrypted identify a reverse transformation function based on the 
hash , or perform other transformations as described above . function originally used to transform the protected data . In 

At ( 8 ) , the dynamic data minimization server 102 returns some embodiments , information regarding transformation 
items of minimized information corresponding to the request functions or reverse transformation functions may be stored 
at ( 5 ) . Thereafter , at ( 9 ) , the presentation server generates 50 in the minimized data store 108 , and the presentation server 
and outputs a user interface including the minimized data , as 104 may retrieve and provide this information with the 
described above . de - minimization request . 

In some embodiments , information stored in the protected At ( 9 ) , the dynamic data minimization server 102 applies 
data store 106 may already be minimized . For example , the the reverse transformation function to the minimized data to 
protected data store 106 may store passwords , SSNs , or 55 produce de - minimized data , which it provides to the pre 
credit card numbers in encrypted formats to further secure sentation server 104 at ( 10 ) . At ( 11 ) , the presentation server 
these data in the event of a breach . The information returned 104 generates and outputs a user interface to display the 
at ( 3 ) may thus already be transformed . In these embodi de - minimized data . 
ments , the presentation server at ( 4 ) may determine whether Variations on the interactions depicted in FIGS . 4A - 5B 
the data should be de - minimized , and may request de- 60 are within the scope of the present disclosure . For example , 
minimization of the data rather than minimization . De in some embodiments , the dynamic data minimization 
minimization is described in more detail below with refer server 102 may interact directly with protected data stores 
ence to FIG . 5B . 106 or the minimized data store 108 , and the presentation 

Turning now to FIG . 4B , at ( 10 ) , the client computing server 104 may instead request data via the dynamic data 
device may transmit a request for protected data correspond- 65 minimization server 102. As a further example , although not 
ing to some or all of the minimized data received at ( 9 ) . depicted in FIGS . 4A - 5B , the dynamic data minimization 
Illustratively , the request may be transmitted via the user server 102 may be utilized to transform a protected data 
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store 106 into a minimized data store 108 in accordance with by the presentation server 104 of FIG . 1. In some embodi 
aspects of the present disclosure , or may be utilized when ments , blocks of the routine 700 may instead be carried out 
transforming protected data for storage in the minimized by the dynamic data minimization server 102 . 
data store 108 . At block 702 , a request to access an item of protected 

In further embodiments , the presentation server 104 may 5 information may be obtained . The request may provide an 
determine whether or which protected data items to mini item of minimized information or an identifier correspond 
mize based on previous requests for the protected data items . ing to an item of minimized information , and may further 
For example , the presentation server 104 may maintain a provide an access level , password , or other identifier used to 
history of de - minimization requests , and may determine that validate the request . 
a request for a particular set of data items is frequently 10 At block 704 , an access level associated with the request 
followed by a request to de - minimize a particular protected may be determined . In embodiments where the request 
item in the set . The presentation server 104 may thus provides an access level , the access level in the request may 
determine that the particular protected item should not be be validated . In other embodiments , the access level may be 
minimized when fulfilling requests for the set of data items . determined based on , for example , the source of the request , 
As a further example , the presentation server 104 may 15 the content of the request , a history of previous requests , the 
determine that minimizing a particular protected data item item of protected data being requested , or other factors or 
seldom results in a request to provide the original protected combinations of factors . 
data , and accordingly that the protected data item may be At decision block 706 , a determination is made as to 
minimized for a broader set of access levels . In further whether the access level associated with the request permits 
embodiments , the dynamic data minimization server 102 20 access to the item of protected information . As described 
may determine a transformation function based on an access above , the determination may be made based on various 
level associated with the request . For example , the dynamic rules or preferences specified by the provider of the item of 
data minimization server 102 may apply a masking function protected information or by an administrator of the request 
that masks location information entirely , or may apply a ing entity , for example . The rules may further be customized 
transformation function that reduces the precision of loca- 25 based on criteria such as role or job title , security clearance 
tion information , depending on the access level . level , connection type ( e.g. , a request to access protected 

With reference now to FIG . 6 , an example routine 600 for information may be denied if it originates from a mobile 
minimizing an item of protected information will be device or an insecure network ) , physical location ( e.g. , a 
described . The routine 600 may be carried out , for example , request to de - minimize health records may only be granted 
by the dynamic data minimization server 102 of FIG . 1. At 30 within the hospital ) , or other factors . If the determination is 
block 602 , an item of protected information may be made that the request should not be granted , the routine 700 
obtained . For example , the item of protected information branches to block 708 , where output may be provided 
may be obtained as part of a request to minimize the item of indicating that request has been denied , and thereafter the 
protected information , or as part of a request to write the routine ends . In some embodiments , block 708 may be 
item to a minimized data store . 35 omitted and the routine 700 may silently end without 
At block 604 , a transformation function may be deter providing output . If the determination is that the request 

mined . The transformation function may be determined should be granted , then at block 710 the corresponding item 
based on characteristics of the item of protected information . of protected information may be obtained . Illustratively , the 
For example , an item of protected information may be item of protected information may be retrieved from a 
quantifiable , such as a glucose level , a test score , an annual 40 protected data store 106 , or from a previous retrieval of data 
income , or a clothing size . A transformation function may from the protected data store 106. At block 712 , the item of 
thus be determined that reduces the precision or accuracy of protected information may be output in response to the 
the quantification . In some embodiments , a transformation request , and thereafter the routine ends . 
function may be determined based on an access level , as FIG . 7 is provided as an example , and that the present 
described above , or based on a degree of privacy associated 45 disclosure includes various combinations or variations in 
with the item of protected information . For example , an addition to the non - limiting example of routine 700. For 
encryption or hashing function may be determined for an example , in some embodiments , a determination may be 
item of protected information such as a Social Security made that the access level does not permit access to the item 
number or a credit card number . In further embodiments , a of protected information , but does permit access to an item 
reversible transformation function may be determined . 50 of minimized information that was minimized by a different 
At block 606 , the transformation function may be applied transformation function . The item of less minimized infor 

to the item of protected information to produce in item of mation may thus be retrieved or generated and provided in 
minimized information . In some embodiments , multiple response to the request . In further embodiments , a user 
items of protected information may be obtained at block interface may be generated for display that includes the item 
602 , and blocks 604 and 606 may be carried out iteratively 55 of protected information as well as other open or minimized 
to determine and apply a number of transformation func data . 
tions . With reference now to FIG . 8 , an example of a routine 800 

At block 608 , the item or items of minimized information for de - minimizing an item of minimized information will be 
may be output . In some embodiments , the transformation described . The de - minimizing routine 800 may be carried 
function or an identifier corresponding to the function may 60 out , for example , by the dynamic data minimization server 
be output to enable subsequent reverse transformations , or 102 of FIG . 1 . 
the applied transformation function may be logged to a data At block 802 , a request for an item of protected informa 
store . tion may be obtained . The request may provide an item of 

With reference now to FIG . 7 , an example of a routine 700 minimized data to be de - minimized , or may request an item 
for accessing an item of protected information that corre- 65 of protected information without specifying how it is pro 
sponds to an item of minimized information will be duced . In some embodiments , the request may provide a 
described . The routine 700 may be carried out , for example , transformation function or an identifier that identifies the 
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function used to produce the item of minimized data . The to bus 902 for storing static information and instructions for 
request may further provide an access level or other infor processor 904. A storage device 910 , such as a magnetic 
mation used to determine whether the request should be disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc. is 
granted . provided and coupled to bus 902 for storing information and 

At block 804 , an access level associated with the request 5 instructions . 
may be determined . In embodiments where the request Electronic device 900 can be coupled via bus 902 to an 
provides an access level , the access level in the request may output device 912 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , liquid 
be validated . In other embodiments , the access level may be crystal display , or touch screen , for displaying information 
determined based on , for example , the source of the request , to a computer user . In some embodiments , an input device 
the content of the request , a history of previous requests , the 10 914 , including alphanumeric and other keys , is coupled to 
item of protected data being requested , or other factors or bus 902 for communicating information and command 
combinations of factors . selections to processor 904. Another type of user input 

At decision block 806 , a determination is made as to device is cursor control 916 , such as a mouse , a trackball , or 
whether the access level associated with the request permits cursor direction keys for communicating direction informa 
access to the item of protected information . If not , the 15 tion and command selections to processor 904 and for 
routine 800 branches to block 808 , where output may be controlling cursor movement on output device 912. The 
provided indicating that request has been denied , and there input device typically has two degrees of freedom in two 
after the routine ends . In some embodiments , block 808 may axes , a first axis ( for example , x ) and a second axis ( for 
be omitted and the routine 800 may silently end without example , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
providing output . 20 plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 

If the determination at decision block 806 is that the and command selections as cursor control can be imple 
request should be granted , then at block 810 a reverse mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
transformation function may be identified . Illustratively , the 
reverse transformation function may be identified based on Electronic device 900 can include a user interface module 
a transformation function used to produce an item of mini- 25 to implement a graphical user interface that can be stored in 
mized information associated with the request . The trans a mass storage device as executable software codes that are 
formation function may be obtained , for example , from the executed by the one or more computing devices . This and 
request , from a log of minimization requests , or by analyz other modules can include , by way of example , components , 
ing the item of minimized information . such as software components , object - oriented software com 
At block 812 , the reverse transformation function may be 30 ponents , class components and task components , processes , 

applied to produce an item of de - minimized information , functions , fields , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
which corresponds to the item of protected information gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
originally used to produce the item of minimized informa databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
tion . At block 814 , the item of protected information may be In general , the word “ module , " as used herein , refers to 
output in response to the request , and thereafter the routine 35 logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a collection 
ends . of software instructions , possibly having entry and exit 

points , written in a programming language , such as , for 
Example System Components example , Java , Lua , C or C ++ . A software module can be 

compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
FIG . 9 is a block diagram of an example electronic device 40 a dynamic link library , or written in an interpreted program 

900 in communication with various devices . Components of ming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , or 
the network topology 100 , such as the dynamic data mini Python . It will be appreciated that software modules can be 
mization server 102 , presentation server 104 , and / or client callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or can 
computing device 150 , typically include some or all of the be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
components of electronic device 900 , as discussed in further 45 Software modules configured for execution on computing 
detail below . devices can be provided on a computer readable medium , 

As illustrated in FIG . 9 , electronic device 900 can include such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
a bus 902 or other communication mechanism for commu magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
nicating information , and one or more hardware processors download ( and can be originally stored in a compressed or 
904 ( denoted as processor 904 for purposes of simplicity ) 50 installable format that requires installation , decompression , 
coupled with bus 902 for processing information . Hardware or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code can be 
processor 904 can be , for example , one or more general stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the execut 
purpose microprocessors or it can be a reduced instruction ing computing device , for execution by the computing 
set of one or more microprocessors . device . Software instructions can be embedded in firmware , 

Electronic device 900 also includes a main memory 906 , 55 such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic hardware modules can be comprised of connected logic 
storage device , coupled to bus 902 for storing information units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or can be comprised 
and instructions to be executed by processor 904. Main of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
memory 906 also can be used for storing temporary vari processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
ables or other intermediate information during execution of 60 described herein are preferably implemented as software 
instructions to be executed by processor 904. Such instruc modules , but can be represented in hardware or firmware . 
tions , after being stored in non - transitory storage media Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
accessible to processor 904 , render electronic device 900 modules that can be combined with other modules or 
into a special - purpose machine that is customized to perform divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
the operations specified in the instructions . 65 or storage . 

Electronic device 900 further includes a read only Electronic device 900 can implement the techniques 
memory ( ROM ) 408 or other static storage device coupled described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or 
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more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic and receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals 
which in combination with the computer system causes or that carry digital data streams representing various types of 
programs electronic device 900 to be a special - purpose information . 
machine . According to some embodiments , the operations , Network link 920 can typically provide data communi 
functionalities , and techniques and other features described 5 cation through one or more networks to other data devices . 
herein are performed by electronic device 900 in response to For example , network link 920 can provide a connection 
processor 904 executing one or more sequences of one or through local network 922 to a host computer 924 or to data 
more instructions contained in main memory 906. Such equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
instructions can be read into main memory 906 from another 926. ISP 926 in turn can provide data communication 
storage medium , such as storage device 910. Execution of 10 services through the world wide packet data communication 

network now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 928 . the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 906 Local network 922 and Internet 928 can both use electrical , causes processor 904 to perform the process steps described electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry can streams . The signals through the various networks and the 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc- 15 signals on network link 920 and through network interface 
tions . 918 , which carry the digital data to and from electronic 

The term “ non - transitory media ” as used herein refers to device 900 , can be example forms of transmission media . 
any non - transitory media storing data and / or instructions Electronic device 900 can send messages and receive 
that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion . Such data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net 
non - transitory media can comprise non - volatile media and / 20 work link 920 and network interface 918. In the Internet 
or volatile media . Non - volatile media can include , for example , a server 930 can transmit a requested code for an 
example , optical or magnetic disks , such as storage device application program through Internet 928 , ISP 926 , local 
910. Volatile media can include dynamic memory , such as network 922 and network interface 918. The received code 
main memory 906. Common forms of non - transitory media can be executed by processor 904 as it is received , and / or 
can include , for example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard 25 stored in storage device 910 , or other non - volatile storage 
disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic for later execution . In some embodiments , server 930 can 
data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data provide information for being displayed on a display . 
storage medium , any physical medium with patterns of Embodiments of the present disclosure have been 
holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH EPROM , described herein with reference to numerous specific details 
NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge , and net- 30 that can vary from implementation to implementation . Cer 
worked versions of the same . tain adaptations and modifications of the described embodi 
Non - transitory media is distinct from , but can be used in ments can be made . Other embodiments can be apparent to 

conjunction wit transmission media . Transmission media those skilled in the art from consideration of the specifica 
can participate in transferring information between storage tion and practice of the embodiments disclosed herein . It is 
media . For example , transmission media can include coaxial 35 intended that the specification and examples be considered 
cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the wires that as example only , with a true scope and spirit of the present 
comprise bus 902. Transmission media can also take the disclosure being indicated by the following claims . It is also 
form of acoustic or light waves , such as those generated intended that the sequence of steps shown in figures are only 
during radio - wave and infra - red data communications . for illustrative purposes and are not intended to be limited to 

Various forms of media can be involved in carrying one 40 any particular sequence of steps . As such , it is appreciated 
or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor that these steps can be performed in a different order while 
904 for execution . For example , the instructions can initially implementing the example methods or processes disclosed 
be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote herein . Further , the inventions illustratively disclosed herein 
computer . The remote computer can load the instructions suitably may be practiced in the absence of any element or 
into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 45 aspect which is not specifically disclosed herein , such as 
telephone line using a modem . A modem local to electronic without . 
device 900 can receive the data on the telephone line and use Depending on the embodiment , certain acts , events , or 
an infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red functions of any of the methods described herein can be 
signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in performed in a different sequence , can be added , merged , or 
the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 50 left out altogether ( e.g. , not all described acts or events are 
data on bus 902. Bus 902 carries the data to main memory necessary for the practice of the algorithm ) . Moreover , in 
906 , from which processor 904 retrieves and executes the certain embodiments , acts or events can be performed con 
instructions . The instructions received by main memory 906 currently , e.g. , through multi - threaded processing , interrupt 
can optionally be stored on storage device 910 either before processing , or multiple processors or processor cores or on 
or after execution by processor 904 . 55 other parallel architectures , rather than sequentially . 

Electronic device 900 can also include a network interface The various illustrative logical blocks , modules and 
918 coupled to bus 902. Network interface 918 can provide method elements described in connection with the embodi 
a two - way data communication coupling to a network link ments disclosed herein can be implemented as electronic 
920 that can be connected to a local network 922. For hardware , computer software or combinations of both . To 
example , network interface 918 can be an integrated services 60 clearly illustrate this interchangeability of hardware and 
digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable modem , satellite modem , software , various illustrative components , blocks , modules 
or a modem to provide a data communication connection to and steps have been described above generally in terms of 
a corresponding type of telephone line . As another example , their functionality . Whether such functionality is imple 
network interface 918 can be a local area network ( LAN ) mented as hardware or software depends upon the particular 
card to provide a data communication connection to a 65 application and design constraints imposed on the overall 
compatible LAN . Wireless links can also be implemented . In system . The described functionality can be implemented in 
any such implementation , network interface 918 can send varying ways for each particular application , but such imple 
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mentation decisions should not be interpreted as causing a not , imply that certain embodiments require at least one of 
departure from the scope of the disclosure . X , at least one of Y or at least one of Z to each be present . 

The various illustrative logical blocks and modules Unless otherwise explicitly stated , articles such as “ a ” or 
described in connection with the embodiments disclosed " an ” should generally be interpreted to include one or more 
herein can be implemented or performed by a machine , such 5 described items . Accordingly , phrases such as “ a device 
as a general purpose processor , a digital signal processor configured to ” are intended to include one or more recited 
( DSP ) , an application specific integrated circuit ( ASIC ) , a devices . Such one or more recited devices can also be 
field programmable gate array ( FPGA ) or other program collectively configured to carry out the stated recitations . 
mable logic device , discrete gate or transistor logic , discrete For example , " a processor configured to carry out recitations 

10 A , B and C ” can include a first processor configured to carry hardware components , or any combination thereof designed out recitation A working in conjunction with a second to perform the functions described herein . A general purpose processor configured to carry out recitations B and C. processor can be a microprocessor , but in the alternative , the While the above detailed description has shown , processor can be a controller , microcontroller , or state described , and pointed out novel features as applied to 
machine , combinations of the same , or the like . A processor 15 various embodiments , it will be understood that various 
can also be implemented as a combination of computing omissions , substitutions , and changes in the form and details 
devices , e.g. , a combination of a DSP and a microprocessor , of the devices or algorithms illustrated can be made without 
a plurality of microprocessors , one or more microprocessors departing from the spirit of the disclosure . As will be 
in conjunction with a DSP core , or any other such configu recognized , certain embodiments described herein can be 
ration . 20 embodied within a form that does not provide all of the 

The elements of a method , process , or algorithm features and benefits set forth herein , as some features can 
described in connection with the embodiments disclosed be used or practiced separately from others . All changes 
herein can be embodied directly in hardware , in a software which come within the meaning and range of equivalency of 
module executed by a processor , or in a combination of the the claims are to be embraced within their scope . 
two . A software module can reside in RAM memory , flash 25 What is claimed is : 
memory , ROM memory , EPROM memory , EEPROM 1. A system comprising : 
memory , registers , hard disk , a removable disk , a CD - ROM a data store configured to store computer - executable 
or any other form of computer - readable storage medium instructions , and 
known in the art . A storage medium can be coupled to the a hardware processor in communication with the data 
processor such that the processor can read information from , 30 store , wherein the computer - executable instructions , 
and write information to the storage medium . In the alter when executed , configure the hardware processor to : 
native , the storage medium can be integral to the processor . receive , from a presentation server , a first request to 
The processor and the storage medium can reside in an access an item of protected information 
ASIC . The ASIC can reside in a user terminal . In the determine , based at least in part on at least one of the 
alternative , the processor and the storage medium can reside 35 first request or an information type of the item of 
as discrete components in a user terminal . protected information , that the item of protected 

Conditional language used herein , such as , among others , information is to be minimized ; 
" can , ” “ might , ” “ may , ” “ e.g. ” and the like , unless specifi obtain the item of protected information ; 
cally stated otherwise , or otherwise understood within the identify , based at least in part on the information type 
context as used , is generally intended to convey that certain 40 of the item of protected information , a transforma 
embodiments include , while other embodiments do not tion function from a plurality of transformation func 
include , certain features , elements and / or states . Thus , such tions , wherein individual transformation functions 
conditional language is not generally intended to imply that are identified from the plurality of transformation 
features , elements and / or states are in any way required for functions on a per - request or per - item basis ; 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 45 cause the transformation function to be applied to the 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without item of protected information to produce an item of 
author input or prompting , whether these features , elements minimized information that preserves one or more 
and / or states are included or are to be performed in any characteristics of the item of protected information , 
particular embodiment . The terms “ comprising , ” “ includ wherein the item of minimized information reduces 
ing , ” “ having , ” “ involving ” and the like are synonymous 50 a determinable association between the item of mini 
and are used inclusively , in an open - ended fashion , and do mized information and an identity associated with 
not exclude additional elements , features , acts , operations the item of protected information ; 
and so forth . For example , a general purpose computer cause the presentation server to display a user interface 
comprising one or more processors should not be interpreted to render the item of minimized information that 
as excluding other computer components , and may possibly 55 preserves one or more characteristics of the item of 
include such components as memory , input / output devices , protected information instead of the item of pro 
and / or network interfaces , among others . Also , the term “ or ” tected information ; 
is used in its inclusive sense ( and not in its exclusive sense ) receive , from the presentation server , a second request 
so that when used , for example , to connect a list of elements , to access the item of protected information ; 
the term “ or ” means one , some or all of the elements in the 60 determine , based at least in part on a physical location 
list . associated with the second request or a security of a 

Disjunctive language such as the phrase “ at least one of X , connection associated with the second request , that 
Y or Z , ” unless specifically stated otherwise , is otherwise access to the item of protected information is to be 
understood with the context as used in general to present that allowed ; and 
an item , term , etc. , may be either X , Y or Z , or any 65 cause the presentation server to display an updated user 
combination thereof ( e.g. , X , Y and / or Z ) . Thus , such interface to replace the item of minimized informa 
disjunctive language is not generally intended to , and should tion with the item of protected information . 
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2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the transformation is to be minimized is based at least in part on a previous 
function comprises one or more of a generalizing function , request for the item of protected information . 
a depersonalizing function , an anonymizing function , a 10. The computer - implemented method of claim 9 , 
character masking function , an encryption function , a hash wherein the previous request for the item of protected 
ing function , a bucketing function , a randomizing function , 5 information identifies a requesting entity , and wherein deter 
or a precision decreasing function . mining that the item of protected information is to be 

3. The system of claim 1 , wherein the information type of minimized is based at least in part on the requesting entity . 
the item of protected information comprises a name type , an 11. The computer - implemented method of claim 7 , 
address type , a telephone number type , an identification wherein the user interface further includes at least a user 
number type , a location type , a salary type , an income type , 10 interface control that , when selected , generates the request to 
a password type , a date type , a health record type , or a test de - minimize the item of minimized information . 
score type . 12. The computer - implemented method of claim 11 fur 

4. The system of claim 1 , wherein the hardware processor ther comprising : 
is further configured to generate user interface data useable determining , by the first computing device , a reverse 
to render the item of minimized information . transformation function associated with the transfor 

5. The system of claim 1 , wherein the hardware processor mation function ; and 
is further configured to determine the one or more charac applying , by the first computing device , the reverse trans 
teristics of the item of protected information that are pre formation function to the item of minimized informa 
served by the item of minimized information . tion to produce the item of protected information . 
6. The system of claim 5 , wherein the one or more 20 13. The computer - implemented method of claim 7 , 

characteristics are determined based at least in part on the wherein the one or more characteristics of the item of 
first request . protected information that are preserved by the item of 

7. A computer - implemented method comprising : minimized information include one or more of a portion of 
determining , by a first computing device , that an item of the item of protected information , a geographic region 

protected information is to be minimized ; 25 corresponding to the item of protected information , or a 
identifying , by the first computing device , a transforma numerical range corresponding to the item of protected 

tion function from a plurality of transformation func information . 
tions based at least in part on an information type of the 14. A non - transitory computer - readable storage medium 
item of protected information , wherein individual including computer - executable instructions that , when 
transformation functions are identified from the plural- 30 executed by a processor , configure the processor to : 
ity of transformation functions on a per - request or determine that an item of protected information is to be 
per - item basis ; minimized ; 

applying , by the first computing device , the transforma identify , based at least in part on an information type of 
tion function to the item of protected information to the item of protected information , a transformation 
produce an item of minimized information that pre- 35 function from a plurality of transformation functions , 
serves one or more characteristics of the item of wherein individual transformation functions are iden 
protected information , and wherein the item of mini tified from the plurality of transformation functions on 
mized information reduces a determinable association a per - request or per - item basis ; 
between the item of minimized information and an apply the transformation function to the item of protected 
identity associated with the item of protected informa- 40 information to produce an item of minimized informa 
tion ; tion that preserves one or more characteristics of the 

transmitting , by the first computing device , the item of item of protected information , and wherein the item of 
minimized information to a second computing device , minimized information reduces a determinable associ 
wherein transmitting the item of minimized informa ated between the item of minimized information and an 
tion causes the second computing device to display a 45 identity associated with the item of protected informa 
user interface that includes the item of minimized tion ; 
information that preserves one or more characteristics cause a presentation server to display a user interface that 
of the item of protected information and excludes the includes the item of minimized information that pre 
item of protected information ; serves one or more characteristics of the item of 

receiving , by the first computing device , a request from 50 protected information and excludes the item of pro 
the second computing device to de - minimize the item tected information ; 
of minimized information ; receive , from the presentation server , a request to access 

determining , based at least in part on a physical location the item of protected information ; 
associated with the request , that access to the item of determine , based at least in part on a security of a 
protected information is to be allowed ; and connection associated with the request , that access to 

transmitting , by the first computing device , the item of the item of protected information is to be allowed ; and 
protected information to the second computing device , cause the presentation server to display an updated user 
wherein transmitting the item of protected information interface that includes the item of protected informa 
causes the second computing device to display an tion . 
updated user interface that includes the item of pro- 60 15. The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
tected information . medium of claim 14 , wherein the processor is further 

8. The computer - implemented method of claim 7 , configured to generate at least a portion of the user interface 
wherein determining that the item of protected information that includes the item of minimized information that pre 
is to be minimized is based at least in part on the item of serves one or more characteristics of the item of protected 
protected information . 65 information and excludes the item of protected information . 

9. The computer - implemented method of claim 7 , 16. The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
wherein determining that the item of protected information medium of claim 14 , wherein the processor is configured to 

55 
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determine that the item of protected information is to be 
minimized in response to a previous request to access the 
item of protected information . 

17. The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
medium of claim 16 , wherein the processor is configured to 5 
determine that the item of protected information is to be 
minimized based at least in part on an access level associated 
with the previous request to access the item of protected 
information . 

18. The non - transitory computer - readable storage 10 
medium of claim 14 , wherein the processor is further 
configured to identify the transformation function based at 
least in part on a degree of privacy associated with the item 
of protected information . 

19. The non - transitory computer - readable storage 15 
medium of claim 14 , wherein the transformation function 
dissociates the item of protected information from a second 
item of information . 
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DETERMINING MAINTENANCE FOR A The computer readable logs may also include , for the first 
MACHINE machine and for each second machine , a message log 

including a plurality of message objects , each message 
FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE object including a time and a message type . 

The computer readable logs may also include , for the first 
The present disclosure relates to determining a mainte machine and for each second machine , a fault log including 

nance task for a machine . a plurality of fault objects , each fault object including a time , 
a duration and a fault type . 

BACKGROUND Selecting a sub - set of the prior sensor logs may include 
10 ranking each prior sensor log , based on the statistical met 

Machines are increasingly being fitted with sensors to rics , according to the one or more comparisons between the 
record and control the functions of the machine and sub prior sensor log and the target sensor log , and selecting the 
systems of the machine . For example , a diesel engine for sub - set as a number , N , of the prior sensor logs which are 

ranked as the N closest to the target sensor log . construction machinery such as , for example , a bulldozer , Selecting a sub - set of the prior sensor logs may include digger and so forth may include sensors which measure , selecting each prior sensor log having statistical metrics amongst other variables , injected fuel pressure , mass - flow of which satisfy one or more thresholds . air into the engine , engine temperature , oxygen concentra The method may also include accessing a target mainte tion in the outlet gases and so forth , to allow precise nance log corresponding to the first machine and which 
adjustments of the fuel / air mix . Similarly , a ship typically 20 includes a plurality of maintenance task objects , each main 
includes hundreds , thousands or tens of thousands of sensors tenance task object comprising a time and a maintenance 
measuring parameters such as speed , fuel temperature , task type . The method may also include accessing a target 
stresses in the propeller shafts and so forth . Many ships are fault log which includes a target fault object corresponding 
powered by marine diesel engines , liquefied natural gas to the first machine , the target fault object including a time , 
( LNG ) engines or combi - fuel engines which may be pow- 25 a duration and a fault type . The method may also include 
ered using diesel or LNG . Some ships may include accessing a target message log corresponding to the first 
turbine engines . Regardless of the particular type of engine , machine and which includes a plurality of message objects , 
ship engines similarly include large numbers of sensors for each message object including a time and a message type . 
operational , monitoring and diagnostic purposes . The method may also include determining a set of log 

Often , sensors fitted to machines are linked to local 30 metrics derived from the computer readable logs , the target 
electronic processors which control a local process and / or maintenance log , the target fault log and the target message 
provide a warning or fault message when a physical param log . Selecting a sub - set of the prior sensor logs may be based 
eter measured by a sensor moves outside of a predefined on the statistical metrics and the log metrics . 
range . Such controls and monitoring are based on a local The method may also include carrying out the priority 
view or on assumptions about the behaviour of a subsystem 35 maintenance task on the first machine . 
and interrelated sub - systems of a machine . The method may also include presenting the priority 

maintenance task on a display . The method may also include 
SUMMARY generating a textual report identifying the priority mainte 

nance task . 
According to some embodiments of the specification there 40 The method may also include receiving an indication of 

is provided a method of determining a maintenance task for whether the priority maintenance task is effective and , in 
a machine . The method is performed using one or more dependence upon the priority maintenance task is ineffec 
processors or special - purpose computing hardware . The tive , updating the maintenance log corresponding to the first 
method includes accessing a target sensor log corresponding machine , and selecting a new priority maintenance task by 
to a first machine . The method also includes accessing one 45 re - determining , based on the updated maintenance log cor 
or more prior sensor logs corresponding to the first machine responding to the first machine , the sub - set of prior sensor 
and one or more prior sensor logs corresponding to a logs , the ranking of prior sensor logs and the correlated 
plurality of second machines which are of the same type as maintenance tasks . The method may also include outputting 
the first machine . The method also includes accessing a the new priority maintenance task . 
plurality of computer readable logs corresponding to the first 50 Correlating each prior sensor log included in the subset to 
machine and the second machines . The computer readable one or more correlated maintenance tasks may also include 
logs for each second machine include a maintenance log . determining a number and type of one or more spare parts 
Each maintenance log includes a plurality of maintenance and / or one or more consumables associated with each cor 
task objects , each maintenance task object including a time related maintenance task . 
and a maintenance task type . The method also includes 55 According to some embodiments of the present specifi 
determining a set of statistical metrics characterising a cation there is provided a computer program , optionally 
difference between the target sensor log and each prior stored on a non - transitory computer readable medium pro 
sensor log . The method also includes selecting a sub - set of gram which , when executed by one or more processors of a 
the prior sensor logs in dependence upon the statistical data processing apparatus , causes the data processing appa 
metrics . The method also includes analysing the mainte- 60 ratus to carry out the method . 
nance logs to correlate each prior sensor log included in the According to some embodiments of the present specifi 
subset to one of or more correlated maintenance tasks . The cation there is provided apparatus for determining a main 
method also includes selecting a priority maintenance task tenance task for a machine , the apparatus including one or 
based on the sub - set of prior sensor logs , the ranking of prior more processors or dedicated hardware configured to access 
sensor logs and the correlated maintenance tasks . The 65 a target sensor log corresponding to a first machine . The 
method also includes outputting the priority maintenance apparatus may also be configured to access one or more prior 
task . sensor logs corresponding to the first machine and one or 
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more prior sensor logs corresponding to a plurality of second spare parts and / or one or more consumables associated with 
machines which are of the same type as the first machine . each correlated maintenance task . 
The apparatus may also be configured to access a plurality According to some embodiments of the present specifi 
of computer readable logs corresponding to the first machine cation there is provided a method of determining a mainte 
and the second machines . The computer readable logs for 5 nance task for a machine , wherein the method is performed 
each second machine including a maintenance log which using one or more processors or special - purpose computing 
includes a plurality of maintenance task objects . Each main hardware . The method includes accessing a target mainte tenance task object includes a time and a maintenance task nance log corresponding to a first machine and which type . The apparatus also includes a statistical metric deter includes a plurality of maintenance task objects . Each main mining module configured to determine a set of statistical 10 tenance task object includes a time and a maintenance task metrics characterising a difference between the target sensor type . The method also includes accessing a target fault log log and each prior sensor log . The apparatus also includes a 
ranking module configured to select a sub - set of the prior which includes a target fault object corresponding to the first 
sensor logs in dependence upon the statistical metrics . The machine . The target fault object includes a time , a duration 
apparatus also includes a fault maintenance correlation 15 and a fault type . The method also includes accessing a 
module configured to analyse the maintenance logs to cor plurality of computer readable logs corresponding to a 
relate each prior sensor log included in the subset to one or plurality of second machines which are of the same type as 
more correlated maintenance tasks . The apparatus also the first machine . The computer readable logs for each 
includes a maintenance task determining module configured second machine include a maintenance log which includes a 
to select a priority maintenance task based on the sub - set of 20 plurality of maintenance task objects . Each maintenance 
prior sensor logs , and the correlated maintenance tasks , and task object includes a time and a maintenance task type . The 
output the priority maintenance task . computer readable logs for each second machine also 

The computer readable logs may also include , for the first include a fault log which includes a plurality of fault objects . 
machine and for each second machine , a message log which Each fault object includes a time , a duration and a fault type . 
includes a plurality of message objects , each message object_25 The method also includes determining a set of log metrics 
including a time and a message type . derived from the target maintenance log , the target fault log 

The computer readable logs may also include , for the first and the computer readable logs . The method also includes 
machine and for each second machine , a fault log which selecting a sub - set of the prior sensor logs in dependence includes a plurality of fault objects , each fault object includ upon the log metrics . The method also includes analysing ing a time , a duration and a fault type . the maintenance logs to correlate each prior sensor log The ranking module may be configured to rank each prior included in the subset to one of or more correlated mainte sensor log , based on the statistical metrics , according to one nance tasks . The method also includes selecting a priority or more comparisons between the prior sensor log and the maintenance task based on the sub - set of prior sensor logs , target sensor log . The ranking module may be configured to 
select the sub - set as a number , N , of the prior sensor logs 35 the ranking of prior sensor logs and the correlated mainte 
which are ranked as the N closest to the target sensor log . nance tasks . The method also includes outputting the priority 

maintenance task . The ranking module may be configured to select a sub - set 
of the prior sensor logs by selecting each prior sensor log The method may also include accessing a target message 
having statistical metrics which satisfy one or more thresh log corresponding to the first machine and which includes a 
olds . 40 plurality of message objects . Each message object may 

The apparatus may also be configured to access a target include a time and a message type . The computer readable 
maintenance log corresponding to the first machine and logs may include , for each second machine , a message log 
which includes a plurality of maintenance task objects . Each which includes a plurality of message objects . Each message 
maintenance task object may include a time and a mainte object may include a time and a message type . Determining 
nance task type . The apparatus may also be configured to 45 a set of log metrics may include determining a set of log 
access a target fault log which includes a target fault object metrics derived from the target maintenance log , the target 
corresponding to the first machine . The target fault object fault log , the target message log and the computer readable 
may include a time , a duration and a fault type . The logs . 
apparatus may also be configured to access a target message 
log corresponding to the first machine and including a 50 BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
plurality of message objects . Each message object may 
include a time and a message type . The apparatus may also FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating a data fusion system include a log metric determining module configured to according to embodiments of this specification for providing determine a set of log metrics derived from the computer interactive data analysis ; readable logs , the target maintenance log , the target fault log 55 FIG . 2 is a block diagram of a first exemplary system and the target message log . The ranking module may also be 
configured to select a sub - set of the prior sensor logs based according to embodiments of this specification for analysing 
on the statistical metrics and the log metrics . and / or modelling a machine ; 

The FIG . 3 is a block diagram of a computer system according apparatus may include a robotic maintenance system 
configured to carry out the priority maintenance task on the 60 to embodiments of this specification ; 
first machine . The apparatus may include a display config FIG . 4 schematically illustrates a timeline correspondence 
ured to display the priority maintenance task . The apparatus between data from different data sources ; 
may include a report generation system configured to gen FIGS . 5 and 6 illustrate determining statistical metrics 
erate a textual report identifying the priority maintenance from measured parameter values ; 
task . FIGS . 7 and 8 illustrate application of dynamic time 

The fault maintenance correlation module may also be warping to allow comparison between first and second 
configured to determine a number and type of one or more curves of a first parameter ; 

65 
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FIGS . 9 and 10 illustrate dynamic time warping of first the first machine . Based on maintenance tasks which were 
and second curves of a second parameter based on the performed and / or rectified the similar previous anomalies or 
dynamic time warping of curves of the first parameter as faults identified , a priority maintenance task for the first 
shown in FIGS . 7 and 8 ; machine is determined . 

FIG . 11 is a block diagram of a second exemplary system 5 Conventionally , when a machine has developed an 
according to embodiments of this specification for analysing anomaly or a fault , it may be difficult to determine and 
and / or modelling a machine ; rectify the root cause . One or more maintenance tasks can be 

FIG . 12 is a block diagram illustrating sub - systems and carried out which fail to rectify the anomaly or fault . This 
sensors for construction machinery ; can result in wasted time and other resources such as 

FIG . 13 is a block diagram of an apparatus according to 10 consumables and / or spare parts . This specification describes 
embodiments of this specification for determining a main how efficiency of rectifying an anomaly or a fault of a 
tenance task for a machine ; machine can be improved by identifying similar anomalies 

FIG . 14 is a process flow diagram of a method according or faults which have previously occurred , and determining 
to embodiments of this specification , the method for deter how the similar anomalies of faults were rectified . 
mining a maintenance task to resolve an anomaly of a 15 In this way , decision making about how to proceed when 
machine ; a machine develops an anomaly or a fault may be placed on 

FIGS . 15 and 16 show a graphical user interface accord a quantitative footing . By selecting a maintenance task 
ing to embodiments of this specification , the graphical user which has previously been effective in similar circum 
interface for selecting a maintenance task to resolve an stances , ineffective maintenance tasks can be avoided and 
anomaly of a machine ; 20 effective maintenance tasks can be carried out sooner . This 

FIG . 17 is a process flow diagram of a method according can reduce the time that a machine is out of service . This can 
to embodiments of this specification , the method for deter reduce wastage of consumables and spare parts associated 
mining a maintenance task to resolve a fault of a machine ; with ineffective maintenance tasks , as well as reducing 

FIG . 18 shows a graphical user interface according to engineer utilisation . 
embodiments of this specification , the graphical user inter- 25 Reference will now be made to certain examples which 
face for selecting a maintenance task to resolve a fault of a are illustrated in the accompanying drawings . Whenever 
machine ; and possible , the same reference numbers will be used through 

FIG . 19 shows a dialog interface forming part of the out the drawings to refer to the same or like parts . 
graphical user interface shown in FIG . 18 . FIG . 1 illustrates , in block diagram form , an exemplary 

30 data fusion system 1 for providing interactive data analysis , 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 

Among other things , data fusion system 1 facilitates analysis 
In brief , this specification describes determining a main and transformation of one or more data sources 2 such as , for 

tenance task which can rectify an anomaly or fault which has example , sensors 19 ( FIG . 2 ) , maintenance logs 16 ( FIG . 2 ) , 
occurred in a machine through processing of history data for 35 fault logs 17 ( FIG . 2 ) , message logs 21 ( FIG . 2 ) and so forth , 
the machine into data models 3. Data models 3 may include one or more 

History data for a machine includes sensor logs , a sensor object models 4 whose semantics are defined by an ontology 
log being multiple measurements of physical parameters 5. Data models 3 may also include one or more risk models 
captured by a sensor and relating to different points in time 6 for calculating a failure probability or risk score for a 
( a time series ) . History data for a machine also includes 40 machine 15 , or a sub - system 18 of the machine , during a 
computer readable logs such as maintenance logs , fault logs particular interval . Risk models 6 are machine learning 
and message logs corresponding to a machine . The mainte models or weighted average models generated in depen 
nance log corresponding to the machine records information dence upon data accessed from the data sources 2. The 
such as dates and locations of prior maintenance tasks , transformation can be performed for a variety of reasons . 
details of replacement parts , free text notes made by an 45 For example , an engineer or mechanic may import data from 
engineer or mechanic performing a maintenance task and so data sources 2 into a database 7 for persistently storing 
forth . The fault log corresponding to the machine records object model ( s ) 4. As another example , an engineer or 
information such as dates and locations of faults , the types mechanic may import data from data sources 2 in order to 
of faults , the period of time required to rectify each fault and define , refine or apply a risk model 6. As another example , 
so forth . The message log corresponding to a machine , such 50 a data presentation component can transform input data from 
as a ship or a construction machine , records messages data sources 2 " on the fly ” ( in substantially real time , as the 
generated by controllers , processors or similar devices data is generated ) into object model ( s ) 4. The object model 
which are integrated into the component sub - systems of the ( s ) 4 can then be utilized , in conjunction with ontology 5 , for 
machine . The messages may include a date and time , an analysis through graphs and / or other data visualization tech 
identifier of a component sub - system , and message content 55 niques . Data from data sources 2 may take the form of 
such as , for example , warning information of information numerical data , text information in defined or free - text 
identifying a fault . formats , or a combination of numerical , textual and / or other 

In some embodiments , when a first machine has devel data types . Data from data sources 2 may be analysed to 
oped an anomaly or a fault , recent history data for the first extract metrics in the process of transforming the data into 
machine is compared with previous history data for the first 60 object models 4 and / or risk models 6 . 
machine and history data corresponding to a number of Data fusion system 1 includes a definition component 8 
second machines which are the same or comparable to the and a translation component 9 , both implemented by one or 
first machine . The comparison utilises statistical metrics more processors of one or more computing devices or 
generated based on sensor logs and log metrics generated systems executing hardware and / or software - based logic for 
based on computer readable logs . Essentially , the compari- 65 providing various functionality and features of the present 
son identifies previous recorded anomalies or faults which disclosure , as described herein . The data fusion system 1 can 
are similar to the anomaly or fault which has developed in comprise fewer or additional components that provide the 
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various functionalities and features described herein . More tured , for example , in the form of free - text which is analysed 
over , the number and arrangement of the components of data for keywords and / or using natural language processing . For 
fusion system 1 which are responsible for providing the substantially unstructured data sources , the schema map 10 
various functionalities and features described herein can may define how various elements of schemas 11 map to 
further vary between different examples of the data fusion 5 ontology 5 for processing free - text , for example parameters 
system 1 . or semantic rules . 

The definition component 8 generates and / or modifies the Based on the identified information , definition component 
ontology 5 and a schema map 10. Examples of defining an 8 can generate a graphical user interface 13. Graphical user 
ontology ( such as ontology 5 ) are described in U.S. Pat . No. interface 13 can be presented to users of a computing device 
7,962,495 ( the ' 495 patent ) , issued on Jun . 14 , 2011 , the 10 via any suitable output mechanism ( e.g. , a display screen , an 
entire contents of which are expressly incorporated herein image projection , etc. ) , and can further accept input from 
by reference for all purposes . Consistent with certain users of the computing device via any suitable input mecha 
examples disclosed in the ’ 495 patent , a dynamic ontology nism ( e.g. , a keyboard , a mouse , a touch screen interface , 
may be used to create a database , for example database 7. To etc. ) . Graphical user interface 13 features a visual workspace 
create a database ontology , one or more object types may be 15 that visually depicts representations of the elements of 
defined , where each object type includes one or more ontology 5 for which mappings are defined in schema map 
properties . The attributes of object types or property types of 10 . 
the ontology can be edited or modified at any time . At least In some embodiments , transformation component 9 can 
one parser definition may be created for each property type . be invoked after schema map 10 and ontology 5 have been 
The attributes of a parser definition can be edited or modified 20 defined or redefined . Transformation component 9 identifies 
at any time . schema map 10 and ontology 5. Transformation component 

In some examples , each property type is declared to be 9 further reads data sources 2 and identifies schemas 11 for 
representative of one or more object types . A property ty data sources 2. For each element of ontology 5 described in 
is representative of an object type when the property type is schema map 10 , transformation component 9 iterates 
intuitively associated with the object type . In some embodi- 25 through some or all of the data items of data sources 2 , 
ments , each property type has one or more components and generating elements of object model ( s ) 4 in the manner 
a base type . In some embodiments , a property type can specified by schema map 10. In some examples , the trans 
comprise a string , a date , a number , or a composite type formation component 9 may process data from data sources 
consisting of two or more string , date , or number elements . 2 to generate statistical or other metrics based on the data . 
Thus , property types are extensible and can represent com- 30 The statistical or other metrics may be stored in the database 
plex data structures . Further , a parser definition can refer 7. In some examples , the transformation component 9 may 
ence a component of a complex property type as a unit or generate one or more risk models 6 based on the data from 
token . data sources 2. Risk models 6 generated by the transforma 

An example of a property having multiple components is tion component 9 may be stored in the database 7. In some 
an “ engine temperatures ” property having an “ exhaust tem- 35 examples , the transformation component 9 may apply risk 
perature ” component and an “ inlet temperature ” component . models 6 to data from data sources 2 in order to calculate a 
For example , the " inlet temperature " may correspond to the failure probability or risk score for a machine within a 
temperature of ambient air drawn into a diesel engine and specified interval . In some examples , transformation com 
the “ exhaust temperature ” may correspond to the tempera ponent 9 can store a representation of each generated ele 
ture of exhaust gasses expelled from the diesel engine . An 40 ment of an object model 4 in the database 7. In some 
example of raw input data is “ 300 K ” . An example parser examples , transformation component 9 is further configured 
definition specifies an association of imported input data to to synchronize changes in the object model ( s ) 4 back to data 
object property components as follows : { EXHAUST sources 2 . 
TEMPERATUR2E } , { INLET Data sources 2 can be one or more sources of data , 
TEMPERATURE } - > Engine Temperatures : ExhaustTem 45 including , without limitation , spreadsheet files , databases , 
perature , Engine Temperatures : Inlet Temperature . In some email folders , document collections , sensor memory stor 
embodiments , the association { EXHAUST TEMPERA ages , and so forth . Documents may include native electronic 
TURE } , { INLET TEMPERATURE ) is defined in a parser documents and scanned documents . Scanned documents 
definition using regular expression symbology . The associa may be processed using optical character recognition . Data 
tion { EXHAUST TEMPERATURE } , { INLET TEMPERA- 50 sources 2 can include data structures stored persistently in 
TURE } indicates that an exhaust temperature followed by non - volatile memory . Data sources 2 can additionally or 
an inlet temperature , and separated by a comma , comprises alternatively include temporary data structures generated 
valid input data for a property of type “ engine temperature ” . from underlying data sources via data extraction compo 

According to some embodiments , schema map 10 can nents , such as a result set returned from a database server 
define how various elements of schemas 11 for data sources 55 executing a database query . 
2 map to various elements of ontology 5. Definition com Schema map 10 , ontology 5 , and schemas 11 can be stored 
ponent 8 receives , calculates , extracts , or otherwise identi in any suitable structures , such as XML files , database 
fies schemas 11 for data sources 2. Schemas 11 define the tables , and so forth . In some embodiments , ontology 5 is 
structure of data sources 2 ; for example , the names and other maintained persistently . Schema map 10 can or cannot be 
characteristics of tables , files , columns , fields , properties , 60 maintained persistently , depending on whether the transfor 
and so forth . Furthermore , definition component 8 option mation process is perpetual , or a one - time event . Schemas 11 
ally identifies sample data 12 from data sources 2. Definition need not be maintained in persistent memory , but can be 
component 8 can further identify object type , relationship , cached for optimization . 
and property definitions from ontology 5 , if any already The object model ( s ) 4 comprise collections of elements 
exist . Definition component 8 can further identify pre- 65 such as typed objects , numerical data , properties , and rela 
existing mappings from schema map 10 , if such mappings tionships . The collections can be structured in any suitable 
exist . Some data sources 2 may be substantially unstruc manner . In some examples , a database 7 stores the elements 
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of the object model ( s ) 4 , or representations thereof . In some tables , and so forth . The maintenance log 16 and fault log 17 
examples , the elements of an object model 4 are stored corresponding to a ship 15a may be stored on one or more 
within database 7 in a different underlying format , such as servers and / or locally on the ship 15a . Maintenance logs 16 
in a series of object , property , and relationship tables in a and fault logs 17 corresponding to a number of different 
relational database . The risk models 6 comprise collections 5 ships 15a may be stored in a common database , for example 
of elements such as , for example , weighting tables , decision database 7 . 
trees , kernels , Bayesian graphs / networks , artificial neural Each ship 15a includes a number of sub - systems 18 which 
networks or similar elements of a machine learning model . may be mechanical systems , electrical systems , computer 

According to some embodiments , the functionalities , systems or combinations thereof . For example , sub - systems 
techniques , and components described herein are imple- 10 18 for a ship 15a may include , but are not limited to , a 
mented by one or more special - purpose computing devices . navigational computer system , a crew area and / or cargo area 
The special - purpose computing devices can be hard - wired to environmental control and monitoring systems , a fuel man 
perform the techniques , or can include digital electronic agement system , engine management systems , a hydraulic 
devices such as one or more application - specific integrated system , a fire suppression system , a bilge system and so 
circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) 15 forth . Each sub - system 18 may include one or more sensors 
that are persistently programmed to perform the techniques , 19 which monitor physical parameters of the sub - system . 
or can include one or more general purpose hardware One or more sensors 19 associated with a sub - system form 
processors ( each including processor circuitry ) programmed a sensor group 20. Examples of sensors 19 include a 
to perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions temperature sensor , a pressure sensor , a water level sensor , 
in firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such 20 an electrical current or voltage sensor , a gas concentration 
special - purpose computing devices can also combine cus sensor , a strain gauge , and so forth . Data from sensors 19 
tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro may be stored on the ship 15a and subsequently transmitted 
gramming to accomplish the techniques . The special - pur or downloaded from the ship 15a according to a schedule , 
pose computing devices can be desktop computer systems , for example upon arrival at a destination port , daily or 
portable computer systems , handheld devices , networking 25 weekly . Data from some sensors 19 may be transmitted to a 
devices , or any other device that incorporates hard - wired central operations centre whilst the ship 15a is at sea . 
and / or program logic to implement the techniques . The ship 15a may also store message logs 21 , crew logs 

In examples described herein , data fusion system 1 can 22 , bridge logs 23 , velocity logs 24 and global positioning 
allow a user , such as an engineer or mechanic , to analyse system ( GPS ) ( or other positioning system ) logs 25. The 
information and identify underlying trends , patterns , behav- 30 message log 21 corresponding to a ship 15a may include 
iours and / or precursors which allow the engineer or messages generated by controllers ( e.g. an automated bilge 
mechanic to make more informed decisions . Such informa pump controller ) , processors or similar devices which are 
tion can allow an engineer or mechanic determine the integrated into the various sub - systems 18. The messages 
most effective maintenance to perform on a machine . Addi may include a date and time , an identifier of an originating 
tionally , when a fault or anomaly has developed in a 35 sub - system 18 , and message contents such as , for example , 
complex machine , an engineer or mechanic may use the data a warning or fault identifier . Crew logs 22 corresponding to 
fusion system 1 to obtain information about a root cause of a ship 15a may include forms , notes , checklists or other 
an anomaly or fault . Other applications of the data fusion documents which are produced or confirmed by crew 
system 1 shall be described hereinafter . responsible for operating the ship 15a such as , for example , 

For purposes of illustration , examples are described 40 the captain , navigator , engineering crew and / or port crew . 
herein with reference to ships , for example passenger cruise Crew logs 22 may include information derived from docu 
ships , cargo ships , tankers and so forth . However , the ments which are native electronic documents and / or scanned 
examples and techniques described herein may be applied to documents . Bridge logs 23 may include , for example , bridge 
other types of machines such as , for example , construction audio recordings , logs detailing button presses , keystrokes 
machinery in the form of bulldozers , tractors , diggers , any 45 and control inputs during a voyage and so forth . Velocity 
other types of mobile equipment . The examples and tech logs 24 may include a time series of velocities of the ship 
niques described herein may also be applied to further types 15a . GPS logs 25 may include a time series of GPS 
of machines such as , for example , manufacturing plant , coordinates for the ship 15a . Velocity logs and GPS logs are 
sewage treatment plant , tunneling / boring equipment and so particular examples of sub - systems 18 and sensors 19 . 
forth , within the spirit and scope of this disclosure . 50 Message logs 21 , crew logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , velocity logs 

FIG . 2 shows a block diagram of a first exemplary system 24 and global positioning system ( GPS ) logs 25 are stored 
14 for performing one or more operations for analysing in suitable computer readable formats or structures , such as 
and / or modelling a machine 15. In the first system 14 , the XML files , database tables and so forth . 
machine 15 is a ship 15a and the first system 14 can include The first system 14 may also include manufacturer infor 
one or more ships 15a . The ships 15a may be , for example , 55 mation 26 including , for example , databases providing infor 
passenger cruise ships , car transporter ferries , cargo ships , mation about messages and / or faults , suggested maintenance 
tanker ships , tugs and so forth . Each ship 15a has a corre tasks , and manufacturer recommended tolerances for param 
sponding maintenance log 16 and fault log 17. The main eters measured by sensors 19. The first system 14 may also 
tenance log 16 for a ship 15a may include information such include environmental data 27 such as , for example , infor 
as dates and locations of maintenance , details of replacement 60 mation about wind speeds , surface waves , cloud cover , 
parts used , free text notes made by an engineer or mechanic storm systems , currents , tide times as a function of date , time 
performing a maintenance task and so forth . The fault log 17 and location . The first system 14 may also include a route / 
for a ship 15a may include information such as dates and task log 28 corresponding to each ship 15a . The route / task 
locations of faults , the type of fault , the period of time log for a ship 15a may include details of the start and end 
required to rectify the fault and so forth . The maintenance 65 locations , dates and times of each voyage conducted by the 
logs 16 and fault logs 17 are stored in suitable computer corresponding ship 15a . The first system 14 may also 
readable formats or structures , such as XML files , database include schedules 29 for the voyages which a fleet including 
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a number of ships 15a need to be assigned to travel over a velocity logs 25 , GPS logs 25 , manufacturer information 26 , 
forthcoming time period . The first system 14 may also environmental data 27 , route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and 
include facilities information 30 such as , for example , a type facilities information 30 . 
or class of available maintenance and repair facilities at a The first system 14 may include a number of machines 15 
number of ports between which ships 15a may be scheduled 5 in the form of ships 15a , and all of the ships 15a forming 
to travel , for example , whether a port has maintenance and part of the first system 14 are the same or comparable to one inspection divers , dry - dock facilities and so forth . another . Two machines 15 are the same if they include the The manufacturer information 26 , environmental data 27 , same components , arranged and configured in the same way . route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and facilities information 30 
may be stored in suitable computer readable formats or 10 in the same batch or two machines 15 may be the same if Two machines 15 may be the same if they are manufactured 
structures , such as XML files , database tables , and so forth . they are manufactured in different batches . Two machines 15 The manufacturer information 26 , environmental data 27 , 
route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and facilities information 30 which are the same include corresponding sub - systems 18 
may be stored in one or more servers . which are associated with corresponding sensors 19. Two 

The maintenance logs 16 , fault logs 17 , sensors 19 , 15 machines 15 are comparable if they contain one or more 
message logs 21 , crew logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , altitude and corresponding sub - systems 18 in common . For two compa 
velocity logs 25 , GPS logs 25 , manufacturer information 26 , rable machines 15 , the corresponding common sub - systems 
environmental data 27 , route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and 18 are not substantially interrelated to other sub - systems 18 
facilities information 30 are examples of data sources 2 for which are not common to the machines 15. For example , two 
the data fusion system 1 . 20 ships 15a may be comparable because they are fitted with 

The first system 14 includes one or more analysis termi the same marine diesel engine . Even when data from other 
nals 31 in the form of one or more computing devices ( e.g. , systems is not comparable ( or not directly comparable ) , 
computer or computers , server or servers , etc. ) , memory information from engine sensors may be usefully compared 
storing data and / or software instructions ( e.g. , database or between the two comparable ships 15a . 
databases ) , memory devices , etc. ) , and other known com- 25 Referring also to FIG . 3 , a block diagram of an exemplary 
puting components . In some examples , the one or more computer system 37 , consistent with examples of the present 
computing devices are configured to execute software or a specification is shown . The components of the first and 
set of programmable instructions stored on one or more second exemplary systems 14 , 67 ( FIG . 11 ) such as analysis 
memory devices to perform one or more operations , con terminals 31 and analysis server 32 may include an archi 
sistent with the examples herein . The data fusion system 1 30 tecture based on or similar to that of computer system 37 . 
may be provided by one or more analysis servers 32 and one Computer system 37 includes a bus 38 or other commu 
or more analysis terminals 31 may connect to the analysis nication mechanism for communicating information , and a 
server 32 as clients . Alternatively , each analysis terminal 31 hardware processor 39 coupled with bus 38 for processing 
may provide an example of the data fusion system 1 . information . Hardware processor 39 can be , for example , a 
Examples of analysis terminals 31 may provide the same or 35 general purpose microprocessor . Hardware processor 39 
different functions . For example , different analysis terminals comprises electrical circuitry . 
31 may be able to access different types of data or functions Computer system 37 includes a main memory 40 , such as 
of the analysis server 32. For example , a maintenance a random access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic storage 
terminal 33 may be able to access preventative maintenance device , which is coupled to the bus 38 for storing informa 
and troubleshooting functions . As another example , a sched- 40 tion and instructions to be executed by processor 39. The 
uling terminal 34 may access data relating to risk model 6 main memory 40 can also be used for storing temporary 
outputs , schedules 29 and facilities information 30 to per variables or other intermediate information during execution 
form risk based scheduling of ship 15a routes . As another of instructions by the processor 39. Such instructions , when 
example , a manufacturer terminal 35 may be given access to stored in non - transitory storage media accessible to the 
a reduced or redacted selection of data from the data sources 45 processor 39 , render the computer system 37 into a special 
2 , in order to allow monitoring and analysis of technical data purpose machine that is customized to perform the opera 
whilst preserving the integrity of commercially sensitive tions specified in the instructions . 
information . In some examples , all analysis terminals 31 Computer system 37 further includes a read only memory 
may access the same data and functions . ( ROM ) 41 or other static storage device coupled to the bus 

The analysis terminals 31 and analysis server 32 commu- 50 38 for storing static information and instructions for the 
nicate with the data sources 2 over a network 36. The processor 39. A storage device 42 , such as a magnetic disk 
network 36 can be any type of network or combination of or optical disk , is provided and coupled to the bus 38 for 
networks configured to provide electronic communications storing information and instructions . 
between components of the first system 14. For example , the Computer system 37 can be coupled via the bus 38 to a 
network 36 can be any type of network ( including infra- 55 display 43 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , liquid crystal 
structure ) that provides communications , exchanges infor display , or touch screen , for displaying information to a user . 
mation , and / or facilitates the exchange of information , such An input device 44 , including alphanumeric and other keys , 
as the Internet , a Local Area Network , or other suitable is coupled to the bus 38 for communicating information and 
connection ( s ) that enables the sending and receiving of command selections to the processor 39. Another type of 
information between the components of the first system 14. 60 user input device is cursor control 45 , for example using a 
The network 36 may also comprise any combination of mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for communi 
wired and wireless networks . In other embodiments , one or cating direction information and command selections to the 
more components of the first system 14 can communicate processor 39 and for controlling cursor movement on the 
directly through a dedicated communication link or com display 43. The input device typically has two degrees of 
munication links , such as links between analysis terminals 65 freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , x ) and a 
31 , analysis server 32 , maintenance logs 16 , fault logs 17 , second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device to 
sensors 19 , message logs 21 , crew logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , specify positions in a plane . 
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Computer system 37 can implement the techniques nication connection to a compatible LAN . Wireless links can 
described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or also be implemented . In any such implementation , the 
more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic communication interface 46 sends and receives electrical , 
which in combination with the computer system causes or electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
programs computer system 37 to be a special - purpose 5 streams representing various types of information . 
machine . According to some embodiments , the operations , The network link 47 typically provides data communica functionalities , and techniques disclosed herein are per tion through one or more networks to other data devices . For 
formed by computer system 37 in response to the processor example , the network link 47 can provide a connection 
39 executing one or more sequences of one or more instruc through the local network 48 to a host computer 49 or to data tions contained in the main memory 40. Such instructions 10 
can be read into the main memory 40 from another storage equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 

50. The ISP 50 in turn provides data communication services medium , such as storage device 42. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 40 through the world wide packet data communication network 
causes the processor 39 to perform the process steps now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 51. The local 
described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired 15 network 48 and internet 51 both use electrical , electromag 
circuitry can be used in place of or in combination with netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . The 
software instructions . signals through the various networks and the signals on the 

The term “ storage media " as used herein refers to any network link 47 and through the communication interface 
non - transitory media that stores data and / or instructions that 46 , which carry the digital data to and from the computer 
cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion . Such 20 system 37 , are example forms of transmission media . 
storage media can comprise non - volatile media and / or vola The computer system 37 can send messages and receive 
tile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , optical data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net 
or magnetic disks , such as storage device 42. Volatile media work link 47 and communication interface 46. In the internet 
includes dynamic memory , such as main memory 40. Com example , a server 52 , for example the analysis server 32 , can 
mon forms of storage media include , for example , a floppy 25 transmit data through the internet 51 , ISP 50 , local network 
disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic 48 and communication interface 46 . 
tape , or any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD Referring also to FIG . 4 , an example timeline for a 
ROM , any other optical data storage medium , any physical machine 15 in the form of a ship 15a will explained with 
medium with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and reference to the corresponding message log 21 , maintenance 
EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory 30 log 16 , fault log 17 and a number of sensor logs 53 . 
chip or cartridge . Each sensor log 53 ( e.g. , 53a , 53b , 53c ) may include a 

Storage media is distinct from , but can be used in con time series of parameter values measured by one or more 
junction with , transmission media . Transmission media par sensors 19. The sensors 19 may include all of the sensors 19 
ticipates in transferring information between storage media . on the ship 15a , all the sensors 19 associated with one or 
For example , transmission media includes coaxial cables , 35 more subsystems 18 , or any other combination of sensors 
copper wire and fibre optics , including the wires that com 19. A sensor log 53 may include parameter values measured 
prise bus 38. Transmission media can also take the form of by a single sensor 19. Parameter values measured by one or 
acoustic or light waves , such as those generated during more sensors 19 may be measured at equal intervals , or may 
radio - wave and infra - red data communications . be measured in response to triggering messages or events . 

Various forms of media can be involved in carrying one 40 Each sensor 19 may measure parameter values at a rate or 
or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor interval specific to that sensor 19 , to a type of sensor 19 or 
39 for execution . For example , the instructions can initially to a sub - system 18 . 
be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote A first voyage commences at time t , and lasts until time 
computer . The remote computer can load the instructions 14. The duration of a voyage t4 - t , may vary considerably 
into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 45 depending upon the type of ship 15a . In one example , the 
telephone line or other transmission medium using a ship 15a may be a passenger or vehicle ferry which carries 
modem . A modem local to computer system 37 can receive out regular , scheduled voyages between a two or more 
the data on the telephone line or other transmission medium relatively close ports / docks such as , for example , Dover and 
and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an Calais , Dublin and Liverpool and so forth . In this example , 
infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data 50 the duration of a voyage t4 - t , may range from less than hour 
carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can up to several days . Scheduled slots for preventative main 
place the data on bus 38. Bus 38 carries the data to the main tenance may be every day , or every week . Scheduled pre 
memory 40 , from which the processor 39 retrieves and ventative maintenance may be conducted in one or more of 
executes the instructions . The instructions received by the the ports , and it may not be necessary to conduct preventa 
main memory 40 can optionally be stored on the storage 55 tive maintenance during the actual voyage . 
device 42 either before or after execution by the processor In other examples , the ship 15a may be a long distance 
39 . cargo ship or tanker , and the duration of a voyage t4 - t , may 
Computer system 37 also includes a communication inter be weeks or months . In this example , preventative mainte 

face 46 coupled to the bus 38. The communication interface nance during the voyage cannot be avoided in practice . 
46 provides a two - way data communication coupling to a 60 When the ship 15a is a long distance cargo ship or tanker , 
network link 47 that is connected to a local network 48. For preventative maintenance may be split into regular mainte 
example , the communication interface 46 can be an inte nance conducted during voyages , and longer and / or more 
grated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable modem , substantial maintenance slots between voyages . The range 
satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data communi and type of maintenance tasks which may be conducted 
cation connection to a corresponding type of telephone line . 65 during a voyage may be restricted by the available facilities , 
As another example , the communication interface 46 can be consumables , spare parts , operational requirements and so 
a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a data commu forth . 
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In the example shown in FIG . 4 , the ship 15a is a task and so forth . The first maintenance task object 55a is not 
passenger and / or vehicle ferry which performs regular cross occasioned by a fault , and corresponds to regular , or pre 
ings of a relatively narrow body of water , for example a ventative , maintenance . 
voyage may take several hours . In the example shown in A third voyage is scheduled to start at a time t13 . 
FIG . 4 , regular maintenance is scheduled to occur between 5 However , the start time of the third voyage is delayed until 
voyages . The corresponding parameter values measured by t17 due to a fault object 56 which is registered at a time t11 , 
all or a subset of the sensors 19 during the first voyage are shortly after the end of the second voyage at time t10 . The 
stored as a first sensor log 53a . Alternatively , separate first fault object 56 may correspond to a fault which is discovered 
sensor logs 53a may be stored for each sub - system 18 or following , for example , inspection by the ship crew or port 
separate first sensor logs 53a may be stored for each sensor 10 staff , analysis of the second sensor log 53b , or the fault may 
19. During the first voyage , a first message object 54a is have been indicated by third to fifth message objects 54c , 
generated by a sub - system 18 and stored in the message log 54d , 54e , which were recorded in a cluster at times ty , tg and 
21 , along with the corresponding time t2 and optionally ty . The fault object 56 is recorded in the fault log 17. The 
other contextual information such as an identifying number fault object 56 includes fault data 57 indicating the time 
for the voyage . A message object 54 ( e.g. , 54a , 545 , 54c , 15 corresponding to the fault object 56 , details about the type 
54d , 54e , 548 ) may include a message identity ( ID ) code of fault , the location of the ship 15a when the fault was 
consisting of letters and / or numbers . The message ID code registered and so forth . The fault data 57 may also include 
may correspond to an entry in a look - up table providing a fault identity ( ID ) code consisting of letters and / or num 
further details . For example , a message ID code may take the bers . The fault ID code may correspond to an entry in a 
form A - M - 001 , in which the letter “ A ” denotes an origin of 20 look - up table providing further details . For example , a fault 
the corresponding message object 54 in a first , or “ A ” , ID code may take the form C - F - 012 , in which the letter “ C ” 
sub - system 18 , the letter “ M ” denotes that the message ID denotes a fault arising in a third , or “ C ” , sub - system 18 , the 
code corresponds to a message and should be looked up in letter “ F ” denotes that the fault ID code corresponds to a 
a message look - up table , and the numeric code “ 001 ” fault type and should be looked up in a fault type look - up 
denotes a first entry corresponding to the first sub - system 18 25 table , and the numeric code “ 012 ” denotes a twelfth entry 
in the message look - up table . The corresponding entry in the corresponding to the third sub - system 18 in the fault type 
message look - up table provides details of the message . The look - up table . The corresponding entry in the fault type 
look - up table may be included in the manufacturer infor look - up table provides details of the fault type which has 
mation 26 , for example in a maintenance manual . Similarly , occurred . The fault type look - up table may be included in the 
a message ID code of B - M - 023 would identify a message 30 manufacturer information 26 . 
object 54 originating in a second , or “ B ” , sub - system 18 and Sometimes a fault corresponding to a fault object 56 may 

be readily rectified . On other occasions , the root cause of a 
A second message object 54b is generated during the first fault corresponding to a fault object 56 in a ship 15a , or a 

voyage at time t3 and stored in the message log 21. Message fault in another machine 15 , may be difficult to determine . 
object 54 contents may correspond to , for example , warn- 35 Consequently , an engineer or mechanic may conduct one or 
ings and / or faults . Message object 54 contents may be more maintenance tasks which fail to resolve the fault . For 
determined by looking up message ID codes in a message example , both the second and third maintenance tasks 
look - up table . A message object 54 may correspond to the objects 550 , 550 , started at times t12 and 114 respectively , 
illumination of a warning light on the bridge , or illumination both corresponding to maintenance tasks which failed to 
of a warning light elsewhere in or on the ship 15a , for 40 resolve the fault corresponding to the fault object 56. The 
example in the engine room . fourth maintenance task object 55d , started at time t15 , 

A second voyage starts at time to and finishes at time t10 , corresponds to a maintenance task which did resolve the 
and corresponding sensor 19 measurements are stored in one fault corresponding to the fault object 56. When the fault 
or more second sensor logs 53b , in the same way as the first corresponding to the fault object 56 is verified to have been 
sensor log ( s ) 53a . Between the first and second voyages , at 45 solved , fault resolution data 58 is added to the fault object 
a time ts , a first maintenance task object 55a is recorded in 56 in the fault log 17. The fault resolution data 58 is linked 
the maintenance log 16 for the ship 15a . The first mainte to the fault data 57. The fault resolution data 58 may include 
nance task object 55a may include information such as the information such as the end time of fault , for example t16 , 
time , ts , and a maintenance task identity ( ID ) code consist and the maintenance task object 55d corresponding to the 
ing of letters and / or numbers . The maintenance task ID code 50 maintenance task which resolved the fault corresponding to 
may correspond to an entry in a look - up table providing the fault object 56 . 
further details . For example , a maintenance task ID code Once the fault corresponding to the fault object 56 is 
may take the form A - T - 003 , in which the letter “ A ” denotes resolved , the delayed third voyage starts at a time t?7 and 
a maintenance task carried out on a first , or “ A ” , sub - system ends at a time t19 . A sixth message object 54f is generated 
18 , the letter “ T ” denotes that the maintenance task ID code 55 during the third voyage , at time t18 , but the sixth message 
corresponds to a maintenance task and should be looked up object 54f does not indicate a new fault or a recurrence of the 
in a maintenance task look - up table , and the numeric code earlier fault corresponding to fault object 56. Regular or 
“ 003 ” denotes a third entry corresponding to the first sub preventative maintenance , in the form of a maintenance task 
system 18 in the maintenance task look - up table . The detailed by a fifth maintenance task object 55e , is conducted 
corresponding entry in the maintenance task look - up table 60 after the third voyage at a time t20 . 
provides details of the maintenance task which is carried out . It will be appreciated that the sequence of events 
The look - up table may be included in the manufacturer described in relation to FIG . 4 is for illustrative purposes 
information 26. The first maintenance task object 55a may only , and that the contents of the present specification may 
include further information such as , for example , free - text be applied to other sequences of events . For example , in the 
notes or descriptions of the maintenance task performed , 65 case of a ship 15a which a long distance cargo ship or tanker , 
details of any parts replaced , information about the engineer voyages may last for weeks or even months , and so sensor 
or mechanic responsible for carrying out the maintenance logs 53 corresponding to the entire voyage may be inappro 
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priate . Instead , sensor logs 53 for a ship 15a which a long against a second parameter measured by a second sensor 19 . 
distance cargo ship or tanker may be analysed according to Statistical metrics and average parameter curves 60 may be 
shorter time periods , for example , daily , hourly or substan calculated in the same way . Analysing a pair of parameters 
tially in real time . Furthermore , in the case of a ship 15a can be useful in diagnosing a developing fault or issue . For 
which a long distance cargo ship or tanker , maintenance 5 example , in a normally functioning diesel engine , the stable 
tasks 55 ( e.g. , 55a , 551 , 550 , 55d , 55e ) corresponding to operating temperature may vary with the revolutions per preventative maintenance and / or fault resolution may also minute ( RPM ) according to a characteristic parameter curve , be conducted during a voyage . for example an average parameter curve 59. If a parameter Message logs 21 may be populated in real time , i.e. curve 59 significantly deviates from the average parameter message objects 54 generated by a machine 15 such as a ship 10 curve 60 , for example , if the parameter curve 59 shows a 15a may be stored to a corresponding message log 21 at the faster than expected increase in temperature with RPM , this same time , or shortly after , each message object 54 is 
generated . Maintenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 may be may indicate a developing fault in coolant levels or in a 

coolant system . updated after the relevant events , for example , by filling in 
an electronic document or by scanning a paper document 15 Referring also to FIG . 6 , additional statistical metrics may 
and so forth . be derived from the sensor logs 53. For example , the number 

Statistical metrics may be derived from the parameter and duration of intervals during which the parameter curve 
values measured by sensors 19. For example , if a parameter 59 differs from the average parameter curve 60 by more than 
value does not vary substantially over time , simple time a threshold amount may be calculated and used as a metric . 
series statistics may be applied to derive a mean value , a 20 For example , the number and duration of intervals during 
standard deviation , a minimum and a maximum value for which the parameter curve 59 lies below the 25th percentile 
each type of parameter value included in a sensor log 53 . 61 or above the 75th percentile 62 may be recorded . In the 
Average , or baseline , values may be obtained by aggregating example shown in FIG . 6 , the parameter curve 59 exceeds 
a large number of sensor logs 53 corresponding to a number the 75th percentile 62 for a first interval tz - t , and dips below 
of different machines 15 and different operations of the 25 the 25th percentile 61 for a second interval tate . A Schmidt 
machines 15. For example , when the machines 15 are ships trigger may be used , for example at the 75th and 80th 
15a , each operation may correspond to a different voyage , percentiles , to determine that the parameter curve 59 has 
and when the machines 15 take form of construction exceeded a specified tolerance . 
machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) each operation may correspond to Other thresholds may be used such as , for example , 
a different journey , a work order , a lease period , or a fixed 30 whether the parameter curve 59 deviates from an average 
period of time such as one working day . Deviations of parameter curve 60 by more than a multiple of a standard 
measured parameter values from the average be deviation o . For example , instead of the 75th percentile 62 , 
used as statistical metrics for analysis by the data fusion an upper threshold may be the average parameter curve 60 
system 1 . plus 3o , and instead of the 25th percentile 61 , a lower 

Referring also to FIG . 5 , the values of some parameters 35 threshold may be the average parameter curve 60 minus 30 . 
measured by sensors 19 will vary with time , for example , The standard deviation o may in general be a function of 
over the course of a voyage when the machine 15 is a ship time or of a second parameter . 
15a or throughout a working day of construction machinery For machines 15 such as ships 15a or construction 
15b ( FIG . 11 ) . The parameter values may be plotted against machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) , many parameters will vary with 
time as a parameter curve 59. By aggregating a large number 40 time , but the duration of different sensor logs 53 need not be 
of sensor logs 53 corresponding to a number of different the same because each sensor log 53 corresponds to a 
machines 15 and different operations , a mean value , a different operation of the same machine 15 or of a different 
standard deviation , a minimum and a maximum value of a machine 15. This can prevent naïve aggregation of corre 
the parameter may be determined as a function of time . The sponding parameter values belonging to first and second 
averaged parameter values may be plotted against time as an 45 sensor logs 53a , 53b . For example , one working day for 
average parameter curve 60. Suitable statistical metrics may construction machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) will vary dramatically 
be calculated such as , for example , the mean and standard from a subsequent working day because construction 
deviation of a difference between the parameter curve 59 and machinery 15b may be used to perform slightly different 
the average parameter curve 60. Minimum and maximum tasks and the duration and loading of each task may also 
differences may also be used as statistical metrics . The 50 vary from day to day . Sensors 19 recording parameters of a 
difference between the parameter curve 59 and the average machine 15 may record datasets corresponding to two or 
parameter curve 60 may be quantified using a hidden more tasks or occasions which differ to the extent that direct 
Markov model . The same approach may be used to deter comparison is difficult or meaningless . Such difficulties may 
mine statistical metrics based on a difference between first be overcome by applying a dynamic time warping algorithm 
and second parameter curves stored in first and second 55 to the sensor logs 53 . 
sensor logs 53. Average parameter curves 60 ( and related Referring also to FIGS . 7 and 8 , first and second curves 
average statistical metrics ) may be updated to take account 63a , 63b of a first parameter are not directly comparable 
of new sensor logs 53 by re - calculating average parameter because they have differing lengths . The first and second 
curves 60 ( and related average statistical metrics ) according curves 63a , 63b correspond to first and second sensor logs 
to a schedule , for example , daily or weekly . Alternatively , if 60 53a , 53b respectively . However , a dynamic time warping 
sensor logs 53 are extracted from the machines 15 at algorithm may be used to distort the relative time - bases so 
periodic intervals , then the average parameter curves 60 ( and that first and second warped curves 64a , 64b of the first 
related average statistical metrics ) may be re - calculated parameter may be compared . The first parameter may be a 
immediately after new sensor logs 53 have been extracted . parameter having a well understood meaning , such as veloc 

Parameter curves 59 need not be plotted against time . 65 ity of a ship 15a , or the velocity and / or engine revolutions 
Instead , a parameter curve 59 corresponding to a first per minute ( RPM ) of construction machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) . 
parameter measured by a first sensor 19 may be plotted Suitable first parameters may often correspond to the exter 
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nal state of a machine 15 , for example , to ambient conditions be used to help managing a fleet of construction machines 
or to a task which the machine 15 is performing . 156 which are made available for leasing , or to manage all 

Referring also to FIGS . 9 and 10 , first and second curves of the construction vehicles associated with a particular 
650 , 65b of a second parameter may be less well understood construction project . Construction machinery 15b may 
or simply less suited to feature extraction . Such second 5 include be vehicles such as , for example , bulldozers , dig 
parameters may relate more directly to the internal func gers , cranes , tractors , combine harvesters and so forth . Each 
tioning or internal status of the machine 15. For example , construction machine 15b has a corresponding maintenance 
when the machine 15 is a ship 15a , the second parameter log 16 and fault log 17. The maintenance log 16 for a 
may be a temperature of part of a gas turbine engine or a construction machine 15b may include information such as 
marine diesel engine . As another example , when the 10 dates and locations of maintenance , details of replacement 
machine 15 is construction machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) , the parts , free text notes made by an engineer or mechanic 
second parameter may be the pressure of a pneumatic or performing a maintenance task and so forth . The fault log 17 
hydraulic actuation system . Parameters relating to the inter for a construction machine 15b may include information 
nal functioning or internal status of the machine 15 may such as dates and locations of faults , the type of fault , the 
have less predictable or less regular features , which can 15 period of time required to rectify the fault and so forth . The 
complicate or prevent the direct application of a dynamic maintenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 are stored in suitable 
time - warping algorithm , which may lead to erroneous out computer readable formats or structures , such as XML files , 
puts . This issue can be avoided by generating warped curves database tables , and so forth . The maintenance log 16 and 
66a , 66b of the second parameter based on a warped fault log 17 corresponding to a construction machine 15b 
time - frame established using the curves 63a , 63b of the first 20 may be stored on one or more servers and / or locally on the 
parameter . For example , if the machine 15 is a ship 15a or construction machine 15b itself . Maintenance logs 16 and 
construction machinery 15b , parameters such as engine fault logs 17 corresponding to a number of different con 
temperatures may be warped using a time - frame warping struction machines 15b may be stored in a common data 
established based on parameters such as velocity or engine base , for example database 7 . 
RPM of the ship 15a or construction machinery 15b . A construction machine 15b includes a number of sub 
By using an initial parameter curve as a reference , a large systems 18 which may be mechanical systems , electrical 

number of sensor logs 53 corresponding to a large number systems , computer systems or combinations thereof . Sub 
of different machines 15 and operations may be warped , then systems 18 of a construction machine 15b may be controlled 
aggregated to obtain a mean value , a standard deviation , a by one or more corresponding electronic control units 68 
minimum and a maximum value of each parameter to be 30 ( ECUs ) , and the ECUs 68 of a construction machine 15b are 
determined for the purpose of calculating statistical metrics . interconnected for communications by an on - board network 
Similarly , a large number of sensor logs 53 corresponding to 69. Each sub - system 18 may include one or more sensors 19 
a large number of different machines 15 and operations may which monitor corresponding physical parameters of the 
be warped , then aggregated to obtain warped average param sub - system 18. One or more sensors 19 associated with a 
eter curves . 35 sub - system 18 form a sensor group 20. Examples of sensors 
Log metrics may be determined using the computer 19 include a temperature sensor , a pressure sensor , an 

readable logs corresponding to each machine 15. For electrical current or voltage sensor , a gas concentration 
example , when the machine 15 is a ship 15a , metrics may be sensor , a strain gauge , and so forth . Data from sensors 19 
determined based on the maintenance log 16 , fault log 17 , may be stored on the construction machine 15b and subse 
message log 21 , crew log 22 and bridge log 23 correspond- 40 quently transmitted or downloaded from the construction 
ing to each ship 15a , as well as any environmental data 27 , machine 15b according to a schedule , for example , upon 
route / task logs 28 and so forth . For example , keyword arrival to a designated “ home ” location , daily or weekly . 
searching may be used to establish frequencies of occur Data from some sensors 19 may be transmitted to a server 
rence of particular words or phrases during one or more time via wireless networks operating at a storage location or 
intervals . Additionally or alternatively , when the message 45 operational location of a construction machine 15b . Data 
objects 54 include message ID codes , the maintenance task from some sensors 19 may be transmitted to a server via 
objects 55 include maintenance task ID codes and / or the cellular networks during operation of a construction 
fault objects 56 include fault ID codes , log metrics may be machine 15b . Sub - systems 18 connected via the on - board 
determined in the form of frequencies of occurrence of each network 69 typically generate message objects 54 according 
message ID code , maintenance task ID code and / or fault ID 50 to protocols which may be proprietary or standardised 
code during one or more time intervals . protocols . Information from a construction machine 15b 

Additionally , ontology 5 may include semantic rules may be extracted via a wireless connection or using a 
allowing natural language processing of computer readable physical data port provided on the construction machine 
logs , such as the maintenance logs 16 , fault logs 17 , message 15b . 
logs 21 , crew logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , environmental data 27 , 55 Referring also to FIG . 12 , examples of construction 
route / task logs 28 and so forth . Natural language processing machine 15b sub - systems 18 and associated sensors 19 are 
may enable determination of other log metrics . shown . 

It will be appreciated that many different examples of Many construction machines 15b include a diesel engine 
statistical metrics and metrics derived from computer read 70 , which may include a large number of sensors 19 for use 
able logs may be used with the data fusion system 1 , 60 in regular operation , self - diagnostics , maintenance and / or 
depending on the data sources 2 which are used . repair . For example , a construction machine 15b diesel 

Referring also to FIG . 11 , a block diagram of a second engine 70 may include , amongst other sensors 19 , a coolant 
exemplary system 67 for performing one or more operations temperature sensor 71 , an intake air sensor 72 , one or more 
for analysing and / or modelling a machine 15 is shown . In oxygen sensors 73 to monitor combustion efficiency , a fuel 
the second system 67 , the machine 15 is construction 65 rail pressure sensor 74 , an intake manifold gas pressure 
machinery 15b and the second system 67 can include one or sensor 75 , and engine RPM sensor 76 , one or more valve 
more construction machines 15b . The second system 67 may timing sensors 77 , a mass airflow sensor 78 and so forth . 
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Construction machines 15b may include an evaporative locations of garages providing repair and / or re - fuelling , 
emissions control system 79 ( EVAP system ) including a locations and availability of spare parts and / or geographical 
vapour pressure sensor 80. Some construction machines 15b coverage and locations of breakdown recovery services . 
may include a traction control system 81 including wheel The manufacturer information 26 , environmental data 27 , 
rotation speed sensors 82. Some construction machines 15b 5 route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and facilities information 30 
may include a hydraulic or pneumatic actuation system 83 may be stored in suitable computer readable formats or 
including system pressure sensors 84 , valve status sensors , structures , such as XML files , database tables , and so forth . 
load sensors and so forth , for controlling and monitoring The manufacturer information 26 , environmental data 27 , 
actuation of tools such as a bull dozer scoop . Construction route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and facilities information 30 
machines 15b may include a power assist steering system 85 10 may be stored in one or more servers . 
including steering wheel position sensors 86 and steering The maintenance logs 16 , fault logs 17 , sensors 19 , 
column torque sensors 87. Construction machines 15b may message logs 21 , GPS logs 25 , manufacturer information 26 , 
include an exhaust system 88 including , for example , one or environmental data 27 , route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and 
more oxygen concentration sensors 73 and one or more facilities information 30 are examples of data sources 2 for 
catalyst bed temperature sensors 89. Construction machines 15 the data fusion system 1 . 
15b may include exterior sensing systems 90 including The second system 67 includes one or more analysis 
sensors 19 such as , for example , ambient temperature sen terminals 31 in the form of one or more computing systems 
sors 91 and ambient barometric pressure 92 for determining 37 . 
the environmental conditions in which the construction The data fusion system 1 may be provided by one or more 
machine 15b is operating . 20 analysis servers 32 and one or more analysis terminals 31 

The construction machine 15b may also store message may connect to the analysis server 32 as clients . Alterna 
logs 21 and global positioning system ( GPS ) ( or other tively , each analysis terminal 31 may provide an example of 
positioning system ) logs 25. The message log 21 corre the data fusion system 1. Examples of analysis terminals 31 
sponding to a construction machine 15b may include mes may provide the same or different functions . For example , 
sage objects 54 generated by the ECUs 68 , for example , 25 different analysis terminals 31 may be able to access differ 
according to OBD protocols . The message objects 54 may ent types of data or functions of the analysis server 32. For 
include a date and time , an identifier of an originating example , a scheduling terminal 34 may access data relating 
sub - system 18 , and message contents such as , for example , to risk model 6 outputs , schedules 29 and facilities infor 
a warning or fault identifier . Message logs 21 and global mation 30 to perform risk based scheduling of construction 
positioning system ( GPS ) logs 25 are stored in suitable 30 machine 15b tasks . As another example , a manufacturer 
computer readable formats or structures , such as XML files , terminal 35 may be given access to a reduced or redacted 
database tables and so forth . selection of data from the data sources 2 , in order to allow 

The second system 67 may also include manufacturer monitoring and analysis of technical data whilst preserving 
information 26 including , for example , databases providing the integrity of commercially sensitive information . A user 
information about messages and / or faults , suggested main- 35 device 94 such as a smartphone or tablet computer operated 
tenance tasks , and manufacturer recommended tolerances by the construction machine operator may also provide an 
for parameters measured by sensors 19. The second system analysis terminal 31 to enable the operator to receive timely 
67 may also include environmental data 27 such as ambient and convenient notification of developing problems . In some 
temperatures , humidity and so forth , as a function of date , examples , all analysis terminals 31 may access the same data 
time and location . Such information may be relevant to 40 and functions . 
predicting failure of construction machines 15b in a variety The analysis terminals 31 and analysis server 32 of the 
of ways . For example , a degraded battery system may not second system 67 communicate with the data sources 2 over 
become evident to a user until it fails to supply sufficient a network 36 in the same way as the first system 14 . 
current for a starter motor in colder ambient conditions . The The second system 14 may include a number of machines 
degradation of the battery system may be detectable in 45 15 in the form of construction machines 15b , and all of the 
sufficient time to allow replacement , however , whether or construction machines 15b forming part of the second 
not battery replacement is the most critical preventative exemplary system 67 are the same or comparable to one 
maintenance task may depend on the expected ambient another . 
temperatures . The second system 67 may also include a The present specification is not limited to machines 15 in 
route / job log 28 corresponding to each construction machine 50 the form of ships 15a or construction machines 15b in the 
15b . The route / task log 28 for a construction machine 15b form of vehicles such as , for example , bulldozers , diggers , 
may include details of the start and end locations , routes cranes , tractors , combine harvesters and so forth . The pres 
travelled , dates and times of each journey , details of tasks ent specification is equally applicable to machines 15 in the 
assigned to the corresponding construction machine 15b and form of any other type of vehicle such as , for example , 
so forth . Route / task logs 28 may provide important contex- 55 trains , and so forth . 
tual information for interpreting construction machine 15b The present specification is not limited to vehicular 
sensor 19 data , for example , route information may be machines 15 , and may instead be applied to any type of 
matched to elevation data to account for variations in engine machine 15 which includes sensors 19. For example , the 
power output of a tractor driving up or down a field located present specification may be applied to sewage treatment 
on an incline . The second system 67 may also include 60 equipment such as a sewage treatment plant . Unscheduled 
schedules 29 for the tasks which a fleet including a number stoppages of a sewage treatment plant can be very expensive 
of construction machines 15b need to be assigned to perform in lost time . A sewage treatment plant is typically extremely 
over a forthcoming time period . The second system 67 may complex and tracing and identifying the origin of a fault or 
also include facilities information 30 such as , for example , anomaly can be difficult and time consuming . Therefore , the 
a type or class of available facilities at each location where 65 teachings of the present specification in relation to data 
a fleet of construction machines 15b operates or may oper driven identification and rectification of the source of a fault 
ate . Examples of facilities information 30 may include can provide advantages for a sewage treatment plant . 
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In a sewage treatment plant operating conditions are The database 7 includes additional computer readable 
intended to be relatively stable . The embodiments of the logs corresponding to each machine 15. The computer 
present specification relating to dynamic time warping and readable logs for each machine 15 include a maintenance log 
incorporation of computer readable logs to provide contex 16. Each maintenance log 16 includes a number of mainte 
tual information can allow the present specification to be 5 nance task objects 55 , each maintenance task object 55 
particularly useful for applications in which machines 15 are specifying a time , a maintenance task type ( for example a 
operated in variable conditions and / or for variable tasks . For corresponding maintenance task ID code ) and optionally the 
example , tunnel boring equipment is complex machinery duration of the maintenance task . Maintenance task objects 
which is operated in a range of different environments and 55 may also include locations at which a maintenance task 
under a range of mechanical loadings . Each location for 10 was performed , details of replacement parts used and free text notes made by an engineer or mechanic performing the tunnel boring will have a different geological constitution , so maintenance task . that loading of a boring bit will vary with depth and distance The computer readable logs stored in the database 7 may of the bore hole in a different way at each drilling location . include message logs 21. The message logs 21 correspond Additionally , boring locations can be remote , so that obtain 15 ing to each machine 15 may include message objects 54 ing spare parts may take a long time in the event of an generated by controllers , processors or similar devices 
unanticipated failure . If the spare parts ordered are not the which are integrated into the various sub - systems 18 of the 
correct parts to rectify a fault or anomaly , then any delay to machine 15. The message objects 54 may include a date and 
boring operations may be compounded . Therefore , the time , an identifier of the originating sub - system 18 and 
teachings of the present specification in relation to data 20 message contents such as , for example , a message ID code 
driven identification and rectification of the source of a fault or other message contents . A message object 54 may include 
can provide advantages for tunnel boring equipment . content such as a fault ID code when the message is 
System for Rectifying Machine Anomalies and Faults reporting a fault . 
When a machine 15 develops a fault or behaves anoma The database 7 contents are stored in suitable computer 

lously , it may be difficult to determine precisely what the 25 readable formats or structures , such as XML files , database 
root cause is and / or how to resolve the problem . This can tables , and so forth . The database 7 may be locally stored on 
lead to wasted time and / or wasted spare parts performing one or more storage devices . Alternatively , the database may 
maintenance tasks which do not resolve the fault or anomaly . be stored on one or more servers in networked communi 

Referring also to FIG . 13 , a system 200 for rectifying cation with the apparatus 201 for analysing machine 15 
machine 15 anomalies and / or faults analyses history data 30 faults . 
corresponding to a machine 15 and can improve the effi The apparatus 201 for rectifying machine 15 faults 
ciency of resolving a fault in , or anomalous behaviour of , the includes a communication interface 205 , a statistical metric 
machine 15 . determining module 206 , a log metric determining module 

The system 200 for analysing machine 15 anomalies and 207 , a sensor log warping module 208 , a comparison and 
faults includes a database 7 , an apparatus 201 for analysing 35 ranking module 209 , a maintenance task determining mod 
machine faults 15 and a robotic maintenance system 202 . ule 210 and a fault maintenance correlation module 211 . 
The system 200 may optionally include a report generation The communication interface 205 receives a target sensor 
module 203 and / or a user interface 204. The system 200 is log 212. The communication interface 205 may also receive 
an example of a data fusion system 1. The system 200 may a target fault log 213 , a target maintenance log 214 and a 
be provided by an analysis terminal 31 or an analysis server 40 target message log 215. The target logs 212 , 213 , 214 , 215 
32. The system may be provided by a computer system such correspond to a machine 15 , for example a first machine , 
as computer system 37 . which has developed an anomaly and / or a fault . For 

The database 7 includes a number of sensor logs 53 example , the target sensor log 212 may correspond to a 
corresponding to one or more machines 15. The machines 15 journey or a working day of a ship 15a or a construction 
are of the same or corresponding types and each machine 15 45 machine 15b . An anomaly may correspond to values of one 
includes the same or corresponding sub - systems 18 and or more sensors 19 which differ from average values by 
sensors 19. Each sensor log 53 includes a time series of more than a threshold amount . A fault may be indicated by 
measured parameters measured by one or more sensors 19 . a message object 54 generated by a controller of a sub 
For example , if machines 15 take the form of construction system 18 and alerting that a fault has occurred . A fault may 
machines 15b including diesel engines , then the sensor logs 50 correspond to the machine 15 being inoperable . 
53 may include time series of measured parameters such as , The statistical metric determining module 206 receives 
for example , engine temperature , fuel injector pressure , the target sensor log 212 and accesses sensor logs 53 stored 
exhaust catalyst temperature , exhaust oxygen concentration in the database 7. Alternatively , the target sensor log 212 
and so forth . In another example , if machines 15 take the need not be received via communication interface 205 , and 
form of ships 15a , sensor logs 53 may include time series of 55 the target sensor log 212 may instead be accessed from the 
measured parameters such as , for example , speed , engine database 7. In this case , the apparatus 201 receives anomaly 
temperature , cabin and / or cargo area temperature , bilge information or fault information which is sufficient to allow 
level , torque on the propeller shafts , and so forth . the target logs 212 , 213 , 214 , 215 to be identified within the 

The database 7 includes a fault log 17 corresponding to database 7 . 
each machine 15. Each fault log 17 is a computer readable 60 The statistical metric determining module processes the 
log which includes a number of fault objects 56. Each fault target sensor log 212 and sensor logs to determine statistical 
object 56 includes fault data 57 specifying a time and a type metrics . Referring again to FIG . 5 , the statistical metric 
of a fault ( for example a fault ID code ) , and fault resolution determining module 205 determines the mean , standard 
data 58 specifying an end time or duration of the fault and , deviation minimum and / or maximum of a difference 
optionally , a maintenance task type ( for example a corre- 65 between a first parameter curve corresponding to the target 
sponding maintenance task ID code ) which resolved the sensor log 212 and a second parameter curve corresponding 
fault . to another sensor log 53. The first parameter curve and 
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second parameter curve may be quantitatively ranked in average parameter curves . Alternatively , a number of 
terms of similarity using the output of a hidden Markov warped sensor logs 216 may be determined by the sensor log 
model . The sensor logs 53 may correspond to other warping module 208 and received directly by the statistical 
machines 15 and also to previous operations of the machine metric determining module 206 in order to determine an 
15 corresponding to the target sensor log 212. The statistical 5 average warped curve . Statistical metrics may be determined 
metric determining module 205 may determine statistical using average warped parameter curves in the same way as 
metrics comparing the target sensor log 212 against all the for average parameter curves . 
other sensor logs 53 in the database . The statistical metrics The log metric determining module 207 receives the 
determined in this way may be used to identify which of the target fault log 213 , target maintenance log 214 and target 
sensor logs 53 most closely match the target sensor log 212 10 message log 215 , and accesses faults logs 17 , maintenance 
corresponding to the anomalous behaviour . logs 16 and message logs 21 stored in the database 7 . 

The statistical metric determining module 206 may also Alternatively , the target fault log 213 , target maintenance log 
determine statistical metrics based on warped sensor logs 214 and target message log 215 need not be received via 
216. For example , referring again to FIGS . 7 to 10 , the communication interface 205. The target fault log 213 , target 
sensor log warping module 208 may receive the target 15 maintenance log 214 and target message log 215 may 
sensor log 212 , retrieve the sensor logs 53 and generate instead be accessed from the database 7. In this case , the 
warped sensor logs 216 ( for example warped curves 56 ) as apparatus 201 receives anomaly information or fault infor 
described hereinbefore with reference to FIGS . 7 to 10. The mation which is sufficient to allow the target logs 212 , 213 , 
sensor log warping module 208 may warp each sensor log 53 214 , 215 to be identified within the database 7. The accessed 
with reference to the target sensor log 212. The statistical 20 computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 are limited to those which 
metric determining module 206 may determine statistical correspond to a fault log 17 which includes a fault object 56 
metrics based on the warped target sensor log and the which has the same fault type ( for example fault ID code ) as 
warped sensor logs 216 in the same way as for the target a target fault object 56 of the target fault log 213. Alterna 
sensor log 212 and sensor logs 53 . tively , the accessed computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 may 

The warped sensor logs 216 may be determined in 25 be limited to those which correspond to a fault type which 
advance and stored separately in the database 7. If the is associated with the same sub - system 18 as the target fault 
database 7 stores warped sensor logs 216 corresponding to object 56 of the target fault log 213 . 
each sensor log 53 , then each is warped to a single , common The log metric determining module 207 receives target 
time - frame . In such an example , the sensor log warping computer readable logs 213 , 214 , 215 , accesses the com 
module 208 may warp the target sensor log 212 to generate 30 puter readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 and determines log metrics 
a warped target sensor log spanning the same common based on the maintenance logs 16 , 214 , fault logs 17 , 213 
time - frame . Previously stored warped sensor logs 216 may and optionally message logs 21 , 215. Where the target 
be retrieved and processed by the statistical metric deter computer readable logs 213 , 214 , 215 and / or computer 
mining module 206 in the same way as sensor logs 53 . readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 include free - text information , the 

When analysing a fault of a machine 15 , the accessed 35 log metric determining module 207 may perform keyword 
sensor logs 53 may be limited to sensor logs 53 which searching to establish frequencies of occurrence of particular 
correspond to a fault log 17 which includes a fault object 56 words or phrases during one or more time intervals . Fre 
within an interval following the sensor log 53. The interval quencies of occurrence of particular words or phrases in the 
may be pre - determined or user determinable . The accessed computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 and / or target computer 
sensor logs 53 may be limited to sensor logs 53 which 40 readable logs 213 , 214 , 215 during one of more time 
correspond to the same fault type ( for example fault ID intervals may be used as log metrics . The log metric 
code ) as a target fault object 56 of the target fault log 213 . determining module 207 may employ natural language 
Alternatively , the accessed sensor logs 53 may be limited to processing to determine patterns in free - text information . 
sensor logs 53 which correspond to a fault type which is Additionally or alternatively , message objects 54 , mainte 
associated with the same sub - system 18 as the target fault 45 nance task objects 55 and fault objects 57 may include 
object 56 of the target fault log 213 . respective ID codes ( for example ID codes identifying 

Additionally or alternatively , the statistical metric deter corresponding maintenance task types , faults types or mes 
mining module 206 may determine the mean , standard sage types ) , and frequencies of occurrence of the ID codes 
deviation , minimum or maximum of a difference between a in the computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 213 , 214 , 215 
parameter curve corresponding to the target sensor log 212 50 during one of more time intervals may be used as log 
or another sensor log 53 ( for example parameter curve 59 ) metrics . 
and an average parameter curve ( for example average The comparison and ranking module may determine , 
parameter curve 60 ) determined by aggregating a large based on the statistical metrics , one or more sensor logs 53 
number of sensor logs 53 across a number of different which are comparable to the target sensor log 212 corre 
machines 15 and / or operations of the machines . The differ- 55 sponding to an anomaly . Alternatively , the comparison and 
ence between a parameter curve corresponding to the target ranking module may determine , based on the statistical 
sensor log 212 or another sensor log 53 ( for example metrics and log metrics , one or more prior fault objects 56 
parameter curve 59 ) and an average parameter curve ( for stored in fault logs 17 which are comparable to a target fault 
example average parameter curve 60 ) may be quantified object 56 stored in the target fault log 213 . 
based on the output of a hidden Markov model . The average 60 For example , when analysing an anomaly , the comparison 
parameter curves may be determined in advance and stored and ranking module 209 may receive the statistical metrics 
separately in the database 7. Alternatively , average param and determine a ranking of the sensor logs 53 based on how 
eter curves may be determined based on a number of sensor closely each matches the target sensor log 212. If there is one 
logs 53 and used to determine statistical metrics for the statistical metric , e.g. a mean difference between each other 
target sensor log 212 and the sensor logs 53 . 65 sensor log 53 and the target sensor log 212 based on 

Average warped curves may be determined in advance measured values from a single sensor 19 , then the ranking 
and stored separately in the database 7 in the same way as may be determined by sorting the sensor logs from lowest to 
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highest mean difference . Alternatively , when the target sen evant fault objects 56 having statistical metrics and / or 
sor log 212 and the other sensor logs 53 each include two or ranking metrics which exceed a predefined threshold or a 
more measured values at each time , a ranking metric may be user selectable threshold . Alternatively , the comparable 
used . A ranking metric may be calculated by combining prior fault objects 56 may include all the relevant fault 
multiple statistical metrics into a single value , for example , 5 objects 56 having statistical metrics and / or ranking metrics 
by summing the individual statistical metrics with or without which are less than a predefined threshold or a user select weightings . able threshold . 

An alternative ranking metric may be determined by The maintenance task determining module 210 may con assigning a rank based on each individual statistical metric , 
where a rank of one is always given to the closest match . The 10 and analyse the maintenance logs 16 corresponding to one or trol the fault maintenance correlation module 211 to access 
ranks for each individual statistical metric of a particular more comparable sensor logs 53 and / or one or more prior sensor log 53 may be summed to provide a rank metric 
which will be a minimum for the closest match ( according fault objects 56. The fault maintenance correlation module 
to this metric ) . In yet another example , the sensor logs 53 211 provides interpretation between the maintenance task 
may be ranked according to a first statistical metric , with 15 determining module 210 and the database 7 . 
rank conflicts resolved using a second statistical metric and For example , when analysing an anomaly , the mainte 
so forth , until each sensor log 53 has a unique rank . nance task determining module 210 may control the fault 

The comparable sensor logs 53 may be determined as the maintenance correlation module 211 to access the mainte 
sensor logs 53 which are ranked as closest to the target nance logs corresponding to each comparable sensor log 53 
sensor log 212 , for example , the comparable sensor logs 53 20 and retrieve the maintenance objects 55 corresponding to 
may include the ten closest to the target sensor log 212 . times within an interval following that comparable sensor 
Alternatively , the comparable sensor logs 53 may include log 53. The interval may be predetermined or the interval 
the twenty closest , the fifty closest and so forth . In other may be specified by a user via the user interface 204 . 
examples , the comparable sensor logs 53 may include all Alternatively , the fault maintenance correlation module 211 
sensor logs 53 having statistical metrics and / or ranking 25 may retrieve the maintenance objects 55 which correspond 
metrics which exceed a predefined threshold or user select to times after the comparable sensor log 53 and before the 
able threshold . Alternatively , the comparable sensor logs 53 next sensor log 53 for the same machine 15 which is not one 
may include all sensor logs 53 having statistical metrics of the comparable sensor logs 53. In other words , the fault 
and / or ranking metrics which are less than a predefined maintenance correlation module 211 may retrieve the main 
threshold or user selectable threshold . 30 tenance objects 55 recorded between a similar prior ano nomaly 
As another example , when analysing a fault , the compari and a time when that prior anomaly was rectified . The 

son and ranking module 209 may receive the statistical maintenance object 55 immediately preceding the rectifica 
metrics and log metrics and determine a ranking of previ tion of the anomaly is a correlated maintenance object 55. A 
ously recorded fault objects 56 stored in fault logs 17 , based maintenance object 55 may include several maintenance 
on how closely each matches the target fault object 56 of the 35 tasks ( for example having different maintenance task ID 
target fault log 213. This may include prior fault objects 56 codes ) , and the most recent maintenance task recorded in the 
from the target fault log 213 as well as other fault logs , since correlated maintenance object 55 is a correlated mainte 
prior faults of the machine 15 which is currently experienc nance task . A further condition may be applied to determine 
ing a fault need not be excluded from the analysis . A ranking a correlated maintenance task , namely , that the anomaly 
metric may be used . For example , a ranking metric may be 40 does not recur within an interval following the effective 
calculated by combining multiple statistical metrics and log maintenance object 55 , for example , no recurrence within 15 
metrics into a single value using a function which takes the days . 
statistical metrics and log metrics as inputs and provides a For example , when analysing a fault , the maintenance 
single output value . task determining module 210 may control the fault mainte 

One example of a ranking metric may be obtained by 45 nance correlation module 211 to access the maintenance logs 
summing the individual statistical metrics with or without corresponding to each comparable prior fault object 56 and 
weightings . An alternative ranking metric may be deter retrieve the maintenance objects 55 corresponding to times 
mined by assigning a rank based on each individual statis between the fault start time recorded in the fault data 57 and 
tical metric and each individual log metric , where a rank of the end time recorded by the fault resolution data 58 . 
one is always given to the closest match . The ranks for each 50 Alternatively , the maintenance task determining module 210 
individual statistical metric and each individual log metric may control the fault maintenance correlation module 211 to 
corresponding to a particular prior fault object 56 may be access the maintenance logs corresponding to each compa 
summed to provide a rank metric which will be a minimum rable prior fault object 56 and retrieve the maintenance 
for the closest match ( according to this metric ) . In yet objects 55 corresponding to times within an interval follow 
another example , the previous fault objects 56 may be 55 ing that prior fault object 56. The interval may be predeter 
ranked according to the statistical metrics derived from mined or the interval may be specified by a user via the user 
corresponding sensor logs 53 , with rank conflicts resolved interface 204. The maintenance object 55 immediately pre 
using the log metrics until each previous fault object 56 has ceding the rectification of the prior fault is the correlated 
a unique rank . maintenance object 55. A maintenance object 55 may 

The comparable prior fault objects 56 may be determined 60 include several maintenance tasks ( for example having 
as the prior fault objects 56 which are ranked as closest to different maintenance task ID codes ) , and the most recent 
the target fault object , for example , the comparable prior maintenance task recorded in the correlated maintenance 
fault objects 56 may include the ten fault objects 56 ranked object 55 is the correlated maintenance task . A further 
as the closest to the target fault object 56. Alternatively , the condition may be applied to determine an correlated main 
comparable prior fault objects may include the twenty 65 tenance task , namely , that the fault does not recur within an 
closest , the fifty closest and so forth . In other examples , the interval following the effective maintenance object 55 , for 
comparable prior fault objects 56 may include all the rel example , no recurrence within 15 days . 
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The maintenance task determining module 210 may deter described in a manufacturer manual in a specific order , the 
mine statistics for the correlated maintenance tasks . For system 200 enables an engineer or mechanic to proceed 
example , the maintenance task determining module 210 may directly to maintenance tasks which are more likely to 
determine a number and a percentage of comparable sensor resolve an anomaly or fault . 
logs 53 or comparable prior fault objects 56 for which each 5 Determining the identity and number of spare parts and / or 
correlated maintenance task was carried out . The mainte consumables which were used in connection with correlated 
nance task determining module 210 may also determine the maintenance tasks enables an engineer or mechanic to 
identity and number of spare parts and / or consumables ensure that the required spare parts and / or consumables or 
which were used in connection with each correlated main available before commencing maintenance on a machine 15 . 
tenance task . The maintenance task determining module 210 10 This enables better planning of maintenance operations . 
selects a priority maintenance task from amongst the corre The system 200 may be used with different types of 
lated maintenance tasks . machine 15 , for example , the machine 15 may be an 

For example , when analysing an anomaly , the mainte independent machine or a number of machines 15 may 
nance task determining module 210 may select the priority interoperate to provide a large , complex machine . 
maintenance task as the maintenance task which is corre- 15 Further features of the apparatus 201 for analysing 
lated to the most closely matched comparable sensor log 53 , machine 15 faults shall become apparent from the descrip 
as determined by the ranking performed by the comparison tion of methods hereinafter . 
and ranking module 209. Alternatively , the maintenance task Method of Rectifying an Anomaly 
determining module 210 may select the priority maintenance Referring also to FIG . 14 , a method of determining a 
task based on the statistics for the correlated maintenance 20 maintenance task to rectify an anomaly in a machine 15 is 
tasks . The maintenance task determining module 210 may explained . An anomaly may correspond to sensor logs 53 
select the priority maintenance task as the correlated main which include unusual sensor 19 measurements which devi 
tenance task which was carried out for the largest percentage ate by more than a threshold amount from average or 
of comparable sensor logs 53 . expected values . Such outlying sensor logs 53 may corre 

For example , when analysing a fault , the maintenance 25 spond to a machine 15 which is not performing as expected , 
task determining module 210 may select the priority main or which may be in the process of developing a more serious 
tenance task as the maintenance task which is correlated to fault . An anomaly may be detected by analysis of sensor logs 
the most closely matched comparable prior fault object 56 , 53 stored in the database . Alternatively , an anomaly may be 
as determined by the ranking performed by the comparison detected because a controller of a sub - system 18 has sent a 
and ranking module 209. Alternatively , the maintenance task 30 message object 54 having a message ID code corresponding 
determining module 210 may select the priority maintenance to a warning of anomalous behaviour . 
task based on the statistics for the correlated maintenance When a machine 15 is not operating correctly , it may be 
tasks . The maintenance task determining module 210 may difficult to determine and rectify the root cause . One or more 
select the priority maintenance task to be the correlated maintenance tasks may be carried out which fail to rectify 
maintenance task which was carried out for the largest 35 the anomaly , resulting in wasted time and other resources 
percentage of comparable prior fault objects 56 . such as consumables and / or spare parts . The method of 

The maintenance task determining module 210 outputs determining a maintenance task to rectify an anomaly can 
the priority maintenance task to the robotic maintenance help to improve the efficiency of rectifying anomalous 
system 202 , which carries out the priority maintenance task . behaviour of a machine 15 by identifying similar anomalies 

Alternatively , the maintenance task determining module 40 and correlating information about how the similar anomalies 
210 may output the priority maintenance task to the report were previously rectified . This can allow ineffective main 
generation module 203 , which prepares and outputs a physi tenance tasks to be avoided and effective maintenance tasks 
cal report or work order to direct an engineer or mechanic to to be carried out sooner . 
perform the priority maintenance task . Anomaly information identifying a machine 15 and one or 

In other examples , the maintenance task determining 45 more operations of that machine 15 are received ( step S201 ) . 
module 210 may output the priority maintenance task to the When the machine 15 is a construction machine 15b , an 
user interface 204. The maintenance task determining mod operation of the machine 15 may correspond to a journey or 
ule 210 may output further information to the user interface a working day . When the machine 15 is a ship 15a , an 
204 such as , for example , the ranking of comparable sensor operation of the machine 15 may correspond to a voyage or 
logs 53 or prior fault objects 56 , a list of the correlated 50 a working day during a voyage . 
maintenance tasks , statistics for the correlated maintenance For example , information identifying an anomaly may be 
tasks and so forth . In some examples , the user interface 204 a target sensor log 212 received via the communication 
may be used to review and / or modify the selection of the interface 205. Alternatively , information identifying an 
priority maintenance task . One a user is satisfied with the anomaly may be information identifying one or more target 
selection of the priority maintenance task , they may provide 55 sensor logs 53 stored in the database 7. Information identi 
a command via the user interface 204 for the robotic fying an anomaly may be received via the user interface 204 . 
maintenance system 202 to carry out the priority mainte Sensor logs 53 and / or warped sensor logs 216 stored in 
nance task and / or a command for the report generation the database 7 are accessed ( step S202 ) . If the information 
module 203 to prepare and output a physical report or work identifying the anomaly was not a target sensor log 212 
order . 60 received via the communication interface 205 , the target 

In this way , decision making about how to proceed when sensor log 212 is accessed from the database 7. The target 
a machine 15 develops a fault may be placed on a quanti sensor log 212 and sensor logs 53 , and / or warped sensor logs 
tative footing . By selecting a maintenance task in which has 216 are compared to determine statistical metrics ( step 
previously been found to effective in similar circumstances , S203 ) . 
the probability of repairing the faulty machine 15 without 65 For example , the statistical metric determining module 
first performing ineffective maintenance tasks can be 206 receives the target sensor log 212 and accesses sensor 
increased . Compared to working through maintenance tasks logs 53 stored in the database 7 and processes them to 
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determine statistical metrics . Referring again to FIG . 5 , the The comparable sensor logs 53 may be determined as the 
statistical metric determining module 205 determines the sensor logs 53 which are ranked as closest to the target 
mean , standard deviation minimum and / or maximum of a sensor log 212 , for example , the comparable sensor logs 53 
difference between a first parameter curve corresponding to may include the ten closest to the target sensor log 212 . 
the target sensor log 212 and a second parameter curve 5 Alternatively , the comparable sensor logs 53 may include 
corresponding to another sensor log 53. The first parameter the twenty closest , the fifty closest and so forth . In other 
curve and second parameter curve may be quantitatively examples , the comparable sensor logs 53 may include all 
ranked in terms of similarity using the output of a hidden sensor logs 53 having statistical metrics and / or ranking 
Markov model . The sensor logs 53 may correspond to other metrics which exceed a threshold . Alternatively , the com 
machines 15 and also to previous operations of the machine 10 parable sensor logs 53 may include all sensor logs 53 having 
15 corresponding to the target sensor log 212. The statistical statistical metrics and / or ranking metrics which are less than 
metric determining module 205 determines statistical met a threshold . 
rics comparing the target sensor log 212 against the other For each machine 15 corresponding to a comparable 
sensor logs 53 in the database . The statistical metrics deter sensor log 53 , the maintenance task objects 55 of the 
mined in this way may be used to identify which of the 15 corresponding maintenance log 16 are accessed to determine 
sensor logs 53 most closely match the target sensor log 212 one or more maintenance tasks ( for example corresponding 
corresponding to the anomalous behaviour . to maintenance task types or ID codes ) which are correlated 

The statistical metric determining module 206 may also with that comparable sensor log 53 ( step S205 ) . A mainte 
determine statistical metrics based on warped sensor logs nance task may be correlated with a comparable sensor log 
216. For example , referring again to FIGS . 7 to 10 , the 20 53 if the corresponding maintenance task object 55 is within 
sensor log warping module 208 may receive the target an interval following the time corresponding to the compa 
sensor log 212 , retrieve the sensor logs 53 and generate rable sensor log 53 . 
warped sensor logs 216 ( for example warped curves 56 ) as For example , the maintenance task determining module 
described hereinbefore with reference to FIGS . 7 to 10. The 210 may control the fault maintenance correlation module 
sensor log warping module 208 may warp each sensor log 53 25 211 to access the maintenance logs corresponding to each 
with reference to the target sensor log 212. The statistical comparable sensor log 53 and retrieve the maintenance 
metric determining module 206 may determine statistical objects 55 corresponding to times within an interval follow 
metrics based on the warped target sensor log and the ing that comparable sensor log 53. The interval may be 
warped sensor logs 216 in the same was as for the target predetermined or the interval may be specified by a user via 
sensor log 212 and sensor logs 53 . 30 the user interface 204 . 

The warped sensor logs 216 may be determined in Alternatively , the fault maintenance correlation module 
advance and stored separately in the database 7. If the 211 may retrieve the maintenance objects 55 which corre 
database 7 stores warped sensor logs 216 corresponding to spond to times after the comparable sensor log and before 
each sensor log 53 warped to a single , common time - frame , the next sensor log 53 for the same machine 15 which is not 
then the sensor log warping module 208 may warp the target 35 one of the comparable sensor logs 53. In other words , the 
sensor log 212 to generate a warped target sensor log fault maintenance correlation module 211 may retrieve the 
spanning the same common time - frame . Previously stored maintenance objects 55 recorded between the occurrence of 
warped sensor logs 216 may be retrieved and processed by a similar prior anomaly and a time when the prior ano nomaly 
the statistical metric determining module 206 in the same was rectified . The maintenance object 55 immediately pre 
way as sensor logs 53 . 40 ceding the rectification of the anomaly is a correlated 
One or more sensor logs 53 which are comparable to the maintenance object 55. A maintenance object 55 may 

target sensor log 212 are determined based on the statistical include several maintenance tasks ( for example having 
metrics ( step S204 ) . different maintenance task ID codes ) , and the most recent 

For example , the comparison and ranking module 209 maintenance task recorded in the correlated maintenance 
may receive the statistical metrics and determine a ranking 45 object 55 is a correlated maintenance task . A further condi 
of the sensor logs 53 based on how closely each matches the tion may be applied to determine a correlated maintenance 
target sensor log 212. For example , if there is one statistical task , namely , that the anomaly does not recur within an 
metric , e.g. a mean difference between each other sensor log interval following the effective maintenance object 55 , for 
53 and the target sensor log 212 based on measured values example , no recurrence within 15 days . 
from a single sensor 19 , the ranking may be determined by 50 The maintenance task determining module 210 may deter 
sorting the sensor logs from lowest to highest mean differ mine statistics for the correlated maintenance tasks . For 
ence . Alternatively , when the target sensor log 212 and other example , the maintenance task determining module 210 may 
sensor logs 53 each includes two or more measured values determine a percentage of comparable sensor logs 53 for 
at each time , a ranking metric may be used . A ranking metric which each possible maintenance task was carried out . The 
may be calculated by combining multiple statistical metrics 55 maintenance task determining module 210 may also deter 
into a single value , for example , by summing the individual mine the identity and number of spare parts and / or consum 
statistical metrics with or without weightings . An alternative ables which were used in connection with each correlated 
ranking metric may be determined by assigning a rank based maintenance task . 
on each individual statistical metric , where a rank of one is The maintenance task determining module 210 selects a 
always given to the closest match . The ranks for each 60 priority maintenance task from amongst the correlated main 
individual statistical metric of a particular sensor log 53 may tenance tasks ( step S206 ) . 
be summed to provide a rank metric which will be a For example , the maintenance task determining module 
minimum for the closest match ( according to this metric ) . In 210 may select the priority maintenance task as the main 
yet another example , the sensor logs 53 may be ranked tenance task which is correlated to the most closely matched 
according to a first statistical metric , with rank conflicts 65 comparable sensor log 53 , as determined by the ranking 
resolved using a second statistical metric and so forth until previously determined by the comparison and ranking mod 
each sensor log 53 has a unique rank . ule 209. Alternatively , the maintenance task determining 
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module 210 may select the priority maintenance task based lists the information corresponding to the comparable sensor 
on the statistics for the correlated maintenance tasks . For logs 53 in a table . The comparable sensor logs 53 may have 
example , the maintenance task determining module 210 may been determined by the comparison and ranking module 209 
select the priority maintenance task to be the correlated according to the method of determining a maintenance task 
maintenance task which was carried out for the largest 5 to rectify an anomaly ( see step 204 ) . The table includes 
percentage of comparable sensor logs 53 . columns providing details of the date , the particular ship 15a 

The maintenance task determining module 210 outputs and a maintenance task ID code ( i.e. a maintenance task 
the priority maintenance task ( step S207 ) . For example , the type ) corresponding to each comparable sensor log 53 . 
maintenance task determining module 210 may output the The comparable anomalies pane 219 also includes con 
priority maintenance task to the robotic maintenance system 10 trols 220 for selecting a comparable sensor log 53. In other 
202 , which carries out the selected priority maintenance words , the controls 220 allow a user to select data corre 
task . Optionally , the maintenance task determining module sponding to a prior anomaly . The controls 220 are in the 
210 also outputs a listing of the spare parts and / or consum form of a radio button corresponding to each row of the 
ables associated with the selected priority maintenance task . table . The radio button corresponding to the most closely 

Alternatively , the maintenance task determining module 15 matched comparable sensor log 53 is pre - selected , but the 
210 may output the priority maintenance task to the report user may change the selection using the anomaly analysis 
generation module 203 , which prepares and outputs a physi GUI 217. Alternative controls 220 may be provided . For 
cal report or work order to direct an engineer or mechanic to example , the row of the table corresponding to the most 
perform the priority maintenance task . Optionally , the main closely matched comparable sensor log 53 may be pre 
tenance task determining module 210 also outputs a listing 20 highlighted . A user may click on a different row to select a 
of the spare parts and / or consumables associated with the different comparable sensor log 53. The newly selected row 
selected priority maintenance task . Optionally , the report of the table may be highlighted to provide visual feedback 
generation module 203 may access a manufacturer manual , of the selection . 
extract a description of the selected priority maintenance The anomaly analysis GUI 217 includes a maintenance 
task , and append the description to the physical report or 25 task information pane 221 which provides further details of 
work order . a maintenance task corresponding to the comparable sensor 

In some examples , the maintenance task determining log 53 which is currently selected using the controls 220 of 
module 210 may output the priority maintenance task to the the comparable anomalies pane 219. For example , this could 
user interface 204. The maintenance task determining mod be the pre - selected closest match or a subsequent user 
ule 210 may output further information to the user interface 30 selection made using the controls 220. The maintenance task 
204 such as , for example , the ranking of comparable sensor information pane 221 includes further details of a mainte 
logs 53 , a list of the correlated maintenance tasks ( for nance task ( corresponding to a maintenance task type / ID 
example a listing of the corresponding maintenance task code ) performed in relation to the selected comparable 
types / ID codes ) , statistics for the correlated maintenance sensor log 53. The maintenance task information pane 221 
tasks and so forth . Optionally , the maintenance task deter- 35 includes a location at which the maintenance task was 
mining module 210 also outputs a listing of the spare parts carried out and the name or other identifying information of 
and / or consumables associated with the selected priority an engineer or mechanic responsible for carrying out the 
maintenance task . Optionally , the user interface may access maintenance task . The maintenance task information pane 
a manufacturer manual , extract a description of the selected 221 also includes a log excerpt pane 222 which presents 
priority maintenance task , and display the description . 40 free - text notes made by the engineer or mechanic respon 

In some examples , the user interface 204 may be used to sible for carrying out the maintenance task . The maintenance 
review and / or modify the selection of the priority mainte task ID is a hyperlink 249 , so that when the user selects the 
nance task . Once a user is satisfied with the selection of the maintenance task ID , a portion of a manufacturer mainte 
priority maintenance task , they may provide a command via nance manual corresponding to the maintenance task is 
the user interface 204 for the robotic maintenance system 45 displayed to the user , for example , in a new window or 
202 to carry out the priority maintenance task and / or a within the log excerpt pane 222 . 
command for the report generation module 203 to prepare The anomaly analysis GUI 217 includes a data visuali 
and output a physical report or work order . sation pane 223 which displays a graph comparing a warped 

Referring also to FIG . 15 , a user interface 204 in the form parameter profile 224 corresponding to the target sensor log 
of an anomaly analysis graphical user interface ( GUI ) 217 is 50 212 and a warped parameter profile 225 corresponding to the 
shown . comparable sensor log 53 currently selected using the con 

The anomaly analysis GUI 217 is for use with machines trols 220 of the comparable anomalies pane 219 . 
15 in the form of ships 15a . The method of determining a Referring also to FIG . 16 , the data visualisation pane 223 
maintenance task to rectify an anomaly may make use of the also includes controls 226 for switching the graph the 
anomaly analysis GUI 217. The anomaly analysis GUI 217 55 display an original parameter profile 227 corresponding to 
includes an anomaly information pane 218 for receiving the target sensor log 212 and an original parameter profile 
information identifying an anomaly . The anomaly informa 228 corresponding to the comparable sensor log 53 which is 
tion pane 218 includes controls for providing user inputs currently selected using the controls 220 of the comparable 
identifying a ship 15a , a date , a voyage reference number to anomalies pane 219 . 
allow differentiation between different voyages on the same 60 The anomaly analysis GUI 217 includes a maintenance 
date , and a parameter of interest , i.e. a sensor 19 , or sensor task statistics pane 229. The maintenance task statistics pane 
group 20 which is , or which is suspected to be , measuring 229 includes a table providing statistics for each correlated 
anomalous parameter values . Information entered by a user maintenance task , for example , as determined by the main 
via the anomaly analysis GUI 217 allows a target sensor log tenance task determining module 210 and fault maintenance 
212 stored in the database 7 to be identified . 65 correlation module 211. The table includes a row corre 

The anomaly analysis GUI 217 includes a comparable sponding to each correlated maintenance task and columns 
anomalies pane 219. The comparable anomalies pane 219 detailing a maintenance task ID code ( i.e. the maintenance 
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task type ) ; the percentage occurrence of the comparable logs a target message log 21 which are already stored in the 
53 which are correlated to a maintenance task object 55 database 7. Fault information may be received via the user 
including the same maintenance task ID code ( i.e. mainte interface 204 . 
nance task type ) ; an overall percentage occurrence of any Sensor logs 53 and / or warped sensor logs 216 stored in 
sensor logs 53 in the database 7 which are correlated to a 5 the database 7 are accessed ( step S209 ) . If the fault infor 
maintenance task object 55 including the same maintenance mation did not include a target sensor log 212 received via 
task ID code ( i.e. maintenance task type ) , and a multiple the communication interface 205 , the target sensor log 212 
relating the percentage occurrences of the comparable logs is also accessed . The accessed sensor logs 53 are limited to 
and the sensor logs overall . The table is ordered from the sensor logs 53 which correspond to a fault log 17 which 
highest to the lowest multiple . A maintenance task having a 10 includes a fault object 56 within an interval following the 
high multiple can be a good choice for the priority mainte sensor log 53. The interval may be pre - determined or user 
nance task . The table may optionally include a column determinable . The accessed sensor logs 53 are limited to 
including the actual number of comparable logs . This infor sensor logs 53 which correspond to the same fault type as the 
mation may be useful , since a maintenance task performed target fault object 56 of the target fault log 213. Alterna 
in 100 % of a single previous occurrence may be less 15 tively , the accessed sensor logs 53 may be limited to sensor 
convincing than a maintenance task performed in 70 % of logs 53 which correspond to a fault type which is associated 
fifty previous occurrences . The table may optionally include with the same sub - system 18 as the target fault object 56 of 
a column providing details of the number and type of spare the target fault log 213 . 
parts and / or consumables associated with each correlated The target sensor log 212 and sensor logs 53 , and / or 
maintenance task . 20 warped sensor logs 216 are compared to determine statistical 

In some examples , a user may select a priority mainte metrics ( step S210 ) . 
nance task from the table in the maintenance task statistics For example , the statistical metric determining module 
pane 229 and cause a command to be transmitted to the 206 receives the target sensor log 212 , accesses sensor logs 
robotic maintenance system 202 to carry out the selected 53 stored in the database 7 and processes the target sensor 
priority maintenance task . In other examples , a user may 25 log 212 and sensor logs 53 to determine statistical metrics . 
select a priority maintenance task from the table in the Referring again to FIG . 5 , the statistical metric determining 
maintenance task statistics pane 229 and cause a command module 205 determines the mean , standard deviation mini 
to be transmitted to the report generation module 203 to mum and / or maximum of a difference between a first 
prepare and output a physical report or work order . parameter curve corresponding to the target sensor log 212 

Although the method has been explained with reference to 30 and a second parameter curve corresponding to another 
machines 15 in the form of ships 15a , it shall be appreciated sensor log 53. The first parameter curve and second param 
that the method of rectifying an anomaly and the exemplary eter curve may be quantitatively ranked in terms of simi 
GUI 219 may also be applied to machines 15 in the form of larity using the output of a hidden Markov model . The 
construction machines 15b , or indeed any other machines 15 sensor logs 53 may correspond to other machines 15 and 
incorporating sensors 19 . 35 also to previous operations of the machine 15 corresponding 
Method of Rectifying a Fault to the target sensor log 212. The statistical metric determin 

Referring also to FIG . 17 , a method of determining a ing module 205 determines statistical metrics by comparing 
maintenance task to rectify a fault in a machine 15 is the target sensor log 212 against all the other sensor logs 53 
explained . in the database . The statistical metrics determined in this 

A fault may be detected by one or more sub - system 18 and 40 way may be used to identify which of the sensor logs 53 
reported by a message 54 object including a message ID most closely match the target sensor log 212 corresponding 
code corresponding to the type of fault , for example the to the anomalous behaviour . 
message look - up table may map a message ID code to a The statistical metric determining module 206 may also 
specific fault ID code . determine statistical metrics based on warped sensor logs 
When a machine 15 has developed a fault , it may be 45 216. For example , referring again to FIGS . 7 to 10 , the 

difficult to determine and rectify the root cause . One or more sensor log warping module 208 may receive the target 
maintenance tasks may be carried out which fail to rectify sensor log 212 , retrieve the sensor logs 53 and generate 
the fault , resulting in wasted time and other resources such warped sensor logs 216 ( for example warped curves 56 ) as 
as consumables and / or spare parts . By identifying prior described hereinbefore with reference to FIGS . 7 to 10. The 
faults having the same fault type and which occurred in 50 sensor log warping module 208 may warp each sensor log 53 
similar circumstances , and correlating information about with reference to the target sensor log 212. The statistical 
how faults with the same fault type were previously recti metric determining module 206 may determine statistical 
fied , the method of determining a maintenance task to rectify metrics based on the warped target sensor log and the 
a fault can help to improve the efficiency of rectifying faults warped sensor logs 216 in the same way as for the target 
of a machine 15. This can allow ineffective maintenance 55 sensor log 212 and sensor logs 53 . 
tasks to be avoided and effective maintenance tasks to be The warped sensor logs 216 may be determined in 
carried out sooner . advance and stored separately in the database 7. If the 

Fault information identifying a machine 15 and one or database 7 stores warped sensor logs 216 corresponding to 
more operations of that machine 15 is received ( step S208 ) . each sensor log 53 warped to a single , common time - frame , 
An operation may correspond to a journey or working day 60 then the sensor log warping module 208 may warp the target 
of a ship 15 a or a construction machine 15b . sensor log 212 to generate a warped target sensor log 

For example , fault information may be a target sensor log spanning the same common time frame . Previously stored 
212 , a target fault log 213 , a target maintenance log 214 and warped sensor logs 216 may be retrieved and processed by 
a target message log 21 received via the communication the statistical metric determining module 206 in the same 
interface 205. Alternatively , information identifying an 65 way as sensor logs 53 . 
anomaly may be information identifying a target sensor log Additionally or alternatively , the statistical metric deter 
212 , a target fault log 213 , a target maintenance log 214 and mining module 206 may determine the mean , standard 
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deviation , minimum or maximum of a difference between a and fault types ) , and frequencies of occurrence of the ID 
parameter curve corresponding to the target sensor log 212 codes during one of more time intervals may be used as log 
or another sensor log 53 ( for example parameter curve 59 ) metrics . 
and an average parameter curve ( for example average One or more prior fault objects 56 which are comparable 
parameter curve 60 ) determined by aggregating a large to a target fault object 56 recorded in the target fault log 213 
number of sensor logs 53 across a number of different are determined based on a combination of the statistical 
machines 15 and / or operations of the machines . The differ metrics and the log metrics ( step S213 ) . 
ence between a parameter curve corresponding to the target For example , the comparison and ranking module 209 
sensor log 212 or another sensor log 53 ( for example may receive the statistical metrics and log metrics and 

10 determine a ranking of prior fault objects 56 stored in fault parameter curve 59 ) and an average parameter curve ( for logs 17 , based on how closely each matches the target fault example average parameter curve 60 ) may be quantified 
based on a hidden Markov model . The average parameter object 56 of the target fault log 213. This may include prior 

fault objects 56 from the target fault log 213 as well as other curves may be determined in advance and stored separately fault logs 17 , since prior faults of the machine 15 which is in the database 7. Alternatively , the average parameter curve 15 currently experiencing a fault ( corresponding to the target 
may be determined based on a number of sensor logs 53 , fault ) need not be excluded from the analysis . then immediately used to determine statistical metrics for A ranking metric may be used . For example , a ranking 
the target sensor log 212 and the sensor logs 53. Average metric may be calculated by combining multiple statistical 
warped curves may similarly be determined in advance and metrics and log metrics into a single value using a function 
stored separately in the database 7 before retrieval by the 20 which takes the statistical metrics and log metrics as inputs 
statistical metric determining module 206. Alternatively , a and provides a single output value . One example of a 
number of warped sensor logs 216 may be determined by the ranking metric may be obtained by summing the individual 
sensor log warping module 208 and received directly by the statistical metrics with or without weightings . An alternative 
statistical metric determining module 206 in order to deter ranking metric may be determined by assigning a rank based 
mine an average warped curve . Statistical metrics may be 25 on each individual statistical metric and each individual log 
determined using average warped parameter curves in the metric , where a rank of one is always given to the closest 
same way as for average parameter curves . match . The ranks for each individual statistical metric and 
Maintenance logs 16 , fault logs 17 and message logs 21 each individual log metric corresponding to a particular 

stored in the database 7 are accessed ( step S211 ) . If the fault prior fault object 56 may be summed to provide a rank 
30 metric which will be a minimum for the closest match information identified but did not include a target fault log 

213 , target maintenance log 214 and a target message log ( according to this metric ) . In yet another example , the 
215 received via the communication interface 205 , then the previous fault objects 56 may be ranked according to the 

statistical metrics derived from corresponding sensor logs target fault log 213 , target maintenance log 214 and / or target 53 , with rank conflicts resolved using the log metrics until message log 215 are accessed from the database 7. The 35 each previous fault object 56 has a unique rank . accessed computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 are limited to The comparable prior fault objects 56 may be determined 
those which correspond to a fault log 17 which includes a as those prior fault objects 56 which are ranked as closest to 
fault object 56 which has the same fault type as the target the target fault object 56. For example , the comparable prior 
fault object 56 of the target fault log 213. Alternatively , the fault objects 56 may include the ten fault objects 56 ranked 
accessed computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 may be limited 40 as the closest to the target fault object 56. Alternatively , the 
to those which correspond to a fault type which is associated comparable prior fault objects 56 may include the twenty 
with the same sub - system 18 as the target fault object 56 of closest , the fifty closest and so forth . In other examples , the 
the target fault log 213 . comparable prior fault objects 56 may include all the rel 

The target computer readable logs 213 , 214 , 215 and evant fault objects 56 having statistical metrics and / or 
computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 are compared to deter- 45 ranking metrics which exceed a predefined threshold or a 
mine log metrics ( step S212 ) . user selectable threshold . Alternatively , the comparable 

For example , the log metric determining module 207 may prior fault objects 56 may include all the relevant fault 
receive target computer readable logs 213 , 214 , 215 , access objects 56 having statistical metrics and / or ranking metrics 
the computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 and determine log which are less than a predefined threshold or a user select 
metrics based on the maintenance logs 16 , 214 , fault logs 17 , 50 able threshold . 
213 and optionally message logs 21 , 215. Where the target For each machine 15 corresponding to a comparable prior 
computer readable logs 213 , 214 , 215 and / or computer fault object 56 , the corresponding maintenance log 16 is 
readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 include free - text information , the accessed to determine one or more maintenance tasks which 
log metric determining module 207 may perform keyword are correlated with that comparable prior fault object 56 
searching to establish frequencies of occurrence of particular 55 ( step S214 ) . A maintenance task is correlated with a com 
words or phrases during one or more time intervals . The log parable prior fault object 56 if it corresponds to a mainte 
metric determining module 207 may include a database nance task object 55 which lies within an interval between 
including synonyms for keywords and / or common misspell the fault start time recorded in the fault data 57 and the end 
ings . Frequencies of occurrence of particular words or time recorded by the fault resolution data 58. The mainte 
phrases ( or synonyms thereof ) in the computer readable logs 60 nance object 55 immediately preceding the rectification of 
16 , 17 , 21 213 , 214 , 215 during one of more time intervals the prior fault is a correlated maintenance object 55. A 
may be used as log metrics . The log metric determining maintenance object 55 may include several maintenance 
module 207 may employ natural language processing to tasks ( for example having different maintenance task ID 
determine patterns in free - text information . Additionally or codes ) , and the most recent maintenance task recorded in the 
alternatively , message objects 54 , maintenance task objects 65 correlated maintenance object 55 is a correlated mainte 
55 and fault objects 56 may include respective ID codes nance task . A further condition may be applied to determine 
( corresponding to message types , maintenance task types a correlated maintenance task , namely , that the fault does not 
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recur within an interval following the effective maintenance user interface 204. The maintenance task determining mod 
object 55 , for example , no recurrence within 15 days . ule 210 may output further information to the user interface 

A maintenance task is also correlated with a fault object 204 such as , for example , the ranking of comparable prior 
56 if the corresponding fault resolution data 58 specifies that fault objects 56 , a list of the correlated maintenance tasks 
the maintenance task ( corresponding to a maintenance task 5 ( i.e. listing the corresponding maintenance task types / ID 
type / ID code ) rectified the fault . For example , the mainte codes ) , statistics for the correlated maintenance tasks and so 
nance task determining module 210 may control the fault forth . Optionally , the maintenance task determining module 
maintenance correlation module 211 to access the mainte 210 also outputs a listing of the spare parts and / or consum 
nance logs corresponding to each comparable prior fault ables associated with the selected priority maintenance task . 
object 56 and retrieve the maintenance objects 55 corre- 10 Optionally , the user interface may access a manufacturer 
sponding to times between the fault start time recorded in the manual , extract a description of the selected priority main 
fault entry 57 and the end time recorded by the fault tenance task , and display the description . 
resolution entry 58. Alternatively , the maintenance task In some examples , the user interface 204 may be used to 
determining module 210 may control the fault maintenance review and / or modify the selection of the priority mainte 
correlation module 211 to access the maintenance logs 15 nance task . Once a user is satisfied with the selection of the 
corresponding to each comparable prior fault object 56 and priority maintenance task , they may provide a command via 
retrieve the maintenance objects 55 corresponding to times the user interface 204 for the robotic maintenance system 
within an interval following that prior fault object 56. The 202 to carry out the priority maintenance task and / or a 
interval may be predetermined or the interval may be command for the report generation module 203 to prepare 
specified by a user via the user interface 204 . 20 and output a physical report or work order . 
Maintenance task statistics are calculated for the corre After the priority maintenance task has been carried out , 

lated maintenance tasks ( step S215 ) . For example , the the machine 15 is checked to determine whether the present 
maintenance task determining module 210 may determine fault has been rectified ( step S18 ) . The fault status may be 
statistics for the correlated maintenance tasks . The mainte checked automatically or manually . If the fault has been 
nance task determining module 210 may determine a per- 25 rectified ( step S18 ; Yes ) , the machine 15 may be brought 
centage of comparable prior fault objects 56 for which each back into service . 
possible maintenance task was carried out . The maintenance However , if the fault has not been rectified ( step S218 ; 
task determining module 210 may also determine the iden No ) , then the target maintenance log 214 is updated to 
tity and number of spare parts and / or consumables which include a new maintenance task object 55 corresponding to 
were used in connection with each correlated maintenance 30 the priority maintenance task carried out ( step S219 ) . The 
task . maintenance task statistics are updated to account for the 

A priority maintenance task is selected from amongst the maintenance task already carried out ( step S215 ) , and a new 
correlated maintenance tasks ( step S216 ) . priority maintenance task is selected ( S216 ) and output ( step 

The maintenance task determining module 210 may select S17 ) . 
the priority maintenance task as the maintenance task which 35 For example , an initial ranking may have included first , 
is correlated to the most closely matched comparable prior second and third maintenance tasks , ranked in that order . 
fault object 56 , for example , as determined by the ranking However , it could be the case that on prior occasions where 
performed by the comparison and ranking module 209 . the first maintenance task does not rectify the fault , the 
Alternatively , the maintenance task determining module 210 conditional probability of the third maintenance task recti 
may select the priority maintenance task based on the 40 fying the fault is larger than the conditional probability of 
statistics for the correlated maintenance tasks . For example , the second maintenance task rectifying the fault . In this way , 
the maintenance task determining module 210 may select updating the target maintenance log 214 and re - analysing 
the priority maintenance task to be the correlated mainte the maintenance task statistics may improve efficiency as 
nance task which was carried out for the largest percentage compared to simply working down the initial ranked list of 
of comparable prior fault objects 56 . 45 maintenance tasks . 

The maintenance task determining module 210 outputs Referring also to FIG . 18 , a user interface 204 in the form 
the priority maintenance task ( step S217 ) . For example , the of a fault analysis graphical user interface ( GUI ) 230 is 
maintenance task determining module 210 may output the shown . 
priority maintenance task to the robotic maintenance system The fault analysis GUI 230 is for use with machines 15 in 
202 , which carries out the selected priority maintenance 50 the form of ships 15a . The method of determining a main 
task . Optionally , the maintenance task determining module tenance task to rectify a fault may make use of the fault 
210 also outputs a listing of the spare parts and / or consum analysis GUI 230. The fault analysis GUI 230 includes a 
ables associated with the selected priority maintenance task . fault information pane 231 for receiving information iden 

Alternatively , the maintenance task determining module tifying fault . The fault information pane 231 includes con 
210 may output the priority maintenance task to the report 55 trols for providing user inputs identifying a ship 15a and a 
generation module 203 , which prepares and outputs a physi fault type in the form of a fault ID code . Information entered 
cal report or work order to direct an engineer or mechanic to by a user via the fault analysis GUI 230 allows a target 
perform the priority maintenance task . Optionally , the main sensor log 212 , target fault log 213 , target maintenance log 
tenance task determining module 210 also outputs a listing 214 and target message log 215 stored in the database 7 to 
of the spare parts and / or consumables associated with the 60 be identified . 
selected priority maintenance task . Optionally , the report The fault analysis GUI 230 includes a search parameter 
generation module 203 may access a manufacturer manual , pane 232. The search parameter pane 232 includes a first 
extract a description of the selected priority maintenance control 233 , in the form of a slider , for receiving a user input 
task , and append the description to the physical report or of the number of comparable prior fault objects 56 to find , 
work order . 65 for example the one hundred and fifty closest matches . The 

In some examples , the maintenance task determining comparable prior fault objects 56 will be used by the 
module 210 may output the priority maintenance task to the maintenance task determining module 210 and fault main 
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tenance correlation module 211 to identify and analyse The fault analysis GUI 230 includes a data visualisation 
correlated maintenance tasks . The search parameter pane pane 240. The data visualisation pane 240 includes a first 
232 includes a second control 234 , in the form of a slider , for histogram 241 which shows an overview of statistical met 
receiving a user input of a time interval before a prior fault rics and a second histogram 242 which shows an overview 
object 56 for which message objects 54 should be included 5 of log metrics determined based on the target message logs 
in the determination of log metrics , for example , message 215 and message logs 21. The first and second histograms 
objects 54 generated within a period of two days leading up 241 , 242 are based on data corresponding to the comparable 
to a prior fault object 56 may be included in the determi prior fault objects 56 which is currently selected using the 
nation of log metrics . The search parameter pane 232 controls 237 of the comparable faults pane 236. The first 
includes third controls 235 , in the form of radio buttons , to 10 histogram 241 displays frequencies for measured parameter 
receive a user selection of a matching tolerance for message values of the corresponding sensor log 53 , binned according 
objects 54 to be considered as matching . For example , two to a deviation of each measured parameter ( i.e. each sensor 
message objects 54 may be considered to match only when 19 ) from the target sensor log 212. The bins are defined by 
they have identical message ID codes , i.e. B - M - 002 matches reference to the standard error o of deviations from the 
B - M - 002 but B - M - 002 does not match B - M - 003 . Alterna- 15 target sensor log 212. The second histogram 242 displays 
tively , two message objects 54 may be considered to match frequencies for the number of message objects 54 in the 
provided that both have message ID codes which are asso target message log 215 which are matched ( to the tolerance 
ciated with the same sub - system , i.e. B - M - 002 matches entered using controls 235 ) to message objects 54 in the 
B - M - 002 or B - M - 037 , but B - M - 002 does not match C - M message log 21 corresponding to the currently selected fault 
021 . 20 object 56 and occurring within an interval ( entered using 

The fault analysis GUI 230 includes a comparable faults controls 234 ) before the currently selected fault object 56 . 
pane 236. The comparable faults pane 236 lists the infor The first and second histograms 241 , 242 provide an easily 
mation corresponding to the comparable prior fault objects understood at - a - glance overview of the match between a 
56 in a table , for example , the comparable prior fault objects currently selected fault object 56 and the target fault object . 
56 as determined by the comparison and ranking module 25 Essentially , a good match has first and second histograms 
209 according to the method of determining a maintenance 241 , 242 which are skewed toward the respective origins , 
task to rectify a fault ( step 213 ) . The table includes columns and a bad match has first and second histograms 241 , 242 
providing details of the date , the particular ship 15a and a which are skewed away from the respective origins . 
maintenance task ID code ( i.e. maintenance task type ) The fault analysis GUI 230 includes a maintenance task 
corresponding to each comparable prior fault object 56 , for 30 statistics pane 243. The maintenance task statistics pane 243 
example the maintenance task ID code ( i.e. maintenance includes a table providing statistics for each correlated 
task type ) may correspond to the maintenance task recorded maintenance task , for example , as determined by the main 
as rectifying the fault in the fault resolution entry 58 of the tenance task determining module 210 and fault maintenance 
prior fault object 56 . correlation module 211. The table includes a row corre 

The comparable faults pane 236 also includes controls 35 sponding to each correlated maintenance task and columns 
237 for selecting a comparable prior fault object 56. The detailing a maintenance task ID code ( i.e. maintenance task 
controls 237 are in the form of a radio button corresponding type ) ; the percentage occurrence of the maintenance task 
to each row of the table . The radio button corresponding to amongst the comparable prior fault objects 56 ; an overall 
the most closely matched comparable prior fault object is percentage occurrence of the maintenance task amongst all 
pre - selected , but a user may change the selection using the 40 fault objects 56 in the database 7 , and a multiple relating the 
fault analysis GUI 230. Alternative controls may be pro percentage occurrences of the maintenance task in relation 
vided such as , for example , the row of the table correspond to the comparable fault objects 56 and the fault objects 56 
ing to the most closely matched comparable prior fault overall . The table is ordered from the highest to the lowest 
object 56 may be pre - highlighted . A user may click on a multiple . A maintenance task having a high multiple can be 
different row to select a different prior fault object 56 , and 45 a good choice for the priority maintenance task . The table 
the corresponding row of the table will be highlighted . may optionally include a column including the actual num 

The fault analysis GUI 230 includes a maintenance task ber of comparable prior fault objects 56. This information 
information pane 238 which provides further details of a may be useful , since a maintenance task performed in 100 % 
maintenance task corresponding to the comparable prior of a single previous occurrence may be less convincing than 
fault object 56 which is currently selected using the controls 50 a maintenance task performed in 70 % of fifty previous 
237 of the comparable faults pane 236. For example , this occurrences . The table may optionally include a column 
could be the pre - selected closest match or a subsequent user providing details of the number and type of spare parts 
selection using the controls 237. The maintenance task and / or consumables associated with each correlated main 
information pane 238 includes further details of a mainte tenance task . 
nance task performed in relation the selected comparable 55 The fault analysis GUI 230 includes a button 244 to 
prior fault object 56 , such as a location at which the update the target maintenance task log 214. When the button 
maintenance task was carried out and the name or other 244 is activated , a dialog interface 245 is opened to allow a 
identifying information of an engineer or mechanic respon user to input information about a newly carried out main 
sible for carrying out the maintenance task . The maintenance tenance task ( see also steps S218 , S219 , S15 , S216 and S217 
task information pane 238 also includes a log excerpt pane 60 with reference to FIG . 17 ) . The dialog interface 245 includes 
239 which presents free - text notes made by the engineer or first and second maintenance task input panes 246 , 247 to 
mechanic responsible for carrying out the maintenance task . allow a user to enter information such as maintenance ID 
The maintenance task ID is a hyperlink 249 , so that when the codes ( i.e. the maintenance task type ) and free text notes 
user selects the maintenance task ID , a portion of a manu providing details of a maintenance task carried out . The 
facturer maintenance manual corresponding to the mainte- 65 dialog interface 245 includes a button 248 for adding third 
nance task is displayed to the user , for example , in a new and subsequent maintenance task input panes . The dialog 
window or within the log excerpt pane 222 . interface 245 includes a resolution outcome pane for the user 
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to indicate whether or not the present fault has been rectified comprising a maintenance log comprising a plurality of 
by the maintenance task ( s ) performed using radio buttons . maintenance task objects , each maintenance task object 
The dialog interface 245 also includes a confirmation button comprising a time and a maintenance task type ; 
250 and a cancellation button 251 . determining a set of statistical metrics characterising a 

In this way , the fault analysis GUI 230 may be used to difference between the target sensor log and each prior 
provide feedback as to whether or not a priority maintenance sensor log ; 
task has been rectified ( step S218 ) . If the fault has not been selecting a sub - set of the prior sensor logs in dependence 
rectified ( step S218 ; No ) , the target maintenance log 214 is upon the statistical metrics ; updated to include a new maintenance task object corre identifying , based on the maintenance logs of the plurality sponding to the priority maintenance task carried out ( step 10 of second machines , a set of anomalies of the plurality S219 ) . The maintenance task statistics are updated to of second machines ; account for the maintenance task already carried out ( step determining a subset of the anomalies that did not reoccur S215 ) , and a new priority maintenance task is selected 
( S216 ) and output ( step S17 ) . within a predetermined amount of time following the 

In some examples , a user may select a priority mainte- 15 times of the corresponding maintenance task objects ; 
nance task from the table in the maintenance task statistics classifying each of the subset of the anomalies as a 
pane 243 and cause a command to be transmitted to the rectified anomaly ; 
robotic maintenance system 202 to carry out the selected selecting , based on the sub - set of prior sensor logs and the 
priority maintenance task . In other examples , a user may classifying each of the subset of the anomalies as a 
select a priority maintenance task from the table in the 20 rectified anomaly , correlated maintenance tasks objects 
maintenance task statistics pane 243 and cause a command from the plurality of maintenance task objects , each of 
to be transmitted to the report generation module 203 to the correlated maintenance tasks objects being respon 
prepare and output a physical ort or work order . sible for previously rectifying a respective anomaly of 

Although the method has been explained with reference to the set of anomalies of the plurality of second 
machines 15 in the form of ships 15a , it shall be appreciated 25 machines , each of the correlated maintenance task 
that the method of rectifying a fault and the exemplary GUI objects being correlated , based on analysing the main 
230 may also be applied to machines 15 in the form of tenance logs , to a respective prior sensor log included 
construction machines 15b , or indeed any other machines 15 in the subset of prior sensor logs ; incorporating sensors 19 . selecting a priority maintenance task based on the sub - set 

of prior sensor logs and the correlated maintenance task MODIFICATIONS objects ; 
It will be appreciated that many modifications may be outputting the priority maintenance task ; and 

made to the embodiments hereinbefore described . Such carrying out the priority maintenance task on the first 
modifications may involve equivalent and other features 35 machine . 
which are already known in the design , manufacture and use 2. The method according to claim 1 , wherein the computer 
of data processing and analysis systems and which may be readable logs further comprise , for the first machine and for 
used instead of or in addition to features already described each second machine : 
herein . Features of one embodiment may be replaced or a message log including a plurality of message objects , 
supplemented by features of another embodiment . each message object comprising a time and a message 

Although claims have been formulated in this application type . 
to particular combinations of features , it should be under 3. The method according to claim 1 , wherein the computer 
stood that the scope of the disclosure of the present invention readable logs further comprise , for the first machine and for 
also includes any novel features or any novel combination of each second machine : 
features disclosed herein either explicitly or implicitly or 45 a fault log including a plurality of fault objects , each fault 
any generalization thereof , whether or not it relates to the object comprising a time , a duration and a fault type . 
same invention as presently claimed in any claim and 4. The method according to claim 1 , wherein selecting a 
whether or not it mitigates any or all of the same technical sub - set of the prior sensor logs comprises : 
problems as does the present invention . The applicant ranking each prior sensor log , based on the statistical 
hereby gives notice that new claims may be formulated to 50 metrics , according to more comparisons 
such features and / or combinations of such features during between the prior sensor log and the target sensor log ; 
the prosecution of the present application or of any further and 
application derived therefrom . selecting the sub - set as a number , N , of the prior sensor 

The invention claimed is : logs which are ranked as the N closest to the target 
1. A computer - implemented method of determining a 55 sensor log . 

maintenance task for a machine , wherein the method is 5. The method according to claim 1 , wherein selecting a 
performed using one or more processors or special - purpose sub - set of the prior sensor logs comprises selecting each 
computing hardware , the method comprising : prior sensor log having statistical metrics which satisfy one 

accessing a target sensor log corresponding to a first or more thresholds . 
machine ; 6. The method according to claim 1 , further comprising : 

accessing one or more prior sensor logs corresponding to accessing a target maintenance log corresponding to the 
the first machine and one or more prior sensor logs first machine and comprising a plurality of maintenance 
corresponding to a plurality of second machines which task objects , each maintenance task object comprising 
are of the same type as the first machine ; a time and a maintenance task type ; 

accessing a plurality of computer readable logs corre- 65 accessing a target fault log comprising a target fault object 
sponding to the first machine and the second machines , corresponding to the first machine , the target fault 
the computer readable logs for each second machine object comprising a time , a duration and a fault type ; 

40 

one or 

60 
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accessing a target message log corresponding to the first the set of anomalies of the plurality of second 
machine and comprising a plurality of message objects , machines , each of the correlated maintenance task 
each message object comprising a time and a message objects being correlated , based on analysing the main 
type ; tenance logs , to a respective prior sensor log included 

determining a set of log metrics derived from the com in the subset of prior sensor logs ; 
puter readable logs , the target maintenance log , the selecting a priority maintenance task based on the sub - set target fault log and the target message log ; and of prior sensor logs and the correlated maintenance task wherein selecting a sub - set of the prior sensor logs is objects ; 
based on the statistical metrics and the log metrics . outputting the priority maintenance task ; and 7. The method according to claim 1 , further comprising 10 carrying out the priority maintenance task on the first presenting the priority maintenance task on a display and / or machine . generating a textual report identifying the priority mainte 11. An apparatus for determining a maintenance task for nance task . 

8. The method according to claim 1 , further comprising : a machine , the apparatus comprising one or more processors 
receiving an indication of whether the priority mainte- 15 or dedicated hardware configured to : 

nance task is effective and ; access a target sensor log corresponding to a first 
in dependence upon the priority maintenance task is machine ; 

ineffective : access one or more prior sensor logs corresponding to the 
updating the maintenance log corresponding to the first first machine and one or more prior sensor logs corre 
machine ; and sponding to a plurality of second machines which are of 

selecting a new priority maintenance task based on the same type as the first machine ; and 
re - determining , based on the updated maintenance access a plurality of computer readable logs correspond 
log corresponding to the first machine , the sub - set of ing to the first machine and the second machines , the 
prior sensor logs , the ranking of prior sensor logs and computer readable logs for each second machine com 
the correlated maintenance tasks ; and prising a maintenance log comprising a plurality of 

outputting the new priority maintenance task . maintenance task objects , each maintenance task object 
9. The method according to claim 1 , wherein correlating comprising a time and a maintenance task type ; the 

each prior sensor log included in the subset to one or more apparatus further comprising : 
correlated maintenance tasks further includes determining a a statistical metric determining module configured to : number and type of one or more spare parts and / or one or 30 determine a set of statistical metrics characterising a more consumables associated with each correlated mainte difference between the target sensor log and each nance task . 

10. A non - transitory computer - readable storage medium prior sensor log ; and 
including instructions that , when executed by at least one identify , based on the maintenance log for each of the 
processor of a computing system , cause the computing 35 plurality of second machines , a set of anomalies of 
system to perform a method comprising : the plurality of second machines ; 

accessing a target sensor log corresponding to a first a ranking module configured to select a sub - set of the 
machine ; prior sensor logs in dependence upon the statistical 

accessing one or more prior sensor logs corresponding to metrics ; 
the first machine and one or more prior sensor logs 40 a maintenance task determining module configured to 
corresponding to a plurality of second machines which control a fault maintenance correlation module to : 
are of the same type as the first machine ; determine a subset of the anomalies that did not reoccur 

accessing a plurality of computer readable logs corre within a predetermined amount of time following the 
sponding to the first machine and the second machines , times of the corresponding maintenance task objects ; 
the computer readable logs for each second machine 45 and 
comprising a maintenance log comprising a plurality of classify each of the subset of the anomalies as a 
maintenance task objects , each maintenance task object rectified anomaly ; 
comprising a time and a maintenance task type ; a fault maintenance correlation module configured to 

determining a set of statistical metrics characterising a select , based on the sub - set of prior sensor logs and the 
difference between the target sensor log and each prior 50 classifying each of the subset of the anomalies as a 
sensor log ; rectified anomaly , correlated maintenance tasks objects 

selecting a sub - set of the prior sensor logs in dependence from the plurality of maintenance task objects , each of 
upon the statistical metrics ; the correlated maintenance tasks objects being respon 

identifying , based on the maintenance log for each of the sible for previously rectifying a respective anomaly of 
plurality of second machines , a set of anomalies of the 55 the set of anomalies of the plurality of second 
plurality of second machines ; machines , each of the correlated maintenance task 

determining a subset of the anomalies that did not reoccur objects being correlated , based on analysing the main 
within a predetermined amount of time following the tenance logs , to a respective prior sensor log included 
times of the corresponding maintenance task objects ; in the subset of prior sensor logs ; and 

classifying each of the subset of the anomalies as a 60 a maintenance task determining module configured to : 
rectified anomaly ; select a priority maintenance task based on the sub - set 

selecting , based on the sub - set of prior sensor logs and the of prior sensor logs , and the correlated maintenance 
classifying each of the subset of the anomalies as a task objects ; and 
rectified anomaly , correlated maintenance tasks objects output the priority maintenance task to be carried out 
from the plurality of maintenance task objects , each of 65 on the first machine . 
the correlated maintenance tasks objects being respon 12. The system according to claim 11 , wherein the ranking 
sible for previously rectifying a respective anomaly of module is configured to : 
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rank each prior sensor log , based on the statistical metrics , 
according to one or more comparisons between the 
prior sensor log and the target sensor log ; and 

select the sub - set as a number , N , of the prior sensor logs 
which are ranked as the N closest to the target sensor 5 
log . 

13. The system according to claim 11 , wherein the ranking 
module is configured to select a sub - set of the prior sensor 
logs by selecting each prior sensor log having statistical 
metrics which satisfy one or more thresholds . 

14. The system according to claim 11 , the apparatus 
further configured to : 

access a target maintenance log corresponding to the first 
machine and comprising a plurality of maintenance 
task objects , each maintenance task object comprising 15 
a time and a maintenance task type ; 

access a target fault log comprising a target fault object 
corresponding to the first machine , the target fault 
object comprising a time , a duration and a fault type ; 

access a target message log corresponding to the first 20 
machine and comprising a plurality of message objects , 
each message object comprising a time and a message 
type ; 

the system further comprising a log metric determining 
module configured to determine a set of log metrics 25 
derived from the computer readable logs , the target 
maintenance log , the target fault log and the target 
message log ; 

wherein the ranking module is further configured to select 
a sub - set of the prior sensor logs based on the statistical 30 
metrics and the log metrics . 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR FIGS . 6A - 6B are screenshots depicting an exemplary 
ORGANIZING AND IDENTIFYING interface for selecting one or more tags to identify a docu 

DOCUMENTS VIA HIERARCHIES AND ment , consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 
DIMENSIONS OF TAGS 

FIGS . 7A - 7E are screenshots depicting exemplary inter 
REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION faces for identifying and displaying documents based on 

tags , consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
This application claims the benefit of priority to U.S. FIGS . 8A - 8B are screenshots depicting an exemplary 

Provisional Patent Application No. 62 / 310,220 , filed on interface for identifying and displaying documents based on 
Mar. 18 , 2016 , the disclosure of which is expressly incor- 10 tags from previously identified documents , consistent with 
porated herein by reference in its entirety . embodiments of the present disclosure . 

FIG . 9 is a flowchart representing an exemplary method 
BACKGROUND performed by an electronic device for identifying documents 

based on tags , consistent with embodiments of the present 
Data is commonly stored in computer - based systems in 15 disclosure . 

fixed , rigidly structured data stores . For example , one com FIG . 10 is a screenshot depicting a user interface that 
mon type of data store is a “ flat ” file such as a spreadsheet , contains categories and sub - categories of information , con 
plain - text document , or XML document . Another common sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
type of data store is a relational database comprising one or FIG . 11 is a screenshot depicting a user interface that 
more tables . Other examples of data stores that comprise 20 contains categories and sub - categories of information , con 
structured data include , without limitation , files systems , sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
object collections , record collections , arrays , hierarchical FIG . 12 is a screenshot depicting a user interface includ 
trees , linked stacks , and combinations thereof . ing an ontology , consistent with embodiments of the present 

Often , the underlying structure of these types of data disclosure . 
stores is poorly suited for data analysis . One approach for 25 FIG . 13 is a screenshot depicting tags included in an 
facilitating a more efficient analysis of data in such data ontology , consistent with embodiments of the present dis 
stores is to reorganize that data according to an object model closure . 
that defines object structures and relationships between the FIG . 14 is a screenshot depicting a user interface 1400 for 
object structures . Tagging is a method used to create objects , selecting one or more tags to identify an artifact , consistent 
properties , or links between objects and / or properties in 30 with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
structured or unstructured data . It can add structure to FIG . 15 is a screenshot depicting a user interface that 
unstructured data or add further structure to structured data . includes information associated with a particular tag , con 
An exemplary system and method for tagging is described in sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
detail in U.S. application Ser . No. 14 / 025,653 , filed on Sep. FIG . 16 is a flowchart representing an exemplary method 
12 , 2013 , and titled “ Systems and Methods for Providing a 35 1600 performed by an electronic device for modifying an 
Tagging Interface for External Content , ” which is incorpo ontology , consistent with embodiments of the present dis 
rated herein by reference in its entirety . closure . 
As a result of being poorly structured it can be difficult for 

a user to change a single entry in a data structure , especially DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
if many users access the data structure and many entries 40 EMBODIMENTS 
within the data structure are affected by the change . Even 
with current graphical user interfaces , creating trees and tags Reference will now be made in detail to the embodiments , 
can be difficult to accomplish easily , and often inadvertently the examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying 
changes the properties associated with many entities at once . drawings . Whenever possible , the same reference numbers 

45 will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the same or 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Embodiments of the present disclosure provide a means to 
Reference will now be made to the accompanying draw organize and access data structured with tag objects ( e.g. by 

ings showing example embodiments of the present applica associating a portion or part or entirety of the data with tags ) 
tion , and in which : 50 by providing a pre - defined hierarchy of tags . As an exem 

FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer plary illustration , the hierarchy can include one or more 
system with which embodiments described herein can be dimensions , each dimension comprising a set of tags corre 
implemented , consistent with embodiments of the present sponding to that dimension . The pre - defined hierarchy of 
disclosure . tags facilitates tag - based identification and retrieval of the 

FIG . 2 is a block diagram depicting an exemplary internal 55 data associated with one or more selected tags that are part 
database system , consistent with embodiments of the present of the hierarchy , which can allow a user of the system to 
disclosure . navigate through a very large data sets to identify appropri 

FIG . 3 is a chart illustrating an exemplary hierarchical ate data or documents associated with or related to the one 
structure of tags , consistent with embodiments of the present or more selected tags . In various embodiments described 
disclosure . 60 herein , a tag is a keyword , term , or phrase assigned to a piece 

FIGS . 4A - 4B are charts illustrating an exemplary object of information ( such as an object , text , file , image , etc. ) , that 
model reflecting relationships between tags , consistent with can help describe the piece of information . Tags can allow 
embodiments of the present disclosure . users to find information by searching browsing or search 

FIG . 5 is a chart illustrating an exemplary object model ing . In some embodiments , users associate tags with infor 
reflecting relationships between combinations of tags of the 65 mation such that others can easily find the information . 
exemplary hierarchical structure of tags depicted in FIG . 3 , Embodiments of the present disclosure further provide an 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . interface allowing the user to navigate through very large 

like parts . 
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data sets to identify and display appropriate data or docu izing the entity ( e.g. , a graph or a dashboard ) . When an 
ments associated with or related to the one or more selected ontology changes , tags associated with various entries may 
tags . Via the interface , a user can input a selection of tags also change . 
and retrieve a document associated with the tags selection , According to some embodiments , the operations , tech 
as well as other documents that are related to the tags 5 niques , and / or components described herein can be imple 
selection . The interface also updates the tags selection based mented by an electronic device , which can include one or 
on a document retrieved by the user , allowing the user to more special - purpose computing devices . The special - pur 
identify other related documents . The interface further pose computing devices can be hard - wired to perform the 
facilitates a user's navigation through a very large data sets operations , techniques , and / or components described herein , 
to identify appropriate data or documents associated with or 10 or can include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
related to the one or more selected tags . application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro 

The tag objects can include one or more attributes , and a grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the operations , techniques and / or com relationship can be defined between the attributes of each tag ponents described herein , or can include one or more object ( or combinations thereof ) . As an exemplary illustra 15 hardware processors programmed to perform such features tion , the tag object can include attributes including a tag of the present disclosure pursuant to program instructions in 

label , a tag type , and one or more properties . Moreover , firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such 
based on these attributes , one or more relationships between special - purpose computing devices can also combine cus 
tags can be defined . tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro 

After the one or more tags are selected in the interface , 20 gramming to accomplish the technique and other features of 
data associated with those tags can be acquired . Moreover , the present disclosure . The special - purpose computing 
one or more other tags related to the selected tags can be devices can be desktop computer systems , portable com 
identified , which can allow data associated with the one or puter systems , handheld devices , networking devices , or any 
more other tags to also be acquired . This further facilitates other device that incorporates hard - wired and / or program 
tag - based identification and retrieval of the data associated 25 logic to implement the techniques and other features of the 
with tags that are part of the hierarchy by , for example , present disclosure . 
allowing the user to navigate within a huge universe of data The one or more special - purpose computing devices can 
structured with tags , guided by the pre - defined hierarchy of be generally controlled and coordinated by operating system 
tags , as well as the pre - defined relationship between the tags software , such as iOS , Android , Blackberry , Chrome OS , 
in the hierarchy . 30 Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , 

Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , SunOS , Example solutions herein describe a GUI that allows a 
user to view and edit a master ontology . In various embodi Solaris , VxWorks , or other compatible operating systems . In 

other embodiments , the computing device can be controlled ments , an ontology can define the semantics of an object by a proprietary operating system . Operating systems con model . For example , an ontology can include the names and 35 trol and schedule computer processes for execution , perform definitions of types , properties , and relationships between memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O objects ( e.g. , entities ) . An ontology can include multiple services , and provide a user interface functionality , such as 
taxonomies , and various taxonomies within ontologies may a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
organize objects in unique ways . For example , an ontology FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer 
may include multiple taxonomies of descriptive tags 40 system 100 with which embodiments described herein can 
wherein one taxonomy may be organized based on geo be implemented , consistent with embodiments of the present 
graphic locations , another taxonomy may be organized disclosure . Computer system 100 includes a bus 102 or other 
based on economic attributes , and another taxonomy may be communication mechanism for communicating information , 
organized based on types of companies . Each of these and one or more hardware processors 104 ( denoted as 
taxonomies may contain a node represented by the same tag . 45 processor 104 for purposes of simplicity ) coupled with bus 
In some embodiments , selecting a node represented by that 102 for processing information . Hardware processor 104 can 
tag included in each taxonomy of an ontology may cause a be , for example , one or microprocessors . 
system to perform the same function , regardless of which Computer system 100 also includes a main memory 106 , 
taxonomy in an ontology a user selected the node from . such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic 

Embodiments herein provide for iterative updates of a 50 storage device , coupled to bus 102 for storing information 
master ontology using the Git version control system , pro and instructions to be executed by processor 104. Main 
viding speed , data integrity , and support for distributed memory 106 also can be used for storing temporary vari 
workflows . For example , a user may modify an ontology in ables or other intermediate information during execution of 
their personal sandbox , and send their changes to a govern instructions to be executed by processor 104. Such instruc 
ing user that accepts or rejects the changes to the ontology . 55 tions , after being stored in non - transitory storage media 
When the governing user accepts the changes to the ontol accessible to processor 104 , render computer system 100 
ogy , in various embodiments , every user with access to the into a special - purpose machine that is customized to perform 
master ontology can view updates . In some embodiments , the operations specified in the instructions . 
systems described herein employ a conflict resolution mod Computer system 100 further includes a read only 
ule that alerts a user when an ontology has been changed by 60 memory ( ROM ) 108 or other static storage device coupled 
another user ( e.g. , the conflict resolution module may alert to bus 102 for storing static information and instructions for 
a user that the master ontology has been changed when the processor 104. A storage device 110 , such as a magnetic 
user is in the middle of modifying the master ontology in disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc. , is 
their own sandbox ) . In addition , a tagging system can work provided and coupled to bus 102 for storing information and 
in concert with the ontology editor and allows users to tag 65 instructions . 
content using tags that describe attributes of an entity such Computer system 100 can be coupled via bus 102 to a 
as a type ( e.g. , location , type , users ) or a method of visual display 112 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , an liquid 
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crystal display ( LCD ) , or a touch screen , for displaying more instructions contained in main memory 106. Such 
information to a computer user . An input device 114 , includ instructions can be read into main memory 106 from another 
ing alphanumeric and other keys , is coupled to bus 102 for storage medium , such as storage device 110. Execution of 
communicating information and command selections to the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 106 
processor 104. Another type of user input device is cursor causes processor 104 to perform the process steps described 
control 116 , such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry can 
keys for communicating direction information and com be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
mand selections to processor 104 and for controlling cursor tions . 
movement on display 112. The input device typically has The term “ non - transitory media ” as used herein refers to 
two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , 10 any non - transitory media storing data and / or instructions 
x ) and a second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion . Such 
to specify positions in a plane . In some embodiments , the non - transitory media can comprise non - volatile media and / 
same direction information and command selections as or volatile media . Non - volatile media can include , for 
cursor control may be implemented via receiving touches on example , optical or magnetic disks , such as storage device 
a touch screen without a cursor . 15 110. Volatile media can include dynamic memory , such as 

Computing system 100 can include a user interface mod main memory 106. Common forms of non - transitory media 
ule to implement a graphical user interface ( GUI ) that can be include , for example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , 
stored in a mass storage device as executable software codes solid state drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data 
that are executed by the one or more computing devices . storage medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage 
This and other modules can include , by way of example , 20 medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a 
components , such as software components , object - oriented RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , 
software components , class components and task compo NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge , and net 
nents , processes , functions , fields , procedures , subroutines , worked versions of the same . 
segments of program code , drivers , firmware , microcode , Non - transitory media is distinct from , but can be used in 
circuitry , data , databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and 25 conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission media 
variables . can participate in transferring information between storage 

In general , the word “ module , " as used herein , refers to media . For example , transmission media can include coaxial 
logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a collection cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the wires that 
of software instructions , possibly having entry and exit comprise bus 102. Transmission media can also take the 
points , written in a programming language , such as , for 30 form of acoustic or light waves , such as those generated 
example , Java , Lua , C or C ++ . A software module can be during radio - wave and infra - red data communications . 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in Various forms of media can be involved in carrying one 
a dynamic link library , or written in an interpreted program or more sequences of one or more instructions to processor 
ming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , or 104 for execution . For example , the instructions can initially 
Python . It will be appreciated that software modules can be 35 be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote 
callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or can computer . The remote computer can load the instructions 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 
Software modules configured for execution on computing telephone line using a modem . A modem local to computer 
devices can be provided on a computer readable medium , system 100 can receive the data on the telephone line and 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 40 use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in 
download ( and can be originally stored in a compressed or the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 
installable format that requires installation , decompression , data on bus 102. Bus 102 carries the data to main memory 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code can be 106 , from which processor 104 retrieves and executes the 
stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the execut- 45 instructions . The instructions received by main memory 106 
ing computing device , for execution by the computing can optionally be stored on storage device 110 either before 
device . Software instructions can be embedded in firmware , or after execution by processor 104 . 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that Computer system 100 can also include a communication 
hardware modules can be comprised of connected logic interface 118 coupled to bus 102. Communication interface 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or can be comprised 50 118 can provide a two - way data communication coupling to 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or a network link 120 that can be connected to a local network 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 122. For example , communication interface 118 can be an 
described herein are preferably implemented as software integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable 
modules , but can be represented in hardware or firmware . modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 55 communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
modules that can be combined with other modules or phone line . As another example , communication interface 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 118 can be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a data 
or storage . communication connection to a compatible LAN . Wireless 

Computer system 100 can implement the techniques links can also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or 60 communication interface 118 can send and receive electri 
more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic cal , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
which in combination with the computer system causes or streams representing various types of information . 
programs computer system 100 to be a special - purpose Network link 120 can typically provide data communi 
machine . According to some embodiments , the operations , cation through one or more networks to other data devices . 
functionalities , and techniques and other features described 65 For example , network link 120 can provide a connection 
herein are performed by computer system 100 in response to through local network 122 to a host computer 124 or to data 
processor 104 executing one or more sequences of one or equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
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126. ISP 126 in turn can provide data communication Schema map 240 can define how various elements of 
services through the world wide packet data communication schemas 235 for data sources 230 map to various elements 
network now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 128 . of ontology 250. Definition component 210 receives , calcu 
Local network 122 and Internet 128 both use electrical , lates , extracts , or otherwise identifies schemas 235 for data 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 5 sources 230. Schemas 235 define the structure of data 
streams . The signals through the various networks and the sources 230 - for example , the names and other character 
signals on network link 120 and through communication istics of tables , files , columns , fields , properties , and so 
interface 118 , which carry the digital data to and from forth . Definition component 210 furthermore optionally 
computer system 100 , can be example forms of transmission identifies sample data 236 from data sources 230. Definition 
media . 10 component 210 can further identify object type , relationship , 

Computer system 100 can send messages and receive and property definitions from ontology 250 , if any already 
data , including program code , through the network ( s ) , net exist . Definition component 210 can further identify pre 
work link 120 and communication interface 118. In the existing mappings from schema map 240 , if such mappings 
Internet example , a server 130 can transmit a requested code exist . 
for an application program through Internet 128 , ISP 126 , 15 Transformation component 220 can be invoked after 
local network 122 and communication interface 118 . schema map 140 and ontology 250 have been defined or 

The received code can be executed by processor 104 as it redefined . Transformation component 220 identifies schema 
is received , and / or stored in storage device 110 , or other map 240 and ontology 250. Transformation component 120 
non - volatile storage for later execution . In some embodi further reads data sources 230 and identifies schemas 235 for 
ments , server 130 can provide information for being dis- 20 data sources 230. For each element of ontology 250 
played on a display . described in schema map 240 , transformation component 

FIG . 2 is a block diagram depicting an exemplary internal 220 iterates through some or all of the data items of data 
database system 200 , consistent with embodiments of the sources 230 , generating elements of object model 260 in the 
present disclosure . Among other things , system 200 facili manner specified by schema map 240. In some embodi 
tates transformation of one or more data sources , such as 25 ments , transformation component 220 can store a represen 
data sources 230 , into an object model 260 , whose semantics tation of each generated element of object model 260 in a 
are defined by an ontology 250. The transformation can be database 270. In some embodiments , transformation com 
performed for a variety of reasons . For example , a database ponent 220 is further configured to synchronize changes in 
administrator can wish to import data from data sources 230 object model 160 back to data sources 230 . 
into a database 270 for persistently storing object model 260. 30 Data sources 230 can be one or more sources of data , 
As another example , a data presentation component ( not including , without limitation , spreadsheet files , databases , 
depicted ) can transform input data from data sources 230 email folders , document collections , media collections , con 
“ on the fly ” into object model 260. Object model 260 can tact directories , and so forth . Data sources 230 can include 
then be utilized , in conjunction with ontology 250 , for structured data ( e.g. , a database , a .csv file , or any tab 
analysis through graphs and / or other data visualization tech- 35 delimited or fixed - width file ) , semi - structured data ( e.g. , an 
niques . email , an email server , or forms such as a suspicious activity 

System 200 comprises a definition component 210 and a report or currency transaction report ) , or unstructured data 
transformation component 220 , both implemented by one or ( e.g. , encoded files such as PDF , sound , and image files ) . 
more processors on one or more computing devices execut Data sources 230 can include data structures stored persis 
ing hardware and / or software - based logic for providing 40 tently in non - volatile memory . Data sources 230 can also or 
various functionality described herein . As will be appreci instead include temporary data structures generated from 
ated from the present disclosure , system 200 can comprise underlying data sources via data extraction components , 
fewer or additional components that provide various func such as a result set returned from a database server executing 
tionalities described herein . Such components are , for clar an database query . 
ity , omitted from FIG . 1. Moreover , the component ( s ) of 45 Schema map 240 , ontology 250 , and schemas 235 can be 
system 200 responsible for providing various functionalities stored in any suitable data structures , such as XML files , 
can further vary from embodiment to embodiment . database tables , and so forth . In some embodiments , ontol 

Definition component 210 generates and / or modifies ogy 250 is maintained persistently . Schema map 240 can or 
ontology 250 and a schema map 240. Exemplary embodi cannot be maintained persistently , depending on whether the 
ments for defining an ontology ( such as ontology 250 ) is 50 transformation process is perpetual or a one - time event . 
described in U.S. Pat . No. 7,962,495 ( the ' 495 patent ) , Schemas 235 need not be maintained in persistent memory , 
issued Jun . 14 , 2011 , the entire contents of which are but can be cached for optimization . 
expressly incorporated herein by reference for all purposes . Object model 260 comprises collections of elements such 
Among other things , the ' 495 patent describes embodiments as typed objects , properties , and relationships . The collec 
that define a dynamic ontology for use in creating data in a 55 tions can be structured in any suitable manner . In some 
database . For creating a database ontology , one or more embodiments , a database 270 stores the elements of object 
object types are created where each object type can include model 260 , or representations thereof . In some embodi 
one or more properties . The attributes of object types or ments , the elements of object model 260 are stored within 
property types of the ontology can be edited or modified at database 270 in a different underlying format , such as in a 

60 series of object , property , and relationship tables in a rela 
In some embodiments , each property type is declared to tional database 

be representative of one or more object types . A property Based on the identified information , definition component 
type is representative of an object type when the property 210 can generate a graphical interface 215. Graphical inter 
type is intuitively associated with the object type . For face 215 can be presented to users of a computing device via 
example , a property type of “ geographical location ” may be 65 any suitable output mechanism ( e.g. , a display screen , an 
representative of an object type " locale ” but not represen image projection , etc. ) , and can further accept input from 
tative of an object type " style . " users of the computing device via any suitable input mecha 

any time . 
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nism ( e.g. , a keyboard , a mouse , a touch screen interface ) . the content is related to scenery ( e.g. depicting or describing 
Graphical interface 215 may feature a visual workspace that a scene ) , while living tag 352 has attributes indicating that 
visually depicts representations of the elements of ontology the content is related to a living thing ( e.g. depicting or 
250 for which mappings are defined in schema map 240 . describing a living organism , such as human ) . Scenery tag 
Graphical interface 215 can further utilize the sample data 5 351 can have a further subset of tags ( e.g. architecture tag 
236 to provide the user with a preview of object model 260 353 ) , where architecture tag 353 has attributes indicating 
as the user defines schema map 240. In response to the input that the content is related to architecture ( e.g. depicting or 
via the various controls of graphical interface 215 , definition describing buildings ) , which can allow architecture tag 353 
component 210 can generate and / or modify ontology 250 to be linked with scenery tag 351. Similarly , living tag 352 
and schema map 240 , and / or identify object models and 10 can have a further subset of tags ( e.g. people tag 354 ) , where 
sample data schemas 235 and data sources 230 . people tag 354 has attributes indicating that the content is 

In some embodiments , graphical interface 215 also pro related to a human ( e.g. a portrait ) , which can allow tag 354 
vides a user with the ability to add structure to an unstruc to be linked with living tag 352 . 
tured document stored in data sources 230 by tagging one or Under tag hierarchy 310 , medium dimension 360 can 
more portions ( e.g. , text ) within the document . Defining tags 15 include tags with attributes related to a classification based 
and applying these tags to a portion of the document can on a medium on which the content is rendered . As an 
create tag objects , properties , or links creating a relationship exemplary illustration , there are paper tag 361 and film tag 
between one or more tag objects and / or properties . In some 362 under medium dimension 360. Furthermore , style 
embodiments , graphical interface 215 allows a user to input dimension 370 can also include tags with attributes related 
one or more pre - defined tags to retrieve a tagged document , 20 to a classification based on a style of rendering the content . 
and / or a set of related documents that are associated with As an exemplary illustration , there are classical tag 371 and 
other pre - defined tags which are different from , but have a modern tag 372 under the style dimension 370. A person 
relationship to , the one or more input pre - defined tags . In with ordinary skill in the art will understand that the dimen 
some embodiments , graphical interface 215 also displays to sions and tags depicted in FIG . 3 are for illustration purposes 
the user the tags associated with those related documents , 25 only , and there is no limitation on the number of dimensions , 
and the user can use those tags to identify another tagged how dimensions are defined , and how the tags are organized 
documents , and / or another set of related documents , thereby under each dimension . 
allowing the user to “ move ” between the documents stored FIG . 4A shows , in a chart 400 , an exemplary object model 
in data sources 230 guided by the relationships between the reflecting relationships between tags , consistent with 
pre - defined tags . 30 embodiments of the present disclosure . In chart 400 , each 

FIG . 3 is a chart 300 illustrating an exemplary hierarchical circle represents a cell , and each line represents a relation 
structure of tags 310 ( “ tag hierarchy " ) , consistent with ship between cells . In some embodiments , a cell within the 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In some embodi object model can be associated with one or more pre - defined 
ments , the exemplary tag hierarchy in FIG . 3 can provide tags , and the relationship between the cells can be defined 
part of the structure of object model 260 stored within 35 based on a relationship between the attributes of the tags 
database 270 in FIG . 2. Tag hierarchy 310 can include associated with the cells . Each of the cells can also be 
dimensions 320. For example , as shown in tag hierarchy associated with the tagged documents stored in data sources 
310 , these dimensions include a locale dimension 340 , a 230 of FIG . 2 via , for example , common tags or related tags 
subject matter dimension 350 , a medium dimension 360 , and associated with both the cells and the tagged documents . A 
a style dimension 370. Each dimension includes a set of tags , 40 document can also be associated with one or more of the 
which includes one or more tags linked to that dimension . In cells , if the document is tagged with multiple sets of tags that 
some embodiments , tags are created as objects with attri are associated with multiple cells . 
butes , and these links can be established based on the Chart 400 also includes a sub - chart 410 which includes an 
attributes of the tags . The tags constitute a group of tags 330 . exemplary subset of cells and relationships of the object 
As shown in FIG . 3 , locale dimension 340 can include a 45 model . FIG . 4B shows a close - up view of sub - chart 410 . 

set of tags having attributes related to regions and countries . Sub - chart 410 illustrates cells 420 , 430 , 440 , 450 , 460 , and 
As an exemplary illustration , under the locale dimension 470 , as well as relationships 425 , 435 , 445 , 455 , 465 , 475 , 
340 , there is a United States tag 341 and a Germany tag 342 . and 485. As an exemplary illustration , cell 420 can be 
There can also be a further subset of tags ( e.g. , California tag associated with United States tag 341 , cell 430 can be 
343 and Texas tag 344 ) under United States tag 341 , where 50 associated with California tag 343 , cell 440 can be associ 
California tag 343 and Texas tag 344 have attributes indi ated with Palo Alto tag 345 , cell 450 can be associated with 
cating that they are associated with United States ( e.g. being Germany tag 342 , cell 460 can be associated with a Japan tag 
a state of the United States ) , which can allow California tag ( not shown in tag hierarchy 310 of FIG . 3 ) , and cell 470 can 
343 and Texas tag 344 to be linked to United States tag 341 . be associated with a Tokyo tag ( not shown in tag hierarchy 
Similarly , California tag 343 can also have a further subset 55 310 of FIG . 3 ) . Among these cells , cell 420 ( with the United 
of tags ( e.g. Palo Alto tag 345 ) . States tag ) , cell 450 ( with the Germany tag ) , and cell 460 

The relationship between a tag and any corresponding ( with the Japan tag ) can have relationship 455 , 465 , and 475 
subset of tags can be based on attributes in that tag and in the between each other by virtue of , for example , that the United 
corresponding subset of tags . For example , Palo Alto tag 345 States tag , the Germany tag , and the Japan tag all have 
has attributes indicating that it is associated with California 60 attributes related to an indication of a country with a 
( e.g. , a city of the state of California ) , which can allow Palo developed economy . 
Alto tag 345 to be linked to California tag 343 . Cell 430 ( with the California tag ) has relationship 425 
Under tag hierarchy 310 , subject matter dimension 350 with cell 420 ( with the United States tag ) by virtue of , for 

can include tags with attributes related to a classification example , that the California tag has attributes that link it to 
based on content . As an exemplary illustration , under subject 65 United States tag 341 ( e.g. California being a state of United 
matter dimension 350 , there are scenery tag 351 and living States ) , the link to which can allow the California tag to be 
tag 352 , where scenery tag 351 has attributes indicating that related to the United States tag . Furthermore , cell 440 ( with 
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the Palo Alto tag ) can also have relationship 435 with cell between the Texas tag ( associated with cell 550 ) and the 
430 by virtue of , for example , that the Palo Alto tag includes United States tag under the locale dimension . Furthermore , 
attributes that link it to California tag 343 ( e.g. Palo Alto relationship 545 between cell 530 and cell 550 can also be 
being a city of California ) , the link to which can allow the determined based on , for example , both the relationship 
Palo Alto tag to be related to the California tag . Palo Alto tag 5 between the California tag and the Texas tag under the locale 
345 can also include attributes that link it to United States dimension , as well as the relationship between the paper tag 
tag 341 ( e.g. Palo Alto being a city of United States ) , the link ( associated with cell 530 ) and the film tag ( associated with 
to which can allow cell 440 to also have the relationship 445 cell 550 ) under the medium dimension . In this particular 
with cell 420 . example , because both cells 510 and 530 have scenery tag 
On the other hand , cell 460 ( with the Japan tag ) can have 10 351 for the subject matter dimension , the subject matter 

a relationship 485 with cell 470 ( with the Tokyo tag ) by dimension can be ignored in determining relationship 520 . 
virtue of , for example , that the Tokyo tag has attributes that Also , because cell 510 does not have tags for the medium 
link it to the Japan tag ( e.g. Tokyo being a city of Japan ) , the and style dimensions , these dimensions can also be ignored 
link to which can allow the Tokyo tag to be related to the in determining relationships 520 and 540 . 
Japan tag . But in this exemplary illustration , the Tokyo tag 15 As discussed before , the relationship between tags can be 
may have no relationship with the Germany tag , the United determined based , for example , the attributes of the tags . In 
States tag , the California tag , or the Palo Alto tag , therefore addition , relationship between tags can also be established in 
cell 470 may have no relationship with cells 420 , 430 , 440 , other ways . For example , tags can become related to each 
or 450 within sub - chart 410 . other when both tags are associated with a document , with 

FIG . 5 is a chart 500 illustrating an exemplary object 20 documents that have related metadata , or with a cell . Fur 
model reflecting relationships between combinations of tags thermore , relationship between tags can also be created 
of the exemplary hierarchical structure of tags depicted in manually according to any pre - defined condition . 
FIG . 3 , consistent with embodiments of the present disclo In some embodiments , each tag combination in FIG . 5 can 
sure . In some embodiments , the object model shown in chart be represented as a multi - dimensional vector , with each 
500 includes cells 510 , 530 , 550 , 570 , and 590 , each of 25 dimension of tag hierarchy 310 represented by a vector 
which can be , respectively , associated with tag combinations dimension , and a combination of one or more tags under a 
512 , 532 , 552 , 572 , and 592. Each tag combination includes dimension of tag hierarchy 310 contributes to a magnitude 
one or more tags for each of its dimensions , which include , of the vector along that vector dimension , based on the 
for example , locale dimension 340 , subject matter dimen attributes of the tags . The relationship between tags can then 
sion 350 , medium dimension 360 , and style dimension 370 30 be calculated as , for example , an imaginary distance 
as depicted in FIG . 3. The tag combination can include tags between the multi - dimensional vectors representing the tag 
of tag hierarchy 310 as depicted in FIG . 3 , and can include combinations . In some embodiments , such imaginary dis 
one or more tags for each dimension as depicted in FIG . 3 . tance can be calculated by first projecting the multi - dimen 
Each of these cells can also be associated with the tagged sional vectors representing the tag combinations onto a 
documents stored in data sources 230 of FIG . 2 via the tags . 35 pre - defined plane , and then calculating a distance between 
The object model shown in chart 500 also includes relation the projections on the pre - defined plane . In some embodi 
ships 520 , 540 , 545 , 565 , 568 , and 585 between the cells . As ments , when the calculated distance exceeds a certain 
to be illustrated below , these relationships can be determined threshold , it can be determined that no relationship exists 
based on the relationship between tags within one or more between the tag combinations . In some embodiments , the 
dimensions . 40 relationship between cells ( or between tag combinations 
As an exemplary illustration , cell 510 is associated with associated with the cells ) can also be added manually with 

tag combination 512 , which includes United States tag 341 or without considering the calculated distance . 
under the locale dimension and scenery tag 351 under the Referring back to FIG . 5 , cell 570 is associated with tag 
subject matter dimension . Cell 530 is associated with tag combination 572 , which includes Palo Alto tag 345 under 
combination 532 , which includes California tag 343 under 45 the locale dimension , and the locale dimension is the only 
the locale dimension , scenery tag 351 under the subject dimension with different tags when compared with tag 
matter dimension , paper tag 361 under the medium dimen combination 532 associated with cell 530. Relationship 565 
sion , and classical tag 371 under the style dimension . Cell can then be determined based on , for example , the relation 
570 is associated with tag combination 572. Tag combina ship between California tag 343 and Palo Alto tag 345 under 
tion 572 is otherwise identical to tag combination 532 except 50 the locale dimension alone . Similarly , cell 590 is associated 
that tag combination 572 has Palo Alto tag 345 instead of with tag combination 592 , which includes Germany tag 342 
California tag 343 under the locale dimension . Moreover , under the locale dimension , and the locale dimension is the 
cell 550 is associated with tag combination 552 , which only dimension with different tags when compared with the 
includes Texas tag 344 under the locale dimension , scenery tag combination 552 associated with cell 550. Relationship 
tag 351 under the subject matter dimension , paper tag 361 55 585 can then be determined based on , for example , the 
under the medium dimension , and modern tag 372 under the relationship between Germany tag 342 and Texas tag 344 
style dimension . Lastly , cell 590 is associated with tag under the locale dimension alone . 
combination 592. Tag combination 592 is otherwise identi Relationship 568 between cells 570 and 590 can also be 
cal to tag combination 552 , except that tag combination 592 determined based on , for example , both the relationship 
has Germany tag 342 instead of Texas tag 344 under the 60 between the Palo Alto tag ( associated with cell 570 ) and the 
locale dimension . Germany tag ( associated with cell 590 ) under the locale 

Relationship 520 between cell 510 and cell 530 can be dimension , as well as the relationship between the classical 
determined based on , for example , a relationship between tag ( associated with cell 570 ) and the modern tag ( associated 
the United States tag ( associated with cell 510 ) and the with cell 590 ) under the medium dimension . In some 
California tag ( associated with cell 530 ) under the locale 65 embodiments , as discussed above , each of the cells in object 
dimension . A relationship 540 between cell 510 and cell 550 model 500 can be associated with documents stored in data 
can also be determined based on , for example , a relationship sources 230 that are tagged with the same tags associated 
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with each cell , and relationship 568 can be established by , a selection of the icon can trigger a selection and a display 
for example , that a document stored in data sources 230 of the document represented by the icon , while the link 
describes a Germany film derived from a Palo Alto novel , represents relationships between the tags associated with the 
and therefore is tagged with tags including , for example , documents represented by the icons . 
Germany tag 342 , Palo Alto tag 345 , paper tag 361 , and film 5 In some embodiments , the user is provided an option to 
tag 362 , etc. , notwithstanding any calculated distance select , by clicking on button 614 , to list the search result . 
between these tags . The listing of search result will be discussed later . 

FIG . 6A and FIG . 6B are screenshots depicting an exem FIG . 7A is a screenshot depicting an exemplary interface 
plary interface 600 for selecting one or more tags to identify 700 for identifying and displaying documents based on tags , 
a document , consistent with embodiments of the present 10 consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
disclosure . In some embodiments , the exemplary interface Based on one or more tags received in , for example , inter 
can be provided by an application . The application can be a face 600 of FIG . 6A , one or more documents in this case , 
web browser such as , for example , GoogleTM ChromeTM , document 702 ) can be identified and displayed by virtue of 
MozillaTM FirefoxTM , MicrosoftTM Internet ExplorerTM , etc. the fact that , for example , document 702 is associated with 

In some embodiments , a bookmarklet is installed in the 15 a cell that is associated with the received tags . 
web browser . A bookmarklet can be a bookmark that is Interface 700 may include fields 602 , 604 , 606 , and 608 
stored in a web browser and can contain JavaScriptTM of interface 600 to display the tags received . In this exem 
commands to extend the web browser's functionality . That plary illustration , California tag 343 is input under the locale 
is , a bookmarklet can be a simple " one - click ” tool that can dimension with field 602 , scenery tag 351 is input under the 
add functionality to the web browser . For example , a book- 20 subject matter dimension with field 604 , and modern tag 372 
marklet can modify the appearance of a web page within the is input under the style dimension with field 608 , while no 
web browser by changing the font size or the background tag is input for the medium dimension . Document 702 titled 
color of the text , and / or extract data from a web page . “ California Impressionism ” can then be identified and dis 

In some embodiments , a plug - in , instead of a bookmar played through interface 700 in response to the California 
klet , can be installed . A plug - in can be implemented as a set 25 tag , the scenery tag , and the modern tag input by virtue of , 
of software components that adds specific abilities to a larger for example , document 702 being associated with a cell that 
software application , like a web browser , to enable custom is associated with these tags . 
izing the functionality of the software application . For In some embodiments , interface 700 can also provide a 
example , a plug - in can be installed in a web browser to means to access other documents related to document 702 or 
enable the web browser to play video . 30 related to the tags selected . As shown in FIG . 7A , interface 

In some embodiments , the exemplary interface can be 700 provides a related - overview button 704 , a linked - docu 
provided by a client - side application . All the exemplary ments button 706 , and a related documents button 708 . 
interfaces discussed below can take in any rm , such as In an exemplary illustration , after clicking on the related 
being displayed as a pop - up window . overviews button , a pull - down menu 710 can be displayed , 

Referring back to FIG . 6A , interface 600 includes a locale 35 which includes options including US art market , US film 
field 602 for the locale dimension , a subject matter field 604 overview , and US photography overview . FIG . 7B is a 
for the subject matter dimension , a medium field 606 for the screenshot depicting that a document 712 titled “ United 
medium dimension , and a style field 608 for the style States Art Market ” is identified and displayed when the “ US 
dimension . Each of these fields can receive one or more tags Art Market option " of pull - down menu 710 is selected . As 
as input to identify one or more relevant documents through 40 shown in FIG . 7B , document 712 is associated with United 
interface 600 , and can also display one or more tags as States tag 341 , which is a hierarchical superset of California 
output through interface 600 . tag 343 , and scenery tag 351. The related - overviews option 

Fields 602 , 604 , 606 , and 608 can receive input via any can allow the user to identify documents that are relatively 
means . For example , interface 600 can allow a user to type more closely related to document 702 of FIG . 7A . The closer 
in the tags or , in some embodiments as shown in FIG . 6B , 45 relationship can be determined base on , for example , that 
further provides a pull - down menu 622 from which the user document 712 is associated with a tag ( United States tag 
can choose one or more tags . In some embodiments , the field 341 ) that is within the same dimension ( locale dimension 
can also receive an incomplete text input , and then provide 340 ) as one of the tags associated with document 702 
a list of suggested tags for the user to choose from . The list ( California tag 343 ) , or that a distance between documents 
of suggested tags may include pre - defined tags that closely 50 702 and 712 is below a certain threshold , as indicated by the 
match the incomplete text input . In some embodiments , fact that they are both associated with scenery tag 351 . 
instead of providing a field for each dimension , interface 600 In another exemplary illustration , as shown in FIG . 7C , 
can provide a single field for tag selection for all dimensions , after clicking on the related documents button 708 , a pull 
and the user can either type in a combination of tags into the down menu 714 can be displayed , which includes an option 
single field , or select the tags from a pull - down menu 55 “ Introduction to World Art . ” In some embodiments , related provided by the single field . documents button 708 can also provide access to documents 

In some embodiments , a search field 610 is also provided , that are more broadly related to document 702 of FIG . 7A . 
allowing the user to search for documents based on text , For example , as shown in FIG . 7C , a document 716 titled 
rather than tags . After receiving the tags or the search text “ Introduction to World Art ” is identified and displayed when 
input , user interface 600 corresponds with object model 260 60 the “ Introduction to World Art ” option of pull - down menu 
and / or database 270 to search for or identify the documents . 714 is selected . As shown in FIG . 7C , document 716 is 
In some embodiments , the user is provided an option to associated with scenery tag 351 and living tag 352 under the 
select , by clicking on button 612 , to explore the result subject matter dimension , and is also associated with paper 
presented in a graphical map similar to chart 400 of FIG . 4A , tag 361 and film tag 362 under the style dimension . Docu 
where the graphical map can show one or more icons with 65 ment 716 can be determined to be more broadly related to 
links between them . In some embodiments , each icon in the document 702 of FIG . 7A based on , for example , that while 
graphical map represents a document and is selectable , and documents 716 and 702 are both associated with scenery tag 
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351 under the subject matter dimension , document 716 is found . The user can also select a document from the search 
associated with tags that are not associated with document result 770 , which can lead to the displaying of document 
702 within the same dimension ( e.g. , living tag 352 ) . The 772 . 
determination can also be based on that document 716 is FIG . 8A is a screenshot depicting an exemplary interface 
associated with one or more tags of a specific dimension , 5 800 for identifying and displaying documents based on tags 
while document 702 is not associated with any tag from that from previously identified documents , consistent with 
specific dimension ( e.g. , paper tag 361 and film tag 362 of embodiments of the present disclosure . Interface 800 
the medium dimension ) . Therefore , related - documents but includes fields 602-608 of interface 600. In this example , 
ton 708 allows a user to access documents across more United States tag 341 is input for the locale dimension with 
dimensions and tags than related - overview button 704 . field 602 , scenery tag 351 is input for the subject matter 

In another exemplary illustration , as shown in FIG . 7D , dimension with field 604 , paper tag 361 is input for the 
after clicking on the linked - documents button , a pull - down medium dimension with field 606 , and classical tag 371 is 
menu 718 can be displayed . In some embodiments , linked input for the style dimension with field 608. Thus , in this 
documents button 708 can provide access to documents illustration , a tag combination identical to tag combination 
associated with tags that have a lateral relationship with the 532 of FIG . 5 is input for the search . Interface 800 also 
tags selected . For example , referring to FIG . 3 , the Califor includes a search results interface 820 , which displays 
nia tag 343 and the Germany tag 342 can be lateral to each search results 821-827 . Search results 821-827 can show a 
other within tag hierarchy 310 . list of , for example , documents that are found based on the 

According to FIG . 7D , a document 720 titled “ Architec- 20 selected tags , with metadata for each document , such as title 
ture of Germany ” is identified and displayed , when Archi 830 , date 832 , and author 834. Each of the documents in the 
tecture of Germany option of pull - down menu 718 is search results can be selected , with additional information of 
selected . As shown in FIG . 7D , document 720 is associated the selected document displayed , such as classification 842 , 
with Germany tag 342 and architecture tag 353. In this and tag combination 847 . 
example , document 720 also has a California tag 343 25 In this exemplary illustration , a document titled “ Exhibi 
because document 720 discusses about some of the land tion of Expressionism in Germany and France at Houston 
marks in Germany are designed by architects from Califor Art Museum ” is chosen , and is displayed as document 850 . 
nia , as shown in paragraph 722. The linked - documents Selected document 850 is tagged with , for example , tag 
option thus can also allow the user to identify documents combination 847 , which is identical to tag combination 552 
associated with at least a tag ( e.g. Germany tag 342 ) that has 30 of FIG . 5 , and which includes Texas tag 344 , scenery tag 
a lateral relationship with any one of the selected tags ( e.g. 351 , paper tag 361 , and modern tag 372. Referring to FIG . 
California tag 343 ) . 5 , selected document 850 can be associated with cell 550 , by 

virtue of having tag combination 847 which is identical to FIG . 7E is a screenshot depicting an exemplary interface 
750 for identifying and displaying documents based on tags , 35 cell 530 that is associated with tag combination 532 which tag combination 552 , and cell 550 has relationship 545 with 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . is identical to the tag combination input for this search . In Interface 750 includes a search interface 752 which can some embodiments , interface 800 may also allow the user to 
allow a search and display of one or more documents based add or modify the tags associated with the chosen document . 
on tags . In some embodiments , search interface 752 can be For example , the user can remove classical tag 371 from the 
activated by , for example , clicking on button 614 of interface 40 document , or tag the document with other tags under the 
600 as depicted in FIG . 6A to list the search result . In some style dimension . 
embodiments , search interface 752 includes a locale field FIG . 8B is another screenshot depicting exemplary inter 
754 for the locale dimension , a subject matter field 756 for face 800. After the selection of document 850 , which is 
the subject matter dimension , a medium field 758 for the tagged with tag combination 847 ( which is identical to tag 
medium dimension , and an style field 760 for the style 45 combination 552 ) , fields 602-608 can be populated with the 
dimension , which can allow the user to specify tags under tags of tag combination 847. In this exemplary illustration , 
each dimension for the search . In some embodiments , inter the locale dimension , which has California tag 343 when the 
face 750 may further include fields 602 , 604 , 606 , and 608 prior search is performed , can be populated with Texas tag 
of interface 600 , and the fields 754 , 756 , 758 , and 760 of the 344 from selected document 850. Moreover , the style 
search interface 752 can be synchronized with , respectively , 50 dimension , which has classical tag 371 when the prior search 
fields 602 , 604 , 606 , and 608. In this exemplary illustration , is performed , can be populated with modern tag 372 , also 
United States tag 341 is input for the locale dimension , and from selected document 850. The user can then perform a 
scenery tag 351 is input for the subject matter dimension . new search , and an updated search results 850 is shown , 
Both fields 754 and 756 of search interface 752 can then which includes search results 851-854 . Referring to FIG . 5 , 
display the same tags as , respectively , fields 602 and 604 of 55 some of the documents in search result 850 may be associ 
interface 750. A search for documents that are associated ated with a cell that is related to cell 550 associated with tag 
with a combination of tags input through fields 754 , 756 , combination 552 ( which is identical to tag combination 
758 , and 760 can then be performed , after clicking on the 847 ) , such as cell 590 , cell 510 , and cell 530 , etc. This can 
" search ” button 762. The search interface 752 may also allow the user to begin with an initial group of tags to 
allow the user to provide additional search conditions , such 60 identify one or more documents related to the initial set of 
as limiting to the search result to , for example , a start date tags , and then receive additional or new sets of tags from the 
and an end date provided through input fields 764 and 766 . identified documents . The additional or new sets of tags can 
The user can clear the search conditions ( e.g. tags and then be used to refine the user's exploration in the universe 
start / end date ) by clicking on the “ clear ” button 768. After of documents stored in data sources 230 , and the refinement 
the search is performed , search result 770 is displayed . In 65 can be guided by the predefined relationship between the 
this exemplary embodiment , search result 770 displays tags , which can determine the set of related documents 
metadata such as the file type and the title of the documents provided for a given set of tags . 
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FIG . 9 is a flowchart representing an exemplary method displayed in the same interface as the data for the identified 
900 performed by an electronic device for identifying docu documents . For example , interface 700 can further include a 
ments based on selected tags , consistent with embodiments pop - up window that includes requested information . 
of the present disclosure . The selected tags can be part of a FIG . 10 illustrates an example user interface 1000 that , in 
predefined tag hierarchy ( e.g. , tag hierarchy 310 of FIG . 3 ) . 5 some examples , contains categories 1010 and sub - categories 

In this exemplary illustration , the electronic device ( e.g. , 1020 of information . These categories 1010 ( and 1020 ) may 
a computer system 100 ) can interact with one or more other be included in an object model such as object model 260 
devices and / or storage components ( e.g. , data sources 230 , described in to FIG . 2. Object model 260 can be used in 
object model 260 , and database 270 of system 200 depicted conjunction with ontology 250 for analysis using graphs 
in FIG . 2 ) for assisting with the identification of documents . 10 and / or other visualization techniques . As described above , 
While the flowchart discloses the following steps in a cells in a data structure ( as described with reference to FIG . 
particular order , it will be appreciated that at least some of 5 , and also referred to herein as artifacts ) can include 
the steps can be moved , modified , or deleted where appro information that can be tagged or otherwise contain meta 
priate , consistent with the teachings of the present disclo data that is associated with categories 1010. In various 
sure . And while the following steps are indicated as being 15 embodiments , information that can be tagged can be a 
performed by an electronic device , it is appreciated that the document , a spreadsheet , an html file , a video , etc. In 
steps can be performed by more than one electronic device . example user interface 1000 , the assets and debts of an entity 

In step 902 , the electronic device acquires a selection of are shown as categories , which are further parsed into 
one or more tags for at least one dimension defined under the categories 1010 that include assets and debts such as build 
tag hierarchy . The selection can be provided by a web- 20 ings , stock , and loans . These categories can correspond with 
browser , or by a client - side application , after receiving the tags , and a user can select any of these categories 1010 or 
selection from a user . sub - categories 1020 , such as cash on hand , for example , to 

In step 904 , after acquiring the tag selection , the elec view artifacts associated with category 1010 or sub - category 
tronic device identifies one or more cells that are associated 1020 . 
with the selected tags , and / or one or more cells associated 25 As an example of a work - flow , a user may log into a 
with tags related to the selected tags . As indicated above , web - based analytics system to view artifacts and run analy 
these identified cells can be provided by an object model ses associated with a particular topic . From user interface 
( e.g. , object model 260 ) . In some embodiments , the rela 1000 , a user may select an entity using a widget ( not shown ) , 
tionship can be determined based on the attributes of the and attributes of the entity such as cash on hand . In response 
tags . For example , if a cell has attributes that match the 30 to selecting cash on hand , a user may be shown financial 
selected tags , that cell can be identified . documents such as bank statements , a CFO report , or other 

In some embodiments , a combination of tags of one or information . In some embodiments , an artifact stored in a 
more dimensions within tag hierarchy 310 can be repre data structure ( e.g. , such as a database ) may include a 
sented as a multi - dimensional vector , with each dimension hyperlink to these financial documents , although it should be 
of tag hierarchy 310 represented by a vector dimension , and 35 appreciated that the various documents such as a bank 
a combination of one or more tags under a dimension of tag statement may be stored in the data structure as well . 
hierarchy 310 contributes to a magnitude of the vector along FIG . 11 illustrates an example user interface 1100 includ 
that vector dimension , based on the attributes of the tags . ing an ontology 1110 that begins with four categories 1120 : 
The relationship between tags can then be calculated as , for country , topic , holding , and entity . It should be appreciated 
example , an imaginary distance between the multi - dimen- 40 that these may correspond with or take the place of tags from 
sional vectors representing the tag combinations . In some FIG . 3. With reference to FIG . 2 above , in various embodi 
embodiments , such imaginary distance can be calculated by ments , ontology 1110 can be included in internal database 
first projecting the multi - dimensional vectors representing system 200 as ontology 250. Ontology 1110 may be created 
the tag combinations onto a pre - defined plane , and then by a large corporation and used in conjunction with data 
calculating a distance between the projections on the pre- 45 structure that includes many artifacts associated with various 
defined plane . In some embodiments , when the calculated categories 1120 , which may correspond with tags . When 
distance exceeds a certain threshold , it can be determined accessing content online , users can select documents or 
that no relationship exists between the tag combinations . In portions of documents and store links to them in a data 
some embodiments , the relationship between cells ( or structure as artifacts ( e.g. , a uniform resource identifier 
between tag combinations associated with the cells ) can also 50 ( URI ) can be stored as an artifact ) . These artifacts can 
be added manually with or without considering the calcu include links to text , images , audio , dynamic content , 
lated distance . spreadsheets , databases , document 702 of FIG . 7A , etc. 

In step 906 , the electronic device identifies documents Over time , as users add artifacts , a data structure will contain 
associated with the one or more identified cells . As indicated an increasingly large amount of artifacts associated with 
above , tagged documents are associated with cells . 55 particular tags . 

In step 908 , the electronic device provides data corre Large centralized data structures that can be modified by 
sponding to the identified documents for display . The iden many people in an organization can be difficult to manage . 
tified documents can be represented as a list similar to search An organization may want consistency across departments 
results 820 depicted in FIG . 8A , or similar to a graphical when creating and tagging artifacts , such that information 
representation as depicted in FIG . 4A . 60 can be found quickly and easily by everyone in the organi 

In step 910 , the electronic device further provides data zation . Sometimes , users may disagree about how artifacts 
facilitating retrieval of documents with tags related to the should be organized in an ontology . For example , users may 
selected tags . The data can be provided and displayed after , disagree about how a hierarchy of tags ( e.g. , which may 
for example , the electronic device detects the clicking of at include categories 1120 ) in an ontology is configured . 
least one of related overview button 704 , a linked documents 65 As an example , some users may want one level of an 
button 706 , and a related documents button 708 of interface ontology to categorize information associated with a conti 
700. The data facilitating retrieval of documents can be nent into : ( 1 ) developed , and ( 2 ) underdeveloped nations . 
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Other users may want the same level of the ontology to whether the artifact is a draft 1460 ( e.g. , an indicator as to 
categorize information associated with a continent into : ( 1 ) whether the artifact is ready to be associated with tags 1440 ) , 
nations with a per capita income above $ 1,000 USD , and ( 2 ) a save button 1470 , and a publish button 1480 . 
nations with a per capita income below $ 1,000 USD . Since In one example , when a user signs onto their system and 
many users who access the data structure and may disagree 5 finds a document they would like to add as an artifact , they 
about the terminology in an ontology , it would be imprac may click on a widget provided by an application to add the 
tical to allow any user to modify the ontology . Instead , in document as an artifact ( e.g. , the application described in 
some examples , a distributed version control system such as FIGS . 6A and 6B , which can be used to tag a document ) . 
Git can be used to govern modifications to an ontology . In Next , user interface 1400 may appear and allow a user to 
some embodiments , one or more users may be designated as 10 enter the name of the artifact . For example , name 1410 could 
administrators , and be able to accept or reject proposed be the name of a company in Santiago , Chile , that produces 
changes to an ontology received from users . equipment for trains . A user optionally can enter a descrip 

FIG . 12 illustrates an example user interface 1200 includ tion 1420 of the document , which may describe the type of 
ing an example ontology 1210 that , on its first level , includes company . A hyperlink 1430 can also be entered by a user to 
the four categories 1220 shown in FIG . 11 : country , topic , 15 link the artifact to the document itself . As discussed above , 
holding , and asset . The second level of example ontology in some embodiments , an artifact is saved in a data structure 
1210 includes categories 1230 representing regions that and includes a hyperlink that points to the location of the 
include countries such as South American and North document . 
America . Similarly , the third level of example ontology User interface 1400 also allows a user to enter tags 1440 
1210 categorizes countries in South America as developed 20 associated with the artifact . In the example shown in FIG . 
or underdeveloped . The categories 1240 in the third level of 14 , the tags describing a railway company in Chile include 
ontology 1210 further divides into categories 1250 repre “ Chile , " “ Santiago , ” “ Exports , ” and “ Railway Equipment . ” 
senting various developed countries in South America , such The user may enter an owner ( e.g. , themselves ) , and whether 
as Brazil , Argentina , and Chile . Lastly , the fifth level of the document is a draft . In some embodiments , the owner of 
ontology 1210 includes exports from a particular country in 25 a document may have privileges that other users do not , such 
the fourth level of example ontology 1210 , such as railway as the ability to remove an artifact from a data structure or 
equipment , wool , and fish . edit the tags associated with an artifact . A user may then save 

In various embodiments , a user may select a category in an artifact by clicking on save button 1470 , so they may edit 
ontology 1210 by clicking on the category in the user it later . In some embodiments , a user may publish an artifact 
interface 1200 or by using a widget 1270. In some embodi- 30 in order to cause a system to associate the artifact with the 
ments , based on the selected category and / or other settings , tags . Once published , a user might return to their home page 
ontology 1210 may dynamically expand such that a particu ( e.g. , user interface 1000 ) or a screen displaying various tags 
lar amount of ontology 1210 is shown in user interface 1200 . ( e.g. , user interfaces 1100 , 1200 , and 1300 ) and click on a 
In other embodiments , artifacts associated with a category particular tag ( e.g. , category ) . Based on the tag the user 
may be shown in response to a user clicking on the category , 35 selected , artifacts associated with the tag may be shown to 

FIG . 13 illustrates an example user interface 1300 that a user including the artifacts that the user published . In some 
includes various categories ( or tags ) 1310. Herein , the term embodiments , in response to a user clicking on a tag , a list 
tag may be used interchangeably with category to describe of artifacts including their names 1410 and descriptions 
a term or phrase that describes an artifact . In various 1420 may be displayed to save screen real estate . 
embodiments , a selected tag 1310 may be shown in user 40 FIG . 15 illustrates an example user interface 1500 that 
interface 1300 based on a particular tag being selected ( e.g. , includes information associated with a particular tag 1510 . 
from the user interface 1200 ) . Additional tags 1320 may be User interface 1500 illustrates example analyses that can be 
shown in user interface 1300 based on a category to which performed by the systems discussed herein . For example , a 
selected tag 1310 belongs . user may select a tag 1510 using one or more widgets to 
For example , a user that wants to view information about 45 show various regions ' revenue per year in the railroad 

Chile might click on Chile in the fourth level of ontology equipment sector . User interface 1500 includes the names of 
1210 ( of FIG . 12 ) . In some embodiments , icons indicating various regions 1520 , and revenues per year 1530 for each 
Chile and other associated countries may be displayed . From region . In addition , user interface 1500 may include widgets 
this interface , a user can select any country and view 1540 that cause a system to run another analysis . 
artifacts including a tag indicating that country , or run 50 It should be appreciated that , given the possible size of an 
analyses on one or more of the displayed countries . In some ontology , a data structure may need to process hundreds or 
embodiments , user interface 1300 may show different infor thousands of artifacts to provide the information shown in 
mation based on a preferences a user has preset . For user interface 1500. This information can be associated with 
example , instead of showing countries in the same continent , a variety of organizations , and a variety of attributes . As 
a user may be shown countries with other attributes similar 55 additional examples , information shown in user interface 
to Chile , such as countries with a similarly sized economy . 1500 may include , but is not limited to : an amount of 

FIG . 14 illustrates an example user interface 1400 for revenue per year of oil companies in a particular country , the 
selecting one or more tags to identify an artifact . It should amount of debt held by a government of a particular city or 
be appreciated that the interfaces shown in FIGS . 6A and 6B state , a number of employees scheduled to work at a 
can be used with , or instead of FIG . 14 , and that the system 60 particular hospital during a particular day of the week , the 
shown in user interface 1400 may operate in substantially locations of prisoners in a jail system , an amount of inven 
the same manner as the system displayed in interface 600 . tory in a factory in Taiwan , the average amount of food eaten 
Example user interface 1400 allows a user to input by an African elephant , etc. 

information about an artifact including its name 1410 , a FIG . 16 is a flowchart representing an exemplary method 
description 1420 of the artifact , a hyperlink 1430 including 65 1600 performed by an electronic device for modifying an 
the location of the artifact , tags 1440 associated with the ontology , consistent with embodiments of the present dis 
artifact , an owner 1450 of the artifact , information regarding closure . 
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In this exemplary illustration , the electronic device ( e.g. , In step 1630 , the electronic device receives an instruction 
a computer system 100 ) can interact with one or more other to replace the master ontology with the modified copy of the 
devices and / or storage components ( e.g. , data sources 230 , master ontology . The instruction to replace the master ontol 
object model 260 , and database 270 of system 200 depicted ogy with the version of the ontology modified by the user 
in FIG . 2 ) for assisting with the modification of the ontology . 5 may be made by an administrator with the appropriate 
While the flowchart discloses the following steps in a permissions . In some embodiments , an administrator may 
particular order , it will be appreciated that at least some of apply a diff operation to the master ontology and received 
the steps can be moved , modified , or deleted where appro modified ontology . The diff operation receives both of the 
priate , consistent with the teachings of the present disclo ontologies , and returns the differences between the two 
sure . And while the following steps are indicated as being 10 ontologies . 

In step 1640 , the electronic device modifies the master performed by an electronic device , it is appreciated that the ontology based on the modified copy of the master ontology . steps can be performed by more than one electronic device . The electronic device may replace a master ontology with In step 1610 , the electronic device provides a master some or all of a modified ontology received from a user , and ontology to a recipient . As discussed above with reference to 15 approved by an administrator . After the master ontology is FIG . 2 , an ontology can define the semantics of an object modified , the electronic device or a system that includes the 
model . In various embodiments , an ontology includes the electronic device may modify artifacts , tag objects , tag 
names and definitions of types , properties , and relationships types , or other data in response to the modification of the 
between entities . An ontology can include multiple taxono master ontology . For example , if a category in the ontology 
mies , and various taxonomies within ontologies may orga- 20 is changed from " developed countries ” to “ countries with a 
nize artifacts in unique ways . per capita income of $ 1,000 or more , " then some or all of the 

In some embodiments , a master ontology can be an artifacts with the tag “ developed countries ” may have those 
ontology that more than one person uses . For example , an tags changed to “ countries with a per capita income of 
entire organization ( e.g. , an entity such as a company ) may $ 1,000 or more . ” This way , the organization's ontology 
use a master ontology to categorize and / or define artifacts 25 continues to operate correctly in conjunction with artifacts 
and their associated content . As discussed above , typically and documents after it is modified . In one embodiment , the 
most users cannot modify a master ontology . For example , electronic device stores for each tag the artifact and a tag 
only a few users that have particular permissions may be type identifier . The tag types may be stored in a database , 
able to approve changes to a master ontology . For a normal and each tag type may include at least a tag type identifier 
user ( e.g. , a user that does not have the permissions to 30 and a corresponding label or name ( e.g. , < 1 , " locale ” > , < 2 , 
approve modifications to the master ontology ) to modify the “ subject matter ” > , < 3 , “ developed countries ” > ) . Accord 
master ontology , the user may request a master ontology ingly , if the entry 3 , " developed countries " > is changed to 
using their ine , and the electronic device that stores the < 3 , " countries with a per capita income of $ 1,000 or more ” > , 
master ontology may send the master ontology to the user's then every tag that uses this tag may be changed to use the 
machine . Once the user has received the master ontology , 35 name or label “ countries with a per capita income of $ 1,000 
they may edit it in their own “ sandbox . ” In other words , they or more ” instead of “ developed countries . ” In some embodi 
may edit their own version of the master ontology in their ments , if there is no correlation between a new tag and a tag 
own environment such that the master ontology and / or other that was removed from an ontology , a system may remove 
users ' copies of the ontology are not affected by changes a the removed tag from artifacts that include is as well . 
user makes to the ontology . In step 1650 , the electronic device determines the most 

In an example described above , a user may want to recent time that the master ontology was modified . In some 
change the names of categories ( which , again , may be the embodiments , users other than the user that creates the 
names of possible tags ) from one term or phrase to another . modified ontology for replacing the master ontology may 
For example , a user may change “ developed countries ” and have requested and received their own versions of the master 
“ underdeveloped countries ” to “ countries with a per capita 45 ontology , which they may modify . 
income of more than $ 1,000 ” and “ countries with a per To prevent the modification of an obsolete master ontol 
capita income of less than $ 1,000 . ” If the user were to ogy by these users , in step 1660 the electronic device may 
change the master ontology , artifact's tags may be disasso determine users ( in this case referred to as additional recipi 
ciated with that category of the ontology , or in some cases ents ) , that requested and received the master ontology , 
a tag may accidently become associated with a new term 50 which may be obsolete if the actual master ontology was 
added to an ontology . In various embodiments , user inter modified . For example , additional recipients of the master 
faces such as 1100 and 1200 allow users to interactively ontology who received it after the previous time it was 
evolve ontologies by editing an ontology using a visual updated , but before the master ontology's current update , 
editor . It is further contemplated that in some embodiments may be identified or otherwise flagged . 
a file may be submitted to bulk upload artifacts . For 55 In step 1670 , the electronic device provides the additional 
example , a comma separated values party ( CSV ) may be recipients with information associated with the replacement 
submitted and used to modify an ontology . of the master ontology . After an electronic device determines 

In step 1620 , the electronic device receives a modified which users received an outdated and / or obsolete version of 
copy of the master ontology from the recipient . After a user the ontology , they may receive an alert ( e.g. , a message ) 
has modified a copy of the master ontology , they may send 60 informing them of the modifications to the master ontology . 
their modified ( e.g. , edited ) version back to the electronic This alert may include information about when a master 
device that they received it from . Various types of version ontology was modified , who authorized the modification , 
control systems can be used to implement this process , such who submitted the modification , when the modification was 
as Git . In some embodiments , the master ontology is not submitted and / or authorized , what portions of the master 
replaced with the modified ontology immediately , but 65 ontology were modified , and in some embodiments infor 
instead requires authorization from a user with the appro mation about how the modifications to the master ontology 
priate permissions such as an administrator . affect various data included in a data structure , such as 
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artifacts that an additional recipient is the owner of . Based 5. The apparatus of claim 4 , wherein the artifacts associ 
on this information , an additional recipient of the original ated with the altered one or more tags are accessed and 
master ontology may know to stop working on their version altered to reflect the modifications made to the master 
of the ontology in their sandbox , and determine whether the ontology . 
updated master ontology still functions as before . 6. The apparatus of claim 1 , wherein the instruction to In the foregoing specification , embodiments have been modify the master ontology is received by a user possessing 
described with reference to numerous specific details that appropriate permissions . 
can vary from implementation to implementation . Certain 7. The apparatus of claim 1 , wherein a tag is removed adaptations and modifications of the described embodiments from association with an artifact in response to the modifi can be made . Other embodiments can be apparent to those 10 cation of the master ontology . skilled in the art from consideration of the specification and 
practice of the invention disclosed herein . It is intended that 8. The apparatus of claim 1 , wherein the at least one 
the specification and examples be considered as exemplary processor is further capable of executing the set of instruc 

tions to : only , with a true scope and spirit of the invention being 
indicated by the following claims . It is also intended that the 15 perform a latest modification of the master ontology based 
sequence of steps shown in figures are only for illustrative on the modified copy of the master ontology ; 
purposes and are not intended to be limited to any particular determine a set of recipients that previously received the 
sequence of steps . As such , those skilled in the art can master ontology before the latest modification of the 
appreciate that these steps can be performed in a different master ontology and after a previous - to - latest modifi 
order while implementing the same method . cation of the master ontology ; and 

send the set of recipients an alert informing of the latest 
What is claimed : modification of the master ontology . 
1. An apparatus interfacing with one or more data storage 9. The apparatus of claim 1 , wherein each tag may be 

devices storing a plurality of documents , the apparatus associated with a respective dimension of the one or more 
comprising : 25 dimensions . 

a memory device that stores a set of instructions ; and 10. A method for modifying an ontology , the method 
at least one processor capable of executing the set of comprising : 

instructions to : providing a master ontology to a recipient , wherein the 
provide a master ontology to a recipient , wherein the master ontology defines a relationship between artifacts 
master ontology defines a relationship between arti- 30 that are associated with a plurality of documents , 
facts that are associated with the plurality of docu wherein each artifact may be associated with tags , and 
ments , wherein each artifact is associated with tags , wherein the relationship between artifacts is based on 
and wherein the relationship between artifacts is respective tags associated with the artifacts and a tag 
based on respective tags associated with the artifacts hierarchy defining a hierarchical structure of the tags 
and a tag hierarchy defining a hierarchical structure 35 for one or more dimensions ; 
of the tags for one or more dimensions ; receiving a modified copy of the master ontology from the 

receive a modified copy of the master ontology from recipient ; 
the recipient ; receiving an instruction to modify the master ontology 

receive an instruction to modify the master ontology with the modified copy of the master ontology ; 
with the modified copy of the master ontology ; modifying the master ontology based on the modified 

modify the master ontology based on the modified copy copy of the master ontology ; 
of the master ontology ; performing a latest modification of the master ontology 

determine a modification of a first tag of a first tag type based on the modified copy of the master ontology ; 
associated with a first artifact in the modified copy of determining a set of recipients that previously received 
the master ontology ; the master ontology before the latest modification of 

determine , based on the relationship between artifacts the master ontology and after a previous - to - latest modi 
defined by the master ontology , a set of tags of the fication of the master ontology ; and 
first tag type ; and sending the set of recipients an alert informing of the 

modify , in the master ontology , the set of tags of the latest modification of the master ontology . 
first tag type based on the modification of the first tag 50 11. The method of claim 10 , further comprising : 
associated with the first artifact in the modified copy determining a most recent time that the master ontology 
of the master ontology . was modified ; 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 , wherein the at least one determining additional recipients provided with the mas 
processor is further capable of executing instructions to : ter ontology since the most recent time ; and 

determine a most recent time that the master ontology was 55 providing the additional recipients with information asso 
modified ; ciated with the modified master ontology . 

determine additional recipients provided with the master 12. The method of claim 11 , wherein information asso 
ontology since the most recent time ; and ciated with the modified master ontology includes the modi 

provide the additional recipients with information asso fied master ontology based on the modified copy of the 
ciated with the modified master ontology . 60 master ontology . 

3. The apparatus of claim 2 , wherein information associ 13. The method of claim 10 , wherein one or more tags are 
ated with the modified master ontology includes the modi altered in response to the modification of the master ontol 
fied master ontology based on the modified copy of the ogy . 
master ontology . 14. The method of claim 13 , wherein the artifacts asso 

4. The apparatus of claim 1 , wherein one or more tags are 65 ciated with the altered one or more tags are accessed and 
altered in response to the modification of the master ontol altered to reflect the modifications made to the master 
ogy . ontology . 
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15. The method of claim 10 , further comprising : determining a modification of a first tag of a first tag type 
determining a modification of a first tag of a first tag type associated with a first artifact in the modified copy of 

associated with a first artifact in the modified copy of the master ontology ; 
the master ontology ; determining , based on the relationship between artifacts 

determining , based on the relationship between artifacts 5 defined by the master ontology , a set of tags of the first 
defined by the master ontology , a set of tags of the first tag type ; and 

modifying , in the master ontology , the set of tags of the tag type ; and 
modifying , in the master ontology , the set of tags of the first tag type based on the modification of the first tag 

first tag type based on the modification of the first tag associated with the first artifact in the modified copy of 
the master ontology . associated with the first artifact in the modified copy of 10 

the master ontology . 19. The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
16. The method of claim 10 , wherein the instruction to claim 18 , wherein the set of instructions that are executable 

modify the master ontology is received by a user possessing by the at least one processor of an electronic device to cause 
the electronic device to further perform : appropriate permissions . 

17. The method of claim 10 , wherein a tag is removed 15 determining a most recent time that the master ontology 
from association with an artifact in response to the modifi was modified ; 
cation of the master ontology . determining additional recipients provided with the mas 

18. A non - transitory computer readable medium that ter ontology since the most recent time ; and 
stores a set of instructions that are executable by at least one providing the additional recipients with information asso 

ciated with the modified ontology . processor of an electronic device to cause the electronic 20 
device to perform a method for modifying an ontology , the 20. The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
method comprising : claim 19 , wherein information associated with the modified 

providing a master ontology to a recipient , wherein the of the master ontology includes the modified master ontol 
master ontology defines a relationship between artifacts ogy based on the modified copy of the master ontology . 
that are associated with a plurality of documents , 25 21. The non - transitory computer readable medium of 

claim 18 , wherein one or more tags are altered in response wherein each artifact may be associated with tags , and to the modification of the master ontology . wherein the relationship between artifacts is based on 
respective tags associated with the artifacts and a tag 22. The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
hierarchy defining a hierarchical structure of the tags claim 21 , wherein the artifacts associated with the altered 
for one or more dimensions ; 30 one or more tags are accessed and altered to reflect the 

receiving a modified copy of the master ontology from the modifications made to the master ontology . 
recipient ; 23. The non - transitory computer readable medium of 

receiving an instruction to modify the master ontology claim 18 , wherein the instruction to modify the master 
with the modified copy of the master ontology ; ontology is received by a user possessing appropriate per 

missions . modifying the master ontology based on the modified 35 
copy of the master ontology ; 
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DYNAMIC INDEXING 

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE 

0001. The present disclosure generally relates to tech 
niques for analyzing large data sets, for example, as related to 
market instruments. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 The approaches described in this section are 
approaches that could be pursued, but not necessarily 
approaches that have been previously conceived or pursued. 
Therefore, unless otherwise indicated, it should not be 
assumed that any of the approaches described in this section 
qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this 
section. 
0003 Trades of specific market instruments are influenced 
by diverse factors. For example, trades of shares in a mining 
company may be influenced by the present or pending Supply 
and demand situation in a particular commodity market, 
while trades of shares in a retailer may be influenced by a 
consumer mood at a particular time. To capture trends in the 
markets, a myriad of commercial indexes have been created. 
Some commercial indexes such as the Dow Jones 30 or S&P 
500 are made up of large-cap or medium-cap corporations 
across various sectors, while other commercial indexes are 
made up of representative corporations in certain sectors or 
sizes. 
0004. These indexes may indicate overall trends that are 
otherwise masked by diverse factors affecting individual mar 
ket instruments. A shortcoming of these commercial indexes, 
however, is that these indexes are static and lag behind 
changes in the economy. For example, a fast growing, inno 
Vative company that uses a new mode of business may not be 
recognized in any of the commercial indexes for years. 
Indeed, it typically takes months, if not years, for these 
indexes to make Some slight adjustment in their composition 
of market instruments. 
0005. An analyst may decide to define private indexes. 
However, these indexes typically are defined in manual and 
cumbersome ways, and may be dependent on the analyst's 
empirical knowledge, hunches, and Subjective assessment. 
Thus, these indexes, while theoretically changeable on a 
whim, are still biased, incomplete, and difficult to maintain. 
0006. The indexes may be capture data in an over-simpli 
fied and relatively static manner. These indexes cannot keep 
up with new variables and new trends appearing in markets, 
and therefore can hardly yield reliable, useful insights for 
future performance of the markets and instruments. These 
indexes typically provide little Support for a user to promptly 
make reliable and objective adjustments. 

SUMMARY 

0007. In an embodiment, a computer-implemented 
method comprises identifying one or more first instruments to 
be included in an index at a first time and one or more first 
weights each of which is associated with a different instru 
ment in the one or more first instruments; determining one or 
more first time series for the first instruments; tracking, based 
on the one or more first time series and the one or more first 
weights, a collective value of the index as a function of time 
at least from the first time; and storing, in a physical storage 
device, at least one of a) the first weights and the first time, and 
b) the collective value as the function of the time. 

Mar. 18, 2010 

0008. In a feature of this embodiment, the method further 
comprises associating the index with a computational metric 
that defines a function that can operate on the first instruments 
as input and yield metric output values, and determining the 
one or more first weights based on a relationship to the metric 
output values for the instruments. 
0009. In an aspect of this feature, in the method, the one or 
more first weights are determined as proportional to the met 
ric output values. In another aspect of this feature, in the 
method, the one or more first weights are determined as 
inversely proportional to the metric output values. In a further 
aspect of this feature, the method also comprises determining 
the one or more first weights based on a relationship of market 
values of the first instruments at a particular time. In still 
another aspect of this feature, in the method, the function is 
not market value. 
0010 Inan feature of the embodiment, the method further 
comprises receiving user input that identifies one or more 
second instruments to be included in the index at a second 
time, and one or more second weights, each of which is 
associated with a different instrument in the one or more 
second instruments; receiving second user input that specifies 
a date set; and for each date in the date set, rebalancing the 
index based on determining a collective market value of the 
first instruments at that date, removing the first instruments 
from the index, adding the second instruments to the index, 
and using the second weights to distribute the collective mar 
ket value among the second instruments. 
0011. In an aspect of this feature, the method further com 
prises performing the rebalancing on end dates of one or more 
of the first instruments. 
0012. In another aspect of this feature, the method further 
comprises receiving user input requesting data details for the 
index; and in response to the user input, displaying a table 
comprising dates of the date set, a number of instruments in 
the index on each of the dates, a number of instruments 
included in the index on each of the dates, and a number of 
instruments removed from the index on each of the dates. 
Additionally and/or optionally, in this aspect of this feature, 
the method may further comprises receiving user input select 
ing one of the dates in the table, and in response, displaying 
for each of the first instruments and the second instruments: 
instrument name; an indication whether that instrument was 
included in the index on the selected date; an indication 
whether that instrument was removed from the index on the 
selected date; and an instrument weight value for that instru 
ment at the selected date. 
0013. In some embodiments, the collective value as men 
tioned above is an analytical value of the index. 
0014. Other embodiments may comprise a system, an 
apparatus, and one or more machine-readable storage media 
operable to provide the foregoing graphical user interface 
and/or to perform or cause the performance of the foregoing 
computer-implemented methods. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0015 FIG. 1 illustrates an example data analysis system 
for dynamic indexing. 
0016 FIG. 2A illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face related to a simple indexe. 
0017 FIG. 2B illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face related to weighting criteria. 
0018 FIG. 2C illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face related to an instrument group. 
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0019 FIG. 2D illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face related to rebalancing. 
0020 FIG. 2E illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face related to a collective analytical value. 
0021 FIG. 2F illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face related to displaying an index. 
0022 FIG. 2G illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face related to a detailed index information display. 
0023 FIG. 3 illustrates an example process flow. 
0024 FIG. 4 illustrates a computer system with which an 
embodiment may be implemented. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS 

0025. In the following description, for the purposes of 
explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to 
provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It 
will be apparent, however, that the present invention may be 
practiced without these specific details. In other instances, 
well-known structures and devices are shown in block dia 
gram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the 
present invention. 
0026 1. Glossary of Terms 
0027. In this description, the following terms have the 
following meanings. 
0028 Collective value: any type of aggregate value of the 
one or more instruments. The collective value may be of a 
market value type such as a total monetary value of the one or 
more instruments traded at public exchanges, or of an ana 
lytical value type such as a numeric value indicating Volatility 
of the trading price for the one or more instruments, as a 
function of time over the set of time values. 
0029 Data item: a zero-order object that can be described 
by a number of properties and/or metrics. Frame: a graphical 
representation object that is configurable to include one or 
more GUI components. Examples of frames include, but are 
not limited to, dialog boxes, forms, and other types of win 
dows or graphical containers. 
0030 Market value: a market value of an instrument oran 
aggregation of values of all assets included in a portfolio oran 
index. The market value may be measured (e.g., denomi 
nated) in a reference currency such as the U.S. dollar. For 
example, a value of an asset such as an instrument may be a 
trading price of that instrument at the closing of a particular 
trading day. A value of the reference currency may be its 
trading value as denominated in the reference currency. A 
value of a currency that is not the reference currency may also 
be measured in the reference currency through an exchange 
rate. 
0031 Metrics: broadly refers to a piece of computation 
that yields a result. For example, a particular metric may be 
computation that yields a volatility value of an instrument. 
0032 Rebalance: an act of a re-allocation of a collective 
value among one, two or more instruments, perhaps based on 
weight values. 
0033 Time series: a type of objects which are used in the 
data analysis system to represent time-dependent informa 
tion. These first time series provide individual market values 
or individual metric values of the first instruments over the 
time period when the first instruments are included in the 
index. 
0034 2. Example Data Analysis System 
0035 FIG. 1 illustrates an example data analysis system 
for tracking a collective value of data items. Data analysis 
system 100 comprises application server 102 and one or more 
clients, such as client 120. 
0036. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, client 120, 
which may be implemented by one or more first physical 
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computing devices, is communicatively connected to appli 
cation server 102, which may be implemented by one or more 
second physical computing devices, over a network. In some 
embodiments, each Such physical computing device may be 
implemented as a separate computer system as shown in FIG. 
4. For example, client 120 may be implemented in a computer 
system as a set of program instructions recorded on a 
machine-readable storage medium, while application server 
102 may be implemented in a different computer system. 
0037 Client 120 comprises graphical user interface (GUI) 
logic 122. GUI logic 122 may be a set of program instructions 
which, when executed by one or more processors of the 
computer system, are operable to receive user input and to 
display a graphical representation of one or more graphic 
constructs related to tracking a collective value of data items 
using the approaches herein. GUI logic 122 may be operable 
to receive user input from, and display the graphic constructs 
to, a graphical user interface that is provided on display 124 
by the computer system on which client 120 executes. 
0038. In some embodiments, GUI logic 122 is omitted. 
For example, in one embodiment, client 120 may comprise an 
application program or process that issues one or more func 
tion calls or application programming interface (API) calls to 
application server 102 to obtain information resulting from, 
to provide input to, and to execute along with application 
server 102, the processes or one or more steps thereof as 
described herein. For example, client 120 may request and 
obtain a representation of a group of data items as described 
herein using a programmatic interface, and then the client 
may use, process, log, store, or otherwise interact with the 
received data according to local logic. 
0039 Client 120 may also interact with application server 
102 to provide input, definition, editing instructions, expres 
sions related to one or more dynamic indexes as described 
herein using a programmatic interface, and then the applica 
tion server 102 may use, process, log, store, or otherwise 
interact with the received input according to application 
server logic. 
0040. Application server 102 may be implemented as a 
special-purpose computer system having the logical elements 
shown in FIG.1. In an embodiment, the logical elements may 
comprise program instructions recorded on one or more 
machine-readable storage media. Alternatively, the logical 
elements may be implemented in hardware, firmware, or a 
combination. 
0041. When executed by one or more processors of the 
computer system, logic in application server 102 is operable 
to track the collective value of data items according to the 
techniques described herein. In one embodiment, application 
server 102 may be implemented in a Java Virtual Machine 
(JVM) that is executing in a distributed or non-distributed 
computer system. In other embodiments, application server 
102 may be implemented as a combination of programming 
instructions written in any programming language (e.g. C++ 
or Visual Basic) and hardware components (e.g. memory, 
CPU time) that have been allocated for executing the program 
instructions. 
0042. In an embodiment, application server 102 com 
prises repository access logic 110 and dynamic indexing 
logic 104. Repository access logic 110 may comprise a set of 
program instructions which, when executed by one or more 
processors, are operable to access and retrieve data from data 
repository 112. For example, repository access logic 110 may 
be a database client or an Open Database Connectivity 
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(ODBC) client that supports calls to a database server that 
manages data repository 112. Data repository 112 may be any 
type of structured storage for storing data including, but not 
limited to, relational or object-oriented databases, data ware 
houses, directories, data files, and any other structured data 
Storage. 
0043. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, dynamic 
indexing logic 104 comprises input receiver 106 and evalua 
tion module 108. Dynamic indexing logic 104 may be object 
oriented logic. As used herein, the data items can be accessed 
and/or operated by the dynamic indexing logic 104 to create, 
modify, delete, and store the data generated or used by data 
analysis system 100. 
0044. In an embodiment, input receiver 106 is a set of 
program instructions which, when executed by one or more 
processors, are operable to receive input from a client. 
0045 Evaluation module 108 is a set of program instruc 
tions that implement logic to create, modify, delete and store 
dynamic indexes that are associated with the data items, 
evaluate these objects when instructed to do so by data analy 
sis system 100, provide the evaluation results to a client. 
Evaluation results of one or more objects may also be ren 
dered by GUI logic 122 on display 120. 
0046 3. Example Definition of Indexes 
0047 3.2 Graphical User Interfaces 
0048 For purposes of clearly illustrating dynamic index 
ing, the following sections describe example graphical user 
interface displays. However, the GUI displays described 
herein represent only selected examples of visualizations 
dynamic indexing described herein. In other embodiments, 
other graphical user interface displays may be used to interact 
with a user in connection with dynamic indexing. 
0049 Furthermore, no particular GUI is required and the 
disclosure is intended to encompass dynamic indexing 
described independent of any GUI, and is not intended to be 
limited to any particular GUI or other form of display. For 
example, each example GUI merely represents one way to 
receive data input from a user for the data elements, param 
eters and values that are shown in the GUI, and represents 
only one way to display output resulting from the transfor 
mations and manipulations described herein; in other 
embodiments, programmatic methods may be used to obtain 
the same data elements, parameters and values and other 
forms of data output may be used such as logging, reporting, 
storing in database tables, storing in spreadsheets, or output 
using the GUI of another program or process. Moreover, as 
described above, in Some embodiments no graphical user 
interface is used at all. 

0050 3.3 Simple Index 
0051. In an embodiment, users can create their own syn 

thetic, dynamic indexes using the data analysis system 100. 
For the purpose of illustration, data items are instruments. A 
user starts out with a sum of S100 and would like to invest the 
Sum in an index from a start date. The index may be made of 
one, two, or more instruments in various embodiments. 
0052. The user may use an example graphical user inter 
face 200 of FIG. 2A to provide input of user-specifiable index 
parameters to, and to view a representations of the index as 
generated by, the data analysis system 100. In an embodi 
ment, the graphical user interface may be implemented as a 
set of program instructions which, when executed by one or 
more processors, are operable to render the graphical user 
interface on the display of a computer system. 
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0053. In some embodiments, the set of program instruc 
tions operable to generate the graphical user interface may be 
included in a standalone application, which is also operable to 
perform the techniques described herein for dynamic index 
ing. In some embodiments, the set of program instructions 
operable to generate the graphical user interface may be 
included in a client component of a client-server application, 
where the server component of the client-server application is 
operable to perform dynamic indexing as described herein. In 
Some embodiments, the set of program instructions operable 
to generate the graphical user interface may be included in a 
server or service, where the server or service is operable to 
communicate instructions for rendering the graphical user 
interface and graphical representations of analytical results 
for dynamic indexing to a client which in turn is operable to 
display the graphical user interface on a display. 
0054. In the example embodiment illustrated in FIG. 2A, 
graphical user interface 200 comprises a plurality of graphic 
components including two control areas 202 (under the 
“Home” tab) and 204 (labeled as “Index Settings’) and a 
content pane 206 (presently labeled as “Market value 
results'; other labels may be also used). As used herein, 
graphic components may be included in frames. 
0055 As illustrated in FIG. 2A, the control area 202 com 
prises a number of settings that include an entry field 212 for 
the start date, which is currently set to Jan. 1, 2007. In some 
embodiments, a calendar may be provided to the user for the 
purpose of specifying the start date. 
0056. As illustrated in FIG. 2A, the control area 204 com 
prises a section labeled as “Value'. The checkable items 
therein are "Market value from trades” and “Metric value of 
instruments.” These labels are described for illustration pur 
poses only; other ways of labeling these checkable items may 
be used in alternative embodiments. Further, other ways of 
presenting these options or similar options may be used in 
alternative embodiments. The illustrated checkable items are 
implemented as radio buttons in Some embodiments, allow 
ing only one of the items to be selected. As will be further 
explained, indexes created with dynamic indexing may, but 
are not limited to, track a collective market value of instru 
ments included in the indexes. For example, a non-market 
value such as a collective volatility measure of the instru 
ments may be tracked by an index in some embodiments. For 
the purpose of illustration only, the user has selected the 
checkable item “market value from trades', with an initial 
market value of S100 as indicated in FIG. 2A. 
0057. As illustrated in FIG. 2A, the control area 204 also 
comprises a section labeled as “Instruments”. The checkable 
items therein are “Import an instrument group' and “Specify 
instruments.” As will be further explained, indexes created 
with dynamic indexing may, but are not limited to, consist of 
explicitly specified instruments by the user. For example, an 
index in some embodiments may consist of an instrument 
group. In alternative embodiments, an instrument group may 
itself consist of another instrument group and one or more 
explicitly specified instruments. For the purpose of illustra 
tion only, the user has selected the checkable item “Specify 
instruments.” 

0058. Using an “Add series' entry field 214, a user may 
explicitly specify which instruments are to be included in the 
index. A list of instruments may be provided to the user for 
selection. In some embodiments, selectable instruments may 
be ordered in a hierarchy that is based on certain ontological 
properties of the instruments. Selectable instruments may 
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come from various markets, countries, regions, sectors, etc. 
For the purpose of illustration, the user has specified “Google 
Inc' and “Microsoft Corp’ as the instruments to be included 
in the index. In an example embodiment, these specified 
instruments are listed below the “Add series' entry field 214. 
0059. In the user may specify a start date in Simple Index 
with a static list of instruments is displayed. A start date is 
specified on top, and the index is never rebalanced. Instru 
ments (Google, Microsoft) are equally weighted. S100.0 is 
invested initially and performance is computed. 
0060. As illustrated in FIG. 2A, the control area 204 fur 
ther comprises a section labeled as “Weighting. The check 
able items therein are “Equal weighting and “Weight instru 
ments by metric.” The “Equal weighting checkable item, 
which may be the default choice, instructs the data analysis 
system 100 to divide the initial value equally among the 
instruments in the index. As will be further explained, instru 
ments in an index may, but are not limited to, receive equal 
weights. For the purpose of illustration only, the user has 
selected the checkable item “Equal weighting.” 
0061 For the purpose of illustration, the content pane 206 
of FIG. 2A presently consists of two subpanels 208 and 210. 
Subpanel 208 displays the collective value that is tracked in 
the index as a function of time, while subpanel 210 displays 
individual market values of the instruments in the index as 
functions of time. In some embodiments, subpanels 208 and 
210 displays these functions of time in a time window corre 
sponding to a section of time from the start date to an end date. 
The user may scroll to view the tracked values of the index 
and instruments therein in a different section of time. Other 
functions such "Zoom-in'. "Zoom-out', color assignment, 
etc., may also be provided to the user for displaying these 
functions of time. 
0062 3.4 Weighting Criteria and Use of Weight Values 
0063. The user may assign different weight values to the 
instruments in the index. For example, weight values for 
instruments may depend on one or more metrics. 
0064. As illustrated in FIG.2B, the user selects the check 
able item “Weight instruments by metric.” Further, the user 
specifies an “hvol’ metric as the weighting metric. Attributes 
of a particular metric, or other metrics, may be available for 
specification by the user. For example, in an embodiment, 
selecting a graphic component labeled “S” causes the sys 
tem to display a list of parameters of the associated metric; for 
example, for the “hvol’ metric, a parameter is the number of 
days in a moving window. Alternatively, the user may click on 
a graphic component labeled “d' to see a list of these other 
metrics. 

0065. Once a metric is selected, the use has an option to 
specify a proportional relationship between the metric and the 
weight values, or an inversely proportional relationship there 
between. As illustrated in FIG. 2B, a checkbox labeled “Use 
inverse of metric' is provided. Checking this checkbox 
informs the data analysis system 100 that the user selects the 
inversely proportional relationship, rather than the propor 
tional relationship, the latter of which may be the default. 
0066 Under the proportional relationship, the weight val 
ues are directly proportional to the respective values of the 
metric of the instruments in the index. Thus, in the present 
example as illustrated in FIG. 2B, the index consists of two 
instruments, i.e., “GOOG” and “MSFT. If the respective 
values of the "hvol’ metric of the instruments are 2 and 1, in 
the order of "GOOG” and “MSFT', then the weight values for 
these instruments are also 2 and 1 in the same order. In some 
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embodiments, the weight values may be normalized so that 
the sum of the weight values for all individual instruments in 
the index adds up to 1. 
0067. The weight values thus derived may apply to the 
distribution of the initial value among the instruments. Thus, 
in the present example, on the start date, “GOOG” and 
“MSFT are allocated S100*2/3, and S100/3 respectively. 
0068. Under the inversely proportional relationship, the 
weight values (or “weights') that are used in a weighting 
criteria such as “hvol” are inversely proportional to the 
respective values of the metric of the instruments in the index. 
Thus, in the present example as illustrated in FIG. 2B, the 
index consists of two instruments, i.e., "GOOG” and 
“MSFT. If the respective values of the “hvol” metric of the 
instruments are 2 and 1, in the order of “GOOG” and 
“MSFT', then the weights for these instruments are propor 
tional to the inverses of 2 and 1, i.e. 1/2 and 1/1 in the same 
order. As noted, the weights may be normalized so that the 
sum of the weights for all individual instruments in the index 
adds up to 1. 
0069. Thus, in the present example, under the inversely 
proportional relationship, on the start date, “GOOG” and 
“MSFT are allocated S100/3, and $2*100/3, respectively. 
0070 For the purpose of illustration only, a collective 
value of the market values tracked in the index and market 
values of individual instruments are displayed in content pane 
206. 
0071. For the purpose of illustrating a clear example, it has 
been shown that Weights may be assigned equally or based on 
a metric. In some embodiments, the user may provide meth 
ods that are callable by the data analysis system, each of 
which methods computes weighting criteria in a different way 
from those built-in methods of allocating weights. Thus, not 
only metrics, whether built-in or user-provided, may be speci 
fied to produce weight values for the purpose of distributing a 
collective value at a certaintime point (e.g., the initial value at 
a start date) to the instruments included in the index, but 
different methods or objects may also be used and/or speci 
fied to compute such weight values. 
(0072 3.5 Rebalancing 
0073. Instruments may trade up or down. The data analy 
sis system 100 provides users an option to rebalance instru 
ments in an index from time to time. 
0074 To accomplish rebalancing of instruments in an 
index, a date set comprising a set of dates defined by fixed 
criteria or dynamic criteria may be used by a user to specify 
when operations may be performed. Rebalancing occurs on 
the exact dates specified in the date set. For example, as 
shown in FIG. 2C, a graphic component 216 on control pane 
202 may be used by the user to specify a date set for rebal 
ancing. For the purpose of illustration, the user has specified 
that rebalancing should occur periodically in every quarter, as 
indicated by the “Every Quarter' link. Further, rebalancing 
optionally occurs on the start date specified in the index, as 
shown by start date 212. In addition, each instrument may 
have a series start date and a series end date, which refers to 
rebalancing when the individual instrument starts and ends; 
for example, the end date may be used to cause rebalancing 
when an instrument is delisted from an exchange. 
0075 For the purpose of illustration, the index consists of 
three instruments, i.e., “GOOG”, “MSFT, and “TWX'. On 
the start date of the index, i.e., Jan. 1, 2007, the initial value of 
S100 is invested in the instruments based on weight values 
derived from a proportional relationship between the weight 
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values and a "hvol’ metric. The market values of instruments 
may go up and down. On the rebalancing date, which is the 
end date of, of a first period, the data analysis system 100 
virtually liquidates the instruments and obtains a new Sum 
equal to the collective value of the index. Subsequently, the 
data analysis system determines a set of weighting criteria 
that is in effect for the index and applies to the new sum for the 
purpose of redistributing the new sum among the instruments 
in the index in accordance with the new set of weighting 
criteria. This rebalancing, unless altered by the user, occurs 
every period until the end date for the index. 
0076 For the purpose of illustrating a clear example, it has 
been described that rebalancing may be performed periodi 
cally in each period, but in other embodiments, rebalancing 
may occur on any dates that the userspecifies, for example, in 
a date set, as rebalancing dates. Furthermore, the output 
weight values of the weighting criteria at the starting date of 
the index (i.e., Jan. 1, 2007 in the examples so far) may be 
different than at rebalancing dates. Additionally and/or alter 
natively, the output weight values from the weighting criteria 
for one rebalancing date may be different than those for 
another rebalancing date. 
0077 Rebalancing may occur when an instrument is per 
manently delisted from markets, or otherwise has ceased to be 
traded, but still has a residual value (for example, when a 
company whose shares are the instrument is acquired by 
another company). In the first scenario, the residual value is 
hold in the index as cash. In the second scenario, the data 
analysis system may determine a set of weighting criteria for 
the remaining instruments in the index and re-assign the 
residual value to the remaining instruments according to their 
weight values. The user may specify which scenario should 
occur. The data analysis system may default to rebalancing 
the remaining instruments in the index using a determinable 
set of weighting criteria or weight values. It should be noted 
that a set of weighting criteria to be applied when any of the 
instruments in the index is no longer traded may be, but does 
not have to be, the same as that of weighting criteria to be 
applied in other situations. 
0078 Rebalancing may also occur when a company 
whose shares are an instrument in the index experiences other 
events that may impact its trade value. For example, the 
company may spin off new companies or distribute divi 
dends, or may be paid a premium in order to be acquired by 
another company. In some embodiments, the data analysis 
system 100 uses some default strategies to deal with these 
events. Additionally and/or alternatively, the data analysis 
system 100 may allow the user, in advance or after an event 
occurs, to specify how the data analysis system should do 
(e.g., whether to rebalance using weighting criteria for the 
remaining instruments) when these events occur. 
0079 3.6 Instrument Groups 
0080. An instrument group allows a user to include any 
instruments that satisfy a query that returns a set of instru 
ments, rather than an explicit set of instruments. The query 
may return a different set of instruments when it is run on 
different dates. Accordingly, the user does not need to explic 
itly specify any individual instruments to be included in the 
index. Rather, the user may specify the query. The data analy 
sis system evaluates the query to generate instruments to be 
included in the index at any given time between the start date 
of the index and the end date of the index. 
0081 For example, a query may specify selection criteria 
for instruments that are most active in a certain period of time. 
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Alternatively, a query may specify selecting any instruments 
that appreciate the most. Other types of selection criteria may 
be used. Thus, the user does not specify individual instru 
ments in the index. Instead, the data analysis system may 
evaluate the query and determine what instruments are in the 
dynamic instrument group as defined by the query on each of 
the rebalancing dates. Then, for each Such date, the data 
analysis system 100 determines a set of weighting criteria and 
applies the weighting criteria to the instruments in the 
dynamic instrument group on that date. 
I0082 For the purpose of illustration, an instrument group 
named “My Group” has been specified in connection with a 
graphic component 218 in control pane 204, as illustrated in 
FIG. 2D. This instrument group may specify that instruments 
must perform above a certain threshold for the past year 
ending on the date when the evaluation of instrument group. 
The data analysis system 100 saves all the definition data for 
the instrument group as specified by the user (with a different 
graphical user interface, perhaps). For the purpose of illustra 
tion, rebalancing occurs every quarter on the last day of 
quarter. Thus, on each last day of a quarter in the entire time 
window of the index, the definition data for the “My Group' 
instrument group is retrieved by the data analysis system 100. 
Using the definition data, the data analysis system evaluates 
the instrument group as follows. First, the past year perfor 
mance of all the instruments is determined. Subsequently, 
instruments (e.g., top 1% of all the instruments) that are to be 
included in the instrument group on each such day are deter 
mined. The data analysis system 100 thereafter may deter 
mine a set of weighting criteria and apply the weighting 
criteria to these top performing instruments that have been 
included in the instrument group. 
I0083. Thus, the index may start out with “GOOG” and 
“MSFT', change into “GOOG” and “YHOO, change again 
into “YHOO' and “AAPL', etc. In addition, weighing criteria 
for each phase of the instrument group may, but are not 
limited to, be different from other phases. 
I0084. For the purpose of illustrating a clear example, it has 
been described that an instrument group may be specified by 
instruments performance metrics. In other embodiments, 
other ways of specifying an instrument group and other types 
of membership criteria may be used in defining instruments. 
I0085 3.7 Analytical Value 
I0086 For the purpose of illustration, it has been described 
that an index can be used to track investment performance 
using a collective market value of included instruments in the 
index. The collective market value may use the closing price 
of the instruments such as those used in S&P Index. The 
collective market value may also use other types of prices for 
the instruments to track a collective market value that is not 
tracked by any commercial index. However, instead of dis 
playing an index that shows the investment results over a 
certain time period, a dynamic index may be used to track 
different types of values that may or may not have a certain 
relationship to a collective market value of included instru 
ments in the index. For example, for the purpose of financial 
analysis, a user may be interested in changes of historical 
volatility overa time period. In various embodiments, the user 
may also use other metrics that may or may not indicate how 
well an investment will be over a time period. A collective 
value that is not based on market values of the included 
instruments in the index is termed as “an analytical value.’ An 
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index tracking an analytical value is termed as “an analytical 
index. An index tracking a collective market value is termed 
as “an investment index.” 
0087. In some embodiments, two or more indexes may 
share a same composition of instruments and other index 
parameters, except that some of these indexes tracks a collec 
tive market value, while some others tracks analytical values. 
For example, two indexes may be used to track the “My 
Group' instrument group discussed previously. One of the 
two indexes may be an investment index that is used to track 
the closing prices of the included instruments in the instru 
ment group over a particular time period. Thus, this index will 
indicate how well an investment portfolio in this instrument 
group performs over the particular time period. The other of 
the two indexes may be an analytical index used to track an 
indicator of the market in connection with the instrument 
group for the same time period. For example, this analytical 
index may be used to track volatility of the trading prices for 
the included instruments in the instrument group. In some 
embodiments, additional indexes may be used to track Vari 
ous indicators of an instrument group or a collection of instru 
mentS. 

0088 For the purpose of illustration, an instrument group 
named “My Group” has been specified in connection with a 
graphic component 218 in control pane 204, as illustrated in 
FIG. 2E. For the purpose of illustration, rebalancing occurs 
every quarter on the last day of quarter. 
0089. In some embodiments, the user selects the “Metric 
value of instruments' checklist item 220 in the “Value” sub 
panel, to track a metric value of included instruments in the 
index. For the purpose of illustration, the user has selected an 
“ivol' metric, which measures implied volatility of an instru 
ment. Other metrics may also be available for the user to 
select as a metric value to be tracked in the index, in place of 
the “ivol metric. 
0090. For the purpose of illustration, the index may start 
out with “GOOG” and “MSFT, change into “GOOG” and 
“YHOO, change again into “YHOO” and “AAPL, etc. In 
Some embodiments, metric values of all instruments in the 
index are Summed up to yield a collective analytical value for 
each day in the time period tracked by the index. In some 
embodiments, weighing criteria for the instruments are 
applied in the Summation. Thus, if in a phase when the instru 
ment group consists of "GOOG” and “MSFT, and if weight 
values for “GOOG” and “MSFT' are 2 and 1, then the “ivol 
metric value of the “GOOG' instrument receives twice as 
much weight as that of the “MSFT instrument. 
0091 For the purpose of illustrating a clear example, it has 
been described that metric values of included instruments in 
an index may be summed up to yield an analytical value for 
the index. In other embodiments, other aggregation methods 
of metric values may be used for the purpose of computing an 
analytical value for an index. For example, an analytical value 
for the index may be chosen by the user as a mean, rather than 
a Sum, of all metric values of the included instruments. An 
analytical value may also be chosen by the user as a maxi 
mum, a minimum, a medium, a harmonic mean, etc., of all 
metric values of the included instruments. In a particular 
embodiment, an aggregate operation (e.g., mean) chosen by 
the user may be weighted (i.e., a weighted average) based on 
the weighting criteria specified by the user. 
0092. 3.8 Composition Detail Chart 
0093. As shown in FIG. 2A through FIG. 2E, content pane 
206 consists of two sub-panes 208 and 210. Sub-pane 208 
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displays the collective value as a function of time over a time 
section, while sub-pane 210 displays individual market val 
ues or metric values of the included instruments in the index 
as functions of time over the same time section, where the 
individual market values or metric values produce the collec 
tive value with weighting criteria or without (i.e., equal 
weighting). When the index has a high number of instru 
ments, or a highly changeable collection of instruments, or 
when the index has a high number of rebalancing, the data 
analysis system provides the user an ability to view compo 
sition details in additional graphical user interface frames. 
0094. In some embodiments, a user may choose not to 
display sub-pane 210. For example, in FIG. 2F, only an over 
all index is displayed in content pane 206. 
0095. In some embodiments, the user may click on a 
“detail graphic component in FIG. 2A through 2F and causes 
the graphical user interface to display detailed composition of 
the index as shown in FIG.2G. In FIG.2G, a content pane 222 
displays a list of rebalance dates, which may be scrollable if 
the list is long. Each row in the list indicates detailed infor 
mation for a rebalancing date. The detailed information in 
Some embodiments comprises a date, a number of instru 
ments in the index after rebalancing, a number of instruments 
joining the index after rebalancing, and a number of instru 
ments removed from the index after rebalancing. A user may 
select a row in the list to see further details about a particular 
rebalancing. For the purpose of illustration, the user has 
selected a rebalancing (226 of FIG. 2G) that occurs on Jul. 1, 
2007. As a result of this selection, a content pane 224 of FIG. 
2G displays additional details about the selected rebalancing. 
0096. The content pane 224 provides information for all 
instruments involved in the selected rebalancing. In some 
embodiments, the instruments are displayed as a list, each 
row of which represents one of the instruments. In some 
embodiments, information in a row of the list comprises a full 
name of an instrument, the instrument's ticker, an first indi 
cation (under the column heading “Included) whether the 
instrument is newly included in the index after the rebalanc 
ing, a second indication (under the column heading 
“Removed') whether the instrument is to be removed from 
the index after the rebalancing, and a weight (under the col 
umn heading "Weight') given to the instrument by weighting 
criteria currently in effect. Additionally and/or optionally, 
other information (such as a metric value that is used to 
calculate and/or normalize the weight and a contribution by 
the instrument to the collective value, etc.) may be provided 
for the instrument as represented in a row in content pane 224. 
0097 Thus, through a suitable graphical user interface 
display such as illustrated in FIG. 2G, the user may be pro 
vided detail composition information for an index. 
0098 
0099 FIG. 3 illustrates an example process that uses 
dynamic indexing to track a collective value of instruments. 
This example process interacts with a user using a graphical 
user interface. Various information of an index may be ren 
dered in a graphic representation of the index on the graphical 
user interface, which may be located at a different physical 
computing device from an application server that provides the 
information. 

0100 Initially, in block 302 of FIG. 3, a data analysis 
system such as 100 of FIG. 1 identifies one or more first 
instruments to be included in an index at a first time. In 
addition, the data analysis system 100 identifies one or more 

4. Example Process Flow 
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first weights each of which is associated with a different 
instrument in the one or more first instruments. 

0101. In block 304 of FIG.3, the data analysis system 100 
determines one or more first time series for the one or more 
first instruments. 

0102) In block 306 of FIG.3, the data analysis system 100 
tracks, based on the one or more first time series and the one 
or more first weights, a collective value of the index as a 
function of time at least from the first time. In some embodi 
ments, the index is an investment index in which the collec 
tive value is the total market value of the included instru 
ments. Thus, the index comprises a fraction of a total market 
value from each instrument in the one or more first instru 
ments. In some embodiments, a fraction from Such an instru 
ment may be weighted by a weight that is associated with the 
instrument. 
0103 Alternatively, the index may be an analytical index 
as discussed previously. In some embodiments, besides the 
Sum-of-values method as described above, the collective 
value of the index at a given time may be calculated using 
various aggregate methods. These aggregate methods may 
compute a sum, a weighted Sum, a harmonic means, etc. as 
discussed in detail previously. 
0104. In block 308 of FIG.3, the data analysis system 100 
stores, in a physical storage device, at least one of a) the one 
or more first weights and the first time, and b) the collective 
value as the function of time. 

0105. In some embodiments, the example process of FIG. 
3 may further comprise additional steps for rebalancing 
instruments in the index. In these additional steps, the data 
analysis system 100 allows a user to identify one or more 
second instruments to be included in the index at a second 
time and one or more second weights each of which is asso 
ciated with a different instrument in the one or more second 
instruments; determines one or more second time series for 
the one or more second instruments; and tracks, based on the 
one or more second time series and the one or more second 
weights, the collective value of the index as the function of 
time after the second time. 

0106. In some embodiments, the first time may be the start 
date for the index, while the second time above may be a date 
that a user specifies as a part of a date set. In some embodi 
ments, a rebalancing at a particular time specified in the date 
set may be different from another rebalancing at another 
particular time specified in the date set. For example, the date 
set specifies a first method to calculate the one or more first 
weights and a second method to calculate the one or more 
second weights. Any, or all, of methods specified in the date 
set may be provided by built-in functions of the data analysis 
system 100 or by end user of the data analysis system after 
system deployment. 
0107. In some embodiments, an instrument is removed 
from the index when its associated weight is given Zero, 
thereby causing the instrument to no longer contribute to the 
collective value in the index after rebalancing. 
0108 Conversely, in these embodiments, a previously 
non-included instrument is incorporated into the index when 
its associated weight is given a non-Zero, thereby causing the 
instrument to contribute the collective value in the index after 
rebalancing. 
0109 The user may select included instruments explicitly 
by interacting with a suitable graphical user interface display 
such as 200 of FIG. 2A. Alternatively, the user may implicitly 
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select instruments by specifying an instrument group as part, 
or all, of the included instruments in the index. 
0110 5. Extensions and Alternatives 
0111 Dynamic indexing according to the techniques 
described herein is not limited to any particular tool or any 
particular type of instruments. Thus, the examples of dynamic 
indexing provided herein are to be regarded in an illustrative 
rather than a restrictive sense. 
0112 6. Example Implementation Hardware 
0113 FIG. 4 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer 
system 400 upon which an embodiment of the invention may 
be implemented. Computer system 400 includes a bus 402 or 
other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
mation, and a processor 404 coupled with bus 402 for pro 
cessing information. Computer system 400 also includes a 
main memory 406. Such as a random access memory (RAM) 
or other dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 402 for 
storing information and instructions to be executed by pro 
cessor 404. Main memory 406 also may be used for storing 
temporary variables or other intermediate information during 
execution of instructions to be executed by processor 404. 
Computer system 400 further includes a read only memory 
(ROM) 408 or other static storage device coupled to bus 402 
for storing static information and instructions for processor 
404. A storage device 410. Such as a magnetic disk or optical 
disk, is provided and coupled to bus 402 for storing informa 
tion and instructions. 
0114 Computer system 400 may be coupled via bus 402 to 
a display 412, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for display 
ing information to a computer user. An input device 414, 
including alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 402 
for communicating information and command selections to 
processor 404. Another type of user input device is cursor 
control 416. Such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction 
keys for communicating direction information and command 
selections to processor 404 and for controlling cursor move 
ment on display 412. This input device typically has two 
degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a 
second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to specify posi 
tions in a plane. 
0115 The invention is related to the use of computer sys 
tem 400 for implementing the techniques described herein. 
According to one embodiment of the invention, those tech 
niques are performed by computer system 400 in response to 
processor 404 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 406. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 406 from another 
machine-readable medium, Such as storage device 410. 
Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 406 causes processor 404 to perform the process 
steps described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination with 
Software instructions to implement the invention. Thus, 
embodiments of the invention are not limited to any specific 
combination of hardware circuitry and software. 
0116. The term “machine-readable medium' as used 
herein refers to any medium that participates in providing 
data that causes a machine to operate in a specific fashion. In 
an embodiment implemented using computer system 400, 
various machine-readable media are involved, for example, in 
providing instructions to processor 404 for execution. Such a 
medium may take many forms, including but not limited to, 
non-volatile media, Volatile media, and transmission media. 
Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or mag 
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netic disks, such as storage device 410. Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory, such as main memory 406. Trans 
mission media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber 
optics, including the wires that comprise bus 402. Transmis 
sion media can also take the form of acoustic or light waves, 
Such as those generated during radio wave and infrared data 
communications. All Such media must be tangible to enable 
the instructions carried by the media to be detected by a 
physical mechanism that reads the instructions into a 
machine. 

0117 Common forms of machine-readable media 
include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, 
magnetic tape, or any other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM, 
any other optical medium, punch cards, paper tape, any other 
physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, 
and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, any other memory chip or 
cartridge, a carrier wave as described hereinafter, or any other 
medium from which a computer can read. 
0118 Various forms of machine-readable media may be 
involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more 
instructions to processor 404 for execution. For example, the 
instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 400 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infrared transmitter to convert the data to an infrared sig 
nal. An infrared detector can receive the data carried in the 
infrared signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on 
bus 402. Bus 402 carries the data to main memory 406, from 
which processor 404 retrieves and executes the instructions. 
The instructions received by main memory 406 may option 
ally be stored on storage device 410 either before or after 
execution by processor 404. 
0119 Computer system 400 also includes a communica 
tion interface 418 coupled to bus 402. Communication inter 
face 418 provides a two-way data communication coupling to 
a network link 420 that is connected to a local network 422. 
For example, communication interface 418 may be an inte 
grated services digital network (ISDN) card or a modem to 
provide a data communication connection to a corresponding 
type of telephone line. As another example, communication 
interface 418 may be a local area network (LAN) card to 
provide a data communication connection to a compatible 
LAN. Wireless links may also be implemented. In any such 
implementation, communication interface 418 sends and 
receives electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of infor 
mation. 

0120 Network link 420 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 420 may provide a connection 
through local network 422 to a host computer 424 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
426. ISP 426 in turn provides data communication services 
through the worldwide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet” 428. Local net 
work 422 and Internet 428 both use electrical, electromag 
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 420 and through communication interface 418, 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 400, 
are exemplary forms of carrier waves transporting the infor 
mation. 
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I0121 Computer system 400 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link 420 and communication interface 418. In the 
Internet example, a server 430 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 428, ISP 
426, local network 422 and communication interface 418. 
0.122 The received code may be executed by processor 
404 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 410, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. In this manner, 
computer system 400 may obtain application code in the form 
of a carrier wave. 
I0123. In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the 
invention have been described with reference to numerous 
specific details that may vary from implementation to imple 
mentation. Thus, the sole and exclusive indicator of what is 
the invention, and is intended by the applicants to be the 
invention, is the set of claims that issue from this application, 
in the specific form in which Such claims issue, including any 
Subsequent correction. Any definitions expressly set forth 
herein for terms contained in Such claims shall govern the 
meaning of Such terms as used in the claims. Hence, no 
limitation, element, property, feature, advantage or attribute 
that is not expressly recited in a claim should limit the scope 
of such claim in any way. The specification and drawings are, 
accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implemented method, comprising: 
identifying one or more first instruments to be included in 

an index at a first time and one or more first weights each 
of which is associated with a different instrument in the 
one or more first instruments; 

determining one or more first time series for the first instru 
ments; 

tracking, based on the one or more first time series and the 
one or more first weights, a collective value of the index 
as a function of time at least from the first time; and 

storing, in a physical storage device, at least one of a) the 
first weights and the first time, and b) the collective value 
as the function of the time. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising associating 
the index with a computational metric that defines a function 
that can operate on the first instruments as input and yield 
metric output values, and determining the one or more first 
weights based on a relationship to the metric output values for 
the instruments. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the one or more first 
weights are determined as proportional to the metric output 
values. 

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the one or more first 
weights are determined as inversely proportional to the metric 
output values. 

5. The method of claim 2, further comprising determining 
the one or more first weights based on a relationship of market 
values of the first instruments at a particular time. 

6. The method of claim 2, wherein the function is not 
market value. 

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
receiving user input that identifies one or more second 

instruments to be included in the index at a second time, 
and one or more second weights, each of which is asso 
ciated with a different instrument in the one or more 
second instruments; 

receiving second user input that specifies a date set; 
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for each date in the date set, rebalancing the index based on 
determining a collective market value of the first instru 
ments at that date, removing the first instruments from 
the index, adding the second instruments to the index, 
and using the second weights to distribute the collective 
market value among the second instruments. 

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising performing 
the rebalancing on end dates of one or more of the first 
instruments. 

9. The method of claim 7, further comprising receiving 
user input requesting data details for the index; in response to 
the user input, displaying a table comprising dates of the date 
set, a number of instruments in the index on each of the dates, 
a number of instruments included in the index on each of the 
dates, and a number of instruments removed from the index 
on each of the dates. 

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising receiving 
user input selecting one of the dates in the table, and in 
response, displaying for each of the first instruments and the 
second instruments: instrument name; an indication whether 
that instrument was included in the index on the selected date; 
an indication whether that instrument was removed from the 
index on the selected date; and an instrument weight value for 
that instrument at the selected date. 

11. The method of claim 1, wherein the index is tracked 
over a period of time that starts from the first time. 

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the first time series is 
derived from a date set. 

13. The method of claim 1, wherein the first instruments are 
received by evaluating a query, which specifies instrument 
selection criteria, at the first time, and wherein the second 
instruments are received by evaluating the query at the second 
time. 

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising receiving 
user input that explicitly specifies one or more additional 
instruments to include in the index. 

15. The method of claim 1, wherein the collective value is 
a market value of the index. 

16. The method of claim 1, wherein the collective value is 
an analytical value of the index. 

17. The method of claim 1, wherein the collective value of 
the index at a given time is one of a) a Sum, b) a weighted 
average, and c) a harmonic mean, based on all instruments 
included in the index at the given time. 

18. The method of claim 1, further comprising rendering a 
graphic representation of the index at a different physical 
computing device. 

19. A machine-readable storage medium comprising one 
or more program instructions recorded thereon, which 
instructions, when executed by one or more processors, cause 
the one or more processors to perform: 

identifying one or more first instruments to be included in 
an index at a first time and one or more first weights each 
of which is associated with a different instrument in the 
one or more first instruments; 

determining one or more first time series for the first instru 
ments; 

tracking, based on the one or more first time series and the 
one or more first weights, a collective value of the index 
as a function of time at least from the first time; and 

storing, in a physical storage device, at least one of a) the 
first weights and the first time, and b) the collective value 
as the function of the time. 
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20. The medium of claim 19, wherein the one or more 
program instructions further comprise instructions which, 
when executed by one or more processors, cause the one or 
more processors to perform associating the index with a com 
putational metric that defines a function that can operate on 
the first instruments as input and yield metric output values, 
and determining the one or more first weights based on a 
relationship to the metric output values for the instruments. 

21. The medium of claim 19, wherein the one or more 
program instructions further comprise instructions which, 
when executed by one or more processors, cause the one or 
more processors to perform: 

receiving user input that identifies one or more second 
instruments to be included in the index at a second time, 
and one or more second weights, each of which is asso 
ciated with a different instrument in the one or more 
second instruments; 

receiving second user input that specifies a date set; 
for each date in the date set, rebalancing the index based on 

determining a collective market value of the first instru 
ments at that date, removing the first instruments from 
the index, adding the second instruments to the index, 
and using the second weights to distribute the collective 
market value among the second instruments. 

22. The medium of claim 21, wherein the one or more 
program instructions further comprise instructions which, 
when executed by one or more processors, cause the one or 
more processors to perform receiving user input requesting 
data details for the index; in response to the user input, dis 
playing a table comprising dates of the date set, a number of 
instruments in the index on each of the dates, a number of 
instruments included in the index on each of the dates, and a 
number of instruments removed from the index on each of the 
dates. 

23. The medium of claim 22, wherein the one or more 
program instructions further comprise instructions which, 
when executed by one or more processors, cause the one or 
more processors to perform receiving user input selecting one 
of the dates in the table, and in response, displaying for each 
of the first instruments and the second instruments: 

instrument name; an indication whether that instrument 
was included in the index on the selected date; an indi 
cation whether that instrument was removed from the 
index on the selected date; and an instrument weight 
value for that instrument at the selected date. 

24. The medium of claim 19, wherein the first instruments 
are received by evaluating a query, which specifies instrument 
selection criteria, at the first time, and wherein the second 
instruments are received by evaluating the query at the second 
time. 

25. The medium of claim 19, wherein the collective value 
is an analytical value of the index. 

26. A computer-based apparatus comprising: 
a network interface that is coupled to a data network for 

receiving one or more packet flows therefrom; 
a processor; and 
one or more program instructions which, when executed by 

the processor, cause the processor to perform: 
identifying one or more first instruments to be included 

in an index at a first time and one or more first weights 
each of which is associated with a different instru 
ment in the one or more first instruments; 

determining one or more first time series for the first 
instruments; 
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tracking, based on the one or more first time series and 
the one or more first weights, a collective value of the 
index as a function of time at least from the first time; 
and 

storing, in a physical storage device, at least one of a) the 
first weights and the first time, and b) the collective 
value as the function of the time. 

27. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the one or more 
program instructions further comprise instructions which, 
when executed by one or more processors, cause the one or 
more processors to perform associating the index with a com 
putational metric that defines a function that can operate on 
the first instruments as input and yield metric output values, 
and determining the one or more first weights based on a 
relationship to the metric output values for the instruments. 

28. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the one or more 
program instructions further comprise instructions which, 
when executed by one or more processors, cause the one or 
more processors to perform: 

receiving user input that identifies one or more second 
instruments to be included in the index at a second time, 
and one or more second weights, each of which is asso 
ciated with a different instrument in the one or more 
second instruments; 

receiving second user input that specifies a date set; 
for each date in the date set, rebalancing the index based on 

determining a collective market value of the first instru 
ments at that date, removing the first instruments from 
the index, adding the second instruments to the index, 
and using the second weights to distribute the collective 
market value among the second instruments. 

10 
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29. The apparatus of claim 28, wherein the one or more 
program instructions further comprise instructions which, 
when executed by one or more processors, cause the one or 
more processors to perform receiving user input requesting 
data details for the index; in response to the user input, dis 
playing a table comprising dates of the date set, a number of 
instruments in the index on each of the dates, a number of 
instruments included in the index on each of the dates, and a 
number of instruments removed from the index on each of the 
dates. 

30. The apparatus of claim 29, wherein the one or more 
program instructions further comprise instructions which, 
when executed by one or more processors, cause the one or 
more processors to perform receiving user input selecting one 
of the dates in the table, and in response, displaying for each 
of the first instruments and the second instruments: instru 
ment name; an indication whether that instrument was 
included in the index on the selected date; an indication 
whether that instrument was removed from the index on the 
selected date; and an instrument weight value for that instru 
ment at the selected date. 

31. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the first instruments 
are received by evaluating a query, which specifies instrument 
selection criteria, at the first time, and wherein the second 
instruments are received by evaluating the query at the second 
time. 

32. The apparatus of claim 26, wherein the collective value 
is an analytical value of the index. 
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CROSS-ACL MULT-MASTER REPLICATION 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS, PRIORITY CLAIM 

0001. This application claims the benefit as a Continuation 
of application Ser. No. 13/355,726, filed Jan. 23, 2012 the 
entire contents of which is hereby incorporated by reference 
as if fully set forth herein, under 35 U.S.C. S 120. The appli 
cant(s) hereby rescind any disclaimer of claim scope in the 
parent application(s) or the prosecution history thereof and 
advise the USPTO that the claims in this application may be 
broader than any claim in the parent application(s). 

BACKGROUND 

0002 The present disclosure generally relates to distrib 
uted computing systems and, in particular, to cross-access 
controllist data replication in a multi-master database system. 
0003. In a typical multi-master computing system, data is 
stored at each replication site of a group of replication sites, 
data changes may be made at any site of the group, and data 
changes made at one site are propagated to the rest of the 
group. A multi-master system typically either employs a 
"synchronous” replication scheme oran "asynchronous rep 
lication scheme for propagating a data change made at one 
site to the rest of the sites in the group. 
0004. With typical synchronous multi-master replication 
schemes, each data change is applied at all sites in the group 
immediately or at none of the sites if one or more of the sites 
in the group cannot accept the data change. For example, one 
of the sites may be offline or unavailable. Many synchronous 
multi-master replication schemes are implemented using a 
two-phase commit protocol. 
0005. In contrast, with typical asynchronous multi-master 
replication schemes, a data change made at a site is immedi 
ately accepted at that site but propagation of the data change 
to other sites in the group may be deferred. Because propa 
gation of data changes may be deferred, if one or more of the 
sites in the group are temporarily unavailable, the available 
sites in the group can continue to accept data changes, queu 
ing the data changes locally until they can be propagated to 
the rest of the group. For this reason, a multi-master system 
employing an asynchronous replication scheme is typically 
considered to be more highly available than one employing a 
synchronous replication scheme. However, asynchronous 
multi-master replication brings with it the possibility of data 
change conflicts that occur as a result of concurrent data 
changes. 
0006. A data change conflict can occur in a multi-master 
system employing an asynchronous replication scheme when 
the same data is changed at two sites before either one of those 
data changes can be propagated to the other. For example, 
assume that at site A, data representing a particular person’s 
eye color is changed to “brown', and after that data change 
but before that data change can be propagated to site B, data 
at site B representing the same particular person’s eye coloris 
changed to “green’. Without additional information, it is 
unclear which data change is the "correct' change that should 
be adopted by all sites in the group. 
0007 Typically, a multi-master system employing an 
asynchronous replication scheme provides a mechanism for 
“deconflicting data change conflicts. In many cases, decon 
flicting a data change conflict means to detect and resolve the 
data change conflict such that the resolution of the data 
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change conflict is adopted at all sites. In some cases, the 
multi-master system may be able to deconflict a data change 
conflict automatically without requiring user intervention. In 
other cases, user intervention is required to decide which of 
the concurrent data changes should be adopted as the “cor 
rect data change. 
0008. One possible approach for detecting data change 
conflicts in a multi-master system employing asynchronous 
replication is through the use of version vectors (sometimes 
referred to as vector clocks). A version vector may be defined 
as a logical timestamp associated with a data change, and 
provides apartial ordering of the associated data change with 
respect to other data changes. The logical timestamp is called 
“logical in that its value has no inherent relation to real 
“physical time. Typically, the logical timestamp is repre 
sented as a list of logical clocks, one logical clock per site in 
the system. The partial ordering is called “partial” in that a 
version vector does not provide a total ordering of the asso 
ciated data change with respect to all other data changes in the 
system. Instead, two version vectors associated with two dis 
tributed data changes (i.e., two data changes at two different 
sites) can be compared to determine whether one data change 
happened before the other or whether the two data changes 
happened concurrently and thus, are mutually inconsistent 
(i.e., represent a data change conflict). Use of version vectors 
for detecting mutual inconsistencies in distributed systems is 
well documented, see e.g., “Detection of Mutual Inconsis 
tency in Distributed Systems, published by the Institute of 
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) as IEEE Trans 
actions on Software Engineering, VOL. SE-9, No. 3, May 
1983, the disclosure of which is hereby incorporated by ref 
CCC. 

0009. When used in the context of a multi-master system, 
a single version vector is typically maintained at each site in 
the system. When a site propagates a data change to another 
site, the propagating site includes its current version vector in 
the notification. The site receiving the notification can com 
pare its version vector to the version vector received in the 
notification. This comparison can be used to determine 
whether the propagated data change happened before, hap 
pened after, or happened concurrently with the latest data 
change at the site receiving the notification. 
0010. Access control adds an additional layer of complex 
ity to multi-master replication on top of the complexity of 
detecting data change conflicts. In particular, some sites in a 
multi-master system may implement access control policies 
that limit the information that is shared with other sites in the 
group. Further, a site may share certain information with 
Some sites in the group that it does not share with other sites 
in the system. Many existing multi-master replication solu 
tions employ version vectors on a per-site basis for detecting 
data change conflicts. These solutions do not adequately 
address the complexity introduced by access control. 
0011 Consider, for example, a multi-master system with 
four sites A, B, C, and D in which site A propagates data 
changes directly to sites B and C and sites B and C propagate 
data changes directly to site D but site A does not propagate 
data changes directly to site D. Further assume that, for Secu 
rity policy reasons, site A does not propagate certain infor 
mation to site B even if that certain information is changed at 
site A and that site A does not propagate other certain infor 
mation to site C even if that other certain information is 
changed at site A. Assume further still that site A does propa 
gate to site B the other certain information that it does not 
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propagate under the security policy to site C and that site A 
does propagate to site C the certain information it does not 
propagate to site B. For example, site A may not propagate 
Social security numbers to site Band may not propagate home 
address information to site C. Finally, assume that there are no 
restrictions on the information propagated from sites B and C 
to site D. 

0012 Next, assume the following sequence of events that 
occur in the multi-master system: 
0013 Event 1: A data record R is created at site A with 
values for the three fields of the data record: "Name”, “Social 
Security Number”, and “Home Address'. 
0014) Event 2: Site A propagates to site B information 
reflecting the data change to site A at Event 1 including the 
Name and HomeAddress information of the record R. but for 
access control reasons not the Social Security Number infor 
mation of the record R. As a result, a data record R, is stored 
at site B with the values for the Name and Home Address 
fields received from site A. 

00.15 Event 3: Site A propagates to site C information 
reflecting the data change to site A at Event 1 including the 
Name and Social Security Address information of the record 
R, but for access control reasons not the HomeAddress infor 
mation of the record R. As a result, a data record R is stored 
at site C with the values for the Name and Social Security 
Number fields received from site A. 

0016 Event 4: The value of the Name field of record R is 
changed at site B to “John M. Smith'. Concurrently, the value 
of the Name field of record R. is changed at site C to “J. M. S.” 
creating a data change conflict. 
0017 Event 5: Site B propagates to site D information 
reflecting the data change to site A at Event 1 and the data 
change to site B at Event 4 including the Name “John M. 
Smith' from record R, and the Home Address information 
from record R. A data record R is stored at site D with the 
values for the Name and HomeAddress fields received from 
site B. 

0018. Event 6: Site C propagates to site D information 
reflecting the data change at site A at Event 1 and the data 
change at site Cat Event 4 including the Name “J.M.S. from 
record R. and the Social Security Number from record R. 
0019. At Event 6 in the above example, per-site version 
vectors could be used to detect at site D that the record R. 
conflicts with the record R by virtue of the concurrent 
updates to the Name fields of records R, and R. at Event 4. 
However, site D cannot determine from use of per-site version 
vectors alone whether the data change at site B at Event 4, in 
addition to changing the value the Name field, also deleted the 
Social Security Number field from record R. Similarly, site 
D cannot determine whether the data change at site Cat Event 
4, in addition to changing the value of the Name field, also 
deleted the HomeAddress field from record R. Ideally, in this 
case where the Social Security Number field and the Home 
Address field were not deleted but instead were filtered at site 
A implementing an access control policy, the resulting record 
R at site D after Event 6 would have values for all of the 
Name, Social Security Number, and the HomeAddress fields. 
Specifically, the record R. would have as the value of the 
Name field either “John M. Smith' or “J.M.S depending on 
how this data change conflict is deconflicted at site D, the 
value of the HomeAddress field received from site B, and the 
value of the Social Security Number field received from site 
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C. Alternatively, if the Home Address field was deleted at 
Event 4, then the record R. at site D after Event 6 should 
reflect the deletions. 
0020. The above-example is provided to illustrate an 
example of an issue left unaddressed by existing multi-master 
replication solutions. Problems in the field include detection 
of data change conflicts in a multi-master system while at the 
same time facilitating differentiation between a situation 
where a conflicting data change is missing information 
because the missing information was filtered under an access 
control policy and a situation where a conflicting data change 
is missing information because the missing information was 
deleted as part of the data change. More generally, the prob 
lem is providing multi-master replication in access controlled 
replication environments in a manner that is in line with user 
expectations. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING(S) 
0021 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a multi-master topology 
having a plurality of replication sites each configured with 
replication logic. 
0022 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a data object that 
includes access controlled data object data units. 
0023 FIG.3 is a block diagram of a multi-master topology 
having a plurality of replications sites each configured with 
replication logic and ACL-based replication filters. 
0024 FIG. 4 is a conceptual diagram of a version vector. 
0025 FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a data change update 
that includes data object data unit updates. 
0026 FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a replication protocol. 
(0027 FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a replication protocol. 
0028 FIG. 8 is a block diagram of a computer system on 
which an embodiment of the invention may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF 
EMBODIMENT(S) 

0029. In the following description, for the purposes of 
explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to 
provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It 
will be apparent, however, that the present invention may be 
practiced without these specific details. In other instances, 
well-known structures and devices are shown in block dia 
gram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the 
present invention. 

Cross-ACL Multi-Master Replication Overview 
0030. In an embodiment, a technique for “cross-ACL’ 
multi-master replication is provided that allows a replication 
site in a multi-master system implementing an asynchronous 
replication protocol and an access control policy to appropri 
ately apply received data change updates to data maintained 
at the site even where a data change update is missing infor 
mation because of the implemented access control policy. In 
this context, the term 'ACL is short for access controllist. An 
“access control list may be any data that specifies, either 
directly or indirectly, what operations may be performed 
using associated access controlled data and who or what may 
perform those operations. For example, an access control list 
may specify that “everyone' can “read the associated access 
controlled data but that only “supervisors' can “write' the 
access controlled data. As another example, an access control 
list may classify the access controlled data as “top secret” 
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Such that only users having “top secret clearance can use 
(e.g., read or write) the access controlled data. 
0031. The term “cross-ACL refers to the notion that data 
change updates may be propagated amongst replication sites 
that define different ACLs that govern what information is 
shared amongst the replication sites. As a result, some repli 
cation sites may receive data change updates for certain 
access controlled data that other replication sites never 
receive a data change update for and thus, the other replica 
tion sites have no “knowledge' of even the existence of the 
certain access controlled data. For example, a replication site 
A may be configured to not share with replication site Bany 
data that it maintains that is classified as “top secret accord 
ing to an ACL. At the same time, replication site A may be 
configured to share “top secret data with replication site C. 
Significantly, if replication site B shares data changes with 
replication site D, replication site B cannot inform replication 
site D that it did not receive the certain “top secret informa 
tion from replication site A because replication site B has no 
“knowledge” of even the existence of that “top secret' infor 
mation, which is desirable in terms of access control policy 
because even mere knowledge of the existence of “top secret” 
data, for example, even without any knowledge about the 
contents of the data, may be considered a security breach. At 
the same time, if replication site D received the certain “top 
secret information from site C, replication site D needs to 
appropriately apply data change updates it receives from site 
B to data it has already received from site C. This and other 
cross-ACL replication scenarios are addressed in part through 
the use of per-access controlled data object data unit version 
vectors. In one embodiment, this and other cross-ACL repli 
cation scenarios are addressed through use of per-access con 
trolled data object version vectors. 
0032. According to the technique, data changes at each 
replication site are viewed as being made to access controlled 
data object data units, or AC data units’ for short. An AC 
data unit is any logical portion or component of a data object 
under access control. A "data object may be any entity that 
includes AC data units that are protected by access control 
lists. For example, within a database system, data objects 
could include database records, database table rows, database 
entities, database objects, etc. and AC data units could include 
properties, fields, attributes, columns, etc. of data objects 
under access control. Within a file system, data objects could 
include documents, files, directories, etc. and AC data units 
could include portions of documents or files under access 
control, files in directories under access control, etc. 
0033. To facilitate cross-ACL multi-master replication, 
each replication site maintains version vectors on a per-AC 
data unit basis rather than onjust a per-replication site basis or 
per-data object basis. This per-AC data unit versioning with 
version vectors allows replication sites in a multi-master sys 
tem to appropriately apply data change updates received from 
other replication sites where the data change updates reflect 
only a partial or incomplete view of the data changes due to 
access control restrictions. 
0034. The general methodology proceeds as follows. 
When a data change is made to an AC data unitata replication 
site, the version vector associated with the AC data unit at the 
site is incremented in accordance with a versioning protocol. 
Details of the versioning protocol including what it means to 
increment a version vector in accordance with protocol are 
described below. A "data change” refers to adding an AC data 
unit to a data object maintained at a site, removing (deleting) 
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an AC data unit from a data object maintained at a site, or 
changing (modifying) an AC data unit of a data object main 
tained at a site. 

0035) Next, the replication site determines whether to 
share (propagate) the data change with one or more other 
replication sites (peer sites) under the access control policy 
the replication site is configured with. The group of replica 
tion sites is arranged in a pre-defined multi-master topology 
(i.e., a fully meshed or partially meshed topology). Each site 
in the group is configured to share data changes with one or 
more other sites in the group in accordance with the pre 
defined topology. For a given site, the other sites the given site 
is configured to share data changes with may be referred to as 
the given site's "peers'. Depending on topology configura 
tion (i.e., a fully meshed or partially meshed topology), a site 
may not “peer with every other site in the group. 
0036. The access control policy at a site may be imple 
mented as an ACL-filter which serves to filter (limit) the AC 
data units shared by the site with another replication site 
based on the ACLs associated with AC data units at the site. 
For example, an ACL-filter may specify that no AC data units 
associated with a “top secret ACL are to be shared with a 
particular peer site. A replication site can employ a different 
ACL-filter for different peer sites that it shares data changes 
with. Thus, under two different ACL-filters a site may share 
updated AC data units with one peer site that it does not share 
with another peer site. 
0037 Assuming the replication site determines to share 
the data change with a peer site, the replication site sends a 
data change update to the peer site. For clarity of explanation, 
the site at which the data change to the AC data unit was made 
is referred to as the “changing site' and the peer site receiving 
notification of the data change in the data change update is 
referred to as the “receiving site'. The data change update 
sent by the changing site typically includes an identifier of the 
data object that the updated AC data unit is a part of data 
representing the change to the AC data unit at the changing 
site, the ACL associated with the AC data unit at the changing 
site, and the version vector associated with the AC data unitat 
the changing site. By including the ACL associated with the 
AC data unit at the changing site in the data change update, 
changes to ACLS can be propagated throughout the multi 
master system. The data change update may include other 
information including information related to updates to other 
AC data units, even AC data units for other data objects. 
0038. Upon receiving the data change update, the receiv 
ing site determines whether it maintains a view of the data 
object that the updated AC data unit is a part of. If, for 
example, the data object was not first created at the receiving 
site or the data change update is the first data change update 
received for the data object at the receiving site, then the 
receiving site might not maintain a view of the data object 
when the data change update is received. If the receiving site 
does not maintain a view of the data object, then the receiving 
site creates a view of the data object at the receiving site. Here, 
where the receiving site does not yet maintain a view of the 
data object, the receiving site treats the AC data units for the 
data object in the data change update as if they "happened 
after the current view of the data maintained at the receiving 
site in which no version of the data object exists. In creating 
the view of the data object, the receiving site uses the infor 
mation about the data object received in the data change 
update including the identifier of the data object that the 
updated AC data unit is a part of the data representing the 
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change to the AC data unit at the changing site, the ACL 
associated with the AC data unit at the changing site, and the 
version vector associated with the AC data unit at the chang 
ing site. As a result, the receiving site now maintains a view of 
the data object reflected by the data change update. 
0039. On the other hand, if the receiving site does maintain 
a view of the data object when the data change update for the 
data object is received, then the receiving site initially deter 
mines whether there are any data change conflicts (i.e., 
mutual inconsistencies) between an AC data unit maintained 
for the data object at the receiving site and an AC data unit for 
the data object included in the data change update. For clarity 
of explanation, AC data units of a data object maintained at a 
replication site will be referred to hereinafter as 'AC data 
units’ of the data object while AC data units for the data object 
sent in a data change update will be referred to hereinafter as 
“data object data unit updates' for the data object, or just 
“data unit updates' for short. 
0040. For a given data unit update for a data object, deter 
mining whether the data unit update conflicts with an AC data 
unit of the data object maintained at the receiving site initially 
includes determining whether the data object maintained at 
the receiving site has an AC data unit that corresponds to the 
given data unit update. This correspondence may be deter 
mined in any number of ways including, for example, through 
use of per-AC data unit identifiers or a combination of a data 
object identifier and other information for identifying a par 
ticular AC data unit from amongst a set of AC data units for 
the data object. 
0041) If the data unit update has a corresponding AC data 

unit, then the version vector associated with the data unit 
update is compared to the version vector associated with the 
corresponding AC data unit maintained at the receiving site. 
This comparison is made in accordance with the versioning 
protocol as described in greater detail below. In Sum, as one 
skilled in the art will appreciate, the comparison reveals 
whether the data unit update “happened before”, “happened 
after, or “happened concurrently with’ (i.e., conflicts with) 
the corresponding AC data unit at the receiving site. 
0042. If the data unit update happened concurrently with 
the corresponding AC data unit at the receiving site, then there 
exists a conflict between the data change update for the data 
object and the data object maintained at the receiving site. In 
accordance with an embodiment, the receiving site decon 
flicts all such conflicts for the data object before applying any 
data unit updates for the data object to the data object main 
tained at the receiving site. By deconflicting all conflicts 
between the data change update for the data object and the 
data object maintained at the receiving site before applying 
the data change update to the data object maintained at the 
receiving site, data integrity at the receiving site is improved 
in the case where more than one data unit update for the data 
object received in the data change update conflicts with an AC 
data unit of the data object at the receiving site. This improved 
data integrity is because each deconfliction of each of the 
multiple conflicts for the data object is assumed to be consis 
tent with one another. In some cases, deconfliction between a 
conflicting data unit update and a corresponding AC data unit 
occurs automatically at the receiving site according to pre 
defined rules or heuristics. For example, when the data unit 
update and the corresponding AC data unit represent the same 
value. In other cases, user intervention is required to decide 
which of the conflicting data unit update and corresponding 
AC data unit should be adopted at the receiving site. 
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0043. After any and all conflicts between the data change 
update for a data object and the data object maintained at the 
receiving site have been deconflicted, the receiving site 
applies the data change update for the data object to the data 
object maintained at the receiving site. This applying occurs 
on a data unit update by data unit update basis. In particular, 
if a given data unit update for the data object does not have a 
corresponding AC data unit maintained at the receiving site, 
then the given data unit update is added to the data object 
maintained at the receiving site. Here, similar to the case 
where the receiving site does not maintain a view of the data 
object when a data change update for the data object is 
received, the receiving site treats the data unit update for the 
data object as if it “happened after the current view of the 
data object maintained at the receiving site. 
0044. On the other hand, if the given data unit update does 
have a corresponding AC data unit maintained at the receiving 
site, then the data unit update is applied to the corresponding 
AC data unit depending on the outcome of the comparison 
between the version vectors for the data unit update and the 
corresponding AC data unit. If particular, if the comparison 
revealed that the data unit update happened before the corre 
sponding AC data unit, then the data unit update is not applied 
to the corresponding AC data unit. If the comparison revealed 
that the data unit update happened after the corresponding AC 
data unit, then the data unit update is applied to the corre 
sponding AC data unit. In this case, where the data unit update 
is applied to the corresponding AC data unit, the version 
vectors for the data unit update and the corresponding AC data 
unit are merged in accordance with the version protocol as 
discussed in greater detail below. The resulting merged ver 
sion vector becomes the new version vector for the corre 
sponding AC data unit at the receiving site and reflects that the 
data unit update has been incorporated into the corresponding 
AC data unit at the receiving site. If the comparison revealed 
that the data unit update conflicts with the corresponding AC 
data unit, then the result of the deconfliction between the data 
unit update and the corresponding AC data unit is applied to 
the corresponding AC data unit. In this case where there is a 
conflict, the version vectors are merged and the resulting 
merged version vector is incremented in accordance with the 
versioning protocol. 
0045. In the manner described, maintaining version vec 
tors on a per-AC data unit basis rather than on just a per 
replication site basis or a per-data object basis, allows repli 
cation sites in a multi-master system to appropriately apply 
data change updates received from other replication sites 
where the data change updates reflect only a partial or incom 
plete view of the data changes due to access control restric 
tions. 

0046. The above discussion provides an overview of the 
cross-ACL multi-master replication method in one embodi 
ment. A specific sample embodiment is described below. 

Exemplary Multi-Master Replication Environment 

0047 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a multi-master 
replication environment 100 comprising a plurality of repli 
cation sites 101, 102, 103, and 104 each configured with 
replication logic 120. As shown, site 101 and site 102 are 
operatively coupled to one another, site 101 and site 103 are 
operatively coupled to one another, site 102 and site 104 are 
operatively coupled to one another, and site 103 and site 104 
are operatively coupled to one another. 
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0048 Replication sites may be operatively coupled to one 
another as part of a computer network that links the sites 
together from time to time (or permanently). Suitable types of 
computer networks for linking sites together include, but are 
not limited to, local area networks (LANs), virtual private 
networks (VPNs), metropolitan area networks (MANs), cam 
pus area networks (CANs), and wide area networks (WANs) 
including the Internet. It is not necessary that a highly or 
continuously available computer network link replication 
sites and the computer network linking any two sites may 
only be periodically available. Further, replication sites need 
not be linked together by any computer network and data may 
be transported between these “disconnected’ replication sites 
manually using a portable data storage medium such as a 
Compact Disc (CD), a Digital Versatile Disc (DVD), Univer 
sal Serial Bus (USB) flash device, etc. 
0049. The replication logic 120 and the view (e.g., view 
111) at a replication site (e.g., site 101) may be embodied in 
a single computing device. Alternatively, the replication logic 
and the view may be embodied in multiple computing devices 
Such as one or more workstation computers, server comput 
ers, laptop computers, mobile computing devices, or combi 
nations thereof operatively coupled to one another via one or 
more computer networks or other data communication 
mechanism. Further, while only four replication sites are 
shown in FIG. 1, other embodiments may use a multi-master 
replication environment with as few as two replication sites 
up to a multi-master replication environment with many hun 
dreds or many thousands of replication sites. 
0050. Each replication site 101, 102, 103,104, etc. has a 
view 111, 112,113, 114, etc. of more or less the same body of 
data. A view may, for example, bestored in (contained in) one 
or more tables in a relational database. However, other data 
containers and data structures including other types of data 
bases may be used to contain a view. The particular data 
container, data structure, or database that is used may vary in 
different embodiments. 
0051. With respect to the body of data, site 101 is config 
ured to asynchronously propagate to sites 102 and 103 
changes made to view 111. Site 102 is configured to asyn 
chronously propagate to sites 101 and 104 changes made to 
view 112. Site 103 is configured to asynchronously propagate 
to sites 101 and 104 changes made to view 113. Site 104 is 
configured to asynchronously propagate to sites 102 and 103 
changes made to view 114. Thus, site 101 and site 102 may be 
replication peers, site 101 and site 103 are replication peers, 
site 102 and site 104 are replication peers, and site 103 and 
site 104 are replication peers. However, site 101 and site 104 
are not replication peers and neither are sites 102 and 103. 
0052. The replication environment 100 of FIG. 1 repre 
sents a partially meshed replication topology. That is, at least 
one site in the topology is not configured to asynchronously 
propagate changes to its view to at least one other site in the 
topology. In this case, one or more other sites may act as 
intermediary sites for propagating changes between the sites 
that are not configured to directly propagate changes to each 
other (i.e., between sites that are not replication peers). 
0053 For example, in the replication topology of FIG. 1, 
site 101 is not configured to propagate changes to view 111 
directly to site 104. However, site 101 is configured to propa 
gate changes to view 111 directly to sites 102 and 103 and 
sites 102 and 103 are configured to propagate changes to 
views 112 and 113 respectively directly to site 104. Thus, site 
104 learns of data changes to view 111 from sites 102 and 103 
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after sites 102 and 103 have applied the changes into their 
respective views 112 and 113 and propagated the changes to 
site 104. 
0054 While a partially meshed replication topology is 
depicted in FIG. 1, a fully meshed replication topology may 
be used in which each site in the topology is configured to 
propagate changes to its view directly to every other site in the 
topology. 
0055. The replication logic 120 at each site 101, 102, 103, 
104, etc. employs an asynchronous replication scheme. That 
is, a change to a view at a site may be immediately applied at 
the site but propagation of the change to other sites in the 
topology may be deferred for a period of time. Thus, each 
view 111, 112, 113, 114, etc. may diverge (be inconsistent) 
from time to time such that at any given moment one view 
111,112,113,114, etc. is inconsistent with another view 111, 
112,113, 114, etc. Typically, in the absence of new changes to 
any view 111, 112, 113, 114, etc. for a period of time, the 
views 111, 112, 113, 114, etc. eventually become consistent 
with one another. Thus, the views 111,112,113, 114, etc. can 
be said to be both loosely consistent and eventually consis 
tent. 

0056 Very generally, two views are consistent with one 
another with respect to a historical point in time if both sites 
have been informed of all of the other's changes to their 
respective views since the historical time point. Two views 
can be consistent with one another even though the two views 
are not identical. For example, information in one view may 
be data typed differently than the same information in another 
view with which the first view is consistent. For example, in 
one view a phone number is stored as a numerical data type 
while in another view the same phone number is stored as a 
string data type. As another example, information in one view 
may be data formatted differently than the same information 
in another view that the first view is consistent with (e.g., in 
one view a phone number is stored as the string “(555) 555 
5555” while in another view the same phone number is stored 
as the string “555,555.5555°). 
0057. Each site 101,102,103,104, etc. in the topology has 
replication logic 120 for performing cross-ACL replication. 
In some embodiments, the replication logic 120 is imple 
mented in Software (e.g., driver, module, application, or the 
like) operating in a computer network-connected environ 
ment running under an operating system, such as the 
Microsoft(R) Windows(R operating system or a Unix R-type 
(e.g., LinuxOR) operating system. However, the replication 
logic 120 is not limited to any particular implementation, any 
particular application, or any particular environment. For 
example, the replication logic 120 may be implemented in a 
combination of hardware and software. As another example, 
the replication logic 102 may be part of an operating system 
ora component of a database server system or a component of 
database application or web application. 
0058. The above-described multi-master replication envi 
ronment is presented for purposes of illustrating the basic 
underlying components of an embodiment. For the purposes 
of illustrating a clear example, the following description will 
present examples in which it will be assumed there exists four 
replication sites arranged in a partially meshed replication 
topology, but a partially meshed replication topology consist 
ing of four replication sites is not necessary and other embodi 
ments may use any type of multi-master replication topology 
or processing environment capable of Supporting the meth 
odologies presented herein. 
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DataObjects and Access Controlled DataObject 
Data Units (AC Data Units) 

0059 Referring now to FIG. 2, the replication logic 120 at 
a site 101,102,103,104, etc. views data of the view 111,112, 
113, 114, etc. at that site as a collection of data objects 201. 
How the replication logic 120 views data of the view may be 
different than how the data is stored as part of the view. A data 
object 201 may correspond to a row or rows of a relational 
database table or tables or correspond to one or more file 
system files, as examples. 
0060 Broadly speaking, a data object 201 is a container 
for information representing a thing or things in the real 
world. For example, a data object 201 can represent an entity 
Such as a person, a place, an organization, a concept, or other 
noun. A data object 201 can represent an event that happens at 
a point in time or for a duration, for example. A data object 
201 can represent a document or other unstructured data 
Source Such as an e-mail message, a news report, or a written 
paper or article, as another example. 
0061. As shown in FIG. 2, a data object 201 may comprise 
one or more access controlled data object data units (AC data 
units) 202A-N. An AC data unit 202 represents a portion or 
portions or a component or components of the data object 201 
that is under access control as specified by an associated 
Access Control List (ACL) 203. The ACL 203 is a set of one 
or more permissions that govern use (e.g., read access, write 
access, etc.) of the associated AC data unit 202. A permission 
in an ACL 203 may be expressed in a variety of different 
forms in various embodiments. For example, a permission 
may specify a set of one or more trustees (e.g., a user) and one 
or more use rights (e.g., read access, write access, etc.) of 
those trustees with respect to the associated AC data unit 202. 
As another example, a permission may specify a minimum 
security classification level (e.g., unclassified, secret, or top 
secret) Such that only users that posses the minimum security 
classification level can use (e.g., read, write, etc.) the associ 
ated AC data unit 202. In other embodiments, other forms for 
expressing an ACL permission may be used. 
0062. As mentioned, each AC data unit 202A-N of a data 
object 201 corresponds to a portion or portions or a compo 
nent or components of the data object 201. For example, an 
AC data unit 202 may correspond to a property of a data 
object 201 or a portion of a document 201. Each AC data unit 
202A-N need not be the same data size or correspond to 
contiguous portions of the data object 201. 
0063. In some embodiments, an AC data unit 202 corre 
sponds to a property or attribute of the data object 201 that 
represents an individual data item. Each property of the data 
object 201 may have a type and a value. Different types of 
data objects 201 may have different types of properties. For 
example, a Person data object 201 might have an Eye Color 
property and an Event data object 201 might have a Date 
property. In some embodiments, the set of property types 
available for typing data stored as part of a view 111, 112, 
113, 114, etc. is defined according to a pre-defined or user 
defined ontology or other data type schema associated with 
the view. In addition, in some embodiments, a data object 201 
has more than one property of the same type. For example, a 
Person data object 201 might have multiple Address proper 
ties or multiple Name properties. 
0064. Each data object 201 is associated with an identifier 
204 that uniquely identifies the data object within the multi 
master system. The identifier 204 may be included in data 
change updates to identify data objects 201 to which the data 
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change updates pertain. The identifier 204 may be any data 
suitable for identifying the data object 201. For example, the 
identifier 204 may be a name, a number, or other byte 
Sequence. 

0065. Each AC data unit 202 of a data object 201 may also 
be associated with an identifier 205. The identifier 205 asso 
ciated with a AC data unit 202 may uniquely identify the 
associated AC data unit 202 amongst the other AC data units 
of the data object 201 or may uniquely identify the associated 
AC data unit 202 amongst all AC data units 202 for all data 
objects 201 in the multi-master system. The identifier 205 
may be included in data change updates to identify AC data 
units 202 to which the data change updates pertain. 
0066. The above-described data object view is presented 
for purposes of illustrating general aspects of an exemplary 
AC data unit that may be replicated amongst sites in a multi 
master system. For the purposes of discussion, the following 
description will present examples in which it will be assumed 
data objects have properties. In other embodiments, corre 
spondence between AC data units and data object properties 
is not necessary and in other embodiments AC data units 
correspond to other types of portions or components of data 
objects capable of Supporting the methodologies presented 
herein. As but one example, an AC data unit may correspond 
to a portion of a document under access control or a file in a 
file system directory. 

ACL-Based Replication Filters 

0067. Referring now to FIG. 3, each replication site 101, 
102, 103, 104, etc. may be configured with one or more 
ACL-based replication filters 301A, 301B, 302A, 302B, 
303A, 303B, 304A, 304B, etc. As discussed above, an ACL 
based replication filter functions to restrict (limit) the AC data 
units 202 that a particular replication site 101, 102,103,104, 
etc. shares with its replication peers in data change updates. 
For example, filter 301A at site 101 limits the AC data units 
202 that site 101 shares with site 102 and filter 301 B limits the 
AC data units 202 that site 101 shares with site 103. Filter 
302A at site 102 limits the AC data units 202 that site 102 
shares with site 101 and filter 302B restricts the AC data units 
202 that site 102 shares with site 104. Filter 303A at site 103 
limits the AC data units 202 that site 103 shares with site101 
and filter 303B restricts the AC data units 202 that site 103 
shares with site 104. And filter 304A at site 104 limits the AC 
data units 202 that site 104 shares with site 102 and filter 304B 
restricts the AC data units 202 that site 104 shares with site 
103. 

0068. In operation, when a replication site 101, 102, 103, 
104, etc. is about to send to a replication peer a data change 
update that includes AC data units 202, the site consults 
(applies) the ACL-based replication filter configured for the 
replication peer to the data change update to determine if any 
of the AC data units 202 in the data change update should be 
“dropped' from the data change update before it is sent to the 
replication peer. For example, when site 101 sends a data 
change update to site 102, site 101 first consults filter 301A to 
determine whether any AC data units 202 in the data change 
update should be dropped before the data change update is 
sent to site 102. Dropping an AC data unit 202 from a data 
change update means that the data change update sent to the 
peer site does not contain any information about the dropped 
AC data unit 202 including any information that would reveal 
the existence of the AC data unit 202 to the peer site. 
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0069. The AC data units 202 that are dropped from the data 
change update are those that are associated with ACLs 203 
that satisfy the ACL-based replication filter. For example, if 
filter 301A specifies that no AC data units 202 classified as 
“top secret” are to be shared with site 102, then site 101 will 
drop all AC data units 202 associated with a “top secret ACL 
203 from data change updates sent to site 102. A filter 301, 
302,303, 304, etc. may be expressed in any convenient form 
for identifying ACLs 203. For example, a filter may include 
an enumeration of ACLs 203 or ACL 203 identifiers, regular 
expressions, or other types of expressions or rules for identi 
fying ACLs 203. 
0070. As mentioned previously, each replication site 101, 
102,103,104, etc. may be configured with different filters for 
different replication peers. For example, filter 301A at site 
101 may be different than filter 301B. In this scenario, two or 
more data change updates for the same data change may 
include different sets of AC data units 202 as a result of the 
differing filters. Returning to a previous example discussed in 
the Background section, the data change update sent to site 
102 might include AC data units 202 for the “Name” and 
“Social Security Number” properties of a changed data 
record in view 111 while the data change update sent to site 
103 might include AC data units 202 for the “Name” and 
“HomeAddress' properties for the same change even though 
the change to the data record in view 111 involved a change to 
all three AC data units “Name”, Social Security Number, 
and “HomeAddress'. 
(0071. Two replication sites that peer with each other need 
not be configured with the same filter. For example, filter 
301A may be different than filter 302A. Further, a filter may 
be configured in only one replication direction between two 
replication peers. For example, site 101 may be configured 
with a filter for data change updates sent to site 102 while site 
102 may send data change updates to site 101 without filter 
ing. Still further, not every replication site 101, 102,103,104, 
etc. need be configured with a filter and some replication sites 
may share data change updates with their replication sites 
without filtering. 

Per-Access Controlled DataObject Data Unit 
Version Vectors 

0072. In an embodiment, in order to facilitate cross-ACL 
multi-master replication, each site 101, 102, 103, 104, etc. 
maintains version vectors on a per-AC data unit 202 basis. In 
particular, each site 101, 102, 103, 104, etc. maintains one 
version vector for each AC data unit 202 the site maintains in 
its view 111,112,113, 114, etc. In another embodiment, each 
site maintains version vectors on a per-data object 201 basis. 
0073 Referring now to FIG. 4, a conceptual representa 
tion of a version vector 401 uses an associative array notation. 
Embodiments do not require that version vectors bestored in 
data memory as associative arrays and any data structure 
suitable for the implementation at hand may be used. The 
version vector 401 may be associated with an AC data unit 
202 at the replication site where the AC data unit 202 is 
maintained. The version vector 401 includes up to m ele 
ments, where m is the number of replication sites in the 
system. Thus, each element in the version vector 401 corre 
sponds to a replication site 101, 102, 103, 104, etc. in the 
system. Each element of the version vector includes a logical 
clock for the associated data unit 202 at the site corresponding 
to the element. The logical clock is typically represented as 
monotonically increasing sequence number that starts at 
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Some default value (e.g., 0). In a practical embodiment, to 
conserve data storage space, data maintained at a site 101, 
102, 103,104, etc. representing a version vector 401 may not 
represent all m elements, but instead some Subset of the m 
elements. For example, elements of the version vector 401 
that have the default value (e.g., Zero) may not be represented. 
Since it may often be the case that only a few sites make 
changes to the associated AC data unit 202, omitting repre 
sentation of default values in version vectors 401 can save 
considerable data storage space at sites. 
0074. Each site 101, 103, 103, 104, etc. has, in each ver 
sion vector 401 that the site maintains, its own logical clock 
value as one of the elements in the version vector 401. This 
logical clock value represents the version of the associated 
AC data unit 202 at the site maintaining the version vector 
401. Each other element in the version vector 401 represents 
the site’s “best guess', based on the data change updates the 
site has received, of the version of the associated AC data unit 
202 at the site corresponding to the other element. 
0075 Each logical clock value of a version vector 401 is 
initially at some default value (e.g., Zero). When a site 
changes an AC data unit 202 that the site maintains such as, 
for example, as part of a database transaction against the site's 
view, the site increments its own logical clock in the version 
vector associated with AC data unit 202 by a fixed value (e.g., 
one). When sharing the change with a peer site as a data 
change update, assuming the change is not filtered by an 
ACL-based replication filter, the site includes, in the data 
change update, data representing the change to the AC data 
unit 202 at the changing site and data representing the site's 
version vector for the AC data unit 202 after the increment. A 
site receiving the data change update can compare the version 
vector for the AC data unit 202 in the data change update with 
its own version vector for the AC data unit 202 (assuming the 
receiving site maintains a view of the AC data unit) to deter 
mine whether the version of the AC data unit 202 at the 
receiving site and the version of the AC data unit 202 in the 
update are: identical, ordered, or concurrent. Stated other 
wise, the receiving site can compare the version vectors to 
determine whether: 
0076 (1) the receiving site already maintains the same 
version of the AC data unit 202 indicated in the data change 
update (i.e., identical versions), 
(0077 (2) the change to the AC data unit 202 reflected in the 
data change update "happened before the latest change to the 
AC data unit 202 at the receiving site (i.e., ordered versions), 
(0078 (3) the change to the AC data unit 202 reflected in the 
data change update "happened after the latest change to the 
AC data unit 202 at the receiving site (i.e., ordered versions), 
(0079 (4) the change to the AC data unit 202 reflected in the 
data change update “happened concurrently with the latest 
change to the AC data unit 202 at the receiving site (i.e., 
concurrent versions). 
0080 Scenario (1) above might, for example, occur if the 
receiving site previously received a data change update for the 
change to the AC data unit 202 from another replication peer. 
Scenario (2) above represents a situation where the latest 
change to the AC data unit 202 at the receiving site was made 
with “knowledge” of the prior change to the AC data unit 202 
reflected in the data change update and thus, the latest version 
of the AC data unit 202 at the receiving site is a later version 
of the AC data unit 202 with respect to the version reflected in 
the data change update. Scenario (3) above represents a situ 
ation where the change to the AC data unit 202 reflected in the 
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update was made with “knowledge” of the prior latest change 
to the AC data unit 202 at the receiving site and thus, the 
version to the AC data unit 202 reflected in the data change 
update is a later version of the AC data unit 202 with respect 
to the version at the receiving site. Scenario (4) above repre 
sents a situation where the change to the AC data unit 202 
reflected in the data change update was made without “knowl 
edge” of the latest change to the AC data unit 202 at the 
receiving site and the latest change to the AC data unit at the 
receiving site was made without "knowledge' of the change 
to the AC data unit 202 reflected in the data change update. 
0081 Various techniques for comparing two version vec 
tors to determine whether the two versions are identical, 
ordered, or concurrent can be used. In one embodiment, com 
paring two version vectors includes comparing each logical 
clock in one version vector with the corresponding logical 
clock in the other version vector. Correspondence between 
logical clocks is determined based on the site the logical 
clocks correspond to. In particular, the logical clock for a site 
in one version vector is compared against the logical clock for 
the same site in the other version vector. Two versions are 
identical if each logical clock value in one version vector 
equals its corresponding logical clock value in the other ver 
sion vector. The two versions are ordered if one version “hap 
pened before the other. Version vector A happened before 
version vector B if each logical clock value in version vector 
B is greater than or equal to its corresponding logical clock 
value in version vector A and at least one logical clock value 
in version vector B is greater than its corresponding logical 
clock value in version vector A. Similarly, version vector B 
happened before version vector A if each logical clock value 
in version vector A is greater than or equal to its correspond 
ing logical clock value in version vector B and at least one 
logical clock value in version vector A is greater than its 
corresponding logical clock value in version vector B. Two 
versions are concurrent if they are neither identical nor 
ordered. 

Data Change Updates 

0082 Referring now to FIG.5, which is a block diagram of 
data change update 501 in one embodiment. The data change 
update 501 may be sent between replication peers to commu 
nicate data changes. The data change update 501 may be sent 
by a site 101, 102,103,104, etc. after making data changes to 
its local view 111, 112, 113, 1114, etc. The data change 
update 501 may also be sent by a site after applying a previous 
received data change update 501 received from another site. 
For example, referring to FIG. 1, if site 101 makes a data 
change to view 111, then a data change update A may be sent 
to site 102 and another data change update B may be sent to 
site 103, both updates A and B reflecting the data change 
made to view 111. After site 102 receives the data change 
update A sent to it by site 101 and applies the data change 
update A to its local view 112, site 102 may send a data change 
update C to site 104 reflecting the application of data change 
update A to view 112. Similarly, after site 103 receives the 
data change update B sent to it by site 102 and applies the data 
change update B to its local view 113, site 103 may send a data 
change update D to site 104 reflecting the application of data 
change update B to view 113. 
0083. Application of a received data change update 501 to 
a local view includes applying the results of any deconflicting 
to the local view. For example, if the data change update A 
received at site 102 includes data change conflicts with the 
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local view 112, then the data change update C sent to site 104 
may reflect the results of deconflicting those data change 
conflicts with the local view 112 as applied to local view 112. 
I0084. After a site has applied a received data change 
update 501 and before the site sends a data change update 501 
reflecting the application of the received data change update 
501 to its local view to another site, the site may make data 
changes to its local view. Thus, the data change update 501 
sent to the other site may reflect these “intermediary’ 
changes. For example, data change update C sent to site 104 
from site 102 may reflect changes to local view 112 that were 
made after site 102 applies data change update A to its local 
view 112. 

I0085. As shown in FIG. 5, a data change update 501 may 
include one or more data object change updates 502A-N. 
Each data object change update 502A-N corresponds to a data 
change to a data object 201 at the site sending the data change 
update 501. In this context, a data change to the data object 
201 refers to adding one or more AC data units 202 to the data 
object, deleting (removing) one or more AC data units 202 
from the data object, and/or modifying one or more AC data 
units 202 of the data object. 
I0086 Each data object change update 502A-N includes an 
identifier of the data object 204 and one or more data object 
data unit change updates (data unit change updates) 503A-N. 
Each data unit change update 503A-N corresponds to a data 
change to an AC data unit 202 of the data object 201. Thus, a 
data unit change update 503 may correspond to an AC data 
unit 202 that was added to the data object 201, an AC data unit 
202 that was removed from the data object 201, oran AC data 
unit 202 of the data object 201 that was modified. 
I0087. Each data unit change update 503 includes an iden 
tifier 205 of the corresponding AC data unit 202 that was 
added, deleted, or modified, change data 504, ACL 203, and 
version vector 505. The change data 504 is data that reflects 
the change to the corresponding AC data unit 202. The change 
data 504 may vary depending on how the corresponding AC 
data unit 202 was changed (added, deleted, or modified). If 
the corresponding AC data unit 202 was added to the data 
object 201, then the change data 504 may include the data that 
was added to the data object 201. If the corresponding AC 
data unit 202 was modified, then the change data 504 may 
include the modified data. If the corresponding AC data unit 
202 was deleted, the change data 504 may include an indica 
tion that the corresponding AC data unit 202 was removed 
from the data object 201. The ACL 203 associated with the 
corresponding AC data unit 202 is included in the data unit 
change update 503. In this way, changes to ACLs 203 can be 
shared (replicated) throughout the multi-master system. The 
version vector 505 reflecting the version of the corresponding 
AC data unit 202 at the site sending the data change update 
501 is also included. 

I0088. In one embodiment, the data change update 501 is 
formatted as eXtensible Markup Language (XML) and sent 
between replication sites as XML. However, other data for 
mats may be used in other embodiments. 

Changing Site Replication Protocol 

I0089 Referring now to FIG. 6, a flowchart 600 illustrates 
a replication protocol performed at a site 101, 102, 103,104, 
etc. in context of making a data change to the site's local view 
and sharing the data change with a replication peer in a data 
change update 501. The data change can be initiated by a user 
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or computing process. For example, a user may use a database 
application at the site to add, delete, or modify AC data units 
202. 
0090. At step 601, a site (changing site) makes one or more 
data changes (add, delete, modify) to one or more AC data 
units 202 of the site's local view. These changes may occur 
over a period of time and over a number of different transac 
tions. Thus, there is no requirement that the data changes be 
made as part of a single transaction. For each AC data unit 202 
that is changed, a new version of the AC data unit 202 at the 
site is created. Accordingly, for each AC data unit 202 that is 
changed, the changing site increments the changing site's 
logical clock in the version vector for the AC data unit 202 by 
a fixed value (e.g., one) to reflect the new version of the AC 
data unit 202 at the changing site. 
0091 At step 602, the changing site collects the data 
changes to be sent to a replication peerina data change update 
501. The changing site may collect data changes on a periodic 
basis based on a time interval or in response to data changes 
being made or committed to the local view, as examples. This 
collection process may include obtaining, for each changed 
AC data unit 202, the identifier 205 of the AC data unit, the 
changed data 504, the ACL 203 associated with changed AC 
data unit 202, and version vector representing the new version 
of the AC data unit 202 at the changing site. This collection 
process may include filtering any changed AC data units 202 
that should not be sent to the replication peer according to an 
ACL-based replication filter that the changing site is config 
ured with. 
0092. At step 603, the changing site sends a data change 
update 501 to the replication site reflecting the data changes 
collected at step 602. 
0093. In one embodiment, steps 602 and 603 are repeated 
for each replication peer with which the changing site shares 
data changes. 

Receiving Site Replication Protocol 

0094) Referring now to FIG. 7, a flowchart 700 illustrates 
the replication protocol performed at a site 101, 102, 103. 
104, etc. in response to receiving a data change update 501 
from a peer site. As discussed above, the data change update 
501 includes one or more data object change updates 502 
corresponding to one or more data objects 201 that were 
changed at one or more other replication sites in the multi 
master system. Process 700 is performed at the site receiving 
the data change update 501 (receiving site) in the context of 
each data object change update 502 contained in the data 
change update 501. 
0095. At step 701, the receiving site determines whetherit 
locally maintains a view of the data object 201 that is the 
subject of the data object change update 502. This determi 
nation may be based on the data object identifier 204 included 
in the data object change update 502. If the receiving site does 
not yet maintain a view of the data object 201, then process 
700 proceeds to step 705 at which the data object change 
update 502 is applied to the receiving site's local view. On the 
other hand, if the receiving site does maintain a view of the 
data object 201, then process 700 proceeds to step 704 at 
which the receiving site determine whether there are any data 
change conflicts between the data object change update 502 
and the receiving site's view of the data object 201. 
0096. To determine whether there are any data change 
conflicts between the data object change update 502 and the 
receiving site's view of the data object 201, the receiving site 
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compares the version vector 505 of each data unit update 503 
to the version vector of the corresponding ACL data unit 202 
maintained at the receiving site, if one exists. If the receiving 
site does not maintain a corresponding ACL data unit 202 for 
a given data unit update 503, then no data change conflict 
exists with respect to that given data unit update 503. If, 
however, the receiving site does maintain a corresponding 
ACL data unit 202 for the given data unit update 503, then the 
version vector 505 associated with the given data unit update 
503 is compared to the version vector associated with the 
corresponding ACL data unit 202 maintained at the receiving 
site to determine whether the two versions are identical, 
ordered, or concurrent. If the two versions are concurrent, 
then a data change conflict between the data object change 
update 502 and the receiving site's view of the data object 201 
has been detected. There may be multiple of such data change 
conflicts for a given data object change update 502. 
0097. If there is at least one data change conflict between 
the data object change update 502 and the receiving site's 
view of the data object 201, then, at step 704, the receiving site 
deconflicts all such conflicts between the data object change 
update 502 and the receiving site's view of the data object 
201. In general, deconflicting a data change conflict between 
a data unit update 503 and a corresponding AC data unit 202 
maintained at the receiving site involves choosing one of the 
data unit update 503, the corresponding AC data unit 202, or 
a new AC data unit 202 to adopt as the new version of the AC 
data unit 202 at the receiving site. In some cases, the receiving 
site makes this selection automatically without requiring user 
intervention based on a set of pre-defined rules or heuristics. 
In other cases, user intervention is used to make the selection. 
In cases of user intervention, the data object change update 
502 may be placed in a pending queue until a user is able to 
make a selection. 
0098. At step 705, after any data change conflicts between 
the data object change update 502 and the receiving site's 
view of the data object 201 have been deconflicted, the data 
object change update 502 is applied to the receiving site's 
view on a per-data unit update 503 basis as follows. 
0099. If the receiving site does not maintain an AC data 
unit 202 for the data object 201 that corresponds to the data 
unit update 503, then the data unit update 503 represents an 
AC data unit 202 to be added to the data object 201 main 
tained at the receiving site. In this case, a new AC data unit 
202 is created for the data object 201 maintained at the receiv 
ing site with an identifier 205 of the identifier 205 contained 
in the data unit update 503 and having the data of the change 
data 504 in the data unit update503. The new AC data unit 202 
is associated at the receiving site with the ACL 203 in the data 
unit update 503 and the version vector 505 in the data unit 
update 503. As a result, the receiving site now maintains a 
version of the AC data unit 202 identical to the version of the 
AC data unit 202 represented by the data unit update 503. 
0100. On the other hand, if the receiving site does maintain 
a corresponding AC data unit 202 for the data unit update 503, 
then how the data unit update 503 is applied to the receiving 
site's view depends on whether the version of the AC data unit 
202 represented by the data unit update 503 is identical to, 
ordered before, ordered after, or concurrent with the version 
of the corresponding AC data unit 202 maintained at the 
receiving site as indicated by the respective version vectors. 
0101. If the version of the AC data unit 202 represented by 
the data unit update 503 is identical to the version of the 
corresponding AC data unit 202 maintained at the receiving 
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site, then the receiving site need not apply the data unit update 
503 to the receiving site's view as the receiving already main 
tains the same version of the AC data unit 202 that is repre 
sented by the date unit update 503. 
0102) If the version of the AC data unit 202 represented by 
the data unit update 503 is ordered before the version of the 
corresponding AC data unit 202 maintained at the receiving 
site, then the receiving also need not apply the data unit 
update 503 to the receiving site's view as the receiving site 
maintains a later version than that of the AC data unit 202 
represented by the data unit update 503. 
(0103) If the version of the AC data unit 202 represented by 
the data unit update 503 is ordered after the version of the 
corresponding AC data unit 202 maintained at the receiving 
site, then the receiving site applies the data unit update 503 to 
the corresponding AC data unit 202 maintained at the receiv 
ing site. Applying the data unit update 503 includes applying 
the change data 504 and the ACL 203 of the data unit update 
503 to the corresponding AC data unit 202 maintained at the 
receiving site to produce an updated version of the AC data 
unit 202 maintained at the receiving site that reflects the 
update to the AC data unit 202 represented by the data unit 
update 503. In this case where the version of the AC data unit 
202 represented by the data unit update 503 is ordered after 
the version of the corresponding AC data unit 202 maintained 
at the receiving site, the receiving site generates a new version 
vector for the AC data unit 202 maintained at the receiving 
site by merging the version vector 505 in the data unit update 
503 with the current version vector associated with the AC 
data unit 202 maintained at the receiving site. Merging the 
two version vectors includes merging each logical clock in 
the version vector 505 with the corresponding logical clock in 
the receiving site's version vector for the AC data unit 202. 
Merging two logical clocks includes choosing the numeri 
cally greater of the two corresponding logic clocks as the 
value of the corresponding logical clock in the new version 
vector. What is produced by this merging is a new version 
vector for the updated AC data unit 202 maintained at the 
receiving site that is ordered after both the version vector 505 
in the data unit update 503 and the former version vector for 
the AC data unit 202 at the receiving site. Stated otherwise, 
the receiving site's former version vector for the AC data unit 
202 and the version vector 505 now both happened before the 
new version vector. After the two version vectors are merged, 
the receiving site's version vector for the AC data unit 202 is 
replaced with the new version vector which then becomes the 
version vector for the AC data unit 202 at the receiving site. 
0104. If the version of the AC data unit 202 represented by 
the data unit update 503 is concurrent with the version of the 
corresponding AC data unit 202 maintained at the receiving 
site, then the receiving site applies the results of the decon 
fliction between the data unit update 503 and the receiving 
site's view of the corresponding AC data unit 202 to the 
receiving site's view of the corresponding AC data unit 202. 
This results in a new version of the AC data unit 202 at the 
receiving site. As with the case where the version of the AC 
data unit 202 represented by the data unit update 503 is 
ordered after the version of the corresponding AC data unit 
202 maintained at the receiving site, the receiving site pro 
duces a merged version vector for the new version of AC data 
unit 202 maintained at the receiving site by merging the 
version vector 505 in the data unit update503 with the version 
vector associated the AC data unit 202 maintained at the 
receiving site. However, in contrast to the case where the 
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version of the AC data unit 202 represented by the data unit 
update 503 is ordered after the version of the corresponding 
AC data unit 202 maintained at the receiving site, in the case 
where the version of the AC data unit 202 represented by the 
data unit update 503 is concurrent with the version of the 
corresponding AC data unit 202 maintained at the receiving 
site, the merged version vector is also incremented. In par 
ticular, the logical clock in the merged version vector corre 
sponding to the receiving site is incremented by a fixed value 
(e.g., one) and the resulting incremented version vector 
becomes the new version vector associated with the new 
version of the AC data unit 202 maintained at the receiving 
site. 

A Replication Example 
0105. An example showing how the above-described rep 
lication protocol may be used to facilitate cross-ACL multi 
master replication will now be described. The example makes 
reference to the multi-master system of FIG. 3 that includes 
four replication sites 101,102, 103, and 104. In the following 
example, a particular notation of the form <X, Y, Z, W is 
used to represent version vectors, where X is the logical clock 
value for Site 101 in the version vector, Y is the logical clock 
value for Site 102 in the version vector, Z is the logical clock 
value for Site 103 in the version vector, and W is the logical 
clock value for Site 104 in the version vector. 

Event 1 

0106 Assume, at Site 101, a data record Ro is created in 
view 111 with values for three fields: “Name'="John Smith', 
“Social Security Number”—“800-88-8888, and “Home 
Address'='123 Secret Street'. The data record Rol corre 
sponds to a data object 201 and each of the three fields 
corresponds to an AC data unit 202. After the data record Rio 
is created, each of the three fields are associated version 
vectors at Site 101 as follows: 
01.07 “Name'="John Smith': <1, 0, 0, 0> 
0108. “Social Security Number'="800-88-8888”: <1, 0, 
0, OD 
0109) “HomeAddress'='123 Secret Street': <1, 0, 0, 0> 
0110 Assume, at Site 101, the “Social Security Number” 
field is classified as “Private” according to an associated ACL 
203 while the “Home Address' field is classified as “Per 
sonal according to an associated ACL 203. The “Name” field 
is not associated with any ACL 203. 
0111 Assume Filter 301A at Site 101 is configured to 

filter any AC data units 202 classified according to an asso 
ciated ACL 203 as “Private. While filter 301B at Site 101 is 
configured to filter any AC data units 202 classified according 
an associated ACL 203 as “Personal'. Thus, Site 102 may 
receive information from Site 101 that Site 103 may not 
receive and Site 103 may receive information from Site 101 
that Site 102 may not receive. 

Event 2 

0112 Assume Site 101 sends a data change update 501 to 
Site 102 in accordance with the Filter 301A configured at Site 
101. As a result, a data object change update 502 correspond 
ing to record Rosent to Site 102 as part of the data change 
update 501 includes the following information: 
0113 “Name'="John Smith’. No ACL: <1, 0, 0, 0> 
0114 “Home Address'='123 Secret Street': “Personal 
ACL: <1, 0, 0, OD 
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0115 
include any information about the “Social Security Number 
field of record Rol in accordance with the filter 301A at Site 
101. 
0116. In response to receiving the data change update 501 
from Site 101, Site 102 creates a data record Ro, in view 112 
with associated version vectors as follows: 

The data change update 501 sent to Site 102 does not 
99 

0117 “Name'="John Smith': <1, 0, 0, 0> 
0118 “HomeAddress'='123 Secret Street': <1, 0, 0, Od 

Event 3 

0119 Assume Site 101 sends a data change update 501 to 
Site 103 in accordance with the Filter 301B configured at Site 
101. As a result, a data object change update 502 correspond 
ing to record Rosent to Site 103 as part of the data change 
update 501 includes the following information: 
0120 “Name'="John Smith': No ACL: <1, 0, 0, 0> 
0121 “Social Security Number'="800-88-8888”: “Pri 
vate ACL: <1, 0, 0, 0). 
0122) The data change update 501 sent to Site 103 does not 
include any information about the “Home Address' field of 
record Rol in accordance with the filter 301B at Site 101. 
0123. In response to receiving the data change update 501 
from Site 101, Site 103 creates a data record Ros in view 113 
with associated version vectors as follows: 
0124 “Name'="John Smith': <1, 0, 0, 0> 
0125 “Social Security Number'="800-88-8888”: <1, 0, 
0, O> 

Event 4 

0126 Assume the value of the “Name” field of data record 
Ro in view 112 at Site 102 is changed from “John Smith' to 
"John M. Smith'. As a result, the version vectors at Site 102 
associated with data record Ro are as follows: 
0127. “Name'="John M. Smith': <1, 1, 0, 0> 
012.8 “HomeAddress'='123 Secret Street': <1, 0, 0, Od 
0129. At the same time, assume the value of the “Name' 
field of data record Ros in view 113 is changed from “John 
Smith' to "Jonathan Smith'. As a result, the version vectors at 
Site 103 associated with data record Ros are as follows: 
0130 “Name'="Jonathan Smith': <1, 0, 1, Od 
0131 “Social Security Number'="800-88-8888”: <1, 0, 
0, O> 
0.132. After these concurrent changes, there is a data 
change conflict between the “Name” field of data record Ro, 
in view 112 and the “Name” field of data record Ros in view 
113. 

Event 5 

0.133 Assume that Filter 302B at Site 102 places no 
restrictions on the AC data units 202 in view 112 that can be 
shared with Site 104. 
0134) Further assume that Site 102 sends a data change 
update 501 to Site 104. As a result, a data object change 
update 502 corresponding to record Rosent to Site 104 as 
part of the data change update 501 includes the following 
information: 
0135 “Name'="John M. Smith': No ACL: <1, 1, 0, Od 
0.136 “Home Address'='123 Secret Street': “Personal 
ACL: <1, 0, 0, OD 
0.137 In response to receiving the data change update 501 
from Site 102, Site 104 creates a data record Roa in view 114 
with associated version vectors as follows: 
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0138 “Name'="John M. Smith': <1, 1, 0, 0> 
0.139) “HomeAddress'=“123 Secret Street': <1, 0, 0, 0> 

Event 6 

(O140 Assume that Filter 303B at Site 103 places no 
restrictions on the AC data units 202 in view 112 that can be 
shared with Site 104. 
0141 Further assume that Site 103 sends a data change 
update 501 to Site 104. As a result, a data object change 
update 502 corresponding to record Rosent to Site 104 as 
part of the data change update 501 includes the following 
information: 
0.142 “Name'='Jonathan Smith': <1, 0, 1, Od 
0.143 “Social Security Number'="800-88-8888”: <1, 0, 
0, OD 
0144. In response to receiving the data change update 501 
from Site 103, in accordance with the replication protocol, 
Site 104 detects the data change conflict between the “Name” 
field as sent in the data change update 501 from Site 103 and 
the Name field as maintained in view 114 as part of data 
record Roa. In particular the respective version vectors are 
neither identical nor ordered and thus are concurrent. After 
the data change conflict has been deconflicted, assuming 
“John M. Smith' is selected in the deconfliction process, Site 
104 applies the data change update 501 to view 114 in accor 
dance with the replication protocol resulting in a data record 
Roa as follows: 
(0145 “Name'="John M. Smith': <1, 1, 1, 1> 
0146 “Social Security Number'="800-88-8888”: <1, 0, 
0, OD 
0147 “HomeAddress'='123 Secret Street': <1, 0, 0, 0> 
0148 Significantly, as a result of versioning each AC data 
unit 202 separately with version vectors, Site 104 was able to 
determine that the data change update 501 sent from Site 103 
to Site 104 did not representa deletion of the “HomeAddress' 
field. 

Subset/Partial Replication 

0149. In one embodiment, a site 101, 102, 103,104, etc. is 
configured to replicate only data changes that are made to a 
specified portion of its local view with a peer replication site 
instead of replicating all data changes that are made to the 
local view with the peer replication site. For example, site101 
may be configured to share data changes made to only a 
portion of view 111 with site 102. This subset/partial repli 
cation operates independently of any ACL-based replication 
filters the site might be configured with. Thus, a site can be 
configured to perform Subset/partial replication and config 
ured with an ACL-based replication filter that the site applies 
to data changes that fall within the portion of the view to be 
replicated. 
0150. In one embodiment, a userspecifies criteria defining 
the portion of the view to be replicated to the peer site. The site 
uses the criteria to identify data objects 201 stored in the site's 
local view that are within the subset/portion to be replicated. 
The user-specified criteria can be in the form of a query or a 
filter or a combination of queries and filters. A query specifies 
selection criteria that objects 201 in the local view must 
satisfy (or not satisfy as the query may specify) to be consid 
ered by the site to be within the subset/portion. A query may 
contain simple search terms. Such as Strings of text, or various 
types of complex expressions in which multiple search terms 
and search expressions are combined using logical operators 
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such as AND, OR, and NOT. A filter selects objects 201 in the 
local view by examining objects 201 within a specific group 
of objects 201 and selecting objects 201 within the specific 
group that satisfy the filter's selection criteria. A query may 
be combined with a filter such that the query selects a specific 
group of objects 201 to which the filter is applied to produce 
a final set of selected objects 201. 
0151. In one embodiment, to aid in determining what data 
changes in the subset/portion should be shared with the peer 
site, the peer site maintains an 'acknowledgement version 
vector for the subset/portion which the peer site periodically 
shares with the site defining the Subset/portion. At any given 
time, this acknowledgement version vector reflects a merging 
of all version vectors associated with all AC data units 202 
that are within the subset/portion maintained in the peer site's 
local view. When the site defining the subset/portion shares a 
data change with the peer site, the peer system is guaranteed 
to have successfully already received all changes that are 
ordered before (i.e., happened before) the peer site's 
acknowledgement version vector. Thus, the site defining the 
Subset/portion need not send those changes to the Subset/ 
portion that are ordered before (i.e., happened before) the 
peer site's global acknowledgement version vector. 

Implementing Mechanisms—Hardware Overview 

0152. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
described herein are implemented by one or more special 
purpose computing devices. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more appli 
cation-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field program 
mable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed 
to perform the techniques, or may include one or more gen 
eral purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, portable com 
puter systems, handheld devices, networking devices or any 
other device that incorporates hard-wired and/or program 
logic to implement the techniques. 
0153. For example, FIG. 8 is a block diagram that illus 

trates a computer system 800 upon which an embodiment of 
the invention may be implemented. Computer system 800 
includes a bus 802 or other communication mechanism for 
communicating information, and a hardware processor 804 
coupled with bus 802 for processing information. Hardware 
processor 804 may be, for example, a general purpose micro 
processor. 

0154 Computer system 800 also includes a main memory 
806, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other 
dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 802 for storing infor 
mation and instructions to be executed by processor 804. 
Main memory 806 also may be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 804. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor 
804, render computer system 800 into a special-purpose 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci 
fied in the instructions. 
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0155 Computer system 800 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 808 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 802 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 804. A storage device 810. Such as a magnetic disk 
or optical disk, is provided and coupled to bus 802 for storing 
information and instructions. 

0156 Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 to 
a display 812, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for display 
ing information to a computer user. An input device 814. 
including alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 802 
for communicating information and command selections to 
processor 804. Another type of user input device is cursor 
control 816. Such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction 
keys for communicating direction information and command 
selections to processor 804 and for controlling cursor move 
ment on display 812. This input device typically has two 
degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a 
second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to specify posi 
tions in a plane. 
0157 Computer system 800 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard-wired logic, 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 800 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 800 in response to 
processor 804 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 806. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 806 from another 
storage medium, Such as storage device 810. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 806 
causes processor 804 to perform the process steps described 
herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
tions. 

0158. The term “non-transitory media” as used herein 
refers to any media that store data and/or instructions that 
cause a machine to operation in a specific fashion. Such 
non-transitory media may comprise non-volatile media and/ 
or volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, 
optical or magnetic disks, such as storage device 810. Volatile 
media includes dynamic memory, such as main memory 806. 
Common forms of non-transitory media include, for 
example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, Solid state 
drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data storage 
medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, 
any physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a 
PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any 
other memory chip or cartridge. 
0159. Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 802. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
0160 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to proces 
sor 804 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid State drive of a 
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remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 800 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 802. Bus 802 carries the data to main memory 806, 
from which processor 804 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 806 may 
optionally be stored on storage device 810 either before or 
after execution by processor 804. 
0161 Computer system 800 also includes a communica 
tion interface 818 coupled to bus 802. Communication inter 
face 818 provides a two-way data communication coupling to 
a network link 820 that is connected to a local network 822. 
For example, communication interface 818 may be an inte 
grated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, 
satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communica 
tion connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As 
another example, communication interface 818 may be a 
local area network (LAN) card to provide a data communi 
cation connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links may 
also be implemented. In any such implementation, commu 
nication interface 818 sends and receives electrical, electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams 
representing various types of information. 
0162 Network link 820 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 820 may provide a connection 
through local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
826. ISP 826 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet” 828. Local net 
work 822 and Internet 828 both use electrical, electromag 
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 820 and through communication interface 818, 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 800, 
are example forms of transmission media. 
0163 Computer system 800 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link820 and communication interface 818. In the 
Internet example, a server 830 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 828, ISP 
826, local network 822 and communication interface 818. 
0164. The received code may be executed by processor 
804 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 810, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. 

Extensions and Alternatives 

0.165. In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the 
invention have been described with reference to numerous 
specific details that may vary from implementation to imple 
mentation. Thus, the sole and exclusive indicator of what is 
the invention, and is intended by the applicants to be the 
invention, is the set of claims that issue from this application, 
in the specific form in which Such claims issue, including any 
Subsequent correction. Any definitions expressly set forth 
herein for terms contained in Such claims shall govern the 
meaning of Such terms as used in the claims. Hence, no 
limitation, element, property, feature, advantage or attribute 
that is not expressly recited in a claim should limit the scope 
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of such claim in any way. The specification and drawings are, 
accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense. 

1. A method comprising: 
at a first replication site of a plurality of replication sites: 
receiving a first update to a data record from a second 

replication site of the plurality of replication sites: 
receiving a second update to the data record from a third 

replication site of the plurality of replication sites: 
wherein the first update comprises a first value for a first 

field of the data record and a first value for a second field 
of the data record; 

wherein the second update comprises a second value for 
the first field and a first value for a third field of the data 
record; 

wherein, because of a first access control filter at a repli 
cation site of the plurality of replication sites, the first 
update does not include a value for the third field; 

wherein, because of a second access control filter at a 
replication site of the plurality of replication sites, the 
second update does not include a value for the second 
field; 

responsive to receiving the first update, creating the data 
record in a database comprising the first value for the 
first field and the first value for the second field; 

responsive to receiving the second update, detecting a con 
currency conflict between the first value for the first field 
of the data record in the database and the second value 
for the first field in the second update: 

after the concurrency conflict is deconflicted, updating the 
data record in the database to include a deconflicted 
value for the first field and the first value for the third 
field from the second update: 

wherein the method is performed by one or more comput 
ing devices at the first replication site. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein detecting the concur 
rency conflict comprises comparing a first version vector to a 
second version vector, and determining the concurrency con 
flict exists based results of the comparing. 

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising automatically 
deconflicting the concurrency conflict. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the deconflicted value 
for the first field is one of the first value for the first field or the 
second value for the first field. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the deconflicted value 
for the first field is neither the first value for the first field nor 
the second value for the first field. 

6. A method comprising: 
at a first replication site of a plurality of replication sites: 
receiving a first update to a file from a second replication 

site of the plurality of replication sites; 
receiving a second update to the file from a third replication 

site of the plurality of replication sites; 
wherein the first update comprises a first value for a first 

portion of the file and a first value for a second portion of 
the file; 

wherein the second update comprises a second value for 
the first file portion and a first value for a third portion of 
the file; 

wherein, because of a first access control filter at a repli 
cation site of the plurality of replication sites, the first 
update does not include a value for the third portion; 
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wherein, because of a second access control filter at a 
replication site of the plurality of replication sites, the 
second update does not include a value for the second 
portion; 

responsive to receiving the first update, creating the file in 
a data storage medium comprising the first value for the 
first portion and the first value for the second portion; 

responsive to receiving the second update, detecting a con 
currency conflict between the first value for the first 
portion of the file in the data storage medium and the 
second value for the first portion in the second update; 

after the concurrency conflict is deconflicted, updating the 
file in the data storage medium to include a deconflicted 
value for the first portion and the first value for the third 
portion from the second update; 

wherein the method is performed by one or more comput 
ing devices at the first replication site. 

7. The method of claim 6, wherein detecting the concur 
rency conflict comprises comparing a first version vector to a 
second version vector, and determining the concurrency con 
flict exists based results of the comparing. 

8. The method of claim 6, further comprising automatically 
deconflicting the concurrency conflict. 

9. The method of claim 6, wherein the deconflicted value 
for the first field is one of the first value for the first field or the 
second value for the first field. 

10. The method of claim 6, wherein the deconflicted value 
for the first field is neither the first value for the first field nor 
the second value for the first field. 

11. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media 
storing instructions which, when executed by one or more 
computing devices at a first replication site of a plurality of 
replication sites, causes the one or more computing devices to 
perform the method of claim 1. 

12. One or more non-transitory computer-readable media 
storing instructions which, when executed by one or more 
computing devices at a first replication site of a plurality of 
replication sites, causes the one or more computing devices to 
perform the method of claim 6. 

13. A method comprising: 
at a first replication site of a plurality of replication sites, 

the first replication site comprising one or more comput 
ing devices and a first database, the one or more com 
puting devices at the first replication site performing the 
steps of: 

storing, in the first database, a data object comprising a first 
value for a first property of the data object, a first value 
for a second property of the data object, and a first value 
for a third property of the data object; 

filtering, from a first update to be sent to a second replica 
tion site of the plurality of replication sites, the first value 
for the third property, based on a first access control list 
associated in the first database with the third property 
and based on a first access control filter that governs 
sharing of information in the first database by the first 
replication site with the second replication site; 

filtering, from a second update to be sent to a third repli 
cation site of the plurality of replication sites, the first 
value for the second property, based on a second access 
control list associated in the first database with the sec 
ond property and based on a second access control filter 
that governs sharing of information in the first database 
by the first replication site with the third replication site: 
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at a fourth replication site of the plurality of replication 
sites, the fourth replication site comprising one or more 
computing devices and a second database, the one or 
more computing devices at the fourth replication site 
performing the steps of 

receiving a third update to the data object from the second 
replication site; 

receiving a fourth update to the data object from the third 
replication site; 

wherein the third update comprises a second value for the 
first property and the first value for the second property; 

wherein the fourth update comprises a third value for the 
first property and the first value for the third property; 

responsive to receiving the third update, creating the data 
record in the second database comprising the second 
value for the first property and the first value for the 
second property; 

responsive to receiving the fourth update, detecting a con 
currency conflict between the second value for the first 
property of the data record in the second database and 
the third value for the first property in the fourth update; 

after the concurrency conflict is deconflicted, updating the 
data record in the second database to include a decon 
flicted value for the first property and the first value for 
the third property from the fourth update. 

14. The method of claim 13, wherein detecting the concur 
rency conflict comprises comparing a first version vector to a 
second version vector, and determining the concurrency con 
flict exists based results of the comparing. 

15. The method of claim 13, further comprising automati 
cally deconflicting the concurrency conflict. 

16. The method of claim 13, wherein the deconflicted value 
for the first property is one of the second value for the first 
property or the third value for the first property. 

17. The method of claim 13, wherein the deconflicted value 
for the first property is neither the second value for the first 
property nor the third value for the first property. 

18. The method of claim 13, wherein the first access control 
list associated in the first database with the third property 
comprises a security classification level; and wherein the first 
access control filter is configured to prevent the first replica 
tion site from sharing, with the second replication site, infor 
mation in the first database associated with the security clas 
sification level. 

19. The method of claim 13, wherein the second access 
control list associated in the first database with the second 
property comprises a security classification level; and 
wherein the second access control filter is configured to pre 
vent the first replication site from sharing, with the third 
replication site, information in the first database associated 
with the security classification level. 

20. A system comprising: 
one or more computing devices and a first database at a first 

replication site of a plurality of replication sites: 
one or more computing devices at a second replication site 

of the plurality of replication sites: 
one or more computing devices at a third replication site of 

the plurality of replication sites; 
one or more computing devices at a fourth replication site 

of the plurality of replication sites: 
wherein the one or more computing devices at the first 

replication site are configured to: 
store, in the first database, a data object comprising a first 

value for a first property of the data object, a first value 
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for a second property of the data object, and a first receive a fourth update to the data object from the third 
value for a third property of the data object; replication site; 

filter, from a first update to be sent to the second repli- wherein the third update comprises a second value for the 
cation site, the first value for the third property, based first property and the first value for the second property; 
on a first access control list associated in the first wherein the fourth update comprises a third value for the 
database with the third property and based on a first first property and the first value for the third property; 
access control filter that governs sharing of informa- responsive to receiving the third update, create the data 
tion in the first database by the first replication site record in the second database comprising the second 
with the second replication site: - - value for the first property and the first value for the 

filter, from a second update to be sent to the third repli- second property; 
cation site, the first value for the second property, responsive to receiving the fourth update, detect a concur 
based on a second access control list associated in the rency conflict between the second value for the first first database with the second property and based on a d trol filter that hari f property of the data record in the second database and 
second access control liter that governs sharing o the third value for the first property in the fourth update: 
information in the first database by the first replication 
site with the third replication E. ep after the concurrency conflict is deconflicted, update the 

wherein the one or more computing devices at the fourth data record in the second database to include a decon 
flicted value for the first property and the first value for replication site are configured to: 

receive a third update to the data object from the second the third property from the fourth update. 
replication site; ck k < k ic 
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EVENT MATRIX BASED ON INTEGRATED 
DATA 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional 
Application No. 61/798,581, entitled “EVENT MATRIX 
BASED ON INTEGRATED DATA, which was filed Mar. 
15, 2013 and is hereby incorporated by reference in its 
entirety. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for data integration, analysis, and visualization. More 
specifically, it relates to visualization of connections between 
events and persons, places, things, etc. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Computers enable the collection and storage of vast 
amounts of data in easily accessible databases. Patterns, con 
nections, and other features of this data may provide valuable 
insights, but the Volume of the information may present chal 
lenges for analysis. Visualizations may be used to overcome 
these challenges by representing aspects of the data in a visual 
manner, e.g., in a graph or diagram. Visualizations of a large 
data set may be substantially more intuitive and useful than, 
e.g., a textual representation of the underlying data or a set of 
statistics drawn from the data. 
0004. Like other aspects of large-scale data analysis, pro 
ducing visualizations may be challenging when the input data 
is not uniformly structured. Inconsistent structure is particu 
larly common in data drawn from many different sources, 
which people are increasingly interested in analyzing. Data 
integration platforms have been created to combine data from 
different sources for the purpose of analysis, but the visual 
ization functionality they provide may be limited. 
0005. A visualization that is useful for drawing insights 
from one data set may not be useful for drawing insights from 
another data set. Therefore, some platforms may support a 
variety of different visualizations. Each type of visualization 
may have unique limitations. For example, certain visualiza 
tions may be useful for analyzing only a few specific kinds of 
data. Other visualizations may be useful for trained analysts 
following specific lines of inquiry, but may not be useful for 
lay persons needing an intuitive overview of relevant infor 
mation. There is a need for visualizations that overcome these 
limits, with broad utility and intuitive readability. 

SUMMARY 

0006 Embodiments described herein may be used to pro 
duce visualizations that depict connections between objects 
from an integrated data set. A visualization of this sort may be 
organized chronologically, and may be referred to as an 
“event matrix.’ 
0007. In one embodiment, a system for generating visual 
izations of integrated data comprises at least one processor, 
and data storage comprising instructions executable by the 
processor. When executed, the instructions may cause the 
system to receive input data from a plurality of data sources 
and determine a set of objects from the input databased on an 
ontology comprising a plurality of object types. The system 
may store the objects in one or more databases. The system 
may also identify a first subset of the determined set of 
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objects, wherein the first subset comprises event objects: 
identify a second subset of the determined set of objects, 
wherein the second Subset of objects comprises non-event 
objects; and identify a set of links between objects in the first 
Subset and objects in the second Subset. In addition, the sys 
tem may generate first labels corresponding to the objects in 
the first Subset, second labels corresponding to the objects in 
the second Subset, and indicators corresponding to links in the 
set of links. The system may arrange the first labels in a first 
spatial dimension, wherein an order of the arranged first 
labels is based at least in part on dates and/or times associated 
with the event objects in the first subset; arrange the second 
labels in a second spatial dimension; and present a visualiza 
tion comprising the labels and the indicators. Within the visu 
alization, each indicator may have a location corresponding 
in the first spatial dimension to a position of one of the first 
labels and corresponding in the second spatial dimension to a 
position of one of the second labels. 
0008. In another embodiment, a method for generating 
visualizations of integrated data comprises receiving input 
data from a plurality of Sources and determining a set of 
objects from the input databased on an ontology comprising 
a plurality of object types. The method further comprises 
identifying a first subset of the determined set of objects 
(wherein at least some of the objects in the first subset are 
associated with dates), identifying a second Subset of the 
determined set of objects, and identifying (by a computer 
system having at least one computer processor) a set of links 
between objects in the first Subset and objects in the second 
Subset. The method also comprises determining (by the com 
puter system) first labels corresponding to the objects in the 
first Subset and second labels corresponding to the objects in 
the second Subset, and generating (by the computer system) a 
user interface. The user interface may comprise the first labels 
arranged in a first spatial dimension, based at least in part on 
dates associated with respective objects in the first subset. The 
user interface may also comprise the second labels arranged 
in a second spatial dimension. For each link in the set of links, 
the user interface may further comprise an indicator posi 
tioned at a location corresponding in the first spatial dimen 
sion to a first label associated with the respective link and 
corresponding in the second spatial dimension to a second 
label associated with the respective link. As noted above, this 
method may be performed using one or more computer pro 
CSSOS. 

0009. In another embodiment, non-transitory computer 
storage may comprise instructions for causing a computer 
system to generate visualizations of integrated data, as fol 
lows. The storage may comprise instructions for receiving 
input data from a plurality of data Sources and determining a 
set of objects from the input databased on an ontology com 
prising a plurality of object types. Further instructions may be 
included for identifying a first subset of the determined set of 
objects (wherein at least some of the objects of the first subset 
are associated with dates), identifying a second Subset of the 
determined set of objects, and identifying a set of links 
between objects in the first subset and objects in the second 
Subset. Instructions may also be provided for determining 
first labels corresponding to the objects in the first subset, 
second labels corresponding to the objects in the second 
Subset, and indicators corresponding to links in the set of 
links. In addition, instructions may be provided for arranging 
the first labels in a first spatial dimension and arranging the 
second labels in a second spatial dimension. The arrangement 
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of the first labels may be based in part on the dates associated 
with the objects in the first subset. Finally, the computer 
storage may include instructions for presenting a visualiza 
tion comprising the labels and the indicators, wherein each of 
the indicators has a location corresponding in the first spatial 
dimension to a position of one of the first labels and corre 
sponding in the second spatial dimension to a position of one 
of the second labels. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0010 FIG. 1 illustrates a sample of an event matrix. 
0.011 FIG. 2 illustrates one embodiment of a database 
System using an ontology. 
0012 FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a system for 
creating data in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 
0013 FIG. 4 illustrates a sample user interface using rela 
tionships described in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 
0014 FIG. 5 illustrates one embodiment of a process for 
creating an event matrix. 
0015 FIG. 6 illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

Overview 

0016 Data integration platforms may support data with 
widely varying form and content. Accordingly, visualizations 
that require overly specific inputs may have limited utility on 
Such platforms. However, certain features may be common 
enough in integrated data sets that a visualization can rely on 
them without Substantially constraining its usefulness. 
0017 Common features of integrated data sets include 
connections between various pieces of data. In general, inte 
grated data sets are integrated for a reason. Specifically, data 
from multiple sources is likely to be integrated because a 
person believes that various pieces of the data are somehow 
related. In other words, the person believes that connections 
exist within the data. Such connections may be identified 
explicitly with the help of the integration platform. 
0018. In addition to connections, integrated data sets com 
monly include date and time information (referred to hereaf 
ter as “dates' for the sake of brevity). The prevalence of dates 
in integrated data sets may be a result of the fact that these data 
sets often record occurrences in the real world. Real-world 
occurrences necessarily happen on particular dates, and dates 
are easy to ascertain automatically at the time of an occur 
rence. Therefore, records of real-world occurrences, and the 
integrated data sets that contain Such records, routinely 
include dates. 
0019. Dates also provide a useful basis for organization. 
They provide a frame of reference that all people are familiar 
with. As a result, a visualization that is organized chronologi 
cally accordingly to a sequence of dates many be simple to 
understand, even for people who lack specialized training or 
prior familiarity with the subject matter being visualized. 
0020. An event matrix is a visualization that may be orga 
nized chronologically and used to present connections 
between objects from an integrated data set. It may be gen 
erated from any set of data objects with dates and connec 
tions. Because of its organization and minimal input require 
ments, the event matrix is broadly useful and intuitively 
readable. 
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0021 FIG. 1 depicts an example of an event matrix. The 
matrix includes rows and columns with labels corresponding 
to particular objects. For example, label 102 corresponds to a 
“flight’ object, and label 104 corresponds to a “person' 
object. At the intersection of certain rows and columns, indi 
cators may be provided to indicate that a connection exists 
between the object associated with the row and the object 
associated with the column. For example, indicator 106 indi 
cates that a connection exists between the flight object des 
ignated by label102 and the person object designated by label 
104. Of course, these data objects may correspond, respec 
tively, to an actual flight and an actual person in the real world. 
Accordingly, the aforementioned connection may exist 
because the actual person (Person 3, as indicated by label 
104) took the actual flight (on 12/25/11, as indicated by label 
102). 
0022. The event matrix may be useful in part because it 
facilitates recognition of correlations and indirect connec 
tions between several objects. For example, while Person 1 
and Person 2 are not directly connected in FIG. 1, they are 
indirectly connected through Person 3, who shared a phone 
call with Person 2 on 12/26/11, and shared a payment with 
Person 1 on 3/2/12. The event matrix makes it easy to identify 
indirect connections like this, simply by “connecting the 
dots, where the dots are indicators of links between objects. 
Similarly, a correlation might be identified, e.g., where calls 
between a first person and a second person are consistently 
followed by payments between the second person and a third 
person. In a scenario like this, the same geometric pattern of 
indicators would repeat itself multiple times within the event 
matrix, making the correlation relatively easy to identify. 
0023 The connections that are represented by indicators 
in the event matrix may be stored as links within an integrated 
data set. As described below, these links may be part of an 
ontology that includes various link types. In some cases, the 
existence of a particular link may be specified explicitly 
within a source of input data. In other cases, the integration 
platform may be configured to infer the existence of particular 
links based on a set of rules, which may be customizable. The 
integration platform may also make inferences in order to 
determine when the same object is involved in multiple rela 
tionships across multiple data Sources. For example, if a 
person listed in a database of payment records and a person 
listed in a database of flight records both share the same name 
and date of birth, the integration platform may infer that they 
are the same person. Then, if the integration platform creates 
a link for one of the payment records and a link for one of the 
flight records, it may associate both link objects with the same 
person object. This way, all links involving the same person 
(or other entity) may be consolidated, and among other 
things, displayed in the same area of the event matrix. 
0024. As depicted in FIG. 1, the objects corresponding to 
each column label may be event objects (“events'), and the 
objects corresponding to each row label may be non-event 
objects (“non-events'). Events are described in greater detail 
below, as are objects and object types more generally. Nota 
bly, events may be associated with specific dates or date 
ranges. As described earlier, dates provide an intuitive basis 
for organization, so the columns in an event matrix may be 
organized chronologically according to the dates associated 
with the each event. In some cases, the dates associated with 
an event may be unknown or incorrect, so the order may be 
adjusted manually by a user. For example, a user may reorder 
events by dragging one or more of the columns to a new 
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position relative to the other columns in the matrix, e.g., using 
a computer mouse or a touch-sensitive display screen. Simi 
larly, a user may reorder non-events by dragging one or more 
OWS. 

0025. The scope of the present disclosure is not limited to 
event matrices with any particular formatting or aesthetic 
features. Specifically, the formatting and aesthetic features of 
FIG. 1 are merely illustrative. For example, labels for differ 
ent objects or object types may have different icons, as shown 
in FIG.1. In some embodiments, however, some or all labels 
may not include any icons. Labels may be determined from 
properties, links, or other parts of an ontology. Labels may be 
customized and updated by a user. The user may also specify 
rules for generating labels based on information in the ontol 
ogy, and rules may be applied selectively based on relevant 
criteria. For example, different rules may be provided for 
different object types. Additionally, while the link indicators 
discussed herein are depicted as circles, any other type of 
indicator may be used. Additionally, different types of indi 
cators may be used to illustrate different correlations of event 
and non-event objects. Thus, a first association between a 
person and a call may be represented on an event matrix with 
a first indicator, while an association between a person and a 
flight may be associated with a second, different, indicator. 
0026 Indicators or indications of inter-object connections 
may vary, and need not bear any particular similarity to the 
indicators of FIG.1. An event matrix may be flipped, rotated, 
scaled, or otherwise rearranged, e.g., so that events corre 
spond to rows rather than columns. Accordingly, objects in 
the event matrix may be arranged in spatial dimensions other 
than those illustrated in FIG.1. In addition to formatting and 
aesthetic features that are automatically generated, some 
aspects of an event matrix's appearance may be manually 
specified by a user. For example, a user may specify a par 
ticular background color for one or more rows, objects or 
property types, columns, time ranges, or cells, which may be 
useful for focusing a readers attention. Labels, including 
both icons and text, may be specified manually as well. 
0027. Additional considerations and techniques relevant 

to the generation of event matrices are described below. 

DEFINITIONS 

0028. In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems 
and methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used 
herein, should be construed to include the provided defini 
tions, the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms, and/ 
or any other implied meaning for the respective terms. Thus, 
the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these terms, 
but only provide exemplary definitions. 
0029 Ontology: Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases. For 
example, the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database, and how 
objects and properties may be related. 
0030 Database: A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, 
relational databases (Oracle database, mySQL database, 
etc.), spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, among others. 
0031 Data Object or Object: A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 
number of definable properties. For example, a data object 
can represent an entity Such as a person, a place, an organi 
Zation, a market instrument, or other noun. A data object can 
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represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a 
duration. A data object can represent a document or other 
unstructured data source Such as an e-mail message, a news 
report, or a written paper or article. Each data object may be 
associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the 
data object. The objects attributes (e.g. metadata about the 
object) may be represented in one or more properties. 
0032. Object Type: Type of a data object (e.g., Person, 
Event, or Document). Object types may be defined by an 
ontology and may be modified or updated to include addi 
tional object types. An object definition (e.g., in an ontology) 
may include how the object is related to other objects, such as 
being a Sub-object type of another object type (e.g. an agent 
may be a Sub-object type of a person object type), and the 
properties the object type may have. 
0033 Properties: Attributes of a data object that represent 
individual data items. At a minimum, each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values. 
0034 Property Type: The type of data a property is, such 
as a string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types, such as a series data values associ 
ated with timed ticks (e.g. a time series), etc. 
0035. Property Value: The value associated with a prop 
erty, which is of the type indicated in the property type asso 
ciated with the property. A property may have multiple val 
CS. 

003.6 Link: A connection between two data objects, based 
on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching 
properties. LinkS may be directional. Such as one representing 
a payment from person A to B, orbidirectional. 
0037 Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects. 

Object Centric Data Model 
0038. To provide a frameworkfor the following discussion 
of specific systems and methods described herein, an example 
database system 210 using an ontology 205 will now be 
described. This description is provided for the purpose of 
providing an example and is not intended to limit the tech 
niques to the example data model, the example database 
system, or the example database systems use of an ontology 
to represent information. 
0039. In one embodiment, a body of data is conceptually 
structured according to an object-centric data model repre 
sented by ontology 205. The conceptual data model is inde 
pendent of any particular database used for durably storing 
one or more database(s) 209 based on the ontology 205. For 
example, each object of the conceptual data model may cor 
respond to one or more rows in a relational database or an 
entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) data 
base, or any combination of one or more databases. 
0040 FIG. 2 illustrates an object-centric conceptual data 
model according to an embodiment. An ontology 205, as 
noted above, may include stored information providing a data 
model for storage of data in the database 209. The ontology 
205 may be defined by one or more object types, which may 
each be associated with one or more property types. At the 
highest level of abstraction, data object 201 is a container for 
information representing things in the world. For example, 
data object 201 can represent an entity Such as a person, a 
place, an organization, a market instrument, or other noun. 
Data object 201 can represent an event that happens at a point 
in time or for a duration. Data object 201 can represent a 
document or other unstructured data source Such as an e-mail 
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message, a news report, or a written paperor article. Each data 
object 201 is associated with a unique identifier that uniquely 
identifies the data object within the database system. 
0041. Different types of data objects may have different 
property types. For example, a “Person’ data object might 
have an “Eye Color property type and an “Event data object 
might have a “Date” property type. Each property 203 as 
represented by data in the database system 210 may have a 
property type defined by the ontology 205 used by the data 
base 209. 
0042. Objects may be instantiated in the database 209 in 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
particular object in the ontology 205. For example, a specific 
monetary payment (e.g., an object of type “event) of USS30. 
00 (e.g., a property of type “currency') taking place on 3/27/ 
2009 (e.g., a property of type “date') may be stored in the 
database 209 as an event object with associated currency and 
date properties as defined within the ontology 205. 
0043. The data objects defined in the ontology 205 may 
Support property multiplicity. In particular, a data object 201 
may be allowed to have more than one property 203 of the 
same property type. For example, a “Person’ data object 
might have multiple “Address’ properties or multiple 
“Name” properties. 
0044. Each link 202 represents a connection between two 
data objects 201. In one embodiment, the connection is either 
through a relationship, an event, or through matching prop 
erties. A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, "Person’ data object A may be 
connected to “Person’ data object B by a “Child Of relation 
ship (where “Person’ data object B has an asymmetric “Par 
ent Of relationship to “Person’ data object A), a “Kin Of 
symmetric relationship to “Person’ data object C, and an 
asymmetric “Member Of relationship to “Organization' 
data object X. The type of relationship between two data 
objects may vary depending on the types of the data objects. 
For example, “Person’ data object A may have an “Appears 
In relationship with "Document data object Y or have a 
“Participate In' relationship with “Event data object E. As 
an example of an event connection, two “Person’ data objects 
may be connected by an Airline Flight data object repre 
senting a particular airline flight if they traveled together on 
that flight, or by a "Meeting data object representing a par 
ticular meeting if they both attended that meeting. In one 
embodiment, when two data objects are connected by an 
event, they are also connected by relationships, in which each 
data object has a specific relationship to the event, Such as, for 
example, an 'Appears. In relationship. 
0.045. As an example of a matching properties connection, 
two “Person’ data objects representing a brother and a sister, 
may both have an “Address' property that indicates where 
they live. If the brother and the sister live in the same home, 
then their “Address' properties likely contain similar, if not 
identical property values. In one embodiment, a link between 
two data objects may be established based on similar or 
matching properties (e.g., property types and/or property val 
ues) of the data objects. These are just some examples of the 
types of connections that may be represented by a link and 
other types of connections may be represented; embodiments 
are not limited to any particular types of connections between 
data objects. For example, a document might contain refer 
ences to two different objects. For example, a document may 
contain a reference to a payment (one object), and a person (a 
second object). A link between these two objects may repre 
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sent a connection between these two entities through their 
co-occurrence within the same document. 
0046 Each data object 201 can have multiple links with 
another data object 201 to form a link set 204. For example, 
two “Person’ data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a “Spouse Of relationship, a match 
ing “Address' property, and one or more matching “Event 
properties (e.g., a wedding). Each link 202 as represented by 
data in a database may have a link type defined by the data 
base ontology used by the database. 
0047 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary 
components and data that may be used in identifying and 
storing data according to an ontology. In this example, the 
ontology may be configured, and data in the data model 
populated, by a system of parsers and ontology configuration 
tools. In the embodiment of FIG.3, input data 300 is provided 
to parser 302. The input data may comprise data from one or 
more sources. For example, an institution may have one or 
more databases with information on credit card transactions, 
rental cars, and people. The databases may contain a variety 
of related information and attributes about each type of data, 
Such as a “date' for a credit card transaction, an address for a 
person, and a date for when a rental car is rented. The parser 
302 is able to read a variety of source input data types and 
determine which type of data it is reading. 
0048. In accordance with the discussion above, the 
example ontology 205 comprises stored information provid 
ing the data model of data stored in database 209, and the 
ontology is defined by one or more object types 310, one or 
more property types 316, and one or more link types 330. 
Based on information determined by the parser 302 or other 
mapping of Source input information to object type, one or 
more data objects 201 may be instantiated in the database 209 
based on respective determined object types 310, and each of 
the objects 201 has one or more properties 203 that are instan 
tiated based on property types 316. Two data objects 201 may 
be connected by one or more links 202 that may be instanti 
ated based on link types 330. The property types 316 each 
may comprise one or more data types 318, Such as a string, 
number, etc. Property types 316 may be instantiated based on 
a base property type 320. For example, a base property type 
320 may be “Locations” and a property type 316 may be 
Home. 

0049. In an embodiment, a user of the system uses an 
object type editor 324 to create and/or modify the object types 
310 and define attributes of the object types. In an embodi 
ment, a user of the system uses a property type editor 326 to 
create and/or modify the property types 316 and define 
attributes of the property types. In an embodiment, a user of 
the system uses link type editor 328 to create the link types 
330. Alternatively, other programs, processes, or program 
matic controls may be used to create link types and property 
types and define attributes, and using editors is not required. 
0050. In an embodiment, creating a property type 316 
using the property type editor 326 involves defining at least 
one parser definition using a parser editor 322. A parser 
definition comprises metadata that informs parser 302 how to 
parse input data 300 to determine whether values in the input 
data can be assigned to the property type 316 that is associated 
with the parser definition. In an embodiment, each parser 
definition may comprise a regular expression parser 304A or 
a code module parser 304B. In other embodiments, other 
kinds of parser definitions may be provided using Scripts or 
other programmatic elements. Once defined, both a regular 
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expression parser 304A and a code module parser 304B can 
provide input to parser 302 to control parsing of input data 
3OO. 
0051. Using the data types defined in the ontology, input 
data 300 may be parsed by the parser 302 to determine which 
object type 310 should receive data from a record created 
from the input data, and which property types 316 should be 
assigned to data from individual field values in the input data. 
Based on object-property mapping 301, the parser 302 selects 
one of the parser definitions that is associated with a property 
type in the input data. The parser parses an input data field 
using the selected parser definition, resulting in creating new 
or modified data 303. The new or modified data 303 is added 
to the database 209 according to ontology 205 by storing 
values of the new or modified data in a property of the speci 
fied property type. As a result, input data 300 having varying 
format or syntax can be created in database 209. The ontology 
205 may be modified at any time using object type editor 324, 
property type editor 326, and link type editor 328, or under 
program control without human use of an editor. Parser editor 
322 enables creating multiple parser definitions that can Suc 
cessfully parse input data 300 having varying format or Syn 
tax and determine which property types should be used to 
transform input data 300 into new or modified input data 303. 
0052. The properties, objects, and the links (e.g. relation 
ships) between the objects can be visualized using a graphical 
user interface (GUI). For example, FIG. 4 displays a user 
interface showing a graph representation 403 of relationships 
(including relationships or links 404, 405, 406, 407, 408) 
between the data objects (including data objects 411, 412, 
413, 414, 415, 416) that are represented as nodes in the 
example of FIG. 4. In this embodiment, the data objects are 
person objects. In this example, the person nodes (associated 
with person data objects) may have relationships to other 
person nodes, for example, through payment objects. For 
example, relationship 404 is based on a payment associated 
with the individuals indicated in person data objects 411 and 
413. The link 404 represents these shared payments (for 
example, the individual associated with data object 411 may 
have paid the individual associated with data object 413 on 
three occasions). These relationships may be stored as links, 
or in Some embodiments, as properties, where a relationship 
may be detected between the properties. In some cases, as 
stated above, the links may be directional. For example, a 
payment link may have a direction associated with the pay 
ment, where one person object is a receiver of a payment, and 
another person object is the payer of payment. 
0053. In addition to visually showing relationships 
between the data objects, the user interface may allow various 
other manipulations. For example, the objects within data 
base 108 may be searched using a search interface 420 (e.g., 
text string matching of object properties), inspected (e.g., 
properties and associated data viewed), filtered (e.g., narrow 
ing the universe of objects into sets and Subsets by properties 
or relationships), and statistically aggregated (e.g., numeri 
cally Summarized based on Summarization criteria), among 
other operations and visualizations. 

Example Method of Generating Event Matrix 
0054 As described earlier in this disclosure, an event 
matrix is a particularly useful and intuitive type of visualiza 
tion for integrated data. An example of an event matrix was 
previously presented in FIG. 1. Turning now to FIG. 5, an 
example process is presented for generating an event matrix. 
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This process may be implemented, e.g., by a data integration 
platform comprising a computer system that includes the data 
and components of FIG. 3. Additional disclosure related to 
computer systems is provided below, with respect to FIG. 6. 
The process of FIG. 5 begins at block 502, where input data is 
received. This input data may correspond to, e.g., input data 
300 of FIG.3. At block 504, an ontology is applied to the input 
data, providing an integrated interface to facilitate further 
analysis. This ontology may correspond to, e.g., ontology 205 
of FIGS. 2 and 3. 
0055 Continuing at block 506, events and non-event 
objects are identified from the ontology. Objects from the 
ontology may be identified based on selection by a user, e.g., 
using the interface of FIG. 4. The interface may include a 
button, menu item, hotkey, or other means for the user to 
request generation of an event matrix based on the selected 
objects. In one example, selected objects may be dragged into 
a designated area to create a new event matrix, or they may be 
dragged into an existing matrix, which may be updated to 
include the selected items. Objects may also be identified 
automatically, in addition to or instead of being selected 
manually. For example, if a user presses a button to create an 
event matrix without selecting any objects, the event matrix 
may include all objects that are currently visible on the user's 
display, or all visible objects plus all objects that are linked to 
the visible objects. In certain embodiments, some of the 
selected objects may be excluded, e.g., based on criteria 
related to compatibility with an event matrix or with each 
other. For example, a selected object may be excluded if it is 
part of an object type that does not include date or time 
information, and if it is not connected to an object that 
includes date or time information. 
0056. At block 508, links between events and other objects 
are identified. These links may correspond to, e.g., link 202 of 
FIGS. 2 and 3. A link may be determined from any associa 
tion, connection, or relationship that is included explicitly or 
implicitly in the ontology. Some or all of the identified links 
may be created for the first time during the process of FIG. 5. 
Any means of establishing links between objects may be 
used. 
0057. At block 510, an event matrix user interface, con 
figured for display on an electronic display device and/or for 
printing on paper, is generated. In one embodiment, the user 
interface includes labels associated with each identified 
object and link indicators indicating links between objects. 
The labels and indicators may be arranged at least in part on 
the basis of dates and/or times associated with the events. Ifan 
event has no date or time information, it may appear at the end 
of the event matrix. 
0058. The arranged labels and indicators may be com 
bined with various formatting, styling, and other aesthetic 
features in order to form a completed event matrix, Such as the 
matrix of FIG.1. In some embodiments, one or more rows, 
columns, cells, labels or indicators may be highlighted. High 
lighting may be added automatically, based on customizable 
rules, or on an ad hoc basis. In one embodiment, a user may 
add an object to the event matrix by dragging it from graph 
representation 403 of FIG. 4. The completed event matrix 
may be displayed, printed, transmitted, or otherwise pre 
sented to one or more users and/or readers. 

Implementation Mechanisms 
0059. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
described herein are implemented by one or more special 
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purpose computing devices. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more appli 
cation-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field program 
mable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed 
to perform the techniques, or may include one or more gen 
eral purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, server computer 
systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices, net 
working devices or any other device or combination of 
devices that incorporate hard-wired and/or program logic to 
implement the techniques. 
0060 Computing device(s) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system Software. Such as iOS, 
Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Win 
dows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, 
Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or 
other compatible operating systems. In other embodiments, 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system. Conventional operating systems control 
and Schedule computer processes for execution, perform 
memory management, provide file system, networking, I/O 
services, and provide a user interface functionality, Such as a 
graphical user interface ("GUI), among other things. 
0061 For example, FIG. 6 is a block diagram that illus 

trates a computer system 600 upon which an embodiment 
may be implemented. Computer system 600 includes a bus 
602 or other communication mechanism for communicating 
information, and a hardware processor, or multiple proces 
sors, 604 coupled with bus 602 for processing information. 
Hardware processor(s) 604 may be, for example, one or more 
general purpose microprocessors. 
0062 Computer system 600 also includes a main memory 
606, Such as a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or 
other dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 602 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 604. 
Main memory 606 also may be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 604. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor 
604, render computer system 600 into a special-purpose 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci 
fied in the instructions. 
0063 Computer system 600 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 608 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 602 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 604. A storage device 610, Such as a magnetic disk, 
optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is pro 
vided and coupled to bus 602 for storing information and 
instructions. 
0064 Computer system 600 may be coupled via bus 602 to 
a display 612, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or LCD 
display (or touch screen), for displaying information to a 
computer user. An input device 614, including alphanumeric 
and other keys, is coupled to bus 602 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 604. 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 616, such 
as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for commu 
nicating direction information and command selections to 
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processor 604 and for controlling cursor movement on dis 
play 612. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. 
In some embodiments, the same direction information and 
command selections as cursor control may be implemented 
via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor. 
0065 Computing system 600 may include a user interface 
module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass 
storage device as executable Software codes that are executed 
by the computing device(s). This and other modules may 
include, by way of example, components, such as Software 
components, object-oriented Software components, class 
components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 
0066. In general, the word “module,” as used herein, refers 
to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection 
of Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit 
points, Written in a programming language, such as, for 
example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or 
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules may be 
callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware modules configured for execution on computing devices 
may be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a 
compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or 
any other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may 
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
may be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but may be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage 
0067 Computer system 600 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard-wired logic, 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 600 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 600 in response to 
processor(s) 604 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 606. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 606 from another 
storage medium, Such as storage device 610. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 606 
causes processor(s) 604 to perform the process steps 
described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired cir 
cuitry may be used in place of or in combination with Soft 
ware instructions. 
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0068. The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, 
as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-vola 
tile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media 
includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as 
storage device 610. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 606. Common forms of non 
transitory media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible 
disk, hard disk, Solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other 
magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical 
data storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of 
holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, 
NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked 
versions of the same. 
0069. Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 602. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
0070 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to proces 
sor 604 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid State drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 600 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 602. Bus 602 carries the data to main memory 606, 
from which processor 604 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 606 may 
optionally be stored on storage device 610 either before or 
after execution by processor 604. 
0071 Computer system 600 also includes a communica 
tion interface 618 coupled to bus 602. Communication inter 
face 618 provides a two-way data communication coupling to 
a network link 620 that is connected to a local network 622. 
For example, communication interface 618 may be an inte 
grated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, 
satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communica 
tion connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As 
another example, communication interface 618 may be a 
local area network (LAN) card to provide a data communi 
cation connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component 
to communicated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 618 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
0072 Network link 620 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 620 may provide a connection 
through local network 622 to a host computer 624 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
626. ISP 626 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet' 628. Local net 
work 622 and Internet 628 both use electrical, electromag 
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netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 620 and through communication interface 618, 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 600, 
are example forms of transmission media. 
0073 Computer system 600 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link 620 and communication interface 618. In the 
Internet example, a server 630 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 628, ISP 
626, local network 622 and communication interface 618. 
0074 The received code may be executed by processor 
604 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 610, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. 
0075 Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in, and 
fully or partially automated by, code modules executed by one 
or more computer systems or computer processors compris 
ing computer hardware. The processes and algorithms may be 
implemented partially or wholly in application-specific cir 
cuitry. 
0076. The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another, or may be com 
bined in various ways. All possible combinations and Sub 
combinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may 
be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and pro 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For 
example, described blocks or states may be performed in an 
order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks 
or states may be combined in a single block or state. The 
example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in par 
allel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be added 
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The 
example systems and components described herein may be 
configured differently than described. For example, elements 
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared to 
the disclosed example embodiments. 
0077 Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could “might or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

0078. Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the 
flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules, segments, orportions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple 
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
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depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
0079. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples. All Such modifications and 
variations are intended to be included herein within the scope 
of this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, how 
ever, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears intext, 
the invention can be practiced in many ways. AS is also stated 
above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminol 
ogy when describing certain features or aspects of the inven 
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with 
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the inven 
tion should therefore be construed in accordance with the 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system for generating visualizations of integrated 

data, the system comprising: 
at least one computer processor, 
data storage comprising instructions executable by the 

computer processor to cause the system to: 
receive input data from a plurality of data sources; 
determine a set of objects from the input databased on an 

ontology comprising a plurality of object types; 
identify a first subset of the determined set of objects, 

wherein the first subset comprises event objects: 
identify a second subset of the determined set of objects, 

wherein the second Subset of objects comprises non 
event objects; 

identify a set of links between objects in the first subset 
and objects in the second Subset; 

generate first labels corresponding to the objects in the 
first Subset, second labels corresponding to the 
objects in the second Subset, and indicators corre 
sponding to links in the set of links; 

arrange the first labels in a first spatial dimension, 
wherein an order of the arranged first labels is based at 
least in part on dates and/or times associated with the 
event objects in the first subset; 

arrange the second labels in a second spatial dimension; 
and 

present a visualization comprising the labels and the 
indicators, wherein each of the indicators has a loca 
tion corresponding in the first spatial dimension to a 
position of one of the first labels and corresponding in 
the second spatial dimension to a position of one of 
the second labels. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein at least one of the event 
objects corresponds to an economic transaction or communi 
cation. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein at least one of the 
non-event objects corresponds to a person or place. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein at least some of the first 
labels and the second labels are determined from properties of 
objects in the determined set of objects. 

5. The system of claim 1, wherein the first labels are 
arranged in a series of rows and the second labels are arranged 
in a series of columns. 
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6. The system of claim 5, wherein the visualization is 
presented via an interactive user interface configured to 
enable a user to rearrange at least some of the rows or columns 
of the visualization. 

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the first labels are 
arranged in a series of columns and the second labels are 
arranged in a series of rows. 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the visualization is 
presented via an interactive user interface configured to 
enable a user to change one or more colors associated with 
portions of the visualization. 

9. A method for generating visualizations of integrated 
data, the method comprising: 

receiving input data from a plurality of data sources; 
determining a set of objects from the input databased on an 

ontology comprising a plurality of object types; 
identifying a first subset of the determined set of objects, 

wherein at least some of the objects in the first subset are 
associated with dates; 

identifying a second subset of the determined set of 
objects; 

identifying, by a computer system having at least one com 
puter processor, a set of links between objects in the first 
Subset and objects in the second Subset; 

determining, by the computer system, first labels corre 
sponding to the objects in the first Subset and second 
labels corresponding to the objects in the second Subset; 

generating, by the computer system, a user interface com 
prising: 
the first labels arranged in a first spatial dimension, 

wherein the arrangement is based at least in part on 
dates associated with respective objects in the first 
subset; 

the second labels arranged in a second spatial dimen 
sion; and 

for each link of the set of links, an indicator positioned at 
a location corresponding in the first spatial dimension 
to a first label associated with the respective link and 
corresponding in the second spatial dimension to a 
second label associated with the respective link. 

10. The method of claim 9, wherein at least one of the 
objects in the first Subset is associated with a range of dates, or 
is not associated with any date. 

11. The method of claim 9, wherein at least some of the first 
labels and the second labels are determined from properties of 
objects in the determined set of objects. 

12. The method of claim 9, wherein the first labels are 
arranged in a series of rows and the second labels are arranged 
in a series of columns. 

13. The method of claim 9, wherein the user interface is 
configured to enable a user to rearrange at least some of the 
labels and indicators. 

14. The method of claim 9, wherein the user interface is 
configured to enable a user to change one or more colors 
associated with portions of the user interface. 

15. Non-transitory computer storage comprising instruc 
tions for causing a computer system to generate visualiza 
tions of integrated data by: 

receiving input data from a plurality of data sources; 
determining a set of objects from the input databased on an 

ontology comprising a plurality of object types; 
identifying a first subset of the determined set of objects, 

wherein at least some of the objects of the first subset are 
associated with dates; 
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identifying a second subset of the determined set of 
objects; 

identifying a set of links between objects in the first subset 
and objects in the second Subset; 

determining first labels corresponding to the objects in the 
first Subset, second labels corresponding to the objects in 
the second Subset, and indicators corresponding to links 
in the set of links; 

arranging the first labels in a first spatial dimension, 
wherein the arrangement of the first labels is based at 
least in part on the dates associated with the objects in 
the first subset; 

arranging the second labels in a second spatial dimension; 
and 

presenting a visualization comprising the labels and the 
indicators, wherein each of the indicators has a location 
corresponding in the first spatial dimension to a position 
of one of the first labels and corresponding in the second 
spatial dimension to a position of one of the second 
labels. 
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16. The non-transitory computer storage of claim 15, 
wherein at least one of the objects in the first subset of objects 
corresponds to an economic transaction, or communication. 

17. The non-transitory computer storage of claim 15, 
wherein at least one of the objects in the second subset of 
objects corresponds to a person or place. 

18. The non-transitory computer storage of claim 15, 
wherein the first labels are arranged in a series of rows and the 
second labels are arranged in a series of columns. 

19. The non-transitory computer storage of claim 15, 
wherein the visualization is presented via an interactive user 
interface configured to enable a user to rearrange at least some 
of the labels and indicators of the visualization. 

20. The non-transitory computer storage of claim 15, 
wherein the visualization is presented via an interactive user 
interface configured to enable a user to change one or more 
colors associated with portions of the visualization. 

k k k k k 
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Systems and methods are presented for representing non 
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series of can be created by establishing one or more associa 
tions, each association including a mapping of at least one 
point in time with one or more objects that include properties 
and values. Visual representation of an object time series may 
include displaying non-numerical values associated with 
objects in the object time series in association with respective 
points in time. 
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OBJECT TIME SERIES 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims priority to U.S. Provisional 
Application No. 61/799,691, entitled “OBJECT TIME 
SERIES” which was filed Mar. 15, 2013 and is hereby incor 
porated by reference in its entirety. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for data integration, analysis, and visualization. More 
specifically, representing non-numerical data objects in a 
time series. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Traditionally, time series are created and used to 
store numerical data associated with a plurality of points in 
time. Non-numerical data are usually stored and used as 
metadata. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0004 FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a visualization 
of an object time series that may be generated and presented 
to a user. 

0005 FIG. 2 illustrates one embodiment of a database 
System using an ontology. 
0006 FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a system for 
creating data in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 
0007 FIG. 4 illustrates a sample user interface using rela 
tionships described in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 
0008 FIG. 5 illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize a traditional 
time series with associating numerical values. 
0009 FIG. 6 illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize an Object Time 
Series associated with a specific instance of a payment event 
object. 
0010 FIG. 7 illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize an Object Time 
Series and the slicing of the Object Time Series. 
0011 FIG. 8 illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented. 
0012 FIG. 9 illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize an Object Time 
Series associated with multiple types of object and functions 
that may be used to access property values of the person 
object. 
0013 FIG. 9A illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize two Object 
Time Series associated with status objects to show duration. 
0014 FIG.9B illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize two Object 
Time Series associated with status objects indicating progress 
over time. 
0015 FIG. 9C illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize two Object 
Time Series associated with events. 
0016 FIG. 9D illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize an Object Time 
Series associated with a status object. 
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0017 FIG. 9E illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize an Object Time 
Series associated with a status object and transitions among 
the various statuses. 
0018 FIG. 10 illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN 
EMBODIMENTS 

Definitions 

0019. In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems 
and methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used 
herein, should be construed to include the provided defini 
tions, the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms, and/ 
or any other implied meaning for the respective terms. Thus, 
the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these terms, 
but only provide exemplary definitions. 
0020 Ontology: Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases. For 
example, the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database, and how 
objects and properties may be related. 
0021 Database: A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, 
relational databases (Oracle database, mySQL database, 
etc.), spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, among others. 
0022 Data Object or Object: A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 
number of definable properties. For example, a data object 
can represent an entity Such as a person, a place, an organi 
Zation, a market instrument, or other noun. A data object can 
represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a 
duration. A data object can represent a document or other 
unstructured data source Such as an e-mail message, a news 
report, or a written paper or article. Each data object may be 
associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the 
data object. The objects attributes (e.g. metadata about the 
object) may be represented in one or more properties. 
0023. Object Type: Type of a data object (e.g., Person, 
Event, or Document). Object types may be defined by an 
ontology and may be modified or updated to include addi 
tional object types. An object definition (e.g., in an ontology) 
may include how the object is related to other objects, such as 
being a Sub-object type of another object type (e.g. an agent 
may be a Sub-object type of a person object type), and the 
properties the object type may have. 
0024 Properties: Attributes of a data object that represent 
individual data items. At a minimum, each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values. 
0025 Property Type: The type of data a property is, such 
as a string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types, such as a series data values associ 
ated with timed ticks (e.g. a time series), etc. 
0026. Property Value: The value associated with a prop 
erty, which is of the type indicated in the property type asso 
ciated with the property. A property may have multiple val 
US 

0027. Link: A connection between two data objects, based 
on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching 
properties. LinkS may be directional. Such as one representing 
a payment from person A to B, orbidirectional. 
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0028 Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects. 
0029 Object Time Series: associating multiple points in 
time with one or more objects, for example, People, Event, 
and so forth. Objects included in Object Time Series may be 
any type of objects, including numerical objects and non 
numerical objects. 

Overview of Object Time Series 
0030 Traditional time series may store data in the format 
of TIME, VALUE, otherwise known as a tick. For example, 
the stock price of Microsoft (“MSFT) may be represented by 
a specific time of any given business day, and a value of the 
stock at that specific time. However, using traditional time 
series data types to store generic values that are not numerical 
may be very difficult because data about objects 201 and 
about specific object types such as person, event, document, 
and so forth, when associated with a time series, have been 
traditionally implemented as metadata associated with values 
in time series. 
0031. For example, in the MSFT stock price use case, 
specific milestones Such as quarterly earnings reports, board 
meetings, and dividends may be associated with a specific 
value of the MSFT stock price in a time series. However, such 
milestones (event) data may not be easily represented because 
traditional time series treat the milestones as metadata (e.g. 
not objects in themselves, but as descriptive text data associ 
ated with a numeric time series). Accessing Such metadata 
may require several steps of referencing and/or mapping. 
Slicing and sampling traditional time series data based on 
metadata is also inefficient and difficult. Details regarding 
traditional time series are discussed further below. 
0032. An Object Time Series may instead directly associ 
ate time with any object. For example, instead of limiting the 
value associated with a point in time to numerical values, any 
object type may be used, such as Person, Event, and so forth. 
0033 FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a visualization 
of an object time series that may be generated and presented 
to a user. In this example, an Object Time Series 100 is 
plotted. The Object Time Series 100 spans from Jan. 1, 2013 
to Apr. 1, 2013. The data object associated with each date in 
the Object Time Series 100 is a Contagious Disease Report 
object. As a data object, the Contagious Disease Report object 
may contain properties such as: (1) type of contagious dis 
ease; (2) location; (3) State; (4) a patient object (age, gender, 
occupation); (5) hospital where the patient is or has been 
treated. As can be seen in this example, the object associated 
with an Object Time Series may itself contain other object 
types, which may involve more properties. Thus, Object Time 
Series may associate rich information and object types with 
time/dates. 
0034. In some embodiments, Object Time Series 100 data 
may be plotted similar to traditional time series, such as the 
example in FIG.1. In some other embodiments, data involved 
in object time series may be used to identify links and/or 
relationships. For example, if the Object Time Series 100 is 
named a Disease OTS, then executing a function Such as 
Disease0TS.location() may automatically generate a list of 
all locations that a disease has been reported, which may be 
the following list: (Aliso Viejo, Miami, Mission Viejo). In 
another example, executing a function Such as Disease(OTS. 
occupation() may generate the following list automatically: 
(Coast Elementary, Rancho High School, Mission Viejo 
Shopping Center, Sunny Restaurant). Moreover, in some 
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embodiments, the list of locations generated may be auto 
matically mapped to the respective points in time. Advanta 
geously, this would allow a disease to be tracked by location 
in relation to time. 
0035. As shown in the example in FIG. 1, the objects 
stored in Object Time Series 100 may include not only 
numerical values, but also other data types involving multiple 
properties. For example, the hospitals in Object Time Series 
100 may be associated property values such as hospital loca 
tion, treating physician, and so forth. 
0036. In some embodiments, Object Time Series 100 may 
also enable fast visualization and association between stored 
objects at various points in time. For example, because the 
occupation information may be directly accessible and visu 
alized in Object Time Series 100, an analyst reviewing the 
DiseaseGTS Object Time Series may easily find that West 
Nile Virus has been reported regarding two Coast Elementary 
School children, reported on Jan. 1, 2013 and Feb. 9, 2013, 
respectively. Moreover, it may be easy to show that both 
Mission Viejo and Aliso Viejo have been reported to have 
West Nile occurrences twice. More details regarding Object 
Time Series are discussed further herein. 

Object Centric Data Model 
0037 To provide a frameworkfor the following discussion 
of specific systems and methods described herein, an example 
database system 210 using an ontology 205 will now be 
described. This description is provided for the purpose of 
providing an example and is not intended to limit the tech 
niques to the example data model, the example database 
system, or the example database systems use of an ontology 
to represent information. 
0038. In one embodiment, a body of data is conceptually 
structured according to an object-centric data model repre 
sented by ontology 205. The conceptual data model is inde 
pendent of any particular database used for durably storing 
one or more database(s) 209 based on the ontology 205. For 
example, each object of the conceptual data model may cor 
respond to one or more rows in a relational database or an 
entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) data 
base, or any combination of one or more databases. 
0039 FIG. 2 illustrates an object-centric conceptual data 
model according to an embodiment. An ontology 205, as 
noted above, may include stored information providing a data 
model for storage of data in the database 209. The ontology 
205 may be defined by one or more object types, which may 
each be associated with one or more property types. At the 
highest level of abstraction, data object 201 is a container for 
information representing things in the world. For example, 
data object 201 can represent an entity Such as a person, a 
place, an organization, a market instrument, or other noun. 
Data object 201 can represent an event that happens at a point 
in time or for a duration. Data object 201 can represent a 
document or other unstructured data source Such as an e-mail 
message, a news report, or a written paperor article. Each data 
object 201 is associated with a unique identifier that uniquely 
identifies the data object within the database system. 
0040 Different types of data objects may have different 
property types. For example, a “Person’ data object might 
have an “Eye Color property type and an “Event data object 
might have a “Date” property type. Each property 203 as 
represented by data in the database system 210 may have a 
property type defined by the ontology 205 used by the data 
base 205. 
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0041 Objects may be instantiated in the database 209 in 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
particular object in the ontology 205. For example, a specific 
monetary payment (e.g., an object of type “event) of USS30. 
00 (e.g., a property of type "currency') taking place on Mar. 
27, 2009 (e.g., a property of type "date') may be stored in the 
database 209 as an event object with associated currency and 
date properties as defined within the ontology 205. 
0042. The data objects defined in the ontology 205 may 
Support property multiplicity. In particular, a data object 201 
may be allowed to have more than one property 203 of the 
same property type. For example, a “Person’ data object 
might have multiple “Address’ properties or multiple 
“Name” properties. 
0043. Each link 202 represents a connection between two 
data objects 201. In one embodiment, the connection is either 
through a relationship, an event, or through matching prop 
erties. A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, “Person’ data object A may be 
connected to “Person’ data object B by a “Child Of relation 
ship (where “Person’ data object B has an asymmetric “Par 
ent Of relationship to “Person’ data object A), a “Kin Of 
symmetric relationship to “Person’ data object C, and an 
asymmetric “Member Of relationship to “Organization' 
data object X. The type of relationship between two data 
objects may vary depending on the types of the data objects. 
For example, “Person’ data object A may have an “Appears 
In relationship with "Document data object Y or have a 
“Participate In' relationship with “Event data object E. As 
an example of an event connection, two “Person’ data objects 
may be connected by an Airline Flight data object repre 
senting a particular airline flight if they traveled together on 
that flight, or by a "Meeting data object representing a par 
ticular meeting if they both attended that meeting. In one 
embodiment, when two data objects are connected by an 
event, they are also connected by relationships, in which each 
data object has a specific relationship to the event, Such as, for 
example, an 'Appears. In relationship. 
0044 As an example of a matching properties connection, 
two “Person’ data objects representing a brother and a sister, 
may both have an “Address' property that indicates where 
they live. If the brother and the sister live in the same home, 
then their “Address' properties likely contain similar, if not 
identical property values. In one embodiment, a link between 
two data objects may be established based on similar or 
matching properties (e.g., property types and/or property val 
ues) of the data objects. These are just some examples of the 
types of connections that may be represented by a link and 
other types of connections may be represented; embodiments 
are not limited to any particular types of connections between 
data objects. For example, a document might contain refer 
ences to two different objects. For example, a document may 
contain a reference to a payment (one object), and a person (a 
second object). A link between these two objects may repre 
sent a connection between these two entities through their 
co-occurrence within the same document. 

0045. Each data object 201 can have multiple links with 
another data object 201 to form a link set 204. For example, 
two “Person’ data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a “Spouse Of relationship, a match 
ing “Address' property, and one or more matching “Event 
properties (e.g., a wedding). Each link 202 as represented by 
data in a database may have a link type defined by the data 
base ontology used by the database. 
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0046 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary 
components and data that may be used in identifying and 
storing data according to an ontology. In this example, the 
ontology may be configured, and data in the data model 
populated, by a system of parsers and ontology configuration 
tools. In the embodiment of FIG.3, input data 300 is provided 
to parser 302. The input data may comprise data from one or 
more sources. For example, an institution may have one or 
more databases with information on credit card transactions, 
rental cars, and people. The databases may contain a variety 
of related information and attributes about each type of data, 
Such as a “date' for a credit card transaction, an address for a 
person, and a date for when a rental car is rented. The parser 
302 is able to read a variety of source input data types and 
determine which type of data it is reading. 
0047. In accordance with the discussion above, the 
example ontology 205 comprises stored information provid 
ing the data model of data stored in database 209, and the 
ontology is defined by one or more object types 310, one or 
more property types 316, and one or more link types 330. 
Based on information determined by the parser 302 or other 
mapping of Source input information to object type, one or 
more data objects 201 may be instantiated in the database 209 
based on respective determined object types 310, and each of 
the objects 201 has one or more properties 203 that are instan 
tiated based on property types 316. Two data objects 201 may 
be connected by one or more links 202 that may be instanti 
ated based on link types 330. The property types 316 each 
may comprise one or more data types 318, such as a string, 
number, etc. Property types 316 may be instantiated based on 
a base property type 320. For example, a base property type 
320 may be “Locations” and a property type 316 may be 
Home. 

0048. In an embodiment, a user of the system uses an 
object type editor 324 to create and/or modify the object types 
310 and define attributes of the object types. In an embodi 
ment, a user of the system uses a property type editor 326 to 
create and/or modify the property types 316 and define 
attributes of the property types. In an embodiment, a user of 
the system uses link type editor 328 to create the link types 
330. Alternatively, other programs, processes, or program 
matic controls may be used to create link types and property 
types and define attributes, and using editors is not required. 
0049. In an embodiment, creating a property type 316 
using the property type editor 326 involves defining at least 
one parser definition using a parser editor 322. A parser 
definition comprises metadata that informs parser 302 how to 
parse input data 300 to determine whether values in the input 
data can be assigned to the property type 316 that is associated 
with the parser definition. In an embodiment, each parser 
definition may comprise a regular expression parser 304A or 
a code module parser 304B. In other embodiments, other 
kinds of parser definitions may be provided using Scripts or 
other programmatic elements. Once defined, both a regular 
expression parser 304A and a code module parser 304B can 
provide input to parser 302 to control parsing of input data 
3OO. 

0050. Using the data types defined in the ontology, input 
data 300 may be parsed by the parser 302 determine which 
object type 310 should receive data from a record created 
from the input data, and which property types 316 should be 
assigned to data from individual field values in the input data. 
Based on the object-property mapping 301, the parser 302 
selects one of the parser definitions that is associated with a 
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property type in the input data. The parserparses an input data 
field using the selected parser definition, resulting in creating 
new or modified data 303. The new or modified data 303 is 
added to the database 209 according to ontology 205 by 
storing values of the new or modified data in a property of the 
specified property type. As a result, input data 300 having 
varying format or syntax can be created in database 209. The 
ontology 205 may be modified at any time using object type 
editor 324, property type editor 326, and link type editor 328, 
or under program control without human use of an editor. 
Parser editor 322 enables creating multiple parser definitions 
that can Successfully parse input data 300 having varying 
format or syntax and determine which property types should 
be used to transform input data 300 into new or modified input 
data 303. 
0051. The properties, objects, and the links (e.g. relation 
ships) between the objects can be visualized using a graphical 
user interface (GUI). For example, FIG. 4 displays a user 
interface showing a graph representation 403 of relationships 
(including relationships or links 404, 405, 406, 407, 408) 
between the data objects (including data objects 411, 412, 
413, 414, 415, 416) that are represented as nodes in the 
example of FIG. 4. In this embodiment, the data objects are 
person objects. In this example, the person nodes (associated 
with person data objects) may have relationships to other 
person nodes, for example, through payment objects. For 
example, relationship 404 is based on a payment associated 
with the individuals indicated in person data objects 411 and 
413. The link 404 represents these shared payments (for 
example, the individual associated with data object 411 may 
have paid the individual associated with data object 413 on 
three occasions). These relationships may be stored as links, 
or in Some embodiments, as properties, where a relationship 
may be detected between the properties. In some cases, as 
stated above, the links may be directional. For example, a 
payment link may have a direction associated with the pay 
ment, where one person object is a receiver of a payment, and 
another person object is the payer of payment. 
0052. In addition to visually showing relationships 
between the data objects, the user interface may allow various 
other manipulations. For example, the objects within data 
base 108 may be searched using a search interface 420 (e.g., 
text string matching of object properties), inspected (e.g., 
properties and associated data viewed), filtered (e.g., narrow 
ing the universe of objects into sets and Subsets by properties 
or relationships), and statistically aggregated (e.g., numeri 
cally Summarized based on Summarization criteria), among 
other operations and visualizations. 

Object Time Series 
0053 FIG. 5 illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize a traditional 
time series 500 with associated numeric values. In time series 
500, the time series bar represents five months, beginning 
from Jan. 1, 2013 and ending on May 1, 2013. At the begin 
ning of each month, a numerical value is associated with the 
date. For example, the numerical value associated with Jan. 1, 
2013 is $230,450. The numerical value associated with Feb. 
1, 2013 is S231,400. The numerical value associated with 
Mar. 1, 2013 is S229.905. The numerical value associated 
with Apr. 1, 2013 is $230,090. The numerical value associ 
ated with May 1, 2013 is $232,500. 
0054 Traditional time series such as time series 500 stores 
a date/time and a numerical value. However, in order to find 
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out other data associated with the numerical value, further 
steps may be needed. For example, in Some embodiments, a 
traditional time series 500 may implement an array that stores 
(DATE, VALUE) pairs, for example: 

(1 / 1 / 2013, 230,450), 
(2/ 1 / 2013, 231, 400), 

(5/ 1 / 2013, 232,500) 

0055 Another array may be used with the traditional time 
series 500 to store metadata associated with a date/time, such 
as whether the home price was above or below average for 
that time period, which may also be referred to as a "tick. For 
example: 

(1 / 1 / 2013, "above"), 
(2/ 1 / 2013, “below"), 

(5f 1 / 2013, "above") 

0056. In situations where metadata regarding categories 
such as “above' a value, “below a value, on or after a certain 
date are accessed, a separate look up needs to be performed 
before the metadata may be interpreted. For example, know 
ing that the metadata associated with Jan. 1, 2013 is “above' 
may tell a user that the specific home price on Jan. 1, 2013 is 
above average. However, a separate lookup needs to be per 
formed to find out what the average home value is. Accessing 
details regarding the value associated with the traditional time 
series and accessing metadata thus involves two separate 
steps accessing values stored in two separate data structures, 
which may be computationally costly, especially if searching 
is involved. 

0057 Therefore, as shown in this example, in a traditional 
time series 500, finding the metadata associated with a 
numerical value may require a lookup step or a mapping step 
that looks up a separate array. If there are more than one 
metadata fields, such lookup step may be computationally 
costly. 
0058 Moreover, in a traditional time series 500, it is also 
difficult to create a sample or slice of the time series that also 
includes the metadata. For example, metadata associated with 
the home price example discussed above may include State 
and/or city, population, average household income. Creating 
a sample or a slice of the traditional time series 500 would 
involve mapping steps that separately look up each array or 
other data structure that stores the metadata involving state, 
array or data structure that stores population, and so forth. 
0059 A traditional time series may also store metadata as 
a set of intervals. Each interval may contain a starting data, 
and ending date, and a status during the interval. For example, 
a time series may track a house's price over time. Each tick 
represents a date and an associated price for the house. How 
ever, other metadata may also be tracked in association with 
that time series, such as the status of the loan associated with 
that house over time (e.g. "loan up-to-date, "loan payment 
behind 30 days”, “loan payment behind 60 days”, etc.). A 
traditional time series may not use an array of ticks to repre 
sent this status information. Instead, it may use a set of inter 
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vals. For example, one interval may be Apr. 30, 2011, Dec. 
29, 2011, “loan up-to-date', and another may be Dec. 30. 
2011, Feb. 6, 2012, “loan payment behind 30 days, and yet 
another may be Feb. 7, 2012, Dec. 29, 2012, “loan up-to 
date'. 
0060. One problem with representing statuses as intervals 

is that they cannot be easily sliced or subsetted. For example, 
data in the data structure itself may need to be duplicated to 
split such intervals. If a time series is sliced on Jan. 1, 2012 as 
a split date, the interval needs to be applied to both new time 
series, with the interval now split. Object time series does not 
have these limitations. In addition, intervals may overlap, 
whereas ticks in an object time series may not overlap when 
tracking metadata, making it easier to perform transforma 
tions and analysis on the metadata. 
0061 FIG. 6 illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize an Object Time 
Series 600 associated with a specific instance of a payment 
event object. In this embodiment, the Object Time Series 600 
includes a time series bar that displays a time period between 
Oct. 1, 2012 and Jul. 1, 2013. 
0062. In this example, a Payment object type is associated 
with the Object Time Series. Due dates for the Payment object 
is set to the first day of each month. Each Payment object may 
include properties such as timeliness with values indicating 
whether a payment is on time, late, or in default. Each Pay 
ment object may also include properties Such as payment with 
values indicating whetherapayment was successful or unsuc 
cessful. In some instances, a payment may be unsuccessful 
because a payment check is bounced by a bank orthere are not 
Sufficient funds to complete a payment transaction. In some 
embodiments, all the properties of an object may be config 
ured to be displayed or plotted. In some other embodiments, 
Some properties of an object may be configured to be dis 
played whereas some other properties of an object may be 
configured not to be displayed. 
0063. In some embodiments, objects in an Object Time 
Series may be displayed next to the respective points in time. 
For example, in FIG. 6, dates on which payments are made are 
displayed. For example, on Oct. 1, 2012, a payment is made 
and it is on time. On Nov. 1, 2012, a payment is made and it 
is also on time. On Dec. 1, 2012, an on-time payment is also 
made. 
0064. In some embodiments, certain objects may be con 
figured to be not shown directly in a visualization of an Object 
Time Series. For example, in Object Time Series 600, missed 
payments may be configured in Such a way that they are not 
displayed next to the due date, which may be the first day of 
a month. In some other embodiments, missed payments may 
also be displayed. 
0065. On Jan. 1, 2013, a payment is missed. However, on 
Jan. 13, 2013, a late payment is made, and it is successful. No 
payment is made on either Feb. 1, 2013. On Mar. 1, 2013, 
there is also no payment. On Mar. 13, 2013, a late payment is 
made. However, this late payment is unsuccessful. Payment 
dates are also missed on April 1, May 1, and June 1. By Jul. 
1, 2013, the property value of the Payment object is set to 
default after 5 consecutive months without a successful pay 
ment. 

0066. As shown in the example in FIG. 6, unlike tradi 
tional time series that use metadata to associate non-numeri 
cal values with respective points in time, any type of Object 
and property values may be directly associated with respec 
tive points in time in an Objective Time Series. 
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0067. In some embodiments, information regarding inter 
vals between two or more points in time may be easily iden 
tified by comparing the values of the objects associated with 
an Object Time Series. For example, in FIG. 6, information 
regarding the interval between Dec. 1, 2012 and Jan. 13, 2013 
may be determined by comparing the values of the property 
timeliness. The value of the property timeliness of the Pay 
ment object associated with Dec. 1, 2012 is “on time.” The 
value of the property timeliness of the Payment object asso 
ciated with Jan. 13, 2013 is “late'. Therefore, during the 
interval between Dec. 1, 2012 and Jan. 13, 2013, payment 
timeliness has changed from “on time' to “late”. 
0068. In some embodiments, the values in each object 
associated with an Object Time Series may also contain other 
objects. For example, the Payment object involved in Object 
Time Series 600 may contain a property payment Success, and 
this property may contain a value that is an object in itself. For 
example, the value may contain a link object. For example, on 
Mar. 13, 2013, a late and unsuccessful payment is made. The 
value of payment unsuccessful may contain a link object, 
which links the unsuccessful payment to a detailed descrip 
tion of the failed payment transaction. In some embodiments, 
Such information may be configured to be displayed, while in 
other embodiments, such information may be configured in 
such a way that it is not displayed next to an Object Time 
Series. 
0069 FIG. 7 illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize an Object Time 
Series 700 and the slicing of the object time series. In the 
example of FIG. 7, two slicing functions are performed on the 
Object Time Series 700. 
(0070. The first slicing function is Slice (Q4 2012), which 
executes computer-implemented instructions that automati 
cally performs a slicing function that may slice the fourth 
quarter of the year 2012 from the Object Time Series 700. 
This may result in the generation of Object Time Series 720, 
which includes the three months in the fourth quarter of the 
year 2012 and the objects associated with the three months. 
0071. In some embodiments, the generated Object Time 
Series 720 may be further sliced. For example, a splicing 
function may be performed on the Object Time Series 720 to 
create another Object Time Series that has an equal or less 
duration of time as the Object Time Series 720. 
0072. In some embodiments, all the objects involved with 
the original Object Time Series 700 are kept in the generated 
Object Times Series 720. In some other embodiments, 
choices of which objects, properties, and/or value types may 
be kept and/or excluded may be specified in a splicing func 
tion. For example, a user may specify that he or she does not 
want to see whether payments are successful. 
0073. The second slicing function is Slice (Q2, 2013), 
which may execute computer-implemented instructions that 
automatically performs a slicing function that may slice the 
second quarter of the year 2013 from the Object Time Series 
700. This may result in the generation of Object Time Series 
740, which includes the three months in the second quarter of 
the year 2013 and the objects associated with the three 
months. 
0074 Although quarterly slicing is used as an example in 
FIG. 7, in Some other embodiments, slicing functions may 
also be based on other arbitrary time intervals. Slicing a 
traditional time series is difficult because metadata needs to 
be looked up separately for the arbitrary time intervals. If 
there are multiple intervals, looking up metadata stored in a 
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different data structure may involve several separate lookups 
and access operations. After a new Object Time Series is 
created by slicing, it may be saved, viewed, accessed, and 
recalled as any Object Time Series. It may also be sliced to 
create other Object Time Series. 
0075 FIG. 8 illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize an Object Time 
Series 850 and the sampling of the Object Time Series 850. 
0076. In this example, a sampling function Sample (Quar 

terly) may execute computer-implemented instructions that 
automatically perform a sampling function that may sample 
the Object Time Series on a quarter-to-quarter basis. In some 
embodiments, a sampling function of an Object Time Series 
may also allow a user to specify a starting point in time oran 
ending point in time of a sampling function. In some other 
embodiments, a sampling function of an Object Time Series 
may use the beginning of the Object Time Series involved as 
the default starting point in time for the sampling function. 
0077. In this particular example, the “Sample (Quarterly) 
function samples the Object Time Series 850 on a quarterly 
basis (every three months). In this particular embodiment, 
sampling begins on Oct. 1, 2012. Therefore, the points in time 
that are sampled on a quarterly basis include: Oct. 1, 2012, 
Jan. 1, 2012, Apr. 1, 2013, and Jul. 1, 2013. 
0078. In some embodiments, the sampling function may 
generate an Object Time Series 870 based on the sampled 
points in time and the objects associated with the points in 
time. In the example in FIG. 8, the Object Time Series 870 
includes four points intime, Oct. 1, 2012, Jan. 1, 2013, Apr. 1, 
2013, and Jul. 1, 2013. 
0079. In some embodiments, the sampling an Object Time 
Series also includes all the objects associated with the origi 
nal Object Time Series for each sampled point in time. In this 
example, including all objects associate with the original 
Object Time Series 850 would include the Payment objects 
properties such as timeliness and whether payment was suc 
cessful. 
0080. In some other embodiments, the sampling function 
may be configured to include a portion of the objects, prop 
erties, and/or values associated with the original Object Time 
Series. For example, a user may choose to execute a sampling 
function that does not include the value in the Payment object 
indicating whether payments were Successfully made. 
0081 Although quarterly sampling is used as an example 
in FIG. 8, in some other embodiments, sampling functions 
may also be based on other arbitrary time intervals. This 
would be difficult and costly to implement using a traditional 
time series because all the associated metadata needs to be 
separately looked up from individual arrays, or by searching 
a set of intervals. After a new Object Time Series is created by 
sampling, it may be saved, viewed, accessed as any Object 
Time Series. It may also be sampled to create other Object 
Time Series. 
0082 FIG. 9 illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize an Object Time 
Series associated with multiple types of objects and functions 
that may be used to access property values of the person 
object. In FIG.9, Object Time Series 900 is shown. Object 
Time Series 900 may include multiple types of objects, such 
as Person and Activity. Each object associated with Object 
Time Series 900 may include one or more properties that may 
have one or more values. 

I0083. In FIG.9, the Object Time Series 900 includes mul 
tiple points intime beginning from Feb. 1, 2013 and ending on 
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Aug. 1, 2013. For example, on Feb. 1, 2013, a person named 
Karl K. is associated with the date. He was reportedly to be in 
the city of Kyoto Japan on this date. He is reported to have an 
occupation of consultant. The Object Time Series 900 does 
not include or does not have information regarding his phone 
number. The Object Time Series 900 includes the activity that 
Karl K. is associated with as meetings. 
I0084 Karl K. is again recorded in the Object Time Series 
900 on Feb. 24, 2013. On the particular day, he was reported 
to be in Guam. His phone number is also recorded in the 
Object Time Series 900. 
I0085. On Apr. 23, 2013, a person named Frank J. is 
recorded in the Object Time Series 900 as being in the city of 
Moscow. His phone number is not recorded. The activity 
associated with the date is a bank wire, and an account num 
ber is included. The date in this Object Time Series 900 is also 
associated with a car, which is a blue Mini in this particular 
example. 
I0086 On Jun. 7, 2013, a person named Alex B. is recorded 
in the Object Time Series 900 as being in the city of Sao 
Paolo. Alex B. is recorded in the Object Time Series 900 as 
being seen with a person named Antonio B. and an unknown 
woman. Because more information about Antonio B. is avail 
able, the Object Time Series 900 may display the name Anto 
nio B. as a link so that more information about Antonio B. 
may be found by following the link. The activity involved on 
this date is recorded in the Object Time Series 900 as equip 
ment purchase and firearm purchase. 
I0087. On Jul. 22, 2013, Frank J. is recorded in the Object 
Time Series 900 as being in the city of Kuala Lumpur. The 
activities he was associated with on this date include a bank 
wire and plane purchase. 
I0088. In some embodiments, an Object Time Series such 
as Object Time Series 900 may include multiple types of 
objects. For example, the Object Time Series 900 includes a 
Person object type, which may include properties such as 
name, location, phone number, and so forth. The Object Time 
Series 900 may also include an Event or Activity object type, 
which may include the activities recorded for a particular 
point in time, such as bank wires, purchases, meetings, and so 
forth. 
I0089. Depending on embodiments, an Object Time Series 
may be created by using a function Such as object TimeSeries 
status-createobjectTime Series (“String'). As noted in FIG. 
9, expressions such as 910; OTS.ValueOn (Apr. 25, 2013). 
Car may be used to access the car object associated with the 
date Apr. 25, 2013. In this particular example, the value of the 
car object type is a Blue Mini. An expression such as 920: 
OTS.ValueOn (Jul. 1, 2013). City may be used to access the 
city object associated with the date Jul. 1, 2013. Using an 
Object Time Series, information, values and properties that 
would be stored otherwise as metadata as in traditional time 
series may be implemented and accessed easily. Moreover, 
information, values and properties, especially non-numerical 
values, may be visually displayed and associated with respec 
tive points in time. For example, for each person associated 
with a timeline, the person's picture, if available, may be 
displayed next to the timeline. Other objects in an Object 
Time Series that may involve properties and values that may 
be visually displayed may also be configured to be displayed 
as associated with respective points in time. 
0090. Depending on the embodiment, new object types 
may be introduced into an Object Time Series by applying 
filters, sampling, slicing, or other functions or criteria on an 
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Object Time Series. For example, in FIG.9, the city object in 
the Object Time Series 900 may be used and associated with 
data/information related to weather in each city. Thus, a new 
object type may be created that includes weather for each city. 
In some embodiments, a new Object Time Series may be 
created, which includes mapping between a plurality of 
points in time, the city objects/values, and weather objects/ 
values for the cities. Additional objects may also be created 
based on the city object or any other object in an existing 
object time series. 
0091 FIG. 9A illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize two Object 
Time Series associated with status objects to show duration. 
As can be seen in the visualization 920 of the two Object Time 
Series, the duration of a status may be easily displayed and 
presented to users using Object Time Series. In some embodi 
ments, horizontal bars with various colors and/or patterns 
may easily show the transition from one status to another. The 
length of each status bar in 920 may also represent duration of 
a status. For example, Status 1 Object Time Series 921 has a 
duration of approximately 180 days. The duration may be 
easily presented as the length of the horizontal status bar. 
0092 FIG.9B illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize two Object 
Time Series associated with status objects indicating progress 
over time. As shown in this figure, in Some embodiments, the 
visualization 930 of two Object Time Series may be imple 
mented as two lines. In this example, status 1 is represented as 
the lowest status vertically. Status 3 is represented as the 
highest status vertically. Status 2 is in the middle between 
status 1 and 3. Object Time Series 931, for example, switched 
from status 2 to status 3 around May 2012. 
0093 FIG.9C illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize two Object 
Time Series associated with various events. As shown in the 
visualization 940 of the two Object Time Series in FIG.9C, 
the two Object Time Series are associated with 3 event types 
each. The events may be displayed in the same visualization 
by arranging event types related to the first Object Time 
Series on top, and event types related to the second Object 
Time Series below the first Object Time Series. Using this 
visualization technique, events and event types associated 
with the two Object Time Series may be compared to each 
other directly. 
0094 FIG. 9D illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize an Object Time 
Series associated with a status object and a range of values 
associated with each status. In FIG. 9D, the Object Time 
Series 950 involves statuses that are related to various 
amounts. For example, as shown in FIG. 9D, Status 3 is 
associated with amounts ranging from 30K to approximately 
150K. Using a visualization technique as shown in FIG.9D, 
ranges of values associated with an object may also be dis 
played and associated directly with a plurality of points in 
time. In particular FIG. 9D represents one type of visualiza 
tion that combines the renderings for status (e.g. the back 
ground color), events (e.g. the event dots), and progress (e.g. 
the line graph portion). 
0095 FIG.9E illustrates an example figure that may be 
generated and presented to a user to visualize an Object Time 
Series associated with a status object, ranges of values 
involved with each status, and transitions among the various 
statuses. As shown in FIG. 9E, three different statuses are 
involved in the Object Time Series 960 in this example. Status 
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1 is associated with list prices above S225K, and the transition 
from status 1 to status 2 happened around October 2010. 
Status 2 is associated with list prices around S15OK, and the 
transition from status 2 and status 3 took place between 
November 2010 and May 2011. Status 3 is associated with list 
prices above $25K but below $50K. Like with FIG.9E, this 
figure represents one type of visualization that combines the 
renderings for status (e.g. the blue, green, and orange colors), 
events (e.g. the event dots), and progress (e.g. the line graph 
portion). 

Implementation Mechanisms 
0096. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
described herein are implemented by one or more special 
purpose computing devices. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more appli 
cation-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field program 
mable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed 
to perform the techniques, or may include one or more gen 
eral purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, server computer 
systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices, net 
working devices or any other device or combination of 
devices that incorporate hard-wired and/or program logic to 
implement the techniques. 
0097. Computing device(s) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system Software. Such as iOS, 
Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Win 
dows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, 
Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or 
other compatible operating systems. In other embodiments, 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system. Conventional operating systems control 
and schedule computer processes for execution, perform 
memory management, provide file system, networking, I/O 
services, and provide a user interface functionality, Such as a 
graphical user interface ("GUI), among other things. 
0098. For example, FIG. 10 is a block diagram that illus 
trates a computer system 800 upon which an embodiment 
may be implemented. Computer system 800 includes a bus 
802 or other communication mechanism for communicating 
information, and a hardware processor, or multiple proces 
sors, 804 coupled with bus 802 for processing information. 
Hardware processor(s) 804 may be, for example, one or more 
general purpose microprocessors. 
0099 Computer system 800 also includes a main memory 
806, such as a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or 
other dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 802 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 804. 
Main memory 806 also may be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 804. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor 
804, render computer system 800 into a special-purpose 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci 
fied in the instructions. 
0100 Computer system 800 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 808 or other static storage device coupled to 
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bus 802 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 804. A storage device 810. Such as a magnetic disk, 
optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is pro 
vided and coupled to bus 802 for storing information and 
instructions. 
0101 Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 to 
a display 812, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or LCD 
display (or touch screen), for displaying information to a 
computer user. An input device 814, including alphanumeric 
and other keys, is coupled to bus 802 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 804. 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 816, such 
as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for commu 
nicating direction information and command selections to 
processor 804 and for controlling cursor movement on dis 
play 812. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. 
In some embodiments, the same direction information and 
command selections as cursor control may be implemented 
via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor. 
0102 Computing system 800 may include a user interface 
module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass 
storage device as executable software codes that are executed 
by the computing device(s). This and other modules may 
include, by way of example, components, such as Software 
components, object-oriented Software components, class 
components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 
0103) In general, the word “module.” as used herein, refers 
to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection 
of Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit 
points, Written in a programming language, such as, for 
example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or 
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules may be 
callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware modules configured for execution on computing devices 
may be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a 
compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or 
any other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may 
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
may be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but may be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage 
0104 Computer system 800 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard-wired logic, 
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one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 800 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 800 in response to 
processor(s) 804 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 806. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 806 from another 
storage medium, Such as storage device 810. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 806 
causes processor(s) 804 to perform the process steps 
described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired cir 
cuitry may be used in place of or in combination with Soft 
ware instructions. 

0105. The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, 
as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-vola 
tile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media 
includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as 
storage device 810. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 806. Common forms of non 
transitory media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible 
disk, hard disk, Solid State drive, magnetic tape, or any other 
magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical 
data storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of 
holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, 
NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked 
versions of the same. 

0106 Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 802. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
0107 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to proces 
sor 804 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid State drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 800 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 802. Bus 802 carries the data to main memory 806, 
from which processor 804 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 806 may 
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
received by main memory 806 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 810 either before or after execution by proces 
Sor 804. 

0.108 Computer system 800 also includes a communica 
tion interface 818 coupled to bus 802. Communication inter 
face 818 provides a two-way data communication coupling to 
a network link 820 that is connected to a local network 822. 
For example, communication interface 818 may be an inte 
grated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, 
satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communica 
tion connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As 
another example, communication interface 818 may be a 
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local area network (LAN) card to provide a data communi 
cation connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component 
to communicated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 818 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
0109 Network link 820 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 820 may provide a connection 
through local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
826. ISP 826 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet” 828. Local net 
work 822 and Internet 828 both use electrical, electromag 
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 820 and through communication interface 818, 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 800, 
are example forms of transmission media. 
0110 Computer system 800 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link820 and communication interface 818. In the 
Internet example, a server 830 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 828, ISP 
826, local network 822 and communication interface 818. 
0111. The received code may be executed by processor 
804 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 810, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. 
0112 Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in, and 
fully or partially automated by, code modules executed by one 
or more computer systems or computer processors compris 
ing computer hardware. The processes and algorithms may be 
implemented partially or wholly in application-specific cir 
cuitry. 
0113. The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another, or may be com 
bined in various ways. All possible combinations and Sub 
combinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may 
be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and pro 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For 
example, described blocks or states may be performed in an 
order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks 
or states may be combined in a single block or state. The 
example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in par 
allel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be added 
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The 
example systems and components described herein may be 
configured differently than described. For example, elements 
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared to 
the disclosed example embodiments. 
0114 Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could.” “might,” or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, Such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
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embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

0.115. Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the 
flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules, segments, orportions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple 
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
0116. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples. All Such modifications and 
variations are intended to be included herein within the scope 
of this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, how 
ever, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears intext, 
the invention can be practiced in many ways. AS is also stated 
above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminol 
ogy when describing certain features or aspects of the inven 
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with 
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the inven 
tion should therefore be construed in accordance with the 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer implemented method comprising: 
under control of a computing environment, the computing 

environment comprising one or more physical comput 
ing systems configured to process large amounts of data, 

receiving, by the computing environment, data related to a 
plurality of points time; 

receiving, by the computing environment, data related to a 
one or more objects; 

for each of the plurality of points in time, creating an object 
time series of a duration by establishing one or more 
associations, each association comprising a mapping of 
at least one point in time with the one or more objects, 
wherein the one or more objects comprise properties and 
values; 
the one or more objects comprising at least one property 
which has at least one value that is non-numerical; and 

visually representing at least a portion of the non-numeri 
cal values associated with the one or more objects asso 
ciated with the object time series, wherein the visual 
representation comprises displaying the non-numerical 
values in association with the respective plurality of 
points in time, 
wherein the method is performed using one or more 

processors. 
2. The computer implemented method of claim 1, wherein 

the object time series is sampled based on a frequency, 
wherein the frequency is weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, quar 
terly, and/or annually; and 
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creating a second object time series using the sampled 
object time series and objects associated with the 
sampled object time series. 

3. The computer implemented method of claim 1, wherein 
the object time series is sliced based on a period of time that 
is of equal or shorter length of the duration of the object time 
series; and 

creating a second object time series using the sliced object 
time series and objects associated with the sliced object 
time series. 

4. The computer implemented method of claim 1, wherein 
the one or more objects associated with the object time series 
is accessed by a function call comprising the name of the 
object time series and a direct request to access one or more 
non-numerical values associated with the one or more 
objects. 

5. The computer implemented method of claim 1, wherein 
the one or more objects further comprise at least one other 
object; and 

the at least one other object further comprise at least one 
property which has at least one value that is non-numeri 
cal. 

6. The computer implemented method of claim 5, wherein 
the at least one other object is visually represented in asso 
ciation with the respective plurality of points in time. 

7. The computer implemented method of claim 1, wherein 
the object time series may be sampled based on an irregular 
time interval; and 

creating a second object time series using the sampled 
object time series and objects associated with the 
sampled object time series. 

8. A computer system comprising: 
a computing environment, the computing environment 

comprising one or more physical computing systems 
configured to process large amounts of data; 

one or more computer processors; 
a tangible storage device storing a module configured for 

execution by the one or more computer processors to: 
receive, by the computing environment, data related to a 

plurality of points time; 
receive, by the computing environment, data related to a 

one or more objects; 
for each of a plurality of points in time, create an object 

time series of a duration by establishing one or more 
associations, each association comprising a mapping 
of at least one point in time with one or more objects, 
wherein the one or more objects comprise properties 
and values; 
the one or more objects comprising at least one prop 

erty which has at least one value that is non-numeri 
cal; and 

visually represent at least a portion of the non-numerical 
values associated with the one or more objects asso 
ciated with the object time series, wherein the visual 
representation comprises displaying the non-numeri 
cal values in association with the respective plurality 
of points in time. 

9. The computer system of claim 8, wherein the object time 
series may be sampled based on a frequency, wherein the 
frequency is weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, quarterly, and/or 
annually; and 

creating a second object time series using the sampled 
object time series and objects associated with the 
sampled object time series. 
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10. The computer system of claim 8, wherein the object 
time series may be sliced based on a period of time that is of 
equal or shorter length of the duration of the object time 
series; and 

creating a second object time series using the sliced object 
time series and objects associated with the sliced object 
time series. 

11. The computer system of claim 8, wherein the one or 
more objects associated with the object time series is 
accessed by a function call comprising the name of the object 
time series and a direct request to access one or more non 
numerical values associated with the one or more objects. 

12. The computer system of claim 8, wherein the one or 
more objects further comprise at least one other object; and 

the at least one other object further comprise at least one 
property which has at least one value that is non-numeri 
cal. 

13. The computer system of claim 12, wherein the at least 
one other object is visually represented in association with the 
respective plurality of points in time. 

14. The computer system of claim 8, wherein the object 
time series may be sampled based on an irregular time inter 
val; and 

creating a second object time series using the sampled 
object time series and objects associated with the 
sampled object time series. 

15. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
comprising computer-executable instructions that direct a 
computing system to: 

under control of a computing environment, the computing 
environment comprising one or more physical comput 
ing systems configured to process large amounts of data, 

receive, by the computing environment, data related to a 
plurality of points time; 

receive, by the computing environment, data related to a 
one or more objects; 

for each of a plurality of points in time, create an object 
time series of a duration by establishing one or more 
associations, each association comprising a mapping of 
at least one point in time with one or more objects, 
wherein the one or more objects comprise properties and 
values; 
the one or more objects comprising at least one property 
which has at least one value that is non-numerical; and 

visually represent at least a portion of the non-numerical 
values associated with the one or more objects associ 
ated with the object time series, wherein the visual rep 
resentation comprises displaying the non-numerical val 
ues in association with the respective plurality of points 
in time. 

16. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 15, wherein the object time series may be sampled 
based on a frequency, wherein the frequency is weekly, bi 
weekly, monthly, quarterly, and/or annually; and the comput 
ing system is further directed to: 

create a second object time series using the sampled object 
time series and objects associated with the sampled 
object time series. 

17. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 15, wherein the object time series may be sampled 
based on a frequency, wherein the frequency is weekly, bi 
weekly, monthly, quarterly, and/or annually; and the comput 
ing system is further directed to: 
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creating a second object time series using the sampled 
object time series and objects associated with the 
sampled object time series. 

18. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 15, wherein the object time series may be sliced 
based on a period of time that is of equal or shorter length of 
the duration of the object time series; and the computing 
system is further directed to: 

creating a second object time series using the sliced object 
time series and objects associated with the sliced object 
time series. 

19. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 15, wherein the one or more objects associated with 
the object time series is accessed by a function call compris 
ing the name of the object time series and a direct request to 
access one or more non-numerical values associated with the 
one or more objects. 

20. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 15, wherein the one or more objects further comprise 
at least one other object; and 

the at least one other object further comprise at least one 
property which has at least one value that is non-numeri 
cal. 
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TIME-SENSITIVE CUBE 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0001. The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for data integration, analysis, and visualization. More 
specifically, the present disclosure relates to integration, 
analysis, and visualization of time-series and/or time-sensi 
tive data objects. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 Relational database management systems 
(RDBMSs) have typically been used with databases having 
traditional data types that are easily structured into tables 
storing transactional information. RDBMSs, however, have 
significant limitations when it comes to processing and que 
rying multidimensional data. Comparatively, Online Analyti 
cal Processing (OLAP) systems enable fast querying of mul 
tidimensional data. OLAP system functionality may be 
characterized by dynamic multi-dimensional analysis of data. 
Some OLAP Systems may support end user analytical and 
navigational activities. OLAP Systems provide Snapshots of 
data values in response to multi-dimensional queries. 

SUMMARY 

0003. The systems, methods, and devices described herein 
each have several aspects, no single one of which is solely 
responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the 
Scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting features will 
now be discussed briefly. 
0004. According to an embodiment, a computer-imple 
mented method of providing multi-dimensional time series 
objects to a user is disclosed that may comprise: providing an 
electronic database configured to store a plurality of time 
series objects including one or more time-series metric 
objects and a plurality of dimension objects; generating, by a 
computing system including one or more hardware computer 
processors, based at least in part on the plurality of time-series 
objects, a time-sensitive OLAP cube; receiving, via an input 
device of the computing system, an operation from a user 
comprising a selection of at least two of the plurality of 
dimension objects; determining, by the computing system, 
based on the received operation, one or more relevant time 
series metric objects; and providing, on an electronic display 
of the computing system, the relevant time-series metric 
objects to the user. 
0005 According to another aspect, providing the relevant 
time-series metric objects to the user may comprise: output 
ting, on the electronic display of the computing system, a user 
interface including the relevant time-series metric objects in 
at least one of a two-dimensional way and a three-dimen 
sional way. 
0006. According to yet another aspect, each of the plural 

ity of dimension objects may include one or more character 
istics. 

0007 According to another aspect, the one or more char 
acteristics may be structured hierarchically. 
0008 According to yet another aspect, the received opera 
tion may further comprise a selection of at least one of the one 
or more characteristics. 

0009. According to another aspect, the computer-imple 
mented method may further comprise: providing, on the elec 
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tronic display of the computing system, an interface config 
ured to allow the user to manipulate the time-sensitive OLAP 
cube and provide operations. 
0010. According to yet another aspect, the computer 
implemented method may further comprise: receiving an 
expression from the user, and applying the received expres 
sion to the relevant time-series metric objects. 
0011. According to another embodiment, a computer sys 
tem is disclosed that may comprise: one or more hardware 
processors in communication with a computer readable 
medium storing software modules including instructions that 
are executable by the one or more hardware processors in 
order to cause the computer system to: access, from an elec 
tronic data store, a plurality of time-sensitive objects includ 
ing measures and dimensions; generate, based at least in part 
on the accessed plurality of time-sensitive objects, a time 
sensitive OLAP cube; receive one or more OLAP operations: 
and apply the received one or more OLAP operations to the 
time-sensitive OLAP cube and output calculated time-sensi 
tive objects based at least in part on the OLAP operations. 
0012. According to an aspect, the software modules may 
be further executable by the one or more hardware processors 
in order to cause the computer system to: output, on an elec 
tronic display, a user interface including the calculated time 
sensitive objects in at least one of a two-dimensional way and 
a three-dimensional way. 
0013. According to another aspect, at least one of the 
measures may be time-sensitive. 
0014. According to yet another aspect, the one or more 
OLAP operations may include a selection of at least one 
dimension. 
0015. According to another aspect, each dimension may 
include one or more characteristics. 
0016. According to yet another aspect, the one or more 
characteristics may be structured hierarchically. 
0017. According to another aspect, the one or more OLAP 
operations may include a selection of at least one of the one or 
more characteristics. 
0018. According to yet another aspect, the software mod 
ules may be further executable by the one or more hardware 
processors in order to cause the computer system to: provide 
a computer interface configured to allow a user to manipulate 
the time-sensitive OLAP cube and provide OLAP operations. 
0019. According to another aspect, the software modules 
may be further executable by the one or more hardware pro 
cessors in order to cause the computer system to: apply one or 
more mathematical expressions to the calculated time-sensi 
tive objects. 
0020. According to yet another aspect, the one or more 
OLAP operations may include at least one of drill up, drill 
down, roll up, pivot, slice, or dice. 
0021. According to yet another embodiment, a computer 
system is disclosed that may comprise: an electronic database 
configured to store a plurality of time-series objects and a 
time-series OLAP cube based at least in part on one or more 
of the plurality of time-series objects; and one or more hard 
ware processors in communication with the electronic data 
base and a computer readable medium storing software mod 
ules including instructions that are executable by the one or 
more hardware processors in order to cause the computer 
system to: access the stored time-series OLAP cube; present, 
on an electronic display, the time-series OLAP cube: receive 
user-provided indications of operations to be applied to the 
presented time-series OLAP cube: apply operations corre 
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sponding to the user-provided indications to the time-series 
OLAP cube; and present, on the electronic display, deter 
mined time-series objects based at least in part on the applied 
operations. 
0022. According to an aspect, the time-series objects may 
include one or more time-series metric objects and a plurality 
of dimension objects. 
0023. According to another aspect, the operations may 
include at least one of drill up, drill down, roll up, pivot, slice, 
or dice. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0024 FIG. 1 illustrates a user interface of a time-sensitive 
cube data system, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 
0.025 FIG. 2 illustrates one embodiment of a database 
System using an ontology. 
0026 FIGS. 3 and 4 illustrate an example multidimen 
sional database structure of the time-sensitive cube data sys 
tem, according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 
0027 FIG. 5 illustrates an example visual representation 
of the multidimensional database of the time-sensitive cube 
data system, according to an embodiment of the present dis 
closure. 
0028 FIG. 6 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative opera 
tion of the time-sensitive cube data system, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. 
0029 FIG. 7 illustrates another user interface of a time 
sensitive cube data system, according to an embodiment of 
the present disclosure. 
0030 FIG. 8 illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

Overview 

0031. In general, a time-sensitive cube data system is dis 
closed in which time-sensitive and/or time-series data objects 
are output in response to a user's operations on a time-sensi 
tive OLAP cube. The time-sensitive and/or time-series data 
objects output by the time-sensitive cube data system may be 
displayed to the user in any way that may be advantageous to 
the users understanding. Advantageously, the time-series 
objects output by the time-sensitive cube data system are 
more helpful than a single Snapshot, as a user is able to see 
data trends over time. An example of one possible display is 
shown in FIG. 1, which is described in detail below. 
0032. In an embodiment, the time-sensitive cube data sys 
tem accesses time series objects and/or other types of data 
stored in a multidimensional database. Examples of Such a 
database may be found in FIGS. 3 and 4. The multidimen 
sional database may comprise a time-sensitive OLAP cube, 
or a time-sensitive OLAP cube may be generated from the 
dataset of the multidimensional database. An example visual 
representation of a time-sensitive OLAP cube generated from 
the dataset of FIG. 4 is shown in FIG. 5. A time-sensitive 
OLAP cube may include any number of data dimensions and 
data metrics. A user of the time-sensitive cube data system 
may perform operations on the time-sensitive OLAP cube, 
Such as slicing. The operations performed on the time-sensi 
tive OLAP cube result in the output of time-series data 
objects. The information contained in the time-series data 
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objects may be displayed to the user in any way that is helpful 
to the user in conceptualizing and understanding the data. The 
output may, for example, be presented to the user via a com 
puter user interface. 
0033 FIG. 1 illustrates an example user interface 102 of 
the time-sensitive cube data system, according to an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure. FIG. 1, as well as certain other 
figures, illustrate data related to loan statuses and servicers; 
however, this particular data type is used for illustration only. 
The features discussed with references to loan data are also 
applicable and usable with any other type of data. 
0034. The user interface 102 of FIG. 1 may be shown 
when, for example, the user of the time-sensitive cube data 
system selects the California slice 554 of the time-sensitive 
OLAP cube 550 of FIG. 5. The user interface 102 includes a 
time-series object display 104, which displays the results of 
the slice operation on the time-sensitive OLAP cube 550. The 
time-series object display 104 includes two dimensions of 
data, loan status (shown in a status rows 106) and loan ser 
vicer (shown in servicer columns 108). The loan statuses 
shown in the time-series object display 104 include current, 
PD30 (past due 30 days), PD60 (past due 60 days), and 
PD90+(past due 90 days or more). The loan servicers shown 
in the time-series object display 104 include servicers A, B, 
and C. For each combination of dimensions (loan statuses and 
loan servicers), a time-series object has been returned and/or 
outputted by the time-sensitive cube data system. The 
returned time-series objects include loan amount metrics. The 
loan amount metrics shown include, as indicted by the 
applied formula of indicator 109 (e.g., Sum(Loan Amounts)), 
aggregated or Summed loan amounts overall loans in each of 
the various combinations of dimensions. Further, indication 
109 shows that the time period displayed includes the past 4 
months. Thus, the user may view, for example, time-series 
object 110 which indicates the aggregated loans amounts 
(total value of loans) that are (or were current), serviced by 
servicer A, over time. 
0035. As indicated by the time-series object 110 of the 
time-series object display 104 of FIG. 1, the total value of 
loans that are or were current, serviced by servicer A, have 
increased over time. In contrast, the total value of loans that 
are past due 30 days or past due 90 days for servicer A have 
decreased overtime. The total value of loans that are past due 
90 days or more for servicer A have remained relatively 
constant. Similar types of observations may be made with 
respect to servicers Band C. 
0036. In an embodiment, the various time series shown in 
time-series object display 104 have a common or proportion 
ate scale. Such that the magnitude of the data displayed may 
be accurately compared. For example, in time-series object 
display 104, at the beginning of the displayed 4 month period, 
for servicer A, the total value of current loans serviced was 
approximately twice the total value of PD30 loans serviced. 
In another embodiment, each of the various time series may 
be scaled individually. 
0037. In an embodiment of the user interface 102 of FIG. 
1, the user may select and/or rollover the displayed time 
series objects to view more detailed information. For 
example, when the user rolls over and/or selects the time 
series object at rollover location 112, a popup is displayed 
indicating detailed information related to that point in the 
time-series object. In this example, the popup indicates that in 
June, the total value of loans serviced by servicer B and 
PD90+ was $500,000. In other embodiments, detailed infor 
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mation may be provided in other ways. For example, the 
information provided may be more or less detailed, may be 
shown in a separate display and/or in a different location on 
the display, among others. 
0038. In an embodiment, the user may select a time-series 
object and view an expanded view of object, as shown in 
time-series object expanded view 114. The time-series object 
expanded view 114 shows a larger version of the time-series 
object outputted for PD30 loans of servicer C. In the time 
series object expanded view 114 the user may view, for 
example, tick marks on the graph indicating months and total 
loan value. In an embodiment, the user may rollover and/or 
select various items of the time-series object expanded view 
114 to view additional and/or more detailed information. In 
an embodiment, each of the outputted time-series objects of 
time-series object display 104 may display and/or include 
additional details and/or information as indicated in the time 
series object expanded view 114. 

DEFINITIONS 

0039. In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems 
and methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used 
herein, should be construed to include the provided defini 
tions, the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms, and/ 
or any other implied meaning for the respective terms. Thus, 
the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these terms, 
but only provide exemplary definitions. 
0040 Ontology: Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases. For 
example, the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database, and how 
objects and properties may be related. 
0041) Database: A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, 
relational databases (Oracle database, mySQL database, 
etc.), spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, among others. 
0042 Data Object or Object: A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 
number of definable properties. For example, a data object 
can represent an entity Such as a person, a place, an organi 
Zation, a market instrument, or other noun. A data object can 
represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a 
duration. A data object can represent a document or other 
unstructured data source Such as an e-mail message, a news 
report, or a written paper or article. Each data object may be 
associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the 
data object. The objects attributes (e.g. metadata about the 
object) may be represented in one or more properties. 
0043 Object Type: Type of a data object (e.g., Person, 
Event, or Document). Object types may be defined by an 
ontology and may be modified or updated to include addi 
tional object types. An object definition (e.g., in an ontology) 
may include how the object is related to other objects, such as 
being a sub-object type of another object type (e.g. an agent 
may be a Sub-object type of a person object type), and the 
properties the object type may have. 
0044 Properties: Attributes of a data object that represent 
individual data items. At a minimum, each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values. 
0045 Property Type: The type of data a property is, such 
as a string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types, such as a series data values associ 
ated with timed ticks (e.g. a time series), etc. 
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0046 Property Value: The value associated with a prop 
erty, which is of the type indicated in the property type asso 
ciated with the property. A property may have multiple val 
CS. 

0047 Link: A connection between two data objects, based 
on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching 
properties. LinkS may be directional. Such as one representing 
a payment from person A to B, orbidirectional. 
0048 Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects. 
0049 Expression: A sequence of characters which may be 
interpreted or evaluated by a computer. To “evaluate” an 
expression means to perform the computation that the expres 
sion specifies and to return the result of that computation. The 
returned result is referred to as the “value' or the “output of 
the expression. Expressions may also be referred to as formu 
las. Expressions and/or formulas may be applied to time 
series and/or time-series objects to produce new outputs. 
0050. Operation: Similar to an expression, an operation is 
an action or procedure which produces a new output from one 
or more inputs. The terms operation, expression, and/or for 
mula may be used interchangeably in the present disclosure, 
however, for the sake of clarity, the term “operation' is gen 
erally used in reference to manipulations of an OLAP cube. 
0051 Time Series: A mapping from timestamps to data 
values. The data values in a time series are measured and/or 
recorded at date-time points that are represented by the times 
tamps. Expressions may be applied to time series and/or a 
combination of multiple time series. Time series are a type of 
data object, and thus time series may be referred to herein as 
time-series objects, time-series data objects, time-sensitive 
objects, and/or time-sensitive data objects. In some embodi 
ments, an object time series is a time series in which times 
tamps are mapped to objects, rather than just data values. 
Expressions may also be applied to object time series and/or 
a combination of multiple object time series. 
0052 Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) Cube: A 
group of data cells and/or database items arranged according 
to the dimensions of the data. When the data includes three or 
more dimensions, the data may be visualized as a cube or 
hypercube in which each dimension forms a side of the cube. 
Example dimensions may include measures, metrics, prod 
ucts, geographical regions, and sales channels, among others. 
The data of an OLAP cube is organized such that the OLAP 
cube may be manipulated and operated upon in various ways 
Such that a user may rapidly extract relevant data. Examples 
of typical operations include, but are not limited to, drill up 
and down, roll up, roll down, pivot, and slice and dice, among 
others. OLAP cubes may also be referred to herein as multi 
dimensional databases, cubes, and/or hypercubes. 
0053 Time-sensitive OLAP Cube: An OLAP cube in 
which the data (including the metrics and/or dimensions) of 
the cube include time-series data objects. A time-sensitive 
OLAP cube may be operated upon in the same or similar 
manner as an OLAP cube may be operated upon. However, in 
contrast to a typical OLAP cube, a time-sensitive OLAP cube 
outputs time-series objects to which further expressions may 
be applied. A time-sensitive OLAP cube may also be referred 
to herein as a time-sensitive cube, a time-series OLAP cube, 
and/or a time-series cube. 

Object Centric Data Model 
0054) To provide a frameworkfor the following discussion 
of specific systems and methods described herein, an example 
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database system 210 using an ontology 205 will now be 
described. This description is provided for the purpose of 
providing an example and is not intended to limit the tech 
niques to the example data model, the example database 
system, or the example database systems use of an ontology 
to represent information. 
0055. In one embodiment, a body of data is conceptually 
structured according to an object-centric data model repre 
sented by ontology 205. The conceptual data model is inde 
pendent of any particular database used for durably storing 
one or more database(s) 209 based on the ontology 205. For 
example, each object of the conceptual data model may cor 
respond to one or more rows in a relational database or an 
entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) data 
base, or any combination of one or more databases. 
0056 FIG. 2 illustrates an object-centric conceptual data 
model according to an embodiment. An ontology 205, as 
noted above, may include stored information providing a data 
model for storage of data in the database 209. The ontology 
205 may be defined by one or more object types, which may 
each be associated with one or more property types. At the 
highest level of abstraction, data object 201 is a container for 
information representing things in the world. For example, 
data object 201 can represent an entity Such as a person, a 
place, an organization, a market instrument, or other noun. 
Data object 201 can represent an event that happens at a point 
in time or for a duration. Data object 201 can represent a 
document or other unstructured data source Such as an e-mail 
message, a news report, or a written paperor article. Each data 
object 201 is associated with a unique identifier that uniquely 
identifies the data object within the database system. 
0057. Different types of data objects may have different 
property types. For example, a “Person’ data object might 
have an “Eye Color property type and an “Event data object 
might have a “Date” property type. Each property 203 as 
represented by data in the database system 210 may have a 
property type defined by the ontology 205 used by the data 
base 205. 
0058 Objects may be instantiated in the database 209 in 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
particular object in the ontology 205. For example, a specific 
monetary payment (e.g., an object of type “event) of USS30. 
00 (e.g., a property of type "currency') taking place on Mar. 
27, 2009 (e.g., a property of type "date') may be stored in the 
database 209 as an event object with associated currency and 
date properties as defined within the ontology 205. 
0059. The data objects defined in the ontology 205 may 
Support property multiplicity. In particular, a data object 201 
may be allowed to have more than one property 203 of the 
same property type. For example, a “Person’ data object 
might have multiple “Address’ properties or multiple 
“Name” properties. 
0060 Each link 202 represents a connection between two 
data objects 201. In one embodiment, the connection is either 
through a relationship, an event, or through matching prop 
erties. A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, “Person’ data object A may be 
connected to “Person’ data object B by a “Child Of relation 
ship (where “Person’ data object B has an asymmetric “Par 
ent Of relationship to “Person’ data object A), a “Kin Of 
symmetric relationship to “Person’ data object C, and an 
asymmetric “Member Of relationship to “Organization' 
data object X. The type of relationship between two data 
objects may vary depending on the types of the data objects. 
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For example, “Person’ data object A may have an “Appears 
In relationship with "Document data object Y or have a 
“Participate In' relationship with “Event data object E. As 
an example of an event connection, two “Person’ data objects 
may be connected by an Airline Flight data object repre 
senting a particular airline flight if they traveled together on 
that flight, or by a "Meeting data object representing a par 
ticular meeting if they both attended that meeting. In one 
embodiment, when two data objects are connected by an 
event, they are also connected by relationships, in which each 
data object has a specific relationship to the event. Such as, for 
example, an 'Appears. In relationship. 
0061 As an example of a matching properties connection, 
two “Person’ data objects representing a brother and a sister, 
may both have an “Address' property that indicates where 
they live. If the brother and the sister live in the same home, 
then their “Address' properties likely contain similar, if not 
identical property values. In one embodiment, a link between 
two data objects may be established based on similar or 
matching properties (e.g., property types and/or property val 
ues) of the data objects. These are just some examples of the 
types of connections that may be represented by a link and 
other types of connections may be represented; embodiments 
are not limited to any particular types of connections between 
data objects. For example, a document might contain refer 
ences to two different objects. For example, a document may 
contain a reference to a payment (one object), and a person (a 
second object). A link between these two objects may repre 
sent a connection between these two entities through their 
co-occurrence within the same document. 

0062 Each data object 201 can have multiple links with 
another data object 201 to form a link set 204. For example, 
two “Person’ data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a “Spouse Of relationship, a match 
ing “Address' property, and one or more matching “Event 
properties (e.g., a wedding). Each link 202 as represented by 
data in a database may have a link type defined by the data 
base ontology used by the database. 
0063 Various exemplary components and data may be 
used in identifying and storing data according to an ontology. 
In an example, the ontology may be configured, and data in 
the data model populated, by a system of parsers and ontology 
configuration tools. In an embodiment, input data is provided 
to parser. The input data may comprise data from one or more 
Sources. For example, an institution may have one or more 
databases with information on credit card transactions, rental 
cars, and people. The databases may contain a variety of 
related information and attributes about each type of data, 
Such as a “date' for a credit card transaction, an address for a 
person, and a date for when a rental car is rented. The parser 
is able to read a variety of Source input data types and deter 
mine which type of data it is reading. 
0064. In accordance with the discussion above, the 
example ontology 205 comprises stored information provid 
ing the data model of data stored in database 209, and the 
ontology is defined by one or more object types, one or more 
property types, and one or more link types. Based on infor 
mation determined by the parser or other mapping of Source 
input information to object type, one or more data objects 201 
may be instantiated in the database 209 based on respective 
determined object types, and each of the objects 201 has one 
or more properties 203 that are instantiated based on property 
types. Two data objects 201 may be connected by one or more 
links 202 that may be instantiated based on link types. The 
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property types each may comprise one or more data types, 
Such as a string, number, etc. Property types may be instan 
tiated based on a base property type. For example, a base 
property type may be “Locations' and a property type may be 
Home. 

0065. In an embodiment, a user of the system uses an 
object type editor to create and/or modify the object types and 
define attributes of the object types. In an embodiment, a user 
of the system uses a property type editor to create and/or 
modify the property types and define attributes of the property 
types. In an embodiment, a user of the system uses link type 
editor to create the link types. Alternatively, other programs, 
processes, or programmatic controls may be used to create 
link types and property types and define attributes, and using 
editors is not required. 
0.066. In an embodiment, creating a property type using 
the property type editor involves defining at least one parser 
definition using a parser editor. A parser definition comprises 
metadata that informs parser how to parse input data to deter 
mine whether values in the input data can be assigned to the 
property type that is associated with the parser definition. In 
an embodiment, each parser definition may comprise a regu 
lar expression parser or a code module parser. In other 
embodiments, other kinds of parser definitions may be pro 
vided using scripts or other programmatic elements. Once 
defined, both a regular expression parser and a code module 
parser can provide input to parser to control parsing of input 
data. 

0067. Using the data types defined in the ontology, input 
data may be parsed by the parser to determine which object 
type should receive data from a record created from the input 
data, and which property types should be assigned to data 
from individual field values in the input data. Based on the 
object-property mapping, the parser selects one of the parser 
definitions that is associated with a property type in the input 
data. The parser parses an input data field using the selected 
parser definition, resulting in creating new or modified data. 
The new or modified data is added to the database 209 accord 
ing to ontology 205 by storing values of the new or modified 
data in a property of the specified property type. As a result, 
input data having varying format or syntax can be created in 
database 209. The ontology 205 may be modified at any time 
using object type editor, property type editor, and link type 
editor, or under program control without human use of an 
editor. Parser editor enables creating multiple parser defini 
tions that can Successfully parse input data having varying 
format or syntax and determine which property types should 
be used to transform input data into new or modified input 
data. 

0068. The properties, objects, and the links (e.g. relation 
ships) between the objects can be visualized using a graphical 
user interface (GUI). In addition to visually showing relation 
ships between the data objects, the user interface may allow 
various other manipulations. For example, the objects within 
database 108 may be searched (e.g., text string matching of 
object properties), inspected (e.g., properties and associated 
data viewed), filtered (e.g., narrowing the universe of objects 
into sets and Subsets by properties or relationships), and/or 
statistically aggregated (e.g., numerically Summarized based 
on Summarization criteria), among other operations and visu 
alizations. 
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Time-Sensitive OLAP Cube 

0069 FIG. 3 illustrates an example multidimensional 
database structure 300 of the time-sensitive cube data system, 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The 
multidimensional database structure of FIG.3 may also be 
referred to as an OLAP cube, oran OLAP cube database. The 
multidimensional database structure 300 advantageously 
includes one or more time-series objects that may be output 
by the time-sensitive cube data system when operations are 
performed by a user. 
0070. The multidimensional database structure 300 of 
FIG. 3 includes time-series metrics 302, dimension one 306, 
and dimension two 310. In an embodiment, the multidimen 
sional database structure 300 may include more or fewer 
time-series metrics and/or dimensions than is shown in FIG. 
3. The time-series metrics 302 include multiple metrics 304. 
In this embodiment, each of the metrics 304 is a time-series 
object, meaning that each metric of the multidimensional 
database structure 300 includes a mapping from timestamps 
to data values and/or objects, and/or the metric may be mod 
eled as a time series. In an embodiment, one or more of the 
time-series metrics 302 may be time-series objects, while one 
or more may be simple values or other types of data. Addi 
tionally, in FIG. 3, each of dimensions 306 and 310 includes 
multiple dimension characteristics (308 and 312, respec 
tively). In an embodiment, dimensions 306 and 310 may 
include more and/or fewer characteristics than is shown in 
FIG. 3. In an embodiment, the dimension characteristics 308 
and 310 may be organized in a hierarchical structure, includ 
ing, for example, Sub-characteristics, Sub-Sub-characteris 
tics, etc. In an embodiment, dimension 306 and/or dimension 
310 may include objects, time-series objects, and/or other 
types of data or labels. In an embodiment, characteristics of a 
dimension may be referred to as values. 
0071 Advantageously, the multidimensional database 
structure 300 is organized such that it may be used in the 
time-sensitive cube data system and enable rapid responses to 
multidimensional queries and operations. Further, the 
responses and/or outputs of queries to the time-sensitive cube 
data system may include time-series objects, to which further 
expressions and/or statistical analysis may be applied. Thus, 
time-sensitive metrics and/or statistics may be extracted from 
the time-sensitive cube data system. 
0072 FIG. 4 illustrates an example multidimensional 
database 400 of the time-sensitive cube data system having a 
structure analogous to the multidimensional database struc 
ture 300 of FIG.3, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. The loans multidimensional database 400 con 
tains information that may be relevant to, for example, lenders 
(such as a bank or other mortgage lender). The description of 
the multidimensional database structure 300 provided above 
in reference to FIG. 3, applies equally to the example loans 
multidimensional database 400 of FIG. 4. 
0073. In the example multidimensional database 400 of 
FIG. 4, time-series metrics 402 include time-series metrics/ 
objects 404 including: Loan Amount (e.g., the value of a loan 
or group of loans). Unpaid Balance (e.g., the unpaid balance 
on a loan or group of loans), and Risk of Default (e.g., the risk 
that one or more debtors will default on a loan or group of 
loans). In this embodiment, each of the time-series metrics/ 
objects 404 comprise metrics or measurements that may be 
relevant to a lender in assessing their portfolio of loans, and 
each comprises a time-series object (meaning that the value of 
each varies with time). For example, the Loan Amount asso 
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ciated with a group of loans of the lender varies with time as 
new loans are underwritten, and/or other loans are paid off. 
Similarly, the Unpaid Balance associated with a group of 
loans varies with time as debtors make payments on their loan 
balances and/or new loans are underwritten. The Risk of 
Default may also vary with time as the characteristics asso 
ciated with the pool off debtors change over time. In an 
embodiment, more or fewer metrics may be included, one or 
more of which may or may not be time-sensitive. Examples of 
other types of data that may be modeled as a time series 
include, for example, prices, populations, natural phenomena 
(such as weather), among many others. 
0074. Additionally, the loans multidimensional database 
400 includes two dimensions: loan status 406 and loan ser 
vicer 410. Status 406 has possible status characteristics 408 
including Current (e.g., the debtor(s) associated with the loan 
(s) are current on their payments), PD30 (past due 30), and 
PD60 (past due 60). Additional statuses may be included in 
certain embodiments, for example, PD90 and/or PD120. 
Also, servicer 410 has possible servicer characteristics 412 
including A, B, and C. Additional servicers may be included 
in certain embodiments. In an embodiment, one or more of 
the dimensions of the time-sensitive cube data system are 
time-sensitive. In an embodiment, more or fewer dimensions 
may be included, one or more of which may or may not be 
time-sensitive. For example, the example loans multidimen 
sional database 400 may include a dimension regarding the 
region or state in which the loan was originated. In an embodi 
ment, the dimensions of the loans multidimensional database 
400 may include a hierarchical arrangement of Sub-charac 
teristics, etc., as described above. 
0075 FIG. 5 illustrates an example visual representation 
or logical structure of the example loans multidimensional 
database 400 of the time-sensitive cube data system, accord 
ing to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The visual, 
cube-like, representation of FIG. 5 is referred to as a time 
sensitive OLAP cube 550. Three dimensions of data are rep 
resented in the time-sensitive OLAP cube 550: Servicer 410, 
status 406, and state 552. The state dimension 552 includes 
characteristics CA (California), FL (Florida), and IL (Illi 
nois), while the servicer 410 and status 406 dimensions 
include values as described above with reference to FIG. 4. 

0076. The dimensions of the example time-sensitive 
OLAP cube 550 serve as indices for identifying values and/or 
objects within the cube. Operations may be performed on the 
cube by selecting values and/or ranges of values of one or 
more dimensions. Examples of typical operations include, 
but are not limited to, drill up and down, roll up, roll down, 
pivot, and slice and dice, among others. For example, value 
and/or object 554 may be selected by specifying servicer C. 
status PD90, and state CA. Selecting one member of a dimen 
sion results in a sub-cube (in which the number of dimensions 
is reduced by one) comprising the remaining dimensions. 
Selecting all but two dimensions results in a slice (or page) of 
the cube. This may be seen with user selection 554, in which 
a single value (CA) of the state dimension 552 is selected, 
resulting in slice of two-dimensions (servicer 410 and status 
406). The results of such a slice may be seen in, for example, 
the user interface of FIG.1. 
0077 Advantageously, each cell of the time-sensitive 
OLAP cube 550 may represent a time-series object. When 
operations are performed on the time-sensitive OLAP cube 
550, one or more time-series objects are output, which may 
then be further visualized and analyzed. Generally, time 
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sensitive OLAP cubes may have hierarchies or formula-based 
relationships of data within each dimension. Operations on 
the cube may result in consolidation in which data relation 
ships for one or more dimensions are computed. For example, 
instead of slicing 554, a user may consolidate all the data 
across the state dimension 552, resulting in two dimensions of 
data including all states. As mentioned above, other OLAP 
cube operations (including, for example, drill up and down, 
roll up, pivot, dice, etc.) may be performed on the time 
sensitive OLAP cube 550 to produce time-sensitive outputs. 
0078 Turn now back to FIG. 1 described above, an 
example of one possible set of results of the user selection 554 
is shown. Specifically, two dimensions of data are represented 
in the time-series object display 104 of the user interface 102: 
status 106 and servicer 108. As indicated at 109, regarding the 
third dimension of data (state) only California is represented. 
Alternatively, the user may have chosen to view data related 
to only Florida or Illinois, or any combination of the state 
dimension. Alternatively, the user may have sliced the cube in 
any other way, and/or performed any other operation on the 
cube. 

0079. In an embodiment, after an operation has been per 
formed on the cube, and time-series objects have been out 
putted (as shown in the Small graphs of the time-series object 
display 104, e.g., time-series object 110), the user may 
optionally specify a particular time period of interest. In the 
time-series object display 104 of FIG.1, the user has specified 
the past 4 month (see indicator 109), however the user may 
have specified any other time frame and/or period. For 
example, in an embodiment the user may specify a number of 
months or years, a number of minutes or hours, a number of 
seconds, a particular range of time periods, and/or a single 
point in time, among others. For example, in an embodiment 
the user may specify a single point in time, resulting in an 
output of a single value calculated from the time-series data 
object (rather than a graph of values). 
0080. In an embodiment, the user may apply a formula or 
expression (and/or other statistical analysis) to the time-series 
objects output by the time-sensitive cube data system. Indi 
cator 109 demonstrates one such example expression, namely 
“sum(Loan Amount). The expression of indicator 109 
causes the time-sensitive cube data system to Sum or aggre 
gate the total loan value of loans within the respective dimen 
sions, for every point in time, and graph the result for the 4 
month time period specified. Alternatively, the user may indi 
cated an expression that may result in a single value from a 
single day, for example, "Sum(Loan Amount).time('January 
4"). In an embodiment, the user may apply an expression 
incorporating multiple time-sensitive metrics. For example, 
the user may apply the expression, “Sum(Unpaid BalanceX 
Risk).overtime.” producing a time-series graph showing a 
weighted risk indicator over time. In an embodiment, an 
expression may include any number of mathematical opera 
tions, for example, a moving average, etc. 
0081 FIG. 7 illustrates an alternative user interface 702 of 
the time-sensitive cube data system, according to an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure. In the user interface 702 of 
FIG. 7 a time-series object display 704 is shown with three 
dimensions of data. In particular, in addition to the two 
dimensions shown in time-series object display 104 of FIG. 1, 
at least two values of the state dimension 706 are shown in the 
time-series object display 704. The time-series object display 
704 shows time-series object outputs for each of California 
and Florida, for two other dimensions of data (status and 
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servicer). In an embodiment, the user may optionally scroll 
the time-series object display 704 up to view additional val 
ues of the state dimension 706. In another embodiment, the 
user interface 702 may include layers 708, each of which may 
be accessible to the user, and each of which may display 
time-series objects related to a different value of a particular 
dimension of data. For example, in an embodiment, the user 
may select various of the layers 708 to view status and ser 
vicer time-series object outputs for each of the different 
states. In an embodiment, the user may slice the time-sensi 
tive OLAP cube such that the user interface shows different 
dimensions of data than those shown in either of FIG. 1 or 7. 
For example, the user may desire to view time-series object 
output associated with servicers VS. states, among other pos 
sibilities. 
0082. The loan multidimensional database example of the 
preceding description is only one example of an application 
of the time-sensitive cube data system. However, the time 
sensitive cube data system may be applied to any data analysis 
problem. For example, the time-sensitive cube data system 
may be used to visualize and analyze customer data, shipping 
data, purchase data, personnel data, among other types of 
data. 
0083 FIG. 6 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative opera 
tion of the time-sensitive cube data system, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. In various embodi 
ments, fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in 
the process, or various blocks may be performed in an order 
different from that shown in FIG. 6. 

0084. At block 602, the time-sensitive cube data system 
accesses time-series objects from the multidimensional data 
base, including metrics and dimensions (as described above 
in reference to FIGS. 3 and 4. Then, at block 604, the time 
sensitive cube data system generates the time-sensitive 
OLAP cube from the accessed metrics and dimensions (as 
described above with reference to the FIG. 5). 
0085. At block 605, the time-sensitive cube data system 
may receive operations from the user with respect to the 
generated time-sensitive OLAP cube. For example, any of the 
operations described above may be received, including, but 
not limited to: drill down and up, roll up, roll down, pivot, 
and/or slice and dice. Next, at block 608, the operation is 
implemented on the cube, as described above. For example, 
the cube may be sliced according to user selection 554 as 
shown in FIG. 5. Then, the user may optionally provide 
additional operations 610 that may also be implemented on 
the cube. 
I0086. At block 612, the time-sensitive cube data system 
outputs the time-series objects as defined by the operations 
implemented on the cube. Examples of Such outputs are 
shown in FIGS. 1 and 7, and described in reference to those 
figures. Additionally, at block 614 the time-sensitive cube 
data system may optionally implement additional expres 
sions and/or operations on the outputted time-series objects. 
Example of such expressions and/or operations are described 
above in reference to FIG.1. In particular, a user may specify 
particular time periods or ranges of interest, and/or may 
specify formulas to be applied to the time-series metrics. 
0087. In an embodiment, the time-sensitive cube data sys 
tem may include an integrated user interface though which 
the user may manipulate the time-sensitive OLAP cube, for 
example, an interface that provides a view as shown in FIG.5. 
In an embodiment, the time-sensitive cube data system may 
automatically generate a time-sensitive OLAP cube and/or a 
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time-series object display (such as time-series object display 
104) from a user selection on an alternative data display, Such 
as graph representation 403. For example, in an embodiment, 
the may select data items and/or drag-and-drop items on the 
graph representation 403 and the time-sensitive cube data 
system may then automatically produce the time-sensitive 
OLAP cube 550 of FIG. 5 and/or the time-series object dis 
play 104 of FIG. 1. 
0088. In an embodiment, the time-sensitive OLAP cube 
550 of FIG. 5 includes data for a single point in time (a 
Snapshot), but may be slid over time (e.g., updated over time) 
to include data for any point in time. In this embodiment, 
sliding the cube over time is possible because the underlying 
data of the multidimensional database are modeled as time 
S1’S. 

I0089. In an embodiment, the time-series object display 
104 of FIG. 1 may include, to the right of the servicer C 
column, a Summary column that automatically accumulates 
the results from the columns to the left and shows a cumula 
tive time-series graph of data. In an embodiment, the time 
sensitive cube data system may output data to a spreadsheet 
application (and/or other application or format), where it may 
be interpreted and manipulated further by the user. 

Implementation Mechanisms 

0090 According to one embodiment, the techniques 
described herein are implemented by one or more special 
purpose computing devices, such as the time-sensitive cube 
data system that is discussed herein. The special-purpose 
computing devices may be hard-wired to perform the tech 
niques, or may include digital electronic devices such as one 
or more application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or 
field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently 
programmed to perform the techniques, or may include one or 
more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 
firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such 
special-purpose computing devices may also combine cus 
tom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom pro 
gramming to accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose 
computing devices may be desktop computer systems, server 
computer systems, portable computer systems, handheld 
devices, networking devices or any other device or combina 
tion of devices that incorporate hard-wired and/or program 
logic to implement the techniques. 
0091 Computing device(s) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system Software. Such as iOS, 
Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Win 
dows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, 
Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or 
other compatible operating systems. In other embodiments, 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system. Conventional operating systems control 
and schedule computer processes for execution, perform 
memory management, provide file system, networking, I/O 
services, and provide a user interface functionality, Such as a 
graphical user interface ("GUI), among other things. 
0092. For example, FIG. 8 is a block diagram that illus 
trates a computer system 800 upon which systems and meth 
ods discussed herein may be implemented. Computer system 
800 includes a bus 802 or other communication mechanism 
for communicating information, and a hardware processor, or 
multiple processors, 804 coupled with bus 802 for processing 
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information. Hardware processor(s) 804 may be, for 
example, one or more general purpose microprocessors. 
0093 Computer system 800 also includes a main memory 
806, such as a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or 
other dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 802 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 804. 
Main memory 806 also may be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 804. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor 
804, render computer system 800 into a special-purpose 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci 
fied in the instructions. 
0094 Computer system 800 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 808 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 802 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 804. A storage device 810. Such as a magnetic disk, 
optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is pro 
vided and coupled to bus 802 for storing information and 
instructions. 
0095 Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 to 
a display 812, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or LCD 
display (or touch screen), for displaying information to a 
computer user. An input device 814, including alphanumeric 
and other keys, is coupled to bus 802 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 804. 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 816, such 
as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for commu 
nicating direction information and command Selections to 
processor 804 and for controlling cursor movement on dis 
play 812. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. 
In some embodiments, the same direction information and 
command selections as cursor control may be implemented 
via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor. 
0096 Computing system 800 may include a user interface 
module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass 
storage device as executable software codes that are executed 
by the computing device(s). This and other modules may 
include, by way of example, components, such as Software 
components, object-oriented Software components, class 
components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 
0097. In general, the word “module.” as used herein, refers 
to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection 
of Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit 
points, Written in a programming language, such as, for 
example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or 
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules may be 
callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware modules configured for execution on computing devices 
may be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a 
compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or 
any other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may 
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
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fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
may be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but may be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage 
0.098 Computer system 800 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard-wired logic, 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 800 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 800 in response to 
processor(s) 804 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 806. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 806 from another 
storage medium, Such as storage device 810. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 806 
causes processor(s) 804 to perform the process steps 
described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired cir 
cuitry may be used in place of or in combination with Soft 
ware instructions. 

0099. The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, 
as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-vola 
tile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media 
includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as 
storage device 810. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 806. Common forms of non 
transitory media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible 
disk, hard disk, Solid State drive, magnetic tape, or any other 
magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical 
data storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of 
holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, 
NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked 
versions of the same. 

0100. Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 802. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
0101 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to proces 
sor 804 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid State drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 800 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 802. Bus 802 carries the data to main memory 806, 
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from which processor 804 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 806 may 
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
received by main memory 806 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 810 either before or after execution by proces 
Sor 804. 

0102 Computer system 800 also includes a communica 
tion interface 818 coupled to bus 802. Communication inter 
face 818 provides a two-way data communication coupling to 
a network link 820 that is connected to a local network 822. 
For example, communication interface 818 may be an inte 
grated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, 
satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communica 
tion connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As 
another example, communication interface 818 may be a 
local area network (LAN) card to provide a data communi 
cation connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component 
to communicated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 818 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
0103 Network link 820 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 820 may provide a connection 
through local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
826. ISP 826 in turn provides data communication services 
through the worldwide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet” 828. Local net 
work 822 and Internet 828 both use electrical, electromag 
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 820 and through communication interface 818, 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 800, 
are example forms of transmission media. 
0104 Computer system 800 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link820 and communication interface 818. In the 
Internet example, a server 830 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 828, ISP 
826, local network 822 and communication interface 818. 
0105. The received code may be executed by processor 
804 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 810, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. 
0106. In an embodiment, the time-sensitive cube data sys 
tem is implemented by the computer system 800. For 
example, time-series data objects may be stored in the storage 
device 810, and/or in an external database accessible through 
the local network 822. The user interfaces and/or operations 
of the time-sensitive cube data system may be implemented 
by modules stored in the main memory 806, the ROM 808, 
and/or the storage device 810, and executed by the processor 
(s) 804. For example, the computer system 800 may include a 
user interface module and OLAP cube analysis module, 
among others. 
0107 Advantageously, the time-sensitive cube data sys 
tem provides a time-sensitive OLAP cube which may be 
manipulated by a user, and which outputs time-series data 
objects that may be further operated upon and analyzed. The 
time-series objects output by the time-sensitive cube data 
system are more helpful than a single Snapshot, as a user is 
able to see data trends over time. The time-sensitive and/or 
time-series data objects output by the time-sensitive cube data 
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system may be displayed to the user in any way that may be 
advantageous to the user's understanding. The time-sensitive 
multidimensional database structure of the time-sensitive 
cube data system advantageously includes one or more time 
series objects that may be output by the time-sensitive cube 
data system when operations are performed by a user. Further, 
the multidimensional database structure is organized Such 
that it may be used in the time-sensitive cube data system and 
enable rapid responses to multidimensional queries and 
operations. Additionally, advantageously, each cell of the 
time-sensitive OLAP cube may represent a time-series 
object. Further, because data is modeled as a time series in the 
time-sensitive cube data system, further computations may be 
accomplished more efficiently by computing over the entire 
time series instead of sampling one point at a time, as may 
have been done previously. Expressing the computations as 
related to time series allows the computations to be reused 
across multiple calculations. 

Additional Implementation Details 
0108. In an embodiment, all pieces of a Cube computation 
might depend on a valueOn date. 
0109. In an embodiment, the Cube system may not evalu 
ate the starting universe on multiple dates. Instead it may 
evaluate it once at the beginning of the computation, with the 
valueOn date defined in the context in which the compute 
function is invoked. To implement time-varying starting uni 
verse the system may rely on the Cube system's filterBy 
metric, which may handle multiple valueOn dates properly. 
0110. In an embodiment, for Filter/groupBy/aggregateBy 
Metrics, each metric may be evaluated in one of two ways: (1) 
If the metric return type is a TimeSeries/ObjectTimeSeries, 
the Cube system may evaluate it once and sample the result 
ing Series on the required dates. (2) If the metric return type 
is anything else, the Cube system may assume it is time 
sensitive and evaluate it on the required dates. If the user 
wants a CM to be evaluated only once (because it has expen 
sive CM logic), they may return a single-point Object 
TimeSeries. 
0111. In an embodiment, regarding Cube.computeon(Da 
teSetd), instead of invoking Cube.compute to obtaina regular 
CubeResult for a single date, users may invoke Cube.com 
puteCn(DateSet) metric to efficiently compute the same 
Cube over multiple dates. 
0112. In an embodiment, regarding Cube'Result, CubeRe 
sults returned by Cube.computeon(DateSet) may have the 
same type as regular CubeResults. The only difference may 
be that all aggregates return a TimeSeries instead of a Num 
ber. TimeSeries returned by CubeResult may have a point on 
every date in the given DateSet. When an aggregate value 
cannot be computed (because, for example, there were no 
items for that specific key in that date) then NaN may be used 
as a placeholder. 
0113. Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in, and 
fully or partially automated by, code modules executed by one 
or more computer systems or computer processors compris 
ing computer hardware. The processes and algorithms may be 
implemented partially or wholly in application-specific cir 
cuitry. 
0114. The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another, or may be com 
bined in various ways. All possible combinations and Sub 
combinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
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disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may 
be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and pro 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For 
example, described blocks or states may be performed in an 
order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks 
or states may be combined in a single block or state. The 
example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in par 
allel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be added 
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The 
example systems and components described herein may be 
configured differently than described. For example, elements 
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared to 
the disclosed example embodiments. 
0115 Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could.” “might,” or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, Such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

0116. Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the 
flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules, segments, orportions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple 
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
0117. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples. All Such modifications and 
variations are intended to be included herein within the scope 
of this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, how 
ever, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears intext, 
the invention can be practiced in many ways. AS is also stated 
above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminol 
ogy when describing certain features or aspects of the inven 
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with 
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the inven 
tion should therefore be construed in accordance with the 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof. 

What is claimed is: 

1. A computer-implemented method of providing multi 
dimensional time series objects to a user, the method com 
prising: 
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providing an electronic database configured to store a plu 
rality of time-series objects including one or more time 
series metric objects and a plurality of dimension 
objects; 

generating, by a computing system including one or more 
hardware computer processors, based at least in part on 
the plurality of time-series objects, a time-sensitive 
OLAP cube: 

receiving, via an input device of the computing system, an 
operation from a user comprising a selection of at least 
two of the plurality of dimension objects; 

determining, by the computing system, based on the 
received operation, one or more relevant time-series 
metric objects; and 

providing, on an electronic display of the computing sys 
tem, the relevant time-series metric objects to the user. 

2. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein 
providing the relevant time-series metric objects to the user 
comprises: 

outputting, on the electronic display of the computing sys 
tem, a user interface including the relevant time-series 
metric objects in at least one of a two-dimensional way 
and a three-dimensional way. 

3. The computer-implemented method of claim 1, wherein 
each of the plurality of dimension objects includes one or 
more characteristics. 

4. The computer-implemented method of claim3, wherein 
the one or more characteristics are structured hierarchically. 

5. The computer-implemented method of claim3, wherein 
the received operation further comprises a selection of at least 
one of the one or more characteristics. 

6. The computer-implemented method of claim 1 further 
comprising: 

providing, on the electronic display of the computing sys 
tem, an interface configured to allow the user to manipu 
late the time-sensitive OLAP cube and provide opera 
tions. 

7. The computer-implemented method of claim 1 further 
comprising: 

receiving an expression from the user, and 
applying the received expression to the relevant time-series 

metric objects. 
8. A computer system comprising: 
one or more hardware processors in communication with a 

computer readable medium storing software modules 
including instructions that are executable by the one or 
more hardware processors in order to cause the com 
puter system to: 
access, from an electronic data store, a plurality of time 

sensitive objects including measures and dimensions; 
generate, based at least in part on the accessed plurality 

of time-sensitive objects, a time-sensitive OLAP 
cube: 

receive one or more OLAP operations; and 
apply the received one or more OLAP operations to the 

time-sensitive OLAP cube and output calculated 
time-sensitive objects based at least in part on the 
OLAP operations. 

9. The computer system of claim 8, wherein the software 
modules are further executable by the one or more hardware 
processors in order to cause the computer system to: 

output, on an electronic display, a user interface including 
the calculated time-sensitive objects in at least one of a 
two-dimensional way and a three-dimensional way. 
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10. The computer system of claim8, wherein at least one of 
the measures is time-sensitive. 

11. The computer system of claim 8, wherein the one or 
more OLAP operations includes a selection of at least one 
dimension. 

12. The computer system of claim 8, wherein each dimen 
sion includes one or more characteristics. 

13. The computer system of claim 12, wherein the one or 
more characteristics are structured hierarchically. 

14. The computer system of claim 12, wherein the one or 
more OLAP operations includes a selection of at least one of 
the one or more characteristics. 

15. The computer system of claim 8, wherein the software 
modules are further executable by the one or more hardware 
processors in order to cause the computer system to: 

provide a computer interface configured to allow a user to 
manipulate the time-sensitive OLAP cube and provide 
OLAP operations. 

16. The computer system of claim 8, wherein the software 
modules are further executable by the one or more hardware 
processors in order to cause the computer system to: 

apply one or more mathematical expressions to the calcu 
lated time-sensitive objects. 

17. The computer system of claim 8, wherein the one or 
more OLAP operations include at least one of drill up, drill 
down, roll up, pivot, slice, or dice. 
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18. A computer system comprising: 
an electronic database configured to store a plurality of 

time-series objects and a time-series OLAP cube based 
at least in part on one or more of the plurality of time 
series objects; and 

one or more hardware processors in communication with 
the electronic database and a computer readable medium 
storing software modules including instructions that are 
executable by the one or more hardware processors in 
order to cause the computer system to: 
access the stored time-series OLAP cube: 
present, on an electronic display, the time-series OLAP 

cube: 
receive user-provided indications of operations to be 

applied to the presented time-series OLAP cube: 
apply operations corresponding to the user-provided 

indications to the time-series OLAP cube; and 
present, on the electronic display, determined time-se 

ries objects based at least in part on the applied opera 
tions. 

19. The computer system of claim 18, wherein the time 
series objects include one or more time-series metric objects 
and a plurality of dimension objects. 

20. The computer system of claim 18, wherein the opera 
tions include at least one of drill up, drill down, roll up, pivot, 
slice, or dice. 
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200 

S. 
Create a filter chain based on one or more membership 

criteria and Zero or more set operations 
2O2 

Apply the fitter chain to a data set to cause one or more 
first Selected data items and one or more Second selected 
data items to be selected from the data set, where the 

one or more first selected data items satisfy the 
membership criteria and where the one or more second 

selected data items do not satisfy the membership criteria 

204 

Send the One or more first Selected data items to a client 
computer for use in a first filter view in a first graphically 

demarcated area 

206 

Send the one or more second Selected data items to the 
client computer for use in a second filter view in a second 

graphically demarcated area 
208 

FIG. 2A 
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210 

S. 212 Create a first filter chain based on One or more first 
membership criteria and zero or more first set operations 

Apply the first filter chain to a data set to cause one or 
214 more first Selected data items and one of more Second 

selected data items to be selected from the data set 

Send the one or more first selected data items to a client 
computer for use in a first filter view in a first graphically 

demarcated area 

216 

Send the one or more second selected data items to the 
218 client Computer for use in a second filter view in a second 

graphically demarcated area 

Receive user selection data representing a user selection 
220 of a portion of the first graphically demarcated area and a 

portion of the second graphically demarcated area 

222 Determine, based on the user selection, one or more 
second membership criteria and one or more second set 

operations 

Create a second filter chain based on the first filter chain, 
224 the one or more second membership criteria, and the one 

or more second set operations 

Apply the second filter chain to the data set to cause one 
Or more third selected data items, one or more fourth 

selected data items, one or more fifth selected data items, 
and One or more Sixth Selected data items to be Selected 

from the data set 

226 

Sending the one or more third selected data items to the 
228 client computer for use in the first graphically demarcated 

33 

Sending the one or more fourth selected data items to the 
230 client computer for use in the first graphically demarcated 

area 

- Sending the one or more fifth selected data items to the 
232 * client computer for use in the second graphically 

demarcated area 

ending tine one or more sixtn selected data tems to tine 
234 client computer for use in the second graphically 

demarcated area 

FIG. 2B 
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250 

Create a first filter chain based on One of more first 
membership criteria and zero or more first set operations 

252 

Apply the first filter chain to a data set to cause one or 
more first selected data items and one or more Second 
selected data items to be selected from the data set 

254 

Send the one or more first selected data items to a client 
computer for use in a first filter view in a first graphically 

demarcated area 

256 

Send the one or more second selected data items to the 
client computer for use in a second filter view in a second 

graphically demarcated area 
258 

Receive user selection data representing a user selection 
of a portion of the first graphically demarcated area 

260 

Determine, based on the user selection, one or more 
second membership criteria and one or more second set 

operations 

262 

Create a second filter chain based on the first filter chain, 
the one or more second membership criteria, and the one 

or more second set operations 
264 

Apply the second filter chain to the data set to cause one 
Or more third selected data items and One of more fourth 

selected data items to be selected from the data set 
266 

Sending the one or more third selected data items to the 
client computer for use in the first graphically demarcated 

area 

268 

Sending the one or more fourth selected data items to the 
client computer for use in the first graphically demarcated 

area 

270 

FIG. 2C 
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FILTER CHANS WITH ASSOCIATED 
MULTIPATH VIEWS FOR EXPLORING 

LARGE DATASETS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. 
S119(e) to U.S. Provisional Application No. 61/794,653, 
entitled “FILTER CHAINS WITH ASSOCIATED MULTI 
PLATH VIEWS FOR EXPLORING LARGE DATASETS 
and filed on Mar. 15, 2013, which is hereby incorporated by 
reference in its entirety. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for data integration, analysis, and visualization. More 
specifically, the present disclosure relates to systems and 
techniques for exploring large data sets in multipath views. 

BACKGROUND 

0003. The approaches described in this section are 
approaches that could be pursued, but not necessarily 
approaches that have been previously conceived or pursued. 
Therefore, unless otherwise indicated, it should not be 
assumed that any of the approaches described in this section 
qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this 
section. 
[0004] Data analysts often perform analysis of a large col 
lection of data items, such as data relating to the medical field, 
the financial industry, the real estate market, and the like. In 
many instances, the amount of raw data about data items (also 
referred to as “inventory) can be massive and dynamically 
increasing all the time. For example, Such data may be 
updated in large Volumes and/or numerous times in a day. 
Therefore, in addition to metadata that captures relatively 
stable aspects of the inventory, a huge amount of raw data may 
be accumulated over a particular period of time. 
0005 While inventory can possibly be analyzed based on 
the raw data, it is often difficult to make sense of the raw data, 
metadata, or related computations. This problem is drasti 
cally compounded when analyzing a large collection of 
inventory. Thus, an analyst often is forced to rely on inexact 
hunches, experience, and/or cumbersome spreadsheets to 
identify trends, diagnose problems, and/or otherwise evaluate 
the inventory. 

SUMMARY 

0006. One aspect of this disclosure provides a computing 
system comprising a network interface that is coupled to a 
data network for receiving and transmitting one or more 
packet flows. The computer system further comprises a pro 
cessor. The computer system further comprises one or more 
stored program instructions configured for execution by the 
processor in order to cause the computing system to create 
and store in computer memory a first filter chain indicating 
one or more first membership criteria. The executed stored 
program instructions may further cause the computing sys 
tem to apply the first filter chain to a data set to identify one or 
more first data items that satisfy the first membership criteria 
and one or more second data items that do not satisfy the first 
membership criteria. The executed Stored program instruc 
tions may further cause the computing system to transmit the 
first data items and the second data items to a client computer 
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configured to display the first data items in a first filter view in 
a first graphically demarcated area and the second data items 
in a second filter view in a second graphically demarcated 
area. The executed stored program instructions may further 
cause the computing system to receive a user selection of the 
first graphically demarcated area and the second graphically 
demarcated area. The executed Stored program instructions 
may further cause the computing system to determine one or 
more second membership criteria. The executed Stored pro 
gram instructions may further cause the computing system to 
create a second filter chain based on the first filter chain and 
the second membership criteria. The executed stored program 
instructions may further cause the computing system to apply 
the second filter chain to the data set to identify one or more 
third data items that satisfy the first membership criteria and 
the second membership criteria, one or more fourth data items 
that satisfy the first membership criteria and do not satisfy the 
second membership criteria, one or more fifth data items that 
satisfy the second membership criteria and do not satisfy the 
first membership criteria, and one or more sixth data items 
that do not satisfy the first membership criteria and do not 
satisfy the second membership criteria. The executed stored 
program instructions may further cause the computing sys 
tem to transmit the third data items, the fourth data items, the 
fifth data items, and sixth data items to the client computer. 
The client computer may be configured to display the third 
data items and the fourth data items in the first graphically 
demarcated area, and the fifth data items and the sixth data 
items in the second graphically demarcated area. 
0007 Another aspect of this disclosure provides a com 
puter-implemented method of analyzing and exploring a 
large amount of dynamically updating data. The computer 
implemented method comprises, as implemented by one or 
more computer systems comprising computer hardware and 
memory, the one or more computer systems configured with 
specific executable instructions, receiving, from a user of the 
one or more computer systems, selection of a first member 
ship criteria for application on a first data set comprising a 
plurality of data items. The computer-implemented method 
further comprises applying the first membership criteria to 
the data set to identify a first set of data items that satisfy the 
first membership criteria and a second set of data items that do 
not satisfy the first membership criteria. The computer-imple 
mented method further comprises generating a user interface 
including indications of the first set of data items in a first area 
and indications of the second set of data items in a second 
area. The computer-implemented method further comprises 
receiving, from the user, selection of a second membership 
criteria for application on the first data set. The computer 
implemented further comprises applying the first member 
ship criteria and the second membership criteria to the data set 
to identify a third set of data items that satisfy the first mem 
bership criteria and the second membership criteria, a fourth 
set of data items that satisfy the first membership criteria and 
do not satisfy the second membership criteria, a fifth set of 
data items that satisfy the second membership criteria and do 
not satisfy the first membership criteria, and a sixth set of data 
items that do not satisfy the first membership criteria and do 
not satisfy the second membership criteria. The computer 
implemented method further comprises updating the user 
interface to include an indication of the third set of data items 
and the fourth set of data items in the first area, and the fifth set 
of data items and the sixth set of data items in the second area. 
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0008 Another aspect of this disclosure provides a non 
transitory computer-readable medium comprising one or 
more program instructions recorded thereon, the instructions 
configured for execution by a computing system comprising 
one or more processors in order to cause the computing sys 
tem to determine a first membership criteria to be applied to a 
data set including a plurality of data items. The medium 
further comprises one or more program instructions config 
ured for execution by the computing system to cause the 
computing system to identify one or more first data items of 
the data set that satisfy the first membership criteria. The 
medium further comprises one or more program instructions 
configured for execution by the computing system to cause 
the computing system to identify one or more second data 
items of the data set that do not satisfy the first membership 
criteria. The medium further comprises one or more program 
instructions configured for execution by the computing sys 
tem to cause the computing system to transmit display 
instructions to a client computer device, the display instruc 
tions indicating display of a first filter view of the one or more 
first data items in a first graphically demarcated area and 
display of a second filter view of the one or more second data 
items in a second graphically demarcated area, such that 
information regarding both the data items matching the first 
membership criteria and data items not matching the first 
membership criteria are viewable by a user of the client 
computer device. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0009 FIG. 1 illustrates an example data analysis system 
for analyzing a universe of data items. 
0010 FIG. 2A illustrates an example process flow for 
analyzinga data Set. 
0011 FIG.2B illustrates another example process flow for 
analyzinga data Set. 
0012 FIG.2C illustrates another example process flow for 
analyzinga data Set. 
0013 FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a database 
System using an ontology. 
0014 FIG. 4 illustrates one embodiment of a system for 
creating data in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 
0015 FIG. 5A illustrates a toolbar that allows a user to 
create a root node of a multipath view. 
0016 FIG. 5B illustrates a widget that displays a created 
root node. 
0017 FIG. 6A illustrates a toolbar that allows a user to 
create a child node of a multipath view. 
0018 FIG. 6B illustrates the widget that displays the cre 
ated root node and created child nodes. 
0019 FIG. 7 illustrates the widget that displays a root node 
and a series of child nodes in a tree structure. 
0020 FIG. 8 illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face (GUI) for a multipath explorer. 
0021 FIG. 9 illustrates another example GUI for a multi 
path explorer. 
0022 FIG. 9-1 illustrates a content pane included in the 
GUI of FIG.9. 

0023 FIG. 9-2 illustrates another content pane included in 
the GUI of FIG. 9. 

0024 FIG.9-3 illustrates another content pane included in 
the GUI of FIG. 9. 

0025 FIG.9-4 illustrates another content pane included in 
the GUI of FIG. 9. 
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0026 FIG. 10 illustrates another example GUI for a mul 
tipath explorer. 
0027 FIG. 10-1A illustrates a content pane included in the 
GUI of FIG. 10. 
0028 FIG. 10-1B illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 10. 
0029 FIG. 10-2A illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 10. 
0030 FIG. 10-2B illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 10. 
0031 FIG. 10-3A illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 10. 
0032 FIG. 10-3B illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 10. 
0033 FIG. 10-4A illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 10. 
0034 FIG. 10-4B illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 10. 
0035 FIG. 11 illustrates another example GUI for a mul 
tipath explorer. 
0036 FIG. 11-1A illustrates a content pane included in the 
GUI of FIG. 11. 
0037 FIG. 11-1B illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 11. 
0038 FIG. 11-1C illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 11. 
0039 FIG. 11-1D illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 11. 
0040 FIG. 11-2A illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 11. 
0041 FIG. 11-2B illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 11. 
0042 FIG. 11-2C illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 11. 
0043 FIG. 11-2D illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 11. 
0044 FIG. 11-3A illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 11. 
004.5 FIG. 11-3B illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 11. 
0046 FIG. 11-3C illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 11. 
0047 FIG. 11-3D illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 11. 
0048 FIG. 11-4A illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 11. 
0049 FIG. 11-4B illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 11. 
0050 FIG. 11-4C illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 11. 
0051 FIG. 11-4D illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 11. 
0052 FIG. 12 illustrates another example GUI for a mul 
tipath explorer. 
0053 FIG. 12-1A illustrates a content pane included in the 
GUI of FIG. 12. 
0054 FIG. 12-1B illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 12. 
0055 FIG. 12-1C illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 12. 
0056 FIG. 12-1D illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 12. 
0057 FIG. 12-2A illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 12. 
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0058 FIG. 12-2B illustrates 
included in the GUI of FIG. 12. 
0059 FIG. 12-3A illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 12. 
0060 FIG. 12-3B illustrates 
included in the GUI of FIG. 12. 
0061 FIG. 12-4A illustrates another content pane 
included in the GUI of FIG. 12. 
0062 FIG. 12-4B illustrates 
included in the GUI of FIG. 12. 
0063 FIG. 13A illustrates an example GUI for selecting a 
starting set of inventory. 
0064 FIG. 13B illustrates a box that represents the starting 
set of inventory 
0065 FIG. 13C illustrates a first filter and a second filter 
that are applied to the starting set of inventory. 
0066 FIG. 13D illustrates the box of FIG. 13B, a second 
box, which represents a subset of the starting set of inventory 
based on the first filter membership criteria, and a third box, 
which represents a subset of the starting set of inventory based 
on the first filter membership criteria and the second filter 
membership criteria. 
0067 FIG. 13E illustrates an add filter that is applied to the 
starting set of inventory. 
0068 FIG. 13F illustrates the box of FIG. 13B, the boxes 
of FIG. 13D, and a fourth box, which represents a subset of 
the starting set of inventory based on the add filter member 
ship criteria. 
0069 FIG. 13G illustrates a transform filter that is applied 
to the Subset of data that results from applying the second 
filter of FIG. 13C. 
0070 FIG. 13H illustrates the box of FIG. 13B, the boxes 
of FIG. 13D, the box of FIG. 13F, and a fifth box, which 
represents a Subset of the starting set of inventory based on the 
first filter membership criteria, the add filter membership 
criteria, the second filter membership criteria, and the trans 
form filter membership criteria. 
0071 FIG. 14 illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented. 

another content pane 

another content pane 

another content pane 

DETAILLED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMIBODIMENTS 

Overview 

0072 Aspects of the disclosure provided herein describe 
the creation and implementation of a multipath explorer. As 
described above, it can be very difficult to make sense of raw 
data, metadata, or related computations, especially whenana 
lyzing a large collection of inventory. The multipath explorer 
reduces or eliminates the need for an analyst to rely on inexact 
hunches, experience, and/or cumbersome spreadsheets to 
identify trends, diagnose problems, and/or otherwise evaluate 
inventory or objects in one or more databases. In particular, 
the multipath explorer simplifies the analysis such that an 
analyst can make sense of raw data, metadata, or related 
computations, even when analyzing a large collection of 
inventory that is dynamically updating all the time. 
0073. In one embodiment, the multipath explorer allows a 
user (e.g., analyst) to quickly (e.g., immediately or Substan 
tially immediately) visualize an entire population (e.g., all the 
data in a data set), one or more Subsets of the entire population 
(e.g., certain data in the data set that satisfies membership 
criteria), and one or more endpoints of an analysis of Subsets 
of the entire population arranged hierarchically in a structure, 
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such as a tree, a directed acyclic graph (DAG), or other 
structure. Any discussion herein of a particular structure or 
view, Such as a tree structure, may also be applicable to any 
other structure or view, such as a DAG. As the population is 
updated, the multipath explorer dynamically updates one or 
more views such that the user can immediately visualize the 
entire updated population, one or more Subsets of the entire 
updated population, and one or more endpoints of an analysis 
of subsets of the entire updated population. The speed and 
accuracy by which the multipath explorer updates the one or 
more views cannot be performed manually by a human since 
a human would need to continuously redo hundreds to mil 
lions or more computations each time the inventory is 
updated. 
0074 For example, a user can select a first filter to be 
applied to a data set, and the multipath explorer can display 
data in the data set that satisfies the first filter requirements 
and data in the data set that does not satisfy the first filter 
requirements. A second filter can be applied to some or all of 
the data in the data set, and the multipath explorer can display 
data in the data set that satisfies the first filter and second filter 
requirements, data in the data set that satisfies the first filter 
requirements and not the second filter requirements, data in 
the data set that satisfies the second filter requirements and not 
the first filter requirements, and/or data in the data set that 
does not satisfy the first filter or second filter requirements. 
Additional filters may be applied and the multipath explorer 
may generate corresponding views. 
0075. As an example use case, the data set may correspond 
to loan values for homes. A first filter may require that the 
homes be in California and a second filter may require that the 
homes be single family homes. Once the first filter is applied, 
the multipath explorer may display loan values for homes in 
California and loan values for homes not in California. The 
second filter may then be applied to only homes in California, 
only homes not in California, and/or to all homes. For 
example, if the second filter is applied to only homes in 
California, the multipath explorer may display loan values for 
single family homes in California, loan Values for homes in 
California that are not single family homes (e.g., multifamily 
homes in California), and loan Values for homes not in Cali 
fornia. As another example, if the second filter is applied to 
only homes not in California, the multipath explorer may 
display loan values for homes in California, loan Values for 
single family homes not in California, and loan values for 
homes that are not single family homes and that are not in 
California (e.g., multi family homes not in California). As 
another example, if the second filter is applied to all homes, 
the multipath explorer may display loan Values for single 
family homes in California, loan values for homes in Califor 
nia that are not single family homes (e.g., multifamily homes 
in California), loan values for single family homes not in 
California, and loan values for homes that are not single 
family homes and that are not in California (e.g., multifamily 
homes not in California). 

DEFINITIONS 

0076. In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems 
and methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used 
herein, should be construed to include the provided defini 
tions, the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms, and/ 
or any other implied meaning for the respective terms. Thus, 
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the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these terms, 
but only provide exemplary definitions. 
0077 Ontology: Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases. For 
example, the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database, and how 
objects and properties may be related. 
0078 Database: A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, 
relational databases (Oracle database, mySQL database, 
etc.), spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, among others. 
0079 Data Object or Object: A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 
number of definable properties. For example, a data object 
can represent an entity Such as a person, a place, an organi 
Zation, a market instrument, an inventory, an item, a product, 
or other noun. A data object can represent an event that 
happens at a point in time or for a duration. A data object can 
represent a document or other unstructured data source Such 
as an e-mail message, a news report, or a written paper or 
article. Each data object may be associated with a unique 
identifier that uniquely identifies the data object. The objects 
attributes (e.g. metadata about the object) may be represented 
in one or more properties. 
0080 Object Type: Type of a data object (e.g., Person, 
Event, or Document). Object types may be defined by an 
ontology and may be modified or updated to include addi 
tional object types. An object definition (e.g., in an ontology) 
may include how the object is related to other objects, such as 
being a sub-object type of another object type (e.g. an agent 
may be a Sub-object type of a person object type), and the 
properties the object type may have. 
0081 Properties: Attributes of a data object that represent 
individual data items. At a minimum, each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values. 
0082 Property Type: The type of data a property is, such 
as a string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types, such as a series data values associ 
ated with timed ticks (e.g. a time series), etc. 
0083 Property Value: The value associated with a prop 

erty, which is of the type indicated in the property type asso 
ciated with the property. A property may have multiple val 
UléES. 

0084. Link: A connection between two data objects, based 
on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching 
properties. Links may be directional. Such as one representing 
a payment from person A to B, orbidirectional. 
I0085 Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects. 
I0086 Data Item: An attribute of a data object. A data item 
can be represented by a number of attributes. These attributes 
may comprise relatively stable attributes along a dimension, 
Such as time, and a number of measurable attributes that are 
dynamic along the same dimension. Values of the relatively 
stable properties of a data item constitute metadata. Values of 
the measurable properties of a data item constitute measured 
data along a certain dimension, say time. Examples of mea 
Sured data include, but are not limited to, one or more 
sequences of measurements (e.g., raw measurement data) on 
one or more of the measurable properties. The data analysis 
system may determine a plurality of attributes for a data item 
based on the sequences of measurements. In an embodiment, 
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a data item may be represented by a combination of metadata, 
sequences of measurements, and/or attributes based on the 
sequences of measurements. 
I0087 Data Set: A starting set of data items for a filter 
chain, a universe of data items, a result set from one or more 
prior filtering operations performed on the universe of data 
items, or a Subset in the universe of data items. 
I0088 Filter: A filter link that can be selected by a user to be 
a part of a filter chain; and/or a filter view that provides a 
display of results of an evaluation of the filter chain. In some 
embodiments, a filter view can be used to modify an existing 
filter that is within the filter view. 

I0089. Filter Chain: An object that consists of a starting set 
of data items, such as inventory, and a set of Zero or more filter 
links. 

0090 Filter Link: A component object that consists of a set 
operation (e.g., narrow, expand, modify, transform, average, 
plot, etc.) and a membership criterion. A filter link may be one 
of many in a filter chain. 
[0091] Filter View: A view of results ofan evaluation ofan 
existing filter chain. Each filter link in the filter chain can have 
a filter view associated with it. Filter views may be paired 1:1 
with filter links. An individual filter view gives some graphi 
cal representation of Some internal State of the computation 
involved in applying the membership criterion in the filter 
link to a set of data items that has made it to the filter link in 
question (which has passed all the previous filter links in the 
chain). The user can interact with the view associated with a 
particular filter link in order to change membership criterion 
for the particular filter link. For example, a histogram view 
shown in FIG. 3B is a view attached to the Histogram filter, 
and by clicking and dragging to select ranges along the X-axis 
of the histogram view, one actually changes the membership 
criterion for that filter. 
[0092] Frame: A graphical representation object that is con 
figurable to include one or more GUI components. Examples 
of frames include, but are not limited to, dialog boxes, forms, 
and other types of windows or graphical containers. 
0093 Graphically Demarcated Area: A bounded area on a 
graphic user interface. In some embodiments, a graphically 
demarcated area may be implemented as a window, a frame, 
or a content pane that is separate and apart from a portion of 
GUI that concurrently displays a list view, a table view, or a 
tree view, of data items. Examples of a graphically demar 
cated area also include a specific portion of a display on a 
handheld computing device. 
0094. Inventory: A data object that can be monitored. For 
example, medical data (e.g., types of Surgeries, number of 
heart attacks, ailments that cause illness and/or death, etc.), 
financial data (e.g., Stocks, bonds and derivatives thereof (e.g. 
stock options, bond futures, mutual funds) that can be traded 
on stock markets and/or exchanges), real estate data (e.g., 
loan Values, number of plots and/or homes sold, number of 
homes and/or buildings constructed, etc.), and the like can be 
types of inventory that can be monitored. 
0.095 Membership Criterion: A function that selects a set 
of inventory. 
0096 Starting Set of Inventory: A set of inventory that can 
be specified independent of the rest of the filter chain. This 
can be the “universe of all the inventory known to a system 
or it can be the empty set. 
0097 Universe of Data Items: A set of data items that is 
known to a data analysis system. 
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Data Analysis System Overview 
0098 FIG. 1 illustrates an example data analysis system 
for analyzing a universe of data items. Data analysis system 
100 comprises application server 102 and one or more clients, 
such as client 120. 
0099. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, client 120, 
which may be implemented by one or more first physical 
computing devices, is communicatively connected to appli 
cation server 102, which may be implemented by one or more 
second physical computing devices, over a network. In some 
embodiments, each Such physical computing device may be 
implemented as a computer system as shown in FIG. 14. For 
example, client 120 may be implemented in a computer sys 
tem as a set of program instructions recorded on a machine 
readable storage medium. Client 120 comprises graphical 
user interface (GUI) logic 122. GUI logic 122 may be a set of 
program instructions which, when executed by one or more 
processors of the computer system, are operable to receive 
user input and to display a graphical representation of ana 
lytical results of a universe of data items using the approaches 
herein. GUI logic 122 may be operable to receive user input 
from, and display analytical results to, a graphical user inter 
face that is provided on display 124 by the computer system 
on which client 120 executes. 
0100. In some embodiments, GUI logic 122 is omitted. 
For example, in one embodiment, client 120 may comprise an 
application program or process that issues one or more func 
tion calls or application programming interface (API) calls to 
application server 102 to obtain information resulting from, 
to provide input to, and to execute along with application 
server 102, the processes or one or more steps thereof as 
described herein. For example, client 120 may request and 
obtain filtered data, filter chains, sets and other data as 
described further herein using a programmatic interface, and 
then the client may use, process, log, store, or otherwise 
interact with the received data according to local logic. Client 
120 may also interact with application server 102 to provide 
input, definition, editing instructions, expressions related to 
filtered data, filter chains, sets and other data as described 
herein using a programmatic interface, and then the applica 
tion server 102 may use, process, log, store, or otherwise 
interact with the received input according to application 
server logic. 
0101. Application server 102 may be implemented as a 
special-purpose computer system having the logical elements 
shown in FIG.1. In an embodiment, the logical elements may 
comprise program instructions recorded on one or more 
machine-readable storage media. Alternatively, the logical 
elements may be implemented in hardware, firmware, or a 
combination. 
0102. When executed by one or more processors of the 
computer system, logic in application server 102 is operable 
to analyze the universe of data items according to the tech 
niques described herein. In one embodiment, application 
server 102 may be implemented in a Java Virtual Machine 
(JVM) that is executing in a distributed or non-distributed 
computer system. In other embodiments, application server 
102 may be implemented as a combination of programming 
instructions written in any programming language (e.g. C++ 
or Visual Basic) and hardware components (e.g., memory, 
CPU time) that have been allocated for executing the program 
instructions. 
0103) In an embodiment, application server 102 com 
prises repository access logic 110 and cascading filtering 
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logic 104. Repository access logic 110 may comprise a set of 
program instructions which, when executed by one or more 
processors, are operable to access and retrieve data from data 
repository 112. For example, repository access logic 110 may 
be a database client or an Open Database Connectivity 
(ODBC) client that supports calls to a database server that 
manages data repository 112. Data repository 112 may be any 
type of structured storage for storing data including, but not 
limited to, relational or object-oriented databases, data ware 
houses, directories, data files, and any other structured data 
Storage. 
0104. In an embodiment, cascading filtering logic 104 is 
operable to retrieve an existing filter chain based on prior 
saved information or prior user selections, receive new user 
selection of membership criteria and set operations from a 
client, create a new filter chain based on the user selection and 
the existing filter chain, create a new inventory group based 
on the new filter chain, and generate a filter view that may be 
operated on by a user of a client. In the embodiment illustrated 
in FIG. 1, cascading filtering logic 104 comprises input 
receiver 106 and filtering module 108. Cascading filtering 
logic 104 may be object-oriented logic. As used herein, the 
universe of data items can be accessed and/or operated by the 
cascading filtering logic 104 to generate the analytical results. 
0105. In an embodiment, input receiver 106 is a set of 
program instructions which, when executed by one or more 
processors, are operable to receive input, including user 
selection of membership criteria and set operations, from a 
client. 
0106 Filtering module 108 is a set of program instructions 
that implement logic to create filter chains based on member 
ship criteria and set operations and apply the filter chains to a 
universe of data items to create filter views that may be 
provided to a client. Filter views may also be rendered by GUI 
logic 122 on display 120. 

Example Process Flows 
0107 FIG. 2A illustrates an example process flow for 
analyzing a data set. In block 202, the data analysis system 
100 creates a filter chain based on one or more membership 
criteria and Zero or more set operations. For example, the 
filter chain may be retrieved from the data repository 112 in 
which the filter chain has been previously defined and saved, 
or may defined by one or more user inputs. 
0108. In block 204, the data analysis system 100 applies 
the filter chain to a data set to cause one or more first selected 
data items to be selected from the data set and one or more 
second selected data items to be selected from the dataset. For 
example, the first selected data items may be data items that 
satisfy the membership criteria and the second selected data 
items may be data items that do not satisfy the membership 
criteria. The filter chain may be a histogram filter that selects 
all data items in a data set that satisfy the membership criteria. 
In alternative embodiments, Zero data items may be returned 
when the filter chain is applied to the data set. 
0109. In block 206, the data analysis system 100 sends the 
one or more first selected data items to a client computer for 
constructing a first filter view in a first graphically demarcated 
area (e.g., the one or more first selected data items are con 
figured to be viewed in the first filter view). For example, the 
first filter view may be a list view filter that displays all homes 
for sale in a region specified by the membership criteria. As 
another example, the first filter view may be a list view filter 
that displays all heart attacks that occurred in a region speci 
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fied by the membership criteria. As another example, the first 
filter view may be a histogram view filter that displays the 
number of stocks purchased over a period specified by the 
membership criteria. The first graphically demarcated area 
may be a content pane that is separate and apart from a list, 
table, or tree view that presents a scrollable listing of all 
inventory. 

0110. In block 208, the data analysis system 100 sends the 
one or more second selected data items to a client computer 
for constructing a second filter view in a second graphically 
demarcated area (e.g., the one or more second selected data 
items are configured to be viewed in the second filter view). 
For example, the second filter view may be a list view filter 
that displays all homes for sale in all regions not specified by 
the membership criteria. The second graphically demarcated 
area may be a content pane that is separate and apart from a 
list, table, or tree view that presents a scrollable listing of all 
inventory. Thus the user can advantageously view homes for 
sale (or other objects) that match the provided membership 
criteria in a first graphical display and also view homes for 
sale (or other objects) that do not match the provided mem 
bership criteria in a second graphical display. 
0111 FIG.2B illustrates another example process flow for 
analyzing a data set, wherein a second filterchain is applied in 
order to generate further visualizations of various combina 
tions of data sets matching and not matching the first and 
second filter chain. In block 212, the data analysis system 100 
creates a first filter chain based on one or more first member 
ship criteria and Zero or more first set operations. For 
example, the first filter chain may be retrieved from the data 
repository 112 in which the first filter chain has been previ 
ously defined and saved. 
0112. In block 214, the data analysis system 100 applies 
the first filter chain to a data set to cause one or more first 
selected data items to be selected from the data set and one or 
more second selected data items to be selected from the data 
set. For example, the first selected data items may be data 
items that satisfy the first membership criteria and the second 
selected data items may be data items that do not satisfy the 
first membership criteria. The first filter chain may be a his 
togram filter that selects all data items in a data set that satisfy 
the first membership criteria. In alternative embodiments, 
Zero data items may be returned when the first filter chain is 
applied to the data set. 
0113. In block 216, the data analysis system 100 sends the 
one or more first selected data items to a client computer for 
constructing a first filter view in a first graphically demarcated 
area (e.g., the one or more first selected data items are con 
figured to be viewed in the first filter view). For example, the 
first filter view may be a list view filter that displays all homes 
for sale in a region specified by the first membership criteria. 
The first graphically demarcated area may be a content pane 
that is separate and apart from a list, table, or tree view that 
presents a scrollable listing of all inventory. 
0114. In block 218, the data analysis system 100 sends the 
one or more second selected data items to a client computer 
for constructing a second filter view in a second graphically 
demarcated area (e.g., the one or more second selected data 
items are configured to be viewed in the second filter view). 
For example, the second filter view may be a list view filter 
that displays all homes for sale in all regions not specified by 
the first membership criteria. The second graphically demar 
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cated area may be a content pane that is separate and apart 
from a list, table, or tree view that presents a scrollable listing 
of all inventory. 
0.115. In block 220, the data analysis system 100 receives 
user selection data representing a user selection of a portion of 
the first graphically demarcated area and a portion of the 
second graphically demarcated area. For example, the user 
may select a particular type of home in the list view, where the 
particular type of home represents homes of a particular type 
of use (e.g., single family, multi family, etc.). The user may 
select the same type of home in the first graphically demar 
cated area and the second graphically demarcated area. In 
alternative embodiments, the user may additionally or alter 
natively enter criteria in a suitable input means such as a text 
field entry. For example, the user may specify in a text field 
entry the type of home to be selected. 
0116. In block 222, the data analysis system 100 deter 
mines, based on the user selection, one or more second mem 
bership criteria and one or more second set operations. For 
example, the one or more second membership criteria may 
comprise a membership criterion that an inventory must be 
the selected type of home. 
0117. In block 224, the data analysis system 100 creates a 
second filter chain based on the first filter chain, the one or 
more second membership criteria, and the one or more second 
set operations. For example, this second filter chain com 
prises two filter links, with the first filter link selecting all the 
homes in a particular region and the second filter link select 
ing only those inventories in the particular region that are of 
the selected type of home. 
0118. In block 226, the data analysis system 100 applies 
the second filterchain to the data setto cause one or more third 
selected data items, one or more fourth selected data items, 
one or more fifth data items, and one or more sixth data items 
to be selected from the data set. For example, the third 
selected data items may be data items that satisfy the first 
membership criteria and the second membership criteria, the 
fourth selected data items may be data items that satisfy the 
first membership criteria and do not satisfy the second mem 
bership criteria, the fifth selected data items may be data items 
that do not satisfy the first membership criteria and do satisfy 
the second membership criteria, and the sixth selected data 
items may be data items that do not satisfy the first member 
ship criteria and do not satisfy the second membership crite 
18 

0119. In block 228, the data analysis system 100 sends the 
one or more third selected data items to the client computer 
for constructing a third filter view in the first graphically 
demarcated area (e.g., the one or more third selected data 
items are configured to be viewed in the third filter view). For 
example, the third filter view may be a histogram filter view 
that displays the number of homes and the sale value for those 
homes in a region specified by the first membership criteria 
and that are of a type specified by the second membership 
criteria. In alternative embodiments, Zero data items may be 
returned when the second filter chain is applied to the data set. 
I0120 In block 230, the data analysis system 100 sends the 
one or more fourth selected data items to the client computer 
for constructing a fourth filter view in the first graphically 
demarcated area (e.g., the one or more fourth selected data 
items are configured to be viewed in the fourth filter view). 
For example, the fourth filter view may be a histogram filter 
view that displays the number of homes and the sale value for 
those homes in a region specified by the first membership 
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criteria and that are not of a type specified by the second 
membership criteria. In alternative embodiments, Zero data 
items may be returned when the second filter chain is applied 
to the data set. 
0121. In block 232, the data analysis system 100 sends the 
one or more fifth selected data items to the client computer for 
constructing a fifth filter view in the second graphically 
demarcated area (e.g., the one or more fifth selected data 
items are configured to be viewed in the fifth filter view). For 
example, the fifth filter view may be a histogram filter view 
that displays the number of homes and the sale value for those 
homes that are not in a region specified by the first member 
ship criteria and that are of a type specified by the second 
membership criteria. In alternative embodiments, Zero data 
items may be returned when the second filter chain is applied 
to the data set. 
0122. In block 234, the data analysis system 100 sends the 
one or more sixth selected data items to the client computer 
for constructing a sixth filter view in the second graphically 
demarcated area (e.g., the one or more sixth selected data 
items are configured to be viewed in the sixth filter view). For 
example, the sixth filter view may be a histogram filter view 
that displays the number of homes and the sale value for those 
homes that are not in a region specified by the first member 
ship criteria and that are not of a type specified by the second 
membership criteria. In alternative embodiments, Zero data 
items may be returned when the second filter chain is applied 
to the data set. 
(0123 FIG.2Cillustrates another example process flow for 
analyzing a data set. In block 252, the data analysis system 
100 creates a first filter chain based on one or more first 
membership criteria and Zero or more first set operations. For 
example, the first filter chain may be retrieved from the data 
repository 112 in which the first filter chain has been previ 
ously defined and saved, or may be determined based on user 
input. 
0.124. In block 254, the data analysis system 100 applies 
the first filter chain to a data set to cause one or more first 
selected data items to be selected from the data set and one or 
more second selected data items to be selected from the data 
set. For example, the first selected data items may be data 
items that satisfy the first membership criteria and the second 
selected data items may be data items that do not satisfy the 
first membership criteria. The first filter chain may be a his 
togram filter that selects all data items in a data set that satisfy 
the first membership criteria. In alternative embodiments, 
Zero data items may be returned when the first filter chain is 
applied to the data set. 
0.125. In block 256, the data analysis system 100 sends the 
one or more first selected data items to a client computer for 
constructing a first filter view in a first graphically demarcated 
area (e.g., the one or more first selected data items are con 
figured to be viewed in the first filter view). For example, the 
first filter view may be a list view filter that displays all homes 
for sale in a region specified by the first membership criteria. 
The first graphically demarcated area may be a content pane 
that is separate and apart from a list, table, or tree view that 
presents a scrollable listing of all inventory. 
0126. In block 258, the data analysis system 100 sends the 
one or more second selected data items to a client computer 
for constructing a second filter view in a second graphically 
demarcated area (e.g., the one or more second selected data 
items are configured to be viewed in the second filter view). 
For example, the second filter view may be a list view filter 
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that displays all homes for sale in all regions not specified by 
the first membership criteria. The second graphically demar 
cated area may be a content pane that is separate and apart 
from a list, table, or tree view that presents a scrollable listing 
of all inventory. 
I0127. In block 260, the data analysis system 100 receives 
user selection data representing a user selection of a portion of 
the first graphically demarcated area. For example, the user 
may select a particular type of home in the list view in the first 
graphically demarcated area, where the particular type of 
home represents homes of a particular type of use (e.g., single 
family, multi family, etc.). In alternative embodiments, the 
user may additionally or alternatively enter criteria in a Suit 
able input means such as a text field entry. For example, the 
user may specify in a text field entry the type of home to be 
selected. 
I0128. In block 262, the data analysis system 100 deter 
mines, based on the user selection, one or more second mem 
bership criteria and one or more second set operations. For 
example, the one or more second membership criteria may 
comprise a membership criterion that an inventory must be 
the selected type of home. 
I0129. In block 264, the data analysis system 100 creates a 
second filter chain based on the first filter chain, the one or 
more second membership criteria, and the one or more second 
set operations. For example, this second filter chain com 
prises two filter links, with the first filter link selecting all the 
homes in a particular region and the second filter link select 
ing only those inventories in the particular region that are of 
the selected type of home. 
0.130. In block 266, the data analysis system 100 applies 
the second filterchain to the data setto cause one or more third 
selected data items and one or more fourth selected data items 
to be selected from the data set. For example, the third 
selected data items may be data items that satisfy the first 
membership criteria and the second membership criteria and 
the fourth selected data items may be data items that satisfy 
the first membership criteria and do not satisfy the second 
membership criteria. 
I0131. In block 268, the data analysis system 100 sends the 
one or more third selected data items to the client computer 
for constructing a third filter view in the first graphically 
demarcated area (e.g., the one or more third selected data 
items are configured to be viewed in the third filter view). For 
example, the third filter view may be a histogram filter view 
that displays the number of homes and the sale value for those 
homes in a region specified by the first membership criteria 
and that are of a type specified by the second membership 
criteria. In alternative embodiments, Zero data items may be 
returned when the second filter chain is applied to the data set. 
0.132. In block 270, the data analysis system 100 sends the 
one or more fourth selected data items to the client computer 
for constructing a fourth filter view in the first graphically 
demarcated area (e.g., the one or more fourth selected data 
items are configured to be viewed in the fourth filter view). 
For example, the fourth filter view may be a histogram filter 
view that displays the number of homes and the sale value for 
those homes in a region specified by the first membership 
criteria and that are not of a type specified by the second 
membership criteria. In alternative embodiments, Zero data 
items may be returned when the second filter chain is applied 
to the data set. 
I0133. In this way, the second filter chain can be applied to 
the first graphically demarcated area and not the second 
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graphically demarcated area such that the first graphically 
demarcated includes filter views that are more refined than the 
filter views included in the second graphically demarcated 
aca. 

Object Centric Data Model 
0134) To provide a framework for the following discussion 
of specific systems and methods described herein, an example 
database system 310 using an ontology 305 will now be 
described. This description is provided for the purpose of 
providing an example and is not intended to limit the tech 
niques to the example data model, the example database 
system, or the example database systems use of an ontology 
to represent information. 
0135) In one embodiment, a body of data is conceptually 
structured according to an object-centric data model repre 
sented by ontology 305. The conceptual data model is inde 
pendent of any particular database used for durably storing 
one or more database(s) 309 based on the ontology 305. For 
example, each object of the conceptual data model may cor 
respond to one or more rows in a relational database or an 
entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) data 
base, or any combination of one or more databases. 
0.136 FIG. 3 illustrates an object-centric conceptual data 
model according to an embodiment. An ontology 305, as 
noted above, may include stored information providing a data 
model for storage of data in the database 309. The ontology 
305 may be defined by one or more object types, which may 
each be associated with one or more property types. At the 
highest level of abstraction, data object 301 is a container for 
information representing things in the world. For example, 
data object 301 can represent an entity Such as a person, a 
place, an organization, a market instrument, an inventory, or 
other noun. Data object 301 can represent an event that hap 
pens at a point in time or for a duration. Data object 301 can 
represent a document or other unstructured data source Such 
as an e-mail message, a news report, or a written paper or 
article. Each data object 301 is associated with a unique 
identifier that uniquely identifies the data object within the 
database system. 
0.137 Different types of data objects may have different 
property types. For example, a “Person’ data object might 
have an “Eye Color property type and an “Event data object 
might have a “Date” property type. Each property 303 as 
represented by data in the database system 310 may have a 
property type defined by the ontology 305 used by the data 
base 305. 
0138 Objects may be instantiated in the database 309 in 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
particular object in the ontology 305. For example, a specific 
monetary payment (e.g., an object of type “event) of USS30. 
00 (e.g., a property of type "currency') taking place on Mar. 
27, 2009 (e.g., a property of type "date') may be stored in the 
database 309 as an event object with associated currency and 
date properties as defined within the ontology 305. 
0.139. The data objects defined in the ontology 305 may 
support property multiplicity. In particular, a data object 301 
may be allowed to have more than one property 303 of the 
same property type. For example, a “Person’ data object 
might have multiple “Address’ properties or multiple 
“Name” properties. 
0140. Each link302 represents a connection between two 
data objects 301. In one embodiment, the connection is either 
through a relationship, an event, or through matching prop 
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erties. A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, “Person’ data object A may be 
connected to “Person’ data object B by a “Child Of relation 
ship (where “Person’ data object B has an asymmetric “Par 
ent Of relationship to “Person’ data object A), a “Kin Of 
symmetric relationship to “Person’ data object C, and an 
asymmetric “Member Of relationship to “Organization' 
data object X. The type of relationship between two data 
objects may vary depending on the types of the data objects. 
For example, “Person’ data object A may have an “Appears 
In relationship with "Document data object Y or have a 
“Participate In' relationship with “Event data object E. As 
an example ofan event connection, two “Person'data objects 
may be connected by an Airline Flight data object repre 
senting a particular airline flight if they traveled together on 
that flight, or by a "Meeting data object representing a par 
ticular meeting if they both attended that meeting. In one 
embodiment, when two data objects are connected by an 
event, they are also connected by relationships, in which each 
data object has a specific relationship to the event. Such as, for 
example, an 'Appears. In relationship. 
0.141. As an example of a matching properties connection, 
two “Person’ data objects representing a brother and a sister, 
may both have an “Address' property that indicates where 
they live. If the brother and the sister live in the same home, 
then their “Address' properties likely contain similar, if not 
identical property values. In one embodiment, a link between 
two data objects may be established based on similar or 
matching properties (e.g., property types and/or property val 
ues) of the data objects. These are just some examples of the 
types of connections that may be represented by a link and 
other types of connections may be represented; embodiments 
are not limited to any particular types of connections between 
data objects. For example, a document might contain refer 
ences to two different objects. For example, a document may 
contain a reference to a payment (one object), and a person (a 
second object). A link between these two objects may repre 
sent a connection between these two entities through their 
co-occurrence within the same document. 
0142. Each data object 301 can have multiple links with 
another data object 301 to form a link set 304. For example, 
two “Person’ data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a “Spouse Of relationship, a match 
ing “Address' property, and one or more matching “Event 
properties (e.g., a wedding). Each link302 as represented by 
data in a database may have a link type defined by the data 
base ontology used by the database. 
0.143 FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary 
components and data that may be used in identifying and 
storing data according to an ontology. In this example, the 
ontology may be configured, and data in the data model 
populated, by a system of parsers and ontology configuration 
tools. In the embodiment of FIG.4, input data 400 is provided 
to parser 402. The input data may comprise data from one or 
more sources. For example, an institution may have one or 
more databases with information on credit card transactions, 
rental cars, and people. The databases may contain a variety 
of related information and attributes about each type of data, 
Such as a “date' for a credit card transaction, an address for a 
person, and a date for when a rental car is rented. The parser 
402 is able to read a variety of source input data types and 
determine which type of data it is reading. 
0144. In accordance with the discussion above, the 
example ontology 305 comprises stored information provid 
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ing the data model of data stored in database 309, and the 
ontology is defined by one or more object types 410, one or 
more property types 416, and one or more link types 430. 
Based on information determined by the parser 402 or other 
mapping of Source input information to object type, one or 
more data objects 301 may be instantiated in the database 309 
based on respective determined object types 410, and each of 
the objects 301 has one or more properties 303 that are instan 
tiated based on property types 416. Two data objects 301 may 
be connected by one or more links 302 that may be instanti 
ated based on link types 430. The property types 416 each 
may comprise one or more data types 418. Such as a string, 
number, etc. Property types 416 may be instantiated based on 
a base property type 420. For example, a base property type 
420 may be “Locations” and a property type 416 may be 
Home. 

0145. In an embodiment, a user of the system uses an 
object type editor 424 to create and/or modify the object types 
410 and define attributes of the object types. In an embodi 
ment, a user of the system uses a property type editor 426 to 
create and/or modify the property types 416 and define 
attributes of the property types. In an embodiment, a user of 
the system uses link type editor 428 to create the link types 
430. Alternatively, other programs, processes, or program 
matic controls may be used to create link types and property 
types and define attributes, and using editors is not required. 
0146 In an embodiment, creating a property type 416 
using the property type editor 426 involves defining at least 
one parser definition using a parser editor 422. A parser 
definition comprises metadata that informs parser 402 how to 
parse input data 400 to determine whether values in the input 
data can be assigned to the property type 416 that is associated 
with the parser definition. In an embodiment, each parser 
definition may comprise a regular expression parser 404A or 
a code module parser 404B. In other embodiments, other 
kinds of parser definitions may be provided using scripts or 
other programmatic elements. Once defined, both a regular 
expression parser 404A and a code module parser 404B can 
provide input to parser 402 to control parsing of input data 
400. 

0147 Using the data types defined in the ontology, input 
data 400 may be parsed by the parser 402 determine which 
object type 410 should receive data from a record created 
from the input data, and which property types 416 should be 
assigned to data from individual field values in the input data. 
Based on the object-property mapping 401, the parser 402 
selects one of the parser definitions that is associated with a 
property type in the input data. The parserparses an input data 
field using the selected parser definition, resulting in creating 
new or modified data 403. The new or modified data 403 is 
added to the database 309 according to ontology 305 by 
storing values of the new or modified data in a property of the 
specified property type. As a result, input data 400 having 
varying format or syntax can be created in database 309. The 
ontology 305 may be modified at any time using object type 
editor 424, property type editor 426, and link type editor 428, 
or under program control without human use of an editor. 
Parser editor 422 enables creating multiple parser definitions 
that can Successfully parse input data 400 having varying 
format or syntax and determine which property types should 
be used to transform input data 400 into new or modified input 
data 403. 
0148. The properties, objects, and the links (e.g. relation 
ships) between the objects can be visualized using a graphical 
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user interface (GUI). In an embodiment, a user interface that 
allows for searching, inspecting, filtering, and/or statistically 
aggregating data in a multipath format is illustrated and 
described below with respect to FIGS. 5A through 12-4B. 

Multipath Explorer Creation 
0149. A multipath explorer can provide an interface that 
allows a user to apply one or more filters to a data set and 
visually identify data that satisfies the one or more filters and 
data that does not satisfy one or more of the filters. For 
example, a user can apply a first filter to a data set and the 
multipath explorer displays data in the data set that satisfies 
the first filter. The multipath explorer can also display data in 
the data set that does not satisfy the first filter (e.g., in a 
different view of window). As additional filters are applied by 
the user, the multipath explorer can display additional views 
or windows that show data that satisfy all of the filters, some 
of the filters, and/or none of the filters. In this way, the mul 
tipath explorer can display all combinations of data that do 
and do not satisfy the filters applied by the user. In other 
words, the multipath explorer allows a user to immediately 
visualize an entire population, one or more Subsets of the 
entire population, and one or more endpoints ofan analysis of 
subsets of the entire population. FIGS.5A-7 illustrate how the 
different paths displayed by the multipath explorer can be 
generated. 
(O150 FIG. 5A illustrates an example toolbar 500 that 
allows a user to create a root node of a multipath View. In an 
embodiment, the multipath view may be illustrated in a tree 
structure. In another embodiment, the multipath view may be 
illustrated in a DAG structure. As illustrated in FIG. 5A, the 
toolbar 500 (also referred to as a dashboard) includes a tab 
510. The tab 510 includes buttons, text fields, and/or other 
options that allow a user to create a root node (e.g., add new 
childbutton 530, add new child group button 535, and metrics 
group 540). The root node may represent all inventory in a 
data set. For example, the inventory may comprise all homes 
that currently have pending loans and a title of the root node 
may be “All Loans, as illustrated in text field 520. 
0151 FIG. 5B illustrates an example widget 550 that dis 
plays a created root node 560. In the example of FIG. 5B, the 
root node 560 is represented as a rectangular box and includes 
the title of the root node (e.g., “All Loans'), the number of 
inventory in the data set (e.g., 715,639 homes), and/or a 
metric or attribute associated with the inventory (e.g., an 
average or median value of the pending loans, etc.). While the 
root node 560 is illustrated in the shape of a rectangular box, 
this is not meant to be limiting as the root node 560 may be 
illustrated in any shape or form. 
0152 FIG. 6A illustrates an example toolbar 600 that 
allows a user to create a child node of a multipath view. As 
illustrated in FIG. 6A, the toolbar 600 (also referred to as a 
dashboard) includes a tab 610. The tab 610 includes buttons, 
text fields, and/or other options that allow a user to create a 
child node (e.g., add new child button 530, add new child 
group button 535, and metrics group 540). In an embodiment, 
the child node represents all inventory in a data set that cor 
responds to a membership criteria. For example, the inventory 
may comprise all homes that currently have pending loans 
and a membership criteria may be that the homes must be in 
California. In an alternative embodiment, the child node rep 
resents all inventory in a data set that does not correspond to 
a membership criteria. For example, the inventory may com 
prise all homes that currently have pending loans and the 
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membership criteria may be that the homes cannot be in 
California. The membership criteria may be selected and/or 
entered in a text field, and name of the child node may be 
provided in text field 620. 
I0153. In an embodiment, the child node inherits the met 
rics or attributes of its parent node. Alternatively or in addi 
tion, other metrics or attributes may be specified in metrics 
group 540. 
0154. In an embodiment, the add new child button 530 
adds a new child node to a parent node selected by the user. 
The new child node includes the criteria set forth by the user 
in the tab 610. For example, the new child node may specify 
additional membership criteria to be applied to the data 
included in the parent node. In this way, a parent node may 
include one or more child nodes, whereas sibling nodes of the 
parent node may not include any child nodes. 
0155. In an embodiment, the add new child group button 
535 adds a new child node to a parent node selected by the 
user and one or more sibling nodes of the parent node. For 
example, the new child node may specify additional mem 
bership criteria to be applied to the data included in the parent 
node and the data included in the sibling nodes of the parent 
node. In this way, a parent node and sibling nodes of the 
parent node may each include one or more child nodes (e.g., 
the parent node and the sibling nodes of the parent node may 
each include the same number of child nodes with the same 
membership criteria). 
0156. In another embodiment, the add new child group 
button 535 adds some or all of the possible results of a criteria 
as new child nodes to a parent node. For example, a parent 
node can include a data set that comprises a group of loans for 
homes. When the add new child group button 535 is selected, 
the membership criteria “homeType' may be entered, and a 
new child node may be added to the parent node for each 
unique value of “homeType' for all of the homes in the parent 
node. 

O157. Inafurther embodiment, the tab 610 includes an add 
new sibling button, not shown. The add new sibling button 
may add a sibling node to a parent node selected by the user. 
For example, the sibling node may specify the same member 
ship criteria as the parent node. 
0158. In a further embodiment, the tab 610 include an add 
new parent button, not shown. The add new parent button may 
create a parent node (or a child node) based on one or more 
child nodes selected by the user. For example, a first child 
node may include a first data set and a second child node may 
include a second data set. The add new parent button may, 
when selected, create a parent node (or a child node) based on 
the first child node and the second child node. The parent node 
(or child node) may include a master data set, where the 
master data set is based on at least one common attribute of 
the first data set and the second data set (e.g. one common data 
type or property, Such as the two nodes both being a collection 
of “house’ object types). The creation of a new node based on 
at least one common attribute of a first data set and a second 
data set may be displayed in a manner as illustrated in FIGS. 
13E-F, which are described in greater detail below. In some 
embodiments, the one or more child nodes used to create the 
parent node (or the child node) share another parent node. In 
other embodiments, the one or more child nodes used to 
create the parent node (or the child node) do not share any 
other parent node. If one or more child nodes are used to 
create a child node, the one or more child nodes may be 
considered parent nodes of the created child node. 
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0159. In a further embodiment, the tab 610 includes a 
transform object type button, not shown. The transform 
object type button may, when selected, transform a data set 
from a first object type to a second object type. For example, 
a data set may include homes having a default mortgage and 
a result of a node may be documents (e.g., the mortgages). 
The data set may be transformed into new objects, such as real 
estate agents associated with those homes, so that a result of 
the node is now a person (e.g., the real estate agents). Addi 
tional child nodes may then be created based on the real estate 
agent data set (e.g., by requesting the names of real estate 
agents that appear three or more times). Such a transforma 
tion may be displayed in a manner as illustrated in FIGS. 
13H-G, which are described in greater detail below. 
(0160 FIG. 6B illustrates the widget 550 that displays the 
created root node 560 and created child nodes 662, 664, 666, 
and 668. As illustrated in FIG. 6B, like the root node 560, the 
child nodes 662, 664, 666, and 668 are represented as rect 
angular boxes and include the title of the child node (e.g., 
“CA.” “FL.” “AZ,” and “Other'), the number of inventory in 
the data set (e.g., 158,419 homes, 95,198 homes, 46,074 
homes, and 415,948 homes), and/or a metric or attribute 
associated with the inventory (e.g., an average or median 
value of the pending loans, etc.). While the child nodes 662, 
664, 666, and 668 are illustrated in the shape of a rectangular 
box, this is not meant to be limiting as the child nodes 662, 
664, 666, and 668 may be illustrated in any shape or form. 
0.161. In an embodiment, the child nodes 662, 664, 666, 
and 668 are created by selecting the rootnode 560 and the add 
new child button 530 or the add new child group button 535. 
For example, the membership criteria specified for the child 
node may be homes in California, Florida, and Arizona. Thus, 
child nodes 662, 664, and 666 may be created for each value 
(e.g., California, Florida, and Arizona) and display the data 
that satisfies the membership criteria. The child node 668 may 
be created to illustrate the data that does not satisfy the mem 
bership criteria. In some embodiments, the data that does not 
satisfy the membership criteria may be identified by identi 
fying all items from the parent node that are not included in 
the other child nodes. In other embodiments, the data that 
does not satisfy the membership criteria may be identified by 
identifying all items from the parent node that are not 
included in the other child nodes and that are above or below 
a certain percentage. 
(0162. In an embodiment, the root node 560 and/or the 
child nodes 662, 664, 666, and/or 668 auto arrange, auto size 
and/or auto shape such that all nodes can fit in the widget 550. 
In a further embodiment, the user can adjust the background 
color, the font, the font size, the font color, the alignment, 
and/or the border of the root node 560 and/or the child nodes 
662, 664, 666, and/or 668. In a further embodiment, the user 
can copy, drag (e.g., to change order or location), resize, 
and/or rotate the root node 560 and/or the child nodes 662, 
664, 666, and/or 668. In a further embodiment, the user can 
select the root node 560 and/or the child nodes 662, 664, 666, 
and/or 668 to view additional information (e.g., data associ 
ated with the root node and/or child node displayed in a list, in 
a graph, etc.). 
(0163 FIG. 7 illustrates the widget 550 that displays a root 
node and a series of child nodes in a tree structure. As illus 
trated in FIG. 7, each parent node includes child nodes with 
the same membership criteria as the parent node's sibling 
nodes (e.g., the parent nodes titled “CA.” “FL.” “AZ.” and 
“Other each include child nodes titled “Single Family.” 
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which represent data that does satisfy a specified membership 
criteria). In addition, each parent node and each of the parent 
node's sibling nodes include child nodes that do not satisfy 
the membership criteria at a particular level in the tree struc 
ture (e.g., the parent nodes titled “CA.” “FL.” “AZ. and 
“Other each include child nodes titled “Multi Family.” 
which represent data that does not satisfy the membership 
criteria specified by the “Single Family child nodes). While 
the parent nodes and child nodes are illustrated in the shape of 
a rectangular box, this is not meant to be limiting as the parent 
nodes and child nodes may be illustrated in any shape or form. 
0164. In an embodiment, the widget 550 provides func 

tionality such that the user can save a filtered or defiltered data 
set (e.g., a parent-child node chain or a root node) as a new 
object series. The user may be able to title the new object 
series. The new object series may be shared with other users, 
or restricted from other users viewing. The new object series 
may also be used in later analysis or filtering. For example, the 
new object series may be applied to the same data set at a later 
time (e.g., after the data set has been updated). As another 
example, the new object series may be applied to a different 
data set. When applying the new object series to the different 
data set, root nodes, parent nodes, and/or child nodes may be 
created and beformed in the same or similar tree structure as 
the root nodes, parent nodes, and/or child nodes of the saved 
data set. 
0.165. In an embodiment (not shown), a parent node can 
include child nodes that are not included in the parent node's 
sibling nodes. For example, the “CA parent node may 
include the “Single Family” and the “Multi Family” child 
nodes, whereas the “FL.” “AZ.” and/or “Other parent nodes 
may not include the “Single Family' and the “MultiFamily 
child nodes. 
0166 In an embodiment (not shown), filter chains (e.g., a 
parent-child node chain) are color coded. The filter chains 
may be color coded based on a metric or attribute (e.g., 
magnitude, name, value, etc.) determined by the user. For 
example, if the output of nodes are numbers (e.g., home loan 
values), then filter chains that include nodes with loan values 
in a high range may appear red and filter chains that include 
nodes with loan Values in a low range may appear blue. 
(0167. The widget 550 as illustrated in FIG. 7 allows a user 
to immediately visualize an entire population, one or more 
Subsets of the entire population, and one or more endpoints of 
an analysis of Subsets of the entire population. 

Multipath Explorer Graphical User Interface 
0168 FIG. 8 illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face (GUI) 800 for a multipath explorer. As illustrated in FIG. 
8, the GUI 800 includes an all filters tab 802 and a histogram 
filter tab 804. While the GUI 800 includes the all filters tab 
802 and the histogram filter tab 804, this is not meant to be 
limiting as the GUI 800 may include fewer or additional tabs, 
such as tabs associated with each of the filters discussed 
below. 
(0169. In an embodiment, the all filters tab 802 is selected 
by the user and includes list filters group 806, histogram 
filters group 808, scatterplot filters group 810, timeline filters 
group 812, other filters group 814, and date group 816. The 
list filters group 806 includes list filters that can be applied to 
a data set. For example, list filters may include filters that 
display data in the data set in a list form. The histogram filters 
group 808 includes histogram filters that can be applied to a 
data set. For example, the histogram filters may include filters 
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that display data in the data set in a graphical (e.g., bar graph, 
line graph, etc.) form. The scatterplot filters group 810 
includes scatterplot filters that can be applied to a data set. For 
example, the scatterplot filters may include filters that display 
data in the data set in a scatterplot form. The timeline filters 
group 812 includes timeline filters that can be applied to a 
data set. For example, the timeline filters may include filters 
that display data in the data set in a timeline. The other filters 
group 814 include filters other than the filters described above 
that can be applied to a data set. The date group 816 includes 
options that can display data in the data set that correspond to 
a range of dates, a particular date, and/or the like. 
(0170. As illustrated in FIG. 8, the GUI 800 includes a 
content pane 818 and a content pane 820. In an embodiment, 
the inventory includes homes with currently pending loans. 
Content pane 818 includes information related to the inven 
tory, including the total number of homes with currently 
pending loans. In an embodiment, no filter has been applied to 
content pane 818 such that content pane 818 includes infor 
mation on the entire inventory (e.g., the entire population). 
0171 In an embodiment, a histogram filter has been 
applied to the entire inventory. Thus, the content pane 820 
displays a histogram for the entire inventory. The histogram 
includes a loan value on the X-axis and a count on the y-axis 
(e.g., a number of homes that have a particular loan value). 
0172] In an embodiment, the content pane 818 and/or the 
content pane 820 are embedded in the GUI 800. In another 
embodiment, the content pane 818 and/or the content pane 
820 can open in separate windows within or outside the GUI 
8OO. 
0173 FIG. 9 illustrates another example graphical user 
interface (GUI) 900 for a multipath explorer. As illustrated in 
FIG. 9, the GUI 900 includes the all filters tab 802 and the 
histogram filter tab 804. While the GUI 900 includes the all 
filters tab 802 and the histogram filter tab 804, this is not 
meant to be limiting as the GUI 900 may include fewer or 
additional tabs, such as tabs associated with each of the filters 
discussed below. 

0.174 As illustrated in FIG. 9, the GUI 900 includes the 
content pane 818 and a content pane 902. In an embodiment, 
the content pane 902 includes a filter that is applied to the 
entire inventory in content pane 818 such that 299,691 out of 
715,639 homes satisfy the membership criteria embodied by 
the filter. For example, the membership criteria may specify 
that the homes must be in a particular region (e.g., California, 
Florida, or Arizona). Based on this membership criteria, four 
additional content panes may be included in the GUI 900. The 
first additional content pane is illustrated in FIG. 9-1, the 
second in FIG. 9-2, the third in FIG. 9-3, and the fourth in 
FIG. 9-4. The additional content panes may display data that 
satisfies the membership criteria and data that does not satisfy 
the membership criteria. 
(0175 FIG. 9-1 illustrates a content pane 912 included in 
the GUI 900 of FIG. 9. In an embodiment, the content pane 
912 includes a filter that is applied to the data in content pane 
902 such that 158,419 out of 715,639 homes satisfy the mem 
bership criteria embodied by the filter. For example, the mem 
bership criteria may specify that the data is to be displayed in 
a histogram and that the homes must be in California. Thus, 
content pane 912 displays data that satisfies the membership 
criteria originally specified in content pane 902. 
(0176 FIG. 9-2 illustrates another content pane 922 
included in the GUI 900 of FIG. 9. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 922 includes a filter that is applied to the data in 
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content pane 902 such that 95,196 out of 715,639 homes 
satisfy the membership criteria embodied by the filter. For 
example, the membership criteria may specify that the data is 
to be displayed in a histogram and that the homes must be in 
Florida. Thus, content pane 922 displays data that satisfies the 
membership criteria originally specified in content pane 902. 
(0177 FIG. 9-3 illustrates another content pane 932 
included in the GUI 900 of FIG. 9. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 932 includes a filter that is applied to the data in 
content pane 902 such that 46,074 out of 715,639 homes 
satisfy the membership criteria embodied by the filter. For 
example, the membership criteria may specify that the data is 
to be displayed in a histogram and that the homes must be in 
Arizona. Thus, content pane 932 displays data that satisfies 
the membership criteria originally specified in content pane 
902. 

(0178 FIG. 9-4 illustrates another content pane 942 
included in the GUI 900 of FIG. 9. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 942 includes a filter that is applied to the data in 
content pane 902 such that 415,948 out of 715,639 homes are 
identified as not satisfying the membership criteria embodied 
by the filter. For example, the membership criteria may 
specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and that 
the homes must not be in California, Florida, or Arizona (e.g., 
“Other'). Thus, content pane 942 displays data that does not 
satisfy the membership criteria originally specified in content 
pane 902. 
0179 FIG. 10 illustrates another example graphical user 
interface (GUI) 1000 for a multipath explorer. As illustrated 
in FIG. 10, the GUI 1000 includes the all filters tab 802 and 
the histogram filter tab 804. While the GUI 1000 includes the 
all filters tab 802 and the histogram filter tab 804, this is not 
meant to be limiting as the GUI 1000 may include fewer or 
additional tabs, such as tabs associated with each of the filters 
discussed below. 
0180. As illustrated in FIG. 10, the GUI 1000 includes the 
content pane 818, the content pane 902, and a content pane 
1002. In an embodiment, the content pane 1002 includes a 
filter that is applied to the inventory in content pane 902 such 
that 197,479 out of 715,639 homes satisfy the membership 
criteria embodied by the filter. For example, the membership 
criteria may specify that the homes must be of a particular 
type (e.g., single family homes). Based on this membership 
criteria, eight additional content panes may be included in the 
GUI 1000. The first additional content pane is illustrated in 
FIG. 10-1A, the second in FIG. 10-1B, the third in FIG. 
10-2A, the fourth in FIG. 10-2B, the fifth in FIG. 10-3A, the 
sixth in FIG. 10-3B, the seventh in FIG. 10-4A, and the eight 
in FIG. 10-4B. The additional content panes may display data 
that satisfies the membership criteria, data that satisfies some 
of the membership criteria, and data that does not satisfy the 
membership criteria. 
0181 FIG. 10-1A illustrates a content pane 1012 included 
in the GUI 1000 of FIG. 10. In an embodiment, the content 
pane 1012 includes a filter that is applied to the data in content 
pane 1002 such that 109,125 out of 715,639 homes satisfy the 
membership criteria embodied by the filter. For example, the 
membership criteria may specify that the data is to be dis 
played in a histogram and that the homes must be single 
family homes in California. Thus, content pane 1012 displays 
data that satisfies the membership criteria originally specified 
in content pane 902 and content pane 1002. 
0182 FIG. 10-1B illustrates another content pane 1013 
included in the GUI 1000 of FIG. 10. In an embodiment, the 
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content pane 1013 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1002 such that 19,108 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must not be single family homes in California 
(e.g., must be multi family homes in California). Thus, con 
tent pane 1013 displays data that satisfies the membership 
criteria originally specified in content pane902 and that does 
not satisfy the membership criteria originally specified in 
content pane 1002. 
0183 FIG. 10-2A illustrates another content pane 1022 
included in the GUI 1000 of FIG. 10. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1022 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1002 such that 55,055 out of 715,639 homes 
satisfy the membership criteria embodied by the filter. For 
example, the membership criteria may specify that the data is 
to be displayed in a histogram and that the homes must be 
single family homes in Florida. Thus, content pane 1022 
displays data that satisfies the membership criteria originally 
specified in content pane 902 and content pane 1002. 
(0.184 FIG. 10-2B illustrates another content pane 1023 
included in the GUI 1000 of FIG. 10. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1023 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1002 such that 16.404 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must not be single family homes in Florida 
(e.g., must be multi family homes in Florida). Thus, content 
pane 1023 displays data that satisfies the membership criteria 
originally specified in content pane 902 and that does not 
satisfy the membership criteria originally specified in content 
pane 1002. 
0185 FIG. 10-3A illustrates another content pane 1032 
included in the GUI 1000 of FIG. 10. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1032 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1002 such that 33,299 out of 715,639 homes 
satisfy the membership criteria embodied by the filter. For 
example, the membership criteria may specify that the data is 
to be displayed in a histogram and that the homes must be 
single family homes in Arizona. Thus, content pane 1032 
displays data that satisfies the membership criteria originally 
specified in content pane 902 and content pane 1002. 
0186 FIG. 10-3B illustrates another content pane 1033 
included in the GUI 1000 of FIG. 10. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1033 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1002 such that 5,478 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must not be single family homes in Arizona 
(e.g., must be multi family homes in Arizona). Thus, content 
pane 1033 displays data that satisfies the membership criteria 
originally specified in content pane 902 and that does not 
satisfy the membership criteria originally specified in content 
pane 1002. 
0187 FIG. 10-4A illustrates another content pane 1042 
included in the GUI 1000 of FIG. 10. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1042 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1002 such that 261.448 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
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that the homes must be single family homes not in California, 
Florida, or Arizona. Thus, content pane 1042 displays data 
that does not satisfy the membership criteria originally speci 
fied in content pane 902 and that does satisfy the membership 
criteria originally specified in content pane 1002. 
0188 FIG. 10-4B illustrates another content pane 1043 
included in the GUI 1000 of FIG. 10. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1043 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1002 such that 50,334 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram, that 
the homes must not be single family homes, and that the 
homes must not be in California, Florida, or Arizona (e.g., 
must be multi family homes locations other than California, 
Florida, or Arizona). Thus, content pane 1043 displays data 
that does not satisfy the membership criteria originally speci 
fied in content pane 902 and content pane 1002. 
0189 FIG. 11 illustrates another example graphical user 
interface (GUI) 1100 for a multipath explorer. As illustrated 
in FIG. 11, the GUI 1100 includes the all filters tab 802 and 
the histogram filter tab 804. While the GUI 1100 includes the 
all filters tab 802 and the histogram filter tab 904, this is not 
meant to be limiting as the GUI 1200 may include fewer or 
additional tabs, such as tabs associated with each of the filters 
discussed below. 

0190. As illustrated in FIG. 11, the GUI 1100 includes the 
content pane 818, the content pane 902, the content pane 
1002, and a content pane 1102. In an embodiment, the content 
pane 1102 includes a filter that is applied to the inventory in 
content pane 1002 such that 47,649 out of 715,639 homes 
satisfy the membership criteria embodied by the filter. For 
example, the membership criteria may specify that the homes 
must include a certain number of bedrooms (e.g., Zero to three 
bedrooms). Based on this membership criteria, sixteen addi 
tional content panes may be included in the GUI 1100. The 
first additional content pane is illustrated in FIG. 11-1A, the 
second in FIG. 11-1B, the third in FIG. 11-1C, the fourth in 
FIG. 11-1D, the fifth in FIG.11-2A, the sixth in FIG.11-2B, 
the seventh in FIG.11-2C, the eight in FIG.11-2D, the ninth 
in FIG. 11-3A, the tenth in FIG. 11-3B, the eleventh in FIG. 
11-3C, the twelfth in FIG. 11-3D, the thirteenth in FIG. 
11-4A, the fourteenth in FIG. 11-4B, the fifteenth in FIG. 
11-4C, and the sixteenth in FIG. 11-4D. The additional con 
tent panes may display data that satisfies the membership 
criteria, data that satisfies some of the membership criteria, 
and data that does not satisfy the membership criteria. 
0191 FIG. 11-1A illustrates a content pane 1112 included 
in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the content 
pane 1112 includes a filter that is applied to the data in content 
pane 1102 such that 12,524 out of 715,639 homes satisfy the 
membership criteria embodied by the filter. For example, the 
membership criteria may specify that the data is to be dis 
played in a histogram and that the homes must be single 
family homes with zero to three bedrooms in California. 
Thus, content pane 1112 displays data that satisfies the mem 
bership criteria originally specified in content pane 902, con 
tent pane 1002, and content pane 1102. 
(0192 FIG. 11-1B illustrates another content pane 1113 
included in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1113 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1102 such that 45,793 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
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may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must be single family homes not with Zero to 
three bedrooms in California (e.g., must be single family 
homes with four or more bedrooms in California). Thus, 
content pane 1113 displays data that satisfies the membership 
criteria originally specified in content pane 902 and content 
pane 1002 and that does not satisfy the membership criteria 
originally specified in content pane 1102. 
(0193 FIG. 11-1C illustrates another content pane 1114 
included in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1114 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1102 such that 12,575 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must not be single family homes with Zero to 
three bedrooms in California (e.g., must be multi family 
homes with Zero to three bedrooms in California). Thus, 
content pane 1114 displays data that satisfies the membership 
criteria originally specified in content pane 902 and content 
pane 1102 and that does not satisfy the membership criteria 
originally specified in content pane 1002. 
(0194 FIG. 11-1D illustrates another content pane 1115 
included in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1215 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1102 such that 683 out of 715,639 homes are 
identified as not satisfying the membership criteria embodied 
by the filter. For example, the membership criteria may 
specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and that 
the homes must not be single family homes in California and 
must not include Zero to three bedrooms (e.g., must be multi 
family homes with four or more bedrooms in California). 
Thus, content pane 1115 displays data that satisfies the mem 
bership criteria originally specified in content pane 902 and 
does not satisfy the membership criteria originally specified 
in content pane 1002 and content pane 1102. 
(0195 FIG. 11-2A illustrates another content pane 1122 
included in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1122 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1102 such that 7,793 out of 715,639 homes 
satisfy the membership criteria embodied by the filter. For 
example, the membership criteria may specify that the data is 
to be displayed in a histogram and that the homes must be 
single family homes with Zero to three bedrooms in Florida. 
Thus, content pane 1122 displays data that satisfies the mem 
bership criteria originally specified in content pane 902, con 
tent pane 1002, and content pane 1102. 
(0196. FIG. 11-2B illustrates another content pane 1123 
included in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1123 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1102 such that 18,513 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must be single family homes not with Zero to 
three bedrooms in Florida (e.g., must be single family homes 
with four or more bedrooms in Florida). Thus, content pane 
1123 displays data that satisfies the membership criteria 
originally specified in content pane 902 and content pane 
1002 and that does not satisfy the membership criteria origi 
nally specified in content pane 1102. 
(0.197 FIG. 11-2C illustrates another content pane 1124 
included in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1124 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
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in content pane 1102 such that 11,638 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must not be single family homes with Zero to 
three bedrooms in Florida (e.g., must be multi family homes 
with Zero to three bedrooms in Florida). Thus, content pane 
1124 displays data that satisfies the membership criteria 
originally specified in content pane 902 and content pane 
1102 and that does not satisfy the membership criteria origi 
nally specified in content pane 1002. 
(0198 FIG. 11-2D illustrates another content pane 1125 
included in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1125 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1102 such that 325 out of 715,639 homes are 
identified as not satisfying the membership criteria embodied 
by the filter. For example, the membership criteria may 
specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and that 
the homes must not be single family homes in Florida and 
must not include Zero to three bedrooms (e.g., must be multi 
family homes with four or more bedrooms in Florida). Thus, 
content pane 1125 displays data that satisfies the membership 
criteria originally specified in content pane 902 and does not 
satisfy the membership criteria originally specified in content 
pane 1102 and content pane 1102. 
(0199 FIG. 11-3A illustrates another content pane 1132 
included in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1132 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1102 such that 3,119 out of 715,639 homes 
satisfy the membership criteria embodied by the filter. For 
example, the membership criteria may specify that the data is 
to be displayed in a histogram and that the homes must be 
single family homes with Zero to three bedrooms in Arizona. 
Thus, content pane 1132 displays data that satisfies the mem 
bership criteria originally specified in content pane 902, con 
tent pane 1002, and content pane 1102. 
(0200 FIG. 11-3B illustrates another content pane 1133 
included in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1133 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1102 such that 14.201 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must be single family homes not with Zero to 
three bedrooms in Arizona (e.g., must be single family homes 
with four or more bedrooms in Arizona). Thus, content pane 
1133 displays data that satisfies the membership criteria 
originally specified in content pane 902 and content pane 
1002 and that does not satisfy the membership criteria origi 
nally specified in content pane 1102. 
0201 FIG. 11-3C illustrates another content pane 1134 
included in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1134 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1102 such that 4,137 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must not be single family homes with Zero to 
three bedrooms in Arizona (e.g., must be multifamily homes 
with Zero to three bedrooms in Arizona). Thus, content pane 
1134 displays data that satisfies the membership criteria 
originally specified in content pane 1002 and content pane 
1102 and that does not satisfy the membership criteria origi 
nally specified in content pane 1002. 
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(0202 FIG. 11-3D illustrates another content pane 1135 
included in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1135 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1102 such that 86 out of 715,639 homes are 
identified as not satisfying the membership criteria embodied 
by the filter. For example, the membership criteria may 
specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and that 
the homes must not be single family homes in Arizona and 
must not include Zero to three bedrooms (e.g., must be multi 
family homes with four or more bedrooms in Arizona). Thus, 
content pane 1135 displays data that satisfies the membership 
criteria originally specified in content pane 902 and does not 
satisfy the membership criteria originally specified in content 
pane 1102 and content pane 1102. 
0203 FIG. 11-4A illustrates another content pane 1142 
included in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1142 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1102 such that 23,991 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must be single family homes with Zero to three 
bedrooms not in California, Florida, or Arizona. Thus, con 
tent pane 1142 displays data that satisfies the membership 
criteria originally specified in content pane 1002 and content 
pane 1102 and that does not satisfy the membership criteria 
originally specified in content pane 902. 
0204 FIG. 11-4B illustrates another content pane 1143 
included in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1143 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1102 such that 105,705 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must be single family homes not with Zero to 
three bedrooms and not in California, Florida, or Arizona 
(e.g., must be single family homes with four or more bed 
rooms in locations other than California, Florida, or Arizona). 
Thus, content pane 1143 displays data that satisfies the mem 
bership criteria originally specified in content pane 1002 and 
that does not satisfy the membership criteria originally speci 
fied in content pane 902 and content pane 1102. 
0205 FIG. 11-4C illustrates another content pane 1144 
included in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1144 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1102 such that 25,001 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must not be single family homes with Zero to 
three bedrooms and must not be in California, Florida, or 
Arizona (e.g., must be multi family homes with Zero to three 
bedrooms in locations other than California, Florida, or Ari 
Zona). Thus, content pane 1144 displays data that satisfies the 
membership criteria originally specified in content pane 1102 
and that does not satisfy the membership criteria originally 
specified in content pane 902 and content pane 1002. 
(0206 FIG. 11-4D illustrates another content pane 1145 
included in the GUI 1100 of FIG. 11. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1145 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1102 such that 3,883 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
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that the homes must not be single family homes in California, 
Florida, or Arizona and must not include Zero to three bed 
rooms (e.g., must be multi family homes with four or more 
bedrooms in locations other than California, Florida, or Ari 
Zona). Thus, content pane 1145 displays data that does not 
satisfy the membership criteria originally specified in content 
pane 902, content pane 1002, and content pane 1102. 
0207 FIG. 12 illustrates another example graphical user 
interface (GUI) 1200 for a multipath explorer. As illustrated 
in FIG. 12, the GUI 1200 includes the all filters tab 802 and 
the histogram filter tab 804. While the GUI 1200 includes the 
all filters tab 802 and the histogram filter tab 804, this is not 
meant to be limiting as the GUI 1200 may include fewer or 
additional tabs, such as tabs associated with each of the filters 
discussed below. 

0208. As illustrated in FIG. 12, the GUI 1200 includes the 
content pane 818, the content pane 902, the content pane 
1002, and a content pane 1202. In an embodiment, the content 
pane 1202 is similar to the content pane 1102 of FIG. 11. 
However, unlike the content pane 1102, which includes a 
filter that is applied to the inventory in content pane 1002, the 
content pane 1202 includes a filter that is only applied to a 
portion of the inventory in content pane 1002 such that 12.524 
out of 715,639 homes satisfy the membership criteria embod 
ied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria may 
apply only to homes in California (e.g., one of the three 
regions specified in the filter of content pane 902) and may 
specify that the homes must include a certain number of 
bedrooms (e.g., Zero to three bedrooms). 
0209. As described above, the filter in content pane 902 
creates four paths (e.g., four additional content panes). The 
filter in content pane 1002 creates two additional paths for 
each of the four paths created by the filter in content pane902, 
resulting in eight total paths. The filter in content pane 1102 
created two more paths for each of the eight paths created by 
the filter in content pane 1002, resulting in sixteen total paths. 
However, as described below, the filter in content pane 1202 
is applied only to two of the eight paths created by the filter in 
content pane 1002, resulting in ten total paths. 
0210 Based on this membership criteria, ten additional 
content panes may be included in the GUI 1200. The first 
additional content pane is illustrated in FIG. 12-1A, the sec 
ond in FIG. 12-1B, the third in FIG. 12-1C, the fourth in FIG. 
12-1D, the fifth in FIG. 12-2A, the sixth in FIG. 12-2B, the 
seventh in FIG. 12-3A, the eight in FIG. 12-3B, the ninth in 
FIG. 12-4A, and the tenth in FIG. 12-4B. The additional 
content panes may display data that satisfies the membership 
criteria, data that satisfies some of the membership criteria, 
and data that does not satisfy the membership criteria. 
0211 FIG. 12-1A illustrates a content pane 1212 included 
in the GUI 1200 of FIG. 12. In an embodiment, the content 
pane 1212 includes a filter that is applied to the data in content 
pane 1202 such that 12,524 out of 715,639 homes satisfy the 
membership criteria embodied by the filter. For example, the 
membership criteria may specify that the data is to be dis 
played in a histogram and that the homes must be single 
family homes with zero to three bedrooms in California. 
Thus, content pane 1212 displays data that satisfies the mem 
bership criteria originally specified in content pane 902, con 
tent pane 1002, and content pane 1202. 
0212 FIG. 12-1B illustrates another content pane 1213 
included in the GUI 1200 of FIG. 12. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1213 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1202 such that 45,793 out of 715,639 homes 
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are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must be single family homes not with Zero to 
three bedrooms in California (e.g., must be single family 
homes with four or more bedrooms in California). Thus, 
content pane 1213 displays data that satisfies the membership 
criteria originally specified in content pane 902 and content 
pane 1002 and that does not satisfy the membership criteria 
originally specified in content pane 1202. 
0213 FIG. 12-1C illustrates another content pane 1214 
included in the GUI 1200 of FIG. 12. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1214 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1202 such that 12,575 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must not be single family homes with Zero to 
three bedrooms in California (e.g., must be multi family 
homes with Zero to three bedrooms in California). Thus, 
content pane 1214 displays data that satisfies the membership 
criteria originally specified in content pane 902 and content 
pane 1202 and that does not satisfy the membership criteria 
originally specified in content pane 1002. 
0214 FIG. 12-1D illustrates another content pane 1215 
included in the GUI 1200 of FIG. 12. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1215 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1202 such that 683 out of 715,639 homes are 
identified as not satisfying the membership criteria embodied 
by the filter. For example, the membership criteria may 
specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and that 
the homes must not be single family homes in California and 
must not include Zero to three bedrooms (e.g., must be multi 
family homes with four or more bedrooms in California). 
Thus, content pane 1215 displays data that satisfies the mem 
bership criteria originally specified in content pane 902 and 
does not satisfy the membership criteria originally specified 
in content pane 1002 and content pane 1202. 
0215 FIG. 12-2A illustrates another content pane 1222 
included in the GUI 1200 of FIG. 12. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1222 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1002 such that 55,055 out of 715,639 homes 
satisfy the membership criteria embodied by the filter. For 
example, the membership criteria may specify that the data is 
to be displayed in a histogram and that the homes must be 
single family homes in Florida. Thus, content pane 1222 
displays data that satisfies the membership criteria originally 
specified in content pane 902 and content pane 1002. 
0216 FIG. 12-2B illustrates another content pane 1223 
included in the GUI 1200 of FIG. 12. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1223 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1002 such that 16.404 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must not be single family homes in Florida 
(e.g., must be multi family homes in Florida). Thus, content 
pane 1223 displays data that satisfies the membership criteria 
originally specified in content pane 902 and that does not 
satisfy the membership criteria originally specified in content 
pane 1002. 
0217 FIG. 12-3A illustrates another content pane 1232 
included in the GUI 1000 of FIG. 10. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1232 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
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in content pane 1002 such that 33,299 out of 715,639 homes 
satisfy the membership criteria embodied by the filter. For 
example, the membership criteria may specify that the data is 
to be displayed in a histogram and that the homes must be 
single family homes in Arizona. Thus, content pane 1232 
displays data that satisfies the membership criteria originally 
specified in content pane 902 and content pane 1002. 
0218 FIG. 12-3B illustrates another content pane 1233 
included in the GUI 1200 of FIG. 12. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1333 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1002 such that 5,478 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must not be single family homes in Arizona 
(e.g., must be multi family homes in Arizona). Thus, content 
pane 1233 displays data that satisfies the membership criteria 
originally specified in content pane 902 and that does not 
satisfy the membership criteria originally specified in content 
pane 1002. 
0219 FIG. 12-4A illustrates another content pane 1242 
included in the GUI 1200 of FIG. 12. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1242 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1002 such that 261.448 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram and 
that the homes must be single family homes not in California, 
Florida, or Arizona. Thus, content pane 1242 displays data 
that does not satisfy the membership criteria originally speci 
fied in content pane 902 and that does satisfy the membership 
criteria originally specified in content pane 1002. 
0220 FIG. 12-4B illustrates another content pane 1243 
included in the GUI 1200 of FIG. 12. In an embodiment, the 
content pane 1243 includes a filter that is applied to the data 
in content pane 1002 such that 50,334 out of 715,639 homes 
are identified as not satisfying the membership criteria 
embodied by the filter. For example, the membership criteria 
may specify that the data is to be displayed in a histogram, that 
the homes must not be single family homes, and that the 
homes must not be in California, Florida, or Arizona (e.g., 
must be multi family homes locations other than California, 
Florida, or Arizona). Thus, content pane 1243 displays data 
that does not satisfy the membership criteria originally speci 
fied in content pane 902 and content pane 1002. 
0221. In an embodiment, the data displayed in the various 
content panes described herein is updated dynamically as new 
data is entered, updated, deleted, and/or otherwise changed. 
In a further embodiment, the data displayed in the various 
content panes described herein is updated if the user selects 
the refresh data button illustrated in content pane 818. 
0222. As described above, one or more child nodes can be 
combined to form a parent node. For example, the GUI 800, 
900, 1000, 1100, and/or 1200 may include functionality to 
allow a user to combine one or more child content panes to 
form a master content pane. The data displayed in the master 
content pane may be based on one or more common attributes 
of the data displayed in the child content panes. The master 
content pane may be positioned as a parent of the one or more 
child content panes in the content pane hierarchy or may be 
positioned as a child of the one or more child content panes in 
the content pane hierarchy. The data displayed in the child 
content panes may or may not be derived from a common data 
set. For example, the data displayed in the child content panes 
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may be subsets of a data set that includes loan values for 
homes. As another example, the data displayed in a first child 
content pane may be a Subset of a data set that includes loan 
values for homes and the data displayed in a second child 
content pane may be a Subset of a data set that includes sales 
prices for homes. 
0223. In a further embodiment, not shown, the GUI 800, 
900, 1000, 1100, and/or 1200 includes functionality to allow 
a user to transform a data set from a first object type to a 
second object type. For example, a data set may include 
homes having a default mortgage and the content panes may 
display documents (e.g., the mortgages) according to one of 
the views described herein. The data set may be transformed 
into new objects, such as real estate agents associated with 
those homes, so that the content panes then display persons 
(e.g., the real estate agents) according to one of the views 
described herein. Additional content panes may then be gen 
erated based on the real estate agent data set (e.g., a new 
membership criteria may require that the names of real estate 
agents must appear three or more times). 
0224. In a further embodiment, the GUI 800, 900, 1000, 
1100, and/or 1200 includes functionality to allow a user to 
save a filtered or defiltered data set as a new object series (e.g., 
one or more of the membership criteria and the order in which 
they are used in determining how to display data in the content 
panes). The user may be able to title the new object series. The 
new object series may be shared with other users, or restricted 
from other users viewing. The new object series may also be 
used in later analysis or filtering. For example, the new object 
series may be applied to the same data set at a later time (e.g., 
after the data set has been updated). As another example, the 
new object series may be applied to a different data set. When 
applying the new object series to the different data set, the 
content panes may be created and displayed in the same or 
similar hierarchy as the content panes of the saved data set. 
0225. In a further embodiment, not shown, one or more 
reports can be generated based on the data displayed in one or 
more content panes. The reports may be generated in any 
Suitable format (e.g., .doc, .xls, pdf, etc.). For example, a 
report may include text based on the data displayed in one or 
more content panes. As another example, a report may 
include a visual representation of the data in the data set, Such 
as in a manner similar to or the same as the manner in which 
data is displayed in one or more content panes (e.g., the report 
may look similar to the view provided by GUI 800,900, 1000, 
1100, and/or 1200). 
0226. In a further embodiment, not shown, the various 
content panes in the GUI 800, 900, 1000, 1100, and/or 1200 
are color coded. The content panes may be color coded based 
on a metric or attribute (e.g., magnitude, name, value, etc.) 
determined by the user. For example, if the output of a content 
pane are numbers (e.g., home loan values), then content panes 
with loan values in a high range may appear red and content 
panes with loan values in a low range may appear blue. 

Example Node Combination and Object Transformation 
0227 FIG. 13A illustrates an example graphical user 
interface (GUI) 1300 for selecting a starting set of inventory. 
As illustrated in FIG. 13A, a starting set of inventory is 
selected (e.g., indicated by the word “all” followed by an 
object type). For example, the starting set of inventory may 
include all homes. 
0228 FIG. 13B illustrates a box 1310 that represents the 
starting set of inventory. In some embodiments, the size of the 
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box 1310 is determined by the content (e.g., the font becomes 
smaller to fit more content if needed). In other embodiments, 
the size of the box 1410 is fixed at a default starting size. As 
described above, the box 1310 may be copied, dragged (e.g., 
to change order or location), resized, and/or rotated by the 
user. The content of the box 1310 may likewise be copied, 
dragged, resized, and/or rotated by the user. In addition, the 
contents of the box 1310 may be enlarged or shrunken (e.g., 
Zoom in, Zoom out) by the user and the box 1310 may be 
deleted by the user. 
0229 FIG. 13C illustrates a first filter 1312 and a second 

filter 1314 that are applied to the starting set of inventory. In 
an embodiment, the first filter 1312 specifies that the homes 
must have a first list price greater than or equal to 100,000 and 
be displayed in a histogram. In an embodiment, the second 
filter 1314 specifies that the homes must be in California. As 
illustrated in FIG. 13C, the first filter 1312, when applied to 
the starting set of inventory, identifies 407.286 out of 715,639 
homes that satisfy the first filter 1312 membership criteria. As 
illustrated in FIG. 13C, the second filter 1314, when applied 
to the 407.286 homes, identifies 117,800 out of 715,639 
homes that satisfy the first filter 1312 membership criteria and 
the second filter 1314 membership criteria. The pairing of the 
starting set of inventory from 715,639 homes to 407.286 
homes to 117,800 homes may be graphically represented via 
diagram 1316. 
0230 FIG.13D illustrates the box 1310, which represents 
the starting set of inventory, a box 1320, which represents a 
Subset of the starting set of inventory based on the first filter 
1312 membership criteria, and a box 1330, which represents 
a subset of the starting set of inventory based on the first filter 
1312 membership criteria and the second filter 1314 mem 
bership criteria. The boxes 1320, and/or 1330 may have the 
same properties as the properties of box 1310 described 
above. 

0231 FIG. 13E illustrates an add filter 1318 that is applied 
to the starting set of inventory. In an embodiment, the add 
filter 1318 specifies that the homes must have a second list 
price greater than or equal to 100,000 and be displayed in a 
histogram. As illustrated in FIG. 13E, the add filter 1318, 
when applied to the starting set of inventory, identifies 420, 
889 out of 715,639 homes that satisfy the add filter 1318 
membership criteria. As illustrated in FIG. 13E, the second 
filter 1314 is then applied to the subset of data that results 
from applying the first filter 1312 and to the subset of data that 
results from applying the add filter 1318. In other words, as 
described above, the second filter 1314 is used to identify 
common attributes within the subset of data that results from 
applying the first filter 1312 and the subset of data that results 
from applying the add filter 1318 (e.g., the common attributes 
being that the homes are in California). The add filter 1318, 
when applied to the 407.286 homes and the 420,889 homes, 
identifies 120,797 out of 715,639 homes that satisfy the first 
filter 1312 membership criteria and the second filter 1314 
membership criteria and the add filter 1318 membership cri 
teria and the second filter 1314 membership criteria. The 
pairing of the starting set of inventory from 715,639 homes to 
407.286 homes to 420,889 homes to 120,797 homes may be 
graphically represented via the diagram 1316. 
0232 FIG. 13F illustrates the box 1310, which represents 
the starting set of inventory, the box 1320, which represents a 
subset of the starting set of inventory based on the first filter 
1312 membership criteria, the box 1330, which represents a 
subset of the starting set of inventory based on the first filter 
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1312 membership criteria, the add filter 1318 membership 
criteria, and the second filter 1314 membership criteria, and a 
box 1340, which represents a subset of the starting set of 
inventory based on the add filter 1318 membership criteria. 
The box 1340 may have the same properties as the properties 
of box 1310 described above. 
0233 FIG. 13G illustrates a transform filter 1322 that is 
applied to the Subset of data that results from applying the 
second filter 1314. In an embodiment, the transform filter 
1322 transforms the subset of data that results from applying 
the second filter 1314 from a first object type into a second 
object type. The second object type may be specified by the 
user via an entry in text field box 1324 (e.g., the user may 
specify a transform metric in the text field box 1324). As an 
example, the transform filter 1322, when applied to the 120, 
797 homes, identifies 1,354 out of 715,639 homes that satisfy 
the first filter 1312 membership criteria, the second filter 1314 
membership criteria, and the transform filter 1322 member 
ship criteria and the add filter 1318 membership criteria, the 
second filter 1314 membership criteria, and the transform 
filter 1322 membership criteria. The pairing of the starting set 
of inventory from 715,639 homes to 407.286 homes to 420, 
889 homes to 120,797 homes to 1,354 home may be graphi 
cally represented via the diagram 1316. 
0234 FIG. 13Hillustrates the box 1310, which represents 
the starting set of inventory, the box 1320, which represents a 
subset of the starting set of inventory based on the first filter 
1312 membership criteria, the box 1330, which represents a 
subset of the starting set of inventory based on the first filter 
1312 membership criteria, the add filter 1318 membership 
criteria, and the second filter 1314 membership criteria, the 
box 1340, which represents a subset of the starting set of 
inventory based on the add filter 1318 membership criteria, 
and a box 1350, which represents a subset of the starting set of 
inventory based on the first filter 1312 membership criteria, 
the add filter 1318 membership criteria, the second filter 1314 
membership criteria, and the transform filter 1322 member 
ship criteria. The box 1350 may have the same properties as 
the properties of box 1310 described above. 

Implementation Mechanisms 
0235 According to one embodiment, the techniques 
described herein are implemented by one or more special 
purpose computing devices. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more appli 
cation-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field program 
mable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed 
to perform the techniques, or may include one or more gen 
eral purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, server computer 
systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices, net 
working devices or any other device or combination of 
devices that incorporate hard-wired and/or program logic to 
implement the techniques. 
0236 Computing device(s) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system software, such as iOS, 
Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Win 
dows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, 
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Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or 
other compatible operating systems. In other embodiments, 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system. Conventional operating systems control 
and Schedule computer processes for execution, perform 
memory management, provide file system, networking, I/O 
services, and provide a user interface functionality, Such as a 
graphical user interface ("GUI), among other things. 
0237 For example, FIG. 14 is a block diagram that illus 

trates a computer system 1400 upon which an embodiment 
may be implemented. Computer system 1400 includes a bus 
1402 or other communication mechanism for communicating 
information, and a hardware processor, or multiple proces 
sors, 1404 coupled with bus 1402 for processing information. 
Hardware processor(s) 1404 may be, for example, one or 
more general purpose microprocessors. 
0238 Computer system 1400 also includes a main 
memory 1406, Such as a random access memory (RAM), 
cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 
1402 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 1404. Main memory 1406 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or otherintermediate information 
during execution of instructions to be executed by processor 
1404. Such instructions, when Stored in storage media acces 
sible to processor 1404, render computer system 1400 into a 
special-purpose machine that is customized to perform the 
operations specified in the instructions. 
0239 Computer system 1400 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 1408 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 1402 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 1404. A storage device 1410. Such as a magnetic 
disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is 
provided and coupled to bus 1402 for storing information and 
instructions. 
0240 Computer system 1400 may be coupled via bus 
1402 to a display 1412, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or 
LCD display (or touch screen), for displaying information to 
a computer user. An input device 1414, including alphanu 
meric and other keys, is coupled to bus 1402 for communi 
cating information and command selections to processor 
1404. Another type of user input device is cursor control 
1416. Such as amouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 1404 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 1412. This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. 
In some embodiments, the same direction information and 
command selections as cursor control may be implemented 
via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor. 
0241 Computing system 1400 may include a user inter 
face module to implementa GUI that may be stored in a mass 
storage device as executable software codes that are executed 
by the computing device(s). This and other modules may 
include, by way of example, components, such as Software 
components, object-oriented Software components, class 
components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 
0242. In general, the word “module.” as used herein, refers 
to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection 
of Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit 
points, Written in a programming language, such as, for 
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example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or 
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules may be 
callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware modules configured for execution on computing devices 
may be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a 
compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or 
any other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may 
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
may be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but may be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage 
0243 Computer system 1400 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard-wired logic, 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 1400 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 1400 in response to 
processor(s) 1404 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 1406. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 1406 from 
another storage medium, Such as storage device 1410. Execu 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 1406 causes processor(s) 1404 to perform the pro 
cess steps described herein. In alternative embodiments, 
hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combina 
tion with software instructions. 

0244. The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, 
as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-vola 
tile media and/or Volatile media. Non-Volatile media 
includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as 
storage device 1410. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 1406. Common forms of 
non-transitory media include, for example, a floppy disk, a 
flexible disk, hard disk, Solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any 
other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other 
optical data storage medium, any physical medium with pat 
terns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH 
EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and 
networked versions of the same. 

0245 Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 1402. Transmission media can also 
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take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
0246 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one ormore sequences ofone ormore instructions to proces 
sor 1404 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid State drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 1400 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 1402. Bus 1402 carries the data to main memory 1406, 
from which processor 1404 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 1406 may 
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
received by main memory 1406 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 1410 either before or after execution by pro 
cessor 1404. 
0247 Computer system 1400 also includes a communica 
tion interface 1418 coupled to bus 1402. Communication 
interface 1418 provides a two-way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 1420 that is connected to a local 
network 1422. For example, communication interface 1418 
may be an integrated services digital network (ISDN) card, 
cable modem, satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line. As another example, communication interface 
1418 may be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN (or 
WAN component to communicated with a WAN). Wireless 
links may also be implemented. 
0248. In any such implementation, communication inter 
face 1418 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic or 
optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
0249 Network link 1420 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 1420 may provide a connection 
through local network 1422 to a host computer 1424 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
1426. ISP 1426 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet 1428. Local 
network 1422 and Internet 1428 both use electrical, electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 1420 and through communication interface 1418, 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
1400, are example forms of transmission media. 
0250 Computer system 1400 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link 1420 and communication interface 1418. In 
the Internet example, a server 1430 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
1428, ISP 1426, local network 1422 and communication 
interface 1418. 
0251. The received code may be executed by processor 
1404 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 1410, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. 
0252 Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in, and 
fully or partially automated by, code modules executed by one 
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ormore computer Systems or computer processors compris 
ing computer hardware. The processes and algorithms may be 
implemented partially or wholly in application-specific cir 
cuitry. 
0253) The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another, or may be com 
bined in various ways. All possible combinations and Sub 
combinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may 
be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and pro 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For 
example, described blocks or states may be performed in an 
order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks 
or states may be combined in a single block or state. The 
example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in par 
allel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be added 
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The 
example systems and components described herein may be 
configured differently than described. For example, elements 
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared to 
the disclosed example embodiments. 
0254 Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could “might or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

0255 Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the 
flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules, segments, orportions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple 
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
0256. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples. All Such modifications and 
variations are intended to be included herein within the scope 
of this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, how 
ever, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears intext, 
the invention can be practiced in many ways. AS is also stated 
above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminol 
ogy when describing certain features or aspects of the inven 
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with 
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the inven 
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tion should therefore be construed in accordance with the 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computing system comprising: 
a network interface that is coupled to a data network for 

receiving and transmitting one or more packet flows: 
a processor; and 
one or more stored program instructions configured for 

execution by the processor in order to cause the comput 
ing system to: 
create and store in computer memory a first filter chain 

indicating one or more first membership criteria; 
apply the first filter chain to a data set to identify: 

one or more first data items that satisfy the first mem 
bership criteria: 

one or more second data items that do not satisfy the 
first membership criteria: 

transmit the first data items and the second data items to 
a client computer configured to display 
the first data items in a first filter view in a first graphi 

cally demarcated area and 
the second data items in a second filter view in a 

second graphically demarcated area; 
receive a user selection of the first graphically demar 

cated area and the second graphically demarcated 
area, 

determine one or more second membership criteria; 
create a second filter chain based on the first filter chain 

and the second membership criteria; 
apply the second filter chain to the data set to identify: 

one or more third data items that satisfy the first mem 
bership criteria and the second membership crite 
ria; 

one or more fourth data items that satisfy the first 
membership criteria and do not satisfy the second 
membership criteria 

one or more fifth data items that satisfy the second 
membership criteria and do not satisfy the first 
membership criteria, and 

one or more sixth data items that do not satisfy the first 
membership criteria and do not satisfy the second 
membership criteria; 

transmit the third data items, the fourth data items, the 
fifth data items, and sixth data items to the client 
computer, wherein the client computer is configured 
to display 
the third data items and the fourth data items in the 

first graphically demarcated area, and 
the fifth data items and the sixth data items in the 

second graphically demarcated area. 
2. The computing system of claim 1, wherein the one or 

more stored program instructions further cause the processor 
tO: 

receive a second user selection of a third membership cri 
teria; 

create a third filter chain based on the first filter chain, the 
second filter chain, and the third membership criteria: 

apply the third filter chain to the data set to identify: 
one or more seventh data items that satisfy the first 

membership criteria, the second membership criteria, 
and the third membership criteria, and 

one or more eighth data items that satisfy the first mem 
bership criteria and the second membership criteria 
and do not satisfy the third membership criteria: 
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transmit the seventh data items and the eighth data items to 
the client computer, wherein the client computer is con 
figured to display 
the seventh data items in the first graphically demarcated 

area, and 
the eighth data items in the second graphically demar 

cated area. 
3. The computing system of claim 1, wherein at least some 

of the third data items, the fourth data items, the fifth data 
items, and the sixth data items are dynamically updated in 
response to updates to data in the data set. 

4. The computing system of claim 1, wherein the first filter 
view comprises one or more of a histogram view, a scatterplot 
view, a timeline view, a percentile view, a treemap view, a 
spectrum view, or a list view. 

5. The computing system of claim 1, wherein the first 
membership criteria specifies a geographic location. 

6. The computing system of claim 5, wherein the second 
membership criteria specifies one of a single family home or 
a multi family home. 

7. The computing system of claim 1, wherein the data set 
comprises at least one of medical, financial, or real estate data 
items. 

8. A computer-implemented method of analyzing and 
exploring a large amount of dynamically updating data, the 
computer-implemented method comprising: 

as implemented by one or more computer systems com 
prising computer hardware and memory, the one or more 
computer systems configured with specific executable 
instructions, 

receiving, from a user of the one or more computer sys 
tems, selection of a first membership criteria for appli 
cation on a first data set comprising a plurality of data 
items; 

applying the first membership criteria to the data set to 
identify a first set of data items that satisfy the first 
membership criteria and a second set of data items that 
do not satisfy the first membership criteria; 

generating a user interface including indications of the first 
set of data items in a first area and indications of the 
second set of data items in a second area; 

receiving, from the user, selection of a second membership 
criteria for application on the first data set; 

applying the first membership criteria and the second 
membership criteria to the data set to identify 
a third set of data items that satisfy the first membership 

criteria and the second membership criteria, 
a fourth set of data items that satisfy the first membership 

criteria and do not satisfy the second membership 
criteria, 

a fifth set of data items that satisfy the second member 
ship criteria and do not satisfy the first membership 
criteria, and 

a sixth set of data items that do not satisfy the first 
membership criteria and do not satisfy the second 
membership criteria; and 

updating the user interface to include an indication of the 
third set of data items and the fourth set of data items in 
the first area, and the fifth set of data items and the sixth 
set of data items in the second area. 

9. The computer-implemented method of claim8, wherein 
at least some of the third set of data items, the fourth set of 
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data items, the fifth set of data items, and the sixth set of data 
items are dynamically updated in response to updates to data 
items in the data set. 

10. The computer-implemented method of claim 8, 
wherein the user interface depicts respective sets of data items 
in filter views including one or more of a histogram view, a 
scatterplot view, a timeline view, a percentile view, a treemap 
view, a spectrum view, or a list view. 

11. The computer-implemented method of claim 8, 
wherein the first membership criteria specifies a geographic 
location associated with data items. 

12. The computer-implemented method of claim 11, 
wherein the data items represent homes and include owner 
ship, loan, and location information of respective homes. 

13. The computer-implemented method of claim 12, 
wherein the second membership criteria specifies a single 
family home or a multi family home. 

14. The computer-implemented method of claim 8, 
wherein the data set comprises at least one of medical, finan 
cial, or real estate data items. 

15. A non-transitory computer-readable medium compris 
ing one or more program instructions recorded thereon, the 
instructions configured for execution by a computing system 
comprising one or more processors in order to cause the 
computing system to: 

determine a first membership criteria to be applied to a data 
set including a plurality of data items; 

identify one or more first data items of the data set that 
satisfy the first membership criteria; 

identify one or more second data items of the data set that 
do not satisfy the first membership criteria; 

transmit display instructions to a client computer device, 
the display instructions indicating display of a first filter 
view of the one or more first data items in a first graphi 
cally demarcated area and display of a second filter view 
of the one or more second data items in a second graphi 
cally demarcated area, such that information regarding 
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both the data items matching the first membership cri 
teria and data items not matching the first membership 
criteria are viewable by a user of the client computer 
device. 

16. The medium of claim 15, wherein the instructions are 
further configured to cause the computing system to: 

determine a second membership criteria in response to one 
or more inputs from the user of the client computer 
device; 

identify one or more third data items that satisfy the first 
membership criteria and the second membership crite 
ria; 

identify one or more fourth data items that satisfy the first 
membership criteria and do not satisfy the second mem 
bership criteria: 

transmit updated display instruction to the client computer 
device, updated display instructions indicating display 
of a third filter view of the third data items and the further 
data items in the first graphically demarcated area. 

17. The medium of claim 16, wherein the third filter view 
comprises one or more of a histogram view, a scatterplot view, 
a timeline view, a percentile view, a treemap view, a spectrum 
view, or a list view. 

18. The medium of claim 16, wherein the first membership 
criteria specifies a geographic location associated with data 
items in the data set such that the first filter view includes 
information regarding data items within the geographic loca 
tion and the second filter view includes information regarding 
data items not within the geographic location. 

19. The medium of claim 18, wherein the second member 
ship criteria specifies a financial characteristic of one or more 
loans associated with data items. 

20. The medium of claim 18, wherein the first membership 
criteria is determined based on one or more inputs from the 
user of the client computer device. 

? ? ? ? ? 
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(57) ABSTRACT 

Computer-implemented systems and methods are disclosed 
for providing a tagging interface for tagging external content. 
In accordance with Some embodiments, a method is provided 
for tagging content external to a database system. The method 
comprises accessing the external content via a web browser of 
an electronic device. The method also comprises enhancing 
the web browser by providing a tagging interface for tagging 
at least a portion of the external content. The method further 
comprises receiving created tag associated with a tagged por 
tion of the external document content, and exporting the 
external content and the received tag to the database system. 
The tagging interface can also provide an option to export the 
created tag to an internal database system. 
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SYSTEMIS AND METHODS FOR PROVIDING 
ATAGGING INTERFACE FOR EXTERNAL 

CONTENT 

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION(S) 
0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. Nonpro 
visional patent application Ser. No. 14/025,653, filed on Sep. 
12, 2013, which claims the benefit of priority to U.S. Provi 
sional Patent Application 61/801,556, filed on Mar. 15, 2013, 
the disclosures of which are expressly incorporated herein by 
reference in their entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 Data is commonly stored in computer-based sys 
tems in fixed, rigidly structured data stores. For example, one 
common type of data store is a “flat file Such as a spread 
sheet, plain-text document, or XML document. Another com 
mon type of data store is a relational database comprising one 
or more tables. Other examples of data stores that comprise 
structured data include, without limitation, files systems, 
object collections, record collections, arrays, hierarchical 
trees, linked lists, stacks, and combinations thereof. 
0003. Often, the underlying structure of these types of data 
stores is poorly Suited for data analysis. One approach for 
facilitating a more efficient analysis of data in Such data stores 
is to reorganize that data according to an object model that 
defines object structures and relationships between the object 
structures. Tagging is a method used to create objects, prop 
erties, or links between objects and/or properties instructured 
or unstructured data. It can add structure to unstructured data 
or add further structure to structured data. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0004 Reference will now be made to the accompanying 
drawings showing example embodiments of the present 
application, and in which: 
0005 FIG. 1 is an block diagram depicting an exemplary 
internal database system, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 
0006 FIGS. 2A and 2B are screenshots depicting an 
exemplary interface for tagging an unstructured document 
stored in the database system of FIG. 1, consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0007 FIG. 3 is a block diagram depicting an exemplary 
system comprising the database system of FIG. 1 and one or 
more components external to the database system of FIG. 1, 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0008 FIG. 4 is a screenshot depicting an exemplary tag 
ging interface via a web browser displaying an external con 
tent, consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0009 FIG. 5 is a flowchart representing an exemplary 
method for tagging external content, consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 
0010 FIG. 6 is block diagram of an exemplary computer 
system with which embodiments described herein can be 
implemented, consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

0.011 Reference will now be made in detail to the embodi 
ments, the examples of which are illustrated in the accompa 
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nying drawings. Whenever possible, the same reference num 
bers will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the same 
or like parts. 
0012 FIG. 1 shows, in block diagram form, an exemplary 
data fusion system 100, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. Among other things, system 100 facili 
tates transformation of one or more data sources, such as data 
sources 130, into an object model 160, whose semantics are 
defined by an ontology 150. The transformation can be per 
formed for a variety of reasons. For example, a database 
administrator can wish to import data from data sources 130 
into a database 170 for persistently storing object model 160. 
As another example, a data presentation component (not 
depicted) can transform input data from data sources 130 “on 
the fly” into object model 160. Object model 160 can then be 
utilized, in conjunction with ontology 150, for analysis 
through graphs and/or other data visualization techniques. 
0013 System 100 comprises a definition component 110 
and a translation component 120, both implemented by one or 
more processors on one or more computing devices executing 
hardware and/or software-based logic for providing various 
functionality described herein. As will be appreciated from 
the present disclosure, system 100 can comprise fewer or 
additional components that provide various functionalities 
described herein. Such components are, for clarity, omitted 
from FIG. 1. Moreover, the component(s) of system 100 
responsible for providing various functionalities can further 
vary from embodiment to embodiment. 
0014 Definition component 110 generates and/or modi 
fies ontology 150 and a schema map 140. Exemplary embodi 
ments for defining an ontology (such as ontology 150) is 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 7,962.495 (the 495 patent), issued 
Jun. 14, 2011, the entire contents of which are expressly 
incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. Among 
other things, the 495 patent describes embodiments that 
define a dynamic ontology for use in creating data in a data 
base. For creating a database ontology, one or more object 
types are created where each object type can include one or 
more properties. The attributes of object types or property 
types of the ontology can be edited or modified at any time. 
And for each property type, at least one parser definition is 
created. The attributes of a parser definition can be edited or 
modified at any time. 
0015. In some embodiments, each property type is 
declared to be representative of one or more object types. A 
property type is representative of an object type when the 
property type is intuitively associated with the object type. 
For example, a property type of “Social Security Number 
may be representative of an object type “Person' but not 
representative of an object type “Business.” 
0016. In some embodiments, each property type has one or 
more components and a base type. In some embodiments, a 
property type may comprise a string, a date, a number, or a 
composite type consisting of two or more string, date, or 
number elements. Thus, property types are extensible and can 
represent complex data structures. Further, a parser definition 
can reference a component of a complex property type as a 
unit or token. 
0017. An example of a property having multiple compo 
nents is a Name property having a LastName component and 
a First Name component. An example of raw input data is 
'Smith, Jane. An example parser definition specifies an asso 
ciation of imported input data to object property components 
as follows: {LAST NAME}, {FIRST NAME}->Name: 
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Last, Name:First. In some embodiments, the association 
{LAST NAME}, {FIRST NAME} is defined in a parser 
definition using regular expression symbology. The associa 
tion {LAST NAME}, {FIRST NAME} indicates that a last 
name string followed by a first name string comprises valid 
input data for a property of typeName. In contrast, input data 
of “Smith Jane' would not be valid for the specified parser 
definition, but a user could create a second parser definition 
that does match input data of “Smith Jane.” The definition 
Name:Last, Name:First specifies that matching input data 
values map to components named “Last and “First of the 
Name property. 
0.018. As a result, parsing the input data using the parser 
definition results in assigning the value “Smith' to the Name: 
Last component of the Name property, and the value"Jane' to 
the Name:First component of the Name property. 
0019 Referring back to FIG. 1, schema map 140 can 
define how various elements of schemas 135 for data sources 
130 map to various elements of ontology 150. Definition 
component 110 receives, calculates, extracts, or otherwise 
identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130. Schemas 135 
define the structure of data sources 130 for example, the 
names and other characteristics of tables, files, columns, 
fields, properties, and so forth. Definition component 110 
furthermore optionally identifies sample data 136 from data 
sources 130. Definition component 110 can further identify 
object type, relationship, and property definitions from ontol 
ogy 150, if any already exist. Definition component 110 can 
further identify pre-existing mappings from schema map 140, 
if such mappings exist. 
0020 Based on the identified information, definition com 
ponent 110 can generate a graphical interface 115. Graphical 
interface 115 can be presented to users of a computing device 
via any suitable output mechanism (e.g., a display Screen, an 
image projection, etc.), and can further accept input from 
users of the computing device via any Suitable input mecha 
nism (e.g., a keyboard, a mouse, a touch screen interface). 
Graphical interface 115 features a visual workspace that visu 
ally depicts representations of the elements of ontology 150 
for which mappings are defined in schema map 140. Graphi 
cal interface 115 also includes controls for adding new ele 
ments to schema map 140 and/or ontology 150, including 
objects, properties of objects, and relationships, via the visual 
workspace. After elements of ontology 150 are represented in 
the visual workspace, graphical interface 115 can further 
provide controls in association with the representations that 
allow for modifying the elements of ontology 150 and iden 
tifying how the elements of ontology 150 correspond to ele 
ments of schemas 135. Optionally, the graphical interface 115 
can further utilize the sample data 136 to provide the user with 
a preview of object model 160 as the user defines schema map 
140. In response to the input via the various controls of 
graphical interface 115, definition component 110 can gen 
erate and/or modify ontology 150 and schema map 140. 
0021. In some embodiments, graphical user 115 can pro 
vide an interface providing a user with the ability to add 
structure to an unstructured document stored in data sources 
130 by tagging one or more portions (e.g., text) within the 
document. Defining tags and applying these tags to a portion 
of the document can create object, properties, or links creat 
ing a relationship between one or more objects and/or prop 
erties. An exemplary interface, including related features and 
pop-up windows, is described below with reference to FIGS. 
2A and 2B. 
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0022 FIG. 2A is a screenshot depicting an exemplary 
interface 200 for tagging an unstructured document stored in 
the database system of FIG.1. As shown in FIG. 2A, interface 
200 can display a document that was unstructured before tag 
210 had been applied. To tag text in the document, a user can 
for example select text (in this case, “Olympics’) and right 
click on amouse for a pop-up 220 to appearand to provide the 
user with the ability to select an “Add Tag . . . option. 
0023 Selecting the “Add Tag...’ option can result in, for 
example, a “Tag as . . . . pop-up window appearing, an 
example of which is shown in FIG. 2B. Pop-up window 230 
provides the user with the ability to assign selected text (in 
this case, “Dave McGovern') to a person object and/or a 
name property. 
0024. Referring back to FIG. 1, transformation compo 
nent 120 can be invoked after schema map 140 and ontology 
150 have been defined or redefined. Transformation compo 
nent 120 identifies schema map 140 and ontology 150. Trans 
formation component 120 further reads data sources 130 and 
identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130. For each element 
of ontology 150 described in schema map 140, transforma 
tion component 120 iterates through some or all of the data 
items of data sources 130, generating elements of object 
model 160 in the manner specified by schema map 140. In 
Some embodiments, transformation component 120 can store 
a representation of each generated element of object model 
160 in a database 170. In some embodiments, transformation 
component 120 is further configured to synchronize changes 
in object model 160 back to data sources 130. 
0025 Data sources 130 can be one or more sources of data, 
including, without limitation, spreadsheet files, databases, 
email folders, document collections, media collections, con 
tact directories, and so forth. Data sources 130 can include 
structured data (e.g., a database, a.csv file, or any tab delim 
ited or fixed-width file), semi-structured data (e.g., an email, 
an email server, or forms such as a Suspicious activity report 
or currency transaction report), or unstructured data (e.g., 
encoded files such as PDF, sound, and image files). Data 
sources 130 can include data structures stored persistently in 
non-volatile memory. Data sources 130 can also or instead 
include temporary data structures generated from underlying 
data sources via data extraction components, such as a result 
set returned from a database server executing an database 
query. 
0026 Schema map 140, ontology 150, and schemas 135 
can be stored in any suitable data structures, such as XML 
files, database tables, and so forth. In some embodiments, 
ontology 150 is maintained persistently. Schema map 140 can 
or cannot be maintained persistently, depending on whether 
the transformation process is perpetual or a one-time event. 
Schemas 135 need not be maintained in persistent memory, 
but can be cached for optimization. 
0027 Object model 160 comprises collections of ele 
ments such as typed objects, properties, and relationships. 
The collections can be structured in any Suitable manner. In 
some embodiments, a database 170 stores the elements of 
object model 160, or representations thereof. In some 
embodiments, the elements of object model 160 are stored 
within database 170 in a different underlying format, such as 
in a series of object, property, and relationship tables in a 
relational database. 
0028 FIG. 3 is a block diagram depicting an exemplary 
system 300 comprising database system of FIG. 1 and one or 
more components external to the database system of FIG. 1. 
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System 300 comprises database system 100, which is referred 
to as an “internal system, and one or more components 
located external to database system 100. These external com 
ponents can include, for example, electronic device 310, net 
work 320, and server 330. 
0029 Electronic device 310 can provide the ability to 
communicate with server 330 via network 320. By way of 
example, electronic device 310 can be a personal computer, a 
tablet computer, a personal digital assistant (PDA), a mobile 
phone, a Smart-phone, or any other web-enabled computing 
device with a processor and a memory. Electronic device 310 
can provide Support for Software applications including, a 
web browser (or other network communication software), 
that can also comprise a special add-on, a plug-in, or a book 
marklet. In some embodiments, electronic device 310 and a 
portion of network 320 can be included in internal database 
system 100. For example, electronic device 310 could pro 
vide graphical interface 115 of internal database system 100. 
0030 Electronic device 310 can also include, for example, 
one or more processors (not shown), a memory device (not 
shown), and a data interface (not shown). The one or more 
processors can be a single or multiple microprocessors, field 
programmable gate arrays (FPGAs), or digital signal proces 
sors (DSPs) capable of executing particular sets of instruc 
tions. Computer-readable instructions can be stored on a tan 
gible non-transitory computer-readable medium, Such as a 
flexible disk, a hard disk, a CD-ROM (compact disk-read 
only memory), and MO (magneto-optical), a DVD-ROM 
(digital versatile disk-read only memory), a DVDRAM (digi 
tal versatile disk-random access memory), or a semiconduc 
tor memory. Alternatively, the instructions can be imple 
mented in hardware components or combinations of 
hardware and Software such as, for example, Application 
Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), special purpose com 
puters, or general purpose computers. 
0031 Server 330 can comprise hardware, software, or a 
combination of both that provides the capability for commu 
nicating with electronic device 310 via network 320. Server 
330 provides content to electronic device 310. This content is 
stored external to database system and can be referred to as 
“external content. External content can include a web page, 
a document, a PDF file, a sound or audio file, an image or 
Video file, a database, an email, a form, etc. In some embodi 
ments, server 330 can be a part of a network cloud, which can 
include, for example, one or more networked servers. 
0032 Network 320 can be, for example, the Internet, an 
intranet, a local area network, a wide area network, a campus 
area network, a metropolitan area network, an extranet, a 
private extranet, any set of two or more coupled electronic 
devices, or a combination of any of these or other appropriate 
networks. In the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 3, network 
320 is considered external to database system 100, but por 
tions of network 320 (as stated above) can be located in 
internal database system 100. 
0033 FIG. 4 is a screenshot 400 depicting an exemplary 
tagging interface via a web browser that can display external 
content. For purposes of illustration, screenshot 400 depicts a 
news web page on a web site (e.g., BBCTM web site) display 
ing external content 460 on a web browser of an electronic 
device (e.g., electronic device 310). Screenshot 400 also 
depicts tagging interface 450. In some embodiments, tagging 
interface 450 can be displayed in response to a user installing 
and activating a bookmarklet in the web browser. In other 
embodiments, tagging interface 450 can be displayed in 
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response to a user installing and activating a plug-in in the 
web browser. In some embodiments, a user may login to 
internal database system 100 before the bookmarklet or plu 
gin is activated. 
0034) Tagging interface 450 can be used to create tags 
associated with at least a portion of external content 460. In 
Some embodiments, the user can select at least a portion of 
external content 460. For example, if external content 460 is 
text-based, the user can select at least a portion of the text of 
external content 460. In other embodiments, if external con 
tent is an image or video, the user can select at least a portion 
of the image or at least a frame of the video to create one or 
more tags associated with the selected portions of external 
content 460. It can be understood that there can be other types 
of external content 460 that can also be selected for creating 
tags. For example, an audio file having a voice of a person can 
be tagged as a property of a person object. 
0035. When the user selects a portion of external content 
460, at least some of the fields of tagging interface 450 (e.g., 
TITLE 412, TYPE 410, etc.) can be automatically populated. 
In Some embodiments, this automatic population offields can 
depend on the type of external content 460. For example, in a 
text-based document, TITLE 412 field can be automatically 
populated with the selected portion of the text. In the screen 
shot of FIG. 4, TITLE 412 can be automatically populated 
with the selected portion of text “Curiosity.” In some embodi 
ments. TYPE 410 field of tagging interface can also be auto 
matically populated. In the screenshot of FIG. 4, TYPE 410 
can be automatically populated with a type of the selected 
portion oftext, “Ground Travel.” In some other embodiments, 
the fields of tagging interface 450 can be filled manually by 
the user or can be selected from a pull-down list of options. 
0036 Tagging interface 450 includes options for designat 
ing the type of tag. These options include a property tag 
option 404, an object tag option 406, and a link tag option 408. 
It will be understood by a skilled person in the art that it is 
possible to customize tagging interface 450 to modify the 
various available options. For example, a selection of prop 
erty tag option 404 could result in tagging interface 450 
adding one or more fields for linking an object to the property. 
For example, the property “Curiosity' could be linked to an 
object “Robot.” Moreover, a selection of link tag option 408 
could result in tagging interface 450 adding one or more fields 
linking two or more objects or two or more properties. 
0037. After the tagging option is selected and the appro 
priate fields are filled in, a Create Tag button 414 can be 
selected to create a tag associated with the selected portion of 
external content 460. In some embodiments, the properties of 
created tag can be modified after the tag is created. For 
example, TYPE 410 field can be changed, if desired, from 
“Ground Travel' to Air Travel after the tag is created. In 
Some embodiments, the created tag can be stored in a memory 
of the electronic device. 

0038. After an object tag is created, it can be displayed in 
a Tagged objects field 418 of tagging interface 450. Tagged 
objects field 418 can be useful as it can display all of the 
created object tags associated with external content 460 in 
one portion of tagging interface 450. Tagged objects field 418 
can also be useful as it can enable a user to modify any of the 
created tags. Moreover, after property tag option 404 is 
selected, tagged objects field 418 of tagging interface 450 
allows a user to select an appropriate tagged object from 
tagged objects field 418 for linking that property tag to a 
tagged object. Further, after a link tag option 408 is selected, 
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tagged objects field 418 of tagging interface 450 could allow 
a user to select two or more appropriate tagged objects from 
the tagged objects field 418. Moreover, tagging interface 450 
could provide a tagged properties field (not shown) that 
would provide a user with the option of linking two or more 
tagged properties. 
0039 Tagging interface 450 can also include, in some 
embodiments, a search for object field 416, which can be used 
to search for already existing created tag objects in internal 
database system (e.g., Database System 100). For example, 
FIG. 4 depicts “Search for object 416, which is populated 
with the tag “Curiosity.” If a created tag object is already 
associated with “Curiosity' in the internal database system, 
results associated with the existing created tag objects can be 
displayed in “Search for object” field 416. If such results 
indeed exist, tagging interface 450 alone or in combination 
with internal database system 100 can sync the tagged object 
from tagging interface 450 with the object existing in internal 
database system 100. In some embodiments, tagging inter 
face 450, using “Search for object” field 416, allows the 
ability to create links between tagged objects and/or proper 
ties from external content with objects and/or properties in 
internal database system 100. In some embodiments, “Search 
for object” field 416 provides the ability to create object types 
and/or property types for entities that exist in internal data 
base system 100. In some embodiments, a user of electronic 
device 310 is logged in to database system 100 in order to 
perform the syncing operation. 
0040 Created tags and external content 460 can be gath 
ered for storage using, for example, an application program 
interface (API), such as a Java client API. The API can create 
one or more parameter-value pairs associated with the tag. 
For example, with reference to the exemplary embodiments 
of FIG. 4, the parameter-value pairs that are created could be 
TagOption: Object, Title:Curiosity, Type:Ground Travel, 
Content:<label for external content 460>, DateAdded: 2012 
Aug. 20. User:John Doe, etc. Moreover, external content 460 
can be stored in a cache or a directory associated with the 
tagging interface under a label for that external content 460. 
By way of example, external content 460 can be stored as 
external content (as depicted in FIG. 4), a representation of 
external content 460, alphanumeric characters of external 
content 460, and/or any audio/visual data of external content 
460. 

0041 Created tags and external content 460 can be 
exported to an internal database system (e.g., Database Sys 
tem 100) by selecting an export button 420 (such as the 
“Export to Palantir’ button in FIG. 4) of Tagging Interface 
450. In some embodiments, electronic device 310 must be 
logged into internal database system 100 to export the content 
460 and any created tags. In some embodiments, content and 
created tags can be stored in the external system (e.g., 
memory of electronic device 310 or a cache associated with a 
web browser), in internal database system 100, or any com 
bination thereof. In embodiments where the content and cre 
ated tags are stored in the external system, the content and 
created tags can be exported after electronic device 310 con 
nects to internal database system 100. In some embodiments, 
the selection of create tag button 414 causes tagging interface 
450 to automatically export the content and created one or 
more tags to internal database system 100. In some embodi 
ments, electronic device 310 can include an interface for 
converting the stored parameter-value pairs and the stored 
content into data compatible with internal database system 
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100. Alternatively, or additionally, in some embodiments, 
internal database system 100 includes the interface. 
0042. After receiving external content and the created one 
or more tags, internal database system 100 stores the exported 
data into appropriate components. For example, external con 
tent 460 (or a converted format of external content 460) can be 
stored in data sources 130, while the parameter-value pairs 
that were created by electronic device 310 (or a converted 
format of the parameter value-pairs) can be stored in database 
170 according to ontology 150 and object model 160 
0043 FIG. 5 is a flowchart representing an exemplary 
method 500 performed by an electronic device for tagging 
external content. While the flowchart discloses the following 
steps in a particular order, it will be appreciated that at least 
some of the steps can be moved, modified, or deleted where 
appropriate, consistent with the teachings of the present dis 
closure. 
0044. In this exemplary embodiment, a user can utilize an 
electronic device (e.g., electronic device 310) that comprises 
a web browser like, for example, GoogleTM ChromeTM, 
MozillaTM FirefoxTM, MicrosoftTM Internet Explorer'TM, etc. 
The user can run a web browser to access content external to 
an internal database system (e.g., database system 100) that is 
present on a website or otherwise accessible via a network 
(e.g., network320), such as the Internet or an intranet. In this 
disclosure, intranet can mean any network that is understood 
as a network that does not encompass the Internet including, 
for example, a local area network, a wide area network, a 
campus area network, a metropolitan area network, an extra 
net, a private extranet, any set of two or more coupled elec 
tronic devices, or a combination of any of these or other 
appropriate networks. Also, for the exemplary embodiment of 
FIG. 5, it is understood that the electronic device is external to 
an internal database system, as described in relation to FIGS. 
1 and 2 earlier, where the database system is a part of an 
internal network. 

0045. In step 505, a bookmarklet is installed in the web 
browser of the electronic device. A bookmarklet can be a 
bookmark that is stored in a web browser and can contain 
JavaScript TM commands to extend the web browser's func 
tionality. That is, a bookmarklet can be a simple “one-click” 
tool that can add functionality to the web browser. For 
example, a bookmarklet can modify the appearance of a web 
page within the web browser by changing the font size or the 
background color of the text, and/or extract data from a web 
page. 
0046. In some embodiments, a plug-in, instead of a book 
marklet, can be installed. A plug-in can be implemented as a 
set of Software components that adds specific abilities to a 
larger software application, like a web browser, to enable 
customizing the functionality of the Software application. For 
example, a plug-in can be installed in a web browser to enable 
the web browser to play video. 
0047. There are some advantages to using a bookmarklet 
as opposed to a plug-in. For example, a bookmarklet can be 
web browser-agnostic. That is, the same code underlying a 
given bookmarklet can be used to run on any of the web 
browser such as GoogleTM ChromeTM, MozillaTM FirefoxTM, 
MicrosoftTM Internet ExplorerTM., etc. A plug-in, on the other 
hand, need not be compatible between various web browsers. 
A user might choose to install a bookmarklet due to its sim 
plicity and browser-agnostic capability. 
0048. In some embodiments, a bookmarklet can be 
installed, for example, by a process similar to adding a book 
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mark to the web browser. For example, if the user intends to 
bookmark a particular website, the user can drag an icon 
associated with the web address (also known as uniform 
resource locator) of the website to the bookmark bar of the 
web browser. Similar to the process of adding a bookmark, 
the user can drag an object or link associated with a book 
marklet to the bookmark bar of the web browser to install the 
bookmarklet to the web browser. As known in the art, there 
are several other ways of adding a bookmarklet, for example, 
using keyboard shortcuts, importing bookmarklets from 
other web browsers, manually adding by right-clicking the 
bookmark bar and selecting adding page, etc. 
0049. A plug-in can be installed in the web browser 
instead of, or in addition to, a bookmarklet. A plug-in can be 
installed similar to any software application like, for example, 
the web browser. The user can first download the plug-in from 
an appropriate web site and then can proceed to install the 
plug-in. Since a typical plug-in is designed to be compatible 
to a specific web browser (e.g., GoogleTM ChromeTM, 
MozillaTM FirefoxTM, MicrosoftTM Internet ExplorerTM., etc.), 
the plug-in can become a part of the web browser automati 
cally after the plug-in is installed. 
0050 Referring again to FIG. 5, in step 510, the electronic 
device accesses the external content using the web browser. In 
this disclosure, “external content” signifies that the accessed 
content is external to an internal database system (such as 
Database System 100). The accessed external content can be 
found on the Internet or can be part of an intranet of an 
organization. Additionally, external content can be digital 
content that is accessible via web browsers of electronic 
devices. In some embodiments, external content can com 
prise structured or non-structured data including web pages, 
documents, email messages, text messages, AdobeTM PDF 
documents, and other media-based content. The other media 
based content can comprise external content based on, for 
example, audio, video, etc. In some embodiments, accessing 
external content can comprise, for example, opening a web 
page or a document in the web browser. In some other 
embodiments, accessing external content can comprise, for 
example, modifying or editing external content in the web 
browser. 

0051. In step 515, the web browser is enhanced by provid 
ing a tagging interface, such as tagging interface 450. 
Enhancing the web browser can involve rewriting or modify 
ing at least a portion of the underlying code of the web 
browser, wherein the web browser can display at least some of 
the accessed external content. The enhancement can be 
accomplished by running or activating the installed bookmar 
klet. In some embodiments, when the installed bookmarklet 
is activated, the underlying code of the web browser specific 
to the accessed external content can be modified or altered in 
order to display a tagging interface in the web browser. For 
example, when a web page on the Internet is the accessed 
external content (say, a news web page accessed at <http:// 
www.cnn.com.>) and is displayed in the web browser, the 
activation of the installed bookmarklet can enhance the web 
browser for displaying a tagging interface (such as tagging 
interface 450) in the web browser. 
0052. In some embodiments, enhancing the web browser 
can also include enhancing the local copy of the external 
content being accessed in the web browser. For example, if 
the accessed external content is a news web page associated 
with CNNTM, as noted above, enhancing the web browser can 
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include modifying or editing the specific content associated 
with the displayed CNNTM's news web page. 
0053 Next, in some embodiments, the user can select or 
highlight at least a portion of the external content for tagging. 
For example, the user can select a portion of text of a news 
web page for tagging that portion of the content. The user can 
select or highlight a portion of the external content (for 
example, selecting by using a mouse or touchpad) and can 
select, using the tagging interface, a type of tag to be created 
for that selected or highlighted portion. The tagging interface 
can be a graphical user interface that enables a user to create 
tags for tagging external content. In some embodiments, the 
tagging interface can enable a user to create tags of different 
kinds, for example, an object tag (e.g., object tag option 406), 
a link tag (e.g., link tag option 408), and a property tag (e.g., 
property tag option 404). The selecting of various tag options 
can provide different functionalities and fields, as discussed 
above. After the user selects an appropriate tag option for the 
selected portion of the external content, the tagging interface 
provides the ability to create a tag. For example, the tagging 
interface can include an option called “Create Tag” (Create 
Tag 414 of FIG. 4). 
0054. In step 520, the created tag that is associated with the 
enhanced web browser is received by the tagging interface. In 
Some embodiments, one or more created tags can be associ 
ated with the enhanced portion of the external content. For 
example, FIG. 4 shows that the text “Curiosity' 402 was 
selected from the web page displayed in the web browser of 
FIG. 4. Also, FIG. 4 depicts tagging interface 450 enabling 
the creation of an object tag associated with the selected text, 
“Curiosity.” After the user selects the text “Curiosity, the user 
can assign some properties for a tag to-be-created and finishes 
the process of creating the object tag by selecting the option 
create tag button 414 of FIG. 4. After the create tag button 414 
is selected, a tag associated with the selected text, “Curiosity' 
is created and received by tagging interface 450. 
0055. In step 525, the received tag is stored. The received 
tag can be stored in an external system (e.g., a memory of the 
electronic device or a cache associated with web browser), or 
a combination of both. In step 530, the received tag and the 
external content can be exported to an internal database sys 
tem (internal database system 100). In some embodiments, 
the electronic device must be logged into the internal database 
system to export the external content and any created tags. In 
Some embodiments, content and created tags can be stored in 
the electronic device and be later exported after the electronic 
device connects to the internal database system. In some 
embodiments, the receipt of a created tag causes an automatic 
export of the content and created one or more tags to the 
internal database system. In some embodiments, the receipt 
of the created tag is stored to the internal database system and 
export step 530 may not be needed. 
0056. According to some embodiments, the operations, 
techniques, and/or components described herein are imple 
mented by one or more special-purpose computing devices 
(e.g., electronic device 310). The special-purpose computing 
devices can be hard-wired to perform the operations, tech 
niques, and/or components described herein, or can include 
digital electronic devices such as one or more application 
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable 
gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to 
perform the operations, techniques and/or components 
described herein, or can include one or more general purpose 
hardware processors programmed to perform Such features of 
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the present disclosure pursuant to program instructions in 
firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such 
special-purpose computing devices can also combine custom 
hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom program 
ming to accomplish the technique and other features of the 
present disclosure. The special-purpose computing devices 
can be desktop computer systems, portable computer sys 
tems, handheld devices, networking devices, or any other 
device that incorporates hard-wired and/or program logic to 
implement the techniques and other features of the present 
disclosure. 

0057 The one or more computing devices can be gener 
ally controlled and coordinated by operating system soft 
ware, such as iOS, Android, Blackberry, Chrome OS, Win 
dows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 
Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, 
VxWorks, or other compatible operating systems. In other 
embodiments, the computing device can be controlled by a 
proprietary operating system. Conventional operating sys 
tems control and schedule computer processes for execution, 
perform memory management, provide file system, network 
ing, I/O services, and provide a user interface functionality, 
Such as a graphical user interface ("GUI), among other 
things. 
0058. By way of example, FIG. 6 is a block diagram that 
illustrates a computer system 600. Computer system 600 
includes a bus 602 or other communication mechanism for 
communicating information, and one or more hardware pro 
cessors 604, coupled with bus 602 for processing informa 
tion. One or more hardware processors 604 can be, for 
example, one or more general purpose microprocessors. 
0059 Computer system 600 also includes a main memory 
606, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other 
dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 602 for storing infor 
mation and instructions to be executed by processor 604. 
Main memory 606 also can be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 604. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in non-transitory storage media accessible 
to one or more processors 604, render computer system 600 
into a special-purpose machine that is customized to perform 
the operations specified in the instructions. 
0060 Computer system 600 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 608 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 602 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 604. A storage device 610, Such as a magnetic disk, 
optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is pro 
vided and coupled to bus 602 for storing information and 
instructions. 

0061 Computer system 600 can be coupled via bus 602 to 
a display 612, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), an LCD 
display, or a touchscreen, for displaying information to a 
computer user. An input device 614, including alphanumeric 
and other keys, is coupled to bus 602 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 604. 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 616, such 
as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for commu 
nicating direction information and command selections to 
processor 604 and for controlling cursor movement on dis 
play 612. The input device typically has two degrees of free 
dom in two axes, a first axis (for example, X) and a second axis 
(for example, y), that allows the device to specify positions in 
a plane. In some embodiments, the same direction informa 
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tion and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
CUSO. 

0062 Computing system 600 can include a user interface 
module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass 
storage device as executable Software codes that are executed 
by the one or more computing devices. This and other mod 
ules may include, by way of example, components, such as 
Software components, object-oriented Software components, 
class components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 
0063. In general, the word “module,” as used herein, refers 
to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection 
of Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit 
points, Written in a programming language, such as, for 
example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module can be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or written in an interpreted program 
ming language such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or Python. 
It will be appreciated that software modules can be callable 
from other modules or from themselves, and/or can be 
invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Software 
modules configured for execution on computing devices can 
be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a com 
pact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any 
other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and can be 
originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression, or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code can be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
can be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules can be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
can be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but can be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage. 
0064 Computer system 600 can implement the tech 
niques and other features described herein using customized 
hard-wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware 
and/or program logic which in combination with the com 
puter system causes or programs computer system 600 to be 
a special-purpose machine. According to some embodiments, 
the techniques and other features described herein are per 
formed by computer system 600 in response to one or more 
processors 604 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 606. Such 
instructions can be read into main memory 606 from another 
storage medium, Such as storage device 610. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 606 
causes processor 604 to perform the process steps described 
herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry can 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
tions. 

0065. The term “non-transitory media” as used herein 
refers to any media storing data and/or instructions that cause 
a machine to operate in a specific fashion. Such non-transi 
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tory media can comprise non-volatile media and/or volatile 
media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or 
magnetic disks, such as storage device 610. Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory. Such as main memory 606. Com 
mon forms of non-transitory media include, for example, a 
floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state drive, mag 
netic tape, or any other magnetic data storage medium, a 
CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, any physi 
cal medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and 
EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory 
chip or cartridge, and networked versions of the same. 
0066 Non-transitory media is distinct from, but can be 
used in conjunction with, transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between Stor 
age media. For example, transmission media includes coaxial 
cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that 
comprise bus 602. Transmission media can also take the form 
of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during 
radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 

0067 Various forms of media can be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to proces 
sor 604 for execution. For example, the instructions can ini 
tially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 600 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 602. Bus 602 carries the data to main memory 606, 
from which processor 604 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 606 can 
optionally be stored on storage device 610 either before or 
after execution by processor 604. 
0068 Computer system 600 also includes a communica 
tion interface 618 coupled to bus 602. Communication inter 
face 618 provides a two-way data communication coupling to 
a network link 620 that is connected to a local network 622. 
For example, communication interface 618 can be an inte 
grated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, 
satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communica 
tion connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As 
another example, communication interface 618 can be a local 
area network (LAN) card to provide a data communication 
connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links can also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 618 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
0069 Network link 620 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 620 can provide a connection 
through local network 622 to a host computer 624 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
626. ISP 626 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet' 628. Local net 
work 622 and Internet 628 both use electrical, electromag 
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 620 and through communication interface 618, 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 600, 
are example forms of transmission media. 
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0070 Computer system 600 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link 620 and communication interface 618. In the 
Internet example, a server 630 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 628, ISP 
626, local network 622 and communication interface 618. 
0071. The received code can be executed by processor 604 
as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 610, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. 
0072. In the foregoing specification, embodiments have 
been described with reference to numerous specific details 
that can vary from implementation to implementation. Cer 
tain adaptations and modifications of the described embodi 
ments can be made. Other embodiments can be apparent to 
those skilled in the art from consideration of the specification 
and practice of the invention disclosed herein. It is intended 
that the specification and examples be considered as exem 
plary only, with a true scope and spirit of the invention being 
indicated by the following claims. It is also intended that the 
sequence of steps shown in figures are only for illustrative 
purposes and are not intended to be limited to any particular 
sequence of steps. As such, those skilled in the art can appre 
ciate that these steps can be performed in a different order 
while implementing the same method. 

1-20. (canceled) 
21. An apparatus configured to provide a tagging interface 

for tagging content external to an internal database system, 
the apparatus comprising: 

a display device: 
a memory device that stores a set of instructions; and 
at least one processor that executes the set of instructions to 

perform the following operations: 
electronically present, on the display device, an 

enhanced web browser for viewing external content, 
the enhanced web browser including a tagging inter 
face comprising: 
a tag-type selection input that enables a user to des 

ignate one of a plurality of a tag-types for a tag; and 
a create-tag selection input that enables a user to cre 

ate a tag with a designated tag-type and associate 
the tag with a selected portion of the external con 
tent. 

22. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the tagging inter 
face further comprises an export selection input that enables 
the user to export the tag and the external content to the 
internal database system. 

23. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the tag-type selec 
tion input includes a property tag option for designating a 
property tag and an object tag option for designating an object 
tag. 

24. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the tagging inter 
face further comprises a name field for providing a title for the 
tag. 

25. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the tag-type selec 
tion input includes a link tag option for defining a relationship 
between at least two entities. 

26. The apparatus of claim 25, wherein an entity of the at 
least two entities can be an object or a property. 

27. The apparatus of claim 21, wherein the enhanced web 
browser is updatable using a bookmarklet or a plugin. 

28. A method for providing input into a tagging interface, 
the method being performed by one or more processors of an 
electronic device that is external to a database system and 
comprising: 
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providing the tagging interface on an enhanced web 
browser displaying external content; 

receiving a tag-type selection input designating one of a 
plurality of tag-types for a tag; and 

receiving a create-tag selection input creating a tag with a 
designated tag-type and associating the tag with a 
selected portion of the external content. 

29. The method of claim 28, further comprising receiving 
an export selection input exporting the tag and the external 
content to the database system. 

30. The method of claim 28, wherein the tag-type selection 
input includes a property tag option for designating a property 
tag and an object tag option for designating an object tag. 

31. The method of claim 28, further comprising receiving 
a title for the tag. 

32. The method of claim 28, wherein the tag-type selection 
input includes a link tag option for defining a relationship 
between at least two entities. 

33. The method of claim32, wherein an entity of the at least 
two entities can be an object or a property. 

34. The method of claim 28, wherein the enhanced web 
browser has been updated using a bookmarklet or a plugin. 

k k k k k 
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202 
RECEIVE ONE OR MORE 

DATA OBJECTS. 

204 
RECEIVE A TEMPLATE. 

PARSE INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE TEMPLATE. 

206 

208 
EXECUTE INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE TEMPLATE, 
ACCESS THE ONE OR MORE DATA OBJECTS, AND 

GENERATE OUTPUT. 

210 
GENERATE CUSTOM DOCUMENT BY REPLACING THE 

EXECUTABLE INSTRUCTIONS WITH THE 
CORRESPONDING GENERATED OUTPUT. 

FIG. 2 
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Height HEIGHT-HOLDER 
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ASSOCiates ASSOCATES-HOLDER 

FIG. 3A 
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310A 
<document> 

| | 

| | 

<paragraphs 
: <text:NAME-HOLDERK/text: : 

</paragraph> 
<paragraph> 

<image name="image-HOLDER.png" /> 
</paragraph 
<paragraph> 

Ktable> 
KOW 

<tableData>Height</tableData> 
<tableData>HEIGHT-HOLDER</tableDatax 

</rowd 
: <rCW> 

<tableData>Contact Information</tableData- : 
<tableData>CONTACT-HOLDERC/tableData> 

</row> 
<OW> 

<tableData>Associates</tableData> 
<tableData>ASSOCIATES-HOLDER</tableData> 

</row> 
</table> 

</paragraph> 

: 
| | 
| | 

</document> 

FIG. 3B 
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<document> 

31 OB 

<% for each object in objects %> 

<paragraph) 
<texts (%= print(object.getName) '6></text) 

</paragraph> 
<paragraphs 

<image name="<%= print(object.getPicture) %>" /> 
</paragraph> 
<paragraph> 

<table> 
KOW 

<tableData-Height</tableData> 
<tableDatas 

316 K% 
N records = object.getRecords; 
: height = frequency Map(records, "height')...getMostCommon; 

N 

print(height); 
%> 

</tableData> 

KOW 

<tableData>Contact Information</tableData> 
<tableData 

312 <% 
Sif object.getPhoneNumber is not null 

3 println("Phone Number: "+ object.getPhoneNumber); 
14 -1 

if object.getmail is not null 
println("Email: "+ object.getmail); 

</tableData> 

KOW) 

<tableData>Associates</tableData> 
<tableData><%= print(object.getAssociates.joini",")%2g/tableData> 

</row> 
</table> 

</paragraph> 
<% end%2 

</document> 

FIG. 3C 
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<document> 
322 32 - 

<paragraphs 
<text. John Doez/texts 

</paragraph> 
<paragraphs 

<image name="john Doe.png" /> 
</paragraph> 
<paragraphs 

<table> 

<tableData>Height</tableDatas 
<tableData>5'7"</table Data> 

<tableData Contact information</tableData> 
<tableData>Phone Number: (123) 111 - 1111</tableData> 

</row> 
grOW> 

<tableData>Associates</tableData> 
<tableData>Jane Doe, Bob Doe, Jerry Doleg/tableData> 

</row 
</table> 

</paragraph> 

</document> 

FIG. 3D 
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330 

332 

John Doe 

334 N 

336 

Height 5'7" 

Contact Information Phone Number: (123) 111 - 1111 

ASSOCiates Jane Doe, Bob Doe, Jerry Dole 

FIG. 3E 
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TEMPLATE SYSTEM FOR CUSTOM 
DOCUMENT GENERATION 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY 
PRIORITY APPLICATIONS 

0001. Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1.57. 
0002 This application claims benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application Ser. No. 61/909,949 filed Nov. 27, 2013, 
which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety. 
0003. Additionally, this application claims benefit of U.S. 
Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 61/863,792 entitled 
“Cable Reader Labeling filed Aug. 8, 2013, and U.S. Provi 
sional Patent Application Ser. No. 61/863,814 entitled “Cable 
Reader Snippets and Postboard' filed Aug. 8, 2013, which are 
hereby incorporated by reference in their entireties and col 
lectively referred to herein as the “Snippet references.” 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0004. This application is related to but does not claim 
priority from U.S. Pat. No. 8,489.623 entitled “Creating Data 
In A Data Store Using A Dynamic Ontology' filed May 12, 
2011, which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety 
and referred to herein as the “Ontology reference.” 

BACKGROUND 

0005. In the area of computer-based platforms, documents 
may be programmatically generated from structured data. 

SUMMARY 

0006. The systems, methods, techniques, and devices 
described herein each have several aspects, no single one of 
which is solely responsible for its desirable attributes. With 
out limiting the scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting 
features will now be discussed briefly. 
0007. In some embodiments, a computer system for gen 
erating custom template-based documents comprises a tem 
plate storage device. The computer system may further com 
prise one or more hardware processors programmed via 
executable code instructions. When executed, the executable 
code instructions may cause the computer system to imple 
ment a template generator. The template generator may be 
configured to access a placeholder template comprising one 
or more placeholders indicating locations for insertion of 
executable instructions. The template generator may be fur 
ther configured to receive executable instructions to be 
included in the placeholder template. The template generator 
may be further configured to store, in the template storage 
device, a template including one or more sets of the received 
executable instructions inserted into corresponding place 
holders of the placeholder template. When further executed, 
the executable code instructions may cause the computer 
system to implement a template selection unit. The template 
selection unit may be configured to receive a selection of the 
template and selection of one or more data objects to include 
in a generated custom document based on properties of the 
one or more data objects. When further executed, the execut 
able code instructions may cause the computer system to 
implement a template processor. The template processor may 
be configured to parse the one or more sets of executable 
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instructions included in the template. The template processor 
may be further configured to execute each set of executable 
instructions, wherein at least some sets of executable instruc 
tions include instructions to access properties of the selected 
data objects stored in one or more data sources. The template 
processor may be further configured to generate an output for 
each set of executable instructions. The template processor 
may be further configured to generate the custom document 
by replacing sets of executable instructions in the template 
with the output generated by execution of corresponding sets 
of executable instructions. At least some of the output include 
properties of the selected data objects and/or Summary data 
regarding the properties of the selected data objects. 
0008. In some embodiments, a method for generating cus 
tom template-based documents may comprise receiving 
selection of a template, the template including one or more 
sets of executable instructions. The method may further com 
prise receiving selection of one or more data objects to access 
in response to executing the one or more sets of executable 
instructions. The method may further comprise executing, by 
a computer system having one or more computer processors 
and an electronic storage device, each set of executable 
instructions, wherein at least some sets of executable instruc 
tions include instructions to access properties of at least some 
of the selected data objects. The method may further com 
prise generating an output for each set of executable instruc 
tions. The method may further comprise generating a custom 
document by replacing sets of executable instructions in the 
template with the corresponding generated output, including 
properties of the selected data objects and/or Summary data 
regarding the properties of the selected data objects. 
0009. In some embodiments, a non-transitory computer 
storage comprises instructions for causing a computer system 
to generate custom template-based documents. When 
executed, the instructions may receive a template that was 
modified by replacing placeholders with sets of executable 
instructions. When executed, the instructions may receive a 
selection of the template. When executed, the instructions 
may receive selection of one or more data objects to include 
in a generated custom document based on properties of the 
one or more data objects. When executed, the instructions 
may parse the one or more sets of executable instructions 
from the template by the computer system. When executed, 
the instructions may execute each set of executable instruc 
tions, wherein at least some sets of executable instructions 
include instructions to access properties of the selected data 
objects stored from one or more data sources. When executed, 
the instructions may generate an output for each set of execut 
able instructions. When executed, the instructions may gen 
erate a custom document by replacing sets of executable 
instructions in the template with the corresponding generated 
output, including properties of the selected data objects and/ 
or Summary data regarding the properties of the selected data 
objects. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0010 Certain aspects of the disclosure will become more 
readily appreciated as those aspects become better under 
stood by reference to the following detailed description, when 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 
0011 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
template system, according to some embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 
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0012 FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating an example docu 
ment generation process from a template, according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0013 FIG. 3A illustrates an example placeholder tem 
plate, according to Some embodiments of the present disclo 
SUC. 

0014 FIG. 3B illustrates an example Extensible Markup 
Language document of the placeholder template, according 
to Some embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0015 FIG. 3C illustrates an example Extensible Markup 
Language document of a template with executable code 
instructions, according to Some embodiments of the present 
disclosure. 

0016 FIG. 3D illustrates an example Extensible Markup 
Language document of an output document following the 
execution of embedded code instructions, according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0017 FIG. 3E illustrates an example custom document, 
according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0018 FIG. 4A illustrates an example user interface of the 
template system for loading and/or viewing data objects, 
according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0019 FIG. 4B illustrates an example user interface of the 
template system for selecting a template, according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0020 FIG. 4C illustrates an example user interface of the 
template system for evaluating code instructions, according 
to Some embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0021 FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
template system with which various methods and systems 
discussed herein may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0022 Reports and/or documents may be programmati 
cally generated from structured data. For example, a com 
puter system may be programmed with code instructions to 
uniformly generate reports and/or documents from structured 
data. To modify the format of a report and/or document, a new 
Software release may be required to make changes to the 
report and/or document. In another example, a report and/or 
document may be generated from the embedded features of a 
document processing application. Microsoft Word may have 
built in functions for executing code instructions in a docu 
ment such as macros for executing Visual Basic. 
0023. In addition to computer systems programmed to 
generate uniform reports and/or the embedded features of a 
document processing application, disclosed herein are sys 
tems, methods, techniques, and devices for dynamically gen 
erating custom documents that include information related to 
one or more data objects and/or properties of those data 
objects. Using the techniques and systems described herein, 
efficient, flexible, Scalable, and custom document generation 
may be achieved. In one particular example implementation 
of the systems and methods discussed herein, custom docu 
ments may be generated based on properties of one or more 
user-selected data objects and based on Microsoft Word tem 
plates that include embedded executable code instructions 
that may be evaluated outside of Microsoft Word. While 
certain examples herein refer to Microsoft Word, the systems 
and methods are applicable to any data format and any read 
ing and/or editing Software. 
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Example Template Generation 
0024 FIG. 1 illustrates a template system, according to 
Some embodiments of the present disclosure. In the example 
embodiment of FIG. 1, the template environment 190 com 
prises a network 160, a template system 100, a user comput 
ing device 102, and an object storage device 130. Various 
communications between these devices are illustrated. For 
example, communication of a placeholder template 110, data 
selection 120, object data 140, and a custom document 150 
are illustrated in various actions 1-5 that are illustrated in the 
circled numbers in the Figure. In this embodiment, the tem 
plate system 100 includes a template generator 104, a tem 
plate storage device 106, a selection unit 108, and a template 
processor 109, each of which is described in further detail 
below. 
0025. As shown in FIG. 1, at action one, a template with 
code placeholders, which is referred to herein as a “place 
holder template.” is transmitted from the user computing 
device 102 to the template generator 104 of the template 
system 100. In some embodiments, the placeholder template 
110 includes code placeholders, which indicate locations in a 
template document where the user would like content to be 
added dynamically based on the properties of one or more 
selected data objects. FIG. 3A, for example, illustrates an 
example placeholder template 300, with placeholders that 
have been added and/or displayed through a document pro 
cessing application. The placeholder template 300 may cor 
respond to the placeholder template 110 of FIG.1. A human 
operator may have created the placeholder template 300 in a 
document processing application, such as, but not limited to, 
Microsoft Word. The placeholder template 300 may comprise 
static text and/or features that may be used in all of the reports 
and/or documents generated from templates based on the 
placeholder template 300, such as static text 312. In other 
examples, the header or footer of the document may contain 
the same information on all reports, such as a company logo. 
0026. The human operator may have created the place 
holder template 300 to meet specifications for a custom 
report. The layout may be customized to the specifications of 
the report and/or to the preferences of the human operator. For 
example, the title 304 and/or the table 302, may be aligned, 
formatted, and/or in a font that matches the human operators 
preferences. Similarly, the image 306 may be positioned and/ 
or aligned according to the human operator's preferences. 
0027 Elements of the placeholder template 300, such as 
the title 304, the image 306, and/or the table 302 may com 
prise placeholder elements. The placeholder elements repre 
sent aspects and/or features of the document that the human 
operator desires to be dynamically populated and/or updated 
with properties from data objects and/or based on the prop 
erties of data objects. For example, title-holder 304 may be a 
placeholder that is to be replaced with a title associated with 
an object selected by the requester of a document based on the 
template. For example, the title-holder 304 may be replaced 
with the name of a person, which may correspond to one or 
more name properties associated with a person data object. 
Similarly, the other placeholder elements, such as the image 
306 and the height-holder, contact-holder, and associates 
holder in table 302 should correspond to properties of one or 
more objects (e.g., person objects) selected by the requesting 
human operator. 
0028. A template may be in various formats. For example, 
a template may comprise documents and/or formats such as, 
but not limited to, Microsoft Word, Microsoft PowerPoint, 
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Microsoft Excel, HyperTextMarkup Language (“HTML'), a 
database format, Extensible Markup Language (XML). 
JSON, delimited file formats, a file format that is proprietary 
to the template system 100, and/or any other format. FIG.3B 
illustrates, for example, an XML document of a placeholder 
template in an XML based document format. For example, 
the Microsoft Office document formats, such as, but not lim 
ited to, Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Excel, any other docu 
ment format, may comprise XML based document formats. 
In other words, for example, a Word document may be an 
archive file, corresponding to, but not limited to, a ZIP format, 
of XML documents. As such, a human operator, with the use 
of an archival application, or some other application, may 
open a document file archive to view and/or edit the one or 
more XML documents comprising the document. 
0029. The example XML document 310A may corre 
spond to the placeholder template 300 of FIG.3A, which may 
be in a document archive format comprising one or more 
XML files, including the XML document 301A. The example 
tags in the XML document 310A are illustrative and may not 
correspond to a specific document XML format. 
0030. As illustrated by the XML document 310A, a human 
operator, upon opening the XML document 310A with a text 
editing application, XML editing application, and/or some 
other application, may identify the placeholder elements. For 
example, “Ctext>NAME-HOLDER</text>” may be identifi 
able because of the "HOLDER''text. Thus, a human operator 
may search through one or more documents 310 that com 
prise the template (e.g., there may be multiple XML and/or 
other document types that are part of a single Microsoft Word 
document) for the particular character string used in the tem 
plate to identify placeholders. In the example of FIG. 3, the 
human operator can search for the character string 
"HOLDER to easily identify files and/or locations in the 
files where placeholders are present and where executable 
code should be inserted in order to make those placeholders 
operable to obtain data associated with one or more objects. 
Thus, the use of placeholders may be useful because the 
various files that make-up a single output format (e.g., 
Microsoft Word document) may be very large, complex, and/ 
or otherwise difficult to navigate in order to identify the 
appropriate locations to replace placeholders with executable 
code. For example, a single XML document may be thou 
sands of lines with hundreds of different tags. Thus, identi 
fying portions of the XML document may be achieved by 
searching for placeholders in the XML document. Further 
more, a human operator may edit and/or modify the XML 
document without fully understanding a complex XML based 
document format because the placeholders may focus the 
human operator on the important sections of the XML for 
editing and/or modifying. 
0031 While XML is shown in the document 310A, the 
template system may support other previously mentioned 
document formats and/or any other document format. For 
example, a HTML template may be used, and the placehold 
ers may be placed in a HTML document. 
0032. Returning to FIG. 1, at action two, the template 
generator 104 generates a template by replacing the place 
holders in the placeholder template 110 (or placeholder tem 
plate 300 of FIG.3A) with code segments that are executable 
in order to obtain replacement data for those placeholders. In 
some embodiments, some or all of the embedded code 
instructions associated with placeholders may be placed and/ 
or included in the placeholder template 110 that is sent from 
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the user computing device 102 to the template generator 104 
through the network 160. For example, the user 102 may 
write the code segments based on using a programming inter 
face provided by the template generator 104, which may be 
implemented on the user computing device 102 partially and/ 
or fully in various embodiments. Thus, the template generator 
104 may be configured to receive executable instructions to 
be included in a document template, either by the user 102 
and/or by another user that may have more programming 
skills that are useful in writing and/or selecting code associ 
ated with each placeholder. For example, the template gen 
erator 104 may be a text editing application operated by a 
human operator that inserts the embedded code instructions 
based on the code placeholders. In some embodiments, the 
template generator 104 may be an automated process that 
receives the template 110 with code placeholders and auto 
matically replaces the code instruction placeholders with 
embedded instructions. In some embodiments, template gen 
eration is automatic, manual, or some combination thereof. 
The template generator 104 may output and/or store the gen 
erated template with embedded code instructions in the tem 
plate storage device 106. 
0033 FIG. 3C illustrates the template with executable 
code instructions inserted, which may be distinguished from 
the placeholder template (e.g., FIG.3B). The XML document 
310A of FIG. 3B may have been modified to produce the 
coded XML document 310B. The executable code instruc 
tions in the coded XML document 310 are illustrative and, 
thus, may not correspond to any specific programming lan 
guage or include instructions that are syntactically complete 
and/or correct. The template system may be configured to 
Support one or more interpreted programming languages, 
such as, but not limited to, embedded Ruby, JRuby, Groovy, 
BASIC, Perl, Python, Jython, and/or LISP. The template sys 
tem may also be configured to support other programming 
languages, such as, but not limited to, Java, Lua, C, C++, 
and/or C#. 

0034. The use of embedded code instructions in the coded 
XML document 310B may allow for dynamic document cre 
ation based on data objects. For example, the code instruc 
tion, “K% print(object.getName) 96>, may cause the tem 
plate system 100 of FIG. 1 (and/or the template processor 109 
discussed further below) to retrieve the name property of a 
selected object (or objects) and print that name property to the 
document. As previously mentioned, the human operator and/ 
or a template generator may know where to insert the particu 
lar code instruction within that XML element because of the 
“NAME-HOLDER indicator from the XML document 
310A in FIG. 3B. Similarly, the human operator and/or tem 
plate generator may add embedded code instructions access 
ing data object properties based on the placeholders in the 
template corresponding to the image 306, and/or the table 302 
of FIG. 3A. 

0035. In some embodiments, there may be some variations 
of how the embedded code instructions are executed. For 
example, to execute interpreted programming languages, 
such as, but not limited to, Ruby and/or Groovy, the template 
system 100 of FIG. 1 (and/or the template processor 109 
discussed further below) may execute the embedded code 
instructions at runtime without compiling the embedded code 
instructions. In some embodiments, to execute compiled or 
partially compiled programming languages, such as, but not 
limited to, Java and/or C++, the template system 100 of FIG. 
1 (and/or the template processor 109 discussed further below) 
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may comprise a compiler unit that compiles the extracted 
code instructions to be able to execute those code instruc 
tions. 
0036. In some embodiments, the template generator 104 
and/or template system 100 of FIG. 1 may comprise tools 
and/or applications for editing XML based document formats 
and/or other document formats. For example, an XML based 
document formatting application may allow a human opera 
torto open an XML based document format and edit the XML 
files of the XML based document format directly. As previ 
ously illustrated, an XML based document format may com 
prise a file archive of XML documents. Thus, without an 
XML based document formatting application and/or tool, a 
human operator may have to open the XML based document 
file archive before editing the XML files and/or re-archive the 
XML files after making the XML changes. An XML based 
document formatting application and/or tool may allow the 
human operator to easily open, edit, and/or save XML docu 
ments within an XML based document format by performing 
the archiving and/or re-archiving steps automatically. 
0037. The use of embedded code instructions in the docu 
ment 310B may allow for custom programming logic for 
document generation. For example, the code instruction 312, 
“if object.getPhoneNumber is not null, includes an if-state 
ment. Therefore, the following code instruction 314, “println 
(Phone Number: +object.getPhoneNumber).” may only be 
executed if the if-statement 312 evaluates to the boolean True. 
Thus, programming logic in the document 310B may allow 
for conditional logic based on data object properties. The 
code instruction block 316 may illustrate further program 
ming logic. For example, a person object may have multiple 
records associated with the person, each record may have a 
height property, and, therefore, a person may have multiple 
height properties. However, it may be desirable to display the 
most common height of a person. Therefore, the code instruc 
tion “height frequencyMap(records, height).getMost 
Common at 316 may determine the most common height 
property that may be printed to the document. 
0038. The use of embedded code instructions in the docu 
ment 310B may allow for efficient custom document creation. 
For example, the first and last illustrated code instructions, 
respectively, “K% for each object in objects 96>'' and “K% end 
%d.” which may be illustrative of a for loop, may cause the 
template processor 109, when executing the code, to perform 
operations within the loop for each of the one or more data 
objects. The use of a for loop may be efficient because the two 
lines of embedded code instructions will cause the template 
system to loop over any number of objects and repeat the 
static text and/or executable code instructions within the for 
loop. For example, the for loop may enclose the respective 
elements corresponding to the title304, image 306, and/or the 
table 302 of FIG. 3A. Therefore, upon executing the embed 
ded code instructions within template, a page and/or section 
will be generated per data object (each corresponding to one 
loop of the for loop). For example, if ten person objects were 
selected, determined, accessed, and/or loaded and sent to the 
template system, ten pages and/or sections each correspond 
ing to one person object may be generated. 

Example Selection and Execution of a Template 
0039 Returning to FIG. 1, actions 1-2 describe operations 
that may be performed in generating a coded template. Once 
a coded template is generated and stored in the template 
storage device 106, that coded template can be selected by the 
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human operator and/or any other users for use in creating a 
document based on the template. Actions 3-5 of FIG. 1 illus 
trate example processes that may be performed by a user in 
selecting a template, selecting one or more objects from 
which information is to be used in the document generated 
based on the template, and generating that document based on 
the object properties. 

0040. In action 3, the user of the user computing device 
102 selects one or more objects to be included in the docu 
ment/report. For example, if the user is a law enforcement 
officer and once a report including information on each of 10 
suspects, those 10 suspects may be selected. Referring to FIG. 
4A, for example, a user interface 400 of a software applica 
tion configured to provide data regarding objects and to allow 
the user to select one or more of the data objects. The example 
user interface 400 comprises a search box 402, an object 
display area 404, and menu bar 406. A human operator, e.g., 
the user of the user computing device 102, by typing and/or 
entering data into the search box 402 may load, lookup, 
and/or retrieve one or more data objects. For example, by 
typing the name of a person, such as "John Doe, the person 
object 410 may be displayed in the object display area 404. 
The other person objects 412 (including objects 412A, 412B. 
and/or 412C) may be displayed automatically and/or after 
user interaction by the human operator with the person object 
410. For example, a human operator may select the person 
object 410 and select an option to display associates and/or 
persons related to the person object 410. The links 414A, 
414B, and/or 414C may display relationships between the 
person object 410 and related person objects 412A, 412B. 
and/or 412C, respectively. For example, the person objects 
412 may be related to the person object 410, such as, but not 
limited to, associates, acquaintances, and/or family members. 
The user interface 400 may be capable of displaying any type 
of data object and/or may not be limited to displaying person 
data objects. 
0041. In some embodiments, the embedded code instruc 
tions may determine one or more additional data objects 
based on the one or more selected objects. For example, 
known associate objects and/or the arrest record objects for a 
selected person object may be determined programmatically 
from the embedded code instructions, such as by using tech 
niques discussed in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/968, 
265, and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/968,123, which 
are hereby incorporated by reference in their entireties. For 
example, the selected person data object may be a starting 
point to determine one or more additional related data objects. 
For example, a stolen vehicle report object, which has color 
property of “red,” may be selected by the human operator, and 
the embedded code instructions of a template may identify 
data objects associated with pictures of red cars observed 
speeding nearby the location of the stolen vehicle (e.g., as 
indicated in object properties of those data objects). 
0042. In some embodiments, the embedded code instruc 
tions may access data from other servers and/or web sites, 
either internally and/or externally from the template system. 
For example, a Google Street View image may be access 
and/or loaded by the embedded code instructions. The 
Google Street View image may be associated with the loca 
tion property of a data object. Other data may be accessed 
and/or loaded through the execution of code instructions by 
the template system 100 of FIG. 1 (and/or the template pro 
cessor 109 discussed further below), such as, but not limited 
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to, currency exchange rates, weather data, new reports, and/or 
any other available information. 
0043. In addition to visually searching and/or showing 
data objects and/or relationships between data objects, the 
user interface 400 may allow various other manipulations. 
For example, data objects may be inspected (e.g., by viewing 
properties and/or associated data of the data objects), filtered 
(e.g., narrowing the universe of objects into sets and Subsets 
by properties or relationships), and statistically aggregated 
(e.g., numerically Summarized based on Summarization cri 
teria), among other operations and visualizations. 
0044) When a user has the appropriate objects selected for 
use in the generated document, the user may then select one or 
more of several available templates to be used in generating a 
document including properties of the selected objects. For 
example, FIG. 4B illustrates the user interface 400 of FIG. 
4A, with a particular template selected for use in generating a 
document based on the selected objects (all of the objects 
displayed in this embodiment). In this example, the human 
operator has selected the template “MyTemplate 426 by 
accessing an “INVESTIGATION’ menu 420 selected, select 
ing the “Data Export’ menu item 422, and then choosing the 
template 426 from a list 424 of any templates available to the 
user. In some embodiments, by selecting a particular template 
(e.g., “MyTemplate 426), the process of generating a custom 
document based on all of the data objects displayed in the 
objects in the display area 404 is initiated. In some embodi 
ments, the template user interface 400 may allow the human 
operator to individually and/or in a group select data objects, 
whether or not those objects remain viewable in the display 
area 404. Thus, upon selecting the template menu item 426 a 
custom document may be generated from the selected data 
objects. 
0045. In some embodiments, the template system may 
have an interface that accepts the transmission and/or upload 
templates such that the templates may be present in the menu 
list 424. For example, after the creation and/or generation of 
a template with embedded code instructions, which may cor 
respond to an XML based document format comprising the 
XML document 310B in FIG.3C, a human operator may then 
upload the template to the template system. The menu list 424 
of the user interface may then be automatically populated 
with the latest list of available templates. 
0046 Returning to FIG. 1, once the template and objects 
to be included in the generated document are selected, indi 
cations of those selections are transmitted to the template 
system 100 for use by the selection unit 108 in obtaining 
properties of the selected objects for use in the generated 
document and accessing the selected template. For example, 
the data selections 120 may be sent from the user computing 
device 102 to the selection unit 108 through the network 160. 
As noted above, the data selection 120 may comprise one or 
more data object selections and/or template selections. The 
selection unit 108 may load and/or retrieve the template from 
the template storage device 106 based on the data selection 
120. The selection unit 108 may request, receive, and/or load 
information and/or data regarding the data objects identified 
in the selection 120 from the object storage device 130. The 
selection unit 108 may send the template and/or the data 
objects to the template processor 109. 
0047. In action5, the template processor 109 generates the 
custom document 150 based on the template with embedded 
executable instructions and the data objects 140 (and/or prop 
erties of data objects) accessed at the object storage device 
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130. The custom document 150 with properties from the data 
objects outputted from the template processor 109 may be 
sent to the user computing device 120 through the network 
160. Thus, the template processor 109 is configured to iden 
tify executable code in the template, access properties of the 
selected, determined, and/or loaded objects based on the 
executable code, and replace the executable code with the 
output of the particular executable code segment. FIG. 3D 
illustrates the example XML document of FIG. 3C with the 
embedded code instructions replaced with information 
regarding selected data objects. The output XML document 
320 may be configured for interpretation by viewing soft 
ware, Such as a word processor (e.g., Microsoft Word), a 
browser, and/or other software, in order to depict a custom 
document that includes the object data. 
0048. In this example, the element “Ktext-John Does/ 
texts' illustrates that what was originally the TITLE 
HOLDER of the placeholder template has been replaced with 
the name property value of a person object that was accessed 
based on execution of the executable code "K% print(object. 
getName) 96>'' in the template. Similarly, an image name 
corresponding to the John Doeperson object is included in the 
output document XML 320 in place of the Image placeholder. 
The other HOLDER elements of the table 302 have also been 
replaced with properties of the selected object, in response to 
execution of the corresponding code segments that replaced 
the placeholders by the template processor 109. 
0049. While the output document XML 320 illustrates 
output from executing embedded instructions from a single 
person data object, the ellipsis 322 illustrates that multiple 
person data objects may have been accessed and correspond 
ing embedded code instructions may have been executed. As 
a result, the ellipsis 322 may comprise multiple sections 
and/or pages of the output document that may correspond to 
multiple person data objects. For example, if the object selec 
tion 120 includes the four person objects identified in FIG. 
4A, the output document XML 320 may include separate 
sections (e.g., corresponding to separate sections of a docu 
ment, pages of the document, or separate documents) for each 
of the selected objects. 
0050 FIG. 3E illustrates an example custom document 
that may be returned to a user, Such as the custom document 
150 of FIG.1. In one embodiment, the custom document 330 
is generated by the template processor 109, which is dis 
cussed further with reference to block 210 of FIG. 2. The 
example custom document 330 illustrates how an output cus 
tom document may be perceived by a human operator view 
ing the custom document 330 in a document processing appli 
cation (e.g., the user of the user computing device 102 
viewing the document in a word processor). For example, the 
title 332, image 334, and/or the table 336 correspond to the 
XML elements of the custom document XML 320 of FIG. 
3D. As illustrated, the custom document 330 comprises mul 
tiple pages, which may correspond to multiple person objects 
being processed by the template system, Such as the four 
example objects selected in the user interface of FIG. 4A. 
0051. The template system may efficiently output the cus 
tom document 330 because it may be based on a template. For 
example, the template system may execute and/or replace the 
embedded code instructions of the template document as 
shown by the modified XML document 310B. Thus, the tem 
plate system may reuse all of the static text and/or everything 
but the embedded instructions of the template document to 
generate the custom document. Furthermore, the template 
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system may be agnostic as to the specific details of a particu 
lar document format, such as, but not limited to, Microsoft 
Word. Similar to a template that may comprise a XML based 
document format, the custom document 330 may also com 
prise an XML based document format. Thus, the custom 
document 330 may comprise the custom document XML 320 
of FIG. 3D. 
0052. The template system may output the custom docu 
ment 330 populated with properties from data objects and/or 
matching the document format, editing, layout, etc. matching 
the template document 300 from FIG. 3A the human operator 
may have originally created. 
0053. In some embodiments, the user computing device 
102, the template system 100, and the object storage device 
130 may be on the same computing device or multiple com 
puting devices. In some embodiments, communication 
between the user computing device 102, the template system 
100, and object storage device 130 may occur without the use 
of the network 160. For example, if the user computing device 
102, the template system 100, and object storage device 130 
were on the same computing device, communication may 
occur without the use of a network. 

DataObjects 

0054. In some embodiments, data is conceptually struc 
tured according to an object data model represented by an 
ontology. The conceptual data model may be independent of 
any particular and/or specific type of data store. For example, 
each object of the conceptual data model may correspond to 
one or more rows in a relational database and/or an object in 
an in-memory cache. 
0055. In some embodiments, an ontology, as noted above, 
may include stored information providing a data model for 
storage of data in a data store. The ontology may be defined by 
one or more object types, which may each be associated with 
one or more property types. At the highest level of abstrac 
tion, a data object is a container for information representing 
things in the physical world. For example, a data object may 
represent an entity Such as a person, a place, an organization, 
a market instrument, and/or some other noun. Data objects 
may represent an event that happens at a point in time and/or 
for a duration. Data objects may represent a document and/or 
other unstructured data source Such as an e-mail message, a 
news report, a written paper, and/or a written article. Each 
data object may be associated with a unique identifier that 
uniquely identifies the data object within the data store. 
0056. Different types of data objects may have different 
property types. For example, a “Person’ data object might 
have an “Eye Color property type and an “Event data object 
might have a "Date” property type. Each property as repre 
sented by data in the data store may have a property type 
defined by the ontology used by the data store. 
0057 Objects may be instantiated in the data store in 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
particular object in the ontology. For example, a specific 
monetary payment (e.g., an object of type “event) of USS30. 
00 (e.g., a property of type "currency') taking place on Mar. 
27, 2009 (e.g., a property of type "date') may be stored in the 
data store as an event object with associated currency and date 
properties as defined within the ontology. 
0058. The data objects defined in the ontology may sup 
port property multiplicity. For example, a data object may be 
allowed to have more than one property of the same property 
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type. For example, a “Person’ data object might have multiple 
“Address' properties or multiple “Name” properties. 
0059. In some embodiments, the data objects the template 
system receives may correspond to an ontology according to 
the systems, methods, and/or techniques disclosed in the 
Ontology reference. 

Example Document Generation Process 
0060 FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a document genera 
tion process from a template, according to some embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. The method of FIG.2 may be 
performed by the template system 100 of FIG. 1, such as the 
various components of FIG. 1 that are discussed above, 
including the template processor 109. Depending on the 
embodiment, the method of FIG. 2 may include fewer or 
additional blocks and/or the blocks may be performed in 
order different than is illustrated. 
0061 Beginning at block 202, properties of one or more 
data objects are accessed. For example, a person object, 
including some or all of the properties of that person object, 
may be received by the template system 100. The person 
object may possess one or more properties, such as, one or 
more, names, addresses, and other data. 
0062. At block 204, a template is received and/or 
accessed. The template may correspond to one or more of the 
previously illustrated formats. For example, the template may 
be a Word Document. 
0063. At block 206, executable code instructions are 
parsed from the template. One or more escape characters may 
be used to indicate an executable code instruction block in the 
template. For example, the “K% and “96>' characters may 
respectively indicate the beginning and end of an executable 
code instruction block and/or a set of executable code instruc 
tions. Other escape characters and/or tags may be used to 
indicate executable code instructions in a template. The 
executable code instructions may correspond to one or more 
programming languages. 
0064. At block 208, the executable code instructions from 
the template are executed. Data objects and/or properties of 
the data objects may be accessed by the executable code 
instructions. The executable code instructions may also con 
tain programming logic. For example, executable code 
instructions may access a person object, check for properties 
Such as residences, and/or only print the most recent resident 
address. 
0065. At block 210, a custom document is generated. The 
custom document may include properties of the received data 
objects and/or Summary data regarding the properties of the 
received data objects. The document may correspond to the 
same format and/or type as the format and/or type of the 
template. For example, if the template was a Word Document, 
the document may also be a Word Document. The document 
may be generated by replacing the executable code instruc 
tions in the template with the corresponding generated output. 
The actual template document may not be modified. For 
example, a copy of the template document may be made, and 
the executable code instructions in the copy template may be 
replaced. 

Making Changes to a Complete Template 

0066. A human operator may desire, want, and/or need to 
modify the look, design, formatting, and/or layout of a com 
plete template after the embedded instructions have been 
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added to the template. For example, the human operator may 
modify the original placeholder template, which did not con 
tain any of the embedded code instructions, in a word pro 
cessing application, such as, but not limited to, Microsoft 
Word. The human operator, or an automated process and/or 
tool, may then copy the embedded instructions from the exist 
ing template to the new placeholder template. As a result, a 
new template with the design, formatting, and/or layout 
changes in the updated document format, but still including 
the proper embedded code instructions, is created. Thus, a 
human operator may make the necessary changes in the word 
processing application, which may alleviate the need for the 
human operator to understand and/or have to make changes to 
a complex document format, Such as, but not limited to, an 
XML based document format. 

Example User Interfaces 
0067 FIGS. 4A, 4B, and 4C illustrate example user inter 
faces of the template system, or a Subset thereof, according to 
Some embodiments of the present disclosure. In some 
embodiments, the user interfaces described above and below 
may be displayed in any Suitable computer system and/or 
application, for example, in a web browser window and/or a 
standalone software application, among others. Additionally, 
the functionality and/or user interfaces of the system as 
shown in FIGS. 4A, 4B, and/or 4C may be implemented in 
one or more computer processors and/or computing devices, 
as is described with reference to FIG. 5. As noted above, in 
some embodiments the user interface 400 may be used for the 
object and data selection 120 illustrated in FIG. 1. In some 
embodiments, upon selecting a specific template menu item 
426, a custom document including object data associated with 
the selected objects, is generated. As noted above, FIG. 4A 
illustrate the user interface 400 displaying several objects 
410, 412, and associations 414 between the objects. Depend 
ing on the Software application (e.g., Palantir's Gotham Soft 
ware), objects may be selected in various manners. Also as 
discussed above, FIG. 4B illustrates example menu options 
that may be used to select a particular template to be used in 
generating an output document including information regard 
ing the selected objects. 
0068 Moving to FIG. 4C, the example user interface 400 
comprises an evaluation tool 430, which includes an input 
box. 432, an execute button 434, and/or an output box 436. A 
human operator may use the evaluation tool 430 to evaluate 
and/or test executable code instructions to view their sample 
print output before embedding those and/or similar instruc 
tions in a template. 
0069. An example use case and/or scenario for the evalu 
ation tool 430 may be the following. As previously illustrated, 
a human operator may load and/or retrieve data objects 410 
and/or 412, and then select none, one, Some, or all of the data 
objects. A human operator may then type and/or insert code 
instructions into the input box 432. For example, some or all 
of the code instructions from FIG. 3C and/or any other code 
instructions may be entered into the input box 432. A human 
operator may then click, tap, and/or touch the execute button 
432, which may cause the template system to execute the code 
instructions in the input box 432. In some embodiments, after 
the template system executes the code instructions, the output 
box may be automatically populated with the output of the 
executed code instructions. For example, if the code instruc 
tions in the input box 432 were “K% print(object.getName) 
%d the output box 436 might display “John Doe.” which 
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may correspond to the name property of a selected data 
object. In some embodiments, the template processor 109 of 
FIG. 1 may execute the code instructions from the input box 
432. 

0070. In some embodiments, a human operator may use 
the evaluation tool 430 to generate a template document effi 
ciently. For example, a human operator may test, experiment, 
and/or preview code instructions by seeing what the output of 
those code instructions might look like before embedding 
those instructions in a template. The evaluation tool 430 may 
allow the human operator to fix issues and/or problems with 
the code instructions before uploading a template into the 
template system. Without the evaluation tool 430, a human 
operator would need to generate a template, upload it to the 
template system, and then execute the template on data 
objects to see what the output of those code instructions 
would look like. Thus, the evaluation tool 430 may save the 
human operator time and/or reduce the time it takes to gen 
erate a template. 

Snippets 

0071. In some embodiments, the template system may be 
used to insert Snippets into a custom document according to 
the systems, methods, and/or techniques disclosed in the 
Snippet references. For example, the embedded code instruc 
tions of a template may be evaluated in order to import into 
the document data related to Snippet objects, such as import 
ing the text portion of the returned Snippets into the report 
body, and/or the citation portion of the snippet into a footnote. 
In this way, each Snippet may be automatically added to the 
report (and future reports based on the same template) auto 
matically without human intervention. 

Implementation Mechanisms 

0072 The various computing device(s) discussed herein, 
such as the template system 100 of FIG. 1, are generally 
controlled and coordinated by operating system software, 
such as, but not limited to, iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Win 
dows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 
Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, Macin 
tosh OS X, VxWorks, or other compatible operating systems. 
In other embodiments, the computing devices may be con 
trolled by a proprietary operating system. Conventional oper 
ating systems control and schedule computer processes for 
execution, perform memory management, provide file sys 
tem, networking, I/O services, and provide a user interface 
functionality, such as a graphical user interface (“GUI). 
among other things. The template system 100 may be hosted 
and/or executed on one or more computing devices with one 
or more hardware processors and with any of the previously 
mentioned operating system software. 
0073 FIG. 5 is a block diagram that illustrates example 
components of the template system 100. While FIG. 5 refers 
to the template system 100, any of the other computing 
devices discussed herein may have some or all of the same or 
similar components. 
0074 The template system 100 may execute software, 
e.g., standalone software applications, applications within 
browsers, network applications, etc., whether by the particu 
lar application, the operating system, or otherwise. Any of the 
systems discussed herein may be performed by the template 
system 100 and/or a similar computing system having some 
or all of the components discussed with reference to FIG. 5. 
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0075. The template system 100 includes abus 502 or other 
communication mechanism for communicating information, 
and a hardware processor, or multiple processors, 504 
coupled with bus 502 for processing information. Hardware 
processor(s) 504 may be, for example, one or more general 
purpose microprocessors. 
0076. The template system 100 also includes a main 
memory 506, such as a random access memory (RAM), cache 
and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 502 for 
storing information and instructions to be executed by pro 
cessor(s) 504. Main memory 506 also may be used for storing 
temporary variables or other intermediate information during 
execution of instructions to be executed by processor(s) 504. 
Such instructions, when stored in storage media accessible to 
processor(s) 504, render the template system 100 into a spe 
cial-purpose machine that is customized to perform the 
operations specified in the instructions. Such instructions, as 
executed by hardware processors, may implement the meth 
ods and systems described herein for sharing security infor 
mation. 
0077. The template system 100 further includes a read 
only memory (ROM) 508 or other static storage device 
coupled to bus 502 for storing static information and instruc 
tions for processor(s) 504. A storage device 510, such as a 
magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash 
drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 502 for storing 
information and instructions. The template storage device 
106 and/or the object storage device 130 of FIG. 1 may be 
stored on the main memory 506 and/or the storage device510. 
0078. In some embodiments, the template storage device 
106 and/or the object storage device 130 of FIG. 1 is a file 
system, relational database Such as, but not limited to, MySql, 
Oracle, Sybase, or DB2, and/or a distributed in memory cach 
ing system such as, but not limited to, Memcache, Mem 
cached, or Java Caching System. 
0079. The template system 100 may be coupled via bus 
502 to a display 512, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or LCD 
display or touch screen, for displaying information to a com 
puter user. An input device 514 is coupled to bus 502 for 
communicating information and command selections to pro 
cessor 504. One type of input device 514 is a keyboard includ 
ing alphanumeric and other keys. Another type of input 
device 514 is a touchscreen. Another type of user input device 
is cursor control 516, Such as a mouse, a trackball, a touch 
screen, or cursor direction keys for communicating direction 
information and command selections to processor 504 and for 
controlling cursor movement on display 512. This input 
device may have two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first 
axis (e.g., X) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device 
to specify positions in a plane. In some embodiments, the 
same direction information and command selections as cur 
Sor control may be implemented via receiving touches on a 
touch screen without a cursor. 

0080. The template system 100 may include a user inter 
face unit to implement a GUI, for example, FIGS. 4A, 4B, 
and/or 4C, which may be stored in a mass storage device as 
executable software codes that are executed by the computing 
device(s). This and other units may include, by way of 
example, components, such as Software components, object 
oriented Software components, class components and task 
components, processes, functions, attributes, procedures, 
Subroutines, segments of program code, drivers, firmware, 
microcode, circuitry, data, databases, data structures, tables, 
arrays, and variables. 
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I0081. In general, the word “instructions, as used herein, 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a 
collection of Software units, possibly having entry and exit 
points, written in a programming language. Such as, but not 
limited to, Java, Lua, C, C++, or C#. A software unit may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, but not limited to, BASIC, 
Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated that software units may 
be callable from other units or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware units configured for execution on computing devices by 
their hardware processor(s) may be provided on a computer 
readable medium, Such as a compact disc, digital video disc, 
flash drive, magnetic disc, or any other tangible medium, or as 
a digital download (and may be originally stored in a com 
pressed or installable format that requires installation, 
decompression or decryption prior to execution). Such soft 
ware code may be stored, partially or fully, on a memory 
device of the executing computing device, for execution by 
the computing device. Software instructions may be embed 
ded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be further appre 
ciated that hardware modules may be comprised of connected 
logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be com 
prised of programmable units, such as programmable gate 
arrays or processors. Generally, the instructions described 
herein refer to logical modules that may be combined with 
other modules or divided into sub-modules despite their 
physical organization or storage. 
I0082. The template system 100, or components of it, such 
as selection unit 108 and/or template processor 109 of FIG. 1, 
may be programmed, via executable code instructions, in a 
programming language. 
I0083. The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, 
as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-vola 
tile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media 
includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as 
storage device 510. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 506. Common forms of non 
transitory media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible 
disk, hard disk, Solid State drive, magnetic tape, or any other 
magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical 
data storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of 
holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, 
NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked 
versions of the same. 

I0084. Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 502. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
I0085 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to proces 
sor(s) 504 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid State drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer may load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone or cable line using a modem. A modem local to 
the template system 100 may receive the data on the tele 
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phone or cable line and use an infra-red transmitter to convert 
the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-red detector can 
receive the data carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 502. Bus 502 carries the 
data to main memory 506, from which the processor(s) 504 
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
received by main memory 506 may retrieve and execute the 
instructions. The instructions received by main memory 506 
may optionally be stored on storage device 510 either before 
or after execution by processor(s) 504. 
I0086. The template system 100 also includes a communi 
cation interface 518 coupled to bus 502. Communication 
interface 518 provides a two-way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 520 that is connected to a local net 
work.522. For example, communication interface 518 may be 
an integrated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable 
modem, satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data com 
munication connection to a corresponding type of telephone 
line. As another example, communication interface 518 may 
be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a data com 
munication connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN com 
ponent to be communicated with a WAN). Wireless links may 
also be implemented. In any such implementation, commu 
nication interface 518 sends and receives electrical, electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams 
representing various types of information. 
0087 Network link 520 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 520 may provide a connection 
through local network 522 to a host computer 524 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
526. ISP 526 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet 528. Local net 
work 522 and Internet 528 both use electrical, electromag 
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 520 and through communication interface 518. 
which carry the digital data to and from the template system 
100, are example forms of transmission media. 
0088 A network, such as the network 160 of FIG. 1, may 
comprise, but is not limited to, one or more local area net 
works, wide area network, wireless local area network, wire 
less wide area network, the Internet, or any combination 
thereof 
0089. The template system 100 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link 520 and communication interface 518. In the 
Internet example, a server 530 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 528, ISP 
526, local network 522 and communication interface 518. 
0090 The received code may be executed by processor(s) 
504 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 510, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. 
0091. Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in, and 
fully or partially automated by, code instructions executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors com 
prising computer hardware. The processes and algorithms 
may be implemented partially or wholly in application-spe 
cific circuitry. 
0092. The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another, or may be com 
bined in various ways. All possible combinations and Sub 
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combinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may 
be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and pro 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For 
example, described blocks or states may be performed in an 
order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks 
or states may be combined in a single block or state. The 
example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in par 
allel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be added 
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The 
example systems and components described herein may be 
configured differently than described. For example, elements 
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared to 
the disclosed example embodiments. 
0093 Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could “might or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

0094. Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the 
flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting units, segments, or portions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple 
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
0095. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples. All Such modifications and 
variations are intended to be included herein within the scope 
of this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, how 
ever, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears intext, 
the invention can be practiced in many ways. AS is also stated 
above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminol 
ogy when describing certain features or aspects of the inven 
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with 
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the inven 
tion should therefore be construed in accordance with the 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof 

1. A computer system for generating custom template 
based documents, the computer system comprising: 

a template storage device; and 
one or more hardware processors programmed, via execut 

able code instructions, to implement: 
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a template generator configured to: 
access a placeholder template comprising one or more 

placeholders indicating locations for insertion of 
executable instructions; 

receive executable instructions to be included in the 
placeholder template; and 

store, in the template storage device, a template 
including one or more sets of the received execut 
able instructions inserted into corresponding place 
holders of the placeholder template: 

a user interface unit configured to: 
generate one more user interfaces configured to dis 

play one or more selectable graphics each corre 
sponding to one or more respective data objects; 
and 

receive, via the one or more user interfaces, selection 
of one or more data objects to include in a generated 
custom document based at least in part on a selec 
tion of the one or more selectable graphics by a 
user, 

a template selection unit configured to receive a selec 
tion of the template; and 

a template processor configured to: 
parse the one or more sets of executable instructions 

included in the template: 
execute each set of executable instructions, whereinat 

least some sets of executable instructions include 
instructions to access properties of the selected one 
or more data objects stored in one or more data 
Sources: 

generate an output for each set of executable instruc 
tions; and 

generate the custom document by replacing sets of 
executable instructions in the template with the 
output generated by execution of corresponding 
sets of executable instructions, at least Some of the 
output including properties of the selected one or 
more data objects and/or Summary data regarding 
the properties of the selected data objects. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the template comprises 
an XML based document format. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the custom document 
comprises a law enforcement document. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the placeholder template 
comprises: 

a name placeholder, 
an image placeholder; 
a contact information placeholder, and 
an address placeholder. 
5. The system of claim 4, wherein the placeholder template 

further comprises: 
an alias placeholder; 
an associates placeholder; and 
a prior arrests placeholder. 
6. The system of claim 1, wherein the template processor 

comprises: 
a code interface configured to parse code in multiple pro 
gramming languages. 

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the code interface is 
configured for Groovy. 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein at least one of the one or 
more data object comprises a Snippet object, wherein the 
Snippet object comprises data properties for citations. 
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9. The system of claim 1, wherein at least one set of execut 
able instructions is configured to determine an additional data 
object based on at least one property of the selected one or 
more data objects, and wherein the custom document 
includes output corresponding to at least one property of the 
additional data object. 

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the one or more user 
interfaces are configured to: 

receive a second set of executable code instructions from 
an interactive command line, wherein at least Some of 
the second set of executable code instructions are con 
figured to cause the system to access properties of the 
Selected one or more data objects when executed; and 

display output of the second set of executable code instruc 
tions. 

11. The system of claim 2, further comprising: 
an XML document editor, wherein the XML document 

editor is configured to receive user input to modify the 
XML documents of an XML based document. 

12. A method for generating custom template-based docu 
ments, the method comprising: 

receiving selection of a template, the template including 
one or more sets of executable instructions; 

generating one more user interfaces configured to display 
one or more selectable graphics each corresponding to 
one or more respective data objects; 

receiving, via the one or more user interfaces, selection of 
one or more of the data objects via a user selection of one 
or more selectable graphics associated with the selected 
one or more data objects, wherein the selected one or 
more data objects are accessed in response to executing 
the one or more sets of executable instructions; 

executing, by a computer system having one or more com 
puter processors and an electronic storage device, each 
set of executable instructions, wherein at least some sets 
of executable instructions include instructions to access 
properties of at least Some of the selected one or more 
data objects; 

generating an output for each set of executable instruc 
tions; and 

generating a custom document by replacing sets of execut 
able instructions in the template with the corresponding 
generated output, including properties of the selected 
one or more data objects. 

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the template com 
prises an XML based document format. 

14. The method of claim 13, further comprising: 
providing an XML editing user interface to the user, 

wherein the XML editing user interface is configured to 
receive user input to modify the XML documents of an 
XML based document; 

receiving input from the user of static text in a placeholder 
template, the static text to be included in the generated 
custom document; 

receiving input of a placeholder character String at a par 
ticular location of a placeholder template; 

providing an XML view of the placeholder template, the 
XML view including elements usable by a word proces 
Sor to generate a depiction of the placeholder template; 

providing identifiers to locate the placeholder character 
string in the XML view: 

receiving a first set of executable instructions replacing the 
placeholder character string in the XML view: 
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storing, as the template, the placeholder template with the 
first set of executable instructions replacing the place 
holder character String. 

15. The method of claim 12, wherein at least one set of 
executable instructions is configured to determine an addi 
tional data object based on at least one property of the selected 
one or more data objects, and wherein the custom document 
includes output corresponding to at least one property of the 
additional data object. 

16. The method of claim 12, wherein the custom document 
comprises a rap sheet including criminal history information 
regarding an individual. 

17. Non-transitory computer storage comprising instruc 
tions for causing a computer system to generate custom tem 
plate-based documents by: 

receiving a template that was modified by replacing place 
holders with sets of executable instructions; 

receiving a selection of the template; 
generating one more user interfaces configured to display 

one or more selectable graphics each corresponding to 
one or more respective data objects; 

receiving, via the one or more user interfaces, selection of 
one or more data objects to include in a generated cus 
tom document based on properties of the one or more 
data objects based at least in part on a selection of the one 
or more selectable graphics by a user; 
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parsing the one or more sets of executable instructions 
from the template by the computer system; 

executing each set of executable instructions, wherein at 
least Some sets of executable instructions include 
instructions to access properties of the selected one or 
more data objects stored from one or more data sources; 

generating an output for each set of executable instruc 
tions; and 

generating a custom document by replacing sets of execut 
able instructions in the template with the corresponding 
generated output, including properties of the selected 
one or more data objects. 

18. The non-transitory computer storage of claim 17, 
wherein the template comprises an XML based document 
format. 

19. The non-transitory computer storage of claim 17, 
wherein the custom document comprises a law enforcement 
document. 

20. The non-transitory computer storage of claim 17, 
wherein at least one set of executable instructions is config 
ured to determine an additional data object based on at least 
one property of the selected one or more data objects, and 
wherein the custom document includes output corresponding 
to at least one property of the additional data object the 

k k k k k 
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(57) ABSTRACT 

A context-sensitive viewing system is disclosed in which 
various data visualizations, also referred to a contextual 
views, of a common set of data may be viewed by a user on an 
electronic device. Data in the system may comprise data 
objects and associated properties and/or metadata, and may 
be stored in one or more electronic data stores. As a user of the 
system views and manipulates a first contextual view of a set 
of data objects, one or more other contextual views of the 
same set of data objects may be updated accordingly. Updates 
to the secondary contextual views may, in various embodi 
ments, happen real-time. Further, the secondary contextual 
views may be visible to the user simultaneously with the 
primary contextual view. A user may switch from one view to 
another, and may manipulate data in any view, resulting in 
updates in the other views. 
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CONTEXTSENSITIVE VIEWS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. applica 
tion Ser. No. 14/095,798, filed Dec. 3, 2013, and titled “CON 
TEXT-SENSITIVEVIEWS, which application claims apri 
ority benefit under 35 U.S.C. S 119 to U.S. Provisional Patent 
Application No. 61/864.048, filed on Aug. 9, 2013, and titled 
“CONTEXT-SENSITIVE VIEWS. All of the above-identi 
fied applications are hereby incorporated by reference herein 
in their entireties. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for data integration, analysis, and visualization. More 
specifically, the present disclosure relates to integration, 
analysis, and visualization of data objects in various contex 
tual views. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Visualizations may enable faster and more thorough 
understandings of sets of data and information. Such visual 
izations of data and other information may be referred to as 
data visualizations. Data visualizations may, for example, 
visually transform and/or restructure data so as to provide 
new perspectives to a viewer of the visualization. A particular 
type of data visualization may be referred to as a contextual 
view. Examples of data visualizations include graphs, maps, 
tables, and/or lists, among others. Data visualizations may 
include displaying individual pieces of data in, for example, 
various arrangements, various sizes, various colors, and/or 
may include multi-dimensional aspects. 

SUMMARY 

0004. The systems, methods, and devices described herein 
each have several aspects, no single one of which is solely 
responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the 
Scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting features will 
now be discussed briefly. 
0005. A context-sensitive viewing system is disclosed in 
which various data visualizations, also referred to a contex 
tual views, of a common set of data may be viewed by a user 
on an electronic device. Data in the context-sensitive viewing 
system may comprise data objects and associated properties 
and/or metadata. As a user of the system views and manipu 
lates a first contextual view of a set of data objects, one or 
more other contextual views of the same set of data objects 
may be updated accordingly. 
0006. In various embodiments, a user of the context-sen 
sitive viewing system may switch from a primary contextual 
view to a secondary contextual view, thereby making the 
switched-to contextual view the new primary contextual 
view. Data objects may be manipulated in any view, resulting 
in updates in the other views. Context Switching may be 
accomplished through inputs from the user. For example, the 
user may click on a preview of a secondary view, and/or may 
scroll from one view to the next. 
0007. The context-sensitive viewing system advanta 
geously enables a user to view a particular set of data objects 
in multiple visualization contexts. Previews of the set of data 
in other visualization may be quickly reviewed by the user to 
determine the most beneficial context for information extrac 
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tion. Further, manipulations by the user in one context are 
propagated to the other contexts, allowing fast analysis of the 
impacts of changes to the set of data. 
0008. In an embodiment, a computer system is disclosed 
comprising one or more hardware processors in communica 
tion with a computer readable medium storing Software mod 
ules including instructions that are executable by the one or 
more hardware processors, the Software modules including at 
least: an electronic database configured to store a plurality of 
data objects and properties associated with each of the data 
objects; and a context viewing module configured to: gener 
ate a primary contextual view including a visualization of a 
set of data objects and associated properties; generate one or 
more secondary contextual views, each secondary contextual 
view including respective secondary visualizations of the set 
of data objects; receive a user input modifying the primary 
contextual view; and in response to receiving a user input 
modifying the primary contextual view, modify one or more 
of the secondary contextual views based at least in part on the 
user input. 
0009. According to an aspect, the context viewing module 
may be further configured to: in response to receiving a user 
input modifying the primary contextual view, determine 
which of the one or more of the secondary contextual views to 
modify. 
0010. According to an aspect, modifying one or more of 
the secondary contextual views may comprise modifying all 
of the one or more secondary contextual view. 
0011. According to an aspect, modifying one or more of 
the secondary contextual views may comprise modifying any 
of the one or more secondary contextual views that are cur 
rently viewable by a user. 
0012. According to an aspect, modifying one or more of 
the secondary contextual views may comprise modifying any 
of the one or more secondary contextual views that are imme 
diately adjacent to the primary contextual view. 
0013. According to an aspect, each of the visualization 
and/or the secondary visualizations may include at least one 
of a graph, a map, a table, a timeline, a histogram, a list, a 
reader interface, or a postboard interface. 
0014. According to an aspect, the one or more secondary 
contextual views may comprise contextual previews. 
0015. According to an aspect, the one or more secondary 
contextual views may be viewable in a drawer or scrollbar on 
a user interface, and the one or more secondary contextual 
views may be selectable by a user. 
0016. According to an aspect, the one or more secondary 
contextual views may be substantially the same size as the 
primary contextual view. 
0017. According to an aspect, the one or more secondary 
contextual views may be configured to be accessible by a user 
through the use of a scrollbar. 
0018. According to an aspect, the scrollbar may include at 
least one of tick marks indicating the locations of the one or 
more secondary views or contextual previews accessible in 
pop up windows. 
0019. According to an aspect, the one or more secondary 
contextual views may be positioned laterally to the primary 
contextual view, and the secondary contextual views may be 
accessible by a user through a user input including at least one 
of a mouse cursor or a touch input. 
0020. According to an aspect, a user input modifying the 
primary contextual view may comprise at least one of adding 
data objects, removing data objects, modifying data objects, 
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moving data objects, modifying properties associated with 
data objects, or modifying and/or manipulating links between 
data objects. 
0021. In an embodiment, a computer system is disclosed 
comprising one or more hardware processors in communica 
tion with a computer readable medium storing software mod 
ules including instructions that are executable by the one or 
more hardware processors, the Software modules including at 
least: a context viewing module configured to: display a first 
data visualization of a set of data objects and properties asso 
ciated with data objects of the set of data objects; provide one 
or more secondary data visualizations of the set of data 
objects; receive a user input modifying the first data visual 
ization; and in response to receiving a user input modifying 
the first data visualization, implement modifications to at 
least Some of the one or more secondary data visualizations 
based at least in part on the user input. 
0022. According to an aspect, the context viewing module 
may be further configured to: in response to receiving a user 
input modifying the modifying the first data visualization, 
determine which of the one or more of the secondary data 
visualizations are currently displayed to the user, and imple 
ment modifications to the determined secondary data visual 
izations based at least in part on the user input. 
0023. According to an aspect, the context viewing module 
may be further configured to: in response to receiving a user 
input modifying the modifying the first data visualization, 
determine which of the one or more of the secondary data 
visualizations are adjacent to the first data visualization, and 
implement modifications to the determined secondary data 
visualizations based at least in part on the user input. 
0024. In an embodiment, a computer-implemented 
method of updating multiple contextual views is disclosed, 
the method comprising: providing an electronic database 
configured to store a plurality of data objects and metadata 
associated with each of the plurality of data objects; generat 
ing, by a computing system having one or more computer 
processors, based at least in part on the plurality of data 
objects and associated metadata, a primary contextual view 
and one or more secondary contextual views; receiving, via 
an input device of the computing system, a user input modi 
fying the primary contextual view, determining, by the com 
puting system, based on the received user input, modifica 
tions of the one or more secondary contextual views that 
correspond to the modification of the primary contextual 
view; modifying at least Some of the one or more secondary 
contextual views based on the determined modifications. 
0025. According to an aspect, the method may further 
comprise providing, on an electronic display of the comput 
ing system, the generated primary contextual view and one or 
more of the secondary contextual views in a preview drawer. 
0026. According to an aspect, the method may further 
comprise providing, on an electronic display of the comput 
ing system, the generated primary contextual view; and pro 
viding, on the electronic display of the computer system, a 
scrollbar that enables a user to scroll to any of the one or more 
of the secondary contextual views and view any of the one or 
more of the secondary contextual views on the electronic 
display. 
0027 According to an aspect, modifying at least Some of 
the one or more secondary contextual views based on the 
determined modifications may comprise modifying any sec 
ondary contextual views that are immediately viewable by a 
USC. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0028 FIG. 1A illustrates a user interface of a context 
sensitive viewing system, including relationships described 
in a data store using a dynamic ontology, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. 
0029 FIG. 1B illustrates a user interface of the context 
sensitive viewing system including an expanded drawer with 
various contextual views, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0030 FIGS. 1C and 1D illustrate user interfaces of the 
context-sensitive viewing system in which selected data 
objects are updated in various contextual views, according to 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0031 FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate another user interface of 
the context-sensitive viewing system including multiple con 
textual views, according to embodiments of the present dis 
closure. 
0032 FIGS. 2C and 2D illustrate scrollbar aspects of user 
interfaces of the context-sensitive viewing system, according 
to embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0033 FIG. 3 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative opera 
tion of the context-sensitive viewing system, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. 
0034 FIG. 4A illustrates a network environment in which 
the context-sensitive viewing system may operate, according 
to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 
0035 FIG. 4B illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented, 
according to embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0036 FIG. 5 illustrates an embodiment of a database sys 
tem using an ontology. 
0037 FIG. 6 illustrates an embodiment of a system for 
creating data in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

Overview 

0038 A context-sensitive viewing system is disclosed in 
which various data visualizations, also referred to a contex 
tual views, of a common set of data may be viewed by a user 
on an electronic device. Data in the context-sensitive viewing 
system may comprise data objects and associated properties 
and/or metadata, and may be stored in one or more electronic 
data stores. As a user of the system views and manipulates a 
first contextual view (also referred to as the “primary contex 
tual view') of a set of data objects, one or more other contex 
tual views (also referred to as “secondary contextual views’) 
of the same set of data objects may be updated accordingly. 
0039. Updates to the secondary contextual views may, in 
various embodiments, happen real-time or may happen upon 
the occurrence of a triggering event (for example, a user 
input). In various embodiments, the secondary contextual 
views may comprise previews and/or thumbnails. Further, the 
secondary contextual views may be visible to the user simul 
taneously with the primary contextual view. For example, the 
user of the context-sensitive viewing system may view a 
particular set of data objects in multiple visualization con 
texts. Further, as the user updates the set of data objects in one 
context, the set of data objects may automatically be updated 
in one or more secondary contexts. 
0040. For the sake of brevity, contextual views may be 
referred to herein simply as “views” or “contexts.” For 
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example, a primary contextual view may be referred to as a 
“primary view.” Additionally, the terms “contextual view’ 
and “data visualization may be used interchangeably. 
0041. In various ways and in various embodiments, a user 
of the context-sensitive viewing system may switch from a 
primary contextual view to a secondary contextual view, 
thereby making the switched-to contextual view the new pri 
mary contextual view. Data objects may be manipulated in 
any view, resulting in updates in the other views. Context 
Switching may be accomplished through inputs from the user. 
For example, the user may click on a preview of a secondary 
view, and/or may scroll from one view to the next. 
0042 Examples of contextual views (and/or data visual 
izations) of the context-sensitive viewing system include, but 
are not limited to graphs, maps, tables, timelines, histograms, 
and/or lists, among other types of data visualizations. In an 
embodiment, a contextual view comprises a graph of con 
nected data objects as described below. In an embodiment, a 
contextual view comprises an interactive mapping applica 
tion, an example of which is described in U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 13/917,571 filed on Jun. 13, 2013, and titled 
“Interactive Geospatial Map, which is hereby incorporated 
by reference herein in its entirety and for all purposes. In an 
embodiment, a contextual view comprises a reader interface 
that enables a user to review large amounts of notes and other 
textual information. An example of Such a reader interface is 
described in U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/863, 
792, filed on Aug. 8, 2013, and titled “Cable Reader Labeling, 
”, which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its 
entirety and for all purposes. In an embodiment, a contextual 
view comprises a postboard view in which notes and textual 
clips may be listed, an example of which is described in U.S. 
Provisional Patent Application No. 61/863,814, filed on Aug. 
8, 2013, and titled “Cable Reader Snippets and Postboard.” 
which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its 
entirety and for all purposes. In an embodiment, a contextual 
view comprises a time series graph, timeline, and/or histo 
gram, examples of which are described in U.S. Pat. No. 8,280. 
880, titled “Generating Dynamic Date Sets That Represent 
Market Conditions, and U.S. Pat. No. 8,280,880, titled “Fil 
ter Chains With Associated Views For Exploring Large Data 
Sets.” each of which is hereby incorporated by reference 
herein in its entirety and for all purposes. 

DEFINITIONS 

0043. In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems 
and methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used 
herein, should be construed to include the provided defini 
tions, the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms, and/ 
or any other implied meaning for the respective terms. The 
definitions below do not limit the meaning of these terms, but 
only provide exemplary definitions. 
0044 Ontology: Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases. For 
example, the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database, and how 
objects and properties may be related. 
0045 Database: A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, 
relational databases (Oracle database, mySQL database, 
etc.), spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, among others. 
0046 Data Object or Object: A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 
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number of definable properties. For example, a data object 
can represent an entity Such as a person, a place, an organi 
Zation, a market instrument, or other noun. A data object can 
represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a 
duration. A data object can represent a document or other 
unstructured data source Such as an e-mail message, a news 
report, or a written paper or article. Each data object may be 
associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the 
data object. The objects attributes (e.g. metadata about the 
object) may be represented in one or more properties. 
0047 Object Type: Type of a data object (e.g., Person, 
Event, or Document). Object types may be defined by an 
ontology and may be modified or updated to include addi 
tional object types. An object definition (e.g., in an ontology) 
may include how the object is related to other objects, such as 
being a Sub-object type of another object type (e.g. an agent 
may be a Sub-object type of a person object type), and the 
properties the object type may have. 
0048 Properties: Attributes of a data object that represent 
individual data items. At a minimum, each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values. 
0049 Property Type: The type of data a property is, such 
as a string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types. Such as series data values associated 
with timed ticks (e.g. a time series), etc. 
0050 Property Value: The value associated with a prop 
erty, which is of the type indicated in the property type asso 
ciated with the property. A property may have multiple val 
CS. 

0051 Link: A connection between two data objects, based 
on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching 
properties. LinkS may be directional. Such as one representing 
a payment from person A to B, orbidirectional. 
0.052 Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects. 
0053 Contextual view, context, view, data representation: 
A visual representation of data that may include various orga 
nizations, transformations, and/or restructuring of data so as 
to provide new perspectives to a viewer of the visualization. 
Examples of contexts include graphs, maps, tables, timelines, 
histograms, and/or lists, among others. Contextual views may 
include displaying individual pieces of data in, for example, 
various arrangements, various sizes, various colors, and/or 
may include multi-dimensional aspects. Contextual views 
may enable faster and more thorough understandings of sets 
of data and information. 

ExampleUser Interfaces 
0054 FIG. 1A illustrates a user interface 101 of a context 
sensitive viewing system, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. The user interface 101 may be displayed 
on, for example, an electronic display of the system, such as 
client device 402 of FIG. 4. Further, as is described in detail 
below, a user may provide inputs to the system through, for 
example, a mouse and pointer or through a touch interface. 
0055. The example user interface 101 includes a particular 
graphical contextual view and/or data visualization 103 of 
various data objects and relationships between those data 
objects. In the example user interface 101 of FIG. 1A, a single 
contextual view is provided that shows, properties, data 
objects, and links/relationships between the data objects 
using a graphical user interface (GUI). The data objects 
shown on the user interface 101 include, for example, person 
objects 121, 122, 123,124, 125, and 126; a flight object 127: 
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a financial account 128; and a computer object 129. The data 
objects are represented by nodes. The relationships and/or 
links between the various data objects of user interface 101 
are represented by lines, and include links 104,105,106, 107. 
108, 109, 110, 111, 112, and 113. 

0056. In this example contextual view 103, each person 
node (associated with person data objects), flight node (asso 
ciated with flight data objects), financial account node (asso 
ciated with financial account data objects), and computer 
node (associated with computer data objects) may have rela 
tionships and/or links with any of the other nodes through, for 
example, other objects Such as payment objects. As is 
described in detail in reference to FIGS. 4A and 4B below, the 
various data objects, data object properties, and/or relation 
ships among those data objects and properties may be stored 
in, and retrieved from, one or more data stores and/or data 
bases. As is further described in detail in reference to FIGS. 5 
and 6 below, the data objects data object properties, and/or 
relationships may be stored using a dynamic ontology. 
0057 Turning back to FIG. 1A, various example relation 
ships between data objects are represented. For example, 
relationship 104 is based on a payment associated with the 
individuals indicated in person data objects 121 and 123. The 
link 104 represents these shared payments (for example, the 
individual associated with data object 121 may have paid the 
individual associated with data object 123 on three occa 
sions). The relationship is further indicated by the common 
relationship between person data objects 121 and 123 and 
financial account data object 128. For example, link 111 
indicates that person data object 121 transferred money into 
financial account data object 128, while person data object 
123 transferred money out of financial account data object 
128. In another example, the relationships between person 
data objects 124 and 125 and flight data object 127 are indi 
cated by links 106, 109, and 110. In this example, person data 
objects 124 and 125 have a common address and were pas 
sengers on the same flight data object 127. In an embodiment, 
further details related to the relationships between the various 
objects may be displayed. For example, links 111 and 112 
may, in Some embodiments, indicate the timing of the respec 
tive money transfers. In another example, the time of the flight 
associated with the flight data object 127 may be shown. 
0058 Relationships between data objects may be stored as 
links, or in Some embodiments, as properties, where a rela 
tionship may be detected between the properties. In some 
cases the links may be directional. For example, a payment 
link may have a direction associated with the payment, where 
one person object is a receiver of a payment, and another 
person object is the payer of payment. 
0059. In addition to visually showing graphical data visu 
alization 103, the user interface 101 may allow various 
manipulations. For example, the various data objects of the 
context-sensitive viewing system may be searched using a 
search interface 102 (e.g., text string matching of object prop 
erties), inspected (e.g., properties and associated data 
viewed), filtered (e.g., narrowing the universe of objects into 
sets and Subsets by properties or relationships), and statisti 
cally aggregated (e.g., numerically Summarized based on 
Summarization criteria), among other operations and visual 
izations. Further, the various data objects represented in the 
data visualization 103 may be moved, accessed, deleted from 
the interface, among other manipulations. Additional data 
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objects and associated links may be added to the data visual 
ization 103, and exiting data objects and links may be edited 
and/or otherwise altered. 

0060. The user interface 101 further includes a user-acces 
sible drawer 130. The drawer 130 may be opened or closed by 
a user of the context-sensitive viewing system. The drawer 
130 is shown in a closed state in FIG. 1A. As indicated by an 
upward pointing arrow, the drawer 130 may be opened by a 
user clicking and dragging the drawer open and/or touching 
and pulling the drawer open, as show in FIG. 1B. 
0061 FIG. 1B illustrates the user interface 101 of the 
context-sensitive viewing system including an expanded 
drawer with various contextual views, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. While including many 
of the same objects as FIG. 1A, the graphical data visualiza 
tion 103 of FIG. 1B is simplified for the sake of clarity. As 
shown, the user has used the mouse pointer 132 to pull open 
the drawer 130, revealing the contents of the drawer. The 
drawer 130 includes indications of various available contex 
tual views 152, 154, 156, 158, and 160. Arrows 134 and 136 
indicate that, in Some embodiment, additional indications of 
available views may extend beyond those that are currently 
visible. A user of the context-sensitive viewing system may, 
in an embodiment, Scroll through the indications of views. 
0062. In the user interface 101 of FIG. 1B, view indicators 
include reader view 154, map view 156, and postboard view 
158. A user may click on or otherwise select one of the 
indicators 154, 156, or 158. Selecting one of the views has the 
effect of changing from the current primary graphical data 
visualization 103 to the selected view. When the user changes 
to a different view, the same underlying data set (including 
data objects, properties, links, and the line) will be used in 
generating the new view. For example, the user may select the 
“map' indicator 156, at which point graphical data visualiza 
tion 103 would be replaced with a map contextual view in 
which the same data objects (121, 122, 123, 124, 125, 126) 
may, for example, be placed on the map based on location 
data associated with the respective data objects. 
0063. In an embodiment, the user may provide an input 
that causes the indicators 152, 154, 156, 158, 160 to be 
replaced with previews of the respective contexts (as shown in 
FIG. 10). In another embodiment, when the user opens the 
drawer 130, previews of the respective contexts may be pro 
vided automatically. 
0064 FIG. 1C illustrates the user interface 101 of the 
context-sensitive viewing system in which selected data 
objects are updated in various contextual views, according to 
an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 
10, previews and/or thumbnails 154, 156, 158 are provided 
giving the user a preview of the current data in a reader, map. 
and postboard context, respectively. The context previews 
154, 156, 158 include actual information derived from the 
data objects currently viewed in the graphical contextual view 
103. For example, the map context preview 156 includes the 
locations of the various person data objects plotted on the map 
(see, for example, 123 person location 167). The reader con 
text preview 154 includes cables and/or notes related to the 
data objects and/or links currently shown in the graphical 
contextual view 103 (see, for example, payment tracked 
information 166). The postboard context preview 158 
includes clippings and/or other user-generated notes associ 
ated with the data objects. In various embodiments other 
contextual previews may be displayed to the user. 
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0065. As described below in reference to FIG.3, invarious 
embodiments, the contextual previews may be generated and/ 
or updated when the user opens the drawer 130, before the 
user opens the drawer 130, when particular previews become 
visible to the user, when any (or certain) changes are made to 
one of the views, or at various other times. In some embodi 
ments, one or more contextual views or previews may be 
updated based on particular criteria, for example, whether the 
view/preview is visible to the user, whether the view/preview 
is adjacent to one visible by the user, and the like. 
0066 FIG. 10 additionally shows that, in some embodi 
ments, a preview may be updated when the user drags 
selected objects onto the preview itself. In the example of 
FIG. 10, the user has made selection 164, including data 
objects 121 and 122. Using mouse cursor 162, the user drags 
the selected objects to the map context preview 156, at which 
point the map context preview is updated to include the 
selected objects. 
0067 FIG. 1D illustrates the user interface 101 of the 
context-sensitive viewing system in which added data objects 
are updated in various contextual views, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. In the embodiment of 
FIG. 1D, the user has added person data object 114 to the 
graphical context/data visualization 103. The added data 
object 114 includes a link 115 to person data object 121, 
indicating a payment took place between the objects. By 
adding the data object 114, the three contextual previews 154, 
156, and 158 are automatically updated to reflect the new data 
object. For example, a location 172 associated with data 
object 114 is added to the map preview 156, while informa 
tion 170 regarding the payment link 115 is added to the reader 
preview 154. 
0068. In various embodiments other types of contextual 
previews may be provided. For example, a timeline context 
may be provided in which the various event associated with 
the data objects of graphical primary contextual view 103 
may be mapped. In various embodiments, any other types of 
changes to the primary contextual view may be reflected in 
the secondary contextual views/previews. For example, 
removing data object, editing data objects or properties, and 
the like. 
0069. In various embodiments, the drawer 130 may appear 
at different locations on the user interface 101, and/or may be 
a different size. For example, the drawer 130 may appear at a 
top of the user interface, or on either side of the user interface. 
In an embodiment, the location, size, and/or other appearance 
of the drawer 130 may be user-configurable. 
0070 FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate another example user 
interface of the context-sensitive viewing system including 
multiple contextual views, according to embodiments of the 
present disclosure. FIG. 2A includes a display 202 (for 
example, an electronic display associated with an electronic 
device), a scrollbar 205, and contextual views 204, 206, 208, 
and 210 corresponding to a graphical view, reader view, map 
view, and postboard view, respectively. A user of the context 
sensitive viewing system views the primary graphical view 
204 on the display 202, while the other views are not visible. 
The user may scroll and/or swipe (as with a touch interface) 
between the various views, as indicated by arrows 212, 214. 
The user may optionally use scrollbar 205 for scrolling 
between views. 

0071 FIG. 2B illustrates the user using mouse cursor 216 
to scroll from the graphical view 204 to the reader view 206. 
Additional or fewer views may be available to the user. Addi 
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tionally, in various embodiments multiple views may be 
arranged in other dimensions. For example, views may be laid 
out in a two-dimensional arrangement of rows and columns, 
and the display 202 may include a vertical scrollbar in addi 
tion to the horizontal scrollbar. In another embodiment, mul 
tiple views may be arranged in a three-dimensional arrange 
ment, or any other arrangement Suitable for user interaction 
with the context-sensitive viewing system. 
(0072. In the embodiment of FIGS. 2A-2B, the user may 
interact with and/or manipulate the current, primary view as 
described above. Changes to the primary view are reflected in 
the secondary, non-visible views automatically, as described 
above with respect to the contextual previews of FIGS. 
2C-2D. Additionally, as described above, in various embodi 
ments changes may not be implemented in the non-visible 
views until they become visible to the user. Alternatively, 
adjacent views to the primary view may be updated more 
frequently (e.g. in realtime as changes are made to the pri 
mary view), while changes to non-adjacent views are made 
less frequently or not at all (e.g., a view may not be updated 
until it is adjacent to the primary view). In other embodi 
ments, all views may be updated concurrently, Such as in 
realtime, periodically, or in response to certain events. 
0073 FIGS. 2C and 2D illustrate alternative scrollbars 
that may be implemented in the context-sensitive viewing 
system, according to embodiments of the present disclosure. 
The scrollbars of FIGS. 2C and 2D may be implemented, for 
example, in the place of scrollbar 205 of FIGS. 2A and 2B. 
0074. In FIG. 2C the scrollbar 220 includes markers (or 
tick marks) 222 that indicate the locations of the various 
contextual views. Additionally, when mouse cursor 218 is 
placed over the scrollbar 220, a contextual preview 224 pops 
up. The preview 224 thereby provides the user with an indi 
cation of the particular view available at that location. In 
various embodiments, either markers 222 or pop up contex 
tual preview 224, or both or neither, may be included in 
Scrollbar 220. 

(0075. In FIG. 2D the scrollbar includes contextual pre 
views 230, 232, 234, and 236. Abox indicator 228 indicates 
the currently viewable contextual view. For example, in FIG. 
2D a graphical view corresponding to preview 232 is visible 
to the user. The user may use the mouse cursor 226 to move 
the indicator 228 along the scrollbar. 
0076. In an embodiment, multiple of the same type of 
contextual view may be accessible to the user. For example, 
timeline contextual views may be available. 

Example Operations 

0077 FIG. 3 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative opera 
tion of the context-sensitive viewing system, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. In various embodi 
ments, fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in 
the process, or various blocks may be performed in an order 
different from that shown in FIG. 3. The various operations 
and functions described in FIG.3 may, in various embodi 
ments, be implemented by one or more modules of the con 
text-sensitive viewing system. 
0078. At block 302, the context-sensitive viewing system 
receives user input at the first contextual view and/or data 
visualization user interface. In this present example, the first 
contextual view comprises the primary view with which the 
user is currently interacting. User inputs may include, for 
example, adding and/or deleting data objects, manipulating 
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data objects, altering and/or editing data object properties 
and/or links, among other inputs. 
0079. At block 304, updates to the contextual view are 
determined by the context-sensitive viewing system based on 
the user input. For example, if the user provides an input to 
add a data object to the view, information associated with the 
data object to be added may be retrieved from a particular data 
store. The retrieved data object may then be displayed to the 
user and/or otherwise represented on the first/primary con 
textual view. 

0080. At block 306, the user may optionally select a dif 
ferent contextual view. Selecting a second contextual view 
may be accomplished in any of the ways described above in 
reference to the user interfaces of FIGS. 1A-1D and 2A-2D. 
For example, the user may drag objects from the first contex 
tual view to a second contextual view. Alternatively, the user 
may click on or select a second contextual view. In another 
example, the user may scroll and/or slide the user interface to 
a second contextual view. In yet another embodiment, the 
user may drag one or more data objects onto another contex 
tual view (as in the example of FIG. 10). In an embodiment, 
block 306 may be optional. For example, in an embodiment, 
block 308 may follow block 304 without any user action. 
I0081. At block 308, similar to block 304, updates to other 
contextual views may optionally be determined and dis 
played to the user. For example, when the user adds a data 
object to the first/primary contextual view, the same data 
object may be added to one or more other contextual views of 
the context-sensitive viewing System, as appropriate. In an 
example, when the user adds a person data object to a first 
graphical contextual view, the same person data object may 
be added to one or more other graphical contextual views. 
Further, the location(s) associated with that person data 
object may be added to one or more other map-based contex 
tual views. Additionally, cables or other information, and/or 
user-generated Snippets or notes associated with that person 
data object may be added to one or more other relevant con 
textual views. 

0082. The particular other contextual views that may be 
updated may depend on, for example, the particular imple 
mentation of the context-sensitive viewing system, user set 
tings, and/or processing capability of the system. In an 
embodiment, at block 310, all other contextual views are 
updated simultaneously with, or very soon after, the updating 
of the first contextual. In another embodiment, at block 312, 
contextual views that are adjacent to the first view may be 
updated when the first view is updated. For example, in the 
embodiment of FIG. 2A, views that are immediately adjacent 
to the first, currently active view may be updated. Alterna 
tively, views that are near the current view, for example, two 
or three away from the current view, may be updated. In yet 
another embodiment, at block 314, any visible contextual 
views may be updated. For example, in the preview drawer 
embodiment of FIG. 1D, or the scrollbar of FIG. 2D, any 
previews that are currently visible on the display may be 
updated. Alternatively, visible previews may be updated 
when the drawer is opened. In another alternative, hidden 
previews when the drawer is closed may be updated such that 
the updated previews may be visible when the drawer is 
opened. In another example, as in the embodiment of FIG. 
2B, as the user scrolls or slides from one view to the next, the 
next view may be updated when it becomes visible to the user. 
In another example, as in the embodiment of FIG. 2C, the 
popup preview may be updated when it becomes visible to the 
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user. Any combination of the above described examples may 
be implemented in the context-sensitive viewing system. 
I0083. In an embodiment, updating of other contextual 
views is determined based on processing capability available 
to the context-sensitive viewing system. For example, addi 
tional contextual views may be updated when more process 
ing capability is available. In another example, updates to 
particular contextual views may be delayed until visible to the 
user so as to reduce power consumption and/or processing 
power. 

Implementation Mechanisms 
I0084 Turning to FIG. 4A, an illustrative network environ 
ment 400 in which the context-sensitive viewing system may 
operate, according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
sure, is shown. The network environment 400 may include a 
client device 402, a network 408, a server device 404, and a 
database 406. The constituents of the network environment 
400 may be in communication with each other either locally 
or over the network 408. 
I0085. The client device 402 may be any computing device 
capable of receiving input and providing output to a user. For 
example, the client device 402 may provide a contextual view 
of a data visualization to the user, among other functions. The 
client device 402 may also be capable of communicating over 
the network 408, for example, to request data objects, data 
visualization information, and/or contextual view informa 
tion from the server device 404. In some embodiments, the 
client device 402 may include non-transitory computer-read 
able medium storage for storing data objects, data visualiza 
tion information, and/or contextual view information. In an 
embodiment, the context-sensitive viewing system may 
include a plurality of client devices, each of which may com 
municate with each other, and with the network 408. 
I0086. The network 4.08 may be any wired network, wire 
less network, or combination thereof. In addition, the network 
408 may be a personal area network, local area network, wide 
area network, cable network, satellite network, cellular tele 
phone network, or combination thereof. Protocols and com 
ponents for communicating via the Internet or any of the other 
aforementioned types of communication networks are well 
known to those skilled in the art of computer communications 
and thus, need not be described in more detail herein. 
I0087. The server device 404 is a computing device that 
may perform a variety of tasks to implement the contextual 
views and data visualizations of the context-sensitive viewing 
system. For example, the server device 404 may generate a 
user interface, including various contextual views, for display 
to the user via the client device 402. Alternatively, the server 
device 404 may receive requests for data and/or data objects 
from the client device 402, and may provide the requested 
data to the client device 402. The server device 404 may also 
generate requested data visualizations and/or contextual 
views that may be transmitted over the network 408, and 
provided to the user via the client device 402. Additional 
operations of the server device 404 and/or the client device 
402 are described in further detail with respect to FIG. 4B. 
I0088. The server device 404 may be in communication 
with the database 406. The database 406 may store one or 
more data objects, data visualization information, and/or con 
textual view information. The database 406 may be embodied 
in hard disk drives, solid state memories, and/or any other 
type of non-transitory, computer-readable storage medium 
remotely or locally accessible to the server device 404. The 
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database 406 may also be distributed or partitioned across 
multiple storage devices as is known in the art without depart 
ing from the spirit and scope of the present disclosure. 
0089 FIG. 4A further illustrates that client device 402 
includes a client-side context viewing module 410 and server 
device 404 includes a server-side context viewing module 
412. Either of the context viewing modules 410, 412 may be 
configured to implement the various aspects of the context 
sensitive viewing system as described herein. For example, in 
various embodiments, either of the context viewing modules 
410, 412 may implement the user interface and/or various 
data visualizations and contextual views of the context-sen 
sitive viewing system. As described in further detail in refer 
ence to FIG. 4B below, context viewing modules 410, 412 
may comprise Software, and may be stored in one or more 
computer-readable media of the client device 402 and/or 
server device 404. In other embodiments, context viewing 
modules 410, 412 may comprise hardware modules. Further, 
in various embodiments, context viewing modules 410, 412 
may comprise additional modules that may implement the 
functionality of the context-sensitive viewing system. Func 
tionality discussed above with reference to the client device 
and the server device may be changed to other devices (e.g., 
functions discussed with reference to the server device may 
be performed by the client device and/or vice versa) in various 
embodiments. 

0090 According to various embodiments, the techniques 
described herein may be implemented by one or more spe 
cial-purpose computing devices. The special-purpose com 
puting devices may be hard-wired to perform the techniques, 
or may include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the techniques, or may include one or 
more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 
firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such 
special-purpose computing devices may also combine cus 
tom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom pro 
gramming to accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose 
computing devices may be desktop computer systems, server 
computer systems, portable computer systems, handheld 
devices, networking devices or any other device or combina 
tion of devices that incorporate hard-wired and/or program 
logic to implement the techniques. 
0091 Computing device(s), such as the client device 402 
and/or the server device 404, are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system Software. Such as iOS, 
Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Win 
dows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, 
Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or 
other compatible operating systems. In other embodiments, a 
computing device may be controlled by a proprietary operat 
ing system. Conventional operating systems control and 
schedule computer processes for execution, perform memory 
management, provide file system, networking, I/O services, 
and provide a user interface functionality, such as a graphical 
user interface (“GUI), among other things. 
0092. For example, FIG. 4B is a block diagram that illus 

trates a computer system 420 upon which systems and meth 
ods discussed herein may be implemented. Computer system 
420 includes a bus 422 or other communication mechanism 
for communicating information, and a hardware processor, or 
multiple processors, 424 coupled with bus 422 for processing 
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information. Hardware processor(s) 424 may be, for 
example, one or more general purpose microprocessors. In 
various embodiments, one or more components of the com 
puter system 420 may be included in the client device 402 
and/or the server device 404 of FIG. 4A. In an embodiment, 
the client device 402 may be embodied in the computer sys 
tem 420, while in another embodiment the server device 404 
may be embodied in the computer system 420. 
0093 Computer system 420 also includes a main memory 
426, Such as a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or 
other dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 422 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 424. 
Main memory 426 also may be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 424. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor 
424, render computer system 420 into a special-purpose 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci 
fied in the instructions. 
0094 Computer system 420 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 428 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 422 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 424. A storage device 430. Such as a magnetic disk, 
optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is pro 
vided and coupled to bus 422 for storing information and 
instructions. 
0.095 Computer system 420 may be coupled via bus 422 to 
a display 432, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or LCD 
display (or touch screen), for displaying information to a 
computer user. An input device 434, including alphanumeric 
and other keys, is coupled to buS 422 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 424. 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 436, such 
as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for commu 
nicating direction information and command selections to 
processor 424 and for controlling cursor movement on dis 
play 432. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. 
In some embodiments, the same direction information and 
command selections as cursor control may be implemented 
via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor. 
0096 Computer system 420 may also include one or more 
modules 452 that may, as described above and below, provide 
various functionality of the context-sensitive viewing system. 
For example, one module 452 may comprise the client-side 
context viewing module 410 of FIG. 4A, and may implement 
a graphical user interface on the client device 402. Module(s) 
452 may be stored in a mass storage device as executable 
Software codes that are executed by the computing device(s). 
This and other modules may include, by way of example, 
components, such as Software components, object-oriented 
Software components, class components and task compo 
nents, processes, functions, attributes, procedures, Subrou 
tines, segments of program code, drivers, firmware, micro 
code, circuitry, data, databases, data structures, tables, arrays, 
and variables. 

0097. In general, the word “module,” as used herein, refers 
to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection 
of Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit 
points, Written in a programming language, such as, for 
example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
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programming language Such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or 
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules may be 
callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware modules configured for execution on computing devices 
may be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a 
compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or 
any other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may 
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
may be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but may be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage 
0098 Computer system 420 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard-wired logic, 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 420 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 420 in response to 
processor(s) 424 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 426. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 426 from another 
storage medium, Such as storage device 430. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 426 
causes processor(S) 424 to perform the process steps 
described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired cir 
cuitry may be used in place of or in combination with Soft 
ware instructions. 

0099. The terms “non-transitory media,” “computer-read 
able media, and similar terms, as used herein refers to any 
media that store data and/or instructions that cause a machine 
to operate in a specific fashion. Such non-transitory media 
may comprise non-volatile media and/or volatile media. Non 
Volatile media includes, for example, optical or magnetic 
disks, such as storage device 430. Volatile media includes 
dynamic memory, such as main memory 426. Common forms 
of non-transitory media include, for example, a floppy disk, a 
flexible disk, hard disk, Solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any 
other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other 
optical data storage medium, any physical medium with pat 
terns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH 
EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and 
networked versions of the same. 

0100. Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 422. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
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0101 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to proces 
Sor 424 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid State drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 420 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 422. Bus 422 carries the data to main memory 426, 
from which processor 424 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 426 may 
retrieve and execute the instructions. The instructions 
received by main memory 426 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 430 either before or after execution by proces 
sor 424. 

0102 Computer system 420 also includes a communica 
tion interface 438 coupled to bus 422. Communication inter 
face 438 provides a two-way data communication coupling to 
a network link 440 that is connected to a local network 442. 
For example, communication interface 438 may be an inte 
grated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, 
satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communica 
tion connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As 
another example, communication interface 438 may be a 
local area network (LAN) card to provide a data communi 
cation connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component 
to communicate with a WAN). Wireless links may also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 438 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
0103 Network link 440 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks (for example, network 
408 of FIG. 4A) to other data devices. For example, network 
link 440 may provide a connection through local network 442 
to a host computer 444 or to data equipment operated by an 
Internet Service Provider (ISP) 446. ISP 446 in turn provides 
data communication services through the world wide packet 
data communication network now commonly referred to as 
the “Internet” 448. Local network 442 and Internet 448 both 
use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry 
digital data streams. The signals through the various net 
works, on network link 440, and through communication 
interface 438, which carry the digital data to and from com 
puter system 420, are example forms of transmission media. 
0104 Computer system 420 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link 440 and communication interface 438. In the 
Internet example, a server 450 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 448, ISP 
446, local network 442 and communication interface 438. 
0105. The received code may be executed by processor 
424 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 430, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. 
0106. In an embodiment, the context-sensitive viewing 
system is implemented by the computer system 420. For 
example, data objects, data visualization information, and/or 
contextual view information may be stored in the storage 
device 430, and/or in an external database accessible through 
the local network 442 (for example, database 406 of FIG. 4A). 
The user interfaces and/or operations of the context-sensitive 
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viewing system may be implemented by modules 452 stored 
in the main memory 426, the ROM 428, and/or the storage 
device 430, and executed by the processor(s) 424. 
0107 The context-sensitive viewing system advanta 
geously enables a user to view a particular set of data objects 
in multiple visualization contexts. Previews of the set of data 
in other visualization may be quickly reviewed by the user to 
determine the most beneficial context for information extrac 
tion. Further, manipulations by the user in one context are 
propagated to the other contexts, allowing fast analysis of the 
impacts of changes to the set of data. 

Object Centric Data Model 

0108 FIG. 5 illustrates an object-centric conceptual data 
model including an example database system 510 using an 
ontology 505. This description is provided for the purpose of 
providing an example and is not intended to limit the tech 
niques to the example data model, the example database 
system, or the example database systems use of an ontology 
to represent information. 
0109. In one embodiment, a body of data is conceptually 
structured according to an object-centric data model repre 
sented by ontology 505. The conceptual data model is inde 
pendent of any particular database used for durably storing 
one or more database(s) 509 based on the ontology 505. For 
example, each object of the conceptual data model may cor 
respond to one or more rows in a relational database or an 
entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) data 
base, or any combination of one or more databases. 
0110. An ontology 505, as noted above, may include 
stored information providing a data model for storage of data 
in the database 509. The ontology 505 may be defined by one 
or more object types, which may each be associated with one 
or more property types. At the highest level of abstraction, 
data object 501 is a container for information representing 
things in the world. For example, data object 501 can repre 
sent an entity Such as a person, a place, an organization, a 
market instrument, or other noun. Data object 501 can repre 
sent an event that happens at a point in time or for a duration. 
Data object 501 can represent a document or other unstruc 
tured data source Such as an e-mail message, a news report, or 
a written paper or article. Each data object 501 is associated 
with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data object 
within the database system. 
0111. Different types of data objects may have different 
property types. For example, a “Person’ data object might 
have an “Eye Color property type and an “Event data object 
might have a “Date” property type. Each property 503 as 
represented by data in the database system 510 may have a 
property type defined by the ontology 505 used by the data 
base 505. 

0112) Objects may be instantiated in the database 509 in 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
particular object in the ontology 505. For example, a specific 
monetary payment (e.g., an object of type “event) of USS30. 
00 (e.g., a property of type "currency') taking place on Mar. 
27, 2009 (e.g., a property of type "date') may be stored in the 
database 509 as an event object with associated currency and 
date properties as defined within the ontology 505. 
0113. The data objects defined in the ontology 505 may 
support property multiplicity. In particular, a data object 501 
may be allowed to have more than one property 503 of the 
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same property type. For example, a “Person’ data object 
might have multiple “Address’ properties or multiple 
“Name” properties. 
0114. Each link 502 represents a connection between two 
data objects 501. In one embodiment, the connection is either 
through a relationship, an event, or through matching prop 
erties. A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, “Person’ data object A may be 
connected to “Person’ data object B by a “Child Of relation 
ship (where “Person’ data object B has an asymmetric “Par 
ent Of relationship to “Person’ data object A), a “Kin Of 
symmetric relationship to “Person’ data object C, and an 
asymmetric “Member Of relationship to “Organization' 
data object X. The type of relationship between two data 
objects may vary depending on the types of the data objects. 
For example, “Person’ data object A may have an “Appears 
In relationship with "Document data object Y or have a 
“Participate In' relationship with “Event data object E. As 
an example of an event connection, two “Person’ data objects 
may be connected by an Airline Flight data object repre 
senting a particular airline flight if they traveled together on 
that flight, or by a "Meeting data object representing a par 
ticular meeting if they both attended that meeting. In one 
embodiment, when two data objects are connected by an 
event, they are also connected by relationships, in which each 
data object has a specific relationship to the event. Such as, for 
example, an 'Appears. In relationship. 
0.115. As an example of a matching properties connection, 
two “Person’ data objects representing a brother and a sister, 
may both have an “Address' property that indicates where 
they live. If the brother and the sister live in the same home, 
then their “Address' properties likely contain similar, if not 
identical property values. In one embodiment, a link between 
two data objects may be established based on similar or 
matching properties (e.g., property types and/or property val 
ues) of the data objects. These are just some examples of the 
types of connections that may be represented by a link and 
other types of connections may be represented; embodiments 
are not limited to any particular types of connections between 
data objects. For example, a document might contain refer 
ences to two different objects. For example, a document may 
contain a reference to a payment (one object), and a person (a 
second object). A link between these two objects may repre 
sent a connection between these two entities through their 
co-occurrence within the same document. 

0116 Each data object 501 can have multiple links with 
another data object 501 to form a link set 504. For example, 
two “Person’ data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a “Spouse Of relationship, a match 
ing “Address' property, and one or more matching “Event 
properties (e.g., a wedding). Each link 502 as represented by 
data in a database may have a link type defined by the data 
base ontology used by the database. 
0117 FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary 
components and data that may be used in identifying and 
storing data according to an ontology. In this example, the 
ontology may be configured, and data in the data model 
populated, by a system of parsers and ontology configuration 
tools. In the embodiment of FIG. 6, input data 600 is provided 
to parser 602. The input data may comprise data from one or 
more sources. For example, an institution may have one or 
more databases with information on credit card transactions, 
rental cars, and people. The databases may contain a variety 
of related information and attributes about each type of data, 
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Such as a “date for a credit card transaction, an address for a 
person, and a date for when a rental car is rented. The parser 
602 is able to read a variety of source input data types and 
determine which type of data it is reading. 
0118. In accordance with the discussion above, the 
example ontology 505 comprises stored information provid 
ing the data model of data stored in database 509, and the 
ontology is defined by one or more object types 610, one or 
more property types 616, and one or more link types 630. 
Based on information determined by the parser 602 or other 
mapping of Source input information to object type, one or 
more data objects 501 may be instantiated in the database 509 
based on respective determined object types 610, and each of 
the objects 501 has one or more properties 503 that are instan 
tiated based on property types 616. Two data objects 501 may 
be connected by one or more links 502 that may be instanti 
ated based on link types 630. The property types 616 each 
may comprise one or more data types 618, Such as a string, 
number, etc. Property types 616 may be instantiated based on 
a base property type 620. For example, a base property type 
620 may be “Locations” and a property type 616 may be 
Home. 

0119. In an embodiment, a user of the system uses an 
object type editor 624 to create and/or modify the object types 
610 and define attributes of the object types. In an embodi 
ment, a user of the system uses a property type editor 626 to 
create and/or modify the property types 616 and define 
attributes of the property types. In an embodiment, a user of 
the system uses link type editor 628 to create the link types 
630. Alternatively, other programs, processes, or program 
matic controls may be used to create link types and property 
types and define attributes, and using editors is not required. 
0120 In an embodiment, creating a property type 616 
using the property type editor 626 involves defining at least 
one parser definition using a parser editor 622. A parser 
definition comprises metadata that informs parser 602 how to 
parse input data 600 to determine whether values in the input 
data can be assigned to the property type 616 that is associated 
with the parser definition. In an embodiment, each parser 
definition may comprise a regular expression parser 604A or 
a code module parser 604B. In other embodiments, other 
kinds of parser definitions may be provided using scripts or 
other programmatic elements. Once defined, both a regular 
expression parser 604A and a code module parser 604B can 
provide input to parser 602 to control parsing of input data 
600. 

0121. Using the data types defined in the ontology, input 
data 600 may be parsed by the parser 602 determine which 
object type 610 should receive data from a record created 
from the input data, and which property types 616 should be 
assigned to data from individual field values in the input data. 
Based on the object-property mapping 601, the parser 602 
selects one of the parser definitions that is associated with a 
property type in the input data. The parserparses an input data 
field using the selected parser definition, resulting in creating 
new or modified data 603. The new or modified data 603 is 
added to the database 509 according to ontology 505 by 
storing values of the new or modified data in a property of the 
specified property type. As a result, input data 600 having 
varying format or syntax can be created in database 509. The 
ontology 505 may be modified at any time using object type 
editor 624, property type editor 626, and link type editor 628, 
or under program control without human use of an editor. 
Parser editor 622 enables creating multiple parser definitions 
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that can Successfully parse input data 600 having varying 
format or syntax and determine which property types should 
be used to transform input data 600 into new or modified input 
data 603. 

0.122 The properties, objects, and links (e.g. relation 
ships) between the objects can be visualized using a graphical 
user interface (GUI). For example, as described above, FIG. 
1A displays a user interface showing a graph representation 
of relationships between the data objects that are represented 
as nodes. Further, as described above, relationships between 
data objects may be stored as links, or in Some embodiments, 
as properties, where a relationship may be detected between 
the properties. In some cases, as Stated above, the links may 
be directional. For example, a payment link may have a direc 
tion associated with the payment, where one person object is 
a receiver of a payment, and another person object is the payer 
of payment. 

Additional Implementation Details 

I0123. Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in, and 
fully or partially automated by, code modules executed by one 
or more computer systems or computer processors compris 
ing computer hardware. The processes and algorithms may be 
implemented partially or wholly in application-specific cir 
cuitry. 
0.124. The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another, or may be com 
bined in various ways. All possible combinations and Sub 
combinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may 
be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and pro 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For 
example, described blocks or states may be performed in an 
order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks 
or states may be combined in a single block or state. The 
example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in par 
allel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be added 
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The 
example systems and components described herein may be 
configured differently than described. For example, elements 
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared to 
the disclosed example embodiments. 
0.125 Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could “might or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

0.126 The term “comprising as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For 
example, a general purpose computer comprising one or more 
processors should not be interpreted as excluding other com 
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puter components, and may possibly include Such compo 
nents as memory, input/output devices, and/or network inter 
faces, among others. 
0127. Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the 
flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules, segments, orportions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple 
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
0128. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples. All Such modifications and 
variations are intended to be included herein within the scope 
of this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, how 
ever, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears intext, 
the invention can be practiced in many ways. AS is also stated 
above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminol 
ogy when describing certain features or aspects of the inven 
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with 
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the inven 
tion should therefore be construed in accordance with the 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer system comprising: 
an electronic database configured to store a plurality of 

data objects and properties associated with each of the 
data objects; and 

one or more hardware processors in communication with a 
computer readable medium storing software instruc 
tions that are executable by the one or more hardware 
processors in order to cause the computer system to: 
generate a primary contextual view including a primary 

visualization of a set of data objects and associated 
properties; 

generate one or more secondary contextual views dis 
tinct from the primary contextual view, each second 
ary contextual view including respective secondary 
visualizations of the set of data objects, each of the 
secondary visualizations distinct from the primary 
visualization; and 

in response to receiving a user input modifying the pri 
mary contextual view, modify one or more of the 
secondary contextual views based at least in part on 
the user input. 

2. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the software 
instructions are executable by the one or more hardware pro 
cessors in order to further cause the computer system to: 

further in response to receiving the user input modifying 
the primary contextual view, determine which of the one 
or more of the secondary contextual views to modify. 

3. The computer system of claim 2, wherein modifying one 
or more of the secondary contextual views comprises modi 
fying all of the one or more secondary contextual view. 
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4. The computer system of claim 2, wherein modifying one 
or more of the secondary contextual views comprises modi 
fying any of the one or more secondary contextual views that 
are currently viewable by a user. 

5. The computer system of claim 2, wherein modifying one 
or more of the secondary contextual views comprises modi 
fying any of the one or more secondary contextual views that 
are immediately adjacent to the primary contextual view. 

6. The computer system of claim 1, wherein each of the 
primary visualization and/or the secondary visualizations 
include at least one of a graph, a map, a table, a timeline, a 
histogram, a list, a reader interface, or a postboard interface. 

7. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more secondary contextual views comprise contextual pre 
views. 

8. The computer system of claim 7, wherein the one or 
more secondary contextual views are viewable in a drawer or 
scrollbar on a user interface, wherein the one or more second 
ary contextual views are selectable by a user. 

9. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more secondary contextual views are substantially the same 
size as the primary contextual view. 

10. The computer system of claim 9, wherein the one or 
more secondary contextual views are configured to be acces 
sible by a user through the use of a scrollbar. 

11. The computer system of claim 10, wherein the scrollbar 
includes at least one of tick marks indicating the locations of 
the one or more secondary views or contextual previews 
accessible in pop up windows. 

12. The computer system of claim 9, wherein the one or 
more secondary contextual views are positioned laterally to 
the primary contextual view, and wherein the secondary con 
textual views are accessible by a user through a user input 
including at least one of a mouse cursor or a touch input. 

13. The computer system of claim 1, wherein a user input 
modifying the primary contextual view comprises at least one 
of adding data objects, removing data objects, modifying data 
objects, moving data objects, modifying properties associ 
ated with data objects, or modifying and/or manipulating 
links between data objects. 

14. A computer system comprising: 
one or more hardware processors in communication with a 

computer readable medium storing software instruc 
tions that are executable by the one or more hardware 
processors in order to cause the computer system to: 
display a first data visualization of a set of data objects 

and properties associated with data objects of the set 
of data objects; 

provide one or more secondary data visualizations of the 
set of data objects, the one or more secondary data 
visualizations distinct from the first data visualiza 
tion; and 

in response to receiving a user input modifying the first 
data visualization, implement modifications to at least 
Some of the one or more secondary data visualizations 
based at least in part on the user input. 

15. The computer system of claim 14, wherein further in 
response to receiving the user input modifying the first data 
visualization the software instructions are executable by the 
one or more hardware processors in order to cause the com 
puter system to: 

determine which of the one or more of the secondary data 
visualizations are currently displayed to the user, and 
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implement modifications to the determined secondary data 
visualizations based at least in part on the user input. 

16. The computer system of claim 14, wherein further in 
response to receiving the user input modifying the first data 
visualization the software instructions are executable by the 
one or more hardware processors in order to cause the com 
puter system to: 

determine which of the one or more of the secondary data 
visualizations are adjacent to the first data visualization, 
and 

implement modifications to the determined secondary data 
visualizations based at least in part on the user input. 

17. A computer-implemented method of updating multiple 
contextual views, the method comprising: 

providing an electronic database configured to store a plu 
rality of data objects and metadata associated with each 
of the plurality of data objects: 

generating, by a computing system having one or more 
computer processors, based at least in part on the plu 
rality of data objects and associated metadata, a primary 
contextual view and one or more secondary contextual 
views, the one or more secondary contextual views dis 
tinct from the primary contextual view: 

receiving, via an input device of the computing system, a 
user input modifying the primary contextual view: 

determining, by the computing system, based on the 
received user input, modifications of the one or more 
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secondary contextual views that correspond to the modi 
fication of the primary contextual view: 

modifying at least some of the one or more secondary 
contextual views based on the determined modifica 
tions. 

18. The computer-implemented method of claim 17, fur 
ther comprising: 

providing, on an electronic display of the computing sys 
tem, the generated primary contextual view and one or 
more of the secondary contextual views in a preview 
drawer. 

19. The computer-implemented method of claim 17, fur 
ther comprising: 

providing, on an electronic display of the computing sys 
tem, the generated primary contextual view; and 

providing, on the electronic display of the computer sys 
tem, a scrollbar that enables a user to scroll to any of the 
one or more of the secondary contextual views and view 
any of the one or more of the secondary contextual views 
on the electronic display. 

20. The computer-implemented method of claim 17, 
wherein modifying at least Some of the one or more secondary 
contextual views based on the determined modifications 
comprises modifying any secondary contextual views that are 
immediately viewable by a user. 

k k k k k 
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LONG CLICK DISPLAY OF A CONTEXT 
MENU 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY 
PRIORITY APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provi 
sional Application No. 61/863.851, filed Aug. 8, 2013, the 
entire content of which is incorporated herein by reference. 
Any and all applications for which a foreign or domestic 
priority claim is identified in the Application Data Sheet as 
filed with the present application are hereby incorporated by 
reference under 37 CFR 1.57. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The present disclosure relates to displaying context 
menus in user interfaces. 

BACKGROUND 

0003. Many user interfaces may utilize a context menu to 
provide a set of options relating to the current state or context 
of an application or operation system (e.g., choices relating to 
a selected item in the user interface). The context menu may 
be accessed when the user clicks on the right button of a 
mouse. In certain situations, the context menu may not be 
accessed by clicking the right mouse button. For example, 
right click to access the context menu may be disabled for 
security purposes, or may not be available, e.g., as in web user 
interfaces. 

SUMMARY 

0004. The systems, methods, and devices described herein 
each have several aspects, no single one of which is solely 
responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the 
Scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting features will 
now be discussed briefly. 
0005. In one embodiment, a method of providing a context 
menu in a user interface comprises: providing a user interface 
on a display device using one or more computer processors; 
determining, by a computing system having one or more 
computer processors, whether right click operation of a 
mouse to access a context menu is disabled, wherein the 
mouse comprises at least a right button and a left button, the 
right click operation being associated with the right button 
and a context menu operation being associated with the left 
button; and in response to determining that the right click 
operation of the mouse to access the context menu is disabled, 
performing by the computing system: detecting activation of 
the left button; displaying in the user interface indicia of a 
portion of a threshold time period that the left button has been 
activated; and in response to determining that the left button 
has been activated for at least the threshold time period, 
displaying the context menu in the user interface. 
0006. In another embodiment, a system for providing a 
context menu in a user interface comprises: computer hard 
ware comprising one or more computer processors; and a 
storage device storing instructions configured for execution 
by the one or more computer processors in order to: provide 
a user interface on a display device, wherein a mouse in 
communication with the one or more computer processors 
comprises at least a right button and one other button, a right 
click operation being associated with the right button and a 
context menu operation being associated with the one other 
button; detect activation of the one other button; display in the 
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user interface indicia indicating a portion of a threshold time 
period that the one other button has been activated; and in 
response to determining that the one other button has been 
activated for at least the threshold time period, display the 
context menu in the user interface. 

0007. In yet another embodiment, a non-transitory com 
puter readable medium comprises instructions for providing a 
context menu in a user interface that cause a computer pro 
cessor to: provide a user interface on a display device; deter 
mine whether right click operation of a mouse to access a 
context menu is disabled, wherein the mouse comprises at 
least a right button and one other button, the right click opera 
tion being associated with the right button and a context menu 
operation being associated with the one other button; and in 
response to determining that the right click operation of the 
mouse to access the context menu is disabled: detect activa 
tion of the one other button; and in response to determining 
that the one other button has been activated for at least a 
threshold time period, display the context menu in the user 
interface. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008 FIG. 1 illustrates a flow diagram for providing a 
context menu in a user interface when right click mouse 
operation to access the context menu is disabled. 
0009 FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C illustrate various embodi 
ments of an icon that indicates the progress until the context 
menu is displayed. 
0010 FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a radial con 
teXt menu. 

0011 FIG. 4 illustrates a flowchart for providing a context 
menu when right click mouse operation to access the context 
menu is disabled, according to certain embodiments. 
0012 FIG. 5 illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

Overview 

0013. In cases where the right mouse click operation to 
access a context menu is disabled, the techniques described in 
the disclosure may provide access to the context menu 
through a long click of the left mouse button. For example, the 
user may click and hold the left mouse button for at least a 
threshold period of time, and in response thereto, the user 
interface is updated to display the context menu. To indicate 
to the user how long it would take for the context menu to 
appear, an icon can be displayed next to the cursor, oras a part 
of the cursor. The icon can show the relative time left before 
the context menu is displayed (e.g., an elapsed and/or remain 
ing portion of the threshold period of time, etc.). 
0014 FIG. 1 illustrates a flow diagram for providing a 
context menu 140 in a user interface 130 when the right click 
mouse operation (or other operation) configured to invoke the 
context menu 140 is disabled. A context menu may display a 
set of options or actions that are available for the currently 
selected item in an application oran operating system (“OS), 
or for the current state or context of an application or an 
operating system. Accordingly, menu items shown in a con 
text menu can vary depending on the item or the state the 
context menu is associated with. The context menu can gen 
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erally be accessed or invoked by a click of the right mouse 
button (“right click mouse operation' or “right click opera 
tion'). 
0015. However, as explained above, access to the context 
menu by right click mouse operation may be disabled (e.g., by 
an application, website, OS, etc.) or unavailable in certain 
cases. For example, an application oran OS relating to highly 
sensitive content may disable right click operation to prevent 
copying and pasting of content. Or a website or a web appli 
cation may not provide context menus relating to specific data 
objects or menu items via right click operation. In Such cases, 
the techniques described in this disclosure can provide the 
context menu in response to a long click of the left mouse 
button. A long mouse click may generally be longer than a 
mouse click for selecting an item or opening a menu in the 
user interface (e.g., a short click). What qualifies as a long 
click can be defined as appropriate, e.g., by an application, 
website, OS, etc. For example, an application or OS may 
define a long click by the amount of time a mouse button is 
pressed. 
0016. The techniques in this disclosure are described in 
terms of a left button and a right button of a mouse for 
illustrative purposes, but Such description should not be con 
sidered to be limiting. The techniques described herein can 
apply to a mouse having more than two buttons as well as a 
mouse having one button. 
0017 Returning to FIG.1, at event 1, the user clicks on and 
holds the left button of the mouse 110 when right click mouse 
operation to access the context menu 140 is disabled. FIG. 1 
illustrates a two-button mouse 110 with a left button and a 
right button, but as explained above, the mouse 110 may have 
one button or may have three or more buttons, depending on 
the embodiment. In embodiments where the mouse 110 
includes more than two buttons, the context menu 140 may be 
invoked through the long click of the left button or another 
mouse button that is not the right button (e.g., the middle 
button). The techniques described herein can also apply to 
devices that perform similar functions as a mouse 110, which 
can be used to invoke context menus 140. 

0018. At event 2, the user interface 130 displays an icon 
120 that provides an indication of an elapsed and/or remain 
ing time until the context menu 140 will be displayed in 
response to continued pressing of the left button. When the 
left button of the mouse 110 is pressed, the user may not know 
whether and/or when the context menu 140 will be displayed. 
Thus, the icon 120 can be displayed in the user interface 130 
to provide an indication of how long it would take for the 
context menu 140 to appear in the user interface 130. The 
context menu 140 may appear in the user interface 130 after 
a certain amount of time passes (e.g., a threshold period of 
time), and the icon 120 can indicate a portion of the amount of 
time that has passed or remains. The icon 120 may have 
different shapes, such as a progress bar, a clock, an increasing 
number, a decreasing number, etc. The icon 120 may be 
displayed in close proximity to the cursor. 
0019. In one embodiment, the context menu slowly fades 
in as the pressing of the left mouse button approaches the 
threshold period of time. Thus, the user can see the context 
menu at a low opacity level initially (and may be able to 
determine whether the context menu really is necessary) and 
can wait for the context menu to be functional by continuing 
to hold the left mouse button until the context menu reaches 
full opacity with reference to the background user interface 
(e.g., when the threshold period of time has been reached). 
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0020. At event 3, the user interface 130 displays the con 
text menu 140 if the duration of the left click exceeds the 
threshold value. If the left click is long enough (e.g., held for 
the threshold period of time), the user interface 130 can dis 
play the context menu 140. The user interface 130 can termi 
nate display of the icon 120 at the time, or immediately prior 
to, the context menu 140 is displayed. The user interface 130 
may also terminate display of the icon 120 if the duration of 
the left click does not exceed the threshold value, and the left 
mouse button is released before reaching the threshold value. 
0021 FIGS. 2A, 2B, and 2C illustrate some embodiments 
of the icon 120 in FIG. 1, which shows progress until the 
context menu 140 is displayed in the user interface 130. The 
icon 220 may be shown next to the cursor, or include the 
cursor as illustrated in FIG. 2B. The icon 220 can indicate 
progress by filling in the portion of the icon 220 that corre 
sponds to the amount of time the left mouse button has been 
pressed with reference to the threshold time period. The icon 
220 can also denote such portion using different colors. 
0022 FIG. 2A illustrates an icon 220a in the shape of a 
clock or timer. A portion of the clock or timer 220a can be 
filled in or distinguished in color to show the amount of time 
the left mouse button has been pressed. The clock icon 220a 
can be displayed next to the cursor. FIG.2B illustrates an icon 
220b that utilizes the cursor. The cursor icon 220b can show 
the portion of time the left button has been pressed by filling 
or otherwise changing appearance of a portion of the cursor 
relative to the remaining time left to reach the threshold time 
period. In FIG. 2B, the shape of the cursor is an arrow, but the 
cursor can have any shape. FIG. 2C illustrates an icon 220c in 
the shape of a ring. The portion of the ring icon 220c corre 
sponding to the amount of time the left button has been 
pressed can be filled in. The exemplary embodiments of the 
icon 120 are provided for illustrative purposes and should not 
be considered to be limiting. The icon 120 may have any 
shape or form that can indicate how long it would take for the 
context menu to be displayed. 
0023 FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a radial con 
text menu 340. The context menu 140 in FIG. 1 can have any 
shape, e.g., a list, a circle, a rectangle, etc. In one embodiment, 
the context menu 140 can have a circular or radial shape as 
shown in FIG. 3. The user interface 330 may display a radial 
context menu 340 in response to a long click of the left mouse 
button. The radial menu 340 may be in the form of a complete 
or a partial circle that includes one or more menu items. In 
Some embodiments, the inner portion of the circle may not be 
a part of the radial menu 340, as shown in FIG. 3. For 
example, the radial menu 340 may be shaped like a ring. Each 
menu item can include a respective portion of the radial 
context menu 340. A menu item may have an icon or diagram 
associated with it and/or text associated with it. 

0024 FIG. 4 illustrates a flowchart for providing a context 
menu when right-click mouse operation to access the context 
menu is disabled, according to certain embodiments. The 
process 400 is explained in connection within FIG.1, but may 
also apply to FIG.3. Certain details relating to the process 400 
are explained in more detail with respect to FIGS. 1-3. The 
process 400 may be implemented by a computer system 500 
as described with respect to FIG. 5. Depending on the 
embodiment, the method of FIG. 4 may include fewer or 
additional blocks, and the blocks may be performed in an 
order that is different than illustrated. 

0025. At block 401, a user interface 130 is presented on a 
computing system, Such as a display of a laptop or desktop 
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computer of a data analyst. The user interface 130 may be a 
graphical user interface (GUI) as explained in detail below. 
FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of the GUI that displays a 
graph, but any other user interface may be displayed. 
0026. At block 402, the process 400 determines whether 
the right click operation of a mouse 110 to access the context 
menu 140 is disabled. The right click operation may be dis 
abled by an application, a website, an OS, etc. Such determi 
nation may be made by accessing settings or configurations 
relating to an application, a website, oran OS. The mouse 110 
may be a one-button mouse, a two-button mouse, or a button 
with more than two buttons. For a mouse 110 with more than 
two buttons, the mouse button associated with invoking the 
context menu 140 may be the left button, or another button 
between the left button and the right button. For illustrative 
purposes, FIG. 4 is explained in terms of a left button and a 
right button of a mouse 110. The right click operation may be 
associated with the right button, and the context menu opera 
tion may be associated with the left button. The context menu 
operation may refer to a mouse click operation that is asso 
ciated with invoking or accessing the context menu. 
0027. At block 403, if the right click operation of the 
mouse 110 is disabled, the process 400 detects activation of 
the left mouse button at block 404. For instance, the left 
mouse button may be activated by a left click of the mouse 
110. The user can continue to activate the left mouse button by 
holding the left click. If the right click operation of the mouse 
110 is not disabled, the process 400 may end without any 
further processing, and the context menu 140 may be 
accessed by the user right clicking on the user interface 130. 
In one embodiment, the process 400 provides an indication to 
the user that right-click operations of the mouse are not dis 
abled. Such as by providing a pop-up message such as "Please 
access the context menu using your right mouse button, in 
response to determining that the right click operation is not 
disabled at block 403. 

0028. At block 405, the process 400 displays an icon 120 
and/or other indicia indicating a portion of the threshold time 
period that the left button has been activated. The icon 120 can 
appear next to the cursor as explained above. The icon 120 
may be the cursor itself that indicates the portion of the 
threshold time period (e.g., the cursor that is filled into reflect 
the amount of threshold time period that has passed, as in FIG. 
2B). The icon 120 can have different shapes, depending on the 
embodiment. 

0029. Users may not want to see the icon 120 if the acti 
vation of the left button is not along click. For briefactivation 
of the left button, such as for a short click of the mouse 110, 
displaying the icon 120 immediately after detecting the acti 
vation of the left button may lead to the icon 120 appearing 
and suddenly disappearing from the user interface 130 each 
time the user clicks the left mouse button. Therefore, the 
process 400 may wait a certain period of time (“waiting 
period) prior to displaying the icon 120 in response to the 
activation of the left button. In one embodiment, such period 
of time may be a few milliseconds. For example, the waiting 
period can be between 1 and 10 milliseconds. In one embodi 
ment, the waiting period is adjustable, such as by the user of 
the computing device. Similarly, in one embodiment, the 
threshold time period for display of the context menu 140 is 
adjustable, such as by the user. Additionally, in one embodi 
ment, the waiting period is proportional to the current thresh 
old time period, such that adjustment of the threshold time 
period automatically adjusts the waiting time period in a 
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proportional manner. In some embodiments, the waiting 
period is longer than the duration of a short click of a mouse 
110, where the short click is generally associated with selec 
tion of an item or a menu. 

0030. At block 406, if the left button has been activated for 
the threshold time period, the process 400 displays the con 
text menu 140 at block 407. The threshold time period can be 
in the range of milliseconds or seconds. For example, the 
threshold time period may be between 1 and 5 seconds. Or the 
threshold time period may be in the range of 10 to 1000 
milliseconds. The threshold time period can be determined 
appropriately by the user, an application, website, OS, etc. 
The context menu 140 can be a radial menu 340 as shown in 
FIG. 3 or any other context menu. If the left button has not 
been activated for the threshold time period, the process 400 
may end without any further processing. In some embodi 
ments, the process 400 may terminate displaying the icon 
120. 

Example Data Analysis Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

0031. As shown in FIG. 3, the properties, objects, and the 
links (e.g. relationships) between the objects can be visual 
ized using a graphical user interface (GUI). For example, 
FIG. 3 displays a user interface showing a graph representa 
tion 303 of relationships (including relationships or links 304, 
305,306, 307, 308) between the data objects (including data 
objects 311,312,313,314,315,316,317) that are represented 
as nodes in the example of FIG. 3. Further details regarding 
such a data analysis system are included in U.S. Pat. No. 
7,962,495, entitled “CREATING DATA IN ADATA STORE 
USING A DYNAMICONTOLOGY, the content of which is 
incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 
0032. In order to facilitate an understanding of the 
example discussed with reference to FIG. 3, a number of 
terms are defined below. The terms defined below, as well as 
other terms used herein, should be construed to include the 
provided definitions, the ordinary and customary meaning of 
the terms, and/or any other implied meaning for the respective 
terms. Thus, the definitions below do not limit the meaning of 
these terms, but only provide exemplary definitions. 
0033) Ontology: Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases. For 
example, the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database, and how 
objects and properties may be related. 
0034. Database: A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, 
relational databases (Oracle database, mySQL database, 
etc.), spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, among others. 
0035. Data Object or Object: A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 
number of definable properties. For example, a data object 
can represent an entity Such as a person, a place, an organi 
Zation, a market instrument, or other noun. A data object can 
represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a 
duration. A data object can represent a document or other 
unstructured data source Such as an e-mail message, a news 
report, or a written paper or article. Each data object may be 
associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the 
data object. The objects attributes (e.g. metadata about the 
object) may be represented in one or more properties. 
003.6 Link: A connection between two data objects, based 
on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching 
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properties. Links may be directional. Such as one representing 
a payment from person A to B, orbidirectional. 
0037. In the example GUI of FIG. 3, the data objects are 
person objects. In this example, the person nodes (associated 
with person data objects) may have relationships to other 
person nodes, for example, through payment objects. For 
example, relationship 304 is based on a payment associated 
with the individuals indicated in person data objects 311 and 
313. The link 304 represents these shared payments (for 
example, the individual associated with data object 311 may 
have paid the individual associated with data object 313 on 
three occasions). These relationships may be stored as links, 
or in Some embodiments, as properties, where a relationship 
may be detected between the properties. In some cases, as 
stated above, the links may be directional. For example, a 
payment link may have a direction associated with the pay 
ment, where one person object is a receiver of a payment, and 
another person object is the payer of the payment. 
0038. In addition to visually showing relationships 
between the data objects, the user interface may allow various 
other manipulations. For example, the objects within a data 
base may be searched using a search interface 320 (e.g., text 
string matching of object properties), inspected (e.g., proper 
ties and associated data viewed), filtered (e.g., narrowing the 
universe of objects into sets and Subsets by properties or 
relationships), and statistically aggregated (e.g., numerically 
Summarized based on Summarization criteria), among other 
operations and visualizations. However, certain of the 
manipulations may be available only through accessing a 
context menu associated with the Software application. Thus, 
as noted above, if a particular computing environment. Such 
as a browser setting, disables use of a command that is nor 
mally used to invoke a context menu (e.g., right clicking on a 
mouse), the systems and methods discussed herein for invok 
ing the context menu using a long click may be very valuable 
in allowing the user to fully utilize functionality available in 
the Software application. 

Implementation Mechanisms 
0039. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
described herein are implemented by one or more special 
purpose computing devices. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more appli 
cation-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field program 
mable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed 
to perform the techniques, or may include one or more gen 
eral purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, server computer 
systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices, net 
working devices or any other device or combination of 
devices that incorporate hard-wired and/or program logic to 
implement the techniques. 
0040 Computing device(s) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system Software. Such as iOS, 
Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Win 
dows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, 
Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or 
other compatible operating systems. In other embodiments, 
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the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system. Conventional operating systems control 
and schedule computer processes for execution, perform 
memory management, provide file system, networking, I/O 
services, and provide a user interface functionality, Such as a 
graphical user interface ("GUI), among other things. 
0041. For example, FIG. 5 is a block diagram that illus 
trates a computer system 500 upon which an embodiment 
may be implemented. For instance, the computer system 500 
may execute software (e.g., standalone software applications, 
applications within browsers, network applications, etc.) that 
have right-click operations disabled, whether by the particu 
lar application, the operating system, the network adminis 
trator, or otherwise. Any of the methods discussed herein may 
be performed by the computing system 500 and/or a similar 
computing system having some or all of the components 
discussed with reference to FIG. 5. 
0042 Computer system 500 includes a bus 502 or other 
communication mechanism for communicating information, 
and a hardware processor, or multiple processors, 504 
coupled with bus 502 for processing information. Hardware 
processor(s) 504 may be, for example, one or more general 
purpose microprocessors. 
0043 Computer system 500 also includes a main memory 
506, such as a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or 
other dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 502 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 504. 
Main memory 506 also may be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 504. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor 
504, render computer system 500 into a special-purpose 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci 
fied in the instructions. 
0044 Computer system 500 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 508 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 502 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 504. A storage device 510, such as a magnetic disk, 
optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is pro 
vided and coupled to bus 502 for storing information and 
instructions. 
0045 Computer system 500 may be coupled via bus 502 to 
a display 512, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or LCD 
display (or touch screen), for displaying information to a 
computer user. An input device 514, including alphanumeric 
and other keys, is coupled to bus 502 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 504. 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 516, such 
as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for commu 
nicating direction information and command selections to 
processor 504 and for controlling cursor movement on dis 
play 512. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. 
In some embodiments, the same direction information and 
command selections as cursor control may be implemented 
via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor. 
0046 Computing system 500 may include a user interface 
module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass 
storage device as executable Software codes that are executed 
by the computing device(s). This and other modules may 
include, by way of example, components, such as Software 
components, object-oriented Software components, class 
components and task components, processes, functions, 
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attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 
0047. In general, the word “module.” as used herein, refers 
to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection 
of Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit 
points, Written in a programming language, such as, for 
example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or 
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules may be 
callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware modules configured for execution on computing devices 
may be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a 
compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or 
any other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may 
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
may be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but may be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage 
0048 Computer system 500 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard-wired logic, 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 500 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 500 in response to 
processor(s) 504 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 506. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 506 from another 
storage medium, such as storage device 510. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 506 
causes processor(s) 504 to perform the process steps 
described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired cir 
cuitry may be used in place of or in combination with Soft 
ware instructions. 

0049. The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, 
as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-vola 
tile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media 
includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as 
storage device 510. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 506. Common forms of non 
transitory media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible 
disk, hard disk, Solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other 
magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical 
data storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of 
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holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, 
NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked 
versions of the same. 

0050. Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 502. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
0051 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to proces 
sor 504 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid State drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 500 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 502. Bus 502 carries the data to main memory 506, 
from which processor 504 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 506 may 
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
received by main memory 506 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 510 either before or after execution by proces 
Sor 504. 

0.052 Computer system 500 also includes a communica 
tion interface 518 coupled to bus 502. Communication inter 
face 518 provides a two-way data communication coupling to 
a network link 520 that is connected to a local network 522. 
For example, communication interface 518 may be an inte 
grated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, 
satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communica 
tion connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As 
another example, communication interface 518 may be a 
local area network (LAN) card to provide a data communi 
cation connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component 
to communicated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 518 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
0053 Network link 520 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 520 may provide a connection 
through local network 522 to a host computer 524 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
526. ISP 526 in turn provides data communication services 
through the worldwide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet 528. Local net 
work 522 and Internet 528 both use electrical, electromag 
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 520 and through communication interface 518. 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 500, 
are example forms of transmission media. 
0054 Computer system 500 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link 520 and communication interface 518. In the 
Internet example, a server 530 might transmit a requested 
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code for an application program through Internet 528, ISP 
526, local network 522 and communication interface 518. 
0055. The received code may be executed by processor 
504 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 510, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. 
0056. Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in, and 
fully or partially automated by, code modules executed by one 
or more computer systems or computer processors compris 
ing computer hardware. The processes and algorithms may be 
implemented partially or wholly in application-specific cir 
cuitry. 
0057 The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another, or may be com 
bined in various ways. All possible combinations and Sub 
combinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may 
be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and pro 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For 
example, described blocks or states may be performed in an 
order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks 
or states may be combined in a single block or state. The 
example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in par 
allel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be added 
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The 
example systems and components described herein may be 
configured differently than described. For example, elements 
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared to 
the disclosed example embodiments. 
0.058 Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could.” “might,” or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, Such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

0059 Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the 
flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules, segments, orportions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple 
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
0060. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples. All Such modifications and 
variations are intended to be included herein within the scope 
of this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, how 
ever, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears intext, 
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the invention can be practiced in many ways. AS is also stated 
above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminol 
ogy when describing certain features or aspects of the inven 
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with 
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the inven 
tion should therefore be construed in accordance with the 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of providing a context menu inauser interface, 

the method comprising: 
providing a user interface on a display device using one or 
more computer processors; 

determining, by a computing system having one or more 
computer processors, whether right click operation of a 
mouse to access a context menu is disabled, 

wherein the mouse comprises at least a right button and a 
left button, the right click operation being associated 
with the right button and a context menu operation being 
associated with the left button; and 

in response to determining that the right click operation of 
the mouse to access the context menu is disabled, per 
forming by the computing system: 
detecting activation of the left button; 
displaying in the user interface indicia of a portion of a 

threshold time period that the left button has been 
activated; and 

in response to determining that the left button has been 
activated for at least the threshold time period, dis 
playing the context menu in the user interface. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the indicia depicts one 
or more of: a clock that indicates the portion of the threshold 
time period, a cursor that indicates the portion of the threshold 
time period, or a circle that indicates the portion of the thresh 
old time period. 

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
in response to determining that the left button has been not 

been activated for at least the threshold time period, 
terminating display of the indicia. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein said displaying in the 
user interface indicia of a portion of a threshold time period 
that the left button has been activated is performed only after 
a waiting period has lapsed since a user activated the left 
button. 

5. The method of claim 1, wherein the right click operation 
is disabled by a website, an application, or an operating sys 
tem executing on the computing system. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein the context menu is a 
radial menu and comprises one or more menu items. 

7. The method of claim 1, wherein the mouse comprises at 
least one other button different from the left button and the 
right button, and the at least one other button is located left of 
the left button. 

8. A system for providing a context menu in a user inter 
face, the system comprising: 

computer hardware comprising one or more computer pro 
cessors; and 

a storage device storing instructions configured for execu 
tion by the one or more computer processors in order to: 
provide a user interface on a display device, wherein a 
mouse in communication with the one or more com 
puter processors comprises at least a right button and 
one other button, a right click operation being associ 
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ated with the right button and a context menu opera 
tion being associated with the one other button; 

detect activation of the one other button; 
display in the user interface indicia indicating a portion 

ofa threshold time period that the one other button has 
been activated; and 

in response to determining that the one other button has 
been activated for at least the threshold time period, 
display the context menu in the user interface. 

9. The system of claim8, wherein the indicia depicts one or 
more of a clock that indicates the portion of the threshold 
time period, a cursor that indicates the portion of the threshold 
time period, or a circle that indicates the portion of the thresh 
old time period. 

10. The system of claim 8, wherein the instructions are 
further configured to: 

in response to determining that the one other button has 
been not been activated for at least the threshold time 
period, terminate display of the indicia. 

11. The system of claim 8, wherein said displaying in the 
user interface indicia of a portion of a threshold time period 
that the one other button has been activated is performed only 
after a waiting period has lapsed since a user activated the one 
other button. 

12. The system of claim8, wherein the right click operation 
is disabled by a website, an application, or an operating sys 
tem executing on the one or more computer processors. 

13. The system of claim 8, wherein the context menu is a 
radial menu and comprises one or more menu items. 

14. The system of claim 8, wherein the one other button is 
a left button. 
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15. The system of claim 8, wherein the mouse comprises a 
left button, and the one other button is abutton that is different 
from the left button and the right button. 

16. A non-transitory computer readable medium compris 
ing instructions for providing a context menu in a user inter 
face that cause a computer processor to: 

provide a user interface on a display device; 
determine whether right click operation of a mouse to 

access a context menu is disabled, 
wherein the mouse comprises at least a right button and one 

other button, the right click operation being associated 
with the right button and a context menu operation being 
associated with the one other button; and 

in response to determining that the right click operation of 
the mouse to access the context menu is disabled: 
detect activation of the one other button; and 
in response to determining that the one other button has 

been activated for at least a threshold time period, 
display the context menu in the user interface. 

17. The computer readable medium of claim 16, wherein 
the right click operation is disabled by a website, an applica 
tion, or an operating system executing on the computer pro 
CSSO. 

18. The computer readable medium of claim 16, wherein 
the context menu is a radial menu and comprises one or more 
menu items. 

19. The computer readable medium of claim 16, wherein 
the one other button is a left button. 

20. The computer readable medium of claim 16, wherein 
the mouse comprises a left button, and the one other button is 
a button that is different from the left button and the right 
button. 
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SYSTEMS AND USER INTERFACES FOR 
DYNAMIC AND INTERACTIVE 

SIMULTANEOUS QUERYING OF MULTIPLE 
DATA STORES 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1.57. 
0002 This application claims benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application No. 61/893,080, filed Oct. 18, 2013, and 
titled “TABLE GRAPH. The entire disclosure of each of the 
above items is hereby made part of this specification as if set 
forth fully herein and incorporated by reference for all pur 
poses, for all that it contains. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0003 Embodiments of present disclosure relate to sys 
tems and techniques for accessing one or more databases in 
Substantially real-time to provide information in an interac 
tive user interface. More specifically, embodiments of the 
present disclosure relate to user interfaces for automatically 
and simultaneously querying multiple different data sets and/ 
or different electronic collections of data. 

BACKGROUND 

0004. The approaches described in this section are 
approaches that could be pursued, but not necessarily 
approaches that have been previously conceived or pursued. 
Therefore, unless otherwise indicated, it should not be 
assumed that any of the approaches described in this section 
qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this 
section. 

0005 Traditional database queries are generated and used 
by skilled computer programmers to access data from a data 
Source. Such as a database. Traditional database queries are 
useful in many fields (for example, Scientific fields, financial 
fields, political fields, and/or the like). Typically, a computer 
programmer must determine the proper format for the query 
based on the type of database accessed, and must determine 
the parameters of the query users or analysts that are familiar 
with the requirements of the data needed. Some man-machine 
interfaces for generating reports in this manner are software 
development tools that allow a computer programmer to write 
and test computer programs. Following development and 
testing of the computer program, the computer program must 
be released into a production environment for use. Thus, this 
approach for generating queries may be inefficient because an 
entire software development life cycle (for example, require 
ments gathering, development, testing, and release) may be 
required even if only one element of the query requires chang 
ing, or one aspect of the database has changed. Furthermore, 
this software development life cycle may be inefficient and 
consume significant processing and/or memory resources. 
0006 Further, traditional queries must be formatted spe 
cifically as required by the type of data source accessed. 
Accordingly, traditional methods of database querying have 
difficulties with handling queries to various types of data 
Sources at the same time. 
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SUMMARY 

0007. The systems, methods, and devices described herein 
each have several aspects, no single one of which is solely 
responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the 
Scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting features will 
now be discussed briefly. 
0008 Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a 
computer system and interactive user interfaces configured to 
enable efficient and rapid access to multiple different data 
Sources simultaneously, and by an unskilled user. For 
example, the unskilled user may provide simple and intuitive 
search terms to the system, and the system may thereby 
automatically query multiple related data sources of different 
types and present results to the user. Accordingly, the system 
may enable efficient unskilled user interactions with complex 
and disparate data Sources, and efficient presentation of data 
(including search results) to the user. 
0009. In various embodiments, data sources in the system 
may be efficiently interrelated with one another by way of a 
mathematical graph (referred to herein as a “table graph”) in 
which nodes represent data sources and/or portions of data 
Sources (for example, database tables), and edges represent 
relationships among the data sources and/or portions of data 
Sources. For example, edges may indicate relationships 
between particular rows and/or columns of various tables. 
The table graph enables a compact and memory efficient 
storage of relationships among various disparate data 
Sources. By comparison to previous methods, in which data 
from disparate sources of different types were usually re 
copied to common data sources and/or updated to a common 
type, the present disclosure describes a system in which these 
steps need not be performed, and thus the system is more 
efficient from both processor usage and memory usage per 
spectives. 
0010 Further, embodiments of the present disclosure 
relate to a computer system designed to provide interactive, 
graphical user interfaces (also referred to herein as “user 
interfaces”) for enabling non-technical users to quickly and 
dynamically generate, edit, and update search queries. The 
user interfaces are interactive Such that a user may make 
selections, provide inputs, and/or manipulate outputs. In 
response to various user inputs, the system automatically 
accesses one or more table graphs, formulates necessary data 
base queries, traverses and queries associated data sources, 
obtains search results, and/or displays the search results to the 
USC. 

0011 Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
enable search query generation and display in fewer steps, 
result in faster creation of outputs (such as search results), 
consume less processing and/or memory resources than pre 
vious technology, permit users to have less knowledge of 
programming languages and/or software development tech 
niques, and/or allow less technical users or developers to 
create outputs (such as search results) than previous systems 
and user interfaces. Thus, in some embodiments, the user 
interfaces described herein are more efficient as compared to 
previous user interfaces, and enable the user to cause the 
system to automatically access and query multiple different 
data sources. 
0012. In some embodiments of the present disclosure, user 
interfaces are generated that enable a user to efficiently relate 
various different data sources in a mathematical graph. 
0013. In some embodiments, the system may automati 
cally perform queries of data sources related in the table graph 
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in parallel. Accordingly, the present system may be even more 
efficient over previous systems as the table graph enables 
parallel and automatic querying of multiple data sources so as 
to provide search results to the user with even greater speed 
and frees up processor resources for other tasks. 
0014 Further, as described herein, in some embodiments 
the system may be configured and/or designed to generate 
user interface data useable for rendering the various interac 
tive user interfaces described. In these embodiments, the user 
interface data may be used by the system, and/or another 
computer system, device, and/or software program (for 
example, a browser program), to render the interactive user 
interfaces. The interactive user interfaces may be displayed 
on, for example, electronic displays (including, for example, 
touch-enabled displays). 
0015. According to an embodiment, a search system is 
disclosed that is configured to execute a search query, the 
search system comprising: one or more computing devices 
having hardware processors configured to execute instruc 
tions in order to: access a first data store of a first type storing 
at least a first data table; access a second data store of a second 
type different than the first type, the second data store storing 
at least a second data table; execute a table graph having a first 
node associated with the first data table, a second node asso 
ciated with the second data table, and a link between the first 
node and the second node, the link indicating a first field of the 
first data table that is associated with a second field of the 
second data table, said executing comprising: looking up first 
information associated with a search query in the first data 
store; look up second information associated with the first 
information in the second data store; provide the second 
information for display or processing by the search system. 
0016. According to an aspect, at least one of the first field 
and the second field are full-text searchable. 
0017. According to another aspect, the link between the 

first node and the second node is a bi-directional link. 
0018. According to yet another aspect, the first type and 
the second type each include one or more of a relational data 
store, an object-oriented data store, a proprietary data store, a 
file-based data store, a hierarchical data store, a network data 
store, and an elastic-search data store. 
0019. According to another aspect, the table graph is 
executed via an application programming interface config 
ured to format the second information as one or more data 
objects, wherein the data objects further comprise attributes 
and values defined by a user. 
0020. According to yet another aspect, the search query 
includes one or more regular expression rules. 
0021. According to another aspect, the table graph further 
comprises a third node associated with a third data table and 
wherein executing the table graph further comprises concur 
rently looking up the first information in the first data table 
and looking up a third information in the third data table. 
0022. According to yet another aspect, the lookups in the 

first data table and the third data tables are executed concur 
rently in response to the one or more computing devices 
automatically determining that the lookups are Suitable for 
concurrent execution based on at least one of query depen 
dency, query complexity, history of query execution duration, 
usage statistics of the first, second, and/or third data stores, 
and/or predicted usage demand of the first, second, and third 
data stores. 
0023. According to another embodiment, a table graph 
system is disclosed that is configured to electronically com 
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municate with at least one data store, the table graph system 
comprising: one or more physical computing devices having 
hardware processors configured to execution instructions in 
order to: receive instructions to add a first data table as a first 
node in a table graph; receive instructions to add a second data 
table as a second node in the table graph, wherein the first data 
table and the second data table are of different types; upon 
receiving instructions to add a relationship between the first 
and second nodes, add the relationship, wherein the relation 
ship indicates a first field of the first data table is to be 
associated with a second field of the second data table, 
wherein the table graph is executable in order to access data 
stored in the first data table and subsequently data in the 
second data table based at least partly on the data stored in the 
first data table. 
0024. According to an aspect, the one or more physical 
computing devices are further configured to: receive instruc 
tions to add a third node linked with the first node and/or the 
second node; receive instructions to indicate the first node and 
the third node as concurrently processable, wherein the first 
node and the third node are executable concurrently in 
response to execution of the table graph. 
0025. According to another aspect, the one or more physi 
cal computing devices are further configured to: receive 
instructions to add a third node linked with the first node 
and/or the second node; receive instructions to execute at least 
two of the nodes concurrently; automatically determine an 
order of executing the at least two of the nodes concurrently. 
0026. According to yet another aspect, the one or more 
physical computing devices are further configured to auto 
matically add one or more relationships between the first and 
second nodes. 
0027. According to another aspect, the one or more physi 
cal computing devices are further configured to receive 
instructions to change the relationship between the first and 
second nodes from a one-directional link to a bi-directional 
link. 
0028. According to yet another aspect, the first data table 
and the second data table are located remotely from each 
other. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0029 FIG. 1 illustrates one embodiment of a database 
System using an ontology. 
0030 FIG. 2 illustrates one embodiment of a system for 
creating and accessing a table graph. 
0031 FIG. 3 illustrates one example of executing an 
example table graph. 
0032 FIG. 4A illustrates two stages of executing the 
example table graph of FIG. 3 with example data tables. 
0033 FIG. 4B illustrates an example interface for entering 
search terms for a search that is executed using one or more 
table graphs. 
0034 FIG. 5A is a flowchart depicting an illustrative pro 
cess of executing a search using a table graph. 
0035 FIG. 5B is a flowchart depicting an illustrative pro 
cess of generating of a table graph. 
0036 FIG. 6A illustrates an example interface that is con 
figured to enable users to create a table graph and configure 
properties of the table graph. 
0037 FIG. 6B illustrates an example interface that is con 
figured to allow users to drag and drop tables from various 
data sources into the interface in order to create a table graph. 
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0038 FIG. 7 illustrates an example interface that displays 
a table graph that includes nodes that can be executed in 
parallel. 
0039 FIG. 8 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative process 
of executing select nodes of a table graph in parallel. 
0040 FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a computer system with which certain methods and 
modules discussed herein may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN 
EMBODIMENTS 

Terms 

0041. In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems 
and methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used 
herein, should be construed to include the provided descrip 
tions, the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms, and/ 
or any other implied meaning for the respective terms. Thus, 
the descriptions below do not limit the meaning of these 
terms, but only provide exemplary definitions. 
0042 Ontology: Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases. For 
example, the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database, and how 
objects and properties may be related. 
0043 Database: A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, 
relational databases (Oracle database, mySQL database, 
etc.), spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, among others. It 
is also called a data store or a data structure herein. 
0044) Data Object or Object: A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 
number of definable properties. For example, a data object 
can represent an entity Such as a person, a place, an organi 
Zation, a market instrument, or other noun. A data object can 
represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a 
duration. A data object can represent a document or other 
unstructured data source Such as an e-mail message, a news 
report, or a written paper or article. Each data object may be 
associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the 
data object. The objects attributes (e.g. metadata about the 
object) may be represented in one or more properties. 
0045. Object Type: Type of a data object (e.g., person, 
event, or document). Object types may be defined by an 
ontology and may be modified or updated to include addi 
tional object types. An object definition (e.g., in an ontology) 
may include how the object is related to other objects, such as 
being a sub-object type of another object type (e.g. an agent 
may be a Sub-object type of a person object type), and the 
properties the object type may have. 
0046 Properties: Attributes of a data object that represent 
individual data items. At a minimum, each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values. 
0047 Property Type: The type of data a property is, such 
as a string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types, such as a series data values associ 
ated with timed ticks (e.g. a time series), etc. 
0048 Property Value: The value associated with a prop 

erty, which is of the type indicated in the property type asso 
ciated with the property. A property may have multiple val 
CS. 

0049 Link: A connection between two data objects, based 
on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching 
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properties. LinkS may be directional. Such as one representing 
a payment from person A to B, orbidirectional. 
0050 Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects. 
0051 Table Graph: Set of multiple nodes and edges 
between two or more of the nodes. A node in a table graph 
may representadata table or a portion of a data table. An edge 
in a table graph may represent a relationship between two 
nodes in the table graph. A relationship may represent, for 
example, a mapping between a data field of a node and a data 
field of another node. 

Object Centric Data Model 
0.052 To provide a frameworkfor the following discussion 
of specific systems and methods described herein, an example 
database system 210 using an ontology 205 will now be 
described. This description is provided for the purpose of 
providing an example and is not intended to limit the tech 
niques to the example data model, the example database 
system, or the example database systems use of an ontology 
to represent information. 
0053. In one embodiment, a body of data is conceptually 
structured according to an object-centric data model repre 
sented by ontology 205. The conceptual data model is inde 
pendent of any particular database used for durably storing 
one or more database(s) 209 based on the ontology 205. For 
example, each object of the conceptual data model may cor 
respond to one or more rows in a relational database or an 
entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) data 
base, or any combination of one or more databases. 
0054 FIG. 1 illustrates an object-centric conceptual data 
model according to an embodiment. An ontology 205, as 
noted above, may include stored information providing a data 
model for storage of data in the database 209. The ontology 
205 may be defined by one or more object types, which may 
each be associated with one or more property types. At the 
highest level of abstraction, data object 201 is a container for 
information representing things in the world. For example, 
data object 201 can represent an entity Such as a person, a 
place, an organization, a market instrument, or other noun. 
Data object 201 can represent an event that happens at a point 
in time or for a duration. Data object 201 can represent a 
document or other unstructured data source Such as an e-mail 
message, a news report, or a written paperor article. Each data 
object 201 is associated with a unique identifier that uniquely 
identifies the data object within the database system. 
0055. Different types of data objects may have different 
property types. For example, a “person’ data object might 
have an “Eye Color property type and an “Event data object 
might have a “Date” property type. Each property 203 as 
represented by data in the database system 210 may have a 
property type defined by the ontology 205 used by the data 
base 209. 
0056. Objects may be instantiated in the database 209 in 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
particular object in the ontology 205. For example, a specific 
monetary payment (e.g., an object of type “event) of USS30. 
00 (e.g., a property of type “currency') taking place on 3/27/ 
2009 (e.g., a property of type “date') may be stored in the 
database 209 as an event object with associated currency and 
date properties as defined within the ontology 205. 
0057 The data objects defined in the ontology 205 may 
Support property multiplicity. In particular, a data object 201 
may be allowed to have more than one property 203 of the 
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same property type. For example, a “person’ data object 
might have multiple “Address’ properties or multiple 
“Name” properties. 
0058. Each link 202 represents a connection between two 
data objects 201. In one embodiment, the connection is either 
through a relationship, an event, or through matching prop 
erties. A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, “person’ data object A may be 
connected to “person’ data object B by a "Child Of relation 
ship (where “person’ data object B has an asymmetric “Par 
ent Of relationship to “person’ data object A), a "Kin Of 
symmetric relationship to “person’ data object C, and an 
asymmetric “Member Of relationship to “Organization' 
data object X. The type of relationship between two data 
objects may vary depending on the types of the data objects. 
For example, "person’ data object A may have an 'Appears 
In relationship with "Document data object Y or have a 
“Participate In' relationship with “Event data object E. As 
an example of an event connection, two “person’ data objects 
may be connected by an Airline Flight data object repre 
senting a particular airline flight if they traveled together on 
that flight, or by a "Meeting data object representing a par 
ticular meeting if they both attended that meeting. In one 
embodiment, when two data objects are connected by an 
event, they are also connected by relationships, in which each 
data object has a specific relationship to the event, Such as, for 
example, an 'Appears. In relationship. 
0059. As an example of a matching properties connection, 
two “person’ data objects representing a brother and a sister, 
may both have an “Address' property that indicates where 
they live. If the brother and the sister live in the same home, 
then their “Address' properties likely contain similar, if not 
identical property values. In one embodiment, a link between 
two data objects may be established based on similar or 
matching properties (e.g., property types and/or property val 
ues) of the data objects. These are just some examples of the 
types of connections that may be represented by a link and 
other types of connections may be represented; embodiments 
are not limited to any particular types of connections between 
data objects. For example, a document might contain refer 
ences to two different objects. For example, a document may 
contain a reference to a payment (one object), and a person (a 
second object). A link between these two objects may repre 
sent a connection between these two entities through their 
co-occurrence within the same document. 
0060 Each data object 201 can have multiple links with 
another data object 201 to form a link set 204. For example, 
two “person’ data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a “Spouse Of relationship, a match 
ing “Address' property, and one or more matching “Event 
properties (e.g., a wedding). Each link 202 as represented by 
data in a database may have a link type defined by the data 
base ontology used by the database. 
0061 FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a system for creating and accessing a table graph. A 
table graph, as used herein, defines relationships between 
multiple data tables from one or more data sources. The data 
table, or a portion of a data table, may be represented as nodes 
and the relationships between nodes as edges between/among 
two or more of the nodes. The edges (e.g., relationships) 
between two nodes may represent, for example, a mapping 
between particular data fields of nodes. 
0062. As illustrated in FIG. 2, a variety of database types 
may be data sources of a table graph. In the embodiment of 
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FIG. 2, a table graph API 248 is configured to interface 
between the table graph 250 and multiple data sources, such 
as the data sources illustrated in FIG. 2, including a propri 
etary database 240, an elastic search database 242, a SQL 
database 244, an ODBC database 246, an object-oriented 
database (not shown in this figure), a file-based data store (not 
shown in this figure), a key-value store (not shown in this 
figure) and so forth. The table graph API 248 is capable of 
parsing data from various heterogeneous databases using one 
or more parsers and/or transformers. In some embodiments, a 
parser may communicate with a data source. Such as an exter 
nal data store, an internal data store, a proprietary database, 
etc., and parse the data received from the data source. In some 
embodiments, a transformer will further transform the data 
into a format that can be easily read by the table graph API 
248. Such as an object or another type of data. Depending on 
the embodiment, if there is an unspecified data source that the 
table graph API 248 has not previously interacted with, the 
table graph API 248 may first automatically detect or deter 
mine a set of rules to parse data from the unspecified source, 
and/or a user may manually provide translation data, so that 
data Sources of that type may later be accessed by table 
graphs. 
0063. The data access system 252 may be used to generate 
table graphs, such as table graph 250. Users such as data 
analysts, database administrators, IT administrators, testing 
engineers, QA engineers, database and/or Software develop 
ers, who have sufficient privilege to interact with the data 
access system 252 may generate table graphs. They may also 
share the generated table graphs with other end users, ana 
lysts, engineers, administrators, and so forth. An end user, a 
data analyst, or other users who do not have to be familiar with 
the underlying system, may be able to easily interact with 
table graphs through the data access system 252. 
0064. In the example in FIG.2, a user 254 may, through the 
data access system 252. Submit a request to add a first data 
table as a first node in a table graph 250. The user 254 may 
further add other data tables as nodes in the table graph 250. 
The user 254 may also specify set of relationships to add 
between the tables as edges of the table graph. In the example 
of table graph 250, five nodes A, B, C, D, and E, which may 
each be associated with different tables possibly from mul 
tiple data sources (or some may represent a common table) 
are added to table graph 250. The edge between nodes A and 
B is a bi-directional edge, where the direction(s) of edges 
indicate the direction of data flow between nodes. The other 
edges in the table graph 250 are one directional edges. A 
bi-directional edge may represent that there is a two-way 
relationship between a data field in one node and a data field 
in another node. For example, the ID field of a first node may 
be mapped to the fromID field in a second node. In addition, 
the toID field of the second node may be mapped to the ID 
field of the first node. However, in some embodiments, a 
bi-directional edge may also be represented as two one-direc 
tional edges. A one-directional edge represents a one-way 
relationship from a data field in one node to a data field in 
another node, which, in Some situations, may mean that data 
from one data field in one node may be used to match a data 
field in another node. In some embodiments, the user 254 that 
creates the table graph 250 may be a system administrator, 
database administrator, or a database or system developer. In 
some other embodiments, the user 254 may be an end-user or 
a user of the table graph system. In some situations, there may 
be a user that creates the table graph 250 and other users that 
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have access to the table graph 250 or have privileges to edit, 
remove, and/or execute queries using the table graph 250. In 
Some embodiments, applications may also interact with data 
access system 252. For example, a data quality monitoring 
system may need to query a table graph and process the 
returned results. The application 256 in this example would 
be the data quality monitoring system. In another example, 
the application 256 may be a part of an integrated system that 
detects fraud, security breaches, and so forth, and the appli 
cation 256 may receive search queries and/or instructions to 
create and/or configure various table graphs for various pur 
poses. 
0065 FIG. 3 illustrates one example of a process of 
executing a table graph based on a user-specified request. In 
this example, two data tables may come from a data store 301 
or the data store 301 and another data store in an external data 
store. The two data tables are example Customer Info 307 and 
Transactions 309. The two data tables have been added as 
nodes in the table graph shown in FIG. 3. The customer info 
node 303 represents the Customer Info data table 307 and the 
transactions node 305 represents the Transactions data table 
309. 

0066. As shown in the example in FIG. 3, the Customer 
Info table 307 (also referred to in FIG.3 as “T1') includes 
three data fields: ID, Customer, and Occupation. The ID field 
is represented in this example as numbers such as 213, 214. 
215, etc. The Customer field may store names of the custom 
ers, such as “John Doe.” “Jane Doe, and “James Bond, and 
so forth. The Transactions table (also referred to as “T2 in 
FIG. 3), includes five data fields: Trans. No., fromID, toID, 
Item, and Cost. The from ID and toD fields in the table 
represent the identities of the people who are involved in the 
transaction in a given row in the Transactions table. For 
example, Trans. No. 90 is a transaction from a person 213 to 
a person 215 that involves a printer. The printer's cost is 
S107.99. 
0067. Two edges, which can also be represented in some 
embodiments as a single bi-directional edge, connect the 
customer info node 303 and the transactions node 305. From 
the customer info node 303, an edge represents a relationship 
between the ID field in the customer info node 303 and the 
from ID field in the transactions node 305. From the transac 
tions node 305, an edge represents a relationship between the 
toID field in the transactions node 305 and the ID field in the 
customer info node 303. With the edges establishing table 
lookups, a user may be able to quickly search for transactions 
and identities of the people involved in the transactions with 
out performing the intermediate search steps. 
0068 FIG. 4A illustrates two stages of executing the 
example table graph of FIG. 3 with example data tables. The 
same underlying data tables as used in FIG. 3, Customer Info 
307 and Transactions 309, are used in this example. For the 
purposes of clear illustration, the nodes in the table graph are 
labeled with different reference numbers. The customer info 
node 401 and transactions node 402 are connected as in FIG. 
3, by two edges. 
0069. In one example, a user may wish to search for all the 
transactions from John Doe to James Bond. Traditionally, 
Such a query may have to be carried out in several steps, 
possibly using different search functionality for different data 
Sources, and/or using a complicated search term. 
0070. In the embodiment of FIG. 4A, using a table graph 
the search may be significantly easier for the user to execute 
because intermediate steps of parsing query results and mak 
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ing further queries based on previous queries are transparent 
and hidden from the user. After creating the table graph with 
the two tables as nodes and edges established between the two 
tables, queries may be easily carried out. The received search 
query may be received by the data access system 252 (FIG. 2) 
and carried out by accessing multiple data sources via the 
table graph API 248, for example. Because the ID field in the 
customer info node 401 is linked to the from ID field in the 
transactions node 401 and the to ID field in the transactions 
node 401 is linked to the ID field of the customer info node 
307, the table graph search may be executed directly, which 
may involve sending over the ID of 213, and receiving a set of 
transactions satisfying the search criteria (James Bond, which 
corresponds to toID 215, and the transaction detail: Trans. 
No. 00090, from ID 213, toID 215, Item printer, Cost $107. 
99). In some embodiments, the results will be parsed and 
presented to the user as an object or a set of objects. The user, 
however, does not need to parse any intermediate results such 
as searching for the ID related to a name, searching for a name 
that is related to an ID, or searching for a transaction that is 
related to the IDs. 

0071. In the second stage of the search, the table graph 
may automatically repeat the table graph using the customer 
information returned from a previous execution of the table 
graph, Such as to not only find transactions initiated by James 
Bond, but to also find transactions initiated by others involved 
in transactions with James Bond. Traditionally, Such a query 
may have to be carried out in several steps or using a compli 
cated search term. Through the use of the table graph, rather 
than the user needing to parse the results and find out that the 
toID of the transaction involving James Bond (fromID 215) is 
214, and then executing queries of the various tables to find 
transactions involving ID 214, the recursive searching 
according to the table graph arrangement is automated. For 
example, the customer ID of 215 returned in the first stage 
(top half of FIG. 4A) of the search, which corresponds to 
James Bond, may be used in a second execution of the table 
graph (bottom half of FIG. 4A) in order to receive a set of 
transactions satisfying the search criteria (Jane Doe, which 
corresponds to ID 214, and the transaction detail: Trans. No. 
00091, from ID 215, toID 214, Item rice, Cost $4.50). In some 
embodiments, the results will be parsed and presented to the 
user as an object or a set of objects. Such recursive execution 
of table lookups (and other features) are easily implemented 
using table graphs. 
0072 FIG. 4B illustrates an example interface for entering 
search term for a search that is executed using a table graph. 
The example user interface 850 may be generated and pre 
sented to a user, such as a data analyst that wishes to find data 
on a certain data object, including multiple levels of interac 
tions with the data object that may be indicated in various data 
tables of various formats. In the example user interface 850, 
the field to be searched is Customer's Name, as shown in text 
field 855. The specific query includes the following search 
term: John D*, which the user may enter in the search box 
860. The wildcard “*” represents that any character may be 
deemed a match. For example, a customer's name that is 
"John Doe' and a customer's name that is “John Davis' both 
satisfy this search criteria. 
0073. Depending on the embodiment, results of a search 
may be displayed in the example user interface 850 or in a 
separate interface. For purposes of illustration, FIG. 8 illus 
trates search results that may be returned by executing the 
table graph of FIGS. 3-4 (although additional results may be 
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obtained if recursive execution of the table graph is contin 
ued). In the example as shown, a direct hit is displayed: “A 
transaction for S107.99 was found between John Doe and 
James Bond for a Printer (Transaction No. 00090).” In addi 
tion, an indirect hit (e.g., a transaction of an indication asso 
ciated with John D*, rather than John D* himself) may also be 
displayed, such as the one in the example user interface 850: 
“A transaction for $4.50 was found between James Bond and 
Jane Doe for Rice (Transaction No. 00091). In this example, 
the indirect hit may be found by the search because John Doe 
has transacted with James Bond, who also transacted with 
Jane Doe. 
0074. In some embodiments, instead of displaying search 
results informatted text, the user interface 850 may display all 
or a Subset of the search results as data field values, unparsed 
results, objects, and/or files. The results may also be offered 
as downloadable files formatted in various ways for the con 
venience of the user. 

Example Table Graph Methods 
0075 FIG. 5A is a flowchart depicting an illustrative pro 
cess of executing a search using a table graph. The process of 
FIG. 5A may be performed by the data access system 252 
and/or the API 248 in response to input from a data analyst, 
for example, such as part of a data analysis software platform. 
However, the process may be performed by other computing 
systems. Depending on the embodiment, the method of FIG. 
5A may include fewer or additional blocks and the blocks 
may be performed in an order that is different than illustrated. 
0076. The process 500 begins at block 503, wherein the 
data access system 252 accesses a table graph, such as a table 
graph selected by the user or a default table graph associated 
with a particular search functionality that the user wishes to 
perform (whether or not the user even knows that table graphs 
are being used to execute the search functionality). For pur 
poses of the example in FIG. 5A, a table graph having two 
nodes (such as in FIGS. 3-4) is assumed, although table 
graphs may include any quantity of nodes in various configu 
rations. In some embodiments, accessing the table graph may 
also include obtaining information regarding the nodes and 
edges in the table graph, Such as the names, properties, rela 
tions, index types, and data fields involved in the nodes and 
edges. 
0077. The process 500 then proceeds to block 505 and a 

first data store storing data of a first type is accessed. Depend 
ing on the embodiment, the first data store may be a database 
of several different types, such as a proprietary database, a 
SQL database, an elastic search database, an ODBC database, 
a JDBC database, an open source database, and so forth. 
Moreover, the data of the first type as stored in the first data 
store may be of any type. For example, the data may be of one 
or more following types: string, float, long, integer, binary, 
Boolean, text, object, BLOB, Big Int, char, numeric, Date, 
DateTime, real, SmallInt, Time, Timestamp, Varbinary, Var 
char, and so forth. The structure of the data does not need to be 
specified before the data is accessed. For instance, in some 
embodiments, if an unknown data structure is encountered, 
the API 248 may be programmed to analyze and find out the 
data structure. In some embodiments, the API 248 may notify 
an administrator or user that an unknown data structure is 
encountered and receive the administrator or users instruc 
tions. 
0078. The process 500 then proceeds to block 510 and a 
second data store storing data of a second type is accessed. 
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The second data store may be a data store that is either internal 
or external to the first data store. For example, the second data 
store may be a database maintained by the same or a different 
organization at a different location as the first data store. 
Moreover, the second data store may store data that is of a 
different type than the first store. For example, if the first data 
store is a SQL database, the second data store may be a 
database of a proprietary type, and the two data stores may or 
may not be able to directly share query terms with each other. 
For example, the first data store may be a data store main 
tained by Company A that stores information related to con 
Sumers, including their names, identities, and so forth. The 
first data store may be implemented as a MySQL database. 
The second data store may be a data stored maintained by a 
department store B. The second data store may use the 
Microsoft Access format to store its transaction information 
related to department store customer transactions. In some 
embodiments, the first and second data stores are not accessed 
(blocks 505, 510) until data is actually requested from the 
data stores, such as when the table graph is executed (block 
520). 
(0079. The process 500 then proceeds to block 515 and a 
search query is received. In some embodiments, the search 
query may be submitted by a user through an application. In 
some other embodiments, the user may directly interact with 
a table graph system. The search query may be processed by 
the data access system 252, which interacts with the table 
graphs and may be further be in contact with the table graph 
API 248 in order to access the various data sources. 

0080. The process 500 then proceeds to block.520 and the 
search query may be executed using the table graph. In some 
embodiments, the data access system 252 and/or the API 248 
may analyze the search query to parse information Such as the 
nodes and edges relevant to this search query. The data access 
system 252 and/or the API 248 may also generate one or more 
queries to the relevant data stores, which may include infor 
mation Such as search terms, data fields, name of the data 
tables, etc. Because the one or more queries formatted by the 
data access system 252 are transparent to the user, the user 
does not need to specify the various search queries (e.g., the 
exact query language used by the various data stores), details 
regarding how to join tables, how to parse intermediate 
results, or other details regarding the actual search execution. 
Moreover, as discussed previously, if the search query 
involves the look up of more than one tables (nodes) and the 
operation to be performed on one table depends on the inter 
mediate results received from another table, such details may 
be transparent to the user. The user does not need to parse the 
intermediate results obtained at each node of the search query. 
I0081 FIG. 5B is a flowchart depicting an illustrative pro 
cess of generating a table graph. The process of FIG. 5B may 
be performed by the data access system 252 by a system 
administrator or data analyst, for example, such as part of a 
data analysis Software platform. However, the process may be 
performed by other computing systems. Depending on the 
embodiment, the method of FIG. 5B may include fewer or 
additional blocks and the blocks may be performed in an 
order that is different than illustrated. 

I0082 For purposes of the example in FIG. 5B, a table 
graph having two nodes (such as in FIGS. 3-4) is generated, 
although table graphs may include any quantity of nodes in 
various configurations. The process 550 begins at block 555, 
wherein instructions to add a first table as a node are received 
from a user or an administrator. The first table may be physi 
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cally located in a database that is remote from the user. 
Although the word “table' is used, the data in the first table 
may be in any other data container and/or formatter, either 
structured or unstructured. For example, data in the table may 
be in an XML-like format or a user-defined format. The data 
may also be in a traditional database format, an object-ori 
ented database format, and so forth. In some embodiments, 
the instructions to add a first table to a table graph as a node 
may also include additional information Such as an alias for 
the node. For example, analias for the customer info node 303 
(FIG. 3) may be “Domain1.DB1.T1.” The received instruc 
tions may also include, in some embodiments, information 
regarding how the data in the first table may be structured. 
I0083. The process 550 then proceeds to block 560 and 
instructions to add another table as a node is received. In some 
embodiments, the additional table that is added to the table 
graph may be in the same database as the first table. However, 
in Some other instances, the additional table may belong to a 
database that is not directly related to the first table. It could 
even be of a type that cannot normally directly communicate 
with the first table because they might be of different database 
types. 
I0084. The process 550 then proceeds to block 565 and 
instructions to add a relationship between the tables are 
received. Depending on the embodiment, the received rela 
tionship may be of a type that is bi-directional or one-direc 
tional. When the received instructions are to create a relation 
ship that is bi-directional, a bi-directional edge between the 
tables are added to the table graph. In some other embodi 
ments, instead of creating a bi-directional edge, two one 
directional edges are created and added to the table graph. The 
edges between the tables denote the relationship that is added 
to the table graph. One common type of relationship that may 
be added between the two nodes in a table graph is a mapping. 
For example, the ID column in one node may be mapped to 
the toID column in another node. In another example, the 
name column in one node may be mapped to the full name 
column in another node. 
0085. The creation of an edge may not indicate that there 

is a one-to-one relationship between the data records stored in 
the two nodes. Instead, a variety of Scenarios may exist. For 
example, the ID column in one node may correspond to the 
toID column in another node, but there may be multiple 
records with the same to ID values in the other node. More 
over, the ID column in the one node may be sequential, 
unique, and non-negative integer values. The toD column in 
the other node may have redundancy and/or non-integer val 
ues. Details such as these may be transparent to a user who 
queries the table graph, which adds to the efficiency and ease 
of use to the system. 
I0086. As another example, the name column (or any other 
field) in one node may contain both first name and last name 
(or other combinations of data). The full name column in the 
other node, however, may have incomplete data records. Such 
as “James B.’ instead of “James Bond.” The edge between 
these two nodes, therefore, may, based on user request, 
include an exact mapping of data records in the two nodes, or 
a mapping that include partial matches or accommodate data 
ranges, elastic matches, and so forth. 
I0087. The process 550 then proceeds to a decision block 
570 which determines whether additional tables may be 
added as nodes to the table graph. If the user wishes to add 
another table as a node to the table graph, then the answer to 
the question in the decision block 570 is yes. In some embodi 
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ments, instructions may be received from an administrator or 
a user with sufficient privilege to add a plurality of tables as 
nodes in a table graph, then the answer to the question in the 
decision block 570 is also yes. Accordingly, the process 550 
proceeds to block 560, wherein instructions to add another 
table as a node in the table graph is received. The process 550 
then proceeds to block 565 wherein the computing system 
receives instructions to add a relationship between nodes in 
the table graph. 
0088. However, if the user does not want to add more 
nodes to the table graph or if all the tables have been added as 
nodes as instructed, then the answer to the question in the 
decision block 570 is no. Accordingly, the process 550 pro 
ceeds to block 575, wherein the table graph is built and stored. 
In some embodiments, the table graph may be built and stored 
in a local computing device of the user or administrator that 
creates the table graph, such as in a computer, a tablet device, 
a handheld device, and so forth. In some other embodiments, 
the table graph may be built and stored in a remote computing 
device. 
I0089 Moreover, building the table graph may include 
indexingfields (and/or columns) that may be relevant to edges 
in the table graph and/or fields that should be indexed accord 
ing to the instruction of a user. For example, in the customer 
info node 303 (FIG. 3), an index may be created for the ID 
column. Depending on the embodiment, various types of 
indexing methods and indices may be used. In addition, the 
Customer column may also be indexed. 
0090. Depending on the embodiments, the indexing meth 
ods used may present full text searchability and matching 
capability for regular expression and fuzzy matches. For 
example, instead of requiring an exact match to a customer's 
name, “James Bond may be considered a match for a search 
term “James B. Also, the user may specify that a search 
should satisfy the requirement of “Jame*B*d', wherein the 
wildcard represents any character. Additional regular expres 
sion type of matching capabilities may also be accommo 
dated and made possible by the indexing methods and/or 
query techniques used by a table graph. 
0091 Moreover, in some embodiments, the edges 
between the nodes in a table graph are tolerant of data quality 
issues. For example, instead of "James Bond,” a data record in 
the database may include the name “Jomes Bond' (with a 
typo in “Jomes”). A fuzzy matching capability may identify 
this record as potentially the same as “James Bond, and the 
edge between two tables in which a name field is used as part 
ofa relationship may still identify a data record containing the 
record “Jomes Bond.” 
0092. In another example, the table graph may automati 
cally perform record matches in various ways. For example, if 
a phone number is given as 123-456-7890, this may automati 
cally be matched with other formats for phone numbers such 
as 123.456.7890, (123) 456-7890, and/or the like. 
0093. In one embodiment, nodes and/or edges may be 
added via command line instructions. For example, a node in 
a table graph may be added using syntax such as: Node 
customer new CustomerNode() In another embodiment, a 
node be also added using syntax Such as: graph.addNode 
(customer). These syntaxes are presented for illustrative pur 
poses only. 

Example User Interfaces 
0094 FIG. 6A illustrates an example interface that is con 
figured to enable users to create a table graph and configure 
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properties of the table graph. A user interface Such as the 
example user interface 600 may be generated and presented to 
a user and allow the user to add various data sources by 
pressing add data sources button 615. As shown in the 
example interface 600, one data source, db 1, has already been 
added. The user interface 600 may also allow a user to add 
various tables as nodes by selecting them from a drop-down 
menu such the drop-down menu 620 and/or some other inter 
face that shows tables available for selection, such as from the 
one or more selected data sources. Alternatively, the user 
interface may also allow a user to create a new node directly 
with the user interface by pressing the create new node button 
625. Depending on the embodiment, once the user creates a 
new node, a new table is created in the underlying data store. 
By creating a new feature using the new node button 625, the 
user may conveniently add data to a table graph. For example, 
while analyzing data regarding James Bond, the user may 
think of other data that might also be relevant to the analysis, 
which is not currently in the table graph or in a known data 
store. Therefore, the user may add the table using the new 
node button 625. This feature allows users to interact with 
data in a table graph directly and dynamically, which may 
help yield more useful analysis results. 
0095. The user interface 600 may also allow users to con 
figure the edge types between/among the nodes in the table 
graph. For example, the example user interface of FIG. 6 
shows nodes 650 and 655 selected by the user (indicated by 
the bold outline of the nodes in this example) such that a 
relationship between those selected nodes can be created 
and/or updated. In this example, a user may choose to add a 
bi-directional edge between node 650 (node 'A') and node 
655 (node “B”) by dragging an edge between two nodes in the 
table graph. The type of an edge can also be configured and/or 
edited. For example, a user may choose to change a bi-direc 
tional edge into a one-directional edge. A user may also 
remove an existing edge. 
0096. The user interface 600 may also allow a user to 
select certain fields to index in order to complete the configu 
ration of an edge. For example, the edge between nodes A 650 
and B 655 may be configured to be between the “LastName' 
field in node A 650 and the “Surname field in node B 655. In 
the example of FIG. 6, with nodes 650 and 655 selected, drop 
down menus 640 and 645 are populated with fields of the 
respective tables (associated with nodes 650 and 655) such 
that the user can selected corresponding index nodes of the 
two tables. For example, a user may choose to change the 
relationship between the two nodes by choosing the appro 
priate data field in a drop down menu 640 (for node A 650) 
and the drop down menu 645 (for node B 645). In some other 
embodiments, other types of interface elements may be gen 
erated and presented in order for users to choose the data 
fields to index. 

0097 FIG. 6B illustrates another example interface that is 
configured to allow users to drag and drop tables from various 
data sources into the interface to create a table graph. The 
example user interface 750 may be generated and presented to 
a user, Such as an administrator and/or analyst that wishes to 
develop multi-source search logic. The example user inter 
face 750, as shown, illustrates representations oftwo separate 
data stores: DB1 760, which is a proprietary database, and 
DB3 770, which is a SQL database. As shown, three tables 
from DB1 760 are available for selection as nodes in a table 
graph: T1 761 (User table), T2 762 (Background table), and 
T3 763 (Security table). In addition, three tables from DB3 
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770 are available for selection as nodes in the table graph: T2 
771 (Events), T3 772 (Misc.), and T4 773 (History). 
0098. In some embodiments, ifa user wishes to add a data 
table as a node into an existing or a new table graph, the user 
may draga table and drop it into the table graph, at which time 
the table is inserted as a node in the table graph. In the 
example user interface 750, a user has dragged and dropped 
three tables as nodes into the table graph: node 751 (DB1.T1). 
node 752 (DB3.T2), and node 753 (DB3.T3). Edges may also 
be added between the tables. A user may also click on an edge 
and create indices on the tables and make further configura 
tions as to the mapping between data fields in the nodes. 
(0099 FIG. 7 illustrates an example user interface 700 that 
displays a table graph that includes nodes that can be executed 
in parallel. In this example the displayed table graph 720 
includes a total of eight nodes, several of which are config 
ured to execute concurrently with certain other nodes, as 
discussed below. 
0100. A table graph that includes at least two nodes that 
are configured to be executed in parallel may be called a 
parallel table graph. In some embodiments, one or more 
nodes in a table graph may be included in a group so that 
searches related to the nodes in the group may be executed in 
parallel, making the searches even more efficient. For 
instance, in the example table graph 720, the nodes may be 
grouped automatically (and/or manually) into five different 
groups. In this example, Group 1 includes node A721 and 
node B 722. Group 2 includes node C 723 and node E 725. 
Group 3 only includes one node, which is node D 724. Group 
4 includes only one node, node F 726. Finally, group 5 
includes two nodes, node G 727 and node H 728. In one 
embodiment, the nodes that belong to the same group may be 
executed in parallel because the search queries involving each 
of these nodes may be configured to be executed indepen 
dently. 
0101. In some instances, there could be more than one way 
to partition a table graph into multiple groups. A table graph 
may be partitioned into several Sub graphs in multiple ways. 
Therefore, besides automatically grouping several nodes 
together into one group, a user may choose to alter the group 
ing of nodes (e.g., an automatic grouping provided by the 
table graph generation Software) for a parallel table graph for 
reasons of execution efficiency, data quality, and so forth. A 
user may utilize an interface Such as the example user inter 
face 700 and edit the existing grouping of nodes for parallel 
table graph execution. If after the users configuration, cer 
tain nodes assigned into the same group by the user cannot be 
executed in parallel, the example user interface 700 may 
display a warning message to the user and let the user know 
that the current assignment of nodes into a group would not 
result in a viable parallel table graph execution. 
0102 The following is an example of parallel table graph 
execution: Suppose a parallel table graph includes 3 tables/ 
nodes including Table 1 that links a customer name to a 
customer ID, Table 2 that links a customer ID to a phone 
number, and Table 3 that links a customer ID to an address. In 
a search for a customer name, an initial search of Table 1 may 
be performed. However, one a customer ID corresponding to 
the customer name is determined, a parallel search of Tables 
2 and 3 may be performed. Accordingly, in this example, a 
parallel table graph execution may be performed automati 
cally on nodes corresponding to Tables 2 and 3. 
0103 FIG.8 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative process 
of executing a parallel table graph (e.g., a table graph with at 
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least two nodes configured to execute at least partially con 
currently). The process of FIG.8 may be performed by the 
data access system 252 and/or the API 248 in response to 
input from a data analyst, for example, Such as part of a data 
analysis software platform. However, the process may be 
performed by other computing systems. Depending on the 
embodiment, the method of FIG. 8 may include fewer or 
additional blocks and the blocks may be performed in an 
order that is different than illustrated. 
0104. The process 900 begins at block 905, whereina table 
graph is accessed. Accessing a table graph may include 
receiving information regarding the edges and nodes in the 
table graph and the data fields that may be involved in the 
edges and nodes. 
0105. The process 900 proceeds to block 910 and instruc 
tions regarding executing some nodes in the table graph in 
parallel are received. As discussed previously, the instruc 
tions to execute certain nodes in parallel may be received 
from a user and/or automatically determined. In some other 
embodiments, such instructions may be received from an 
application or a physical computing device that have instruc 
tions stored on it to execute a search query using a table graph. 
For example, an application that interacts with a table graph 
regularly, Such as a program that periodically queries a table 
graph and reports updated results, may include instructions to 
query the table graph in parallel. A user or an administrator 
may set up Such instructions as part of the application. Alter 
natively, the table graph system may automatically determine 
that particular nodes may be queried in parallel, and may 
automatically execute the particular nodes in parallel when a 
search query is received. 
0106. The process 900 then proceeds to block 915, and the 
order of executing the nodes in the table graph are deter 
mined. Depending on the embodiments, the determination 
may be made automatically based on the dependencies of the 
search queries and/or other factors, such as expected time for 
executing a query, the complexity of a query, records of past 
search query execution duration, amount of data potentially 
involved in a search query/or in a node, database usage sta 
tistics, search demand predictions, and so forth. The factors 
may further be weighted in order to plan the search queries in 
a cost-effective way. For example, queries that may be 
repeated periodically can be scheduled to take place at certain 
times when the demand on a database server is low. In another 
example, nodes involved in search queries that, according to 
statistics, may take a longtime to finish, may be executed with 
more priority than other search nodes involving other nodes, 
even if both could be executed in parallel. 
0107. In some other embodiments, the determination of 
the order of executing the nodes may also be made by a user, 
who may arrange the order of executing the nodes by assign 
ing certain nodes into the same or various different execution 
stages and/or groups. Also, depending on the embodiment, 
the determination may be made by a combination of user 
input and automatic determination. A user may modify the 
automatic parallel table graph execution arrangement. A 
user's parallel table graph execution arrangement may 
undergo sanity checks performed automatically or as part of 
a program. 
0108. The process 900 then proceeds to block 920 and at 
least some of the nodes in the table graph are executed in 
parallel according to the determined order. In some embodi 
ments, a user interface may also be executed and created to 
the user so that the user may monitor the execution of the table 
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graph as it happens. In some other embodiments, perfor 
mance statistics may be gathered for the table graph search in 
order to further optimize future parallel table graph searches. 

Implementation Mechanisms 
0109 According to one embodiment, the techniques 
described herein are implemented by one or more special 
purpose computing devices. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more appli 
cation-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field program 
mable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed 
to perform the techniques, or may include one or more gen 
eral purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, server computer 
systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices, net 
working devices or any other device or combination of 
devices that incorporate hard-wired and/or program logic to 
implement the techniques. 
0110 Computing device(s) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system Software. Such as iOS, 
Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Win 
dows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, 
Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or 
other compatible operating systems. In other embodiments, 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system. Conventional operating systems control 
and schedule computer processes for execution, perform 
memory management, provide file system, networking, I/O 
services, and provide a user interface functionality, Such as a 
graphical user interface ("GUI), among other things. 
0111 For example, FIG. 9 is a block diagram that illus 
trates a computer system 800 upon which the processed dis 
cussed herein may be implemented. For example, a table 
graph generation user interface may be generated and dis 
played to a user by a first computer system 800, while a search 
query using one or more table graphs may be executed by 
another computer system 800 (or possibly the same computer 
system in Some embodiments). Furthermore the data sources 
may each include any portion of the components and func 
tionality discussed with reference to the computer system 
8OO. 
0112 The example computer system 800 includes a bus 
802 or other communication mechanism for communicating 
information, and a hardware processor, or multiple proces 
sors, 804 coupled with bus 802 for processing information. 
Hardware processor(s) 804 may be, for example, one or more 
general purpose microprocessors. 
0113 Computer system 800 also includes a main memory 
806, such as a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or 
other dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 802 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 804. 
Main memory 806 also may be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 804. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor 
804, render computer system 800 into a special-purpose 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci 
fied in the instructions. 
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0114 Computer system 800 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 808 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 802 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 804. A storage device 810. Such as a magnetic disk, 
optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is pro 
vided and coupled to bus 802 for storing information and 
instructions. 

0115 Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 to 
a display 812, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or LCD 
display (or touch screen), for displaying information to a 
computer user. An input device 814, including alphanumeric 
and other keys, is coupled to bus 802 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 804. 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 816, such 
as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for commu 
nicating direction information and command selections to 
processor 804 and for controlling cursor movement on dis 
play 812. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. 
In some embodiments, the same direction information and 
command selections as cursor control may be implemented 
via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor. 
0116 Computing system 800 may include a user interface 
module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass 
storage device as executable software codes that are executed 
by the computing device(s). This and other modules may 
include, by way of example, components, such as Software 
components, object-oriented software components, class 
components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 
0117. In general, the word “module.” as used herein, refers 
to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection 
of Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit 
points, Written in a programming language, such as, for 
example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or 
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules may be 
callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware modules configured for execution on computing devices 
may be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a 
compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or 
any other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may 
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
may be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but may be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage 
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0118 Computer system 800 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard-wired logic, 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 800 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 800 in response to 
processor(s) 804 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 806. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 806 from another 
storage medium, Such as storage device 810. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 806 
causes processor(s) 804 to perform the process steps 
described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired cir 
cuitry may be used in place of or in combination with Soft 
ware instructions. 

0119 The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, 
as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-vola 
tile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media 
includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as 
storage device 810. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 806. Common forms of non 
transitory media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible 
disk, hard disk, Solid State drive, magnetic tape, or any other 
magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical 
data storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of 
holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, 
NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked 
versions of the same. 

I0120 Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 802. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
I0121 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to proces 
sor 804 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid State drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 800 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 802. Bus 802 carries the data to main memory 806, 
from which processor 804 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 806 may 
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
received by main memory 806 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 810 either before or after execution by proces 
Sor 804. 

0.122 Computer system 800 also includes a communica 
tion interface 818 coupled to bus 802. Communication inter 
face 818 provides a two-way data communication coupling to 
a network link 820 that is connected to a local network 822. 
For example, communication interface 818 may be an inte 
grated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, 
satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communica 
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tion connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As 
another example, communication interface 818 may be a 
local area network (LAN) card to provide a data communi 
cation connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component 
to communicated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 818 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
0123 Network link 820 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 820 may provide a connection 
through local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
826. ISP 826 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet” 828. Local net 
work 822 and Internet 828 both use electrical, electromag 
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 820 and through communication interface 818, 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 800, 
are example forms of transmission media. 
0.124 Computer system 800 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link820 and communication interface 818. In the 
Internet example, a server 830 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 828, ISP 
826, local network 822 and communication interface 818. 
0.125. The received code may be executed by processor 
804 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 810, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. 
0126 Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in, and 
fully or partially automated by, code modules executed by one 
or more computer systems or computer processors compris 
ing computer hardware. The processes and algorithms may be 
implemented partially or wholly in application-specific cir 
cuitry. 
0127. The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another, or may be com 
bined in various ways. All possible combinations and Sub 
combinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may 
be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and pro 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For 
example, described blocks or states may be performed in an 
order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks 
or states may be combined in a single block or state. The 
example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in par 
allel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be added 
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The 
example systems and components described herein may be 
configured differently than described. For example, elements 
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared to 
the disclosed example embodiments. 
0128 Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could.” “might,” or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, Such conditional lan 
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guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

I0129. The term “comprising as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For 
example, a general purpose computer comprising one or more 
processors should not be interpreted as excluding other com 
puter components, and may possibly include Such compo 
nents as memory, input/output devices, and/or network inter 
faces, among others. 
0.130. Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the 
flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules, segments, orportions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple 
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
I0131. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples. All Such modifications and 
variations are intended to be included herein within the scope 
of this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, how 
ever, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears intext, 
the invention can be practiced in many ways. AS is also stated 
above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminol 
ogy when describing certain features or aspects of the inven 
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with 
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the inven 
tion should therefore be construed in accordance with the 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A search system configured to execute a search query, 

the search system comprising: 
one or more computing devices having hardware proces 

sors configured to execute instructions in order to: 
access a first data store of a first type storing at least a first 

data table; 
access a second data store of a second type different than 

the first type, the second data store storing at least a 
second data table; 

execute a table graph having a first node associated with 
the first data table, a second node associated with the 
second data table, and a link between the first node 
and the second node, the link indicating a first field of 
the first data table that is associated with a second field 
of the second data table, said executing comprising: 
looking up first information associated with a search 

query in the first data store; 
look up second information associated with the first 

information in the second data store; 
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provide the second information for display or pro 
cessing by the search system. 

2. The search system of claim 1, wherein at least one of the 
first field and the second field are full-text searchable. 

3. The search system of claim 1, wherein the link between 
the first node and the second node is a bi-directional link. 

4. The search system of claim 1, wherein the first type and 
the second type each include one or more of a relational data 
store, an object-oriented data store, a proprietary data store, a 
file-based data store, a hierarchical data store, a network data 
store, and an elastic-search data store. 

5. The search system of claim 1, wherein the table graph is 
executed via an application programming interface config 
ured to format the second information as one or more data 
objects, wherein the data objects further comprise attributes 
and values defined by a user. 

6. The search system of claim 1, wherein the search query 
includes one or more regular expression rules. 

7. The search system of claim 1, wherein the table graph 
further comprises a third node associated with a third data 
table and wherein executing the table graph further comprises 
concurrently looking up the first information in the first data 
table and looking up a third information in the third data table. 

8. The search system of claim 7, wherein the lookups in the 
first data table and the third data tables are executed concur 
rently in response to the one or more computing devices 
automatically determining that the lookups are Suitable for 
concurrent execution based on at least one of query depen 
dency, query complexity, history of query execution duration, 
usage statistics of the first, second, and/or third data stores, 
and/or predicted usage demand of the first, second, and third 
data stores. 

9. A table graph system configured to electronically com 
municate with at least one data store, the table graph system 
comprising: 

one or more physical computing devices having hardware 
processors configured to execution instructions in order 
tO: 
receive instructions to add a first data table as a first node 

in a table graph; 
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receive instructions to add a second data table as a sec 
ond node in the table graph, wherein the first data 
table and the second data table are of different types: 

upon receiving instructions to add a relationship 
between the first and second nodes, add the relation 
ship, wherein the relationship indicates a first field of 
the first data table is to be associated with a second 
field of the second data table, 

wherein the table graph is executable in order to access 
data stored in the first data table and Subsequently data 
in the second data table based at least partly on the 
data stored in the first data table. 

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the one or more physi 
cal computing devices are further configured to: 

receive instructions to add a third node linked with the first 
node and/or the second node: 

receive instructions to indicate the first node and the third 
node as concurrently processable, wherein the first node 
and the third node are executable concurrently in 
response to execution of the table graph. 

11. The system of claim 9, wherein the one or more physi 
cal computing devices are further configured to: 

receive instructions to add a third node linked with the first 
node and/or the second node: 

receive instructions to execute at least two of the nodes 
concurrently: 

automatically determine an order of executing the at least 
two of the nodes concurrently. 

12. The system of claim 9, wherein the one or more physi 
cal computing devices are further configured to automatically 
add one or more relationships between the first and second 
nodes. 

13. The system of claim 9, wherein the one or more physi 
cal computing devices are further configured to receive 
instructions to change the relationship between the first and 
second nodes from a one-directional link to a bi-directional 
link. 

14. The system of claim 9, wherein the first data table and 
the second data table are located remotely from each other. 

k k k k k 
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OBJECT MODELING FOR EXPLORING 
LARGE DATASETS 

BENEFIT CLAIM 

0001. This application claims benefit under 35 U.S.C. 
S120 as a Continuation of U.S. application Ser. No. 12/210, 
947, filed Sep. 15, 2008, the entire contents of which are 
hereby incorporated by reference for all purposes as if fully 
set forth herein. The applicant(s) hereby rescind any dis 
claimer of claim Scope in the parent application(s) or the 
prosecution history thereof and advise the USPTO that the 
claims in this application may be broader than any claim in 
the parent application(s). 

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE 

0002 The present disclosure generally relates to tech 
niques for exploring large data sets, for example, as related to 
market instruments. 

BACKGROUND 

0003. The approaches described in this section are 
approaches that could be pursued, but not necessarily 
approaches that have been previously conceived or pursued. 
Therefore, unless otherwise indicated, it should not be 
assumed that any of the approaches described in this section 
qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this 
section. 
0004 Data processing systems can be programmed to 
facilitate analysis of a universe of data items. A universe of 
data items refers to a large collection of data items. An 
example of Such a universe may be a large collection of 
market instruments. In many instances, the amount of raw 
data about data items can be massive and dynamically 
increasing all the time. Under some approaches, an analyst 
relies on empirical knowledge and cumbersome spreadsheets 
to analyze markets and instruments. Under some other 
approaches, markets and instruments are modeled as multi 
variable stochastic, predictive systems. In all these 
approaches, however, what has been captured is often over 
simplified and relatively static. These approaches cannot keep 
up with new variable and new trends appearing in the markets, 
and therefore can hardly yield reliable insights for future 
performance of the markets and instruments. These short 
comings are made worse, as these approaches typically pro 
vide little support for a user to flexibly model the markets, to 
promptly react to new trends, and to timely test new hypoth 
CSS. 

SUMMARY 

0005. The present disclosure is directed to a programmatic 
object model that facilitates analysis of universes of data 
items. 
0006. A first claim of the disclosure is an object model that 
facilitates performing financial analysis and that includes 
certain Zero-order objects or building blocks that lend them 
selves particularly well to doing financial analysis. The object 
model comprises a universe of data items, relationships 
between the data items, higher-order objects generated based 
on one or more data items in the universe, higher-order 
objects generated based on other objects, and auxiliary enti 
ties related to the universe of data items. 
0007. A second claim is that some of the building blocks 
are “Zero-order, in that they cannot be decomposed into 
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other building blocks. Examples of Zero-order building 
blocks are time series, metrics, and financial instruments. A 
time series is an object that represents time-dependent infor 
mation. A metric building block represents a type of data 
transformation; for example, a metric defines a function that 
receives an instrument as input and produces a time series as 
output. A financial instrument building block represents any 
market entity that is traded or otherwise of interest, such as an 
equity, a currency, or a bond. 
0008. A third claim is that some of the building blocks can 
be decomposed into other building blocks. Examples include 
a date set, index, portfolio, strategy, instrument group, and 
regression. For example, a date set comprises time values that 
satisfy one or more selection criteria; an instrument group 
comprises one or more instruments selected from a universe 
of instruments using a filter chain; an index indicates a col 
lective value of one or more instruments; a regression trans 
forms one or more first time series into a predicted time series 
and compares the predicted time series with a second time 
series; a portfolio comprises Zero or more time series each of 
which represents an instrument, a particular date set, and one 
or more trades that refer to times represented in the particular 
date set; a strategy comprises a date set that represents a time 
period and a statement block that can be executed to deter 
mines one or more trades of the instrument. 
0009. Additional claims of the disclosure relate to how the 
foregoing higher-order building blocks can be decomposed 
into the Zero-order building blocks. For example, an index 
comprises an instrument group and a metric and a date set; an 
instrument group comprises filters; and a filter can be a set of 
instruments and a metric. 
0010. In embodiments where data items are instruments 
(in equity, currency and bonds), Zero-order objects may refer 
to instruments, economic indexes, time series and metadata 
associated with instruments, and other information that are 
cataloged and stored in a database for the purpose of being 
analyzed by the data analysis system. 
0011. Other embodiments may comprise a system and one 
or more machine-readable storage media operable to provide 
the foregoing graphical user interface and/or to perform or 
cause the performance of the foregoing computer-imple 
mented methods. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0012 FIG. 1 illustrates an example data analysis system 
for exploring a universe of data items. 
0013 FIG. 2A illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face related to a date set. 
0014 FIG. 2B illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face related to an instrument group. 
0015 FIGS. 2C-1 and 2C-2 illustrate an example graphi 
cal user interface related to a strategy. 
0016 FIGS. 2D-1 and 2D-2 illustrate an example graphi 
cal user interface related to a regression. 
0017 FIG. 2E illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face related to an index. 
0018 FIG. 2F illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face related to a custom metric. 
0019 FIG. 2G illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face related to selecting a custom metric. 
0020 FIG. 2H illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face related to displaying results involving a custom metric. 
0021 FIG. 3 illustrates an example process flow. 
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0022 FIG. 4 illustrates a computer system with which an 
embodiment may be implemented. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODIMENTS 

0023. In the following description, for the purposes of 
explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to 
provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It 
will be apparent, however, that the present invention may be 
practiced without these specific details. In other instances, 
well-known structures and devices are shown in block dia 
gram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the 
present invention. 

1 GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

0024. In this disclosure the following terms have the fol 
lowing meanings: 
0025 Data item: a zero-order object that can be described 
by a number of properties and/or metrics. 
0026. Higher-order objects: the term “higher-order 
objects' refers to objects that can be built directly or indi 
rectly on top of Zero-order objects such as instruments. 
0027 Metric: a type of transformation. The metric per 
forms the type of transformation specified, e.g., using the 
instrument as input, and produces the time series. In some 
embodiments, the identifier for the object and the token for 
the type of transformation are separated by a suitable delim 
iter Such as a period. 
0028 Object model: a model that comprises a universe of 
data items, relationships between the data items, higher-order 
objects generated based on one or more data items in the 
universe, higher-order objects generated based on other 
objects, and auxiliary entities related to the universe of data 
items. 
0029 Ontological relationships: structural relationships 
existing among Zero-order objects (such as economic 
indexes, instruments, etc.). The instruments can be classified 
based on ontological relationships, thereby forming a hierar 
chy on which the object model can be further built. In some 
embodiments, this hierarchy may comprise one or more eco 
nomic indexes, which is not specifically tied to an instrument. 
0030 Time series: a type of objects which are used in the 
object model to represent time-dependent information. 
0031 Universe of data items: a large collection of data 
items, typically everything known to a particular system. 
0032 Zero-order objects: leaf nodes in the object model. 
In embodiments where data items are instruments (in equity, 
currency and bonds), Zero-order objects may refer to instru 
ments, economic indexes, time series and meta data associ 
ated with instruments, and other information that are cata 
loged and stored in a database for the purpose of being 
analyzed by the data analysis system. 

2 EXAMPLE DATA ANALYSIS SYSTEM 

0033 FIG. 1 illustrates an example data analysis system 
for exploring a universe of data items. Data analysis system 
100 comprises application server 102 and one or more clients, 
such as client 120. 
0034. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG. 1, client 120, 
which may be implemented by one or more first physical 
computing devices, is communicatively connected to appli 
cation server 102, which may be implemented by one or more 
second physical computing devices, over a network. In some 
embodiments, each Such physical computing device may be 
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implemented as a separate computer system as shown in FIG. 
4. For example, client 120 may be implemented in a computer 
system as a set of program instructions recorded on a 
machine-readable storage medium, while application server 
102 may be implemented in a different computer system. 
Client 120 comprises graphical user interface (GUI) logic 
122. GUI logic 122 may be a set of program instructions 
which, when executed by one or more processors of the 
computer system, are operable to receive user input and to 
display a graphical representation of one or more graphic 
constructs related to exploring a universe of data items using 
the approaches herein. GUI logic 122 may be operable to 
receive user input from, and display the graphic constructs to, 
a graphical user interface that is provided on display 124 by 
the computer system on which client 120 executes. 
0035. In some embodiments, GUI logic 122 is omitted. 
For example, in one embodiment, client 120 may comprise an 
application program or process that issues one or more func 
tion calls or application programming interface (API) calls to 
application server 102 to obtain information resulting from, 
to provide input to, and to execute along with application 
server 102, the processes or one or more steps thereof as 
described herein. For example, client 120 may request and 
obtain a representation of Zero-order objects such as instru 
ments, higher-order objects such as date sets, indexes, instru 
ment groups, etc., higher-order objects, and other constructs 
as described herein using a programmatic interface, and then 
the client may use, process, log, store, or otherwise interact 
with the received data according to local logic. Client 120 
may also interact with application server 102 to provide input, 
definition, editing instructions, expressions related to one or 
more objects or constructs as described herein using a pro 
grammatic interface, and then the application server 102 may 
use, process, log, store, or otherwise interact with the received 
input according to application server logic. 
0036) Application server 102 may be implemented as a 
special-purpose computer system having the logical elements 
shown in FIG.1. In an embodiment, the logical elements may 
comprise program instructions recorded on one or more 
machine-readable storage media. Alternatively, the logical 
elements may be implemented in hardware, firmware, or a 
combination. 

0037. When executed by one or more processors of the 
computer system, logic in application server 102 is operable 
to explore the universe of data items according to the tech 
niques described herein. In one embodiment, application 
server 102 may be implemented in a Java Virtual Machine 
(JVM) that is executing in a distributed or non-distributed 
computer system. In other embodiments, application server 
102 may be implemented as a combination of programming 
instructions written in any programming language (e.g. C++ 
or Visual Basic) and hardware components (e.g. memory, 
CPU time) that have been allocated for executing the program 
instructions. 

0038. In an embodiment, application server 102 com 
prises repository access logic 110 and data exploring logic 
104. Repository access logic 110 may comprise a set of 
program instructions which, when executed by one or more 
processors, are operable to access and retrieve data from data 
repository 112. For example, repository access logic 110 may 
be a database client or an Open Database Connectivity 
(ODBC) client that supports calls to a database server that 
manages data repository 112. Data repository 112 may be any 
type of structured storage for storing data including, but not 
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limited to, relational or object-oriented databases, data ware 
houses, directories, data files, and any other structured data 
Storage. 
0039. In the embodiment illustrated in FIG.1, data explor 
ing logic 104 comprises input receiver 106 and evaluation 
module 108. Data exploring logic 104 may be object-oriented 
logic. As used herein, the universe of data items can be 
accessed and/or operated on by the data exploring logic 104 to 
create, modify, delete, and store the data generated or used by 
data analysis system 100. 
0040. In an embodiment, input receiver 106 is a set of 
program instructions which, when executed by one or more 
processors, are operable to receive input from a client. 
0041 Evaluation module 108 is a set of program instruc 
tions that implement logic to create, modify, delete and store 
objects that are associated with the universe of data items, 
evaluate these objects when instructed to do so by data analy 
sis system 100, provide the evaluation results to a client. 
Evaluation results of one or more objects may also be ren 
dered by GUI logic 122 on display 120. 

3 EXAMPLES OF ZERO-ORDER OBJECTS 

3.1 Instruments 

0042. An instrument is an object that represents any mar 
ket traded financial entity or product of interest, such as a 
stock (equity), bond, currency, or fund. 

3.2 Metrics 

0043. A metric is a transformation (or function) that 
receives one type of data (e.g., an object such as an instru 
ment) and returns another type (e.g., another object Such as a 
time series). A metric may perform any form of specified 
processing, specified computation, related operations such as 
database queries, network communications and data storing. 
For example, a metric may receive a particular instrument as 
input and return a time series of the particular instruments 
Volume. A metric may also receive one time series for an 
instrument and return the value of the instrument on a given 
day. A metric may optionally receive parameters at runtime 
that influence the execution of logic implemented in the met 
ric. An example of a parameter that can be inputted into a 
metric to influence the execution of a metric may be a number 
of days to show a moving average price for MSFT where the 
metric calculates the moving average price. 
0044) Objects that are of a higher order than a zero order 
can be built using metrics. The input objects and the output 
objects can be Zero-order or higher-order in any combination. 
0045. The data changes over time. Therefore, if a metric is 
evaluated at two different times, it may produce different 
outputs. Alternatively, output objects from one or more of 
these metrics may be pre-computed/evaluated and stored/ 
cached beforehand. In some embodiments, parameters may 
be provided to a metric to specify whether a cached object of 
a metric should be used as input, or whether the output of a 
metric should be cached or stored. 

3.3 Time Series 

0046. A time series is a programmatic object that repre 
sents time-dependent information in any of several forms, 
including a series of discrete dates or a sequence of time 
related values. Where an object model contains a large 
amount of time-dependent information, many time series 
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may be created in the process of evaluating objects in the 
object model. For example, an instrument may have a trading 
history that indicates its values over a period of time. From 
this trading history (e.g., raw trading data), one or more time 
series may be created to represent time-dependent informa 
tion, in any desired resolution (for example, in a time scale of 
years, months, weeks, days, hours, minutes, seconds). 
0047. In some embodiments, a time series may comprise a 
set of numeric values and a separate set of time values, 
wherein each numeric value has a corresponding time value 
in the set of time values. Each Such numeric value represents 
a value of a certain entity at each corresponding time value in 
the set of time values. For example, a time series may be used 
to represent market values of an instrument. The above-men 
tioned “value of a certain entity” may be a particular market 
value at the closing of a trading day. In this example, the time 
series may comprise a set of long or double values, each of 
which represents a market value at the closing of a corre 
sponding day as indicated by a time value in a separate set of 
time values. The time series further comprises the separate set 
of time values representing the closings of all corresponding 
days, for which market values of the instruments are included 
in the set of long or double values. 
0048. A time series may also be used to represent values of 
an entity for time values that meet certain criteria. For 
example, a time series may be used to represent market values 
for an instrument when the instrument is traded to higher 
prices, when the instrument is traded to lower prices, when 
the volatility of the instrument exceeds a certain limit, when 
the volatility of the instrument stays below a certain limit, or 
a derivative of other time series. Furthermore, the values of an 
entity are not limited to market values of an instrument. For 
example, the values of an entity, as represented by a time 
series, may comprise analytical values of historical volatility 
of two instruments. 

0049. In some embodiments, a time series associated with 
an instrument may be accessed by an expression containing 
an identifier (e.g., the identifier “GOOG' to indicate the 
equity instrument for Google, Inc.) for another object such as 
an instrument and a token (e.g., a textual name Such as 
“HVOL' representing historical volatility of an instrument) 
for a type of transformation. In the present example where the 
time series is accessed by the expression "GOOG.HVOL”. 
the metric identified by the token (e.g., “HVOL) receives the 
identifier for the instrument (e.g., “GOOG”) as input and 
transforms raw trading data of the instrument (i.e., “GOOG') 
into a time series as an output object. This time series, for 
example, may represent time-dependent information of vola 
tility of the instrument “GOOG” in all recorded trading days. 
0050. A time series such as described above may be fur 
ther transformed along with other parameters into another 
output object. 
0051 A time series can not only represent time-dependent 
information for Zero-order objects Such as instruments, but 
may also represent time-dependent information for any 
higher-order objects in the object model. 
0052. In some embodiments, a time series may be used to 
represent time-dependent information that is not related to 
another object. For example, a set of time values from a 
calendar, e.g., all week days, all work days, all Mondays, or 
the second days of months, may be transformed by a metric 
into a time series. Such a time series may be viewed as an 
object perse as it is independent of another object Such as an 
instrument. In some embodiments, the time series may be 
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accessed within a global scope, by any other objects, without 
naming any other object Such as an instrument. In some 
embodiments, a time series may comprise a set of time values 
(e.g., all Mondays) without including a separate set of 
numeric values representing values of an entity that may be 
associated with another object such as an instrument. 
0053. In some embodiments, time series may be pre-com 
puted (evaluated) and stored/cached. 

4 EXAMPLE HIGHER-ORDER OBJECTS 

4.1 Date Set 

0054. A date set comprises a set of time values that satisfy 
one or more selection criteria. As used herein, the term “time 
value' may include date and/or time of day information at 
various resolutions, for example, from multiple years to Sub 
seconds. For example, a date set may be all trading days when 
the “GOOG” stock trades up. A date set may also have an 
explicit start time value for the set, for example, Jan. 1, 2006; 
thus, the date set excludes all time values that are before the 
explicit start time value. Similarly, a date set may also have an 
explicit end time value; thus, the date set excludes all time 
values that are after the explicit end time value. 
0055. A date set may also take an implicit start time value, 
where an explicit start time value is not specified. For 
example, a date set that comprises all days when the “GOOG” 
stock trades up may have an implicit start time value when the 
“GOOG' stock was first publicly traded. Similarly, a date set 
may also take an implicit end time value, where an explicit 
end time value is not specified. For example, a date set that 
comprises all days when the “ENE stock was available for 
trades may have an implicit end time value when the “ENE” 
stock was terminated from public trading from the New York 
Stock Exchange. 
0056. One of several object creation mechanisms may be 
used to create higher-order objects such as date sets. One 
object creation mechanism is a metric. This metric may take 
a first input that specifies a time series. This time series is 
generally a set of date/value pairs. The date set metric also 
may take a second input that specifies one or more criteria. 
For example, the one or more criteria as specified in the 
second input may specify a range. The resulting date set will 
then contain all the dates as indicated by the time series that 
are within the specified range. 
0057 Another object creation mechanism to create a 
higher-order object Such as a date set is to directly use a 
programming language Such as JAVA. The user may supply 
programming language code to the system 100, which may be 
compiled, interpreted or otherwise executed by the system 
100 to create a date set. Extension mechanisms such as Java 
reflection may be used to add code segments or objects to the 
system so that the object creation mechanisms can be 
dynamically extended. 
0058 Yet another object creation mechanism to create a 
higher-order object Such as a date set is to interact with a user 
interface. For example, tools or widgets may be provided in or 
through a graphical user interface and may interact with the 
user for the purpose of creating a date set. 
0059. In various embodiments, these and other object cre 
ation mechanisms, or a combination thereof, may be used to 
create various higher-order objects. 
0060 A date set may or may not be related to any other 
object. For example, as shown in FIG. 2A, a date set may be 
hard-coded by a user at client 120. For example, a calendar 
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202 may be shown at client 120. Graphic components may be 
rendered on agraphical user interface 200 so that the user may 
select certain time values (i.e., the user selection provides the 
second input that specifies one or more criteria) using calen 
dar 202 (which is the first input that specifies a time series). 
With calendar 202 and the user selection as inputs, an object 
creation mechanism creates and outputs the corresponding 
date set. 
0061 For a generated date set, the user may provide a 
token in the form of a string to this date set in a text input box 
204. Subsequently, this date set may be used in combination 
with other objects. In an embodiment, any of all the entities 
that are involved in specifying, creating and outputting a new 
date set may be stored in a machine-readable storage medium. 
In addition, the new date set may also be stored or cached in 
Such a medium. 

4.2 Index 

0062 An index indicates a collective value of one or more 
instruments as a function of time over a set of time values. A 
collective value is any type of aggregate value of the one or 
more instruments. The collective value may be of a market 
value type Such as a total monetary value of the one or more 
instruments traded at public exchanges, or of an analytical 
value type such as a numeric value indicating Volatility of the 
trading price for the one or more instruments, as a function of 
time over the set of time values. 
0063 For the purpose of illustration only, the one or more 
instruments included in the index may comprise the 
“GOOG”, “YHOO, and “MSFT' stocks. Hence, the index 
may be an aggregate market value of these stocks, as a func 
tion of time over all trading days since Jan. 1, 2007. A market 
value is an aggregation of values of all assets included in the 
portfolio at a corresponding time value in the set of time 
values. The market value may be measured (e.g., denomi 
nated) in a reference currency such as the U.S. dollar. For 
example, a value of an asset such as an instrument may be a 
trading price of that instrument at the closing of a particular 
trading day. A value of the reference currency may be its 
trading value as denominated in the reference currency. A 
value of a currency that is not the reference currency may also 
be measured in the reference currency through an exchange 
rate. 

0064. An index may have a start time value, for example, 
Jan. 1, 2007; thus, the index does not track the collective value 
before the start time value. Similarly, an index may also have 
an end time value; thus, the index does not track the collective 
value after the end time value. The start time value and/or the 
end time value may be explicit or implicit. 
0065. To create an index, any of the object creation mecha 
nisms may be used. An object creation mechanism may take 
a first input that specifies one or more time series for the one 
or more instruments. For example, these time series as speci 
fied in the first input may represent trading prices for the 
“GOOG”, “YHOO, and “MSFT' stocks on all trading days 
when the stocks are publicly traded. The object creation 
mechanism also may take a second input that specifies a date 
set. In some embodiments, the date set as specified in the 
second input may specify a set of days for which a collective 
value of the one or more instruments should be tracked. For 
example, the date set may comprise a set of last five trading 
days of each quarter since Jan. 1, 2007. The object creation 
mechanism may comprise logic to compute the collective 
value of the one or more instruments as specified in the first 
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input over the set of time values as specified in the second 
input. The object creation mechanism may create and output 
an index in the form of a new time series. Each numeric value 
in the set of longs or doubles indicates the collective value of 
the “GOOG”, “YHOO, and “MSFT' stocks at a time value 
(e.g., a day) in the set of last five trading days of each quarter 
since Jan. 1, 2007. 
0066. The user may provide a token in the form of a string 

to name the index so that the definition or computed value of 
the index can be subsequently referenced as a named object in 
combination with other objects. In an embodiment, any of all 
the entities that are involved in specifying, creating and out 
putting a new index may be stored or cached in a machine 
readable storage medium. In addition, the definition of new 
index may also be stored or cached in Such a medium. 

4.3 Instrument Group 
0067. An instrument group comprises one or more instru 
ments selected from a universe of instruments using a filter 
chain that is created from Zero or more set operations and one 
or more filter links. For example, an instrument group may 
comprise all the stocks in the S&P Index (“SPX) that are in 
the technology sector. Another example of instrument group 
may be all the stocks in the financial sector of the S&P Index 
that have low PE ratios. 
0068 To create an instrument group, an object creation 
mechanism may be used. This mechanism may take a first 
input that specifies the Zero or more set operations. For 
example, a set operation of “intersection” may be specified as 
the first input. The object creation mechanism also may take 
a second input that specifies the one or more filter links. For 
the purpose of illustration only, such a filter link may be a 
criterion that any selected stock must belong to the bucket of 
lowest 10% among an input set of instruments. In some 
embodiments, graphical user interface 200 of client 120 may 
be used to create an instrument group, as shown in FIG.2B. A 
filter view 206 may be used to represents an input set of 
instruments to which a filter link may be applied. In this 
example, all stocks in the financial sector of the S&P Index 
are used as an input set of instruments. These stocks are 
represented in an n-tile diagram. This n-tile diagram com 
prises n (a positively integer Such as ten) buckets, each bucket 
comprising Substantially a same number of instruments. Each 
bucket represents a particular range of 10% PE ratios. Thus, if 
a stock is in the top 10% among all the stocks in terms of PE 
ratios, the stock will be included in the bucket between 90% 
and 100%. Similarly, ifa stock is in the bottom 10% among all 
the stocks in terms of PE ratios, the stock will be included in 
the bucket between 0% and 10%. A user at client 120 may 
perform a range selection 208 to select a desire range of PE 
ratios. In the present example, the user selects the bottom 10% 
of PE ratios. 
0069. The object creation mechanism may comprise logic 
to create a filter chain by evaluating each filter link in the filter 
chain, combining the filter link into the filter chain based on 
the set operation specified, and generate the instrument group 
that comprises the one or more instruments. In the present 
example, where the filter link is created using an n-tile dia 
gram. the object creation mechanism may create and output 
an instrument group that comprises a set of instruments that 
are in the bottom 10% of PE ratios as indicated in FIG. 2B. 
0070 The user may provide a token in the form of a string 
to name the instrument group. For example, this instrument 
group as illustrated in FIG. 2B may be called “low PE SPX 
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Financials.” In some embodiments, a text input box 210 may 
be provided in graphical user interface 200 to accept input of 
the string. Subsequently, this named instrument group may be 
used in combination with other objects by a reference to the 
token. 
0071. In an embodiment, any of all the entities that are 
involved in specifying, creating and outputting a new instru 
ment group may be stored or cached in a machine-readable 
storage medium. In addition, the new instrument group may 
also be stored or cached in Such a medium. 

4.4 Portfolio 

0072 A portfolio indicates a market value of included 
assets as a function of time over a set of time values. A 
portfolio may comprise a start time value from which the 
market value of the portfolio is to be tracked. A portfolio may 
optionally comprise an end time value after which the market 
value of the portfolio is no longer tracked. The set of assets 
included in the portfolio at any given time value may com 
prise a variable number of instruments. The set of assets may 
optionally include a certain amount in various currencies 
(including currency equivalents). 
0073. To create a portfolio, an object creation mechanism 
may be used. This mechanism may take a first input that 
specifies Zero or more time series for the Zero or more instru 
ments. For example, these time series as specified in the first 
input may represent trading prices for the “GOOG”. 
“YHOO, and “MSFT' stocks on all trading days when the 
stocks are publicly traded. In some embodiments, the object 
creation mechanism may use weight factors to determine how 
much of each of these instruments is to be hold in the portfolio 
at each time value of a time period starting from the start time 
value. The object creation mechanism also takes a second 
input that specifies a date set. In some embodiments, the date 
set as specified in the second input specifies a set of time 
values (e.g., the preceding time period) for which a market 
value of the portfolio should be computed. For example, the 
date set may comprise a set of all trading days since Jan. 1, 
2007. The object creation mechanism may further take a third 
input that specifies the one or more trades over the set of time 
values as specified in the second input. Each trade may 
specify an instrument, a buy-or-sell indication, a time of 
trading, and a quantity. The object creation mechanism may 
comprise logic to execute, or to simulate execution of trades 
as specified in the third input and to compute the market value 
of the portfolio over the set of time values as specified in the 
second input, thereby giving rise to a new portfolio object. 
Any other metric may be applied to the new portfolio object 
to extract information. In addition, the portfolio object may be 
used to create another higher-order object. In the present 
example, the associated set of time values to which the long or 
double values are mapped is the set of time values specified in 
the second input. For example, each numeric value in the set 
of longs or doubles indicates a collective market value of all 
assets in the portfolio at a time value in the set of all trading 
days since Jan. 1, 2007. 
0074 The user may provide a token in the form of a string 
to name the portfolio So that a Subsequent reference can be 
made to the token in an expression that involves other objects. 
0075. In an embodiment, any of all the entities that are 
involved in specifying, creating and outputting a new portfo 
lio may be stored or cached in a machine-readable storage 
medium. In addition, the new portfolio may also be stored or 
cached in Such a medium. 
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4.5 Strategy 
0076 A strategy, as illustrated in FIG. 2C, may be used to 
generate a net profit in a time period. A net profit in a time 
period is a net gain or loss at the end of the time period. Here, 
the net profit may be determined by a number of trades 
executed within the time period and market conditions. A 
block of strategy code may be used to generate the trades that 
are to be executed in connection with the strategy. In some 
embodiments, the net profit and the trades may be hypotheti 
cal and generated for the purpose of studying, validating or 
invalidating a particular trading strategy. 
0077. The time period may be represented by a date set 
that comprises a starting time value corresponding to the 
beginning of the time period and optionally an end time value 
corresponding to the end of the time period. 
0078. In some embodiments, a strategy comprises an ini 

tial collection of assets at the beginning of the time period. In 
a particular embodiment, this initial collection of assets may 
comprise only a starting net asset value (212 of FIG. 2C) in a 
reference currency such as the U.S. dollar. 
0079. To create a strategy, an object creation mechanism 
may be used. This object creation mechanism may take a first 
input that specifies a particular date set. Comprising a start 
time value and optionally an end time value as previously 
described, the particular date set represents a time period 
where trades may be generated and executed. For example, 
the date set may be all trading days from Jan. 1, 2006 to now. 
Alternatively, the date set may be all trading days when the 
“GOOG” stock trades up. 
0080. The object creation mechanism may take a second 
input that specifies a statement block, which when executed 
generates one or more trades. Each trade may specify an 
instrument, a-buy-or-sell indication, a time of trading, and a 
quantity. For the purpose of illustration, the statement block 
may be displayed in a content pane 214 on graphical user 
interface 200 in FIG.2C. The object creation mechanism may 
comprise logic to execute, or to simulate execution of the 
statement block and the trades as generated by the statement 
block and to compute the market value of the strategy over the 
set of time values as specified in the first input, thereby cre 
ating a new strategy object. Any other metric may be applied 
to the new strategy object to extract information. In addition, 
the strategy object may be used to create another higher-order 
object. Furthermore, the object creation mechanism may cre 
ate and output a net profit at the end of the time period. In the 
present example, the object creation mechanism may create 
and output a net profit of 72.277.21 in the reference currency 
of US dollar, as illustrated in 216 of FIG. 3C. 
0081. The user may provide a token in the form of a string 
to name the strategy. For example, the strategy in FIG. 2C 
may be named as “VLD during rising rates', as indicated in 
the title bar of graphical user interface 200 of FIG. 2C. Sub 
sequently, this strategy may be used to create other higher 
order objects. 
0082 In an embodiment, any of all the entities that are 
involved in specifying, creating and outputting a new strategy 
may be stored or cached in a machine-readable storage 
medium. In addition, the new strategy may also be stored or 
cached in Such a medium. 
0083. A user may interact with graphical user interface 
200 to test a trading strategy. For example, a statement block 
may be supplied (e.g., pasted) into content pane 214 of FIG. 
2C and executed to create and output a net profit at the end of 
the time period. Other statement blocks corresponding to 
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various strategies of investment may also be tested by Sup 
plying each of the other statement blocks into content pane 
214 of FIG. 2C for execution of trades. For example for the 
purpose of comparing between different trading strategies 
within the same time period and with the same starting net 
asset value may be tested in this manner. 
I0084. For the purpose of illustration only, the statement 
block that is to be executed by a strategy (object) may com 
prise one or more rules that can be used to determine the one 
or more trades, as illustrated below: 

Setup code: 

// A Strategy based on the idea that an instrument that 
experiences large moves in 

if either direction tends to revert to a more normal 
value. Buy the instrument 

f, when it crosses its lower Bollinger band; sell when it 
crosses its upper 

if Bollinger band; and always exit the position once it 
returns to its moving 

if average. 
TimeSeries series = SPX; 
Number days = 80; 
Numberstddev = 2.0: 
TimeSeries lowerBollingerBand = 

series.bollingerSingle(days, -1*stddev); 
TimeSeries upperBollingerBand = 

series.bollingerSingle(days, stoldev); 
TimeSeries mean = series.madays); 

if (series.movesBelow(lowerBollingerBand)) { 
if (numContracts(series) <= 0) { 
hold(series, 100, Enum. PERCENT OF NAV); 

else if (series.moves.Above(upperBollingerBand)) { 
if (numContracts(series) >= 0) { 
hold(series, -100, Enum. PERCENT OF NAV); 

else if (series.moves.Above(mean) || 
series.movesBelow(mean)) { 
exit(series); 

0085. This statement block as indicated in its comment 
section implements a trading strategy with rules of buying 
100 units in SPX if SPX moves below its lower Bollinger 
band, selling 100 units if SPX moves above its upper Bol 
linger band, and exiting the position in SPX if SPX returns to 
its moving average. 

4.6 Regression 
I0086 A regression, as illustrated in FIG. 2D, may be used 
to perform predictions, inferences and hypothesis analyses 
between independent time series and a dependent time series 
in the object model. 
I0087 To create a regression, an object creation mecha 
nism may be used. This object creation mechanism may take 
a first input that specifies one or more first time series repre 
senting independent variables in a regression analysis. For 
example, the one or more first time series may be ones that are 
associated with objects like “Exxon Mobil Corp”, “WTI 
CRUDE FUTURE (1st month generic), and “S&P 500 
INDEX in the object model, as indicated in 218 of FIG. 2D. 
The object creation mechanism also may take a second input 
that specifies a second time series representing a dependent 
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variable in the regression analysis. The object creation 
mechanism may comprise logic to perform the regression 
analysis that transforms the one or more first time series into 
a predicted time series and compares the predicted time series 
with the second time series, thereby creating a new regression 
object. This new regression object may be used in part by 
another object creation mechanism to create other higher 
order objects. The result of the regression analysis may be 
presented in a content pane 222 of FIG. 2D. 
0088. The user may provide a token in the form of a string 
to name the regression. Subsequently, this regression may be 
used in combination with other objects through a reference to 
its token. 

0089. In an embodiment, any of all the entities that are 
involved in specifying, creating and outputting a new regres 
sion may be stored or cached in a machine-readable storage 
medium. In addition, the new regression may also be stored or 
cached in Such a medium. 

5 ADDITIONALEXAMPLE HIGHER-ORDER 
OBJECTS 

0090. A user may define an arbitrarily complex object that 
is built on top of other objects. For example, liquidity and risk 
models may be built as a multi-level object on top of an 
instrument group, a portfolio, several indexes, a date set, etc. 
Similarly, an index may be built on top of other higher-order 
objects. 
0091 FIG. 2E illustrates an index that is built on another 
higher-order object. The index may be built on top of one or 
more time series, all of which belongs to a higher-order object 
in the form of an instrument group. In other words, the instru 
ment group, a higher-order object, is built on top of three time 
series associated with Zero-order objects (e.g., instruments, 
economic index, etc.), while the index uses the instrument 
group as input. For the purpose of illustration only, the instru 
ment group may be “low PESPX Financials, as illustrated in 
FIG. 2B. As shown in FIG. 2E, a collective value for the 
instrument group may be tracked in the higher-order index 
and computed as a function of time over a time period. This 
function of time may be displayed in a content pane 224 of 
graphical user interface 200, as illustrated in FIG.2E. In some 
embodiments, still higher-order indexes may be built on tope 
of other objects. 
0092. In some embodiments, a higher-order object may be 
represented as a tree. The leaf nodes of the tree are zero-order 
objects such as instruments. The tree may additionally and/or 
optionally contain non-leaf nodes. The non-leaf nodes are 
higher-order objects. In other words, a higher-order object 
may be built from building blocks. These building blocks may 
be zero-order or higher-order objects. For example, when an 
index is built from an instrument group, the instrument group 
also may be built from a combination of other higher-order 
and Zero-order objects. 
0093. Any of several object creation mechanisms may be 
selected by a user for the purpose of creating a higher-order 
object. Definitions for the higher-order objects may be gen 
erated by the object creation mechanism and saved in the 
system. A definition may be defined and evaluated at two 
different times. The results of evaluation of a definition may 
change as underlying data changes. These results may be 
saved in cache or in permanent storage. 
0094. In some embodiments, types of objects in the object 
model may be implemented as classes in an object-oriented 
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language such as JAVAR, thus allowing easy incorporation of 
various properties of one object into another. 

6 DYNAMIC SPECIFICATION OF OBJECTS 

0095. In accordance with an embodiment of the present 
invention, an input mechanism is provided for a user to enter 
expressions to the data analysis system for the purpose of 
instructing the data analysis system to create, modify, delete, 
evaluate, or save various objects and components in the object 
model. Here, the term “input mechanism’ includes either a 
command line interaction mechanism or a graphic-user-inter 
face based interaction mechanism, or a combination of the 
preceding two. In other embodiments, an input mechanism is 
not used and objects may be specified programmatically or at 
runtime using other mechanisms. 
0096. An expression may comprise one or more tokens 
separated by delimiter characters such as a period, parenthe 
ses, a comma, quotation marks, etc. Each token may refer to 
an economic index, an instrument, a metric, an input object, 
an output object, a parameter, a time series, a higher-order 
object, or any higher-order object in the object model. 
0097. An expression may be evaluated with a certain 
order. For example, in a particular embodiment, the expres 
sion may be evaluated according to a precedence ordering 
among operators. Additionally and/or optionally, certain opti 
mization logic may be used to determine whether any tokens 
in an expression can be evaluated in parallel. 
0.098 Custom metrics and user-defined classes and 
objects can be provided to (or plugged into) the system and be 
immediately made available for use. In certain embodiments, 
a modeling language may be used to define custom metric 
objects. For example, a user may specify at a command line 
interface for creating a new type of object and provides to the 
data analysis system a token for this new type of object. The 
new type of object, for example, may be a new metric. How 
ever, a modeling language is not required, and the embodi 
ments that show use of a modeling language herein are pro 
vided merely to illustrate clear examples. Thus, in one 
alternative, Javan objects and instance variables may be used 
to define custom metric objects programmatically without 
using a modeling language to define the objects and instance 
variables. 
0099. As illustrated in FIG. 2F, in an embodiment that uses 
a modeling language, a user may type an expression 
“(HVOL()+IVOL())/2" as 226 of FIG. 2F to define a new 
custom metric. For the purpose of illustration only, “HVOL( 
) and “IVOLO may be two tokens for two functions. Tokens 
for other constructs may also be used. The user may give a 
new token "avgvol()' for this new metric. Subsequently, as 
shown in FIG. 2G, the token "avgvol()' for the new metric 
may be displayed as a selectable item in a dialog pane 230 of 
FIG. 2G. This new metric may be used together with an 
instrument such as "GOOG' to cause a new time series to be 
created and displayed. This new time series is produced by 
averaging values from two time series as specified by 
“HVOL()' and “IVOL()', as defined by the user in FIG.2F. 
0100. The data analysis system may immediately make 
available this new type of object (e.g., a new function 
“avgvol()') to all users of the system. The users simply 
specify the token associated with the new type of object in 
Subsequent expressions. As shown in FIG. 2H. time series 
representing “HVOL()' and “IVOL() can be displayed in a 
content pane 232 of FIG.2H, along with a new time series as 
specified by the new token (i.e., “avgvol()'). 
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0101. In this manner, new types of objects and new types 
of expressions can be continuously added to the data analysis 
system, which causes the object model to evolve over the 
time. For example, a user may continuously define new 
hypotheses as new object types or as new instances of existing 
object types and timely test the new hypotheses in a rapidly 
changing market. Evaluations of Some of these hypotheses 
may be saved or cached along with the definitions for the 
hypotheses. These hypotheses can also be recalled, re-stud 
ied, and reused by way of suitable tokens at a later time. 

7 EXAMPLE PROCESS FLOW 

0102 FIG. 3 illustrates an example process that uses a 
metric to generate an output object based on one or more time 
series determined from one or more input objects. 
0103 FIG. 3 illustrates an example process related to cre 
ating objects in the object model. In block 302, the data 
analysis system 100 identifies a metric that transforms one or 
more time series into an output object. For example, through 
interacting with a user at client 120 via graphical user inter 
face 200 illustrated in FIG. 2A, the data analysis system 100 
may receive a request from the user to create a date set. Based 
on the request, the data analysis system 100 may identify an 
existing metric among a plurality of metrics that output date 
sets. In an alternative embodiment, the data analysis system 
100 may create a new metric anew that performs the desired 
transformation and identify the new metric for the purpose of 
creating the date set. For the purpose of illustration, this 
particular metric may transform a calendar and a set of criteria 
into a date set (i.e., the output object) comprising time values 
that come from the calendar and satisfy the set of criteria. 
0104. In block 304, the data analysis system 100 deter 
mines, based on one or more input objects, the one or more 
time series. For example, input object may be the calendar 
and the set of criteria, a part of which is displayed in 202 of 
FIG. 2A. The calendar may be used to generate the one or 
more time series. 
0105. In block 306, the data analysis system 100 applies 
the metric using the one or more time series, thereby gener 
ating a particular value for the output object. For example, the 
metric may be used by the data analysis system 100 to trans 
form the time series that represents the calendar into a date set 
in the form of a time series comprising time values satisfying 
the set of criteria. 
0106. In block 308, the data analysis system 100 store, in 
memory, one of the metric and the particular value for the 
output object. In some embodiments, any of other objects, 
time series, and parameters may also be stored. For example, 
the user may specify a name for the date set in 204 of FIG. 2A 
and request the metric that generates the date set be stored in 
a physical storage device. 
0107 For the purpose of this invention, other objects 
including the higher-order objects and the higher-order 
objects described above may also be created in a similar 
manner. For example, this example process can be repeated to 
produce higher-order objects based on time series determined 
from higher-order objects or Zero-order objects. In this man 
ner, higher-order objects may be built on top of higher-order 
objects in the object model. 

8 EXTENSIONS AND ALTERNATIVES 

0108 Data analysis according to the techniques described 
herein is not limited to any particular tool or any particular 
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type of analysis. Thus, the examples of data analysis provided 
herein are to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restric 
tive sense. 

9 EXAMPLE IMPLEMENTATION HARDWARE 

0109 FIG. 4 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer 
system 400 upon which an embodiment of the invention may 
be implemented. Computer system 400 includes a bus 402 or 
other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
mation, and a processor 404 coupled with bus 402 for pro 
cessing information. Computer system 400 also includes a 
main memory 406. Such as a random access memory (RAM) 
or other dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 402 for 
storing information and instructions to be executed by pro 
cessor 404. Main memory 406 also may be used for storing 
temporary variables or other intermediate information during 
execution of instructions to be executed by processor 404. 
Computer system 400 further includes a read only memory 
(ROM) 408 or other static storage device coupled to bus 402 
for storing static information and instructions for processor 
404. A storage device 410. Such as a magnetic disk or optical 
disk, is provided and coupled to bus 402 for storing informa 
tion and instructions. 
0110 Computer system 400 may be coupled via bus 402 to 
a display 412, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for display 
ing information to a computer user. An input device 414, 
including alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 402 
for communicating information and command selections to 
processor 404. Another type of user input device is cursor 
control 416. Such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction 
keys for communicating direction information and command 
selections to processor 404 and for controlling cursor move 
ment on display 412. This input device typically has two 
degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a 
second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to specify posi 
tions in a plane. 
0111. The invention is related to the use of computer sys 
tem 400 for implementing the techniques described herein. 
According to one embodiment of the invention, those tech 
niques are performed by computer system 400 in response to 
processor 404 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 406. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 406 from another 
machine-readable medium, Such as storage device 410. 
Execution of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 406 causes processor 404 to perform the process 
steps described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination with 
Software instructions to implement the invention. Thus, 
embodiments of the invention are not limited to any specific 
combination of hardware circuitry and software. 
0.112. The term “machine-readable medium' as used 
herein refers to any medium that participates in providing 
data that causes a machine to operate in a specific fashion. In 
an embodiment implemented using computer system 400, 
various machine-readable media are involved, for example, in 
providing instructions to processor 404 for execution. Such a 
medium may take many forms, including but not limited to, 
non-volatile media, Volatile media, and transmission media. 
Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or mag 
netic disks, such as storage device 410. Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory, Such as main memory 406. Trans 
mission media includes coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber 
optics, including the wires that comprise bus 402. Transmis 
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sion media can also take the form of acoustic or light waves, 
Such as those generated during radio wave and infrared data 
communications. All Such media must be tangible to enable 
the instructions carried by the media to be detected by a 
physical mechanism that reads the instructions into a 
machine. 

0113 Common forms of machine-readable media 
include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, 
magnetic tape, or any other magnetic medium, a CD-ROM, 
any other optical medium, punch cards, paper tape, any other 
physical medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, 
and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, any other memory chip or 
cartridge, a carrier wave as described hereinafter, or any other 
medium from which a computer can read. 
0114 Various forms of machine-readable media may be 
involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more 
instructions to processor 404 for execution. For example, the 
instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 400 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infrared transmitter to convert the data to an infrared sig 
nal. An infrared detector can receive the data carried in the 
infrared signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on 
bus 402. Bus 402 carries the data to main memory 406, from 
which processor 404 retrieves and executes the instructions. 
The instructions received by main memory 406 may option 
ally be stored on storage device 410 either before or after 
execution by processor 404. 
0115 Computer system 400 also includes a communica 
tion interface 418 coupled to bus 402. Communication inter 
face 418 provides a two-way data communication coupling to 
a network link 420 that is connected to a local network 422. 
For example, communication interface 418 may be an inte 
grated services digital network (ISDN) card or a modem to 
provide a data communication connection to a corresponding 
type of telephone line. As another example, communication 
interface 418 may be a local area network (LAN) card to 
provide a data communication connection to a compatible 
LAN. Wireless links may also be implemented. In any such 
implementation, communication interface 418 sends and 
receives electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of infor 
mation. 

0116. Network link 420 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 420 may provide a connection 
through local network 422 to a host computer 424 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
426. ISP 426 in turn provides data communication services 
through the worldwide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet” 428. Local net 
work 422 and Internet 428 both use electrical, electromag 
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 420 and through communication interface 418, 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 400, 
are exemplary forms of carrier waves transporting the infor 
mation. 
0117 Computer system 400 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link 420 and communication interface 418. In the 
Internet example, a server 430 might transmit a requested 
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code for an application program through Internet 428, ISP 
426, local network 422 and communication interface 418. 
0118. The received code may be executed by processor 
404 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 410, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. In this manner, 
computer system 400 may obtain application code in the form 
of a carrier wave. 
0119. In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the 
invention have been described with reference to numerous 
specific details that may vary from implementation to imple 
mentation. Thus, the sole and exclusive indicator of what is 
the invention, and is intended by the applicants to be the 
invention, is the set of claims that issue from this application, 
in the specific form in which Such claims issue, including any 
Subsequent correction. Any definitions expressly set forth 
herein for terms contained in Such claims shall govern the 
meaning of Such terms as used in the claims. Hence, no 
limitation, element, property, feature, advantage or attribute 
that is not expressly recited in a claim should limit the scope 
of such claim in any way. The specification and drawings are, 
accordingly, to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-implemented method, comprising: 
creating and storing in computer memory a programmatic 

object model that facilitates performing financial analy 
sis and comprising a plurality of Zero-order objects each 
of which is not decomposable into other objects: 

wherein the object model in the computer memory com 
prises a universe of data items and relationships between 
the data items, and a plurality of higher-order objects the 
computer generates based on the Zero-order objects; 

wherein each Zero-order object consists of one of a plural 
ity of time series objects, a plurality of metric objects, 
and a plurality of financial instrument objects; 

using the computer, generating one or more higher-order 
objects in the plurality of higher-order objects using one 
or more metric objects in the plurality of metric objects: 

wherein the method is performed by one or more comput 
ing devices. 

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the higher-order objects 
can be decomposed into other building blocks, and wherein 
the higher-order objects comprise date set objects, index 
objects, portfolio objects, strategy objects, instrument group 
objects, and regression objects. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein instrument group 
objects comprise one or more instruments selected from a 
universe of instruments using a filter chain; 

wherein index objects indicate a collective value of one or 
more instruments; wherein regression objects transform 
one or more first time series into a predicted time series 
and compare the predicted time series with a second 
time series; 

wherein portfolio objects comprise: Zero or more time 
series each of which represents a particular financial 
instrument; a particular date set; and one or more trades 
that refer to times represented in the particular date set; 

whereinstrategy objects comprise a date set that represents 
a time period and a statement block that can be executed 
to determine one or more trades of the instrument; and 

wherein date set objects comprise time values that satisfy 
one or more selection criteria. 
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4. The method of claim 2, wherein each of the index objects 
comprises an instrument group object, a metric object, and a 
date set object. 

5. The method of claim 2, 
wherein each of the instrument group objects comprises a 

plurality of filter objects, and 
wherein each of the filter objects comprises a set of instru 

ment objects and a metric object. 
6. The method of claim 2, wherein each of the regression 

objects comprises a set of time series and a date set object. 
7. The method of claim 2, wherein each of the date set 

objects is associated with a metric that is configured to receive 
a time series as a first input and one or more selection criteria 
as a second input and to generate one or more dates in the time 
series that are within the specified range. 

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
receiving, at runtime, user input specifying a name of a 

custom metric object and identifying an ordered or con 
catenated plurality of function tokens for association 
with the name of the custom metric object; 

creating and storing, in the object model, a custom metric 
object based on the name and the tokens. 

9. A non-transitory machine-readable storage medium 
comprising one or more program instructions recorded 
thereon, which instructions, when executed by one or more 
processors, cause the one or more processors to perform the 
steps of: 

creating and storing in computer memory a programmatic 
object model that facilitates performing financial analy 
sis and comprising a plurality of Zero-order objects each 
of which is not decomposable into other objects: 

wherein the object model in the computer memory com 
prises a universe of data items and relationships between 
the data items, and a plurality of higher-order objects the 
one or more processors generate based on the Zero-order 
objects; 

wherein each Zero-order object consists of one of a plural 
ity of time series objects, a plurality of metric objects, 
and a plurality of financial instrument objects; and 

using the one or more processors, generating one or more 
higher-order objects in the plurality of higher-order 
objects using one or more metric objects in the plurality 
of metric objects. 

10. The medium of claim 9, wherein the higher-order 
objects can be decomposed into other building blocks, and 
wherein the complex objects comprise date set, index, port 
folio, strategy, instrument group, and regression objects. 

11. The medium of claim 10, wherein instrument group 
objects comprise one or more instruments selected from a 
universe of instruments using a filter chain; 

wherein index objects indicate a collective value of one or 
more instruments; 

wherein regression objects transform one or more first time 
series into a predicted time series and compare the pre 
dicted time series with a second time series; 

wherein portfolio objects comprise: Zero or more time 
series each of which represents an instrument; a particu 
lar date set; and one or more trades that refer to times 
represented in the particular date set; 

wherein strategy objects comprise a date set that represents 
a time period and a statement block that can be executed 
to determine one or more trades of the instrument; 

wherein date set objects comprise time values that satisfy 
one or more selection criteria. 
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12. The medium of claim 10, wherein each of the index 
objects comprises an instrument group object, a metric 
object, and a date set object. 

13. The medium of claim 10, 
wherein each of the instrument group objects comprises a 

plurality of filter objects, and 
wherein each of the filter objects comprises a set of instru 

ment objects and a metric object. 
14. The medium of claim 9, wherein the one or more 

program instructions further comprise instructions which, 
when executed by one or more processors, cause the one or 
more processors to perform: 

receiving, at runtime, user input specifying a name of a 
custom metric object and identifying an ordered or con 
catenated plurality of function tokens for association 
with the name of the custom metric object; 

creating and storing, in the object model, a custom metric 
object based on the name and the tokens. 

15. An application server comprising: 
a network interface that is coupled to a data network for 

receiving one or more packet flows therefrom; 
a processor; and 
one or more stored program instructions which, when 

executed by the processor, cause the processor to carry 
out the steps of: 

creating and storing in computer memory a programmatic 
object model that facilitates performing financial analy 
sis and comprising a plurality of Zero-order objects each 
of which is not decomposable into other objects: 

wherein the object model in the computer memory com 
prises a universe of data items and relationships between 
the data items, and a plurality of higher-order objects 
that the processor generates based on the Zero-order 
objects; 

wherein each Zero-order object consists of one of a plural 
ity of time series objects, a plurality of metric objects, 
and a plurality of financial instrument objects; 

using the processor, generating one or more higher-order 
objects in the plurality of higher-order objects using one 
or more metric objects in the plurality of metric objects. 

16. The application server of claim 15, wherein the higher 
order objects can be decomposed into other building blocks, 
and wherein the higher-order objects comprise date set, 
index, portfolio, strategy, instrument group, and regression 
objects. 

17. The application server of claim 16, wherein instrument 
group objects comprise one or more instruments selected 
from a universe of instruments using a filter chain; 

wherein index objects indicate a collective value of one or 
more instruments; 

wherein regression objects transform one or more first time 
series into a predicted time series and compare the pre 
dicted time series with a second time series; 

wherein portfolio objects comprise: Zero or more time 
series each of which represents an instrument; a particu 
lar date set; and one or more trades that refer to times 
represented in the particular date set; 

whereinstrategy objects comprise a date set that represents 
a time period and a statement block that can be executed 
to determine one or more trades of the instrument; 

wherein date set objects comprise time values that satisfy 
one or more selection criteria. 
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18. The application server of claim 16, 
wherein each of the index objects comprises an instrument 

group object, a metric object, and a date set object. 
19. The application server of claim 16, 
wherein each of the instrument group objects comprises a 

plurality of filter objects, and 
wherein each of the filter objects comprises a set of instru 

ment objects and a metric object. 
20. The application server of claim 15, wherein the one or 

more program instructions further comprise instructions 
which, when executed by one or more processors, cause the 
one or more processors to perform: 

receiving, at runtime, user input specifying a name of a 
custom metric object and identifying an ordered or con 
catenated plurality of function tokens for association 
with the name of the custom metric object; 

creating and storing, in the object model, a custom metric 
object based on the name and the tokens. 

k k k k k 
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(57) ABSTRACT 
Computer-implemented systems and methods are provided 
for analyzing healthcare-related entity performance. In one 
implementation, a method is implemented with one or more 
processors and includes receiving a request that includes one 
or more filter selections and accessing a data structure includ 
ing information that specifies a plurality of categories of 
healthcare-related interactions associated with multiple 
healthcare-related entities. The method also includes identi 
fying a set of categories from the plurality of categories based 
on the one or more filter selections and processing the infor 
mation of the identified categories to provide performance 
information of one or more entities of the multiple healthcare 
related entities in accordance with the one or more filter 
selections. The method further includes generating a user 
interface that includes the performance information indicat 
ing a performance of the one or more entities. 
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Receive a request that includes one or more filter selections 
510 

ACCess a data structure including information that specifies a plurality of 
Categories of healthcare-related interactions associated with multiple 

healthCare-related entities 
520 

Identify a set of categories of the plurality of the categories based on the 
One Ormore filter Selections 

530 

Process the information of the identified categories to generate or 
provide performance information of one or more entities of the multiple 
healthCare-related entities in acCOrdance with the One Ormore filter 

Selections 
540 

Generate a user interface that includes the performance information 
indicating a performance of the one or more entities 

550 

FIG. 5 
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150 

Receive a first input representing an attribute of a first healthcare-related 
entity 
1505 

Access a data structure including information that specifies healthcare 
related interactions associated with multiple healthcare-related entities 

1510 

ldentify, from the data structure, a first set of interactions associated with 
the first healthcare-related entity 

1515 

PrOCeSS the information of the identified first Set of interactions to 
generate or provide performance information of the first healthcare 

related entity 
1520 

Generate a user interface that includes the performance information of 
the first healthcare-related entity indicating a performance of the first 

healthcare-related entity 
1525 

(Continued at FIG.15B 

FIG. 15A 
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FIG. 15A 

Receive a second input representing one or more filter selections 
1530 

ldentify, from the data structure, a second set of interactions associated 
with the One or more filter Selections 

1535 

PrOCeSS the information of the identified SeCOnd Set of interactions to 
generate or provide performance information of one or more healthcare 

related entities associated with the Second Set of interactions 
1540 

Modify the user interface to include the performance information of the 
one or more healthcare-related entities indicating a performance of the 

One Or more healthCare-related entities 
1545 

Compare the performance of the first healthcare-related entity with the 
performance of the one or more healthcare-related entities 

1550 

Display a representation of the performance Comparison on the user 
interface 
1555 

FIG. 15B 
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COMPUTER-IMPLEMENTED METHODS 
AND SYSTEMIS FOR ANALYZING 

HEALTHCARE DATA 

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application claims the benefit of priority to 
U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/923,187, filed on 
Jan. 2, 2014, and to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 
61/923,189, also filed on Jan. 2, 2014, the disclosures of 
which are expressly incorporated herein by reference in their 
entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 The amount of information being processed and 
stored is rapidly increasing as technology advances. Today, 
large Volumes of data can be stored in computer-based sys 
tems using a variety of structured data stores. For example, 
one type of data store is a so-called “flat file such as a 
spreadsheet, plain-text document, or XML document. 
Another type of data store is a relational database comprising 
one or more tables. Other examples of data stores include, 
without limitation, file systems, object collections, record 
collections, arrays, hierarchical trees, linked lists, stacks, and 
combinations thereof. 
0003) Numerous organizations, including industry, retail, 
and government entities, recognize that important informa 
tion and decisions can be drawn if massive data sets can be 
analyzed to identify patterns of behavior. Collecting and clas 
Sifying large sets of data in an appropriate manner allows 
these entities to more quickly and efficiently identify these 
patterns, thereby allowing them to make more informed deci 
S1O.S. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0004 Reference will now be made to the accompanying 
drawings which illustrate exemplary embodiments of the 
present disclosure and in which: 
0005 FIG. 1 illustrates, in block diagram form, an exem 
plary data fusion system for providing interactive data analy 
sis, consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0006 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system 
for analyzing performance of an entity, consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0007 FIG.3 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer 
system, consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 
SUC. 

0008 FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary data 
structure accessed in the process of analyzing entity perfor 
mance, consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 
SUC. 

0009 FIG. 5 is a flowchart representing an exemplary 
process for analyzing entity performance, consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0010 FIGS. 6-14 are block diagrams depicting exemplary 
user interfaces representing an entity performance, consistent 
with embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0011 FIGS. 15A and 15B are flowcharts representing an 
exemplary process for comparing entity performance, con 
sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0012 FIGS. 16-18 are block diagrams depicting exem 
plary user interfaces representing entity performance, consis 
tent with embodiments of the present disclosure. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

0013 This application expressly incorporates herein the 
entirety of the following documents: U.S. Provisional Patent 
Application No. 61/916,795, titled “Methods and Systems for 
Analyzing Entity Performance filed on Dec. 16, 2013: U.S. 
Non-Provisional patent application Ser. No. 14/045,720, 
titled “Systems and Methods for Analyzing Performance of 
an Entity.” filed on Oct. 3, 2013; and U.S. Non-Provisional 
patent application Ser. No. 13/827.491, titled “Resolving 
Similar Entities from a Transaction Database filed on Mar. 
14, 2013. 
0014 Reference will now be made in detail to the embodi 
ments, the examples of which are illustrated in the accompa 
nying drawings. Whenever possible, the same reference num 
bers will be used throughout the drawings to refer to the same 
or like parts. 
0015 The following embodiments are generally directed 
to collecting, processing, analyzing, and displaying informa 
tion for healthcare-related entities, which can also be referred 
to in the following embodiments as entities. These entities can 
include medical provider entities, such as a particular doctor, 
a doctors office having one or more doctors, a hospital, etc. 
The healthcare-related entities can also include pharmacies, 
such as WalgreensTM, CVS CaremarkTM, etc. Moreover, the 
healthcare-related entities can include health insurance pay 
ers, such as CignatM, AetnaTM, Kaiser PermanenteTM, etc. The 
healthcare-related entities can interact with member entities, 
Such as an individual person seeking medical Services (e.g., 
seeking medical advice, prescriptions, pharmaceutical drugs, 
etc.). 
0016. Using the information that is collected, processed, 
analyzed, and displayed, a number of useful insights associ 
ated with healthcare-related entities can be inferred. For 
example, these insights can relate to: an ability to detect any 
irregularities Such as fraud associated with medical claims 
and/or prescription claims; an ability by a medical provider 
entity to be able to analyze and compare its performance with 
other medical provider entities in a given region; an ability to 
perform a cohort analysis, where a cohort can be a group of 
entities that share an attribute. Other forms of insights can 
include providing a Summary of the kinds of medical services 
being offered by medical provider entities. And, as yet a 
further example, the insights can include providing a perfor 
mance comparison between different locations of the same 
medical provider entity. 
0017. The term healthcare-related data can be used to 
comprise medical claim data, prescription medicine data, 
pharmacy claim data, clinical data, and the like. The terms 
interactions, transactions, claims, and medical claims are 
intended to convey the same meaning and can be used inter 
changeably throughout this disclosure. In some embodi 
ments, medical claims can be referred to as interactions 
between various entities involved in healthcare industry. As 
described herein, interactions can refer to any transaction or 
communication between two or more healthcare-related enti 
ties. For example, interactions can be at least one of medical 
claims associated with a member entity, a medical provider 
entity, and a healthcare insurance provider entity; a prescrip 
tion associated with a member entity and a medical provider 
entity; and a pharmaceutical drug transaction associated with 
a member entity, a medical provider entity, and a pharmacy 
entity. It is appreciated that other interactions are possible 
within the scope and spirit of this disclosure. 
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0018 FIG. 1 illustrates, in block diagram form, an exem 
plary data fusion system 100 for providing interactive data 
analysis, consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 
Sure. Among other things, data fusion system 100 facilitates 
transformation of one or more data sources, such as data 
Sources 130 (e.g., medical services systems 220, geographic 
data systems 230, medical provider entity management sys 
tems 240 and/or member entity data systems 250, as shown in 
FIG. 2) into an object model 160 whose semantics are defined 
by an ontology 150. The transformation can be performed for 
a variety of reasons. For example, a database administrator 
can import data from data sources 130 into a database 170 for 
persistently storing object model 160. As another example, a 
data presentation component (not depicted) can transform 
input data from data sources 130 “on the fly' into object 
model 160. The object model 160 can then be utilized, in 
conjunction with ontology 150, for analysis through graphs 
and/or other data visualization techniques. 
0019. Data fusion system 100 comprises a definition com 
ponent 110 and a translation component 120, both imple 
mented by one or more processors of one or more computing 
devices or systems executing hardware and/or software 
based logic for providing various functionality and features of 
the present disclosure, as described herein. As will be appre 
ciated from the present disclosure, data fusion system 100 can 
comprise fewer or additional components that provide the 
various functionalities and features described herein. More 
over, the number and arrangement of the components of data 
fusion system 100 responsible for providing the various func 
tionalities and features described herein can further vary from 
embodiment to embodiment. 

0020 Definition component 110 generates and/or modi 
fies ontology 150 and a schema map 140. Exemplary embodi 
ments for defining an ontology (such as ontology 150) are 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 7,962.495 (the 495 patent), issued 
on Jun. 14, 2011, the entire contents of which are expressly 
incorporated herein by reference for all purposes. Consistent 
with certain embodiments disclosed in the 495 patent, a 
dynamic ontology may be used to create a database. To create 
a database ontology, one or more object types may be defined, 
where each object type includes one or more properties. The 
attributes of object types or property types of the ontology can 
be edited or modified at any time. And, for each property type, 
at least one parser definition may be created. The attributes of 
a parser definition can be edited or modified at any time. 
0021. In some embodiments, each property type is 
declared to be representative of one or more object types. A 
property type is representative of an object type when the 
property type is intuitively associated with the object type. 
Alternatively, each property type has one or more compo 
nents and a base type. In some embodiments, a property type 
can comprise a string, a date, a number, or a composite type 
consisting of two or more string, date, or number elements. 
Thus, property types are extensible and can represent com 
plex data structures. Further, a parser definition can reference 
a component of a complex property type as a unit or token. 
0022. An example of a property having multiple compo 
nents is an Address property having a City component and a 
State component. An example of raw input data is "Los Ange 
les, Calif.” An example parser definition specifies an associa 
tion of imported input data to object property components as 
follows: {CITY, STATE->Address: State. Address:City. 
In some embodiments, the association {CITY, STATE} is 
defined in a parser definition using regular expression sym 
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bology. The association {CITY, STATE} indicates that a 
city string followed by a state string, and separated by a 
comma, comprises valid input data for a property of type 
Address. In contrast, input data of “Los Angeles Calif” would 
not be valid for the specified parser definition, but a user could 
create a second parser definition that does match input data of 
“Los Angeles Calif.” The definition Address: City, Address: 
State specifies that matching input data values map to com 
ponents named “City' and “State' of the Address property. As 
a result, parsing the input data using the parser definition 
results in assigning the value "Los Angeles' to the Address: 
City component of the Address property, and the value “CA' 
to the Address:State component of the Address property. 
0023. According to some embodiments, schema map 140 
can define how various elements of schemas 135 for data 
sources 130 map to various elements of ontology 150. Defi 
nition component 110 receives, calculates, extracts, or other 
wise identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130. Schemas 
135 define the structure of data sources 130; for example, the 
names and other characteristics of tables, files, columns, 
fields, properties, and so forth. Definition component 110 
furthermore optionally identifies sample data 136 from data 
sources 130. Definition component 110 can further identify 
object type, relationship, and property definitions from ontol 
ogy 150, if any already exist. Definition component 110 can 
further identify pre-existing mappings from schema map 140, 
if such mappings exist. 
0024. Based on the identified information, definition com 
ponent 110 can generate a graphical user interface 115. 
Graphical user interface 115 can be presented to users of a 
computing device via any Suitable output mechanism (e.g., a 
display screen, an image projection, etc.), and can further 
accept input from users of the computing device via any 
Suitable input mechanism (e.g., a keyboard, a mouse, a touch 
screen interface, etc.). Graphical user interface 115 features a 
visual workspace that visually depicts representations of the 
elements of ontology 150 for which mappings are defined in 
schema map 140. 
0025. In some embodiments, transformation component 
120 can be invoked after schema map 140 and ontology 150 
have been defined or redefined. Transformation component 
120 identifies schema map 140 and ontology 150. Transfor 
mation component 120 further reads data sources 130 and 
identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130. For each element 
of ontology 150 described in schema map 140, transforma 
tion component 120 iterates through some or all of the data 
items of data sources 130, generating elements of object 
model 160 in the manner specified by schema map 140. In 
Some embodiments, transformation component 120 can store 
a representation of each generated element of object model 
160 in a database 170. In some embodiments, transformation 
component 120 is further configured to synchronize changes 
in object model 160 back to data sources 130. 
0026 Data sources 130 can be one or more sources of data, 
including, without limitation, spreadsheet files, databases, 
email folders, document collections, media collections, con 
tact directories, and so forth. Data sources 130 can include 
data structures stored persistently in non-volatile memory. 
Data sources 130 can also or alternatively include temporary 
data structures generated from underlying data sources via 
data extraction components, such as a result set returned from 
a database server executing an database query. 
0027 Schema map 140, ontology 150, and schemas 135 
can be stored in any suitable structures, such as XML files, 
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database tables, and so forth. In some embodiments, ontology 
150 is maintained persistently. Schema map 140 can or can 
not be maintained persistently, depending on whether the 
transformation process is perpetual or a one-time event. Sche 
mas 135 need not be maintained in persistent memory, but can 
be cached for optimization. 
0028 Object model 160 comprises collections of ele 
ments such as typed objects, properties, and relationships. 
The collections can be structured in any Suitable manner. In 
some embodiments, a database 170 stores the elements of 
object model 160, or representations thereof. Alternatively, 
the elements of object model 160 are stored within database 
170 in a different underlying format, such as in a series of 
object, property, and relationship tables in a relational data 
base. 
0029. According to some embodiments, the functional 

ities, techniques, and components described herein are imple 
mented by one or more special-purpose computing devices. 
The special-purpose computing devices can be hard-wired to 
perform the techniques, or can include digital electronic 
devices such as one or more application-specific integrated 
circuits (ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) 
that are persistently programmed to perform the techniques, 
or can include one or more general purpose hardware proces 
sors programmed to perform the techniques pursuant to pro 
gram instructions in firmware, memory, other storage, or any 
combination thereof. Such special-purpose computing 
devices can also combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or 
FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the tech 
niques. The special-purpose computing devices can be desk 
top computer systems, portable computer systems, handheld 
devices, networking devices, or any other device that incor 
porates hard-wired and/or program logic to implement the 
techniques. 
0030 Throughout this disclosure, reference will be made 
to an entity Such as, for example, a medical provider entity 
and a member entity. It is appreciated that a medical provider 
entity can include, for example, a medical professional Such 
as a doctor, a hospital, or a medical clinic or the like, and a 
member entity can include, for example, an individual person 
seeking medical services (e.g., seeking medical advice, pre 
Scriptions, pharmaceutical drugs, etc.) from a medical pro 
vider entity. It is appreciated that a member entity can repre 
sent either individual persons or can represent a group of 
persons (e.g., a group of persons living under one roof as part 
of a family). In some embodiments, a member entity can be 
represented by a number of an individual or a number for an 
entire family. It will also be understood that a medical pro 
vider entity can represent either the entity itself or individual 
persons involved with the entity. 
0031. In embodiments described herein, data fusion sys 
tem 100 can provide a medical provider entity, such as a 
hospital, or a third-party, Such as a health insurance payer 
entity, to analyze information to analyze performance of the 
medical provider entity and also to compare the medical 
provider entity’s performance with other medical provider 
entities. Also, a health insurance payer entity can analyze 
medical claims associated with a particular medical provider 
entity to detect any possible fraud associated with the pro 
vider entity. Additionally, medical provider entitles can 
evaluate its performance using comparative analysis. 
0032 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system 
200 for performing one or more operations for analyzing 
performance of a medical provider entity and/or a member 
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entity, consistent with disclosed embodiments. In some 
embodiments, the medical provider entity can be a doctor and 
system 200 can include one or more medical provider entity 
analysis systems 210, one or more medical services systems 
220, one or more geographic data systems 230, one or more 
medical provider entity management systems 240, and one or 
more member entity data systems 250. The components and 
arrangement of the components included in System 200 can 
vary depending on the embodiment. For example, the func 
tionality described below with respect to medical services 
systems 220 can be embodied in member entity data systems 
250, or vice-versa. Also, system 200 can include fewer or 
additional components that perform or assist in the perfor 
mance of one or more processes to analyze medical provider 
entity’s, consistent with the disclosed embodiments. 
0033. One or more components of system 200 can be 
computing systems configured to analyze medical provider 
entity performance. As further described herein, components 
of system 200 can include one or more computing devices 
(e.g., computer(s), server(s), etc.), memory storing data and/ 
or software instructions (e.g., database(s), memory devices, 
etc.), and other known computing components. In some 
embodiments, the one or more computing devices are con 
figured to execute software or a set of programmable instruc 
tions stored on one or more memory devices to perform one or 
more operations, consistent with the disclosed embodiments. 
Components of system 200 can be configured to communi 
cate with one or more other components of system 200, 
including one or more medical provider entity analysis sys 
tems 210, one or more medical services systems 220, one or 
more geographic data systems 230, one or more medical 
provider entity management systems 240, and one or more 
member entity data systems 250. In certain aspects, users can 
operate one or more components of system 200. The one or 
more users can be employees of, or associated with, an entity 
corresponding to the respective component(s) (e.g., someone 
authorized to use the underlying computing systems or oth 
erwise act on behalf of the entity). 
0034 Medical provider entity analysis system 210 can be 
a computing system configured to analyze medical provider 
entity performance. For example, medical provider entity 
analysis system 210 can be a computer system configured to 
execute software or a set of programmable instructions that 
collect or receive medical interaction data, member entity 
data, and medical provider entity data and process it to deter 
mine various insights associated with the medical provider 
entity or a member entity. Medical provider entity analysis 
system 210 can be configured, in Some embodiments, to 
utilize, include, or be a data fusion system 100 (see, e.g., FIG. 
1) to transform data from various data sources (such as, medi 
cal services systems 220, geographic data systems 230, medi 
cal provider entity management systems 240, and member 
entity data systems 250) for processing. In some embodi 
ments, medical provider entity analysis system 210 can be 
implemented using a computer system 300, as shown in FIG. 
3 and described below. 

0035 Medical provider entity analysis system 210 can 
include one or more computing devices (e.g., server(s)), 
memory storing data and/or Software instructions (e.g., data 
base(s), memory devices, etc.) and other known computing 
components. According to some embodiments, medical pro 
vider entity analysis system 210 can include one or more 
networked computers that execute processing in parallel or 
use a distributed computing architecture. Medical provider 
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entity analysis system 210 can be configured to communicate 
with one or more components of system 200, and it can be 
configured to provide analysis of medical providerentities via 
an interface(s) accessible by users over a network (e.g., the 
Internet). For example, medical provider entity analysis sys 
tem 210 can include a web server that hosts a web page 
accessible through network 260 by medical provider entity 
management systems 240. In some embodiments, medical 
provider entity analysis system 210 can include an applica 
tion server configured to provide data to one or more client 
applications executing on computing systems connected to 
medical provider entity analysis system 210 via network 260. 
0036. In some embodiments, medical provider entity 
analysis system 210 can be configured to determine the actual 
revenue for a medical provider entity or specific medical 
provider entity location by processing and analyzing data 
collected from one or more components of system 200. For 
example, medical provider entity analysis system 210 can 
determine that the medical clinic located at 123 Main St, in 
Burbank, Calif., is actually generating S60,000 of revenue per 
month. Medical provider entity analysis system 210 can pro 
vide an analysis of a medical provider entity performance 
based on a target for revenue (or number of member entities) 
and the actual revenue for the medical provider entity. For 
example, for the medical clinic located at 123 Main St., Bur 
bank, Calif., the medical provider entity analysis system 210 
can provide an analysis that the clinic is performing above 
expectations. Exemplary processes that can be used by medi 
cal provider entity analysis system 210 are described below. 
0037 Medical provider entity analysis system 210 can, in 
Some embodiments, generate and/or provide a user interface 
communicating data related to one or more medical provider 
entities. For example, in some embodiments, medical pro 
vider entity analysis system 210 includes a web server that 
generates HTML code, or Scripts capable of generating 
HTML code, that can be displayed in a web browser execut 
ing on computing device. Medical provider entity analysis 
system 210 can also execute an application server that pro 
vides user interface objects to a client application executing 
on a computing device, or it can provide data that is capable 
of being displayed in a user interface in a client application 
executing on a computing device. In some embodiments, 
medical providerentity analysis system 210 can generate user 
interfaces that can be displayed within another user interface. 
For example, medical providerentity analysis system 210 can 
generate a user interface for display within a parent user 
interface that is part of a word processing application, a pre 
sentation development application, a web browser, oran illus 
tration application, among others. Alternatively, generating a 
user interface can include generating the code that when 
executed displays information (e.g., HTML) on the user inter 
face. In some embodiments, generating a user interface can 
include providing commands and/or data to a set of instruc 
tions that when executed render a user interface capable of 
being shown on a display connected to a computing device. 
Alternatively, the user interface can include a map, indica 
tions of the medical provider entity locations on a map, and 
indications of the sales or interactions associated with the 
medical provider entity locations. Examples of some (al 
though not all) user interfaces that can be generated by medi 
cal provider entity analysis system 210 are described below. 
0038 Referring again to FIG. 2, medical services system 
220 can be a computing system associated with a medical 
service provider, such as a hospital, a medical clinic, health 
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insurance payer, pharmacy, or other entity that generates, 
provides, manages, and/or maintains medical accounts for 
one or more member entities. Medical services system 220 
can generate, maintain, Store, provide, and/or process medi 
cal claim data associated with one or more medical service 
accounts. Medical data can include, for example, medical 
account data, Such as member entity's account identification 
data, claim amount, member entity’s profile information, and 
medical interaction data, Such as interaction dates, interaction 
amounts, interaction types, and location of interaction. In 
Some embodiments, each interaction of medical data can 
include a plurality of categories of information associated 
with the interaction. For example, the plurality of categories 
of information can include at least one of an interaction 
number category; a member entity identification category; a 
member entity location category; a medical provider entity 
identification category; a medical provider entity location 
category; a specialty of medical provider entity category; a 
medical procedure category; a medical diagnosis category; an 
interaction amount category; and a time of interaction cat 
egory. It is appreciated that medical data can comprise either 
additional or fewer categories than the exemplary categories 
listed above. Medical services system 220 can include infra 
structure and components that are configured to generate 
and/or provide medical accounts. 
0039 Geographic data systems 230 can include one or 
more computing devices configured to provide geographic 
data to other computing systems in System 200 such as medi 
cal provider entity analysis system 210. For example, geo 
graphic data systems 230 can provide geodetic coordinates 
when provided with a street address or vice-versa. In some 
embodiments, geographic data systems 230 exposes an appli 
cation programming interface (API) including one or more 
methods or functions that can be called remotely over a net 
work, such as network 260. According to Some embodiments, 
geographic data systems 230 can provide information con 
cerning routes between two geographic points. For example, 
medical provider entity analysis system 210 can provide two 
addresses and geographic data systems 230 can provide, in 
response, the aerial distance between the two addresses, the 
distance between the two addresses using roads, and/or a 
Suggested route between the two addresses and the route's 
distance. 

0040 According to some embodiments, geographic data 
systems 230 can also provide map data to medical provider 
entity analysis system 210 and/or other components of sys 
tem 200. The map data can include, for example, satellite or 
overhead images of a geographic region or a graphic repre 
senting a geographic region. The map data can also include 
points of interest. Such as landmarks, malls, shopping centers, 
Schools, or popular restaurants or retailers, for example. 
0041 Medical provider entity management systems 240 
can be one or more computing devices configured to perform 
one or more operations consistent with disclosed embodi 
ments. For example, medical provider entity management 
systems 240 can be a desktop computer, a laptop, a server, a 
mobile device (e.g., tablet, Smart phone, etc.), or any other 
type of computing device configured to request medical pro 
vider entity analysis from medical provider entity analysis 
system 210. According to some embodiments, medical pro 
vider entity management systems 240 can comprise a net 
work-enabled computing device operably connected to one 
or more other presentation devices, which can themselves 
constitute a computing system. For example, medical pro 
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vider entity management systems 240 can be connected to a 
mobile device, telephone, laptop, tablet, or other computing 
device. 
0042 Medical provider entity management systems 240 
can include one or more processors configured to execute 
software instructions stored in memory. Medical provider 
entity management systems 240 can include Software or a set 
of programmable instructions that when executed by a pro 
cessor performs known Internet-related communication and 
content presentation processes. For example, medical pro 
viderentity management systems 240 can execute software or 
a set of instructions that generates and displays interfaces 
and/or content on a presentation device included in, or con 
nected to, medical provider entity management systems 240. 
In some embodiments, medical provider entity management 
systems 240 can be a mobile device that executes mobile 
device applications and/or mobile device communication 
Software that allows medical provider entity management 
systems 240 to communicate with components of system 200 
over network 260. The disclosed embodiments are not limited 
to any particular configuration of medical provider entity 
management systems 240. 
0043 Medical provider entity management systems 240 
can be one or more computing systems associated with one or 
more medical provider entities providing medical products 
(e.g., pharmacies selling drugs) and/or medical services (e.g., 
hospital, private clinic, etc.). For ease of discussion, the exem 
plary embodiments presented herein relate to medical inter 
actions involving healthcare consultations between a medical 
provider (e.g., a doctor) and a member entity (e.g., patient). 
Medical provider entity management systems 240, however, 
is not limited to systems associated with only doctors and can 
be applicable to other healthcare-related entities, such as 
pharmacies and healthcare-related equipment. 
0044) Member entity data systems 250 can include one or 
more computing devices configured to provide demographic 
data regarding member entities (e.g., patients seeking health 
care-related services from medical provider entities). For 
example, member entity data systems 250 can provide infor 
mation regarding the name, address, gender, income level. 
age, email address, or other information about member enti 
ties. Member entity data systems 250 can include public 
computing systems such as computing systems affiliated with 
the National Plan and Provider Enumeration System, U.S. 
Bureau of the Census, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, or 
FedStats, or it can include private computing systems such as 
computing systems affiliated with health insurance payers, 
credit bureaus, Social media sites, marketing services, or 
Some other organization that collects and provides demo 
graphic data. 
0045 Network 260 can be any type of network or combi 
nation of networks configured to provide electronic commu 
nications between components of system 200. For example, 
network 260 can be any type of network (including infrastruc 
ture) that provides communications, exchanges information, 
and/or facilitates the exchange of information, Such as the 
Internet, a Local Area Network, or other suitable connection 
(s) that enables the sending and receiving of information 
between the components of system 200. Network 260 may 
also comprise any combination of wired and wireless net 
works. In some embodiments, one or more components of 
system 200 can communicate directly through a dedicated 
communication link(s). Such as links between medical pro 
vider entity analysis system 210, medical services systems 
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220, geographic data systems 230, medical provider entity 
management systems 240, and member entity data systems 
2SO. 
0046. As noted above, medical provider entity analysis 
system 210 can include a data fusion system (e.g., data fusion 
system 100) for organizing data received from one or more of 
the components of system 200. 
0047 FIG.3 is a block diagram of an exemplary computer 
system 300, consistent with embodiments of the present dis 
closure. The components of system 200 such as medical 
provider entity analysis system 210, medical service systems 
220, geographic data systems 230, medical provider entity 
management systems 240, and member entity data systems 
250 may include the components and/or architecture that is 
based on or similar to that of computer system 300. 
0048. As illustrated in FIG. 3, computer system 300 
includes a bus 302 or other communication mechanism for 
communicating information, and one or more hardware pro 
cessors 304 (denoted as processor 304 for purposes of sim 
plicity) coupled with bus 302 for processing information. 
Hardware processor 304 can be, for example, one or more 
general-purpose microprocessors, becoming one or more 
special-purpose microprocessors during the collecting, pro 
cessing, analyzing, and/or displaying information of the 
healthcare-related entities as described herein, or can be a 
reduced instruction set of one or more microprocessors. 
0049 Computer system 300 also includes a main memory 
306, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other 
dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 302 for storing infor 
mation and instructions to be executed by processor 304. 
Main memory 306 also can be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 304. Such instruc 
tions, after being Stored in non-transitory storage media 
accessible to processor 304, render computer system 300 into 
a special-purpose machine that is customized to perform the 
operations specified in the instructions. 
0050 Computer system 300 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 308 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 302 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 304. A storage device 310. Such as a magnetic disk, 
optical disk, hard drive, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), 
etc. is provided and coupled to bus 302 for storing informa 
tion and instructions. 
0051 Computer system 300 can be coupled via bus 302 to 
a display 312, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), liquid crystal 
display, or touch screen, for displaying information to a com 
puter user. An input device 314, including alphanumeric and 
other keys, is coupled to bus 302 for communicating infor 
mation and command selections to processor 304. Another 
type of user input device is cursor control 316. Such as a 
mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for communicat 
ing direction information and command selections to proces 
sor 304 and for controlling cursor movement on display 312. 
The input device typically has two degrees of freedom in two 
axes, a first axis (for example, X) and a second axis (for 
example, y), that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane. In some embodiments, the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control can be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
CUSO. 

0.052 Computing system 300 can include a user interface 
module to implement a graphical user interface that can be 
stored in a mass storage device as executable Software codes 
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that are executed by the one or more computing devices. This 
and other modules can include, by way of example, compo 
nents, such as Software components, object-oriented Software 
components, class components and task components, pro 
cesses, functions, attributes, procedures, Subroutines, seg 
ments of program code, drivers, firmware, microcode, cir 
cuitry, data, databases, data structures, tables, arrays, and 
variables. 

0053. In general, the term “module.” as used herein, refers 
to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection 
of Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit 
points, Written in a programming language, such as, for 
example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module can be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or written in an interpreted program 
ming language such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or Python. 
It is appreciated that software modules can be callable from 
other modules or from themselves, and/or can be invoked in 
response to detected events or interrupts. Software modules 
configured for execution on computing devices can be pro 
vided on a computer readable medium, Such as a compact 
disc, digital video disc, flashdrive, magnetic disc, or any other 
tangible medium, or as a digital download (and can be origi 
nally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression, or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code can be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
can be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules can be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
can be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but can be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that can be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage. 
0054 Computer system 300 can implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard-wired logic, 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 300 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to some embodiments, the operations, 
functionalities, and techniques and other features described 
herein are performed by computer system 300 in response to 
processor 304 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 306. Such 
instructions can be read into main memory 306 from another 
storage medium, Such as storage device 310. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 306 
causes processor 304 to perform the process steps described 
herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry can 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
tions. 

0055. The term “non-transitory media' as used herein 
refers to any non-transitory media storing data and/or instruc 
tions that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. 
Such non-transitory media can comprise non-volatile media 
and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media can include, for 
example, optical or magnetic disks, such as storage device 
310. Volatile media can include dynamic memory, such as 
main memory 306. Common forms of non-transitory media 
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can include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard 
disk, solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic 
data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data 
storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, 
a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, 
NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked 
versions of the same. 
0056. Non-transitory media is distinct from, but can be 
used in conjunction with, transmission media. Transmission 
media can participate in transferring information between 
storage media. For example, transmission media can include 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 302. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
0057 Various forms of media can be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to proces 
sor 304 for execution. For example, the instructions can ini 
tially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 300 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 302. Bus 302 carries the data to main memory 306, 
from which processor 304 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 306 can 
optionally be stored on storage device 310 either before or 
after execution by processor 304. 
0.058 Computer system 300 can also include a communi 
cation interface 318 coupled to bus 302. Communication 
interface 318 can provide a two-way data communication 
coupling to a network link320 that can be connected to a local 
network 322. For example, communication interface 318 can 
be an integrated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable 
modem, satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data com 
munication connection to a corresponding type of telephone 
line. As another example, communication interface 318 can 
be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a data com 
munication connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links 
can also be implemented. In any Such implementation, com 
munication interface 318 can send and receives electrical, 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information. 
0059 Network link 320 can typically provide data com 
munication through one or more networks to other data 
devices. For example, network link 320 can provide a con 
nection through local network 322 to a host computer 324 or 
to data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider 
(ISP) 326. ISP 326 in turn can provide data communication 
services through the worldwide packet data communication 
network now commonly referred to as the “Internet 328. 
Local network 322 and Internet 328 can both use electrical, 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams. The signals through the various networks and the 
signals on network link 320 and through communication 
interface 318, which carry the digital data to and from com 
puter system 300, can be example forms of transmission 
media. 
0060 Computer system 300 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link320 and communication interface 318. In the 
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Internet example, a server 330 can transmit a requested code 
for an application program through Internet 328, ISP 326, 
local network 322 and communication interface 318. The 
received code can be executed by processor 304 as it is 
received, and/or stored in storage device 310, or other non 
Volatile storage for later execution. In some embodiments, 
server 330 can provide information for being displayed on a 
display. 
0061 FIG. 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary data 
structure 400, consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure. Data structure 400 can store data records that 
include information associated with interactions involving 
multiple healthcare-related entities. Data structure 400 can 
be, for example, a database (e.g., database 170) that can store 
elements of an object model (e.g., object model 160). In some 
embodiments, data structure 400 can be a Relational Data 
base Management System (RDBMS) that stores interaction 
data as sections of rows of data in relational tables. An 
RDBMS can be designed to efficiently return data for an 
entire row, or record, in as few operations as possible. An 
RDBMS can store data by serializing each row of data of data 
structure 400. For example, in an RDBMS, data associated 
with interaction 1 of FIG. 4 can be stored serially such that 
data associated with all categories of interaction 1 can be 
accessed in one operation. 
0062 Alternatively, data structure 400 can be a column 
oriented database management system that stores data as 
sections of columns of data rather than rows of data. This 
column-oriented DBMS can have advantages, for example, 
for data warehouses, customer relationship management sys 
tems, and library card catalogs, and other ad hoc inquiry 
systems where aggregates are computed over large numbers 
of similar data items. A column-oriented DBMS can be more 
efficient than an RDBMS when an aggregate needs to be 
computed over many rows but only for a notably smaller 
Subset of all columns of data, because reading that Smaller 
Subset of data can be faster than reading all data. A column 
oriented DBMS can be designed to efficiently return data for 
an entire column, in as few operations as possible. A column 
oriented DBMS can store data by serializing each column of 
data of data structure 400. For example, in a column-oriented 
DBMS, data associated with a category (e.g., member entity 
identification category 415) can be stored serially such that 
data associated with that category for all interactions of data 
structure 400 can be accessed in one operation. 
0063 As shown in FIG.4, data structure 400 can comprise 
data associated with a very large number of interactions asso 
ciated with multiple healthcare-related entities. For example, 
data structure 400 can include data associated with tens of 
millions medical claim data. In some embodiments, interac 
tions associated with multiple healthcare-related entities can 
be referred to as transactions between multiple healthcare 
related entities. Where appropriate, the terms interactions, 
transactions, claims, medical claims, healthcare-related 
claims, and pharmacy claims are intended to convey the same 
meaning and can be used interchangeably throughout this 
disclosure. While each interaction of data structure 400 is 
depicted as a separate row in FIG.4, it is understood that each 
Such interaction can be represented by a column or any other 
known technique in the art. Each interaction data can include 
several categories of information. For example, the categories 
can include, interaction number category 410; member entity 
identification category 415: member entity location category 
420; medical provider entity identification category 430; 
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medical provider entity location category 440; specialty of 
medical provider entity category 450; medical diagnosis cat 
egory 455; medical procedure category 460; interaction 
amount category 465; and time of interaction category 470. It 
is understood that FIG. 4 is merely exemplary and that data 
structure 400 can include even more categories of informa 
tion associated with an interaction. 

0064 Interaction number category 410 can uniquely iden 
tify each interaction of data structure 400. For example, data 
structure 400 depicts ten million healthcare-related interac 
tions as illustrated by interaction number category 410 of the 
last row of data structure 400 as 10,000,000. In FIG.4, each 
row depicting an interaction can be identified by an element 
number. For example, interaction number 1 can be identified 
by element 401; interaction number 2 can be identified by 
element 402; and so on such that interaction 10,000,000 can 
be identified by 499M. It is appreciated that this disclosure is 
not limited to any number of interactions and further that this 
disclosure can extend to a data structure with more or fewer 
than ten million interactions. It is also appreciated that inter 
action number category 410 need not exist in data structure 
400. 

0065 Member entity identification category 415 can iden 
tify a member entity. In some embodiments, member entity 
identification category 415 can represent a name (e.g., Mem 
ber 1 for interaction 401; Member N for interaction 499M) of 
the member entity. Alternatively, member entity identifica 
tion category 415 can represent a code uniquely identifying 
the member entity (e.g., ME002 for interaction 402). For 
example, the identifiers under the member entity identifica 
tion category 415 can be any identifier (e.g., social security 
number, tax identification number, etc) that can uniquely 
identify a person or a group of people. 
0.066 Member entity location category 420 can represent 
a location information of the member entity. In some embodi 
ments, member entity location category 420 can represent the 
location information by providing at least one of a state of 
residence (e.g., state Sub-category 422; California for element 
401) of the member entity; a city of residence (e.g., city 
sub-category 424; Palo Alto for interaction 401) of the mem 
ber entity; a Zip code of residence (e.g., Zip code Sub-category 
426: 94304 for interaction 401) of the member entity; and a 
street address of residence (e.g., Street address Sub-category 
428; 234 University Ave., for interaction 401) of the member 
entity. In some embodiments, a separate database can provide 
member entity location category 420 with additional 
addresses and contact information of the member entity. 
0067 Medical provider entity identification category 430 
can identify a medical provider entity (e.g., a hospital and a 
medical clinic). In some embodiments, medical provider 
entity identification category 430 can represent a name of the 
medical provider entity (e.g., Provider 2 for interaction 402). 
Alternatively, medical provider entity identification category 
430 can represent a code uniquely identifying the medical 
provider entity (e.g., MPE001 for interaction 401). For 
example, medical provider entity identification category 430 
can represent a National Provider Identifier as defined by the 
National Plan and Provider Enumeration System (NPPES). 
The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, which is a 
part of U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has 
developed the NPPES to assign unique identifiers for health 
care providers and health plans. The purpose of NPPES and 
National Provider Identifier is to improve the efficiency and 
effectiveness of the electronic transmission of healthcare 
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related information. In some embodiments, the medical pro 
vider entity can be represented by more than one identifier 
under the medical provider entity identification category 430. 
For example, the medical provider entity identification cat 
egory 430 can represent a license number of a doctor. When 
the doctor is licensed in multiple states, he will have multiple 
license numbers with each license number uniquely identify 
ing the doctor. 
0068 Medical provider entity location category 440 can 
represent a location information of the medical provider 
entity. In some embodiments, medical provider entity loca 
tion category 440 can represent the location information by 
providing at least one of a state where the medical provider 
entity is located (e.g., state sub-category 442; California for 
interaction 401); a city where the medical provider entity is 
located (e.g., city Sub-category 444; Palo Alto for interaction 
401); a zip code where the medical provider entity is located 
(e.g., zip code sub-category 446;94304 for interaction 401); 
and a street address where the medical provider entity is 
located (e.g., street address sub-category 448; 214 Porter Dr. 
for interaction 401). In some embodiments, a separate data 
base can provide medical provider entity location category 
440 with additional addresses and contact information of the 
medical provider entity. 
0069 Specialty of medical provider entity category 450 
can identify a type of specialty of the medical provider entity 
involved in each interaction. In some embodiments, specialty 
of medical provider entity category 450 of the medical pro 
vider entity can be identified by a category name customarily 
used in the industry (e.g., internal medicine for interaction 
401) or by an identification code that can identify a type of the 
medical provider entity (e.g., SMPE123 for interaction 403). 
Medical diagnosis category 455 can identify a type of medical 
diagnosis involved in each interaction. In some embodiments, 
medical diagnosis category 455 can be identified by a cat 
egory name customarily used in the industry (e.g., diabetes 
for interaction 401) or by an identification code that can 
identify a medical diagnosis (e.g., MD002 for interaction 
403). In some embodiments, a separate database can provide 
specialty of medical provider entity category 450 with prac 
tice details for the medical provider entity. 
0070 Medical procedure category 460 can identify a type 
of medical procedure associated with medical diagnosis 450 
involved in each interaction. In some embodiments, medical 
procedure category 460 can be identified by a category name 
customarily used in the industry (e.g., prescription glasses for 
interaction 403) or by an identification code that can identify 
a medical procedure (e.g., MP005 for interaction 405). Inter 
action amount category 465 can represent a transaction 
amount (e.g., S245.34 for interaction 401) involved in each 
interaction. Time of interaction category 470 can represent a 
time at which the interaction was executed. In some embodi 
ments, time of interaction category 470 can be represented by 
a date (e.g., date sub-category 472; Jan. 20, 2014, for inter 
action 401) and time of the day (e.g., time Sub-category 474; 
10:32 AM local time for interaction 401). Time sub-category 
474 can be represented in either military time or some other 
format. Alternatively, time sub-category 474 can be repre 
sented with a local time Zone of either medical provider entity 
location category 440 or member entity location category 
420. 

0071. In some embodiments, each interaction can include 
categories of information including (not shown in FIG. 4), for 
example, member entity enrollment category, member entity 
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age category, member entity gender category, member entity 
income category, and member entity with children category. 
Member entity enrollment category can represent the plan or 
line of business (LOB) in which the member entity is enrolled 
for a particular interaction. For example, member entity 
enrollment category can represent, for that particular interac 
tion, that the member entity is enrolled in one of either a 
Medicare Advantage Preferred Provider Organization (PPO). 
a Commercial PPO, Medicaid, an exchanged-offered plan, or 
the like. 

0072. In some embodiments, member entity demographic 
information can be stored in each interaction. For example, 
member entity demographic information can include at least 
one of member entity age category, member entity gender 
category, member entity income category, and member entity 
with children category. In some embodiments, member entity 
age category can represent age information associated with 
the member entity; member entity gender category can rep 
resent gender information (e.g., Male or Female) associated 
with the member entity; member entity income category can 
represent income information (e.g., greater than S100,000 per 
year) associated with the member entity; and member entity 
with children category can represent whether the member 
entity has any children under 18 or not. For example, if the 
member entity comprises children under 18, a positive indi 
cation can be stored and if the member entity does not com 
prise children under 18, a negative indication can be stored. In 
some embodiments, member entity with children category 
can store information representing a number of children asso 
ciated with the member entity. 
0073. In some embodiments, database 170 can include 
data associated with pharmacy interactions and/or medical 
interactions. For example, data sets associated with pharmacy 
and medical interactions that include several categories of 
information can be depicted in tables below. It is appreciated 
that Tables 1-3 depict merely exemplary categories of infor 
mation that can be associated with the various healthcare 
related entities and are not meant to be limiting. It will also be 
understood that data categories depicted in Tables 1-3 can be 
alternative to or complementary to the data categories 
described in FIG. 4. 

0074 An exemplary data table associated with interac 
tions is provided below in Table 1: 

TABLE 1 

Interaction data table 

Data Category Description 

Type Type of interaction (e.g., O = Doctor; 1 = in-patient; 
2 = out-patient) 

Diagnosis 1 Code associated with diagnosis 1 
Procedure 1 Code associated with procedure 1 
Diagnosis 2 Code associated with diagnosis 2 
Procedure 2 Code associated with procedure 2 

Date of first service associated with the interaction 
Date of adjudication of the interaction 

First service date 
Adjudication date 
Netpaid Total amount paid for the interaction 
Netbilled Total amount billed for the interaction 
Contract Contract code 
Physician risk type Physician risk type code 
Facility risk type Facility risk type code 
Participating status 
Place of service 

Participating status code 
Place of service code 
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TABLE 1-continued 

Interaction data table 

Data Category Description 

Member Identification of the member entity 
Member's DOB Date of birth of the member entity 
Member's gender Gender of the member entity (e.g., O = female; 1 = 

male) 
Zip code of the member entity 

Provider Identification of the medical provider entity 
Provider's zip code Zip code of the medical provider entity 
Provider's specialty Specialty of the medical provider entity 
Referring provider Identification of the referring provider entity 

Member's zip code 

PCP Provider Identification of the primary care physician provider 
entity 

0075 Another exemplary data table associated with mem 
ber entities is provided below in Table 2: 

TABLE 2 

Member data table 

Data Category Description 

ID Identification of the member entity 
SSN Social security number of the member entity 
Birth date Date of birth of the member entity 
Gender Gender of the member entity 
Zip code Zip code of the member entity 
Ethnicity Ethnicity of the member entity 
Education level Education level of the member entity 
Language Language of the member entity 
Income range Code representing income range of the member entity 
Height Height of the member entity 
Weight Weight of the member entity 
Occupation Type Code representing occupation of the member entity 

0076 Another exemplary data table associated with medi 
cal provider entities is provided below in Table 3: 

TABLE 3 

Medical provider entity data table 

Data Category Description 

ID Identification of the medical provider entity 
Name Name of the medical provider entity 
NPI National Provider Identifier of the medical provider 

entity 
TIN Tax identification number of the medical provider entity 
Address First line of address of the medical provider entity 
City Name of the city of the medical provider entity 
Zip code Zip code of the medical provider entity 
Specialty Specialty of the medical provider entity 

0077. In some embodiments, an objective for analyzing 
healthcare-related data is to provide a generalizable platform 
for analyzing performance of various entities involved in 
healthcare industry including, medical provider entities, 
member entities, healthcare insurance provider entities, etc. 
0078 FIG. 5 depicts a flowchart representing an exem 
plary process for analyzing entity performance, consistent 
with embodiments of the present disclosure. While the flow 
chart discloses the following steps in a particular order, it is 
appreciated that at least Some of the steps can be moved, 
modified, or deleted where appropriate, consistent with the 
teachings of the present disclosure. While the following steps 
are performed by a medical provider entity analysis system 
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(e.g., medical provider entity analysis system 210), it is 
appreciated that some of these steps can be performed in full 
or in part by other systems (e.g., Such as those systems iden 
tified above in FIG. 2). 
0079. In step 510, the medical provider entity analysis 
system can receive a request that includes one or more filter 
selections for analyzing a performance of one or more entities 
of multiple healthcare-related entities. In some embodiments, 
the request can be received from a medical provider entity 
(e.g., a hospital), which can be interested in analyzing its 
performance with regards to the one or more filter selections. 
In some embodiments, one or more filter selections of the 
received request can comprise a selection to represent data 
associated with at least one of members; providers; claims; 
procedures; diagnoses; and time. Alternatively, the one or 
more filter selections can comprise a selection to represent 
data associated with at least one of charts; histograms; maps; 
numbers; and time. 
0080. In some embodiments, the one or more filter selec 
tions can comprise a selection to represent data associated 
with at least one of demographic information representing at 
least one of age, gender, income, social security number, and 
location associated with the member entity; information rep 
resenting the medical provider entity's location; information 
representing the medical provider entity's identification; 
information representing the medical provider entity's spe 
cialty; information representing an amount associated with an 
interaction; information representing a medical diagnosis 
associated with an interaction; information representing a 
medical procedure associated with an interaction; and a time 
associated with an interaction. An exemplary block diagram 
of a user interface with exemplary filter selections is shown in 
FIGS. 6-14, described below. 
I0081. In some embodiments, the process of analyzing a 
performance of one or more entities of multiple healthcare 
related entities can be implemented without having to receive 
one or more filter selections. Such a process can be imple 
mented, for example, by having the medical provider entity 
analysis system (comprise one or more predetermined filter 
selections. These exemplary one or more predetermined filter 
selections can include the same selections as the one or more 
filters (e.g., add new filter 605 shown in FIG. 6) that can be 
selected by a user as described above. For example, the one or 
more predetermined filter selections can comprise at least one 
of members; providers; claims; procedures; diagnoses; and 
time. Alternatively, the one or more filter selections can com 
prise a selection to represent data associated with at least one 
of charts; histograms; maps; numbers; and time. 
I0082 In step 520, the medical provider entity analysis 
system can access a data structure (e.g., data structure 400) 
including information that specifies a plurality of categories 
of healthcare-related interactions associated with multiple 
healthcare-related entities. The data structure can represent 
information associated with a very large number of interac 
tions. In some embodiments, the data structure can represent 
information for tens of millions of healthcare-related interac 
tions (e.g., data structure 400 depicting 10 million healthcare 
related interactions). The data structure can be similar to the 
exemplary data structure 400 described in FIG. 4 and/or the 
examples of Tables 1-3 above. In exemplary embodiments 
comprising one or more predetermined filter selections, 
accessing step 520 can be implemented in the same fashion as 
that of the exemplary embodiments where one or more filter 
selections can be received from a user. 
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0083. In step 530, the medical provider entity analysis 
system can identify a set of categories from the plurality of 
categories within the data structure based on the received 
filter selections. The set of identified categories, for example, 
can be one or more of the plurality of categories of the data 
structure (e.g., data structure 400). In some embodiments, 
there can be a mapping between the one or more filter selec 
tions and the plurality of categories. For example, a filter 
selection for member entity Zip code can be mapped to mem 
ber entity location category 420 and further to zip code sub 
category 426. Another exemplary mapping can exist between 
a filter selection for gender (e.g., gender 816 in FIG. 8) and a 
category or a sub-category associated with a gender of mem 
ber entity (not shown in FIG. 4). It is appreciated that the 
mapping techniques described above are merely exemplary 
and other mapping techniques can be defined within the scope 
of this disclosure. When the medical provider entity (e.g., a 
medical clinic) is interested in analyzing its performance at a 
particular location with respect to member entities (e.g., a 
patient visiting the medical clinic) that use medical services 
of the medical providerentity, as shown in FIG. 8, the medical 
provider entity can select one or more filters such as members 
810 and further member zipcode 815 (associated with a zip 
code representing location of member entity). 
0084. Based on the one or more filter selections, the medi 
cal provider entity analysis system (e.g., medical provider 
entity analysis system 210) can identify some categories of 
the data structure that are relevant for analyzing the perfor 
mance of the one or more entities (e.g., medical provider 
entity) regarding member entity demographics including a 
location (e.g., Zip code) of the member entities. In an example 
where the received filter selection include members 810 and 
further member zipcode 815, the medical provider entity 
analysis system can identify categories associated with a 
number of interaction (e.g., number category 410 as shown in 
FIG. 4), an identity of member entities (e.g., member entity 
identification category 415), and a location of member enti 
ties (e.g., member entity location category 420 including at 
least Zip code Sub-category 426). In some embodiments, 
member entity location category 420 can be identified along 
with one or more categories of State Sub-category 422, city 
Sub-category 424, Zip code Sub-category 426, and Street 
address Sub-category 428. In exemplary embodiments com 
prising one or more predetermined filter selections, identify 
ing step 530 of FIG.5 can be implemented in the same fashion 
as that of the exemplary embodiments where one or more 
filter selections can be received from a user. 

0085. At step 540, the medical provider entity analysis 
system can process information associated with the identified 
categories to generate or provide performance information of 
one or more entities of the multiple healthcare-related entities 
in accordance with the one or more filter selections. In some 
embodiments, a first entity of the one or more entities can be 
a medical provider entity. One or more entities of the multiple 
healthcare-related entities can comprise one or more groups 
of entities of the multiple healthcare-related entities. For 
example, a group of entities can be defined such that the group 
of entities has similar characteristics, such as all dentist clin 
ics within a given Zip code or all pharmacy store locations 
(e.g., Walgreens'TM) within a city (e.g., San Jose, Calif.). Pro 
cessing the identified categories can comprise creating a new 
data structure that is different from the data structure of step 
520. In some embodiments, the new data structure may com 
prise only the identified categories of step 530 or one or more 
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Subsets of those categories. Alternatively, processing the 
identified categories can be performed on the existing data 
structure of step 520 (e.g., data structure 400). 
I0086. By way of example, when the one or more filter 
selections includes “member Zip code, the system can pro 
cess information that is associated with identified categories 
based on the filter selections such as a number of interaction 
(e.g., number category 410), an identity of member entities 
(e.g., member entity identification category 415), a location 
of member entities (e.g., member entity location category 420 
including at least Zip code Sub-category 426), and categories 
associated with member entity demographics including 
member entity age category, member entity gender category, 
and member entity income category. In some embodiments, 
data associated with identified categories can be stored in 
eithera row-oriented database or a column-oriented database, 
as described above with respect to data structure 400. Pro 
cessing information can involve performing statistical analy 
sis on data stored in the identified categories. Performing 
statistical analysis, for example, can include various compu 
tations of data associated with identified categories. For 
example, if an identified category is interaction amount cat 
egory 460, processing information can include performing an 
aggregate of the interaction amount to compute a total amount 
for all interactions associated with the medical provider 
entity. It is understood that processing information can 
include other examples of performing statistical analysis, 
including but not limited to, computing an average, mean, 
maximum, minimum, or standard deviation for a series of 
data. 

I0087. In some embodiments, processing the information 
of the identified categories can result in a multitude of useful 
insights regarding the behavior of member entities or the 
performance of the medical provider entities. An exemplary 
insight can be to provide a Summary of the entity's perfor 
mance. Such an insight, for example, can be represented in a 
dashboard illustrating a medical providing entity's perfor 
mance. For example, FIG. 6 includes a dashboard 610 that 
depicts a performance of medical provider entity, provider 
104, which includes number of claims (e.g., claims 611), a 
number of medical provider entities (e.g., providers 612), a 
number of member entities (e.g., members 613), average 
number of claims in a month (e.g., monthly claims (AVG) 
614), average number of weekly claims (e.g., weekly claims 
(AVG) 615), and average payout on a monthly basis (e.g., 
monthly payout (AVG) 616). Provider 104, as depicted in 
FIG. 6 can be an urgent care medical facility in Manahawkin, 
N.J. Dashboard 610 can depict information related to a num 
ber of claims associated with provider 104 for one or more 
filter selections. Alternatively, dashboard 610 can represent 
information related to claims associated with provider 104 
without receiving any filter selections. For example, as 
depicted in FIG. 6, claims 611 depicts that total claims asso 
ciated with provider 104 without receiving any filter selec 
tions. That is, claims 611 can represent that the total number 
of claims associated with provider 104 in its lifetime is 26. 
I0088. In some embodiments, dashboard 610 can represent 
information related to claims, member entities, or providing 
entities associated with one or more filter selections. For 
example, FIG. 7 shows filter selections that can be related to 
interactions (e.g., claims 710), medical provider entities (e.g., 
providers 720), member entities (e.g., members 730), medical 
procedures (e.g., procedures 740), and medical diagnoses 
(diagnoses 750). FIG. 7 also shows sub-filter selections that 
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can be associated with each filter selection. For example, FIG. 
7 depicts sub-filter selections associated with interactions 
filter selection (e.g., claims 710) that can include a selection 
associated with top claims (e.g., top claims 711), claim 
amount (e.g., amount 712), statistics based on claim count 
(e.g., count 713), statistics based on claim amount (e.g., 
claims by amount 714), statistics based on claim amount and 
claim count (e.g., claim amount by visit count 715), and 
first-time member entities (e.g., new members 716). It is 
understood that the above-mentioned filter selections and 
Sub-selections are not limiting and there can other filter selec 
tions and Sub-selections within the scope of this disclosure. 
0089. Some of useful insights, for example, can relate to 
the kinds of services (e.g., doctor visit) availed or products 
bought (e.g., prescription drugs or medical equipment) by 
member entities, a location where member entities avail the 
services or buy the products, a time as to when member 
entities avail the services or buy the products, the frequency 
with which member entities avail the services or buy the 
products, a location of residence of member entities, demo 
graphics information of member entities including their age 
and income level. 

0090. In some embodiments, processing the information 
of the identified categories can result in a multitude of addi 
tional useful insights regarding the performance of medical 
provider entities. For example, such additional insights can 
relate to an ability to detect any irregularities such as fraud 
associated with medical claims and/or prescription claims; an 
ability by a provider to be able to analyze and compare its 
performance with other providers in a given region; an ability 
to perform a cohort analysis, where a cohort can be a group of 
entities that share an attribute. Other forms of insights can 
include providing a Summary of the kinds of medical services 
being offered by medical provider entities; a performance 
comparison between different locations of the same medical 
provider entity; etc. It is understood that the above-listed 
insights are merely exemplary and a number of other insights 
can be drawn within the scope and spirit of this disclosure. 
0091. In some embodiments, the medical provider entity 
analysis system can process (in step 540) information of a 
data structure that is updated in real-time. That is, processing 
of information can occur on the data structure that comprises 
up-to-date interaction data at the time of an execution of step 
540. Alternatively, the medical provider entity analysis sys 
tem can process information of a data structure that is not 
updated in real-time. That is, processing of information can 
occur on the data structure that does not comprise up-to-date 
interaction data at the time of an execution of step 540. For 
example, processing of information can occur on a data struc 
ture that is updated only periodically (e.g., on a daily or 
weekly basis) and not in real-time. In exemplary embodi 
ments comprising one or more predetermined filter selec 
tions, the medical provider entity analysis system can process 
information (step 540) in the same fashion as that of the 
exemplary embodiments where one or more filter selections 
can be received from a user. 
0092. In step 550, the medical provider entity analysis 
system can generate a user interface that includes the perfor 
mance information indicating the performance of the one or 
more entities (e.g., medical providerentity). In some embodi 
ments, the user interface can comprise a representation of a 
geographic region. The user interface can also comprise a 
representation of locations of the one or more entities overlaid 
on the geographic region; and further a representation of 
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Sub-geographic regions overlaid on a geographic region. 
Alternatively, the user interface can include a representation 
of the performance of the one or more entities over geo 
graphic or Sub-geographic regions associated with a location 
of the one or more entities. For example, geographic or Sub 
geographic regions can be associated with a location of either 
a member entity or a medical provider entity. In some 
embodiments, the user interface can include a representation 
of the performance as a dashboard (e.g., dashboard 610 of 
FIG. 6), a bar graph chart (e.g., diagnoses by cost 910 and 
members by cost 920 of FIG. 9), a tabular chart (e.g., top 
claims 1010 of FIG. 10), histograms (not shown in figures), a 
pie chart (not shown in figures), or other graphical represen 
tations (e.g., charts 1310 and 1320 of FIG. 13). It is under 
stood that the above-listed representations of the user inter 
face are merely exemplary and a number of other forms of 
statistical representations can be shown in the user interface 
within the scope and spirit of this disclosure. 
0093. In exemplary embodiments comprising one or more 
predetermined filter selections, the medical provider entity 
analysis system can provide the processed information (step 
550) in the same fashion as that of the exemplary embodi 
ments where one or more filter selections can be received 
from a user. Exemplary user interfaces are depicted in FIGS. 
6-14 that illustrate a performance of a medical provider entity 
and/or a member entity based on one or more filter selections. 
As shown in FIGS. 6-14, user interface can provide a graph 
based, map-based, text-based information or any other 
related form of information. 

0094 FIGS. 6-14 illustrate several exemplary user inter 
faces that can be generated by medical provider entity analy 
sis system, consistent with embodiments of the present dis 
closure. The exemplary user interfaces of FIGS. 6-14 are 
meant to help illustrate and describe certain features of dis 
closed embodiments, and are not meant to limit the scope of 
the user interfaces that can be generated or provided by the 
medical providerentity analysis system. FIGS. 6-10 illustrate 
a performance metric of a medical provider entity whereas 
FIGS. 11-14 illustrate a performance metric of a member 
entity. 
0.095 FIG. 6 shows an exemplary user interface 600 gen 
erated by a medical provider entity analysis system (e.g., 
medical provider entity analysis system 210), according to 
Some embodiments. A user can initially select either one or 
more entities to analyze a performance metric associated with 
the selected one or more entities. In some embodiments, the 
one or more selected entities can be member entities. Alter 
natively, the selected one or more entities can be medical 
provider entities. For example, FIG. 6 depicts a performance 
metric associated with a medical provider entity, provider 
104. User interface 600 includes an option to add one or more 
filter selections (e.g., add new filter 605). In some embodi 
ments, a medical provider entity (or a user of a medical 
provider entity) can select the option to select the one or more 
filter selections. Alternatively, a member entity can select the 
option to select the one or more filter selections. User inter 
face 600 can depict information related to performance asso 
ciated with one or more entities. For example, user interface 
600 can depict information related to performance associated 
with either a member entity or a medical provider entity. 
0096 FIG. 6 shows information related to a performance 
associated with medical provider entity, provider 104, an 
urgent care medical facility in Manahawkin, N.J. User inter 
face 600 can include a user interface element to display a time 
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period (e.g., date 601) associated with a performance metric 
depicted in FIG. 6. User interface 600 can also include user 
interface element to display an identity of an entity (e.g., 
provider 603) whose performance can be analyzed and can be 
depicted. In some embodiments, user interface elements date 
601 and provider 603 can be displayed in response to received 
filter selections. User interface 600 can include a dashboard 
representing a performance Summary of an entity. For 
example, dashboard 610 can represent a performance Sum 
mary of medical provider entity, provider 104, that includes 
number of claims (e.g., claims 611), a number of medical 
provider entities (e.g., providers 612), a number of member 
entities (e.g., members 613), average number of claims in a 
month (e.g., monthly claims (AVG) 614), average number of 
weekly claims (e.g., weekly claims (AVG) 615), and average 
payout on a monthly basis (e.g., monthly payout (AVG) 616). 
0097 Claims 611 can represent a number of claims asso 
ciated with provider 104 either over its lifetime or for a 
particular period of time. In some embodiments, claims 611 
can represent a number of claims associated with interactions 
based on received filter selections. Providers 612 can repre 
sent a number of medical provider entities associated with 
interactions of provider 104. In this particular example, 
because provider 104 is the only medical provider entity 
selected, providers 612 represents a value 1. Alternatively, if 
two or more medical provider entities are selected to be 
depicted on user interface 600, providers 612 can have a value 
greater than 1. Members 613 can represent a number of mem 
ber entities associated with interactions of provider 104. In 
this particular example, members 613 represents a value 26 
signifying that each of the 26 claims associated with provider 
104 is further associated with a unique member entity. Alter 
natively, if any member entity associated with provider 104 is 
involved in more than one interaction with provider 104, 
members 613 can have a value less than a number represented 
by claims 611 (e.g., less than 26 for claims 611). 
0098 Monthly claims (AVG) 614 can represent an aver 
age number of claims associated with provider 104 per month 
either over its lifetime or for a particular period of time. In 
some embodiments, monthly claims (AVG) 614 can represent 
an average number of claims associated with received filter 
selections. Weekly claims (AVG) 615 can represent an aver 
age number of claims associated with provider 104 per week 
either over its lifetime or for a particular period of time. In 
some embodiments, weekly claims (AVG) 615 can represent 
an average number of claims associated with received filter 
selections. Monthly payout (AVG) 616 can represent an aver 
age claim amount that provider 104 is able to get reimbursed 
for the services they perform per month either over its lifetime 
or for a particular period of time. It is understood that the 
above-described user interface elements are not limiting and 
there can be other user interface elements within the scope of 
this disclosure. 

0099 FIG. 7 shows an exemplary user interface 700 gen 
erated by a medical provider entity analysis system (e.g., 
medical provider entity analysis system 210), according to 
some embodiments. User interface 700 includes an option to 
add one or more filters (e.g., add new filter 705). In some 
embodiments, the option to add one or more filters can 
include adding filters related to filter selections and sub 
selections as described in step 540 above. 
0100 User interface 700 can represent a dashboard (e.g., 
dashboard 770) that depicts a performance metric for an 
entity selected (e.g., provider 104 of FIG. 7). In some embodi 
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ments, after a user enters filter selections (e.g., add new filter 
705), the medical provider entity analysis system receives a 
message to regenerate or modify the user interface. For 
example, ifa user selects procedures 740 and then emergency 
dept visit into add new filter 705 box, the medical provider 
entity analysis system could receive a message indicating that 
a user interface should display dashboard 770 with a sum 
mary of interaction statistics associated with provider 104. 
The system can identify interactions associated with the 
received filter selection of emergency department visit 703 
and further process those interactions to evaluate a perfor 
mance metric of the provider 104. After evaluation, the per 
formance metric can be depicted as dashboard 770. For 
example, members 775 of dashboard 770 represents number 
2 as the number of member entities that are associated with 
interactions involving emergency department visits 703 for 
provider 104. In comparison, members 613 of dashboard 610 
represents number 26 as the number of member entities that 
are associated with all kinds of medical procedure for the 
same provider, provider 104. It is understood that user inter 
face 700 can further comprise representations associated with 
other filter (and sub-filter) selections, including but not lim 
ited to, claims 710, providers 720, members 730, and diag 
noses 750. 

0101 User interface 700 can include a map (not shown in 
FIG. 7), which can show location information of member 
entities and geohash region (while shown as shaded rect 
angles, they can also include any unshaded rectangles) asso 
ciated with Such location information. A geohash region, or 
geohash bucket, is a region associated with a latitude/longi 
tude, hierarchal geocode system that Subdivides regions of 
the Earth into grid shaped buckets. The level of granularity of 
geohash regions can vary depending on the length of the 
geohash code corresponding to that region. For example, a 
geohash code that is one bit in length can correspond to a 
geohash region of roughly 20 million square kilometers, and 
a geohash code that is six bits in length can correspond to a 
geohash region of roughly 1.2 square kilometers. In some 
embodiments, a geohash region of five bits (roughly 18 
square kilometers) is preferred, although the size of the geo 
hash region can depend on the character of the overall region 
which is being geohashed. For example, a six bit geohash can 
be more suitable for a densely populated urban area, while a 
four bit geohash can be more Suitable for a sparsely populated 
rural area. In some embodiments, location information of an 
entity can be represented by a geohash region. For example, a 
geohash region of five bits representing San Jose, Calif., can 
comprise the latitude/longitude coordinates, N 37.3394° W 
121.8950. Alternatively, location information can be repre 
sented using a Zip code. For example, a portion of San Jose, 
Calif., can be represented by using a zip code, 95113. It is 
appreciated that location information can be represented in 
other ways such as street address, city, state, Global Position 
ing Satellite coordinates, etc. 
0102 FIG. 8 shows an exemplary user interface 800 gen 
erated by a medical provider entity analysis system (e.g., 
medical provider entity analysis system 210), according to 
some embodiments. User interface 800 includes an option to 
add one or more filters (e.g., add new filter 805). In some 
embodiments, the option to add one or more filters can 
include, similar to FIG. 7, adding filters related to interactions 
associated with member entities (e.g., members 810), medi 
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cal provider entities (e.g., providers 820), medical claims 
(e.g., claims 830), and a time of the occurrence of the inter 
actions (e.g., time 840). 
0103 User interface 800 can also depict sub-filter selec 
tions that can be associated with a filter selection. For 
example, user interface 800 can depict sub-filter selections 
associated with member entities (e.g., members 810) that can 
include a selection associated with member entity’s identifi 
cation (e.g., SSN 811 that can represent a social security 
number), member entity's age (e.g., age 812), member enti 
ty's city (e.g., member city 813), member entity's state (e.g., 
member state 814), member entity's Zip code (e.g., member 
zipcode 815), and member entity’s gender (e.g., gender 816). 
It is understood that sub-filter selections associated with other 
filter selections (e.g., providers 820, claims 830, and time 
840) can be included within user interface 800 such that each 
such filter selection can have sub-filter selections similar to 
that of filter selection members 810. For example, providers 
820 can include sub-filter selections (not shown in FIG. 8) 
comprising entity identification and entity location. 
0104 FIG. 9 shows an exemplary user interface 900 gen 
erated by a medical provider entity analysis system (e.g., 
medical provider entity analysis system 210), according to 
some embodiments. User interface 900 includes a bar chartor 
bar graph depicting a performance metric of an entity (e.g., 
provider 104) for exemplary filter selections (e.g., diagnoses 
by cost 910 and members by cost 920). Diagnoses by cost 910 
represents a bar graph of interactions associated with pro 
vider 104 Such that the diagnoses are depicted in a bar graph 
in a decreasing order of cost associated with the diagnosis. 
Diagnoses by cost 910 can include a column representing a 
type of diagnosis involved (e.g., type 912) and a bar graph 
portion representing a cost associated with the diagnoses 
using bars (e.g., magnitude 914) such that the higher the cost 
of a diagnosis, the longer the bar associated with the diagno 
sis. For example, type 912 represents “Herpes Zoster Without 
Mention Comp’ as the diagnosis with the highest cost and is 
depicted as the longest bar in the bar graph. 
0105. User interface 900 also includes another bar graph 
depicting members by cost 920 that represents a bar graph of 
interactions associated with provider 104 such that member 
entities are depicted in a bar graph in a decreasing order of 
cost associated with the member entity. Members by cost 920, 
similar to diagnoses by cost 910, can include a column rep 
resenting an identity of member entity involved (e.g., type 
922) and a bar graph portion representing a cost associated 
with the member entity using bars (e.g., magnitude 924) Such 
that the higher the cost associated with a member entity, the 
longer the bar associated with the member entity. For 
example, type 922 represents “928483 as the member entity 
with the highest cost and is depicted as the longest bar in the 
bar graph. While bar graphs of FIG. 9 are depicted as hori 
Zontal bar graphs, it is understood that a vertical bar graph, a 
histogram, or any other type of statistical analysis depiction 
can be used to represent the information showing a perfor 
mance metric of a healthcare-related entity. It will also be 
understood that user interface 900 can include user-friendly 
features such that a user can, for example, click on magnitude 
914 (or magnitude 922) to toggle between a descending order 
and an ascending order for the representation. Furthermore, 
while user interface 900 depicts only the top nine represen 
tations on the bar graph (diagnoses or member entities), a user 
can select an option (e.g., more 919) to increase or decrease 
the number of depicted representations on the bar graph. 
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0106 FIG. 10 shows an exemplary user interface 1000 
generated by a medical provider entity analysis system (e.g., 
medical provider entity analysis system 210), according to 
some embodiments. User interface 1000 includes a table 
depicting a performance metric of an entity (e.g., provider 
104) for exemplary filter selections (e.g., top claims 1010). 
The table can represent the interactions associated with pro 
vider 104 and have the highest claim amount involved. For 
example, top claims table 1010 includes a column showing 
the top ten interactions with the highest claim amount that 
ranges from S3290 as the highest claim to S30 as the tenth 
highest claim. Top claims table 1010 also includes a column 
showing a number of the claim (e.g., #1012), a column show 
ing a claim amount (e.g., amount 1014), and a column show 
ing a date of occurrence for the claim (e.g., date 1016). 
0107 FIG. 11 shows an exemplary user interface 1100 
generated by a medical provider entity analysis system (e.g., 
medical provider entity analysis system 210), according to 
some embodiments. FIG. 11 depicts a performance metric 
associated with a member entity, member 8640894. FIG. 11, 
while depicting a performance metric for a member entity, 
can include similar features as that of FIG. 6 that depicts a 
performance metric for a medical provider entity. User inter 
face 1100 includes an option to add one or more filter selec 
tions (e.g., add new filter 1105). User interface 1100 can 
depict information related to performance associated with 
one or more entities. As depicted by element number 1150. 
user interface 1100 can depict some of the member entity's 
information (e.g., element 1150 shows member entity's sex, 
date of birth, and location information). User interface 1100 
can include a user interface element to display a time period 
(e.g., date 1101) associated with a performance metric 
depicted in FIG. 11. User interface 1100 can also include user 
interface element to display an identity of a member entity 
(e.g., SSN 1103) whose performance can be analyzed and can 
be depicted. In some embodiments, user interface elements 
date 1101 and SSN 1103 can be displayed in response to 
received filter selections. 

0.108 User interface 1100 can include a dashboard repre 
senting a performance Summary of an entity. For example, 
dashboard 1110 can represent a performance summary of 
member entity, member 8640894, that includes number of 
claims (e.g., claims 1111), a number of medical provider 
entities (e.g., providers 1112), a number of member entities 
(e.g., members 1113), average number of claims in a month 
(e.g., monthly claims (AVG) 1114), average number of 
weekly claims (e.g., weekly claims (AVG) 1115), and aver 
age payout on a monthly basis (e.g., monthly payout (AVG) 
1116). 
0.109 The various user interface elements of dashboard 
1100 can be similar to the elements of dashboard 610 of FIG. 
6. Claims 1111 can represent a number of claims associated 
with member 8640894 either over the members lifetime or 
for a particular period of time. In some embodiments, claims 
1111 can represent a number of claims associated with 
received filter selections. Providers 1112 can represent a 
number of medical provider entities associated with interac 
tions of member 8640894. In this particular example, provid 
ers 1112 represents a value 40 signifying that each of the 40 
claims associated with member 8640894 is further associated 
with a unique medical provider entity. Alternatively, if any 
medical provider entity associated with member 8640894 is 
involved in more than one interaction with member 8640894, 
providers 1112 can have a value less than a number repre 
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sented by claims 1111 (e.g., less than 40 for claims 1111). 
Members 1113 can represent a number of member entities 
associated with interactions of member 8640894. In this par 
ticular example, because Member 8640894 is the only mem 
ber entity selected, members 1113 represents a value 1. Alter 
natively, if two or more member entities are selected to be 
depicted on user interface 1100, members 1113 can have a 
value greater than 1. 
0110 Monthly claims (AVG) 1114 can represent an aver 
age number of claims associated with member 8640894 per 
month either over the member's lifetime or for a particular 
period of time. In some embodiments, monthly claims (AVG) 
1114 can represent an average number of claims associated 
with received filter selections. Weekly claims (AVG) 1115 
can represent an average number of claims associated with 
member 8640894 per week either over the member's lifetime 
or for a particular period of time. In some embodiments, 
weekly claims (AVG) 1115 can represent an average number 
of claims associated with received filter selections. Monthly 
payout (AVG) 1116 can represent an average claim amount 
that was involved in each interaction of member 8640894 per 
month either over the member's lifetime or for a particular 
period of time. It is understood that the above-described user 
interface elements are not limiting and there can other user 
interface elements within the scope of this disclosure. 
0111. User interface 1100 also includes a bar chart or bar 
graph depicting a performance metric of member 8640894 
for exemplary filter selections (e.g., procedures by cost 1121). 
Procedures by cost 1121 represents a bar graph of interactions 
associated with member 8640894 such that the procedures 
are depicted in a bar graph in a decreasing order of cost 
associated with the procedure. Procedures by cost 1121 can 
include a column representing a type of procedure involved 
(e.g., type 1122) and a bar graph portion representing a cost 
associated with the procedure using bars (e.g., magnitude 
1123) such that the higher the cost of a procedure, the longer 
the bar associated with the procedure. While the bar graph is 
depicted as a horizontal bar graph, it is understood that a 
Vertical bar graph, a histogram, or any other type of statistical 
analysis depiction can be used to represent the information 
depicting a performance metric of a healthcare-related entity. 
It will also be understood that user interface 1100 can include 
user-friendly features such that a user can click on magnitude 
1123 to toggle between a descending order and an ascending 
order for the representation. Furthermore, while user inter 
face 1100 shows only the top nine representations on the bar 
graph, a user can select an option (e.g., more 1129) to increase 
or decrease the number of depicted representations on the bar 
graph. 
0112 FIG. 12 shows an exemplary user interface 1200 
generated by a medical provider entity analysis system (e.g., 
medical provider entity analysis system 210), according to 
some embodiments. User interface 1200 includes a table 
depicting a performance metric of an entity (e.g., member 
8640894) for exemplary filter selections (e.g., top claims 
1210). The table can represent the interactions associated 
with member 8640894 and have the highest claim amount 
involved. For example, top claims 1210 represents the top ten 
interactions with the highest claim amount that ranges from 
S650 as the highest claim to S60 as the tenth highest claim. 
Top claims 1210 includes a column representing a number of 
the claim (e.g., #1212), a column representing a claim amount 
(e.g., amount 1214), and a column representing a date of 
occurrence for the claim (e.g., date 1216). 
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0113 FIG. 13 shows an exemplary user interface 1300 
generated by a medical provider entity analysis system (e.g., 
medical provider entity analysis system 210), according to 
some embodiments. User interface 1300 includes bar graphs 
(e.g., amount bar graph 1310 and count bar graph 1320) 
depicting a performance metric of a member entity (e.g., 
member 8640894) for exemplary filter selections, claim 
amount and claim count. Amount bar graph 1310 shows a 
representation of claim amount for interactions associated 
with member 8640894 over time, for example, on a monthly 
basis. Count bar graph 1320 shows a representation of num 
ber of claims for interactions associated with member 
8640894 over time, for example, on a monthly basis. These 
interactions can be between member 8640894 and any medi 
cal provider entity. In some embodiments, a filter selection 
identifying one or more medical provider entities (e.g., pro 
vider 104) can be received. In such embodiments, count bar 
graph 1320 (or amount bar graph 1310) can represent data 
associated with only those interactions between member 
8640894 and provider 104. It is understood that these bar 
graphs can represent claim amount or claim count associated 
with interactions over any given periodic intervals (e.g., daily, 
weekly, monthly, quarterly, yearly etc.). 
0114 FIG. 14 shows an exemplary user interface 1400 
generated by a medical provider entity analysis system (e.g., 
medical provider entity analysis system 210), according to 
some embodiments. User interface 1400 includes an option to 
save a cohort of entities (e.g., save a cohort 1410). Save a 
cohort 1410 can be defined to include two or more entities that 
share at least one attribute among themselves. For example, 
two or more member entities that are male can form a cohort. 
Similarly, two or more medical provider entities that provide 
dental services can form a cohort. Save a cohort 1410 can 
include an option to customize the name of the saved cohort. 
While user interface 1400 does not explicitly show loading a 
saved cohort, it is understood that user interface 1400 can also 
include an option to load a saved cohort (e.g., load 1411). 
These cohorts allow the user interface 1400 to switch between 
displaying different types of analyses. For example, the user 
interface 1400 can be switched between displaying a cohort 
that includes member entities and a cohort that includes medi 
cal provider entities. In some embodiments, the cohorts can 
be used to determine the intersection or union of entities with 
shared attributes. 

0.115. As stated above, one of the objectives for analyzing 
healthcare-related data is to be able to provide a generalizable 
platform for analyzing performance of various entities 
involved in healthcare industry including, medical provider 
entities, member entities, healthcare insurance provider enti 
ties, etc. In some embodiments, fraud associated with medical 
claims can be detected by analyzing and comparing medical 
claim data with that of local, regional, and/or national medical 
claim data. For example, medical claim fraud can be detected 
by identifying any irregularities associated with medical 
claims, as described in FIG. 15 below. In some embodiments, 
an analyst associated with, for example, a healthcare insur 
ance provider entity can use the system to detect any fraud 
associated with medical claims filed with the healthcare 
insurance provider entity. The analyst can begin analyzing 
medical claims based on a user input. For example, a tip can 
be received from external to the system signifying that a 
certain medical provider entity is suspected to be involved 
with inappropriate billing practices. To analyze the received 
tip, the analyst can access a data structure (e.g., database 170) 
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that includes data associated with all medical claims of the 
healthcare insurance provider entity. Alternatively, the ana 
lyst can begin analyzing medical claims without having to 
receive an external user input. For example, a pre-determined 
threshold can be set for a particular billing code associated 
with a particular specialty of medical provider entity such that 
when a provider entity’s performance exceeds the pre-deter 
mined threshold an alert can be sent to the analyst Suggesting 
that an analysis should be performed on interactions associ 
ated with the medical provider entity. 
0116 FIG. 15 depicts a flowchart representing an exem 
plary process for analyzing entity performance, consistent 
with embodiments of the present disclosure. While the flow 
chart discloses steps in a particular order, it is appreciated that 
at least some of the steps can be moved, modified, or deleted 
where appropriate, consistent with the teachings of the 
present disclosure. Furthermore, while the following steps 
are performed by a medical provider entity analysis system 
(e.g., medical provider entity analysis system 210), it is 
appreciated that some of these steps can be performed in full 
or in part by other systems (e.g., Such as those systems iden 
tified above in FIG. 2). 
0117. In step 1505, a medical provider entity analysis sys 
tem can receive a first input representing a first healthcare 
related entity to implement a process for comparing a perfor 
mance of healthcare-related entities. In some embodiments, a 
medical providerentity (e.g., a hospital) that can be interested 
in comparing its performance with one or more healthcare 
related entities can receive the first input. The first input can 
comprise one or more filter selections. The one or more filter 
selections can comprise a selection to represent data associ 
ated with at least one of members; providers; claims; proce 
dures; diagnoses; and time. In some embodiments, the one or 
more filter selections can comprise a selection to represent 
data associated with at least one of charts; histograms; maps; 
numbers; and time. 
0118. In step 1510, the medical provider entity analysis 
system can access a data structure (e.g., data structure 400) 
including information that specifies a plurality of categories 
of information showing healthcare-related interactions asso 
ciated with multiple healthcare-related entities. The data 
structure can represent information associated with a very 
large number of interactions. In some embodiments, the data 
structure can represent information for tens of millions of 
healthcare-related interactions (e.g., data structure 400 
depicting ten million healthcare-related interactions). The 
data structure can be similar to the exemplary data structure 
400 described in FIG. 4 above. 
0119. In step 1515, the medical provider entity analysis 
system can identify a first set of interactions within the data 
structure that are associated with the first healthcare-related 
entity. The first set of identified interactions, for example, can 
be part of the data structure (e.g., data structure 400). In some 
embodiments where the first input comprises one or more 
filter selections, there can be a mapping between the first 
input filter selections and a plurality of categories of the data 
structure associated with the first set of interactions. For 
example, a filter selection representing medical provider enti 
ty's location Zip code can be mapped to medical provider 
entity location category 440 and further to zip code sub 
category 446. Another exemplary mapping can exist between 
a filter selection for medical provider entity's specialty and a 
category or a sub-category associated with a specialty of 
medical provider entity (element 450 of FIG. 4). It is appre 
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ciated that the exemplary mapping techniques described 
above are merely exemplary and other mapping techniques 
can be defined within the scope of this disclosure. 
0.120. For embodiments where one or more filter selec 
tions are received, the medical providerentity analysis system 
(e.g., medical provider entity analysis system 210) can iden 
tify relevant categories of the first set of interactions of the 
data structure based on the received filter selections. For 
example, if the received filter selection involves a location of 
a member entity (e.g., member zipcode 815), the medical 
provider entity analysis system can identify categories asso 
ciated with a number of interaction (e.g., number category 
410), an identity of member entities (e.g., member entity 
identification category 415), and a location of member enti 
ties (e.g., member entity location category 420 including at 
least Zip code sub-category 426). Alternatively, member 
entity location category 420 can be identified along with one 
or more categories of state Sub-category 422, city Sub-cat 
egory 424, Zip code Sub-category 426, and street address 
Sub-category 428. 
I0121. In step 1520, the medical provider entity analysis 
system can process information associated with the identified 
first set of interactions to generate or provide performance 
information of the first healthcare-related entity. In embodi 
ments with received filter selections, performance of the first 
healthcare-related entity can be analyzed in accordance with 
the received filter selections. In some embodiments, the first 
healthcare-related entity can be a single medical provider 
entity (e.g., a medical clinic). Alternatively, the first health 
care-related entity can comprise one or more groups of 
healthcare-related entities as identified by the received filter 
selections. For example, a group of healthcare-related entities 
can be defined such that the group of entities have similar 
characteristics, such as all dentist clinics within a given Zip 
code or all pharmacy store locations (e.g., WalgreensTM) 
within a city (e.g., San Jose, Calif.). Processing the identified 
categories can comprise creating a new data structure that is 
different from the data structure of step 1510, and comprising 
only the identified first set of interactions of step 1515 or one 
or more Subsets of the categories comprised in those interac 
tions. Alternatively, processing the identified first set of inter 
actions can be performed on the existing data structure of step 
1510 (e.g., data structure 400). 
0.122. In some embodiments, data associated with identi 
fied categories can be stored in either a row-oriented database 
or a column-oriented database, as described above with 
respect to data structure 400. Processing information can 
involve performing statistical analysis on data stored in the 
identified categories. Performing statistical analysis, for 
example, can include various computations of data associated 
with identified categories. For example, if an identified cat 
egory is interaction amount category 460, processing infor 
mation can include performing an aggregate of the interaction 
amount to compute a total amount for all interactions associ 
ated with the medical provider entity. It is understood that 
processing information can include other examples of per 
forming statistical analysis, including but not limited to, com 
puting an average, mean, maximum, minimum, or standard 
deviation for a series of data. 

I0123. In some embodiments, the medical provider entity 
analysis system can process information of a data structure 
that is updated in real-time. That is, processing of information 
can occur on the data structure that comprises up-to-date 
interaction data at the time of processing step 1520. Alterna 
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tively, the medical provider entity analysis system can pro 
cess information of a data structure that is not updated in 
real-time. That is, processing of information can occur on the 
data structure that does not comprise up-to-date interaction 
data at the time of processing step 1520. For example, pro 
cessing of information can occur on a data structure that is 
updated only periodically (e.g., on a daily or weekly basis) 
and not in real-time. In step 1525, the medical provider entity 
analysis system can generate a user interface that includes the 
performance information of the first healthcare-related entity 
indicating a performance of the first healthcare-related entity 
(e.g., medical provider entity). In some embodiments, user 
interface of step 1525 can be similar to the user interface 
described in step 550 above. 
0.124. After depicting a performance of the first health 
care-related entity, the method can proceed with a series of 
steps for comparing the performance of the first entity with 
eithera secondentity or a group of healthcare-related entities. 
To assist with the comparison, in step 1530, the medical 
provider entity analysis system can receive a second input 
representing one or more filter selections. In some embodi 
ments, the second input can be received from a medical pro 
vider entity (e.g., a hospital). The second input filter selec 
tions can comprise a selection to represent data associated 
with at least one of members; providers; claims; procedures; 
diagnoses; and time. Alternatively, the second input filter 
selections can comprise a selection to represent data associ 
ated with at least one of charts; histograms; maps; numbers; 
and time. In embodiments where the first input comprises a 
first set of filter selections, the second input comprises a 
second set of filter selections. Alternatively, in some embodi 
ments, the second input filter selections can be the same as the 
first input filter selections. 
0.125. In some embodiments, the second input filter selec 
tions can comprise a selection to represent data associated 
with at least one of demographic information representing at 
least one of age, gender, income, social Security number, and 
location associated with the member entity; information rep 
resenting the medical provider entity's location; information 
representing the medical provider entity's identification; 
information representing the medical provider entity's spe 
cialty; information representing an amount associated with an 
interaction; information representing a medical diagnosis 
associated with an interaction; information representing a 
medical procedure associated with an interaction; and a time 
associated with an interaction. 
0126. In step 1535, the medical provider entity analysis 
system can identify a second set of interactions within the 
data structure based on the second input filter selections. The 
second set of identified interactions, for example, can be part 
of the data structure (e.g., data structure 400). In some 
embodiments, there can be a mapping, similar to the mapping 
described in step 1515, between the second input filter selec 
tions and a plurality of categories of the data structure asso 
ciated with the second set of interactions. 

0127 Based on the second input filter selections, the medi 
cal provider entity analysis system can identify some catego 
ries of the second set of interactions of the data structure that 
are relevant for comparing the performance of the first health 
care-related entity with one or more other entities. For 
example, the medical provider entity analysis system can 
identify categories, similar to the identified categories 
described in step 1515, associated with a number of interac 
tion (e.g., number category 410), an identity of member enti 
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ties (e.g., member entity identification category 415), and a 
location of member entities (e.g., member entity location 
category 420 including at least Zip code Sub-category 426). In 
Some embodiments, member entity location category 420 can 
be identified along with one or more categories of state Sub 
category 422, city Sub-category 424, Zip code Sub-category 
426, and street address sub-category 428. 
I0128. In step 1540, the medical provider entity analysis 
system can process information associated with the identified 
second set of interactions to generate or provide performance 
information of a second healthcare-related entity associated 
with the second set of interactions. In some embodiments, the 
second healthcare-related entity can be a group of entities that 
share an attribute (e.g., cohort). Processing of information of 
step 1540 can be similar to the processing of information 
described in step 1520 above. In step 1545, the medical pro 
vider entity analysis system can generate a user interface (or 
modify user interface of step 1525) to include the perfor 
mance information of the second healthcare-related entity (or 
a group of healthcare-related entities) indicating a perfor 
mance of the second healthcare-related entity (or the group of 
healthcare-related entities) on the same user interface as in 
step 1525. 
I0129. In step 1550, the medical provider entity analysis 
system can compare the performance of the first healthcare 
related entity with the performance of the second healthcare 
related entity (or a group of healthcare-related entities). In 
Some embodiments, the second healthcare-related entity (or a 
group of healthcare-related entities) can be identified based 
on the second input filter selections. In step 1555, the medical 
provider entity analysis system can display a representation 
of a performance comparison between the first healthcare 
related entity and that of the second healthcare-related entity 
(or a group of healthcare-related entities) on the user inter 
face. For example, a first healthcare-related entity (e.g., an 
health insurance payer) can be interested in analyzing billing 
practices of a specific doctor (e.g., a pathologist with an 
identification, provider 108 of FIG. 16) and compare a per 
formance of provider 108 with other pathologists (a group of 
entities) located within a proximity of provider 108. For the 
health insurance payer, an analyst typically analyzes billing 
practices to evaluate regulatory compliance and to also iden 
tify any fraud associated with the billing practices. In some 
embodiments, the analyst can receive a tip that certain 
pathologists (e.g., provider 108) are known for inappropriate 
billing practices. To evaluate the billing practices of provider 
108, the analyst can employ the system to provide a first input 
identifying provider 108. Next, as described above in steps 
1510 through 1525, a performance of provider 108 can be 
depicted on a user interface. For example, as shown in FIG. 
17, a user interface 1700 depicts a performance of provider 
108 that can be generated by a medical provider entity analy 
sis system (e.g., medical providerentity analysis system 210), 
according to some embodiments. 
0.130 For purposes of illustration, assume a situation 
where an analyst is evaluating billing practices of provider 
108. In such a case, user interface 1700 can include a user 
interface element to add one or more filter selections (e.g., 
add new filter 1705 and add new filter 1755). User interface 
1700 can include a user interface element to display a time 
period (e.g., date 1701 and date 1751) associated with a 
performance metric depicted in FIG. 17. User interface 1700 
can also include a user interface element to display an identity 
of an entity (e.g., provider 1703 and provider state 1753) 
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whose performance can be analyzed and can be depicted. In 
the present example, provider 1703 can be used to display an 
identity of the first healthcare-related entity, provider 108. 
Provider state 1753, as discussed below, can be a part of 
second filter selections such that interactions associated with 
the state of Florida can be analyzed for a performance com 
parison of the first entity, provider 108. 
0131. In some embodiments, a performance associated 
with all interactions with provider 108 can be displayed in an 
exemplary dashboard (e.g., dashboard 1710 of user interface 
1700). Dashboard 1710 can include a performance summary 
of medical provider entity, provider 108, that includes a num 
ber of claims (e.g., claims 1711), a number of medical pro 
vider entities (e.g., providers 1712), a number of member 
entities (e.g., members 1713), average number of claims in a 
month (e.g., monthly claims (AVG) 1714), average number of 
weekly claims (e.g., weekly claims (AVG) 1715), and aver 
age payout on a monthly basis (e.g., monthly payout (AVG) 
1716). 
0.132. User interface 1700 can also include a bar graph for 
depicting a performance of provider 108. For example, user 
interface 1700 includes procedures by cost bar graph 1720 
that depicts various procedures involved with provider 108 in 
a descending order of a cost associated with the procedures. 
Procedures by cost bar graph 1720 can further include a 
column representing a type of procedure involved (e.g., type 
1721) and a bar graph portion representing a cost associated 
with the procedures using bars (e.g., magnitude 1722) Such 
that the higher the cost of a procedure, the longer the bar 
associated with the procedure. For example, type 1721 rep 
resents "CT Scan for Therapy Guide' as the procedure with 
the second highest cost and is depicted as the second longest 
bar in the bar graph. 
0133) Next, as detailed in step 1530, the medical provider 
entity analysis system can receive a second input representing 
one of more filter selections to enable a performance com 
parison between provider 108 and a group of healthcare 
related entities. For example, the second input can be received 
by selecting add new filter 1755 as depicted in user interface 
1700. The possible filter selections of add new filter 1755 can 
be similar to all possible values as described in steps 1515 and 
1530. An exemplary second input filter selection can be 
depicted by providerstate 1753 in user interface 1700. In this 
example, provider state 1753 indicates a value as FL, signi 
fying that a state of a medical provider entity as Florida. 
Accordingly, in step 1535, a second set of interactions can be 
identified that are associated with all medical providing enti 
ties that are located in the state of Florida. Then in step 1540, 
the identified second set of interactions can be analyzed to 
evaluate a performance of all entities associated with the 
second input filter selections, i.e., entities located in Florida. 
For example, user interface 1700 depicts dashboard 1710 that 
also includes a performance Summary of the second set of 
interactions based on the second input filter selections (e.g., 
provider state 1753 of Florida). In this example, the perfor 
mance Summary includes number of claims (e.g., claims 
1761), a number of medical provider entities (e.g., providers 
1762), a number of member entities (e.g., members 1763), 
average number of claims in a month (e.g., monthly claims 
(AVG) 1764), average number of weekly claims (e.g., weekly 
claims (AVG) 1765), and average payout on a monthly basis 
(e.g., monthly payout (AVG) 1766). 
0134. It is understood that dashboard 1710 can provide a 
simplified side-by-side performance comparison between 
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first healthcare-related entity and a second healthcare-related 
entity. In some embodiments, the second entity can be two or 
more healthcare-related entities or a cohort of healthcare 
related entities (e.g., save a cohort 1410). For example, dash 
board 1710 depicts total claims associated with provider 108 
to be 71 (as identified by element 1711) while the total claims 
associated with medical providing entities located in Florida 
to be 8,471,010 (as identified by element 1761). This com 
parison can provide a quick overview of how many claims 
provider 108 is processing compared to all such providers in 
the state of Florida. While the above-described second input 
filter selections refer to a state, it will be understood that by 
changing the second input filter selections to a Zip code, for 
example, element 1761 can indicate the total number of 
claims processed within that particular Zip code. 
I0135 User interface 1700 also shows procedures by cost 
for the first healthcare-related entity (in this case provider 
108) as compared to an aggregate group of medical provider 
entities. In the procedures by cost 1720 portion of this exem 
plary bar graph, the left hand side shows the types of proce 
dures (e.g., type 1721) and their costs of interactions associ 
ated with provider 108 (e.g., magnitude 1722). On the right 
hand side, the costs for those procedures as provided by an 
aggregate group of medical providers are shown (e.g., mag 
nitude 1723). While FIG. 17 shows the total costs for each of 
the procedures, it is appreciated that the displayed cost can be 
normalized per each performance of that procedure. 
0.136 The aggregate group of medical providers could be 
local, regional, or national medical provider entities that are 
the same or are similar to the medical provider entity at issue 
(in this case, provider 108). The aggregate group of medical 
providers can be identified based on the second input filter 
selections (e.g., filter selection 1753 for Florida). Delta chart 
1725 in the middle of the two procedures by cost portion 
shows a comparison between provider 108s cost of proce 
dure versus the aggregate group of medical providers’ nor 
malized cost of the same procedure. For example, for the CT 
Scan for Therapy Guide procedure, the cost of this procedure 
as compared between provider 108 and the aggregate group 
of medical provider entities leaned heavily towards the medi 
cal provider entity, thereby providing an indication that fur 
ther investigation may be needed. On the other hand, the costs 
for the Office/Outpatient Visit Est procedures were similar 
between provider 108 and the aggregate group of medical 
provider entities, thereby providing an indication that further 
investigation might not be needed. It is understood that the 
above-described method for analyzing and comparing entity 
performance to identify fraud is only exemplary and not 
meant to be limiting. 
I0137 FIG. 16 shows an exemplary user interface 1600 
generated by a medical provider entity analysis system (e.g., 
medical provider entity analysis system 210), according to 
some embodiments. User interface 1600 includes an option to 
add one or more filters (e.g., add new filter 1605). In some 
embodiments, the option to add one or more filters can 
include, similar to FIGS. 7 and 8, adding filters related to 
interactions associated with member entities (e.g., members 
1610), medical provider entities (e.g., providers 1620), medi 
cal claims (e.g., claims 1630), and a time of the occurrence of 
the interactions (e.g., time 1640). 
0.138. User interface 1600 can also depict sub-filter selec 
tions that can be associated with a filter selection. For 
example, user interface 1600 can depict sub-filter selections 
associated with member entities (e.g., members 1610) that 
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can include a selection associated with member entity's iden 
tification (e.g., SSN 1611 that can represent a social security 
number), member entity's age (e.g., age 1612), member enti 
ty's city (e.g., member city 1613), member entity's state (e.g., 
member state 1614), member entity's Zip code (e.g., member 
Zipcode 1615), and member entity's gender (e.g., gender 
1616). It is understood that sub-filter selections associated 
with other filter selections (e.g., providers 1620, claims 1630, 
and time 1640) can be included within user interface 1600 
such that each such filter selection can have sub-filter selec 
tions similar to that of filter selection, members 1610. For 
example, providers 1620 can include sub-filter selections (not 
shown in FIG.16) comprising entity identification and entity 
location. 

0139 Moreover, using a similar type of analysis as shown 
in, for example, FIG. 17, fraud associated with prescription 
medicine and/or pharmaceutical drugs can also be detected. 
Medical provider entity analysis system 210 can analyze 
interactions associated with pharmacy claims to identify use 
ful insights including an ability to detect any irregularities 
Such as fraud. An exemplary use case associated with analyZ 
ing pharmacy interactions can include identifying all phar 
macies with a revenue above a threshold (e.g., more than say 
S100,000 per year) in a given region (e.g., Florida) and then 
displaying a histogram of a specific type of drugs (e.g., Sched 
ule 2 drugs such as narcotics) sold by the pharmacy. In the 
same use case scenario, a user can select an option to display 
a histogram depicting "drugs prescribed to analyze a corre 
lation between a histogram depicting the sales of schedule 2 
drugs and the histogram depicting drugs prescribed. Such a 
correlative analysis can be useful in analyzing whether any 
Suspicious activity can be associated with the pharmacy. 
Another use case can be to depict top prescribing entities 
associated with the pharmacy. 
0140 FIG. 18 shows an exemplary user interface 1800 
generated by a medical provider entity analysis system (e.g., 
medical provider entity analysis system 210), according to 
some embodiments. User interface 1800 can, similar to FIG. 
17, include an option to add one or more filter selections (e.g., 
add new filter 1805 and add new filter 1855), a user interface 
element to display a time period (e.g., date 1801 and date 
1851), and another user interface element to display an iden 
tity of an entity (e.g., provider 1803 and providerstate 1853). 
User interface 1800 includes a tabular chart depicting a top 
claims associated with a first healthcare-related entity on the 
left side (e.g., top claims 1810 with columns 1811-1813). On 
the right side of top claims 1810 tabular chart is a portion of 
the chart depicting top claims associated with an aggregate of 
entities included in a set of interactions occurring in the state 
of Florida (as exemplified by providerstate 1853 representing 
Florida). In this example, a provider with the top claims in the 
state of Florida, provider 455728, as depicted by element 
1861, shows that the total amount of all claims processed by 
that provideras S913,150. This amount can be compared with 
the total amount of claims processed by the first healthcare 
related entity, provider 108. Such a comparison would indi 
cate how provider 108 is processing claims relative to the 
highest processor of claims (by aggregate claim amount for 
example) in the state of Florida. While the above-described 
example refers to an aggregate claim amount (element 1862), 
it will be understood that the aggregate claim amount can be 
normalized based on the number of claims included in the 
aggregate to result in an average claim amount for each pro 
vider. A comparison between providers based on an average 
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claim amount can provide, in some embodiments, another 
insight relative to any potential fraud associated with a pro 
vider. 

0.141. It is understood that a user interface similar to inter 
faces 1700 and/or 1800 can be generated to depict top pre 
scribing entities. While FIG. 18 depicts top claims associated 
with medical provider entities (of columni 1861) that provide 
medical consultation services for member entities, FIG. 18 
can also depict top claims associated with medical provider 
entities that prescribe drugs for member entities. In Such an 
embodiment, column #1861 can show a list of providers that 
prescribe the most number of prescription drugs for the given 
set offilter selections. Yet another use case can be to compare 
a performance of a first pharmacy with other pharmacies in 
the same region (e.g., cohort pharmacies within same Zip 
code, city, county, state, etc.). While the above user interfaces 
refer to top prescribing entities and cohort pharmacies, it is 
appreciated that similar user interfaces can be generated 
within the scope of this disclosure to depict a comparison of 
pharmacy claims and prescription drug costs as described 
above. 
0.142 Medical provider entity analysis system 210 can 
perform cohort analysis of interactions to detect any irregu 
larities including fraud. A cohort can be defined, saved, and 
loaded from memory as described in FIG. 14 above. An 
exemplary use case can begin with identifying a medical 
provider entity that is known to be associated with fraudulent 
practices ("known bad entity”) and that is currently out of 
business. The system can analyze a timeline to identify a time 
period prior to when the known bad entity closed its business 
to perform cohort analysis. For the selected time period, a 
selection can be made to filterall interactions associated with 
the known bad entity that also involve schedule 2 drugs (e.g., 
narcotics). Next, a cohort can be defined comprising all rel 
evant member entities associated with the filtered interac 
tions. By using the defined cohort of member entities, an 
analysis can be run to identify top provider entities associated 
with the cohort after the point in time when the known bad 
entity was shut down. Such an analysis can help in identifying 
any other potential bad entities that might still be in operation. 
One method of identifying such potential bad entities can be 
to look for the providers with the most number of interactions 
associated with the cohort. Alternatively, potential bad enti 
ties can be identified based on a frequency of prescription 
interactions and/or pharmacy interactions associated with the 
cohort group. After such potential bad entities have been 
identified, the system can analyze interactions associated 
with these potential bad entities further to identify any suspi 
cious or fraudulent activity. It is appreciated that other meth 
ods of identifying potential bad entities and their fraudulent 
practices are possible within the Scope and spirit of this dis 
closure. 

0143. In the foregoing specification, embodiments have 
been described with reference to numerous specific details 
that can vary from implementation to implementation. Cer 
tain adaptations and modifications of the embodiments 
described herein can be made. Therefore, the above embodi 
ments are considered to be illustrative and not restrictive. 

1. A system for analyzing healthcare-related entity perfor 
mance, the system comprising: 

a memory device that stores a set of instructions; 
one or more processors configured to execute the set of 

instructions in order to: 
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receive a request that includes one or more filter selec 
tions; 

access a data structure including information that speci 
fies a plurality of categories of healthcare-related 
interactions associated with multiple healthcare-re 
lated entities, wherein the one or more filter selections 
are mapped to one or more of the plurality of catego 
ries of healthcare-related interactions; 

identify a set of categories from the plurality of catego 
ries using the one or more filter selections; 

process the information of the identified categories to 
provide performance information of one or more enti 
ties of the multiple healthcare-related entities using 
the one or more filter selections; and 

generate a user interface that includes the performance 
information indicating a performance of the one or 
more entities. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the plurality of catego 
ries of healthcare-related interactions include at least one of: 

an interaction number category: 
a member entity identification category: 
a member entity location category: 
a medical provider entity identification category: 
a medical provider entity location category: 
a specialty of medical provider entity category: 
a medical procedure category: 
a medical diagnosis category: 
an interaction amount category; and 
a time of interaction category. 
3. The system of claim 1, wherein the user interface 

includes one or more of: 
a representation of a geographic region; 
a representation of one or more locations of the one or more 

entities overlaid on the geographic region; and 
a representation of sub-geographic regions overlaid on the 

geographic region. 
4. (canceled) 
5. The system of claim 1, wherein the user interface dis 

plays a representation associated with the one or more filter 
selections overlaid on a geographic region. 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the performance of the 
one or more entities of the multiple healthcare-related entities 
is associated with an attribute associated with the one or more 
entities. 

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the attribute represents 
information representing at least one of healthcare-related 
claims, medical provider entities, member entities, medical 
diagnoses and medical procedures. 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the user interface 
includes a dashboard showing a graphical representation of 
the performance of the one or more entities. 

9. The system of claim 1, wherein the user interface 
includes a graphical representation of the performance, the 
graphical representation being associated with a dynamic 
selection received external to the system. 

10. The system of claim 1, wherein the healthcare-related 
interactions are associated with at least one of pharmaceutical 
interactions, prescription medicine interactions, and medical 
claims interactions. 

11. A method for analyzing healthcare-related entity per 
formance, the method being performed by one or more pro 
cessors and comprising: 

receiving a request that includes one or more filter selec 
tions; 
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accessing a data structure including information that speci 
fies a plurality of categories of healthcare-related inter 
actions associated with multiple healthcare-related enti 
ties, wherein the one or more filter selections are mapped 
to one or more of the plurality of categories of health 
care-related interactions; 

identifying a set of categories from the plurality of catego 
ries using the one or more filter selections; 

processing the information of the identified categories to 
provide performance information of one or more entities 
of the multiple healthcare-related entities using the one 
or more filter selections; and 

generating a user interface that includes the performance 
information indicating a performance of the one or more 
entities. 

12. The method of claim 11, wherein the performance of 
the one or more entities of the multiple healthcare-related 
entities is associated with an attribute associated with the one 
or more entities. 

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the attribute repre 
sents information representing at least one of healthcare 
related claims, medical provider entities, member entities, 
medical diagnoses and medical procedures. 

14. The method of claim 11, wherein the user interface 
includes a dashboard showing a graphical representation of 
the performance of the one or more entities. 

15. The method of claim 11, wherein the user interface 
includes a graphical representation of the performance, the 
graphical representation being associated with a dynamic 
selection input. 

16. The method of claim 11, wherein the healthcare-related 
interactions are associated with at least one of pharmaceutical 
interactions, prescription medicine interactions, and medical 
claims interactions. 

17. A non-transitory computer-readable medium storing a 
set of instructions that are executable by one or more proces 
sors of one or more servers to cause the one or more servers to 
perform a method for analyzing healthcare-related entity per 
formance, the method comprising: 

receiving a request that includes one or more filter selec 
tions; 

accessing a data structure including information that speci 
fies a plurality of categories of healthcare-related inter 
actions associated with multiple healthcare-related enti 
ties, wherein the one or more filter selections are mapped 
to one or more of the plurality of categories of health 
care-related interactions; 

identifying a set of categories from the plurality of catego 
ries using the one or more filter selections; 

processing the information of the identified categories to 
provide performance information of one or more entities 
of the multiple healthcare-related entities using the one 
or more filter selections; and 

generating a user interface that includes information indi 
cating a performance of the one or more entities. 

18. The computer-readable medium of claim 17, wherein 
the performance of the one or more entities of the multiple 
healthcare-related entities is associated with an attribute asso 
ciated with the one or more entities. 

19. The computer-readable medium of claim 18, wherein 
the attribute represents information representing at least one 
of healthcare-related claims, medical provider entities, mem 
ber entities, medical diagnoses and medical procedures. 
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20. The computer-readable medium of claim 17, wherein 
the healthcare-related interactions are associated with at least 
one of pharmaceutical interactions, prescription medicine 
interactions, and medical claims interactions. 

k k k k k 
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FIG. 3A 

Titanic (1997 film) x 
Titanic is a 1997 American epic romantic disaster film providing a fictionalized account of the 
sinking of the RMS Titanic and starring Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet as members of 
different social classes who fall in love aboard the ship during its il-fated maiden voyage. 
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different social classes who fall in love aboard the ship during its ill-fated maiden voyage. 
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Titanic is a 1997 American epic romantic disaster film providing a fictionalized account of the 
sinking of the RMS Titanic and starring Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet as members of 
different Social classes who fall in love aboard the ship during its iii-fated maiden voyage. 
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Titanic (1997 film) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - X 
Titanic is a 1997 American epic romantic disaster film providing a fictionalized account of the 
sinking of the RMS Titanic and starring Leonardo DiCaprio and Kate Winslet as members of 
different social classes who fail in love aboard the ship during its ill-fated maiden voyage. 
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As Good as it Gets is a 1997 American romantic Comedy film starring Jack Nichoison as an 
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<br> The Big Lebowski is a 1998 comedy film written and directed by Joel and 
Ethan Coen. Jeff Bridges stars as Jeff Lebowski, an unemployed Los Angeles slacker nicknamed 
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FIG. 9A 

The Big Lebowski . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X 
The Big Lebowski is a 1998 Comedy film written and directed by Joel and Ethan Coen. Jeff Bridges 
stars as Jeff Lebowski, an unemployed Los Angeles slacker nicknamed "The Dude." 
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SYSTEMIS AND METHODS FOR VISUAL 
DEFINITION OF DATA ASSOCATIONS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. This application is a continuation of U.S. Non-Pro 
visional patent application Ser. No. 14/192,767, filed on Feb. 
27, 2014, which claims the benefit of priority to U.S. Provi 
sional Patent Application No. 61/923.536, filed on Jan. 3, 
2014, the disclosures of which are expressly incorporated 
herein by reference in their entirety. 

BACKGROUND 

0002. The Internet is a vast source of information. Some of 
the information can be very useful to researchers, Scientists, 
or other professionals, who would like to be able to collect the 
relevant data and process it. Unfortunately, this task is made 
difficult by the fact that the information is spread over trillions 
of webpages and is presented on those webpages in different 
formats. Moreover, even if one can select the particular 
webpages containing the relevant information and download 
all the information from those webpages, the downloaded 
information is likely to contain a lot of information that is 
irrelevant for the particular project. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0003 Reference will now be made to the accompanying 
drawings, which illustrate exemplary embodiments of the 
present disclosure. In the drawings: 
0004 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary electronic 
device, consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 
Sure; 
0005 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary data 
fusion system, consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure; 
0006 FIG. 3A is an HTML code of an exemplary 
webpage, consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 
Sure; 
0007 FIG. 3B illustrates the webpage of FIG. 3A as ren 
dered by a web browser, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure; 
0008 FIG. 4 is a flowchart of an exemplary method for 
visual definition of data associations, consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure; 
0009 FIGS. 5A and 5B illustrate exemplary webpages 
having visual indications of HTML elements being associ 
ated with the current position of the mouse pointer, consistent 
with embodiments of the present disclosure; 
0010 FIGS. 6A and 6B illustrate exemplary webpages 
with highlighted HTML objects, consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure; 
0011 FIGS. 7A and 7B illustrate exemplary webpages 
with highlighted HTML objects, consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure; 
0012 FIG. 8A is an HTML code of an exemplary 
webpage, consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 
Sure; 
0013 FIG. 8B illustrates the exemplary webpage of FIG. 
8A as rendered by a web browser, consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure; 
0014 FIG. 8C illustrates the exemplary webpage of FIG. 
8B with highlighted HTML objects, consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure; 
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0015 FIGS. 9A and 9B illustrate HTML code of an exem 
plary webpage and the rendered exemplary webpage, consis 
tent with embodiments of the present disclosure; 
(0016 FIGS. 10A, 10B, and 10C illustrate exemplary 
webpages as rendered in a browser window having a browser 
extension window, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure; 
0017 FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary webpage as ren 
dered in a browser window having a browser extension win 
dow, consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure; 
and 
(0018 FIGS. 12A and 12B illustrate alternative ways of 
storing identified objects and their properties, consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 

DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

0019 Reference will now be made in detail to several 
exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure, including 
those illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Whenever 
possible, the same reference numbers will be used throughout 
the drawings to refer to the same or like parts. 
0020. According to some embodiments, the operations, 
techniques, and/or components described herein can be 
implemented by an electronic device, which can include one 
or more special-purpose computing devices. The special 
purpose computing devices can be hard-wired to perform the 
operations, techniques, and/or components described herein, 
or can include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the operations, techniques and/or com 
ponents described herein, or can include one or more general 
purpose hardware processors programmed to perform Such 
features of the present disclosure pursuant to program 
instructions in firmware, memory, other storage, or a combi 
nation. Such special-purpose computing devices can also 
combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with 
custom programming to accomplish the technique and other 
features of the present disclosure. The special-purpose com 
puting devices can be desktop computer systems, portable 
computer systems, handheld devices, networking devices, or 
any other device that incorporates hard-wired and/or program 
logic to implement the techniques and other features of the 
present disclosure. 
0021. The one or more special-purpose computing devices 
can be generally controlled and coordinated by operating 
system software, such as iOS, Android, Blackberry, Chrome 
OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, 
Windows Server, WindowsCE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, 
VxWorks, or other compatible operating systems. In other 
embodiments, the computing device can be controlled by a 
proprietary operating system. Conventional operating sys 
tems control and schedule computer processes for execution, 
perform memory management, provide file system, network 
ing, I/O services, and provide a user interface functionality, 
Such as a graphical user interface ("GUI), among other 
things. 
0022. By way of example, FIG. 1 is a block diagram that 
illustrates an implementation of an electronic device 110. 
which, as described above, can comprise one or more elec 
tronic devices. Electronic device 110 includes a bus 102 or 
other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
mation, and one or more hardware processors 104, coupled 
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with bus 102 for processing information. One or more hard 
ware processors 104 can be, for example, one or more general 
purpose microprocessors. 
0023 Electronic device 110 also includes a main memory 
106, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other 
dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 102 for storing infor 
mation and instructions to be executed by processor 104. 
Main memory 106 also can be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 104. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in non-transitory storage media accessible 
to one or more processors 104, render electronic device 110 
into a special-purpose machine that is customized to perform 
the operations specified in the instructions. 
0024. Electronic device 110 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 108 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 102 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 104. A storage device 150. Such as a magnetic disk, 
optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is pro 
vided and coupled to bus 102 for storing information and 
instructions. 

0025) Electronic device 110 can be coupled via bus 102 to 
a display 112, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), an LCD 
display, or a touchscreen, for displaying information to a 
computer user. An input device 114, including alphanumeric 
and other keys, is coupled to bus 102 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 104. 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 116, such 
as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for commu 
nicating direction information and command selections to 
processor 104 and for controlling cursor movement on dis 
play 112. The input device typically has two degrees of free 
dom in two axes, a first axis (for example, X) and a second axis 
(for example, y), that allows the device to specify positions in 
a plane. In some embodiments, the same direction informa 
tion and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
CUSO. 

0026 Electronic device 110 can include a user interface 
module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass 
storage device as executable software codes that are executed 
by the one or more computing devices. This and other mod 
ules may include, by way of example, components, such as 
Software components, object-oriented Software components, 
class components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 
0027. In general, the word “module.” as used herein, refers 
to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection 
of Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit 
points, Written in a programming language, such as, for 
example, Java, Lua, C, and C++. A Software module can be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or written in an interpreted program 
ming language such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, Python, or 
Pig. It will be appreciated that software modules can be call 
able from other modules or from themselves, and/or can be 
invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Software 
modules configured for execution on computing devices can 
be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a com 
pact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any 
other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and can be 
originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
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requires installation, decompression, or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code can be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
can be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules can be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
can be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but can be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage. 
0028 Electronic device 110 can implement the techniques 
and other features described herein using customized hard 
wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or 
program logic which in combination with the electronic 
device causes or programs electronic device 110 to be a 
special-purpose machine. According to Some embodiments, 
the techniques and other features described herein are per 
formed by electronic device 110 in response to one or more 
processors 104 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 106. Such 
instructions can be read into main memory 106 from another 
storage medium, such as storage device 150. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 106 
causes processor 104 to perform the process steps described 
herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry can 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
tions. 
0029. The term “non-transitory media” as used herein 
refers to any media storing data and/or instructions that cause 
a machine to operate in a specific fashion. Such non-transi 
tory media can comprise non-volatile media and/or volatile 
media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical or 
magnetic disks, such as storage device 150. Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory. Such as main memory 106. Com 
mon forms of non-transitory media include, for example, a 
floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, solid state drive, mag 
netic tape, or any other magnetic data storage medium, a 
CD-ROM, any other optical data storage medium, any physi 
cal medium with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and 
EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory 
chip or cartridge, and networked versions of the same. 
0030 Non-transitory media is distinct from, but can be 
used in conjunction with, transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between Stor 
age media. For example, transmission media includes coaxial 
cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that 
comprise bus 102. Transmission media can also take the form 
of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during 
radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 

0031. Various forms of media can be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to proces 
sor 104 for execution. For example, the instructions can ini 
tially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to electronic 
device 110 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
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infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 102. Bus 102 carries the data to main memory 106, 
from which processor 104 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 106 can 
optionally be stored on storage device 150 either before or 
after execution by processor 104. 
0032 Electronic device 110 also includes a communica 
tion interface 118 coupled to bus 102. Communication inter 
face 118 provides a two-way data communication coupling to 
a network link 120 that is connected to a local network 122. 
For example, communication interface 118 can be an inte 
grated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, 
satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communica 
tion connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As 
another example, communication interface 118 can be a local 
area network (LAN) card to provide a data communication 
connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links can also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 118 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
0033 Network link 120 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 120 can provide a connection 
through local network 122 to a host computer 124 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
126. ISP 126 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet' 128. Local net 
work 122 and Internet 128 both use electrical, electromag 
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 120 and through communication interface 118, 
which carry the digital data to and from electronic device 110. 
are example forms of transmission media. 
0034 Electronic device 110 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link 120 and communication interface 118. In the 
Internet example, a server 130 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 128, ISP 
126, local network 122 and communication interface 118. 
0035. The received code can be executed by processor 104 
as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 150, or other 
non-volatile storage for later execution. 
0036 FIG. 2 shows, in block diagram form, an exemplary 
data fusion system 200, consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure. In some embodiments, data fusion system 
200 can be a part of or communicatively coupled to electronic 
device 110. Among other things, system 200 can facilitate 
transformation of one or more data sources, such as data 
sources 230, into an object model 260, whose semantics are 
defined by an ontology 250. The transformation can be per 
formed for a variety of reasons. For example, a database 
administrator can wish to import data from data sources 230 
into a database 270 for persistently storing object model 260. 
As another example, a data presentation component (not 
depicted) can transform input data from data sources 230 “on 
the fly” into object model 260. Object model 260 can then be 
utilized, in conjunction with ontology 250, for analysis 
through graphs and/or other data visualization techniques. 
0037) System 200 comprises a definition component 210 
and a translation component 220, both implemented by one or 
more processors on one or more computing devices executing 
hardware and/or software-based logic for providing various 
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functionality described herein. As will be appreciated from 
the present disclosure, system 200 can comprise fewer or 
additional components that provide various functionalities 
described herein. Such components are, for clarity, omitted 
from FIG. 2. Moreover, the component(s) of system 200 
responsible for providing various functionalities can further 
vary from embodiment to embodiment. 
0038. Definition component 210 generates and/or modi 
fies ontology 250 and a schema map 240. Exemplary embodi 
ments for defining an ontology (such as ontology 250) are 
described in U.S. Pat. No. 7,962.495 (the 495 patent), issued 
Jun. 14, 2011, the entire contents of which are expressly 
incorporated herein by reference. Among other things, the 
495 patent describes embodiments that define a dynamic 
ontology for use in creating data in a database. For creating a 
database ontology, one or more object types are created where 
each object type can include one or more properties. The 
attributes of object types or property types of the ontology can 
be edited or modified at any time. And for each property type, 
at least one parser definition is created. The attributes of a 
parser definition can be edited or modified at any time. 
0039. In some embodiments, each property type is 
declared to be representative of one or more object types. A 
property type is representative of an object type when the 
property type is intuitively associated with the object type. 
For example, a property type of “Social Security Number 
may be representative of an object type “Person' but not 
representative of an object type “Business.” 
0040. In some embodiments, each property type has one or 
more components and a base type. In some embodiments, a 
property type may comprise a string, a date, a number, or a 
composite type consisting of two or more string, date, or 
number elements. Thus, property types are extensible and can 
represent complex data structures. Further, a parser definition 
can reference a component of a complex property type as a 
unit or token. 
0041 An example of a property having multiple compo 
nents is a Name property having a LastName component and 
a First Name component. An example of raw input data is 
'Smith, Jane. An example parser definition specifies an asso 
ciation of imported input data to object property components 
as follows: {LAST NAME}, {FIRST NAME}->Name: 
last, Name:First. In some embodiments, the association 
{LAST NAME}, {FIRST NAME} is defined in a parser 
definition using regular expression symbology. The associa 
tion {LAST NAME}, {FIRST NAME} indicates that a last 
name string followed by a first name string comprises valid 
input data for a property of typeName. In contrast, input data 
of “Smith Jane' would not be valid for the specified parser 
definition, but a user could create a second parser definition 
that does match input data of “Smith Jane.” The definition 
Name:Last, Name:First specifies that matching input data 
values map to components named “Last' and “First of the 
Name property. 
0042. As a result, parsing the input data using the parser 
definition results in assigning the value “Smith' to the Name: 
Last component of the Name property, and the value"Jane' to 
the Name:First component of the Name property. 
0043 Referring to FIG. 2, schema map 240 can define how 
various elements of schemas 235 for data sources 230 map to 
various elements of ontology 250. Definition component 210 
receives, calculates, extracts, or otherwise identifies schemas 
235 for data sources 230. Schemas 235 define the structure of 
data sources 230—for example, the names and other charac 
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teristics of tables, files, columns, fields, properties, and so 
forth. Definition component 210 furthermore optionally iden 
tifies sample data 236 from data sources 230. Definition com 
ponent 210 can further identify object type, relationship, and 
property definitions from ontology 250, if any already exist. 
Definition component 210 can further identify pre-existing 
mappings from schema map 240, if such mappings exist. 
0044 Based on the identified information, definition com 
ponent 210 can generate a graphical interface 215. Graphical 
interface 215 can be presented to users of a computing device 
via any suitable output mechanism (e.g., a display Screen, an 
image projection, etc.), and can further accept input from 
users of the computing device via any Suitable input mecha 
nism (e.g., a keyboard, a mouse, a touch screen interface). 
Graphical interface 215 features a visual workspace that visu 
ally depicts representations of the elements of ontology 250 
for which mappings are defined in schema map 240. Graphi 
cal interface 215 also includes controls for adding new ele 
ments to schema map 240 and/or ontology 250, including 
objects, properties of objects, and relationships, via the visual 
workspace. After elements of ontology 250 are represented in 
the visual workspace, graphical interface 215 can further 
provide controls in association with the representations that 
allow for modifying the elements of ontology 250 and iden 
tifying how the elements of ontology 250 correspond to ele 
ments of schemas 235. Optionally, the graphical interface 215 
can further utilize sample data 236 to provide the user with a 
preview of object model 260 as the user defines schema map 
240. In response to the input via the various controls of 
graphical interface 215, definition component 210 can gen 
erate and/or modify ontology 250 and schema map 240. 
0045. In some embodiments, graphical interface 215 can 
provide an interface providing a user with the ability to add 
structure to an unstructured document stored in data sources 
230 by tagging one or more portions (e.g., text) within the 
document. Defining tags and applying these tags to a portion 
of the document can create object, properties, or links creat 
ing a relationship between one or more objects and/or prop 
erties. 

0046 Transformation component 220 can be invoked 
after schema map 240 and ontology 250 have been defined or 
redefined. Transformation component 220 identifies schema 
map 240 and ontology 250. Transformation component 220 
further reads data sources 230 and identifies schemas 235 for 
data sources 230. For each element of ontology 250 described 
in schema map 240, transformation component 220 iterates 
through some or all of the data items of data sources 230, 
generating elements of object model 260 in the manner speci 
fied by schema map 240. In some embodiments, transforma 
tion component 220 can store a representation of each gen 
erated element of object model 260 in a database 270. In some 
embodiments, transformation component 220 is further con 
figured to synchronize changes in object model 260 back to 
data sources 230. 

0047 Data sources 230 can be one or more sources of data, 
including, without limitation, spreadsheet files, databases, 
email folders, document collections, media collections, con 
tact directories, and so forth. Data sources 230 can include 
structured data (e.g., a database, a.csv file, or any tab delim 
ited or fixed-width file), semi-structured data (e.g., an email, 
an email server, or forms such as a Suspicious activity report 
or currency transaction report), or unstructured data (e.g., 
encoded files such as PDF, sound, and image files). Data 
sources 230 can include data structures stored persistently in 
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non-volatile memory. Data sources 230 can also or alterna 
tively include temporary data structures generated from 
underlying data sources via data extraction components. Such 
as a result set returned from a database server executing a 
database query. 
0048 Schema map 240, ontology 250, and schemas 235 
can be stored in any suitable data structure(s). Such as XML 
files, database tables, and so forth. In some embodiments, 
ontology 250 is maintained persistently. Schema map 240 can 
or cannot be maintained persistently, depending on whether 
the transformation process is perpetual or a one-time event. 
Schemas 235 need not be maintained in persistent memory, 
but can be cached for optimization. 
0049. Object model 260 comprises collections of ele 
ments such as typed objects, properties, and relationships. 
The collections can be structured in any Suitable manner. In 
some embodiments, a database 270 stores the elements of 
object model 260, or representations thereof. In some 
embodiments, the elements of object model 260 are stored 
within database 270 in a different underlying format, such as 
in a series of object, property, and relationship tables in a 
relational database. 

0050 Embodiments disclosed herein are directed, among 
other things, to systems and methods that allow the user to 
define which information is relevant and which is not, and to 
automatically collect the data from one or more documents. 
More specifically, the systems and methods allow the user to 
indicate the desired object characteristics based on one or 
more sample documents, to indicate one or more target docu 
ments, and to automatically obtain and store those objects 
within the targets documents that correspond to (that are 
characterized by) the indicated desired characteristics. 
0051. The target documents can be webpages or docu 
ments unrelated to web. For example, the documents can 
include files such as HTML, Javascript, PHP, XML, 
Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, PDF, and other types of 
files. A document can comprise one or more objects. For 
example, an HTML file can comprise one or more HTML 
elements; and a Microsoft Excel file can comprise one or 
more sheets, rows, columns, and cells, each of which can be 
considered an object. The objects can also include pages, 
paragraphs, sentences, words, and characters. 
0052. In some embodiments, some or all objects within the 
document can be arranged in a hierarchical manner. For 
example, the document can conform to a Document Object 
Model (DOM), where the objects are arranged in a tree, each 
object having a parent object and/or one or more child objects. 
0053 FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate an HTML code of an 
exemplary webpage 300 and webpage 300 as rendered by a 
web browser, respectively. Webpage 300 can include one or 
more HTML elements 310 (e.g., HTML elements 310a, 
310b, 310c, 310d, and 310e), where the content of each 
HTML element 310 can be enclosed between a start tag (e.g., 
“<ad') and an end tag (e.g., “K/ad”), and the attributes can be 
specified within the start tag (e.g., href="http://en.wikipedia. 
org/wiki/Leonardo DiCaprio'). Some elements, such as text, 
images, and hyperlinks, can be visible to the user when ren 
dered, while other elements may not be visible, and can 
instead serve as instructions to the browser rendering the 
webpage. 
0054 As mentioned above, the objects (e.g., HTML ele 
ments 310) can be arranged in a hierarchical manner. In some 
embodiments, the objects are arranged in a tree, where each 
element can have only one parent element and any number of 
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child elements. For example, the webpage in FIGS. 3A and 
3B includes an <HTMLD element, which is a parent of a 
<HEADD element and of a <BODY > element, where the 
<BODY > element is a parent of a <TABLED element, which 
is a parent of two <TR> elements, each being a parent of one 
<TH> element and one <TD> element, and so forth. 
0055 Referring now to FIG.4, a flowchart representing an 
exemplary method 400 of visual definition of data associa 
tions is presented. Method 400 can be performed by one or 
more electronic devices, such as electronic device 110. While 
method 400 and the other following embodiments described 
herein can be performed by multiple electronic devices each 
having one or more processors, for purposes of simplicity and 
without limitation, these embodiments will be explained with 
respect to a single electronic device (e.g., electronic device 
110) having a single processor (e.g., processor 104). In some 
embodiments, method 400 can be implemented as part of a 
web browser application run by electronic device 110, or as 
part of an extension (an add-on) to a web browser. While the 
flowchart discloses the following steps in a particular order, it 
is appreciated that at least some of the steps can be moved, 
modified, or deleted where appropriate, consistent with the 
teachings of the present disclosure. 
0056. At step 410, the electronic device obtains a sample 
document and displays it on a display. For example, the user 
can navigate the browser to the desired webpage, which can 
be stored locally or on a remote server. The electronic device 
can then obtain one or more files associated with the webpage 
(e.g., HTML source code provided in FIG.3A), and based on 
the content of the files, render the webpage on the display 
(e.g., rendered webpage 300 provided in FIG. 3B). 
0057. At step 420, the electronic device receives an input 
indicating selection of an object within the displayed sample 
document. For example, the object can be an HTML element, 
and the user can select the HTML element by left-clicking 
(clicking with the left button of a mouse) at or near the display 
location of the HTML element. 

0.058. In some embodiments, the electronic device can 
facilitate the selection process by providing a visual indica 
tion of an HTML element that is associated with the current 
position of the mouse pointer. For example, the electronic 
device can display a frame around the HTML element over 
which the mouse pointer is hovering, that is, around the area 
associated with an HTML element located at or near the 
current position of the mouse pointer. In some embodiments, 
the electronic device identifies, among all the HTML ele 
ments, the HTML that is rendered closest to the mouse 
pointer position. In some embodiments, the electronic device 
identifies the closest HTML element among HTML elements 
that have some visual representation (e.g., a visual represen 
tation visible to the user when the webpage is rendered). Such 
elements can include, for example, elements that, when ren 
dered, include any combination of text, imagery, graphics, 
individual lines, or any other visual representation. 
0059 For example, as depicted in FIG. 5A, when the 
mouse pointer is located at or near HTML element 510a (i.e., 
the hyperlink to Leonardo DiCaprio’s Wikipedia page) the 
electronic device can display a frame 510a around the area 
associated with HTML element 310a because that is the 
closest textual HTML element to the mouse pointer. As 
another example, as depicted in FIG. 5B, when the user 
moves the mouse pointer closer to HTML element 510b (i.e., 
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the hyperlink to Kate Winslet’s Wikipedia page) the elec 
tronic device can display a frame 510b around the area asso 
ciated with that element. 

0060. The visual indication described above informs the 
user as to which object (e.g., HTML element) would be 
selected if the user left-clicked at the current position of the 
mouse pointer. When the user left-clicks at that position, the 
object is selected, and the method can proceed to step 430. 
Selected objects can optionally be highlighted by the elec 
tronic device, either using the same frame as used to provide 
visual indication, or another type of highlighting, such as a 
frame of a different color. 

0061. In some embodiments, at step 420 the user can also 
de-Select any of the previously selected objects by selecting 
(e.g., left-clicking) that object again. In some embodiments, 
the selection and de-selection of the elements can be per 
formed by the user using any other Suitable input devices, 
Such as a touchpad, a touchscreen, a keyboard, etc. In some 
embodiments, the object selections can be pre-stored in a 
volatile or non-volatile memory accessible by the electronic 
device, in which case no manual operation by the user may be 
required. 
0062. At step 430, the electronic device examines one or 
more previously selected objects and determines a set of one 
or more commonalities among those objects, that is, a set of 
one or more object characteristics characterizing each of 
those objects. Object characteristics can include, for example, 
the object’s hierarchical position, that is, the objects position 
within the object hierarchy of the sample document. For 
example, one object characteristic of an HTML element is 
that element’s hierarchical position within the HTML tree of 
the HTML webpage. Determining which object characteris 
tics are common to the selected HTML elements can include, 
for example, determining the closest common ancestor (par 
ent, grandparent, grand-grandparent, etc.) of those HTML 
elements. For example, the closest common ancestor of 
HTML elements 310a, 310b, 310c, 310d, and 310e is the 
unordered list element (<uld). 
0063. Object characteristics can also include the objects 
type, such as the HTML element type (e.g., a hyperlink <ad, 
a table cell <td, a paragraph <b>, and so forth). Object 
characteristics can also include one or more of the objects 
attributes, such as HTML attributes, which can include, for 
example, the elements formatting (e.g., font type, size, color, 
bold, italics, underline, and so forth). Thus, for example, 
determining which object characteristics are common to the 
selected HTML elements can include determining whether 
the HTML elements are of the same type, and if so, which 
attributes they have in common. 
0064 Object characteristics can also include the objects 
content, such as the content that is within the start and end tags 
of an HTML element (e.g., the text "Starring”). Thus, deter 
mining which object characteristics are common to the 
selected HTML elements can include determining whether 
the elements have the same contentor, in Some embodiments, 
whether at least Some parts of the content (e.g., one or more 
words) are the same. 
0065 While specific examples of object characteristics 
that can be examined by the electronic device at step 430 were 
described above, it will be appreciated that the electronic 
device can examine any combination of these or other char 
acteristics associated with the selected objects. Moreover, in 
determining the commonalities among the characteristics of 
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the selected objects, the electronic device can use a heuristic 
approach, for example, assigning different weights to differ 
ent types of characteristics. 
0066. In the example illustrated in FIG. 6A, HTML ele 
ments 310a and 310b are selected at step 420. In this example, 
the electronic device can determine at step 430 a set of two 
commonalities shared by the selected elements: 1) they share 
the same parent element (the unordered list<uld); and 2) they 
are both elements of the same type (hyperlink <ad). The 
electronic device can determine additional commonalities 
(e.g., elements 310a and 310b also have the same font), but in 
Some embodiments, the electronic device can disregard some 
commonalities and not include them in the set. The electronic 
device can then proceed to step 440. 
0067. At step 440, the electronic device can provide the 
user with some indication of the commonalities that were 
determined at step 430. For example, the electronic device 
can display a textual representation of the determined com 
monalities, for example, by displaying, for each commonality 
a name-value pair, where the name represents the type of 
shared characteristic (e.g., hierarchical position, object type, 
content, etc.) and the value represents the shared value. 
0068. As another example, the electronic device can deter 
mine which other objects within the sample document have 
the same commonalities (i.e., share the same characteristics 
as the selected objects) and highlight those objects, for 
example, using the same type of highlighting as used to high 
light the selected objects. Thus, the electronic device can 
determine and highlight all objects (previously selected or 
not) within the sample document that share the set of com 
monalities determined at step 430. Referring to the example 
illustrated above, after HTML elements 310a and 310b were 
selected and highlighted (as illustrated in FIG. 6A), and the 
electronic device determined that the elements share a set of 
two commonalities (they are hyperlink children of the ele 
ment <uld) the electronic device can highlight other hyper 
link children of the element <uld. In this example, this 
includes only HTML element 310c, because even though 
HTML elements 310d and 310e are also children of the ele 
ment <uld, they are not hyperlinks. Thus, as illustrated in 
FIG. 6B, after the user selects elements 310a and 310b, the 
electronic device automatically highlights elements 310a and 
310b (at step 420) as well as element 310c (at step 440), which 
gives the user an instant indication of all the objects within the 
sample document sharing the commonalities of the selected 
objects. As illustrated in FIG. 6B, elements selected by the 
user at step 420 can be highlighted with a different type of 
highlighting than elements automatically highlighted by the 
electronic device at step 440. 
0069 Based on the feedback provided by this instant indi 
cation, the user can easily deduct which commonalities were 
determined by the electronic device, and make any necessary 
adjustments by selecting additional objects or deselecting 
previously selected objects. When the electronic device 
detects (442) a new selection or de-selection, it can repeat 
steps 410-440 for the new set of selected objects within the 
obtained sample document. In the example illustrated in FIG. 
7A, after selecting objects 310a and 310b, after which object 
310c was automatically highlighted by the electronic device, 
the user can also select element 310e. In this example, the 
electronic device receives this new input and highlights the 
newly selected element 310e at step 420, and proceeds to 
determine, at step 430, a new set of one or more commonali 
ties among all the selected elements 310a, 310b, and 310e. In 
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this example, the electronic device can determine that the new 
set of commonalities includes only one commonality, a 
shared parent element <uld, because the elements no longer 
share the object type, since not all of them are hyperlinks. The 
electronic device then proceeds to step 440 where it provides 
the user with an indication of the new set of commonalities, 
for example, by highlighting all the objects within the sample 
document that share the commonalities. As illustrated in FIG. 
7B, in this example, in addition to the previously highlighted 
element 310c, the electronic device highlights element 310d. 
because it is also a child of the element <uld. 

0070. In some embodiments, the user can also select, at 
step 420, one or more excluded objects. For example, the user 
can select those objects with a right-click of a mouse, and the 
electronic device can highlight the excluded objects with a 
different type of highlighting, such as a frame of a different 
color than that used for highlighting the selected objects 
described above. The electronic device can then add the 
selected objects to a set of excluded objects and refer to this 
set at later stages, as discussed below. 
(0071. In some embodiments, the electronic device can 
determine commonalities among objects of a plurality of 
sample documents. For example, after performing step 440 
on one sample document, the electronic device can proceed 
(444) to step 410 where it can obtain another sample docu 
ment and display it on a display. The other sample document 
can also be identified to the electronic device by the user for 
example, the user can navigate the browser to another 
webpage, such as an exemplary webpage 800 illustrated in 
FIG. 8B. 

0072. In some embodiments, the user can identify a list of 
sample documents (e.g., webpages), and the electronic device 
can select randomly any document on the list, either system 
atically or randomly. For example, the user can specify an 
HTTP address of a webpage containing a list of hyperlinks to 
a plurality of movie webpages, such as a webpages containing 
hyperlinks to all major movies made between the years 2000 
and 2009 The electronic can then systematically or randomly 
select one of those hyperlinks (e.g., webpage 800) and display 
it on the display. 
0073. After displaying the other sample document on the 
display, the electronic device can identify and highlight any 
objects within the other sample document that share the com 
monalities (i.e., that are characterized by the same character 
istics) previously determined at step 430 based on the previ 
ous sample document. As illustrated in FIG. 8C, the 
electronic device can highlight objects 810a and 810b, 
because they share the commonalities of the objects selected 
on webpage 300, since they are also children of an element 
<uld whose position within the HTML tree of webpage 800 is 
similar to the position of the <uld element of webpage 300. 
0074 The user can then select, at step 420, additional 
objects in the other sample document or deselect any of the 
highlighted objects in the other sample document (not 
shown). The electronic device can then, at step 430, deter 
mine a new set of commonalities shared by all the previously 
selected objects of the previous sample document and by any 
objects selected in the other sample document. The electronic 
device can then proceed to indicate the new set of common 
alities at step 440, and the process can be repeated for any 
number of sample documents and objects. In some embodi 
ments, the electronic device can require that the sample docu 
ments have some similarities, for example, that they should 
all include the same or similar object structure. For example, 
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if the sample documents are HTML webpages, the electronic 
device can require that the elements in each webpage are 
arranged in the same or similar tree structure. In other 
embodiments, the electronic device may set no limitations on 
the types of sample documents. 
0075. When the user decides, based on the indications at 
step 440, that he or she is satisfied with the set of determined 
commonalities, the user can instruct the electronic device to 
proceed to step 450. In some embodiments, the electronic 
device can proceed to step 450 automatically, unless the user 
instructs otherwise. In some embodiments, before proceeding 
to step 450, the electronic device can store the determined set 
of commonalities and set of excluded objects in a volatile or 
non-volatile memory (not shown) to be later retrieved from 
the memory at step 450. In these embodiments, step 450 and 
the following steps can be performed at a later time and/or by 
another electronic device, as long as the other electronic 
device can access the determined set of commonalities and set 
of excluded objects. 
0076. At step 450, the electronic device obtains one or 
more other target documents. Like the sample document(s) 
displayed at Step 410, the target documents can be of any 
types and can include any types of objects. In some embodi 
ments, the target documents are of the same type as the 
document displayed at step 410, and the electronic device can 
deny processing of other types of target documents. 
0077. In some embodiments, obtaining the target docu 
ments includes having the user provide the documents, for 
example, by specifying the address (e.g., a Web address or a 
local path) of the documents. In other embodiments, obtain 
ing the target documents includes accessing a memory (vola 
tile or non-volatile) and obtaining from the memory a list of 
one or more target document addresses, or an address of a 
document containing a list of one or more target document 
addresses. The electronic device can then obtain the target 
document(s) based on those addresses. In some embodi 
ments, the list of one or more document addresses can be 
obtained from an output of another method or of another 
instance of method 400, as will be described below. FIGS. 9A 
and 9B illustrate an HTML code and a rendered view, respec 
tively, of an exemplary target document (in this example, a 
webpage 900) obtained by the electronic device at step 450. 
0078. At step 460, the electronic device identifies within 
the target document(s) one or more objects that share the 
commonalities obtained at step 430, that is, one or more 
objects that are characterized by the set of characteristics 
obtained at step 430. For example, if the set of commonalities 
obtained at step 430 included two commonalities: 1) parent 
element is <uld, and 2) element type is a hyperlink, the 
electronic device can identify within webpage 900 any hyper 
links whose parent element is <uld. Therefore, in this 
example, the electronic device identifies HTML elements 
910a,910b, and 910d, but not 910c which is not a hyperlink, 
as objects sharing the commonalities obtained at step 430. 
0079. In some embodiments, identifying whether a par 

ticular object shares the commonalities obtained at step 430 
can include determining whether the characteristics of the 
particular object are sufficiently similar to the set of charac 
teristics obtained at step 430. Sufficiently similar can mean, 
that the number of characteristics shared by the particular 
object is greater or equal to a predetermined threshold. The 
predetermined threshold can be equal to the size of the set of 
characteristics, meaning that all characteristics in the set must 
be shared by the particular objector, in some embodiments, it 
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can be less than the size of the set of characteristics, meaning, 
for example, that if most, but not all the characteristics are 
shared, a particular object can still be identified by the elec 
tronic device as Sufficiently similar. In some embodiments, 
the electronic device can assign different weights to different 
types of characteristics and identify objects for which the 
total weight of shared characteristics is equal or greater than 
a predetermined weight threshold. For example, if the set of 
characteristics (the commonalities) determined at step 430 
includes a hierarchical position, the electronic device can 
assign higher weights to objects whose hierarchical position 
is closer to that hierarchical position. 
0080. In some embodiments, the electronic device can 
exclude from the identified objects any objects that corre 
spond to (share similar characteristics with) any objects 
within the set of excluded objects discussed above. 
I0081. At step 470, the electronic device can store the iden 
tified object(s) in a database, such as database 270 or data 
sources 230. The electronic device can store in the database 
any information associated with the objects, such as the 
objects contents (e.g., the string "Jeff Bridges' of element 
910a), attributes (e.g., formatting), hierarchical position 
within the document, and so forth. 
I0082 In some embodiments, in addition to object infor 
mation retrieved from the target document, the electronic 
device can store qualifying information about the object. The 
user can provide the qualifying information to the electronic 
device, for example, through a user interface of a browser or 
browser add-on or extension. The qualifying information can 
describe, for example, the type or class of object. For 
example, the database can include different classes of object, 
such as “a person.” “a movie.” “a city, and so forth, and the 
electronic device can assign the object to one of the classes 
defined in the database. 
I0083. The qualifying information can also describe a rela 
tionship between the stored object and other objects in the 
database. For example, the user can specify through a user 
interface that the stored object is a property of another object. 
For example, a “movie' object can have one or more proper 
ties such as “title.” “director.” “year,” “actors, etc. Thus, for 
example, when the electronic device stores element 310b 
(“Kate Winslet’), it can store it with qualifying information 
that it is an actor property of a previously stored movie object 
having a title property “Titanic. As another example, the user 
can specify through a user interface the class of the stored 
object (e.g., “a person’) and its relationship (e.g., “acted in') 
with another, previously stored object (e.g., a movie object 
having a title property “Titanic'). 
I0084. In some embodiments, the qualifying information 
can be provided by the user at step 420. That is, in addition to 
selecting one or more objects sharing the desired common 
alities, the user can specify the type of these object and/or 
their relationships with other, previously stored objects. In 
Some embodiments, the user can specify that information 
using an additional window or a frame appearing alongside 
with the displayed document (e.g., a webpage). The window 
or frame can be rendered by a browser or by a pre-installed 
browser extension or add-on. If the user specifies the quali 
fying for the selected objects, all the objects identified in 
target documents at step 460 and stored at step 470 can be 
stored together with, or in association with, that qualifying 
information. 
I0085. In some embodiments, the user can specify, as part 
of the qualifying information, that the selected objects are 
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references (e.g., hyperlinks) to target documents. In these 
embodiments, instead of or in addition to storing the identi 
fied objects into the database, the electronic device can store 
the references in memory, and use them for obtaining target 
documents at step 450 when it runs method 400 in the future. 
Thus, method 400 can be performed iteratively, where the 
output of one run can be fed as an input to step 450 of another 
run. This allows the user to define large numbers of target 
documents instead of having to manually specify each target 
document. For example, the user can first specify one target 
document (e.g., a webpage containing links to multiple movie 
webpages) and specify that the objects (e.g., movies) col 
lected after the first run of method 400 are references. The 
user can then run the method a second time, and specify that 
the target documents are all the webpages collected by the 
first run. It is appreciated that the number of such iterations is 
unlimited. 

I0086 To illustrate the iterative application of method 400, 
FIG. 10A shows a browser window 1010 which includes a 
browser extension (add-on) window 1020. In this example, 
the user navigates the browser to a webpage 1000 that has a 
list of lists offilms sorted, for example, by year. The user can 
then select one or more years, that is, HTML elements corre 
sponding to specific years. As discussed above, the electronic 
device can assist the selection, for example, by providing a 
frame around an HTML element over which a mouse pointer 
is hovering at any given point in time. After each selection by 
the user, the electronic device can determine a set of com 
monalities, and highlight all objects that share the common 
alities. For example, if the user selected years 2003 and 2004, 
the electronic device can highlight all the years in the row 
“2000s' because they are all located in the same row of the 
underlining HTML table element. If the user then selects a 
year 1995, for example, the selected years are no longer all in 
the same row but still share the commonality of being cells of 
the same table, and so the electronic device can highlight all 
the years in the table as objects sharing the commonality. 
I0087. The user can then select “Reference” as the object 
type in browser extension window 1020, indicating that the 
objects collected at this page are references (hyperlinks) to 
target documents to be used later. 
0088. The electronic device can then select (e.g., at ran 
dom or systematically) one of the hyperlinks and run method 
400 again, using that hyperlink as the sample document. For 
example, the electronic device can select and render a 
webpage 1030 that corresponds to the hyperlink “1994 and 
that contains movies made in 1994, as illustrated in FIG. 10B. 
On webpage 1030, the user can select one or more hyperlinks 
in the “Title' column, after which the electronic device can 
determine that the commonality shared by the selected 
objects is that they all belong to a second column of the same 
table, and therefore the electronic device can highlight all the 
hyperlinks at the second column of that table. 
0089. The electronic device can then select (e.g., at ran 
dom or systematically) additional hyperlinks from webpage 
1000, and use them as additional sample documents, allowing 
the user to refine the definition of the commonalities across 
multiple sample documents. For example, the electronic 
device can now select and render a webpage 1040 that corre 
sponds to the hyperlink “2007,” as illustrated in FIG. 10C. 
The electronic device can automatically highlight on 
webpage 1040 any objects that share the commonalities pre 
viously defined on page 1030, ifany. For example, if the table 
in webpage 1040 is positioned at the same place in the HTML 
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tree of the webpage as the table in webpage 1030, the elec 
tronic device can automatically highlight all the hyperlinks in 
the second column of the table in webpage 1040 because they 
share the previously defined commonalities. If, however, the 
table is positioned at a different place in a tree, or is otherwise 
different from the table in webpage 1030, the electronic 
device may not determine that the hyperlinks in the second 
column share the previously defined commonalities, and 
therefore will not highlight those hyperlinks. In this case, the 
user can manually select one or more hyperlinks in the second 
column, indicating to the electronic device that these hyper 
links should also be included and forcing the electronic 
device to re-determine the set of commonalities such that the 
second columns of both tables are highlighted. 
0090 The electronic device can repeat presenting sample 
webpages from the list of webpages collected from webpage 
1000 in a similar fashion, allowing the user to refine the 
definition of the commonalities until the user is satisfied with 
the result. For example, if after a certain number of webpages, 
the user determines (by observing which objects are auto 
matically highlighted by the electronic device at each pre 
sented webpage) that the commonalities determined by the 
electronic device encompass all movies at all the presented 
webpages (and therefore are likely to encompass all movies 
within all webpages referenced in webpage 1000) the user 
can stop refining the definition, and instruct the electronic 
device (e.g., via browser extension window 1020) to proceed 
to the next iteration of method 400. In some embodiments, to 
further facilitate the definition process, the electronic device 
can display two or more webpages on the same screen. For 
example, the browser extension can create two HTML 
frames, and show a different sample webpage at each frame, 
side by side, or one on top of the other. In these embodiments, 
the user's selection of objects on a webpage in one frame can 
be automatically reflected on the webpage in the other frame, 
because the processor performs a new determination of com 
monalities after each selection, and indicates the newly deter 
mined commonalities by highlighting all objects sharing the 
commonalities, on all the webpages rendered on the display. 
0091. In some embodiments, the user can indicate in 
browser extension window 1020 that the selected objects 
have object type “movie'. The electronic device can identify 
and store information (e.g., title) for all the identified objects 
in all the webpages identified on webpage 1000, thereby 
storing information essentially for all movies of all years. 
Each movie can be stored, for example, as an object of type 
“movie' having a property "title' with a value corresponding 
to the movie's title. 

0092. Instead or in addition to storing all movies as 
“movie' objects, the electronic device can run anotheritera 
tion of method 400 on all individual movie webpages col 
lected in the previous iteration, e.g., webpages of Substan 
tially all movies of all years. The electronic device can select 
(e.g., at random or systematically) one of the movie webpages 
and run method 400 again, using that webpage as the sample 
document. For example, the electronic device can select and 
render a webpage 1100 corresponding to the movie Trans 
formers, as illustrated in FIG. 11. On webpage 1100, the user 
can select, for example, one or more hyperlinks correspond 
ing to actors acting in that movie, after which the electronic 
device can determine the commonalities and highlight all 
other actors, as discussed above. The process can be repeated 
on other sample movie webpages, as discussed above. Then, 
when the user determines, based on the visual indications 
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(highlighting) that the commonalities encompass all actors at 
all movie webpages, the user can instruct the electronic 
device (e.g., by pressing a designated button in browser 
extension window 1020) to store information on all actors of 
all movies. In some embodiments, the electronic device can 
store information about each actor as an “actor” property of a 
“movie' object in which the actor played. For example, the 
processor can add to the previously stored movie objects 
properties of type “actor, and populate those properties with 
the corresponding actors information, as illustrated in FIG. 
12A. Alternatively, the processor can create a new object of 
type “actor and indicate that the new object is related to 
another object of type “movie' by a relationship of type 
“acted in, as illustrated in FIG. 12B. 
0093 Embodiments of the present disclosure have been 
described herein with reference to numerous specific details 
that can vary from implementation to implementation. Cer 
tain adaptations and modifications of the described embodi 
ments can be made. Other embodiments can be apparent to 
those skilled in the art from consideration of the specification 
and practice of the embodiments disclosed herein. It is 
intended that the specification and examples be considered as 
exemplary only, with a true scope and spirit of the present 
disclosure being indicated by the following claims. It is also 
intended that the sequence of steps shown in figures are only 
for illustrative purposes and are not intended to be limited to 
any particular sequence of steps. As such, it is appreciated that 
these steps can be performed in a different order while imple 
menting the exemplary methods or processes disclosed 
herein. 
What is claimed is: 
1. An electronic device comprising: 
one or more computer-readable storage media configured 

to store instructions; and 
one or more processors configured to execute the instruc 

tions to cause the electronic device to: 
obtain and display a first sample document; 
receive a first input indicating selection of one or more 

objects within the first sample document; 
determine a first set of one or more characteristics shared 
by the selected objects; 

identify, within one or more target documents, one or 
more target objects characterized by the first set of one 
or more characteristics; and 

store object data associated with the target objects. 
2. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the one or 

more processors are further configured to execute the instruc 
tions to cause the electronic device to: 

assign weights to one or more characteristics of the first set 
of one or more characteristics, and wherein the identifi 
cation of the one or more target objects is in response to 
the one or more target objects having one or more char 
acteristics with a single or combined weight above a 
threshold. 

3. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more processors are further configured to execute the instruc 
tions to cause the electronic device to: 

obtain the one or more target documents based on previ 
ously identified target objects. 

4. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more processors are further configured to execute the instruc 
tions to cause the electronic device to: 

receive a second input indicating de-selection of one or 
more previously selected objects; and 
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determine a second set of characteristics based on the first 
and second inputs. 

5. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the selected 
objects further includes objects automatically selected by the 
electronic device, wherein the objects automatically selected 
by the electronic device are also characterized by the first set 
of one or more characteristics. 

6. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more processors are further configured to execute the instruc 
tions to cause the electronic device to: 

highlight at least one of the identified one or more target 
objects in at least a document of the one or more target 
documents. 

7. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein at least a 
portion of the selected objects are references, and wherein the 
one or more processors are further configured to execute the 
instructions to cause the electronic device to: 

determine a set of objects associated with the references: 
determine a second set of one or more characteristics 

shared by the set of objects; 
identify one or more secondary target objects characterized 

by the second set of one or more characteristics; and 
store object data associated with the secondary target 

objects. 
8. The electronic device of claim 1, wherein the one or 

more processors are further configured to execute the instruc 
tions to cause the electronic device to: 

determine if a characteristic of an object is a link to a 
Second document; and 

if the characteristic of the object is a link to the second 
document, identify target objects in the second docu 
ment. 

9. A method performed by at least one electronic device 
comprising one or more processors, the method comprising: 

obtaining and displaying a first sample document; 
receiving a first input indicating selection of one or more 

objects within the first sample document; 
determining a first set of one or more characteristics shared 
by the selected objects: 

identifying, within one or more target documents, one or 
more target objects characterized by the first set of one or 
more characteristics; and 

storing object data associated with the target objects. 
10. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
assigning weights to one or more characteristics of the first 

set of one or more characteristics, and wherein the iden 
tification of the one or more target objects is in response 
to the one or more target objects having one or more 
characteristics with a single or combined weight above a 
threshold. 

11. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
obtaining the one or more target documents based on pre 

viously identified target objects. 
12. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
receiving a second input indicating de-selection of one or 
more previously selected objects; and 

determining a second set of characteristics based on the 
first and second inputs. 

13. The method of claim 9, wherein the selected objects 
further includes objects automatically selected by the elec 
tronic device, wherein the objects automatically selected by 
the electronic device are also characterized by the first set of 
one or more characteristics. 
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14. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
highlighting at least one of the identified one or more target 

objects in at least a document of the one or more target 
documents. 

15. The method of claim 9, wherein at least a portion of the 
selected objects are references, and further comprising: 

determining a set of objects associated with the references; 
determining a second set of one or more characteristics 

shared by the set of objects; 
identifying one or more secondary target objects charac 

terized by the second set of one or more characteristics; 
and 

storing object data associated with the secondary target 
objects 

16. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
determining if a characteristic of an object is a link to a 

second document; and 
if the characteristic of the object is a link to the second 

document, identifying target objects in the second docu 
ment. 

17. A non-transitory computer-readable medium storing a 
set of instructions that are executable by one or more elec 
tronic devices, each having one or more processors, to cause 
the one or more electronic devices to perform a method, the 
method comprising: 

obtaining and displaying a first sample document; 
receiving a first input indicating selection of one or more 

objects within the first sample document; 
determining a first set of one or more characteristics shared 
by the selected objects: 
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identifying, within one or more target documents, one or 
more target objects characterized by the first set of one or 
more characteristics; and 

storing object data associated with the target objects. 
18. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 

claim 17, further comprising instructions executable by the 
one or more electronic devices to cause the one or more 
electronic devices to perform: 

assigning weights to one or more characteristics of the first 
set of one or more characteristics, and wherein the iden 
tification of the one or more target objects is in response 
to the one or more target objects having one or more 
characteristics with a single or combined weight above a 
threshold. 

19. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 17, further comprising instructions executable by the 
one or more electronic devices to cause the one or more 
electronic devices to perform: 

obtaining the one or more target documents based on pre 
viously identified target objects. 

20. The non-transitory computer-readable medium of 
claim 17, further comprising instructions executable by the 
one or more electronic devices to cause the one or more 
electronic devices to perform: 

receiving a second input indicating de-selection of one or 
more previously selected objects; and 

determining a second set of characteristics based on the 
first and second inputs. 

k k k k k 
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204 
0 RECEIVE DATA SELECTION AND/OR INTERACTION 

INPUT. 

206 

PROCESS THE INTERACTION INPUT. 

ACCESS ONE OR MORE DATA OBJECTS. 

208 

210 

IDENTIFY RELATIONSHIP PROPERTIES FROM THE 
ONE OR MORE DATA OBJECTS. 

212 
GENERATE THE MATRIX BASED ON THE 

INTERACTION INPUT AND/OR THE RELATIONSHIP 
PROPERTIES. 
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RELATIONSHIP VISUALIZATIONS 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY 
PRIORITY APPLICATIONS 

0001. Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1.57. 
0002 This application claims benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application Ser. No. 61/942,540 entitled “Relation 
ship Visualizations' filed Feb. 20, 2014, which is hereby 
incorporated by reference in its entirety. 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0003. This application is related to but does not claim 
priority from U.S. Pat. No. 8,489.623 entitled “Creating Data 
In A Data Store Using A Dynamic Ontology' filed May 12, 
2011, which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety 
and referred to herein as the “Ontology reference.” 
0004. This application is related to but does not claim 
priority from U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/968,265 
entitled “Generating Data Clusters With Customizable 
Analysis Strategies' filed Aug. 15, 2013, and U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 13/968,213 entitled “Prioritizing Data 
Clusters With Customizable Scoring Strategies' filed Aug. 
15, 2013, which are hereby incorporated by reference in their 
entireties and collectively referred to herein as the “Cluster 
references.” 

BACKGROUND 

0005. In the area of computer-based platforms, relation 
ship visualizations may be accelerated and/or generated. 

SUMMARY 

0006. The systems, methods, and devices described herein 
each have several aspects, no single one of which is solely 
responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the 
Scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting features will 
now be discussed briefly. 
0007. In some embodiments, a computer system for pro 
viding relationship visualizations comprises an object Stor 
age device. The object storage device may store information 
regarding a plurality of objects and properties of respective 
objects. The computer system may further comprise one or 
more hardware processors programmed via executable code 
instructions. When executed, the executable code instructions 
may cause the computer system to receive, from a user of the 
computer system, a selection of a plurality of objects. When 
further executed, the executable code instructions may cause 
the computer system to determine, based on input from the 
user or default settings, an action associated with the plurality 
of objects to include in a visualization. When further 
executed, the executable code instructions may cause the 
computer system to identify, in the object storage device, a 
plurality of the determined actions associated with respective 
objects. When further executed, the executable code instruc 
tions may cause the computer system to determine a first time 
unit associated with each of a plurality of sections of a first 
axis. When further executed, the executable code instructions 
may cause the computer system to determine a second time 
unit associated with each of a plurality of sections of a second 
axis. The first time unit may comprise a plurality of the second 
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time units and each section of the first axis may intersect with 
a plurality of sections of the second axis. When further 
executed, the executable code instructions may cause the 
computer system to assign respective first time periods to 
each of the sections of the first axis based on the determined 
first time unit and respective second time periods to each of 
the section of the second axis based on the determined second 
time unit. For each identified action associated with respec 
tive objects, further executed code instructions may cause the 
computer system to determine, based on one or more proper 
ties of the respective object stored in the object storage 
device, an action time associated with the identified action. 
For each identified action associated with respective objects, 
further executed code instructions may cause the computer 
system to determine a first time period that includes the action 
time. For each identified action associated with respective 
objects, further executed code instructions may cause the 
computer system to determine a second time period that 
includes the action time. For each identified action associated 
with respective objects, further executed code instructions 
may cause the computer system to increment a count of 
actions associated with the determined first time period and 
the determined second time period. When further executed, 
the executable code instructions may cause the computer 
system to generate user interface data. The generated user 
interface data may be configured to display the visualization 
including indicators of the first time periods on respective 
sections of the first axis. The generated user interface data 
may be further configured to display the visualization includ 
ing indicators of the second time periods on respective sec 
tions of the second axis. The generated user interface data 
may be further configured to display the visualization includ 
ing count indicators at intersections of first time periods and 
second time periods. The count indicators may correspond to 
respective counts of actions associated with the respective 
first time period and second time period. 
0008. In some embodiments, a method for providing rela 
tionship visualizations may comprise receiving, from a user 
of a computer system comprising a hardware computer pro 
cessor, a selection of a plurality of objects. The method may 
further comprise determining, based on input from the user or 
default settings, an action associated with the plurality of 
objects to include in a visualization. The method may further 
comprise identifying, by the computer system, a plurality of 
the determined actions associated with respective objects. 
The method may further comprise determining, by the com 
puter system, a first time unit associated with each of a plu 
rality of sections of a first axis. The method may further 
comprise determining, by the computer system, a second time 
unit associated with each of a plurality of sections of a second 
axis, wherein the first time unit comprises a plurality of the 
second time units and each section of the first axis intersects 
with a plurality of sections of the second axis. The method 
may further comprise assigning, by the computer system, 
respective first time periods to each of the sections of the first 
axis based on the determined first time unit and respective 
second time periods to each of the section of the second axis 
based on the determined second time unit. The method may 
further comprise, for each identified action associated with 
respective objects, determining, by the computer system, 
based on one or more properties of the respective object, an 
action time associated with the identified action. The method 
may further comprise, for each identified action associated 
with respective objects, determining, by the computer sys 
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tem, a first time period that includes the action time. The 
method may further comprise, for each identified action asso 
ciated with respective objects, determining, by the computer 
system, a second time period that includes the action time. 
The method may further comprise, for each identified action 
associated with respective objects, incrementing, by the com 
puter system, a count of actions associated with the deter 
mined first time period and the determined second time 
period. The method may further comprise, generating, by the 
computer system, user interface data. The generated user 
interface data may be configured to display the visualization 
including indicators of the first time periods on respective 
sections of the first axis. The generated user interface data 
may be further configured to display the visualization includ 
ing indicators of the second time periods on respective sec 
tions of the second axis. The generated user interface data 
may be further configured to display the visualization includ 
ing count indicators at intersections of first time periods and 
second time periods. The count indicators may correspond to 
respective counts of actions associated with the respective 
first time period and second time period. 
0009. In some embodiments, a non-transitory computer 
storage comprises instructions for causing a computer system 
to provide relationship visualizations. When executed, the 
code instructions may cause the computer system to receive, 
from a user of the computer system, a selection of a plurality 
of objects. When further executed, the code instructions may 
cause the computer system to determine, based on input from 
the user or default settings, an action associated with the 
plurality of objects to include in a visualization. When further 
executed, the code instructions may cause the computer sys 
tem to identify a plurality of the determined actions associ 
ated with respective objects. When further executed, the code 
instructions may cause the computer system to determine a 
first time unit associated with each of a plurality of sections of 
a first axis. When further executed, the code instructions may 
cause the computer system to determine a second time unit 
associated with each of a plurality of sections of a second axis. 
The first time unit may comprise a plurality of the second time 
units and each section of the first axis may intersect with a 
plurality of sections of the second axis. When further 
executed, the code instructions may cause the computer sys 
tem to assign respective first time periods to each of the 
sections of the first axis based on the determined first time unit 
and respective second time periods to each of the section of 
the second axis based on the determined second time unit. For 
each identified action associated with respective objects, fur 
ther executed code instructions may cause the computer sys 
tem to determine, based on one or more properties of the 
respective object, an action time associated with the identified 
action. For each identified action associated with respective 
objects, further executed code instructions may cause the 
computer system to determine a first time period that includes 
the action time. For each identified action associated with 
respective objects, further executed code instructions may 
cause the computer system to determine a second time period 
that includes the action time. For each identified action asso 
ciated with respective objects, further executed code instruc 
tions may cause the computer system to increment a count of 
actions associated with the determined first time period and 
the determined second time period. When further executed, 
the code instructions may cause the computer system togen 
erate user interface data. The generated user interface data 
may be configured to display the visualization including indi 
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cators of the first time periods on respective sections of the 
first axis. The generated user interface data may be further 
configured to display the visualization including indicators of 
the second time periods on respective sections of the second 
axis. The generated user interface data may be further con 
figured to display the visualization including count indicators 
at intersections of first time periods and second time periods. 
The count indicators may correspond to respective counts of 
actions associated with the respective first time period and 
second time period. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0010 Certain aspects of the disclosure will become more 
readily appreciated as those aspects become better under 
stood by reference to the following detailed description, when 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 
0011 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
relationship matrix system, according to Some embodiments 
of the present disclosure. 
0012 FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a relationship 
matrix generation process, according to some embodiments 
of the present disclosure. 
0013 FIG. 3A illustrates an example relationship matrix, 
according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0014 FIG. 3B illustrates an example relationship matrix 
configured to update the units for the axes, according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0015 FIG. 3C illustrates an example relationship matrix 
configured to update time periods, according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0016 FIG. 3D illustrates an example relationship matrix 
configured to update its alignment, according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0017 FIG. 3E illustrates an example relationship matrix 
following alignment user interaction, according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0018 FIG. 3F illustrates an example relationship matrix 
configured to update the units of an axis, according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0019 FIG. 3G illustrates an example relationship matrix 
configured to update the units of both axes, according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0020 FIG. 4 illustrates an example relationship matrix 
configured to display an outliers view, according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0021 FIG.5A, illustrates an example user interface of the 
relationship matrix system for loading and/or viewing data 
objects, according to Some embodiments of the present dis 
closure. 
0022 FIG. 5B illustrates an example user interface of the 
relationship matrix system for selecting data objects to gen 
erate a matrix, according to some embodiments of the present 
disclosure. 
0023 FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
relationship matrix system with which various methods and 
systems discussed herein may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0024 Relationship visualizations may be accelerated and/ 
or generated. For example, aheat map is one type of relation 
ship visualization that may be generated to display relation 
ships through color, Saturation, gradient, and/or hue. 
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0025 Disclosed herein are systems, methods, techniques, 
and devices for accelerating relationship visualizations 
related to one or more data objects and/or properties of those 
data objects. Using the techniques and systems described 
herein, efficient, flexible, scalable, navigable, and accelerated 
relationship visualizations may beachieved. In one particular 
example implementation of the systems and methods dis 
cussed herein, data objects and/or the relationships of data 
objects may be displayed through a matrix visualization 
where some relationships are displayed through gradient, 
color, hue, and/or saturation. In some embodiments, the rela 
tionship matrix may comprise a time matrix. A Subset of the 
data objects and/or a time period for display may be deter 
mined automatically by the relationship matrix system. Fur 
thermore, the relationship matrix system may receive user 
interaction data to allow navigable, efficient, and/or acceler 
ated relationship matrices. 

Example Relationship Matrix Acceleration 
0026 FIG. 1 illustrates a relationship matrix system, 
according to Some embodiments of the present disclosure. In 
the example embodiment of FIG. 1, the matrix environment 
190 comprises a network 160, a relationship matrix system 
100, a user computing device 102, and an object storage 
device 130. Various communications between these devices 
are illustrated. For example, communication of a data selec 
tion 110, user interaction 120, object data 140, and a relation 
ship matrix 300 are illustrated in various actions 1-5 that are 
illustrated in the circled numbers in FIG.1. In this embodi 
ment, the relationship matrix system 100 includes an interac 
tion processor 104 and a relationship matrix generator 108, 
each of which is described in further detail below. 
0027. In some embodiments, the matrix environment 190 
may not comprise a network. For example, the user comput 
ing device 102, the relationship matrix system 100, and/or the 
object storage device 130 may reside on the same computing 
device. 
0028. As shown in FIG. 1, at action one, a data selection 
110 is transmitted from the user computing device 102 to the 
interaction processor 104 of the relationship matrix system 
100. The data selection may occur through a user interface. 
FIG. 5A, for example, illustrates an example user interface 
500 of a software application configured to display data 
objects and to allow the user to select one or more of the data 
objects. The example user interface 500 comprises a search 
box. 502, an object display area 504, and a menu bar 506. A 
human operator, e.g., the user of the user computing device 
102 of FIG. 1, by typing and/or entering data into the search 
box. 502 may load, lookup, and/or retrieve one or more data 
objects. For example, by typing the name of a person, such as 
“John Doe, the person object 510 may be displayed in the 
object display area 504. The other person objects 512 (includ 
ing objects 512A, 512B, and/or 512C) may be displayed 
automatically and/or after user interaction by the human 
operator with the person object 510. For example, a human 
operator may select the person object 510 and select an option 
to display associates and/or persons related to the person 
object 510. The links 514A, 514B, and/or 514C may display 
relationships between the person object 510 and related per 
son objects 512A, 512B, and/or 512C, respectively. For 
example, the person objects 412 may be related to the person 
object 410. Such as, but not limited to, associates, acquain 
tances, and/or family members. The links 514A, 514B, and/or 
514C may comprise one or more meetings between the per 
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son object 510 and related person objects 512A, 512B, and/or 
512C, respectively. For example, link 514B may display that 
there were 10 meetings between person object 510 and 
related person object 512B. The links 514A, 514B, and/or 
514C may represent meeting data objects. The user interface 
500 may be capable of displaying any type of data object 
and/or may not be limited to displaying person and meeting 
data objects. 
0029. In some embodiments, the data objects in the object 
display area 504 may be selectable through mouse clicks, 
touch input, and/or any other input mechanism. 
0030. In some embodiments, the user interface 500 may 
display objects and/or other data in clusters, which may cor 
respond to the systems, methods, and/or techniques disclosed 
in the Ontology and/or Cluster references. 
0031. In addition to visually searching and/or showing 
data objects and/or relationships between data objects, the 
user interface 500 may allow various other manipulations. 
For example, data objects may be inspected (e.g., by viewing 
properties and/or associated data of the data objects), filtered 
(e.g., narrowing the universe of objects into sets and Subsets 
by properties or relationships), and statistically aggregated 
(e.g., numerically Summarized based on Summarization cri 
teria), among other operations and visualizations. 
0032. When a human operator has loaded the data objects, 
the user may then generate a relationship matrix from some or 
all of those data objects and/or from related data objects. For 
example, FIG.5B illustrates the user interface 500 of FIG.5A 
comprising a matrix menu option to generate a matrix based 
on the loaded data objects (such as the one or more of the data 
objects displayed in this embodiment). In this example, the 
human operator has the option of selecting the “All Objects' 
menu item 524A or the “Selected Objects' menu item 524B 
by accessing the “View' menu 520, selecting the “Matrix” 
menu item 522, and then choosing a matrix menu item 524. 
For example, a matrix may be generated from all of the data 
objects presented by the user interface when the All Objects' 
menu item 524A is selected. In some embodiments, the user 
interface 500 may allow the human operator to select indi 
vidual and/or one or more groups of data objects, whether or 
not those objects remain viewable in the display area 404. 
Thus, upon selecting the “Selected Objects’ menu item 524B 
a matrix may be generated from the selected data objects 
and/or related data objects. The example user interface 500 
allows the human operator to send a data selection 110 to the 
interaction processor 104 and/or the relationship matrix sys 
tem 100 of FIG. 1 through selecting and/or loading of data 
objects and/or selection of menu items 524. 
0033 Returning to FIG. 1, the interaction processor 104 
may receive the data selection 110 from the user computing 
device 102 through the network 160. The interaction proces 
sor 104 may then process the data selection 110. For example, 
the interaction processor 104 may identify and/or interpret 
the data objects selected from FIG. 5B. At action two, the 
interaction processor 104 may then send data, including the 
interpreted, modified, and/or unmodified data selection 110. 
to the relationship matrix generator 108. At action three, the 
relationship matrix generator 108 may request, receive, and/ 
or load information and/or data regarding the data objects, 
such as, but not limited to, object data 140, identified in the 
data selection 110 and/or related to the data selection 110 
from the object storage device 130. 
0034. In some embodiments, the relationship matrix sys 
tem may determine one or more additional data objects based 
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on the one or more selected objects. For example, meeting 
objects and/or event objects for a selected person object may 
be determined programmatically, such as by using techniques 
discussed in the Cluster references. For example, the selected 
person data object, which may correspond to the data selec 
tion 1110 of FIG. 1, may be a starting point to determine one 
or more additional related data objects. The additional related 
data objects may then be processed by the relationship matrix 
system. 
0035. The relationship matrix generator 108 may generate 
the relationship matrix 300 from the requested and/or 
received object data 140, which is discussed further with 
reference to FIG. 2. At action four, the relationship matrix.300 
may be sent to the user computing device 102 through the 
network 160. For example, FIG. 3A illustrates an example 
relationship matrix 300. The relationship matrix 300 of FIG. 
3A may have been generated from the selected data objects of 
FIG. 5B and/or related data objects. The relationship matrix 
300 may comprise a time matrix. The relationship blocks 312 
(including blocks 312A, 312B, 312C, and/or 312D) may 
represent relationships between the Yand/or vertical axis 302 
and the X and/or horizontal axis 304. For example, the block 
312A may represent a relationship between “7 AM on the X 
axis and “Thur' on the Y axis. In the example, the intersection 
at blocks 312 between the X and Y axes may correspond to the 
meeting objects that were shown in FIG. 5B. The gradient, 
color, hue, and/or saturation at blocks 312 may further repre 
sent and/or indicate relationships between the X and/or Y 
axes and/or display Summary information regarding the 
objects being represented. For example, block 312A may be 
a darker and/or more concentrated color, hue, and/or satura 
tion than block 312B. In the example, a darker and/or more 
concentrated color, hue, and/or saturation may represent a 
greater number of objects and/or instances at a particular 
intersection. Therefore, there may be more meetings and/or 
events at Thursday at 7 AM than Wednesday at 6 AM as 
indicated by block 312A in comparison to block 312B 
because block 312A may be a darker and/or more concen 
trated color, hue, and/or saturation than block 312B. 
0036. The relationship matrix 300 may display other rela 
tionship information and/or data and/or accelerate visualiza 
tions of relationships. The relationship matrix 300 may dis 
play a portion and/or Subselection of the selected data objects 
from FIG.5B. For example, the macro unit indicator 306 may 
indicate a time unit that is currently being displayed. In the 
example, the macro unit indicator 306 may display “WEEK 
2, which may indicate to the human operator that only 
objects from the second week of the year are being shown. 
The portion and/or subselection of the selected data objects 
from FIG. 5B may be determined by default settings and/or 
the relationship matrix generator 108 of FIG. 1. For example, 
the relationship matrix generator 108 may analyze the 
selected meeting objects from FIG. 5B to determine a time 
period to show the highest concentration of meeting objects. 
The meeting objects may comprise an action time and/or 
event time property. The action time and/or event time prop 
erty may correspond to the time at which a meeting occurred. 
For example, if ninety out of the one hundred meetings 
occurred during the second week of year, then the relationship 
matrix generator 108 of FIG.1 may determine that the second 
week of the year should be displayed initially as shown in 
FIG. 3A. In the example relationship matrix of FIG. 3A, the 
relationship matrix generator 108 of FIG. 1 may have deter 
mined that the second week of the year had the highest con 
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centration of objects, and, therefore, displayed the second 
week of the year. In some embodiments, the initial time 
period shown may be determined by default settings. 
0037. The relationship matrix may automatically and/or 
based on default settings determine configurations and/or 
accelerate visualizations of relationships. The relationship 
matrix may indicate that the human operator is “BROWSING 
Day of Week OF 2013 BY Hour of day.” The “Day of 
Week” text may comprise a Y axis selector 308, which may 
allow the human operator to select different units for the Y 
axis. Similarly, the “Hour of Day’ text may comprise an X 
axis selector 310, which may allow human operator to select 
different units for the X axis. For example, the available time 
units for the axes may comprise the options, such as, but not 
limited to: “Hour of Day,” “Day of Week,” “Day of Month.” 
“Week of Month.” “Month of Year.” Similar to the displayed 
time period, the time units of the axes that are initially dis 
played may be based on default settings and/or may be deter 
mined by the relationship matrix generator 108 of FIG.1. The 
relationship matrix generator 108 may analyze the selected 
and/or determined meeting objects from FIG. 5B to deter 
mine an X time unit and/or a Y time unit to show the highest 
concentration of meeting objects in a time period. For 
example, the relationship matrix generator 108 of FIG.1 may 
have determined that “Day of Week” for the Yaxis should be 
displayed to accelerate visualizations of relationships by the 
human operator. In some embodiments, the relationship 
matrix generator 108 of FIG. 1 may display a subset and/or 
portion of the X and/or Y axes. For example, FIG. 3B illus 
trates an example relationship matrix 300 with different time 
units. In the example, the Y axis selector 308 may be set to 
“Day of Month” and/or the X axis selector 310 may be set to 
“Day of Week.” In some embodiments, the vertical ellipsis 
390 along the Y axis may indicate that only the time units of 
February 1 through February 7 are shown. The relationship 
matrix generator 108 of FIG.1 may have determined that the 
highest concentration of objects occurred in that time period 
and, therefore, selected the time period of February 1 through 
February 7 to display. In some embodiments, the relationship 
matrix system 100 and/or the relationship matrix generator 
108 may be configured to display the lowest concentration of 
objects. In some embodiments, the vertical ellipsis 390 of 
FIG. 3B may indicate that all of the days of the month Feb 
ruary are displayed to the human operator. In some embodi 
ments, the relationship matrix system 100 and/or the relation 
ship matrix generator 108 of FIG. 1 may automatically 
determine other features and/or characteristics of the relation 
ship matrix 300 of FIG. 3 based on the selected, determined, 
and/or related data objects, such as the objects from FIG. 5B. 
0038 Returning to FIG. 1, at action five, the human opera 
tor may interact with the relationship matrix 300, which may 
cause the user computing device 102 to send user interaction 
data 120 to the interaction processor 104 and/or the relation 
ship matrix system 100 through the network 160. For 
example, the human operator may interact with the relation 
ship matrix 300 of FIG. 3A. The human operator may select 
and/or change the Y axis selector 308 and/or X axis selector 
310 through a mouse click, touch input, and/or some other 
input mechanism. For example, as shown in FIG.3B, a human 
operator may have changed the Y axis selector 308 to “Day of 
Month” and/or may have changed the X axis selector 310 to 
“Day of week.” The change by the human operator may cause 
the user computing device 102 to send the user interaction 
data 120 of FIG. 1, which may correspond to the Y axis 
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selector 308 change and/or X axis selector 310 change. As a 
result, actions two, three, four, or a Subset thereof, may be 
performed and/or repeated to generated a relationship matrix 
300 as shown in FIG. 3B. For example, the relationship 
matrix generator 108 may receive the user interaction data 
120 and/or databased on the user interaction data 120 from 
the interaction processor 104. The relationship matrix gen 
erator 108 may optionally request, receive, and/or load data 
objects from the object storage device 130. The relationship 
matrix generator 108 may then generate the relationship 
matrix 300, as shown in FIG.3B, based on the user interaction 
of modifying the Y axis selector 308 and/or X axis selector 
31 O. 

Example Relationship Matrix Generation Process 
0039 FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a relationship 
matrix generation process, according to some embodiments 
of the present disclosure. The method of FIG. 2 may be 
performed by the relationship matrix system 100 of FIG. 1, 
such as the various components of FIG. 1 that are discussed 
above, including the relationship matrix generator 108 and/or 
interaction processor 104. Depending on the embodiment, the 
method of FIG. 2 may include fewer or additional blocks 
and/or the blocks may be performed in order different than is 
illustrated. 
0040. Beginning at block 204, data selection and/or inter 
action input data is received. Data selection may comprise 
one or more data objects selected and/or determined from the 
user interface. For example, user interaction input data may 
be received after human operator interaction illustrated in 
FIG. 3B and/or other interactions disclosed herein. In the 
example, the user interaction input data may comprise a 
change to the Y axis selector 308 and/or X axis selector 310. 
0041 At block 206, the interaction input data is processed. 
In some embodiments, the interaction input data may be 
transformed. The user interaction data 120 received from the 
user computing device of FIG.1 may comprise a format Such 
as, but not limited to, XML, JSON, HTML response/request 
format, a file format that is proprietary to the relationship 
matrix system, or any other format. For example, the user 
interaction data 120 may comprise an XML data format ini 
tially and be processed and/or transformed into another data 
format, such as, but not limited to, an object data format. The 
user interaction data may be transformed and/or incorporated 
into an object representing the relationship matrix user inter 
face. Therefore, the properties of the relationship matrix, such 
as the user interactions, may be accessed by the relationship 
matrix system 100 and/or relationship matrix generator 108 
of FIG. 1. 
0042. At block 208, one or more data objects and/or prop 
erties of one or more data objects are accessed. For example, 
a meeting object, including some or all of the properties of 
that meeting object, may be accessed by the relationship 
system 100. The meeting object may comprise one or more, 
time objects, time properties, a location, a link to other person 
data objects, and other data. In some embodiments, as previ 
ously discussed, a data object may be a starting point to load 
additional related data objects, such as, but not limited to, 
loading all the meeting and/or event objects corresponding to 
a person object. 
0043. At block 210, relationship properties from the one or 
more data objects are identified. For example, time objects 
and/or time properties may comprise relationship properties 
that are identified. In some embodiments, relationship prop 
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erties of person data objects are accessed. For example, a 
person data object may comprise a meetings property that 
comprises all of the meetings the person data object had with 
other person data objects. In some embodiments, actions 
and/or action objects may be identified for respective objects. 
For example, meeting objects may be determined for person 
objects. A time and/or action time property may be associated 
with the meeting objects. Thus, in one example, a user selects 
one or more object properties of interest (e.g., all “meeting 
events associated with a particular person object), and those 
event objects matching the properties are located (“matched') 
for inclusion in the relationship matrix. 
0044. At block 212, the relationship matrix is generated 
based on the interaction input data and/or the relationship 
properties accessed from the data objects. For example, the 
matrix 300 of FIG.3B may be generated from user interaction 
data and/or relationship properties of data objects. The user 
interaction input data comprising the “Day of Month' selec 
tion from the Y axis input selector may be used to generate the 
relationship matrix 300 of FIG. 3B. For example, since “Day 
of Month” was selected, the Y axis may comprise time units 
of days of the months, such as, February 1, 2, 3, etc., as 
illustrated by FIG. 3B. Similarly, the user interaction input 
comprising the “Day of Week’’ selection from the X axis 
input selector may be used to generate the labels on the X axis 
comprising “Sunday.” “Monday,” etc., as illustrated by FIG. 
3B. The relationship blocks 320 (including blocks 320A, 
320B, and/or 320C) may be generated based on data objects 
and/or relationship properties of data objects. For example, 
meeting data objects may be filtered by a month, such as, the 
month February as shown in FIG. 3B. Additionally, meeting 
data objects may be categorized by a day of the week property 
(e.g., Monday,Tuesday, Wednesday) and/or day of the month 
property (e.g., February 1, 2, etc.). The relationship blocks 
320A, 320B, and/or 320C may correspond to groups of meet 
ing data objects with time properties corresponding to the 
intersection of the X and Y axes. For example, the relationship 
block at 320A may comprise time properties corresponding 
to Feb. 5, 2013, which was a Tuesday. Additionally, as previ 
ously discussed, the relative gradient, color, hue, and/or satu 
ration may correspond to the number of objects with the 
particular time properties at a given intersection. In the 
example, there may be more meeting data objects corre 
sponding to relationship block 320A than relationship block 
320B, which may correspond to the relative gradient, color, 
hue, and/or saturation between the two blocks. 
0045. In some embodiments, time properties may be 
accessed and/or used to generate the relationship matrix. For 
example, as discussed above, a first time period and/or second 
time period may be automatically determined corresponding 
to the time units associated with the X and/or Y axes of the 
generated relationship matrix. As illustrated above, time units 
and/or periods, such as “Day of Month.” “Month of Year” the 
month “January, and/or second week of the year, may be 
automatically determined to show the highest concentration 
of objects in the relationship matrix. 

DataObjects 

0046. In some embodiments, data is conceptually struc 
tured according to an object data model represented by an 
ontology. The conceptual data model may be independent of 
any particular and/or specific type of data store. For example, 
each object of the conceptual data model may correspond to 
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one or more rows in a relational database, an object in an 
in-memory cache, and/or some combination thereof. 
0047. In some embodiments, an ontology, as noted above, 
may include stored information providing a data model for 
storage of data in a data store. The ontology may be defined by 
one or more object types, which may each be associated with 
one or more property types. At the highest level of abstrac 
tion, a data object is a container for information representing 
things and/or events in the physical world. For example, a 
data object may represent an entity Such as a person, a place, 
an organization, a market instrument, and/or some other 
noun. Data objects may represent an event that happens at a 
point in time and/or for a duration. Data objects may represent 
a document and/or other unstructured data source Such as an 
e-mail message, a news report, a written paper, and/or a 
written article. Each data object may be associated with a 
unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data object 
within the data store. 
0048. Different types of data objects may have different 
property types. For example, a “Person’ data object may have 
an “Eye Color” property type and an “Event data object may 
have a “Date” property type. Each property as represented by 
data in the data store may have a property type defined by the 
ontology used by the data store. 
0049. Objects may be instantiated in the data store in 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
particular object in the ontology. For example, a specific 
monetary payment (e.g., an object of type “event) of USS30. 
00 (e.g., a property of type “currency') taking place on 3/27/ 
2009 (e.g., a property of type “date') may be stored in the data 
store as an event object with associated currency and date 
properties as defined within the ontology. 
0050. The data objects defined in the ontology may sup 
port property multiplicity. For example, a data object may be 
allowed to have more than one property of the same property 
type. For example, a “Person’ data object may have multiple 
“Address' properties. In another example, a “Meeting data 
object may have multiple “Name” properties. 
0051. In some embodiments, the data objects the template 
system receives may correspond to an ontology according to 
the systems, methods, and/or techniques disclosed in the 
Ontology reference. 

Example Relationship Matrix User Interactions 
0052 FIG.3 (including FIGS. 3A-3G) illustrates example 
user interactions of relationship matrices. Relationship matri 
ces may support other user interactions and the following 
actions are illustrative and/or non-limiting of the user inter 
actions contemplated by the present disclosure for accelerat 
ing relationship visualizations. 
0053. In some embodiments, as previously illustrated, a 
human operator may change the Y axis selector 308 and/or X 
axis selector 310 of FIG. 3A to automatically update and/or 
generate the relationship matrix 300 of FIG.3B. For example, 
a change to the Y axis selector 308 of FIG. 3A from “Day of 
Week” to “Day of Month” may cause an automatic update to 
the labels of the Y axis 302 from “Sun, Mon, etc. to “Febru 
ary 1, February 2, etc. as shown in FIG. 3B. Similarly, a 
change to the X axis selector 310 may cause an automatic 
update to the labels of the X axis 304 of FIG. 3A to the labels 
of FIG. 3B. Changes to the one or more of the axis selectors 
may cause other changes. For example, the macro unit indi 
cator 306 of FIG. 3A may change from “Week 2' to “Febru 
ary' as illustrated by FIG. 3B. Similarly, different relation 
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ship blocks at the intersections between the Y axis 302 and X 
axis 304 may automatically appear and/or update following a 
change to one or more of the axis selectors (e.g., compare the 
relationship blocks 312 of FIG. 3A with the relationship 
blocks 320 of FIG. 3B). 
0054 FIG. 3C illustrates an example relationship matrix 
configured to update time periods and/or unit periods based 
on user interaction. For example, the relationship matrix 300 
may be configured to display relationship blocks for the time 
period of February, as illustrated by macro unit indicator 306. 
A human operator may interact through user interaction 
input, such as, but not limited to, touch input, mouse input, 
and/or any other kind of interaction input, with the relation 
ship matrix 300 to update time periods and/or unit periods. 
For example, the human operator may place a finger 330, hold 
a mouse click, or any other input mechanism, at a starting 
point 332A on the relationship grid. The human operator may 
then drag their finger 330 or move the mouse to ending point 
332B. As a result of the user interaction, the relationship 
matrix may update the time period and/or unit period. In the 
example, relationship matrix 300 may update to the month of 
March, which may include updating the macro unit indicator 
306, the labels of the Y axis 302, and/or the relationship 
blocks of the grid. 
0055. In some embodiments, there may be variations for 
updating the time periods and/or unit periods of the relation 
ship matrix. For example, a Swiping motion and/or mouse 
click from point 332B to 332A may cause the relationship 
matrix 300 to update to the month of January (a decrement 
and/or change of the time period). In some embodiments, the 
Swiping motions to increment and/or decrement the unit peri 
ods may be reversed and/or configurable by the human opera 
tor. For example, instead of the vertical Swiping motion illus 
trated in FIG. 3C, the swiping motion may be horizontal, 
configurable between the two motions, and/or some combi 
nation thereof. In some embodiments, there may be a mini 
mum and/or maximum threshold for the relative distance 
between points 332A and 332B to register and/or cause an 
update to the unit periods. 
0056. In some embodiments, changing time periods and or 
unit periods may depend on the time and/or unit periods being 
displayed. For example, the Swiping motion illustrated in 
FIG.3B may cause the week to change in FIG.3A. “Week 2 
is displayed in FIG. 3A and a Swiping motion and/or mouse 
drag may cause the week displayed to increment or decre 
ment to “Week 3 or “Week 1.” respectively. 
0057 FIG. 3D illustrates an example relationship matrix 
configured to update the alignment of its grid based on user 
interaction. Similar to the touch, mouse, and/or other input 
mechanisms illustrated in FIG. 3C, a human operator may 
interact with the relationship matrix 300 to update the align 
ment of the grid of the relationship matrix 300 of FIG. 3D. For 
example, similar to the interaction of FIG. 3C, the human 
operator may drag a finger and/or hold a mouse click from 
starting point 334A to ending point 334B on the relationship 
grid of FIG. 3D. Receipt of the horizontal input data by the 
relationship matrix system may cause the relationship matrix 
300 to update as illustrated by the grid alignment of FIG.3E. 
0058 FIG. 3E illustrates the relationship matrix 300 fol 
lowing the alignment user interaction of FIG. 3D. For 
example, the first label of the X axis 304 is “Thursday” in FIG. 
3E, which is different from the first label of the X axis 304, 
“Sunday,” of FIG. 3D. The position and/or location of the 
relationship blocks of the relationship matrix may also update 
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corresponding to the alignment of the grid. For example, 
relationship block 320C, which may have been positioned at 
the edge of the grid in FIG. 3D, may be re-positioned as 
illustrated by FIG.3E based on the alignment interaction. The 
alignment motion and/or interaction from starting point 334A 
to 334B may correspond to at least three relationship block 
widths and/or distances. As a result, relationship block 320C 
and/or the corresponding label on the Y axis 304 may move 
and/or update at least three relationship block widths and/or 
distances as illustrated by FIGS. 3D and 3E. 
0059. In some embodiments, there may be variations and/ 
or additional user interactions to align and/or realign the 
relationship matrix. For example, a vertical user interaction, 
similar to the interaction illustrated by FIG.3C, may cause the 
relationship matrix to realign along the Y axis. In some 
embodiments, the speed and/or time between a vertical user 
interaction (e.g., the time between user interaction at points 
332A and 332B of FIG. 3C) may differentiate and/or distin 
guish between a time and/or unit period change of FIG. 3C 
and an alignment change as illustrated by FIGS. 3D and 3E. 
For example, there may be a time threshold (e.g., five hundred 
milliseconds), where a faster movement causes a time and/or 
unit period change and a slower movement causes a realign 
ment of the grid. 
0060 FIG. 3F illustrates an example relationship matrix 
configured to update the units of an axis based on user inter 
action. For example, the human operator may place fingers 
340A and 340B or any other input mechanism at starting 
points 342A and 342B, respectively, along the Yaxis 302. The 
human operator may then move and/or drag fingers 340A and 
340B or any other input mechanism to ending points 344A 
and 34.4B, respectively. As a result of the illustrated "Zooming 
in motion, the human operator may change and/or update the 
units of the Y axis. For example, the Zooming in user inter 
action may update the Y axis unit of “Day of Month' to “Day 
of Week” or “Hour of Day.” The relationship matrix system 
may update the units of an axis following user interaction 
input based on the other axis that wasn't changed. For 
example, since the X axis of the relationship matrix 300 of 
FIG. 3F may be “Day of Week, the relationship matrix sys 
tem may update the Y axis to “Hour of Day” to avoid the same 
units for both axes following user interaction input. Similar to 
the user interaction with fingers 340, a human operator may 
perform a "zooming out action as illustrated by fingers346A 
and 346B and their corresponding directional arrows along 
the X axis 304. The Zooming out action may change and/or 
update the units of the X axis 304 (e.g., the X axis unit of “Day 
of Week’ may update to “Day of Month.) Similar to some of 
the illustrated user interactions in this disclosure, a Zooming 
in and/or Zooming out interaction may update the relationship 
blocks displayed in relationship matrix 300, the Y axis selec 
tor 308, the X axis selector 310, and/or other elements of the 
relationship matrix 300 accordingly. 
0061. In some embodiments, there may be some variations 
of updating the units of an axis of the relationship matrix. In 
Some embodiments, the relative distance of a Zooming in 
and/or Zooming out interaction may cause different updates. 
For example, the Zooming in action illustrated by fingers 346 
may cause the X axis units to change to “Day of Month.” 
“Week of Month, and/or “Month of Year” based on the 
relative distance dragged and/or indicated. In some embodi 
ments, a Zooming in and/or Zooming out user interaction may 
cause the relationship matrix 300 to update automatically. For 
example, as a human operator drags their fingers 346 the Y 
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axis may update to “Day of Month.” “Week of Month, and 
“Month of Year” (in that order) corresponding to the greater 
and/or longer distance that their fingers 346A. Additionally, 
the relationship blocks shown in the relationship matrix may 
update automatically as the units of one or more of the axes 
change. 
0062. In some embodiments, the Zooming in and/or Zoom 
ing out actions may be configured for different results. For 
example, the results of actions by fingers 340 and 346 that 
were previously described may be reversed. 
0063 FIG. 3G illustrates an example relationship matrix 
configured to update the units of both axes simultaneously 
based on user interaction. The user interaction illustrated by 
fingers 350 (including finger 350A and/or finger 350B) and 
their directional arrows may be similar to the Zooming in 
action illustrated by fingers 340 of FIG. 3F. However, one 
difference between FIGS.3F and 3G may be the placement of 
fingers 350 on the grid of relationship matrix 300 instead of 
the placement offingers on an axis. Similar to the user inter 
action offingers 340 of FIG.3F, which may have updated one 
axis, the Zooming inaction offingers 350 may cause both axes 
to update simultaneously. For example, both the Y axis 302 
units and the X axis 304 units may change to “Day of Week’ 
and “Hour of Day,” respectively. Similarly, the Zooming out 
and/or pinching motion offingers 356 may cause both axes to 
update simultaneously (e.g., the Y axis 302 units and X axis 
304 units may change to “Week of Month” and “Day of 
Month respectively.) 
0064. In some embodiments, the variations of interactions 
illustrated by FIG. 3F may be available for the Zooming in 
and/or out interactions illustrated by FIG. 3G. For example, 
the relative distance of the user interaction may impact and/or 
affect the change in the units of the axes. In some embodi 
ments, while the directional arrows of FIG.3G are shown at a 
diagonal, the relative orientation of the Zooming in and/or 
Zooming out actions do not matter. For example, the direction 
of the interactions by the fingers and/or other input mecha 
nisms may be horizontal or vertical. 

Outliers View 

0065 Certain of the relationship matrices illustrated 
herein may be configured to display a “patterns” or “outlier 
view. The relationship matrix 300 of FIG. 3 displays a “pat 
terns’ view, while the user interface of FIG. 4 illustrates an 
example of an “outliers' view. The patterns view may com 
prise displaying relationships with gradient, color, hue, and/ 
or Saturation. In contrast, the outliers view shown in the 
relationship matrix 300 of FIG. 4 may comprise displaying 
relationships through one or more dots, visual indicators, 
and/or binary visualizations. Similar to the relationship 
blocks 312 of FIG. 3A, relationship blocks 412 (including 
blocks 412A, 412B, 412C, and/or 412D) may represent rela 
tionships between the axes. For example, the relationship 
block 412A may indicate multiple meetings and/or events at 
the intersection of “Thursday” and “7 AM for the second 
week of 2013. Additionally, the relative number of dots of 
relationship blocks may further indicate information. For 
example, block 412A may comprise more dots and/or visual 
indicators than block 412B (which may be similar to the 
relative gradient, color, hue, and/or Saturation of relationship 
blocks 312 of FIG. 3A). In the example, a greater number of 
dots and/or visual indicators may represent a greater number 
of objects and/or events at a particular intersection. 
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0066. There may be advantages and/or benefits of the out 
liers view of a relationship matrix, Such as, but not limited to, 
accelerating and/or facilitating human recognition of outlier 
relationships. In some of the previous examples, since the 
relationship matrix 300 of FIG.3 may use a patterns view, a 
relationship may be difficult for a human to recognize based 
on relative gradient, color, hue, and/or saturation. For 
example, the relationship block of 312D of FIG. 3A may be 
difficult for a human operator to visually recognize because 
the gradient, color, hue, and/or saturation may be very light 
and/or difficult to see on a computer monitor and/or display. 
The particular viewing device and/or monitor being used may 
affect the ability to view pattern visualizations. Therefore, 
with a binary relationship, dot, and/or black/white visual 
indicators, an outlier may be quickly recognized by a human 
operator. For example, relationship block 412D may com 
prise a single black dot, which may be easily recognized by a 
human operator. 
0067. In some embodiments, the relationship matrix may 
be configured to receive user interaction input to Switch 
between a patterns and outliers view. For example, the rela 
tionship matrix 300 may comprise an outliers button 402 and 
a patterns button 404. A human operator may toggle between 
the outliers view illustrated by FIG. 4 and the patterns view 
illustrated by FIG. 3A by pressing, touching, and/or clicking 
the outliers button 402 and the patterns button 404, respec 
tively. The relationship matrix 300 may display the same 
relationship objects (e.g., meeting and/or event objects) but 
with a different view and/or representation of the relationship 
objects. 
0068. In some embodiments, the user interactions illus 
trated for the relationship matrix of FIG.3 may be available 
for the relationship matrix of FIG. 4. 
0069. In some embodiments, there may variations of the 
formulas to configure the display of the one or more dots, 
visual indicators, and/or binary visualizations. The number of 
objects to be displayed as visual indicators may be calculated 
by various formulas, such as, but not limited to, linear, expo 
nential, logarithmic, any other type of equation, and/or some 
combination thereof. For example: 
0070) D. Dots. 
(0071 O Objects. 

D = CELING?. =CELING) 
0072. In some embodiments, which use the D formula, if 
the number of objects to be displayed at a relationship block 
is twenty-five, three dots may be displayed. Using the same 
formula, if there are five objects, one dot may be displayed. 
Another example formula is the following: 

D=CEILING(VO) 

0073. In some embodiments, using the D, formula, if the 
number of objects to be displayed at a relationship block is 
twenty-five, five dots may be displayed. Using the same for 
mula, if there are five hundred objects, twenty-three dots may 
be displayed. 
0074. In some embodiments, there may be some variations 
of the display of the relationship blocks illustrated as dots of 
FIG. 4 and/or gradient, color, hue, and/or saturation of FIG.3. 
The dots, gradient, color, hue, and/or saturation may be con 
figurable by the human operator. For example, a human 
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operator may select various hues of the color green or red to 
be displayed in the relationship blocks of FIG. 3. In other 
examples, a human operator may select different shapes 
instead of dots for the outliers view of FIG. 4. In some 
embodiments, positive and/or negative numbers may be dis 
played by different colors. For example, positive representa 
tions of objects as relationship blocks may be blue and/or 
negative representations of objects as relationship blocks may 
be red. 

0075. In some embodiments, the formulas and/or similar 
formulas for calculating outliers view representations may be 
used to determine representations of gradient, hue, color, 
and/or Saturation in the patterns view. 

Other Types of Relationship Matrices 

0076 While some example relationship matrices of the 
present disclosure comprise time matrices, there may be other 
types of relationship matrices. In some embodiments, rela 
tionship matrices may be generated and/or accelerated where 
one or more axes of the relationship matrices comprises units 
that are hierarchical, Scalar, classifications, and/or otherwise 
logically related and/or grouped. For example, in a time 
matrix, one or more axes may comprise time units such as, but 
not limited to, “Month of Year” “Week of Month.” “Day of 
Month.” “Day of Week,” “Hour of Day.” Time units may be 
hierarchical because months comprise a year, days comprise 
a month, hours comprise a day, and so forth. In some embodi 
ments, an axis of a relationship matrix may comprise geo 
graphical units. For example the geographical units of an axis 
may be the following: “Country,”“State.” “City,”“Zip Code.” 
and/or “Street.” Similar to the hierarchy of time units, states 
may comprise a country, cities may comprise a state, a city 
may be comprised of Zip codes, and so forth. A relationship 
matrix and the units of the axes of a relationship matrix may 
be highly configurable because it may be based on a data 
object model and/or ontology, which may correspond to the 
systems, methods, and/or techniques disclosed in the Ontol 
ogy reference. 

Implementation Mechanisms 

0077. The various computing device(s) discussed herein, 
such as the relationship matrix system 100 of FIG. 1, are 
generally controlled and coordinated by operating system 
software, such as, but not limited to, iOS, Android, Chrome 
OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, 
Windows Server, WindowsCE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, 
Macintosh OS X, VxWorks, or other compatible operating 
systems. In other embodiments, the computing devices may 
be controlled by a proprietary operating system. Conven 
tional operating systems control and Schedule computer pro 
cesses for execution, perform memory management, provide 
file system, networking, I/O services, and provide a user 
interface functionality, such as a graphical user interface 
(“GUI), among other things. The relationship matrix system 
100 may be hosted and/or executed on one or more computing 
devices with one or more hardware processors and with any of 
the previously mentioned operating system Software. 
0078 FIG. 6 is a block diagram that illustrates example 
components of the relationship matrix system 100. While 
FIG. 6 refers to the relationship matrix system 100, any of the 
other computing devices discussed herein may have some or 
all of the same or similar components. 
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007.9 The relationship matrix system 100 may execute 
Software, e.g., standalone software applications, applications 
within browsers, network applications, etc., whether by the 
particular application, the operating system, or otherwise. 
Any of the systems discussed herein may be performed by the 
relationship matrix system 100 and/or a similar computing 
system having some or all of the components discussed with 
reference to FIG. 6. 
0080. The relationship matrix system 100 includes a bus 
602 or other communication mechanism for communicating 
information, and a hardware processor, or multiple proces 
sors, 604 coupled with bus 602 for processing information. 
Hardware processor(s) 604 may be, for example, one or more 
general purpose microprocessors. 
0081. The relationship matrix system 100 also includes a 
main memory 606. Such as a random access memory (RAM), 
cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 
602 for storing information and instructions to be executed by 
processor(s) 604. Main memory 606 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or otherintermediate information 
during execution of instructions to be executed by processor 
(s) 604. Such instructions, when stored in storage media 
accessible to processor(s) 604, render the relationship matrix 
system 100 into a special-purpose machine that is customized 
to perform the operations specified in the instructions. Such 
instructions, as executed by hardware processors, may imple 
ment the methods and systems described herein for sharing 
security information. 
I0082. The relationship matrix system 100 further includes 
a read only memory (ROM) 608 or other static storage device 
coupled to bus 602 for storing static information and instruc 
tions for processor(s) 604. A storage device 610, such as a 
magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash 
drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 602 for storing 
information and instructions. The object storage device 130 
of FIG. 1 may be stored on the main memory 606 and/or the 
storage device 610. 
0083. In some embodiments, the object storage device 130 
of FIG. 1 is a file system, relational database such as, but not 
limited to, MySql, Oracle, Sybase, or DB2, and/or a distrib 
uted in memory caching system such as, but not limited to, 
Memcache, Memcached, or Java Caching System, and/or 
Some combination thereof. 
0084. The relationship matrix system 100 may be coupled 
via bus 602 to a display 612, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) 
or LCD display or touch screen, for displaying information to 
a computeruser. An input device 614 is coupled to bus 602 for 
communicating information and command selections to pro 
cessor 604. One type of input device 614 is a keyboard includ 
ing alphanumeric and other keys. Another type of input 
device 614 is a touchscreen. Another type of user input device 
is cursor control 616. Such as a mouse, a trackball, a touch 
screen, or cursor direction keys for communicating direction 
information and command selections to processor 604 and for 
controlling cursor movement on display 612. This input 
device may have two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first 
axis (e.g., X) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device 
to specify positions in a plane. In some embodiments, the 
same direction information and command selections as cur 
Sor control may be implemented via receiving touches on a 
touch screen without a cursor. 
0085. The relationship matrix system 100 may include a 
user interface unit to implement a GUI, for example, FIGS. 3, 
4, and/or 5, which may be stored in a mass storage device as 
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executable Software codes that are executed by the computing 
device(s). This and other units may include, by way of 
example, components, such as Software components, object 
oriented Software components, class components and task 
components, processes, functions, attributes, procedures, 
Subroutines, segments of program code, drivers, firmware, 
microcode, circuitry, data, databases, data structures, tables, 
arrays, and variables. 
I0086. The relationship matrix system 100 and/or the rela 
tionship matrix 300 of FIG. 1 may be configured to be com 
patible with web browsers such as, but not limited to, Firefox, 
Internet Explorer, Safari, and/or Chrome. 
I0087. In general, the word “instructions, as used herein, 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a 
collection of Software units, possibly having entry and exit 
points, written in a programming language. Such as, but not 
limited to, Java, Lua, C, C++, or C#. A software unit may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, but not limited to, BASIC, 
Perl, or Python. Certain web programming methods may be 
used such as AJAX. It will be appreciated that software units 
may be callable from other units or from themselves, and/or 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. 
Software units configured for execution on computing 
devices by their hardware processor(s) may be provided on a 
computer readable medium, Such as a compact disc, digital 
Video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or any other tangible 
medium, or as a digital download (and may be originally 
stored in a compressed or installable format that requires 
installation, decompression or decryption prior to execution). 
Such software code may be stored, partially or fully, on a 
memory device of the executing computing device, for execu 
tion by the computing device. Software instructions may be 
embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be further 
appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised of 
connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or may 
be comprised of programmable units, such as programmable 
gate arrays or processors. Generally, the instructions 
described herein refer to logical modules that may be com 
bined with other modules or divided into sub-modules despite 
their physical organization or storage. 
I0088. The relationship matrix system 100, or components 
of it, such as the interaction processor 104 and/or the rela 
tionship matrix generator 108 of FIG. 1 and/or FIG. 6, may be 
programmed, via executable code instructions, in a program 
ming language. 
I0089. The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, 
as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-vola 
tile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media 
includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as 
storage device 610. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 606. Common forms of non 
transitory media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible 
disk, hard disk, Solid State drive, magnetic tape, or any other 
magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical 
data storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of 
holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, 
NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked 
versions of the same. 

0090. Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
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media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 602. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
0091 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to proces 
sor(s) 604 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid State drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer may load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone or cable line using a modem. A modem local to 
the relationship matrix system 100 may receive the data on 
the telephone or cable line and use an infra-red transmitter to 
convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-red detector 
can receive the data carried in the infra-red signal and appro 
priate circuitry can place the data on bus 602. Bus 602 carries 
the data to main memory 606, from which the processor(s) 
604 retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
received by main memory 606 may retrieve and execute the 
instructions. The instructions received by main memory 606 
may optionally be stored on storage device 610 either before 
or after execution by processor(s) 604. 
0092. The relationship matrix system 100 also includes a 
communication interface 618 coupled to bus 602. Communi 
cation interface 618 provides a two-way data communication 
coupling to a network link 620 that is connected to a local 
network 622. For example, communication interface 618 may 
be an integrated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable 
modem, satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data com 
munication connection to a corresponding type of telephone 
line. As another example, communication interface 618 may 
be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a data com 
munication connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN com 
ponent to be communicated with a WAN). Wireless links may 
also be implemented. In any such implementation, commu 
nication interface 618 sends and receives electrical, electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams 
representing various types of information. 
0093 Network link 620 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 620 may provide a connection 
through local network 622 to a host computer 624 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
626. ISP 626 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet' 628. Local net 
work 622 and Internet 628 both use electrical, electromag 
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 620 and through communication interface 618, 
which carry the digital data to and from the relationship 
matrix system 100, are example forms of transmission media. 
0094. A network, such as the network 160 of FIG. 1, may 
comprise, but is not limited to, one or more local area net 
works, wide area network, wireless local area network, wire 
less wide area network, the Internet, or any combination 
thereof. 

0095. The relationship matrix system 100 can send mes 
sages and receive data, including program code, through the 
network(s), network link 620 and communication interface 
618. In the Internet example, a server 630 might transmit a 
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requested code for an application program through Internet 
628, ISP 626, local network 622 and communication inter 
face 618. 
0096. The received code may be executed by processor(s) 
604 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 610, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. 
0097. Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in, and 
fully or partially automated by, code instructions executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors com 
prising computer hardware. The processes and algorithms 
may be implemented partially or wholly in application-spe 
cific circuitry. 
0098. The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another, or may be com 
bined in various ways. All possible combinations and Sub 
combinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may 
be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and pro 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For 
example, described blocks or states may be performed in an 
order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks 
or states may be combined in a single block or state. The 
example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in par 
allel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be added 
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The 
example systems and components described herein may be 
configured differently than described. For example, elements 
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared to 
the disclosed example embodiments. 
0099 Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could “might or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

0100 Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the 
flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting units, segments, or portions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple 
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
0101. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples. All Such modifications and 
variations are intended to be included herein within the scope 
of this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, how 
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ever, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears intext, 
the invention can be practiced in many ways. AS is also stated 
above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminol 
ogy when describing certain features or aspects of the inven 
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with 
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the inven 
tion should therefore be construed in accordance with the 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer system for providing relationship visualiza 

tions, the computer system comprising: 
an object storage device storing information regarding a 

plurality of objects and properties of respective objects; 
and 

one or more hardware processors programmed, via execut 
able code instructions, to: 
receive, from a user of the computer system, selection of 

a plurality of objects; 
determine, based on input from the user or default set 

tings, an action associated with the plurality of objects 
to include in a visualization; 

identify, in the object storage device, a plurality of the 
determined actions associated with respective 
objects; 

determine a first time unit associated with each of a 
plurality of sections of a first axis; 

determine a second time unit associated with each of a 
plurality of sections of a second axis, wherein the first 
time unit comprises a plurality of the second time 
units and each section of the first axis intersects with 
a plurality of sections of the second axis; 

assigning respective first time periods to each of the 
sections of the first axis based on the determined first 
time unit and respective second time periods to each 
of the section of the second axis based on the deter 
mined second time unit; 

for each identified action associated with respective 
objects: 
determine, based on one or more properties of the 

respective object stored in the object storage 
device, an action time associated with the identified 
action; 

determine a first time period that includes the action 
time; 

determine a second time period that includes the 
action time; and 

incrementing a count of actions associated with the 
determined first time period and the determined 
second time period; 

generate user interface data configured to display the 
visualization including: 
indicators of the first time periods on respective sec 

tions of the first axis; 
indicators of the second time periods on respective 

sections of the second axis; and 
count indicators at intersections of first time periods 

and second time periods, the count indicators cor 
responding to respective counts of actions associ 
ated with the respective first time period and second 
time period. 
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2. The system of claim 1, wherein the one or more hardware 
processors is further programmed, via executable code 
instructions, to: 

receive, from a user of the computer system, user interface 
input data via touch screen input. 

3. The system of claim 1, wherein the one or more hardware 
processors is further programmed, via executable code 
instructions, to: 

receive, from a user of the computer system, user interface 
input data associated with modifying the first time unit 
and/or the second time unit; and 

update the user interface data configured to display the 
visualization based on the modified first time unit and/or 
second time unit. 

4. The system of claim 1, wherein the one or more hardware 
processors is further programmed, via executable code 
instructions, to: 

receive, from a user of the computer system, user interface 
input data associated with modifying the first time 
period and/or the second time period; and 

update the user interface data configured to display the 
visualization based on the modified first time period 
and/or second time period. 

5. The system of claim 4, wherein receipt of the user 
interface input data associated with modifying the first time 
period and/or the second time period is via touchscreen input. 

6. The system of claim 1, wherein the one or more hardware 
processors is further programmed, via executable code 
instructions, to: 

receive, from a user of the computer system, user interface 
input data associated with removing one or more of the 
first time periods from a first side of the first axis and 
adding one or more additional first time periods on a 
second side of the first axis opposite the first side; and 

update the user interface data configured to display the 
visualization based on the received user interface input 
data. 

7. The system of claim 1, wherein the count indicators 
comprise color data. 

8. The system of claim 1, wherein the count indicators 
comprise binary indicators. 

9. A method for providing relationship visualizations, the 
method comprising: 

receiving, from a user of a computer system comprising a 
hardware computer processor, selection of a plurality of 
objects; 

determining, based on input from the user or default set 
tings, an action associated with the plurality of objects to 
include in a visualization; 

identifying, by the computer system, a plurality of the 
determined actions associated with respective objects; 

determining, by the computer system, a first time unit 
associated with each of a plurality of sections of a first 
axis; 

determining, by the computer system, a second time unit 
associated with each of a plurality of sections of a second 
axis, wherein the first time unit comprises a plurality of 
the second time units and each section of the first axis 
intersects with a plurality of sections of the second axis; 

assigning, by the computer system, respective first time 
periods to each of the sections of the first axis based on 
the determined first time unit and respective second time 
periods to each of the section of the second axis based on 
the determined second time unit; 
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for each identified action associated with respective 
objects, by the computer system: 
determining, based on one or more properties of the 

respective object, an action time associated with the 
identified action; 

determining a first time period that includes the action 
time; 

determining a second time period that includes the 
action time; and 

incrementing a count of actions associated with the 
determined first time period and the determined sec 
ond time period; 

generating user interface data configured to display the 
visualization including: 
indicators of the first time periods on respective sections 

of the first axis; 
indicators of the second time periods on respective sec 

tions of the second axis; and 
count indicators at intersections of first time periods and 

second time periods, the count indicators correspond 
ing to respective counts of actions associated with the 
respective first time period and second time period. 

10. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
receiving, from the user of the computer system, user inter 

face input data via touch screen input. 
11. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
receiving, from the user of the computer system, user inter 

face input data associated with modifying the first time 
unit and/or the second time unit; and 

updating the user interface data configured to display the 
visualization based on the modified first time unit and/or 
second time unit. 

12. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
receiving, from the user of the computer system, user inter 

face input data associated with modifying the first time 
period and/or the second time period; and 

updating the user interface data configured to display the 
visualization based on the modified first time period 
and/or second time period. 

13. The method of claim 9, further comprising: 
receiving, from the user of the computer system, user inter 

face input data associated with removing one or more of 
the first time periods from a first side of the first axis and 
adding one or more additional first time periods on a 
second side of the first axis opposite the first side; and 

updating, by the computer system, the user interface data 
configured to display the visualization based on the 
received user interface input data. 

14. The method of claim 9, wherein the count indicators 
comprise color data. 

15. The method of claim 9, wherein the count indicators 
comprise binary indicators. 

16. Non-transitory computer storage comprising instruc 
tions for causing a computer system to provide relationship 
visualizations by: 

receiving, from a user of the computer system, selection of 
a plurality of objects; 

determining, based on input from the user or default set 
tings, an action associated with the plurality of objects to 
include in a visualization; 

identifying a plurality of the determined actions associated 
with respective objects; 

determining a first time unit associated with each of a 
plurality of sections of a first axis; 
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determining a second time unit associated with each of a 
plurality of sections of a second axis, wherein the first 
time unit comprises a plurality of the second time units 
and each section of the first axis intersects with a plural 
ity of sections of the second axis; 

assigning respective first time periods to each of the sec 
tions of the first axis based on the determined first time 
unit and respective second time periods to each of the 
section of the second axis based on the determined sec 
ond time unit; 

for each identified action associated with respective 
objects: 
determining, based on one or more properties of the 

respective object, an action time associated with the 
identified action; 

determining a first time period that includes the action 
time; 

determining a second time period that includes the 
action time; and 

incrementing a count of actions associated with the 
determined first time period and the determined sec 
ond time period; 

generating user interface data configured to display the 
visualization including: 
indicators of the first time periods on respective sections 

of the first axis; 
indicators of the second time periods on respective sec 

tions of the second axis; and 
count indicators at intersections of first time periods and 

second time periods, the count indicators correspond 
ing to respective counts of actions associated with the 
respective first time period and second time period. 

17. The non-transitory computer storage of claim 16, 
wherein the instructions further cause the computing system 
tO: 

receive user interface input data via touch screen input. 
18. The non-transitory computer storage of claim 16, 

wherein the instructions cause the computer system to: 
receive user interface input data associated with modifying 

the first time unit and/or the second time unit; and 
update the user interface data configured to display the 

visualization based on the modified first time unit and/or 
second time unit. 

19. The non-transitory computer storage of claim 16, 
wherein the instructions further cause the computer system 
tO: 

receive user interface input data associated with modifying 
the first time period and/or the second time period; and 

update the user interface data configured to display the 
visualization based on the modified first time period 
and/or second time period. 

20. The non-transitory computer storage of claim 16, 
wherein the instructions further cause the computer system 
tO: 

receive user interface input data associated with removing 
one or more of the first time periods from a first side of 
the first axis and adding one or more additional first time 
periods on a second side of the first axis opposite the first 
side; and 

update the user interface data configured to display the 
visualization based on the received user interface input 
data. 
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202 RECEIVE HEALTHCARE-RELATED DATA FROM ONE 
ORMORE DATASOURCE. 

204 RECOGNIZE PATTERN BASED ON THE 
HEALTHCARE-RELATED DATA. 

206 GENERATE SCHEME FROMPATTERN. 

208 OPTIONALLY MODIFY SCHEME FOR SHARING. 

210 SHARE SCHEME THROUGHHEALTHCARE FRAUD 
SHARING SYSTEM. 

212 
SHARE SCHEME WITH EXTERNAL SYSTEMS. 

214 OPTIONALLY ENABLE THE SCHEME. 

FIG. 2 
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302 FRAUDULENT ATTACK/ACTIVITY AGAINSTAN 
ENTITY. 

304 
IDENTIFY ATTACK AND/OR RECORD FRAUD DATA. 

306 OPTIONALLY MODIFY FRAUD DATA. 

308 SHARE FRAUD DATA THROUGHHEALTHCARE FRAUD 
SHARING SYSTEM. 

310 SHARE FRAUD DATA WITH EXTERNAL SYSTEMS. 

312 OPTIONALLY USE THE FRAUD DATA (E.G., 
IMPLEMENT FRAUD ALERTS, BLOCK FRAUDULENT 

ACTIVITY, ETC.) 

FIG. 3 
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402 OPTIONALLY REDACT IRRELEVANT AND/OR 
SENSITIVE DATA. 

404 OPTIONALLY SPECIFY WHO CAN RECEIVE THE FRAUD 

DATA AND/OR SCHEMES. 

406 OPTIONALLY MAKE THE FRAUD DATA AND/OR 
SCHEMES ANONYMOUS. 

408 OPTIONALLY WEIGHT FRAUD DATA AND/OR 
SCHEMES. 

FIG. 4 
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602 
RECEIVE FRAUD DATA FROM SEPARATE ENTITIES. 

604 OPTIONALLY IDENTIFY RELATED FRAUD DATA (E.G., 
FRAUD BY THE SAME ACTOR, RELEVANT FRAUD 

DATA FOR THE SAME CASE, ETC.) 

606 RECOGNIZE PATTERN BETWEEN THE FRAUD DATA 
FROM THE DIFFERENT ENTITIES. 

608 GENERATE SCHEME FROMPATTERN. 

610 SHARE SCHEME THROUGHHEALTHCARE FRAUD 
SYSTEM. 

612 SHARE SCHEME WITH EXTERNAL SYSTEMS. 

614 OPTIONALLY ENABLE THE SCHEME. 

FIG. 6 
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HEALTHCARE FRAUD SHARING SYSTEM 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY 
PRIORITY APPLICATIONS 

0001. Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1.57. 
0002 This application claims benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application Ser. No. 61/942,480 entitled “Security 
Sharing System filed Feb. 20, 2014, which is hereby incor 
porated by reference in its entirety. 
0003. This application claims benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application Ser. No. 61/986,783 entitled “Healthcare 
Fraud Sharing System filed Apr. 30, 2014, which is hereby 
incorporated by reference in its entirety. 
0004. This application claims benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application Ser. No. 62/004,651 entitled “Healthcare 
Fraud Sharing System filed May 29, 2014, which is hereby 
incorporated by reference in its entirety. 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0005. This application is related to but does not claim 
priority from U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/968,265 
entitled “Generating Data Clusters With Customizable 
Analysis Strategies' filed Aug. 15, 2013, and U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 13/968,213 entitled “Prioritizing Data 
Clusters With Customizable Scoring Strategies' filed Aug. 
15, 2013, which are hereby incorporated by reference in their 
entireties and collectively referred to herein as the “Cluster 
references.” 
0006. This application is related to but does not claim 
priority from U.S. Pat. No. 8,515,912 entitled “Sharing And 
Deconflicting Data Changes In A Multimaster Database Sys 
tem' filed Jul. 15, 2010, U.S. Pat. No. 8,527,461 entitled 
“Cross-ACL Multi-Master Replication” filed Nov. 27, 2012, 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/076,804 entitled “Cross 
Ontology Multi-Master Replication filed Mar. 31, 2011, 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/657.684 entitled “Sharing 
Information Between Nexuses That Use Different Classifica 
tion Schemes For Information Access Control filed Oct. 22, 
2012, and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/922,437 
entitled “System And Method For Incrementally Replicating 
Investigative Analysis Data' filed Jun. 20, 2013, which are 
hereby incorporated by reference in their entireties and col 
lectively referred to herein as the “Sharing references.” 
0007. This application is related to but does not claim 
priority from U.S. Pat. No. 8,489.623 entitled “Creating Data 
In A Data Store Using A Dynamic Ontology' filed May 12, 
2011, which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety 
and referred to herein as the “Ontology reference.” 
0008. This application is related to but does not claim 
priority from U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/223,918 
entitled “Verifiable Redactable Audit Log filed Mar. 24, 
2014, which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety 
and referred to herein as the Audit reference.” 

BACKGROUND 

0009. In the area of computer-based platforms, healthcare 
fraud data may be collected, analyzed, and used to protect 
healthcare providers from fraud. 
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SUMMARY 

0010. The systems, methods, and devices described herein 
each have several aspects, no single one of which is solely 
responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the 
Scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting features will 
now be discussed briefly. 
0011. In some embodiments, a system for sharing health 
care fraud information comprises one or more computing 
devices programmed, via executable code instructions. When 
executed, the executable code instructions may cause the 
system to implement a fraud data unit. The fraud data unit 
may be configured to receive a plurality of healthcare fraud 
data from one or more entities. The healthcarefraud data may 
comprise information regarding one or more healthcarefraud 
attacks detected by respective entities. When further 
executed, the executable code instructions may cause the 
system to implement a scheme unit. The scheme unit may be 
configured to receive a scheme from a first entity of a plurality 
of entities. A scheme may be based at least in part on health 
care fraud data associated with the first entity (e.g., detected 
by the first entity), wherein the scheme may be configured to 
be executable by one or more entities to recognize more 
healthcare fraud attacks. When further executed, the code 
instructions may cause the system to implement a fraud data 
modification unit. The fraud data modification unit may be 
configured to redact portions of the healthcare fraud data 
from various entities such that the redacted portions are not 
detectable in the healthcare fraud. The fraud data modifica 
tion may be further configured to redact portions of the 
scheme such that the redacted portions are not detectable 
scheme. When further executed, the code instructions may 
cause the system to implement a distribution unit. The distri 
bution unit may be configured to share the healthcare fraud 
data with multiple entities. The distribution unit any further 
configured to share the scheme with multiple entities. 
0012. In some embodiments, a non-transitory computer 
storage comprises instructions for causing one or more com 
puting devices to share healthcare fraud information. When 
executed, the instructions may receive a plurality of health 
care related data from one or more open source data sources. 
When further executed, the instructions may receive a scheme 
from a first entity of a plurality of entities. The scheme may be 
configured to be executable by one or more entities to recog 
nize one or more healthcarefraud attacks based at least in part 
on healthcare related data from at least one open source data 
source. When further executed, the instructions may transmit 
the scheme to one or more entities. The transmission of the 
scheme to one or more entities may be in accordance with 
sharing rules established by the one or more entities. 
0013. In some embodiments, a computer-implemented 
method for sharing healthcare fraud information comprises 
receiving a plurality of healthcare fraud data from one or 
more entities. The healthcare fraud data may comprise infor 
mation regarding one or more healthcare fraud attacks 
detected by respective entities. The method may further com 
prise receiving a scheme. The scheme may be based at least in 
part on the plurality of healthcare fraud attack information 
from the one or more entities. The scheme may be configured 
to be executable by a plurality of the entities to recognize one 
or more healthcare fraud attacks. The method may further 
comprise transmitting the scheme to one or more entities. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0014 Certain aspects of the disclosure will become more 
readily appreciated as those aspects become better under 
stood by reference to the following detailed description, when 
taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 
0015 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
healthcare fraud sharing system, according to Some embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 
0016 FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating an example scheme 
generating and sharing process, according to some embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 
0017 FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating an example fraud 
data sharing process, according to Some embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 
0018 FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an example modi 
fication process for fraud data and/or schemes, according to 
Some embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0019 FIG. 5 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
healthcare fraud sharing system sharing fraud data, Schemes, 
and/or modified fraud data, according to Some embodiments 
of the present disclosure. 
0020 FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an example scheme 
sharing process for multiple fraud attacks, according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0021 FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
healthcare fraud sharing system sharing fraud data, Schemes, 
and/or modified fraud data from different entities, according 
to some embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0022 FIG. 8A illustrates an example healthcare fraud 
sharing and/or redaction table, according to some embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 
0023 FIG.8B illustrates example fraud data and/or modi 
fied fraud databased on healthcarefraud attacks, according to 
Some embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0024 FIG. 8C illustrates example schemes in a format 
comprising code instructions, according to Some embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 
0025 FIG. 9A illustrates an example user interface of the 
healthcare fraud sharing system, according to Some embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 
0026 FIG.9B illustrates an example user interface for 
viewing data objects within the healthcare fraud sharing sys 
tem, according to some embodiments of the present disclo 
SU 

0027 FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
healthcare fraud sharing system with which various methods 
and systems discussed herein may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0028. Healthcare fraud information may be shared with 
the goal of improving particular aspects of healthcare fraud 
detection. For example, in a computer-based context, health 
care fraud information and strategies may be orally shared 
among institutions and/or individuals at a healthcare fraud 
conference. Additionally, insider tips may be shared from 
person to person to exchange healthcare fraud information. 
The institutions and/or individuals may then implement 
detection and/or defensive strategies through their computing 
systems with rules-based filters or retrospective claims inves 
tigations. The traditional patchwork of fraud detection often 
fails against Sophisticated, adaptive, and determined adver 
Sa1S. 
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0029. In addition to sharing of healthcarefraud data orally, 
disclosed herein are systems for the Secure sharing of health 
care fraud information and/or detection strategies among 
multiple entities. Using the techniques and systems described 
herein, healthcare fraud threats and/or healthcare waste may 
be addressed in near or real time more preemptively and/or 
efficiently by utilizing more information and/or analysis from 
other entities. Those techniques and systems may comprise 
automatic and/or in an ad hoc manner sharing fraud informa 
tion and/or generic schemes to combat healthcare fraud 
threats and/or waste. 

0030 Sharing attack, fraud, and/or waste information may 
allow for distributive and/or efficient responses to healthcare 
fraud threats and/or waste. Institutions, organizations, enti 
ties, and/or the government may share attack and/or waste 
information automatically and/or in an ad hoc manner. The 
healthcare fraud sharing system may modify fraud and/or 
waste data to redact confidential, personal, and/or sensitive 
information for sharing with other entities. 
0031 Driven by the prospect of financial gain via fraud or 
abuse, fraud perpetrators attack from multiple angles using an 
ever expanding set of fraud Schemes. In contrast, organiza 
tions often operate in silos and are unable to singlehandedly 
detect and mitigate the sheer volume and diversity of health 
fraud. 

0032. The healthcare fraud sharing system may enable 
participating organizations to exchange critical information 
and/or context about emerging health fraud threats in real 
time, Subject to highly granular access controls and/or auto 
matic redaction of sensitive data. In some embodiments, 
secure sharing, which may be achieved through secure com 
munication protocols (e.g., one or more encryption standards 
and/or protocols), access controls, and/or the redaction of 
data, may enable compliancy with laws governing the han 
dling of personal and/or healthcare-related data. For example, 
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
(“HIPAA) may mandate that certain information be redacted 
and/or de-identified. Participating organizations may 
instantly gain access to real or near time feeds and/or intelli 
gence, shared and enriched by participants across multiple 
industries and/or geographic boundaries. With the healthcare 
fraud sharing system, participating organizations may col 
laboratively improve situational awareness, obtain a compre 
hensive understanding of threats facing their organizations, 
and/or harden collective defenses against a wide range of 
fraud threats. In some embodiments, the healthcare fraud 
sharing system may provide a full Suite of data integration and 
analytical capabilities that allow organizations to quickly 
pivot from fraud identification to incident response and miti 
gation, all within the same platform. In some embodiments, 
the healthcare fraud sharing system may use, receive, and/or 
share healthcare-related data from data sources separate and/ 
or distinct from the entities of the healthcare fraud sharing 
system. Thus, the healthcare fraud sharing system may allow 
organizations to proactively detect, investigate, and prevent 
healthcare fraud. 

0033. In some, embodiments, the healthcare fraud sharing 
system may enable compliance with laws and/or regulations, 
such as HIPAA, by allowing the separation and/or security of 
data at two levels. For example, all personally identifiable 
data may be automatically separated, configured, and/or 
flagged by access controls at the entity level Such that the data 
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may not be shared with other entities. Thus, the sharing of 
personally identifiable data and/or sensitive information may 
be impossible. 
0034 Sharing of generic schemes through the healthcare 
fraud sharing system may efficiently combat healthcarefraud 
threats. In some embodiments, a scheme may be generated by 
human analysts and/or any participating entity and pushed to 
the healthcare fraud sharing system for use by other partici 
pating entities. In some embodiments, a scheme may be gen 
erated by the healthcare fraud sharing system following an 
attack and/or instance of fraud against any entity using the 
system. Fraud attacks and/or instances of fraud are described 
in further detail below. A scheme may differ from a specific 
fraud attack and/or fraud instance by comprising more 
abstract characteristics of a fraud attack that may be used to 
proactively detect other fraud attacks, which is described in 
further detail below. The schemes may be configured to be 
enabled and/or implemented on other entities and/or comput 
ing systems to defend against and/or combat healthcarefraud 
attacks from being perpetuated. 
0035) System Overview 
0036 FIG. 1 illustrates a healthcare fraud sharing system, 
according to some embodiments of the present disclosure. In 
the example embodiment of FIG. 1, the healthcare fraud 
sharing environment 190 comprises a network 120, a health 
care fraud sharing system 100, one or more healthcare fraud 
attacks 130 (including healthcare fraud attacks 130A, 130B, 
130C, 130D, 130E, and 130F in the example of FIG. 1), one 
or more entities 110 (including entities 110A, 110B, and 
110C in the example of FIG. 1), and fraud detection schemes 
140 (including fraud detection schemes 140A, 140B, and 
140C). The network 120 may comprise, but is not limited to, 
one or more local area networks, secure networks, wide area 
network, wireless local area network, wireless wide area net 
work, the Internet, or any combination thereof. As shown by 
FIG. 1, the healthcare fraud sharing system 100 may share 
healthcare fraud data and/or schemes with one or more enti 
ties 110. 

0037. In some embodiments, such as the example embodi 
ment of FIG. 1, the healthcare fraud sharing environment 190 
further comprises one or more healthcare-related data sources 
150 (including data sources 150A and 150B) and one or more 
healthcare-related data 152 (including healthcare-related 
data 152A and 152B). 
0038. In some embodiments, the healthcare fraud sharing 
environment 190 may not comprise a network. Some entities, 
Such as, but not limited to, government entities, may not be 
connected to a network and/or may not want to share health 
care fraud information via a network. Thus, sharing of health 
care fraud information by the healthcare fraud sharing system 
may occur via physical transport, such as, but not limited to, 
Universal Serial Bus (“USB) drives, external hard drives, 
and/or any other type of media storage. 
0039. The entities 110 may comprise one or more com 
puting devices. For example, an entity 110 may be institution, 
Such as, but not limited to, a healthcare provider, pharmacy, 
insurance company and/or organization, a government orga 
nization, and/or any organization that can use healthcare 
fraud related data. 
0040. There may be many different variations and/or types 
of a healthcare fraud attack and/or instance 130. Several 
examples of healthcare fraud attacks and/or instances are 
discussed herein, but these are not limiting in the types of 
other healthcare fraud attacks the healthcare fraud sharing 
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system may be able to detect. For example, a healthcarefraud 
attack may comprise fraud strategies, such as, but not limited 
to, upcoding, unbundling, unnecessary procedures/tests, and/ 
or other attack strategies disclosed herein. Healthcare fraud 
attacks may take place at physical locations, such as health 
care fraud attack 130B, which may illustrate a fraud attack at 
entity 110A (e.g., fraud at a pharmacy location within an 
insurance network or a fraudulent claim submitted for ser 
vices not received, that charge more than they should, or a 
charge for services for deceased patients, etc.). Healthcare 
fraud attacks may be received over the network. For example, 
healthcare fraud attack 130D may illustrate an instance of 
fraud that is received via the network 120 (e.g., a perpetrator 
fraudulently purchases and/or orders drugs via the network 
120 or a fraudulent claim submission and/or reimbursement 
process via the network 120). Healthcarefraud attacks and/or 
healthcare fraud patterns may evolve and/or change over 
time. Therefore, the healthcare fraud sharing system may be 
configured to handle different types of healthcare fraud 
attacks and/or the changes in healthcare fraud attacks over 
t1me. 

I0041) The following are non-limiting examples of health 
care fraud attacks. In an upcoding example, instead of using 
the appropriate procedure code, a healthcare office may use a 
procedure code that is more highly reimbursing and/or of 
higher value. In an unbundling example, instead of using the 
appropriate procedure code, a healthcare office might break 
out the component parts of a procedure into individual com 
ponent procedure codes to obfuscate a non-covered service 
and/or increase compensation by charging more for the indi 
vidual procedures than the actual bundled procedure costs. In 
an unnecessary procedures and/or tests example, patients 
receive and/or extra tests and/or procedures are reported at an 
office to increase compensation for that office. In some 
examples, unnecessary procedures and/or tests may represent 
healthcare waste, which may be detected by the healthcare 
fraud sharing system. 
0042. In the example embodiment of FIG. 1, entity 110A 
may be attacked by and/or defrauded by one or more health 
care fraud attacks 130A, 113B, 130C, and/or 130D. Entity 
110A and/or human analysts of entity 110A may generate 
fraud detection scheme 140A to be shared with other entities 
through the healthcare fraud sharing system 100. The same 
fraud detection scheme 140 may be received by other entities 
through the healthcare fraud sharing system 100 via the net 
work 120. 
0043. In some embodiments, schemes and/or fraud data 
may be enhanced and/or improved through the use of health 
care-related data 152 from non-entity data sources 150. For 
example, a fraud detection scheme may detect fraud where a 
membership identifier is being fraudulently used at a phar 
macy and/or healthcare provider for a person on a deceased 
list. The healthcare fraud sharing system 100 may receive 
healthcare-related fraud data 152A from a data source 150A 
via the network 120. In the deceased person example, the 
healthcare fraud sharing system 100 may receive data from a 
deceased person master list, which may correspond to the 
data source 150. Thus, a fraud detection scheme may rely on 
and/or use data from a deceased person master list to detect a 
membership identifier associated with a deceased person. 
0044) In some embodiments, the healthcare fraud sharing 
system 100 may receive healthcare-related data 152B from 
data source 150B that is not connected to the network 120. For 
example, receipt of the healthcare-related data 152B may 
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occur via physical transport, such as, but not limited to, USB 
drives, external hard drives, and/or any other type of media 
Storage. 
0045. As used herein and as discussed in further detail 
below, a “data source' may refer to an entity 110, a source of 
information that is proprietary and/or local to an entity, and/or 
a non-entity source of information, Such as, but not limited to, 
a public website, public vendor, and/or private vendor of 
information. Also, as used herein, "healthcare-related data' 
may refer to healthcare fraud attack data and/or other data 
from entities and/or data that originates from non-entity data 
Sources. In some embodiments, weighting data may be asso 
ciated with the data sources, such that the weightings are 
indicative of a reliability of healthcare related data from the 
respective data sources. 
0046. The healthcare fraud sharing system 100 may oper 
ate as a single instance, client server system, or as a distrib 
uted system. For example, there may be multiple instances of 
the healthcare fraud sharing system 100 running simulta 
neously that communicate through the network 120. In some 
embodiments, each healthcare fraud sharing system instance 
operates independently and/or autonomously. In some 
embodiments, there is a central server of the healthcare fraud 
sharing system 100 and individual clients of the healthcare 
fraud sharing system communicate with the central server via 
the network 120. In the central server example, the central 
server may contain the open source data, which is described in 
further detail below. Each participant of the healthcare fraud 
sharing system 100 may communicate with other participants 
and/or the central server, Such as via a federated search engine 
(e.g., DINO) 
0047 Schemes 
0048. A scheme may comprise code instructions and/or 
sets of data that enable a healthcarefraud system and/or entity 
to implement detection and/or defense strategies against 
healthcarefraud attacks. A scheme differs from specific fraud 
data in that a scheme may include more abstract characteris 
tics of an attack that can be used to detect other attacks. For 
example, a scheme may comprise code instructions and/or 
data representing upcoding behavior based on a pattern of 
outlier procedures and/oran increase in certain types of com 
plex procedures over time. In different fraud attacks, adver 
saries may upcode different procedures. Thus, a scheme that 
identifies upcoding behavior does not necessarily indicate 
particular procedure codes and/or particular entities that have 
been implicated and/or attacked by the upcoding behavior, 
but may include characteristics of the upcoding behavior, 
such as may be reported by multiple entities, which can be 
used to detect similar attacks. For example, an upcoding 
scheme may represent a percentage based threshold for 
detecting outlier procedures, an increase over time threshold 
for complex procedures, and/or any other information that 
may be used by an entity to identify similar upcoding activi 
ties. Sharing of an upcoding scheme, whether based on 
upcoding data from a single entity and/or upcoding data from 
multiple entities (e.g., as may be developed by the healthcare 
fraud sharing system 100 in response to receiving upcoding 
activity data from multiple entities), may enable early detec 
tion by the entity and/or the healthcare fraud sharing system 
of upcoding behavior. 
0049. A scheme may be in various formats, such as source 
code and/or code instructions, a database format, Stored pro 
cedures, queries, files, XML, JSON, a file format that is 
proprietary to the healthcare fraud sharing system 100, or any 
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other format, and may be encrypted or have healthcare fraud 
of any available type, and/or some combination thereof. In 
some embodiments, a scheme may be enabled on different 
entities and/or computer systems without modification. For 
example, two different entities may use different healthcare 
processing systems (e.g., systems that process healthcare 
and/or insurance claims). The scheme may be sufficiently 
abstracted Such that, with Some configuration data and/or 
configuration of the entity's computing devices, the same 
scheme checking for upcoding (or other) behavior may be run 
on different entities that have different healthcare processing 
systems. For example, different entities may be configured 
with the healthcarefraud sharing system to both receive fraud 
detection alerts based on the same scheme, even though the 
different entities have different back end systems because 
they have been configured and/or integrated with the health 
care fraud sharing system. 
0050. In some embodiments, schemes and/or the output of 
schemes, such as healthcare fraud detection data, may be 
clustered by the systems, methods, and/or techniques dis 
closed in the Cluster references. For example, related 
schemes and/or the output of schemes may be clustered as 
illustrated by U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/968,265. A 
human technician may then view and analyze the cluster of 
related Schemes and/or output of the schemes. 
0051 Example Scheme Sharing 
0.052 FIG. 2 is a flowchart illustrating a scheme sharing 
process, according to Some embodiments of the present dis 
closure. The method of FIG. 2 may be performed by the 
healthcare fraud sharing system and/or the one or more enti 
ties discussed about with reference to FIG.1. Depending on 
the embodiment, the method of FIG.2 may include fewer or 
additional blocks and/or the blocks may be performed in 
order different than is illustrated. 
0053 Beginning at block 202, healthcare-related data, 
Such as fraud attack data and/or other data, is received from 
one or more data sources and/or entities. For example, the 
healthcarefraud attack may correspond to an upcoding attack 
and/or instance of fraud that includes hundreds or thousands 
of office visits and/or procedures that have been identified by 
a particular entity. The data corresponding to the upcoding 
attacks may be received by the healthcare fraud sharing sys 
tem 

0054. At block 204, a pattern may be recognized based on 
the healthcare-related data. A detected and/or recognized pat 
tern may indicate generalized properties and/or characteris 
tics regarding healthcare fraud attacks. In the upcoding 
example, a detected pattern may indicate particular proce 
dures for upcoding, percentage thresholds for upcoding, and/ 
or thresholds for particular types of procedures (e.g., complex 
and/or expensive procedures) over time. 
0055. In some embodiments, there may be some variations 
of recognition of the pattern at block 204. Recognition of a 
pattern from the healthcare fraud attack at block 204 may be 
manual or automatic. For example, automatic pattern recog 
nition by the healthcarefraud sharing system may occur from 
identifying upcoding of particular types of procedures and/or 
at particular outlier percentage thresholds. The use of outlier 
percentages is discussed further below with reference to FIG. 
8B. In some embodiments, human analysts may review the 
healthcare fraud attacks to recognize a pattern from them. 
0056. In some embodiments, recognition of patterns 
occurs by the systems, methods, and/or techniques disclosed 
in the Cluster references. For example, healthcare attack data 
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may be visualized by user interface clusters, as discussed 
below with reference to FIG.9B. 
0057. At block 206, a scheme may be generated from the 
recognized pattern. In some embodiments, generation of 
schemes is automatic, manual, or some combination thereof. 
0058 At block 208, the scheme may be optionally modi 
fied for sharing, such as in the manner discussed with refer 
ence to FIG. 4, below. 
0059. At block 210, the healthcare fraud sharing system 
may share the scheme with one or more other entities or 
external systems. The fraud scheme may be provided by the 
entity 110 to the healthcare fraud sharing system 100, such as 
via the network 120 of FIG. 1. Depending on the embodi 
ment, the fraud scheme may be shared in various manners, 
Such as via a shared network location that stores the scheme, 
a direct communication via an email or HTTP communica 
tion, or in any other manner. 
0060. In some embodiments, sharing of the fraud scheme 
at block 206 occurs by the systems, methods, and/or tech 
niques disclosed in the Sharing references. For example, a 
fraud scheme may be shared and/or deconflicted through a 
replicated database system as illustrated by U.S. Pat. No. 
8.515,912, thereby preventing duplicate and/or conflicting 
copies of data. Fraud Schemes may also be shared through a 
database system with multiple ontologies as illustrated by 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/076,804. The sharing of 
fraud scheme may also occur via incremental database repli 
cation as illustrated by U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
13/922,437. 
0061. In some embodiments, secure sharing through 
audited activity logs occurs by the systems, methods, and/or 
techniques disclosed in the Audit reference. For example, 
sharing activity may be stored in cryptographically immu 
table audit logs that can be quickly analyzed for Suspicious 
user behavior. 
0062. In some embodiments, the clusters generated by the 
systems, methods, and/or techniques disclosed in the Cluster 
references and/or other healthcare fraud information may be 
shared by the systems, methods, and/or techniques disclosed 
in the Sharing references, other mechanisms illustrated in this 
disclosure, and/or any other manner. 
0063. At block 212, the fraud scheme that is received at the 
healthcare fraud sharing system 100 is wholly or partially 
shared with one or more entities 110. For example, if the fraud 
scheme is received from entity 110A, the healthcare fraud 
sharing system 100 may share the fraud scheme to entities 
110B, 110C, and/or external systems, such as in accordance 
with sharing preferences of the entities. 
0064. At block 214, the scheme may be optionally enabled 
by the external system and/or entity. 
0065. Example Fraud Sharing Processes 
0066 FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating a fraud attack and/ 
or fraud instance sharing process, according to Some embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. The method of FIG.3 may be 
performed by the healthcare fraud sharing system and/or one 
or more entities discussed about with reference to FIG. 1. 
Depending on the embodiment, the method of FIG.3 may 
include fewer or additional blocks and/or the blocks may be 
performed in order different than is illustrated. 
0067. Beginning in block 302, a fraudulent attack and/or 
activity is made against one of the entities 110. As noted 
above, various activities may be considered attacks on an 
entity 110. For example, false and/or unnecessary healthcare 
procedures may be reported and/or invoiced at the entity. 
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0068. At block 304, the healthcare fraud attack is identi 
fied and/or recorded as fraud data. For example, the entity 110 
may identify the use of upcoded, unbundled, and/or unnec 
essary procedures and/or tests. The fraud data may comprise 
information about the healthcare fraud attack, such as the 
procedure codes used, number of procedures, where the pro 
cedures took place, and/or identifiers regarding the deter 
mined attackers. In some embodiments, the healthcare fraud 
attack may be identified automatically or the attack may be 
identified by a human analyst, Such as a fraud detection ana 
lyst. In some embodiments, attacks are initially detected and/ 
or flagged by one or more systems and/or processes and then 
a human analyst confirms the detected attack before the fraud 
data is shared, such as according to the process described 
below. 

0069. In some embodiments, identification of attacks and/ 
or instances of fraud occurs by the systems, methods, and/or 
techniques disclosed in the Cluster references. For example, 
related healthcare fraud attacks may be clustered as illus 
trated by U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/968,265. A 
human analyst may then view and analyze the cluster of 
related healthcare fraud attacks. Clusters of healthcare fraud 
attacks may also receive rankings and/or scorings as illus 
trated by U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/968,213. 
0070. In some embodiments, fraud data, schemes, and/or 
other healthcare fraud information may be a data object 
according to the systems, methods, and/or techniques dis 
closed in the Ontology reference. For example, fraud data, 
schemes, and/or other healthcare fraud information may be 
included in data objects that are included in an ontology, 
which may be shared with other entities across the healthcare 
fraud sharing system and/or the data objects remain uniform 
across the entities they are shared with. In other words, the 
healthcare fraud sharing system may support a unified data 
object ontology. Additionally, each entity may support its 
own data object model and/or ontology that is different from 
its peer entities. In some embodiments, an ontology may 
provide a consistent view of fraud data across multiple enti 
ties. Another benefit of a unified data object ontology is to 
prevent duplicate and/or conflicting copies of data objects, 
and/or to allow for easy de-duplication of data objects. 
(0071. At block 306, the fraud data may be optionally 
modified for sharing. For example, information regarding 
account numbers or personal information, such as Social 
security numbers, may be removed from the fraud data before 
it is shared with the healthcare fraud sharing system 100. The 
entity 110 may remove and/or modify data regarding the 
attack and/or the healthcare fraud sharing system 100 may 
remove and/or modify data regarding the attack once received 
from the entity 110 (e.g., as discussed below in block 308). 
(0072 Next, at block 308, the fraud data may be provided 
by the entity 110 to the healthcare fraud sharing system 100, 
such as via the network 120 of FIG.1. The sharing of the fraud 
data with the healthcare fraud sharing system may be similar 
to the sharing of the schemes with the healthcare fraud shar 
ing system at block 210 of FIG. 2. The fraud data may be in 
various formats, such as a database format, files, XML, 
JSON, a file format that is proprietary to the healthcare fraud 
sharing system 100, or any other format, and maybe 
encrypted or have healthcare fraud of any available type. 
0073. In some embodiments, sharing of fraud data at block 
308 occurs by the systems, methods, and/or techniques dis 
closed in the Sharing references. 
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0074. In some embodiments, the clusters generated by the 
systems, methods, and/or techniques disclosed in the Cluster 
references and/or other healthcare fraud information may be 
shared by the systems, methods, and/or techniques disclosed 
in the Sharing references, other mechanisms illustrated in this 
disclosure, and/or any other manner. 
0075. At block 310, the fraud data that is received at the 
healthcare fraud sharing system 100 is wholly or partially 
shared with one or more entities 110. The sharing of fraud 
data with external systems may be similar to the sharing of the 
schemes with external systems at block 212 of FIG. 2. 
0076. At block 312, the fraud data may be optionally used 
by the entities with which the fraud data is shared. For 
example, the fraud data may be used to proactively detect 
and/or hopefully prevent similar attacks. 
0077. There may be some variations of the optional use of 
the fraud data at block 312. For example, an entity 110B, may 
implement healthcare fraud defenses, such as fraud alerts, 
against the actors and/or behaviors identified in the fraud 
data. In another example, the entity 110B, may conduct a 
search for the fraudulent behavior throughout the entity's 
historical records based on the received fraud data. Thus, the 
fraud data may be used to identify previous attacks (which 
may be ongoing) and initiate recovery actions (e.g., flagging 
accounts, stopping payments, initiating enforcementactions, 
etc.). 
0078 Modifying Fraud Data and/or Schemes 
007.9 FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating a modification pro 
cess for fraud data and/or schemes, according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure. The method of FIG. 4 
may be performed in whole, or in part, as part of block 208 of 
FIG.2 and/or block 306 of FIG.3. Depending on the embodi 
ment, the method of FIG. 4 may include fewer or additional 
blocks and/or the blocks may be performed in order that is 
different than illustrated. 
0080. At block 402, irrelevant and/or sensitive data may be 
redacted from fraud data and/or schemes. For example, fraud 
data may initially comprise sensitive personal information, 
Such as, but not limited to, Social security numbers, health 
records, names, birthdates, addresses, etc. An entity may not 
want to and/or be legally prohibited from sharing such infor 
mation. An entity may redact and/or remove particular infor 
mation. Thus, redaction, removal, and/or de-identification 
may allow an entity to be in compliance with applicable laws 
and/or regulations. Removal of sensitive information and/or 
entity specific information, Such as internal account numbers, 
from fraud data, may abstract the fraud data to increase 
usability by other entities. In some embodiments, redaction of 
fraud data and/or schemes is automatic, manual, or some 
combination thereof. For example, there may be a config 
urable list offields, such as, name, account number, etc., to be 
removed from fraud data and/or schemes. Redaction may 
require approval by a human analyst. In some embodiments, 
redaction of fraud data and/or schemes may be performed by 
a human analyst. 
0081. At block 404, recipients may be specified for fraud 
data and/or schemes. For example, an entity may only want to 
send fraud data to other entities it has close relationships with 
or entities in a particular vertical market or having other 
attributes. Therefore, the entity may specify one or more 
criteria for entities with which fraud data and/or schemes may 
be shared with through the healthcare fraud sharing system. 
The sharing data may be provided in any available format, and 
may apply to sharing of fraud data and/or scheme data from 
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the entity that provides the sharing data. In some embodi 
ments, a human analyst must approve and/or select the recipi 
ents of fraud data and/or schemes. 
I0082 In some embodiments, access controls for replicat 
ing fraud data and/or schemes at block 404 occurs by the 
systems, methods, and/or techniques disclosed in the Sharing 
references. For example, asynchronous replication of fraud 
data and/or schemes occur via access control policies illus 
trated by U.S. Pat. No. 8,527,461. Replication of fraud data 
and/or schemes may occur where databases use different 
classification schemes for information access control as illus 
trated by U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/657,684. 
I0083. At block 406, fraud data and/or schemes may be 
made anonymous. For example, fraud data and/or schemes 
may comprise the Source entity of the fraud data and/or 
schemes. Thus, an entity may specify whether the sharing 
fraud data and/or schemes should be anonymous. In some 
embodiments, there is a global setting and/or configuration 
for specifying anonymity. There may be a configurable set 
ting enabling anonymity for some recipients but not others. In 
Some embodiments, a human may approve or specify ano 
nymity for each fraud data item and/or scheme that is shared. 
I0084. At block 408, fraud data and/or schemes may be 
weighted differently such as based on the entity that provides 
the fraud data or scheme set (e.g., Some entities may be more 
reliable providing fraud data than others) or based on the type 
of attack identified in the fraud data or scheme set, and/or 
other factors. For example, if fraud data indicates a high fraud 
risk associated with the attack, the healthcare fraud sharing 
system may assign a high weighting to the fraud data. How 
ever, if the reported attack is less malicious and/or from an 
entity that commonly misreports attacks, a lower weighting 
may be assigned to the fraud data, such that sharing of the 
fraud data doesn't introduce false attack alerts in other enti 
ties. Thus, in some embodiments, the healthcarefraud sharing 
system tracks the accuracy, reliability, and/or trustworthiness 
of reported attacks from respective entities and automatically 
applies weightings and/or prioritizations to future reports 
from those entities based on the determined accuracy. 
I0085. The weightings may be assigned manually and/or 
automatically. For example, in some embodiments a human 
analyst specifies whether fraud data and/or schemes are 
important. These weightings may change over time, as the 
attacks themselves evolve. 
I0086. From the receiving perspective of fraud data and/or 
schemes, an entity may optionally weight fraud data and/or 
schemes from differententities. Thus, if an entity values fraud 
data and/or schemes from a different entity highly, the entity 
may set a high level of priority for anything received from that 
different entity. 
I0087 Sharing Fraud Data and/or Schemes 
I0088 FIG. 5 illustrates a healthcare fraud sharing system 
sharing fraud data, Schemes, and/or modified fraud data, or 
Subsets thereof, according to some embodiments of the 
present disclosure. In accordance with some embodiments of 
the present disclosure, the healthcare fraud system 100 may 
comprise a scheme unit 530, a fraud data modification unit 
540, a scheme data store 532, and/or a fraud data store 542. 
I0089. As shown in the example of FIG. 5, an entity 110A 
has been involved in fraud attacks 130A, 130B, 130C, and/or 
130D (each comprising one or more transmissions and/or 
receptions of data from the entity 110A). In this embodiment, 
the entity 110A, upon identifying the one or more fraud 
attacks (see, e.g., FIG. 2), may send fraud data 500 to the 
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healthcarefraud sharing system 100 through the network 120. 
In some embodiments, the healthcare fraud sharing system 
100 automatically collects fraud data from a healthcare fraud 
attack. 

0090. In this example, the healthcarefraud sharing system 
100 generates a scheme and/or modified fraud databased on 
the fraud data 500 corresponding to the one or more fraud 
attacks 130, Such as by any one or more processes discussed 
with reference to FIG. 3 and/or FIG. 4. For example, the 
multiple attacks 130A, 130B, 130C, and/or 130D illustrated 
in FIG.5 may be associated with upcoding attacks directed to 
the entity 110A. The fraud detection scheme 510 may be 
generated and/or output to other entities by the scheme unit 
530. The fraud detection scheme 510 may be stored in the 
scheme data store 532. The modified fraud data 520 may be 
generated and/or output to other entities by the fraud data 
modification unit 540. The modified fraud data 520 may be 
stored in the fraud data store 542. In the embodiment of FIG. 
5, the healthcare fraud sharing system 100 shares the fraud 
detection scheme 510 with another entity 110B through the 
network 120 and the modified fraud data 520 with another 
entity 110C. The entities 110B and 110C may change, update, 
modify, etc., their healthcare fraud measures based on the 
scheme 510 or modified fraud data 520, respectively. 
0091. In some embodiments, the healthcare fraud sharing 
system 100 may allow for integration with law enforcement 
agencies (as another entity within the healthcare fraud shar 
ing system 100 or otherwise). For example, an entity may flag 
a fraudulent actor and share that data with the healthcare 
sharing system 100, which may automatically notify one or 
more law enforcement agencies that may initiate a case 
against that actor. The healthcare fraud sharing system 100 
may then allow for the tracking of the law enforcement case 
by multiple entities throughout the system. Furthermore, 
other entities may contribute healthcare-related fraud data 
regarding that fraudulent actor and/or case, which may also 
be received by the one or more law enforcement agencies. 
0092. In some embodiments, the healthcare fraud sharing 
system 100 may be able to automatically generate schemes 
based on one or more healthcare fraud attacks. Similar to 
automatic recognition of healthcare fraud attack patterns, a 
scheme may be automatically generated from patterns of 
healthcare fraud attacks, e.g., upcoding and/or unbundling 
attacks. Schemes may be automatically output by the scheme 
unit 530. For example, the scheme unit 530 may take as input 
data regarding healthcare fraud attacks and automatically 
generate a scheme from patterns recognized in the data. 
0093. In some embodiments, a human analyst and/or a 
team of analysts may review the healthcare fraud attack pat 
terns to generate a scheme. The healthcare fraud sharing 
system may provide user interface tools to humans for ana 
lyzing healthcare fraud attacks and/or creating schemes. For 
example, Schemes may be generated by a human analyst of 
the user interface of the scheme unit 530. A user interface of 
the scheme unit 530 may comprise a document processing 
interface to generate a scheme and/or a cluster user interface, 
as disclosed herein, to recognize patterns of healthcare fraud 
attacks. 

0094. In some embodiments, a team of analysts may con 
sume all of the healthcarefraud information and/or data from 
all of the entities of the healthcare fraud sharing system. The 
analysts may conceive and/or generate schemes to share them 
with entities through the healthcare fraud sharing system. 
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0095. In some embodiments, schemes may be generated 
by entities and shared through the healthcare fraud sharing 
system. For example, the scheme unit 530 may receive 
schemes from entities for distribution to other entities 
through the healthcare fraud sharing system. 

0096. The shared fraud data and/or scheme may be modi 
fied by the entity 110A and/or the healthcare fraud sharing 
system 100. Such as by any one or more processes discussed 
with reference to FIG. 4. Modification by the attack modifi 
cation unit 540 and/or storage in the attack storage unit may 
achieve Some of the goals and/or advantages illustrated in 
FIG. 4. 

O097 
0.098 Data from data sources and/or data pipelines may 
enhance, be used, and/or be included in healthcare fraud 
detection schemes and/or fraud data that is shared through the 
healthcare fraud sharing system 100, as is discussed within 
this application and further below with reference to FIG. 8C. 
In some embodiments, as discussed above, data sources for 
the healthcare fraud sharing system 100 may refer to entities, 
Sources of information that feed into the entities, non-entity 
Sources of information, and/or hybrid sources of information 
that combine information from both entities and non-entities 
(e.g., pharmacy, provider, and/or membership data). Data 
sources of the healthcare fraud sharing system 100 may be 
internal to the entity, such as medical claims systems, phar 
macy claims systems, authentication call lists, and/or cus 
tomer relationship management (“CRM) systems. 

(0099 Non-entity data sources 150 of FIG. 1 and/or FIG.5 
may provide healthcare-related data 152 to the healthcare 
fraud sharing system 100. Non-entity data sources may 
include public web sites, information, and/or other open 
Sources of healthcare data. Some non-limiting examples of 
open source healthcare data may include provider exclusion 
lists (e.g., OIG exclusion lists), provider licenses, National 
Provider Identifier (“NPI)/National Plan and Provider Enu 
meration System (“NPPES), background reports and/or 
checks (e.g., private vendor background report), physical 
mail delivery data (e.g., mail provider drop box locations, 
mailing Store locations), social security death master data, 
durable medical equipment (DME) supplier data, law 
enforcement data sources, United States census data, news 
data (e.g., news reports on healthcare fraud), public health 
records, Supplier lists, provider quality data, and/or relevant 
geospatial data. For example, physical mail drop box data 
152A may be used by fraud detection schemes 510 to identify 
fraudulent providers. In the drop box example, if a provider 
address matches a drop box location, then that match may be 
an indicator of fraudulent activity because most providers 
would have a physical office address (and in some cases 
providers may be required by law to have an actual physical 
address not just a drop box address). 
0100. In some embodiments, the table below illustrates 
non-limiting examples of data sources that may be used and/ 
or accessed by the healthcare fraud sharing system (and/oran 
entity) to detect healthcare fraud. 

DataSources 
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DataSource Description 

Social Security Death 
Master File 
NPINPPES 

Drug Enforcement 
Administration (DEA) 
Active Controlled 
Substances Act (“CSA) 
Registrants Database 
Office of Inspector General 
(“OIG) Exclusion List 

Centers for Medicare & 
Medicaid Services (“CMS) 
Supplier Directory (DME 
Suppliers) 
National Drug Code 
Directory (NDC) 

AHFS Drug Information 
Database 

News Sources (e.g., Fraud 
Tips) 
Excluded Parties List 
System (“EPLS) 

Clinical Laboratory 
Improvement Amendments 
(“CLIA) Abuse Reports 
State Licensing 

Mailing Facility: Mail drop 
box locations, geocoded 

Private Vendor Fraud Tip 
Lines 
FDA Data 

List of deceased persons managed by Social Security. 

National provider identifier system provides a unique provider 
identification number and contact information. 
Registration under the act enables physicians, related 
practitioners, other established health organizations, 
pharmaceutical companies, and others to prescribe andfor 
handle controlled Substances. 

OIG's List Of Excluded Individuals/Entities (“LEIE) 
provides information regarding individuals and entities 
currently excluded from participation in Medicare, Medicaid, 
and other healthcare programs. 
Provides the names, addresses, and contact information for 
Suppliers that provide services and/or products under 
healthcare programs. 

The Drug Listing Act of 1972 requires registered drug 
establishment provide the food and drug administration 
(FDA) with a current list of all drugs manufactured, 
prepared, propagated, compounded, and/or processed by it for 
commercial distribution. 
The American Society of Health-System Pharmacists 
(ASHP) Formulary Service includes drug information on 
indications, dosage and administration, contraindications, side 
effects, drug interactions, pharmacology and 
pharmacokinetics, chemistry and stability, and other 
information. 
Extracted entities and/or that appear in healthcare fraud cases 
reported in the media or by Law enforcement. 
EPLS is an electronic, web-based system that identifies those 
parties excluded from receiving Federal contracts, certain 
Subcontracts, and certain types of Federal financial and non 
financial assistance and benefits. 
List of CLIA entities who have been convicted, had their 
icense Suspended, and/or have other sanctions. 

Each state licensing board and/or department of health may 
publish a “check your doctor service to check the status of 
any given doctor's license and disciplinary actions. 
List of drop box locations along with their geographic 
coordinates. Drop boxes are locations for dropping off 
packages to be delivered. 
Source for healthcare related fraud tips. 

Drug related data may be sourced from the FDA. Online Label 
Repository: Human Prescription Labels, FDA. Online Label 
Repository: Human OTC Labels, FDA. Online Label 
Repository: Homeopathic Labels, and/or FDA. Online Label 
Repository: Remainder Labels (Bulk Ingredients, Vaccines, 
and some Medical Devices). 
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0101. In some embodiments, similar to the weighting of 
entities, fraud data, and/or fraud detection schemes, data 
Sources may also be weighted. For example, fraud data from 
a law enforcement agency, such as the Federal Bureau of 
investigation, may receive a high weighting because data 
from Such a data source is highly trustworthy. 
0102. In some embodiments, data from data sources (in 
cluding non-entity data sources) may be mapped to and/or 
converted to data objects according to the systems, methods, 
and/or techniques disclosed in the Ontology reference. 
0103) In some embodiments, data may be automatically 
retrieved from open source data sources (and converted to 
data objects according to the Ontology reference). For 
example, where data, Such as, but not limited to, excel and/or 
spreadsheet documents, text files, databases, delimited text 
files, and/or in any other data formats, is available via a public 
website and/or interface, the data may be automatically 
retrieved and imported into the healthcare fraud sharing sys 

tem. Data from public websites may also be automatically 
scraped and/or retrieved via text and/or webpage parsing. For 
example, healthcare fraud news and/or a fraud tip from an 
online provider may be automatically retrieved, converted to 
shareable fraud data, and/or used in a fraud detection scheme. 

0104. In some embodiments, the healthcare fraud sharing 
system 100 may be configurable to add new data sources 
and/or data pipelines. For example, the use of the systems, 
methods, and/or techniques disclosed in the Ontology refer 
ence may facilitate integration of new data sources. 
01.05 
0106 FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a scheme sharing 
process for multiple attacks, according to Some embodiments 
of the present disclosure. The method of FIG. 6 may be 
performed by the healthcare fraud sharing system and/or one 
or more entities discussed about with reference to FIG. 1. 
Depending on the embodiment, the method of FIG. 6 may 

Example Scheme Generation from Multiple Attacks 
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include fewer or additional blocks and/or the blocks may be 
performed in order different than is illustrated. 
0107 Beginning at block 602, fraud data is received from 
separate entities. For example, the fraud data from different 
entities (e.g., entities 130) may correspond to hundreds of 
upcoding and/or unbundling attacks that have been identified 
by different entities. 
0108. At block 604, a pattern is associated and/or recog 
nized from the fraud data from different entities. A recog 
nized pattern may indicate a particular source of the attack, 
e.g., a particular perpetrator of the fraud. 
0109 At block 606, a scheme may be generated from the 
recognized pattern. The scheme may be optionally modified 
for sharing. 
0110. At block 608, the scheme may be shared through the 
healthcare fraud sharing system. For example, the scheme 
may be shared with one or more entities that shared fraud data 
used in generation of the scheme and/or other entities that did 
not provide fraud data used in generation of the scheme. Such 
as in accordance with sharing schemes (e.g., FIG. 8A). 
0111. At block 610, the scheme is shared through the 
healthcare fraud sharing system to external systems. The 
sharing of the scheme with external systems at block 610 may 
be similar to the sharing of the fraud data at block 212 of FIG. 
2 
0112 At block 612, the scheme may be optionally enabled 
by the external system and/or entity. 
0113 Sharing Fraud Data and/or Schemes from Different 
Entities 
0114 FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a healthcare 
fraud sharing system sharing fraud data, Schemes, and/or 
modified fraud data that has been received from and/or deter 
mined based on information from differententities, according 
to Some embodiments of the present disclosure. As shown in 
the example of FIG. 7, the entity 110A has received one or 
more fraudattacks 130A and/or 130B and the entity 110B has 
received one fraud attack 130C (although a fraud attack, as 
used herein, may include one or any number of fraudulent 
activity and/or instance from and/or to an entity). 
0115. In this embodiment, the entity 110B, upon identify 
ing the one or more fraud attacks (see, e.g., FIG. 3), may send 
fraud data 702 to the healthcare fraud sharing system 100 
through the network 120. Similar to entity 110B, entity 110A 
may send fraud data 700, including information regarding 
attacks 130A and/or 130B to the healthcare fraud sharing 
system 100. In this example, the healthcare fraud sharing 
system 100 generates a scheme 730 based on the fraud data 
700 from entity 110A and the fraud data 702 from entity 
110B. For example, the multiple attacks illustrated in FIG. 7 
may be associated with upcoding with a similar pattern of 
attack, Such as upcoding within a certain percentage, and/or a 
set of unnecessary procedures and/or tests. 
0116 Scheme generation and/or sharing in FIG.7 may be 
similar to FIG. 5. 
0117 The healthcare fraud sharing system 100 may pro 
cess the fraud data from different entities to share attack 
schemes, fraud data, and/or modified fraud data. In FIG.7, the 
healthcare fraud sharing system 100 shares modified fraud 
data 720 with entity 110C, which may not have been attacked 
yet by the particular attack(s) 130A-130C that were reported 
by entities 110A, 110B. For example, the modified fraud data 
720 may include upcoding percentage ranges and/or a set of 
unnecessary procedures and/or tests. The modified fraud data 
720 may differ from the fraud data 700 by not having data 
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regarding the particular accounts that were attacked and/or 
any personal information regarding patients. 
0118. In some embodiments, fraud data may be a “lead to 
identify healthcarefraud, which may originate from within an 
entity and/or be received from anotherentity such as modified 
fraud data 720. As described below with references to FIG.9, 
a particular type of fraud data, one or more fraud objects 
and/or cluster of fraud objects, and/or lead may be associated 
with an alert to notify an analyst. A fraud alert may corre 
spond to one or more suspicious fraud data items and/or 
objects that have been identified by the healthcare fraud shar 
ing system 100. For example, a provider (or customer, and/or 
person) associated with an entity 110 and/or within entity's 
110 network, may be flagged (with a flag object) as Suspicious 
because that provider is prescribing large amounts of a highly 
addictive drug that is associated with a fraudulent activity, 
Such as oxycodone. Thus, a lead object, flag object, and/or 
fraud data may be received by one or more entities from the 
fraud sharing system 100 when suspicious behavior for a 
provideris identified. In some embodiments, one or more flag 
objects may be associated with a provider. 
0119) Sharing Tables 
I0120 FIG. 8A illustrates an example healthcare fraud 
sharing rules and/or redaction table, according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure. For example, the 
healthcare fraud sharing table may be one or more tables in a 
relational database of the healthcare fraud sharing system. In 
other examples, the healthcare fraud sharing table may be in 
various formats, such as a data object format, XML, JSON, a 
file format that is proprietary to the healthcare fraud sharing 
system, or any otherformat. The columns and/or fields shown 
in the table are illustrative. In some embodiments, there may 
be additional or less columns and/or fields. The healthcare 
fraud sharing table may be used to redact and/or modify any 
property of fraud data, Schemes, and/or other healthcarefraud 
information of the healthcare fraud sharing system. The 
redaction and/or modification of any property may be pos 
sible because fraud data, schemes, and/or other healthcare 
fraud information may be in a data object format. 
I0121. As shown in the example of FIG. 8A, the healthcare 
fraud sharing table may be used by the healthcare fraud shar 
ing system (and/or by individual entities in Some embodi 
ments) to redact and/or modify fraud data and/or schemes. 
For example, there are four example entities shown (see the 
Entities column). Fraud data from a healthcare fraud attack 
may include the number of tests and/or procedures that were 
performed at an entity and/or healthcare provide. Thus, the 
redact test numbers column may be used to remove the actual 
numbers of test results that were performed. However, in 
Some embodiments, percentages of the procedures and/or 
types of procedures may be shared instead. In the example, 
the numbers of test procedures will be removed from entity 
4’s fraud data and/or schemes. For the entities 1, 2, and 3, the 
numbers of test procedures may be shared. 
I0122. As shown in the example table of FIG. 8A, there 
may be other columns for redacting or removing other data 
from fraud data and/or schemes. For example, specific office 
and/or pharmacy identifiers, account numbers, and/or per 
Sonal information may be removed and/or redacted. As dis 
cussed above, a healthcare fraud sharing and/or redaction 
table or equivalent method or device may be useful to redact 
personal information as required by law, Such as the require 
ments of HIPAA. 
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0123. The healthcarefraud sharing table may also be used 
to specify recipients for fraud data and/or schemes. For 
example, as shown in FIG. 8A, entity 1 has recipients: entity 
2 and entity 3. Thus, the default recipients of entity 1 are 
entities 2 and 3 for sharing fraud data and/or schemes. As 
shown in the example table, entity 4 may share all of its fraud 
data and/or schemes with every entity in the healthcare fraud 
sharing system. 
0.124. As shown in the example table of FIG. 8A, there 
may be a setting to make an entity anonymous while sharing 
fraud data and/or schemes. Entities 1 and 4 may share fraud 
data and/or schemes with other entities anonymously. For 
example, with the anonymous setting enabled, entity 1 can 
share fraud data and/or schemes with the healthcare fraud 
sharing system, which may then share that fraud data, 
schemes, and/or other scheme generated based on the data 
received from entity 1, with other entities without identifying 
entity 1 as a source of the fraud data. 
0.125 Example Fraud Data, Modified Fraud Data, and/or 
Schemes 
0126. As previously illustrated, fraud data, modified fraud 
data, and/or schemes may be in various formats and/or com 
binations of formats and are not limited to the example for 
mats shown in FIGS. 8B, 8C, and 8D. 
0127 FIG.8B illustrates example fraud data and/or modi 
fied fraud databased on healthcarefraud attacks, according to 
Some embodiments of the present disclosure. For example, 
healthcare fraud attacks such as upcoding may be identified 
by looking at particular outlying percentages. As used herein, 
“outlying or “outliers' may mean a percentage, number, 
and/or instance that is different from the standard, norm, 
median, and/or average. The entity's computing device and/ 
or the healthcare fraud sharing system may aggregate data 
from multiple entities and/or sources to gather Sufficient data 
to identify outliers. An outlying percentage may include the 
number of complex office visits and/or procedures divided by 
the total number of office visits and/or procedures as com 
pared to other office numbers and/or percentages. In some 
embodiments, if complex procedures at an office are a major 
ity of that office’s procedures, such as greater than ninety 
percent, and/or are an outlier compared to other similar 
offices (e.g., ten percent at one office compared to one or two 
percent at other offices) then that percentage may indicate 
healthcare fraud. The example healthcare and/or fraud data 
802 includes a data identifier (in the <id element), and 
identifies the type of data (in the <type element), number of 
complex office visits (in the <complex office visits ele 
ment), number of total office visits (in the <all office visits 
element), an office identifier (in the <office id element), and 
entity providing the fraud data (in the <entity element>). 
0128. The healthcare fraud sharing system may modify 
the fraud data 802, such as in the manner discussed with 
reference to FIG. 4 and/or FIG. 8A, to output modified fraud 
data 804. As illustrated, modified fraud data 804 may not 
contain the source entity of the fraud data (e.g., the <entity) 
element is removed) and/or the office identifier (e.g., the 
<office id element is removed) of the source entity, which 
may correspond to the preferences illustrated with reference 
to the sharing table of FIG. 8A. For example, the sharing table 
of FIG. 8A specified that entity 1 should remain anonymous 
and redact office identifiers. In another embodiment, entity 1 
may include its identifier (e.g., include the <entity) element) 
and the healthcare fraud sharing system may anonymize the 
fraud data by not indicating to other entities with which the 
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fraud data is shared that the fraud data came from entity 1. In 
this way, data that is received by the healthcare fraud sharing 
system may still determine reliability of information based on 
Source of information, even without sharing the exact identity 
of the source with other entities. 

I0129. In another example, a healthcare fraud attack may 
be an unnecessary procedure and/or test as identified by the 
types of procedures administered and diagnoses. For 
example, an unnecessary procedure fraud attack may be iden 
tified where one of procedures A, B, or C (illustrated by the 
<procedures element>) is based on diagnoses D or E (illus 
trated by the <diagnoses element). Similar to the previous 
example, an entity may send fraud data 806 to the healthcare 
fraud sharing system and/or the healthcare fraud sharing sys 
tem may modify the fraud data 806 to output modified fraud 
data 808. Unlike modified fraud data 804, which may be 
anonymous, modified fraud data 808 may contain the source 
entity of the fraud data, which may correspond to the prefer 
ences illustrated with reference to the sharing table of FIG. 
8A. For example, the sharing table of FIG. 8A specified that 
entity 2 should not be anonymous. Similar to modified fraud 
data 804, modified fraud data 808 does not contain the inter 
nal IP addresses of entity 2, which may correspond to the 
preferences illustrated with reference to the sharing table of 
FIG. 8A. 

0.130. In some embodiments, schemes may be in a similar 
format to the healthcare fraud data shown in FIG. 8B. 

0131 FIG. 8C illustrates example schemes 820, 822, and 
824 in a format comprising code instructions, according to 
Some embodiments of the present disclosure. In some 
embodiments, Schemes may be complex enough Such that 
their expression may be in a format comprising code instruc 
tions. The executable code instructions shown in FIG. 8D are 
illustrative pseudocode and, thus, may not correspond to any 
specific programming language or be executable in the format 
shown. Executable code that performs the functions outlined 
in schemes 820,822, and 824 may be provided in any avail 
able programming language. 
I0132) Example scheme 820 includes code configured to 
detect healthcare fraud attacks for unnecessary procedures 
and/or tests. As discussed above, in an unnecessary proce 
dures and/or tests healthcare fraud attack, there may be pro 
cedures performed with diagnoses that are not associated 
with those specific procedures. For example, cosmetic Sur 
gery and/or a cosmetic procedure coupled with a diagnosis of 
low testosterone. Thus, the scheme 820 includes code instruc 
tions that cause an entity's computing device and/or the 
healthcare fraud sharing system to find all procedures and 
diagnoses for a particular patient identifier. In some embodi 
ments, the patient identifier may be sufficiently redacted and/ 
or disassociated with a patient by the healthcare sharing sys 
tem to comply with privacy laws, such as HIPAA. The tests 
and/or procedures may be iterated through and/or checked to 
see if there is not an association between the diagnoses and 
the tests and/or procedures. In some embodiments, a data 
store may store all of the valid diagnoses and procedures 
associations. If there is a procedure not associated with a 
diagnoses then a cluster may be constructed. Such as by using 
a patient identifier and/or procedure? diagnoses combination 
as seeds (see the Cluster references), and an alert may be 
added to a queue. Thus, the scheme 820 may enable the 
detection of unnecessary procedures and/or tests healthcare 
fraud attacks. 
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0.133 Example scheme 822 includes code to detect health 
care fraud attacks for stolen pharmacy membership identifi 
cation or identifiers (“IDs). In a stolen ID fraud attack, 
membership IDs may be stolen and/or shopped around to 
generate revenue for pharmacies and/or healthcare providers. 
An indicator of stolen ID fraud may include a member visit 
ing multiple pharmacies within the same day. Other indica 
tors of ID fraud may include other characteristics of pharma 
cies, such as pharmacies that are independent, pharmacies 
that are located very far from each other and/or from the 
purported member address, and/or pharmacies dispensing 
common drugs that should be reasonably available at a single 
location. For example, the code instructions shown in 822 
cause an entity's computing device and/or the healthcare 
fraud sharing system to retrieve the number of pharmacy 
visits for a membership identifier in the same day (as dis 
cussed above, the membership identifier may be redacted 
and/or disassociated with personal information to comply 
with applicable privacy laws). If the number of pharmacy 
visits is greater than a particular threshold than a cluster may 
be constructed (see the Cluster references) and an alert may 
be added to a queue. For example, if the visit threshold was set 
to a number, Such as three, then an alert would appear if there 
was more than visits in a day for a particular membership 
identifier. In some embodiments, there may be further 
optional conditions for generating clusters and/or adding dif 
ferent levels of alerts based on additional factors. Such factors 
may include a membership identifier being associated with 
multiple days of multiple pharmacy visits and/or pharmacies 
that have a large number of stolen ID alerts as previously 
specified. Thus, the scheme 822 may enable the detection 
stolen ID healthcare fraud attacks. 
0134 Example scheme 824 includes code to detect exces 
sive and/or inappropriate usage of drugs and/or procedures. 

Scheme 

Upcoding 

Unbundling 
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For example, a member may receive (or seem to receive) 
excessive quantities of drugs and or procedures. This may 
represent fraud on the part of the member (so they can resell) 
and/or fraud on behalf of the provider/pharmacy (to increase 
compensation via ghostbilling). Schemes to detect such fraud 
may be done on the basis of a particular threshold and/or 
known regulations or limits of drugs and/or procedures. For 
example, the code instructions shown in 824 cause an entity's 
computing device and/or the healthcare fraud sharing system 
to retrieve and/or find the number of diabetic test strips and/or 
lancets for a membership identifier within a year. If the num 
ber of diabetic strips and/or lancets exceeds a threshold then 
a cluster may be constructed (see the Cluster references) and 
an alert may be added to a queue. The detection of other 
excessive and/or inappropriate usage of drugs and/or proce 
dures, such as antiretroviral drugs, may be accomplished in a 
similar manner to that illustrated by scheme 824. 
I0135) In some embodiments, schemes may comprise vari 
ous formats and/or combinations of formats. For example, an 
upcoding scheme may comprise executable code instructions 
and/or XML documents. In the upcoding example, the 
executable code instructions may comprise programming 
logic to detect upcoding attacks and/or instances of fraud. The 
XML documents may comprise parameters and/or configu 
rations. In the upcoding example, the XML documents may 
comprise parameters for checking different upcoding per 
centages, e.g., a threshold percentage for a notification of 
fraud. Thus, both the code instructions and the parameterized 
format, such as, but not limited to, XML, may be shared 
through the healthcare fraud sharing system. 
0.136. In some embodiments, the table below illustrates 
non-limiting examples of schemes that may be used, gener 
ated, and/or shared by an entity and/or the healthcare fraud 
sharing system to detect healthcare fraud. 

Description Scheme Logic Examples 

Office visits 
Outlying values for 

instead of using 
he appropriate 

1) Percentage based 
% ALA, B, C is an 

procedure code, outlier % Office AOffice B, C, 
providers use one 2) Increase over D. . . . 
hat is more time 

reimbursing. This has seen significant 
can be detected increase over time 
by looking at 
outlying 
percentages (e.g. 
% complex office 
visits all office 
visits) or by 
ooking at codes 
hat a provider 

increasingly uses 
over time (e.g. a 
provider slowly 
increases the 
number of 
complex office 
visits over time) 
Instead of using 
the appropriate 
procedure code, 
providers break 
out the 
component parts 
of a procedure 
into individual 
component 
procedure codes 

One of A, B, C and 
one of D, E for the 
same patient on the 
same day/week 

Injection Nerve Block 
One electrical 
stimulation and more 
than 2 injections on the 
same day for the same 
patient 
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Scheme 

Unnecessary 
procedures/tests 

Pill Mill Pharmacies 

Frequent Flyers/Stolen 
ids 

Excessive inappropriate 
usage 

-continued 

Description 

to either 
obfuscate a non 
covered service or 
increase 
compensation 
Patients receive 
unnecessary tests 
and procedures 
only given by 
providers in order 
to increase 
compensation. 

Pharmacies 
attempt to 
increase legal and 
illegal 
compensation by 
selling large 
amounts of 
expensive drugs 
or diverting drugs 
to the street. This 
behavior can be 
detected with 
Several flags. 
Additionally, 
collusion with 
prescribing 
providers as well 
as drug addict 
members or 
stolen ids can 
Occur to create 

more complex 
rings. 
Member ids can 
often be stolen 
and shopped 
around to 
generate revenue 
or pharmacies or 
providers. An 
indicator of this 
behavior is 
members visiting 
multiple 
pharmacies in the 

same day. Other 
indicators of 
raud include 
pharmacies that 
are independent, 
ocated very far 
rom each other 
and from the 
purported 
member address, 
and/or each 
dispensing 
common drugs 
that should be 
reasonably 
available at a 
single location. 
Members receive 

(or seem to 
receive) excessive 
quantities of 
drugs or 

Scheme Logic 

One of A, B, C for 
patients with 
diagnoses D, E 
Outlying spending 
on procedures 
A, B, C for patients 
with diagnoses 
D, E 
Highlight 
independent, retail 
pharmacies that 
satisfy the highest 
number of following 
flags: 
Outlying percentage 
of ALA, B 
Outlying spending 
on certain drugs 
Is located in Zip 
codes 

Members that visit >x 
distinct pharmacies 
in same day 
Members with 
multiple days where 
above criterion is 
let 

Pharmacies that 
have a large number 
of such members 

More than x units of 
A, B, C procedures 
for same member 
over a time window 
of 1 day/week? 

12 

Examples 

Outlying spending on 
lab claims for patients 
with diagnoses for 
lumbago and long term 
use meds 

Grey Market drug 
diversion 
Independent, retail 
pharmacies 
Outlying percentage of 
% branded drugs 
Outlying percentage of 
denied claims 
Outlying spending on 
grey market drug list 
Located in a fraud 
hotspot defined by Zip 
codes 

Frequent Flyers 
Looked at members 
who visited 5 distinct 
pharmacies in a day 

Diabetic test strips 
Members receiving 
more than 1200 diabetic 

test strips and lancets in 
one year across 

Aug. 20, 2015 
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Scheme Descri 

OCC 

most O 

ption 

ures. This 
can represent 

raud on the part 
of member (so 
hey can resell) or same member over 
provideripharmacy time window etc. 
(to increase 
compe 
visa ghost 
billing). This is 

ften done 
he basis of 

a known 
regula 

insation 

ion or 
hreshold. (e.g. 
max # of diabetic 
est strips/month 
as manda ed by 

-continued 

Scheme Logic 

month year 
If any pair of 
A, B, A, C drugs 

appears together for 

If one of A, B, C 
but no D in same 
day for same 
member 

CMS, appropriate 
combinati ons of 
antiretrovirals for 
effective 

Double Billing 

herapy) 

Certain drugs and One of A, B, C 
other items can be (medical) and C, D 
billed on both 
pharmacy 
medical c 
Providers 

and 
aims. 
bill 

both to increase 
compensation 
knowing hat the 
systems arent 
integrated. 

Sanctioned and Invalid Sanctioned 
entities providers, closed- B, date find all 

down pharmacies, claims where 
and deceased 
members can 
have their ids 
stolen or continue date 
to operate and bill (or for address 
claims. Some 
pharmacies 
simply change 
their names and 
open up at the 
same address. 
Analysis for this 
Scheme usually 
involves pulling 
in an external 
data source. 

0137 In some embodiments, 

(pharmacy) on the 
same day (+/- buffer) 
for the same patient 

For a list A, date, 

providerimember = 
A and 
date of service > 

version) 
For a list A, date, 
B, date find all 
claims where 
providerimember = 
A.address and 
date of service > 
date 

13 

Examples 

pharmacy and medical 
claims 
A4253 = test strips; 
1 unit = 50 strips 
A4259 = lancets: 
1 unit = 100 lancets 
pharmacy claims 
Test strips—NDC codes 
... = 50 stripsteach 

Test strips—NDC codes 
... = 50 stripsteach 

Antiretrovirals 
>5 antiretrovirals in day 
OR 
Doesn't have Ritonavir 
when they have another 
Antiretroviral 
OR 
has an individual drug 
that is redundant since it 
is contained in a 
combination drug they 
are also taking 
Trastuzumab injections 
Ose of medical 
procedure code and 
NDC code on the same 
day for the same 
patient, then looking at 
patients with multiple 
occurrences of this 
behavior. 
Herpes Zoster Vaccine 
Ose of medical 
procedure code and 
NDC code on the same 
day for the same 
patient, then looking at 
pharmacies and 

providers that are repeat 
offenders and thus good 
candidates for a 
marquee case. 
Deceased members 
Find claims for 
members that occur 
after their listed date of 
death (often using 
Social Security data) 
Sanctioned providers 
Find claims for 
providers on OIG 
exclusion lists or other 
Sanction lists to 
highlight known 
fraudulent providers at 
the state or government 
level in the private 
network 

additional details for 
example schemes and/or other example schemes may be pro 
vided in the table below. As used herein, a “category' of 
schemes may refer to a grouping of related Schemes. In some 
embodiments, a scheme may be in more than one category, 
may be described more generally or specifically, and/or have 
more than one name. 

Aug. 20, 2015 
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Name Category 

Excessive use of Excessive 
antiretrovirals inappropriate 

usage 

DiabeticTest Excessive 
Strips & inappropriate 
Lancets usage 

Description 

Antiretrovirals are 
expensive drugs used 
for treatment of HIV. 
More than 5 of these 
drugs in one day is 
highly unlikely to 
correspond to 
appropriate usage. 
There are also 
additional rules that 
can be used 

CMS or another data 
Source may publish 
specific guidelines on 
the maximum amount 
of diabetic test strips 
and lancets allowable 
without special written 
consent from a 
physician. Patients who 
bill both on Part C and 
D and exceed the 
yearly threshold for 
these Supplies 
(1200/year or 
100/month) are 
flagged. 
Practical 
considerations: Patient 
gets monthly or even 
quarterly deliveries of 
test strips and other 
Supplies, so looking at 
only people who 
exceed threshold for 
one month or other 
Small timeframes can 
be noisy andfor 
inaccurate. In some 
embodiments, one 
approach may be to 
aggregate over a whole 
year or longer (e.g. 
200 year) and include 

a buffer (maybe only 
ook at over >= 
500/year). 

Additionally, the larger 
recoveries happen at 
he level of finding 
pharmacies or DME 
Supply providers that 
have a large amount of 
Such patients. This can 
indicate maybe ghost 
billing (they steal 
patient info and just 
bill) and/or exploiting 
of patients who do not 
remember their orders. 

Another indicator may 
be to look for the top 
providers and or 
pharmacies that have 
ots of members that 

have too many test 
strips. 

14 

Details/Examples 

Inappropriate dosagefuse 
rules: 
regimen tablets with 
overlapping ingredients 
combinations not to be 
used for clinical reasons 
certain drugs not used 
with ritonavir 
Find people with many 
inappropriate dosage flags 
that have the maximum 
amount of prescribed 
antiretrovirals (especially 
on the same day) in order to 
maximize potential returns. 
test strips = 50 per NDC 
COCE 

lancets = 100 per NDC 
COCE 

lancets = A4259 (100 per 
unit) 
strips = A5253 (50 per unit) 

Aug. 20, 2015 
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Name 

Double Billing 
(General) 

Injection Nerve 
Block 

Deceased 
Members 

Office Visits 
Impossible Day 

Outlying 
percentage 

Category 

Double Billing 

Unbundling 

Deceased 
Members 

Impossible Visits 

Upcoding 

Pharmacy Flags Pill Mill 

Frequent Flyers 

Trastuzumab 
Excessive 
usage? double 
billing 

Pharmacies 

Stolen ids 

Double Billing 

15 

-continued 

Description Details/Examples 

Match pharmacy NA. 
claims (drugs/NDC 
codes) to medical 
claims (procedure 
codes) on a per patient 
level to detect double 
billing. 
In order to mask a non- NA. 
covered experimental 
procedure, some 
providers instead bill 
for several injections as 
well as electrical 
stimulations for the 
same patient on the 
same day. 
Find claims for a NA. 
member that fall after 
their date of death. 
Each type of office NA. 
visit has an 
approximate time in 
minutes associated 
with it (e.g. Office A = 
45 minutes). Using 
his, find providers that 
have “impossible days' 
with regard to the 
aggregate time of 
office visits they billed. 
in a globetrotter 
example, office visits 
by the same person that 
would be physically 
impossible for a single 
person to make. For 
example, office visits a 
hundred miles from 

minutes. 
Find providers that bill N/A. 
an outlying percentage 
of% Office A/Office B, 
C, D, etc. (this is likely 
an instance of 
upcoding). 
Generate flags that NA. 
indicate Suspicious 
activity for pharmacies 
(e.g. high percentage 
branded drugs, 
outlying high or low 
denials, etc.), and then 
surfacefalert for 
pharmacies who have 
many different flags. 
Find members visiting N/A. 
Several pharmacies in a 
single day (and then 
members, pharmacies 
that have many 
instances and high total 
amounts paid for these 
situations) 
NA. Trastuzumab NDC codes: 

SO242O13460 
SO242O13468 
SO242OOS656 
Trastuzumab HCSPS: 
J9355 

Aug. 20, 2015 
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0.138. In some embodiments, other example schemes may 
be provided in the table below. 

Name 

Suspicious patient 
addresses 
Non-qualified 
prescribers 

No dose titration 

Exceeding 
recommended Morphine 
Equivalent Dosage 
(MED) 

Overlapping drug 
regimens 

Prescription Drugs 

Prescription Drugs 

Prescription Drugs 

Non-qualified 
Prescribers 

Prescription Drugs 

Suspicious Narcotic 
Combination(s) 

Prescription Drugs 

Prescription Drugs 

Prescription Drugs 

Category 

Stolen ids 

Excessive inappropriate 
usage 

Excessive inappropriate 
usage 

Excessive inappropriate 
usage 

Excessive inappropriate 
usage 

Provider and Pharmacy 
Profiling 

Provider and Pharmacy 
Profiling 
Member Profiling 

Provider and Pharmacy 
Profiling 

Provider and Pharmacy 
Profiling 

Provider and Pharmacy 
Profiling 

Provider and Pharmacy 
Profiling 

Provider and Pharmacy 
Profiling 
Provider and Pharmacy 
Profiling 

Description/Examples 

Find patient addresses far away from 
ocations of service. 
Find providers with the wrong 
specialties prescribing specialized 
drugs or opiates for long periods of 
ime. 
Find members who immediately get 
high dose opiates, pain, and/or anti 
anxiety medications without first 
starting with lower doses (e.g. Scripts 
or oxycodone 80 mg without a history 
of being on 20 mg, 40 mg). 
Find members getting more than the 
recommended Morphine equivalent 
Dosage per day, particularly for 
prescriptions not written by 
hematologists, oncologists, 
anesthesiologists, neurologists, or other 
pain specialists. 
Find members with identical scripts 
across different providers for certain 
key drugs (e.g. opiates). 
Examples include: 
Overlap of 2 or more different short 
acting opioids from different 
prescribers for >90 days. 
Overlap of 2 or more different long 
acting opioids from different 
prescribers for >90 days. 
Large quantities of controlled 
Substances claims (especially 
oxycodone, methadone, hydrocodone, 
hydromorphone, meperidine, morphine, 
oxymorphone and promethazine with 
codeine) with no or few medical claims 
or the patients. Breakdown by 
physician specialty, especially primary 
care providers (PCPs). Also, look if 
here are aberrant prescribing practices 

with medical billing Such as up-coding. 
Emergency room and hospital 
overdoses, trended by prescribers. 
Opioid dependence diagnosis with 
continued opioid use. 
Use taxonomy to identify clinicians 
who should not be prescribing high 
dose narcotics over extended periods of 
ime (e.g. OB/GYNH, Peds, GPs). 
Unusually high number of patients 
prescribed high-cost NON narcotic 
brand name drugs referred to as “Hot 
Drugs. These drugs are generally 
brand name drugs that do not require 
prior authorization, between a range of 
cost (e.g., $10–$1000). 
Large amounts of trilogy mix of 
narcotics, benzos, muscle relaxants for 
same patients especially if not 
prescribed by a pain management 
physician. 
Very large quantities of low strength 
opioids when higher strengths are 
available. For example: quantity of 
oxycodone 20 mg when member could 
be taking 80 mg at lower quantity. This 
scheme is common for both long acting 
and short acting opioids. 
Controlled substance scripts from 
dentists for >10 days Supply. 
Long acting narcotics written by 
dentists. 

Aug. 20, 2015 
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-continued 

Name Category Description/Examples 

Prescription Drugs 
Profiling 

Aug. 20, 2015 

Provider and Pharmacy Identify prescribers who have higher 
than average opioid prescribing patterns 
(high MED average) for their region, 
specialty. Compare like specialty to 
like specialty and like demographics to 
like demographics 

Inappropriate 
Prescription Profiling diagnosis. 

Provider and Pharmacy Oral fentanyl products without a cancer 

Fentanyl patches prescribed in doses 
reflecting 48 hour dosing instead of 72 
hours. This may be related to healthcare 
waste. 

0139 Flag Objects/Benchmark Fraud Data 
0140. As described above, flag objects, fraud data, and/or 
fraud detection schemes may be used to identify suspicious 
actors (e.g., person or providers) that match one or more flags. 
A flag object may be flexible, such that, flag objects may be 
shared through the healthcare fraud sharing system 100 and 
may identify any object matching one or more property val 
ues and/or thresholds as indicated by the flag object. In some 
embodiments, flags and/or flag objects may be associated 
with criminal history (e.g., convictions), percentile rankings, 
and/or other properties of data objects. For example, there 
may be schemes and/or flag objects for detecting one-degree 
of separation, such as owning shares in a business, from a 
previously convicted felon. In some embodiments, the flag 
objects may have various levels of severity and/or be associ 
ated with different types of fraud detection schemes. 
0141. In some embodiments, the healthcare fraud sharing 
system 100 shares and/or provides a large amount of health 
care-related data that may be used as benchmarks for fraud 
identification. Benchmark data may be used to identify out 
liers, which may be indicative of suspicious and/or fraudulent 
activity. For example, a provider maybe flagged as Suspicious 
when a provider is within the 90" percentile of all providers 
providing a particular drug and/or type of drug (e.g. oxyc 
odone). New insights and/or fraudulent activity may be dis 
covered because the healthcare fraud sharing system 100 
provides access to a large pool benchmark data than would 
otherwise be available to an entity. For example, a provider of 
an entity for a particular category may be only in the 50" 
percentile for that particular entity, however, when compared 
nationwide, that provider may be within the 99" percentile 
and the provider may be flagged within the healthcare fraud 
sharing system 100. Other non-limiting examples of bench 
mark data that may be used to identify fraud include average 
provider hours billed in a day (where high and/or impossible 
billed hours may indicate fraud), the highest billers of a 
certain procedure code compared to a peer group, Suspicious 
billing characteristics and/or combinations of billing behav 
iors that emulate previously known fraudulent providers 
(such as a pharmacy billing a high percentage of branded 
medications but a having a low patient co-pay amount), per 
cent of payments to particular types of drugs (e.g. highly 
addictive drugs), and/or seasonal drug purchasing patterns 
(where high Volume purchases of a drug off-season may 
indicate fraud). 
0142. Example User Interface 
0143 FIGS. 9A and 9B illustrate example user interfaces 
of the healthcare fraud sharing system, according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure. In some embodi 

ments, the user interfaces described below may be displayed 
in any suitable computer system and/or application, for 
example, in a web browser window and/or a standalone soft 
ware application, among others. Additionally, the functional 
ity and/or user interfaces of the system as shown in FIGS. 9A 
and/or 9B may be implemented in one or more computer 
processors and/or computing devices, as is described with 
reference to FIG. 10. 
0144. Referring to FIG. 9A, the example user interface 
902 comprises healthcare fraud alerts 910, scheme alerts 
920A-B, priority alert window 930, fraud attacks window 
940, and/or schemes window 950. 
0145. In operation, a human analyst may view healthcare 
fraud attack alerts through the user interface 902. For 
example, when an entity shares healthcare fraud data with the 
entity viewing the user interface 902, a healthcarefraud attack 
alert 910 may appear. The healthcare fraud attack alert 910 
may display a risk/importance level, and/or “from entity 
indicating the source of the healthcare fraud attack alert. The 
healthcare fraud attack alert 910 may also display details of 
the alert and/or a link to the details. For example, healthcare 
fraud attack alert details may include the pharmacy identifier, 
member identifier, procedure codes, types of procedures, out 
lier percentages, and/or the type of attack, e.g., upcoding, 
unbundling, etc. 
0146 In the example of FIG. 9A, a human analyst may 
also view scheme alerts through the user interface. For 
example, when a scheme is shared in the healthcare fraud 
sharing system, scheme alerts, 920A and 920B may appear. 
Scheme alerts 920A and 920B may be similar to healthcare 
fraud attack alert 910, but instead of healthcare fraud attack 
details, scheme alerts 920A and 920B may display scheme 
details. In an impossible days example, Scheme details may 
include the number of visits at a number of pharmacies, the 
estimated and/or actual time of each visit, and/or the total 
time of all the visits exceeding a threshold number of hours 
(e.g., twenty-four hours). The scheme alerts windows 920 
may have an “enable' option that activates the scheme as 
previously described. In some embodiments, scheme alerts 
920A-B and/or fraud alerts 910 may be displayed to a user in 
a list form. 
0.147. In some embodiments, the healthcare fraud attack 
alert 910 may have an “enable' option that activates the 
healthcare fraud attack alert similar to activating a scheme. 
For example, enabling a healthcare fraud attack alert auto 
matically sets alerts and/or detection of malicious and/or 
“flagged' providers, pharmacies, and/or member identifiers 
specified in the healthcare fraud attack alert. The healthcare 
fraud sharing system may automatically generate a scheme 
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from the healthcare fraud attack alert when the healthcare 
fraud attack alert is enabled. In some embodiments, genera 
tion of the scheme in response to activation of the healthcare 
fraud attack alert may occur without notification to the human 
analyst. Thus, enabling a healthcare fraud attack alert may be 
a shortcut for generating a scheme. 
0148. The priority alert window 930 may display entities 
that will receive a “high” and/or “important priority level 
when those entities share fraud data and/or schemes with the 
particular entity viewing/operating the user interface 902. For 
example, in the priority alert window 930, entities 1,5, and 10 
are selected for priority alerts. In this example, the priority 
alert window 930 comprises an "edit' option to add and/or 
remove entities for priority alerts. 
014.9 The fraud attacks window 940 may display the 
healthcare fraud attacks that have been identified for the par 
ticular entity operating/viewing the user interface 902. For 
example, the attacks window 940 displays healthcare fraud 
attacks 1, 2, and 3. The attacks window 94.0 may be populated 
automatically by the healthcare fraud sharing system and/or 
by the entity. In the example attacks window 940, there is a 
“create option, which may allow the human analyst to add a 
healthcare fraud attack. The attacks window 940 may have a 
“share” option, which may allow the human analyst to select 
one or more healthcare fraud attacks for sharing through the 
healthcare fraud sharing system, and may have options to 
share the healthcare fraud data, modified healthcare fraud 
data, and/or a scheme regarding the healthcare fraud attack 
(possibly in connection with other healthcare fraud attacks). 
The attacks window 94.0 may also have an "edit' option, 
which may allow the human analyst to edit and/or modify a 
healthcare fraud attack. For example, a healthcare fraud 
attack 1 may be an unnecessary procedures and/or tests 
attack, and healthcare fraud attack 1 may be edited to add 
and/or remove procedures, diagnoses, accounts, and/or mem 
bership identifiers. Alternatively, such updates may be per 
formed automatically by the entity and/or the healthcare 
fraud sharing system based on predetermined schemes for 
modifying fraud data. 
0150. The schemes window 950 may display the schemes 
from an entity. The schemes window 950 may be operated 
similar to the attacks window 940, except the schemes win 
dow may be configured to display, create, and/or modify 
schemes instead of healthcare fraud attacks. For example, 
scheme 1 may be a stolen identifier scheme with a threshold 
for two pharmacies per day, and the example scheme may be 
edited to a threshold of three pharmacies per day. Schemes 
may be selected to display further information regarding the 
schemes, such as the various schemes of the scheme, one or 
more entities having fraud data on which the scheme was 
based, other entities with which the scheme has been shared 
(and/or is available for sharing), and/or entities that have 
actually implemented healthcare fraud measures in view of 
the scheme, for example. 
0151 Referring to FIG.9B, the example user interface 960 
comprises a search box 964, an object display area 966, 
and/or a menu bar 962. A human analyst by typing and/or 
entering data into the search box 964 may load, lookup, 
and/or retrieve one or more objects. The user interface 960 
may display healthcare fraud data, Schemes, and/or other 
healthcare fraud information in clusters, which may corre 
spond to the systems, methods, and/or techniques disclosed in 
the Ontology and/or Cluster references. 
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0152 For example, by typing the name of a type of health 
care fraud attack, such as “upcoding,” a fraud data object 968 
may be displayed in the object display area 966. The other 
objects 970 (including objects 970A, 970B, and/or 970C) 
may be displayed automatically and/or after user interaction 
by the human analyst with the person object 410. The objects 
970 may correspond to related healthcare fraud attacks, 
resources of the entity that have been attacked, and/or any 
other data object in the healthcare fraud sharing system. The 
one or more links 972 (including links 972A,972B, and/or 
972C) may display relationships between the fraud data 
object 968 and related objects 970. In other examples, an 
object search may be performed by entering a pharmacy 
identifier, membership identifier, drug code, and/or proce 
dure code. 
0153. In addition to visually searching and/or showing 
data objects and/or relationships between data objects, the 
user interface 960 may allow various other manipulations. 
For example, data objects may be inspected (e.g., by viewing 
properties and/or associated data of the data objects), filtered 
(e.g., narrowing the universe of objects into sets and Subsets 
by properties or relationships), and statistically aggregated 
(e.g., numerically Summarized based on Summarization cri 
teria), among other operations and visualizations. 
0154 Implementation Mechanisms 
0155 The various computing device(s) discussed herein, 
such as the entities 110 and/or healthcare fraud sharing sys 
tem 100, are generally controlled and coordinated by operat 
ing system software, such as, but not limited to, iOS, Android, 
Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Win 
dows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, 
Solaris, Macintosh OS X, VxWorks, or other compatible 
operating systems. In other embodiments, the computing 
devices may be controlled by a proprietary operating system. 
Conventional operating systems control and Schedule com 
puter processes for execution, perform memory management, 
provide file system, networking, I/O services, and provide a 
user interface functionality, such as a graphical user interface 
(“GUI), among other things. The healthcare fraud sharing 
system 100 may be hosted and/or executed on one or more 
computing devices with one or more hardware processors and 
with any of the previously mentioned operating system soft 
Ware 

0156 FIG. 10 is a block diagram that illustrates example 
components of the healthcare fraud sharing system 100. 
While FIG. 10 refers to the healthcare fraud sharing system 
100, any of the other computing devices discussed herein may 
have some or all of the same or similar components. 
0157. The healthcare fraud sharing system 100 may 
execute software, e.g., standalone software applications, 
applications within browsers, network applications, etc., 
whether by the particular application, the operating system, 
or otherwise. Any of the systems discussed herein may be 
performed by the healthcare fraud sharing system 100 and/or 
a similar computing system having some or all of the com 
ponents discussed with reference to FIG. 10. 
0158. The healthcare fraud sharing system 100 includes a 
bus 1002 or other communication mechanism for communi 
cating information, and a hardware processor, or multiple 
processors, 1004 coupled with bus 1002 for processing infor 
mation. Hardware processor(s) 1004 may be, for example, 
one or more general purpose microprocessors. 
0159. The healthcare fraud sharing system 100 also 
includes a main memory 1006, Such as a random access 
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memory (RAM), cache and/or other dynamic storage 
devices, coupled to bus 1002 for storing information and 
instructions to be executed by processor(s) 1004. Main 
memory 1006 also may be used for storing temporary vari 
ables or other intermediate information during execution of 
instructions to be executed by processor(s) 1004. Such 
instructions, when stored in storage media accessible to pro 
cessor(s) 1004, render the healthcare fraud sharing system 
100 into a special-purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions. Such 
instructions, as executed by hardware processors, may imple 
ment the methods and systems described herein for sharing 
healthcare fraud information. 
0160 The healthcare fraud sharing system 100 further 
includes a read only memory (ROM) 1008 or other static 
storage device coupled to bus 1002 for storing static informa 
tion and instructions for processor(s) 1004. A storage device 
1010, such as a magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb 
drive (Flash drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 1002 
for storing information and instructions. The scheme unit 
530, attack modification unit 540, scheme data store 532 
and/or fraud data store 542 of FIG. 5 may be stored on the 
main memory 1006 and/or the storage device 1010. 
0161. In some embodiments, the scheme data store 532 of 
FIG. 5 is a file system, relational database such as, but not 
limited to, MySql, Oracle, Sybase, or DB2, and/or a distrib 
uted in memory caching system such as, but not limited to, 
Memcache, Memcached, or Java Caching System. The fraud 
data store 542 of FIG. 5 may be a similar file system, rela 
tional database and/or distributed in memory caching system 
as the scheme data store 532. 
0162 The healthcare fraud sharing system 100 may be 
coupled via bus 1002 to a display 1012, such as a cathode ray 
tube (CRT) or LCD display or touch screen, for displaying 
information to a computer user. An input device 1014 is 
coupled to bus 1002 for communicating information and 
command selections to processor 504. One type of input 
device 1014 is a keyboard including alphanumeric and other 
keys. Another type of input device 1014 is a touch screen. 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 1016, such 
as a mouse, a trackball, a touch screen, or cursor direction 
keys for communicating direction information and command 
selections to processor 1004 and for controlling cursor move 
ment on display 1012. This input device may have two 
degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a 
second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to specify posi 
tions in a plane. In some embodiments, the same direction 
information and command selections as cursor control may 
be implemented via receiving touches on a touchscreen with 
Out a CurSOr. 

0163 The healthcare fraud sharing system 100 may 
include a user interface unit to implement a GUI, for example, 
FIG. 9A and/or FIG. 9B, which may be stored in a mass 
storage device as executable software codes that are executed 
by the computing device(s). This and other units may include, 
by way of example, components, such as Software compo 
nents, object-oriented Software components, class compo 
nents and task components, processes, functions, attributes, 
procedures, Subroutines, segments of program code, drivers, 
firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, data struc 
tures, tables, arrays, and variables. 
0164. In general, the word “instructions, as used herein, 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a 
collection of software units, possibly having entry and exit 
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points, written in a programming language. Such as, but not 
limited to, Java, Lua, C, C++, or C#. A software unit may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, but not limited to, BASIC, 
Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated that software units may 
be callable from other units or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware units configured for execution on computing devices by 
their hardware processor(s) may be provided on a computer 
readable medium, Such as a compact disc, digital video disc, 
flash drive, magnetic disc, or any other tangible medium, or as 
a digital download (and may be originally stored in a com 
pressed or installable format that requires installation, 
decompression or decryption prior to execution). Such soft 
ware code may be stored, partially or fully, on a memory 
device of the executing computing device, for execution by 
the computing device. Software instructions may be embed 
ded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be further appre 
ciated that hardware modules may be comprised of connected 
logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be com 
prised of programmable units, such as programmable gate 
arrays or processors. Generally, the instructions described 
herein refer to logical modules that may be combined with 
other modules or divided into sub-modules despite their 
physical organization or storage. 
0.165. The healthcare fraud sharing system 100, or com 
ponents of it, such as the scheme unit 530 and/or the attack 
modification unit 540 of FIG. 5, may be programmed, via 
executable code instructions, in a programming language. 
0166 The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, 
as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-vola 
tile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media 
includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as 
storage device 1010. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 1006. Common forms of 
non-transitory media include, for example, a floppy disk, a 
flexible disk, hard disk, Solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any 
other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other 
optical data storage medium, any physical medium with pat 
terns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH 
EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and 
networked versions of the same. 

0167. Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 1002. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
0168 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to proces 
sor(s) 1004 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid State drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer may load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone or cable line using a modem. A modem local to 
the healthcare fraud sharing system 100 may receive the data 
on the telephone or cable line and use an infra-red transmitter 
to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An infra-red detector 
can receive the data carried in the infra-red signal and appro 
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priate circuitry can place the data on bus 1002. Bus 1002 
carries the data to main memory 1006, from which the pro 
cessor(s) 1004 retrieves and executes the instructions. The 
instructions received by main memory 1006 may retrieve and 
execute the instructions. The instructions received by main 
memory 1006 may optionally be stored on storage device 
1010 either before or after execution by processor(s) 1004. 
0169. The healthcare fraud sharing system 100 also 
includes a communication interface 1018 coupled to bus 
1002. Communication interface 1018 provides a two-way 
data communication coupling to a network link 1020 that is 
connected to a local network 1022. For example, communi 
cation interface 1018 may be an integrated services digital 
network (ISDN) card, cable modem, satellite modem, or a 
modem to provide a data communication connection to a 
corresponding type of telephone line. As another example, 
communication interface 1018 may be a local area network 
(LAN) card to provide a data communication connection to a 
compatible LAN (or WAN component to be communicated 
with a WAN). Wireless links may also be implemented. In any 
Such implementation, communication interface 1018 sends 
and receives electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of infor 
mation. 
0170 Network link 1020 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 1020 may provide a connection 
through local network 1022 to a host computer 1024 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
1026. ISP 1026 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet 1028. Local 
network 1022 and Internet 1028 both use electrical, electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 1020 and through communication interface 1018, 
which carry the digital data to and from the healthcare fraud 
sharing system 100, are example forms of transmission 
media. 
0171 The healthcare fraud sharing system 100 can send 
messages and receive data, including program code, through 
the network(s), network link 1020 and communication inter 
face 1018. In the Internet example, a server 1030 might trans 
mit a requested code for an application program through 
Internet 1028, ISP 1026, local network 1022 and communi 
cation interface 1018. 
0172. The received code may be executed by processor(s) 
1004 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 1010, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. 
0173 Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in, and 
fully or partially automated by, code instructions executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors com 
prising computer hardware. The processes and algorithms 
may be implemented partially or wholly in application-spe 
cific circuitry. 
0.174. The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another, or may be com 
bined in various ways. All possible combinations and Sub 
combinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may 
be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and pro 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
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performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For 
example, described blocks or states may be performed in an 
order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks 
or states may be combined in a single block or state. The 
example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in par 
allel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be added 
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The 
example systems and components described herein may be 
configured differently than described. For example, elements 
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared to 
the disclosed example embodiments. 
0.175 Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could “might or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

0176 Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the 
flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting units, segments, or portions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple 
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
0177. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples. All Such modifications and 
variations are intended to be included herein within the scope 
of this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, how 
ever, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears intext, 
the invention can be practiced in many ways. AS is also stated 
above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminol 
ogy when describing certain features or aspects of the inven 
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with 
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the inven 
tion should therefore be construed in accordance with the 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof. 

1-14. (canceled) 
15. A computer-implemented method for sharing health 

care fraud information comprising: 
receiving first healthcare fraud data from a first entity, the 

first healthcare fraud data comprising information 
regarding one or more first healthcare fraud attacks 
detected by the first entity; 

receiving second healthcare fraud data from a second 
entity, the second healthcare fraud data comprising 
information regarding one or more second healthcare 
fraud attacks detected by the secondentity, wherein each 
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healthcare fraud data of the first and second healthcare 
fraud data comprises at least one of metadata associated 
with healthcare member visits, healthcare procedures, 
healthcare products, procedure and diagnosis combina 
tions, or preapproved prescriptions associated with pro 
fession types or categories; 

receiving a healthcare fraud detection scheme, the health 
care fraud detection scheme based at least in part on the 
first healthcare fraud data and the second healthcare 
fraud data; 

applying the healthcare fraud detection Scheme at a third 
entity to one or more healthcare data objects associated 
with a particular healthcare member of the third entity, 
wherein the healthcare fraud detection scheme com 
prises instructions to identify potential or actual health 
care fraud attacks via at least one of the following con 
ditions: 
a number of visits by the particular healthcare member at 

a healthcare location is above a visit threshold, 
respective visit times of the particular healthcare mem 

ber at two or more healthcare locations occurred 
within a predetermined time threshold, 

a quantity of a particular product associated with the 
particular healthcare member is above a predeter 
mined usage threshold within a time window, 

a quantity of products associated with the particular 
healthcare member that are each included in an iden 
tified group of products is above a predetermined 
grouping threshold, 

a recorded procedure and diagnosis combination for the 
particular healthcare member is not within a set of 
approved procedure and diagnosis combinations, or 

a prescribing healthcare professional has prescribed a 
prescription to the particular healthcare member that 
is not included in a set of preapproved prescriptions 
associated with a profession type or category of the 
prescribing healthcare professional, 

wherein applying the healthcare fraud detection scheme 
identifies a third potential or actual healthcare fraud 
attack in response to the one or more healthcare data 
objects associated with the particular healthcare 
member of the third entity matching at least one of the 
conditions; and 

providing an alert indicating the third potential or actual 
healthcare fraud attack. 

16. The computer-implemented method of claim 15, fur 
ther comprising: 

accessing weighting data associated with the first entity, 
wherein the weighting data are indicative of a reliability 
of the first healthcare fraud data from the first entity. 

17. The computer-implemented method of claim 15, fur 
ther comprising: 
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generating one or more lists of alerts for display to an 
analyst, wherein the one or more lists comprises the alert 
corresponding to the third potential or actual healthcare 
fraud attack. 

18. The computer-implemented method of claim 15, 
wherein a first condition of the conditions further comprises a 
predetermined threshold determined from at least a first por 
tion of the first healthcare data and a second portion of the 
second healthcare data, wherein the healthcare fraud detec 
tion scheme matches the first condition in response to the 
predetermined threshold being met by the one or more health 
care data objects associated with the particular healthcare 
member. 

19. (canceled) 
20. The computer-implemented method of claim 15, 

wherein each object of the one or more healthcare data objects 
associated with the particular healthcare member comprises a 
data container for properties, and wherein each property of 
the properties comprises one or more property types corre 
sponding to one or more property values associated with at 
least one of healthcare member visits, healthcare procedures, 
healthcare products, procedure and diagnosis combinations, 
or preapproved prescriptions associated with profession 
types or categories, and wherein the one or more healthcare 
data objects are retrieved from a non-transitory computer 
readable storage medium, and wherein applying the health 
care fraud detection scheme to identify the third potential or 
actual healthcare fraud attack accesses the one or more prop 
erty values to match at least one of the conditions. 

21. The computer-implemented method of claim 15, 
wherein applying the instructions of the healthcare fraud 
detection scheme further comprise: 

accessing a plurality of visits for the particular healthcare 
member, each visit of the plurality of visits correspond 
ing to a healthcare location; 

sorting the plurality of visits by respective visit times of 
each visit of the plurality of visits: 

for each visit of the plurality of visits: 
determining an elapsed time between the visit and a 

previous visit; 
determining a physical distance between the respective 

healthcare locations of the visit and the previous visit; 
and 

determining a speed from the physical distance and the 
elapsed time, 

wherein the speed corresponds to the particular healthcare 
member visiting respective healthcare locations of the 
visit and the previous visit; 

determining that the speed of at least one visit of the plu 
rality of visits is above a speed threshold; and 

providing an impossible visit alert to a user interface. 
k k k k k 
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SYSTEMS AND USER INTERFACES FOR 
DYNAMIC AND INTERACTIVE ACCESS OF, 
INVESTIGATION OF, AND ANALYSIS OF 

DATA OBJECTS STORED IN ONE ORMORE 
DATABASES 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1.57. 
0002 This application claims benefit of U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application No. 61/98.5403, filed Apr. 28, 2014, and 
titled “TIME-BASED DISPLAY OF DATA OBJECTS. The 
entire disclosure of each of the above items is hereby made 
part of this specification as if set forth fully herein and incor 
porated by reference for all purposes, for all that it contains. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to sys 
tems and techniques for time-based display of data objects. 
0004 An example of a time-based display of data objects 

is a timeline. A timeline is a way of displaying a list of events 
in chronological order. A timeline is typically a graphic 
design showing a long bar labeled with dates or times along 
side itself and usually events labeled on points where they 
would have happened. 

SUMMARY 

0005. The systems, methods, and devices described herein 
each have several aspects, no single one of which is solely 
responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the 
Scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting features will 
now be discussed briefly. 
0006 Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a 
system that may enable efficient analysis of data objects. In 
particular, the system provides a time-based visualization of 
data objects (and/or properties associated with the data 
objects) to a user Such that the user may, for example, deter 
mine connections between various data objects, observe 
flows of information among data objects, and/or investigate 
related data objects. 
0007 For example, the system described herein may show 
various data objects as graphical icons in a display area, and 
may indicate relationships among those data objects with 
graphical lines or links between the graphical icons. Further, 
there may be time-based properties associated with the data 
objects. These time-based properties may not be apparent in 
the display area, but may be made more clear in a time-based 
display. The time-based display may indicate time-dependent 
relationships among the various data objects. For example, 
the data objects may be represented by bars and/or lines along 
a timeline, and may be grouped together into bins correspond 
ing to various periods of time. 
0008. The system enables a user to efficiently understand 
time-based relationships among the data objects, as the data 
objects may be simultaneously displayed with graphical links 
in one portion of the display, and in a time-based display in 
another portion. Interactions with the data objects in either 
portion of the display may cause corresponding indications 
and/or updates in another portion. For example, selection of 
particular data objects in the time-based portion of the display 
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may cause the corresponding data objects as represented by 
graphical icons to be highlighted. Similarly, selection of 
graphical icons representing data objects may cause a corre 
sponding highlighting and/or other adjustment to the time 
based display. Additionally, the graphical icons may be high 
lighted in an animated fashion based on time-based properties 
associated with the corresponding data objects, enabling a 
user to efficiently determine a sequence of events associated 
with related data items. 

0009. According to an embodiment, a computer system is 
disclosed comprising one or more computer readable storage 
devices configured to store: a plurality of computer execut 
able instructions; and a plurality of data objects, each of the 
data objects associated with one or more properties; and one 
or more hardware computer processors in communication 
with the one or more computer readable storage devices and 
configured to execute the plurality of computer executable 
instructions in order to cause the computer system to: access 
one or more data objects from the one or more computer 
readable storage devices; determine one or more relation 
ships among the one or more data objects based on the one or 
more properties associated with respective of the one or more 
data objects; generate a data object display panel including 
one or more data objects in a graph layout, the graph layout 
including indications of the one or more relationships; deter 
mine a time-based property associated with each of at least 
Some of the one or more data objects; generate a time-based 
display panel including representations of each of the at least 
some of the one or more data objects; display the data object 
display panel and the time-based display panel on an elec 
tronic display of the computer system; determine a window of 
time associated with the time-based display panel; and in 
response to receiving an input indicating a selection of a play 
indicator: move the window of time along the time-based 
display panel in an animated fashion; and highlight, in the 
data object display panel, data objects corresponding to the 
location of the window of time as it moves along the time 
based display panel. 
0010. According to an aspect, the window of time is deter 
mined based on at least one of a percentage of time repre 
sented in the time-based display panel, a percentage of the 
one or more data objects represented in the time-based dis 
play panel, a number of data objects represented in the time 
based display panel, or an amount of time represented in the 
time-based display panel. 
0011. According to another aspect, the user may adjust the 
speed at which the window of time moves along the time 
based display panel. 
0012. According to yet another aspect, highlighting the 
data objects comprises greying out any data objects not cor 
responding to the location of the window of time. 
0013. According to another aspect, the time-based display 
panel includes information bins in which the one or more data 
objects are placed. 
0014. According to yet another aspect, the information 
bins comprise at least one of bars or points along a line. 
0015. According to yet another aspect, in response to an 
input indicating a selection of one or more of the bars or the 
points along the line, highlighting corresponding data objects 
in the data object display panel. 
0016. According to another aspect, the data object display 
panel and the time-based display panel are simultaneously 
displayed on the electronic display of the computer system. 
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0017. According to yet another aspect, the time-based dis 
play panel comprises a timeline. 
0.018. According to another aspect, the graph layoutcom 
prises graphical icons representing each of the one or more 
data objects, and wherein the indications of the one or more 
relationships comprise graphical lines connecting respective 
graphical icons representing related data objects. 
0019. According to another embodiment, a computer sys 
tem is disclosed comprising: one or more computer readable 
storage devices configured to store: a plurality of computer 
executable instructions; and a plurality of data objects, each 
of the data objects associated with one or more properties; and 
one or more hardware computer processors in communica 
tion with the one or more computer readable storage devices 
and configured to execute the plurality of computer execut 
able instructions in order to cause the computer system to: 
access one or more data objects from the one or more com 
puter readable storage devices; generate a data object display 
panel including one or more data objects; determine a time 
based property associated with each of at least some of the 
one or more data objects; generate a time-based display panel 
including representations of each of the at least some of the 
one or more data objects; display the data object display panel 
and the time-based display panel on an electronic display of 
the computer system; determine a window of time associated 
with the time-based display panel; and in response to receiv 
ing an input indicating a selection of a play indicator: move 
the window of time along the time-based display panel in an 
animated fashion; and highlight, in the data object display 
panel, data objects corresponding to the location of the win 
dow of time as it moves along the time-based display panel. 
0020. According to an aspect, the window of time is deter 
mined based on at least one of a percentage of time repre 
sented in the time-based display panel, a percentage of the 
one or more data objects represented in the time-based dis 
play panel, a number of data objects represented in the time 
based display panel, or an amount of time represented in the 
time-based display panel. 
0021 According to another aspect, the user may adjust the 
speed at which the window of time moves along the time 
based display panel. 
0022. According to yet another aspect, highlighting the 
data objects comprises greying out any data objects not cor 
responding to the location of the window of time. 
0023. According to another aspect, the time-based display 
panel includes information bins in which the one or more data 
objects are placed. 
0024. According to yet another aspect, the information 
bins comprise at least one of bars or points along a line. 
0025. According to yet another aspect, in response to an 
input indicating a selection of one or more of the bars or the 
points along the line, highlighting corresponding data objects 
in the data object display panel. 
0026. According to another aspect, the data object display 
panel and the time-based display panel are simultaneously 
displayed on the electronic display of the computer system. 
0027. According to yet another aspect, the time-based dis 
play panel comprises a timeline. 
0028. According to another aspect, the one or more hard 
ware computer processors are configured to execute the plu 
rality of computer executable instructions in order to further 
cause the computer system to: determine one or more rela 
tionships among the one or more data objects based on the one 
or more properties associated with respective of the one or 
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more data objects, wherein the data object display panel 
includes the one or more data objects in a graph layout, the 
graph layout including indications of the one or more rela 
tionships. 
0029. According to yet another aspect, the graph layout 
comprises graphical icons representing each of the one or 
more data objects, and wherein the indications of the one or 
more relationships comprise graphical lines connecting 
respective graphical icons representing related data objects. 
0030. According to another aspect, the data object display 
panel includes the one or more data objects in at least one of 
a histogram, a table, a list, or a map. 
0031. In various embodiments, computer-implemented 
methods are disclosed in which, under control of one or more 
hardware computing devices configured with specific com 
puter executable instructions, one or more aspects of the 
above-described embodiments are implemented and/or per 
formed. 

0032. In various embodiments, a non-transitory com 
puter-readable storage medium storing software instructions 
is disclosed that, in response to execution by a computer 
system having one or more hardware processors, configure 
the computer system to perform operations comprising one or 
more aspects of the above-described embodiments. 
0033. Further, as described herein, a system may be con 
figured and/or designed to generate user interface data use 
able for rendering the various interactive user interfaces 
described. The user interface data may be used by the system, 
and/or another computer system, device, and/or software pro 
gram (for example, a browser program), to render the inter 
active user interfaces. The interactive user interfaces may be 
displayed on, for example, electronic displays (including, for 
example, touch-enabled displays). 
0034 Additionally, it has been noted that design of com 
puter user interfaces “that are useable and easily learned by 
humans is a non-trivial problem for software developers.” 
(Dillon, A. (2003) User Interface Design. MacMillan Ency 
clopedia of Cognitive Science, Vol. 4, London: MacMillan, 
453-458.) The various embodiments of interactive and 
dynamic user interfaces of the present disclosure are the result 
of significant research, development, improvement, iteration, 
and testing. This non-trivial development has resulted in the 
user interfaces described herein which may provide signifi 
cant cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies and advantages 
over previous systems. The interactive and dynamic user 
interfaces include improved human-computer interactions 
that may provide reduced mental workloads, improved deci 
Sion-making, reduced work stress, and/or the like, for an 
analyst user. 
0035. Further, the interactive and dynamic user interfaces 
described herein are enabled by innovations in efficient inter 
actions between the user interfaces and underlying systems 
and components. For example, disclosed herein are improved 
methods of receiving user inputs, translation and delivery of 
those inputs to various system components (for example, 
retrieval of relevant data objects and/or properties), automatic 
and dynamic execution of complex processes in response to 
the input delivery (for example, identifying related data 
objects and highlighting corresponding data objects in vari 
ous views), automatic interaction among various components 
and processes of the system, and/or automatic and dynamic 
updating of the user interfaces. The interactions and presen 
tation of data via the interactive user interfaces described 
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herein may accordingly provide cognitive and ergonomic 
efficiencies and advantages over previous systems. 
0036 Advantageously, according to various embodi 
ments, the disclosed techniques provide a more effective user 
interface for an investigation of data objects of various types. 
An analyst may be able to investigate a group of related data 
objects instead of an individual data object, and may be able 
to determine time-based relationships among the data objects 
that may not otherwise be apparent. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0037. The following drawings and the associated descrip 
tions are provided to illustrate embodiments of the present 
disclosure and do not limit the scope of the claims. Aspects 
and many of the attendant advantages of this disclosure will 
become more readily appreciated as the same become better 
understood by reference to the following detailed description, 
when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, 
wherein: 
0038 FIGS. 1A-1O illustrate example embodiments of 
user interfaces, and functionality associated with the example 
user interfaces, of a system including time-based displays of 
data objects. 
0.039 FIG. 2 illustrates one embodiment of a database 
System using an ontology. 
0040 FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a system for 
creating data in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 
0041 FIG. 4 illustrates a sample user interface using rela 
tionships described in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 
0042 FIG. 5 illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

Overview 

0043 Although certain preferred embodiments and 
examples are disclosed below, inventive subject matter 
extends beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to 
other alternative embodiments and/or uses and to modifica 
tions and equivalents thereof. Thus, the scope of the claims 
appended hereto is not limited by any of the particular 
embodiments described below. For example, in any method 
or process disclosed herein, the acts or operations of the 
method or process may be performed in any suitable sequence 
and are not necessarily limited to any particular disclosed 
sequence. Various operations may be described as multiple 
discrete operations in turn, in a manner that may be helpful in 
understanding certain embodiments; however, the order of 
description should not be construed to imply that these opera 
tions are order dependent. Additionally, the structures, sys 
tems, and/or devices described herein may be embodied as 
integrated components or as separate components. For pur 
poses of comparing various embodiments, certain aspects and 
advantages of these embodiments are described. Not neces 
sarily all Such aspects or advantages are achieved by any 
particular embodiment. Thus, for example, various embodi 
ments may be carried out in a manner that achieves or opti 
mizes one advantage or group of advantages as taught herein 
without necessarily achieving other aspects or advantages as 
may also be taught or Suggested herein. 
0044 As mentioned above, various embodiments of an 
interactive time-based display of data objects (referred to 
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herein as a “Time Chart') are disclosed. The Time Chart 
provides a time-based visualization of data objects (and/or 
properties associated with the data objects) to a user Such that 
the user may, for example, determine connections between 
various data objects, observe flows of information among 
data objects, and/or investigate related data objects. 
0045. For example, the system described herein may show 
various data objects as graphical icons in a display area, and 
may indicate relationships among those data objects with 
graphical lines or links between the graphical icons. Further, 
there may be time-based properties associated with the data 
objects. These time-based properties may not be apparent in 
the display area, but may be made more clear in a time-based 
display. The time-based display may indicate time-dependent 
relationships among the various data objects. For example, 
the data objects may be represented by bars and/or lines along 
a timeline, and may be grouped together into bins correspond 
ing to various periods of time. 
0046. The system enables a user to efficiently understand 
time-based relationships among the data objects, as the data 
objects may be simultaneously displayed with graphical links 
in one portion of the display, and in a time-based display in 
another portion. Interactions with the data objects in either 
portion of the display may cause corresponding indications 
and/or updates in another portion. For example, selection of 
particular data objects in the time-based portion of the display 
may cause the corresponding data objects as represented by 
graphical icons to be highlighted. Similarly, selection of 
graphical icons representing data objects may cause a corre 
sponding highlighting and/or other adjustment to the time 
based display. Additionally, the graphical icons may be high 
lighted in an animated fashion based on time-based properties 
associated with the corresponding data objects, enabling a 
user to efficiently determine a sequence of events associated 
with related data items. 
0047 FIGS. 1A-1O, described below, illustrate example 
embodiments of user interfaces, and functionality associated 
with the example user interfaces, of a system including the 
Time Chart. 

Definitions 

0048. In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems 
and methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used 
herein, should be construed to include the provided defini 
tions, the ordinary and customary meaning of the terms, and/ 
or any other implied meaning for the respective terms. Thus, 
the definitions below do not limit the meaning of these terms, 
but only provide exemplary definitions. 
0049 Ontology: Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases. For 
example, the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database, and how 
objects and properties may be related. 
0050 Database: A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, 
relational databases (Oracle database, mySQL database, 
etc.), spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, among others. 
0051 Data Object or Object: A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 
number of definable properties. For example, a data object 
can represent an entity Such as a person, a place, an organi 
Zation, a market instrument, or other noun. A data object can 
represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a 
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duration. A data object can represent a document or other 
unstructured data source Such as an e-mail message, a phone 
call, a news report, or a written paper or article. Each data 
object may be associated with a unique identifier that 
uniquely identifies the data object. The objects attributes 
(e.g. metadata about the object) may be represented in one or 
more properties. 
0052) Object Type: Type of a data object (e.g., Person, 
Event, or Document). Object types may be defined by an 
ontology and may be modified or updated to include addi 
tional object types. An object definition (e.g., in an ontology) 
may include how the object is related to other objects, such as 
being a sub-object type of another object type (e.g. an agent 
may be a Sub-object type of a person object type), and the 
properties the object type may have. 
0053 Properties: Attributes of a data object that represent 
individual data items. At a minimum, each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values. 
0054 Property Type: The type of data a property is, such 
as a string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types, such as a series data values associ 
ated with timed ticks (e.g. a time series), etc. 
0055 Property Value: The value associated with a prop 

erty, which is of the type indicated in the property type asso 
ciated with the property. A property may have multiple val 
CS. 

0056 Link: A connection between two data objects, based 
on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching 
properties. Links may be directional. Such as one representing 
a payment from person A to B, orbidirectional. 
0057 Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects. 

Object Centric Data Model 
0058. To provide a framework for the following discussion 
of specific systems and methods described herein, an example 
database system 210 using an ontology 205 will now be 
described. This description is provided for the purpose of 
providing an example and is not intended to limit the tech 
niques to the example data model, the example database 
system, or the example database systems use of an ontology 
to represent information. 
0059. In one embodiment, a body of data is conceptually 
structured according to an object-centric data model repre 
sented by ontology 205. The conceptual data model is inde 
pendent of any particular database used for durably storing 
one or more database(s) 209 based on the ontology 205. For 
example, each object of the conceptual data model may cor 
respond to one or more rows in a relational database or an 
entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) data 
base, or any combination of one or more databases. 
0060 FIG. 2 illustrates an object-centric conceptual data 
model according to an embodiment. An ontology 205, as 
noted above, may include stored information providing a data 
model for storage of data in the database 209. The ontology 
205 may be defined by one or more object types, which may 
each be associated with one or more property types. At the 
highest level of abstraction, data object 201 is a container for 
information representing things in the world. For example, 
data object 201 can represent an entity Such as a person, a 
place, an organization, a market instrument, or other noun. 
Data object 201 can represent an event that happens at a point 
in time or for a duration. Data object 201 can represent a 
document or other unstructured data source Such as an e-mail 
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message, a news report, or a written paperor article. Each data 
object 201 is associated with a unique identifier that uniquely 
identifies the data object within the database system. 
0061. Different types of data objects may have different 
property types. For example, a “Person’ data object might 
have an “Eye Color property type and an “Event data object 
might have a “Date” property type. Each property 203 as 
represented by data in the database system 210 may have a 
property type defined by the ontology 205 used by the data 
base 205. 
0062) Objects may be instantiated in the database 209 in 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
particular object in the ontology 205. For example, a specific 
monetary payment (e.g., an object of type “event) of USS30. 
00 (e.g., a property of type “currency') taking place on Mar. 
27, 2009 (e.g., a property of type "date') may be stored in the 
database 209 as an event object with associated currency and 
date properties as defined within the ontology 205. 
0063. The data objects defined in the ontology 205 may 
Support property multiplicity. In particular, a data object 201 
may be allowed to have more than one property 203 of the 
same property type. For example, a “Person’ data object 
might have multiple “Address’ properties or multiple 
“Name” properties. 
0064. Each link 202 represents a connection between two 
data objects 201. In one embodiment, the connection is either 
through a relationship, an event, or through matching prop 
erties. A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, "Person’ data object A may be 
connected to “Person’ data object B by a “Child Of relation 
ship (where “Person’ data object B has an asymmetric “Par 
ent Of relationship to “Person’ data object A), a “Kin Of 
symmetric relationship to “Person’ data object C, and an 
asymmetric “Member Of relationship to “Organization' 
data object X. The type of relationship between two data 
objects may vary depending on the types of the data objects. 
For example, “Person’ data object A may have an “Appears 
In relationship with "Document data object Y or have a 
“Participate In' relationship with “Event data object E. As 
an example of an event connection, two “Person’ data objects 
may be connected by an Airline Flight data object repre 
senting a particular airline flight if they traveled together on 
that flight, or by a "Meeting data object representing a par 
ticular meeting if they both attended that meeting. In one 
embodiment, when two data objects are connected by an 
event, they are also connected by relationships, in which each 
data object has a specific relationship to the event. Such as, for 
example, an 'Appears. In relationship. 
0065. As an example of a matching properties connection, 
two “Person’ data objects representing a brother and a sister, 
may both have an “Address' property that indicates where 
they live. If the brother and the sister live in the same home, 
then their “Address' properties likely contain similar, if not 
identical property values. In one embodiment, a link between 
two data objects may be established based on similar or 
matching properties (e.g., property types and/or property val 
ues) of the data objects. These are just some examples of the 
types of connections that may be represented by a link and 
other types of connections may be represented; embodiments 
are not limited to any particular types of connections between 
data objects. For example, a document might contain refer 
ences to two different objects. For example, a document may 
contain a reference to a payment (one object), and a person (a 
second object). A link between these two objects may repre 
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sent a connection between these two entities through their 
co-occurrence within the same document. 
0066 Each data object 201 can have multiple links with 
another data object 201 to form a link set 204. For example, 
two “Person’ data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a “Spouse Of relationship, a match 
ing “Address' property, and one or more matching “Event 
properties (e.g., a wedding). Each link 202 as represented by 
data in a database may have a link type defined by the data 
base ontology used by the database. 
0067 FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary 
components and data that may be used in identifying and 
storing data according to an ontology. In this example, the 
ontology may be configured, and data in the data model 
populated, by a system of parsers and ontology configuration 
tools. In the embodiment of FIG.3, input data 300 is provided 
to parser 302. The input data may comprise data from one or 
more sources. For example, an institution may have one or 
more databases with information on credit card transactions, 
rental cars, and people. The databases may contain a variety 
of related information and attributes about each type of data, 
Such as a “date for a credit card transaction, an address for a 
person, and a date for when a rental car is rented. The parser 
302 is able to read a variety of source input data types and 
determine which type of data it is reading. 
0068. In accordance with the discussion above, the 
example ontology 205 comprises stored information provid 
ing the data model of data stored in database 209, and the 
ontology is defined by one or more object types 310, one or 
more property types 316, and one or more link types 330. 
Based on information determined by the parser 302 or other 
mapping of Source input information to object type, one or 
more data objects 201 may be instantiated in the database 209 
based on respective determined object types 310, and each of 
the objects 201 has one or more properties 203 that are instan 
tiated based on property types 316. Two data objects 201 may 
be connected by one or more links 202 that may be instanti 
ated based on link types 330. The property types 316 each 
may comprise one or more data types 318, Such as a string, 
number, etc. Property types 316 may be instantiated based on 
a base property type 320. For example, a base property type 
320 may be “Locations” and a property type 316 may be 
Home. 

0069. In an embodiment, a user of the system uses an 
object type editor 324 to create and/or modify the object types 
310 and define attributes of the object types. In an embodi 
ment, a user of the system uses a property type editor 326 to 
create and/or modify the property types 316 and define 
attributes of the property types. In an embodiment, a user of 
the system uses link type editor 328 to create the link types 
330. Alternatively, other programs, processes, or program 
matic controls may be used to create link types and property 
types and define attributes, and using editors is not required. 
0070. In an embodiment, creating a property type 316 
using the property type editor 326 involves defining at least 
one parser definition using a parser editor 322. A parser 
definition comprises metadata that informs parser 302 how to 
parse input data 300 to determine whether values in the input 
data can be assigned to the property type 316 that is associated 
with the parser definition. In an embodiment, each parser 
definition may comprise a regular expression parser 304A or 
a code module parser 304B. In other embodiments, other 
kinds of parser definitions may be provided using scripts or 
other programmatic elements. Once defined, both a regular 
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expression parser 304A and a code module parser 304B can 
provide input to parser 302 to control parsing of input data 
3OO. 

0071 Using the data types defined in the ontology, input 
data 300 may be parsed by the parser 302 determine which 
object type 310 should receive data from a record created 
from the input data, and which property types 316 should be 
assigned to data from individual field values in the input data. 
Based on the object-property mapping 301, the parser 302 
selects one of the parser definitions that is associated with a 
property type in the input data. The parserparses an input data 
field using the selected parser definition, resulting in creating 
new or modified data 303. The new or modified data 303 is 
added to the database 209 according to ontology 205 by 
storing values of the new or modified data in a property of the 
specified property type. As a result, input data 300 having 
varying format or syntax can be created in database 209. The 
ontology 205 may be modified at any time using object type 
editor 324, property type editor 326, and link type editor 328, 
or under program control without human use of an editor. 
Parser editor 322 enables creating multiple parser definitions 
that can Successfully parse input data 300 having varying 
format or syntax and determine which property types should 
be used to transform input data 300 into new or modified input 
data 303. 

0072 The properties, objects, and links (e.g. relation 
ships) between the objects can be visualized using a graphical 
user interface (GUI). For example, FIG. 4 displays a user 
interface showing a graph representation 403 of relationships 
(including relationships and/or links 404, 405, 406, 407,408, 
409, 410,411,412, and 413) between the data objects (includ 
ing data objects 421, 422,423, 424, 425, 426, 427, 428, and 
429) that are represented as nodes in the example of FIG. 4. In 
this embodiment, the data objects include person objects 421, 
422, 423, 424, 425, and 426; a flight object 427; a financial 
account 428; and a computer object 429. In this example, each 
person node (associated with person data objects), flight node 
(associated with flight data objects), financial account node 
(associated with financial account data objects), and com 
puter node (associated with computer data objects) may have 
relationships and/or links with any of the other nodes through, 
for example, other objects such as payment objects. 
0073 For example, in FIG.4, relationship 404 is based on 
a payment associated with the individuals indicated in person 
data objects 421 and 423. The link 404 represents these shared 
payments (for example, the individual associated with data 
object 421 may have paid the individual associated with data 
object 423 on three occasions). The relationship is further 
indicated by the common relationship between person data 
objects 421 and 423 and financial account data object 428. 
For example, link 411 indicates that person data object 421 
transferred money into financial account data object 428, 
while person data object 423 transferred money out of finan 
cial account data object 428. In another example, the relation 
ships between person data objects 424 and 425 and flight data 
object 427 are indicated by links 406, 409, and 410. In this 
example, person data objects 424 and 425 have a common 
address and were passengers on the same flight data object 
427. In an embodiment, further details related to the relation 
ships between the various objects may be displayed. For 
example, links 411 and 412 may, in some embodiments, 
indicate the timing of the respective money transfers. In 
another example, the time of the flight associated with the 
flight data object 427 may be shown. 
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0074 Relationships between data objects may be stored as 
links, or in Some embodiments, as properties, where a rela 
tionship may be detected between the properties. In some 
cases, as stated above, the links may be directional. For 
example, a payment link may have a direction associated with 
the payment, where one person object is a receiver of a pay 
ment, and another person object is the payer of payment. 
0075. In addition to visually showing relationships 
between the data objects, the user interface may allow various 
other manipulations. For example, the objects within data 
base 108 may be searched using a search interface 450 (e.g., 
text string matching of object properties), inspected (e.g., 
properties and associated data viewed), filtered (e.g., narrow 
ing the universe of objects into sets and Subsets by properties 
or relationships), and statistically aggregated (e.g., numeri 
cally Summarized based on Summarization criteria), among 
other operations and visualizations. 

Time Chart 

0076. As described above, FIGS. 1A-1O illustrate 
example embodiments of user interfaces, and functionality 
associated with the example user interfaces, of a system 
including the Time Chart. It is to be understood that some of 
the various functionality, features, and aspects of the system 
as described below in reference to FIGS. 1A-1O, may or may 
not appear in any particular embodiment. For example, with 
many of the user interfaces of FIGS. 1A-1O include both a 
Timeline and a Time Chart (as described below), in various 
embodiment the user interface includes only the Timeline or 
the Time Chart. 
0077 FIG. 1A shows an example user interface with vari 
ous aspects that are similar among FIGS. 1A-1O, and accord 
ingly the following general description of the user interface of 
FIG. 1A provides a basis for the descriptions of the remaining 
figures (FIGS. 1 B-1Q). The user interface of FIG. 1A 
includes a first time-based information display panel 1001 
(“Timeline'), an object display panel 1002, and a second 
time-based information display panel 1003 (“Time Chart'). 
While the present description is focused on the Time Chart 
(1003) of the user interface, it is recognized that much of the 
description of the Timeline (1001) may also be applicable to 
the Time Chart (in various embodiments). Accordingly, in 
some embodiments the Time Chart may include one or more 
aspects of the functionality and/or features of the Timeline. 
0078. The object display panel 1002, in various embodi 
ments, may include a display of data objects as described 
above in reference to FIG. 4. For example, data objects 1006 
may be displayed which include a person, multiple emails, 
multiple phone calls (and/or phone numbers), and various 
connections among the data objects. As described above, 
these data objects 1006 may be selected and/or arranged by a 
user of the system. The various data objects may be associated 
with time-based properties. For example, a time an email was 
sent, or a time that a phone call was made. As described below, 
in various embodiments the Time Chart (and/or Timeline) 
provide time-based visualizations of the data objects (and/or 
properties associated with the data objects) to a user Such that 
the user may, for example, determine connections between 
various data objects, observe flows of information among 
data objects, and/or generally investigate related data objects. 
0079. The Timeline 1001 includes bars (or information 
bins) 1005 that each indicate an absolute number of various 
types of objects that are associated with particular time peri 
ods (or bins). The time periods (for example, the length of 
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time spanned by each of the time periods) may be adjusted. 
Accordingly, more or fewer objects may be associated with 
each time period (or bin), and greater or lesser granularity 
may be displayed to the user. As shown, the numbers of each 
type of object included in a given bar are represented by 
coloring of the bar. The numbers of objects are stacked in each 
bar such that the total number of objects is shown. On the left 
of the Timeline, at 1004, a breakdown of the types of objects 
(including Email and Phone Call events) and associated prop 
erties is shown. The various objects/events may be individu 
ally selected or deselected such that only selected objects are 
displayed in the Timeline. Also shown are the colors related 
each type of object. 
0080. Similar to the Timeline, the Time Chart 1003 
includes bars (or information bins) 1007 that each indicate 
absolute numbers of objects associated with each time period 
(or bin). FIG.1B shows the Time Chart 1003 in further detail. 
In the present embodiment the Time Chart includes a chart 
area 1021, an information panel 1026, a legends panel selec 
tor 1022, a tools panel selector 1023, a play button 1024, and 
a chart overview/viewport 1025. 
I0081 Markers 1028 indicate portion of the chart that is 
currently displayed in the chart are 1021. As shown in 
example Time Chart 1030, the markers may show that a small 
portion 1031 of the overall charts is displayed in the chart 
area. Further, the user may move the markers independently 
or simultaneously to view particular portions of the chart. In 
an embodiment the Time Chart may additionally include a fit 
button for fitting all selected object data into the current chart 
display. In an embodiment the user may use amouse wheel to 
expand or compress the viewport. 
I0082. The information panel 1026 may display legend 
information and/or tools information. In FIG. 1B tools infor 
mation is displayed including a dropdown for a user to select 
a chart types (for example, bar chart or line chart), radio 
buttons for a user to select what portion of the data objects are 
to be used to populate the Time Chart (for example, all data 
points/objects or selected data points/objects), and/or abutton 
to capture history Snapshots (for example, capture a Snapshot 
of the currently displayed Time Chart). Other options may 
include, for example, a selector for choosing which object 
properties to include in the Time Chart and a selector for 
choosing which time Zone to display on the Time Chart. 
I0083. In FIG. 1C legend information is displayed includ 
ing events and/or properties 1027. Various of the legend infor 
mation may be selected/de-selected and/or may be associated 
with colors, etc. (similar to the events and properties 
described above with respect to the Timeline). Thus, in an 
embodiment, the legend panel may be used to choose which 
object types to include in the Time Chart. 
I0084 As described below, the play button 1024 may be 
used to cause the system to display current Time Chart data, 
as indicated by a time window, in chronological order. In an 
embodiment the play button causes the chronological display 
of information to play in a continuous loop. 
I0085 FIG. 1D shows an example user interface similar to 
FIG. 1A in which, in response to the user selecting one of the 
bars (e.g., bar 1041) in the Timeline, corresponding data 
objects (e.g., object 1042) in the object display panel are 
highlighted. Similarly, the user may select a bar (e.g., bar 
1043) in the Time Chart to cause the objects to be highlighted. 
In an embodiment, selecting a bar in one of the Timeline or 
Time Chart may cause a corresponding bar in the other to be 
highlighted. 
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I0086 FIG. 1D shows an example user interface similar to 
FIG. 1A in which the user has selected a window of time 
1051. In various embodiments the user may move the begin 
ning and end of the window of time, and/or may move the 
entire window to time (to, for example, scrub the window 
along the Timeline or Time Chart). As shown, in the object 
display panel any objects not within the window of time are 
greyed out (e.g., object 1052), while the objects within the 
window of time are not greyed out (e.g., object 1053). 
0087 FIG.1F shows an example user interface similar to 
FIG. 1A in which the user has de-Selected the “Phone Call 
object type 1061. Accordingly, the example user interface the 
phone call objects are no longer represented in the Timeline. 
As shown, when the user selects an information bin 1062 in 
the Timeline, the corresponding objects that are highlighted 
(e.g., object 1065) in object display panel show that none of 
the objects include phone call objects. In Time Chart, the 
highlighted portion of information bin 1063 represents object 
types still selected (e.g., Email), while the un-highlighted 
portion 1064 represents un-selected object type (e.g., phone 
call). 
I0088 Similar to FIG. 1D, FIG. 1G shows an example user 
interface similar to FIG. 1A in which, in response to the user 
selecting one of the bars (e.g., bar 1071) in the Time Chart, 
corresponding data objects (e.g., object 1072) in the object 
display panel are highlighted. As shown, because the phone 
call object type has been re-selected (1070), phone call 
objects included in the Time Chart and are accordingly 
selected in the object display panel. 
0089 FIG. 1H shows an example user interface similar to 
FIG. 1A in which multiple information bins 1081 in the Time 
Chart are selected (and corresponding objects are highlighted 
in the object display panel. 
0090 FIG. 1 I shows an example user interface similar to 
FIGS. 1A and 1D in which the user has selected a window of 
time 1091 on the Time Chart. As shown, objects that are not 
within the window of time are greyed out (e.g., object 1095), 
while objects that are within the window of time are not 
greyed out (e.g., object 1094). Additionally, as shown, objects 
corresponding to the selected bars of the Time Chart (1092) 
may still be highlighted (e.g., object 1093). In an embodi 
ment, the user may select the play button 1096 to cause the 
window of time to automatically and Smoothly move along 
Time Chart as indicated by arrow 1097. Such automatic and 
smooth movement of the window of time along the time chart 
may be referred to herein as the window of time moving in an 
“animated fashion.” As used herein, the term “animated fash 
ion' is abroad term encompassing its ordinary and customary 
meaning, and includes but is not limited to any type of move 
ment and/or shape change of a displayed element (e.g., a 
graphical element such as the window of time 1091). Accord 
ingly, movement of the window of time 1091 in an animated 
fashion as indicated by arrow 1097 means, in an embodiment, 
that the window of time 1091 appears to a user to slide along 
the Time Chart, sequentially entering and encompassing each 
of the bars of the Time Chart, until an end of the Time Chart 
is reached. In some instances, when an end of the Time Chart 
is reached, the window of time 1091 may gradually slide off 
the end and wrap around to a beginning of the Time Chart and 
continue. Alternatively, the window of time 1091 may stop 
when the end of the Time Chart is reached. In some embodi 
ments, when only a portion of the whole Time Chart is view 
able by the user due to, for example, a view of the Time Chart 
being Zoomed in, as the window of time 1091 progresses 
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along the Time Chart in the animated fashion, the Time Chart 
itself may begin to scroll along in an animated fashion to 
reveal additional portions of the Time Chart as the window of 
time 1091 advances. As the window of time moves along the 
Time Chart in an animated fashion, corresponding objects are 
greyed out or not greyed out based on the location of the 
window. As mentioned above, in an embodiment the play 
button causes the movement of the window to continuously 
loop back to the beginning of the Time Chart when the end of 
the Time Chart is reached. 
0091 FIG. 1J shows the user interface of FIG. 1 I after the 
window of time has moved (e.g., slid along the Time Chart in 
an animated fashion) to location 1111. As shown the indicator 
1112 shows the location of the window of time with respect to 
the entire Time Chart. In various embodiments, not just 
objects, but connections between objects are highlighted and/ 
or greyed/not greyed out based on user selections and/or the 
location of the window of time on the Time Chart. In an 
embodiment, a size of the window of time may be automati 
cally determined by the system. For example, the size of the 
window of time may be determined based on one or more of: 
a percentage of time represented in the Time Chart, a percent 
age of objects represented in the Time Chart, a number of 
objects represented in the Time Chart, an amount of time 
represented in the Time Chart, and/or any other factor or item 
of information. In an embodiment, the user may adjust speed 
at which the window moves along the Time Chart when the 
play button is selected. In an embodiment, the system may 
determine a speed at which the windows moves (which may 
be determined based on any of the factors or items of infor 
mation mentioned above with respect to the size of the win 
dow). 
0092 FIG.1K shows an example user interface similar to 
FIG. 1A in which the user may adjust information bin size by 
selection from the dropdown 1121. In an embodiment, the bin 
size may be automatically determined by the system based 
on, for example, an amount of time represented and/or a 
number of objects represented in the Time Chart. 
0093 FIG.1L shows an example user interface similar to 
FIG. 1A in which the user may change the Time Chart from 
Bar Chart to Line Chart via a dropdown 1131. FIG.1M shows 
an example of the Line Chart version 1141 of the Time Chart. 
As shown, different colors of lines may represent different 
types of objects/events (e.g., purple line 1142 represents 
Phone Calls, while blue line 1143 represents Emails). In the 
Line Chart embodiment shown, objects represented in Time 
Chart are not stacked (as in Bar Chart). 
0094 FIG. 1N shows an example user interface similar to 
FIG.1M in which a Line Chart version of the Time Chart is 
shown. As shown, the user may select a portion or region 1151 
of the Time Chart that may include only object of particular 
types for select time periods. Accordingly, in the example 
show, the user has selected four phone calls and eight emails. 
The user may select portions of the Line Chart, rather than 
particular information bins (as in the Line Chart version of the 
Time Chart). As shown, objects corresponding to the selected 
portion of the Line Cart are highlighted in object display 
pane. 

0.095 FIG. 1C) shows an example user interface similar to 
FIG. 1A in which the user has selected a particular subset of 
objects 1162 in the object display pane. The user may select 
the “Selected data points' radio button 1161 in the tools pane 
so that Time Chart only shows a representation (e.g., bars or 
lines) of the selected subset of objects. FIG. 1P shows an 
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example of the user selecting a portion or region 1171 of the 
Time Chart (which includes only the subset of objects 
selected in the object display panel as shown in FIG.1O) and 
the corresponding objects being highlighted in the object 
display panel. 
0096 FIG.1Q shows an example user interface similar to 
FIG. 1A in which a user may add an annotation 1181 to the 
Time Chart. In various embodiments the user may add anno 
tations to particular objects, groups of objects, information 
bins (e.g., bars or points), and/or other items on the Time 
Chart. 
0097. In some embodiments the window of time may be 
referred to as a filter (e.g., a Time Chart or Timeline filter). 
0098. In various embodiments, the object display panel 
1002 described above in reference to various figures may be 
replaced with another view of data objects. For example, 
rather than a graph layout or graph representation of data 
objects, object display panel 1002 may include data objects 
shown in another format and/or layout. Such other formats 
and/or layouts may include, for example, histograms of data 
objects, data object represented on a map, data objects dis 
played in a postboard view, data objects displayed in a list, 
data objects displayed in a reader view, and/or the like. Other 
formats may further include, e.g., any representation of data 
objects in graphs, maps, tables, timelines, histograms, and/or 
lists, among other types of data visualizations. Examples of 
such formats of display of data objects are described in U.S. 
Pat. No. 8,713,467, titled “Context-Sensitive Views, the dis 
closure of which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in 
its entirety and for all purposes. 
0099. As with the graph layout of the object display panel 
1002 described above, other views of data objects in various 
other embodiments may function similarly. For example, the 
user may select data objects via the object display panel 1002 
which may then be shown in, e.g., the Timeline and Time 
Chart. Further, when data objects are selected (e.g., by a user 
and/or as a window of time scrolls along) in any display (e.g., 
object display panel 1002, the Timeline, and/or the Time 
Chart) corresponding data objects in one or more of the other 
views the may be highlighted or indicated, as described 
above. 

Implementation Mechanisms 
0100. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
described herein are implemented by one or more special 
purpose computing devices. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more appli 
cation-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field program 
mable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed 
to perform the techniques, or may include one or more gen 
eral purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, server computer 
systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices, net 
working devices or any other device or combination of 
devices that incorporate hard-wired and/or program logic to 
implement the techniques. 
0101 Computing device(s) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system Software. Such as iOS, 
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Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Win 
dows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, 
Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or 
other compatible operating systems. In other embodiments, 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system. Conventional operating systems control 
and schedule computer processes for execution, perform 
memory management, provide file system, networking, I/O 
services, and provide a user interface functionality, Such as a 
graphical user interface ("GUI), among other things. 
0102 For example, FIG. 5 is a block diagram that illus 
trates a computer system 800 upon which an embodiment 
may be implemented. Computer system 800 includes a bus 
802 or other communication mechanism for communicating 
information, and a hardware processor, or multiple proces 
sors, 804 coupled with bus 802 for processing information. 
Hardware processor(s) 804 may be, for example, one or more 
general purpose microprocessors. 
0103 Computer system 800 also includes a main memory 
806, such as a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or 
other dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 802 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 804. 
Main memory 806 also may be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 804. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor 
804, render computer system 800 into a special-purpose 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci 
fied in the instructions. 
0104 Computer system 800 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 808 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 802 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 804. A storage device 810. Such as a magnetic disk, 
optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), etc., is pro 
vided and coupled to bus 802 for storing information and 
instructions. 
0105 Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 to 
a display 812, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT) or LCD 
display (or touch screen), for displaying information to a 
computer user. An input device 814, including alphanumeric 
and other keys, is coupled to bus 802 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 804. 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 816, such 
as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for commu 
nicating direction information and command selections to 
processor 804 and for controlling cursor movement on dis 
play 812. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a plane. 
In some embodiments, the same direction information and 
command selections as cursor control may be implemented 
via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor. 
0106 Computing system 800 may include a user interface 
module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass 
storage device as executable Software codes that are executed 
by the computing device(s). This and other modules may 
include, by way of example, components, such as Software 
components, object-oriented Software components, class 
components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 
0107. In general, the word “module,” as used herein, refers 
to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a collection 
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of Software instructions, possibly having entry and exit 
points, Written in a programming language, such as, for 
example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or 
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules may be 
callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware modules configured for execution on computing devices 
may be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a 
compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or 
any other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may 
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised 
of connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
may be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but may be represented in hard 
ware or firmware. Generally, the modules described herein 
refer to logical modules that may be combined with other 
modules or divided into sub-modules despite their physical 
organization or storage 
0108 Computer system 800 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard-wired logic, 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 800 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 800 in response to 
processor(s) 804 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 806. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 806 from another 
storage medium, Such as storage device 810. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 806 
causes processor(s) 804 to perform the process steps 
described herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired cir 
cuitry may be used in place of or in combination with Soft 
ware instructions. 

0109 The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, 
as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-vola 
tile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media 
includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as 
storage device 810. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 806. Common forms of non 
transitory media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible 
disk, hard disk, Solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other 
magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical 
data storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of 
holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, 
NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked 
versions of the same. 

0110. Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
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coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 802. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
0111 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to proces 
sor 804 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid State drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to computer 
system 800 can receive the data on the telephone line and use 
an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red 
signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the 
infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data 
on bus 802. Bus 802 carries the data to main memory 806, 
from which processor 804 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 806 may 
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
received by main memory 806 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 810 either before or after execution by proces 
Sor 804. 

0112 Computer system 800 also includes a communica 
tion interface 818 coupled to bus 802. Communication inter 
face 818 provides a two-way data communication coupling to 
a network link 820 that is connected to a local network 822. 
For example, communication interface 818 may be an inte 
grated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, 
satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communica 
tion connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As 
another example, communication interface 818 may be a 
local area network (LAN) card to provide a data communi 
cation connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component 
to communicated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 818 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
0113 Network link 820 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 820 may provide a connection 
through local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
826. ISP 826 in turn provides data communication services 
through the worldwide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet” 828. Local net 
work 822 and Internet 828 both use electrical, electromag 
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 820 and through communication interface 818, 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 800, 
are example forms of transmission media. 
0114 Computer system 800 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link820 and communication interface 818. In the 
Internet example, a server 830 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 828, ISP 
826, local network 822 and communication interface 818. 
0115 The received code may be executed by processor 
804 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 810, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. 
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Additional Embodiments 

0116 While the foregoing is directed to various embodi 
ments, other and further embodiments may be devised with 
out departing from the basic scope thereof. For example, 
aspects of the present disclosure may be implemented in 
hardware or software or in a combination of hardware and 
software. An embodiment of the disclosure may be imple 
mented as a program product for use with a computer system. 
The program(s) of the program product define functions of 
the embodiments (including the methods described herein) 
and may be contained on a variety of computer-readable 
storage media. Illustrative computer-readable storage media 
include, but are not limited to: (i) non-Writable storage media 
(e.g., read-only memory devices within a computer Such as 
CD-ROM disks readable by a CD-ROM drive, flash memory, 
ROM chips or any type of solid-state non-volatile semicon 
ductor memory) on which information is permanently stored; 
and (ii) Writable storage media (e.g., hard-disk drive or any 
type of Solid-state random-access semiconductor memory) 
on which alterable information is stored. Each of the pro 
cesses, methods, and algorithms described in the preceding 
sections may be embodied in, and fully or partially automated 
by, code modules executed by one or more computer systems 
or computer processors comprising computer hardware. The 
processes and algorithms may alternatively be implemented 
partially or wholly in application-specific circuitry. 

0117 The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another, or may be com 
bined in various ways. All possible combinations and Sub 
combinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may 
be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and pro 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For 
example, described blocks or states may be performed in an 
order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks 
or states may be combined in a single block or state. The 
example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in par 
allel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be added 
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The 
example systems and components described herein may be 
configured differently than described. For example, elements 
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared to 
the disclosed example embodiments. 
0118 Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could.” “might,” or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, Such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

0119 The term “comprising as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For 
example, a general purpose computer comprising one or more 
processors should not be interpreted as excluding other com 
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puter components, and may possibly include Such compo 
nents as memory, input/output devices, and/or network inter 
faces, among others. 
0.120. The term “continuous” as used herein, is a broad 
term encompassing its plain an ordinary meaning and, as used 
in reference to various types of activity (for example, Scan 
ning, monitoring, logging, and the like), includes without 
limitation Substantially continuous activity and/or activity 
that may include periodic or intermittent pauses or breaks, but 
which accomplish the intended purposes described (for 
example, continuous scanning may include buffering and/or 
storage of data that is thereafter processed, for example, in 
batch and/or the like). 
I0121 Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the 
flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules, segments, orportions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple 
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
I0122. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are among other acceptable 
examples. All such modifications and variations are intended 
to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure. The 
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the 
invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter how 
detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention may be 
practiced in many ways. As is also stated above, it should be 
noted that the use of particular terminology when describing 
certain features or aspects of the invention should not be taken 
to imply that the terminology is being re-defined herein to be 
restricted to including any specific characteristics of the fea 
tures or aspects of the invention with which that terminology 
is associated. The scope of the invention should therefore be 
construed in accordance with the appended claims and any 
equivalents thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer system comprising: 
one or more computer readable storage devices configured 

tO StOre: 

a plurality of computer executable instructions; and 
a plurality of data objects, each of the data objects asso 

ciated with one or more properties; and 
one or more hardware computer processors in communi 

cation with the one or more computer readable storage 
devices and configured to execute the plurality of com 
puter executable instructions in order to cause the com 
puter system to: 
access one or more data objects from the one or more 

computer readable storage devices; 
generate a data object display panel including one or 
more data objects; 

determine a time-based property associated with each of 
at least Some of the one or more data objects; 

generate a time-based display panel including represen 
tations of each of the at least some of the one or more 
data objects; 
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display the data object display panel and the time-based 
display panel on an electronic display of the computer 
system; 

determine a window of time associated with the time 
based display panel; and 

in response to receiving an input indicating a selection of 
a play indicator: 
move the window of time along the time-based dis 

play panel in an animated fashion; and 
highlight, in the data object display panel, data objects 

corresponding to the location of the window of 
time as it moves along the time-based display 
panel. 

2. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the window of 
time is determined based on at least one of a percentage of 
time represented in the time-based display panel, a percent 
age of the one or more data objects represented in the time 
based display panel, a number of data objects represented in 
the time-based display panel, or an amount of time repre 
sented in the time-based display panel. 

3. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the user may 
adjust the speed at which the window of time moves along the 
time-based display panel. 

4. The computer system of claim 1, wherein highlighting 
the data objects comprises greying out any data objects not 
corresponding to the location of the window of time. 

5. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the time-based 
display panel includes information bins in which the one or 
more data objects are placed. 

6. The computer system of claim 5, wherein the informa 
tion bins comprise at least one of bars or points along a line. 
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7. The computer system of claim 6, wherein, in response to 
an input indicating a selection of one or more of the bars or the 
points along the line, highlighting corresponding data objects 
in the data object display panel. 

8. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the data object 
display panel and the time-based display panel are simulta 
neously displayed on the electronic display of the computer 
system. 

9. The computer system of claim 8, wherein the time-based 
display panel comprises a timeline. 

10. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to further cause the computer system to: 

determine one or more relationships among the one or 
more data objects based on the one or more properties 
associated with respective of the one or more data 
objects, 

wherein the data object display panel includes the one or 
more data objects in a graph layout, the graph layout 
including indications of the one or more relationships. 

11. The computer system of claim 10, wherein the graph 
layout comprises graphical icons representing each of the one 
or more data objects, and wherein the indications of the one or 
more relationships comprise graphical lines connecting 
respective graphical icons representing related data objects. 

12. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the data 
object display panel includes the one or more data objects in 
at least one of a histogram, a table, a list, or a map. 

k k k k k 
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(57) ABSTRACT 
Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a data analy 
sis system that may automatically analyze a suspected mal 
ware file, or group of files. Automatic analysis of the Sus 
pected malware file(s) may include one or more automatic 
analysis techniques. Automatic analysis of may include pro 
duction and gathering of various items of information related 
to the Suspected malware file(s) including, for example, cal 
culated hashes, file properties, academic analysis informa 
tion, file execution information, third-party analysis informa 
tion, and/or the like. The analysis information may be 
automatically associated with the Suspected malware file(s), 
and a user interface may be generated in which the various 
analysis information items are presented to a human analyst 
Such that the analyst may quickly and efficiently evaluate the 
Suspected malware file(s). For example, the analyst may 
quickly determine one or more characteristics of the Sus 
pected malware file(s), whether or not the file(s) is malware, 
and/or a threat level of the file(s). 
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MALWARE DATA TEMANALYSIS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1.57. 
0002 This application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 14/473,860, filed Aug. 29, 2014, titled 
“MALWARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS, which application 
claims benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 
62/020,905, filed Jul. 3, 2014, titled “MALWARE DATA 
ITEM ANALYSIS. The entire disclosure of each of the 
above items is hereby made part of this specification as if set 
forth fully herein and incorporated by reference for all pur 
poses, for all that it contains. 

BACKGROUND 

0003 Embodiments of the present disclosure generally 
related to automatic analysis of data items, and specifically to 
automatic analysis of malware-related data items. 
0004 Malware may include any software program (and/or 
group of software programs) installed on a computer system 
and/or a network of computer systems maliciously and/or 
without authorization. When executed, an item of malware 
may take any number of undesirable actions including, for 
example, collection of private or sensitive information (for 
example, personal data and information, passwords and user 
names, and the like), transmission of the collected informa 
tion to another computing device, destruction or modification 
of data (for example, accessing, modifying, and/or deleting 
files), communication with other malware, transmission or 
replication of malware onto other connected computing 
devices or systems, transmission of data so as to attack 
another computing device or system (for example, a Distrib 
uted Denial of Service Attack), and/or hijacking of processing 
power, just to name a few. 

SUMMARY 

0005. The systems, methods, and devices described herein 
each have several aspects, no single one of which is solely 
responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the 
Scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting features will 
now be discussed briefly. 
0006 Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a 
data analysis system (also referred to herein as “the system') 
that may automatically analyze a suspected malware file, or 
group of files. Automatic analysis of the Suspected malware 
file(s) (also referred to hereinas file data item(s)) may include 
one or more automatic analysis techniques. Automatic analy 
sis of a file data item may include production and gathering of 
various items of information (also referred to herein as 
“analysis information data items’” and/or “analysis informa 
tion items) related to the file data item including, for 
example, calculated hashes, file properties, academic analy 
sis information, file execution information, third-party analy 
sis information, and/or the like. The analysis information 
items may be automatically associated with the file data item, 
and a user interface may be generated in which the various 
analysis information items are presented to a human analyst 
Such that the analyst may quickly and efficiently evaluate the 
file data item. For example, the analyst may quickly deter 
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mine one or more characteristics of the file data item, whether 
or not the file data item is malware, and/or a threat level of the 
file data item. 
0007. In various embodiments, the system may receive 
Suspected malware files from various users. The system may 
automatically analyze Submitted file data items, associate the 
file data items with analysis information items, and/or store 
the file data item and analysis information items in one or 
more data stores. The system may generate a Submission data 
item with each submission of a file data item, which submis 
sion data item may be associated with the submitted file data 
item. The system may automatically determine whether or 
not a particular Submitted data item was previously Submitted 
to the system and, if so, may associate a new Submission data 
item with the previously submitted file data item. Further, in 
an embodiment, the system may not re-analyze a previously 
Submitted file data item. Accordingly, in various embodi 
ments, the system may associate a file data item with various 
Submission data items such that information regarding, for 
example, a number of Submissions and/or time of Submission 
may be presented to the analyst. Additionally, information 
regarding users who submitted the Suspected malware files 
may be associated with the Submission file data items, and 
may be presented to the analyst in connection with the respec 
tive file data items. 
0008. In various embodiments, file data items and related 
information may be shared by the system with one or more 
third-party systems, and/or third-party systems may share file 
data items and related information with the system. 
0009. As described, some embodiments of the present dis 
closure related to a system designed to provide interactive, 
graphical user interfaces (also referred to herein as “user 
interfaces”) for enabling an analyst to quickly and efficiently 
analyze and evaluate Suspected malware data files. The user 
interfaces are interactive such that a user may make selec 
tions, provide inputs, and/or manipulate outputs. In response 
to various user inputs, the system automatically analyzes 
Suspected malware data files, associates related malware data 
files, and provides outputs to the user include user interfaces 
and various analysis information related to the analyzed mal 
ware data files. The outputs, including various user interfaces, 
may be automatically updated based on additional inputs 
provided by the user. 
0010. This application is related to the following U.S. 
Patent Applications: 

Docket No. Ser. No. Title Filed 

PALAN.268A2 14,473,920 EXTERNAL 
MALWARE 
DATA ITEM 
CLUSTERING AND 
ANALYSIS 

14/280,490 SECURITY SHARING May 16, 2014 
SYSTEM 

Aug. 29, 2014 

PALAN.236A 

The entire disclosure of each of the above items is hereby 
made part of this specification as if set forth fully herein and 
incorporated by reference for all purposes, for all that it 
contains. 
0011. According to an embodiment, a computer system 
comprises: one or more computer readable storage devices 
configured to store: a plurality of computer executable 
instructions; and a plurality of file data items and Submission 
data items, each Submission data item associated with at least 
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one file data item; and one or more hardware computer pro 
cessors in communication with the one or more computer 
readable storage devices and configured to execute the plu 
rality of computer executable instructions in order to cause 
the computer system to automatically: in response to receiv 
ing a new file data item: determine whether the received new 
file data item was previously received by comparing the 
received new file data item to the plurality of file data items: 
and generate a new Submission data item; in response to 
determining that the new file data item was not previously 
received: initiate an analysis of the new file data item, wherein 
the analysis of the new file data item generates analysis infor 
mation items, wherein initiating the analysis of the new file 
data item comprises: initiating an internal analysis of the new 
file data item including at least calculation of a hash of the file 
data item; and initiating an external analysis of the new file 
data item by one or more third party analysis systems; asso 
ciate the analysis information items with the new file data 
item; associate the new submission data item with the new file 
data item; and generate a user interface including one or more 
user selectable portions presenting various of the analysis 
information items. 

0012. According to another embodiment, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the a plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: in response to deter 
mining that the new file data item was previously received: 
determine a storage location of the file data item that was 
previously received; retrieve the analysis information items 
associated with the file data item that was previously 
received; associate the new submission data item with the file 
data item that was previously received; and generate a user 
interface including one or more user selectable portions pre 
senting various of the analysis information items associated 
with the file data item that was previously received, the user 
interface usable by the analyst to determine one or more 
characteristics of the file data item that was previously 
received. 

0013. According to yet another embodiment, further in 
response to determining that the new file data item was pre 
viously received, the analyst is notified via the user interface 
that the new file data item was previously received. 
0014. According to another embodiment, determining 
whether the received new file data item was previously 
received comprises: calculating a hash of the received new 
file data item and comparing the calculated hash to previously 
calculated hashes associated with the plurality of file data 
items. 

0015. According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: in response to an 
analyst input selecting to view a graph of the new file data 
item, generating a graph including at least a first node repre 
senting the new file data item, a second node representing the 
new Submission data item, and an edge connecting the first 
and second nodes and representing the association between 
the new file data item and the new submission data item. 

0016. According to another embodiment, the graph fur 
ther includes additional nodes representing other file data 
items and/or Submission data items associated with the new 
file data item, and additional edges connecting the additional 
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nodes and the first node and representing associations 
between the other file data items and/or submission data items 
and the new file data item. 
0017. According to yet another embodiment, the internal 
analysis includes analysis performed by the one or more 
hardware computer processors, and wherein the internal 
analysis further includes at least one of calculation of an MD5 
hash of the new file data item, calculation of a SHA-1 hash of 
the new file data item, calculation of a SHA-256 hash of the 
new file data item, calculation of an SSDeep hash of the new 
file data item, or calculation of a size of the new file data item. 
0018. According to another embodiment, the external 
analysis includes analysis performed by at least a second 
computer system, and wherein the external analysis includes 
execution of the new file data item in a sandboxed environ 
ment and analysis of the new file data item by a third-party 
malware analysis service. 
0019. According to yet another embodiment, any payload 
provided by the new file data item after execution of the new 
file data item in the sandboxed environment is associated with 
the new file data item. 
0020. According to another embodiment, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: in response to an 
analyst input, sharing the new file data item and associated 
analysis information items with a second computer systems 
via a third computer system. 
0021. According to yet another embodiment, a computer 
implemented method comprises: storing on one or more com 
puter readable storage devices: a plurality of computer 
executable instructions; and a plurality of file data items and 
Submission data items, each Submission data item associated 
with at least one file data item; in response to receiving a new 
file data item: determining, by one or more hardware com 
puter devices configured with specific computer executable 
instructions, whether the received new file data item was 
previously received by comparing the received new file data 
item to the plurality of file data items; and generating, by the 
one or more hardware computer devices, a new Submission 
data item; and in response to determining that the new file 
data item was not previously received: initiating, by the one or 
more hardware computer devices, an analysis of the new file 
data item, wherein the analysis of the new file data item 
generates analysis information items, wherein the initiating 
analysis of the new file data item comprises initiating an 
internal analysis of the new file data item including at least 
calculation of a hash of the file data item; associating, by the 
one or more hardware computer devices, the analysis infor 
mation items with the new file data item; associating, by the 
one or more hardware computer devices, the new Submission 
data item with the new file data item; and generating, by the 
one or more hardware computer devices, a user interface 
including one or more user selectable portions presenting 
various of the analysis information items, the user interface 
usable by an analyst to determine one or more characteristics 
of the new file data item. 
0022. According to another embodiment, the method fur 
ther comprises: in response to determining that the new file 
data item was previously received: determining, by the one or 
more hardware computer devices, a storage location of the file 
data item that was previously received; retrieving, by the one 
or more hardware computer devices, the analysis information 
items associated with the file data item that was previously 
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received; associating, by the one or more hardware computer 
devices, the new submission data item with the file data item 
that was previously received; and generating, by the one or 
more hardware computer devices, a user interface including 
one or more user selectable portions presenting various of the 
analysis information items associated with the file data item 
that was previously received. 
0023. According to yet another embodiment, further in 
response to determining that the new file data item was pre 
viously received, the analyst is notified via the user interface 
that the new file data item was previously received. 
0024. According to another embodiment, the internal 
analysis includes analysis performed by the one or more 
hardware computer processors, and wherein the internal 
analysis further includes at least one of calculation of an MD5 
hash of the new file data item, calculation of a SHA-1 hash of 
the new file data item, calculation of a SHA-256 hash of the 
new file data item, calculation of an SSDeep hash of the new 
file data item, or calculation of a size of the new file data item. 
0025. According to yet another embodiment, the external 
analysis includes analysis performed by at least a second 
computer system, and wherein the external analysis includes 
execution of the new file data item in a sandboxed environ 
ment and analysis of the new file data item by a third-party 
malware analysis service. 
0026. According to another embodiment, a non-transitory 
computer-readable storage medium is disclosed, the non 
transitory computer-readable storage medium storing soft 
ware instructions that, in response to execution by a computer 
system having one or more hardware processors, configure 
the computer system to perform operations comprising: Stor 
ing on one or more computer readable storage devices: a 
plurality of computer executable instructions; and a plurality 
of file data items and Submission data items, each Submission 
data item associated with at least one file data item; in 
response to receiving a new file data item: determining 
whether the received new file data item was previously 
received by comparing the received new file data item to the 
plurality of file data items; and generating a new Submission 
data item; and in response to determining that the new file 
data item was not previously received: initiating an analysis 
of the new file data item, wherein the analysis of the new file 
data item generates analysis information items, wherein the 
initiating analysis of the new file data item comprises initiat 
ing an internal analysis of the new file data item including at 
least calculation of a hash of the file data item; associating the 
analysis information items with the new file data item; asso 
ciating the new Submission data item with the new file data 
item; and generating a user interface including one or more 
user selectable portions presenting various of the analysis 
information items, the user interface usable by an analyst to 
determine one or more characteristics of the new file data 
item. 

0027. According to yet another embodiment, the software 
instructions further configure the computer system to perform 
operations comprising: in response to determining that the 
new file data item was previously received: determining a 
storage location of the file data item that was previously 
received; retrieving the analysis information items associated 
with the file data item that was previously received; associat 
ing the new submission data item with the file data item that 
was previously received; and generating a user interface 
including one or more user selectable portions presenting 
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various of the analysis information items associated with the 
file data item that was previously received. 
0028. According to another embodiment, further in 
response to determining that the new file data item was pre 
viously received, the analyst is notified via the user interface 
that the new file data item was previously received. 
0029. According to yet another embodiment, the internal 
analysis includes analysis performed by the one or more 
hardware computer processors, and wherein the internal 
analysis further includes at least one of calculation of an MD5 
hash of the new file data item, calculation of a SHA-1 hash of 
the new file data item, or calculation of a size of the new file 
data item. 
0030. According to another embodiment, the initiating 
analysis of the new file data item further comprises: initiating 
an external analysis of the new file data item, wherein the 
external analysis includes execution of the new file data item 
in a sandboxed environment and analysis of the new file data 
item by a third-party malware analysis service. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0031. The following drawings and the associated descrip 
tions are provided to illustrate embodiments of the present 
disclosure and do not limit the scope of the claims. Aspects 
and many of the attendant advantages of this disclosure will 
become more readily appreciated as the same become better 
understood by reference to the following detailed description, 
when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, 
wherein: 
0032 FIG. 1 is a flowchart of an example method of data 
analysis system, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 
0033 FIGS. 2A-2H illustrate example user interfaces of 
the data analysis system, according to embodiments of the 
present disclosure. 
0034 FIG. 3A illustrates an embodiment of a database 
System using an ontology. 
0035 FIG. 3B illustrates an embodiment of a system for 
creating data in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 
0036 FIG. 4 illustrates a sample user interface using rela 
tionships described in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 
0037 FIG. 5 illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0038 Although certain preferred embodiments and 
examples are disclosed below, inventive subject matter 
extends beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to 
other alternative embodiments and/or uses and to modifica 
tions and equivalents thereof. Thus, the scope of the claims 
appended hereto is not limited by any of the particular 
embodiments described below. For example, in any method 
or process disclosed herein, the acts or operations of the 
method or process may be performed in any Suitable sequence 
and are not necessarily limited to any particular disclosed 
sequence. Various operations may be described as multiple 
discrete operations in turn, in a manner that may be helpful in 
understanding certain embodiments; however, the order of 
description should not be construed to imply that these opera 
tions are order dependent. Additionally, the structures, sys 
tems, and/or devices described herein may be embodied as 
integrated components or as separate components. For pur 
poses of comparing various embodiments, certain aspects and 
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advantages of these embodiments are described. Not neces 
sarily all Such aspects or advantages are achieved by any 
particular embodiment. Thus, for example, various embodi 
ments may be carried out in a manner that achieves or opti 
mizes one advantage or group of advantages as taught herein 
without necessarily achieving other aspects or advantages as 
may also be taught or Suggested herein. 

Terms 

0039. In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems 
and methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used 
herein, should be construed broadly to include, without limi 
tation, the provided definitions, the ordinary and customary 
meanings of the terms, and/or any other implied meanings for 
the respective terms. Thus, the definitions below do not limit 
the meaning of these terms, but only provide example defini 
tions. 
0040 Ontology: Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases. For 
example, the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database, and how 
objects and properties may be related. 
0041) Database: A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, 
relational databases (for example, Oracle database, mySQL 
database, and the like), spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, 
among others. The various terms “database.” “data store.” and 
"data source may be used interchangeably in the present 
disclosure. 
0042 Data Item (Item), Data Object (Object), or Data 
Entity (Entity): A data container for information representing 
specific things in the world that have a number of definable 
properties. For example, a data item may represent an item 
Such as a person, a place, an organization, an account, a 
computer, an activity, a market instrument, or other noun. A 
data item may represent an event that happens at a point in 
time or for a duration. A data item may represent a document 
or other unstructured data source Such as an e-mail message, 
a news report, or a written paperor article. Each data item may 
be associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies 
the data item. The data items attributes (for example, meta 
data about the data item) may be represented in one or more 
properties. The terms “data item.” “data object,” “data entity.” 
“item.” “object,” and “entity” may be used interchangeably 
and/or synonymously in the present disclosure. 
0043. Item (or Entity or Object) Type: Type of a data item 
(for example, Person, Event, or Document). Data item types 
may be defined by an ontology and may be modified or 
updated to include additional data item types. An data item 
definition (for example, in an ontology) may include how the 
data item is related to other data items, such as being a 
Sub-data item type of another data item type (for example, an 
agent may be a Sub-data item of a person data item type), and 
the properties the data item type may have. 
0044 Properties: Also referred to as “metadata, includes 
attributes of a data item that represent individual data items. 
At a minimum, each property of a data item has a property 
type and a value or values. Properties/metadata associated 
with data items may include any information relevant to that 
object. For example, properties associated with a person data 
item may include a name (for example, John Doe), an address 
(for example, 123 S. Orange Street), and/or a phone number 
(for example, 800-0000), among other properties. In another 
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example, metadata associated with a computer data item may 
include a list of users (for example, userl, user2, and the like), 
and/or an IP (internet protocol) address, among other prop 
erties. 
0045 Property Type: The type of data a property is, such 
as a string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types, such as a series data values associ 
ated with timed ticks (for example, a time series), and the like. 
0046 Property Value: The value associated with a prop 
erty, which is of the type indicated in the property type asso 
ciated with the property. A property may have multiple val 
CS. 

0047 Link: A connection between two data objects, based 
on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching 
properties. LinkS may be directional. Such as one representing 
a payment from person A to B, orbidirectional. 
0048 Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects. 

Overview 

0049 Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a 
data analysis system (also referred to herein as “the system') 
that may automatically analyze a Suspected malware file, or 
group of files, and present analysis information to an analyst 
via a user interface. Malware files may include any software 
program file (and/or group of software program file) that may 
be installed on a computer system and/or a network of com 
puter systems maliciously and/or without authorization. 
When executed, a malware file may take any number of 
undesirable actions including, for example, collection of pri 
vate or sensitive information (for example, personal data and 
information, passwords and usernames, and the like), trans 
mission of the collected information to another computing 
device, destruction or modification of data (for example, 
accessing, modifying, and/or deleting files), communication 
with other malware, transmission or replication of malware 
onto other connected computing devices or systems, trans 
mission of data so as to attack another computing device or 
system (for example, a Distributed Denial of Service Attack), 
and/or hijacking of processing power, just to name a few. In 
most cases such malware infects a computing device via a 
network connection (for example, a connection to the Inter 
net), and communicates with another computing device or 
system (for example, another Internet-connected computing 
device) to accomplish its purpose. Oftentimes malware is 
well hidden in the infected computing device such that it may 
not be detectable to an average user of the computing device. 
0050. Detection and removal of malware from infected 
computing devices and/or systems is a highly desirable, but 
oftentimes challenging task. Detection of malware is of par 
ticular importance to organizations (for example, businesses) 
that maintain internal networks of computing devices that 
may be connected to various external networks of computing 
devices (for example, the Internet) because infection of a 
single computing device of the internal network may quickly 
spread to other computing devices of the internal network and 
may result in significant data loss and/or financial conse 
quences. 
0051 Detection of malware may be enabled by accurate 
and thorough information regarding the malware. Further, 
whether or not a particular file or program is an item of 
malware, and an accurate assessment of threat posed by the 
item of malware, may be enabled by Such accurate and thor 
ough information. Previously, determination and collection 
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of information about a suspected malware file was a labor 
intensive task. For example, an analyst may have had to 
isolate the Suspected malware file, manually run tests and 
analyses on the Suspected malware file, and compile any 
information gleaned from Such tests and analyses. The com 
piled information may be in varying formats and difficult to 
analyze. Further, a given Suspected malware file may be ana 
lyzed multiple times in Such a manual process, unbeknownst 
to the analyst (because, for example, the Suspected malware 
file may have been found in multiple disjoint incidents). 
0052 Embodiments of the data analysis system described 
herein may overcome the limitations and deficiencies of pre 
vious methods of gathering information about Suspected mal 
ware files. For example, an analyst may simply provide a 
Suspected malware file, or group of files, to the data analysis 
system for automatic analysis and generation of a user inter 
face by which the analyst may efficiently evaluate the analysis 
and the Suspected malware file. In various embodiments, the 
system, by way of automatic analysis of file data items, may 
generate accurate and thorough information regarding the file 
data items. Automatic analysis of the Suspected malware file 
(s) (also referred to herein as file data item(s)) may include 
one or more automatic analysis techniques, including, for 
example, determination of various properties of the file data 
item, execution of the file data item in a sandbox environment 
to determine payloads (e.g., files exposed and/or created by 
execution of the malware, which may be referred to as "pay 
loads.” “drop files.” and/or "dropped file data items) and 
behaviors, and/or submission of the file data item to one or 
more third-party analysis providers, just to name a few. Auto 
matic analysis of a file data item may include production and 
gathering of various items of information (also referred to 
herein as “analysis information data items’” and/or “analysis 
information items) related to the file data item including, for 
example, calculated hashes, file properties, academic analy 
sis information, file execution information, third-party analy 
sis information, and/or the like. The analysis information 
items may be automatically associated with the file data item 
by the system, and a user interface may be generated in which 
the various analysis information items are presented to the 
analyst Such that a human analyst may quickly and efficiently 
evaluate the file data item. For example, the analyst may 
quickly determine one or more characteristics of the file data 
item, whether or not the file data item is malware, and/or a 
threat level of the file data item. 

0053. In various embodiments, the system may receive 
Suspected malware files from various users. The system may 
automatically analyze Submitted file data items, associate the 
file data items with analysis information items, and store the 
file data item and analysis information items in one or more 
data stores. The system may generate a Submission data item 
with each submission of a file data item, which submission 
data item may be associated with the submitted file data item. 
The system may automatically determine whether or not a 
particular submitted data item was previously submitted to 
the system and, if so, may associate a new Submission data 
item with the previously submitted file data item. Further, in 
an embodiment, the system may not re-analyze a previously 
Submitted file data item. Accordingly, in various embodi 
ments, the system may associate a file data item with various 
Submission data items such that information regarding, for 
example, a number of Submissions and/or time of Submission 
may be presented to the analyst. Additionally, information 
regarding users who submitted the Suspected malware files 
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may be associated with the Submission file data items, and 
may be presented to the analyst in connection with the respec 
tive file data items. 
0054. In various embodiments, file data items and related 
information may be shared by the system with one or more 
third-party systems, and/or third-party systems may share file 
data items and related information with the system. 
0055. In various embodiments, file data items may be sub 
mitted and evaluated by a single person (for example, the user 
Submitting the file data item, and the analyst evaluating the 
results of the systems analysis, may be the same person), or 
may be submitted by a first person and evaluated by a second 
person. 
0056. In various embodiments, the data analysis system as 
described herein may be used in conjunction with additional 
systems and/or components to enable automatic clustering of 
various data items related to an analyzed file data item. 
Examples of Such clustering, and further analysis of data 
clusters and generation of associated user interfaces are 
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/473,920, 
titled “EXTERNAL MALWARE DATA ITEM CLUSTER 
ING AND ANALYSIS, previously incorporated by refer 
ence herein. Accordingly, in various embodiments, the data 
analysis system may enable automatic, efficient, and effective 
detection, analysis, and evaluation (by an analyst) of likely 
malware on computing devices and/or network. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

0057 Embodiments of the disclosure will now be 
described with reference to the accompanying Figures, 
wherein like numerals refer to like elements throughout. The 
terminology used in the description presented herein is not 
intended to be interpreted in any limited or restrictive manner, 
simply because it is being utilized in conjunction with a 
detailed description of certain specific embodiments of the 
disclosure. Furthermore, embodiments of the disclosure 
described above and/or below may include several novel fea 
tures, no single one of which is solely responsible for its 
desirable attributes or which is essential to practicing the 
embodiments of the disclosure herein described. 
0.058 FIG. 1 is a flowchart of an example method of data 
analysis system, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. In various embodiments, fewer blocks or addi 
tional blocks may be included in the example method of FIG. 
1, or various blocks may be performed in an order different 
from that shown. The functionality of the data analysis system 
as described in reference to FIG. 1 may be implemented in 
one or more computer modules and/or processors, as is 
described below in reference to FIG. 5. For example, in vari 
ous embodiments, one or more blocks in the flowchart may be 
performed by one or more components of the data analysis 
system, for example, computer system 800 and/or various 
servers 830, as described below in reference to FIG. 5. 
0059. In the embodiment of the flowchart of FIG. 1, at 
block 102 one or more suspected malware files (also referred 
to herein as “file data items) are received by the system. The 
file data items may be submitted to the system, for example, 
by a user and via a user interface of the system. FIG. 2A 
illustrates an example user interface 202 of the system by 
which a user may submit a file data item, according to an 
embodiment. In the example user interface 202, the user may 
provide information regarding the submission via fields 204. 
For example, the user may select the Suspect malware file (or 
files) to Submit, may indicate a case name (for example, the 
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user may associate the Submission with a particular investi 
gation or case file by providing a case name), may provide a 
date associated with the submission (that may be, for 
example, a date on which the file data items is Submitted or, 
alternatively, a date when the file data item was obtained), 
may indicate a team or name to associate with the file data 
item, and/or may provide a name of the submitter (for 
example, the user). The information provided by the user may 
be associated with the submitted file data item such that the 
file data item may be associated with other related file data 
items by the system (for example, other file data items of the 
same “case.” Submitted by the same “team'. Submitted within 
an organization, etc.). Further, the information provided by 
the user may be included in a further user interface of the 
system as described below. 
0060. The user interface 202 further includes a submit 
button (or other user interface element) 206 that the user may 
select to Submit the file data item and initiate an automatic 
analysis of the file data item, as described below. An “add to 
graph' button may also be provided that, when selected, may 
cause the system to, before or after analysis, add the file data 
item to a graph and/or view the file data item and other related 
data items in a graph or other visualization, similar to the 
description below in reference to FIGS. 2H and 4, and as 
described in in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/473,920, 
titled EXTERNAL MALWARE DATA ITEM CLUSTER 
ING AND ANALYSIS. 

0061. In other embodiments, file data items may be auto 
matically received by, or submitted to, the system based on 
one or more factors, such as when a file data item is stored, 
accessed, and/or updated on a storage device of the system. 
0062 Returning to the flowchart of FIG.1, when a file data 
item is received by the system, at block 104 the system deter 
mines whether or not the file data item was previously 
received. Determination of whether a file data item was pre 
viously received by the system may enable more efficient 
operation of the system. For example, as described below, a 
previously received file may not be re-analyzed, but a previ 
ous analysis may be retrieved by the system and presented to 
the analyst. The system may determine whether a file data 
item was previously Submitted to the system in any of a 
variety of ways, and/or by any combination of the variety of 
ways. For example, the system may compute and compare 
hashes (by, for example, any known hash function) of Sub 
mitted file data items, may compare file names of Submitted 
file data items, may compare file sizes of submitted file data 
items, and/or the like. As mentioned, in various embodiments 
the system may base a determination of whether or not a file 
data item was previously received on multiple equally or 
unequally weighted factors. 
0063. If the system determines that the file data item was 
previously received, at block 116 the system provides a pre 
viously determined analysis to the analyst and notifies the 
analyst that the file data item was previously received (via, for 
example, a popup window). For example, the system may 
retrieve a previous analysis of the previously submitted file 
data item from a data store of the system, and as shown at 
block 114 (and as described below), provide a user interface 
to the analyst with the previous analysis information. At block 
118, a new submission data item associated with the current 
Submission is generated by the system and associated with the 
previously submitted file data item. The submission data item 
may include, for example, the various information provided 
in the user interface of FIG.2A. Generation and association of 
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Submission data items in connection with each Submission by 
a user enables the system to determine all instances of par 
ticular file data items being Submitted to the system, associate 
those instances with the file data item, and present that infor 
mation to the analyst, as described below. 
0064. If the system determines that the file data item was 
not previously received, the system proceeds with an auto 
matic analysis of the file data item. 
0065. At block 106 the system initiates a basic analysis of 
the received file data item. The basic analysis (also referred to 
hereinas an “internal analysis) is generally performed by the 
system and may include various analyses of the received file 
data item. Examples of the various analyses performed on the 
received file data item include, for example, calculation of 
hash values 106a (for example, calculation of MD5, SHA-1, 
SHA256, and/or the like) of the file data item, calculation of 
fuzzy hash values 106b (for example, calculation of SSDeep 
and/or the like) of the file data item, calculation of other 
hashes of the file data item, determination of a file size of the 
file data item (as shown at block 106c), determination of a file 
type of the file data item, determination of a file name of the 
file data item, and/or the like. Any information provided by 
the basic analysis processes may be referred to hereinas basic 
analysis information items, and Such basic analysis informa 
tion items are associated with the file data item analyzed. In 
various embodiments, as described below, the basic analysis 
information may be provided to one or more external analysis 
services to enable more efficient analysis of the file data item. 
Further, the basic analysis information may be used by the 
analyst to evaluate the file data item. For example, the analyst 
may determine, based on the file size of the file data item, that 
the file data item is less likely to be a malware file. 
0066. In an embodiment, when a file data item received by 
the system is compressed and/or encrypted (for example, 
contained in a "Zip'-type file), the system may automatically 
un-compress and/or un-encrypt the file data item prior to the 
basic analysis (such that, for example, the actual file data item 
of interest may be analyzed, and not a compressed version of 
the file data item). For example, when necessary the system 
may request an encryption key from the user upon determi 
nation that the file data item is encrypted and/or when the file 
data item is submitted (for example, via the user interface 
202). In an embodiment, the system may automatically deter 
mine that a Submitted file data item is compressed and/or 
encrypted. Similarly, the system may automatically un-com 
press and/or un-encrypt the file data item prior to the external 
analysis described below. In an embodiment, the file data item 
may be kept uncompressed and/or unencrypted during both 
basic analysis and external analysis, and/or during any further 
analysis. Alternatively, the file data item may be re-com 
pressed and/or re-encrypted (by the same or different algo 
rithms as were used in the initial compression and/or encryp 
tion) between the basic analysis and the external analysis Such 
that the file data item may be, for example, safely transmitted 
to an external service (as described below). In an embodi 
ment, after analyzing the file data item, the system may auto 
matically re-compress and/or re-encrypt (by the same or dif 
ferent algorithms as were used in the initial compression 
and/or encryption) the file data item prior to storing the file 
data item. 

0067 FIG. 2B illustrates an example user interface of the 
system in which an analysis of a file data item is presented, 
including basic analysis information, according to an 
embodiment. Such a user interface may be provided, for 
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example, at block 114 of FIG.1. The user interface of FIG.2B 
includes various basic analysis information in boxes 212 and 
214. The user interface of FIG. 2B also includes a portion 216 
showing various external analysis information, described 
below. Further, the user interface of FIG. 2B includes various 
user interface elements (for example, selectable buttons 218) 
by which an analyst may perform various actions, described 
below. 

0068. Returning to the flowchart of FIG. 1, at block 108 
the system initiates an external analysis of the received file 
data item. The external analysis is generally performed by one 
or more computing devices external to the system, howeverin 
Some embodiments aspects (or all aspects) of the external 
analysis may be performed by the system. The external analy 
sis of the file data item may include, for example, academic 
analysis (as shown at block 108a), execution of the file data 
item in a sandbox environment (as shown at block 108b). 
analysis of the file data item by one or more third-party 
analysis providers (for example, FireEye, Inc. (block 108c); 
VirusTotal (block 108d), a service provided by Google; and/ 
or the like), aggregation of file data items (and/or other data 
items) related to the submitted file data item, and/or the like. 
Any information determined and/or obtained via one or more 
external analysis processes may be referred to hereinas exter 
nal analysis information items, and Such external analysis 
information items are associated with the file data item ana 
lyzed. In an embodiment, the system may automatically pro 
vide one or more basic analysis data items to the external 
analysis providers to enable a more efficient external analysis. 
For example, the system may provide a hash of the file data 
item, an encryption key of the file data item (in the example of 
the file data item being encrypted and/or compressed), and/or 
the like Such that the external analysis provider may quickly 
identify the file data item, un-compress and/or un-encrypt the 
file data item, determine whether the file data item was pre 
viously analyzed, and/or the like. 
0069. As mentioned above, external analysis may include 
academic analysis 108a. Academic analysis may include, for 
example, transmission and/or submission of the file data item 
to an academic team and/or academic system for analysis, 
Such as a graduate program at a university with a focus on 
improved malware detection techniques. The academic 
analysis may include one or more cutting edge analysis tech 
niques, the results of which may be transmitted back to the 
data analysis system for association with the file data item. 
The results of the academic analysis may then be presented in 
a user interface of the system such as the user interface of FIG. 
2B. 

0070. As also mentioned above, external analysis may 
include execution of the file data item in a sandbox environ 
ment 108b. A sandbox environment may be a secure comput 
ing environment specially designed for execution and analy 
sis of an item of malware. The sandbox is generally walled off 
from any other computing system so as to prevent damage or 
infection of any other computing systems by malware when 
the malware is executed. For example, a Sandbox may include 
a virtual machine executing on a computing system, which 
has no access to the operating system executing the virtual 
machine, any data outside of the virtual machine, any net 
works, etc. 
0071. The data analysis system may automatically provide 
the file data item to Such a sandbox environment, which may 
then execute the file data item. The system may then analyze 
and record any actions taken or initiated by the file data item 
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upon execution (or Such information may be obtained from a 
sandbox environment external to the system that executes the 
file data item). For example, the file data item may attempt to 
contact one or more URLs or domains, may make modifica 
tions to files and/or a file system, may make modification to an 
operating system registry, may deliver one or more payloads 
(for example, additional files or programs written to the com 
puting system on which the file data item is executed, and/or 
executed by the file data item on the computing system on 
which the file data item is executed), and/or the like. The data 
analysis system may then record Such analysis information, 
including payloads provided by the file data item, and asso 
ciate them with the file data item. The portion 216 of the user 
interface of FIG. 2B illustrates example analysis information 
items gathered and presented in response to a sandbox analy 
sis. In the user interface, the “indicators' selector 220 is 
selected, such that various indictors associated with the file 
data item are shown in the portion 216. For example, the 
portion 216 in FIG. 2B shows network connections made by 
the file data item, file system changes, and/or registry 
changes. Other information may also be shown in the portion 
216, and/or other sandbox analysis information may be 
shown in one or more other user interfaces as described 
below. In some embodiments, drop files (also referred to 
herein as “payloads.” “drop files, and/or “dropped file data 
items') created by executing the file data item in a sandbox, 
for example, may be submitted to the system for a same or 
similar analysis as is discussed in FIG.1. Such as starting with 
block 104. The analysis information associated with drop 
files, and/or file data items associated with the drop files, may 
then be associated with the file data item as described below 
with various types of data items. 
0072. As also mentioned above, external analysis may 
include transmission and/or Submission of the file data item to 
one or more third-party analysis providers for analysis. 
Examples of such third-party analysis providers include Fire 
Eye (block 108c), and VirusTotal (block 108d). The one or 
more third-party analysis providers may then transmit one or 
more analysis information items back to the system, where it 
may be associated with the file data item and displayed to the 
analyst. 
(0073 FIGS. 2D-2G illustrate example user interfaces of 
the system in which a third-party provider analyses of a file 
data item are presented, according to an embodiment. Each of 
FIGS. 2D-2G illustrate information that may be presented in 
portion 216 of FIG. 2B when, for example, external analysis 
selector 236 is selected by the analyst (as shown in FIG. 2D). 
As indicated in FIG. 2D, selection of VirusTotal button 238 
may cause the system to display analysis information gath 
ered as a result of an analysis of the file data item by Virus 
Total. The analysis information data items returned from this 
example third party analysis provider include, for example, a 
Submission time, a vendor score (which may indicate, for 
example, a threat level of the file data item as determined by 
the third party analysis provider), a name by which the file 
data item is known among one or more third-party analysis 
providers and/or other security vendors (for example, 
"Generic.qX'), and various other information, such as the 
other various analysis information data items illustrated in 
display portion 240. In some embodiments, portion 240 may 
include various selectable buttons, such as Indicators button 
241, the selection of which causes the system to display a 
particular category of analysis information data items, as 
shown. In an embodiment, in response to receiving particular 
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vendor scores (indicating, for example, threat levels of the file 
data item) the system may automatically alert the analyst 
and/or provide different visual indicators (for example, color 
the user interface or a portion of the user interface with a color 
corresponding to the threat level). For example, when a ven 
dor score indicates a sufficiently high threat level (as deter 
mined, for example, by a comparison to one or more pre 
defined thresholds) the system may automatically alert the 
analyst via a popup window and/or other notification (for 
example, an email and/or text message). 
0.074 FIG.2E illustrates another user interface of the data 
analysis system in which the analyst has selected Antivirus 
Detection button 242 to view antivirus analysis information 
provided by VirusTotal. FIG. 2F illustrates another user inter 
face of the data analysis system in which the analyst has 
selected button FireEye 244 to view analysis information 
provided by example third-party analysis provider, FireEye. 
As with FIG. 2D, in FIG. 2F various selectable buttons (such 
as Alerts button 246) may be provided such that the analyst 
may view various analysis information. FIG. 2G illustrates 
another user interface of the data analysis system in which the 
analyst has selected Network Indicators button 248 to view 
network indicator analysis information provided by FireEye. 
Network indicators may include various analysis information 
items, such as those illustrated in the example of FIG. 2G, 
Such as domains, URLS, IP addresses, ports, protocols, etc. 
associated with execution of the file data item selected one or 
more third-party analysis provider (FireEye in the example of 
FIG. 2G). In other embodiments, other third-party analysis 
providers may be used and, thus, user interfaces may be 
updated to indicate those particular third-party analysis pro 
viders. In some embodiments, multiple third-party analyses 
may be combined, such as by combining a threat risk score 
from multiple third-party analysts into a single, easily under 
stood risk level to be provided to the analyst. 
0075. As also mentioned above, the external analysis 
block 108 may include gathering of various data items (for 
example, other file data items) by the system that may be 
related to the file data item. Examples of such files may 
include Submission data items (for example, as generated 
each time the file data item has been submitted to the system, 
as described above and below), other files submitted to the 
system by users and designated as related to the file data item, 
payloads gathered from execution of the file data item in a 
sandbox environment, and/or the like. 
0076 FIG. 2C illustrates an example user interface of the 
system in which related files are displayed, according to an 
embodiment. As shown, in response to the analyst's selection 
of Related Items button 230, various related file information 
is displayed in user interface portions 232 and 234. Portion 
232 may display, for example, a list of Submission data items 
associated with the file data item. Each time the file data item 
is submitted to the system, as described above and below, a 
new Submission data item is created and associated with the 
file data item. Information regarding those Submission data 
items may be viewed and accessed in portion 232 of the 
Related Items tab of the example user interface. Portion 234 
may display, for example, a list of other file data items (and/or 
other data items) associated with the submitted file data item. 
For example, the portion 234 may list data items gathered by 
the system when the file data item is executed in a sandbox 
environment. Additionally, the analyst (and/or other user of 
the system) may manually Submit data items to the system 
via, for example, the “Upload Related Files' button shown in 
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FIG. 2C. When a file data item is submitted to the system in 
this way, the system again automatically checks whether the 
file data item was previously Submitted, and if so, it may 
notify the analyst via, for example, a popup window. Further, 
the submitted file data item is then listed in the portion 234 as 
the file data item is associated with the originally submitted 
file data item. In an embodiment, selection of a data item 
listed in the portions 232 and/or 234 causes the data analysis 
system to display a user interface (for example, similar to the 
user interfaces of FIGS. 2B-2G) with details related to the 
selected data item. In this embodiment, the portion 234 with 
respect to each of two related file data items would show, in 
the list, a link to the other file data item. 
(0077 Returning to the flowchart of FIG. 1, at block 110 
the system associates the various analysis information items, 
Such as from one or more internal analyses (e.g., block 106) 
and/or one or more external analyses (e.g., block 108) with 
the file data item. Further, at block 112 the system generates 
a Submission data item (for example, related to the Submis 
sion of the file data item at block 102) and associates the 
submission data item with the submitted file data item (simi 
lar to the description of block 118 provided above). 
0078. At block 114 the user interface (for example, the 
user interface of FIG. 2C) is provided to the analyst such that 
the analyst may view the various analysis information items 
and quickly determine one or more characteristics of the file 
data item, whether or not the file data item is malware, and/or 
a threat level of the file data item. As mentioned above, the 
user interface of FIG. 2B includes various selectable buttons 
218 by which an analyst may perform various actions to view 
and investigate information related to an analyzed file data 
item. For example, an “export' button may be used to export 
the gathered analysis information items to another file format 
and/or to another application; an "edit' button may be used to 
edit information associated with the file data item; a “save' 
button may be used to commit any changes to the information 
to a data store of the system; an “add to graph button may be 
used, as described above, to add the file data item and/or any 
related data items to a graph and/or view the file data itemand 
other related data items in a graph or other visualization, as 
described in reference to FIG. 2H below; an “export mal 
ware' button may be used to retrieve the file data item and/or 
related analysis information from the system (for example, to 
transfer the file data item another computing system for fur 
ther analysis); and/or a “refresh external analysis” button may 
be used to cause the system to re-run any external analysis on 
the file data item. 

(0079 FIG. 2H illustrates an example user interface of the 
system in which related data items are displayed in a graph 
260 (for example, in response to selection of the “add to 
graph button of FIG. 2B), according to an embodiment. The 
graph 260 is structured similarly to graph 1403 described in 
reference to FIG. 4 below, and accordingly the description of 
FIG. 4 applies to FIG.2H, as appropriate. FIG. 2H includes a 
file data item 262 (for example, a received and analyzed file 
data item) with links to various related data items. The related 
data items include a Submission data item 264, another Sub 
mission data item 266 (for example, because the file data item 
262 was submitted two times to the system, as indicated and 
described above in reference to FIG. 2C), a dropped file data 
item 272 (that was, for example, dropped by the file data item 
262 when the file data item 262 was executed in a sandbox), 
and two data items 268 and 270 representing analysis infor 
mation items from external analysis of the file data item. 
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Various other data items may be presented in the graph 260 
including, for example, related file data items, users associ 
ated with Submission data items, and/or the like. Accordingly, 
in various embodiments, a graph user interface Such as the 
graph 260 may enable the analyst to visualize the file data 
item and associated analysis, and efficiently and quickly 
determine one or more characteristics of the file data item, 
whether or not the file data item is malware, and/or a threat 
level of the file data item. For example, after automatic analy 
sis of the submitted file data item (as described above), the 
analyst may easily view various analysis information items 
by viewing one or more of the user interface of FIGS. 2A-2H. 
The analyst may quickly determine, for example, that the file 
data item was previously submitted multiple times by mul 
tiple users, and thus that the file data item is likely a high risk. 
The analyst may quickly determine, for example, that the file 
data item makes multiple modifications to a filesystem and 
registry, and that the types of modifications are likely mali 
cious. Further, for example, the analyst may, based on various 
analysis information items, have a hunch that the file data 
item is malicious, and Such a hunch may be confirmed by the 
various external analysis information items gathered by the 
system and provided to the analyst. Additionally, for 
example, the analyst may easily determine that a given file 
data item is related to one or more other file data items that 
may, for example, contact similar domains. All of these 
examples, through use of the automatic analysis provided by 
the system in various embodiments, may be accomplished 
without manual analysis by the analyst of the file data item. 
Thus, according to these various examples and the various 
embodiments of the disclosure described above, the system 
may enable the analyst to quickly and efficiently evaluate a 
file data item for suspected malware. 
0080 Returning to the flowchart of FIG. 1, at optional 
blocks 120 and 121, file data items and/or analysis informa 
tion items associated with file data items of the data analysis 
system may be shared with various entities (e.g., computing 
systems or groups of computing systems) within an organi 
Zation and/or one or more third-party systems, and/or third 
party systems may share file data items and related informa 
tion with the system (for example, for association with one or 
more file data items). Similarly, sharing may take place 
between multiple instantiations of the data analysis system as 
operated by, for example, multiple organization. Sharing of 
data may be limited in various ways, such as based on access 
rules that are determined by the information providing entity 
or a third-party mediator that facilitates sharing, and may be 
limited in various ways, such as by recipient, by type of 
recipient, and/or by a type of data shared. In an embodiment, 
sharing may be facilitated by a third-party system acting as, 
for example, a mediator. Such a third-party system may facili 
tate sharing of data item information among various other 
systems. Examples of sharing of data that may be used in the 
data analysis system are described in U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 14/280,490, previously incorporated by referenced 
herein. 

0081. In an embodiment, the data analysis system 
encrypts and/or otherwise secures stored file data items such 
that they may not be executed by the system when not being 
analyzed and/or outside of a sandbox environment. 
0082 In an embodiment, an analyst may add notes and/or 
tags to a file data item via a user interface of the system. For 
example, the analyst may, after reviewing the analysis, make 
a determination regarding the type of malware and/or threat 
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level of the malware of the file data item, and may add notes 
and/or tags to that effect to be associated with the file data 
item. In this embodiment, other analysts may then be able to 
review the notes and/or tags when accessing the file data item. 
Additionally, the analyst and/or other analysts may be able to 
determine any previous times a particular malware file has 
appeared on a network and details about those instances. In an 
embodiment, a notification of the previous instances a mal 
ware file has been found and/or analyzed may be provided to 
the analyst. In an embodiment, the analyst may mark the file 
data item as likely malware (or, for example, “malicious') or 
not likely malware. 

Data Item-Centric Data Model 

I0083) To provide a framework for the description of spe 
cific systems and methods provided above and below, an 
example database system 1210 using an ontology 1205 will 
now be described in reference to FIGS 3A-3B and 4. This 
description is provided for the purpose of providing an 
example and is not intended to limit the techniques to the 
example data model, the example database system, or the 
example database systems use of an ontology to represent 
information. 
I0084. In one embodiment, a body of data is conceptually 
structured according to data item-centric data model repre 
sented by ontology 1205. The conceptual data model is inde 
pendent of any particular database used for durably storing 
one or more database(s) 1209 based on the ontology 1205. 
For example, each object of the conceptual data model may 
correspond to one or more rows in a relational database or an 
entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) data 
base, or any combination of one or more databases. 
I0085 FIG. 3A illustrates data item-centric conceptual 
data model (which may also be referred to as an “object 
centric conceptual data model”) according to an embodiment. 
An ontology 1205, as noted above, may include stored infor 
mation providing a data model for storage of data in the 
database 1209. The ontology 1205 may be defined by one or 
more data item types (which may also be referred to as “object 
types”), which may each be associated with one or more 
property types. At the highest level of abstraction, data item 
1201 (which may also be referred to as a “data object” or 
“object') is a container for information representing things in 
the world. For example, data item 1201 can represent an 
entity Such as a person, a place, an organization, a market 
instrument, or other noun. Data item 1201 can represent an 
event that happens at a point in time or for a duration. Data 
item 1201 can represent a document or other unstructured 
data source Such as a file (for example, a malware file), an 
email message, a news report, or a written paper or article. 
Each data item 1201 is associated with a unique identifier that 
uniquely identifies the data item within the database system. 
I0086 Different types of data items may have different 
property types. For example, a “file' data item (as described 
above) may have various property types as described above 
(for example, various hash property types, associated file 
property types, various external analysis property types, and/ 
or the like), a “Person’ data item may have an “Eye Color” 
property type, and an “Event data item may have a “Date' 
property type. Each property 1203 as represented by data in 
the database system 1210 may have a property type defined 
by the ontology 1205used by the database 1205. Properties of 
data items may, in an embodiment, themselves be data items 
and/or associated with data items. For example, file data items 
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may be associated with various analysis information items, as 
described above. Analysis information items may comprise 
data items and/or properties associated with data items (for 
example, file data items). 
0087. Items may be instantiated in the database 1209 in 
accordance with the corresponding data item definition for 
the particular data item in the ontology 1205. For example, a 
specific monetary payment (e.g., an item of type "event') of 
USS30.00 (e.g., a property of type “currency') taking place 
on Mar. 27, 2009 (e.g., a property of type “date') may be 
stored in the database 1209 as an event data item with asso 
ciated currency and date properties as defined within the 
ontology 1205. 
0088. The data objects defined in the ontology 1205 may 
Support property multiplicity. In particular, a data item 1201 
may be allowed to have more than one property 1203 of the 
same property type. For example, a “Person’ data item may 
have multiple “Address' properties or multiple “Name” prop 
erties. 
0089. Each link 1202 represents a connection between two 
data items 1201. In one embodiment, the connection is either 
through a relationship, an event, or through matching prop 
erties. A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, “Person’ data item A may be 
connected to “Person’ data item B by a “Child Of relation 
ship (where “Person’ data item B has an asymmetric “Parent 
Of relationship to “Person’ data item A), a “Kin Of sym 
metric relationship to “Person’ data item C, and an asymmet 
ric “Member Of relationship to "Organization’ data item X. 
The type of relationship between two data items may vary 
depending on the types of the data items. For example, “Per 
son’ data item A may have an 'Appears In relationship with 
“Document data item Y or have a “Participate In relation 
ship with “Event data item E. As an example of an event 
connection, two “Person’ data items may be connected by an 
Airline Flight' data item representing a particular airline 

flight if they traveled together on that flight, or by a “Meeting 
data item representing a particular meeting if they both 
attended that meeting. In one embodiment, when two data 
items are connected by an event, they are also connected by 
relationships, in which each data item has a specific relation 
ship to the event, such as, for example, an 'Appears. In 
relationship. 
0090. As an example of a matching properties connection, 
two “Person’ data items representing a brother and a sister, 
may both have an “Address' property that indicates where 
they live. If the brother and the sister live in the same home, 
then their “Address' properties likely contain similar, if not 
identical property values. In one embodiment, a link between 
two data items may be established based on similar or match 
ing properties (e.g., property types and/or property values) of 
the data items. These are just some examples of the types of 
connections that may be represented by a link and other types 
of connections may be represented; embodiments are not 
limited to any particular types of connections between data 
items. For example, a document might contain references to 
two different items. For example, a document may contain a 
reference to a payment (one item), and a person (a second 
item). A link between these two items may represent a con 
nection between these two entities through their co-occur 
rence within the same document. 

0091. Each data item 1201 may have multiple links with 
another data item 1201 to form a link set 1204. For example, 
two “Person’ data items representing a husband and a wife 
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could be linked through a “Spouse Of relationship, a match 
ing “Address' property, and one or more matching “Event 
properties (e.g., a wedding). Each link1202 as represented by 
data in a database may have a link type defined by the data 
base ontology used by the database. 
0092 FIG. 3B is a block diagram illustrating example 
components and data that may be used in identifying and 
storing data according to an ontology. In this example, the 
ontology may be configured, and data in the data model 
populated, by a system of parsers and ontology configuration 
tools. In the embodiment of FIG. 3B, input data 1300 is 
provided to parser 1302. The input data may comprise data 
from one or more sources. For example, an institution may 
have one or more databases with information on credit card 
transactions, rental cars, and people. The databases may con 
tain a variety of related information and attributes about each 
type of data, Such as a "date' for a credit card transaction, an 
address for a person, and a date for when a rental car is rented. 
The parser 1302 is able to read a variety of source input data 
types and determine which type of data it is reading. 
0093. In accordance with the discussion above, the 
example ontology 1205 comprises stored information provid 
ing the data model of data stored in database 1209, and the 
ontology is defined by one or more data item types 1310, one 
or more property types 1316, and one or more link types 1330. 
Based on information determined by the parser 1302 or other 
mapping of Source input information to item type, one or 
more data items 1201 may be instantiated in the database 209 
based on respective determined item types 1310, and each of 
the items 1201 has one or more properties 1203 that are 
instantiated based on property types 1316. Two data items 
1201 may be connected by one or more links 1202 that may be 
instantiated based on link types 1330. The property types 
1316 each may comprise one or more data types 1318, such as 
a string, number, etc. Property types 1316 may be instantiated 
based on a base property type 1320. For example, a base 
property type 1320 may be “Locations” and a property type 
1316 may be “Home.” 
0094. In an embodiment, a user of the system uses a item 
type editor 1324 to create and/or modify the item types 1310 
and define attributes of the item types. In an embodiment, a 
user of the system uses a property type editor 1326 to create 
and/or modify the property types 1316 and define attributes of 
the property types. In an embodiment, a user of the system 
uses link type editor 1328 to create the link types 1330. 
Alternatively, other programs, processes, or programmatic 
controls may be used to create link types and property types 
and define attributes, and using editors is not required. 
0095. In an embodiment, creating a property type 1316 
using the property type editor 1326 involves defining at least 
one parser definition using a parser editor 1322. A parser 
definition comprises metadata that informs parser 1302 how 
to parse input data 1300 to determine whether values in the 
input data can be assigned to the property type 1316 that is 
associated with the parser definition. In an embodiment, each 
parser definition may comprise a regular expression parser 
1304A or a code module parser 1304B. In other embodi 
ments, other kinds of parser definitions may be provided 
using Scripts or other programmatic elements. Once defined, 
both a regular expression parser 1304A and a code module 
parser 1304B can provide input to parser 1302 to control 
parsing of input data 1300. 
0096. Using the data types defined in the ontology, input 
data 1300 may be parsed by the parser 1302 determine which 
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item type 1310 should receive data from a record created from 
the input data, and which property types 1316 should be 
assigned to data from individual field values in the input data. 
Based on the item/object-property mapping 1301, the parser 
1302 selects one of the parser definitions that is associated 
with a property type in the input data. The parser parses an 
input data field using the selected parser definition, resulting 
in creating new or modified data 1303. The new or modified 
data 1303 is added to the database 1209 according to ontology 
205 by storing values of the new or modified data in a property 
of the specified property type. As a result, input data 1300 
having varying format or syntax can be created in database 
1209. The ontology 1205 may be modified at any time using 
item/object type editor 1324, property type editor 1326, and 
link type editor 1328, or under program control without 
human use of an editor. Parser editor 1322 enables creating 
multiple parser definitions that can Successfully parse input 
data 1300 having varying format or syntax and determine 
which property types should be used to transform input data 
300 into new or modified input data 1303. 
0097. The properties, data items, and links (e.g. relation 
ships) between the data items can be visualized using a 
graphical user interface (“GUI). For example, FIG. 4 dis 
plays a user interface showing a graph representation 1403 of 
relationships (including relationships and/or links 1404. 
1405, 1406, 1407, 1408, 1409, 1410, 1411, 1412, and 1413) 
between the data items (including data items 1421, 1422, 
1423, 1424, 1425, 1426, 1427, 1428, and 1429) that are 
represented as nodes in the example of FIG. 4. In this embodi 
ment, the data items include person data items 1421, 1422, 
1423, 1424, 1425, and 1426; a flight item 1427; a financial 
account 1428; and a computer data item 1429. In this 
example, each person node (associated with person data 
items), flight node (associated with flight data items), finan 
cial account node (associated with financial account data 
items), and computer node (associated with computer data 
items) may have relationships and/or links with any of the 
other nodes through, for example, other data items such as 
payment data items. 
0098. For example, in FIG. 4, relationship 1404 is based 
on a payment associated with the individuals indicated in 
person data items 1421 and 1423. The link 1404 represents 
these shared payments (for example, the individual associ 
ated with data item 1421 may have paid the individual asso 
ciated with data item 1423 on three occasions). The relation 
ship is further indicated by the common relationship between 
person data items 1421 and 1423 and financial account data 
item 1428. For example, link 1411 indicates that person data 
item 1421 transferred money into financial account data item 
1428, while person data item 1423 transferred money out of 
financial account data item 1428. In another example, the 
relationships between person data items 1424 and 1425 and 
flight data item 1427 are indicated by links 1406, 1409, and 
1410. In this example, person data items 1424 and 1425 have 
a common address and were passengers on the same flight 
data item 1427. In an embodiment, further details related to 
the relationships between the various items may be displayed. 
For example, links 1411 and 1412 may, in some embodi 
ments, indicate the timing of the respective money transfers. 
In another example, the time of the flight associated with the 
flight data item 1427 may be shown. 
0099 Relationships between data items may be stored as 
links, or in Some embodiments, as properties, where a rela 
tionship may be detected between the properties. In some 
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cases, as stated above, the links may be directional. For 
example, a payment link may have a direction associated with 
the payment, where one person data item is a receiver of a 
payment, and another person data item is the payer of pay 
ment. 

0100. In various embodiments, data items may further 
include malware analysis metadata and/or links. Such mal 
ware analysis metadata may be accessed by the data analysis 
system for displaying objects and features on the user inter 
face (as described above). 
0101. In addition to visually showing relationships 
between the data items, the user interface may allow various 
other manipulations. For example, the data items within data 
base 1108 may be searched using a search interface 1450 
(e.g., text string matching of data item properties), inspected 
(e.g., properties and associated data viewed), filtered (e.g., 
narrowing the universe of data items into sets and Subsets by 
properties or relationships), and statistically aggregated (e.g., 
numerically Summarized based on Summarization criteria), 
among other operations and visualizations. 

Implementation Mechanisms 

0102 According to an embodiment, the data analysis sys 
tem and other methods and techniques described herein are 
implemented by one or more special-purpose computing 
devices. The special-purpose computing devices may be 
hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include digital 
electronic devices such as one or more application-specific 
integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays 
(FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to perform the 
techniques, or may include one or more general purpose 
hardware processors programmed to perform the techniques 
pursuant to program instructions in firmware, memory, other 
storage, or a combination. Such special-purpose computing 
devices may also combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, 
or FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the tech 
niques. The special-purpose computing devices may be desk 
top computer systems, server computer systems, portable 
computer systems, handheld devices, networking devices or 
any other device or combination of devices that incorporate 
hard-wired and/or program logic to implement the tech 
niques. 
0103 Computing device(s) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system Software. Such as iOS, 
Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Win 
dows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, 
Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or 
other compatible operating systems. In other embodiments, 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system. Conventional operating systems control 
and schedule computer processes for execution, perform 
memory management, provide file system, networking, I/O 
services, and provide a user interface functionality, Such as a 
graphical user interface ("GUI), among other things. 
0104 For example, FIG. 5 is a block diagram that illus 
trates a computer system 800 upon which the various systems 
and methods discussed herein may be implemented. Com 
puter system 800 includes a bus 802 or other communication 
mechanism for communicating information, and a hardware 
processor, or multiple processors, 804 coupled with bus 802 
for processing information. Hardware processor(s) 804 may 
be, for example, one or more general purpose microproces 
SOS. 
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0105 Computer system 800 also includes a main memory 
806, such as a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or 
other dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 802 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 804. 
Main memory 806 also may be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 804. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in storage media accessible to processor 
804, render computer system 800 into a special-purpose 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci 
fied in the instructions. 
0106 Computer system 800 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 808 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 802 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 804. A storage device 810. Such as a magnetic disk, 
optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash drive), and/or any 
other suitable data store, is provided and coupled to bus 802 
for storing information (for example, file data items, analysis 
information data items, Submission data items, and/or the 
like) and instructions. 
0107 Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 to 
a display812, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), LCD display, 
or touch screen display, for displaying information to a com 
puter user and/or receiving input from the user. An input 
device 814, including alphanumeric and other keys, is 
coupled to bus 802 for communicating information and com 
mand selections to processor 804. Another type of user input 
device is cursor control 816. Such as a mouse, a trackball, or 
cursor direction keys for communicating direction informa 
tion and command selections to processor 804 and for con 
trolling cursor movement on display 812. This input device 
typically has two degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis 
(e.g., X) and a second axis (e.g., y), that allows the device to 
specify positions in a plane. In some embodiments, the same 
direction information and command selections as cursor con 
trol may be implemented via receiving touches on a touch 
screen without a cursor. 
0108 Computing system 800 may include a user interface 
module, and/or various other types of modules to implement 
one or more graphical user interface of the data analysis 
system, as described above. The modules may be stored in a 
mass storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the computing device(s). This and other modules 
may include, by way of example, components, such as Soft 
ware components, object-oriented Software components, 
class components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 
0109. In general, the word “module.” as used herein, refers 
to a collection of software instructions, possibly having entry 
and exit points, Written in a programming language. Such as, 
for example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or 
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules may be 
callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware modules configured for execution on computing devices 
may be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a 
compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or 
any other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may 
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
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requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware devices (such as processors 
and CPUs) may be comprised of connected logic units, such 
as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be comprised of program 
mable units, such as programmable gate arrays or processors. 
Generally, the modules described herein refer to logical mod 
ules that may be combined with other modules or divided into 
Sub-modules despite their physical organization or storage. In 
various embodiments, aspects of the methods and systems 
described herein may be implemented by one or more hard 
ware devices, for example, as logic circuits. In various 
embodiments, some aspects of the methods and systems 
described herein may be implemented as software instruc 
tions, while other may be implemented in hardware, in any 
combination. 
0110. As mentioned, computer system 800 may imple 
ment the techniques described herein using customized hard 
wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or 
program logic which in combination with the computer sys 
tem causes or programs computer system 800 to be a special 
purpose machine. According to one embodiment, the tech 
niques herein are performed by computer system 800 in 
response to processor(s) 804 executing one or more 
sequences of one or more modules and/or instructions con 
tained in main memory 806. Such instructions may be read 
into main memory 806 from another storage medium, Such as 
storage device 810. Execution of the sequences of instruc 
tions contained in main memory 806 causes processor(s) 804 
to perform the process steps described herein. In alternative 
embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of or 
in combination with Software instructions. 

0111. The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, 
as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-vola 
tile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media 
includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as 
storage device 810. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 806. Common forms of non 
transitory media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible 
disk, hard disk, Solid State drive, magnetic tape, or any other 
magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical 
data storage medium, any physical medium with patterns of 
holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, 
NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked 
versions of the same. 

0112 Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 802. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
0113 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to proces 
sor 804 for execution. For example, the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid State drive of a 
remote computer. The remote computer can load the instruc 
tions and/or modules into its dynamic memory and send the 
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instructions over a telephone line using a modem. A modem 
local to computer system 800 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra-red signal. An infra-red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate cir 
cuitry can place the data on bus 802. Bus 802 carries the data 
to main memory 806, from which processor 804 retrieves and 
executes the instructions. The instructions received by main 
memory 806 may optionally be stored on storage device 810 
either before or after execution by processor 804. 
0114 Computer system 800 also includes a communica 
tion interface 818 coupled to bus 802. Communication inter 
face 818 provides a two-way data communication coupling to 
a network link 820 that is connected to a local network 822. 
For example, communication interface 818 may be an inte 
grated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, 
satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communica 
tion connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As 
another example, communication interface 818 may be a 
local area network (LAN) card to provide a data communi 
cation connection to a compatible LAN (or WAN component 
to communicated with a WAN). Wireless links may also be 
implemented. In any such implementation, communication 
interface 818 sends and receives electrical, electromagnetic 
or optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information. 
0115 Network link 820 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 820 may provide a connection 
through local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
826. ISP 826 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet” 828. Local net 
work 822 and Internet 828 both use electrical, electromag 
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the various networks and the signals on net 
work link 820 and through communication interface 818, 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 800, 
are example forms of transmission media. 
0116 Computer system 800 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link820 and communication interface 818. In the 
Internet example, a server 830 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 828, ISP 
826, local network822 and communication interface 818. For 
example, in an embodiment various aspects of the data analy 
sis system may be implemented on one or more of the servers 
830 and may be transmitted to and from the computer system 
800. For example, submitted malware data items may be 
transmitted to one of the servers 830, aspects of the basic 
analysis may be implemented on one or more of the servers 
830, and/or aspects of the external analysis may be imple 
mented on one or more of the servers 830. In an example, 
requests for external analyses of file data items may be trans 
mitted to one or more third-party servers 830 (from, for 
example, the computer system 800 and/or another server 830 
of the system), and analysis data may then be transmitted 
back from third-party servers 830. 
0117. In an embodiment, the data analysis system may be 
accessible by the user through a web-based viewer, such as a 
web browser. In this embodiment, the user interfaces of the 
system may be generated by a server (such as one of the 
servers 830) and/or the computer system 800 and transmitted 
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to the web browser of the user. The user may then interact with 
the user interfaces through the web-browser. In an embodi 
ment, the computer system 800 may comprise a mobile elec 
tronic device. Such as a cellphone, Smartphone, and/or tablet. 
The system may be accessible by the user through Such a 
mobile electronic device, among other types of electronic 
devices. 

ADDITIONAL EMBODIMENTS 

0118 While the foregoing is directed to various embodi 
ments, other and further embodiments may be devised with 
out departing from the basic scope thereof. For example, 
aspects of the present disclosure may be implemented in 
hardware or software or in a combination of hardware and 
software. An embodiment of the disclosure may be imple 
mented as a program product for use with a computer system. 
The program(s) of the program product define functions of 
the embodiments (including the methods described herein) 
and may be contained on a variety of computer-readable 
storage media. Illustrative computer-readable storage media 
include, but are not limited to: (i) non-Writable storage media 
(e.g., read-only memory devices within a computer Such as 
CD-ROM disks readable by a CD-ROM drive, flash memory, 
ROM chips or any type of solid-state non-volatile semicon 
ductor memory) on which information is permanently stored; 
and (ii) Writable storage media (e.g., hard-disk drive or any 
type of Solid-state random-access semiconductor memory) 
on which alterable information is stored. Each of the pro 
cesses, methods, and algorithms described in the preceding 
sections may be embodied in, and fully or partially automated 
by, code modules executed by one or more computer systems 
or computer processors comprising computer hardware. The 
processes and algorithms may alternatively be implemented 
partially or wholly in application-specific circuitry. 
0119 The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another, or may be com 
bined in various ways. All possible combinations and Sub 
combinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may 
be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and pro 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For 
example, described blocks or states may be performed in an 
order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks 
or states may be combined in a single block or state. The 
example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in par 
allel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be added 
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The 
example systems and components described herein may be 
configured differently than described. For example, elements 
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared to 
the disclosed example embodiments. 
0120 Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could “might or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
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prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

0121 The term “comprising as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For 
example, a general purpose computer comprising one or more 
processors should not be interpreted as excluding other com 
puter components, and may possibly include Such compo 
nents as memory, input/output devices, and/or network inter 
faces, among others. 
0122) Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the 
flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules, segments, orportions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple 
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
0123. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are among other acceptable 
examples. All Such modifications and variations are intended 
to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure. The 
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the 
invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter how 
detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention may be 
practiced in many ways. As is also stated above, it should be 
noted that the use of particular terminology when describing 
certain features or aspects of the invention should not be taken 
to imply that the terminology is being re-defined herein to be 
restricted to including any specific characteristics of the fea 
tures or aspects of the invention with which that terminology 
is associated. The scope of the invention should therefore be 
construed in accordance with the appended claims and any 
equivalents thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer system comprising: 
one or more computer readable storage devices configured 

tO StOre: 

a plurality of computer executable instructions; and 
a plurality of data items each associated with at least one 

Submission event, each Submission event indicating at 
least one of: 
a date the associated data item was Submitted, or 
an identifier of a person who submitted the associated 

data item, 
wherein: 

the plurality of data items include at least a first data 
item, 

the first data item is associated with a first submission 
event, and 

the first data item is further associated with a plurality 
of analysis information items from an analysis of 
the first data item, and 

one or more hardware computer processors in communi 
cation with the one or more computer readable storage 
devices and configured to execute the plurality of com 
puter executable instructions in order to cause the com 
puter system to: 
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receive a second data item, the second data item repre 
senting a Suspected malware file; 

compare the second data item with the first data item; 
determine that the second data item and the first data 

item match; and 
provide a notification that the second data item was 

previously received. 
2. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the notification 

includes an indication of the first Submission event. 
3. The computer system of claim 2, wherein the indication 

of the first submission event includes the date that the first 
data item was previously Submitted. 

4. The computer system of claim3, wherein the indication 
of the first submission event further includes the identifier of 
the person who submitted the first data item. 

5. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the a plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: 

generate a user interface including one or more user select 
able portions presenting various of the analysis informa 
tion items associated with the first data item. 

6. The computer system of claim 5, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the a plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: 

in response to receiving the second data item, generate a 
second Submission event associated with the receipt of 
the second data item. 

7. The computer system of claim 6, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the a plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: 

in response to determining that the second data item and the 
first data item match, associated the second Submission 
event associated with the first data item. 

8. The computer system of claim 7, wherein the user inter 
face further includes a selectable element, the selectable ele 
ment configured to cause the computer system to generate a 
graphical visualization including at least: 

a first graphical representation of the first data item, 
a second graphical representation of the first Submission 

event, and 
a third graphical representation of the second Submission 

event. 

9. The computer system of claim 8, wherein the graphical 
visualization further includes: 

a fourth graphical representation of at least one of the 
analysis information items. 

10. The computer system of claim 9, wherein the graphical 
visualization further includes: 

fifth graphical representation of relationships among the 
first, second, third, and fourth graphical representations. 

11. The computer system of claim 10, wherein the first, 
second, third, and fourth graphical representations comprise 
graphical nodes, and the fifth graphical representation com 
prises graphical edges. 

12. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the a plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: 

initiate an internal analysis of the first data item including 
at least calculation of a hash of the data item; 
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initiate an external analysis of the first data item by one or 
more third party analysis systems; and 

associate results of the internal and external analyses with 
the first data item, the results of the internal and external 
analyses comprising the analysis information items. 

13. The computer system of claim 12, wherein the internal 
analysis includes analysis performed by the one or more 
hardware computer processors, and wherein the internal 
analysis further includes at least one of calculation of an MD5 
hash of the first data item, calculation of a SHA-1 hash of the 
first data item, calculation of a SHA-256 hash of the first data 
item, calculation of an SSDeep hash of the first data item, or 
calculation of a size of the first data item. 

14. The computer system of claim 12, wherein the external 
analysis includes analysis performed by at least a second 
computer system, and wherein the external analysis includes 
execution of the first data item in a sandboxed environment 
and analysis of the first data item by a third-party malware 
analysis service. 

15. The computer system of claim 14, wherein any payload 
provided by the first data item after execution of the first data 
item in the sandboxed environment is associated with the first 
data item. 

16. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the a plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: 

in response to receiving the second data item, generate a 
second Submission event associated with the receipt of 
the second data item; and 
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in response to determining that the second data item and the 
first data item match, associated the second Submission 
event associated with the first data item. 

17. The computer system of claim 16, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the a plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: 

receive a third data item, the third data item representing 
another Suspected malware file; 

generate a third Submission event associated with the 
receipt of the third data item; 

compare the third data item with at least one of the first data 
item or the second data item; 

determine that at the third data item and at least one of the 
first data item or the second data item match; 

associate the third submission event with the first data item; 
and 

provide a notification that the third data item was previ 
ously received. 

18. The computer system of claim 1, wherein comparing 
the second data item with the first data item comprises: 

calculating a hash of the second data item and comparing 
the calculated hash to a previously calculated hash of the 
first data item. 

19. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: 

share the first data item and associated analysis informa 
tion items with a second computer systems via a third 
computer system. 

k k k k k 
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(57) ABSTRACT 
Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a data analy 
sis system that may automatically generate memory-efficient 
clustered data structures, automatically analyze those clus 
tered data structures, and provide results of the automated 
analysis in an optimized way to an analyst. The automated 
analysis of the clustered data structures (also referred to 
hereinas data clusters) may include an automated application 
of various criteria or rules so as to generate a compact, 
human-readable analysis of the data clusters. The human 
readable analyses (also referred to herein as “summaries' or 
“conclusions') of the data clusters may be organized into an 
interactive user interface so as to enable an analyst to quickly 
navigate among information associated with various data 
clusters and efficiently evaluate those data clusters in the 
context of for example, a fraud investigation. Embodiments 
of the present disclosure also relate to automated scoring of 
the clustered data structures. 
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INTERNAL MALWARE DATA TEM 
CLUSTERING AND ANALYSIS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1.57. 
0002 This application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 14/473,920, filed Aug. 29, 2014, titled 
EXTERNAL MALWARE DATA ITEM CLUSTERING 
AND ANALYSIS,” which application claims benefit of U.S. 
Provisional Patent Application No. 62/020,876, filed Jul. 3, 
2014, titled “DATA ITEM CLUSTERING AND ANALY 
SIS. The entire disclosure of each of the above items is 
hereby made part of this specification as if set forth fully 
herein and incorporated by reference for all purposes, for all 
that it contains. 

0003. This application is also related to the following U.S. 
patent applications: 

Docket No. Ser. No. Title Filed 

PALAN235A1 13/968,265 GENERATING 
DATA CLUSTERS 
WITH 
CUSTOMIZABLE 
ANALYSIS 
STRATEGIES 
PRIORITIZING 
DATA CLUSTERS 
WITH 
CUSTOMIZABLE 
SCORING 
STRATEGIES 
TAX DATA Dec. 23, 2013 
CLUSTERING 
MALWARE DATA Dec. 23, 2013 
LUSTERING 
SER-AGENT DATA Dec. 23, 2013 
LUSTERING 
REND DATA Dec. 23, 2013 
LUSTERING 
RAUD DETECTION Apr. 11, 2014 
ND SCORING 
LUSTERING DATA May 15, 2014 

BASED ON 
NDICATIONS OF 
FINANCIAL 
MALFEASANCE 
MONEY 
LAUNDERING 
DETECTION AND 
SCORING 
MALWARE DATA 
TEMANALYSIS 

Mar. 15, 2013 

PALAN235A2 13/968,213 Mar. 15, 2013 

PALAN.235A1P1 14/139,628 

PALAN.235A1P2 14/139,603 

PALAN.235A1P3 14/139,713 

PALAN.235A1P4 14/139,640 

PALAN.245A 14/251,485 

PALAN.249P1 14/278,963 

PALAN.2S8PR 62,036,519 Aug. 12, 2014 

PALAN.259A 14,473,860 Aug. 29, 2014 

The entire disclosure of each of the above items is hereby 
made part of this specification as if set forth fully herein and 
incorporated by reference for all purposes, for all that it 
contains. 

BACKGROUND 

0004 Embodiments of the present disclosure generally 
related to automatic generation of memory-efficient clustered 
data structures and automatic analysis of those generated 
clustered data structures. 
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0005. In a fraud investigation an analyst may have to make 
decisions regarding selection of electronic data items within 
an electronic collection of data. Such a collection of data may 
include a large number of data items that may or may not be 
related to one another, and which may be stored in an elec 
tronic data store or memory. For example, Such a collection of 
data may include hundreds of thousands, millions, tens of 
millions, hundreds of millions, or even billions of data items, 
and may consume significant storage and/or memory. Deter 
mination and selection of relevant data items within Such a 
collection of data may be extremely difficult for the analyst. 
Further, processing of Such a large collection of data (for 
example, as an analyst uses a computer to sift and/or search 
through huge numbers of data items) may be extremely inef 
ficient and consume significant processing and/or memory 
SOUCS. 

SUMMARY 

0006. The systems, methods, and devices described herein 
each have several aspects, no single one of which is solely 
responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the 
Scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting features will 
now be discussed briefly. 
0007 Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a 
data analysis system that may automatically generate 
memory-efficient clustered data structures, automatically 
analyze those clustered data structures, and provide results of 
the automated analysis in an optimizedway to an analyst. The 
automated analysis of the clustered data structures (also 
referred to herein as “data item clusters,” “data clusters,” or 
simply “clusters') may include an automated application of 
various criteria or rules so as to generate a compact, human 
readable analysis of the data clusters. The human-readable 
analyses (also referred to herein as “conclusions' or "sum 
maries') of the data clusters may be organized into an inter 
active user interface so as to enable an analyst to quickly 
navigate among information associated with various data 
clusters and efficiently evaluate those data clusters in the 
context of for example, a fraud investigation. Embodiments 
of the present disclosure also relate to automated scoring of 
the clustered data structures. The interactive user interface 
may be updated based on the scoring, directing the human 
analyst to more critical data clusters (for example, data clus 
ters more likely to be associated with fraud) in response to the 
analysts inputs. 
0008. As described below, data clusters may include one 
or more data items. A data item may include any data, infor 
mation, or things. Such as a person, a place, an organization, 
an account, a computer, an activity, and event, and/or the like. 
In an example application, a human analyst may be tasked 
with deciding whether an account data item represents a 
fraudulent bank account. However, an individual data item 
oftentimes includes insufficient information for the analyst to 
make such decisions. Rather, the analyst may make better 
decisions based upon a collection of related data items. For 
instance, two financial transactions may be related by an 
identical account identifier or two accounts belonging to one 
customer may be related by an identical customer identifier or 
other attribute (e.g., a shared phone number or address). Some 
currently available systems assist the analyst by identifying 
data items that are directly related to an initial data item. For 
example, the analyst could initiate an investigation with a 
single Suspicious data item or “seed.” Such as a fraudulent 
credit card account. If the analyst examined this data item by 
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itself, then the analyst would not observe any suspicious 
characteristics. However, the analyst could request a list of 
data items related to the seed by a shared attribute, such as a 
customer identifier. In doing so, the analyst could discover an 
additional data item, such as an additional credit card 
account, which relates to the original fraudulent account 
because of a shared customer identifier. The analyst could 
then mark the additional credit card account as potentially 
fraudulent, based upon the relationship of the shared cus 
tomer identifier. 

0009. Although these currently available systems can be 
helpful in discovering related data items, they typically 
require the analyst to manually repeat the same series of 
searches for many investigations. Repeating the same inves 
tigation process consumes time and resources, such that there 
are oftentimes more investigations than can be performed. 
Thus, analysts typically prioritize investigations based upon 
the characteristics of the seeds. However, there may be insig 
nificant differences between the seeds, so the analyst may not 
be able to determine the correct priority for investigations. 
For instance, the analyst could have to choose between two 
potential investigations based upon separate fraudulent credit 
card accounts. One investigation could reveal more poten 
tially fraudulent credit card accounts than the other, and there 
fore could be more important to perform. Yet, the character 
istics of the two original credit card accounts could be similar, 
so the analyst would not be able to choose the more important 
investigation. Without more information, prioritizing inves 
tigations, and evaluating data items, is difficult and error 
prone. 

0010. In contrast with these currently available systems, 
and as described above, according to various embodiments 
the data analysis system of the present disclosure automati 
cally creates clusters of related data items, generates human 
readable conclusions of the clusters, scores those clusters, 
and generates an interactive user interface in which, in 
response to inputs from the analyst, information related to the 
clusters may be efficiently provided to the analyst. Accord 
ingly, the analyst may be enabled to efficiently evaluate the 
clusters. 

0011 Generation of the memory-efficient clustered data 
structures may be accomplished by automatic selection of an 
initial data item of interest (also referred to herein as a 
“seed’), adding of the initial data item to the memory-effi 
cient clustered data structure (or, alternatively, designating 
the initial data item as the clustered data structure, oran initial 
iteration of the clustered data structure), and determining and 
adding one or more related data items to the cluster. In various 
embodiments, a generated cluster may include far fewer data 
items than the collection of data described above, and the data 
items included in the cluster may only include those data 
items that are relevant to a particular investigation (for 
example, a fraud investigation). Accordingly, in an embodi 
ment, processing of the generated cluster may be highly effi 
cient as compared to the collection of data described above. 
This may be because, for example, a given fraud investigation 
by an analyst (for example, as the analyst sifts and/or searches 
through data items of a cluster) may only require storage in 
memory of a single cluster data structure. Further, a number 
of data items in a cluster may be several orders of magnitude 
smaller than in the entire electronic collection of data 
described above because only data items related to each other 
are included in the cluster. 
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0012. Additionally, the automated analysis and scoring of 
clusters (as mentioned above) may enable highly efficient 
evaluation of the various data clusters by a human analyst. For 
example, the interactive user interface is generated so as to 
enable an analyst to quickly view critical data clusters (as 
determined by the automated scoring), and then in response to 
analyst inputs, view and interact with the generated informa 
tion (including, for example, the human-readable conclu 
sions) associated with the clusters. In response to user inputs 
the user interface may be updated to display raw data associ 
ated with each of the generated clusters if the analyst desires 
to dive deeper into data associated with a given cluster. 
0013. In various embodiments, seeds may be automati 
cally selected/generated according to various seed determi 
nation strategies, and clusters of related data items may be 
generated based on those seeds and according to clustergen 
eration strategies (also referred to herein as “cluster strate 
gies’). Also, as mentioned above, the system may generate a 
score, multiple scores, and/or metascores for each generated 
cluster, and may optionally rank or prioritize the generated 
clusters based on the generated scores and/or metascores. 
High priority clusters may be of greater interest to an analyst 
as they may contain related data items that meet particular 
criteria related to the analysts investigation. In an embodi 
ment, the system may enable an analyst to advantageously 
start an investigation with a prioritized cluster including 
many related data items rather than a single randomly 
selected data item. Further, as described above, the cluster 
prioritization and Summary generation may enable the pro 
cessing requirements of the analysts investigation to be 
highly efficient as compared to processing of the huge col 
lection of data described above. As mentioned above, this is 
because, for example, a given investigation by an analyst may 
only require storage in memory of a limited number of data 
items associated with a small number of clusters, and further, 
a number of data items in a cluster may be several orders of 
magnitude Smaller than in the entire electronic collection of 
data described above because only data items related to each 
other are included in the cluster. Further, an analyst may not 
need to view many (or, alternatively, any) data items associ 
ated with a cluster to evaluate the cluster, but rather may 
evaluate the cluster based on the automatically generated 
cluster information. 

0014. According to an embodiment, a computer system 
comprises: one or more computer readable storage devices 
configured to store: a plurality of computer executable 
instructions; a plurality of data cluster types, each data cluster 
type associated with a data clustering strategy and a plurality 
of data cluster analysis rules; and a plurality of data clusters, 
each data cluster associated with a data cluster type and 
previously generated according to the associated respective 
data clustering strategy, each data cluster further including 
one or more data items and associated metadata; and one or 
more hardware computer processors in communication with 
the one or more computer readable storage devices and con 
figured to execute the plurality of computer executable 
instructions in order to cause the computer system to, for each 
particular data cluster of the plurality of data clusters: access 
the particular data cluster from the one or more computer 
readable storage devices; determine the data cluster type 
associated with the particular data cluster, analyze the par 
ticular data cluster based on the data cluster analysis rules 
associated with the determined data cluster type; determine 
an alert score for the particular data cluster based on the 
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analysis of the particular data cluster, and generate one or 
more human-readable conclusions regarding the particular 
data cluster. 
0015. According to another embodiment, the alert score 
indicates a degree of correlation between characteristics of 
the particular data cluster and the accessed data cluster analy 
sis rules. 
0016. According to yet another embodiment, the degree of 
correlation is based on both an assessment of risk associated 
with the particular data cluster and a confidence level in 
accuracy of the assessment of risk. 
0017. According to another embodiment, a relatively 
higher alert Score indicates a data cluster that is relatively 
more important for a human analyst to evaluate, and a rela 
tively lower alert score indicates a data cluster that is rela 
tively less important for the human analyst to evaluate. 
0018. According to yet another embodiment, each alert 
score for respective data clusters is assigned to a category 
indicating a high degree of correlation, a medium degree of 
correlation, or a low degree of correlation. 
0019. According to another embodiment, the high degree 
of correlation is associated with a first color, the medium 
degree of correlation is associated with a second color, and 
the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color. 
0020. According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: for each particular data 
cluster of the plurality of data clusters: generate an alert, the 
alert comprising the alert Score, the one or more human 
readable conclusions, the one or more data items associated 
with the cluster, and the metadata associated with each of the 
one or more data items. 
0021. According to another embodiment, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: generate a user inter 
face including a list of user-selectable alert indicators, an alert 
indicator being provided for each of the generated alerts, each 
of the alert indicators providing a Summary of information 
associated with respective generated alerts. 
0022. According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: in response to a selec 
tion of an alert indicator by a human analyst: generate an alert 
display, the alert display including at least an indication of the 
alert score and a list of the one or more human-readable 
conclusions. 
0023. According to another embodiment, the alert display 
further includes a table of information associated with the one 
or more data items and associated metadata of the particular 
data cluster, and wherein the table of information includes a 
mixture of information of various types. 
0024. According to yet another embodiment, the table of 
information includes one or more user interface controls 
selectable by a human analysis in order to filter according 
information type and/or time period. 
0025. According to another embodiment, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computing system to: for each particular 
data cluster of the plurality of data clusters: determine 
whether any other data cluster having a data cluster type 
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different from the data cluster type of the particular data 
cluster is associated with a data item that is also associated 
with the particular data cluster. 
0026. According to yet another embodiment, the alert dis 
play further indicates and provides a link to any of the other 
data clusters having the data cluster type different from the 
data cluster type of the particular data cluster and determined 
to be associated with the data item that is also associated with 
the particular data cluster of the alert display. 
0027. According to another embodiment, a notification is 
provided to a human analyst via the alert display when the 
data cluster associated with the alert display has been regen 
erated Such that the data cluster is changed. 
0028. According to an embodiment, a computer system 
comprises: one or more computer readable storage devices 
configured to store: a plurality of computer executable 
instructions; a data clustering strategy; and a plurality of data 
items including at least: file data items, each file data item 
associated with at least one Suspected malware file and one or 
more network indicators; and network-related data items 
associated with captured communications between an inter 
nal network and an external network, the network-related 
data items including at least one of external Internet Protocol 
addresses, external domains, external computerized devices, 
internal Internet Protocol addresses, internal computerized 
devices, users of particular computerized devices, or organi 
Zational positions associated with users of particular comput 
erized devices; and one or more hardware computer proces 
sors in communication with the one or more computer 
readable storage devices and configured to execute the plu 
rality of computer executable instructions in order to cause 
the computer system to: access, from the one or more com 
puter readable storage devices, the file data items; determine, 
for each file data item of the file data items, whether or not the 
file data item is been marked as a seed; and for each of the file 
data items marked as a seed, generate a data item cluster based 
on the data clustering strategy by at least: adding the seed to 
the data item cluster; identifying one or more of the network 
indicators that are associated with the seed; identifying one or 
more of the network-related data items associated with at 
least one of the identified one or more of the network indica 
tors; adding, to the data item cluster, the one or more identi 
fied network-related data items; identifying an additional one 
or more data items, including file data items and/or network 
related data items, associated with any data items of the data 
item cluster, and adding, to the data item cluster, the addi 
tional one or more data items. 

0029. According to another embodiment, each of the data 
items of the data item cluster identify at least an internal 
computerized device, a user of the internal computerized 
device, and an organizational position associated with the 
USC. 

0030. According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors 
to: Scan communications between the internal network and 
the external network so as to identify additional network 
related data items; and store the additional network-related 
data items in the one or more computer readable storage 
devices. 

0031. According to another embodiment, the communica 
tions are continuously scanned via a proxy. 
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0032. According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more network indicators include at least an external Internet 
Protocol address or an external domain. 
0033 According to another embodiment, the one or more 
of the network indicators that are associated with the seed 
comprise network indicators that are contacted by the at least 
one suspected malware file associated with the seed when the 
at least one Suspected malware file is executed. 
0034. According to yet another embodiment, determining 
whether or not the file data item is marked as a seed comprises 
determining whether or not the file data item has been marked 
by a human analyst as a seed. 
0035. According to another embodiment, each of the file 
data items is processed by the computer system by at least: 
initiating an analysis of the file data item including the at least 
one suspected malware file, wherein the analysis of the file 
data item generates a plurality of analysis information items 
including at least one of calculated hashes, file properties, 
academic analysis information, file execution information, or 
third-party analysis information; associating the plurality of 
analysis information items with the file data item; and gener 
ating a user interface including one or more user selectable 
portions presenting various of the analysis information items, 
the user interface usable by the human analyst to determine 
one or more characteristics of the file data item and to mark 
the file data item as a seed. 
0036. According to yet another embodiment, the file data 
item is marked by a human analyst as a seed via a user 
interface of the computer system. 
0037 According to another embodiment, initiating analy 
sis of the file data item and generating the plurality of analysis 
information items comprises: initiating an internal analysis of 
the file data item; and initiating an external analysis of the file 
data item, wherein the internal analysis includes analysis 
performed by the one or more hardware computer processors, 
and wherein the internal analysis includes at least one of 
calculation of an MD5 hash of the file data item, calculation 
of a SHA-1 hash of the file data item, or calculation of a size 
of the file data item, and wherein the external analysis 
includes analysis performed by at least a second computer 
system, and wherein the external analysis includes execution 
of the file data item in a sandboxed environment and analysis 
of the file data item by a third-party malware analysis service. 
0038 According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more computer readable storage devices are further config 
ured to store: a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associ 
ated with the data clustering strategy, and the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors 
to: for each generated data item cluster: access the plurality of 
data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering 
strategy; analyze the data item cluster based on the accessed 
data cluster analysis rules; and based on the analysis of the 
data item cluster: determine an alert score for the data item 
cluster; and generate one or more human-readable conclu 
sions regarding the data item cluster. 
0039. According to another embodiment, the alert score 
indicates a degree of correlation between characteristics of 
the data item cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis 
rules. 
0040. According to yet another embodiment, a relatively 
higher alert Score indicates a data cluster that is relatively 
more important for a human analyst to evaluate, and a rela 
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tively lower alert score indicated a data cluster that is rela 
tively less important for the human analyst to evaluate. 
0041 According to another embodiment, each alert score 
for respective data clusters is assigned to a category indicat 
ing a high degree of correlation, a medium degree of corre 
lation, or a low degree of correlation. 
0042. According to yet another embodiment, the high 
degree of correlation is associated with a first color, the 
medium degree of correlation is associated with a second 
color, and the low degree of correlation is associated with a 
third color. 
0043. According to another embodiment, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: for each generated data 
item cluster: generate an alert, the alert comprising a the alert 
score, the one or more human-readable conclusions, the data 
items associated with the data item cluster, and metadata 
associated with the data items of the data item cluster. 
0044 According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: generate a user inter 
face including a list of user-selectable alert indicators, an alert 
indicator being provided for each of the generated alerts, each 
of the alert indicators providing a Summary of information 
associated with respective generated alerts. 
0045. According to another embodiment, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: in response to a selec 
tion of an alert indicator by a human analyst: generate an alert 
display, the alert display including at least an indication of the 
alert score and a list of the one or more human-readable 
conclusions. 
0046 According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more human-readable conclusions each comprise a phrase or 
sentence including one or more indications of Summary or 
aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data items of 
the data item cluster. 
0047 According to another embodiment, generating the 
one or more human-readable conclusions comprises: select 
ing, based on the data cluster type associated with the par 
ticular data cluster, one or more conclusion templates; and 
populating the one or more conclusion templates with data 
associated with the particular data cluster. 
0048. According to an embodiment, a computer system 
comprises: one or more computer readable storage devices 
configured to store: a plurality of computer executable 
instructions; a data clustering strategy; and a plurality of data 
items including at least: external domain data items; and 
network-related data items associated with captured commu 
nications between an internal network and an external net 
work, the network-related data items including at least one of 
external Internet Protocoladdresses, external domains, exter 
nal computerized devices, internal Internet Protocol 
addresses, internal computerized devices, users of particular 
computerized devices, or organizational positions associated 
with users of particular computerized devices; and one or 
more hardware computer processors in communication with 
the one or more computer readable storage devices and con 
figured to execute the plurality of computer executable 
instructions in order to cause the computer system to: Scan 
one or more threat lists stored external to the internal network, 
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each of the threat lists including information related to pre 
viously identified malware threats and information related to 
those previously identified malware threats including exter 
nal domain data items; identify one or more external domain 
data items included in the one or more threat lists, each of the 
one or more external domain data items being associated with 
a malicious domain; designate each of the identified one or 
more external domain data items as a seed; and for each of the 
designated seeds, generate a data item cluster based on the 
data clustering strategy by at least: adding the seed to the data 
item cluster; identifying one or more of the network-related 
data items associated with the seed; adding, to the data item 
cluster, the one or more identified network-related data items; 
identifying an additional one or more data items, including 
external domain data items and/or network-related data 
items, associated with any data items of the data item cluster, 
and adding, to the data item cluster, the additional one or more 
data items. 

0049 According to another embodiment, data items of the 
data item cluster include at least an internal computerized 
device, a user of the internal computerized device, and an 
organizational position associated with the user. 
0050. According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors 
to: Scan communications between the internal network and 
the external network So as to generate additional network 
related data items; and store the additional network-related 
data items in the one or more computer readable storage 
devices. 

0051. According to another embodiment, the communica 
tions are continuously scanned via a proxy. 
0052 According to yet another embodiment, identifying 
the one or more of the network-related data items associated 
with the seed comprises: for each of the network-related data 
items, determining whether the network-related data item is 
associated with a communication with the malicious domain 
associated with the seed; and in response to determining that 
the network-related data item is associated with a communi 
cation with the malicious domain associated with the seed, 
identifying the network-related data item as being associated 
with the seed. 

0053 According to another embodiment, the data item 
clusters are continuously updated. 
0054 According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more computer readable storage devices are further config 
ured to store: a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associ 
ated with the data clustering strategy, and the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors 
to: for each generated data item cluster: access the plurality of 
data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering 
strategy; analyze the data item cluster based on the accessed 
data cluster analysis rules; and based on the analysis of the 
data item cluster: determine an alert score for the data item 
cluster; and generate one or more human-readable conclu 
sions regarding the data item cluster. 
0055 According to another embodiment, the alert score 
indicates a degree of correlation between characteristics of 
the data item cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis 
rules. 
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0056. According to yet another embodiment, the degree of 
correlation is based on both an assessment of risk associated 
with the particular data cluster and a confidence level in 
accuracy of the assessment of risk. 
0057 According to another embodiment, a relatively 
higher alert Score indicates a data cluster that is relatively 
more important for a human analyst to evaluate, and a rela 
tively lower alert score indicated a data cluster that is rela 
tively less important for the human analyst to evaluate. 
0.058 According to yet another embodiment, each alert 
score for respective data clusters is assigned to a category 
indicating a high degree of correlation, a medium degree of 
correlation, or a low degree of correlation. 
0059. According to another embodiment, the high degree 
of correlation is associated with a first color, the medium 
degree of correlation is associated with a second color, and 
the low degree of correlation is associated with a third color. 
0060 According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: for each generated data 
item cluster: generate an alert, the alert comprising a the alert 
score, the one or more human-readable conclusions, the data 
items associated with the data item cluster, and metadata 
associated with the data items of the data item cluster. 
0061 According to another embodiment, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer System to: generate a user inter 
face including a list of user-selectable alert indicators, an alert 
indicator being provided for each of the generated alerts, each 
of the alert indicators providing a Summary of information 
associated with respective generated alerts. 
0062 According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: in response to a selec 
tion of an alert indicator by a human analyst: generate an alert 
display, the alert display including at least an indication of the 
alert score and a list of the one or more human-readable 
conclusions. 
0063. According to another embodiment, the alert display 
further includes a table of information associated with the 
data items associated with the data item cluster of the alert, 
and metadata associated with the data items of the data item 
cluster of the alert. 
0064. According to yet another embodiment, the table of 
information includes a mixture of information of various 
types. 
0065 According to another embodiment, the table of 
information includes one or more user interface controls 
selectable by a human analysis in order to filter according 
information type and/or time period. 
0066. According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more human-readable conclusions each comprise a phrase or 
sentence including one or more indications of Summary or 
aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data items of 
the data item cluster. 
0067. According to another embodiment, generating the 
one or more human-readable conclusions comprises: select 
ing, based on the data cluster type associated with the par 
ticular data cluster, one or more conclusion templates; and 
populating the one or more conclusion templates with data 
associated with the particular data cluster. 
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0068 According to an embodiment, a computer system 
comprises: one or more computer readable storage devices 
configured to store: a plurality of computer executable 
instructions; a data clustering strategy; and a plurality of data 
items including at least: intrusion detection system reports, 
each intrusion detection system report associated with at least 
a source Internet Protocol address and a destination Internet 
Protocol address; and network-related data items associated 
with captured communications between an internal network 
and an external network, the network-related data items 
including at least one of external Internet Protocol addresses, 
external domains, external computerized devices, internal 
Internet Protocol addresses, internal computerized devices, 
users of particular computerized devices, intrusion detection 
system information, network firewall data, or WHOIS infor 
mation; and one or more hardware computer processors in 
communication with the one or more computer readable stor 
age devices and configured to execute the plurality of com 
puter executable instructions in order to cause the computer 
system to: receive an intrusion detection system report 
including a communication between a source Internet Proto 
col address and a destination Internet Protocol address; ini 
tiate an automated lookup to determine which of the Source 
Internet Protocol address and the destination Internet Proto 
col address is an external Internet Protocoladdress, the exter 
nal Internet Protocol address being external to the internal 
network; designate the external Internet Protocol address as a 
seed; and generate a data item cluster based on the data 
clustering strategy by at least: adding the seed to the data item 
cluster; identifying one or more of the network-related data 
items associated with the seed; and adding, to the data item 
cluster, the one or more identified network-related data items. 
0069. According to another embodiment, generating the 
data item cluster based on the data clustering strategy further 
comprises: identifying additional one or more data items 
associated with any data items of the data item cluster; and 
adding, to the data item cluster, the additional one or more 
data items. 

0070 According to yet another embodiment, the data item 
cluster includes at least the source Internet Protocol address, 
the destination Internet Protocol address, an internal comput 
erized device associated with an Internet Protocol address in 
the cluster, a user of the internal computerized device, and 
WHOIS information associated with the external Internet 
Protocol address. 

0071. According to another embodiment, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors 
to: receive a second intrusion detection system report includ 
ing a communication between a second source Internet Pro 
tocol address and a second destination Internet Protocol 
address; initiate an automated lookup to determine which of 
the second source Internet Protocol address and the second 
destination Internet Protocol address is a second external 
Internet Protocol address, the second external Internet Proto 
col address being external to the internal network; compare 
the external Internet Protocol address to the second external 
Internet Protocol address; in response to determining, based 
on the comparison, that the external Internet Protocol address 
and the second external Internet Protocol address are the 
same, add the second external Internet Protocoladdress to the 
data item cluster, and in response to determining, based on the 
comparison, that the external Internet Protocol address and 
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the second external Internet Protocol address are not the 
same: designate the second external Internet Protocol address 
as a second seed; and generate a second data item cluster 
based on the data clustering strategy and the second seed. 
0072 According to yet another embodiment, the second 
external Internet Protocol address is added to the data item 
cluster only if the intrusion detection system report and the 
second intrusion detection system report are received on a 
same day. 
0073. According to another embodiment, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors 
to: Scan communications between the internal network and 
the external network so as to generate additional network 
related data items; and store the additional network-related 
data items in the one or more computer readable storage 
devices. 

0074 According to yet another embodiment, received 
intrusion detection system reports are automatically stored in 
the one or more computer readable storage devices, and the 
one or more hardware computer processors are further con 
figured to execute the plurality of computer executable 
instructions in order to cause the one or more hardware com 
puter processors to: identify newly received intrusion detec 
tion system reports; initiate automated lookups to determine 
external Internet Protocol addresses associated with each of 
the newly received intrusion detection system reports; desig 
nate the determined external Internet Protocol addresses as 
seeds; and generate data item clusters based on the data clus 
tering strategy and the seeds. 
0075 According to another embodiment, data item clus 
ters generated based on common external Internet Protocol 
addresses are merged. 
0076 According to yet another embodiment, data item 
clusters generated based on common external Internet Proto 
col addresses are merged only if the associated intrusion 
detection system reports are received on a same day. 
0077 According to another embodiment, the one or more 
computer readable storage devices are further configured to 
store: a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with 
the data clustering strategy, and the one or more hardware 
computer processors are further configured to execute the 
plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause 
the one or more hardware computer processors to: for the 
generated data item cluster: access the plurality of data cluster 
analysis rules associated with the data clustering strategy: 
analyze the data item cluster based on the accessed data 
cluster analysis rules; and based on the analysis of the data 
item cluster: determine analert score for the data item cluster; 
and generate one or more human-readable conclusions 
regarding the data item cluster. 
0078. According to yet another embodiment, the alert 
score indicates a degree of correlation between characteris 
tics of the data item cluster and the accessed data cluster 
analysis rules. 
0079 According to another embodiment, the degree of 
correlation is based on both an assessment of risk associated 
with the particular data cluster and a confidence level in 
accuracy of the assessment of risk. 
0080 According to yet another embodiment, a relatively 
higher alert Score indicates a data cluster that is relatively 
more important for a human analyst to evaluate, and a rela 
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tively lower alter score indicated a data cluster that is rela 
tively less important for the human analyst to evaluate. 
0081. According to another embodiment, each alert score 
for respective data clusters is assigned to a category indicat 
ing a high degree of correlation, a medium degree of corre 
lation, or a low degree of correlation. 
0082. According to yet another embodiment, the high 
degree of correlation is associated with a first color, the 
medium degree of correlation is associated with a second 
color, and the low degree of correlation is associated with a 
third color. 
0083. According to another embodiment, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: for the generated data 
item cluster: generate an alert, the alert comprising a the alert 
score, the one or more human-readable conclusions, the data 
items associated with the data item cluster, and metadata 
associated with the data items of the data item cluster. 
0084. According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: generate a user inter 
face including a list of user-selectable alert indicators, an alert 
indicator being provided for each of the generated alerts, each 
of the alert indicators providing a Summary of information 
associated with respective generated alerts. 
0085. According to another embodiment, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: in response to a selec 
tion of an alert indicator by a human analyst: generate an alert 
display, the alert display including at least an indication of the 
alert score and a list of the one or more human-readable 
conclusions. 
I0086 According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more human-readable conclusions each comprise a phrase or 
sentence including one or more indications of Summary or 
aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data items of 
the data item cluster. 
0087. According to another embodiment, generating the 
one or more human-readable conclusions comprises: select 
ing, based on the data cluster type associated with the par 
ticular data cluster, one or more conclusion templates; and 
populating the one or more conclusion templates with data 
associated with the particular data cluster. 
0088 According to an embodiment, a computer system 
comprises: one or more computer readable storage devices 
configured to store: a plurality of computer executable 
instructions; a data clustering strategy; and a plurality of data 
items including at least: email data items, each of the email 
data items including at least a Subject and a sender, each of the 
email data items potentially associated with phishing activity; 
and phishing-related data items related to a communications 
network of an organization, the phishing-related data items 
including at least one of internal Internet Protocol addresses 
of the communications network, computerized devices of the 
communications network, users of particular computerized 
devices, organizational positions associated with users of 
particular computerized devices, or URLs and/or external 
domains visited by users of particular computerized devices; 
and one or more hardware computer processors in communi 
cation with the one or more computer readable storage 
devices and configured to execute the plurality of computer 
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executable instructions in order to cause the computer system 
to: access an email data item transmitted to one or more of the 
users of respective computerized devices within the network 
of the organization, the email data item including at least a 
Subject and a sender, designate the received email data item as 
a seed; and generate a data item cluster based on the data 
clustering strategy by at least: adding the seed to the data item 
cluster; determining the Subject and the sender associated 
with the seed; identifying one or more of the email data items 
having a same Subject as the determined subject or a same 
sender as the determined sender, adding the identified one or 
more email data items to the data item cluster, adding one or 
more parsed URLs from the email data items to the data item 
cluster; identifying one or more users who are both recipients 
of at least one of the email data items of the data item cluster 
and visitors of one of the URLs of the data item cluster; and 
adding the identified one or more users, including data related 
to the one or more users, to the data item cluster. 
I0089. According to another embodiment, generating the 
data item cluster based on the data clustering strategy further 
comprises: determining any new Subjects or new senders 
associated with email data items of the data item cluster that 
are different from the determined subjects or the determined 
senders; identifying a second one or more of the email data 
items having a same Subject as the determined new Subject, or 
a same sender as the determined new sender; and adding the 
identified second one or more email data items to the data 
item cluster. 

I0090 According to yet another embodiment, the identi 
fied one or more email data items are added to the data item 
cluster only if received by one or more computerized devices 
within the network within a predetermined period of time 
from a time that the seed was received. 

0091. According to another embodiment, the period of 
time comprises at least one of a number of hours, a number of 
days, or a number of weeks. 
0092. According to yet another embodiment, the predeter 
mined period of time is further determined based on other 
email data items in the data item cluster. 

0093. According to another embodiment, generating the 
data item cluster based on the data clustering strategy further 
comprises: identifying additional one or more data items 
associated with any data items of the data item cluster; and 
adding, to the data item cluster, the additional one or more 
data items. 

0094. According to yet another embodiment, identifying 
the one or more users further comprises: Scanning communi 
cations on the communications network of the organization 
So as to generate phishing-related data items including URLS 
visited by particular users; extracting recipients of the email 
data items of the data item cluster associated with respective 
parsed URLs; and for any parsed URL matching a URL 
visited by a particular user, if the extracted recipient of the 
email data item associated with the parsed URL matches the 
particular user, then identifying the user. 
0.095 According to another embodiment, the communica 
tions are continuously scanned via a proxy. 
0096. According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors 
to: continuously receive email data items from users of 
respective computing devices of the organization, designate 
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the received email data items as seeds, and generate data 
items clusters based on the data clustering strategy. 
0097. According to another embodiment, the data related 
to the one or more users includes an organizational position 
associated with the user. 
0098. According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more computer readable storage devices are further config 
ured to store: a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associ 
ated with the data clustering strategy, and the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors 
to: for the generated data item cluster: access the plurality of 
data cluster analysis rules associated with the data clustering 
strategy; analyze the data item cluster based on the accessed 
data cluster analysis rules; and based on the analysis of the 
data item cluster: determine an alert score for the data item 
cluster; and generate one or more human-readable conclu 
sions regarding the data item cluster. 
0099. According to another embodiment, the alert score 
indicates a degree of correlation between characteristics of 
the data item cluster and the accessed data cluster analysis 
rules. 
0100. According to yet another embodiment, the degree of 
correlation is based on both an assessment of risk associated 
with the particular data cluster and a confidence level in 
accuracy of the assessment of risk. 
0101. According to another embodiment, each alert score 
for respective data clusters is assigned to a category indicat 
ing a high degree of correlation, a medium degree of corre 
lation, or a low degree of correlation, and wherein the high 
degree of correlation is associated with a first color, the 
medium degree of correlation is associated with a second 
color, and the low degree of correlation is associated with a 
third color. 
0102) According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: for the generated data 
item cluster: generate an alert, the alert comprising a the alert 
score, the one or more human-readable conclusions, the data 
items associated with the data item cluster, and metadata 
associated with the data items of the data item cluster. 
0103) According to another embodiment, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: generate a user inter 
face including a list of user-selectable alert indicators, an alert 
indicator being provided for each of the generated alerts, each 
of the alert indicators providing a Summary of information 
associated with respective generated alerts. 
0104. According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: in response to a selec 
tion of an alert indicator by a human analyst: generate an alert 
display, the alert display including at least an indication of the 
alert score and a list of the one or more human-readable 
conclusions. 
0105. According to another embodiment, the one or more 
human-readable conclusions each comprise a phrase or sen 
tence including one or more indications of summary or aggre 
gated data associated with a plurality of the data items of the 
data item cluster. 
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0106. According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more human-readable conclusions are useable by a human 
analyst to perform an evaluation of the associated data item 
cluster. 

0107 According to another embodiment, generating the 
one or more human-readable conclusions comprises: select 
ing, based on the data cluster type associated with the par 
ticular data cluster, one or more conclusion templates; and 
populating the one or more conclusion templates with data 
associated with the particular data cluster. 
0108. According to an embodiment, a computer system 
comprises: one or more computer readable storage devices 
configured to store: a plurality of computer executable 
instructions; a data clustering strategy; and a plurality of data 
items including at least: email data items, each of the email 
data items including at least a Subject and a sender, each of the 
email data items potentially associated with phishing activity; 
and phishing-related data items related to customers of an 
organization, the phishing-related data items including indi 
cators of at least one of customers of the organization or 
URLs identified as malicious by a third-party service; and one 
or more hardware computer processors in communication 
with the one or more computer readable storage devices and 
configured to execute the plurality of computer executable 
instructions in order to cause the computer system to: receive 
email data items from customers of the organization, each of 
the email data items including at least a Subject and a sender; 
designate each of the received email data items as seeds; and 
for each of the designated seeds, generate a data item cluster 
based on the data clustering strategy by at least: adding the 
seed to the data item cluster; determining the Subject and the 
sender associated with the seed; accessing the one or more 
computer readable storage devices and identifying one or 
more of the email data items having a same Subject as the 
determined Subject or a same sender as the determined 
sender; adding the identified one or more email data items to 
the data item cluster; adding one or more URLs from the 
email data items to the data item cluster; and in response to 
determining that the data item cluster includes at least a 
predetermined threshold quantity of email data items, desig 
nating the data item cluster. 
0109 According to another embodiment, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors 
to: for each designated data item cluster, initiate further auto 
mated investigation including at least: comparing URLS 
included in the designated data item cluster with URLs pre 
viously identified as malicious by a third-party service; and 
based on the comparing, identifying any URLs included in 
the designated data item cluster not previously identified as 
malicious by the third-party service; and notifying the third 
party service of the identified URLs. 
0110. According to yet another embodiment, the predeter 
mined threshold quantity is 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. 
0111. According to another embodiment, generating the 
data item cluster based on the data clustering strategy further 
comprises: determining any new Subjects or new senders 
associated with email data items of the data item cluster that 
are different from the determined subjects or senders; identi 
fying a second one or more of the email data items having a 
Subject that is the same as the determined new subject, or a 
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sender that is the same as the determined new sender, and 
adding the identified second one or more email data items to 
the data item cluster. 

0112 According to yet another embodiment, the identi 
fied one or more email data items are added to the data item 
cluster only if they were received by an initial recipient within 
a period of time determined based on the seed. 
0113. According to another embodiment, the period of 
time comprises at least one of a number of hours, a number of 
days, or a number of weeks, and wherein the received email 
data item designated as the seed was received by an initial 
recipient within the time period. 
0114. According to yet another embodiment, the period of 
time is further determined based on other email data items in 
the data item cluster. 

0115 According to another embodiment, generating the 
data item cluster based on the data clustering strategy further 
comprises: identifying additional one or more data items 
associated with any data items of the data item cluster; and 
adding, to the data item cluster, the additional one or more 
data items. 

0116. According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the one or more hardware computer processors 
to: continuously receive email data items from customers of 
the organization, Store the received email data items, desig 
nate the received email data items as seeds, and generate, for 
each of the designated seeds, data items clusters based on the 
data clustering strategy. 
0117. According to another embodiment, the one or more 
computer readable storage devices are further configured to 
store: a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with 
the data clustering strategy, and the one or more hardware 
computer processors are further configured to execute the 
plurality of computer executable instructions in order to cause 
the one or more hardware computer processors to: for each 
generated data item cluster: access the plurality of data cluster 
analysis rules associated with the data clustering strategy: 
analyze the data item cluster based on the accessed data 
cluster analysis rules; and based on the analysis of the data 
item cluster: determine analert score for the data item cluster, 
and generate one or more human-readable conclusions 
regarding the data item cluster. 
0118. According to yet another embodiment, the alert 
score indicates a degree of correlation between characteris 
tics of the data item cluster and the accessed data cluster 
analysis rules. 
0119. According to another embodiment, the degree of 
correlation is based on both an assessment of risk associated 
with the particular data cluster and a confidence level in 
accuracy of the assessment of risk. 
0120 According to yet another embodiment, a relatively 
higher alert Score indicates a data cluster that is relatively 
more important for a human analyst to evaluate, and a rela 
tively lower alter score indicated a data cluster that is rela 
tively less important for the human analyst to evaluate. 
0121 According to another embodiment, each alert score 
for respective data clusters is assigned to a category indicat 
ing a high degree of correlation, a medium degree of corre 
lation, or a low degree of correlation, and wherein the high 
degree of correlation is associated with a first color, the 
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medium degree of correlation is associated with a second 
color, and the low degree of correlation is associated with a 
third color. 
I0122) According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: for each generated data 
item cluster: generate an alert, the alert comprising a the alert 
score, the one or more human-readable conclusions, the data 
items associated with the data item cluster, and metadata 
associated with the data items of the data item cluster. 
I0123. According to another embodiment, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: generate a user inter 
face including a list of user-selectable alert indicators, an alert 
indicator being provided for each of the generated alerts, each 
of the alert indicators providing a Summary of information 
associated with respective generated alerts. 
0.124. According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: in response to a selec 
tion of an alert indicator by a human analyst: generate an alert 
display, the alert display including at least an indication of the 
alert score and a list of the one or more human-readable 
conclusions. 
0.125. According to another embodiment, the one or more 
human-readable conclusions each comprise a phrase or sen 
tence including one or more indications of summary or aggre 
gated data associated with a plurality of the data items of the 
data item cluster. 
I0126. According to yet another embodiment, the one or 
more human-readable conclusions are useable by a human 
analyst to perform an evaluation of the associated data item 
cluster. 
0127. According to another embodiment, generating the 
one or more human-readable conclusions comprises: select 
ing, based on the data cluster type associated with the par 
ticular data cluster, one or more conclusion templates; and 
populating the one or more conclusion templates with data 
associated with the particular data cluster. 
I0128. In various embodiments, computer-implemented 
methods are disclosed in which, under control of one or more 
hardware computing devices configured with specific com 
puter executable instructions, one or more aspects of the 
above-described embodiments are implemented and/or per 
formed. 
I0129. In various embodiments, a non-transitory com 
puter-readable storage medium storing software instructions 
is disclosed that, in response to execution by a computer 
system having one or more hardware processors, configure 
the computer system to perform operations comprising one or 
more aspects of the above-described embodiments. 
0.130 Advantageously, according to various embodi 
ments, the disclosed techniques provide a more effective 
starting point and/or Summary for an investigation of data 
items of various types. An analyst may be able to start an 
investigation from a cluster of related data items instead of an 
individual data item, which may reduce the amount of time 
and effort required to perform the investigation. The dis 
closed techniques may also, according to various embodi 
ments, provide a prioritization of multiple clusters, and 
human-readable conclusions related to each of those clusters. 
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For example, the analyst may also be able to start the inves 
tigation from a high priority cluster, which may allow the 
analyst to focus on the most important investigations, and 
may quickly evaluate that cluster based on the human-read 
able conclusions generated by the system. In each case, the 
processing and memory requirements of Such an investiga 
tion may be significantly reduced due to the creation and use 
of highly efficient cluster data structures of related data items. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0131 The following drawings and the associated descrip 
tions are provided to illustrate embodiments of the present 
disclosure and do not limit the scope of the claims. Aspects 
and many of the attendant advantages of this disclosure will 
become more readily appreciated as the same become better 
understood by reference to the following detailed description, 
when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, 
wherein: 
0132 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
data analysis system, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0.133 FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
generation of clusters by the data analysis system, according 
to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 
0134 FIGS. 3A-3C illustrate an example growth of a clus 

ter of related data items, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0135 FIG. 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters by 
the data analysis system, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0.136 FIG. 5 illustrates an example cluster analysis user 
interface, according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
SUC. 

0.137 FIG. 6 is a flowchart of an example method of gen 
erating clusters, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 
0138 FIG. 7 is a flowchart of an example method of scor 
ing clusters, according to an embodiment of the present dis 
closure. 
0139 FIG. 8 illustrates components of an illustrative 
server computing system, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0140 FIG. 9 is a flowchart of an example generalized 
method of the data analysis system, according to an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure. 

Cluster Analysis 

0141 FIG. 10A is a flowchart for an example method of 
data cluster analysis, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0142 FIG. 10B is a flowchart of an example method of 
alert generation, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 
0143 FIG. 10C illustrates various example conclusions 
associated with various types of data clusters, according to 
various embodiments of the present disclosure. 
014.4 FIGS. 11-20 illustrate example data cluster analysis 
user interfaces of the data analysis system, according to 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0145 FIG. 21 is a flowchart of an example method of 
linking related alerts or data clusters, according to an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure. 
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0146 FIG. 22 illustrates an example data cluster analysis 
user interface in which related alerts or data clusters are 
linked to one another, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0147 FIG. 23 is a flowchart of an example method of 
updating alerts in response to cluster regeneration, according 
to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 

Example Application of the Data Analysis System to 
Malware Threat Detection 

0148 FIG. 24A is a flowchart of an example of a seed 
generation method of the data analysis system as applied to 
malware threat detection, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
014.9 FIG.24B is a flowchart of an example of a clustering 
method of the data analysis system as applied to malware 
threat detection, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 

0150 FIG.24C illustrates an example data cluster analysis 
user interface of the data analysis system as applied to mal 
ware threat detection, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0151 FIG. 25A is a flowchart of an example of another 
seed generation method of the data analysis system as applied 
to malware threat detection, according to an embodiment of 
the present disclosure. 
0152 FIG. 25B is a flowchart of an example of another 
clustering method of the data analysis system as applied to 
malware threat detection, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 

Example Application of the Data Analysis System to 
Network Intrusion Detection 

0153 FIG. 26A is a flowchart of an example of a seed 
generation method of the data analysis system as applied to 
network intrusion detection, according to an embodiment of 
the present disclosure. 
0154 FIG. 26B is a flowchart of an example of a clustering 
method of the data analysis system as applied to network 
intrusion detection, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0155 FIG.26C illustrates an example data cluster analysis 
user interface of the data analysis system as applied to net 
work intrusion detection, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 

Example Application of the Data Analysis System to 
Phishing Threat Detection 

0156 FIG. 27A is a flowchart of an example of a seed 
generation and clustering method of the data analysis system 
as applied to phishing threat detection, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. 
(O157 FIG. 27B is a flowchart of an example of another 
seed generation and clustering method of the data analysis 
system as applied to phishing threat detection, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. 
0158 FIG.27C illustrates an example data cluster analysis 
user interface of the data analysis system as applied to phish 
ing threat detection, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0159. Although certain preferred embodiments and 
examples are disclosed below, inventive subject matter 
extends beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to 
other alternative embodiments and/or uses and to modifica 
tions and equivalents thereof. Thus, the scope of the claims 
appended hereto is not limited by any of the particular 
embodiments described below. For example, in any method 
or process disclosed herein, the acts or operations of the 
method or process may be performed in any suitable sequence 
and are not necessarily limited to any particular disclosed 
sequence. Various operations may be described as multiple 
discrete operations in turn, in a manner that may be helpful in 
understanding certain embodiments; however, the order of 
description should not be construed to imply that these opera 
tions are order dependent. Additionally, the structures, sys 
tems, and/or devices described herein may be embodied as 
integrated components or as separate components. For pur 
poses of comparing various embodiments, certain aspects and 
advantages of these embodiments are described. Not neces 
sarily all Such aspects or advantages are achieved by any 
particular embodiment. Thus, for example, various embodi 
ments may be carried out in a manner that achieves or opti 
mizes one advantage or group of advantages as taught herein 
without necessarily achieving other aspects or advantages as 
may also be taught or Suggested herein. 

TERMS 

0160. In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems 
and methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used 
herein, should be construed broadly to include, without limi 
tation, the provided definitions, the ordinary and customary 
meanings of the terms, and/or any other implied meanings for 
the respective terms. Thus, the definitions below do not limit 
the meaning of these terms, but only provide example defini 
tions. 
0161 Ontology: Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases. For 
example, the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database, and how 
objects and properties may be related. 
0162 Database: A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, 
relational databases (for example, Oracle database, mySQL 
database, and the like), spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, 
among others. The various terms “database.” “data store.” and 
"data source' may be used interchangeably in the present 
disclosure. 

0163 Data Item (Item), Data Object (Object), or Data 
Entity (Entity): A data container for information representing 
specific things in the world that have a number of definable 
properties. For example, a data item may represent an item 
Such as a person, a place, an organization, an account, a 
computer, an activity, a market instrument, or other noun. A 
data item may represent an event that happens at a point in 
time or for a duration. A data item may represent a document 
or other unstructured data source Such as an e-mail message, 
a news report, or a written paperor article. Each data item may 
be associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies 
the data item. The data items attributes (for example, meta 
data about the data item) may be represented in one or more 
properties. The terms “data item.” “data object,” “data entity.” 
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“item.” “object,” and “entity” may be used interchangeably 
and/or synonymously in the present disclosure. 
0164. Item (or Entity or Object) Type: Type of a data item 
(for example, Person, Event, or Document). Data item types 
may be defined by an ontology and may be modified or 
updated to include additional data item types. An data item 
definition (for example, in an ontology) may include how the 
data item is related to other data items, such as being a 
Sub-data item type of another data item type (for example, an 
agent may be a Sub-data item of a person data item type), and 
the properties the data item type may have. 
0.165 Properties: Also referred to as “metadata, includes 
attributes of a data item that represent individual data items. 
At a minimum, each property of a data item has a property 
type and a value or values. Properties/metadata associated 
with data items may include any information relevant to that 
object. For example, properties associated with a person data 
item may include a name (for example, John Doe), an address 
(for example, 123 S. Orange Street), and/or a phone number 
(for example, 800-0000), among other properties. In another 
example, metadata associated with a computer data item may 
include a list of users (for example, userl, user2, and the like), 
and/or an IP (internet protocol) address, among other prop 
erties. 
0166 Property Type: The type of data a property is, such 
as a string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types, such as a series data values associ 
ated with timed ticks (for example, a time series), and the like. 
(0167 Property Value: The value associated with a prop 
erty, which is of the type indicated in the property type asso 
ciated with the property. A property may have multiple val 
CS. 

0168 Link: A connection between two data objects, based 
on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching 
properties. LinkS may be directional. Such as one representing 
a payment from person A to B, orbidirectional. 
0169 Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects. 
0170 Seed: One or more data items that may be used as a 
basis, or starting point, for generating a cluster. A seed may be 
generated, determined, and/or selected from one or more sets 
of data items according to a seed generation strategy. For 
example, seeds may be generated from data items accessed 
from various databases and data Sources including, for 
example, databases maintained by financial institutions, gov 
ernment items, private items, public items, and/or publicly 
available data sources. 
0171 Cluster: A group or set of one or more related data 
items/objects/items. A cluster may be generated, determined, 
and/or selected from one or more sets of data items according 
to a cluster generation strategy. A cluster may further be 
generated, determined, and/or selected based on a seed. For 
example, a seed may comprise an initial data item of a cluster. 
Data items related to the seed may be determined and added 
to the cluster. Further, additional data items related to any 
clustered data item may also be added to the clusteriteratively 
as indicated by a cluster generation strategy. Data items may 
be related by any common and/or similar properties, meta 
data, types, relationships, and/or the like. Clusters may also 
be referred to herein as “clustered data structures,” “data item 
clusters, and “data clusters.” 
0172. Seed/Cluster Generation Strategy (also referred to 
herein as Seed/Cluster Generation Rule(s)): Seed and cluster 
generation strategies/rules indicate processes, methods, and/ 
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or strategies for generating seeds and generating clusters, 
respectively. For example, a seed generation strategy may 
indicate that data items having a particular property (for 
example, data items that are credit card accounts) are to be 
designated as seeds. In another example, a cluster generation 
strategy may indicate that data items having particular prop 
erties in common with (or similar to) a seed or other data item 
in a cluster are to be added to the cluster. Seed and/or cluster 
generation strategies may specify particular searches and/or 
rule matches to perform on one or more sets of data items. 
Execution of a seed and/or cluster generation strategy may 
produce layers of related data items. Additionally, a seed/ 
cluster generation strategy/rule may include multiple strate 
gies, Sub-strategies, rules, and/or Sub-rules. 

Overview 

0173 This disclosure relates to a data analysis system 
(also referred to herein as the “system') in which memory 
efficient clustered data structures (also referred to herein as 
“clusters’) of related data items may be automatically gener 
ated and analyzed, and results may be provided for interaction 
from an analyst, for example. Generation of clusters may 
begin by automatic generation, determination, and/or selec 
tion of an initial data item of interest, called a “seed.” As 
mentioned above, a data item may include any data, informa 
tion, or things, such as a person, a place, an organization, an 
account, a computer, an activity, and event, and/or the like. 
Seeds may be automatically selected/generated according to 
various seed determination strategies, and clusters of related 
data items may be generated based on those seeds and accord 
ing to cluster generation strategies (also referred to herein as 
“cluster strategies.” “clustering strategies.” and/or “cluster 
generation rules'). Seeds and related data items may be 
accessed from various databases and data sources including, 
for example, databases maintained by financial institutions, 
government entities, private entities, public entities, and/or 
publicly available data sources. Such databases and data 
Sources may include a variety of information and data, Such 
as, for example, personal information, financial information, 
tax-related information, computer network-related data, and/ 
or computer-related activity data, among others. Further, the 
databases and data sources may include various relationships 
that link and/or associate data items with one another. Various 
data items and relationships may be stored across different 
systems controlled by different items and/or institutions. 
According to various embodiments, the data analysis system 
may bring together data from multiple data Sources in order to 
build clusters. 
0.174. The automated analysis of the clusters may include 
an automated application of various criteria or rules so as to 
generate a compact, human-readable analysis of the data clus 
ters. The human-readable analyses (also referred to herein as 
“summaries' or “conclusions”) of the data clusters may be 
organized into an interactive user interface so as to enable an 
analyst to quickly navigate among information associated 
with various data clusters and efficiently evaluate those data 
clusters in the context of for example, a fraud investigation. 
Embodiments of the present disclosure also disclose auto 
mated scoring of the clustered data structures by the data 
analysis system. The interactive user interface may be 
updated based on the scoring, directing the human analyst to 
more critical data clusters (for example, data clusters more 
likely to be associated with fraud) in response to the analysts 
inputs. 
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0.175. In various embodiments, the data analysis system 
may enable an analyst (and/or other user) to efficiently per 
form analysis and investigations of various data clusters and 
related data items. For example, the system may enable an 
analyst to perform various financial and security investiga 
tions of data clusters of related data items. In such an inves 
tigation, the system may automatically create clusters of 
related data items, generate human-readable conclusions of 
the clusters, score those clusters, and generates an interactive 
user interface in which, in response to inputs from the analyst, 
information related to the clusters may be efficiently provided 
to the analyst. For example, a credit card account may be a 
seed that is linked by the system to various data items includ 
ing, for example, customer identifiers and/or phone numbers 
associated with the credit card account. Further, the system 
may link, for example, various other credit card accounts 
related to the customer identifiers, to the seed credit card 
account. Accordingly, in various embodiments, the system 
may automatically cluster of various layers of data items 
related to the seed credit card account. One or more rules or 
criteria may then automatically be applied to the cluster so as 
to generate one or more compact, human-readable analyses 
(also referred to herein as “summaries' or “conclusions”) of 
the data clusters. The human-readable analyses may comprise 
phrases or sentences that provide highly relevant, and easily 
evaluated (by a human), information regarding the data in the 
cluster (for example, data items and metadata). For example, 
a conclusion in the current example may be “4 customer 
identifiers are associated with the current cluster,” or “The 2 
credit card accounts in the cluster have been used in 3 differ 
ent countries. Such conclusions in an investigation may, in 
an embodiment, enable the analyst to determine a likelihood 
of fraudulent activity associated with the cluster. Further, the 
data items of the cluster may then be linked to possible 
fraudulent activity. For example, the seed credit card account 
and the additional credit card accounts may all be linked to the 
potentially fraudulent activity. As mentioned above, in Such 
an investigation the analyst may efficiently determine likely 
fraud, as well as discover relationships between the additional 
credit card accounts and the seed credit card account through 
several layers of related data items. Such techniques, enabled 
by various embodiments of the data analysis system, may be 
particularly valuable for investigations in which relationships 
between data items may include several layers, and in which 
such relationships may be otherwise very difficult or impos 
sible to manually identify. 
0176). In various embodiments, the data analysis system 
may automatically generate, or determine, seeds based on a 
seed generation strategy (also referred to as “seed generation 
rules'). For example, for aparticular set of data items, the data 
analysis system may automatically generate, based on a seed 
generation strategy, seeds by designating particular data 
items (and/or groups of data items) as seeds. Examples of 
various seed generation strategies are described below. 
0177. Further, in various embodiments, the data analysis 
system may automatically discover data items related to a 
seed, and store the resulting relationships and related data 
items together in a “cluster' (or, alternatively, designating the 
seed as the initial cluster (or initial data item of the cluster) 
and adding the discovered data items of the cluster). A cluster 
generation strategy may specify particular searches to per 
form at each step of an investigation, or cluster generation, 
process. Such searches may produce layers of related data 
items to add to the cluster. Further, according to an embodi 
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ment, multiple clusters may be merged and/or collapsed into 
a single cluster when the multiple clusters share one or more 
common data items and/or properties. Thus, according to an 
embodiment, an analyst may start an investigation with the 
resulting cluster, rather than the seed alone. Starting with the 
cluster, and associated human-readable conclusions, the ana 
lyst may form opinions regarding the related data items, con 
duct further analysis of the related data items, and/or may 
query for additional related data items. 
0178. According to various embodiments, the data analy 
sis system may further generate various “cluster scores.” 
Cluster scores may include scores based on various charac 
teristics and/or attributes associated with the cluster and/or 
the various data items of the cluster. In various embodiments, 
the data analysis system may also generate “cluster metas 
cores' which may include, for example, an overall cluster 
score. Cluster metascores may, for example, be based on a 
combination of cluster scores of a cluster associated with a 
seed. In an embodiment, the system may further generate 
“alert Scores. Alert scores may be the same as, similar to, 
and/or based on any of the cluster scores, metascores, and/or 
conclusions described herein. In an embodiment, the alert 
score may be a metascore, and may be one of multiple values 
corresponding to, for example, a high alert, a medium alert, or 
a low alert. The alert score is described in further detail below. 
Further, cluster scores may be based on one or more generated 
conclusions related to the cluster, and/or the conclusions may 
be generated based on cluster scores. 
(0179. Further, in various embodiments, for aparticular set 
of data items, multiple clusters may be generated by the data 
analysis system. For example, the data analysis system may 
generate multiple seeds according to a seed generation strat 
egy, and then multiple clusters based on those seeds (and 
based on a cluster generation strategy). In Such embodiments, 
the data analysis system may prioritize the multiple generated 
clusters based upon cluster scores and/or cluster metascores. 
In an embodiment, the data analysis system may provide a 
user interface including a display of human-readable conclu 
sions of the clusters, cluster scores, cluster metascores, and/or 
various other cluster information. Such a user interface may 
be organized according to a prioritization of clusters. In Vari 
ous embodiments, cluster prioritization may assistan analyst 
in selecting particular clusters to investigate. 
0180. In various embodiments, the interactive user inter 
face generated by the system may provide a list of clusters 
according to one or more alert scores (as mentioned above 
and described in detail below). Further, in response to an 
analyst selecting a cluster, information associated with the 
cluster may be provided to the analyst. For example, the 
analyst may be provided with a name of the cluster, a cluster 
strategy by which the cluster was generated, a list of gener 
ated conclusions, and/or one or more lists or tables of data 
related to the cluster. For example, the one or more lists or 
tables of data related to the cluster may be drawn from the data 
items of the cluster, and may be filtered by the analyst accord 
ing to time and/or type of data. In an embodiment, various 
generated clusters in the interactive user interface may be 
organized according to clustering strategies whereby each of 
the clusters were generated. In an embodiment, a cluster type 
may be associated with each cluster, and may be determined 
according to the cluster strategy that generated the cluster. 
0181. As mentioned above, in various embodiments, a 
generated cluster may include far fewer data items than are 
included in a full source database, and the data items included 
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in the cluster may only include those data items that are 
relevant to a particular investigation (for example, a fraud 
investigation). Accordingly, in an embodiment, processing of 
the generated cluster may be highly efficient as compared to 
the collection of data described above. This may be because, 
for example, a given fraud investigation by an analyst (for 
example, as the analyst sifts and/or searches through data 
items of a cluster) may only require storage in memory of a 
single cluster data structure. Further, a number of data items 
in a cluster may be several orders of magnitude Smaller than 
in the entire electronic collection of data described above 
because only data items related to each other are included in 
the cluster. 
0182. Additionally, the automated analysis and scoring of 
clusters (as mentioned above) may enable highly efficient 
evaluation of the various data clusters by a human analyst. For 
example, the interactive user interface us generated so as to 
enable an analyst to quickly view critical data clusters (as 
determined by the automated scoring), and then in response to 
analyst inputs, view and interact with the generated informa 
tion (including, for example, the human-readable conclu 
sions) associated with the clusters. In response to user inputs 
the user interface may be updated to display raw data associ 
ated with each of the generated clusters if the analyst desires 
to dive deeper into data associated with a given cluster. 
0183 In various embodiments, the data analysis system 
may be used in various data analysis applications. Such appli 
cations may include, for example, financial fraud detection, 
tax fraud detection, beaconing malware detection, malware 
user-agent detection, other types of malware detection, activ 
ity trend detection, health insurance fraud detection, financial 
account fraud detection, detection of activity by networks of 
individuals, criminal activity detection, network intrusion 
detection, detection of phishing efforts, money laundering 
detection, and/or financial malfeasance detection. Examples 
of many of the above-mentioned data analysis applications, 
including methods and systems for identifying data items, 
generating data clusters, and analyzing/scoring clusters, are 
disclosed in the various related applications listed above and 
previously incorporated by reference herein. 
0.184 Application of the data analysis system to malware 
threat detection, according to an embodiment, is described 
below in reference to FIGS. 24A-24C, 25A-25B. Application 
of the data analysis system to network intrusion detection, 
according to an embodiment, is described below in reference 
to FIGS. 26A-26C. Application of the data analysis system to 
phishing detection, according to an embodiment, is described 
below in reference to FIGS. 27A-27C. 
0185. In the following description, numerous specific 
details are set forth to provide a more thorough understanding 
of various embodiments of the present disclosure. However, it 
will be apparent to one of skill in the art that the systems and 
methods of the present disclosure may be practiced without 
one or more of these specific details. 

Examples of Data Items, Properties, and Links 

0186. In various embodiments, different types of data 
items may have different property types. For example, a “Per 
son’ data item may have an “Eye Color” property type and an 
“Event data item may have a “Date” property type. Each 
property as represented by data in a database may have a 
property type defined by an ontology used by the database. 
Further, data items may be instantiated in a database in accor 
dance with a corresponding object definition for the particular 
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data item in the ontology. For example, a specific monetary 
payment (for example, an item of type “event”) of USS30.00 
(for example, a property of type “currency having a property 
value of “US$30.00) taking place on Mar. 27, 2009 (for 
example, a property of type "date' having a property value of 
“Mar. 27, 2009) may be stored in the database as an event 
object with associated currency and date properties as defined 
within the ontology. 
0187 Data objects defined in an ontology may support 
property multiplicity. In particular, a data item may be 
allowed to have more than one property of the same property 
type. For example, a “Person’ data object may have multiple 
“Address' properties or multiple “Name” properties. 
0188 A link represents a connection between two data 
items and may be through any of a relationship, an event, 
and/or matching properties. A link may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, “Person’ data item A may be 
connected to “Person’ data item B by a “Child Of relation 
ship (where “Person’ data item B has an asymmetric “Parent 
Of relationship to “Person’ data item A), a “Kin Of sym 
metric relationship to “Person’ data item C, and an asymmet 
ric “Member Of relationship to “Organization’ data item X. 
The type of relationship between two data items may vary 
depending on the types of the data items. For example, “Per 
son’ data item A may have an 'Appears In relationship with 
“Document data item Y or have a “Participate In relation 
ship with “Event data item E. As an example of an event 
connection, two “Person’ data items may be connected by an 
"Airline Flight' data item representing a particular airline 
flight if they traveled together on that flight, or by a “Meeting 
data item representing a particular meeting if they both 
attended that meeting. In one embodiment, when two data 
items are connected by an event, they are also connected by 
relationships, in which each data item has a specific relation 
ship to the event, such as, for example, an 'Appears. In 
relationship. 
0189 As an example of a matching properties connection, 
two “Person’ data items representing a brother and a sister 
may both have an “Address' property that indicates where 
they live. If the brother and the sister live in the same home, 
then their “Address' properties likely contain similar, if not 
identical property values. In one embodiment, a link between 
two data item may be established based on similar or match 
ing properties (for example, property types and/or property 
values) of the data item. These are just some examples of the 
types of connections that may be represented by a link and 
other types of connections may be represented; embodiments 
are not limited to any particular types of connections between 
data items. For example, a document may contain references 
to two different items. For example, a document may contain 
a reference to a payment (one data item), and a person (a 
second data item). A link between these two data items may 
represent a connection between these two items through their 
co-occurrence within the same document. 

0190. Each data item may have multiple links with another 
data item to form a link set. For example, two “Person’ data 
items representing a husband and a wife may be linked 
through a “Spouse Of relationship, a matching “Address’ 
property, and/or one or more matching “Event properties 
(for example, a wedding). Each link, as represented by data in 
a database, may have a link type defined by the database 
ontology used by the database. 
0191 In various embodiments, the data analysis system 
may access various data items and associated properties from 
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various databases and data sources. Such databases and data 
Sources may include a variety of information and data, Such 
as, for example, personal information (for example, names, 
addresses, phone numbers, personal identifiers, and the like), 
financial information (for example, financial account infor 
mation, transaction information, balance information, and the 
like), tax-related information (for example, tax return data, 
and the like), computer network-related data (for example, 
network traffic information, IP (Internet Protocol) addresses, 
user account information, domain information, network con 
nection information, and the like), and/or computer-related 
activity data (for example, computer events, user actions, and 
the like), among others. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

0.192 Embodiments of the disclosure will now be 
described with reference to the accompanying Figures, 
wherein like numerals refer to like elements throughout. The 
terminology used in the description presented herein is not 
intended to be interpreted in any limited or restrictive manner, 
simply because it is being utilized in conjunction with a 
detailed description of certain specific embodiments of the 
disclosure. Furthermore, embodiments of the disclosure 
described above and/or below may include several novel fea 
tures, no single one of which is solely responsible for its 
desirable attributes or which is essential to practicing the 
embodiments of the disclosure herein described. 

I. Example Data Analysis System 

0193 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
data analysis system 100, according to one embodiment. As 
shown in the embodiment of FIG. 1, the data analysis system 
100 includes an application server 115 running on a server 
computing system 110, a client 135 running on a client com 
puter system 130, and at least one database 140. Further, the 
client 135, application server 115, and database 140 may 
communicate over a network 150, for example, to access data 
sources 160. 

0194 The application server 115 may include a cluster 
engine (also referred to as a “rules engine') 120, a workflow 
engine 125, and a user interface engine 126. The cluster 
engine 120, a workflow engine 125, and user interface engine 
126 may be software modules as described below in reference 
to FIG. 8. According to an embodiment, the cluster/rules 
engine 120 is configured to build one or more clusters of 
related data items according to a defined cluster generation 
Strategy (including generating seeds according to seed gen 
eration strategies/rules), score clusters according to a scoring 
strategy, and/or analyze clusters including generating human 
readable conclusions according to analysis rules/criteria. The 
cluster/rules engine 120 may read data from a variety of data 
Sources 160 to generate seeds, generate clusters from seeds, 
score clusters, and analyze clusters. Once created, the result 
ing clusters may be stored on the server computing system 
110 and/or on the database 140. The operations of the cluster/ 
rules engine 120 are discussed in detail below. 
0.195. As mentioned, in an embodiment, the cluster/rules 
engine 120 is configured to score the clusters, according to a 
defined scoring strategy. The score may indicate the impor 
tance of analyzing the cluster. For instance, the cluster/rules 
engine 120 may execute a scoring strategy that aggregates the 
account balances of credit card accounts within the cluster. 
Because, for example, a large aggregated total balance may 
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indicate a large liability for a financial institution, a cluster 
with Such a large total balance may be considered to have a 
higher score relative to other clusters with lower aggregated 
total balances (and, therefore, lower scores). Thus, a cluster 
with a higher score relative to a cluster with a lower score may 
be considered more important to analyze. 
0196. As described below, in an embodiment the cluster/ 
rules engine 120 is configured to apply one or more analysis 
rules or criteria to the generated cluster to generate one or 
more human-readable conclusions (as mentioned above, also 
referred to herein as “summaries'). In various embodiments 
the one or more analysis rules/criteria may be based on one or 
more scoring strategies. Also, in various embodiments the 
scoring strategies may be based on one or more analysis 
rules/criteria. As described below, the cluster/rules engine 
120 may generate an “alert score' for a given cluster. The alert 
score may be the same as, similar to, and/or based on any of 
the cluster scores, metascores, and/or conclusions described 
herein. In an embodiment, the alert score may be a metascore, 
and may be one of multiple values corresponding to, for 
example, a high alert, a medium alert, or a low alert. The alert 
score is described in further detail below. 

0197) In an embodiment, the user interface engine 126 
generates various user interfaces of the data analysis system 
as described below. In one embodiment, the cluster engine 
120, in conjunction with the user interface engine 126, orga 
nizes and presents the clusters according to the assigned 
scores. The cluster engine 120 and the user interface engine 
126 may present information associated with the clusters 
and/or interactive representations of the clusters within a user 
interface presented to the analyst, as described below. For 
example, the representations may provide visual indications 
(e.g., graphs or other visualizations) of the related data items 
within the clusters. The cluster engine 120 and/or the user 
interface engine 126 may generate the user interface. Such as 
a web application and/or a dynamic web page displayed 
within the client 135. The cluster engine 120 and/or the user 
interface engine 126 may also allow an analyst to create tasks 
associated with the clusters. Example operations of the clus 
ter engine 120 and/or the user interface engine 126 are dis 
cussed in detail below in conjunction with various figures. In 
one embodiment, the cluster engine 120 generates clusters 
automatically, for example, for Subsequent review by ana 
lysts. 
0198 Analysts may also assign tasks to themselves or one 
another via a workflow user interface generated by the work 
flow engine 125 and/or the user interface engine 126, for 
example. The workflow engine 125 and/or the user interface 
engine 126 may consume scores generated by the cluster 
engine 120. For example, the workflow engine 125 and/or the 
user interface engine 126 may presentananalyst with clusters 
generated, scored, and ordered by the cluster engine 120. 
(0199 The client 135 may represent one or more software 
applications or modules configured to present data and trans 
late input, from the analyst, into requests for data analyses by 
the application server 115. In one embodiment, the client 135 
and the application server 115 may be embodied in the same 
Software module and/or may be included in the same com 
puting system. However, several clients 135 may execute on 
the client computer 130, and/or several clients 135 on several 
client computers 130 may interact with the application server 
115. In one embodiment, the client 135 may be a browser 
accessing a web service. 
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(0200 While the client 135 and application server 115 are 
shown running on distinct computing systems, the client 135 
and application server 115 may run on the same computing 
system. Further, the cluster engine 120 and the workflow 
engine 125 may run on separate applications servers 115, on 
separate server computing systems, or some combination 
thereof. Additionally, a history service may store the results 
generated by an analyst relative to a given cluster 
0201 In one embodiment, the data sources 160 provide 
data available to the cluster engine to create or generate seeds 
and/or to create or generate clusters from a seed or a set of 
seeds. Such data sources may include relational data sources, 
web services data, XML data, and the like. Further, such data 
Sources may include a variety of information and data, for 
example, personal information, financial information, tax 
related information, computer network-related data, and/or 
computer-related activity data, among others. For example, 
the data sources may be related to customer account records 
stored by a financial institution. In such a case, the data 
Sources may include a credit card account data, bank account 
data, customer data, and transaction data. The data may 
include data attributes Such as account numbers, account 
balances, phone numbers, addresses, and transaction 
amounts, and the like. Of course, data sources 160 is included 
to be representative of a variety of data available to the server 
computer system 110 over network 150, as well as locally 
available data sources. 
0202 The database 140 may be a Relational Database 
Management System (RDBMS) that stores the data as rows in 
relational tables. The term “database, as used herein, may 
refer to an database (e.g., RDBMS or SQL database), or may 
refer to any other data structure. Such as, for example a 
comma separated values (CSV), extensible markup language 
(XML), text (TXT) file, flat file, spreadsheet file, and/or any 
other widely used or proprietary format. While the database 
140 is shown as a distinct computing system, the database140 
may operate on the same server computing system 110 as the 
application server 115. 

II. Example Cluster Generation 
0203 FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
generation of clusters by data analysis system 200, according 
to an embodiment. As shown, in an embodiment the cluster 
engine 120 (FIG. 1) interacts with a seedlist 210, a cluster list 
250, a cluster strategy store 230, and data bindings 237. The 
seed list 210 may include seeds 212-1, 212-2 ... 212-S, and 
the cluster list 250 may include clusters 252-1, 252-2 . . . 
252-C. The cluster engine 120 may be configured as a soft 
ware application, module, or thread that generates the clusters 
252-1,252-2... 252-C from the seeds 212-1,212-2 ... 212-S. 
0204 Seeds 212 (including one, some, or all of seeds 
212-1 through 212-S) may be generated by the cluster engine 
120 according to various seed generation strategies/rules. 
Examples of seed generation are described below in reference 
to various example applications of the data analysis system. 
According to an embodiment, once generated, seeds 212 may 
be the starting point for generating a cluster 252. To generate 
a cluster, the cluster engine 120 may retrieve a given seed 212 
from the seed list 210. The seed 212 may be a data item or 
group of data items within the database 140. Such as a cus 
tomer name, a customer Social security number, an account 
number, and/or a customer telephone number. 
0205 The cluster engine 120 may generate the cluster 252 
from the seed 212. In one embodiment, the cluster engine 120 
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generates the cluster 252 as a collection of data items and the 
relationships between the various data items. As noted above, 
the cluster strategy may execute data bindings in order to add 
each additional layer of data items to the cluster. For example, 
the cluster engine 120 may generate the cluster 252-1 from a 
seed credit card account. The cluster engine 120 may first add 
the credit card account to the cluster 252-1. The cluster engine 
120 may then add customers related to the credit card account 
to the cluster 252-1. The cluster engine 120 may complete the 
cluster 252-1 by adding additional credit card accounts 
related to those customers. As the cluster engine 120 gener 
ates the cluster 252-1, the cluster engine 120 may store the 
cluster 252-1 within the cluster list 250. The cluster 252-1 
may be stored as a graph data structure or other appropriate 
data structure. 

0206. The cluster list 250 may be a collection of tables in 
the database 140. In such a case, there may be a table for the 
data items of each cluster 252, such as those of example 
cluster 252-1 discussed above, a table for the relationships 
between the various data items, a table for the attributes of the 
data items, and a table for scores of the clusters. The cluster 
list 250 may include clusters 252 from multiple investiga 
tions. Note that the cluster engine 120 may store portions of 
clusters 252 in the cluster list 250 as the cluster engine 120 
generates the clusters 252. Persons skilled in the art will 
recognize that many technically feasible techniques exist for 
creating and storing data structures that may be used to imple 
ment the systems and methods of the data analysis system. 
0207. The cluster strategy store 230 may include cluster 
strategies 232-1, 232-2. . . 232-N. Each cluster strategy may 
include data binding references 235 to one or more data 
bindings 237. As noted, each data binding may be used to 
identify data that may grow a cluster (as determined by the 
given search strategy 232). For example, the cluster engine 
120 may execute a cluster strategy 232-1 to generate the 
cluster 252-1. Specifically, the cluster engine 120 may 
execute the cluster strategy 232-1 in response to selection of 
that cluster strategy by an analyst. The analyst may Submit a 
selection of one or more cluster strategies to perform on a 
seed or group of seeds to the cluster engine 120 through the 
client 135. Alternatively, the cluster engine 120 may auto 
matically select one or more cluster strategies, such as based 
on user preferences or rules. 
0208 According to an embodiment, each cluster strategy 
232 is configured so as to perform an investigation processes 
for generating a cluster 252. Again, for example, the cluster 
strategy 232-2 may include data binding references 235 to a 
collection of data bindings executed to add layer after layer of 
data to a cluster. The investigation process may include 
searches to retrieve data items related to a seed 212 that is 
selected for clustering using cluster strategy 232-2. For 
example, the cluster strategy 232-2 may start with a possibly 
fraudulent credit card account as the seed 212-2. The cluster 
strategy 232-2 may search for customers related to the credit 
card account, and then additional credit card accounts related 
to those customers. A different cluster strategy 232-3 may 
search for customers related to the credit card account, phone 
numbers related to the customers, additional customers 
related to the phone numbers, and additional credit card 
accounts related to the additional customers, for example. 
0209. In an embodiment, cluster strategies 232 include 
references to at least one data binding 237 (such as data 
bindings 237-1 through 237-3). The cluster engine 120 may 
execute a search protocol specified by the data binding 237 to 
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retrieve data, and the data returned by a given data binding 
may form a layer within the cluster 252. For instance, the data 
binding 237 (and/or the search protocol of the data binding 
237) may retrieve sets of customers related to an account by 
an account owner attribute. The data binding 237 (and/or the 
search protocol of the data binding 237) may retrieve the set 
of related data items from a data source. For instance, the data 
binding 237-1 may specify a database query to perform 
against a database. Likewise, the data binding 237-2 may 
define a connection and/or query to a remote relational data 
base system and the data binding 237-3 may define a connec 
tion and/or query against a third-party web service. Once 
retrieved, the cluster strategy 232 may evaluate whether the 
returned data should be added to a cluster being grown from 
a given seed 212. 
0210 Multiple cluster strategies 232 may reference a 
given data binding 237. The analyst may update the data 
binding 237, but typically updates the data binding 237 only 
if the associated data source changes. A cluster strategy 232 
may also include a given data binding 237 multiple times. For 
example, executing a data binding 237 using one seed 212 
may generate additional seeds for that data binding 237 (and/ 
or generate seeds for another data binding 237). More gener 
ally, different cluster strategies 232-1, 232-2. . . 232-N may 
include different arrangements of various data bindings 237 
to generate different types of clusters 252. 
0211. The cluster strategies 232 may specify that the clus 
ter engine 120 use an attribute from the related data items 
retrieved with one data binding 237, as input to a subsequent 
data binding 237. The cluster engine 120 may use the subse 
quent data binding 237 to retrieve a subsequent layer of 
related date items for the cluster 252. For instance, a particu 
lar cluster strategy 232 may specify that the cluster engine 
120 retrieve a set of credit card account data items with a first 
data binding 237-1. That cluster strategy 232 may also 
specify that the cluster engine 120 then use the account num 
ber attribute from credit card account data items as input to a 
subsequent data binding 237-2. The cluster strategy 232 may 
also specify filters for the cluster engine 120 to apply to the 
attributes before performing the subsequent data binding 237. 
For instance, if the first data binding 237-1 were to retrieve a 
set of credit card account data items that included both per 
Sonal and business credit card accounts, then the cluster 
engine 120 could filter out the business credit card accounts 
before performing the subsequent data binding 237-2. 
0212. In operation, according to an embodiment, the clus 
ter engine 120 generates a cluster 252-1 from a seed 212-1 by 
first retrieving a cluster strategy 232. Assuming the analyst 
selected a cluster strategy 232-2, the cluster engine 120 would 
retrieve the cluster strategy 232-2 from the cluster strategy 
store 230. The cluster engine 120 may then retrieve the seed 
212-1 as input to the cluster strategy 232-2. The cluster engine 
120 may execute the cluster strategy 232-2 by retrieving sets 
of data by executing data bindings 237 referenced by the 
cluster strategy 232-2. For example, the cluster strategy 232-2 
may execute data bindings 237-1, 237-2, and 237-3. Accord 
ingly, the cluster engine 120 may evaluate data returned by 
each data binding 237 to determine whether to use that data to 
grow the cluster 252-1. The cluster engine 120 may then use 
elements of the returned data as input to the next data binding 
237. Of course, a variety of execution paths are possible for 
the data bindings 237. For example, assume one data binding 
237 returned a set of phone numbers. In such a case, another 
data binding 237 may evaluate each phone number individu 
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ally. As another example, one data binding 237 may use input 
parameters obtained by executing multiple, other data bind 
ings 237. More generally, the cluster engine 120 may retrieve 
data for each data binding referenced by the cluster strategy 
232-2. The cluster engine 120 may then store the complete 
cluster 252-1 in the cluster list 250. 

0213. As the cluster engine 120 generates the clusters 
252-1, 252-2... 252-C from seeds 212-1,212-2... 212-S, the 
cluster list 250 may include overlapping clusters 252. For 
example, two clusters 252-1 and 252-C may overlap if both 
clusters 252-1 and 252-C include a common data item. In an 
example, a larger cluster 252 formed by merging two smaller 
clusters 252-1 and 252-C may be a better investigation start 
ing point than the smaller clusters 252-1 and 252-C individu 
ally. The larger cluster 252 may provide additional insight or 
relationships, which may not be available if the two clusters 
252-1 and 252-C remain separate. 
0214. In an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 includes a 
resolver 226 that is configured to detect and merge two or 
more overlapping clusters 252 together. For example, the 
resolver 226 may compare the data items within a cluster 
252-1 to the data items within each one of the other clusters 
252-2 through 252-C. If the resolver 226 finds the same data 
item within the cluster 252-1 and a second cluster 252-C, then 
the resolver 226 may merge the two clusters 252-1 and 252-C 
into a single larger cluster 252. For example, the cluster 252-1 
and cluster 252-C may both include the same customer. The 
resolver 226 may compare the data items of cluster 252-1 to 
the data items of cluster 252-C and detect the same customer 
in both clusters 252. Upon detecting the same customer in 
both clusters 252, the resolver 226 may merge the cluster 
252-1 with cluster 252-C. The resolver 226 may test each pair 
of clusters 252 to identify overlapping clusters 252. Although 
the larger clusters 252 may be better investigation starting 
points, an analyst may want to understand how the resolver 
226 formed the larger clusters 252. Accordingly, the resolver 
226, may store a history of each merge. 
0215. In various embodiments, clusters may be merged 
based on various criteria and/or combinations of criteria 
include, for example, when the clusters include a minimum 
number of data items that are common among the clusters, 
when the clusters include a minimum number of data items 
that are common among the clusters and which data items are 
within a particular proximity in each cluster to a seed of the 
cluster, when a particular quantity of properties are common 
among data items of the clusters even when the data items 
themselves are not identical, and/or the like. 
0216. In an embodiment, cluster merging (for example, by 
resolver 226) may be optionally disabled for particular types 
of data items, and/or particular data items. For example, when 
a particular data item, or type of data item, is so common that 
it may be included in many different clusters (for example, an 
institutional item such as a bank), merging of cluster based on 
that common item (for example, the particular bank) or com 
mon type of item (for example, banks in general) may be 
disabled. In another embodiment, cluster may be merged only 
when they share two or more common data items and/or other 
properties. In an embodiment, when two clusters are deter 
mined to share a data item that this very common (such that 
they cluster may not be merged based on that item) the system 
may automatically determine whether the two clusters share 
one or more other data items and/or properties such that they 
may be merged. In various embodiments, cluster merging 
may be disabled based on other criteria. For example, cluster 
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merging between two related clusters may be disabled when 
one or both of the two clusters reach a particular size (for 
example, include a particular number of data items). 
0217. After the cluster engine generates a group of clusters 
from a given collection of seeds (and after merging or resolv 
ing the cluster), the cluster engine 120 may score, rank, and/or 
otherwise order the clusters relative to a scoring strategy 442. 
In Some embodiments, clusters are scored and provided to the 
analysis without resolving. 
0218. In one embodiment, the analysis system 100, and 
more specifically, the cluster engine 120, receives a request 
for cluster generation. In response to the request, a list of 
seeds may be generated, clusters may be generated based on 
those seeds, and the clusters may be ranked, ordered, and 
presented to analysts. In an embodiment, the cluster engine 
120 may consume seeds generated by other systems. Alter 
natively, in other embodiments, cluster engine 120 may gen 
erate the seeds 212-1, 212-2 . . . 212-S. For instance, the 
cluster engine 120 may include a seed generation strategy 
(also referred to as a “lead generation strategy') that identifies 
data items, or groups of data items, as potential seeds 212. The 
seed generation (and/or lead generation) strategy may apply 
to a particular business type, such as credit cards, stock trad 
ing, or insurance claims, and may be run against a cluster data 
source 160 or an external source of information. 
0219. In an embodiment, the analysis system 100 may not 
include data bindings as described above. Rather, according 
to an embodiment, the analysis system 100 may include one 
or more interfaces and/or connections to various internal and/ 
or external data stores of data items and/or other information 
(for example, data sources(s) 160. According to an embodi 
ment, the system may include a generic interface and/or con 
nection to various internal and/or external data stores of data 
items and/or other information. For example, the analysis 
system 100 may include a generic data interface through 
which the system may search, access, and/or filter various 
data item information during seed generation, cluster genera 
tion, and/or analysis of the clusters. The generic interface may 
include various aspects that enable searching, accessing, and/ 
or filtering of data. For example, the generic interface may 
access various data sources that each have differing data 
formats. The generic interface may accordingly covert and/or 
filter the accessed data to a common format. Alternatively, the 
data sources may include functionality through which stored 
data may be searched and/or converted to a standard format 
automatically. In an embodiment, the generic interface may 
enable Federated search of multiple data stores of data item 
related information. Accordingly, in various embodiments, 
the analysis system 100 may access various data sources for 
data item clustering and seed generation. 
0220 Additional details of the server computing system 
110, the data sources 160, and other components of the data 
analysis system are described below in reference to FIG. 8. 
0221 FIGS. 3A-3C illustrate an example growth of a clus 
ter 252 of related data items, according to an embodiment. As 
shown in FIG.3A, an example cluster 252 may include a seed 
item 302, links 303-1 and 303-2, and related data items 305-1 
and 305-2. The cluster 252 may be based upon a seed 212 (for 
example, data item302). The cluster engine 120 may build the 
cluster 252 by executing a cluster strategy 232 with the fol 
lowing searches: 

0222 Find seed owner 
0223 Find all phone numbers related to the seed owner 
0224 Find all customers related to the phone numbers 
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0225. Find all accounts related to the customers 
0226 Find all new customers related to the new 
acCOuntS 

0227. In the example, assuming the seed 212 is fraudulent 
credit card account, the cluster engine 120 would add the 
credit card account to the cluster 252 as the seed item302. The 
cluster engine 120 may then use the account owner attribute 
of the credit card account as input to a data binding 237. The 
cluster engine 120 may execute the search protocol of the data 
binding 237 to retrieve the customer data identifying the 
owner of the fraudulent credit card account. The cluster 
engine 120 would then add the customer data to the cluster 
252 as the related data item 305-1. The cluster engine 120 
would also add the account owner attribute as the link 303-1 
that relates the account number to the customer data of the 
owner. The cluster engine 120 would execute the next search 
of the cluster strategy 232 by inputting the customer identifier 
attribute of the customer data into a data binding 237 to 
retrieve a phone data. The cluster engine 120 would then add 
the phone data as the related data item305-2 and the customer 
identifier attribute as the link 303-2 between the customer 
data and the phone data. At this point in the investigation 
process, the cluster 252 would include the seed item 302, two 
links 303-1 and 303-2, and two related data items 305-1 and 
305-2. That is, the cluster 252 would include the fraudulent 
credit card account, the customer data of the owner of the 
credit card, and the phone number of the owner. By carrying 
the investigation process further, the cluster engine 120 may 
reveal further related information, for example, additional 
customers and/or potentially fraudulent credit card accounts. 
0228 Turning to FIG.3B, and continuing the example, the 
cluster engine 120 may continue executing the cluster strat 
egy 232 by searching for additional account data items related 
to the phone number of the owner of the fraudulent credit card 
account. As discussed, the phone number may be stored as 
related data item 305-2. The cluster engine 120 would input 
the phone owner attribute of the phone number to a data 
binding 237. The cluster engine 120 would execute the search 
protocol of data binding 237 to retrieve the data of two addi 
tional customers, which the cluster engine 120 would store as 
related data items 305-3 and 305-4. The cluster engine 120 
would add the phone owner attribute as the links 303-3 and 
304-4 between the additional customers and the phone num 
ber. 

0229 Continuing the example, FIG. 3C shows the cluster 
252 after the cluster engine 120 performs the last step of the 
example cluster strategy 232. For example, the cluster engine 
120 would use the customer identifier attribute of the related 
data item 305-3 and 305-4 to retrieve and add additional 
account data items as the related data items 305-5 and 305-6. 
The cluster engine 120 would couple the related data items 
305-5 and 305-6 to the related data items 305-3 and 305-4 
with the customer identifier attributes stored as links 303-5 
and 303-6. Thus, the cluster 252 would include six related 
data items 305 related by six links 303, in addition to the seed 
item 302. 

0230. In an embodiment, the analyst may identify and 
determine whether the additional data account items, stored 
as related data items 305-5 and 305-6, represent fraudulent 
credit card accounts more efficiently than if the analyst started 
an investigation with only the seed 302. As the foregoing 
example illustrates, according to various embodiments, the 
data analysis system may enable an analyst to advantageously 
start an investigation with a cluster including many related 
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data items (such as the example cluster 252 with the seed item 
302 and related data items 305) rather than a single data item. 
0231. In various embodiments, clusters may be generated 
automatically, on a schedule, on demand, and/or as needed, as 
described below. 

III. Example Cluster Scoring/Ranking 
0232 FIG. 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters 252 
by the data analysis system 100 shown in FIG. 1, according to 
an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown, an 
example system 400 of FIG. 4 illustrates some of the same 
elements as shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, including the cluster 
engine 120 in communication with the cluster list 250. In 
addition, FIG. 4 illustrates a scoring strategy store 440 in 
communication with the cluster engine 120. The scoring 
strategy store 440 includes scoring strategies 442-1, 442-2. . 
. 442-R. 

0233. In an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 executes a 
scoring strategy 442 to score a cluster 252. For example, the 
cluster engine 120 may generate a cluster (for example, via a 
cluster strategy/data bindings) and attempt to resolve it with 
existing clusters. Thereafter, the cluster engine 120 may score 
the resulting cluster with any scoring strategies associated 
with a given cluster generation strategy. In an embodiment, 
the multiple scores may be generated for a given cluster. The 
multiple scores may be based on various aspects, metrics, or 
data associated with the cluster. In one embodiment, a cluster 
metascore may be generated based on a combination or 
aggregation of Scores associated with a given cluster. Order 
ing for a group of clusters, (according to a given scoring 
strategy) may be performed on demand when requested by a 
client. Alternatively, the analyst may select a scoring strategy 
442 through the client 135 and/or the analyst may include the 
selection within a script or configuration file. In another alter 
native, the data analysis system may automatically select a 
scoring strategy. In other embodiments, the cluster engine 
120 may execute several scoring strategies 442 to determine 
a combined score for the cluster 252. 
0234. In an embodiment, a scoring strategy (Such as scor 
ing strategy 442) specifies an approach for scoring a cluster 
(such as cluster 252). A score may indicate a relative impor 
tance or significance of a given cluster. For example, the 
cluster engine 120 may execute a scoring strategy 442-1 to 
determine a score by counting the number of a particular data 
item type that are included within the cluster 252. Assume, for 
example, a data item corresponds with a credit account. In 
Such a case, a cluster with a large number of accounts opened 
by a single individual (possibly within a short time) might 
correlate with a higher fraud risk. Of course, a cluster score 
may be related to a high risk of fraud based on the other data 
in the cluster, as appropriate for a given case. More generally, 
each scoring strategy 442 may be tailored based on the data in 
clusters created by a given cluster strategy 230 and a particu 
lar type of risk or fraud (and/or amounts at risk) of interest to 
an analyst. 
0235 According to an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 
scores a cluster 252-1 by first retrieving a scoring strategy 
442. For example, assume an analyst selects scoring strategy 
442-1. In response, the cluster engine 120 may retrieve the 
scoring strategy 442-1. The cluster engine 120 may also 
retrieve the cluster 252-1 from the cluster list 250. After 
determining the score of the cluster 252-1, the cluster engine 
120 may store the score with the cluster 252-1 in the cluster 
list 250. 
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0236. The cluster engine 120 may score multiple clusters 
252-1, 252-2 . . . 252-C in the cluster list 250. The cluster 
engine 120 may also rank the clusters 252-1, 252-2... 252-C 
based upon the scores. For instance, the cluster engine 120 
may rank the cluster 252-1, 252-2 . . . 252-C from highest 
score to lowest score. In various embodiment, cluster may be 
ranked according into multiple scores, combinations of 
scores, and/or metascores. 
0237 As mentioned above, the cluster/rules engine 120 
may generate an “alert score' for the clusters. The alert score 
may be the same as, similar to, and/or based on any of the 
cluster scores, metascores, and/or conclusions described 
herein. In an embodiment, the alert score may be a metascore, 
and may be one of multiple values corresponding to, for 
example, a high alert, a medium alert, or a low alert. The alert 
score is described in further detail below. 

IV. Example User Interface 
0238 FIG. 5 illustrates an example user interface 500, 
according to one embodiment. As described above, the cluster 
engine 120, the workflow engine 125, and/or the user inter 
face engine 126 may be configured to present the user inter 
face 500. As shown, the example user interface 500 includes 
a selection box 510, a cluster strategy box 530, a cluster 
summary list 525, a cluster search box 520, and a cluster 
review window 515. The user interface 500 may be generated 
as a web application or a dynamic web page displayed within 
the client 135. 
0239. In the example user interface 500 of FIG. 5, the 
selection box 510 may allow the analyst to select, for 
example, a seed generation strategy and/or a previously gen 
erated seed or seed list (for example, seed list 210). The 
analyst may select the items (for example, a seed generation 
strategy) by, for example, entering a name of a particular item 
into a dropdown box (and/or other interface element) in the 
selection box 510 (for example, the dropdown box showing a 
selected strategy “Strategy-A’) and selecting a “Go' button 
(and/or other interface element). Alternatively, the analyst 
may select a particular item by, for example, expanding the 
dropdown box and selecting an item from the expanded drop 
down box, which may list various seed generation strategies 
and/or seed lists, for example. In various examples, seed lists 
and/or seed generation strategies may be selected by the 
analyst that correspond to likely fraudulent financial 
accounts, credit card account originating at a particular bank 
branch, savings accounts with balances above a particular 
amount, and/or any of the other seed generation strategies 
described below in reference to the various applications of the 
system. 
0240 For example, when the analyst selects a particular 
seed generation strategy, the system may generate a seed list 
(for example, seed list 210) and then may generate clusters 
based on seeds of the seed list. The seed list and/or clusters 
may, in an embodiment, be generated in response to a selec 
tion of a particular seed generation strategy. The seed genera 
tion strategy may generate a seed list (for example, seed list 
210) and/or clusters (for example, clusters 252-1, 252-2, ... 
252-C of the cluster list 250) from the database 140 and/oran 
external Source of information (for example, a cluster data 
source 160). Alternatively, when the analyst selects a previ 
ously generated seed or seed list (for example, seed list 210), 
the system may retrieve data related to the selected seed list 
(for example, the seed items, clusters, and/or related clustered 
data items) from, for example, database 140 and/or an exter 
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nal source of information (for example, a cluster data source 
160). In an embodiment, clusters may be generated in 
response to a selection of a previously generated seed list (or, 
alternatively, a previously generated seed). Alternatively, 
cluster may be been previously generated, and may be 
retrieved in response to selection of a previously generated 
seed list (or, alternatively, a previously generated seed). In an 
embodiment, the analyst may select a particular cluster of 
interest via the selection box 510. 
0241 Further, in the example user interface 500 the cluster 
strategy box 530 displays the cluster strategies 232 that the 
cluster engine 120 ran against the seed list 210. The cluster 
engine 120 may execute multiple cluster strategies 232 
against the seed list 210, so there may be multiple cluster 
strategies 232 listed in the cluster strategy box 530. The 
analyst may click on the name of a given cluster strategy 232 
in the cluster strategy box 530 to review the clusters 252 that 
the cluster strategy 232 generated. 
0242. In an embodiment, the user interface 500 displays 
information associated with the clusters 252 in the cluster 
summary list 525. For example, the information associated 
with the clusters may include characteristics of the clusters 
252. Such as identifiers, scores, and/or analysts assigned to 
analyze the clusters 252. The system may select the clusters 
252 for display in the cluster summary list 525 according to 
those or other characteristics. For instance, the system may 
display the cluster information in the order of the scores of the 
clusters 252, where a Summary of the highest scoring cluster 
252 is displayed first. 
0243 The system (for example, cluster engine 120, the 
workflow engine 125, and/or the user interface engine 126) 
may control the order and selection of the cluster information 
within the cluster summary list 525 based upon an input from 
the analyst. The cluster search box 520 may include a search 
text box coupled to a search button and a pull-down control. 
The analyst may enter a characteristic of a cluster 252 in the 
search textbox and then instruct the workflow engine 125 to 
search for and display clusters 252 that include the character 
istic by pressing the search button. For example, the analyst 
may search for clusters with a particular score. The pull-down 
control may include a list of different characteristics of the 
clusters 252. Such as score, size, assigned analyst, and/or date 
created. The analyst may select one of the characteristics to 
instruct the workflow engine 125 to present the information 
associated with the clusters 252 arranged by that characteris 
tic. 

0244. In an embodiment, the system is also configured to 
present details of a given cluster 252 within the cluster review 
window 515. The system displays the details of the cluster 
252, for example, the score, and/or average account balances 
within a cluster, when the analyst clicks a mouse pointer on 
the associated summary within the cluster summary list 525. 
The system may present details of the cluster 252, such as the 
name of an analyst assigned to analyze the cluster 252, a score 
of the cluster 252, and/or statistics or graphs generated from 
the cluster 252. These details may allow the analyst to deter 
mine whether to investigate the cluster 252 further. The clus 
ter review window 515 may also include a button which may 
be clicked to investigate a cluster 252 within a graph, and an 
assign button for assigning a cluster to an analyst. 
0245 An analyst may click a mouse pointer on an “Inves 
tigate in Graph' button representing a cluster to investigate 
the cluster within an interactive graph. The interactive repre 
sentation may be a visual graph of the cluster 252, where 
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icons represent the items of the cluster 252 and lines between 
the icons represent the links between items of the cluster 252. 
For example, the workflow engine 125 may display the inter 
active graph of the cluster 252 similar to the representation of 
the cluster 252 in FIG.3C. The interactive representation may 
allow the analyst to review the attributes of the related data 
items and/or perform queries for additional related data items. 
0246. In an embodiment, an administrative user may click 
a mouse pointer on an assign button to assign the associated 
cluster 252 to an analyst. The workflow engine 125 may also 
allow the administrative user to create tasks associated with 
the clusters 252, while the administrative user assigns the 
cluster 252. For example, the administrative user may create 
a task for searching within the three highest scoring clusters 
252 for fraudulent credit card accounts. The system may 
display the cluster information in the cluster summary list525 
according to the names of the analysts assigned to the clusters 
252. Likewise, the system may only display cluster informa 
tion for the subset of the clusters 252 assigned to an analyst. 
0247. The interface shown in FIG. 5 is included to illus 

trate one example interface useful for navigating and review 
ing clusters generated using the cluster engine 120 and the 
workflow engine 125. In other embodiments, other user inter 
face constructs may be used to allow the analyst to select 
cluster strategies 232, scoring strategies 242, and/or seed 
generation strategies, initiate an investigation, and/or review 
and analyze the clusters 252. For example, the user interface 
engine 126 may display additional controls within the user 
interface 500 for controlling the cluster generation process 
and selecting seed generation strategies, cluster strategies 
232, and/or scoring strategies 242. Also, the user interface 
500 may be displayed without the selection box 510 or the 
options to select a seed generation Strategy. In addition, 
although the workflow engine 125 may generate the user 
interface 500, in various embodiments the user interface 500 
may be generated by a software application distinct from the 
workflow engine 125. Further, in various embodiments, the 
cluster review window 515 may be configured to display a 
preview of the cluster 252 and/or additional statistics gener 
ated from the cluster 252. As such, an interactive representa 
tion of the cluster 252 may be presented in an additional user 
interface and/or the cluster 252 may be exported to another 
software application for review by the analyst. 
0248. In an alternative embodiment, and as described 
below in reference to the various figures, various other user 
interfaces may be generated by the system. 

V. Example Operations 

0249 FIG. 6 is a flowchart of an example method of gen 
erating clusters, according to an embodiment. Although the 
method is described in conjunction with the systems of FIGS. 
1 and 2, persons skilled in the art will understand that any 
system configured to perform the method, in any order, is 
within the scope of this disclosure. Further, the method 600 
may be performed in conjunction with method 700 for scor 
ing a cluster, described below, and the various other methods 
described below including analyzing a cluster. 
0250) As shown, example cluster generation method 600 
begins at block 605, where the cluster engine 120 retrieves a 
cluster strategy (e.g., cluster strategy 232-2) and a seed 212. 
Once a cluster strategy is selected, the cluster engine 120 may 
identify a list of seeds from which to build clusters using the 
selected cluster strategy. At block 610, the cluster engine 120 
initializes a cluster 252 with one of the seeds in the list. The 
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cluster 252 may be stored as a graph data structure. The 
cluster engine 120 may initialize the graph data structure and 
then add the seed 212-1 to the graph data structure as the first 
data item. 
0251. At block 615, the cluster engine 120 may grow the 
cluster 252 by executing the search protocol of a data binding 
237 from the cluster strategy 232-2. The cluster strategy 
232-2 may include a series of data bindings 237 that the 
cluster engine 120 executes to retrieve related data items. A 
given data binding 237 may include queries to execute against 
a cluster data source 160 using the seed as an input parameter. 
For example, if the seed 212-1 is an account number, then the 
data binding 237 may retrieve the data identifying the owner 
of the account with the account number. After retrieving this 
information, the cluster engine 120 may add the customer 
data item to the cluster as a related data item and the account 
owner attribute as the link between the seed 212-1 and the 
related data item. After retrieving the related data items, the 
cluster engine 120 may add them to the cluster 252. 
0252. At block 620, the cluster engine 120 determines if 
the cluster strategy 232-2 is fully executed. If not the method 
600 returns to block 615 to execute additional data bindings 
for a given seed. Alternatively, as described above, the cluster 
engine 120 may grow the cluster by searching for, accessing, 
and/or filtering various data items through, for example, a 
generic interface to various internal and/or external data 
sources. Further, in an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 
may determine whether the cluster being generated is to be 
merged with another cluster, as described above. Once the 
cluster strategy is executed for that seed, the cluster engine 
120 may determine and assign a score (or, alternatively, mul 
tiple scores) to that cluster (relative 11a specified scoring 
strategy). After generating clusters for a group of seeds, Such 
clusters may be ordered or ranked based on the relative 
scores. Doing so may allow an analyst to rapidly identify and 
evaluate clusters determined to represent, for example, a high 
risk of fraud. 
(0253) At block 625, the cluster engine 120 may store the 
cluster 252 incluster list 250. As mentioned above, the cluster 
list 250 may be a collection of tables within a relational 
database, where a table may include the seed and related data 
items of the cluster 252 and another table may include links 
between the related data items of the cluster 252. 

(0254. At block 630, the cluster engine 120 determines if 
there are more seeds 212 to analyze in the seed list 210. If so, 
the method 600 returns to block 605 to generate another 
cluster from the next seed. Otherwise, the method 600 ends. 
Note, while method 600 describes a single cluster being gen 
erated, one of skill in the art will recognize that multiple 
instances of the cluster generation process illustrated by 
method 600 may be performed in parallel. 
0255 FIG. 7 is a flowchart of an example method of scor 
ing clusters, according to an embodiment. Although the 
method is described in conjunction with the systems of FIGS. 
1 and 4, persons skilled in the art will understand that any 
system configured to perform the method steps, in any order, 
is within the scope of the present invention. 
0256. As shown, the example cluster scoring method 700 
begins at block 705, where the cluster engine 120 retrieves a 
scoring strategy 442 and a cluster 252 (for example, a cluster 
just created using the method 600 of FIG. 6). In other cases, 
the cluster engine 120 may retrieve the scoring strategy 442 
associated with a stored cluster. Other alternatives include an 
analyst selecting a scoring strategy 442 through the client 
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135, the cluster engine 120 via the cluster analysis UI 500, a 
Script, or a configuration file. The cluster engine 120 may 
retrieve the selected scoring strategy 442 from the scoring 
strategy store 440, and the cluster 252 from the cluster list 
250. 
0257 At block 710, the cluster engine 120 executes the 
scoring strategy 442 against the cluster 252. The scoring 
strategy 442 may specify characteristics of the related data 
items within the cluster 252 to aggregate. The cluster engine 
120 may execute the scoring strategy 442 by aggregating the 
specified characteristics together to determine a score. For 
instance, the cluster engine 120 may aggregate account bal 
ances of related data items that are account data items. In Such 
a case, a total amount of dollars (and/or average dollars or any 
other aggregated, averaged, or normal attribute of the cluster) 
included within the balances of the account data items of the 
cluster 252 may be the score of the cluster 252. 
0258. At block 715, the cluster engine 120 may store the 
score with the cluster 252 in the cluster list 250. At step 720, 
the cluster engine 120 determines if there are more clusters 
252 to score. For example, in one embodiment, a set of clus 
ters may be re-scored using an updated scoring strategy. In 
other cases, the cluster engine may score each cluster when it 
is created from a seed (based on a given cluster generation and 
corresponding scoring strategy). If more clusters remain to be 
scored (and/or re-scored), the method 700 returns to block 
T05. 
0259. At block 725, the cluster engine 120 may rank the 
clusters 252 according to the scores of the clusters 252. For 
example, after re-scoring a set of clusters (or, alternatively, 
after scoring a group of clusters generated from a set of 
seeds), the cluster engine 125 may rank the clusters 252 from 
highest score to lowest score. The ranking may be used to 
order a display of information associated withof the clusters 
252 presented to the analyst. The analyst may rely upon the 
ranking and scores to determine which clusters 252 to analyze 
first. The ranking and Sorting may generally be performed 
on-demand when an analyst is looking for a cluster to inves 
tigate. Thus, the ranking need not happen at the same time as 
scoring. Further, the clusters may be scored (and later ranked) 
using different raking strategies. 
0260. In various embodiments, multiple scores for each 
cluster may be determined according to methods similar to 
the example method 700. Accordingly, clusters may be 
ranked according to any of multiple scores. Additionally, in 
various embodiments, multiple scores may be combined and/ 
or aggregated into a metascore that may be used to rank the 
clusters. Various example score and metascore determina 
tions are described below in reference to FIGS. 10C, 11C, 
12C, and 13C. 

VI. Example Implementation Mechanisms/Systems 

0261 FIG. 8 illustrates components of an illustrative 
server computing system 110, according to an embodiment. 
The server computing system 110 may comprise one or more 
computing devices that may perform a variety of tasks to 
implement the various operations of the data analysis system. 
As shown, the server computing system 110 may include, one 
or more central processing unit (CPU) 860, a network inter 
face 850, a memory 820, and a storage 830, each connected to 
an interconnect (bus) 840. The server computing system 110 
may also include an I/O device interface 870 connecting I/O 
devices 875 (for example, keyboard, display, mouse, and/or 
other input/output devices) to the computing system 110. 
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Further, in context of this disclosure, the computing elements 
shown in server computing system 110 may correspond to a 
physical computing system (for example, a system in a data 
center, a computer server, a desktop computer, a laptop com 
puter, and/or the like) and/or may be a virtual computing 
instance executing within a hosted computing environment. 
0262 The CPU 860 may retrieve and execute program 
ming instructions stored in memory 820, as well as store and 
retrieve application data residing in memory 820. The bus 840 
may be used to transmit programming instructions and appli 
cation data between the CPU 860, I/O device interface 870, 
storage 830, network interface 850, and memory 820. Note 
that the CPU 860 is included to be representative of, for 
example, a single CPU, multiple CPUs, a single CPU having 
multiple processing cores, a CPU with an associate memory 
management unit, and the like. 
0263. The memory 820 is included to be representative of, 
for example, a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or 
other dynamic storage devices for storing information and 
instructions to be executed by CPU 860. Memory 820 also 
may be used for storing temporary variables or other inter 
mediate information during execution of instructions to be 
executed by CPU 860. Such instructions, when stored in 
storage media accessible to CPU 860, render server comput 
ing system 110 into a special-purpose machine that is cus 
tomized to perform the operations specified in the instruc 
tions. 
0264. The storage 830 may be a disk drive storage device, 
a read only memory (ROM), or other static, non-transitory, 
and/or computer-readable storage device or medium coupled 
to bus 840 for storing static information and instructions for 
CPU 860. Although shown as a single unit, the storage 830 
may be a combination of fixed and/or removable storage 
devices. Such as fixed disc drives, removable memory cards, 
and/or optical storage, network attached storage (NAS), and/ 
or a storage area-network (SAN). 
0265 Programming instructions, such as the cluster 
engine 120, the workflow engine 125, and/or the user inter 
face engine 126, may be stored in the memory 820 and/or 
storage 830 in various software modules, The modules may 
be stored in a mass storage device (Such as storage 830) as 
executable software codes that are executed by the server 
computing system 110. These and other modules may 
include, by way of example, components, such as Software 
components, object-oriented Software components, class 
components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 
0266 Illustratively, according to an embodiment, the 
memory 820 stores a seed list 210, a cluster engine 120, a 
cluster list 250, a workflow engine 125, and a user interface 
engine 126 (as described with reference to the various figures 
above). The cluster engine 120 may include a cluster strategy 
232-2. The particular cluster strategy 232-2 may include data 
bindings 237-1, 237-2, and 237-3, with which the cluster 
engine 120 may access the cluster data source 160. The work 
flow engine 125 may include a scoring strategy 442-1. 
0267 Illustratively, according to an embodiment, the stor 
age 830 includes a cluster strategy store 230, data bindings 
store 835, a scoring strategy store 440, and one or more 
cluster analysis rules or criteria 880. As described above, the 
cluster strategy store 230 may include a collection of different 
cluster strategies 232, such as cluster strategy 232-2. For 
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example, the cluster strategy store 230 may be a directory that 
includes the cluster strategies 232-1, 232-2 . . . 232-N as 
distinct modules. The scoring strategy store 440 may include 
a collection of different scoring strategies 442. Such as scor 
ing strategy 442-2, and may also be a directory of distinct 
modules. The data binding store 835 may include data bind 
ings 237-1, 237-2 . . . 237-M, which may also be stored as 
distinct modules within a directory. 
0268 Although shown in memory 820, the seed list 210, 
cluster engine 120, cluster list 250, workflow engine 125, and 
the user interface engine 126, may be stored in memory 820, 
storage 830, and/or split between memory 820 and storage 
830. Likewise, copies of the cluster strategy 232-2, data bind 
ing 237-1, 237-2, and 237-3, and scoring strategy 442-2 may 
be stored in memory 820, storage 830, and/or split between 
memory 820 and storage 830. 
0269. The network 150 may be any wired network, wire 
less network, or combination thereof. In addition, the network 
150 may be a personal area network, local area network, wide 
area network, cable network, satellite network, cellular tele 
phone network, or combination thereof. Protocols and com 
ponents for communicating via the Internet or any of the other 
aforementioned types of communication networks are well 
known to those skilled in the art of computer communications 
and thus, need not be described in more detail herein. 
0270. As described above in reference to FIG.1, the server 
computing system 110 may be in communication with one or 
more data sources 160. Communication between the server 
computing system 110 and the data sources 160 may be via 
the network 150 and/or direct. In an embodiment, an optional 
data aggregator/formatter device and/or system may aggre 
gate various data from multiple data sources and/or may 
format the data such that it may be received by the server 
computing system 110 in a standardized and/or readable for 
mat. For example, when multiple data sources contain and/or 
provide data in various formats, the data aggregator/formatter 
may convert all the data into a similar format. Accordingly, in 
an embodiment the system may receive and/or access data 
from, or via, a device or system such as the data aggregator/ 
formatter. 

0271. As described above, in various embodiments the 
system may be accessible by an analyst (and/or other operator 
or user) through a web-based viewer, such as a web browser. 
In this embodiment, the user interface may be generated by 
the server computing system 110 and transmitted to the web 
browser of the analyst. Alternatively, data necessary forgen 
erating the user interface may be provided by the server 
computing system 110 to the browser, where the user inter 
face may be generated. The analyst/user may then interact 
with the user interface through the web-browser. In an 
embodiment, the user interface of the data analysis system 
may be accessible through a dedicated Software application. 
In an embodiment, the client computing device 130 may be a 
mobile computing device, and the user interface of the data 
analysis system may be accessible through Such a mobile 
computing device (for example, a Smartphone and/or tablet). 
In this embodiment, the server computing system 110 may 
generate and transmit a user interface to the mobile comput 
ing device. Alternatively, the mobile computing device may 
include modules for generating the user interface, and the 
server computing system 110 may provide user interaction 
data to the mobile computing device. In an embodiment, the 
server computing system 110 comprises a mobile computing 
device. Additionally, in various embodiments any of the com 
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ponents and/or functionality described above with reference 
to the server computing system 110 (including, for example, 
memory, storage, CPU, network interface, I/O device inter 
face, and the like), and/or similar or corresponding compo 
nents and/or functionality, may be included in the client com 
puting device 130. 
0272 According to various embodiments, the data analy 
sis system and other methods and techniques described herein 
are implemented by one or more special-purpose computing 
devices. The special-purpose computing devices may be 
hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include digital 
electronic devices such as one or more application-specific 
integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays 
(FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to perform the 
techniques, or may include one or more general purpose 
hardware processors programmed to perform the techniques 
pursuant to program instructions in firmware, memory, other 
storage, or a combination. Such special-purpose computing 
devices may also combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, 
or FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the tech 
niques. The special-purpose computing devices may be desk 
top computer systems, server computer systems, portable 
computer systems, handheld devices, networking devices or 
any other device or combination of devices that incorporate 
hard-wired and/or program logic to implement the tech 
niques. 
0273 Computing devices of the data analysis system may 
generally be controlled and/or coordinated by operating sys 
tem software, such as iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows 
XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 
Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, 
Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or other compatible operating sys 
tems. In other embodiments, the computing devices may be 
controlled by a proprietary operating system. Conventional 
operating systems control and Schedule computer processes 
for execution, perform memory management, provide file 
system, networking, I/O services, and provide a user interface 
functionality, such as a graphical user interface (“GUI). 
among other things. 
0274. In general, the word “module,” as used herein, refers 
to a collection of software instructions, possibly having entry 
and exit points, Written in a programming language. Such as, 
for example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or 
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules may be 
callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware modules configured for execution on computing devices 
may be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a 
compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or 
any other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may 
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware devices (such as processors 
and CPUs) may be comprised of connected logic units, such 
as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be comprised of program 
mable units, such as programmable gate arrays or processors. 
The modules or computing device functionality described 
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herein are preferably implemented as software modules, but 
may be represented in hardware devices. Generally, the mod 
ules described herein refer to software modules that may be 
combined with other modules or divided into sub-modules 
despite their physical organization or storage. 
0275 Server computing system 110 may implement vari 
ous of the techniques and methods described herein using 
customized hard-wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs. 
firmware and/or program logic which, in combination with 
various software modules, causes the server computing sys 
tem 110 to be a special-purpose machine. According to one 
embodiment, the techniques herein are performed by server 
computing system 110 in response to CPU 860 executing one 
or more sequences of one or more modules and/or instruc 
tions contained in memory 820. Such instructions may be 
read into memory 820 from another storage medium, Such as 
storage 830. Execution of the sequences of instructions con 
tained in memory 820 may cause CPU 840 to perform the 
processes and methods described herein. In alternative 
embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of or 
in combination with Software instructions. 
0276. The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, 
as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-vola 
tile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media 
includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as 
storage 830. Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such 
as memory 820. Common forms of non-transitory media 
include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, 
Solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data 
storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage 
medium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a 
RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, 
any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions 
of the same. 
0277 Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 840. Transmission media may also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
0278 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to CPU 
860 for execution. For example, the instructions may initially 
be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer may load the instructions 
and/or modules into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone or cable line using a modem. A 
modem local to server computing system 820 may receive the 
data on the telephone/cable line and use a converter device 
including the appropriate circuitry to place the data on bus 
840. Bus 840 carries the data to memory 820, from which 
CPU 860 retrieves and executes the instructions. The instruc 
tions received by memory 820 may optionally be stored on 
storage 830 either before or after execution by CPU 860. 

VII. Additional Example Applications 

0279 While financial fraud using credit card accounts is 
used as a primary reference example in the discussion above, 
the techniques described herein may be adapted for use with 
a variety of data sets and in various applications. Such appli 
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cations may include, for example, financial fraud detection, 
tax fraud detection, beaconing malware detection, malware 
user-agent detection, other types of malware detection, activ 
ity trend detection, health insurance fraud detection, financial 
account fraud detection, detection of activity by networks of 
individuals, criminal activity detection, network intrusion 
detection, detection of phishing efforts, money laundering 
detection, and/or financial malfeasance detection. For 
example, information from data logs of online systems may 
be evaluated as seeds to improve cyber security. In Such a 
case, a seed may be a Suspicious IP address, a compromised 
user account, and the like. From the seeds, log data, DHCP 
logs, IP blacklists, packet captures, webapp logs, and other 
server and database logs may be used to create clusters of 
activity related to the Suspicions seeds. Other examples 
include data quality analysis used to cluster transactions pro 
cessed through a computer system (whether financial or oth 
erwise). A number of examples of Such applications are 
described in detail below in reference the various figures. 

VIII. Example Generalized Method of the Data 
Analysis System 

0280 FIG. 9 is a flowchart of an example generalized 
method of the data analysis system, according to an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure. In various embodiments, 
fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in the 
process of FIG.9, or various blocks may be performed in an 
order different from that shown in the figure. Further, one or 
more blocks in the figure may be performed by various com 
ponents of the data analysis system, for example, server com 
puting system 110 (described above in reference to FIG. 8). 
0281. As described above, and as shown in the embodi 
ment of FIG.9, the data analysis system may generate a seed 
or multiple seeds (block 910), may generate clusters based on 
those seed(s) (block 920), may generate a score or multiple 
scores for each generated cluster (block 930), may generate a 
metascore for each generated cluster (block 940), and may 
optionally rank the generated clusters based on the generated 
metascores (block 950). In various embodiments, the data 
analysis system may or may not generate multiple scores for 
each cluster, may or may not generate metascores for each 
cluster, and/or may or may not rank the clusters. In an 
embodiment, the system may rank clusters based on one or 
more scores that are not metascores. 
0282. Further, as described above, the seeds may include 
one or multiple data items, and may be generated based on 
seed generation Strategies and/or rules. Similarly, the clusters 
may include one or multiple data items related to a seed, 
including the seed, and may be generated based on cluster 
generation strategies and/or rules (including data bindings 
and/or searching and filtering are performed through, for 
example, a generic interface to various data sources). Scores 
and metascores may be determined based on attributes, char 
acteristics, and/or properties associated with data items that 
make up a given cluster. 
0283 Example applications of the data analysis system, 
including methods and systems for identifying data items, 
generating data clusters, and analyzing/scoring clusters, are 
disclosed in the various related applications listed above and 
previously incorporated by reference herein. 

IX. Cluster Analysis and Example Analysis User 
Interfaces 

0284 FIGS. 10A-10C and 11-22, described below, illus 
trate methods and user interfaces of the data analysis system, 
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according to various embodiments, in which data clusters are 
automatically generated, analyzed, and presented to an ana 
lyst Such that the analyst may quickly and efficiently evaluate 
the clusters. In particular, as described below the data analysis 
system may apply one or more analysis criteria or rules to the 
data clusters so as to generate human-readable “conclusions' 
(as described above, also referred to herein as “summaries’). 
The conclusions may be displayed in an analysis user inter 
face through which the analyst may evaluate the clusters 
and/or access more detailed data related to the cluster. In an 
embodiment, a cluster type may be associated with each 
cluster, and may be determined according to the cluster strat 
egy that generated the cluster. Further, the system may gen 
erate “alert scores' for the clusters which may be used to 
prioritize clusters displayed to the analyst. 
0285. The various methods and user interfaces described 
below in reference to FIGS. 10A-10C and 11-22 may be 
implemented by various aspects of the data analysis system 
(for example, the server computing system 110 and/or 
another Suitable computing system) as described above. For 
example, clustering may be accomplished according to seed 
generation and clustering strategies and rules as implemented 
by, for example, the cluster/rules engine 120; cluster analysis 
may be accomplished according to analysis rules/criteria 880 
as implemented by, for example, the cluster/rules engine 120; 
cluster scoring (for example, generation of alert scores) may 
be accomplished according to scoring strategies as imple 
mented by, for example, the cluster/rules engine 120; and user 
interface may be generated and/or presented to the analyst by, 
for example, the user interface engine 126; among other 
aspects. 
0286 Additionally, in the methods described in reference 
to the flowcharts of FIGS. 10A-10B and 21 below, in various 
embodiments, fewer blocks or additional blocks may be 
included in the example methods depicted, or various blocks 
may be performed in an order different from that shown in the 
figures. Further, in various embodiments, one or more blocks 
in the figures may be performed by various components of the 
data analysis system, for example, server computing system 
110 (described above in reference to FIG. 8) and/or another 
Suitable computing system. 

a. Example Method of Cluster Analysis 
(0287 FIG. 10A is a flowchart for an example method of 
data cluster analysis, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. In FIG. 10A, blocks 910 and 920 of the 
flowchart proceed generally as described in reference to the 
flowchart of FIG. 9. For example, at block 910 seeds are 
generated according to one or more seed generation strate 
gies. Examples of seed generation strategies are described in 
the various related applications listed above and previously 
incorporated by reference herein. Examples include identify 
ing tax returns that are potentially fraudulent, identifying 
communications that are potentially associated with beacon 
ing malware, and/or identifying emails potentially associated 
with phishing campaigns, among others. Further, at block920 
clusters are generated based on the one or more generated 
seeds and according to the one or more cluster generation 
strategies. Examples of cluster generation strategies (as men 
tioned above, also referred to herein as “cluster strategies.” 
“clustering strategies.” and/or “cluster generation rules') are 
described in the various related applications listed above and 
previously incorporated by reference herein. Examples 
include Strategies for financial fraud detection, tax fraud 
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detection, beaconing malware detection, malware user-agent 
detection, other types of malware detection, activity trend 
detection, health insurance fraud detection, financial account 
fraud detection, detection of activity by networks of individu 
als, criminal activity detection, network intrusion detection, 
detection of phishing efforts, money laundering detection, 
and/or financial malfeasance detection, among others. 
0288 A cluster of data items generated according to a 
given clustering strategy (and its associated seed generation 
strategy or strategies) may be understood as having a "cluster 
type' (also referred to as a “data cluster type’) corresponding 
to that clustering strategy. For example, a particular clustering 
strategy may be referred to as “Tax Fraud.” because the clus 
tering strategy relates to identifying clusters of data items 
related to potential tax fraud. A cluster of data items generated 
according to that clustering strategy may therefore have a 
“cluster type' of “Tax Fraud.” In another example, a cluster 
generated by an “Internal Phishing’ clustering strategy (and 
its associated seed generation strategy or strategies) has a 
cluster type of “Internal Phishing.” 
(0289. At block 1002 of the system generates “alerts” for 
each of the clusters. An “alert” includes various types of 
information related to the cluster that may be useful to an 
analyst in evaluating the importance or criticality of the clus 
ter in the context of a particular investigation. Generating an 
alert may include applying various cluster analysis rules or 
criteria to analyze the cluster and so as to generate human 
readable cluster conclusions, as mentioned above. Generat 
ing an alert may further include generating an alert Score for 
the cluster. Details regarding generation of alerts are 
described below in reference to FIG. 10B. 

0290. At block 1004 of FIG. 10A, a cluster analysis user 
interface is provided to the user (for example, an analyst). 
FIGS. 11-20 and 22, described below, include examples of 
cluster analysis user interfaces of the data analysis system. As 
described below, a user interface may include a listing of 
alerts, each alert corresponding to a particular generated and 
analyzed cluster. The alerts may be organized and grouped 
according to cluster types. Further, the analyst may view a 
user interface including detailed information related to each 
alert, including the human-readable conclusions, the alert 
scores, and various detailed data related to the clusters. For 
example, in a given alert the analyst may be provided with a 
name of the cluster, a cluster strategy by which the cluster was 
generated (also referred to as the cluster type), a list of gen 
erated conclusions, and/or one or more lists and/or tables of 
data related to the cluster. The one or more lists and/or tables 
of data related to the cluster may be drawn from the data items 
of the cluster, and may be filtered by the analyst according to 
time and/or type of data. 
0291. At block 1006, the system regenerates previously 
generated clusters. In various implementations the data items 
from which seeds are selected/generated and from which 
clusters are generated may change after a cluster is generated. 
In the example of tax fraud detection, additional tax return 
data items may be received, or additional phone number data 
items may be received that relate to a person in a previously 
generated cluster. Such information may have been included 
in a cluster if it had been available at the time the cluster was 
created. Accordingly, the system may regenerate clusters so 
as to include the data items and/or other information that has 
become available since the last time the cluster was gener 
ated. After, or in response to, a cluster being regenerated, the 
system reanalyzes the cluster and may, in an embodiment, 
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generate an alert for the regenerated and reanalyzed cluster 
(as indicated by the arrow back to block 1002). In another 
embodiment, as described below in reference FIG. 21, when 
a given cluster is regenerated, a previously generated alert for 
that cluster may be updated or, alternatively, a new alert may 
be generated including a link to the previously generated 
alert. 
0292. In an embodiment, as shown at block 1006a, clus 
ters may be regenerated on a schedule. For example, the 
system may be configured to regenerate clusters after a par 
ticular number of seconds, minutes, hours, or days, or at 
particular times every hour or day. In another embodiment, as 
shown at block 1006b, clusters may be regenerated as needed, 
Such as in response to the system detecting one or more 
changes in data items and automatically executing a cluster 
regeneration process. For example, the system may be con 
figured to automatically regenerate clusters when it detects 
that new data items (and/or other information) are received by 
the system, new data items (and/or other information) related 
to a cluster (and/or potentially related to a cluster) are 
received by the system, new data items (and/or other infor 
mation) connected to a cluster or a data item in a cluster is 
received by the system, an analyst logs into the system, and/or 
an analyst views a cluster. In another embodiment, as shown 
at block 1006c, clusters may be regenerated on demand. For 
example, clusters may be regenerated when requested by an 
analyst (via, for example, a user interface of the system). 
0293. In any of the embodiments of blocks 1006a, 1006b, 
and 1006c, all clusters may be regenerated or portions of 
clusters may be regenerated, in any combination. For 
example, clusters associated with a particular clustering strat 
egy may be generated on a particular schedule, while clusters 
associated with a different clustering strategy may be gener 
ated on a different schedule (and/or as needed and/or on 
demand). In another example, individual clusters may be 
regenerated, or other relationships among clusters may be 
used to determine which clusters are to be regenerated at a 
given time. 
0294. At optional block 1008, clusters are merged as 
described above. For example, if a regenerated cluster 
includes a data item also included in a different cluster, the 
regenerated cluster and the different cluster may optionally be 
merged. In the embodiment of FIG. 10A, only clusters gen 
erated according to the same clustering strategy (for example, 
having the same cluster type) may be merged. In this embodi 
ment, alerts generated for clusters having different cluster 
types may be linked even if the clusters are not merged, as 
described below in reference to FIGS. 21 and 22. In alterna 
tive embodiments, clusters generated according to different 
clustering strategies (for example, having different cluster 
types) may be merged. 

b. Example Method of Alert Generation 
0295 FIG. 10B is a flowchart of an example method of 
alert generation for a particular data cluster, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. At block 1022, the 
system accesses data, including data items and related meta 
data and other information, of the data cluster. As described 
below, this accessed cluster data is analyzed to generate the 
human-readable conclusions, the alert Scores, and may be 
included and organized in the user interface of the alert. At 
block 1024, the system determines the cluster type of the data 
cluster. As mentioned above, a data cluster generated accord 
ing to a given clustering strategy (and its associated seed 
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generation strategy or strategies) may be understood as hav 
ing a “cluster type' (also referred to as a “data cluster type’) 
corresponding to that clustering strategy. 
0296. At block 1026, having determined the cluster type of 
the data cluster, the system accesses one or more cluster 
analysis rules or criteria associated with that cluster type. As 
various data clusters may be generated according to different 
clustering strategies, and each of the clustering strategies may 
be associated with differing types of investigations, the analy 
sis rules or criteria used to analyze the clusters vary according 
to the cluster types and their respective associated types of 
investigations. 
0297. At block 1028, the system analyzes the data cluster 
based on the accessed analysis rules/criteria. The cluster data 
is then evaluated by the system (for example, by the cluster/ 
rules engine 120) according to the analysis rules/criteria. 
Many examples of cluster analysis according to various clus 
tering strategies are described in the various related applica 
tions listed above and previously incorporated by reference 
herein. In the various examples, analysis of clusters may be 
described in the context of cluster scoring (for example, gen 
erating of clusters scores and/or metascores). For example, in 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/139,628, cluster data is 
scored and/or analyzed in various contexts including, among 
others: 

0298 Tax Fraud Detection, in which clusters are ana 
lyzed to determine a number of known fraudulent 
returns in a cluster, a number of first-time filers in the 
cluster, and/or a mismatch between reported incomes in 
the cluster, among others. 

0299 Beaconing Malware Detection, in which clusters 
are analyzed to determine a number of known bad 
domains in a cluster, an average request size in the clus 
ter, and/or a number of requests blocked by a proxy in 
the cluster, among others. 

0300 Additional examples are described below in refer 
ence to FIGS. 24A-24C, 25A-25B, 26A-26C, and 27A-27C, 
in which cluster data is scored and/or analyzed in various 
contexts including: 

0301 Internal and External Phishing, in which clusters 
are analyzed to determine a most common email Subject 
of emails in the cluster, numbers of emails in the cluster 
sent within particular time periods, and/or number of 
recipients of emails in the cluster, among others. 

0302 Internal and External Threat Intel, in which clus 
ters are analyzed to determine a number of URLs in the 
cluster referenced by an analyzed malware data item, a 
percentage of traffic in the cluster categorized as likely 
malicious, and/or a highest organizationally hierarchical 
position of a person in the cluster associated with a 
malicious connection, among others. 

0303 IDS (Intrusion Detection System), in which clus 
ters are analyzed to determine a time spanned by alert 
notices in the cluster and/or a number of alert notices 
associated with particular IP addresses, among others. 

i. “Conclusions' 

(0304. At block 1030 of FIG. 10B, the system generates 
one or more conclusions for the analyzed data cluster based 
on the cluster analysis. As described above, the generated 
conclusions (also referred to herein as Summaries) comprise 
compact, human-readable phrases or sentences that provide 
highly relevant, and easily evaluated (by a human analyst), 
information regarding the data in the cluster (for example, 
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data items and metadata). The conclusions may be useful to 
an analyst in evaluating the importance or criticality of the 
cluster in the context of a particular investigation. As with the 
analysis rules/criteria described above, each cluster type may 
be related to a set of conclusions appropriate to the type of 
investigation associated with the cluster type. FIG. 10C illus 
trates various example templates for conclusions (also 
referred to herein as “conclusion templates') associated with 
various types of data clusters, according to an embodiment. 
For example, five cluster types (which are each associated 
with various seed generation, clustering, and scoring strate 
gies) are included in the example embodiment of FIG. 10C: 
Internal Phishing. External Phishing, Internal Threat Intel, 
External Threat Intel, and IDS (short for Intrusion Detection 
System). Each of the example cluster types is associated with 
one or more conclusion templates, as shown in the right 
column of the table of FIG. 10C. The conclusion templates 
include fields (indicated by the symbols < and >) into which 
cluster information, obtained as a result of the cluster analy 
sis, is inserted when the conclusion is generated. 
0305 For example, in reference to the embodiment of 
FIG. 10C, for the cluster type “External Phishing, a conclu 
sion template is “This campaign consists of <m emails Sub 
mitted to external Abuse, where <m indicates a field to be 
filled in by the system based on the cluster analysis, and 
“external Abuse' may refer to an email address or box. In 
generating this conclusion, the system accesses the relevant 
set of conclusions (for example, conclusions associated with 
the type of the cluster analyzed) and inserts relevant cluster 
analysis data into each of the conclusions (for example, “This 
campaign consists of 25 emails Submitted to external 
Abuse'). In another example, for the cluster type “External 
Threat Intel.” a conclusion template is “sks% of proxy traffic 
was blocked, and <ls% was marked as malicious by Proxy.” 
where <ki> and <ld indicate fields to be filled in by the system 
based on the cluster analysis. In generating this conclusion, 
the system accesses the relevant set of conclusions (for 
example, conclusions associated with the type of the cluster 
analyzed) and inserts relevant cluster analysis data into each 
of the conclusion templates (for example, “10% of proxy 
traffic was blocked, and 7% was marked as malicious by 
Proxy”). 
0306 In an embodiment, conclusion templates, such as 
those listed in the table of FIG. 10C, may be manually gen 
erated by humans based on a determination of information 
likely to be helpful to an analyst in evaluating alerts/clusters. 
The manually generated conclusion templates associated 
with respective cluster types may then be automatically 
accessed by the system (e.g., after automatically determining 
which conclusion templates are applicable), relevant data 
may be inserted into any indicated fields, and conclusions 
may then be automatically generated based on the selected 
conclusion template(s) and presented on a user interface (as 
described below). In another embodiment, the system may 
automatically use heuristics to generate conclusion templates 
that may then be presented by the system. In this example, the 
system may determine, over time, information most useful to 
analysts, and thereby generate conclusion templates and con 
clusions based on that useful information. 

0307. In an embodiment, a predefined group of conclu 
sions may be associated with each cluster type. In this 
embodiment, all conclusions in the relevant group may be 
generated and presented in the user interface for each respec 
tive alert. In another embodiment, various conclusions may 
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be associated with each cluster type, and the system may 
determine particular conclusions, based on the cluster analy 
sis, to generate and present in the user interface. In this 
embodiment, the system may select particular conclusions 
based on a likelihood that the particular conclusions will be 
helpful to the analyst in evaluating the cluster. For example, 
when a cluster does not have any data items (and/or other 
information) of a particular type that are enumerated (and/or 
otherwise evaluated) in a particular conclusion, that particu 
lar conclusion may not be displayed to the analyst. Alterna 
tively, the system may indicate to the analyst that the particu 
lar conclusion is not applicable to the cluster. 
0308. In an embodiment, conclusions may be unique to 
each cluster type. In another embodiment, conclusions may 
be applicable to multiple cluster types. 
0309. In an embodiment, a conclusion may not express an 
opinion, but may only provide factual information. For 
example, “Less than 1 MB of data was exchanged with the 
following URL: http://example.com.” In another embodi 
ment, a conclusion may express an opinion if a judgment 
threshold is provided (for example, some factual basis for the 
opinion), but not otherwise. For example, an appropriate con 
clusion may be “Only a small amount of data, 0.7 MB, was 
exchanged with the following URL: http://example.com.” 
while an inappropriate conclusion may be "Only a small 
amount of data was exchanged with the following URL: 
http://example.com. In various embodiments, conclusions 
generated by the system provide factual and/or opinion infor 
mation to the analyst in the context of a particular investiga 
tion and/or cluster/alert type. 
0310. In an embodiment, each conclusion is limited to a 
particular number of words, for example, 10, 15, or some 
other number. In an embodiment, each user interface associ 
ated with an alert (as described below) displays between one 
and some other number of conclusions, for example, 2, 3, 4, 
5, among others. 

ii. “Alert Score’ 

0311 Turning again to the embodiment shown in FIG. 
10B, at block 1032, the system generates an alert score for the 
analyzed data cluster based on the cluster analysis. As 
described above, the alert Score may be the same as, similar 
to, and/or based on any of the scores, metascores, and/or 
conclusions described herein. An alert score may provide an 
initial indication to an analyst of a likelihood that a cluster/ 
alert is important or critical in the context of a particular 
investigation (for example, a degree of correlation between 
characteristics of the cluster/alert and the analysis rules/cri 
teria). As described below, the alert score is represented in the 
analysis user interface by an indicator, icon, color, and/or the 
like. An analyst may sort alerts/clusters based on the alert 
scores so as to enable an efficient investigation of more impor 
tant alerts/clusters first. 

0312. In an embodiment, the alert score may be a metas 
core, and may be one of multiple values. For example, the 
alert Score may be one of three values corresponding to, for 
example, a high alert, a medium alert, or a low alert. In other 
embodiments, the alert Score may be partitioned into more or 
fewer values. Examples of various scores and metascores 
associated with various cluster strategies are described in the 
various related applications listed above and previously 
incorporated by reference herein. For example, in U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 14/139,628, example cluster metascores 
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are described in the contexts of tax fraud detection, beaconing 
malware detection, malware user-agent detection, and activ 
ity trend detection. 
0313 As mentioned above, in an embodiment, the alert 
score may be binned into one of three bins corresponding to a 
high alert, a medium alert, or a low alert. Each alert level may 
be associated with an indicator, icon, color, and/or the like. 
For example, a high alert may be associated with red (and/or 
another color), a medium alert may be associated with orange 
(and/or another color), and a low alert may be associated grey 
(and/or another color). 
0314. In an embodiment, the cluster alert score is deter 
mined based on and conveys both a determined importance? 
criticality (for example, a metascore comprising scores show 
ing a high number of data items may indicate likely fraud) and 
a confidence level in the determined importance/criticality. 
For example: 

0315. A high alert may be indicated when: 
0316 an importance metascore is above a particular 
threshold (for example, greater than 60%, or some 
other percent or number), AND a confidence level is 
above a particular threshold (for example, greater 
than 70%, or some other percent or number). 

0317. A medium alert may be indicated when: 
0318 an importance metascore is below a particular 
threshold (for example, less than 60%, or some other 
percent or number), AND a confidence level is above 
a particular threshold (for example, greater than 70%, 
or some other percent or number), OR 

0319 an importance metascore is above a particular 
threshold (for example, greater than 60%, or some 
other percent or number), AND a confidence level is 
below a particular threshold (for example, less than 
30%, or some other percent or number). 

0320 A low alert may be indicated when: 
0321) either an importance metascore is below a par 
ticular threshold (for example, less than 60%, or some 
other percent or number), OR a confidence level is 
below a particular threshold (for example, less than 
30%, or some other percent or number). 

0322. In other embodiments, other criteria may be used to 
determine alert levels to provide to the end user, possibly 
based on additional or fewer parameters than discussed 
above. In some examples, alerts are associated with ranges of 
importance metascores and/or confidence levels, rather than 
only a minimum or maximum level of particular scores as in 
the examples above. 
0323. In an embodiment, a confidence level may be deter 
mined based on a false positive rate. The false positive rate 
may be based on, for example, historical information indicat 
ing how frequently other clusters having similar fraud indi 
cators (for example, indicators used in the determination of 
the importance metascore) have been determined, after 
human analysis, to be critical or not consistent with the impor 
tance metascore. The false positive rate may also (or alterna 
tively) be based on, for example, information provided from 
third-parties, such as blacklists that include a likelihood that 
any item on the blacklist is a false positive. 
0324. As mentioned above, in an embodiment the alert 
score may be based on one or more cluster scores and/or the 
analysis rules/criteria. In this embodiment, a high alert score 
may indicate a high degree of correlation between character 
istics (for example, data and metadata) of the cluster and the 
analysis rules/criteria (that may, for example, indicate a like 
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lihood of fraud, among other indications). Similarly, a low 
alert score may indicate a high degree of correlation between 
characteristics of the cluster and the analysis rules/criteria. 

c. Example Analysis User Interfaces 
0325 FIGS. 11-20 illustrate example data cluster analysis 
user interfaces of the data analysis system, according to 
embodiments of the present disclosure. In various embodi 
ments, aspects of the user interfaces may be rearranged from 
what is shown and described below, and/or particular aspects 
may or may not be included. However, the embodiments 
described below in reference to FIGS. 11-20 provides 
example analysis user interfaces of the system. 
0326 FIG. 11 illustrates a user interface 1102 of the sys 
tem in which various indicators of alerts associated with 
various types of clusters are displayed, according to an 
embodiment. The user interface 1102 includes a panel 1104 
including a listing of various cluster types 1106 (which are 
each associated with respective clustering strategies). Selec 
tion of one of the cluster types 1106 results in a display of 
indications of associated alerts in the panel 1112. In FIG. 11, 
selection of All 1108 causes display of a combined list of 
indicators associated with all types of clusters in the panel 
1112. Indicator 1110 shows a number of alerts among all the 
cluster types. In the panel 1112, at 1114 it is indicated that the 
present view is the “Inbox. The Inbox includes indications of 
alerts that have not yet been Archived by the analyst (as 
described below). Alternatively, the Inbox may show indica 
tions of alerts that have not yet been viewed by the analyst. 
0327. At 1116 an indication of an alert is shown. As dis 
cussed above, each listed alert corresponds to a particular data 
item cluster that has been generated, analyzed, and scored. 
Various details related to the alert are displayed including an 
alert title (for example, “ Activity summary for 
Acctii1074911), an indication of a time 1118 when the event 
associated with the alert occurred (for example, “1 hour 
ago), and an indication of the cluster type 1120 (for example, 
“SYNTHETICS”). The alert title may be a single, human 
readable Summary phrase or sentence, and may be generated 
similar to the generation of conclusions described above, 
and/or may be (or include) one of the conclusions described 
above. In the example shown, the alert 1116 is related to 
identification of fraudulent bank accounts, and the alert title 
indicates the number of the primary bank account associated 
with the cluster. Additionally, the “” symbol shown at the 
beginning of the alert title provides an indication of the alert 
score of the alert. In the example shown, a “” indicated a 
medium risk level, a “” indicates a high risk level, and no 
symbol indicates a low risk level. In other embodiments the 
alert level of an alert may be indicated by an icon and/or 
coloring of the alert indicator, among other indications. The 
analyst may select any of the listed alert indicators to view 
additional detail related to the selected alert. In an embodi 
ment, the list of alert indicators may automatically be sorted 
according to one or more criteria, for example, the alert score. 
In an embodiment, the analysis may choose to sort the list of 
alert indicators as desired. In an embodiment, the time 1118 
may be a time when the alert was generated, rather than the 
time the event associated with the alert occurred. In another 
embodiment, the time 1118 may include both the time the 
alert was generated and the time the event associated with the 
alert occurred. 
0328 FIG. 12 illustrates a user interface 1202 of the sys 
tem in which a particular selected alert is displayed, accord 
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ing to an embodiment. The upper portion 1203 of the user 
interface may be colored to correspond to the alert score, as 
described above. At 1204 the alert title is displayed. A unique 
icon 1205 associated with the cluster types may be displayed. 
At 1206, an indication of the cluster type is given, as well as 
a unique identifier of the alert (for example, "#116, which 
may be useful for further investigation, note taking, and/or 
sharing by the analyst). At 1208 Various conclusions (gener 
ated as described above) associated with the cluster are dis 
played. For example, in the cluster represented by the alert 
shown, the conclusions indicate that there have been no 
money transfers to other accounts, there are 13 transactions, 
the largest transaction is S9,897.61, and 2 online accounts 
have been accessed by 29 computers. Such information may 
be helpful to an analyst in evaluating whether or not the alert 
includes accounts associated with fraudulent identities (also 
referred to as synthetic identities). 
0329 Selectable buttons 1210 and 1212 (and/or other user 
interface elements) are displayed by which the analyst may 
access detailed cluster data. For example, the analyst may 
select “Latest Online Account Logins' button 1210 to view a 
listing of most recent account login data panel 1214. Simi 
larly, the analyst may select “Latest Transactions' 1212 to 
view a listing of transaction data in the panel 1214. Additional 
buttons or controls may be included in the display such that 
the analyst may view other data related to the cluster. As 
shown, the data displayed in the panel 1214 may be organized 
in a table including columns and rows. Data displayed may be 
drawn from various data items and/or other information 
included in the cluster. The particular buttons (such as buttons 
1210 and 1212) displayed in the alert may be defined by the 
clustering strategy and/or another set of rules related to the 
cluster type. FIG. 13 shows the same alert as shown in FIG. 
12, however the latest transactions button 1212 has been 
selected by the analyst, such that the information in panel 
1214 is updated to show a listing of most recent transactions. 
In an embodiment, information shown in the panel 1214 may 
be automatically sorted chronologically from most recent 
event. Further the analyst may select the button 1302 to view 
further additional cluster data. 

0330. In other embodiments, the user interface may 
include links (for example, via buttons or other user interface 
elements) to relevant cluster information internal to an orga 
nization using the data analysis system, external to the orga 
nization, and/or other types information. 
0331 FIG. 14 illustrates a user interface 1402 of the sys 
tem that is displayed when the show logs button 1302 (of FIG. 
13) is selected, according to an embodiment. The user inter 
face includes various cluster data and information 1404 orga 
nized in a table, a dropdown list of data types or sources 1406, 
a time filter 1408, and the button 1302 that may be selected to 
go back to the alert display of FIG. 12 or 13. The cluster data 
and information 1404 may be drawn from various data items 
and/or other information included in the cluster. The table 
shown is a stacked table, meaning that multiple differing 
types of data are displayed in the table, and the types of data 
displayed in a given column or row of the table may change 
within the given column or row. For example, as the drop 
down 1406 indicates that all data types are displayed, the top 
portion of the table, as indicated by the left-most column, 
includes Address data items, the next portion of the table 
(below the top portion) includes Transaction data items, the 
next portion of the table includes Account data items, the next 
portion of the table includes Online Account data items, and 
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the bottom portion of the table includes Customer data items. 
The analyst or other user may scroll down the table to view 
additional table entries, and/or may scroll horizontally to 
view additional columns of the table. In various embodiments 
the table may or may not be sorted by default in a chronologi 
cal order, and the columns may or may not be arranged such 
that the first column for each data type is a timestamp. In an 
embodiment, information displayed in the table is raw data 
drawn from entries associated with data items of the cluster. 

0332 FIG. 15 illustrates the same user interface as shown 
in FIG. 14, but shows various changes made by the analyst, 
according to an embodiment. For example, the analyst has 
selected the dropdown box 1406 to view the various types of 
data that may be selected. Further, the analyst has moved a 
starting-time indicator 1502 on the time filter 1408. Moving 
the starting-time indicator 1502 causes the data displayed in 
the table to be filtered to include only data that was produced 
and/or relates to items or events that occurred within a time 
span indicated by the starting-time indicator 1502 and an 
ending-time indicator 1504. 
0333 FIG. 16 illustrates the same user interface as shown 
in FIG. 14, but shows various changes made by the analyst. 
For example, the analyst has selected to view only Transac 
tion data items via the dropdown box 1406. Further, the 
analyst has adjusted the time filter 1408 to filter that data 
items for a different particular time span. Accordingly, the 
table 1602 only displayed Transaction information related to 
the specified time span. 
0334 FIG. 17 illustrates the same user interface as shown 
in FIG. 14, but shows that the analyst may further filter the 
data displayed in the table by values in any of the columns. 
For example, a Type dropdown menu 1702 may be used by 
the analyst to specify particular types of transactions that are 
to be displayed in the table, such that other types of transac 
tions are not displayed. The analyst may specify multiple 
types by selection and/or text input, and may selectively 
remove types that are selected. 
0335 FIG. 18 illustrates a user interface 1802 similar to 
the user interface of FIG. 11, according to an embodiment. In 
the user interface of FIG. 18, at 1804 the user has selected to 
view only indications of alerts of the type “Synthetics.” Addi 
tionally, FIG. 18 illustrates that the analyst may select mul 
tiple indications of alerts, as shown at 1806, such that multiple 
alerts may be “archived simultaneously by selection of the 
archive button 1808. Archiving alerts causes the alerts to be 
removed from the “Inbox' display. As shown in user interface 
1902 of FIG. 19, the analyst may select to view “archived” 
alerts via the dropdown box 1904. Archived alerts are dis 
played in a list similar to the list of alerts provided in the 
Inbox. In an embodiment, archiving of alerts enables an ana 
lyst to indicate that they have reviewed a particular alert. The 
analyst may move the alert from the archive back to the inbox. 
Further, in other embodiments, alerts may be moved to addi 
tional categories (default and/or user defined), for example, a 
“Starred category may be available. Archived alerts may 
automatically be moved back into the inbox when new data 
items are added to a cluster associated with an archived alert, 
Such as when the cluster is regenerated, for example. 
0336 FIG. 20 illustrates a user interface 2002, similar to 
the user interface of FIG. 11, in which the left panel 1104 has 
been collapsed (as indicated by 2004) to provide a more 
streamlined display for the analyst, according to an embodi 
ment. 
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0337. In an embodiment, the alert user interface, for 
example the user interface of FIG. 12, may include user 
interface elements (such as buttons) selectable by the analyst 
to cause the system to archive an alert, categorize an alert, 
change analert level, and/or share analert with other analysts. 
In an embodiment, the alert user interface may include a 
button to add the cluster data items of a graph, as described in 
various related applications listed above and previously 
incorporated by reference herein. Further, the system may 
enable an analyst viewing a graph of data items to go to alerts 
representing clusters in which that data item is included. 
0338. In an embodiment, the analysis user interface, for 
example the user interface of FIG. 11, may include further 
details related to each of the indicated alerts. For example, the 
user interface of FIG. 11 may include conclusions associated 
with each of the listed alert indications. Providing data to the 
analyst in this way may enable the analyst to efficiently evalu 
ate clusters without necessarily viewing the alert user inter 
face. 
0339. In an embodiment, the analysis user interface, for 
example the user interface of FIG. 11, may include, in the list 
of indications of alerts, indications of events of interest to the 
analyst but generated by other processed. For example, the 
list may include indications of notices generated by third 
party software (for example, a virus Scanner). 

d. Linking of Related Alerts/Clusters 
0340 FIG. 21 is a flowchart of an example method of 
linking related alerts or data clusters, according to an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure. As described above, when 
clusters are regenerated, if two clusters of the same type have 
common data items, the two cluster of the same type may then 
be merged. However, when two clusters having different clus 
ter types include common data items, they are not generally 
merged. In order to notify the analyst that two data clusters of 
different types have common data items, the example method 
of FIG. 21 may be executed by the system. Such a notification 
may advantageously enable an analyst, for example, to find 
additional connections in the context of an investigation. For 
example, the analyst may discover that an item of malware 
associated with a malware cluster is hosted at a website that is 
linked to by phishing emails in a phishing cluster. 
(0341. In the example method of FIG. 21, at block 2102, the 
system finds or determines clusters of different cluster types 
(for example, that were generated according to different clus 
tering strategies) that have common data items (and/or other 
information). At optional block 2104, a link between the 
related clusters/alerts may be generated. FIG.22 illustrates an 
example data cluster analysis user interface 2202 in which 
related alerts or data clusters are linked to one another, 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As 
shown, at 2404 links from the current alert/cluster to two 
other related alerts/clusters is provided. The analyst may then 
select one of the links (for example, either “Cluster ABC or 
“Cluster XYZ) to view the alert pertaining to that cluster. In 
an embodiment, an indication of the common data items 
among the clusters is provided in the user interface. 
0342 Turning again to the example method of FIG. 21, at 
optional block 2106 the clusters/alerts may be merged. For 
example, rather than simply linking among related alerts (as 
in FIG. 22), the system may combine the alerts into a single 
alert user interface. 
(0343 Further, in the example method of FIG. 21, at 
optional block 2108, the analyst may be notified when two 
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clusters/alerts are linked or related. For example, the analyst 
may be notified via a popup message displaying in the analy 
sis user interface, via an email or other message, and/or via 
any other appropriate communications method. 

e. Regenerated Clusters/Alerts 

0344. In an embodiment, when a cluster is regenerated, as 
described above with reference to block 1006 of FIG.10A, an 
alert may be updated, the analyst may be notified, and/or a 
new alert may be generated. FIG. 23 is a flowchart of an 
example method of updating alerts in response to cluster 
regeneration, according to an embodiment of the present dis 
closure. At block 2302 of the example method shown, a 
cluster has been regenerated. At block 2304, the system deter 
mines whether any changes have been made to the cluster (for 
example, any new data items added to the cluster). If not, then 
at block 2306 the alert corresponding to the cluster is not 
updated and the method ends. If so, then at block 2308 the 
system determines whether the analyst has viewed and/or 
archived the alert corresponding to the cluster. If not, then at 
block 2310 the alert is updated such that the cluster analysis is 
rerun, and the alert data (for example, the conclusions) is 
regenerated, on the new cluster including the new data items. 
In this block, as the analyst has not previously interacted with 
the alert, no notifications regarding changes to the alert/clus 
ter are provided. If the analyst has viewed and/or archived the 
alert, then at blocks 2312 and 2314 the alert may be updated, 
changes to the alert may be shown in the alert user interface, 
and/or a new alert may be generated and links between the 
new and old alerts may be generated and provided in the alert 
user interfaces. For example, if the analyst was to select an old 
alert that had been Superseded due to cluster regeneration, the 
system may automatically forward the analyst to the new alert 
and display a message such as “You have been redirected to 
the most recent version of this alert. Return to alert 277.” 
Selection of"Return to alert 277 may cause the old alert to be 
displayed, where a message may be included such as “There 
is a more recent version of this alert.” (which may link to the 
new alert). 
0345. In an embodiment, when regenerated clusters of a 
same cluster type are merged, alerts corresponding to those 
previous two clusters may be merged and updates may be 
displayed, and/or a new alert may be generated (and linked to 
from the old alerts) as described above. 
0346. In an embodiment, the system may provide a data 
feed including timely updates (including analysis informa 
tion) on any changes to any previously generated clusters, 
and/or any newly generated clusters. 

X. Example Applications of the Data Analysis 
System 

0347 FIGS. 24A-24C, 25A-25B, 26A-26C, and 27A 
27C, described below, illustrate a number of example appli 
cations of the data analysis system, according to embodi 
ments of the present disclosure, in which, for example, seeds 
are generated, clusters are generated, clusters are analyzed, 
alerts are generated, conclusions are generated, alert Scores 
are generated, and/or analysis user interfaces are generated 
and/or presented. For example, FIGS. 24A-24C and 25A-25B 
illustrate embodiments of the data analysis system as applied 
to detection of malware threats, FIGS. 26A-26C illustrate 
embodiments of the data analysis system as applied to net 
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work intrusion activities, and FIGS. 27 A-27C illustrate 
embodiments of the data analysis system as applied to phish 
ing threat detection. 
0348. In general the methods described below in reference 
to FIGS. 24A-24B, 25A-25B, 26A-26B, and 27A-27B illus 
trate various example embodiments of aspects of the data 
analysis system as described above in reference to, for 
example FIG. 10A. For example, FIGS. 24A, 25A, 26A, and 
27A-27B illustrate example methods of seed generation (ac 
cording to various seed generation strategies) corresponding 
to block 910 of FIG. 10A; and FIGS. 24B, 25B, 26B, and 
27A-27B illustrate example methods of cluster generation 
(according to various cluster generation strategies) corre 
sponding to block 920 of FIG. 10A. 
0349. As described above in reference to the embodiments 
of FIGS. 10A-10B, after data clusters of one or more cluster 
types are generated, the clusters may be analyzed, alerts may 
be generated, and analysis user interfaces may be generated 
and presented to an analyst (for example, as shown in the 
example user interfaces of FIGS. 11 and 12). In the embodi 
ment of FIG. 10B described above, a given cluster is ana 
lyzed, conclusions are generated, and an alert Score is gener 
ated according to analysis rules/criteria (and/or other rules/ 
criteria, for example, scoring rules) specific to a type of the 
given cluster. FIG. 10C described above illustrates example 
conclusions that may be used in the example applications of 
the data analysis system described below in reference to 
FIGS. 24A-24C, 25A-25B, 26A-26C, and 27A-27C. Further, 
FIGS. 24C, 26C, and 27C illustrate additional embodiments 
ofuser interfaces showing alerts, similar to the user interface 
of FIG. 12 described above, as applied to the described 
example applications of the data analysis system. 
0350. In the example methods described below in refer 
ence to each of FIGS. 24A-24B, 25A-25B, 26A-26B, and 
27 A-27B, in various embodiments, fewer blocks or addi 
tional blocks may be included in the example methods 
depicted, or various blocks may be performed in an order 
different from that shown in the figures. Further, in various 
embodiments, one or more blocks in the figures may be 
performed by various components of the data analysis sys 
tem, for example, server computing system 110 (as described 
above), the cluster/rules engine 120 (as described above), the 
user interface engine 126 (as described above), other compo 
nents or aspects of the data analysis system, and/or another 
Suitable computing system. 

XI. Example Application of the Data Analysis 
System to Malware Threat Detection 

0351 FIGS. 24A-24C and 25A-25B illustrate various 
methods and user interfaces of the data analysis system as 
applied to malware threat detection, according to embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. Malware may include any 
Software program (and/or group of Software programs) 
installed on a computer system and/or a network of computer 
systems maliciously and/or without authorization. When 
executed, an item of malware may take any number of unde 
sirable actions including, for example, collection of private or 
sensitive information (for example, personal data and infor 
mation, passwords and usernames, and the like), transmission 
of the collected information to another computing device, 
destruction or modification of data (for example, accessing, 
modifying, and/or deleting files), communication with other 
malware, transmission or replication of malware onto other 
connected computing devices or systems, transmission of 
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data so as to attack another computing device or system (for 
example, a Distributed Denial of Service Attack), and/or 
hijacking of processing power, just to name a few. In most 
cases such malware infects a computing device via a network 
connection (for example, a connection to the Internet), and 
communicates with another computing device or system (for 
example, another Internet-connected computing device) to 
accomplish its purpose. Oftentimes malware is well hidden in 
the infected computing device such that it may not be detect 
able to an average user of the computing device. 
0352 Detection and removal of malware from infected 
computing devices and/or systems is a highly desirable, but 
oftentimes challenging task. Detection of malware is of par 
ticular importance to organizations (for example, businesses) 
that maintain internal networks of computing devices that 
may be connected to various external networks of computing 
devices (for example, the Internet) because infection of a 
single computing device of the internal network may quickly 
spread to other computing devices of the internal network and 
may result in significant data loss and/or financial conse 
quences. Traditional anti-malware software applications may 
detect previously known malware on a single computing 
device, but a network of computing device may remain Vul 
nerable and no further information and/or related data items 
may be provided to, for example, a user of the computing 
device. 

0353. The data analysis system may be used, as described 
below, to automatically, efficiently, and effectively detect 
malware activities on a network, and identify and cluster 
various data items related to the detected malware. The clus 
tered data items may include, for example, particular com 
puting devices infected, users of those computing devices, 
and/or the like (and as described below). Such a data cluster 
may be analyzed by the data analysis system and an alert 
(including various conclusions) may be generated and pre 
sented to an analyst. The analyst may then efficiently review 
the alert, accurately determine whether the alert indicates a 
malware threat (and assess a level of the threat), and take 
action to remove the malware from all infected computing 
devices. Further, as the alert/cluster includes users (for 
example, data items representing users) associated with 
infected computing devices, the analyst may determine par 
ticular users and user behaviors that may have contributed to 
the malware infection, and mitigate future risks (through, for 
example, user education). 
0354 Assessment of the level of the threat associated with 
a particular Alert (for example, generation of an alert score 
and/or evaluation by an analyst) may be enabled by clustering 
of organizational and/or hierarchical positions or groups (also 
referred to herein as “bands') associated with the clustered 
users. The organizational and/or hierarchical positions or 
groups, or "bands.” may be specific to a particular embodi 
ment of the data analysis system and/or a particular organi 
Zation for which data items are being analyzed and clustered. 
For example, "bands' for a particular organization may 
include “Senior Management' (including CEOs, COOs, and 
the like), “Middle Management' (including Vice Presidents 
and the like), “Lower Management' (including Supervisors 
and the like), and “Staff (including other employees of the 
organization). Other organizations may include other 
“bands.” may include more or fewer “bands, and/or users 
may be organized into bands differently. Accordingly, in vari 
ous embodiments of the data analysis system as applied to 
malware threat detection, various implementations of 
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“bands, or organizational and/or hierarchical positions or 
groups may be used, associated with users, and/or clustered. 
In Some embodiments, particular organizational positions are 
associated with each user (for example, data item represent 
ing a user), and the data analysis system determines a band 
associated with the organizational position based on one or 
more rules or criteria. 
0355. In addition to the description below, examples of the 
data analysis system as applied to detection of malware (in 
cluding seed generation, clustering, and cluster analysis and 
scoring) are described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
14/139,603, previously incorporated by reference herein. 
Aspects of the examples of clustering, analysis, and scoring 
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/139,603 may 
be applied to the embodiments of the data analysis system as 
applied to malware threat detection described below. 
0356. As described below, the data analysis system may be 
used in a network environment in which an internal network 
is in communication with an external network. The system 
may be used to determine whether any computer systems of 
the internal network have been infected by malware that is 
communicating with computer systems of the external net 
work. Various computerized devices may be included in the 
internal network that may be capable of capturing and/or 
logging data traffic between the internal network and the 
external network including, for example, network routers, 
proxy devices, and/or Switches. 
0357 a. Malware Threat Detection: Seed Generation 
0358 FIGS. 24A and 25A are flowcharts showing 
example methods of seed generation of the data analysis 
system as applied to malware threat detection, according to 
embodiments of the present disclosure. The seed generation 
methods of FIGS. 24A and 25A may generally be understood 
to correspond to block 910 (generate seed(s)) of the general 
ized process of FIG. 10A. FIG.24A relates to an embodiment 
of the data analysis system in which seeds are generated based 
on received suspected malware files, while FIG. 25A relates 
to an embodiment of the data analysis system in which seeds 
are generated based on external threat lists. 
0359 i. Internally Identified Seeds 
0360. As mentioned above, according to an embodiment 
seeds may be generated by the data analysis system in the 
context of malware threat analysis based on received sus 
pected malware files. Such an embodiment is described 
below in reference to FIG. 24A. 
0361 Turning to the embodiment of FIG. 24A, at block 
2402 one or more suspected malware files (also referred to 
herein as file data items) are received by the system. The file 
data items (suspected malware files) may be submitted to the 
system, for example, via a user interface and as described in 
reference to block 102 of FIG. 1 of U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 14/473,860, titled “MALWARE DATA ITEM 
ANALYSIS. previously incorporated by reference herein. In 
other embodiments, file data items may be submitted for 
analysis based on other factors, such as when a file data item 
is stored, accessed, and/or updated on a storage device of the 
system. At block 2404 (of FIG. 24A), a basic analysis of the 
file data item is initiated by the system. Examples of the basic 
analysis initiated by the system are described in reference to 
block 106 of FIG. 1 of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
14/473,860, titled “MALWARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS, 
previously incorporated by reference herein. For example, 
MD5 and SHA-1 hashes of the file data item may be deter 
mined, and/or a file size of the file data item may be deter 
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mined, among other analyses. At block 2406 (of FIG. 24A), 
an external analysis of the file data item is initiated by the 
system. Examples of the external analysis initiated by the 
system are described in reference to block 108 of FIG. 1 of 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/473,860, titled “MAL 
WARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS, previously incorporated 
by reference herein. For example, academic analyses may be 
gathered, the Suspected malware file may be executed in a 
sandbox environment, third-party analyses (for example Fire 
Eye and/or VirusTotal) may be run, files related to the file data 
item may be gathered (for example, payloads delivered in the 
sandbox environment), and/or the like. At block 2408 (of FIG. 
24A) any information and/or data generated by the basic 
and/or external analysis of the file data item are associated 
with the file data item. Such asnalysis data may be referred to 
hereinas “analysis information' and/or "analysis information 
items.” Examples of associating analysis data with the file 
data item, and examples of analysis information items, are 
described in reference to blocks 110 and 112 of FIG. 1 of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 14/473,860, titled “MALWARE 
DATA ITEMANALYSIS, previously incorporated by refer 
ence herein. For example, analysis information items associ 
ated with the file data item may include calculated hashes, file 
properties (for example, file name, file size, and/or the like), 
academic analysis information, file execution information 
(for example, effects of executing the file data item in a 
sandbox environment Such as file system and registry 
changes, payloads delivered, and/or the like), third-party 
analysis information, and/or the like. 
0362 Turning again to FIG. 24A, at block 2410 a human 
analyst’s evaluation of the file data item is received by the 
system. The analyst may provide the evaluation via, for 
example, a user interface of the data analysis system as 
described in reference to blocks 114, 120, and/or 122 of FIG. 
1 of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/473,860, titled 
“MALWARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS, previously incor 
porated by reference herein. For example, the analyst may 
review the analysis data associated with the file data item (for 
example, the external analysis including files produced by the 
file data item, actions taken by the file data item, URLs 
contacted by the file data item, and/or the like), determine that 
the file data item is likely to be malware, and may then mark 
the file data item as, for example, “malicious.” In other 
embodiments the analyst may mark the file data item as likely 
malware in other ways suitable for the system to be notified 
that the evaluation resulted in a finding that the file data item 
is likely malware. 
0363 At block 2412, when the system determines that the 
file data item is not marked as “malicious” (and/or otherwise 
not likely malware), the method proceeds to block 2414 
where it ends with respect to that submitted file data item. 
However, when the system determined that the file data item 
is marked as “malicious” (and/or otherwise likely malware), 
the method proceeds to block 2416 where the file data item is 
designated as a seed. Accordingly, the data analysis system 
may designate and use the file data items marked as “mali 
cious’ as seeds. 

0364. In some embodiments, one or more aspects of the 
basic and/or external analyses may or may not be initiated, 
and/or may be initiated in a different order. For example, the 
analysis by third-parties may not be initiated. In various 
embodiments, one or more aspects of the basic and/or exter 
nal analyses may be performed by the data analysis system 
and/or other computer systems. 
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0365 ii. Externally Identified Seeds 
0366 As also mentioned above, according to an embodi 
ment seeds may be generated by the data analysis system in 
the context of malware threat analysis based on external 
threat lists. Such an embodiment is described below in refer 
ence to FIG. 25A. 

0367 Turning now to the embodiment of FIG. 25A, at 
block 2502 one or more external threat lists are scanned by the 
system. External threat lists may include one or more lists or 
feeds of information related to malware threats. Such threat 
lists may be available for free or for payment (for example, by 
Subscription) from third-party sources. For example, Such 
threat lists may be available from vendors of anti-malware 
and other security Software. Threat lists may comprise, for 
example, blacklists provided by security services vendors. 
Threat lists may comprise frequently, or continuously, 
updated feeds of information on malware threats. Information 
provided by Such feeds may include, for example, names of 
malware files, effects of or actions taken by malware files, 
hashes or other identifiers of malware files, information trans 
mitted or received by malware files, domains or URLs which 
are contacted by or which contact malware files, and/or the 
like. Such threat lists are further typically accessible, hosted, 
and/or stored by the third parties and may be accessible via a 
network external to the internal network of the organization, 
for example, accessible via the Internet. Such threat lists are 
compiled and frequently updated by the third-party sources as 
new malware is identified for any available source. 
0368. At block 2504, the system identifies, from the 
scanned external threat lists, one or more external domains 
and/or URLs. For example, URLs (or domains extracted from 
URLs) on one or more threat lists that are indicated as related 
to malware threats (or other similar indicator) may be identi 
fied for use as seeds. For example, a domain, such as 
“examplemalwaredomain.com.” may be identified as being 
contacted by a particular item of malware on the threat list. 
Accordingly, such a domain may be understood to be related 
to undesirable malware, or malicious, activity. Any Such 
domains and/or URLs are identified and extracted from the 
external threat lists. 

0369. At block 2506, the system designates any identified 
domains and/or URLs as seeds. Accordingly, the data analy 
sis system may designate and use the domains and/or URLs as 
seeds. The designated domains and/or URLs may be referred 
to herein as “external domain data items.” 

0370 b. Malware Threat Detection: Cluster Generation 
0371 FIGS. 24B and 25B are flowcharts showing 
example methods of cluster generation performed by the data 
analysis system as applied to malware threat detection, 
according to embodiments of the present disclosure. The 
cluster generation methods of FIGS. 24B and 25B may gen 
erally be understood to correspond to block 920 (generate 
clusters(s)) of the generalized process of FIG. 10A. FIG. 24B 
relates to an embodiment of the data analysis system in which 
clusters are generated based on file data items designated as 
seeds (as described above in reference to FIG. 24A), while 
FIG. 25B relates to an embodiment of the data analysis sys 
tem in which clusters are generated based on domains and/or 
URLs designated as seeds (as described above in reference to 
FIG. 25A). 
0372 
0373) As mentioned above, according to an embodiment 
clusters may be generated by the data analysis system in the 

i. Cluster Generation Based on File Data Items 
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context of malware threat analysis based on designated file 
data items. Such an embodiment is described below in refer 
ence to FIG. 24B. 
0374 Turning to the embodiment of FIG.24B, at optional 
block 2442, one or more data stores may be scanned by the 
system to find any file data items marked as seeds (as 
described above). Block 2444 of the flowchart of FIG. 24B 
indicates that the following blocks (2446, 2448, 2450, and 
2452) may be performed for each of the file data items marked 
as seeds (as described above in reference to FIG. 24A). 
0375. At block 2446, the system extracts from the file data 
item any network indicators. Network indicators may 
include, for example, domains, URLs, and/or any other indi 
cator of network communications. For example, a particular 
file data item may include an indication of a connection to the 
domain "http://maliciousdomainexample.com’ as identified 
by the file data item analysis described above (for example, 
the basic analysis of block 2404 and/or the external analysis 
of block 2406 described in reference to FIG. 24A above). 
Accordingly, the system extracts such a domain, the domain 
being a network indicator, from the file data item. 
0376. At block 2448, the system scans communications 

traffic between the internal network and the external network 
to identify any hosts (and/or other devices) of the internal 
network accessing one of the extracted network indicators. 
Further, the system scans for any communications to or from 
the extracted network indicators. Such scanning may be 
accomplished, for example, via a network routers, proxy 
devices, and/or switches as described above. Such scanning 
may be ongoing, meaning that network communications traf 
fic is continuously monitored and connections are identified. 
Alternatively, network communication traffic may be periodi 
cally or intermittently scanned. In another embodiment, net 
work communications traffic may be continuously (and/or 
periodically and/or intermittently) scanned or monitored and 
logged in a data store. In this embodiment, the system may 
continuously (and/or periodically and/or intermittently) scan 
the stored logs of the network communications traffic to iden 
tify any hosts of the internal network accessing one of the 
extracted network indicators. 

0377 Hosts of the internal network may include, for 
example, computerized devices or systems (for example, 
servers, laptop computers, desktop computers, and/or the 
like). Hosts may be identified according to, for example, an 
associated computing device IDs, associated IP addresses, 
and/or the like). Hosts of the internal network accessing 
extracted network indicators are identified as potentially 
being infected by malware associated with the respective 
network indicators. Examples of hosts and monitoring of 
network communications are described in U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 14/139,603, previously incorporated by ref 
erence herein for all purposes. 
0378. At block 2450, data items related to the file data item 
marked as a seed, including the network indicators, identified 
hosts, and users, are clustered by the system. Clustering of 
data items may be accomplished as generally described above 
(for example, by searching various data sources for related 
data items and clustering those data items) as part of a clus 
tering strategy. In general, the seed file data item is added to a 
cluster (for example, a data cluster is instantiated with an 
initial file data item being the seed or the seed is initially 
designated as the data cluster), and as related data items are 
found (for example, the identified hosts, network indicators, 
and/or related file data items, among others) they are added to 
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the cluster. As described above, clustered data items may be 
related by, for example, sharing the same or similar proper 
ties, characteristics, and/or metadata, and are determined 
based on rules of one or more clustering strategies, such as a 
strategy that is particular to internal threat detection. 
0379. In the context of malware threat detection, data 
items that may be clustered with a file data item seed may be 
referred to as network-related data items, and may be related 
to the network communications described above which may 
be scanned and/or logged. Examples of Such network-related 
data items include, but are not limited to: users (for example, 
persons having accounts on particular computer systems or 
devices), organizational or hierarchical positions associated 
with users, external Internet Protocol addresses, external 
domains, external IP addresses associated with external 
domains, external computerized devices or systems, internal 
Internet Protocoladdresses, internal computerized devices or 
systems (also referred to herein as hosts), internal IP 
addresses that connect to external domains, internal computer 
systems that connect to external domains, other data items 
(for example, data items drawn from threat lists and/or public 
and/or private whitelists or blacklists, such as data items 
representing malware, known bad domains, known good 
domains, known bad IP addresses, and/or the like), host 
based events (such as, for example, virus scan alerts and/or 
logged events, intrusion prevention system alerts and/or 
logged events, and the like), and/or the like. 
0380. As described above, the system may iteratively gen 
erate clusters such that previously clustered data items (and/ 
or properties, characteristics, and/or metadata related to those 
clustered data items) may be used as criteria for further clus 
tering of related data items. For example, the cluster genera 
tion method may optionally repeat multiple times until, for 
example, the clustering strategy is completed and/or no addi 
tional related data items are found by the system. 
0381. In general, each data cluster generated by the system 
in the context of malware file data item threat detection cor 
responds to a particular malware file (and/or group of related 
malware files) as represented by the file data item. For 
example, when a new file data item is Submitted to the system 
and marked as a seed, if that file data item has previously been 
Submitted as a seed, that file data item may be merged into the 
cluster of the previously submitted file data item. Such a 
determination that the two file data items are the same may 
occur during seed generation (as described above and in 
reference to U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/473,860, 
titled “MALWARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS) or, alterna 
tively, it may occur during cluster generation (as described 
above). In some instances a cluster may include multiple 
different file data items that are related by, for example, a 
particular domain that both contact, and/or one or more other 
characteristics. 

0382. As indicated in FIG.24B, clusters may be generated 
periodically as network communications traffic is continu 
ously logged and/or scanned. For example, a cluster may be 
initially generated based on a seed file data item including a 
network indicator "http://maliciousdomainexample.com.” 
and various communications and related hosts and users may 
be clustered. The cluster may then be periodically regener 
ated and/or updated as new communications traffic from, for 
example, one or more hosts may include further connections 
to "http://maliciousdomainexample.com. In this example, as 
new connections are made by hosts to network indicators 
associated with the cluster, those hosts and related data items 
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are added to the cluster via, for example, cluster updating 
and/or regeneration. Such cluster regeneration is described 
above in reference to blocks 1006 and 1008 of FIG. 10A. As 
described above, clusters may be regenerated on a schedule, 
as needed, and/or on demand. 
0383. As described above in reference to blocks 1002 and 
1004 of FIG.10A, the system additionally analyzes generated 
clusters, generates alerts, and provides alerts to the analyst via 
a user interface. An example user interface is described below 
in reference to FIG. 24C. 
0384 As indicated at block 2452 of FIG. 24B, and as 
described above, as clusters are generated and regenerated, 
they may then be reanalyzed and alerts may be updated, 
linked, and/or merged. 
0385) Further examples of cluster generation and iterative 
clustering are described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
14/139,603, previously incorporated by reference herein for 
all purposes. 
0386 ii. Cluster Generation Based on Domains/URLs 
0387 As also mentioned above, according to an embodi 
ment clusters may be generated by the data analysis system in 
the context of malware threat analysis based on domains 
and/or URLS designated as seeds. Such an embodiment is 
described below in reference to FIG. 25B. 
(0388 Referring to FIG. 25B, block 2544 of the flowchart 
indicates that the following blocks (2548, 2550, and 2552) 
may be performed for each of the external domain data items 
designated as seeds (as described above in reference to FIG. 
25A). 
0389. At block 2548, the system scans communications 

traffic between the internal network and the external network 
to identify any hosts (and/or other devices) of the internal 
network accessing one of the external domain items. Further, 
the system scans for any communications to or from the 
external domain data items. This is generally accomplished as 
described above in reference to block 2448 of FIG. 24B. 
0390 At block 2550, data items related to the external 
domain data item, including the identified hosts and users, are 
clustered by the system. This is generally accomplished as 
described above in reference to block 2450 of FIG. 24B. As 
described above, in the context of malware threat detection, 
data items that may be clustered may be referred to as net 
work-related data items. In general, each data cluster gener 
ated by the system in the context of malware domain threat 
detection corresponds to a particular malware (and/or likely 
malicious) domain or URL (and/or group of domains or 
URLs) as represented by the domain data item. 
0391 As described above, clusters may be regenerated 
and/or merged as new domain data items are received and/or 
related as the same as (or, alternatively, similar to) previously 
received domain data items. Further, clusters may be gener 
ated periodically as network communications traffic is con 
tinuously logged and/or scanned. 
0392. As described above in reference to blocks 1002 and 
1004 of FIG.10A, the system additionally analyzes generated 
clusters, generates alerts, and provides alerts to the analyst via 
a user interface. An example user interface is described below 
in reference to FIG. 24C. 
0393 As indicated at block 2552 of FIG. 25B, and as 
described above, as clusters are generated and regenerated, 
they may then be reanalyzed and alerts may be updated, 
linked, and/or merged. 
0394. In an embodiment, data items identified that relate to 
a cluster (for example, additional communications and/or 
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host communications with a particular domain data item) are 
only added to the cluster if they occur within a particular time 
span as other clustered data items, or within a particular 
window of time as other clustered data items. For example, in 
the example of a same-day limitation, a cluster may include 
hosts that communicated with a particular malicious domain 
on July 17. When the system identifies new communications 
between another host and the particular malicious domain on 
July 17, the other host may be added to the cluster. However, 
when the system identifies additional communications 
between yet another host and the particular malicious domain 
on July 18, the yet other host may not be added to the cluster. 
Rather, a new cluster may be generated including the particu 
lar domain data item and the yet other host. Accordingly, in 
this embodiment, clusters are not merged when events in 
those clusters occur during different time periods (for 
example, on different days). 
0395 c. Malware Threat Detection: Alert Generation/ 
User Interface 

0396. As mentioned above, in various embodiments the 
system generates alerts corresponding to each generated clus 
ter, and provides an interface including those alerts, as 
described above in reference to block 1002 and 1004 of FIG. 
10A. Generation of alerts, according to various embodiments, 
includes analysis of the generated cluster based on analysis 
rules/criteria specific to the type of cluster (in this example, 
malware threat detection), generation of conclusions, and 
generation of alert score(s), as described in reference to FIG. 
10B above. 
0397 Examples of conclusion templates that may be 
applied by the system in the context of malware threat detec 
tion are shown in FIG. 10C described above. For example, 
“Internal Threat Intel' lists examples of conclusion templates 
that may be used with clusters based on file data items, as 
described above, while “External Threat Intel' lists examples 
of conclusion templates that may be used with clusters based 
on external domain data items, as also described above. 
0398 FIG.24C illustrates an example data cluster analysis 
user interface 2472 of the data analysis system as applied to 
malware threat detection, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. The analysis user interface 2472 is similar 
to the analysis user interface 1202 described above in refer 
ence to FIG. 12. Accordingly, the description above in refer 
ence to FIG. 12 may be understood to apply to FIG. 24C, 
where appropriate. 
0399. The analysis user interface 2472 includes header 
information 2476 including a title indicating that this alert 
relates to “Malicious Traffic by Malware.exe (where “mal 
ware.exe' may be associated with a file data item identified as 
a seed, for example), and was generated based on a cluster 
generated by the “Internal Threats' clustering strategy (for 
example, the seed generation and clustering strategies 
described above in reference to FIGS. 24A-24B). An upper 
portion of the analysis user interface 2474 is colored accord 
ing to an alert score generated for the cluster. The analysis 
user interface further includes four conclusions 2478 (similar 
to the “Internal Threat Intel' template conclusions listed in 
FIG. 10C) indicating, for example, that “malware.exe' is 
related to three network indicators (in this example, URLs), 
that twelve hosts made connections to those URLs while 5 
more hosts made connection to domains and/or IPs related to 
those URLs (and/or IPs and/or domains otherwise included in 
the cluster), that 5% of proxy traffic from those hosts was 
blocked and the last connection made by a host to one of those 
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URLs (and/or domains and/or IPs) on Dec. 6, 2011, and that 
the proxy device categorized 2% of the network traffic from 
those hosts as "Malicious/Botnet.” As mentioned above, the 
conclusions may further include, among other information, 
information related to the “bands' associated with users, for 
example, a highest band associated with any user in the clus 
ter. (See, for example, the conclusion template associated 
with “External Threat Intel: “Highest band was <z>.) Fur 
ther, the analysis user interface includes various detailed 
information regarding the cluster, including latest hosts 2480 
in the cluster (which information may include, for example, 
timestamps, hostnames and/or computing device IDs associ 
ated with hosts, user accounts and IP addresses associated 
with those hosts at the time of the timestamp, and/or external 
URLS connected to at the time of the timestamp, just to name 
a few), and latest traffic in the cluster (similar to the descrip 
tion of FIGS. 12-13 above). Further, as described above, the 
analyst may select “Show Logs' to view even further detailed 
information from the cluster, as described above in reference 
to FIGS. 14-17, for example. 
0400. As mentioned above in reference to FIG. 12, in an 
embodiment, the analysis user interface 2472 may include 
user interface elements (such as buttons) to add the cluster 
data items to a graph and/or view the cluster data items in a 
graph or other visualization, as described in various related 
applications listed above and previously incorporated by ref 
erence herein. Further, the system may enable an analyst 
viewing a graph of data items to go to alerts representing 
clusters in which that data item is included. 
0401 Advantageously, as described above and according 
to various embodiments, the data analysis system may auto 
matically generate seeds related to malware threats, cluster 
various data items related to those seeds, analyze those clus 
ters, generate human-readable conclusions, generate alerts 
and alert scores, and display a user interface including various 
information related to the alert and the cluster to an analyst. 
The analyst may then efficiently evaluate the alert and deter 
mine whether the identified file data items or external domain 
data item and related communications represent a malware 
threat critical enough that is should be further investigated. 
Various items of information generated by the system and 
provided in the alert user interface assist the analyst in per 
forming the evaluation including, for example, the alert score, 
the conclusions, and the easily accessible and filterable data 
related to the cluster. 

XII. Example Application of the Data Analysis 
System to Network Intrusion Detection 

0402 FIGS. 26A-26C illustrate various methods and a 
user interface of the data analysis system as applied to net 
work intrusion detection, according to embodiments of the 
present disclosure. An Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a 
device or application (for example, a software application) 
that monitors traffic on a network of computing devices to 
identify potentially malicious communications or activities. 
For example, an IDS may be configured to detect communi 
cations initiated or received by malware (as described above), 
identify malicious attempts to access a network without 
authorization, identify malicious attempts to access a net 
work using Stolen authentication information (for example, 
stolen passwords), and/or the like. In general, an IDS logs 
identified communications and/or activities, and provides 
notifications or reports regarding those identified communi 
cations and/or activities. Such reports may be provided to, for 
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example, a network administrator Such that the administrator 
may review the logs and take action to prevent malicious 
action, remove malware, and/or the like. Reports provided by 
an IDS may include, for example, contents of a suspicious 
communication, a source and destination of the communica 
tion (for example, a source IP address and a destination IP 
address), and/or any other information related to the identi 
fied communication and/or activity. IDS's may be located at 
a single place in a network that is being monitored (for 
example, at an access point between an internal network and 
an external network, for example, the Internet), and/or at 
multiple places in the network (for example, at each comput 
ing device on the network). In general, IDSs are arranged in 
a network such that traffic to and from all devices on the 
network may be monitored. Usually IDSs are employed such 
that an organization may monitor traffic (and detect malicious 
activity) within an internal network and between the internal 
network and one or more external networks. Examples of 
internal and external network communications, and various 
malicious activities, are described above, for example, in 
reference to FIGS. 24A-24C. 

0403 Protection of an internal network from malicious 
activity can be a challenging task. Even when an IDS identi 
fies potentially malicious communications, and provides a 
report to an administrator, the administrator often must then 
review networklogs and attempt to decipher what is going on, 
what computing devices and/or addresses are involved, and 
whether or not further action should be taken to protect the 
network. 

04.04 The data analysis system may be used, as described 
below, to automatically, efficiently, and effectively, and based 
on an IDS report, identify and cluster various data items 
related to the IDS report. The clustered data items may 
include, for example, internal and external network addresses 
(for example, domains and/or IP addresses), host devices, 
users, and/or other data items related to the IDS report (as 
described below). Such a data cluster may be analyzed by the 
data analysis system and an alert (including various conclu 
sions) may be generated and presented to an analyst. The 
analyst may then efficiently review the alert, accurately deter 
mine whether the alert indicates a threat (and assess a level of 
the threat), and take action to neutralize the threat (for 
example, by blocking communications to or from particular 
network addresses (for example, addresses associated with 
external computing devices from which an intrusion attempt 
originates), cleaning computing devices infected with mal 
ware, securing computing devices that have been compro 
mised, and/or the like. Further, as the alert/cluster includes 
users (for example, data items representing users) associated 
with computing devices in the cluster, the analyst may deter 
mine particular users and user behaviors that may have con 
tributed to the intrusion attempt (and/or other malicious activ 
ity), and mitigate future risks (through, for example, user 
education). As with the malware threat detection applications 
described above, clustered data items in this application may 
include organizational and/or hierarchical positions or groups 
(also referred to herein as “bands') associated with the clus 
tered users. 

04.05 Further, as described above in reference to the mal 
ware threat detection applications, examples of the data 
analysis system as applied to detection of malware (including 
seed generation, clustering, and cluster analysis and scoring) 
are described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/139,603, 
previously incorporated by reference herein. Aspects of the 
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examples of clustering, analysis, and scoring described in 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/139,603 may be applied to 
the embodiments of the data analysis system as applied to 
network intrusion detection described below. 
0406 As described above and below, the data analysis 
system may be used in a network environment in which an 
internal network is in communication with an external net 
work. Various computerized devices may be included in the 
internal network that may be capable of capturing, analyzing, 
and/or logging data traffic between the internal network and 
the external network including, for example, IDSs, network 
routers, proxy devices, and/or Switches. 
0407 a. Network Intrusion Detection: Seed Generation 
0408 FIG. 26A is a flowchart of an example of a seed 
generation method of the data analysis system as applied to 
network intrusion detection, according to an embodiment of 
the present disclosure. The seed generation method of FIG. 
26A may generally be understood to correspond to block 910 
(generate seed(s)) of the generalized process of FIG. 10A. 
04.09. At block 2602, one or more Intrusion Detection 
System (IDS) reports are received by the system. In the 
embodiment of FIG. 26A, the IDS report(s) are received from 
one or more IDS devices located within the internal network, 
and may be provided by third parties. In another embodiment, 
the IDS(s) may be integrated with the data analysis system 
and/or may comprise one or more software applications 
installed on computing devices of the internal network (for 
example, servers, desktop computers, laptop computers, rout 
ers, proxy devices, and/or the like). 
0410. At block 2604, the received IDS reports may option 
ally be stored by the system in, for example, one or more data 
stores as described above. Then, at block 2606, the IDS 
reports may be scanned by the system to extract and/or parse 
information from the IDS reports. Alternatively, the IDS 
reports may be scanned by the system immediately and/or 
shortly after being received, and the extracted and/or parsed 
information may then be used by the system (as described 
below) and/or temporarily stored in, for example, one or more 
data stores. In various embodiments IDS reports may be 
scanned on a schedule, as needed, and/or on demand (similar 
to the description of blocks 1006a, 1006b, and 1006c of FIG. 
10A given above). For example, in an embodiment received 
IDS reports are stored as they are received, and then periodi 
cally scanned. In another embodiment, IDS reports may be 
scanned continuously (for example, immediately or Substan 
tially immediately upon receipt) by the system. 
0411 Information extracted and/or parsed from the IDS 
reports may include, for example, contents of (for example, 
data associated with) a Suspicious communication, a source 
and destination of the communication (for example, a source 
IP address and a destination IP address), and/or the like. 
0412. At block 2608, the system performs a WHOIS 
lookup on the extracted Source and destination IP addresses 
(and/or, for example, Source and destination domain 
addresses) associated with each IDS report so as to identify 
which address is internal to the internal network and with 
address is external to the internal network. In general, a 
WHOIS lookup comprises a query of a database of informa 
tion related to various IP addresses and/or domain addresses. 
The information provided in response to a WHOIS lookup 
may include, for example, a location of a computing device 
associated with the address, registered users associated with 
the address, and/or the like. In an embodiment, the WHOIS 
lookup may be directed to a third-party WHOIS service pro 
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vider. In another embodiment, a WHOIS lookup service and/ 
or database may be maintained by the data analysis system. 
0413 Based on the response to the WHOIS lookup, the 
system determines which of the addresses associated with a 
particular IDS report are external and which are internal. For 
example, the WHOIS lookup may indicate that a computing 
device associated with a particular IP address is located in a 
country (and/or address) different from any in which the 
organization's network is located. 
0414. In another embodiment, the system may access to a 

list of IP addresses associated with the organization. In this 
embodiment, the system may compare IP addresses associ 
ated with a particular IDS report to the list of IP addresses 
associated with the organization to determine which IP 
addresses associated with the particular IDS report are exter 
nal and which are internal. Information regarding IP 
addresses associated with, or assigned to, and organization 
may be accessed by the system from, for example, the Internet 
Assigned Numbers Authority, one or more Regional Internet 
registries, and/or any other provider of IP address allocation 
and/or assignment information provider. 
0415. Accordingly, in any of the embodiments described 
above, the system may determine which IP addresses are 
external to the internal network. Such addresses are referred 
to herein as “external addresses” and, at block 2610, the 
system designates and uses those external addresses as seeds. 
0416 b. Network Intrusion Detection: Cluster Generation 
0417 FIG. 26B is a flowchart of an example of a clustering 
method performed by the data analysis system as applied to 
network intrusion detection, according to an embodiment of 
the present disclosure. The cluster generation method of FIG. 
26B may generally be understood to correspond to block 920 
(generate clusters(s)) of the generalized process of FIG. 10A. 
Block 2644 of the flowchart of FIG. 26B indicates that the 
following blocks (2646 and 2650) may be performed for each 
of the external addresses marked as seeds (as described above 
in reference to FIG. 26A). 
0418. At block 2646, the system clusters any data items 
that are related to the seed including, for example, internal 
addresses extracted from the IDS report (for example, inter 
nal IP addresses and/or domain addresses), any other infor 
mation extracted from the IDS report, any information gath 
ered via the WHOIS lookups, hosts associated with the 
network addresses, users associated with the hosts, and/or the 
like. Additionally, other network traffic information clustered 
may include information gathered from firewall devices and/ 
or routers of the network (for example, fingerprints, signa 
tures, and/or hashes associated with malware items and/or 
particular communications). 
0419 Clustering of data items may be accomplished as 
generally described above (for example, by searching various 
data sources for related data items and clustering those data 
items) as part of a clustering strategy. In general, the seed file 
data item is added to a cluster (for example, a data cluster is 
instantiated with an initial clustered data item being the seed 
or the seed is initially designated as the data cluster), and as 
related data items are found (for example, the various data 
items mentioned above and below) they are added to the 
cluster. As described above, clustered data items may be 
related by, for example, sharing the same or similar proper 
ties, characteristics, and/or metadata. 
0420. In the context of network intrusion detection, data 
items that may be clustered may be referred to as network 
related data items, and may be related to the network com 
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munications described above which may be scanned and/or 
logged. Examples of such network-related data items include, 
but are not limited to: users (for example, persons having 
accounts on particular computer systems or devices), organi 
Zational or hierarchical positions associated with users (re 
ferred to herein as “band' levels and described above), exter 
nal Internet Protocoladdresses, external domains, external IP 
addresses associated with external domains, external comput 
erized devices or systems, internal Internet Protocol 
addresses, internal computerized devices or systems (also 
referred to herein as hosts), internal IP addresses that connect 
to external domains, internal computer systems that connect 
to external domains, other data items (for example, data items 
drawn from threat lists and/or public and/or private whitelists 
or blacklists, such as data items representing malware, known 
bad domains, known good domains, known bad IP addresses, 
and/or the like), host-based events (such as, for example, 
virus Scan alerts and/or logged events, intrusion prevention 
system alerts and/or logged events, and the like), WHOIS 
information associated with network addresses (for example, 
geographical location information and/or registration infor 
mation), information extracted from IDSs (as described 
above), network firewall- and/or router-gathered information 
(for example, fingerprints, signatures, and/or hashes associ 
ated with malware items and/or particular communications), 
and/or the like. 

0421. As described above, and as indicated by decision 
block 2648, the system may iteratively generate clusters such 
that previously clustered data items (and/or properties, char 
acteristics, and/or metadata related to those clustered data 
items) may be used as criteria for further clustering of related 
data items. For example, the cluster generation method may 
optionally repeat multiple times until, for example, the clus 
tering strategy is completed and/or no additional related data 
items are found by the system. When the clustering strategy is 
complete, the method may continue to block 2650, as 
described below. 

0422. In general, each data cluster generated by the system 
in the context of network intrusion detection corresponds to a 
particular external address if the corresponding IDS reports 
were received within a common time period (as described 
below). For example, when a new IDS report is received by 
the system, and a previously identified external address is 
re-identified in the new IDS report, that external address may 
be merged into the cluster of the previously identified external 
address (in an embodiment, Subject to the time-period limi 
tations described below). Such a determination that the two 
identified external addresses are the same may occur during 
seed generation or, alternatively, it may occur during cluster 
generation. 
0423. As indicated by block 2650, and as mentioned 
above, in an embodiment clusters of data items based on 
common external addresses may only be merged if the cor 
responding IDS reports were received within a particular time 
period, time span, or window of time (for example, on a same 
day, in a same hour, and/or the like). For example, in the 
example of a same-day limitation, a cluster may be based on 
an external address that was extracted from an IDS report 
received on July 17. When the system identifies that same 
external address in a later received IDS report, if the later 
received IDS report is also received on July 17, the external 
address (and any related data items) may be merged into the 
same cluster. However, if the later received IDS report is 
received on July 18, a new cluster may be generated by the 
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system and the external address (and any related data items) 
may be added to that new cluster. In another embodiment, no 
time limitation is placed on cluster merging. 
0424. As mentioned above, seeds may be identified inter 
mittently (for example, on a schedule, as needed, and/or on 
demand) and/or continuously as IDS reports are received. 
Similarly, in various embodiments clusters and/or alerts (as 
described above and below) may be generated, merged, and/ 
or regenerated intermittently and/or continuously as seeds are 
identified/generated. 
0425. As described above in reference to blocks 1002 and 
1004 of FIG. 10A, the system analyzes generated clusters, 
generates alerts, and provides alerts to the analyst via a user 
interface. An example user interface is described below in 
reference to FIG. 26C. 
0426 In general, alerts/clusters are generated/regenerated 
and analyzed/reanalyzed as described above such that alerts 
are may be updated, linked, and/or merged. 
0427 Further examples of cluster generation and iterative 
clustering are described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
14/139,603, previously incorporated by reference herein for 
all purposes. 
0428 c. Network Intrusion Detection: Alert Generation/ 
User Interface 
0429. As mentioned above, in various embodiments the 
system generates alerts corresponding to each generated clus 
ter, and provides an interface including those alerts, as 
described above in reference to block 1002 and 1004 of FIG. 
10A. Generation of alerts, according to various embodiments, 
includes analysis of the generated cluster based on analysis 
rules/criteria specific to the type of cluster (in this example, 
malware threat detection), generation of conclusions, and 
generation of alert score(s), as described in reference to FIG. 
10B above. 
0430. Examples of conclusion templates that may be 
applied by the system in the context of network intrusion 
detection are shown in FIG. 10C described above. For 
example, “IDS” lists examples of conclusion templatess that 
may be used with clusters based on external addresses, as 
described above. 
0431 FIG.26C illustrates an example data cluster analysis 
user interface 2672 of the data analysis system as applied to 
network intrusion detection, according to an embodiment of 
the present disclosure. The analysis user interface 2672 is 
similar to the analysis user interface 1202 described above in 
reference to FIG. 12. Accordingly, the description above in 
reference to FIG. 12 may be understood to apply to FIG. 26C, 
where appropriate. 
0432. The analysis user interface 2672 includes header 
information 2676 including a title indicating that this alert 
relates to “10 Outbound/Inbound IDS Reports To/From 7.23. 
0.1” (where “7.23.0.1 may be an external IP address identi 
fied as a seed, for example), and was generated based on a 
cluster generated by the “IDS” clustering strategy (for 
example, the seed generation and clustering strategies 
described above in reference to FIGS. 26A-26B). An upper 
portion of the analysis user interface 2674 is colored accord 
ing to an alert Score generated for the cluster. For example, in 
one embodiment the upper portion is colored yellow to indi 
cate a medium alert, whereas a high alert may be associated 
with red coloring, and a low alert may be associated with 
green coloring (or any other coloring, formatting, or display 
settings). The analysis user interface further includes four 
conclusions 2678 (similar to the “IDS” template conclusions 
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listed in FIG. 10C) indicating, for example, that the comput 
ing device associated with the external IP address is regis 
tered to Secret, Inc. based in China; that the external IP 
address triggered 10 IDS reports related to 3 different host 
computing devices (on the internal network); that the 
received IDS reports in the cluster spanned 10 hours, 5 min 
utes, starting at 12:35; and that the most common signature 
associated with the traffic captures by the IDS was 
EXAMPLE SIGNATURE. As mentioned above, the conclu 
sions may further include, among other information, infor 
mation related to the users of the identified hosts and/or 
“bands' associated with the users, for example, a highest 
band associated with any user in the cluster. Further, the 
analysis user interface includes various detailed information 
regarding the cluster, including latest IDS Report Reference 
Numbers (for example, reference numbers associated with 
most recently received IDS reports that are included in the 
cluster) in the cluster. Further, as described above, the analyst 
may select “Show Logs' to view even further detailed infor 
mation from the cluster, as described above in reference to 
FIGS. 14-17, for example. 
0433. As mentioned above in reference to FIG. 12, in an 
embodiment, the analysis user interface 2672 may include 
user interface elements (such as buttons) to add the cluster 
data items to a graph and/or to display the cluster data items 
in a graph or any other visualization, as described in various 
related applications listed above and previously incorporated 
by reference herein. Further, the system may enable an ana 
lyst viewing a graph of data items to go to alerts representing 
clusters in which that data item is included. 
0434 Advantageously, as described above and according 
to various embodiments, the data analysis system may auto 
matically generate seeds related to potential malicious net 
work activity (for example, intrusion attempts), cluster Vari 
ous data items related to those seeds, analyze those clusters, 
generate human-readable conclusions, generate alerts and 
alert scores, and display a user interface including the various 
information related to the alert and the cluster to an analyst. 
The analyst may then efficiently evaluate the alert and deter 
mine whether the identified malicious activities and related 
data items represent an intrusion threat (or other malicious 
threat) critical enough that it should be further investigated. 
Various items of information generated by the system and 
provided in the alert user interface assist the analyst in per 
forming the evaluation including, for example, the alert score, 
the conclusions, and the easily accessible and filterable data 
related to the cluster. 

XIII. Example Application of the Data Analysis 
System to Phishing Detection 

0435 FIGS. 27 A-27C illustrate various methods and a 
user interface of the data analysis system as applied to phish 
ing threat detection, according to embodiments of the present 
disclosure. 
0436 The term “phishing,” as used herein, is a broad term 
encompassing its plain and ordinary meaning and includes, 
without limitation, all types of attempts to acquire sensitive 
information (for example, private information, usernames, 
passwords, credit card or other payment information, and/or 
the like) from a target by false representation in a communi 
cation (especially, for example, in an electronic communica 
tion Such as an email). For example, a malicious party (for 
example, an individual, group of individuals, and/or organi 
Zation) may send a phishing email to a customer of a bank 
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falsely representing that the phishing email is from the bank. 
The phishing email may request that the customer click a link 
or reply to the email with personal details, however in doing 
so that customer would be disclosing sensitive information 
not to the bank, but to the malicious party. 
0437. Phishing “campaigns” may comprise coordinated 
and/or large-scale efforts to dupe one or more targets by 
sending multiple communications (for example, emails) to 
the one or more targets. For example, many employees and/or 
customers of aparticular organization, such as a bank, may all 
be sent similar phishing emails as part of a phishing cam 
paign. 
0438 Legitimate organizations, such as business, seeking 
to establish the trust of their customers and to prevent disclo 
sure of sensitive information by their customers and/or their 
employees to malicious parties have a strong interest in 
detecting and combating phishing attempts and threats (in 
cluding phishing campaigns). Previous tools for combating 
phishing have been limited at least in that much of the infor 
mation needed to assess the seriousness and extent of a phish 
ing effort were not accessible, or accessing Such information 
was difficult and time consuming. 
0439 Phishing attempts may threaten an organization on 
at least two fronts: 1. phishing may target employees of the 
organization in an effort to get the employees to disclose 
sensitive information about the organization (for example, 
usernames, passwords, and/or the like) that may give a mali 
cious party access to even further sensitive information of the 
organization and/or may allow the malicious party to access 
and manipulate or destroy the organization's data; and 2. 
phishing may target customers of the organization in an effort 
to get the customers to disclose sensitive information about 
themselves (for example, usernames, passwords, credit card 
or other payment information, and/or the like). Described 
below are applications of the data analysis system to detecting 
phishing efforts on both of the fronts mentioned above, 
according to various embodiments. 
0440. In particular, the data analysis system may be used, 
as described below, to automatically, efficiently, and effec 
tively detect phishing threats both internal and external to an 
organization, and identify and cluster various data items 
related to the detected phishing threats. The clustered data 
items may include, for example, related phishing emails 
received by multiple individuals, links (for example, Uniform 
Resource Locators (URLs) and/or the like) included in those 
emails, and/or other data items. Such a data cluster may be 
analyzed by the data analysis system and an alert (including 
various conclusions) may be generated and presented to an 
analyst. The analyst may then efficiently review the alert, 
accurately determine whether the alert indicates a phishing 
threat (and assess a level of the threat), and take action to 
combat the phishing threat. Further, as the alert/cluster 
includes individuals (for example, data items representing 
users and/or customers) associated with the phishing efforts 
(for example, that received phishing emails and/or clicked on 
links in phishing emails), the analyst may determine particu 
lar individuals and individual behaviors that may have con 
tributed to the phishing threat, and mitigate risks (through, for 
example, user education, warning individuals about the 
threat, preventing access to sensitive information of affected 
individuals, and/or the like). As with the malware threat 
detection applications described above, clustered data items 
in this application may include organizational and/or hierar 
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chical positions or groups (also referred to herein as “bands') 
associated with the clustered individuals. 

0441. Further, as described above in reference to the mal 
ware threat detection applications, examples of the data 
analysis system (including seed generation, clustering, and 
cluster analysis and scoring) in various applications are 
described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/139,603, 
previously incorporated by reference herein. Aspects of the 
examples of clustering, analysis, and scoring described in 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/139,603 may be applied to 
the embodiments of the data analysis system as applied to 
phishing threat detection described below. 
0442. In the context of the presently described embodi 
ments, the data analysis system may be used in a communi 
cations network environment of an organization. Various 
devices and software applications may be included in the 
communications network that may be capable of capturing 
and/or logging data traffic between various devices of the 
communications network and/or other computerized devices 
outside of the network including, for example, network rout 
ers, proxy devices, and/or Switches. 
0443 a. Internal Phishing Detection: Seed Generation & 
Cluster Generation 

0444 FIG. 27A is a flowchart of an example of a seed 
generation and clustering method performed by the data 
analysis system as applied to phishing threat detection, 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The 
embodiment of FIG. 27A applies to detection of phishing 
threats to employees of an organization, referred to herein as 
“Internal Phishing Detection.” The seed generation method of 
block 2702 (described below) may generally be understood to 
correspond to block 910 (generate seed(s)) of the generalized 
process of FIG. 10A, while the cluster generation method of 
blocks 2704, 2706, 2708, 2710, 2712, and 2714 may gener 
ally be understood to correspond to block 920 (generate clus 
ters(s)) of the generalized process of FIG. 10A. 
0445. At block 2702, the system receives copies of one or 
more potentially malicious (for example, phishing-related) 
emails from employees of the organization. The copies of the 
emails may be sent to a particular email address, or placed in 
a particular electronic mailbox, of the organization desig 
nated for receiving potentially malicious emails targeting the 
employees of the organization. For example, employees may 
have a user interface control (e.g., a “report spam/phishing 
button) as part of their email system that they can select in 
order to report a particular email as a potential phishing 
threat. In another embodiment, the system may automatically 
scan electronic mailboxes of employees to identify potential 
phishing emails. The system may then designate and use each 
of the potentially malicious emails (whether received from 
employees, scanned for, or otherwise obtained by the system) 
as seeds. Emails in the context of the present disclosure may 
be referred to as email data items. 

0446 Block 2704 indicates that the following blocks 
(2706, 2708, 2710,2712, 2714, and 2716) may be performed 
for each of the seeds (for example, email data items) desig 
nated as described above in reference to block 2702. 

0447. At block 2706, the system identifies and extracts the 
Subject and sender information from the email data item 
designated as the seed. The subject information of the phish 
ing email may be, for example, “Click this link!” The sender 
information of the phishing email may include, for example, 
a SOUC email address Such aS 
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"evil(a)examplephishingdomain.com, and may also include 
a name associated with the source email address. Such as 
“John Doe. 

0448. At block 2706, the system clusters any other email 
data items that are related to the seed based on the extracted 
Subject information or sender information. For example, the 
system may cluster other email data items having a same (or, 
alternatively, substantially the same or similar) subject infor 
mation as the seed email data item. Further, the system may 
cluster other email data items having a same (or, alternatively, 
Substantially the same or similar) sender information as the 
seed email data item. 
0449 Clustering of data items may be accomplished as 
generally described above (for example, by searching various 
data sources for related data items and clustering those data 
items) as part of a clustering strategy. In general, the seed 
email data item is added to a cluster (for example, a data 
cluster is instantiated with an initial clustered data item being 
the seed or the seed is initially designated as the data cluster), 
and as related data items are found (for example, the email 
data items mentioned above and below) they are added to the 
cluster. As described above, clustered data items may be 
related by, for example, sharing the same or similar proper 
ties, characteristics, and/or metadata (for example, Subject 
and/or sender information). Email data items to be clustered 
may be stored in, for example, one or more data stores of the 
system or another computing system. In an embodiment, the 
system may access electronic mailboxes of the employees of 
the organization to obtain email data items to be clustered by 
the system. In an embodiment the email data items may be 
obtained by the system on an ongoing or continuous basis and 
the emails are transmitted though the communications net 
work. 
0450. In an embodiment, the system may require (e.g., 
based on the Internal Phishing clustering strategy) that either 
the subject information or the sender information of an email 
data item be the same or Substantially the same as the seed 
email data item for the email data item to be clustered. In 
another embodiment, the system may require that both the 
Subject information and the sender information of an email 
data item be the same or Substantially the same as the seed 
email data item for the email data item to be clustered. In yet 
another embodiment, the system may operate on a spectrum 
that determines a closeness of a match between either the 
Subject information or the sender information of an email data 
item and the same as the seed email data item to determine 
whether the email data item is to be clustered. For example, in 
one instance the Subject information may be completely dif 
ferent, while the sender information may be very nearly the 
same. In this example, the closeness of the match of both the 
sender and Subject would be weighed and the system may 
determine that the email data item should be clustered. In 
another example, the Subject information may be very nearly 
the same, while the sender information may be completely 
different. In this example, the closeness of the match of both 
the sender and Subject would be weighed and the system may 
determine that the email data item should be clustered. In yet 
another example, the Subject information may be mostly dif 
ferent, while the sender information may also be mostly dif 
ferent. In this example, the closeness of the match of both the 
sender and Subject would be weighed and the system may 
determine that the email data item should not be clustered. 

0451. In various embodiments portions of the sender 
information and/or portions of the Subject information may 
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be used to determine clustering, and various items may be 
weighted differently in the determination. For example, an 
email data item has a sender email address of 
john(a)examplephishingdomain.com, while the seed data 

item has a sender email address of 
'sam(a)examplephishingdomain.com. In this example, 
while the sender email addresses are different, the system 
may determine that because the domains of the two email 
addresses are the same, the email data item should be clus 
tered with the seed email data item. 

0452. In various embodiments, two email data items hav 
ing subject or sender information that is “substantially the 
same' or “similar to one another may be understood to mean 
that the information need not be identical, but at least one or 
more portions of the information should be identical in some 
respect (for example, characters, structure, formatting, and/or 
the like). For example, two subjects may be “substantially the 
same' when both include at least a portion of characters that 
are the same, such as “Click this link’ and “Click this link 
now!” In another example, subjects may be “substantially the 
same' when both are structured similarly, such as “Click this 
button” and “Select this link!” The system may employ one 
or more algorithms, such as machine learning algorithms to 
determine whether the email data items match as described 
above. 

0453. In general, each data cluster generated by the system 
in the context of phishing detection may be considered to 
correspond to a particular phishing campaign. This is 
because, for example, all clustered email data items may be 
similar to one another (for example, similar Subject and/or 
sender), and may be considered to be part of a coordinated 
and/or large-scale phishing effort. Accordingly, when, for 
example, a new email data item is received by the system that 
includes sender or subject information similar to a clustered 
email data item, that new email data item may be clustered/ 
merged into the existing cluster. Such a determination that the 
two email data items are to be clustered may occur during 
seed generation or, alternatively, it may occur during cluster 
generation. 
0454 Phishing campaigns may be time dependent, for 
example, many emails associated with a campaign may be 
sent out at once (or within a short period of time). Accord 
ingly, as indicated in block 2708, in an embodiment clustered 
email data items may be limited to a particular time period in 
addition to having similar subjects or senders. For example, 
when a new email data item is received by the system that 
includes sender or subject information similar to a clustered 
email data item, that new email data item may, in an embodi 
ment, only be clustered/merged into the existing cluster 
when, for example, the two email data items were received 
either by the system or by the original recipient, within a 
particular time period. In various embodiments, the email 
data items may or may not be clustered depending on being 
received, either by the system or by the original recipient, 
within a particular time period, time span, or window of time 
(for example, on a same day, in a same hour, and/or the like). 
For example, in the example of a same-day limitation, a 
cluster may be based on seed email data item that was 
received by its recipient on July 17. When the system later 
identifies a similar email data item, if the later email data item 
was also received by its recipient on July 17, the email data 
item (and any related data items) may be merged into the same 
cluster as the seed. However, if the later email data item was 
received by its recipient on July 18, a new cluster may be 
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generated by the system and the email data item (and any 
related data items) may be added to that new cluster. In 
another embodiment, no time limitation is placed on cluster 
merging. 
0455. At block 2710, any subject or sender information 
associated with any clustered email data items may be iden 
tified and added to the matching criteria for adding email data 
items to the cluster, and, as indicated by decision block 2716, 
additional email data items may then be clustered based on 
those new matching criteria. Accordingly, in the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 27A, the system may iteratively generate clus 
ters such that previously clustered data items (and/or proper 
ties, characteristics, and/or metadata related to those clus 
tered data items) may be used as criteria for further clustering 
of related data items. For example, the cluster generation 
method shown in block 2708 and 2710 may optionally repeat 
multiple times until, for example, the clustering strategy is 
completed and/or no additional related data items are found 
by the system (as indicated by decision block 2716). 
0456. In another embodiment, the method of FIG. 27A 
may not include block 2710 such that no additional clustering 
criteria are added. In another embodiment, the system may 
only cluster email data items received from employees. 
0457 Continuing with the method illustrated in FIG.27A, 
at block 2712 the system parses and/or extracts any links, for 
example, URLs, from the clustered email data items. These 
URLs may then optionally be added to the cluster as addi 
tional data items. Such URLs are typically provided by the 
malicious party in hopes that the target will click the URL and 
visit, usually, a webpage on the Internet fraudulently prepared 
to look like a legitimate webpage where the target should 
disclose sensitive information. In another example, Such 
URLs may link to a malware file that may be downloaded to 
the target's computing device when selected. In either case, 
the system extracts such URLs, and monitors communica 
tions network traffic (as described above) so as to determine 
whether any phishing email recipients have clicked any of the 
URLs. Parsing and clustering of URLs may continue itera 
tively according to the clustering strategy, as described above 
and as indicated by decision block 2716. 
0458. At block 2714, any such employees that clicked on 
any of the parsed URLs are identified by the system. Such 
employees or users may be referred to herein to as "clickers.” 
Clickers are identified by the system by comparing the parsed 
out URLs to communications network traffic. Traffic to any of 
the URLs may be identified by the system, a source of the 
traffic (for example, a network address and computing device 
associated with that address) may be identified by the system, 
users associated with that computing device (for example, an 
employee that was logged on to the computing device when 
the traffic was detected) are identified by the system, and/or 
organizational information associated with the users (for 
example, one or more “bands, as described above) may be 
determined by the system. This various information may be 
referred to, in the context of the phishing detection, as phish 
ing-related information, and data items corresponding to this 
information identified and determined by the system may be 
clustered by the system 
0459. In the context of phishing detection, data items that 
may be clustered may be referred to as phishing-related data 
items, and may be related to the network communications 
described above which may be scanned and/or logged. 
Examples of such phishing-related data items include, but are 
not limited to: users (for example, persons having accounts on 
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particular computer systems or devices), organizational or 
hierarchical positions associated with users (referred to 
herein as “band' levels and described above), external Inter 
net Protocol addresses, external domains, external IP 
addresses associated with external domains, external comput 
erized devices or systems, internal Internet Protocol 
addresses, internal computerized devices or systems (also 
referred to herein as hosts), internal IP addresses that connect 
to external domains, internal computer systems that connect 
to external domains, other data items (for example, data items 
drawn from threat lists and/or public and/or private whitelists 
or blacklists, such as data items representing malware, known 
bad domains, known good domains, known bad IP addresses, 
and/or the like), host-based events (such as, for example, 
virus Scan alerts and/or logged events, intrusion prevention 
system alerts and/or logged events, and the like), WHOIS 
information associated with network addresses (for example, 
geographical location information and/or registration infor 
mation), network firewall- and/or router-gathered informa 
tion (for example, fingerprints, signatures, and/or hashes 
associated with malware items and/or particular communica 
tions), and/or the like. 
0460. As indicated by decision block 2716, clustering may 
continue iteratively as new data items are added to the data 
cluster, as described above and throughout the present disclo 
Sure. Further examples of cluster generation and iterative 
clustering are described in U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
14/139,603, previously incorporated by reference herein for 
all purposes. 
0461. In various embodiments, email data item seeds may 
be identified intermittently (for example, on a schedule, as 
needed, and/or on demand) and/or continuously as copies of 
potentially malicious phishing emails are received by the 
system. Similarly, in various embodiments clusters and/or 
alerts (as described above and below) may be generated, 
merged, and/or regenerated intermittently and/or continu 
ously as seeds are identified/generated. 
0462. As described above in reference to blocks 1002 and 
1004 of FIG. 10A, the system analyzes generated clusters, 
generates alerts, and provides alerts to the analyst via a user 
interface. An example user interface is described below in 
reference to FIG. 27C. 
0463. In general, alerts/clusters are generated/regenerated 
and analyzed/reanalyzed as described above such that alerts 
are may be updated, linked, and/or merged. 
0464) b. External Phishing Detection: Seed Generation & 
Cluster Generation 
0465 FIG. 27B is a flowchart of an example of another 
seed generation and clustering method performed by the data 
analysis system as applied to phishing threat detection, 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The 
embodiment of FIG. 27B applies to detection of phishing 
threats to customers of an organization from outside of the 
organization, referred to herein as “External Phishing Detec 
tion.” The seed generation method of block 2742 (described 
below) may generally be understood to correspond to block 
910 (generate seed(s)) of the generalized process of FIG. 
10A, while the cluster generation method of blocks 2744, 
2746, 2748,2750,2752,2756,2760, and 2762 may generally 
be understood to correspond to block 920 (generate clusters 
(s)) of the generalized process of FIG. 10A. 
0466. At block 2742, the system receives copies of one or 
more potentially malicious (for example, phishing-related) 
emails from customers of the organization. The copies of the 
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emails may be sent to a particular email address, or placed in 
a particular electronic mailbox, of the organization desig 
nated for receiving potentially malicious emails targeting the 
customers of the organization. The system may then desig 
nate and use each of the potentially malicious emails as seeds. 
Emails in the context of the present disclosure may be 
referred to as email data items. 
0467 Block 2744 indicates that the following blocks 
(2744, 2746, 2748, 2750, 2752, 2756, 2760, and 2762) may 
be performed for each of the seeds (for example, email data 
items) designated as described above in reference to block 
2742. 

0468 Blocks 2744, 2746, 2748, 2750, 2752, and 2756 
proceed generally as described above in reference to blocks 
2704, 2706, 2708, 2710, 2712, and 2716 of FIG. 27A. For 
example, for each of the seed email data items (block 2744), 
subject and sender information is identified (block 2746), 
email data items are clustered (blocks 2748 and 2750), URLs 
are parsed from the email data items and clustered (block 
2752), and the process continues iteratively (decision block 
2756) as described above. In contrast with Internal Phishing 
Detection described above, generally the system does not 
have access to customers’ electronic mailboxes for obtaining 
and clustering additional email data items. In an embodiment, 
the system may cluster email data items accessible from 
third-party services, for example, services that provide spam 
and phishing email protection. In an embodiment, extracted 
URLs may be compared to identified malicious URLs pro 
vided by such third-party security services (including various 
blacklists, for example), as described above in reference to 
the various applications of the data analysis system. Addi 
tional information related to the cluster may be obtained from 
Such services and added to the data cluster. 
0469 As described above, each of the clusters generated 
by the system in the context of phishing detection may gen 
erally relate to a phishing campaign. Accordingly, in an 
embodiment, clustering/merging of email data items may be 
limited according to time, as described above in reference to 
FIG. 27A. 
0470. In various embodiments, any other phishing-related 
data items, as described above, may be clustered. 
0471. At block 2760, the system designates any clusters 
having more than a threshold number of email data items as a 
campaign (for example, a phishing campaign). For example, 
any clusters having greater than two, three, four, or five (or, 
alternatively, any other number of) email data items may be 
designated as a campaign. Clusters designated as campaigns 
may be referred to herein as “campaign clusters.” 
0472. At block 2762, further action may be taken by the 
system to interact with third-party services regarding the 
campaign clusters and/or information associated with the 
campaign clusters, and/or to automatically generate and/or 
analyze those clusters designated as campaigns. In an 
embodiment, other phishing-related data items are only clus 
tered with clusters designated as campaigns. In another 
embodiment, the system only analyzes and generates alerts 
for clusters designated as campaigns. In yet another embodi 
ment, whether or not a cluster is designated as a campaign is 
a factor weighed in determining the alert score. In another 
embodiment, a number of email data items in a cluster may be 
a factor in determining an alert score. 
0473. As mentioned, further action taken by the system 
may include interaction with one or more third-party services. 
For example, the system may determine whether or not any 
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URLs/domains identified by the system were previously 
identified on one or more blacklists provided by third-party 
services. The system may accomplish this by comparing the 
identified/parsed URLs and/or domains to any URLs/do 
mains provided on the one or more blacklists. In an embodi 
ment the system notifies the third-party services of any URLs/ 
domains not previously identified. In an embodiment, the 
third-party services are only notified regarding URLS/do 
mains identified in relation to any campaign clusters. 
0474. In various embodiments, email data item seeds may 
be identified intermittently (for example, on a schedule, as 
needed, and/or on demand) and/or continuously as copies of 
potentially malicious phishing emails are received by the 
system. Similarly, in various embodiments clusters and/or 
alerts (as described above and below) may be generated, 
merged, and/or regenerated intermittently and/or continu 
ously as seeds are identified/generated. 
0475. As described above in reference to blocks 1002 and 
1004 of FIG. 10A, the system analyzes generated clusters, 
generates alerts, and provides alerts to the analyst via a user 
interface. An example user interface is described below in 
reference to FIG. 27C. 
0476. In general, alerts/clusters are generated/regenerated 
and analyzed/reanalyzed as described above such that alerts 
are may be updated, linked, and/or merged. 
0477 c. Phishing Detection: Alert Generation/User Inter 
face 

0478 As mentioned above, in various embodiments the 
System generates alerts corresponding to each generated clus 
ter, and provides an interface including those alerts, as 
described above in reference to block 1002 and 1004 of FIG. 
10A. Generation of alerts, according to various embodiments, 
includes analysis of the generated cluster based on analysis 
rules/criteria specific to the type of cluster (in this example, 
malware threat detection), generation of conclusions, and 
generation of alert score(s), as described in reference to FIG. 
10B above. 
0479. Examples of conclusion templates that may be 
applied by the system in the context of phishing detection are 
shown in FIG. 10C described above. For example, the “Inter 
nal Phishing” and “External Phishing lists show examples of 
conclusion templates that may be used with clusters based on 
email data items, as described above. 
0480 FIG.27C illustrates an example data cluster analysis 
user interface of the data analysis system as applied to phish 
ing threat detection, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. The analysis user interface 2772 is similar 
to the analysis user interface 1202 described above in refer 
ence to FIG. 12. Accordingly, the description above in refer 
ence to FIG. 12 may be understood to apply to FIG. 27C. 
where appropriate. 
0481. The analysis user interface 2772 includes header 
information 2776 including a title indicating that this alert 
relates to "Phishing Campaign 12, and was generated based 
on a cluster generated by the “Internal Phishing clustering 
strategy (for example, the seed generation and clustering 
strategies described above in reference to FIG. 27A). An 
upper portion of the analysis user interface 2774 is colored 
according to an alert score generated for the cluster. The 
analysis user interface further includes four conclusions 2778 
(similar to the “Internal Phishing” template conclusions listed 
in FIG. 10C) indicating, for example, that 9 senders (for 
example, malicious parties sending phishing emails) sent 
emails that were reported to the system (for example, to an 
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email address such as “Abuse?abank.com') having Subjects 
similar to “OPEN THIS LINK'; that the senders of those 
reported emails were the senders of 55 emails to the organi 
zation between June 12 and June 13; that 45 employees 
received those emails and a highest band of those employees 
was Senior Management; and that 2 domains (or, alterna 
tively, URLs) were extracted from those emails and 12 likely 
clickers were identified. Further, the analysis user interface 
includes various detailed information regarding the cluster, 
including latest emails received in the cluster and a list of the 
latest clicks on the URLs (including who the clickers are). 
Further, as described above, the analyst may select “Show 
Logs' to view even further detailed information from the 
cluster, as described above in reference to FIGS. 14-17, for 
example. 
0482. As mentioned above in reference to FIG. 12, in an 
embodiment, the analysis user interface 2772 may include 
user interface elements (such as buttons) to add the cluster 
data items of a graph, as described in various related applica 
tions listed above and previously incorporated by reference 
herein. Further, the system may enable an analyst viewing a 
graph of data items to go to alerts representing clusters in 
which that data item is included. 
0483 Advantageously, as described above and according 
to various embodiments, the data analysis system may auto 
matically generate seeds related to phishing activities (for 
example, malicious emails and/orphishing campaigns), clus 
ter various data items related to those seeds, analyze those 
clusters, generate human-readable conclusions, generate 
alerts and alert scores, and display a user interface including 
the various information related to the alert and the cluster to 
an analyst. The analyst may then efficiently evaluate the alert 
and determine whether the identified malicious activities and 
related data items representan phishing threat (or other mali 
cious threat) critical enough that is should be further investi 
gated. For example, the analysis user interface of FIG. 27C 
indicates a fairly involved phishing campaign including a 
significant number of employee clickers and recipients all the 
way up to the Senior Management level. Accordingly, an 
analyst is likely to quickly recognize that this phishing cam 
paign poses a serious threat to the organization and steps 
should be taken to mitigate as immediately as possible. Fur 
ther, the analyst may have, in the example of FIG.27C, all the 
information immediately available to determine the proper 
mitigation steps including, for example, domains and URLS 
to block, the types of incoming emails to block, and employ 
ees to educate regarding phishing threats. Various items of 
information generated by the system and provided in the alert 
user interface assist the analyst in performing the evaluation 
including, for example, the alert score, the conclusions, and 
the easily accessible and filterable data related to the cluster. 

Additional Embodiments 

0484 Embodiments of the present disclosure have been 
described that relate to automatic generation of memory 
efficient clustered data structures and, more specifically, to 
automatic selection of an initial data entity of interest, adding 
of the initial data entity to the memory-efficient clustered data 
structure, determining and adding one or more related data 
items to the cluster, analyzing the cluster based on one or 
more rules or criteria to generate human-readable conclu 
sions, and providing an interactive user interface to an ana 
lyst. As described above, in various embodiments, a gener 
ated cluster may include far fewer data items as compared to 
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a huge collection of data items that may or may not be related 
to one another. This may be because, for example, data items 
included in a cluster may only include those data items that 
are related to one another and which may be relevant to a 
particular investigation. Accordingly, in various embodi 
ments, processing of generated clusters may be highly effi 
cient because, for example, a given fraud investigation by an 
analyst may only require storage in memory of a single cluster 
data structure. Further, a number of data items in a cluster may 
be several orders of magnitude Smaller than in the huge col 
lection of data items that may or may not be related to one 
another because only data items related to each other are 
included in the cluster. 

0485 Additionally, the automated analysis and scoring of 
clusters (as mentioned above) may enable highly efficient 
evaluation of the various data clusters by a human analyst. For 
example, the interactive user interface us generated so as to 
enable an analyst to quickly view critical data clusters (as 
determined by the automated scoring), and then in response to 
analyst inputs, view and interact with the generated informa 
tion (including, for example, the human-readable conclu 
sions) associated with the clusters. In response to user inputs 
the user interface may be updated to display raw data associ 
ated with each of the generated clusters if the analyst desires 
to dive deeper into data associated with a given cluster. 
0486 While the foregoing is directed to various embodi 
ments, other and further embodiments may be devised with 
out departing from the basic scope thereof. For example, 
aspects of the present disclosure may be implemented in 
hardware or software or in a combination of hardware and 
software. An embodiment of the disclosure may be imple 
mented as a program product for use with a computer system. 
The program(s) of the program product define functions of 
the embodiments (including the methods described herein) 
and may be contained on a variety of computer-readable 
storage media. Illustrative computer-readable storage media 
include, but are not limited to: (i) non-Writable storage media 
(e.g., read-only memory devices within a computer Such as 
CD-ROM disks readable by a CD-ROM drive, flash memory, 
ROM chips or any type of solid-state non-volatile semicon 
ductor memory) on which information is permanently stored; 
and (ii) Writable storage media (e.g., hard-disk drive or any 
type of Solid-state random-access semiconductor memory) 
on which alterable information is stored. Each of the pro 
cesses, methods, and algorithms described in the preceding 
sections may be embodied in, and fully or partially automated 
by, code modules executed by one or more computer systems 
or computer processors comprising computer hardware. The 
processes and algorithms may alternatively be implemented 
partially or wholly in application-specific circuitry. 

0487. The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another, or may be com 
bined in various ways. All possible combinations and Sub 
combinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may 
be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and pro 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For 
example, described blocks or states may be performed in an 
order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks 
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or states may be combined in a single block or state. The 
example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in par 
allel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be added 
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The 
example systems and components described herein may be 
configured differently than described. For example, elements 
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared to 
the disclosed example embodiments. 
0488 Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could.” “might,” or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, Such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

0489. The term “comprising as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For 
example, a general purpose computer comprising one or more 
processors should not be interpreted as excluding other com 
puter components, and may possibly include Such compo 
nents as memory, input/output devices, and/or network inter 
faces, among others. 
0490 The term “continuous” as used herein, is a broad 
term encompassing its plain an ordinary meaning and, as used 
in reference to various types of activity (for example, Scan 
ning, monitoring, logging, and the like), includes without 
limitation Substantially continuous activity and/or activity 
that may include periodic or intermittent pauses or breaks, but 
which accomplish the intended purposes described (for 
example, continuous scanning may include buffering and/or 
storage of data that is thereafter processed, for example, in 
batch and/or the like). 
0491 Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the 
flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules, segments, orportions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple 
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
0492. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are among other acceptable 
examples. All Such modifications and variations are intended 
to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure. The 
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the 
invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter how 
detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention may be 
practiced in many ways. As is also stated above, it should be 
noted that the use of particular terminology when describing 
certain features or aspects of the invention should not be taken 
to imply that the terminology is being re-defined herein to be 
restricted to including any specific characteristics of the fea 
tures or aspects of the invention with which that terminology 
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is associated. The scope of the invention should therefore be 
construed in accordance with the appended claims and any 
equivalents thereof. 

1. A computer system for protecting a computer network 
from malware by providing for the efficient analysis of large 
amounts of malware-related data, the computer system com 
prising: 

one or more computer readable storage devices configured 
tO StOre: 

a plurality of computer executable instructions; 
one or more software modules including computer 

executable instructions, the one or more Software 
modules including a cluster engine module, a user 
interface engine module and a workflow engine mod 
ule: 

a plurality of data clustering strategies based on rules 
generated by the cluster engine module; and 

a plurality of data cluster types, each data cluster type of 
the plurality of data cluster types associated with a 
data clustering strategy: 

one or more cluster data sources configured to store: 
a plurality of data items including at least: 
file data items, each file data item associated with at least 

one Suspected malware file; and 
malware-related data items associated with captured 

communications between an internal network and an 
external network, the malware-related data items 
including at least one of external Internet Protocol 
addresses, external domains, external computing 
devices, internal Internet Protocol addresses, internal 
computing devices, users of particular computing 
devices, or organizational positions associated with 
users of particular computing devices; and 

one or more hardware computer processors in communi 
cation with the one or more computer readable storage 
devices and the one or more cluster data sources, and 
configured to execute the one or more software modules 
in order to cause the computer system to: 
designate, by the cluster engine module, one or more 

seeds by: 
accessing, from the one or more cluster data sources, the 

file data items; 
calculating, for each file data item of the file data items, 

at least one of a hash of the file data item or a hash of 
an executed file data item, wherein the executed file 
data item was generated by an execution of the file 
data item in a sandboxed environment; and 

identifying one or more file data items based at least in 
part on comparing the at least one hash of the file data 
item or the executed file data item with a malware 
threat list of hashes, and designating each of the iden 
tified one or more file data items as a seed; 

for each of the file data items designated as a seed: 
Select, by the cluster engine module, a particular data 

clustering strategy; 
identify, by the cluster engine module, one or more 

malware-related data items determined to be associ 
ated with the designated file data item seed based at 
least on the particular data clustering strategy, 
wherein the particular data clustering strategy per 
forms at least one of querying the one or more cluster 
data sources or scanning network traffic to determine 
at least one of external Internet Protocol addresses 
associated with the designated file data item seed, 
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external domains associated with the designated file 
data item seed, external computing devices associated 
with the designated file data item seed, internal Inter 
net Protocol addresses associated with the designated 
file data item seed, internal computing devices asso 
ciated with the designated file data item seed, users of 
particular computing devices associated with the des 
ignated file data item seed, or organizational positions 
associated with the determined users of particular 
computing devices; 

generate, by the cluster engine module, a data item clus 
terbased at least on the designated file data item seed, 
wherein generating the data item cluster comprises: 

adding the designated file data item seed to the data item 
cluster, 

identifying one or more of the network indicators that 
are associated with the seed; 

identifying one or more of the network-related data 
items associated with at least one of the identified one 
or more of the network indicators; 

adding, to the data item cluster, the identified one or 
more malware-related data items; 
identifying an additional one or more data items, 

including file data items and/or malware-related 
data items, associated with any data items of the 
data item cluster, 

adding, to the data item cluster, the additional one or 
more data items; and 

storing the one or more data item clusters; 
generating, by the user interface engine module, at least 

one human-readable conclusion associated with at 
least one generated data item cluster, wherein gener 
ating the at least one human-readable conclusion 
comprises: 

determining a particular data cluster type from the plu 
rality of cluster types based at least on the particular 
data clustering strategy: 

identifying one or more human-readable templates com 
prising pre-generated text, wherein the human-read 
able templates are based at least on predefined asso 
ciations between respective human-readable 
templates and data cluster types; 

automatically analyzing the data item cluster to generate 
Summary data according to rules, scoring algorithms, 
or other criteria; and 

populating the identified one or more human-readable 
templates with data from the at least one generated 
data item cluster or Summary data of the at least one 
generated data item cluster, 

cause presentation, by the user interface engine module, 
of the at least one generated data item cluster and the 
at least one human-readable conclusion including the 
populated pre-generated text data, in a user interface 
of a client computing device; and 

generate, by the workflow engine and the user interface 
engine, an interactive workflow process to allow the 
user to perform at least one of select new seeds, 
operate on existing seeds, generate new data clusters, 
or regenerate existing clusters. 

2. The computer system of claim 1, wherein each of the 
data items of the data item cluster identify at least an internal 
computing device, a user of the internal computing device, 
and an organizational position associated with the user. 
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3. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the one or more software modules in order to cause 
the one or more hardware computer processors to: 

scan communications between the internal network and the 
external network so as to identify additional malware 
related data items; and 

store the additional malware-related data items in the one 
or more cluster data sources. 

4. The computer system of claim 3, wherein the commu 
nications are continuously scanned via a proxy. 

5. The computer system of claim 1, wherein designation of 
the one or more seeds further comprises determining one or 
more network indicators associated with the identified one or 
more file data items, the one or more network indicators 
include at least one of an external Internet Protocoladdress or 
an external domain. 

6. The computer system of claim 5, wherein the one or 
more of the network indicators that are associated with the 
seed comprise network indicators that are contacted by the at 
least one suspected malware file associated with the seed 
when the at least one suspected malware file is executed. 

7. The computer system of claim 1, wherein designation of 
the one or more seeds further comprises determining whether 
or not a respective file data item has been marked by a human 
analyst as a seed. 

8. The computer system of claim 7, wherein each of the file 
data items is processed by the computer system by at least: 

initiating an analysis of the file data item including the at 
least one suspected malware file, wherein the analysis of 
the file data item generates a plurality of analysis infor 
mation items including at least one of calculated hashes, 
file properties, academic analysis information, file 
execution information, or third-party analysis informa 
tion; 

associating the plurality of analysis information items with 
the file data item; and 

generating a user interface including one or more user 
Selectable portions presenting various of the analysis 
information items, the user interface usable by the 
human analyst to determine one or more characteristics 
of the file data item and to mark 

the file data item as a seed. 

9. The computer system of claim 8, wherein the file data 
item is marked by a human analyst as a seed via a user 
interface of the computer system. 

10. The computer system of claim 8, wherein initiating 
analysis of the file data item and generating the plurality of 
analysis information items comprises: 

initiating an internal analysis of the file data item; and 
initiating an external analysis of the file data item, 
wherein the internal analysis includes analysis performed 

by the one or more hardware computer processors, and 
wherein the internal analysis includes at least one of 
calculation of an MD5 hash of the file data item, calcu 
lation of a SHA-1 hash of the file data item, or calcula 
tion of a size of the file data item, and 

wherein the external analysis includes analysis performed 
by at least a second computer system, and wherein the 
external analysis includes execution of the file data item 
in a sandboxed environment and analysis of the file data 
item by a third-party malware analysis service. 
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11. The computer system of claim 1, wherein: 
the one or more computer readable storage devices are 

further configured to store: 
a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associated with a 

respective data clustering strategy, and 
the one or more hardware computer processors are further 

configured to execute the one or more software modules 
in order to cause the one or more hardware computer 
processors to: 
for each generated data item cluster: 
access a plurality of data cluster analysis rules associ 

ated with the data clustering strategy: 
analyze the data item cluster based on the accessed data 

cluster analysis rules; and 
based at least on the analysis of the data item cluster: 
determine an alert score for the data item cluster, and 
cause presentation of the determined alert Score in the 

user interface 
generate one or more human-readable conclusions 

regarding the data item cluster. 
12. The computer system of claim 11, wherein the alert 

score indicates a degree of correlation between characteris 
tics of the data item cluster and the accessed data cluster 
analysis rules. 

13. The computer system of claim 12, wherein a relatively 
higher alert Score indicates a data cluster that is relatively 
more important for a human analyst to evaluate, and a rela 
tively lower alert score indicated a data cluster that is rela 
tively less important for the human analyst to evaluate. 

14. The computer system of claim 12, wherein each alert 
score for respective data clusters is assigned to a category 
indicating a high degree of correlation, a medium degree of 
correlation, or a low degree of correlation. 

15. The computer system of claim 14, wherein the high 
degree of correlation is associated with a first color, the 
medium degree of correlation is associated with a second 
color, and the low degree of correlation is associated with a 
third color. 
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16. The computer system of claim 11, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the one or more software modules in order to cause 
the computer system to: 

for each generated data item cluster: 
generate one or more human-readable conclusions regard 

ing the data item cluster, 
generate an alert, the alert comprising a the alert score, the 

one or more human-readable conclusions, the data items 
associated with the data item cluster, and metadata asso 
ciated with the data items of the data item cluster. 

17. The computer system of claim 16, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the one or more software modules in order to cause 
the computer system to: 

generate a second user interface including a list of user 
Selectable alert indicators, an alert indicator being pro 
vided for each of the generated alerts, each of the alert 
indicators providing a Summary of information associ 
ated with respective generated alerts. 

18. The computer system of claim 17, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the one or more software modules in order to cause 
the computer system to: 

in response to a selection of an alert indicator by a human 
analyst: 

generate an alert display, the alert display including at least 
an indication of the alert score and a list of the one or 
more human-readable conclusions. 

19. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the at least 
human-readable conclusion further comprises a phrase or 
sentence including one or more indications of Summary or 
aggregated data associated with a plurality of the data items of 
the at least one generated data item cluster. 

20. (canceled) 
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(57) ABSTRACT 

In various embodiments, systems, methods, and techniques 
are disclosed for analyzing various entity data items including 
users, computing devices, and IP addresses, to detect malfea 
sance. The data and/or database items may be automatically 
analyzed to detect malfeasance, Such as criminal activity to 
disguise the origins of illegal activities. Various money laun 
dering indicators or rules may be applied to the entity data 
items to determine a likelihood that money laundering is 
occurring. Further, the system may determine one or more 
scores (and/or metascores) for each entity data item that may 
be indicative of a likelihood that it is involved in money 
laundering. Scores/metascores may be determined based on, 
for example, various money laundering scoring criteria and/ 
or strategies. Account entities may be ranked based on their 
associated scores/metascores. Various embodiments may 
enable an analyst to discover various insights related to 
money laundering. 
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Examples of Money Laundering indicators 

Access to a financial account from a physical location associated with drug trafficking, or from 
locations indicating a known pattern of drug trafficking (e.g. Columbia, then Mexico, then United 

States). 

A device's fingerprint is known to be on a "bad fingerprint" list, IP address on a "bad IP address" list, 
or a user is known to be on a known money laundering user list. 

A device or IP address logs into an account already known to be affiliated with money laundering, or 
a user logs into an account with a device or IP address already know to be affiliated with money 

laundering. 
A user, IP address, or device accessing the financial account has a history of previous money 

laundering investigations. 

A user, IP address, or device is involved in a transaction matching money laundering Criteria (e.g., 
threshold value of a transaction, Conversion to specific Currency, etc.). 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ACCounts in which a particular dollar amount (Or at least a particular dollar amount) is sent from a 
credit line to a credit union, or is a part of any financial transfer. 

IP address or device used to access financial account is from a known high-risk area for money 
laundering. 

Financial account is accessed from multiple physical locations within an unreasonable time period for: 
travelling between physical locations. 

A single device accesses multiple financial accounts from distinct physical locations from within a 
threshold time period. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

A device accesses a financial account during a particular high risk time period for money laundering. 

A device, user, Or IP address eXCeeds a threshold number of failures at 
transaction for a financial account. 

ating a financial 

A device's configuration change matches a pattern for money laundering, such as whether a device's 
clock time frequently changes between a Russian time zone and a US time zone, or the device's 
geolocation as determined by GPS does not match the device's IP address based geolocation. 

The date and times of a device, user, or IP address's access of a financial account matches a timing 
pattern indicating money laundering. 

Multiple transactions of a user, device, or IP, indicates a charge for money laundering services. 

A user accessing financial account is affiliated with a user watch list. 

A device or IP address accesses financial accounts away from expected locations. 

User accesses financial accounts away from known address of user. 

Device accessing financial account is known to be in a different location than user affiliated with 
device or financial account. 

- 

FIG. 3B 
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AUTOMATED DATABASEANALYSS TO 
DETECT MALFEASANCE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1.57. 
0002 This application claims priority benefit under 35 
U.S.C. S 119(e) of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 

Docket No. 

PALAN.23SPR 

62/036,519, filed Aug. 12, 2014, which is hereby incorpo 
rated by reference in its entirety and for all purposes. 
0003. This application is related to but does not claim 
priority from U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/919, 
653, filed Dec. 20, 2013, U.S. Provisional Patent Application 
No. 61/952,032, filed Mar. 12, 2014, and U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 14/251,485, filed Apr. 11, 2014. Each of these 
applications are hereby incorporated by reference herein in 
their entireties and for all purposes. 

BACKGROUND 

0004 Embodiments of the present disclosure generally 
relate to data analysis and, more specifically, to detecting and 
scoring potential money laundering activities. 
0005. In financial and security investigations an analyst 
may have to make decisions regarding data items (e.g., indi 
vidual pieces of information) within a collection of data. For 
instance, the analyst may have to decide whether an entity 
data item represents an entity involved in money laundering. 
However, an individual entity data item, Such as alone device, 
financial account, or IP address, oftentimes includes insuffi 
cient information for the analyst to make such decisions. 

SUMMARY 

0006. The systems, methods, and devices described herein 
each have several aspects, no single one of which is solely 

PALAN235A1 

PALAN235A2 

PALAN.235A1P1 

PALAN.235A1P2 

PALAN.235A1P3 

PALAN.235A1P4 

PALAN.245PR 

PALAN.245PR2 

PALAN.245A 
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responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the 
Scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting features will 
now be discussed briefly. 
0007. In the example noted above, the analyst may make 
better decisions based upon a collection of related data items. 
For instance, a computing device may be related to two finan 
cial accounts because the same device accesses both 
accounts. Various systems, such as those disclosed in the 
following patent applications, may assist the analyst in iden 
tifying data items that are directly related to an initial data 
item. 

Ser. No. Title Filed 

61/800,887 GENERATING PRIORITIZED Mar. 15, 2013 
DATA CLUSTERS WITH 

CUSTOMIZABLE ANALYSIS 

STRATEGIES 

13/968,265 GENERATING DATA CLUSTERS Aug. 15, 2013 
WITH CUSTOMIZABLE ANALYSIS 

STRATEGIES 

13/968,213 PRIORITIZING DATA CLUSTERS Aug. 15, 2013 
WITH CUSTOMIZABLE SCORING 

STRATEGIES 

14/139,628 TAX DATA CLUSTERING Dec. 23, 2013 
14/139,603 MALWARE DATA CLUSTERING Dec. 23, 2013 
14/139,713 USER-AGENT DATA Dec. 23, 2013 

CLUSTERING 

14/139,640 TREND DATA CLUSTERING Dec. 23, 2013 
61/919,653 ACCOUNT DATA CLUSTERING Dec. 20, 2013 
61/952,032 FRAUD DETECTION AND Mar. 12, 2014 

SCORING 

14/251,485 FRAUD DETECTION AND Apr. 11, 2014 
SCORING 

The disclosures of each of the above-noted applications are 
hereby incorporated by reference herein in their entireties and 
for all purposes. 
0008 For example, the analyst could initiate an investiga 
tion with a single Suspicious entity, such as a computing 
device that has been known to access financial accounts 
involved in money laundering. If the analyst examined this 
data item by itself, then the analyst may not observe any 
Suspicious characteristics. However, the analyst may request 
a list of data items related to the initial data item by a shared 
attribute. Such as financial accounts that have also been 
accessed by the computing device. In doing so, the analyst 
may discover an additional data item, such as a money trans 
fer transaction between an accessed financial account and an 
additional financial account. The analyst may then mark the 
additional financial account as potentially involved in money 
laundering, based upon the additional data items located 
through relation to the computing device. 
0009. Although these systems can be very helpful in dis 
covering related data items, they typically require the analyst 
to manually repeat the same series of searches for many 
investigations. Repeating the same investigation process con 
Sumes time and resources, such that there are oftentimes more 
investigations than can be performed. Thus, analysts typically 
prioritize investigations based upon the characteristics of the 
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entities (e.g. IP address entities, computing device entities 
(with Device ID, device fingerprint etc. characteristics), 
financial account entities, and financial account user entities 
(with userID, password, PIN, financial account number, etc. 
characteristics). However, there may be insignificant differ 
ences between the entities, so the analyst may not be able to 
determine the correct priority for investigations. For instance, 
the analyst may need to choose between two potential inves 
tigations based upon separate IP addresses potentially 
involved in money laundering. One investigation could reveal 
more likely money laundering activity than the other, and 
therefore may be more important to pursue. Yet, the charac 
teristics of the two original entities could be similar, so the 
analyst may not be able to choose the more important inves 
tigation based on characteristics of the two original entities 
alone. Accordingly, without more information, prioritizing 
investigations may be difficult and error prone. 
0010. According to various embodiments, a data analysis 
system (“the system') is disclosed that may automatically 
detect, based on various entities (e.g. IP addresses, computing 
devices, financial accounts and/or their users) and their char 
acteristics (e.g., relationships, properties etc.), a likelihood of 
money laundering and/or malfeasance. For example, the data 
analysis system analyzing a specific entity (e.g. mobile 
device) may be used in conjunction with an entity's charac 
teristics (e.g. device ID, time of access to a financial account 
website by that device ID, geolocation the access occurred 
from, etc.) to detect likely money laundering activity and/or 
malfeasance by that entity. Money laundering activity may 
include, for example, concealment of the origins of illegally 
obtained money, typically by means of transfers involving 
foreign banks or legitimate businesses. For example, a money 
laundering activity may include a user, logging on to a bank’s 
website via a computing device having a specific IP address, 
to transfer illegal money between a foreign financial account 
and a US financial account. 
0011. In another example, money laundering activity may 
be more complex. For example, money laundering activity 
may involve transfer of money along a known drug trade 
route. In one such scenario, money moving between a bank 
located in any of Colombia, Venezuela, or Argentina, and then 
to abank in any of Mexico, Ecuador, or the Bahamas, and then 
onto a bank in the United States, may constitute potential 
money laundering activity. As another example, if there was 
access to financial accounts from a device or IP address from 
various physical locations (e.g. a device or IP address being 
physical located during access to a financial account along the 
same route—located in any of Colombia, Venezuela, or 
Argentina, and then located in any of Mexico, Ecuador, or the 
Bahamas, and then located in the United States), then this 
activity may constitute potential money laundering activity. 
0012 Financial institutions, such as banks, may desire 
efficient ways to identify such money laundering activities to 
reduce and/or combat the legitimization of illegal money. 
Further Financial institutions may be under obligations to 
comply with regulatory requirements and/or be under Scru 
tiny from governments to prevent or detect such activities. 
Those entities that exhibit money laundering behaviors and/ 
or may have particular characteristics or patterns of charac 
teristics or activity may be identified by the system. 
0013. In various embodiments, the system may comprise 
one or more computer readable storage devices configured to 
store one or more Software modules including computer 
executable instructions; a plurality of entity data items; a 
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plurality of entity activity data items, the entity activity data 
items each associated with one or more respective financial 
accounts and associated with at least one entity data item of 
the plurality of entity data items; a plurality of money laun 
dering indicators; and a plurality of money laundering scor 
ing criteria. The system may further comprise one or more 
hardware computer processors in communication with the 
one or more computer readable storage devices and config 
ured to execute the computer executable instructions of the 
one or more software modules in order to cause the computer 
system to access, from the one or more computer readable 
storage devices, the plurality of entity data items and the 
plurality of the entity activity data items. The system may 
further, for each of the plurality of entity data items, compare 
the plurality of money laundering indicators to the plurality of 
entity activity data items associated with the entity data item 
to determine whether the entity data item satisfies one or more 
of the money laundering indicators. For each of the deter 
mined entity data items satisfying one or more money laun 
dering indicators, the system may determine raw score values 
for each of the satisfied money laundering indicators associ 
ated with the determined entity data item; and based on at 
least one of the plurality of money laundering scoring criteria, 
determine a score for the determined entity data item based at 
least on the determined raw score values of the satisfied 
money laundering indicators and a quantity of Satisfied 
money laundering indicators, wherein the determined score is 
indicative of a likelihood that the determined entity data item 
is associated with money laundering. 
0014. In some embodiments, an entity uniquely associated 
with each entity data item of the plurality of entity data items 
comprises a user of a financial account, a device, or an IP 
address. In some embodiments, the plurality of entity activity 
data items are generated based on web log data. In various 
embodiments, at least one money laundering indicator of the 
plurality of money laundering indicators comprises one or 
more rules configured to determine whether a first entity, 
uniquely associated with a first entity data item in the plurality 
of entity data items, accessed a financial account from one or 
more locations associated with illegal activity. In some 
embodiments, the one or more locations associated with ille 
galactivity comprises a plurality of distinct locations, and the 
at least one money laundering indicator requires that the first 
entity, uniquely associated with the first entity data item, 
accessed the financial account from at least two distinct loca 
tions in the plurality of distinct locations. Similarly, in some 
embodiments, the at least one money laundering indicator 
requires that the first entity accessed the financial account 
from at least three distinct locations in the plurality of distinct 
locations in a specific order or pattern. In certain embodi 
ments, the specific order or pattern comprises a timing 
requirement for the first entity accessing the financial account 
from the at least two distinct locations in the plurality of 
distinct locations. In some embodiments, the at least one 
money laundering scoring criteria is configured to determine 
a score for an entity based on whether the first entity accessed 
the financial account from locations that are within a thresh 
old range of a registered address associated with the entity. 
0015. In some embodiments, a computer-implemented 
method may comprise, under control of one or more hardware 
computing devices configured with specific computer execut 
able instructions, enabling communication with one or more 
computer readable storage devices configured to store: one or 
more software modules including computer executable 
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instructions; a plurality of entity data items; a plurality of 
entity activity data items, the entity activity data items each 
associated with one or more respective financial accounts and 
associated with at least one entity data item in the plurality of 
entity data items; a plurality of money laundering indicators; 
and a plurality of money laundering scoring criteria. The 
computer-implemented method may further comprise 
accessing, from the one or more computer readable storage 
devices, the plurality of entity data items and the plurality of 
the entity activity data items. The computer-implemented 
method may further comprise, for each of the plurality of 
entity data items, comparing the plurality of money launder 
ing indicators to the plurality of entity activity data items 
associated with the entity data item to determine whether the 
entity data item satisfies one or more of the money laundering 
indicators; and for each of the determined entity data items 
satisfying one or more money laundering indicators: deter 
mining raw score values for each of the satisfied money 
laundering indicators associated with the determined entity 
data item; and based on at least one of the plurality of money 
laundering scoring criteria, determine a score for the deter 
mined entity data item based at least on a quantity of satisfied 
money laundering indicators. 
0016. In some computer-implemented method embodi 
ments, the entity uniquely associated with each entity data 
item of the plurality of entity data items comprises a user of a 
financial account, a device, or an IP address. In some embodi 
ments, a computer implemented method comprises generat 
ing the plurality of entity data items based on web log data. In 
Some embodiments, at least one money laundering indicator 
of the plurality of money laundering indicators comprises one 
or more rules configured to determine whether a first entity, 
uniquely associated with a first entity data item in the plurality 
of entity data items, accessed a financial account from one or 
more locations associated with illegal activity. In some 
embodiments of the computer-implemented method, the one 
or more locations associated with illegal activity comprises a 
plurality of distinct locations, and the at least one money 
laundering indicator requires that the first entity, uniquely 
associated with the first entity data item, accessed the finan 
cial account from at least two distinct locations in the plurality 
of distinct locations. In some embodiments, the at least one 
money laundering indicator requires that the first entity 
accessed the financial account from at least three distinct 
locations in the plurality of distinct locations in a specific 
order or pattern. In various embodiments, the specific order or 
pattern comprises a timing requirement for the first entity 
accessing the financial account from the at least two distinct 
locations in the plurality of distinct locations. In certain 
embodiments, the at least one money laundering scoring cri 
teria is configured to determine a score for an entity based on 
at least one access location of the financial account by the first 
entity. 
0017. In some embodiments, a non-transitory computer 
readable storage medium storing computer-executable 
instructions that, when executed by a computer system, con 
figure the computer system to perform operations comprising 
enabling communication with one or more computer readable 
storage devices configured to store one or more software 
modules including computer executable instructions; a plu 
rality of entity data items; a plurality of entity activity data 
items, the entity activity data items each associated with one 
or more respective financial accounts and associated with at 
least one entity data item in the plurality of entity data items; 
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a plurality of money laundering indicators; and a plurality of 
money laundering scoring criteria. The instructions may fur 
ther configure the computer system to execute accessing, 
from the one or more computer readable storage devices, the 
plurality of entity data items and the plurality of the entity 
activity data items; for each of the plurality of entity data 
items, comparing the plurality of money laundering indica 
tors to the plurality of entity activity data items associated 
with the entity data item to determine whether the entity data 
item satisfies one or more of the money laundering indicators; 
and for each of the determined entity data items satisfying one 
or more money laundering indicators: determining raw score 
values for each of the satisfied money laundering indicators 
associated with the determined entity data item; and based on 
at least one of the plurality of money laundering scoring 
criteria, determine a score for the determined entity data item. 
0018. In various embodiments, an entity uniquely associ 
ated with each entity data item of the plurality of entity data 
items comprises a user of a financial account, a device, or an 
IP address. In some embodiments, the operations further 
comprise generating the plurality of entity data items based 
on web log data. In various embodiments, the at least one 
money laundering indicator of the plurality of money laun 
dering indicators comprises one or more rules configured to 
determine whether a first entity, uniquely associated with a 
first entity data item in the plurality of entity data items, 
accessed a financial account from one or more locations asso 
ciated with illegal activity. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0019. So that the manner in which the above recited fea 
tures of the present invention may be understood in detail, a 
more particular description of various embodiments, briefly 
Summarized above, may be had by reference to the appended 
drawings and detailed description. It is to be noted, however, 
that the appended drawings illustrate only typical embodi 
ments of present disclosure and are therefore not to be con 
sidered limiting of its scope, for present disclosure may admit 
to other equally effective embodiments. 
0020 FIG. 1A is a block diagram illustrating an example 
data analysis system, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0021 FIG. 1B is a flowchart of an example method of the 
data analysis system, according to various embodiments of 
the present disclosure. 
0022 FIG. 2A is a flowchart of an example of a money 
laundering data analysis method of the data analysis system, 
according to various embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0023 FIG. 2B is a flowchart of an example of an entity 
money laundering scoring method of the data analysis sys 
tem, according to various embodiments of the present disclo 
SUC. 

0024 FIG. 2C is a flowchart of an example of a clustering 
method of the data analysis system, according to various 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0025 FIG. 2D is a flowchart of an example of a cluster 
scoring method of the data analysis system, according to 
various embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0026 FIG. 3A is a map illustration of an example of a 
money laundering indicator/rule, according to various 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0027 FIG.3B is a table listing example money laundering 
indicators, according to various embodiments of the present 
disclosure. 
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0028 FIG. 3C illustrates an example of related money 
laundering entities and/or growth of a cluster of related 
money laundering entities, according to an embodiment of 
the present disclosure. 
0029 FIG. 4 illustrates an example money laundering data 
analysis user interface of the data analysis system, according 
to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 
0030 FIG. 5 illustrates components of an illustrative 
server computing system, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

I. Terms 

0031. In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems 
and methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. Each of the terms defined below are broad terms and 
should be construed in accordance with the ordinary and 
customary meaning of the terms to a person of ordinary skill 
of art to which the systems and methods pertain, and should 
also be construed to include without limitation the descrip 
tions provided below and other implicit meanings to a person 
of ordinary skill. Thus, neither the definitions below nor the 
examples, embodiments or illustrations contained herein 
should be considered limiting with respect to the meaning of 
these terms or the claims in which they may appear, and Such 
examples, embodiments and illustrations should not be read 
into or be construed in the claims either by implication or any 
lack of multiple embodiments. 
0032 Ontology: Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases. For 
example, the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database, and how 
objects and properties may be related. 
0033. Database: A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, 
relational databases (for example, Oracle database, mySQL 
database, and the like), spreadsheets, XML files, binary files, 
and text files, among others. The various terms “database.” 
“data store.” and “data source' may be used interchangeably 
in the present disclosure. 
0034. Data Item (Item), Entity Data Item (Entity), or Data 
Object (Object): A data container for information represent 
ing specific things in the world that have a number of defin 
able properties. For example, a data item may represent an 
entity Such as a financial account (such as bank account, 
investment account, etc.), a financial account user, a transac 
tion, a person, a place, an organization, a device (Such as a 
server, desktop computer, Smartphone or laptop), an activity, 
a market instrument, an IP address, or other noun. A data item 
may represent an event that happens at a point in time or for 
a duration in time. A data item may represent a document or 
other unstructured data source Such as an e-mail message, a 
news report, or a written paper or article. Each data item may 
be associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies 
the data item. The data items attributes (also called “charac 
teristics”, “properties” or “relationships') may include one or 
more values of a data item or metadata about the data item, 
such as a user's user ID or password or affiliated financial 
account number, a computing device's device ID, fingerprint, 
etc., or an IP address's associated physical location. A “user' 
may be considered an individual financial account user, or a 
company, organization, or other legal entity. The terms “data 
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item.” “data object.” “data entity, and “entity data item.” may 
be used interchangeably and/or synonymously in the present 
disclosure. References to an “entity” in a data or computer 
system context may refer to an entity data item. 
0035) Item (or Objector Entity) Type: Type of a data item. 
Example data item types may include Account, Device, IP 
Address, Transaction, Person, Event, or Document. Data item 
types may be defined by an ontology and may be modified or 
updated to include additional data item types. A data item 
definition (for example, in an ontology) may include how the 
data item is related to other data items, such as being a 
Sub-data item type of another data item type (for example, an 
agent may be a Sub-data item of a person data item type), and 
the properties the data item type may have. 
0036) Entity Activity Data Items: A data item correspond 
ing to an event associated with an entity. Example entity 
activity data items include data representing access to a finan 
cial account, the action taken on a financial account (e.g., 
determining balance, transferring money to or from the finan 
cial account, making a trade, etc.). Entity activity data items 
may also include entity information (using a property or 
relationship). Such as a device or IP address that has accessed 
a financial account during a specific event. In some embodi 
ments, some or all entity activity data items may be imple 
mented as properties of entity data items or as links to and/or 
from entity data items. 
0037 Properties: Attributes of a data item and/or other 
information associated with a data item (also referred to as 
“characteristics”, “attributes”, “relationships', or “meta 
data'). At a minimum, each property of a data item has a 
property type and a value or values. Properties/metadata asso 
ciated with data items may include any information relevant 
to that data item. For example, properties associated with an 
entity data item (e.g., a data item having an item type of 
“account') may include an account number, an associated 
customer identifier, an opening date, and/or the like. In 
another example, a person data item may include a name (for 
example, John Doe), an address (for example, 123 S. Orange 
Street), and/or a phone number (for example, 800-0000), 
among other properties. In another example, metadata asso 
ciated with a computer or device entity data item may include 
a list of users (for example, userl, user 2, and the like), and/or 
an IP (internet protocol) address associated with the device at 
a specific point in time, a device identifier, a device finger 
print, data characteristics of the device (browsers installed or 
used, fonts installed, HTTP headers sent or received, etc.) 
among other properties. 
0038 Property Type: The type of data a property is, such 
as a string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types, such as a series data values associ 
ated with timed ticks (for example, a time series), and the like. 
0039 Property Value: The value associated with a prop 
erty, which is of the type indicated in the property type asso 
ciated with the property. A property may have multiple val 
CS. 

0040 Link: A connection between two data items, based 
on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching 
properties. LinkS may be directional. Such as one representing 
a payment from person A to B, orbidirectional. 
0041 Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data items. 

0042 Seed: One or more data items that may be used as a 
basis, or starting point, for generating a cluster. A seed may be 
generated, determined, and/or selected from one or more sets 
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of data items according to a seed generation strategy. For 
example, seeds may be generated from data items accessed 
from various databases and data Sources including, for 
example, databases maintained by financial institutions, gov 
ernment entities, private entities, public entities, and/or pub 
licly available data sources, including web logs thereof. In 
various embodiments of the present disclosure, seed data 
items may include entities (such as a device, financial 
account, or IP address) satisfying a money laundering score 
threshold, as described below. 
0043 Cluster: A group or set of one or more related data 
items. A cluster may be generated, determined, and/or 
selected from one or more sets of data items according to a 
cluster generation strategy. A cluster may further be gener 
ated, determined, and/or selected based on a seed. For 
example, a seed may comprise an initial data item of a cluster. 
Data items related to the seed may be determined and asso 
ciated with or added to the cluster. Further, additional data 
items related to any clustered data item may also be added to 
the cluster iteratively as indicated by a cluster generation 
strategy. Data items may be related by any common and/or 
similar properties, metadata, types, relationships, and/or the 
like. 
0044 Seed Generation Strategy and Cluster Generation 
Strategy: Seed and cluster generation strategies (which may 
comprise one or more “indicators' (also referred to as rules)) 
indicate processes, methods, and/or strategies for generating 
seeds and generating clusters, respectively. In various 
embodiments of the present disclosure, processes and meth 
ods of applying money laundering indicators to activity data 
to determine entities likely to be related to money laundering 
may be referred to as seed generation strategies. In an 
example, a seed generation strategy may indicate that entities 
having a particular property (for example, computing devices 
satisfying a money laundering score threshold), or entities 
that exhibit specific patterns of behavior across one or mul 
tiple data sources, are to be designated as seeds. In another 
example, a cluster generation strategy may indicate that data 
items having particular properties in common with (or similar 
to) a seed or other data item in a cluster are to be added to the 
cluster. Seed and/or cluster generation strategies may specify 
particular searches and/or rule matches to perform on one or 
more sets of data items. Execution of a seed and/or cluster 
generation strategy may produce layers of related data items. 
Additionally, a seed or cluster generation strategy may 
include multiple strategies, Sub-strategies, rules, and/or Sub 
rules. 
0045 Cluster Scores: Values determined by various char 
acteristics and/or attributes associated with the cluster and/or 
the various data items of the cluster. 
0046 Cluster Metascores: An overall cluster score. Clus 
ter metascores may, for example, be based on a combination 
of cluster scores of a cluster associated with a seed. 

II. Overview 

0047. As mentioned above, according to various embodi 
ments, a data analysis system (the “system') is disclosed that 
may automatically detect, based on various entity activity 
data (e.g. account usage activity Such as, activity logs of 
financial account users, computing devices, and IP addresses, 
among other entities accessing one or more financial 
accounts), a likelihood of malfeasance. The data and/or data 
base items may be automatically analyzed to detect malfea 
sance. Such as criminal activity to disguise the origins of 
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illegal activities. For example, the data analysis system may 
be used in conjunction with financial user and device related 
data items to detect money laundering activity. Money laun 
dering activity may include, for example, a person or group 
engaging in financial activity to illegally transfer money or 
disguise the Source of money. Examples of money laundering 
may include transfers of money, or obfuscation of the source 
of money, so as to transform proceeds of illegal activity into 
ostensibly legitimate money or legitimate assets. Money 
laundering may also include any misuse of the financial sys 
tem (usually performed via money transfer), including terror 
ism financing, tax evasion, international sanction evasion, 
import and/or export restrictions evasion, or other prohibited 
activities. Money laundering may include avoiding prohibi 
tions that may include the source of a transfer (e.g. money 
from illegal crime activities such as extortion, insider trading, 
drug trafficking, illegal gambling, tax evasion etc.), or the 
destination of a transfer (e.g. money destined for a terrorist 
organization or to be imported to a specific country Such as 
the US). Money laundering may also include the layering, 
integrating, or combining of illegal funds with legitimate 
funds, so as to conceal the source of funds. Money laundering 
may also include, in addition to money transfers, the purchase 
of assets that can conceal a source. Such as securities, digital 
currencies (e.g. bitcoin), credit cards, cash, coupons, virtual 
currency, on-line game credits, etc. 
0048 Money Laundering may take many specific forms, 
including bank methods, Smurfing (also known as structur 
ing), currency exchanges, and double-invoicing. Each type of 
money laundering can be detected with appropriately crafted 
money laundering indicator(s) that can be crafted to detect 
financial account users, computing devices (mobile/non-mo 
bile) and IP addresses associated with money laundering 
activity. Several example types of money laundering are 
listed below. 

0049 Cross Nation Access (also referred to as “Cross 
Nation Transfers'): Deposits into and/or from a bank or other 
financial account, where the deposits and withdrawals at least 
are partially sourced from a prohibited activity or entity, or 
destined for a prohibited activity or entity. Patterns of cross 
nation accesses may indicate Such prohibited activities and 
indicate money laundering (e.g. a device accessing a financial 
account in locations according to a known pattern (such as a 
drug trade route), or specific money transfers between back 
accounts in different countries and/or jurisdictions according 
to a known money laundering route). 
0050 Structuring (also referred to as “smurfing): a 
method of moving money whereby cash deposits are broken 
into Smaller deposits of money, that are used to reduce Sus 
picion of money laundering and to avoid anti-money launder 
ing reporting requirements. A Sub-component of this is to use 
Smaller amounts of money to purchase bearer instruments, 
Such as money orders, and then ultimately deposit those, 
again in Small amounts. 
0051 Bulk cash Smuggling: This involves Smuggling 
money to another jurisdiction and depositing it in a financial 
institution, such as an offshore bank, with greater bank 
secrecy or less rigorous money laundering enforcement. 
0.052 Cash-intensive businesses: In this method, a busi 
ness typically involved in receiving cash uses its accounts to 
deposit both legitimate and criminally derived cash, claiming 
all of it as legitimate earnings. Service businesses are best 
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Suited to this method, as such businesses have no variable 
costs, and it is hard to detect discrepancies between revenues 
and costs. 
0053 Trade-based laundering: This involves under- or 
overValuing invoices to disguise the movement of money. 
0054 Shell companies and trusts: Trusts and shell compa 
nies disguise the true owner of money. Trusts and corporate 
vehicles, depending on the jurisdiction, need not disclose 
their true, beneficial, owner. 
0055 Round-tripping: Money is deposited in a controlled 
foreign corporation offshore account, preferably in a tax 
haven where minimal records are kept, and then shipped back 
as a foreign direct investment, exempt from taxation. A vari 
ant on this is to transfer money to a law firm or similar 
organization as funds on account of fees, then to cancel the 
retainer and, when the money is remitted, represent the sums 
received from the lawyers as a legacy under a will or proceeds 
of litigation. 
0056 Bank capture: In this case, money launderers or 
criminals buy a controlling interest in a bank, preferably in a 
jurisdiction with weak money laundering controls, and then 
move money through the bank without Scrutiny. 
0057 Casinos: In this method, an individual walks into a 
casino with cash and buys chips, plays for a while, and then 
cashes in the chips, taking payment in a check, or just getting 
a receipt, claiming it as gambling winnings. Alternatively, 
money can be spent on gambling, preferably on higher odds. 
The wins are shown if the source for money is asked for, while 
the losses are hidden. 
0058 Real estate: An entity purchases real estate with 
illegal proceeds and then sells the property. To outsiders, the 
proceeds from the sale look like legitimate income. Alterna 
tively, the price of the property is manipulated. Such as by the 
seller agreeing to a contract that underrepresents the value of 
the property and receiving criminal proceeds to make up the 
difference. 
0059 Black salaries: A company may have unregistered 
employees without a written contract and pay them cash 
salaries. Dirty money might be used to pay them. 
0060 Tax amnesties: For example, those that legalize 
unreported assets in tax havens and cash 
0061 Fictional loans: A loan might be given to legiti 
mately transfer money from a bank that has money to launder. 
The loan may or may not be defaulted on. 
0062 Anti-money laundering (AML) is a term mainly 
used in the financial and legal industries to describe the legal 
controls that require financial institutions and other regulated 
entities to prevent, detect, and report money laundering 
activities. Anti-money laundering guidelines came into 
prominence globally as a result of the formation of the Finan 
cial Action Task Force (FATF) and the promulgation of an 
international framework of anti-money laundering standards. 
The systems and methods described herein may, in an auto 
matic fashion, or in a semi-automated fashion, assist analysts 
in detecting potential money laundering (or money launder 
ing related anomalies) in order to satisfy an institution's AML 
obligations. 
0063. Such anomalies may include substantial increases 
in funds in a financial account, a large withdrawal, or moving 
money to a bank secrecy jurisdiction. They may also include 
detecting a transfer via an account user, device, or IP address 
on a black list, or involve a pattern of transactions having 
particular characteristics. Additional rules/indicators for 
detecting money laundering are described herein. 
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0064. In various embodiments, as also mentioned above, 
the system may receive and/or access various data items 
relating to entity activity related data (e.g. financial account 
usage, user, or device activity) related to the transfer of money 
or securities. The entity activity related data may be associ 
ated with one or more bank or financial account data item and 
may, for example, include web log data (including a device, 
user, and/or IP address related to mobile device or web traffic 
activity with a financial institution), financial transaction data 
and/or various other user, device, or IP address based data. 
0065. The system may further receive and/or access vari 
ous money laundering indicators or rules. Based on the 
money laundering indicators (which may also be referred to 
as rules) and the entity activity related data, the system may 
determine a likelihood that an entity data item is involved in 
money laundering, or associated with a money laundering 
operation. Further, the system may determine one or more 
scores (and/or metascores) for each entity data item that may 
be indicative of a likelihood an entity associated with the data 
item is involved in money laundering, or associated with 
money laundering. Scores and/or metascores may be deter 
mined based on, for example, various money laundering scor 
ing criteria and/or strategies. As described in further detail 
below, entity data items may be ranked based on their asso 
ciated scores and/or metascores. 

0.066 Entity activity data, data items, and/or other types of 
data items of the data analysis system may be accessed and/or 
received from various databases and data sources including, 
for example, databases maintained by financial institutions, 
government entities, private entities, public entities, and/or 
publicly available data sources. Such databases and data 
Sources may include a variety of information and data, Such 
as, for example, personal information, financial information, 
tax-related information, web log data, web service data, 
mobile device usage data, mobile app log data, computer 
network-related data, and/or any computer-related activity 
data, among others. Further, the databases and data sources 
may include various relationships that link and/or associate 
data items with one another. Various data items and relation 
ships may be stored across different systems controlled by 
different entities and/or institutions. According to various 
embodiments, the data analysis system may bring together 
data from multiple data sources in order to build clusters. 
0067. In various embodiments the system may further 
cluster the entity data items with various other related data 
items. Clusters of related data items may be generated from 
initial data items, called “seeds.” In various embodiments, 
seeds may comprise entity data items determined to have a 
high likelihood of being involved in money laundering. The 
processes and methods of applying money laundering indi 
cators to entity activity data to determine entities likely to be 
involved in money laundering may be referred to as seed 
generation strategies. 
0068 Additionally, in various embodiments the system 
may score and/or rank entities and/or clusters of entity data 
items. Further, as described below, in various embodiments 
entity data items may be clustered in order to score and/or 
assess a likelihood of money laundering. For example, a 
particular entity data item may be used by the system as a seed 
even when the entity data item and/or associated entity is not 
initially determined to have a high likelihood of being 
involved in money laundering. In this example, after cluster 
ing it may be determined by the system, based on the entity 
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data items relationship with various other data items, that it 
likely is involved in money laundering. 
0069. In various embodiments, the data analysis system 
may enable a user to efficiently perform analysis and inves 
tigations of various data items (for example, entity data items) 
and/or clusters of data items. For example, the system may 
enable a user (also referred to herein as an “analyst’) to 
perform various financial, device based, and security investi 
gations related to an entity and/or a seed (for example, an 
initial entity data item or data object determined to likely be 
involved in money laundering). In Such an investigation, the 
system may enable an analyst to search and/or investigate 
several data items and/or several layers of related data items. 
For example, a financial account user may be a seed that is 
linked by the system to various data items including, for 
example, an IP address or computing device that regularly 
accesses the financial accounts web or mobile interface. 
Further, the system may link, for example, various other 
computing devices or IP addresses that also access the same 
account or use the same userIData financial institution, to the 
seed financial account user. Accordingly, in various embodi 
ments, the system may automatically determine and provide 
to a user or analyst various layers of data items related to the 
seed financial account. Such an investigation may, in an 
embodiment, enable the analyst to determine money launder 
ing. For example, if the seed financial account user was sus 
pected to be involved in money laundering, then the analyst 
may determine that the additional computing devices may 
also be involved in money laundering. Further, if the seed 
financial account user was linked to other known entities 
involved in money laundering, the analyst may determine that 
the seed financial account user was likely to be involved in 
money laundering. As mentioned above, in Such an investi 
gation the analyst may discover relationships between the 
additional entities and the seed financial account user through 
several layers of related data items. Such techniques, enabled 
by various embodiments of the data analysis system, may be 
particularly valuable for investigations in which relationships 
between data items may include several layers, and in which 
such relationships may be otherwise very difficult or impos 
sible to manually identify. 
0070. In various embodiments, the data analysis system 
may automatically generate, or determine, seeds based on a 
seed generation strategy (also referred to as “seed generation 
rules'). For example, for aparticular set of data items, the data 
analysis system may automatically generate, based on a seed 
generation strategy, seeds by designating particular data 
items (or groups of data items) as seeds. Examples of various 
seed generation strategies are described below. In various 
embodiments, processes and methods of applying money 
laundering indicators to entity activity data to determine enti 
ties likely to be involved in money laundering may be referred 
to as seed generation strategies/rules. 
0071. Further, in various embodiments, the data analysis 
system may automatically discover data items related to a 
seed, and store the resulting relationships and related data 
items together in a “cluster.” A cluster generation strategy 
(also referred to as "cluster generation rules') may specify 
particular searches to performat each step of an investigation, 
or cluster generation, process. Such searches may produce 
layers of related data items to add to the cluster. Thus, accord 
ing to an embodiment, an analyst may start an investigation 
with the resulting cluster, rather than the seed alone. Starting 
with the cluster, the analyst may form opinions regarding the 
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related data items, conduct further analysis of the related data 
items, and/or may query for additional related data items. 
0072 According to various embodiments, the data analy 
sis system may further generate various “cluster scores.” 
Cluster scores may include scores based on various charac 
teristics and/or attributes associated with the cluster and/or 
the various data items of the cluster. In various embodiments, 
the data analysis system may also generate "cluster metas 
cores' which may include, for example, an overall cluster 
score. Cluster metascores may, for example, be based on a 
combination of cluster scores of a cluster associated with a 
seed. The processes of scoring entity data items for money 
laundering, and scoring clusters of entity activity data items, 
may be similar and the description of either (below) may also 
apply to the other. 
0073. Further, in various embodiments, for a particular set 
of data items, multiple clusters may be generated by the data 
analysis system. For example, the data analysis system may 
generate multiple seeds (for example, the corresponding 
entity data items for identified financial accounts, computing 
devices, IP addresses, etc.) according to a seed generation 
strategy, and then multiple clusters based on those seeds (and 
based on a cluster generation strategy). In Such embodiments, 
the data analysis system may prioritize the multiple seeds 
and/or generated clusters based upon money laundering and/ 
or cluster scores and/or cluster metascores. In an embodi 
ment, the data analysis system may provide a user interface 
including a display of Summaries of the entities and/or clus 
ters, including scores, metascores, and/or various other infor 
mation. Such Summaries may be displayed according to a 
prioritization of entities and/or clusters. In various embodi 
ments, such prioritization may assist an analyst in selecting 
particular entities and/or clusters to investigate. 
0074. In the following description, numerous specific 
details are set forth to provide a more thorough understanding 
of various embodiments of the present disclosure. However, it 
will be apparent to one of skill in the art that the systems and 
methods of the present disclosure may be practiced without 
one or more of these specific details. 

III. Examples of Data Items, Properties, and Links 
0075. In various embodiments, different types of data 
items may have different property types. For example, a 
“financial account data item may have an Account Num 
ber property type, a “Person’ data item may have an "Eye 
Color property type, a “Device' data item may have a 
“browser' or “browser version' property type, and an 
“Event data item may have a “Date” property type. Each 
property as represented by data in a database may have a 
property type defined by an ontology used by the database. 
Further, data items may be instantiated in a database in accor 
dance with a corresponding object definition for the particular 
data item in the ontology. For example, a specific monetary 
transaction or payment (for example, an entity of type 
“event”) of US$30,000.00 (for example, a property of type 
“currency” having a property value of “US$30,000.00) tak 
ing place on Jun. 30, 2012 (for example, a property of type 
“date' having a property value of “6/30/2012) may be stored 
in the database as an event object with associated currency 
and date properties as defined within the ontology. 
0076 Data items defined in an ontology may support 
property multiplicity. In particular, a data item may be 
allowed to have more than one property of the same property 
type. For example, a “Device' data item may be associated 
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with multiple financial accounts ("financial account’ proper 
ties), locations (“Geolocation' properties) or IP addresses 
(“IPAddress' properties), or a “Person’ data object may have 
multiple “Address' properties or multiple “Name” proper 
ties. 

0077. A link represents a connection between two data 
items and may be through any of a relationship, an event, 
and/or matching properties. A link may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, “Person’ data item A may be 
connected to “Person’ data item B by a “Child Of relation 
ship (where “Person’ data item B has an asymmetric “Parent 
Of relationship to “Person’ data item A), a “Kin Of sym 
metric relationship to “Person’ data item C, and an asymmet 
ric “Member Of relationship to “Organization’ data item X. 
The type of relationship between two data items may vary 
depending on the types of the data items. For example, “Per 
son’ data item A may have an 'Appears In relationship with 
“Document data item Y or have a “Participate In relation 
ship with “Event data item E. As an example of an event 
connection, two “Person’ data items may be connected by an 
Airline Flight' data item representing a particular airline 

flight if they traveled together on that flight, or by a “Meeting 
data item representing a particular meeting if they both 
attended that meeting. In one embodiment, when two data 
items are connected by an event, they are also connected by 
relationships, in which each data item has a specific relation 
ship to the event, such as, for example, an 'Appears. In 
relationship. 
0078. As an example of a matching properties connection, 
two “Device' data items may both have an “IP Address’ 
property that indicates an IP address associated with the 
devices, and that IP address may be the same for both, or may 
be on the same network or subnet, even if different. In another 
example, two “IP Address' data items may both have a 
“Geolocation’ property that indicates that these addresses are 
assigned within the same physical location. If the locations 
are within the same general area, then their “Geolocation' 
properties likely contain similar, if not identical property 
values. In one embodiment, a link between two data item may 
be established based on similar or matching properties (for 
example, property types and/or property values) of the data 
item. These are just some examples of the types of connec 
tions that may be represented by a link and other types of 
connections may be represented; embodiments are not lim 
ited to any particular types of connections between data 
items. For example, a web log may contain references to two 
different entities. For example, the web log may contain a 
reference to a source financial account (one data item), and a 
destination financial account (a second data item). A link 
between these two data items may represent a connection 
between these two entities through their co-occurrence within 
the same web log. 
0079. In some embodiments, each line of a weblog, or any 
collection of data indicating how a financial account was be 
used Such as a log/data created by a bank’s mobile application 
(all of which may be referred to as comprising account usage 
data items or entity activity data items (e.g. log lines, entries, 
and/or records)), can comprise multiple identifiers in a single 
log line. For example, a single log line may include a time 
stamp, the accessed financial account, the user accessing the 
financial account, the device accessing the financial account 
(represented via a device ID/fingerprint/or one or more mul 
tiple characteristics of a device that allow for a unique or 
near-unique identification of a device), the IP address of the 
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device accessing the financial account, and any action, activ 
ity, or function initiated by the user or device on the bank’s 
website or mobile application. 
0080 Each data item may have multiple links with another 
data item to form a link set. For example, two “Device' data 
items may be linked through a "geolocation” relationship, a 
matching “time Zone' property, and/or one or more matching 
“Event properties (for example, accesses the same financial 
account). Each link, as represented by data in a database, may 
have a link type defined by the database ontology used by the 
database. 
I0081. In various embodiments, the data analysis system 
may access various data items and associated properties from 
various databases and data sources. Such databases and data 
Sources may include a variety of information and data, Such 
as, for example, personal information (for example, names, 
addresses, phone numbers, personal identifiers, and the like), 
financial information (for example, financial account infor 
mation, transaction information, balance information, and the 
like), tax-related information (for example, tax return data, 
and the like), device related data, computer network-related 
data (for example, network traffic information, IP (Internet 
Protocol) addresses, user account information, domain infor 
mation, network connection information, weblogs (including 
financial account access logs) and the like), and/or computer 
related activity data (for example, computer events, user 
actions, money laundering black lists or grey lists and the 
like), entity histories, previous investigations, among others. 

IV. Description of the Figures 

0082 Embodiments of the disclosure will now be 
described with reference to the accompanying Figures, 
wherein like numerals refer to like elements throughout. The 
terminology used in the description presented herein is not 
intended to be interpreted in any limited or restrictive manner, 
simply because it is being utilized in conjunction with a 
detailed description of certain specific embodiments of the 
disclosure. Furthermore, embodiments of the disclosure may 
include several novel features, no single one of which is 
solely responsible for its desirable attributes or which is 
essential to practicing the embodiments of the disclosure 
herein described. 
I0083 a. Example Data Analysis System 
I0084 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
data analysis system 100, according to an embodiment. As 
shown in the embodiment of FIG. 1, the data analysis system 
100 includes an application server 115 running on a server 
computing system 110, a client 135 running on a client com 
puter system 130, and at least one data store 140. Further, the 
client 135, application server 115, and data store 140 may 
communicate over a network 150, for example, to access data 
sources 160. 
I0085. The application server 115 may include a rules 
engine 120 and a workflow engine 125. The rules engine 120 
and a workflow engine 125 may be software modules as 
described below in reference to FIG. 5. According to an 
embodiment, the rules engine 120 is configured to apply one 
or more money laundering seed generation Strategies (e.g., 
including one or more money laundering rules or indicators) 
to various entity data items, score entity data items based on 
money laundering scoring criteria (e.g., as defined in the one 
or more seed generation strategies), build one or more clusters 
of related data items according to one or more cluster genera 
tion strategies, and/or score clusters based on cluster scoring 
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criteria (e.g., as defined in the one or more seed generation 
strategies). The rules engine 120 may read data from a variety 
of data sources 160 to obtain entity data items, entity activity 
data items, obtain other types of data items, and/or generate 
clusters from seeds (also referred to as “seed data items”). 
Once processed, entity data items (and other types of data 
items) and/or clusters may be stored on the server computing 
system 110 and/or on the data store 140. The operations of the 
rules engine 120 are discussed in detail below in reference to 
FIGS. 2A-2D and 3A-3C. 

I0086. As mentioned, in an embodiment, the rules engine 
120 may be configured to score the entity data items and/or 
data item clusters, according to a money laundering scoring 
criteria and/or cluster scoring criteria (e.g., as defined in a 
cluster scoring strategy). A score may indicate a likelihood 
that an entity or cluster is involved or otherwise associated 
with money laundering and/or an importance of further ana 
lyzing an entity or cluster. For example, with respect to a 
cluster likely to be associated with money laundering, includ 
ing several financial accounts, the rules engine 120 may 
execute a scoring strategy that aggregates the account bal 
ances of the financial accounts within the cluster because, for 
example, a large aggregated total balance may indicate a large 
money laundering liability for a financial institution, a cluster 
with Such a large total balance may be considered to have a 
higher score relative to other clusters with lower aggregated 
total balances (and, therefore, lower scores). Thus, a cluster 
with a higher score relative to a cluster with a lower score may 
be considered more important to analyze. 
0087. In an embodiment, the rules engine 120 organizes 
and presents the entities and/or clusters according to the 
assigned scores. The rules engine 120 may present Summaries 
of the entities and/or clusters, and/or interactive representa 
tions of the clusters within an analysis user interface. For 
example, the representations may provide visual indications 
(for example, graphs or other visualizations) of entity data 
items and/or related data items within various clusters. The 
rules engine 120 may generate an analysis user interface. Such 
as a web application and/or a dynamic web page displayed 
within the client 135. The rules engine 120 may also allow an 
analyst to create tasks associated with the entities and/or 
clusters. In an embodiment, the rules engine 120 evaluates 
entities and/or generates clusters automatically, for example, 
for Subsequent review by analysts. 
0088. The application server may further include a work 
flow engine 125. The workflow engine 125 may generate 
and/or provide the various user interfaces of the data analysis 
system. Analysts may assign tasks to themselves or one 
another via a workflow user interface generated by the work 
flow engine 125, for example. In another example, the work 
flow engine 125 may present various data generated by the 
rules engine 120. For example, the workflow engine 125 may 
present an analyst with entities and/or clusters generated, 
scored, and ordered by the rules engine 120. 
I0089. The client 135 may represent one or more software 
applications or modules configured to present data and trans 
late input, from the analyst, into requests for data analyses by 
the application server 115. In one embodiment, the client 135 
and the application server 115 may be embodied in the same 
Software module and/or may be included in the same com 
puting system. However, several clients 135 may execute on 
the client computer 130, and/or several clients 135 on several 
client computers 130 may interact with the application server 
115. In one embodiment, the client 135 may be a browser 
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accessing a web service. In various embodiments, a compo 
nent of the system, for example the workflow engine 125, may 
generate user interfaces (for example, that may be transmitted 
to a display or browser and displayed to an analyst) and/or 
may generate instructions or code useable to generate a dis 
play and/or user interface (for example, that may be transmit 
ted to a display or browser where a user interface may be 
generated and displayed to an analyst). 
(0090 While the client 135 and application server 115 are 
shown running on distinct computing systems, the client 135 
and application server 115 may run on the same computing 
system. Further, the rules engine 120 and the workflow engine 
125 may run on separate applications servers 115, on separate 
server computing systems, or some combination thereof. 
Additionally, a history service may store the results generated 
by an analyst relative to a given entity and/or cluster 
0091. In an embodiment, the data sources 160 provide data 
available to the rules engine 120, for example entity activity 
data, which may include financial account usage data. The 
data sources 160 may provide various data items such as 
entity activity data items to the rules engine 120 for determi 
nation of likely entities involved with money laundering (for 
example, generation of seeds) and/or to create or generate 
clusters from a seed or a set of seeds. Such data Sources may 
include relational data sources, web services data, XML data, 
and the like. Further, such data sources may include a variety 
of information and data, for example, web log information 
(including access logs and network interactions of devices 
and/or IP addresses initiating actions on accounts, such as a 
bank transfer) personal information, financial information, 
tax-related information, computer network-related data, and/ 
or computer-related activity data, device, IP address, or 
money laundering black or grey lists, entity investigation 
histories, entity money laundering histories, among others. 
For example, the data sources may be related to financial 
account records stored by a financial institution, and opera 
tions on those accounts (such as bank transfers) by users, 
devices and/or IP addresses. In such a case, the data sources 
may include entity activity data, Such as financial operations 
taken by a user, device or IP address (deposits, transfers, 
purchases, withdrawals, etc.), location data for the devices or 
IP addresses (or a lookup service to determine such a device's 
or IP address's location via geolocation of an IP address, 
device time Zone, or other means), financial account data, 
customer data, and transaction data. The entity activity data 
may include data attributes such as device characteristics, 
HTTP headers/user agent information, IP addresses, account 
numbers, account balances, phone numbers, persons, 
addresses, transaction amounts, and/or the like. Of course, 
data sources 160 are included to be representative of a variety 
of data available to the server computer system 110 over 
network 150, as well as locally available data sources. 
0092. The data store 140 may be a Relational Database 
Management System (RDBMS) that stores the data as rows in 
relational tables. The term “database, as used herein, may 
refer to an database (e.g., RDBMS or SQL database), or may 
refer to any other data structure. Such as, for example a 
comma separated values (CSV), extensible markup language 
(XML), text (TXT) file, flat file, spreadsheet file, and/or any 
other widely used or proprietary format. While the data store 
140 is shown as a distinct computing system, the data store 
140 may operate on the same server computing system 110 as 
the application server 115. 
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0093. Additional details of the server computing system 
110, the data sources 160, and other components of the data 
analysis system are described below in reference to FIG. 5. 
0094) b. Example Methods of the Data Analysis System 
0095 FIG. 1B is a flowchart of an example generalized 
method of the data analysis system, according to various 
embodiments of the present disclosure. In various embodi 
ments, fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in 
the process, or various blocks may be performed in an order 
different from that shown in the figure. In an embodiment, 
one or more blocks in the figure may be performed by various 
components of the data analysis system, for example, server 
computing system 110 (described in reference to FIG. 1 
above and FIG. 5 below). 
0096. The flowchart of FIG. 1B shows an overview of 
various processes of the data analysis system, the details of 
which are described in reference to the flowcharts of FIGS. 
2A-2B below. By the method of FIG. 1B, the system may 
detect and/or identify potential computing devices, IP 
addresses, and financial accounts (or users/user IDs associ 
ated with Such financial accounts) associated with money 
laundering activity. 
0097. At block 172, the system may determine one or 
more entities and their corresponding entity data items (e.g., 
representing entities or other data items) satisfying various 
money laundering indicators. Details of an example of this 
process are described below in reference to FIG. 2A. At block 
174, the system may determine one or more money launder 
ing scores and/or metascores for each of the entity data items 
corresponding to the entities. Details of an example of this 
process are described below in reference to FIG. 2B. At 
optional block 176, the system may rank the entity data items 
corresponding to the entities based on the determined money 
laundering scores. An example of ranked entities is shown in 
an example user interface in FIG. 4. At optional block 178, the 
system may generate clusters of related data items based on 
the determined entity data items likely involved with money 
laundering, or associated with money laundering as deter 
mined by the data analysis system based on the money laun 
dering scores for each entity in block 174. Details of an 
example of this process are described in reference to FIG.2C. 
At optional block 180, the system may determine one or more 
cluster scores and/or metascores for each of the clusters. 
Details of an example of this process are described below in 
reference to FIG. 2D. At optional block 182, the system may 
rank the clusters based on the determined cluster scores and/ 
or metascores. An example of ranked clusters is also shown in 
the example user interface of FIG. 4. As described, each of 
blocks 176-182 are optional, and in some embodiments may 
not be performed by the system. 
0098. In various embodiments, the data analysis system 
may or may not generate multiple scores for each entity 
and/or cluster, may or may not generate metascores for each 
entity/cluster, and/or may or may not rank the entities/clus 
ters. In an embodiment, the system may rank entities/clusters 
based on one or more scores that are not metascores. 

0099 Further, as described below, in an embodiment 
entity data items satisfying a money laundering score thresh 
old may be used as seeds for generating data item clusters. 
Alternatively, data item clusters may be generated for any 
determined entity/entities. Seeds may include one or multiple 
data items. Similarly, the clusters may include one or multiple 
data items related to a seed, including the seed, and may be 
generated based on cluster strategies or rules (also referred to 
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as “cluster generation strategies’). Scores and metascores 
may be determined based on attributes, characteristics, and/or 
properties associated with an entity data item and/or data 
items that make up a given cluster. 
0100. In various embodiments, in each of the flowcharts 
described below in reference to FIGS. 2A-2D, fewer blocks 
or additional blocks may be included in the example pro 
cesses depicted, or various blocks may be performed in an 
order different from that shown in the figures. Further, in 
various embodiments, one or more blocks in the figures may 
be performed by various components of the data analysis 
system, for example, server computing system 110 (de 
scribed above in reference to FIGS. 1 and 5) and/or another 
Suitable computing system. 
0101 FIG. 2A is a flowchart of an example of an entity 
activity data analysis method of the data analysis system in 
which entity activity data is analyzed based on one or more 
money laundering indicators or rules, according to various 
embodiments of the present disclosure. The flowchart of FIG. 
2A may correspond to block 172 of the flowchart of FIG. 1B. 
As described below, the one or more money laundering indi 
cators, when applied to data related to an entity data item, may 
indicate a likelihood that the entity data item is involved in or 
associated with money laundering. For example, an entity 
satisfying one or more of the money laundering indicators 
may indicate that the entity is potential involved in money 
laundering activity. This is because, at least in part, entities 
involved in money laundering may exhibit particular behav 
iors, and/or may have particular characteristics, that may be 
identified by the system by application of the money launder 
ing indicators. 
0102. As described above, money laundering activity may 
include, for example, a person or group engaging in financial 
activity to illegally transfer money or disguise the source of 
money. Examples of money laundering may include transfers 
of money, or obfuscation of the source of money, so as to 
transform proceeds of illegal activity into ostensibly legiti 
mate money or legitimate assets. Money laundering may also 
include any misuse of the financial system (usually per 
formed via money transfer), including terrorism financing, 
tax evasion, international sanction evasion, import/export 
restrictions evasion, or other prohibited activities. Money 
laundering may include avoiding prohibitions that may 
include the Source of a transfer (e.g. money from illegal crime 
activities such as extortion, insider trading, drug trafficking, 
illegal gambling, tax evasion etc.), or the destination of a 
transfer (e.g. money destined for a terrorist organization or to 
be imported to a specific country such as the US). Money 
laundering may also include the layering, integrating, or com 
bining of illegal funds with legitimate funds, so as to conceal 
the Source of funds. Money laundering may also include, in 
addition to money transfers, the purchase of assets that can 
conceal a source, such as securities, digital currencies (e.g. 
bitcoin), credit cards, cash, coupons, virtual currency, on-line 
game credits, etc. Money Laundering may include cross 
nation access/transfers, Smurfing, currency exchanges, 
double-invoicing, structuring, bulk cash Smuggling, cash-in 
tensive businesses, trade-based laundering, shell companies 
and trusts, round-tripping, bank capture, casinos, real estate, 
tax amnesties, fictional loans, etc. 
0103 Advantageously, according to various embodi 
ments, the system may enable analysts of for example, finan 
cial institutions such as banks, to efficiently identify entities 
that are (or were) potentially involved in money laundering 
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(for example, computing devices that access financial 
accounts, where those computing devices all meet a specific 
criteria, Such as a pattern of movement of money between 
physical locations of the computing devices). 
0104 Referring again to the flowchart of FIG. 2A, at block 
212, entity activity data and/or data items may be received 
and/or accessed by the data analysis system. For example, 
entity activity data items may include web logs (212a). 
mobile application data (212b), any other device related data 
(212c), and or any other financial entity activity data (such as 
bank transfers or financial account accesses) and/or other 
user-related data (212d), or other data sources which may 
provide a signal to detect money laundering. Such entity 
activity data may be accessed and/or received from, for 
example, various data sources 160 (as shown in FIGS. 1 and 
5). In various embodiments, entity activity data may be 
accessed from various data sources, as described herein. Fur 
ther, entity activity data accessed from the various data 
Sources may be normalized and/or adapted Such that it may be 
read and/or manipulated by the system (as described below in 
reference to FIG. 5). 
0105 Web logs (212a) may comprise multiple log lines 
describing accesses/network transactions between a browser 
client and a banking or financial server. Each log line may 
comprise a timestamp of an HTTP/HTTPS request, a source 
IP address, a username of a customer/person accessing the 
financial website, an account being accessed, and/or a device 
ID or fingerprint (such as an active directory token, persistent 
cookie, hash ID, or one or more multiple characteristics pro 
viding enough entropy so as to uniquely oridentify or classify 
a device). The web log may also indicate specific actions 
taken by devices/users on a website, Such as access to web 
pages or functions that indicate a bank transfer, withdrawal, 
or deposit. Multiple logs may be used to stitch together a full 
understanding of actions on a website (such as correlating 
device/cookie IDs in a web log with database logs indicating 
user actions during similar time periods and/or using the same 
IP address, etc.), and Such a collection of data may be con 
sidered a data source (or data sources) used by the data analy 
sis system. 
0106 Mobile Application Data (212b) may comprise data 
locally stored by a mobile application and sent over a net 
work. For example, many banking institutions have their own 
mobile applications to access financial accounts. These 
mobile applications may run on many devices, including 
mobile android devices, iOS devices, etc. As mobile applica 
tions may allow a customer to access a financial institutions 
accounts, these applications may collect information about 
the mobile device and its interactions. Such information may 
comprise similar data as the web log data (212a), but may also 
include other information, such as the geolocation of the 
mobile device while accessing the mobile application (e.g., 
GPS coordinates, travel speed, accelerometer information, 
time Zone/clock setting information, etc.) Any information 
collected by the mobile application on the mobile device may 
then be sent to a server or database, to be accessed as a data 
Source (or data sources) 
0107. Other device related data (212c) may include a vari 
ety of information, such as device black lists or histories of 
activities for known devices (e.g., tracked by fingerprint, 
characteristics, cookie, etc.). Additionally, such data may be 
generated on the fly. For example, each IP address used by a 
device, or appearinginalog, may have an associated approxi 
mate geo-location. A network service may be used to analyze 
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each IP address associated with a device to determine the 
approximate geolocation of a device during a specific time 
period each IP address was used, during a specific transaction, 
etc. In some embodiments, a network service need not be 
used. Instead, a local table or database may be consulted that 
may map IP addresses to specific geo locations in order to 
determine an IP addresses or devices location. Such a lookup 
may be a part of preprocessing of the data sources 212a, 212b, 
212c, and 212d, or may be performed on the fly by the data 
analysis system. 
0108. Other user related data sources (212c) may include 
lists of financial accounts, their associated users/customers, 
known financial accounts associated with money laundering, 
customer black lists, money laundering investigation histo 
ries, or other data. A customer black list may comprise a list 
of known persons or business entities that have been desig 
nated as associated with money laundering, and should be 
avoided by all banks. The list may comprise personally iden 
tifiable information (e.g. a Person objects properties or 
known devices of the Person) that can be used for detecting 
relationships to other data to determine other associated enti 
ties (e.g., a device that may have been used by a black listed 
person). 
0109 Each of the above data sources may comprise one or 
more entity activity data items including account usage infor 
mation, as each data source usually includes multiple entries 
(e.g. log lines) indicating a relationship of each entity with a 
financial account (e.g. using variable placeholders, entity X at 
time T accessed account Z from IP A.B.C.D to perform 
account function W). 
0110. In some embodiments, the entities examined by the 
data analysis system may be generated by extracting entities 
from a portion of, or all of the data sources comprising entity 
activity data items. For example, the data analysis system 
may extract device identifiers, user identifiers, financial 
accounts, and IP addresses from a banks web logs or trans 
action logs, in order to create a list of a plurality of entities to 
examine. 
0111. At block 214, the system may determine one or 
more entities with which the received data are related. For 
example, the received entity activity data may include various 
devices IDs (fingerprints, HTTP characteristics, etc.), IP 
addresses, customers, transactions, phone numbers, 
addresses, person identifiers, and/or the like that may each be 
related to one or more entities. The system may determine 
which data items are related with which entities such that the 
entities may be evaluated for potential money laundering, as 
described below. For example, for each device or IP address, 
the data analysis system may look up or determine the 
device's physical location for one or more time periods based 
on a web log entry, mobile application data, a geolocation 
mapping, and/or a geolocation lookup service. 
0112 At block 216, various money laundering indicators 
or rules may be received and/or accessed by the data analysis 
system. Money laundering indicators may include, for 
example, various data, rules, and/or criteria that may be com 
pared with the entity activity data items (for example, device/ 
IP address bank web service/mobile application transaction 
information) to determine whether an entity is likely involved 
in money laundering. 
0113. In some embodiments, a money laundering indica 
tor may use physical location of access by an entity to a 
financial account. As described herein, the data analysis sys 
tem can examine an entity's activity through the use of data 
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Sources comprising web logs or mobile application logs of a 
bank interaction with customer devices. The logs may pro 
vide multiple access times for each device, the customer 
associated with access (such as a user ID that is affiliated with 
the financial account and associated with a user/customer 
profile), a device fingerprint (Such as an Active Directory 
token, persistent cookie, browser characteristics, etc.), a 
device's location during the activity, and/or an IP address. In 
Some embodiments, geolocation data for activity may be 
discovered by looking up an IP addresses in a geolocation 
database, or may be supplied by a mobile device in a log as 
activity is occurring. 

0114. The entity activity data (also known as account 
usage data) above can be used to track and determine an 
entity's physical movements. For example, the data could 
show that on Mar. 24, 2011, user ABCD accessed financial 
account 12345 using device XY and IP address 128.200.83.5. 
The IP used may correspond to an IP address associated with 
Venezuela as determined by an IP geolocation database. The 
same user ABCD may have then accessed financial account 
12345 on Apr. 4, 2011 using his mobile device WZ and IP 
address 34.48.98.123. The mobile device may have used a 
banking application that could read the mobile device's GPS 
coordinates (as determined by the mobile device) at the time 
of access. This information may have been reported to the 
bank’s servers and recorded in the log. Using a GPS coordi 
nate database, the GPS coordinates may indicate that the 
device was in Mexico. On Apr. 7, 2011, user ABCD may have 
accessed the same financial account with device XY and an IP 
address affiliated with the United States. Using this informa 
tion, the data analysis system can determine a path that the 
user is travelling. The data analysis system can group or sort 
access information by device, or user, etc. So that patterns of 
access can emerge for each device or user. 
0115 Such a path or pattern can be compared to money 
laundering indicators (such rules can also be referred to as 
money laundering profiles). For example, a rule may specify 
that users or devices traveling through explicitly risky coun 
tries or exhibiting a certain profile of behavior (moving across 
known drug trade/trafficking routes) can indicate a likelihood 
of money laundering activity associated financial accounts 
accessed by those users or devices. For example, one money 
laundering indicator could be satisfied if a user or device 
accessed a financial account from at least two risky jurisdic 
tions. Another example money laundering indicator could 
require a pattern of movement to be satisfied. 
0116. For example, in FIG. 3A, Colombia 391, Venezuela 
392, and Argentina 393 could comprise a first area of an 
indicator (1), Ecuador 395, Mexico 394, and the Bahamas 
396 could comprise a second area of the indicator (2), and the 
United States 397 could comprise the last area in the indicator 
(3). The indicator could be satisfied if there was any move 
ment detected (via the bank access) from the first area (1), 
then the second area (2), and then the third area (3), indicating 
a movement pattern that could be used by drug traffickers. 
Such a movement pattern could have a time requirement. For 
example, an indicator may be created that requires movement 
between the first area (1) and the second area (2) to occur 
within 3 days, and the movement between the second area (2) 
and the third area (3) to occur within 5 days of the first 
movement. Such an order of movement, or pattern of move 
ment, is but one example of a money laundering indicator that 
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could be created for the data analysis system to use in com 
parison to the activities of all the entities the data analysis 
system is aware of 
0117. Each entity that matches such an indicator could 
then be used as a seed for a cluster. For example, if a device 
was an entity that exhibits such movement behaviors and 
satisfied the indicator, then a cluster can be built by the system 
that shows other related users that used the device, and the 
accounts those users accessed, and so on. Likewise, if a user 
satisfied the movement based rule, the user's profile can be 
used to determine the customers associated with the user, all 
other financial accounts of the user, and the user's personally 
identifiable information (phone numbers, addresses, etc.), 
each of which can be used again to further expand the cluster 
into additional cluster levels. The additional clustered infor 
mation can be useful to find other devices, financial accounts, 
IP addresses, or users associated with money laundering, 
either automatically, or by additional analysis by an analyst. 
0118 FIG. 3B shows a table listing other example money 
laundering indicators, according to various embodiments of 
the present disclosure. Each of the listed example money 
laundering indicators, when applied to an entity data item and 
related data (for example, transaction information), may pro 
vide an indication of potential money laundering. For 
example, it may be known that device accesses of financial 
accounts from physical locations associated with drug traf 
ficking may indicate money laundering potential. Accord 
ingly, a money laundering indicator/rule may analyze the 
various entity data items to determine whether the devices or 
IP addresses entities match (for example) a location based 
money laundering indicator/rule. If so, the entities may have 
a higher likelihood of being associated with a money laun 
dering, as may be indicated by the system. 
0119 Examples of money laundering indicators may 
include, but are not limited to: 

0.120. Access to a financial account from a physical 
location associated with drug trafficking, or from loca 
tions indicating a known pattern of drug trafficking (e.g. 
Columbia, then Mexico, then United States). 

0.121. A device's fingerprint is known to be on a “bad 
fingerprint” list, IP address on a “bad IP address' list, or 
a user is known to be on a known money laundering user 
list. 

0.122 A device or IP address logs into an account 
already known to be affiliated with money laundering, or 
a user logs into an account with a device or IP address 
already know to be affiliated with money laundering. 

0123. A user, IP address, or device accessing the finan 
cial account has a history of previous money laundering 
investigations. 

0.124. A user, IP address, or device is involved in a 
transaction matching money laundering criteria (e.g., 
threshold value of a transaction, conversion to specific 
currency, etc.). 

0.125. Accounts in which a particular dollar amount (or 
at least a particular dollar amount) is sent from a credit 
line to a credit union, or is a part of any financial transfer. 

0.126 IP address or device used to access financial 
account is from a known high-risk area for money laun 
dering. 

0.127 Financial account is accessed from multiple 
physical locations within an unreasonable time period 
for travelling between physical locations. 
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I0128. A single device accesses multiple financial 
accounts from distinct physical locations from within a 
threshold time period. 

0129. A device accesses a financial account during a 
particular high risk time period for money laundering. 

0.130. A device, user, or IP address exceeds a threshold 
number of failures at initiating a financial transaction for 
a financial account. 

0131. A device's configuration change matches a pat 
tern for money laundering, Such as whether a device's 
clock time frequently changes between a Russian time 
Zone and a US time Zone, or the device's geolocation as 
determined by GPS does not match the device's IP 
address based geolocation. 

(0132) The date and times of a device, user, or IP 
address's access of a financial account matches a timing 
pattern indicating money laundering. 

0.133 Multiple transactions of a user, device, or IP indi 
cates a charge for money laundering services. For 
example, multiple financial accounts transferring 90% 
ofan initial deposit (indicating each account in a chain is 
keeping a 10% money laundering fee). 

I0134. A user accessing financial account is affiliated 
with a user watch list. 

0.135 A device or IP address accesses financial 
accounts away from expected locations. 

0.136 User accesses financial accounts away from 
known address of user. 

0.137 Device accessing financial account is known to be 
in a different location than user affiliated with device or 
financial account. 

0.138. As indicated by the example rules above, a variety of 
factors can be used in order to craft money laundering indi 
cators (i.e. by requiring patterns, orders, threshold values of 
Such factors, etc. that may indicate money laundering), 
including: 

0.139. A devices, user's, and/or IP address's deter 
mined physical location (e.g., in comparison to areas of 
higher or lower risk). 

0140 Distance of a device or user away from an 
expected or known location, or any location affiliated 
with the entity (e.g. a registered postal address) 

0141 Whether or not a device or user is operating 
within an expected location of operations. 

0142. The destination or source of a money transfer 
0143. Historical trends of an entity, such as a significant 
change in usual banking activity of a device or user 

0144. History of investigations of an entity 
0145 Blacklists of entities (no fly list, prohibited 
devices or IP addresses, etc.) 

0146 A dollar value of a transaction or money transfer 
0147 A change or conversion of currency 
0148 Detectable percentage “cuts” (e.g. 10% of an 
amount) in one or more transactions 

0.149 The time a user or device accesses a financial 
institution from a particular location (e.g., in compari 
son to the time required to physically travel between two 
locations from which access occurred) 

0150 Expected times of access from a physical location 
by a device or user 

0151. Watch lists of known user accounts (e.g., terrorist 
or no-fly watch list, etc.) 
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0152 Changes in device identifiers, configuration, or 
networking (e.g., fake reporting of OS/browser, using 
VPN's to disguise network location or IP, etc.) 

0153. Failed attempts at a transaction (login, money 
transfer, etc.) 

0154 Types of transactions, or patterns thereof (ATM, 
wire, cash, deposit, credit/debit) 

0.155. Each of the above data and indicators, as well as 
many others, can also be used as, or to form, money launder 
ing scoring criteria as well, as described herein. 
0156. In each of the money laundering indicators listed 
above (or any indicators than can be crafted with the data or 
data types listed above) or in other places in the present 
disclosure, the system may be configured to matchat least one 
of the indicators, a particular number of the indicator, a par 
ticular Subset of the indicators, and/or at least a particular 
number of the indicators. Further, one or more of the money 
laundering indicators, and/or aspect of the money laundering 
indicators, may be combined and/or rearranged to comprise 
other or additional money laundering indicators. For 
example, each of the money laundering indicators listed 
above that refer to a device may, in some embodiments, be 
used with IP addresses instead or in combination. Addition 
ally, other money laundering indicators may include, for 
example, any of the cluster scoring criteria described below. 
Such money laundering indicators may be derived from auto 
matic or manual analysis of entity activity data. For example, 
the data analysis system may automatically process large 
amounts of entity activity data across multiple years to deter 
mine various indicators and/or data items. 
0157. In each of the above listed examples, various items 
of information related to entities may be determined and/or 
accessed by the system. For example, device locations, IP 
address locations, users or accounts associated with each 
device/IP address, account numbers, transactions, numbers 
of transactions, transaction originators and/or recipients (in 
cluding originating devices/IP addresses), and/or Sums of 
transaction amounts (just to name a few) may be determined 
by the system and may be used to determine a likelihood of 
money laundering and/or scoring of particular entities (as 
described below in reference to FIG. 2B). In a particular 
example mentioned above, mobile devices associated with 
(and/or used to access) particular accounts may be deter 
mined. Each of the above mentioned data items (including 
mobile devices, IP addresses, phone numbers, accounts (and 
related data), persons, and the like) may be used in analyzing 
entity data items. In various embodiments, various money 
laundering indicators may be determined (for example, by 
empirical investigation and/or user preference) to be more or 
less important in determining a likelihood of money launder 
ing (as described below). 
0158. In an embodiment, money laundering indicators 
may also be derived from known lists, and/or may be provided 
by an analyst or other user of the data analysis system. In 
various embodiments, money laundering indicators may be 
referred to as business rules. Further, in various embodiments 
and as described above, the money laundering indicators may 
define Suspicious characteristics that may be associated with 
entity activity data items that may indicate possible money 
laundering. 
0159 Referring again to FIG. 2A, at blocks 218-222, the 
entity activity data may be analyzed in view of, or compared 
to, the various money laundering indicators, and particular 
entity activity data items that may be associated with money 
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laundering are determined. For example, an entity data item 
may be associated with one or more of the indicators 
described above. In this example, the entity data item may be 
determined by the system possibly to be related to money 
laundering. 
0160 Specifically, as indicated by block 218, each of the 
money laundering indicators may be processed such that, at 
block 220, it may be determined whether each entity data item 
(and its associated data) satisfies the indicator/rule. For 
example, it may be determined whether a particular device is 
associated with multiple accounts, at least one of which is 
known for money laundering. At block 222, if all the money 
laundering indicators are not yet processed, the method con 
tinues back to block 218 to process additional indicators. 
However, if all indicators have been processed, the method 
continues to FIG. 2B. At this point, each of the money laun 
dering indicators may have been processed, and the system 
may have determined, for each of the entity data items, 
whether the entity data item satisfies each of the indicators. 
0161 Money laundering indicators may be created via a 
feedback loop, either automatically, or with the assistance of 
an analyst. Initial money laundering indicators may be cre 
ated or input into the system by an analyst in order to initiate 
the data analysis system. Over time, the money laundering 
indicators may change or additional indicators may be incor 
porated into the system. These changes or additional indica 
tors can be created either manually or automatically based on 
feedback. 

0162. In an embodiment that incorporates feedback manu 
ally, an analyst may create new indicators based on past 
investigations. For example, if the data analysis system indi 
cates to the analyst over time, that many devices always 
tunnel their access through a Russian IP address prior to 
engaging in money laundering, then the analyst may create an 
additional indicator of money laundering that, where a device 
has a Russian IP address, the money laundering indicator 
would be satisfied. Through this type offeedback process, the 
data analysis system can improve or be changed to catch 
trends in money laundering activity. 
0163. In an embodiment that incorporates feedback auto 
matically, new indicators may be created using automatic 
data modeling of the system via a feedback model. Such 
modeling techniques can take advantage of models known in 
the art, such as Bayesian filters, neural networks, etc. After an 
analyst completes an investigation, the analyst may indicate 
to the data analysis system a positive or negative result for 
various entities that informs the data analysis system whether 
or not entities were actually involved in money laundering. 
Using this feedback, the data analysis system can alter current 
indicators. For example, using a modeling technique, the data 
analysis system can alter its current indicators (e.g., raise or 
lower a threshold based on the data of known positive and 
negative money laundering, or add a location to a pattern of 
locations that indicate money laundering, add users or 
accounts to a black list based money laundering indicator 
etc.), or add a new money laundering indicator (e.g., deter 
mine a new physical location that is a high risk money laun 
dering area, determine a new configuration change to a device 
that may indicate money laundering Such as a specific 
browser plugin run by many devices involved in money laun 
dering, etc.) 
0164 FIG. 2B is a flowchart of an example of an entity 
scoring method of the data analysis system, according to 
various embodiments of the present disclosure. The flowchart 
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of FIG. 2B may correspond to block 174 of the flowchart of 
FIG. 1B. In general, one or more money laundering scoring 
criteria may be applied to the entity data items and one or 
more money laundering scores may be determined. Further, 
higher money laundering scores may generally indicate a 
higher likelihood that the particular entity is associated with 
or involved in money laundering, while a lower score may 
indicate a lower likelihood that the particular entity is asso 
ciated with or involved in money laundering (or scoring order 
may be reversed in other embodiments). 
0.165 At blocks 232-238, each of the entity data items may 
be analyzed to determine one or more money laundering 
scores. As mentioned above, at this point each of the money 
laundering indicators may have been processed and the sys 
tem may have determined, for each of the entity data items, 
whether the entity data item satisfies each of the indicators (or 
some subset of the indicators that is applied to the entity data 
items). Accordingly, as indicated by block 232, each of the 
entity data items may be further processed to determine, at 
block 234, one or more money laundering scores based on 
money laundering scoring criteria and the satisfied money 
laundering indicators. In various embodiments, money laun 
dering scoring criteria may include any of the money laun 
dering indicators described above and/or any other scoring 
criteria and/or strategies described herein. 
0166 Examples of money laundering scoring criteria are 
shown at blocks 234a–234d. In various embodiments, money 
laundering scores may be aggregate scores and/or individual 
Scores. For example, an aggregate score may be, for example, 
a score that takes into account multiple money laundering 
indicators, while individual scores may be, for example, 
scores that are based on a single money laundering indicator. 
The data analysis system may generate either or both types of 
scores, and/or combinations of the two types of Scores. In 
various embodiments, aggregate scores may also be referred 
tO as metaSCOreS. 

0.167 An example of an aggregate money laundering 
score may be a score that is based on a sum of a number of 
money laundering indicators satisfied (234a). For example, it 
may have been determined that a particular financial account 
entity satisfied or matched ten money laundering indicators. 
Accordingly, the account entity may be given an (aggregate) 
money laundering score of 10. An example of an individual 
score may be a score that comprises a raw value of a money 
laundering indicator (234c). For example, it may have been 
determined that a particular device is associated with access 
ing a financial account from 5 jurisdictions that are associated 
with drug trafficking. Accordingly, the account entity may be 
given a money laundering score of 5. 
0168 Each entity may be given multiple money launder 
ing scores, and each money laundering score may be an 
aggregate score, an individual score, and/or a combination of 
the two. In an embodiment, each money laundering score may 
include a raw value and/or a weighted value. For example, a 
given device entity may be associated with access from two 
jurisdictions associated with drug trafficking. As described 
above, when a scoring criterion is applied, the raw value of the 
score generated would be 2. However, the scoring criteria 
may also include a relative weighting that indicates the 
importance of the particular indicator and its associated score 
(“a number of accesses from illegal jurisdictions”) to an over 
all evaluation of the entity in the context of money laundering 
(234b of FIG. 2B). Such a relative weighting, in one embodi 
ment, may be a number between 0 and 1, where a number 
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closer to one indicates a greater importance. For example, if 
the “number of illegal jurisdictions' score is considered rela 
tively important to an evaluation of the entity, it may be given 
a relative weight of, for example, "0.7. On the other hand, a 
relatively less important score/consideration (for example, 
the amount of bank transfers above S10,000 that an entity is 
involved with) may be given a relative weight of, for example, 
“0.15'. Then, when a score is calculated by the data analysis 
system, the relative weight may be multiplied by the raw 
value to arrive at a corresponding relative value. For example, 
in the “number of illegal jurisdictions' example, where a raw 
value of 2 was determined, a relative value may be determined 
by multiplying 2 by 0.7, to arrive at a relative value of 1.4. 
0169. In other embodiments, various other methods may 
be employed by the data analysis system to determine relative 
values of entity Scores. For example, as may be recognized by 
one of skill in the art, the system may normalize the raw 
values of each of the scores before applying a relative weight 
ing to arrive at a weighted value. Examples of entity scores 
presented to an analyst or other user of the data analysis 
system are shown and described below in reference to FIG. 4. 
In an embodiment, the importance of particular scores may be 
determined and/or based on empirical determinations and/or 
past entity evaluations. For example, over time the system 
and/or an analyst may determine, based on evaluations of 
entities by analysts, that particular scores are better indicators 
of money laundering than others. Such better indicators may 
be determined to be more important, and may therefore be 
weighted more heavily by the system. For example, some 
locations may be more heavily associated with money laun 
dering (such as entities located in Russia or Colombia) and 
have higher relative scoring versus other locations that may 
be considered a weaker but still relevant indication of money 
laundering (Miami) and have lower relative scoring. 
0170 In an embodiment, at optional block 236, a money 
laundering metascore may be generated for the entity. The 
money laundering metascore may be based on a combination 
or aggregation of the individual scores generated in block 
234. Alternatively, the metascores may be separately deter 
mined scores. In an embodiment, a metascore may be calcu 
lated by Summing, multiplying, and/or otherwise aggregating 
or averaging the various individual or weighted scores 
together. The metascore may, in an embodiment, capture the 
relative importance of each of the individual scores by 
weighting each of the individual scores in a manner similar to 
that described above. In an embodiment, as also described 
above, the metascore may be a sum of the number of money 
laundering indicators satisfied by the entity. 
0171 At block 238, if all the entities are not yet processed, 
the method continues back to block 232 to process additional 
entities. However, if all entities have been processed, the 
method optionally continues to FIG. 2C. At this point, each of 
the entities may have been processed, and the system may 
have determined, for each of the entity data items, one or more 
entities scores that indicate a likelihood that the associated 
entity is involved in money laundering. 
0172. In various embodiments, metascores and/or scores 
may advantageously enable an analyst to directly compare 
and/or prioritize various entities, and/or may advantageously 
be used by the data analysis system to prioritize a list of 
entities and/or scores related to an entity. Examples of money 
laundering scores for entities presented to an analyst or other 
user of the data analysis system are shown and described 
below in reference to FIG. 4. 
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0173 FIG. 2C is a flowchart of an example of a clustering 
method of the data analysis system, according to various 
embodiments of the present disclosure. The flowchart of FIG. 
2C may correspond to block 178 of the flowchart of FIG. 1B. 
As described above, the clustering method shown in FIG. 2C 
is optional. In general, one or more one or more entity data 
items may be designated as “seeds.” and various related data 
items may be clustered with the seed. In an embodiment, as 
shown at block 242, the clustering method may be performed 
for entity data items with money laundering scores (and/or 
metascores) that satisfy one or more money laundering score 
thresholds. Alternatively, the clustering method may be per 
formed for any or all entity data items. In an embodiment, 
user accounts, computing devices and IP addresses (and/or 
other entity activity data) exhibiting one or more of the above 
described criteria may be designated as seeds. 
0.174. At blocks 242, 244, and 246, each of the determined 
entity data items, or seeds, may be clustered. Specifically, at 
block 244, any data items that are related to a particular seed 
are associated with a cluster that started with that seed. In an 
embodiment, clustering of data items may be accomplished 
as data bindings are executed as part of a clustering strategy. 
Clustered data items may be related by, for example, sharing 
the same or similar properties, characteristics, and/or meta 
data. Examples of data items that may be clustered include, 
but are not limited to: financial accounts or users of financial 
accounts (as described above, such as a username affiliated 
with a bank and one or more financial accounts at a bank), 
computing devices (e.g. computing device identifiers (mobile 
or otherwise), fingerprints, etc.), IP addresses and/or the like. 
Other entities may also be clustered in order to assist an 
analyst in their investigation. For example, in some embodi 
ments, a history of money laundering investigations for a 
particular entity may be clustered together with the particular 
related entity. 
0.175. As indicated by dashed line 245, the cluster genera 
tion method may optionally repeat multiple times until, for 
example, the clustering strategy is completed and/or no addi 
tional related data items are found by the system. Addition 
ally, various clusters of data items may be collapsed or 
merged when common data items and/or properties are deter 
mined between the various clusters. Accordingly, in an 
embodiment the clustering method shown in FIG. 2C may 
iteratively cluster related data items. 
(0176). In various embodiments, the clustered data items 
may include various properties and characteristics, including 
various entity related information. Accordingly, various 
information related to entities (devices, financial accounts, 
users, and IP addresses, and the like) may be included in the 
data cluster. 

0177 Additional details and examples regarding cluster 
ing of related data items are given in U.S. Provisional Patent 
Application No. 61/919,653 (the “653 Application'), filed 
Dec. 20, 2013, and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 13/968, 
213 (the “213 Application'), filed Aug. 15, 2013, both of 
which are incorporated by reference herein in their entirety 
and for all purposes. 
0178. In an embodiment, a clustergraph may be generated 
and/or made available to an analyst or other user of the data 
analysis system. For example, an analyst may select a button 
(for example, an “Investigate in Graph button) in a user 
interface of the system to view a cluster graph of a selected 
cluster. FIG.3C illustrates an example of related money laun 
dering entity data and/or growth of a cluster of related money 
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laundering entity data in the form of a cluster graph, accord 
ing to an embodiment of the present disclosure. In FIG. 3C, 
boxes indicate data items, while lines between boxes indicate 
links that connect data items. In the example of FIG. 3C, a 
seed computing device 304 (which may be a device ID, fin 
gerprint, group of characteristics sufficient to identify a 
device, etc.) has been generated (such as by the process of 
FIG. 2A-2B). Then, in a clustering step corresponding to 
block 244 (of FIG. 2C) and represented by the inner cluster 
dashed line 306, various related data items 308,310,312,314, 
and 316 are added to the cluster. Additionally, in a subsequent 
clustering step represented by the outer cluster dashed line 
318, various additional data items 320 and 322 that are related 
to previously clustered data items are added to the cluster. In 
Subsequent clustering steps additional data items may be 
added to the cluster as indicated by the line 326,328, and 330. 
0179 Returning again to FIG. 2C, at block 246, if all the 
entities for clustering are not yet processed, the method con 
tinues back to block 242 to process additional entities. How 
ever, if all entities have been processed, the method optionally 
continues to FIG. 2D. At this point, each of the entities for 
clustering has been processed, and the system has deter 
mined, for each of the seed entity data items, a cluster of 
related data items. 

0180 FIG. 2D is a flowchart of an example of a cluster 
scoring method of the data analysis system, according to 
various embodiments of the present disclosure. The flowchart 
of FIG. 2D may correspond to block 180 of the flowchart of 
FIG. 1B. As described above, the clustering method shown in 
FIG. 2D is optional. In general, each of the generated clusters 
may be scored in a manner similar to the scoring of the entities 
described above in reference to FIG. 2B. In the flowchart of 
FIG. 2D, block 252 indicates that each of the following blocks 
(254, 256, and 258) may be performed for each of the clusters 
generated by the cluster generation method of FIG. 2C. 
0181 At block 254, the data analysis system may access 
and/or receive cluster scoring criteria. The cluster scoring 
criteria, as with the money laundering scoring criteria dis 
cussed above, may include any number of rules or scoring 
strategies such that multiple scores may be generated for each 
cluster. Cluster scoring criteria may include any of the money 
laundering scoring criteria discussed above, may include any 
of the money laundering indicators described above, and/or 
may include any other scoring criteria and/or strategies 
described herein. 

0182. At block 256, the cluster scoring criteria may be 
applied to the clusters and cluster scores may be determined. 
In an embodiment, each cluster score may include a raw value 
and/or a weighted value as described above in reference to 
FIG. 2B. Additionally, as described above, the system may 
normalize the raw values of each of the scores before apply 
ing a relative weighting to arrive at a weighted value. 
0183 At optional block 258, a metascore may be gener 
ated for the clusters. The cluster metascore may be based on 
a combination or aggregation of the individual scores gener 
ated in block 256. Alternatively, the metascores may be sepa 
rately determined scores. In an embodiment, a metascore may 
be calculated by Summing, multiplying, and/or otherwise 
aggregating or averaging the various individual scores 
together. The metascore may, in an embodiment, capture the 
relative importance of each of the individual cluster scores by 
weighting each of the individual scores in a manner similar to 
that described above with reference to FIG. 2B. 
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0184. In various embodiments, cluster metascores and/or 
scores may advantageously enable an analyst to directly com 
pare and/or prioritize various clusters, and/or may advanta 
geously be used by the data analysis system to prioritize a list 
of clusters and/or scores related to a cluster. 

0185. Additional details and examples regarding scoring 
of clusters of related data items are given in the 653 Appli 
cation, which is incorporated by reference herein in its 
entirety and for all purposes. 
0186 c. Example User Interface of the Data Analysis Sys 
tem 

0187 FIG. 4 illustrates an example money laundering data 
analysis user interface of the data analysis system, according 
to an embodiment of the present disclosure. In various 
embodiments, the example user interface may be used indi 
vidually for entities and clusters, and/or entities and clusters 
may both be displayed in the user interface. In either case, the 
principles described below apply. The example user interface 
of FIG. 4 includes a list of entities (e.g. computing devices, 
bank accounts, user accounts, IP addresses, etc.) or clusters 
402, a list of scores 404, and a detailed view of a score 406. In 
various embodiments, more or fewer elements may be 
included in the user interface, and/or the elements may be 
arranged differently. As shown, the user interface of the FIG. 
4 may include a list of entities/clusters in a first column, a list 
of scores associated with a selected entities/cluster in a 
middle column, and/or details associated with a selected 
score in a last column. Such an arrangement may advanta 
geously enable an analyst to investigate various scores asso 
ciated with an entity/cluster. Additionally, entities/clusters in 
Such an interface may advantageously be prioritized accord 
ing to any of multiple scores and/or metascores, as described 
above. 

0188 In the example user interface of FIG.4, an analyst or 
user has selected “Entity 1 or Cluster 1. Accordingly, vari 
ous scores associated with that entity/cluster may be dis 
played in the list of scores 404. For example, scores are listed 
for “Location Patterns” (an indicator representing the number 
of matched patterns of physical location movements of the 
entity) and "Hi Risk Country Logins’ (an indicator represent 
ing the number of logins to financial accounts from high risk 
countries) involving the entity/cluster, among others. Addi 
tionally, in the example user interface, the analyst has selected 
the “Previous Investigations' score. Accordingly, details 
related to that score may be displayed in the detailed view 
406. 

0189 According to an embodiment, various items of 
information may be included in the user interface that may be 
useful to an analyst in evaluating and/or investigating the 
analyzed entities/generated clusters. For example, metas 
cores associated with each of the entities/clusters may be 
shown in the list of entities/clusters 402, and/or the entities/ 
clusters may be prioritized according to the metascores. In 
another example, raw values (408) and/or weighted values 
(410) may be displayed in the list of scores 404 for each score. 
In the example shown, a metascore of "0.6 may be calculated 
for “Entity/Cluster 1” by, for example, averaging the various 
cluster scores (for example, (0.9+0.8+0.4+0.3)/4-0.6). In 
another example, the detailed view 406 may include a graph 
that shows additional information related to the selected 
score. For example, in FIG.4, the graph shown in the detailed 
view 406 shows a distribution of the number of investigations 
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into the entity/cluster by month. In other embodiments, vari 
ous other detailed information may be included in the user 
interface of FIG. 4. 

0190. In an embodiment, the data analysis system may, 
based on the entity activity data received, automatically 
evaluate the entity data items and/or generated clusters to 
determine a likelihood of an entity being involved in money 
laundering. For example, the system may determine that an 
entity or cluster having a metascore below a particular thresh 
old is likely not involved in money laundering, while a cluster 
having a metascore above another particular threshold likely 
is somehow involved in money laundering. In an embodi 
ment, the system may determine that an entity/cluster having 
a metascore within a particular range of thresholds requires 
additional analysis by an analyst as the likelihood of money 
laundering is not conclusive. In an embodiment, an analyst 
may adjust the thresholds, the metadata calculations, and/or 
the weighting applied to the scores. Further, the analyst may 
mark various entities/clusters as, for example, involved in 
money laundering, likely involved in money laundering, 
likely not involved in money laundering, and/or not involved 
in money laundering. Additionally, the analyst may dispatch 
other analysts to review particular entities/clusters and/or 
mark particular entities/clusters for further analysis. 
0191 In various embodiments, other aspects and/or 
advantage of the data analysis system may include: integra 
tion with structured data sources (for example, transactions, 
online access logs/web logs, mobile app information/data 
collected, account and customer details) that may be 
extremely large (for example, having millions, tens of mil 
lions, or billions of rows of data/data items)); analysis of such 
extremely large data sources (for example, millions, tens of 
millions, or billions of entity data items (for example, finan 
cial accounts, financial account users, devices and IP 
addresses accessing financial accounts, and related transac 
tions) may be analyzed by the data analysis system in a short 
period of time (for example, on the order of seconds or min 
utes)); real-time analysis of Such extremely large data 
Sources; return of search results, entity scores/rankings, clus 
ters, and/or the like on the order of seconds; automatic analy 
sis or processing of entity data items (for example, on a 
schedule or in response to new data items being pushed to the 
system by a data source); mapping of data and scores to 
objects and links for the analyst without the analyst requiring 
any technical/SQL knowledge; enabling analysts to discover 
non-obvious and/or previously unknown links between Vari 
ous items of entity data; export functionality (for example, to 
CSV. PPT, PDF, and DOC formats) that allows users/analysts 
to collaborate with one-another as well as with external par 
ties. 
0.192 d. Example Implementation Mechanisms/Systems 
0193 FIG. 5 illustrates components of an illustrative 
server computing system 110, according to an embodiment. 
As described above in reference to FIG. 1, the server com 
puting system 110 may comprise one or more computing 
devices that may perform a variety of tasks to implement the 
various operations of the data analysis system. As shown, the 
server computing system 110 may include, one or more cen 
tral processing unit (CPU) 860, a network interface 850, a 
memory 820, and a storage 830 (for example, data store 140 
of FIG. 1), each connected to an interconnect (bus) 840. The 
server computing system 110 may also include an I/O device 
interface 870 connecting I/O devices 875 (for example, key 
board, display, mouse, and/or other input/output devices) to 
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the computing system 110. Further, in context of this disclo 
Sure, the computing elements shown in server computing 
system 110 may correspond to a physical computing system 
(for example, a system in a data center, a computer server, a 
desktop computer, a laptop computer, and/or the like) and/or 
may be a virtual computing instance executing within a 
hosted computing environment. 
0194 The CPU 860 may retrieve and execute program 
ming instructions stored in memory 820, as well as store and 
retrieve application data residing in memory 820. The bus 840 
may be used to transmit programming instructions and appli 
cation data between the CPU 860, I/O device interface 870, 
storage 830, network interface 850, and memory 820. Note 
that the CPU 860 is included to be representative of, for 
example, a single CPU, multiple CPUs, a single CPU having 
multiple processing cores, a CPU with an associate memory 
management unit, and the like. 
(0195 The memory 820 is included to be representative of, 
for example, a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or 
other dynamic storage devices for storing information and 
instructions to be executed by CPU 860. Memory 820 also 
may be used for storing temporary variables or other inter 
mediate information during execution of instructions to be 
executed by CPU 860. Such instructions, when stored in 
storage media accessible to CPU 860, render server comput 
ing system 110 into a special-purpose machine that is cus 
tomized to perform the operations specified in the instruc 
tions. 
(0196. The storage 830 may be a disk drive storage device, 
a read only memory (ROM), or other static, non-transitory, 
and/or computer-readable storage device or medium coupled 
to bus 840 for storing static information and instructions for 
CPU 860. Although shown as a single unit, the storage 830 
may be a combination of fixed and/or removable storage 
devices. Such as fixed disc drives, removable memory cards, 
and/or optical storage, network attached storage (NAS), and/ 
or a storage area-network (SAN). 
0.197 Programming instructions, such as the rules engine 
120 and/or the workflow engine 125, may be stored in the 
memory 820 and/or storage 830 in various software modules. 
The modules may be stored in a mass storage device (such as 
storage 830) as executable software codes that are executed 
by the server computing system 110. These and other mod 
ules may include, by way of example, components, such as 
Software components, object-oriented Software components, 
class components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 
0198 According to an embodiment, the storage 830 may 
include various money laundering indicators 520, various 
money laundering scoring criteria 522, various cluster strat 
egies 524, various cluster scoring criteria 526, and/or the like. 
As described above, the money laundering indicators 520 
may be used in determining a likelihood that an entity data 
item is involved in money laundering, the money laundering 
scoring criteria 522 may be used in scoring entity data items, 
the cluster strategies 524 may be used in generating clusters 
of related data items, and the cluster scoring criteria 526 may 
be used in scoring clusters. 
0199 Further, according to an embodiment, the memory 
820 stores an entity list 530, a cluster list 532, the rules engine 
120, and the workflow engine 125 (as described with refer 
ence to the various figures above). The rules engine 120 may 
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execute the money laundering indicators 520, the money 
laundering criteria 522, the cluster strategies 524, the cluster 
scoring criteria 526, and/or the like, as described above in 
references to the various figure. The entity list530 may be, for 
example, a list of computing devices, financial accounts, and/ 
or IP addresses to which the money laundering indicators 
and/or money laundering scoring criteria are applied. The 
entity list 520 may further be accessed by the workflow 
engine 125 for presentation in a ranked order to a user via a 
user interface. Similarly, the cluster list 532 may be, for 
example, a list of cluster of related data items determined by 
the system based on various cluster strategies and to which 
the cluster scoring criteria are applied. 
(0200 Although shown in memory 820, the entity list 530, 
rules engine 120, cluster list532, and/or workflow engine 125 
may be stored in memory 820, storage 830, and/or split 
between memory 820 and storage 830. Likewise, the various 
money laundering indicators 520, money laundering scoring 
criteria 522, cluster strategies 524, and/or cluster scoring 
criteria 526 may be stored in memory 820, storage 830, and/or 
split between memory 820 and storage 830. 
0201 The network 150 may be any wired network, wire 
less network, or combination thereof. In addition, the network 
150 may be a personal area network, local area network, wide 
area network, cable network, satellite network, cellular tele 
phone network, or combination thereof. Protocols and com 
ponents for communicating via the Internet or any of the other 
aforementioned types of communication networks are well 
known to those skilled in the art of computer communications 
and thus, need not be described in more detail herein. 
0202 As described above in reference to FIG.1, the server 
computing system 110 may be in communication with one or 
more data sources 160. Communication between the server 
computing system 110 and the data sources 160 may be via 
the network 150 and/or direct, as shown by the solid and 
dashed lines. In an embodiment, an optional data aggregator/ 
formatter device and/or system 502 may aggregate various 
data from multiple data sources and/or may format the data 
Such that it may be received by the server computing system 
110 in a standardized and/or readable format. For example, 
when multiple data sources contain and/or provide data in 
various formats, the data aggregator/formatter may convert 
all the data into a similar format. Accordingly, in an embodi 
ment the system may receive and/or access money laundering 
entity data from, or via, a device or system such as the data 
aggregator/formatter 502. 
0203 As also described above, in various embodiments 
the system may be accessible by an analyst (or other operator 
or user) through a web-based viewer, such as a web browser. 
In this embodiment, the user interface may be generated by 
the server computing system 110 and transmitted to the web 
browser of the analyst. Alternatively, data necessary forgen 
erating the user interface may be provided by the server 
computing system 110 to the browser, where the user inter 
face may be generated. The analyst/user may then interact 
with the user interface through the web-browser. In an 
embodiment, the user interface of the data analysis system 
may be accessible through a dedicated Software application. 
In an embodiment, the client computing device 130 may be a 
mobile computing device, and the user interface of the data 
analysis system may be accessible through Such a mobile 
computing device (for example, a Smartphone and/or tablet). 
In this embodiment, the server computing system 110 may 
generate and transmit a user interface to the mobile comput 
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ing device. Alternatively, the mobile computing device may 
include modules for generating the user interface, and the 
server computing system 110 may provide user interaction 
data to the mobile computing device. In an embodiment, the 
server computing system 110 comprises a mobile computing 
device. Additionally, in various embodiments any of the com 
ponents and/or functionality described above with reference 
to the server computing system 110 (including, for example, 
memory, storage, CPU, network interface, I/O device inter 
face, and the like), and/or similar or corresponding compo 
nents and/or functionality, may be included in the client com 
puting device 130. 
0204 According to various embodiments, the data analy 
sis system and various methods and techniques described 
herein are implemented by one or more special-purpose com 
puting devices. The special-purpose computing devices may 
be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include 
digital electronic devices such as one or more application 
specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable 
gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to 
perform the techniques, or may include one or more general 
purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, server computer 
systems, portable computer systems, handheld devices, net 
working devices or any other device or combination of 
devices that incorporate hard-wired and/or program logic to 
implement the techniques. 
0205 Computing devices of the data analysis system may 
generally be controlled and/or coordinated by operating sys 
tem software, such as iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows 
XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 
Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, 
Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or other compatible operating sys 
tems. In other embodiments, the computing devices may be 
controlled by a proprietary operating system. Conventional 
operating systems control and Schedule computer processes 
for execution, perform memory management, provide file 
system, networking, I/O services, and provide a user interface 
functionality, such as a graphical user interface (“GUI). 
among other things. 
0206. In general, the word “module,” as used herein, refers 
to a collection of software instructions, possibly having entry 
and exit points, Written in a programming language. Such as, 
for example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or 
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules may be 
callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware modules configured for execution on computing devices 
may be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a 
compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or 
any other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may 
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
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may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware devices (such as processors 
and CPUs) may be comprised of connected logic units, such 
as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be comprised of program 
mable units, such as programmable gate arrays or processors. 
The modules or computing device functionality described 
herein are preferably implemented as software modules, but 
may be represented in hardware devices. Generally, the mod 
ules described herein refer to software modules that may be 
combined with other modules or divided into sub-modules 
despite their physical organization or storage. 
0207 Server computing system 110 may implement vari 
ous techniques and methods described herein using custom 
ized hard-wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firm 
ware and/or program logic which, in combination with 
various software modules, causes the server computing sys 
tem 110 to be a special-purpose machine. According to one 
embodiment, the techniques herein are performed by server 
computing system 110 in response to CPU 860 executing one 
or more sequences of one or more modules and/or instruc 
tions contained in memory 820. Such instructions may be 
read into memory 820 from another storage medium, Such as 
storage 830. Execution of the sequences of instructions con 
tained in memory 820 may cause CPU 840 to perform the 
processes and methods described herein. In alternative 
embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of or 
in combination with Software instructions. 

0208. The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, 
as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-vola 
tile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media 
includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as 
storage 830. Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such 
as memory 820. Common forms of non-transitory media 
include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, 
Solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data 
storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage 
medium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a 
RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, 
any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions 
of the same. 
0209 Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 840. Transmission media may also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
0210 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to CPU 
860 for execution. For example, the instructions may initially 
be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer may load the instructions 
and/or modules into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone or cable line using a modem. A 
modem local to server computing system 820 may receive the 
data on the telephone/cable line and use a converter device 
including the appropriate circuitry to place the data on bus 
840. Bus 840 carries the data to memory 820, from which 
CPU 860 retrieves and executes the instructions. The instruc 
tions received by memory 820 may optionally be stored on 
storage 830 either before or after execution by CPU 860. 
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V. Additional Embodiments 

0211 While the foregoing is directed to various embodi 
ments, other and further embodiments may be devised with 
out departing from the basic scope thereof. For example, 
aspects of the present disclosure may be implemented in 
hardware or software or in a combination of hardware and 
software. An embodiment of the disclosure may be imple 
mented as a program product for use with a computer system. 
The program(s) of the program product define functions of 
the embodiments (including the methods described herein) 
and may be contained on a variety of computer-readable 
storage media. Illustrative computer-readable storage media 
include, but are not limited to: (i) non-Writable storage media 
(e.g., read-only memory devices within a computer Such as 
CD-ROM disks readable by a CD-ROM drive, flash memory, 
ROM chips or any type of solid-state non-volatile semicon 
ductor memory) on which information is permanently stored; 
and (ii) Writable storage media (e.g., hard-disk drive or any 
type of Solid-state random-access semiconductor memory) 
on which alterable information is stored. Each of the pro 
cesses, methods, and algorithms described in the preceding 
sections may be embodied in, and fully or partially automated 
by, code modules executed by one or more computer systems 
or computer processors comprising computer hardware. The 
processes and algorithms may alternatively be implemented 
partially or wholly in application-specific circuitry. 

0212. The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another, or may be com 
bined in various ways. All possible combinations and Sub 
combinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may 
be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and pro 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For 
example, described blocks or states may be performed in an 
order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks 
or states may be combined in a single block or state. The 
example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in par 
allel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be added 
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The 
example systems and components described herein may be 
configured differently than described. For example, elements 
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared to 
the disclosed example embodiments. 
0213 Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could “might or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

0214. The term “comprising as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For 
example, a general purpose computer comprising one or more 
processors should not be interpreted as excluding other com 
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puter components, and may possibly include Such compo 
nents as memory, input/output devices, and/or network inter 
faces, among others. 
0215. Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the 
flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules, segments, orportions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple 
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
0216. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples. All Such modifications and 
variations are intended to be included herein within the scope 
of this disclosure. The foregoing description details certain 
embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, how 
ever, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears intext, 
the invention may be practiced in many ways. As is also stated 
above, it should be noted that the use of particular terminol 
ogy when describing certain features or aspects of the inven 
tion should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re-defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention with 
which that terminology is associated. The scope of the inven 
tion should therefore be construed in accordance with the 
appended claims and any equivalents thereof. 

1. A computer system to assist a human analyst in analyZ 
ing large amounts of money laundering related data, the com 
puter system comprising: 

one or more computer readable storage devices configured 
tO StOre: 

one or more software modules including computer 
executable instructions, the one or more Software 
modules including a rules engine module and a work 
flow engine module: 

a plurality of entity data items; 
a plurality of Internet Protocol address data items: 
a plurality of entity activity data items, the entity activity 

data items each associated with: 
a user, an Internet Protocol address, an investigation, 

or one or more respective financial accounts, and 
at least one entity data item of the plurality of entity 

data items; 
a plurality of money laundering indicators; 
a clustering strategy; and 
a plurality of money laundering scoring criteria; and 

one or more hardware computer processors in communi 
cation with the one or more computer readable storage 
devices and configured to execute the computer execut 
able instructions of the one or more software modules in 
order to cause the computer system to: 
designate, by the rules engine module, one or more seeds 

by: 
accessing, from the one or more computer readable 

storage devices, the plurality of entity data items, 
the plurality of Internet Protocol address data 
items, and the plurality of the entity activity data 
items; 
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determining a first Internet Protocol address from the 
plurality of Internet Protocol address data items 
associated with a first entity data item of the plu 
rality of entity data items, wherein a computing 
device associated with the first entity data item was 
assigned the first Internet Protocol address; 

comparing the plurality of money laundering indica 
tors to the plurality of entity activity data items 
associated with the first entity data item to deter 
mine whether the first entity data item satisfies one 
or more of the money laundering indicators, which 
includes: 
determining that the first Internet Protocol address 

corresponds to a first geographic area within pre 
determined first high-risk geographic areas for 
money laundering; and 

determining that the plurality of entity activity data 
items includes a first entity activity data item 
where the first Internet Protocol address was 
used to access a first financial account; and 

designating the first entity data item as a seed; 
for the designated first entity data item seed: 

identify, by the rules engine module, one or more 
entity activity data items determined to be associ 
ated with the designated first entity data item seed 
based at least on the clustering strategy, wherein the 
clustering strategy queries the one or more com 
puter readable storage devices to determine at least 
one of 
one or more users associated with the designated 

first entity data item seed, 
one or more Internet Protocol addresses associated 

with the designated first entity data item seed, 
one or more financial accounts associated with the 

designated first entity data item seed, or 
one or more investigations associated with the des 

ignated first entity data item seed; 
generate, by the rules engine module, a cluster based 

at least on the designated first entity data item seed, 
wherein generating the cluster comprises: 
adding the designated first entity data item seed to 

the cluster; 
adding the one or more entity activity data items to 

the cluster; 
identifying an additional one or more entity activity 

data items associated with any data item of the 
cluster; 

adding the additional one or more entity activity 
data items to the cluster, and 

storing the generated cluster in the one or more 
computer readable storage devices; 

score the cluster by: 
determining raw score values for each of the satisfied 
money laundering indicators associated with the 
first entity data item; and 

based on at least one of the plurality of money laun 
dering scoring criteria, determining a score for the 
first entity data item based at least on the deter 
mined raw score values of the satisfied money laun 
dering indicators and a quantity of satisfied money 
laundering indicators, wherein the determined 
score is indicative of alikelihood that the first entity 
data item is associated with money laundering; and 
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cause presentation, by the workflow engine module, of 
the cluster and the score for the first entity data item in 
a user interface of a client computing device. 

2. The computer system of claim 1, wherein determining 
whether the first entity data item satisfies one or more of the 
money laundering indicators further includes: 

determining that the plurality of entity activity data items 
further includes a second entity activity data item where 
a second Internet Protocoladdress was used to access the 
first financial account, wherein the second Internet Pro 
tocol address corresponds to a second geographic area 
within predetermined second high-risk geographic areas 
for money laundering, and wherein the first and second 
high-risk geographic areas correspond to a potential 
money laundering route. 

3. The computer system of claim 2, wherein the plurality of 
entity activity data items are generated based on web log data. 

4. The computer system of claim 1, wherein at least one 
money laundering indicator of the plurality of money laun 
dering indicators comprises one or more rules configured to 
determine whether a first entity, uniquely associated with the 
first entity data item in the plurality of entity data items, 
accessed a financial account from one or more locations asso 
ciated with illegal activity. 

5. The computer system of claim 4, wherein the one or 
more locations associated with illegal activity comprises a 
plurality of distinct locations, and the at least one money 
laundering indicator requires that the first entity, uniquely 
associated with the first entity data item, accessed the finan 
cial account from at least two distinct locations in the plurality 
of distinct locations. 

6. The computer system of claim 5, wherein the at least one 
money laundering indicator requires that the first entity 
accessed the financial account from at least three distinct 
locations in the plurality of distinct locations in a specific 
order or pattern. 

7. The computer system of claim 6, wherein the specific 
order or pattern comprises a timing requirement for the first 
entity accessing the financial account from the at least three 
distinct locations in the plurality of distinct locations. 

8. The computer system of claim 6, wherein at least one 
money laundering scoring criteria is configured to determine 
a score for an entity based on whether the first entity accessed 
the financial account from locations that are within a thresh 
old range of a registered address associated with the entity. 

9. A computer-implemented method to assistahuman ana 
lyst in analyzing large amounts of money laundering related 
data, the computer-implemented method comprising: 

under control of one or more hardware computing devices 
configured with specific computer executable instruc 
tions, 
enabling communication with one or more computer 

readable storage devices configured to store: 
one or more software modules including computer 

executable instructions, the one or more Software 
modules including a rules engine module and a 
workflow engine module: 

a plurality of entity data items; 
a plurality of Internet Protocol address data items; 
a plurality of entity activity data items, the entity 

activity data items each associated with: 
a user, an Internet Protocol address, an investiga 

tion, or one or more respective financial 
accounts, and 
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at least one entity data item in the plurality of entity 
data items; 

a plurality of money laundering indicators; 
a clustering strategy; and 
a plurality of money laundering scoring criteria; 

designating, by the rules engine module, one or more 
seeds by: 
accessing, from the one or more computer readable 

storage devices, the plurality of entity data items, 
the plurality of Internet Protocol address data 
items, and the plurality of the entity activity data 
items; 

determining a first Internet Protocol address from the 
plurality of Internet Protocol address data items 
associated with a first entity data item of the plu 
rality of entity data items, wherein a computing 
device associated with the first entity data item was 
assigned the first Internet Protocol address; 

comparing the plurality of money laundering indica 
tors to the plurality of entity activity data items 
associated with the first entity data item to deter 
mine whether the first entity data item satisfies one 
or more of the money laundering indicators, which 
includes: 

determining that the first Internet Protocol address 
corresponds to a first geographic area within pre 
determined first high-risk geographic areas for 
money laundering; and 

determining that the plurality of entity activity data 
items includes a first entity activity data item 
where the first Internet Protocol address was 
used to access a first financial account; and 

designating the first entity data item as a seed; 
for the designated first entity data item seed: 

identifying, by the rules engine module, one or more 
entity activity data items determined to be associ 
ated with the designated first entity data item seed 
based at least on the clustering strategy, wherein the 
clustering strategy queries the one or more com 
puter readable storage devices to determine at least 
one of one or more users associated with the des 
ignated first entity data item seed, one or more 
Internet Protocoladdresses associated with the des 
ignated first entity data item seed, one or more 
financial accounts associated with the designated 
first entity data item seed, or one or more investi 
gations associated with the designated first entity 
data item seed; 

generating, by the rules engine module, a cluster 
based at least on the designated first entity data item 
seed, wherein generating the cluster comprises: 
adding the designated first entity data item seed to 

the cluster; 
adding the one or more entity activity data items to 

the cluster; 
identifying an additional one or more entity activity 

data items associated with any data item of the 
cluster; 

adding the additional one or more entity activity 
data items to the cluster, and 

storing the generated cluster in the one or more 
computer readable storage devices; 
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score the cluster by: 
determining raw score values for each of the satisfied 
money laundering indicators associated with the 
first entity data item; and 

based on at least one of the plurality of money laun 
dering scoring criteria, determining a score for the 
first entity data item based at least on a quantity of 
satisfied money laundering indicators; and 

causing presentation, by the workflow engine module, 
of the cluster and the score for the first entity data item 
in a user interface of a client computing device. 

10. The computer-implemented method of claim 9. 
wherein determining whether the first entity data item satis 
fies one or more of the money laundering indicators further 
includes: 

determining that the plurality of entity activity data items 
further includes a second entity activity data item where 
a second Internet Protocoladdress was used to access the 
first financial account, wherein the second Internet Pro 
tocol address corresponds to a second geographic area 
within predetermined second high-risk geographic areas 
for money laundering, and wherein the first and second 
high-risk geographic areas correspond to a potential 
money laundering route. 

11. The computer-implemented method of claim 10, fur 
ther comprising generating the plurality of entity data items 
based on web log data. 

12. The computer-implemented method of claim 9. 
wherein at least one money laundering indicator of the plu 
rality of money laundering indicators comprises one or more 
rules configured to determine whether a first entity, uniquely 
associated with the first entity data item in the plurality of 
entity data items, accessed a financial account from one or 
more locations associated with illegal activity. 

13. The computer-implemented method of claim 12, 
wherein the one or more locations associated with illegal 
activity comprises a plurality of distinct locations, and the at 
least one money laundering indicator requires that the first 
entity, uniquely associated with the first entity data item, 
accessed the financial account from at least two distinct loca 
tions in the plurality of distinct locations. 

14. The computer-implemented method of claim 13, 
wherein the at least one money laundering indicator requires 
that the first entity accessed the financial account from at least 
three distinct locations in the plurality of distinct locations in 
a specific order or pattern. 

15. The computer-implemented method of claim 14, 
wherein the specific order or pattern comprises a timing 
requirement for the first entity accessing the financial account 
from the at least three distinct locations in the plurality of 
distinct locations. 

16. The computer-implemented method of claim 14, 
wherein at least one money laundering scoring criteria is 
configured to determine a score for an entity based on at least 
one access location of the financial account by the first entity. 

17. A non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
storing computer-executable instructions that, when executed 
by a computer system, configure the computer system to 
perform operations comprising: 

enabling communication with one or more computer read 
able storage devices configured to store: 
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one or more software modules including computer 
executable instructions, the one or more Software 
modules including a rules engine module and a work 
flow engine module: 

a plurality of entity data items; 
a plurality of Internet Protocol address data items: 
a plurality of entity activity data items, the entity activity 

data items each associated with: 
a user, an Internet Protocol address, an investigation, 

or one or more respective financial accounts, and 
at least one entity data item in the plurality of entity 

data items; 
a plurality of money laundering indicators; 
a clustering strategy; and 
a plurality of money laundering scoring criteria; 

designating, by the rules engine module, one or more seeds 
by: 
accessing, from the one or more computer readable stor 

age devices, the plurality of entity data items, the 
plurality of Internet Protocol address data items, and 
the plurality of the entity activity data items; 

determining a first Internet Protocol address from the 
plurality of Internet Protocol address data items asso 
ciated with a first entity data item of the plurality of 
entity data items, wherein a computing device asso 
ciated with the first entity data item was assigned the 
first Internet Protocol address; 

comparing the plurality of money laundering indicators to 
the plurality of entity activity data items associated with 
the first entity data item to determine whether the first 
entity data item satisfies one or more of the money 
laundering indicators, which includes: 
determining that the first Internet Protocol address cor 

responds to a first geographic area within predeter 
mined first high-risk geographic areas for money 
laundering; and 

determining that the plurality of entity activity data 
items includes a first entity activity data item where 
the first Internet Protocoladdress was used to access a 
first financial account; and 

for the designated first entity data item seed: 
identifying, by the rules engine module, one or more 

entity activity data items determined to be associated 
with the designated first entity data item seed based at 
least on the clustering strategy, wherein the clustering 
strategy queries the one or more computer readable 
storage devices to determine at least one of one or 
more users associated with the designated first entity 
data item seed, one or more Internet Protocol 
addresses associated with the designated first entity 
data item seed, one or more financial accounts asso 
ciated with the designated first entity data item seed, 
or one or more investigations associated with the des 
ignated first entity data item seed; 

generating, by the rules engine module, a cluster based 
at least on the designated first entity data item seed, 
wherein generating the cluster comprises: 
adding the designated first entity data item seed to the 

cluster, 
adding the one or more entity activity data items to the 

cluster, 
identifying an additional one or more entity activity 

data items associated with any data item of the 
cluster, 
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adding the additional one or more entity activity data 
items to the cluster, and 

storing the generated cluster in the one or more com 
puter readable storage devices; 

score the cluster by: 
determining raw score values for each of the satisfied 
money laundering indicators associated with the first 
entity data item; and 

based on at least one of the plurality of money launder 
ing scoring criteria, determining a score for the first 
entity data item; and 

causing presentation, by the workflow engine module, of 
the cluster and the score for the first entity data item in a 
user interface of a client computing device. 

18. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 17, wherein determining whether the first entity data 
item satisfies one or more of the money laundering indicators 
further includes: 
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determining that the plurality of entity activity data items 
further includes a second entity activity data item where 
a second Internet Protocoladdress was used to access the 
first financial account, wherein the second Internet Pro 
tocol address corresponds to a second geographic area 
within predetermined second high-risk geographic areas 
for money laundering, and wherein the first and second 
high-risk geographic areas correspond to a potential 
money laundering route. 

19. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 17, wherein the operations further comprise gener 
ating the plurality of entity data items based on web log data. 

20. The non-transitory computer-readable storage medium 
of claim 17, wherein at least one money laundering indicator 
of the plurality of money laundering indicators comprises one 
or more rules configured to determine whether a first entity, 
uniquely associated with the first entity data item in the plu 
rality of entity data items, accessed a financial account from 
one or more locations associated with illegal activity. 

k k k k k 
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SIMPLE WEB SEARCH 

PRIORITY CLAIM 

0001. This application claims benefit under 35 U.S.C. 
S120 as a Continuation of U.S. application Ser. No. 14/487, 
342 filed Sep. 16, 2014, which is a continuation of application 
Ser. No. 14/077,159, filed Nov. 11, 2013, the entire contents 
of which is hereby incorporated by reference as if fully set 
forth herein. The applicant(s) hereby rescind any disclaimer 
of claim Scope in the parent application(s) or the prosecution 
history thereof and advise the USPTO that the claims in this 
application may be broader than any claim in the parent 
application(s). 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0002 The present invention relates to data processing 
techniques for conducting searches. 

BACKGROUND 

0003. The approaches described in this section are 
approaches that could be pursued, but not necessarily 
approaches that have been previously conceived or pursued. 
Therefore, unless otherwise indicated, it should not be 
assumed that any of the approaches described in this section 
qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this 
section. 

0004. A search engine is a system of one or more comput 
ing devices, or components thereof, which searches one or 
more repositories of data for data structures that match search 
constraints indicated by search requests. One common type of 
search engine is a web search engine, which conducts 
searches for data structures such as web pages and other 
web-based documents, based on keywords and/or other con 
straints. However, there are many other types of search 
engines, and these search engines permit searches against a 
wide variety of repositories of data. 
0005. A search user interface, or “search interface' as 
abbreviated herein, is a point of interaction between an infor 
mation seeker, or “user, and one or more search engines. Via 
the search interface, a user may submit a search request to a 
search engine. Via the search interface, the user may further 
receive information concerning one or more data structures, 
or “search results.” that the search engine has identified as 
matching the search request. One common type of search 
interface is a web-based search interface, in which a search 
engine provides a web browser with a web page comprising 
controls via which a user may input search request param 
eters. Once the parameters have been entered, the user's web 
browser typically sends the parameters to a search engine 
using a request in a Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or 
other suitable web-based protocol. The search engine then 
returns the search results to the browser. 

0006 Creating search interfaces is a task conventionally 
left to skilled programmers. For example, in the context of 
web-based search interfaces, creation of search interfaces 
conventionally requires familiarity with Hyper-TextMarkup 
Language (HTML), JavaScript, and/or other web-based stan 
dards or tools. Search interface creation further requires 
knowledge of search Application Programming Interfaces 
(APIs), which typically vary from search engine to search 
engine. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007. The appended claims may serve to summarize the 
invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008. In the drawings: 
0009 FIG. 1 illustrates an example system in which the 
techniques described herein may be practiced; 
0010 FIG. 2 illustrates a process flow for conducting a 
search; 
0011 FIG. 3 illustrates an example template-based 
graphical user search interface; 
0012 FIG. 4 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer 
system upon which an embodiment of the invention may be 
implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0013. In the following description, for the purposes of 
explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order to 
provide a thorough understanding of the present invention. It 
will be apparent, however, that the present invention may be 
practiced without these specific details. In other instances, 
well-known structures and devices are shown in block dia 
gram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the 
present invention. 

1.0. General Overview 

0014. According to an embodiment, a system of one or 
more computing devices is utilized for, among other pur 
poses, creating a template-driven search interface and con 
ducting searches thereon. In an embodiment, the one or more 
computing devices include or are coupled to: a template 
repository; search templates stored in the template repository, 
each of the search templates comprising at least: field speci 
fication data that specify search interface fields for obtaining 
search input data, and query specification data that specify 
how to generate structured queries based on the search input 
data obtained for the one or more of the search interface 
fields; a search field generator that is configured to generate 
search fields indicated by the field specification data; a tem 
plate loading module, coupled to the template repository, that 
is configured to identify one or more available search tem 
plates in the template repository; and a search interface gen 
erator, coupled to the search field generator and template 
loading module, that is configured to generate a search inter 
face comprising template selection controls that are config 
ured to select available search templates that are identified by 
the template loading module. The template loading module is 
configured to receive template selection input via the tem 
plate selection controls. The search interface generator is 
configured to update the search interface to include particular 
search fields generated by the search field generator for a 
particular search template selected by the template selection 
input. The search interface is configured to receive particular 
search input via the particular search fields, and to cause 
generation of a particular structured query based on the par 
ticular search input and on particular query specification data 
in the particular search template. 
0015. In an embodiment, the search interface generator is 
configured to generate search interface provisioning instruc 
tions which, when executed by a client computing device, 
cause the client computing device to implement the search 
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interface. In an embodiment, the search interface generator is 
further configured to send the search interface provisioning 
instructions to the client computing device. In an embodi 
ment, the search interface generator is further configured to 
generate particular query formulation logic based on the par 
ticular query specification data, wherein the query formula 
tion logic causes the generation of the particular structured 
query based on the particular search input and particular 
query specification data in the particular search template. The 
search interface generator is further configured to send the 
search interface provisioning instructions, including the par 
ticular query formulation logic, to the client computing 
device. In an embodiment, the search interface provisioning 
instructions include instructions for generating interface con 
trols by which the particular search input for the particular 
search fields is received. 

0016. In an embodiment, the one or more computing 
devices comprises a plurality of search adapters that are con 
figured to receive the structured queries, to cause searches to 
be conducted against a plurality of data sources based on the 
structured queries, and to return particular search results 
based on the searches. The search interface is configured to 
display the returned search results. In an embodiment, at least 
a first search adapter of the plurality of search adapters is 
configured to translate the particular structured query into a 
first query, to send the first query to a particular data source, 
receive first search results responsive to the first query, and to 
convert the first search results into a common format of the 
particular search results. In an embodiment, the particular 
template comprises data source specification data. The search 
interface comprises data source selection controls generated 
based on the data source specification data. The search inter 
face is configured to request performing one or more 
searches, based on the particular structured query, againstone 
or more particular data sources specified by data source speci 
fication input received in association with the data source 
selection controls. 

0017. In an embodiment, the search field generator is con 
figured to analyze an ontology to identify properties of a data 
structure type specified in the field specification data, and to 
generate at least a first search field based at least partly upon 
a particular property of the identified properties. In an 
embodiment, the search field generator is configured to ana 
lyZean ontology to identify properties of a data structure type 
specified in the field specification data, and generate an inter 
face control for defining a search filter that compares an input 
value to at least aparticular property of the data structure type. 
In an embodiment, the query specification data specifies 
query clauses. The query clauses include at least search filter 
clauses and complex clauses. The search filter clauses include 
a first search filter clause that specifies how a first search field 
is compared to data structures when conducting a search. The 
complex clauses include a first complex clause that specifies 
a logical relationship between other query clauses. 
0018. According to an embodiment, a computer-imple 
mented method comprises receiving a selection of a search 
template via one or more template selection controls that are 
configured to select from search templates for formulating 
searches; responsive to the selection of the search template, 
presenting search interface fields specified by field specifica 
tion data within the search template; receiving search input 
via two or more of the search interface fields, the search input 
including first input via a first field and second input via a 
second field; identifying, based on query specification data 
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within the search template, a relationship between the first 
input and the second input; based on the identified relation 
ship, generating a particular query clause that includes the 
first input, the second input, and a search directive that indi 
cates the identified relationship between the first input and the 
second input, based on the search input and the query speci 
fication data within the search template, generating a struc 
tured query based on the search input, the structured query 
including the particular query clause; sending the structured 
query to one or more search modules; and receiving search 
results responsive to the structured query. 
0019. In an embodiment, the method further comprises 
determining to which of a plurality of search modules to send 
the structured query based on data source specification data in 
the search template. In an embodiment, the method further 
comprises determining to which of a plurality of search mod 
ules to send the structured query based at least on third input 
of the search input, the third input selecting one or more 
controls corresponding to the one or more search modules. In 
an embodiment, the search directive is one of an and direc 
tive, an or directive, an adjacent directive, or a within direc 
tive. In an embodiment, the query specification data indicates 
a required value for a particular search filter included in the 
structured query. In an embodiment, the query specification 
data specifies that the structured query is to include a search 
filter that causes the one or more search modules to execute a 
particular comparison operation between a particular input 
value for a particular field of the search interface fields and a 
particular data structure property of data structures that are 
searched. In an embodiment, the field specification data asso 
ciates a particular search interface field with a particular data 
structure type. The method further comprises accessing onto 
logical data to identify properties of the particular data struc 
ture type, and presenting, adjacent to the particular search 
interface field, controls for selecting a particular property to 
which corresponding input for the field is to be compared. 
0020. In an embodiment, the one or more search modules 
are a plurality of search modules. Each of the plurality of 
search modules identifies search steps to perform with respect 
to one or more data sources, based on the structured query. 
Each of the plurality of search modules generates sets of 
search results in a common format. The method further com 
prises aggregating the sets of search results as they are 
received from the plurality of search modules. In an embodi 
ment, the method further comprises a first search module of 
the one or more search modules translating the structured 
query into a first query to send to a first search engine, and a 
second search module of the one or more search modules 
translating the structured query into a second query to send to 
a second search engine. The search results include first search 
results from the first search engine and second search results 
from the second search engine. In an embodiment, the 
method further comprises the first search module converting 
first search results from the first search engine into a common 
format and the second search module converting second 
search results from the second search engine into the common 
format. The search results include the converted first search 
results and the converted second search results. 

0021. In an embodiment, presenting search interface fields 
comprises sending search interface creation instructions to a 
search client. Identifying the relationship, generating the par 
ticular query clause, and generating the structured query com 
prise generating query formulation instructions based on the 
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query specification data and sending the query formulation 
instructions to the search client. 

2.0. Structural Overview 

0022. Embodiments provide computing devices, logic, 
processes and/or software organized in simplified frame 
works that are useful for creating search interfaces and con 
ducting searches. In some embodiments, the frameworks pro 
vide streamlined syntaxes and grammars for defining one or 
more elements of a search interface, and for formulating 
search requests based on inputs received in association with 
these elements. In some embodiments, the frameworks sim 
plify communications with search engines by providing an 
intermediary translation level between the search interfaces 
and the search engines, thereby permitting communication 
with the search engines via a universal standard. In some 
embodiments, the frameworks include extensible program 
matic interfaces by which new search engine or search inter 
face functions can be added to the system in a modular fash 
ion. In many cases, the frameworks reduce or eliminate the 
need for an intricate understating of complex coding lan 
guages or APIs when defining search interfaces, thereby 
allowing less-technical users and/or administrators to design 
and deploy customized search interfaces. 
0023 FIG. 1 illustrates an example computing system 100 
in which the techniques described herein may be practiced, 
according to an embodiment. System 100 is a computer 
based system. The components of system 100 are imple 
mented at least partially by electronic digital hardware at one 
or more computing devices, such as one or more hardware 
processors executing program instructions stored in one or 
more memories and configured for performing functions 
described herein. 
0024. 2.1. Search Server 
0025 System 100 comprises a search server 120. Search 
server 120 is not necessarily a search engine, but rather medi 
ates between search clients 110 and one or more search adapt 
ers 140. In an embodiment, search server 120 comprises, 
among other elements, a template loading module 122, search 
field generator 124, search interface generator 125, results 
aggregator 126, and query relay component 129. These ele 
ments are described in Subsequent sections. 
0026. In some embodiments, search server 120 may be a 
component of one or more server computing devices that are 
communicatively coupled to one or more client computers at 
which the search clients 110 are implemented. For example, 
search server 120 may be a web server, or an application 
thereof, that communicates over an intranet and/or wide area 
network with the client devices at which the search clients 
110 are deployed. In other embodiments, search server 120 
and search clients 110 are implemented at the same comput 
ing device. In some embodiments, search server 120 may 
further be deployed at the same computing device as Some or 
all of search adapters 140 and/or data sources 150. In other 
embodiments, search server 120 is deployed at a different one 
or more computing devices than are search adapters 140 and 
data sources 150. 
0027 2.2. Templates 
0028 Search server 120 is coupled to one or more data 
repositories, including a repository 160 of templates 162. 
Search server 120 comprises a template loading module 122 
that accesses and parses templates 162 in repository 160. 
Repository 160 and templates 162 may be any suitable data 
structure for storing template data. For example, repository 
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160 may be a file system, while templates 162 may be files 
within the file system. As another example, repository 160 
may be a database, and templates 162 may be data structures 
within the database. Each template 162 may be configured to 
describe a different search interface that may be generated by 
search server 120. Thus, for example, an administrator may 
define new search interfaces by creating new templates 162. 
Templates may beformatted in any Suitable coding or markup 
language. In an embodiment, the templates are structured 
according to a schema that has a more simplified and/or 
streamlined syntax than HTML or other common general 
purpose content presentation languages, to permit creation of 
templates without requiring the creator to learn Such lan 
guages. 
0029 Templates 162 include field specification data. For 
example, the field specification data may include an enumer 
ated list of input fields. The field specification data may 
specify a control type for each field. For example, the field 
specification data may specify that input for a particular field 
is to be collected using a specific type of graphical interface 
control. Such as a textbox, text area, checkbox, pull-down list, 
and so forth. The field specification data may further indicate 
an order in which the controls are to be presented. The field 
specification data may further indicate input constraints for 
some or all of the identified search fields. These constraints 
may include an expected format or structure. Such as a string, 
integer, date, range of numbers, and so forth. These con 
straints may further or alternatively specify exactly which 
options a user may select from, such as in a pull-down list. 
The field specification data may further specify default input 
values, search field identifiers, and/or descriptive labels. 
0030 Templates 162 may comprise query specification 
data, which specify how to generate a structured query based 
on the fields specified in the field specification data. For 
example, the query specification data may specify logical 
relationships between certain search field inputs and/or 
clauses based thereon. These logical operations may include 
conjunctive operations such as “and” “adjacent to.” or 
“within a certain proximity,” or disjunctive operations such as 
'or AS another example, the query specification data may 
specify how one or more search fields are to be compared to 
data structures when conducting a search. This may be done, 
for instance, by specifying comparison operations, such as 
equals, does not equal, greater than, lesser than, and so forth, 
to be performed between certain search field inputs and the 
values of certain properties of or metadata for the data struc 
tures to be searched. Or, the query specification data may 
indicate that a search field represents keyword(s) to be 
searched across all data structure elements. In some embodi 
ments, the query specification data may be entirely separate 
from the field specification data. In other embodiments, some 
orall of the query specification data may be intermingled with 
the field specification data. Since different templates may 
have different query specification data, different types of 
search queries may result from two templates 162 even if their 
field specification data is the same. 
0031 Templates 162 may optionally include a data source 
specification. The data source specification identifies one or 
more of data sources 150 against which a search may be 
conducted. In an embodiment, certain data sources may be 
designated as required or optional. 
0032 2.3. Search Field Generator 
0033 Template loading module 122 is configured to pro 
vide search field generator 124 with the field specification 
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data from a selected one of templates 162. Based at least 
partly on the field specification data, search field generator 
124 identifies search fields that should be included within a 
search interface. The search field generator 124 then gener 
ates these search fields. Generating the search fields may 
comprise, for instance, generating instructions and/or data 
structures necessary for a search client 110 to implement 
search field controls for collecting input for the search fields. 
For example, for web-based interfaces, generating the search 
fields may comprise generating HTML and/or JavaScript for 
displaying one or more field controls within a search form. 
Generating the search fields for web-based interfaces may 
further comprise, if necessary, generating JavaScript func 
tions for validating inputs in accordance to any specified 
constraints. 
0034. In an embodiment, the field specification data does 
not directly specify certain search fields and/or input con 
straints, but rather indirectly identifies certain search fields 
and/or input constraints by referencing metadata from an 
ontology 180. Ontology 180, which is optional, includes 
metadata that describes types of data structures to which 
some or all of data sources 150 provide access. Search field 
generator 124 is configured to utilize this metadata to identify 
and generate the certain search fields. In an embodiment, for 
example, the field specification data may specify that a sepa 
rate search field be generated for each property of a refer 
enced metadata element in ontology 180. Search field gen 
erator 124 may automatically identify these properties based 
on ontology 180, and generate search fields accordingly. 
0035. In an embodiment, the field specification data may 
indicate that the input provided for a certain search field 
should be subject to constraints imposed on certain pre 
defined metadata elements. For example, the field specifica 
tion data may reference a specific metadata element to indi 
cate that input for the field be an “age.” “gender,” “state.” or 
other predefined element of ontology 180. In an embodiment, 
search field generator 124 may even be configured to access a 
data source 150 described by the ontology, to determine 
exactly which specific values or data objects are already 
found in the data source for the referenced metadata element. 
The input may then be constrained to these specific values or 
data objects. The control for the certain search field may even 
prompt the user to select from the specific values via a pull 
down menu, predictive-text textbox, or other suitable mecha 
1S. 

0036 2.4. Interface Generator 
0037 Search interface generator 125 generates search 
interfaces based on templates 162, and causes search clients 
110 to implement the generated search interfaces. Search 
interface generator 125 is configured to generate a search 
interface for a selected template 162 responsive to one or 
more types of user-initiated instructions, depending on the 
embodiment. For example, in an embodiment, search inter 
face generator 162 generates a search interface responsive to 
a user-initiated HTTP or other web-based request from a web 
browser at a client device. In another embodiment, search 
interface generator 162 generates a search interface respon 
sive to a local API call from a search application executing on 
the same computing device as search server 120. The user 
initiated request may specify a search template, or a default 
search template may be selected. 
0.038 Generating a search interface comprises generating 
instructions and/or data structures that a computing device 
may execute to implement the search interface. For example, 
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generating a search interface may comprise generating 
HTML, JavaScript, and/or other suitable data structures or 
code that, when interpreted by a web browser, causes a client 
device to provide the search interface. As another example, 
generating a search interface may comprise generating 
SOAP. REST, or other suitable code for instructing a client 
based application to provide the search interface. As another 
example, generating a search interface may comprise gener 
ating lower-level code that is directly executable by a com 
puting device for implementing the search interface. 
0039. In an embodiment, different versions of a search 
interface may be generated for different search clients 110 
based on the same template. For example, in an embodiment 
there may be different versions of a search interface targeted 
to search clients 110 at different web browsers. In an embodi 
ment, there may be different versions of a search interface 
targeted to any combination of one or more web browsers, 
one or more Smartphone applications, or one or more desktop 
applications. 
0040. When generating a search interface, search interface 
generator 125 receives information included in or derived 
from a selected template from template loading module 122. 
This information includes at least the query specification data 
and, if specified by the template, the data source specification. 
Search interface generator 125 further receives the search 
fields generated for the selected template from search field 
generator 124. Based on the query specification data and the 
data source specification, search interface generator 125 gen 
erates query formulator instructions that instruct search cli 
ents 110 in constructing and Submitting a structured query 
based on any input received via the search fields. For 
example, the query formulator instructions may be JavaScript 
code or other Suitable instructions for executing a query for 
mulator 119, as described in other sections. 
0041) Search interface generator 125 may further generate 
other search interface elements, such as a template selector or 
a presentation of search results, as discussed in othersections. 
Once all of the search interface elements are generated, 
search interface generator 125 sends the search interface to a 
requesting application and/or causes execution of the instruc 
tions for providing the search interface. The generated search 
interface may be, for example, an entire web page or screen 
window, or the generated interface may be designated por 
tions thereof, such as a search form subsection within a web 
page. 

0042 2.5. Search Client 
0043 System 100 may comprise any number of search 
clients 110. A search client 110 implements the search inter 
faces generated by search interface generator 125, based on 
instructions and/or data structures received from search inter 
face generator 125. Search client 110 may comprise, for 
instance, a generic web browser, a browser plug-in or module, 
a dedicated search application, or any other Suitable tool for 
executing or interpreting the instructions and/or data struc 
tures received from search interface generator 125. Different 
types of search clients 110 may exist for different platforms or 
working environments. 
0044 Search client 110 comprises a user search interface 
presentation component 112. In accordance with the instruc 
tions and/or data structures received from search interface 
generator 125, presentation component 112 is configured to 
provide, or cause the provision of a presentation of one or 
more textual and/or graphical elements at one or more output 
components, such as a computer monitor or touchscreen 
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device. The presented textual or graphical elements include 
textual and/or graphical controls, such as text boxes, check 
boxes, buttons, and/or other graphical user interface compo 
nents. Among other controls, the textual and graphical con 
trols include template selection controls 114 and search field 
controls 115. 
0045 Template selection controls 114 visually guide the 
user in providing inputs for selecting one of templates 162. 
For example, the template selection controls 114 may be a 
pull-down list of each template 162 in repository 160. Or, the 
template selection controls 114 may be a pull-down list of 
each template 162 in repository 160 to which a user has 
access, as indicated by user permission data associated with 
templates 162 and/or data sources 150. Input selecting a 
specific template triggers an instruction to the search inter 
face generator 125 to generate a new search interface based on 
the selected template, which results in presentation compo 
nent 112 displaying a different set of textual and/or graphical 
elements. 
0046) Search field controls 115 visually guide the user in 
providing inputs for interfacing with the one or more search 
engines. The search field controls 115 may include a different 
control for some or all of the search fields identified by search 
field generator 124. Certain fields may be hidden from the 
user. These hidden fields specify search filters that should 
always be applied when performing a search under a corre 
sponding search template. For example, an interface designer 
may wish for a certain search interface to be restricted to only 
certain types of data structures within a data source, or to only 
data structures that have a certain property value. 
0047. The presented textual or graphical elements may 
further include a presentation of search results 116, as 
described in other sections. 
0048 2.6. Collecting Input 
0049 Search client 110 further comprises an input proces 
sor 118. Input processor 118 is configured to receive inputs 
for fields associated with the textual and/or graphical controls 
presented by the presentation component 112. The inputs 
may be, for example, signals from one or more user-operated 
input devices, interpretations of these signals based on 
knowledge of how the textual or graphical controls are 
arranged, and/or derivations thereof. For example, input pro 
cessor 118 may be configured to detect when a new template 
has been selected using template selection controls 114, and 
relay corresponding instructions to template loading module 
122. 
0050. As another example, input processor 118 may 
receive inputs that specify keywords, filters, or other search 
parameters in association with search field controls 115. Input 
processor 118 is further configured to detect input instructing 
search client 110 to submit a search. This input may be pro 
vided in association with a “submit control of search field 
controls 115. Or, certain interactions with designated search 
fields, such as pressing an “Enter” key while a keyword box is 
selected, may be interpreted as an instruction to Submit a 
search. In an embodiment, a new search is requested any time 
new input is provided via search field controls 115. 
0051 2.7. Query Formulation 
0052 Input processor 118 provides the values that were 
input for each of search fields 115 to a query formulator 119 
that corresponds to the currently selected template 162. 
Query formulator 119 is a set of one or more processes that 
generate a structured query 130 based on the inputted values, 
in accordance with the query formulator instructions received 
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from search interface generator 125. Query formulator 119 
may comprise, for instance, HTML form processing logic, 
JavaScript functions, and/or other Suitable processing logic. 
0053. The structured query 130 may take a variety of 
forms, depending on the embodiment. For example, in an 
embodiment, the structured query may be a series of name 
value pairs embedded within an HTTP query string or a JSON 
object. In an embodiment, the structured query may comprise 
groups of input values associated with search directives. The 
search directives specify relationships between the input val 
ues in a group. 
0054. In another embodiment, structured query 130 may 
be a hierarchical data structure comprised of clauses, in which 
the hierarchical relationships of the clauses reflect logical 
relationships between the clauses. The clauses include search 
filter clauses and complex clauses. Search filter clauses are 
generally based upon data input in association with search 
field controls 115, and/or data associated with hidden search 
fields. While query formulator 119 will often only produce 
one search filter clause per search field, the query formulation 
instructions may in Some cases cause query formulator 119 to 
create two or more search filter clauses for a single search 
field. Search filter clauses may specify, without limitation, 
keyword input for a particular search field, a name-value pair 
resulting from input for aparticular search field, a comparison 
operation between the input data of a particular search field 
and one or more data structures designated by the query 
formulation instructions, and so forth. Complex clauses com 
prise a search directive that specifies a conjunctive, disjunc 
tive, or other logical relationship between two or more search 
filter clauses and/or other complex clauses. 
0055 
0056 Search client 110 is configured to send the struc 
tured query 130, once constructed by query formulator 119, 
to a query relay component 129 of search server 120. The 
query relay component 129 is configured to send the struc 
tured query 130 in turn to one or more search adapters 140. In 
an embodiment, the structured query 130 is sent to at least 
some of the search adapters 140 in parallel, thus potentially 
resulting in returning search results from two or more search 
adapters 140 at the same time. In an embodiment, the struc 
tured query 130 is sent serially to some or all of the search 
adapters 140, in that the query relay component 129 must wait 
for an indication that a first search adapter 140 has concluded 
a search before sending the structured query 130 to a second 
search adapter 140. 
0057. In an embodiment, the one or more search adapters 
140 to which query relay component 129 sends structured 
query 130 is the set of all available search adapters 140. In 
other embodiments, the one or more search adapters 140 to 
which query relay component 129 sends structured query 130 
are selected by data source specification data in a template 
162 and/or selected by a user via controls in search client 110. 
One or more search adapters 140 thus selected may be iden 
tified to query relay component 129 in, for example, the 
structured query 130, such as in a search filter clause or in 
separate data source specification data. Or query relay com 
ponent 129 may determine the selected one or more search 
adapters 140 based on metadata associated with the struc 
tured query 130. Such as interface state data or session data. 
The selected one or more search adapters 140 may be desig 
nated directly, or by reference to a particular data source 150, 
depending on the embodiment. 

2.8. Query Relay Component 
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0058. The one or more search adapters 140 may further be 
implicit from one or more search parameters described in 
structured query 130. For example, the query relay compo 
nent 129 may be configured to access ontology 180 and 
determine that a certain data structure type specified in the 
search parameters is only available in a certain data source 
150 to which only a particular search adapter 140 has access. 
Thus, the structured query 130 is only sent to the particular 
search adapter 140. 
0059. In an embodiment, each of the search adapters 140 is 
configured to understand a common query structure. The 
same single structured query 130 may thus be sent to each 
search adapter 140, thus avoiding the need for any given 
search interface to have multiple query formulators in the 
search client 110 or search server 120. 
0060 2.9. Search Adapters 
0061 System 100 further comprises one or more search 
adapters 140. Each search adapter 140 searches one or more 
data sources 150, or causes the one or more data sources 150 
to be searched. In some embodiments, search adapters 140 
function as Substitutes for search engines, directly conducting 
searches specified by structured query 130 on data sources 
150 such as databases and/or file repositories. Each search 
adapter 140 directly generates a set of search results. This set 
of search results identifies data structures, in the one or more 
data sources 150 to which the search adapter 140 provides 
access, that match the parameters specified by structured 
query 130. The search adapter 140 provides this set of search 
results to results aggregator 126 of search server 120. 
0062. In other embodiments, search adapters 140 function 
as query translators. In these embodiments, data sources 150 
are themselves search engines, each exposing a potentially 
different search API. Thus, search adapters 140 reconstruct 
the structured query 130 as a separate query for each different 
data source 150 to which the search adapter 140 provides 
access. Each separate query conforms to a potentially differ 
ent syntax and grammar, corresponding to the search API of 
the data source 150 to which the query is targeted. Each 
search adapter 140 receives one or more sets of search results 
from the one or more data sources 150 to which the search 
adapter 140 provides access. The search adapter 140 converts 
these sets of search results into a universal search result for 
mat, and then provides a converted set of search results to 
results aggregator 126 of search server 120. 
0063. In some embodiments, both types of search adapters 
140 may exist. 
0064. A search adapter 140 may be configured to pre 
process a query and/or post-process search results using one 
or more rules. For example, a search adapter 140 may be 
configured to add additional filters or constraints to a struc 
tured query, and/or to a translated query. As another example, 
search adapter 140 may be configured to normalize or aggre 
gate search results, or properties thereof. As another example, 
search adapter 140 may be configured to remove duplicate 
search results, or apply its own ranking and/or sorting logic to 
the search results. In an embodiment, different search adapt 
ers 140 may provide access to the same data source 150, but 
differ with respect to how the search adapters 140 pre-process 
a query or post-process search results. 
0065. In an embodiment, a search adapter 140 iteratively 
identifies sets of search results. For example, the search 
adapter 140 may initially return a first set of results that were 
identified most quickly, and then return additional sets of 
results as they are identified. 
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0.066 2.10. Results Aggregator 
0067. Results aggregator 126 receives sets of search 
results from search adapters 140. Search results may com 
prise actual matching data structures from data sources 150, 
and/or metadata describing matching data structures. In an 
embodiment, search adapters 140 convert or generate each 
search result in each set using a common search result format. 
For example, each search result may be a JSON object or 
other data structure that conforms to a common Schema. As 
another example, each search result may be a data object 
identifier. However, the actual data structures represented by 
the search results may conform to one or many different 
formats, depending on the search parameters. 
0068 Results aggregator 126 may combine and/or arrange 
the search results from the one or more sets using any of a 
variety of techniques. In an embodiment, the search results 
are concatenated together into a single list as they are 
received. In another embodiment, the search results are sorted 
according to any of a variety oftechniques, such as in numeri 
cal or alphabetical order based on a common property of the 
data structures that the results represent, or based on rel 
evance metadata provided by search adapters 140. Results 
aggregator 126 may further post-process the search results, 
by for example removing duplicates, normalizing metadata 
within the search results, adding additional metadata, and so 
forth. 

0069. 2.11. Presentation of Results 
0070. In the depicted embodiment, results aggregator 126 
provides the aggregated search results to the search interface 
generator 125. Search interface generator 125 sends instruc 
tions and/or data structures to search client 110 that cause the 
search client to display presentations 116 of the search 
results. The presentations 116 of the search result may be 
arranged in any fashion, and may include any suitable infor 
mation representative of the data structures from data sources 
150 to which the search results correspond. For example, the 
presentations 116 of the search results may include, without 
limitation, one or more of titles, names, thumbnails, maps, 
addresses, descriptions, or links by which actual contents of 
the data structure may be viewed and/or edited. In an embodi 
ment, the information presented in presentations 116 of the 
search results is limited to information that was actually 
returned in the search results. In other embodiments, search 
interface generator 125 may retrieve additional information 
concerning certain data structures represented by certain 
search results directly from data sources 150. Search interface 
generator 125 may use any of a variety of logic to determine 
how best to present a given search result. For example, certain 
types of data structures may have predefined view templates 
that indicate how those structures are to be presented within a 
search interface. 
0071. In an embodiment, the search results are presented 
as a scrollable list or tile grid. In an embodiment, one or more 
alternate views of the search results may be available, such as 
map views, node-based graphs, charts of aggregated values 
from the search results, or other suitable data visualizations. 
Search client 110 may include controls for switching between 
views. Search interface generator 125 may also or instead be 
configured to identify Suitable data visualizations based on 
search result view data in templates 162 and/or an analysis of 
the data structures represented by the search results. 
0072 Depending on the embodiment, search interface 
generator 125 may wait to send instructions to update a search 
interface with new search results until after search results 
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aggregator 126 signals that all search results have been 
received. Or, search interface generator 125 may continually 
send instructions to update the search interface as results 
aggregator 126 continues to receive search results from the 
search adapters 140. In an embodiment, search interface gen 
erator 125 need not instruct search client 110 to update the 
entire interface, but rather instructs the search client to update 
a search results section. 
0073 2.12. Configuration Component 
0074. In an embodiment, system 100 optionally comprises 
a configuration component 190. Configuration component 
190 may be as simple as a set of one or more configuration 
files, or the configuration component may be an actual soft 
ware application. Configuration component 190 allows users 
and/or administrators to register the locations of one or more 
resources; for example, administrators may register locations 
of templates 162, template repository 160, search adapters 
140, and/or data sources 150. Search server 120 is configured 
to access configuration component 190 when looking for 
these resources. Thus, administrators may quickly add new 
functions to search server 120 by registering new resources 
with configuration component 190. 
0075 2.13. Extensions and Variations 
0076 System 100 as shown in FIG. 1 illustrates only one 
of many possible arrangements of components configured to 
perform the functions described herein. Other arrangements 
may include fewer or different components, and the division 
of work between the components may vary depending on the 
arrangement. 
0077. For example, in an embodiment, results aggregator 
126 or search adapters 140 may provide search results 
directly to the search client 110. In such embodiments, search 
client 110 may include or have received instructions that 
would cause search client 110 to aggregate search results 
and/or generate presentations 116 of the search results using 
similar techniques to those described with respect to the 
results aggregator 126 and search interface generator 125. 
The instructions may be general, or specific to a certain search 
template. In an embodiment, there is no aggregation of 
results, and the results are instead displayed separately by 
data source 150. Such embodiments need not necessarily 
require search adapters 140 to create search results in a com 
mon format. In an embodiment, results aggregator 126 may 
be responsible for converting search results to a common 
format. 
0078. In an embodiment, query formulator 119 may be 
deployed at the search server 120 as opposed to the search 
client 110. The search client 110 sends the input values 
directly to the search server 120. The search server 120 deter 
mines which query formulator 119 to execute based on ses 
sion data indicating which search template is used by the 
search client 110 from which the input values are received. In 
an embodiment, there is no query relay 129, and search client 
110 is configured to send structure query 130 directly to each 
selected search adapter 140. 

3.0. Functional Overview 

0079 FIG. 2 illustrates a process flow 200 for conducting 
a search. Flow 200 is but one example technique for conduct 
ing a search. Other flows may include fewer or additional 
elements in varying arrangements. 
0080. In an embodiment, each of the processes described 
in connection with the functional blocks of FIG. 2 may be 
implemented using one or more computer programs, other 
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Software elements, and/or digital logic in any of a general 
purpose computer or a special-purpose computer, while per 
forming data retrieval, transformation and storage operations 
that involve interacting with and transforming the physical 
state of memory of the computer. In one embodiment, flow 
200 is performed by a computer system comprising, among 
other elements, a search client and a search server Such as 
search client 110 and search server 120, as described in the 
previous section. For purposes of illustrating a clear example, 
the search server and search client may be described as sepa 
rate and distinct components implemented by different com 
puting devices; in other embodiments, the search server and 
search client may be components of a same application 
executing at the same computing device(s). 
I0081 Block 205 comprises identifying a plurality of avail 
able search templates, for example, the search templates that 
have been described in the preceding sections. The identify 
ing may comprise one or more of accessing configuration 
data that specifies template locations, scanning for template 
files or other template structures, parsing template structures 
to locate template identifiers, checking user permission data 
with respect to the templates and/or the data sources accessed 
by the templates, and so forth. In an embodiment, block 205 
may further comprise presenting controls to a user for select 
ing one of these identified search templates. However, per 
forming Such a step is not necessary in other embodiments. 
I0082 Block 210 comprises receiving a selection of a par 
ticular search template from the plurality of search templates. 
The selection may be received via interface controls such as 
template selection controls 114, or the selection may be 
received programmatically via application logic. Receiving 
the selection may comprise one or more of a search client 
directly receiving user input, a search server receiving an 
HTTP or other suitable web request, a search application 
receiving an API call, or a search client/server receiving any 
other suitable input. 
I0083 Block 215 comprises, responsive to the selection of 
the particular search template, presenting search interface 
fields specified by field specification data within the selected 
search template. Such as described in other sections. Block 
215 may be performed, for instance, by creating a web page 
comprising a search form that includes field controls corre 
sponding to the search interface fields, and then sending the 
web page to a web browser. As another example, block 215 
may be performed by sending the field specification data to a 
standalone Smartphone or desktop application that is config 
ured to create graphical interface controls based thereon. 
I0084 Block 220 comprises receiving search input for the 
search interface fields. The search input may comprise user 
entered text and/or other user selected values, along with an 
indication of the search field(s) to which the input corre 
sponds. Any suitable user input technique may be utilized in 
receiving the search input. Block 220 may comprise, for 
instance, a search client receiving input directly from a key 
board, mouse, and/or other Suitable input device, and inter 
preting the intent of that input based on the depicted search 
field controls. Block 220 may further comprise, in some 
embodiments, a search server receiving a description of the 
search input from the search client. 
I0085 Block 225 comprises generating one or more query 
clauses based on the search input, and further based on query 
specification data within the selected search template, as 
described in other sections. Block 225 may be performed, for 
instance, by a search client or a search server directly access 
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ing the query specification data, and using the query specifi 
cation data to determine how to generate the query clauses. In 
an embodiment, block 225 is performed at a search client by 
a query formulation component that was generated by the 
search server based on the query specification data in the 
selected search template. 
I0086. The query specification data may specify, for 
instance, to generate keyword clause(s) based on search input 
corresponding to one or more keyword fields. The query 
specification data may further specify, for instance, to create 
comparison clause(s) based on search input for one or more 
fields associated with specific data structure properties. In an 
embodiment, the query specification data may specify to 
generate a clause that defines a relationship between a first 
input of the search input and a second input of the search 
input. The clause includes a search directive indicating the 
relationship. For example, the search directive may indicate 
that a search result must satisfy all of at least one of, or only 
one of the search parameters corresponding to the first input 
and the second input. Or the search directive may indicate that 
a search result must satisfy the search parameters within a 
certain context, such as in adjacent or nearby terms within a 
same data structure property. 
0087 Block 225 may further comprise creating complex 
query clauses based on other query clauses, as described in 
other sections. 
0088 Block 230 comprises generating a structured query 
based on the generated query clauses and the query specifi 
cation data. The structured query may be any data structure 
capable of describing all of the clauses, such as a JSON 
object. 
0089 Block 235 comprises sending the structured query 
to one or more search modules, such as the search adapters 
described in other sections and/or search engines. The search 
modules may be co-located with the search client and/or 
search server, or may be executed by one or more different 
computing devices. Block 235 may comprise a search client 
or search server sending the structured query directly to the 
one or more search modules. In an embodiment, block 235 
may further comprise a search client sending the structured 
query to a search server so that the search server may send the 
structured query to the one or more search modules. In an 
embodiment, the same structured query is sent to a plurality 
of search modules. Block 235 may optionally comprise iden 
tifying the one or more search modules based on the selected 
template and/or based on data source selection input, such as 
described in other sections. 

0090 Block 240 comprises, based on the structured query, 
the one or more search modules identifying search steps to 
take with respect to one or more data sources. For a first type 
of search module, block 240 may comprise generating SQL 
statements, query execution plans, or other such steps that 
implement a process of directly searching a data repository 
for data structures that match the search parameters described 
in the structured query. For a second type of search module, 
whose data source(s) are search engines as opposed to other 
data repositories, block 240 comprises translating the struc 
tured query into a data source-specific query string or other 
message. The exact steps taken for a particular structured 
query may vary, including for search modules of the same 
type, depending on the data source to which a search module 
provides access. Both the first type of search module and the 
second type of search module may co-exist within certain 
embodiments. 
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0091 Block 245 comprises the one or more search mod 
ules causing searches of the one or more data sources using 
the search steps. For the first type of search module, block 245 
comprises actually executing the SQL statements, query 
execution plan, or other such steps. For the second type of 
search module, block 245 comprises sending the translated 
query to a search engine. 
0092 Block 250 comprises the one or more search mod 
ules identifying or receiving search results for the searches. 
The search results are, or describe, data structures within the 
searched data sources that match the search parameters 
defined by the clauses of the structured query. The first type of 
search module identifies the search results directly, while the 
second type of search module receives the search results from 
another search engine. 
0093 Block 255 comprises the one or more search mod 
ules structuring the search results using a common format 
expected by the search server and/or search client. Block 255 
may be optional for some or all search modules, in that the 
search results received or identified by certain search modules 
may already be in the common format. In an embodiment, a 
search interface is configured to understand all possible 
search results that could be created by the one or more search 
modules, and thus block 255 is not needed even if the search 
results for different search modules are structured differently. 
Block 255 may also optionally comprise post-processing of 
search results. 

0094 Block 260 comprises the search server and/or search 
client receiving the search results from the one or more search 
modules. For example, block 260 may comprise the one or 
more search modules sending sets of search result data 
objects to the search server and/or the search client. 
0.095 Block 265 comprises presenting the search results at 
the search client. For example, block 265 may comprise a 
search server generating HTML, JavaScript, or other suitable 
instructions for presenting the search results. The search 
server sends these instructions to a web browser at the client, 
which then presents the search results based thereon. As 
another example, block 265 may comprise the search client 
itself generating views of the search results returned by the 
one or more search adapters. For example, the search client 
may be an application that includes search result presentation 
logic. In an embodiment, block 265 comprises aggregating 
the search results together. However, in other embodiments, 
search results may be presented in separate sections. In an 
embodiment, block 265 is performed at least partially con 
current to blocks 250-260, in that searches may continue to 
run in the background as initial search results are published. 

4.0. Example Search Interface 

0096 FIG. 3 illustrates an example template-based 
graphical user search interface 300, according to an embodi 
ment. Search interface 300 is one example of a search inter 
face that may be generated using the techniques described 
herein and in other embodiments, search interfaces may com 
prise fewer or additional elements, in potentially varying 
arrangements. 
(0097. Search interface 300 comprises a search form 310, 
including a template selector 315, search field area 320, and 
data source selection area 330. Template selector 315 names 
the current search template, and allows users to select a new 
template from a list of templates by selecting the pull-down 
menu control 316. Selecting a new template may result in 
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changes to search field area 320 and data source selection area 
330, depending on the search fields and/or data sources speci 
fied by the new template. 
0098. Search field area 320 comprises search field controls 
321-325, each of which corresponds to a different search field 
identified by the currently selected template. Each of controls 
321-325 includes a label to provide information to a user 
concerning the search field to which the respective control 
321-325 corresponds. A user may specify input for a search 
field by entering input via a corresponding search field con 
trol 321-325. Controls 321-323 are text boxes. In some 
embodiments, typing into these text boxes may bring up a list 
of Suggestions, derived from previous input associated with 
the template, previous input associated with similar search 
fields in other templates, and/or existing data within the data 
structure properties with which the corresponding property is 
to be compared. A search server or search client may be 
configured to automatically track Such data and generate Such 
Suggestions without the Suggestions having been specified in 
the selected template. 
0099 Control 324 may comprise a textbox that features a 
comparison operator selector 328. Comparison operator 
selector 328 is a pull-down menu that allows a user to select 
between comparison operators in order to specify how the 
inputted value of control 324 is to be compared to the values 
of the data structure property to which the corresponding 
search field is to be compared. Control 325 is a multi-value 
selector. Users may select multiple values by typing the val 
ues directly and/or using a pull-down menu populated with a 
list of values. Each selected value will be depicted with a 
selected value indicator 329. 
0100 Data source selection area 330 comprises data 
source filter controls 331-333. Each data source filter control 
331-333 corresponds to a different data source specified by 
the selected template, as indicated by the labels in filter con 
trols 331-333. A user may tap or click on a control 331-333 to 
toggle between selecting the corresponding data source and 
unselecting the corresponding data source. In an embodi 
ment, a search is only Submitted for selected data sources. In 
another embodiment, a search is submitted for all data 
Sources, but only search results for selected data sources are 
shown. 

0101 Each control 331-333 includes a status indicator 
335-337 that indicates, by color or other suitable indication, 
whether the corresponding control 331-333 is currently 
selected. If a search has already been submitted, status indi 
cators 335-337 may furthermore provide information about 
the data sources with respect to the search. For example, 
status indicators 335-337 may turn a different color or show a 
special graphical indicator while search results are being 
retrieved from a data source. Also, as depicted, status indica 
tors 335-337 may provide an indication of a number of search 
results returned from a corresponding data source, and/or an 
indication of the quality thereof. 
0102 Search form 310 further comprises a clear control 
311. User selection of clear control 311 resets all controls 
321-325 and 331-333 to their default input values. Search 
form 310 further comprises a submit control 312. User selec 
tion of submit control 312 indicates to search interface 300 
that the user has finished specifying search parameters, and 
wishes to retrieve search results. Both controls 311-312 are 
optional, depending on the environment. For example, in 
Some embodiments, selection of a data source selection con 
trol 331-333 indicates to the search interface that the search 
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should be sent to the corresponding data source. In other 
embodiments, a search is sent any time the user provides input 
into search form 310. Thus, for instance, the user may per 
ceive search interface 300 as returning search results while 
the user is still typing in a text box 321-333. 
0103) Search interface 300 further comprises a search 
result area 340. Search result area 340 is a scrollable list of 
search results, including search results 341 and 342. Search 
result area 340 is initially blank, but then filled with views of 
search results after a search has been performed. Each search 
result is presented as a rectangular area within the Scrollable 
list, and may include Summary information about the data 
structure corresponding to the search result, Such as a thumb 
nail, name, description, and/or other selected information. 
The exact information presented for each search result may 
vary depending on the type and/or contents of the data struc 
ture to which a search result corresponds. 
0104. In some embodiments, sets of search results are 
retrieved iteratively from each data source. For example, a 
search adapter may be configured to return a first set of 
high-quality or easy-to-locate search results before returning 
other search results. If necessary, the search adapter may 
continue to search for additional results even after returning 
the first set. In an embodiment, search result area 340 is 
updated to include these additional results as found. In 
another embodiment, the search interface must explicitly 
request that the search adapter continue searching and/or 
return the additional results. Thus, as depicted in FIG. 3, 
search result area 340 further includes a control 349 for 
retrieving additional results. The process may be repeated for 
any number of iterations. 
0105 Search interface 300 further includes an optional 
detail view area 350 that displays more information about a 
selected search result 342. Depending on the embodiment, 
the detail view area 350 may include additional information 
from the data structure corresponding to search result 342, 
including information not initially returned with the search 
results. For example, clicking on 342 may cause a search 
interface generator to perform one or more queries with 
respect to the corresponding data structure in order to popu 
late a detail view template for the data structure. 
0106. In some embodiments, search results 341-342 and/ 
or detail view area 350 may further include controls for per 
forming actions with respect to a corresponding data struc 
ture, Such as viewing or editing the complete data structure, 
printing the detail view, generating a data visualization based 
on the corresponding data structure, and so forth. Also, mul 
tiple search results may be selected from search result area 
340, and one or more controls may allow for one or more 
actions with respect to these multiple search results. Search 
interface 300 may further include additional views derived 
from the search results, such as maps or graphs. 

5.0. Example Data Structures 
0107 5.1. Example Template 
0108. According to an embodiment, a template is a data 
object, such as a JSON object, comprising: a URI field speci 
fying a private identifier for the template; a name field speci 
fying the name of the template, as seen by a user; an optional 
description field comprising additional information about the 
template; multiple field objects; an optional query object; and 
an optional data Source object. A field object, in turn, com 
prises: a URI specifying a private identifier for the field; an 
input type, which specifies the type of input control used to 
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collect input for the field object; a name, corresponding to the 
name displayed in the label for the input control; an optional 
default value; an optional data type; and/or an optional com 
parison operator. A data source object comprises a list of data 
Sources and/or search adapters targeted by the template. 
0109) A query object comprises one or more clause 
objects. Example clause object types include, without limita 
tion: an AND clause for specifying a conjunction between 
two or more other clauses, an OR clause for specifying a 
disjunction between two or more other clauses, an Object 
Type clause for specifying a type of object to filter the search 
upon, a Keyword clause for specifying one or more keywords 
to filter the search upon, or a Property clause for specifying 
comparison operations between an input value and a particu 
lar data structure property. Each of the ObjectType, Keyword, 
and Property clauses includes a data field that specifies either 
the URI of a field object from which to retrieve input, or 
hard-coded data for “hidden search parameters. 
0110 TABLE 1 illustrates an example template for gen 
erating the search interface 300 of FIG.3, in accordance with 
the above-described embodiment 

TABLE 1. 

EXAMPLETEMPLATE 

{ 
uri':“pt.template-person', 
“name: “Person Search', 
“fields”: 

{ 
“uri':“LastName", 
“display:“LastName”, 
“inputType:"property”, 
“data: { 

“typeUri':"compalantirproperty. Name”, 
“componentl Jri:“LAST NAME, 
“operator: “= - 

“uri':“FirstName", 
“display:“First Name", 
“inputType:"property”, 
“data: { 

“typeUri':"compalantirproperty. Name”, 
“componentl Jri:“FIRST NAME, 
“operator: “= - 

“uri':“MiddleName", 
“display:"Middle Name (or Initial), 
“inputType:"property”, 
“data: { 

“typeUri':"compalantirproperty. Name”, 
“componentl Jri:“MIDDLE NAME, 
“operator: “=', 

}, 
{ “uri:“age, 

“display”:''Age', 
“inputType:"property”, 
“data: { 

“typeUri':"compalantirproperty. Age', 

“uri':“Gender, 
“display:“Gender, 
“inputType:"property”, 
“data: { 

10 
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TABLE 1-continued 

EXAMPLETEMPLATE 

“typeUri':"compalantirproperty. Gender, 
“operator: “= 

}, 
l, 
“query': { 

“type”:“AND”, 
“clauses: 

“type:“Property, 
“value-uri:“LastName' 

s 

&G ''.gs s type”:'Property, 
&G :FirstName 

&G ''.gs s type”:'Property, 
&G :MiddleName 

:Probe 
&G s. value-uri : age 

s 

s 
s 

“type:“Property, 
“value-uri:"Gender' 

“type”: “OR”, 
“clauses: 

{ 
“type: “ObjectType', 
“data: { 

“value: com.palantir.object. Person' 

“type: “ObjectType', 
“data: { 

“value:"com.palantir.object. Entity” 

“dataSources: 
pt.data.palantir, structured, 

“pt.data people', 
“pt.data. test3, 

0111. The above template specification is given by way of 
example. In other embodiments, templates may be structured 
in any number of suitable manners. 
0112 5.2. Example Structured Query 
0113. According to an embodiment, TABLE 2 illustrates 
an example structured query generated based on the above 
example template: 

TABLE 2 

EXAMPLE STRUCTURED QUERY 

{ 
“type”:“AND”, 
“clauses: 

“value-uri:“LastName', 
“data: { 
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TABLE 2-continued 

EXAMPLE STRUCTURED QUERY 

“componentl Jri:“LAST NAME, 
“typeUri':"compalantirproperty. Name”, 
“value:“, 
“operator: 

“userEntered:true, 
“type:“Property 

}, 

“value-uri':“FirstName", 
“data: { 

“componentl Jri:“FIRST NAME, 
“typeUri':"compalantirproperty. Name”, 
“value:“brian', 
“operator: 

“userEntered:true, 
“type:“Property 

}, 

“value-uri':“MiddleName, 
“data: { 

“componentl Jri:“MIDDLE NAME, 
“typeUri':"compalantirproperty. Name”, 
“value: 
“operator: 

}, 
“userEntered:true, 
“type:“Property 

}, 
{ 

“value-uri':"age", 
“data: { 

“typeUri':"compalantirproperty. Age', 
“value:“40, 
“operator”:''< 

}, 
“userEntered:true, 
“type:“Property 

}, 
{“value-uri”:"Gender, 
“data: “type Uri':"compalantirproperty. Gender, 

“value”: “”, “MALE), 
“operator: 

“userEntered:true, 
“type:“Property 

}, 

“clauses: 

“data: { 
“value:"compalantir.object. Person' 

}, 
“type: “ObjectType 

}, 
{ 

“data: { 
“value:"compalantir.object. Entity” 

}, 
“type: “ObjectType 

0114. The above structured query definition is given by 
way of example. In other embodiments, queries may be struc 
tured in any number of Suitable manners. 
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0115 5.3. Example Search Result 
0116 TABLE 3 illustrates an example search result 
returned from a search adapter: 

TABLE 3 

EXAMPLE SEARCHRESULT 

“id: “pt.data.palantir.structured:887340230857982198. 
“simpleId: “887340230857982198”, 
“title: “Brian D, 
“hasThumbnail: true, 
“description: “Person, 
“dsName: “Palantir Search', 
“dsUri': “pt.datapalantirstructured 

0117 The example search result is used in an embodiment 
where generating a presentation of the search result com 
prises looking up additional information about the data struc 
ture referenced by the search result. In other embodiments, 
search results may be structured in any number of suitable 
manners. For example, a search result may include all infor 
mation necessary to generate a presentation for the search 
result, such as a title, description, thumbnail link, and so forth. 

6.0. Example Extensibility Features 

0118. In embodiments, new templates and/or search 
adapters may be made available to a search server and search 
client via a registration process at the search server. For 
example, each template and/or search adapter may be con 
tained in a separate file. In an embodiment, the template 
and/or search adapter may be registered by placing the file 
within a certain directory on the search server. In other 
embodiments, the template and/or search adapter may be 
registered by adding the location of the file to a path statement 
in a configuration file that specifies templates. The search 
server may access this configuration file or directory to iden 
tify which templates and/or search adapters are available. 
0119. In an embodiment, each search adapter implements 
the same API. For example, each search adapter may be based 
on a coded object that inherits features and functions from a 
common coded object. In an embodiment, each search 
adapter implements a common set of API function calls, 
including some or all of a function call for retrieving identi 
fier(s) of data source(s) to which the search adapters provide 
access, a function call for receiving a structured query, a 
function call for converting the structured query API into a 
string-based query that conforms with the data source(s), a 
function for initiating a search, a function for returning a 
complete set of search results, or a function for returning an 
iterative set of search results. 

7.0. Hardware Overview 

I0120 According to one embodiment, the techniques 
described herein are implemented by one or more special 
purpose computing devices. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more appli 
cation-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field program 
mable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently programmed 
to perform the techniques, or may include one or more gen 
eral purpose hardware processors programmed to perform the 
techniques pursuant to program instructions in firmware, 
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memory, other storage, or a combination. Such special-pur 
pose computing devices may also combine custom hard 
wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the techniques. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be desktop computer systems, portable com 
puter systems, handheld devices, networking devices or any 
other device that incorporates hard-wired and/or program 
logic to implement the techniques. 
0121 For example, FIG. 4 is a block diagram that illus 

trates a computer system 400 upon which an embodiment of 
the invention may be implemented. Computer system 400 
includes a bus 402 or other communication mechanism for 
communicating information, and a hardware processor 404 
coupled with bus 402 for processing information. Hardware 
processor 404 may be, for example, a general purpose micro 
processor. 
0122 Computer system 400 also includes a main memory 
406, such as a random access memory (RAM) or other 
dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 402 for storing infor 
mation and instructions to be executed by processor 404. 
Main memory 406 also may be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions to be executed by processor 404. Such instruc 
tions, when stored in non-transitory storage media accessible 
to processor 404, render computer system 400 into a special 
purpose machine that is customized to perform the operations 
specified in the instructions. 
0123 Computer system 400 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 408 or other static storage device coupled to 
bus 402 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 404. A storage device 410. Such as a magnetic disk 
or optical disk, is provided and coupled to bus 402 for storing 
information and instructions. 
0.124 Computer system 400 may be coupled via bus 402 to 
a display 412, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), for display 
ing information to a computer user. An input device 414, 
including alphanumeric and other keys, is coupled to bus 402 
for communicating information and command selections to 
processor 404. Another type of user input device is cursor 
control 416. Such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction 
keys for communicating direction information and command 
selections to processor 404 and for controlling cursor move 
ment on display 412. This input device typically has two 
degrees of freedom in two axes, a first axis (for example, X) 
and a second axis (for example, y), that allows the device to 
specify positions in a plane. 
0.125 Computer system 400 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard-wired logic, 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 400 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 400 in response to 
processor 404 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 406. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 406 from another 
storage medium, Such as storage device 410. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 406 
causes processor 404 to perform the process steps described 
herein. In alternative embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
tions. 
0126 The term “storage media' as used herein refers to 
any non-transitory media that store data and/or instructions 
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that cause a machine to operation in a specific fashion. Such 
storage media may comprise non-volatile media and/or Vola 
tile media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, optical 
or magnetic disks, such as storage device 410. Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory. Such as main memory 406. Com 
mon forms of storage media include, for example, a floppy 
disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, Solid state drive, magnetic 
tape, or any other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, 
any other optical data storage medium, any physical medium 
with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a 
FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or car 
tridge. 
I0127 Storage media is distinct from but may be used in 
conjunction with transmission media. Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between storage 
media. For example, transmission media includes coaxial 
cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that 
comprise bus 402. Transmission media can also take the form 
of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated during 
radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 

I0128. One or more forms of media may be involved in 
carrying one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 404 for execution. For example, the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive 
of a remote computer. The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem. A modem local to 
computer system 400 can receive the data on the telephone 
line and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the data to an 
infra-red signal. An infra-red detector can receive the data 
carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate circuitry can 
place the data on bus 402. Bus 402 carries the data to main 
memory 406, from which processor 404 retrieves and 
executes the instructions. The instructions received by main 
memory 406 may optionally be stored on storage device 410 
either before or after execution by processor 404. 
I0129. Computer system 400 also includes a communica 
tion interface 418 coupled to bus 402. Communication inter 
face 418 provides a two-way data communication coupling to 
a network link 420 that is connected to a local network 422. 
For example, communication interface 418 may be an inte 
grated services digital network (ISDN) card, cable modem, 
satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data communica 
tion connection to a corresponding type of telephone line. As 
another example, communication interface 418 may be a 
local area network (LAN) card to provide a data communi 
cation connection to a compatible LAN. Wireless links may 
also be implemented. In any such implementation, commu 
nication interface 418 sends and receives electrical, electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams 
representing one or more types of information. 
0.130 Network link 420 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 420 may provide a connection 
through local network 422 to a host computer 424 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
426. ISP 426 in turn provides data communication services 
through the worldwide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet” 428. Local net 
work 422 and Internet 428 both use electrical, electromag 
netic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. The 
signals through the one or more networks and the signals on 
network link 420 and through communication interface 418, 
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which carry the digital data to and from computer system 400, 
are example forms of transmission media. 
0131 Computer system 400 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link 420 and communication interface 418. In the 
Internet example, a server 430 might transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 428, ISP 
426, local network 422 and communication interface 418. 
0132) The received code may be executed by processor 
404 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 410, or 
other non-volatile storage for later execution. 
0133. In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the 
invention have been described with reference to numerous 
specific details that may vary from implementation to imple 
mentation. The specification and drawings are, accordingly, 
to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense. 
The sole and exclusive indicator of the scope of the invention, 
and what is intended by the applicants to be the scope of the 
invention, is the literal and equivalent scope of the set of 
claims that issue from this application, in the specific form in 
which such claims issue, including any Subsequent correc 
tion. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A system comprising: 
a server configured to receive, from a client, a selection of 

a particular template of a plurality of templates, each 
template comprising a plurality of properties; 

a field generator, in the server, configured to analyze the 
plurality of properties specified in a selected template to 
create a control for selecting a property of the plurality of 
properties; and 

a graphic user interface generator, coupled to the field 
generator, configured to create a form that comprises a 
field and the control for selecting the property to which 
corresponding input in the field is to be compared, and 
further configured to send, from the server to the client, 
the form; 

wherein search input received via the form comprises a 
particular property of the plurality of properties and a 
corresponding particular input which is to be compared 
against values corresponding to the particular property 
in one or more data structures of one or more data 
SOUCS. 

2. The system of claim 1, wherein the particular template 
further specifies a comparison operation between the corre 
sponding particular input and the values corresponding to the 
particular property in the one or more data structures or meta 
data for the one or more data structures to be searched in the 
one or more data sources. 

3. The system of claim 2, wherein the particular template 
further comprises query specification data that is used by a 
query formulator to generate a structured query comprising a 
first clause that specifies how the corresponding particular 
input is compared to the one or more data structures when 
conducting a search. 

4. The system of claim 3, further comprising: 
one or more search adapters, in the server, configure to 

translate the structured query into respective data 
Source-specific query strings for the one or more data 
SOUCS. 

5. The system of claim 3, wherein the structured query 
further comprises: a particular search filter with a required 
value indicated by the query specification data. 
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6. The system of claim 1, wherein: 
said field is a first field; 
the field generator is further configured to create the first 

field and a second field; 
wherein the particular template further specifies how the 

search input in the first field and the second field is 
compared to the one or more data structures in the one or 
more data sources. 

7. The system of claim 6, wherein the particular template 
further comprises query specification data that is used by a 
query formulator to generate a structured query comprising: 

a first clause based on a first input from the first field; 
a second clause based on a second input from the second 

field; and 
a logical operator that specifies a relationship between the 

first clause and the second clause. 
8. A system comprising: 
a client computer executing a search application; 
a template selector, in the search application, configured to 

Select a template of a plurality of templates, each tem 
plate comprising a plurality of properties, and config 
ured to send a selected template to a server, 

a presentation layer, in the search application, configured 
to receive, from the server, a form and configured to 
present the form, the form comprising a field and a 
control for selecting a particular property of the plurality 
of properties to which corresponding input in the field is 
to be compared; 

a query formulater, in the search application, configured to 
transform search input received via the form, and gen 
erate a query comprising a particular property of the 
plurality of properties and a corresponding particular 
input which is to be compared against values corre 
sponding to the particular property in one or more data 
structures of one or more data sources. 

9. The system of claim 8, wherein the selected template 
further specifies a comparison operation between the corre 
sponding particular input and the values corresponding to the 
particular property in the one or more data structures or meta 
data for the one or more data structures to be searched in the 
one or more data sources. 

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the selected template 
further comprises query specification data that is used by the 
query formulator to generate a structured query comprising a 
first clause that specifies how the corresponding particular 
input is compared to the one or more data structures when 
conducting a search. 

11. The system of claim 10, further comprising: 
one or more search adapters, executing on the client, con 

figure to translate the query into respective data source 
specific query strings for the one or more data sources. 

12. The system of claim 10, wherein the structured query 
further comprises: a particular search filter with a required 
value indicated by the query specification data. 

13. The system of claim 8, wherein: 
said field is a first field; 
the presentation layer is further configured receive and to 

present the form comprising the first field and a second 
field; 

wherein the selected template further specifies how the 
search input in the first field and the second field is 
compared to the one or more data structures in the one or 
more data sources. 
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14. The system of claim 13, wherein the selected template 
further comprises query specification data that is used by the 
query formulator to generate a structured query comprising: 

a first clause based on a first input from the first field; 
a second clause based on a second input from the second 

field; and 
a logical operator that specifies a relationship between the 

first clause and the second clause. 
15. A method comprising: 
receiving, from a clientata server, a selection of a particu 

lar template of a plurality of templates, each template 
comprising a plurality of properties; 

analyzing, at the server, the plurality of properties specified 
in the particular template to create a control for selecting 
a property of the plurality of properties: 

creating, at the server, a form that includes a field and the 
control for selecting the property to which correspond 
ing input in the field is to be compared; 

sending, from the server to the client, the form: 
wherein search input received via the form comprises a 

particular property of the plurality of properties and a 
corresponding particular input which is to be compared 
against values corresponding the particular property in 
one or more data structures of one or more data sources; 

wherein the method is performed using one or more pro 
CSSOS. 

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the particular tem 
plate further specifies a comparison operation between the 
corresponding particular input and the values corresponding 
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to the particular property in the one or more data structures or 
metadata for the one or more data structures to be searched in 
the one or more data sources. 

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the particular tem 
plate further comprises query specification data that is used 
by a query formulator to generate a structured query compris 
ing a first clause that specifies how the corresponding particu 
lar input is compared to the one or more data structures when 
conducting a search. 

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 
translating the structured query into respective data source 

specific query strings for the one or more data sources. 
19. The method of claim 17, wherein the structured query 

further comprises: a particular search filter with a required 
value indicated by the query specification data. 

20. The method of claim 15, wherein: 
said field is a first field; 
the form includes a second field; 
the particular template further specifies a logical operator; 

and 
wherein the method further comprises, generating a struc 
tured query comprising: 

a first clause based on a first input from the first field; 
a second clause based on a second input from the second 

field; and 
the logical operator that specifies a relationship between 

the first clause and the second clause. 

k k k k k 
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SYSTEMS AND USER INTERFACES FOR 
DYNAMIC AND INTERACTIVE 

INVESTIGATION OF BAD ACTOR BEHAVOR 
BASED ON AUTOMATIC CLUSTERING OF 

RELATED DATAN VARIOUS DATA 
STRUCTURES 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1.57. 

BACKGROUND 

0002 Embodiments of the present disclosure generally 
relate to data item clustering. 
0003. In a fraud investigation an analyst may have to make 
decisions regarding selection of electronic data items within 
an electronic collection of data. Such a collection of data may 
include a large number of data items that may or may not be 
related to one another, and which may be stored in an elec 
tronic data store or memory. For example, Such a collection of 
data may include hundreds of thousands, millions, tens of 
millions, hundreds of millions, or even billions of data items, 
and may consume significant storage and/or memory. Deter 
mination and selection of relevant data items within Such a 
collection of data may be extremely difficult for the analyst. 
Further, processing of Such a large collection of data (for 
example, as an analyst uses a computer to sift and/or search 
through huge numbers of data items) may be extremely inef 
ficient and consume significant processing and/or memory 
SOUCS. 

0004. In some instances related electronic data items may 
be clustered and stored in an electronic data store. Even when 
electronic data items are clustered, however, the electronic 
collection of data may include hundreds of thousands, mil 
lions, tens of millions, hundreds of millions, or even billions 
of clusters of data items. As with individual data items, deter 
mination and selection of relevant clusters of data items 
within such a collection of data may be extremely difficult for 
the analyst. Further, processing and presenting Such clusters 
of data items in an efficient way to an analyst may be a very 
challenging task. 

SUMMARY 

0005. The systems, methods, and devices described herein 
each have several aspects, no single one of which is solely 
responsible for its desirable attributes. Without limiting the 
Scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting features will 
now be discussed briefly. 
0006 Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a 
data analysis system that may automatically generate 
memory-efficient clustered data structures, automatically 
analyze those clustered data structures, automatically tag and 
group those clustered data structures, and provide results of 
the automated analysis and grouping in an optimized way to 
an analyst. The automated analysis of the clustered data struc 
tures (also referred to herein as “data item clusters.” “data 
clusters, or simply “clusters') may include an automated 
application of various criteria or rules so as to generate a tiled 
display of the groups of related data clusters such that the 
analyst may quickly and efficiently evaluate the groups of 
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data clusters. In particular, the groups of data clusters (re 
ferred to herein as "dossiers') may be dynamically 
re-grouped and/or filtered in an interactive user interface So as 
to enable an analyst to quickly navigate among information 
associated with various dossiers and efficiently evaluate the 
groups of data clusters in the context of for example, a fraud 
investigation. Embodiments of the present disclosure also 
relate to automated scoring of the groups of clustered data 
structures. The interactive user interface may be updated 
based on the scoring, directing the human analyst to more 
dossiers (for example, groups of data clusters more likely to 
be associated with fraud) in response to the analysts inputs. 
0007 As described below, groups of data clusters may 
include one or more data items. A data item may include any 
data, information, or things, such as a person, a place, an 
organization, an account, a computer, an activity, and event, 
and/or the like. In an example application, a human analyst 
may be tasked with deciding whether an account data item 
represents a fraudulent bank account. However, an individual 
data item oftentimes includes insufficient information for the 
analyst to make Such decisions. Rather, the analyst may make 
better decisions based upon a collection of related data items. 
For instance, two financial transactions may be related by an 
identical account identifier or two accounts belonging to one 
customer may be related by an identical customer identifier or 
other attribute (e.g., a shared phone number or address). Some 
currently available systems assist the analyst by identifying 
data items that are directly related to an initial data item. For 
example, the analyst could initiate an investigation with a 
single Suspicious data item or “seed.” Such as a fraudulent 
credit card account. If the analyst examined this data item by 
itself, then the analyst would not observe any suspicious 
characteristics. However, the analyst could request a list of 
data items related to the seed by a shared attribute, such as a 
customer identifier. In doing so, the analyst could discover an 
additional data item, Such as an additional credit card 
account, which relates to the original fraudulent account 
because of a shared customer identifier. The analyst could 
then mark the additional credit card account as potentially 
fraudulent, based upon the relationship of the shared cus 
tomer identifier. 

0008 Although these currently available systems can be 
helpful in discovering related data items, they typically 
require the analyst to manually repeat the same series of 
searches for many investigations. Repeating the same inves 
tigation process consumes time and resources, such that there 
are oftentimes more investigations than can be performed. 
Thus, analysts typically prioritize investigations based upon 
the characteristics of the seeds. However, there may be insig 
nificant differences between the seeds, so the analyst may not 
be able to determine the correct priority for investigations. 
For instance, the analyst could have to choose between two 
potential investigations based upon separate fraudulent credit 
card accounts. One investigation could reveal more poten 
tially fraudulent credit card accounts than the other, and there 
fore could be more important to perform. Yet, the character 
istics of the two original credit card accounts could be similar, 
so the analyst would not be able to choose the more important 
investigation. Without more information, prioritizing inves 
tigations, and evaluating data items, is difficult and error 
prone. 

0009. In contrast with these currently available systems, 
and as described above, according to various embodiments 
the data analysis system of the present disclosure automati 
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cally creates clusters of related data items, scores those clus 
ters, tags and groups the clusters, and generates an interactive 
user interface in which, in response to inputs from the analyst, 
information related to the groups of clusters may be effi 
ciently provided to the analyst. Accordingly, the analyst may 
be enabled to efficiently evaluate the groups of clusters. 
0010 Generation of the memory-efficient clustered data 
structures may be accomplished by automatic selection of an 
initial data item of interest (also referred to herein as a 
“seed’), adding of the initial data item to the memory-effi 
cient clustered data structure (or, alternatively, designating 
the initial data item as the clustered data structure, oran initial 
iteration of the clustered data structure), and determining and 
adding one or more related data items to the cluster. In various 
embodiments, a generated cluster may include far fewer data 
items than the collection of data described above, and the data 
items included in the cluster may only include those data 
items that are relevant to a particular investigation (for 
example, a fraud investigation). Accordingly, in an embodi 
ment, processing of the generated cluster may be highly effi 
cient as compared to the collection of data described above. 
This may be because, for example, a given fraud investigation 
by an analyst (for example, as the analyst sifts and/or searches 
through data items of one or more grouped clusters) may only 
require storage in memory of a single set of grouped cluster 
data structures. Further, a number of data items in the group of 
clusters may be several orders of magnitude Smaller than in 
the entire electronic collection of data described above 
because only data items related to each other are included in 
the clusters. 
0011 Additionally, the automated analysis and scoring of 
clusters (as mentioned above) may enable highly efficient 
evaluation of the various data clusters by a human analyst. For 
example, the interactive user interface is generated so as to 
enable an analyst to quickly view critical groups of data 
clusters (as determined by the automated scoring), and then in 
response to analyst inputs, view and interact with the gener 
ated information (including, for example, time-based charts 
and/or other information) associated with the clusters. In 
response to user inputs the user interface may be updated to 
display raw data associated with each of the generated groups 
of clusters if the analyst desires to dive deeper into data 
associated with a given group of clusters. 
0012. In various embodiments, seeds may be automati 
cally selected/generated according to various seed determi 
nation strategies, and clusters of related data items may be 
generated based on those seeds and according to clustergen 
eration strategies (also referred to herein as “cluster strate 
gies’). Also, as mentioned above, the system may generate a 
score, multiple scores, and/or metascores for each generated 
cluster, and may optionally rank or prioritize the generated 
clusters based on the generated scores and/or metascores. 
High priority clusters may be of greater interest to an analyst 
as they may contain related data items that meet particular 
criteria related to the analysts investigation. In an embodi 
ment, the system may enable an analyst to advantageously 
start an investigation with a prioritized cluster, or group of 
clusters, including many related data items rather than a 
single randomly selected data item. Further, as described 
above, the cluster prioritization may enable the processing 
requirements of the analysts investigation to be highly effi 
cient as compared to processing of the huge collection of data 
described above. As mentioned above, this is because, for 
example, a given investigation by an analyst may only require 
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storage in memory of a limited number of data items associ 
ated with a small number of clusters, and further, a number of 
data items in a cluster may be several orders of magnitude 
smaller than in the entire electronic collection of data 
described above because only data items related to each other 
are included in the cluster. Further, an analyst may not need to 
view many (or, alternatively, any) data items associated with 
a cluster to evaluate the cluster, but rather may evaluate the 
cluster based on the automatically generated cluster informa 
tion. 

0013. In various embodiments, grouping of related data 
clusters enables an analyst to review the data in a logical way. 
For example, the data clusters may be tagged and grouped 
according to a person, a type of event, and/or the like. Accord 
ingly, the analyst may be enabled to evaluate all data related 
to a person in the context of a particular investigation, further 
increasing the efficiency of the analyst. Additionally, the 
same data clusters may be dynamically grouped a re-grouped 
in different ways, and filtered based on various criteria, 
enabling the analyst to even more efficiently evaluate the 
various data items. Further, when a group of related data 
clusters is determined by the analyst to not be important, the 
analyst may quickly dismiss all data items of that group of 
clusters, rather than each data item separately. 
0014. In various embodiments, a single master instance of 
each data item is stored by the system. The master instance of 
each data item includes all metadata and other information 
associated with the data item, as well as a unique data item 
identifier. When generating clusters and groups of clusters, in 
Some embodiments, the master instances of the data items are 
referenced by their data item identifiers rather than making 
copies of the data items in each cluster. This advantageously 
enables memory savings and the data items do not have to be 
copied multiple times. Additionally, any updates to a master 
data item may be rapidly propagated to all references of the 
data item in each cluster, thus reducing processing require 
mentS. 

0015. According to an embodiment, a computer system is 
disclosed comprising: one or more computer readable storage 
devices configured to store: a plurality of computer execut 
able instructions; a plurality of data cluster types, each data 
cluster type associated with a data clustering strategy and a 
plurality of data cluster tagging rules; and a plurality of data 
clusters, each data cluster associated with a data cluster type 
and previously generated according to the associated respec 
tive data clustering strategy, each data cluster further includ 
ing one or more data items and associated metadata; and one 
or more hardware computer processors in communication 
with the one or more computer readable storage devices and 
configured to execute the plurality of computer executable 
instructions in order to cause the computer system to: for each 
particular data cluster of the plurality of data clusters: access 
the particular data cluster from the one or more computer 
readable storage devices; determine the data cluster type 
associated with the particular data cluster, and associate one 
or more tags with the particular data cluster based on the data 
cluster tagging rules associated with the determined data 
cluster type; generate user interface data for rendering an 
interactive user interface on a computing device, the interac 
tive user interface including one or more selectable elements 
useable by a user for indicating a tag type; identify tags 
associated with each of the plurality of data clusters that have 
a particular tag type; generate one or more groups of data 
clusters, each of the one or more groups including one or more 
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of the plurality of data clusters that have a common tag value 
associated with the identified tags; and update the user inter 
face data such that the interactive user interface further 
includes one or more tiles, each tile associated with a particu 
lar group of the one or more groups. 
0016. According to an aspect, associating one or more tags 
with the particular data cluster comprises: determining one or 
more tag types associated with the data cluster type. 
0017 According to another aspect, associating one or 
more tags with the particular data cluster further comprises: 
analyzing the particular data cluster to identify one or more 
tag values to associated with at least one of the one or more tag 
types. 
0.018. According to yet another aspect, associating one or 
more tags with the particular data cluster further comprises: 
associating a first tag with the particular data cluster, the first 
tag indicating the data cluster type associated with the par 
ticular data cluster. 
0019. According to another aspect, the one or more hard 
ware computer processors are further configured to execute 
the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to 
cause the computer system to: receive an indication of the 
particular tag type via a user selection of one of the one or 
more selectable elements. 
0020. According to yet another aspect, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: determine the one or 
more one or more selectable elements based on one or more 
tag types associated with a type of investigation to be per 
formed by the user. 
0021. According to another aspect, the one or more hard 
ware computer processors are further configured to execute 
the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to 
cause the computer system to: identify second tags associated 
with each of the plurality of data clusters that have a second 
particular tag type; generate second one or more groups of 
data clusters, each of the second one or more groups including 
one or more of the plurality of data clusters that have a 
common tag value associated with the identified second tags; 
and update the user interface data such that the interactive 
user interface includes second one or more tiles, each of the 
second one or more tiles associated with a particular group of 
the second one or more groups. 
0022. According to yet another aspect, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: receive an second 
indication of the second particular tag type via a second user 
selection of a second one of the one or more selectable ele 
mentS. 

0023. According to another aspect, the interactive user 
interface further includes one or more selectable filter criteria, 
wherein the one or more hardware computer processors are 
further configured to execute the plurality of computer 
executable instructions in order to cause the computer system 
to: filter the plurality of data clusters based on one or more 
filter criteria. 
0024. According to yet another aspect, the one or more 
hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to cause the computer system to: receive an indication 
of the one or more filter criteria via a user selection of at least 
one of the one or more selectable filter criteria. 
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0025. According to another aspect, the one or more select 
able filter criteria include at least one of a tag, a cluster type, 
Ora State. 

0026. According to yet another aspect, filtering the plural 
ity of data clusters comprises: determining a set of data clus 
ters of the plurality of data clusters satisfying the one or more 
filter criteria, wherein the generating the one or more groups 
of data clusters is based on the determined set of data clusters. 

0027. According to yet another aspect, filter criteria of the 
one or more filter criteria of the same type are applied dis 
junctively when filtering the plurality of data clusters. 
0028. According to another aspect, filter criteria of the one 
or more filter criteria of different types are applied conjunc 
tively when filtering the plurality of data clusters. 
0029. According to yet another aspect, each of the one or 
more tags includes indications of a tag value associated with 
the particular group; and a number of data clusters in the 
particular group. 
0030. According to another aspect, each of the one or more 
tags further includes an indication of a number of critical data 
clusters in the particular group. 
0031. According to yet another aspect, each of the one or 
more tags further includes an indication of a time-based 
graph of data associated with the data clusters in the particular 
group. 

0032. According to another aspect, the one or more hard 
ware computer processors are further configured to execute 
the plurality of computer executable instructions in order to 
cause the computer system to: receive a selection of one of the 
one or more tiles; and update the user interface data Such that 
the interactive user interface includes: an indication of at least 
one cluster associated with the particular group associated 
with the one of the one or more tiles; and a time-based graph 
of data associated with the data clusters in the particular 
group. 

0033 According to yet another aspect, the interactive user 
interface further includes one or more selectable assignable 
states, wherein the one or more hardware computer proces 
sors are further configured to execute the plurality of com 
puter executable instructions in order to cause the computer 
system to: receive an indication of one of the assignable states 
via a user selection of one of the one or more selectable 
assignable states; associate one or more groups of data clus 
ters with the indicated one of the assignable states. 
0034. In various embodiments, computer-implemented 
methods are disclosed in which, under control of one or more 
hardware computing devices configured with specific com 
puter executable instructions, one or more aspects of the 
above-described embodiments are implemented and/or per 
formed. 

0035. In various embodiments, a non-transitory com 
puter-readable storage medium storing software instructions 
is disclosed that, in response to execution by a computer 
system having one or more hardware processors, configure 
the computer system to perform operations comprising one or 
more aspects of the above-described embodiments. 
0036 Further, as described herein, a data analysis system 
may be configured and/or designed to generate user interface 
data useable for rendering the various interactive user inter 
faces described. The user interface data may be used by the 
system, and/or another computer system, device, and/or soft 
ware program (for example, a browser program), to render the 
interactive user interfaces. The interactive user interfaces may 
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be displayed on, for example, electronic displays (including, 
for example, touch-enabled displays). 
0037 Additionally, it has been noted that design of com 
puter user interfaces “that are useable and easily learned by 
humans is a non-trivial problem for software developers.” 
(Dillon, A. (2003) User Interface Design. MacMillan Ency 
clopedia of Cognitive Science, Vol. 4, London: MacMillan, 
453-458.) The various embodiments of interactive and 
dynamic user interfaces of the present disclosure are the result 
of significant research, development, improvement, iteration, 
and testing. This non-trivial development has resulted in the 
user interfaces described herein which may provide signifi 
cant cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies and advantages 
over previous systems. The interactive and dynamic user 
interfaces include improved human-computer interactions 
that may provide reduced mental workloads, improved deci 
Sion-making, reduced work stress, and/or the like, for an 
analyst user. 
0038. Further, the interactive and dynamic user interfaces 
described herein are enabled by innovations in efficient inter 
actions between the user interfaces and underlying systems 
and components. For example, disclosed herein are improved 
methods of receiving user inputs, translation and delivery of 
those inputs to various system components (for example, 
retrieval of data item clusters), automatic and dynamic execu 
tion of complex processes in response to the input delivery 
(for example, grouping and filtering of data item clusters), 
automatic interaction among various components and pro 
cesses of the system, and/or automatic and dynamic updating 
of the user interfaces. The interactions and presentation of 
data via the interactive user interfaces described herein may 
accordingly provide cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies 
and advantages over previous systems. 
0039 Advantageously, according to various embodi 
ments, the disclosed techniques provide a more effective 
starting point and user interface for an investigation of data 
items of various types. An analyst may be able to start an 
investigation from a group of clusters of related data items 
instead of an individual data item, which may reduce the 
amount of time and effort required to perform the investiga 
tion. The disclosed techniques may also, according to various 
embodiments, provide a prioritization of multiple clusters, 
and dynamic re-grouping of related clusters and cluster fil 
tering. For example, the analyst may also be able to start the 
investigation from a high priority group of clusters, which 
may allow the analyst to focus on the most important inves 
tigations, and may quickly evaluate that group of clusters 
based on the efficient user interface generated by the system. 
In each case, the processing and memory requirements of 
Such an investigation may be significantly reduced due to the 
creation and use of highly efficient cluster data structures of 
related data items. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0040. The following drawings and the associated descrip 
tions are provided to illustrate embodiments of the present 
disclosure and do not limit the scope of the claims. Aspects 
and many of the attendant advantages of this disclosure will 
become more readily appreciated as the same become better 
understood by reference to the following detailed description, 
when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, 
wherein: 
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0041 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
data analysis system, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0042 FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
generation of clusters by the data analysis system, according 
to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 
0043 FIGS. 3A-3C illustrate an example growth of a clus 
ter of related data items, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0044 FIG. 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters by 
the data analysis system, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0045 FIG. 5 illustrates an example cluster analysis user 
interface, according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
SUC. 

0046 FIG. 6 is a flowchart of an example method of gen 
erating clusters, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 
0047 FIG. 7 is a flowchart of an example method of scor 
ing clusters, according to an embodiment of the present dis 
closure. 
0048 FIG. 8 illustrates components of an illustrative 
server computing system, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0049 FIG. 9 is a flowchart of an example generalized 
method of the data analysis system, according to an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure. 
0050 Cluster Analysis 
0051 FIG. 10A is a flowchart for an example method of 
data cluster analysis, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0052 FIG. 10B is a flowchart of an example method of 
alert generation, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 
0053 FIG. 10C illustrates various example conclusions 
associated with various types of data clusters, according to 
various embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0054 FIGS. 11-20 illustrate example data cluster analysis 
user interfaces of the data analysis system, according to 
embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0055 FIG. 21 is a flowchart of an example method of 
linking related alerts or data clusters, according to an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure. 
0056 FIG. 22 illustrates an example data cluster analysis 
user interface in which related alerts or data clusters are 
linked to one another, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0057 FIG. 23 is a flowchart of an example method of 
updating alerts in response to cluster regeneration, according 
to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 

Cluster Tagging and Grouping 

0.058 FIG. 24 is another flowchart of an example method 
of data cluster analysis, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0059 FIG. 25 is a flowchart of an example method of 
cluster tagging, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 

0060 FIG. 26 shows examples of cluster tag types. 
0061 FIG. 27 is a flowchart of an example method of 
dossier list generation, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
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0062 FIGS. 28-34 illustrate example dossier analysis user 
interfaces of the data analysis system, according to embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0063 Although certain preferred embodiments and 
examples are disclosed below, inventive subject matter 
extends beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to 
other alternative embodiments and/or uses and to modifica 
tions and equivalents thereof. Thus, the scope of the claims 
appended hereto is not limited by any of the particular 
embodiments described below. For example, in any method 
or process disclosed herein, the acts or operations of the 
method or process may be performed in any suitable sequence 
and are not necessarily limited to any particular disclosed 
sequence. Various operations may be described as multiple 
discrete operations in turn, in a manner that may be helpful in 
understanding certain embodiments; however, the order of 
description should not be construed to imply that these opera 
tions are order dependent. Additionally, the structures, sys 
tems, and/or devices described herein may be embodied as 
integrated components or as separate components. For pur 
poses of comparing various embodiments, certain aspects and 
advantages of these embodiments are described. Not neces 
sarily all Such aspects or advantages are achieved by any 
particular embodiment. Thus, for example, various embodi 
ments may be carried out in a manner that achieves or opti 
mizes one advantage or group of advantages as taught herein 
without necessarily achieving other aspects or advantages as 
may also be taught or Suggested herein. 

Terms 

0064. In order to facilitate an understanding of the systems 
and methods discussed herein, a number of terms are defined 
below. The terms defined below, as well as other terms used 
herein, should be construed broadly to include, without limi 
tation, the provided definitions, the ordinary and customary 
meanings of the terms, and/or any other implied meanings for 
the respective terms. Thus, the definitions below do not limit 
the meaning of these terms, but only provide example defini 
tions. 
0065 Ontology: Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases. For 
example, the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database, and how 
objects and properties may be related. 
0066 Database: A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, 
relational databases (for example, Oracle database, mySQL 
database, and the like), spreadsheets, XML files, and text file, 
among others. The various terms “database.” “data store.” and 
"data source' may be used interchangeably in the present 
disclosure. 

0067. Data Item (Item), Data Object (Object), or Data 
Entity (Entity): A data container for information representing 
a specific thing, or a group of things, in the world. A data item 
may be associated with a number of definable properties (as 
described below). For example, a data item may represent an 
item such as a person, a place, an organization, an account, a 
computer, an activity, a market instrument, or other noun. A 
data item may represent an event that happens at a point in 
time or for a duration. A data item may represent a document 
or other unstructured data source Such as an e-mail message, 
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a news report, or a written paperor article. Each data item may 
be associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies 
the data item. The terms “data item.” “data object,” “data 
entity.” “item.” “object,” and “entity” may be used inter 
changeably and/or synonymously in the present disclosure. 
0068. Item (or Entity or Object) Type: Type of a data item 
(for example, Person, Event, or Document). Data item types 
may be defined by an ontology and may be modified or 
updated to include additional data item types. An data item 
definition (for example, in an ontology) may include how the 
data item is related to other data items, such as being a 
Sub-data item type of another data item type (for example, an 
agent may be a Sub-data item of a person data item type), and 
the properties the data item type may have. 
0069 Properties: Also referred to herein as “attributes” or 
"metadata of data items. A property of a data item may 
include any item of information associated with, and/or rel 
evant to, the data item. At a minimum, each property of a data 
item has a property type and a value or values. For example, 
properties associated with a person data item may include a 
name (for example, John Doe), an address (for example, 123 
S. Orange Street), and/or a phone number (for example, 800 
0000), among other properties. In another example, proper 
ties associated with a computer data item may include a list of 
users (for example, user1, user 2, and the like), and/or an IP 
(internet protocol) address, among other properties. 
0070 Property Type: The type of data a property is, such 
as a string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types, such as a series data values associ 
ated with timed ticks (for example, a time series), and the like. 
0071 Property Value: The value associated with a prop 
erty, which is of the type indicated in the property type asso 
ciated with the property. A property may have multiple val 
US 

0072 Link: A connection between two data objects, based 
on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or matching 
properties. LinkS may be directional. Such as one representing 
a payment from person A to B, orbidirectional. 
(0073 Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects. 
0074 Seed: One or more data items that may be used as a 
basis, or starting point, for generating a cluster. A seed may be 
generated, determined, and/or selected from one or more sets 
of data items according to a seed generation strategy. For 
example, seeds may be generated from data items accessed 
from various databases and data Sources including, for 
example, databases maintained by financial institutions, gov 
ernment items, private items, public items, and/or publicly 
available data sources. 

0075 Cluster: A group or set of one or more related data 
items/objects/items. A cluster may be generated, determined, 
and/or selected from one or more sets of data items according 
to a cluster generation strategy. A cluster may further be 
generated, determined, and/or selected based on a seed. For 
example, a seed may comprise an initial data item of a cluster. 
Data items related to the seed may be determined and added 
to the cluster. Further, additional data items related to any 
clustered data item may also be added to the clusteriteratively 
as indicated by a cluster generation strategy. Data items may 
be related by any common and/or similar properties, meta 
data, types, relationships, and/or the like. Clusters may also 
be referred to herein as “clustered data structures,” “data item 
clusters, and “data clusters.” 
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0076 Seed/Cluster Generation Strategy (also referred to 
herein as Seed/Cluster Generation Rule(s)): Seed and cluster 
generation strategies/rules indicate processes, methods, and/ 
or strategies for generating seeds and generating clusters, 
respectively. For example, a seed generation strategy may 
indicate that data items having a particular property (for 
example, data items that are credit card accounts) are to be 
designated as seeds. In another example, a cluster generation 
strategy may indicate that data items having particular prop 
erties in common with (or similar to) a seed or other data item 
in a cluster are to be added to the cluster. Seed and/or cluster 
generation strategies may specify particular searches and/or 
rule matches to perform on one or more sets of data items. 
Execution of a seed and/or cluster generation strategy may 
produce layers of related data items. Additionally, a seed/ 
cluster generation strategy/rule may include multiple strate 
gies, sub-strategies, rules, and/or sub-rules. 
0077. Dossier: A group of clusters and/or a user interface 
for displaying information associated with a group of clus 
ters. In various embodiments, as described below, clusters of 
data items may be grouped together according to similar tags 
applied to those clusters. For example, two clusters may both 
be tagged “trader 1.” Accordingly, the two cluster may be 
grouped together and designated a "dossier or “trader 1 
dossier.” A user interface displaying information associated 
with data items from the two grouped clusters may also be 
referred to as a "dossier' or a "dossier user interface.” 

Overview 

0078. This disclosure relates to a data analysis system 
(also referred to herein as the “system”) in which memory 
efficient clustered data structures (also referred to herein as 
“clusters') of related data items may be automatically gener 
ated and analyzed, tagged, grouped, and results may be pro 
vided for interaction from an analyst, for example. Genera 
tion of clusters may begin by automatic generation, 
determination, and/or selection of an initial data item of inter 
est, called a “seed.” As mentioned above, a data item may 
include any data, information, or things, such as a person, a 
place, an organization, an account, a computer, an activity, 
and event, and/or the like. Seeds may be automatically 
selected/generated according to various seed determination 
strategies, and clusters of related data items may be generated 
based on those seeds and according to cluster generation 
strategies (also referred to herein as “cluster strategies. 
“clustering strategies.” and/or “cluster generation rules). 
Seeds and related data items may be accessed from various 
databases and data sources including, for example, databases 
maintained by financial institutions, government entities, pri 
vate entities, public entities, and/or publicly available data 
sources. Such databases and data sources may include a vari 
ety of information and data, such as, for example, personal 
information, financial information, tax-related information, 
computer network-related data, and/or computer-related 
activity data, among others. Further, the databases and data 
sources may include various relationships that link and/or 
associate data items with one another. Various data items and 
relationships may be stored across different systems con 
trolled by different items and/or institutions. According to 
various embodiments, the data analysis system may bring 
together data from multiple data sources in order to build 
clusters. 
007.9 The automated analysis of the clusters may include 
an automated tagging of the clusters based on a type of each 
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cluster and data associated with the cluster, and grouping of 
clusters that are similarly tagged. Via a user interface of the 
system, an analyst may select criteria for grouping and re 
grouping of clusters. Accordingly, the system enables 
dynamic grouping of clusters in various ways to make an 
investigation more efficient. Further, the system enables fil 
tering of the clusters according to various criteria in response 
to the analysts inputs, and dynamic and interactive updating 
of the user interfaces in response to the grouping and/or 
filtering. The automated analysis may also include generation 
of time-based charts showing information associated with the 
groups of data clusters. 
0080. The automated analysis of the clusters may further 
include an automated application of various criteria or rules 
so as to generate a compact, human-readable analysis of the 
data clusters. The human-readable analyses (also referred to 
herein as “summaries' or “conclusions”) of the data clusters 
may be organized into an interactive user interface so as to 
enable an analyst to quickly navigate among information 
associated with various data clusters and efficiently evaluate 
those data clusters in the context of for example, a fraud 
investigation. Embodiments of the present disclosure also 
disclose automated scoring of the clustered data structures by 
the data analysis system. The interactive user interface may 
be updated based on the scoring, directing the human analyst 
to more critical data clusters (for example, data clusters more 
likely to be associated with fraud) in response to the analyst’s 
1nputs. 
10081. In various embodiments, the data analysis system 
may enable an analyst (and/or other user) to efficiently per 
form analysis and investigations of various data clusters and 
related data items. For example, the system may enable an 
analyst to perform various financial and security investiga 
tions of data clusters of related data items. In such an inves 
tigation, the system may automatically create clusters of 
related data items, generate human-readable conclusions of 
the clusters, score those clusters, and generates an interactive 
user interface in which, in response to inputs from the analyst, 
information related to the clusters may be efficiently provided 
to the analyst. For example, a credit card account may be a 
seed that is linked by the system to various data items includ 
ing, for example, customer identifiers and/or phone numbers 
associated with the credit card account. Further, the system 
may link, for example, various other credit card accounts 
related to the customer identifiers, to the seed credit card 
account. Accordingly, in various embodiments, the system 
may automatically cluster of various layers of data items 
related to the seed credit card account. One or more rules or 
criteria may then automatically be applied to the cluster so as 
to generate one or more compact, human-readable analyses 
(also referred to herein as "summaries” or "conclusions”) of 
the data clusters. The human-readable analyses may comprise 
phrases or sentences that provide highly relevant, and easily 
evaluated (by a human), information regarding the data in the 
cluster (for example, data items and metadata). For example, 
a conclusion in the current example may be '4 customer 
identifiers are associated with the current cluster,” or "The 2 
credit card accounts in the cluster have been used in 3 differ 
ent countries.” Such conclusions in an investigation may, in 
an embodiment, enable the analyst to determine a likelihood 
of fraudulent activity associated with the cluster. Further, the 
data items of the cluster may then be linked to possible 
fraudulent activity. For example, the seed credit card account 
and the additional credit card accounts may all be linked to the 
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potentially fraudulent activity. As mentioned above, in Such 
an investigation the analyst may efficiently determine likely 
fraud, as well as discover relationships between the additional 
credit card accounts and the seed credit card account through 
several layers of related data items. Such techniques, enabled 
by various embodiments of the data analysis system, may be 
particularly valuable for investigations in which relationships 
between data items may include several layers, and in which 
such relationships may be otherwise very difficult or impos 
sible to manually identify. 
0082 In various embodiments, the data analysis system 
may automatically generate, or determine, seeds based on a 
seed generation strategy (also referred to as “seed generation 
rules'). For example, for aparticular set of data items, the data 
analysis system may automatically generate, based on a seed 
generation strategy, seeds by designating particular data 
items (and/or groups of data items) as seeds. Examples of 
various seed generation strategies are described below. 
0083. Further, in various embodiments, the data analysis 
system may automatically discover data items related to a 
seed, and store the resulting relationships and related data 
items together in a “cluster' (or, alternatively, designating the 
seed as the initial cluster (or initial data item of the cluster) 
and adding the discovered data items of the cluster). A cluster 
generation strategy may specify particular searches to per 
form at each step of an investigation, or cluster generation, 
process. Such searches may produce layers of related data 
items to add to the cluster. Further, according to an embodi 
ment, multiple clusters may be merged and/or collapsed into 
a single cluster when the multiple clusters share one or more 
common data items and/or properties. Thus, according to an 
embodiment, an analyst may start an investigation with the 
resulting cluster, rather than the seed alone. Starting with the 
cluster, and associated human-readable conclusions, the ana 
lyst may form opinions regarding the related data items, con 
duct further analysis of the related data items, and/or may 
query for additional related data items. 
0084. According to various embodiments, the data analy 
sis system may further generate various “cluster scores.” 
Cluster scores may include scores based on various charac 
teristics and/or attributes associated with the cluster and/or 
the various data items of the cluster. In various embodiments, 
the data analysis system may also generate “cluster metas 
cores' which may include, for example, an overall cluster 
score. Cluster metascores may, for example, be based on a 
combination of cluster scores of a cluster associated with a 
seed. In an embodiment, the system may further generate 
“alert Scores. Alert scores may be the same as, similar to, 
and/or based on any of the cluster scores, metascores, and/or 
conclusions described herein. In an embodiment, the alert 
score may be a metascore, and may be one of multiple values 
corresponding to, for example, a high alert, a medium alert, or 
a low alert. The alert score is described in further detail below. 
Further, cluster scores may be based on one or more generated 
conclusions related to the cluster, and/or the conclusions may 
be generated based on cluster scores. 
0085. Further, in various embodiments, for a particular set 
of data items, multiple clusters may be generated by the data 
analysis system. For example, the data analysis system may 
generate multiple seeds according to a seed generation strat 
egy, and then multiple clusters based on those seeds (and 
based on a cluster generation strategy). In Such embodiments, 
the data analysis system may prioritize the multiple generated 
clusters based upon cluster scores and/or cluster metascores. 
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In an embodiment, the data analysis system may provide a 
user interface including a display of human-readable conclu 
sions of the clusters, cluster scores, cluster metascores, and/or 
various other cluster information. Such a user interface may 
be organized according to a prioritization of clusters. In vari 
ous embodiments, cluster prioritization may assistan analyst 
in selecting particular clusters to investigate. 
0086. In various embodiments, the interactive user inter 
face generated by the system may provide a list of clusters 
according to one or more alert scores (as mentioned above 
and described in detail below). Further, in response to an 
analyst selecting a cluster, information associated with the 
cluster may be provided to the analyst. For example, the 
analyst may be provided with a name of the cluster, a cluster 
strategy by which the cluster was generated, a list of gener 
ated conclusions, and/or one or more lists or tables of data 
related to the cluster. For example, the one or more lists or 
tables of data related to the cluster may be drawn from the data 
items of the cluster, and may be filtered by the analyst accord 
ing to time and/or type of data. In an embodiment, various 
generated clusters in the interactive user interface may be 
organized according to clustering strategies whereby each of 
the clusters were generated. In an embodiment, a cluster type 
may be associated with each cluster, and may be determined 
according to the cluster strategy that generated the cluster. 
0087. As mentioned above, in various embodiments, a 
generated cluster may include far fewer data items than are 
included in a full source database and/or references to master 
instances of data items, and the data items included in the 
cluster may only include those data items that are relevant to 
a particular investigation (for example, a fraud investigation). 
Accordingly, in an embodiment, processing of the generated 
cluster may be highly efficient as compared to the collection 
of data described above. This may be because, for example, a 
given fraud investigation by an analyst (for example, as the 
analyst sifts and/or searches through data items of a cluster) 
may only require storage in memory of a single cluster data 
structure. Further, a number of data items in a cluster may be 
several orders of magnitude Smaller than in the entire elec 
tronic collection of data described above because only data 
items related to each other are included in the cluster. 
I0088 Additionally, the automated analysis and scoring of 
clusters (as mentioned above) may enable highly efficient 
evaluation of the various data clusters by a human analyst. For 
example, the interactive user interface us generated so as to 
enable an analyst to quickly view critical data clusters (as 
determined by the automated scoring), and then in response to 
analyst inputs, view and interact with the generated informa 
tion (including, for example, the human-readable conclu 
sions) associated with the clusters. In response to user inputs 
the user interface may be updated to display raw data associ 
ated with each of the generated clusters if the analyst desires 
to dive deeper into data associated with a given cluster. 
I0089. In various embodiments, the data analysis system 
may be used in various data analysis applications. Such appli 
cations may include, for example, trader oversight, financial 
fraud detection, tax fraud detection, beaconing malware 
detection, malware user-agent detection, other types of mal 
ware detection, activity trend detection, health insurance 
fraud detection, financial account fraud detection, detection 
ofactivity by networks of individuals, criminal activity detec 
tion, network intrusion detection, detection of phishing 
efforts, money laundering detection, and/or financial malfea 
sance detection. Examples of many of the above-mentioned 
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data analysis applications, including methods and systems for 
identifying data items, generating data clusters, and analyZ 
ing/scoring clusters, are disclosed in the various related appli 
cations listed above and previously incorporated by reference 
herein. 
0090. As mentioned in reference to various features of the 
disclosure below, this application is related to U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 14/139628, titled “TAX DATA CLUS 
TERING,” and filed DEC. 23, 2013: U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 14/139,603, titled “MALWARE DATA CLUSTER 
ING” and filed Dec. 23, 2013: U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 14/139,713, titled “USER-AGENT DATA CLUSTER 
ING” and filed Dec. 23, 2013: U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 14/139,640, titled “TREND DATA CLUSTERING, and 
filed Dec. 23, 2013: U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/251, 
485, titled “FRAUD DETECTION AND SCORING, and 
filed Apr. 11, 2014; U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/278, 
963, titled “CLUSTERING DATA BASED ON INDICA 
TIONS OF FINANCIAL MALFEASANCE, and filed May 
15, 2014: U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/036, 
519, titled “MONEY LAUNDERING DETECTION AND 
SCORING,” and filed Aug. 12, 2014: U.S. Provisional Patent 
Application No. 62/076,314, titled “MALICIOUS SOFT 
WARE DETECTION IN A COMPUTING SYSTEM, and 
filed Nov. 6, 2014: U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/473, 
552, titled “DATA ITEMCLUSTERING AND ANALYSIS, 
and filed Aug. 29, 2014: U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
14/473,920, titled “EXTERNAL MALWARE DATA ITEM 
CLUSTERING AND ANALYSIS, and filed Aug. 29, 2014: 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/473,860, titled “MAL 
WARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS, and filed Aug. 29, 2014: 
and U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/045.488, 
titled SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING DYNAMIC LINKED 
PANELS IN USER INTERFACE.” and filed Sep. 3, 2014. 
The entire disclosure of each of the above items is hereby 
made part of this specification as if set forth fully herein and 
incorporated by reference for all purposes, for all that it 
contains. 
0091. In the following description, numerous specific 
details are set forth to provide a more thorough understanding 
of various embodiments of the present disclosure. However, it 
will be apparent to one of skill in the art that the systems and 
methods of the present disclosure may be practiced without 
one or more of these specific details. 

Examples of Data Items, Properties, and Links 

0092. In various embodiments, different types of data 
items may have different property types. For example, a “Per 
son’ data item may have an “Eye Color property type and an 
“Event data item may have a “Date” property type. Each 
property as represented by data in a database may have a 
property type defined by an ontology used by the database. 
Further, data items may be instantiated in a database in accor 
dance with a corresponding object definition for the particular 
data item in the ontology. For example, a specific monetary 
payment (for example, an item of type “event”) of USS30.00 
(for example, a property of type “currency having a property 
value of “US$30.00) taking place on Mar. 27, 2009 (for 
example, a property of type "date' having a property value of 
“Mar. 27, 2009) may be stored in the database as an event 
object with associated currency and date properties as defined 
within the ontology. 
0093. Data objects defined in an ontology may support 
property multiplicity. In particular, a data item may be 
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allowed to have more than one property of the same property 
type. For example, a “Person’ data object may have multiple 
“Address' properties or multiple “Name” properties. 
0094. A link represents a connection between two data 
items and may be through any of a relationship, an event, 
and/or matching properties. A link may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, “Person’ data item A may be 
connected to “Person’ data item B by a “Child Of relation 
ship (where “Person’ data item B has an asymmetric “Parent 
Of relationship to “Person’ data item A), a “Kin Of sym 
metric relationship to “Person’ data item C, and an asymmet 
ric “Member Of relationship to “Organization’ data item X. 
The type of relationship between two data items may vary 
depending on the types of the data items. For example, “Per 
son’ data item A may have an 'Appears In relationship with 
“Document data item Y or have a “Participate In relation 
ship with “Event data item E. As an example of an event 
connection, two “Person’ data items may be connected by an 
Airline Flight data item representing a particular airline 

flight if they traveled together on that flight, or by a “Meeting 
data item representing a particular meeting if they both 
attended that meeting. In one embodiment, when two data 
items are connected by an event, they are also connected by 
relationships, in which each data item has a specific relation 
ship to the event, such as, for example, an 'Appears In 
relationship. 
0.095 As an example of a matching properties connection, 
two “Person’ data items representing a brother and a sister 
may both have an "Address' property that indicates where 
they live. If the brother and the sister live in the same home, 
then their “Address' properties likely contain similar, if not 
identical property values. In one embodiment, a link between 
two data item may be established based on similar or match 
ing properties (for example, property types and/or property 
values) of the data item. These are just some examples of the 
types of connections that may be represented by a link and 
other types of connections may be represented; embodiments 
are not limited to any particular types of connections between 
data items. For example, a document may contain references 
to two different items. For example, a document may contain 
a reference to a payment (one data item), and a person (a 
second data item). A link between these two data items may 
represent a connection between these two items through their 
co-occurrence within the same document. 

0096. Each data item may have multiple links with another 
data item to form a link set. For example, two “Person’ data 
items representing a husband and a wife may be linked 
through a “Spouse Of relationship, a matching “Address’ 
property, and/or one or more matching “Event properties 
(for example, a wedding). Each link, as represented by data in 
a database, may have a link type defined by the database 
ontology used by the database. 
0097. In various embodiments, the data analysis system 
may access various data items and associated properties from 
various databases and data sources. Such databases and data 
Sources may include a variety of information and data, Such 
as, for example, personal information (for example, names, 
addresses, phone numbers, personal identifiers, and the like), 
financial information (for example, financial account infor 
mation, transaction information, balance information, and the 
like), tax-related information (for example, tax return data, 
and the like), computer network-related data (for example, 
network traffic information, IP (Internet Protocol) addresses, 
user account information, domain information, network con 
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nection information, and the like), and/or computer-related 
activity data (for example, computer events, user actions, and 
the like), among others. 

Description of the Figures 

0098 Embodiments of the disclosure will now be 
described with reference to the accompanying Figures, 
wherein like numerals refer to like elements throughout. The 
terminology used in the description presented herein is not 
intended to be interpreted in any limited or restrictive manner, 
simply because it is being utilized in conjunction with a 
detailed description of certain specific embodiments of the 
disclosure. Furthermore, embodiments of the disclosure 
described above and/or below may include several novel fea 
tures, no single one of which is solely responsible for its 
desirable attributes or which is essential to practicing the 
embodiments of the disclosure herein described. 

I. Example Data Analysis System 

0099 FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
data analysis system 100, according to one embodiment. As 
shown in the embodiment of FIG. 1, the data analysis system 
100 includes an application server 115 running on a server 
computing system 110, a client 135 running on a client com 
puter system 130, and at least one database 140. Further, the 
client 135, application server 115, and database 140 may 
communicate over a network 150, for example, to access data 
sources 160. 

0100. The application server 115 may include a cluster 
engine (also referred to as a “rules engine') 120, a workflow 
engine 125, and a user interface engine 126. The cluster 
engine 120, a workflow engine 125, and user interface engine 
126 may be software modules as described below in reference 
to FIG. 8. According to an embodiment, the cluster/rules 
engine 120 is configured to build one or more clusters of 
related data items according to a defined cluster generation 
Strategy (including generating seeds according to seed gen 
eration strategies/rules), score clusters according to a scoring 
strategy, and/or analyze clusters including generating human 
readable conclusions according to analysis rules/criteria. The 
cluster/rules engine 120 may read data from a variety of data 
Sources 160 to generate seeds, generate clusters from seeds, 
score clusters, and analyze clusters. Once created, the result 
ing clusters may be stored on the server computing system 
110 and/or on the database 140. The operations of the cluster/ 
rules engine 120 are discussed in detail below. 
0101. As mentioned, in an embodiment, the cluster/rules 
engine 120 is configured to score the clusters, according to a 
defined scoring strategy. The score may indicate the impor 
tance of analyzing the cluster. For instance, the cluster/rules 
engine 120 may execute a scoring strategy that aggregates the 
account balances of credit card accounts within the cluster. 
Because, for example, a large aggregated total balance may 
indicate a large liability for a financial institution, a cluster 
with Such a large total balance may be considered to have a 
higher score relative to other clusters with lower aggregated 
total balances (and, therefore, lower scores). Thus, a cluster 
with a higher score relative to a cluster with a lower score may 
be considered more important to analyze. 
0102. As described below, in an embodiment the cluster/ 
rules engine 120 is configured to apply one or more analysis 
rules or criteria to the generated cluster to generate one or 
more human-readable conclusions (as mentioned above, also 
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referred to herein as “summaries'). In various embodiments 
the one or more analysis rules/criteria may be based on one or 
more scoring strategies. Also, in various embodiments the 
scoring strategies may be based on one or more analysis 
rules/criteria. As described below, the cluster/rules engine 
120 may generate an “alert score' for a given cluster. The alert 
score may be the same as, similar to, and/or based on any of 
the cluster scores, metascores, and/or conclusions described 
herein. In an embodiment, the alert score may be a metascore, 
and may be one of multiple values corresponding to, for 
example, a high alert, a medium alert, or a low alert. The alert 
score is described in further detail below. 

0103) In an embodiment, the user interface engine 126 
generates various user interfaces of the data analysis system 
as described below. In one embodiment, the cluster engine 
120, in conjunction with the user interface engine 126, orga 
nizes and presents the clusters and/or groups of clusters 
according to the assigned scores. The cluster engine 120 and 
the user interface engine 126 may present information asso 
ciated with the clusters and/or interactive representations of 
the clusters within a user interface presented to the analyst, as 
described below. For example, the representations may pro 
vide visual indications (e.g., graphs or other visualizations) of 
the related data items within the clusters and/or groups of 
clusters. The cluster engine 120 and/or the user interface 
engine 126 may be configured and/or designed to generate 
user interface data useable for rendering the interactive user 
interfaces described herein, such as a web application and/or 
a dynamic web page displayed within the client 135. In vari 
ous embodiments the user interface data may be transmitted 
to the client 135, and/or any other computing device, such that 
the example user interfaces are displayed to the analyst (and/ 
or other users of the system). The cluster engine 120 and/or 
the user interface engine 126 may also allow an analyst to 
create tasks associated with the clusters. Example operations 
of the cluster engine 120 and/or the user interface engine 126 
are discussed in detail below in conjunction with various 
figures. In one embodiment, the cluster engine 120 generates 
clusters automatically, for example, for Subsequent review by 
analysts. 
0104 Analysts may also assign tasks to themselves or one 
another via a workflow user interface generated by the work 
flow engine 125 and/or the user interface engine 126, for 
example. The workflow engine 125 and/or the user interface 
engine 126 may consume scores generated by the cluster 
engine 120. For example, the workflow engine 125 and/or the 
user interface engine 126 may presentananalyst with clusters 
generated, scored, and ordered by the cluster engine 120. 
0105. The client 135 may represent one or more software 
applications or modules configured to present data and trans 
late input, from the analyst, into requests for data analyses by 
the application server 115. In one embodiment, the client 135 
and the application server 115 may be embodied in the same 
Software module and/or may be included in the same com 
puting system. However, several clients 135 may execute on 
the client computer 130, and/or several clients 135 on several 
client computers 130 may interact with the application server 
115. In one embodiment, the client 135 may be a browser 
(and/or other Software program) accessing a web service and 
configured to render the user interfaces based on the user 
interface data. 

0106 While the client 135 and application server 115 are 
shown running on distinct computing systems, the client 135 
and application server 115 may run on the same computing 
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system. Further, the cluster engine 120 and the workflow 
engine 125 may run on separate applications servers 115, on 
separate server computing systems, or some combination 
thereof. Additionally, a history service may store the results 
generated by an analyst relative to a given cluster 
0107. In one embodiment, the data sources 160 provide 
data available to the cluster engine to create or generate seeds 
and/or to create or generate clusters from a seed or a set of 
seeds. Such data sources may include relational data sources, 
web services data, XML data, and the like. Further, such data 
Sources may include a variety of information and data, for 
example, personal information, financial information, tax 
related information, computer network-related data, and/or 
computer-related activity data, among others. For example, 
the data sources may be related to customer account records 
stored by a financial institution. In such a case, the data 
Sources may include a credit card account data, bank account 
data, customer data, and transaction data. The data may 
include data attributes such as account numbers, account 
balances, phone numbers, addresses, and transaction 
amounts, and the like. Of course, data sources 160 is included 
to be representative of a variety of data available to the server 
computer system 110 over network 150, as well as locally 
available data sources. 
0108. The database 140 may be a Relational Database 
Management System (RDBMS) that stores the data as rows in 
relational tables. The term “database.” as used herein, may 
refer to an database (e.g., RDBMS or SQL database), or may 
refer to any other data structure. Such as, for example a 
comma separated values (CSV), extensible markup language 
(XML), text (TXT) file, flat file, spreadsheet file, and/or any 
other widely used or proprietary format. While the database 
140 is shown as a distinct computing system, the database140 
may operate on the same server computing system 110 as the 
application server 115. 

II. Example Cluster Generation 
0109 FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
generation of clusters by data analysis system 200, according 
to an embodiment. As shown, in an embodiment the cluster 
engine 120 (FIG. 1) interacts with a seed list 210, a cluster list 
250, a cluster strategy store 230, and data bindings 237. The 
seed list 210 may include seeds 212-1, 212-2 ... 212-S, and 
the cluster list 250 may include clusters 252-1, 252-2 . . . 
252-C. The cluster engine 120 may be configured as a soft 
ware application, module, or thread that generates the clusters 
252-1, 252-2... 252-C from the seeds 212-1, 212-2 ... 212-S. 
0110 Seeds 212 (including one, some, or all of seeds 
212-1 through 212-S) may be generated by the cluster engine 
120 according to various seed generation strategies/rules. 
Examples of seed generation are described below in reference 
to various example applications of the data analysis system. 
According to an embodiment, once generated, seeds 212 may 
be the starting point for generating a cluster 252. To generate 
a cluster, the cluster engine 120 may retrieve a given seed 212 
from the seed list 210. The seed 212 may be a data item or 
group of data items within the database 140. Such as a cus 
tomer name, a customer Social security number, an account 
number, and/or a customer telephone number. 
0111. The cluster engine 120 may generate the cluster 252 
from the seed 212. In one embodiment, the cluster engine 120 
generates the cluster 252 as a collection of data items and the 
relationships between the various data items. As noted above, 
the cluster strategy may execute data bindings in order to add 
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each additional layer of data items to the cluster. For example, 
the cluster engine 120 may generate the cluster 252-1 from a 
seed credit card account. The cluster engine 120 may first add 
the credit card account to the cluster 252-1. The cluster engine 
120 may then add customers related to the credit card account 
to the cluster 252-1. The cluster engine 120 may complete the 
cluster 252-1 by adding additional credit card accounts 
related to those customers. As the cluster engine 120 gener 
ates the cluster 252-1, the cluster engine 120 may store the 
cluster 252-1 within the cluster list 250. The cluster 252-1 
may be stored as a graph data structure or other appropriate 
data structure. 

0112 The cluster list 250 may be a collection of tables in 
the database 140. In such a case, there may be a table for the 
data items of each cluster 252, such as those of example 
cluster 252-1 discussed above, a table for the relationships 
between the various data items, a table for the attributes of the 
data items, and a table for scores of the clusters. The cluster 
list 250 may include clusters 252 from multiple investiga 
tions. Note that the cluster engine 120 may store portions of 
clusters 252 in the cluster list 250 as the cluster engine 120 
generates the clusters 252. Persons skilled in the art will 
recognize that many technically feasible techniques exist for 
creating and storing data structures that may be used to imple 
ment the systems and methods of the data analysis system. 
0113. The cluster strategy store 230 may include cluster 
strategies 232-1, 232-2 ... 232-N. Each cluster strategy may 
include data binding references 235 to one or more data 
bindings 237. As noted, each data binding may be used to 
identify data that may grow a cluster (as determined by the 
given search strategy 232). For example, the cluster engine 
120 may execute a cluster strategy 232-1 to generate the 
cluster 252-1. Specifically, the cluster engine 120 may 
execute the cluster strategy 232-1 in response to selection of 
that cluster strategy by an analyst. The analyst may Submit a 
selection of one or more cluster strategies to perform on a 
seed or group of seeds to the cluster engine 120 through the 
client 135. Alternatively, the cluster engine 120 may auto 
matically select one or more cluster strategies, such as based 
on user preferences or rules. 
0114. According to an embodiment, each cluster Strategy 
232 is configured so as to perform an investigation processes 
for generating a cluster 252. Again, for example, the cluster 
strategy 232-2 may include data binding references 235 to a 
collection of data bindings executed to add layer after layer of 
data to a cluster. The investigation process may include 
searches to retrieve data items related to a seed 212 that is 
selected for clustering using cluster strategy 232-2. For 
example, the cluster strategy 232-2 may start with a possibly 
fraudulent credit card account as the seed 212-2. The cluster 
strategy 232-2 may search for customers related to the credit 
card account, and then additional credit card accounts related 
to those customers. A different cluster strategy 232-3 may 
search for customers related to the credit card account, phone 
numbers related to the customers, additional customers 
related to the phone numbers, and additional credit card 
accounts related to the additional customers, for example. 
0.115. In an embodiment, cluster strategies 232 include 
references to at least one data binding 237 (such as data 
bindings 237-1 through 237-3). The cluster engine 120 may 
execute a search protocol specified by the data binding 237 to 
retrieve data, and the data returned by a given data binding 
may form a layer within the cluster 252. For instance, the data 
binding 237 (and/or the search protocol of the data binding 
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237) may retrieve sets of customers related to an account by 
an account owner attribute. The data binding 237 (and/or the 
search protocol of the data binding 237) may retrieve the set 
of related data items from a data source. For instance, the data 
binding 237-1 may specify a database query to perform 
against a database. Likewise, the data binding 237-2 may 
define a connection and/or query to a remote relational data 
base system and the data binding 237-3 may define a connec 
tion and/or query against a third-party web service. Once 
retrieved, the cluster strategy 232 may evaluate whether the 
returned data should be added to a cluster being grown from 
a given seed 212. 
0116. Multiple cluster strategies 232 may reference a 
given data binding 237. The analyst may update the data 
binding 237, but typically updates the data binding 237 only 
if the associated data source changes. A cluster strategy 232 
may also include a given data binding 237 multiple times. For 
example, executing a data binding 237 using one seed 212 
may generate additional seeds for that data binding 237 (and/ 
or generate seeds for another data binding 237). More gener 
ally, different cluster strategies 232-1, 232-2. . . 232-N may 
include different arrangements of various data bindings 237 
to generate different types of clusters 252. 
0117 The cluster strategies 232 may specify that the clus 

ter engine 120 use an attribute from the related data items 
retrieved with one data binding 237, as input to a subsequent 
data binding 237. The cluster engine 120 may use the subse 
quent data binding 237 to retrieve a subsequent layer of 
related date items for the cluster 252. For instance, a particu 
lar cluster strategy 232 may specify that the cluster engine 
120 retrieve a set of credit card account data items with a first 
data binding 237-1. That cluster strategy 232 may also 
specify that the cluster engine 120 then use the account num 
ber attribute from credit card account data items as input to a 
subsequent data binding 237-2. The cluster strategy 232 may 
also specify filters for the cluster engine 120 to apply to the 
attributes before performing the subsequent data binding 237. 
For instance, if the first data binding 237-1 were to retrieve a 
set of credit card account data items that included both per 
Sonal and business credit card accounts, then the cluster 
engine 120 could filter out the business credit card accounts 
before performing the subsequent data binding 237-2. 
0118. In operation, according to an embodiment, the clus 

ter engine 120 generates a cluster 252-1 from a seed 212-1 by 
first retrieving a cluster strategy 232. Assuming the analyst 
selected a cluster strategy 232-2, the cluster engine 120 would 
retrieve the cluster strategy 232-2 from the cluster strategy 
store 230. The cluster engine 120 may then retrieve the seed 
212-1 as input to the cluster strategy 232-2. The cluster engine 
120 may execute the cluster strategy 232-2 by retrieving sets 
of data by executing data bindings 237 referenced by the 
cluster strategy 232-2. For example, the cluster strategy 232-2 
may execute data bindings 237-1, 237-2, and 237-3. Accord 
ingly, the cluster engine 120 may evaluate data returned by 
each data binding 237 to determine whether to use that data to 
grow the cluster 252-1. The cluster engine 120 may then use 
elements of the returned data as input to the next data binding 
237. Of course, a variety of execution paths are possible for 
the data bindings 237. For example, assume one data binding 
237 returned a set of phone numbers. In such a case, another 
data binding 237 may evaluate each phone number individu 
ally. As another example, one data binding 237 may use input 
parameters obtained by executing multiple, other data bind 
ings 237. More generally, the cluster engine 120 may retrieve 
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data for each data binding referenced by the cluster strategy 
232-2. The cluster engine 120 may then store the complete 
cluster 252-1 in the cluster list 250. 

0119. As the cluster engine 120 generates the clusters 
252-1,252-2... 252-C from seeds 212-1,212-2... 212-S, the 
cluster list 250 may include overlapping clusters 252. For 
example, two clusters 252-1 and 252-C may overlap if both 
clusters 252-1 and 252-C include a common data item. In an 
example, a larger cluster 252 formed by merging two smaller 
clusters 252-1 and 252-C may be a better investigation start 
ing point than the smaller clusters 252-1 and 252-C individu 
ally. The larger cluster 252 may provide additional insight or 
relationships, which may not be available if the two clusters 
252-1 and 252-C remain separate. 
I0120 In an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 includes a 
resolver 226 that is configured to detect and merge two or 
more overlapping clusters 252 together. For example, the 
resolver 226 may compare the data items within a cluster 
252-1 to the data items within each one of the other clusters 
252-2 through 252-C. If the resolver 226 finds the same data 
item within the cluster 252-1 and a second cluster 252-C, then 
the resolver 226 may merge the two clusters 252-1 and 252-C 
into a single larger cluster 252. For example, the cluster 252-1 
and cluster 252-C may both include the same customer. The 
resolver 226 may compare the data items of cluster 252-1 to 
the data items of cluster 252-C and detect the same customer 
in both clusters 252. Upon detecting the same customer in 
both clusters 252, the resolver 226 may merge the cluster 
252-1 with cluster 252-C. The resolver 226 may test each pair 
of clusters 252 to identify overlapping clusters 252. Although 
the larger clusters 252 may be better investigation starting 
points, an analyst may want to understand how the resolver 
226 formed the larger clusters 252. Accordingly, the resolver 
226, may store a history of each merge. 
I0121. In various embodiments, clusters may be merged 
based on various criteria and/or combinations of criteria 
include, for example, when the clusters include a minimum 
number of data items that are common among the clusters, 
when the clusters include a minimum number of data items 
that are common among the clusters and which data items are 
within a particular proximity in each cluster to a seed of the 
cluster, when a particular quantity of properties are common 
among data items of the clusters even when the data items 
themselves are not identical, and/or the like. 
0122. In an embodiment, cluster merging (for example, by 
resolver 226) may be optionally disabled for particular types 
of data items, and/or particular data items. For example, when 
a particular data item, or type of data item, is so common that 
it may be included in many different clusters (for example, an 
institutional item such as a bank), merging of cluster based on 
that common item (for example, the particular bank) or com 
mon type of item (for example, banks in general) may be 
disabled. In another embodiment, cluster may be merged only 
when they share two or more common data items and/or other 
properties. In an embodiment, when two clusters are deter 
mined to share a data item that this very common (such that 
they cluster may not be merged based on that item) the system 
may automatically determine whether the two clusters share 
one or more other data items and/or properties such that they 
may be merged. In various embodiments, cluster merging 
may be disabled based on other criteria. For example, cluster 
merging between two related clusters may be disabled when 
one or both of the two clusters reach a particular size (for 
example, include a particular number of data items). 
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0123. After the cluster engine generates a group of clusters 
from a given collection of seeds (and after merging or resolv 
ing the cluster), the cluster engine 120 may score, rank, and/or 
otherwise order the clusters relative to a scoring strategy 442. 
In Some embodiments, clusters are scored and provided to the 
analysis without resolving. 
0.124. In one embodiment, the analysis system 100, and 
more specifically, the cluster engine 120, receives a request 
for cluster generation. In response to the request, a list of 
seeds may be generated, clusters may be generated based on 
those seeds, and the clusters may be ranked, ordered, and 
presented to analysts. In an embodiment, the cluster engine 
120 may consume seeds generated by other systems. Alter 
natively, in other embodiments, cluster engine 120 may gen 
erate the seeds 212-1, 212-2 . . . 212-S. For instance, the 
cluster engine 120 may include a seed generation strategy 
(also referred to as a “lead generation strategy') that identifies 
data items, or groups of data items, as potential seeds 212. The 
seed generation (and/or lead generation) strategy may apply 
to a particular business type, such as credit cards, stock trad 
ing, or insurance claims, and may be run against a cluster data 
source 160 or an external source of information. 
0.125. In an embodiment, the analysis system 100 may not 
include data bindings as described above. Rather, according 
to an embodiment, the analysis system 100 may include one 
or more interfaces and/or connections to various internal and/ 
or external data stores of data items and/or other information 
(for example, data sources(s) 160. According to an embodi 
ment, the system may include a generic interface and/or con 
nection to various internal and/or external data stores of data 
items and/or other information. For example, the analysis 
system 100 may include a generic data interface through 
which the system may search, access, and/or filter various 
data item information during seed generation, cluster genera 
tion, and/or analysis of the clusters. The generic interface may 
include various aspects that enable searching, accessing, and/ 
or filtering of data. For example, the generic interface may 
access various data sources that each have differing data 
formats. The generic interface may accordingly covert and/or 
filter the accessed data to a common format. Alternatively, the 
data sources may include functionality through which stored 
data may be searched and/or converted to a standard format 
automatically. In an embodiment, the generic interface may 
enable Federated search of multiple data stores of data item 
related information. Accordingly, in various embodiments, 
the analysis system 100 may access various data sources for 
data item clustering and seed generation. 
0126. Additional details of the server computing system 
110, the data sources 160, and other components of the data 
analysis system are described below in reference to FIG. 8. 
0127 FIGS. 3A-3C illustrate an example growth of a clus 

ter 252 of related data items, according to an embodiment. As 
shown in FIG.3A, an example cluster 252 may include a seed 
item 302, links 303-1 and 303-2, and related data items 305-1 
and 305-2. The cluster 252 may be based upon a seed 212 (for 
example, data item302). The cluster engine 120 may build the 
cluster 252 by executing a cluster strategy 232 with the fol 
lowing searches: 

0128. Find seed owner 
I0129. Find all phone numbers related to the seed owner 
0.130 Find all customers related to the phone numbers 
0131 Find all accounts related to the customers 
(0132 Find all new customers related to the new 
acCOuntS 
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I0133. In the example, assuming the seed 212 is fraudulent 
credit card account, the cluster engine 120 would add the 
credit card account to the cluster 252 as the seed item302. The 
cluster engine 120 may then use the account owner attribute 
of the credit card account as input to a data binding 237. The 
cluster engine 120 may execute the search protocol of the data 
binding 237 to retrieve the customer data identifying the 
owner of the fraudulent credit card account. The cluster 
engine 120 would then add the customer data to the cluster 
252 as the related data item 305-1. The cluster engine 120 
would also add the account owner attribute as the link 303-1 
that relates the account number to the customer data of the 
owner. The cluster engine 120 would execute the next search 
of the cluster strategy 232 by inputting the customer identifier 
attribute of the customer data into a data binding 237 to 
retrieve a phone data. The cluster engine 120 would then add 
the phone data as the related data item 305-2 and the customer 
identifier attribute as the link 303-2 between the customer 
data and the phone data. At this point in the investigation 
process, the cluster 252 would include the seed item 302, two 
links 303-1 and 303-2, and two related data items 305-1 and 
305-2. That is, the cluster 252 would include the fraudulent 
credit card account, the customer data of the owner of the 
credit card, and the phone number of the owner. By carrying 
the investigation process further, the cluster engine 120 may 
reveal further related information, for example, additional 
customers and/or potentially fraudulent credit card accounts. 
0.134 Turning to FIG.3B, and continuing the example, the 
cluster engine 120 may continue executing the cluster strat 
egy 232 by searching for additional account data items related 
to the phone number of the owner of the fraudulent credit card 
account. As discussed, the phone number may be stored as 
related data item 305-2. The cluster engine 120 would input 
the phone owner attribute of the phone number to a data 
binding 237. The cluster engine 120 would execute the search 
protocol of data binding 237 to retrieve the data of two addi 
tional customers, which the cluster engine 120 would store as 
related data items 305-3 and 305-4. The cluster engine 120 
would add the phone owner attribute as the links 303-3 and 
304-4 between the additional customers and the phone num 
ber. 

0.135 Continuing the example, FIG. 3C shows the cluster 
252 after the cluster engine 120 performs the last step of the 
example cluster strategy 232. For example, the cluster engine 
120 would use the customer identifier attribute of the related 
data item 305-3 and 305-4 to retrieve and add additional 
account data items as the related data items 305-5 and 305-6. 
The cluster engine 120 would couple the related data items 
305-5 and 305-6 to the related data items 305-3 and 305-4 
with the customer identifier attributes stored as links 303-5 
and 303-6. Thus, the cluster 252 would include six related 
data items 305 related by six links 303, in addition to the seed 
item 302. 

0.136. In an embodiment, the analyst may identify and 
determine whether the additional data account items, stored 
as related data items 305-5 and 305-6, represent fraudulent 
credit card accounts more efficiently than if the analyst started 
an investigation with only the seed 302. As the foregoing 
example illustrates, according to various embodiments, the 
data analysis system may enable an analyst to advantageously 
start an investigation with a cluster including many related 
data items (such as the example cluster 252 with the seed item 
302 and related data items 305) rather than a single data item. 
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0137 In various embodiments, clusters may be generated 
automatically, on a schedule, on demand, and/or as needed, as 
described below. 

III. Example Cluster Scoring/Ranking 
0138 FIG. 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters 252 
by the data analysis system 100 shown in FIG.1, according to 
an embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown, an 
example system 400 of FIG. 4 illustrates some of the same 
elements as shown in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2, including the cluster 
engine 120 in communication with the cluster list 250. In 
addition, FIG. 4 illustrates a scoring strategy store 440 in 
communication with the cluster engine 120. The scoring 
strategy store 440 includes scoring strategies 442-1, 442-2. . 
. 442-R. 

0139. In an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 executes a 
scoring strategy 442 to score a cluster 252. For example, the 
cluster engine 120 may generate a cluster (for example, via a 
cluster strategy/data bindings) and attempt to resolve it with 
existing clusters. Thereafter, the cluster engine 120 may score 
the resulting cluster with any scoring strategies associated 
with a given cluster generation strategy. In an embodiment, 
the multiple scores may be generated for a given cluster. The 
multiple scores may be based on various aspects, metrics, or 
data associated with the cluster. In one embodiment, a cluster 
metascore may be generated based on a combination or 
aggregation of scores associated with a given cluster. Order 
ing for a group of clusters, (according to a given scoring 
strategy) may be performed on demand when requested by a 
client. Alternatively, the analyst may select a scoring strategy 
442 through the client 135 and/or the analyst may include the 
selection within a script or configuration file. In another alter 
native, the data analysis system may automatically select a 
scoring strategy. In other embodiments, the cluster engine 
120 may execute several scoring strategies 442 to determine 
a combined score for the cluster 252. 
0140. In an embodiment, a scoring strategy (such as scor 
ing strategy 442) specifies an approach for scoring a cluster 
(such as cluster 252). A score may indicate a relative impor 
tance or significance of a given cluster. For example, the 
cluster engine 120 may execute a scoring strategy 442-1 to 
determine a score by counting the number of a particular data 
item type that are included within the cluster 252. Assume, for 
example, a data item corresponds with a credit account. In 
such a case, a cluster with a large number of accounts opened 
by a single individual (possibly within a short time) might 
correlate with a higher fraud risk. Of course, a cluster score 
may be related to a high risk of fraud based on the other data 
in the cluster, as appropriate for a given case. More generally, 
each scoring strategy 442 may be tailored based on the data in 
clusters created by a given cluster strategy 230 and a particu 
lar type of risk or fraud (and/or amounts at risk) of interest to 
an analyst. 
0141. According to an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 
scores a cluster 252-1 by first retrieving a scoring strategy 
442. For example, assume an analyst selects scoring strategy 
442-1. In response, the cluster engine 120 may retrieve the 
scoring strategy 442-1. The cluster engine 120 may also 
retrieve the cluster 252-1 from the cluster list 250. After 
determining the score of the cluster 252-1, the cluster engine 
120 may store the score with the cluster 252-1 in the cluster 
list 250. 
0142. The cluster engine 120 may score multiple clusters 
252-1, 252-2 . . . 252-C in the cluster list 250. The cluster 
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engine 120 may also rank the clusters 252-1, 252-2... 252-C 
based upon the scores. For instance, the cluster engine 120 
may rank the cluster 252-1, 252-2 . . . 252-C from highest 
score to lowest score. In various embodiment, cluster may be 
ranked according into multiple scores, combinations of 
scores, and/or metascores. 
0143. As mentioned above, the cluster/rules engine 120 
may generate an “alert score” for the clusters. The alert score 
may be the same as, similar to, and/or based on any of the 
cluster scores, metascores, and/or conclusions described 
herein. In an embodiment, the alert score may be a metascore, 
and may be one of multiple values corresponding to, for 
example, a high alert, a medium alert, or a low alert. The alert 
score is described in further detail below. 

IV. Example User Interface 
014.4 FIG. 5 illustrates an example user interface 500, 
according to one embodiment. As described above, the cluster 
engine 120, the workflow engine 125, and/or the user inter 
face engine 126 may be configured to present the user inter 
face 500. As shown, the example user interface 500 includes 
a selection box 510, a cluster strategy box 530, a cluster 
summary list 525, a cluster search box 520, and a cluster 
review window 515. The user interface 500 may be generated 
as a web application or a dynamic web page displayed within 
the client 135. 
(0145. In the example user interface 500 of FIG. 5, the 
selection box 510 may allow the analyst to select, for 
example, a seed generation strategy and/or a previously gen 
erated seed or seed list (for example, seed list 210). The 
analyst may select the items (for example, a seed generation 
strategy) by, for example, entering a name of a particular item 
into a dropdown box (and/or other interface element) in the 
selection box 510 (for example, the dropdown box showing a 
selected strategy “Strategy-A’) and selecting a "Go" button 
(and/or other interface element). Alternatively, the analyst 
may select a particular item by, for example, expanding the 
dropdown box and selecting an item from the expanded drop 
down box, which may list various seed generation strategies 
and/or seed lists, for example. In various examples, seed lists 
and/or seed generation strategies may be selected by the 
analyst that correspond to likely fraudulent financial 
accounts, credit card account originating at a particular bank 
branch, savings accounts with balances above a particular 
amount, and/or any of the other seed generation strategies 
described below in reference to the various applications of the 
system. 
I0146). For example, when the analyst selects a particular 
seed generation strategy, the system may generate a seed list 
(for example, seed list 210) and then may generate clusters 
based on seeds of the seed list. The seed list and/or clusters 
may, in an embodiment, be generated in response to a selec 
tion of a particular seed generation strategy. The seed genera 
tion strategy may generate a seed list (for example, seed list 
210) and/or clusters (for example, clusters 252-1, 252-2, ... 
252-C of the cluster list 250) from the database 140 and/oran 
external source of information (for example, a cluster data 
source 160). Alternatively, when the analyst selects a previ 
ously generated seed or seed list (for example, seed list 210), 
the system may retrieve data related to the selected seed list 
(for example, the seed items, clusters, and/or related clustered 
data items) from, for example, database 140 and/or an exter 
nal source of information (for example, a cluster data source 
160). In an embodiment, clusters may be generated in 
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response to a selection of a previously generated seed list (or, 
alternatively, a previously generated seed). Alternatively, 
cluster may be been previously generated, and may be 
retrieved in response to selection of a previously generated 
seed list (or, alternatively, a previously generated seed). In an 
embodiment, the analyst may select a particular cluster of 
interest via the selection box 510. 
0147 Further, in the example user interface 500 the cluster 
strategy box 530 displays the cluster strategies 232 that the 
cluster engine 120 ran against the seed list 210. The cluster 
engine 120 may execute multiple cluster strategies 232 
against the seed list 210, so there may be multiple cluster 
strategies 232 listed in the cluster strategy box 530. The 
analyst may click on the name of a given cluster strategy 232 
in the cluster strategy box 530 to review the clusters 252 that 
the cluster strategy 232 generated. 
0148. In an embodiment, the user interface 500 displays 
information associated with the clusters 252 in the cluster 
summary list 525. For example, the information associated 
with the clusters may include characteristics of the clusters 
252. Such as identifiers, scores, and/or analysts assigned to 
analyze the clusters 252. The system may select the clusters 
252 for display in the cluster summary list 525 according to 
those or other characteristics. For instance, the system may 
display the cluster information in the order of the scores of the 
clusters 252, where a Summary of the highest scoring cluster 
252 is displayed first. 
014.9 The system (for example, cluster engine 120, the 
workflow engine 125, and/or the user interface engine 126) 
may control the order and selection of the cluster information 
within the cluster summary list 525 based upon an input from 
the analyst. The cluster search box 520 may include a search 
text box coupled to a search button and a pull-down control. 
The analyst may enter a characteristic of a cluster 252 in the 
search textbox and then instruct the workflow engine 125 to 
search for and display clusters 252 that include the character 
istic by pressing the search button. For example, the analyst 
may search for clusters with a particular score. The pull-down 
control may include a list of different characteristics of the 
clusters 252. Such as score, size, assigned analyst, and/or date 
created. The analyst may select one of the characteristics to 
instruct the workflow engine 125 to present the information 
associated with the clusters 252 arranged by that characteris 
tic. 

0150. In an embodiment, the system is also configured to 
present details of a given cluster 252 within the cluster review 
window 515. The system displays the details of the cluster 
252, for example, the score, and/or average account balances 
within a cluster, when the analyst clicks a mouse pointer on 
the associated summary within the cluster summary list 525. 
The system may present details of the cluster 252, such as the 
name of an analyst assigned to analyze the cluster 252, a score 
of the cluster 252, and/or statistics or graphs generated from 
the cluster 252. These details may allow the analyst to deter 
mine whether to investigate the cluster 252 further. The clus 
ter review window 515 may also include a button which may 
be clicked to investigate a cluster 252 within a graph, and an 
assign button for assigning a cluster to an analyst. 
0151. An analyst may click a mouse pointer on an “Inves 

tigate in Graph' button representing a cluster to investigate 
the cluster within an interactive graph. The interactive repre 
sentation may be a visual graph of the cluster 252, where 
icons represent the items of the cluster 252 and lines between 
the icons represent the links between items of the cluster 252. 
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For example, the workflow engine 125 may display the inter 
active graph of the cluster 252 similar to the representation of 
the cluster 252 in FIG.3C. The interactive representation may 
allow the analyst to review the attributes of the related data 
items and/or perform queries for additional related data items. 
0152. In an embodiment, an administrative user may click 
a mouse pointer on an assign button to assign the associated 
cluster 252 to an analyst. The workflow engine 125 may also 
allow the administrative user to create tasks associated with 
the clusters 252, while the administrative user assigns the 
cluster 252. For example, the administrative user may create 
a task for searching within the three highest scoring clusters 
252 for fraudulent credit card accounts. The system may 
display the cluster information in the cluster summary list525 
according to the names of the analysts assigned to the clusters 
252. Likewise, the system may only display cluster informa 
tion for the subset of the clusters 252 assigned to an analyst. 
0153. The interface shown in FIG. 5 is included to illus 
trate one example interface useful for navigating and review 
ing clusters generated using the cluster engine 120 and the 
workflow engine 125. In other embodiments, other user inter 
face constructs may be used to allow the analyst to select 
cluster strategies 232, scoring strategies 242, and/or seed 
generation strategies, initiate an investigation, and/or review 
and analyze the clusters 252. For example, the user interface 
engine 126 may display additional controls within the user 
interface 500 for controlling the cluster generation process 
and selecting seed generation strategies, cluster strategies 
232, and/or scoring strategies 242. Also, the user interface 
500 may be displayed without the selection box 510 or the 
options to select a seed generation Strategy. In addition, 
although the workflow engine 125 may generate the user 
interface 500, in various embodiments the user interface 500 
may be generated by a software application distinct from the 
workflow engine 125. Further, in various embodiments, the 
cluster review window 515 may be configured to display a 
preview of the cluster 252 and/or additional statistics gener 
ated from the cluster 252. As such, an interactive representa 
tion of the cluster 252 may be presented in an additional user 
interface and/or the cluster 252 may be exported to another 
software application for review by the analyst. 
0154. In an alternative embodiment, and as described 
below in reference to the various figures, various other user 
interfaces may be generated by the system. 

V. Example Operations 

0155 FIG. 6 is a flowchart of an example method of gen 
erating clusters, according to an embodiment. Although the 
method is described in conjunction with the systems of FIGS. 
1 and 2, persons skilled in the art will understand that any 
system configured to perform the method, in any order, is 
within the scope of this disclosure. Further, the method 600 
may be performed in conjunction with method 700 for scor 
ing a cluster, described below, and the various other methods 
described below including analyzing a cluster. 
0156. As shown, example cluster generation method 600 
begins at block 605, where the cluster engine 120 retrieves a 
cluster strategy (e.g., cluster strategy 232-2) and a seed 212. 
Once a cluster strategy is selected, the cluster engine 120 may 
identify a list of seeds from which to build clusters using the 
selected cluster strategy. At block 610, the cluster engine 120 
initializes a cluster 252 with one of the seeds in the list. The 
cluster 252 may be stored as a graph data structure. The 
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cluster engine 120 may initialize the graph data structure and 
then add the seed 212-1 to the graph data structure as the first 
data item. 
(O157 At block 615, the cluster engine 120 may grow the 
cluster 252 by executing the search protocol of a data binding 
237 from the cluster strategy 232-2. The cluster strategy 
232-2 may include a series of data bindings 237 that the 
cluster engine 120 executes to retrieve related data items. A 
given data binding 237 may include queries to execute against 
a cluster data source 160 using the seed as an input parameter. 
For example, if the seed 212-1 is an account number, then the 
data binding 237 may retrieve the data identifying the owner 
of the account with the account number. After retrieving this 
information, the cluster engine 120 may add the customer 
data item to the cluster as a related data item and the account 
owner attribute as the link between the seed 212-1 and the 
related data item. After retrieving the related data items, the 
cluster engine 120 may add them to the cluster 252. 
0158. At block 620, the cluster engine 120 determines if 
the cluster strategy 232-2 is fully executed. If not the method 
600 returns to block 615 to execute additional data bindings 
for a given seed. Alternatively, as described above, the cluster 
engine 120 may grow the cluster by searching for, accessing, 
and/or filtering various data items through, for example, a 
generic interface to various internal and/or external data 
sources. Further, in an embodiment, the cluster engine 120 
may determine whether the cluster being generated is to be 
merged with another cluster, as described above. Once the 
cluster strategy is executed for that seed, the cluster engine 
120 may determine and assign a score (or, alternatively, mul 
tiple scores) to that cluster (relative 11a specified scoring 
strategy). After generating clusters for a group of seeds, Such 
clusters may be ordered or ranked based on the relative 
scores. Doing so may allow an analyst to rapidly identify and 
evaluate clusters determined to represent, for example, a high 
risk of fraud. 
0159. At block 625, the cluster engine 120 may store the 
cluster 252 incluster list 250. As mentioned above, the cluster 
list 250 may be a collection of tables within a relational 
database, where a table may include the seed and related data 
items of the cluster 252 and another table may include links 
between the related data items of the cluster 252. 
(0160. At block 630, the cluster engine 120 determines if 
there are more seeds 212 to analyze in the seed list 210. If so, 
the method 600 returns to block 605 to generate another 
cluster from the next seed. Otherwise, the method 600 ends. 
Note, while method 600 describes a single cluster being gen 
erated, one of skill in the art will recognize that multiple 
instances of the cluster generation process illustrated by 
method 600 may be performed in parallel. 
0161 FIG. 7 is a flowchart of an example method of scor 
ing clusters, according to an embodiment. Although the 
method is described in conjunction with the systems of FIGS. 
1 and 4, persons skilled in the art will understand that any 
system configured to perform the method steps, in any order, 
is within the scope of the present invention. 
0162. As shown, the example cluster scoring method 700 
begins at block 705, where the cluster engine 120 retrieves a 
scoring strategy 442 and a cluster 252 (for example, a cluster 
just created using the method 600 of FIG. 6). In other cases, 
the cluster engine 120 may retrieve the scoring strategy 442 
associated with a stored cluster. Other alternatives include an 
analyst selecting a scoring strategy 442 through the client 
135, the cluster engine 120 via the cluster analysis UI 500, a 
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Script, or a configuration file. The cluster engine 120 may 
retrieve the selected scoring strategy 442 from the scoring 
strategy store 440, and the cluster 252 from the cluster list 
2SO. 
(0163 At block 710, the cluster engine 120 executes the 
scoring strategy 442 against the cluster 252. The scoring 
strategy 442 may specify characteristics of the related data 
items within the cluster 252 to aggregate. The cluster engine 
120 may execute the scoring strategy 442 by aggregating the 
specified characteristics together to determine a score. For 
instance, the cluster engine 120 may aggregate account bal 
ances of related data items that are account data items. In Such 
a case, a total amount of dollars (and/or average dollars or any 
other aggregated, averaged, or normal attribute of the cluster) 
included within the balances of the account data items of the 
cluster 252 may be the score of the cluster 252. 
0164. At block 715, the cluster engine 120 may store the 
score with the cluster 252 in the cluster list 250. At step 720, 
the cluster engine 120 determines if there are more clusters 
252 to score. For example, in one embodiment, a set of clus 
ters may be re-scored using an updated scoring strategy. In 
other cases, the cluster engine may score each cluster when it 
is created from a seed (based on a given cluster generation and 
corresponding scoring strategy). If more clusters remain to be 
scored (and/or re-scored), the method 700 returns to block 
T05. 
(0165 At block 725, the cluster engine 120 may rank the 
clusters 252 according to the scores of the clusters 252. For 
example, after re-scoring a set of clusters (or, alternatively, 
after scoring a group of clusters generated from a set of 
seeds), the cluster engine 125 may rank the clusters 252 from 
highest score to lowest score. The ranking may be used to 
order a display of information associated with the clusters 
252 presented to the analyst. The analyst may rely upon the 
ranking and scores to determine which clusters 252 to analyze 
first. The ranking and sorting may generally be performed 
on-demand when an analyst is looking for a cluster to inves 
tigate. Thus, the ranking need not happen at the same time as 
scoring. Further, the clusters may be scored (and later ranked) 
using different raking strategies. 
0166 In various embodiments, multiple scores for each 
cluster may be determined according to methods similar to 
the example method 700. Accordingly, clusters may be 
ranked according to any of multiple scores. Additionally, in 
various embodiments, multiple scores may be combined and/ 
or aggregated into a metascore that may be used to rank the 
clusters. Various example score and metascore determina 
tions are described below in reference to FIGS. 10C, 11C, 
12C, and 13C. 

VI. Example Implementation Mechanisms/Systems 

0.167 FIG. 8 illustrates components of an illustrative 
server computing system 110, according to an embodiment. 
The server computing system 110 may comprise one or more 
computing devices that may perform a variety of tasks to 
implement the various operations of the data analysis system. 
As shown, the server computing system 110 may include, one 
or more central processing unit (CPU) 860, a network inter 
face 850, a memory 820, and a storage 830, each connected to 
an interconnect (bus) 840. The server computing system 110 
may also include an I/O device interface 870 connecting I/O 
devices 875 (for example, keyboard, display, mouse, and/or 
other input/output devices) to the computing system 110. 
Further, in context of this disclosure, the computing elements 
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shown in server computing system 110 may correspond to a 
physical computing system (for example, a system in a data 
center, a computer server, a desktop computer, a laptop com 
puter, and/or the like) and/or may be a virtual computing 
instance executing within a hosted computing environment. 
0168 The CPU 860 may retrieve and execute program 
ming instructions stored in memory 820, as well as store and 
retrieve application data residing in memory 820. The bus 840 
may be used to transmit programming instructions and appli 
cation data between the CPU 860, I/O device interface 870, 
storage 830, network interface 850, and memory 820. Note 
that the CPU 860 is included to be representative of, for 
example, a single CPU, multiple CPUs, a single CPU having 
multiple processing cores, a CPU with an associate memory 
management unit, and the like. 
0169. The memory 820 is included to be representative of, 
for example, a random access memory (RAM), cache and/or 
other dynamic storage devices for storing information and 
instructions to be executed by CPU 860. Memory 820 also 
may be used for storing temporary variables or other inter 
mediate information during execution of instructions to be 
executed by CPU 860. Such instructions, when stored in 
storage media accessible to CPU 860, render server comput 
ing system 110 into a special-purpose machine that is cus 
tomized to perform the operations specified in the instruc 
tions. 
0170 The storage 830 may be a disk drive storage device, 
a read only memory (ROM), or other static, non-transitory, 
and/or computer-readable storage device or medium coupled 
to bus 840 for storing static information and instructions for 
CPU 860. Although shown as a single unit, the storage 830 
may be a combination of fixed and/or removable storage 
devices, such as fixed disc drives, removable memory cards, 
and/or optical storage, network attached storage (NAS), and/ 
or a storage area-network (SAN). 
0171 Programming instructions, such as the cluster 
engine 120, the workflow engine 125, and/or the user inter 
face engine 126, may be stored in the memory 820 and/or 
storage 830 in various software modules, The modules may 
be stored in a mass storage device (Such as storage 830) as 
executable software codes that are executed by the server 
computing system 110. These and other modules may 
include, by way of example, components, such as Software 
components, object-oriented Software components, class 
components and task components, processes, functions, 
attributes, procedures, Subroutines, segments of program 
code, drivers, firmware, microcode, circuitry, data, databases, 
data structures, tables, arrays, and variables. 
0172 Illustratively, according to an embodiment, the 
memory 820 stores a seed list 210, a cluster engine 120, a 
cluster list 250, a workflow engine 125, and a user interface 
engine 126 (as described with reference to the various figures 
above). The cluster engine 120 may include a cluster strategy 
232-2. The particular cluster strategy 232-2 may include data 
bindings 237-1, 237-2, and 237-3, with which the cluster 
engine 120 may access the cluster data source 160. The work 
flow engine 125 may include a scoring strategy 442-1. 
0173 Illustratively, according to an embodiment, the stor 
age 830 includes a cluster strategy store 230, data bindings 
store 835, a scoring strategy store 440, and one or more 
cluster analysis rules or criteria 880. As described above, the 
cluster strategy store 230 may include a collection of different 
cluster strategies 232, such as cluster strategy 232-2. For 
example, the cluster strategy store 230 may be a directory that 
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includes the cluster strategies 232-1, 232-2 . . . 232-N as 
distinct modules. The scoring strategy store 440 may include 
a collection of different scoring strategies 442. Such as scor 
ing strategy 442-2, and may also be a directory of distinct 
modules. The data binding store 835 may include data bind 
ings 237-1, 237-2 . . . 237-M, which may also be stored as 
distinct modules within a directory. 
0.174 Although shown in memory 820, the seed list 210, 
cluster engine 120, cluster list 250, workflow engine 125, and 
the user interface engine 126, may be stored in memory 820, 
storage 830, and/or split between memory 820 and storage 
830. Likewise, copies of the cluster strategy 232-2, data bind 
ing 237-1, 237-2, and 237-3, and scoring strategy 442-2 may 
be stored in memory 820, storage 830, and/or split between 
memory 820 and storage 830. 
(0175. The network 150 may be any wired network, wire 
less network, or combination thereof. In addition, the network 
150 may be a personal area network, local area network, wide 
area network, cable network, satellite network, cellular tele 
phone network, or combination thereof. Protocols and com 
ponents for communicating via the Internet or any of the other 
aforementioned types of communication networks are well 
known to those skilled in the art of computer communications 
and thus, need not be described in more detail herein. 
(0176). As described above in reference to FIG. 1, the server 
computing system 110 may be in communication with one or 
more data sources 160. Communication between the server 
computing system 110 and the data sources 160 may be via 
the network 150 and/or direct. In an embodiment, an optional 
data aggregator/formatter device and/or system may aggre 
gate various data from multiple data sources and/or may 
format the data such that it may be received by the server 
computing system 110 in a standardized and/or readable for 
mat. For example, when multiple data sources contain and/or 
provide data in various formats, the data aggregator/formatter 
may convert all the data into a similar format. Accordingly, in 
an embodiment the system may receive and/or access data 
from, or via, a device or system such as the data aggregator/ 
formatter. 

0177. As described above, in various embodiments the 
system may be accessible by an analyst (and/or other operator 
or user) through a web-based viewer, such as a web browser. 
In this embodiment, the user interface may be generated by 
the server computing system 110 and transmitted to the web 
browser of the analyst. Alternatively, data necessary forgen 
erating the user interface may be provided by the server 
computing system 110 to the browser, where the user inter 
face may be generated. The analyst/user may then interact 
with the user interface through the web-browser. In an 
embodiment, the user interface of the data analysis system 
may be accessible through a dedicated Software application. 
In an embodiment, the client computing device 130 may be a 
mobile computing device, and the user interface of the data 
analysis system may be accessible through Such a mobile 
computing device (for example, a Smartphone and/or tablet). 
In this embodiment, the server computing system 110 may 
generate and transmit a user interface to the mobile comput 
ing device. Alternatively, the mobile computing device may 
include modules for generating the user interface, and the 
server computing system 110 may provide user interaction 
data to the mobile computing device. In an embodiment, the 
server computing system 110 comprises a mobile computing 
device. Additionally, in various embodiments any of the com 
ponents and/or functionality described above with reference 
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to the server computing system 110 (including, for example, 
memory, storage, CPU, network interface, I/O device inter 
face, and the like), and/or similar or corresponding compo 
nents and/or functionality, may be included in the client com 
puting device 130. 
0178. According to various embodiments, the data analy 
sis system and other methods and techniques described herein 
are implemented by one or more special-purpose computing 
devices. The special-purpose computing devices may be 
hard-wired to perform the techniques, or may include digital 
electronic devices such as one or more application-specific 
integrated circuits (ASICs) or field programmable gate arrays 
(FPGAs) that are persistently programmed to perform the 
techniques, or may include one or more general purpose 
hardware processors programmed to perform the techniques 
pursuant to program instructions in firmware, memory, other 
storage, or a combination. Such special-purpose computing 
devices may also combine custom hard-wired logic, ASICs, 
or FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the tech 
niques. The special-purpose computing devices may be desk 
top computer systems, server computer systems, portable 
computer systems, handheld devices, networking devices or 
any other device or combination of devices that incorporate 
hard-wired and/or program logic to implement the tech 
niques. 
0179 Computing devices of the data analysis system may 
generally be controlled and/or coordinated by operating sys 
tem software, such as iOS, Android, Chrome OS, Windows 
XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 
Server, Windows CE, Unix, Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, 
Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or other compatible operating sys 
tems. In other embodiments, the computing devices may be 
controlled by a proprietary operating system. Conventional 
operating systems control and Schedule computer processes 
for execution, perform memory management, provide file 
system, networking, I/O services, and provide a user interface 
functionality, such as a graphical user interface (“GUI). 
among other things. 
0180. In general, the word “module.” as used herein, refers 
to a collection of software instructions, possibly having entry 
and exit points, Written in a programming language. Such as, 
for example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program, installed in 
a dynamic link library, or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language Such as, for example, BASIC, Perl, or 
Python. It will be appreciated that software modules may be 
callable from other modules or from themselves, and/or may 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts. Soft 
ware modules configured for execution on computing devices 
may be provided on a computer readable medium, Such as a 
compact disc, digital video disc, flash drive, magnetic disc, or 
any other tangible medium, or as a digital download (and may 
be originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation, decompression or decryption prior to 
execution). Such software code may be stored, partially or 
fully, on a memory device of the executing computing device, 
for execution by the computing device. Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be 
further appreciated that hardware devices (such as processors 
and CPUs) may be comprised of connected logic units, such 
as gates and flip-flops, and/or may be comprised of program 
mable units, such as programmable gate arrays or processors. 
The modules or computing device functionality described 
herein are preferably implemented as software modules, but 
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may be represented in hardware devices. Generally, the mod 
ules described herein refer to software modules that may be 
combined with other modules or divided into sub-modules 
despite their physical organization or storage. 
0181 Server computing system 110 may implement vari 
ous of the techniques and methods described herein using 
customized hard-wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs. 
firmware and/or program logic which, in combination with 
various software modules, causes the server computing sys 
tem 110 to be a special-purpose machine. According to one 
embodiment, the techniques herein are performed by server 
computing system 110 in response to CPU 860 executing one 
or more sequences of one or more modules and/or instruc 
tions contained in memory 820. Such instructions may be 
read into memory 820 from another storage medium, Such as 
storage 830. Execution of the sequences of instructions con 
tained in memory 820 may cause CPU 840 to perform the 
processes and methods described herein. In alternative 
embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of or 
in combination with Software instructions. 
0182. The term “non-transitory media, and similar terms, 
as used herein refers to any media that store data and/or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise non-vola 
tile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile media 
includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks, such as 
storage 830. Volatile media includes dynamic memory, such 
as memory 820. Common forms of non-transitory media 
include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible disk, hard disk, 
Solid state drive, magnetic tape, or any other magnetic data 
storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other optical data storage 
medium, any physical medium with patterns of holes, a 
RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, 
any other memory chip or cartridge, and networked versions 
of the same. 
0183 Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 840. Transmission media may also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those gener 
ated during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
0.184 Various forms of media may be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to CPU 
860 for execution. For example, the instructions may initially 
be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid state drive of a remote 
computer. The remote computer may load the instructions 
and/or modules into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone or cable line using a modem. A 
modem local to server computing system 820 may receive the 
data on the telephone/cable line and use a converter device 
including the appropriate circuitry to place the data on bus 
840. Bus 840carries the data to memory 820, from which 
CPU 860 retrieves and executes the instructions. The instruc 
tions received by memory 820 may optionally be stored on 
storage 830 either before or after execution by CPU 860. 

VII. Additional Example Applications 

0185. While financial fraud using credit card accounts is 
used as a primary reference example in the discussion above, 
the techniques described herein may be adapted for use with 
a variety of data sets and in various applications. Such appli 
cations may include, for example, financial fraud detection, 
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tax fraud detection, beaconing malware detection, malware 
user-agent detection, other types of malware detection, activ 
ity trend detection, health insurance fraud detection, financial 
account fraud detection, detection of activity by networks of 
individuals, criminal activity detection, network intrusion 
detection, detection of phishing efforts, money laundering 
detection, and/or financial malfeasance detection. For 
example, information from data logs of online systems may 
be evaluated as seeds to improve cyber security. In Such a 
case, a seed may be a Suspicious IP address, a compromised 
user account, and the like. From the seeds, log data, DHCP 
logs, IP blacklists, packet captures, webapp logs, and other 
server and database logs may be used to create clusters of 
activity related to the Suspicions seeds. Other examples 
include data quality analysis used to cluster transactions pro 
cessed through a computer system (whether financial or oth 
erwise). A number of examples of Such applications are 
described in detail below in reference the various figures. 

VIII. Example Generalized Method of the Data Analysis 
System 

0186 FIG. 9 is a flowchart of an example generalized 
method of the data analysis system, according to an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure. In various embodiments, 
fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in the 
process of FIG.9, or various blocks may be performed in an 
order different from that shown in the figure. Further, one or 
more blocks in the figure may be performed by various com 
ponents of the data analysis system, for example, server com 
puting system 110 (described above in reference to FIG. 8). 
0187. As described above, and as shown in the embodi 
ment of FIG. 9, the data analysis system may generate a seed 
or multiple seeds (block 910), may generate clusters based on 
those seed(s) (block 920), may generate a score or multiple 
scores for each generated cluster (block 930), may generate a 
metascore for each generated cluster (block 940), and may 
optionally rank the generated clusters based on the generated 
metascores (block 950). In various embodiments, the data 
analysis system may or may not generate multiple scores for 
each cluster, may or may not generate metascores for each 
cluster, and/or may or may not rank the clusters. In an 
embodiment, the system may rank clusters based on one or 
more scores that are not metascores. 

0188 Further, as described above, the seeds may include 
one or multiple data items, and may be generated based on 
seed generation strategies and/or rules. Similarly, the clusters 
may include one or multiple data items related to a seed, 
including the seed, and may be generated based on cluster 
generation strategies and/or rules (including data bindings 
and/or searching and filtering are performed through, for 
example, a generic interface to various data sources). Scores 
and metascores may be determined based on attributes, char 
acteristics, and/or properties associated with data items that 
make up a given cluster. 
0189 Example applications of the data analysis system, 
including methods and systems for identifying data items, 
generating data clusters, and analyzing/scoring clusters, are 
disclosed in the various related applications listed above and 
previously incorporated by reference herein. 

IX. Cluster Analysis and Example Analysis User Interfaces 

0.190 FIGS. 10A-10C and 11-22, described below, illus 
trate methods and user interfaces of the data analysis system, 
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according to various embodiments, in which data clusters are 
automatically generated, analyzed, and presented to an ana 
lyst Such that the analyst may quickly and efficiently evaluate 
the clusters. In particular, as described below the data analysis 
system may apply one or more analysis criteria or rules to the 
data clusters so as to generate human-readable “conclusions' 
(as described above, also referred to herein as “summaries’). 
The conclusions may be displayed in an analysis user inter 
face through which the analyst may evaluate the clusters 
and/or access more detailed data related to the cluster. In an 
embodiment, a cluster type may be associated with each 
cluster, and may be determined according to the cluster strat 
egy that generated the cluster. Further, the system may gen 
erate “alert scores' for the clusters which may be used to 
prioritize clusters displayed to the analyst. 
(0191 The various methods and user interfaces described 
below in reference to FIGS. 10A-10C and 11-22 may be 
implemented by various aspects of the data analysis system 
(for example, the server computing system 110 and/or 
another Suitable computing system) as described above. For 
example, clustering may be accomplished according to seed 
generation and clustering strategies and rules as implemented 
by, for example, the cluster/rules engine 120; cluster analysis 
may be accomplished according to analysis rules/criteria 880 
as implemented by, for example, the cluster/rules engine 120; 
cluster scoring (for example, generation of alert scores) may 
be accomplished according to scoring strategies as imple 
mented by, for example, the cluster/rules engine 120; and user 
interface may be generated and/or presented to the analyst by, 
for example, the user interface engine 126; among other 
aspects. 
0.192 Additionally, in the methods described in reference 
to the flowcharts of FIGS. 10A-10B and 21 below, in various 
embodiments, fewer blocks or additional blocks may be 
included in the example methods depicted, or various blocks 
may be performed in an order different from that shown in the 
figures. Further, in various embodiments, one or more blocks 
in the figures may be performed by various components of the 
data analysis system, for example, server computing system 
110 (described above in reference to FIG. 8) and/or another 
Suitable computing system. 
(0193 a. Example Method of Cluster Analysis 
0194 FIG. 10A is a flowchart for an example method of 
data cluster analysis, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. In FIG. 10A, blocks 910 and 920 of the 
flowchart proceed generally as described in reference to the 
flowchart of FIG. 9. For example, at block 910 seeds are 
generated according to one or more seed generation strate 
gies. Examples of seed generation strategies are described in 
the various related applications listed above and previously 
incorporated by reference herein. Examples include identify 
ing tax returns that are potentially fraudulent, identifying 
communications that are potentially associated with beacon 
ing malware, and/or identifying emails potentially associated 
with phishing campaigns, among others. Further, at block 920 
clusters are generated based on the one or more generated 
seeds and according to the one or more cluster generation 
strategies. Examples of cluster generation strategies (as men 
tioned above, also referred to herein as “cluster strategies.” 
“clustering strategies, and/or “cluster generation rules') are 
described in the various related applications listed above and 
previously incorporated by reference herein. Examples 
include strategies for financial fraud detection, tax fraud 
detection, beaconing malware detection, malware user-agent 
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detection, other types of malware detection, activity trend 
detection, health insurance fraud detection, financial account 
fraud detection, detection of activity by networks of individu 
als, criminal activity detection, network intrusion detection, 
detection of phishing efforts, money laundering detection, 
and/or financial malfeasance detection, among others. 
0.195 A cluster of data items generated according to a 
given clustering strategy (and its associated seed generation 
strategy or strategies) may be understood as having a “cluster 
type' (also referred to as a “data cluster type’) corresponding 
to that clustering strategy. For example, a particular clustering 
strategy may be referred to as “Tax Fraud.” because the clus 
tering strategy relates to identifying clusters of data items 
related to potential tax fraud. A cluster of data items generated 
according to that clustering strategy may therefore have a 
“cluster type' of “Tax Fraud.” In another example, a cluster 
generated by an “Internal Phishing’ clustering strategy (and 
its associated seed generation strategy or strategies) has a 
cluster type of “Internal Phishing.” 
(0196. At block 1002 of the system generates “alerts” for 
each of the clusters. An “alert” includes various types of 
information related to the cluster that may be useful to an 
analyst in evaluating the importance or criticality of the clus 
ter in the context of a particular investigation. Generating an 
alert may include applying various cluster analysis rules or 
criteria to analyze the cluster and so as to generate human 
readable cluster conclusions, as mentioned above. Generat 
ing an alert may further include generating an alert Score for 
the cluster. Details regarding generation of alerts are 
described below in reference to FIG. 10B. 

(0197). At block 1004 of FIG. 10A, a cluster analysis user 
interface is provided to the user (for example, an analyst). 
FIGS. 11-20 and 22, described below, include examples of 
cluster analysis user interfaces of the data analysis system. As 
described below, a user interface may include a listing of 
alerts, each alert corresponding to a particular generated and 
analyzed cluster. The alerts may be organized and grouped 
according to cluster types. Further, the analyst may view a 
user interface including detailed information related to each 
alert, including the human-readable conclusions, the alert 
scores, and various detailed data related to the clusters. For 
example, in a given alert the analyst may be provided with a 
name of the cluster, a cluster strategy by which the cluster was 
generated (also referred to as the cluster type), a list of gen 
erated conclusions, and/or one or more lists and/or tables of 
data related to the cluster. The one or more lists and/or tables 
of data related to the cluster may be drawn from the data items 
of the cluster, and may be filtered by the analyst according to 
time and/or type of data. 
0198 At block 1006, the system regenerates previously 
generated clusters. In various implementations the data items 
from which seeds are selected/generated and from which 
clusters are generated may change after a cluster is generated. 
In the example of tax fraud detection, additional tax return 
data items may be received, or additional phone number data 
items may be received that relate to a person in a previously 
generated cluster. Such information may have been included 
in a cluster if it had been available at the time the cluster was 
created. Accordingly, the system may regenerate clusters so 
as to include the data items and/or other information that has 
become available since the last time the cluster was gener 
ated. After, or in response to, a cluster being regenerated, the 
system reanalyzes the cluster and may, in an embodiment, 
generate an alert for the regenerated and reanalyzed cluster 
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(as indicated by the arrow back to block 1002). In another 
embodiment, as described below in reference FIG. 21, when 
a given cluster is regenerated, a previously generated alert for 
that cluster may be updated or, alternatively, a new alert may 
be generated including a link to the previously generated 
alert. 

(0199. In an embodiment, as shown at block 1006a, clus 
ters may be regenerated on a schedule. For example, the 
system may be configured to regenerate clusters after a par 
ticular number of seconds, minutes, hours, or days, or at 
particular times every hour or day. In another embodiment, as 
shown at block 1006b, clusters may be regenerated as needed, 
Such as in response to the system detecting one or more 
changes in data items and automatically executing a cluster 
regeneration process. For example, the system may be con 
figured to automatically regenerate clusters when it detects 
that new data items (and/or other information) are received by 
the system, new data items (and/or other information) related 
to a cluster (and/or potentially related to a cluster) are 
received by the system, new data items (and/or other infor 
mation) connected to a cluster or a data item in a cluster is 
received by the system, an analyst logs into the system, and/or 
an analyst views a cluster. In another embodiment, as shown 
at block 1006c, clusters may be regenerated on demand. For 
example, clusters may be regenerated when requested by an 
analyst (via, for example, a user interface of the system). 
(0200. In any of the embodiments of blocks 1006a, 1006b, 
and 1006c, all clusters may be regenerated or portions of 
clusters may be regenerated, in any combination. For 
example, clusters associated with a particular clustering strat 
egy may be generated on a particular schedule, while clusters 
associated with a different clustering strategy may be gener 
ated on a different schedule (and/or as needed and/or on 
demand). In another example, individual clusters may be 
regenerated, or other relationships among clusters may be 
used to determine which clusters are to be regenerated at a 
given time. 
0201 At optional block 1008, clusters are merged as 
described above. For example, if a regenerated cluster 
includes a data item also included in a different cluster, the 
regenerated cluster and the different cluster may optionally be 
merged. In the embodiment of FIG. 10A, only clusters gen 
erated according to the same clustering strategy (for example, 
having the same cluster type) may be merged. In this embodi 
ment, alerts generated for clusters having different cluster 
types may be linked even if the clusters are not merged, as 
described below in reference to FIGS. 21 and 22. In alterna 
tive embodiments, clusters generated according to different 
clustering strategies (for example, having different cluster 
types) may be merged. 
(0202) b. Example Method of Alert Generation 
(0203 FIG. 10B is a flowchart of an example method of 
alert generation for a particular data cluster, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. At block 1022, the 
system accesses data, including data items and related meta 
data and other information, of the data cluster. As described 
below, this accessed cluster data is analyzed to generate the 
human-readable conclusions, the alert Scores, and may be 
included and organized in the user interface of the alert. At 
block 1024, the system determines the cluster type of the data 
cluster. As mentioned above, a data cluster generated accord 
ing to a given clustering strategy (and its associated seed 
generation strategy or strategies) may be understood as hav 
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ing a “cluster type' (also referred to as a “data cluster type’) 
corresponding to that clustering strategy. 
0204 At block 1026, having determined the cluster type of 
the data cluster, the system accesses one or more cluster 
analysis rules or criteria associated with that cluster type. As 
various data clusters may be generated according to different 
clustering strategies, and each of the clustering strategies may 
be associated with differing types of investigations, the analy 
sis rules or criteria used to analyze the clusters vary according 
to the cluster types and their respective associated types of 
investigations. 
0205 At block 1028, the system analyzes the data cluster 
based on the accessed analysis rules/criteria. The cluster data 
is then evaluated by the system (for example, by the cluster/ 
rules engine 120) according to the analysis rules/criteria. 
Many examples of cluster analysis according to various clus 
tering strategies are described in the various related applica 
tions listed above and previously incorporated by reference 
herein. In the various examples, analysis of clusters may be 
described in the context of cluster scoring (for example, gen 
erating of clusters scores and/or metascores). For example, in 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14/139628, cluster data is 
scored and/or analyzed in various contexts including, among 
others: 

0206 Tax Fraud Detection, in which clusters are ana 
lyzed to determine a number of known fraudulent 
returns in a cluster, a number of first-time filers in the 
cluster, and/or a mismatch between reported incomes in 
the cluster, among others. 

0207 Beaconing Malware Detection, in which clusters 
are analyzed to determine a number of known bad 
domains in a cluster, an average request size in the clus 
ter, and/or a number of requests blocked by a proxy in 
the cluster, among others. 

0208. Additional examples are described in U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 14/473920, filed Aug. 29, 2014, and 
titled “External Malware Data Item Clustering And Analy 
sis, in which cluster data is scored and/or analyzed in various 
contexts including: 

0209 Internal and External Phishing, in which clusters 
are analyzed to determine a most common email Subject 
of emails in the cluster, numbers of emails in the cluster 
sent within particular time periods, and/or number of 
recipients of emails in the cluster, among others. 

0210 Internal and External Threat Intel, in which clus 
ters are analyzed to determine a number of URLs in the 
cluster referenced by an analyzed malware data item, a 
percentage of traffic in the cluster categorized as likely 
malicious, and/or a highest organizationally hierarchical 
position of a person in the cluster associated with a 
malicious connection, among others. 

0211 IDS (Intrusion Detection System), in which clus 
ters are analyzed to determine a time spanned by alert 
notices in the cluster and/or a number of alert notices 
associated with particular IP addresses, among others. 

0212 Yet another example is described in in U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 14/278963, filed Apr. 5, 2014, and titled 
“Clustering Data Based On Indications Of Financial Malfea 
sance.” in which cluster data is scored and/or analyzed to 
detect bad activity by traders (generally referred to herein as 
“trader oversight'). 
0213 i. “Conclusions' 
0214) At block 1030 of FIG. 10B, the system generates 
one or more conclusions for the analyzed data cluster based 
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on the cluster analysis. As described above, the generated 
conclusions (also referred to herein as Summaries) comprise 
compact, human-readable phrases or sentences that provide 
highly relevant, and easily evaluated (by a human analyst), 
information regarding the data in the cluster (for example, 
data items and metadata). The conclusions may be useful to 
an analyst in evaluating the importance or criticality of the 
cluster in the context of a particular investigation. As with the 
analysis rules/criteria described above, each cluster type may 
be related to a set of conclusions appropriate to the type of 
investigation associated with the cluster type. FIG. 10C illus 
trates various example templates for conclusions (also 
referred to herein as “conclusion templates') associated with 
various types of data clusters, according to an embodiment. 
For example, five cluster types (which are each associated 
with various seed generation, clustering, and scoring strate 
gies) are included in the example embodiment of FIG. 10C: 
Internal Phishing. External Phishing, Internal Threat Intel, 
External Threat Intel, and IDS (short for Intrusion Detection 
System). Each of the example cluster types is associated with 
one or more conclusion templates, as shown in the right 
column of the table of FIG. 10C. The conclusion templates 
include fields (indicated by the symbols <andd) into which 
cluster information, obtained as a result of the cluster analy 
sis, is inserted when the conclusion is generated. 
0215 For example, in reference to the embodiment of 
FIG. 10C, for the cluster type “External Phishing, a conclu 
sion template is “This campaign consists of <m emails Sub 
mitted to external Abuse, where <m indicates a field to be 
filled in by the system based on the cluster analysis, and 
“external Abuse' may refer to an email address or box. In 
generating this conclusion, the system accesses the relevant 
set of conclusions (for example, conclusions associated with 
the type of the cluster analyzed) and inserts relevant cluster 
analysis data into each of the conclusions (for example, “This 
campaign consists of 25 emails Submitted to external 
Abuse'). In another example, for the cluster type “External 
Threat Intel.” a conclusion template is “sks% of proxy traffic 
was blocked, and <ls% was marked as malicious by Proxy.” 
where <k and <ldindicate fields to be filled in by the system 
based on the cluster analysis. In generating this conclusion, 
the system accesses the relevant set of conclusions (for 
example, conclusions associated with the type of the cluster 
analyzed) and inserts relevant cluster analysis data into each 
of the conclusion templates (for example, “10% of proxy 
traffic was blocked, and 7% was marked as malicious by 
Proxy”). 
0216. In an embodiment, conclusion templates, such as 
those listed in the table of FIG. 10C, may be manually gen 
erated by humans based on a determination of information 
likely to be helpful to an analyst in evaluating alerts/clusters. 
The manually generated conclusion templates associated 
with respective cluster types may then be automatically 
accessed by the system (e.g., after automatically determining 
which conclusion templates are applicable), relevant data 
may be inserted into any indicated fields, and conclusions 
may then be automatically generated based on the selected 
conclusion template(s) and presented on a user interface (as 
described below). In another embodiment, the system may 
automatically use heuristics to generate conclusion templates 
that may then be presented by the system. In this example, the 
system may determine, over time, information most useful to 
analysts, and thereby generate conclusion templates and con 
clusions based on that useful information. 
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0217. In an embodiment, a predefined group of conclu 
sions may be associated with each cluster type. In this 
embodiment, all conclusions in the relevant group may be 
generated and presented in the user interface for each respec 
tive alert. In another embodiment, various conclusions may 
be associated with each cluster type, and the system may 
determine particular conclusions, based on the cluster analy 
sis, to generate and present in the user interface. In this 
embodiment, the system may select particular conclusions 
based on a likelihood that the particular conclusions will be 
helpful to the analyst in evaluating the cluster. For example, 
when a cluster does not have any data items (and/or other 
information) of a particular type that are enumerated (and/or 
otherwise evaluated) in a particular conclusion, that particu 
lar conclusion may not be displayed to the analyst. Alterna 
tively, the system may indicate to the analyst that the particu 
lar conclusion is not applicable to the cluster. 
0218. In an embodiment, conclusions may be unique to 
each cluster type. In another embodiment, conclusions may 
be applicable to multiple cluster types. 
0219. In an embodiment, a conclusion may not express an 
opinion, but may only provide factual information. For 
example, “Less than 1 MB of data was exchanged with the 
following URL: http://example.com.” In another embodi 
ment, a conclusion may express an opinion if a judgment 
threshold is provided (for example, some factual basis for the 
opinion), but not otherwise. For example, an appropriate con 
clusion may be “Only a small amount of data, 0.7 MB, was 
exchanged with the following URL: http://example.com.” 
while an inappropriate conclusion may be "Only a small 
amount of data was exchanged with the following URL: 
http://example.com. In various embodiments, conclusions 
generated by the system provide factual and/or opinion infor 
mation to the analyst in the context of a particular investiga 
tion and/or cluster/alert type. 
0220. In an embodiment, each conclusion is limited to a 
particular number of words, for example, 10, 15, or some 
other number. In an embodiment, each user interface associ 
ated with an alert (as described below) displays between one 
and some other number of conclusions, for example, 2, 3, 4, 
5, among others. 
0221 ii. “Alert Score” 
0222 Turning again to the embodiment shown in FIG. 
10B, at block 1032, the system generates an alert score for the 
analyzed data cluster based on the cluster analysis. As 
described above, the alert score may be the same as, similar 
to, and/or based on any of the scores, metascores, and/or 
conclusions described herein. An alert Score may provide an 
initial indication to an analyst of a likelihood that a cluster/ 
alert is important or critical in the context of a particular 
investigation (for example, a degree of correlation between 
characteristics of the cluster/alert and the analysis rules/cri 
teria). As described below, the alert score is represented in the 
analysis user interface by an indicator, icon, color, and/or the 
like. An analyst may sort alerts/clusters based on the alert 
scores so as to enable an efficient investigation of more impor 
tant alerts/clusters first. 
0223) In an embodiment, the alert score may be a metas 
core, and may be one of multiple values. For example, the 
alert Score may be one of three values corresponding to, for 
example, a high alert, a medium alert, or a low alert. In other 
embodiments, the alert score may be partitioned into more or 
fewer values. Examples of various scores and metascores 
associated with various cluster strategies are described in the 
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various related applications listed above and previously 
incorporated by reference herein. For example, in U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 14/139,628, example cluster metascores 
are described in the contexts of tax fraud detection, beaconing 
malware detection, malware user-agent detection, and activ 
ity trend detection. 
0224. As mentioned above, in an embodiment, the alert 
score may be binned into one of three bins corresponding to a 
high alert, a medium alert, or a low alert. Each alert level may 
be associated with an indicator, icon, color, and/or the like. 
For example, a high alert may be associated with red (and/or 
another color), a medium alert may be associated with orange 
(and/or another color), and a low alert may be associated grey 
(and/or another color). 
0225. In an embodiment, the cluster alert score is deter 
mined based on and conveys both a determined importance? 
criticality (for example, a metascore comprising scores show 
ing a high number of data items may indicate likely fraud) and 
a confidence level in the determined importance/criticality. 
For example: 

0226. A high alert may be indicated when: 
0227 an importance metascore is above a particular 
threshold (for example, greater than 60%, or some 
other percent or number), AND a confidence level is 
above a particular threshold (for example, greater 
than 70%, or some other percent or number). 

0228. A medium alert may be indicated when: 
0229 an importance metascore is below a particular 
threshold (for example, less than 60%, or some other 
percent or number), AND a confidence level is above 
a particular threshold (for example, greater than 70%, 
or some other percent or number), OR 

0230 an importance metascore is above a particular 
threshold (for example, greater than 60%, or some 
other percent or number), AND a confidence level is 
below a particular threshold (for example, less than 
30%, or some other percent or number). 

0231. A low alert may be indicated when: 
0232 either an importance metascore is below a par 
ticular threshold (for example, less than 60%, or some 
other percent or number), OR a confidence level is 
below a particular threshold (for example, less than 
30%, or some other percent or number). 

0233. In other embodiments, other criteria may be used to 
determine alert levels to provide to the end user, possibly 
based on additional or fewer parameters than discussed 
above. In some examples, alerts are associated with ranges of 
importance metascores and/or confidence levels, rather than 
only a minimum or maximum level of particular scores as in 
the examples above. 
0234. In an embodiment, a confidence level may be deter 
mined based on a false positive rate. The false positive rate 
may be based on, for example, historical information indicat 
ing how frequently other clusters having similar fraud indi 
cators (for example, indicators used in the determination of 
the importance metascore) have been determined, after 
human analysis, to be critical or not consistent with the impor 
tance metascore. The false positive rate may also (or alterna 
tively) be based on, for example, information provided from 
third-parties, such as blacklists that include a likelihood that 
any item on the blacklist is a false positive. 
0235. As mentioned above, in an embodiment the alert 
score may be based on one or more cluster scores and/or the 
analysis rules/criteria. In this embodiment, a high alert score 
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may indicate a high degree of correlation between character 
istics (for example, data and metadata) of the cluster and the 
analysis rules/criteria (that may, for example, indicate a like 
lihood of fraud, among other indications). Similarly, a low 
alert score may indicate a high degree of correlation between 
characteristics of the cluster and the analysis rules/criteria. 
0236 c. Example Analysis User Interfaces 
0237 FIGS. 11-20 illustrate example data cluster analysis 
user interfaces of the data analysis system, according to 
embodiments of the present disclosure. In various embodi 
ments, aspects of the user interfaces may be rearranged from 
what is shown and described below, and/or particular aspects 
may or may not be included. However, the embodiments 
described below in reference to FIGS. 11-20 provides 
example analysis user interfaces of the system. 
0238 FIG. 11 illustrates a user interface 1102 of the sys 
tem in which various indicators of alerts associated with 
various types of clusters are displayed, according to an 
embodiment. The user interface 1102 includes a panel 1104 
including a listing of various cluster types 1106 (which are 
each associated with respective clustering strategies). Selec 
tion of one of the cluster types 1106 results in a display of 
indications of associated alerts in the panel 1112. In FIG. 11, 
selection of “All 1108 causes display of a combined list of 
indicators associated with all types of clusters in the panel 
1112. Indicator 1110 shows a number of alerts among all the 
cluster types. In the panel 1112, at 1114 it is indicated that the 
present view is the “Inbox. The Inbox includes indications of 
alerts that have not yet been Archived by the analyst (as 
described below). Alternatively, the Inbox may show indica 
tions of alerts that have not yet been viewed by the analyst. 
0239. At 1116 an indication of an alert is shown. As dis 
cussed above, each listed alert corresponds to a particular data 
item cluster that has been generated, analyzed, and scored. 
Various details related to the alert are displayed including an 
alert title (for example, “ Activity summary for Acct 
#1074911), an indication of a time 1118 when the event 
associated with the alert occurred (for example, “1 hour 
ago), and an indication of the cluster type 1120 (for example, 
“SYNTHETICS). The alert title may be a single, human 
readable Summary phrase or sentence, and may be generated 
similar to the generation of conclusions described above, 
and/or may be (or include) one of the conclusions described 
above. In the example shown, the alert 1116 is related to 
identification of fraudulent bank accounts, and the alert title 
indicates the number of the primary bank account associated 
with the cluster. Additionally, the “” symbol shown at the 
beginning of the alert title provides an indication of the alert 
score of the alert. In the example shown, a “” indicated a 
medium risk level, a “” indicates a high risk level, and no 
symbol indicates a low risk level. In other embodiments the 
alert level of an alert may be indicated by an icon and/or 
coloring of the alert indicator, among other indications. The 
analyst may select any of the listed alert indicators to view 
additional detail related to the selected alert. In an embodi 
ment, the list of alert indicators may automatically be sorted 
according to one or more criteria, for example, the alert score. 
In an embodiment, the analysis may choose to sort the list of 
alert indicators as desired. In an embodiment, the time 1118 
may be a time when the alert was generated, rather than the 
time the event associated with the alert occurred. In another 
embodiment, the time 1118 may include both the time the 
alert was generated and the time the event associated with the 
alert occurred. 
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0240 FIG. 12 illustrates a user interface 1202 of the sys 
tem in which a particular selected alert is displayed, accord 
ing to an embodiment. The upper portion 1203 of the user 
interface may be colored to correspond to the alert score, as 
described above. At 1204 the alert title is displayed. A unique 
icon 1205 associated with the cluster types may be displayed. 
At 1206, an indication of the cluster type is given, as well as 
a unique identifier of the alert (for example, “it 116, which 
may be useful for further investigation, note taking, and/or 
sharing by the analyst). At 1208 Various conclusions (gener 
ated as described above) associated with the cluster are dis 
played. For example, in the cluster represented by the alert 
shown, the conclusions indicate that there have been no 
money transfers to other accounts, there are 13 transactions, 
the largest transaction is S9,897.61, and 2 online accounts 
have been accessed by 29 computers. Such information may 
be helpful to an analyst in evaluating whether or not the alert 
includes accounts associated with fraudulent identities (also 
referred to as synthetic identities). 
0241. Selectable buttons 1210 and 1212 (and/or other user 
interface elements) are displayed by which the analyst may 
access detailed cluster data. For example, the analyst may 
select “Latest Online Account Logins' button 1210 to view a 
listing of most recent account login data panel 1214. Simi 
larly, the analyst may select “Latest Transactions' 1212 to 
view a listing of transaction data in the panel 1214. Additional 
buttons or controls may be included in the display such that 
the analyst may view other data related to the cluster. As 
shown, the data displayed in the panel 1214 may be organized 
in a table including columns and rows. Data displayed may be 
drawn from various data items and/or other information 
included in the cluster. The particular buttons (such as buttons 
1210 and 1212) displayed in the alert may be defined by the 
clustering strategy and/or another set of rules related to the 
cluster type. FIG. 13 shows the same alert as shown in FIG. 
12, however the latest transactions button 1212 has been 
selected by the analyst, such that the information in panel 
1214 is updated to show a listing of most recent transactions. 
In an embodiment, information shown in the panel 1214 may 
be automatically sorted chronologically from most recent 
event. Further the analyst may select the button 1302 to view 
further additional cluster data. 

0242. In other embodiments, the user interface may 
include links (for example, via buttons or other user interface 
elements) to relevant cluster information internal to an orga 
nization using the data analysis system, external to the orga 
nization, and/or other types information. 
0243 FIG. 14 illustrates a user interface 1402 of the sys 
tem that is displayed when the show logs button 1302 (of FIG. 
13) is selected, according to an embodiment. The user inter 
face includes various cluster data and information 1404 orga 
nized in a table, a dropdown list of data types or sources 1406, 
a time filter 1408, and the button 1302 that may be selected to 
go back to the alert display of FIG. 12 or 13. The cluster data 
and information 1404 may be drawn from various data items 
and/or other information included in the cluster. The table 
shown is a stacked table, meaning that multiple differing 
types of data are displayed in the table, and the types of data 
displayed in a given column or row of the table may change 
within the given column or row. For example, as the drop 
down 1406 indicates that all data types are displayed, the top 
portion of the table, as indicated by the left-most column, 
includes Address data items, the next portion of the table 
(below the top portion) includes Transaction data items, the 
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next portion of the table includes Account data items, the next 
portion of the table includes Online Account data items, and 
the bottom portion of the table includes Customer data items. 
The analyst or other user may scroll down the table to view 
additional table entries, and/or may scroll horizontally to 
view additional columns of the table. In various embodiments 
the table may or may not be sorted by default in a chronologi 
cal order, and the columns may or may not be arranged Such 
that the first column for each data type is a timestamp. In an 
embodiment, information displayed in the table is raw data 
drawn from entries associated with data items of the cluster. 

0244 FIG. 15 illustrates the same user interface as shown 
in FIG. 14, but shows various changes made by the analyst, 
according to an embodiment. For example, the analyst has 
selected the dropdown box 1406 to view the various types of 
data that may be selected. Further, the analyst has moved a 
starting-time indicator 1502 on the time filter 1408. Moving 
the starting-time indicator 1502 causes the data displayed in 
the table to be filtered to include only data that was produced 
and/or relates to items or events that occurred within a time 
span indicated by the starting-time indicator 1502 and an 
ending-time indicator 1504. 
0245 FIG. 16 illustrates the same user interface as shown 
in FIG. 14, but shows various changes made by the analyst. 
For example, the analyst has selected to view only Transac 
tion data items via the dropdown box 1406. Further, the 
analyst has adjusted the time filter 1408 to filter that data 
items for a different particular time span. Accordingly, the 
table 1602 only displayed Transaction information related to 
the specified time span. 
0246 FIG. 17 illustrates the same user interface as shown 
in FIG. 14, but shows that the analyst may further filter the 
data displayed in the table by values in any of the columns. 
For example, a Type dropdown menu 1702 may be used by 
the analyst to specify particular types of transactions that are 
to be displayed in the table, such that other types of transac 
tions are not displayed. The analyst may specify multiple 
types by selection and/or text input, and may selectively 
remove types that are selected. 
0247 FIG. 18 illustrates a user interface 1802 similar to 
the user interface of FIG. 11, according to an embodiment. In 
the user interface of FIG. 18, at 1804 the user has selected to 
view only indications of alerts of the type “Synthetics.” Addi 
tionally, FIG. 18 illustrates that the analyst may select mul 
tiple indications of alerts, as shown at 1806, such that multiple 
alerts may be “archived simultaneously by selection of the 
archive button 1808. Archiving alerts causes the alerts to be 
removed from the “Inbox' display. As shown in user interface 
1902 of FIG. 19, the analyst may select to view “archived” 
alerts via the dropdown box 1904. Archived alerts are dis 
played in a list similar to the list of alerts provided in the 
Inbox. In an embodiment, archiving of alerts enables an ana 
lyst to indicate that they have reviewed a particular alert. The 
analyst may move the alert from the archive back to the inbox. 
Further, in other embodiments, alerts may be moved to addi 
tional categories (default and/or user defined), for example, a 
“Starred category may be available. Archived alerts may 
automatically be moved back into the inbox when new data 
items are added to a cluster associated with an archived alert, 
Such as when the cluster is regenerated, for example. 
0248 FIG. 20 illustrates a user interface 2002, similar to 
the user interface of FIG. 11, in which the left panel 1104 has 
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been collapsed (as indicated by 2004) to provide a more 
streamlined display for the analyst, according to an embodi 
ment. 

0249. In an embodiment, the alert user interface, for 
example the user interface of FIG. 12, may include user 
interface elements (such as buttons) selectable by the analyst 
to cause the system to archive an alert, categorize an alert, 
change analert level, and/or share analert with other analysts. 
In an embodiment, the alert user interface may include a 
button to add the cluster data items of a graph, as described in 
various related applications listed above and previously 
incorporated by reference herein. Further, the system may 
enable an analyst viewing a graph of data items to go to alerts 
representing clusters in which that data item is included. 
0250 In an embodiment, the analysis user interface, for 
example the user interface of FIG. 11, may include further 
details related to each of the indicated alerts. For example, the 
user interface of FIG. 11 may include conclusions associated 
with each of the listed alert indications. Providing data to the 
analyst in this way may enable the analyst to efficiently evalu 
ate clusters without necessarily viewing the alert user inter 
face. 
0251. In an embodiment, the analysis user interface, for 
example the user interface of FIG. 11, may include, in the list 
of indications of alerts, indications of events of interest to the 
analyst but generated by other processed. For example, the 
list may include indications of notices generated by third 
party software (for example, a virus Scanner). 
0252 d. Linking of Related Alerts/Clusters 
0253 FIG. 21 is a flowchart of an example method of 
linking related alerts or data clusters, according to an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure. As described above, when 
clusters are regenerated, if two clusters of the same type have 
common data items, the two cluster of the same type may then 
be merged. However, when two clusters having different clus 
ter types include common data items, they are not generally 
merged. In order to notify the analyst that two data clusters of 
different types have common data items, the example method 
of FIG.21 may be executed by the system. Such a notification 
may advantageously enable an analyst, for example, to find 
additional connections in the context of an investigation. For 
example, the analyst may discover that an item of malware 
associated with a malware cluster is hosted at a website that is 
linked to by phishing emails in a phishing cluster. 
(0254. In the example method of FIG. 21, at block 2102, the 
system finds or determines clusters of different cluster types 
(for example, that were generated according to different clus 
tering strategies) that have common data items (and/or other 
information). At optional block 2104, a link between the 
related clusters/alerts may be generated. FIG.22 illustrates an 
example data cluster analysis user interface 2202 in which 
related alerts or data clusters are linked to one another, 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As 
shown, at 2404 links from the current alert/cluster to two 
other related alerts/clusters is provided. The analyst may then 
select one of the links (for example, either “Cluster ABC or 
“Cluster XYZ) to view the alert pertaining to that cluster. In 
an embodiment, an indication of the common data items 
among the clusters is provided in the user interface. 
0255 Turning again to the example method of FIG. 21, at 
optional block 2106 the clusters/alerts may be merged. For 
example, rather than simply linking among related alerts (as 
in FIG. 22), the system may combine the alerts into a single 
alert user interface. 
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0256 Further, in the example method of FIG. 21, at 
optional block 2108, the analyst may be notified when two 
clusters/alerts are linked or related. For example, the analyst 
may be notified via a popup message displaying in the analy 
sis user interface, via an email or other message, and/or via 
any other appropriate communications method. 
0257 e. Regenerated Clusters/Alerts 
0258. In an embodiment, when a cluster is regenerated, as 
described above with reference to block 1006 of FIG.10A, an 
alert may be updated, the analyst may be notified, and/or a 
new alert may be generated. FIG. 23 is a flowchart of an 
example method of updating alerts in response to cluster 
regeneration, according to an embodiment of the present dis 
closure. At block 2302 of the example method shown, a 
cluster has been regenerated. At block 2304, the system deter 
mines whether any changes have been made to the cluster (for 
example, any new data items added to the cluster). If not, then 
at block 2306 the alert corresponding to the cluster is not 
updated and the method ends. If so, then at block 2308 the 
system determines whether the analyst has viewed and/or 
archived the alert corresponding to the cluster. If not, then at 
block 2310 the alert is updated such that the cluster analysis is 
rerun, and the alert data (for example, the conclusions) is 
regenerated, on the new cluster including the new data items. 
In this block, as the analyst has not previously interacted with 
the alert, no notifications regarding changes to the alert/clus 
ter are provided. If the analyst has viewed and/or archived the 
alert, then at blocks 2312 and 2314 the alert may be updated, 
changes to the alert may be shown in the alert user interface, 
and/or a new alert may be generated and links between the 
new and old alerts may be generated and provided in the alert 
user interfaces. For example, if the analyst was to select an old 
alert that had been Superseded due to cluster regeneration, the 
system may automatically forward the analyst to the new alert 
and display a message Such as “You have been redirected to 
the most recent version of this alert. Return to alert 277.” 
Selection of"Return to alert 277 may cause the old alert to be 
displayed, where a message may be included such as “There 
is a more recent version of this alert.” (which may link to the 
new alert). 
0259. In an embodiment, when regenerated clusters of a 
same cluster type are merged, alerts corresponding to those 
previous two clusters may be merged and updates may be 
displayed, and/or a new alert may be generated (and linked to 
from the old alerts) as described above. 
0260. In an embodiment, the system may provide a data 
feed including timely updates (including analysis informa 
tion) on any changes to any previously generated clusters, 
and/or any newly generated clusters. 
0261 X. Cluster Tagging and Grouping 
0262 FIGS. 24-34, described below, illustrate methods 
and user interfaces of the data analysis system, according to 
various embodiments, in which data clusters are automati 
cally tagged, grouped, analyzed, and presented to an analyst 
Such that the analyst may quickly and efficiently evaluate the 
groups of clusters. In particular, as described below the data 
analysis system may apply one or more tagging criteria or 
rules to the data clusters So as to tag clusters of data items and 
then group the data clusters according to similar tags. A data 
cluster may be tagged with multiple tags. Groups of similarly 
tagged clusters may be presented analyzed and displayed in 
an analysis user interface through which the analyst may 
evaluate the groups of clusters and/or access more detailed 
data related to the cluster. The analyst may dynamically view 
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clusters grouped according to different tags and/or tag types. 
In an embodiment, the cluster type associated with each clus 
ter may be used as a factor to determine cluster tags and/or tag 
types, and may be determined according to the cluster strat 
egy by which the cluster was generated. The analyst may filter 
the groups of clusters based on various criteria, and various 
analysis techniques may be applied to the groups of clusters 
and presented in the analysis user interface. As mentioned 
above, the term "dossier is used herein to refer to a group of 
clusters (for example, clusters grouped according to similar 
tags) and/or the analysis user interface displaying informa 
tion associated with a group of clusters. 
0263. The various methods and user interfaces described 
below in reference to FIGS. 24-34 may be implemented by 
various aspects of the data analysis system (for example, the 
server computing system 110 and/or another Suitable com 
puting system) as described above. For example, clusters may 
be tagged by, for example, the cluster/rules engine 120; analy 
sis of cluster groups (also referred to herein as dossiers) may 
be accomplished according to analysis rules/criteria 880 as 
implemented by, for example, the cluster/rules engine 120; 
and user interfaces may be generated and/or presented to the 
analyst by, for example, the user interface engine 126; among 
other aspects. 
0264. Additionally, in the methods described in reference 
to the flowcharts of FIGS. 25-26 and 28 below, in various 
embodiments, fewer blocks or additional blocks may be 
included in the example methods depicted, or various blocks 
may be performed in an order different from that shown in the 
figures. Further, in various embodiments, one or more blocks 
in the figures may be performed by various components of the 
data analysis system, for example, server computing system 
110 (described above in reference to FIG. 8) and/or another 
Suitable computing system. 
0265 a. Example Method of Cluster Tagging, Analysis, 
and Grouping 
0266 FIG. 24 is a flowchart of an example method of data 
cluster tagging, analysis, and grouping, according to an 
embodiment of the present disclosure. In FIG. 24, block 910, 
920, 1002, 1004, 1006, 1006a, 1006b, 1006c, and 1008 of the 
flowchart proceed generally as described in reference to the 
flowchart of FIG. 10A above. 

0267 For example, at block 910 seeds are generated 
according to one or more seed generation strategies. 
Examples of seed generation strategies are described in the 
various related applications listed above and previously 
incorporated by reference herein. Examples include identify 
ing emails or chats related to bad behavior by traders, iden 
tifying tax returns that are potentially fraudulent, identifying 
communications that are potentially associated with beacon 
ing malware, and/or identifying emails potentially associated 
with phishing campaigns, among others. Further, at block 920 
clusters are generated based on the one or more generated 
seeds and according to the one or more cluster generation 
strategies. Examples of cluster generation are described in the 
various related applications listed above and previously 
incorporated by reference herein. Examples include strate 
gies for trader oversight, financial fraud detection, tax fraud 
detection, beaconing malware detection, malware user-agent 
detection, other types of malware detection, activity trend 
detection, health insurance fraud detection, financial account 
fraud detection, detection of activity by networks of individu 
als, criminal activity detection, network intrusion detection, 
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detection of phishing efforts, money laundering detection, 
and/or financial malfeasance detection, among others. 
0268. At block 1002, the system generates “alerts” for 
each of the clusters, as described above in references to FIGS. 
10A and 10B. In particular, each alert includes various types 
of information related to the cluster that may be useful to an 
analyst in evaluating the importance or criticality of the clus 
ter in the context of a particular investigation. Generating an 
alert may include applying various cluster analysis rules or 
criteria to analyze the cluster and so as to generate human 
readable cluster conclusions, as mentioned above. Generat 
ing an alert may further include generating an alert Score for 
the cluster. In an embodiment, the system may not generate 
human-readable cluster conclusion. 
0269. At block 2402, clusters are tagged with one or more 
tags related to the cluster and/or the clustering strategy. Tag 
ging a cluster may include determining a type of the cluster, 
determining types of tags associated with the type of cluster, 
and determining tag values based on an analysis of the cluster. 
Details regarding cluster tagging are described below in ref 
erence to FIGS. 25-26. 
0270. At block 2404, clusters are grouped (a process that is 
also referred to herein as generating dossiers) according to 
similar tags. For example, two clusters both tagged with 
“trader 1 may be grouped into a single dossier. Details 
regarding cluster grouping are described below in reference 
to FIG. 27. 
0271 At block 1004, a dossier analysis user interface is 
provided to the user (for example, an analyst). The dossier 
analysis user interface is generated similar to the cluster 
analysis user interface described above in reference to FIG. 
10A. However, the dossier analysis user interfaces provided 
in reference to FIG. 25 include information associated with 
groups of clusters (dossiers), rather than individual clusters. 
In various embodiments the analyst may select criteria upon 
which clusters may be grouped and displayed in the user 
interface. 
0272 For example, in the context of investigations of 
trader oversight, the analyst may select to group clusters 
according to trader, book, desk, and/or any other type of tag 
associated with the clusters. In another example, in the con 
text of cyber security (for example, malware and/orphishing 
detection) the analyst may select to group clusters according 
to person, employee, email address, computer, and/or the like. 
In another example, in the context of pharmaceuticals the 
analyst may select to group clusters according to machines 
(for example, alerts may be generated when there is an error 
on a manufacturing machine). 
0273. In an embodiment, clusters may be grouped accord 
ing to cluster type and/or alert type. Advantageously, accord 
ing to various embodiments, the analyst may dynamically and 
interactively change cluster groupings to efficiently investi 
gate large quantities of related data items. Examples of dos 
sier analysis user interfaces are described in further detail 
below in reference to FIGS. 28-34. 

(0274. At blocks 1006, 1006a, 1006b, and 1006c, the sys 
tem regenerates previously generated clusters as described 
above in reference to FIG. 10A. Advantageously, clusters are 
automatically tagged, and groups of clusters are automati 
cally and efficiently generated, as clusters are regenerated 
based on new data items received by the system. 
(0275 Additionally, at block 1008 clusters are optionally 
merged as described above in reference to FIG. 10A. How 
ever, in an embodiment, while clusters may be merged as 
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described above, clusters may not be merged based on similar 
tags. Rather, clusters with similar (or the same) tags are main 
tained as separate clusters. Advantageously, not merging 
clusters based on tags enable rapid and efficient re-tagging of 
clusters as the clusters change, and tagging of clusters with 
multiple tags of one or more types of tags. 
0276 
(0277 FIG. 25 is a flowchart of an example method of 
cluster tagging, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. At block 2502, the system access data, including 
data items and related metadata and other information, of the 
data cluster. At block 2504, the system determines the cluster 
type of the data cluster. As mentioned above, a data cluster 
generated according to a given clustering strategy (and its 
associated seed generation strategy or strategies) may be 
understood as having a “cluster type' (also referred to as a 
"data cluster type’) corresponding to that clustering strategy. 
0278. At block 2506, having determined the cluster type of 
the data cluster, the system accesses one or more cluster 
tagging rules or criteria associated with that cluster type. As 
various data clusters may be generated according to different 
clustering strategies, and each of the clustering strategies may 
be associated with differing types of investigations, the tag 
ging rules or criteria used to analyze the clusters vary accord 
ing to the cluster types and their respective associated types of 
investigations. 
(0279. At block 2508, the system analyzes the data cluster 
based on the accessed tagging rules/criteria. The cluster data 
is then evaluated by the system (for example, by the cluster/ 
rules engine 120) according to the tagging rules/criteria. 
Evaluation of the cluster for tagging proceeds similar to the 
process of cluster analysis for alert generation as described 
above, and may vary according to a context of the investiga 
tion. Tags are determined based on data items, and associated 
metadata, in the cluster. Further, clusters may be tagged based 
on the cluster type and/or one or more items of information 
related to the previously generated alerts. For example, a 
cluster may be tagged according to an alert Score associated 
with the cluster, and/or one or more reasons for the alert score. 
In an embodiment, cluster tags include both a tag type and a 
tag value, as described below in reference to FIG. 27. At block 
2510, the determined tags are associated with the cluster. 
0280 FIG. 26 shows examples of cluster tag types. As 
shown, various tag types may be associated with one or more 
cluster types (or clustering strategies). Additionally, a value 
may be associated with each tag type based on the analysis of 
the cluster, as described above and below. For example, in the 
context of trader oversight, clusters may be tagged based on 
trader, book, and/or desk. In the context ofphishing detection, 
clusters may be tagged based on user, email address, com 
puter, and/or IP address. In the context of tax fraud detection, 
clusters may be tagged based on computer, IP address, and/or 
physical address. These tag types are given as examples, and 
any other tags and/or tag types may be applied to clusters in 
various contexts. 

0281 Values associated with each tag type may be deter 
mined based on the analysis of the cluster, as described above. 
For example, in the context of trader oversight, a given cluster 
may include data items representing two identified traders: 
trader1 and trader2. Accordingly, the cluster would be tagged 
as follows: “trader: trader1' and “trader: trader 2. Addition 
ally, the cluster may indicate trades associated with trading 
book 10, and that the traders are associated with desk 23. 

b. Example Method of Cluster Tagging 
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Accordingly, the cluster would also be tagged as follows: 
“book: book 10 and “desk: desk 23’. 

0282. As also shown in FIG. 26 and described above, a 
cluster may be tagged according to a cluster type (clustering 
strategy), a clustering Sub-strategy, an alert type, and alert 
score, and/or the like. For example, a cluster may be tagged 
according to its type such as “Internal Phishing”, “Trader 
Oversight”, “Tax Fraud Detection, and/or the like. Further, 
in various embodiments, various clustering strategies may be 
associated with one another, and/or a clustering strategy may 
include one or more Sub-strategies and/or alert criteria. Such 
aspects may also be used as a basis for tagging a cluster. For 
example, the clustering strategy “trader oversight may be 
related to one or more other clustering strategies and/or Sub 
strategies that also cluster data items to detect bad behavior by 
traders, such as strategies to detect out-of-hours trades and/or 
deviations in orders (for example, deviations in actual traders 
from client orders). Clusters may also be tagged according to 
Such Sub-strategies. Additionally, clusters may be tagged 
according to alert types and/or alert scores. 
0283. In various embodiments, a given tag type may be 
applied to a cluster multiple times, or not at all, based on the 
cluster analysis. 
0284. In an embodiment, a cluster tag may comprise an 
item of metadata associated with the cluster, and stored in a 
data store along with the data items and/or the cluster data. 
0285 c. Example Method of Cluster Grouping/Dossier 
List Generation 

0286 FIG. 27 is a flowchart of an example method of 
dossier list generation, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. As described above, the system groups 
clusters according to tags associated with the clusters togen 
erate dossiers. Dossiers are displayed in dossier analysis user 
interfaces of the system to enable an analyst to efficiently and 
rapidly analyze large quantities of related data items. Clusters 
may be dynamically grouped and re-grouped, filtered, and/or 
otherwise analyzed via the dossier analysis user interfaces. 
0287. At block 2702, the system receives an indication of 
a tag type by which to group the clusters. For example, and as 
described in references to FIGS. 28-34 below, the analyst may 
select to group clusters according to one or more tags types, 
Such as trader, book, user, computer, IP address, or the like. 
0288 At optional block 2704, the system receives an indi 
cation of one or more filters to apply to the clusters. For 
example, the analyst may select to filter the clusters according 
to one or more other tag types and/or tag values, data items of 
the groups of clusters, and/or various other criteria. At 
optional block 2706, the system filters the clusters according 
to the indicated filters. 

0289. At blocks 2708 and 2710, the optionally filtered 
clusters are grouped according to the indicated tag type. Clus 
ters having a same value of the tag type are grouped together. 
For example, if the clusters are grouped by “trader, two 
clusters both tagged with “trader: trader 1' will be grouped 
together. In another example, if the clusters are grouped by 
“cluster strategy”, two clusters both tagged with “cluster 
strategy: out-of-hours trades' will be grouped together. In 
Some embodiments, clusters having similar tag values may be 
grouped together. For example, the system may employ a 
fuzzy matching algorithm to determine tag values that are 
sufficiently close to each other that the respective associated 
clusters may be grouped together (to account for, for 
example, typos and/or other errors in the tags). 
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0290. As described below, the system automatically and 
dynamically updates the clustergroupings in response to user 
inputs. For example, in response to any changes to the indi 
cated tag type, or filters to apply to the clusters, the system 
may automatically re-filter and/or re-group the clusters and 
update a user interface. 
0291 d. Example Dossier User Interfaces 
0292 FIGS. 28-34 illustrate example dossier analysis user 
interfaces of the data analysis system, according to embodi 
ments of the present disclosure. In various embodiments, 
aspects of the user interfaces may be rearranged from what is 
shown and described below, and/or particular aspects may or 
may not be included. However, the embodiments described 
below in reference to FIGS. 28-34 provide example dossier 
analysis user interfaces of the system. 
0293 FIG. 28 illustrates a user interface 2802 of the sys 
tem in which various dossiers, or groups of clusters, are 
interactively displayed to the user. The user interface 2802 
includes a display portion 2812 with multiple user-selectable 
colored tiles (for example, tiles 2814 and 2816), each tile 
representing a dossier (or group of clusters). The user inter 
face 2802 also includes various user controls for causing the 
system to re-group the clusters, filter the clusters, apply sta 
tuses to the dossiers, and/or the like. While the user interface 
2802 is configured for display of dossiers related to trader 
oversight, the user interface 2802 may be configured for any 
other application, as described above. 
0294 The user interface 2802 includes user-selectable 
controls 2804, 2806, and 2808 for grouping the clusters 
according to different tag types. For example, the user has 
selected 2804, “trader', as the tag type upon which to group 
the clusters. Accordingly, the system has grouped the clusters 
according to values associated with trader tags on each of the 
clusters. Each of the tiles of display portion 2812 therefore 
represents a dossier associated with each particular trader. For 
example, tile 2816 represents a dossier associated with trader 
“Helen Fu'. Tile 2814, on the other hand, represents a dossier 
associated with trader “Another Trader 4'. Each dossier 
includes all grouped clusters, and associated data items and 
alerts, associated with each trader. Additionally, each tile 
shows various information associated with each respective 
dossier to enable an analyst to quickly triage and analyze the 
dossier. The user may select a tile to view additional detailed 
information associated the respective dossier, as described 
below in reference to FIG. 32. 

0295. In an embodiment, selection of control 28.06 causes 
the clusters to be grouped according to a "counterparty’ tag, 
while selection of control 2808 causes the clusters to be 
grouped according to a “source' tag (for example, a cluster 
ing strategy, clustering Sub-strategy, and/or alert type). 
0296. The user interface 2802 additionally includes a user 
selectable control 2810, “flag list, while the user may select 
to cause the system to display a list of alerts, as described 
below in reference to FIG. 33. 

0297 As mentioned above, each of the tiles of the display 
portion 2812 includes various details associated with the 
respective dossiers. For example, in reference to tile 2814, the 
following items of information are determined and displayed 
by the system: a tag value 2818, an information chart 2820, a 
number of alerts 2822 associated with the dossier, and a 
number of critical alerts 2824 associated with the dossier. The 
information chart 2820 of the user interface 2802 is a time 
based bar chart showing a number of alerts (associated with 
the dossier) over a particular period of time, however the 
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information chart is configurable and may display any infor 
mation associated with the dossier. For example, the analyst 
may use the dropdown 2826 to change the information chart 
to any desired chart. The indication of the number of alerts 
2822 provides the analyst with information about a number of 
individual alerts, or clusters, associated with the dossier. 
Additionally, the indications of the number of critical alerts 
2824 provides the analyst with information about an impor 
tance of the dossier. In an embodiment, critical alerts include 
any alerts in the dossier that are high alerts (according to the 
alert score, as described above). In another embodiment, criti 
cal alerts include any alerts in the dossier that are medium 
alerts (according to the alert Score, as described above). Addi 
tionally, each of the tiles of the user interface 2802 is colored 
according to a highest alert score associated with the dossier. 
For example, dossier 2814 includes eight critical alerts, and is 
therefore colored red, while dossier 2816 includes no critical 
alerts, and is therefore colored orange. In an embodiment, any 
tag values known by the system, but that do not include any 
clusters/alerts satisfying a current filtering criteria (as 
described below), may be displayed in the display portion as 
tiles. As also show, the tiles are arranged with the most critical 
dossiers appearing at the top of the display. 
0298. The example user interface 2802 additionally 
includes various user-selectable elements for filtering clus 
ters, as mentioned in reference to FIG.27 above. For example, 
a list of filter criteria 2830 shows various types of filters that 
may be applied to the clusters. The types of filters include 
“status” (as indicated at 2832), types associated with times 
and/or analysts assigned to clusters/alerts (as indicated at 
2834), and types associated with any cluster tags (as indicated 
at 2836). The user may select one or more of the filter types, 
which causes the system to display a popup with various 
specific values by which to filter the clusters. In an embodi 
ment, the “status' filter type refers to the cluster types (or alert 
types). 

0299 For example, FIG.29 shows the example user inter 
face 2802 in which the user has selected the “status' filter type 
2832. A popup 2904 includes the various values of statuses 
(or cluster/alert types) associated with the various clusters/ 
alerts, each selectable by the analyst. The popup 2904 also 
includes, for each of the filter values, an indication, in paren 
theses, of a number of associated clusters/alerts. As shown the 
analyst has selected the “Intradate CnC with IC status value 
by which to filter the clusters. Accordingly, the system 
dynamically applies the filter criteria to the clusters, filtering 
out any clusters that do not meet the criteria, and updates the 
display of dossiers in the display portion 2812. For example, 
as shown in the display portion 2812, the number of alerts 
associated with most of the dossiers has changed in response 
to the filtering. Tile 2816, for example, now shows 55 asso 
ciated alerts, rather than 110 as shown in FIG. 28. Tile 2914 
shows Zero alerts, however (as mentioned above) in an 
embodiment the tile is still displayed in the display area 2812. 
Each tile also includes an indication of a total number of alerts 
in the respective dossiers without any filters applied. For 
example, tile 2816 indicates “55 of 110' alerts. As also shown 
in the example user interface of FIG. 29, above the tiles an 
indication is given of each filter currently applied to the clus 
ters. Accordingly, as shown at indicator 2906, the “Intraday 
CnC with IC cluster type filter is applied. Additionally a 
“state' filter 2912 (“open’) is applied to the clusters (cluster 
states are described in further detail below in reference to 
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FIG. 31). The analyst may select the “clear” button 2908 to 
clear all filters applied to the clusters. 
(0300 Turning to the example user interface of FIG. 30, 
another method of applying filtering criteria to the clusters is 
shown. In particular, search box 3004 may be used to apply 
filters to the clusters. The user may type all or part of any 
applicable filter criteria into the search box 3004, which 
causes the system to automatically generate a list 2006 of any 
matching filter criteria. The user may then select to apply the 
filter to the clusters similar to the application of filters 
described above. 
(0301 Returning to FIG. 28, dropdown box 2882 may be 
used to apply a preselected, or saved, set offilters. As shown, 
the analyst has selected the “Open Flags' filter set, which 
includes a filter to any clusters/alerts with the current state of 
“open'. In various embodiments, a saved filter may include 
multiple filter criteria. In an embodiment, after applying a set 
offilters to the clusters, the analyst may save the particular set 
offilters so as to enable efficient application of the set offilters 
in the future by a single selection from dropdown 2828. In an 
embodiment, an analyst may specify a default filter set to be 
applied each time the analyst logs in to the system. For 
example, a particular analyst may be responsible for oversee 
ing activities of four traders. Accordingly, the analyst may 
create and save (and optionally set as default) a set offilters to 
only display clusters/alerts associated with those four traders. 
0302) In an embodiment, filters are disjunctively applied 
(for example, logical OR) across same filter types, and con 
junctively applied (for example, logical AND) across differ 
ent filter types. Thus, for example, if the analyst selects to 
filter the clusterfalerts to “trader: trader 1, “trader: trader 2, 
and “severity: high, the filter criteria is applied to the clusters 
as “trader: (trader 1 OR trader 2) AND severity: high”. 
0303 Multiple types of filters may be saved together, and 
the system may include multiple preset sets of filters that are 
especially and frequently useful to the analyst in a particular 
investigation. An example preset filter may be titled “Critical 
Open Flags to Triage', which may include the following 
filters: state: Open AND alert score: Medium OR Critical). 
(0304 FIG.31 shows the example user interface of FIG. 28 
in which the analyst is applying “states' to the dossiers (and 
thereby the clusters associated with the dossiers). Advanta 
geously, in various embodiments, the system enables the ana 
lyst to apply any “state' to a group of clusters, or multiple 
groups of clusters, efficiently and simultaneously. States may 
comprise another tag type that may be applied to clusters, and 
by which clusters may be filtered. Assigning states to clusters 
is similar to the process of marking alerts as archived (as 
described above in reference to FIGS. 18 and 19) but is more 
flexible and customizable, and may be used by the analyst to 
assign groups of clusters to particular analysts, mark certain 
groups of clusters as important or not, watch groups of clus 
ters, and/or the like. 
0305 FIG. 31 shows selection of a “Take Action' button 
3104. Selection ofbutton 3104 allows the analyst to apply any 
number of states of one or more selected dossiers (and thereby 
the clusters associated with the dossiers). For example, the 
user has selected tile 2814, the "Another Trader 4 dossier, 
which comprises a group of 94 clusters (as currently filtered). 
Multiple dossiers may be selected by the analyst, and only 
those clusters that satisfy any given search criteria and asso 
ciated with selected dossiers are selected for applying the 
states. A number of clusters to which the state is being applied 
is shown at indicator 3108. Examples of states that may be 
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applied include “Sign Off, “Escalate”, “Ignore”, “Over 
look”, “Neglect”, “Reassign to”, “Watch all, and “Unwatch 
all. The states “Sign Off, “Escalate”, “Ignore”, “Overlook”, 
and “Neglect may be used to designate clusters for further 
review, or to mark clusters as unimportant, according to the 
various states. In some embodiments, clusters marked as 
“Sign Off, “Ignore”, “Overlook”, or “Neglect” may be 
removed from the user interface, while clusters marked as 
“Escalate may be indicated by highlighting in the user inter 
face. The states “Reassign to may cause the system to pro 
vide a popup by which the analyst may assign and/or reassign 
the clusters to a particular analyst (or multiple analysts) for 
review. Additionally, upon assigning the clusters, the analyst 
may include a note that may be provided to the assigned 
analyst(s) when they are notified of the assignment. The states 
“Watchall' and "Unwatch all may be used by the analyst to 
receive (or stop receiving) notifications of changes to particu 
lar dossiers/clusters. Notifications regarding assignments 
and/or watching are described below in reference to FIG. 34. 
Advantageously, according to various embodiments, the ana 
lyst may easily and efficiently apply states to multiple clusters 
via the dossier analysis user interface. For example, a particu 
lar dossier (including multiple clusters) may be determined to 
be unimportant (or otherwise not representing risky activity) 
and may thereby by quickly dismissed by the analyst. In some 
embodiments, the above-described states “Reassign to’, 
“Watchall', and "Unwatch all may not be considered states, 
but rather may be stored and tracked separately from the 
states and in conjunction with the notifications workflows 
described below in reference to FIG. 34. 

0306. In an embodiment, the tiles of FIG. 28 advanta 
geously each show a similar time-based chart (or other type of 
chart) having common axes and/or common scales on the 
axes, enabling efficient comparison of the dossiers by the 
analyst. 
0307 FIG. 32 illustrates an example dossier analysis user 
interface of the data analysis system that may be displayed 
when a particular dossier is selected by the analyst. For 
example, the analyst may view the user interface of FIG. 32 
after selection of the “Another Trader 9 tile of the user 
interface of FIG. 28. As shown in FIG. 32, and indicated by 
title 3202, the information provided relates to the “Another 
Trader 9” dossier. In an embodiment, any filters applied to the 
clusters in the user interface of FIG. 28 are automatically 
propagated to the user interface of FIG. 32, as indicated at 
filters 3210. The filters may be applied to any one or more of 
charts, alerts, and/or other data shown in the user interface of 
FIG. 32. In some embodiments different filters may be 
applied to the different aspects of the user interface of FIG. 
32. Additionally, the user may apply and/or remove any fil 
ters, and/or apply states, in the user interface of FIG. 32 
similar to the user interface of FIG. 28. 

0308. The example user interface of FIG.32 includes vari 
ous tabs 3204, 3206, and 3208 for viewing information 
related to the dossier. Currently the “flags” tab 3204 is 
selected, which displays information associated with the vari 
ous clusters/alerts of the dossier. For example, a list of alerts 
3214 is shown, which are similar to the list of alerts of FIG. 
11. The alerts may be sorted in various ways by selection of a 
sorting element 3216. In an embodiment, the analyst may 
select one or more of the alerts to apply a state and/or view 
details via a user interface similar to that of FIG. 12. Addi 
tionally, a time-based chart 3212 is shown which is similar or 
the same as the chart shown in the tiles of the user interface of 
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FIG. 28. In the user interface of FIG. 32, the analyst may 
select any data to view in the chart 3212 via, for example, the 
dropdown 3218 and the list of previous charts 3220. In vari 
ous embodiments, any type of data may be plotted in the chart 
3212. For example, in one embodimentarisk score associated 
with the trader may be plotted over time. The risk score may 
be determined based on all or some of the data in the dossier. 
Alternatively, the risk score may be determined based on 
other data accessed from other data sources. The risk score 
may be determined based on a risk model. The system may be 
customized to display any charts of any type, and including 
any data, that are useful for the analyst in analyzing the 
dossier. 
(0309 Tabs 3206 and 3208 may be selected by the analyst 
to view other information related to the dossier in the user 
interface. For example, “timeline' may display a more 
detailed chart, and/or may display a chart with data drawn 
from another data source outside of the clusters of the dossier. 
“Related may display other dossiers and/or clusters/alerts 
associated with the current dossier, and may provide a direct 
link to those dossiers/clusters (similar to the links described 
in reference to FIGS. 21 and 22). For example, if two traders 
are associated with a cluster (for example, by a tag and/or data 
item associated with the cluster), and the user is viewing the 
dossier of one of the traders, the other trader (along with a like 
to that trader's dossier) may be displayed in the related tab. 
0310. In other embodiments, the user interface of FIG. 32 
may include more or fewer tabs, each of which may be cus 
tomized and specific to the type of investigation being per 
formed by the analyst and/or the cluster types associated with 
the dossier. 
0311 FIG. 33 illustrates an example user interface in 
which the user has selected the “flags list” button of FIG. 28. 
In this user interface a sortable list of alerts 3304 is shown, not 
grouped by cluster tags. The user interface of FIG. 33 is 
similar to that of FIG. 11 described above. 
0312 FIG. 34 illustrates an example user interface similar 
to that of FIG. 28, but in which the user has selected a noti 
fications button 3402. Selection of the notifications button 
3402 causes a notifications bar 3404 to be displayed. While no 
notifications are shown in the user interface of FIG. 34, vari 
ous notifications may be provided to the analyst via the noti 
fications bar 3404, as described above. For example, any 
changes to watched dossiers and/or cluster may cause notifi 
cations to be displayed in the notifications bar 3404. Simi 
larly, when the analyst is assigned a dossier (and/or one or 
more clusters/alerts) the analyst may be notified via the noti 
fications bar 3404. For example, a notification regarding a 
watched dossier may include “You have a new critical alert 
#234234 related to Trader 1. (Just now). In another example, 
a notification related to anassignment/escalation may include 
Analyst 2 has escalated alert #58967 to you. (15 seconds 
ago). 
0313 Notifications may also provide information to the 
analyst that is not directly related to any particular dossier or 
cluster. For example, a notification may be provided regard 
ing unavailability of a data source. Such as "DataSource 1 will 
be down for maintenance on Sep. 12, 2014 from 0300-0500 
PST. (10 minutes ago). 
0314 Advantageously, in various embodiments, the noti 
fications bar 3404 helps the analyst avoid having to triage 
many alerts and/or dossiers that may not be of particular 
importance. Rather, the notifications bring particular alerts 
and/or dossiers to the attention of the analyst that are of 
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particular importance. In some embodiments, any changes 
and/or comments on watched alerts/dossier may be provided 
in the notifications bar. Additionally, the analyst may check 
off alerts to remove them from the notification bar, and/or 
may click links included in the alerts to go directly to user 
interfaces displaying, for example, the relevant dossier, alert, 
and/or other information related to the notification. 
0315 Referring again to FIG. 28, in an embodiment, hov 
ering amouse cursor (or other selection indicator) over one of 
the tiles may cause a popup to be displayed with information 
associated with the particular dossier (for example, various 
items of information shown in the user interface of FIG. 32 
and/or related human-readable conclusions). 
0316. In an embodiment, tags associated with alerts (in, 
for example, the alert display of FIG.33 and/or the alert list 
3214 of FIG. 32) may be shown in the user interface. Selec 
tion of Such tags may cause the dossier associated with that 
tag to be automatically shown in the user interface. 
0317. In an embodiment, the system may enable export of 

all information related to an alert and/or a dossier to a format 
(such as a CSV) and/or to a displayable interactive graph 
comprising node and edges (for example, a graph display 
similar to the graph of FIG. 3C described above). The inter 
active graph representation may allow the analyst to review 
the attributes of the related data items and/or perform queries 
for additional related data items. 
0318. In an embodiment, the dossier analysis user inter 
faces (for example, the user interface of FIG. 28) may include 
a button to access a dashboard displaying various items of 
information related to the analyst. For example, the dash 
board may include a display of a number of alerts the analyst 
has reviewed over time. Examples of such a dashboard are 
described in U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62/045, 
488, filed Sep. 3, 2014, and titled “System For Providing 
Dynamic Linked Panels In User Interface,” which was previ 
ously incorporated by reference. 
0319 e. Permissions 
0320 In various embodiments permissions (also referred 
to as Access Control Lists) may be applied to various aspects 
of the system to control access of data. In particular, some 
data in the system may be permissions so as to not be visible 
or accessible, in whole or in part, to particular persons and/or 
groups of persons. For example, the system may apply per 
missions to particular data item attributes, individual data 
items, data item clusters, groups of clusters, particular user 
interfaces, types of data, and/or the like. Permissions may 
further be dependent on an identity of the analyst, a group to 
which the analyst belongs, a type of investigation, and/or the 
like. 
0321. In operation, the system may implement permis 
sions by analysis of data prior to filtering and tagging and 
grouping of clusters. For example, when an analyst is not 
allowed to view data related to a particular data cluster, that 
data cluster may be removed from the set of data that is 
filtered, grouped, and presented to the user in the user inter 
faces of the system. 
0322 f. Additional Aspects 
0323. In various embodiments, a single master instance of 
each data item is stored by the system. The master instance of 
each data item includes all metadata and other information 
associated with the data item, as well as a unique data item 
identifier. When generating clusters and groups of clusters, in 
Some embodiments, the master instances of the data items are 
referenced by their data item identifiers rather than making 
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copies of the data items in each cluster. This advantageously 
enables memory savings and the data items do not have to be 
copied multiple times. Additionally, any updates to a master 
data item may be rapidly propagated to all references of the 
data item in each cluster, thus reducing processing require 
mentS. 

0324. In various embodiments, the system and dossier 
analysis user interface described above are extensible. Thus, 
for example, additional types of tags may be added to the 
system based on new types of investigations, new groupings 
may be added to the user interface based on the new tags, each 
user interface may be customized based on the type of inves 
tigation, other types of related information may be brought 
into the dossier information user interfaces, other tabs may be 
added to the dossier information user interfaces, other states 
may be added based on changes and updates to workflows, 
and/or the like. Accordingly, the system need not be redevel 
oped for each not applications, but may be easily extended 
and adapted. 
0325 Additionally, the system is developed such that data 
items may be accessed from any type of database or data store 
similarly via Software code that adapts to particular database 
formats. Thus new data may be brought into the system 
quickly and efficiently without redevelopment. 

Additional Embodiments 

0326 Embodiments of the present disclosure have been 
described that relate to automatic generation of memory 
efficient clustered data structures and, more specifically, to 
automatic selection of an initial data item of interest, adding 
of the initial data item to the memory-efficient clustered data 
structure, determining and adding one or more related data 
items to the cluster, analyzing the cluster based on one or 
more rules or criteria, automatically tagging and grouping 
those clustered data structures, and providing an interactive 
user interface to an analyst. As described above, in various 
embodiments, a generated cluster or group of clusters may 
include far fewer data items as compared to a huge collection 
of data items that may or may not be related to one another. 
This may be because, for example, data items included in a 
cluster may only include those data items that are related to 
one another and which may be relevant to a particular inves 
tigation. Further, data items in a cluster may comprise simple 
references to a master instance of the data item, further saving 
memory requirements. Accordingly, in various embodi 
ments, processing of generated clusters may be highly effi 
cient because, for example, a given fraud investigation by an 
analyst may only require storage in memory of a single group 
of cluster data structures. Further, a number of data items in a 
cluster may be several orders of magnitude Smaller than in the 
huge collection of data items that may or may not be related 
to one another because only data items related to each other 
are included in the clusters. 

0327. Additionally, the automated analysis, tagging, 
grouping, and scoring of groups of clusters (as mentioned 
above) may enable highly efficient evaluation of the various 
data clusters by a human analyst. For example, the interactive 
user interface us generated so as to enable an analyst to 
quickly view critical groups of data clusters, and then in 
response to analyst inputs, view and interact with the gener 
ated information (including, for example, re-grouping and/or 
filtering) associated with the clusters. In response to user 
inputs the user interface may be updated to display raw data 
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associated with each of the generated groups of clusters if the 
analyst desires to dive deeper into data associated with a given 
cluster. 

0328. While the foregoing is directed to various embodi 
ments, other and further embodiments may be devised with 
out departing from the basic scope thereof. For example, 
aspects of the present disclosure may be implemented in 
hardware or software or in a combination of hardware and 
software. An embodiment of the disclosure may be imple 
mented as a program product for use with a computer system. 
The program(s) of the program product define functions of 
the embodiments (including the methods described herein) 
and may be contained on a variety of computer-readable 
storage media. Illustrative computer-readable storage media 
include, but are not limited to: (i) non-Writable storage media 
(e.g., read-only memory devices within a computer Such as 
CD-ROM disks readable by a CD-ROM drive, flash memory, 
ROM chips or any type of solid-state non-volatile semicon 
ductor memory) on which information is permanently stored; 
and (ii) Writable storage media (e.g., hard-disk drive or any 
type of Solid-state random-access semiconductor memory) 
on which alterable information is stored. Each of the pro 
cesses, methods, and algorithms described in the preceding 
sections may be embodied in, and fully or partially automated 
by, code modules executed by one or more computer systems 
or computer processors comprising computer hardware. The 
processes and algorithms may alternatively be implemented 
partially or wholly in application-specific circuitry. 
0329. The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another, or may be com 
bined in various ways. All possible combinations and Sub 
combinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks may 
be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and pro 
cesses described herein are also not limited to any particular 
sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto can be 
performed in other sequences that are appropriate. For 
example, described blocks or states may be performed in an 
order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple blocks 
or states may be combined in a single block or state. The 
example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in par 
allel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be added 
to or removed from the disclosed example embodiments. The 
example systems and components described herein may be 
configured differently than described. For example, elements 
may be added to, removed from, or rearranged compared to 
the disclosed example embodiments. 
0330 Conditional language, such as, among others, “can.” 
“could.” “might,” or “may, unless specifically stated other 
wise, or otherwise understood within the context as used, is 
generally intended to convey that certain embodiments 
include, while other embodiments do not include, certain 
features, elements and/or steps. Thus, Such conditional lan 
guage is not generally intended to imply that features, ele 
ments and/or steps are in any way required for one or more 
embodiments or that one or more embodiments necessarily 
include logic for deciding, with or without user input or 
prompting, whether these features, elements and/or steps are 
included or are to be performed in any particular embodi 
ment. 

0331. The term “comprising as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For 
example, a general purpose computer comprising one or more 
processors should not be interpreted as excluding other com 
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puter components, and may possibly include Such compo 
nents as memory, input/output devices, and/or network inter 
faces, among others. 
0332 The term “continuous” as used herein, is a broad 
term encompassing its plain an ordinary meaning and, as used 
in reference to various types of activity (for example, Scan 
ning, monitoring, logging, and the like), includes without 
limitation Substantially continuous activity and/or activity 
that may include periodic or intermittent pauses or breaks, but 
which accomplish the intended purposes described (for 
example, continuous scanning may include buffering and/or 
storage of data that is thereafter processed, for example, in 
batch and/or the like). 
0333 Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in the 
flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules, segments, orportions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process. Alternate imple 
mentations are included within the scope of the embodiments 
described herein in which elements or functions may be 
deleted, executed out of order from that shown or discussed, 
including Substantially concurrently or in reverse order, 
depending on the functionality involved, as would be under 
stood by those skilled in the art. 
0334. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are among other acceptable 
examples. All such modifications and variations are intended 
to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure. The 
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the 
invention. It will be appreciated, however, that no matter how 
detailed the foregoing appears in text, the invention may be 
practiced in many ways. As is also stated above, it should be 
noted that the use of particular terminology when describing 
certain features or aspects of the invention should not be taken 
to imply that the terminology is being re-defined herein to be 
restricted to including any specific characteristics of the fea 
tures or aspects of the invention with which that terminology 
is associated. The scope of the invention should therefore be 
construed in accordance with the appended claims and any 
equivalents thereof. 

1. A computer system comprising: 
one or more non-transitory computer readable storage 

devices configured to store: 
a plurality of computer executable instructions includ 

ing at least a clustering engine; 
one or more cluster data sources configured to store a 

plurality of data items, wherein the plurality of data 
items include at least one of emails, electronic chat 
logs, or electronic trades; and 

a plurality of data cluster types, each data cluster type 
associated with a respective one of a plurality of data 
clustering strategies and a respective plurality of data 
cluster tagging rules; and 

one or more hardware computer processors in communi 
cation with the one or more non-transitory computer 
readable storage devices and configured to execute the 
plurality of computer executable instructions in order to: 
generate, by the clustering engine, a plurality of data 

clusters by at least: 
designating, for each of at least some of the plurality 

of data clustering strategies and based on the 
respective data clustering strategies, one or more 
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data item seeds, wherein the one or more data items 
seeds are designated from the plurality of data 
items and accessed from the one or more cluster 
data sources; 

for each of the data items seeds, and based on the 
respective data clustering strategies: 
identifying one or more additional data items 

related to the data item seed, wherein the one or 
more additional data items are accessed from the 
one or more cluster data sources; 

combining the data item seed and the one or more 
additional data items to generate a data cluster; 
and 

associating the data cluster with a data cluster type asso 
ciated with the data clustering strategy by which the 
seed was designated and the one or more additional 
data items were identified; 

store the plurality of data clusters in the one or more 
non-transitory computer readable storage devices; 

for each particular data cluster of the plurality of data 
clusters: 
access the particular data cluster from the one or more 

non-transitory computer readable storage devices; 
determine the data cluster type associated with the 

particular data cluster; 
associate one or more tags types with the particular 

data cluster based on the data cluster tagging rules 
associated with the determined data cluster type, 
wherein the one or more tags types include at least 
one of: 

trader, trading book, counterparty, or trading desk; and 
for each particular tag type of the one or more tags 

types, associate at least one tag value with the par 
ticular tag type, wherein each tag type and each 
associated tag value is expressed in the format tag 
type: tag value; 

generate user interface data for rendering an interactive 
user interface on a computing device, the interactive 
user interface including one or more selectable ele 
ments useable by a user for indicating a tag type; 

receive an indication of a first tag type via selection of 
one of the selectable elements by the user; 

automatically identify tag types associated with each of 
the plurality of data clusters that have the first tag 
type; 

automatically generate a plurality of first groups of the 
plurality of data clusters, wherein each of the first 
groups is associated with a different common tag 
value of the first tag type; 

automatically update the user interface data Such that the 
interactive user interface further includes a plurality 
of first tiles, wherein each of the first tiles represents a 
different one of the first groups, and wherein: 
each of the first tiles displays a time-based graph 

showing events associated with data clusters asso 
ciated with the respective common tag values of the 
respective first tiles, 

the time-based graphs represent a merger or aggrega 
tion of all data items associated with that particular 
tag value for that respective group of data clusters; 

each of the time-based graphs of the first tiles includes 
at least one common axis and a common scale for 
the at least one common axis; 
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the interactive user interface further displays the first 
tiles in an orthogonal arrangement on the display 
with multiple tiles arranged in rows and columns 
on the display; 

the orthogonal tiles are separated by thin seams or 
lines, each tile having an indication of the number 
of alerts associated with the tag value for that par 
ticular tile and an indication of critical alerts for 
that particular tile; 

the tiles are arranged horizontally on the display in 
order of number of critical alerts; 

the first tiles have only one of two colors with tiles of 
one color being arranged at the top of the display 
and tiles of a different color being arranged gener 
ally at the bottom of the display, the colors repre 
senting a tag value having more or less critical 
alerts; and 

each tile is selectable by the user in the interactive user 
interface, the selection generating a second display 
of only the selected tile wherein the time-based 
graph is automatically resized to be displayed hori 
Zontally across the entire display while maintain 
ing the common axis and common scale displayed 
in the previous display; 

receive an indication of a second tag type via selection of 
one of the selectable elements by the user; 

automatically identify tag types associated with each of 
the plurality of data clusters that have the second tag 
type: 

automatically generate a plurality of second groups of 
the plurality of data clusters, wherein each of the 
second groups is associated with a different common 
tag value of the second tag type; and 

automatically update the user interface data Such that the 
plurality of first tiles in the interactive user interface 
are dynamically replaced with a plurality of second 
tiles, wherein each of the second tiles represents a 
different one of the second groups, and wherein: 
each of the second tiles displays a time-based graph 

showing events associated with data clusters asso 
ciated with the respective common tag values of the 
respective second tiles, and 

each of the time-based graphs of the second tiles 
includes at least one common axis and a common 
Scale for the at least one common axis. 

2. The computer system of claim 1, wherein associating 
one or more tag types with the particular data cluster com 
prises: 

determining one or more tag types associated with the data 
cluster type. 

3. The computer system of claim 2, wherein associating 
one or more tag types with the particular data cluster further 
comprises: 

analyzing the particular data cluster to identify one or more 
tag values to associate with at least one of the one or 
more tag types. 

4. The computer system of claim 3, wherein associating 
one or more tag types with the particular data cluster further 
comprises: 

associating a first tag value with the particular data cluster, 
the first tag value indicating the data cluster type asso 
ciated with the particular data cluster. 

5. (canceled) 
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6. The computer system of claim 4, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to: 

determine the one or more selectable elements based on 
one or more tag types associated with a type of investi 
gation to be performed by the user. 

7-8. (canceled) 
9. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the interactive 

user interface further includes one or more selectable filter 
criteria, wherein the one or more hardware computer proces 
sors are further configured to execute the plurality of com 
puter executable instructions in order to: 

filter the plurality of data clusters based on one or more 
filter criteria. 

10. The computer system of claim 9, wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to: 

receive an indication of the one or more filter criteria via a 
user selection of at least one of the one or more select 
able filter criteria. 

11. The computer system of claim 9, wherein the one or 
more selectable filter criteria include at least one of a tag 
value, a cluster type, or a state. 

12. The computer system of claim 9, wherein: 
filtering the plurality of data clusters comprises: determin 

ing a Subset of data clusters of the plurality of data 
clusters satisfying the one or more filter criteria, and 

generating the plurality of first groups of the plurality of 
data clusters is based on the Subset of data clusters. 

13. The computer system of claim 9, wherein filter criteria 
of the one or more filter criteria of the same type are applied 
disjunctively when filtering the plurality of data clusters. 

14. The computer system of claim 13, whereinfilter criteria 
of the one or more filter criteria of different types are applied 
conjunctively when filtering the plurality of data clusters. 

15. The computer system of claim 1, wherein each of the 
first tiles includes an indication of 
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a tag value associated with a first group associated with the 
respective first tile. 

16. The computer system of claim 15, wherein each of the 
first tiles further includes an indication of 

a number of critical data clusters in the first group associ 
ated with the respective first tile. 

17. (canceled) 
18. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 

more hardware computer processors are further configured to 
execute the plurality of computer executable instructions in 
order to: 

receive a selection of one of the plurality of first tiles; and 
update the user interface data such that the interactive user 

interface includes: 
an indication of at least one data cluster represented by 

the one of the plurality of first tiles; and 
a resized time-based graph of data associated with the 

data clusters represented by the one of the plurality of 
first tiles, wherein the resized time-based graph is 
displayed horizontally across the entire display while 
maintaining the common axis and common scale dis 
played in the previous display. 

19. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the interac 
tive user interface further includes one or more selectable 
assignable states, wherein the one or more hardware com 
puter processors are further configured to execute the plural 
ity of computer executable instructions in order to: 

receive an indication of one of the assignable states via a 
user selection of one of the one or more selectable 
assignable states; 

associate one or more groups of data clusters with the 
indicated one of the assignable states. 

20. The computer system of claim 1, wherein each of the 
first tiles displays an indication of a number of data clusters 
associated with the respective common tag values of the 
respective first tiles, and wherein each of the second tiles 
displays an indication of a number of data clusters associated 
with the respective common tag values of the respective sec 
ond tiles. 
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INTERACTIVE GEOSPATAL MAP 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1.57. 
0002 This application claims benefit of U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 14/934,004 entitled “Interactive Geospatial 
Map” filed Nov. 5, 2015 and U.S. Provisional Patent Appli 
cation Ser. No. 62/206,174 entitled “Interactive Geospatial 
Map filed Aug. 17, 2015, both of which are hereby incor 
porated by reference in their entireties and for all purposes. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0003. The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for geographical data integration, analysis, and visu 
alization. More specifically, the present disclosure relates to 
interactive maps including data objects. 

BACKGROUND 

0004 Interactive geographical maps, such as web-based 
mapping service applications and Geographical Information 
Systems (GIS), are available from a number of providers. 
Such maps generally comprise satellite images or generic 
base layers overlaid by roads. Users of Such systems may 
generally search for and view locations of a small number of 
landmarks, and determine directions from one location to 
another. In some interactive graphical maps, 3D terrain 
and/or 3D buildings may be visible in the interface. 

SUMMARY 

0005. The systems, methods, and devices described 
herein each have several aspects, no single one of which is 
solely responsible for its desirable attributes. Without lim 
iting the scope of this disclosure, several non-limiting fea 
tures will now be discussed briefly. 
0006. The systems, methods, and devices of the present 
disclosure may provide, among other features, high-perfor 
mance, interactive geospatial and/or data object map capa 
bilities in which large amounts of geographical, geospatial, 
and other types of data, geodata, objects, features, and/or 
metadata are efficiently presented to a user on a map 
interface. In various embodiments, an interactive geospatial 
map system (also referred to as an interactive data object 
map system) may enable rapid and deep analysis of various 
objects, features, and/or metadata by the user. In some 
embodiments, a layer ontology may be displayed to the user. 
In various embodiments, when the user rolls a selection 
cursor over an object an outline of the object is displayed. 
Selection of an object may cause display of metadata 
associated with that object. In various embodiments, the 
interactive data object map system may automatically gen 
erate object lists and/or histograms based on selections made 
by the user. Various aspects of the present disclosure may 
enable the user to perform geosearches, generate heatmaps, 
define and apply filters to displayed data, copy data objects 
between different interactive maps, import additional data 
objects from files, and/or perform keyword searches, among 
other actions. 
0007. It has been noted that design of computer user 
interfaces “that are useable and easily learned by humans is 
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a non-trivial problem for software developers.” (Dillon, A. 
(2003) User Interface Design. MacMillan Encyclopedia of 
Cognitive Science, Vol. 4, London: MacMillan, 453-458.) 
The present disclosure describes various embodiments of 
interactive and dynamic user interfaces that are the result of 
significant development. This non-trivial development has 
resulted in the user interfaces described herein which may 
provide significant cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies and 
advantages over previous systems. The interactive and 
dynamic user interfaces include improved human-computer 
interactions that may provide reduced mental workloads, 
improved decision-making, reduced work stress, and/or the 
like, for a user. For example, user interaction with the 
interactive user interfaces described herein may provide an 
optimized display of maps, and may enable a user to more 
quickly and accurately access, navigate, assess, and digest 
the map and its associated object data than previous systems. 
0008 Further, the interactive and dynamic user interfaces 
described herein are enabled by innovations in efficient 
interactions between the user interfaces and underlying 
systems and components. For example, disclosed herein are 
improved methods of displaying geographic maps and data 
objects associated with the map using a plurality of layers, 
generating heatmaps on the map, transferring data objects 
between different maps or applications, and generating and 
manipulating filters for data objects displayed on the map. 
The interactions and presentation of data via the interactive 
user interfaces described herein may accordingly provide 
cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over 
previous systems. 
0009 Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
provide improvements to various technologies and techno 
logical fields. For example, existing map display is limited 
in various ways, and various embodiments of the disclosure 
provide significant improvements over Such technology. 
Additionally, various embodiments of the present disclosure 
are inextricably tied to computer technology. In particular, 
various embodiments rely on detection of user inputs via 
graphical user interfaces, generation of map tile layers based 
on those user inputs, generation of heatmaps based upon 
user-selected attributes or aggregations of user-selected 
attributes, generation and manipulation of filters based upon 
user-selected attributes, and/or the like. Such features and 
others are intimately tied to, and enabled by, computer 
technology, and would not exist except for computer tech 
nology. For example, the interactions with displayed data 
described below in reference to various embodiments cannot 
reasonably be performed by humans alone, without the 
computer technology upon which they are implemented. 
Further, the implementation of the various embodiments of 
the present disclosure via computer technology enables 
many of the advantages described herein, including more 
efficient interaction with, and presentation of various types 
of electronic map and image data. 
0010. In an embodiment, a computer system is disclosed 
comprising an electronic data structure configured to store a 
plurality of objects, wherein each of the objects is associated 
with metadata; a computer readable medium storing soft 
ware modules including computer executable instructions; 
one or more hardware processors in communication with the 
electronic data structure and the computer readable medium, 
and configured to execute a user interface module of the 
Software modules in order to generate user interface data for 
rendering an interactive user interface on a client computing 
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device, the interactive user interface including an interactive 
map, wherein the interactive map includes a plurality of data 
objects, wherein the interactive map is comprised of a 
plurality of map tiles, each map tile comprising one or more 
tile layers. The one or more hardware processors may be 
further configured to receive a query from the client com 
puting device, identify a map tile of the plurality of map tiles 
that is associated with the received query, determine a tile 
layer composition for the map tile based at least in part upon 
the received query, wherein the tile layer composition speci 
fies a plurality of tile layers comprising at least a vector layer 
and an inactive layer, generate the plurality of tile layers, and 
provide the generated tile layers to the client computing 
device. In some embodiments, the plurality of tile layers 
further comprises a base layer and a selection layer. 
0011. In some embodiments, generating the plurality of 

tile layers comprises determining if one or more of the 
plurality of tile layers is stored in a cache. If the tile layer of 
the plurality of tile layers is determined to be not stored in 
the cache, the tile layer may be generated and stored in the 
cache. 
0012. In some embodiments, the vector tile layer may 
comprise one or more data objects having locations associ 
ated with the map tile. In some embodiments, the vector tile 
layer comprises an aggregation of a plurality of selected 
vector layers. The vector tile layer may further comprise one 
or more interface elements corresponding to data objects 
obtained through a search performed by the user. 
0013. In some embodiments, the selection tile layer com 
prises one or more interface elements corresponding to data 
objects that have been selected by the user. In some embodi 
ments, the inactive tile layer comprises one or more interface 
elements corresponding to data objects of the plurality of 
data objects that are not selectable by the user. 
0014. In some embodiments, a tile layer of the plurality 
of tile layers is generated as an image. For example, a tile 
layer may comprise a PNG image. 
0015. In some embodiments, generating the plurality of 

tile layers comprises composing the plurality of tile layers 
into an updated map tile, and providing the generated tile 
layers to the client computing device comprises providing 
the updated map tile to the client computing device. 
0016. In some embodiments, the map tile is associated 
with a UTF grid, wherein the UTF grid comprises a plurality 
of characters corresponding to pixels on the map tile. A 
character of the UTF grid may indicate a data object 
associated with corresponding pixel. 
0017. In some embodiments, the query comprises a selec 
tion of one or more data objects, a search for one or more 
data objects, a selection of one or more layers, a request to 
generate a heatmap, or the application of a filter to filter one 
or more data objects. A map tile of the plurality of map tiles 
is identified as being associated with the received query if a 
data object associated with the query is located within the 
map tile. 
0.018. In some embodiments, the one or more hardware 
processors are further configured to assemble the generated 
tile layers into a completed map tile, and wherein providing 
the generated tile layers to the client computing device 
comprises providing the completed map tile to the client 
computing device. 
0019. In another embodiment, a computer system is 
disclosed comprising an electronic data structure configured 
to store a plurality of objects, wherein each of the objects is 
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associated with metadata; a computer readable medium 
storing software modules including computer executable 
instructions; one or more hardware processors in commu 
nication with the electronic data structure and the computer 
readable medium, and configured to execute a user interface 
module of the Software modules in order to display, to a user, 
an interactive user interface including an interactive map. 
the map containing a plurality of data objects, wherein each 
of the plurality of data objects is associated with at least one 
attribute, and distributions of the plurality of data objects 
over attribute values of one or more attributes of the plurality 
of data objects. The one or more hardware processors may 
be further configured to receive a selection of an attribute 
value of an attribute of the one or more attributes, generate 
a first filter by providing an indication of the attribute value 
of the attribute to a server computing device, wherein the 
attribute value is associated with a portion of the plurality of 
data objects. In response to generating the first filter, the one 
or more hardware processors may be further configured to 
receive an update to the interactive map from the server 
computing device based on the indication, the update com 
prising at least an updated map tile of the interactive map. 
update the interactive map with the updated map tile Such 
that the portion of the plurality of data objects that are 
selected are displayed as active data objects, while a remain 
der of the plurality of data objects that are not selected are 
displayed as inactive data objects, and update the interactive 
user interface to further include a user interface element 
corresponding to the first filter. 
0020. In some embodiments, the distributions of the 
plurality of data objects over attribute values comprise a 
histogram. The one or more hardware processors may be 
configured to receive a selection of an attribute value of an 
attribute of the one or more attributes in response to a user 
selecting one or more bars associated with the histogram 
0021. In some embodiments, the one or more hardware 
processors may be further configured to, in response to 
receiving a selection of an attribute value for an attribute of 
the one or more attributes, display one or more distributions 
over of displayed data objects associated with the selected 
attribute value over at least a portion of the remaining 
attributes of the one or more attributes. 

0022. In some embodiments, the attribute value may 
comprise an attribute value range. In some embodiments, the 
attribute value may comprise all attribute values except a 
specified set of attribute values. 
0023. In some embodiments, the one or more hardware 
processors may be further configured to receive an indica 
tion to deactivate the first filter, in response to the indication 
to deactivate the first filter, receive a second update to the 
interactive map from the server computing device based on 
the indication, the second update comprising at least a 
second updated map tile of the interactive map, and update 
the interactive map with the second updated map tile Such 
that the remainder of the plurality of data objects are 
displayed as active data objects. In some embodiments, the 
indication may comprise a selection by the user of the user 
interface element corresponding to the first filter. 
0024. In some embodiments, the one or more hardware 
processors are further configured to receive a selection of a 
second attribute value, generate a second filter by providing 
an indication of the second attribute value to a server 
computing device, receive a second update to the interactive 
map from the server computing device based on the indi 
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cation, the second update comprising at least a second 
updated map tile of the interactive map, update the interac 
tive map with the second updated map tile Such that data 
objects of the plurality of data objects that are associated 
with both the first attribute value and the second attribute 
value are displayed as active data objects, while the remain 
ing data objects are displayed as inactive data objects, and 
update the interactive user interface to further include a user 
interface element corresponding to the second filter. In some 
embodiments, the one or more hardware processors may 
further receive an indication to deactivate the first filter, 
receive a third update to the interactive map from the server 
computing device based on the indication, the third update 
comprising at least a third updated map tile of the interactive 
map, and update the interactive map with the third updated 
map tile such that data objects of the displayed data objects 
that are associated with the second attribute value are 
displayed as active data objects, while a remainder of the 
plurality of data objects that are not selected are displayed as 
inactive data objects. In some embodiments, the first attri 
bute value and second attribute value may be associated with 
different attributes. 
0025. In another embodiment, a computer system is 
disclosed comprising an electronic data structure configured 
to store a plurality of objects, wherein each of the objects is 
associated with metadata; a computer readable medium 
storing software modules including computer executable 
instructions; one or more hardware processors in commu 
nication with the electronic data structure and the computer 
readable medium, and configured to execute a user interface 
module of the software modules in order to generate user 
interface data for rendering an interactive user interface on 
a client computing device, the interactive user interface 
including an interactive map, wherein the interactive map 
includes a plurality of data objects, wherein each data object 
is associated with at least one attribute. The one or more 
hardware processors may be further configured to receive a 
query from the client computing device corresponding to a 
selection of an attribute, receive an indication from the client 
computing device identifying one or more shapes, wherein 
a shape of the one or more shapes defines a region on the 
interactive map, and for each shape of the one or more 
shapes, calculate an aggregate attribute value corresponding 
to the shape, based at least in part upon the selected attribute, 
generate data for rendering a heatmap on the interactive 
map, based at least in part upon the calculated aggregate 
attribute values for the one or more shapes. The generated 
data may be transmitted to a client computing device for 
rendering a heatmap. 
0026. In some embodiments, the one or more shapes may 
comprise one or more spaces in a rectangular grid. In other 
embodiments, the one or more shapes are associated with 
one or more data objects. For example, the one or more data 
objects may be associated with buildings, with the one or 
more shapes corresponding to building footprints. In some 
embodiments, the one or more data objects are associated 
with geographic regions, and the one or more shapes cor 
respond to geographic borders. 
0027. In some embodiments, generating the heatmap on 
the map comprises assigning a color to each shape, wherein 
the color for a shape is assigned based at least in part upon 
the aggregate attribute value for the shape. 
0028. In some embodiments, the attribute may comprise 
a function of two or more different attributes. The two or 
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more different attributes may comprise a first attribute 
associated with a first data object type, and a second attribute 
associated with a second data object type. 
0029. In some embodiments, calculating an aggregate 
attribute value for the shape comprises identifying one or 
more data objects associated with the attribute within the 
region defined by the shape, and calculating the aggregate 
attribute value for the shape based at least in part upon 
values of the attribute associated with the one or more 
identified data objects. 
0030. In some embodiments, the one or more hardware 
processors may be further configured to receive a request 
from the client computing device specifying one or more 
filter conditions, and in response to the received request, 
generate the heatmap such that only shapes having an 
aggregate attribute value satisfying the one or more filter 
conditions are displayed. 
0031. In another embodiment, a computer system is 
disclosed comprising an electronic data structure configured 
to store a plurality of objects, wherein each of the objects is 
associated with metadata; a computer readable medium 
storing software modules including computer executable 
instructions; one or more hardware processors in commu 
nication with the electronic data structure and the computer 
readable medium, and configured to execute a user interface 
module of the software modules in order to generate user 
interface data for rendering an interactive user interface on 
a client computing device, the interactive user interface 
including a first interactive map and a second interactive 
map, wherein the first interactive map includes a plurality of 
data objects, receive a query from the client computing 
device corresponding to a selection of one or more data 
objects in the first interactive map. The one or more hard 
ware processors may be further configured to receive a first 
indication corresponding to a request to copy the one or 
more selected data objects, generate an ID corresponding to 
the one or more selected data objects, receive a second 
indication corresponding to a request to copy the one or 
more selected data objects from the first interactive map to 
the second interactive map, wherein the second indication 
comprises the ID received at the interactive second map, use 
the ID to identify the one or more data objects corresponding 
to the ID, generate a set of user interface data for updating 
the second interactive map, wherein updating the second 
interactive map comprises displaying the identified one or 
more data objects on the second interactive map, and pro 
vide the set of generated user interface data to the client 
computing device to display the identified one or more data 
objects on the second interactive map. 
0032. In some embodiments, each data object is associ 
ated with an identifier, and the ID is generated by applying 
a hash function on the identifiers of the one or more data 
objects. In some embodiments, the ID comprises a string of 
a fixed length. 
0033. In some embodiments, the first indication may 
correspond to a drag and drop operation performed by the 
user at the client computing device. In some embodiments, 
the first indication may correspond to a copy operation 
performed by the user at the client computing device, and 
the second indication may correspond to a paste operation 
performed by the user at the client computing device. 
0034. In some embodiments, the one or more hardware 
processors are further configured to, in response to receiving 
the first indication, generate and provide to the client com 
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puting device user interface data for rendering an aggregate 
icon representing the one or more selected data objects. 
0035. In some embodiments, the first interactive map and 
the second interactive map are displayed in different tabs in 
a web browser at the client computing device. Alternatively, 
the first interactive map and the second interactive map may 
be displayed in different windows. 
0036. In some embodiments, the generated ID may be 
stored in a mapping table. Identify the one or more data 
objects corresponding to the ID may be performed by 
accessing the mapping table. 
0037 Additional embodiments of the disclosure are 
described below in reference to the appended claims, which 
may serve as an additional Summary of the disclosure. 
0038. In various embodiments, computer-implemented 
methods are disclosed in which, under control of one or 
more hardware computing devices configured with specific 
computer executable instructions, one or more aspects of the 
above-described embodiments (including one or more 
aspects of the appended claims) are implemented and/or 
performed. 
0039. In various embodiments, non-transitory computer 
readable storage mediums storing Software instructions are 
disclosed, wherein, in response to execution by a computing 
system having one or more hardware processors, the Soft 
ware instructions configure the computing system to per 
form operations comprising one or more aspects of the 
above-described embodiments (including one or more 
aspects of the appended claims). 
0040. Further, as described herein, various embodiments 
of the system may be configured and/or designed to generate 
user interface data useable for rendering the various inter 
active user interfaces described. The user interface data may 
be used by the system, and/or another computer system, 
device, and/or software program (for example, a browser 
program), to render the interactive user interfaces. The 
interactive user interfaces may be displayed on, for example, 
electronic displays (including, for example, touch-enabled 
displays). 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0041. The following aspects of the disclosure will 
become more readily appreciated as the same become better 
understood by reference to the following detailed descrip 
tion, when taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings. 
0042 FIGS. 1A-1B illustrate example user interfaces of 
an interactive data object map system, in accordance with 
Some embodiments. 

0043 FIG. 2A illustrates an example user interface of the 
interactive data object map system in which map layers are 
displayed to a user, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. 
0044 FIG. 2B illustrates an example map layer ontology, 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 
0045 FIG. 2C illustrates an example user interface of the 
interactive data object map system in which various objects 
are displayed, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 

0046 FIGS. 3A-3D illustrate additional user interfaces of 
the map system displaying different combinations of layers, 
in accordance with some embodiments. 
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0047 FIGS. 4A-4C performing a search in an interactive 
data object map system, in accordance with some embodi 
mentS. 

0048 FIGS. 5A-5F illustrate example user interfaces of 
the map system in which a heatmap is displayed, according 
to embodiments of the present disclosure. 
0049 FIG. 6 illustrates a flowchart of a process for 
creating a heatmap, in accordance with some embodiments. 
0050 FIGS. 7A-7B illustrate a drag and drop operation 
being performed on data objects in a map system, in 
accordance with Some embodiments. 
0051 FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart of a process for 
dragging and dropping data objects between different maps, 
in accordance with some embodiments 
0052 FIGS. 9A-9B illustrate importing data objects from 
other sources, in accordance with Some embodiments. 
0053 FIGS. 10A-10D illustrate the use of histograms and 
filters for selecting and displaying data objects, in accor 
dance with Some embodiments. 
0054 FIG. 11A illustrates a flowchart of a process for 
creating filters, in accordance with some embodiments. 
0055 FIG. 11B illustrates a flowchart of a process 
manipulating multiple filters, in accordance with some 
embodiments. 
0056 FIG. 12 illustrates a layer configuration that may be 
used in a map, in accordance with some embodiments. 
0057 FIG. 13 illustrates an example tile, in accordance 
with some embodiments. 
0058 FIG. 14 illustrates an example of a UTF grid of the 
map system, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 
0059 FIG. 15 shows a flow diagram depicting illustrative 
client-side metadata retrieval of the interactive data object 
map system, according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure. 
0060 FIG. 16A shows a flow diagram depicting illustra 
tive server-side operations of the map system, according to 
an embodiment of the present disclosure. 
0061 FIG. 16B shows a flow diagram depicting illustra 
tive server-side layer composition of the map system, 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. 
0062 FIG. 17A illustrates one embodiment of a database 
System using an ontology. 
0063 FIG. 17B illustrates one embodiment of a system 
for creating data in a data store using a dynamic ontology. 
0064 FIG. 17C illustrates an example user interface 
using relationships described in a data store using a dynamic 
ontology. 
0065 FIG. 17D illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

Overview 

0066. In general, a high-performance, interactive data 
object map system (or “map system') is disclosed in which 
large amounts of geographical, geospatial, and other types of 
data, geodata, objects, features, and/or metadata are effi 
ciently presented to a user on a map interface. The interac 
tive data object map system allows for rapid and deep 
analysis of various objects, features, and/or metadata by the 
user. For example, millions of data objects and/or features 
may be simultaneously viewed and selected by the user on 
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the map interface. A layer ontology may be displayed to the 
user that allows the user to select and view particular layers. 
In various embodiments, when the user rolls a selection 
cursor over an object/feature (and/or otherwise selects the 
object/feature) an outline of the object/feature is displayed. 
Selection of an object/feature may cause display of metadata 
associated with that object/feature. For the purposes of the 
present specification, the terms “objects.” “data objects.” 
and “features' may be used synonymously, and may here 
inafter be collectively referred to as “objects.” 
0067. In an embodiment, the user may rapidly Zoom in 
and out and/or move and pan around the map interface to 
variously see more or less detail, and more or fewer objects. 
In various embodiments, the interactive data object map 
system may automatically generate object lists and/or his 
tograms based on selections made by the user. In various 
embodiments, the user may perform searches (such as 
geosearches based on any selections and/or drawn shapes, 
and/or other types of searches), generate heatmaps (e.g., 
based upon a grid or object shapes), copy objects between 
different interactive maps, import additional objects from 
files, and/or define filters to display data, among other 
actions as described below. 
0068. In an embodiment, the interactive data object map 
system includes server-side computer components and/or 
client-side computer components. The client-side compo 
nents may implement, for example, displaying map tiles, 
showing object outlines, allowing the user to draw shapes, 
and/or allowing the user to select objects, among other 
actions. The server-side components may implement, for 
example, composition of layers into map tiles, caching of 
composed map tiles and/or layers, and/or providing object 
metadata, among other actions. Such functions may be 
distribution in any other manner. In an embodiment, object 
outlines and/or highlighting are accomplished on the client 
side through the use of a UTF grid. 

DEFINITIONS 

0069. In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys 
tems and methods discussed herein, a number of terms are 
defined below. The terms defined below, as well as other 
terms used herein, should be construed to include the 
provided definitions, the ordinary and customary meaning of 
the terms, and/or any other implied meaning for the respec 
tive terms. Thus, the definitions below do not limit the 
meaning of these terms, but only provide exemplary defi 
nitions. 
0070 Ontology: A hierarchical arrangement and/or 
grouping of data according to similarities and differences. 
The present disclosure describes two ontologies. The first 
relates to the arrangement of vector layers consisting of map 
and object data as used by the interactive data object map 
system (as described below with reference to FIGS. 2A-2B). 
The second relates to the storage and arrangement of objects 
in one or more databases (as described below with reference 
to FIGS. 17A-17C). For example, the stored data may 
comprise definitions for object types and property types for 
data in a database, and how objects and properties may be 
related. 
0071 Database: A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and/or organizing data, including, but not limited to, 
relational databases (for example, Oracle database, mySQL 
database, and the like), non-relational databases (for 
example, a NoSQL database), spreadsheets, XML files, and 
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text file, among others. The various terms “database.” “data 
store,” and “data source' may be used interchangeably in the 
present disclosure. 
0072 Data Object, Object, or Feature: A data container 
for information representing specific things in the world that 
have a number of definable properties. For example, a data 
object can represent an entity Such as a person, a place, an 
organization, a market instrument, or other noun. A data 
object can represent an event that happens at a point in time 
or for a duration. A data object can represent a document or 
other unstructured data source Such as an e-mail message, a 
news report, or a written paper or article. Each data object 
may be associated with a unique identifier that uniquely 
identifies the data object. The objects attributes (e.g. meta 
data about the object) may be represented in one or more 
properties. For the purposes of the present disclosure, the 
terms “feature.” “data object,” “object,” and “data item 
may be used interchangeably to refer to items displayed on 
the map interface of the interactive data object map system, 
and/or otherwise accessible to the user through the interac 
tive data object map system. Features/objects may generally 
include, but are not limited to, roads, terrain (such as hills, 
mountains, rivers, and vegetation, among others), Street 
lights (which may be represented by a streetlight icon), 
railroads, hotels/motels (which may be represented by a bed 
icon), Schools (which may be represented by a parent-child 
icon), hospitals, other types of buildings or structures, 
regions, transportation objects, and other types of entities, 
events, and documents, among others. Objects displayed on 
the map interface generally comprise vector data, although 
other types of data may also be displayed. Objects generally 
have associated metadata and/or properties. 
(0073. Object (or Feature) Type: Type of a data object or 
feature (e.g., Person, Event, or Document). Object types 
may be defined by an ontology and may be modified or 
updated to include additional object types. An object defi 
nition (e.g., in an ontology) may include how the object is 
related to other objects, such as being a Sub-object type of 
another object type (e.g. an agent may be a Sub-object type 
of a person object type), and the properties the object type 
may have. 
(0074) Properties: Also referred to as “metadata” or “attri 
butes' of a data object/feature. A property of a data item may 
include any item of information associated with, and/or 
relevant to, the data item. At a minimum, each property/ 
metadata of a data object has a type (such as a property type) 
and a value or values. Properties/metadata associated with 
features/objects may include any information relevant to that 
feature/object. For example, metadata associated with a 
school object may include an address (for example, 123 S. 
Orange Street), a district (for example, 509c), a grade level 
(for example, K-6), and/or a phone number (for example, 
800-0000), among other items of metadata. In another 
example, metadata associated with a road object may 
include a speed (for example, 25 mph), a width (for 
example, 2 lanes), and/or a county (for example, Arlington), 
among other items of metadata. 
0075 Property Type: The data type of a property, such as 
a string, an integer, or a double. Property types may include 
complex property types, such as a series data values asso 
ciated with timed ticks (e.g. a time series), etc. 
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0076 Property Value: The value associated with a prop 
erty, which is of the type indicated in the property type 
associated with the property. A property may have multiple 
values. 

0077 Link: A connection between two data objects, 
based on, for example, a relationship, an event, and/or 
matching properties. Links may be directional. Such as one 
representing a payment from person A to B, orbidirectional. 
0078 Link Set: Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

0079 Embodiments of the disclosure will now be 
described with reference to the accompanying Figures, 
wherein like numerals refer to like elements throughout. The 
terminology used in the description presented herein is not 
intended to be interpreted in any limited or restrictive 
manner, simply because it is being utilized in conjunction 
with a detailed description of certain specific embodiments 
of the disclosure. Furthermore, embodiments of the disclo 
Sure may include several novel features, no single one of 
which is solely responsible for its desirable attributes or 
which is essential to practicing the embodiments of the 
disclosure herein described. 

0080 FIG. 1A illustrates an example user interface of an 
interactive data object map system, in accordance with some 
embodiments. In some embodiments, the user may select a 
map to be displayed. A plurality of different maps may be 
available for selection. For example, available maps may be 
displayed as a list in a sidebar 101. In some embodiments, 
sidebar 101 may contain additional buttons, icons, or other 
interface elements allowing a user to create a new maps, 
search for available maps, sort the listed maps, and/or the 
like. Prior to the selection of a map at sidebar 101, a blank 
or default map may be displayed at map interface 100. In 
Some embodiments, similar user interface elements. Such as 
sidebar 101, may be used to provide similar types of 
functionalities across multiple different software applica 
tions. By displaying a sidebar 101 containing buttons or 
other interface elements that implement similar functions 
across similar applications, the user may be provided a 
common frame of reference when using the different appli 
cations. 

0081. Each map may comprise different types of objects 
and/or different map layers. For example, a first map may 
map data related to a first topic (e.g., instances of disease 
outbreaks), while a second map may map data related to a 
second topic (e.g., weather patterns). In some embodiments, 
data associated with different maps may correspond to 
different geographical areas. Once a desired map has been 
selected, objects associated with the map may be loaded to 
be viewed and/or manipulated by the user. 
0082 FIG. 1B illustrates an example user interface of the 
interactive data object map system, upon the selection and 
loading of a desired map, according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure. The user interface includes map interface 
100, a selection button/icon 102, a shape button/icon 104, a 
layers button/icon 106, a geosearch button/icon 108, a heat 
map button/icon 110, a search box 112, an objectinformation 
box 114, a coordinates information box 116, map scale 
information 118, Zoom selectors 120, and visible objects 122 
(e.g., corresponding to roads, buildings, regions, and/or the 
like). The functionality of the interactive data object map 
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system may be implemented in one or more computer 
modules and/or processors, as is described below with 
reference to FIG. 16D. 
I0083. The map interface 100 illustrated in FIGS. 1A and 
1B is composed of multiple map tiles. In some embodi 
ments, the map tiles may be composed of multiple layers of 
geographical, vector, and/or other types of data. Vector data 
layers (also referred to as vector layers) may include asso 
ciated and/or linked objects. In an embodiment, vector 
layers are composed of objects. The various objects associ 
ated with a particular vector layer may be displayed to the 
user when that particular vector layer is activated. For 
example, a transportation vector layer may include road, 
railroad, and bike path objects that may be displayed to the 
user when the transportation layer is selected. The layers 
used to compose the map tiles and the map interface 100 
may vary based on, for example, whether a user has selected 
objects displayed in the map interface 100, and/or the 
particular layers a user has selected for display. In an 
embodiment, composition of map tiles is accomplished by 
server-side components of the interactive data object map 
system. In an embodiment, composed map tiles may be 
cached by the server-side components to speed up map tile 
delivery to client-side components. The map tiles may then 
be transmitted to the client-side components of the interac 
tive data object map system where they are composed into 
the map interface 100. 
I0084. In general, the user interface is displayed on an 
electronic display viewable by a user of the interactive data 
object map system. The user of the interactive data object 
map system may interact with the user interface by, for 
example, touching the display when the display is touch 
enabled and/or using a mouse pointer to click on the various 
elements of the user interface. 
I0085. The map interface 100 includes various visible 
objects 122 and object icons. For example, the map interface 
100 includes roads, buildings and structures, utilities, lakes, 
rivers, vegetation, and railroads, among other objects. The 
user may interact with the map interface 100 by, for 
example, rolling over and/or clicking on various objects. In 
one embodiment, rolling over and/or placing the mouse 
pointer over an object causes the object to be outlined and/or 
otherwise highlighted. Additionally, in some embodiments, 
the name of the object and/or other information about the 
feature may be shown in the feature information box 114. 
I0086. The user of the map system may interact with the 
user interface of FIGS. 1A and/or 1B by scrolling or panning 
up, down, and/or side to side; Zooming in or out; selecting 
objects; filtering objects; drawing shapes; selecting layers; 
performing a geosearch; generating a heat map; and/or 
performing a keyword search; among other actions as are 
described below. Various user actions may reveal more or 
less map detail, and/or more or fewer objects. 

Map Layers 

I0087 FIG. 2A illustrates an example user interface of the 
map system in which map layers are displayed to a user, 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. In the 
user interface of FIG. 2A, the user has selected the layers 
button 106, revealing the layers window 202. The layers 
window 202 includes a list of base layers, vector layers, and 
user layers. The base layers include, for example, overhead 
imagery, topographic, blank (Mercator), base map, aviation, 
and blank (unprojected). The vector layers include general 
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categories such as, for example, regions, buildings/struc 
tures, terrain, transportation, and utilities/infrastructure. In 
Some embodiments, data for one or more base layers may be 
retrieved from an outside source, such as a map application 
(e.g., Google Maps, MapQuest, and/or the like). While no 
user layers are included in the user interface of FIG. 2A, user 
layers may be added by the user of the map system, as is 
described below. 
0088. In an embodiment, the user may select one or more 
of the base layers which may be used during composition of 
the map tiles. For example, selection of the overhead imag 
ery base layer will produce map tiles in which the underlying 
map tile imagery is made up of recent aerial imagery. 
Similarly, selection of the topographic base layer will pro 
duce map tiles in which the underlying map tile imagery 
includes topographic map imagery. 
0089. Further, in an embodiment, the user may select one 
or more of the vector layers which may be used during 
composition of the map tiles. For example, selecting the 
transportation layer results in transportation-related objects 
being displayed on the map tiles. Transportation-related 
objects may include, for example, roads, railroads, Street 
signs, and/or street lights, among others. Examples of trans 
portation-related objects may be seen in the user interface of 
FIG. 2A where various roads, railroads, and street light icons 
are displayed. 
0090. In an embodiment, the user of the map system may 
create and save map layers. These saved map layers may be 
listed as user layers in the layers window 202. 
0091 FIG. 2B illustrates an example map layer ontology, 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. As 
mentioned above with reference to FIG. 2A, the list of vector 
layers in the layers window 202 may include general cat 
egories/layerS Such as regions, buildings/structures, terrain, 
transportation, and utilities/infrastructure. The vector layers 
available in the map system may be further organized into an 
ontology, or hierarchical arrangement. For example, as 
shown in the vector layers window 206, the buildings/ 
structures category 208 may be further subdivided into 
layers including structures, government, medical, education, 
and commercial. The terrain category 210 may include 
vegetation and/or water/hydrography layers. The utilities/ 
infrastructure category may include fire and/or storage/ 
draining. 
0092. In an embodiment, the user of the map system may 
select one or more of the layers and/or sub-layers of the layer 
ontology. As shown in FIG. 2B, the user has deselected the 
vegetation sub-layer, and all of the utilities/infrastructure 
layers. Selecting and deselecting vector layers, or toggling 
vectors layers on and off, may cause the objects associated 
with those layers to be displayed or not displayed in the map 
interface. For example, when the user selects the transpor 
tation category/layer, road objects associated with the trans 
portation layer may be displayed on the map interface. 
Likewise, when a user deselects the transportation category/ 
layer, road objects associated with the transportation layer 
may be removed from the map interface. 
0093. In an embodiment, additional hierarchical levels of 
layers may be displayed to the user. For example, the vector 
layers window 206 may include sub-sub-layers (for 
example, the education Sub-layer may be divided into 
elementary Schools, secondary Schools, and post-secondary 
schools). Alternatively, fewer hierarchical levels may be 
displayed to the user. 
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0094. In an embodiment, each of the vector layers shown 
in the vector layers window 206 may be made up of many 
layers of map vector data. In this embodiment, the map 
system may advantageously generate a simplified layer 
ontology, such as the one shown in 206. The simplified layer 
ontology allows the user to easily select layers of interest 
from a reduced number of layers, rather than a large number 
of discrete layers. As described above, vector layers may 
contain data regarding associated objects. Thus, objects 
visible in the map interface correspond to the currently 
active/selected layers. In an embodiment, the layer ontology 
may have an arbitrary depth. 

(0095 FIG. 2C illustrates an example user interface of the 
map system in which various objects are displayed, accord 
ing to an embodiment of the present disclosure. The user 
interface of FIG. 2C includes a map interface 214, an 
outlined object 216, and objectinformation box 114 indicat 
ing that the outlined objects 216 is called “Union Park.” 
Various objects may be seen in the map interface 214 
including, for example, roads, buildings, terrain, Street lights 
(represented by a streetlight icon), railroads, hotels/motels 
(represented by a bed icon), and Schools (represented by a 
parent-child icon), among other features. 
0096 FIGS. 3A-3D illustrate additional user interfaces of 
the map system displaying different combinations of layers, 
in accordance with some embodiments. For example, FIG. 
3A illustrates an embodiment where a user, at a layer 
selection panel 302, has selected a “provincial” vector layer 
306 under a “regions' category 304, causing borders 308 
corresponding to provincial territories to be overlaid onto 
the map base layer. In some embodiments, vector layers may 
be divided between “permanent layers, which may refer to 
layers comprising objects associated with the map at the 
server-side, and “user layers, which may refer to layers 
comprising objects that have been imported by the user. 
Importing objects and features is described in greater detail 
below with reference to FIGS. 9A-9B. 

0097. In some embodiments, a user may be able to select 
layer objects (e.g., a province defined by a provincial border) 
by selecting (e.g., touches on a touchscreen, clicks on using 
a mouse cursor) a point on a border of a desired province. 
Selecting layer objects may cause the objects to become 
highlighted (e.g., as shown at 310). On the other hand, in 
Some embodiments, if the user selects a point on the map 
within a province but not on a border, the user may then pan 
across the map interface (e.g., by dragging the mouse cursor 
in a desired direction). In some embodiments, how the user 
is able to select layer objects and manipulate the map 
interface (e.g., pan, Zoom, and/or the like) may be based 
upon a type of object associated with a selected vector layer. 
0098 FIG. 3B illustrates an embodiment where a blank 
base layer has been selected, in accordance with some 
embodiments. A blank base layer may be useful in some 
instances to increase visual clarity when displaying one or 
more vector layers. For example, in the illustrated embodi 
ment, the user has selected to display a transportation vector 
layer 312, causing objects such as roads and airports to be 
displayed on the map. In some embodiments, how an object 
is displayed in the vector layer may be based at least in part 
upon one or more object attributes. For example, a object 
corresponding to a road may be represented as a line, 
wherein the thickness of the line is associated with a width 
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of the road or a type of road (e.g., an interstate highway may 
be represented by a thick line, while a residential street is 
represented by a thin line). 
0099 FIG. 3C illustrates an embodiment where the user 
has selected multiple vector layers to be displayed on a blank 
base layer. As illustrated in the figure, the user has selected 
a transportation vector layer 312 and a terrain vector layer 
314. The objects associated with the transportation and 
terrain vector layers may be displayed using different sym 
bols, shapes, and/or colors. For example, road objects in the 
transportation vector layer may be represented using yellow 
lines (e.g., at 316), while river objects in the terrain vector 
layer may be represented using blue lines (e.g., at 318). 
0100. In addition, highlighting (e.g., placing a cursor over 
an object) or selecting (e.g., clicking on an object) an object 
may change how the object is displayed. For example, in the 
illustrated embodiment, the user has placed a cursor over an 
object corresponding to a section of road 320 associated 
with the transportation vector layer, causing the section of 
road to be highlighted. Highlighting an object may comprise 
changing a color associated with how the objects is pre 
sented (e.g., changing the line color of the selected section 
of road from yellow to teal). In some embodiments, how an 
object is highlighted may also be based at least in part upon 
a thickness or dimension of the objects. For example, 
highlighting a road objects represented with a thin line may 
cause the object to be displayed using a thicker line, while 
highlighting a road objects represented with a thick line may 
cause no change in line thickness. In some embodiments, 
selecting an object may cause the same change in how the 
object is displayed when highlighted, while in other embodi 
ments, selecting the object may cause a different change. In 
Some embodiments, selecting an object can also cause a 
change in the view of the map (e.g., panning or Zooming the 
map to show the selected object and Surrounding area of the 
map). 
0101 FIG. 3D illustrates a user interface of a map system 
where the user has selected multiple objects, in accordance 
with some embodiments. In the illustrated embodiments, 
objects may be represented using shapes or icons located at 
corresponding locations on the map. For example, an object 
corresponding to a person may be represented with a circular 
icon with a shape of a person inside (e.g., at 322). In some 
embodiments, selecting or highlighting a “person’ object 
may cause the icon to change (e.g., a ring around the icon 
may change color in response to the icon being selected or 
highlighted). 
0102. In some embodiments, one or more objects 324 
may be designated as inactive. Inactive objects, while still 
displayed on the map, are not able to be highlighted or 
selected. In some embodiments, a user may define one or 
more filters for a plurality of displayed objects, wherein 
objects that satisfy the filter conditions stay active, while 
objects that do not satisfy the filter conditions are made 
inactive. In some embodiments, an object may be indicated 
as inactive by the icon or shape used to represent the object 
being greyed out. 

Search 

0103 FIGS. 4A-4C illustrate performing a search in an 
interactive data object map system, in accordance with some 
embodiments. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 4A, the 
user has defined a plurality of points to form a polygonal 
search area 402, for the purpose of performing a geospatial 
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search (or “geosearch”). In some embodiments, a geospatial 
search comprises a search through one or more databases of 
objects, and metadata associated with those objects, for any 
objects that meet the criteria of the search. For example, a 
geospatial search may search for any objects with geo 
graphic metadata and/or properties that indicate the object 
may be geographically within, for example, polygonal 
search area 402. 
0104. In some embodiments, the user may configure 
various parameters of the search using a search panel 404. 
For example, the user may, at 406, select from other types 
of geospatial searches that be performed corresponding to 
different ways for the user to specify the search area, such as 
a radial search, a search from an existing selection, and/or 
the like. For example, FIG. 4B illustrates a radial search, 
wherein the search area comprises a circular selection 416. 
0105. In some embodiments, additional parameters may 
be specified when performing a geographic search. For 
example, at 408, the user may specify a time range, restrict 
ing the returned search results to objects associated with a 
time value that falls within the specified range. The time 
range may be specified by an inputted start date and end 
date, or by a user selection of a time period based upon the 
current date (e.g., “last week,” “last month, and/or the like). 
In some embodiments, the time may correspond to a time a 
object was created, a time a object was added to a database 
of data objects/features, a time a object was previously 
added to a vector layer, a time a object was last accessed by 
the map system and/or a user, a time an object was built, a 
time an object corresponding to an event occurred, and/or 
any combination of the foregoing. 
0106. In addition, at 410, the user may restrict the 
returned search results to certain types of objects and/or 
exclude certain types of objects from the search results. In 
Some embodiments, other types of attributes and/or proper 
ties may also be used to restrict the search results. For 
example, in Some embodiments, a geospatial search may 
only search for objects that are part of a currently displayed 
vector layer. In other embodiments, objects searched by the 
map system may include objects other than those shown on 
the map interface. For example, in an embodiment the map 
system may access one or more databases of objects (and 
object metadata) that may be unrelated to the objects cur 
rently shown in the map interface, or objects related to the 
currently selected vector layers. The databases accessed may 
include databases external to any database storing data 
associated with the map system. 
0107. In some embodiments, a particular map may be 
associated with hundreds of thousands or millions of 
objects. If the number of objects is sufficiently large, a 
search may take some time to perform. In addition, if a large 
number of search results are returned and displayed on the 
map, the map may become cluttered in difficult to read. As 
Such, in Some cases a user may wish to pause a search as it 
is in progress, due to the search taking too long, there being 
enough search results already displayed on the map, and/or 
the like. In some embodiments, a progress bar 412 may be 
displayed as the search is being executed. The progress bar 
412 may display how many search results have been loaded, 
how many objects have been searched through, and/or the 
like. When the user feels that enough search results have 
been displayed, or if enough time as elapsed in the search, 
they may click on a stop button 414 or other interface 
element to stop the search before it has reached full comple 
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tion. In some embodiments, search results may be displayed 
on the map as the search progresses. The results may be 
displayed as they are found, or on a periodic basis, wherein 
the period may be based upon a period of elapsed time, a 
number of search results found, and/or a number of data 
objects searched. In some embodiments, the search may 
pause periodically in order to allow the user to stop the 
search prematurely. In some embodiments, for the sake of 
visual clarity, the search may only display up to a predeter 
mined number of results on the map, even if more search 
results have been found. 
0108. In some embodiments, other types of searches may 
be performed. For example, FIG. 4C illustrates a document 
search, in accordance with Some embodiments. As objects 
are found by the search, they may be displayed in a results 
panel 418. In some embodiments, a map may be associated 
with objects that may not be associated with a location (e.g., 
documents). AS Such, objects not associated with a location 
may be displayed in the result panel 418, but will not be 
displayed on the map, while objects having associated 
location data may be displayed in both the result panel 418 
and the map. In some embodiments, objects associated with 
a location may not be initially displayed on the map. 
However, the user may later drag objects that are associated 
with locations from results panel 418 to the map, where the 
dragged objects will be displayed at their corresponding 
locations on the map. In some embodiments, the user may be 
presented with a button or interface element to display all 
search results having associated location data on the map. 

Heatmaps 

0109 FIGS. 5A-5F illustrate example user interfaces of 
the map system in which a heatmap is displayed, according 
to embodiments of the present disclosure. In FIG. 5A, the 
user has created a heatmap 504 based on a plurality of 
displayed objects. A heatmap information window 502 is 
displayed in which the user may specify various parameters 
related to the generation of heatmap. For example, the user 
may adjust a radius of the circular heatmap related to each 
selected object at 506, an opacity of the heatmap at 508, a 
scale of the heatmap at 510, and/or other parameters. In 
Some embodiments, a heatmap Such as that illustrated in 
FIG. 5A may be referred to as a raster heatmap. 
0110 Heatmaps may be generated across maps of any 
size, using any number of objects, in order to more easily 
visualize attributes associated with large numbers of objects. 
For example, FIG. 5B illustrates a map comprising a large 
number of objects. As illustrated in the figure, the map may 
span across the entire United States and encompass thou 
sands of different objects. As the number of objects 
increases, the readability and thus usefulness of a map may 
decrease. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 5B, portions of 
the map 512 may be so dense with objects that the icons 
representing the individual objects blend together, rendering 
the map virtually unreadable. In addition, it may not be 
possible to determine attribute values of the objects just by 
looking at the map. 
0111 Heatmaps can thus be used as a way to quickly 
visualize the attribute values of various objects displayed on 
a map. In some embodiments, in order to more clearly view 
how attribute values of objects vary by location, heatmap 
values may be aggregated based upon geographic regions or 
shapes (hereinafter also referred to as a “shape heatmap'). In 
Some embodiments, shape heatmaps display data in coarser 
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grain in comparison to raster heatmaps (as illustrated in FIG. 
5A), but can allow a user to more clearly view how attribute 
values of objects differ over different geographic regions, 
and may take advantage of important geographic concepts 
(e.g., being able to view aggregate attribute values, such as 
sales, over different Zipcodes, provinces, and/or other region 
types). In some embodiments, a shape heatmap may be a 
choropleth map. 
0112 FIG. 5C illustrates a shape heatmap 514 using a 
grid format, in accordance with some embodiments. An area 
to be heatmapped may be divided using a rectangular grid 
comprising a plurality of rectangles (hereinafter also 
referred to as “shapes”). An aggregate heatmap value is 
calculated for each shape in the rectangular grid and mapped 
to a heatmap color. In some embodiments, calculating an 
aggregate heatmap value may comprise performing an 
aggregation of attribute values of all objects within the 
geographic region defined by the shape. 
0113 For example, a particular map may contain objects 
corresponding to rain events, wherein each rain event is 
associated with a rainfall attribute. In order to generate a grid 
heatmap based upon the rainfall attribute of the rain events, 
an aggregate rainfall value may be calculated for each shape 
within the grid (e.g., by calculating a sum of the rainfall 
attribute values of the rainfall events within each shape). 
0114. In some embodiments, an object may span multiple 
shapes. For example, a road object may run through multiple 
shapes in a rectangular grid. In Such cases, the aggregation 
for a particular shape may be based upon only the portion of 
the object located within the shape (e.g., the length of the 
road within the shape). Alternatively, in some embodiments, 
a object that spans multiple shapes may be considered, for 
the purposes of generating a heatmap, to be part of the shape 
that contains a largest portion of the object. For example, a 
road object that runs through multiple shapes may be 
considered to be part of the shape that contains the greatest 
length of the road object. In some embodiments, a object that 
spans multiple shapes may be considered to be part of all of 
the shapes that it spans. 
0.115. In some embodiments, a shape heatmap may be 
filtered in order focus and limit the heatmap data that is 
displayed. For example, FIG.5D illustrates the shape heat 
map 514 illustrated in FIG. 5C, wherein heatmap shapes 
having a heatmap value lower than a threshold value have 
been filtered out, resulting in a filtered heatmap 516. As 
Such, a user will be able to quickly determine which geo 
graphic areas have a heatmap value satisfying one or more 
desired conditions. In some embodiments, the user may 
define one or more heatmap conditions using a displayed 
histogram (e.g., selecting one or more bars in a histogram 
showing a distribution of values over the attribute(s) upon 
which the heatmap is based). In some embodiments, the 
conditions may be implemented as a filter that can be 
activated and deactivated by the user (described in greater 
detail below), allowing the user to be able to quickly switch 
between the original heatmap and a filtered heatmap. 
0116. A filtered shape heatmap can be further used to 
retrieve underlying objects that satisfy certain criteria 
located in the filtered heatmap shapes. For example, a 
filtered heatmap may only show heatmap shapes having a 
heatmap value that satisfies a first criteria (e.g., heatmap 
shapes having a heatmap value meeting a first threshold 
value of rainfall). The original set of objects may be filtered 
to obtain all objects within the selected heatmap shapes 
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satisfying a second criteria (e.g., rainfall events meeting a 
second threshold value of rainfall). As such, only objects 
meeting the second criteria within heatmap shapes that meet 
the first criteria are displayed. 
0117. In another example, filtering on a shape heatmap 
allows a user to aggregate on a particular attribute (e.g. find 
average home price per Zip code region), filter to the regions 
with high or low aggregates (e.g. top 10% of Zip code 
regions by average home price), and then use select-within 
select to go back to the original set of objects (e.g. retrieve 
all home objects within Zip code regions that have the top 
10% average home price). This may result in a different set 
of objects compared to simply filtering for objects having 
high or low attributes (retrieving the top 10% of home 
objects by price). 
0118. In some embodiments, heatmaps may be generated 
based upon multiple attributes. Objects may be associated 
with a plurality of different attributes. For example, an object 
representing a road may have a width attribute and an 
average congestion attribute. These different attributes may 
be combined to form an aggregate attribute value. Such as a 
ratio of the two attributes, which may be used for heatmap 
generation. 
0119. In some embodiments, a heatmap may be generated 
based upon a plurality of different attributes associated with 
different types of objects. For example, FIG. 5E illustrates a 
heatmap generated based upon an aggregate value generated 
using a plurality of different attributes, in accordance with 
some embodiments. As illustrated in the figure, a user may 
select a first attribute 518 of a first data set corresponding to 
a first type of object, and a second attribute 520 of a second 
data set corresponding to a second type of object. For 
example, the first attribute may comprise a rainfall value 
associated with rain event data objects, while the second 
attribute may comprise a claim amount associated with 
insurance claim data objects. In addition, an aggregation 
(e.g., a ratio) may be selected to be used to calculate an 
aggregate value of the first attribute and the second attribute. 
As such, a heatmap 522 may be generated based upon the 
aggregation of the first and second attributes within each 
shape in the grid. In some embodiments, the first and second 
attributes may be associated with the same type of object or 
with different types of objects. In addition, in some embodi 
ments, any number of different attributes may be used to 
calculate the aggregate value. 
0120 AS used herein, an aggregation may comprise any 
type of mathematical operation or combination of operations 
that may be performed on one or more attributes (e.g., 
counts, Sums, ratio, products, maximum value, minimum 
value, media value, mode, and/or the like). In some embodi 
ments, the user may define different types of aggregations to 
be performed between attributes in a set of attributes from 
which the aggregate value is generated. For example, in an 
embodiment, the user may define an aggregate value that 
comprises a ratio between a first attribute and a Sum of a 
second attribute and a third attribute. In some embodiments, 
aggregations can also be performed on layers. For example, 
objects from a first layer may be aggregated to form objects 
to be displayed on a second layer. The attribute values of the 
objects on the second layer may comprise aggregations of 
attribute values of objects on the first layer. For example, in 
an embodiment, people objects can be aggregated to form 
family objects. In some embodiments, objects from multiple 
layers can be aggregated to form new objects on a new layer 
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(e.g., objects from a first layer aggregated with objects from 
a second layer to form objects on a third layer). 
I0121. In some embodiments, instead of a grid with rect 
angular shapes, a shape heatmap may be generated based 
upon a plurality of shapes based upon objects. Certain types 
of objects in the map system may cover a geographic area. 
These may comprise regions such as provinces (e.g., as 
illustrated in FIG. 3A), Zip codes, geographic features (e.g., 
lakes), buildings (e.g., a building may be associated with a 
footprint), and/or the like. In some cases, by creating a 
heatmap based upon shapes associated with objects may 
provide more relevant data than simply using a rectangular 
grid with no consideration of geography. 
0.122 For example, FIG. 5F illustrates a shape heatmap 
524 using object shapes, in accordance with some embodi 
ments. In the illustrated embodiment, the map includes a 
plurality of objects representing buildings. Each building 
may have a footprint covering an area of the map. The 
footprint of each building object may be used as a shape for 
which a heatmap value may be determined. 
0123. In some embodiments, generating the shape heat 
map comprises calculating an intersection between the 
selected shapes (e.g., building footprints) and the objects 
associated with the attribute to be heatmapped (e.g., rainfall 
events associated with a rainfall attribute). The objects that 
are located within each shape may then be used to calculate 
an aggregate heatmap value for the shape. 
(0.124 FIG. 6 illustrates a flowchart of a process 600 for 
creating a heatmap, in accordance with some embodiments. 
At block 602, an attribute to heatmap is identified. The 
attribute may correspond to an attribute associated with one 
or more objects. In some embodiments, the attribute may 
correspond to a combination or aggregation of two or more 
different attributes, wherein the two or more attributes may 
be associated with the same type of object or with different 
types of objects. 
0.125. At block 604, one or more shapes may be identi 
fied. In some embodiments, the shapes may be defined by a 
rectangular grid overlaid on the map. In other embodiments, 
the shapes may be defined by one or more objects or object 
types. For example, a user may specify a type of object 
represented by an area on the map from which the shapes 
may be defined. These may include borders (e.g., State 
borders, regional borders), footprints (e.g., building foot 
prints), and/or the like. In some embodiments, the shapes 
may directly border each other to cover a continuous area on 
the map. In other embodiments, such as with building 
footprints, there may be empty space between different 
shapes. 
I0126. At block 606, attribute values are aggregated for 
each shape. In some embodiments, an intersection between 
the shapes and the locations of the objects associated with an 
attribute value for the identified attribute is calculated, in 
order to determine which objects fall within the shapes. The 
attribute values of the objects within the shape may be 
combined or aggregated to calculate an aggregate attribute 
value for the shape. In some embodiments, wherein the 
attribute may correspond to a combination or aggregation of 
two or more different attributes, objects within the shape 
associated with each attribute may be identified and aggre 
gated. The aggregation may comprise any type of math 
ematical operation or combination of operations. For 
example, an aggregated attribute value for a particular shape 
may comprise an aggregation of a first value corresponding 
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to an aggregation of values associated with a first attribute 
within the shape and a second value corresponding to an 
aggregation of values associated with a second attribute 
within the shape. 
0127. At block 608, a heatmap is generated based upon 
the aggregate attribute values for the shapes. For example, 
the aggregate attribute value for each shape may be mapped 
to a heatmap color. Each shape is filled with the heatmap 
color to generate the heatmap. 

Drag and Drop 

0128. In some embodiments, a user may wish to view 
more than one map, or be able to analyze object data using 
different Software applications (e.g., a chart application for 
creating one or more charts based upon attribute data 
associated with selected objects). For example, a user may 
view a first map associated with a first set of objects, and a 
second map associated with a second set of objects. The two 
different maps may be open in different software application 
windows (e.g., in an operating system environment). In 
Some embodiments, an interactive data object map system 
may be implemented as a web application, wherein the user 
accesses the system through a web browser (e.g., Internet 
Explorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, and/or the like). 
The user may have a first map open in a first tab or window, 
and a second map open in a second tab or window. In some 
embodiments, the user may view a first map in a first 
Software application window or tab, and a second, different 
application in a second software application window or tab. 
0129. In some cases, a user may wish to be able to copy 
data selected objects from one map to another (e.g., in order 
to view certain data objects associated with the first map 
concurrently with data objects associated with the second 
map), or to another application (e.g., a chart creation appli 
cation for creating one or more charts based upon attributes 
of the selected objects). It would be convenient for a user to 
be able to select the desired objects in the first map, and then 
drag and drop the selected objects into the second map or 
application, such that the selected objects will be displayed 
in the second map or processed by the application. 
0130 FIGS. 7A-7B illustrate a drag and drop operation 
being performed on data objects in a map system, in 
accordance with some embodiments. As illustrated in FIG. 
7A, a plurality of objects are displayed in the map. In some 
embodiments, the objects may have been displayed in 
response to the user selecting a vector layer associated with 
the objects. Alternatively, the objects may have been dis 
played in response to a user search. 
0131 The user may select at least a portion of the 
displayed objects. For example, FIG. 7A illustrates objects 
702 being selected by the user, as indicated by a ring around 
the icons representing the data objects changing to a differ 
ent color. In some embodiments, the user may select the 
objects by selecting an area of the map in which the objects 
are located (e.g., dragging over an area of the map with a 
mouse cursor). Alternatively, the user may have defined one 
or more filter or selection parameters, causing the objects 
satisfying the filter or selection parameters to be selected. In 
Some embodiments, information on the selected objects may 
be displayed in a selection list 704. 
0132 FIG. 7B illustrates the user dragging the selected 
objects, in accordance with some embodiments. In some 
embodiments, as the user drags the selected objects 702, a 
composite icon 706 representing the objects may be dis 
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played at a location corresponding to where the user is 
dragging the objects (e.g., at the location of a mouse pointer, 
or a touchscreen location being touched by the user). The 
composite icon may be shaped to indicate that a plurality of 
objects is included. For example, in the illustrated embodi 
ment, the composite icon resembles a plurality of circular 
icons stacked on top of each other. In addition, the composite 
icon may include a number indicating the number of objects 
that have been selected. The user may drag and drop the 
composite icon onto another application window or another 
tab in a web browser associated with a second map or second 
application, in order to copy the selected items to the second 
map or second application. In some embodiments, the user 
may instead perform a copy and paste operation instead of 
a drag and drop. 
I0133. However, for security reasons and/or due to tech 
nical constraints, web browsers and operating systems often 
restrict the type of data that may be communicated between 
different tabs and/or application windows. As such, it is 
often not possible to directly copy the objects from the first 
map to the second map or second application. Thus, in some 
embodiments, in order to be able to drag and drop objects 
between different maps or applications, when a drag and 
drop operation is detected, an ID string that may be passed 
between different tabs and/or windows may be generated 
that corresponds to the selected objects. In some embodi 
ments a hash operation is performed on the selected objects 
in order to generate the ID string. The ID string may be 
mapped to the plurality of selected objects on the server side. 
For example, the server may maintain a mapping table 
keeping track of which ID strings are mapped to which 
objects or sets of objects. 
I0134. The drag and drop operation will thus pass the ID 
string between the different tabs and/or windows. When the 
second map or application receives the ID string, it may 
access a server-side mapping to identify the plurality of 
objects that the received ID string corresponds to. Once the 
objects are identified, they may be placed on the second map 
by the server and displayed to the user at the client, or 
processed by the second application (e.g., attribute values of 
the received objects used to create a table or chart). 
I0135) In some embodiments, if the user performs a copy 
and paste operation, the ID string is generated in response to 
the user performing a copy command. The ID string may 
then be stored on a clipboard on the client system. When the 
user selects a tab or application window associated with the 
second map or second application and performs a paste 
command, the ID string is retrieved from the clipboard and 
transmitted to the second map. The second map may then 
access the server-side mapping to identify the objects that 
are associated with the ID string. 
(0.136 FIG. 8 illustrates a flowchart of a process 800 for 
dragging and dropping data objects between different maps 
or applications, in accordance with some embodiments. At 
block 802, a selection of one or more objects on a first map 
displayed at the client is received. In some embodiments, the 
user at the client may select the objects may selecting over 
an area of the map where the objects are located. In some 
embodiments, the user may have defined one or more filters 
or other parameters to select the one or more objects. The 
selection of the one or more objects is communicated by the 
client to the server. In response, in some embodiments, the 
server may update one or more map tiles (e.g., highlight or 
provide some other visual effect over one or more icons 
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corresponding to the selected objects), and transmit the 
updated map tiles to be displayed at the client. In addition, 
metadata associated with the selected objects may be 
retrieved and transmitted to the client. 
0.137. At block 804, a drag and drop operation and/or 
copy operation to copy the selected objects from the first 
map to a second map or second application is detected at the 
client. In some embodiments, the operation is detected in 
response to the user clicking on (e.g., using a mouse cursor, 
a touch on a touchscreen, and/or the like) the selected 
objects and dragging them in a desired direction. In some 
embodiments, the operation is detected in response to the 
user specifying a copy command to be performed on the 
selected objects. The client may then notify the server that 
a drag and drop and/or copy operation has been initiated. 
0.138. At block 806, the server, in response to receiving 
an indication of a drag and drop and/or copy operation, 
generates an ID based upon the selected objects. For 
example, in Some embodiments, each object may be asso 
ciated with an identifier. A hash function may be performed 
on the identifiers of the selected objects in order to produce 
the ID. The ID may then be mapped to the selected objects 
by the server. For example, the server may maintain a 
mapping table that keeps track of generated IDs and which 
sets of objects they are associated with. In some embodi 
ments, the ID may comprise a string of a fixed length. In 
other embodiments, the ID may comprise a string of variable 
length. In some embodiments, the generated ID is transmit 
ted from the server to the client. In some embodiments, the 
ID may be placed onto a clipboard on the client system. 
0.139. At block 808, the generated ID is received by the 
second map or second application displayed at the client. In 
some embodiments, the ID may be received by the second 
map or second application in response to the user dragging 
the selected objects to a tab or window associated with the 
second map or second application, and dropping the selected 
objects (e.g., releasing a mouse cursor, removing a touch 
from a touch screen, and/or the like). In some embodiments, 
the ID may be received by the second map or second 
application in response to the user performing a paste 
command. In some embodiments, the ID is retrieved from a 
clipboard at the client and received by the second map or 
second application. Once the second map or second appli 
cation has received the ID at the client, the received ID may 
be transmitted to the server. 
0140. At block 810, the server, upon receiving the ID 
received at the second map or second application, identifies 
one or more objects based upon the received ID. In some 
embodiments, the second map or second application 
accesses one or more mappings stored on the server (e.g., a 
mapping table) that map each ID to one or more correspond 
ing objects. At block 812, the identified objects may then be 
displayed on the second map or processed by the second 
application. For example, the server, having identified the 
objects associated with the ID, generates one or more 
updated map tiles for the second map containing the iden 
tified data objects, which may then be transmitted to the 
client to be displayed as part of the second map. In addition, 
metadata associated with the objects may be retrieved and 
transmitted to the client. 

Importing Data Objects 
0141. In some embodiments, a user may import objects 
from other sources to be displayed on a map. For example, 
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a user may wish to import objects from one or more files, in 
order to compare those objects to those associated with a 
map. 

0.142 FIG. 9A illustrates importing objects from other 
Sources, in accordance with Some embodiments. In some 
embodiments, the imported objects are imported from a file. 
The file specifies information regarding one or more objects, 
which may include map coordinates for the one or more 
objects, icons or shapes for the one or more objects (indi 
cating how the objects will be displayed), and/or the like. 
For example, in the illustrated embodiment, one or more of 
the displayed objects 902 are represented using geocache 
icons. In some embodiments, imported objects 902 may be 
associated with one or more shapes, such as borders. 
0143. In some embodiments, objects imported from a file 
may be contained in their own layer 904, which may be 
referred to as a “user layer.” In some embodiments, each 
imported file may have its own corresponding user layer. In 
Some embodiments, user layers may be functionally similar 
to vector layers. For example, a user may toggle user layers 
on and off. The user may be able to organize and group 
different user layers into categories or folders (similar to as 
illustrated in FIG. 2B). User can also edit, add, or delete 
imported objects displayed on user layers. 
0144. In some embodiments, different types of files con 
taining object information may be imported. In addition, 
different types of coordinate systems may be used in differ 
ent files to specify object locations or shapes. In some 
embodiments, a file may not specify the coordinate system 
that is used specify location data for the objects within the 
file. FIG.9B illustrates an attempt to import a file that does 
not specify a coordinate system, in accordance with some 
embodiments. In some embodiments, if the file does not 
specify a coordinate system, a message or warning 906 
informing the user may be displayed. In some embodiments, 
the user may then be able to select a coordinate system to be 
used. 

0145. In some embodiments, the system may also attempt 
to display the objects specified by the file using a default 
coordinate system. In some embodiments, the system may 
first check the coordinate values contained within the file 
against one or more allowed ranges associated with the 
default coordinate system. For example, a particular coor 
dinate system may require that all coordinate values be 
between 0 and 180. If the coordinate values contained within 
a file contain values that are outside of this range, then it may 
be inferred that the file does not use that particular coordi 
nate system. If it is determined that the coordinate values 
specified in the file do not use the default coordinate system, 
the system may attempt to display the data objects using a 
different coordinate system. The user may view the dis 
played objects, and choose to keep the coordinate system 
chosen by the system (e.g., default coordinate system), or 
specify a different coordinate system to be used. 

Histograms and Filters 

0146 In some embodiments, various tools and function 
alities may be provided to allow a user to better analyze 
displayed objects. For example, histograms may be used to 
allow the user to view how the displayed objects are 
distributed over different attribute values. In some embodi 
ments, the user may also be able to define one or more filters 
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based upon attribute values or attribute value ranges, allow 
ing them to restrict the displayed objects to those deemed to 
be most relevant. 
0147 FIGS. 10A-10D illustrate the use of histograms and 
filters for selecting and displaying objects, in accordance 
with some embodiments. As illustrated in FIG. 10A, a map 
may display a plurality of different objects 1002 of different 
types and having different attributes. In some embodiments, 
a Summary panel 1004 is displayed showing the types of 
objects that are displayed. In addition, summary panel 1004 
may also display attributes associated with the displayed 
objects. 
0148 For each displayed attribute, the number of dis 
played objects having a particular attribute value or within 
a particular attribute value range may be displayed. For 
example, an age attribute 1006 may be divided into “bins' 
of 10 years each (e.g., a “10 yrs to 20 yrs' bin, a “20 yrs to 
30 yrs' bin, and so forth). The number of displayed objects 
having an age attribute value that falls within each bin may 
be displayed next to their respective bins. In addition, in 
Some embodiments a histogram bar may be displayed next 
to the numbers for each bin. In some embodiments, different 
bin sizes may be displayed for each attributes. In some 
embodiments, the user may be able to specify a desired bin 
size to be displayed. 
0149. In some embodiments, a user may select a particu 
lar attribute value or attribute value range. For example, as 
illustrated in FIG. 10A, the user as selected the range of “10 
years to 20 years” of the “age' attribute at 1008. In response, 
the objects 1010 displayed on the map that match the 
selected attribute value or are associated with an attribute 
value falling within the selected range may be selected. 
0150. In addition, how the selected objects are distributed 
for other attributes displayed in summary panel 1004 may be 
shown. In some embodiments, this may comprise displaying 
a number next to each attribute value or attribute range bin 
for other displayed attributes, indicating a number of the 
selected objects that satisfy that attribute value or attribute 
value range. For example, the Summary panel 1002 indicates 
that of the 51 displayed data objects 1002, 3 data objects 
1010 satisfy the selected attribute value range, and all 3 are 
of the “person' type (out of a total of 10 objects of the 
“person' type). This allows the user to be able to quickly 
view how objects having a certain attributes values are 
distributed over other attributes. 
0151. In some embodiments, an object may be repre 
sented in a plurality of different histograms corresponding to 
attributes associated with the data object/feature. For 
example, an object of the “person' type may be associated 
with a “type' attribute, an “age' attribute, a “gender 
attribute, and a 'job' attribute. As such, the object may be 
represented in the histograms that correspond to the type, 
age, gender, and job attributes. If there are different types of 
selected objects having different attributes (e.g., the user has 
selected a plurality of “person’ objects and a plurality of 
“restaurant’ objects), the data objects may be represented in 
different histograms, depending upon which attributes they 
are associated with. For example, a selected “restaurant” 
object may not be associated with a “type' attribute but not 
a 'job' attribute, and thus a restaurant object will not be 
represented in the histogram associated with the job attri 
bute, but will be represented in the histogram associated 
with the type attribute. Additionally, objects of different 
types may be represented in a same histogram when the 
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objects have the same types of attributes. For example, a 
“house' object and a “road' object, while different types of 
objects, may both be associated with a “city” or “location' 
attribute, and may thus be represented in the same histo 
gram. However, the “house’ object and the “road' object 
may, at the same time, have different types of attributes (e.g., 
“house' object has attribute “square feet,” while “road” 
object has attribute “speed limit”) such that the objects may 
be represented in different histograms. 
0152 FIG. 10B illustrates objects displayed in conjunc 
tion with a timeline, in accordance with some embodiments. 
In some embodiments, certain types of objects may be 
associated with a time attribute. For example, a “restaurant” 
object may be associated with a time attribute value indi 
cating when the restaurant was founded. Time attributes may 
also be associated with other object types, such as events. 
0153. In some embodiments, a timeline 1012 may be 
displayed indicating how the displayed objects are distrib 
uted over different time periods. In some embodiments, 
timeline 1012 functions similarly to a histogram as dis 
played in summary panel 1004. In some embodiments, the 
user may select objects that fall within a particular time 
range (e.g., by selecting one or more bars of the timeline). 
In addition, the selected bars of the timeline may be high 
lighted. 
0154) In some embodiments, a range covered by each bar 
in the timeline may automatically change as the user Zooms 
in or out on the timeline. For example, the user may Zoom 
in on the timeline such that each bar corresponds to a month. 
After selecting bars corresponding to one or more months, 
the user may then Zoom back out Such that each bar 
corresponds to a year. In some embodiments, if the user has 
selected one or more bars at a first Zoom level (e.g., 
representing one or more months), and Zooms out to a 
second Zoom level (e.g., where the bars each represent a 
year), the highlighted bars at the first Zoom level may be 
displayed using one or more partially highlighted bars at the 
second Zoom level. In this way, the user may be able to 
quickly view a proportion of the number of objects associ 
ated with one or more selected time periods (e.g., the months 
of April and May) as compared to a number of objects 
associated with a second, longer time period (e.g., the entire 
year). 
(O155 FIG. 10C illustrates restricted displayed objects 
using filters, in accordance with Some embodiments. In the 
illustrated embodiment, a user has selected a provincial 
vector layer (displaying a plurality of provincial borders 
corresponding to province objects) and a transportation 
vector layer (displaying a plurality of road objects). In some 
embodiment, the user may wish to restrict the data displayed 
to data objects and features matching certain criteria. For 
example, the user may wish display only the road objects 
that are within the borders of a selected province. 
0156. In some embodiments, the user may perform a 
search to display the desired objects. Alternatively, the user 
may select objects that do not satisfy the desired parameters 
and remove them from the map, leaving only the desired 
objects. However, these methods may make it difficult for 
the user to revisit previous data. For example, if the user has 
performed several selections within selections, the user may 
only be able to undo selections to view previous data in the 
reverse order that the selections were performed. 
0157. In some embodiments, the user may define a filter 
based upon the desired parameters (e.g., within the borders 
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of a specified province), which may be displayed at 1014. 
Once the filter has been defined, objects 1016 that satisfy the 
filter criteria (e.g., roads within the selected province) are 
selected, while other objects 1018 (e.g., roads that are 
outside of the selected province) are made inactive. 
0158. In some embodiments, a user may define filters 
based upon any attribute or combination of attributes asso 
ciated with the objects. For example, the user may define a 
filter by specifying one or more attribute values or attribute 
value ranges of one or more attributes associated with the 
displayed objects. In some embodiments, this may be done 
by selecting one or more attribute values or attribute values 
ranges of a displayed histogram associated with a desired 
filter attribute. For example, referring to FIG. 10A, a user 
may select the bar 1008 corresponding to the range “10 yrs 
to 20 yrs' in the histogram generated for the “Age' attribute 
1006, in order to define a filter based upon that attribute 
value range. In some embodiments, the user may select one 
or more attribute values to be excluded from the filter (e.g., 
the filter may be configured to select all objects associated 
with any value of a particular attribute except for a specified 
set of attribute values). 
0159. In some embodiments, the desired attribute values 
or attribute value ranges used to construct the filter may be 
based at least in part upon an attribute of another object. For 
example, as described above, the user may define a filter that 
filters objects having a location attribute value that is within 
an area defined by another type of object (e.g., a province or 
region). 
0160. In some embodiments, the user may later switch 
the filter off by clicking on the filter at 1014 to deselect the 
filter, resulting in the inactive objects and features 1018 
displayed on the map to become active again. In some 
embodiments, the user may create multiple filters, each 
defining a different set of filter criteria. Each filter may be 
displayed as a button or other interface element at 1014. For 
example, FIG. 10D illustrates a user interface where a user 
has created two different filters, which are displayed at 1014. 
0161. By clicking on the filters at 1014, the user may be 
able to switch each filter on and off independently. This 
allows the user to reorder and reapply the filters in any 
combination. For example, the user may define three differ 
ent filters to view data objects that satisfy a first, a second, 
and a third filter parameter. The user may then turn off the 
second filter in order to view objects that satisfy the first and 
third filter parameters, without regard for the second filter 
parameter. At a later time, the user may turn the second filter 
back on, and turn off the first or third filters, in order to view 
another combination of objects. 
0162. In some embodiments, the user may create a filter 
by selecting a desired attribute value or attribute value range, 
and clicking on a filter button or other interface element. For 
example, in FIG. 10D, the user has selected a plurality of 
timeline bars 1020, indicating a desired time range. The user 
may then click on filter button 1022 in order to create the 
filter. 

0163. In some embodiments, a created filter may be 
applied on all displayed objects. In other embodiments, the 
filter may apply to a portion of the displayed objects (e.g., 
objects from the same search, objects on the same vector 
layer, and/or the like). For example, a filter for roads within 
a particular region may be applied to objects corresponding 
to roads, but not objects corresponding to regions. 
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0164 FIG. 11A is a flowchart of a process for creating 
filters, in accordance with some embodiments. At block 
1102, a plurality of objects are displayed to the user. The 
objects may be displayed in response to the user selecting 
one or more vector layers to display, and/or performing one 
or more searches. In some embodiments, when the plurality 
of objects are displayed, one or more histograms for one or 
more attributes are generated, illustrating how the displayed 
objects are distributed over different attribute values or 
attribute value ranges. 
0.165 At block 1104, a selection of an attribute value or 
attribute value range (hereinafter collectively referred to as 
“attribute value') is received. In some embodiments, the 
selected attribute value may be based upon a relationship 
between a object to a different type of object. For example, 
the selected attribute value may correspond to objects that 
are within a region defined by another type of object, Such 
as objects within the borders of a selected region. 
0166. At block 1106, in response to the selection speci 
fying the attribute value, one or more updates to the user 
interface may be performed. For example, at block 1106-1, 
a portion of the displayed objects satisfying the selected 
attribute value may be highlighted. In some embodiments, 
this comprises selecting the portion of objects. In addition, 
in some embodiments, at block 1106-2, one or more distri 
butions (e.g., histograms) may be displayed illustrating how 
the portion of objects satisfying the selected attribute value 
are distributed over the attribute values of other attributes. 
For example, in some embodiments, one or more attribute 
histograms may be modified to indicate how many of the 
selected objects are associated with different attribute values 
or attribute value ranges (e.g., as illustrated in FIG. 10A). 
0.167 At block 1108, an indication to generate a filter 
based upon the selected attribute value is received. In some 
embodiments, this may comprise the user clicking on or 
selecting a “create filter button to create a filter based upon 
the requested attribute value. At block 1110, a filter is 
generated based upon the selected attribute value in response 
to the received indication. In addition, the portion of the 
displayed objects satisfying the selected attribute value may 
be displayed as active objects (e.g., selectable data objects), 
while remaining objects that do not satisfy the selected 
attribute value may be displayed as inactive objects (e.g., not 
selectable). In some embodiments, histograms may be 
regenerated for one or more attributes based upon the 
filtered data objects. For example, the histograms may be 
updated such that they reflect only the currently active 
objects that satisfy the currently activated filter(s), but not 
the currently inactive objects that do not satisfy the currently 
activated filter(s). 
(0168. In some embodiments, a user interface element 
(e.g., a button) is created that corresponds to the generated 
filter. The user interface element may be used by the user to 
turn on or turn off the filter. 
0169 FIG. 11B is a flowchart of a process for creating 
and manipulating multiple filters, in accordance with some 
embodiments. At block 1112, a first filter is generated based 
upon a first selected attribute. In some embodiments, the 
filter may have been generated using the process described 
in FIG. 11A. 
(0170 At block 1114, objects that satisfy the first filter 
(e.g., are associated with the first attribute value) are dis 
played as active objects, while objects that do not satisfy the 
first filter are displayed as inactive. In some embodiments, 
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the active objects may also be selected. In addition, as 
described above, one or more attribute histograms may be 
updated or regenerated to reflect distributions of the cur 
rently active objects over different attribute values or attri 
bute value ranges. 
0171 At block 1116, a second filter is generated based 
upon a second selected attribute value. In some embodi 
ments, the second attribute value may be associated with a 
different attribute as the first attribute value. 
(0172. At block 1118, objects that satisfy both the first and 
second filters are displayed as active objects, while objects 
that do not satisfy both the first and second filters may be 
displayed as inactive. In addition, as described above, one or 
more attribute histograms may be updated or regenerated to 
reflect distributions of the currently active objects over 
different attribute values or attribute value ranges. 
0173 At block 1120, an indication is received to turn off 
or deactivate the first filter. In some embodiments, this may 
comprise the user clicking on a user interface element (e.g., 
a button) associated with the first filter, in order to turn off 
the first filter. 
0.174. At block 1122, objects that satisfy the second filter 
are displayed as active data objects, while objects that do not 
satisfy the second filter may be displayed as inactive. 
Because the first filter has been turned off, whether or not the 
objects satisfy the first filter is no longer considered. In 
addition, as described above, one or more attribute histo 
grams may be updated or regenerated to reflect distributions 
of the currently active objects over different attribute values 
or attribute value ranges. 
0.175. As such, the user is able to create a plurality of 
different filters based upon different attribute values associ 
ated with objects that the user wishes to analyze. By being 
able to activate and deactivate different filters without need 
ing to adhere to the order in which the filters were created, 
the user may be able to more easily explore different sets of 
objects that having different combinations of attribute val 
CS. 

Tiles, Tile Layers, and UTF Grid 
0176 A single map may be associated with hundreds, 
thousands, or even millions of objects. Due to the possibility 
of the amount of processing that may be required to deal 
with larger numbers objects (e.g., identifying which objects/ 
features are to be displayed, how they are to be displayed, 
and/or the like) being beyond the processing and/or memory 
capacity of client-side components, the composition of map 
tiles may be accomplished by server-side components of the 
interactive data object map system. The map tiles may then 
be transmitted to the client-side components of the interac 
tive data object map system where they are composed into 
the map interface. In some embodiments, each composed 
map tile may comprise one or more static image files (e.g., 
a PNG file, or other image file type). 
0177. In some embodiments, each map tile may comprise 
one or more tile layers, wherein each tile layer corresponds 
to a different type of data. For example, a user may specify 
a base layer and one or more vector layers to be displayed 
(see, e.g., FIGS. 2A-2C). In addition, certain data objects or 
features may be made inactive, while other data objects or 
features may remain active. Data objects or features may 
also be selected or not selected. 
0.178 FIG. 12 illustrates a tile layer configuration that 
may be used in a map, in accordance with some embodi 
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ments. In the illustrated embodiments, map tile 1202 com 
prises at least one base tile layer 1204, at least one vector tile 
layer 1206, an optional inactive tile layer 1208, and an 
optional selection tile layer 1210. Base tile layer 1204 
comprises a base map upon which data objects and features 
may be displayed. In some embodiments, the base tile layer 
may include, as described above, overhead imagery, topo 
graphic, blank (Mercator), base map, aviation, and/or blank 
(unprojected). 
(0179 Vector tile layer 1206 may be used to display 
objects to be overlaid on the base tile layer 1204. For 
example, the user may select one or more vector layers to be 
displayed (e.g., as illustrated in FIG. 2A). In addition, the 
user may perform one or more searches specifying param 
eters for one or more objects to be displayed on the map. In 
Some embodiments, objects may be displayed on the map 
using an icon. Different types of objects may be displayed 
using different icons (e.g., an object representing a person 
may be displayed using a circular icon containing the shape 
a person, while an object representing a restaurant may be 
shown using a different icon, such as a circular icon con 
taining a dining symbol). In some embodiments, objects 
may be displayed using different shapes. For example, as 
illustrated in FIGS. 3A, 3B, and 3C, objects may comprise 
sections of road, sections of river, county borders, and/or 
other types of objects. These objects may be represented 
using lines or other shapes on the map (e.g., a road may be 
presented as a yellow line, while a river may be represented 
as a blue line, and a province represented by a green border). 
0180. In some embodiments, for the purposes of trans 
mitting to the client, multiple vector layers (e.g., multiple 
vector layers selected by a user) may be compressed into a 
single vector tile layer 1206. In other embodiments, each 
vector layer may be transmitted as its own separate vector 
tile layer. 
0181. In some embodiments, not all selected vector lay 
ers need to be considered when generating vector tile layer 
1206. For example, a particular selected vector layer may 
only contain objects within a certain area of the map. As 
such, when generating vector tile layer 1206, only vector 
layers having objects within the area of the map tile need to 
be considered. In some embodiments, in order to be able to 
quickly eliminate vector layers that do not have to be 
considered when generating vector tile layer 1206 for a 
given map tile, a bounding box may be drawn around the 
objects of a vector layer, to determine an area covered by the 
vector layer. If the area of the bounding box is outside the 
area covered by the map tile, the vector layer is not consid 
ered when generating vector tile layer 1206 for the map tile. 
0182. In some embodiments, a user may be able to select 
one or more of the displayed objects shown in object layer 
1206. When an object is selected, the icon or shape repre 
senting the data object may change color and/or shape in 
response to being selected. For example, a circular icon 
representing a person object may contain a ring that changes 
color when the object is selected. A blue line representing a 
section of river may, in response to a selection may the user, 
be overlaid using a thicker line of a different color. As it is 
possible for a user to select hundreds or thousands of objects 
at a time (e.g., by performing a large search or selecting over 
an area), it is often beneficial to keep track of which objects 
have been selected on the server-side. As such, the modified 
icons/shapes caused by selection of the objects may be 
displayed in optional selection tile layer 1210. In some 
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embodiments, other visual effects that may be applied on the 
map. Such as a heatmap, may also be displayed in selection 
tile layer 510. 
0183 FIG. 13 illustrates an example selection tile layer 
for a map tile, in accordance with Some embodiments. As 
illustrated in the figure, selection tile layer 1302 comprises 
an image that contains an icon 1304 corresponding to a 
selected object. Because there are no other objects that have 
been selected within the area of tile 1302, the remainder tile 
1302 is transparent, such that it can be transposed with the 
remaining layers associated with the tile (e.g., a vector tile 
layer, a base tile layer, and/or an inactive tile layer) to form 
a complete map tile for display. 
0184. In some embodiments, not all of the displayed 
objects are able to be interactive or selectable by the user. 
Objects that are not interactive or selectable may be referred 
to as being “inactive.” For example, a user may define a filter 
to exclude a Subset of the displayed objects. As such, objects 
that are inactive may be displayed on optional inactive tile 
layer 1208 instead of on vector tile layer 1206. In some 
embodiments, a visual effect may be applied on the icon or 
shape representing an inactive object (e.g., greying out the 
icon representing the object), in order to differentiate the 
object from selectable objects on the map. 
0185. The various layers (base tile layer 1204, vector tile 
layer 1206, inactive tile layer 1208, and selection tile layer 
1210), are generated at the server side and overlaid on each 
other to form completed map tiles, which may then be sent 
to the client system. An array of completed map tiles are 
assembled form the map. In some embodiments, images 
corresponding to individual tile layers may be sent to the 
client system, whereupon the client system assembles the 
received tile layers into completed map tiles. 
0186. In some embodiments, user interactions with the 
displayed map may cause the tile layers to be updated. For 
example, if the user clicks a particular location on the map. 
a determination may be made as to whether the location 
corresponds to an icon or shape representing an object. In 
Some embodiments, this determination may be made at the 
server-side in response the client sending coordinates of the 
click to the server. If it is determined that the location is 
associated with an object, the object may be selected, 
causing an update to one or more tile layers (e.g., selection 
tile layer 1210). In some embodiments, this may cause the 
server to generated one or more updated layers for which to 
create a re-composed tile. The re-composed tile comprising 
updated tile layers may then be sent from the server to the 
client, to be displayed in the tile location. 
0187. In some embodiments, not all tile layers of a map 

tile need to be updated in response to a user interaction. For 
example, when a user selects a displayed object on a 
particular tile, the interaction may necessitate updates to the 
vector tile layer and/or selection tile layer associated with 
the tile. However, it is possible that the base tile layer and 
inactive tile layer associated with the tile do not need to be 
updated. As such, in some embodiments, one or more 
updated tile layers are sent from the server to the client, and 
used to replace one or more corresponding tile layers 
previously displayed at the location. In some embodiments, 
in order to maintain visual continuity, the previous tile layers 
are not replaced until all updated tile layers for the particular 
tile have been received. 

0188 In some embodiments, at least a portion of the 
determinations may be performed by the client instead of the 
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server. For example, in Some embodiments, because the user 
may only highlight a single object at a time, highlighting an 
object may be performed by the client instead of by the 
server. As such, highlighting objects on the map may be 
performed nearly instantaneously, and provides useful feed 
back that enhances the interactivity of the map system. 
(0189 In some embodiments, in order to determine 
whether a particular location on the map corresponds to a 
data object or feature, a UTF grid may be used. FIG. 14 
illustrates an example of a UTF grid of the map system, 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. In an 
embodiment, the UTF grid enables feature outlining and/or 
highlighting of many objects with client-side components. 
In one embodiment, each map tile (or image) of the map 
interface includes an associated textual UTF (UCS Trans 
formation Format) grid. In FIG. 14, an example map tile 
1402 is shown next to an associated example UTF grid 1404. 
In this example, the map tile and associated UTF grid are 
generated by the server-side components and sent to the 
client-side components. In the UTF grid, each character 
represents a pixel or set of pixels in the map tile image, and 
each character indicates what object is associated with the 
pixel. For example, the pixels of the map can be down 
sampled and divided into arrays or sets of pixels (e.g., a 2x2 
array of pixels) are each associated with a character in the 
UTF grid. Each character in the UTF grid may additionally 
be associated with an object identifier which may be used to 
request metadata associated with that object. 
(0190. Contiguous regions of characters in the UTF grid 
indicate the bounds of a particular object, and may be used 
by the client-side components to provide the object high 
lighting and/or outlining. For example, when a user hovers 
a mouse pointer over an object on a map tile, the map system 
determines the character and portion of the UTF grid asso 
ciated with the pixel hovered over, draws an object outline 
based on the UTF grid, and may additionally access meta 
data associated with the object based on the object identifier 
associated with the object. For example, the object identifier 
is sent to a back-end server, where the identifier is used to 
identify the object and retrieve metadata associated with the 
object to be transmitted to the client. In some embodiments, 
characters in the UTF may also be associated with certain 
types of metadata associated with the object (e.g., object 
name), allowing the metadata to be displayed without hav 
ing to first retrieve the metadata using the object identifier 
from the back-end server. This allows the metadata to be 
displayed almost instantly when the user selects or high 
lights the object. In an embodiment, the UTF grid is sent to 
the client-side components in a JSON (JavaScript Object 
Notation) format. 
0191 For example, FIG. 15 shows a flow diagram depict 
ing illustrative client-side metadata retrieval of the map 
system, according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
sure. In various embodiments, fewer blocks or additional 
blocks may be included in the process, or various blocks 
may be performed in an order different from that shown in 
FIG. 15. In an embodiment, one or more blocks in FIG. 15 
may be performed by client-side components of the map 
system, for example, computer system 2000. 
0.192 At block 1502, the client-side components of the 
map system detect that the user is hovering over and/or 
touching an object in the user interface. At block 1504, and 
as described above, the client-side components may access 
the UTF grid to determine the object identifier and object 
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boundaries associated with the hovered-over object. Then, at 
block 1506, the client-side components may render the 
object shape on the image or map interface. The object shape 
may be rendered as an outline and/or other highlighting. 
(0193 At block 1508, the client-side components detect 
whether the user has selected the object. Objects may be 
selected, for example, if the user clicks on the object and or 
touches the object. If the user has selected the object, then 
at block 1510, the client-side components query the server 
side components to retrieve metadata associated with the 
selected object. In an embodiment, querying of the server 
side components may include transmitting the object iden 
tifier associated with the selected object to the server, the 
server retrieving from a database the relevant metadata, and 
the server transmitting the retrieved metadata back to the 
client-side components. In other embodiments, only a loca 
tion of the selection needs to be sent to the server, where 
upon the server may identify the object based upon the 
selection location. 

(0194 At block 1512, the metadata may be received by 
the client-side components and displayed to the user. For 
example, the metadata associated with the selected object 
may be displayed to the user in the user interface in a 
dedicated metadata window, among other possibilities. In 
Some embodiments, the metadata may be used to be used as 
part of one or more aggregations or combinations that are 
displayed to the user. For example, the metadata may be 
used to generate one or more attribute histograms. In some 
embodiments, the metadata is aggregated and processed at 
the server side (e.g., to create a histogram), wherein the 
processed metadata (e.g., histogram data) is then transmitted 
to the client. 

(0195 In an embodiment, one or more blocks in FIG. 15 
may be performed by server-side components of the map 
system, for example, server 2030. 
0.196 FIG. 16A shows a flow diagram depicting illustra 
tive server-side operations of the map system, according to 
an embodiment of the present disclosure. In various embodi 
ments, fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in 
the process, or various blocks may be performed in an order 
different from that shown in FIG. 16A. In an embodiment, 
one or more blocks in FIG. 16A may be performed by 
server-side components of the map system, for example, 
Server 2030. 

0197) Server-side operations of the map system may 
include composing and updating the map tiles that make up 
the map interface. For example, when the user changes the 
selection of the base layer and/or one or more of the vector 
layers, the map tiles are re-composed and updated in the map 
interface to reflect the user's selection. Selection of objects 
resulting in highlighting of those objects may also involve 
re-composition of the map tiles. Further, UTF grids may be 
generated by the server-side components for each map tile 
composed. 
(0198 At block 1602, the user interface is provided to the 
user. At block 1604 an input from the user is received. Inputs 
received from the user that may result in server-side opera 
tions may include, for example, an object selection (1604-1), 
a change in layer selection (1604-2), a geosearch (1604-3), 
generating a heatmap (1604-4), searching from the search 
box (1604-5), panning or Zooming the map interface (1604 
6), and/or generating one or more filters (1604-7), among 
others. 
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(0199. At block 1606, the client-side components of the 
map system may query the server-side components in 
response to any of inputs 1604-1, 1604-2, 1604-3, 1604-4, 
1604-5, 1604-6, and 1604-7 from the user. The server-side 
components then update and re-compose the map tiles and 
UTF grids of the map interface in accordance with the user 
input (as described above in reference to FIG. 15 and below 
in reference to FIG. 16B), and transmits those updated map 
tiles and UTF grids back to the client-side components. 
0200. At block 1608, the client-side components receive 
the updated map tile information from the server, and at 
block 1610 the user interface is updated with the received 
information. 
0201 In an embodiment, additional information and/or 
data, in addition to updated map tiles, may be transmitted to 
the client-side components from the server-side compo 
nents. For example, object metadata may be transmitted in 
response to a user selecting an object. 
0202. In an embodiment, one or more blocks in FIG.16A 
may be performed by client-side components of the map 
system, for example, computer system 2000. 
0203 FIG. 16B shows a flow diagram depicting illustra 
tive server-side layer composition of the map system, 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure. In 
various embodiments, fewer blocks or additional blocks 
may be included in the process, or various blocks may be 
performed in an order different from those shown. In an 
embodiment, one or more blocks in FIG. 16B may be 
performed by server-side components of the map system, for 
example, server 2000. 
0204 At block 1630, a query is received by the server 
side components from the client-side components. Such a 
query may originate, for example, at block 1616 of FIG. 
16A. At block 1632, the server-side components determine 
the map tile composition based on the query. For example, 
if the user has selected an object or group of objects, the map 
tiles containing those objects may be updated to include 
highlighted objects (e.g., selection tile layers for the map 
tiles are updated to display highlighted icons corresponding 
to the highlighted objects). If the user defines a filter, the 
map tiles may be updated to show objects that do not satisfy 
the filter conditions as inactive (e.g., vector tile layers are 
updated to remove icons corresponding to data objects that 
have been made inactive, while inactive tile layers are 
updated to include icons corresponding to inactive data 
objects). In another example, if the user has changed the 
layer selection, the map tiles may be updated to include only 
those layers that are currently selected. In the example of 
FIG. 16B, the layers currently selected are determined, and 
the layers are composed and/or rendered into the map tiles 
(e.g., as base tile layer and/or vector tile layer). In another 
example, if the user has performed a geosearch and selected 
to add the search result objects to the map interface, the map 
tiles are updated to include those search result objects. In yet 
another example, when the user has generated a heatmap. 
the map tiles (e.g., selection tile layers) are updated to show 
the generated heatmap. In another example, if the user 
searches via the search box, the selected objects may be 
highlighted in the re-composed map tiles. In another 
example, when the user pans and/or Zooms in the map 
interface, the map tiles are updated to reflect the new view 
selected by the user. In all cases, an updated UTF grid may 
also be generated for each composed map tile. For example, 
the UTF grid may be updated such that data objects that have 
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been selected or made inactive are not highlighted when 
hovered over by the user, such that only data objects that are 
not inactive and are not already selected can be highlighted. 
0205 For example, the map tile may comprise a plurality 
of overlaid tile layers (e.g., as illustrated in FIG. 12). The 
selected base layer may be rendered as its own tile layer. In 
Some embodiments, the selected vector layers may be con 
solidated into a single vector tile layer, while in other 
embodiments, selected layers may remain as separate vector 
tile layers. In some embodiments, one or more selected 
vector layers may be not be considered, based upon a 
determination that no data objects or features associated 
with the vector layer are within the region corresponding to 
the map tile. In addition, data objects and/or features dis 
played as the result of a search may also be rendered in the 
vector tile layer. If the user has selected an object or group 
of objects, the selection (and any associated visual effects) 
may be rendered in the selection tile layer. In some embodi 
ments, other visual effects, such as heatmaps, may also be 
rendered in the selection tile layer. Data objects or features 
that have been made inactive may be separated into a 
separate inactive tile layer. 
0206. At block 1634, the map system determines whether 
the layers necessary to compose the requested map tiles are 
cached. For example, when a layer is selected by the user, 
that layer may be composed by the map system and placed 
in a memory of the server-side components for future 
retrieval. Caching of composed layers may obviate the need 
for recomposing those layers later, which advantageously 
may save time and/or processing power. 
0207. If the required layers are cached, then at block 1640 
the layers are composed into the requested map tiles and, at 
block 1642, transmitted to the client-side components. 
0208. When the required layers are not cached, at block 
1636, the server-side components calculate and/or compose 
the requested layer and or layers, and may then, at block 
1638, optionally cache the newly composed layers for future 
retrieval. Then, at blocks 1640 and 1642, the layers are 
composed into map tiles and provided to the client-side 
components. In some embodiments, the layers are composed 
into tile layers. For example, multiple selected vector layers 
may be composed into a single vector tile layer. In some 
embodiments, the tile layers (e.g., a base tile layer, a vector 
tile layer, a selection tile layer, and/or an inactive tile layer) 
are composed into map tiles by the server and provided to 
the client-side components. In other embodiments, the tile 
layers are provided to the client-side components, which 
uses them to compose the map tiles (e.g., by overlaying the 
tile layers for a particular map tile on top of each other to 
form the map tile). 
0209. In an embodiment, tile layers and/or entire map 

tiles may be cached by the server-side components. In an 
embodiment, the size and/or quality of the map tiles that 
make up that map interface may be selected and/or dynami 
cally selected based on at least one of the bandwidth 
available for transmitting the map tiles to the client-side 
components, the size of the map interface, and/or the com 
plexity of the layer composition, among other factors. In an 
embodiment, the map tiles comprise images, for example, in 
one or more of the following formats: PNG, GIF, JPEG, 
TIFF, BMP, and/or any other type of appropriate image 
format. 
0210. In an embodiment, the layer and object data com 
posed into layers and map tiles comprises vector data. The 
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vector data (for example, object data) may include associ 
ated metadata, as described above. In an embodiment, the 
vector, layer, and/or object data and associated metadata 
may originate from one or more databases and/or electronic 
data stores. 

0211. In an embodiment, the map system may display 
more than 50 million selectable features to a user simulta 
neously. In an embodiment, the map system may support 
tens or hundreds of concurrent users accessing the same map 
and object data. In an embodiment, map and object data used 
by the map system may be mirrored and/or spread across 
multiple computers, servers, and/or server-side components. 
0212. In an embodiment, rather than updating the map 
tiles to reflect a selection by the user of one or more objects, 
the map system may show an approximation of the selection 
to the user based on client-side processing. 
0213. In an embodiment, icons and/or styles associated 
with various objects in the map interface may be updated 
and/or changed by the user. For example, the styles of the 
various objects may be specified in or by a style data file. 
The style data file may be formatted according to a particular 
format or standard readable by the map system. In an 
embodiment, the style data file is formatted according to the 
JSON format standard. The user may thus change the look 
of the objects and shapes rendered in the map interface of the 
map system by changing the style data file. The style data 
file may further define the looks for object and terrain 
(among other items and data) at various Zoom levels. 
0214. In an embodiment, objects, notes, metadata, and/or 
other types of data may be added to the map system by the 
user through the user interface. In an embodiment, user 
added information may be shared between multiple users of 
the map system. In an embodiment, a user of the map system 
may add annotations and shapes to the map interface that 
may be saved and shared with other users. In an embodi 
ment, a user of the map system may share a selection of 
objects with one or more other users. 
0215. In an embodiment, the user interface of the map 
system may include a timeline window. The timeline win 
dow may enable the user to view objects and layers specific 
to particular moments in time and/or time periods. In an 
embodiment, the user may view tolerance ellipses overlaid 
on the map interface indicating the likely position of an 
object across a particular time period. 
0216. In an embodiment, the map system may include 
elevation profiling. Elevation profiling may allow a user of 
the system to determine the elevation along a path on the 
map interface, to perform a viewshed analysis (determine 
objects and/or terrain viewable from a particular location), to 
perform a reverse-viewshed analysis (for a particular loca 
tion, determine objects and/or terrain that may view the 
location), among others. 
0217. In an embodiment, vector data, object data, meta 
data, and/or other types of data may be prepared before it is 
entered into or accessed by the map system. For example, 
the data may be converted from one format to another, may 
be crawled for common items of metadata, and/or may be 
prepared for application of a style file or style information, 
among other action. In an embodiment, a layer ontology 
may be automatically generated based on a group of data. In 
an embodiment, the map system may access common data 
Sources available on the Internet, for example, road data 
available from openStreetmap.org. 
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0218. In an embodiment, roads shown in the map inter 
face are labeled with their names, and buildings are rendered 
in faux-3D to indicate the building heights. In an embodi 
ment, Blue Force Tracking may be integrated into the map 
system as a layer with the characteristics of both a static 
vector layer and a dynamic selection layer. A Blue Force 
layer may enable the use of the map system for live 
operational analysis. In an embodiment, the map system 
may quickly render detailed chloropleths or heatmaps with 
minimal data transfer. For example, the system may render 
a chloropleth with a property value on the individual shapes 
of the properties themselves, rather than aggregating this 
information on a county or Zip code level. 
0219 Advantageously, the map system displays many 
items of data, objects, features, and/or layers in a single map 
interface. A user may easily interact with things on the map 
and gather information by hovering over or selecting fea 
tures, even though those features may not be labeled. The 
user may select features, may “drill down on a particular 
type of feature (for example, roads), may view features 
through histograms, may use histograms to determine com 
mon characteristics (for example, determine the most com 
mon speed limit), and/or may determine correlations among 
features (for example, see that slower speed limit areas are 
centered around schools). Further, the map system may be 
useful in many different situations. For example, the system 
may be useful to operational planners and/or disaster relief 
personnel. 
0220 Additionally, the map system accomplishes at least 
three core ideas: providing a robust and fast back-end 
(server-side) renderer, keeping data on the back-end, and 
only transferring the data necessary to have interactivity. In 
one embodiment, the primary function of the server-side 
components is rendering map tiles. The server is capable of 
drawing very detailed maps with a variety of styles that can 
be based on vector metadata. Rendered map tiles for a vector 
layer may be cached, and several of these layer tiles are 
drawn on top of one another to produce the final tile that is 
sent to the client-side browser. Map tile rendering is fast 
enough for displaying dynamic tiles for selection and high 
light to the user. Server-side operations allow for dynamic 
selections of very large numbers of features, calculation of 
the histogram, determining the number of items shown 
and/or selected, and drawing the selection, for example. 
Further, the heatmap may include large numbers of points 
without incurring the cost of transferring those points to the 
client-side browser. Additionally, transferring only as much 
data as necessary to have interactivity enables quick server 
rendering of dynamic selections and vector layers. On the 
other hand, highlighting hovered-over features may be per 
formed client-side nearly instantaneously, and provides use 
ful feedback that enhances the interactivity of the map 
system. In an embodiment, to avoid transferring too much 
geometric data, the geometries of objects (in the map tiles 
and UTF grid) are down-sampled depending on how 
Zoomed in the user is to the map interface. Thus, map tiles 
may be rendered and presented to a user of the map system 
in a dynamic and useable manner. 

Object Centric Data Model 
0221) To provide a framework for the following discus 
sion of specific systems and methods described above and 
below, an example database system 1710 using an ontology 
1705 will now be described. This description is provided for 
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the purpose of providing an example and is not intended to 
limit the techniques to the example data model, the example 
database system, or the example database systems use of an 
ontology to represent information. 
0222. In one embodiment, a body of data is conceptually 
structured according to an object-centric data model repre 
sented by ontology 1705. The conceptual data model is 
independent of any particular database used for durably 
storing one or more database(s) 1709 based on the ontology 
1705. For example, each object of the conceptual data model 
may correspond to one or more rows in a relational database 
or an entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
(LDAP) database, or any combination of one or more 
databases. 
0223 FIG. 17A illustrates an object-centric conceptual 
data model according to an embodiment. An ontology 1705, 
as noted above, may include stored information providing a 
data model for storage of data in the database 1709. The 
ontology 1705 may be defined by one or more object types, 
which may each be associated with one or more property 
types. At the highest level of abstraction, data object 1701 is 
a container for information representing things in the world. 
For example, data object 1701 can represent an entity such 
as a person, a place, an organization, a market instrument, or 
other noun. Data object 1701 can represent an event that 
happens at a point in time or for a duration. Data object 1701 
can represent a document or other unstructured data source 
Such as an e-mail message, a news report, or a written paper 
or article. Each data object 1701 is associated with a unique 
identifier that uniquely identifies the data object within the 
database system. 
0224 Different types of data objects may have different 
property types. For example, a “Person’ data object might 
have an “Eye Color property type and an “Event data 
object might have a "Date” property type. Each property 
1703 as represented by data in the database system 1710 
may have a property type defined by the ontology 1705 used 
by the database 1705. 
0225. Objects may be instantiated in the database 1709 in 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
particular object in the ontology 1705. For example, a 
specific monetary payment (e.g., an object of type "event) 
of USS30.00 (e.g., a property of type “currency') taking 
place on 3/27/2009 (e.g., a property of type “date') may be 
stored in the database 1709 as an event object with associ 
ated currency and date properties as defined within the 
ontology 1705. 
0226. The data objects defined in the ontology 1705 may 
Support property multiplicity. In particular, a data object 
1701 may be allowed to have more than one property 1703 
of the same property type. For example, a “Person’ data 
object might have multiple “Address' properties or multiple 
“Name” properties. 
0227 Each link 1702 represents a connection between 
two data objects 1701. In one embodiment, the connection 
is either through a relationship, an event, or through match 
ing properties. A relationship connection may be asymmetri 
cal or symmetrical. For example, “Person’ data object A 
may be connected to “Person’ data object B by a “Child Of 
relationship (where “Person’ data object B has an asym 
metric “Parent Of relationship to “Person’ data object A), 
a “Kin Of symmetric relationship to “Person’ data object 
C, and an asymmetric “Member Of relationship to “Orga 
nization’ data object X. The type of relationship between 
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two data objects may vary depending on the types of the data 
objects. For example, “Person’ data object A may have an 
“Appears In relationship with "Document data object Y or 
have a “Participate In relationship with “Event data object 
E. As an example of an event connection, two “Person’ data 
objects may be connected by an “Airline Flight' data object 
representing a particular airline flight if they traveled 
together on that flight, or by a “Meeting data object 
representing a particular meeting if they both attended that 
meeting. In one embodiment, when two data objects are 
connected by an event, they are also connected by relation 
ships, in which each data object has a specific relationship 
to the event, such as, for example, an “Appears. In rela 
tionship. 
0228. As an example of a matching properties connec 

tion, two “Person’ data objects representing a brother and a 
sister, may both have an “Address' property that indicates 
where they live. If the brother and the sister live in the same 
home, then their “Address’ properties likely contain similar, 
if not identical property values. In one embodiment, a link 
between two data objects may be established based on 
similar or matching properties (e.g., property types and/or 
property values) of the data objects. These are just some 
examples of the types of connections that may be repre 
sented by a link and other types of connections may be 
represented; embodiments are not limited to any particular 
types of connections between data objects. For example, a 
document might contain references to two different objects. 
For example, a document may contain a reference to a 
payment (one object), and a person (a second object). A link 
between these two objects may represent a connection 
between these two entities through their co-occurrence 
within the same document. 

0229. Each data object 1701 can have multiple links with 
another data object 1701 to form a link set 1704. For 
example, two “Person’ data objects representing a husband 
and a wife could be linked through a “Spouse Of relation 
ship, a matching “Address' property, and one or more 
matching “Event properties (e.g., a wedding). Each link 
1702 as represented by data in a database may have a link 
type defined by the database ontology used by the database. 
0230 FIG. 17B is a block diagram illustrating exemplary 
components and data that may be used in identifying and 
storing data according to an ontology. In this example, the 
ontology may be configured, and data in the data model 
populated, by a system of parsers and ontology configura 
tion tools. In the embodiment of FIG. 17B, input data 1800 
is provided to parser 1802. The input data may comprise data 
from one or more sources. For example, an institution may 
have one or more databases with information on credit card 
transactions, rental cars, and people. The databases may 
contain a variety of related information and attributes about 
each type of data, such as a “date' for a credit card 
transaction, an address for a person, and a date for when a 
rental car is rented. The parser 1802 is able to read a variety 
of source input data types and determine which type of data 
it is reading. 
0231. In accordance with the discussion above, the 
example ontology 1705 comprises stored information pro 
viding the data model of data stored in database 1709, and 
the ontology is defined by one or more object types 1810, 
one or more property types 1816, and one or more link types 
1830. Based on information determined by the parser 1802 
or other mapping of Source input information to object type, 
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one or more data objects 1701 may be instantiated in the 
database 1709 based on respective determined object types 
1710, and each of the objects 1701 has one or more 
properties 1703 that are instantiated based on property types 
1816. Two data objects 1701 may be connected by one or 
more links 1702 that may be instantiated based on link types 
1830. The property types 1816 each may comprise one or 
more data types 1818, Such as a string, number, etc. Property 
types 1816 may be instantiated based on a base property type 
1820. For example, a base property type 1820 may be 
“Locations' and a property type 1816 may be “Home.” 
0232. In an embodiment, a user of the system uses an 
object type editor 1824 to create and/or modify the object 
types 1810 and define attributes of the object types. In an 
embodiment, a user of the system uses a property type editor 
1826 to create and/or modify the property types 1816 and 
define attributes of the property types. In an embodiment, a 
user of the system uses link type editor 1828 to create the 
link types 1830. Alternatively, other programs, processes, or 
programmatic controls may be used to create link types and 
property types and define attributes, and using editors is not 
required. 
0233. In an embodiment, creating a property type 1816 
using the property type editor 1826 involves defining at least 
one parser definition using a parser editor 1822. A parser 
definition comprises metadata that informs parser 1802 how 
to parse input data 1800 to determine whether values in the 
input data can be assigned to the property type 1816 that is 
associated with the parser definition. In an embodiment, 
each parser definition may comprise a regular expression 
parser 1804A or a code module parser 1804B. In other 
embodiments, other kinds of parser definitions may be 
provided using scripts or other programmatic elements. 
Once defined, both a regular expression parser 1804A and a 
code module parser 1804B can provide input to parser 1802 
to control parsing of input data 1800. 
0234. Using the data types defined in the ontology, input 
data 1800 may be parsed by the parser 1802 determine 
which object type 1810 should receive data from a record 
created from the input data, and which property types 1816 
should be assigned to data from individual field values in the 
input data. Based on the object-property mapping 1801, the 
parser 1802 selects one of the parser definitions that is 
associated with a property type in the input data. The parser 
parses an input data field using the selected parser definition, 
resulting in creating new or modified data 1803. The new or 
modified data 1803 is added to the database 1709 according 
to ontology 1705 by storing values of the new or modified 
data in a property of the specified property type. As a result, 
input data 1700 having varying format or syntax can be 
created in database 1709. The ontology 1705 may be modi 
fied at any time using object type editor 1824, property type 
editor 1826, and link type editor 1828, or under program 
control without human use of an editor. Parser editor 1822 
enables creating multiple parser definitions that can Success 
fully parse input data 1800 having varying format or syntax 
and determine which property types should be used to 
transform input data 1800 into new or modified input data 
18O3. 

0235. The properties, objects, and links (e.g. relation 
ships) between the objects can be visualized using a graphi 
cal user interface (GUI). For example, FIG. 17C displays a 
user interface showing a graph representation 1903 of rela 
tionships (including relationships and/or links 1904, 1905, 
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1906, 1907, 1908, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912, and 1913) 
between the data objects (including data objects 1921, 1922, 
1923, 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927, 1928, and 1929) that are 
represented as nodes in the example of FIG. 8C. In this 
embodiment, the data objects include person objects 1921, 
1922, 1923, 1924, 1925, and 1926; a flight object 1927; a 
financial account 1928; and a computer object 1929. In this 
example, each person node (associated with person data 
objects), flight node (associated with flight data objects), 
financial account node (associated with financial account 
data objects), and computer node (associated with computer 
data objects) may have relationships and/or links with any of 
the other nodes through, for example, other objects such as 
payment objects. 
0236. For example, in FIG. 17C, relationship 1904 is 
based on a payment associated with the individuals indicated 
in person data objects 1921 and 1923. The link 1904 
represents these shared payments (for example, the indi 
vidual associated with data object 1921 may have paid the 
individual associated with data object 1923 on three occa 
sions). The relationship is further indicated by the common 
relationship between person data objects 1921 and 1923 and 
financial account data object 1928. For example, link 1911 
indicates that person data object 1921 transferred money 
into financial account data object 1928, while person data 
object 1923 transferred money out of financial account data 
object 1928. In another example, the relationships between 
person data objects 1924 and 1925 and flight data object 
1927 are indicated by links 1906, 1909, and 1910. In this 
example, person data objects 1924 and 1925 have a common 
address and were passengers on the same flight data object 
1927. In an embodiment, further details related to the 
relationships between the various objects may be displayed. 
For example, links 1911 and 1912 may, in some embodi 
ments, indicate the timing of the respective money transfers. 
In another example, the time of the flight associated with the 
flight data object 1927 may be shown. 
0237 Relationships between data objects may be stored 
as links, or in some embodiments, as properties, where a 
relationship may be detected between the properties. In 
Some cases, as stated above, the links may be directional. 
For example, a payment link may have a direction associated 
with the payment, where one person object is a receiver of 
a payment, and another person object is the payer of 
payment. 
0238. In various embodiments, data objects may further 
include geographical metadata and/or links. Such geographi 
cal metadata may be accessed by the interactive data object 
map system for displaying objects and features on the map 
interface (as described above). In some embodiments, geo 
graphical metadata may be associated with specific proper 
ties of a data object (e.g., an object corresponding to a flight 
may have an origin location and a destination location). 
0239. In addition to visually showing relationships 
between the data objects, the user interface may allow 
various other manipulations. For example, the objects within 
database 1108 may be searched using a search interface 
1950 (e.g., text string matching of object properties), 
inspected (e.g., properties and associated data viewed), 
filtered (e.g., narrowing the universe of objects into sets and 
Subsets by properties or relationships), and statistically 
aggregated (e.g., numerically Summarized based on Summa 
rization criteria), among other operations and visualizations. 
Additionally, as described above, objects within database 
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1108 may be searched, accessed, and implemented in the 
map interface of the interactive data object map system via, 
for example, a geosearch and/or radius search. 

Implementation Mechanisms 
0240 According to an embodiment, the interactive data 
object map system and other methods and techniques 
described herein are implemented by one or more special 
purpose computing devices. The special-purpose computing 
devices may be hard-wired to perform the techniques, or 
may include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays (FPGAs) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the techniques, or may include one or 
more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 
firmware, memory, other storage, or a combination. Such 
special-purpose computing devices may also combine cus 
tom hard-wired logic, ASICs, or FPGAs with custom pro 
gramming to accomplish the techniques. The special-pur 
pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems, 
server computer systems, portable computer systems, hand 
held devices, networking devices or any other device or 
combination of devices that incorporate hard-wired and/or 
program logic to implement the techniques. 
0241 Computing device(s) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system software. Such as iOS, 
Android, Chrome OS, Windows XP, Windows Vista, Win 
dows 7, Windows 8, Windows Server, Windows CE, Unix, 
Linux, SunOS, Solaris, iOS, Blackberry OS, VxWorks, or 
other compatible operating systems. In other embodiments, 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system. Conventional operating systems control 
and schedule computer processes for execution, perform 
memory management, provide file system, networking, I/O 
services, and provide a user interface functionality, Such as 
a graphical user interface ("GUI”), among other things. 
0242 For example, FIG. 17D is a block diagram that 
illustrates a computer system 800 upon which the various 
systems and methods discussed herein may be implemented. 
Computer system 2000 includes a bus 2002 or other com 
munication mechanism for communicating information, and 
a hardware processor, or multiple processors, 2004 coupled 
with bus 2002 for processing information. Hardware pro 
cessor(s) 2004 may be, for example, one or more general 
purpose microprocessors. 
0243 Computer system 2000 also includes a main 
memory 2006, such as a random access memory (RAM), 
cache and/or other dynamic storage devices, coupled to bus 
2002 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 2004. Main memory 2006 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 2004. Such instructions, when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 2004, render computer system 
2000 into a special-purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions. 
0244 Computer system 2000 further includes a read only 
memory (ROM) 2008 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 2002 for storing static information and instructions 
for processor 2004. A storage device 2010, such as a 
magnetic disk, optical disk, or USB thumb drive (Flash 
drive), etc., is provided and coupled to bus 2002 for storing 
information and instructions. 
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0245 Computer system 2000 may be coupled via bus 
2002 to a display 2012, such as a cathode ray tube (CRT), 
LCD display, or touch screen display, for displaying infor 
mation to a computer user and/or receiving input from the 
user. An input device 2014, including alphanumeric and 
other keys, is coupled to bus 2002 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 2004. 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 2016, 
Such as a mouse, a trackball, or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 2004 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 2012. This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes, a first axis (e.g., X) and a second axis 
(e.g., y), that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane. In some embodiments, the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
CUSO. 

0246 Computing system 2000 may include a user inter 
face module, and/or various other types of modules to 
implement a GUI, a map interface, and the various other 
aspects of the interactive data object map system. The 
modules may be stored in a mass storage device as execut 
able software codes that are executed by the computing 
device(s). This and other modules may include, by way of 
example, components, such as Software components, object 
oriented Software components, class components and task 
components, processes, functions, attributes, procedures, 
Subroutines, segments of program code, drivers, firmware, 
microcode, circuitry, data, databases, data structures, tables, 
arrays, and variables. 
0247. In general, the word “module.’’ as used herein, 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware, or to a 
collection of Software instructions, possibly having entry 
and exit points, Written in a programming language. Such as, 
for example, Java, Lua, C or C++. A Software module may 
be compiled and linked into an executable program, 
installed in a dynamic link library, or may be written in an 
interpreted programming language such as, for example, 
BASIC, Perl, or Python. It will be appreciated that software 
modules may be callable from other modules or from 
themselves, and/or may be invoked in response to detected 
events or interrupts. Software modules configured for execu 
tion on computing devices may be provided on a computer 
readable medium, Such as a compact disc, digital video disc, 
flash drive, magnetic disc, or any other tangible medium, or 
as a digital download (and may be originally stored in a 
compressed or installable format that requires installation, 
decompression or decryption prior to execution). Such soft 
ware code may be stored, partially or fully, on a memory 
device of the executing computing device, for execution by 
the computing device. Software instructions may be embed 
ded in firmware, such as an EPROM. It will be further 
appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised of 
connected logic units, such as gates and flip-flops, and/or 
may be comprised of programmable units, such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors. The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as Software modules, but may be represented in 
hardware or firmware. Generally, the modules described 
herein refer to logical modules that may be combined with 
other modules or divided into sub-modules despite their 
physical organization or storage 
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0248 Computer system 2000 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard-wired logic, 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program 
logic which in combination with the computer system causes 
or programs computer system 2000 to be a special-purpose 
machine. According to one embodiment, the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 2000 in response 
to processor(s) 2004 executing one or more sequences of 
one or more modules and/or instructions contained in main 
memory 2006. Such instructions may be read into main 
memory 2006 from another storage medium, Such as storage 
device 2010. Execution of the sequences of instructions 
contained in main memory 2006 causes processor(s) 2004 to 
perform the process steps described herein. In alternative 
embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in place of 
or in combination with Software instructions. 

0249. The term “non-transitory media, and similar 
terms, as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and/or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion. Such non-transitory media may comprise 
non-volatile media and/or volatile media. Non-volatile 
media includes, for example, optical or magnetic disks. Such 
as storage device 2010. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 2006. Common forms of 
non-transitory media include, for example, a floppy disk, a 
flexible disk, hard disk, Solid State drive, magnetic tape, or 
any other magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any 
other optical data storage medium, any physical medium 
with patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a 
FLASH-EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or 
cartridge, and networked versions of the same. 
0250) Non-transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media. Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media. For example, transmission media includes 
coaxial cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the 
wires that comprise bus 2002. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves, such as those 
generated during radio-wave and infra-red data communi 
cations. 

0251 Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 2004 for execution. For example, the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid State 
drive of a remote computer. The remote computer can load 
the instructions and/or modules into its dynamic memory 
and send the instructions over a telephone line using a 
modem. A modem local to computer system 2000 can 
receive the data on the telephone line and use an infra-red 
transmitter to convert the data to an infra-red signal. An 
infra-red detector can receive the data carried in the infra-red 
signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus 
2002. Bus 2002 carries the data to main memory 2006, from 
which processor 2004 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions. The instructions received by main memory 2006 may 
optionally be stored on storage device 2010 either before or 
after execution by processor 2004. 
0252 Computer system 2000 also includes a communi 
cation interface 2018 coupled to bus 2002. Communication 
interface 2018 provides a two-way data communication 
coupling to a network link 2020 that is connected to a local 
network 2022. For example, communication interface 2018 
may be an integrated services digital network (ISDN) card, 
cable modem, satellite modem, or a modem to provide a data 
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communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line. As another example, communication interface 
2018 may be a local area network (LAN) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN (or 
WAN component to communicated with a WAN). Wireless 
links may also be implemented. In any Such implementation, 
communication interface 2018 sends and receives electrical, 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information. 
0253 Network link 2020 typically provides data com 
munication through one or more networks to other data 
devices. For example, network link 2020 may provide a 
connection through local network 2022 to a host computer 
2024 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service 
Provider (ISP) 2026. ISP 2026 in turn provides data com 
munication services through the world wide packet data 
communication network now commonly referred to as the 
“Internet 2028. Local network 2022 and Internet 2028 both 
use electrical, electromagnetic or optical signals that carry 
digital data streams. The signals through the various net 
works and the signals on network link 2020 and through 
communication interface 2018, which carry the digital data 
to and from computer system 2000, are example forms of 
transmission media. 

0254 Computer system 2000 can send messages and 
receive data, including program code, through the network 
(s), network link 2020 and communication interface 2018. In 
the Internet example, a server 2030 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
2028, ISP 2026, local network 2022 and communication 
interface 2018. Server-side components of the interactive 
data object map system described above (for example, with 
reference to FIGS. 7A and 7B) may be implemented in the 
server 2030. For example, the server 2030 may compose 
map layers and tiles, and transmit those map tiles to the 
computer system 2000. 
0255. The computer system 2000, on the other hand, may 
implement the client-side components of the map system as 
described above (for example, with reference to FIGS. 6A 
and 6B). For example, the computer system may receive 
map tiles and/or other code that may be executed by pro 
cessor 2004 as it is received, and/or stored in storage device 
2010, or other non-volatile storage for later execution. The 
computer system 2000 may further compose the map inter 
face from the map tiles, display the map interface to the user, 
generate object outlines and other functionality, and/or 
receive input from the user. 
0256 In an embodiment, the map system may be acces 
sible by the user through a web-based viewer, such as a web 
browser. In this embodiment, the map interface may be 
generated by the server 2030 and/or the computer system 
2000 and transmitted to the web browser of the user. The 
user may then interact with the map interface through the 
web-browser. In an embodiment, the computer system 2000 
may comprise a mobile electronic device. Such as a cell 
phone, Smartphone, and/or tablet. The map system may be 
accessible by the user through such a mobile electronic 
device, among other types of electronic devices. 
0257 Each of the processes, methods, and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in, and 
fully or partially automated by, code modules executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors 
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comprising computer hardware. The processes and algo 
rithms may be implemented partially or wholly in applica 
tion-specific circuitry. 
0258. The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another, or may be 
combined in various ways. All possible combinations and 
subcombinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure. In addition, certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in Some implementations. The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence, and the blocks or states relating thereto 
can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate. 
For example, described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed, or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state. 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial, in 
parallel, or in Some other manner. Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments. The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described. For 
example, elements may be added to, removed from, or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
mentS. 

0259 Conditional language. Such as, among others, 
“can,” “could,” “might,” or “may, unless specifically stated 
otherwise, or otherwise understood within the context as 
used, is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include, while other embodiments do not include, 
certain features, elements and/or steps. Thus, such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features, elements and/or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding, with or without user 
input or prompting, whether these features, elements and/or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment. 
0260 The term “comprising as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For 
example, a general purpose computer comprising one or 
more processors should not be interpreted as excluding other 
computer components, and may possibly include Such com 
ponents as memory, input/output devices, and/or network 
interfaces, among others. 
0261 The term “a” as used herein should be given an 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation. For example, 
unless specifically noted, the term “a” should not be under 
stood to mean “exactly one' or “one and only one'; instead, 
the term “a” means “one or more' or “at least one,' whether 
used in the claims or elsewhere in the specification and 
regardless of uses of quantifiers such as “at least one.” “one 
or more,” or “a plurality” elsewhere in the claims or speci 
fication. 
0262 Any process descriptions, elements, or blocks in 
the flow diagrams described herein and/or depicted in the 
attached Figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules, segments, or portions of code which 
include one or more executable instructions for implement 
ing specific logical functions or steps in the process. Alter 
nate implementations are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
tions may be deleted, executed out of order from that shown 
or discussed, including Substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order, depending on the functionality involved, as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art. 
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0263. It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ments, the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples. All Such modifications 
and variations are intended to be included herein within the 
Scope of this disclosure. The foregoing description details 
certain embodiments of the invention. It will be appreciated, 
however, that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears 
in text, the invention can be practiced in many ways. AS is 
also stated above, it should be noted that the use of particular 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
nology is being re-defined herein to be restricted to includ 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
the invention with which that terminology is associated. The 
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
thereof. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A computer system comprising: 
an electronic data structure configured to store a plurality 

of features or objects, wherein each of the features or 
objects is associated with metadata; 

a computer readable medium storing one or more soft 
ware modules including computer executable instruc 
tions; 

one or more hardware processors in communication with 
the electronic data structure and the computer readable 
medium, and configured to execute a user interface 
module of the software modules in order to: 
display an interactive user interface including: 

a map displaying a plurality of data objects, each 
data object being associated with at least one 
attribute, and 

one or more distributions of the plurality of data 
objects over attribute values of one or more attri 
butes associated with one or more of the plurality 
of data objects; 

receive a selection of at least one attribute value 
associated with an attribute of the one or more 
attributes; 

generate a first filter based upon the selected at least one 
attribute value, wherein the at least one attribute 
value is associated with a portion of the plurality of 
data objects; 

receive an update to the map from the server computing 
device based at least in part upon the first filter; 

update the map such that the portion of the plurality of 
data objects satisfying the first filter are displayed as 
active data objects selectable by a user, while a 
remainder of the plurality of data objects are dis 
played as inactive data objects; and 

update the interactive user interface to further include 
a user interface element corresponding to the first 
filter. 

2. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the displayed 
inactive data objects are not selectable by the user. 

3. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the displayed 
inactive data objects are differentiated from the displayed 
active data objects in appearance by one or more visual 
effects. 

4. The computer system of claim 1, wherein a distribution 
of the one or more distributions comprises a histogram or 
timeline. 
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5. The computer system of claim 4, wherein the one or 
more hardware processors are configured to receive the 
selection of the attribute value in response to a user selecting 
one or more selectable items associated with the histogram 
or timeline. 

6. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more hardware processors are further configured to, in 
response to receiving the selection of the attribute value, 
display one or more distributions of the filtered data objects 
associated with the selected attribute value over at least a 
portion of the remaining attributes of the one or more 
attributes. 

7. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the at least 
one attribute value comprises an attribute value range. 

8. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the at least 
one attribute value comprises a combination of at least a first 
attribute value associated with a first attribute and a second 
attribute value associated with a second attribute. 

9. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more hardware processors are further configured to: 

receive an indication to deactivate the first filter; and 
in response to the indication to deactivate the first filter, 

receive a second update to the interactive map from the 
server computing device based on the indication; 

update the interactive map such that the remainder of the 
plurality of data objects are displayed as active data 
objects. 

10. The computer system of claim 9 wherein the indica 
tion to deactivate the first filter comprises a selection by the 
user of the user interface element corresponding to the first 
filter. 

11. The computer system of claim 1, wherein the one or 
more hardware processors are further configured to: 

in response to a received selection of a second attribute 
value, generate a second filter by providing an indica 
tion of the second attribute value to a server computing 
device; 

receive a second update to the interactive map from the 
server computing device based on the indication; 

update the interactive map Such that data objects of the 
plurality of data objects that are associated with both 
the first attribute value and the second attribute value 
are displayed as active data objects, while the remain 
ing data objects are displayed as inactive data objects; 
and 

update the interactive user interface to further include a 
user interface element corresponding to the second 
filter. 

12. The computer system of claim 11, wherein the one or 
more hardware processors are further configured to: 

in response to a received indication to deactivate the first 
filter, receive a third update to the interactive map from 
the server computing device based on the indication, 
the third update comprising at least a third updated map 
tile of the interactive map; and 

update the interactive map with the third updated map tile 
such that data objects of the displayed data objects that 
are associated with the second attribute value are 
displayed as active data objects, while a remainder of 
the plurality of data objects that are not selected are 
displayed as inactive data objects. 

13. The computer system of claim 11, wherein the first 
attribute value and second attribute value are associated with 
different attributes. 
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14. The computer system of claim 1, wherein generating 
the first filter comprises: 

providing the selected at least one attribute value to a 
server computing device; and 

receiving the update to the map from the server comput 
ing device. 

15. A computer-implemented method for analyzing dis 
played data objects using an interactive user interface, the 
map comprising: 

displaying an interactive user interface including: 
a map displaying a plurality of data objects, each data 

object being associated with at least one attribute, 
and 

one or more distributions of the plurality of data objects 
over attribute values of one or more attributes asso 
ciated with the plurality of data objects: 

receiving a selection of an attribute value of an attribute 
of the one or more attributes; 

generating a first filter by providing an indication of the 
Selected attribute value to a server computing device, 
wherein the attribute value is associated with a portion 
of the plurality of data objects; 

receiving an update to the map from the server computing 
device based at least in part upon the indication, the 
update comprising at least an updated map tile of the 
map: 

updating the map with the updated map tile, such that the 
portion of the plurality of data objects are displayed as 
active data objects selectable by a user, while a remain 
der of the plurality of data objects are displayed as 
inactive data objects; and 

updating the interactive user interface to further include a 
user interface element corresponding to the first filter. 

16. The method of claim 15, wherein the displayed 
inactive data objects are not selectable by the user. 

17. The method of claim 15, further comprising, in 
response to receiving the selection of the attribute value, 
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displaying one or more distributions of the filtered data 
objects associated with the selected attribute value over at 
least a portion of the remaining attributes of the one or more 
attributes. 

18. The method of claim 15, wherein the attribute value 
comprises an attribute value range. 

19. The method of claim 15, further comprising: 
receiving an indication to deactivate the first filter, and 
in response to the indication to deactivate the first filter, 

receiving a second update to the interactive map from 
the server computing device based on the indication, 
the second update comprising at least a second updated 
map tile of the interactive map: 

updating the interactive map with the second updated map 
tile such that the remainder of the plurality of data 
objects are displayed as active data objects. 

20. The method of claim 15, further comprising: 
in response to a received selection of a second attribute 

value, generating a second filter by providing an indi 
cation of the second attribute value to a server com 
puting device; 

receiving a second update to the interactive map from the 
server computing device based on the indication, the 
second update comprising at least a second updated 
map tile of the interactive map: 

updating the interactive map with the second updated map 
tile such that data objects of the plurality of data objects 
that are associated with both the first attribute value and 
the second attribute value are displayed as active data 
objects, while the remaining data objects are displayed 
as inactive data objects; and 

updating the interactive user interface to further include a 
user interface element corresponding to the second 
filter. 
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A computer-based investigative analysis system is disclosed 
in which a user can share results of an investigation with 
other users in a way that allows the sharing user to visualize 
how the results will be shared before they are shared. The 
results are shared in the form of a visual graph having nodes, 
edges, and other presentation elements. The nodes represent 
data objects that are the Subject of the investigation and the 
edges represent connections between the data objects. The 
graph is shared in the form of an automatically generated 
redacted graph omitting nodes, edges, and presentation 
elements for which the other users do not have permission 
to view. Before sharing the graph, the sharing user is 
presented with a visualization of the automatically generated 
redacted graph providing the user an opportunity to confirm 
that sharing the redacted graph will not constitute an unau 
thorized information leakage. 

ABSTRACT 

20 Store, in computer memory, first graph state information 
\ representing a pre-redacted graph having nodes and inks, the 

pre-redacted graph representing resuits of a first user's 
investigation involving a plurality of data objects. 

Obtain user identification information identifying a set of one or 
O3 SeS. 

203 \- Determine, based on the user identification information, user 
access contro; ewel information identifying a set of one or more 

access Control levels common to the one or more users. 

Generate, based on the user access contro: eve information 
and first graph state information, second graph state information 

representing a redacted graph having one or more nodes or 
Kinks of the pre-redacted graph redacted. 

205 N Based on the second graph state information, display a 
visualization of the redacted graph on a video display. 

208 \- Publish the second graph state information to a graph repository in response to a command provided through user interface 
controls presented on the video display. 
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200 FIG. 2 
\ 

2O1 Store, in computer memory, first graph state information 
representing a pre-redacted graph having nodes and inks, the 

pre-redacted graph representing results of a first user's 
investigation involving a plurality of data objects. 

202 
Obtain user identification information identifying a set of one or 

Oe SeS. 

2O3 Determine, based on the user identification information, user 
access Control level information identifying a set of one or more 

access Control eve's Common to the One or more users. 

204 Generate, based on the user access Control level information 
and first graph state information, second graph state information 

representing a redacted graph having one or more nodes or 
links of the pre-redacted graph redacted. 

205 
Based on the second graph state information, display a 
visualization of the redacted graph on a video display. 

2O6 Publish the second graph state information to a graph repository 
in response to a command provided through user interface 

controls presented on the video display.   
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SYSTEMAND METHOD FOR SHARING 
INVESTIGATION RESULTS 

BENEFIT CLAIM 

0001. This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 
S120 as a continuation of application Ser. No. 13/669,274, 
filed Nov. 5, 2012, the entire contents of which is hereby 
incorporated herein by reference for all purposes as if fully 
set forth herein. Applicants hereby rescind any disclaimer of 
claim scope in the parent application(s) or the prosecution 
history thereof and advise the USPTO that the claims in this 
application may be broader than any claim in the parent 
applications. 

COPYRIGHT STATEMENT 

0002. A portion of the disclosure of this patent document 
may contain material which is subject to copyright protec 
tion. The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile 
reproduction by anyone of the patent document or the patent 
disclosure as it appears in the Patent and Trademark Office 
patent file or records, but otherwise reserves all copyright 
rights whatsoever. Copyright 2012, Palantir Technologies, 
Inc. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

0003. The present disclosure relates generally to com 
puter systems for investigative analysis and, more particu 
larly, to the design and use of computer systems for sharing 
investigation results produced by one user with other users. 

BACKGROUND 

0004. The increased sophistication of computing, includ 
ing artificial intelligence, data mining, statistics, machine 
learning, and database systems, requires a better paradigm 
for computer-based investigative analysis. The deficiencies 
of data mining—the use of statistical algorithms to extract 
patterns and insight from raw data—are an important cata 
lyst for the new requirements for investigative analysis 
systems. With data mining, using computers to detect credit 
card fraud, to recommend the next movie to rent, or to find 
a good place to eat in a new city have become a part of our 
daily life. 
0005. However, data mining has limitations for use as an 
investigative analysis technique. From a technical perspec 
tive, automated data mining techniques are well-suited when 
the nature and composition of the underlying data does not 
change over time, the data is complete and clean, and the 
querier has some idea what he or she is looking for. 
0006 Unfortunately, many of hardest, most complex, and 
critical data problems that exist today do not have data 
characteristics that are well-suited for data mining tech 
niques. These problems tend to involve data that comes from 
many disparate Sources, is incomplete and inconsistent, and 
is created by those who are trying to avoid leaving a trail that 
is easy to follow. Further complicating matters, these prob 
lems are often bound up with social and privacy concerns. 
People generally are uncomfortable having a computer 
being a final arbiter when lives or livelihoods are on the line. 
Examples of where such problems can be found include 
fields such as intelligence analysis and police investigations. 
With these types of data problems, automated algorithmic 
approaches are Sub-optimal because they omit human 
involvement at critical steps. 
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0007 Accordingly, a need remains in the art for an 
investigative analysis system that addresses these and other 
issues. 

SUMMARY 

0008. The above deficiencies and other problems associ 
ated with using data mining techniques for certain investi 
gative analyses are reduced or eliminated by the disclosed 
investigative analysis system. 
0009. In some embodiments, a user of the system can 
share results of an investigation on a body of data with other 
users in a way that allows the sharing user to visualize how 
the results will be shared with the other users before they are 
shared. In some embodiments, the results of the investiga 
tion are shared in the form of a visual graph having nodes 
and edges. In some embodiments, the visual graph also has 
other presentation elements (e.g., non-node and non-edge 
components) in addition to nodes and edges. These other 
presentation elements may include textual notes, property 
boxes, audio content, video content, audio/video content, 
documents, or other presentable information. In some 
embodiments, the nodes of the graph represent data objects 
that are the Subject of the investigation and the edges 
represent connections between the data objects. In some 
embodiments, the graph is shared with the other users in the 
form of an automatically generated redacted graph omitting 
nodes, edges, and/or other presentation elements for which 
the other users do not have permission to view. In some 
embodiments, the sharing user is presented with a visual 
ization of the automatically generated redacted graph before 
it is shared with the other users providing the sharing user an 
opportunity to confirm that sharing the redacted graph with 
the other users will not constitute an information leakage 
and to confirm that the redacted graph will be meaningful to 
the other users investigations. By doing so, the Superior 
pattern matching and inference machinery of the human 
brain is involved in the decision of whether the results of one 
users investigation are appropriate to share with other users. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

0010 For a better understanding of the aforementioned 
embodiments of the invention as well as additional embodi 
ments thereof, reference should be made to the Description 
of Embodiments below, in conjunction with the following 
drawings in which like reference numerals refer to corre 
sponding parts throughout the figures. 
0011 FIG. 1A is a block diagram of a graph sharing 
investigative analysis system. 
0012 FIG. 1B is a block diagram of a graph sharing 
application of the investigative analysis system. 
0013 FIG. 1C is a block diagram of a graph sharing 
database of the investigative analysis system. 
0014 FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a methodology for sharing 
investigation results that may be performed by the graph 
sharing application of the investigative analysis system. 
0015 FIGS. 3A-D are examples of graph sharing user 
interface dialogs for publishing a redacted graph to a shared 
graph repository of the investigative analysis system. 
0016 FIG. 4 is an example of a graph sharing user 
interface dialog for getting a redacted graph from the shared 
graph repository of the investigative analysis system. 
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0017 FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a sample computer 
system on which embodiments of the present invention may 
be implemented. 

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENT(S) 

Introduction 

0018. In the following description, for the purposes of 
explanation, numerous specific details are set forth in order 
to provide a thorough understanding of the present inven 
tion. It will be apparent, however, that the present invention 
may be practiced without these specific details. In other 
instances, well-known structures and devices are shown in 
block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscur 
ing the present invention. 
0019. It will be understood that, although the terms first, 
second, etc. may be used herein to describe various ele 
ments, these elements should not be limited by these terms. 
These terms are only used to distinguish one element from 
another. For example, a first graph could be termed a second 
graph, and, similarly, a second graph could be termed a first 
graph, without departing from the scope of the present 
invention. The first graph and the second graph are both 
graphs, but they are not the same graph. 
0020. The terminology used herein is for the purpose of 
describing particular embodiments only and is not intended 
to be limiting of the invention. As used herein, the singular 
forms “a”, “an', and “the are intended to include the plural 
forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. 
Use of “criteria' may indicate either or both of the singular 
usage of the term, “criterion', or the plural form “criteria’, 
or vice versa. 
0021. It will also be understood that the term “and/or” as 
used herein refers to and encompasses any and all possible 
combinations of one or more of the associated listed items. 
It will be further understood that the terms “comprises' 
and/or "comprising, when used herein, specify the presence 
of stated features, integers, steps, operations, elements, 
components and/or groups, but do not preclude the presence 
or addition of one or more other features, integers, steps, 
operations, elements, components, and/or groups thereof. 
0022. As used herein, the term “if” may be construed to 
mean “when or “upon” or “in response to determining” or 
“in response to detecting.” depending on the context. Simi 
larly, the phrase “if it is determined’ or “if a stated 
condition or event is detected may be construed to mean 
“upon determining or “in response to determining” or 
“upon detecting the stated condition or event' or “in 
response to detecting the stated condition or event.” 
depending on the context. 

Overview 

0023. In general, the present disclosure relates to an 
investigative analysis system in which a user can share 
results of an investigation with other users in a way that 
allows the sharing user to visualize how the results will be 
shared with the other users before they are shared. In some 
embodiments, the results of the investigation are shared in 
the form of a visual graph having nodes and edges. 
0024. In some embodiments, the visual graph also has 
other presentation elements (e.g., non-node and non-edge 
components) in addition to nodes and edges. These other 
presentation elements may include textual notes, property 
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boxes, audio content, video content, audio/video content, 
documents, or other presentable information. 
0025. In some embodiments, the nodes of the graph 
represent data objects that are the Subject of the investigation 
and the edges represent connections between the data 
objects. 
0026. In some embodiments, the graph is shared with the 
other users in the form of an automatically generated 
redacted graph omitting nodes, edges, and/or other presen 
tation elements for which the other users do not have 
permission to view. 
0027. In some embodiments, the sharing user is presented 
with a visualization of the automatically generated redacted 
graph before it is shared with the other users providing the 
sharing user an opportunity to confirm that sharing the 
redacted graph with the other users will not constitute an 
information leakage and to confirm that the redacted graph 
will be meaningful to the other users investigations. By 
doing so, the Superior pattern matching and inference 
machinery of the human brain is involved in the decision of 
whether the results of one users investigation are appropri 
ate to share with other users. 

Graph Sharing Investigative Analysis System 

0028. In some embodiments, the present disclosure 
relates to an investigative analysis system in which a user 
can share results of an investigation with other users in a 
way that allows the sharing user to visualize how the results 
will be shared with the other users before they are shared. By 
doing so, the system allows the sharing user to visual 
confirm that sharing the graph would not represent an 
information leakage and, at the same, will provide mean 
ingful information to the other users. 
0029. An example investigative analysis system 100 is 
illustrated in FIG. 1A. As shown, the system 100 includes 
one or more user sites 101A-C operatively coupled respec 
tively by one or more network communication links 111A-C 
to an application server 120 that hosts a graph application 
130. The graph application 130, as part of the application 
server 120, accesses a database 150 by way of a database 
management system 140. User sites 101A-C and server 120 
may comprise one or more computers that host or execute 
logic or stored programs configured to perform the processes 
that are further described herein. 
0030. A user at a user site 101 conducts, using a com 
puting device at the site 101, an investigation involving data 
objects stored in the database 150. Generally, an investiga 
tion is a separate line of inquiry or analysis on a Subset of 
shared database data drawn from a shared data repository in 
the database 150. Investigations allow users at user sites 101 
to explore competing hypotheses. For example, if the user at 
site 101A has a first hypothesis regarding a subset of 
database data, and the user at site 101B has a second 
competing hypothesis regarding the same Subset of database 
data, investigations allow both analysts to pursue their own 
hypothesis on the Subset without interfering or contradicting 
each other. 
0031. During an investigation, changes made to the Sub 
set of data of the investigation are not visible to other users 
at other user sites 101 and do not conflict with changes to the 
subset made by other users at other user sites 101 either in 
another investigation or to the base copy of the Subset in the 
shared data repository of the database 150 from which the 
investigation Subset was drawn. 
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0032 Changes made during an investigation are made 
visible to other users at other sites 101 by publishing the 
changes to the shared data repository of the database 150. 
Publishing changes to the shared data repository may require 
reconciliation with other changes made outside the context 
of the investigation. In some cases, reconciliation occurs 
automatically. In other cases, manual reconciliation is 
required. 
0033. In some embodiments, a user at a site 101, using 
the graph application 130, may produce, in the context of an 
investigation the user is conducting, results of the investi 
gation in the form of a graph that reflects changes made 
during the investigation. The graph may be created with the 
use of graph application 130 and stored in a computer 
memory. Among other functions, the graph application 130 
drives an interactive user interface presented on a video 
display at a user site 101 (e.g., a computer monitor). Among 
other features, the user interface allows a user at the user site 
101 to visualize data objects that are the subject of the 
investigation by plotting each data object as a separate node 
of the graph and displaying any known connections between 
each data object as edges connecting the nodes. For 
example, an edge of the graph connecting two nodes may 
represent a shared property, a personal relationship, or 
mutual participation in an event. As another possible feature, 
the user interface may allow the user at the user site 101 to 
create a new association between two data objects in the 
investigation by dragging (e.g., with a pointing device or 
with a finger or stylus applied to a touch screen) a line 
between the two nodes of the graph representing the two 
data objects. 
0034. In some embodiments, a user at a user site 101 can 
publish a graph created during an investigation to a graph 
repository in the database 150 where other users at other 
sites 101 can retrieve the published graph into their own 
investigations for further analysis. In this way, a user at one 
user site 101 can share results of investigation with other 
users at other sites 101. This process can continue as the 
analysis is handed back and forth between investigative 
teamS. 

0035. As a particular example, a user at user site 101A 
can publish a first graph to the graph repository. Another 
user at user site 101B can bring the first graph into another 
investigation whereupon a second graph based on the first 
graph is published back to the graph repository. From there, 
the user at user site 101A can retrieve the second graph into 
his or her investigation to continue the analysis based on the 
second graph created by the user at user site 101B. The 
publishing, bringing and receiving involve networked com 
munication of data between the computers involved in the 
interactions that are described. 

0036. In some embodiments, the graph application 130 
drives an interactive graph sharing user interface presented 
on a video display at a user site 101 that allows a user at the 
user site 101 to publish a graph created during an investi 
gation to the graph repository. In some embodiments, the 
graph sharing user interface allows the user to specify other 
users that are to receive the graph. Based on the users 
specified, the graph application 130 automatically creates a 
redacted version of the graph in which nodes and edges that 
the specified users do not have permission to view are 
redacted. The graph application 130 presents the redacted 
graph on the video display to allow the publishing user to 
confirm the contents of the redacted graph before publishing 
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the redacted graph to the graph repository. If the publishing 
user is satisfied with the contents of the redacted graph, the 
publishing user can command the graph application 130 
through the user interface to publish the redacted graph to 
the graph repository. 
0037. As a particular example, an intelligence analyst at 
a user site 101A in country or state A may wish to share 
results of an investigation with another intelligence analyst 
at a user site 101B in another country or state B. With the 
graph application 130, the intelligence analyst of jurisdiction 
A can visually confirm contents of a redacted graph to be 
shared with the intelligence analyst of jurisdiction B does 
not represent an information leakage and, at the same time, 
represents investigative results useful to the intelligence 
analyst of jurisdiction B. 
0038. At each user site 101 there is a client computing 
device used by a user at that site that communicates and 
exchanges data with the application server 120 over a 
network communication link 111. The client computing 
device may be virtually any client computer Such as work 
station computer, a laptop computer, a tablet computer, a 
mobile phone, or other client computing device that has or 
is operatively coupled to a video display. While only three 
user sites 101 are shown in FIG. 1A, the system 100 may 
include more than three or less than three user sites 101. 

0039. A network communication link 111 may traverse 
one or more data networks (e.g., Local Area Networks and 
Wide Area Networks). A network communication link 111 
may be based on a reliable network transport protocol such 
as TCP/IP or the like. A network communication link 111 
between a user site 101 and the application server 120 may 
be established as and when needed, for example, when the 
application server 102 or the client computing device at the 
user site 101 needs to send data to the other. Alternatively, 
the network communication link 111 may span the life of a 
session during which data is sent back and forth between the 
application server 120 and the user site 101 in multiple 
communication exchanges. Either the application 120 or the 
client computing device at the user site 101 may initiate 
establishment of the network communication link 111. A 
network communication link 111 may traverse a number of 
intermediary devices (e.g., web servers, cache servers, proxy 
servers, content delivery network servers, etc.) between an 
application server 120 device and the client computing 
device at the user site 101. In this case, the network 
communication link 111 may be viewed as a logical network 
communication link made up of a number of Sub-network 
communication links connecting the client computing 
device to the application server 120 device through the 
intermediary devices in a network. 
0040. The client computing device at the user site 101 is 
configured with a Web browsing application or other client 
application for performing client functions of the graph 
application 130. Among others, the client functions include 
presenting various graph application 130 user interfaces on 
the video display of the client computing device, as 
instructed over one or more network communication links 
111 by the graph application 130. The client functions may 
also include receiving user input from the user of the client 
computing device and transmitting data representing user 
input to the graph application 130 over one or more network 
communication links 111. The graph application 130 may 
instruct the client application to present the various graph 
application user interface using standardized Web instruc 
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tions sent over one or more network communications links 
111 to the client computing device. Such Web instructions 
may involve standardized Web protocols (e.g., HTTP, 
HTTPS, etc.) and include standardized markup language 
instructions (e.g., XML, HTML, XHTML, etc.), standard 
ized style sheet language instructions (e.g., CSS, etc.), and 
standardized client-side Scripting language instructions 
(e.g., JavaScript(R), ActionScript(R), and Jscript(R), etc.). 
Receipt of data by the graph application 130 representing 
user input may also involve standardized Web protocols and 
standardized Web instructions. 
0041. The application server 120 contains the graph 
application 130 and operates on one or more server com 
puting devices. The server computing devices on which the 
graph application 130 operates may be considered to be 
operatively coupled to the video displays at user sites 101 by 
network communication links 111 and the client computing 
devices at the user sites 101. The application server 120 
provides fundamental application data services to the graph 
application 130 such as handling network communications 
with user sites 101 and providing an interface to the graph 
application 130 for communicating with the database man 
agement service 140. According to Some aspects of the 
present invention, the graph application 130 is implemented 
using the Java programming language. However, implemen 
tation with other programming languages or in hardware 
(e.g., hard-wired logic, one or more ASICs or FPGAs, 
firmware, etc.) are also possible. 

Graph Sharing Application 

0042 FIG. 1B is a block diagram of an embodiment of 
the graph application 130. As shown, the graph application 
130 includes a number of logic elements which may be 
implemented in software or hardware or a combination of 
the two. A graph sharing logic element 131 includes a 
redacted graph generation logic element 132 for generating 
a redacted graph, a redacted graph visualization logic ele 
ment 133 for displaying a redacted graph on a video display 
at a user site 101 operatively coupled to the graph applica 
tion 130 by a network communication link 111, and a 
redacted graph publishing logic element 134 for publishing 
a redacted graph to the graph repository of the database 150. 
The graph application 130 also includes a command han 
dling logic element 135 for receiving notification of com 
mands input by a user through user interface controls 
presented on the video display at the user site 101 and for 
dispatching received commands to the appropriate logic 
element of the graph application 130 to handle the com 
mand. The graph application 130 may include these and 
other logic elements. 
0043 Although in some embodiments the redacted graph 
generation, visualization, and publishing functions are per 
formed at least in part by a graph application hosted by an 
application server, some or all of these functions may be 
performed by the computing devices at the user sites. For 
example, the computing devices may be configured with a 
graph application for performing some or all of these 
functions. 
0044. In an embodiment, operating on the database 150 

(i.e., the organized information actually stored on a storage 
device) is a database management service (DBMS) 140 that, 
among other operations, processes requests from the appli 
cation server 120 for access to information in the database 
150. The graph application 130 may interact indirectly with 
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the database 150 through the DBMS 140 that in turn 
interacts directly with the database 150 to provide high level 
database operations to the graph application 130. Such as 
retrieval and storage of information in the database 150. No 
particular type of database management service is required 
and any database management service capable of Supporting 
the graph sharing techniques described herein may be used. 
In some embodiments, as examples, the DBMS 140 is a 
relational database management system such as those com 
mercially available from Oracle Corporation of Redwood 
Shores, Calif. and Microsoft Corporation of Redmond, 
Wash. Other embodiments may use open source databases. 
0045. In some embodiments, the database 150 (or a 
portion or portions thereof) is stored in volatile memory for 
faster data access to database data. In this case, the database 
150 may be backed by a shadow copy of the database 150 
stored in a non-volatile memory in case of power loss to the 
Volatile memory. 

Graph Sharing Database 

0046 FIG. 1C is a block diagram of information stored in 
the database 150 involved in sharing graph operations in an 
embodiment. Conceptually, the database 150 is segmented 
into user information 151, user access control level infor 
mation 151, a shared data repository 153, a shared graph 
repository 160, and investigation data 162. No particular 
type of database is required and any database capable of 
Supporting the graph sharing techniques described herein 
may be used. As just one non-limiting example, the database 
150 is a relational database. The information stored in the 
database 150 may also be stored as a result of performing 
graph sharing operations in computer memory of the server 
computing devices that operate the graph sharing application 
130 and in computer memory of client computing devices at 
user sites 101. 
0047 User information 151 includes data identifying 
individual users of the graph sharing application 130. Such 
data may include user identification information uniquely 
identifying individual users and credential information for 
authenticating individual users. Credential information may 
include username and password information and/or crypto 
graphic digital certificate information as examples. User 
information 151 may also include collaboration team data. A 
collaboration team is a set of one or more users identified by 
a team name. Collaboration teams allow reference to a set of 
one or more individual users by a single identifier akin to 
e-mail messaging groups. 
0048 User access control level information 152 includes 
information identifying which access control levels users 
have. In some embodiments, there are two types of access 
control levels: groups and classifications. Groups may also 
be referred to as roles. The access control groups to which 
a user belongs determine what operations the user can 
perform on which data in the shared data repository 153. The 
access control groups to which a user belongs also determine 
what data in the shared data repository 153 the user can 
bring into an investigation 162. The access control classifi 
cations a user has determines what data in the shared data 
repository 153 the user has access to and what data in the 
shared data repository 153 the user can bring into an 
investigation 162. 
0049. A user may belong to more than one access control 
group and have more than one access control classification. 
Access control groups and access control classifications may 
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be hierarchical Such that, if a user belongs to an access 
control group or has an access control classification higher 
in the hierarchy, then the user implicitly belongs to all 
groups and has all classifications lower than that group or 
classification in the hierarchy. 
0050. Access control groups and access control classifi 
cations may be associated with properties 155, links 156, 
and other presentation elements 166 through access control 
lists 158. An access control list 158 has a set of one or more 
access control items 159. An access control item 159 can 
specify an access control group or a classification. 
0051. When specifying an access control group, an 
access control item 159 includes an access control group 
name or identifier and a permission of that access control 
group. In some embodiments, there are four permissions 
levels: discovery, read, write, and owner. With the discovery 
permission, a user can be notified of and know that data 
exists but cannot view the data. With the read permission, a 
user can find and read the data but cannot change the data. 
With the write permission, a user can find, read, and change 
the data. With the owner permission, a user can find, read, 
change, and adjust the permissions on the data. Thus, 
permissions may be cumulative. For example, a user that has 
the write permission with respect to data implicitly also has 
the read and discovery permissions with respect to that data. 
Embodiments are not limited to these four permission levels 
and other sets of permissions levels may be used. 
0052. When specifying an access control classification, 
an access control item 159 includes a classification marking 
that identifies the classification. Example classification 
markings include Top Secret (TS), Secret (S), Confidential 
(C). Restricted (R), and Unclassified (U). In an embodiment, 
a user is not allowed access to data in the shared data 
repository 153 unless the user has all classification markings 
specified in the access control list 158 associated with the 
data. Thus, in Such an embodiment, classification access 
control items 159 of an access control list 158 override any 
permissions granted to a user by group access control items 
159 of the access control list 158. The foregoing classifica 
tion markings are NOTIONAL ONLY and provided solely 
for example purposes. As explained in greater detail below, 
access control information 157 associated with data objects 
154 and links 156 that are the subject of an investigation 
may be used when sharing a graph to determine what nodes 
and edges of the graph to redact. 
0053. In some embodiments, investigative data stored in 
the shared data repository 153 is conceptually structured 
according to an object-centric data model. At the highest 
level of abstraction, there are data objects 154. A data object 
154 is a container for information representing things in the 
world. For example, a data object 154 can represent an entity 
Such as a person, a place, an organization, or other noun, or 
an event that happens at a point in time or for a duration, a 
document or other unstructured data source Such as an 
e-mail message, a news report, or a written paper or article, 
or a digital media item Such as audio or video. A data object 
154 may have a type (e.g., Person, Event, or Document) and 
a display name which may be values of particular properties 
155 of the data object 154. 
0054 Each data object 154 may have one or more 
properties 155. Properties 155 are attributes of the data 
object 154 that represent individual data items. Each prop 
erty 155 of a data object 154 has a type and a value. Different 
types of data objects 154 may have different types of 
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properties 155. For example, a Person data object 154 might 
have an Eye Color property 155 and an Event object 154 
might have a Date property 155. 
0055. In some embodiments, the set of data object types 
and the set of property types for each type of data object are 
defined according to a pre-defined or user-defined ontology 
or other hierarchical structuring of knowledge through Sub 
categorization of object types and property types according 
to their relevant and/or cognitive qualities. A data object 154 
may also be allowed to have more than one property 155 of 
the same type. For example, a Person data object 154 might 
have multiple Address properties 155 or multiple Name 
properties 155. 
0056. A link 156 represents a connection between two 
data objects 154. In some embodiments, the connection is 
either through a relationship, an event, or through matching 
properties. 
0057. A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical. For example, Person data object A may be 
connected to Person data object B by a Child Of relationship 
(where Person data object B has an asymmetric Parent Of 
relationship to Person data object A), a Kin Of symmetric 
relationship to Person data object C, and an asymmetric 
Member Of relationship to Organization data object X. The 
type of relationship between two data objects may vary 
depending on the types of the data objects. For example, 
Person data object A may have an Appear In relationship 
with Document data object Y or have a Participate In 
relationship with Event data object E. 
0.058 As an example of an event connection, two Person 
data objects 154 may be connected by an Airline Flight data 
object 154 representing a particular airline flight if they 
traveled together on that flight, or by a Meeting data object 
154 representing a particular meeting if they both attended 
that meeting. In an embodiment, when two data objects 154 
are connected by an event, they are also connected by 
relationships, in which each object 154 has a specific rela 
tionship to the event, Such as, for example, an Appears. In 
relationship. 
0059. As an example of a matching properties connec 
tion, two Person data objects 154 representing a brother and 
a sister, may both have an Address property 155 that 
indicates where they live. If the brother and the sister live in 
the same home, then their Address properties 155 likely 
contain similar, if not identical information. In an embodi 
ment, a link 156 between two data objects 154 may be 
established based on similar or matching properties 155 of 
the data objects 154. 
0060. The above are just some examples of the types of 
connections that may be represented by a link 156 and other 
types of connections may be represented. Thus, it should be 
understood that embodiments are not limited to any particu 
lar types of connections between data objects 154. For 
example, a document data object 154 might contain two 
different tagged entities. A link 156 between two data objects 
154 may represent a connection between these two entities 
through their co-occurrence within the same document. 
0061. In some embodiments, the shared data repository 
153 stores other presentation elements 166 that are not data 
objects 154, properties 155, or links 156. These other 
presentation elements 166 may include textual notes, prop 
erty boxes, audio content, video content, audio/video con 
tent, documents, or other presentable information. These 
other presentation elements 166 are referred to as “presen 
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tation' elements because they may be presented on a graph 
in addition to nodes and edges representing data objects 154 
and links 156, respectively. It should be understood that it is 
not a requirement that presentation elements 166 and data 
objects 154 represent different types of information. Infor 
mation represented by a presentation element 166 can 
instead by represented by a data object 154, and vice versa. 
For example, a document may be represented by a presen 
tation element 166 and/or a data object 154. 
0062. In some embodiments, a property 155, a link 156, 
or a presentation element 166 may be associated with an 
access control list 158 that governs access users have to the 
property 155, link 156, or presentation element 166. In some 
embodiments, the level of access a user has to a property 155 
or link 156 also affects the level of access the user has to a 
data object 154 associated with the property 155 or link 156. 
In particular, to view a data object 154, a user must have 
view access to at least one property 155 of that data object 
154. If the user has view access to a link 156 from one data 
object 154 to another data object 154 but no view access to 
any properties 155 of the data object 154, then the user can 
view the data object 154 but it in a generic form that does 
not reveal any details of the data object 154. In some 
embodiments, to view a property 155 of a data object 154, 
a user must have at least read level access to that property 
155. In some embodiments, to view a link 156, the user must 
have at least read level access to that link 156. In some 
embodiments, to view a presentation element 166, the user 
must have at least read level access to that presentation 
element 166. 

Graph-Based Investigations 

0063. In some embodiments, a user at a user site 101 can 
use the graph application 130 to conduct a separate line of 
inquiry or analysis on a subset 163 of data objects 154, 
properties 155, links 156, and presentation elements 166 
drawn from the shared data repository 153. This separate 
line of inquiry or analysis is referred to herein as an 
investigation 162. During an investigation 162, changes 
made to the investigation subset 163 of the investigation 162 
are not visible to other users at other user sites 101 and do 
not conflict with changes to the data objects 154, the 
properties 155, the links 156, and the presentation elements 
166 of the investigative subset 163 made by other users at 
other user sites 101 either in another investigation 162 or to 
the base copies of the data objects 154, the properties 155, 
the links 156, and the presentation elements 166 in the 
shared data repository 153 from which the investigation 
Subset 163 was drawn. Changes made during an investiga 
tion 162 are made visible to other users at other sites 101 by 
“publishing the changes to the shared data repository 153. 

Investigation Authorizations 

0064. In some embodiments, the set of data objects 154, 
properties 155, links 156, and presentation elements 166 in 
the shared data repository 153 that can be drawn into a user's 
investigative Subset 163 is constrained by investigation 
authorizations 165. An investigation authorization 165 is a 
set of access control groups and/or a set of access control 
classifications. An investigation authorization 165 is asso 
ciated with an investigation 162 and represents the effective 
permission for the associated investigation 162. The effec 
tive permission determines the kind of data that can be 
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drawn from the shared data repository 153 into the investi 
gation 162. For example, if the investigation authorization 
165 has the “Everyone' and the “Finance' group, only data 
in the shared data repository 153 that is authorized for 
Everyone, Finance, or for both can be brought into the 
investigation 162. 
0065. As a result of an associated investigation authori 
Zation 165, an investigation 162 may contain data authorized 
by each group or classification in the investigation authori 
Zation 165. In some embodiments, for a user to gain access 
to an investigation 162, the user, according to the users user 
access control level information 152, must have at least the 
same set of access control groups and access control clas 
sifications as specified in the associated investigation autho 
rization 165. 

Pre-Redacted Graphs 

0066. In the context of an investigation 162, a user at a 
user site 101 can use the graph application 130 to make 
changes to the investigation Subset 163 of the investigation 
162 by creating and storing a graph 164. Like the investi 
gation Subset 163, the graph 164 is local to the investigation 
162 until it is published to the shared graph repository 160. 
In some embodiments, a graph 164 created in the context of 
an investigation may be published to the shared graph 
repository 160 as a redacted graph 161 in which one or more 
nodes, edges, and/or other presentation elements 166 of the 
graph 164 created in the context of the investigation are 
redacted. In this sense, the graph 164 created in the inves 
tigation 162 may conceptually viewed as a pre-redacted 
graph 164. 
0067 For making changes to the investigation subset 
163, the graph application 130 drives a user interface 
allowing the user to navigate and work with the contents of 
a graph 164. Among other possible features, the user inter 
face may allow a user to add and remove data objects 154 
to and from the graph 164, create and remove links 156 
between data objects 154 of the graph 164, add and remove 
presentation element 166, and organize and format the graph 
164 for presentation. 
0068 A pre-redacted graph 164 of an investigation 162 
may be a collection of nodes, edges therebetween, and 
presentation elements 166. Each node of a pre-redacted 
graph 164 corresponds to a data object 154 that is the subject 
of the investigation 162. Each edge of the pre-redacted graph 
164 corresponds to a link 156 established between two data 
objects 154 that are the subject of the investigation 162. 
Each presentation element 166 of the pre-redacted corre 
sponds to a presentation element 166 that is the subject of 
the investigation 162. 

Graph State Information 

0069. A pre-redacted graph 164 of an investigation 162 
may be stored in the database 150 by the graph application 
130 as “graph state information'. Graph state information 
includes information for displaying the nodes, edges, and 
other presentation elements of the graph on a video display. 
Graph state information may include Such information as 
two-dimensional positioning information for positioning the 
nodes and other presentation elements of the graph on the 
Video display and link information indicating the nodes that 
are to be displayed with edges drawn there between. The 
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graph state information may include other information Such 
as a name of the graph and a description. 
0070. In some embodiments, graph state information for 
a pre-redacted graph 164 does not contain the data objects 
154, links 156, and presentation elements 166 represented 
by the pre-redacted graph 164. Instead, the graph state 
information contains pointers or references to the repre 
sented data objects 154, links 156, and presentation elements 
166 of the investigation subset 163. Consequently, deleting 
or modifying the graph state information for a pre-redacted 
graph 164, as an operation by itself, does not delete or 
modify the underlying data objects 154, links 156, and 
presentation elements 166 represented by the pre-redacted 
graph 164. 

Publishing a Graph 
0071. Once a user has created a pre-redacted graph 164 
representing results of the current investigation 162, the user 
can use the graph application 130 to publish the pre-redacted 
graph 164 to the graph repository 160 as a redacted graph 
161 where it can be retrieved by other users into their own 
investigations 162 for continuing analysis. 
0072. In some embodiments, the graph publishing pro 
cess begins with the publishing user specifying a set of 
individual users that are expected to retrieve the redacted 
graph 161 from the shared graph repository 160. This set of 
users is referred to hereinafter as the set of “target users”. In 
Some embodiments, the publishing user specifies the set of 
target users by entering identifiers of the target users and/or 
identifiers of collaboration teams through a user interface 
driven by the graph application 130. A collaboration team is 
a named collection of individual users, akin to a mailing list. 
0073. Next, the graph application 130 determines a com 
mon access control level of the set of target users. In some 
embodiments, the common access control level is the set of 
access control groups that each and every target user belongs 
to and the set of access control classifications that each and 
every target user has. In some embodiments, the common 
access control level is the intersection of the set of access 
control groups that each and every target user belongs to and 
the set of access control groups of the investigation autho 
rization 165 associated with the investigation 162, and the 
intersection of the set of access control classifications that 
each and every target user has and the set of access control 
classifications of the investigation authorization 165 asso 
ciated with the investigation 162. 
0074. In some embodiments, determining the common 
access control level of the set of target users involves the 
graph application 130 consulting the user access control 
level information 152 to determine, for each target user, the 
set of access control groups the target user belongs to and the 
set of access control classifications the target user has. In this 
case, two intersections are computed. One intersection is the 
intersection of the sets of access control groups for the target 
users (the “common access control groups of the target 
users”). The other intersection is the intersection of the sets 
of access control classifications for the target users (the 
“common access control classifications of the target users'). 
0075. In some embodiments, the common access control 
level is the set of common access control groups of the target 
users and the set of common access control classifications of 
the target users. In some embodiments, common access 
control groups of the target users that are subordinate or 
Subsumed by common access control groups of the target 
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users higher in the access control level hierarchy are not 
included in the common access control level. Similarly, in 
Some embodiments, common access control classifications 
of the target users that are subordinate or subsumed by 
common access control classifications of the target users 
higher in the access control level hierarchy are not included 
in the common access control level. 

0076. In some embodiments, the common access control 
level is (a) the intersection of the set of common access 
control groups of the target users (possibly omitting Subor 
dinate or Subsumed groups) and the set of access control 
groups of the investigation authorization 165 associated with 
the investigation 162, and (b) the intersection of the set of 
common access control classifications of the target users 
(possibly omitting Subordinate or Subsumed classifications) 
and the set of access control classifications of the investi 
gation authorization 165 associated with the investigation 
162. By these intersections with the investigation authori 
zation 165 associated with the investigation 162, the pre 
view of the redacted graph presented to the publishing users 
does not present nodes, edges, and presentation elements 
that cannot be viewed by the set of target users because of 
the investigation authorization 165 associated with the 
investigation 162. 

0077. In some embodiments, instead of beginning the 
graph publishing process by specifying a set of individual 
users and/or collaboration teams that are expected to retrieve 
the redacted graph 161 from the shared graph repository 
160, the user begins the graph publishing process instead by 
providing a template file that directly specifies the common 
access control level. 

0078 Next, whether the common access control level is 
determined indirectly from a set of specified users/collabo 
ration teams or determined directly from a template file, the 
graph application 130 iterates over the graph components 
(i.e., nodes, edges, and presentation elements) of the pre 
redacted graph 164 to determine, for each Such graph 
component, whether a hypothetical user with the common 
access control level can view the component based on the 
access control information 157 associated with the data 
object 154, link 156, or presentation element 166 that the 
graph component represents. If the hypothetical user with 
the common access control level could not view the com 
ponent, then the component will be redacted in the redacted 
graph 161 published to the shared graph repository 160. In 
particular, the pre-redacted graph 164 may be published as 
the redacted graph 161 based on the graph state information 
for the pre-redacted 164 but without graph state information 
for the components that were redacted. 
0079. Before publishing the pre-redacted graph 164 as 
the redacted graph 161 to the shared graph repository 160, 
the graph application 130 displays a visualization of the 
redacted graph 161 on the publishing user's video display so 
that the publishing user can view how the redacted graph 
161 will be displayed to a user with the common access 
control level. By doing so, the publishing user can confirm, 
before publishing the redacted graph 161 to the shared data 
repository 160, that publishing the redacted graph 161 will 
not constitute an information leakage and at the same time 
will provide information useful to others investigations 
162. 
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Graph Sharing Methodology 
0080 FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a graph sharing method 
ology 200 according to some embodiments. The methodol 
ogy 200 may be performed by the server computing devices 
that operate the graph application 130. Alternatively, the 
methodology 200 may be performed by a client computing 
device at a user site 101, in which case, the graph application 
130 operates on the client computing device. As yet another 
alternative, the methodology 200 may be performed by a 
combination of a client computing device at a user site 101 
and one or more server computing devices that operate the 
graph application 130, in which case, a portion of the graph 
application 130 operates on the client computing device. 
0081 For ease of understanding, the steps of the graph 
sharing methodology 200 are depicted and described as 
being performed in a certain order. However, it will be 
understood by those skilled in the art that where a step is not 
dependent on results of another step or steps, that step may 
be performed in a different order or performed concurrently 
with respect to other steps. 
0082. At block 201, the graph application 130 stores, in 
database 150, first graph state information representing a 
pre-redacted graph 164 having nodes, edges, and presenta 
tion elements 166. The pre-redacted graph 164 represents 
result of a first users investigation involving data objects 
154, properties 155, links 156, and presentation elements 
166 that are the subject of the first user's investigation 162. 
The first graph state information points to or references the 
data objects 154, links 156, and presentation elements 166 in 
the first users investigation subset 163. 
0083. In some embodiments, the first graph state infor 
mation has information representing the nodes, edges, and 
presentation elements of the pre-redacted graph 164 includ 
ing information for displaying the nodes, edges, and pre 
sentation elements in a visible graph arrangement on a video 
display. For each node of the pre-redacted graph 164, there 
is information in the first graph state information that points 
to or references the data object 154 in the first user's 
investigation subset 163 that is represented by the node. In 
addition, for each edge of the pre-redacted graph 164, there 
is information in the first graph state information that points 
to or references the link 156 in the first users investigation 
subset 163 that is represented by the edge. In addition, for 
each presentation element of the pre-redacted graph 164, 
there is information in the first graph state information that 
points to or references the presentation element 166 in the 
first users investigation subset 163. 
0084. In some embodiments, the pre-redacted graph 164 
may contain components other than just nodes and edges. 
These other non-edge and non-node components may 
include textual notes, property boxes, audio content, video 
content, audio/video content, documents, or other present 
able information. The first graph state information may 
contain positioning information specifying where on the 
visible graph the non-edge and non-node components are to 
be displayed in relation to the node and edge components of 
the pre-redacted graph 164. Further, the first graph state 
information may contain information for each non-edge and 
non-node component that points to or references the data 
base information (e.g., the text note, the property box, the 
audio content, the video content, the audio/video content, 
the document, or other presentable information) in the first 
users investigation subset 163 represented by the non-edge 
and non-node component. Information in the first user's 
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investigation Subset 163 represented by a non-edge and 
non-node component of the pre-redacted graph 164 may be 
associated, in the first users investigation subset 163, with 
access control information 157 for controlling access to the 
database information. 

I0085. At block 202, the graph application 130 obtains 
user identification information identifying a set of one or 
more target users that the first user expects to share the 
pre-redacted graph 164 with. The user identification infor 
mation may include a list of one or more individual user 
identifiers and/or a list of one or more collaboration team 
identifiers. User identification information may be obtained 
by the graph application 130 directly from the first user. 
Alternatively, user identification information may be 
obtained from the database 150 based on information 
obtained directly from the first user. 
I0086. At block 203, the graph application 130 deter 
mines, based on the user identification information obtained 
at block 202, user access control level information identi 
fying a set of one or more access control levels common to 
the one or more target users that the first user expects to 
share the pre-redacted graph 164 with. To do so, the graph 
application 130 may use the user identification information 
to obtain, from the user access control level information 152 
in the database 150, for each target user, the set of access 
control groups that the target user belongs to and the set of 
access control classifications that the target user has. From 
this access control level information obtained for each target 
user, the graph application 130 determines a common access 
control level for the set of target users. 
I0087. At block 204, the graph application 130 generates, 
based on the user access control level information deter 
mined at block 203 and the first graph state information 
stored at block 201, second graph state information repre 
senting a redacted graph having one or more nodes, edges, 
or non-edge and non-node components of the pre-redacted 
graph 164 redacted. Generally, this involves the graph 
application 130 creating a copy of the first graph state 
information with information representing the redacted 
nodes, edges, and non-edge and non-node components 
removed in the second graph state information. To determine 
which nodes, edges, and non-edge and non-node compo 
nents of the pre-redacted graph 164 to redact, the graph 
application 130 iterates over the nodes, edges, and non-edge 
and non-node components of the pre-redacted graph 164 
comparing the version of the access control information 157 
associated with the database information represented by the 
node, edge, or non-edge and non-node component stored in 
the first user's investigation subset 163 with the common 
access control level determined for the set of target users. In 
Some embodiments, if the common access control level 
gives permission to view the database information repre 
sented by a node, edge, or non-edge and non-node compo 
nent, then information representing the node, edge, or non 
edge and non-node component in the first graph state 
information is retained in the second graph state informa 
tion. 

I0088. In some embodiments, to view a data object 154, a 
link 156, or other database information represented by a 
non-edge and non-node component, the common access 
control level must include all classifications required by the 
access control list 158 associated with the data object 154, 
the link 156, or the other database information, and must 
have at least the discover permission, according to the access 
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control group information of the associated access control 
list 158 and the access control groups of the common access 
control level. Other requirements for viewing are possible 
and embodiments are not limited to any particular set of 
requirements. For example, a user with the common access 
control may be required to have the read permission instead 
of just the discover permission. 
0089. In some embodiments, a node of the pre-redacted 
graph 164 corresponding to a data object 154 in the first 
users investigation subset 163 is not redacted from the 
pre-redacted graph 164 so long as at least one data property 
155 of the data object 154 is viewable according to the 
common access control level. 
0090. In some embodiments, a pre-redacted graph 164 
may include a group node which represents a set of two or 
more data objects 154 in the first user's investigation subset 
163. In some embodiments, a group node of the pre-redacted 
graph 164 corresponding to data objects 154 in the first 
users investigation subset 163 is not redacted from the 
pre-redacted graph 164 so long as at least one of the data 
objects 154 of the group is viewable to the common access 
control level. View-ability of a data object 154 of the group 
may be determined based on the properties 155 of the data 
object 154 as discussed in the previous paragraph. 
0091. In some embodiments, an edge of the pre-redacted 
graph 164 corresponding to a link 156 in the first user's 
investigation subset 163 is redacted if not viewable to the 
common access control level. 
0092. In some embodiments, an edge of the pre-redacted 
graph 164 is also redacted if the common access control 
level cannot view both data objects 154 that the correspond 
ing link 156 connects even if the common access control 
level has permission to view the corresponding link 156. 
View-ability of a data object 154 connected by a link 156 
may be determined based on the properties 155 of the data 
object 154 as discussed in a previous paragraph above. 
0093. In some embodiments, an edge of the pre-redacted 
graph 164 corresponds to more than one link 156 in the first 
users investigation Subset 163. In this case, the edge may 
not be redacted so long as at least one of the links 156 is 
viewable by the common access control level. However, the 
edge may be redacted even if one of the links 156 is 
viewable by the common access control level when both 
data objects 154 that the links 156 connect are not viewable 
by the common access control level. 
0094. At block 205, the graph application 130 presents a 
visualization of the second graph state information to the 
first user on the first user's video display. This visualization 
may be a graph representation of the pre-redacted graph 164 
but with the nodes and edges redacted at block 204 not 
displayed. 
0095. At block 206, the graph application 130 publishes 
the second graph state information representing a redacted 
graph 161 to the shared graph repository 160 in response to 
a command provided by the first user through user interface 
controls presented on the first user's video display. Once 
published, other users of the graph application 130 can bring 
the redacted graph 161 into their own investigations 162 for 
continuing analysis. 
0096. In some embodiments, publication of the second 
graph state information to the shared graph repository 160 
coincides with publication of the investigation subset 163 
back to the shared data repository 153. In some embodi 
ments, if there are data change conflicts between the ver 
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sions of the data objects 154 and links 156 in the investi 
gation subset 163 and the versions of the those data objects 
154 and links 156 in shared data repository 153 at the time 
of publication, the data change conflicts must be resolved in 
the investigation subset 163, either manually or automati 
cally, before the second graph state information is published 
to the shared graph repository 160. Such data changes 
conflicts include any conflicts between access control infor 
mation 157 associated with those data objects 154 and links 
156 in the investigation subset 163 and access control 
information 157 associated those data objects 154 and links 
156 in the shared data repository 153. In the case of data 
change conflicts, after the data change conflicts have been 
resolved, the methodology 200 may return to block 204 to 
generate new second graph state information based on the 
updated investigation Subset 163 containing the results of 
the conflict resolutions. 

Example Graph Sharing User Interfaces 

(0097 FIG. 3A, FIG. 3B, FIG. 3C are exemplary graph 
sharing user interfaces that may be driven by the graph 
application 130 for sharing a pre-redacted graph 164 of an 
investigation 162 with other graph application 130 users 
according to an embodiment. The user interfaces of FIGS. 
3A-C may be presented on a video display at a user site 101 
operatively coupled to the graph application 130. 

I0098. In FIG. 3A, there is shown a graphical user inter 
face dialog 301 displaying, in the graph preview pane 306, 
a selected pre-redacted graph 164 to be shared. The dialog 
301 includes a “use templates' button 302 which, when 
selected, allows the user to specify a template file containing 
a list of users and/or collaboration teams representing the 
users that the pre-redacted graph 164 is to be shared with. In 
addition to or instead of a list of users and/or collaboration 
teams, the template can specify a set of access control 
groups and/or classifications, as described above. Alterna 
tively, the user can specify the individual users and collabo 
ration teams in the entry panel 304 when the “share with 
users and teams’ button 303 is selected. The dialog 301 also 
includes a message field 305 for entering optional collabo 
ration message information. 
0099. As shown in FIG. 3B, in an embodiment, as the 
user enters individual users and/or collaboration teams in the 
entry panel 304, the graph application 130 automatically 
redacts nodes and edges of the pre-redacted graph 164 that 
are not visible to all users specified in the entry area 304. In 
the example of FIG. 3B, as indicated in the graph redaction 
status panel 309, the collaboration team (“Fikri Network 
Team’) and the individual user (“John Doe') entered into the 
entry panel 304 causes three nodes and seven edges to be 
redacted from the pre-redacted graph 164 shown in FIG.3A. 
In FIG. 3B, the redacted graph displayed in the preview area 
306 removes display of the redacted nodes and edges. 
Alternatively, as in FIG. 3C, the redacted graph is displayed 
with the redacted nodes edges visible but with redaction 
indicators. In the current example, the redaction indicators 
are circles with a diagonally orientated intersects that over 
lay the redacted nodes and edges. However, other redaction 
indicators are possible and embodiments are not limited to 
the indicators shown in FIG. 3C. In general, any visual 
indication that visually distinguishes a redacted node or edge 
from a non-redacted node or edge may be used. The user can 
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operate the “show changes' button 308 and the “hide 
changes” button 310 to toggle between the two preview 
displays. 
0100. Once the user has finished entering users and/or 
collaboration teams into the entry panel 304 or provided a 
template and the user is satisfied with the redacted version 
of the graph displayed in the graph preview area 306, the 
user may select the “next' button 307 to reveal the dialog 
301 shown in FIG. 3D. Here, the user may operate one of the 
radio buttons 311 to publish the redacted graph previewed in 
the preview area 306 to the shared graph repository 160 as 
a new redacted graph or to replace an existing redacted 
graph in the shared graph repository 160. If the “overwrite 
existing graph' radio button 311 is selected, the dialog 301 
may present user interface controls for selecting and/or 
searching for the redacted graph in the shared graph reposi 
tory 160 to overwrite. If the “create new graph' radio button 
311 is selected, the user may provide a name for the new 
graph in the text entry area 312 and a description of the new 
graph in the text entry area 313. When finished, the user may 
operate the “share graph button 314 to publish graph state 
information representing the redacted graph previewed in 
the preview area 306 to the shared graph repository 160. 
0101 FIG. 4 includes an exemplary user interface that 
may be presented on a video display to a user at a user site 
101 for retrieving a previously published redacted graph 161 
in the shared graph repository 160 into the user's investi 
gation 162 as a pre-redacted graph 164. The user interface 
may be driven by the graph application 130 and includes a 
user interface dialog 401. The dialog 401 allows the user to 
choose a published redacted graph 161 from a list 403 of 
published redacted graphs 161 available to the user stored in 
the shared graph repository 160. In the published redacted 
graphs list 403, the user can select a list item 404 to preview 
the corresponding redacted graph 161 in the graph preview 
area 405. When the user has selected a list item 404 
corresponding to the published redacted graph 161 of inter 
est to the user, the user can operate the “add to graph button 
406 to bring the published redacted graph 161 into the user's 
current investigation 162 as a pre-redacted graph 164. Alter 
natively, the user can operate the “open in new investiga 
tion” button 407 to create a new investigation 162 and bring 
the published redacted graph 161 into the new investigation 
161 as a pre-redacted graph 164. 

Sample Computer System 

0102 FIG. 5 is a block diagram that illustrates a com 
puter system 500 upon which embodiments of the present 
invention may be implemented. Computer system 500 
includes a bus 502 or other communication mechanism for 
communicating information, and one or more hardware 
processors 504 coupled with bus 502 for processing infor 
mation. A hardware processor 504 may be, for example, a 
general purpose microprocessor. 
0103 Computer system 500 also includes a main 
memory 506, such as a random access memory (RAM) or 
other dynamic storage device, coupled to bus 502 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor(s) 
504. Main memory 506 also may be used for storing 
temporary variables or other intermediate information dur 
ing execution of instructions to be executed by processor(s) 
504. Such instructions, when stored in non-transitory media 
accessible to processor(s) 504, render computer system 500 
into a special-purpose computing device that is customized 
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to perform the operations specified in the instructions. For 
purposes of this description, main memory 506 includes any 
non-volatile memory used to implement virtual memory. 
0104 Computer system 500 may further include a read 
only memory (ROM) 508 or other static storage device 
coupled to bus 502 for storing static information and instruc 
tions for processor(s) 504. One or more storage device(s) 
510. Such as magnetic disks, optical disks, or Solid-state 
drives, may be provided and coupled to bus 502 for storing 
information and instructions. 
0105 Computer system 500 may be coupled via bus 502 
to a display 512, such as a liquid crystal display (LCD), for 
displaying information to a computer user. One or more 
input device(s) 514, including alphanumeric and other keys, 
a touch panel, physical buttons, a mouse, a trackball, a 
cursor control device, or other input device may be coupled 
to bus 502 for communicating information and command 
selections to processor(s) 504. Where an input device 514 is 
a touch panel, the touch panel may be physically integrated 
with the display 512, for example as a resistive or capacitive 
sensing touch panel overlay on an LCD screen, for detecting 
the presence and location of touch within the display 512 
aca. 

0106 Computer system 500 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard-wired logic, 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs, firmware and/or program 
logic which in combination with the computer system causes 
or programs computer system 500 to be a special-purpose 
machine. The techniques herein may be performed by com 
puter system 500 in response to processor(s) 504 executing 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions contained 
in main memory 506. Such instructions may be read into 
main memory 506 from another storage medium, Such as 
storage device(s) 510. Execution of the sequences of instruc 
tions contained in main memory 506 causes processor(s) 
504 to perform the process steps described herein. In alter 
native embodiments, hard-wired circuitry may be used in 
place of or in combination with Software instructions. 
0107 The term “storage media' as used herein refers to 
any non-transitory media that store data and/or instructions 
that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion. Such 
storage media may comprise non-volatile media and/or 
volatile media. Non-volatile media includes, for example, 
optical disks, magnetic disks, or Solid-state drives, such as 
storage device(s) 510. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory, such as main memory 506. Common forms of 
storage media include, for example, a floppy disk, a flexible 
disk, hard disk, Solid-state drive, magnetic tape, or any other 
magnetic data storage medium, a CD-ROM, any other 
optical data storage medium, any physical medium with 
patterns of holes, a RAM, a PROM, and EPROM, a FLASH 
EPROM, NVRAM, any other memory chip or cartridge. 
0.108 Storage media is distinct from but may be used in 
conjunction with transmission media. Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between storage 
media. For example, transmission media includes coaxial 
cables, copper wire and fiber optics, including the wires that 
comprise bus 502. Transmission media can also take the 
form of acoustic or light waves, such as those generated 
during radio-wave and infra-red data communications. 
0109 Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor(s) 504 for execution. For example, the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or Solid-state 
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drive of a remote computer. The remote computer can load 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over wired (e.g., twisted pair, coaxial cable, 
optical fiber, etc.) or wireless (e.g., microwave, satellite, 
cellular, radio, etc.) networks. A network communications 
device local to computer system 500 can receive the data on 
the network and use an infra-red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra-red signal. An infra-red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra-red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 502. Bus 502 carries the 
data to main memory 506, from which processor(s) 504 
retrieves and executes the instructions. The instructions 
received by main memory 506 may optionally be stored on 
storage device(s) 510 either before or after execution by 
processor(s) 504. 
0110 Computer system 500 also includes one or more 
communication interface(s) 518 coupled to bus 502. Com 
munication interface(s) 518 sends and receives electrical, 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information. Commu 
nication interface(s) 518 provides a two-way data commu 
nication coupling to a network link 520 that is connected to 
a wired or wireless local network 522. For example, com 
munication interface(s) 518 may include a modem, an 
integrated services digital network (ISDN) card, an Ethernet 
card, a cable modem, a satellite modem, an IEEE 802.11 or 
other Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) interface, a 
3G, 4G, or other cellular network interface, or other network 
interface for communicating on wired or wireless local 
network 522. 
0111 Network link 520 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices. 
For example, network link 520 may provide a connection 
through local network 522 to a host computer 524 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider (ISP) 
526. ISP 526 in turn provides data communication services 
through the worldwide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “Internet 528. Local 
network 522 and Internet 528 both use electrical, electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams. 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
network link 520 and through communication interface 518. 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
500, are example forms of transmission media. 
0112 Computer system 500 can send messages and 
receive data, including program instructions, through the 
network(s), network link 520 and communication interface 
(s) 518. In the Internet example, a server 530 might transmit 
a requested instructions for an application program through 
Internet 528, ISP526, local network522 and communication 
interface(s) 518. 
0113. The received instructions may be executed by 
processor(s) 504 as it is received, and/or stored in storage 
device(s) 510, or other non-volatile storage for later execu 
tion. 

Extensions and Alternatives 

0114. In the foregoing specification, embodiments of the 
invention have been described with reference to numerous 
specific details that may vary from implementation to imple 
mentation. Thus, the sole and exclusive indicator of what is 
the invention, and is intended by the applicants to be the 
invention, is the set of claims that issue from this applica 
tion, in the specific form in which Such claims issue, 
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including any Subsequent correction. Any definitions 
expressly set forth herein for terms contained in Such claims 
shall govern the meaning of such terms as used in the claims. 
Hence, no limitation, element, property, feature, advantage 
or attribute that is not expressly recited in a claim should 
limit the scope of Such claim in any way. The specification 
and drawings are, accordingly, to be regarded in an illus 
trative rather than a restrictive sense. 

1. A computer-implemented method, comprising: 
selecting a Subset of data objects from a base copy for use 

with a first investigation; 
creating a first instance of graph state information based 

on the subset of data objects included in the base copy 
and including a graph having nodes representing the 
Subset of data objects and edges representing relation 
ships between the subset of data objects: 

causing, based on the first instance of graph state infor 
mation, a visualization of the first instance of graph 
state information in association with the first investi 
gation; 

receiving first input to modify information associated with 
at least one data object of the subset of data objects to 
create a second instance of graph state information 
based on the first instance of graph state information; 

receiving information that identifies a set of targets that 
are allowed to access the second instance of graph state 
information to assist in the first investigation; 

before allowing the set of targets to access the second 
instance of graph state information, causing a visual 
ization of the second instance of graph state informa 
tion; 

receiving an acceptance of the second instance of graph 
state information, and in response, publishing the sec 
ond instance of graph state information to a graph 
repository and then allowing the set of targets access to 
the published second instance of graph state informa 
tion. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 
receiving a second request associated with the set of 

targets to retrieve the published second instance of 
graph state information from the graph repository; 

causing, based on the second instance of graph state 
information, a visualization of the second instance of 
graph state information to be displayed on a video 
display of a second investigation; 

after causing generation of the visualization of the first 
instance of graph state information, receiving a second 
input to modify information associated with another of 
the subset of data objects to create a third instance of 
graph state information based, at least in part, on the 
second instance of graph state information; 

publishing the third instance of graph state information to 
the graph repository. 

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising: 
receiving a request to retrieve the published third instance 

of graph state information from the graph repository; 
causing, based on the third instance of graph State infor 

mation, a visualization of the third instance of graph 
state information to be displayed on the video display 
of the first investigation. 

4. The method of claim 1, wherein the published second 
instance of graph state information comprises redacted sec 
ond instance of graph state information, and the redacted 
second instance of graph state is based at least in part on 
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whether one of the targets is allowed access to information 
on the subset of data objects represented in the second 
instance of graph state information. 

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the visualization of the 
second instance of graph state information comprises the 
redacted second instance of graph state information. 

6. The method of claim 4, wherein the second instance of 
graph state information comprises a particular data object of 
the Subset of data objects, the particular data object having 
one or more data properties; and the method further com 
prises removing the particular data object from the second 
instance of graph state information to create the published 
second instance of graph state information based on a 
second target or investigation not having permission to view 
any data property of the one or more data properties of the 
particular data object. 

7. The method of claim 4, wherein the second instance of 
graph state information comprises a particular data object of 
the subset of data objects; and the method further comprises 
removing the particular data object from the second instance 
of graph state information to create the published second 
instance of graph state information based on a second target 
or investigation not having permission to view the particular 
data object. 

8. The method of claim 4, wherein the second instance of 
graph state information comprises two related data objects 
connected by a particular edge; and the method further 
comprises removing the particular edge from the second 
instance of graph state information to create the published 
second instance of graph state information based on a 
second target or investigation not having permission to view 
the particular edge. 

9. The method of claim 1, wherein the second instance of 
graph state information comprises one or more presentation 
elements; and wherein each of the presentation elements of 
the one or more presentation elements is of a presentation 
element type selected from the group consisting of a text 
note, digital audio content, digital video content, digital 
audio/video content, or a document. 

10. The method of claim 1, wherein each data object of the 
Subset of data objects represent at least one of an entity, a 
place, an organization, an event, or a document. 

11. The method of claim 1, wherein each data object of the 
Subset of data objects is structured using a pre-defined 
ontology to hierarchically structure information associated 
with said each data object. 

12. The method of claim 1, wherein the information that 
identifies the set of targets comprises a pre-defined group 
identifier that specifies the set of targets. 

13. The method of claim 1, wherein changes based on the 
first input to modify information associated with at least one 
data object of the Subset of data objects are made separately 
from data objects stored at the base copy. 

14. A computer system, comprising one or more proces 
sors and one or more non-transitory data storage media 
coupled to the one or more processors and storing sequences 
of instructions which when executed by the one or more 
processors cause performing: 

Selecting a Subset of data objects from a base copy for use 
with a first investigation; 

creating a first instance of graph state information based 
on the subset of data objects included in the base copy 
and including a graph having nodes representing the 
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Subset of data objects and edges representing relation 
ships between the subset of data objects: 

causing, based on the first instance of graph state infor 
mation, a visualization of the first instance of graph 
state information in association with the first investi 
gation; 

receiving first input to modify information associated with 
at least one data object of the subset of data objects to 
create a second instance of graph state information 
based on the first instance of graph state information; 

receiving information that identifies a set of targets that 
are allowed to access the second instance of graph state 
information to assist in the first investigation; 

before allowing the set of targets to access the second 
instance of graph state information, causing a visual 
ization of the second instance of graph state informa 
tion; 

receiving an acceptance of the second instance of graph 
state information, and in response, publishing the sec 
ond instance of graph state information to a graph 
repository and then allowing the set of targets access to 
the published second instance of graph state informa 
tion. 

15. The computer system of claim 14, wherein the instruc 
tions further comprise: 

receiving from a second target or investigation included in 
the set of targets, a request to retrieve the published 
second instance of graph state information from the 
graph repository; 

causing, based on the second instance of graph state 
information, a visualization of the second instance of 
graph state information to be displayed on a video 
display for the second target or investigation; 

after causing generation of the visualization of the first 
instance of graph state information, receiving a second 
input to modify information associated with another at 
least one data object of the subset of data objects to 
create a third instance of graph State information based, 
at least in part, on the second instance of graph state 
information; 

publishing the third instance of graph state information to 
the graph repository. 

16. The computer system of claim 14, wherein the instruc 
tions further comprise: 

receiving a request to retrieve the published third instance 
of graph state information from the graph repository; 

causing, based on the third instance of graph State infor 
mation, a visualization of the third instance of graph 
state information to be displayed on the video display 
of the first investigation. 

17. The computer system of claim 14, wherein the pub 
lished second instance of graph state information comprises 
redacted second instance of graph state information, and the 
redacted second instance of graph state is based at least in 
part on whether one of the targets is allowed access to 
information on the subset of data objects represented in the 
second instance of graph state information. 

18. The computer system of claim 14, wherein the visu 
alization of the second instance of graph state information 
comprises the redacted second instance of graph state infor 
mation. 

19. The computer system of claim 18, wherein the second 
instance of graph state information comprises a particular 
data object of the subset of data objects, the particular data 
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object having one or more data properties; and the method 
further comprises removing the particular data object from 
the second instance of graph state information to create the 
published second instance of graph state information based 
on a second target or investigation not having permission to 
view any data property of the one or more data properties of 
the particular data object. 

20. The computer system of claim 18, wherein the second 
instance of graph state information comprises a particular 
data object of the subset of data objects; and the method 
further comprises removing the particular data object from 
the second instance of graph state information to create the 
published second instance of graph state information based 
on a second target or investigation not having permission to 
view the particular data object. 

k k k k k 
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A system with methodology for providing multi - language 
support for dynamic ontology . In one embodiment , for 
example , a method comprises : storing an ontology for a data 
store , wherein the ontology comprises a plurality of data 
types ; for each data type of the plurality of data types : 
storing , in the ontology , one or more display values , wherein 
each display value is associated with a locale ; determining 
a locale identifier corresponding to a particular locale ; 
selecting a particular display value corresponding to the 
particular locale ; displaying the particular display value . 
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SUMMARY MULTI - LANGUAGE SUPPORT FOR 
DYNAMIC ONTOLOGY [ 0006 ] The claims may serve as a summary of the present 

invention . 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 

APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is related to U . S . patent applica 
tion Ser . No . 14 / 630 , 472 , “ System with Methodology for 
Dynamic Modular Ontology , " filed Feb . 24 , 2015 , which is 
incorporated by reference herein in its entirety . This appli 
cation is further related to U . S . patent application Ser . No . 
13 / 916 , 447 , now U . S . Pat . No . 8 , 856 , 153 , “ Creating Data in 
a Data Store Using a Dynamic Ontology , ” filed Jun . 12 , 
2013 , which is incorporated by reference herein in its 
entirety . This application is further related to U . S . patent 
application Ser . No . 13 / 106 , 636 , now U . S . Pat . No . 8 , 489 , 
623 , “ Creating Data in a Data Store Using a Dynamic 
Ontology , ” filed May 12 , 2011 , which is incorporated by 
reference herein in its entirety . This application is further 
related to U . S . patent application Ser . No . 11 / 602 , 626 , now 
U . S . Pat . No . 7 , 962 , 495 , “ Creating Data in a Data Store 
using a Dynamic Ontology , ” filed Nov . 20 , 2006 , which is 
incorporated by reference herein in its entirety . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
10007 ] In the drawings : 
10008 ] . FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an example computing 
device which may be used for implementing some embodi 
ments of the present invention . 
10009 ) FIG . 2 is a block diagram of a software system for 
controlling the operation of the example computing device 
of FIG . 1 . 
[ 0010 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram of a distributed comput 
ing environment in which some embodiments of the present 
invention may be implemented . 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 4 is a flowchart of a process for displaying 
display values for a multi - language dynamic ontology 
according to some embodiments of the present invention . 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
[ 0002 ] The present invention relates to techniques for 
providing multi - language support for a dynamic ontology . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] Computer - based database systems typically orga 
nize data according to a fixed structure of tables and rela 
tionships . The structure may be described using an ontology 
comprising a data model that is used to represent the 
structure and reason about objects in the structure . In par 
ticular , a dynamic ontology allows a user to specify custom 
object types , property types , and parser definitions . 
Examples of a dynamic ontology in a computer system are 
described in related U . S . patent application Ser . No . 11 / 602 , 
626 , “ Creating Data In A Data Store Using A Dynamic 
Ontology ” , filed Nov . 20 , 2006 , and U . S . patent application 
Ser . No . 14 / 630 , 472 , “ System with Methodology for 
Dynamic Modular Ontology , ” filed Feb . 24 , 2015 , the entire 
contents of which are hereby incorporated by reference . 
[ 0004 ) Localization is the process of adapting a product to 
a specific country or region . For software , the visual ele 
ments presented by the software need to be presented in the 
language and format for the specific country or region . 
Typically , an alternate language version of the software is 
created for the country or region . However , for an ontology 
and the database data described by the ontology , it would be 
inefficient to create copies of the data for each language . 
Furthermore , with a dynamic ontology where the user speci 
fies custom object types and property types , the software has 
to be able to present the visual elements of the custom object 
types and property types in multiple language . 
[ 0005 ] The approaches described in this section are 
approaches that could be pursued , but not necessarily 
approaches that have been previously conceived or pursued . 
Therefore , unless otherwise indicated , it should not be 
assumed that any of the approaches described in this section 
qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this 
section . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0012 ] In the following description , for the purposes of 
explanation , numerous specific details are set forth in order 
to provide a thorough understanding of the present inven 
tion . It will be apparent , however , that the present invention 
may be practiced without these specific details . In other 
instances , well - known structures and devices are shown in 
block diagram form in order to avoid unnecessarily obscur 
ing the present invention . As to the flowcharts , each block 
within the flowcharts represents both a method step and an 
apparatus element for performing the method step . Depend 
ing upon the requirements of the particular implementation 
at hand , the corresponding apparatus element may be con 
figured in hardware , software , firmware , or combinations 
thereof . 
[ 0013 ] . It will also be understood that , although the terms 
“ first , " " second , ” etc . may be used herein to describe various 
elements , these elements should not be limited by these 
terms . These terms are only used to distinguish one element 
from another . For example , a first device could be termed a 
second device , and , similarly , a second device could be 
termed a first device , without departing from the scope of the 
invention . The first device and the second device are both 
devices , but they are not the same device . 
10014 ] . The terminology used herein is for the purpose of 
describing particular limitations only and is not intended to 
be limiting of the claims . As used in this description and the 
appended claims , the singular forms “ a , ” “ an , ” and “ the ” are 
intended to include the plural forms as well , unless the 
context clearly indicates otherwise . It will also be under 
stood that the term “ and / or ” as used herein refers to and 
encompasses any and all possible combinations of one or 
more of the associated listed items . It will be further 
understood that the term “ includes , " “ including , " " com 
prises , ” and / or " comprising , ” when used in this specifica 
tion , specify the presence of stated features , integers , steps , 
operations , elements , and / or components , but do not pre 
clude the presence or addition of one or more other features , 
integers , steps , operations , elements , components , and / or 
groups thereof . 
[ 0015 ] The term “ if ” may be construed to mean “ when ” or 
“ upon ” or “ in response to determining ” or “ in response to 
detecting , ” depending on the context . Similarly , the phrase 
“ if it is determined ” or “ if ?a stated condition or event ] is 
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detected ” may be construed to mean “ upon determining " or 
" in response to determining " or " upon detecting [ the stated 
condition or event? ” or “ in response to detecting [ the stated 
condition or event ] , " depending on the context . 
[ 0016 ] 1 . 0 General Overview 
[ 0017 ] Computer - implemented techniques for selecting 
alternative display values for data object types and object 
property types in a dynamic ontology are provided . The 
techniques provide an improved user interface because it 
allows for display of a dynamic ontology in multiple lan 
guages . In some example embodiments , multiple display 
values are stored with an ontology definition , where each 
display value is for a particular locale . For example , the 
definition for object property type “ Eyes ” may comprise a 
display name value of “ Eyes ” and an alternative display 
name value of “ Yeux ” for a French - Canadian locale . 
[ 0018 ] In some example embodiments , an ontology for a 
data store comprises a plurality of data object types and a 
plurality of object property types . Each data object type and 
each object property type have one or more display values 
that correspond to a locale . Display values may include a 
display name or a description for the data object type or 
object property type . Display values may also include one or 
more enumerated values . Based on a locale specified by a 
user , the display value corresponding to the specified locale 
is retrieved and displayed in the user interface . 
[ 0019 ] 2 . 0 Basic Implementing Mechanisms 
[ 0020 ] Some embodiments of the present invention may 
be implemented on one or more computing devices . Such a 
computing device may be implemented in various forms 
including , but not limited to , a client , a server , a network 
device , a mobile device , a cell phone , a smart phone , a 
laptop computer , a desktop computer , a workstation com 
puter , a personal digital assistant , a blade server , a main 
frame computer , and other types of computers . The com 
puting device described below and its components , 
including their connections , relationships , and functions , is 
meant to be exemplary only , and not meant to limit imple 
mentations of some embodiments of the present invention 
described in this specification . Other computing devices 
suitable for implementing some embodiments of the present 
invention may have different components , including com 
ponents with different connections , relationships , and func 
tions . 
[ 0021 ] 2 . 1 Basic Computing Device 
0022 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram that illustrates an 
example computing device 100 suitable for implementing 
some embodiments of the present invention . Computing 
device 100 includes bus 102 or other communication mecha 
nism for addressing main memory 106 and for transferring 
data between and among the various components of device 
100 . Computing device 100 also includes one or more 
hardware processors 104 coupled with bus 102 for process 
ing information . A hardware processor 104 may be a general 
purpose microprocessor , a system on a chip ( SOC ) , or other 
processor suitable for implementing the described technolo 
gies . 
[ 0023 ] Main memory 106 , such as a random access 
memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic storage device , is coupled 
to bus 102 for storing information and instructions to be 
executed by processor ( s ) 104 . Main memory 106 also may 
be used for storing temporary variables or other intermediate 
information during execution of instructions to be executed 
by processor ( s ) 104 . Such instructions , when stored in 

non - transitory storage media accessible to processor ( s ) 104 , 
render computing device 100 into a special - purpose com 
puting device that is customized to perform the operations 
specified in the instructions . 
[ 0024 ] Computing device 100 further includes read only 
memory ( ROM ) 108 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 102 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor ( s ) 104 . 
[ 0025 ] One or more mass storage devices 110 are coupled 
to bus 102 for persistently storing information and instruc 
tions on fixed or removable media , such as magnetic , 
optical , solid - state , magnetic - optical , flash memory , or any 
other available mass storage technology . The mass storage 
may be shared on a network , or it may be dedicated mass 
storage . Typically , at least one of the mass storage devices 
110 ( e . g . , the main hard disk for the device ) stores a body of 
program and data for directing operation of the computing 
device , including an operating system , user application 
programs , driver and other support files , as well as other data 
files of all sorts . 
0026 ) Computing device 100 may be coupled via bus 102 

to display 112 , such as a liquid crystal display ( LCD ) or 
other electronic visual display , for displaying information to 
a computer user . Display 112 may also be a touch - sensitive 
display for communicating touch gesture ( e . g . , finger or 
stylus ) input to processor ( s ) 104 . 
10027 ] An input device 114 , including alphanumeric and 
other keys , is coupled to bus 102 for communicating infor 
mation and command selections to processor 104 . 
[ 0028 ] Another type of user input device is cursor control 
116 , such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 104 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 112 . This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and a second axis 
( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . 
[ 0029 ] Computing device 100 may implement the meth 
ods described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one 
or more application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) , one 
or more field - programmable gate arrays ( FPGAS ) , firmware , 
or program logic which , in combination with the computing 
device , causes or programs computing device 100 to be a 
special - purpose machine . 
[ 0030 ] Methods disclosed herein may also be performed 
by computing device 100 in response to processor ( s ) 104 
executing one or more sequences of one or more instructions 
contained in main memory 106 . Such instructions may be 
read into main memory 106 from another storage medium , 
such as storage device ( s ) 110 . Execution of the sequences of 
instructions contained in main memory 106 causes processor 
( s ) 104 to perform the process steps described herein . In 
some embodiments of the present invention , hard - wired 
circuitry may be used in place of or in combination with 
software instructions . 
[ 0031 ] The term " storage media ” as used herein refers to 
any non - transitory media that store data and / or instructions 
that cause a computing device to operate in a specific 
fashion . Such storage media may comprise non - volatile 
media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media includes , 
for example , optical disks , magnetic disks , or solid - state 
drives , such as storage device 110 . Volatile media includes 
dynamic memory , such as main memory 106 . Common 
forms of storage media include , for example , a floppy disk , 
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a flexible disk , hard disk , solid - state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge . 
[ 0032 ] Storage media is distinct from but may be used in 
conjunction with transmission media . Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between storage 
media . For example , transmission media includes coaxial 
cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the wires that 
comprise bus 102 . Transmission media can also take the 
form of acoustic or light waves , such as those generated 
during radio - wave and infra - red data communications . 
[ 0033 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor ( s ) 104 for execution . For example , the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid - state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to computing device 100 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 102 . Bus 102 carries the 
data to main memory 106 , from which processor ( s ) 104 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 106 may optionally be stored on 
storage device ( s ) 110 either before or after execution by 
processor ( s ) 104 . 
[ 0034 ] Computing device 100 also includes one or more 
communication interface ( s ) 118 coupled to bus 102 . A 
communication interface 118 provides a two - way data com 
munication coupling to a wired or wireless network link 120 
that is connected to a local network 122 ( e . g . , Ethernet 
network , Wireless Local Area Network , cellular phone net 
work , Bluetooth wireless network , or the like ) . Communi 
cation interface 118 sends and receives electrical , electro 
magnetic , or optical signals that carry digital data streams 
representing various types of information . For example , 
communication interface 118 may be a wired network 
interface card , a wireless network interface card with an 
integrated radio antenna , or a modem ( e . g . , ISDN , DSL , or 
cable modem ) . 
[ 0035 ] Network link ( s ) 120 typically provide data com 
munication through one or more networks to other data 
devices . For example , a network link 120 may provide a 
connection through a local network 122 to a host computer 
124 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service 
Provider ( ISP ) 126 . ISP 126 in turn provides data commu 
nication services through the world wide packet data com 
munication network now commonly referred to as the 
" Internet ” 128 . Local network ( s ) 122 and Internet 128 use 
electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi 
tal data streams . The signals through the various networks 
and the signals on network link ( s ) 120 and through com 
munication interface ( s ) 118 , which carry the digital data to 
and from computing device 100 , are example forms of 
transmission media . 
[ 0036 ] Computing device 100 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link ( s ) 120 and communication interface ( s ) 118 . 
In the Internet example , a server 130 might transmit a 

requested code for an application program through Internet 
1 28 , ISP 126 , local network ( s ) 122 and communication 
interface ( s ) 118 . 
[ 0037 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
104 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 110 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0038 ] 2 . 2 Basic Software System 
[ 0039 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram of a software system for 
controlling the operation of the example computing device 
100 of FIG . 1 . As shown , a computer software system 200 
is provided for directing the operation of the computing 
device 100 . Software system 200 , which is stored in system 
memory ( RAM ) 106 and on fixed storage ( e . g . , hard disk ) 
110 , includes a kernel or operating system ( OS ) 210 . The OS 
210 manages low - level aspects of computer operation , 
including managing execution of processes , memory allo 
cation , file input and output ( 1 / 0 ) , and device I / O . One or 
more application programs , such as client application soft 
ware or “ programs ” 202 ( e . g . , 202A , 202B , 202C . . . 202N ) 
may be " loaded " ( i . e . , transferred from fixed storage 110 into 
memory 106 ) for execution by the system 200 . The appli 
cations or other software intended for use on the device 100 
may also be stored as a set of downloadable computer 
executable instructions , for example , for downloading and 
installation from an Internet location ( e . g . , Web server ) . 
[ 0040 ] Software system 200 may include a graphical user 
interface ( GUI ) 215 , for receiving user commands and data 
in a graphical ( e . g . , " point - and - click ” or “ touch gesture ” ) 
fashion . These inputs , in turn , may be acted upon by the 
system 200 in accordance with instructions from operating 
system 210 and / or client application module ( s ) 202 . The 
GUI 215 also serves to display the results of operation from 
the OS 210 and application ( s ) 202 , whereupon the user may 
supply additional inputs or terminate the session ( e . g . , log 
off ) . 

10041 ] The OS 210 can execute directly on the bare 
hardware ( e . g . , processor ( s ) 104 ) 220 of device 100 . Alter 
natively , a hypervisor or virtual machine monitor ( VMM ) 
230 may be interposed between the bare hardware 220 and 
the OS 210 . In this configuration , VMM 230 acts as a 
software " cushion ” or virtualization layer between the OS 
210 and the bare hardware 220 of the device 100 . 
[ 0042 ] VMM 230 instantiates and runs virtual machine 
instances ( guest machines ” ) . Each guest machine com 
prises a “ guest ” operating system , such as OS 210 , and one 
or more applications , such as applications 202 , designed to 
execute on the guest operating system . The VMM 230 
presents the guest operating systems with a virtual operating 
platform and manages the execution of the guest operating 
systems . In some instances , the VMM 230 may allow a guest 
operating system to run as through it is running on the bare 
hardware 220 of the device 100 directly . In these instances , 
the same version of the guest operating system configured to 
execute on the bare hardware 104 directly may also be able 
to execute on VMM 230 without modification or reconfigu 
ration . In other words , VMM 230 may provide full hardware 
and CPU virtualization to a guest operating system in some 
instances . In other instances , a guest operating system may 
be specially designed or configured to execute on VMM 230 
for efficiency . In these instances , the guest operating system 
is aware ” that it executes on a virtual machine monitor . In 
other words , VMM 230 may provide para - virtualization to a 
guest operating system in some instances . 
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[ 0043 ] The above - described computer hardware and soft - 
ware are presented for purpose of illustrating basic under 
lying computer components that may be employed for 
implementing some embodiments of the present invention . 
Some embodiments of the present invention , however , are 
not necessarily limited to any particular computing environ 
ment or computing device configuration . Instead , some 
embodiments of the present invention may be implemented 
in any type of system architecture or processing environ 
ment capable of supporting the embodiments as presented in 
detail below . 
[ 0044 ] 3 . 0 System Overview 
[ 0045 ] While some embodiments of the present invention 
may operate within a single standalone computing device , 
the disclosed technologies may be implemented in a distrib 
uted computing environment . FIG . 3 is a block diagram of 
a distributed computing environment 300 in which some 
embodiments of the present invention may be implemented . 
[ 0046 ] As shown , environment 300 comprises one or more 
human analysts 320 that use one or more client computing 
devices 330 . The clients 330 are operatively coupled to one 
or more dispatch server computers 350 by a data network 
340 . The dispatch server 350 is also operatively coupled to 
a data repository 360 . 
[ 0047 ] In some exemplary embodiments of the present 
invention , the dispatch server 350 comprises one or more 
server computing devices that run a conventional server 
operating system such as MICROSOFT WINDOWS ( e . g . 
XP , VISTA , 7 , 8 , etc . ) , MAC OS X , LINUX ( e . g . , 
UBUNTU , FEDORA , etc . ) , or the like . 
[ 0048 ] In some exemplary embodiments of the present 
invention , the data repository 360 comprises a conventional 
database management system such as a conventional rela 
tional database management system such as ORACLE 
DATABASE SERVER , or the like . 
[ 0049 ] Network 340 may include a number of conven 
tional wired and / or wireless network systems including , for 
instance , a cellular telephone network , a Local Area Net 
work ( LAN ) , a Wide Area Network ( WAN ) , the internet , and 
the like . 
[ 0050 ] In operation , an analyst 320 uses application ( s ) 335 
on a client 330 to access , store , and analyze ( i . e . , investigate ) 
investigative data 365 stored in the data repository 360 , and 
possibly to collaborate with other analysts 320 across orga 
nizational and / or geographical boundaries . The application 
( s ) 335 may drive a graphical user interface that is presented 
at the clients 330 . In some embodiments , the graphical user 
interface is web browser - based . For example , the graphical 
user interface may comprise a series of web pages displayed 
by a conventional web browser application . 
[ 0051 ] The investigative data 365 may comprise virtually 
any structured ( e . g . , log files , spreadsheets , tables , etc . ) 
and / or unstructured data ( e . g . , e - mails , documents , images , 
videos , etc . ) that is the subject of an investigation . In some 
embodiments , the investigative data 365 is domain - specific . 
For example , the investigative data 365 may be specific to 
a health care domain , a financial domain , an intelligence 
domain , a legal domain , a law enforcement domain , or other 
domain in which the analysts 320 have particular expertise . 
[ 0052 ] The dispatch server 350 provides a gateway to the 
application ( s ) 335 on the clients 330 for accessing and 
storing the investigative data 365 in the data repository 360 
and connects to the data repository 360 that stores the 
investigative data 365 . In operation , the dispatch server 350 

handles business logic , manages security and policy con 
trols , and responds to user requests as part of an investiga 
tive analysis computing platform . The application ( s ) 335 
may include the following applications ( or sets of computer 
executable instructions ) , or a subset or a superset thereof , 
that an analyst 320 may use to conduct an investigation on 
the investigative data 365 : 
0053 ] a home application 371 ; 
[ 0054 ] a browser application 372 ; 
[ 0055 ] a graph application 373 ; 
10056 ] a map application 374 ; 
[ 0057 ] a collaboration application 375 ; 
[ 0058 ] an object explorer application 376 ; and / or 
[ 0059 ] an ontology application 377 . 
[ 0060 ] In conjunction with the hardware components ( e . g . , 
memory , disk , CPU , etc . ) , the operating system , and the 
graphical user interface of a client 330 , the home application 
371 may be used by an analyst 320 to start the search and 
investigative analysis process including : keyword searching 
the investigative data 365 , viewing personalized news feeds , 
opening existing and new investigations , and editing user 
accounting settings . 
[ 0061 ] In conjunction with the hardware components ( e . g . , 
memory , disk , CPU , etc . ) , the operating system , and the 
graphical user interface of a client 330 , the browser appli 
cation 372 may be used by an analyst 320 to view and apply 
structure to the investigative data 365 including tagging , 
marking , highlighting , and / or annotating particular words , 
text , or keywords in the investigative data 365 . 
10062 ] In conjunction with the hardware components ( e . g . , 
memory , disk , CPU , etc . ) , the operating system , and the 
graphical user interface of a client 330 , the graph application 
373 may be used by an analyst 320 to visually explore 
semantic relationships within the investigative data 365 
including : viewing the investigative data 365 as a graph of 
nodes and edges , filtering the graph to explore the investi 
gative data 365 , and annotating the graph for use in presen 
tations . 
10063 ] In conjunction with the hardware components ( e . g . , 
memory , disk , CPU , etc . ) , the operating system , and the 
graphical user interface of a client 330 , the map application 
374 provides geospatial analytic capabilities to an analyst 
320 including geo - mapping the investigative data 365 and 
geo - tagging the investigative data 365 . 
[ 0064 ] In conjunction with the hardware components ( e . g . , 
memory , disk , CPU , etc . ) , the operating system , and the 
graphical user interface of a client 330 , the collaboration 
application 375 may be used by an analyst 320 to build 
research and discussion communities including : forming 
teams of analysts 320 , exchanging messages with other 
analysts 320 , sharing media rich links to the investigative 
data 365 with other analysts 320 , and sending notification of 
shared graphs . 
[ 0065 ] In conjunction with the hardware components ( e . g . , 
memory , disk , CPU , etc . ) , the operating system , and the 
graphical user interface of a client 330 , the object explorer 
application 376 may be used by an analyst 320 to drill down 
within the investigative data 365 to arrive at interesting 
sub - sets of the investigative data 365 for further analysis in 
other applications 335 such as the graph application 373 
and / or the map application 374 . 
0066 ] In conjunction with the hardware components ( e . g . , 
memory , disk , CPU , etc . ) , the operating system , and the 
graphical user interface of a client 330 , the ontology appli 
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cation 377 may be used by an analyst 320 to customize a 
dynamic ontology for the investigative data 365 including : 
adding new data object types , new property types , and new 
link types to an ontology , deleting unused data object types , 
property types , and link types from an ontology , and adding 
and editing parser sets . 
[ 0067 ] Each of the above - identified applications corre 
spond to a set of computer - executable instructions for per 
forming one or more functions described above . These 
applications ( i . e . , set of computer - executable instructions ) 
need be implemented as separate software programs , pro 
cedures , or applications , and thus various subset of these 
applications may be combined or otherwise rearranged in 
some embodiments of the present invention . For example , 
the browser application 372 may be combined with the 
object explorer application 376 . In some embodiments of the 
present invention , the application ( s ) 335 may comprise a 
subset of the applications identified above . Furthermore , the 
application ( s ) 335 may include additional applications not 
described above . 
[ 0068 ] The dispatch server 350 may include an application 
server application 351 . In conjunction with the hardware 
components ( e . g . , memory , disk , CPU , etc . ) and the oper 
ating system of the dispatch server 350 , the application 
server application 351 may comprise server - side compo 
nents , procedures , modules , or functions of the application 
( S ) 335 . Thus , in some embodiments , an application 335 may 
have a client - side component , procedure , module or function 
that executes at the clients 330 and a server - side component , 
procedure , module or function that executes at the dispatch 
server 350 . 
[ 0069 ] The above - described computer hardware and soft 
ware are presented for purposes of illustrating the basic 
underlying computer components that may be employed for 
implementing some embodiments of the present invention . 
For purposes of discussion , the following description will 
present examples in which it will be assumed that there 
exists a “ server ” ( e . g . , dispatch server 350 ) that communi 
cates with one or more “ clients ” ( e . g . , clients 330 ) . The 
present invention , however , is not limited to any particular 
environment or device configuration . In particular , a client / 
server distinction is not necessary to the invention , but is 
used to provide a framework for discussion . Instead , the 
present invention may be implemented in any type of system 
architecture or processing environment capable of support 
ing the methodologies of the embodiments of the present 
invention presented in detail herein . 
[ 0070 ] 4 . 0 Dynamic Ontology Overview 
[ 0071 ] An ontology may be defined generally as a catego 
rization of the world . According to some embodiments of the 
present invention , a dynamic ontology is a categorization of 
a particular investigative world . For example , the particular 
investigative world may be in a health care domain , a legal 
domain , a financial analysis domain , a city or state police 
domain , an intelligence domain , or other specific domain in 
which investigations on data are conducted by analysts with 
particular expertise in the specific domain . Domain - specific 
types of data objects , properties , and links may be defined in 
a dynamic ontology to support the analysts in a particular 
field of expertise . A dynamic ontology may be considered 
dynamic because , according to some embodiments of the 
present invention , the dynamic ontology can be customized 

to meet the specific needs of an investigative organization 
and can be changed as the organization and its assignments 
evolve . 
[ 0072 ] A " data object ” may be defined as a container for 
data and represents a thing in the real world such as , for 
example , an entity ( e . g . a person , a place , an organization , or 
other noun ) , an event ( e . g . , something that happens at a point 
in time or for a duration ) , a document ( e . g . , a unstructured 
data source , an e - mail message , a news report , and the like ) , 
or a multimedia object ( e . g . , a rich - media type , video , audio , 
images , and the like ) . According to some embodiments , a 
data object itself comprises a display name and a unique 
identifier and otherwise does not hold investigative data . 
Instead , a data object may have one or more " object com 
ponents ” ( e . g . , properties , links , and notes ) , which can be 
multiple . For example , a “ person ” data object can have 
multiple " name " properties . 
[ 0073 ] A “ property ” may be defined as an attribute of a 
data object . A property may represent individual investiga 
tive data items such as a name of a person or a phone 
number , as just some examples . 
[ 0074 ] A “ link ” may be defined as a connection between 
data objects . Various types of connections are possible . For 
example , a link may represent a familial relationship 
between two persons or membership relationship between a 
person and a religious organization . 
[ 0075 ] According to some embodiments of the present 
invention , a dynamic ontology is defined in an ontology 
definition . The ontology definition is embodied in a human 
and computer readable data format such as , for example , 
eXtensible Markup Language ( XML ) , JavaScript Object 
Notation ( JSON ) , YAML , or the like . 
[ 0076 ] According to some embodiments , the dispatch 
server 350 uses the dynamic ontology at runtime to represent 
the investigative data 365 stored in data repository 360 
according to a domain - specific data object model as defined 
by the dynamic ontology . The dynamic ontology may com 
prise one or more data type definitions including data object 
type definitions , property type definitions , link type defini 
tions , or a subset or a superset thereof . 
[ 0077 ] 5 . 0 Dynamic Ontology Localization 
[ 0078 ] A locale is a geographical or political area with a 
particular set of language , date , time , and currency formats . 
Thus , for a particular locale , text in a graphical user interface 
must be displayed in the language for that locale . Addition 
ally , values such as dates , times , currency , and numbers may 
need to be displayed in a particular format . For example , a 
locale may format the number one million as “ 1 , 000 , 000 " 
while another locale may format the number as “ 1 . 000 . 000 . ” 
[ 0079 ] In an embodiment , the data object types , property 
types , and link types of the dynamic ontology may respec 
tively comprise one or more attributes that have a display 
value . The display value is one or more strings that are 
displayed in the graphical user interface in connection with 
the associated ontology element . For example , a data object 
type may comprise a display name attribute and a descrip 
tion attribute . 
[ 0080 ] Each display value must be displayed in the lan 
guage corresponding to a selected locale . For example , an 
Eye Color property type may have a display name “ Eyes ” 
with a description , “ Describes the eye color of the object . ” 

locale that uses French would have a display name “ Yeux " 
with the description , “ Décrit la couleur des yeux de l ' objet . ” 
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10081 ] An application may be configured with a locale 
identifier . The “ locale identifier ” is a unique identifier asso 
ciated with a locale . For example , a French - Canadian locale 
may be associated with the locale identifier “ fr _ CA . ” The 
locale identifier indicates a desired locale to use when 
displaying items in the graphical user interface . 
10082 ] In an embodiment , the locale is identified based on 
the locale configured with the connected dispatch server . In 
other embodiments , the locale may be determined based on 
a locale identifier specified in a configuration file stored on 
the computer , selected by the analyst within the application , 
determined by the particular version of the application , or 
other methods for an analyst to specify a locale preference . 
[ 0083 ] According to an embodiment , an attribute may 
comprise one or more alternate display values . Each alter 
nate display value is associated with a locale identifier . Thus , 
each alternate display value corresponds to a particular 
locale . For the purpose of illustration , assume the ontology 
is stored in XML format . Code Snippet 1 is an example 
XML snippet that describes the display name and descrip 
tion for the Age property type . 

Code Snippet 1 

Kuri > com . example . property . Eyes < / uri > 
< displayName > Eyes < / displayName > 
< alternate DisplayNames > 

< alternateDisplayName > 
< locale > fr _ CA < / locale > 
< value > yeux < / value > 

< / alternate DisplayName > 
< / alternateDisplayNames > 
< description > Describes the eye color of an object . < / description > 
< alternate Descriptions > 

< alternate Description > 
< locale > fr _ CA < / locale > 
< value > Décrit la couleur des yeux de l ' objet . < / value > 
< / alternate Description > 

< / alternate Descriptions > 

embodiments of the invention may involve displaying mul 
tiple data types concurrently in the graphical user interface . 
[ 0088 ] At step 404 , the application retrieves one or more 
display values for the data type . In an embodiment , data type 
is associated with a universal resource indicator . The URI is 
a unique , fully - qualified identifier of the data type . For 
example , the Eye Color property type may have the URI 
" com . example . property . Eyes . ” The application uses the URI 
to locate the data type in the dynamic ontology and retrieve 
the display values for each attribute of the data type with a 
display value . In the present example , the application 
retrieves the display values for the display name attribute 
and description attribute of the Eye Color property type . 
[ 0089 ] In an embodiment , an attribute comprises one or 
more alternate display values . The application retrieves the 
locale identifier and the value for each alternate display 
value . In the present example , the application also retrieves 
the alternate display name and the alternate description 
corresponding to the locale identifier " fr _ CA , ” for the 
French Canadian locale . 
[ 0090 ] At step 406 , the application determines a locale 
identifier associated with a selected locale . In an embodi 
ment , the application is configured with a particular locale 
identifier . In another embodiment , the selected locale is 
based on the locale associated with the connected dispatch 
server . The application receives a locale identifier from the 
dispatch server . In other embodiments , a locale identifier is 
stored in data associated with the application or set by an 
analyst during application runtime . In an embodiment , if a 
locale is not specified or selected , the application may select 
a default locale . 
[ 0091 ] For the purpose of illustration , assume that the 
selected locale is French - Canadian . The application deter 
mines that the locale identifier associated with the selected 
locale is “ fr _ CA . ” 
[ 0092 ] At step 408 , the application selects a display value 
from the one or more display values for the ontology item . 
In an embodiment , the application selects the display value 
based on the locale identifier . In the present example , the 
application selects the alternate display name and the alter 
nate description associated with the locale identifier " fr _ 
CA . " The application retrieves the display name value 
“ Yeux ” and the description value , “ Décrit la couleur des 
yeux de l ' objet . ” 
[ 0093 ] In an embodiment , the data type is configured with 
a default display value . For example , the Eye Color property 
may have a default display name and a default description . 
If no display values for an attribute are associated with the 
locale identifier , then the application may select the default 
display value . 
[ 0094 ] At step 410 , the application displays the selected 
display value in the graphical user interface . 
[ 0095 ] 5 . 2 Data Object Type 
10096 ] A data object type definition defines a new data 
object type or extends the definition of an existing data 
object type . The ontology may contain multiple data object 
type definitions . In some embodiments , the data object type 
definition may include a universal resource indicator , a 
display name attribute , and a description attribute . 
[ 0097 ] The URI may be a unique fully - qualified identifier 
for the data object type . For example , a Commercial Flight 
data object type may have the URI “ com . example . object . 
commercialflight . ” 

[ 0084 ] When the dispatch server uses the dynamic ontol 
ogy to present information to the application , it uses the 
selected locale and the locale identifiers associated with the 
alternate display values to determine a string to display in 
the graphical user interface . 
[ 0085 ) 5 . 1 Process Overview 
[ 0086 ] FIG . 4 is a flowchart of a process 400 for deter 
mining a display value according to some embodiments of 
the present invention . According to some embodiments of 
the present invention , the process 400 is performed by an 
application 335 . In these embodiments , some of the steps 
may be performed by a client 330 and some of the steps of 
the process 400 may be performed by the dispatch server 
350 . In other embodiments , all of the steps of the process 
400 may be performed by a client 330 , or all of the steps of 
the process 400 may be performed by the dispatch server 
350 . Furthermore , the process 400 may involve performance 
of additional steps not shown in FIG . 4 . 
[ 0087 ] At step 402 , the application determines a data type 
to display , such as a data object type , a property type , or a 
link type . For example , if the analyst is entering a property 
of a particular property type in the graphical user interface , 
the application displays the particular property type . For the 
purpose of illustration , assume the application displays a 
property of the Eye Color property type . Although the 
present example describes displaying a single data type , 
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[ 0098 ] The display name may be used as a default label for 
data objects of the data object type . For example , an Airline 
Flight data object type may have the display name “ Com 
mercial Flight . ” 
[ 0099 ] The description may be used to provide more 
information regarding the data object type . For example , a 
Commercial Flight data object type may have the descrip 
tion , “ An entity describing a scheduled flight on a commer 
cial aircraft . " 
[ 0100 ] According to an embodiment , the data object type 
definition may comprise one or more alternate display 
names and / or one or more alternate descriptions , each of 
which correspond to a particular locale . The alternate dis 
play names and / or alternate descriptions comprise a locale 
identifier and a value . The locale identifier associates the 
alternate display name and / or alternate description with a 
particular locale . The value is the display value to use for 
that particular locale . 
[ 0101 ] 5 . 3 Property Type 
[ 0102 ] A property type definition defines a new property 
type or extends the definition of an existing property type . 
The ontology may contain multiple property type defini 
tions . The property type definition may include a universal 
resource indicator , a display name attribute , a description 
attribute , one or more validators , one or more formatters , 
and one or more parsers . 
[ 0103 ] The URI is a unique fully - qualified identifier of the 
property type . For example , a Name property type may have 
the URI “ com . example . property . Name . ” 
[ 0104 ] The display name may be used when a property of 
the property type is displayed in a graphical user interface . 
For example , a Person data object type may have a Name 
property type with the display name “ Name . ” 
[ 0105 ] The description may be used to provide more 
information regarding the property type , such as the general 
type and structure of the data that a property of the property 
type can contain . For example , a Name property type may 
have the description “ The name of the Person . This is a 
unitless property that takes a string . " 
[ 0106 ] According to an embodiment , the property type 
definition may comprise one or more alternate display 
names and / or one or more alternate descriptions , each of 
which correspond to a particular locale . The alternate dis 
play names and / or alternate descriptions comprise a locale 
identifier and a value . The locale identifier associates the 
alternate display name and / or alternate description with a 
particular locale . The value is the display value to use for 
that particular locale . 
[ 0107 ] A property type may be based on a base property 
type . A base property type specifies the general type and 
structure of the data that a property of the property type can 
contain . According to some embodiments , the base property 
type is one of : String , Number , Date , Enumeration , or 
Composite . If String , then the value of a property of the 
property type can contain a string of text . If Number , then 
the value of a property of the property type can contain a 
number . If Date , then the value of a property of the property 
type can contain a date . 
[ 0108 ] If the base Enumeration , then the value of a prop 
erty of the property type can contain one value in a list of 
predefined enumeration values . The graphical user interface 
may display a list of the enumeration values for a property 
of the property type . 

( 0109 ] In an embodiment , each enumeration value in the 
list of predefined enumeration values may have one or more 
alternate enumeration values . The alternate enumeration 
values comprise a locale identifier and a value . The locale 
identifier associates the alternate enumeration value with a 
particular locale . Thus , for a property of the property type , 
the list of predefined enumeration values may be displayed 
in the language of a selected locale . In another embodiment , 
a list of enumeration values is associated with a locale 
identifier . 
[ 0110 ] If Composite , then the value of a property of the 
property type may comprise one or more components . Each 
component may be a String value , a Number value , or a Date 
value . Each component may also have a display name 
attribute . The display name may be used when a component 
of a property of the property type is displayed in a graphical 
user interface . 
[ 0111 ] Each component may comprise one or more alter 
nate display names . The alternate display names comprise a 
locale identifier and a value . The locale identifier associates 
the alternate display name with a particular locale . The value 
is the display value to use for that particular locale . 
10112 ] 5 . 3 . 1 Formatter 
[ 0113 ] A formatter may be used to format a value of a 
property of the property type for display in a graphic user 
interface . A formatter may define a display rule that governs 
how the value of a property of the property type is displayed . 
For example , a formatter for a Name property type may 
specify that values of properties of that property type are to 
be displayed : { FIRST _ NAME } { LAST _ NAME } . Alterna 
tively , the formatter for the Name property type may specify 
that values of properties of that property type are to be 
displayed : { LAST _ NAME } , { FIRST _ NAME } . 
[ 0114 ] In an embodiment , the property type comprises one 
or more alternate formatters , each corresponding to a par 
ticular locale . The formatter may define a display rule that 
governs how the value of a property of the property type is 
displayed for the particular locale . 
[ 0115 ] For example , a formatter may define an alternate 
display value for dates , numbers , or currencies correspond 
ing to a locale . One locale may format the number one 
million as “ 1 , 000 , 000 ” while another locale may format the 
number as “ 1 . 000 . 000 . ” Similarly , a locale may display a 
date as “ MM / DD / YYYY ” while another locale may display 
the date as “ DD / MM / YYYY . ” A currency formatter may 
specify the use of commas or decimals , such as for the 
number one million described above , but also may specify 
a particular currency symbol or currency name for the 
locale . 
[ 0116 ] 5 . 3 . 2 Parser 
[ 0117 ] A parser may be used to extract a value for a 
property of the property type from text data entered by an 
analyst or other provided text data . A parser may include a 
regular expression for pattern matching the property value in 
given text data . In an embodiment , the parser includes a 
locale identifier for associating the parser with a particular 
locale . The parser is used to extract a value for a property of 
the property type when the application locale corresponds 
with the particular locale . 
[ 0118 ] A date parser may be used to extract the compo 
nents of a date when it is entered by an analyst or other 
provided text data . A date may be written in one or more date 
formats . The date format describes how a date appears in the 
text data . For example , a “ date ” format might include the 
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month , the day of month , and the year : “ Month / Day / Year . ” 
As another example , a " date - time ” format might include the 
month , the day of the month , the year , the hour , and the 
minute : “ Month / Day / Year HH : MM . ” 
[ 0119 ] A locale may be associated with one or more 
alternative date formats . For example , an alternative " date ” 
format might include the day of month , the month , and then 
the year : “ Day / Month / Year . ” 
[ 0120 ] A currency parser defines how currency values are 
parsed when they is entered by an analyst or other provided 
text data . A currency parser may include a regular expression 
for defining a format for currency data . For example , a 
currency parser may expect dollar sign followed by an 
amount . An alternative currency parser may be associated 
with a locale that uses Euros . The alternative currency parser 
may expect a Euro symbol followed by an amount . 
[ 0121 ] 5 . 4 Link Type 
[ 0122 ] A link type definition defines a new link type or 
extends the definition of an existing link type . The ontology 
may contain multiple link type definitions . The link type 
definition may include a universal resource indicator and a 
display name attribute . 
[ 0123 ] The URI may be a unique fully - qualified identifier 
of the link type . For example , the URI of an Employer / 
Employee link type may be “ com . example . link . employ 
erof . ” 
[ 0124 ] The display name may include a label displayed 
when a link of the link type is displayed in a graphical user 
interface . For example , a link of an Employer / Employee link 
type may have the display name “ Employer Of / Employee 
Of . " 
[ 0125 ] According to an embodiment , the link type defini 
tion may comprise one or more alternate display names , 
each of which correspond to a particular locale . An alternate 
display name comprise a locale identifier and a value . The 
locale identifier associates the alternate display name with a 
particular locale . The value is the display value to use for 
that particular locale . 
[ 0126 ] 6 . 0 Extensions and Alternatives 
[ 0127 ] While the invention is described in some detail 
with specific reference to a single - preferred embodiment and 
certain alternatives , there is no intent to limit the invention 
to that particular embodiment or those specific alternatives . 
Therefore , those skilled in the art will appreciate that modi 
fications may be made to the preferred embodiment without 
departing from the teachings of the present invention . 

What is claimed is : 
1 . A method comprising : 
at one or more computing devices comprising one or more 

processors and storage media storing one or more 
computer programs executed by the one or more pro 
cessors to perform the method , performing operations 
comprising : 

storing an ontology for a data store , wherein the ontology 
comprises a plurality of data types ; and 

for each data type of the plurality of data types : 
storing , in the ontology , one or more display values , 

wherein each display value is associated with a 
locale , and 

determining a locale identifier corresponding to a par 
ticular locale . 

2 . The method of claim 1 further comprising : 
for each data type of the plurality of data types : 

selecting a display value corresponding to the particular 
locale ; and 

displaying the display value . 
3 . The method of claim 2 wherein selecting a display 

value further comprises : 
retrieving the one or more display values for the data type . 
4 . The method of claim 1 further comprising : 
storing , in the ontology , a default display value not 

corresponding to a locale . 
5 . The method of claim 4 , further comprising : 
determining no display value corresponds to the particular 

locale ; 
selecting the default display value ; and 
displaying the default display value . 
6 . The method of claim 1 further comprising : 
wherein each of the one or more data types comprise one 

or more attributes ; 
for each of the one or more attributes : 

storing , in the ontology , one or more display values , 
wherein each display value is associated with a 
locale ; 

determining a locale identifier corresponding to a par 
ticular locale ; 

selecting a display value corresponding to the particular 
locale ; and 

displaying the display value . 
7 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the data type is one of : 

a data object type , a property type , or a link type . 
8 . The method of claim 7 wherein the data type is a 

property type , the method further comprising : 
storing , in the ontology , one or more parsers for the 

property type , wherein each parser is associated with a 
locale ; 

receiving , from an analyst , data of the property type ; 
selecting a parser from the one or more parsers based in 

part on the particular locale ; and 
parsing , with the selected parser , the received data . 
9 . One or more non - transitory computer - readable media 

storing computer - executable instructions which , when 
executed by one or more computing devices , cause the one 
or more computing devices to perform operations compris 
ing : 

storing an ontology for a data store , wherein the ontology 
comprises a plurality of data types ; 

for each data type of the plurality of data types : 
storing , in the ontology , one or more display values , 
wherein each display value is associated with a 
locale ; 

determining a locale identifier corresponding to a par 
ticular locale . 

10 . The one or more non - transitory computer - readable 
media of claim 9 , the operations further comprising : 

for each data type of the plurality of data types : 
selecting a particular display value corresponding to the 

particular locale ; and 
displaying the particular display value . 

11 . The one or more non - transitory computer - readable 
media of claim 10 , wherein selecting a particular display 
value further comprises : 

retrieving the one or more display values for the data type . 
12 . The one or more non - transitory computer - readable 

media of claim 9 , the operations further comprising : 
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storing , in the ontology , a default display value not 
corresponding to a locale . 

13 . The one or more non - transitory computer - readable 
media of claim 12 , the operations further comprising : 

determining no display value corresponds to the particular 
locale ; 

selecting the default display value ; and 
displaying the default display value . 
14 . The one or more non - transitory computer - readable 

media of claim 9 , the operations further comprising : 
wherein each of the one or more data types comprise one 

or more attributes ; 
for each of the one or more attributes : 

storing , in the ontology , one or more display values , 
wherein each display value is associated with a 
locale ; 

determining a locale identifier corresponding to a par 
ticular locale ; 

selecting a particular display value corresponding to the 
particular locale ; and 

displaying the particular display value . 
15 . The one or more non - transitory computer - readable 

media of claim 9 , wherein the data type is one of : a data 
object type , a property type , or a link type . 

16 . The one or more non - transitory computer - readable 
media of claim 15 , wherein the data type is a property type , 
the operations further comprising : 

storing , in the ontology , one or more parsers for the 
property type , wherein each parser is associated with a 
locale ; 

receiving , from an analyst , data of the property type ; 
selecting a parser from the one or more parsers based in 

part on the particular locale ; and 
parsing , with the selected parser , the received data . 
17 . A system comprising : 
one or more processors ; 
one or more computer - readable media storing one or more 
computer programs for execution by the one or more 
processors , the one or more computer programs com 
prising instructions for : 

storing an ontology for a data store , wherein the ontology 
comprises a plurality of data types ; 

for each data type of the plurality of data types : 
storing , in the ontology , one or more display values , 
wherein each display value is associated with a 
locale , and 

determining a locale identifier corresponding to a par 
ticular locale . 

18 . The system of claim 17 , the one or more computer 
programs further comprising instructions for : 

for each data type of the plurality of data types : 
selecting a particular display value corresponding to the 

particular locale ; and 
displaying the particular display value . 

19 . The system of claim 18 wherein selecting a particular 
display value further comprises : 

retrieving the one or more display values for the data type . 
20 . The system of claim 17 , the one or more computer 

programs further comprising instructions for : 
storing , in the ontology , a default display value not 

corresponding to a locale . 
21 . The system of claim 20 , the one or more computer 

programs further comprising instructions for : 
wherein no display value corresponds to the particular 

locale ; 
selecting the default display value ; and 
displaying the default display value . 
22 . The system of claim 17 , the one or more computer 

programs further comprising instructions for : 
wherein each of the one or more data types comprise one 

or more attributes ; 
for each of the one or more attributes : 

storing , in the ontology , one or more display values , 
wherein each display value is associated with a 
locale ; 

determining a locale identifier corresponding to a par 
ticular locale ; 

selecting a particular display value corresponding to the 
particular locale ; and 

displaying the particular display value . 
23 . The system of claim 17 , wherein the data type is one 

of : a data object type , a property type , or a link type . 
24 . The system of claim 23 , wherein the data type is a 

property type , further comprising : 
storing , in the ontology , one or more parsers for the 

property type , wherein each parser is associated with a 
locale ; 

receiving , from an analyst , data of the property type ; 
selecting a parser from the one or more parsers based in 

part on the particular locale ; and 
parsing , with the selected parser , the received data . 

* * * * * 
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TEMPORAL REPRESENTATION OF 
STRUCTURED INFORMATION IN AN 

OBJECT MODEL 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[ 0001 ] This application claims priority to U . S . Provisional 
Patent Application No . 62 / 109 , 592 , which was filed on Jan . 
29 , 2015 , and the disclosure of which is expressly incorpo 
rated herein by reference in its entirety . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0002 ] Vast amounts of data are readily available to ana 
lysts , researchers , and laypeople today , on the one hand 
allowing them to perform more complicated and detailed 
data analyses than ever , but on the other hand making it 
more difficult to quickly sort through the data . Filtering data 
based on relationships , events , and common characteristics 
and visually presenting the data in concise and informative 
ways can help users to identify data relevant to a particular 
time , place , or sequence of events . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0003 ] Reference will now be made to the accompanying 
drawings , which illustrate exemplary embodiments of the 
present disclosure . In the drawings : 
[ 0004 ] FIGS . 1A - 1B are block diagrams of an exemplary 
data fusion system , consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure ; 
[ 0005 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary elec 
tronic device , consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure ; 
[ 0006 ] FIG . 3 provides an exemplary analytic representa 
tion of data values and relationships , consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure ; 
[ 0007 ] FIG . 4 provides an exemplary analytic representa 
tion of data values and relationships , consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure ; 
[ 0008 ] FIG . 5 provides an exemplary analytic representa 
tion of data values and relationships , consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure ; 
0009 ] FIG . 6 provides an exemplary analytic representa 

tion of data values , geospatial data , and relationships , con 
sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure ; 
[ 0010 ] FIG . 7 provides an exemplary analytic representa 
tion of data values and relationships , consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure ; and 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 8 is a flowchart of an exemplary method for 
analysis and visualization of related events and entities . 

geographically . The systems and methods can , among other 
things , allow the user to zoom between a macro view of the 
representation of information to a detailed view displaying 
specific properties of entities and events . The systems and 
methods can , among other things , allow for the selection and 
grouping of different entities and events on the graphical 
representation . 
[ 0014 ] FIGS . 1A - 1B show , in block diagram form , an 
exemplary data fusion system , consistent with embodiments 
of the present disclosure , including an exemplary diagram of 
a resulting data model for the data fusion system consistent 
with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0015 ] FIG . 1A shows , in block diagram form , an exem 
plary data fusion system 100 , consistent with embodiments 
of the present disclosure . In some embodiments , data fusion 
system 100 can be a part of or communicatively coupled to 
electronic device 210 . Among other things , system 100 can 
facilitate transformation of one or more data sources , such as 
data sources 130 , into an object model 160 , whose semantics 
are defined by an ontology 150 . The transformation can be 
performed for a variety of reasons . For example , a database 
administrator can wish to import data from data sources 130 
into a database 165 for persistently storing object model 160 . 
As another example , a data presentation component ( not 
depicted ) can transform input data from data sources 130 
" on the fly ” into object model 160 . Object model 160 can 
then be utilized , in conjunction with ontology 150 , for 
analysis through graphs and / or other data visualization tech 
niques . 
[ 0016 ] In some embodiments data fusion system 100 
includes an application programming interface ( “ API ” ) pro 
viding a mechanism for developers and users to specify 
additional data sources 130 not previously convertible into 
object model 160 . These APIs can further provide the ability 
to specify custom transformation components used to trans 
form the data from custom data sources 130 into object 
model 160 in accordance with ontology 150 . By providing 
these APIs , data fusion system 100 can extend to access a 
large variety of data and data sources not previously acces 
sible . Further , the ability to extend the data sources available 
to data fusion system 100 can allow the system to remain 
current as new data formats are created or encountered . 
[ 00171 System 100 comprises a definition component 110 
and a translation component 120 , both implemented by one 
or more processors on one or more computing devices 
executing hardware and / or software - based logic for provid 
ing various functionality described herein . As will be appre 
ciated from the present disclosure , system 100 can comprise 
fewer or additional components that provide various func 
tionalities described herein . Such components are , for clar 
ity , omitted from FIG . 1A . Moreover , the component ( s ) of 
system 100 responsible for providing various functionalities 
can further vary from embodiment to embodiment . 
[ 0018 ] Definition component 110 generates and / or modi 
fies ontology 150 and a schema map 140 . Exemplary 
embodiments for defining an ontology ( such as ontology 
150 ) are described in U . S . Pat . No . 7 , 962 , 495 ( the ' 495 
Patent ) , issued Jun . 14 , 2011 , the entire contents of which 
are expressly incorporated herein by reference . Among other 
things , the ’ 495 patent describes embodiments that define a 
dynamic ontology for use in creating data in a database . For 
creating a database ontology , one or more object types are 
created where each object type can include one or more 
properties . The attributes of object types or property types of 

DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

[ 0012 ] Reference will now be made in detail to several 
exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure , including 
those illustrated in the accompanying drawings . Whenever 
possible , the same reference numbers will be used through 
out the drawings to refer to the same or like parts . 
10013 ] Embodiments disclosed herein are directed , among 
other things , to systems and methods that allow the user to 
filter large amounts of data in a quick , logical , and visually 
associative way . More specifically , the systems and methods 
can , among other things , provide the ability to display 
information about events and entities both temporally and 
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the ontology can be edited or modified at any time . And for 
each property type , at least one parser definition is created . 
The attributes of a parser definition can be edited or modified 
at any time . 
[ 0019 ] In some embodiments , each property type is 
declared to be representative of one or more object types . A 
property type is representative of an object type when the 
property type is intuitively associated with the object type . 
For example , a property type of “ Social Security Number " 
may be representative of an object type “ Person ” but not 
representative of an object type “ Business . ” 
[ 0020 ] In some embodiments , each property type has one 
or more components and a base type . In some embodiments , 
a property type may comprise a string , a date , a number , or 
a composite type consisting of two or more string , date , or 
number elements . Thus , property types are extensible and 
can represent complex data structures . Further , a parser 
definition can reference a component of a complex property 
type as a unit or token . 
[ 0021 ] An example of a property having multiple compo 
nents is a Name property having a Last Name component 
and a First Name component . An example of raw input data 
is “ Smith , Jane . ” An example parser definition specifies an 
association of imported input data to object property com 
ponents as follows : { LAST _ NAME } , { FIRST _ 
NAME } > > Name : Last , Name : First . In some embodiments , 
the association { LAST _ NAME } , { FIRST _ NAME } is 
defined in a parser definition using regular expression sym 
bology . The association { LAST _ NAME } , { FIRST _ 
NAME } indicates that a last name string followed by a first 
name string comprises valid input data for a property of type 
Name . In contrast , input data of “ Smith Jane ” would not be 
valid for the specified parser definition , but a user could 
create a second parser definition that does match input data 
of “ Smith Jane . ” The definition Name : Last , Name : First 
specifies that matching input data values map to components 
named “ Last ” and “ First ” of the Name property . 
10022 ] As a result , parsing the input data using the parser 
definition results in assigning the value “ Smith ” to the 
Name : Last component of the Name property , and the value 
“ Jane ” to the Name : First component of the Name property . 
[ 0023 ] Referring to FIG . 1A , schema map 140 can define 
how various elements of schemas 135 for data sources 130 
map to various elements of ontology 150 . Definition com 
ponent 110 receives , calculates , extracts , or otherwise iden 
tifies schemas 135 for data sources 130 . Schemas 135 define 
the structure of data sources 130 - for example , the names 
and other characteristics of tables , files , columns , fields , 
properties , and so forth . Definition component 110 further 
more optionally identifies sample data 136 from data sources 
130 . Definition component 110 can further identify object 
type , relationship , and property definitions from ontology 
150 , if any already exist . Definition component 110 can 
further identify pre - existing mappings from schema map 
140 , if such mappings exist . 
[ 0024 ] Based on the identified information , definition 
component 110 can generate a graphical interface 115 . 
Graphical interface 115 can be presented to users of a 
computing device via any suitable output mechanism ( e . g . , 
a display screen , an image projection , etc . ) , and can further 
accept input from users of the computing device via any 
suitable input mechanism ( e . g . , a keyboard , a mouse , a touch 
screen interface ) . Graphical interface 115 features a visual 
workspace that visually depicts representations of the ele 

ments of ontology 150 for which mappings are defined in 
schema map 140 . Graphical interface 115 also includes 
controls for adding new elements to schema map 140 and / or 
ontology 150 , including objects , properties of objects , and 
relationships , via the visual workspace . After elements of 
ontology 150 are represented in the visual workspace , 
graphical interface 115 can further provide controls in 
association with the representations that allow for modifying 
the elements of ontology 150 and identifying how the 
elements of ontology 150 correspond to elements of sche 
mas 135 . Optionally , the graphical interface 115 can further 
utilize sample data 136 to provide the user with a preview of 
object model 160 as the user defines schema map 140 . In 
response to the input via the various controls of graphical 
interface 115 , definition component 110 can generate and / or 
modify ontology 150 and schema map 140 . 
10025 ] . In some embodiments , graphical interface 115 can 
provide an interface providing a user with the ability to add 
structure to an unstructured document stored in data sources 
130 by tagging one or more portions ( e . g . , text ) within the 
document . Defining tags and applying these tags to a portion 
of the document can create object , properties , or links 
creating a relationship between one or more objects and / or 
properties . 
[ 0026 ] Transformation component 120 can be invoked 
after schema map 140 and ontology 150 have been defined 
or redefined . Transformation component 120 identifies 
schema map 140 and ontology 150 . Transformation com 
ponent 120 further reads data sources 130 and identifies 
schemas 135 for data sources 130 . For each element of 
ontology 150 described in schema map 140 , transformation 
component 120 iterates through some or all of the data items 
of data sources 130 , generating elements of object model 
160 in the manner specified by schema map 140 . In some 
embodiments , transformation component 12 can store a 
representation of each generated element of object model 
160 in a database 165 . In some embodiments , transformation 
component 120 is further configured to synchronize changes 
in object model 160 back to data sources 130 . 
[ 0027 ] Data sources 130 can be one or more sources of 
data , including , without limitation , spreadsheet files , data 
bases , email folders , document collections , media collec 
tions , contact directories , and so forth . Data sources 130 can 
include structured data ( e . g . , a database , a . csv file , or any 
tab delimited or fixed - width file ) , semi - structured data ( e . g . , 
an email , an email server , or forms such as a suspicious 
activity report or currency transaction report ) , or unstruc 
tured data ( e . g . , encoded files such as PDF , sound , and image 
files ) . Data sources 130 can include data structures stored 
persistently in non - volatile memory . Data sources 130 can 
also or alternatively include temporary data structures gen 
erated from underlying data sources via data extraction 
components , such as a result set returned from a database 
server executing a database query . 
[ 0028 ] Schema map 140 , ontology 150 , and schemas 135 
can be stored in any suitable data structure ( s ) , such as XML 
files , database tables , and so forth . In some embodiments , 
ontology 150 is maintained persistently . Schema map 140 
can or cannot be maintained persistently , depending on 
whether the transformation process is perpetual or a one 
time event . Schemas 135 need not be maintained in persis 
tent memory , but can be cached for optimization . 
[ 0029 ] Object model 160 comprises collections of ele 
ments such as typed objects , properties , and relationships . 
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The collections can be structured in any suitable manner . In 
some embodiments , a database 165 stores the elements of 
object model 160 , or representations thereof . In some 
embodiments , the elements of object model 160 are stored 
within database 165 in a different underlying format , such as 
in a series of object , property , and relationship tables in a 
relational database . 
0030 ] FIG . 1B is illustrative of an exemplary object 

model 160 and a corresponding ontology similar to ontology 
150 in FIG . 1A . The elements of exemplary object model 
160 can be stored in a database similar to database 165 in 
FIG . 1A . 
[ 0031 ] Object model 160 can include , among other things , 
entities 171A - D and events 172A - C . Each entity 171 and 
event 172 can further contain properties including , without 
limitation , representative properties , base properties , or 
complex properties ( e . g . , transcript properties 175A - B ) 
made up of multiple sub properties or components . In some 
embodiments , a name property on a person object ( e . g . , 
person object 171A , person object 171B , or person object 
171D ) can be split into a first name and a last name as 
previously disclosed . Complex properties can be used to 
provide detailed information about events . Text message 
event 172A can contain transcript property 175A . Transcript 
property 175A can contain the text of text message event 
172A as well as additional properties such as , for example , 
the name of the transcript , the character count , read receipt 
information , and / or any attachments in the message . In some 
embodiments , the transcript property could be in an audio 
format or some other format instead of written . It is appre 
ciated that many different formats can be commonly used 
and would be known to one of ordinary skill in the art that 
could replace a written or audio property . 
[ 0032 ] Additionally , events and entities can contain notes 
and media . Notes can provide a container for textual infor 
mation related to the event entity . Media can represent 
binary data associated with the events or entities . Media data 
can take the form of , for example , text documents , images , 
videos , or specialized formats . 
[ 0033 ] In some embodiments , the content of transcript 
property 175A and 175B may be stored as a separate 
document object with its own properties and links to other 
event objects such as event object 172A and 172C . Docu 
ment objects can contain the same properties , media , notes 
and links as other objects such as entity objects 171 and 
event objects 172 . Document objects can provide a container 
for bodies of text as well as the ability to include properties 
and / or metadata about those documents . 
10034 ) Events , entities , and other objects can reference 
media data and properties of linked objects . Transcript 
properties 175A and 175B can include document media 
associated with event objects 172A and 172C . Person object 
171D can reference transcript 175A of event 172 A because 
person object 171D is linked by link 181 to event object 
172A . In this way , the object model can use links to provide 
additional context to other objects based on relationships 
between the objects . 
[ 0035 ] Additionally , both objects and properties can con 
tain geospatial and temporal metadata . Geospatial metadata 
can provide a physical location associated with an object or 
property . For example , house 171C can contain an 
“ ADDRESS ” property which can be represented by a tra 
ditional postal address or can be represented by geospatial 
coordinates . It is appreciated that the geospatial data can also 

be in any form that represents a location and is understood 
by the users of object model 160 . Temporal metadata can 
represent either a specific point in time or a duration having 
a start time and an end time . For example , text message 
event 172A and email event 172C can both contain a 
“ TIME ” property indicating a specific date and time when 
the message was sent . Additionally , for example , phone call 
event 172B can contain a “ TIME ” property indicating the 
start time and a “ DURATION ” property indicating the 
length of the phone call . In some embodiments duration can 
be indicated by including a start property and end property 
allowing calculation of the duration . The temporal data can 
be in any form ( e . g . , epoch time , UTC time , or local time ) 
that represents the time of the event or the duration of the 
event . Moreover , in some embodiments , geospatial and 
temporal metadata can be correlated . For example , the 
geospatial and temporal metadata can correspond to one or 
more locations and times when a person visited those one or 
more locations . 

[ 0036 ] The properties of entities 171 and events 172 can 
serve as links indicating relationships between the various 
objects . For example , a property of a person object ( e . g . , 
person object 171D ) such as “ OWNER OF ” can represent an 
ownership relationship ( 195 ) with another entity ( e . g . , home 
object 171C ) . In this example , the property defining person 
object 171D as the owner of home object 171C also serves 
as a simple link between person object 171D and home 
object 171C . 
[ 0037 ] Events can represent complex links between 
objects . For example , email event 172C can contain 
“ FROM , ” “ TO , ” and “ CC ” properties . The “ FROM ” prop 
erty links ( 187 ) person object 171 B to email event 172C . 
The “ TO ” property links ( 186 ) email event 172C to person 
object 171D . The “ CC ” property links ( 185 ) email event 
172C to person object 171A . Thus email event 172C , while 
still containing its own relevant properties ( e . g . , temporal 
properties , geospatial properties , and transcript property 
175B ) , can act as a complex link between person object 
171B and person objects 171A and 171D . 
[ 0038 ] Both simple and complex links can have a parent 
and child of the relationship . Person object 171D is a parent 
of link 195 and home object 171C is the child of link 195 
representing the direction of the relationship . Person object 
171A , by initiating ( 180 ) text message event 172A , is the 
parent of the complex link represented by 172A . Person 
object 171D , the recipient ( 181 ) of text message event 172A , 
serves as the child of the complex link . A relationship can 
have multiple children . Email event 172C serving as a 
complex link , can have children person object 171D and 
person object 171A , the two recipients of email event 172C . 
As the author of email event 172C , person object 171B is the 
parent of the complex link . Links where the parent and child 
relationship provides contextual information about the rela 
tionship are considered asymmetric links . In some embodi 
ments , links can be symmetric having no inherent direc 
tional context . In these embodiments , there may still be a 
parent or child , but the actual role of each object or event is 
not relevant to the relationship . 
[ 0039 ] Object model 160 can include entity objects , event 
objects , document objects , and links between the various 
objects . As stored , such as in a database , the object model 
can include this information in a raw form . While FIG . 1B 
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is illustrative of the data and the relationships between the 
data , the object model itself can be void of any visual or 
analytic representations . 
0040 ] According to some embodiments , the operations , 
techniques , and / or components described herein can be 
implemented by an electronic device , which can include one 
or more special - purpose computing devices . The special 
purpose computing devices can be hard - wired to perform the 
operations , techniques , and / or components described herein , 
or can include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the operations , techniques and / or com 
ponents described herein , or can include one or more 
hardware processors programmed to perform such features 
of the present disclosure pursuant to program instructions in 
firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such 
special - purpose computing devices can also combine cus 
tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro 
gramming to accomplish the technique and other features of 
the present disclosure . The special - purpose computing 
devices can be desktop computer systems , portable com 
puter systems , handheld devices , networking devices , or any 
other device that incorporates hard - wired and / or program 
logic to implement the techniques and other features of the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0041 ] The one or more special - purpose computing 
devices can be generally controlled and coordinated by 
operating system software , such as iOS , Android , Black 
berry , Chrome OS , OS X , Windows XP , Windows Vista , 
Windows 7 , Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , 
Unix , Linux , SunOS , Solaris , VxWorks , or other compatible 
operating systems . In other embodiments , the computing 
device can be controlled by a proprietary operating system . 
Operating systems control and schedule computer processes 
for execution , perform memory management , provide file 
system , networking , I / O services , and provide a user inter 
face functionality , such as a graphical user interface 
( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0042 ] By way of example , FIG . 2 is a block diagram that 
illustrates an implementation of an electronic device 210 , 
which , as described above , can comprise one or more 
electronic devices . Electronic device 210 includes a bus 202 
or other communication mechanism for communicating 
information , and one or more hardware processors 204 , 
coupled with bus 202 for processing information . One or 
more hardware processors 204 can be , for example , one or 
more microprocessors . 
[ 0043 ] Electronic device 210 also includes a main memory 
206 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other 
dynamic storage device , coupled to bus 202 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 
204 . Main memory 206 also can be used for storing tem 
porary variables or other intermediate information during 
execution of instructions to be executed by processor 204 . 
Such instructions , when stored in non - transitory storage 
media accessible to one or more processors 204 , render 
electronic device 210 into a special - purpose machine that is 
customized to perform the operations specified in the 
instructions . 
[ 0044 ] Electronic device 210 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 208 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 202 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 204 . A storage device 250 , such as a magnetic 

disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc . , is 
provided and coupled to bus 202 for storing information and 
instructions . 
[ 0045 ] Electronic device 210 can be coupled via bus 202 
to a display 212 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , an LCD 
display , or a touchscreen , for displaying information to a 
computer user . An input device 214 , including alphanumeric 
and other keys , is coupled to bus 202 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 204 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 216 , such 
as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
municating direction information and command selections 
to processor 204 and for controlling cursor movement on 
display 212 . The input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , x ) and a 
second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device to 
specify positions in a plane . In some embodiments , the same 
direction information and command selections as cursor 
control may be implemented via receiving touches on a 
touch screen without a cursor . 
10046 ) Electronic device 210 can include a user interface 
module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass 
storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the one or more computing devices . This and 
other modules may include , by way of example , compo 
nents , such as software components , object - oriented soft 
ware components , class components and task components , 
processes , functions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , 
segments of program code , drivers , firmware , microcode , 
circuitry , data , databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and 
variables . 
[ 0047 ] In general , the word “ module , ” as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , Lua , C , and C + + . A software module can 
be compiled and linked into an executable program , 
installed in a dynamic link library , or written in an inter 
preted programming language such as , for example , BASIC , 
Perl , Python , or Pig . It will be appreciated that software 
modules can be callable from other modules or from them 
selves , and / or can be invoked in response to detected events 
or interrupts . Software modules configured for execution on 
computing devices can be provided on a computer readable 
medium , such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash 
drive , magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a 
digital download ( and can be originally stored in a com 
pressed or installable format that requires installation , 
decompression , or decryption prior to execution ) . Such 
software code can be stored , partially or fully , on a memory 
device of the executing computing device , for execution by 
the computing device . Software instructions can be embed 
ded in firmware , such as an EPROM . It will be further 
appreciated that hardware modules can be comprised of 
connected logic units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or 
can be comprised of programmable units , such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors . The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as software modules , but can be represented in 
hardware or firmware . Generally , the modules described 
herein refer to logical modules that may be combined with 
other modules or divided into sub - modules despite their 
physical organization or storage . 
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[ 0048 ] Electronic device 210 can implement the tech 
niques and other features described herein using customized 
hard - wired logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware 
and / or program logic which in combination with the elec 
tronic device causes or programs electronic device 210 to be 
a special - purpose machine . According to some embodi 
ments , the techniques and other features described herein are 
performed by electronic device 210 in response to one or 
more processors 204 executing one or more sequences of 
one or more instructions contained in main memory 206 . 
Such instructions can be read into main memory 206 from 
another storage medium , such as storage device 250 . Execu 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 206 causes processor 204 to perform the process 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard 
wired circuitry can be used in place of or in combination 
with software instructions . 
[ 0049 ] The term " non - transitory media ” as used herein 
refers to any media storing data and / or instructions that 
cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion . Such 
non - transitory media can comprise non - volatile media and / 
or volatile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , 
optical or magnetic disks , such as storage device 250 . 
Volatile media includes dynamic memory , such as main 
memory 206 . Common forms of non - transitory media 
include , for example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , 
solid state drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data 
storage medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage 
medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a 
RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM or any 
other flash memory , NVRAM , a cache , a register , any other 
memory chip or cartridge , and networked versions of the 
same . 
[ 0050 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from , but can be 
used in conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between stor 
age media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 202 . Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0051 ] Various forms of media can be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 204 for execution . For example , the instructions 
can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive 
of a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local 
to electronic device 210 can receive the data on the tele 
phone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 202 . Bus 202 carries the 
data to main memory 206 , from which processor 204 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 206 can optionally be stored on 
storage device 250 either before or after execution by 
processor 204 . 
[ 0052 ] Electronic device 210 also includes a communica 
tion interface 218 coupled to bus 202 . Communication 
interface 218 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 220 that is connected to a local 
network 222 . For example , communication interface 218 

can be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 
218 can be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a data 
communication connection to a compatible LAN . Wireless 
links can also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
communication interface 218 sends and receives electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0053 ] Network link 220 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , network link 220 can provide a connection 
through local network 222 to a host computer 224 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
226 . ISP 226 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 228 . Local 
network 222 and Internet 228 both use electrical , electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
network link 220 and through communication interface 218 , 
which carry the digital data to and from electronic device 
210 , are example forms of transmission media . 
0054 ] Electronic device 210 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 220 and communication interface 218 . In 
the Internet example , a server 230 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
228 , ISP 226 , local network 222 and communication inter 
face 218 . 
[ 0055 ] The received code can be executed by processor 
204 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 250 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0056 ] According to some embodiments , the operations , 
techniques , and / or components described herein can be 
performed by a client application ( e . g . , a web browser , a 
plug - in to a web browser , a standalone executable applica 
tion , etc . ) running on a client device , by a server ( e . g . , a web 
server ) , or it can have some steps or parts thereof executed 
on the client device and some steps or parts thereof executed 
on the server . Thus , some embodiments can be performed by 
one or more electronic devices such as electronic device 
210 . While the embodiments described herein can be per 
formed by multiple electronic devices each having one or 
more processors , for purposes of simplicity and without 
limitation , these embodiments will be explained with respect 
to a single electronic device ( e . g . , electronic device 210 ) . 
f0057 ] FIGS . 3 - 6 are exemplary analytic representations 
of an object model similar to object model 160 in FIG . 1B . 
Each of these exemplary analytic representations demon 
strates various aspects and features of embodiments consis 
tent with the present disclosure . Moreover , these exemplary 
analytic representations can be part of the same system at 
different zoom and detail levels . For example , as a user 
modifies the zoom level of the system , the different exem 
plary analytic representations can be presented . 
[ 0058 ] The ability to change zoom levels applies to both 
the entity portions ( e . g . , entity objects 301 , 302 , 401 , 402 , 
501 , and 601 ) and the event portions ( e . g . , event objects 311 . 
312 , 411 , 412 . 510 , 512 , 515 , 517 , 610 , 611 , 612 , 613 , and 
614 ) of the exemplary analytic representations . Further , in 
some embodiments , the zoom level of the event and entity 
portions of the exemplary analytical representations can be 
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modified independently . In some embodiments , individual 
events have different zoom levels from other events in the 
analytic representation . Accordingly , the exemplary analyti 
cal representations provided in the present disclosure rep 
resent snapshots of various zoom levels consistent with the 
present disclosure and occurring on a continuous spectrum 
of zoom levels . The provided exemplary analytic represen 
tations do not limit the disclosure to only those exemplary 
analytic representations explicitly described . Embodiments 
consistent with the present disclosure can include additional 
zoom levels and various combinations of zoom levels con 
taining a variety of the exemplary features . 
[ 0059 ] FIG . 3 is an exemplary analytic representation 300 
of an object model similar to object model 160 in FIG . 1B , 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
Analytical representation 300 of the object model can pro 
vide a logical view of relationships and patterns in the object 
model difficult to discern from the data alone . Analytic 
representation 300 can provide for analysis of an object 
model on a multidimensional plane representing entities , 
events , and relationships both temporally and geospatially . 
Analytic representation 300 can be displayed on a GUI ( e . g . , 
graphical interface 115 ) or any other device capable of 
displaying a graphical interface . A user can view and interact 
with analytical representation 300 . Further , analytic repre 
sentation 300 can be stored in main memory ( e . g . , memory 
similar to main memory 206 in FIG . 2 ) , on a storage device 
( e . g . , a storage device similar to storage device 250 in FIG . 
2 ) , or on a non - transitory media . 
[ 0060 ] As illustrated in FIG . 3 , analytic representation 300 
can display logical information about relationships between 
a group of entity objects and event objects over time . Entity 
objects ( e . g . , entity objects 301 and entity object 302 ) can be 
displayed on a side portion of the representation . Analytic 
representation 300 can also include lines extended horizon 
tally from each entity object ( e . g . , entity 301 and 302 ) 
providing an individualized timeline 304 for each entity that 
spans time period 303 . 
[ 0061 ] On the entity timelines 304 , analytic representation 
300 can indicate the occurrence of an event ( e . g . , event 
objects 311 and event objects 312 ) at the corresponding time 
an event occurred for an entity . Event objects 311 and event 
objects 312 can be designated on the timeline by a shape , 
icon , or some other visual indicator . For example , analytic 
representation 300 can place a circle on the timeline for each 
event corresponding to one of the entities . It is appreciated 
that the designation may include anything that represents the 
occurrence of the event on the corresponding entity timeline 
304 . 
[ 0062 ] Events ( e . g . , events 311 and 312 ) can include links 
to other events . These links can represent relationships 
existing because of the nature of the event . The links 
provided by events can be represented by lines ( e . g . , link 
315 ) or arrows ( e . g . , link 316 ) and can link events on 
different entity timelines 304 . The use of a plain line ( e . g . , 
link 315 ) can indicate that the link is symmetric having no 
directional context . 
[ 0063 ] Instead of a line , the event objects can be connected 
with an arrow ( e . g . , link 316 ) . An arrow can indicate an 
asymmetric relationship between two entities having con 
textual significance . The direction of arrow 316 can indicate 
the direction of the relationship between the linked entity 
objects . For example , one entity may place a phone call to 
another entity . In this example , the phone call event can 

appear on the timeline for both entities with an arrow 
beginning at the event for the entity placing the call and 
terminating at the event corresponding to the entity receiv 
ing the call . In this example , the phone call event can appear 
on both entity timelines to indicate the participants of the 
call and the arrow connecting the events can provide con 
textual information about which entity placed the call and 
which entity received the call . 
[ 0064 ] Because events may include multiple entities , an 
event can have multiple links and appear on multiple entity 
timelines . An event object representing , for example , a 
conference call may link multiple person objects ( e . g . person 
objects 171 ) . As a result , the phone call event can appear on 
the timeline of each person object involved in the call , and 
multiple arrows can link the event on a timeline with the 
occurrence of that event on the timelines associated with the 
parties involved in the phone call . 
[ 0065 ] Analytic representation 300 can further provide a 
graphical indication of events occurring over a duration of 
time . When an event with a link occurs for a time period , 
analytic representation 300 can represent the link ( e . g . , link 
315 or link 316 ) with a thick line to indicate the duration . 
The thickness of graphical representation of the link can 
represent the duration of the event connecting the entities . 
For example , a short phone call can be represented by an 
arrow connecting the initiator of the phone call with the 
recipient . In this example , the arrow can be thicker than an 
arrow for a text message event . Further in this example , a 
long phone call can be represented using an arrow that is 
thicker than the arrow used to represent the short phone call . 
The thickness of the arrow can directly correspond to the 
time duration of the event relative to time period 303 , or the 
thickness of the links can provide a representation of the 
relative durations of the displayed events . 
100661 In some embodiments , the duration of an event can 
be represented by a visually distinguishable mark or feature 
on the event representation itself . For example , an event can 
have a thick border where the thickness of the border relates 
to the duration of the represented event . In some embodi 
ments , an event can have a thick or visually distinguishable 
line extending horizontally from the event representation 
along the entity timeline where the length of the line 
corresponds to the event duration relative to timeline 303 . 
Accordingly , analytical representation 300 can provide a 
mechanism for discerning the duration of events without a 
need to inspect the details of each event . 
[ 0067 ] Analytic representation 300 can allow for direct 
visualization of a specific entity object and its associated 
events . An entity can be selected ( e . g . , entity 302 ) . After 
entity 302 is selected , analytic representation can update the 
events 312 and can update the links 315 and 316 displayed 
on timelines 304 for every event having a link to an event 
associated with entity 302 . The updated display can repre 
sent entity 302 and events 312 with a selection indicator to 
show which entity and events are selected . In some embodi 
ments , the updated representation can use highlighting or 
varying color as a selection indicator for events 312 and 
entity 302 . In some embodiments , the updated representa 
tion can use dashed outlines as the selection indicator . In 
some embodiments , analytic representation 300 can use 
different colors , highlighting , or other mechanisms as selec 
tion indicators to show the selected entities , events , and 
links . After a new entity or group of entities is selected , 
analytic representation 300 can automatically find related 
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events , links , and entities , and update the representation 
accordingly based on the newly provided selection . In some 
embodiments , multiple entities and the related events can be 
selected at the same time and can be displayed with the same 
or different selection indicator . 
[ 0068 ] Analytic representation 300 can also provide the 
ability to group entities 301 and 302 . Multiple entities can be 
grouped causing analytic representation 300 to treat them as 
one entity . When entities are grouped , analytic representa 
tion 300 can display all of the events associated with the 
grouped entities on a single timeline . In some embodiments , 
instead of condensing all events onto a single grouped 
timeline , analytic representation 300 can leave the events 
visually separate but join the events behaviorally . For 
example , selecting one entity from the group can cause the 
entire group to be selected instead of the single entity . 
Further , analytical representation can use selection indica 
tors for every element of the group to indicate when the 
group is selected . 
[ 0069 ] In some embodiments , grouping can be done based 
on the type of the event or entity . Types can be based on 
properties of the objects or other defined criteria . For 
example , all events that represent emails can be grouped into 
an email category . Categories can be further refined based on 
multiple properties . In the email example , the email category 
could be further divided into emails involving a preselected 
group of individuals . Accordingly , all emails not matching 
that criteria can be in a second group which can then be 
hidden or filtered . In this way , analytic representation 300 
can group relevant data or data matching specific criteria to 
allow clear analysis of the data stored in the underlying 
object model ( e . g . , object model 160 ) . Grouping can rely on 
any attributes available in the object model . 
[ 0070 ] In addition to providing a real - time , interactive 
representation of the underlying object model to a user of the 
system , analytic representation 300 can provide later access 
to a previously viewed state of the representation . In some 
embodiments , analytic representation 300 can allow a spe 
cific representation to be exported in a graphics file to 
facilitate sharing or later viewing . For example , analytic 
representation 300 can export a specific representation view 
in a graphics format such as Scalable Vector Graphics 
format . A user can later share the file facilitating saving , 
sharing , and post - processing of a specific instant of analyti 
cal representation 300 . In some embodiments analytic rep 
resentation 300 can allow exportation in a variety of com 
mon graphics and / or document formats ( e . g . , Joint 
Photographic Experts Group format , Portable Network 
Graphics format , Targa format , Graphics Interchange For 
mat , Windows Bitmap format , Tagged Image File Format , 
and / or Portable Document Format ) . 
[ 0071 ] Analytic representation 300 can also present addi 
tional data not stored as part of object model 160 in database 
165 . A user can indicate the location of the additional data . 
In some embodiments , the analytic representation 300 can 
receive a unique resource locator that identifies the location 
of the additional data . In some embodiments , analytic rep 
resentation 300 can accept a file or location via drag and 
drop . After identifying the location of the external data , 
analytic representation can verify that the data is in a format 
consistent with object model 160 before presenting the 
additional data to the user . Accordingly , analytic represen 
tation can allow compatible external data sources to provide 
additional data to the user allowing for the dynamic addition 

of additional data available from those data sources . With 
additional data available , analytic representation 300 can 
provide improved analytical capabilities and connections 
between events and / or entities . 
[ 0072 ] To further assist with analysis , analytic represen 
tation 300 can provide an ability to name the representation 
provided by analytic representation 300 . At the direction of 
the user , analytic representation 300 can provide a dialog 
box where a user can enter a name , description , and / or other 
information that can be used to further identify and / or 
classify the information provided by analytic representation 
300 . This can assist users sharing particular instances of 
analytic representation 300 by providing context to other 
users of the system . 
[ 0073 ] Analytic representation 300 can also provide a 
Universal Resource Identifier ( " URI " ) linked to a specific 
instant of the representation . The URI can be used by 
another user to load the analytical representation 300 that 
created the URI . Thus , the URI can provide a way to save 
a specific state of the representation for use at a later time . 
Unlike sharing an exported graphic , after the URI is loaded , 
analytical representation 300 can allow a user to continue 
interacting with the representation to perform further analy 
sis . 
[ 0074 ] FIG . 4 is an analytic representation 400 of an object 
model similar to object model 160 in FIG . 1B , consistent 
with embodiments of the present disclosure . Analytic rep 
resentation 400 can represent entities ( e . g . , entities 401 and 
402 ) , events ( e . g . , events 411 and 412 ) and relationships 
( e . g . , links 415 and 416 ) allowing analysis of events and 
relationships between entities . Entities 401 and 402 , events 
411 and 412 , and links 415 and 416 can be similar to entities 
301 and 302 , events 311 and 312 , and links 315 and 316 
respectively in analytic representation 300 in FIG . 3 . Ana 
lytic representation 400 can provide these elements in a 
macro representation allowing for the representation of a 
larger number of data elements than available in some other 
embodiments . Also analytic representation 400 can include 
the same functionality as analytic representation 300 . 
10075 ] As shown in FIG . 4 , visual representations for 
entities 401 and entities 402 can be condensed requiring 
decreased vertical space . In some embodiments , analytical 
representation 400 can remove icons associated with the 
entities 401 and 402 , or use smaller icons to preserve vertical 
space . Accordingly , analytic representation 400 can display 
more entities than when larger icons or indicators are used 
to represent the entities . Analytic representation 400 can 
represent entities 401 and 402 by a property of the entity . For 
example , each entity can be represented by a phone number , 
an email address , a nickname , or any other property con 
tained in the entity . In some embodiments , entities can be 
represented by different properties . In these embodiments , 
for example , some entities may be represented by a phone 
number , some entities may be represented by an email 
address , and some entities may be represented by a social 
security number . The components making up analytic rep 
resentation 400 can be similar to analytic representation 300 . 
For example , analytic representation 400 can use timelines 
404 for each entity and can display events occurring over 
time period 403 . Further , analytic representation 400 can 
indicate events ( e . g . , events 411 and 412 ) and links ( e . g . , 
links 415 and 416 ) occurring on the timelines 404 . 
0076 ) Analytic representation 400 can reveal temporally 
based patterns occurring in large datasets . With more events 
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( e . g . , events 411 and 412 ) placed on the timelines 404 
analytic representation 400 can display more links ( e . g . , 
links 415 and 416 ) between entities revealing clusters , 
abnormalities , behavioral changes , atypical relationships , 
trends , or other analytic patterns . For example , analytic 
representation 400 can reveal a cluster of phone calls 
between two individuals occurring only around the time of 
a crime and at no other time . In another example , analytic 
representation 400 can reveal a gradually increasing number 
of meetings between individuals over a period of time . 
Alternatively , for example , analytic representation 400 can 
reveal that an individual abruptly stopped shopping at one 
store in favor of another . Analytic representation 400 can 
reveal these patterns by displaying larger amounts of the 
underlying object model and providing a mechanism for 
isolating subsections of that data with selection indicators . 
While recognizing patterns is possible with smaller amounts 
of data such as is represented in analytical representation 
400 , having more data can make the patterns more readily 
apparent . 
[ 0077 ] FIG . 5 is an exemplary analytic representation 500 
of an object model , similar to object model 160 in FIG . 1B , 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
Analytic representation 500 can represent entities ( e . g . , 
entities 501 ) , events ( e . g . , events 510 , 512 , 515 , and 517 ) 
and relationships ( e . g . , links 511 and 516 ) allowing analysis 
of events and relationships between entities . Entities 501 , 
events 510 , 512 , 515 , and 517 , and links 511 and 516 can be 
similar to entities 301 and 302 , events 311 and 312 , and links 
315 and 316 respectively in analytic representation 300 in 
FIG . 3 . Analytic representation 500 can use these same 
elements representing fewer entities and events overall but 
providing a detailed representation showing specific infor 
mation about each entity or event represented . Also , analytic 
representation 500 can include the same functionality as 
analytic representation 300 . 
[ 0078 ] As shown in FIG . 5 , events can be represented by 
elements that can visually and textually describe or identify 
the event . Analytic representation 500 can show event 510 
on the timeline of entity 520 . Event 510 ( e . g . , a detailed 
representation of one of the similar events 311 or 312 of FIG . 
3 ) can display an icon indicating the type of event , as well 
as a title , and properties on the event . For example , the icon 
and text represented on event 510 can indicate that the event 
is a text message . Further , the “ TO ” property , on the 
representation of event 510 , can textually indicate recipients 
of the event . In some embodiments , the information dis 
played on the event object can be any data or property of the 
underlying data object . By displaying some details and 
properties on the event itself , analytic representation 500 can 
provide relevant analytical information to the user without 
requiring the user to individually inspect the details of each 
event . 
100791 Analytic representation 500 can represent relation 
ships or links between events on the entity timelines 504 . 
For example , event 512 on the timeline 504 of entity 521 can 
represent the reception of a text message . Analytic repre 
sentation 500 can display a “ FROM ” property on event 512 
indicating that entity 520 is the sender . Similarly , analytic 
representation 500 can display a “ TO ” property on event 510 
textually indicating that entity 521 is the recipient . Analytic 
representation 500 can also display a link 511 represented by 
an arrow starting at event 510 and terminating at event 512 . 
The direction of link 511 combined with the context of 

events 510 and 512 indicate that the link represents the 
sending of a text message from entity 520 to entity 521 . 
[ 0080 ] Analytic representation 500 can further provide 
detailed information about a specific event . For example , 
analytic representation 500 can display transcript 513 . In 
addition to displaying transcript 513 , analytic representation 
500 can provide visual indicators when additional informa 
tion , such as transcript 513 , is available . Analytic represen 
tation 500 can provide a visual indicator 518 on events 
containing the additional information . Visual indicator 518 
can , for example , represent a document , an audio attach 
ment , a video , or any other type of data linked to the event 
or entity . By using a small visual indicator , analytic repre 
sentation 500 can indicate not only the availability of 
additional contextual information , but also the format of that 
information . 
[ 0081 ] Transcript 513 can be linked to event 510 ( e . g . , as 
a property of event 510 ) and can provide additional contex 
tual information about the linked event . For example , tran 
script 513 can contain the content of the text message sent 
from entity 520 to entity 521 . By providing detailed infor 
mation about events , analytic representation 500 can provide 
context or additional information to unrelated events . For 
example , transcript 513 can state , “ Meet me at 6 at the usual 
place . ” In this example , there can be a later event indicating 
a sighting of one of the parties at a location . In this example , 
events 510 , 512 , and a later sighting event can be contex 
tually linked through the content provided by transcript 513 , 
even though no direct link exists between those events . In 
this example , transcript 513 can reveal an inferential link not 
directly represented by the underlying object model . It is 
appreciated that the representation of additional contextual 
event information ( e . g . , transcript 513 ) is dependent on the 
nature of the underlying data . Data linked to an event can 
take the form of , for example , a text document , images , 
videos , specialized data formats , free text data , raw binary 
data , or any other form of data . 
[ 0082 ] Analytic representation 500 can provide informa 
tion about additional events occurring over time . In addition 
to representing text message events 510 and 511 , analytic 
representation can further represent a later event ( e . g . , text 
message events 517 and 515 ) . For example , events 515 and 
517 when combined with textually represented properties 
and link 516 can indicate a later text message from entity 
521 sent to entity 520 . In this example , the text message 
events 515 and 517 can provide an inferential basis of a 
response . Because of the placement of events and links on 
the timelines 504 , events 510 , 512 , 515 , and 517 , when taken 
as a whole , can represent a message and response occurring 
over the time period 503 . Analytic representation 500 not 
only represents the relationship between entities based on 
events on their timelines , but also provides enough detail to 
form contextual inferences from the content of the events 
and the direction of the event links . 
[ 0083 ] Additionally , analytic representation can provide 
an inspector ( e . g . , inspector 530 ) that can display additional 
details about a selected entity that would not otherwise be 
available on the main representation . Selecting text message 
event 510 can reveal inspector 530 . Inspector 530 can 
provide detailed information about the properties and char 
acteristics of the selected event . This can include both direct 
properties as well as linked properties or objects such as 
documents . For example , when selecting text message event 
510 , inspector 530 can show the type of event , the time , the 
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title , and the associated transcript . Similarly , if transcript 513 
was an object , inspector 530 could include a reference to that 
object . In some embodiments , the user can direct analytic 
representation 500 to hide or show inspector 530 on demand . 
[ 0084 ] FIG . 6 is an exemplary analytic representation 600 
of an object model similar to object model 160 in FIG . 1B , 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
Analytic representation 600 can represent entities ( e . g . , 
entities 601 ) , events ( e . g . , events 610 , 611 , 612 , 613 and 
614 ) and relationships ( e . g . , links 621 ) of events and rela 
tionships between entities . Entities 601 ; events 610 , 611 , 
612 , 613 , and 614 ; and links 621 can be similar to entities 
301 and 302 , events 311 and 312 , and links 315 and 316 in 
analytic representation 300 in FIG . 3 . Analytic representa 
tion 600 can use these same elements representing fewer 
entities and events overall but can provide more detailed 
information about each entity or event represented . Also , 
analytic representation 600 can include the same function 
ality as analytic representation 300 , analytic representation 
400 , and analytic representation 500 . Analytic representa 
tion 600 can further display a graphical representation of a 
map ( e . g . , map 630 ) . Analytic representation 600 can use 
map 630 to display geospatial information associated with 
each of the events . In placing events on map 630 , analytic 
representation 600 can reveal spatial relationships not read 
ily apparent from analyzing the underlying object model . 
[ 0085 ] Analytic representation 600 can represent multiple 
related and unrelated events on the timelines 604 . For 
example , analytic representation 600 represents events 610 , 
611 , and 612 which are related by link 621 . Events 610 , 611 , 
and 612 further relate their associated entities 620 , 621 , and 
622 . The textual detail on events 610 , 611 , and 612 can 
provide further context about the relationship between the 
events and the entities . For example , events 610 , 611 , and 
612 represent a murder . In this example , the textual detail 
indicates that events 610 and 611 represent the perpetrators , 
entities 620 and 621 respectively . Further , in this example , 
the textual detail of event 612 indicates that entity 622 is the 
victim . 
0086 ] Analytic representation 600 can represent events 

that are not directly related but have geographically similar 
properties . For example , event 613 , a sighting , indicates that 
someone reported seeing entity 621 just after murder event . 
Further , for example , analytic representation 600 can rep 
resent a sighting 614 of entity 620 occurring after the murder 
event 610 and subsequent sighting 613 . Analytic represen 
tation 600 can place visual indicators 618 on sightings 613 
and 614 to represent that these events contain geospatial 
data . Visual indicators 618 can represent which entities are 
capable of being displayed on map 630 . 
[ 0087 ] Although sighting 613 and 614 can be temporally 
unrelated and not directly related to murder events 610 and 
611 , analytic representation 600 can place events on map 
630 using location indicators and revealing geospatial rela 
tionships . Location indicators can be any visual indication of 
the location of an event on map 630 . For example , analytical 
representation 600 can use a pin or flag as a location 
indicator . Once placed on map 630 , analytic representation 
600 can show the proximity of murder events 610 , 611 , 612 , 
and sighting events 613 and 614 . Analytic representation can 
reveal the geospatial proximity of events not readily appar 
ent from the underlying data alone . 
[ 0088 ] Map 630 can be interactive allowing the user to pan 
and zoom to reveal additional events or hide existing events 

on map 630 . Further , different event placements on map 630 
can lead to different conclusions and inferences depending 
on the type of the events , the temporal relationships , and the 
direct relationships of the parties . Using map 630 , analytic 
representation 600 can provide a view of these relationships 
in a concise and easily discernible representation . 
[ 0089 ] In addition to map 630 , other analytic tools can be 
included in analytic representation 600 . Analytic represen 
tation 600 can provide a framework for accessing data stored 
as part of the object model ( e . g . , object model 160 ) . This 
framework can allow for custom inspectors or widgets , 
similar to map 630 or inspector 530 disclosed in FIG . 5 , to 
provide further analytic visualization of the represented 
data . These custom inspectors or widgets can use the frame 
work to direct analytic representation 600 to present the 
information in different ways . Analytic representation 600 , 
by allowing access to the already processed and represented 
data , can facilitate implementation of additional representa 
tions of that data . 
[ 0090 ] FIG . 7 is an exemplary analytic representation 700 
of an object model similar to object model 160 in FIG . 1B , 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
Analytic representation 700 can represent categorized enti 
ties ( e . g . , categories 701 ) , and events ( e . g . , events 710 ) . 
Events 710 can be similar to events 311 and 312 in analytic 
representation 300 in FIG . 3 . Analytic representation 700 
can use these same elements representing related events 
having common entities grouped into a category . Also , 
analytic representation 700 can include the same function 
ality as analytic representation 300 , analytic representation 
400 , analytic representation 500 , and / or analytic represen 
tation 600 . 
[ 0091 ] Instead of displaying information and timelines for 
specific entities , analytic representation 700 can display 
information and timelines for various categories ( e . g . , cat 
egories 701 ) . Categories 701 can combine events into logi 
cal groups based on any property or combination of prop 
erties available in object model 160 . For example , analytic 
representation 700 can represent all events 710 involving 
interaction with a customer . In this example , categories 701 
can represent internal departments ( e . g . , a customer support , 
marketing , policy / claims , or sales department ) responsible 
for the interaction with the customer . After a set of events are 
combined into a category , analytic representation 700 can 
provide a representation of the category ( e . g . , categories 
701 ) on the display . Each category of categories 701 can 
have a corresponding timeline 704 . Analytic representation 
700 can place all events ( e . g . , events 710 ) associated with a 
category of categories 701 on that category ' s corresponding 
timeline . By allowing the grouping of events into categories , 
analytic representation can provide an additional mechanism 
for analyzing trends and patterns related to the events . 
Further , analytic representation 700 can provide analysis 
where some or all of the events are not associated with an 
entity by allowing for the presentation of those events 
outside of an entity context . 
[ 0092 ] In some embodiments , categories 701 can repre 
sent entities grouped into a category based on a property or 
attribute of the entities . In these examples , events 710 on a 
specific category timeline would correspond to all events 
associated with the entities in a particular category . By 
grouping multiple entities into a category , analytic repre 
sentation 700 may reveal patterns , trends , and / or other 
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relationships associated with a category that would not be 
readily apparent from analyzing each entity in a category 
701 individually . 
[ 0093 ] FIG . 8 is a flowchart of an exemplary method for 
analysis and visualization of related events and entities . It 
will be readily appreciated that the illustrated procedure can 
be altered to delete steps or further include additional steps . 
After initial step 800 , an analytic representation ( e . g . , ana 
lytic representation 300 , 400 , 500 , 600 , or 700 ) can acquire 
information about a plurality of entity objects . In some 
embodiments the acquisition of information can be guided 
by a user of the analytic representation . In some embodi 
ments the acquisition of information can be based on an 
automated system or programmed set of instructions pro 
vided by the users of the analytic representation . The infor 
mation acquired by the analytic representation can be a 
subset of the total amount of available information , Further 
the analytic representation can acquire more information 
than can be immediately represented because of limiting 
factors such as time period ( e . g . , time period 303 , 403 , 503 , 
603 , and / or 703 ) to be displayed . Moreover , in some 
embodiments , the acquisition of information can be based 
on both user input and the automated system . For example , 
a user of the system can identify a person as a suspect of a 
murder occurring on a particular date and the system can 
then automatically acquire information related to that person 
and event 
[ 0094 ] After acquiring information about entity objects , 
the analytic representation can acquire information about 
event objects associated with the plurality of entity objects 
( step 820 ) . Each entity object can have multiple events 
associated with it . Each of those events can have additional 
properties ( e . g . , transcript 513 ) , links ( e . g . , links 315 and 
316 , 415 and 416 , 511 and 516 , and / or 621 ) , or other data 
that is associated with the event . After the entity objects are 
acquired , all of the relevant events and their related data can 
be acquired for use by the analytic representation . Similar to 
entity objects , the information about the event objects can 
include more information than can be represented on a 
specific representation because of limiting factors such as 
the displayed time period ( e . g . , time period 303 , 403 , 503 , 
603 and / or 703 ) or level of detail . 
[ 0095 ] After the analytic representation has acquired 
entity information ( step 810 ) and acquired event information 
( step 820 ) related to the acquired entities , the analytic 
representation can parse the information , identifying rel 
evant relationships ( step 830 ) between the entities based on 
the associated events . Similarly to entities and events , the 
analytic representation may have more relationship infor 
mation than can be represented on a specific representation 
because of limiting factors such as the displayed time period 
( e . g . , time period 303 , 403 , 503 , 603 , and / or 703 ) or the 
grouping of entities represented . 
[ 0096 ] After the analytic representation acquires the entity 
information ( step 810 ) , acquires the associated event infor 
mation ( step 820 ) and determines relevant relationships 
between the entities based on the events ( step 830 ) , the 
analytic representation can be graphically displayed ( step 
840 ) . The underlying data can represent more information 
than analytic representation can adequately display on a GUI 
( e . g . , graphical interface 115 ) 
[ 0097 ] Time periods ( e . g . , time period 303 , 403 , 503 , 603 , 
and / or 703 ) , the relevant entities ( e . g . , entities 301 , 401 , 501 , 
601 , and / or 701 ) , and the level of detail can filter the 

acquired information and determined relationships , allowing 
only a subset of the representation of object model ( e . g . , 
object model 160 ) to be displayed . The user of the analytic 
representation can direct the system to adjust these param 
eters revealing various levels of detail and various amounts 
of the underlying represented data . The analytic represen 
tation can , by adjusting the displayed representation , allow 
the user to focus on relevant information and display dif 
ferent views of the same underlying data . 
[ 0098 ] Increasing the zoom level can cause the analytic 
representation to display more detail ( e . g . , similar to analytic 
representation 500 and / or 600 ) about each event ( e . g . , tran 
script 513 or textual representations of event properties ) at 
the expense of filtering out events no longer falling within 
the zoomed time period ( e . g . , time period 503 , and / or 603 ) . 
Conversely , decreasing the zoom level can cause the analytic 
representation to display less detail ( e . g . , analytic represen 
tation 400 ) about each event but provide the ability to 
graphically represent more events at one time than possible 
in the detailed view . Additionally , the analytic representation 
can graphically display intermediate zoom levels ( e . g . , ana 
lytic representation 300 ) providing a user directed balance 
between the level of detail and the amount of the acquired 
information represented on the graphical interface . 
[ 0099 ] In addition to modifying the zoom levels , the 
analytic representation can allow for adjustment of the 
timeline and displayed entities . The analytic representation 
can filter through the acquired data displaying only the 
events matching the displayed entities and occurring within 
the displayed time period ( e . g . , time period 303 , 403 , 503 , 
and / or 603 ) . As the time period changes , the analytic rep 
resentation can update which acquired data is filtered and 
which acquired data is represented based on the updated 
time period . Once updated , the analytical representation can 
display the updated representation to the user ( e . g . , on 
graphical interface 115 ) 
f0100 Further , the analytic representation can respond to 
changes in the displayed entities . As a user scrolls the 
entities or selects different entities to be displayed , the 
analytic representation can update which entities and events 
are filtered and which acquired entities and events are 
graphically represented on the graphical display ( e . g . , 
graphical interface 115 ) . In some embodiments , the analytic 
representation can present additional information as it 
becomes available in the data model ( e . g . , object model 
160 ) . The data fusion system ( e . g . data fusion system 100 ) 
can constantly or intermittently process new data for updat 
ing the object model and making new information available 
to the analytic representation . The analytic representation 
can then add this new information to the visual representa 
tion . In some embodiments specific events and entities are 
removed and added either through manual or automated 
processes . 
[ 0101 ] Providing the graphical representation ( step 840 ) 
can include displaying a map ( e . g . , map 630 ) showing the 
location of the represented events . The analytic representa 
tion ( e . g . , analytic representation 600 ) can update map 630 
every time the representation is modified . Whenever zoom 
levels are changed , the entities are scrolled , or the time 
period is adjusted , the analytic representation can filter the 
events to be displayed from the underlying acquired data and 
place those events on the map using location indicators . The 
map can further be a fully interactive element allowing the 
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user of the analytic representation to select events based on 
their location and further analyze the data . 
[ 0102 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure have been 
described herein with reference to numerous specific details 
that can vary from implementation to implementation . Cer 
tain adaptations and modifications of the described embodi 
ments can be made . Other embodiments can be apparent to 
those skilled in the art from consideration of the specifica 
tion and practice of the embodiments disclosed herein . It is 
intended that the specification and examples be considered 
as exemplary only , with a true scope and spirit of the present 
disclosure being indicated by the following claims . It is also 
intended that the sequence of steps shown in figures are only 
for illustrative purposes and are not intended to be limited to 
any particular sequence of steps . As such , it is appreciated 
that these steps can be performed in a different order while 
implementing the exemplary methods or processes disclosed 
herein . 

1 . An electronic device comprising : 
one or more computer - readable storage media configured 

to store instructions ; and 
one or more processors configured to execute the instruc 

tions to cause the electronic device to : 
acquire information about a plurality of entities associated 

with an object model ; 
acquire information about a plurality of events associated 

with the plurality of entities , wherein at least some of 
the plurality of events include temporal information of 
the entities ; 

receive a user input specifying a level of detail , the user 
input including an adjustment of a zoom level ; 

evaluate relationships of the entities using the information 
about the plurality of events ; and 

generate a representation of the relationships of the enti 
ties using the temporal information , based on the level 
of detail specified by the user input . 

2 . The electronic device of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
more processors are further configured to : 

receive user input ; and 
update the representation in response to the user input . 
3 . The electronic device of claim 1 , wherein the repre 

sentation includes a plurality of timelines wherein a first 
entity of the plurality of entities corresponds to a first 
timeline of the plurality of timelines and a second entity of 
the plurality of entities corresponds to a second timeline of 
the plurality of timelines . 

4 . The electronic device of claim 3 , wherein the repre 
sentation includes a first event of the plurality of events 
placed on the first timeline , wherein the first event corre 
sponds to the first entity . 

5 . The electronic device of claim 4 , wherein : 
the first event is placed on the second timeline based on 

the first event corresponding to the second entity ; and 
the first event placed on the first timeline is connected to 

the first event placed on the second timeline . 
6 . The electronic device of claim 1 wherein the represen 

tation includes information about at least one property 
associated with at least one event of the plurality of events . 

7 . The electronic device of claim 1 , wherein the repre 
sentation includes a selection indicator on at least one of the 
plurality of events or on at least one of the plurality of 
entities . 

8 . The electronic device of claim 1 , wherein the repre 
sentation includes a map displaying location information 

about at least one object of the object model , wherein the at 
least one object corresponds to at least one entity of the 
plurality of entities or to at least one event of the plurality of 
events . 

9 . A computer - implemented method for representing an 
object model , wherein the method is performed using one or 
more processors and comprising : 

acquiring information about a plurality of entities asso 
ciated with an object model ; 

acquiring information about a plurality of events associ 
ated with the plurality of entities , wherein at least some 
of the plurality of events include temporal information 
of the entities ; 

receiving a user input specifying a level of detail , the user 
input including an adjustment of a zoom level 

evaluating relationships of the entities using the informa 
tion about the plurality of events ; and 

generating a representation of the relationships of the 
entities using the temporal information , and the level of 
detail specified by the user input . 

10 . The method of claim 9 , further comprising : 
receiving user input ; and 
updating the representation in response to the user input . 
11 . The method of claim 9 , wherein the representation 

includes a plurality of timelines wherein : 
a first entity of the plurality of entities corresponds to a 

first timeline of the plurality of timelines and a second 
entity of the plurality of entities corresponds to a 
second timeline of the plurality of timelines ; and 

a first event of the plurality of events corresponds to the 
first entity and is placed on the first timeline . 

12 . The method of claim 11 , wherein : 
the first event is placed on the second timeline based on 

the first event corresponding to the second entity ; and 
the first event placed on the first timeline is connected to 

the first event placed on the second timeline . 
13 . The method of claim 9 , wherein the representation 

includes information about at least one property associated 
with at least one event of the plurality of events . 

14 . The method of claim 9 , wherein the representation 
includes a map displaying location information about at least 
one object of the object model , wherein the at least one 
object corresponds to at least one entity of the plurality of 
entities or to at least one event of the plurality of events . 

15 . A non - transitory computer readable storage medium 
storing instructions that are executable by a first computing 
device that includes one or more processors to cause the first 
computing device to perform a method for representing an 
object model , the method comprising : 

acquiring information about a plurality of entities asso 
ciated with an object model ; 

acquiring information about a plurality of events associ 
ated with the plurality of entities , wherein at least some 
of the plurality of events include temporal information 
of the entities ; 

receiving a user input specifying a level of detail , the user 
input including an adjustment of a zoom level ; 

evaluating relationships of the entities using the informa 
tion about the plurality of events ; and 

generating a representation of the relationships of the 
entities using the temporal information and the level of 
detail specified by the user input . 

16 . The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 17 , wherein the set of instructions that are executable 
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by the at least one processor of the first computing device to 
cause the first computing device to further perform : 

receiving user input ; and 
updating the representation in response to the user input . 
17 . The non - transitory computer readable medium of 

claim 17 , wherein the representation includes a plurality of 
timelines wherein : 

a first entity of the plurality of entities corresponds to a 
first timeline of the plurality of timelines and a second 
entity of the plurality of entities corresponds to a 
second timeline of the plurality of timelines ; and 

a first event of the plurality of events corresponds to the 
first entity and is placed on the first timeline . 

18 . The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 20 , wherein : 

the first event is placed on the second timeline based on 
the first event corresponding to the second entity ; and 

the first event placed on the first timeline is connected to 
the first event placed on the second timeline . 

19 . The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 17 , wherein the representation includes information 
about at least one property associated with at least one event 
of the plurality of events . 

20 . The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 17 , wherein the representation includes a map dis 
playing location information about at least one object of the 
object model , wherein the at least one object corresponds to 
at least one entity of the plurality of entities or to at least one 
event of the plurality of events . 

* * * * * 
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CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U . S . patent 
application Ser . No . 14 / 631633 , filed Feb . 25 , 2015 , and 
titled “ SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR ORGANIZING 
AND IDENTIFYING DOCUMENTS VIA HIERARCHIES 
AND DIMENSIONS OF TAGS . ” The entire disclosure of 
the above item is hereby made part of this specification as if 
set forth fully herein and incorporated by reference for all 
purposes , for all that it contains . 
10002 ] Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1 . 57 . 

[ 0010 ] FIG . 5 is a chart illustrating an exemplary object 
model reflecting relationships between combinations of tags 
of the exemplary hierarchical structure of tags depicted in 
FIG . 3 , consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 
sure . 
[ 0011 ] FIGS . 6A - 6B are screenshots depicting an exem 
plary interface for selecting one or more tags to identify a 
document , consistent with embodiments of the present dis 
closure . 
[ 0012 ] FIGS . 7A - 7E are screenshots depicting exemplary 
interfaces for identifying and displaying documents based 
on tags , consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 
sure . 
[ 0013 ] FIGS . 8A - 8B are screenshots depicting an exem 
plary interface for identifying and displaying documents 
based on tags from previously identified documents , con 
sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 9 is a flowchart representing an exemplary 
method performed by an electronic device for identifying 
documents based on tags , consistent with embodiments of 
the present disclosure . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] Data is commonly stored in computer - based sys 
tems in fixed , rigidly structured data stores . For example , 
one common type of data store is a “ flat ” file such as a 
spreadsheet , plain - text document , or XML document . 
Another common type of data store is a relational database 
comprising one or more tables . Other examples of data 
stores that comprise structured data include , without limi 
tation , files systems , object collections , record collections , 
arrays , hierarchical trees , linked lists , stacks , and combina 
tions thereof . 
[ 0004 ] Often , the underlying structure of these types of 
data stores is poorly suited for data analysis . One approach 
for facilitating a more efficient analysis of data in such data 
stores is to reorganize that data according to an object model 
that defines object structures and relationships between the 
object structures . Tagging is a method used to create objects , 
properties , or links between objects and / or properties in 
structured or unstructured data . It can add structure to 
unstructured data or add further structure to structured data . 
An exemplary system and method for tagging is described in 
detail in U . S . application Ser . No . 14 / 025 , 653 , filed on Sep . 
12 , 2013 , and titled “ Systems and Methods for Providing a 
Tagging Interface for External Content , ” which is incorpo 
rated herein by reference in its entirety . 

[ 0015 ] Reference will now be made in detail to the 
embodiments , the examples of which are illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings . Whenever possible , the same ref 
erence numbers will be used throughout the drawings to 
refer to the same or like parts . 
[ 0016 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure provide a 
means to organize and access data structured with tag 
objects ( e . g . by associating a portion or part or entirety of the 
data with tags ) by providing a pre - defined hierarchy of tags . 
As an exemplary illustration , the hierarchy can include one 
or more dimensions , each dimension comprising a set of tags 
corresponding to that dimension . The pre - defined hierarchy 
of tags facilitates tag - based identification and retrieval of the 
data associated with one or more selected tags that are part 
of the hierarchy , which can allow a user of the system to 
navigate through a very large data sets to identify appropri 
ate data or documents associated with or related to the one 
or more selected tags . 
[ 00171 Embodiments of the present disclosure further pro 
vide an interface allowing the user to navigate through very 
large data sets to identify and display appropriate data or 
documents associated with or related to the one or more 
selected tags . Via the interface , a user can input a selection 
of tags and retrieve a document associated with the tags 
selection , as well as other documents that are related to the 
tags selection . The interface also updates the tags selection 
based on a document retrieved by the user , allowing the user 
to identify other related documents . The interface further 
facilitates a user ' s navigation through a very large data sets 
to identify appropriate data or documents associated with or 
related to the one or more selected tags . 
[ 0018 ] The tag objects can include one or more attributes , 
and a relationship can be defined between the attributes of 
each tag object ( or combinations thereof ) . As an exemplary 
illustration , the tag object can include attributes including a 
tag label , a tag type , and one or more properties . Moreover , 
based on these attributes , one or more relationships between 
tags can be defined . 
[ 0019 ] After the one or more tags are selected in the 
interface , data associated with those tags can be acquired . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0005 ] Reference will now be made to the accompanying 
drawings showing example embodiments of the present 
application , and in which : 
[ 0006 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary com 
puter system with which embodiments described herein can 
be implemented , consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure . 
[ 0007 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram depicting an exemplary 
internal database system , consistent with embodiments of 
the present disclosure . 
[ 0008 ] FIG . 3 is a chart illustrating an exemplary hierar 
chical structure of tags , consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0009 ] FIGS . 4A - 4B are charts illustrating an exemplary 
object model reflecting relationships between tags , consis 
tent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
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Moreover , one or more other tags related to the selected tags 
can be identified , which can allow data associated with the 
one or more other tags to also be acquired . This further 
facilitates tag - based identification and retrieval of the data 
associated with tags that are part of the hierarchy by , for 
example , allowing the user to navigate within a huge uni 
verse of data structured with tags , guided by the pre - defined 
hierarchy of tags , as well as the pre - defined relationship 
between the tags in the hierarchy . 
[ 0020 ] According to some embodiments , the operations , 
techniques , and / or components described herein can be 
implemented by an electronic device , which can include one 
or more special - purpose computing devices . The special 
purpose computing devices can be hard - wired to perform the 
operations , techniques , and / or components described herein , 
or can include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the operations , techniques and / or com 
ponents described herein , or can include one or more 
hardware processors programmed to perform such features 
of the present disclosure pursuant to program instructions in 
firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such 
special - purpose computing devices can also combine cus 
tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro 
gramming to accomplish the technique and other features of 
the present disclosure . The special - purpose computing 
devices can be desktop computer systems , portable com 
puter systems , handheld devices , networking devices , or any 
other device that incorporates hard - wired and / or program 
logic to implement the techniques and other features of the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0021 ] The one or more special - purpose computing 
devices can be generally controlled and coordinated by 
operating system software , such as iOS , Android , Black 
berry , Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 
7 , Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , 
SunOS , Solaris , VxWorks , or other compatible operating 
systems . In other embodiments , the computing device can be 
controlled by a proprietary operating system . Operating 
systems control and schedule computer processes for execu 
tion , perform memory management , provide file system , 
networking , I / O services , and provide a user interface func 
tionality , such as a graphical user interface ( " GUI ” ) , among 
other things . 
[ 0022 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary com 
puter system 100 with which embodiments described herein 
can be implemented , consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure . Computer system 100 includes a bus 102 
or other communication mechanism for communicating 
information , and one or more hardware processors 104 
( denoted as processor 104 for purposes of simplicity ) 
coupled with bus 102 for processing information . Hardware 
processor 104 can be , for example , one or microprocessors . 
[ 0023 ] Computer system 100 also includes a main 
memory 106 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or 
other dynamic storage device , coupled to bus 102 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 
104 . Main memory 106 also can be used for storing tem 
porary variables or other intermediate information during 
execution of instructions to be executed by processor 104 . 
Such instructions , after being stored in non - transitory stor 
age media accessible to processor 104 , render computer 

system 100 into a special - purpose machine that is custom 
ized to perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0024 ] Computer system 100 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 108 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 102 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 104 . A storage device 110 , such as a magnetic 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc . , is 
provided and coupled to bus 102 for storing information and 
instructions . 
0025 ) Computer system 100 can be coupled via bus 102 

to a display 112 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , an liquid 
crystal display ( LCD ) , or a touch screen , for displaying 
information to a computer user . An input device 114 , includ 
ing alphanumeric and other keys , is coupled to bus 102 for 
communicating information and command selections to 
processor 104 . Another type of user input device is cursor 
control 116 , such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction 
keys for communicating direction information and com 
mand selections to processor 104 and for controlling cursor 
movement on display 112 . The input device typically has 
two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , 
x ) and a second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device 
to specify positions in a plane . In some embodiments , the 
same direction information and command selections as 
cursor control may be implemented via receiving touches on 
a touch screen without a cursor . 
[ 0026 ] Computing system 100 can include a user interface 
module to implement a graphical user interface ( GUI ) that 
can be stored in a mass storage device as executable soft 
ware codes that are executed by the one or more computing 
devices . This and other modules can include , by way of 
example , components , such as software components , object 
oriented software components , class components and task 
components , processes , functions , fields , procedures , sub 
routines , segments of program code , drivers , firmware , 
microcode , circuitry , data , databases , data structures , tables , 
arrays , and variables . 
[ 0027 ] In general , the word “ module , " as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , Lua , Cor C + + . A software module can be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
a dynamic link library , or written in an interpreted program 
ming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , or 
Python . It will be appreciated that software modules can be 
callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or can 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices can be provided on a computer readable medium , 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
download ( and can be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation , decompression , 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code can be 
stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the execut 
ing computing device , for execution by the computing 
device . Software instructions can be embedded in firmware , 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules can be comprised of connected logic 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or can be comprised 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
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modules , but can be represented in hardware or firmware . 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that can be combined with other modules or 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
or storage . 
[ 0028 ] Computer system 100 can implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard - wired logic , 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program 
logic which in combination with the computer system causes 
or programs computer system 100 to be a special - purpose 
machine . According to some embodiments , the operations , 
functionalities , and techniques and other features described 
herein are performed by computer system 100 in response to 
processor 104 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 106 . Such 
instructions can be read into main memory 106 from another 
storage medium , such as storage device 110 . Execution of 
the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 106 
causes processor 104 to perform the process steps described 
herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry can 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
tions . 
[ 0029 ] The term " non - transitory media ” as used herein 
refers to any non - transitory media storing data and / or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion . Such non - transitory media can comprise non - vola 
tile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media can 
include , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such as 
storage device 110 . Volatile media can include dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 106 . Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
( 0030 ) Non - transitory media is distinct from , but can be 
used in conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission 
media can participate in transferring information between 
storage media . For example , transmission media can include 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 102 . Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 

[ 0031 ] Various forms of media can be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 104 for execution . For example , the instructions 
can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive 
of a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local 
to computer system 100 can receive the data on the tele 
phone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 102 . Bus 102 carries the 
data to main memory 106 , from which processor 104 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 106 can optionally be stored on 
storage device 110 either before or after execution by 
processor 104 . 

0032 ) Computer system 100 can also include a commu 
nication interface 118 coupled to bus 102 . Communication 
interface 118 can provide a two - way data communication 
coupling to a network link 120 that can be connected to a 
local network 122 . For example , communication interface 
118 can be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) 
card , cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide 
a data communication connection to a corresponding type of 
telephone line . As another example , communication inter 
face 118 can be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide 
a data communication connection to a compatible LAN . 
Wireless links can also be implemented . In any such imple 
mentation , communication interface 118 can send and 
receive electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of 
information . 
[ 0033 ] Network link 120 can typically provide data com 
munication through one or more networks to other data 
devices . For example , network link 120 can provide a 
connection through local network 122 to a host computer 
124 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service 
Provider ( ISP ) 126 . ISP 126 in turn can provide data 
communication services through the world wide packet data 
communication network now commonly referred to as the 
“ Internet ” 128 . Local network 122 and Internet 128 both use 
electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi 
tal data streams . The signals through the various networks 
and the signals on network link 120 and through commu 
nication interface 118 , which carry the digital data to and 
from computer system 100 , can be example forms of trans 
mission media . 
[ 0034 ) Computer system 100 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 120 and communication interface 118 . In 
the Internet example , a server 130 can transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 128 , ISP 
126 , local network 122 and communication interface 118 . 
10035 ] The received code can be executed by processor 
104 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 110 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . In some 
embodiments , server 130 can provide information for being 
displayed on a display . 
[ 0036 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram depicting an exemplary 
internal database system 200 , consistent with embodiments 
of the present disclosure . Among other things , system 200 
facilitates transformation of one or more data sources , such 
as data sources 230 , into an object model 260 , whose 
semantics are defined by an ontology 250 . The transforma 
tion can be performed for a variety of reasons . For example , 
a database administrator can wish to import data from data 
sources 230 into a database 270 for persistently storing 
object model 260 . As another example , a data presentation 
component ( not depicted ) can transform input data from data 
sources 230 " on the fly ” into object model 260 . Object 
model 260 can then be utilized , in conjunction with ontology 
250 , for analysis through graphs and / or other data visual 
ization techniques . 
[ 0037 ] System 200 comprises a definition component 210 
and a transformation component 220 , both implemented by 
one or more processors on one or more computing devices 
executing hardware and / or software - based logic for provid 
ing various functionality described herein . As will be appre 
ciated from the present disclosure , system 200 can comprise 
fewer or additional components that provide various func 
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tionalities described herein . Such components are , for clar - 
ity , omitted from FIG . 1 . Moreover , the component ( s ) of 
system 200 responsible for providing various functionalities 
can further vary from embodiment to embodiment . 
[ 0038 ] Definition component 210 generates and / or modi 
fies ontology 250 and a schema map 240 . Exemplary 
embodiments for defining an ontology ( such as ontology 
250 ) is described in U . S . Pat . No . 7 , 962 , 495 ( the ' 495 
Patent ) , issued Jun . 14 , 2011 , the entire contents of which 
are expressly incorporated herein by reference for all pur 
poses . Among other things , the ' 495 patent describes 
embodiments that define a dynamic ontology for use in 
creating data in a database . For creating a database ontology , 
one or more object types are created where each object type 
can include one or more properties . The attributes of object 
types or property types of the ontology can be edited or 
modified at any time . 
[ 0039 ] In some embodiments , each property type is 
declared to be representative of one or more object types . A 
property type is representative of an object type when the 
property type is intuitively associated with the object type . 
For example , a property type of " geographical location ” 
may be representative of an object type “ locale ” but not 
representative of an object type " style . ” 
[ 0040 ] Schema map 240 can define how various elements 
of schemas 235 for data sources 230 map to various ele 
ments of ontology 250 . Definition component 210 receives , 
calculates , extracts , or otherwise identifies schemas 235 for 
data sources 230 . Schemas 235 define the structure of data 
sources 230 — for example , the names and other character 
istics of tables , files , columns , fields , properties , and so 
forth . Definition component 210 furthermore optionally 
identifies sample data 236 from data sources 230 . Definition 
component 210 can further identify object type , relationship , 
and property definitions from ontology 250 , if any already 
exist . Definition component 210 can further identify pre 
existing mappings from schema map 240 , if such mappings 
exist . 
[ 0041 ] Transformation component 220 can be invoked 
after schema map 140 and ontology 250 have been defined 
or redefined . Transformation component 220 identifies 
schema map 240 and ontology 250 . Transformation com 
ponent 120 further reads data sources 230 and identifies 
schemas 235 for data sources 230 . For each element of 
ontology 250 described in schema map 240 , transformation 
component 220 iterates through some or all of the data items 
of data sources 230 , generating elements of object model 
260 in the manner specified by schema map 240 . In some 
embodiments , transformation component 220 can store a 
representation of each generated element of object model 
260 in a database 270 . In some embodiments , transformation 
component 220 is further configured to synchronize changes 
in object model 160 back to data sources 230 . 
[ 0042 ] Data sources 230 can be one or more sources of 
data , including , without limitation , spreadsheet files , data 
bases , email folders , document collections , media collec 
tions , contact directories , and so forth . Data sources 230 can 
include structured data ( e . g . , a database , a . csv file , or any 
tab delimited or fixed - width file ) , semi - structured data ( e . g . , 
an email , an email server , or forms such as a suspicious 
activity report or currency transaction report ) , or unstruc 
tured data ( e . g . , encoded files such as PDF , sound , and image 
files ) . Data sources 230 can include data structures stored 
persistently in non - volatile memory . Data sources 230 can 

also or instead include temporary data structures generated 
from underlying data sources via data extraction compo 
nents , such as a result set returned from a database server 
executing an database query . 
[ 0043 ] Schema map 240 , ontology 250 , and schemas 235 
can be stored in any suitable data structures , such as XML 
files , database tables , and so forth . In some embodiments , 
ontology 250 is maintained persistently . Schema map 240 
can or cannot be maintained persistently , depending on 
whether the transformation process is perpetual or a one 
time event . Schemas 235 need not be maintained in persis 
tent memory , but can be cached for optimization . 
[ 0044 ] Object model 260 comprises collections of ele 
ments such as typed objects , properties , and relationships . 
The collections can be structured in any suitable manner . In 
some embodiments , a database 270 stores the elements of 
object model 260 , or representations thereof . In some 
embodiments , the elements of object model 260 are stored 
within database 270 in a different underlying format , such as 
in a series of object , property , and relationship tables in a 
relational database 
[ 0045 ] Based on the identified information , definition 
component 210 can generate a graphical interface 215 . 
Graphical interface 215 can be presented to users of a 
computing device via any suitable output mechanism ( e . g . , 
a display screen , an image projection , etc . ) , and can further 
accept input from users of the computing device via any 
suitable input mechanism ( e . g . , a keyboard , a mouse , a touch 
screen interface ) . Graphical interface 215 may feature a 
visual workspace that visually depicts representations of the 
elements of ontology 250 for which mappings are defined in 
schema map 240 . Graphical interface 215 can further utilize 
the sample data 236 to provide the user with a preview of 
object model 260 as the user defines schema map 240 . In 
response to the input via the various controls of graphical 
interface 215 , definition component 210 can generate and / or 
modify ontology 250 and schema map 240 , and / or identify 
object models and sample data schemas 235 and data 
sources 230 . 
[ 0046 ] In some embodiments , graphical interface 215 also 
provides a user with the ability to add structure to an 
unstructured document stored in data sources 230 by tagging 
one or more portions ( e . g . , text ) within the document . 
Defining tags and applying these tags to a portion of the 
document can create tag objects , properties , or links creating 
a relationship between one or more tag objects and / or 
properties . In some embodiments , graphical interface 215 
allows a user to input one or more pre - defined tags to 
retrieve a tagged document , and / or a set of related docu 
ments that are associated with other pre - defined tags which 
are different from , but have a relationship to , the one or more 
input pre - defined tags . In some embodiments , graphical 
interface 215 also displays to the user the tags associated 
with those related documents , and the user can use those tags 
to identify another tagged documents , and / or another set of 
related documents , thereby allowing the user to “ move " 
between the documents stored in data sources 230 guided by 
the relationships between the pre - defined tags . 
[ 0047 ] FIG . 3 is a chart 300 illustrating an exemplary 
hierarchical structure of tags 310 ( “ tag hierarchy " ) , consis 
tent with embodiments of the present disclosure . In some 
embodiments , the exemplary tag hierarchy in FIG . 3 can 
provide part of the structure of object model 260 stored 
within database 270 in FIG . 2 . Tag hierarchy 310 can include 
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dimensions 320 . For example , as shown in tag hierarchy 
310 , these dimensions include a locale dimension 340 , a 
subject matter dimension 350 , a medium dimension 360 , and 
a style dimension 370 . Each dimension includes a set of tags , 
which includes one or more tags linked to that dimension . In 
some embodiments , tags are created as objects with attri 
butes , and these links can be established based on the 
attributes of the tags . The tags constitute a group of tags 330 . 
10048 ] As shown in FIG . 3 , locale dimension 340 can 
include a set of tags having attributes related to regions and 
countries . As an exemplary illustration , under the locale 
dimension 340 , there is a United States tag 341 and a 
Germany tag 342 . There can also be a further subset of tags 
( e . g . , California tag 343 and Texas tag 344 ) under United 
States tag 341 , where California tag 343 and Texas tag 344 
have attributes indicating that they are associated with 
United States ( e . g . being a state of the United States ) , which 
can allow California tag 343 and Texas tag 344 to be linked 
to United States tag 341 . Similarly , California tag 343 can 
also have a further subset of tags ( e . g . Palo Alto tag 345 ) . 
[ 0049 ] The relationship between a tag and any correspond 
ing subset of tags can be based on attributes in that tag and 
in the corresponding subset of tags . For example , Palo Alto 
tag 345 has attributes indicating that it is associated with 
California ( e . g . , a city of the state of California ) , which can 
allow Palo Alto tag 345 to be linked to California tag 343 . 
[ 0050 ] Under tag hierarchy 310 , subject matter dimension 
350 can include tags with attributes related to a classification 
based on content . As an exemplary illustration , under subject 
matter dimension 350 , there are scenery tag 351 and living 
tag 352 , where scenery tag 351 has attributes indicating that 
the content is related to scenery ( e . g . depicting or describing 
a scene ) , while living tag 352 has attributes indicating that 
the content is related to a living thing ( e . g . depicting or 
describing a living organism , such as human ) . Scenery tag 
351 can have a further subset of tags ( e . g . architecture tag 
353 ) , where architecture tag 353 has attributes indicating 
that the content is related to architecture ( e . g . depicting or 
describing buildings ) , which can allow architecture tag 353 
to be linked with scenery tag 351 . Similarly , living tag 352 
can have a further subset of tags ( e . g . people tag 354 ) , where 
people tag 354 has attributes indicating that the content is 
related to a human ( e . g . a portrait ) , which can allow tag 354 
to be linked with living tag 352 
[ 0051 ] Under tag hierarchy 310 , medium dimension 360 
can include tags with attributes related to a classification 
based on a medium on which the content is rendered . As an 
exemplary illustration , there are paper tag 361 and film tag 
362 under medium dimension 360 . Furthermore , style 
dimension 370 can also include tags with attributes related 
to a classification based on a style of rendering the content . 
As an exemplary illustration , there are classical tag 371 and 
modern tag 372 under the style dimension 370 . A person 
with ordinary skill in the art will understand that the dimen 
sions and tags depicted in FIG . 3 are for illustration purposes 
only , and there is no limitation on the number of dimensions , 
how dimensions are defined , and how the tags are organized 
under each dimension . 
[ 0052 ] FIG . 4A shows , in a chart 400 , an exemplary object 
model reflecting relationships between tags , consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In chart 400 , each 
circle represents a cell , and each line represents a relation 
ship between cells . In some embodiments , a cell within the 
object model can be associated with one or more pre - defined 

tags , and the relationship between the cells can be defined 
based on a relationship between the attributes of the tags 
associated with the cells . Each of the cells can also be 
associated with the tagged documents stored in data sources 
230 of FIG . 2 via , for example , common tags or related tags 
associated with both the cells and the tagged documents . A 
document can also be associated with one or more of the 
cells , if the document is tagged with multiple sets of tags that 
are associated with multiple cells . 
[ 0053 ] Chart 400 also includes a sub - chart 410 which 
includes an exemplary subset of cells and relationships of 
the object model . FIG . 4B shows a close - up view of sub 
chart 410 . Sub - chart 410 illustrates cells 420 , 430 , 440 , 450 , 
460 , and 470 , as well as relationships 425 , 435 , 445 , 455 , 
465 , 475 , and 485 . As an exemplary illustration , cell 420 can 
be associated with United States tag 341 , cell 430 can be 
associated with California tag 343 , cell 440 can be associ 
ated with Palo Alto tag 345 , cell 450 can be associated with 
Germany tag 342 , cell 460 can be associated with a Japan tag 
( not shown in tag hierarchy 310 of FIG . 3 ) , and cell 470 can 
be associated with a Tokyo tag ( not shown in tag hierarchy 
310 of FIG . 3 ) . Among these cells , cell 420 ( with the United 
States tag ) , cell 450 ( with the Germany tag ) , and cell 460 
( with the Japan tag ) can have relationship 455 , 465 , and 475 
between each other by virtue of , for example , that the United 
States tag , the Germany tag , and the Japan tag all have 
attributes related to an indication of a country with a 
developed economy . 
[ 0054 ] Cell 430 ( with the California tag ) has relationship 
425 with cell 420 ( with the United States tag ) by virtue of , 
for example , that the California tag has attributes that link it 
to United States tag 341 ( e . g . California being a state of 
United States ) , the link to which can allow the California tag 
to be related to the United States tag . Furthermore , cell 440 
( with the Palo Alto tag ) can also have relationship 435 with 
cell 430 by virtue of , for example , that the Palo Alto tag 
includes attributes that link it to California tag 343 ( e . g . Palo 
Alto being a city of California ) , the link to which can allow 
the Palo Alto tag to be related to the California tag . Palo Alto 
tag 345 can also include attributes that link it to United 
States tag 341 ( e . g . Palo Alto being a city of United States ) , 
the link to which can allow cell 440 to also have the 
relationship 445 with cell 420 . 
[ 0055 ] On the other hand , cell 460 ( with the Japan tag ) can 
have a relationship 485 with cell 470 ( with the Tokyo tag ) 
by virtue of , for example , that the Tokyo tag has attributes 
that link it to the Japan tag ( e . g . Tokyo being a city of Japan ) , 
the link to which can allow the Tokyo tag to be related to the 
Japan tag . But in this exemplary illustration , the Tokyo tag 
may have no relationship with the Germany tag , the United 
States tag , the California tag , or the Palo Alto tag , therefore 
cell 470 may have no relationship with cells 420 , 430 , 440 , 
or 450 within sub - chart 410 . 
[ 0056 ] FIG . 5 is a chart 500 illustrating an exemplary 
object model reflecting relationships between combinations 
of tags of the exemplary hierarchical structure of tags 
depicted in FIG . 3 , consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure . In some embodiments , the object model 
shown in chart 500 includes cells 510 , 530 , 550 , 570 , and 
590 , each of which can be , respectively , associated with tag 
combinations 512 , 532 , 552 , 572 , and 592 . Each tag com 
bination includes one or more tags for each of its dimen 
sions , which include , for example , locale dimension 340 , 
subject matter dimension 350 , medium dimension 360 , and 
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style dimension 370 as depicted in FIG . 3 . The tag combi 
nation can include tags of tag hierarchy 310 as depicted in 
FIG . 3 , and can include one or more tags for each dimension 
as depicted in FIG . 3 . Each of these cells can also be 
associated with the tagged documents stored in data sources 
230 of FIG . 2 via the tags . The object model shown in chart 
500 also includes relationships 520 , 540 , 545 , 565 , 568 , and 
585 between the cells . As to be illustrated below , these 
relationships can be determined based on the relationship 
between tags within one or more dimensions . 
[ 0057 ] As an exemplary illustration , cell 510 is associated 
with tag combination 512 , which includes United States tag 
341 under the locale dimension and scenery tag 351 under 
the subject matter dimension . Cell 530 is associated with tag 
combination 532 , which includes California tag 343 under 
the locale dimension , scenery tag 351 under the subject 
matter dimension , paper tag 361 under the medium dimen 
sion , and classical tag 371 under the style dimension . Cell 
570 is associated with tag combination 572 . Tag combina 
tion 572 is otherwise identical to tag combination 532 except 
that tag combination 572 has Palo Alto tag 345 instead of 
California tag 343 under the locale dimension . Moreover , 
cell 550 is associated with tag combination 552 , which 
includes Texas tag 344 under the locale dimension , scenery 
tag 351 under the subject matter dimension , paper tag 361 
under the medium dimension , and modern tag 372 under the 
style dimension . Lastly , cell 590 is associated with tag 
combination 592 . Tag combination 592 is otherwise identi 
cal to tag combination 552 , except that tag combination 592 
has Germany tag 342 instead of Texas tag 344 under the 
locale dimension . 
[ 0058 ] Relationship 520 between cell 510 and cell 530 can 
be determined based on , for example , a relationship between 
the United States tag ( associated with cell 510 ) and the 
California tag ( associated with cell 530 ) under the locale 
dimension . A relationship 540 between cell 510 and cell 550 
can also be determined based on , for example , a relationship 
between the Texas tag ( associated with cell 550 ) and the 
United States tag under the locale dimension . Furthermore , 
relationship 545 between cell 530 and cell 550 can also be 
determined based on , for example , both the relationship 
between the California tag and the Texas tag under the locale 
dimension , as well as the relationship between the paper tag 
( associated with cell 530 ) and the film tag ( associated with 
cell 550 ) under the medium dimension . In this particular 
example , because both cells 510 and 530 have scenery tag 
351 for the subject matter dimension , the subject matter 
dimension can be ignored in determining relationship 520 . 
Also , because cell 510 does not have tags for the medium 
and style dimensions , these dimensions can also be ignored 
in determining relationships 520 and 540 . 
[ 0059 ] As discussed before , the relationship between tags 
can be determined based , for example , the attributes of the 
tags . In addition , relationship between tags can also be 
established in other ways . For example , tags can become 
related to each other when both tags are associated with a 
document , with documents that have related metadata , or 
with a cell . Furthermore , relationship between tags can also 
be created manually according to any pre - defined condition . 
[ 0060 ] In some embodiments , each tag combination in 
FIG . 5 can be represented as a multi - dimensional vector , 
with each dimension of tag hierarchy 310 represented by a 
vector dimension , and a combination of one or more tags 
under a dimension of tag hierarchy 310 contributes to a 

magnitude of the vector along that vector dimension , based 
on the attributes of the tags . The relationship between tags 
can then be calculated as , for example , an imaginary dis 
tance between the multi - dimensional vectors representing 
the tag combinations . In some embodiments , such imaginary 
distance can be calculated by first projecting the multi 
dimensional vectors representing the tag combinations onto 
a pre - defined plane , and then calculating a distance between 
the projections on the pre - defined plane . In some embodi 
ments , when the calculated distance exceeds a certain 
threshold , it can be determined that no relationship exists 
between the tag combinations . In some embodiments , the 
relationship between cells ( or between tag combinations 
associated with the cells ) can also be added manually with 
or without considering the calculated distance . 
[ 0061 ] Referring back to FIG . 5 , cell 570 is associated 
with tag combination 572 , which includes Palo Alto tag 345 
under the locale dimension , and the locale dimension is the 
only dimension with different tags when compared with tag 
combination 532 associated with cell 530 . Relationship 565 
can then be determined based on , for example , the relation 
ship between California tag 343 and Palo Alto tag 345 under 
the locale dimension alone . Similarly , cell 590 is associated 
with tag combination 592 , which includes Germany tag 342 
under the locale dimension , and the locale dimension is the 
only dimension with different tags when compared with the 
tag combination 552 associated with cell 550 . Relationship 
585 can then be determined based on , for example , the 
relationship between Germany tag 342 and Texas tag 344 
under the locale dimension alone . 
[ 0062 ] Relationship 568 between cells 570 and 590 can 
also be determined based on , for example , both the relation 
ship between the Palo Alto tag ( associated with cell 570 ) and 
the Germany tag ( associated with cell 590 ) under the locale 
dimension , as well as the relationship between the classical 
tag ( associated with cell 570 ) and the modern tag ( associated 
with cell 590 ) under the medium dimension . In some 
embodiments , as discussed above , each of the cells in object 
model 500 can be associated with documents stored in data 
sources 230 that are tagged with the same tags associated 
with each cell , and relationship 568 can be established by , 
for example , that a document stored in data sources 230 
describes a Germany film derived from a Palo Alto novel , 
and therefore is tagged with tags including , for example , 
Germany tag 342 , Palo Alto tag 345 , paper tag 361 , and film 
tag 362 , etc . , notwithstanding any calculated distance 
between these tags . 
[ 0063 ] FIG . 6A and FIG . 6B are screenshots depicting an 
exemplary interface 600 for selecting one or more tags to 
identify a document , consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure . In some embodiments , the exemplary 
interface can be provided by an application . The application 
can be a web browser such as , for example , GoogleTM 
ChromeTM , MozillaTM FirefoxTM , MicrosoftTM Internet 
ExplorerTM , etc . 
[ 0064 ] In some embodiments , a bookmarklet is installed in 
the web browser . A bookmarklet can be a bookmark that is 
stored in a web browser and can contain JavaScriptTM 
commands to extend the web browser ' s functionality . That 
is , a bookmarklet can be a simple “ one - click ” tool that can 
add functionality to the web browser . For example , a book 
marklet can modify the appearance of a web page within the 
web browser by changing the font size or the background 
color of the text , and / or extract data from a web page . 
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[ 0065 ] In some embodiments , a plug - in , instead of a 
bookmarklet , can be installed . A plug - in can be implemented 
as a set of software components that adds specific abilities 
to a larger software application , like a web browser , to 
enable customizing the functionality of the software appli 
cation . For example , a plug - in can be installed in a web 
browser to enable the web browser to play video . 
[ 0066 ] In some embodiments , the exemplary interface can 
be provided by a client - side application . All the exemplary 
interfaces discussed below can take in any form , such as 
being displayed as a pop - up window . 
[ 0067 ] Referring back to FIG . 6A , interface 600 includes 
a locale field 602 for the locale dimension , a subject matter 
field 604 for the subject matter dimension , a medium field 
606 for the medium dimension , and a style field 608 for the 
style dimension . Each of these fields can receive one or more 
tags as input to identify one or more relevant documents 
through interface 600 , and can also display one or more tags 
as output through interface 600 . 
[ 0068 ] Fields 602 , 604 , 606 , and 608 can receive input via 
any means . For example , interface 600 can allow a user to 
type in the tags or , in some embodiments as shown in FIG . 
6B , further provides a pull - down menu 622 from which the 
user can choose one or more tags . In some embodiments , the 
field can also receive an incomplete text input , and then 
provide a list of suggested tags for the user to choose from . 
The list of suggested tags may include pre - defined tags that 
closely match the incomplete text input . In some embodi 
ments , instead of providing a field for each dimension , 
interface 600 can provide a single field for tag selection for 
all dimensions , and the user can either type in a combination 
of tags into the single field , or select the tags from a 
pull - down menu provided by the single field . 
[ 0069 ] In some embodiments , a search field 610 is also 
provided , allowing the user to search for documents based 
on text , rather than tags . After receiving the tags or the 
search text input , user interface 600 corresponds with object 
model 260 and / or database 270 to search for or identify the 
documents . In some embodiments , the user is provided an 
option to select , by clicking on button 612 , to explore the 
result presented in a graphical map similar to chart 400 of 
FIG . 4A , where the graphical map can show one or more 
icons with links between them . In some embodiments , each 
icon in the graphical map represents a document and is 
selectable , and a selection of the icon can trigger a selection 
and a display of the document represented by the icon , while 
the link represents relationships between the tags associated 
with the documents represented by the icons . 
[ 0070 ] In some embodiments , the user is provided an 
option to select , by clicking on button 614 , to list the search 
result . The listing of search result will be discussed later . 
[ 0071 ] FIG . 7A is a screenshot depicting an exemplary 
interface 700 for identifying and displaying documents 
based on tags , consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure . Based on one or more tags received in , for 
example , interface 600 of FIG . 6A , one or more documents 

in this case , document 702 ) can be identified and displayed 
by virtue of the fact that , for example , document 702 is 
associated with a cell that is associated with the received 
tags . 
[ 0072 ] Interface 700 may include fields 602 , 604 , 606 , and 
608 of interface 600 to display the tags received . In this 
exemplary illustration , California tag 343 is input under the 
locale dimension with field 602 , scenery tag 351 is input 

under the subject matter dimension with field 604 , and 
modern tag 372 is input under the style dimension with field 
608 , while no tag is input for the medium dimension . 
Document 702 titled " California Impressionism ” can then be 
identified and displayed through interface 700 in response to 
the California tag , the scenery tag , and the modern tag input 
by virtue of , for example , document 702 being associated 
with a cell that is associated with these tags . 
[ 0073 ] In some embodiments , interface 700 can also pro 
vide a means to access other documents related to document 
702 or related to the tags selected . As shown in FIG . 7A , 
interface 700 provides a related - overview button 704 , a 
linked - documents button 706 , and a related documents but 
ton 708 . 
[ 0074 ] In an exemplary illustration , after clicking on the 
related - overviews button , a pull - down menu 710 can be 
displayed , which includes options including US art market , 
US film overview , and US photography overview . FIG . 7B 
is a screenshot depicting that a document 712 titled " United 
States Art Market ” is identified and displayed when the “ US 
Art Market option " of pull - down menu 710 is selected . As 
shown in FIG . 7B , document 712 is associated with United 
States tag 341 , which is a hierarchical superset of California 
tag 343 , and scenery tag 351 . The related - overviews option 
can allow the user to identify documents that are relatively 
more closely related to document 702 of FIG . 7A . The closer 
relationship can be determined base on , for example , that 
document 712 is associated with a tag ( United States tag 
341 ) that is within the same dimension ( locale dimension 
340 ) as one of the tags associated with document 702 
( California tag 343 ) , or that a distance between documents 
702 and 712 is below a certain threshold , as indicated by the 
fact that they are both associated with scenery tag 351 . 
[ 0075 ] In another exemplary illustration , as shown in FIG . 
7C , after clicking on the related documents button 708 , a 
pull - down menu 714 can be displayed , which includes an 
option " Introduction to World Art . ” In some embodiments , 
related - documents button 708 can also provide access to 
documents that are more broadly related to document 702 of 
FIG . 7A . For example , as shown in FIG . 7C , a document 716 
titled “ Introduction to World Art ” is identified and displayed 
when the " Introduction to World Art ” option of pull - down 
menu 714 is selected . As shown in FIG . 7C , document 716 
is associated with scenery tag 351 and living tag 352 under 
the subject matter dimension , and is also associated with 
paper tag 361 and film tag 362 under the style dimension . 
Document 716 can be determined to be more broadly related 
to document 702 of FIG . 7A based on , for example , that 
while documents 716 and 702 are both associated with 
scenery tag 351 under the subject matter dimension , docu 
ment 716 is associated with tags that are not associated with 
document 702 within the same dimension ( e . g . , living tag 
352 ) . The determination can also be based on that document 
716 is associated with one or more tags of a specific 
dimension , while document 702 is not associated with any 
tag from that specific dimension ( e . g . , paper tag 361 and film 
tag 362 of the medium dimension ) . Therefore , related 
documents button 708 allows a user to access documents 
across more dimensions and tags than related - overview 
button 704 . 
[ 0076 ] . In another exemplary illustration , as shown in FIG . 
7D , after clicking on the linked - documents button , a pull 
down menu 718 can be displayed . In some embodiments , 
linked documents button 708 can provide access to docu 
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ments associated with tags that have a lateral relationship 
with the tags selected . For example , referring to FIG . 3 , the 
California tag 343 and the Germany tag 342 can be lateral 
to each other within tag hierarchy 310 . 
[ 0077 ] According to FIG . 7D , a document 720 titled 
“ Architecture of Germany ” is identified and displayed , when 
Architecture of Germany option of pull - down menu 718 is 
selected . As shown in FIG . 7D , document 720 is associated 
with Germany tag 342 and architecture tag 353 . In this 
example , document 720 also has a California tag 343 
because document 720 discusses about some of the land 
marks in Germany are designed by architects from Califor 
nia , as shown in paragraph 722 . The linked - documents 
option thus can also allow the user to identify documents 
associated with at least a tag ( e . g . Germany tag 342 ) that has 
a lateral relationship with any one of the selected tags ( e . g . 
California tag 343 ) . 
[ 0078 ] FIG . 7E is a screenshot depicting an exemplary 
interface 750 for identifying and displaying documents 
based on tags , consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure . Interface 750 includes a search interface 752 
which can allow a search and display of one or more 
documents based on tags . In some embodiments , search 
interface 752 can be activated by , for example , clicking on 
button 614 of interface 600 as depicted in FIG . 6A to list the 
search result . In some embodiments , search interface 752 
includes a locale field 754 for the locale dimension , a subject 
matter field 756 for the subject matter dimension , a medium 
field 758 for the medium dimension , and an style field 760 
for the style dimension , which can allow the user to specify 
tags under each dimension for the search . In some embodi 
ments , interface 750 may further include fields 602 , 604 , 
606 , and 608 of interface 600 , and the fields 754 , 756 , 758 , 
and 760 of the search interface 752 can be synchronized 
with , respectively , fields 602 , 604 , 606 , and 608 . In this 
exemplary illustration , United States tag 341 is input for the 
locale dimension , and scenery tag 351 is input for the subject 
matter dimension . Both fields 754 and 756 of search inter 
face 752 can then display the same tags as , respectively , 
fields 602 and 604 of interface 750 . A search for documents 
that are associated with a combination of tags input through 
fields 754 , 756 , 758 , and 760 can then be performed , after 
clicking on the " search ” button 762 . The search interface 
752 may also allow the user to provide additional search 
conditions , such as limiting to the search result to , for 
example , a start date and an end date provided through input 
fields 764 and 766 . The user can clear the search conditions 
( e . g . tags and start / end date ) by clicking on the “ clear ” 
button 768 . After the search is performed , search result 770 
is displayed . In this exemplary embodiment , search result 
770 displays metadata such as the file type and the title of the 
documents found . The user can also select a document from 
the search result 770 , which can lead to the displaying of 
document 772 . 
[ 0079 ] FIG . 8A is a screenshot depicting an exemplary 
interface 800 for identifying and displaying documents 
based on tags from previously identified documents , con 
sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . Interface 
800 includes fields 602 - 608 of interface 600 . In this 
example , United States tag 341 is input for the locale 
dimension with field 602 , scenery tag 351 is input for the 
subject matter dimension with field 604 , paper tag 361 is 
input for the medium dimension with field 606 , and classical 
tag 371 is input for the style dimension with field 608 . Thus , 

in this illustration , a tag combination identical to tag com 
bination 532 of FIG . 5 is input for the search . Interface 800 
also includes a search results interface 820 , which displays 
search results 821 - 827 . Search results 821 - 827 can show a 
list of , for example , documents that are found based on the 
selected tags , with metadata for each document , such as title 
830 , date 832 , and author 834 . Each of the documents in the 
search results can be selected , with additional information of 
the selected document displayed , such as classification 842 , 
and tag combination 847 . 
10080 ] In this exemplary illustration , a document titled 
“ Exhibition of Expressionism in Germany and France at 
Houston Art Museum ” is chosen , and is displayed as docu 
ment 850 . Selected document 850 is tagged with , for 
example , tag combination 847 , which is identical to tag 
combination 552 of FIG . 5 , and which includes Texas tag 
344 , scenery tag 351 , paper tag 361 , and modern tag 372 . 
Referring to FIG . 5 , selected document 850 can be associ 
ated with cell 550 , by virtue of having tag combination 847 
which is identical to tag combination 552 , and cell 550 has 
relationship 545 with cell 530 that is associated with tag 
combination 532 which is identical to the tag combination 
input for this search . In some embodiments , interface 800 
may also allow the user to add or modify the tags associated 
with the chosen document . For example , the user can 
remove classical tag 371 from the document , or tag the 
document with other tags under the style dimension . 
[ 0081 ] FIG . 8B is another screenshot depicting exemplary 
interface 800 . After the selection of document 850 , which is 
tagged with tag combination 847 ( which is identical to tag 
combination 552 ) , fields 602 - 608 can be populated with the 
tags of tag combination 847 . In this exemplary illustration , 
the locale dimension , which has California tag 343 when the 
prior search is performed , can be populated with Texas tag 
344 from selected document 850 . Moreover , the style 
dimension , which has classical tag 371 when the prior search 
is performed , can be populated with modern tag 372 , also 
from selected document 850 . The user can then perform a 
new search , and an updated search results 850 is shown , 
which includes search results 851 - 854 . Referring to FIG . 5 , 
some of the documents in search result 850 may be associ 
ated with a cell that is related to cell 550 associated with tag 
combination 552 ( which is identical to tag combination 
847 ) , such as cell 590 , cell 510 , and cell 530 , etc . This can 
allow the user to begin with an initial group of tags to 
identify one or more documents related to the initial set of 
tags , and then receive additional or new sets of tags from the 
identified documents . The additional or new sets of tags can 
then be used to refine the user ' s exploration in the universe 
of documents stored in data sources 230 , and the refinement 
can be guided by the predefined relationship between the 
tags , which can determine the set of related documents 
provided for a given set of tags . 
10082 ] FIG . 9 is a flowchart representing an exemplary 
method 900 performed by an electronic device for identi 
fying documents based on selected tags , consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure . The selected tags can 
be part of a predefined tag hierarchy ( e . g . , tag hierarchy 310 
of FIG . 3 ) . 
[ 0083 ] In this exemplary illustration , the electronic device 
( e . g . , a computer system 100 ) can interact with one or more 
other devices and / or storage components ( e . g . , data sources 
230 , object model 260 , and database 270 of system 200 
depicted in FIG . 2 ) for assisting with the identification of 
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documents . While the flowchart discloses the following 
steps in a particular order , it will be appreciated that at least 
some of the steps can be moved , modified , or deleted where 
appropriate , consistent with the teachings of the present 
disclosure . And while the following steps are indicated as 
being performed by an electronic device , it is appreciated 
that the steps can be performed by more than one electronic 
device . 
[ 0084 ] In step 902 , the electronic device acquires a selec 
tion of one or more tags for at least one dimension defined 
under the tag hierarchy . The selection can be provided by a 
web - browser , or by a client - side application , after receiving 
the selection from a user . 
[ 0085 ] In step 904 , after acquiring the tag selection , the 
electronic device identifies one or more cells that are asso 
ciated with the selected tags , and / or one or more cells 
associated with tags related to the selected tags . As indicated 
above , these identified cells can be provided by an object 
model ( e . g . , object model 260 ) . In some embodiments , the 
relationship can be determined based on the attributes of the 
tags . For example , if a cell has attributes that match the 
selected tags , that cell can be identified . 
10086 ] In some embodiments , a combination of tags of 
one or more dimensions within tag hierarchy 310 can be 
represented as a multi - dimensional vector , with each dimen 
sion of tag hierarchy 310 represented by a vector dimension , 
and a combination of one or more tags under a dimension of 
tag hierarchy 310 contributes to a magnitude of the vector 
along that vector dimension , based on the attributes of the 
tags . The relationship between tags can then be calculated 
as , for example , an imaginary distance between the multi 
dimensional vectors representing the tag combinations . In 
some embodiments , such imaginary distance can be calcu 
lated by first projecting the multi - dimensional vectors rep 
resenting the tag combinations onto a pre - defined plane , and 
then calculating a distance between the projections on the 
pre - defined plane . In some embodiments , when the calcu 
lated distance exceeds a certain threshold , it can be deter 
mined that no relationship exists between the tag combina 
tions . In some embodiments , the relationship between cells 
( or between tag combinations associated with the cells ) can 
also be added manually with or without considering the 
calculated distance . 
[ 0087 ] In step 906 , the electronic device identifies docu 
ments associated with the one or more identified cells . As 
indicated above , tagged documents are associated with cells . 
[ 0088 ] In step 908 , the electronic device provides data 
corresponding to the identified documents for display . The 
identified documents can be represented as a list similar to 
search results 820 depicted in FIG . 8A , or similar to a 
graphical representation as depicted in FIG . 4A . 
[ 0089 ] In step 910 , the electronic device further provides 
data facilitating retrieval of documents with tags related to 
the selected tags . The data can be provided and displayed 
after , for example , the electronic device detects the clicking 
of at least one of related overview button 704 , a linked 
documents button 706 , and a related documents button 708 
of interface 700 . The data facilitating retrieval of documents 
can be displayed in the same interface as the data for the 
identified documents . For example , interface 700 can further 
include a pop - up window that includes requested informa 
tion . 
[ 0090 ] In the foregoing specification , embodiments have 
been described with reference to numerous specific details 

that can vary from implementation to implementation . Cer 
tain adaptations and modifications of the described embodi 
ments can be made . Other embodiments can be apparent to 
those skilled in the art from consideration of the specifica 
tion and practice of the invention disclosed herein . It is 
intended that the specification and examples be considered 
as exemplary only , with a true scope and spirit of the 
invention being indicated by the following claims . It is also 
intended that the sequence of steps shown in figures are only 
for illustrative purposes and are not intended to be limited to 
any particular sequence of steps . As such , those skilled in the 
art can appreciate that these steps can be performed in a 
different order while implementing the same method . 

1 . ( canceled ) 
2 . An apparatus comprising : 
a memory device that stores a set of instructions ; and 
at least one processor configured to execute the set of 

instructions to : 
access , via one or more data storage devices , an object 
model , wherein : 
the object model comprises cells , relationships 
among the cells , and combinations of tags and tag 
values associated with the respective cells , 

data items are associated with cells of the object 
model based on corresponding combinations of 
tag values associated with the respective data 
items , and 

relationships among the cells are based at least in 
part on relationships among tag values of tags 
associated with the cells ; 

receive , via a user interface , search criteria for search 
ing the plurality of data items , wherein the search 
criteria include indications of one or more tags ; and 

responsive to receiving the search criteria : 
determine a first cell of the object model matching 

the one or more tags indicated in the search 
criteria ; 

determine a second cell of the object model that is 
related to the first cell based on a relationship 
indicated by the object model ; 

identify at least one or more data items associated 
with the second cell ; and 

provide , for displaying in the user interface , indica 
tions of the one or more data items associated with 
the second cell . 

3 . The apparatus of claim 2 , wherein the at least one 
processor is further configured to execute the set of instruc 
tions to : 

determine the relationship between the first cell and the 
second cell of the object model by at least : 
determine a first tag common to both the first cell and 

the second cell , wherein respective tag values of the 
first tag associated with the first cell and the second 
cell are different ; and 

determine a relationship between the respective tag 
values of the first tag associated with the first cell and 
the second cell . 

4 . The apparatus of claim 3 , wherein a tag attribute 
associated with the first tag indicates a hierarchical relation 
ship with the second tag in which the second tag is a subset 
of the first tag or the first tag is a subset of the second tag , 
and wherein the identification of at least one or more data 
items associated with the second cell is based on the 
hierarchical relationship . 
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5 . The apparatus of claim 2 , wherein the at least one 
processor is further configured to execute the set of instruc 
tions to : 

receive , via the user interface , a selection of a data item 
from the one or more data items associated with the 
second cell ; and 

responsive to the selection of the data item , update the 
search criteria to include indications of one or more 
tags associated with the data item . 

6 . The apparatus of claim 2 , wherein the tags associated 
with the cells include multiple dimensions , and wherein the 
user interface provides an input selection field for each 
dimension or a single input selection field that can receive a 
combination of dimensions of tags . 

7 . The apparatus of claim 6 , wherein the user interface 
provides a drop down menu to display one or more tags for 
selection . 

8 . The apparatus of claim 2 , wherein the user interface 
displays a list of selectable items representing the one or 
more data items associated with the second cell , wherein 
each selectable item corresponds to an identified data item 
and includes a title and metadata for the data item , and 
wherein a selection of one of the selectable items causes the 
data item corresponding to the selected selectable item to be 
selected . 

9 . The apparatus of claim 2 , wherein the at least one 
processor is further configured to execute the set of instruc 
tions to : 

receive , via the user interface , an input of one or more 
tags , while displaying a data item ; and 

update one or more tags associated with the data item 
based on the input of the one or more tags . 

10 . The apparatus of claim 2 , wherein the at least one 
processor is further configured to execute the set of instruc 
tions to : 

determine the relationships among the plurality of cells in 
the object model by at least : 
representing each cell as a respective multi - dimen 

sional vector based on the combination of tags 
associated with the respective cells ; and 

determining an imaginary distance between the multi 
dimensional vectors associated with each pair of 
cells of the plurality of cells ; and 

for each pair of cells : 
comparing the imaginary distance between the multi 

dimensional vectors associated with the pair of cells 
to a threshold ; and 

in response to the imaginary distance satisfying the 
threshold , determining that a relationship exists 
between the pair of cells . 

11 . The apparatus of claim 2 , wherein the at least one 
processor is further configured to execute the set of instruc 
tions to : 

determine the relationship between the first cell and the 
second cell of the object model by at least : 
determining that the first tag and the second tag have a 
common associated tag dimension in a tag hierarchy 
based on values of the respective tags , wherein the 
identification of at least one or more data items 
associated with the second cell is based on both cells 
having the common tag dimension . 

12 . A computer - implemented method comprising : 
accessing , via one or more data storage devices , an object 
model , wherein : 

the object model comprises cells , relationships among 
the cells , and combinations of tags and tag values 
associated with the respective cells , 

data items are associated with cells of the object model 
based on corresponding combinations of tag values 
associated with the respective data items , and 

relationships among the cells are based at least in part 
on relationships among tag values of tags associated 
with the cells ; 

receiving , via a user interface , search criteria for search 
ing the plurality of data items , wherein the search 
criteria include indications of one or more tags ; and 

responsive to receiving the search criteria : 
determining a first cell of the object model matching 

the one or more tags indicated in the search criteria ; 
determining a second cell of the object model that is 

related to the first cell based on a relationship indi 
cated by the object model ; 

identifying at least one or more data items associated 
with the second cell ; and 

providing , for displaying in the user interface , indica 
tions of the one or more data items associated with 
the second cell . 

13 . The method of claim 12 further comprising : 
determining the relationship between the first cell and the 

second cell of the object model by at least : 
determining a first tag common to both the first cell and 

the second cell , wherein respective tag values of the 
first tag associated with the first cell and the second 
cell are different ; and 

determining a relationship between the respective tag 
values of the first tag associated with the first cell and 
the second cell . 

14 . The method of claim 13 , wherein a tag attribute 
associated with the first tag indicates a hierarchical relation 
ship with the second tag in which the second tag is a subset 
of the first tag or the first tag is a subset of the second tag , 
and wherein the identification of at least one or more data 
items associated with the second cell is based on the 
hierarchical relationship . 

15 . The method of claim 12 further comprising : 
receiving , via the user interface , a selection of a data item 

from the one or more data items associated with the 
second cell ; and 

responsive to the selection of the data item , updating the 
search criteria to include indications of one or more 
tags associated with the data item . 

16 . The method of claim 12 , wherein the tags associated 
with the cells include multiple dimensions , and wherein the 
user interface provides an input selection field for each 
dimension or a single input selection field that can receive a 
combination of dimensions of tags . 

17 . The method of claim 16 , wherein the user interface 
provides a drop down menu to display one or more tags for 
selection . 

18 . The method of claim 12 , wherein the user interface 
displays a list of selectable items representing the one or 
more data items associated with the second cell , wherein 
each selectable item corresponds to an identified data item 
and includes a title and metadata for the data item , and 
wherein a selection of one of the selectable items causes the 
data item corresponding to the selected selectable item to be 
selected 
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19 . The method of claim 12 further comprising : 
receiving , via the user interface , an input of one or more 

tags , while displaying a data item ; and 
updating one or more tags associated with the data item 

based on the input of the one or more tags . 
20 . The method of claim 12 further comprising : 
determining the relationships among the plurality of cells 

in the object model by at least : 
representing each cell as a respective multi - dimen 

sional vector based on the combination of tags 
associated with the respective cells ; and 

determining an imaginary distance between the multi 
dimensional vectors associated with each pair of 
cells of the plurality of cells ; and 

for each pair of cells : 
comparing the imaginary distance between the multi 

dimensional vectors associated with the pair of cells 
to a threshold ; and 

in response to the imaginary distance satisfying the 
threshold , determining that a relationship exists 
between the pair of cells . 

21 . The method of claim 12 further comprising : 
determining the relationship between the first cell and the 

second cell of the object model by at least : 
determining that the first tag and the second tag have a 
common associated tag dimension in a tag hierarchy 
based on values of the respective tags , wherein the 
identification of at least one or more data items 
associated with the second cell is based on both cells 
having the common tag dimension . 

* * * * * 
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CACHED DATABASE AND 
SYNCHRONIZATION SYSTEM FOR 

PROVIDING DYNAMIC LINKED PANELS IN 
USER INTERFACE 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE 
[ 0001 ] This application claims the benefit of U . S . Provi 
sional Patent Application No . 62 / 524 , 352 , filed on Jun . 23 , 
2017 , and this application is a continuation - in - part of U . S . 
patent application Ser . No . 15 / 250 , 678 , filed on Aug . 29 , 
2016 , which claims the benefit of U . S . Provisional Patent 
Application No . 62 / 365 , 169 , filed on Jul . 21 , 2016 . The 
entire disclosures of these applications are hereby made a 
part of this specification as if set forth fully herein and 
incorporated by reference for all purposes , for all that they 
contain . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 
[ 0002 ] The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for data integration , analysis , and visualization . More 
specifically , the present disclosure relates to dynamic linked 
panels associated with queries performed on data sources 
and visualization of results of the queries . The present 
disclosure also relates to systems and techniques for improv 
ing computer and network speeds . More specifically , the 
present disclosure relates to data cache techniques and 
network configurations . 

BACKGROUND 

[ 0003 ] Organizations and / or companies are producing 
increasingly large amounts of data . Such data may be 
queried and presented in a user interface . 

disturbing databases in use . A diff tool shows not only code 
changes , but also document output changes affected by code 
changes . 
[ 0006 ] In one embodiment , a computer system configured 
to display data from one or more data sources comprises : 
one or more hardware computer processors configured to 
execute code in order to cause the system to : generate user 
interface data configured to be rendered as a user interface , 
the user interface including at least a first display portion and 
a second display portion ; receive an input indicating a 
relationship between the first panel of the plurality of panels 
and a second panel of the plurality of panels , wherein the 
relationship is indicated by associating a variable of the first 
panel with a query of the second panel ; and in response to 
the input : updating a visual representation of data displayed 
in the second panel by executing the query of the second 
panel using a value of the variable of the first panel to 
retrieve updated data from the database ; and updating the 
graphical visualization included in the second display to 
include an edge connecting a first node representing the first 
panel to a second node representing the second panel . The 
first display portion includes a plurality of panels comprising 
a first panel configured to generate a visual representation of 
data according to display settings for the first panel , wherein 
the data is retrievable from a database according to a query 
associated the first panel , wherein the first panel is associ 
ated with one or more variables , and the second display 
portion includes a graphical visualization of relationships 
among the plurality of panels , the graphical visualization 
including nodes and edges , at least some of the nodes 
representing respective ones of the plurality of panels , at 
least some of the nodes representing respective ones of the 
one or more variables , at least some of the edges represent 
ing relationships among respective pairs of the plurality of 
panels . 

[ 00071 According to certain aspects , the first and second 
display portions are displayed simultaneously in the user 
interface . Additional display portions can include lists of 
queries , code associated with panels , queries , functions , 
variables . Additional elements can be represented in the 
graphical visualization . Selecting a panel can cause the 
corresponding nodes in the graphical visualization to be 
highlighted . Selecting a node can cause the corresponding 
panels to be highlighted . 
10008 ] In one embodiment , a computer system configured 
to display data from one or more data sources comprises one 
or more hardware computer processors configured to 
execute code in order to cause the system to : generate user 
interface data configured to be rendered as a user interface , 
the user interface including at least a first display portion and 
a second display portion , receive an input modifying a 
relationship between the first panel of the plurality of panels 
and a second panel of the plurality of panels , wherein the 
relationship is modified by associating a variable of the first 
panel with a query of the second panel ; and in response to 
the input : updating the visualization of time to change the 
time that it takes to process the first panel and the time that 
it takes to process at least one dependency of the panel . The 
first display portion includes a plurality of panels comprising 
a first panel configured to generate a visual representation of 
data according to display settings for the panel , wherein the 
data is retrievable from a database according to a query 
associated the first panel , wherein the first panel is associ 
ated with one or more variables , and the second display 

SUMMARY 
[ 0004 ] The systems , methods , and devices described 
herein each have several aspects , no single one of which is 
solely responsible for its desirable attributes . Without lim 
iting the scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting fea 
tures will now be discussed briefly . 
[ 0005 ] Developing online documents can require collabo 
ration by many designers who possess great deal of technical 
knowledge , including knowledge of markup languages such 
as HTML , database languages such as SQL , scripting lan 
guages such as JavaScript , graphic design skills , and other 
technical knowledge . One aspect features providing panels 
coded to query a database and display the queried data 
according to one or more display settings . Panels can be 
used to create online documents without needing the same 
depth of technical skill . Panels can display representations 
of data queried from a database and dynamically interact 
with other panels . Certain features address the varying 
amount of time that database queries and interactions can 
take . A dependency web shows dependencies , a timing table 
shows how long certain actions take to perform , and a 
timeout graphic shows up to indicate panels that take a long 
or abnormally long time to load . These help developers 
optimize and restructure code to speed up performance . 
Dependency information can be stored and used when 
rerunning documents to refresh dependent documents with 
out needing to refresh independent elements . Using local 
applications and data allows offline simulations without 
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portion includes a visualization of time that it takes to 
process the first panel and a time that it takes to process at 
least one dependency of the panel , wherein the dependency 
comprises at least one of the query , a function in the query , 
or a variable in the query that is defined by a second panel . 
[ 0009 ] In one embodiment , a computer system configured 
to display data from one or more data sources comprises : 
one or more hardware computer processors configured to 
execute code in order to cause the system to : generate a user 
interface configured to display a plurality of panels includ 
ing a first panel and a second panel , each of the plurality of 
panels having respective display settings and queries includ 
ing code for querying one more data sources ; execute a first 
query associated with the first panel ; display the first panel 
in the user interface based on first display settings of the first 
panel , the first panel displaying at least a portion of the result 
of the first query , the result of the first query being associated 
with a variable ; execute a second query associated with the 
second panel , wherein the second query refers to the variable 
associated with the first query of the first panel ; display the 
second panel in the user interface based on second display 
settings of the second panel , the second panel displaying at 
least a portion of the result of the second query ; and in 
response to user input changing the displayed result in the 
first panel : re - execute the second query associated with the 
second panel ; and update the display of the second panel in 
the user interface based on results of the re - executed second 
query of the second panel . 
[ 0010 ] According to certain aspects , the code can be 
further configured to : receive a third query from the first 
panel for writing data to the one or more data sources ; 
process one or more parameters in the third query by 
invoking a function ; and perform the third query with the 
processed one or more parameters to write data to the one or 
more data sources . The processing of the one or more 
parameters in the third query may be performed at least in 
part by : replacing the one or more parameters with respec 
tive placeholders ; and storing respective values correspond 
ing to the one or more parameters in an array . The processing 
of the one or more parameters in the third query may be 
performed at least in part by changing respective values 
corresponding to the one or more parameters to string 
format . Each of the plurality of panels can be referenced as 
a template that is rendered by a template engine , and the 
function can be registered with the template engine . The 
code may be further configured to : prior to running the query 
of the first panel , invoke one or more functions to determine 
whether a table , a row , or a column referenced in the query 
exists in the one or more data sources . 
[ 0011 ] In another embodiment , a method of displaying 
data from one or more data sources comprises : using one or 
more hardware computer processors : generating a user inter 
face configured to display a plurality of panels including a 
first panel and a second panel , each of the plurality of panels 
having respective display settings and queries including 
code for querying one more data sources ; executing a first 
query associated with the first panel ; displaying the first 
panel in the user interface based on first display settings of 
the first panel , the first panel displaying at least a portion of 
the result of the first query , the result of the first query being 
associated with a variable ; executing a second query asso 
ciated with the second panel , wherein the second query 
refers to the variable associated with the first query of the 
first panel ; displaying the second panel in the user interface 

based on second display settings of the second panel , the 
second panel displaying at least a portion of the result of the 
second query ; and in response to user input changing the 
displayed result in the first panel : re - executing the second 
query associated with the second panel ; and updating the 
display of the second panel in the user interface based on 
results of the re - executed second query of the second panel . 
[ 0012 ] According to certain aspects , the method may 
further comprise : receiving a third query from the first panel 
for writing data to the one or more data sources ; processing 
one or more parameters in the third query by invoking a 
function ; and performing the third query with the processed 
one or more parameters to write data to the one or more data 
sources . Said processing the one or more parameters in the 
third query can comprise : replacing the one or more param 
eters with respective placeholders ; and storing respective 
values corresponding to the one or more parameters in an 
array . Said processing the one or more parameters in the 
third query can comprise changing respective values corre 
sponding to the one or more parameters to string format . 
Each of the plurality of panels may be referenced as a 
template that is rendered by a template engine , and the 
function may be registered with the template engine . The 
method may further comprise : prior to running the query of 
the first panel , invoking one or more functions to determine 
whether a table , a row , or a column referenced in the query 
exists in the one or more data sources . 
[ 0013 ] In some embodiments , a non - transitory compute 
readable medium comprises instructions for displaying data 
from one or more data sources that cause a computer 
processor to : generate a user interface configured to display 
a plurality of panels including a first panel and a second 
panel , each of the plurality of panels having respective 
display settings and queries including code for querying one 
more data sources ; execute a first query associated with the 
first panel ; display the first panel in the user interface based 
on first display settings of the first panel , the first panel 
displaying at least a portion of the result of the first query , 
the result of the first query being associated with a variable ; 
execute a second query associated with the second panel , 
wherein the second query refers to the variable associated 
with the first query of the first panel ; display the second 
panel in the user interface based on second display settings 
of the second panel , the second panel displaying at least a 
portion of the result of the second query ; and in response to 
user input changing the displayed result in the first panel : 
re - execute the second query associated with the second 
panel ; and update the display of the second panel in the user 
interface based on results of the re - executed second query of 
the second panel . 
[ 0014 ] According to certain aspects , the instructions can 
be further configured to cause the computer processor to : 
receive a third query from the first panel for writing data to 
the one or more data sources ; process one or more param 
eters in the third query by invoking a function ; and perform 
the third query with the processed one or more parameters 
to write data to the one or more data sources . The processing 
of the one or more parameters in the third query may be 
performed at least in part by : replacing the one or more 
parameters with respective placeholders ; and storing respec 
tive values corresponding to the one or more parameters in 
an array . The processing of the one or more parameters in the 
third query may be performed at least in part by changing 
respective values corresponding to the one or more param 
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eters to string format . Each of the plurality of panels can be 
referenced as a template that is rendered by a template 
engine , and the function can be registered with the template 
engine . The instructions may be further configured to cause 
the computer processor to : prior to running the query of the 
first panel , invoke one or more functions to determine 
whether a table , a row , or a column referenced in the query 
exists in the one or more data sources . 
[ 0015 ] Additional embodiments of the disclosure are 
described below in reference to the appended claims , which 
may serve as an additional summary of the disclosure . 
[ 0016 . In various embodiments , systems and / or computer 
systems are disclosed that comprise a computer readable 
storage medium having program instructions embodied 
therewith , and one or more processors configured to execute 
the program instructions to cause the one or more processors 
to perform operations comprising one or more aspects of the 
above - and / or below - described embodiments ( including one 
or more aspects of the appended claims ) . 
[ 0017 ] In various embodiments , computer - implemented 
methods are disclosed in which , by one or more processors 
executing program instructions , one or more aspects of the 
above - and / or below - described embodiments ( including one 
or more aspects of the appended claims ) are implemented 
and / or performed . 
[ 0018 ] In various embodiments , computer program prod 
ucts comprising a computer readable storage medium are 
disclosed , wherein the computer readable storage medium 
has program instructions embodied therewith , the program 
instructions executable by one or more processors to cause 
the one or more processors to perform operations compris 
ing one or more aspects of the above - and / or below - de 
scribed embodiments ( including one or more aspects of the 
appended claims ) . 

[ 0028 ] FIG . 9 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources . 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 10 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face of a dashboard creation system comprising dynamic 
panels for displaying results of queries performed on one or 
more data sources with editing tools . 
[ 0030 ] FIGS . 11A - 11C illustrate embodiments of user 
interfaces of a dashboard creation system for creating a 
dynamic panel . 
10031 ] FIG . 12 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies . 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 13 illustrates embodiments of visual indica 
tions of dependencies . 
[ 0033 ] FIG . 14 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies . 
[ 00341 FIG . 15 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face for configuring a dataset . 
[ 0035 ] FIG . 16 illustrates one embodiment of a dataset 
shown in a user interface . 
[ 0036 ] FIG . 17 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources with editing 
tools . 
[ 0037 ] FIG . 18 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources with editing 
tools . 
[ 0038 ] FIG . 19 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies and a 
table of execution times . 
[ 0039 ] FIG . 20 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies and a 
table of execution times . 
[ 0040 ] FIG . 21 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources with a 
placeholder visual . 
[ 0041 ] FIG . 22 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources . 
10042 ] FIG . 23 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources while being 
edited . 
[ 0043 ] FIG . 24 illustrates one embodiment of a side - by 
side difference comparison of query code . 
[ 00441 . FIG . 25 illustrates one embodiment of a side - by 
side difference comparison of a user interface comprising 
dynamic panels for displaying side - by - side results of differ 
ent queries performed on one or more data sources . 
[ 0045 ] FIG . 26 illustrates a flowchart for creating and 
displaying a visualization of dependency information and 
timing data , according to certain embodiments . 
[ 0046 ] FIG . 27 illustrates a flowchart for creating , updat 
ing , and displaying dynamic panels in a user interface , 
according to certain embodiments . 
[ 0047 ] FIG . 28 illustrates a flowchart for creating , updat 
ing , and displaying dynamic panels in a user interface , 
according to certain embodiments . 
[ 0048 ] FIG . 29 illustrates a flowchart for creating , trigger 
ing , and displaying dynamic panels in a user interface , 
according to certain embodiments . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0019 ] FIG . 1 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources . 
[ 0020 ] FIGS . 2A - 2D illustrate one embodiment of a user 
interface of a dashboard creation system for creating a 
dynamic panel . 
[ 0021 ] FIG . 3 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the 
interaction between the various components of a dashboard 
creation system configured to create and display dynamic 
panels , according to one embodiment . 
[ 0022 ] FIG . 3A illustrates one example of linking multiple 
dynamic panels . 
[ 0023 ] FIG . 4 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the 
interaction between the various components of a dashboard 
creation system configured to write to data sources using 
dynamic panels , according to one embodiment . 
[ 0024 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a flowchart for creating and 
displaying dynamic panels in a user interface , according to 
certain embodiments . 
[ 0025 ] . FIG . 6 illustrates a flowchart for writing to data 
sources using dynamic panels , according to certain embodi 
ments . 
[ 0026 ] FIGS . 7A - 7C illustrate various examples of panels 
and features provided by a dashboard creation system , 
according to certain embodiments . 
[ 0027 ] FIG . 8 illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented . 
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defined below . The terms defined below , as well as other 
terms used herein , should be construed broadly to include 
the provided definitions , the ordinary and customary mean 
ing of the terms , and / or any other implied meaning for the 
respective terms . Thus , the definitions below do not limit the 
meaning of these terms , but only provide exemplary defi 
nitions . 

[ 0049 ] FIG . 30 is a data flow diagram illustrative of an 
interaction between a dashboard creation system and a data 
store , according to one embodiment . 
[ 0050 ] FIG . 31 is a data flow diagram illustrative of an 
interaction between a dashboard creation system and a 
network system , according to one embodiment . 
[ 0051 ] FIG . 32 illustrates one example of a user interface 
for displaying the synchronization status of datasets . 
[ 0052 ] FIG . 33 illustrates one example of a user interface 
for displaying the synchronization options for datasets . 
[ 0053 ] FIG . 34 illustrates one example of a user interface 
for displaying datasets . 
[ 00541 FIG . 35 illustrates one example of a user interface 
for displaying datasets . 
[ 0055 ] FIG . 36 illustrates a flowchart for querying data , 
according to certain embodiments . 
[ 0056 ] FIG . 37 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a flex container . 
[ 0057 ] FIG . 38 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a flex container with a repeating panel . 
[ 0058 ] FIG . 39 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a flex container with a repeating panel in 
preview mode . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0059 ] Although certain preferred embodiments and 
examples are disclosed below , inventive subject matter 
extends beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to 
other alternative embodiments and / or uses and to modifica 
tions and equivalents thereof . Thus , the scope of the claims 
appended hereto is not limited by any of the particular 
embodiments described below . For example , in any method 
or process disclosed herein , the acts or operations of the 
method or process may be performed in any suitable 
sequence and are not necessarily limited to any particular 
disclosed sequence . Various operations may be described as 
multiple discrete operations in turn , in a manner that may be 
helpful in understanding certain embodiments ; however , the 
order of description should not be construed to imply that 
these operations are order dependent . Additionally , the struc 
tures , systems , and / or devices described herein may be 
embodied as integrated components or as separate compo 
nents . For purposes of comparing various embodiments , 
certain aspects and advantages of these embodiments are 
described . Not necessarily all such aspects or advantages are 
achieved by any particular embodiment . Thus , for example , 
various embodiments may be carried out in a manner that 
achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advantages 
as taught herein without necessarily achieving other aspects 
or advantages as may also be taught or suggested herein . 
[ 0060 ] Embodiments of the disclosure will now be 
described with reference to the accompanying figures , 
wherein like numerals refer to like elements throughout . The 
terminology used in the description presented herein is not 
intended to be interpreted in any limited or restrictive 
manner , simply because it is being utilized in conjunction 
with a detailed description of certain specific embodiments 
of the disclosure . Furthermore , embodiments of the disclo 
sure may include several novel features , no single one of 
which is solely responsible for its desirable attributes or 
which is essential to practicing the embodiments of the 
disclosure herein described . 
10061 ] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys - 
tems and methods discussed herein , a number of terms are 

Overview 
[ 0062 ] Disclosed herein are various systems and methods 
for providing a plurality of dynamic panels in a user inter 
face ( UI ) . Examples of additional user interfaces are 
described in U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 841 . 338 
titled “ SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING DYNAMIC LINKED 
PANELS IN USER INTERFACE , ” filed Aug . 31 , 2015 , and 
U . S . patent application Ser . No . 15 / 250 , 678 titled " SYS 
TEM FOR PROVIDING DYNAMIC LINKED PANELS IN 
USER INTERFACE , ” filed Aug . 29 , 2016 , both of which are 
made a part of this specification as if fully set forth herein 
and is hereby incorporated by reference in their entireties for 
all purposes , for all that they contain . The dynamic panels 
( or “ panels ” ) can display different pieces of data from one or 
more data sources . For example , a query can be run on one 
or more data sources , and different parts of the result from 
the query can be output using different dynamic panels . For 
instance , each dynamic panel can be associated with a 
variable to output . Different types of dynamic panels can be 
provided , such as charts ( e . g . , line chart , bar chart , etc . ) , 
controls ( e . g . , dropdown , multiselect box , search box , etc . ) , 
maps , tables , text boxes , etc . The panels can be data source 
agnostic . For example , the panels can be associated with 
data from different types of data sources , such as relational 
databases ( e . g . , SQL Server ) , Elasticsearch , etc . In some 
embodiments , individual panels may each be referred to as 
" widgets . ” In some embodiments , the user interface includ 
ing multiple panels may be referred to as a “ dashboard . ” 
[ 0063 ] Developing online documents can require collabo 
ration by many designers who possess great deal of technical 
knowledge , including knowledge of markup languages such 
as HTML , database languages such as SQL , scripting lan 
guages such as JavaScript , graphic design skills , and other 
technical knowledge . One aspect features providing panels 
coded to query a database and display the queried data 
according to one or more display settings . Panels can be 
used to create online documents without needing the same 
depth of technical skill . Panels can display representations 
of data queried from a database and dynamically interact 
with other panels . Certain features address the varying 
amount of time that database queries and interactions can 
take . A dependency web shows dependencies , a timing table 
shows how long certain actions take to perform , and a 
timeout graphic shows up to indicate panels that take a long 
or abnormally long time to load . These help developers 
optimize and restructure code to speed up performance . 
Dependency information can be stored and used when 
rerunning documents to refresh dependent documents with 
out needing to refresh independent elements . The depen 
dency information can include the elements ( e . g . , panels , 
variables , queries , functions ) in a user interface and their 
relationships . The dependency information can include 
information used to generate the graphical visualization of 
dependencies . When updates occur ( e . g . , a user provides an 
input ) , the stored dependency information can be referenced 
to determine elements dependent on the update . Accord 
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ingly , dependent elements of the user interface can be 
executed ( e . g . , running queries , evaluating functions , re 
determining variables , refreshing panels ) . Using local appli 
cations and data allows offline simulations without disturb 
ing databases in use . A diff tool shows not only code 
changes , but also document output changes affected by code 
changes . 
100641 FIG . 1 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face 100 comprising dynamic panels for displaying results 
of queries performed on one or more data sources . Panels 
110 through 150 are some examples of different types of 
panels that can be included in the user interface 100 . Panel 
110 and panel 120 are dropdown control panels ; panel 130 
is a table panel ; panel 140 is a line chart panel ; and panel 150 
is a bar chart panel . Many different types of panels can be 
included in the user interface 100 , depending on the embodi 
ment . For instance , as explained above , types of panels can 
include charts , controls , graphs , maps , etc . Examples of 
chart panels may include a bar chart , line chart , pie chart , 
scatter plot , etc . Examples of control panels may include a 
date picker , dropdown control , button ( e . g . , export button , 
query button , etc . ) , input box , multiselect box , slider , text 
area , timeline , etc . Other examples of panels may include a 
card , image , link ( e . g . , hyperlink ) , list , text , graphs , maps , 
etc . FIGS . 7A - 7C illustrate additional examples of types of 
panels . 
10065 ] A dynamic panel can be linked to one or more other 
dynamic panels . As mentioned above , the output of a panel 
can be used in another panel . When the data of a panel 
depends or relies on the data of another panel , if the data in 
the source panel changes , the data in the panel that relies on 
the source panel may also change or be refreshed . For 
example , in FIG . 1 , an example query obtains data regarding 
National Football League teams from multiple data sources . 
Panel 110 can be a dropdown control that selects the team to 
view . Panel 120 can be a dropdown control that selects the 
season for which to display the games . Panel 130 can be a 
table that displays the games for the team selected in panel 
110 for the season selected in panel 120 . Changes to the 
selected team in panel 110 or the selected season in panel 
120 can update the games displayed in panel 130 . In some 
embodiments , panel 140 and panel 150 display statistics 
related to the games displayed in panel 130 ; when games 
displayed in panel 130 change , panel 140 and panel 150 
update accordingly . 
[ 0066 ] The query and the settings relating to the display of 
particular panels can be managed separately . For example , a 
user interface can provide a section for entering the query 
and another section for entering display related settings . 
Separate management of the query and the display settings 
can allow the panels to be easily updated within the user 
interface and allow reuse of queries . The page that contains 
the panels may be referred to as a " document . ” 
[ 0067 ] In this manner , multiple panels can be used to 
display different aspects of the result from a query . One 
query can be run to obtain the needed information , and the 
result can be parsed and displayed using multiple panels . 
Display of information can be simplified by using multiple 
panels . Also , the query can be reused across panels since 
each panel can extract a portion of the result to display . In 
certain embodiments , each panel may have its own query 
and display the result of the query . The panels can also be 
linked together so that the data from one panel can be used 
to display the data in another panel . 

Example User Interface of Dashboard Creation 
System 

[ 0068 ] FIGS . 2A - 2D illustrate one embodiment of a user 
interface 200 of a dashboard creation system for creating 
one or more dynamic panels for use in a dashboard . For 
example , the user interface 200 can provide functionalities 
for custom styling , query editing and / or previewing , defin 
ing query sub - properties , etc . of panels . FIG . 2A illustrates 
one embodiment of the main page 210 of the user interface 
200 . FIG . 2B illustrates one embodiment of the query page 
220 . FIG . 2C illustrates one embodiment of the global 
variables page 230 . FIG . 2D illustrates one embodiment of 
the document Cascading Style Sheets ( CSS ) page 240 . 
[ 0069 ] Using the main page 210 , the user can create , edit , 
delete , and manage one or more panels . In one embodiment , 
the main page 210 includes a top section 211 that displays 
the name of the document selected , if any ; links to the query 
page 220 ( FIG . 2B ) , the global variables page 230 ( FIG . 2C ) , 
and the document CSS page 240 ( FIG . 2D ) ; and various 
icons for creating panels and for other features . The main 
page 210 also includes a panels section 212 that displays the 
list of panels included in the document . The main page 210 
includes a design section 213 where the user can create , 
organize , and edit panels . In the example of FIG . 2A , the 
user creates Document 1 , which contains panels p1 , p2 , p3 , 
etc . A panel can be referred to by its name , and the name of 
the panel can be displayed when the cursor is over a 
particular panel . For illustrative purposes , certain items in 
design section 213 are marked with dashed lines to indicate 
that they are panels ; for example , the slider in the top right 
corner of design section 213 is a panel . Four blocks at the 
bottom of design section 213 ( listing company name and 
dollar value ) are also examples of panels ; these panels are 
shown in solid lines because they have borders . 
[ 0070 ] Moving to FIG . 2B , the query page 220 allows the 
user to enter a query . For example , a query can be associated 
with a panel . The example query page 220 may appear when 
the user clicks on the link to the query page 220 on the main 
page 210 ( FIG . 2A ) . The query page 220 can display a list 
of queries 221 , for example , stored queries in a database 
( e . g . , template storage 355 , 455 in FIGS . 3 and 4 ) . In some 
embodiments , a query may be reused in other documents . 
For example , the user can select a query from the list of 
queries or create a new query . In the example of FIG . 2B , the 
query page includes a button for adding a new query . The 
query page 220 can include a code section 222 for entering 
the query and a preview section 223 for previewing results 
of execution of the query in code section 222 . The user may 
update or delete a query from the query page 220 . The 
example query in FIG . 2B relates to the panel shown in FIG . 
7C and updates the data source ( s ) to reflect availability of 
individual squares or cards and to add information relating 
to the squares or cards ( e . g . , insert username , time , etc . ) . 
10071 ] FIG . 2C illustrates the global variables page 230 , 
which allows the user to define global variables associated 
with a document and / or a panel . The global variables can be 
referred to by the panels in the document . In addition , the 
user may also define variables associated with a panel . The 
variables can be used to link two or more panels together . 
For instance , the query for a panel may reference a variable 
in one or more other panels . The panels may be linked in the 
sense that when the data in a particular linked panel updates , 
the data in the panels that reference the particular panel also 
updates . The global variables page 230 can appear when the 
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Additionally , the editor can customize styling for a particular 
page or document , or deployment . The read - only consumer 
mode may allow finished web pages to be shared to a set of 
users that can interact with a page but not edit its layout or 
setup . 

Querying and Displaying Data in Data Sources 
Using Dynamic Panels 

user clicks on the link to the global variables page 230 on the 
main page 210 ( FIG . 2A ) . The global variables page 230 can 
be a pop - up window as illustrated in FIG . 2C or a separate 
page , for example , like the query page 220 . In the example 
of FIG . 2C , the global variables page 230 shows two 
variables “ options ” and “ strike . ” In some embodiments , a 
global variable is defined for a panel . The panel global 
variable may be referenced using the format “ < panel name > 
< global variable name > . ” For example , if “ options ” variable 
is associated with panel pl , and the user can refer to 
" options ” variable as " p1 . options . ” The panel global vari 
ables may also be used to link two or more panels together . 
In some embodiments , global variables may be used to link 
two or more panels . In one embodiment , global variables 
may be referred to in a uniform resource locator ( URL ) . The 
global variables may be modified by changing the values 
associated with the global variables in the URL . 
[ 0072 ] FIG . 2D illustrates the document CSS page 240 
that allows the user to define the style for a document and the 
panels in the document . The document CSS page 240 can 
appear when the user clicks on the link to the document CSS 
page 240 on the main page 210 ( FIG . 2A ) . The document 
CSS page 240 can be a pop - up window as illustrated in FIG . 
2D or a separate page , for example , like the query page 220 . 
Different styles can be applied at various levels of granu 
larity ; for example , a style can apply to individual elements 
within the document or the panel . The document CSS page 
240 may also specify the dimensions of the document and 
the panels in the document . The same CSS may be applied 
to various panels by referring to a panel ' s number , title , or 
type ( e . g . , dropdown , text , etc . ) . 
[ 0073 ] In some embodiments , the user interface 200 , 
including the various pages illustrated in FIGS . 2A - 2D , can 
be a web interface . The system may also provide different 
types or modes of user interfaces for authoring and editing 
documents and panels . For example , more advanced users 
can use an interface for directly entering the query , and 
beginner users can use a simpler interface that allows 
selection of values for various aspects of a panel ( e . g . , X 
value and y value of a chart ) . Users can share documents 
with other users and can give other users permission to edit , 
read only , etc . For example , the system can provide an edit 
mode ( or “ author mode ” ) , in which the user can edit all 
aspects of a panel , e . g . , the query for the panel , the display 
settings for the panel , etc . The system can also provide a read 
only mode ( or " consumer mode ” ) , in which the user can 
interact with the panels ( e . g . , select a value for a dropdown 
control ) , but may not edit other aspects of panels . In certain 
embodiments , users can edit panels within a web authoring 
environment . For example , users may use web technologies 
to edit the panels and may edit the panels within a web page 
or web interface . 
[ 0074 ] In one embodiment , the user interface 200 can have 
two viewing modes : a WYSIWYG ( What You See Is What 
You Get ) editor mode and a corresponding read - only con 
sumer mode . In editor mode , built - in panels like bar charts , 
scatter plots , time series plots , tables , dropdown menus , text 
boxes , etc . can be added and arranged on the canvas or page . 
The user can author and edit data queries via a rich editor UI , 
which can support quickly previewing results for quick 
debugging . Queries may natively support templating ( e . g . , 
via Handlebars ) to link to panels , URL parameters , or data 
from other queries . Panels can also be templatized to link to 
data from the queries and coordinate with other panels . 

[ 0075 ] FIG . 3 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the 
interaction between the various components of a dashboard 
creation system 300 configured to create and display 
dynamic panels , according to one embodiment . The system 
300 can be connected to one or more data sources 310 , such 
as databases . The system 300 may include a template engine 
350 and template storage 355 . A template system may allow 
creation of templates that can be used to generate user 
interface pages , such as web pages . A template system can 
combine templates and data from data sources to generate 
user interface pages . For example , a template engine or 
processor of the template system can render the templates 
and data from data sources into finished pages . The template 
engine 350 can render user interface pages based on the 
documents and / or data in data sources 310 . In some embodi 
ments , a template is any text that contains a template 
placeholder ( s ) ( e . g . , double curly brackets : “ { { ” and “ } } ” ) , 
and the template engine 350 processes the template text with 
a template context ( e . g . , an object ) and renders the template 
text to provide the final output . The output can be incorpo 
rated into query backends or be used to drive other panels . 
The template storage 355 can store templates and related 
information . In certain embodiments , the template storage 
355 can also store documents , panels included in documents , 
and related information . Some examples of template sys 
tems may include Handlebars , Mustache , etc . FIG . 3 shows 
the template engine 350 and the template storage 355 as a 
part of the system 300 , but they may reside in a separate 
computing system or on separate computing devices from 
the system 300 . For example , the template engine 350 can be 
external to the system 300 . The system 300 may commu 
nicate with a user system 320 , such as a desktop computer , 
laptop , mobile phone , tablet , mobile devices , etc . For 
example , the user system 320 displays user interface pages 
rendered by the template engine 350 . The system 300 may 
include additional or different components , depending on 
the embodiment . 
10076 ] At data flow action 1 , the user creates a panel . As 
explained above , a panel can have a query associated with 
it and display settings associated with it . 
[ 0077 ] At data flow action 2 , the user defines a query 
associated with the panel . As mentioned above , the panels 
can be data source agnostic and can be associated with data 
from different types of data sources , such as relational 
databases SQL , Elasticsearch , etc . The system 300 can 
connect to and query data from any data source that supports 
a text - based query language . The system 300 can support 
different types of query languages and / or tools , depending 
on the embodiment . In certain embodiments , Handlebars can 
be used for the queries . In some embodiments , JSON 
( JavaScript Object Notation ) can be used for the queries . In 
other embodiments , the system 300 can include one adapter 
for SQL databases and another adapter for REST backends 
( e . g . , Elasticsearch ) , which may be provided as default 
adapters . The system 300 can additionally allow the user to 
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via Yeoman generator ) . Similarly , data adapters for new 
types of data sources can be easily added ( e . g . , via a java 
jar ) . 

transform and selectively extract data out of query results . 
For example , the user can extract data from JSON query 
responses using JSONPath . 
[ 0078 ] At data flow action 3 , the user defines display 
settings associated with the panel . The user can define the 
display settings in the document CSS for the panel . The user 
can create additional panels and define the query and display 
settings for each panel . One or more panels may be added to 
a container . A container may function as a holder for panels . 
A container can act as a collection of panels that move as a 
unit . The user can define the layout of the panels within the 
container , and also define behavior for the container , which 
can apply to all the panels in the container as a group . The 
user may add tabs for a container . For example , a container 
may include multiple tabs , and the user can switch between 
tabs to view different content . Each tab can act as a separate 
content space and hold different panels . 
[ 0079 ] At data flow action 4 , the system 300 generates the 
user interface page for the document that contains the panel . 
When the system 300 receives a request from the user 
system 320 for a particular document , the system 300 can 
obtain the requested document , for example , from the tem 
plate storage 350 and run the query associated with the 
panels in the documents . The template engine 350 may 
combine the document , the panels , and the query results in 
order to generate finished user interface pages . As explained 
above , one query can be used to obtain data , and different 
parts of the query can be associated with different panels . 
For instance , a query q returns columns c1 , c2 , c3 , and c4 , 
and the system 300 creates a text panel whose text is 
{ { q . cl } } , a dropdown panel whose values is { { q . c2 } } , and 
a chart panel whose x values and y values are { { q . c3 } } and 
{ { q . c4 } } , respectively . Or each panel may have a query 
associated with it and the result of the query can be asso 
ciated with the particular panel . The finished user interface 
pages can be then sent to the user system 320 to be displayed 
in a user interface . 
[ 0080 ) At data flow action 5 , the user system 320 receives 
user input / selection in the user interface . The user may 
change the displayed result in the user interface of the user 
system 320 . For example , the user may select a particular 
value in a dropdown control . Or the user may select a 
particular panel or an item within a panel . The user input or 
selection is sent to the system 300 . 
[ 0081 ] At data flow action 6 , the system 300 updates the 
display of the panel . For instance , the query may be rerun or 
the query result may be filtered based on the selected value 
in a dropdown control . Or actions may be associated with a 
panel or an item within a panel , and such actions may be 
performed . For example , selection of a panel or an item 
within a panel can display options or attributes related to the 
panel or the item . In one example , the selection of a table 
row in one panel is linked to another panel that contains 
more detailed information about the selected row . A table 
shows a list of games as in FIG . 1 , and selecting a game in 
the table shows more detailed statistics on the selected game 
in a different panel . Certain details relating to FIG . 3 are 
further explained below in connection with FIG . 3A . 
[ 0082 ] The system 300 can be highly extensible , and 
panels can be easily created , edited , and / or removed . In one 
embodiment , a new panel can be added by creating a web 
module ( e . g . , an AngularJS module ) . A simple web module 
may be easily created by a suitable module generator ( e . g . , 

Linking of Dynamic Panels 
[ 0083 ] FIG . 3A illustrates one example of linking multiple 
dynamic panels . In the example of FIG . 3 , panels 310 , 320 , 
and 330 are similar to panels 110 , 120 , and 130 in FIG . 1 . 
Panels 310 , 320 , and 330 may be named p1 , p2 , and p3 , 
respectively . As mentioned in connection with FIG . 1 , panel 
310 can be a dropdown control that selects the team to view ; 
panel 320 can be a dropdown control that selects the season 
for which to display the games ; and panel 330 can be a table 
that displays the games for the team selected in panel 310 for 
the season selected in panel 320 . For example , panels 310 
and 320 can have a selected value variable associated with 
them since they are dropdown controls . The variables may 
be referenced as pl . selectedValue and p2 . selectedValue . The 
query of panel 330 can reference pl . selectedValue and 
p2 . selectedValue in the WHERE clause of a SELECT state 
ment . For example , the query can be as follows : SELECT 
column FROM table WHERE team = p1 . selectedValue AND 
season = p2 . selectedValue . In the example of FIG . 3A , pl . se 
lectedValue = “ Team 1 ” and p2 . selectedValue = “ 2014 . " 
[ 0084 ] The query may refer to panels , variables of panels , 
and / or global variables as templates , and a template system 
or language can process the queries and replace any tem 
plates with corresponding values . For example , a template 
can be indicated by double curly brackets " { { ” and “ } } ” in 
a template system or language , such as Handlebars and 
Mustache . In the example above , pl . selectedValue and 
p2 . selectedValue may be enclosed in double curly brackets 
to indicate that they are templates . Therefore , the query for 
the example above can be written as : SELECT column 
FROM table WHERE team = { { p1 . selectedValue } } AND 
season = { { p2 . selectedValue } } . The template engine 350 can 
process and replace the templates with their corresponding 
values at the time of generating the finished user interface 
pages . In certain embodiments , the system 300 builds a 
graph of all the references from the templates and associates 
the references such that if any of the references change , the 
corresponding templates are regenerated or refreshed . Tem 
plates may also refer to objects other than panels , depending 
on the embodiment . Using double curly brackets to indicate 
templates is described above as an example , and any other 
syntax elements can be used to indicate templates . 
[ 0085 ] In some embodiments , the user can define variables 
associated with the panels that can be referenced in a query . 
For example , the user can define variable A for panel 310 
and variable B for panel 320 , and the query for panel 330 can 
reference variable A and variable B in the query . For 
example , variable A and variable B can be associated with 
the selected value of panel 310 and panel 320 , respectively . 
As explained above , in some embodiments , panels can have 
global variables associated with them . 

Writing to Data Sources Using Dynamic Panels 

[ 0086 ] FIG . 4 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the 
interaction between the various components of a dashboard 
creation system 400 configured to write to data sources 
using dynamic panels , according to one embodiment . The 
system 400 and corresponding components of FIG . 4 may be 
similar to or the same as the system 300 and similarly named 
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components of FIG . 3 . The system 400 may include addi 
tional or different components , depending on the embodi 
ment . 
[ 0087 ] In some cases , it may be useful to allow users to 
write to or update the data sources through the panels . For 
example , the user may want to change the data in a panel and 
reflect the changes to the data source . The user could also 
save some selected rows from a table in one document for 
later use in other documents , or save notes from different 
users to a table for later reference . In certain cases , the user 
may also want to rename a portfolio in a database . 
[ 0088 ] The system 400 can allow the users to update the 
data sources 410 through queries . For example , SQL queries 
or JSON queries can be used . SQL queries and JSON queries 
can refer to the panels as templates , and a template system 
or language like Handlebars or Mustache can process the 
queries and replace any templates with corresponding val 
ues . However , in certain cases , directly replacing the tem 
plates with the corresponding values can lead to unintended 
consequences . For instance , the user may specify an always 
true condition as the value to be replaced with a template in 
the WHERE clause of a SQL query , which can result in 
changing all data . In one example , the user creates a query 
as follows : UPDATE table SET text = " newText ” WHERE id 
= { { p1 . text } } . If the value of pl . text is “ 1 = 1 , ” replacing the 
template { { p1 . text } } with “ 1 = 1 would update every row in 
the table . Accordingly , the system 400 make the queries 
secure by using a custom function as explained below . 
[ 0089 ] At data flow action 1 , the system 400 creates a 
custom function to verify parameters in a query . For 
example , an administrator of the system 400 can create the 
custom function . 
[ 0090 ] In some embodiments , the system 400 uses SQL 
queries and processes the SQL queries using Handlebars . 
The custom function can be a Handlebars helper . For 
example , the custom function can be named “ param ” and 
registered with Handlebars . Handlebars can invoke the cus 
tom function when processing the SQL queries . The user can 
use the custom function when using templates in SQL 
queries . 
[ 0091 ] In one embodiment , the custom function prevents 
use of text values in templates and only allows parameter 
values in templates . For example , a variable of a panel used 
in a template should be a parameter value . Supposing that 
the variable of the panel referred to in a template is pl . prop 
erty , the custom function checks whether pl . property is an 
array . If p1 . property is not an array , the custom function 
replaces “ { { param pl . property } } ” with a “ ? ” and saves the 
value of pl . property for reference , for example , in a refer 
ence array . If pl . property is an array with a length of n , the 
custom function replaces “ { { param p1 . property } } ” with a 
string containing n question marks separated by commas and 
saves the value of each of element in the array for reference , 
for example , in a reference array . In this way , the custom 
function can help create parameterized queries , which con 
tain placeholders such as “ ? ” that can be inserted in query 
parameters . The SQL engine would escape and not evaluate 
these parameters , and therefore , parameterized queries can 
prevent SQL injection . For instance , the expression “ 1 = 1 " 
would be escaped and would not be evaluated as a boolean 
expression ; rather it is evaluated as a string . 
[ 0092 ] For example , if pl . property is equal to 1 , the 
custom function processes the SQL query UPDATE table 
SET text = “ new Text ” WHERE id = { { param p1 . property } } to 

UPDATE table SET text = “ new Text ” WHERE id = ? , and 
stores 1 in the reference array . In another example , if 
pl . property is equal to an array [ 1 , 2 ] , the custom function 
processes the SQL query UPDATE table SET 
text = " new Text ” WHERE id = { { param pl . property } } to 
UPDATE table SET text = “ new Text ” WHERE id = ( ? , ? ) , and 
stores 1 and 2 in the reference array . The processed query 
and parameters can be prepared as a JDBC statement and run 
against one or more data sources 410 . Types of parameters 
can be preserved ( e . g . , whether the parameter is a number or 
a string ) by using additional Handlebars helpers . 
[ 0093 ] In other embodiments , the system 400 uses JSON 
queries and processes the JSON queries using Handlebars 
and / or Mustache . A JSON query can include three parts : 
path , method , and body . The path and the body can use 
templates ; since the method generally has a few options , 
templates may not be used with the method . In order to have 
different rules for the use of templates , the path , method , and 
body can be separated into different components of the 
query . For example , the path and method can be considered 
as metadata , and the body can be considered as the template . 
[ 0094 ] The custom function can be used on the body of a 
JSON query . The custom function can be a Handlebars 
helper . For example , the custom function can be named 
" { { esc } } ” and registered with Handlebars . Handlebars can 
invoke the custom function when processing JSON queries . 
The user can use the custom function when using templates 
in JSON queries . The custom function may verify that all 
values for templates are valid JSON values ( e . g . , string , 
number , object , array , boolean , null , etc . ) . The custom 
function can convert the value of templates to string format 
( e . g . , using JSON stringify function ) . For example , { value : 
{ { esc p1 . value } } } where p1 . value is “ a ” ( chars [ a ] ) is 
evaluated to be { value : “ a ” } . 
[ 0095 ] The system 400 can also create an additional 
custom function for string interpolation or for cases where 
the user wants to use another Handlebars helper ( e . g . , the 
join helper ) . The additional custom function can be a block 
helper , for example , it can be referred to as { { # esc } } { { / 
esc } } block helper . In one embodiment , the block helper can 
evaluate the templates within the block helper , take the result 
as one string , and convert the one string to string format . In 
other embodiments , Handlebars evaluates what is inside the 
block helper , and the helpers within the block helper can 
convert the result to string format . In certain embodiments , 
the block helper or helpers convert the result to string format 
( e . g . , by calling JSON stringify function ) for security . In one 
embodiment , JSON stringify function can be called on block 
helpers for security . Various embodiments described in this 
disclosure may be implemented separately or in combination 
as appropriate 
[ 0096 ] The system 400 may also define rules and features 
to be implemented in association with the custom function 
( s ) . In one example , for the path , the system 400 can require 
that values for templates are uniform resource identifier 
( URI ) unreserved characters and are not periods . This can 
prevent the template value from going outside of the 
intended space in the path ( e . g . , intended directory ) . In some 
embodiments , the system 400 may not allow quotes around 
templates to avoid a string object from being closed acci 
dentally . The system 400 may also require that all other 
non - block helpers are nested inside the { { esc } } helper or 
used inside the { { # esc } } { { lesc } } block helper . 
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[ 0097 ] At data flow action 2 , the user writes a query in a 
panel using the custom function in order to write data to a 
data source 410 . The system 400 can require users to use the 
custom functions when writing queries to write to a data 
source 410 . For instance , the system 400 can return errors 
for queries that do not use the custom functions or do not use 
the custom functions properly . 
[ 0098 ] At data flow action 3 , the user runs the query . The 
user can associate the query with a query button panel . The 
user may run the query by clicking on the query button . The 
user system 420 can send the user query to the system 400 . 
10099 ] At data flow action 4 , the system 400 invokes the 
custom function to verify and process the parameters in the 
query . Upon receiving the user query from the user system 
420 , the system 400 can invoke the custom function on the 
query and format the query appropriately . If the processed 
query does not conform to the rules associated with the 
custom function , the system 400 can return an error . 
[ 0100 ] At data flow action 5 , the system 400 runs the 
query with the processed parameters to write to the data 
source 410 . If the processed query is properly written and / or 
conforms to the rules associated with the custom function , 
the system 400 runs the query against the data source 410 . 
10101 ] In certain embodiments , the system 400 also imple 
ments custom functions to verify parameters of queries for 
reading data . For example , the system 400 can create custom 
functions ( e . g . , Handlebars helpers ) for verifying table 
names , column names , alias table names , alias column 
names , etc . In one embodiment , the system 400 creates 
Handlebars helpers “ table , " " column , ” and “ alias ” to make 
sure the table , column , or alias actually exists in the data 
sources 410 . The system 400 can verify a table name or 
column name by checking that the table name or column 
name is within the schema of the database . The user can 
register the alias table name or column name , and the system 
400 may verify an alias name by checking that it is regis 
tered . 
[ 0102 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a flowchart for creating and 
displaying dynamic panels in a user interface , according to 
certain embodiments . The process 500 may be implemented 
by one or more systems described with respect to FIGS . 3 
and 4 . For illustrative purposes , the process 500 is explained 
below in connection with the system 300 in FIG . 3 and the 
example of FIG . 3A . Certain details relating to the process 
500 are explained in more detail with respect to FIGS . 1 - 4 . 
Depending on the embodiment , the process 500 may include 
fewer or additional blocks , and the blocks may be performed 
in an order that is different than illustrated . 
[ 0103 ] At block 501 , the system 300 generates a user 
interface configured to display a plurality of panels , each 
panel associated with display settings and a query . At block 
502 , the system 300 performs the query associated with a 
first panel . The first panel can be panel 310 in FIG . 3A . 
[ 0104 ] At block 503 , the system 300 displays the first 
panel in the user interface based on the display settings of 
the first panel . The query of panel 310 can be run to obtain 
the list of teams to display in panel 310 . The list of teams can 
be displayed according the document CSS of panel 310 . One 
team from the list of teams may be displayed in panel 310 
as the default value . For example , panel 310 shows the first 
team in the list . 
[ 0105 ] Similarly , the system 300 can perform the query 
associated with panel 320 and display panel 320 in the user 
interface based on the display settings of panel 320 . One 

season from the list of seasons may be displayed in panel 
320 as the default value . For example , panel 320 shows the 
most current season in the list . 
[ 0106 ] At block 504 , the system 300 performs the query 
associated with a second panel . The second panel can be 
panel 330 in FIG . 3A . 
10107 . At block 505 , the system 300 displays the second 
panel in the user interface based on the display settings of 
the second panel . The query of panel 330 can be run to 
obtain the list of games to display in panel 330 . As explained 
above , the query of panel 330 obtains the list of games to 
display for the team selected in panel 310 and the season 
selected in panel 320 . The list of games can be displayed 
according the document CSS of panel 330 . 
[ 0108 ] At block 506 , the system 300 receives user input 
changing the displayed result in the first panel . For example , 
the user selects Team 1 from the list of teams in panel 310 , 
and panel 310 is updated to show Team 1 as selected . The 
user selection is sent to the system 300 . 
[ 0109 ] At block 507 , the system 300 updates the display of 
the first panel . If there are any changes to be made to panel 
310 , the system 300 can refresh panel 310 , e . g . , by rerunning 
the query and / or regenerating panel 310 through the tem 
plate engine 350 . In the example of FIG . 3A , panel 310 is a 
dropdown control , so the system 300 may not have to update 
panel 310 . 
[ 0110 ] At block 508 , the system 300 updates the display of 
the second panel . Since the query of panel 330 links to panel 
310 , panel 330 is also updated to display games for Team 1 
for the season selected in panel 320 . For example , the query 
for panel 330 can be rerun . In this manner , linked panels can 
be updated dynamically . 
[ 0111 ] FIG . 6 illustrates a flowchart for writing to data 
sources using dynamic panels , according to certain embodi 
ments . The process 600 may be implemented by one or more 
systems described with respect to FIGS . 3 and 4 . For 
illustrative purposes , the process 600 is explained below in 
connection with the system 400 in FIG . 4 . Certain details 
relating to the process 600 are explained in more detail with 
respect to FIGS . 1 - 5 . Depending on the embodiment , the 
process 600 may include fewer or additional blocks , and the 
blocks may be performed in an order that is different than 
illustrated . 
[ 0112 ] At block 601 , the system 400 creates a custom 
function to verify parameters in a query . The custom func 
tions may be Handlebars helpers explained above , such as 
param helper , { { esc } } helper , { { # esc } } { { / esc } } block 
helper , etc . 
[ 0113 ] At block 602 , the system 400 receives a query 
using the custom function from a panel in the user interface . 
The user writes a query that uses the custom function . 
[ 0114 ] At block 603 , the system 400 invokes the custom 
function to verify and process parameters in the query . In 
one embodiment , the custom function replaces the param 
eters with respective placeholders and stores respective 
values corresponding to the parameters in an array . In 
another embodiment , the custom function changes respec 
tive values corresponding to the parameters to string format . 
[ 0115 ] At block 604 , the system 400 runs the query with 
the processed parameters to write to or read from the data 
source ( s ) 410 . 
[ 0116 ] FIGS . 7A - 7C illustrate various examples of panels 
and features provided by a dashboard creation system , 
according to certain embodiments . FIG . 7A illustrates the 
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alignment indicator feature for panels . As the user moves a 
panel within the user interface , other panels that line up with 
the panel being moved can be distinguished in the user 
interface to indicate that they are aligned . For example , the 
borders of the other panels can be highlighted , displayed in 
a different color , etc . In one embodiment , one or more 
guidelines appear to show that the panels are lined up ( e . g . , 
at one edge ) . 
[ 0117 ] FIG . 7B illustrates the auto zoom feature for pan 
els . When the finished user interface pages are displayed in 
the user interface , the user may resize the window of the user 
interface . In such case , the document and / or the panels in the 
user interface pages may be resized based on the width of the 
window . For example , if the window size is increased , the 
size of the document and / or the panels in the UI pages 
increase to fit the width of the window . Or if the window size 
is decreased , the size of the document and / or the panels in 
the UI pages decrease to fit the width of the window . This 
can be different from typical web pages where the content of 
the web pages remains the same regardless of whether the 
window of the browser is resized or not . 
[ 0118 ] FIG . 7C illustrates another example of a panel 730 . 
This panel may be referred to as a “ card ” panel since it 
includes one or more cards that can be selected . A card panel 
may refer to visualization of certain information within a 
card - like display . Either a single card or multiple cards can 
be selected , and the selections can be linked to other panels . 
In the example of FIG . 7C , different cards indicate a 
particular score combination for the outcome of a game . 
Users may sign up for a particular score combination in 
order to predict the outcome , and the user names are listed 
in the card they sign up for . 
[ 0119 ] In certain embodiments , the user login information 
may be saved as global variables so that they can be 
accessible within the document . The user login information 
can include the group , email address , name , etc . of the user . 
The user login information may be used in queries , for 
example , to check permissions , etc . 

products for presentation and dashboarding use cases 
because it is agnostic to the underlying data store . 
0122 ] In various embodiments , the Dashboard Creation 
Application may perform one or more of the functions noted 
below : 

[ 0123 ] Create dashboards which use Elasticsearch or 
SQL data sources 

[ 0124 ] Add chart , table , text , dropdown , map , multi 
select , etc . panels to dashboards 

[ 0125 ] Create custom panels 
101261 . Create basic links between panels 
[ 0127 ] Move and resize panels via the UI 
[ 0128 ] Edit the query template associated with a panel 

through the UI 
10129 ) Create / manage new documents through the UI 
[ 0130 ] Flexibility around which portions of a JSON 

response can be accessed and used as data for the 
panels 

10131 ] Share a pool of queries / variables across all pan 
els to make it easier to build dashboards 

[ 0132 ] Abstracting out features across backends into the 
“ basic ” or “ beginner ” UI 

[ 0133 ] In some embodiments , the Dashboard Creation 
Application integrates closely with other products so that 
more use cases can be covered by combining the tools 
appropriately . The numbers and types of users reached can 
be increased by improving the usability and expressiveness 
of the UI available to end users for building dashboards . In 
various embodiments , the Dashboard Creation Application 
may implement one or more of the functions noted below : 

[ 0134 ] Expansion of the formatting UI — users can 
make very specific visual edits to the panels through the 
UI 

[ 0135 ] Filters and / or panels from other applications or 
web - based applications can be dropped into and used 
inside Dashboard Creation Application . 

Dashboard Creation Application 
[ 0120 ] The system for providing a plurality of dynamic 
panels in a user interface as explained above may also be 
referred to as a “ Dashboard Creation Application . ” The 
Dashboard Creation Application ( DCA ) can be an extensible 
WYSIWYG ( What You See Is What You Get ) web appli 
cation for quickly and easily creating interactive , data 
driven web pages . For example , the Dashboard Creation 
Application can easily create interactive dashboards which 
support lightweight filtering and drill - down operations on 
top of arbitrary data storage systems or data sources . 
0121 ] In one embodiment , the Dashboard Creation Appli 
cation enables analysts to author dashboards of visualiza - 
tions for easy consumption by end users . It will provide a 
number of panels like charts , tables , and images , in a 
pluggable architecture so analysts can add custom panels for 
particular deployments . For example , a standard plug - in 
structure can be used across systems and products . Panels 
will be interactive and coordinated , and support filtering / 
aggregations to create drill - down style analysis . The dash 
board author will have fine control over the layout and 
styling of the panels contained in each Dashboard Creation 
Application dashboard . The Dashboard Creation Applica - 
tion will be deployable on top of any collection of other 

Example Implementation Mechanisms 
[ 0136 ] For example , FIG . 8 shows a block diagram that 
illustrates a computer system 800 upon which an embodi 
ment may be implemented . For example , the computing 
system 800 may comprise a system for providing a plurality 
of dynamic panels in a user interface . Other computing 
systems discussed herein may include any portion of the 
circuitry and / or functionality discussed with reference to 
system 800 . For instance , the system 300 and / or 400 can 
each include some or all of the components and / or func 
tionality of the system 800 . 
[ 0137 ) Computer system 800 includes a bus 802 or other 
communication mechanism for communicating information , 
and a hardware processor , or multiple processors , 804 
coupled with bus 802 for processing information . Hardware 
processor ( s ) 804 may be , for example , one or more general 
purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0138 ] Computer system 800 also includes a main 
memory 806 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
802 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 804 . Main memory 806 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 804 . Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 804 , render computer system 
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800 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0139 ] Computer system 800 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 808 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 802 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 804 . A storage device 810 , such as a magnetic 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc . , is 
provided and coupled to bus 802 for storing information and 
instructions . 
[ 0140 ] Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 
to a display 812 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD 
display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to a 
computer user . An input device 814 , including alphanumeric 
and other keys , is coupled to bus 802 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 804 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 816 , such 
as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
municating direction information and command selections 
to processor 804 and for controlling cursor movement on 
display 812 . This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and a second axis 
( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
cursor . 
[ 0141 ) Computing system 800 may include a user inter 
face module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a 
mass storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the computing device ( s ) . 
[ 0142 ] Computer system 800 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard - wired logic , 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program 
logic which in combination with the computer system causes 
or programs computer system 800 to be a special - purpose 
machine . According to one embodiment , the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 800 in response to 
processor ( s ) 804 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 806 . Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 806 from 
another storage medium , such as storage device 810 . Execu 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 806 causes processor ( s ) 804 to perform the process 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination 
with software instructions . 
[ 0143 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 804 for execution . For example , the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to computer system 800 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 802 . Bus 802 carries the 
data to main memory 806 , from which processor 804 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 806 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 810 either before or after execution by 
processor 804 . 

[ 0144 ] Computer system 800 also includes a communica 
tion interface 818 coupled to bus 802 . Communication 
interface 818 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 820 that is connected to a local 
network 822 . For example , communication interface 818 
may be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 
818 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or 
WAN component to communicate with a WAN ) . Wireless 
links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
communication interface 818 sends and receives electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0145 ] Network link 820 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , network link 820 may provide a connection 
through local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
826 . ISP 826 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 825 . Local 
network 822 and Internet 825 both use electrical , electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
network link 820 and through communication interface 818 , 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
800 , are example forms of transmission media . 
[ 0146 ] Computer system 800 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 820 and communication interface 818 . In 
the Internet example , a server 830 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
825 , ISP 826 , local network 822 and communication inter 
face 818 . 
[ 0147 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
804 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 810 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 

Example Dashboard Creation System 
[ 0148 ] FIG . 9 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face 900 comprising dynamic panels for displaying results 
of queries performed on one or more data sources . Panels 
910 , 920 , 930 , 940 , 950 , 960 , and 970 are some examples of 
different types of panels that can be included in the user 
interface 900 . Panels 910 , 940 , and 950 show progress as a 
bar and as a percentage . Panels 920 and 930 show count 
down progress as a number of days and as budget remaining . 
Panels 960 and 970 show the progress of certain metrics as 
percentages . 
[ 0149 ] Like the panels described with respect to FIG . 1 , 
the panels in FIG . 9 can be linked to one or more other 
dynamic panels . The panels in FIG . 9 can also output data 
to other panels , are associated with query code for retrieving 
data , output a visualization based on the queried data and 
selected display settings , and update when the underlying 
data changes . Furthermore , in addition to the panels being 
associated with query code , the panels can use one or more 
variables , be defined with one or more styles , have a number 
of HTML or CSS properties , be dependent on data from 
other panels , or output data used by other dependent panels . 
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sponding code , greatly simplifying the document develop 
ment process . Fields still provide the ability to manipulate 
panels by code - level edits . 

[ 0150 ] FIG . 10 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter - 
face 1000 of a dashboard creation system comprising 
dynamic panels for displaying results of queries performed 
on one or more data sources with editing tools . FIG . 10 
includes the user interface 900 from FIG . 9 in a dashboard 
creation system with tool pages 1030 , 1040 , 1050 , and 1060 
in a browser 1010 . The example embodiment of FIG . 10 
shows other embodiments for displaying a number of ele 
ments shown and discussed with respect to FIGS . 2A - 2D . 
[ 0151 ] The user interface 1000 can be accessed as a 
through a browser or as a standalone program . As shown in 
FIG . 10 , the example user interface 1000 is accessed in a 
browser 1010 by accessing a website address 1020 . In some 
embodiments , the user interface 1000 can be accessed 
through a local program , which can be helpful for using the 
dashboard creation system when internet access is not 
available . A toolbar 1070 at the top of the page includes 
buttons to access tool pages related to queries , functions , 
data , dependencies , styles , variables , and other toolbars . In 
some embodiments , the tool pages can be shown as stand 
alone pages or as tool pages overlaid on top of interfaces ( for 
example , FIG . 2B shows a query page 220 while FIG . 2C 
shows a global variables page 230 as a tool page overlaid on 
top of main page 210 ) . Although FIG . 10 shows tool pages 
1030 , 1040 , 1050 , and 1060 beside or overlaid on user 
interface 900 , different embodiments may also show the tool 
pages as separate pages . 
[ 0152 ] Tool pages 1050 and 1060 include tabs indicating 
the type of tool pages that are available . Tool page 1050 
includes tabs for queries , functions , data , and dependencies . 
Tool page 1060 includes tabs for styles and variables . 
[ 0153 ] The user interface 1000 also includes tool pages 
1030 and 1040 in column format along the left and right 
sides of the user interface 900 . Tool page 1030 includes a 
number of selectable interface elements such as layout group 
1031 , coded element 1032 indicated by a “ < > ” tag icon , 
visualization 1033 indicated by a pie chart icon , map 1034 
indicated by a map icon , and other types of elements 1035 
indicated by other icons . Tool page 1030 can include the 
structural divisions of main page 900 , including structural 
divisions for the header , body , comments , tables , para 
graphs , div , etc . , and elements listed in tool page 1030 can 
be nested to reflect those structural divisions . Tool page 
1040 includes multiple icons 1041 for alignment and fields 
1042 for arrangement . Tool page 1040 can also include CSS 
associations 1043 and custom styles 1044 where a style can 
be defined for any element or group of elements on a page . 
The icons 1041 , fields 1042 , CSS associations 1043 , and 
custom styles 1044 can be interacted with to cause proper 
ties to change in the coding of the user interface 900 , such 
as in the HTML , CSS , or script coding . 
[ 0154 ] The document of FIG . 9 can be easily created and 
edited using the interface shown in FIG . 10 . Querying 
documents , interacting with variables , defining styles , for 
matting element layouts , and displaying queried data can 
require technical skills including programming in database 
languages such as SQL and other languages JSON , XML , 
HTML , CSS , Javascript , as well as graphic design skills . 
However , the panels provide a template that already incor - 
porates much of the technical backbone so that users do not 
need in - depth technical skills . Properties of panels manipu - 
lated in the tool pages automatically generate the corre 

Example Tool Pages 
[ 0155 ] FIGS . 11A - 11C illustrates embodiments of user 
interfaces of a dashboard creation system for creating a 
dynamic panel . The user interfaces in 11A - 11C can be 
overlaid on top of other interfaces . For example , the user 
interfaces in 11A - 11C , 12 - 16 , and 19 - 20 can be displayed as 
tool pages 1050 and 1060 in FIG . 10 . In some embodiments , 
the user interfaces 11A - 11C are displayed as standalone 
pages . 
[ 0156 ] The user interface in FIG . 11A shows a query page 
1100 that allows a user to enter and edit a query associated 
with a panel . Query page 1100 can appear when the user 
clicks on the query link in the toolbar 1070 of FIG . 10 or on 
the query link in the toolbar 1101 at the top of the query page 
1100 of FIG . 11A . The query page 1100 can display a list of 
queries 1102 . The queries in the list of queries 1102 can be 
queries that are stored in a database and can be reused across 
different panels and different documents . A user can select a 
query from the list of queries or create a new query by 
clicking a button 1104 . The query page 1100 can also include 
a code section 1106 for entering the query and a preview 
section 1108 . The user may update or delete any query from 
the query page 1100 . Selecting a query from the list of 
queries 1102 can cause the code section 1106 to show the 
code associated with that query . Selecting a panel ( such as 
panels 910 , 920 , 930 , 940 , 950 , 960 , and 970 of FIG . 9 ) can 
cause the query associated with the selected panel to be 
displayed in the code section 1106 . The query may read from 
or write to one or more databases that can be selected from 
database dropdown list 1112 , which can auto - populate with 
a list of available databases and databases referenced by any 
of the queries in the query list 1102 . The example database 
selection in the database dropdown list is SQL Database 1 . 
A run button 1114 can be clicked to execute the query . In 
some embodiments , the run button 1114 can execute the 
query selected in the list of queries 1102 or displayed in code 
section 1106 along with any dependent queries . A preview 
section 1108 shows a preview of results of the execution of 
the query in code section 1106 . An update button 1116 can 
update the query or the output when clicked and also 
indicated if the query or output is updated . Clicking the 
update button can also cause variables , panels , widgets , and 
functions that depend on the edited query to also update . 
Determining the dependent relationships is further discussed 
with respect to other figures such as FIG . 12 . A button 1118 
can also be provided to include partials , which are parts of 
reusable code . 
0157 ] The user interface in FIG . 11B shows a function 
page 1140 that allows a user to enter and edit a function . 
Function page 1140 can appear when the user clicks on the 
function link in the toolbar 1070 of FIG . 10 or on the 
function link in the toolbar 1101 at the top of the function 
page 1140 of FIG . 11B . The function page 1140 can display 
a list of functions 1142 . The functions in the list of functions 
1142 can be functions that are stored in a database and can 
be reused across different queries and different documents . 
A user can select a function from the list of queries or create 
a new function by clicking a button 1144 . The function page 
1100 can also include a code section 1146 for entering the 
function and a preview section 1148 . The user may update 
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or delete any function from the function page 1100 . Select 
ing a function from the list of functions 1142 can cause the 
code section 1146 to show the code associated with that 
function . Selecting function code used in a query can 
provide an option to display the function code in code 
section 1146 . The function shown in the code section 1146 
can be written in a template syntax that is different from the 
language of the query shown in code section 1106 . A run 
button 1150 can be clicked to execute the function . In some 
embodiments , the run button 1150 can execute the function 
selected in the list of functions 1142 or displayed in code 
section 1146 along with any queries that are dependent on 
the function . A preview section 1148 shows a preview of the 
function ' s output . An update button 1152 can update the 
function or the output when clicked and also shows a 
checkmark to indicate if the function successfully runs on a 
page load . An “ X ” or other indicator can show when the 
function fails to successfully run . 
[ 0158 ] The user interface in FIG . 11C shows a variables 
page 1180 that allows a user to view and edit variables , 
similar to the global variables page 230 of FIG . 2C . Vari 
ables page 1180 can appear when the user clicks on the 
variables link in the toolbar 1070 of FIG . 10 or on the 
variables link in the toolbar 1182 at the top of the variables 
page 1180 of FIG . 11C . The function page 1180 can display 
a list of variables 1184 and the value of the variables . The 
variables in the list of variables 1142 can be local variables . 
In some embodiments , the variables in the list of variables 
1142 can be global variables that can be reused across 
different queries . In some embodiments , the variables in the 
list of variables 1142 can be global variables that can be 
reused across different documents . A user can create a new 
variable by clicking a button 1186 . Selecting a variable used 
in a query or function can provide an option to display the 
variable in variable page 1180 . 
[ 0159 ] The tool pages shown in FIG . 11A to 11C provide 
helpful , code - level editing tools . This way , documents can 
be edited and scripted at code - level details so that techni 
cally skilled document developers are not limited to tem 
plated functionalities . 

representation of a data item as stored in a database or 
otherwise stored in a computer readable storage medium . 
The nodes can be connected by one or more edges ( which 
may be directional or not ) . Accordingly , the visualization 
1202 comprises a visual representation of a type of math 
ematical graph . Thus , the dependency visualization 1202 
may also be referred to as a “ dependency graph ” or simply 
a “ graph . ” 
10162 ] The nodes in the graph 1202 are represented as 
icons 1204 with arrows ( or edges ) indicating the direction of 
dependencies . As used herein , the term " edge ” is a broad 
term that encompasses its ordinary and customary meaning , 
and includes but is not limited to any representation or 
indication of a relationship among two or more nodes ( e . g . , 
two or more elements or groups of elements ) . For example , 
the term “ edge ” may refer to any type of graphical repre 
sentation of a relationship or dependency between two 
nodes , e . g . , as shown in the visualization 1202 . In another 
example , the term " edge ” may refer to any type of logical 
representation of a relationship among two or more nodes , 
e . g . , a digital representation of a relationship among two or 
more nodes ( e . g . , data items ) as stored in a database or 
otherwise stored in a computer readable storage medium . 
[ 0163 ] The different icons represent different elements of 
a document , similar to the icons shown in FIG . 10 . The 
dependency page 1200 in FIG . 12 can include icons for 
coded elements 1206 such as widgets , functions 1208 , 
queries 1210 , variables 1212 , and packages 1214 . The icons 
can be color coded . For example , the widget icons 1206 can 
be blue , the function icons 1208 can be yellow , and the 
variable icons can be purple . Icons can further be broken 
down to show subtypes . For example , icon 1206 can be a 
blue circle with " < > " to show a widget , icon 1232 can be 
a blue circle with a bar graph to show a bar graph widget , 
and icon 1234 can be a blue circle with a pie chart to show 
a pie chart widget . Some elements in a document have 
neither upstream nor downstream dependency . Several icons 
1228 shown in the top left corner have no dependent arrows 
because the elements underlying the icons are independent 
and have no downstream dependencies . Some groups of 
elements in a document can have a separate dependency 
chain . Icons 1230 show a small dependency chain separate 
from the main web . 
[ 0164 ] Dependency page 1200 can appear when the user 
clicks on the dependency link in the toolbar 1070 of FIG . 10 
or on the dependency link in the toolbar 1216 at the top of 
the dependency page 1200 of FIG . 12 . The dependency page 
1200 can display a list of elements 1218 included in the 
graphical visualization 1202 . The list 1218 can show both 
the name and type of element . In some embodiments , a user 
can select an element in either the list 1218 or the visual 
ization 1202 to show or highlight the element in the other of 
the list 1218 or the visualization 1202 . In some embodi 
ments , selecting an element in either the list 1218 or the 
visualization 1202 will show or highlight the element in a 
different user interface . For example , selecting a panel in the 
list 1218 or panel icon in the visualization 1202 can bring up 
panel 910 for display in the user interface 900 of FIG . 9 or 
FIG . 10 or bring up a query and query code associated with 
the selected panel in a query page 1100 of FIG . 11A . As 
another example , selecting a variable in the list of elements 
1218 or a variable icon in the visualization 1202 can cause 
a variable page 1180 to display or highlight the selected 
variable . As another example , selecting a query in the list of 

Example Dependency Tool Pages 
[ 0160 ] FIG . 12 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies . The 
user interface shows a dependency page 1200 that shows 
visualization 1202 of dependencies of , or relationships 
among , queries , functions , variables , widgets , and / or the 
like . As used herein , a first element is “ dependent ” on a 
second element if the first element cannot be executed , 
completed , or known until the second element is known , 
completed , or executed and provided to the first element . For 
example , a panel configured to show the sum of a variable 
value added to a number queried from a database is depen 
dent on both the variable and the query result . 
[ 0161 ] The graphical visualization is shown as a layout of 
graphical nodes ( e . g . , icons , shapes , etc . ) . As used herein , 
the term " node ” is a broad term that encompasses its 
ordinary and customary meaning , and includes but is not 
limited to any representation or indication of a data item 
( e . g . , an element ) or a group of data items . For example , the 
term “ node ” may refer to any type of graphical representa - 
tion of a data item , e . g . , as shown in the visualization 1202 . 
In another example , the term “ node ” may refer to any type 
of logical representation of any data item , e . g . , a digital 
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to an icon in the 1st layer . The icons in the 3rd layer have at 
least one dependency to an icon in the 2nd layer . 
[ 0168 ] FIG . 14 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies . FIG . 14 
shows the effects of making sub - selections using the drop 
down menu 1220 of FIG . 12 . The user interface shows a 
dependency page 1400 that shows visualization 1202 after 
making a sub - selection of dependencies . Icon 1404 is 
selected in the visualization 1202 . In the dropdown menu 
1220 , the option “ Neighbors ” is selected . In response , the 
visualization updates so that only the icons that are neigh 
bors of the selected icon 1404 are shown . In some embodi 
ments , all of the visualization 1202 is visible , but the 
neighbors are emphasized or highlighted . Other selections 
can be made to show or highlight upstream dependencies , 
downstream dependencies , or only selected icons . Other 
selections can be made to show only certain types of 
elements ( e . g . , only queries and variables ) . 
[ 0169 ] The dependency visualization can be used to iden 
tify the longest dependencies and visualize dataflow . Based 
on this visualization , dataflow can be restructured so that 
documents load faster . Long dependency chains can be 
identified , and code can be rewritten so that elements are 
loaded in parallel instead of in sequence . The longest 
loading elements can be prioritized and coded to begin 
loading earlier . Furthermore , dependency data can be stored 
as dependency information . The dependency information 
can be referenced when changes are made to a document and 
the output of the document is refreshed . By referencing the 
dependency information , only elements dependent on 
changes can be refreshed , resulting in faster refresh times . 

elements 1218 or a query icon in the visualization 1202 can 
cause a query page 1100 to display the code of the selected 
query . As another example , selecting a variable in the list of 
elements 1218 or a variable icon in the visualization 1202 
can cause a query page 1100 to display where in the query 
the code the selected variable is used . 
[ 0165 ] The example dependency page also includes a 
dropdown menu 1220 , a hierarchy view button 1222 , a web 
view button 1224 , and a refresh button 1226 along the top . 
The dropdown menu 1220 allows certain features to be 
highlighted in the visualization 1202 and is further described 
with respect to FIGS . 14 and 20 . Clicking the hierarchy view 
button 1222 causes the icons in the visualization 1202 to 
display in an arrangement according to levels of dependency 
depth , with independent elements in a first area , elements 
with one level of dependency in a second area ( such as 
below the first area ) , and so on . An example hierarchy is 
shown in FIG . 13 . Clicking the web view button causes the 
icons in the visualization to display in the web - like arrange 
ment shown in FIG . 12 . In the web view , icons of the lowest 
level dependencies extending out as a chain of icons from 
icons of upstream elements . The refresh button can be 
clicked to re - determine dependencies and update the visu 
alization 1202 . 
[ 0166 ] The visualization 1202 can be generated , at least in 
part , based on the way that queries are linked to other 
elements . For example , in some embodiments , variables in 
a query are coded with a template syntax such as Handlebars 
or Mustache . A custom function written in the language of 
the template syntax can be used to link the dependencies , 
such as a query and a variable . For example , the user creates 
a query as follows : UPDATE table SET text = " new Text " 
WHERE id = { { p1 . text } } . The function can extract the 
dependency of the parameter inside of the { { } } and link the 
query with p1 . text using Handlebar helpers . Accordingly , in 
some embodiments , a custom Handlebar can be used to 
determine some dependencies of an underlying language , 
such as SQL , without needing to execute the underlying 
SQL code . In some embodiments , the graph is drawn with 
SVG and managed with D3 . js or any library that manages 
markup . In some embodiments , the layout can be generated 
as a force directed graph . In some embodiments , the layout 
or positioning of the nodes uses WebCola and Darge librar 
ies . The dependency information can be stored and updated 
as the queries , panels , variables , and functions change . This 
stored dependency information can be used , as described in 
further detail with respect to other figures , to partially 
refresh parts of documents affected by changes without 
needing to refresh parts of documents unaffected by 
changes . This stored dependency information can also be 
used to determine options for populating autocomplete 
fields . 
[ 0167 ] FIG . 13 illustrates embodiments of visual indica 
tions of dependencies . Dependency visualization area 1300 
shows different arrangements of icons as visualizations of 
dependencies . Visualization group 1302 shows icons with 
out interconnection arrows because elements underlying the 
icons have no upstream or downstream dependencies . Visu 
alization groups 1304 , 1306 , and 1308 show different varia 
tions of visualization webs . Visualization group 1310 shows 
two , two - icon dependency webs . Visualization group 1312 
shows a hierarchical view of dependency icons . The icons in 
the 2nd layer of the hierarchy have at least one dependency 

Example Tool Pages 
[ 0170 ] FIG . 15 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face for configuring a dataset . The user interface in FIG . 15 
shows a data page 1500 that allows a user to provide a local 
dataset . Data page 1500 can appear when the user clicks on 
the data link in the toolbar 1070 of FIG . 10 or on the data 
link in the toolbar 1101 at the top of the data page 1500 of 
FIG . 15 . The data page 1500 can display a list 1502 of 
available datasets . The datasets in the list of datasets 1502 
can be datasets that are stored on a local machine instead of 
being accessed through a network . Accessing a local dataset 
can allow users to test out code on various datasets without 
needing to configure a network connection and without 
needing to access remote databases . This way , a database 
can continue to be used while local data is experimented 
with . A user can select a dataset from the list 1502 of datasets 
or import a new dataset from a file by clicking a button 1504 . 
Users can edit the data using the data page 1500 to see its 
effect on a user interface , such as user interface 900 of FIG . 
9 , without needing permissions to write data to or overwrite 
data on a database and without disturbing the database that 
might be in use . Alternatively , a user can drag and drop a file 
1506 into the data page 1500 . The data page 1500 can also 
include a preview section 1508 . The user may update or edit 
any data from the data page 1100 . Selecting a dataset from 
the list of datasets 1502 can cause the preview section 1508 
to show the data contained within the dataset . 
[ 0171 ] When remote databases are accessed , user permis 
sions or authentication can be required . Queries to databases 
can access databases if appropriate permissions or creden 
tials are configured . Examples of Access Control Lists and 
ACL features , and systems for generating ACLs as described 
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herein , may be found in U . S . Pat . No . 8 , 527 , 461 entitled 
“ CROSS - ACL MULTI - MASTER REPLICATION ” filed 
Nov . 27 , 2012 , U . S . Pat . No . 8 , 688 , 749 entitled “ CROSS 
ONTOLOGY MULTI - MASTER REPLICATION ” filed 
Mar . 31 , 2011 , U . S . Pat . No . 9 , 081 , 975 entitled “ SHARING 
INFORMATION BETWEEN NEXUSES THAT USE DIF 
FERENT CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES FOR INFOR 
MATION ACCESS CONTROL ” filed Oct . 22 , 2012 , and 
U . S . Pat . No . 8 , 838 , 538 entitled “ TECHNIQUES FOR 
REPLICATING CHANGES TO ACCESS CONTROL 
LISTS ON INVESTIGATIVE ANALYSIS DATA ” filed Jul . 
31 , 2013 , the entire disclosure of each of which is hereby 
made part of this specification as if set forth fully herein and 
incorporated by reference for all purposes , for all that it 
contains . 
[ 0172 ] FIG . 16 illustrates one embodiment of a dataset 
shown in a user interface 1600 . FIG . 16 shows the data page 
1500 after data is loaded from the file 1506 . Once imported , 
queries can be run against the dataset . The list of datasets 
1502 includes the first set of imported data . The preview 
section 1508 shows the data contained within the data file 
1506 . Add column button 1610 can be clicked to add a 
column of data to the data set , and the add row button 1612 
can be clicked to add a row of data to the data set . The 
upload button 1614 can be clicked to upload the dataset to 
the document itself , to a remote computer , or to a remote 
database . In embodiments where the upload button 1614 is 
clicked to upload the dataset to the document itself , the 
dataset can be stored in JSON as part of the document . The 
refresh button 1616 refreshes the displayed data based on 
any changes to the underlying source . 
[ 0173 ] In some embodiments , the user interface 1600 can 
show data retrieved from a database . A name of the data or 
the database can be listed . When the name is selected , the 
data can be displayed in the user interface . A list of the 
available data from databases and from local sources can 
allow different sources of data to be selected and used . In 
some embodiments , local data can be edited or renamed , and 
queries can be directed to execute on the local data or locally 
edited database data instead of an original target of the 
query . Data that is locally edited can be uploaded to the 
document , a database , or a remote server by pressing the 
upload button 1614 . In conjunction with using local data as 
shown in FIG . 16 , the dashboard creation system can be run 
as an executable or downloaded file instead of being run 
through a web browser . By using a local executable dash 
board creation system and local data files , no internet access 
is needed . 
[ 0174 ] FIG . 17 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources with editing 
tools . The user interface 1700 shows a dashboard creation 
system with tool pages and a preview of a main page 1701 . 
The main page 1701 includes a first panel 1702 named wl 
that shows a bar graph representation of data . The main page 
1702 also includes a second panel 1704 named w2 that 
shows a dropdown menu for a user to select a data source . 
The selected data source is the data source that is queried by 
wl to generate the bar graph . 
[ 0175 ] A tool page along the right side of user interface 
1700 includes a number of fields to edit settings of a selected 
panel , such as wl . Buttons 1701 can be selected to edit the 
data , axes , or miscellaneous settings of panel w1 . Field 1712 
allows for code to be written defining the source of the 

X - axis for panel w1 . As a value , such as “ w2 ” is typed into 
field 1712 , a dropdown menu is displayed to provide an 
autocompleted list of variables , objects , and other properties 
related to w2 for selection . Widgets can be added to the main 
page using an add widget button 1706 . Tool page 1708 
includes a list of selectable elements . In the example of FIG . 
17 , the list includes w1 and w2 . 
[ 0176 ] The field 1712 can populate options in the auto 
completed list by referencing the stored dependency infor 
mation . For example , panel wl may use , for its x axis , 
{ { SelectedDisplayValues } } of panel w2 . This can be stored 
as a dependency : panel w1 depends on panel w2 , which 
depends on { { SelectedDisplay } } . Accordingly , in the auto 
complete list , the option “ w2 . SelectedDisplay Values ” can be 
determined to be an autocomplete option by looking through 
data stored in the dependency chain . 
10177 ] FIG . 18 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources with editing 
tools . The user interface 1800 shows a dashboard creation 
system with tools pages and a preview of a main page 1801 . 
The main page 1801 includes a first panel 1802 named w34 
and a second panel 1804 named dialog _ button . The first 
panel 1802 is configured to display welcome text in a dialog 
box when the run button 1804 is pressed . 
[ 0178 ] Widgets can be added to the main page 1801 by 
clicking the add widget button , which then causes a drop 
down menu 1806 to display . Different categories of widgets 
are shown , and a panel type can be selected , dragged , and 
dropped into a location in the main page . Each widget placed 
on a main page 1801 can cause HTML , JavaScript , and 
query code to be coded in the document . Furthermore , tools 
provide for the entry of query code to be associated with the 
widget . Accordingly , widgets allow for user - friendly design 
of documents without needing technical HTML and 
JavaScript coding skills . In addition , the dashboard creation 
system provides editable fields to modify and code HTML , 
JavaScript , query , and other settings so that advanced users 
are not limited to a widget template . 
[ 0179 ] A tool page along the right side of user interface 
1800 includes a number of fields to edit settings of a selected 
panel , such as the dialog _ button . A field 1808 allows the 
name of the panel to be edited . A query field 1810 allows a 
query to be written for the dialog button , and is currently 
shown as a blank set of braces . A text field 1812 causes any 
entered text to be displayed in the panel 1804 . A CSS field 
1814 allows a style to be defined for the panel 1804 . The 
panel can refresh the representation of queried data when the 
text , style , or settings are modified 
[ 0180 ] An event menu 1816 for dialog panel w34 1802 
provides for a selection of events to trigger the execution of 
one or more queries or other actions related to the dialog 
panel w34 . In some embodiments , a function or query of 
dialog panel w34 will execute when triggered by the event 
selected in the event menu 1816 . In some embodiments , the 
panel itself will not display , or will not display a visualiza 
tion , until the event is triggered . Example events include 
when the user application is ready , when the user application 
is resized , when a panel is closed or opened , when a variable 
is set , when a script or function has started or completed , etc . 
In the example of FIG . 18 , the welcome dialog is set to 
display when a user clicks the run button . 
[ 0181 ] FIGS . 15 to 18 show additional functionality . Local 
data can be used where access to remote databases is not 
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available . Local data also allows for data manipulation and 
experimentation in developing a document when data in the 
actual database may be in use by another program . For 
example , local medical data can be manipulated and experi 
mented for designing a document for a hospital because 
experimenting with a hospital ' s live database could have 
undesirable consequences . Having multiple data sources 
gives document developers flexibility to experiment . The 
further help with experimenting and document design . 
Document development tools , such as autocomplete fields 
and panel displays of queried data , can be determined and 
shown quickly by partially refreshing elements dependent 
on changes instead of refreshing entire documents . Changes 
can also be quickly reflected across different pages by 
updating dependent elements . The dependencies can be 
determined by the stored dependency information . 

Example Timing Tools 
10182 ] FIG . 19 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies and a 
table of execution times . The user interface shows a depen 
dency page 1900 that shows visualization 1202 of depen 
dencies of queries , functions , variables , and widgets similar 
to FIG . 12 . A timing table 1904 is shown beside the 
visualization 1202 . The timing table 1904 lists the names of 
the elements shown in the visualization and the type of each 
element . When a document is loaded , various execution 
times can be logged and then presented . The timing table 
lists the time in node for the elements , which includes the 
time that it took a particular element to load . For example , 
as shown in FIG . 19 , Query 1 took 646 ms to execute . The 
timing table also lists the server time for a particular 
element . As part of the 646 ms that it took Query 1 to 
execute , 270 ms was taken by a server to respond with the 
data requested by Query 1 . The timing table also lists the 
load time for a particular element . The load time is the total 
time taken after the document begins loading before an 
element is completed . For example , Query 1 might not 
immediately execute when a document is loaded because 
Query 1 might require other elements to load first due to 
dependencies . As a result , although Query 1 only took 646 
ms to load , it took 1598 ms before Query 1 completed 
because Query 1 did not start executing during the first 952 
ms . 
[ 0183 ] Selecting an element in the timing table 1904 can 
cause the visualization 1202 to show or highlight the cor 
responding icon for the selected element , and , in some 
embodiments , also highlight any dependency chain branches 
associated with the corresponding icon . The timing table and 
dependency visualizations can be used in order to quickly 
identify the elements that take the longest to load and the 
elements with the longest dependency chains . The table and 
visualization make it easy to quickly identify the slowest 
elements . 
[ 0184 ] FIG . 20 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies and a 
table of execution times . The user interface shows a depen 
dency page 2000 that shows visualization 2002 . Depen 
dency page 2000 shows variations on embodiments of 
several previously discussed user interfaces . Visualization 
2002 shows the dependencies of queries , functions , vari - 
ables , and widgets similar to visualization 1202 of FIG . 12 , 
but the visualization 2002 is displayed in a hierarchical 
layout format instead of a web . The timing table 2004 is 

similar to timing table 1904 of FIG . 19 , but the timing table 
2004 is rearranged by element name . In some embodiments , 
the timing table can be arranged to list the elements by speed 
for any of the time in node , time in server , or load time . 
[ 0185 ] Selecting an element in the timing table 1904 can 
cause the visualization 1202 to show or highlight the cor 
responding icon for the selected element , and , in some 
embodiments , also highlight the dependency chain associ 
ated with the corresponding icon . Developers can use the 
timing table and dependency visualizations in order to 
quickly identify the elements that take the longest time to 
load and the elements with the longest dependency chains . 
The table and visualization make it easy to quickly identify 
the slowest elements by the highest load time or highest time 
in node . This can enable certain sections of code be rewritten 
to remove dependencies or be restructure code so that 
elements in a document load faster . This can be done , for 
example , by starting certain slower elements sooner , restrict 
ing certain elements to execute in parallel , breaking certain 
elements into smaller elements , prioritizing the execution of 
elements from which a lot of other elements depend , etc . To 
speed up a document completion time , the element with the 
highest completion time can be coded to execute faster or 
start executing sooner . 
[ 0186 ] FIG . 21 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources with a 
placeholder visual . User interface 2100 shows a dashboard 
creation system with tool pages 2102 , 2104 and a main page 
2106 that includes a plurality of panels such as panel 2108 
and panel 2110 . 
[ 0187 ] The main page 2106 is being loaded as an end user 
would see it when trying to access the main page 2106 
without tool pages . Some panels , such as 2108 , acquire all 
dependent elements , execute queries , receive query data , 
and generate an output representation of the queried data . 
Other panels , such as panel 2110 , may still be executing or 
waiting for dependent data . Because long dependency 
chains , complex queries , and times for retrieving informa 
tion from databases can add up to incur significant delays , it 
can be helpful to indicate in the main page that an element 
is not finished loading by use of a loading graphic such as 
loading wheel 2112 . Otherwise , without the loading graphic , 
a blank space might confuse a user into thinking that no 
panel is present when the panel is actually present but still 
loading . For the selected panel 2110 , a toolbar 2104 shows 
editable settings such as HTML and Javascript code asso 
ciated with the panel . 
[ 0188 ] Another toolbar 2114 shows loading options asso 
ciated with the panel , such as the time ( in ms ) that the panel 
can take to complete before a loading graphic appears . For 
brief amounts of time , no loading graphic might be neces 
sary . In FIG . 21 , 2000 ms is selected as the time before the 
loading graphic appears . In some embodiments , a panel has 
a default time before the loading graphic appears . In some 
embodiments , the time before the loading graphic appears 
can be determined by a computer system based , at least in 
part , on the timing data collected for a simulated or loaded 
document . For example , loading times can be set for panels 
based on the average load time , average time in node , 
average time in server , an percentage of the max load time , 
within a few standard deviations of the average load time , or 
other statistical measurement based on the timing data . In 
some embodiments , a spinner can be shown when a panel 
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takes an abnormally long time to load . For example , if a 
panel with a spinner timeout of 2000 ms normally takes 50 
ms to load , a spinner can nonetheless load if the panel 
( perhaps due to querying a database that happens to be busy 
at the moment ) takes 2 , 5 , or 10 times longer to load . In these 
instances , the spinner might display at 100 ms , 250 ms , or 
1000 ms despite the 2000 ms spinner timeout . 
[ 0189 ] FIG . 22 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources . The user 
interface 2200 shows the same main page 2106 as in FIG . 
21 , except that in FIG . 22 , the panel 2110 has finished 
loading . In FIG . 22 , panel 2110 shows a representation of 
queried data instead of the loading graphic . 
[ 0190 ] FIG . 23 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources while being 
edited . The user interface 2300 shows a main page 2306 that 
includes panel 2302 . Panel 2302 includes an area 2304 for 
displaying a representation of queried data , but area 2304 
can be blank before the queried data is available to the panel 
2302 . Tool page 2308 includes a list of a number of 
selectable interface elements . Tool page 2310 includes dis 
play formatting options associated with a panel , such as a 
title , alignment , and width . Tool page 2311 provides a field 
for data for a selected panel . As data or a data source is 
entered , the panel associated with the data field will update 
to render the data . Downstream dependent elements of the 
panel can also update and refresh as data is entered . The 
downstream dependent elements can be determined with 
respect to the stored dependency information . Tool page 
2312 includes display formatting options associated with a 
different panel . Tool page 2314 includes formatting options 
such as a title and alignment associated with yet another 
panel . 
[ 0191 ] The timing tools can be used to determine the 
slowest loading elements . Elements can be selected in the 
timing tables and their corresponding dependency chains 
can be viewed , allowing long dependency chains to be 
identified and restructured . Long loading elements can be 
indicated to end users by loading graphics . The loading 
timeouts can be set , adjusted , or automatically populated 
based on the timing data , and the loading timeouts can be 
change based on normal and abnormal behaviors . 

approved or checked in . This can be done , for example , by 
integrating various software versioning or revision history 
functionality from tools such as Subversion , Revision Con 
trol System , Concurrent , Vault , Integrity , git , iManage , etc . 
A sidebar 2408 provides a number of viewing and organi 
zational tools . At the top of sidebar 2408 , an option is 
provided to view the code diff ( shown as JSON diff in FIG . 
24 ) or to view the visual diff ( for example , as shown in FIG . 
25 ) . A change list can be expanded to display a list of 
changes for selection , which causes code sections 2402 and 
2404 to jump to the line of code relating to the selected 
change . Widgets and document elements can also be 
selected to jump to lines of code relating to the widget or 
document element . 
[ 0193 ] FIG . 25 illustrates one embodiment of a side - by 
side difference comparison of a user interface comprising 
dynamic panels for displaying side - by - side results of differ 
ent queries performed on one or more data sources . The user 
interface 2500 shows the WYSIWYG view of user inter 
faces before and after the code updates described in FIG . 24 . 
Main page 2502 shows the WYSIWYG output based on 
code section 2402 , and main page 2504 shows the WYSI 
WYG output based on updated code section 2404 . Resulting 
differences in the output can be highlighted or visually 
indicated as shown by 2506 , 2508 . Updating the main page 
outputs can be performed by referencing the stored depen 
dency information to determine dependencies and updating 
the elements dependent on code changes . Elements not 
affected by the code changes do not need to be refreshed . 
[ 0194 ] The side - by - side comparisons shown in FIGS . 24 
and 25 improve group collaboration when updating code . 
Sometimes , group members may make branched edits or 
changes to code . When the branches are being merged , it can 
be confusing to remember and determine the individual 
effects of each branched change . The side - by - side compari 
sons , by showing both the changes in code and then changes 
in the panel outputs , makes it easier to see the effect of code 
changes so that groups can determine how to merge in code 
changes . As highlighted changes are approved or rejected , 
the panel outputs can correspondingly update to reflect the 
approvals or rejections . 
[ 0195 ] The diff tools allow for a comparison of different 
versions of code . Differences in document outputs that result 
from code differences are also similarly shown . This allows 
groups to work on different versions of code that can be 
easily coordinated and merged together . The preview of 
document changes can be quickly rendered by changing 
dependent elements instead of refreshing entire documents . 

Example Diff Tools 
[ 0192 ] FIG . 24 illustrates one embodiment of a side - by 
side difference comparison of query code . The user interface 
2400 shows a side - by - side comparison of two code sections 
2402 , 2404 . The code sections can display query code , 
JSON code , function code , etc . Code section 2402 can show 
an original version of code , and code section 2404 can show 
an updated version of code . A diff script is run to show the 
differences in the code . The differences between the two 
version of code are visually indicated 2406 . In response to 
the updated code , the dashboard creation system can also 
update and show comparisons of the panel outputs affected 
by the updates to the code . Each code section 2402 , 2404 is 
associated with a version of code . As shown in the example 
of FIG . 24 , code section 2402 is associated with a first 
version and code section 2404 is associated with a second , 
more recent version . Different version histories can be 
selected for comparison in a dropdown menu . The version 
can be tracked , and the changes in different versions can be 

Example Methods 
[ 0196 ] FIG . 26 illustrates a flowchart 2600 for creating 
and displaying a visualization of dependency information 
and timing data , according to certain embodiments . 
[ 0197 ] At block 2604 , a user interface is generated . The 
user interface displays a first portion that includes a panel 
associated with query code . 
[ 0198 ] At block 2608 , dependencies of code to be 
executed are extracted . The dependencies can be stored as a 
hashtable of hashsets . Using the stored dependency infor 
mation , the dependencies can be determined for queries , 
variables , widgets , and functions . In some embodiments , for 
each node ( the key node ) in the hashtable of hashsets , there 
are a hash set of nodes that depend on the key node . 
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[ 0199 ] At block 2610 , a visualization graphic of depen 
dent relationships of queries , variables , widgets , and func 
tions can be displayed . For example , FIGS . 12 , 13 , 14 , 19 , 
and 20 show example visualization graphics . 
[ 0200 ] At block 2612 , a sub - selection of elements in the 
visualization graphic can be received . In some embodi 
ments , icons or arrows in a graphic can be selected by a user . 
In some embodiments , a sub - selection can be made by 
selecting a category of elements in the visualization graphic 
such as neighbors , upstream dependencies , and downstream 
dependencies . 
[ 0201 ] At block 2614 , dependent relationships satisfying 
the sub - selection made in block 2612 can be visually shown 
in the visualization graphic . This can be done , for example , 
by highlighting those relationships that satisfy the sub 
selection , or by showing only those relationships . 
[ 0202 ] At block 2616 , timing information related to the 
elements satisfying the sub - selection made in block 2612 
can be displayed . In some embodiments where a table of 
timing elements is presented , the timing information of the 
elements satisfying the sub - selection made in block 2612 
can be highlighted . In some embodiments , the timing infor - 
mation shown in block 2616 is determined , in part , during 
blocks 2618 to 2626 . 
[ 0203 ] At block 2618 , code can be executed . In some 
embodiments , dependent queries , functions , or code can be 
executed and dependent variables can be defined . In some 
embodiments , the entire document can be executed instead 
of just dependent elements . 
10204 ] At block 2620 , the execution time of the code can 
be determined . This measurement is the time in node . The 
execution time of queries , functions , variable definitions , 
time in server , and other events depending from the executed 
code can also be determined . During block 2620 , for any 
action related to a server , the time used by the server can be 
determined . 
10205 ] At block 2622 , a visual representation of queried 
data in is displayed in respective panels . In some embodi 
ments , this is refreshed for the dependent panels while 
panels independent of the executed code can but do not need 
to be refreshed . 
[ 0206 ] At block 2624 , the time that it took to visually 
represent the query data is determined . In some embodi 
ments , this can be the execution time of block 2622 . 
[ 0207 ] At block 2626 , a total load time is determined for 
the executed code . In some embodiments , this can be 
measured from the start of document execution until the 
code finishes executing . In some embodiments where a first 
element depends on a second element , the load time for the 
first element can be calculated by adding the first element ' s 
time in node to the load time of the second element ' s load 
time . In some embodiments , the load time can be determined 
for elements depending from the first element as well . 
[ 0208 ] At block 2628 , the timing information of queries , 
variables , widgets , and functions can be displayed . Blocks 
2620 , 2624 , and 2626 can provide information displayed as 
part of block 2628 . The timing information can be used in 
blocks 2616 and 2628 . 
[ 0209 ] At block 2628 , the timing information of queries , 
variables , widgets , and functions can be displayed . For 
example , the timing information can be displayed in the 
form of a table as shown in FIG . 19 and FIG . 20 . 
[ 0210 ] At block 2630 , a sub - selection of elements in the 
displayed timing information can be received . For example , 

one or more elements can be selected in a timing table along 
with a selection of all upstream elements . 
[ 0211 ] At block 2616 , timing information can be displayed 
for the sub - selection made in 2630 . In some embodiments , 
the timing information , if already displayed , can be high 
lighted 
[ 0212 ] At block 2614 , the visualization graphic can show 
or highlight the elements satisfying the sub - selection of 
block 2630 . 
[ 0213 ] FIG . 27 illustrates a flowchart 2700 for creating , 
updating , and displaying dynamic panels in a user interface , 
according to certain embodiments . Although the example in 
FIG . 27 relates to query code , it should be understood that 
the techniques and concepts can apply to any coded element 
including functions , variables , and panels . 
0214 ] At block 2704 , a user interface is generated . The 
user interface displays a first portion including a panel 
associated with query code . 
[ 0215 ] At block 2708 , dependencies are extracted from the 
query code , for example , as described with respect to FIG . 
12 . 
( 0216 ) At block 2712 , the query code is executed . Code 
dependent on the query code can also be executed . 
[ 0217 ] At block , 2716 , timing information relating to the 
executed code is determined . This can include a time in 
node , a server time , and a load time . 
[ 0218 ] At block 2720 , edits to the query code are received . 
[ 0219 ] At block 2724 , code is shown with visually indi 
cated changes to show the query code before and after the 
edits in block 2720 . This can be done , for example , using 
redline changes , proofreading marks , or as a side - by - side 
comparison . 
[ 0220 ] At block 2728 , the dependent elements can be 
rerun or executed . 
[ 0221 ] At block 2732 , autocomplete fields can be updated . 
As an example , field 1712 of FIG . 12 can be updated to 
reflect new elements and their settings . Options in the 
autocomplete field can be determined based on dependen 
cies and with reference to the stored dependency informa 
tion . 
[ 0222 ] At block 2736 , the panel in the user interface can 
be updated . The panel ' s representation of queried data can 
change after executing the updated query code . In some 
embodiments , panels dependent on the edits to the query 
code are updated while panels independent of the query code 
do not need to be refreshed . 
[ 0223 ] At block 2740 , a comparison is shown of user 
interfaces before and after the panel updates . Changes in 
panel representations of query data are visually indicated , 
such as by highlighting . 
[ 0224 ] At block 2744 , the dependency visual is updated . 
The dependency visual can be , for example , the visual 
indication of dependencies shown in FIGS . 12 , 13 , 14 , 19 , 
and 20 . 
[ 0225 ] At block 2748 , a comparison is shown of depen 
dency visuals before and after the dependency visual update . 
Changes in the dependency visuals are visually indicated , 
such as by highlighting . 
[ 0226 ] At block 2752 , timing information can be updated . 
The timing information can be , for example , timing infor 
mation shown in FIGS . 19 and 20 . 
[ 0227 ] At block 2756 , a comparison is shown of timing 
information before and after the updated timing information . 
Changes can be visually indicated , such as by highlighting . 

ing 
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[ 0228 ] FIG . 28 illustrates a flowchart 2800 for creating , 
updating , and displaying dynamic panels in a user interface , 
according to certain embodiments . 
[ 0229 ] At block 2804 , a first user interface is generated . 
The first user interface displays a first portion including a 
visual representation of queried data displayed according to 
display settings of a panel . For example , FIGS . 1 , 2 , 3 , 7 , 9 , 
10 , 17 , 18 , 21 , 22 , 23 , and 25 show user interfaces with 
portions including visual representations of queried data 
displayed according to display settings of a panel . 
[ 0230 ] At block 2808 , a second user interface is generated . 
The user interface displays a second portion including a 
selectable list of elements shown in the first user interface . 
For example , FIG . 10 shows a second user interface with a 
selectable list of elements of the user interface in FIG . 9 . As 
another example , FIG . 2 also shows a second user interface 
with a selectable list of elements of another user interface . 
As another example , FIG . 22 also shows a second user 
interface with a selectable list of elements of another user 
interface . The selectable elements shown in a user interface 
in can include , for example , queries , widgets , text blocks , 
HTML structures , etc . 
[ 0231 ] At block 2812 , a third user interface is generated . 
The third user interface displays a third portion including the 
query code associated with the panel . For example , FIGS . 2 , 
10 , 11 , and 24 show query code associated with a panel . 
[ 0232 ] At block 2816 , a fourth user interface is generated . 
The fourth user interface displays a fourth portion including 
display settings of a panel . The properties can affect how a 
panel displays queried data . For example , FIGS . 2 , 10 , 17 , 
18 , 21 , and 23 show interfaces including display settings of 
a panel . 
10233 ] At block 2820 , a fifth user interface is generated . 
The fifth user interface displays a fifth portion including 
timing information relating to the panel . For example , FIGS . 
10 , 19 , and 20 show timing information related to a panel . 
[ 0234 ] At block 2824 , a sixth user interface is generated . 
The sixth user interface displays a sixth portion including 
style definitions associated with a panel . The style defini 
tions can include , for example , CSS or custom style defi 
nitions . For example , FIGS . 2 , 10 , and 18 show interfaces 
including style definitions associated with a panel . 
0235 ] . At block 2828 , a seventh user interface is gener 
ated . The seventh user interface displays a seventh portion 
including dependencies related to the panel . For example , 
FIGS . 10 , 12 , 13 , 14 , 19 , and 20 include portions showing 
dependencies . 
[ 0236 ] At block 2832 , an eighth user interface is gener 
ated . The eighth user interface displays an eighth portion 
including functions related to the panel . For example , FIGS . 
10 and 11 show portions including functions . 
[ 02371 At block 2836 , a ninth user interface is generated . 
The ninth user interface displays a ninth portion including 
data accessible by the query associated with the panel . For 
example , FIGS . 10 and 16 show portions including data 
accessible by a query . 
[ 0238 ] At block 2840 , a tenth user interface is generated . 
The tenth user interface displays a tenth portion including a 
list of at least one networked data sources and at least one 
local data source . For example , FIGS . 10 and 16 show 
portions listing data sources . 
[ 0239 ] FIG . 29 illustrates a flowchart 2900 for creating , 
triggering , and displaying dynamic panels in a user inter 
face , according to certain embodiments . 

[ 0240 ] At block 2904 , a user interface is generated . The 
user interface can display a first portion that includes a 
panel . The panel can be associated with query code to query 
data from a data source such as a database or a local data file . 
The panel can also be associated with a timeout threshold 
and display settings . 
[ 0241 ] At block 2908 , a selection of an event to trigger the 
execution of the query code is received . In some embodi 
ments , an event selection can be received through an API in 
block 2916 . The API can be part of a back end Javascript 
code used for document object model manipulation . 
[ 0242 ] At block 2912 , the availability of local and net 
worked data sources is determined . Checking the availabil 
ity of data sources can include providing authentication 
credentials to access the data sources . When remote data 
bases might not be accessible , for example due to lack of 
internet access , due to lack of authentication or privileges , or 
from being in use , then local data can be provided and used . 
[ 0243 ] At block 2920 , a selection of a local or networked 
data source to be queried is received . This can be a selection , 
for example , by toggling a button . Alternatively , the selec 
tion can be made by changing the names of one or more 
databases to be queried or by selecting the data source from 
a list or menu . 
10244 ] At block 2924 , an event can be detected . At block 
2928 , the event can be reported through the API . The event 
can be the type of event selected in block 2908 . By receiving 
and reporting events through the API , back end document 
object model manipulation functionality can be brought to 
the front end . This helps to reduce the technical abilities 
( e . g . , JavaScript coding ) required by designers . 
[ 0245 ] At block 2932 , the query can execute on the 
selected data source . 
[ 0246 ] At block 2936 , after the query executes for a 
timeout threshold , a panel in the user interface can display 
a graphic . The graphic can indicate that the panel is busy 
executing , but the panel has not completed yet . 
[ 0247 ] At block 2940 , a visualization of the queried data 
can be displayed according to display settings of the panel . 
When the panel has obtained the data and generated a 
representation of the data , then the visualization can replace 
the graphic indicating that the panel is busy . 
[ 0248 ) At block 2944 , a user interface can be generated . 
The user interface can display a second portion including an 
amount of time taken . The amount of time can be the time 
to execute the query , the time used by a data source in 
response to the query , or a load time . 

Example Ways to Query Data 
[ 0249 ] A system can be configured in different ways to 
respond to different formats of data queries . The different 
configurations can improve the query response speed in 
different cases . A first format of query can retrieve a dataset 
more quickly from a data store for some datasets . A second 
format of query can retrieve datasets more quickly from a 
cache database other datasets . For example , for fewer num 
bers of queries on smaller datasets , the system may respond 
faster if the system is configured to provide the dataset from 
a data store in response to queries of a first query format 
( e . g . , SparkSQL ) . For larger numbers of queries on larger 
datasets , the system may respond faster if the system is 
configured to provide the dataset from a cache database in 
response to queries of a second query format ( e . g . , Postgr 
eSQL ) . In some embodiments , when making fewer numbers 
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of queries that edit smaller datasets located on a data source , 
the system may respond faster if the system is configured to 
written back the edits via an API such that the edited data can 
be reflected without synchronization . In some embodiments , 
when making larger numbers of queries in a second format 
that concurrently edit larger datasets , the system can respond 
faster if the system is configured to edit the dataset using a 
cache database in response to queries of the second format . 
[ 0250 ] The system can have a first response to a query in 
first format of ( e . g . , a SparkSQL query ) to retrieve a dataset 
from a first database such as a data store . The data store , in 
response to receiving the first format of query , can process 
the first format of query and provide the queried dataset to 
the user . This can include , using one or more application 
programming interfaces ( APIS ) such as JDBC to handle the 
query by acting as a translation layer for the data sources to 
format the query data , checking permissions for the dataset 
according to an access control list ( ACL ) , retrieving the 
dataset from a data store , and then providing the queried data 
back to the user . 
( 0251 ] The system can have a second response to a query 
in a second format ( e . g . , PostgreSQL ) . The second format of 
query is provided to a cache database that can be different 
from the data store . For example , the cache database can be , 
for example , a PostgreSQL database . The cache database 
provides the dataset in response to the second format of 
query . 
[ 0252 ] The cache database can be created and used as a 
“ hot cache ” for datasets queried by the user . The datasets in 
the cache database can be a duplicate of datasets from the 
data store , including permissions for the data . The cache 
database can be used in addition to the data store , instead of 
the data store , and / or be formed as a part of the data store . 
In some embodiments , the cache database can be imple 
mented as separate service and separate storage that sits on 
a different physical or virtual machine / server than the data 
store . In some embodiments , the cache database can be 
created through a software implementation . In some envi 
ronments , the cache databases can have its own host that is 
configured to communicate with a dashboard creation sys 
tem . 
10253 ] A synchronizer causes the datasets in the cache 
database to synchronize with the datasets in the data store . 
A browser also allows users to browse ACL permissioned 
datasets that is available in the data store and in the cache 
database . The user can also see the synchronization status of 
the datasets and manually perform synchronizations . The 
synchronizer can provide a synchronization status of data 
sets in a query . 
[ 0254 ] In some embodiments , the WYSIWYG editor pro 
vides panels that use one format of query as a default format 
( e . g . , a PosgtgreSQL format ) that will query the cache 
database . However , programmdoers of sufficient skill level 
can write custom queries of another format ( e . g . , a Spark 
SQL query , or a parameterized query that prevents SOL 
injection ) that will query the data store . This way , a default 
query can be easily used , even by developers of lower 
computer programming skill . However , more highly skilled 
computer programmers familiar have the ability to run 
custom queries that can be in any format of query , depending 
on the judgement of the highly skilled computer program 
mer , for faster response speeds . In some embodiments , a 
default format can be automatically determined by the 
WYSIWYG editor based on an availability of a cached 

dataset that is being queried ( e . g . , format the query for the 
cache if the dataset is available in the cache ) , or based on 
speed ( e . g . , format the query for whichever response will 
return the dataset faster ) . 

Example First Query Format and Access to Data 
Source 

[ 0255 ] FIG . 30 is a data flow diagram 3000 illustrative of 
an interaction between a dashboard creation system and a 
data store , according to one embodiment . FIG . 30 shows a 
dashboard creation system 3002 , a query of a first query 
format 3004 , a permission manager 3006 , and a data source 
3008 . 
( 0256 ) The dashboard content creation system 3002 can 
be , for example , a dashboard content creation system such as 
described with respect to FIG . 3 and FIG . 4 . 
10257 ] The dashboard content creation system 3002 can be 
used to generate a query of a first query format . The first 
query format can be any format that is different than the 
second query format . For example , in some embodiments , 
the first query format can be SparkSQL or a parameterized 
query of any query language . Parameterized queries are 
discussed above . The second query format can be , for 
example , PostgreSQL . 
[ 0258 ] The permission manager 3006 can check if a user 
is authorized to access the queried data . This can include 
determining the read / write access permissions of the queried 
data from an access control list ( ACL ) . The ACL can 
manage permissions at one or more levels such as a data 
source level , a document level , a group level , an individual 
level , etc . Accordingly , the permission manager can provide 
fine grain access control of data . Query requests sent through 
the permission manager 3006 to a data source 3008 can be 
checked by the permission manager 3006 for appropriate 
permissions . In some embodiments , when a query is directly 
sent to the data source 3008 , then user tokens can be 
provided in an API call to the data source 3008 . In some 
embodiments , updates to the data source 3008 can automati 
cally cause an update to be provided to the permission 
manager 3006 to keep permissions synchronized . 
[ 0259 ] The query with the first query format ( e . g . , Spark 
SQL ) can be an API call to a data proxy of the data source 
3008 . The queried data is then provided to the dashboard 
creation system 3002 . 
( 0260 ) Queries made in the first query format can have 
better performance for some tasks than other tasks . For 
example , the first query format might have lower perfor 
mance when querying for large amounts of data and higher 
performance when querying for small amounts of data . As 
another example , the first query format might have lower 
performance when a large number of queries are made in 
rapid succession and better performance when the queries 
are spread out over time or a smaller number of queries are 
made in succession . This can occur if the data source uses a 
data proxy and framework engine configured for large - scale 
data computations ( such as Spark , MapReduce , etc . ) and can 
be caused , at least partially , by initial overhead times for 
transactions . The initial overhead times may be relatively 
small for large scale data computations but can add signifi 
cant delays to processing multiple , smaller data transactions . 

Example Second Query Format and Access to 
Cache Database 

[ 0261 ] FIG . 31 is a data flow diagram 3100 illustrative of 
an interaction between a dashboard creation system and a 
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The cache is 3012 is a remote network location from the end 
user ' s ( e . g . , a document developer ' s ) personal computer . 
[ 0267 ] The permission manager 3006 can extend the per 
missions of the datasets in the data source 3008 to datasets 
in the cache 3012 . The permission manager can make the 
permissions and / or an ACL of the dataset in the cache 3012 
the same as the permissions and / or ACL of the dataset in the 
data source 3008 . 
[ 0268 ] The query with the second query format ( e . g . , 
PostgreSQL ) can be sent to the cache . The cache ( e . g . , a 
PostgreSQL database ) can determine if the query is autho 
rized to access the dataset ( e . g . , based on an ACL ) and , if so , 
provide the queried data to the dashboard creation system . 
[ 0269 ] Queries made with the second query format to the 
cache can have better performance for some tasks than other 
tasks . For example , the second query format to the cache 
might have higher performance when querying for large 
amounts of data ( e . g . , over 10 , 000 rows ) and lower perfor 
mance when querying for small amounts of data . As another 
example , the second query format to the cache might have 
higher performance when a large number of queries are 
made in rapid succession and lower performance when the 
queries are spread out over time or a smaller number of 
queries are made in succession . 

network system , according to one embodiment . FIG . 31 
shows a dashboard creation system 3002 , a query of a 
second query format 3005 , a permission manager 3006 , a 
data source 3008 , a data synchronization server 3010 , and a 
cache 3012 . 
[ 0262 ] The dashboard content creation system 3002 , per 
mission manager 3006 , and data source 3008 can be similar 
to those described with respect to FIG . 30 . 
[ 0263 ] The dashboard content creation system 3002 can be 
used to generate a query of a second query format 3005 . The 
first query format can be any format that is different than the 
second query format . Query formats can include , for 
example , SparkSQL , a parameterized query of any query 
language , PostgreSQL , etc . In some embodiments , Postgr 
eSQL queries can be processed by a template system ( e . g . , 
Handlebar ) when accessing the data source 3008 using a 
single access account system . In some embodiments , Spark 
SQL queries can be provided to the permission manager 
3006 without processing by the template system , and secu 
rity can be provided through a multipass access account 
system . In some embodiments , PostgreSQL queries can be 
provided to the cache database without processing by the 
template system , and the cache database can check with the 
permission manager 3006 for query calls . 
[ 0264 ] The data synchronization server 3010 synchronizes 
the data source with any caches 3012 . The data synchroni 
zation server 3010 can receive synchronization requests 
from the dashboard creation system 3002 . The synchroni 
zation requests can specify what datasets in the data source 
3008 should be synchronized with the cache 3012 . The 
synchronization can be one way ( e . g . , data source to cache ) , 
one way in the other direction ( e . g . , cache to data source ) , 
and / or bi - directional . In response to the synchronization 
request to cache a dataset , the data synchronization server 
3010 can cause a dataset to be copied into cache 3012 so that 
the dashboard creation system queries for the dataset can hit 
in the cache 3012 . Other synchronization requests can 
include , for example , synchronizing the data source 3008 
with a more recent version of a dataset in the cache 3012 . 
The data synchronization server can log the status of syn 
chronization events , including what dataset was synchro 
nized between which data sources , and whether or not the 
synchronization was successful . 
[ 0265 ] The dashboard creation system 3002 can send 
synchronization status inquiry requests to the data synchro 
nization server 3010 to inquire about the synchronization of 
datasets between the data source 3008 and the cache 3012 . 
In response to the synchronization status inquiry , the data 
synchronization server 3010 can provide the dashboard 
creation system 3002 information about which datasets are 
synchronized . The information can be shown , for example , 
as further discussed below with respect to FIGS . 32 - 34 . 
[ 026 ] A cache 3012 can be implemented in external data 
sources that are separate from the data source 3008 . For 
example , the cache 3012 can be a PostgreSQL database . In 
some embodiments , a cache 3012 can be stored in a new data 
source that has lower communication latency with the 
dashboard creation system 3002 than the communication 
latency between the dashboard creation system 3002 and the 
data source 3008 . The cache can be in a different server 
and / or different data storage devices from the data source . In 
some embodiments , different caches 3012 can be used to 
store different datasets that are requested by different users . 

Example Synchronization Interface 
[ 0270 ] FIG . 32 illustrates one example of a user interface 
3200 for displaying the synchronization status of datasets . 
The user interface includes a first column 3202 listing table 
names , a second column 3204 listing dataset locations , a 
third column 3206 listing version branches , a fourth column 
3208 listing a last successful synchronization , a fifth column 
3210 listing a last synchronization event , a sixth column 
3212 listing a last synchronization status , a seventh column 
3214 listing a current status , a credentials button 3216 , and 
a start synchronization button 3218 . 
f0271 ] In some embodiments , a user can click the creden 
tials button 3216 to enter in credentials ( e . g . , a username and 
password , a key ) . The user credentials can be used in order 
to determine what a user has permission to access . For 
example , the dashboard creation application ( such as 3002 
in FIG . 31 ) can request , from a cache ( such as cache 3012 
in FIG . 31 ) information about everything that a user has 
permission to access . The cache can , after verifying permis 
sions , provide the requested information . The information 
can be presented through the user interface 3200 . In some 
embodiments , users can be given access to synchronize at a 
dataset level . 
[ 0272 ] . The first column 3202 lists data tables by name and 
can include a path . The data tables can be data tables in a 
cache that a particular user has permission to access . 
[ 0273 ] The second column 3204 lists datasets by name and 
can include a path . The datasets can be datasets in a cache 
( such as cache 3012 in FIG . 31 ) that a particular user has 
permission to access . 
[ 0274 ] The third column 3206 lists a branch version . In 
some embodiments where revision control is implemented , 
the branch , revision , or version of the dataset can be indi 
cated . In some embodiments , the version can be tracked with 
a date and / or timestamp . 
[ 0275 ] A fourth column 3208 lists a last successful syn 
chronization time that the dataset synchronized with the data 
source ( e . g . , data source 3008 in FIG . 31 ) . 
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[ 0276 ] A fifth column 3210 lists a last synchronization 
event where synchronization between a cache and a data 
source was attempted . 
[ 0277 ] A sixth column 3212 lists a last synchronization 
status , which can indicate if the last synchronization event 
was successful , failed , had a specific error , completed par 
tially , etc . 
[ 0278 ] A seventh column 3214 lists a current status 3214 . 
The current status can indicate , for example , if the dataset is 
being synchronized , being read , being written , having per 
missions checked or updated , idle , etc . 
[ 0279 ] A start synchronization button 3218 can be selected 
in order to start a synchronization event . A user can select 
one or more datasets or data tables . An interaction with the 
start synchronization button 3218 can cause a synchroniza 
tion request to be generated by the dashboard creation 
system and communicated to the data synchronization server 
( such as data synchronization server 3010 of FIG . 31 ) . The 
data synchronization server can communicate the synchro 
nization status and logs of synchronization status to the 
dashboard creation system for display in the user interface 
3200 . Some data , such as the accessible tables and datasets , 
can be communicated by the cache and / or the permission 
manager . 
[ 0280 ] In some embodiments , modifications to datasets 
through the dashboard creation system , in the cache , and / or 
in the data source can be automatically synchronized across 
all locations . The data synchronization server can track the 
modifications and cause any stale repositories to synchro 
nize . 
[ 0281 ] In some embodiments , the synchronization can be 
manually requested . This can happen , for example , when a 
user wants to ensure the latest dataset is accessible . A 
manual request can also be made when a new dataset is 
made available in a data source and not yet cached anywhere 
in order to cause the new dataset to be cached . A manual 
request can also be made , for example , when a first user 
creates a dataset and wants the dataset to be quickly avail 
able to others . A manual request can also be made in order 
to cause downstream dependent datasets to synchronize 
when a modification is made to an upstream dataset . A 
manual request can also be made in order to synchronize 
downstream dependent data that may have been affected by 
changes in upstream data . A synchronization request can 
also be programmed or scheduled by a user . For example , a 
user can start an application that will take a long time to 
execute and build or modify datasets , and then schedule a 
synchronization event after the application completes . 
10282 ] FIG . 33 illustrates one example of a user interface 
3300 for displaying the synchronization options for datasets . 
The synchronization options can be shown in response to a 
user interaction with the start synchronization button 3218 
for one or more selected datasets . 
[ 0283 ] A first interface 3302 can display cache destina 
tions that the selected dataset can be synchronized in . The 
first interface can also show a synchronization status for 
each cache destination , including whether a synchronization 
is in progress , when a synchronization was last attempted , if 
the last attempt failed , whether the data is synchronized 
and / or available at the cache destination , further synchroni 
zation details , etc . An option can be provided to enable 
access for synchronizing a dataset in a cache destination . 
Although the user interface 3200 shows cache destinations 
that a dataset is available in , some embodiments can alter 

natively or additionally show users , projects , groups , docu 
ments , dashboard creation systems , etc . that can have access 
to a dataset . 
[ 0284 ] Selecting the option to enable access for synchro 
nizing a selected dataset with a cache destination can cause 
a second interface 3304 to display . The second interface can 
provide a confirmation of intent to synchronize the selected 
dataset in the cache destination . 
[ 0285 ) A third interface 3306 can indicate an updated 
status of the cache destinations , such as by indicating that 
the selected dataset is currently being synchronized with a 
cache destination . 
[ 0286 ] Once the synchronization completes , a fourth inter 
face 3308 can update to show when the synchronization 
event completed for each cache destination and / or any other 
synchronization status indicators . 
[ 0287 ] Example Interfaces Showing Datasets 
[ 0288 ] FIG . 34 illustrates one example of a user interface 
3400 for displaying datasets . FIG . 34 shows section 3402 , 
code section 3404 , selected query 3405 , dataset helper menu 
3406 , section 3408 , selected dataset 3410 , section 3412 , and 
filter menu 3414 . 
[ 0289 ] Section 3402 on the left side of the user interface 
3400 can list queries , partials , and functions . Status symbols , 
such as those shown in FIG . 35 , can indicate a status of a 
query , partial , or function such as if a query is executing , if 
the code has errors , etc . In section 3402 , a user can select , 
from the list , a query , partial , or function . A selected query 
3405 can be highlighted or indicated as selected in response 
to a user selection . A search menu in section 3402 allows a 
user to search for queries , partials , and functions by name . 
[ 0290 ] The code of the selected query 3405 can be shown 
in code section 3404 of the user interface . The code section 
3404 can use syntax tools to assist with coding . Code section 
3404 can also include comments with helpful instructions 
for writing the type of code selected . The comments can be 
different for queries , partials , and functions . If a query does 
not already include comments with instructions , then the 
comments with instructions can be automatically generated 
and added to the query so that a developer can see the 
comments . In the code section 3404 , a query can be written 
in any format . For example a query can be written in as a 
PostgreSQL query or a SparkSQL query . The query can be 
a parameterized query as discussed above . 
[ 0291 ] A dataset helper menu 3406 can be displayed . The 
dataset helper menu can suggest correct spellings of data 
sets , autocomplete spellings of datasets , indicate the status 
of datasets and provide an option to display details of the 
dataset , such as in section 3412 . The status of a dataset can 
include for example , an availability of a dataset in a cache 
( e . g . , available , unavailable due to permission reasons , 
unavailable in a cache due to a cache miss but available in 
a data source , unavailable for other reasons ) or whether the 
dataset currently syncing or loading into the cache . In 
various embodiments , unavailability for different reasons 
can be indicated differently . The autocomplete feature can 
similarly be used when suggesting names of datasets for 
panel queries . The dataset helper menu 3406 can be dis 
played , for example , when a user hovers over a dataset 
name . The dataset helper menu can also be displayed 
automatically when the name of a dataset does not match 
any available dataset . This can help a developer correct a 
misspelling , find an available dataset , or know that permis 
sions to access the dataset are lacking . The datasets shown 
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in the dataset helper menu 3406 can be selected to insert the 
selected dataset in to the query code , which can be inserted 
as an auto - correct or auto - complete the current query code . 
[ 0292 ] Section 3408 can list datasets that a user has 
permission to access . A status indicator can indicate the 
status of the dataset . The datasets can be listed by name and 
organized in a hierarchy or file structure . A search menu 
allows for datasets to be searched for by name . The search 
function can search for all datasets in any networked cache 
or data store that a user has access to . In some embodiments 
when a search is performed , a permission manager such as 
permission manager 3006 of FIG . 31 may process the search 
according to an ACL and return search results that exclude 
datasets for which the searcher has insufficient permissions . 
In section 3408 , a selected dataset 3410 can be indicated . 
The selection of a dataset can be made , for example , by 
clicking on the dataset in section 3408 , by clicking on a 
dataset in section 3404 , or by clicking on a dataset in dataset 
helper menu 3406 . Section 3408 can also indicate a syn 
chronization status of the datasets in the list . The indicators 
can include icons ( e . g . , colored icons , an “ X , ” a checkmark ) 
that indicate a synchronization status of the dataset in a 
cache . The synchronization status indicators in section 3408 
can be the same or different indicators from the indicators in 
the dataset helper menu 3406 . 
[ 0293 ] In some embodiments , section 3408 lists the fastest 
accessible dataset . In some embodiments , section 3408 can 
list all copies of a dataset and include the cache and / or data 
store that the dataset is located in . 
[ 02941 In some embodiments , the lists of datasets shown 
in the dataset helper menu 3406 and / or section 3408 can be 
automatically determined by the dashboard creation system . 
The dashboard creation system can send out an inquiry 
requesting information about what datasets are available and 
what the synchronization status is of those datasets . The 
inquiry can be sent , for example , to a data synchronization 
server . In some embodiments , the dashboard creation system 
can send an inquiry request to a cache to determine what 
datasets are available in the cache . The inquiry requests can 
include credentials . Based on the response of data synchro 
nization server and / or cache , the dashboard creation system 
can display the list of datasets and the statuses of those 
datasets . 
02951 Section 3412 can display data included in the 
selected dataset 3410 . The dataset can be retrieved from a 
networked cache , such as cache 3012 in FIG . 31 , or from a 
data source , such as data source 3008 in FIG . 31 . Selecting 
a dataset can cause a query to retrieve the dataset and be 
displayed in section 3412 . 
[ 0296 ] A filter menu 3414 can display filter options to 
limit the datasets that are shown . Filter options can include , 
for example , filtering datasets created by a particular user , 
synchronized at a cache , available for particular projects , 
have certain ACL authorizations , etc . 
[ 0297 ] FIG . 35 illustrates one example of a user interface 
for displaying datasets . Section 3502 shows metadata for a 
selected dataset 3410 . The metadata can include , for 
example , column names , type , and an amount of empty 
rows . The metadata can also include , for example , a number 
of rows , a size of the dataset , when the dataset was last built , 
and a synchronization status of the dataset . A search bar is 
provided to search within the dataset , such as for column 
names , rows , keys , etc . 

Example Method 
[ 0298 ] FIG . 36 illustrates a flowchart 3600 for querying 
data , according to certain embodiments . 
102991 . At block 3604 , a first user interface is displayed . 
The first user interface includes a panel associated with a 
query . Some examples of user interfaces showing panels 
associated with queries are shown in FIGS . 1 , 2A , 2C , 2D , 
3A , 7A - 7C , 9 , 10 , 17 , 18 , 21 - 23 , and 25 . 
[ 0300 ] At block 3608 , a request can be sent to determine 
synchronization statuses of one or more datasets . The syn 
chronization can be between a cache and a data source . This 
can include , for example , a request to determine if a specific 
dataset is available in a cache . This can include , for example , 
a request to identify all available datasets in a cache . The 
request can be sent to a cache and / or a data synchronization 
server . 
[ 0301 ] At block 3612 , a list of datasets can be displayed . 
[ 0302 ] At block 3616 , the synchronization statuses of 
datasets in the list of datasets can be displayed . Examples of 
synchronization status are shown and discussed , for 
example , with respect to FIGS . 32 - 34 . 
[ 0303 ] At block 3620 , a second user interface can be 
displayed . The second user interface can include the code of 
the query that is associated with the panel . 
[ 0304 ] In some embodiments , the list of datasets and the 
synchronization statuses of datasets in the list of datasets can 
be displayed in the second user interface . In some embodi 
ments , the list of datasets and the synchronization statuses of 
datasets in the list of datasets can be displayed in separate 
interfaces or popout windows . 
[ 0305 ] At block 3624 , the query for a dataset can be sent . 
The query can be in a first format or a different format . The 
format of the query can be coded in the user interface . In 
some embodiments , the query has a default format that can 
be re - coded in the second user interface . 
[ 0306 ] At block 3628 , the queried dataset can be received . 
In some embodiments , whether the queried dataset is 
received from a cache or from a data source can depend on 
the format of the query . 
[ 0307 ] At block 3632 , the panel can be rendered to visu 
alize the queried data according to display settings . 
10308 ] . At block 3636 , data from the queried dataset can be 
displayed . For example , FIG . 34 shows partial data from a 
dataset being displayed . In some embodiments , metadata 
about the queried dataset can be additionally or alternatively 
displayed . FIG . 35 shows an example of metadata about a 
dataset . 

Additional Graphical Visualizations 
[ 0309 ) A graphical visualization , such as those shown in 
FIG . 12 , FIG . 13 , FIG . 14 , FIG . 19 , and FIG . 20 , can also be 
generated to show relationships between datasets and docu 
ments , including dependencies . The visualization can be 
generated as a force directed graph . A filter can be applied , 
for example , to show which documents use which datasets . 
Another filter can be applied to show which datasets are used 
in which documents . Other filters can include filters users , 
ACL ' s , projects , for upstream or downstream dependencies , 
etc . The filters can also include a time element . For example , 
the visualization can be filtered to show which documents 
are currently accessing or accessed a dataset within a recent 
time frame . The visualization can also indicate which data 
sets are in a cache or data store . 
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example , a bar graph panel 150 shown in FIG . 1 could be 
configured to display a bar graph of data in response to a 
mouse event selecting a row in table panel 130 . The table 
130 might be configured to perform an update in response to 
a mouse event selecting a portion of the chart 150 . Table 130 
can track chart 150 , and chart 150 can track table 130 
through events . These circular events can be implemented 
by code generated in response to event selections in a 
graphical user interface . Otherwise , having the two panels 
track each other could be implemented by coding an angular 
watch . Circular events can be detected , for example , in a 
dependency graph ( e . g . , as shown in FIG . 12 ) where two 
nodes dependent on each other . In some embodiments , the 
dependency graph can be configured to highlight or other 
wise visually indicate circular dependencies . A circular 
dependency can be implemented via events that trigger 
opposite to the one another ' s actions . A circular dependency 
can also be implemented and managed with an intermediary 
event that acts as a state storage and manages the actions 
between two or more widget interaction and monitors the 
state of the widget changes . 

Events 
[ 0310 ] An event framework can be implemented in order 
to enable additional features and simplify certain tasks that 
would otherwise be more difficult . Backend Javascript code 
provides an API that allows user to write code to manipulate 
document object models . As part of the API , an event 
framework can be brought to a front end . The event frame 
work can allow more complex events and actions , control of 
circular events , and allows users to create non - linear chains 
of events and actions . In some embodiments , events can be 
implemented as a service . 
[ 0311 ] Without the event framework , it can be difficult to 
perform certain types of tasks . For example , opening a 
dialog window in response to a button click event can be 
implemented with JavaScript , but can be difficult or impos 
sible to implement by editing a template system ( e . g . , 
Handlebars ) in a query without Javascript access . 
[ 0312 ] A graphical user interface can provide a menu of 
event conditions for a user to select and actions to be taken 
in response to the selected event condition . In response to a 
selection of an event condition and an action through the 
GUI , the system automatically generates formats the 
selected event and actions in JavaScript and causes 
JavaScript code to be written in the document . 
[ 0313 ] Variables , panels , widgets , and functions can inter 
act with each other . For example , as shown in FIG . 1 , widget 
130 may execute a query depending on variables set in 
widgets 110 and 120 . With an event framework , Variables , 
panels , widgets , functions , can further interact with events , 
webpages , and browsers . For example , the widget 130 of 
FIG . 1 can resize , disappear , or perform some other action 
in response to a JavaScript event such as resizing a browser 
window . As another example , hovering a mouse over , click 
ing , or selecting areas or parts of a browser can be events 
that trigger actions . 
[ 0314 ] In some embodiments , the relationships between 
variables , panels , widgets , functions , and events can be 
shown in a dependency graph such as the dependency graph 
shown in FIG . 12 . A distinct icon could be used to distin 
guish events , and another distinct icon can be used to show 
actions . In some events , the dependency graph in FIG . 12 
can show relationships between a first panel and a second 
panel if the second panel performs an action in response to 
an event relating to the first panel . In some embodiments , a 
different visual indicator , such as a different line color , can 
be used to show panels that have an event dependent 
relationship . In some embodiments , a graph similar to the 
dependency graph shown in FIG . 12 can display an event 
viewing graph that includes triggering events and actions . In 
some embodiments , the event - viewing graph can be read 
only . In some embodiments , the event - viewing graph can be 
used to select icons representing an event or action , receive 
user input modifying the selected event or action , and 
automatically modify and / or generate corresponding 
JavaScript code in response . 
[ 0315 ] . With an event framework , non - linear events can be 
chained . For example , one event may trigger a first action , 
which triggers two different actions , and so on , causing 
actions to propagate in an exponential manner . As another 
example of non - linear events , a first event may trigger either 
a first or a second action based on the number of times that 
the first event has already occurred , and also based on 
whether or not a second event has occurred . As another 
example , circular events can also be implemented . For 

Flex Containers 
[ 0316 ] FIG . 37 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face 3700 comprising a flex container 3702 . The user 
interface also shows widget menus 3704 , flex container 
options menu 3706 , flex container arrangement menu 3708 , 
a first widget 3710 , and a second widget 3712 . 
[ 0317 ] The flex container 3702 is a tool that developers 
can use to create a flexible boundary within which panels , 
text , and other GUI elements can be arranged . The flex 
container 3702 can automatically resize , for example , based 
on the size of a browser window , such as to fill a width , 
height , or a portion of a width or height of a browser 
window . In some embodiments , the rate at which the flex 
container changes size in response to changes in browser 
size can be adjusted using the “ Grow " slider option in the 
container menu 3706 . In some embodiments , the flex con 
tainer 3702 can have a defined size . A flex container can be 
added to a page by selecting a flex container through the 
widget menu 3704 . 
[ 0318 ] Inside a flex container , additional GUI elements 
such as panels 3710 and 3712 , text , buttons , pictures , etc . 
can be added . The GUI elements can be arranged , aligned , 
justified , wrapped , split , and / or distributed by clicking on 
the corresponding icons in the container options menu 3706 
and flex container arrangement menu 3708 . For example , 
selecting a horizontal arrangement without wrapping would 
cause the widgets 3710 and 3712 to be displayed in a row 
within the flex container 3702 . The widgets 3710 and 3712 
can be dynamically and proportionally resized to fit within 
the width of the flex container 3702 . Additional CSS classes 
can be used or imported to apply a style to the flex container , 
and further custom styles can be coded for the flex container . 
[ 0319 ] In some embodiments , flex containers can be 
placed within other flex containers to form a nested flex 
container . Each nested flex container would be arranged , 
aligned , justified , and / or distributed based on the settings of 
the flex container that includes the nested flex container . 
( 0320 ] GUI elements can be configured to be repeated . In 
some embodiments , the GUI elements can be configured to 
be repeated within a flex container . 
fo321 ] FIG . 38 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face 3700 comprising a flex container 3702 with a repeating 
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panel 3802 . For panel 3802 , a menu option 3804 to repeat 
the graph is checked . Menu option 3804 provides an option 
to write additional code specifying additional parameters 
about how the repetitions will be performed . The additional 
code can include , for example , how many times the repeti 
tions will be performed , either as a hardcoded number or 
with reference to a variable . For example , a panel can be 
configured to repeat based on a number of states that are 
retried from a query to a database . The additional code can 
include , for example , one or more variables of panels to 
change with each repetition . In some embodiments , the 
variables can be coded using a template language . 
[ 0322 ] One example embodiment includes graphing data 
such as population growth for each state . Panel 3802 graphs 
a percent change in population for a first state , such as 
Alabama . The panel is named p1 and is configured to 
generate a bar graph based on a variable “ y _ values ” that is 
queried from a database . The additional code section can 
indicate 50 repetitions of the graph 3802 . The additional 
code section can also indicate that , for each repetition , the 
{ { pl . y _ values } } is to be queried for the next state in a list 
of states . This way , when the panel is repeated a second time 
for Alaska , the y _ values will be set to population growth 
data for Alaska instead of for Alabama . 
[ 0323 ] In some embodiments , a developer view shows the 
container 3702 and the coded panel 3802 . The developer 
mode does not render the results . To see the document that 
would be rendered , the developer can switch to a preview 
mode . 
[ 0324 ] FIG . 39 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a flex container with a repeating panel in 
preview mode . The panel 3802 is shown as repeating a 
second time . In some embodiments , the boundaries of the 
flex container 3702 are not shown in preview mode . In the 
example embodiment of FIG . 39 , the flex container 3702 is 
configured to left align and wrap panels without resizing the 
panels . Additional panels ( e . g . , for the other 48 states ) are 
hidden because they do not fit within the flex container . In 
embodiments where the panel size is tied to a browser size , 
a user would be able to enlarge the browser , causing the flex 
container to also increase in size and show the bar graphs of 
population growth for the other 48 states . 
[ 0325 ) In some embodiments , documents are configured 
to be displayed in web browsers . The document will render 
repeated elements for an actively viewed tab . Background 
tabs in a browser may have code to repeatedly generate 
panels or other elements in a flex container . In some embodi 
ments , the code to repeatedly generate the panels ( and query 
code associated with each repeated panel ) and / or other 
elements is not executed until a background tab is selected 
to be viewed . This can save processing power and improve 
the rendering speed of an actively loaded browser tab . 

chains . Then , the document can be restructured to load 
faster . Elements taking a long time to load can be indicated 
by a loading graphic that can have a timeout set by a user , 
by default , or based on timing information . When code or 
settings are changed , a preview of panel outputs of display 
representations of queried data can quickly change in 
response by executing code dependent on changes without 
needing to refresh entire pages . Document versions can be 
controlled for and diffs can be run to see differences at the 
code level and at the document output level . 
[ 0327 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
may be a system , a method , and / or a computer program 
product at any possible technical detail level of integration . 
The computer program product may include a computer 
readable storage medium ( or mediums ) having computer 
readable program instructions thereon for causing a proces 
sor to carry out aspects of the present disclosure . 
[ 0328 ] For example , the functionality described herein 
may be performed as software instructions are executed by , 
and / or in response to software instructions being executed 
by , one or more hardware processors and / or any other 
suitable computing devices . The software instructions and / 
or other executable code may be read from a computer 
readable storage medium ( or mediums ) . 
[ 0329 ] . The computer readable storage medium can be a 
tangible device that can retain and store data and / or instruc 
tions for use by an instruction execution device . The com 
puter readable storage medium may be , for example , but is 
not limited to , an electronic storage device ( including any 
volatile and / or non - volatile electronic storage devices ) , a 
magnetic storage device , an optical storage device , an elec 
tromagnetic storage device , a semiconductor storage device , 
or any suitable combination of the foregoing . A non - exhaus 
tive list of more specific examples of the computer readable 
storage medium includes the following : a portable computer 
diskette , a hard disk , a solid state drive , a random access 
memory ( RAM ) , a read - only memory ( ROM ) , an erasable 
programmable read - only memory ( EPROM or Flash 
memory ) , a static random access memory ( SRAM ) , a por 
table compact disc read - only memory ( CD - ROM ) , a digital 
versatile disk ( DVD ) , a memory stick , a floppy disk , a 
mechanically encoded device such as punch - cards or raised 
structures in a groove having instructions recorded thereon , 
and any suitable combination of the foregoing . A computer 
readable storage medium , as used herein , is not to be 
construed as being transitory signals per se , such as radio 
waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic waves , 
electromagnetic waves propagating through a waveguide or 
other transmission media ( e . g . , light pulses passing through 
a fiber - optic cable ) , or electrical signals transmitted through 
a wire . 

[ 0330 ) Computer readable program instructions described 
herein can be downloaded to respective computing / process 
ing devices from a computer readable storage medium or to 
an external computer or external storage device via a net 
work , for example , the Internet , a local area network , a wide 
area network and / or a wireless network . The network may 
comprise copper transmission cables , optical transmission 
fibers , wireless transmission , routers , firewalls , switches , 
gateway computers and / or edge servers . A network adapter 
card or network interface in each computing processing 
device receives computer readable program instructions 
from the network and forwards the computer readable 

Additional Implementation Details and 
Embodiments 

[ 0326 ] Accordingly , various embodiments can provide 
panels coded to query a database and display the queried 
data according to one or more display settings . The panels 
can be used to create online documents without needing the 
same depth of technical skill , and edits to the panels through 
tool pages cause corresponding document code to change . 
Documents can be created to load faster by using timing 
tables and dependency visualizations to identify the slowest 
loading elements and elements with the longest dependency 
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program instructions for storage in a computer readable 
storage medium within the respective computing / processing 
device . 
0331 ] Computer readable program instructions ( as also 
referred to herein as , for example , " code , ” “ instructions , " 
" module , " " application , " " software application , " and / or the 
like ) for carrying out operations of the present disclosure 
may be assembler instructions , instruction - set - architecture 
( ISA ) instructions , machine instructions , machine dependent 
instructions , microcode , firmware instructions , state - setting 
data , configuration data for integrated circuitry , or either 
source code or object code written in any combination of one 
or more programming languages , including an object ori 
ented programming language such as Smalltalk , C + + , or the 
like , and procedural programming languages , such as the 
“ C ” programming language or similar programming lan 
guages . Computer readable program instructions may be 
callable from other instructions or from itself , and / or may be 
invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . Com 
puter readable program instructions configured for execu 
tion on computing devices may be provided on a computer 
readable storage medium , and / or as a digital download ( and 
may be originally stored in a compressed or installable 
format that requires installation , decompression or decryp 
tion prior to execution ) that may then be stored on a 
computer readable storage medium . Such computer readable 
program instructions may be stored , partially or fully , on a 
memory device ( e . g . , a computer readable storage medium ) 
of the executing computing device , for execution by the 
computing device . The computer readable program instruc 
tions may execute entirely on a user ' s computer ( e . g . , the 
executing computing device ) , partly on the user ' s computer , 
as a stand - alone software package , partly on the user ' s 
computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely on the 
remote computer or server . In the latter scenario , the remote 
computer may be connected to the user ' s computer through 
any type of network , including a local area network ( LAN ) 
or a wide area network ( WAN ) , or the connection may be 
made to an external computer ( for example , through the 
Internet using an Internet Service Provider ) . In some 
embodiments , electronic circuitry including , for example , 
programmable logic circuitry , field - programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGA ) , or programmable logic arrays ( PLA ) may 
execute the computer readable program instructions by 
utilizing state information of the computer readable program 
instructions to personalize the electronic circuitry , in order to 
perform aspects of the present disclosure . 
[ 0332 ] Aspects of the present disclosure are described 
herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and / or block 
diagrams of methods , apparatus ( systems ) , and computer 
program products according to embodiments of the disclo 
sure . It will be understood that each block of the flowchart 
illustrations and / or block diagrams , and combinations of 
blocks in the flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams , 
can be implemented by computer readable program instruc 
tions . 
[ 0333 ] These computer readable program instructions may 
be provided to a processor of a general purpose computer , 
special purpose computer , or other programmable data pro 
cessing apparatus to produce a machine , such that the 
instructions , which execute via the processor of the com 
puter or other programmable data processing apparatus , 
create means for implementing the functions / acts specified 
in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . These 

computer readable program instructions may also be stored 
in a computer readable storage medium that can direct a 
computer , a programmable data processing apparatus , and / 
or other devices to function in a particular manner , such that 
the computer readable storage medium having instructions 
stored therein comprises an article of manufacture including 
instructions which implement aspects of the function / act 
specified in the flowchart ( s ) and / or block diagram ( s ) block 
or blocks . 
[ 0334 ] The computer readable program instructions may 
also be loaded onto a computer , other programmable data 
processing apparatus , or other device to cause a series of 
operational steps to be performed on the computer , other 
programmable apparatus or other device to produce a com 
puter implemented process , such that the instructions which 
execute on the computer , other programmable apparatus , or 
other device implement the functions / acts specified in the 
flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . For 
example , the instructions may initially be carried on a 
magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote computer . The 
remote computer may load the instructions and / or modules 
into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 
telephone , cable , or optical line using a modem . A modem 
local to a server computing system may receive the data on 
the telephone / cable / optical line and use a converter device 
including the appropriate circuitry to place the data on a bus . 
The bus may carry the data to a memory , from which a 
processor may retrieve and execute the instructions . The 
instructions received by the memory may optionally be 
stored on a storage device ( e . g . , a solid state drive ) either 
before or after execution by the computer processor . 
[ 0335 ] The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures 
illustrate the architecture , functionality , and operation of 
possible implementations of systems , methods , and com 
puter program products according to various embodiments 
of the present disclosure . In this regard , each block in the 
flowchart or block diagrams may represent a module , seg 
ment , or portion of instructions , which comprises one or 
more executable instructions for implementing the specified 
logical function ( s ) . In some alternative implementations , the 
functions noted in the blocks may occur out of the order 
noted in the Figures . For example , two blocks shown in 
succession may , in fact , be executed substantially concur 
rently , or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the 
reverse order , depending upon the functionality involved . In 
addition , certain blocks may be omitted in some implemen 
tations . The methods and processes described herein are also 
not limited to any particular sequence , and the blocks or 
states relating thereto can be performed in other sequences 
that are appropriate . 
10336 ] It will also be noted that each block of the block 
diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , and combinations of 
blocks in the block diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , 
can be implemented by special purpose hardware - based 
systems that perform the specified functions or acts or carry 
out combinations of special purpose hardware and computer 
instructions . For example , any of the processes , methods , 
algorithms , elements , blocks , applications , or other func 
tionality ( or portions of functionality ) described in the 
preceding sections may be embodied in , and / or fully or 
partially automated via , electronic hardware such applica 
tion - specific processors ( e . g . , application - specific integrated 
circuits ( ASICs ) ) , programmable processors ( e . g . , field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) ) , application - specific cir 
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cuitry , and / or the like ( any of which may also combine 
custom hard - wired logic , logic circuits , ASICS , FPGAs , etc . 
with custom programming / execution of software instruc 
tions to accomplish the techniques ) . 
[ 0337 ] Any of the above - mentioned processors , and / or 
devices incorporating any of the above - mentioned proces 
sors , may be referred to herein as , for example , " computers , ” 
" computer devices , " " computing devices , " " hardware com 
puting devices , " " hardware processors , " " processing units , " 
and / or the like . Computing devices of the above - embodi 
ments may generally ( but not necessarily ) be controlled 
and / or coordinated by operating system software , such as 
Mac OS , iOS , Android , Chrome OS , Windows OS ( e . g . , 
Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , 
Windows 10 , Windows Server , etc . ) , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other 
suitable operating systems . In other embodiments , the com 
puting devices may be controlled by a proprietary operating 
system . Conventional operating systems control and sched 
ule computer processes for execution , perform memory 
management , provide file system , networking , I / O services , 
and provide a user interface functionality , such as a graphi 
cal user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0338 ] As described above , in various embodiments cer 
tain functionality may be accessible by a user through a 
web - based viewer ( such as a web browser ) , or other suitable 
software program ) . In such implementations , the user inter 
face may be generated by a server computing system and 
transmitted to a web browser of the user ( e . g . , running on the 
user ' s computing system ) . Alternatively , data ( e . g . , user 
interface data ) necessary for generating the user interface 
may be provided by the server computing system to the 
browser , where the user interface may be generated ( e . g . , the 
user interface data may be executed by a browser accessing 
a web service and may be configured to render the user 
interfaces based on the user interface data ) . The user may 
then interact with the user interface through the web 
browser . User interfaces of certain implementations may be 
accessible through one or more dedicated software applica 
tions . In certain embodiments , one or more of the computing 
devices and / or systems of the disclosure may include mobile 
computing devices , and user interfaces may be accessible 
through such mobile computing devices ( for example , 
smartphones and / or tablets ) . 
[ 0339 ] Many variations and modifications may be made to 
the above - described embodiments , the elements of which 
are to be understood as being among other acceptable 
examples . All such modifications and variations are intended 
to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure . The 
foregoing description details certain embodiments . It will be 
appreciated , however , that no matter how detailed the fore 
going appears in text , the systems and methods can be 
practiced in many ways . As is also stated above , it should be 
noted that the use of particular terminology when describing 
certain features or aspects of the systems and methods 
should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re - defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the systems and 
methods with which that terminology is associated . 
[ 0340 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , m 

certain features , elements , and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 

one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0341 ] The term “ substantially ” when used in conjunction 
with the term “ real - time ” forms a phrase that will be readily 
understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art . For 
example , it is readily understood that such language will 
include speeds in which no or little delay or waiting is 
discernible , or where such delay is sufficiently short so as not 
to be disruptive , irritating , or otherwise vexing to user . 
[ 0342 ] Conjunctive language such as the phrase “ at least 
one of X , Y , and Z , " or " at least one of X , Y , or Z , " unless 
specifically stated otherwise , is to be understood with the 
context as used in general to convey that an item , term , etc . 
may be either X , Y , or Z , or a combination thereof . For 
example , the term “ or ” is used in its inclusive sense ( and not 
in its exclusive sense ) so that when used , for example , to 
connect a list of elements , the term “ or ” means one , some , 
or all of the elements in the list . Thus , such conjunctive 
language is not generally intended to imply that certain 
embodiments require at least one of X , at least one of Y , and 
at least one of Z to each be present . 
[ 0343 ] The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
unless specifically noted , the term " a " should not be under 
stood to mean “ exactly one ” or “ one and only one ” ; instead , 
the term “ a ” means “ one or more ” or “ at least one , ” whether 
used in the claims or elsewhere in the specification and 
regardless of uses of quantifiers such as “ at least one , ” " one 
or more , " or " a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or speci 
fication . 
[ 0344 ] The term " comprising ” as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For 
example , a general purpose computer comprising one or 
more processors should not be interpreted as excluding other 
computer components , and may possibly include such com 
ponents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
interfaces , among others . 
[ 0345 ] While the above detailed description has shown , 
described , and pointed out novel features as applied to 
various embodiments , it may be understood that various 
omissions , substitutions , and changes in the form and details 
of the devices or processes illustrated may be made without 
departing from the spirit of the disclosure . As may be 
recognized , certain embodiments of the inventions described 
herein may be embodied within a form that does not provide 
all of the features and benefits set forth herein , as some 
features may be used or practiced separately from others . 
The scope of certain inventions disclosed herein is indicated 
by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing descrip 
tion . All changes which come within the meaning and range 
of equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within their 
scope . 

What is claimed is : 
1 . A computer system comprising : 
one or more processors configured to execute code to 

cause the system to : 
display a first user interface comprising : 

a panel associated with code to query a first dataset , 
wherein the panel is configured to render a visu 
alization of the first dataset based on display 
settings associated with the panel ; 
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display a second user interface comprising : 
the code to query the first dataset ; 

request , from a data synchronization server , a synchro 
nization status of datasets between a cache and a data 
source ; 

receive , in response to the request , synchronization 
statuses of a plurality of datasets , the plurality of 
datasets including the first dataset ; 

display , as part of one or more user interfaces : 
a listing of the plurality of datasets ; 
data included in the first dataset ; and 
information about a synchronization of the first data 

set between a cache and a data source ; and 
receive user input indicating a selected dataset from 

among the plurality of datasets ; and 
generate a synchronization request to synchronize the 

selected dataset between the cache and the data source . 
2 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the informa 

tion about the synchronization of the first dataset includes a 
time of a last synchronization event . 

3 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
more processors are further configured to execute code to 
cause the system to : 

receive , in the second user interface , user input changing 
a format of the query . 

4 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
more processors are further configured to execute code to 
cause the system to : 

in response to a user interaction with a dataset name in the 
code in the second interface , display a dataset helper 
menu showing autocorrected or autocompleted names 
based on the dataset name . 

5 . The computer system of claim 4 , wherein the dataset 
helper menu also shows a synchronization status of data 
bases having the autocorrected or autocompleted names . 

6 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
more processors are further configured to execute code to 
cause the system to : 

generate , in response to a modification of the data 
included in the first dataset , a synchronization request 
to synchronize the first dataset between the cache and 
the data source . 

7 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
more processors are further configured to execute code to 
cause the system to : 

display , in a third user interface , a visualization showing 
which documents use the first dataset . 

8 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
more processors are further configured to execute code to 
cause the system to : 

display , in a third user interface , a visualization showing 
other datasets dependent on the first dataset . 

9 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
more processors are further configured to execute code to 
cause the system to : 

display an indication of a cache or data store that the first 
dataset is located in . 

10 . A computer - implemented method comprising : 
displaying a first user interface comprising : 

a panel associated with code to query a first dataset , 
wherein the panel is configured to render a visual 
ization of the first dataset based on display settings 
associated with the panel ; 

displaying a second user interface comprising : 
the code to query the first dataset ; 

requesting , from a data synchronization server , a synchro 
nization status of datasets between a cache and a data 
source ; 

receiving , in response to the request , synchronization 
statuses of a plurality of datasets , the plurality of 
datasets including the first dataset ; and 

displaying , as part of one or more user interfaces : 
a listing of the plurality of datasets ; 
data included in the first dataset ; and 
information about a synchronization of the first dataset 

between a cache and a data source . 
11 . The computer - implemented method of claim 10 , fur 

ther comprising : 
receiving user input indicating a selected dataset from 
among the plurality of datasets ; and 

generating a synchronization request to synchronize the 
selected dataset between the cache and the data source . 

12 . The computer - implemented method of claim 10 , fur 
ther comprising : 

receiving , in the second user interface , user input chang 
ing a format of the query . 

13 . The computer - implemented method of claim 10 , fur 
ther comprising : 

in response to a user interaction with a dataset name in the 
code in the second interface , displaying a dataset helper 
menu showing autocorrected or autocompleted names 
based on the dataset name . 

14 . The computer system of claim 13 , wherein the dataset 
helper menu also shows a synchronization status of data 
bases having the autocorrected or autocompleted names . 

15 . The computer - implemented method of claim 10 , fur 
ther comprising : 

generating , in response to a modification of the data 
included in the first dataset , a synchronization request 
to synchronize the first dataset between the cache and 
the data source . 

16 . The computer - implemented method of claim 10 , fur 
ther comprising : 

displaying , in a third user interface , a visualization show 
ing which documents use the first dataset . 

17 . The computer - implemented method of claim 10 , fur 
ther comprising : 

displaying , in a third user interface , a visualization show 
ing other datasets dependent on the first dataset . 

18 . The computer - implemented method of claim 10 , fur 
ther comprising : 

displaying an indication of a cache or data store that the 
first dataset is located in . 

* * * * * 
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SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING DYNAMIC 
LINKED PANELS IN USER INTERFACE 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE 
[ 0001 ] This application claims the benefit of U . S . Provi 
sional Patent Application No . 62 / 365 , 169 , filed Jul . 21 , 
2016 , the entire disclosure of which is hereby made part of 
this specification as if set forth fully herein and incorporated 
by reference for all purposes , for all that it contains . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 
[ 0002 ] The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for data integration , analysis , and visualization . More 
specifically , the present disclosure relates to dynamic linked 
panels associated with queries performed on data sources 
and visualization of results of the queries . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] Organizations and / or companies are producing 
increasingly large amounts of data . Such data may be 
queried and presented in a user interface . 

SUMMARY 
[ 0004 ] The systems , methods , and devices described 
herein each have several aspects , no single one of which is 
solely responsible for its desirable attributes . Without lim 
iting the scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting fea 
tures will now be discussed briefly . 
10005 ] Developing online documents can require collabo 
ration by many designers who possess great deal of technical 
knowledge , including knowledge of markup languages such 
as HTML , database languages such as SQL , scripting lan 
guages such as JavaScript , graphic design skills , and other 
technical knowledge . One aspect features providing panels 
coded to query a database and display the queried data 
according to one or more display settings . Panels can be 
used to create online documents without needing the same 
depth of technical skill . Panels can display representations 
of data queried from a database and dynamically interact 
with other panels . Certain features address the varying 
amount of time that database queries and interactions can 
take . A dependency web shows dependencies , a timing table 
shows how long certain actions take to perform , and a 
timeout graphic shows up to indicate panels that take a long 
or abnormally long time to load . These help developers 
optimize and restructure code to speed up performance . 
Dependency information can be stored and used when 
rerunning documents to refresh dependent documents with 
out needing to refresh independent elements . Using local 
applications and data allows offline simulations without 
disturbing databases in use . A diff tool shows not only code 
changes , but also document output changes affected by code 
changes . 
[ 0006 ] In one embodiment , a computer system configured 
to display data from one or more data sources comprises : 
one or more hardware computer processors configured to 
execute code in order to cause the system to : generate user 
interface data configured to be rendered as a user interface , 
the user interface including at least a first display portion and 
a second display portion ; receive an input indicating a 
relationship between the first panel of the plurality of panels 
and a second panel of the plurality of panels , wherein the 
relationship is indicated by associating a variable of the first 

panel with a query of the second panel ; and in response to 
the input : updating a visual representation of data displayed 
in the second panel by executing the query of the second 
panel using a value of the variable of the first panel to 
retrieve updated data from the database ; and updating the 
graphical visualization included in the second display to 
include an edge connecting a first node representing the first 
panel to a second node representing the second panel . The 
first display portion includes a plurality of panels comprising 
a first panel configured to generate a visual representation of 
data according to display settings for the first panel , wherein 
the data is retrievable from a database according to a query 
associated the first panel , wherein the first panel is associ 
ated with one or more variables , and the second display 
portion includes a graphical visualization of relationships 
among the plurality of panels , the graphical visualization 
including nodes and edges , at least some of the nodes 
representing respective ones of the plurality of panels , at 
least some of the nodes representing respective ones of the 
one or more variables , at least some of the edges represent 
ing relationships among respective pairs of the plurality of 
panels . 
[ 0007 ] According to certain aspects , the first and second 
display portions are displayed simultaneously in the user 
interface . Additional display portions can include lists of 
queries , code associated with panels , queries , functions , 
variables . Additional elements can be represented in the 
graphical visualization . Selecting a panel can cause the 
corresponding nodes in the graphical visualization to be 
highlighted . Selecting a node can cause the corresponding 
panels to be highlighted . 
[ 0008 ] In one embodiment , a computer system configured 
to display data from one or more data sources comprises one 
or more hardware computer processors configured to 
execute code in order to cause the system to : generate user 
interface data configured to be rendered as a user interface , 
the user interface including at least a first display portion and 
a second display portion , receive an input modifying a 
relationship between the first panel of the plurality of panels 
and a second panel of the plurality of panels , wherein the 
relationship is modified by associating a variable of the first 
panel with a query of the second panel ; and in response to 
the input : updating the visualization of time to change the 
time that it takes to process the first panel and the time that 
it takes to process at least one dependency of the panel . The 
first display portion includes a plurality of panels comprising 
a first panel configured to generate a visual representation of 
data according to display settings for the panel , wherein the 
data is retrievable from a database according to a query 
associated the first panel , wherein the first panel is associ 
ated with one or more variables , and the second display 
portion includes a visualization of time that it takes to 
process the first panel and a time that it takes to process at 
least one dependency of the panel , wherein the dependency 
comprises at least one of the query , a function in the query , 
or a variable in the query that is defined by a second panel . 
[ 0009 ] In one embodiment , a computer system configured 
to display data from one or more data sources comprises : 
one or more hardware computer processors configured to 
execute code in order to cause the system to : generate a user 
interface configured to display a plurality of panels includ 
ing a first panel and a second panel , each of the plurality of 
panels having respective display settings and queries includ 
ing code for querying one more data sources ; execute a first 
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query associated with the first panel ; display the first panel 
in the user interface based on first display settings of the first 
panel , the first panel displaying at least a portion of the result 
of the first query , the result of the first query being associated 
with a variable ; execute a second query associated with the 
second panel , wherein the second query refers to the variable 
associated with the first query of the first panel ; display the 
second panel in the user interface based on second display 
settings of the second panel , the second panel displaying at 
least a portion of the result of the second query ; and in 
response to user input changing the displayed result in the 
first panel : re - execute the second query associated with the 
second panel ; and update the display of the second panel in 
the user interface based on results of the re - executed second 
query of the second panel . 
[ 0010 ] According to certain aspects , the code can be 
further configured to : receive a third query from the first 
panel for writing data to the one or more data sources ; 
process one or more parameters in the third query by 
invoking a function ; and perform the third query with the 
processed one or more parameters to write data to the one or 
more data sources . The processing of the one or more 
parameters in the third query may be performed at least in 
part by : replacing the one or more parameters with respec 
tive placeholders ; and storing respective values correspond 
ing to the one or more parameters in an array . The processing 
of the one or more parameters in the third query may be 
performed at least in part by changing respective values 
corresponding to the one or more parameters to string 
format . Each of the plurality of panels can be referenced as 
a template that is rendered by a template engine , and the 
function can be registered with the template engine . The 
code may be further configured to : prior to running the query 
of the first panel , invoke one or more functions to determine 
whether a table , a row , or a column referenced in the query 
exists in the one or more data sources . 
[ 0011 ] In another embodiment , a method of displaying 
data from one or more data sources comprises : using one or 
more hardware computer processors : generating a user inter 
face configured to display a plurality of panels including a 
first panel and a second panel , each of the plurality of panels 
having respective display settings and queries including 
code for querying one more data sources ; executing a first 
query associated with the first panel ; displaying the first 
panel in the user interface based on first display settings of 
the first panel , the first panel displaying at least a portion of 
the result of the first query , the result of the first query being 
associated with a variable ; executing a second query asso 
ciated with the second panel , wherein the second query 
refers to the variable associated with the first query of the 
first panel ; displaying the second panel in the user interface 
based on second display settings of the second panel , the 
second panel displaying at least a portion of the result of the 
second query ; and in response to user input changing the 
displayed result in the first panel : re - executing the second 
query associated with the second panel ; and updating the 
display of the second panel in the user interface based on 
results of the re - executed second query of the second panel . 
[ 0012 ] According to certain aspects , the method may 
further comprise : receiving a third query from the first panel 
for writing data to the one or more data sources ; processing 
one or more parameters in the third query by invoking a 
function ; and performing the third query with the processed 
one or more parameters to write data to the one or more data 

sources . Said processing the one or more parameters in the 
third query can comprise : replacing the one or more param 
eters with respective placeholders , and storing respective 
values corresponding to the one or more parameters in an 
array . Said processing the one or more parameters in the 
third query can comprise changing respective values corre 
sponding to the one or more parameters to string format . 
Each of the plurality of panels may be referenced as a 
template that is rendered by a template engine , and the 
function may be registered with the template engine . The 
method may further comprise : prior to running the query of 
the first panel , invoking one or more functions to determine 
whether a table , a row , or a column referenced in the query 
exists in the one or more data sources . 
[ 0013 ] In some embodiments , a non - transitory compute 
readable medium comprises instructions for displaying data 
from one or more data sources that cause a computer 
processor to : generate a user interface configured to display 
a plurality of panels including a first panel and a second 
panel , each of the plurality of panels having respective 
display settings and queries including code for querying one 
more data sources ; execute a first query associated with the 
first panel ; display the first panel in the user interface based 
on first display settings of the first panel , the first panel 
displaying at least a portion of the result of the first query , 
the result of the first query being associated with a variable ; 
execute a second query associated with the second panel , 
wherein the second query refers to the variable associated 
with the first query of the first panel ; display the second 
panel in the user interface based on second display settings 
of the second panel , the second panel displaying at least a 
portion of the result of the second query ; and in response to 
user input changing the displayed result in the first panel : 
re - execute the second query associated with the second 
panel ; and update the display of the second panel in the user 
interface based on results of the re - executed second query of 
the second panel . 
[ 0014 ] According to certain aspects , the instructions can 
be further configured to cause the computer processor to : 
receive a third query from the first panel for writing data to 
the one or more data sources ; process one or more param 
eters in the third query by invoking a function , and perform 
the third query with the processed one or more parameters 
to write data to the one or more data sources . The processing 
of the one or more parameters in the third query may be 
performed at least in part by : replacing the one or more 
parameters with respective placeholders ; and storing respec 
tive values corresponding to the one or more parameters in 
an array . The processing of the one or more parameters in the 
third query may be performed at least in part by changing 
respective values corresponding to the one or more param 
eters to string format . Each of the plurality of panels can be 
referenced as a template that is rendered by a template 
engine , and the function can be registered with the template 
engine . The instructions may be further configured to cause 
the computer processor to : prior to running the query of the 
first panel , invoke one or more functions to determine 
whether a table , a row , or a column referenced in the query 
exists in the one or more data sources . 
[ 0015 ] Additional embodiments of the disclosure are 
described below in reference to the appended claims , which 
may serve as an additional summary of the disclosure . 
[ 0016 ] In various embodiments , systems and / or computer 
systems are disclosed that comprise a computer readable 
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storage medium having program instructions embodied 
therewith , and one or more processors configured to execute 
the program instructions to cause the one or more processors 
to perform operations comprising one or more aspects of the 
above - and / or below - described embodiments ( including one 
or more aspects of the appended claims ) . 
[ 0017 ] In various embodiments , computer - implemented 
methods are disclosed in which , by one or more processors 
executing program instructions , one or more aspects of the 
above - and / or below - described embodiments ( including one 
or more aspects of the appended claims ) are implemented 
and / or performed . In various embodiments , computer pro 
gram products comprising a computer readable storage 
medium are disclosed , wherein the computer readable stor 
age medium has program instructions embodied therewith , 
the program instructions executable by one or more proces 
sors to cause the one or more processors to perform opera 
tions comprising one or more aspects of the above - and / or 
below - described embodiments ( including one or more 
aspects of the appended claims ) . 

[ 0032 ] FIG . 14 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies . 
10033 ] FIG . 15 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face for configuring a dataset . 
[ 0034 ] FIG . 16 illustrates one embodiment of a dataset 
shown in a user interface . 
[ 0035 ] FIG . 17 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources with editing 
tools . 
[ 0036 ] FIG . 18 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources with editing 
tools . 
[ 0037 ] FIG . 19 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies and a 
table of execution times . 
0038 ] FIG . 20 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies and a 
table of execution times . 
[ 0039 ] FIG . 21 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources with a 
placeholder visual . 
[ 0040 ] FIG . 22 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources . 
10041 ] FIG . 23 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources while being 
edited . 
[ 0042 ] FIG . 24 illustrates one embodiment of a side - by 
side difference comparison of query code . 
[ 0043 ] FIG . 25 illustrates one embodiment of a side - by 
side difference comparison of a user interface comprising 
dynamic panels for displaying side - by - side results of differ 
ent queries performed on one or more data sources . 
0044 ] FIG . 26 illustrates a flowchart for creating and 
displaying a visualization of dependency information and 
timing data , according to certain embodiments . 
[ 0045 ] FIG . 27 illustrates a flowchart for creating , updat 
ing , and displaying dynamic panels in a user interface , 
according to certain embodiments . 
[ 0046 ] FIG . 28 illustrates a flowchart for creating , updat 
ing , and displaying dynamic panels in a user interface , 
according to certain embodiments . 
[ 0047 ] FIG . 29 illustrates a flowchart for creating , trigger 
ing , and displaying dynamic panels in a user interface , 
according to certain embodiments . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0018 ] FIG . 1 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources . 
[ 0019 ] FIGS . 2A - 2D illustrate one embodiment of a user 
interface of a dashboard creation system for creating a 
dynamic panel . 
[ 0020 ] FIG . 3 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the 
interaction between the various components of a dashboard 
creation system configured to create and display dynamic 
panels , according to one embodiment . 
[ 0021 ] FIG . 3A illustrates one example of linking multiple 
dynamic panels . 
10022 ] . FIG . 4 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the 
interaction between the various components of a dashboard 
creation system configured to write to data sources using 
dynamic panels , according to one embodiment . 
[ 0023 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a flowchart for creating and 
displaying dynamic panels in a user interface , according to 
certain embodiments . 
[ 0024 ] FIG . 6 illustrates a flowchart for writing to data 
sources using dynamic panels , according to certain embodi 
ments . 
[ 0025 ] FIGS . 7A - 7C illustrate various examples of panels 
and features provided by a dashboard creation system , 
according to certain embodiments . 
0026 ] FIG . 8 illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented . 
[ 0027 ] FIG . 9 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources . 
[ 0028 ] FIG . 10 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face of a dashboard creation system comprising dynamic 
panels for displaying results of queries performed on one or 
more data sources with editing tools . 
[ 0029 ] FIGS . 11A - 11C illustrate embodiments of user 
interfaces of a dashboard creation system for creating a 
dynamic panel . 
[ 0030 ] FIG . 12 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies . 
[ 0031 ] FIG . 13 illustrates embodiments of visual indica 
tions of dependencies . 

Title Online Tallini DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0048 ] Although certain preferred embodiments and 
examples are disclosed below , inventive subject matter 
extends beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to 
other alternative embodiments and / or uses and to modifica 
tions and equivalents thereof . Thus , the scope of the claims 
appended hereto is not limited by any of the particular 
embodiments described below . For example , in any method 
or process disclosed herein , the acts or operations of the 
method or process may be performed in any suitable 
sequence and are not necessarily limited to any particular 
disclosed sequence . Various operations may be described as 
multiple discrete operations in turn , in a manner that may be 
helpful in understanding certain embodiments ; however , the 
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order of description should not be construed to imply that 
these operations are order dependent . Additionally , the struc 
tures , systems , and / or devices described herein may be 
embodied as integrated components or as separate compo 
nents . For purposes of comparing various embodiments , 
certain aspects and advantages of these embodiments are 
described . Not necessarily all such aspects or advantages are 
achieved by any particular embodiment . Thus , for example , 
various embodiments may be carried out in a manner that 
achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advantages 
as taught herein without necessarily achieving other aspects 
or advantages as may also be taught or suggested herein . 
[ 0049 ] Embodiments of the disclosure will now be 
described with reference to the accompanying figures , 
wherein like numerals refer to like elements throughout . The 
terminology used in the description presented herein is not 
intended to be interpreted in any limited or restrictive 
manner , simply because it is being utilized in conjunction 
with a detailed description of certain specific embodiments 
of the disclosure . Furthermore , embodiments of the disclo 
sure may include several novel features , no single one of 
which is solely responsible for its desirable attributes or 
which is essential to practicing the embodiments of the 
disclosure herein described . 
[ 0050 ] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys 
tems and methods discussed herein , a number of terms are 
defined below . The terms defined below , as well as other 
terms used herein , should be construed broadly to include 
the provided definitions , the ordinary and customary mean 
ing of the terms , and / or any other implied meaning for the 
respective terms . Thus , the definitions below do not limit the 
meaning of these terms , but only provide exemplary defi 
nitions . 

technical knowledge . One aspect features providing panels 
coded to query a database and display the queried data 
according to one or more display settings . Panels can be 
used to create online documents without needing the same 
depth of technical skill . Panels can display representations 
of data queried from a database and dynamically interact 
with other panels . Certain features address the varying 
amount of time that database queries and interactions can 
take . A dependency web shows dependencies , a timing table 
shows how long certain actions take to perform , and a 
timeout graphic shows up to indicate panels that take a long 
or abnormally long time to load . These help developers 
optimize and restructure code to speed up performance . 
Dependency information can be stored and used when 
rerunning documents to refresh dependent documents with 
out needing to refresh independent elements . The depen 
dency information can include the elements ( e . g . , panels , 
variables , queries , functions , datasets ) in a user interface and 
their relationships . The dependency information can include 
information used to generate the graphical visualization of 
dependencies . When updates occur ( e . g . , a user provides an 
input ) , the stored dependency information can be referenced 
to determine elements dependent on the update . Accord 
ingly , dependent elements of the user interface can be 
executed ( e . g . , running queries , evaluating functions , re 
determining variables , refreshing panels ) . Using local appli 
cations and data allows offline simulations without disturb 
ing databases in use . A diff tool shows not only code 
changes , but also document output changes affected by code 
changes . 
[ 0053 ] FIG . 1 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face 100 comprising dynamic panels for displaying results 
of queries performed on one or more data sources . Panels 
110 through 150 are some examples of different types of 
panels that can be included in the user interface 100 . Panel 
110 and panel 120 are dropdown control panels ; panel 130 
is a table panel ; panel 140 is a line chart panel ; and panel 150 
is a bar chart panel . Many different types of panels can be 
included in the user interface 100 , depending on the embodi 
ment . For instance , as explained above , types of panels can 
include charts , controls , graphs , maps , etc . Examples of 
chart panels may include a bar chart , line chart , pie chart , 
scatter plot , etc . Examples of control panels may include a 
date picker , dropdown control , button ( e . g . , export button , 
query button , etc . ) , input box , multiselect box , slider , text 
area , timeline , etc . Other examples of panels may include a 
card , image , link ( e . g . , hyperlink ) , list , text , graphs , maps , 
etc . FIGS . 7A - 7C illustrate additional examples of types of 
panels . 
[ 0054 ] A dynamic panel can be linked to one or more other 
dynamic panels . As mentioned above , the output of a panel 
can be used in another panel . When the data of a panel 
depends or relies on the data of another panel , if the data in 
the source panel changes , the data in the panel that relies on 
the source panel may also change or be refreshed . For 
example , in FIG . 1 , an example query obtains data regarding 
National Football League teams from multiple data sources . 
Panel 110 can be a dropdown control that selects the team to 
view . Panel 120 can be a dropdown control that selects the 
season for which to display the games . Panel 130 can be a 
table that displays the games for the team selected in panel 
110 for the season selected in panel 120 . Changes to the 
selected team in panel 110 or the selected season in panel 
120 can update the games displayed in panel 130 . In some 

Overview 
[ 0051 ] Disclosed herein are various systems and methods 
for providing a plurality of dynamic panels in a user inter 
face ( UI ) . Examples of additional user interfaces are 
described in U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 841 , 338 
titled “ SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING DYNAMIC LINKED 
PANELS IN USER INTERFACE , ” filed Aug . 31 , 2015 , 
which is made a part of this specification as if fully set forth 
herein and is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety 
for all purposes , for all that it contains . The dynamic panels 
( or “ panels ” ) can display different pieces of data from one or 
more data sources . For example , a query can be run on one 
or more data sources , and different parts of the result from 
the query can be output using different dynamic panels . For 
instance , each dynamic panel can be associated with a 
variable to output . Different types of dynamic panels can be 
provided , such as charts ( e . g . , line chart , bar chart , etc . ) , 
controls ( e . g . , dropdown , multiselect box , search box , etc . ) , 
maps , tables , text boxes , etc . The panels can be data source 
agnostic . For example , the panels can be associated with 
data from different types of data sources , such as relational 
databases ( e . g . , SQL Server ) , Elasticsearch , etc . In some 
embodiments , individual panels may each be referred to as 
" widgets . ” In some embodiments , the user interface includ 
ing multiple panels may be referred to as a “ dashboard . ” 
[ 0052 ] Developing online documents can require collabo 
ration by many designers who possess great deal of technical 
knowledge , including knowledge of markup languages such 
as HTML , database languages such as SQL , scripting lan - 
guages such as JavaScript , graphic design skills , and other 
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embodiments , panel 140 and panel 150 display statistics 
related to the games displayed in panel 130 ; when games 
displayed in panel 130 change , panel 140 and panel 150 
update accordingly . 
[ 0055 ] The query and the settings relating to the display of 
particular panels can be managed separately . For example , a 
user interface can provide a section for entering the query 
and another section for entering display related settings . 
Separate management of the query and the display settings 
can allow the panels to be easily updated within the user 
interface and allow reuse of queries . The page that contains 
the panels may be referred to as a “ document . ” 
[ 0056 ] In this manner , multiple panels can be used to 
display different aspects of the result from a query . One 
query can be run to obtain the needed information , and the 
result can be parsed and displayed using multiple panels . 
Display of information can be simplified by using multiple 
panels . Also , the query can be reused across panels since 
each panel can extract a portion of the result to display . In 
certain embodiments , each panel may have its own query 
and display the result of the query . The panels can also be 
linked together so that the data from one panel can be used 
to display the data in another panel . 

Example User Interface of Dashboard Creation System 
[ 0057 ] FIGS . 2A - 2D illustrate one embodiment of a user 
interface 200 of a dashboard creation system for creating 
one or more dynamic panels for use in a dashboard . For 
example , the user interface 200 can provide functionalities 
for custom styling , query editing and / or previewing , defin 
ing query sub - properties , etc . of panels . FIG . 2A illustrates 
one embodiment of the main page 210 of the user interface 
200 . FIG . 2B illustrates one embodiment of the query page 
220 . FIG . 2C illustrates one embodiment of the global 
variables page 230 . FIG . 2D illustrates one embodiment of 
the document Cascading Style Sheets ( CSS ) page 240 . 
[ 0058 ] . Using the main page 210 , the user can create , edit , 
delete , and manage one or more panels . In one embodiment , 
the main page 210 includes a top section 211 that displays 
the name of the document selected , if any ; links to the query 
page 220 ( FIG . 2B ) , the global variables page 230 ( FIG . 2C ) , 
and the document CSS page 240 ( FIG . 2D ) ; and various 
icons for creating panels and for other features . The main 
page 210 also includes a panels section 212 that displays the 
list of panels included in the document . The main page 210 
includes a design section 213 where the user can create , 
organize , and edit panels . In the example of FIG . 2A , the 
user creates Document 1 , which contains panels p1 , p2 , p3 , 
etc . A panel can be referred to by its name , and the name of 
the panel can be displayed when the cursor is over a 
particular panel . For illustrative purposes , certain items in 
design section 213 are marked with dashed lines to indicate 
that they are panels ; for example , the slider in the top right 
corner of design section 213 is a panel . Four blocks at the 
bottom of design section 213 ( listing company name and 
dollar value ) are also examples of panels ; these panels are 
shown in solid lines because they have borders . 
[ 0059 ] Moving to FIG . 2B , the query page 220 allows the 
user to enter a query . For example , a query can be associated 
with a panel . The example query page 220 may appear when 
the user clicks on the link to the query page 220 on the main 
page 210 ( FIG . 2A ) . The query page 220 can display a list 
of queries 221 , for example , stored queries in a database 
( e . g . , template storage 355 , 455 in FIGS . 3 and 4 ) . In some 

embodiments , a query may be reused in other documents . 
For example , the user can select a query from the list of 
queries or create a new query . In the example of FIG . 2B , the 
query page includes a button for adding a new query . The 
query page 220 can include a code section 222 for entering 
the query and a preview section 223 for previewing results 
of execution of the query in code section 222 . The user may 
update or delete a query from the query page 220 . The 
example query in FIG . 2B relates to the panel shown in FIG . 
7C and updates the data source ( s ) to reflect availability of 
individual squares or cards and to add information relating 
to the squares or cards ( e . g . , insert username , time , etc . ) . 
[ 0060 ] FIG . 2C illustrates the global variables page 230 , 
which allows the user to define global variables associated 
with a document and / or a panel . The global variables can be 
referred to by the panels in the document . In addition , the 
user may also define variables associated with a panel . The 
variables can be used to link two or more panels together . 
For instance , the query for a panel may reference a variable 
in one or more other panels . The panels may be linked in the 
sense that when the data in a particular linked panel updates , 
the data in the panels that reference the particular panel also 
updates . The global variables page 230 can appear when the 
user clicks on the link to the global variables page 230 on the 
main page 210 ( FIG . 2A ) . The global variables page 230 can 
be a pop - up window as illustrated in FIG . 2C or a separate 
page , for example , like the query page 220 . In the example 
of FIG . 2C , the global variables page 230 shows two 
variables " options " and " strike . " In some embodiments , a 
global variable is defined for a panel . The panel global 
variable may be referenced using the format “ < panel name > 
< global variable name > . ” For example , if " options " variable 
is associated with panel pl , and the user can refer to 
" options " variable as " p1 . options . " The panel global vari 
ables may also be used to link two or more panels together . 
In some embodiments , global variables may be used to link 
two or more panels . In one embodiment , global variables 
may be referred to in a uniform resource locator ( URL ) . The 
global variables may be modified by changing the values 
associated with the global variables in the URL . 
[ 0061 ] FIG . 2D illustrates the document CSS page 240 
that allows the user to define the style for a document and the 
panels in the document . The document CSS page 240 can 
appear when the user clicks on the link to the document CSS 
page 240 on the main page 210 ( FIG . 2A ) . The document 
CSS page 240 can be a pop - up window as illustrated in FIG . 
2D or a separate page , for example , like the query page 220 . 
Different styles can be applied at various levels of granu 
larity ; for example , a style can apply to individual elements 
within the document or the panel . The document CSS page 
240 may also specify the dimensions of the document and 
the panels in the document . The same CSS may be applied 
to various panels by referring to a panel ' s number , title , or 
type ( e . g . , dropdown , text , etc . ) . 
[ 0062 ] In some embodiments , the user interface 200 , 
including the various pages illustrated in FIGS . 2A - 2D , can 
be a web interface . The system may also provide different 
types or modes of user interfaces for authoring and editing 
documents and panels . For example , more advanced users 
can use an interface for directly entering the query , and 
beginner users can use a simpler interface that allows 
selection of values for various aspects of a panel ( e . g . , X 
value and y value of a chart ) . Users can share documents 
with other users and can give other users permission to edit , 
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read only , etc . For example , the system can provide an edit 
mode ( or " author mode ” ) , in which the user can edit all 
aspects of a panel , e . g . , the query for the panel , the display 
settings for the panel , etc . The system can also provide a read 
only mode ( or " consumer mode ” ) , in which the user can 
interact with the panels ( e . g . , select a value for a dropdown 
control ) , but may not edit other aspects of panels . In certain 
embodiments , users can edit panels within a web authoring 
environment . For example , users may use web technologies 
to edit the panels and may edit the panels within a web page 
or web interface . 
[ 0063 ] In one embodiment , the user interface 200 can have 
two viewing modes : a WYSIWYG ( What You See Is What 
You Get ) editor mode and a corresponding read - only con 
sumer mode . In editor mode , built - in panels like bar charts , 
scatter plots , time series plots , tables , dropdown menus , text 
boxes , etc . can be added and arranged on the canvas or page . 
The user can author and edit data queries via a rich editor UI , 
which can support quickly previewing results for quick 
debugging . Queries may natively support templating ( e . g . , 
via Handlebars ) to link to panels , URL parameters , or data 
from other queries . Panels can also be templatized to link to 
data from the queries and coordinate with other panels . 
Additionally , the editor can customize styling for a particular 
page or document , or deployment . The read - only consumer 
mode may allow finished web pages to be shared to a set of 
users that can interact with a page but not edit its layout or 
setup . 

Querying and Displaying Data in Data Sources Using 
Dynamic Panels 
[ 0064 ] FIG . 3 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the 
interaction between the various components of a dashboard 
creation system 300 configured to create and display 
dynamic panels , according to one embodiment . The system 
300 can be connected to one or more data sources 310 , such 
as databases . The system 300 may include a template engine 
350 and template storage 355 . A template system may allow 
creation of templates that can be used to generate user 
interface pages , such as web pages . A template system can 
combine templates and data from data sources to generate 
user interface pages . For example , a template engine or 
processor of the template system can render the templates 
and data from data sources into finished pages . The template 
engine 350 can render user interface pages based on the 
documents and / or data in data sources 310 . In some embodi 
ments , a template is any text that contains a template 
placeholder ( s ) ( e . g . , double curly brackets : " { { ” and “ } } ” ) , 
and the template engine 350 processes the template text with 
a template context ( e . g . , an object ) and renders the template 
text to provide the final output . The output can be incorpo 
rated into query backends or be used to drive other panels . 
The template storage 355 can store templates and related 
information . In certain embodiments , the template storage 
355 can also store documents , panels included in documents , 
and related information . Some examples of template sys 
tems may include Handlebars , Mustache , etc . FIG . 3 shows 
the template engine 350 and the template storage 355 as a 
part of the system 300 , but they may reside in a separate 
computing system or on separate computing devices from 
the system 300 . For example , the template engine 350 can be 
external to the system 300 . The system 300 may commu 
nicate with a user system 320 , such as a desktop computer , 
laptop , mobile phone , tablet , mobile devices , etc . For 

example , the user system 320 displays user interface pages 
rendered by the template engine 350 . The system 300 may 
include additional or different components , depending on 
the embodiment . 
[ 0065 ] At data flow action 1 , the user creates a panel . As 
explained above , a panel can have a query associated with 
it and display settings associated with it . 
[ 0066 ] At data flow action 2 , the user defines a query 
associated with the panel . As mentioned above , the panels 
can be data source agnostic and can be associated with data 
from different types of data sources , such as relational 
databases SQL , Elasticsearch , etc . The system 300 can 
connect to and query data from any data source that supports 
a text - based query language . The system 300 can support 
different types of query languages and / or tools , depending 
on the embodiment . In certain embodiments , Handlebars can 
be used for the queries . In some embodiments , JSON 
( JavaScript Object Notation ) can be used for the queries . In 
other embodiments , the system 300 can include one adapter 
for SQL databases and another adapter for REST backends 
( e . g . , Elasticsearch ) , which may be provided as default 
adapters . The system 300 can additionally allow the user to 
transform and selectively extract data out of query results . 
For example , the user can extract data from JSON query 
responses using JSONPath . 
[ 0067 ] At data flow action 3 , the user defines display 
settings associated with the panel . The user can define the 
display settings in the document CSS for the panel . The user 
can create additional panels and define the query and display 
settings for each panel . One or more panels may be added to 
a container . A container may function as a holder for panels . 
A container can act as a collection of panels that move as a 
unit . The user can define the layout of the panels within the 
container , and also define behavior for the container , which 
can apply to all the panels in the container as a group . The 
user may add tabs for a container . For example , a container 
may include multiple tabs , and the user can switch between 
tabs to view different content . Each tab can act as a separate 
content space and hold different panels . 
10068 ] At data flow action 4 , the system 300 generates the 
user interface page for the document that contains the panel . 
When the system 300 receives a request from the user 
system 320 for a particular document , the system 300 can 
obtain the requested document , for example , from the tem 
plate storage 350 and run the query associated with the 
panels in the documents . The template engine 350 may 
combine the document , the panels , and the query results in 
order to generate finished user interface pages . As explained 
above , one query can be used to obtain data , and different 
parts of the query can be associated with different panels . 
For instance , a query q returns columns c1 , c2 , c3 , and c4 , 
and the system 300 creates a text panel whose text is 
{ { q . cl } } , a dropdown panel whose values is { { q . c2 } } , and 
a chart panel whose x values and y values are { { q . c3 } } and 
{ { q . c4 } } , respectively . Or each panel may have a query 
associated with it and the result of the query can be asso 
ciated with the particular panel . The finished user interface 
pages can be then sent to the user system 320 to be displayed 
in a user interface . 
[ 0069 ] At data flow action 5 , the user system 320 receives 
user input / selection in the user interface . The user may 
change the displayed result in the user interface of the user 
system 320 . For example , the user may select a particular 
value in a dropdown control . Or the user may select a 
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on the embodiment . Using double curly brackets to indicate 
templates is described above as an example , and any other 
syntax elements can be used to indicate templates . 
[ 0074 ] In some embodiments , the user can define variables 
associated with the panels that can be referenced in a query . 
For example , the user can define variable A for panel 310 
and variable B for panel 320 , and the query for panel 330 can 
reference variable A and variable B in the query . For 
example , variable A and variable B can be associated with 
the selected value of panel 310 and panel 320 , respectively . 
As explained above , in some embodiments , panels can have 
global variables associated with them . 

particular panel or an item within a panel . The user input or 
selection is sent to the system 300 . 
[ 0070 ] At data flow action 6 , the system 300 updates the 
display of the panel . For instance , the query may be rerun or 
the query result may be filtered based on the selected value 
in a dropdown control . Or actions may be associated with a 
panel or an item within a panel , and such actions may be 
performed . For example , selection of a panel or an item 
within a panel can display options or attributes related to the 
panel or the item . In one example , the selection of a table 
row in one panel is linked to another panel that contains 
more detailed information about the selected row . A table 
shows a list of games as in FIG . 1 , and selecting a game in 
the table shows more detailed statistics on the selected game 
in a different panel . Certain details relating to FIG . 3 are 
further explained below in connection with FIG . 3A . 
[ 0071 ] The system 300 can be highly extensible , and 
panels can be easily created , edited , and / or removed . In one 
embodiment , a new panel can be added by creating a web 
module ( e . g . , an AngularJS module ) . A simple web module 
may be easily created by a suitable module generator ( e . g . , 
via Yeoman generator ) . Similarly , data adapters for new 
types of data sources can be easily added ( e . g . , via a java 
jar ) . 

Linking of Dynamic Panels 
[ 0072 ] FIG . 3A illustrates one example of linking multiple 
dynamic panels . In the example of FIG . 3 , panels 310 , 320 , 
and 330 are similar to panels 110 , 120 , and 130 in FIG . 1 . 
Panels 310 , 320 , and 330 may be named p1 , p2 , and p3 , 
respectively . As mentioned in connection with FIG . 1 , panel 
310 can be a dropdown control that selects the team to view ; 
panel 320 can be a dropdown control that selects the season 
for which to display the games ; and panel 330 can be a table 
that displays the games for the team selected in panel 310 for 
the season selected in panel 320 . For example , panels 310 
and 320 can have a selected value variable associated with 
them since they are dropdown controls . The variables may 
be referenced as p1 . selectedValue and p2 . selectedValue . The 
query of panel 330 can reference pl . selectedValue and 
p2 . selectedValue in the WHERE clause of a SELECT state 
ment . For example , the query can be as follows : SELECT 
column FROM table WHERE team = p1 . selectedValue AND 
season = p2 . selectedValue . In the example of FIG . 3A , 
p1 . selectedValue = " Team 1 ” and p2 . selectedValue = " 2014 . " 
[ 0073 ] The query may refer to panels , variables of panels , 
and / or global variables as templates , and a template system 
or language can process the queries and replace any tem 
plates with corresponding values . For example , a template 
can be indicated by double curly brackets “ { { ” and “ } } ” in 
a template system or language , such as Handlebars and 
Mustache . In the example above , p1 . selectedValue and 
p2 . selectedValue may be enclosed in double curly brackets 
to indicate that they are templates . Therefore , the query for 
the example above can be written as : SELECT column 
FROM table WHERE team = { { p1 . selectedValue } } AND 
season = { { p2 . selectedValue } } . The template engine 350 can 
process and replace the templates with their corresponding 
values at the time of generating the finished user interface 
pages . In certain embodiments , the system 300 builds a 
graph of all the references from the templates and associates 
the references such that if any of the references change , the 
corresponding templates are regenerated or refreshed . Tem - 
plates may also refer to objects other than panels , depending 

Writing to Data Sources Using Dynamic Panels 
[ 0075 ] FIG . 4 is a data flow diagram illustrative of the 
interaction between the various components of a dashboard 
creation system 400 configured to write to data sources 
using dynamic panels , according to one embodiment . The 
system 400 and corresponding components of FIG . 4 may be 
similar to or the same as the system 300 and similarly named 
components of FIG . 3 . The system 400 may include addi 
tional or different components , depending on the embodi 
ment . 

[ 00761 In some cases , it may be useful to allow users to 
write to or update the data sources through the panels . For 
example , the user may want to change the data in a panel and 
reflect the changes to the data source . The user could also 
save some selected rows from a table in one document for 
later use in other documents , or save notes from different 
users to a table for later reference . In certain cases , the user 
may also want to rename a portfolio in a database . 
[ 0077 ] The system 400 can allow the users to update the 
data sources 410 through queries . For example , SQL queries 
or JSON queries can be used . SQL queries and JSON queries 
can refer to the panels as templates , and a template system 
or language like Handlebars or Mustache can process the 
queries and replace any templates with corresponding val 
ues . However , in certain cases , directly replacing the tem 
plates with the corresponding values can lead to unintended 
consequences . For instance , the user may specify an always 
true condition as the value to be replaced with a template in 
the WHERE clause of a SQL query , which can result in 
changing all data . In one example , the user creates a query 
as follows : UPDATE table SET text = “ new Text ” WHERE 
id = { { p1 . text } } . If the value of p1 . text is “ 1 = 1 , " replacing the 
template { { p1 . text } } with “ 1 = 1 would update every row in 
the table . Accordingly , the system 400 make the queries 
secure by using a custom function as explained below . 
[ 0078 ] At data flow action 1 , the system 400 creates a 
custom function to verify parameters in a query . For 
example , an administrator of the system 400 can create the 
custom function . 
10079 ] In some embodiments , the system 400 uses SQL 
queries and processes the SQL queries using Handlebars . 
The custom function can be a Handlebars helper . For 
example , the custom function can be named " param ” and 
registered with Handlebars . Handlebars can invoke the cus 
tom function when processing the SQL queries . The user can 
use the custom function when using templates in SQL 
queries . 
[ 0080 ] In one embodiment , the custom function prevents 
use of text values in templates and only allows parameter 
values in templates . For example , a variable of a panel used 
in a template should be a parameter value . Supposing that 
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the variable of the panel referred to in a template is pl . prop 
erty , the custom function checks whether pl . property is an 
array . If p1 . property is not an array , the custom function 
replaces “ { { param p1 . property } } ” with a “ ? ” and saves the 
value of p1 . property for reference , for example , in a refer 
ence array . If p1 . property is an array with a length of n , the 
custom function replaces “ { { param pl . property } } ” with a 
string containing n question marks separated by commas and 
saves the value of each of element in the array for reference , 
for example , in a reference array . In this way , the custom 
function can help create parameterized queries , which con 
tain placeholders such as “ ? ” that can be inserted in query 
parameters . The SQL engine would escape and not evaluate 
these parameters , and therefore , parameterized queries can 
prevent SQL injection . For instance , the expression “ 1 = 1 ” 
would be escaped and would not be evaluated as a boolean 
expression ; rather it is evaluated as a string . 
[ 0081 ] For example , if pl . property is equal to 1 , the 
custom function processes the SQL query UPDATE table 
SET text = “ new Text ” WHERE id = { { param p1 . property } } to 
UPDATE table SET text = " new Text ” WHERE id = ? , and 
stores 1 in the reference array . In another example , if 
pl . property is equal to an array [ 1 , 2 ] , the custom function 
processes the SQL query UPDATE table SET 
text = " newText ” WHERE id = { { param pl . property } } to 
UPDATE table SET text = " new Text ” WHERE id = ( ? , ? ) , and 
stores 1 and 2 in the reference array . The processed query 
and parameters can be prepared as a JDBC statement and run 
against one or more data sources 410 . Types of parameters 
can be preserved ( e . g . , whether the parameter is a number or 
a string ) by using additional Handlebars helpers . 
[ 0082 ] In other embodiments , the system 400 uses JSON 
queries and processes the JSON queries using Handlebars 
and / or Mustache . A JSON query can include three parts : 
path , method , and body . The path and the body can use 
templates ; since the method generally has a few options , 
templates may not be used with the method . In order to have 
different rules for the use of templates , the path , method , and 
body can be separated into different components of the 
query . For example , the path and method can be considered 
as metadata , and the body can be considered as the template . 
[ 0083 ] The custom function can be used on the body of a 
JSON query . The custom function can be a Handlebars 
helper . For example , the custom function can be named 
" { { esc } } ” and registered with Handlebars . Handlebars can 
invoke the custom function when processing JSON queries . 
The user can use the custom function when using templates 
in JSON queries . The custom function may verify that all 
values for templates are valid JSON values ( e . g . , string , 
number , object , array , boolean , null , etc . ) . The custom 
function can convert the value of templates to string format 
( e . g . , using JSON stringify function ) . For example , { value : 
{ { esc ptvalue } } } where p1 . value is “ a ” ( chars [ a ] ) is evalu 
ated to be { value : “ a ” } . 
[ 0084 ] The system 400 can also create an additional 
custom function for string interpolation or for cases where 
the user wants to use another Handlebars helper ( e . g . , the 
join helper ) . The additional custom function can be a block 
helper ; for example , it can be referred to as { { # esc } } { { / 
esc } } block helper . In one embodiment , the block helper can 
evaluate the templates within the block helper , take the result 
as one string , and convert the one string to string format . In 
other embodiments , Handlebars evaluates what is inside the 
block helper , and the helpers within the block helper can 

convert the result to string format . In certain embodiments , 
the block helper or helpers convert the result to string format 
( e . g . , by calling JSON stringify function ) for security . In one 
embodiment , JSON stringify function can be called on block 
helpers for security . Various embodiments described in this 
disclosure may be implemented separately or in combination 
as appropriate . 
0085 ] The system 400 may also define rules and features 
to be implemented in association with the custom function 
( s ) . In one example , for the path , the system 400 can require 
that values for templates are uniform resource identifier 
( URI ) unreserved characters and are not periods . This can 
prevent the template value from going outside of the 
intended space in the path ( e . g . , intended directory ) . In some 
embodiments , the system 400 may not allow quotes around 
templates to avoid a string object from being closed acci 
dentally . The system 400 may also require that all other 
non - block helpers are nested inside the { { esc } } helper or 
used inside the { { # esc } } { { / esc } } block helper . 
[ 0086 ] At data flow action 2 , the user writes a query in a 
panel using the custom function in order to write data to a 
data source 410 . The system 400 can require users to use the 
custom functions when writing queries to write to a data 
source 410 . For instance , the system 400 can return errors 
for queries that do not use the custom functions or do not use 
the custom functions properly . 
10087 ] . At data flow action 3 , the user runs the query . The 
user can associate the query with a query button panel . The 
user may run the query by clicking on the query button . The 
user system 420 can send the user query to the system 400 . 
[ 0088 ] At data flow action 4 , the system 400 invokes the 
custom function to verify and process the parameters in the 
query . Upon receiving the user query from the user system 
420 , the system 400 can invoke the custom function on the 
query and format the query appropriately . If the processed 
query does not conform to the rules associated with the 
custom function , the system 400 can return an error . 
10089 ) At data flow action 5 , the system 400 runs the 
query with the processed parameters to write to the data 
source 410 . If the processed query is properly written and / or 
conforms to the rules associated with the custom function , 
the system 400 runs the query against the data source 410 . 
[ 0090 ] In certain embodiments , the system 400 also imple 
ments custom functions to verify parameters of queries for 
reading data . For example , the system 400 can create custom 
functions ( e . g . , Handlebars helpers ) for verifying table 
names , column names , alias table names , alias column 
names , etc . In one embodiment , the system 400 creates 
Handlebars helpers “ table , " " column , ” and “ alias ” to make 
sure the table , column , or alias actually exists in the data 
sources 410 . The system 400 can verify a table name or 
column name by checking that the table name or column 
name is within the schema of the database . The user can 
register the alias table name or column name , and the system 
400 may verify an alias name by checking that it is regis 
tered . 
[ 0091 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a flowchart for creating and 
displaying dynamic panels in a user interface , according to 
certain embodiments . The process 500 may be implemented 
by one or more systems described with respect to FIGS . 3 
and 4 . For illustrative purposes , the process 500 is explained 
below in connection with the system 300 in FIG . 3 and the 
example of FIG . 3A . Certain details relating to the process 
500 are explained in more detail with respect to FIGS . 1 - 4 . 
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Depending on the embodiment , the process 500 may include 
fewer or additional blocks , and the blocks may be performed 
in an order that is different than illustrated . 
[ 0092 ] At block 501 , the system 300 generates a user 
interface configured to display a plurality of panels , each 
panel associated with display settings and a query . At block 
502 , the system 300 performs the query associated with a 
first panel . The first panel can be panel 310 in FIG . 3A . 
[ 0093 ] At block 503 , the system 300 displays the first 
panel in the user interface based on the display settings of 
the first panel . The query of panel 310 can be run to obtain 
the list of teams to display in panel 310 . The list of teams can 
be displayed according the document CSS of panel 310 . One 
team from the list of teams may be displayed in panel 310 
as the default value . For example , panel 310 shows the first 
team in the list . 
[ 0094 ) Similarly , the system 300 can perform the query 
associated with panel 320 and display panel 320 in the user 
interface based on the display settings of panel 320 . One 
season from the list of seasons may be displayed in panel 
320 as the default value . For example , panel 320 shows the 
most current season in the list . 
[ 0095 ] At block 504 , the system 300 performs the query 
associated with a second panel . The second panel can be 
panel 330 in FIG . 3A . 
[ 0096 ] At block 505 , the system 300 displays the second 
panel in the user interface based on the display settings of 
the second panel . The query of panel 330 can be run to 
obtain the list of games to display in panel 330 . As explained 
above , the query of panel 330 obtains the list of games to 
display for the team selected in panel 310 and the season 
selected in panel 320 . The list of games can be displayed 
according the document CSS of panel 330 . 
[ 0097 ] At block 506 , the system 300 receives user input 
changing the displayed result in the first panel . For example , 
the user selects Team 1 from the list of teams in panel 310 , 
and panel 310 is updated to show Team 1 as selected . The 
user selection is sent to the system 300 . 
[ 0098 ] At block 507 , the system 300 updates the display of 
the first panel . If there are any changes to be made to panel 
310 , the system 300 can refresh panel 310 , e . g . , by rerunning 
the query and / or regenerating panel 310 through the tem 
plate engine 350 . In the example of FIG . 3A , panel 310 is a 
dropdown control , so the system 300 may not have to update 
panel 310 . 
[ 0099 ] At block 508 , the system 300 updates the display of 
the second panel . Since the query of panel 330 links to panel 
310 , panel 330 is also updated to display games for Team 1 
for the season selected in panel 320 . For example , the query 
for panel 330 can be rerun . In this manner , linked panels can 
be updated dynamically . 
[ 0100 ] FIG . 6 illustrates a flowchart for writing to data 
sources using dynamic panels , according to certain embodi 
ments . The process 600 may be implemented by one or more 
systems described with respect to FIGS . 3 and 4 . For 
illustrative purposes , the process 600 is explained below in 
connection with the system 400 in FIG . 4 . Certain details 
relating to the process 600 are explained in more detail with 
respect to FIGS . 1 - 5 . Depending on the embodiment , the 
process 600 may include fewer or additional blocks , and the 
blocks may be performed in an order that is different than 
illustrated . 
[ 0101 ] At block 601 , the system 400 creates a custom 
function to verify parameters in a query . The custom func 

tions may be Handlebars helpers explained above , such as 
param helper , { { esc } } helper , { { # esc } } { { / esc } } block 
helper , etc . 
[ 0102 ] At block 602 , the system 400 receives a query 
using the custom function from a panel in the user interface . 
The user writes a query that uses the custom function . 
[ 0103 ] At block 603 , the system 400 invokes the custom 
function to verify and process parameters in the query . In 
one embodiment , the custom function replaces the param 
eters with respective placeholders and stores respective 
values corresponding to the parameters in an array . In 
another embodiment , the custom function changes respec 
tive values corresponding to the parameters to string format . 
[ 0104 ] At block 604 , the system 400 runs the query with 
the processed parameters to write to or read from the data 
source ( s ) 410 . 
[ 0105 ] FIGS . 7A - 7C illustrate various examples of panels 
and features provided by a dashboard creation system , 
according to certain embodiments . FIG . 7A illustrates the 
alignment indicator feature for panels . As the user moves a 
panel within the user interface , other panels that line up with 
the panel being moved can be distinguished in the user 
interface to indicate that they are aligned . For example , the 
borders of the other panels can be highlighted , displayed in 
a different color , etc . In one embodiment , one or more 
guidelines appear to show that the panels are lined up ( e . g . , 
at one edge ) . 
[ 0106 ] FIG . 7B illustrates the auto zoom feature for pan 
els . When the finished user interface pages are displayed in 
the user interface , the user may resize the window of the user 
interface . In such case , the document and / or the panels in the 
user interface pages may be resized based on the width of the 
window . For example , if the window size is increased , the 
size of the document and / or the panels in the UI pages 
increase to fit the width of the window . Or if the window size 
is decreased , the size of the document and / or the panels in 
the UI pages decrease to fit the width of the window . This 
can be different from typical web pages where the content of 
the web pages remains the same regardless of whether the 
window of the browser is resized or not . 
[ 0107 ] FIG . 7C illustrates another example of a panel 730 . 
This panel may be referred to as a " card " panel since it 
includes one or more cards that can be selected . A card panel 
may refer to visualization of certain information within a 
card - like display . Either a single card or multiple cards can 
be selected , and the selections can be linked to other panels . 
In the example of FIG . 7C , different cards indicate a 
particular score combination for the outcome of a game . 
Users may sign up for a particular score combination in 
order to predict the outcome , and the user names are listed 
in the card they sign up for . 
[ 0108 ] In certain embodiments , the user login information 
may be saved as global variables so that they can be 
accessible within the document . The user login information 
can include the group , email address , name , etc . of the user . 
The user login information may be used in queries , for 
example , to check permissions , etc . 

Dashboard Creation Application 
[ 0109 ] The system for providing a plurality of dynamic 
panels in a user interface as explained above may also be 
referred to as a “ Dashboard Creation Application . ” The 
Dashboard Creation Application ( DCA ) can be an extensible 
WYSIWYG ( What You See Is What You Get ) web appli 
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cation for quickly and easily creating interactive , data 
driven web pages . For example , the Dashboard Creation 
Application can easily create interactive dashboards which 
support lightweight filtering and drill - down operations on 
top of arbitrary data storage systems or data sources . 
[ 0110 ] In one embodiment , the Dashboard Creation Appli 
cation enables analysts to author dashboards of visualiza 
tions for easy consumption by end users . It will provide a 
number of panels like charts , tables , and images , in a 
pluggable architecture so analysts can add custom panels for 
particular deployments . For example , a standard plug - in 
structure can be used across systems and products . Panels 
will be interactive and coordinated , and support filtering / 
aggregations to create drill - down style analysis . The dash 
board author will have fine control over the layout and 
styling of the panels contained in each Dashboard Creation 
Application dashboard . The Dashboard Creation Applica 
tion will be deployable on top of any collection of other 
products for presentation and dashboarding use cases 
because it is agnostic to the underlying data store . 
[ 0111 ] In various embodiments , the Dashboard Creation 
Application may perform one or more of the functions noted 
below : 

10112 ] Create dashboards which use Elasticsearch or 
SQL data sources 

[ 0113 ] Add chart , table , text , dropdown , map , multi 
select , etc . panels to dashboards 

[ 0114 ] Create custom panels 
[ 0115 ] Create basic links between panels 
[ 0116 ] Move and resize panels via the UI 
[ 0117 ] Edit the query template associated with a panel 

through the UI 
[ 0118 ] Create / manage new documents through the UI 
[ 0119 Flexibility around which portions of a JSON 

response can be accessed and used as data for the 
panels 

[ 0120 ] Share a pool of queries / variables across all pan 
els to make it easier to build dashboards 

[ 0121 ] Abstracting out features across backends into the 
“ basic ” or “ beginner ” UI 

[ 0122 ] In some embodiments , the Dashboard Creation 
Application integrates closely with other products so that 
more use cases can be covered by combining the tools 
appropriately . The numbers and types of users reached can 
be increased by improving the usability and expressiveness 
of the UI available to end users for building dashboards . In 
various embodiments , the Dashboard Creation Application 
may implement one or more of the functions noted below : 

[ 0123 ] Expansion of the formatting Ulusers can 
make very specific visual edits to the panels through the 

system 800 . For instance , the system 300 and / or 400 can 
each include some or all of the components and / or func 
tionality of the system 800 . 
10126 ) Computer system 800 includes a bus 802 or other 
communication mechanism for communicating information , 
and a hardware processor , or multiple processors , 804 
coupled with bus 802 for processing information . Hardware 
processor ( s ) 804 may be , for example , one or more general 
purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0127 ] Computer system 800 also includes a main 
memory 806 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
802 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 804 . Main memory 806 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 804 . Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 804 , render computer system 
800 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0128 ] Computer system 800 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 808 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 802 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 804 . A storage device 810 , such as a magnetic 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc . , is 
provided and coupled to bus 802 for storing information and 
instructions . 
10129 ] Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 
to a display 812 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD 
display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to a 
computer user . An input device 814 , including alphanumeric 
and other keys , is coupled to bus 802 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 804 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 816 , such 
as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
municating direction information and command selections 
to processor 804 and for controlling cursor movement on 
display 812 . This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and a second axis 
( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
cursor . 
( 0130 ) Computing system 800 may include a user inter 
face module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a 
mass storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the computing device ( s ) . 
[ 0131 ] Computer system 800 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard - wired logic , 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program 
logic which in combination with the computer system causes 
or programs computer system 800 to be a special - purpose 
machine . According to one embodiment , the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 800 in response to 
processor ( s ) 804 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 806 . Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 806 from 
another storage medium , such as storage device 810 . Execu 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 806 causes processor ( s ) 804 to perform the process 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination 
with software instructions . 

[ 0124 ] Filters and / or panels from other applications or 
web - based applications can be dropped into and used 
inside Dashboard Creation Application . 

Example Implementation Mechanisms 
[ 0125 ] For example , FIG . 8 shows a block diagram that 
illustrates a computer system 800 upon which an embodi 
ment may be implemented . For example , the computing 
system 800 may comprise a system for providing a plurality 
of dynamic panels in a user interface . Other computing 
systems discussed herein may include any portion of the 
circuitry and / or functionality discussed with reference to 
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[ 0132 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 804 for execution . For example , the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to computer system 800 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 802 . Bus 802 carries the 
data to main memory 806 , from which processor 804 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 806 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 810 either before or after execution by 
processor 804 . 
[ 0133 ) Computer system 800 also includes a communica 
tion interface 818 coupled to bus 802 . Communication 
interface 818 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 820 that is connected to a local 
network 822 . For example , communication interface 818 
may be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 
818 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or 
WAN component to communicate with a WAN ) . Wireless 
links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
communication interface 818 sends and receives electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0134 ] Network link 820 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , network link 820 may provide a connection 
through local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
826 . ISP 826 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 825 . Local 
network 822 and Internet 825 both use electrical , electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
network link 820 and through communication interface 818 , 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
800 , are example forms of transmission media . 
[ 0135 ] Computer system 800 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 820 and communication interface 818 . In 
the Internet example , a server 830 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
825 , ISP 826 , local network 822 and communication inter 
face 818 . 
[ 0136 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
804 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 810 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 

interface 900 . Panels 910 , 940 , and 950 show progress as a 
bar and as a percentage . Panels 920 and 930 show count 
down progress as a number of days and as budget remaining . 
Panels 960 and 970 show the progress of certain metrics as 
percentages . 
[ 0138 ] Like the panels described with respect to FIG . 1 , 
the panels in FIG . 9 can be linked to one or more other 
dynamic panels . The panels in FIG . 9 can also output data 
to other panels , are associated with query code for retrieving 
data , output a visualization based on the queried data and 
selected display settings , and update when the underlying 
data changes . Furthermore , in addition to the panels being 
associated with query code , the panels can use one or more 
variables , be defined with one or more styles , have a number 
of HTML or CSS properties , be dependent on data from 
other panels , or output data used by other dependent panels . 
( 0139 ] FIG . 10 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face 1000 of a dashboard creation system comprising 
dynamic panels for displaying results of queries performed 
on one or more data sources with editing tools . FIG . 10 
includes the user interface 900 from FIG . 9 in a dashboard 
creation system with tool pages 1030 , 1040 , 1050 , and 1060 
in a browser 1010 . The example embodiment of FIG . 10 
shows other embodiments for displaying a number of ele 
ments shown and discussed with respect to FIGS . 2A - 2D . 
[ 0140 ] The user interface 1000 can be accessed as a 
through a browser or as a standalone program . As shown in 
FIG . 10 , the example user interface 1000 is accessed in a 
browser 1010 by accessing a website address 1020 . In some 
embodiments , the user interface 1000 can be accessed 
through a local program , which can be helpful for using the 
dashboard creation system when internet access is not 
available . A toolbar 1070 at the top of the page includes 
buttons to access tool pages related to queries , functions , 
data , dependencies , styles , variables , and other toolbars . In 
some embodiments , the tool pages can be shown as stand 
alone pages or as tool pages overlaid on top of interfaces ( for 
example , FIG . 2B shows a query page 220 while FIG . 2C 
shows a global variables page 230 as a tool page overlaid on 
top of main page 210 ) . Although FIG . 10 shows tool pages 
1030 , 1040 , 1050 , and 1060 beside or overlaid on user 
interface 900 , different embodiments may also show the tool 
pages as separate pages . 
[ 0141 ] Tool pages 1050 and 1060 include tabs indicating 
the type of tool pages that are available . Tool page 1050 
includes tabs for queries , functions , data , and dependencies . 
Tool page 1060 includes tabs for styles and variables . 
[ 0142 ] The user interface 1000 also includes tool pages 
1030 and 1040 in column format along the left and right 
sides of the user interface 900 . Tool page 1030 includes a 
number of selectable interface elements such as layout group 
1031 , coded element 1032 indicated by a “ < / > " tag icon , 
visualization 1033 indicated by a pie chart icon , map 1034 
indicated by a map icon , and other types of elements 1035 
indicated by other icons . Tool page 1030 can include the 
structural divisions of main page 900 , including structural 
divisions for the header , body , comments , tables , para 
graphs , div , etc . , and elements listed in tool page 1030 can 
be nested to reflect those structural divisions . Tool page 
1040 includes multiple icons 1041 for alignment and fields 
1042 for arrangement . Tool page 1040 can also include CSS 
associations 1043 and custom styles 1044 where a style can 
be defined for any element or group of elements on a page . 
The icons 1041 , fields 1042 , CSS associations 1043 , and 

Example Dashboard Creation System 
[ 0137 ] FIG . 9 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face 900 comprising dynamic panels for displaying results 
of queries performed on one or more data sources . Panels 
910 , 920 , 930 , 940 , 950 , 960 , and 970 are some examples of 
different types of panels that can be included in the user 
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Proper custom styles 1044 can be interacted with to cause proper 
ties to change in the coding of the user interface 900 , such 
as in the HTML , CSS , or script coding . 
[ 0143 ] The document of FIG . 9 can be easily created and 
edited using the interface shown in FIG . 10 . Querying 
documents , interacting with variables , defining styles , for 
matting element layouts , and displaying queried data can 
require technical skills including programming in database 
languages such as SQL and other languages JSON , XML , 
HTML , CSS , Javascript , as well as graphic design skills . 
However , the panels provide a template that already incor 
porates much of the technical backbone so that users do not 
need in - depth technical skills . Properties of panels manipu 
lated in the tool pages automatically generate the corre 
sponding code , greatly simplifying the document develop 
ment process . Fields still provide the ability to manipulate 
panels by code - level edits . 

Example Tool Pages 

[ 0144 ] FIGS . 11A - 11C illustrates embodiments of user 
interfaces of a dashboard creation system for creating a 
dynamic panel . The user interfaces in 11A - 11C can be 
overlaid on top of other interfaces . For example , the user 
interfaces in 11A - 11C , 12 - 16 , and 19 - 20 can be displayed as 
tool pages 1050 and 1060 in FIG . 10 . In some embodiments , 
the user interfaces 11A - 11C are displayed as standalone 
pages . 

[ 0145 ] The user interface in FIG . 11A shows a query page 
1100 that allows a user to enter and edit a query associated 
with a panel . Query page 1100 can appear when the user 
clicks on the query link in the toolbar 1070 of FIG . 10 or on 
the query link in the toolbar 1101 at the top of the query page 
1100 of FIG . 11A . The query page 1100 can display a list of 
queries 1102 . The queries in the list of queries 1102 can be 
queries that are stored in a database and can be reused across 
different panels and different documents . A user can select a 
query from the list of queries or create a new query by 
clicking a button 1104 . The query page 1100 can also include 
a code section 1106 for entering the query and a preview 
section 1108 . The user may update or delete any query from 
the query page 1100 . Selecting a query from the list of 
queries 1102 can cause the code section 1106 to show the 
code associated with that query . Selecting a panel ( such as 
panels 910 , 920 , 930 , 940 , 950 , 960 , and 970 of FIG . 9 ) can 
cause the query associated with the selected panel to be 
displayed in the code section 1106 . The query may read from 
or write to one or more databases that can be selected from 
database dropdown list 1112 , which can auto - populate with 
a list of available databases and databases referenced by any 
of the queries in the query list 1102 . The example database 
selection in the database dropdown list is SQL Database 1 . 
A run button 1114 can be clicked to execute the query . In 
some embodiments , the run button 1114 can execute the 
query selected in the list of queries 1102 or displayed in code 
section 1106 along with any dependent queries . A preview 
section 1108 shows a preview of results of the execution of 
the query in code section 1106 . An update button 1116 can 
update the query or the output when clicked and also 
indicated if the query or output is updated . Clicking the 
update button can also cause variables , panels , widgets , and 
functions that depend on the edited query to also update . 
Determining the dependent relationships is further discussed 

with respect to other figures such as FIG . 12 . A button 1118 
can also be provided to include partials , which are parts of 
reusable code . 
0146 ] The user interface in FIG . 11B shows a function 
page 1140 that allows a user to enter and edit a function . 
Function page 1140 can appear when the user clicks on the 
function link in the toolbar 1070 of FIG . 10 or on the 
function link in the toolbar 1101 at the top of the function 
page 1140 of FIG . 11B . The function page 1140 can display 
a list of functions 1142 . The functions in the list of functions 
1142 can be functions that are stored in a database and can 
be reused across different queries and different documents . 
A user can select a function from the list of queries or create 
a new function by clicking a button 1144 . The function page 
1100 can also include a code section 1146 for entering the 
function and a preview section 1148 . The user may update 
or delete any function from the function page 1100 . Select 
ing a function from the list of functions 1142 can cause the 
code section 1146 to show the code associated with that 
function . Selecting function code used in a query can 
provide an option to display the function code in code 
section 1146 . The function shown in the code section 1146 
can be written in a template syntax that is different from the 
language of the query shown in code section 1106 . A run 
button 1150 can be clicked to execute the function . In some 
embodiments , the run button 1150 can execute the function 
selected in the list of functions 1142 or displayed in code 
section 1146 along with any queries that are dependent on 
the function . A preview section 1148 shows a preview of the 
function ' s output . An update button 1152 can update the 
function or the output when clicked and also shows a 
checkmark to indicate if the function successfully runs on a 
page load . An “ X ” or other indicator can show when the 
function fails to successfully run . 
[ 0147 ] The user interface in FIG . 11C shows a variables 
page 1180 that allows a user to view and edit variables , 
similar to the global variables page 230 of FIG . 2C . Vari 
ables page 1180 can appear when the user clicks on the 
variables link in the toolbar 1070 of FIG . 10 or on the 
variables link in the toolbar 1182 at the top of the variables 
page 1180 of FIG . 11C . The function page 1180 can display 
a list of variables 1184 and the value of the variables . The 
variables in the list of variables 1142 can be local variables . 
In some embodiments , the variables in the list of variables 
1142 can be global variables that can be reused across 
different queries . In some embodiments , the variables in the 
list of variables 1142 can be global variables that can be 
reused across different documents . A user can create a new 
variable by clicking a button 1186 . Selecting a variable used 
in a query or function can provide an option to display the 
variable in variable page 1180 . 
[ 0148 ] The tool pages shown in FIG . 11A to 11C provide 
helpful , code - level editing tools . This way , documents can 
be edited and scripted at code - level details so that techni 
cally skilled document developers are not limited to tem 
plated functionalities . 

Example Dependency Tool Pages 
[ 0149 ] FIG . 12 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies . The 
user interface shows a dependency page 1200 that shows 
visualization 1202 of dependencies of , or relationships 
among , queries , functions , variables , widgets , and / or the 
like . As used herein , a first element is “ dependent ” on a 
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second element if the first element cannot be executed , 
completed , or known until the second element is known , 
completed , or executed and provided to the first element . For 
example , a panel configured to show the sum of a variable 
value added to a number queried from a database is depen 
dent on both the variable and the query result . 
[ 0150 ] The graphical visualization is shown as a layout of 
graphical nodes ( e . g . , icons , shapes , etc . ) . As used herein , 
the term “ node ” is a broad term that encompasses its 
ordinary and customary meaning , and includes but is not 
limited to any representation or indication of a data item 
( e . g . , an element ) or a group of data items . For example , the 
term “ node ” may refer to any type of graphical representa 
tion of a data item , e . g . , as shown in the visualization 1202 . 
In another example , the term " node ” may refer to any type 
of logical representation of any data item , e . g . , a digital 
representation of a data item as stored in a database or 
otherwise stored in a computer readable storage medium . 
The nodes can be connected by one or more edges ( which 
may be directional or not ) . Accordingly , the visualization 
1202 comprises a visual representation of a type of math 
ematical graph . Thus , the dependency visualization 1202 
may also be referred to as a “ dependency graph ” or simply 
a " graph . " 
[ 0151 ] The nodes in the graph 1202 are represented as 
icons 1204 with arrows ( or edges ) indicating the direction of 
dependencies . As used herein , the term " edge ” is a broad 
term that encompasses its ordinary and customary meaning , 
and includes but is not limited to any representation or 
indication of a relationship or reference link among two or 
more nodes ( e . g . , two or more elements or groups of 
elements ) . For example , the term " edge ” may refer to any 
type of graphical representation of a relationship or depen 
dency between two nodes , e . g . , as shown in the visualization 
1202 . In another example , the term " edge ” may refer to any 
type of logical representation of a relationship among two or 
more nodes , e . g . , a digital representation of a relationship 
among two or more nodes ( e . g . , data items ) as stored in a 
database or otherwise stored in a computer readable storage 
medium . 
[ 0152 ] The different icons represent different elements of 
a document , similar to the icons shown in FIG . 10 . The 
dependency page 1200 in FIG . 12 can include icons for 
coded elements 1206 such as widgets , functions 1208 , 
queries 1210 , variables 1212 , and packages 1214 . The icons 
can be color coded . For example , the widget icons 1206 can 
be blue , the function icons 1208 can be yellow , and the 
variable icons can be purple . Icons can further be broken 
down to show subtypes . For example , icon 1206 can be a 
blue circle with " < / > " to show a widget , icon 1232 can be 
a blue circle with a bar graph to show a bar graph widget , 
and icon 1234 can be a blue circle with a pie chart to show 
a pie chart widget . Some elements in a document have 
neither upstream nor downstream dependency . Several icons 
1228 shown in the top left corner have no dependent arrows 
because the elements underlying the icons are independent 
and have no downstream dependencies . Some groups of 
elements in a document can have a separate dependency 
chain . Icons 1230 show a small dependency chain separate 
from the main web . 
[ 0153 ] Dependency page 1200 can appear when the user 
clicks on the dependency link in the toolbar 1070 of FIG . 10 
or on the dependency link in the toolbar 1216 at the top of 
the dependency page 1200 of FIG . 12 . The dependency page 

1200 can display a list of elements 1218 included in the 
graphical visualization 1202 . The list 1218 can show both 
the name and type of element . In some embodiments , a user 
can select an element in either the list 1218 or the visual 
ization 1202 to show or highlight the element in the other of 
the list 1218 or the visualization 1202 . In some embodi 
ments , selecting an element in either the list 1218 or the 
visualization 1202 will show or highlight the element in a 
different user interface . For example , selecting a panel in the 
list 1218 or panel icon in the visualization 1202 can bring up 
panel 910 for display in the user interface 900 of FIG . 9 or 
FIG . 10 or bring up a query and query code associated with 
the selected panel in a query page 1100 of FIG . 11A . As 
another example , selecting a variable in the list of elements 
1218 or a variable icon in the visualization 1202 can cause 
a variable page 1180 to display or highlight the selected 
variable . As another example , selecting a query in the list of 
elements 1218 or a query icon in the visualization 1202 can 
cause a query page 1100 to display the code of the selected 
query . As another example , selecting a variable in the list of 
elements 1218 or a variable icon in the visualization 1202 
can cause a query page 1100 to display where in the query 
the code the selected variable is used . 
[ 0154 ] The example dependency page also includes a 
dropdown menu 1220 , a hierarchy view button 1222 , a web 
view button 1224 , and a refresh button 1226 along the top . 
The dropdown menu 1220 allows certain features to be 
highlighted in the visualization 1202 and is further described 
with respect to FIGS . 14 and 20 . Clicking the hierarchy view 
button 1222 causes the icons in the visualization 1202 to 
display in an arrangement according to levels of dependency 
depth , with independent elements in a first area , elements 
with one level of dependency in a second area ( such as 
below the first area ) , and so on . An example hierarchy is 
shown in FIG . 13 . Clicking the web view button causes the 
icons in the visualization to display in the web - like arrange 
ment shown in FIG . 12 . In the web view , icons of the lowest 
level dependencies extending out as a chain of icons from 
icons of upstream elements . The refresh button can be 
clicked to re - determine dependencies and update the visu 
alization 1202 . 
10155 ] . The visualization 1202 can be generated , at least in 
part , based on the way that queries are linked to other 
elements . For example , in some embodiments , variables in 
a query are coded with a template syntax such as Handlebars 
or Mustache . A custom function written in the language of 
the template syntax can be used to link the dependencies , 
such as a query and a variable . For example , the user creates 
a query as follows : UPDATE table SET text = “ new Text " 
WHERE id = { { p1 . text } } . The function can extract the 
dependency of the parameter inside of the { { } } and link the 
query with p1 . text using Handlebar helpers . Accordingly , in 
some embodiments , a custom Handlebar can be used to 
determine some dependencies of an underlying language , 
such as SQL , without needing to execute the underlying 
SQL code . In some embodiments , the graph is drawn with 
SVG and managed with D3 . js or any library that manages 
markup . In some embodiments , the layout can be generated 
as a force directed graph . In some embodiments , the layout 
or positioning of the nodes uses WebCola and Darge librar 
ies . In some embodiments , the layout can be generated by 
assigning a “ charge ” to each node that is used to calculate a 
repulsion force from other nodes . Nodes in the layout can be 
iteratively moved until the repulsion forces are balanced and 
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documents load faster . Long dependency chains can be 
identified , and code can be rewritten so that elements are 
loaded in parallel instead of in sequence . The longest 
loading elements can be prioritized and coded to begin 
loading earlier . Furthermore , dependency data can be stored 
as dependency information . The dependency information 
can be referenced when changes are made to a document and 
the output of the document is refreshed . By referencing the 
dependency information , only elements dependent on 
changes can be refreshed , resulting in faster refresh times . 

the nodes are settled . In some embodiments , the layout is 
initially generated as a web of connected nodes , and nodes 
with the most connections are identified as central nodes . 
Nodes other than the central nodes can be moved around in 
each iteration . In some embodiments , unconnected nodes 
can be identified , grouped , and arranged in a separate area of 
the layout . In some embodiments , a hierarchical layout ( for 
example , as shown in FIG . 20 ) can be generated by identi 
fying the most connected nodes as central nodes , and 
arranging the central nodes toward a first position . The 
remaining nodes can be iteratively positioning away from 
the first position . The least connected nodes , nodes with the 
fewest downstream dependencies , and / or nodes that are 
most indirectly connected to the central nodes can be laid out 
toward a second position or direction that is farthest from the 
first position . In some embodiments , nodes can be arranged 
according to upstream dependencies . In some embodiments , 
the length of an edge between a first node and a dependent 
node can reflect an amount of time needed to execute the 
dependent node after the first node ' s dependency is pro 
vided . In some embodiments , the factors used to in deter 
mining layout or edge length can be used to determine the 
charge strength assigned to a node . 
[ 0156 ] The dependency information can be stored and 
updated as the queries , panels , variables , and functions 
change . This stored dependency information can be used , as 
described in further detail with respect to other figures , to 
partially refresh parts of documents affected by changes 
without needing to refresh parts of documents unaffected by 
changes . This stored dependency information can also be 
used to determine options for populating autocomplete 
fields . 
[ 0157 ] FIG . 13 illustrates embodiments of visual indica 
tions of dependencies . Dependency visualization area 1300 
shows different arrangements of icons as visualizations of 
dependencies . Visualization group 1302 shows icons with 
out interconnection arrows because elements underlying the 
icons have no upstream or downstream dependencies . Visu 
alization groups 1304 , 1306 , and 1308 show different varia 
tions of visualization webs . Visualization group 1310 shows 
two , two - icon dependency webs . Visualization group 1312 
shows a hierarchical view of dependency icons . The icons in 
the 2nd layer of the hierarchy have at least one dependency 
to an icon in the 1st layer . The icons in the 3rd layer have at 
least one dependency to an icon in the 2nd layer . 
10158 ] FIG . 14 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies . FIG . 14 
shows the effects of making sub - selections using the drop 
down menu 1220 of FIG . 12 . The user interface shows a 
dependency page 1400 that shows visualization 1202 after 
making a sub - selection of dependencies . Icon 1404 is 
selected in the visualization 1202 . In the dropdown menu 
1220 , the option “ Neighbors ” is selected . In response , the 
visualization updates so that only the icons that are neigh 
bors of the selected icon 1404 are shown . In some embodi 
ments , all of the visualization 1202 is visible , but the 
neighbors are emphasized or highlighted . Other selections 
can be made to show or highlight upstream dependencies , 
downstream dependencies , or only selected icons . Other 
selections can be made to show only certain types of 
elements ( e . g . , only queries and variables ) . 
[ 0159 ] The dependency visualization can be used to iden 
tify the longest dependencies and visualize dataflow . Based 
on this visualization , dataflow can be restructured so that 

Example Tool Pages 
[ 0160 ] FIG . 15 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face for configuring a dataset . The user interface in FIG . 15 
shows a data page 1500 that allows a user to provide a local 
dataset . Data page 1500 can appear when the user clicks on 
the data link in the toolbar 1070 of FIG . 10 or on the data 
link in the toolbar 1101 at the top of the data page 1500 of 
FIG . 15 . The data page 1500 can display a list 1502 of 
available datasets . The datasets in the list of datasets 1502 
can be datasets that are stored on a local machine instead of 
being accessed through a network . Accessing a local dataset 
can allow users to test out code on various datasets without 
needing to configure a network connection and without 
needing to access remote databases . This way , a database 
can continue to be used while local data is experimented 
with . A user can select a dataset from the list 1502 of datasets 
or import a new dataset from a file by clicking a button 1504 . 
Users can edit the data using the data page 1500 to see its 
effect on a user interface , such as user interface 900 of FIG . 
9 , without needing permissions to write data to or overwrite 
data on a database and without disturbing the database that 
might be in use . Alternatively , a user can drag and drop a file 
1506 into the data page 1500 . The data page 1500 can also 
include a preview section 1508 . The user may update or edit 
any data from the data page 1100 . Selecting a dataset from 
the list of datasets 1502 can cause the preview section 1508 
to show the data contained within the dataset . 
10161 ] When remote databases are accessed , user permis 
sions or authentication can be required . Queries to databases 
can access databases if appropriate permissions or creden 
tials are configured . Examples of Access Control Lists and 
ACL features , and systems for generating ACLs as described 
herein , may be found in U . S . Pat . No . 8 , 527 , 461 entitled 
“ CROSS - ACL MULTI - MASTER REPLICATION ” filed 
Nov . 27 , 2012 . U . S . Pat . No . 8 , 688 , 749 entitled “ CROSS 
ONTOLOGY MULTI - MASTER REPLICATION ” filed 
Mar . 31 , 2011 , U . S . Pat . No . 9 , 081 , 975 entitled “ SHARING 
INFORMATION BETWEEN NEXUSES THAT USE DIF 
FERENT CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES FOR INFOR 
MATION ACCESS CONTROL ” filed Oct . 22 , 2012 , and 
U . S . Pat . No . 8 , 838 , 538 entitled “ TECHNIQUES FOR 
REPLICATING CHANGES TO ACCESS CONTROL 
LISTS ON INVESTIGATIVE ANALYSIS DATA ” filed Jul . 
31 , 2013 , the entire disclosure of each of which is hereby 
made part of this specification as if set forth fully herein and 
incorporated by reference for all purposes , for all that it 
contains . 
10162 ] FIG . 16 illustrates one embodiment of a dataset 
shown in a user interface 1600 . FIG . 16 shows the data page 
1500 after data is loaded from the file 1506 . Once imported , 
queries can be run against the dataset . The list of datasets 
1502 includes the first set of imported data . The preview 
section 1508 shows the data contained within the data file 
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1506 . Add column button 1610 can be clicked to add a 
column of data to the data set , and the add row button 1612 
can be clicked to add a row of data to the data set . The 
upload button 1614 can be clicked to upload the dataset to 
the document itself , to a remote computer , or to a remote 
database . In embodiments where the upload button 1614 is 
clicked to upload the dataset to the document itself , the 
dataset can be stored in JSON as part of the document . The 
refresh button 1616 refreshes the displayed data based on 
any changes to the underlying source . 
[ 0163 ] In some embodiments , the user interface 1600 can 
show data retrieved from a database . A name of the data or 
the database can be listed . When the name is selected , the 
data can be displayed in the user interface . A list of the 
available data from databases and from local sources can 
allow different sources of data to be selected and used . In 
some embodiments , local data can be edited or renamed , and 
queries can be directed to execute on the local data or locally 
edited database data instead of an original target of the 
query . Data that is locally edited can be uploaded to the 
document , a database , or a remote server by pressing the 
upload button 1614 . In conjunction with using local data as 
shown in FIG . 16 , the dashboard creation system can be run 
as an executable or downloaded file instead of being run 
through a web browser . By using a local executable dash 
board creation system and local data files , no internet access 
is needed . 
101641 FIG . 17 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources with editing 
tools . The user interface 1700 shows a dashboard creation 
system with tool pages and a preview of a main page 1701 . 
The main page 1701 includes a first panel 1702 named wl 
that shows a bar graph representation of data . The main page 
1702 also includes a second panel 1704 named w2 that 
shows a dropdown menu for a user to select a data source . 
The selected data source is the data source that is queried by 
wl to generate the bar graph . 
[ 0165 ] A tool page along the right side of user interface 
1700 includes a number of fields to edit settings of a selected 
panel , such as wl . Buttons 1701 can be selected to edit the 
data , axes , or miscellaneous settings of panel w1 . Field 1712 
allows for code to be written defining the source of the 
X - axis for panel wl . As a value , such as “ w2 ” is typed into 
field 1712 , a dropdown menu is displayed to provide an 
autocompleted list of variables , objects , and other properties 
related to w2 for selection . Widgets can be added to the main 
page using an add widget button 1706 . Tool page 1708 
includes a list of selectable elements . In the example of FIG . 
17 , the list includes wl and w2 . 
[ 0166 ] The field 1712 can populate options in the auto 
completed list by referencing the stored dependency infor 
mation . For example , panel wl may use , for its x axis , 
{ { SelectedDisplayValues } } of panel w2 . This can be stored 
as a dependency : panel wl depends on panel w2 , which 
depends on { { SelectedDisplay } } . Accordingly , in the auto 
complete list , the option “ w2 . SelectedDisplayValues ” can be 
determined to be an autocomplete option by looking through 
data stored in the dependency chain . 
[ 0167 ] FIG . 18 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources with editing 
tools . The user interface 1800 shows a dashboard creation 
system with tools pages and a preview of a main page 1801 . 

The main page 1801 includes a first panel 1802 named w34 
and a second panel 1804 named dialog _ button . The first 
panel 1802 is configured to display welcome text in a dialog 
box when the run button 1804 is pressed . 
[ 0168 ] Widgets can be added to the main page 1801 by 
clicking the add widget button , which then causes a drop 
down menu 1806 to display . Different categories of widgets 
are shown , and a panel type can be selected , dragged , and 
dropped into a location in the main page . Each widget placed 
on a main page 1801 can cause HTML , JavaScript , and 
query code to be coded in the document . Furthermore , tools 
provide for the entry of query code to be associated with the 
widget . Accordingly , widgets allow for user - friendly design 
of documents without needing technical HTML and 
JavaScript coding skills . In addition , the dashboard creation 
system provides editable fields to modify and code HTML , 
JavaScript , query , and other settings so that advanced users 
are not limited to a widget template . 
[ 0169 ] A tool page along the right side of user interface 
1800 includes a number of fields to edit settings of a selected 
panel , such as the dialog _ button . A field 1808 allows the 
name of the panel to be edited . A query field 1810 allows a 
query to be written for the dialog button , and is currently 
shown as a blank set of braces . A text field 1812 causes any 
entered text to be displayed in the panel 1804 . A CSS field 
1814 allows a style to be defined for the panel 1804 . The 
panel can refresh the representation of queried data when the 
text , style , or settings are modified . 
[ 0170 ] An event menu 1816 for dialog panel w34 1802 
provides for a selection of events to trigger the execution of 
one or more queries or other actions related to the dialog 
panel w34 . In some embodiments , a function or query of 
dialog panel w34 will execute when triggered by the event 
selected in the event menu 1816 . In some embodiments , the 
panel itself will not display , or will not display a visualiza 
tion , until the event is triggered . Example events include 
when the user application is ready , when the user application 
is resized , when a panel is closed or opened , when a variable 
is set , when a script or function has started or completed , etc . 
In the example of FIG . 18 , the welcome dialog is set to 
display when a user clicks the run button . 
f0171 ] FIGS . 15 to 18 show additional functionality . Local 
data can be used where access to remote databases is not 
available . Local data also allows for data manipulation and 
experimentation in developing a document when data in the 
actual database may be in use by another program . For 
example , local medical data can be manipulated and experi 
mented for designing a document for a hospital because 
experimenting with a hospital ' s live database could have 
undesirable consequences . Having multiple data sources 
gives document developers flexibility to experiment . The 
further help with experimenting and document design . 
Document development tools , such as autocomplete fields 
and panel displays of queried data , can be determined and 
shown quickly by partially refreshing elements dependent 
on changes instead of refreshing entire documents . Changes 
can also be quickly reflected across different pages by 
updating dependent elements . The dependencies can be 
determined by the stored dependency information . 
Example Timing Tools 
( 0172 ] FIG . 19 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies and a 
table of execution times . The user interface shows a depen 
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dency page 1900 that shows visualization 1202 of depen - 
dencies of queries , functions , variables , and widgets similar 
to FIG . 12 . A timing table 1904 is shown beside the 
visualization 1202 . The timing table 1904 lists the names of 
the elements shown in the visualization and the type of each 
element . When a document is loaded , various execution 
times can be logged and then presented . The timing table 
lists the time in node for the elements , which includes the 
time that it took a particular element to load . For example , 
as shown in FIG . 19 , Query 1 took 646 ms to execute . The 
timing table also lists the server time for a particular 
element . As part of the 646 ms that it took Query 1 to 
execute , 270 ms was taken by a server to respond with the 
data requested by Query 1 . The timing table also lists the 
load time for a particular element . The load time is the total 
time taken after the document begins loading before an 
element is completed . For example , Query 1 might not 
immediately execute when a document is loaded because 
Query 1 might require other elements to load first due to 
dependencies . As a result , although Query 1 only took 646 
ms to load , it took 1598 ms before Query 1 completed 
because Query 1 did not start executing during the first 952 
ms . 
[ 0173 ) . Selecting an element in the timing table 1904 can 
cause the visualization 1202 to show or highlight the cor 
responding icon for the selected element , and , in some 
embodiments , also highlight any dependency chain branches 
associated with the corresponding icon . The timing table and 
dependency visualizations can be used in order to quickly 
identify the elements that take the longest to load and the 
elements with the longest dependency chains . The table and 
visualization make it easy to quickly identify the slowest 
elements . 
[ 0174 ] FIG . 20 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising a visual indication of dependencies and a 
table of execution times . The user interface shows a depen 
dency page 2000 that shows visualization 2002 . Depen 
dency page 2000 shows variations on embodiments of 
several previously discussed user interfaces . Visualization 
2002 shows the dependencies of queries , functions , vari 
ables , and widgets similar to visualization 1202 of FIG . 12 , 
but the visualization 2002 is displayed in a hierarchical 
layout format instead of a web . The timing table 2004 is 
similar to timing table 1904 of FIG . 19 , but the timing table 
2004 is rearranged by element name . In some embodiments , 
the timing table can be arranged to list the elements by speed 
for any of the time in node , time in server , or load time . 
[ 0175 ] Selecting an element in the timing table 1904 can 
cause the visualization 1202 to show or highlight the cor 
responding icon for the selected element , and , in some 
embodiments , also highlight the dependency chain associ 
ated with the corresponding icon . Developers can use the 
timing table and dependency visualizations in order to 
quickly identify the elements that take the longest time to 
load and the elements with the longest dependency chains . 
The table and visualization make it easy to quickly identify 
the slowest elements by the highest load time or highest time 
in node . This can enable certain sections of code be rewritten 
to remove dependencies or be restructure code so that 
elements in a document load faster . This can be done , for 
example , by starting certain slower elements sooner , restrict 
ing certain elements to execute in parallel , breaking certain 
elements into smaller elements , prioritizing the execution of 
elements from which a lot of other elements depend , etc . To 

speed up a document completion time , the element with the 
highest completion time can be coded to execute faster or 
start executing sooner . 
0176 ] FIG . 21 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources with a 
placeholder visual . User interface 2100 shows a dashboard 
creation system with tool pages 2102 , 2104 and a main page 
2106 that includes a plurality of panels such as panel 2108 
and panel 2110 . 
[ 0177 ] The main page 2106 is being loaded as an end user 
would see it when trying to access the main page 2106 
without tool pages . Some panels , such as 2108 , acquire all 
dependent elements , execute queries , receive query data , 
and generate an output representation of the queried data . 
Other panels , such as panel 2110 , may still be executing or 
waiting for dependent data . Because long dependency 
chains , complex queries , and times for retrieving informa 
tion from databases can add up to incur significant delays , it 
can be helpful to indicate in the main page that an element 
is not finished loading by use of a loading graphic such as 
loading wheel 2112 . Otherwise , without the loading graphic , 
a blank space might confuse a user into thinking that no 
panel is present when the panel is actually present but still 
loading . For the selected panel 2110 , a toolbar 2104 shows 
editable settings such as HTML and Javascript code asso 
ciated with the panel . 
[ 0178 ] Another toolbar 2114 shows loading options asso 
ciated with the panel , such as the time ( in ms ) that the panel 
can take to complete before a loading graphic appears . For 
brief amounts of time , no loading graphic might be neces 
sary . In FIG . 21 , 2000 ms is selected as the time before the 
loading graphic appears . In some embodiments , a panel has 
a default time before the loading graphic appears . In some 
embodiments , the time before the loading graphic appears 
can be determined by a computer system based , at least in 
part , on the timing data collected for a simulated or loaded 
document . For example , loading times can be set for panels 
based on the average load time , average time in node , 
average time in server , an percentage of the max load time , 
within a few standard deviations of the average load time , or 
other statistical measurement based on the timing data . In 
some embodiments , a spinner can be shown when a panel 
takes an abnormally long time to load . For example , if a 
panel with a spinner timeout of 2000 ms normally takes 50 
ms to load , a spinner can nonetheless load if the panel 
( perhaps due to querying a database that happens to be busy 
at the moment ) takes 2 , 5 , or 10 times longer to load . In these 
instances , the spinner might display at 100 ms , 250 ms , or 
1000 ms despite the 2000 ms spinner timeout . 
[ 0179 ] FIG . 22 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources . The user 
interface 2200 shows the same main page 2106 as in FIG . 
21 , except that in FIG . 22 , the panel 2110 has finished 
loading . In FIG . 22 , panel 2110 shows a representation of 
queried data instead of the loading graphic . 
[ 0180 ] FIG . 23 illustrates one embodiment of a user inter 
face comprising dynamic panels for displaying results of 
queries performed on one or more data sources while being 
edited . The user interface 2300 shows a main page 2306 that 
includes panel 2302 . Panel 2302 includes an area 2304 for 
displaying a representation of queried data , but area 2304 
can be blank before the queried data is available to the panel 
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2302 . Tool page 2308 includes a list of a number of 
selectable interface elements . Tool page 2310 includes dis 
play formatting options associated with a panel , such as a 
title , alignment , and width . Tool page 2311 provides a field 
for data for a selected panel . As data or a data source is 
entered , the panel associated with the data field will update 
to render the data . Downstream dependent elements of the 
panel can also update and refresh as data is entered . The 
downstream dependent elements can be determined with 
respect to the stored dependency information . Tool page 
2312 includes display formatting options associated with a 
different panel . Tool page 2314 includes formatting options 
such as a title and alignment associated with yet another 
panel . 
[ 0181 ] The timing tools can be used to determine the 
slowest loading elements . Elements can be selected in the 
timing tables and their corresponding dependency chains 
can be viewed , allowing long dependency chains to be 
identified and restructured . Long loading elements can be 
indicated to end users by loading graphics . The loading 
timeouts can be set , adjusted , or automatically populated 
based on the timing data , and the loading timeouts can be 
change based on normal and abnormal behaviors . 

code section 2402 , and main page 2504 shows the WYSI 
WYG output based on updated code section 2404 . Resulting 
differences in the output can be highlighted or visually 
indicated as shown by 2506 , 2508 . Updating the main page 
outputs can be performed by referencing the stored depen 
dency information to determine dependencies and updating 
the elements dependent on code changes . Elements not 
affected by the code changes do not need to be refreshed . 
[ 0184 ] The side - by - side comparisons shown in FIGS . 24 
and 25 improve group collaboration when updating code . 
Sometimes , group members may make branched edits or 
changes to code . When the branches are being merged , it can 
be confusing to remember and determine the individual 
effects of each branched change . The side - by - side compari 
sons , by showing both the changes in code and then changes 
in the panel outputs , makes it easier to see the effect of code 
changes so that groups can determine how to merge in code 
changes . As highlighted changes are approved or rejected , 
the panel outputs can correspondingly update to reflect the 
approvals or rejections . 
[ 0185 ] The diff tools allow for a comparison of different 
versions of code . Differences in document outputs that result 
from code differences are also similarly shown . This allows 
groups to work on different versions of code that can be 
easily coordinated and merged together . The preview of 
document changes can be quickly rendered by changing 
dependent elements instead of refreshing entire documents . 

Example Diff Tools 
[ 0182 ] FIG . 24 illustrates one embodiment of a side - by 
side difference comparison of query code . The user interface 
2400 shows a side - by - side comparison of two code sections 
2402 , 2404 . The code sections can display query code , 
JSON code , function code , etc . Code section 2402 can show 
an original version of code , and code section 2404 can show 
an updated version of code . A diff script is run to show the 
differences in the code . The differences between the two 
version of code are visually indicated 2406 . In response to 
the updated code , the dashboard creation system can also 
update and show comparisons of the panel outputs affected 
by the updates to the code . Each code section 2402 , 2404 is 
associated with a version of code . As shown in the example 
of FIG . 24 , code section 2402 is associated with a first 
version and code section 2404 is associated with a second , 
more recent version . Different version histories can be 
selected for comparison in a dropdown menu . The version 
can be tracked , and the changes in different versions can be 
approved or checked in . This can be done , for example , by 
integrating various software versioning or revision history 
functionality from tools such as Subversion , Revision Con 
trol System , Concurrent , Vault , Integrity , git , iManage , etc . 
A sidebar 2408 provides a number of viewing and organi 
zational tools . At the top of sidebar 2408 , an option is 
provided to view the code diff ( shown as JSON diff in FIG . 
24 ) or to view the visual diff ( for example , as shown in FIG . 
25 ) . A change list can be expanded to display a list of 
changes for selection , which causes code sections 2402 and 
2404 to jump to the line of code relating to the selected teismo to the line of code relating to the selected 

change . Widgets and document elements can also be 
selected to jump to lines of code relating to the widget or 
document element . 
[ 0183 ] FIG . 25 illustrates one embodiment of a side - by 
side difference comparison of a user interface comprising 
dynamic panels for displaying side - by - side results of differ 
ent queries performed on one or more data sources . The user 
interface 2500 shows the WYSIWYG view of user inter 
faces before and after the code updates described in FIG . 24 . 
Main page 2502 shows the WYSIWYG output based on 

Example Methods 
[ 0186 ] FIG . 26 illustrates a flowchart 2600 for creating 
and displaying a visualization of dependency information 
and timing data , according to certain embodiments . 
[ 0187 ] At block 2604 , a user interface is generated . The 
user interface displays a first portion that includes a panel 
associated with query code . 
[ 0188 ] At block 2608 , dependencies of code to be 
executed are extracted . The dependencies can be stored as a 
hashtable of hashsets . Using the stored dependency infor 
mation , the dependencies can be determined for queries , 
variables , widgets , and functions . In some embodiments , for 
each node ( the key node ) in the hashtable of hashsets , there 
are a hash set of nodes that depend on the key node . 
[ 0189 ] At block 2610 , a visualization graphic of depen 
dent relationships of queries , variables , widgets , and func 
tions can be displayed . For example , FIGS . 12 , 13 , 14 , 19 , 
and 20 show example visualization graphics . 
[ 0190 ] At block 2612 , a sub - selection of elements in the 
visualization graphic can be received . In some embodi 
ments , icons or arrows in a graphic can be selected by a user . 
In some embodiments , a sub - selection can be made by 
selecting a category of elements in the visualization graphic 
such as neighbors , upstream dependencies , and downstream 
dependencies . dependencies . 

[ 0191 ] At block 2614 , dependent relationships satisfying 
the sub - selection made in block 2612 can be visually shown 
in the visualization graphic . This can be done , for example , 
by highlighting those relationships that satisfy the sub 
selection , or by showing only those relationships . 
[ 0192 ] At block 2616 , timing information related to the 
elements satisfying the sub - selection made in block 2612 
can be displayed . In some embodiments where a table of 
timing elements is presented , the timing information of the 
elements satisfying the sub - selection made in block 2612 
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can be highlighted . In some embodiments , the timing infor - 
mation shown in block 2616 is determined , in part , during 
blocks 2618 to 2626 . 
[ 0193 ] At block 2618 , code can be executed . In some 
embodiments , dependent queries , functions , or code can be 
executed and dependent variables can be defined . In some 
embodiments , the entire document can be executed instead 
of just dependent elements . 
[ 0194 ] At block 2620 , the execution time of the code can 
be determined . This measurement is the time in node . The 
execution time of queries , functions , variable definitions , 
time in server , and other events depending from the executed 
code can also be determined . During block 2620 , for any 
action related to a server , the time used by the server can be 
determined . 
[ 0195 ] At block 2622 , a visual representation of queried 
data in is displayed in respective panels . In some embodi 
ments , this is refreshed for the dependent panels while 
panels independent of the executed code can but do not need 
to be refreshed . 
[ 0196 ] At block 2624 , the time that it took to visually 
represent the query data is determined . In some embodi 
ments , this can be the execution time of block 2622 . 
[ 0197 ] At block 2626 , a total load time is determined for 
the executed code . In some embodiments , this can be 
measured from the start of document execution until the 
code finishes executing . In some embodiments where a first 
element depends on a second element , the load time for the 
first element can be calculated by adding the first element ' s 
time in node to the load time of the second element ' s load 
time . In some embodiments , the load time can be determined 
for elements depending from the first element as well . 
[ 0198 ] At block 2628 , the timing information of queries , 
variables , widgets , and functions can be displayed . Blocks 
2620 , 2624 , and 2626 can provide information displayed as 
part of block 2628 . The timing information can be used in 
blocks 2616 and 2628 . 
[ 0199 ] At block 2628 , the timing information of queries , 
variables , widgets , and functions can be displayed . For 
example , the timing information can be displayed in the 
form of a table as shown in FIG . 19 and FIG . 20 . 
[ 0200 ) At block 2630 , a sub - selection of elements in the 
displayed timing information can be received . For example , 
one or more elements can be selected in a timing table along 
with a selection of all upstream elements . 
[ 0201 ] At block 2616 , timing information can be dis 
played for the sub - selection made in 2630 . In some embodi 
ments , the timing information , if already displayed , can be 
highlighted . 
[ 0202 ] At block 2614 , the visualization graphic can show 
or highlight the elements satisfying the sub - selection of 
block 2630 . 
[ 0203 ] FIG . 27 illustrates a flowchart 2700 for creating , 
updating , and displaying dynamic panels in a user interface , 
according to certain embodiments . Although the example in 
FIG . 27 relates to query code , it should be understood that 
the techniques and concepts can apply to any coded element 
including functions , variables , and panels . 
[ 0204 ] At block 2704 , a user interface is generated . The 
user interface displays a first portion including a panel 
associated with query code . 
[ 0205 ] At block 2708 , dependencies are extracted from the 
query code , for example , as described with respect to FIG . 
12 . 

[ 0206 ] At block 2712 , the query code is executed . Code 
dependent on the query code can also be executed . 
[ 0207 ] At block , 2716 , timing information relating to the 
executed code is determined . This can include a time in 
node , a server time , and a load time . 
[ 0208 ] At block 2720 , edits to the query code are received . 
[ 0209 ] At block 2724 , code is shown with visually indi 
cated changes to show the query code before and after the 
edits in block 2720 . This can be done , for example , using 
redline changes , proofreading marks , or as a side - by - side 
comparison 
[ 0210 ] At block 2728 , the dependent elements can be 
rerun or executed . 
[ 0211 ] At block 2732 , autocomplete fields can be updated . 
As an example , field 1712 of FIG . 12 can be updated to 
reflect new elements and their settings . Options in the 
autocomplete field can be determined based on dependen 
cies and with reference to the stored dependency informa 
tion . 
[ 0212 ] At block 2736 , the panel in the user interface can 
be updated . The panel ' s representation of queried data can 
change after executing the updated query code . In some 
embodiments , panels dependent on the edits to the query 
code are updated while panels independent of the query code 
do not need to be refreshed . 
[ 0213 ] At block 2740 , a comparison is shown of user 
interfaces before and after the panel updates . Changes in 
panel representations of query data are visually indicated , 
such as by highlighting . 
[ 0214 ] At block 2744 , the dependency visual is updated . 
The dependency visual can be , for example , the visual 
indication of dependencies shown in FIGS . 12 , 13 , 14 , 19 , 
and 20 . 
[ 0215 ] At block 2748 , a comparison is shown of depen 
dency visuals before and after the dependency visual update . 
Changes in the dependency visuals are visually indicated , 
such as by highlighting . 
[ 0216 ] At block 2752 , timing information can be updated . 
The timing information can be , for example , timing infor 
mation shown in FIGS . 19 and 20 . 
[ 0217 ] At block 2756 , a comparison is shown of timing 
information before and after the updated timing information . 
Changes can be visually indicated , such as by highlighting . 
[ 0218 ] FIG . 28 illustrates a flowchart 2800 for creating , 
updating , and displaying dynamic panels in a user interface , 
according to certain embodiments . 
[ 0219 ] At block 2804 , a first user interface is generated . 
The first user interface displays a first portion including a 
visual representation of queried data displayed according to 
display settings of a panel . For example , FIGS . 1 , 2 , 3 , 7 , 9 , 
10 , 17 , 18 , 21 , 22 , 23 , and 25 show user interfaces with 
portions including visual representations of queried data 
displayed according to display settings of a panel . 
[ 0220 ] At block 2808 , a second user interface is generated . 
The user interface displays a second portion including a 
selectable list of elements shown in the first user interface . 
For example , FIG . 10 shows a second user interface with a 
selectable list of elements of the user interface in FIG . 9 . As 
another example , FIG . 2 also shows a second user interface 
with a selectable list of elements of another user interface . 
As another example , FIG . 22 also shows a second user 
interface with a selectable list of elements of another user 
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[ 0233 ] At block 2920 , a selection of a local or networked 
data source to be queried is received . This can be a selection , 
for example , by toggling a button . Alternatively , the selec 
tion can be made by changing the names of one or more 
databases to be queried or by selecting the data source from 
a list or menu . 
0234 ] At block 2924 , an event can be detected . At block 
2928 , the event can be reported through the API . The event 
can be the type of event selected in block 2908 . By receiving 
and reporting events through the API , back end document 
object model manipulation functionality can be brought to 
the front end . This helps to reduce the technical abilities 
( e . g . , JavaScript coding ) required of designers . 
[ 0235 ] At block 2932 , the query can execute on the 
selected data source . 
[ 0236 ] At block 2936 , after the query executes for a 
timeout threshold , a panel in the user interface can display 
a graphic . The graphic can indicate that the panel is busy 
executing , but the panel has not completed yet . 
[ 0237 ] At block 2940 , a visualization of the queried data 
can be displayed according to display settings of the panel . 
When the panel has obtained the data and generated a 
representation of the data , then the visualization can replace 
the graphic indicating that the panel is busy . 
[ 0238 ] At block 2944 , a user interface can be generated . 
The user interface can display a second portion including an 
amount of time taken . The amount of time can be the time 
to execute the query , the time used by a data source in 
response to the query , or a load time . 

interface . The selectable elements shown in a user interface 
in can include , for example , queries , widgets , text blocks , 
HTML structures , etc . 
[ 0221 ] At block 2812 , a third user interface is generated . 
The third user interface displays a third portion including the 
query code associated with the panel . For example , FIGS . 2 , 
10 , 11 , and 24 show query code associated with a panel . 
[ 0222 ] At block 2816 , a fourth user interface is generated . 
The fourth user interface displays a fourth portion including 
display settings of a panel . The properties can affect how a 
panel displays queried data . For example , FIGS . 2 , 10 , 17 , 
18 , 21 , and 23 show interfaces including display settings of 
a panel . 
[ 0223 ] At block 2820 , a fifth user interface is generated . 
The fifth user interface displays a fifth portion including 
timing information relating to the panel . For example , FIGS . 
10 , 19 , and 20 show timing information related to a panel . 
[ 0224 ] At block 2824 , a sixth user interface is generated . 
The sixth user interface displays a sixth portion including 
style definitions associated with a panel . The style defini 
tions can include , for example , CSS or custom style defi 
nitions . For example , FIGS . 2 , 10 , and 18 show interfaces 
including style definitions associated with a panel . 
[ 0225 ] At block 2828 , a seventh user interface is gener 
ated . The seventh user interface displays a seventh portion 
including dependencies related to the panel . For example , 
FIGS . 10 , 12 , 13 , 14 , 19 , and 20 include portions showing 
dependencies . 
[ 0226 ] At block 2832 , an eighth user interface is gener 
ated . The eighth user interface displays an eighth portion 
including functions related to the panel . For example , FIGS . 
10 and 11 show portions including functions . 
[ 0227 ] At block 2836 , a ninth user interface is generated . 
The ninth user interface displays a ninth portion including 
data accessible by the query associated with the panel . For 
example , FIGS . 10 and 16 show portions including data 
accessible by a query . 
[ 0228 ] At block 2840 , a tenth user interface is generated . 
The tenth user interface displays a tenth portion including a 
list of at least one networked data sources and at least one 
local data source . For example , FIGS . 10 and 16 show 
portions listing data sources . 
[ 0229 ] FIG . 29 illustrates a flowchart 2900 for creating , 
triggering , and displaying dynamic panels in a user inter 
face , according to certain embodiments . 
[ 0230 ] At block 2904 , a user interface is generated . The 
user interface can display a first portion that includes a 
panel . The panel can be associated with query code to query 
data from a data source such as a database or a local data file . 
The panel can also be associated with a timeout threshold 
and display settings . 
[ 0231 ] At block 2908 , a selection of an event to trigger the 
execution of the query code is received . In some embodi 
ments , an event selection can be received through an API in 
block 2916 . The API can be part of a back end Javascript 
code used for document object model manipulation . 
[ 0232 ] At block 2912 , the availability of local and net 
worked data sources is determined . Checking the availabil 
ity of data sources can include providing authentication 
credentials to access the data sources . When remote data 
bases might not be accessible , for example due to lack of 
internet access , due to lack of authentication or privileges , or 
from being in use , then local data can be provided and used . 

Additional Implementation Details and 
Embodiments 

[ 0239 ] Accordingly , various embodiments can provide 
panels coded to query a database and display the queried 
data according to one or more display settings . The panels 
can be used to create online documents without needing the 
same depth of technical skill , and edits to the panels through 
tool pages cause corresponding document code to change . 
Documents can be created to load faster by using timing 
tables and dependency visualizations to identify the slowest 
loading elements and elements with the longest dependency 
chains . Then , the document can be restructured to load 
faster . Elements taking a long time to load can be indicated 
by a loading graphic that can have a timeout set by a user , 
by default , or based on timing information . When code or 
settings are changed , a preview of panel outputs of display 
representations of queried data can quickly change in 
response by executing code dependent on changes without 
needing to refresh entire pages . Document versions can be 
controlled for and diffs can be run to see differences at the 
code level and at the document output level . 
[ 0240 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
may be a system , a method , and / or a computer program 
product at any possible technical detail level of integration . 
The computer program product may include a computer 
readable storage medium ( or mediums ) having computer 
readable program instructions thereon for causing a proces 
sor to carry out aspects of the present disclosure . 
[ 0241 ] For example , the functionality described herein 
may be performed as software instructions are executed by , 
and / or in response to software instructions being executed 
by , one or more hardware processors and / or any other 
suitable computing devices . The software instructions and / 
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or other executable code may be read from a computer 
readable storage medium ( or mediums ) . 
[ 0242 ] The computer readable storage medium can be a 
tangible device that can retain and store data and / or instruc 
tions for use by an instruction execution device . The com 
puter readable storage medium may be , for example , but is 
not limited to , an electronic storage device ( including any 
volatile and / or non - volatile electronic storage devices ) , a 
magnetic storage device , an optical storage device , an elec 
tromagnetic storage device , a semiconductor storage device , 
or any suitable combination of the foregoing . A non - exhaus 
tive list of more specific examples of the computer readable 
storage medium includes the following : a portable computer 
diskette , a hard disk , a solid state drive , a random access 
memory ( RAM ) , a read - only memory ( ROM ) , an erasable 
programmable read - only memory ( EPROM or Flash 
memory ) , a static random access memory ( SRAM ) , a por 
table compact disc read - only memory ( CD - ROM ) , a digital 
versatile disk ( DVD ) , a memory stick , a floppy disk , a 
mechanically encoded device such as punch - cards or raised 
structures in a groove having instructions recorded thereon , 
and any suitable combination of the foregoing . A computer 
readable storage medium , as used herein , is not to be 
construed as being transitory signals per se , such as radio 
waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic waves , 
electromagnetic waves propagating through a waveguide or 
other transmission media ( e . g . , light pulses passing through 
a fiber - optic cable ) , or electrical signals transmitted through 
a wire . 
[ 0243 ] Computer readable program instructions described 
herein can be downloaded to respective computing / process 
ing devices from a computer readable storage medium or to 
an external computer or external storage device via a net 
work , for example , the Internet , a local area network , a wide 
area network and / or a wireless network . The network may 
comprise copper transmission cables , optical transmission 
fibers , wireless transmission , routers , firewalls , switches , 
gateway computers and / or edge servers . A network adapter 
card or network interface in each computing / processing 
device receives computer readable program instructions 
from the network and forwards the computer readable 
program instructions for storage in a computer readable 
storage medium within the respective computing processing 
device . 
[ 0244 ] Computer readable program instructions ( as also 
referred to herein as , for example , " code , " " instructions , ” 
" module , " " application , " " software application , " and / or the 
like ) for carrying out operations of the present disclosure 
may be assembler instructions , instruction - set - architecture 
( ISA ) instructions , machine instructions , machine dependent 
instructions , microcode , firmware instructions , state - setting 
data , configuration data for integrated circuitry , or either 
source code or object code written in any combination of one 
or more programming languages , including an object ori 
ented programming language such as Smalltalk , C + + , or the 
like , and procedural programming languages , such as the 
“ C ” programming language or similar programming lan 
guages . Computer readable program instructions may be 
callable from other instructions or from itself , and / or may be 
invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . Com 
puter readable program instructions configured for execu 
tion on computing devices may be provided on a computer 
readable storage medium , and / or as a digital download ( and 
may be originally stored in a compressed or installable 

format that requires installation , decompression or decryp 
tion prior to execution ) that may then be stored on a 
computer readable storage medium . Such computer readable 
program instructions may be stored , partially or fully , on a 
memory device ( e . g . , a computer readable storage medium ) 
of the executing computing device , for execution by the 
computing device . The computer readable program instruc 
tions may execute entirely on a user ' s computer ( e . g . , the 
executing computing device ) , partly on the user ' s computer , 
as a stand - alone software package , partly on the user ' s 
computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely on the 
remote computer or server . In the latter scenario , the remote 
computer may be connected to the user ' s computer through 
any type of network , including a local area network ( LAN ) 
or a wide area network ( WAN ) , or the connection may be 
made to an external computer ( for example , through the 
Internet using an Internet Service Provider ) . In some 
embodiments , electronic circuitry including , for example , 
programmable logic circuitry , field - programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGA ) , or programmable logic arrays ( PLA ) may 
execute the computer readable program instructions by 
utilizing state information of the computer readable program 
instructions to personalize the electronic circuitry , in order to 
perform aspects of the present disclosure . 
[ 0245 ] Aspects of the present disclosure are described 
herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and / or block 
diagrams of methods , apparatus ( systems ) , and computer 
program products according to embodiments of the disclo 
sure . It will be understood that each block of the flowchart 
illustrations and / or block diagrams , and combinations of 
blocks in the flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams , 
can be implemented by computer readable program instruc 
tions . 
[ 0246 ] These computer readable program instructions may 
be provided to a processor of a general purpose computer , 
special purpose computer , or other programmable data pro 
cessing apparatus to produce a machine , such that the 
instructions , which execute via the processor of the com 
puter or other programmable data processing apparatus , 
create means for implementing the functions / acts specified 
in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . These 
computer readable program instructions may also be stored 
in a computer readable storage medium that can direct a 
computer , a programmable data processing apparatus , and / 
or other devices to function in a particular manner , such that 
the computer readable storage medium having instructions 
stored therein comprises an article of manufacture including 
instructions which implement aspects of the function / act 
specified in the flowchart ( s ) and / or block diagram ( s ) block 
or blocks . 
[ 0247 ] The computer readable program instructions may 
also be loaded onto a computer , other programmable data 
processing apparatus , or other device to cause a series of 
operational steps to be performed on the computer , other 
programmable apparatus or other device to produce a com 
puter implemented process , such that the instructions which 
execute on the computer , other programmable apparatus , or 
other device implement the functions / acts specified in the 
flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . For 
example , the instructions may initially be carried on a 
magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote computer . The 
remote computer may load the instructions and / or modules 
into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 
telephone , cable , or optical line using a modem . A modem 
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local to a server computing system may receive the data on 
the telephone / cable / optical line and use a converter device 
including the appropriate circuitry to place the data on a bus . 
The bus may carry the data to a memory , from which a 
processor may retrieve and execute the instructions . The 
instructions received by the memory may optionally be 
stored on a storage device ( e . g . , a solid state drive ) either 
before or after execution by the computer processor . 
[ 0248 ] The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures 
illustrate the architecture , functionality , and operation of 
possible implementations of systems , methods , and com 
puter program products according to various embodiments 
of the present disclosure . In this regard , each block in the 
flowchart or block diagrams may represent a module , seg 
ment , or portion of instructions , which comprises one or 
more executable instructions for implementing the specified 
logical function ( s ) . In some alternative implementations , the 
functions noted in the blocks may occur out of the order 
noted in the Figures . For example , two blocks shown in 
succession may , in fact , be executed substantially concur 
rently , or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the 
reverse order , depending upon the functionality involved . In 
addition , certain blocks may be omitted in some implemen 
tations . The methods and processes described herein are also 
not limited to any particular sequence , and the blocks or nd 
states relating thereto can be performed in other sequences 
that are appropriate . 
[ 0249 ] It will also be noted that each block of the block 
diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , and combinations of 
blocks in the block diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , 
can be implemented by special purpose hardware - based 
systems that perform the specified functions or acts or carry 
out combinations of special purpose hardware and computer 
instructions . For example , any of the processes , methods , 
algorithms , elements , blocks , applications , or other func 
tionality ( or portions of functionality ) described in the 
preceding sections may be embodied in , and / or fully or 
partially automated via , electronic hardware such applica 
tion - specific processors ( e . g . , application - specific integrated 
circuits ( ASICs ) ) , programmable processors ( e . g . , field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) ) , application - specific cir 
cuitry , and / or the like ( any of which may also combine 
custom hard - wired logic , logic circuits , ASICs , FPGAs , etc . 
with custom programming / execution of software instruc 
tions to accomplish the techniques ) . 
[ 0250 ] Any of the above - mentioned processors , and / or 
devices incorporating any of the above - mentioned proces 
sors , may be referred to herein as , for example , " computers , " 
" computer devices , " " computing devices , " " hardware com 
puting devices , " " hardware processors , " " processing units , " 
and / or the like . Computing devices of the above - embodi 
ments may generally ( but not necessarily ) be controlled 
and / or coordinated by operating system software , such as 
Mac OS , iOS , Android , Chrome OS , Windows OS ( e . g . , 
Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , 
Windows 10 , Windows Server , etc . ) , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other 
suitable operating systems . In other embodiments , the com 
puting devices may be controlled by a proprietary operating 
system . Conventional operating systems control and sched 
ule computer processes for execution , perform memory 
management , provide file system , networking , I / O services , 
and provide a user interface functionality , such as a graphi 
cal user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 

( 0251 ] As described above , in various embodiments cer 
tain functionality may be accessible by a user through a 
web - based viewer ( such as a web browser ) , or other suitable 
software program ) . In such implementations , the user inter 
face may be generated by a server computing system and 
transmitted to a web browser of the user ( e . g . , running on the 
user ' s computing system ) . Alternatively , data ( e . g . , user 
interface data ) necessary for generating the user interface 
may be provided by the server computing system to the 
browser , where the user interface may be generated ( e . g . , the 
user interface data may be executed by a browser accessing 
a web service and may be configured to render the user 
interfaces based on the user interface data ) . The user may 
then interact with the user interface through the web 
browser . User interfaces of certain implementations may be 
accessible through one or more dedicated software applica 
tions . In certain embodiments , one or more of the computing 
devices and / or systems of the disclosure may include mobile 
computing devices , and user interfaces may be accessible 
through such mobile computing devices ( for example , 
smartphones and / or tablets ) . 
[ 0252 ] Many variations and modifications may be made to 
the above - described embodiments , the elements of which 
are to be understood as being among other acceptable 
examples . All such modifications and variations are intended 
to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure . The 
foregoing description details certain embodiments . It will be 
appreciated , however , that no matter how detailed the fore 
going appears in text , the systems and methods can be 
practiced in many ways . As is also stated above , it should be 
noted that the use of particular terminology when describing 
certain features or aspects of the systems and methods 
should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re - defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the systems and 
methods with which that terminology is associated . 
[ 0253 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements , and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0254 ] The term “ substantially when used in conjunction 
with the term “ real - time ” forms a phrase that will be readily 
understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art . For 
example , it is readily understood that such language will 
include speeds in which no or little delay or waiting is 
discernible , or where such delay is sufficiently short so as not 
to be disruptive , irritating , or otherwise vexing to user . 
[ 0255 ] Conjunctive language such as the phrase “ at least 
one of X , Y , and Z , ” or “ at least one of X , Y , or Z , ” unless 
specifically stated otherwise , is to be understood with the 
context as used in general to convey that an item , term , etc . 
may be either X , Y , or Z , or a combination thereof . For 
example , the term “ or ” is used in its inclusive sense ( and not 
in its exclusive sense ) so that when used , for example , to 
connect a list of elements , the term “ or ” means one , some , 
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or all of the elements in the list . Thus , such conjunctive 
language is not generally intended to imply that certain 
embodiments require at least one of X , at least one of Y , and 
at least one of Z to each be present . 
[ 0256 ] The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
unless specifically noted , the term “ a ” should not be under 
stood to mean “ exactly one ” or “ one and only one ” ; instead , 
the term “ a ” means “ one or more ” or “ at least one , ” whether 
used in the claims or elsewhere in the specification and 
regardless of uses of quantifiers such as " at least one , " " one 
or more , " or " a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or speci 
fication . 
[ 0257 ] The term “ comprising ” as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For 
example , a general purpose computer comprising one or 
more processors should not be interpreted as excluding other 
computer components , and may possibly include such com 
ponents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
interfaces , among others . 
[ 0258 ] While the above detailed description has shown , 
described , and pointed out novel features as applied to 
various embodiments , it may be understood that various 
omissions , substitutions , and changes in the form and details 
of the devices or processes illustrated may be made without 
departing from the spirit of the disclosure . As may be 
recognized , certain embodiments of the inventions described 
herein may be embodied within a form that does not provide 
all of the features and benefits set forth herein , as some 
features may be used or practiced separately from others . 
The scope of certain inventions disclosed herein is indicated 
by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing descrip 
tion . All changes which come within the meaning and range 
of equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within their 
scope . 

1 . A computer system comprising : 
one or more hardware computer processors configured to 

execute code in order to cause the system to : 
generate user interface data configured to be rendered 

as a user interface , the user interface simultaneously 
including at least a first display portion and a second 
display portion , wherein : 
the first display portion includes a plurality of panels 

comprising a first panel configured to generate a 
visual representation of data according to display 
settings for the first panel , 

the data is retrievable from a database according to 
a query associated the first panel , 

the first panel is associated with code configured to 
use the data to assign a value to a variable of the 
first panel , 

the variable of the first panel is configured for use in 
a query associated with a second panel of the 
plurality of panels , and 

the second display portion includes a graphical visu 
alization of relationships among the plurality of 
panels , the graphical visualization including nodes 
and edges , at least some of the nodes representing 
respective ones of the plurality of panels , at least 
some of the edges representing relationships 
among respective pairs of the plurality of panels ; 

receive a first input indicating a relationship between 
the first panel of the plurality of panels and the 
second panel of the plurality of panels , wherein the 

relationship is indicated by associating the variable 
of the first panel with the query of the second panel ; 

in response to the first input , update a visual represen 
tation of data displayed in the second panel by 
executing the query of the second panel using the 
value of the variable of the first panel to retrieve 
updated data from the database ; 

receive a second input selecting the first panel in the 
first display portion ; and 

in response to the second input , visually indicate , in the 
second display portion , a node associated with the 
first panel ; 

receive a selection of a filter criteria indicating down 
stream or neighboring dependencies ; 

wherein the second display portion is further config 
ured to , in response to the selection of the filter 
criteria : 
display , in the visual representation , nodes satisfying 

the filter criteria ; and 
filter out from the visual representation a node that 

does not satisfy the filter criteria . 
2 . ( canceled ) 
3 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the user 

interface further comprises : 
a third portion including a list of queries and the coding 

of a query in the list of queries ; 
a fourth portion including a list of variables and values of 

variables in the list of variables ; and 
a fifth portion including a list of functions and the coding 

of a function in the list of functions . 
4 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the graphical 

visualization further includes indications of relationships 
among the plurality of panels , queries , variables , and func 
tions . 

5 . The computer system of claim 4 , wherein nodes are 
represented as icons that are color coded with different 
colors for queries , variables , functions , and panels . 

6 . ( canceled ) 
7 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the filter 

criteria is selected from a menu indicating for selection at 
least : 

upstream dependencies ; 
downstream dependencies ; and 
neighboring dependencies . 
8 . ( canceled ) 
9 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the one or 

more hardware computer processors are further configured 
to execute the code in order to cause the system to : 

in response to a selection , made in the second display 
portion , of a node associated with the first panel , 
visually indicate the first panel in the first display 
portion . 

10 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the graphi 
cal visualization comprises a force directed graph . 

11 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the rela 
tionships among the plurality of panels is stored as infor 
mation , and , in response to the first panel receiving a change , 
the information is referenced to identify panels dependent on 
the first panel . 

12 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are configured to 
execute code in order to cause the system to , in response to 
the first input , update the graphical visualization included in 
the second display portion to include an edge connecting a 
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first node representing the first panel to a second node 
representing the second panel . 

13 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the user 
interface includes a third display portion displaying timing 
information associated with individual panels of the plural 
ity of panels . 

14 . The computer system of claim 13 , wherein the timing 
information comprises : 

a first execution time indicating an amount of time until 
the query associated the first panel is executed ; 

a second retrieval time indicating an amount of time until 
the data from the database is retrieved ; and 

a third variable time indicating an amount of time until the 
variable is assigned the value . 

15 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the selection 
of the filter criteria indicates downstream dependencies , and 
wherein the nodes satisfying the filter criteria is a chain of 
nodes including a second node separated from the node 
associated with the first panel by a minimum of two edges . 

16 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the second 
display portion is further configured to , in response to the 
selection of the filter criteria , filter out from the visual 
representation a node that does not satisfy the filter criteria 
by removing the visual representation of the node from the 
second display portion . 

* * * * * 
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DATA PROMOTION 
PRIORITY APPLICATION 

[ 0001 ] This application claims priority to U . S . Provisional 
Application Ser . No . 62 / 436 , 961 , filed Dec . 20 , 2016 , the 
disclosure of which is incorporated herein in its entirety by 
reference . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 
[ 0002 ] The present disclosure generally relates to the 
technical field of special - purpose machines that facilitate the 
curation and management of data sets , including computer 
ized variants of such special - purpose machines and 
improvements to such variants , and to the technologies by 
which such special - purpose machines become improved 
compared to other special - purpose machines that facilitate 
integration of spreadsheet data . In particular , the present 
disclosure addresses systems and methods for the curation , 
management , and presentation of one or more data sets into 
one or more network applications . 

to cover alternatives , modifications , and equivalents as may 
be included within the scope of the disclosure . 
10008 ] . FIG . 1 is a network diagram depicting a network 
system comprising a group of application servers in com 
munication with a network - based ontology curation system 
configured for managing and curating large - scale data sets , 
consistent with some embodiments . 
10009 ) FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating various 
components of the ontology curation system , which is 
provided as part of the network system , consistent with some 
embodiments . 
[ 0010 ] FIG . 3 is a flowchart illustrating a method for 
curating an ontology based on a prioritized set of data 
objects , according to some example embodiments . 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method for 
promoting data from a federated data source to an ontology 
curation system , according to some example embodiments . 
[ 0012 ] FIG . 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method for 
synchronizing a set of high - scale data objects , consistent 
with some embodiments . 
10013 ] FIG . 6 is an interface diagram illustrating presen 
tations of a data object based on curated ontologies , consis 
tent with some embodiments . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 7 is a diagrammatic representation of a 
machine in the example form of a computer system within 
which a set of instructions for causing the machine to 
perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed 
herein may be executed . 

BACKGROUND DumCIIS . 

[ 0003 ] Computer - based data systems , such as relational 
database management systems , typically organize data sets 
according to a fixed structure of tables and relationships . The 
structure may be described using an ontology , embodied in 
a database schema , comprising a data model that is used to 
represent the structure and reason about objects in the 
structure . 
100041 An ontology is a fixed data structure that defines a 
set of tables and relationships between those tables . Ontolo 
gies therefore define a set of concepts and relationships that 
represent the content and structure of a data set embodied as 
a database schema . Thus , an ontology of a database is 
normally fixed at the time that the database is created ; any 
change to the ontology represented by the schema is 
extremely disruptive to the database system , and may 
require user intervention by an administrator to modify 
tables or relationships , or to create new tables or relation 
ships . 
[ 0005 ] However , the volume of data in high - scale datasets 
are cumbersome to store , manage and curate in a structure 
described using an ontology . High - scale data sets may 
include sensor data received from one or more sensors . 
Sensor data can generally be presented as a time series , such 
that each data point from the sensor includes a timestamp as 
well as metadata that may indicate a source of the data point 
( e . g . , an identifier of a sensor ) . Sensor data is generally 
collected in real - time , over extended periods of time . As a 
result , high - scale data sets may comprise growing volumes 
of data that require vast storage space . 
0006 ] The inflexibility of a typical database ontology 
therefore presents a set of unique technical challenges when 
attempts are made to curate ontologies based on specifica 
tions and requirements and when incorporating high - scale 
datasets . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0015 ] Reference will now be made in detail to specific 
example embodiments for carrying out the inventive subject 
matter of the present disclosure . In the following descrip 
tion , specific details are set forth in order to provide a 
thorough understanding of the subject matter . It shall be 
appreciated that embodiments may be practiced without 
some or all of these specific details . 
[ 0016 ] Example embodiments relate to a network - based 
ontology curation system employed for receiving a request 
to view a data object , curating an ontology associated with 
the data object , and generating and causing display of a 
presentation of the data object based on the curated ontol 
ogy . 
[ 0017 ] Computer - based database systems , such as rela 
tional database management systems , typically organize 
data according to a fixed structure of tables and relation 
ships . The structure may be described using an ontology , 
embodied in a database schema , comprising a data model 
that represents the structure and reason about objects in the 
structure . As discussed above , an ontology is normally fixed 
at the time that the database is created such that any change 
to the ontology represented by the schema is extremely 
disruptive to the database system , and may require user 
intervention by an administrator to modify tables or rela 
tionships , or to create new tables or relationships . Thus , a 
system to curate ontologies may be configured to minimize 
changes to data by the ontology curation system . 
[ 0018 ] In order to surface and present relevant data to the 
requesting users , the ontology curation system receives 
requests to view data objects , and curates ontologies of 
linked data associated with the data object of the request 
based on attributes of the request itself . In this way , the most 
relevant aspects of the requested data object may be pre 
sented to requesting users . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0007 ] Various ones of the appended drawings merely 
illustrate example embodiments of the present disclosure 
and are not intended to limit its scope to the illustrated 
embodiments . On the contrary , these examples are intended 
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[ 0019 ] As an example , the request attributes may include 
a reference to a data object , or component of a data object , 
an identifier of the requesting device itself , as well as user 
attributes of a user making the request ( e . g . , user profile 
data ) . In response to receiving the request , the network 
based ontology curation system identifies properties of the 
requested data object and accesses one or more databases to 
gather a set of data objects to include in a curated ontology 
associated with the data object for the requesting user . The 
one or more databases can include databases maintained by 
the network - based ontology curation system as well as 
federated data source databases . A federated data source can 
be any service external to the network - based ontology 
curation system that exposes read functionality ( e . g . , search , 
aggregation , object load ) for data maintained by the feder 
ated data source . 
[ 0020 ] The network - based ontology curation system 
retrieves and prioritizes data objects from the databases 
( e . g . , databases maintained by the network - based ontology 
curation system and / or federated data source databases ) 
based on the request attributes , and generates a curated 
ontology based on the prioritization . For example , the sys 
tem may prioritize what to show and the placement of the 
various data objects . Separately , the underlying components 
for searching and applying an ontology may prioritize 
amongst the various data sources and / or the data from a 
given data source ( e . g . , for example , if there are duplicates , 
older or newer entries ) . In some example embodiments , the 
network - based ontology curation system generates and 
causes display of a view of the data object based on the 
curated ontology at a graphical user interface ( GUI ) at the 
requesting device . A format of the presentation may also be 
based on the request attributes . 

[ 0021 ] The ontology curation system retrieves the set of 
data objects from a primary database maintained by the 
network - based ontology curation system . In one embodi 
ment , the primary database may include identifiers , e . g . , 
keys , pointers , addresses , or row numbers , usable to access 
data objects within one or more federated data source 
databases . An identifier may uniquely identify data in a 
federated data source database . In other words , the identifier 
in the primary database refers to data stored in the federated 
database . 
[ 0022 ] In some example embodiments , the ontology cura 
tion system may simply be configured based on user inputs 
defining priorities of data objects based on request attributes . 
For example , the ontology curation system may receive a 
configuration specifying priorities , and present formats of 
ontologies based on requests attributes . Request attributes 
may include device identifiers , device attributes of the 
requesting device ( e . g . , mobile , desktop , wearable , etc . ) 
organization identifiers , user identifiers , as well as team 
identifiers of specific teams within organizations ( e . g . , mar 
keting , security , sales ) . 
[ 0023 ] FIG . 1 is a network diagram illustrating a network 
environment 100 suitable for operating an ontology curation 
system 150 . A networked system 102 provides server - side 
functionality , via a network 104 ( e . g . , an intranet , the 
Internet or a Wide Area Network ( WAN ) ) , to one or more 
clients such as the client device ( s ) 110 . FIG . 1 illustrates a 
web client 112 and client application ( s ) 114 executing on 
respective client device ( s ) 110 . The networked system 102 

communicates with federated data source ( s ) 130 , via the 
network 104 , to request and access data stored in federated 
database ( s ) 132 . 
10024 ] An Application Program Interface ( API ) server 120 
and a web server 122 are coupled to , and provide program 
matic and web interfaces respectively to , one or more 
application server ( s ) 140 . The application servers 140 host 
the ontology curation system 150 . The application server ( s ) 
140 are , in turn , shown to be coupled to one or more 
database servers 124 that facilitate access to primary data 
base 126 . 
[ 0025 ] The ontology curation system 150 curates ontolo 
gies based on input data and request attributes from requests 
received from client devices ( e . g . , client device ( s ) 110 ) . For 
example , the ontology curation system 150 is configured to 
receive requests to access or view data objects from the 
client device ( s ) 110 , access the primary database 126 and 
federated database ( s ) 132 to retrieve a set of data objects 
based on request attributes of the request , curate an ontology 
based on the set of data objects , and cause display of a 
presentation of the curated ontology at the client device ( s ) 
110 . The primary database 126 may include one or more 
databases . 
10026 ] As shown , the network environment 100 includes 
the client device ( s ) 110 in communication with the net 
worked system 102 over the network 104 . The networked 
system 102 communicates and exchanges data with the 
client device ( s ) 110 that pertains to various functions and 
aspects associated with the networked system 102 and its 
users . Likewise , the client device ( s ) 110 , which may be any 
of a variety of types of devices that include at least a display , 
a processor , and communication capabilities that provide 
access to the network 104 ( e . g . , a smart phone , a tablet 
computer , a personal digital assistant ( PDA ) , a personal 
navigation device ( PND ) , a handheld computer , a desktop 
computer , a laptop or netbook , or a wearable computing 
device ) , may be operated by a user ( e . g . , a person ) of the 
networked system 102 to exchange data with the networked 
system 102 over the network 104 . 
[ 0027 . The client device ( s ) 110 communicates with the 
network 104 via a wired or wireless connection . For 
example , one or more portions of the network 104 may 
comprises an ad hoc network , an intranet , an extranet , a 
Virtual Private Network ( VPN ) , a Local Area Network 
( LAN ) , a wireless LAN ( WLAN ) , a Wide Area Network 
( WAN ) , a wireless WAN ( WWAN ) , a Metropolitan Area 
Network ( MAN ) , a portion of the Internet , a portion of the 
Public Switched Telephone Network ( PSTN ) , a cellular 
telephone network , a wireless network , a Wireless Fidelity 
( Wi - Fi® ) network , a Worldwide Interoperability for Micro 
wave Access ( WiMax ) network , another type of network , or 
any suitable combination thereof . 
[ 0028 ] In various embodiments , the data exchanged 
between the client device ( s ) 110 and the networked system 
102 may involve user - selected functions available through 
one or more user interfaces ( UIS ) . The UIs may be specifi 
cally associated with the web client 112 ( e . g . , a browser ) or 
the client application 114 , executing on the client device ( s ) 
110 , and in communication with the networked system 102 . 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating various 
components of the ontology curation system 150 , which are 
provided as part of the networked system 102 , consistent 
with some embodiments . To avoid obscuring the inventive 
subject matter with unnecessary detail , various functional 
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components ( e . g . , modules and engines ) that are not ger 
mane to conveying an understanding of the inventive subject 
matter have been omitted from FIG . 2 . However , a skilled 
artisan will readily recognize that various additional func 
tional components may be supported by the ontology cura 
tion system 150 to facilitate additional functionality that is 
not specifically described herein . 
( 0030 ] As is understood by skilled artisans in the relevant 
computer arts , each functional component ( e . g . , module ) 
illustrated in FIG . 2 may be implemented using hardware 
( e . g . , a processor of a machine ) or a combination of logic 
( e . g . , executable software instructions ) and hardware ( e . g . , 
memory and processor of a machine ) for executing the logic . 
Furthermore , the various functional components depicted in 
FIG . 2 may reside on a single computer ( e . g . , a laptop ) , or 
may be distributed across several computers in various 
arrangements such as cloud - based architectures . Moreover , 
any two or more modules of the ontology curation system 
150 may be combined into a single module , or subdivided 
among multiple modules . It shall be appreciated that while 
the functional components ( e . g . , modules ) of FIG . 2 are 
discussed in the singular sense , in other embodiments , 
multiple instances of one or more of the modules may be 
employed . 
[ 0031 ] The ontology curation system 150 is shown as 
including a communication module 210 , a parsing module 
220 , a curation module 230 , a presentation module 240 , an 
object load service 250 , and a synchronization module 242 , 
all configured to communicate with each other and the 
primary database 126 ( e . g . , via a bus , shared memory , a 
switch , or application programming interfaces ( APIs ) ) and / 
or federated database ( s ) 132 ( e . g . , via the network 104 ) . 
[ 0032 ] In some example embodiments , the primary data 
base 126 is organized in an ontology and / or object model . 
The federated database ( s ) 132 may be organized in any data 
structure or data store for storing and / or organizing data , 
including but not limited to , relational databases , object 
oriented databases , key - value stores and / or XML databases 
among others . In some example embodiments , the federated 
database ( s ) 132 may contain high - scale datasets including 
time series data , however the federated database ( s ) 132 may 
contain any type of data . 
[ 0033 ] In some example embodiments , the application 
server 140 transmits requests to the ontology curation sys 
tem 150 , which in turn sends the request along to the 
database server 124 . The database server 124 may then 
query the primary database 126 . In such embodiments , the 
primary database 126 may employ an ontology schema and 
return search results based on the request received from the 
database server 124 . The search results may for example 
include data objects , e . g . , a string ( e . g . , text string ) or JSON 
data object . 
[ 0034 ] In further embodiments , the ontology curation sys 
tem 150 may include a translation layer ( e . g . , Object Load 
Service 250 ) configured to intercept returned queries from 
the primary database 126 to add type , change a type , or to 
otherwise vary the returned query based on the custom 
ontology . For example , the object load service 250 may be 
configured to enrich the returned search results with data 
retrieved from another data source , such as the federated 
database ( s ) 132 . The federated database ( s ) may maintain 
any type of data , such as high - scale data sets . High - scale 
data sets can include time series data ; an IP geocoding 
service that includes data useable to enrich data objects ( e . g . , 

IP addresses ) received from the primary database 126 with 
latitude / longitude coordinates ; as well as a map tile database 
that contains map imagery depicting locations of coordi 
nates . 
[ 0035 ] In some example embodiments , the primary data 
base 126 returns a data object in response to receiving the 
request from the ontology curation system 150 , wherein the 
data object is a JSON data object that contains an identifier . 
The ontology curation system 150 receives the JSON object 
and queries the federated database ( s ) 132 using the identifier 
in the JSON data object as a query . 
10036 ) . The communication module 210 provides func 
tionality to communicate with client devices ( e . g . , client 
device ( s ) 110 ) in order to receive requests to view data 
objects . The requests may include a reference to a data 
object or a component of a data object , as well as attributes 
and properties of the requesting device ( client device 110 ) , 
and the requesting user ( e . g . , user 106 ) . The communication 
module 210 communicates requests . 
[ 0037 ] Object components of a data object may include 
object properties , object media , object notes , and object 
links . The object properties are structured pieces of infor 
mation that define behavior and characteristics of the data 
object ( e . g . , a data type ) . The object media include binary 
attachments of data that may include images , text , video , and 
other specialized forms . The object notes are free text 
containers of information that provide details about the data 
object itself . The object links define connections of any one 
data object to one or more linked data objects . Data objects 
may also include metadata that defines geo - coordinates 
( e . g . , to indicate a source location of the data object ) , as well 
as temporal data ( e . g . , defining a point in time in which the 
data object was collected ) . In some example embodiments , 
the data objects may further include an Access Control List 
( ACL ) , which is a list of Access Control Items ( ACIS ) Each 
ACI defines a level of permission that a particular user or 
user group is permitted to the data object . An ACL includes 
a set of these permissions . 
10038 ] . The presentation module 240 generates and causes 
display of a presentation of the data object based on the 
curated ontology at the client device ( s ) 110 . The presenta 
tion may be generated based on : the type of data to include 
in an object view ; pre - configured presentation requirements 
associated with data types ; as well as access credentials of 
a requesting user . For example , some users may have greater 
access privileges than other users , such that some data may 
not be viewable . In some example embodiments , the pre 
sentation of the data object is based on request attributes that 
include one or more device properties of the requesting 
device ( e . g . , client device ( s ) 110 ) . For example , the presen 
tation of the data object may differ based on the requesting 
device being a mobile device versus a desktop device , as 
both devices would receive different curated ontologies . 
[ 0039 ] In some example embodiments , the presentation 
module 240 also determines a presentation format of each 
linked data object in the curated ontology based on corre 
sponding object components . For example , a first data object 
may include object components indicating that the first data 
object can be displayed in a map image , while a second data 
object includes object components that indicate that the 
second data object must be displayed in a time series . The 
presentation module 240 formats the presentation of the 
curated ontology based on the object components . 
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[ 0040 ] FIG . 2 also includes a depiction of the primary 
database 126 . In some example embodiments , the primary 
database 126 may receive data from a federated data source 
( s ) 130 . 
[ 0041 ] While copying data from the federated data source 
( s ) 130 to the primary database 126 can be beneficial , the 
process of copying and parsing the data can be expensive . 
Further , the copied data should be monitored to ensure that 
modifications to the data stored by the federated data source 
( s ) 130 are reflected in the primary database 126 . Accord 
ingly , resource usage and latency can be reduced by mini 
mizing the amount of data copied to the primary database 
126 from the federated data source ( s ) 130 , thereby increas 
ing overall system performance . To this end , the ontology 
curation system 160 can limit copying data from the feder 
ated data source ( s ) 130 to an as needed or as desired basis . 
For example , the ontology curation system 160 can access 
data from the federated data source ( s ) 160 in response to 
read commands , and promote ( e . g . , copy , convert , trans 
form , store ) data to the ontology curation system 160 in 
response to write commands ( e . g . , modify , link , associate , 
annotate , or otherwise edit the data in the federated data 
SO source ( s ) ) . 
[ 0042 ] For example , in response to receiving a read 
request from a client device 110 to view a data object , 
ontology curation system 160 can communicate with the 
federated data source ( s ) 130 to search for the requested data , 
which can be presented on the client device 110 as part of the 
requested data object . While the data from the federated data 
source ( s ) 130 is presented to the user as part of the data 
object , the data does not have be promoted to the primary 
database 126 . However , in response to receiving a write 
request to write data from the federated data source 130 to 
a data object maintained by the ontology curation system 
150 , the ontology curation system 150 can promote the data 
from the federated data source 130 to the ontology curation 
system 150 . Promoting data can include converting the data 
into a format consistent the object model utilized by the 
ontology curation system 150 and storing the converted data 
in the primary database 126 . 
10043 ] The synchronization module 242 can communicate 
with the federated data source ( s ) 130 to ensure that data 
promoted to the ontology curation system 150 remains 
synchronized with any changes made to the corresponding 
data stored in a federated database 132 . For example , the 
synchronization module 242 can periodically query the 
federated data source ( s ) 130 for any changes made to data 
that has been promoted to the ontology curation system 150 . 
If any changes have been made to the data stored in the 
federated database 132 , the synchronization module 242 can 
update the primary database 126 to reflect the change . 
[ 0044 ] FIG . 3 is a flowchart illustrating a method 300 for 
curating an ontology based on a prioritized set of data 
objects , according to some example embodiments . The 
method 300 is embodied in computer - readable instructions 
for execution by one or more processors such that the 
operations of the method 300 are performed in part or in 
whole by the network - based ontology curation system 150 ; 
accordingly , the method 300 is described below by way of 
example with reference thereto . However , it shall be appre 
ciated that at least some of the operations of the method 300 
may be deployed on various other hardware configurations , 
and the method 300 is not intended to be limited to the 
network - based ontology curation system 150 . 

[ 0045 ] At operation 310 , the communication module 210 
receives a request to view or otherwise access a data object 
from a client device ( e . g . , client device ( s ) 110 ) . The request 
may include an identifier of a data object ( e . g . , based on a 
search query , or file name ) . In one embodiment , the request 
may comprise request attributes . In another embodiment , the 
request attributes may include at least a user identifier or a 
device identifier of the client device ( s ) 110 . The request may 
be to access a data object representative of a person . In some 
example embodiments , the request does not need to include 
an identifier at all , and rather , the request may simply be a 
search query in which search results from the primary 
database 126 may be used to query one or more federated 
database ( s ) 132 . The system may thereby return relevant 
information from the primary database 126 and / or the fed 
erated database ( s ) 132 . For example , at operation 310 , the 
user 106 may send a request to the ontology curation system 
150 for a specific data object , or to simple conduct a search 
based on a search query . 
[ 0046 ] At operation 320 , the communication module 210 
queries the API server 120 , the API server 120 queries the 
database server 124 , and the database server queries the 
primary database 126 . 
[ 0047 ] The API server 120 may further query one or more 
federated data source ( s ) 130 . For example , in response to the 
request from the user 106 , the ontology curation system 150 
can search the primary database 126 and / or one or more 
federated data source ( s ) 130 , to retrieve a set of data objects . 
[ 0048 ] At operation 330 , the ontology curation system 150 
receives one or more data objects , as discussed above , from 
the primary database 126 and / or federated data source ( s ) 
130 . The set of data objects may be linked or otherwise 
related to the data object based on data object components 
( e . g . , links ) . Links in an ontology may be used between 
objects in the ontology model , and the information for the 
links / objects may be stored wholly within the primary 
database 126 . Once returned , the ontology curation system 
150 can analyze the requested data objects to remove any 
duplicate data objects . 
[ 0049 ] To minimize the amount of data maintained by the 
ontology curation system , data objects received from the 
federated data source ( s ) 130 as a result of a read request , 
such as a search , may not be stored in the primary database 
126 . Rather , data objects may be promoted in response to a 
write request . 
[ 0050 ] At operation 340 , the curation module 230 priori 
tizes the set of data objects based on the request attributes of 
the request from the client device ( s ) 110 . The request 
attributes include , for example , an identifier of the client 
device ( s ) 110 , properties and characteristics of the client 
device ( s ) 110 ( e . g . , device type , display type , display reso 
lution , mobile or desktop , etc . ) , as well as attributes of the 
user 106 ( e . g . , based on user profile data ) . For example , 
certain data objects among the set of data objects may be 
prioritized more highly based on the client device ( s ) 110 
being a mobile device versus a desktop device . As discussed 
above , the prioritization may be based on a use case of the 
data object as well as the data type . In some example 
embodiments , client device display size may also play a 
role . In some example embodiments , the set of data objects 
are also prioritized based on user attributes from a user 
profile , such as title , occupation , organization role , etc . 
[ 0051 ] At operation 350 , the curation module 230 curates 
an ontology based on the prioritized set of data objects and 
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the attributes of the request from the client device ( s ) 110 . 
The curated ontology may thereby be delivered to the 
presentation module 240 in order to generate a presentation 
of the data object based on the curated ontology . The 
ontology consists of : a list of all object types ; a list of all 
object properties ; a list of all links between data objects ; a 
list of all allowable property types for a given object type ; 
as well as a list of all allowable link types for a given object 
type . 
[ 0052 ] In some example embodiments , a default view of 
the ontology may be overwritten by a custom view . One 
such modeling may be a tree , in which there are custom 
views at each level , and overriding at lower levels ( when 
there is greater specificity as to the circumstances behind the 
request ) . Advantages of such embodiments include starting 
with a broad base ontology ( e . g . , only person data objects ) 
that may be refined based on specific use cases . For example , 
different person data objects ( e . g . , athletes , mechanics , 
pilots ) or even further refined ( for example , airplane pilots , 
stewards , traffic controller ) if dealing with a specific use case 
( for example , transportation ) . 
[ 0053 ] FIG . 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method 400 for 
promoting data from a federated data source to an ontology 
curation system 150 , according to some example embodi 
ments . The method 400 is embodied in computer - readable 
instructions for execution by one or more processors such 
that the operations of the method 400 are performed in part 
or in whole by the network - based ontology curation system 
150 ; accordingly , the method 400 is described below by way 
of example with reference thereto . However , it shall be 
appreciated that at least some of the operations of the 
method 400 may be deployed on various other hardware 
configurations , and the method 400 is not intended to be 
limited to the network - based ontology curation system 150 . 
[ 0054 ) At operation 410 , the communication module 210 
receives , from a client device 110 , a request to view a first 
data object maintained by an ontology curation system 150 . 
The request may include an identifier of the data object ( e . g . , 
based on a search query , or file name ) . In one embodiment , 
the request may comprise request attributes . In another 
embodiment , the request attributes may include at least a 
user identifier or a device identifier of the client device 110 . 
The request may be to access a data object representative of 
a person . In some example embodiments , the request does 
not need to include an identifier at all , and rather , the request 
may simply be a search query in which search results from 
the primary database 126 may be used to query the federated 
data source ( s ) 130 . The ontology curation system 150 may 
thereby return relevant information from the primary data 
base 126 and federated data source ( s ) 130 . For example , at 
operation 410 , the user 106 may send a request to the 
ontology curation system 150 for a specific data object , or to 
simply conduct a search based on a search query . 
[ 0055 ] At operation 420 , the communication module 210 
executes a search on a federated data source 130 for a set of 
data objects maintained by the federated data source 130 that 
are associated with the first data object . In response to the 
request , the ontology curation system 150 can access the first 
data object from the primary database 126 and identify a 
search term associated with the first data object . For 
example , the ontology curation system 150 can search the 
primary database 126 based on request attributes included in 
the request to identify the first data object , which may 
contain corresponding ontology schema , as well as data 

attributes such as identifiers and search terms . The commu 
nication module 210 can then execute the search based on 
the search term . The search can be executed on one or more 
federated data sources 130 . 
[ 0056 ] In some instances , the federated data sources 130 
and / or the primary database 132 may include duplicative 
data . For example , this can be the result of data having been 
promoted from a federated data source 130 to the primary 
database 130 . Accordingly , the ontology curation system 
150 can exclude and / or filter data objects that are duplicates . 
In one embodiment , the ontology curation system 150 may 
filter data objects using the identifiers for the data from the 
federated data source 130 and the identifiers stored in the 
promoted data in the primary database 130 . 
[ 0057 ] At operation 430 , the ontology curation system 150 
causes the first data object to be presented on the client 
device 110 along with the set of data objects maintained by 
the federated data source 130 . For example , the curation 
module 230 can curate an ontology based on the data 
objects , the first data object and the ontology schema . The 
curated ontology may thereby be delivered to the presenta 
tion module 240 in order to generate a presentation of the 
first data object . 
[ 0058 ] At operation 440 , the communication module 210 
receives , from the client device , an instruction to perform a 
write function on a subset of the set of the high - scale data 
objects maintained by the federated data source 130 . A write 
function can be a function to cause data to be written to the 
primary databases 126 . For example , a user may desire to 
save a portion of the data presented along with the first data 
object and so may utilize the client device 110 to cause a 
write request to be transmitted to the ontology curation 
system 150 to save the selected portion of the data . 
[ 0059 ] As an example , the first data object may represent 
a person and the data objects received from the federated 
data source 130 may include phone records and / or purchase 
records associated with the person . A user of the client 
device 110 may determine that a particular record or set or 
records is of particular importance and therefore wish to 
write ( e . g . , modify , annotate ) the selected records to the first 
data object for later use . In this type of situation , the user can 
use the client device 110 to transmit a write request to the 
ontology curation system 150 to write the selected records to 
the data object . 
10060 ] At operation 450 , the ontology curation system 150 
promotes the subset of the set of data objects maintained by 
the federated data source to the ontology curation system . 
For example , in response to receiving the instruction to 
perform the write function , the ontology curation system 
150 can create a copy and / or generate a transformed version 
of the subset of the set of data objects . The ontology curation 
system can then store the subset of the set of data objects in 
primary database 126 , thereby yielding a promoted set of 
data objects maintained by the ontology curation system 
150 . 
10061 ] At operation 460 , the ontology curation system 150 
associates the promoted set of data objects to the first data 
object maintained by the ontology curation system 150 . For 
example , the parsing module can store and / or generate an 
identifier identifying the promoted set of data objects in the 
federated database 132 . The parsing module 220 can then 
update the first data object in the primary database 126 to 
include the identifier . 

se 
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[ 0062 ] FIG . 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method 500 for 
synchronizing a set of data objects , consistent with some 
embodiments . As shown in FIG . 5 , one or more operations 
510 , 520 , and 530 may be performed after the method 400 , 
in which the ontology curation system 150 promoting data 
from a federated data source to an ontology curation system , 
according to some example embodiments . 
[ 0063 ] At operation 510 , the synchronization module 242 
monitors the federated data source 132 for changes to the 
subset of the set of data objects maintained by the federated 
data source 132 . For example , the synchronization module 
242 can periodically query the federated data source 132 for 
changes to the subset of the set of data objects maintained by 
the federated data source 132 . 
[ 0064 ] As another example , a user can manually cause the 
synchronization module 242 to query the federated data 
source 132 for changes to the subset of the set of data objects 
maintained by the federated data source 132 . For example , 
the user can utilize the client device 110 to request that 
promoted data maintained by ontology curation system 150 
be synchronized with its corresponding data maintained by 
the federated data source 132 . 
[ 0065 ) At operation 520 , the synchronization module 242 
determines , based on monitoring the federated data source 
132 , that a change to the subset of the set of data objects 
maintained by the federated data source 132 has occurred . 
For example , the change can be one or more data values 
being added , removed , and / or modified . As another 
example , the changes can include new data objects , entries , 
rows , etc . , stored in the federated data source 132 that would 
have been previously promoted along with the promoted 
data . 

[ 0066 ] At operation 530 , the synchronization module 242 
modifies the promoted data set maintained by ontology 
curation system 150 to reflect the changes to the subset of 
the set of data objects maintained by the federated data 
source 132 . As a result , the promoted data set will remain 
synchronized with the subset of the set of data objects 
maintained by the federated data source 132 . 
[ 0067 ] FIG . 6 is an interface diagram illustrating presen 
tations 600 of a data object based on curated ontologies , 
consistent with some embodiments . FIG . 6 includes a data 
object 602 , a first presentation of a data object 604 that 
includes a first curation of data objects 606 , and a second 
presentation of the data object 608 . The second presentation 
of the data object 608 includes a second curation of data 
objects 610 , 612 , 614 , and 616 . 
[ 0068 ] As shown in FIG . 6 , the data object 602 represents 
a person . The data object 602 includes object components 
that may include data properties , media , notes , as well as 
data links to other data objects within the networked system 
102 . Data object 602 includes an identifier ( e . g . , " BEN 
RICHARDS ” ) , as well as information which defines a data 
type , a creation time of the data object 602 , and in some 
embodiments , a user that created the data object 702 ( e . g . , 
user 106 ) . The data object 602 also includes metadata such 
as geo - coordinates of the data object 602 ( e . g . , a location of 
the user 106 when the user 106 created the data object 602 ) , 
as well as temporal metadata specifying a point in time in 
which the data object 602 was created or corresponds . 
[ 0069 ] In some example embodiments , the data object 602 
includes object components that define data source infor - 
mation of the data object 602 , as well as security information 

associated with the data object 602 . Examples of data 
sources include databases , spreadsheets , text documents , 
and individual users . 
0070 ] As described above in reference to the method 300 , 

a user may provide a request to the ontology curation system 
150 to access or view the data object 602 . For example , the 
request may include a reference to an identifier of the data 
object 602 ( e . g . , “ BEN RICHARDS ” ) , or may include a 
selection of a graphical representation of the data object 602 
displayed within a GUI displayed at the client device ( s ) 110 . 
In response to receiving the request , the ontology curation 
system 150 curates an ontology associated with the data 
object 602 in order to generate and cause display of a 
presentation of the data object 602 at the client device ( s ) 
110 . 
10071 ] The ontology curated by the ontology curation 
system 150 may be based on request attributes of the request 
as well as components of the data object 602 itself . As shown 
in FIG . 6 , the first presentation of the data object 604 
includes a first curation of data objects 606 . For example , the 
ontology curation system 150 may receive a first request 
from a first client device from among the client devices 110 
to view the data object 602 . In response to receiving the first 
request from the first client device , the ontology curation 
system 150 curates an ontology based on the request attri 
butes that include characteristics of the first client device . 
The first presentation of the data object 604 may for example 
be generated based on user attributes of the user 106 , and the 
first client device being identified as a mobile device , or due 
to the first client device having a small display screen . 
[ 0072 ] . The ontology curation system 150 may receive a 
second request to access the data object 602 from a second 
client device from among the client device ( s ) 110 . The 
ontology curation system 150 curates a second curation of 
data object ( e . g . , data objects 610 , 612 , 614 , and 616 ) based 
on request attributes of the second request that includes 
device characteristics of the second client device . For 
example , the ontology curation system 150 may identify that 
the second client device is a desktop device . 
10073 ] In some example embodiments , as described in 
FIG . 3 , the ontology curation system 150 may curate the 
ontology based on various request attributes that include 
work group identifiers of the requesting user ( e . g . , user 106 ) . 
For example , the ontology curation system 150 may deter 
mine that the first request described above is from a first 
work group within an organization ( e . g . , a secretary ) , 
whereas the second request is received from a second work 
group ( e . g . , sales ) . 
[ 0074 ] FIG . 7 is a diagrammatic representation of a 
machine in the example form of a computer system within 
which a set of instructions for causing the machine to 
perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed 
herein may be executed . Specifically , FIG . 7 shows a dia 
grammatic representation of the machine 700 in the example 
form of a system , within which instructions 702 ( e . g . , 
software , a program , an application , an applet , an app , a 
driver , or other executable code ) for causing the machine 
700 to perform any one or more of the methodologies 
discussed herein may be executed . For example , the instruc 
tions 702 include executable code that causes the machine 
700 to execute the methods 400 and 500 . In this way , these 
instructions 702 transform the general , non - programmed 
machine into a particular machine programmed to carry out 
the described and illustrated functions in the manner 
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described herein . The machine 700 may operate as a stand 
alone device or may be coupled ( e . g . , networked ) to other 
machines 
[ 0075 ] By way of non - limiting example , the machine 700 
may comprise or correspond to a television , a computer 
( e . g . , a server computer , a client computer , a personal 
computer ( PC ) , a tablet computer , a laptop computer , or a 
netbook ) , a set - top box ( STB ) , a personal digital assistant 
( PDA ) , an entertainment media system ( e . g . , an audio / video 
receiver ) , a cellular telephone , a smart phone , a mobile 
device , a wearable device ( e . g . , a smart watch ) , a portable 
media player , or any machine capable of outputting audio 
signals and capable of executing the instructions 702 , 
sequentially or otherwise , that specify actions to be taken by 
machine 700 . Further , while only a single machine 700 is 
illustrated , the term “ machine " shall also be taken to include 
a collection of machines 700 that individually or jointly 
execute the instructions 702 to perform any one or more of 
the methodologies discussed herein . 
[ 0076 ] The machine 700 may include processors 704 , 
memory 706 , storage unit 708 and I / O components 710 , 
which may be configured to communicate with each other 
such as via a bus 712 . In an example embodiment , the 
processors 704 ( e . g . , a central processing unit ( CPU ) , a 
reduced instruction set computing ( RISC ) processor , a com 
plex instruction set computing ( CISC ) processor , a graphics 
processing unit ( GPU ) , a digital signal processor ( DSP ) , an 
application specific integrated circuit ( ASIC ) , a radio - fre 
quency integrated circuit ( RFIC ) , another processor , or any 
suitable combination thereof ) may include , for example , 
processor 714 and processor 716 that may execute instruc 
tions 702 . The term " processor ” is intended to include 
multi - core processors that may comprise two or more inde 
pendent processors ( sometimes referred to as " cores ” ) that 
may execute instructions 702 contemporaneously . Although 
FIG . 7 shows multiple processors 704 , the machine 700 may 
include a single processor with a single core , a single 
processor with multiple cores ( e . g . , a multi - core processor ) , 
multiple processors with a single core , multiple processors 
with multiples cores , or any combination thereof . 
[ 0077 ] The memory 706 ( e . g . , a main memory or other 
memory storage ) and the storage unit 708 are both acces 
sible to the processors 704 such as via the bus 712 . The 
memory 706 and the storage unit 708 store the instructions 
702 embodying any one or more of the methodologies or 
functions described herein . In some embodiments , the data 
base ( s ) 126 resides on the storage unit 708 . The instructions 
702 may also reside , completely or partially , within the 
memory 706 , within the storage unit 708 , within at least one 
of the processors 704 ( e . g . , within the processor ' s cache 
memory ) , or any suitable combination thereof , during 
execution thereof by the machine 700 . Accordingly , the 
memory 706 , the storage unit 708 , and the memory of 
processors 704 are examples of machine - readable media . 
[ 0078 ] As used herein , " machine - readable medium ” 
means a device able to store instructions and data tempo 
rarily or permanently and may include , but is not be limited 
to , random - access memory ( RAM ) , read - only memory 
( ROM ) , buffer memory , flash memory , optical media , mag 
netic media , cache memory , other types of storage ( e . g . , 
erasable programmable read - only memory ( EEPROM ) ) , or 
any suitable combination thereof . The term “ machine - read 
able medium ” should be taken to include a single medium or 
multiple media ( e . g . , a centralized or distributed database , or 

associated caches and servers ) able to store instructions 702 . 
The term “ machine - readable medium ” shall also be taken to 
include any medium , or combination of multiple media , that 
is capable of storing instructions ( e . g . , instructions 702 ) for 
execution by a machine ( e . g . , machine 700 ) , such that the 
instructions , when executed by one or more processors of 
the machine 700 ( e . g . , processors 704 ) , cause the machine 
700 to perform any one or more of the methodologies 
described herein ( e . g . , methods 400 and 500 ) . Accordingly , 
a " machine - readable medium ” refers to a single storage 
apparatus or device , as well as “ cloud - based ” storage sys 
tems or storage networks that include multiple storage 
apparatus or devices . The term “ machine - readable medium ” 
excludes signals per se . 
[ 0079 ] Furthermore , the “ machine - readable medium ” is 
non - transitory in that it does not embody a propagating 
signal . However , labeling the tangible machine - readable 
medium as “ non - transitory ” should not be construed to mean 
that the medium is incapable of movement — the medium 
should be considered as being transportable from one real 
world location to another . Additionally , since the machine 
readable medium is tangible , the medium may be considered 
to be a machine - readable device . 
[ 0080 ] The I / O components 710 may include a wide 
variety of components to receive input , provide output , 
produce output , transmit information , exchange informa 
tion , capture measurements , and so on . The specific I / O 
components 710 that are included in a particular machine 
will depend on the type of machine . For example , portable 
machines such as mobile phones will likely include a touch 
input device or other such input mechanisms , while a 
headless server machine will likely not include such a touch 
input device . It will be appreciated that the I / O components 
710 may include many other components that are not 
specifically shown in FIG . 7 . The I / O components 710 are 
grouped according to functionality merely for simplifying 
the following discussion and the grouping is in no way 
limiting . In various example embodiments , the I / O compo 
nents 710 may include input components 718 and output 
components 720 . The input components 718 may include 
alphanumeric input components ( e . g . , a keyboard , a touch 
screen configured to receive alphanumeric input , a photo 
optical keyboard , or other alphanumeric input components ) , 
point based input components ( e . g . , a mouse , a touchpad , a 
trackball , a joystick , a motion sensor , or other pointing 
instrument ) , tactile input components ( e . g . , a physical but 
ton , a touch screen that provides location and / or force of 
touches or touch gestures , or other tactile input compo 
nents ) , audio input components , and the like . The output 
components 720 may include visual components ( e . g . , a 
display such as a plasma display panel ( PDP ) , a light 
emitting diode ( LED ) display , a liquid crystal display 
( LCD ) , a projector , or a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) ) , acoustic 
components ( e . g . , speakers ) , haptic components ( e . g . , a 
vibratory motor , resistance mechanisms ) , other signal gen 
erators , and so forth . 
[ 0081 ] Communication may be implemented using a wide 
variety of technologies . The I / O components 710 may 
include communication components 722 operable to couple 
the machine 700 to a network 724 or devices 726 via 
coupling 728 and coupling 730 , respectively . For example , 
the communication components 722 may include a network 
interface component or other suitable device to interface 
with the network 724 . In further examples , communication 
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components 722 may include wired communication com 
ponents , wireless communication components , cellular com 
munication components , near field communication ( NFC ) 
components , Bluetooth® components ( e . g . , Bluetooth® 
Low Energy ) , Wi - Fi® components , and other communica 
tion components to provide communication via other 
modalities . The devices 726 may be another machine or any 
of a wide variety of peripheral devices ( e . g . , a peripheral 
device coupled via a Universal Serial Bus ( USB ) ) . 

Modules , Components and Logic 
[ 0082 ] Certain embodiments are described herein as 
including logic or a number of components , modules , or 
mechanisms . Modules may constitute either software mod 
ules ( e . g . , code embodied on a machine - readable medium or 
in a transmission signal ) or hardware modules . A hardware 
module is a tangible unit capable of performing certain 
operations and may be configured or arranged in a certain 
manner . In example embodiments , one or more computer 
systems ( e . g . , a standalone , client , or server computer sys 
tem ) or one or more hardware modules of a computer system 
( e . g . , a processor or a group of processors ) may be config 
ured by software ( e . g . , an application or application portion ) 
as a hardware module that operates to perform certain 
operations as described herein . 
[ 0083 ] In various embodiments , a hardware module may 
be implemented mechanically or electronically . For 
example , a hardware module may comprise dedicated cir 
cuitry or logic that is permanently configured ( e . g . , as a 
special - purpose processor , such as a field - programmable 
gate array ( FPGA ) or an application - specific integrated 
circuit ( ASIC ) ) to perform certain operations . A hardware 
module may also comprise programmable logic or circuitry 
( e . g . , as encompassed within a general - purpose processor or 
other programmable processor ) that is temporarily config 
ured by software to perform certain operations . It will be 
appreciated that the decision to implement a hardware 
module mechanically , in dedicated and permanently config 
ured circuitry , or in temporarily configured circuitry ( e . g . , 
configured by software ) may be driven by cost and time 
considerations . 
[ 0084 ] Accordingly , the term " hardware module ” should 
be understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an 
entity that is physically constructed , permanently configured 
( e . g . , hardwired ) or temporarily configured ( e . g . , pro 
grammed ) to operate in a certain manner and / or to perform 
certain operations described herein . Considering embodi 
ments in which hardware modules are temporarily config 
ured ( e . g . , programmed ) , each of the hardware modules need 
not be configured or instantiated at any one instance in time . 
For example , where the hardware modules comprise a 
general - purpose processor configured using software , the 
general - purpose processor may be configured as respective 
different hardware modules at different times . Software may 
accordingly configure a processor , for example , to constitute 
a particular hardware module at one instance of time and to 
constitute a different hardware module at a different instance 
of time . 
[ 0085 ) Hardware modules can provide information to , and 
receive information from , other hardware modules . Accord 
ingly , the described hardware modules may be regarded as 
being communicatively coupled . Where multiple of such 
hardware modules exist contemporaneously , communica 
tions may be achieved through signal transmission ( e . g . , 

over appropriate circuits and buses that connect the hard 
ware modules ) . In embodiments in which multiple hardware 
modules are configured or instantiated at different times , 
communications between such hardware modules may be 
achieved , for example , through the storage and retrieval of 
information in memory structures to which the multiple 
hardware modules have access . For example , one hardware 
module may perform an operation and store the output of 
that operation in a memory device to which it is communi 
catively coupled . A further hardware module may then , at a 
later time , access the memory device to retrieve and process 
the stored output . Hardware modules may also initiate 
communications with input or output devices , and can 
operate on a resource ( e . g . , a collection of information ) . 
[ 0086 ] The various operations of example methods 
described herein may be performed , at least partially , by one 
or more processors that are temporarily configured ( e . g . , by 
software ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 
operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , 
such processors may constitute processor - implemented 
modules that operate to perform one or more operations or 
functions . The modules referred to herein may , in some 
example embodiments , comprise processor - implemented 
modules . 
[ 0087 ] Similarly , the methods described herein may be at 
least partially processor - implemented . For example , at least 
some of the operations of a method may be performed by 
one or more processors or processor - implemented modules . 
The performance of certain of the operations may be dis 
tributed among the one or more processors , not only residing 
within a single machine , but deployed across a number of 
machines . In some example embodiments , the processor or 
processors may be located in a single location ( e . g . , within 
a home environment , an office environment , or a server 
farm ) , while in other embodiments the processors may be 
distributed across a number of locations . 
[ 0088 ] The one or more processors may also operate to 
support performance of the relevant operations in a “ cloud 
computing ” environment or as a “ software as a service ” 
( SaaS ) . For example , at least some of the operations may be 
performed by a group of computers ( as examples of 
machines including processors ) , with these operations being 
accessible via a network ( e . g . , the Internet ) and via one or 
more appropriate interfaces ( e . g . , APIs ) . 

Electronic Apparatus and System 
[ 0089 ] Example embodiments may be implemented in 
digital electronic circuitry , or in computer hardware , firm 
ware , or software , or in combinations of them . Example 
embodiments may be implemented using a computer pro 
gram product , for example , a computer program tangibly 
embodied in an information carrier , for example , in a 
machine - readable medium for execution by , or to control the 
operation of , data processing apparatus , for example , a 
programmable processor , a computer , or multiple comput 
ers . 
[ 0090 ] A computer program can be written in any form of 
programming language , including compiled or interpreted 
languages , and it can be deployed in any form , including as 
a standalone program or as a module , subroutine , or other 
unit suitable for use in a computing environment . A com 
puter program can be deployed to be executed on one 
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computer or on multiple computers at one site , or distributed 
across multiple sites and interconnected by a communication 
network . 
[ 0091 ] In example embodiments , operations may be per 
formed by one or more programmable processors executing 
a computer program to perform functions by operating on 
input data and generating output . Method operations can 
also be performed by , and apparatus of example embodi 
ments may be implemented as , special purpose logic cir 
cuitry ( e . g . , an FPGA or an ASIC ) . 
[ 0092 ] The computing system can include clients and 
servers . A client and server are generally remote from each 
other and typically interact through a communication net 
work . The relationship of client and server arises by virtue 
of computer programs running on the respective computers 
and having a client - server relationship to each other . In 
embodiments deploying a programmable computing system , 
it will be appreciated that both hardware and software 
architectures merit consideration . Specifically , it will be 
appreciated that the choice of whether to implement certain 
functionality in permanently configured hardware ( e . g . , an 
ASIC ) , in temporarily configured hardware ( e . g . , a combi - 
nation of software and a programmable processor ) , or in a 
combination of permanently and temporarily configured 
hardware may be a design choice . Below are set out hard 
ware ( e . g . , machine ) and software architectures that may be 
deployed , in various example embodiments . 
Language 
[ 0093 ] Although the embodiments of the present invention 
have been described with reference to specific example 
embodiments , it will be evident that various modifications 
and changes may be made to these embodiments without 
departing from the broader scope of the inventive subject 
matter . Accordingly , the specification and drawings are to be 
regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense . The 
accompanying drawings that form a part hereof show , by 
way of illustration , and not of limitation , specific embodi 
ments in which the subject matter may be practiced . The 
embodiments illustrated are described in sufficient detail to 
enable those skilled in the art to practice the teachings 
disclosed herein . Other embodiments may be used and 
derived therefrom , such that structural and logical substitu 
tions and changes may be made without departing from the 
scope of this disclosure . This Detailed Description , there 
fore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope of 
various embodiments is defined only by the appended 
claims , along with the full range of equivalents to which 
such claims are entitled . 
[ 0094 ] Such embodiments of the inventive subject matter 
may be referred to herein , individually and / or collectively , 
by the term “ invention " merely for convenience and without 
intending to voluntarily limit the scope of this application to 
any single invention or inventive concept if more than one 
is in fact disclosed . Thus , although specific embodiments 
have been illustrated and described herein , it should be 
appreciated that any arrangement calculated to achieve the 
same purpose may be substituted for the specific embodi 
ments shown . This disclosure is intended to cover any and 
all adaptations or variations of various embodiments . Com 
binations of the above embodiments , and other embodi 
ments not specifically described herein , will be apparent , to 
those of skill in the art , upon reviewing the above descrip 

f0095 ] All publications , patents , and patent documents 
referred to in this document are incorporated by reference 
herein in their entirety , as though individually incorporated 
by reference . In the event of inconsistent usages between 
this document and those documents so incorporated by 
reference , the usage in the incorporated references should be 
considered supplementary to that of this document ; for 
irreconcilable inconsistencies , the usage in this document 
controls . 
[ 0096 ] In this document , the terms “ a ” or “ an ” are used , as 
is common in patent documents , to include one or more than 
one , independent of any other instances or usages of “ at least 
one ” or “ one or more . ” In this document , the term “ or ” is 
used to refer to a nonexclusive or , such that " A or B ” 
includes “ A but not B , " " B but not A , ” and “ A and B , ” unless 
otherwise indicated . In the appended claims , the terms 
" including ” and “ in which ” are used as the plain - English 
equivalents of the respective terms " comprising ” and 
“ wherein . ” Also , in the following claims , the terms " includ 
ing ” and “ comprising ” are open - ended ; that is , a system , 
device , article , or process that includes elements in addition 
to those listed after such a term in a claim are still deemed 
to fall within the scope of that claim . 

1 . A method comprising : 
receiving , from a client device , a read command request 

ing to view a first data object stored in a local database 
maintained by an ontology curation system , the first 
data object being associated with a set of data objects 
that are stored in a remote database maintained by a 
federated data source that is external to the ontology 
curation system , the federated data source exposing 
read functionality for data maintained by the federated 
data source ; 

in response to receiving the read command requesting to 
view the first data object , executing a search on the 
federated data source for the set of data objects stored 
in the remote database maintained by the federated data 
source ; 

in response to receiving the set of data objects stored in 
the remote database maintained by the federated data 
source , causing the first data object to be presented on 
the client device along with the set of data objects 
maintained by the federated data source , wherein the 
set of data objects are not stored in the local database 
maintained by the ontology curation system ; 

receiving , from the client device , an instruction to per 
form a write function to perform a modification on a 
subset of the set of the data objects maintained by the 
federated data source ; 

in response to receiving the instruction to perform the 
write function , promoting the subset of the set of data 
objects maintained by the federated data source to the 
local database maintained by the ontology curation 
system , wherein promoting the subset of the set of data 
objects maintained by the federated data source com 
prises : 
creating a copy of the subset of the set of data objects 
maintained by the federated data source ; 

saving the copy of the subset of the set of data objects 
maintained by the federated data source in the local 
database maintained by the ontology curation sys 
tem , yielding a promoted set of data objects main 
tained by the ontology curation system ; and tion . 
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associating the promoted set of data objects to the first 
data object stored in the local database maintained by 
the ontology curation system ; and 

after promoting the subset of the set of data objects , 
performing the modification to the promoted set of data 
objects maintained by the ontology curation system . 

2 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
after promoting the subset of the set of data objects 

maintained by the federated data source , monitoring the 
federated data source for changes to the subset of the 
set of data objects . 

3 . The method of claim 2 , further comprising : 
determining , based on monitoring the federated data 

source , that a change to the subset of the set of data 
objects maintained by the federated data source has 
occurred ; and 

in response to determining that the change to the subset of 
the set of data maintained by the federated data source 
has occurred , modifying the promoted set of data 
objects maintained by the ontology curation system to 
reflect the change to the subset of the set of data objects 
maintained b the federated data source . 

4 . The method of claim 2 , wherein monitoring the feder 
ated data source for changes to the subset of the set of data 
objects maintained by the federated data source comprises : 

periodically querying the federated data source for 
changes to the subset of the set of data objects main 
tained by the federated data source . 

5 . ( canceled ) 
6 . The method of claim 1 , wherein executing the search on 

the federated data source comprises : 
identifying a search term associated with the first data 

object ; and 
executing the search based on the search term . 
7 . The method of claim 1 , wherein associating the pro 

moted set of data objects to the first data object stored in the 
local database maintained by the ontology curation system 
comprises : 

generating a key identifying the location of the promoted 
set of data objects in the local database ; and 

updating the first data object to include the key . 
8 . An ontology curation system comprising : 
one or more computer processors ; and 
one or more computer - readable mediums storing instruc 

tions that , when executed by the one or more computer 
processors , cause the ontology curation system to per 
form operations comprising : 

receiving , from a client device , a read command requesting 
to view a first data object stored in a local database main 
tained by the ontology curation system , the first data object 
being associated with a set of data objects that are stored in 
a remote database maintained b a federated data source that 
is external to the ontology curation system , the federated 
data source exposing read functionality for data maintained 
by the federated data source ; 
in response to receiving the read command requesting to 
view the first data object , executing a search on the federated 
data source for the set of data objects stored in the remote 
database maintained by the federated data source ; 

in response to receiving the set of data objects stored in 
the remote database maintained by the federated data 
source , causing the first data object to be presented on 
the client device along with the set of data objects 
maintained by the federated data source , wherein the 

set of data objects are not stored in the local database 
maintained by the ontology curation system ; 

receiving , from the client device , an instruction to per 
form a write function to perform a modification on a 
subset of the set of the data objects maintained by the 
federated data source ; 

in response to receiving the instruction to perform the 
write function , promoting the subset of the set of data 
objects maintained by the federated data source to the 
local database maintained by the ontology curation 
system , wherein promoting the subset of the set of data 
objects maintained by the federated data source com 
prises : 
creating a copy of the subset of the set of data objects 
maintained by the federated data source ; 

saving the copy of the subset of the set of data objects 
maintained by the federated data source in the local 
database maintained by the ontology curation sys 
tem , yielding a promoted set of data objects main 
tained by the ontology curation system ; and 

associating the promoted set of data objects to the first 
data object stored in the local database maintained by 
the ontology curation system , and 

after promoting the subset of the set of data objects , 
performing the modification to the promoted set of data 
objects maintained by the ontology curation system . 

9 . The ontology curation system of claim 8 , the operations 
further comprising : 

after promoting the subset of the set of data objects 
maintained by the federated data source , monitoring the 
federated data source for changes to the subset of the 
set of data objects . 

10 . The ontology curation system of claim 9 , the opera 
tions further comprising : 

determining , based on monitoring the federated data 
source , that a change to the subset of the set of data 
objects maintained by the federated data source has 
occurred ; and 
in response to determining that the change to the subset 
of the set of data maintained by the federated data 
source has occurred , modifying the promoted set of 
data objects maintained by the ontology curation 
system to reflect the change to the subset of the set 
of data objects maintained by the federated data 
source . 

11 . The ontology curation system of claim 9 , wherein 
monitoring the federated data source for changes to the 
subset of the set of data objects maintained by the federated 
data source comprises : 

periodically querying the federated data source for 
changes to the subset of the set of data objects main 
tained by the federated data source . 

12 . ( canceled ) 
13 . The ontology curation system of claim 8 , wherein 

executing the search on the federated data source comprises : 
identifying a search term associated with the first data 

object ; and 
executing the search based on the search term . 
14 . The ontology curation system of claim 8 , wherein 

associating the promoted set of data objects to the first data 
object stored in the local database maintained by the ontol 
ogy curation system comprises : 
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generating a key identifying the location of the promoted 
set of data objects in the local database ; and 

updating the first data object to include the key . 
15 . A non - transitory computer - readable medium storing 

instructions that , when executed by one or more computer 
processors of an ontology curation system , cause the ontol 
ogy curation system to perform operations comprising : 

receiving , from a client device , a read command request 
ing to view a first data object stored in a local database 
maintained by the ontology curation system , the first 
data object being associated with a set of data objects 
that are stored in a remote database maintained by a 
federated data source that is external to the ontology 
curation system , the federated data source exposing 
read functionality for data maintained by the federated 
data source ; 
in response to receiving the read command requesting 

to view the first data object , executing a search on the 
federated data source for the set of data objects 
stored in the remote database maintained by the 
federated data source ; 

in response to receiving the set of data objects stored in 
the remote database maintained by the federated data 
source , causing the first data object to be presented 
on the client device along with the set of data objects 
maintained by the federated data source , wherein the 
set of data objects are not stored in the local database 
maintained by the ontology curation system ; 

receiving , from the client device , an instruction to 
perform a write function to perform a modification 
on a subset of the set of the data objects maintained 
by the federated data source ; 

in response to receiving the instruction to perform the 
write function , promoting the subset of the set of data 
objects maintained by the federated data source to 
the local database maintained by the ontology cura 
tion system , wherein promoting the subset of the set 
of data objects maintained by the federated data 
source comprises : 
creating a copy of the subset of the set of data objects 
maintained by the federated data source ; 

saving the copy of the subset of the set of data 
objects maintained by the federated data source in 
the local database maintained by the ontology 

curation system , yielding a promoted set of data 
objects maintained by the ontology curation sys 
tem ; and 

associating the promoted set of data objects to the 
first data object stored in the local database main 
tained by the ontology curation system ; and 

after promoting the subset of the set of data objects , 
performing the modification to the promoted set of data 
objects maintained by the ontology curation system . 

16 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 15 , the operations further comprising : 

after promoting the subset of the set of data objects 
maintained by the federated data source , monitoring the 
federated data source for changes to the subset of the 
set of data objects . 

17 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 16 , the operations further comprising : 

determining , based on monitoring the federated data 
source , that a change to the subset of the set of data 
objects maintained by the federated data source has 
occurred ; and 
in response to determining that the change to the subset 
of the set of data maintained by the federated data 
source has occurred , modifying the promoted set of 
data objects maintained by the ontology curation 
system to reflect the change to the subset of the set 
of data objects maintained by the federated data 
source . 

18 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 16 , wherein monitoring the federated data source for 
changes to the subset of the set of data objects maintained by 
the federated data source comprises : 

periodically querying the federated data source for 
changes to the subset of the set of data objects main 
tained by the federated data source . 

19 . ( canceled ) 
20 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 

claim 15 , wherein executing the search on the federated data 
source comprises : 

identifying a search term associated with the first data 
object ; and 

executing the search based on the search term . 
* * * * * 
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MACHINE FAULT MODELLING 

FIELD OF THE DISCLOSURE 
[ 0001 ] The present disclosure relates to a method and 
systems for modelling the fault probability of machinery . 
The present disclosure also relates to preventing faults from 
developing in machinery . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0002 ] Machines are increasingly being fitted with sensors 
to record and control the functions of the machine and 
subsystems of the machine . For example , a diesel engine for 
construction machinery such as , for example , a bulldozer , 
digger and so forth may include sensors which measure , 
amongst other variables , injected fuel pressure , mass - flow of 
air into the engine , engine temperature , oxygen concentra 
tion in the outlet gases and so forth , to allow precise 
adjustments of the fuel / air mix . Similarly , a ship typically 
includes hundreds , thousands or tens of thousands of sensors 
measuring parameters such as speed , fuel temperature , 
stresses in the propeller shafts and so forth . Many ships are 
powered by marine diesel engines , liquefied natural gas 
( LNG ) engines or combi - fuel engines which may be pow 
ered using diesel or LNG . Some ships may include gas 
turbine engines . Regardless of the particular type of engine , 
ship engines similarly include large numbers of sensors for 
operational , monitoring and diagnostic purposes . 
[ 0003 ] Often , sensors fitted to machines are linked to local 
electronic processors which control a local process and / or 
provide a warning or fault message when a physical param 
eter measured by a sensor moves outside of a predefined 
range . Such controls and monitoring are based on a local 
view or on assumptions about the behaviour of a subsystem 
and interrelated sub - systems of a machine . 

[ 0006 ] The computer readable logs for each machine may 
also include a fault log which includes a plurality of fault 
objects , each fault object including a time , a duration and a 
fault type . 
[ 0007 ] The risk model may be a machine learning model 
configured to receive the statistical metrics and log metrics 
as inputs , and to output fault probabilities corresponding to 
one or more fault types occurring in the first machine within 
a second period . 
[ 0008 ] The machine learning model may be a random 
forest model . The machine learning model may be a kernel 
random forest . The machine learning model may be an 
artificial neural network . The machine learning model may 
be a Bayesian network . The machine learning model may be 
a hidden Markov model . 
[ 0009 ] The risk model may be a weighted average model 
including one or more fault criteria groups , each fault 
criteria group corresponding to a fault type . Each fault 
criteria group may include a plurality of statistical criteria 
and / or a plurality of log criteria , and a set of weighting 
values , each weighting value corresponding to a statistical 
criterion or a log criterion . Determining risk scores may 
include , for each fault criteria group , determining , based on 
the statistical metrics , whether one or more statistical criteria 
are satisfied , determining , based on the log criteria , whether 
one or more log criteria are satisfied and , in dependence 
upon at least one statistical criterion or at least one log 
criterion are satisfied , calculating a risk score for the fault 
criteria group by summing the weighting values correspond 
ing to each satisfied criterion . 
[ 0010 ] Each weighting value may be a fault probability 
value and each risk score may take the form of an overall 
probability of the corresponding fault type . Each weighting 
value may be an importance metric . An importance metrics 
associated with a criterion may be based on the relative 
importance of a machine , sub - system or group of sub 
systems associated with the criterion . 
[ 0011 ] The method may also include accessing a plurality 
of second computer readable logs corresponding to one or 
more second machines which are the same as the first 
machine . The computer readable logs for each second 
machine may include a maintenance log which includes a 
plurality of maintenance task objects , each maintenance task 
object including a time and a maintenance task type . The 
computer readable logs for each second machine may 
include a fault log which includes a plurality of fault objects , 
each fault object including a time , a duration and a fault 
type . The method may also include determining a fault 
metric for each fault type based on the fault probabilities . 
The method may also include determining a priority fault 
type based on the fault metric . The method may also include 
analysing the maintenance logs and fault logs belonging to 
the plurality of second computer readable logs to correlate 
the priority fault type with a priority maintenance task . The 
method may also include outputting the priority mainte 
nance task . 
[ 0012 ] . The priority maintenance task may be a mainte 
nance task which is most frequently carried out in response 
to occurrence of the priority fault type . 
[ 0013 ] The second computer readable logs may also 
include , for each second machine a message log including a 
plurality of message objects , each message object compris 
ing a time and a message type . 

SUMMARY 
[ 0004 ] According to some embodiments of this specifica 
tion , there is provided a method of determining a fault 
probability for a first machine . The method is performed 
using one or more processors or special - purpose computing 
hardware . The method includes accessing a plurality of 
sensor logs corresponding to a first machine , each sensor log 
spanning at least a first period . The method also includes 
accessing first computer readable logs corresponding to the 
first machine , each computer readable log spanning at least 
the first period . The computer readable logs include a 
maintenance log including a plurality of maintenance task 
objects , each maintenance task object including a time and 
a maintenance task type . The method also includes deter 
mining a set of statistical metrics derived from the sensor 
logs . The method also includes determining a set of log 
metrics derived from the computer readable logs . The 
method also includes determining , using a risk model that 
receives the statistical metrics and log metrics as inputs , 
fault probabilities or risk scores indicative of one or more 
fault types occurring in the first machine within a second 
period . 
10005 ) . The computer readable logs for each machine may 
also include a message log which includes a plurality of 
message objects , each message object including a time and 
a message type . 
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10014 ] The fault metric for each fault type may be a 
product of a fault probability for that fault type and an 
average duration for that fault type determined based on the 
second computer readable logs . 
[ 0015 ] The method may also include determining , based 
on the priority maintenance task type , a change in the 
probabilities for each fault type which would result if the 
priority maintenance task was subsequently performed . 
[ 0016 ] . The method may also include processing one or 
more sensor logs using a dynamic time - warping technique to 
obtain corresponding warped sensor logs , and wherein one 
or more statistical metrics may be determined from the 
warped sensor logs . 
[ 0017 ] . According to some embodiments of the present 
specification there is provided a method of generating a 
machine learning model for use in the method of determin 
ing a fault probability for a first machine . The method is 
performed using one or more processors or special - purpose 
computing hardware . The method includes accessing a plu 
rality of sensor logs corresponding to one or more machines . 
The method also includes accessing computer readable logs 
corresponding to the one or more machines . The computer 
readable logs for each machine include a maintenance log 
which includes a plurality of machine maintenance task 
objects , each maintenance task object including a time and 
a machine maintenance task type . The computer readable 
logs for each machine also include a fault log which includes 
a plurality of machine fault objects , each machine fault 
object including a time , a duration and a fault type . The 
method also includes determining a set of statistical metrics 
derived from the sensor logs . The method also includes 
determining a set of log metrics derived from the mainte 
nance log or logs . The method also includes preparing a 
training set comprising the statistical metrics , log metrics 
and fault logs . The method also includes generating a 
machine learning model derived from the training set , 
wherein the machine learning model is configured to deter 
mine , based on statistical metrics and log metrics corre 
sponding to a machine and spanning a first period , a prob 
ability of each fault type occurring for that machine during 
a second period . 
[ 0018 ] The machine learning model may be a random 
forest model . The machine learning model may be a kernel 
random forest . The machine learning model may be an 
artificial neural network . The machine learning model may 
be a Bayesian network . The machine learning model may be 
a hidden Markov model . 
[ 0019 ] The computer readable logs for each machine may 
also include a message log comprising a plurality of mes 
sage objects , each message object comprising a time and a 
message type . The training set may also include a set of log 
metrics determined derived from the message log or logs . 
[ 0020 ] One or more sensor logs may be processed using a 
dynamic time - warping technique to obtain corresponding 
warped sensor logs , and one or more statistical metrics may 
be determined from the warped sensor logs . 
[ 0021 ] According to some embodiments of the present 
specification there is provided a method of generating a 
weighted average model for use in the method of determin 
ing a fault probability for a first machine . The method is 
performed using one or more processors or special - purpose 
computing hardware . The method includes accessing a plu 
rality of sensor logs corresponding to one or more machines . 
The method also includes accessing computer readable logs 

corresponding to the one or more machines . The computer 
readable logs for each machine include a maintenance log 
which includes a plurality of machine maintenance task 
objects , each maintenance task object including a time and 
a machine maintenance task type . The computer readable 
logs for each machine also include a fault log which includes 
a plurality of machine fault objects , each machine fault 
object including a time , a duration and a fault type . The 
method also includes determining a set of statistical metrics 
derived from the sensor logs . The method also includes 
determining a set of log metrics derived from the mainte 
nance log or logs . The method also includes preparing a 
training set which includes the statistical metrics , log met 
rics and fault logs . The method also includes generating 
weighting values for one or more fault criteria groups , each 
fault criteria group corresponding to a fault type and includ 
ing a plurality of statistical criteria and / or a plurality of log 
criteria . Generating weighting values for a fault criteria 
group includes , for each corresponding statistical criterion 
and / or each log criterion , determining , based on the statis 
tical metrics or log metrics , a first number of occasions for 
which the criterion was satisfied , determining , based on the 
fault log and the statistical metrics or log metrics , a second 
number of occasions for which the criterion was satisfied 
and the corresponding fault type occurred within a period 
following satisfaction of the criterion , and calculating the 
weighting value for the criterion by dividing the second 
number by the first number . 
10022 ] . According to some embodiments of the present 
specification there is provided a computer program , option 
ally stored on a non - transitory computer readable medium 
program which , when executed by one or more processors 
of a data processing apparatus , causes the data processing 
apparatus to carry out a method according to any preceding 
claim . 
[ 0023 ] . According to some embodiments of the present 
specification , there is provided apparatus configured to carry 
out the methods according to the preceding embodiments , 
the apparatus including one or more processors or special 
purpose computing hardware . 
[ 0024 ] According to some embodiments of the present 
specification there is provided apparatus for determining a 
fault probability for a first machine . The apparatus includes 
one or more processors or special - purpose computing hard 
ware configured to access a plurality of sensor logs corre 
sponding to a first machine , each sensor log spanning at least 
a first period , and to access first computer readable logs 
corresponding to the first machine , each computer readable 
log spanning at least the first period . The computer readable 
logs include a maintenance log which includes a plurality of 
maintenance task objects , each maintenance task object 
including a time and a maintenance task type . The apparatus 
also includes a statistical metric determining module con 
figured to determine a set of statistical metrics derived from 
the sensor logs . The apparatus also includes a log metric 
determining module configured to determine a set of log 
metrics derived from the computer readable logs . The appa 
ratus also includes a risk modelling module configured to 
determine , using a risk model that receives the statistical 
metrics and log metrics as inputs , fault probabilities or risk 
scores indicative of one or more fault types occurring in the 
first machine within a second period . 
0025 ] The risk model may be a machine learning model 
configured to receive the statistical metrics and log metrics 
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as inputs , and to output fault probabilities corresponding to 
one or more fault types occurring in the first machine within 
a second period . 
[ 0026 ] The machine learning model may be a random 
forest model . The machine learning model may be a kernel 
random forest . The machine learning model may be an 
artificial neural network . The machine learning model may 
be a Bayesian network . The machine learning model may be 
a hidden Markov model . 
[ 0027 ] The risk model may be a weighted average model 
including one or more fault criteria groups , each fault 
criteria group corresponding to a fault type . Each fault 
criteria group may include a plurality of statistical criteria 
and / or a plurality of log criteria , and a set of weighting 
values , each weighting value corresponding to a statistical 
criterion or a log criterion . Determining risk scores may 
include , for each fault criteria group , determining , based on 
the statistical metrics , whether one or more statistical criteria 
are satisfied , determining , based on the log criteria , whether 
one or more log criteria are satisfied , and in dependence 
upon at least one statistical criterion or at least one log 
criterion are satisfied , calculating a risk score for the fault 
criteria group by summing the weighting values correspond 
ing to each satisfied criterion . 
[ 0028 ] Each weighting value may be a fault probability 
value and each risk score may take the form of an overall 
probability of the corresponding fault type . Each weighting 
value may be an importance metric . An importance metrics 
associated with a criterion may be based on the relative 
importance of a machine , sub - system or group of sub 
systems associated with the criterion . 
[ 0029 ] The apparatus may also be configured to access a 
plurality of second computer readable logs corresponding to 
one or more second machines which are the same as the first 
machine . The computer readable logs for each second 
machine may include a maintenance log which includes a 
plurality of maintenance task objects , each maintenance task 
object including a time and a maintenance task type . The 
computer readable logs for each second machine may also 
include a fault log which includes a plurality of fault objects , 
each fault object including a time , a duration and a fault 
type . The apparatus may also include a maintenance task 
determining module configured to determine a fault metric 
for each fault type based on the fault probabilities and to 
determine a priority fault type based on the fault metric . The 
apparatus may also include a fault maintenance correlation 
module configured to analyse the maintenance logs and fault 
logs belonging to the plurality of second computer readable 
logs to correlate the priority fault type with a priority 
maintenance task . The maintenance task determining mod 
ule may also be configured to output the priority mainte 
nance task . 
[ 0030 ] According to some embodiments of the present 
specification , there is provided apparatus for generating a 
machine learning model for use in the apparatus for deter 
mining a fault probability for a first machine . The apparatus 
includes one or more processors or special - purpose com 
puting hardware configured to access a plurality of sensor 
logs corresponding to one or more machines , and to access 
computer readable logs corresponding to the one or more 
machines . The computer readable logs for each machine 
include a maintenance log which includes a plurality of 
machine maintenance task objects , each maintenance task 
object including a time and a machine maintenance task 

type . The computer readable logs for each machine also 
include a fault log which includes a plurality of machine 
fault objects , each machine fault object including a time , a 
duration and a fault type . The apparatus also includes a 
statistical metric determining module configured to deter 
mine a set of statistical metrics derived from the sensor logs . 
The apparatus also includes a log metric determining mod 
ule configured to determine a set of log metrics derived from 
the maintenance log or logs . The apparatus also includes a 
training set formatting module configured to prepare a 
training set which includes the statistical metrics , log met 
rics and fault logs . The apparatus also includes a risk 
modelling module configured to generate a machine learning 
model derived from the training set , wherein the machine 
learning model is configured to determine , based on statis 
tical metrics and log metrics corresponding to a machine and 
spanning a first period , a probability of each fault type 
occurring for that machine during a second period . 
[ 0031 ] The machine learning model may be a random 
forest model . The machine learning model may be a kernel 
random forest . The machine learning model may be an 
artificial neural network . The machine learning model may 
be a Bayesian network . The machine learning model may be 
a hidden Markov model . 
[ 0032 ] According to some embodiments of the present 
specification there is provided apparatus for generating a 
weighted average model for use in the apparatus for deter 
mining a fault probability for a first machine . The apparatus 
includes one or more processors or special - purpose com 
puting hardware configured to access a plurality of sensor 
logs corresponding to one or more machines and to access 
computer readable logs corresponding to the one or more 
machines . The computer readable logs for each machine 
include a maintenance log which includes a plurality of 
machine maintenance task objects , each maintenance task 
object including a time and a machine maintenance task 
type . The computer readable logs for each machine also 
include a fault log which includes a plurality of machine 
fault objects , each machine fault object including a time , a 
duration and a fault type . The apparatus also includes a 
statistical metric determining module configured to deter 
mine a set of statistical metrics derived from the sensor logs . 
The apparatus also includes a log metric determining mod 
ule configured to determine a set of log metrics derived from 
the maintenance log or logs . The apparatus also includes a 
training set formatting module configured to prepare a 
training set which includes the statistical metrics , log met 
rics and fault logs . The apparatus also includes a risk 
modelling module configured to generate weighting values 
for one or more fault criteria groups , each fault criteria group 
corresponding to a fault type and including a plurality of 
statistical criteria and / or a plurality of log criteria . The risk 
modelling module is configured to generate weighting val 
ues for a fault criteria group by , for each corresponding 
statistical criterion and / or each log criterion , determining , 
based on the statistical metrics or log metrics , a first number 
of occasions for which the criterion was satisfied , determin 
ing , based on the fault log and the statistical metrics or log 
metrics , a second number of occasions for which the crite 
rion was satisfied and the corresponding fault type occurred 
within a period following satisfaction of the criterion , and 
calculating the weighting value for the criterion by dividing 
the second number by the first number . 

na 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0033 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating a data fusion 
system according to embodiments of this specification for 
providing interactive data analysis ; 
[ 0034 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram of a first exemplary 
system according to embodiments of this specification for 
analysing and / or modelling a machine ; 
0035 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram of a computer system 

according to embodiments of this specification ; 
[ 0036 ] FIG . 4 schematically illustrates a timeline corre 
spondence between data from different data sources ; 
[ 0037 ] FIGS . 5 and 6 illustrate determining statistical 
metrics from measured parameter values ; 
[ 0038 ] FIGS . 7 and 8 illustrate application of dynamic 
time warping to allow comparison between first and second 
curves of a first parameter ; 
[ 0039 ] FIGS . 9 and 10 illustrate dynamic time warping of 
first and second curves of a second parameter based on the 
dynamic time warping of curves of the first parameter as 
shown in FIGS . 7 and 8 ; 
[ 0040 ] FIG . 11 is a block diagram of a second exemplary 
system according to embodiments of this specification for 
analysing and / or modelling a machine ; 
[ 0041 ] FIG . 12 is a block diagram illustrating sub - systems 
and sensors for construction machinery ; 
[ 0042 ] FIG . 13 is a block diagram of an apparatus accord 
ing to embodiments of this specification for modelling 
machine fault probabilities or risk scores ; 
[ 0043 ] FIG . 14 is a block diagram of an exemplary risk 
modelling module for use in apparatus shown in FIG . 13 ; 
[ 0044 ] FIG . 15 is a process flow diagram of a method of 
generating a risk model according to embodiments of this 
specification ; 
[ 0045 ] FIG . 16 is a process flow diagram of a method of 
determining fault probabilities or risk scores for a machine 
according to embodiments of this specification ; 
[ 0046 ] FIG . 17 illustrates determined fault probabilities as 
a function of time ; 
[ 0047 ] FIG . 18 is a process flow diagram of a method of 
determining a maintenance task for a machine according to 
embodiments of this specification ; and 
[ 0048 ] FIG . 19 shows a graphical user interface for select 
ing a maintenance task for a machine according to embodi 
ments of this specification ; 
[ 0049 ] FIG . 20 shows a graphical user interface for 
reviewing alert messages generated in accordance with 
embodiments of this specification , and 
[ 0050 ] FIG . 21 shows a graphical user interface for analy 
sing alert messages generated in accordance with embodi 
ments of this specification . 

[ 0052 ] History data for a machine includes sensor logs , a 
sensor log being multiple measurements of physical param 
eters captured by a sensor and relating to different points in 
time ( a time series ) . History data for a machine also includes 
computer readable logs such as maintenance logs , fault logs 
and message logs corresponding to a machine . The mainte 
nance log corresponding to the machine records information 
such as dates and locations of prior maintenance tasks , 
details of replacement parts , free text notes made by an 
engineer or mechanic performing a maintenance task and so 
forth . The fault log corresponding to the machine records 
information such as dates and locations of faults , the types 
of faults , the period of time required to rectify each fault and 
so forth . The message log corresponding to a machine , such 
as a ship or construction machinery , records messages 
generated by controllers , processors or similar devices 
which are integrated into the component sub - systems of the 
machine . The messages may include a date and time , an 
identifier of a component sub - system , and message content 
such as , for example , warning information of information 
identifying a fault . 
[ 0053 ] In some embodiments , a fault probability or risk 
score for a first machine is generated by processing the 
history data for the first machine to generate statistical 
metrics based on the sensor logs , and to generate log metrics 
based on the computer readable logs . The statistical metrics 
and log metrics provide inputs to a risk model which 
generates probabilities or risk scores that the machine , or a 
component sub - system of the machine , will experience a 
fault during a future interval . A risk model may take the form 
of a machine learning model or a weighted average model . 
Based on the fault probabilities or risk scores generated in 
this way , and also history data from a number of machines 
which are the same or similar to the first machine , a priority 
maintenance task can be determined which reduces the 
probability that the machine , or a component sub - system of 
the machine , will experience a fault during the future 
interval . 
[ 0054 ] In some embodiments , a risk model , in the form of 
a machine learning model or a weighted average model is 
generated . The risk model is generated using a training set 
which includes history data corresponding to a number of 
machines which are the same as , or similar to , one another . 
In the training set used to generate the risk model , the fault 
logs provide test outputs , and the sensor logs , maintenance 
logs and , optionally , message logs and fault logs provide test 
inputs . 
[ 0055 ] These embodiments can be useful in relation to 
preventative maintenance of machines . Conventionally , 
regular maintenance of machines is used to maintain 
machines in working order . Regular maintenance of a 
machine includes a mixture of tasks which are performed 
according to a schedule , for example checking and topping 
off pressures or fluid levels . Regular maintenance of a 
machine also includes preventative maintenance such as , for 
example , replacement of parts , purging and cleaning a fluid 
system before re - filling , and so forth . Conventionally , the 
time available for preventative maintenance is limited , and 
the decisions about which maintenance tasks to perform can 
be determined on an ad - hoc or " gut instinct ” basis , or 
according to a cycle or schedule of predetermined mainte 
nance tasks . 
[ 0056 ] Regular maintenance of machines may fall into a 
number of different categories . For example , for a machine 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN 
EMBODIMENTS 

[ 0051 ] In brief , this specification describes processing of 
history data for a machine in order to determine the prob 
ability , or a risk score , of the machine , or a component 
sub - system of the machine , experiencing a fault during a 
future interval . This specification further describes using the 
fault probabilities or risk scores determined for a machine to 
select a preventative maintenance task which can reduce the 
probability and / or severity of the machine experiencing a 
fault . 
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in the form of a ship , some maintenance tasks may be carried 
out in service , i . e . whilst the ship is at sea . However , other 
maintenance tasks may require port facilities , or other spe 
cialist equipment and / or personnel , for example divers . Still 
further maintenance tasks for a ship may require that the ship 
is in drydock , i . e . removed from the water . 
10057 ] Risk models generated in accordance with this 
specification may be used to predict the probability that a 
machine , or a component sub - system of the machine , will 
experience a fault during a future interval , based on the 
history of the machine and / or comparable machines . Risk 
models generated in accordance with this specification may 
be used to reduce the likely severity of a fault which may be 
experienced by a machine , or a component sub - system of the 
machine , during a future interval . This provides valuable 
technical information about the condition of the machine . 
[ 0058 ] Priority maintenance tasks determined according to 
this specification can reduce the probability that a machine , 
or a component sub - system of the machine , will experience 
a fault during a future interval . Priority maintenance tasks 
determined according to this specification can reduce the 
likely severity of a fault which may be experienced by a 
machine , or a component sub - system of the machine , during 
a future interval . In this way , decisions relating to preven 
tative maintenance can be placed on a quantitative footing 
and the rate of failure of machines in use can be reduced but 
without requiring the performance of excessive preventative 
maintenance . For example , if the risk model determines a 
high probability of a fault developing in a ship system which 
cannot , or cannot easily be repaired whilst the ship is at sea , 
the at risk system may be prioritised during maintenance 
time before the ship leaves port . 
[ 0059 ] Instead of trying to predict precisely when a 
machine will fail , which may be impractical in many situ 
ations , this specification aims to determine a priority main 
tenance task which will provide the greatest reduction of the 
probability that a machine , or a component sub - system of 
the machine , will experience a fault during a future interval 
but without requiring the performance of excessive preven 
tative maintenance . This specification aims to determine a 
priority maintenance task which will provide the greatest 
reduction of a likely severity of a fault which may be 
experienced by a machine , or a component sub - system of the 
machine , during a future interval . 
[ 0060 ] Reference will now be made to certain examples 
which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings . When 
ever possible , the same reference numbers will be used 
throughout the drawings to refer to the same or like parts . 
[ 0061 ] FIG . 1 illustrates , in block diagram form , an exem 
plary data fusion system 1 for providing interactive data 
analysis , consistent with embodiments of the present dis 
closure . Among other things , data fusion system 1 facilitates 
analysis and transformation of one or more data sources 2 
such as , for example , sensors 19 ( FIG . 2 ) , maintenance logs 
16 ( FIG . 2 ) , fault logs 17 ( FIG . 2 ) , message logs 21 ( FIG . 2 ) 
and so forth , into data models 3 . Data models 3 may include 
one or more object models 4 whose semantics are defined by 
an ontology 5 . Data models 3 may also include one or more 
risk models 6 for calculating a failure probability or risk 
score for a machine 15 , or a sub - system 18 of the machine , 
during a particular interval . Risk models 6 are machine 
learning models or weighted average models generated in 
dependence upon data accessed from the data sources 2 . The 
transformation can be performed for a variety of reasons . 

For example , an engineer or mechanic may import data from 
data sources 2 into a database 7 for persistently storing 
object model ( s ) 4 . As another example , an engineer or 
mechanic may import data from data sources 2 in order to 
define , refine or apply a risk model 6 . As another example , 
a data presentation component can transform input data from 
data sources 2 “ on the fly ” ( in substantially real time , as the 
data is generated ) into object model ( s ) 4 . The object model 
( s ) 4 can then be utilized , in conjunction with ontology 5 , for 
analysis through graphs and / or other data visualization tech 
niques . Data from data sources 2 may take the form of 
numerical data , text information in defined or free - text 
formats , or a combination of numerical , textual and / or other 
data types . Data from data sources 2 may be analysed to 
extract metrics in the process of transforming the data into 
object models 4 and / or risk models 6 . 
[ 0062 ] Data fusion system 1 includes a definition compo 
nent 8 and a translation component 9 , both implemented by 
one or more processors of one or more computing devices or 
systems executing hardware and / or software - based logic for 
providing various functionality and features of the present 
disclosure , as described herein . The data fusion system 1 can 
comprise fewer or additional components that provide the 
various functionalities and features described herein . More 
over , the number and arrangement of the components of data 
fusion system 1 which are responsible for providing the 
various functionalities and features described herein can 
further vary between different examples of the data fusion 
system 1 . 
10063 ] The definition component 8 generates and / or modi 
fies the ontology 5 and a schema map 10 . Examples of 
defining an ontology ( such as ontology 5 ) are described in 
U . S . Pat . No . 7 , 962 , 495 ( the ' 495 patent ) , issued on Jun . 14 , 
2011 , the entire contents of which are expressly incorporated 
herein by reference for all purposes . Consistent with certain 
examples disclosed in the ' 495 patent , a dynamic ontology 
may be used to create a database , for example database 7 . To 
create a database ontology , one or more object types may be 
defined , where each object type includes one or more 
properties . The attributes of object types or property types of 
the ontology can be edited or modified at any time . At least 
one parser definition may be created for each property type . 
The attributes of a parser definition can be edited or modified 
at any time . 
[ 0064 ] In some examples , each property type is declared 
to be representative of one or more object types . A property 
type is representative of an object type when the property 
type is intuitively associated with the object type . In some 
embodiments , each property type has one or more compo 
nents and a base type . In some embodiments , a property type 
can comprise a string , a date , a number , or a composite type 
consisting of two or more string , date , or number elements . 
Thus , property types are extensible and can represent com 
plex data structures . Further , a parser definition can refer 
ence a component of a complex property type as a unit or 
token . 
[ 0065 ] An example of a property having multiple compo 
nents is an " engine temperatures ” property having an 
“ exhaust temperature ” component and an “ inlet tempera 
ture ” component . For example , the “ inlet temperature ” may 
correspond to the temperature of ambient air drawn into a 
diesel engine and the “ exhaust temperature ” may correspond 
to the temperature of exhaust gasses expelled from the diesel 
engine . An example of raw input data is “ 300 K ” . An 
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example parser definition specifies an association of 
imported input data to object property components as fol - 
lows : { EXHAUST TEMPERATURE } , { INLET TEM 
PERATURE } > > EngineTemperatures : ExhaustTempera 
ture , Engine Temperatures : Inlet Temperature . In some 
embodiments , the association { EXHAUST TEMPERA 
TURE } , { INLET TEMPERATURE } is defined in a parser 
definition using regular expression symbology . The associa 
tion { EXHAUST TEMPERATURE } , { INLET TEMPERA 
TURE } indicates that an exhaust temperature followed by 
an inlet temperature , and separated by a comma , comprises 
valid input data for a property of type " engine temperature ” . 
[ 0066 ] According to some embodiments , schema map 10 
can define how various elements of schemas 11 for data 
sources 2 map to various elements of ontology 5 . Definition 
component 8 receives , calculates , extracts , or otherwise 
identifies schemas 11 for data sources 2 . Schemas 11 define 
the structure of data sources 2 ; for example , the names and 
other characteristics of tables , files , columns , fields , prop 
erties , and so forth . Furthermore , definition component 8 
optionally identifies sample data 12 from data sources 2 . 
Definition component 8 can further identify object type , 
relationship , and property definitions from ontology 5 , if any 
already exist . Definition component 8 can further identify 
pre - existing mappings from schema map 10 , if such map 
pings exist . Some data sources 2 may be substantially 
unstructured , for example , in the form of free - text which is 
analysed for keywords and / or using natural language pro 
cessing . For substantially unstructured data sources , the 
schema map 10 may define how various elements of sche 
mas 11 map to ontology 5 for processing free - text , for 
example parameters or semantic rules . 
10067 ] Based on the identified information , definition 
component 8 can generate a graphical user interface 13 . 
Graphical user interface 13 can be presented to users of a 
computing device via any suitable output mechanism ( e . g . , 
a display screen , an image projection , etc . ) , and can further 
accept input from users of the computing device via any 
suitable input mechanism ( e . g . , a keyboard , a mouse , a touch 
screen interface , etc . ) . Graphical user interface 13 features a 
visual workspace that visually depicts representations of the 
elements of ontology 5 for which mappings are defined in 
schema map 10 . 
[ 0068 ] In some embodiments , transformation component 
9 can be invoked after schema map 10 and ontology 5 have 
been defined or redefined . Transformation component 9 
identifies schema map 10 and ontology 5 . Transformation 
component 9 further reads data sources 2 and identifies 
schemas 11 for data sources 2 . For each element of ontology 
5 described in schema map 10 , transformation component 9 
iterates through some or all of the data items of data sources 
2 , generating elements of object model ( s ) 4 in the manner 
specified by schema map 10 . In some examples , the trans 
formation component 9 may process data from data sources 
2 to generate statistical or other metrics based on the data . 
The statistical or other metrics may be stored in the database 
7 . In some examples , the transformation component 9 may 
generate one or more risk models 6 based on the data from 
data sources 2 . Risk models 6 generated by the transforma 
tion component 9 may be stored in the database 7 . In some 
examples , the transformation component 9 may apply risk 
models 6 to data from data sources 2 in order to calculate a 
failure probability or risk score for a machine within a 
specified interval . In some examples , transformation com 

ponent 9 can store a representation of each generated ele 
ment of an object model 4 in the database 7 . In some 
examples , transformation component 9 is further configured 
to synchronize changes in the object model ( s ) 4 back to data 
sources 2 . 
100691 Data sources 2 can be one or more sources of data , 
including , without limitation , spreadsheet files , databases , 
email folders , document collections , sensor memory stor 
ages , and so forth . Documents may include native electronic 
documents and scanned documents . Scanned documents 
may be processed using optical character recognition . Data 
sources 2 can include data structures stored persistently in 
non - volatile memory . Data sources 2 can additionally or 
alternatively include temporary data structures generated 
from underlying data sources via data extraction compo 
nents , such as a result set returned from a database server 
executing a database query . 
[ 0070 ] Schema map 10 , ontology 5 , and schemas 11 can 
be stored in any suitable structures , such as XML files , 
database tables , and so forth . In some embodiments , ontol 
ogy 5 is maintained persistently . Schema map 10 can or 
cannot be maintained persistently , depending on whether the 
transformation process is perpetual , or a one - time event . 
Schemas 11 need not be maintained in persistent memory , 
but can be cached for optimization . 
[ 0071 ] The object model ( s ) 4 comprise collections of 
elements such as typed objects , numerical data , properties , 
and relationships . The collections can be structured in any 
suitable manner . In some examples , a database 7 stores the 
elements of the object model ( s ) 4 , or representations thereof . 
In some examples , the elements of an object model 4 are 
stored within database 7 in a different underlying format , 
such as in a series of object , property , and relationship tables 
in a relational database . The risk models 6 comprise collec 
tions of elements such as , for example , weighting tables , 
decision trees , kernels , Bayesian graphs / networks , hidden 
Markov models , artificial neural networks or similar ele 
ments of a machine learning model . 
[ 0072 ] According to some embodiments , the functional 
ities , techniques , and components described herein are 
implemented by one or more special - purpose computing 
devices . The special - purpose computing devices can be 
hard - wired to perform the techniques , or can include digital 
electronic devices such as one or more application - specific 
integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently programmed to perform 
the techniques , or can include one or more general purpose 
hardware processors ( each including processor circuitry ) 
programmed to perform the techniques pursuant to program 
instructions in firmware , memory , other storage , or a com 
bination . Such special - purpose computing devices can also 
combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with 
custom programming to accomplish the techniques . The 
special - purpose computing devices can be desktop computer 
systems , portable computer systems , handheld devices , net 
working devices , or any other device that incorporates 
hard - wired and / or program logic to implement the tech 
niques . 
[ 0073 ] In examples described herein , data fusion system 1 
can allow a user , such as an engineer or mechanic , to analyse 
information and identify underlying trends , patterns , behav 
iours and / or precursors which allow the engineer or 
mechanic to make more informed decisions . Such informa 
tion can allow an engineer or mechanic to determine the 
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most effective maintenance to perform on a machine . Addi - 
tionally , when a fault or anomaly has developed in a 
complex machine , an engineer or mechanic may use the data 
fusion system 1 to obtain information about a root cause of 
an anomaly or fault . Other applications of the data fusion 
system 1 shall be described hereinafter . 
[ 0074 ] For purposes of illustration , examples are 
described herein with reference to ships , for example pas 
senger cruise ships , cargo ships , tankers and so forth . 
However , the examples and techniques described herein 
may be applied to other types of machines such as , for 
example , construction machinery in the form of bulldozers , 
diggers , any other types of mobile equipment . The examples 
and techniques described herein may also be applied to 
further types of machines such as , for example , manufac 
turing plant , sewage treatment plant , tunneling / boring 
equipment and so forth , within the spirit and scope of this 
disclosure . 
[ 0075 ] FIG . 2 shows a block diagram of a first exemplary 
system 14 for performing one or more operations for analy 
sing and / or modelling a machine 15 . In the first system 14 , 
the machine 15 is a ship 15a and the first system 14 can 
include one or more ships 15a . The ships 15a may be , for 
example , passenger cruise ships , car transporter ferries , 
cargo ships , tanker ships , tugs and so forth . Each ship 15a 
has a corresponding maintenance log 16 and fault log 17 . 
The maintenance log 16 for a ship 15a may include infor 
mation such as dates and locations of maintenance , details of 
replacement parts used , free text notes made by an engineer 
or mechanic performing a maintenance task and so forth . 
The fault log 17 for a ship 15a may include information such 
as dates and locations of faults , the type of fault , the period 
of time required to rectify the fault and so forth . The 
maintenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 are stored in suitable 
computer readable formats or structures , such as XML files , 
database tables , and so forth . The maintenance log 16 and 
fault log 17 corresponding to a ship 15a may be stored on 
one or more servers and / or locally on the ship 15a . Main 
tenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 corresponding to a number 
of different ships 15a may be stored in a common database , 
for example database 7 . 
[ 0076 ] Each ship 15a includes a number of sub - systems 18 
which may be mechanical systems , electrical systems , com 
puter systems or combinations thereof . For example , sub 
systems 18 for a ship 15a may include , but are not limited 
to , a navigational computer system , a crew area and / or cargo 
area environmental control and monitoring systems , a fuel 
management system , engine management systems , a 
hydraulic system , a fire suppression system , a bilge system 
and so forth . Each sub - system 18 may include one or more 
sensors 19 which monitor physical parameters of the sub 
system . One or more sensors 19 associated with a sub 
system form a sensor group 20 . Examples of sensors 19 
include a temperature sensor , a pressure sensor , a water level 
sensor , an electrical current or voltage sensor , a gas concen 
tration sensor , a strain gauge , and so forth . Data from sensors 
19 may be stored on the ship 15a and subsequently trans 
mitted or downloaded from the ship 15a according to a 
schedule , for example upon arrival at a destination port , 
daily or weekly . Data from some sensors 19 may be trans 
mitted to a central operations centre whilst the ship 15a is at 
sea . 
[ 0077 ] The ship 15a may also store message logs 21 , crew 
logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , velocity logs 24 and global posi 

tioning system ( GPS ) ( or other positioning system ) logs 25 . 
The message log 21 corresponding to a ship 15a may include 
messages generated by controllers ( e . g . an automated bilge 
pump controller ) , processors or similar devices which are 
integrated into the various sub - systems 18 . The messages 
may include a date and time , an identifier of an originating 
sub - system 18 , and message contents such as , for example , 
a warning or fault identifier . Crew logs 22 corresponding to 
a ship 15a may include forms , notes , checklists or other 
documents which are produced or confirmed by crew 
responsible for operating the ship 15a such as , for example , 
the captain , navigator , engineering crew and / or port crew . 
Crew logs 22 may include information derived from docu 
ments which are native electronic documents and / or scanned 
documents . Bridge logs 23 may include , for example , bridge 
audio recordings , logs detailing button presses , keystrokes 
and control inputs during a voyage and so forth . Velocity 
logs 24 may include a time series of velocities of the ship 
15a . GPS logs 25 may include a time series of GPS 
coordinates for the ship 15a . Velocity logs and GPS logs are 
particular examples of sub - systems 18 and sensors 19 . 
Message logs 21 , crew logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , velocity logs 
24 and global positioning system ( GPS ) logs 25 are stored 
in suitable computer readable formats or structures , such as 
XML files , database tables and so forth . 
10078 ] . The first system 14 may also include manufacturer 
information 26 including , for example , databases providing 
information about messages and / or faults , suggested main 
tenance tasks , and manufacturer recommended tolerances 
for parameters measured by sensors 19 . The first system 14 
may also include environmental data 27 such as , for 
example , information about wind speeds , surface waves , 
cloud cover , storm systems , currents , tide times as a function 
of date , time and location . The first system 14 may also 
include a route / task log 28 corresponding to each ship 15a . 
The route / task log for a ship 15a may include details of the 
start and end locations , dates and times of each voyage 
conducted by the corresponding ship 15a . The first system 
14 may also include schedules 29 for the voyages which a 
fleet including a number of ships 15a need to be assigned to 
travel over a forthcoming time period . The first system 14 
may also include facilities information 30 such as , for 
example , a type or class of available maintenance and repair 
facilities at a number of ports between which ships 15a may 
be scheduled to travel , for example , whether a port has 
maintenance and inspection divers , dry - dock facilities and 
so forth . 
[ 0079 ] The manufacturer information 26 , environmental 
data 27 , route logs 28 , schedules 29 and facilities informa 
tion 30 may be stored in suitable computer readable formats 
or structures , such as XML files , database tables , and so 
forth . The manufacturer information 26 , environmental data 
27 , route logs 28 , schedules 29 and facilities information 30 
may be stored in one or more servers . 
[ 0080 ] The maintenance logs 16 , fault logs 17 , sensors 19 , 
message logs 21 , crew logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , altitude and 
velocity logs 25 , GPS logs 25 , manufacturer information 26 , 
environmental data 27 , route logs 28 , schedules 29 and 
facilities information 30 are examples of data sources 2 for 
the data fusion system 1 . 
[ 0081 ] The first system 14 includes one or more analysis 
terminals 31 in the form of one or more computing devices 
( e . g . , computer or computers , server or servers , etc . ) , 
memory storing data and / or software instructions ( e . g . , 
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database or databases ) , memory devices , etc . ) , and other 
known computing components . In some examples , the one 
or more computing devices are configured to execute soft 
ware or a set of programmable instructions stored on one or 
more memory devices to perform one or more operations , 
consistent with the examples herein . The data fusion system 
1 may be provided by one or more analysis servers 32 and 
one or more analysis terminals 31 may connect to the 
analysis server 32 as clients . Alternatively , each analysis 
terminal 31 may provide an example of the data fusion 
system 1 . Examples of analysis terminals 31 may provide 
the same or different functions . For example , different 
analysis terminals 31 may be able to access different types 
of data or functions of the analysis server 32 . For example , 
a maintenance terminal 33 may be able to access preventa 
tive maintenance and troubleshooting functions . As another 
example , a scheduling terminal 34 may access data relating 
to risk model 6 outputs , schedules 29 and facilities infor 
mation 30 to perform risk based scheduling of ship 15a 
routes . As another example , a manufacturer terminal 35 may 
be given access to a reduced or redacted selection of data 
from the data sources 2 , in order to allow monitoring and 
analysis of technical data whilst preserving the integrity of 
commercially sensitive information . In some examples , all 
analysis terminals 31 may access the same data and func 
tions . 
10082 ] The analysis terminals 31 and analysis server 32 
communicate with the data sources 2 over a network 36 . The 
network 36 can be any type of network or combination of 
networks configured to provide electronic communications 
between components of the first system 14 . For example , the 
network 36 can be any type of network ( including infra 
structure ) that provides communications , exchanges infor 
mation , and / or facilitates the exchange of information , such 
as the Internet , a Local Area Network , or other suitable 
connection ( s ) that enables the sending and receiving of 
information between the components of the first system 14 . 
The network 36 may also comprise any combination of 
wired and wireless networks . In other embodiments , one or 
more components of the first system 14 can communicate 
directly through a dedicated communication link or com 
munication links , such as links between analysis terminals 
31 , analysis server 32 , maintenance logs 16 , fault logs 17 , 
sensors 19 , message logs 21 , crew logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , 
velocity logs 25 , GPS logs 25 , manufacturer information 26 , 
environmental data 27 , route logs 28 , schedules 29 and 
facilities information 30 . 
[ 0083 ] The first system 14 may include a number of 
machines 15 in the form of ships 15a , and all of the ships 
15a forming part of the first system 14 are the same or 
comparable to one another . Two machines 15 are the same 
if they include the same components , arranged and config 
ured in the same way . Two machines 15 may be the same if 
they are manufactured in the same batch or two machines 15 
may be the same if they are manufactured in different 
batches . Two machines 15 which are the same include 
corresponding sub - systems 18 which are associated with 
corresponding sensors 19 . Two machines 15 are comparable 
if they contain one or more corresponding sub - systems 18 in 
common . For two comparable machines 15 , the correspond 
ing common sub - systems 18 are not substantially interre 
lated to other sub - systems 18 which are not common to the 
machines 15 . For example , two ships 15a may be compa 
rable because they are fitted with the same marine diesel 

engine . Even when data from other systems is not compa 
rable ( or not directly comparable ) , information from engine 
sensors may be usefully compared between the two com 
parable ships 15a . 
[ 0084 ] Referring also to FIG . 3 , a block diagram of an 
exemplary computer system 37 , consistent with examples of 
the present specification is shown . The components of the 
first and second exemplary systems 14 , 67 ( FIG . 11 ) such as 
analysis terminals 31 and analysis server 32 may include an 
architecture based on or similar to that of computer system 
37 . 
10085 ] Computer system 37 includes a bus 38 or other 
communication mechanism for communicating information , 
and a hardware processor 39 coupled with bus 38 for 
processing information . Hardware processor 39 can be , for 
example , a general purpose microprocessor . Hardware pro 
cessor 39 comprises electrical circuitry . 
[ 0086 ] Computer system 37 includes a main memory 40 , 
such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic 
storage device , which is coupled to the bus 38 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 39 . 
The main memory 40 can also be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions by the processor 39 . Such instructions , when 
stored in non - transitory storage media accessible to the 
processor 39 , render the computer system 37 into a special 
purpose machine that is customized to perform the opera 
tions specified in the instructions . 
[ 0087 ) Computer system 37 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 41 or other static storage device coupled to 
the bus 38 for storing static information and instructions for 
the processor 39 . A storage device 42 , such as a magnetic 
disk or optical disk , is provided and coupled to the bus 38 
for storing information and instructions . 
[ 0088 ] Computer system 37 can be coupled via the bus 38 
to a display 43 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , liquid 
crystal display , or touch screen , for displaying information 
to a user . An input device 44 , including alphanumeric and 
other keys , is coupled to the bus 38 for communicating 
information and command selections to the processor 39 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 45 , for 
example using a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys 
for communicating direction information and command 
selections to the processor 39 and for controlling cursor 
movement on the display 43 . The input device typically has 
two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , 
x ) and a second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device 
to specify positions in a plane . 
[ 0089 ] Computer system 37 can implement the techniques 
described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or 
more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 37 to be a special - purpose 
machine . According to some embodiments , the operations , 
functionalities , and techniques disclosed herein are per 
formed by computer system 37 in response to the processor 
39 executing one or more sequences of one or more instruc 
tions contained in the main memory 40 . Such instructions 
can be read into the main memory 40 from another storage 
medium , such as storage device 42 . Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 40 
causes the processor 39 to perform the process steps 
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described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired 
circuitry can be used in place of or in combination with 
software instructions . 
10090 ] The term “ storage media ” as used herein refers to 
any non - transitory media that stores data and / or instructions 
that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion . Such 
storage media can comprise non - volatile media and / or vola 
tile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , optical 
or magnetic disks , such as storage device 42 . Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory , such as main memory 40 . Com 
mon forms of storage media include , for example , a floppy 
disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic 
tape , or any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD 
ROM , any other optical data storage medium , any physical 
medium with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and 
EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory 
chip or cartridge . 
[ 0091 ] Storage media is distinct from , but can be used in 
conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between storage 
media . For example , transmission media includes coaxial 
cables , copper wire and fibre optics , including the wires that 
comprise bus 38 . Transmission media can also take the form 
of acoustic or light waves , such as those generated during 
radio - wave and infra - red data communications . 
10092 ] Various forms of media can be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 39 for execution . For example , the instructions 
can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive 
of a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line or other transmission medium 
using a modem . A modem local to computer system 37 can 
receive the data on the telephone line or other transmission 
medium and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data 
to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive the 
data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry 
can place the data on bus 38 . Bus 38 carries the data to the 
main memory 40 , from which the processor 39 retrieves and 
executes the instructions . The instructions received by the 
main memory 40 can optionally be stored on the storage 
device 42 either before or after execution by the processor 
39 . 
[ 0093 ] Computer system 37 also includes a communica 
tion interface 46 coupled to the bus 38 . The communication 
interface 46 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 47 that is connected to a local 
network 48 . For example , the communication interface 46 
can be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , the communication inter 
face 46 can be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide 
a data communication connection to a compatible LAN . 
Wireless links can also be implemented . In any such imple 
mentation , the communication interface 46 sends and 
receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of 
information . 
[ 0094 ] The network link 47 typically provides data com 
munication through one or more networks to other data 
devices . For example , the network link 47 can provide a 
connection through the local network 48 to a host computer 
49 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service 

Provider ( ISP ) 50 . The ISP 50 in turn provides data com 
munication services through the world wide packet data 
communication network now commonly referred to as the 
“ Internet ” 51 . The local network 48 and internet 51 both use 
electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi 
tal data streams . The signals through the various networks 
and the signals on the network link 47 and through the 
communication interface 46 , which carry the digital data to 
and from the computer system 37 , are example forms of 
transmission media . 
10095 ] . The computer system 37 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( S ) , network link 47 and communication interface 46 . In the 
internet example , a server 52 , for example the analysis 
server 32 , can transmit data through the internet 51 , ISP 50 , 
local network 48 and communication interface 46 . 
[ 0096 ] Referring also to FIG . 4 , an example timeline for a 
machine 15 in the form of a ship 15a will explained with 
reference to the corresponding message log 21 , maintenance 
log 16 , fault log 17 and a number of sensor logs 53 . 
[ 0097 ] Each sensor log 53 ( e . g . , 53a , 536 , 53c ) may 
include a time series of parameter values measured by one 
or more sensors 19 . The sensors 19 may include all of the 
sensors 19 on the ship 15a , all the sensors 19 associated with 
one or more subsystems 18 , or any other combination of 
sensors 19 . A sensor log 53 may include parameter values 
measured by a single sensor 19 . Parameter values measured 
by one or more sensors 19 may be measured at equal 
intervals , or may be measured in response to triggering 
messages or events . Each sensor 19 may measure parameter 
values at a rate or interval specific to that sensor 19 , to a type 
of sensor 19 or to a sub - system 18 . 
[ 0098 ] A first voyage commences at time t , and lasts until 
time t4 . The duration of a voyage t4 - t , may vary considerably 
depending upon the type of ship 15a . In one example , the 
ship 15a may be a passenger or vehicle ferry which carries 
out regular , scheduled voyages between a two or more 
relatively close ports / docks such as , for example , Dover and 
Calais , Dublin and Liverpool and so forth . In this example , 
the duration of a voyage 14 - t , may range from less than hour 
up to several days . Scheduled slots for preventative main 
tenance may be every day , or every week . Scheduled pre 
ventative maintenance may be conducted in one or more of 
the ports , and it may not be necessary to conduct preventa 
tive maintenance during the actual voyage . 
[ 0099 . In other examples , the ship 15a may be a long 
distance cargo ship or tanker , and the duration of a voyage 
t4 - t , may be weeks or months . In this example , preventative 
maintenance during the voyage cannot be avoided in prac 
tice . When the ship 15a is a long distance cargo ship or 
tanker , preventative maintenance may be split into regular 
maintenance conducted during voyages , and longer and / or 
more substantial maintenance slots between voyages . The 
range and type of maintenance tasks which may be con 
ducted during a voyage may be restricted by the available 
facilities , consumables , spare parts , operational require 
ments and so forth . 
[ 0100 ] In the example shown in FIG . 4 , the ship 15a is a 
passenger and / or vehicle ferry which performs regular cross 
ings of a relatively narrow body of water , for example a 
voyage may take several hours . In the example shown in 
FIG . 4 , regular maintenance is scheduled to occur between 
voyages . The corresponding parameter values measured by 
all or a subset of the sensors 19 during the first voyage are 
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stored as a first sensor log 53a . Alternatively , separate first 
sensor logs 53a may be stored for each sub - system 18 or 
separate first sensor logs 53a may be stored for each sensor 
19 . During the first voyage , a first message object 54a is 
generated by a sub - system 18 and stored in the message log 
21 , along with the corresponding time t2 and optionally 
other contextual information such as an identifying number 
for the voyage . A message object 54 ( e . g . , 54a , 545 , 54c , 
54d , 54e , 54 / ) may include a message identity ( ID ) code 
consisting of letters and / or numbers . The message ID code 
may correspond to an entry in a look - up table providing 
further details . For example , a message ID code may take the 
form A - M - 001 , in which the letter “ A ” denotes an origin of 
the corresponding message object 54 in a first , or “ A ” , 
sub - system 18 , the letter “ M ” denotes that the message ID 
code corresponds to a message and should be looked up in 
a message look - up table , and the numeric code “ 001 " 
denotes a first entry corresponding to the first sub - system 18 
in the message look - up table . The corresponding entry in the 
message look - up table provides details of the message . The 
look - up table may be included in the manufacturer infor 
mation 26 , for example in a maintenance manual . Similarly , 
a message ID code of B - M - 023 would identify a message 
object 54 originating in a second , or “ B ” , sub - system 18 and 
so forth . 
[ 0101 ] A second message object 546 is generated during 
the first voyage at time t3 and stored in the message log 21 . 
Message object 54 contents may correspond to , for example , 
warnings and / or faults . Message object 54 contents may be 
determined by looking up message ID codes in a message 
look - up table . A message object 54 may correspond to the 
illumination of a warning light on the bridge , or illumination 
of a warning light elsewhere in or on the ship 15a , for 
example in the engine room . 
[ 0102 ] A second voyage starts at time t6 and finishes at 
time to , and corresponding sensor 19 measurements are 
stored in one or more second sensor logs 53b , in the same 
way as the first sensor log ( s ) 53a . Between the first and 
second voyages , at a time ts , a first maintenance task object 
55a is recorded in the maintenance log 16 for the ship 15a . 
The first maintenance task object 55a may include informa 
tion such as the time , ts , and a maintenance task identity ( ID ) 
code consisting of letters and / or numbers . The maintenance 
task ID code may correspond to an entry in a look - up table 
providing further details . For example , a maintenance task 
ID code may take the form A - T - 003 , in which the letter “ A ” 
denotes a maintenance task carried out on a first , or “ A ” , 
sub - system 18 , the letter “ T ” denotes that the maintenance 
task ID code corresponds to a maintenance task and should 
be looked up in a maintenance task look - up table , and the 
numeric code “ 003 ” denotes a third entry corresponding to 
the first sub - system 18 in the maintenance task look - up 
table . The corresponding entry in the maintenance task 
look - up table provides details of the maintenance task which 
is carried out . The look - up table may be included in the 
manufacturer information 26 . The first maintenance task 
object 55a may include further information such as , for 
example , free - text notes or descriptions of the maintenance 
task performed , details of any parts replaced , information 
about the engineer or mechanic responsible for carrying out 
the maintenance task and so forth . The first maintenance task 
object 55a is not occasioned by a fault , and corresponds to 
regular , or preventative , maintenance . 

[ 0103 ] A third voyage is scheduled to start at a time t13 . 
However , the start time of the third voyage is delayed until 
t? , due to a fault object 56 which is registered at a time til , 
shortly after the end of the second voyage at time t1o . The 
fault object 56 may correspond to a fault which is discovered 
following , for example , inspection by the ship crew or port 
staff , analysis of the second sensor log 53b , or the fault may 
have been indicated by third to fifth message objects 54c , 
54d , 54e , which were recorded in a cluster at times t , t , and 
to . The fault object 56 is recorded in the fault log 17 . The 
fault object 56 includes fault data 57 indicating the time 
corresponding to the fault object 56 , details about the type 
of fault , the location of the ship 15a when the fault was 
registered and so forth . The fault data 57 may also include 
a fault identity ( ID ) code consisting of letters and / or num 
bers . The fault ID code may correspond to an entry in a 
look - up table providing further details . For example , a fault 
ID code may take the form C - F - 012 , in which the letter “ C ” 
denotes a fault arising in a third , or “ C ” , sub - system 18 , the 
letter “ F ” denotes that the fault ID code corresponds to a 
fault type and should be looked up in a fault type look - up 
table , and the numeric code “ 012 ” denotes a twelfth entry 
corresponding to the third sub - system 18 in the fault type 
look - up table . The corresponding entry in the fault type 
look - up table provides details of the fault type which has 
occurred . The fault type look - up table may be included in the 
manufacturer information 26 . 
[ 0104 ] Sometimes a fault corresponding to a fault object 
56 may be readily rectified . On other occasions , the root 
cause of a fault corresponding to a fault object 56 in a ship 
15a , or a fault in another machine 15 , may be difficult to 
determine . Consequently , an engineer or mechanic may 
conduct one or more maintenance tasks which fail to resolve 
the fault . For example , both the second and third mainte 
nance tasks objects 55b , 550 , started at times t?2 and 114 
respectively , both corresponding to maintenance tasks which 
failed to resolve the fault corresponding to the fault object 
56 . The fourth maintenance task object 55d , started at time 
tis , corresponds to a maintenance task which did resolve the 
fault corresponding to the fault object 56 . When the fault 
corresponding to the fault object 56 is verified to have been 
solved , fault resolution data 58 is added to the fault object 
56 in the fault log 17 . The fault resolution data 58 is linked 
to the fault data 57 . The fault resolution data 58 may include 
information such as the end time of fault , for example t16 , 
and the maintenance task object 55d corresponding to the 
maintenance task which resolved the fault corresponding to 
the fault object 56 . 
[ 0105 ] Once the fault corresponding to the fault object 56 
is resolved , the delayed third voyage starts at a time t , , and 
ends at a time to . A sixth message object 54f is generated 
during the third voyage , at time tis , but the sixth message 
object 54f does not indicate a new fault or a recurrence of the 
earlier fault corresponding to fault object 56 . Regular or 
preventative maintenance , in the form of a maintenance task 
detailed by a fifth maintenance task object 55e , is conducted 
after the third voyage at a time t20 . 
[ 0106 ] It will be appreciated that the sequence of events 
described in relation to FIG . 4 is for illustrative purposes 
only , and that the contents of the present specification may 
be applied to other sequences of events . For example , in the 
case of a ship 15a which a long distance cargo ship or tanker , 
voyages may last for weeks or even months , and so sensor 
logs 53 corresponding to the entire voyage may be inappro 
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priate . Instead , sensor logs 53 for a ship 15a which a long 
distance cargo ship or tanker may be analysed according to 
shorter time periods , for example , daily , hourly or substan 
tially in real time . Furthermore , in the case of a ship 15a 
which a long distance cargo ship or tanker , maintenance 
tasks 55 corresponding to preventative maintenance and / or 
fault resolution may also be conducted during a voyage . 
[ 0107 ] Message logs 21 may be populated in real time , i . e . 
message objects 54 generated by a machine 15 such as a ship 
15a may be stored to a corresponding message log 21 at the 
same time , or shortly after , each message object 54 is 
generated . Maintenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 may be 
updated after the relevant events , for example , by filling in 
an electronic document or by scanning a paper document 
and so forth . 
[ 0108 ] Statistical metrics may be derived from the param 
eter values measured by sensors 19 . For example , if a 
parameter value does not vary substantially over time , 
simple time series statistics may be applied to derive a mean 
value , a standard deviation , a minimum and a maximum 
value for each type of parameter value included in a sensor 
log 53 . Average , or baseline , values may be obtained by 
aggregating a large number of sensor logs 53 corresponding 
to a number of different machines 15 and different opera 
tions of the machines 15 . For example , when the machines 
15 are ships 15a , each operation may correspond to a 
different voyage , and when the machines 15 take form of 
construction machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) each operation may 
correspond to a different journey , a work order , a lease 
period , or a fixed period of time such as one working day . 
Deviations of measured parameter values from the average 
values may be used as statistical metrics for analysis by the 
data fusion system 1 . 
[ 0109 ] Referring also to FIG . 5 , the values of some 
parameters measured by sensors 19 will vary with time , for 
example , over the course of a voyage when the machine 15 
is a ship 15a or throughout a working day of construction 
machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) . The parameter values may be 
plotted against time as a parameter curve 59 . By aggregating 
a large number of sensor logs 53 corresponding to a number 
of different machines 15 and different operations , a mean 
value , a standard deviation , a minimum and a maximum 
value of the parameter may be determined as a function of 
time . The averaged parameter values may be plotted against 
time as an average parameter curve 60 . Suitable statistical 
metrics may be calculated such as , for example , the mean 
and standard deviation of a difference between the parameter 
curve 59 and the average parameter curve 60 . Minimum and 
maximum differences may also be used as statistical metrics . 
The same approach may be used to determine statistical 
metrics based on a difference between first and second 
parameter curves stored in first and second sensor logs 53 . 
Average parameter curves 60 ( and related average statistical 
metrics ) may be updated to take account of new sensor logs 
53 by re - calculating average parameter curves 60 ( and 
related average statistical metrics ) according to a schedule , 
for example , daily or weekly . Alternatively , if sensor logs 53 
are extracted from the machines 15 at periodic intervals , 
then the average parameter curves 60 ( and related average 
statistical metrics ) may be re - calculated immediately after 
new sensor logs 53 have been extracted . 
[ 0110 ] Parameter curves 59 need not be plotted against 
time . Instead , a parameter curve 59 corresponding to a first 
parameter measured by a first sensor 19 may be plotted 

against a second parameter measured by a second sensor 19 . 
Statistical metrics and average parameter curves 60 may be 
calculated in the same way . Analysing a pair of parameters 
can be useful in diagnosing a developing fault or issue . For 
example , in a normally functioning diesel engine , the stable 
operating temperature may vary with the revolutions per 
minute ( RPM ) according to a characteristic parameter curve , 
for example an average parameter curve 59 . If a parameter 
curve 59 significantly deviates from the average parameter 
curve 60 , for example , if the parameter curve 59 shows a 
faster than expected increase in temperature with RPM , this 
may indicate a developing fault in coolant levels or in a 
coolant system . 
[ 0111 ] Referring also to FIG . 6 , additional statistical met 
rics may be derived from the sensor logs 53 . For example , 
the number and duration of intervals during which the 
parameter curve 59 differs from the average parameter curve 
60 by more than a threshold amount may be calculated and 
used as a metric . For example , the number and duration of 
intervals during which the parameter curve 59 lies below the 
25th percentile 61 or above the 75th percentile 62 may be 
recorded . In the example shown in FIG . 6 , the parameter 
curve 59 exceeds the 75th percentile 62 for a first interval 
tz - ta and dips below the 25th percentile 61 for a second 
interval tate . A Schmidt trigger may be used , for example at 
the 75th and 80th percentiles , to determine that the parameter 
curve 59 has exceeded a specified tolerance . 
[ 0112 ] Other thresholds may be used such as , for example , 
whether the parameter curve 59 deviates from an average 
parameter curve 60 by more than a multiple of a standard 
deviation o . For example , instead of the 75th percentile 62 , 
an upper threshold may be the average parameter curve 60 
plus 30 , and instead of the 25th percentile 61 , a lower 
threshold may be the average parameter curve 60 minus 30 . 
The standard deviation o may in general be a function of 
time or of a second parameter . 
[ 0113 ] For machines 15 such as ships 15a or construction 
machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) , many parameters will vary with 
time , but the duration of different sensor logs 53 need not be 
the same because each sensor log 53 corresponds to a 
different operation of the same machine 15 or of a different 
machine 15 . This can prevent naïve aggregation of corre 
sponding parameter values belonging to first and second 
sensor logs 53a , 53b . For example , one working day for 
construction machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) will vary dramatically 
from a subsequent working day because construction 
machinery 15b may be used to perform slightly different 
tasks and the duration and loading of each task may also 
vary from day to day . Sensors 19 recording parameters of a 
machine 15 may record datasets corresponding to two or 
more tasks or occasions which differ to the extent that direct 
comparison is difficult or meaningless . Such difficulties may 
be overcome by applying a dynamic time warping algorithm 
to the sensor logs 53 . 
[ 0114 ] Referring also to FIGS . 7 and 8 , first and second 
curves 63a , 63b of a first parameter are not directly com 
parable because they have differing lengths . The first and 
second curves 63a , 63b correspond to first and second sensor 
logs 53a , 53b respectively . However , a dynamic time warp 
ing algorithm may be used to distort the relative time - bases 
so that first and second warped curves 64a , 64b of the first 
parameter may be compared . The first parameter may be a 
parameter having a well understood meaning , such as veloc 
ity of a ship 15a , or the velocity and / or engine revolutions 
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per minute ( RPM ) of construction machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) . 
Suitable first parameters may often correspond to the exter 
nal state of a machine 15 , for example , to ambient conditions 
or to a task which the machine 15 is performing . 
[ 0115 ] Referring also to FIGS . 9 and 10 , first and second 
curves 65a , 65b of a second parameter may be less well 
understood or simply less suited to feature extraction . Such 
second parameters may relate more directly to the internal 
functioning or internal status of the machine 15 . For 
example , when the machine 15 is a ship 15a , the second 
parameter may be a temperature of part of a gas turbine 
engine or a marine diesel engine . As another example , when 
the machine 15 is construction machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) , the 
second parameter may be the pressure of a pneumatic or 
hydraulic actuation system . Parameters relating to the inter 
nal functioning or internal status of the machine 15 may 
have less predictable or less regular features , which can 
complicate or prevent the direct application of a dynamic 
time - warping algorithm , which may lead to erroneous out 
puts . This issue can be avoided by generating warped curves 
66a , 66b of the second parameter based on a warped 
time - frame established using the curves 63a , 63b of the first 
parameter . For example , if the machine 15 is a ship 15a or 
construction machinery 15b , parameters such as engine 
temperatures may be warped using a time - frame warping 
established based on parameters such as velocity or engine 
RPM of the ship 15a or construction machinery 15b . 
[ 0116 ] By using an initial parameter curve as a reference , 
a large number of sensor logs 53 corresponding to a large 
number of different machines 15 and operations may be 
warped , then aggregated to obtain a mean value , a standard 
deviation , a minimum and a maximum value of each param 
eter to be determined for the purpose of calculating statis 
tical metrics . Similarly , a large number of sensor logs 53 
corresponding to a large number of different machines 15 
and operations may be warped , then aggregated to obtain 
warped average parameter curves . 
[ 0117 ] Log metrics may be determined using the computer 
readable logs corresponding to each machine 15 . For 
example , when the machine 15 is a ship 15a , metrics may be 
determined based on the maintenance log 16 , fault log 17 , 
message log 21 , crew log 22 and bridge log 23 correspond 
ing to each ship 15a , as well as any environmental data 27 , 
route / task logs 28 and so forth . For example , keyword 
searching may be used to establish frequencies of occur 
rence of particular words or phrases during one or more time 
intervals . Additionally or alternatively , when the message 
objects 54 include message ID codes , the maintenance task 
objects 55 include maintenance task ID codes and / or the 
fault objects 56 include fault ID codes , log metrics may be 
determined in the form of frequencies of occurrence of each 
message ID code , maintenance task ID code and / or fault ID 
code during one or more time intervals . When maintenance 
task objects 55 include a part number or part numbers 
corresponding to parts which have been replaced / replaced , 
such part number or part numbers may be extracted in 
addition to any maintenance task ID code or codes . 
[ 0118 ] Additionally , ontology 5 may include semantic 
rules allowing natural language processing of computer 
readable logs , such as the maintenance logs 16 , fault logs 17 , 
message logs 21 , crew logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , environmen 
tal data 27 , route / task logs 28 and so forth . Natural language 
processing may enable determination of other log metrics . 

[ 0119 ] It will be appreciated that many different examples 
of statistical metrics and metrics derived from computer 
readable logs may be used with the data fusion system 1 , 
depending on the data sources 1 which are used . 
[ 0120 ] Referring also to FIG . 11 , a block diagram of a 
second exemplary system 67 for performing one or more 
operations for analysing and / or modelling a machine 15 is 
shown . In the second system 67 , the machine 15 is con 
struction machinery 15b and the second system 67 can 
include one or more construction machines 156 . The second 
system 67 may be used to help managing a fleet of con 
struction machines 15b which are made available for leas 
ing , or to manage all of the construction vehicles associated 
with a particular construction project . Construction machin 
ery 15b may include vehicles such as , for example , bull 
dozers , diggers , cranes , tractors , combine harvesters and so 
forth . Each construction machine 15b has a corresponding 
maintenance log 16 and fault log 17 . The maintenance log 16 
for a construction machine 15b may include information 
such as dates and locations of maintenance , details of 
replacement parts , free text notes made by an engineer or 
mechanic performing a maintenance task and so forth . The 
fault log 17 for a construction machine 15b may include 
information such as dates and locations of faults , the type of 
fault , the period of time required to rectify the fault and so 
forth . The maintenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 are stored 
in suitable computer readable formats or structures , such as 
XML files , database tables , and so forth . The maintenance 
log 16 and fault log 17 corresponding to a construction 
machine 15b may be stored on one or more servers and / or 
locally on the construction machine 15b itself . Maintenance 
logs 16 and fault logs 17 corresponding to a number of 
different construction machines 15b may be stored in a 
common database , for example database 7 . 
[ 0121 ] A construction machine 15b includes a number of 
sub - systems 18 which may be mechanical systems , electri 
cal systems , computer systems or combinations thereof . 
Sub - systems 18 of a construction machine 15b may be 
controlled by one or more corresponding electronic control 
units 68 ( ECUS ) , and the ECUs 68 of a construction machine 
15b are interconnected for communications by an on - board 
network 69 . Each sub - system 18 may include one or more 
sensors 19 which monitor corresponding physical param 
eters of the sub - system 18 . One or more sensors 19 associ 
ated with a sub - system 18 form a sensor group 20 . Examples 
of sensors 19 include a temperature sensor , a pressure 
sensor , an electrical current or voltage sensor , a gas concen 
tration sensor , a strain gauge , and so forth . Data from sensors 
19 may be stored on the construction machine 15b and 
subsequently transmitted or downloaded from the construc 
tion machine 15b according to a schedule , for example , upon 
arrival to a designated “ home ” location , daily or weekly . 
Data from some sensors 19 may be transmitted to a server 
via wireless networks operating at a storage location or 
operational location of a construction machine 15b . Data 
from some sensors 19 may be transmitted to a server via 
cellular networks during operation of a construction 
machine 15b . Sub - systems 18 connected via the on - board 
network 69 typically generate message objects 54 according 
to protocols which may be proprietary or standardised 
protocols . Information from a construction machine 15b 
may be extracted via a wireless connection or using a 
physical data port provided on the construction machine 
156 . 
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[ 0122 ] Referring also to FIG . 12 , examples of construction 
machine 15b sub - systems 18 and associated sensors 19 are 
shown . 
[ 0123 ] Many construction machines 15b include a diesel 
engine 70 , which may include a large number of sensors 19 
for use in regular operation , self - diagnostics , maintenance 
and / or repair . For example , a construction machine 15b 
diesel engine 70 may include , amongst other sensors 19 , a 
coolant temperature sensor 71 , an intake air sensor 72 , one 
or more oxygen sensors 73 to monitor combustion effi 
ciency , a fuel rail pressure sensor 74 , an intake manifold gas 
pressure sensor 75 , and engine RPM sensor 76 , one or more 
valve timing sensors 77 , a mass airflow sensor 78 and so 
forth . 

[ 0124 ] Construction machines 15b may include an evapo 
rative emissions control system 79 ( EVAP system ) including 
a vapour pressure sensor 80 . Some construction machines 
15b may include a traction control system 81 including 
wheel rotation speed sensors 82 . Some construction 
machines 15b may include a hydraulic or pneumatic actua 
tion system 83 including system pressure sensors 84 , valve 
status sensors , load sensors and so forth , for controlling and 
monitoring actuation of tools such as a bull dozer scoop . 
Construction machines 15b may include a power assist 
steering system 85 including steering wheel position sensors 
86 and steering column torque sensors 87 . Construction 
machines 15b may include an exhaust system 88 including , 
for example , one or more oxygen concentration sensors 73 
and one or more catalyst bed temperature sensors 89 . 
Construction machines 15b may include exterior sensing 
systems 90 including sensors 19 such as , for example , 
ambient temperature sensors 91 and ambient barometric 
pressure 92 for determining the environmental conditions in 
which the construction machine 15b is operating . 
[ 0125 ] The construction machine 15b may also store mes 
sage logs 21 and global positioning system ( GPS ) ( or other 
positioning system ) logs 25 . The message log 21 corre 
sponding to a construction machine 15b may include mes 
sage objects 54 generated by the ECUS 68 , for example , 
according to OBD protocols . The message objects 54 may 
include a date and time , an identifier of an originating 
sub - system 18 , and message contents such as , for example , 
a warning or fault identifier . Message logs 21 and global 
positioning system ( GPS ) logs 25 are stored in suitable 
computer readable formats or structures , such as XML files , 
database tables and so forth . 
[ 0126 ] The second system 67 may also include manufac 
turer information 26 including , for example , databases pro 
viding information about messages and / or faults , suggested 
maintenance tasks , and manufacturer recommended toler 
ances for parameters measured by sensors 19 . The second 
system 67 may also include environmental data 27 such as 
ambient temperatures , humidity and so forth , as a function 
of date , time and location . Such information may be relevant 
to predicting failure of construction machines 15b in a 
variety of ways . For example , a degraded battery system 
may not become evident to a user until it fails to supply 
sufficient current for a starter motor in colder ambient 
conditions . The degradation of the battery system may be 
detectable in sufficient time to allow replacement , however , 
whether or not battery replacement is the most critical 
preventative maintenance task may depend on the expected 
ambient temperatures . The second system 67 may also 
include a route / task log 28 corresponding to each construc 

tion machine 156 . The route / task log 28 for a construction 
machine 15b may include details of the start and end 
locations , routes traveled , dates and times of each journey , 
details of tasks assigned to the corresponding construction 
machine 15b and so forth . Route / task logs 28 may provide 
important contextual information for interpreting construc 
tion machine 15b sensor 19 data , for example , route infor 
mation may be matched to elevation data to account for 
variations in engine power output of a tractor driving up or 
down a field located on an incline . The second system 67 
may also include schedules 29 for the tasks which a fleet 
including a number of construction machines 15b need to be 
assigned to perform over a forthcoming time period . The 
second system 67 may also include facilities information 30 
such as , for example , a type or class of available facilities at 
each location where a fleet of construction machines 15b 
operates or may operate . Examples of facilities information 
30 may include locations of garages providing repair and / or 
re - fuelling , locations and availability of spare parts and / or 
geographical coverage and locations of breakdown recovery 
services . 
[ 0127 ] The manufacturer information 26 , environmental 
data 27 , route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and facilities 
information 30 may be stored in suitable computer readable 
formats or structures , such as XML files , database tables , 
and so forth . The manufacturer information 26 , environmen 
tal data 27 , route logs 28 , schedules 29 and facilities 
information 30 may be stored in one or more servers . 
[ 0128 ] The maintenance logs 16 , fault logs 17 , sensors 19 , 
message logs 21 , GPS logs 25 , manufacturer information 26 , 
environmental data 27 , route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and 
facilities information 30 are examples of data sources 2 for 
the data fusion system 1 . 
[ 01291 . The second system 67 includes one or more analy 
sis terminals 31 in the form of one or more computing 
systems 37 . 
[ 0130 ] The data fusion system 1 may be provided by one 
or more analysis servers 32 and one or more analysis 
terminals 31 may connect to the analysis server 32 as clients . 
Alternatively , each analysis terminal 31 may provide an 
example of the data fusion system 1 . Examples of analysis 
terminals 31 may provide the same or different functions . 
For example , different analysis terminals 31 may be able to 
access different types of data or functions of the analysis 
server 32 . For example , a scheduling terminal 34 may access 
data relating to risk model 6 outputs , schedules 29 and 
facilities information 30 to perform risk based scheduling of 
construction machine 15b tasks . As another example , a 
manufacturer terminal 35 may be given access to a reduced 
or redacted selection of data from the data sources 2 , in order 
to allow monitoring and analysis of technical data whilst 
preserving the integrity of commercially sensitive informa 
tion . A user device 94 such as a smartphone or tablet 
computer operated by the construction machine operator 
may also provide an analysis terminal 31 to enable the 
operator to receive timely and convenient notification of 
developing problems . In some examples , all analysis termi 
nals 31 may access the same data and functions . 
[ 0131 ] The analysis terminals 31 and analysis server 32 of 
the second system 67 communicate with the data sources 2 
over a network 36 in the same way as the first system 14 . 
[ 0132 ] The second system 14 may include a number of 
machines 15 in the form of construction machines 15b , and 
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all of the construction machines 15b forming part of the 
second exemplary system 67 are the same or comparable to 
one another . 
10133 ] The present specification is not limited to machines 
15 in the form of ships 15a or construction machine 15b in 
the form of vehicles such as , for example , bulldozers , 
diggers , cranes , tractors , combine harvesters and so forth . 
The present specification is equally applicable to machines 
15 in the form of any other type of vehicle such as , for 
example , trains and so forth . 
[ 0134 ] The present specification is not limited to vehicular 
machines 15 , and may instead be applied to any type of 
machine 15 which includes sensors 19 . For example , the 
present specification may be applied to sewage treatment 
equipment such as a sewage treatment plant . Unscheduled 
stoppages of a sewage treatment plant can be very expensive 
in lost time . Therefore , the teachings of the present speci 
fication in relation to predicting fault probabilities , risk 
scores and fault prevention using data - driven selection of 
preventative maintenance tasks can provide advantages for 
a sewage treatment plant . 
[ 0135 ] In a sewage treatment plant operating conditions 
are intended to be relatively stable . The embodiments of the 
present specification relating to dynamic time warping and 
incorporation of computer readable logs to provide contex 
tual information can allow the present specification to be 
particularly useful for applications in which machines 15 are 
operated in variable conditions and / or for variable tasks . For 
example , tunnel boring equipment is complex machinery 
which is operated in a range of different environments and 
under a range of mechanical loadings . Each location for 
tunnel boring will have a different geological constitution , so 
that loading of a boring bit will vary with depth and distance 
of the bore hole in a different way at each drilling location . 
Additionally , boring locations can be remote , so that obtain 
ing spare parts may take a long time in the event of an 
unanticipated failure . Therefore , the teachings of the present 
specification in relation to context dependent fault prediction 
and fault prevention using data - driven selection of preven 
tative maintenance tasks can provide advantages for tunnel 
boring equipment . 

further maintenance tasks for a ship may require that the ship 
is in drydock , i . e . removed from the water . 
[ 0139 ] Referring also to FIG . 13 , a system 100 for pre 
venting faults may be used to increase the effectiveness of 
preventative maintenance by determining the sub - system 18 
to be prioritised for preventative maintenance and / or the 
maintenance to be performed based on technical data of the 
history and operation of a machine 15 . The system 100 for 
preventing faults is one example of a system implemented in 
accordance with the data fusion system 1 . 
[ 0140 ] The system for preventing faults 100 includes a 
database 7 , an apparatus for modelling machines 101 and a 
robotic maintenance system 102 . The system 100 may 
optionally include a report generation module 103 and / or a 
user interface 104 . 
[ 0141 ] The database 7 includes a number of sensor logs 53 
corresponding to one or more machines 15 and one or more 
operations of each machine 15 . The machines 15 are of the 
same or corresponding types and each machine 15 includes 
the same or corresponding sub - systems 18 and sensors 19 . 
Each sensor log 53 includes measured parameters measured 
by one or more sensors 19 . For example , if machines 15 take 
the form of construction machines including diesel engines 
15b , then the sensor logs 53 may include measurements of 
parameters such as , for example , engine temperature , fuel 
injector pressure , exhaust catalyst temperature , exhaust oxy 
gen concentration and so forth . In another example , if 
machines 15 take the form of ships 15a , sensor logs 53 may 
include measured values of parameters such as , for example , 
speed , engine temperature , cabin and / or cargo area tempera 
ture , bilge level , torque on the propeller shafts and so forth . 
[ 0142 ] The database 7 also includes a fault log 17 corre 
sponding to each machine 15 . Each fault log 17 is a 
computer readable log which includes a number of fault 
objects 56 , and each fault object includes fault data 57 
specifying a time and a type of a fault ( for example a fault 
ID code ) , and fault resolution data 58 specifying an end time 
or duration of the fault and , optionally , a maintenance task 
object 55 corresponding to a maintenance task which 
resolved the fault . 
[ 0143 ] The database 7 also includes additional computer 
readable logs corresponding to each machine 15 . The com 
puter readable logs for each machine 15 include a mainte 
nance log 16 . Each maintenance log 16 includes a number 
of maintenance task objects 55 , each maintenance task 
object 55 specifying a time , a maintenance task type ( for 
example using a maintenance task ID code ) and , optionally , 
the duration of the maintenance task . Maintenance task 
objects 55 may also include details of locations at which a 
maintenance task was performed , details of replacement 
parts used and free text notes made by an engineer or 
mechanic performing the maintenance task . 
[ 0144 ] The computer readable logs stored in the database 
7 may also include a message log 21 corresponding to each 
machine 15 . The message logs 21 corresponding to each 
machine 15 may include message objects 54 generated by 
controllers , processors or similar devices which are inte 
grated into the various sub - systems 18 of the machine 15 . 
Each message object 54 may include a date and time , an 
identifier of the originating sub - system 18 and message 
contents such as , for example , a message ID code . A 
message object 54 may include content such as a fault ID 
code when the message is reporting a fault . 

System for Preventing Faults 
[ 0136 ] Machines 15 must be regularly maintained . 
Machines 15 may undergo regular maintenance according to 
a schedule such as , for example , after every time the 
machine 15 is used , every day , every week , every month and 
so forth . 
[ 0137 ] Regular maintenance of a machine 15 includes a 
mixture of tasks which are performed every maintenance 
cycle , for example checking and topping off pressures or 
fluid levels . Regular maintenance of a machine 15 also 
includes preventative maintenance such as , for example , 
replacement of parts , purging and cleaning a fluid system 
before re - filling the system and so forth . The time available 
for preventative maintenance can be determined on an 
ad - hoc or " gut instinct ” basis , or according to a cycle or 
schedule of predetermined maintenance tasks . 
[ 0138 ] Regular maintenance of machines may fall into a 
number of different categories . For example , for a machine 
in the form of a ship , some maintenance tasks may be carried 
out in service , i . e . whilst the ship is at sea . However , other 
maintenance tasks may require port facilities , or other spe 
cialist equipment and / or personnel , for example divers . Still 
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[ 0145 ] The computer readable logs stored in the database 
7 may include additional data sources 2 not shown in FIG . 
13 such as , for example , the crew logs 22 , cockpit logs 23 , 
manufacturer information 26 , weather data 27 , route logs 28 , 
schedules 29 and facilities information 30 . 
[ 0146 ] The database 7 also includes data models 3 in the 
form of risk models 6 for calculating a fault probability or 
risk score for a machine 15 , or a sub - system 18 of a machine 
15 , during an interval of time . Risk models 6 are machine 
learning models or weighted average models , and methods 
of generating and using risk models 6 is further described 
hereinafter . The database 7 may include a risk model 6 
corresponding to the machines 15 , or may include one or 
more risk models 6 corresponding to machine 15 sub 
systems 18 . 
[ 0147 ] The database 7 contents are stored in suitable 
computer readable formats or structures , such as XML files , 
database tables , and so forth . The database 7 may be locally 
stored on one or more storage devices . Alternatively , the 
database may be stored on one or more servers in networked 
communication with the apparatus 101 for modelling 
machines 15 . 
[ 0148 ] The apparatus 101 for modelling machines 15 
includes a statistical metric determining module 105 , a log 
metric determining module 106 , a training set formatting 
module 107 , a risk modelling module 108 , a maintenance 
task determining module 109 and a fault maintenance cor 
relation module 110 . Optionally , the apparatus 101 for 
modelling machines 15 includes a sensor log warping mod 
ule 111 . The apparatus 101 for modelling machines 15 is an 
example of an analysis terminal 31 or analysis server 32 . The 
apparatus 101 for modelling machines 15 may be provided 
by a suitably programmed computer system such as the 
computer system 37 . 
[ 0149 ] The statistical metric determining module 105 
accesses sensor logs 53 stored in the database 7 and pro 
cesses them to determine statistical metrics . For example , 
referring again to FIG . 5 , the statistical metric determining 
module 105 may determine the mean and standard deviation 
of a difference between a parameter curve corresponding to 
a particular sensor log 53 ( for example parameter curve 59 ) 
and an average parameter curve ( for example average 
parameter curve 60 ) determined by aggregating a large 
number of sensor logs 53 across a number of different 
machines 15 and / or operations of the machines . Minimum 
and maximum differences may also be used as statistical 
metrics . An average parameter curve corresponding to a 
particular sensor 19 , or to each particular sensor 19 , may be 
determined in advance and stored separately in the database 
7 . Alternatively , average parameter curves may be deter 
mined based on a number of sensor logs 53 and used to 
determine statistical metrics corresponding to each sensor 
log 53 . Referring again to FIG . 6 , additional statistical 
metrics may be derived from the sensor logs 53 . For 
example , the number and duration of intervals during which 
a parameter curve ( for example parameter curve 59 ) differs 
from the average parameter curve ( for example average 
parameter curve 60 ) by more than a threshold amount may 
be calculated and used as a metric . 
[ 0150 ] The statistical metric determining module 105 may 
determine statistical metrics based on warped sensor logs . 
For example , referring again to FIGS . 7 to 10 , the sensor log 
warping module 111 may retrieve sensor logs 53 and gen - 
erate warped sensor logs ( for example warped curves 56 ) as 

described hereinbefore with reference to FIGS . 7 to 10 . The 
statistical metric determining module 105 may determine 
statistical metrics based on the warped sensor logs in the 
same was as for sensor logs 53 . The warped sensor logs may 
be determined in advance and stored separately in the 
database 7 . Warped sensor logs may be retrieved and pro 
cessed by the statistical metric determining module 105 in 
the same way as sensor logs 53 . Average warped parameter 
curves may be determined in advance in the same way as 
average parameter curves , and may be stored separately in 
the database 7 for retrieval by the statistical metric deter 
mining module 105 . Alternatively , a number of warped 
sensor logs may be determined and passed to the statistical 
metric determining module 105 for determination of an 
average warped parameter curve and determination of sta 
tistical metrics corresponding to each warped sensor log . 
[ 0151 ] The log metric determining module 106 accesses 
the computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 and determines log 
metrics based on the maintenance log 16 , fault log 17 and 
optionally message log 21 corresponding to each machine . 
In some examples , log metrics are also determined based on 
additional computer readable logs such as , for example , 
crew logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , environmental data 27 , route / 
task logs 28 and so forth . Where the computer readable logs 
16 , 17 , 21 include free - text information , the log metric 
determining module 106 may perform keyword searching to 
establish frequencies of occurrence of particular words or 
phrases during one or more time intervals . The log metric 
determining module 106 may include a database including 
synonyms for keywords and / or common misspellings . The 
log metric determining module 106 may employ natural 
language processing to determine patterns in free - text infor 
mation . Additionally or alternatively , message objects 54 , 
maintenance task objects 55 and fault objects 56 may 
include ID codes which identify maintenance task types 
and / or fault types , and the frequencies of occurrence of the 
ID codes during one of more time intervals may be used as 
log metrics . 
[ 0152 ] The training set formatting module 107 receives 
statistical metrics and log metrics and configures them to 
generate a training set for use by the risk modelling module 
108 to generate a corresponding risk model 6 . The statistical 
metrics , together with the log metrics derived from the 
maintenance logs 16 and message logs 21 , may provide test 
inputs for a machine learning model or may be used as the 
basis for determining probabilities and respective weights 
for a weighted average model . The log metrics derived from 
the fault logs 17 provide corresponding test outputs for a 
machine learning model or may be used as the basis for 
determining probabilities and respective weights for a 
weighted average model . The configuration of the training 
set will depend on the type of risk model which the risk 
modelling module 108 generates . 
[ 0153 ] The risk modelling module 108 receives the train 
ing set and generates a risk model 6 in dependence on the 
training set . The risk model 6 may be a machine learning 
model or the risk model 6 may be a weighted average model . 
A machine learning risk model 6 may be used to estimate the 
probability of faults occurring in a machine 15 , a sub - system 
18 of the machine , or in a group of sub - systems 18 . 
Weighted average risk models 6 fall into two main catego 
ries . A first type of weighted average risk model 6 uses 
weights in the form of probabilities of a fault developing to 
calculate an risk scores in the form of estimated probabilities 

mair 
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of a corresponding fault type occurring in an associated 
machine 15 , sub - system 18 of the machine , or a group of 
sub - systems 18 . A second type of weighted average risk 
model 6 uses weights in the form of importance metrics to 
calculate risk scores which are indicative of the relative 
seriousness of corresponding fault types which may be 
developing in an associated machine 15 , sub - system 18 of 
the machine , or a group of sub - systems 18 . Further details of 
machine learning models and weighted average models 
follow hereinafter . 
[ 0154 ] Once a risk model 6 has been generated by the risk 
modelling module 108 , it is passed to the database 7 for 
storage . A stored risk model 6 may be used to estimate the 
probabilities or risk scores of a number of fault types ( for 
example each fault ID code ) occurring in a machine 15 , a 
sub - system 18 of the machine 15 or a group of sub - systems 
18 within a future interval , in dependence upon the recent 
sensor logs 53 for that machine , as well as the corresponding 
maintenance log 16 and message log 21 . 
[ 0155 ] In some examples , log metrics derived from the 
fault logs 17 may also be used as input data for generating 
the risk model 6 . A prior fault in a first sub - system 18a has 
the potential to be predictive of a future fault in a related , 
second sub - system 18b . In some examples , the training set 
used generate a risk model 6 includes additional log metrics 
derived from computer readable logs such as , for example 
crew logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , environmental data 27 , route / 
task logs 28 and so forth . 
[ 0156 ] The system 100 may be used with different types of 
machine 15 , for example , each machine 15 may be an 
independent machine or each machine may form part of a 
large , complex machine . A single risk model 6 may be 
generated for a machine 15 overall , or a separate risk model 
6 may be generated for each sub - system 18 of the machine 
15 . When a risk model 6 is generated for a sub - system 18 , 
the training set need not be limited to sensor logs 53 
corresponding to sensors 19 associated with that sub - system 
18 . The training set may also include test input data asso 
ciated with related subsystems 18 , or for the machine 15 
overall . However , the test output included in the training set 
may be restricted to fault objects 56 which correspond to the 
sub - system 18 which is the subject of the risk model 6 . 
0157 ] The maintenance task determining module 109 
may control the risk modelling module 108 to retrieve a risk 
model 6 corresponding to a machine 15 or a sub - system 18 
of the machine , to obtain statistical metrics determined 
based on sensor logs 53 corresponding to a preceding 
interval and to obtain log metrics determined based on 
computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 corresponding to the 
preceding interval . The risk modelling module 108 , under 
the control of the maintenance task determining module 109 , 
determines probabilities or risk scores for each fault type 
( for example for each fault ID code ) which is predicted by 
the risk model 6 . The fault types for which probabilities or 
risk scores are generated may depend on the fault types 
which were included in the original training set for the risk 
model 6 . 
[ 0158 ] When the risk modelling module 108 determines 
probabilities or risk scores in the form of probabilities 
( machine learning models or weighted average models of 
the first type ) , the maintenance task determining module 109 
determines a fault metric based on the probabilities for each 
fault type ( for example , for each fault ID code ) . The fault 
metric for each fault type may be the probability of that fault 

type occurring . Alternatively , the maintenance task deter 
mining module 109 may control the fault maintenance 
correlation module 110 to access the fault logs 17 and to 
determine , for each relevant fault type , an average fault 
duration based on fault objects 56 having that fault type . The 
maintenance task determining module 109 may calculate the 
fault metric for each fault type as a product of the fault 
probability and the average fault duration , i . e . the expecta 
tion value of delay for each fault type . 
[ 0159 ] Alternatively , the maintenance task determining 
module 109 may calculate the fault metric for each fault type 
as a product of the fault probability and a " severity score ” , 
which is a user determinable value reflecting the importance 
of the associated sub - system 18 . For example , when the 
machine 15 is a ship 15a , sub - systems 18 relating to the 
engines may have a relatively high severity score because a 
drifting ship may run around or become swamped in rough 
seas . By contrast , a sub - system controlling emergency light 
ing in the crew cabins may have a lower severity score . In 
other words , the fault metric may be determined based on 
the consequences of a fault . 
[ 0160 ] When the risk modelling module 108 determines 
risk scores which are indicative of the relative seriousness of 
potential faults ( weighted average models of the second 
type ) , the risk scores may be used as fault metrics without 
further processing . 
0161 ] The maintenance task determining module 109 
ranks each predicted fault type according to the values of the 
fault metric , and selects a priority fault type based on the 
ranking . The maintenance task determining module 109 
controls the fault maintenance correlation module 110 to 
determine a priority maintenance task associated with the 
priority fault . The fault maintenance correlation module 110 
analyses the fault logs and maintenance logs to determine 
the maintenance task which has the highest probability of 
resolving ( i . e . averting ) the priority fault . For example , on 
prior occasions on which a fault type corresponding to a 
fault ID code A - F - 004 has occurred , the fault may have been 
resolved by a maintenance task corresponding to a mainte 
nance task ID code ( i . e . a maintenance task type ) of A - T - 024 
in 65 % of previous occurrences of the same fault , by a 
maintenance task corresponding to a maintenance task ID 
code ( i . e . a maintenance task type ) of A - T - 005 in 20 % of 
previous occurrences of the same fault , and by a mainte 
nance task corresponding to a maintenance task ID code ( i . e . 
a maintenance task type ) of A - T - 042 in 15 % of previous 
occurrences of the same fault . In this example , the mainte 
nance task corresponding to maintenance task ID code ( i . e . 
maintenance task type ) A - T - 024 would be selected as the 
priority maintenance task . 
[ 0162 ] The maintenance task determining module 109 
outputs the priority maintenance task to a robotic mainte 
nance system 102 which carries out the selected priority 
maintenance task . 
[ 0163 ] Alternatively , the maintenance task determining 
module 109 may output the priority maintenance task to the 
report generation module 103 , which prepares and outputs a 
physical report or work order to direct an engineer or 
mechanic to perform the priority maintenance task . 
[ 0164 ] In other examples , the maintenance task determin 
ing module 109 may output the priority maintenance task to 
the user interface 104 . The maintenance task determining 
module 109 may also output further information to the user 
interface such as , for example , a list of fault types ranked 
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an artificial neural network , a Bayesian network , a hidden 
Markov model and so forth . The risk modelling module 108 
iterates the machine learning risk model 6 so as to minimise 
a difference between predicted probabilities of each fault 
type developing in the machine 15 ( or a sub - system 18 or 
group of sub - systems 18 ) and the observed probabilities of 
each fault type . Fault types may be identified using the fault 
ID codes . 
[ 0170 ] The risk model 6 receives as input the statistical 
metrics and log metrics derived from the maintenance logs 
16 and message logs 21 . The risk model 6 receives inputs 
corresponding to a preceding interval such as , for example , 
one day , three days , one week , a month and so forth . The 
probabilities of each fault type are calculated for a future 
interval , and the observed probabilities against which the 
predictions are compared are based on log metrics derived 
from the fault logs 17 . The future interval may be , for 
example , a day , two days , three days , a week , two weeks , a 
month and so forth . 

according to the corresponding fault metric values , relative 
probabilities of different maintenance tasks resolving the 
priority fault and so forth . 
[ 0165 ] In this way , decision making about preventative 
maintenance may be placed on a quantitative footing . The 
output of the risk model 6 is a set of probabilities or risk 
scores for various types of technical fault which may 
develop in a machine 15 , a subsystem 18 of the machine 15 
or a group of sub - systems 18 . These probabilities or risk 
scores are determined through processing of technical data 
such as sensor 19 measurements and computer readable logs 
16 , 17 , 21 . Instead of trying to predict precisely when a 
machine 15 will fail , which may be impractical in many 
situations , the system 100 instead aims to determine a 
maintenance task which will provide the greatest improve 
ment in a fault metric , for example , the probability of a fault 
occurring or the expectation value of delay durations result 
ing from faults . 
[ 0166 ] In an alternative example , the maintenance task 
determining module 109 may determine the fault metric and 
priority maintenance task by repeated application of a 
machine learning risk model 6 . For example , the mainte 
nance task determining module 109 may control the risk 
modelling module 108 to generate a probability correspond 
ing to each fault type ( for example each fault ID code ) using 
a machine learning risk model 6 . A baseline expectation 
delay may be calculated by summing , for each fault type , the 
predicted probability and the average associated fault dura 
tion . The maintenance task determining module 109 may 
control the fault maintenance correlation module 110 to 
analyse the maintenance and fault logs 16 , 17 and compile 
a list of all correlated maintenance tasks . A correlated 
maintenance task ( for example corresponding to a mainte 
nance task type or ID code ) in this context is one which has 
previously been performed in connection with the predicted 
fault type or fault types . For each correlated maintenance 
task , the maintenance task determining module 109 may 
control the risk modelling module 108 to repeat the prob 
ability calculations using the machine learning risk model 6 
and a modified maintenance log . The modified maintenance 
log is formed by taking the maintenance log 16 for the 
machine 15 being modelled , and adding an additional main 
tenance task object 55 corresponding to the correlated 
maintenance task . In this way , the probability of each fault 
type may be calculated on the assumption that the correlated 
maintenance task is carried out . 
[ 0167 ] For each correlated maintenance task , the mainte 
nance task determining module 109 may re - determine the 
fault probabilities , and also determine a maintenance task 
metric in the form of a change in the overall expectation 
delay , i . e . the sum of the predicted probabilities and the 
average associate durations for each fault type . The priority 
maintenance task may be selected as the correlated mainte 
nance task which gives rise to the largest reduction in the 
expectation delay . 
[ 0168 ] Further features of the apparatus 101 for modelling 
machines 15 shall become apparent from the description of 
methods hereinafter . 

Weighted Average Risk Model 
[ 0171 ] A first type weighted average risk model 6 may be 
based on historical probabilities that a fault develops within 
a certain period following one or more potential fault criteria 
being satisfied . A second type of weighted average risk 
model 6 may be based on the relative seriousness of faults 
developing in sub - systems 18 which are associated with one 
or more potential fault criteria being satisfied . 
[ 0172 ] Referring also to FIG . 14 , an example of a 
weighted average risk modelling module 108b for determin 
ing and / or evaluating a weighted average risk model 6 is 
shown . 
[ 0173 ] The weighted average risk modelling module 108b 
includes a statistical criteria module 133 , a log criteria 
module 134 , a weight calculation module 135 and a risk 
calculation module 136 . The weighted average risk model 
ling module 108b checks the sensor logs 53 and computer 
readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 against a number of criteria and 
generates one or more overall risk scores , each of which is 
indicative of one of more fault types occurring in the 
machine 15 within a following period . For example , each 
risk score may be an estimate of the probability of the 
corresponding fault type developing within a following 
period ( first type ) or each risk score may indicate the relative 
severity of the corresponding fault type developing ( second 
type ) . 
[ 0174 ] The statistical criteria module 133 stores at least 
one statistical criterion 137 . Preferably , the statistical criteria 
module 133 stores a number , N of statistical criteria 137 , 
1372 , . . . , 137y . The statistical criteria 137 , 1372 , . . . , 137x 
may be stored in the statistical criteria module 133 or the risk 
modelling module 108b . Alternatively , the risk modelling 
module 108b may retrieve statistical criteria 137 , 137 , , . . 
. , 137y which are stored in the database 7 as part of a risk 
model 6 . 

[ 0175 ] Similarly , the log criteria module 134 stores at least 
one log criterion 139 . Preferably , the statistical criteria 
module 134 stores a number , M of log criteria 1391 , 1392 , . 
. . , 139m . The log criteria 1391 , 1392 , . . . , 139 , may be 
stored in the log criteria module 134 or the risk modelling 
module 108b . Alternatively , the risk modelling module 108b 
may retrieve log criteria 139 , 139 , , . . . , 139 , which are 
stored in the database 7 . 

Machine Learning Risk Model 
10169 ] The risk model 6 may be a machine learning 
model , for example , a random forest model . Alternatively , 
the risk model 6 may be any other suitable type of machine 
learning model such as , for example , a kernel random forest , 
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[ 0176 ] The statistical criteria 137 and the log criteria 139 
are arranged into one or more fault criteria groups . Each 
fault criteria group corresponds to a particular fault type . 
Each fault criteria group may include one or more statistical 
criteria 137 and / or one or more log criteria 139 . The fault 
type corresponding to a fault criteria group may be associ 
ated with the overall machine 15 , a subsystem 18 or a group 
of sub - systems . Multiple fault types , and therefore multiple 
fault criteria groups , may be associated with a single sub 
system 18 . Each criterion 137 , 139 belongs to one or more 
of the fault criteria groups , in other words , one criterion 137 , 
139 may be associated with multiple fault types . 
( 0177 ) The statistical criteria module 133 receives statis 
tical metrics 138 from the statistical metric determining 
module 105 . Statistical metrics 138 may be based on sensor 
logs 53 and / or warped sensor logs . Based on the statistical 
metrics 138 , the statistical criteria module 133 determines 
whether one or more statistical criteria 137 are satisfied . 
10178 ] . For example , when the machine 15 is a ship 15a , 
the statistical criteria module 133 may test two statistical 
criteria 137 , 1372 . A first statistical criterion 137 , may 
relate to temperatures of one or more propeller shaft bear 
ings of the ship 15a . For example , a parameter curve 59 may 
be defined as the bearing temperature as a function of 
propeller shaft RPM , and this temperature - RPM curve may 
be compared to an average parameter curve 60 determined 
based on the historical data from multiple ships 15a . Each 
RPM value has an associated standard deviation o deter 
mined based on the historical data . The first statistical 
criterion 137 , may be triggered when the deviation of the 
temperature - RPM curve from the average behaviour 
exceeds a threshold amount , for example , three times the 
standard deviation o . An elevated bearing temperature may 
indicate , for example , a lack of lubrication or a developing 
mechanical fault with the propeller bearing mechanism . The 
first statistical criterion 137 , may be met immediately that 
the threshold deviation has been exceeded . Alternatively , the 
first statistical criterion 137 , may be met if the bearing 
temperature exceeds the threshold deviation o certain num 
ber of times within a given period , for example , if the 
temperature exceeds the threshold ten or more times within 
five days . The comparison between the parameter curve 59 
and the average parameter curve 60 may be restricted to be 
particular conditions , for example , only for RPM values 
exceeding 20 RPM , or only if the threshold is exceeded for 
a duration of at least 5 minutes , and so forth . 
[ 0179 ] A second statistical criterion 1372 may compare the 
deviation between a pair of parameter curves 59 . For 
example , the ship 15a may include first and second engines 
powering first and second propellers . The first and second 
engines are substantially identical in construction , to provide 
matched power outputs when operating correctly . Conse 
quently , during normal operation , corresponding sensors 19 
of the first and second engines produce parameter curves 59 
which are substantially the same . In practice , a pair of 
corresponding parameter curves 59 will fluctuate by small 
amounts such that the parameter curves 59 are not precisely 
identical . However , if a difference between the parameter 
curves 59 exceeds a threshold amount , this may indicate a 
fault developing with one of the engines . The threshold may 
be based on historical data , for example , three times the 
historic standard deviation of the relevant parameter . Alter 
natively , the threshold may by a relative threshold , for 
example , if the ratio of the parameter values measure from 

first and second engines is outside a range centred on a value 
of one . The second statistical criterion 137 , may be met 
immediately that the threshold deviation has been exceeded . 
Alternatively , the second statistical criterion 137 , may be 
met if the deviation between first and second engines 
exceeds the threshold deviation o certain number of times 
within a given period , for example , if the parameter mea 
sured from the first engine differs by 10 % or more from the 
parameter measured from the second engine three or more 
times within ten days . The comparison between the pair of 
parameter curves 59 may be restricted to be particular 
conditions in a similar way to the first statistical criterion 
1371 . 
f01801 . Differential comparisons such as the second statis 
tical criterion 137 , are not limited to pairs of parameter 
curves 59 . In principle deviations within any group of 
sub - systems may be used as statistical criteria 137 . For 
example , a ship 15a may include a number of bilge pumps , 
each responsible for pumping a particular segment or par 
tition of the ship 15a bilge . If the parameters measured from 
one bilge pump begin to deviate significantly from the 
others , this may indicate a developing problem such as , for 
example , a developing electrical or mechanical fault , the 
pump intake or outlet is becoming clogged , the correspond 
ing segment or partition of the bilge is developing a leak , and 
so forth . 
[ 0181 ] Optionally , whenever a statistical criterion 137 is 
satisfied , the weighted average risk modelling module 108b 
may transmit an alert message . The alert message may be 
sent to a local or remote receiver using wired or wireless 
means . For example , an automated e - mail or SMS message 
may be sent to an engineer or mechanic . The alert message 
may take the form of a message object 54 and may be 
recorded in the message log 21 . 
[ 0182 ] The log criteria module 134 receives message 
metrics 140 , maintenance metrics 141 and fault metrics 142 
from the log metric determining module 106 . Based on the 
message metrics 140 , maintenance metrics 141 and fault 
metrics 142 , the log criteria module 134 determines whether 
one or more log criteria 139 are satisfied . 
[ 0183 ] For example , when the machine 15 is a ship 15a , 
the log criteria module 134 may test two log criteria 1391 , 
1392 . A first log criterion 139 , may relate to a particular 
message object 54 generated by a sub - system 18 of the ship 
15a . If the message object 54 is generated a certain number 
of times within a period then the first log criterion 139 , is 
satisfied , for example , 5 times in 6 days . The first log 
criterion 139 , may be tested using a message metric 140 in 
the form of a tally of the number of times a message object 
54 having a specific message ID code ( i . e . maintenance task 
type ) occurs within a moving windowed period . 
[ 0184 ] A second log criterion 139 , may relate to mainte 
nance task objects 55 and / or fault objects 56 . The second log 
criterion 139 , may be satisfied if a number of maintenance 
tasks 55 and / or fault objects 56 relating to a particular 
sub - system 18 are recorded within a given period . For 
example , if a navigational radar system of the ship 15a 
requires the same or similar minor maintenance tasks 55 ( for 
example a system reset ) five times within one week , this 
may indicate a more serious underlying or developing 
problem requiring more significant maintenance or replace 
ment of parts . The second log criterion 1392 need not be 
limited to a single sub - system 18 , and may encompass a 
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number of maintenance tasks 55 and / or fault objects 56 
relating to a group of sub - systems 18 . 
[ 0185 ] Optionally , whenever a log criterion 139 is satis 
fied , the weighted average risk modelling module 108b may 
transmit an alert message . The alert message may be sent to 
a local or remote receiver using wired or wireless means . For 
example , an automated e - mail or SMS message may be sent 
to an engineer or mechanic . The alert message may take the 
form of a message object 54 and may be recorded in the 
message log 21 . 
[ 0186 ] The preceding examples of statistical criteria 137 
and log criteria 139 are not exhaustive . Depending on the 
specific machines 15 , the number and type of available 
sensors 19 , availability of message and maintenance logs 
140 , 141 , the statistical criteria 137 and log criteria 139 may 
vary considerably . 
[ 0187 ] The weighted average risk modelling module 108b 
may operate to determine weights from historical data or to 
apply weights to new data . 
[ 0188 ] For the first type of weighted average risk model 6 , 
the weight calculation module 135 receives fault metrics 142 
from the log metric determining module 106 and receives 
information about which statistical criteria 137 and which 
log criteria 139 are satisfied . The weight corresponding to a 
particular criterion 137 , 139 is calculated in the form of a 
probability of a fault developing , based on the frequencies of 
relevant fault objects 56 occurring within a predetermined or 
user determinable period after the criterion 137 , 139 is 
satisfied . For example , for occasions when the first statistical 
criterion 137 is satisfied , the weight may be calculated as 
the fraction or percentage of such occasions which were 
followed by a relevant fault object 56 within 30 days . The 
weight calculation module 135 may determine , based on the 
statistical metrics 138 or log metrics 140 , 141 , 142 , a first 
number , n , , of occasions for which the criterion 137 , 139 
was satisfied . The weight calculation module 135 may 
determine , based on the fault log 17 and the statistical 
metrics 138 or log metrics 140 , 141 , 142 , a second number , 
n? , of occasions for which the criterion 137 , 139 was 
satisfied and the corresponding fault type occurred within 
the predetermined or user determinable period after the 
criterion 137 , 139 is satisfied . 
[ 0189 ] A relevant fault object 56 has a fault type ( e . g . a 
fault ID code ) which corresponds to one or more fault 
criteria groups including the criterion 137 , 139 . In one 
example , a relevant fault type may be associated with the 
same sub - system 18 or group of sub - systems 18 as the 
criterion 137 , 139 . In an example where a fault criteria group 
is associated with a single sub - system 18 , a log criterion 139 
may be based on a message having an ID code C - M - 026 , and 
a fault object 56 having a fault ID code of C - F - 001 may be 
a relevant fault object 56 because both relate to the “ C ” 
sub - system 18 . Alternatively , in an example where a fault 
criteria group is associated with a group of sub - systems 18 , 
for example , if a “ G ” sub - system 18 is linked to “ H ” and “ K ” 
sub - systems 18 , a log criterion 139 may based on a message 
having an ID code G - M - 006 , and fault objects 56 having 
fault ID codes of G - F - 051 , H - F - 005 or K - F - 009 may all be 
relevant . 
[ 0190 ] The set of weights corresponding to each criterion 
137 , 139 form the risk model 6 , which is stored to the 
database 7 . The risk model 6 may also include details of the 
specific criteria 137 , 139 to be applied . This enables the 

system 100 to use risk models 6 having different criteria to 
model the risk of faults developing in different sub - systems 
18 . 
[ 0191 ] The weights need not be calculated in the form of 
probabilities . For the second type of weighted average 
model , the weights for each criterion 137 , 139 may take the 
form of importance metrics determined based on the relative 
importance of the sub - system 18 or group of sub - systems 18 
which correspond to the criterion 137 , 139 . For example , 
criteria 137 , 139 relating to the engines or fire suppression 
systems of a ship 15a may have a relatively high weight 
whereas criteria 137 , 139 relating to environmental controls 
in the crew areas may have a relatively low weight . Impor 
tance metrics may be calculated based on historical fault 
data . For example , the importance metrics may be calculated 
based on and average delay or other cost associated with 
rectifying historic faults in the corresponding sub - system 18 
or group of sub - systems 18 . 
[ 0192 ] The risk calculation module 136 receives informa 
tion about which ( if any ) criteria 137 , 139 have been 
satisfied and retrieves the corresponding weights from a 
corresponding stored risk model 6 . For each fault criteria 
group , provided at least one of the corresponding criteria 
137 , 139 has been satisfied , the risk calculation module 136 
calculates a risk score for the fault criteria group by sum 
ming the weighting values corresponding to each satisfied 
criterion included in the fault criteria group . Fault types may 
be associated with the overall machine 15 , a sub - system 18 
or group of sub - systems 18 . The risk scores are output to the 
maintenance task determining module 109 . Optionally , the 
weights 137 , 139 corresponding to individually satisfied 
criteria are additionally output to the maintenance task 
determining module 109 . 
10193 ] . For the first type of weighted average risk model 6 
the weights take the form of fault probabilities . In this case , 
the risk score generated for each fault criteria group repre 
sents an estimate of the expectation probability of the 
corresponding fault type developing in the machine 15 , 
sub - system 18 or group of sub - systems 18 to which the fault 
criteria group relates . The risk score need not be normalised 
or adjusted to strictly enforce a value between zero and one . 
The weight of individual criteria 137 , 139 will typically be 
low because the purpose of the system 100 is to perform 
preventative maintenance efficiently ( i . e . whilst the overall 
risk score remains relatively low ) . However , each risk score 
is a simple sum of the weights , and as such may in principle 
exceed a value of one . Even if a risk score does exceed a 
value of one , the risk score nonetheless remains indicative of 
the relative risk of a corresponding fault type developing . 
[ 0194 ] For the second type of weighted average risk model 
6 , the weights take the form of importance metrics . In this 
case , the generated risk score remains indicative of the 
probability of a fault , but the risk score is not necessarily 
proportional to the probability of a fault developing . Instead , 
each risk score is indicative of the severity of an associated 
fault type , which may be used to rank maintenance priorities 
for the machine 15 , sub - system 18 or group of sub - systems 
18 to which the corresponding fault criteria group relates . 
[ 0195 ] The criteria 137 , 139 and criteria group member 
ships used in a risk model 6 may be user defined based on 
the experience of engineers and mechanics familiar with the 
machines 15 . Alternatively , the criteria 137 , 139 and criteria 
group memberships used in a risk model 6 may be derived 
automatically from analysis of historic sensor logs , 53 , 
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maintenance logs 16 , fault logs 17 , message logs 21 , and so 
forth . For example , for each fault object 56 corresponding to 
a particular fault type ( e . g . fault ID code ) , a preceding 
interval may be analysed to determine patterns of statistical 
metrics and / or log metrics 140 , 141 , 142 which are not 
attributable to a null hypothesis . 
[ 0196 ] The specific criteria 137 , 139 may be developed 
through a combination of user input and automated analysis . 
For example , an engineer or mechanic may setup a criteria 
group including one or more statistical criteria 137 or log 
criteria 139 by operating the user interface 104 . The 
weighted average risk modelling module 108b may then 
analyse whether the user defined criteria 137 , 139 corre 
spond to a statistically significant population of fault objects 
56 within the following period . This can assist the engineer 
or mechanic in developing effective criteria 137 , 139 . 

m 

Method of Generating a Risk Model 
[ 0197 ] Referring also to FIG . 15 , a method of generating 
a risk model 6 using the apparatus 101 for modelling 
machines 15 is explained . 
[ 0198 ] The statistical metric determining module 105 
accesses sensor logs 53 corresponding to one or more 
machines 15 ( step S101 ) . The accessed sensor logs 52 may 
correspond to multiple operations of the corresponding 
machines 15 , for example , one or more journeys or working 
days of a ship 15a or a construction machine 15b . 
[ 0199 ] The statistical metric determining module 105 
determines statistical metrics in dependence upon the 
accessed sensor logs ( S102 ) . For example , as explained 
hereinbefore with reference to FIG . 5 , the statistical metric 
determining module 105 may determine the mean , standard 
deviation , minimum and / or maximum of a difference 
between a parameter curve corresponding to a sensor log 53 
( for example parameter curve 59 ) and an average parameter 
curve ( for example average parameter curve 60 ) determined 
by aggregating a large number of sensor logs 53 from a 
number of different machines 15 and / or operations of the 
machines 15 . 
[ 0200 ] Alternatively , the statistical metric determining 
module 105 may access warped sensor logs previously 
generated by the sensor log warping module 111 and stored 
in the database 7 . Each warped sensor log corresponds to 
one sensor log 53 . The statistical metric determining module 
105 may determine statistical metrics in dependence upon 
the warped sensor logs . The statistical metric determining 
module 105 may access a mixture of sensor logs 53 and 
warped sensor logs , and determine statistical metrics in 
dependence upon the mixture of sensor logs 53 and warped 
sensor logs . 
[ 0201 ] Alternatively , the sensor log warping module 111 
may access sensor logs 53 corresponding to one or more 
machines 15 and generate corresponding warped sensor 
logs . The statistical metric determining module 105 may 
determine statistical metrics in dependence upon the warped 
sensor logs in the same way . 
[ 0202 ] The log metric determining module 106 accesses 
computer readable logs corresponding to one or more 
machines 15 ( step S103 ) . The accessed computer readable 
logs may correspond to multiple operations of the corre 
sponding machines 15 , for example , one or more journeys or 
working days of a ship 15a or a construction machine 15b . 
The computer readable logs include maintenance logs 16 , 
message logs 21 and fault logs 17 . Additional computer 

readable logs may be accessed such as , for example , crew 
logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , environmental data 27 , route / task 
logs 28 and so forth . 
[ 0203 ] The log metric determining module 106 determines 
log metrics in dependence upon the computer readable logs . 
For example , if the computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 
include free - text information , the log metric determining 
module 106 may perform keyword searching to establish 
frequencies of occurrence of particular words or phrases 
during one or more time intervals . The log metric determin 
ing module 106 may employ natural language processing to 
determine patterns in free - text information . Additionally or 
alternatively , message objects 54 in message logs 21 , main 
tenance task objects 55 in maintenance logs 16 and fault 
objects 57 in fault logs 17 may include ID codes , and the 
frequencies of occurrence of each ID code during one or 
more time intervals may be used as log metrics . The log 
metric determining module 106 may search for ID codes in 
free text information . 
[ 0204 The training set formatting module 107 configures 
a training set including the statistical metrics and log metrics 
( step S105 ) . The training set is for use as a basis for 
generating a corresponding risk model 6 . The statistical 
metrics and the log metrics derived from the maintenance 
logs 16 and message logs 21 may provide test inputs for a 
machine learning risk model 6 . Log metrics derived from the 
fault logs 17 provide corresponding test outputs for a 
machine learning risk model 6 . Log metrics derived from the 
fault logs 17 may also provide test inputs for a machine 
learning risk model 6 . Alternatively , the statistical metrics 
and the log metrics derived from the maintenance logs 16 , 
message logs 21 and fault logs 17 may be used to determine 
weights and / or criteria 137 , 139 for a weighted average risk 
model 6 of the first or second types . The configuration of the 
training set will depend on the type of risk model 6 which 
the risk modelling module 108 generates . 
[ 0205 ] The risk modelling module 108 , 108b generates a 
risk model 6 based on the training set received from the 
training set formatting module 107 ( step S106 ) . The risk 
model 6 may be a machine learning random forest model . 
Alternatively , a machine learning risk model 6 may be any 
other suitable type of machine learning model such as , for 
example , a kernel random forest , an artificial neural net 
work , a Bayesian network , a hidden Markov model and so 
forth . The risk modelling module 108 iterates a machine 
learning risk model 6 so as to minimise a difference between 
predicted probabilities of each fault type ( for example each 
fault ID code ) developing in the machine 15 ( or a sub 
system 18 ) , and the observed probabilities of each fault type . 
The observed probabilities which determined probabilities 
are compared against are based on log metrics derived from 
the fault logs 17 . 
[ 0206 ] Alternatively , the risk model 6 may be a weighted 
average risk model 6 . Weighted average risk models 6 fall 
into two main categories . A first type of weighted average 
risk model 6 uses weights in the form of probabilities / 
frequencies to calculate one or more risk scores in the form 
of estimated probabilities , each risk score being indicative of 
a probability that a corresponding fault will occur in an 
associated machine 15 , sub - system 18 of the machine , or 
group of sub - systems 18 . A second type of weighted average 
risk model 6 uses weights in the form of importance metrics 
to calculate one or more risk scores , each risk score being 
indicative of the relative seriousness of faults which may be 
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developing in a machine 15 , a sub - system 18 of the machine , 
or in a group of sub - systems 18 . 
[ 0207 ] The risk model 6 takes as input the statistical 
metrics and log metrics derived from the maintenance logs 
16 and message logs 21 . The inputs to a risk model 6 
correspond to a preceding interval such as , for example , one 
day , three days , one week , a month and so forth . The risk 
model 6 estimates probabilities or risk scores of each fault 
type for a future interval . The future interval may be , for 
example , a day , two days , three days , a week , two weeks , a 
month and so forth . Once the risk model 6 has been 
generated , the risk model 6 may be applied to determine or 
predict fault probabilities for a future interval . 
[ 0208 ] The risk modelling module 108 passes the gener 
ated risk model 6 to the database 7 for storage ( step S107 ) . 
In this way , a stored risk model 6 may be used to predict the 
probability or risk score of each fault type ( for example each 
fault ID code ) occurring for a machine 15 , sub - system 18 or 
group of sub - systems 18 within a future interval , based on 
recent sensor logs 53 , maintenance logs 16 , message logs 21 
and optionally fault logs 17 . 

Method of Determining Fault Probabilities 
[ 0209 ] Referring also to FIG . 16 , a method of determining 
fault probabilities for a machine 15 , or a sub - system 18 of 
the machine 15 is explained . 
[ 0210 ] The maintenance task determining module 109 
controls the risk modelling module 108 to retrieve a risk 
model 6 corresponding to a machine 15 or a sub - system 18 
of the machine ( step S108 ) 
[ 0211 ] The statistical metric determining module 105 
accesses sensor logs 53 corresponding to a machine 15 for 
which fault probabilities or risk scores are to be determined 
and spanning a preceding interval ( step S109 ) . One or more 
sensor logs 53 may be accessed for the machine in question , 
depending on the length of the preceding interval , for 
example , one or more journeys or working days of a ship 
15a or construction machine 15b . 
[ 0212 ] The statistical metric determining module 105 
determines statistical metrics based on the accessed sensor 
logs 53 corresponding to the preceding interval , and pro 
vides the statistical metrics to the risk modelling module 108 
( step S110 ) . The statistical metric determining module 105 
determines statistical metrics in the manner described here 
inbefore . 
[ 0213 ] The log metric determining module 106 accesses 
computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 spanning a preceding 
interval and corresponding to a machine 15 for which fault 
probabilities are to be determined ( step S111 ) . The accessed 
computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 may include maintenance 
task objects 55 , fault objects 56 and message objects 54 
corresponding to one or more operations of the correspond 
ing machine 15 , depending on the length of the preceding 
interval , for example , one or more journeys or working days 
of a ship 15a or construction machine 15b . 
[ 0214 ] The log metric determining module 106 determines 
log metrics based on the accessed computer readable logs 
16 , 17 , 21 , and provides the log metrics to the risk modelling 
module 108 ( step S112 ) . The log metric determining module 
106 determines log metrics in the manner described here 
inbefore . 
[ 0215 ] The risk modelling module 108 , under the control 
of the maintenance task determining module 109 , deter - 
mines probabilities or risk scores for each fault type ( for 

example each fault ID code ) which is predicted by the risk 
model 6 ( step S113 ) . The fault types for which probabilities 
are generated depend on the fault types which were included 
in the original training set for generating the risk model 6 . 
Fault probabilities may correspond to a probability of failure 
over a following interval , for example , one day , two days , 
three days , one week , a month and so forth . 
[ 0216 ] The maintenance task determining module 109 
outputs the fault probabilities or risk scores ( S114 ) . For 
example , the maintenance task determining module 109 
outputs fault probabilities or risk scores to a robotic main 
tenance system 102 , which may select and carry out a 
priority maintenance task based on the determined fault 
probabilities or risk scores . A sub - system 18 having the 
highest fault probability or risk score ( of one or more fault 
types ) , may be prioritised for maintenance . 
[ 0217 ] Alternatively , the maintenance task determining 
module 109 may output the fault probabilities or risk scores 
to the report generation module 103 , which prepares and 
outputs a physical report to aid an engineer or mechanic in 
determining a priority maintenance task . Even though an 
engineer or mechanic may ultimately take a decision , the 
determined fault probabilities or risk scores provide them 
with additional technical information on which to base the 
decision . 
[ 0218 ] In other examples , the maintenance task determin 
ing module 109 may output the fault probabilities or risk 
scores to the user interface 104 . The maintenance task 
determining module 109 may also output further informa 
tion to the user interface such as , for example , a list of fault 
types ( for example fault ID codes ) ranked according to the 
corresponding fault probabilities or risk scores . Even though 
an engineer or mechanic operating the user interface 104 
may ultimately take a decision , the determined fault prob 
abilities or risk scores provide them with additional techni 
cal information on which to base the decision . 
0219 ] . The calculation of fault probabilities may be 
repeated for different durations of the following interval . For 
example , referring also to FIG . 17 , a probability of a specific 
fault type ( for example a fault ID code ) , or the overall 
probability of any fault occurring , may be determined as a 
function of the following interval duration and displayed by 
the user interface 104 as a fault probability curve 112 . A 
baseline , or overall probability 113 of the same fault occur 
ring may also be displayed for comparison , for example 
determined across an entire fleet of construction machines 
15b or ships 15a . 
10220 ) When the risk model 6 is a machine learning 
model , the calculation of a fault probability curve may 
optionally be repeated for different lengths of following 
interval and assuming that a particular maintenance task will 
be carried out . For example , by adding a maintenance task 
object 55 corresponding to particular maintenance task to a 
modified maintenance log and re - calculating a modified 
fault probability curve 126 using the risk model 6 . 

Method of Determining a Priority Maintenance Task 
[ 0221 ] Referring also to FIG . 18 , a method of determining 
a priority maintenance task is explained . 
[ 0222 ] A risk model 6 for a machine 15 is accessed , and 
sensor logs 53 and computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 
corresponding to a preceding interval are accessed and 
processed to determine statistical metrics and log metrics 
( step S115 ) . For example , the maintenance task determining 
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module 109 may control the risk modelling module 108 to 
retrieve a risk model 6 corresponding to a machine 15 , a 
sub - system 18 of the machine 15 or a group of sub - systems 
18 , to obtain statistical metrics 138 determined based on 
sensor logs 53 corresponding to a preceding interval and to 
obtain log metrics 140 , 141 , 142 determined based on 
computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 and corresponding to the 
preceding interval . The statistical metrics 138 and log met 
rics 140 , 141 , 142 all relate to the particular machine 15 
being analysed . 
0223 ] The selection of a machine 15 may be provided via 
the user interface 104 . For example , referring also to FIG . 
19 , a user interface 104 in the form of a maintenance 
graphical user interface ( GUI ) 115 for a fleet of ships 15a is 
shown . The maintenance GUI 115 is based on a risk model 
6 in the form of a machine learning model or a weighted 
average model of the first type . The maintenance GUI 115 
includes a ship selection pane 116 including a drop - down 
selection tool for selecting a ship 15a to analyse for deter 
mining a priority maintenance task . The ship selection pane 
116 also includes a slider control for selecting the length of 
the preceding interval . 
[ 0224 ] The maintenance GUI 115 also includes a ship 
summary pane 117 . The ship summary pane 117 presents 
summary information about the ship 15a selected using the 
selection pane 116 . The summary information includes the 
age of the selected ship 15a , the total number of operating 
hours and a current location of the ship 15a . The ship 
summary pane 117 may be populated with information 
retrieved from the database 7 . The maintenance GUI 115 
also includes a fault history pane 118 . Based on the accessed 
fault log 17 , the fault history pane 118 is populated with a 
list of a number of faults which have previously occurred for 
the selected ship 15a . For example , the fault history pane 
118 may provide , for each recent fault detailed by a fault 
object 56 in the fault log 17 , a fault ID code which identifies 
the fault type , the date of the fault and duration before the 
fault was resolved . In other examples , the fault history pane 
118 may provide any other information associated with a 
fault object 56 . 
[ 0225 ] Fault probabilities or risk scores corresponding to 
each fault type ( for example each fault ID code ) included in 
the risk model 6 are calculated for a following interval ( step 
S116 ) . For example , the risk modelling module 108 , under 
the control of the maintenance task determining module 109 , 
may determine the probabilities or risk scores of each fault 
type . The risk modelling module 108 may use a machine 
learning model or a weighted average model . The fault types 
for which probabilities or risk scores are generated depend 
on the fault types which were included in the original 
training set . 
[ 0226 ] The following time interval for which fault prob 
abilities or risk scores are calculated may be received via the 
user interface 104 . For example , the maintenance GUI 115 
may include a fault probability pane 119 including a fol 
lowing interval selection control , in this example a slider 
control 120 , for receiving the length of the following interval 
as a user input . The following time interval may be , for 
example , one day , two days , a week , a month and so forth . 
Risk models 6 may be a group of risk models , each corre 
sponding to a supported preceding interval and following 
interval . For example , the weights of a weighted average 
risk model 6 of the first type may be determined based on 10 , 
11 , . . . , 20 days following satisfaction of a criterion 137 , 

139 , to allow the fault probability pane 119 to be quickly 
updated when the slider control 120 is altered . 
[ 0227 ] A priority metric is calculated corresponding to 
each fault type ( for example each fault ID code ) for which 
a probability is determined , or a priority metric is calculated 
corresponding to each correlated maintenance task ( step 
S117 ) . For example , when the risk modelling module 108 
determines probabilities or risk scores in the form of prob 
abilities ( machine learning models or weighted average 
models of the first type ) , the maintenance task determining 
module 109 determines a fault metric based on the prob 
abilities for each fault type ( for example , for each fault ID 
code ) . The fault metric for each fault type may be the 
probability of that fault type occurring . Alternatively , the 
maintenance task determining module 109 may control the 
fault maintenance correlation module 110 to access the fault 
logs 17 and to determine , for each relevant fault type , an 
average fault duration based on fault objects 56 having that 
fault type . The maintenance task determining module 109 
may calculate the fault metric for each fault type as a product 
of the fault probability and the average fault duration , i . e . the 
expectation value of delay for each fault type . 
[ 0228 ] Alternatively , the maintenance task determining 
module 109 may calculate the fault metric for each fault type 
as a product of the fault probability and a " severity score ” , 
which is a user determinable value reflecting the importance 
of the associated sub - system 18 . For example , when the 
machine 15 is a ship 15a , sub - systems 18 relating to the 
engines may have a relatively high severity score because a 
drifting ship may run around or become swamped in rough 
seas . By contrast , a sub - system controlling emergency light 
ing in the crew cabins may have a lower severity score . In 
other words , the fault metric may be determined based on 
the consequences of a fault . 
[ 0229 ] When the risk modelling module 108 determines 
risk scores based on a weighted average model of the second 
type , the risk scores may be used as fault metrics without 
further processing . 
[ 0230 ] In another example , the maintenance task deter 
mining module 109 may determine a priority metric by 
repeated application of a machine learning risk model 6 . For 
example , the maintenance task determining module 109 may 
control the fault maintenance correlation module 110 to 
analyse the maintenance and fault logs 16 , 17 and compile 
a list of all correlated maintenance tasks . In this context , a 
correlated maintenance task is a maintenance task ( for 
example corresponding to a maintenance task type or ID 
code ) which has previously been performed in connection 
with a fault type . For each correlated maintenance task , the 
maintenance task determining module 109 may control the 
risk modelling module 108 to repeat the probability calcu 
lations using the machine learning risk model 6 and a 
modified maintenance log . The modified maintenance log is 
formed by taking the original maintenance log 16 and 
adding an additional maintenance task object 55 correspond 
ing to the correlated maintenance task . In this way , the 
probability of each fault type may be calculated under the 
assumption that the correlated maintenance task is carried 
out . For each correlated maintenance task , the maintenance 
task determining module 109 may re - determine the fault 
probabilities , and determine a maintenance task metric in the 
form of a change in the overall expectation delay , i . e . the 
sum of the predicted probabilities and the average associate 
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durations of each fault type . The maintenance task metric 
may be used as the priority metric . 
[ 0231 ) Apriority maintenance task is selected based on the 
values of the priority metric ( step S118 ) . For example , the 
maintenance task determining module 109 may rank each 
predicted fault type according to the values of the fault 
metric and select a priority fault type based on the ranking . 
The maintenance task determining module 109 controls the 
fault maintenance correlation module 110 to determine a 
priority maintenance task associated with the priority fault . 
The fault maintenance correlation module 110 analyses the 
fault logs 17 and maintenance logs 16 to determine the 
maintenance task which has the highest probability of 
resolving the priority fault . For example , on prior occasions 
on which a fault type corresponding to a fault ID code 
A - F - 004 has occurred , the fault may have been resolved by 
a maintenance task corresponding to a maintenance task ID 
code ( i . e . a maintenance task type ) of A - T - 024 in 65 % of 
previous occurrences of the same fault , by a maintenance 
task corresponding to a maintenance task ID code ( i . e . a 
maintenance task type ) of A - T - 005 in 20 % of previous 
occurrences of the same fault , and by a maintenance task 
corresponding to a maintenance task ID code ( i . e . a main 
tenance task type ) of A - T - 042 in 15 % of previous occur 
rences of the same fault . In this example , the maintenance 
task corresponding to maintenance task ID ( i . e . maintenance 
task type ) code A - T - 024 would be selected as the priority 
maintenance task . 
[ 0232 ] In an example for which a priority metric is deter 
mined by repeated application of a machine learning risk 
model 6 to determine the maintenance task metric , the 
priority maintenance task may be selected as the possible 
maintenance task which gives rise to the largest reduction in 
the expectation delay . 
[ 0233 ] For example , the maintenance GUI 115 includes a 
maintenance options pane 121 , which presents a list of 
correlated maintenance tasks , with the priority maintenance 
task listed first and highlighted . The maintenance options 
pane 121 includes a list presented in three columns 122 , 123 , 
124 . A first , task column 122 provides details of the corre 
lated maintenance tasks in the form of a maintenance task ID 
code ( i . e . a maintenance task type ) and a brief plain text 
description of that task . The correlated maintenance tasks 
may correspond to the maintenance tasks determined by the 
fault maintenance correlation module 110 to have the high 
est probability of resolving each fault type for which a fault 
probability is determined . Alternatively , the possible main 
tenance tasks may correspond to all possible maintenance 
tasks which have previously been performed in connection 
with the fault types for which fault probabilities are deter 
mined . A second , probability change column 123 provides 
details of an expected change in fault probability if the 
corresponding maintenance task is carried out . 
[ 0234 ] The expected change in fault probability may be 
calculated by re - running a machine learning risk model 6 
using a modified maintenance log . Alternatively , for a 
weighted average risk model 6 of the first type , the expected 
change in fault probability may be calculated based on the 
probability that a particular maintenance task will resolve a 
fault . For example , if a criterion 137 , 139 is satisfied and has 
a corresponding weight , or estimated fault probability of 
0 . 11 for a fault to develop in given sub - system 18 , and if a 
selected maintenance task has a 0 . 75 probability of resolving 
the fault ( i . e . 0 . 25 probability of not resolving the fault ) , then 

the overall change in the probability of a failure may be 
estimated based on the probability that a fault will occur and 
is not resolved by the selected maintenance task , i . e . the 
product 0 . 11x ( 1 – 0 . 75 ) = 0 . 0275 , so that the decrease in fail 
ure probability is 0 . 11 - 0 . 0275 = 0 . 0825 ( 8 . 25 % reduction ) . 
[ 0235 ) The change in fault probability may be a change in 
overall probability of any fault in the selected ship 15a , or 
a change in the fault probability for a sub - system 18 asso 
ciated with the maintenance task . The change in fault 
probability may be a change in the probability of the 
corresponding fault type . A third , delay reduction column 
124 provides information about a reduction in the expecta 
tion value of fault duration which is expected to result from 
carrying out the corresponding maintenance task . The 
expected reduction in the fault duration may be the change 
in the expectation fault duration of a corresponding fault 
type . The expected reduction in the fault duration may be the 
change in the expectation fault duration for the ship 15a 
overall . 
[ 0236 The fault probabilities or risk scores are recalcu 
lated based on the risk model 6 ( step S119 ) . For example , if 
the risk model 6 is a machine learning risk model 6 the fault 
probabilities are recalculated based on a modified mainte 
nance log which is formed by taking the original mainte 
nance log 16 and adding an additional maintenance task 
object 55 corresponding to the priority maintenance task . 
Alternatively , if the risk model 6 is a weighted average risk 
model 6 of the first type , then the probabilities are re 
calculated as described hereinbefore . If the risk model 6 is 
a weighted average risk model 6 of the second type , then the 
risk scores may be re - calculated by multiplying the relevant 
importance metric by the probability that the selected main 
tenance task will not resolve the fault . 
[ 0237 ] For example , the fault probability pane 119 
includes a graph area 125 which plots a fault probability 
curve 112 calculated to span the following time interval 
selected using the slider 120 . The graph area 125 also show 
a baseline probability 113 , and a modified fault probability 
curve 126 which corresponds to the fault probabilities 
re - calculated assuming that the priority maintenance task is 
carried out . 
[ 0238 ] A user interface 104 is updated in dependence on 
the results of preceding processes ( step S120 ) . For example , 
if not already populated , the ship summary pane 117 , fault 
history pane 118 , maintenance options pane 121 and the 
graph area of the fault probability pane 119 are populated . 
[ 0239 ] The maintenance GUI 115 also includes a contex 
tual information pane 127 which is associated with a number 
of tabs 128 , 129 , 130 . The contextual information pane 127 
has a maintenance history tab 128 , a message history tab 129 
and a voyage history tab 130 . In other examples , the 
contextual information pane 127 may include more , fewer or 
different tabs , depending on the information stored in the 
database corresponding to a selected ship 15a . In the view 
shown in FIG . 19 , the message history tab 129 includes a 
table providing information about one or more message 
objects 54 stored in the message log 21 for the selected ship 
15a . The table may include , for each type of message object 
54 , the date , the message ID code , a number of message 
objects 54 of that type , and a class of message in the form 
of a classification as a fault message “ F ” or a warning 
message “ W ” . 
( 0240 ] The message history tab 129 also includes a slider 
control 131 to select a preceding time period to which a 
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message frequency histogram 132 refers . The message fre - 
quency histogram 132 plots the relative frequencies of 
messages according to a type of message . In the example 
shown in FIG . 19 , the message objects 54 are binned 
according to a sub - system 18 associated with each message 
object 54 , i . e . “ A ” , “ B ” , “ C ” as indicated by the first 
character of the message ID codes . 
[ 0241 ] The user interface 104 determines whether one or 
more user input fields have changed which do not affect the 
underlying fault probability or risk score data ( step S121 ) , 
and if such user input is received ( step S121 ; Yes , then the 
user interface 104 is updated ( step S120 ) . 
[ 0242 ] For example , if a different tab 128 , 129 , 130 of the 
contextual information pane 127 is selected then the con 
textual information pane 127 is updated to show information 
corresponding to the newly selected tab . The maintenance 
history tab 128 may show a table including dates , mainte 
nance task ID codes ( i . e . maintenance task types ) , and 
optionally further information such as free - text notes made 
by the engineer or mechanic who carried out the correspond 
ing maintenance task . Any information stored in a mainte 
nance task object 55 of the maintenance log 15 may be 
presented in the contextual information pane 127 when the 
maintenance history tab 128 is selected . Similarly , the 
voyage history tab 130 may show a table including details of 
a number of recent voyages completed by the selected ship 
15a . Another example of user input which does not affect the 
underlying fault probability data is if a user changes the 
graph period controlled by the slider control 131 of the 
contextual information pane 127 . 
[ 0243 ] The user interface 104 checks whether a user has 
selected a different correlated maintenance task ( step S122 ) , 
and if they have ( step S122 , Yes ) , the modified fault prob 
abilities or risk scores 126 are re - calculated assuming that 
the newly selected maintenance task is carried out ( step 
S119 ) . The user interface is updated ( step S120 ) . 
[ 0244 ] For example , a user may select a correlated main 
tenance task other than the priority maintenance task using 
the maintenance options pane 121 . The newly selected 
maintenance task will be highlighted and , once modified 
fault probabilities or risk scores have been determined , the 
graph area 125 of the fault probability pane 119 may be 
updated . 
10245 ] For the maintenance GUI 115 , fault probabilities 
will also require re - calculation ( steps S119 and S120 ) if a 
user selects a new following time interval using the follow 
ing time interval slider 120 control of the fault probability 
pane 119 . 
[ 0246 ] In some examples , the user interface 104 may 
include a user input field for selecting the priority metric . If 
a user selection of a new metric is received ( step S123 ; yes ) , 
the method re - calculates the new priority metric ( step S117 ) , 
selects a priority maintenance task based on the new metric 
( step S118 ) , re - calculates fault probabilities or risk scores 
assuming that the priority maintenance task is carried out 
( step S119 ) , and updates the user interface ( step S120 ) . 
[ 0247 ] If a new preceding period is selected ( step S124 ; 
Yes ) , the analysis is repeated ( steps S115 to S120 ) based on 
the new preceding period . For example , if a new preceding 
period is selected using the slider of the ship selection pane 
116 of the maintenance GUI 115 . 
[ 0248 ] If a new machine 15 is selected , the analysis is 
repeated ( steps S115 to S120 ) based on the new machine 15 . 

For example , if a new ship 15a is selected using the 
drop - down - box of the ship selection pane 116 of the main 
tenance GUI 115 . 
[ 0249 ] Until a termination command is received , the user 
interface 104 continues to monitor for updated user inputs 
( step 126 ; Yes ) . 
[ 0250 ] In this way , decision making about preventative 
maintenance may be placed on a quantitative footing . The 
output of the risk modelling model is a set of probabilities 
or risk scores for various types of technical fault which may 
develop in a machine 15 . These probabilities or risk scores 
are determined through processing of technical data such as 
sensor 19 measurements and computer readable logs 16 , 17 , 
21 . Instead of trying to predict precisely when a machine 15 
will fail , which may be impractical in many situations , the 
system 100 instead aims to determine a maintenance task 
which will provide the greatest improvement in a metric , for 
example , the probability of a fault occurring or the expec 
tation value of delay durations resulting from faults . 
[ 0251 ] Although the method has been explained with 
reference to a user interface 104 and with further reference 
to an exemplary maintenance GUI 115 , it should be remem 
bered that , as explained hereinbefore , the determination and 
execution of a priority maintenance task may be fully 
automated using the robotic maintenance system 102 . For 
example , the selected priority maintenance task ( step 118 ) 
can be provided to the robotic maintenance system 102 
which can carry out the priority maintenance task . 
10252 ] Although the exemplary maintenance GUI 115 
relates to a risk model 6 in the form of a machine learning 
model or a weighted average model of the first type , it will 
be apparent that the maintenance GUI 115 may be modified 
for use with a weighted average risk model 6 of the second 
type . 
[ 0253 ] Alternatively , the determination of a priority main 
tenance task and output of a report or work order may be 
fully automated using the report generation module 103 . For 
example , the selected priority maintenance task ( step 118 ) 
can be provided to the report generation module 103 . 
[ 0254 ] Although the method has been explained with 
reference to machines 15 in the form of ships 15a , it shall be 
appreciated that the method of determining a priority main 
tenance task and the exemplary maintenance GUI 115 may 
also be applied to machines 15 in the form of construction 
machines 15b , or indeed any other machines 15 incorporat 
ing sensors 19 . 

Modifications 
[ 0255 ] It will be appreciated that many modifications may 
be made to the embodiments hereinbefore described . Such 
modifications may involve equivalent and other features 
which are already known in the design , manufacture and use 
of data processing and analysis systems and which may be 
used instead of or in addition to features already described 
herein . Features of one embodiment may be replaced or 
supplemented by features of another embodiment . 

Second User Interface 
[ 0256 ] Referring also to FIG . 20 , a second graphical user 
interface ( GUI ) 143 is shown . 
[ 0257 ] The second GUI 143 allows an engineer or 
mechanic to investigate preventative maintenance options 
for a set of machines 15 based on an underlying weighted 
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average risk model 6 ( of the first or second type ) . In the 
example shown in FIG . 20 , the machines 15 correspond to 
a fleet of ships 15a . The second GUI 143 uses message 
objects which are triggered by one or more criteria 137 , 139 
of a weighted average risk model , which shall be referred to 
as “ alert ” message objects 54 . 
[ 0258 ] The second GUI 143 includes a filter pane 144 . The 
filter pane 144 includes a “ Ship View ” tab 145 for filtering 
and listing ships 15a associated with a system 100 for 
prevent faults . The filter pane 144 also includes a “ Problem 
View ” tab 146 for filtering and listing tracked problems . 
Tracked problems may be used to link alert interrelated 
message objects 54 , maintenance task objects 55 and / or fault 
objects 56 . Tracked problems are further described herein 
after . With the “ Ship View ” tab 145 selected , the filter pane 
144 includes a first slider 147 to set a preceding interval and 
a second slider 148 to set a minimum number of alert 
message objects 54 . The ships 15a belonging to the fleet are 
filtered based on the preceding interval and the minimum 
number of alert messages . All ships 15a for which the set 
minimum number of alert messages occurred within the set 
preceding interval are listed in a filtered ship list 149 . The 
filtered ship list 149 may be sorted , for example , alphabeti 
cally , numerically or according to the total number of alert 
message objects 54 within the preceding interval . One ship 
15a in the filtered ship list 149 is the selected ship 150 , 
which is highlighted . By default , the first ship in the filtered 
ship list 149 is the selected ship 150 . A user may change the 
selected ship 150 by selecting a different entry in the filtered 
ship list 149 . 
[ 0259 ] The second GUI 143 includes a selected ship 
overview pane 151 which presents a visual breakdown of the 
alert message objects 54 for the selected ship 150 as a 
function of time and sub - system 18 . The selected ship 
overview pane 151 includes a date column 152 and one or 
more sub - system columns 153 . Each sub - system column 
153 corresponds to a sub - system 18 of the ship 15a which 
is associated with an alert message object 54 . Each row of 
the selected ship overview pane 151 corresponds to a day 
within the preceding period . When , on a particular date , one 
or more alert message objects 54 corresponding a particular 
sub - system 18 were generated , a visual indicator 154 is 
added to the corresponding row and column of the selected 
ship overview pane 151 . The number of alert message 
objects 54 corresponding a sub - system 18 on the same date 
is indicated through the size of the visual indicator 154 , and 
optionally by labelling the visual indicator 154 with the 
number of alert message objects 54 . The number of sub 
systems 18 in a ship 15a may be large , for example tens , 
hundreds or thousands . The data shown in the selected ship 
overview pane 151 may be filtered and may only present 
sub - system columns 153 which include at least one alert 
message object 54 within the preceding interval . 
[ 0260 ] The selected ship overview pane 151 includes a 
number of additional controls . Each sub - system column 153 
includes a selection toggle control 155 . The user of the 
second GUI 143 may be interested in only a few sub - systems 
18 amongst the presented sub - system column 153 . The user 
may select specific sub - system columns 153 using the 
selection toggle controls 155 , to restrict the selected ship 
overview pane 151 to show only the selected sub - system 
columns 153 using a “ Filter " button 156 . The user may clear 
selections and restore the selected ship overview pane 151 to 
the default view using a “ Clear Selection ” button 157 . A 

“ Fullscreen " button 158 may be used to switch to a view of 
the selected ship overview pane 151 which fills most of the 
viewable area on a display screen . 
[ 0261 ] The user may select a selected visual indicator 159 , 
for example , by left clicking a computer mouse while a 
cursor is located over a particular visual indicator 154 . An 
alert message objects pane 160 presents a listing of the alert 
message objects 54 corresponding to the selected visual 
indicator 159 . An alert ID column 161 lists alert ID codes 
corresponding to the criterion 137 , 139 which was satisfied 
to trigger the alert message object 54 . For example , the alert 
ID code Stat - B - 003 may correspond to a third statistical 
criterion 1373 associated with a sub - system 18 labelled “ B ” . 
Similarly , the alert ID code Log - B - 001 may correspond to a 
first log criterion 139 , associated with a sub - system 18 
labelled “ B ” . A time column 162 includes the time at which 
each alert message object 54 was generated . A tracked 
problem column 163 indicates which , if any , tracked prob 
lem an alert message object 54 has been associated with . 
Each row of the alert message objects pane 160 includes a 
drop down control 164 to allow a user to select an existing 
tracked problem , or to create a new tracked problem , to be 
associated with an alert message object 54 . The tracked 
problems for selection may be filtered by the user typing one 
or more characters forming the initial part of a tracked 
problem name into a row of the tracked problem column 
163 . The user may update the association of alert message 
objects 54 with tracked problems using a " Save problem 
assignments ” button 165 . If the user wishes to create a new 
problem , they may so by simply typing a new , unique name 
for the new tracked problem into the tracked problem 
column 163 before using the " Save problem assignments ” 
button 165 . 
[ 0262 ] In this way , an engineer or mechanic may link 
related alert message objects 54 to a tracked problem . This 
enables greater consistency between different engineers and 
or mechanics working on a ship 15a at different times or in 
different locations . For example , if an engineer or mechanic 
determines that two or more alert messages are linked , they 
may record this in a tracked problem . This may save time 
should the same cluster of alert message objects recur 
subsequently , since the existing tracked problem will record 
the connection . A work order generated by the report gen 
eration module 103 and / or the user interface 104 may also 
be linked to a tracked problem . If an alert message object 54 
linked to the tracked problem recurs , then this may provide 
information about the effectiveness of maintenance task 
objects 55 associated with the work order . 
[ 0263 ] The user may select a selected alert message object 
166 within the alert message objects pane 160 to see a 
summary of the selected alert message object 166 in an alert 
summary pane 167 . The alert summary pane 167 presents 
summary information 168 about the selected alert message 
object 166 . The summary information 168 may include the 
alert ID , a brief description of the associated sub - system 18 , 
and information about the criterion 137 , 139 which was 
satisfied in order to generate the alert message object 54 . For 
example , if the selected alert message object 166 was 
triggered by a statistical criterion 137 , then the summary 
information 168 may identify the relevant parameter , thresh 
old and condition . 
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[ 0264 ] The user may view further details of the selected 
alert message object 166 using a “ Details ” button 169 . When 
the “ Details ” button is selected , a third GUI 170 is opened 
( FIG . 21 ) . 
[ 0265 ] Referring also to FIG . 21 , an example of the third 
GUI 170 is shown . 
[ 0266 ] The third GUI 170 includes an alert summary pane 
171 . The alert summary pane 171 includes summary infor 
mation 172 which includes at least the summary information 
168 and optionally additional information such as the ship , 
date and time associated with the selected alert message 
object 166 . The alert summary pane 171 also include a drop 
down control 173 and a “ Save problem assignment ” button 
174 to allow the user to set or edit a tracked problem 
associated with the selected alert message object 166 within 
the third GUI 170 . The alert summary pane 171 also includes 
a “ Return ” button 175 to return to the second GUI 143 . 
[ 0267 ] The third GUI includes a timeline pane 176 . Infor 
mation from the sensor logs 53 or computer readable logs 
16 , 17 , 21 is extracted and presented as a sequential series 
of data blocks 177 arranged according to date and time . In 
the example shown in FIG . 21 , the data blocks 177 corre 
spond to parameter data extracted from sensor logs 53 . In 
other examples , the data blocks 177 may correspond to 
message objects 54 , maintenance task objects 55 and / or fault 
objects 56 , depending on the criterion 137 , 139 which 
triggered the alert message object 54 . Data blocks 177b 
relevant to triggering the associated criterion 137 , 139 are 
highlighted . By default , the timeline pane 176 shows at least 
a period corresponding to the associated criterion 137 , 139 . 
The user may expand or translate the timeline to show earlier 
or later times using respective “ Earlier ” and “ Later ” buttons 
178 , 179 . 
[ 0268 ] The user may select any one of the data blocks 177 , 
177b as a selected data block 180 . The selected data block 
180 is indicated in the third GUI 170 by a visual indicator 
181 , and data corresponding to the selected data block 180 
is displayed in a data block review pane 182 . 
[ 0269 ] In the example shown in FIG . 21 , the selected alert 
message object 54 is associated with a statistical criterion 
137 and data blocks 177 , 177b correspond to parameter data 
extracted from sensor logs 53 . The data block review pane 
182 displays data from a sensor 19 , in the form of axes on 
which a parameter curve 183 is plotted . An average value 
184 determined from historical data and one or more thresh 
old values 185 are also shown . In the example shown in FIG . 
21 , the threshold values 185 correspond to + 36 , where a is 
a standard deviation determined from historical data and the 
average value 184 . Regions 186 where the parameter curve 
183 exceeds the threshold 185 are highlighted for visual 
emphasis . 
[ 0270 ] In general , a sub - system 18 may include multiple 
sensors 19 forming a sensor group 20 . A sensor group 20 
may include two or more sensors 19 which measure the 
same parameter as two or more locations within the sub 
system 18 . When a data block 177 , 177b is selected , the data 
block review pane 182 will initially show a parameter curve 
183 corresponding to a sensor 19 which was exceeded the 
relevant threshold 185 . The user may explore the problem by 
select other sensors 19 belonging to the same sensor group 
20 using a drop down control 187 of the data block review 
pane 182 , then display a parameter curve 183 corresponding 
to the newly selected sensor 19 using an “ Update ” button 
188 . 

[ 0271 ] In this way , an engineer or mechanic can use the 
second GUI 143 to obtain an at - a - glance overview of the 
alert message objects 54 generated for one or more ships 
15a . The engineer or mechanic may then use the third GUI 
170 drill down to the specific information from the sensor 
logs 53 and machine readable logs 16 , 17 , 21 . A complex 
machine 15 , for example a ship 15a , may generate more raw 
data than an engineer , or even a large team of engineers 
could possible analyse . The second and third GUI 143 , 170 
cooperate with a system 100 for preventing faults to high 
light the relevant technical data to an engineer or mechanic . 
Even though the engineer or mechanic may make a decision 
about what preventative maintenance to perform , the second 
and third GUI 143 , 170 allow them to make such a decision 
using technical data which they would otherwise not be able 
to locate and / or analyse within a reasonable timeframe . 
[ 0272 ] Alternatively , if the data block 177 , 177b was a 
message object 54 , the data block review pane 182 may 
display message contents . If the data block 177 , 177b was a 
maintenance task object 55 , the data block review pane 182 
may display details such as a maintenance task type ( task 
ID ) , free text notes made by an engineer or mechanic , and 
so forth . If the data block 177 , 177b was a fault object 56 , 
the data block review pane 182 may display fault data 57 
and , if available , fault resolution data 58 . 
[ 0273 ] Although claims have been formulated in this 
application to particular combinations of features , it should 
be understood that the scope of the disclosure of the present 
invention also includes any novel features or any novel 
combination of features disclosed herein either explicitly or 
implicitly or any generalization thereof , whether or not it 
relates to the same invention as presently claimed in any 
claim and whether or not it mitigates any or all of the same 
technical problems as does the present invention . The appli 
cant hereby gives notice that new claims may be formulated 
to such features and / or combinations of such features during 
the prosecution of the present application or of any further 
application derived therefrom . 

1 . A computer - implemented method of determining a 
fault probability for a first machine , wherein the method is 
performed using one or more processors or special - purpose 
computing hardware , the method comprising : 

accessing a plurality of sensor logs corresponding to a 
first machine , each sensor log spanning at least a first 
period ; 

accessing first computer readable logs corresponding to 
the first machine , each computer readable log spanning 
at least the first period , the computer readable logs 
comprising a maintenance log comprising a plurality of 
maintenance task objects , each maintenance task object 
comprising a time and a maintenance task type ; 

determining a set of statistical metrics derived from the 
sensor logs ; 

determining a set of log metrics derived from the com 
puter readable logs ; and 

determining , using a risk model that receives the statis 
tical metrics and log metrics as inputs , fault probabili 
ties or risk scores indicative of one or more fault types 
occurring in the first machine within a second period . 

2 . The method according to claim 1 , wherein the computer 
readable logs for each machine further comprise a message 
log including a plurality of message objects , each message 
object comprising a time and a message type . 
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3 . The method according to claim 1 , wherein the computer 
readable logs for each machine further comprise a fault log 
including a plurality of fault objects , each fault object 
comprising a time , a duration and a fault type . 

4 . The method according to claim 1 , wherein the risk 
model is a machine learning model configured to : 

receive the statistical metrics and log metrics as inputs ; 
and 

output fault probabilities corresponding to one or more 
fault types occurring in the first machine within a 
second period . 

5 . The method according to claim 1 , wherein the risk 
model is a weighted average model comprising : 

one or more fault criteria groups , each fault criteria group 
corresponding to a fault type , each fault criteria group 
comprising : 

a plurality of statistical criteria and / or a plurality of log 
criteria ; 

a set of weighting values , each weighting value corre 
sponding to a statistical criterion or a log criterion ; 

wherein determining risk scores comprises , for each fault 
criteria group : 
determining , based on the statistical metrics , whether 

one or more statistical criteria are satisfied ; 
determining , based on the log criteria , whether one or 
more log criteria are satisfied ; 

in dependence upon at least one statistical criterion or 
at least one log criterion are satisfied , calculating a 
risk score for the fault criteria group by summing the 
weighting values corresponding to each satisfied 
criterion . 

6 . The method according to claim 5 , wherein each weight 
ing value is a fault probability value and each risk score 
takes the form of an overall probability of the corresponding 
fault type . 

7 . The method according to claim 5 , wherein each weight 
ing value is an importance metric . 

8 . The method according to claim 1 , the method further 
comprising : 

accessing a plurality of second computer readable logs 
corresponding to one or more second machines which 
are the same as the first machine , the computer readable 
logs for each second machine comprising : 
a maintenance log comprising a plurality of mainte 
nance task objects , each maintenance task object 
comprising a time and a maintenance task type ; and 

a fault log comprising a plurality of fault objects , each 
fault object comprising a time , a duration and a fault 
type ; 

determining a fault metric for each fault type based on the 
fault probabilities ; 

determining a priority fault type based on the fault metric ; 
analysing the maintenance logs and fault logs belonging 

to the plurality of second computer readable logs to 
correlate the priority fault type with a priority mainte 
nance task ; and 

outputting the priority maintenance task 
9 . The method according to claim 8 , wherein the fault 

metric for each fault type is a product of a fault probability 
for that fault type and an average duration for that fault type 
determined based on the second computer readable logs . 

10 . The method according to claim 8 , further comprising : 
determining , based on the priority maintenance task type , 

a change in the probabilities for each fault type which 
would result if the priority maintenance task was sub 
sequently performed . 

11 . The method according to claim 1 , wherein one or more 
sensor logs are processed using a dynamic time - warping 
technique to obtain corresponding warped sensor logs , and 
wherein one or more statistical metrics are determined from 
the warped sensor logs . 

12 . A non - transitory computer - readable storage medium 
including instructions that , when executed by at least one 
processor of a computing system , cause the computing 
system to perform a method comprising : 

accessing a plurality of sensor logs corresponding to a 
first machine , each sensor log spanning at least a first 
period ; 

accessing first computer readable logs corresponding to 
the first machine , each computer readable log spanning 
at least the first period , the computer readable logs 
comprising a maintenance log comprising a plurality of 
maintenance task objects , each maintenance task object 
comprising a time and a maintenance task type ; 

determining a set of statistical metrics derived from the 
sensor logs ; 

determining a set of log metrics derived from the com 
puter readable logs ; and 

determining , using a risk model that receives the statis 
tical metrics and log metrics as inputs , fault probabili 
ties or risk scores indicative of one or more fault types 
occurring in the first machine within a second period . 

13 . A system , the system comprising one or more pro 
cessors or special - purpose computing hardware configured 
to : 

accessing a plurality of sensor logs corresponding to a 
first machine , each sensor log spanning at least a first 
period ; 

accessing first computer readable logs corresponding to 
the first machine , each computer readable log spanning 
at least the first period , the computer readable logs 
comprising a maintenance log comprising a plurality of 
maintenance task objects , each maintenance task object 
comprising a time and a maintenance task type ; 

determining a set of statistical metrics derived from the 
sensor logs ; 

determining a set of log metrics derived from the com 
puter readable logs ; and 

determining , using a risk model that receives the statis 
tical metrics and log metrics as inputs , fault probabili 
ties or risk scores indicative of one or more fault types 
occurring in the first machine within a second period . 

14 . The system according to claim 13 , wherein the com 
puter readable logs for each machine further comprise a 
message log including a plurality of message objects , each 
message object comprising a time and a message type . 

15 . The system according to claim 13 , wherein the com 
puter readable logs for each machine further comprise a fault 
log including a plurality of fault objects , each fault object 
comprising a time , a duration and a fault type . 

16 . The system according to claim 13 , wherein the risk 
model is a machine learning model configured to : 

1 ADR . 
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receive the statistical metrics and log metrics as inputs ; 
and 

output fault probabilities corresponding to one or more 
fault types occurring in the first machine within a 
second period . 

17 . The system according to claim 13 , wherein the risk 
model is a weighted average model comprising : 

one or more fault criteria groups , each fault criteria group 
corresponding to a fault type , each fault criteria group 
comprising : 
a plurality of statistical criteria and / or a plurality of log 

criteria ; 
a set of weighting values , each weighting value corre 
sponding to a statistical criterion or a log criterion ; 

wherein determining risk scores comprises , for each fault 
criteria group : 
determining , based on the statistical metrics , whether 
one or more statistical criteria are satisfied ; 

determining , based on the log criteria , whether one or 
more log criteria are satisfied ; 

in dependence upon at least one statistical criterion or 
at least one log criterion are satisfied , calculating a 
risk score for the fault criteria group by summing the 
weighting values corresponding to each satisfied 
criterion . 

18 . The system according to claim 17 , wherein each 
weighting value is a fault probability value and each risk 
score takes the form of an overall probability of the corre 
sponding fault type . 

19 . The system according to claim 17 , wherein each 
weighting value is an importance metric . 

20 . The system according to claim 13 , wherein the system 
is further configured to perform : 

accessing a plurality of second computer readable logs 
corresponding to one or more second machines which 
are the same as the first machine , the computer readable 
logs for each second machine comprising : 
a maintenance log comprising a plurality of mainte 
nance task objects , each maintenance task object 
comprising a time and a maintenance task type ; and 

a fault log comprising a plurality of fault objects , each 
fault object comprising a time , a duration and a fault 
type ; 

determining a fault metric for each fault type based on the 
fault probabilities ; 

determining a priority fault type based on the fault metric ; 
analysing the maintenance logs and fault logs belonging 

to the plurality of second computer readable logs to 
correlate the priority fault type with a priority mainte 
nance task ; and 

outputting the priority maintenance task . 
* * * * * 
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DETECTION OF MISUSE OF A BENEFIT 
SYSTEM 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application claims the benefit under 35 U . S . C . 
$ 119 ( e ) of U . S . Provisional Application Ser . No . 62 / 438 , 
185 filed Dec . 22 , 2016 , the content of which is incorporated 
by reference in its entirety into the present disclosure . 

first lead . In some embodiments , the second lead may 
identify one or more of patients , healthcare providers , and / or 
healthcare events . 
[ 0009 ] These and other features of the systems , methods , 
and non - transitory computer readable media disclosed 
herein , as well as the methods of operation and functions of 
the related elements of structure and the combination of 
parts and economies of manufacture , will become more 
apparent upon consideration of the following description 
and the appended claims with reference to the accompany 
ing drawings , all of which form a part of this specification , 
wherein like reference numerals designate corresponding 
parts in the various figures . It is to be expressly understood , 
however , that the drawings are for purposes of illustration 
and description only and are not intended as a definition of 
the limits of the invention . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 
[ 0002 ] This disclosure relates to approaches for detecting 
misuse of a benefit system . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] There are various public and private benefit sys 
tems in the society which are susceptible to misuse . 
Examples of such benefit systems include healthcare , public 
housing , food assistance , social security , senior services and 
community services . Certain commercial programs , such as 
medical and dental insurance programs , as well as auto , 
home and life insurance programs , are also subject to 
misuse . Among these benefit systems , the healthcare system , 
both public and private , is one or the most frequent targets 
for misuse which results in substantial financial loss and 
potentially substance abuse . 
[ 0004 ] Under conventional approaches , a database may 
store information relating to claims made for payment ( e . g . , 
medical procedure claims , medical equipment claims , pre 
scription claims , doctor office claims , other benefit claims , 
etc . ) . Reviewing the claims to identify potential misuse of 
the benefit system ( e . g . , fraudulent claims , prescription 
fraud , healthcare abuse / waste , etc . ) may be time consuming 
and very difficult . The amount of time required and the 
difficulty of detecting potential frauds may lead to inaccurate 
and / or incomplete misuse detection . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0010 ] Certain features of various embodiments of the 
present technology are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims . A better understanding of the features and 
advantages of the technology will be obtained by reference 
to the following detailed description that sets forth illustra 
tive embodiments , in which the principles of the invention 
are utilized , and the accompanying drawings of which : 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 1 illustrate an example environments for 
automatically detecting misuse of a benefit system , in accor 
dance with various embodiments . 
[ 0012 ] FIG . 2 illustrates an exemplary process for gener 
ating leads based on pharmacy events and clinical events , in 
accordance with various embodiments . 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an exemplary process for gener 
ating leads based on opiate doses , in accordance with 
various embodiments . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an exemplary process for gener 
ating leads based on billing patterns , in accordance with 
various embodiments . 
[ 0015 ) FIG . 5 illustrates a flowchart of an example 
method , in accordance with various embodiments . 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 6 illustrates a block diagram of an example 
computer system in which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . 

SUMMARY 

[ 0005 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
may include systems , methods , and non - transitory computer 
readable media configured to automatically detect misuse of 
a benefit system . A database of claims may be analyzed to 
determine a healthcare metric . The healthcare metric may be 
compared to a healthcare threshold . Based on the compari 
son of the healthcare metric to the healthcare threshold , a 
first lead for investigation may be generated . 
[ 0006 ] In some embodiments , the healthcare metric may 
characterize a relationship between one or more pharmacy 
events and one or more clinical events . In some embodi 
ments , the healthcare metric may characterize an amount of 
opiate doses received by a patient over a period of time . In 
some embodiments , the healthcare metric may characterize 
a billing pattern of one or more healthcare providers . In 
some embodiments , the healthcare metric may be deter 
mined using mutual entropy . 
[ 00071 . In some embodiments , the first lead may identify 
one or more of patients , healthcare providers , and / or health 
care events . 
[ 0008 ] In some embodiments , the systems , methods , and 
non - transitory computer readable media are further config 
ured to generate a second lead for investigation based on the 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0017 ] A claimed solution rooted in computer technology 
overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm of 
computer technology . In various embodiments , a computing 
system is configured to access and analyze a database of 
claims to determine leads for benefit misuse investigations . 
For example , in various embodiments , a computing system 
is configured to access and analyze a plurality of claims to 
determine leads for healthcare fraud investigations . Infor 
mation relating to healthcare provisions ( e . g . , patient infor 
mation , procedure performed , medical equipment used , pre 
scription provided / filled , provider information , etc . ) may be 
parsed from claims data to determine patterns for patients 
and / or healthcare providers . The patterns may be analyzed to 
determine specific patterns indicative of fraud / health case 
misuse and particular patients / healthcare providers / health 
care events may be tagged as a lead for investigation . For 
example , combinations of pharmacy events and clinical 
events may be analyzed to determine whether expected 
pharmacy events / clinical events are occurring . If the 
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expected pharmacy events / clinical events are not occurring , 
the pharmacy events / the clinical events / patients / healthcare 
providers may be tagged as potential leads for healthcare 
misuse . As another example , the amount of opiate doses 
within filled prescription may be tracked to determine 
whether a patient fits the profile of a drug seeker and the 
patient / healthcare provider may be tagged as potential leads . 
As another example , a doctor ' s billing pattern may be 
analyzed to determine likelihood of billing fraud ( e . g . , 
upcoding ) and the doctor may be tagged as a potential lead . 
The patterns may be analyzed using mutual entropy . 
Detected leads may be used to determine other leads . For 
example , a lead for a drug seeker may be used to track which 
doctors have provided prescription for the drug seeker , 
which may be used to determine leads for doctors engaged 
in prescription misuse . 
[ 0018 ] The number of healthcare claims ( e . g . , medical 
procedure claims , hospital claims , medical equipment 
claims , prescription claims , doctor office claims , etc . ) is in 
the range of the millions or billions per year . Individual 
healthcare claims may include numerous types of data , such 
as billing codes ( e . g . , procedure code , diagnosis code , etc . ) , 
patient identifier , location , service provider identifier , ser 
vice date , and the like . Because databases of medical claims 
may contain vast amount of information , selectively mining 
the available information for useful purposes , such as to 
identify leads to potential fraudulent claims , is not a trivial 
task . The present disclosure enables automatic detection of 
misuse of a healthcare system . The techniques described 
herein enable automatic tagging of healthcare events , 
patients , and / or healthcare providers as leads for investiga 
tion . 
[ 0019 ) Healthcare waste , fraud and / or abuse may be 
examples of healthcare misuse . As used herein , fraud refers 
to a scheme or artifice to defraud any healthcare program or 
entity or to obtain any of the money or property owned by , 
or under the custody or control of , any healthcare program 
or entity . Waste refers to the overutilization of services or 
other practices that , directly or indirectly , result in unnec 
essary costs to the healthcare system . Abuse refers to any 
action that may , directly or indirectly , result in one or more 
of unnecessary costs to the healthcare system , improper 
payment for services , payment for services that fail to meet 
professionally recognized standards of care , and / or services 
that are medically unnecessary . 
10020 ] While the disclosure is described herein with 
respect to fraud and fraud lead detection , this is merely for 
illustrative purposes and is not meant to be limiting . For 
example , the techniques described herein may apply to 
waste lead detection and / or abuse lead detection . The tech 
niques described herein may apply to lead detection for 
misuse of any type of benefit systems which provide for 
payment / reimbursement to individuals and / or organizations 
for services performed / received and / or equipment provided / 
received . 
[ 0021 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an example environment 100 for 
automatically detecting misuse of a benefit system , in accor 
dance with various embodiments . The example environment 
100 may include a computing system 102 and a database 
104 . The database 104 may include a database and / or a 
system of databases that receive and store data related to 
healthcare claims ( e . g . , medical procedure claims , hospital 
claims , medical equipment claims , prescription claims , doc - 
tor office claims , etc . ) submitted by individuals and / or 

organizations . The data may be organized based on indi 
viduals receiving healthcare services / products , individuals / 
organizations providing healthcare services / products , time 
( e . g . , a particular duration of time ) , insurance providers , 
and / or other information . Individuals receiving healthcare 
services / products may be referred to as patients . Individuals / 
organizations providing healthcare services / products may be 
referred to as healthcare providers . Healthcare providers 
may include facilities , institutions , and / or groups , such as 
hospitals and clinics , and / or individual practitioners such as 
doctors , dentists , nurses , pharmacists , and therapists . The 
database 104 may include supplemental information about 
the healthcare claims , such as individual / organization con 
tact information , medical code information , and / or other 
information . 
[ 0022 ] Although the database 104 is shown in FIG . 1 as a 
single entity , this is merely for ease of reference and is not 
limiting . The database 104 may represent one or more 
databases and / or one or more storage devices storing data 
bases located in the same or different locations . The database 
104 may be located in the same and / or different locations 
from the computing system 102 . For example , the database 
104 may be stored within the memory of the computing 
system 102 and / or a memory coupled to the computing 
system 102 . The database 104 may exchange information 
with the computing system 102 via one or more networks . 
[ 0023 ] The computing system 102 may include one or 
more processors and memory . The processor ( s ) may be 
configured to perform various operations by interpreting 
machine - readable instructions stored in the memory . As 
shown in FIG . 1 , in various embodiments , the computing 
system 102 may include a claims engine 112 , a metric 
engine 114 , and a lead engine 116 , and / or other engines . The 
metric engine 114 may include an events engine 122 , a doses 
engine 124 , and a billing engine 126 . The metric engine 114 
may be executed by the processor ( s ) of the computing 
system 102 to perform various operations including those 
described in reference to the events engine 122 , the doses 
engine 124 , and the billing engine 126 . The environment 
may include a data store ( not shown ) that is accessible to the 
computing system 102 . In some embodiments , the data store 
may include various databases , software packages , and / or 
other data that are available for download , installation , 
and / or execution . 
[ 0024 ] . In various embodiments , the claims engine 112 
may be configured to access and analyze one or more 
databases of claims . For example , the claims engine 112 
may access and analyze healthcare claims stored in the 
database 104 . In various embodiments , the claims engine 
112 may parse the information contained within the health 
care claims to identify relevant information for analysis . In 
some embodiments , the database 104 may include informa 
tion from healthcare claims which are formatted for access 
by the claims engine 112 . In some embodiments , the data 
base 104 may include healthcare claims and the claims 
engine 112 may provide one or more of clean - up , enrich 
ment , and / or transformation of the information within the 
healthcare claims for analysis . For example , the claims 
engine 112 may identify paid vs unpaid claims , trim unnec 
essary data , incorporate data from other sources ( e . g . , patient 
information , healthcare provider information , etc . ) that pro 
vides context for the healthcare claims , remove duplicative 
information within the healthcare claims , and / or other trans 
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formation to allow the information contained within the 
healthcare claims to be used for misuse lead detection . 
[ 0025 ] In some embodiments , the claims engine 112 may 
be configured to access and consolidate information con 
tained in multiple databases of claims . The claims engine 
122 may access and extract different information from 
different databases of claims for analysis . For example , the 
claims engine 112 may collect claims information from 
databases of claims from healthcare providers , databases of 
claims from insurance companies , databases of claims from 
publicly available information , and / or other databases . 
[ 0026 ] In some embodiments , the claims engine 112 may 
incorporate the information obtained with the databases of 
claims and / or other sources ( e . g . , external sources ) into one 
or more object types defined by one or more ontologies . For 
example , the claims engine 112 may create from the health 
care claims stored in the database 104 different objects 
corresponding to different healthcare participants and / or 
events , such as healthcare provider objects , patient objects , 
healthcare event objects , service objects , equipment objects , 
prescription objects , billing objects , and / or other objects . 
Packaging of information into objects may enable selective 
access and / or modification of the information contained 
within the objects . Information packaged within the objects 
may be accessed and / or modified during misuse lead detec 
tion . 

m 

[ 0027 ] In various embodiments , the events engine 122 
may be configured determine one or more healthcare metrics 
based on the analysis of one or more databases of claims . 
The healthcare metric determined by the events engine 122 
may characterize a relationship between one or more phar 
macy events and one or more clinical events . A pharmacy 
event may refer to a medical event in which a drug is 
prescribed and / or a prescription for a drug is filled . For 
example , a pharmacy event may refer to a doctor providing 
a drug prescription to a patient and / or a pharmacy providing 
the drug to the patient . A clinical event may refer to a 
medical event in which a healthcare provider may assess a 
patient ' s need for pharmaceutical treatment . For example , a 
clinical event may include a visit to a doctor ' s office for a 
procedure that is typically accompanied by one or more 
prescriptions for drugs . As another example , a clinical event 
may include a check - up visit in which a patient ' s health is 
examined to determine whether a new prescription is 
required and / or a previous prescription needs to be reissued ) 
refilled 
[ 0028 ] The healthcare metric may characterize whether 
one or more pharmacy events are accompanied by one or 
more expected clinical events . For example , certain types of 
drugs ( e . g . , Schedule II drugs ) may require a patient to 
receive a new prescription to get a refill . Based on the 
analysis of database ( s ) of claims , the events engine 122 may 
determine a healthcare metric that characterizes whether a 
patient ' s filling of drugs are preceded by clinical events in 
which a healthcare provider would have assessed the 
patient ' s need for the drugs and provided the new prescrip 
tion . For example , for a particular healthcare provider and / or 
a particular patient , the events engine 122 may count the 
number of pharmacy events ( e . g . , a pharmacy fills a drug 
prescription written by the healthcare provider ) and the 
number of clinical events that may be associated with the 
pharmacy events . The events engine 122 may count the 
number of clinical events that occur within a certain period 
of time before and / or after the pharmacy event . 

[ 0029 ] A healthcare provider whose practice includes an 
expected number of clinical events associated with phar 
macy events may be scored with a satisfactory healthcare 
metric ( e . g . , high or low score ) . A healthcare provider whose 
practice includes a lower than expected number of clinical 
events associated with pharmacy events may be scored with 
an unsatisfactory healthcare metric ( e . g . , low or high score ) . 
A healthcare provider whose practice includes a lower than 
expected number of clinical events associated with phar 
macy events may be practicing poor standard of care ( e . g . , 
bad pain management — not meeting with patients to whom 
the healthcare provider is providing prescriptions ) . A health 
care provider whose clinical events are not occurring within 
a certain time duration of the pharmacy events may be 
practicing poor standard of care . 
( 0030 ) . A patient who is associated with an expected 
number of clinical events for pharmacy events may be 
scored with a satisfactory healthcare metric ( e . g . , high or 
low score ) . A patient who is associated with a lower than 
expected number of clinical events for pharmacy events may 
be scored with an unsatisfactory healthcare metric ( e . g . , low 
or high score ) . A patient who is associated with a lower than 
expected number of clinical events for pharmacy events may 
have a healthcare provider practicing bad pain management 
( e . g . , not meeting with patients to whom the healthcare 
provider is providing prescriptions ) and / or may be falsifying 
prescriptions . 
[ 0031 ] In various embodiments , the doses engine 124 may 
be configured to determine one or more healthcare metrics 
based on the analysis of one or more databases of claims . 
The healthcare metric determined by the doses engine 124 
may characterize the amount of opiate doses received by a 
patient over one or more periods of time . The doses engine 
124 may leverage information within the database of claims 
to determine the amount of opiate doses received by a 
patent . The doses engine 124 may convert the amount of 
opiate doses received by the patient into a morphine equiva 
lent . For example , different types of drugs may be associated 
with different levels of morphine , and information about the 
types and amounts of drugs received by a patient may be 
converted into a morphine equivalent . The healthcare metric 
may characterize the amount of opiate doses received by a 
patient based on the morphine equivalent received by the 
patient . In some embodiment , the opiate doses may be 
aggregated on a periodic basis ( e . g . , daily , weekly , monthly , 
yearly , etc . ) . High amounts of morphine equivalent for a 
patient for a given period of time may indicate that the 
patient may be a drug seeker . In some embodiments , the 
healthcare metric for the individual patients may be aggre 
gated to determine the healthcare metric for a healthcare 
provider . High score for a healthcare provider may indicate 
that the healthcare provider potentially provides prescrip 
tions for one or more drug seeking patients . 
[ 0032 ] In some embodiments , the healthcare metric deter 
mined by the doses engine 124 may be adjusted based on 
patient information . For example , the healthcare metric may 
be adjusted based on the size of the patient so that the 
variance of amount of opiate doses received by the patient 
based on the size of the patient is factored into the healthcare 
metric . As another example , the healthcare metric may be 
adjusted based on the patient ' s current health condition ( e . g . , 
diagnosed diseases ) so that the variance of amount of opiate 
doses received by the patient due to the patient ' s health 
condition is factored into the healthcare metric . For instance , 
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a patient diagnosed with cancer may be expected to receive 
higher amounts of opiate doses than a patient diagnosed with 
a cold . 
[ 0033 ] In various embodiments , the billing engine 126 
may be configured to determine one or more healthcare 
metrics based on the analysis of one or more databases of 
claims . The healthcare metric determined by the billing 
engine 126 may be characterized by a billing pattern of one 
or more healthcare providers . The healthcare metric deter 
mined by the billing engine 126 may indicate whether the 
healthcare providers may be engaged in fraudulent billing 
practices . For example , the healthcare metric may indicate 
whether the healthcare providers are engaged in upcoding 
( e . g . , using a more expensive code for payment ) and / or other 
practices to receive money for medical services / equipment 
that was not provided to patients . 
[ 0034 ] In some embodiments , the billing engine 126 may 
use mutual entropy to determine whether the healthcare 
providers are engaging in fraudulent billing practices . The 
billing engine 126 may use mutual entropy to determine 
mutual information between the healthcare providers ' bill 
ings and the patients seen by the healthcare providers . The 
mutual information may indicate whether the healthcare 
providers ' billings ( indicating the medical services per 
formed and / or medical equipment used / provided , etc . ) are 
independent or dependent on the patients seen by the health 
care providers . Mutual entropy may determine whether there 
is a connection between a particular patient / visit and the 
treatment provided / billed by the healthcare provider . Mutual 
entropy may determine whether there is a connection 
between a patient and the type of treatment received by the 
patient . Healthcare providers that bill for the same / similar 
types of treatment regardless of the patient identity / visit may 
be engaged in fraudulent billing practices . Healthcare pro 
viders with billing entries that are tailored to different 
patients / visits may receive a higher healthcare metric than 
healthcare providers with billing entries that include samel 
similar claims across different patients / visits . For example , 
a doctor who bills for a urine test for every patient may be 
scored with a lower healthcare metric than a doctor who bills 
a urine test for a subgroup of patients . A healthcare provider 
with a low healthcare metric determined based on mutual 
entropy may be engaged in " cookie - cutter billing , " where 
the healthcare providers bills for the same / similar treatment 
regardless of the patient they see and / or the type of visit . 
[ 0035 ] Calculation of healthcare metric based on mutual 
entropy may be grouped by specialty / classes of healthcare 
providers . For example , a certain specialty ( e . g . , radiolo 
gists ) may use a smaller subset of codes for billing than 
another specialty ( e . g . , family medicine ) . Calculating 
mutual entropy across different specialties may result in 
healthcare providers in specialties with smaller number of 
billing codes having lower healthcare metrics than health 
care provider in specialties with larger number of billing 
codes . Grouping the calculation of mutual entropy by spe 
cialty / classes of healthcare providers may enable compari 
son of billing practices among similar types of healthcare 
providers . 
00361 . In some embodiments , the billing engine 126 may 
weigh different parameters for the mutual entropy calcula 
tion differently . For example , the billing engine 126 may 
focus on ( weigh more heavily ) certain kinds of treatments , 
equipment , and / or specialties that are more prone to being 
subject of fraudulent billing practices . As another example , 

the billing engine 126 may discard ( weigh less heavily ) most 
common codes used by healthcare providers ( e . g . , codes 
expected to be billed for every / most patients ) . Such codes 
may be of such high volume that they may skew the mutual 
entropy calculation and hide misuse of less common codes . 
Disregarding such codes may allow the mutual entropy 
calculation ( and the healthcare metric ) to reflect the misuse 
of less common codes . 
[ 0037 ] . In some embodiments , the billing engine 126 may 
determine mutual entropy by different time periods ( e . g . , per 
visit , per a number of visits , daily , weekly , monthly , yearly , 
etc . ) , by the healthcare provider ' s specialty , and / or by spe 
cific codes ( e . g . , CPT code ) for different patients / healthcare 
providers . For example , determining mutual entropy based 
on treatments provided to patients over a three month period 
may provide different indication of the healthcare provider ' s 
billing practices than determining mutual entropy based on 
treatments provided to patients over a single visit . 
[ 0038 ] In some embodiments , the billing engine 126 may 
use billing trends to determine whether the healthcare pro 
viders are engaging in fraudulent billing practices . The 
billing engine 126 may analyze the billing entries of health 
care providers to determine if the healthcare providers are 
increasing the use of more expensive billing codes over time 
( e . g . , the healthcare providers are starting to upcode , etc . ) . 
The billing engine 126 may analyze the billing entries to 
detect patterns of billing independent of patients seen by the 
healthcare providers . For example , the healthcare providers 
may bill one or more particular codes at a regular interval 
( e . g . , a healthcare provider may bill a particular code every 
thirty days regardless of the identities and / or the number of 
patients seen by the healthcare provider ) . The healthcare 
metric may characterize the pattern detected by the billing 
engine 126 . 
10039 ] The billing engine 126 may analyze the billing 
entries to determine levels and / or periodicity of billing that 
are independent of external factors . For example , healthcare 
providers may , on average , experience fluctuations on the 
number of patients seen / number of billing entries / types of 
billing entries based on the time of the year and / or weather 
conditions . The billing engine 126 may analyze the billing 
entries to determine whether particular healthcare providers 
do not experience fluctuations in billing experienced by 
other healthcare providers ( e . g . , a particular healthcare pro 
vider ' s billing is not affected by changes in weather , tem 
perature , humidity , etc . ) . 
10040 ] In some embodiments , the billing engine 126 may 
access information about external factors to identify periods 
of time when the billings of the healthcare providers may 
fluctuate . For example , the billing engine 126 may access 
weather information to determine periods when healthcare 
providers ' billings are expected to decrease . The billing 
engine 126 may analyze the billing entries to determine 
which healthcare providers ' billing entries stayed level or 
increased during those periods . 
10041 ] In some embodiments , the billing engine 126 may 
analyze billing entries to determine when the providers 
and / or patients are engaging in unlikely / impossible activi 
ties . For example , the billing engine 126 may analyze billing 
entries to determine when a particular provider has billed 
more than 24 hours ' worth of codes during a single day 
( billing an " impossible day ” ) . As another example , the 
billing engine 126 may analyze billing entries to determine 
when a particular patient ' s multiple visits to a healthcare 
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provider and / or visits to multiple healthcare providers in a 
set amount of time may be of suspect . For example , a 
particular patient may have visited more healthcare provid 
ers / had more visits to a healthcare provider than would be 
likely during a given time period ( e . g . , a day ) . As another 
example , a particular patient may have visited healthcare 
providers located far from each other such that the timing of 
the visit ( e . g . , visited during the same day ) is unlikely . Such 
unlikely visits by a patient may indicate that one or more 
healthcare providers are engaging in medical identify theft 
( using patient information to bill for patients not seen ) . 
[ 0042 ] In some embodiments , one or more healthcare 
metrics may be determined using the systems / methods / non 
transitory computer readable medium as disclosed in appli 
cation Ser . No . 15 / 181 , 712 , “ FRAUD LEAD DETECTION 
SYSTEM FOR EFFICIENTLY PROCESSING DATA 
BASE - STORED DATA AND AUTOMATICALLY GEN 
ERATING NATURAL LANGUAGE EXPLANATORY 
INFORMATION OF SYSTEM RESULTS FOR DISPLAY 
IN INTERACTIVE USER INTERFACES , ” filed on Jun . 14 , 
2016 , which is hereby incorporated by reference in its 
entirety . 
[ 0043 ] In various embodiments , the lead engine 116 may 
be configured to compare a healthcare metric to a healthcare 
threshold and generate one or more leads for investigation 
based on the comparison . A healthcare threshold may 
include a static value and / or a dynamic value to which the 
healthcare metric may be compared . A healthcare threshold 
may be set manually ( e . g . , by a user ) and / or may be set 
automatically . For example , for different types of healthcare 
metrics ( e . g . , determined based on pharmacy events and 
clinical events , opiate doses , billing pattern , mutual entropy , 
etc . ) , a user may manually set the healthcare threshold such 
that healthcare metrics that meet , exceed , or fall below the 
healthcare threshold are used to generate leads for investi 
gation . As another example , for different types of healthcare 
metrics , the lead engine 116 may determine the healthcare 
threshold based on aggregation of healthcare metrics such 
that the healthcare threshold represents a certain statistical 
deviation from the aggregated healthcare metrics . 
( 0044 ) For example , for healthcare metrics of healthcare 
providers and / or patients determined based on pharmacy 
events and clinical events , the healthcare threshold may be 
determined based on an expected numbers of pharmacy 
events associated with clinical events ( e . g . , ratio of numbers 
of pharmacy events to numbers of associated clinical events ) 
and / or based on the duration between the occurrences of 
pharmacy events and associated clinical events ( e . g . , does a 
clinical event occur within a certain duration before and / or 
after a pharmacy event ; how many clinical events occur 
within a certain duration before and / or after pharmacy 
events ) . Based on the healthcare metric of the healthcare 
providers and / or the patients not satisfying the healthcare 
threshold , the lead engine 116 may identify as leads for 
investigation one or more of the corresponding healthcare 
providers , the patients , and / or the healthcare events ( e . g . , 
clinical event , pharmacy event , etc . ) . 
[ 0045 ] As another example , for healthcare metrics of 
healthcare providers and / or patients determined based on 
opiate doses received by patients , the healthcare threshold 
may be determined based on a certain amount of opiate 
doses / morphine equivalent . Based on the healthcare metric 
of the healthcare providers and / or the patients not satisfying 
the healthcare threshold , the lead engine 116 may identify as 

leads for investigation one or more of the corresponding 
healthcare providers , the patients , and / or the healthcare 
events ( e . g . , clinical event , pharmacy event , etc . ) . 
[ 0046 ] As another example , for healthcare metrics of 
healthcare providers determined based on mutual entropy , 
the healthcare threshold may be determined based on a value 
indicating a certain dependence / independence between the 
healthcare providers ' billings and the patients seen by the 
healthcare providers . Based on the healthcare metric of the 
healthcare providers not satisfying the healthcare threshold , 
the lead engine 116 may identify as leads for investigation 
one or more of the corresponding healthcare providers . 
[ 0047 ] As another example , for healthcare metrics of 
healthcare providers determined based on billing trends , the 
healthcare threshold may be determined based on a value 
indicating a certain trend / pattern of billing . For example , the 
healthcare threshold may be set based on a maximum 
amount of billings and / or increase in the use of more 
expensive billing codes for a set duration of time , based on 
the level / periodicity of billings that are independent of 
external factors , and / or based on the number / level of 
unlikely / impossible activities reflected by the claims . Based 
on the healthcare metric of the healthcare providers not 
satisfying the healthcare threshold , the lead engine 116 may 
identify as leads for investigation one or more of the 
corresponding healthcare providers . 
10048 ] In some embodiments , the lead engine 116 may use 
the comparison of healthcare metrics to healthcare thresh 
olds as one among multiple factors for generating leads for 
investigation . The lead engine 116 may review other factors 
when a healthcare metric does not satisfy the healthcare 
threshold . For example , with respect to healthcare metrics of 
healthcare providers and / or patients determined based on 
opiate doses received by patients , other factors may include 
whether a patient has a recorded history of displaying 
characteristics / behaviors of a drug dependent person ( e . g . , 
frequent visits to the emergency room , seeing many different 
doctors , visiting many different pharmacies , etc . ) . The lead 
engine 116 may use a classifier to return a probability , based 
on the comparison of the healthcare metric to healthcare 
thresholds and other factors , that a patient is a drug seeker . 
10049 ] As another example , with respect to healthcare 
metrics of healthcare providers determined based on mutual 
entropy , other factors may include total billing and / or total 
volume of services / products provided by the healthcare 
providers . The lead engine 116 may identify as a lead one or 
more healthcare providers whose healthcare metric does not 
satisfy the healthcare threshold and whose totally billing / 
volume is higher than others ( e . g . , top bills , top volumes ) . 
[ 0050 ] In some embodiments , the lead engine 116 may use 
multiple comparisons between healthcare metrics and 
healthcare thresholds to generate leads for investigation . For 
example , the lead engine 116 may identify patients whose 
healthcare metrics ( e . g . , determined based on amount of 
opiate doses and / or other factors ) indicate that the patients 
may be drug seekers and identify healthcare providers 
whose healthcare metrics ( e . g . , determined based on clinical 
events and pharmacy events ) indicate the healthcare provid 
ers may be practicing bad pain management . The overlap 
between the identified patients and the identified healthcare 
providers ( including healthcare providers potentially prac 
ticing bad pain management and seeing potentially drug 
seeking patients ) may be identified as leads for investiga 
tion . 
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[ 0051 ] In various embodiments , the lead engine 116 is 
configured to generate additional leads for investigation 
based on previously generated leads . For example , based on 
a lead identifying healthcare providers providing unneces 
sary amounts of drugs , the lead engine 116 may generate 
leads for investigations patients who see the identified 
healthcare providers . The patients who were prescribed 
higher amounts opiate doses and / or displaying characteris 
tics / behaviors of drug seeker may be identified as leads . As 
another example , a lead identifying a patient as a potential 
drug seeker may be used to track which healthcare providers 
have provided prescription for the patient . A healthcare 
providers who see and / or provide prescriptions for more 
patients identified as potential drug seeker may be identified 
as leads . Backtracking leads of healthcare providers may 
enable construction of a network model that provides a view 
of how tightly connected the healthcare providers are 
through their patients . For example , the network model may 
indicate which healthcare providers may be connected in 
their misuse of the healthcare system and / or may indicate 
which healthcare providers a drug seeking patient may turn 
to if one of the identified healthcare providers is shut down . 
[ 0052 ] In some embodiments , one or more healthcare 
thresholds may be determined , and / or one or more leads may 
be identified and / or reported using the systems / methods / 
non - transitory computer readable medium as disclosed in 
application Ser . No . 15 / 181 , 712 , “ FRAUD LEAD DETEC 
TION SYSTEM FOR EFFICIENTLY PROCESSING 
DATABASE - STORED DATA AND AUTOMATICALLY 
GENERATING NATURAL LANGUAGE EXPLANA 
TORY INFORMATION OF SYSTEM RESULTS FOR 
DISPLAY IN INTERACTIVE USER INTERFACES , ” filed 
on Jun . 14 , 2016 , incorporated supra . 
[ 0053 ] FIG . 2 illustrates an exemplary process 200 for 
generating leads based on pharmacy events and clinical 
event . The process 200 may be implemented in various 
environments , including , for example , the environment of 
FIG . 1 . At block 202 , one or more pharmacy events for a 
patient / healthcare provider may be identified from one or 
more databases of claims . At block 204 , one or more clinical 
events for a patient / healthcare provider may be identified 
from one or more databases of claims . At block 206 , one or 
more matches between the pharmacy event ( s ) and the clini 
cal event ( s ) may be determined . A match between the 
pharmacy event ( s ) and the clinical event ( s ) may exist when 
the timing of the pharmacy event ( s ) and the clinical event ( s ) 
indicate that the pharmacy event ( s ) occurred as a result of 
the clinical event ( s ) . At block 208 , one or more leads may be 
generated based on the matches between the pharmacy 
event ( s ) and the clinical event ( s ) . Lead ( s ) may be generated 
when the matches between the pharmacy event ( s ) and the 
clinical event ( s ) indicate less than a desired number / timing 
of clinical events for pharmacy events ( e . g . , a patient getting 
prescriptions filled without seeing a doctor , a doctor writing 
prescriptions for a patient without seeing the patients , etc . ) . 
[ 0054 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an exemplary process 300 for 
generating leads based on opiate doses . The process 300 
may be implemented in various environments , including , for 
example , the environment of FIG . 1 . At block 302 , the dose 
amounts for a patient may be determined . At block 304 , the 
morphine equivalent of the dose amounts may be deter 
mined . At block 306 , one or more drug seeking behaviors / 
characteristics of the patient may be determined . At block 
308 , the probability that the patient is a drug seeker may be 

determined based on the morphine equivalent of the dose 
amounts and the drug seeking behaviors / characteristics of 
the patients . At block 310 , identifies of one or more poten 
tially drug - seeking patients may be used to backtrack to the 
healthcare providers who provided prescription to these 
patients . At block 312 , one or more leads may be generated 
based on the identified patients and / or identified healthcare 
providers . 
[ 0055 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an exemplary process 400 for 
generating leads based on billing patterns . The process 400 
may be implemented in various environments , including , for 
example , the environment of FIG . 1 . At block 402 , billing 
patterns of one or more healthcare providers may be deter 
mined . At block 404 , potentially fraudulent billing patterns 
may be identified . In some embodiments , identifying poten 
tially fraudulent billing patterns may include the use of 
mutual entropy 404A to determine the dependence / indepen 
dence between the healthcare providers ' billings and the 
patients seen by the healthcare provider . In some embodi 
ments , identifying potentially fraudulent billing patterns 
may include the detection of trends 404B that indicate 
upcoding . In some embodiments , identifying potentially 
fraudulent billing patterns may include determining the 
influence / lack of influence of external factors 404C on 
billing patterns . In some embodiments , identifying poten 
tially fraudulent billing patterns may include detecting 
unlikely / impossible activities 404D . At block 406 , one or 
more leads may be generated based on the potentially 
fraudulent billing patterns . 
[ 0056 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a flowchart of an example method 
500 , according to various embodiments of the present dis 
closure . The method 500 may be implemented in various 
environments including , for example , the environment 100 
of FIG . 1 . The operations of method 500 presented below are 
intended to be illustrative . Depending on the implementa 
tion , the example method 500 may include additional , fewer , 
or alternative steps performed in various orders or in par 
allel . The example method 500 may be implemented in 
various computing systems or devices including one or more 
processors . 
0057 ] At block 502 , a database of claims may be ana 

lyzed . At block 504 , a healthcare metric may be determined 
based on the analyses of the database of claims . At block 
506 , the healthcare metric may be compared to a healthcare 
threshold . At block 508 , based on the comparison of the 
healthcare metric to the healthcare threshold , a first lead for 
investigation may be generated . 

Hardware Implementation 
[ 0058 ] The techniques described herein are implemented 
by one or more special - purpose computing devices . The 
special - purpose computing devices may be hard - wired to 
perform the techniques , or may include circuitry or digital 
electronic devices such as one or more application - specific 
integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently programmed to perform 
the techniques , or may include one or more hardware 
processors programmed to perform the techniques pursuant 
to program instructions in firmware , memory , other storage , 
or a combination . Such special - purpose computing devices 
may also combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or 
FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the tech 
niques . The special - purpose computing devices may be 
desktop computer systems , server computer systems , por 
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table computer systems , handheld devices , networking 
devices or any other device or combination of devices that 
incorporate hard - wired and / or program logic to implement 
the techniques . 
[ 0059 ] Computing device ( s ) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system software , such as iOS , 
Android , Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Win 
dows 7 , Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or 
other compatible operating systems . In other embodiments , 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system . Conventional operating systems control 
and schedule computer processes for execution , perform 
memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O 
services , and provide a user interface functionality , such as 
a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
0060 ] FIG . 6 is a block diagram that illustrates a com 
puter system 600 upon which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . The computer system 
600 includes a bus 602 or other communication mechanism 
for communicating information , one or more hardware pro 
cessors 604 coupled with bus 602 for processing informa 
tion . Hardware processor ( s ) 604 may be , for example , one or 
more general purpose microprocessors . 
10061 ] The computer system 600 also includes a main 
memory 606 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
602 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 604 . Main memory 606 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 604 . Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 604 , render computer system 
600 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0062 ] The computer system 600 further includes a read 
only memory ( ROM ) 608 or other static storage device 
coupled to bus 602 for storing static information and instruc 
tions for processor 604 . A storage device 610 , such as a 
magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash 
drive ) , etc . , is provided and coupled to bus 602 for storing 
information and instructions . 
[ 0063 ] The computer system 600 may be coupled via bus 
602 to a display 612 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or 
LCD display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to 
a computer user . An input device 614 , including alphanu 
meric and other keys , is coupled to bus 602 for communi 
cating information and command selections to processor 
604 . Another type of user input device is cursor control 616 , 
such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 604 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 612 . This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and a second axis 
( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
cursor . 
[ 0064 ] The computing system 600 may include a user 
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored in 
a mass storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod - 
ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 

software components , object - oriented software components , 
class components and task components , processes , func 
tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
[ 0065 ] In general , the word " module , ” as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , C or C + + . A software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , 
or Python . It will be appreciated that software modules may 
be callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices may be provided on a computer readable medium , 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
download ( and may be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation , decompression 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code may 
be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the 
executing computing device , for execution by the computing 
device . Software instructions may be embedded in firmware , 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
modules , but may be represented in hardware or firmware . 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that may be combined with other modules or 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
or storage . 
[ 0066 ] The computer system 600 may implement the 
techniques described herein using customized hard - wired 
logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or 
program logic which in combination with the computer 
system causes or programs computer system 600 to be a 
special - purpose machine . According to one embodiment , the 
techniques herein are performed by computer system 600 in 
response to processor ( s ) 604 executing one or more 
sequences of one or more instructions contained in main 
memory 606 . Such instructions may be read into main 
memory 606 from another storage medium , such as storage 
device 610 . Execution of the sequences of instructions 
contained in main memory 606 causes processor ( s ) 604 to 
perform the process steps described herein . In alternative 
embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used in place of 
or in combination with software instructions . 
[ 0067 ] The term “ non - transitory media , ” and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage device 610 . Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 606 . Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
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other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
[ 0068 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 602 . Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
100691 Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 604 for execution . For example , the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to computer system 600 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 602 . Bus 602 carries the 
data to main memory 606 , from which processor 604 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 606 may retrieves and executes 
the instructions . The instructions received by main memory 
606 may optionally be stored on storage device 610 either 
before or after execution by processor 604 . 
[ 0070 ] The computer system 600 also includes a commu 
nication interface 618 coupled to bus 602 . Communication 
interface 618 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to one or more network links that are connected to one 
or more local networks . For example , communication inter 
face 618 may be an integrated services digital network 
( ISDN ) card , cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to 
provide a data communication connection to a correspond 
ing type of telephone line . As another example , communi 
cation interface 618 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card 
to provide a data communication connection to a compatible 
LAN ( or WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . 
Wireless links may also be implemented . In any such 
implementation , communication interface 618 sends and 
receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of 
information . 
[ 0071 ] A network link typically provides data communi 
cation through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , a network link may provide a connection 
through local network to a host computer or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) . The 
ISP in turn provides data communication services through 
the world wide packet data communication network now 
commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” . Local network and 
Internet both use electrical , electromagnetic or optical sig 
nals that carry digital data streams . The signals through the 
various networks and the signals on network link and 
through communication interface 618 , which carry the digi 
tal data to and from computer system 600 , are example 
forms of transmission media . 
[ 0072 ] The computer system 600 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 

( s ) , network link and communication interface 618 . In the 
Internet example , a server might transmit a requested code 
for an application program through the Internet , the ISP , the 
local network and the communication interface 618 . 
[ 0073 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
604 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 610 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0074 ] Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and 
fully or partially automated by , code modules executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors 
comprising computer hardware . The processes and algo 
rithms may be implemented partially or wholly in applica 
tion - specific circuitry . 
[ 0075 ] The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another , or may be 
combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
sub - combinations are intended to fall within the scope of 
this disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 
can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 
[ 0076 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
“ can , ” “ could , " " might , ” or “ may , " unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
10077 ] . Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in 
the flow diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules , segments , or portions of code which 
include one or more executable instructions for implement 
ing specific logical functions or steps in the process . Alter 
nate implementations are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
tions may be deleted , executed out of order from that shown 
or discussed , including substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order , depending on the functionality involved , as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art . 
[ 0078 ] It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above - described embodi 
ments , the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples . All such modifications 
and variations are intended to be included herein within the 
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scope of this disclosure . The foregoing description details 
certain embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , 
however , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears 
in text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is 
also stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
thereof . 

Engines , Components , and Logic 
[ 0079 ] Certain embodiments are described herein as 
including logic or a number of components , engines , or 
mechanisms . Engines may constitute either software engines 
( e . g . , code embodied on a machine - readable medium ) or 
hardware engines . A " hardware engine " is a tangible unit 
capable of performing certain operations and may be con 
figured or arranged in a certain physical manner . In various 
example embodiments , one or more computer systems ( e . g . , 
a standalone computer system , a client computer system , or 
a server computer system ) or one or more hardware engines 
of a computer system ( e . g . , a processor or a group of 
processors ) may be configured by software ( e . g . , an appli 
cation or application portion ) as a hardware engine that 
operates to perform certain operations as described herein . 
[ 0080 ] In some embodiments , a hardware engine may be 
implemented mechanically , electronically , or any suitable 
combination thereof . For example , a hardware engine may 
include dedicated circuitry or logic that is permanently 
configured to perform certain operations . For example , a 
hardware engine may be a special - purpose processor , such 
as a Field - Programmable Gate Array ( FPGA ) or an Appli 
cation Specific Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) . A hardware 
engine may also include programmable logic or circuitry 
that is temporarily configured by software to perform certain 
operations . For example , a hardware engine may include 
software executed by a general - purpose processor or other 
programmable processor . Once configured by such software , 
hardware engines become specific machines ( or specific 
components of a machine ) uniquely tailored to perform the 
configured functions and are no longer general - purpose 
processors . It will be appreciated that the decision to imple 
ment a hardware engine mechanically , in dedicated and 
permanently configured circuitry , or in temporarily config 
ured circuitry ( e . g . , configured by software ) may be driven 
by cost and time considerations . 
[ 0081 ] Accordingly , the phrase " hardware engine ” should 
be understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an 
entity that is physically constructed , permanently configured 
( e . g . , hardwired ) , or temporarily configured ( e . g . , pro 
grammed ) to operate in a certain manner or to perform 
certain operations described herein . As used herein , “ hard 
ware - implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine . 
Considering embodiments in which hardware engines are 
temporarily configured ( e . g . , programmed ) , each of the 
hardware engines need not be configured or instantiated at 
any one instance in time . For example , where a hardware 
engine comprises a general - purpose processor configured by 
software to become a special - purpose processor , the general 
purpose processor may be configured as respectively differ - 

ent special - purpose processors ( e . g . , comprising different 
hardware engines ) at different times . Software accordingly 
configures a particular processor or processors , for example , 
to constitute a particular hardware engine at one instance of 
time and to constitute a different hardware engine at a 
different instance of time . 
[ 0082 ] Hardware engines can provide information to , and 
receive information from , other hardware engines . Accord 
ingly , the described hardware engines may be regarded as 
being communicatively coupled . Where multiple hardware 
engines exist contemporaneously , communications may be 
achieved through signal transmission ( e . g . , over appropriate 
circuits and buses ) between or among two or more of the 
hardware engines . In embodiments in which multiple hard 
ware engines are configured or instantiated at different 
times , communications between such hardware engines may 
be achieved , for example , through the storage and retrieval 
of information in memory structures to which the multiple 
hardware engines have access . For example , one hardware 
engine may perform an operation and store the output of that 
operation in a memory device to which it is communica 
tively coupled . A further hardware engine may then , at a 
later time , access the memory device to retrieve and process 
the stored output . Hardware engines may also initiate com 
munications with input or output devices , and can operate on 
a resource ( e . g . , a collection of information ) . 
[ 0083 ] The various operations of example methods 
described herein may be performed , at least partially , by one 
or more processors that are temporarily configured ( e . g . , by 
software ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 
operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , 
such processors may constitute processor - implemented 
engines that operate to perform one or more operations or 
functions described herein . As used herein , " processor 
implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine imple 
mented using one or more processors . 
10084 ) Similarly , the methods described herein may be at 
least partially processor - implemented , with a particular pro 
cessor or processors being an example of hardware . For 
example , at least some of the operations of a method may be 
performed by one or more processors or processor - imple 
mented engines . Moreover , the one or more processors may 
also operate to support performance of the relevant opera 
tions in a “ cloud computing ” environment or as a " software 
as a service ” ( SaaS ) . For example , at least some of the 
operations may be performed by a group of computers ( as 
examples of machines including processors ) , with these 
operations being accessible via a network ( e . g . , the Internet ) 
and via one or more appropriate interfaces ( e . g . , an Appli 
cation Program Interface ( API ) ) . 
10085 ] The performance of certain of the operations may 
be distributed among the processors , not only residing 
within a single machine , but deployed across a number of 
machines . In some example embodiments , the processors or 
processor - implemented engines may be located in a single 
geographic location ( e . g . , within a home environment , an 
office environment , or a server farm ) . In other example 
embodiments , the processors or processor - implemented 
engines may be distributed across a number of geographic 
locations . 

Language 
[ 0086 ] Throughout this specification , plural instances may 
implement components , operations , or structures described 
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as a single instance . Although individual operations of one 
or more methods are illustrated and described as separate 
operations , one or more of the individual operations may be 
performed concurrently , and nothing requires that the opera 
tions be performed in the order illustrated . Structures and 
functionality presented as separate components in example 
configurations may be implemented as a combined structure 
or component . Similarly , structures and functionality pre 
sented as a single component may be implemented as 
separate components . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within the scope of 
the subject matter herein . 
[ 0087 ] Although an overview of the subject matter has 
been described with reference to specific example embodi 
ments , various modifications and changes may be made to 
these embodiments without departing from the broader 
scope of embodiments of the present disclosure . Such 
embodiments of the subject matter may be referred to herein , 
individually or collectively , by the term “ invention ” merely 
for convenience and without intending to voluntarily limit 
the scope of this application to any single disclosure or 
concept if more than one is , in fact , disclosed . 
[ 0088 ] The embodiments illustrated herein are described 
in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to 
practice the teachings disclosed . Other embodiments may be 
used and derived therefrom , such that structural and logical 
substitutions and changes may be made without departing 
from the scope of this disclosure . The Detailed Description , 
therefore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope 
of various embodiments is defined only by the appended 
claims , along with the full range of equivalents to which 
such claims are entitled . 
[ 0089 ] It will be appreciated that an “ engine , " " system , ” 
" data store , " and / or " database ” may comprise software , 
hardware , firmware , and / or circuitry . In one example , one or 
more software programs comprising instructions capable of 
being executable by a processor may perform one or more 
of the functions of the engines , data stores , databases , or 
systems described herein . In another example , circuitry may 
perform the same or similar functions . Alternative embodi 
ments may comprise more , less , or functionally equivalent 
engines , systems , data stores , or databases , and still be 
within the scope of present embodiments . For example , the 
functionality of the various systems , engines , data stores , 
and / or databases may be combined or divided differently . 
[ 0090 ] “ Open source ” software is defined herein to be 
source code that allows distribution as source code as well 
as compiled form , with a well - publicized and indexed means 
of obtaining the source , optionally with a license that allows 
modifications and derived works . 
[ 0091 ] The data stores described herein may be any suit 
able structure ( e . g . , an active database , a relational database , 
a self - referential database , a table , a matrix , an array , a flat 
file , a documented - oriented storage system , a non - relational 
No - SQL system , and the like ) , and may be cloud - based or 
otherwise . 
[ 0092 ] As used herein , the term “ or ” may be construed in 
either an inclusive or exclusive sense . Moreover , plural 
instances may be provided for resources , operations , or 
structures described herein as a single instance . Additionally , 
boundaries between various resources , operations , engines , 
engines , and data stores are somewhat arbitrary , and par 
ticular operations are illustrated in a context of specific 
illustrative configurations . Other allocations of functionality 

are envisioned and may fall within a scope of various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In general , structures 
and functionality presented as separate resources in the 
example configurations may be implemented as a combined 
structure or resource . Similarly , structures and functionality 
presented as a single resource may be implemented as 
separate resources . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within a scope of 
embodiments of the present disclosure as represented by the 
appended claims . The specification and drawings are , 
accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense . 
[ 0093 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
“ can , ” “ could , " " might , ” or “ may , " unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
10094 Although the invention has been described in detail 
for the purpose of illustration based on what is currently 
considered to be the most practical and preferred implemen 
tations , it is to be understood that such detail is solely for that 
purpose and that the invention is not limited to the disclosed 
implementations , but , on the contrary , is intended to cover 
modifications and equivalent arrangements that are within 
the spirit and scope of the appended claims . For example , it 
is to be understood that the present invention contemplates 
that , to the extent possible , one or more features of any 
embodiment can be combined with one or more features of 
any other embodiment . 

1 . A system comprising : 
one or more processors ; and 
a memory storing instructions that , when executed by the 
one or more processors , cause the system to perform : 
analyzing a database of claims ; 
determining a healthcare metric based on the analyses 

of the database of claims , the healthcare metric 
characterizing a relationship between one or more 
pharmacy events and one or more clinical events ; 

comparing the healthcare metric to a healthcare thresh 
old ; and 

based on the comparison of the healthcare metric to the 
healthcare threshold , generating a first lead for inves 
tigation . 

2 . The system of claim 1 , wherein determining the health 
care metric includes determining whether the one or more 
pharmacy events are accompanied by the one or more 
clinical events . 

3 . The system of claim 2 , wherein determining whether 
the one or more pharmacy events are accompanied by the 
one or more clinical events includes determining timing of 
occurrences of the one or more pharmacy events and the one 
or more clinical events . 

4 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the healthcare threshold 
is characterized by an expected number of clinical events 
associated with the one or more pharmacy events . 
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5 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
pharmacy events include one or more medical events in 
which a drug is prescribed or a prescription for the drug is 
filled . 

6 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more clinical 
events include one or more medical events in which a 
healthcare provider assesses a patient ' s need for pharma 
ceutical treatment . 

7 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the instructions further 
cause the system to perform generating a second lead for 
investigation based on the first lead . 

8 . The system of claim 7 , wherein the first lead identifies 
one or more of patients , healthcare providers , and / or health 
care events . 

9 . The system of claim 7 , wherein the second lead 
identifies one or more of patients , healthcare providers , 
and / or healthcare events . 

10 . A system comprising : 
one or more processors ; and 
a memory storing instructions that , when executed by the 

one or more processors , cause the system to perform : 
analyzing a database of claims ; 
determining a healthcare metric based on the analyses 
of the database of claims , the healthcare metric 
determined based on an amount of opiate doses 
received by a patient over a period of time ; 

comparing the healthcare metric to a healthcare thresh 
old ; and 

based on the comparison of the healthcare metric to the 
healthcare threshold , generating a first lead for inves 
tigation . 

11 . The system of claim 10 , wherein determining the 
healthcare metric includes converting the amount of opiate 
doses received by the patient over the period of time into a 
morphine equivalent . 

12 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the healthcare metric 
is adjusted based on the patient ' s health condition . 

13 . The system of 10 , wherein the healthcare metric 
includes a patient healthcare metric , the patient healthcare 
metric characterizing the amount of opiate doses received by 
the patient over the period of time . 

14 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the healthcare metric 
includes a healthcare provider healthcare metric , the health 
care provider healthcare metric characterizing the amount of 
opiate doses received by the patient and one or more other 
amounts of opiate doses received by one or more other 
patients over the period of time . 

15 . A system comprising : 
one or more processors ; and 
a memory storing instructions that , when executed by the 

one or more processors , cause the system to perform : 
analyzing a database of claims ; 
determining a healthcare metric based on the analyses 

of the database of claims , the healthcare metric 
characterizing a billing pattern of one or more 
healthcare providers ; 

comparing the healthcare metric to a healthcare thresh 
old ; and 

based on the comparison of the healthcare metric to the 
healthcare threshold , generating a first lead for inves 
tigation . 

16 . The system of claim 15 , wherein the healthcare metric 
is determined using mutual entropy . 

17 . The system of claim 16 , wherein the mutual entropy 
determines dependence of the one or more healthcare pro 
viders ' billings on patients seen by the one or more health 
care providers . 

18 . The system of claim 16 , wherein determining the 
healthcare metric includes grouping the one or more health 
care providers by specialties of the one or more healthcare 
providers . 

19 . The system of claim 15 , wherein determining the 
healthcare metric includes determining a level or a period 
icity of the one or more healthcare providers ' billings that 
are independent of external factors . 

20 . The system of claim 15 , wherein determining the 
healthcare metric includes determining increase in use of 
more expensive billing codes by the one or more healthcare 
providers over a period of time . 

* * * * * 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR 
FACILITATING DATA TRANSFORMATION 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation application of 
U . S . patent application Ser . No . 15 / 398 , 958 , filed Jan . 5 , 
2017 , the content of which is incorporated by reference in its 
entirety into the present disclosure . 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
[ 0002 ] This disclosure relates to approaches for facilitat 
ing data transformation . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] Under some approaches , a platform for analyzing 
various data may be deployed . The data - analysis platform 
may support an object - based data modeling framework . 
Frequently , data may be collected in a tabular format . 
Importing tabular formatted data into an object - based data 
modeling platform may require applying the ontology of the 
object - based data platform to a tabular data set to transform 
the tabular data set into data that conforms as required for 
the object - based data modeling platform . Object - based data 
modeling frameworks may provide users and analysts with 
tools for gaining insights into data sets that may not be 
readily apparent in other frameworks . There may be advan 
tages to transforming data to an object based framework for 
analysis . Performing such a transform , however , may 
require a user familiar with computer coding , the tabular 
data framework , and the object - based data framework . Data 
analysts with weaker familiarity and comfort with computer 
coding and / or data manipulation in the tabular data frame 
work may have difficulty viewing and working with such 
data . Even for users comfortable with these techniques , 
writing transforms and developing methods of viewing data 
within an object based framework may be repetitive and / or 
time consuming . 
[ 0004 ] These and other drawbacks exist with some data 
management systems . 

is not well versed in software and tabular data manipulation 
to work with large tabular data sets . 
[ 0006 ] Transformation of tabular data so that it may be 
stored according to an object based ontology is a problem 
that arises specifically in the realm of computer based data 
analysis . A tabular based data system may store data in 
tables of rows and columns . An object based data system 
may include an ontology that provides definitions of data 
objects and potential links between the data objects . Trans 
lation between the two requires transforming the tabular 
based data into an object based format , creating objects from 
the tabled data and generating appropriate links between the 
tabled data . Implementations of the technology described 
herein may provide a data modeling service that permits a 
user to map tabular data into an object based format accord 
ing to a provided ontology through a visual user interface . 
As the user selects tabular data for mapping to the ontology 
via a point and click interface , the system may generate the 
software code required to perform a transform of the tabular 
data into the object based data . The system may provide 
additional data analysis tools that facilitate the importation 
of external data . The user may access a library or market 
place of available data sets and select one to import . The 
system may automate a comparison between the user ' s data 
and the external data according to the ontology of the two 
data sets , the data stored in the data sets , and other factors . 
In addition , the system may provide tools for generating data 
visualizations . Constructing a custom data visualization 
from scratch may be time consuming . When a user wishes 
to develop a data visualization , they may access a library of 
previous user - built data visualizations . The previous data 
visualizations may be scored according to similarities 
between the user ' s data and the data underlying the previous 
visualization . Thus , a user may select a previously built data 
visualization as a starting point for their own analysis , where 
the previously built data visualization was built to visualize 
and present data similar to the user ' s own . 
10007 ] In an implementation , a system for assisting a user 
in performing transform of an origin data set into a target 
data set is provided . The system may include one or more 
processors and a memory storing instructions . When 
executed by the one or more processors , the instructions may 
cause the system to obtain the origin data set , the origin data 
set being organized in a tabular framework defined by an 
origin data schema , provide , to a user , a graphical user 
interface displaying the origin data set , receive , from a user , 
at least one designation of a data object within the origin 
data set , generate a data transform according to the at least 
one designated data object , and transform the origin data set 
into the target data set , the target data set having an object 
based framework . 
[ 0008 ] In another implementation , a computer imple 
mented method of assisting a user in the transform of an 
origin data set into a target data set , the method being 
performed on a computer system having one or more 
physical processors programmed with computer program 
instructions may be provided . The method may include 
obtaining , by the computer system , the origin data set , the 
origin data set being organized in a tabular framework 
defined by an origin data schema , providing , by the com 
puter system , to a user , a graphical user interface displaying 
the origin data set , receiving , by the computer system , from 
a user , at least one designation of a data object within the 
origin data set , generating , by the computer system , a data 

SUMMARY 
[ 0005 ] A claimed solution rooted in computer technology 
overcomes these problems specifically arising in the realm 
of computer technology . In various implementations , a com 
puting system is configured to provide tools that facilitate 
the manipulation and transformation of tabular based data 
into an object - based data modeling framework without the 
need to write software code . The computing system may 
provide a data modeling service , which may permit a user to 
translate data from a tabular format to an object - property 
format via a point and click interface . The computer system 
may receive the user ' s point / click input and generate the 
required software code to instantiate the user ' s inputs . In an 
additional implementation , the computer system may facili 
tate the importation of data from other tabular data sources . 
In yet another implementation , the computer system may 
assist in providing a data visualization to the user , by 
comparing the user ' s data set to a repository of data sets 
already associated with an object - property format and / or 
data visualizations . Based on the comparison , the computer 
system may provide a data visualization template for the 
user . The collection of tools provided may permit a user that 
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transform according to the at least one designated data 
object , and transforming , by the computer system , the origin 
data set into the target data set , the target data set having an 
object based framework . 
[ 0009 ] These and other objects , features , and characteris 
tics of the system and / or method disclosed herein , as well as 
the methods of operation and functions of the related ele 
ments of structure and the combination of parts and econo 
mies of manufacture , will become more apparent upon 
consideration of the following description and the appended 
claims with reference to the accompanying drawings , all of 
which form a part of this specification , wherein like refer 
ence numerals designate corresponding parts in the various 
figures . It is to be expressly understood , however , that the 
drawings are for the purpose of illustration and description 
only and are not intended as a definition of the limits of the 
invention . As used in the specification and in the claims , the 
singular form of “ a ” , “ an ” , and “ the ” include plural referents 
unless the context clearly dictates otherwise . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0010 ] Certain features of various embodiments of the 
present technology are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims . A better understanding of the features and 
advantages of the technology will be obtained by reference 
to the following detailed description that sets forth illustra 
tive embodiments , in which the principles of the technology 
are utilized , and the accompanying drawings of which 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 1 depicts an object based data structure . 
[ 0012 ] . FIG . 2 depicts a process schematic of data analysis 
assistance tools , according to some implementations . 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 3 depicts a system for data analysis assistance . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 4 depicts a process flow chart of a method for 
performing data analysis , according to some implementa 
tions . 
[ 0015 ] FIG . 5 depicts a block diagram of an example 
computer system in which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . 

having a plurality of rows and columns . Data in a tabular 
structure may be linked across tables . 
[ 0018 ] FIG . 1 depicts an object based data structure 100 . 
Object based data structure 100 is centered around data 
objects 101 . Each data object 101 may include several 
components , including one or more object properties 102 , 
one or more data notes 103 , one or more media components 
104 , and one or more data links 105 . The origin of data 
stored in data object 101 may be stored in a data source 
record 106 that indicates a data source 107 of the stored data . 
[ 0019 ] The object model is the framework for how data is 
stored . The object model is further defined by an ontology , 
defining the types of data and how they are stored in a given 
system . The ontology may be dynamic , updated to match 
evolving needs of the system and analysts . The ontology 
may define types of data objects 101 , object properties 102 , 
and data links 105 . The ontology may further define which 
data types may be associated with each other . Each data 
types may have a URI ( Uniform resource identifier ) that 
identifies it . 
[ 0020 ] Object types define the kinds of things that may be 
represented in the system , and provide structure for data 
objects 101 . Object types may be derived from , for example , 
entity types , event types , document types , and multimedia 
types . Event and document types may have temporal and 
geospatial data directly included within the data object 101 
itself . An object type may define the number and composi 
tion of properties 102 , notes 103 , and media components 
104 of a data object 101 . The object type may further define 
what other types of objects that data links 105 may permit 
association with . For example , an entity object type may 
define a data object 101 used to store data about a person , 
and may include data properties 102 for storing name , 
address , occupation , e - mail address , phone number , etc . 
Data links 105 of an entity object 101 may permit the entity 
object 101 to be linked to other entity objects ( e . g . , friends 
or business associates ) , linked to event objects ( e . g . , events 
attended or invited to ) , linked to document objects ( e . g . , 
authored ) , etc . 
[ 0021 ] Property types may define the type and behavior of 
input data . Property types may define the structure of the 
data stored in an object property 102 . The property type may 
define one or more data fields , the type of data associated 
with the field , as well as tools that may operate on the data 
fields . Property types may be simple , including a single data 
field , and / or may be composite , including multiple data 
fields . For example , an e - mail property type may define an 
e - mail object property . For example , the e - mail address 
john @ acmeinc . com may be stored in an e - mail object 
property as follows : URI : com . property . Email , Base Type : 
Composite , with these components : EMAIL USERNAME 
with the value " john , ” EMAIL _ DOMAIN with the value 
“ acmeinc . com . ” Further , the e - mail property type may 
define tools for parsing and concatenating the username and 
the domain , depending on what is required . 
[ 0022 ] Link types may define the types of data links 105 
that can exist between two objects 101 . 
[ 0023 ] Links may be symmetric or asymmetric . All links 
may have one object that is considered the “ parent " object , 
and the other that is the “ child . " In the case of symmetric 
links , e . g . , “ Spouse Of , ” which the parent and child objects 
are not contextually important . In the 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0016 ] The technology described herein relates to systems 
and methods for assisting a user in performing data analysis . 
In some implementations , the technology may facilitate a 
data transformation between a tabular data structure and an 
object based data structure . Object based data structures may 
provide powerful tools for generating insights about data 
and links between data . Many systems may collect data in a 
tabular format , including rows and columns . Transforming 
tabular data into object based data may be necessary to 
access the insights available through an object based data 
representation . The technology described herein provides 
systems and methods for facilitating the transformation of 
data stored in a tabular form to an object based structure . The 
technology described herein further provides systems and 
methods for facilitating the integration and comparison of 
two tabular data sets . The technology described herein 
further provides systems and methods for facilitating the 
visualization of object based data structures . 
[ 0017 ] Implementations of the invention may involve the 
transformation of data from a tabular based data structure to 
an object based data structure . A tabular based data structure 
may include data stored in a multitude of tables , each table 
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[ 0024 ] case of asymmetric links , like “ Manager Of / Man 
aged By , ” the parent and child may reflects the direction of 
the link . 
[ 0025 ] Thus , the ontology of the object based data system 
may define the way in which data is organized in the object 
based data system . The ontology defines the types of objects 
that may be stored and the components of the defined data 
objects 101 as well as the manner in which the defined data 
objects may link to one another via data links 105 . 
[ 0026 ] FIG . 2 depicts a schematic 200 of the operation of 
various aspects of the present technology . Schematic 200 
depicts the interaction between various data analysis assis 
tance tools associated with the technology , according to 
some implementations . In some implementations , a tabular 
data system 201 , data modeling service 202 , object based 
build system 206 , object based data system 207 , visualiza 
tion comparison engine 208 , and visualization system 209 
may be provided . Data modeling service 202 may interact 
with a remote data modeling service 203 , which may access 
a remote tabular data system 204 and a remote data source 
205 . Tabular data system 201 may access an origin data set 
210 while object based data system 207 and visualization 
system 209 may access and manipulate a target data set 212 . 
[ 0027 ] Tabular data system 201 may include a system 
configured to provide tools and functions for handling an 
origin data set 210 , including the entry , manipulation , modi 
fication , visualization , access , storage , deletion , and other 
functions with respect to the tabular based data contained 
therein . Tabular data system 201 may be configured to 
access or otherwise obtain tabular data set 210 . Origin data 
set 210 may be organized via a tabular framework defined by 
a origin data set schema . The schema may define the tables , 
columns , and rows that constitute the tabular framework , as 
well as their relationships with each other . 
[ 0028 ] Data modeling service 202 may be configured to 
interact with the tabular data system 201 and to provide a 
user with a visual or graphical interface for interacting with 
the tabular data system 201 . Data modeling service 202 may 
also be configured to access a target data set ontology . As 
described above with respect to FIG . 1 , a data set ontology 
may define the organizational structure and hierarchy of an 
object based data set , and may include information about 
objects , their associated properties and data , and the way in 
which they may interact with one another . 
[ 0029 ] Data modeling service 202 may use the target data 
set ontology to provide the user with options for mapping the 
origin data set to a target data set according to the ontology . 
A user may view all or a portion of a tabular data set and 
designate , through a graphical user interface , how the data of 
the origin data set should be mapped to the target data set 
according to the target data set ontology . A graphical user 
interface includes a computer interface that presents graphi 
cal , visual , and / or iconic representations and notations in 
addition to text elements to aid in user comprehension . A 
graphical user interface may be distinguished from an all 
text interface , such as a command line interface . Graphical 
user interfaces as used herein may include point and click 
interfaces , and other styles of user interface that permit a 
user to accomplish many tasks via the use of a computer 
mouse or other pointing device . In some implementations , a 
user may designate a table of the origin data set as corre 
sponding to an object 101 according to the target data set 
ontology . After making such a designation , the user may be 
provided the option of designating the columns of the data 

set as corresponding to properties 102 that are available 
based on the object type selected for the table . The user may 
further determine to link entries within the table to other 
entries in the table or to entries of different tables to create 
object links 205 . As the user provides the designations via 
the point and click interface , data modeling service 202 may 
send the selected mappings to the object based build system 
206 , which may generate a transform script according to the 
user ' s selected mappings . 
[ 0030 ] For example , a user may view a table of employ 
ees . The table may include several rows , one for each 
employee , and a series of columns including information 
about the employee , e . g . , employee ID , salary , e - mail 
address , home address , years employed , and any other 
relevant employment data . A user may select the table and 
designate the entire table as corresponding to an object type 
of “ person ” according to the target data set ontology . Next , 
the user may select each column of the table in turn . When 
a column is selected , a drop down list of property types that 
are available for the object type “ person ” may be displayed . 
The user may select the appropriate property type for one or 
more columns in the table . The user may determine not to 
select any property types for some columns in the table , and 
thus exclude that data from the transform . The user may also 
specify object links 105 between object - entries in the table 
and / or between an object - entry in the table and another 
object - entry in another table that has already been desig 
nated as an object . When the user has finished working with 
one table , they may move to another table within the origin 
data set 210 and / or indicate that they are finished working 
with the origin data set 210 via the user interface . 
[ 0031 ] Accordingly , a user may , via the data modeling 
service 202 , designate or map some or all data of the origin 
data set 210 for transform to a target data set 212 according 
to a target data set ontology . During the mapping process , 
data modeling service 202 may send the details of the 
mapping to object based build system 206 , which may 
generate the code of a transform script for carrying out the 
user ' s mapping . In some implementations , data modeling 
service 202 may wait to send the details of the mapping until 
the user makes a request to do so . Object based build system 
206 may , at the user ' s request , at any time during user ' s 
interaction with the origin data set 210 , and / or at the 
completion of the mapping process , deploy the generated 
transform script across all or a portion of the origin data set 
210 to generate the target data set 212 , which may then be 
stored in a memory module for access by object based data 
system 207 . 
10032 ] In some implementations , a user may access addi 
tional data sets , e . g . , remote data source 205 , via a remote 
data modeling service 203 . In some implementations , con 
nection to remote data modeling service 203 may be facili 
tated by a data exchange 215 . Data exchange 215 may 
provide a venue providing access to one or more external 
data sets . The provided external data sets may be publically 
available data , for example , weather data sets or other 
non - proprietary data . A user may access a data exchange 215 
and view a list of available data sets . In some implementa 
tions , a data exchange 215 may be provided to the general 
public . In some implementations , a data exchange 215 may 
be provided to specific users , for example , to users within a 
specific organization , institution , or corporation , to users 
participating in a cooperative data exchange , to user paying 
for a data service , and / or to other selective groups of users . 
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A user may select a specific remote data source 205 from 
options listed on the data exchange 215 . 
[ 0033 ] In some implementations , remote data source 205 
may be accessible via an associated remote data modeling 
service 203 . Remote data modeling service 203 may access 
remote data source 205 directly , and / or via a remote tabular 
data system 204 . Remote data modeling service 203 may 
impose a remote data source ontology on the data of remote 
data source 205 . 
[ 0034 ] A user may wish to combine the origin data set 210 
with all or a portion of remote data source 205 when creating 
target data set 212 . In some implementations , data modeling 
service 202 may facilitate the integration of remote data 
source 205 and origin data set 210 via a comparison between 
the target data set ontology and the remote data source 
ontology . 
[ 0035 ] In some implementations , data modeling service 
202 may access the remote data source ontology and suggest 
portions of the remote data source 205 suitable for integra 
tion based on similarities between the data sets as indicated 
by a comparison between the two ontologies . In some 
implementations , data modeling service 202 may identify 
objects of the remote data source 205 having a same type as 
objects of the target data set ontology as data to be imported . 
For example , an origin data set 210 may include data about 
energy usage . The target data set ontology may include 
" day " objects storing data about energy usage and other 
information for specific days . A remote data source 205 
containing information about weather may also include 
" day " objects including information about weather on spe 
cific days . The system may determine that both of the “ day ” 
objects are ontologically similar , and may suggest the impor 
tation of the weather set “ day ” objects during data transfor 
mation . This may provide the user with the ability to 
examine energy usage according to the weather on specific 
days . 
[ 0036 ] In some implementations , data modeling service 
202 may suggest data of remote data source 205 for import 
based on similarities between object types that are not exact 
matches . In some implementations , a user may provide 
instructions to data modeling service 202 to select specific 
object types of remote data source 205 for importation . A 
person of skill in the art may recognize additional methods 
of selecting data of remote data source 205 based on the 
target and origin data set ontologies without departing from 
the scope of the invention . 
[ 0037 ] As discussed above , object based build system 206 
may deploy the generated transform script across the origin 
data set 210 to generate the target data set 212 . If a user has 
selected data from a remote data source 205 , that too may be 
transformed by the object based build system according to 
the remote data source ontology . 
[ 0038 ] Object based data system 207 may provide a user 
with the ability to access and manipulate target data set 212 
in an object based framework . A user may wish to generate 
visualizations of the target data set 212 for analysis . Visu 
alizations may use the target set 212 to provide graphs , 
charts , timelines , and other visual representations of data 
stored in target data set 212 . 
[ 0039 ] Visualization comparison engine 208 may be 
employed by the user to generate suggested visualization 
templates for viewing target data set 212 . A visualization 
template may provide a data visualization which a user may 
then customize to their specific target data set 212 . The 

visualization template may include suggested graphs , charts , 
timelines , and other visual data representations . Visualiza 
tion comparison engine 208 may generate suggested visu 
alization templates based on the target data set ontology , the 
target data set 212 , and prior visualization templates stored 
in visualization template data set 214 . The prior visualiza 
tion templates stored in template data set 214 may include 
visualizations built by users ( either different users or the 
current user ) based on other data sets . The visualization 
templates may be stored with information about the ontolo 
gies and data that the visualization template was created to 
display . 
10040 ] Visualization comparison engine 208 may compare 
the target data set ontology and the target data set 212 to 
stored information about the data and ontologies of prior 
visualization templates stored in the template data set 214 . 
Visualization comparison engine 208 may use the compari 
son to determine prior visualization templates that may be 
useful for the current user , either as a starting point or as a 
complete data presentation package . Visualization templates 
may be selected by visualization comparison engine 208 
based on similarities between the template ontology and data 
and the target data set ontology and target data . 
[ 0041 ] For example , a previous user may have built an 
extensive visualization for displaying a past data set . If the 
past data set was similar to the user ' s current target data set , 
in either or both of the data stored or the ontology of the data 
stored , the previous user ' s visualization may be helpful for 
displaying the current user ' s similar data . According to 
similarities between the ontology and data of the past data 
and the ontology and data of the target data set 212 , 
visualization comparison engine 208 may select one or more 
visualization templates from the template data set 214 for 
suggestion to the user . Similarities between the visualization 
template data sets and ontologies and target data set 212 and 
ontology may be determined , for example , based on a 
weighted scoring of object types in common , similar object 
counts , ontology hierarchy in common , and any other 
weighted facet or feature of the ontologies and data . Visu 
alization comparison engine 208 may provide the visualiza 
tion template suggestions as a ranked list , for example based 
on a scoring of similarities between the target set 212 and 
ontology and the data sets and ontology of the suggested 
visualizations . 
[ 0042 ] In some implementations , visualization compari 
son engine 208 may adjust the weights of the similarity 
comparison based on user behavior according to a machine 
learning process . For example , if a user selects and ulti 
mately uses a specific visualization template , visualization 
comparison engine 208 may upwardly adjust the weights of 
those categories where the template data and ontology 
matched the target data and ontology and downwardly adjust 
those categories where there was no match . 
[ 0043 ] After selection of a visualization template through 
the use of visualization comparison engine 208 , the user may 
access visualization system 209 . Visualization system 209 
may receive the selected visualization template and target 
data set 212 . Visualization system 209 may provide a user 
with tools to modify , add to , reduce , and / or otherwise alter 
the selected visualization template to produce visualizations 
based on target data set 212 . Visualization system 209 may 
provide such tools through a graphic and / or point and click 
style interface . 
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[ 0044 ] Accordingly , the system depicted via schematic 
200 may provide a user with all of the tools necessary to 
transform a tabular framework data set into an object based 
data set , compare the tabular framework data set to other 
data sets , and to generate data visualizations of the original 
data set and any comparison data set . The user may be 
afforded the ability to perform all of these tasks without the 
requirement of writing any computer code or scripts , 
entirely through intuitive point and click interfaces . These 
tools may be useful in providing access to data analysis 
systems previously inaccessible to non - technical users . Fur 
thermore , they may accelerate and simplify the generation of 
analyses even by technical users . 

Example System Architecture 
[ 0045 ] FIG . 3 depicts a system 300 for facilitating the 
transform and visualization of tabular based data . In one 
implementation , system 300 may include a computer system 
310 , a user device 340 , a remote system 350 , data exchange 
215 , a tabular data module 370 , an object based data module 
380 , and a template storage module 390 in communication 
via network 302 , and / or other components . Data modules 
370 , 380 , 390 are illustrated in FIG . 1 as separate from 
computer system 310 and user device 340 . In some imple 
mentations , data modules 370 , 380 , 390 may be stored on 
the computer system 310 , user device 340 , or at a remote 
location . 
10046 ] Data exchange 215 may be a software module 
operating on computer system 310 , user device 340 , remote 
system 350 , or another computer system . Data exchange 215 
may provide computer instructions that , when executed , 
create an exchange or marketplace where user ' s may 
exchange , access , and share data sets . In some implemen 
tations , data exchange 215 may host versions of the shared 
data sets . In some implementations , data exchange 215 may 
facilitate access to the hosts of the shared data sets . 
[ 0047 ] Tabular data module 370 may be a computer 
memory configured to store data . Tabular data module 370 
may store a data set formatted with a tabular structure . A 
tabular data structure may be defined by a data schema , 
encompassing data schema related information including at 
least the names of the columns of the table , the data types of 
the columns , user descriptions of the columns , etc . Tabular 
data module 370 may be configured to store an origin data 
set 210 . 
10048 ] Object based data module 380 may be a computer 
memory configured to store data . Object based data module 
380 may store a data set formatted with an object based 
structure according to an ontology , as described , e . g . , with 
respect to FIG . 1 . Object based data module 380 may be 
configured to store a target data set 212 
[ 0049 ] Template storage data module 390 may be a com 
puter memory configured to store data . Template storage 
data module 390 may store information associated with data 
visualizations of object based data . Template storage data 
module 390 may be configured to store a visualization 
template data set 214 . 
[ 0050 ] Computer system 310 may be configured as a 
server ( e . g . , having one or more server blades , processors , 
etc . ) , a personal computer ( e . g . , a desktop computer , a laptop 
computer , etc . ) , a smartphone , a tablet computing device , 
and / or other device that can be programmed to receive 
tabular data or object based data , provide services for the 

manipulation of the data , and provide services for transfor 
mation and display of the data . 
[ 0051 ] Computer system 310 may include one or more 
processors 332 ( also interchangeably referred to herein as 
processors 332 , processor ( s ) 332 , or processor 332 for 
convenience ) , one or more storage devices 334 , and / or other 
components . Processors 332 may be programmed by one or 
more computer program instructions stored on storage 
device 334 . For example , processors 332 may be pro 
grammed by tabular data system 201 , data modeling service 
202 , object based build system 206 , object based data 
system 207 , visualization comparison engine 208 , and visu 
alization system 209 , and / or other instructions that program 
computer system 310 to perform various operations , each of 
which are described in greater detail herein . As used herein , 
for convenience , the various instruction modules , systems , 
and engines will be described as performing an operation , 
when , in fact , the various instructions program the proces 
sors 332 ( and therefore computer system 310 ) to perform the 
operation . Further details and features of a computer system 
310 configured for implementing features of the described 
technology may be understood with respect to computer 
system 500 as illustrated in FIG . 5 . 
[ 0052 ] User device 340 may be configured as a server 
( e . g . , having one or more server blades , processors , etc . ) , a 
personal computer ( e . g . , a desktop computer , a laptop com 
puter , etc . ) , a smartphone , a tablet computing device , and / or 
other device that can be programmed to receive tabular data 
or object based data , provide services for the manipulation 
of the data , and provide services for transformation and 
display of the data . 
[ 0053 ] User device 340 may include one or more proces 
sors 342 ( also interchangeably referred to herein as proces 
sors 342 , processor ( s ) 342 , or processor 342 for conve 
nience ) , one or more storage devices 344 , and / or other 
components . Processors 342 may be programmed by one or 
more computer program instructions . For example , proces 
sors 342 may be programmed by data tabular data system 
201 , data modeling service 202 , object based build system 
206 , object based data system 207 , visualization comparison 
engine 208 , and visualization system 209 , and / or other 
instructions that program user device 340 to perform various 
operations , each of which are described in greater detail 
herein . As used herein , for convenience , the various instruc 
tion modules will be described as performing an operation , 
when , in fact , the various instructions program the proces 
sors 342 ( and therefore user device 340 ) to perform the 
operation . 
10054 ] Remote system 350 may be configured as a server 
( e . g . , having one or more server blades , processors , etc . ) , a 
personal computer ( e . g . , a desktop computer , a laptop com 
puter , etc . ) , a smartphone , a tablet computing device , and / or 
other device that can be programmed to receive tabular data 
or object based data , provide services for the manipulation 
of the data , and provide services for transformation and 
display of the data . 
[ 0055 ] Remote system 350 may include one or more 
processors 352 ( also interchangeably referred to herein as 
processors 352 , processor ( s ) 352 , or processor 352 for 
convenience ) , one or more storage devices 354 , and / or other 
components . Processors 352 may be programmed by one or 
more computer program instructions . For example , proces 
sors 352 may be programmed by remote data modeling 
service 203 , remote tabular data system 204 , and / or other 
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instructions that program remote system 350 to perform 
various operations , each of which are described in greater 
detail herein . Remote data system 350 may access remote 
data source 205 . As used herein , for convenience , the 
various instruction modules will be described as performing 
an operation , when , in fact , the various instructions program 
the processors 352 ( and therefore remote system 350 ) to 
perform the operation . 
[ 0056 ] Various aspects of the transform facilitation system 
may operate on computer system 310 and / or on user device 
340 . That is , the various modules described herein may each 
operate on one or both of computer system 310 and / or user 
device 340 . 
[ 0057 ] Tabular data system 201 may be a software module 
operating on computer system 310 and / or user device 340 . 
Tabular data system 201 may include programming instruc 
tions that cause the host computer system to run a data 
system configured for manipulating , modifying , altering , 
and otherwise handling tabular data sets . Tabular data sys 
tem 201 may include a graphical and / or text based user 
interface as well as the necessary software tools , functions , 
and methods to permit a user to interact with tabular data . In 
some implementations , tabular data system may access an 
origin data set 210 stored in tabular data storage module 370 . 
10058 ) Data modeling service 202 may be a software 
module operating on computer system 310 and / or user 
device 340 . Data modeling service 202 may include pro 
gramming instructions that cause the host computer system 
to provide a visual interface for permitting a user to interact 
with tabular data system 201 . Data modeling service 202 
may access a target data ontology to provide a user with a 
visual point and click interface permitting the mapping of 
table / column / row data as provided by tabular data system 
201 to an object based target data set 212 . Data modeling 
service 202 may permit a user to designate or map data of 
an origin data set 210 to object types , object components , 
and object links according to a target data set ontology . Data 
modeling service 202 may provide various visual tools , such 
as drop down menus , radio buttons , nested menus , and 
others , to allow a user to point to data of origin data set 210 
( e . g . , using a mouse or other computer interface tool ) and 
select a corresponding ontology detail for that data . For 
example , a user may view a table and designate the table as 
corresponding to a specific object type . The user may then 
be given the opportunity to designate columns of the table as 
representatives of specific properties supported by the 
selected object type . Based on the user ' s designations , each 
entry of the table may be transformed into an object of the 
selected type having the selected properties by the object 
based build system 207 . 
[ 0059 ] Data modeling service 202 may also be configured 
to communicate with other data modeling services , e . g . , 
remote data modeling service 203 . Data modeling service 
202 may identify remote data modeling service 203 via data 
exchange 215 . Data modeling service 202 may communi 
cate with remote data modeling service 203 to gain access to 
a remote data source 205 . 
[ 0060 ] Data modeling service 202 may provide a user with 
the ability to import data from remote data source 205 . Data 
modeling service 202 may analyze remote data source 205 
and identify portions of remote data source 205 as sugges 
tions for a data import . Data modeling service 202 may base 
such identification on a comparison between the data and the 
ontology of target data set 212 and the data and ontology of 

remote data source 205 , as imposed by remote data model 
ing service 203 . Data modeling service 202 may further 
permit a user to select portions of remote data source 205 for 
import , either according to a tabular data format ( e . g . , the 
user can select tables , columns , and rows ) of remote data 
source 205 or according to an imposed ontology ( e . g . , the 
user may select objects , object types , etc . , for import ) . 
[ 0061 ] Object based build system 206 may be a software 
module operating on computer system 310 and / or user 
device 340 . Object based build system 206 may include 
programming instructions that cause the host computer 
system to receive any or all of the data mapping specified by 
the user via data modeling service 202 , the selected target set 
ontology , the origin data set 210 , and the selected data from 
remote data source 205 to perform a data transform to 
produce target data set 212 . 
[ 0062 ] Object based build system 206 may generate soft 
ware instructions of a transform script according to the data 
mapping specified by the user via data modeling service 202 . 
The generated software instructions may be generated 
according to the received data mapping as well as the target 
data ontology . The generated software instructions may be 
generated for deployment across the origin data set 210 and 
selected data from the remote data source 205 to produce an 
object based data set , e . g . , target data set 212 , according to 
the user ' s mapped associations between the target ontology 
and the origin data set 210 and remote data source 205 . 
[ 0063 ] Object based build system 206 may further be 
configured to deploy the generated transform script across 
all or a portion of the origin data set 210 and remote data 
source 205 to produce target data set 212 . The generated 
transform script may be compiled by object based build 
system 206 and deployed across all or a portion of origin 
data set 210 and remote data source 205 . The generated 
transform script may transform the tabular data operated on 
to an object based format stored as target data set 212 . In 
some implementations , object based build system 206 may 
update or modify a portion of an existing target data set 212 , 
rather than generating an entirely new data set . 
[ 0064 ] Object based data system 207 may be a software 
module operating on computer system 310 and / or user 
device 340 . Object based data system 207 may include 
programming instructions that cause the host computer 
system to provide a user with an interface and with tools to 
manipulate and modify an object based data set , e . g . , target 
data set 212 . 
[ 0065 ] Visualization comparison engine 208 may be a 
software module operating on computer system 310 and / or 
user device 340 . Visualization comparison engine 208 may 
include programming instructions that cause the host com 
puter system to compare aspects of target data set 212 with 
information associated with visualization templates stored in 
a visualization template data set 214 stored in visualization 
template data module 390 . The information associated with 
visualization templates may include information about the 
ontologies and data sets for which the visualization tem 
plates were built . The ontology and data of the target data set 
212 may be compared by visualization comparison engine 
208 to the ontologies and data associated with the stored 
visualization templates . Each aspect of comparison may be 
weighted to determine a similarity score between the target 
data set 212 and the data sets associated with the visualiza 
tion templates . Visualization templates that have high simi 
larity scores may be suggested to the user for use with the 
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user ' s target data set 212 . User selection of a visualization 
template may cause visualization comparison engine 208 to 
use machine learning algorithms to update the comparison 
weighting for future comparisons . 
[ 0066 ] Visualization system 209 may be a software mod 
ule operating on computer system 310 . Visualization system 
209 may include programming instructions that cause the 
host computer system to receive a selected visualization 
template from visualization comparison engine 208 and 
produce a data visualization based on the selected visual 
ization and the target data set 212 . Visualization system 209 
may thus produce a visualization of target data set 212 , 
including charts , graphs , and other visual data representa 
tions , according to rules specified by the selected visualiza 
tion template . Visualization system 209 may further permit 
the user to manipulate , revise , alter , add to , and otherwise 
interact with the data visualization provided by visualization 
system 209 . 
10067 ) Remote data modeling service 203 may be a soft 
ware module operating on remote system 350 . Remote data 
modeling service 203 may include programming instruc 
tions that cause remote system 350 to carry out any or all of 
the functions described above with respect to data modeling 
service 202 . Remote data modeling service 203 may com 
municate with data modeling service 203 to provide access 
to remote data source 205 . 
[ 0068 ] Remote tabular data system 204 may be a software 
module operating on remote system 350 . Remote tabular 
data system 204 may include programming instructions that 
cause remote system 350 to carry out any and all tasks as 
described with respect to tabular data system 201 . 
[ 0069 ] Although illustrated in FIG . 3 as a single compo 
nent , computer system 310 and user device 340 may each 
include a plurality of individual components ( e . g . , computer 
devices ) each programmed with at least some of the func 
tions described herein . In this manner , some components of 
computer system 310 and / or user device 340 may perform 
some functions while other components may perform other 
functions , as would be appreciated . The one or more pro 
cessors 332 , 342 may each include one or more physical 
processors that are programmed by computer program 
instructions . The various instructions described herein are 
exemplary only . Other configurations and numbers of 
instructions may be used , so long as the processor ( s ) 332 , 
342 are programmed to perform the functions described 
herein . 
[ 0070 ] Furthermore , it should be appreciated that although 
the various instructions are illustrated in FIG . 3 as being 
co - located within a single processing unit , in implementa 
tions in which processor ( s ) 332 , 342 includes multiple 
processing units , one or more instructions may be executed 
remotely from the other instructions . 
[ 0071 ] Additionally , the modular software breakdown as 
illustrated in FIG . 3 is prepared for illustrative purposes 
only . The various instructions described with respect to 
specific software modules may be implemented by alterna 
tive software modules configured in different arrangements 
and with alternative function sets . 
10072 ] The description of the functionality provided by the 
different instructions described herein is for illustrative 
purposes , and is not intended to be limiting , as any of 
instructions may provide more or less functionality than is 
described . For example , one or more of the instructions may 
be eliminated , and some or all of its functionality may be 

provided by other ones of the instructions . As another 
example , processor ( s ) 332 , 342 may be programmed by one 
or more additional instructions that may perform some or all 
of the functionality attributed herein to one of the instruc 
tions . 
[ 0073 ] The various instructions described herein may be 
stored in a storage device 334 , 344 which may comprise 
random access memory ( RAM ) , read only memory ( ROM ) , 
and / or other memory . The storage device may store the 
computer program instructions ( e . g . , the aforementioned 
instructions ) to be executed by processor 332 , 342 as well as 
data that may be manipulated by processor 332 , 342 . The 
storage device may comprise floppy disks , hard disks , 
optical disks , tapes , or other storage media for storing 
computer - executable instructions and / or data . 
[ 0074 ] The various components illustrated in FIG . 3 may 
be coupled to at least one other component via a network 
302 , which may include any one or more of , for instance , the 
Internet , an intranet , a PAN ( Personal Area Network ) , a LAN 
( Local Area Network ) , a WAN ( Wide Area Network ) , a SAN 
( Storage Area Network ) , a MAN ( Metropolitan Area Net 
work ) , a wireless network , a cellular communications net 
work , a Public Switched Telephone Network , and / or other 
network . In FIG . 3 , as well as in other drawing Figures , 
different numbers of entities than those depicted may be 
used . Furthermore , according to various implementations , 
the components described herein may be implemented in 
hardware and / or software that configure hardware . 
100751 . FIG . 4 depicts a process flow chart of a method for 
facilitating the user implementation of data transformations . 
The various processing operations and / or data flows 
depicted in FIG . 4 ( and in the other drawing figures ) are 
described in greater detail herein . The described operations 
may be accomplished using some or all of the system 
components described in detail above and , in some imple 
mentations , various operations may be performed in differ 
ent sequences and various operations may be omitted . Addi 
tional operations may be performed along with some or all 
of the operations shown in the depicted flow diagrams . One 
or more operations may be performed simultaneously . 
Accordingly , the operations as illustrated ( and described in 
greater detail below ) are exemplary by nature and , as such , 
should not be viewed as limiting . 
[ 0076 ] In an operation 402 , data transformation process 
400 may include obtaining an origin data set 210 and a target 
data set ontology . Tabular data system 201 may import or 
otherwise obtain origin data set 210 . The user may engage 
or activate data modeling service 202 to operate in conjunc 
tion with tabular data system 201 . As a step in activating data 
modeling service 202 , the user may select , import , or 
otherwise add a target data set ontology to the data modeling 
service 202 environment . The target data set ontology may 
be selected by a user from a catalog or menu of optional 
ontologies , may be imported from a remote location , and / or 
may be obtained via any other suitable methods . 
[ 0077 ] In an operation 404 , data transformation process 
400 may include importing data from remote data source 
205 . Data modeling service 202 may access a data exchange 
215 to allow the user to identify a remote data source 205 
that they may wish to compare to the origin data set 210 . 
Data exchange 215 may host remote data sources and / or 
may provide links to such external data sources . After 
selecting a remote data source 205 , data modeling service 
202 may import the selected remote data source 205 . In 
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some implementation , data modeling service 202 may inter 
face with a remote data modeling service 203 associated 
with the remote data source 205 . 
[ 0078 ] Data modeling service 202 may be configured to 
assist the user in selecting portions of remote data source 
205 for import . Data modeling service 202 may compare the 
origin data set 210 and the selected target data set ontology 
to the data and ontology of the remote data source 205 . Data 
modeling service 202 may identify similarities based on the 
comparison , and provide a suggestion to the user that data 
portions ( e . g . , having a similar number or type of objects , 
having similar data , having objects with similar properties , 
etc . ) of remote data source 205 similar to the origin data set 
210 be selected for import . 
[ 0079 ] Importing remote data source 205 may include 
transferring all of remote data source 205 to a user ' s host 
computer system and / or transferring a selected portion of 
remote data source 205 to the user ' s host computer system . 
For example , after a user selects portions of remote data 
source 205 for analysis , importation may include importing 
the selected portions . 
[ 0080 ] In an operation 406 , data transformation process 
400 may include providing a graphical user interface dis 
playing origin data set 210 . In some implementations , the 
provided graphical user interface may also display imported 
data from remote data source 205 . The graphical user 
interface may facilitate the user ' s interaction with the origin 
data set 210 and the selected remote data . The graphical user 
interface provided by data modeling service 202 may pro 
vide the user with tools and options to manipulate and view 
the tabular data in tabular data system 201 . 
[ 0081 ] In an operation 408 , data transformation process 
400 may include receiving a data mapping designating data 
objects of the origin data set 210 according to the target 
ontology . Data modeling service 202 may receive the user 
mapping of tables , columns , and rows of the origin data set 
210 and selected portions of the remote data source 205 to 
objects , properties , and other aspects of the target ontology . 
The user may designate or map a portion of either the origin 
data set 210 or remote data source 205 to an target data set 
ontology aspecte . g . , a table may be designated as an 
object type . Based on a first mapping , data modeling service 
202 may provide the user with options for a second , sub 
sidiary mapping . For example , is a user designates a table as 
corresponding to a specific object type ( i . e . , a first mapping ) , 
the system may then permit the user to designate columns of 
the table to properties allowed on the specified object type 
( i . e . , a subsidiary or secondary mapping ) . Thus , data mod 
eling service 202 may permit the user to map the tabular data 
of the origin data set 210 and remote data source 205 to the 
target data set ontology according to the hierarchy of the 
ontology . 
[ 0082 ] In an operation 410 , data transformation process 
400 may include transforming at least a portion of the origin 
data set 210 according to the user data mapping to generate 
the target data set 212 . Data modeling service 202 may 
transfer the user data mapping to object based build system 
206 to generate a transform script . The user data mapping 
selections between portions of the tabular based data and the 
target data set ontology may be used to generate the neces 
sary software code to perform the data mapping across the 
origin data set 210 and remote data source 205 . In some 
implementations , data modeling service 202 may transfer 
data mapping selections as they are entered by the user , and 

object based build system 206 may generate transform script 
code concurrently . In some implementations , data modeling 
service 202 may transfer data mapping selections after a user 
has completed their selections , and object based build sys 
tem 206 may generate the transform script all at once when 
all of the user ' s mapping designations are received . 
[ 0083 ] Object based build system 206 may , after receiving 
all user mapping designations , compile the transform script 
and deploy it across selected portions of origin data set 210 
and remote data source 205 to generate the target data set 
212 . The transform script , created according to the user 
mapping designations , may codify all of the user ' s mapping 
designation selections . 
[ 0084 ] In an operation 412 , data transformation process 
400 may include identifying a visualization template and 
deploying a selected visualization template across the target 
data set 212 . Visualization comparison engine 208 may 
identify one or more visualization templates from those 
stored in visualization template data set 214 as being appro 
priate for the user ' s target data set 212 . Visualization system 
209 may deploy the selected visualization template across 
the target data set 212 to provide the user with a visual 
analysis of the target data set . 
[ 0085 ] Visualization comparison engine 208 may identify 
one or more visualization templates based on a comparison 
between the data and ontology of target data set 212 and the 
data and ontologies of the stored visualization templates . 
Different aspects of the comparison may be weighted in 
determining similarities between the target data set 212 and 
the data sets underlying the visualization templates . For 
example , if the ontologies use two objects that are of an 
identical type , this similarity may be given a higher weight 
than if the ontologies use two objects that are similar but not 
identical ( i . e . , the objects share some but not all property 
types ) . Visualization comparison engine 208 may use the 
comparison to determine which visualization templates were 
generated based on data similar to the of the user . For 
example , visualization templates based on data sets have a 
similar ontology ( e . g . , using many of the same or similar 
objects ) . Other aspects that may be compared may include 
object counts , object type counts , linkage types , linkage 
counts , and any other aspect of the data ontology or data set 
that may be compared . Visualization comparison engine 208 
may thus present to the user a selection of identified visu 
alization templates built by previous users for displaying 
data that has characteristics similar to those of the user ' s 
target data set 212 . 
[ 0086 ] Thus , data transformation process 400 may provide 
a method for a user to access and manipulate a tabular based 
data set , import additional tabular data , map the original set 
and the imported data to a selected object based ontology , 
transform the data according to the mapping , and visualize 
the transformed data . The method may allow a user to 
perform all of this without having to write any script or code . 
Thus , the method may be advantageous for non - technical 
users as well as technical users that would like to import , 
transform , and visualize data quickly and efficiently . 
[ 0087 ] FIG . 5 depicts a block diagram of an example 
computer system 500 in which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . The computer system 
500 includes a bus 502 or other communication mechanism 
for communicating information , one or more hardware pro 
cessors 504 coupled with bus 502 for processing informa 
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tion . Hardware processor ( s ) 504 may be , for example , one or 
more general purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0088 ] The computer system 500 also includes a main 
memory 506 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
502 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 504 . Main memory 506 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 504 . Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 504 , render computer system 
500 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0089 ) The computer system 500 further includes a read 
only memory ( ROM ) 508 or other static storage device 
coupled to bus 502 for storing static information and instruc 
tions for processor 504 . A storage device 510 , such as a 
magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash 
drive ) , etc . , is provided and coupled to bus 502 for storing 
information and instructions . 
[ 0090 ] The computer system 500 may be coupled via bus 
502 to a display 512 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or 
LCD display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to 
a computer user . An input device 514 , including alphanu 
meric and other keys , is coupled to bus 502 for communi 
cating information and command selections to processor 
504 . Another type of user input device is cursor control 516 , 
such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 504 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 512 . This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and a second axis 
( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
cursor . 
[ 0091 ] The computing system 500 may include a user 
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored in 
a mass storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod 
ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 
software components , object - oriented software components , 
class components and task components , processes , func - 
tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
[ 0092 ] In general , the word “ module , " as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , C or C + + . A software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , 
or Python . It will be appreciated that software modules may 
be callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices may be provided on a computer readable medium , 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
download ( and may be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation , decompression 

or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code may 
be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the 
executing computing device , for execution by the computing 
device . Software instructions may be embedded in firmware , 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
modules , but may be represented in hardware or firmware . 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that may be combined with other modules or 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
or storage . 
[ 0093 ] The computer system 500 may implement the 
techniques described herein using customized hard - wired 
logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or 
program logic which in combination with the computer 
system causes or programs computer system 500 to be a 
special - purpose machine . According to one embodiment , the 
techniques herein are performed by computer system 500 in 
response to processor ( s ) 504 executing one or more 
sequences of one or more instructions contained in main 
memory 506 . Such instructions may be read into main 
memory 506 from another storage medium , such as storage 
device 510 . Execution of the sequences of instructions 
contained in main memory 506 causes processor ( s ) 504 to 
perform the process steps described herein . In alternative 
embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used in place of 
or in combination with software instructions . 
[ 0094 ] The term “ non - transitory media , ” and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage device 510 . Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 506 . Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
[ 0095 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 502 . Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0096 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 504 for execution . For example , the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to computer system 500 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
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data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 502 . Bus 502 carries the 
data to main memory 506 , from which processor 504 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 506 may retrieves and executes 
the instructions . The instructions received by main memory 
506 may optionally be stored on storage device 510 either 
before or after execution by processor 504 . 
[ 0097 ] The computer system 500 also includes a commu 
nication interface 518 coupled to bus 502 . Communication 
interface 518 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to one or more network links that are connected to one 
or more local networks . For example , communication inter 
face 518 may be an integrated services digital network 
( ISDN ) card , cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to 
provide a data communication connection to a correspond 
ing type of telephone line . As another example , communi 
cation interface 518 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card 
to provide a data communication connection to a compatible 
LAN ( or WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . 
Wireless links may also be implemented . In any such 
implementation , communication interface 518 sends and 
receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of 
information . 
10098 ] A network link typically provides data communi 
cation through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , a network link may provide a connection 
through local network to a host computer or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) . The 
ISP in turn provides data communication services through 
the world wide packet data communication network now 
commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” . Local network and 
Internet both use electrical , electromagnetic or optical sig 
nals that carry digital data streams . The signals through the 
various networks and the signals on network link and 
through communication interface 518 , which carry the digi 
tal data to and from computer system 500 , are example 
forms of transmission media . 
100991 . The computer system 500 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link and communication interface 518 . In the 
Internet example , a server might transmit a requested code 
for an application program through the Internet , the ISP , the 
local network and the communication interface 518 . 
[ 0100 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
504 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 510 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0101 ] Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and 
fully or partially automated by , code modules executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors 
comprising computer hardware . The processes and algo 
rithms may be implemented partially or wholly in applica 
tion - specific circuitry . 
[ 0102 ] The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another , or may be 
combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
sub - combinations are intended to fall within the scope of 
this disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 

can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 
0103 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 

“ can , ” “ could , " " might , ” or “ may , " unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0104 ] Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in 
the flow diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules , segments , or portions of code which 
include one or more executable instructions for implement 
ing specific logical functions or steps in the process . Alter 
nate implementations are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
tions may be deleted , executed out of order from that shown 
or discussed , including substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order , depending on the functionality involved , as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art . 
[ 0105 ] It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above - described embodi 
ments , the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples . All such modifications 
and variations are intended to be included herein within the 
scope of this disclosure . The foregoing description details 
certain embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , 
however , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears 
in text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is 
also stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
thereof . 

Engines , Components , and Logic 
[ 0106 ] Certain embodiments are described herein as 
including logic or a number of components , engines , or 
mechanisms . Engines may constitute either software engines 
( e . g . , code embodied on a machine - readable medium ) or 
hardware engines . A “ hardware engine ” is a tangible unit 
capable of performing certain operations and may be con 
figured or arranged in a certain physical manner . In various 
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example embodiments , one or more computer systems ( e . g . , 
a standalone computer system , a client computer system , or 
a server computer system ) or one or more hardware engines 
of a computer system ( e . g . , a processor or a group of 
processors ) may be configured by software ( e . g . , an appli 
cation or application portion ) as a hardware engine that 
operates to perform certain operations as described herein . 
[ 0107 ] In some embodiments , a hardware engine may be 
implemented mechanically , electronically , or any suitable 
combination thereof . For example , a hardware engine may 
include dedicated circuitry or logic that is permanently 
configured to perform certain operations . For example , a 
hardware engine may be a special - purpose processor , such 
as a Field - Programmable Gate Array ( FPGA ) or an Appli 
cation Specific Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) . A hardware 
engine may also include programmable logic or circuitry 
that is temporarily configured by software to perform certain 
operations . For example , a hardware engine may include 
software executed by a general - purpose processor or other 
programmable processor . Once configured by such software , 
hardware engines become specific machines ( or specific 
components of a machine ) uniquely tailored to perform the 
configured functions and are no longer general - purpose 
processors . It will be appreciated that the decision to imple 
ment a hardware engine mechanically , in dedicated and 
permanently configured circuitry , or in temporarily config 
ured circuitry ( e . g . , configured by software ) may be driven 
by cost and time considerations . 
[ 0108 ] Accordingly , the phrase " hardware engine ” should 
be understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an 
entity that is physically constructed , permanently configured 
( e . g . , hardwired ) , or temporarily configured ( e . g . , pro 
grammed ) to operate in a certain manner or to perform 
certain operations described herein . As used herein , “ hard 
ware - implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine . 
Considering embodiments in which hardware engines are 
temporarily configured ( e . g . , programmed ) , each of the 
hardware engines need not be configured or instantiated at 
any one instance in time . For example , where a hardware 
engine comprises a general - purpose processor configured by 
software to become a special - purpose processor , the general 
purpose processor may be configured as respectively differ 
ent special - purpose processors ( e . g . , comprising different 
hardware engines ) at different times . Software accordingly 
configures a particular processor or processors , for example , 
to constitute a particular hardware engine at one instance of 
time and to constitute a different hardware engine at a 
different instance of time . 
[ 0109 ] Hardware engines can provide information to , and 
receive information from , other hardware engines . Accord 
ingly , the described hardware engines may be regarded as 
being communicatively coupled . Where multiple hardware 
engines exist contemporaneously , communications may be 
achieved through signal transmission ( e . g . , over appropriate 
circuits and buses ) between or among two or more of the 
hardware engines . In embodiments in which multiple hard 
ware engines are configured or instantiated at different 
times , communications between such hardware engines may 
be achieved , for example , through the storage and retrieval 
of information in memory structures to which the multiple 
hardware engines have access . For example , one hardware 
engine may perform an operation and store the output of that 
operation in a memory device to which it is communica 
tively coupled . A further hardware engine may then , at a 

later time , access the memory device to retrieve and process 
the stored output . Hardware engines may also initiate com 
munications with input or output devices , and can operate on 
a resource ( e . g . , a collection of information ) . 
[ 0110 ] The various operations of example methods 
described herein may be performed , at least partially , by one 
or more processors that are temporarily configured ( e . g . , by 
software ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 
operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , 
such processors may constitute processor - implemented 
engines that operate to perform one or more operations or 
functions described herein . As used herein , " processor 
implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine imple 
mented using one or more processors . 
[ 0111 ] Similarly , the methods described herein may be at 
least partially processor - implemented , with a particular pro 
cessor or processors being an example of hardware . For 
example , at least some of the operations of a method may be 
performed by one or more processors or processor - imple 
mented engines . Moreover , the one or more processors may 
also operate to support performance of the relevant opera 
tions in a “ cloud computing ” environment or as a “ software 
as a service ” ( SaaS ) . For example , at least some of the 
operations may be performed by a group of computers ( as 
examples of machines including processors ) , with these 
operations being accessible via a network ( e . g . , the Internet ) 
and via one or more appropriate interfaces ( e . g . , an Appli 
cation Program Interface ( API ) ) . 
[ 0112 ] The performance of certain of the operations may 
be distributed among the processors , not only residing 
within a single machine , but deployed across a number of 
machines . In some example embodiments , the processors or 
processor - implemented engines may be located in a single 
geographic location ( e . g . , within a home environment , an 
office environment , or a server farm ) . In other example 
embodiments , the processors or processor - implemented 
engines may be distributed across a number of geographic 
locations . 

Language 
[ 0113 ] Throughout this specification , plural instances may 
implement components , operations , or structures described 
as a single instance . Although individual operations of one 
or more methods are illustrated and described as separate 
operations , one or more of the individual operations may be 
performed concurrently , and nothing requires that the opera 
tions be performed in the order illustrated . Structures and 
functionality presented as separate components in example 
configurations may be implemented as a combined structure 
or component . Similarly , structures and functionality pre 
sented as a single component may be implemented as 
separate components . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within the scope of 
the subject matter herein . 
[ 0114 ] Although an overview of the subject matter has 
been described with reference to specific example embodi 
ments , various modifications and changes may be made to 
these embodiments without departing from the broader 
scope of embodiments of the present disclosure . Such 
embodiments of the subject matter may be referred to herein , 
individually or collectively , by the term " invention " merely 
for convenience and without intending to voluntarily limit 
the scope of this application to any single disclosure or 
concept if more than one is , in fact , disclosed . 
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[ 0115 ] The embodiments illustrated herein are described 
in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to 
practice the teachings disclosed . Other embodiments may be 
used and derived therefrom , such that structural and logical 
substitutions and changes may be made without departing 
from the scope of this disclosure . The Detailed Description , 
therefore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope 
of various embodiments is defined only by the appended 
claims , along with the full range of equivalents to which 
such claims are entitled . 
[ 011 ] It will be appreciated that an “ engine , ” “ system , ” 
“ data store , ” and / or " database ” may comprise software , 
hardware , firmware , and / or circuitry . In one example , one or 
more software programs comprising instructions capable of 
being executable by a processor may perform one or more 
of the functions of the engines , data stores , databases , or 
systems described herein . In another example , circuitry may 
perform the same or similar functions . Alternative embodi 
ments may comprise more , less , or functionally equivalent 
engines , systems , data stores , or databases , and still be 
within the scope of present embodiments . For example , the 
functionality of the various systems , engines , data stores , 
and / or databases may be combined or divided differently . 
[ 0117 ] " Open source ” software is defined herein to be 
source code that allows distribution as source code as well 
as compiled form , with a well - publicized and indexed means 
of obtaining the source , optionally with a license that allows 
modifications and derived works . 
[ 0118 ] The data stores described herein may be any suit 
able structure ( e . g . , an active database , a relational database , 
a self - referential database , a table , a matrix , an array , a flat 
file , a documented - oriented storage system , a non - relational 
No - SQL system , and the like ) , and may be cloud - based or 
otherwise . 
[ 0119 ] As used herein , the term “ or ” may be construed in 
either an inclusive or exclusive sense . Moreover , plural 
instances may be provided for resources , operations , or 
structures described herein as a single instance . Additionally , 
boundaries between various resources , operations , engines , 
engines , and data stores are somewhat arbitrary , and par 
ticular operations are illustrated in a context of specific 
illustrative configurations . Other allocations of functionality 
are envisioned and may fall within a scope of various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In general , structures 
and functionality presented as separate resources in the 
example configurations may be implemented as a combined 
structure or resource . Similarly , structures and functionality 
presented as a single resource may be implemented as 
separate resources . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within a scope of 
embodiments of the present disclosure as represented by the 
appended claims . The specification and drawings are , 
accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense . 
[ 0120 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 

input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0121 ] Although the invention has been described in detail 
for the purpose of illustration based on what is currently 
considered to be the most practical and preferred implemen 
tations , it is to be understood that such detail is solely for that 
purpose and that the invention is not limited to the disclosed 
implementations , but , on the contrary , is intended to cover 
modifications and equivalent arrangements that are within 
the spirit and scope of the appended claims . For example , it 
is to be understood that the present invention contemplates 
that , to the extent possible , one or more features of any 
embodiment can be combined with one or more features of 
any other embodiment . 
10122 ] Other implementations , uses and advantages of the 
invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art from 
consideration of the specification and practice of the inven 
tion disclosed herein . The specification should be considered 
exemplary only , and the scope of the invention is accord 
ingly intended to be limited only by the following claims . 

1 . A system comprising : 
one or more processors ; and 
memory storing instructions that , when executed by the 

one or more processors , cause the system to : 
obtain an origin data set , the origin data set being 
organized in a tabular framework ; 

provide a graphical user interface displaying the origin 
data set ; 

receive , through the graphical user interface , at least 
one designation of a data object ; 

import , from a remote data source , a remote data set ; 
receive , through the graphical user interface , at least 
one designation of a remote data object ; 

generate a data transform file based on the at least one 
designation of the data object and the at least one 
designation of the remote data object ; and 

transform the origin data set and at least a portion of the 
remote data set into a target data set based on an 
execution of the data transform file , the target data 
set having an object based framework . 

2 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the system is further 
caused to : 
compare a target data set ontology of the target data set to 

a remote data set ontology of the remote data set , the 
target data set ontology defining the object based 
framework of the target data set ; and 

identify the at least a portion of the remote data set based 
on the comparison . 

3 . The system of claim 2 , wherein the comparison iden 
tifies one or more remote objects of the remote data set 
having a first object type corresponding to a second object 
type of the target data set . 

4 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the at least one 
designation of the data object maps at least a portion of the 
origin data set to the data object . 

5 . They system of claim 1 , wherein the at least one 
designation of the remote data object maps the at least a 
portion of the remote data set to the remote data object . 

6 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the remote data set is 
selected from a plurality of different remote data sets based 
on a user selection received through the graphical user 
interface . 
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7 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the at least a portion of 
the remote data set is transformed into the target data set 
based on the remote data set ontology . 

8 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the system is further 
caused to : 

receive , through the graphical user interface , a selection 
of the target data set ontology defining the object based 
framework of the target data set ; and 

wherein to receive the at least one designation of the data 
object the system is further caused to receive the at least 
one designation of the data object based on the target 
data set ontology . 

9 . The system of claim 8 , to receive the at least one 
designation of the data object the system is further caused to : 

provide , through the graphical user interface , a plurality 
of object types according to the target data set ontology ; 
and 

receive , through the graphical user interface , a selection 
of one of the plurality of object types . 

10 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the system is further 
caused to : 

receive a designation of an object property within the 
origin data set according to the target data set ontology 
and the at least one designation of the data object . 

11 . The system of claim 1 , wherein to generate the data 
transform file , the system is further caused to generate 
software code of a transform script . 

12 . A method being implemented by a computing system 
including one or more physical processors and storage 
media storing machine - readable instructions , the method 
comprising : 

obtaining an origin data set , the origin data set being 
organized in a tabular framework ; 

providing a graphical user interface displaying the origin 
data set ; 

receiving , through the graphical user interface , at least 
one designation of a data object ; 

importing , from a remote data source , a remote data set ; 
receiving , through the graphical user interface , at least 
one designation of a remote data object ; 

generating a data transform file based on the at least one 
designation of the data object and the at least one 
designation of the remote data object ; and 

transforming the origin data set and at least a portion of 
the remote data set into a target data set based on an 
execution of the data transform file , the target data set 
having an object based framework . 

13 . The method of claim 12 , wherein the method further 
comprises : 

comparing a target data set ontology of the target data set 
to a remote data set ontology of the remote data set , the 

target data set ontology defining the object based 
framework of the target data set ; and 

identifying the at least a portion of the remote data set 
based on the comparison . 

14 . The method of claim 13 , wherein the comparing 
identifies one or more remote objects of the remote data set 
having a first object type corresponding to a second object 
type of the target data set . 

15 . The method of claim 12 , wherein the at least one 
designation of the data object maps at least a portion of the 
origin data set to the data object . 

16 . They method of claim 12 , wherein the at least one 
designation of the remote data object maps the at least a 
portion of the remote data set to the remote data object . 

17 . The method of claim 12 , wherein the remote data set 
is selected from a plurality of different remote data sets 
based on a user selection received through the graphical user 
interface . 

18 . The method of claim 12 , wherein the at least a portion 
of the remote data set is transformed into the target data set 
based on the remote data set ontology . 

19 . The method of claim 12 , wherein the method further 
comprises : 

receiving , through the graphical user interface , a selection 
of the target data set ontology defining the object based 
framework of the target data set ; and 

wherein the receiving the at least one designation of the 
data object comprises receiving the at least one desig 
nation of the data object based on the target data set 
ontology . 

20 . A non - transitory computer readable medium compris 
ing instructions that , when executed , cause one or more 
processors to perform : 

obtaining an origin data set , the origin data set being 
organized in a tabular framework ; 

providing a graphical user interface displaying the origin 
data set ; 

receiving , through the graphical user interface , at least 
one designation of a data object ; 

importing , from a remote data source , a remote data set ; 
receiving , through the graphical user interface , at least 

one designation of a remote data object ; 
generating a data transform file based on the at least one 

designation of the data object and the at least one 
designation of the remote data object ; and 

transforming the origin data set and at least a portion of 
the remote data set into a target data set based on an 
execution of the data transform file , the target data set 
having an object based framework . 

* * * * * 
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SIMPLIFIED FRONTEND PROCESSING AND 
VISUALIZATION OF LARGE DATASETS 

RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of , and claims the 
benefit of U . S . patent application Ser . No . 15 / 019 , 844 , 
entitled “ SIMPLIFIED FRONTEND PROCESSING AND 
VISUALIZATION OF LARGE DATASETS , ” filed Feb . 9 , 
2016 , which claims the priority benefit of U . S . Provisional 
Application No . 62 / 272 , 622 , entitled “ SIMPLIFIED FRON 
TEND PROCESSING AND VISUALIZATION OF 
LARGE DATASETS , ” filed Dec . 29 , 2015 , which is incor 
porated by reference herein in its entirety . 

[ 0012 ] FIG . 7 is a flow diagram illustrating an example 
method for creating a user - specified configuration for the 
visualization , according to some example embodiments . 
[ 0013 ] FIGS . 8 and 9 are user interface diagrams depicting 
various example user interfaces including visualizations of 
grouped data objects , according to some example embodi 
ments . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 10 illustrates a diagrammatic representation 
of a machine in the form of a computer system within which 
a set of instructions may be executed for causing the 
machine to perform any one or more of the methodologies 
discussed herein , according to an example embodiment . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 
[ 0002 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate gen 
erally to graphical visualization and data processing tech 
nology and , more particularly , but not by way of limitation , 
to simplified frontend processing and visualization of large 
datasets . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] Processing and visualizing large - scale dataset can 
present a number of challenges . For instance , generating 
visualizations with millions of graphical elements may be 
visually incomprehensible to a user and be of little analytical 
value . In addition , processing and rendering such a large 
number of data objects can be computationally expensive . 
When working with such large - scale datasets , conventional 
communication schemes between a frontend component and 
a backend component can overload a communication chan 
nel or overload a frontend component with processing . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
10004 ] Various ones of the appended drawings merely 
illustrate example embodiments of the present disclosure 
and should not be considered as limiting its scope . 
[ 0005 ] FIG . 1 is an architecture diagram depicting a data 
processing platform having a client - server architecture con 
figured for exchanging data , according to an example 
embodiment . 
10006 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
embodiment of a simplified data processing system , accord 
ing to some example embodiments . 
10007 ] FIG . 3 is a flow diagram illustrating an example 
method for providing simplified frontend processing for 
visualizing and manipulating a large dataset , according to 
some example embodiments . 
[ 0008 ] FIG . 4 is a swim - lane diagram illustrating various 
communications between a client device , frontend , and 
backend while providing simplified frontend processing , 
according to some example embodiments . 
[ 0009 ] FIG . 5A is a flow diagram illustrating further 
example operations for generating a visualization of a large 
dataset , according to some example embodiments . 
[ 0010 ] FIGS . 5B , 5C , and 5D are user interface diagrams 
depicting example visualizations generated as a result of 
grouping rules and criteria , according to some example 
embodiments . 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 6 is a flow diagram illustrating an example 
method for providing suggested modifications of the visu - 
alization to a user , according to some example embodiments . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0015 ] The description that follows includes systems , 
methods , techniques , instruction sequences , and computing 
machine program products that embody illustrative embodi 
ments of the disclosure . In the following description , for the 
purposes of explanation , numerous specific details are set 
forth in order to provide an understanding of various 
embodiments of the inventive subject matter . It will be 
evident , however , to those skilled in the art , that embodi 
ments of the inventive subject matter may be practiced 
without these specific details . In general , well - known 
instruction instances , protocols , structures , and techniques 
are not necessarily shown in detail . 
[ 0016 ] Analyzing large - scale datasets presents a number 
of user challenges as well as computational challenges . For 
example , visualization of a large dataset that includes a 
graph of nodes may not be useful to a user if there are too 
many nodes in the graph ( e . g . , thousands or millions of 
nodes ) . In addition , rendering such a large number of nodes 
can consume a large amount of system resources such as 
memory and processing power . 
10017 ] To provide a useful visualization and to simplify 
computation demands , in various example embodiments , 
systems and methods for simplified frontend processing and 
visualization are provided . In various embodiments , a sys 
tem is provided that uses lightweight data object represen 
tations that represent one or more data objects to reduce 
memory footprint , conserve communication bandwidth , and 
reduce processing usage allowing for efficient analysis of 
large data sets . 
[ 0018 ] In an example embodiment , the system accesses a 
plurality of data objects . For instance , the data objects can be 
entries in one or more databases such as bank account 
databases , phone record databases , geolocation databases , 
social networking databases , vehicle registration databases , 
and so forth . Each of the data objects can be associated with 
an object property . For instance , if the data object is a call 
entry in a cellular phone record , the object property may 
indicate a call time , a certain call duration , a telephone 
number of the caller , a telephone number being called , a 
cellular tower associated with the call , or another piece of 
information pertaining to the call entry . 
[ 0019 ] Once the system accesses the plurality of data 
objects , the system groups the data objects based on object 
properties . For example , the system forms a particular group 
that includes call entries associated with a particular cellular 
tower . In another example , the system forms a particular 
group that includes bank accounts linked to a particular last 
name . After the system forms the groupings , the system 
creates a group identifier for a particular group that identifies 
the data objects included in the particular group . In various 
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embodiments , the group identifier is a lightweight represen 
tation of the data objects include in the group that the system 
uses to communicate between the backend and frontend . In 
these embodiments , the system uses the group identifier 
rather than the data objects included in the group to reduce 
resources consumed at the frontend when communicating 
between the frontend and backend . 
[ 0020 ] After the system forms the group and generates the 
group identifier for the group , the system generates a visu 
alization comprising a node that represents the group and 
links the node to the group identifier . Put another way , in 
some embodiments , the visualization comprises a graph of 
nodes where each node represents a particular group of data 
objects . In various embodiments , the visualization includes 
an indication of relationships between the nodes that repre 
sent groups of data objects ( e . g . , a line coupling two nodes 
to show a hierarchal relationship ) . 
[ 0021 ] The system causes presentation of the visualization 
( e . g . , transmits instructions to display the visualization on a 
client device ) . The system may then receive , from the client 
device or a frontend component of the system , user input 
indicating a user - specified action and a user - specified group 
identifier . Subsequently , the system performs the user - speci 
fied action with the data objects identified by the user 
specified group identifier . For example , a user requests a 
particular analysis ( e . g . , a histogram analysis ) of the data 
objects associated with a particular node in the visualization . 
By using the group identifier , instead of or in - place of each 
data object associated with the node , the client device or 
frontend component of the system can avoid handling the 
data objects included in a particular group . This can result in 
a reduction of computational resources consumed by the 
system when working with such large datasets . 
[ 0022 ] FIG . 1 is an architecture diagram depicting a net 
work system 100 having a client - server architecture config 
ured for exchanging data , according to an example embodi 
ment . While the network system 100 shown in FIG . 1 
employs a client - server architecture , the present inventive 
subject matter is , of course , not limited to such an architec 
ture , and could equally well find application in an event 
driven , distributed , or peer - to - peer architecture system , for 
example . Moreover , it shall be appreciated that although the 
various functional components of the network system 100 
are discussed in the singular sense , multiple instances of one 
or more of the various functional components may be 
employed . 
[ 0023 ] As shown , the network system 100 includes a 
client device 102 in communication with a data processing 
platform 104 over a network 106 . The data processing 
platform 104 communicates and exchanges data with the 
client device 102 . The data pertains to various functions and 
aspects associated with the network system 100 and its 
users . Likewise , the client device 102 , which may be any of 
a variety of types of devices that include at least a display , 
a processor , and communication capabilities that provide 
access to the network 106 ( e . g . , a smart phone , a tablet 
computer , a personal digital assistant ( PDA ) , a personal 
navigation device ( PND ) , a handheld computer , a desktop 
computer , a laptop or netbook , or a wearable computing 
device ) , and may be operated by a user ( e . g . , a person ) of the 
network system 100 to exchange data with the data process 
ing platform 104 over the network 106 . 
[ 0024 ] The client device 102 communicates with the net 
work 106 via a wired or wireless connection . For example , 

one or more portions of the network 106 may comprise an 
ad hoc network , an intranet , an extranet , a Virtual Private 
Network ( VPN ) , a Local Area Network ( LAN ) , a wireless 
LAN ( WLAN ) , a Wide Area Network ( WAN ) , a wireless 
WAN ( WWAN ) , a Metropolitan Area Network ( MAN ) , a 
portion of the Internet , a portion of the Public Switched 
Telephone Network ( PSTN ) , a cellular telephone network , a 
wireless network , a Wireless Fidelity ( Wi - Fi® ) network , a 
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access ( WiMax ) 
network , another type of network , or any suitable combina 
tion thereof . 

[ 0025 ] In various embodiments , the data exchanged 
between the client device 102 and the data processing 
platform 104 involve user - selected functions available 
through one or more user interfaces ( Uls ) . The Uls may be 
specifically associated with a web client 108 ( e . g . , a 
browser ) or an application 109 , executing on the client 
device 102 , and in communication with the data processing 
platform 104 . 
[ 0026 ] Turning specifically to the data processing platform 
104 , a web server 110 is coupled to ( e . g . , via wired or 
wireless interfaces ) , and provides web interfaces to , an 
application server 112 . The application server 112 hosts one 
or more applications ( e . g . , web applications ) that allow users 
to use various functions and services of the data processing 
platform 104 . For example , the application server 112 may 
host a simplified data processing system 114 that is used to 
generate and present graphical representations of data 
objects as well as reduce frontend processing when manipu 
lating such graphical representations . In some embodiments , 
the simplified data processing system 114 runs and executes 
on the application server 112 , while in other embodiments , 
the application server 112 provides the client device 102 
with a set of instructions ( e . g . , machine - readable code ) that 
causes the web client 108 of the client device 102 to execute 
and run the simplified data processing system 114 . 
[ 0027 ] The simplified data processing system 114 ana 
lyzes data objects to generate a visualization comprising a 
graph of nodes . In an example embodiment , the simplified 
data processing system 114 automatically groups data 
objects into a group and creates a group identifier that 
identifies the data objects included in the group . The sim 
plified data processing system 114 can transmit the group 
identifier to the frontend or client device 102 and the 
frontend or client device 102 provides instructions to per 
form an action associated with the data objects identified by 
the group identifier . In this way , the frontend or client device 
102 does not need to load into memory or handle each data 
object of the group . 
[ 0028 ] Upon determining a group of data objects , the 
simplified data processing system 114 generates a graphical 
representation thereof . The simplified data processing sys 
tem 114 transmits instructions to the client device 102 that 
cause the client device 102 to present a user interface for 
viewing and interacting with the graphical representation 
including nodes that represent groups of data objects . As an 
example of the interactions provided by the user interface , 
users may filter the information displayed according to event 
category such that only events of a certain category are 
displayed , by event attributes such that only events with 
certain attributes are displayed , or by participant attributes 
such that only participants with certain attributes are 
included in the represented group . 
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[ 0029 ] The data analyzed by the simplified data processing 
system 114 includes event data that comprises a plurality of 
event data records . Each event data record includes infor 
mation about an event . For example , each event data record 
includes an event identifier ( e . g . , a name ) , event attributes 
( e . g . , event category , start time , or end time ) , and a list of 
event participant identifiers . The event data is linked to 
participant data including one or more participant data 
records . The participant data records include information 
about event participants . For example , each participant data 
record includes a participant identifier and participant attri 
butes describing characteristics of event participants . Par 
ticipant attributes may relate to demographic data , and , 
accordingly , may include participant gender , age , location 
information ( e . g . , hometown or current location ) , income 
level , employment history , or education history . Depending 
on the embodiment , the participant attributes may further 
include any one of the following : a type of contract or 
service plan the participant has with a particular company ; 
an effective date of the contract or service plan ; an average 
bill amount ; an aggregate amount billed over a particular 
time period ; a credit score ; and a type of home ( e . g . , 
apartment or single family home ) . 
[ 0030 ] In example embodiments , data analyzed by the 
simplified data processing system 114 ( e . g . , data objects ) is 
obtained from a third - party computing system 118 and in 
particular , a third - party database 120 communicatively 
coupled to the third - party computing system 118 . The data 
may be routinely , automatically retrieved ( e . g . , nightly ) by 
the simplified data processing system 114 , or manually 
provided by a user of the third - party computing system 118 
or the client device 102 for subsequent processing and 
analysis by the simplified data processing system 114 . 
[ 0031 ] The data obtained from the third - party computing 
system 118 is stored in a database 116 , which is a machine 
readable storage medium that is communicatively coupled to 
the application server 112 ( e . g . , via wired or wireless inter 
faces ) . The data processing platform 104 may further 
include a database server ( not shown ) that facilitates access 
to the database 116 . The database 116 may include multiple 
databases that may be internal or external to the data 
processing platform 104 . 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram of the simplified data 
processing system 114 that provides functionality for sim 
plifying frontend processing of large datasets . In an example 
embodiment , the simplified data processing system 114 
includes a presentation module 210 , a communication mod 
ule 220 , a data module 230 , and an analysis module 240 . All 
or some of the modules 210 - 240 of FIG . 2 , communicate 
with each other , for example , via a network coupling , shared 
memory , or the like . It will be appreciated that each module 
can be implemented as a single module , combined into other 
modules , or further subdivided into multiple modules . Other 
modules not pertinent to example embodiments can also be 
included , but are not shown . 
[ 0033 ] In some implementations , the presentation module 
210 provides various presentation and user interface func 
tionality operable to interactively present to ( or cause pre 
sentation ) and receive information from the user . For 
instance , the presentation module 210 generates visualiza 
tions such as a graph of nodes showing relationships 
between nodes . The presentation module 210 also generates 
user interfaces configured to receive user input such as a 
selection of an option to perform a particular action with a 

particular group or set of data objects . In various implemen 
tations , the presentation module 210 presents or causes 
presentation of information ( e . g . , visually displaying infor 
mation on a screen , acoustic output , or haptic feedback ) . 
Interactively presenting information is intended to include 
the exchange of information between a particular device and 
the user . The user may provide input , via the client device 
102 , to interact with the user interface in many possible 
manners such as alphanumeric , point based ( e . g . , cursor ) , 
tactile , or other input ( e . g . , touch screen , tactile sensor , light 
sensor , infrared sensor , biometric sensor , microphone , gyro 
scope , accelerometer , or other sensors ) . Further , it will be 
appreciated that “ presenting ” as used herein is intended to 
include communicating information or instructions to a 
particular device that is operable to perform presentation 
based on the communicated information or instructions . 
[ 0034 ] The communication module 220 provides various 
communications functionality and web services . For 
example , the communication module 220 provides network 
communication such as communicating with the network 
system 100 , the client device 110 , and the third party 
computing system 118 . In various example embodiments , 
the network communication can operate over wired or 
wireless modalities . Web services are intended to include 
retrieving information from the third party computing sys 
tem 118 , the database 116 , and the application server 112 . In 
some implementations , information retrieved by the com 
munication module 220 comprises data associated with the 
user ( e . g . , user profile information from an online account , 
social network service data associated with the user ) , data 
associated with one or more items listed on an e - commerce 
website ( e . g . , images of the item , reviews of the item , item 
price ) , or other data to facilitate the functionality described 
herein . 
[ 0035 ] The data module 230 provides functionality to 
access data objects from a wide variety of data sources . The 
data module 230 accesses storage repositories , data stores , 
and databases stored locally , remotely , or a combination 
thereof . In some embodiments , the data module 230 creates 
group identifiers that identify a set or group of data objects . 
In these embodiments , the data module 230 can also find , 
identify , or otherwise retrieve the data objects included in a 
group based on the group identifier . For instance , the data 
module 230 performs a lookup of the data objects included 
in a particular group using a group identifier for the par 
ticular group . 
[ 0036 ] The analysis module 240 provides functionality to 
analyze object properties of data objects and form groups , 
perform user - specified actions ( e . g . , generating a histogram 
on a particular set of data objects ) , infer characteristics of 
data objects or a set of data objects , determine suggested 
user actions or visualization modifications , and so forth . For 
example , the analysis module 240 forms various groups of 
data objects predicated upon like object properties . In a 
specific example , the analysis module 240 forms a group 
from data objects comprising cellular telephone call entries 
associated with a particular cellular tower . 
[ 0037 ] FIG . 3 is a flow diagram illustrating an example 
method 300 for providing simplified frontend processing for 
visualizing and manipulating a large dataset . The operations 
of the method 300 may be performed by components of the 
simplified data processing system 114 , and are so described 
below for the purposes of illustration . 
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[ 0038 ] At operation 310 , the data module 230 accesses a 
plurality of data objects that are each associated with at least 
one object property , object attribute , or piece of object data . 
For example , the user may perform a query for one or more 
datasets such as finding call entries in cellular call databases 
associated with a particular geographic location . The data 
module 230 retrieves the plurality of data objects from one 
or more databases either stored locally or remotely . 
[ 0039 ] In various example embodiments , the object prop 
erties are pieces of data associated with or pertaining to a 
particular data object . Put another way , the object properties 
are attributes , features , or characteristics of a particular data 
object , according to various embodiments . For illustrative 
purposes , in a specific example , a particular dataset includes 
data objects corresponding to call entries ( e . g . , a log of 
telephone calls ) . A particular data object corresponding to a 
particular call includes object properties such as , for 
example , a time of the particular call , a duration of the 
particular call , or other information associated with the 
particular call . Additional details regarding data objects and 
object properties can be found in U . S . Pat . No . 7 , 962 , 495 
entitled “ CREATING DATA IN A DATA STORE USING A 
DYNAMIC ONTOLOGY , ” assigned to the assignee of the 
instant application , which application is hereby incorporated 
by reference in its entirety . 
[ 0040 ] At operation 320 , the analysis module 240 groups , 
into a first group , one or more data objects from among the 
plurality of data objects that are associated with a particular 
object property . For example , the analysis module 240 
identifies data objects in the plurality of data objects asso 
ciated with a particular object property ( e . g . , a last name , a 
cellular phone number , a particular vehicle , or another object 
property ) and groups the identified data objects into the first . 
In some instance , the analysis module 240 forms groups 
based on user - specified grouping criteria ( e . g . , the user 
specifying a particular attribute , property , or characteristic 
for the analysis module 240 to use to identify groups ) . In 
other instances , the analysis module 240 forms groups 
automatically ( e . g . , automatically forming groups based on 
a predefined or dynamically defined set of rules or condi 
tions such as grouping according to a common last name , a 
common geographic location , or another commonality 
between object properties ) . 
[ 0041 ] At operation 330 , the data module 230 creates a 
group identifier that identifies data objects included in the 
first group . For example , the group identifier is a code that 
uniquely identifies data objects included in the first group . In 
some instances , the data module 230 stores the group 
identifier in association with the data objects included in the 
first group to allow for performing a lookup of the data 
objects included in the first group at a subsequent session . In 
further embodiments , the data module 230 creates the group 
identifier along with additional metadata for the first group 
( e . g . , a description of the first group , a data object count for 
the first group , a data source or sources associate with the 
first group , or another piece of data pertaining to the first 
group ) . In some embodiments , the simplified data process 
ing system 114 transmits the generated metadata along with 
the group identifier when communicating between the back 
end and the frontend . 
[ 0042 ] At operation 340 , the presentation module 210 
generates a visualization comprising a first node that repre 
sents the first group , the first node being linked to the group 
identifier . In some embodiments , the presentation module 

210 generates summary information of the first group and 
includes the summary information in the first node . For 
instance , the summary information can comprise a count of 
data objects associated with the node , an average value of 
the data objects associated with the node , or other pieces of 
information pertaining to the data objects associated with the 
node . 
[ 0043 ] At operation 350 , the presentation module 210 
causes presentation of the visualization on a user interface of 
a user device of a user . For instance , the presentation module 
210 transmits instructions to the user device to display the 
visualization on a screen of the user device . 
[ 0044 ] At operation 360 , the communication module 220 
receives user input indicating a user - specified action and the 
group identifier . For example , the user may select a node and 
specify an action to be performed with the data objects 
associated with the node ( e . g . , filter out data objects in the 
node that meet a user - specified criteria such as having a 
particular object property ) . In an embodiment , the user 
specified action comprises a modification of the first group . 
The modification of the first group can include at least one 
of a group union , a group intersection , or a group split . 
[ 0045 ] At operation 370 , the analysis module 240 per 
forms the user - specified action with the data objects iden 
tified by the group identifier . For example , the data module 
230 or the analysis module 240 performs a lookup to retrieve 
the data objects for the one or more group identifiers 
received and then the analysis module 240 proceeds to 
perform the user - specified action with the retrieved data 
objects . 
[ 0046 ] FIG . 4 is a swim - lane diagram 400 illustrating 
various communications between a client device , frontend , 
and backend while providing simplified frontend processing . 
The diagram 400 shows a client device 402 , frontend 
component 404 , and a backend component 406 . It will be 
appreciated that in some embodiments a portion of the 
frontend component 404 may be part of the client device 402 
and in other embodiments , a portion of the frontend com 
ponent 404 may part of the backend component 406 . In 
example embodiments , the client device 402 is the client 
device 102 . 
10047 ] At operation 408 , a user initiates a user request at 
the client device 402 . For instance , the user may be inter 
ested in identifying people associated with a particular 
geolocation at a particular time , and input the request into a 
user interface configured to receive the request at the client 
device 402 . 
[ 0048 ] At operation 410 , the frontend 404 receives the 
user request . In some embodiments , the frontend 404 is part 
of the client device 402 and in other embodiments the front 
end 404 is independent of the client device 402 but com 
municatively coupled to the client device 402 and the 
backend 406 . 
[ 0049 ] At operation 412 , the backend 406 receives the 
user request from the frontend 404 . For example , the back 
end 406 may be part of a server communicatively coupled to 
the client device 402 . In some instances , a portion of the 
simplified data processing system 114 resides on the back 
end 406 , the frontend 404 , the client device 402 , or a 
combination thereof . Once the backend 406 receives the user 
request , the simplified data processing system 114 performs 
the operations 310 , 320 , 330 , 340 , and 350 as described 
above in connection with FIG . 3 . 
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[ 0050 ] At operation 414 , the frontend 404 receives the 
generated visualization or instructions to generate the visu 
alization from the backend 406 . For instance , the backend 
406 renders the visualization graphics and transmits the 
visualization graphics to the frontend . 
[ 0051 ] At operation 416 , the client device 402 presents the 
generated visualization to the user . For instance , the client 
device 402 displays the visualization on a display screen of 
the client device 402 . 
[ 0052 ] At operation 418 , the client device provides user 
input received from the user to the front end . For example , 
the user input may indicate a particular action and a group 
identifier . For instance , if the user activates a particular node 
included in the visualization that corresponds to a particular 
group , the client device 402 sends a certain action and the 
group identifier to the frontend 404 and ultimately the 
backend 406 for processing . In some instances , the user 
input can include multiple group identifiers for multiple 
groups of data objects . 
[ 0053 ] At operation 420 , the frontend 404 receives the 
user input . The frontend 404 communicates the user input to 
the backend 406 . As discussed above , at operation 360 , the 
backend 406 receives the user input and at operation 370 the 
backend 406 performs the action . The backend 406 may 
perform a lookup of the data objects associated with the 
group identifier and then perform the action with the 
retrieved data objects . In this way , the frontend 404 or the 
client device 402 uses a lightweight version of the object set 
and communicates the lightweight version with less com 
putational resources . 
[ 0054 ] FIG . 5A is a flow diagram illustrating further 
example operations for generating a visualization of a large 
dataset . At operation 340 , the presentation module 210 
generates the visualization . In some example embodiments , 
the operation 340 includes the additional operations of FIG . 
5A , discussed below . 
[ 0055 ] At operation 510 , the analysis module 240 identi 
fies a relationship between a first group and a second group 
of data objects from among the plurality of data objects . In 
an example embodiment , the identified relationship pertains 
to aspects of one or more object properties of the first group 
being common or related to the second group . For instance , 
if the first group comprises data objects for bank accounts 
and the second group comprises people , the relationship 
between the first group and second group can indicate that 
the people of the second group are associated with the bank 
accounts of the first group . 
[ 0056 ] In some embodiments , the analysis module 240 
generates subsequent groups based on object properties 
associated with a particular group . In a specific example , the 
first group comprises call entries where each call entry is 
associated with object properties indicating a first phone 
number , a second phone number , and a device identifier . In 
this example , the analysis module 240 generates , based on 
the device identifier object property of data objects of the 
first group , a second group comprising devices ( e . g . , mobile 
mobiles or landline phones ) that facilitated placing the calls 
in the first group . The analysis module 240 may then 
generate another group comprising people associated with 
the devices of the second group , and so on . Thus , in some 
embodiments , the analysis module 240 generates a cascade 
of groups that are related based on object properties . 
[ 0057 ] At operation 520 , the presentation module 210 
generates the visualization to include a first node for the first 

group , a second node for the second group , and a visual 
indication of the identified relationship between the first 
node and the second node . For example , the visual indica 
tion of the identified relationship can comprise a connector 
( e . g . , a line or another visual coupling indication ) coupling 
the first node and the second node on the graph of nodes . 
[ 0058 ] In some example embodiments , the presentation 
module 210 arranges the first node and the second node in 
the visualization according to a layout specifying rule for 
placing nodes within the visualization . For example , the 
presentation module 210 arranges nodes according to a 
hierarchy based on relationships between groups repre 
sented by the nodes . The presentation module 210 can 
employ a variety of other layout schemes and techniques . 
[ 0059 ] FIGS . 5B , 5C , and 5D are user interface diagrams 
depicting example visualizations generated as a result of 
grouping rules and criteria . For example , the presentation 
module 210 automatically groups data objects and generates 
nodes that represent the groups . Although several specific 
example rules are described for automatically grouping , the 
presentation module 210 may employ many other rules , 
criteria , and conditions to automatically group data objects . 
[ 0060 ] FIG . 5B is a user interface diagram showing 
example user interface 550 that includes nodes 552 and 554 . 
In various example embodiments , the presentation module 
210 or the analysis module 240 can automatically group data 
objects according to certain rules , conditions , or criteria and 
generate a use interface including a layout of nodes repre 
senting groups of data objects . For instance presentation 
module 210 or the analysis module 240 can group data 
objects based on data objects being linked to the same set of 
other groups , based on data objecting being of the same 
object type ( e . g . , person , location , vehicle , address , etc . ) , 
based on a minimum number of objects ( e . g . , a group is not 
formed unless there are more than five data objects included 
in the group ) , and so forth . In the example of FIG . 5B , the 
presentation module 210 groups objects linked to exactly the 
same set of other group nodes . For example , the presentation 
module 210 groups data objects of the same object type 
( e . g . , person , phone , location , vehicle , address , etc . ) . 
[ 0061 ] FIG . 5C is a user interface diagram showing 
example user interface 560 that includes nodes 562 , 564 , 
566 , 568 , and 570 . In the example of FIG . 5C , the simplified 
data processing system 114 performs a further search for 
phone subscribers records linked to any of these two groups 
of phone numbers from FIG . 5B . 
[ 0062 ] FIG . 5D is a user interface diagram showing 
example user interface 580 that includes nodes 582 , 584 , 
586 , 588 , 590 , and 592 . In the example of FIG . 5D , the 
presentation module 210 uses a minimum group size rule to 
generate notes to includes in the user interface 580 . For 
instance , since the node 564 represented a group of only two 
nodes in FIG . 5C , with the minimum group size rule , the 
presentation module 210 renders a separate node for each 
data object included in groups with a total data object count 
less than a minimum group size . 
[ 0063 ] FIG . 6 is a flow diagram illustrating an example 
method 600 for providing suggested modifications of the 
visualization to a user . The operations of the method 600 
may be performed by components of the simplified data 
processing system 114 , and are so described below for the 
purposes of illustration . 
[ 0064 ] At operation 610 , the analysis module 240 deter 
mines a suggested modification of the visualization . For 

as 
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instance , the analysis module 240 determines a suggested 
modification of the first group based on an analysis of the 
data objects included in the first group ( e . g . , an analysis of 
the object properties associated with the data objects 
included in the first group ) . For example , the analysis 
module 240 may suggest a split , merge , rearrangement , or 
another modification of het visualization based on object 
properties associated with nodes of the visualization ( e . g . , 
splitting a node associated with object properties including 
two distinct commonalities ) . 
[ 0065 ] At operation 620 , the presentation module 210 
provides an option to perform the suggested modification . 
For instance , the presentation module 210 causes display of 
a user interface that includes an option to select the sug 
gested modification on the client device . 
[ 0066 ] At operation 630 , the communication module 220 
receives a selection of the option to perform the suggested 
modification of the first group . As such , the user at the client 
device selects the option to perform the suggested modifi 
cation . 
10067 ] At operation 640 , the presentation module 210 
updates the visualization according to the suggested modi 
fication of the first group . The updated visualization is then 
caused to be displayed on the client device . 
[ 0068 ] FIG . 7 is a flow diagram illustrating an example 
method 700 for creating a user - specified configuration for 
the visualization ( visualization configuration ) . The opera 
tions of the method 700 may be performed by components 
of the simplified data processing system 114 , and are so 
described below for the purposes of illustration . 
[ 0069 ] At operation 710 , the communication module 220 
receives user input indicating a user - specified modification 
of the visualization . For instance , the user may perform 
various node modifications such as splitting , combining , or 
intersection nodes . In another instance , the user arranges or 
rearranges nodes in the graph of the visualization . In still 
another instance , the user filters ( e . g . , filtering by a particular 
object property ) or otherwise alters the nodes . 
[ 0070 ] At operation 720 , the data module 230 stores a 
visualization configuration comprising the user - specified 
modification . In some example embodiments , the visualiza 
tion configuration is used by the presentation module 210 
during a later or subsequent session to configure the visu 
alization during or after the presentation module 210 gen 
erates the visualization . In these embodiments , the visual 
ization configuration file includes various instructions that 
may govern or influence the presentation module 210 in 
generating the visualization . For example , for a first session 
at a first time , the user modifies the visualization and the data 
module 230 stores the modifications in the visualization 
configuration so that the visualization configuration can be 
employed by the presentation module 210 at a later time by 
the same user or a different user . 
10071 ] At operation 730 , the presentation module 210 
generates the visualization according to the visualization 
configuration . For example , the presentation module 201 
accesses the visualization configuration and generates the 
visualization according to the visualization configuration 
( e . g . , applying filters , arranging nodes on the graph , etc . ) . 
[ 0072 ] FIGS . 8 and 9 depict example user interfaces for 
interactively presenting information to the user . Although 
FIGS . 8 and 9 depict specific example user interfaces and 
user interface elements , these are merely non - limiting 
examples ; many other alternate user interfaces and user 

interface elements can be generated by the presentation 
module 210 and caused to be presented to the user . It will be 
noted that alternate presentations of the displays of FIGS . 8 
and 9 can include additional information , graphics , options , 
and so forth . Alternatively , other presentations can include 
less information , or provide abridged information for easy 
use by the user . 
[ 0073 ] FIG . 8 depicts an example user interface 800 
showing nodes corresponding to data object groups . For 
example , node 810 is a group including a number of call 
entries from a call database . Node 840 is a group including 
phone identifiers associated with the call entries of the node 
810 . Line 820 is a visual indication of the relationship 
between the node 810 and the node 840 . Element 830 shows 
summary information associated with the node 840 . In this 
example , the element 830 shows that there are 34 phones 
associated with the call data objects of the node 810 . 
Element 850 shows candidate actions that the user can 
perform . For example , the user may select one or more of the 
nodes ( e . g . , nodes 810 or 840 ) and perform a particular 
candidate action shown in the element 850 . In this example , 
a group identifier for a selected node and a candidate action 
may be communicated to the simplified data processing 
system 114 and the candidate action performed at the 
backend of the system rather than at the frontend of the 
system . The candidate action can include a wide variety of 
actions such as generating a histogram associated with the 
data objects included in one or more groups or another type 
of analysis of the data objects included in one or more 
groups . 
[ 0074 ] FIG . 9 depicts an example user interface 900 
showing nodes corresponding to data object groups and a 
variety of candidate actions 910 that the user may perform 
in association with the nodes of the visualization . For 
example , the candidate actions 910 include performing 
additional analysis of the data objects included in the nodes 
( e . g . , performing histogram analysis ) or modifying nodes by 
combining nodes , splitting nodes , or intersecting nodes 
included in the visualization . 
[ 0075 ] Certain embodiments are described herein as 
including logic or a number of components , modules , or 
mechanisms . Modules can constitute either software mod 
ules ( e . g . , code embodied on a machine - readable medium ) 
or hardware modules . A “ hardware module ” is a tangible 
unit capable of performing certain operations and can be 
configured or arranged in a certain physical manner . In 
various example embodiments , one or more computer sys 
tems ( e . g . , a standalone computer system , a client computer 
system , or a server computer system ) or one or more 
hardware modules of a computer system ( e . g . , a processor or 
a group of processors ) can be configured by software ( e . g . , 
an application or application portion ) as a hardware module 
that operates to perform certain operations as described 
herein . 
[ 0076 ] In some embodiments , a hardware module can be 
implemented mechanically , electronically , or any suitable 
combination thereof . For example , a hardware module can 
include dedicated circuitry or logic that is permanently 
configured to perform certain operations . For example , a 
hardware module can be a special - purpose processor , such 
as a Field - Programmable Gate Array ( FPGA ) or an Appli 
cation Specific Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) . A hardware mod 
ule may also include programmable logic or circuitry that is 
temporarily configured by software to perform certain 

VII 
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operations . For example , a hardware module can include 
software executed by a general - purpose processor or other 
programmable processor . Once configured by such software , 
hardware modules become specific machines ( or specific 
components of a machine ) uniquely tailored to perform the 
configured functions and are no longer general - purpose 
processors . It will be appreciated that the decision to imple 
ment a hardware module mechanically , in dedicated and 
permanently configured circuitry , or in temporarily config 
ured circuitry ( e . g . , configured by software ) can be driven by 
cost and time considerations . 
[ 0077 ] Accordingly , the phrase “ hardware module ” should 
be understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an 
entity that is physically constructed , permanently configured 
( e . g . , hardwired ) , or temporarily configured ( e . g . , pro 
grammed ) to operate in a certain manner or to perform 
certain operations described herein . As used herein , “ hard 
ware - implemented module ” refers to a hardware module . 
Considering embodiments in which hardware modules are 
temporarily configured ( e . g . , programmed ) , each of the 
hardware modules need not be configured or instantiated at 
any one instance in time . For example , where a hardware 
module comprises a general - purpose processor configured 
by software to become a special - purpose processor , the 
general - purpose processor may be configured as respec 
tively different special - purpose processors ( e . g . , comprising 
different hardware modules ) at different times . Software 
accordingly configures a particular processor or processors , 
for example , to constitute a particular hardware module at 
one instance of time and to constitute a different hardware 
module at a different instance of time . 
[ 0078 ) Hardware modules can provide information to , and 
receive information from , other hardware modules . Accord 
ingly , the described hardware modules can be regarded as 
being communicatively coupled . Where multiple hardware 
modules exist contemporaneously , communications can be 
achieved through signal transmission ( e . g . , over appropriate 
circuits and buses ) between or among two or more of the 
hardware modules . In embodiments in which multiple hard 
ware modules are configured or instantiated at different 
times , communications between such hardware modules 
may be achieved , for example , through the storage and 
retrieval of information in memory structures to which the 
multiple hardware modules have access . For example , one 
hardware module can perform an operation and store the 
output of that operation in a memory device to which it is 
communicatively coupled . A further hardware module can 
then , at a later time , access the memory device to retrieve 
and process the stored output . Hardware modules can also 
initiate communications with input or output devices , and 
can operate on a resource ( e . g . , a collection of information ) . 
[ 0079 ] The various operations of example methods 
described herein can be performed , at least partially , by one 
or more processors that are temporarily configured ( e . g . , by 
software ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 
operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , 
such processors constitute processor - implemented modules 
that operate to perform one or more operations or functions 
described herein . As used herein , “ processor - implemented 
module ” refers to a hardware module implemented using 
one or more processors . 
[ 0080 ) Similarly , the methods described herein can be at 
least partially processor - implemented , with a particular pro - 
cessor or processors being an example of hardware . For 

example , at least some of the operations of a method can be 
performed by one or more processors or processor - imple 
mented modules . Moreover , the one or more processors may 
also operate to support performance of the relevant opera 
tions in a “ cloud computing ” environment or as a “ software 
as a service ” ( SaaS ) . For example , at least some of the 
operations may be performed by a group of computers ( as 
examples of machines including processors ) , with these 
operations being accessible via a network ( e . g . , the Internet ) 
and via one or more appropriate interfaces ( e . g . , an Appli 
cation Program Interface ( API ) ) . 
[ 0081 ] The performance of certain of the operations may 
be distributed among the processors , not only residing 
within a single machine , but deployed across a number of 
machines . In some example embodiments , the processors or 
processor - implemented modules can be located in a single 
geographic location ( e . g . , within a home environment , an 
office environment , or a server farm ) . In other example 
embodiments , the processors or processor - implemented 
modules are distributed across a number of geographic 
locations . 
[ 0082 ] The modules , methods , applications and so forth 
described in conjunction with FIGS . 1 - 9 are implemented in 
some embodiments in the context of a machine and an 
associated software architecture . The sections below 
describe representative software architecture and machine 
( e . g . , hardware ) architecture that are suitable for use with the 
disclosed embodiments . 
[ 0083 ] Software architectures are used in conjunction with 
hardware architectures to create devices and machines tai 
lored to particular purposes . For example , a particular hard 
ware architecture coupled with a particular software archi 
tecture will create a mobile device , such as a mobile phone , 
tablet device , and the like . While yet another combination 
produces a server computer for use within a cloud comput 
ing architecture . Not all combinations of such software and 
hardware architectures are presented here as those of skill in 
the art can readily understand how to implement the inven 
tive subject matter in different contexts from the disclosure 
contained herein . 
100841 FIG . 10 is a block diagram illustrating components 
of a machine 1000 , according to some example embodi 
ments , able to read instructions from a machine - readable 
medium ( e . g . , a machine - readable storage medium ) and 
perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed 
herein . Specifically , FIG . 10 shows a diagrammatic repre 
sentation of the machine 1000 in the example form of a 
computer system , within which instructions 1016 ( e . g . , 
software , a program , an application , an applet , an app , or 
other executable code ) for causing the machine 1000 to 
perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed 
herein can be executed . For example , the instructions 1016 
can cause the machine 1000 to execute the flow diagrams of 
FIGS . 3 - 7 . Additionally , or alternatively , the instruction 
1016 can implement the presentation module 210 , the com 
munication module 220 , the data module 230 , or the analysis 
module 240 of FIG . 2 , and so forth . The instructions 1016 
transform the general , non - programmed machine into a 
particular machine programmed to carry out the described 
and illustrated functions in the manner described . In alter 
native embodiments , the machine 1000 operates as a stand 
alone device or can be coupled ( e . g . , networked ) to other 
machines . In a networked deployment , the machine 1000 
may operate in the capacity of a server machine or a client 
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machine in a server - client network environment , or as a peer 
machine in a peer - to - peer ( or distributed ) network environ - 
ment . The machine 1000 can comprise , but not be limited to , 
a server computer , a client computer , a personal computer 
( PC ) , a tablet computer , a laptop computer , a netbook , a 
set - top box ( STB ) , a personal digital assistant ( PDA ) , an 
entertainment media system , a cellular telephone , a smart 
phone , a mobile device , a wearable device ( e . g . , a smart 
watch ) , a smart home device ( e . g . , a smart appliance ) , other 
smart devices , a web appliance , a network router , a network 
switch , a network bridge , or any machine capable of execut 
ing the instructions 1016 , sequentially or otherwise , that 
specify actions to be taken by the machine 1000 . Further , 
while only a single machine 1000 is illustrated , the term 
“ machine ” shall also be taken to include a collection of 
machines 1000 that individually or jointly execute the 
instructions 1016 to perform any one or more of the meth 
odologies discussed herein . 
[ 0085 ] The machine 1000 can include processors 1010 , 
memory / storage 1030 , and I / O components 1050 , which can 
be configured to communicate with each other such as via a 
bus 1002 . In an example embodiment , the processors 1010 
( e . g . , a Central Processing Unit ( CPU ) , a Reduced Instruc 
tion Set Computing ( RISC ) processor , a Complex Instruc 
tion Set Computing ( CISC ) processor , a Graphics Process 
ing Unit ( GPU ) , a Digital Signal Processor ( DSP ) , an 
Application Specific Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) , a Radio 
Frequency Integrated Circuit ( RFIC ) , another processor , or 
any suitable combination thereof ) can include , for example , 
processor 1012 and processor 1014 that may execute 
instructions 1016 . The term " processor ” is intended to 
include multi - core processor that may comprise two or more 
independent processors ( sometimes referred to as “ cores ” ) 
that can execute instructions contemporaneously . Although 
FIG . 10 shows multiple processors 1010 , the machine 1000 
may include a single processor with a single core , a single 
processor with multiple cores ( e . g . , a multi - core processor ) , 
multiple processors with a single core , multiple processors 
with multiples cores , or any combination thereof . 
[ 0086 ] The memory / storage 1030 can include a memory 
1032 , such as a main memory , or other memory storage , and 
a storage unit 1036 , both accessible to the processors 1010 
such as via the bus 1002 . The storage unit 1036 and memory 
1032 store the instructions 1016 embodying any one or more 
of the methodologies or functions described herein . The 
instructions 1016 can also reside , completely or partially , 
within the memory 1032 , within the storage unit 1036 , 
within at least one of the processors 1010 ( e . g . , within the 
processor ' s cache memory ) , or any suitable combination 
thereof , during execution thereof by the machine 1000 . 
Accordingly , the memory 1032 , the storage unit 1036 , and 
the memory of the processors 1010 are examples of 
machine - readable media . 
[ 0087 ] As used herein , the term “ machine - readable 
medium ” means a device able to store instructions and data 
temporarily or permanently and may include , but is not be 
limited to , random - access memory ( RAM ) , read - only 
memory ( ROM ) , buffer memory , flash memory , optical 
media , magnetic media , cache memory , other types of 
storage ( e . g . , Erasable Programmable Read - Only Memory 
( EEPROM ) ) or any suitable combination thereof . The term 
" machine - readable medium ” should be taken to include a 
single medium or multiple media ( e . g . , a centralized or 
distributed database , or associated caches and servers ) able 

to store instructions 1016 . The term “ machine - readable 
medium ” shall also be taken to include any medium , or 
combination of multiple media , that is capable of storing 
instructions ( e . g . , instructions 1016 ) for execution by a 
machine ( e . g . , machine 1000 ) , such that the instructions , 
when executed by one or more processors of the machine 
1000 ( e . g . , processors 1010 ) , cause the machine 1000 to 
perform any one or more of the methodologies described 
herein . Accordingly , a “ machine - readable medium ” refers to 
a single storage apparatus or device , as well as “ cloud 
based ” storage systems or storage networks that include 
multiple storage apparatus or devices . The term " machine 
readable medium ” excludes signals per se . 
[ 0088 ] The I / O components 1050 can include a wide 
variety of components to receive input , provide output , 
produce output , transmit information , exchange informa 
tion , capture measurements , and so on . The specific I / O 
components 1050 that are included in a particular machine 
will depend on the type of machine . For example , portable 
machines such as mobile phones will likely include a touch 
input device or other such input mechanisms , while a 
headless server machine will likely not include such a touch 
input device . It will be appreciated that the I / O components 
1050 can include many other components that are not shown 
in FIG . 10 . The I / O components 1050 are grouped according 
to functionality merely for simplifying the following dis 
cussion , and the grouping is in no way limiting . In various 
example embodiments , the I / O components 1050 can 
include output components 1052 and input components 
1054 . The output components 1052 can include visual 
components ( e . g . , a display such as a plasma display panel 
( PDP ) , a light emitting diode ( LED ) display , a liquid crystal 
display ( LCD ) , a projector , or a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) ) , 
acoustic components ( e . g . , speakers ) , haptic components 
( e . g . , a vibratory motor , resistance mechanisms ) , other sig 
nal generators , and so forth . The input components 1054 can 
include alphanumeric input components ( e . g . , a keyboard , a 
touch screen configured to receive alphanumeric input , a 
photo - optical keyboard , or other alphanumeric input com 
ponents ) , point based input components ( e . g . , a mouse , a 
touchpad , a trackball , a joystick , a motion sensor , or other 
pointing instruments ) , tactile input components ( e . g . , a 
physical button , a touch screen that provides location and 
force of touches or touch gestures , or other tactile input 
components ) , audio input components ( e . g . , a microphone ) , 
and the like . 
[ 0089 ] In further example embodiments , the I / O compo 
nents 1050 can include biometric components 1056 , motion 
components 1058 , environmental components 1060 , or posi 
tion components 1062 among a wide array of other com 
ponents . For example , the biometric components 1056 can 
include components to detect expressions ( e . g . , hand expres 
sions , facial expressions , vocal expressions , body gestures , 
or eye tracking ) , measure biosignals ( e . g . , blood pressure , 
heart rate , body temperature , perspiration , or brain waves ) , 
identify a person ( e . g . , voice identification , retinal identifi 
cation , facial identification , fingerprint identification , or 
electroencephalogram based identification ) , and the like . 
The motion components 1058 can include acceleration sen 
sor components ( e . g . , an accelerometer ) , gravitation sensor 
components , rotation sensor components ( e . g . , a gyroscope ) , 
and so forth . The environmental components 1060 can 
include , for example , illumination sensor components ( e . g . , 
a photometer ) , temperature sensor components ( e . g . , one or 
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more thermometers that detect ambient temperature ) , 
humidity sensor components , pressure sensor components 
( e . g . , a barometer ) , acoustic sensor components ( e . g . , one or 
more microphones that detect background noise ) , proximity 
sensor components ( e . g . , infrared sensors that detect nearby 
objects ) , gas sensor components ( e . g . , machine olfaction 
detection sensors , gas detection sensors to detect concentra 
tions of hazardous gases for safety or to measure pollutants 
in the atmosphere ) , or other components that may provide 
indications , measurements , or signals corresponding to a 
surrounding physical environment . The position compo 
nents 1062 can include location sensor components ( e . g . , a 
Global Positioning System ( GPS ) receiver component ) , alti 
tude sensor components ( e . g . , altimeters or barometers that 
detect air pressure from which altitude may be derived ) , 
orientation sensor components ( e . g . , magnetometers ) , and 
the like . 
[ 0090 ] Communication can be implemented using a wide 
variety of technologies . The I / O components 1050 may 
include communication components 1064 operable to 
couple the machine 1000 to a network 1080 or devices 1070 
via a coupling 1082 and a coupling 1072 , respectively . For 
example , the communication components 1064 include a 
network interface component or other suitable device to 
interface with the network 1080 . In further examples , com 
munication components 1064 include wired communication 
components , wireless communication components , cellular 
communication components , Near Field Communication 
( NFC ) components , BLUETOOTH® components ( e . g . , 
BLUETOOTH® Low Energy ) , WI - Fi® components , and 
other communication components to provide communica 
tion via other modalities . The devices 1070 may be another 
machine or any of a wide variety of peripheral devices ( e . g . , 
a peripheral device coupled via a Universal Serial Bus 
( USB ) ) . 
[ 0091 ] . Moreover , the communication components 1064 
can detect identifiers or include components operable to 
detect identifiers . For example , the communication compo 
nents 1064 can include Radio Frequency Identification 
( RFID ) tag reader components , NFC smart tag detection 
components , optical reader components ( e . g . , an optical 
sensor to detect one - dimensional bar codes such as a Uni 
versal Product Code ( UPC ) bar code , multi - dimensional bar 
codes such as a Quick Response ( QR ) code , Aztec Code , 
Data Matrix , Dataglyph , MaxiCode , PDF417 , Ultra Code , 
Uniform Commercial Code Reduced Space Symbology 
( UCC RSS ) - 2D bar codes , and other optical codes ) , acoustic 
detection components ( e . g . , microphones to identify tagged 
audio signals ) , or any suitable combination thereof . In 
addition , a variety of information can be derived via the 
communication components 1064 , such as location via 
Internet Protocol ( IP ) geo - location , location via WI - FI® 
signal triangulation , location via detecting a BLU 
ETOOTH® or NFC beacon signal that may indicate a 
particular location , and so forth . 
[ 0092 ] In various example embodiments , one or more 
portions of the network 1080 can be an ad hoc network , an 
intranet , an extranet , a virtual private network ( VPN ) , a local 
area network ( LAN ) , a wireless LAN ( WLAN ) , a wide area 
network ( WAN ) , a wireless WAN ( WWAN ) , a metropolitan 
area network ( MAN ) , the Internet , a portion of the Internet , 
a portion of the Public Switched Telephone Network 
( PSTN ) , a plain old telephone service ( POTS ) network , a 
cellular telephone network , a wireless network , a WI - FI® 

network , another type of network , or a combination of two 
or more such networks . For example , the network 1080 or a 
portion of the network 1080 may include a wireless or 
cellular network , and the coupling 1082 may be a Code 
Division Multiple Access ( CDMA ) connection , a Global 
System for Mobile communications ( GSM ) connection , or 
other type of cellular or wireless coupling . In this example , 
the coupling 1082 can implement any of a variety of types 
of data transfer technology , such as Single Carrier Radio 
Transmission Technology ( 1xRTT ) , Evolution - Data Opti 
mized ( EVDO ) technology , General Packet Radio Service 
( GPRS ) technology , Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolu 
tion ( EDGE ) technology , third Generation Partnership Proj 
ect ( 3GPP ) including 3G , fourth generation wireless ( 46 ) 
networks , Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 
( UMTS ) , High Speed Packet Access ( HSPA ) , Worldwide 
Interoperability for Microwave Access ( WiMAX ) , Long 
Term Evolution ( LTE ) standard , others defined by various 
standard setting organizations , other long range protocols , or 
other data transfer technology . 
10093 ] . The instructions 1016 can be transmitted or 
received over the network 1080 using a transmission 
medium via a network interface device ( e . g . , a network 
interface component included in the communication com 
ponents 1064 ) and utilizing any one of a number of well 
known transfer protocols ( e . g . , Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
( HTTP ) ) . Similarly , the instructions 1016 can be transmitted 
or received using a transmission medium via the coupling 
1072 ( e . g . , a peer - to - peer coupling ) to devices 1070 . The 
term “ transmission medium ” shall be taken to include any 
intangible medium that is capable of storing , encoding , or 
carrying the instructions 1016 for execution by the machine 
1000 , and includes digital or analog communications signals 
or other intangible medium to facilitate communication of 
such software . 
[ 0094 ] Throughout this specification , plural instances may 
implement components , operations , or structures described 
as a single instance . Although individual operations of one 
or more methods are illustrated and described as separate 
operations , one or more of the individual operations may be 
performed concurrently , and nothing requires that the opera 
tions be performed in the order illustrated . Structures and 
functionality presented as separate components in example 
configurations may be implemented as a combined structure 
or component . Similarly , structures and functionality pre 
sented as a single component may be implemented as 
separate components . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within the scope of 
the subject matter herein . 
[ 0095 ] Although an overview of the inventive subject 
matter has been described with reference to specific example 
embodiments , various modifications and changes may be 
made to these embodiments without departing from the 
broader scope of embodiments of the present disclosure . 
Such embodiments of the inventive subject matter may be 
referred to herein , individually or collectively , by the term 
“ invention ” merely for convenience and without intending 
to voluntarily limit the scope of this application to any single 
disclosure or inventive concept if more than one is , in fact , 
disclosed . 
[ 0096 ] The embodiments illustrated herein are described 
in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to 
practice the teachings disclosed . Other embodiments may be 
used and derived therefrom , such that structural and logical 
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substitutions and changes may be made without departing 
from the scope of this disclosure . The Detailed Description , 
therefore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope 
of various embodiments is defined only by the appended 
claims , along with the full range of equivalents to which 
such claims are entitled . 
[ 0097 ] As used herein , the term “ or ” may be construed in 
either an inclusive or exclusive sense . Moreover , plural 
instances may be provided for resources , operations , or 
structures described herein as a single instance . Additionally , 
boundaries between various resources , operations , modules , 
engines , and data stores are somewhat arbitrary , and par 
ticular operations are illustrated in a context of specific 
illustrative configurations . Other allocations of functionality 
are envisioned and may fall within a scope of various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In general , structures 
and functionality presented as separate resources in the 
example configurations may be implemented as a combined 
structure or resource . Similarly , structures and functionality 
presented as a single resource may be implemented as 
separate resources . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within a scope of 
embodiments of the present disclosure as represented by the 
appended claims . The specification and drawings are , 
accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense . 
What is claimed is : 
1 . A method comprising : 
grouping , into a first group , a plurality of data objects 
associated with a first object property ; 

summarizing a second object property of the plurality of 
data objects in the first group to create summary 
information , the summary information including a 
summary of the second object property without includ 
ing the second object property itself , the second object 
property being different than the first object property ; 

generating a visualization comprising a plurality of nodes 
including a first node that represents the first group and 
including the summary information ; and 

causing presentation of the visualization on a user inter 
face of a user device of a user . 

2 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
receiving user input indicating a user - specified action 

relating to a group identifier , and 
performing the user - specified action with data objects 

identified by the group identifier . 
3 . The method of claim 2 , wherein the user - specified 

action comprises a modification of the first group , wherein 
the modification includes at least one of a group union , a 
group intersection , or a group split . 

4 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
determining a suggested modification of the first group 
based on an analysis of the data objects included in the 
first group ; 

providing an option to perform the suggested modifica 
tion of the first group , the option to be displayed on the 
user interface of the user device ; 

receiving a selection of the option to perform the sug 
gested modification of the first group ; and 

updating the visualization according to the suggested 
modification of the first group . 

5 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
receiving user input indicating a user - specified modifica 

tion to the visualization ; 

during a first session at a first time , storing a visualization 
configuration comprising the user - specified modifica 
tions ; and 

during a second session at a second time after the first 
time , generating the visualization according to the 
stored visualization configuration . 

6 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
identifying a relationship between the first group and a 

second group of data objects from among the plurality 
of data objects ; and 

generating the visualization to include the first node and 
a second node that represents the second group , 
wherein the visualization includes a visual indication of 
the identified relationship between the first node and 
the second node . 

7 . The method of claim 6 , wherein the first node and the 
second node are arranged in the visualization according to a 
layout specifying rule for placing nodes within the visual 
ization . 

8 . A system comprising : 
a computer - readable medium having instructions stored 

thereon , which , when executed by a processor , cause 
the system to : 
group , into a first group , a plurality of data objects 

associated with a first object property ; 
summarize a second object property of the plurality of 

data objects in the first group to create summary 
information , the summary information including a 
summary of the second object property without 
including the second object property itself , the sec 
ond object property being different than the first 
object property ; 

generate a visualization comprising a plurality of nodes 
including a first node that represents the first group 
and including the summary information ; and 

cause presentation of the visualization on a user inter 
face of a user device of a user . 

9 . The system of claim 8 , wherein the instructions further 
cause the system to : 

receive user input indicating a user - specified action relat 
ing to a group identifier ; and 

perform the user - specified action with data objects iden 
tified by the group identifier . 

10 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the user - specified 
action comprises a modification of the first group , wherein 
the modification includes at least one of a group union , a 
group intersection , or a group split . 

11 . The system of claim 8 , wherein the instructions further 
cause the system to : 

determine a suggested modification of the first group 
based on an analysis of the data objects included in the 
first group ; 

provide an option to perform the suggested modification 
of the first group , the option to be displayed on the user 
interface of the user device ; 

receive a selection of the option to perform the suggested 
modification of the first group ; and 

update the visualization according to the suggested modi 
fication of the first group . 

12 . The system of claim 8 , wherein the instructions further 
cause the system to : 

receive user input indicating a user - specified modification 
to the visualization ; 
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during a first session at a first time , store a visualization 
configuration comprising the user - specified modifica 
tions ; and 

during a second session at a second time after the first 
time , generate the visualization according to the stored 
visualization configuration . 

13 . The system of claim 8 , wherein the instructions further 
cause the system to : 

identify a relationship between the first group and a 
second group of data objects from among the plurality 
of data objects ; and 

generate the visualization to include the first node and a 
second node that represents the second group , wherein 
the visualization includes a visual indication of the 
identified relationship between the first node and the 
second node . 

14 . The system of claim 13 , wherein the first node and the 
second node are arranged in the visualization according to a 
layout specifying rule for placing nodes within the visual 
ization . 

15 . A non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
comprising instructions which , when implemented by one or 
more machines , cause the one or more machines to perform 
operations comprising : 

grouping , into a first group , a plurality of data objects 
associated with a first object property ; 

summarizing a second object property of the plurality of 
data objects in the first group to create summary 
information , the summary information including a 
summary of the second object property without includ 
ing the second object property itself , the second object 
property being different than the first object property ; 

generating a visualization comprising a plurality of nodes 
including a first node that represents the first group and 
including the summary information ; and 

causing presentation of the visualization on a user inter 
face of a user device of a user . 

16 . The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 15 , wherein the operations further comprise : 

receiving user input indicating a user - specified action 
relating to a group identifier ; and 

performing the user - specified action with data objects 
identified by the group identifier . 

17 . The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 16 , wherein the user - specified action comprises a 
modification of the first group , wherein the modification 
includes at least one of a group union , a group intersection , 
or a group split . 

18 . The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 15 , wherein the operations further comprise : 

determining a suggested modification of the first group 
based on an analysis of the data objects included in the 
first group ; 

providing an option to perform the suggested modifica 
tion of the first group , the option to be displayed on the 
user interface of the user device ; 

receiving a selection of the option to perform the sug 
gested modification of the first group ; and 

updating the visualization according to the suggested 
modification of the first group . 

19 . The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 15 , wherein the operations further comprise : 

receiving user input indicating a user - specified modifica 
tion to the visualization ; 

during a first session at a first time , storing a visualization 
configuration comprising the user - specified modifica 
tions ; and 

during a second session at a second time after the first 
time , generating the visualization according to the 
stored visualization configuration . 

20 . The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 15 , wherein the operations further comprise : 

identifying a relationship between the first group and a 
second group of data objects from among the plurality 
of data objects ; and 

generating the visualization to include the first node and 
a second node that represents the second group , 
wherein the visualization includes a visual indication of 
the identified relationship between the first node and 
the second node . 

* * * * * 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR 
PRODUCING , DISPLAYING , AND 

INTERACTING WITH COLLABORATIVE 
ENVIRONMENTS USING 

CLASSIFICATION - BASED ACCESS 
CONTROL 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application claims the benefit under 35 U . S . C . 
$ 119 ( e ) of U . S . Provisional Application Ser . No . 62 / 512 , 
634 , filed May 30 , 2017 , the content of which is incorpo 
rated by reference in its entirety into the present disclosure . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 
[ 0002 ] This disclosure relates to approaches for produc 
ing , displaying , and interacting with maps in collaborative 
environments . 

DESCRIPTION OF RELATED ART 
[ 0003 ] Under conventional approaches , software for pro 
ducing and displaying documents , maps , graphs , and the like 
may utilize some form of classification - based access control . 
For example , a document may include a number of sections , 
each with its own classification level . In this example , user 
access to a given section of the document is permitted when 
a classification authorization of the user satisfies a classifi 
cation level assigned to the section . 

SUMMARY 

second set of objects that were determined based at least in 
part on one or more classification levels associated with the 
second user . 
[ 0007 ] In some embodiments , an object represents at least 
one of : an entity , one or more properties associated with 
entities , user - generated annotations , and metadata associ 
ated with entities . 
[ 0008 ] In some embodiments , providing the at least two 
dissemination views for presentation further causes the 
system to provide a first dissemination view and a second 
dissemination view of the at least two dissemination views 
for a collaborative presentation that involves a first user and 
a second user . Objects shown in the first dissemination view 
and the second dissemination view during the collaborative 
presentation may satisfy ( i ) one or more classification levels 
associated with the first user and ( ii ) one or more classifi 
cation levels associated with the second user . 
[ 0009 ] In some embodiments , the instructions further 
cause the system to determine one or more collaborative 
operations performed by at least one of the first user and 
second user during the collaborative presentation Moreover , 
the instructions may further cause the system to apply the 
one or more collaborative operations to one or more dis 
semination views included in the collaborative presentation . 
In some embodiments , the collaborative operations include 
applying one or more annotations created during the collab 
orative presentation , wherein each annotation is associated 
with at least one corresponding classification level . In some 
embodiments , a user accessing a given annotation must 
satisfy a classification level associated with the annotation . 
[ 0010 ] In some embodiments , the collaborative operations 
include generating a sharable link to access a particular 
dissemination view at a particular classification level . 
[ 0011 ] In accordance with one embodiment , a method 
being implemented by a computing system including one or 
more physical processors and storage media storing 
machine - readable instructions comprises generating a plu 
rality of dissemination views corresponding to a map . In 
some embodiments , each dissemination view includes one 
or more objects , and each dissemination view is associated 
with one or more classification levels . The method may 
further comprise receiving a request for at least two dis 
semination views of the plurality of dissemination views , 
and providing the at least two dissemination views for 
presentation . 
[ 0012 ] In some embodiments , providing the at least two 
dissemination views for presentation further comprises pro 
viding a first dissemination view of the at least two dissemi 
nation views for presentation to a first user . The first 
dissemination view includes at least a first set of objects that 
were determined based at least in part on one or more 
classification levels associated with the first user . 
[ 0013 ] In some embodiments , the first dissemination view 
is associated with a first classification level in a hierarchy of 
classification levels . The first dissemination view may 
include one or more objects that either associated with the 
first classification level or any other classification level that 
is lower in the hierarchy than the first classification level . 
[ 0014 ] In some embodiments , providing the at least two 
dissemination views for presentation further comprises pro 
viding a second dissemination view of the at least two 
dissemination views for presentation to a second user . The 
second dissemination view may include at least a second set 

[ 0004 ] In accordance with one embodiment , a system for 
generating a classification - based dissemination control envi 
ronment comprises : one or more processors ; and a memory 
storing instructions . When executed by the one or more 
processors , the instructions cause the system to generate a 
plurality of dissemination views corresponding to a map . 
Each dissemination view includes one or more objects , 
wherein each dissemination view is associated with one or 
more classification levels . The instructions may further 
cause the system to receive a request for at least two 
dissemination views of the plurality of dissemination views , 
and provide the at least two dissemination views for pre 
sentation . 
[ 0005 ] In some embodiments , the providing the at least 
two dissemination views for presentation further causes the 
system to : provide a first dissemination view of the at least 
two dissemination views for presentation to a first user . The 
first dissemination view includes at least a first set of objects 
that were determined based at least in part on one or more 
classification levels associated with the first user . In some 
embodiments , the first dissemination view is associated with 
a first classification level in a hierarchy of classification 
levels . The first dissemination view may include one or more 
objects that are either associated with the first classification 
level or any other classification level that is lower in the 
hierarchy than the first classification level . 
[ 0006 ] In some embodiments , providing the at least two 
dissemination views for presentation further causes the 
system to provide a second dissemination view of the at least 
two dissemination views for presentation to a second user . 
The second dissemination view may include at least a 
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of objects that were determined based at least in part on one 
or more classification levels associated with the second user . 
100151 In some embodiments , an object represents at least 
one of : an entity , one or more properties associated with 
entities , user - generated annotations , and metadata associ 
ated with entities . 
[ 0016 ] In some embodiments , a computing device com 
prise one or more processors , and a memory storing instruc 
tions that , when executed by the one or more processors , 
cause the computing device to determine a request to display 
a map . Moreover , the instructions may cause the computing 
device to receive at least one first dissemination view of a 
plurality of dissemination views corresponding to the map . 
Each dissemination view may have been generated in accor 
dance with one or more corresponding classification levels . 
Each dissemination view may include data corresponding to 
the map that is accessible by users that satisfy one or more 
classification levels associated with the dissemination view . 
Further still , the instructions may cause the computing 
device to present the at least one first dissemination view 
corresponding to the map through a display associated with 
the computing device . 
[ 0017 ] In some embodiments , the instructions , when 
executed by the one or more processors , further cause the 
computing device to generate a link providing access to the 
first dissemination view corresponding to the map to at least 
one recipient of the link without requiring authentication of 
the recipient . 
[ 0018 ] In some embodiments , the instructions , when 
executed by the one or more processors , further cause the 
computing device to parse a classification banner under 
which the first dissemination view of the map is presented . 
[ 0019 ] In some embodiments , the instructions , when 
executed by the one or more processors , further cause the 
computing device to embed information describing the 
parsed classification banner in the link , wherein the link 
comprises a universal resource locator . 
[ 0020 ] In some embodiments , the instructions , when 
executed by the one or more processors , further cause the 
computing device to present a user interface that provides at 
least an option to revoke access of the recipient of the link 
to the first dissemination view corresponding to the map . 
0021 ] These and other objects , features , and characteris 

tics of the systems and / or methods disclosed herein , as well 
as the methods of operation and functions of the related 
elements of structure and the combination of parts and 
economies of manufacture , will become more apparent upon 
consideration of the following description and the appended 
claims with reference to the accompanying drawings , all of 
which form a part of this specification , wherein like refer 
ence numerals designate corresponding parts in the various 
figures . It is to be expressly understood , however , that the 
drawings are for the purpose of illustration and description 
only and are not intended as a definition of the limits of the 
invention . As used in the specification and in the claims , the 
singular form of “ a , " " an , ” and “ the ” include plural referents 
unless the context clearly dictates otherwise . 

tive embodiments , in which the principles of the technology 
are utilized , and the accompanying drawings of which : 
0023 ] FIG . 1A illustrates a schematic representation of an 
example architecture of a classification - based access control 
collaboration system in accordance with various embodi 
ments . 
[ 0024 ] FIG . 1B illustrates a schematic representation of an 
example map application and corresponding logic of the 
classification - based access control collaboration system of 
FIG . 1 . 
10025 ] FIG . 1C illustrates a schematic representation of an 
example database of the classification - based access control 
collaboration system of FIG . 1 . 
[ 0026 ] FIG . 2 is a flow chart illustrating example opera 
tions that may be performed to effectuate classification 
based access control collaboration in accordance with vari 
ous embodiments . 
[ 0027 ] FIG . 3A illustrates an example user interface for 
changing map classification in accordance with various 
embodiments . 
[ 0028 ] FIG . 3B illustrates an example user interface for 
specifying a view perspective with which to view a map in 
accordance with various embodiments . 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 3C illustrates an example map view of a map 
presented in accordance with one classification level . 
[ 0030 ] FIG . 3D illustrates an example map view of the 
map of FIG . 3C presented in accordance with another 
classification level . 
[ 0031 ] FIG . 3E illustrates an example link sharing user 
interface in accordance with various embodiments . 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 4 illustrates a schematic representation of an 
example computer system in which any of the implemen 
tations described herein may be implemented . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Overview 
[ 0033 ] A claimed solution rooted in computer technology 
overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm of 
computer technology . In various implementations , a com 
puting system is configured to provide a collaboration 
environment in which the provenance of any / all data that 
can be disseminated is determined / tracked . In this way , users 
having differing levels of access to data ( e . g . , classification 
levels ) that may be presented on a map can nevertheless 
view and / or interact with subsets of that data vis - à - vis 
different versions of the same map , where the different 
versions present data commensurate with their level of 
access . 
[ 0034 ] Searches for data that are to be disseminated in , for 
example , a map , ( e . g . , objects within a certain area of 
interest , such as buildings , roads , etc . ) can be pre - computed 
in accordance with different classification levels . Moreover , 
maps can be rendered in layers or planes corresponding to 
different display aspects of maps , for example a search layer , 
an annotations layer , etc . During a collaborative presenta 
tion , those layers or planes can be stacked , hidden , modified , 
etc . to result in a particular map view or version , each of 
which comply with any restrictions / permissions based on 
respective levels of classification associated with users par 
ticipating in the collaborative presentation . Metadata asso 
ciated with the searched objects can change based on 
classification level as well . Moreover , a user may lock / 
unlock a map to allow the user to move amongst different 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0022 ] Certain features of various embodiments of the 
present technology are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims . A better understanding of the features and 
advantages of the technology will be obtained by reference 
to the following detailed description that sets forth illustra 
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classification levels without risking inadvertent dissemina 
tion of sensitive information . Further still , users having less 
permissive classification levels need not necessarily be 
aware of information they are not privy to . In some embodi 
ments , redacted views of a map can be presented . 
10035 ] In some embodiments , when a user conducts a 
search for objects , the search query , the objects , and any 
objects returned by the search can be saved and classified . 
The user can be given control over each of these search 
aspects , thereby allowing the user to rerun searches at 
differing classification levels . This allows for the above 
mentioned redaction . 
[ 0036 ] In some embodiments , any user - generated annota 
tions are classified at a user ' s current classification level . 
[ 0037 ] In some embodiments , recursive banners are 
implemented in such a way that any data presented under a 
banner is classified at that banner ' s classification level . 
Additionally , if a first banner is nested within a second 
banner and has a lower classification level than the second 
banner , then any data within the first banner cannot be 
classified at a level above that of the second banner . 
10038 ] In some embodiments , links can be shared with 
recipients without requiring the recipient to log in or be 
authenticated . A link to a particular map rendered at a 
particular classification level can be generated and sent to a 
desired recipient . The classification banner under which the 
particular map is rendered can be used as part of the link , 
e . g . , the classification banner can be parsed , e . g . , serialized , 
and included as part of the link . The desired recipient may 
use the link to view the map at the particular classification 
level without the recipient having to log in or be , e . g . , a 
registered user of the system used to generate the map . 
Information regarding the link / underlying map can be moni 
tored , e . g . , the number of users viewing the map , expiration 
time , etc . Moreover , the creator of the link can , at any time , 
revoke access to the underlying map . Users may have an 
option to log in through the link to obtain a higher access 
level than the link - provided access . For example , an aid 
organization may provide a redacted map representing the 
locations of all of upcoming blood drives available on the 
open internet . Additional details may be automatically 
redacted for unauthenticated users but presented to users 
who log in with the appropriate credentials . 

second user may still collaborate without the first user 
“ losing access ” to the data he / she is privy to . In conventional 
systems , the first user may downgrade his / her associated 
classification level in order to present data to the second 
user . However , once a user downgrades his / her classification 
level , he / she is not allowed to upgrade or return to his / her 
higher classification level . If the first user wishes to view the 
data to which only he / she is privy to , he / she must recreate 
or regenerate a map in accordance with his / her classification 
level . 
[ 0040 ] An example map sharing system 100 is illustrated 
in FIG . 1A . As shown , the system 100 includes one or more 
user sites 102A - C operatively coupled respectively by one 
or more network communication links 110A - C to an appli 
cation server 120 that hosts a map application 130 . The map 
application 130 , as part of the application server 120 , 
accesses a database 150 by way of a database management 
system or service ( DBMS ) 140 . User sites 102A - C and 
application server 120 may comprise one or more computers 
that host or execute logic or stored programs configured to 
perform the processes that are further described herein . 
[ 0041 ] At each user site 102A - C , there may be a client 
computing device used by a user at that site that communi 
cates and exchanges data with application server 120 over 
one or more network communication links 110A - C . The 
client computing device may be any client computer such as 
a workstation computer , a laptop computer , a tablet com 
puter , a mobile phone , or other client computing device that 
has or is operatively coupled to a display , e . g . , a video / 
multimedia display . While only three user sites 102A - C are 
shown in FIG . 1A , the system 100 may include more than 
three or less than three user sites 102A - C . 
[ 0042 ] Any one or more of network communication links 
110A - C may traverse one or more data networks ( e . g . , Local 
Area Networks and Wide Area Networks ) . A network com 
munication link may be based on a reliable network trans 
port protocol such as TCP / IP or the like . A network com 
munication link 110A - C between user site 102A - C , 
respectively , and the application server 120 may be estab 
lished as and when needed , for example , when the applica 
tion server 102 or a client computing device at the user site 
needs to send data to the other . Alternatively , a network 
communication link , e . g . , any one of network communica 
tion links 110A - C may span the life of a session during 
which data is sent back and forth between the application 
server 120 and a user site in multiple communication 
exchanges . Either the application server 120 or a client 
computing device at a user site , e . g . , user site 102A , may 
initiate establishment of a network communication link 
110A . The network communication link 110A may traverse 
a number of intermediary devices ( e . g . , web servers , cache 
servers , proxy servers , content delivery network servers , 
etc . ) between an application server 120 device and the client 
computing device at the user site 102A . In this case , the one 
or more network communication links 110A - C may be 
viewed as a logical network communication link made up of 
a number of sub - network communication links connecting a 
client computing device to application server 120 through 
the intermediary devices in a network . 
[ 0043 ] In some embodiments , operating in conjunction 
with the database 150 ( i . e . , the organized information actu 
ally stored on a storage device ) is a database management 
service ( DBMS ) 140 that , among other operations , processes 
requests from the application server 120 for access to 

Map Sharing System 
[ 0039 ] In some embodiments , the present disclosure 
relates to a collaborative presentation system in which 
different versions of the same map can be viewed by 
different users having different classification levels at the 
same time . This allows a user to share data and collaborate 
with other users in a way that does not compromise sensitive 
data . For example , a first user may be associated with a first 
classification level that allows the first user to see some set 
of data on a map . A second user may be associated with a 
second classification level that allows the second user to see 
only a subset of the data the first user is able to see on that 
same map . The first user can view a first version of the map 
that displays data the first user is allowed to see , while the 
second user can view a second version of the map that 
displays only the data the second user is allowed to see . The 
first and second users are able to collaborate regarding data 
that is common to both the first user and the second user , i . e . , 
the subset of data accessible by the second user . Thus , 
despite the disparity in classification level , the first user and 
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information in the database 150 . The map application 130 
may interact indirectly with the database 150 through the 
DBMS 140 that in turn interacts directly with the database 
150 to provide high level database operations to the map 
application 130 , such as retrieval and storage of information 
in the database 150 . No particular type of database manage 
ment service is required and any database management 
service capable of supporting the graph sharing techniques 
described herein may be used . 
[ 0044 ] In some embodiments , the database 150 ( or a 
portion or portions thereof ) is stored in volatile memory for 
faster data access to database data . In this case , the database 
150 may be backed by a shadow copy of the database 150 
stored in a non - volatile memory in case of power loss to the 
volatile memory . 
[ 0045 ] A client computing device at one or more of user 
sites 102A - C may be configured with a Web browsing 
application or other client application for performing client 
functions of the map application 130 . Among others , the 
client functions include presenting various map application 
130 user interfaces on a display of a client computing 
device , as instructed over one or more network communi 
cation links 110A - C by the map application 130 . The client 
functions may also include receiving user input from the 
user of the client computing device and transmitting data 
representing user input to the map application 130 over one 
or more network communication links 110A - C . The map 
application 130 may instruct the client application to present 
various map application user interfaces using standardized 
Web instructions sent over one or more network communi 
cations links 110A - C to a client computing device . Such 
Web instructions may involve standardized Web protocols 
( e . g . , HTTP , HTTPS , etc . ) and include standardized markup 
language instructions ( e . g . , XML , HTML , XHTML , etc . ) , 
standardized style sheet language instructions ( e . g . , CSS , 
etc . ) , and standardized client - side scripting language 
instructions ( e . g . , JavaScript® , ActionScript® , and Jscript® , 
etc . ) . Receipt of data by map application 130 representing 
user input may also involve standardized Web protocols and 
standardized Web instructions . 
[ 0046 ] The application server 120 contains map applica 
tion 130 and operates on one or more server computing 
devices . The server computing devices on which the map 
application 130 operates may be considered to be opera 
tively coupled to the client computing devices at user sites 
102A - C by network communication links 110A - C . The 
application server 120 may provide fundamental application 
data services to the map application 130 such as handling 
network communications with user sites 102A - C and pro 
viding one or more interfaces to the map application 130 for 
communicating with the DBMS 140 . According to some 
aspects of various embodiments disclosed herein , the map 
application 130 is implemented using the Java programming 
language . However , implementation with other program 
ming languages or in hardware ( e . g . , hard - wired logic , one 
or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware , etc . ) are also possible . 
[ 0047 ] A user at a user site 102A may conduct a collab 
orative presentation involving data objects stored in the 
database 150 using , for example , a computing device at user 
site 102A . Generally , searches for data objects may be on a 
subset of shared database data drawn from a shared data 
repository in the database 150 . The user at user site 102A 
may wish to share a map having data objects with another 
user at a user site 102B , for example . Both users at user sites 

102A and 102B may access and view the map of interest by 
accessing application server 120 and executing map appli 
cation 130 , where if the users have differing classification 
levels , each user sees a different version of the map of 
interest commensurate with that user ' s classification level . 
10048 ] . The user at user site 102A may create a new map . 
Map application 130 may generate one or more versions , 
also referred to as “ dynamic dissemination views ” of the 
map . It should be noted that map application 130 may 
generate different versions commensurate with all classifi 
cations up to a maximum classification level . Even if the 
user at user 102A created the map , the user may not have a 
classification level allowing him / her to access data on the 
map at the maximum classification level , in which case the 
user is limited to accessing dynamic dissemination views 
that match the user ' s classification level ( s ) . 
10049 ] The user at user site 102A may add data objects to 
a map . Examples of such data objects include , but are not 
limited to user - created annotations , such as lines , arrows , 
other identifying marks , text , and the like . These annotations 
may also be classified . If the user at user site 102A wishes 
to upload data to database 150 , map application 130 may 
prompt the user to classify the data to be uploaded . 
[ 0050 ] The user at user site 102A may wish to conduct a 
search for data within an existing map . Similar to the 
annotations and uploaded data , the search terms , any search 
related metadata , as well as the results of the search may also 
be classified . It may be that the user at user site 102B has a 
lower classification level than that of the user at user site 
102A , and the user at user site 102 A wishes the share the 
results of the search with the user at user site 102B . 
Accordingly , map application 130 stores the results of the 
search in accordance with different classification levels , also 
referred to as a “ viewing set . ” In this way , the search can be 
shared amongst users while still protecting classified data if 
need be . For example , the user at user site 102A may search 
for " red houses ” at a particular classification level . At that 
classification level , there may be three red houses . However , 
with more restricted permissions associated with another 
classification level , there may be no search results for the 
same search query . Therefore , to share this search with the 
user at user site 102B , the search must be rerun at the correct 
level to prevent leaking the results of the “ red house ” search 
at a lower classification level . 
[ 0051 ] A user , e . g . , the user at user site 102A may wish to 
present a particular layer on a map , where layers can be 
rendered in accordance with different classification levels . 
Moreover , metadata associated with data objects in the maps 
can be added at the maximum classification level and 
presented in accordance with layers and their corresponding 
classification levels . Similarly , the user at user site 102B 
may wish to import another map created by the user at user 
site 102 A into a map the user at user site 102B is creating . 
Regardless of the classification level that the user of user site 
102A may have saved his / her map , the map imported by the 
user at user site 102B will only reveal / contain data objects 
commensurate with the classification level associated with 
the user at user site 102B . 
10052 ] . A user may wish to view a map at a particular 
classification level . For example , user 102A may wish to a 
view a map at a classification level lower than the user ' s 
maximum classification level , e . g . , that of the user at user 
site 102B . A user may wish to view a map at a different 
classification level if , for example , the user wants to view the 
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map at the classification level it will be viewed by another 
user with which the map is going to be shared . This may be 
done to check the map to ensure no sensitive data is being 
revealed and / or for the user to be aware of what the other 
user will see . The use of layers , searching for data , and data 
objects will follow that of the specified classification level at 
which the map is being viewed . 
10053 ] It should be noted that in some cases , the classifi 
cation of one or more data objects cannot be satisfied in a 
current view . In this case , the one or more data objects may 
be presented by map application 130 as a redacted element . 
Handling of redacted elements will be described in greater 
detail below . 
[ 0054 ] A user may also change the “ minimum access 
classification " of a map , i . e . , the classification required to 
view any of the dynamic dissemination views for that map . 
Map application 130 may provide an interface that a user , 
e . g . , the user at user site 102A , may use to specify , e . g . , user 
details , classification level details , access group details as 
well the specification of access groups , etc . As described 
above , a user may wish to change his / her viewing classifi 
cation level to protect against inadvertent security leaks . 
Similarly , map application 130 may provide an option to 
preview a map as part of its reclassification to again , protect 
against inadvertent security leaks . In some embodiments , 
map application 130 may provide options to interface with 
existing digital and human systems in order to comply with 
organizational regulations around reclassifying data . In 
addition to the map itself , data objects that may be included 
in the map can be reclassified , as well as searches , e . g . , the 
classification of a search folder which protects the query and 
associated metadata , and that of the search results . 
[ 0055 ] A user , e . g . , the user at user site 102A may wish to 
share a particular map with another user , e . g . , the user at user 
site 102B or some other user that is not necessarily a part of 
map sharing system 100 . In this case , the user at user site 
102A may generate a link to the particular map ( rendered in 
accordance with a particular classification level ) that can be 
forwarded to a desired recipient . The desired recipient may 
view the particular map at the particular classification level 
specified by the user at user site 102A within the generated 
link without having to log into map sharing system 100 , e . g . , 
application server 120 and / or map application 130 . 

well as user - generated annotations , such as drop points , 
lines , text annotations , aspects or objects of a dynamic 
legend , etc . 
10058 ] If a user wishes to view a map at a given classifi 
cation , changes to the map view in consideration of the 
change in classification level can be effectuated through map 
classification logic element 132A . Map view generation 
logic element 132 may generate a map in accordance with 
the change to the classification level and / or access a previ 
ously generated map view commensurate with the changed 
classification level . Map dissemination logic element 130B 
may control the display of the particular map view on a 
client computing device at a user site . 
[ 0059 ] Map application 130 may further include a search 
logic element 134 , which encompasses , in part , data inte 
gration logic element 134A for controlling the initial popu 
lation of map views with data / objects . In accordance with 
various embodiments , backend , pre - computed searches can 
be run at different levels corresponding to the different 
classification levels at which map views can be generated . In 
accordance with some embodiments , a user interface of map 
application 130 may present a user with an option to search 
for and display data objects ( effectuated by user search logic 
element 134B ) , such as buildings within a particular area of 
a map . Because map view generation logic element 132 may 
generate different map views in accordance with different 
classification levels relying at least in part , on such pre 
computed searches performed by data integration logic 
element 134A so that the appropriate data / objects are 
returned on a user - initiated search in the context of a 
particular map view . 
[ 0060 ] It should be noted that user search logic element 
134B may further control the classification of a user - initi 
ated search itself . As described previously , search queries , 
e . g . , search terms , search metadata , search “ folders , ” and 
search results may all be classified . For example , a user may 
wish to drill down on the aforementioned search for build 
ings by searching for particular building aspects , metadata 
associated with buildings , etc . Map application 130 may not 
necessarily be aware of any classification level relevant to a 
user - initiated search that is being conducted , and the various 
aspects of a search may be classified . In some embodiments 
user search logic element 134B may initiate the running of 
searches at different possible classification levels . If a user 
wishes to rerun a search at different classification levels , the 
user can be accommodated . Working in conjunction with 
object classification logic element 132B and / or data inte 
gration logic element 134A , different objects may load in 
accordance with different classification levels , objects may 
be redacted or hidden from view , etc . 
[ 0061 ] When a map contains a redacted element , map 
view generation logic element 132 may provide options to a 
user allowing a redacted element to be rendered in accor 
dance with the user ' s desires : ( 1 ) each redacted element in 
a given section may be rendered independently ; ( 2 ) all 
redacted elements in a given section may be coalesced and 
rendered together as a set of redacted elements ; and ( 3 ) 
redacted elements may be hidden . To prevent users from 
deleting parent folders which contain at least one redacted 
element , map application 130 may show that there are 
redacted elements inside of any folder which contains a 
redacted sub - folder or feature . If simply showing that there 
is a redaction inside a folder can amount to a security leak , 
users may reclassify the folder . If showing the folder name 

Map Sharing Application 
[ 0056 ] FIG . 1B is a schematic representation of map 
application 130 . Map application 130 can include a number 
of components and / or logic elements which may be imple 
mented in software or hardware or a combination of the two . 
Map application 130 may include a command handling logic 
element 130A for receiving notification of commands input 
by a user through user interface controls presented on the 
client computing device at a user site and for dispatching 
received commands to the appropriate logic element of the 
map application 130 to handle the command . 
[ 0057 ] Map application 130 may further include map 
dissemination logic element 130B for controlling the dis 
semination of different map views or versions as disclosed 
herein . Map view generation logic element 132 may gener 
ate different map views in accordance with classification 
levels , which in turn may be governed by map classification 
logic element 132A . The classification of objects included or 
added to a map may be controlled by object classification 
logic 132B . Objects may include existing data / objects as 
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itself is a leak , the user may also reclassify the folder . When 
reclassifying a folder , users can choose to classify just that 
folder , or the folder and all of the manually entered data 
inside of it . When reclassifying data on a map , the user is 
choosing a valid classification for that piece of data . In each 
of these cases , the ramifications of the operation can be 
serious , and the one or more user interfaces presented by 
map application 130 can be configured to communicate the 
side effects of a reclassification operation to a user . In some 
embodiments , map application 130 may interface with exist 
ing external systems in order to comply with organizational 
regulations surrounding reclassifying data . 
[ 0062 ] It should also be noted that metadata can be data 
that is displayed or included in the presentation of a par 
ticular map . Under control of object classification logic 
element 132B , metadata associated with one or more objects 
may also be classified . Accordingly , based on determinations 
made by data integration logic 134A in conjunction with 
map view generation logic element 132 , map dissemination 
logic element 130B may ultimately present different map 
views including , e . g . , different versions of metadata , the 
inclusion or exclusion of metadata depending on relevant 
classification levels . 
[ 0063 ] Map application 130 may further comprise classi 
fication banner logic element 136 . Within classification 
based access control , requirements may be set forth regard 
ing what classification banners are and how they relate to 
each other . Classification banners can refer to a hierarchical 
organization scheme used to maintain classification level 
consistency when maps are displayed in a client computing 
device that rely on , e . g . , colored and textual indicators of 
classification levels associated with map ( s ) contained 
“ under ” a classification banner or “ in ” window labeled with 
a particular classification banner . For example , a user may 
present a map within a window labeled in accordance with , 
e . g . , the map ' s " effective classification . ” Any map ( s ) or data 
falling within or under a classification banner is classified at 
that classification banner ' s classification level . If another 
window is opened within or under a particular classification 
banner , that other window cannot contain any map ( s ) or data 
that exceed the classification level of the window in or under 
which it is opened as specified by the classification banner . 
[ 0064 ] Further still , map application 130 may comprise 
link sharing logic element 138 . Link sharing logic element 
138 can be used to present an option to share a link to a 
particular map view at a particular classification level asso 
ciated with the map view . Link sharing logic element 138 
may access information regarding a classification banner 
under which a particular map view is rendered , e . g . , via 
classification banner logic 136 , and , e . g . , serialize the clas 
sification level / classification banner to include as part of the 
link . Upon a recipient of the link accessing the map view , 
link sharing logic element 138 may provide the link - gener 
ating user with information / statistics regarding the map view 
shared through the link . For example , the link - generating 
user may view who is viewing the map view and / or for how 
long . The link - generating user may further revoke access to 
the map view at any time through a link sharing user 
interface . In this way , a more restricted version of a map , 
e . g . , a map view having a higher classification level can be 
protected without limiting the ability to share information 
with a non - registered user . 

Map Sharing Database 
[ 0065 ] FIG . 1C is a schematic representation of informa 
tion stored in the database 150 involved in map sharing in 
accordance with various embodiments . Conceptually , the 
database 150 may be thought of as being segmented into 
user information 152 , user access control information 154 , 
object information 156 , map information 158 , search infor 
mation 160 , and link information 162 . It should be under 
stood that no particular type of database is required and any 
database capable of supporting the map sharing techniques 
described herein may be used . As just one non - limiting 
example , the database 150 may be a relational database . The 
information stored in the database 150 may also be stored as 
a result of performing map sharing operations in computer 
memory of the server computing devices that operate the 
map sharing application 130 and in computer memory of 
client computing devices at user sites 102A - C . 
[ 0066 ] User information 152 can include data identifying 
individual users of the map sharing application 130 . Such 
data may include user identification information uniquely 
identifying individual users and credential information for 
authenticating individual users . Credential information may 
include username and password information and / or crypto 
graphic digital certificate information as examples . User 
information 152 may also include collaboration team data . A 
collaboration team can refer to a set of one or more users 
identified by a team name . Collaboration teams allow ref 
erence to a set of individual users by a single identifier akin 
to e - mail messaging groups . 
[ 0067 ] User access control information 154 may include 
information identifying which access control or classifica 
tion levels users may have . In some embodiments , there are 
two types of access control levels : groups and classifica 
tions . Groups may also be referred to as roles . The access 
control groups to which a user belongs determine what 
operations the user can perform on which data comprising 
one or more objects 156A . The access control groups to 
which a user belongs may also determine what objects 156A 
the user can display in one or more maps 158A . The 
classification levels a user has can determine what objects 
156A the user has access to and what objects 156A the user 
can bring into a map 158A . 
[ 0068 ] A user may belong to more than one access control 
group and have more than one classification level . Access 
control groups and classification levels may be hierarchical 
such that , if a user belongs to an access control group or has 
a classification level higher in the hierarchy , then the user 
implicitly belongs to all groups and has all classifications 
lower than that group or classification level in the hierarchy . 
10069 ] Specifying an access control group can include an 
access control group name or identifier and a permission of 
that access control group . In some embodiments , there are 
four permissions levels : discovery , read , write , and owner . 
With the discovery permission , a user can be notified of and 
know that data exists but cannot view the data . With the read 
permission , a user can find and read the data but cannot 
change the data . With the write permission , a user can find , 
read , and change the data . With the owner permission , a user 
can find , read , change , and adjust the permissions on the 
data . Thus , permissions may be cumulative . For example , a 
user that has write permission with respect to data implicitly 
also has read and discovery permissions with respect to that 
data . Embodiments are not limited to these four permission 
levels and other sets of permissions levels may be used . 
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[ 0070 ] When specifying a classification level , an access 
control item or information element may include a classifi 
cation marking that identifies the classification . Example 
classification markings include , but are not limited to , e . g . , 
“ Confidential , ” “ Restricted , ” and “ Unclassified . ” For 
example , classification markings can be used in the context 
of interactive census maps and data that can be shared to 
unclassified citizens , classified government personnel , etc . 
There may be myriad other classifications upon the context 
in which various embodiments may be used . For example , 
maps may be shared between tourists and other family 
members using mobile device mapping / map sharing appli 
cations . Other applications allow fellow travelers to share 
maps in order to get travel recommendations . In this case , 
the tourist or traveler may want family members or other 
travelers to only see a particular area to which he / she is 
traveling without revealing an entire map " itinerary . ” 
Accordingly , classification markings in this context may 
include simply , Planner / User and Viewer . Still another con 
text may involve a real estate agent and potential buyer / 
seller . In such a scenario , a real estate agent may have 
detailed and / or confidential information regarding real estate 
properties . When interacting with potential buyers , sellers , 
or perhaps other real estate agents representing the other side 
of a potential sale , the real estate agent may wish to keep 
certain detailed and / or confidential information about one or 
more properties hidden from one or more other parties . In 
this case , classification markings may include " Agent , " 
“ Buyer , ” “ Seller , ” “ Other Agent . ” 
[ 0071 ] In some embodiments , a user is not allowed access 
to objects 156 A or maps 158A ( nor should objects / maps be 
disseminated to users not allowed access to that information ) 
unless the user has all classification markings specified in an 
access control list associated with the object 156A or map 
158A . In some embodiments , the validity of a classification 
level can be checked , e . g . , a set of classification markings 
can be considered to be valid if the set contains all required 
markings and no disallowed markings are a particular user . 
[ 0072 ] In some embodiments , data can comprise one or 
more objects 156A . An object 156A can represent an entity 
such as a person , a place , an organization , an entity such as 
a building or road , or other noun , or an event that happens 
at a point in time or for a duration , a document or other 
unstructured data source such as an e - mail message , a news 
report , or a written paper or article , or a digital media item 
such as audio or video . An object 156A may have a type 
( e . g . , Person , Event , Thing , or Document ) and a display 
name which may be values of particular properties 156B of 
the object 156A . 
[ 0073 ] Each object 156A may have one or more properties 
156B . Properties 156B can be attributes of the object 156A 
that represent individual data items . Each property 156B of 
an object 156A may have a type and a value . Different types 
of objects 156A may have different types of properties 156B . 
In some embodiments , the properties 156B of an object 
156A may be represented / characterized as / by metadata 
156C , although metadata 156C can comprise other data or 
information related to an object 156A that is not necessarily 
a property of the object . For example , a house object 156 
might have a “ year built ” property 156B , a “ sold for ” 
property 156B , etc . Other metadata can include other pre 
sentation elements that are not objects 156A or properties 
156B . These other presentation elements may include tex - 
tual notes , property boxes , audio content , video content , 

audio / video content , documents , or other presentable infor 
mation . These other presentation elements are referred to as 
“ presentation ” elements because they may be presented on 
a map in addition to objects 156A . It should be understood 
that it is not a requirement that presentation elements and 
objects represent different types of information . Information 
represented by a presentation element can instead by repre 
sented by an object , and vice versa . 
[ 0074 ] In some embodiments , the set of object types and 
the set of property types for each type of object can be 
defined according to a pre - defined or user - defined ontology 
or other hierarchical structuring of knowledge through sub 
categorization of object types and property types according 
to their relevant and / or cognitive qualities . An object 156A 
may also be allowed to have more than one property 156B 
of the same type . For example , a house object 156A might 
have multiple “ sold for " properties 156B . 
[ 0075 ] In some embodiments , a property 156B and / or 
metadata 156C may be associated with an access control list 
that governs access users have to that property or metadata . 
In some embodiments , the level of access a user has to a 
property 156B or metadata 156C also affects the level of 
access the user has to an object 156A associated with the 
property 156B and / or metadata 156C . 
[ 00761 When a user creates a new map 158A to be 
presented , that map 158A may be created with a “ minimum 
access classification ” equal to the maximum user mark 
ings ” for the user creating the map . As described previously , 
different versions of the same map referred to as views 158B 
in FIG . 1C , may also be generated in accordance with one 
or more classification levels . That is , a map 158A can be 
thought of as having a set of " dynamic dissemination views " 
created for it automatically up to a “ map classification . ” In 
some embodiments , the set of valid “ dynamic dissemination 
views ” may be restricted by the map classification system 
such that only a small subset of the vast possible number of 
" dynamic dissemination views " may be valid . In other 
embodiments , each time a user chooses a new set or edits an 
existing set of permissions to use when viewing a map , a 
new dynamic dissemination view may be generated for the 
map with those new / modified permissions . A map classifi 
cation can refer to the maximum data , e . g . , one or more 
objects 156 A allowable on the map . Dynamic dissemination 
views of a map can include different subsets of the maxi 
mum data allowable on the map . For example , if a real estate 
agent creates a map , it can be created with a minimum access 
classification specifying the map can be viewed with a 
minimum classification level of “ buyer " or " seller . " 
Dynamic dissemination views can be generated up to a 
classification level of “ real estate agent . ” A buyer or seller 
having maximum user markings that may not satisfy that of 
the real estate agent classification level , may only see 
dynamic dissemination views commensurate with the buyer 
and seller classification levels . 
[ 0077 ] In some embodiments , the minimum access clas 
sification associated with a map can be changed . To accom 
modate changes to the minimum access classification of a 
map 158C , a user may be allowed to change a current 
“ viewing set ” associated with the map , where the viewing 
set can refer to the set of effective classification markings 
that enable viewing of a map from the perspective of 
multiple users . Data with a classification may only be visible 
if that classification is deemed as being “ satisfied ” by all sets 
of effective classification markings contained within the 
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than or equal to the classification that represents the current 
effective classification markings of the map view . As such , 
the classification banner , which is a view representative of 
the effective classification markings , will always represent 
the maximum classification of all data on the map . The 
specific semantics of how data is classified when added to 
the map differ based on the type of data being added to the 
map . 
[ 0081 ] Searches may be thought of as comprising two 
parts , e . g . , the classification of the search folder itself , which 
protects the query and metadata ( stored as search classifi 
cation information 160A ) , and the classification for the 
search results when run with a given set of markings ( stored 
as search results classification information 160B ) . In order 
to preserve provenance , search results may not be removed 
from the search folder . When declassifying a search folder , 
the search can be rerun with a less permissive set of 
markings , and a user interface presented by map application 
300 may articulate that the query itself will now have a 
lower classification . This declassification can yield a more 
accessible search query with two sub - sections , each of 
which can be individually protected by a set of classification 
markings . In some embodiments , searches are configured 
such that for every search folder which is visible to the user , 
there is at least one search results section which is also 
visible . Both search folders and search results sections can 
be visible if their classification is satisfied by the viewing 
set . 

viewing set . This can be used to handle situations where one 
user wants to publically present a map to an audience of 
multiple different users that may not have a common rela 
tionship of some sort . The effective classification markings 
are the subset of a user ' s maximum user markings which a 
user is choosing to use when viewing the map . Only data 
whose classification ( i . e . , classification 156D of an object 
156A ) can be satisfied by this set of markings is visible in 
a map . As such , the map ' s overall classification banner 
( which can be stored as part of classification information 
158C ) can be generated from the effective classification 
markings . Multiple users may be collaborating on the same 
map while viewing it with different sets of effective classi 
fication markings , and users may even choose to view a map 
with markings that do not satisfy a minimum access classi 
fication ( e . g . , during redaction ) . 
[ 0078 ] User details comprising user information 152 can 
represent relevant aspects of a user and classification level 
information comprising user access control information 154 
can be changed . Users may either “ have access , " " have no 
access , " " gain access , ” or “ lose access ” to a map depending 
on the specifics of the representative user . As part of 
reclassifying a map , users whose maximum user markings 
are a superset of the markings for a representative user can 
be allowed to , e . g . , enter a read - only preview mode for a 
map before the map classification is changed . While in the 
preview mode , a current classification banner remains 
unchanged . This is because the preview mode involves only 
temporarily redacting a user ' s view of the map . In some 
embodiments , the map may also not be edited while being 
previewed . As described above , locking a map and allowing 
a user to temporarily downgrade his / her classification level 
so that the map , along with any associated objects 156A 
and / or folders in which objects 156A may be contained , can 
be previewed is done to protect against inadvertent data 
leaks . Once the reclassifying user has reviewed the impact 
that their change might have , they can finalize the reclassi 
fication that can be stored as a new minimum access 
classification for that map as part of classification informa 
tion 158C . 
[ 0079 ] As described above , users are allowed to view a 
map with a subset of their maximum user markings , i . e . , the 
aforementioned viewing set or effective classification mark 
ings . When choosing a new viewing set , the user is in fact 
choosing a set of classification markings . Searches and 
object loads can be run with this viewing set , but data added 
to the map may be classified with manual data classification 
which can be stored as object classification information 
156D . Manually added data classification can refer to the 
classification for data currently being added by a given user , 
e . g . , user - created annotations , folders , uploaded data , etc . In 
some embodiments , the manually added data classification 
defaults to that generated from the effective classification 
markings of a map . It should be understood that classifica 
tions can be sub - classifications of other classifications , and 
classifications can “ fork ” in different ways . For example , 
downgrading to a classification level can be straightforward . 
However , downgrading to a access control group may 
involve multiple user classification levels . Thus the totality 
of map classification information 158C , object classification 
156D , and user access control information 154 is consid 
ered . 
10080 ] In general , data added to the map is secured with 
the manually added data classification , which must be less 

[ 0082 ] For example , when a search is run , the resulting 
search layer is restricted to a manual data classification 
( which can comprise search classification information 
160A ) which protects search terms and other metadata about 
a search . The search can then be run with the classification 
markings from the viewing set of the map . Search results are 
stored with this viewing set so that users can look at many 
different result sets for the same query . Search templates 
may also be classified with a classification which can be 
stored as search classification information 160A , where the 
templates are only shown if the active viewing set satisfies 
the classification for that template . When viewing a search 
folder , a user can see subsections for any permissions that 
the query has been run at which are satisfied by the viewing 
set . In some embodiments , as a default , the highest subsec 
tion that is shown is that which is satisfied by the viewing 
set . Search folders can be redacted if their classification is 
not satisfied by the viewing set . 
[ 0083 ] As described above , users may generate a link 
allowing a recipient ( s ) of the link to access map at a 
particular classification level , wherein aspects of the access 
resulting from the link can be monitored . Moreover , certain 
recipient characteristics such as the Internet Protocol ( IP ) 
address from which the map is being access may be moni 
tored . Such monitored information may be stored in data 
base 150 as monitored link information 162A along with any 
relevant link information 162 that may characterize one or 
more aspects of the link itself . 

Map Sharing Methodology 
10084 ] FIG . 2 is a flow chart illustrating example opera 
tions performed to provide map collaboration in accordance 
with various embodiments . n some embodiments , one or 
more searches may be pre - computed for one or more objects 
to be presented in a classification - based access control 
environment . For example , a map may be generated , where 
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the map can include one or more objects representative of 
data , e . g . , buildings , people , roads , properties of those 
objects , as well as metadata associated with those objects . 
The one or more pre - computed searches are run to discover / 
identify such objects at different classification levels such 
that different views of the map can be generated for users 
having those different classification levels . 
[ 0085 ) Accordingly , at operation 200 , a plurality of dis 
semination views are generated , the plurality of dissemina 
tion views corresponding to a map , wherein each dissemi 
nation view includes one or more objects , and wherein each 
dissemination view is associated with one or more classifi 
cation levels . As described above , multiple dynamic dis 
semination views of a map can be generated up to a 
maximum or highest classification level . It should be under 
stood that various embodiments disclosed herein refer to 
high , low , minimum , maximum aspects , such classification 
levels or user markings , but such characterizations are 
merely examples , and a lowest classification level , for 
example , can be used refer to a classification level allowing 
the least amount of access . That is the level of restriction 
associated with a classification level can be labeled or 
referred to in different ways and / or described in accordance 
with different perspectives . 
10086 ] . At operation 202 , a request may be received for at 
least dissemination views of the plurality of dissemination 
views , and at operation 204 , the at least two dissemination 
views are provided for presentation . For example , one or 
more of the sets of the one or more objects are presented to 
a first user as part of the one or more dissemination views 
commensurate with the first user ' s associated classification 
level . Additionally , one or more of the sets of the one or 
more objects are presented to a second user as part of the one 
or more dissemination views commensurate with the second 
user ' s associated classification levels . In this way , each user 
may view his / her classification level - appropriate version of 
the map . For example , if the first user ' s associated classifi 
cation level is less restrictive , e . g . , higher , than that associ 
ated with the second user , the second user may only see a 
subset of the one or more objects that the first user may see . 
As used in this context , a subset can refer to some set of 
objects less than the original set of objects , or alternatively , 
to some aspect or characteristic of one or more objects in the 
original set that reveals " less ” information than would be 
revealed , e . g . , to the first user if the first user has a higher 
classification level . 
[ 0087 ] Moreover , collaborative operations received from 
at least one of the first and second users regarding the one 
or more objects may be executed . For example , the first user 
may wish to present a particular dissemination view to the 
second user . The first user may wish to annotate a map in 
which the one or more objects are displayed , wherein some 
annotations may be classified above the classification level 
of the second user , thereby remaining hidden from the 
second user , while other annotations are classified at or 
below the classification level of the second user , thereby 
appearing to the second user . In some embodiments , the 
second user may wish to share his / her dissemination view 
with another party by generating a link as described herein . 

particular classification level at which the map is to be 
viewed . For example , a user can change which access 
groups can access a particular map . FIG . 3B illustrates 
another example user interface with which a user can select 
to view a map in accordance with a particular group ' s 
characteristics . Moreover , FIG . 3B illustrates an example 
notification , described above , regarding a preview mode . 
That is , to ensure a user is aware of any potential security 
leaks , the user may be required to preview a map view at the 
selected group classification level . 
[ 0089 ] FIG . 3C illustrates an example user interface 300 
used for presenting a map in accordance with various 
embodiments . The example user interface 300 is illustrated 
as being presented under a classification banner 302 , which 
in this example reflects a classification level “ Classification 
A . ” On the left side of the user interface 300 may be an 
informational area 304 , a portion of which can include any 
layers 306 used to make up a map view 308 shown to the 
right of the informational area . As discussed previously , 
layers 306 can include search layers , annotation layers , etc . 
Moreover , objects , such as drop pins and indications of 
redacted elements may also be presented to a user of user 
interface 300 . 
[ 0090 ] The map view 308 section of user interface 300 
displays an area of interest and any objects , such as build 
ings , houses , and any related objects , such as the aforemen 
tioned drop pins . For example , a first group of buildings 310 
may include several buildings in some geographic proximity 
to each other , where one of the buildings may have certain 
metadata associated with it . As described above , these 
objects and metadata may all be associated with one or more 
classification levels governing how and / or to whom they 
may be displayed . A group of houses 310 is also displayed 
in the map view . 
[ 0091 ] Also illustrated in FIG . 3C is a dynamic legend 
interface 314 . Various embodiments allow a user to select 
what items of a legend may be presented or displayed in 
conjunction with a map view , as well as , e . g . , with what 
portion ( s ) of an area is presented in the map view . A user 
may customize legend icons , names , specify the areas where 
particular legend items are presentable , etc . 
[ 0092 ] FIG . 3D illustrates the same example user interface 
300 , but presented to another user , which in this example , 
may have a lower classification level ( e . g . , " Classification 
C ” ) than that of the user to which the user interface 300 is 
presented in FIG . 3C . This can be reflected in classification 
banner 302 . One can appreciate that the first group of 
buildings 310 may no longer display two of the three 
buildings displayed to the user of user interface 300 in FIG . 
3C . Moreover , the metadata that was displayed in FIG . 3C 
is no longer displayed in FIG . 3D . In some embodiments , 
redacted information may be hidden completely , or in this 
case shown as being redacted . 
[ 0093 ] FIG . 3E illustrates example user interface 300 , 
where a user is leveraging the link sharing option . A link 
sharing interface 316 may be presented to the user which 
includes the link to be shared with one or more recipients . 
As previously discussed , the link can be automatically 
generated in accordance with the appropriate classification 
banner applicable to the current map view , e . g . , by serial 
izing the classification banner , and including that in the link 
URL . As also previously discussed , the user may monitor 
certain aspects of map views accessed through shared links , 
e . g . , which users are viewing the shared map view , and for 

Example Map Sharing User Interfaces 
[ 0088 ] FIG . 3A illustrates an example user interface that 
may be presented to a user allowing the user to specify a 
map ' s classification . For example , a user may specify a 
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how long . It should be noted that other aspects of the map 
view presented to link recipients can be monitored depend 
ing on system preferences , operating design choices , etc . , so 
long as the requisite information is / is allowed to be moni 
tored / derived . Moreover , a user may choose to revoke a 
shared map view if he / she chooses to do so at any time . 
Although not illustrated , it should be understood that users 
trying to access outdated links or have had their access 
revoked may be informed as such through one or more 
appropriate notifications . 

Example Computer System 
[ 0094 ] FIG . 4 depicts a block diagram of an example 
computer system 400 in which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . The computer system 
400 includes a bus 402 or other communication mechanism 
for communicating information , one or more hardware pro 
cessors 404 coupled with bus 402 for processing informa 
tion . Hardware processor ( s ) 404 may be , for example , one or 
more general purpose microprocessors . 
10095 ] . The computer system 400 also includes a main 
memory 406 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
402 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 404 . Main memory 406 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 404 . Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 404 , render computer system 
400 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0096 ] The computer system 400 further includes a read 
only memory ( ROM ) 408 or other static storage device 
coupled to bus 402 for storing static information and instruc 
tions for processor 404 . A storage device 410 , such as a 
magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash 
drive ) , etc . , is provided and coupled to bus 402 for storing 
information and instructions . 
[ 0097 ] The computer system 400 may be coupled via bus 
402 to a display 412 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or 
LCD display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to 
a computer user . An input device 414 , including alphanu 
meric and other keys , is coupled to bus 402 for communi 
cating information and command selections to processor 
404 . Another type of user input device is cursor control 416 , 
such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 404 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 412 . This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and a second axis 
( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
cursor . 
[ 0098 ] The computing system 400 may include a user 
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored in 
a mass storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod 
ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 
software components , object - oriented software components , 
class components and task components , processes , func 
tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 

gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
[ 0099 ] In general , the word “ module , ” as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , C or C + + . A software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , 
or Python . It will be appreciated that software modules may 
be callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices may be provided on a computer readable medium , 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
download ( and may be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation , decompression 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code may 
be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the 
executing computing device , for execution by the computing 
device . Software instructions may be embedded in firmware , 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
modules , but may be represented in hardware or firmware . 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that may be combined with other modules or 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
or storage . 
[ 0100 ] The computer system 400 may implement the 
techniques described herein using customized hard - wired 
logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or 
program logic which in combination with the computer 
system causes or programs computer system 400 to be a 
special - purpose machine . According to one embodiment , the 
techniques herein are performed by computer system 400 in 
response to processor ( s ) 404 executing one or more 
sequences of one or more instructions contained in main 
memory 406 . Such instructions may be read into main 
memory 406 from another storage medium , such as storage 
device 410 . Execution of the sequences of instructions 
contained in main memory 406 causes processor ( s ) 404 to 
perform the process steps described herein . In alternative 
embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used in place of 
or in combination with software instructions . 
10101 ] The term “ non - transitory media , " and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage device 410 . Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 406 . Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
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for an application program through the Internet , the ISP , the 
local network and the communication interface 418 . 
10107 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
404 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 410 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0108 ] Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and 
fully or partially automated by , code modules executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors 
comprising computer hardware . The processes and algo 
rithms may be implemented partially or wholly in applica 
tion - specific circuitry . 
[ 0109 ] The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another , or may be 
combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
sub - combinations are intended to fall within the scope of 
this disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 
can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 

FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
[ 0102 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 402 . Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0103 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 404 for execution . For example , the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to computer system 400 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 402 . Bus 402 carries the 
data to main memory 406 , from which processor 404 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 406 may retrieves and executes 
the instructions . The instructions received by main memory 
406 may optionally be stored on storage device 410 either 
before or after execution by processor 404 . 
[ 0104 ] The computer system 400 also includes a commu 
nication interface 418 coupled to bus 402 . Network interface 
418 provides a two - way data communication coupling to 
one or more network links that are connected to one or more 
local networks . For example , communication interface 418 
may be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , network interface 418 may 
be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a data 
communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or WAN 
component to communicated with a WAN ) . Wireless links 
may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
network interface 418 sends and receives electrical , electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams 
representing various types of information . 
[ 0105 ] A network link typically provides data communi 
cation through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , a network link may provide a connection 
through local network to a host computer or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) . The 
ISP in turn provides data communication services through 
the world wide packet data communication network now 
commonly referred to as the “ Internet . " Local network and 
Internet both use electrical , electromagnetic or optical sig 
nals that carry digital data streams . The signals through the 
various networks and the signals on network link and 
through communication interface 418 , which carry the digi 
tal data to and from computer system 400 , are example 
forms of transmission media . 
[ 0106 ] The computer system 400 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link and communication interface 418 . In the 
Internet example , a server might transmit a requested code 

Engines , Components , and Logic 
[ 0110 ] Certain embodiments are described herein as 
including logic or a number of components , engines , or 
mechanisms . Engines may constitute either software engines 
( e . g . , code embodied on a machine - readable medium ) or 
hardware engines . A " hardware engine " is a tangible unit 
capable of performing certain operations and may be con 
figured or arranged in a certain physical manner . In various 
example embodiments , one or more computer systems ( e . g . , 
a standalone computer system , a client computer system , or 
a server computer system ) or one or more hardware engines 
of a computer system ( e . g . , a processor or a group of 
processors ) may be configured by software ( e . g . , an appli 
cation or application portion ) as a hardware engine that 
operates to perform certain operations as described herein . 
[ 0111 ] In some embodiments , a hardware engine may be 
implemented mechanically , electronically , or any suitable 
combination thereof . For example , a hardware engine may 
include dedicated circuitry or logic that is permanently 
configured to perform certain operations . For example , a 
hardware engine may be a special - purpose processor , such 
as a Field - Programmable Gate Array ( FPGA ) or an Appli 
cation Specific Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) . A hardware 
engine may also include programmable logic or circuitry 
that is temporarily configured by software to perform certain 
operations . For example , a hardware engine may include 
software executed by a general - purpose processor or other 
programmable processor . Once configured by such software , 
hardware engines become specific machines ( or specific 
components of a machine ) uniquely tailored to perform the 
configured functions and are no longer general - purpose 
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operations may be performed by a group of computers ( as 
examples of machines including processors ) , with these 
operations being accessible via a network ( e . g . , the Internet ) 
and via one or more appropriate interfaces ( e . g . , an Appli 
cation Program Interface ( API ) ) . 
[ 0116 ] The performance of certain of the operations may 
be distributed among the processors , not only residing 
within a single machine , but deployed across a number of 
machines . In some example embodiments , the processors or 
processor - implemented engines may be located in a single 
geographic location ( e . g . , within a home environment , an 
office environment , or a server farm ) . In other example 
embodiments , the processors or processor - implemented 
engines may be distributed across a number of geographic 
locations . 

processors . It will be appreciated that the decision to imple 
ment a hardware engine mechanically , in dedicated and 
permanently configured circuitry , or in temporarily config 
ured circuitry ( e . g . , configured by software ) may be driven 
by cost and time considerations . 
[ 0112 ] Accordingly , the phrase " hardware engine ” should 
be understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an 
entity that is physically constructed , permanently configured 
( e . g . , hardwired ) , or temporarily configured ( e . g . , pro 
grammed ) to operate in a certain manner or to perform 
certain operations described herein . As used herein , “ hard 
ware - implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine . 
Considering embodiments in which hardware engines are 
temporarily configured ( e . g . , programmed ) , each of the 
hardware engines need not be configured or instantiated at 
any one instance in time . For example , where a hardware 
engine comprises a general - purpose processor configured by 
software to become a special - purpose processor , the general 
purpose processor may be configured as respectively differ 
ent special - purpose processors ( e . g . , comprising different 
hardware engines ) at different times . Software accordingly 
configures a particular processor or processors , for example , 
to constitute a particular hardware engine at one instance of 
time and to constitute a different hardware engine at a 
different instance of time . 
[ 0113 ] Hardware engines can provide information to , and 
receive information from , other hardware engines . Accord 
ingly , the described hardware engines may be regarded as 
being communicatively coupled . Where multiple hardware 
engines exist contemporaneously , communications may be 
achieved through signal transmission ( e . g . , over appropriate 
circuits and buses ) between or among two or more of the 
hardware engines . In embodiments in which multiple hard 
ware engines are configured or instantiated at different 
times , communications between such hardware engines may 
be achieved , for example , through the storage and retrieval 
of information in memory structures to which the multiple 
hardware engines have access . For example , one hardware 
engine may perform an operation and store the output of that 
operation in a memory device to which it is communica 
tively coupled . A further hardware engine may then , at a 
later time , access the memory device to retrieve and process 
the stored output . Hardware engines may also initiate com 
munications with input or output devices , and can operate on 
a resource ( e . g . , a collection of information ) . 
[ 0114 ] The various operations of example methods 
described herein may be performed , at least partially , by one 
or more processors that are temporarily configured ( e . g . , by 
software ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 
operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , 
such processors may constitute processor - implemented 
engines that operate to perform one or more operations or 
functions described herein . As used herein , " processor 
implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine imple 
mented using one or more processors . 
[ 0115 ) Similarly , the methods described herein may be at 
least partially processor - implemented , with a particular pro 
cessor or processors being an example of hardware . For 
example , at least some of the operations of a method may be 
performed by one or more processors or processor - imple 
mented engines . Moreover , the one or more processors may 
also operate to support performance of the relevant opera 
tions in a “ cloud computing " environment or as a “ software 
as a service ” ( SaaS ) . For example , at least some of the 

Language 
[ 0117 ] Throughout this specification , plural instances may 
implement components , operations , or structures described 
as a single instance . Although individual operations of one 
or more methods are illustrated and described as separate 
operations , one or more of the individual operations may be 
performed concurrently , and nothing requires that the opera 
tions be performed in the order illustrated . Structures and 
functionality presented as separate components in example 
configurations may be implemented as a combined structure 
or component . Similarly , structures and functionality pre 
sented as a single component may be implemented as 
separate components . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within the scope of 
the subject matter herein . 
[ 0118 ] Although an overview of the subject matter has 
been described with reference to specific example embodi 
ments , various modifications and changes may be made to 
these embodiments without departing from the broader 
scope of embodiments of the present disclosure . Such 
embodiments of the subject matter may be referred to herein , 
individually or collectively , by the term “ invention ” merely 
for convenience and without intending to voluntarily limit 
the scope of this application to any single disclosure or 
concept if more than one is , in fact , disclosed . 
[ 0119 ] The embodiments illustrated herein are described 
in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to 
practice the teachings disclosed . Other embodiments may be 
used and derived therefrom , such that structural and logical 
substitutions and changes may be made without departing 
from the scope of this disclosure . The Detailed Description , 
therefore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope 
of various embodiments is defined only by the appended 
claims , along with the full range of equivalents to which 
such claims are entitled . 
[ 0120 ] It will be appreciated that an " engine , " " system , ” 
“ data store , " and / or “ database ” may comprise software , 
hardware , firmware , and / or circuitry . In one example , one or 
more software programs comprising instructions capable of 
being executable by a processor may perform one or more 
of the functions of the engines , data stores , databases , or 
systems described herein . In another example , circuitry may 
perform the same or similar functions . Alternative embodi 
ments may comprise more , less , or functionally equivalent 
engines , systems , data stores , or databases , and still be 
within the scope of present embodiments . For example , the 
functionality of the various systems , engines , data stores , 
and / or databases may be combined or divided differently . 
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[ 0121 ] “ Open source ” software is defined herein to be 
source code that allows distribution as source code as well 
as compiled form , with a well - publicized and indexed means 
of obtaining the source , optionally with a license that allows 
modifications and derived works . 
[ 0122 ] The data stores described herein may be any suit 
able structure ( e . g . , an active database , a relational database , 
a self - referential database , a table , a matrix , an array , a flat 
file , a documented - oriented storage system , a non - relational 
NO - SQL system , and the like ) , and may be cloud - based or 
otherwise . 
[ 0123 ] As used herein , the term “ or ” may be construed in 
either an inclusive or exclusive sense . Moreover , plural 
instances may be provided for resources , operations , or 
structures described herein as a single instance . Additionally , 
boundaries between various resources , operations , engines , 
engines , and data stores are somewhat arbitrary , and par 
ticular operations are illustrated in a context of specific 
illustrative configurations . Other allocations of functionality 
are envisioned and may fall within a scope of various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In general , structures 
and functionality presented as separate resources in the 
example configurations may be implemented as a combined 
structure or resource . Similarly , structures and functionality 
presented as a single resource may be implemented as 
separate resources . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within a scope of 
embodiments of the present disclosure as represented by the 
appended claims . The specification and drawings are , 
accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense . 
[ 0124 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
“ can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0125 ] Although the invention has been described in detail 
for the purpose of illustration based on what is currently 
considered to be the most practical and preferred implemen 
tations , it is to be understood that such detail is solely for that 
purpose and that the invention is not limited to the disclosed 
implementations , but , on the contrary , is intended to cover 
modifications and equivalent arrangements that are within 
the spirit and scope of the appended claims . For example , it 
is to be understood that the present invention contemplates 
that , to the extent possible , one or more features of any 
embodiment can be combined with one or more features of 
any other embodiment . 
[ 0126 ) Other implementations , uses and advantages of the 
invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art from 
consideration of the specification and practice of the inven 
tion disclosed herein . The specification should be considered 
exemplary only , and the scope of the invention is accord 
ingly intended to be limited only by the following claims . 

1 . A system for generating a classification - based dissemi - 
nation control environment comprising : 

one or more processors ; and 
a non - transitory memory storing instructions that , when 

executed by the one or more processors , cause the 
system to : 
generate a plurality of dissemination views correspond 

ing to a map , wherein each dissemination view 
includes one or more objects , and wherein each 
dissemination view is associated with one or more 
classification levels ; 

receive a request for at least two dissemination views of 
the plurality of dissemination views ; and 

provide a first dissemination view of the at least two 
dissemination views for presentation to a first user , 
and at the same time , provide a second dissemination 
view of the at least two dissemination views for 
presentation to a second user for a collaborative 
presentation , wherein the one or more objects shown 
in the first and second dissemination views during 
the collaborative presentation satisfy ( i ) at least of 
the one or more classification levels associated with 
the first user and ( ii ) at least one of the one or more 
classification levels associated with the second user , 
the collaborative presentation reflecting collabora 
tive operations of the first and second users regarding 
a subset of objects of the one or more objects 
common to the first and second users , the collabora 
tive operations comprising input from at least one of 
the first and second users affecting data presented as 
the subset of objects of the one or more objects . 

2 . The system of claim 1 , wherein providing the at least 
two dissemination views for presentation further causes the 
system to : 
provide the first dissemination view of the at least two 

dissemination views for presentation to the first user , 
the first dissemination view including at least a first set 
of objects that were determined based at least in part on 
one or more classification levels associated with the 
first user . 

3 . The system of claim 2 , wherein the first dissemination 
view is associated with a first classification level in a 
hierarchy of classification levels , wherein the first dissemi 
nation view includes one or more objects that are either 
associated with the first classification level or any other 
classification level that is lower in the hierarchy than the first 
classification level . 

4 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the second dissemina 
tion view includes at least a second set of objects that were 
determined based at least in part on one or more classifica 
tion levels associated with the second user . 

5 . The system of claim 1 , wherein an object represents at 
least one of : an entity , one or more properties associated 
with entities , user - generated annotations , and metadata asso 
ciated with entities . 

6 . ( canceled ) 
7 . ( canceled ) 
8 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the collaborative 

operations include applying one or more annotations created 
during the collaborative presentation , wherein each annota 
tion is associated with at least one corresponding classifi 
cation level . 

9 . The system of claim 1 , wherein at least one of the first 
and second users accessing a given annotation must satisfy 
a classification level associated with the annotation . 
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10 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the collaborative 
operations include generating a sharable link to access a 
particular dissemination view at a particular classification 
level . 

11 . A method being implemented by a computing system 
including one or more physical processors and non - transi 
tory storage media storing machine - readable instructions , 
the method comprising : 

generating a plurality of dissemination views correspond 
ing to a map , wherein each dissemination view includes 
one or more objects , and wherein each dissemination 
view is associated with one or more classification 
levels ; 

receiving a request for at least two dissemination views of 
the plurality of dissemination views ; and 

providing a first dissemination view of the at least two 
dissemination views for presentation to a first user , and 
at the same time , provide a second dissemination view 
of the at least two dissemination views for presentation 
to a second user for a collaborative presentation , 
wherein the one or more objects shown in the first and 
second dissemination views during the collaborative 
presentation satisfy ( i ) at least of the one or more 
classification levels associated with the first user and 
( ii ) at least one of the one or more classification levels 
associated with the second user , the collaborative pre 
sentation reflecting collaborative operations of the first 
and second users regarding a subset of objects of the 
one or more objects common to the first and second 
users , the collaborative operations comprising input 
from at least one of the first and second users affecting 
data presented as the subset of objects of the one or 
more objects . 

12 . The method of claim 11 , wherein providing the at least 
two dissemination views for presentation further comprises 

providing the first dissemination view of the at least two 
dissemination views for presentation to the first user , 
the first dissemination view including at least a first set 
of objects that were determined based at least in part on 
one or more classification levels associated with the 
first user . 

13 . The method of claim 12 , wherein the first dissemina 
tion view is associated with a first classification level in a 
hierarchy of classification levels , wherein the first dissemi 
nation view includes one or more objects that are either 
associated with the first classification level or any other 
classification level that is lower in the hierarchy than the first 
classification level . 

14 . The method of claim 11 , wherein providing the at least 
two dissemination views for presentation further comprises : 

providing the second dissemination view of the at least 
two dissemination views for presentation to the second 
user , the second dissemination view including at least 
a second set of objects that were determined based at 
least in part on one or more classification levels asso 
ciated with the second user . 

15 . The method of claim 11 , wherein an object represents 
at least one of : an entity , one or more properties associated 
with entities , user - generated annotations , and metadata asso 
ciated with entities . 

16 . A computing device , comprising : 
one or more processors ; and 
a non - transitory memory storing instructions that , when 

executed by the one or more processors , cause the 
computing device to : 
determine a request to display a map ; 
receive at least a first dissemination view of a plurality 

of dissemination views corresponding to the map , 
the first dissemination view having been generated in 
accordance with one or more corresponding classi 
fication levels associated with a first user , and 
wherein each remaining dissemination view of the 
plurality of dissemination views includes data cor 
responding to the map that is accessible by additional 
users that satisfy one or more classification levels 
associated with each remaining dissemination view ; 

present the first dissemination view corresponding to 
the map through a display associated with the com 
puting device to the first user , the at least first 
dissemination view comprising a subset of objects 
representative of the data corresponding to the map 
common to at least one of the remaining dissemina 
tion views based on the one or more classification 
levels , wherein the first dissemination view is part of 
a collaborative presentation involving presenting at 
the same time , at least one of the remaining dissemi 
nation views to at least one of the additional users ; 
and 

in response to collaborative operations requested by the 
first user and the at least one of the additional users , 
present one or more changes to the subset of objects 
representative of the data corresponding to the map 
common to the first dissemination view and the at least 
one of the remaining dissemination views based on the 
one or more classification levels . 

17 . The computing device of claim 16 , wherein the 
instructions , when executed by the one or more processors , 
further cause the computing device to generate a link 
providing access to the first dissemination view correspond 
ing to the map to at least one recipient of the link without 
requiring authentication of the recipient . 

18 . The computing device of claim 17 , wherein the 
instructions , when executed by the one or more processors , 
further cause the computing device to parse a classification 
banner under which the first dissemination view of the map 
is presented . 

19 . The computing device of claim 18 , wherein the 
instructions , when executed by the one or more processors , 
further cause the computing device to embed information 
describing the parsed classification banner in the link , 
wherein the link comprises a universal resource locator . 

20 . The computing device of claim 17 , wherein the 
instructions , when executed by the one or more processors , 
further cause the computing device to present a user inter 
face that provides at least an option to revoke access of the 
recipient of the link to the first dissemination view corre 
sponding to the map . 
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METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR ANALYZING 
ENTITY PERFORMANCE 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

10001 ] This application is a continuation of prior applica 
tion Ser . No . 14 / 800 , 447 , filed Jul . 15 , 2015 , entitled 
“ METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR ANALYZING 
ENTITY PERFORMANCE , ” which claims the benefit of 
U . S . Provisional Application No . 62 / 160 , 541 , filed May 12 , 
2015 , entitled “ METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR ANA 
LYZING ENTITY PERFORMANCE , ” each of which is 
incorporated by reference herein in its entirety . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0002 ] Reference will now be made to the accompanying 
drawings , which illustrate exemplary embodiments of the 
present disclosure and in which : 
[ 0003 ] FIG . 1 illustrates , in block diagram form , an exem 
plary data fusion system for providing interactive data 
analysis , consistent with embodiments of the present dis 
closure . 
[ 0004 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system 
for analyzing performance of an entity , consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0005 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary com 
puter system , consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure . 
[ 0006 ] FIG . 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary data 
structure accessed in the process of analyzing entity perfor 
mance , consistent with the embodiments of the present 
disclosure . 
[ 0007 ] FIG . 5 is a block diagram of an exemplary scenario 
depicting a system for analyzing entity performance , con 
sistent with the embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0008 ] FIG . 6 is a block diagram of an exemplary system 
for analyzing entity performance , consistent with the 
embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0009 ] FIG . 7 is an illustration of an example display , 
consistent with the embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0010 ] FIG . 8 is a flowchart representing an exemplary 
process for querying a data structure , consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure . 

purchases , types of merchants associated with purchase , 
demographics associated with a purchaser , purchaser iden 
tity , demographics associated with a location of a merchant , 
Merchant Category Codes ( MCCs ) , types of products pur 
chases , etc . In addition , the performance of the entity may be 
expressed in terms of tables , charts , graphs , or other visual 
aids , which illustrate performance in terms of revenue , 
wallet share , time , expenses , etc . 
[ 0013 ] . In some embodiments , data relating to the interac 
tions may be stored in a real - time distributed computation 
environment that supports stream - oriented processing . For 
example , the data can be stored in a data structure using 
Hadoop ' s Distributed File System , VerticaTM , or AmazonTM 
S3 . In some embodiments , the data structure storing the 
interactions data may be incrementally updated at particular 
intervals by a data computation system , such as Apache ' s 
SparkTM , providing a user with real - time or near real - time 
information about the interactions . 
[ 0014 ] In one example , a first data stream including infor 
mation associated with credit and debit card interactions is 
acquired at a data computation system and / or a data struc 
ture . This stream can include information relating to over 
three - hundred million transactions per day , for example . 
This stream can be divided into smaller streams . As an 
example , a particular interaction data stream may be divided 
into separate sub - streams , each based on a unique provi 
sioning entity ( e . g . , a merchant ) . In addition , a second 
stream may be acquired that includes interaction information 
from a point - of - sale system . Different data streams or addi 
tional streams can also be acquired . 
[ 0015 ] In some embodiments , the data streams can be 
segmented by a data computation system to include infor 
mation associated with new customers ( e . g . , by determining 
whether the consuming entity , or information associated 
therewith , is included in the data structure ) , returning cus 
tomers ( e . g . , by determining whether a consuming entity 
makes a purchase at a provisioning entity at least twice 
within a particular amount of time ) , determining a home 
location associated with an individual based on transaction 
data ( e . g . , anonymized credit card transaction data ) , local 
customers , and non - local customers . The aggregation of 
interaction information associated with these streams can be 
incrementally updated in the data structure in real - time , 
allowing a user to access a business portal and view a 
day - by - day , year - by - year , or even minute - by - minute break 
down of revenues generated , locations of interactions , etc . 
[ 0016 ] Additional aspects relating to the invention may 
include different queries that can be run , and how they are 
registered with the data computation system . For example , 
in some embodiments the queries are registered with the 
system a priori in order to walk through a data set that is 
constantly being updated . For example , a query could be 
entered by a user into a graphical user interface and cause a 
data computation system to retrieve a plurality of merchants 
within a particular radius that sell pizza and have revenue 
over a particular amount for the instant day . Next , if a new 
merchant exceeds the queried amount later that day , as 
additional streams of information associated with interac 
tions are received or otherwise become available , then that 
new merchant may be added to a table or other user interface 
in real - time such that someone using the system could see 
that the new merchant was also within the ambit of the 
predetermined query . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

[ 0011 ] Reference will now be made in detail to exemplary 
embodiments , the examples of which are illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings . Whenever possible , the same ref 
erence numbers will be used throughout the drawings to 
refer to the same or like parts . 
[ 0012 ] Generally , embodiments of the invention relate to 
analyzing entity performance in real - time based on interac 
tions ( e . g . , anonymized credit card or debit card transaction 
data ) and potentially other data ( e . g . , merchant data ) . Types 
of interactions from which entity performance may be 
derived include , e . g . , purchases made at a brick - and - mortar 
store or purchases made online . Large sets of interaction 
data may be filtered according to selectable criteria to 
provide , for example , information associated with the per 
formance of a particular entity ( e . g . , a merchant ) . Such 
selectable criteria may include an amount spent at a par - 
ticular location , times of purchases , time spent between 
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[ 0017 ] FIG . 1 illustrates , in block diagram form , an exem - 
plary data fusion system 100 for providing interactive data 
analysis , consistent with embodiments of the present dis 
closure . Among other things , data fusion system 100 facili 
tates transformation of one or more data sources , such as 
data sources 130 ( e . g . , financial services systems 220 , geo 
graphic data systems 230 , provisioning entity management 
systems 240 and / or consuming entity data systems 250 , as 
shown in FIG . 2 ) into an object model 160 whose semantics 
are defined by an ontology 150 . The transformation can be 
performed for a variety of reasons . For example , a database 
administrator can import data from data sources 130 into a 
database 170 for persistently storing object model 160 . As 
another example , a data presentation component ( not 
depicted ) can transform input data from data sources 130 
" on the fly ” into object model 160 . The object model 160 can 
then be utilized , in conjunction with ontology 150 , for 
analysis through graphs and / or other data visualization tech 
niques . 
[ 0018 ] . Data fusion system 100 comprises a definition 
component 110 and a translation component 120 , both 
implemented by one or more processors of one or more 
computing devices or systems executing hardware and / or 
software - based logic for providing various functionality and 
features of the present disclosure , as described herein . As 
will be appreciated from the present disclosure , data fusion 
system 100 can comprise fewer or additional components 
that provide the various functionalities and features 
described herein . Moreover , the number and arrangement of 
the components of data fusion system 100 responsible for 
providing the various functionalities and features described 
herein can further vary from embodiment to embodiment . 
[ 0019 ] Definition component 110 generates and / or modi 
fies ontology 150 and a schema map 140 . Exemplary 
embodiments for defining an ontology ( such as ontology 
150 ) are described in U . S . Pat . No . 7 , 962 , 495 ( the ' 495 
patent ) , issued on Jun . 14 , 2011 , the entire contents of which 
are expressly incorporated herein by reference for all pur 
poses . Consistent with certain embodiments disclosed in the 
495 patent , a dynamic ontology may be used to create a 
database . To create a database ontology , one or more object 
types may be defined , where each object type includes one 
or more properties . The attributes of object types or property 
types of the ontology can be edited or modified at any time . 
And , for each property type , at least one parser definition 
may be created . The attributes of a parser definition can be 
edited or modified at any time . 
[ 0020 ] In some embodiments , each property type is 
declared to be representative of one or more object types . A 
property type is representative of an object type when the 
property type is intuitively associated with the object type . 
Alternatively , each property type has one or more compo 
nents and a base type . In some embodiments , a property type 
can comprise a string , a date , a number , or a composite type 
consisting of two or more string , date , or number elements . 
Thus , property types are extensible and can represent com 
plex data structures . Further , a parser definition can refer 
ence a component of a complex property type as a unit or 
token . 
[ 0021 ] An example of a property having multiple compo 
nents is an Address property having a City component and 
a State component . An example of raw input data is “ Los 
Angeles , Calif . ” An example parser definition specifies an 
association of imported input data to object property com 

ponents as follows : { CITY } , { STATE } - > Address : State , 
Address : City . In some embodiments , the association 
{ CITY } , { STATE } is defined in a parser definition using 
regular expression symbology . The association { CITY } , 
{ STATE } indicates that a city string followed by a state 
string , and separated by a comma , comprises valid input data 
for a property of type Address . In contrast , input data of “ Los 
Angeles Calif . ” would not be valid for the specified parser 
definition , but a user could create a second parser definition 
that does match input data of “ Los Angeles Calif . ” The 
definition Address : City , Address : State specifies that match 
ing input data values map to components named “ City ” and 
“ State ” of the Address property . As a result , parsing the input 
data using the parser definition results in assigning the value 
“ Los Angeles " to the Address : City component of the 
Address property , and the value “ CA ” to the Address : State 
component of the Address property . 
[ 0022 ] According to some embodiments , schema map 140 
can define how various elements of schemas 135 for data 
sources 130 map to various elements of ontology 150 . 
Definition component 110 receives , calculates , extracts , or 
otherwise identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130 . 
Schemas 135 define the structure of data sources 130 ; for 
example , the names and other characteristics of tables , files , 
columns , fields , properties , and so forth . Definition compo 
nent 110 furthermore optionally identifies sample data 136 
from data sources 130 . Definition component 110 can fur 
ther identify object type , relationship , and property defini 
tions from ontology 150 , if any already exist . Definition 
component 110 can further identify pre - existing mappings 
from schema map 140 , if such mappings exist . 
[ 0023 ] Based on the identified information , definition 
component 110 can generate a graphical user interface 115 . 
Graphical user interface 115 can be presented to users of a 
computing device via any suitable output mechanism ( e . g . , 
a display screen , an image projection , etc . ) , and can further 
accept input from users of the computing device via any 
suitable input mechanism ( e . g . , a keyboard , a mouse , a touch 
screen interface , etc . ) . Graphical user interface 115 features 
a visual workspace that visually depicts representations of 
the elements of ontology 150 for which mappings are 
defined in schema map 140 . 
10024 ] . In some embodiments , transformation component 
120 can be invoked after schema map 140 and ontology 150 
have been defined or redefined . Transformation component 
120 identifies schema map 140 and ontology 150 . Transfor 
mation component 120 further reads data sources 130 and 
identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130 . For each 
element of ontology 150 described in schema map 140 , 
transformation component 120 iterates through some or all 
of the data items of data sources 130 , generating elements of 
object model 160 in the manner specified by schema map 
140 . In some embodiments , transformation component 120 
can store a representation of each generated element of 
object model 160 in a database 170 . In some embodiments , 
transformation component 120 is further configured to syn 
chronize changes in object model 160 back to data sources 
130 . 

[ 0025 ] Data sources 130 can be one or more sources of 
data , including , without limitation , spreadsheet files , data 
bases , email folders , document collections , media collec 
tions , contact directories , and so forth . Data sources 130 can 
include data structures stored persistently in non - volatile 
memory . Data sources 130 can also or alternatively include 
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temporary data structures generated from underlying data 
sources via data extraction components , such as a result set 
returned from a database server executing a database query . 
[ 0026 ] Schema map 140 , ontology 150 , and schemas 135 
can be stored in any suitable structures , such as XML files , 
database tables , and so forth . In some embodiments , ontol 
ogy 150 is maintained persistently . Schema map 140 can or 
cannot be maintained persistently , depending on whether the 
transformation process is perpetual or a one - time event . 
Schemas 135 need not be maintained in persistent memory , 
but can be cached for optimization . 
[ 0027 ] Object model 160 comprises collections of ele 
ments such as typed objects , properties , and relationships . 
The collections can be structured in any suitable manner . In 
some embodiments , a database 170 stores the elements of 
object model 160 , or representations thereof . Alternatively , 
the elements of object model 160 are stored within database 
170 in a different underlying format , such as in a series of 
object , property , and relationship tables in a relational data 
base . 
[ 0028 ] According to some embodiments , the functional 
ities , techniques , and components described herein are 
implemented by one or more special - purpose computing 
devices . The special - purpose computing devices can be 
hard - wired to perform the techniques , or can include digital 
electronic devices such as one or more application - specific 
integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently programmed to perform 
the techniques , or can include one or more general purpose 
hardware processors programmed to perform the techniques 
pursuant to program instructions in firmware , memory , other 
storage , or a combination . Such special - purpose computing 
devices can also combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICS , 
or FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the 
techniques . The special - purpose computing devices can be 
desktop computer systems , portable computer systems , 
handheld devices , networking devices , or any other device 
that incorporates hard - wired and / or program logic to imple 
ment the techniques . 
[ 0029 ] Throughout this disclosure , reference will be made 
to an entity such as , for example , a provisioning entity and 
a consuming entity . It will be understood that a provisioning 
entity can include , for example , a merchant , a retail provi 
sioning entity or the like , and a consuming entity can 
include , for example , a consumer user buying products or 
services from a provisioning entity . It will be understood that 
a consuming entity can represent either individual persons or 
can represent a group of persons ( e . g . , a group of persons 
living under one roof as part of a family ) . In some embodi 
ments , a consuming entity can be a credit card number of an 
individual or a credit card number for an entire family 
sharing one credit card . It will also be understood that a 
provisioning entity can represent either the entity itself or 
individual persons involved with the entity . 
[ 0030 ] In embodiments described herein , data fusion sys 
tem 100 can provide a provisioning entity , such as a retail 
provisioning entity , to analyze information to identify 
behaviors to allow that provisioning entity to make more 
informed decisions . Such information can allow retail enti 
ties , such as a retail provisioning entity , to determine where 
to place their retail locations . Provisioning entities having 
more than one location ( e . g . , a merchant with a chain store 
or a franchise model ) typically evaluate the performance of 
their locations and may adjust their business models or work 

flows when the locations under - perform . Typically , provi 
sioning entities evaluate the performance of their locations 
based on period - to - period metrics . For example , a provi 
sioning entity can evaluate a location ' s performance by 
comparing the current month ' s sales to the previous month ' s 
sales . In addition , provisioning entitles can evaluate each of 
its locations ' performance using comparative analysis . For 
example , a provisioning entity might compare the sales at an 
area location with the sales at a second location . As provi 
sioning entities generally measure the performance of its 
locations based on their own interaction data ( e . g . , the 
entity ' s sales across some or all of its locations ) , current 
methods of measuring performance do not consider sales 
made by competitors or demographic features of the areas of 
the provisioning entity ' s locations . 
[ 0031 ] Since current performance evaluation methods do 
not consider the sales of competitors or the demographic 
features of the region of the provisioning entity location , 
measured performance may not represent the true perfor 
mance of a provisioning entity . For instance , although a 
provisioning entity location in a low consumer spend capac 
ity area might have less sales than a provisioning entity 
location in a high consumer spend capacity area , it may be 
performing better than what could be expected for that area 
in light of , for example , the low number of consumers 
residing in the area or the low income of the area . A 
performance of a provisioning entity at an area location can 
be adversely impacted by the close proximity of a second 
location of the provisioning entity , but the provisioning 
entity at the area location can be performing better than 
expected given the competition from the provisioning enti 
ty ' s second location . Conversely , while a provisioning entity 
location in a dense , high - income area might have the highest 
sales of all provisioning entity locations , it can still be 
under - performing because , for instance , consumer spend 
capacity is high and the provisioning entity location could 
generate more sales . 
[ 0032 ] Consistent with embodiments of the present dis 
closure , the performance of provisioning entities can be 
analyzed based on how the provisioning entity is expected to 
perform given the location of the provisioning entity . For a 
given provisioning entity location , the disclosed embodi 
ments may be implemented to consider , for example , con 
sumer demographic features of the provisioning entity loca 
tion ' s area and the proximity of competitors to the 
provisioning entity location ( including the proximity of the 
provisioning entity ' s other close - by locations ) . In some 
embodiments , the provisioning entity can be a merchant . For 
purposes of illustration , exemplary embodiments for ana 
lyzing entity performance are described herein with refer 
ence to " merchants . ” The exemplary embodiments and 
techniques described herein , however , may be applied to 
other types of entities ( e . g . , service providers , governmental 
agencies , etc . ) within the spirit and scope of this disclosure . 
[ 0033 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system 
200 for performing one or more operations for analyzing 
performance of a provisioning entity and / or a consuming 
entity , consistent with disclosed embodiments . In some 
embodiments , the provisioning entity is a merchant and 
system 200 can include provisioning entity analysis system 
210 , one or more financial services systems 220 , one or more 
geographic data systems 230 , one or more provisioning 
entity management systems 240 , and one or more consum 
ing entity data systems 250 . The components and arrange 
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ment of the components included in system 200 can vary 
depending on the embodiment . For example , the function 
ality described below with respect to financial services 
systems 220 can be embodied in consuming entity data 
systems 250 , or vice - versa . Thus , system 200 can include 
fewer or additional components that perform or assist in the 
performance of one or more processes to analyze provision 
ing entity ' s , consistent with the disclosed embodiments . 
[ 0034 ] One or more components of system 200 can be 
computing systems configured to analyze provisioning 
entity performance . As further described herein , components 
of system 200 can include one or more computing devices 
( e . g . , computer ( s ) , server ( s ) , etc . ) , memory storing data 
and / or software instructions ( e . g . , database ( s ) , memory 
devices , etc . ) , and other appropriate computing components . 
In some embodiments , the one or more computing devices 
are configured to execute software or a set of programmable 
instructions stored on one or more memory devices to 
perform one or more operations , consistent with the dis 
closed embodiments . Components of system 200 can be 
configured to communicate with one or more other compo 
nents of system 200 , including provisioning entity analysis 
system 210 , one or more financial services systems 220 , one 
or more geographic data systems 230 , one or more provi 
sioning entity management systems 240 , and one or more 
consumer data systems 250 . In certain aspects , users can 
operate one or more components of system 200 . The one or 
more users can be employees of , or associated with , the 
entity corresponding to the respective component ( s ) ( e . g . , 
someone authorized to use the underlying computing sys 
tems or otherwise act on behalf of the entity ) . 
[ 0035 ] Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can be a 
computing system configured to analyze provisioning entity 
performance . For example , provisioning entity analysis sys 
tem 210 can be a computer system configured to execute 
software or a set of programmable instructions that collect or 
receive financial interaction data , consumer data , and pro 
visioning entity data and process it to determine the actual 
transaction amount of each transaction associated with the 
provisioning entity . Provisioning entity analysis system 210 
can be configured , in some embodiments , to utilize , include , 
or be a data fusion system 100 ( see , e . g . , FIG . 1 ) to transform 
data from various data sources ( such as , financial services 
systems 220 , geographic data systems 230 , provisioning 
entity management systems 240 , and consuming entity data 
systems 250 ) for processing . In some embodiments , provi 
sioning entity analysis system 210 can be implemented 
using a computer system 300 , as shown in FIG . 3 and 
described below . 
[ 0036 ] Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can 
include one or more computing devices ( e . g . , server ( s ) ) , 
memory storing data and / or software instructions ( e . g . , 
database ( s ) , memory devices , etc . ) and other known com 
puting components . According to some embodiments , pro 
visioning entity analysis system 210 can include one or more 
networked computers that execute processing in parallel or 
use a distributed computing architecture . Provisioning entity 
analysis system 210 can be configured to communicate with 
one or more components of system 200 , and it can be 
configured to provide analysis of provisioning entities via an 
interface ( s ) accessible by users over a network ( e . g . , the 
Internet ) . For example , provisioning entity analysis system 
210 can include a web server that hosts a web page acces 
sible through network 260 by provisioning entity manage 

ment systems 240 . In some embodiments , provisioning 
entity analysis system 210 can include an application server 
configured to provide data to one or more client applications 
executing on computing systems connected to provisioning 
entity analysis system 210 via network 260 . 
[ 0037 ] In some embodiments , provisioning entity analysis 
system 210 can be configured to determine the actual sales 
for a provisioning entity or specific provisioning entity 
location by processing and analyzing data collected from 
one or more components of system 200 . For example , 
provisioning entity analysis system 210 can determine that 
the Big Box Merchant store located at 123 Main St , in 
Burbank , Calif . is actually generating $ 60 , 000 of sales per 
month . Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can provide 
an analysis of a provisioning entity or provisioning entity 
location ' s performance based on a target for sales and the 
actual sales for the provisioning entity or provisioning entity 
location . For example , for the Big Box Merchant store 
located at 123 Main St . , Burbank , Calif . , the provisioning 
entity analysis system 210 can provide an analysis that the 
store is performing above expectations . 
[ 0038 ] Provisioning entity analysis system 210 can , in 
some embodiments , generate a user interface communicat 
ing data related to one or more provisioning entities or 
provisioning entity locations . For example , in some embodi 
ments , provisioning entity analysis system 210 includes a 
web server that generates HTML code , or scripts capable of 
generating HTML code , that can be displayed in a web 
browser executing on computing device . Provisioning entity 
analysis system 210 can also execute an application server 
that provides user interface objects to a client application 
executing on a computing device , or it can provide data that 
is capable of being displayed in a user interface in a client 
application executing on a computing device . In some 
embodiments , provisioning entity analysis system 210 can 
generate user interfaces that can be displayed within another 
user interface . For example , provisioning entity analysis 
system 210 can generate a user interface for display within 
a parent user interface that is part of a word processing 
application , a presentation development application , a web 
browser , or an illustration application , among others . In 
some embodiments , generating a user interface can include 
generating the code that when executed displays information 
( e . g . , HTML ) on the user interface . Alternatively , generating 
a user interface can include providing commands and / or data 
to a set of instructions that when executed render a user 
interface capable of being shown on a display connected to 
a computing device . In some embodiments , the user inter 
face can include a map , indications of the provisioning entity 
locations on a map , and indications of the sales or interac 
tions associated with the provisioning entity locations . 
100391 Referring again to FIG . 2 , financial services system 
220 can be a computing system associated with a financial 
service provider , such as a bank , credit card issuer , credit 
bureau , credit agency , or other entity that generates , pro 
vides , manages , and / or maintains financial service accounts 
for one or more users . Financial services system 220 can 
generate , maintain , store , provide , and / or process financial 
data associated with one or more financial service accounts . 
Financial data can include , for example , financial service 
account data , such as financial service account identification 
data , account balance , available credit , existing fees , reward 
points , user profile information , and financial service 
account interaction data , such as interaction dates , interac 
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tion amounts , interaction types , and location of interaction . 
In some embodiments , each interaction of financial data can 
include several categories of information associated with the 
interaction . For example , each interaction can include cat 
egories such as number category ; consuming entity identi 
fication category ; consuming entity location category ; pro 
visioning entity identification category ; provisioning entity 
location category ; type of provisioning entity category ; 
interaction amount category ; and time of interaction cat 
egory , as described in FIG . 4 . It will be appreciated that 
financial data can comprise either additional or fewer cat 
egories than the exemplary categories listed above . Finan 
cial services system 220 can include infrastructure and 
components that are configured to generate and / or provide 
financial service accounts such as credit card accounts , 
checking accounts , savings account , debit card accounts , 
loyalty or reward programs , lines of credit , and the like . 
[ 0040 ] Geographic data systems 230 can include one or 
more computing devices configured to provide geographic 
data to other computing systems in system 200 such as 
provisioning entity analysis system 210 . For example , geo 
graphic data systems 230 can provide geodetic coordinates 
when provided with a street address of vice - versa . In some 
embodiments , geographic data systems 230 exposes an 
application programming interface ( API ) including one or 
more methods or functions that can be called remotely over 
a network , such as network 260 . According to some embodi 
ments , geographic data systems 230 can provide information 
concerning routes between two geographic points . For 
example , provisioning entity analysis system 210 can pro 
vide two addresses and geographic data systems 230 can 
provide , in response , the aerial distance between the two 
addresses , the distance between the two addresses using 
roads , and / or a suggested route between the two addresses 
and the route ' s distance . 
[ 0041 ] According to some embodiments , geographic data 
systems 230 can also provide map data to provisioning 
entity analysis system 210 and / or other components of 
system 200 . The map data can include , for example , satellite 
or overhead images of a geographic region or a graphic 
representing a geographic region . The map data can also 
include points of interest , such as landmarks , malls , shop 
ping centers , schools , or popular restaurants or retailers , for 
example . 
[ 0042 ] Provisioning entity management systems 240 can 
be one or more computing devices configured to perform 
one or more operations consistent with disclosed embodi 
ments . For example , provisioning entity management sys 
tems 240 can be a desktop computer , a laptop , a server , a 
mobile device ( e . g . , tablet , smart phone , etc . ) , or any other 
type of computing device configured to request provisioning 
entity analysis from provisioning entity analysis system 210 . 
According to some embodiments , provisioning entity man 
agement systems 240 can comprise a network - enabled com 
puting device operably connected to one or more other 
presentation devices , which can themselves constitute a 
computing system . For example , provisioning entity man 
agement systems 240 can be connected to a mobile device , 
telephone , laptop , tablet , or other computing device . 
[ 0043 ] Provisioning entity management systems 240 can 
include one or more processors configured to execute soft - 
ware instructions stored in memory . Provisioning entity 
management systems 240 can include software or a set of 
programmable instructions that when executed by a proces 

sor performs known Internet - related communication and 
content presentation processes . For example , provisioning 
entity management systems 240 can execute software or a 
set of instructions that generates and displays interfaces 
and / or content on a presentation device included in , or 
connected to , provisioning entity management systems 240 . 
In some embodiments , provisioning entity management 
systems 240 can be a mobile device that executes mobile 
device applications and / or mobile device communication 
software that allows provisioning entity management sys 
tems 240 to communicate with components of system 200 
over network 260 . The disclosed embodiments are not 
limited to any particular configuration of provisioning entity 
management systems 240 . 
[ 0044 ] Provisioning entity management systems 240 can 
be one or more computing systems associated with a pro 
visioning entity that provides products ( e . g . , goods and / or 
services ) , such as a restaurant ( e . g . , Outback Steakhouse , 
Burger King® , etc . ) , retailer ( e . g . , Amazon . com® , Target® , 
etc . ) , grocery store , mall , shopping center , service provider 
( e . g . , utility company , insurance company , financial service 
provider , automobile repair services , movie theater , etc . ) , 
non - profit organization ( ACLUTM , AARP® , etc . ) or any 
other type of entity that provides goods , services , and / or 
information that consuming entities ( i . e . , end - users or other 
business entities ) can purchase , consume , use , etc . For ease 
of discussion , the exemplary embodiments presented herein 
relate to purchase interactions involving goods from retail 
provisioning entity systems . Provisioning entity manage 
ment systems 240 , however , is not limited to systems 
associated with retail provisioning entities that conduct 
business in any particular industry or field . 
[ 0045 ] Provisioning entity management systems 240 can 
be associated with computer systems installed and used at a 
brick and mortar provisioning entity locations where a 
consumer can physically visit and purchase goods and 
services . Such locations can include computing devices that 
perform financial service interactions with consumers ( e . g . , 
Point of Sale ( POS ) terminal ( s ) , kiosks , etc . ) . Provisioning 
entity management systems 240 can also include back 
and / or front - end computing components that store data and 
execute software or a set of instructions to perform opera 
tions consistent with disclosed embodiments , such as com 
puters that are operated by employees of the provisioning 
entity ( e . g . , back office systems , etc . ) . Provisioning entity 
management systems 240 can also be associated with a 
provisioning entity that provides goods and / or service via 
known online or e - commerce types of solutions . For 
example , such a provisioning entity can sell products via a 
website using known online or e - commerce systems and 
solutions to market , sell , and process online interactions . 
Provisioning entity management systems 240 can include 
one or more servers that are configured to execute stored 
software or a set of instructions to perform operations 
associated with a provisioning entity , including one or more 
processes associated with processing purchase interactions , 
generating interaction data , generating product data ( e . g . , 
SKU data ) relating to purchase interactions , for example . 
[ 0046 ] Consuming entity data systems 250 can include 
one or more computing devices configured to provide demo 
graphic data regarding consumers . For example , consuming 
entity data systems 250 can provide information regarding 
the name , address , gender , income level , age , email address , 
or other information about consumers . Consuming entity 
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data systems 250 can include public computing systems 
such as computing systems affiliated with the U . S . Bureau of 
the Census , the U . S . Bureau of Labor Statistics , or FedStats , 
or it can include private computing systems such as com 
puting systems affiliated with financial institutions , credit 
bureaus , social media sites , marketing services , or some 
other organization that collects and provides demographic 
data . 

10047 ) Network 260 can be any type of network or com 
bination of networks configured to provide electronic com 
munications between components of system 200 . For 
example , network 260 can be any type of network ( including 
infrastructure ) that provides communications , exchanges 
information , and / or facilitates the exchange of information , 
such as the Internet , a Local Area Network , or other suitable 
connection ( s ) that enables the sending and receiving of 
information between the components of system 200 . Net 
work 260 may also comprise any combination of wired and 
wireless networks . In other embodiments , one or more 
components of system 200 can communicate directly 
through a dedicated communication link ( s ) , such as links 
between provisioning entity analysis system 210 , financial 
services system 220 , geographic data systems 230 , provi 
sioning entity management systems 240 , and consuming 
entity data systems 250 . 
[ 0048 ] As noted above , provisioning entity analysis sys 
tem 210 can include a data fusion system ( e . g . , data fusion 
system 100 ) for organizing data received from one or more 
of the components of system 200 . 
[ 0049 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary com 
puter system 300 , consistent with embodiments of the pres 
ent disclosure . The components of system 200 such as 
provisioning entity analysis system 210 , financial service 
systems 220 , geographic data systems 230 , provisioning 
entity management systems 240 , and consuming entity data 
systems 250 may include the architecture based on or similar 
to that of computer system 300 . 
[ 0050 ] As illustrated in FIG . 3 , computer system 300 
includes a bus 302 or other communication mechanism for 
communicating information , and one or more hardware 
processors 304 ( denoted as processor 304 for purposes of 
simplicity ) coupled with bus 302 for processing information . 
Hardware processor 304 can be , for example , one or more 
general - purpose microprocessors or it can be a reduced 
instruction set of one or more microprocessors . 
10051 ) Computer system 300 also includes a main 
memory 306 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or 
other dynamic storage device , coupled to bus 302 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 
304 . Main memory 306 also can be used for storing tem 
porary variables or other intermediate information during 
execution of instructions to be executed by processor 304 . 
Such instructions , after being stored in non - transitory stor 
age media accessible to processor 304 , render computer 
system 300 into a special - purpose machine that is custom 
ized to perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0052 ] Computer system 300 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 308 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 302 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 304 . A storage device 310 , such as a magnetic 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc . is 
provided and coupled to bus 302 for storing information and 
instructions . 

[ 0053 ] Computer system 300 can be coupled via bus 302 
to a display 312 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , liquid 
crystal display , or touch screen , for displaying information 
to a computer user . An input device 314 , including alpha 
numeric and other keys , is coupled to bus 302 for commu 
nicating information and command selections to processor 
304 . Another type of user input device is cursor control 316 , 
such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 304 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 312 . The input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , x ) and a 
second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device to 
specify positions in a plane . In some embodiments , the same 
direction information and command selections as cursor 
control can be implemented via receiving touches on a touch 
screen without a cursor . 
[ 0054 ] Computing system 300 can include a user interface 
module to implement a graphical user interface that can be 
stored in a mass storage device as executable software codes 
that are executed by the one or more computing devices . 
This and other modules can include , by way of example , 
components , such as software components , object - oriented 
software components , class components and task compo 
nents , processes , functions , attributes , procedures , subrou 
tines , segments of program code , drivers , firmware , micro 
code , circuitry , data , databases , data structures , tables , 
arrays , and variables . 
100551 . In general , the word " module , " as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , Lua , Cor C + + . A software module can be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
a dynamic link library , or written in an interpreted program 
ming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , or 
Python . It will be appreciated that software modules can be 
callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or can 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices can be provided on a computer readable medium , 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
download ( and can be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation , decompression , 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code can be 
stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the execut 
ing computing device , for execution by the computing 
device . Software instructions can be embedded in firmware , 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules can be comprised of connected logic 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or can be comprised 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
modules , but can be represented in hardware or firmware . 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that can be combined with other modules or 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
or storage . 
[ 0056 ] Computer system 300 can implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard - wired logic , 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program 
logic which in combination with the computer system causes 
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or programs computer system 300 to be a special - purpose 
machine . According to some embodiments , the operations , 
functionalities , and techniques and other features described 
herein are performed by computer system 300 in response to 
processor 304 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 306 . Such 
instructions can be read into main memory 306 from another 
storage medium , such as storage device 310 . Execution of 
the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 306 
causes processor 304 to perform the process steps described 
herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry can 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
tions . 
10057 ] The term " non - transitory media ” as used herein 
refers to any non - transitory media storing data and / or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion . Such non - transitory media can comprise non - vola 
tile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media can 
include , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such as 
storage device 310 . Volatile media can include dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 306 . Common forms of 
non - transitory media can include , for example , a floppy 
disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic 
tape , or any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD 
ROM , any other optical data storage medium , any physical 
medium with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and 
EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory 
chip or cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
[ 0058 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from , but can be 
used in conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission 
media can participate in transferring information between 
storage media . For example , transmission media can include 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 302 . Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0059 ] Various forms of media can be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 304 for execution . For example , the instructions 
can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive 
of a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local 
to computer system 300 can receive the data on the tele 
phone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 302 . Bus 302 carries the 
data to main memory 306 , from which processor 304 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 306 can optionally be stored on 
storage device 310 either before or after execution by 
processor 304 . 
[ 0060 ] Computer system 300 can also include a commu 
nication interface 318 coupled to bus 302 . Communication 
interface 318 can provide a two - way data communication 
coupling to a network link 320 that can be connected to a 
local network 322 . For example , communication interface 
318 can be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) 
card , cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide 
a data communication connection to a corresponding type of 
telephone line . As another example , communication inter 
face 318 can be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide 

a data communication connection to a compatible LAN . 
Wireless links can also be implemented . In any such imple 
mentation , communication interface 318 can send and 
receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of 
information . 
[ 0061 ] Network link 320 can typically provide data com 
munication through one or more networks to other data 
devices . For example , network link 320 can provide a 
connection through local network 322 to a host computer 
324 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service 
Provider ( ISP ) 326 . ISP 326 in turn can provide data 
communication services through the world wide packet data 
communication network now commonly referred to as the 
" Internet ” 328 . Local network 322 and Internet 328 can both 
use electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry 
digital data streams . The signals through the various net 
works and the signals on network link 320 and through 
communication interface 318 , which carry the digital data to 
and from computer system 300 , can be example forms of 
transmission media . 
[ 0062 ] Computer system 300 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 320 and communication interface 318 . In 
the Internet example , a server 330 can transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 328 , ISP 
326 , local network 322 and communication interface 318 . 
The received code can be executed by processor 304 as it is 
received , and / or stored in storage device 310 , or other 
non - volatile storage for later execution . In some embodi 
ments , server 330 can provide information for being dis 
played on a display . 
100631 FIG . 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary data 
structure 400 , consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure . Data structure 400 can store data records asso 
ciated with interactions involving multiple entities . Data 
structure 400 can be , for example , a database ( e . g . , database 
170 ) that can store elements of an object model ( e . g . , object 
model 160 ) . In some embodiments , data structure 400 can be 
a Relational Database Management System ( RDBMS ) that 
stores interaction data as sections of rows of data in rela 
tional tables . An RDBMS can be designed to efficiently 
return data for an entire row , or record , in as few operations 
as possible . An RDBMS can store data by serializing each 
row of data of data structure 400 . For example , in an 
RDBMS , data associated with interaction 1 of FIG . 4 can be 
stored serially such that data associated with all categories of 
interaction 1 can be accessed in one operation . 
10064 ) Alternatively , data structure 400 can be a column 
oriented database management system that stores data as 
sections of columns of data rather than rows of data . This 
column - oriented DBMS can have advantages , for example , 
for data warehouses , customer relationship management 
systems , and library card catalogs , and other ad hoc inquiry 
systems where aggregates are computed over large numbers 
of similar data items . A column - oriented DBMS can be more 
efficient than an RDBMS when an aggregate needs to be 
computed over many rows but only for a notably smaller 
subset of all columns of data , because reading that smaller 
subset of data can be faster than reading all data . A column 
oriented DBMS can be designed to efficiently return data for 
an entire column , in as few operations as possible . A 
column - oriented DBMS can store data by serializing each 
column of data of data structure 400 . For example , in a 
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column - oriented DBMS , data associated with a category 
( e . g . , consuming entity identification category 420 ) can be 
stored serially such that data associated with that category 
for all interactions of data structure 400 can be accessed in 
one operation . 
[ 0065 ] As shown in FIG . 4 , data structure 400 can com 
prise data associated with a very large number of interac 
tions associated with multiple entities . For example , data 
structure 400 can include 50 billion or more interactions . In 
some embodiments , interactions associated with multiple 
entities can be referred to as transactions between multiple 
entities . Where appropriate , the terms interactions and trans 
actions are intended to convey the same meaning and can be 
used interchangeably throughout this disclosure . While each 
interaction of data structure 400 is depicted as a separate row 
in FIG . 4 , it will be understood that each such interaction can 
be represented by a column or any other known technique in 
the art . Each interaction data can include several categories 
of information . For example , the several categories can 
include , number category 410 ; consuming entity identifica 
tion category 420 ; consuming entity location category 430 ; 
provisioning entity identification category 440 ; provisioning 
entity location category 450 ; type of provisioning entity 
category 460 ; interaction amount category 470 ; and time of 
interaction category 480 . It will be understood that FIG . 4 is 
merely exemplary and that data structure 400 can include 
even more categories of information associated with an 
interaction . 
10066 ] Number category 410 can uniquely identify each 
interaction of data structure 400 . For example , data structure 
400 depicts 50 billion interactions as illustrated by number 
category 410 of the last row of data structure 400 as 
50 , 000 , 000 , 000 . In FIG . 4 , each row depicting a interaction 
can be identified by an element number . For example , 
interaction number 1 can be identified by element 401 ; 
interaction number 2 can be identified by element 402 ; and 
so on such that interaction 50 , 000 , 000 , 000 can be identified 
by 499B . It will be understood that this disclosure is not 
limited to any number of interactions and further that this 
disclosure can extend to a data structure with more or fewer 
than 50 billion interactions . It is also appreciated that 
number category 410 need not exist in data structure 400 . 
10067 ] Consuming entity identification category 420 can 
identify a consuming entity . In some embodiments , consum 
ing entity identification category 420 can represent a name 
( e . g . , User 1 for interaction 401 ; User N for interaction 
499B ) of the consuming entity . Alternatively , consuming 
entity identification category 420 can represent a code 
uniquely identifying the consuming entity ( e . g . , CE002 for 
interaction 402 ) . For example , the identifiers under the 
consuming entity identification category 420 can be a credit 
card number that can identify a person or a family , a social 
security number that can identify a person , a phone number 
or a MAC address associated with a cell phone of a user or 
family , or any other identifier . 
[ 0068 ] Consuming entity location category 430 can rep 
resent a location information of the consuming entity . In 
some embodiments , consuming entity location category 430 
can represent the location information by providing at least 
one of : a state of residence ( e . g . , state sub - category 432 ; 
California for element 401 ; unknown for interaction 405 ) of 
the consuming entity ; a city of residence ( e . g . , city sub 
category 434 ; Palo Alto for interaction 401 ; unknown for 
interaction 405 ) of the consuming entity ; a zip code of 

residence ( e . g . , zip code sub - category 436 ; 94304 for inter 
action 401 ; unknown for interaction 405 ) of the consuming 
entity ; and a street address of residence ( e . g . , street address 
sub - category 438 ; 123 Main St . for interaction 401 ; 
unknown for interaction 405 ) of the consuming entity . 
[ 0069 ] Provisioning entity identification category 440 can 
identify a provisioning entity ( e . g . , a merchant or a coffee 
shop ) . In some embodiments , provisioning entity identifi 
cation category 440 can represent a name of the provisioning 
entity ( e . g . , Merchant 2 for interaction 402 ) . Alternatively , 
provisioning entity identification category 440 can represent 
a code uniquely identifying the provisioning entity ( e . g . , 
PE001 for interaction 401 ) . Provisioning entity location 
category 450 can represent location information of the 
provisioning entity . In some embodiments , provisioning 
entity location category 450 can represent the location 
information by providing at least one of : a state where the 
provisioning entity is located ( e . g . , state sub - category 452 ; 
California for interaction 401 ; unknown for interaction 402 ) ; 
a city where the provisioning entity is located ( e . g . , city 
sub - category 454 ; Palo Alto for interaction 401 ; unknown 
for interaction 402 ) ; a zip code where the provisioning entity 
is located ( e . g . , zip code sub - category 456 ; 94304 for 
interaction 401 ; unknown for interaction 402 ) ; and a street 
address where the provisioning entity is located ( e . g . , street 
address sub - category 458 ; 234 University Ave . for interac 
tion 401 ; unknown for interaction 402 ) . 
[ 0070 ] Type of provisioning entity category 460 can iden 
tify a type of the provisioning entity involved in each 
interaction . In some embodiments , type of provisioning 
entity category 460 of the provisioning entity can be iden 
tified by a category name customarily used in the industry 
( e . g . , Gas Station for interaction 401 ) or by an identification 
code that can identify a type of the provisioning entity ( e . g . , 
TP E123 for interaction 403 ) . Alternatively , type of the 
provisioning entity category 460 can include a merchant 
category code ( “ MCC ” ) used by credit card companies to 
identify any business that accepts one of their credit cards as 
a form of payment . For example , MCC can be a four - digit 
number assigned to a business by credit card companies 
( e . g . , American ExpressTM , MasterCardTM , VISATM ) when 
the business first starts accepting one of their credit cards as 
a form of payment . 
[ 0071 ] In some embodiments , type of provisioning entity 
category 460 can further include a sub - category ( not shown 
in FIG . 4 ) , for example , type of provisioning entity sub 
category 461 that can further identify a particular sub 
category of provisioning entity . For example , an interaction 
can comprise a type of provisioning entity category 460 as 
a hotel and type of provisioning entity sub - category 461 as 
either a bed and breakfast hotel or a transit hotel . It will be 
understood that the above - described examples for type of 
provisioning entity category 460 and type of provisioning 
entity sub - category 461 are non - limiting and that data struc 
ture 400 can include other kinds of such categories and 
sub - categories associated with an interaction . 
[ 0072 ] Interaction amount category 470 can represent a 
transaction amount ( e . g . , $ 74 . 56 for interaction 401 ) 
involved in each interaction . Time of interaction category 
480 can represent a time at which the interaction was 
executed . In some embodiments , time of interaction cat 
egory 480 can be represented by a date ( e . g . , date sub 
category 482 ; Nov . 23 , 2013 , for interaction 401 ) and time 
of the day ( e . g . , time sub - category 484 ; 10 : 32 AM local time 
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for interaction 401 ) . Time sub - category 484 can be repre 
sented in either military time or some other format . Alter 
natively , time sub - category 484 can be represented with a 
local time zone of either provisioning entity location cat 
egory 450 or consuming entity location category 430 . 
[ 0073 ] In some embodiments , each interaction data can 
include categories of information including ( not shown in 
FIG . 4 ) , for example , consuming entity loyalty membership 
category , consuming entity credit card type category , con 
suming entity age category , consuming entity gender cat 
egory , consuming entity income category , consuming entity 
with children category , product information category , and 
service information category . 
[ 0074 ] Consuming entity loyalty membership category 
can represent whether the consuming entity is part of a 
loyalty membership program associated with a provisioning 
entity . For example , consuming entity loyalty membership 
category can represent that the consuming entity is a mem 
ber of one of CostcoTM membership programs including 
Goldstar MemberTM , Executive MemberTM , and Business 
MemberTM Consuming entity credit card type category can 
represent the type of credit card used by the consuming 
entity for a particular interaction . For example , consuming 
entity credit card type category can indicate that the credit 
card used by the consuming entity for that particular inter 
action can be an American ExpressTM , MasterCardTM 
VISATM , or DiscoverTM card . In some embodiments , con 
suming entity credit card type category can represent a kind 
of MasterCardTM ( e . g . , Gold MasterCardTM or Platinum 
MasterCardTM ) used for a particular interaction . 
[ 0075 ] In some embodiments , consuming entity demo 
graphic information can be stored in each interaction . For 
example , consuming entity demographic information can 
include at least one of : consuming entity age category , 
consuming entity gender category , consuming entity income 
category , and consuming entity with children category . In 
some embodiments , consuming entity age category can 
represent age information associated with the consuming 
entity ; consuming entity gender category can represent 
gender information ( e . g . , Male or Female ) associated with 
the consuming entity ; consuming entity income category can 
represent income information ( e . g . , greater than $ 100 , 000 
per year ) associated with the consuming entity ; and con 
suming entity with children category can represent whether 
the consuming entity has any children under 18 or not . For 
example , if the consuming entity has children under 18 , a 
positive indication can be stored and if the consuming entity 
does not has children under 18 , a negative indication can be 
stored . In some embodiments , consuming entity with chil 
dren category can store information representing a number 
of children associated with the consuming entity . 
[ 0076 ] Product information category can represent infor 
mation associated with a product that is involved in an 
interaction . For example , product information category can 
represent that the product involved in the interaction is a 
particular type of product based on a stock keeping unit 
( " SKU ” ) of the product . In some embodiments , the prod 
uct ' s SKU can be unique to a particular provisioning entity 
involved in that particular interaction . Alternatively , product 
information category can represent the product involved in 
the interaction with a at least one of a Universal Product 
Code , International Article Number , Global Trade Item 
Number , and Australian Product Number . Service informa 
tion category can represent information associated with a 

service that is involved in an interaction . For example , 
service information category can represent that the service 
involved in the interaction is a particular type of service 
based on an SKU of the service . It will be appreciated that 
an SKU can uniquely represent either a product or a service . 
Some examples of services can be warranties , delivery fees , 
installation fees , and licenses . 
[ 0077 ] FIG . 5 is a block diagram of an exemplary scenario 
depicting a system for analyzing entity performance , con 
sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . System 
500 depicts a scenario where a consuming entity ( e . g . , user 
of cell phone 505 ) can attempt to access a service at one or 
more provisioning entities ( e . g . , Website 1 542 , Website 2 
544 , and / or Website 3 546 ) . To access one of the provision 
ing entities , the consuming entity can initiate an access 
request from cell phone 505 . The access request can include 
a consuming entity identification such as , for example , a cell 
phone number or a MAC address associated with cell phone 
505 . The access request can then reach a cellular base station 
515 through a communication link 510 . It will be understood 
that communication link 510 can either be a wireless link ( as 
shown in the exemplary embodiment of FIG . 5 ) or a wired 
link ( not shown ) . Next , the access request can reach server 
525 through network 520 . Network 520 can be , for example , 
the Internet . In some embodiments , network 520 can be one 
of either a local area network , a wide area network , or an 
entity ' s intranet . Server 525 can be a server located at a 
service provider ( e . g . , Verizon WirelessTM ) . Server 525 can 
be , in some embodiments , an authentication , authorization , 
and accounting server ( AAA server ) . In some embodiments , 
server 525 can be a proxy server that can facilitate a 
communication between cell phone 505 and a server device 
at the provisioning entities ( e . g . , Website 1 542 ) . 
[ 0078 ] Access request can reach one of the provisioning 
entities after an authorization , authentication , and account 
ing process is complete . Access request can traverse to one 
of the provisioning entities through network 530 . Network 
530 can be similar to network 520 , as described above . After 
the authorized and authenticated access request reaches one 
of the provisioning entities , the consuming entity is allowed 
to access the provisioning entities . In this exemplary 
embodiment , user of cell phone 505 can access either 
Website 1 542 , Website 2 544 , or Website 3 546 , depending 
on details of the access request . For example , provisioning 
entities can be one of the websites GoogleTM , FacebookTM , 
and TwitterTM 
[ 0079 ] After a consuming entity ( e . g . , user of cell phone 
505 or cell phone 505 ) accesses one of the provisioning 
entities , server 525 can store information regarding the user 
and / or cell phone accessing these provisioning entities . Each 
access by a user of a website can be stored as an interaction 
in a data structure in Server 525 . Server 525 can store such 
information in a data structure ( e . g . , data structure 400 ) 
comprising several categories of information including , but 
not limited to , an interaction number ; consuming entity 
identification ; consuming entity location ; provisioning 
entity identification ; provisioning entity location ; type of 
provisioning entity ; duration of interaction ; and time of 
interaction . The data structure can be analyzed by a data 
computation system ( which can also be included in server 
525 or similar devices ) to analyze a performance of provi 
sioning entities , for example , to estimate a number of unique 
consuming entities ( e . g . , users ) per month , average amount 
of time a consuming entity spends on their website , time of 
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the day where consuming entity traffic is highest or lowest 
etc . It will be understood that any number of useful insights 
can be drawn by analyzing the data structure comprising 
interactions associated with consuming entities and provi 
sioning entities . While FIG . 5 , depicts a use case scenario of 
a cell phone user ( exemplary consuming entity ) accessing a 
website ( exemplary provisioning entity ) , it will be under 
stood that a process of analyzing interaction between a 
consuming entity and a provisioning entity can be extended 
to any number of scenarios , including , financial transactions 
between consumers and banks ; credit card transactions 
between a consumer and a provisioning entity like a grocery 
store , movie theatre , gas station , mall , etc . 
[ 0080 ] As described above , embodiments of the invention 
relate to analyzing entity performance in real - time based on 
interactions ( e . g . , anonymized credit card or debit card 
transaction data ) and potentially other data ( e . g . , merchant 
data ) . In many ways , embodiments herein are related to U . S . 
patent application Ser . No . 14 / 306 , 138 , entitled Methods 
and Systems for Analyzing Entity Performance , which is 
incorporated herein by reference . 
[ 0081 ] FIG . 6 is a block diagram of an exemplary system 
600 for analyzing entity performance , consistent with the 
embodiments of the present disclosure . System 600 may 
include a server 610 , a network 620 , transaction data 630 , 
and point - of - sale ( POS ) data 640 . In various embodiments , 
transaction data 630 can include , but is not limited to : card 
numbers , an issuing bank , a third party processor , a card 
association , a name , address , zip code , email address , or 
phone number associated with consuming entity , an address 
associated with a merchant , a type of provisioning entity 
( e . g . , a pizza store ) , etc . Transaction data 630 and PoS data 
640 can be sent over network 620 to server 610 for pro 
cessing . Server 610 , can act substantially similarly to server 
525 of FIG . 5 . For example , it can store a data structure and 
a data computation system , and / or server 610 can comprise 
multiple electronic devices , etc . As will be discussed below , 
transaction data 630 and POS data can be included in a 
variety of storage devices , and transmitted to server 610 in 
real - time or near real - time . 
[ 0082 ] Large sets of interaction data can be filtered in 
real - time or near real - time , according to criteria to provide 
information associated with the performance of a particular 
provisioning entity ( e . g . , a merchant , a retail provisioning 
entity , or the like ) as described with reference to FIGS . 4 , 5 , 
and 6 . As described above , consuming entities can include a 
purchaser of products or services . It should , however , be 
noted that in some embodiments an entity can be both a 
consuming entity and a provisioning entity . 
[ 0083 ] In various embodiments , information associated 
with interactions ( also referred to as transactions ) are stored 
in one or more databases such as VerticaTM or OracleTM , 
which can be stored in server 610 . Some databases — 
whether row based or column based — are not suited well for 
high user scale or pre - computing large amounts of informa 
tion , such as aggregation of information associated with 
interactions ( referred to herein as an aggregate , aggregation , 
or information associated with one entity or a cohort of 
entities ) . An aggregate can be used to render information , 
such as statistics , time , and money on the display of one or 
more electronic devices with a graphical user interface , for 
example , as shown in FIG . 4 . In various embodiments , an 
aggregate can be computed once a week , once a day , less 
than every 15 minutes , less than every 5 minutes , or in 

real - time ( or at least near real - time ) by a data computation 
system , which can also be stored in server 610 . Aggregates 
can be created by running queries ( predefined or otherwise ) 
on a data structure such as a data structure 400 . Data 
computation systems used to create aggregates may use a 
variety of programming languages , such as Java , C , C + + , 
etc . , and store those aggregates in a data structure such as a 
distributed file system . Further , creating aggregates ( e . g . , 
processing queries ) can be performed in parallel . 
[ 0084 ] As described above , examples of an aggregate can 
include , but are not limited to : how much revenue a provi 
sioning entity collected in a day ; information representing 
market share of one or more provisioning entities in com 
parison to one or more other provisioning entities ; location 
information , information representing wallet share associ 
ated with one or more provisioning entities and wallet share 
associated with one or more other provisioning entities 
( wherein wallet share includes a cost or time associated with 
an entity , such as how much money a consuming entity spent 
in a day at one or more provisioning entities and times 
associated therewith ) ; etc . Other examples of data included 
in an aggregate ( e . g . , data used to create a cohort ) can be 
found in U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 306 , 138 , as 
referenced above and incorporated in its entirety herein . 
[ 0085 ] By using real - time data ( also referred to as stream 
ing data ) or near real - time data to create an aggregate , a user 
can determine information associated with various aggre 
gates each hour of the day , week , etc . This data can be 
acquired from transaction data 630 , PoS data 640 , or both . 
Further , aggregates can have varying degrees of granularity , 
such that a user may see the behavior of various consuming 
entities within the previous 15 minutes , for example . As 
another example , by using a data computation system that 
updates frequently , a user may be able to view a display on 
a mobile device ( e . g . , smartphone , wearable computer , etc . ) 
to see how and where consuming entities are while the user 
is away from their office during a weekend . As yet another 
example , a user can view the last hundred transactions at a 
particular provisioning entity , or the last hundred transac 
tions at a plurality of provisioning entities ( including what 
products were purchased ) . In some embodiments , a user can 
view aggregates associated with a particular time . For 
instance , embodiments described herein can allow a user to 
view aggregates , such as revenue or types of products sold , 
during a particular time during the previous week . Various 
user interfaces described herein such as in FIG . 4 and in U . S . 
patent application Ser . No . 14 / 306 , 138 can display a plural 
ity of aggregates , which can include various cohorts of 
consuming and / or provisioning entities and information 
associated therewith . 
[ 0086 ] In some embodiments , the interactions are pro 
cessed using a data computation system ( which can be a part 
of a real - time distributed computation environment ) that 
supports stream - oriented processing . In some embodiments , 
the data structure storing the interactions is incrementally 
updated at particular intervals , to provide a user with real 
time information about the interactions . Example data com 
putation systems include Apache ’ s SparkTM or StormTM , 
which can operate in conjunction with the Hadoop Distrib 
uted File System and / or AmazonTM S3 which can store data 
structures that include transaction data , stream data , and 
other data discussed throughout this disclosure . Distributed 
file systems can store data which Apache ' s SparkTM uses to 
compute aggregates , cohorts , and the like . Example systems 
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can be stored on hardware including one or more computers / 
servers , and / or other multi - tenant environments comprising 
hardware ( e . g . , servers 525 or 610 ) . 
[ 0087 ] In various embodiments described herein , multiple 
streams of data can be acquired , stored , and used by a data 
computation system to produce aggregates . These streams 
can be acquired from transaction data 630 , PoS data 640 , or 
both . Further , in some embodiments streams of data can be 
used to create smaller streams of data ( sub - streams ) . For 
instance , a stream can be segmented by information asso 
ciated with one or more particular provisioning entities or 
consuming entities . In some embodiments , thousands , or 
hundreds of thousands of sub - streams can be processed 
using embodiments described herein . 
[ 0088 ] In examples described below , a first stream that 
includes data associated with credit card and / or debit card 
transactions can be acquired ( e . g . , from transaction data 630 ) 
along with a second stream that includes data associated 
with a particular PoS system ( e . g . , from PoS data 640 ) . 
Information from these streams can be compared , combined , 
and / or otherwise modified to produce data and statistics 
included in aggregates in real or near - real time , which can 
subsequently be displayed to a user . 
[ 0089 ] A first stream of data including information asso 
ciated with credit and debit card interactions can include 
over three - hundred million transactions per day , for 
example . This stream can include information associated 
with a location , a provisioning entity , a consuming entity , a 
Merchant Category Code ( MCC ) , other information men 
tioned above with respect to FIG . 4 , etc . Such a stream can 
also be divided into smaller streams , for instance , by pro 
visioning entity ( e . g . , a merchant ) . 
[ 0090 ] In addition , a second stream can be acquired that 
includes interaction information from a PoS system . Again , 
such a stream can be segmented into a variety of different 
streams , or additional streams can be acquired in various 
embodiments . Some PoS systems can acquire data such as 
goods or services purchased by a consuming entity . In 
various embodiments , PoS systems acquire less , the same , 
similar , or more data than a stream associated with credit 
card and / or debit cards . POS systems can acquire ( and 
subsequently transmit ) information including , but not lim 
ited to : information indicative of products that are selling the 
most in the store ( either by volume or revenue ) ; information 
associated with the profits associated with various objects 
sold ; information associated with a consuming entity ( such 
as their identity , home location , billing address , etc . ) ; infor 
mation associated with the location of products in a store 
( e . g . , their position in a physical location ) ; information 
associated with cash ( e . g . , paper money ) or other currency 
used at the Pos ; information associated with bitcoin or other 
virtual currency used at the PoS ; the number of consuming 
entities serviced by the PoS system ; credit cards or debit 
cards used at the Pos ; metadata associated with credit cards , 
debit cards , or virtual currency used at a PoS ; information 
associated with purchases that involved more than one 
payment type ( e . g . , splitting a payment over two credit 
cards , or partially paying for a good or service with cash ) ; 
an average amount of money that a plurality of consuming 
entities spend at a particular POS system or provisioning 
entity ; data indicating how frequently a consuming entity 
makes a transaction at a provisioning entity , and the fre 
quency with which one or more consuming entities purchase 
one or more particular products , etc . PoS systems can also 

use various software and / or hardware systems to stream 
information to a data structure , as described above . 
10091 ] In some embodiments , data streams can be seg 
mented to include information associated with new custom 
ers , returning customers ( e . g . , consuming entities that make 
a purchase at a provisioning entity at least twice within a 
particular amount of time ) , determining a home location 
associated with an individual based on transaction data ( e . g . , 
anonymized credit card transaction data ) , local customers , 
and non - local customers ( e . g . , a customer that lives at least 
a particular distance from the provisioning entity that the 
customer is making a purchase at ) . The aggregation of 
interaction information associated with these streams can be 
incrementally updated in a data structure ( e . g . , a distributed 
file system ) in real - time , allowing a user to access a business 
portal and view a day - by - day , year - by - year , or even minute 
by - minute break down of revenues generated , locations of 
interactions , etc . Of course , all of the above - mentioned 
functions can be performed by a data 
[ 0092 ] As noted above , in various embodiments one or 
more electronic devices can process the data included in the 
data streams . For example , one or more electronic devices 
hosting a data computation system ( such as Apache ' s 
SparkTM ) can process the data . Various approaches can be 
implemented to process the data . 
[ 0093 ] For example , all relevant acquired and / or stored 
data from a stream can be processed by one or more 
electronic devices to produce one or more aggregates ( re 
ferred to herein as a batch process ) . In some cases , a portion 
of the acquired and / or stored data from a stream can be 
processed by one or more electronic devices . For instance , 
an electronic device can produce aggregates from data 
including previously produced aggregates . In such embodi 
ments , it is possible for a device to incrementally update 
aggregates as additional information is acquired ( e . g . , from 
one or more streams of data ) . 
[ 0094 ] Various approaches may be useful based on the 
type of task performed . For example , if previously collected 
data needs to be edited , if a new aggregate is created ( e . g . , 
a new query is added to create or modify aggregates ) , and / or 
another update / modification to the embodiments described 
herein is introduced , then a batch process may be performed 
( e . g . , wherein queries are ran on all of the relevant data in 
the data structure ) . 
10095 ] Numerous queries can be run on a data structure 
using a data processing system . Example queries can 
include , but are not limited to : customer visits ( e . g . , a query 
that is used to compute a the number of new and returning 
customers that have visited a particular merchant over 
various time periods ( last X days , last Y weeks , last Z 
months , last W years , etc . ) ; travel distance ( e . g . , a query that 
is used to compute a histogram over the distances that 
customers have traveled to visit a merchant ; visit frequency 
( e . g . , a query that is used to compute a histogram over the 
number of times that a customer has visited a merchant ) ; 
return statistics ( e . g . , a query that is used to compute a 
histogram over the number of days that it took a customer to 
return a merchant after his / her last visit ; busiest days ( e . g . , 
a query that is used to compute a histogram showing revenue 
and transaction counts broken down by day of week such as 
Sunday through Saturday ) ; busiest hours ( e . g . , a query that 
is used to compute a histogram showing revenue and trans 
action counts broken down by hour of day ; daily transac 
tions ( e . g . , a query that is used to compute a histogram 
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showing revenue and transaction counts broken down by 
date ) ; minutely transactions ( e . g . , a query that is used to 
compute a histogram showing revenue and transaction 
counts broken down by minute ) ; customer home location 
map ( e . g . , a query that is used to compute a heatmap / 
choropleth showing inferred customer home locations for a 
merchant ) ; customer spend map ( e . g . , a query that is used to 
compute a heatmap / choropleth showing inferred customer 
spend locations for a merchant ) ; revenue by payment type 
( e . g . , a query that is used to compute a histogram showing 
revenue and transaction counts broken down by payment 
type ( e . g . , credit vs . cash ) ) ; sales numbers ( e . g . , a query that 
is used to compute total revenue , number of distinct orders , 
number of distinct customers , and number of sold units over 
a given time period ) ; item numbers ( e . g . , a query that is used 
to compute histogram of revenue , order count , customer 
count , and unit count broken down by item SKU ) ; accom 
panying items ( e . g . , a query that is used to compute histo 
gram of revenue , order count , customer count , and unit 
count broken down by pairs of item SKUs that have been 
bought together ) ; recent transactions ( e . g . , a query that is 
used to compute a rolling history of the K most recent 
transactions in a given time period ) , etc . 
[ 0096 ] In some embodiments , where the aggregates are 
incrementally updated , a batch process may not be neces 
sary . For instance , data acquired from a stream can be 
processed along with previously acquired data ( e . g . , data 
that has already been used to produce an aggregate ) to 
provide a user with information faster than if the aggregates 
were to be created using all of the data , as with a batch 
process . In various embodiments , predetermined queries can 
be run on data that has not been used to create an aggregate 
along with previously created aggregates . It should be 
appreciated that the previously aggregated data can include 
hundreds of millions of transactions and data associated 
therewith . Thus , incrementally modifying aggregates can 
reduce processing time and the amount of resources required 
( e . g . , memory , processing power , etc . ) , resulting in improve 
ments to traditional computers . Further , incrementally modi 
fying aggregates allows users to view the updated aggre 
gates in real or near - real time . 
[ 0097 ] In some embodiments , a PoS system may be 
installed , replaced , changed , or otherwise modified . In such 
a case , a typical user does not want to only be able to see 
aggregates ( e . g . , sales , revenue , etc . ) beginning at the point 
in time that the PoS system was installed ( or when the Pos 
system started being used ) . Users typically want to see 
historical data predating the PoS system . In such a case , a 
stream can be acquired that contains additional information , 
such as information from before a new PoS system is 
installed . 
10098 ] In some embodiments , a covert stream can be 
processed . A covert stream can include two or more streams 
( e . g . , it can include a blended stream ) . For instance , when a 
new PoS system is installed or otherwise reset such that it 
does not have access to historical data , in addition to the 
stream of data acquired from the POS system , another stream 
of data can be acquired . In such a case , the data from a first 
stream that includes information associated with credit cards 
and / or debit cards can be blended with the data generated by 
the PoS system . In some embodiments , information associ 
ated with a cohort ( e . g . , a group of entities ) , can be provided 
to a user based on data associated with an entity . In some 
cases , data associated with an entity such as an MCC , a 

location , the size of the entity or other criteria can be used 
to determine a cohort , and information associated with that 
cohort can be provided to a user . For instance , this infor 
mation can be used to compare sales with a similar entity . 
[ 0099 ] Information can be provided in a variety of meth 
ods . For instance , aggregates or other data can be provided 
via email , or when a user logs on to a web portal . Emails or 
information provided via a website can include summaries 
of data , such as interesting information associated with 
transactions that occurred during a previous week , month , or 
year . These summaries can be preformatted ( e . g . , to include 
information about a previous week ' s revenue ) . In some 
cases , one or more different aggregates can be selected and 
viewed by a user . 
[ 0100 ] FIG . 7 is an illustration of an example display 700 , 
consistent with the embodiments of the present disclosure . 
In various embodiments , data generated by a data processing 
system can be used to create various illustrations . For 
example , display 700 illustrates a display 700 that discloses 
an average amount of money spent at various entities up to 
15 minutes ago . Of course , in various embodiments , such 
illustrations , graphs or other types of displays based on data 
processed by the data processing system can be updated in 
real - or near - real - time , as discussed above . As the example 
in display 700 illustrates , entities 710A , 710B , and 710C had 
a greater average revenue up to 15 minutes ago than entities 
720A , 720B , or 720C , which in turn had a greater average 
revenue than entities 730A or 730B . This is shown by the 
indicator bar on the right that shows the relative revenues of 
entities with the shading of boxes 740 , 750 , and 760 . Of 
course , a number of different queries can be run on a data 
processing system to determine other attributes of entities , 
such as an average revenue in the last week , day , hour , etc . 
Further , as mentioned above , various graphs , maps , pie 
charts , textual displays , types of stores , etc . can be displayed 
in a display such as 700 based at least in part on the data 
processed by a data processing system such as Apache ' s 
SparkTM 
[ 0101 ] FIG . 8 is a flowchart 800 representing an exem 
plary process for querying a data structure , consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure . Flowchart 800 starts 
at step 810 and at step 820 acquires a first set of data and 
stores it in a data structure . For example , the first set of data 
can be transaction data ( e . g . , data associated with a card 
transaction such as a card number ) , and be inserted into a 
data store ( distributed or otherwise ) such as Hadoop ' s 
Distributed File System , VerticaTM , or AmazonTM S3 . This 
data can be acquired from transaction data 630 , PoS data 
640 , or both . As described above and in the patent associated 
by reference herein , the data in the data structure can include 
interactions between entities . For example , it may include an 
interaction between a consuming entity and a provisioning 
entity . In various embodiments , transaction data can be 
pulled from the data store into a computation system ( dis 
tributed or otherwise ) , such as Apache ’ s SparkTM . 
( 0102 ] . As discussed above , in various embodiments a data 
computation system can process data and produce or update 
a plurality of aggregates , which after being computed are 
stored in a data store , which may include the data store that 
the transaction data was stored in . For example , at step 830 , 
a plurality of queries can be created and / or registered , and 
can be used to process data and produce or update aggre 
gates . Queries may be used to extract particular data out of 
the data structure based on various attributes associated with 
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the data in the data structure . These attributes can include the 
location of an entity , the estimated location of an entity , an 
amount of revenue associated with an entity , an amount of 
money in an entity ' s bank account , the name of an entity ' s 
bank , the age of an entity , people associated with an entity , 
etc . 
10103 ] At step 840 , a second set of data is acquired . 
Similarly , this data can be pulled from a data store , which 
may be a different data store or the same data store that the 
first set of data was pulled from . The second set of data may 
be collected and / or added to the data structure before or after 
a set of queries are created and / or registered . This second set 
of data can include interactions , or attributes associated with 
interactions . 
[ 0104 ] At step 850 , the data structure is modified to 
include the second set of data . As such , the data structure can 
include both the first set of data and the second set of data . 
Of course , additional sets of data can be collected and stored 
in addition to the second set of data . Also , additional data 
can be tagged . For instance , a set of data added on a 
particular date can be tagged with a unique identifier ( e . g . , 
the date ) . 
[ 0105 ] At step 860 , the modified data structure is queried 
using the plurality of queries created and / or registered . As 
mentioned above , these queries may be registered before the 
second set of data is acquired or added to the data structure . 
In any event , the data derived from the query can be 
provided to an electronic device ( e . g . , via a network ) , or 
otherwise displayed to a user . In some embodiments , an 
electronic device can create a web - consumable version of 
the aggregates . Aggregates can be used to generate and / or 
modify a key - value store ( e . g . , Apache ' s CassandraTM and / 
or Elasticsearch ) , where they can be accessed by the various 
front - end pieces of code . After being accessed , aggregates 
( or portions thereof ) can be displayed to a user . 
[ 0106 ] At step 870 flowchart 800 ends . 
[ 0107 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure have been 
described herein with reference to numerous specific details 
that can vary from implementation to implementation . Cer 
tain adaptations and modifications of the described embodi 
ments can be made . Other embodiments can be apparent to 
those skilled in the art from consideration of the specifica 
tion and practice of the embodiments disclosed herein . It is 
intended that the specification and examples be considered 
as exemplary only , with a true scope and spirit of the present 
disclosure being indicated by the following claims . It is also 
intended that the sequence of steps shown in figures are only 
for illustrative purposes and are not intended to be limited to 
any particular sequence of steps . As such , it is appreciated 
that these steps can be performed in a different order while 
implementing the exemplary methods or processes disclosed 
herein . 

producing the aggregate by running a query on a data 
structure storing a first set of data relating to interac 
tions performed by a plurality of entities ; 

creating a modified data structure based on the data 
structure , the modified data structure including a sec 
ond set of data relating to the interactions performed by 
the plurality of entities into the aggregate ; and 

based on the incremental updating of the aggregate , 
running the query on the modified data structure and 
modifying the user interface in at least near - real time to 
include at least some of the second set of data . 

2 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the data structure is 
stored in random access memory of a cluster computing 
framework configured to process data within the data struc 
ture in at least near real - time . 

3 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the first set of data is 
segmented by new customers and returning customers by 
determining whether a consuming entity identified in the 
first set of data or the second set of data has made multiple 
purchases within a predetermined amount of time . 

4 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the first set of data and 
the second set of data are segmented by local customers and 
non - local customers by comparing a home address of a 
consuming entity with the first set of data or the second set 
of data . 

5 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the second set of data 
corresponds to a consuming entity and at least one of a set 
of consuming entity categories , the consuming entity cat 
egories including at least one of identification , location , 
loyalty , credit card type , age , gender , income , children , 
product information , and service information . 

6 . The system of claim 1 , where the second set of data is 
used to determine a cohort and the modifying of the user 
interface includes updating a comparison of entities in the 
cohort . 

7 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the incremental updat 
ing of the aggregate includes running the query on the 
second set of data as it is acquired from a data stream after 
the producing of the aggregate . 

8 . A method comprising : 
performing operations for displaying an aggregate in at 

least near - real - time in a user interface , the facilitating 
including reducing an amount of processing time 
required to perform the displaying of the aggregate by 
incrementally updating the aggregate , the operations 
comprising : 

producing the aggregate by running a query on a data 
structure storing a first set of data relating to interac 
tions performed by a plurality of entities ; 

creating a modified data structure based on the data 
structure , the modified data structure including a sec 
ond set of data relating to the interactions performed by 
the plurality of entities into the aggregate ; and 

based on the incremental updating of the aggregate , 
running the query on the modified data structure and 
modifying the user interface in at least near - real time to 
include at least some of the second set of data . 

9 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the data structure is 
stored in random access memory of a cluster computing 
framework configured to process data within the data struc 
ture in at least near real - time . 

10 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the first set of data is 
segmented by new customers and returning customers by 
determining whether a consuming entity identified in the 

1 . A system comprising : 
one or more computer processors ; 
one or more computer memories ; 
a set of instructions incorporated into the one or more 
computer memories , the set of instructions configuring 
the one or more computer processors to perform opera 
tions for displaying an aggregate in at least near - real 
time in a user interface , the facilitating including reduc 
ing an amount of processing time required to perform 
the displaying of the aggregate by incrementally updat 
ing the aggregate , the operations comprising : 
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first set of data or the second set of data has made multiple 
purchases within a predetermined amount of time . 

11 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the first set of data and 
the second set of data are segmented by local customers and 
non - local customers by comparing a home address of a 
consuming entity with the first set of data or the second set 
of data . 

12 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the second set of data 
corresponds to a consuming entity and at least one of a set 
of consuming entity categories , the consuming entity cat 
egories including at least one of identification , location , 
loyalty , credit card type , age , gender , income , children , 
product information , and service information . 

13 . The method of claim 8 , where the second set of data 
is used to determine a cohort and the modifying of the user 
interface includes updating a comparison of entities in the 
cohort . 

14 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the incremental 
updating of the aggregate includes running the query on the 
second set of data as it is acquired from a data stream after 
the producing of the aggregate . 

15 . A non - transitory computer - readable medium storing a 
set of instructions that are executable by one or more 
processors of an apparatus to cause the apparatus to perform 
operations for displaying an aggregate in at least near - real 
time in a user interface , the facilitating including reducing an 
amount of processing time required to perform the display 
ing of the aggregate by incrementally updating the aggre 
gate , the operations comprising 

producing the aggregate by running a query on a data 
structure storing a first set of data relating to interac 
tions performed by a plurality of entities ; 

creating a modified data structure based on the data 
structure , the modified data structure including a sec 

ond set of data relating to the interactions performed by 
the plurality of entities into the aggregate ; and 

based on the incremental updating of the aggregate , 
running the query on the modified data structure and 
modifying the user interface in at least near - real time to 
include at least some of the second set of data . 

16 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 15 , wherein the data structure is stored in random 
access memory of a cluster computing framework config 
ured to process data within the data structure in at least near 
real - time . 

17 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 15 , wherein the first set of data is segmented by new 
customers and returning customers by determining whether 
a consuming entity identified in the first set of data or the 
second set of data has made multiple purchases within a 
predetermined amount of time . 

18 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 15 , wherein the first set of data and the second set of 
data are segmented by local customers and non - local cus 
tomers by comparing a home address of a consuming entity 
with the first set of data or the second set of data . 

19 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 15 , wherein the second set of data corresponds to a 
consuming entity and at least one of a set of consuming 
entity categories , the consuming entity categories including 
at least one of identification , location , loyalty , credit card 
type , age , gender , income , children , product information , 
and service information . 

20 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 15 , where the second set of data is used to determine 
a cohort and the modifying of the user interface includes 
updating a comparison of entities in the cohort . 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR 
COLLOCATION DETECTION 

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION 
[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U . S . Non 
Provisional application Ser . No . 15 / 357 , 635 , filed Nov . 21 , 
2016 , which is a continuation of U . S . Non - Provisional 
application Ser . No . 14 / 088 , 251 , filed on Nov . 22 , 2013 , the 
disclosures of which are hereby expressly incorporated 
herein by reference in their entirety . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0002 Intelligence and law enforcement agencies use 
various technologies to detect illegal or suspicious activity . 
The monitoring of electronic activity can assist these efforts . 
Given the vast amounts of collected electronic activity data , 
analyzing that data for potentially suspicious activities , such 
as meetings between suspect individuals , can be a time and 
resource consuming task . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0003 ] Reference will now be made to the accompanying 
drawings that illustrate exemplary embodiments of the pres 
ent disclosure . In the drawings : 
[ 0004 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary mobile 
network environment , consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure ; 
[ 0005 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary data 
fusion system , consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure ; 
[ 0006 FIG . 3 is a flowchart of an exemplary method for 
collocation detection , consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure ; 
[ 0007 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an exemplary map , consistent 
with embodiments of the present disclosure ; and 
[ 0008 ] FIG . 5 is a block diagram of an exemplary elec 
tronic device with which embodiments of the present dis 
closure can be implemented . 

ronment 100 . The number and arrangement of components 
in FIG . 1 are provided for purposes of illustration and can be 
adapted , modified , and / or rearranged . As shown in the 
exemplary embodiment of FIG . 1 , an area to be supplied 
with cellular ( radio ) service can be divided into shaped cells 
110 , which can be hexagonal ( as shown ) , square , circular , or 
have any other suitable shape . Cells 110 can vary in size and 
can be as small as 1 / 4 mile in diameter and as large as 90 
miles in diameter , for example , depending on population 
density , limitations of the terrain and / or the particular cel 
lular technology being employed , and other factors . 
[ 0012 ] Each cell 110 is registered to ( or covered by ) a cell 
tower 104 , sometimes referred to as a cell site or a base 
station . Cell tower 104 can communicate with and manage 
calls of one or more mobile devices 102 that are located 
within the boundaries of the cell or are close to the cell . Cell 
tower 104 can include one or more antennas 114 , transmit 
ters , receivers , digital signal processors ( DSPs ) , control 
electronics , GPS receivers , electrical power sources , and 
sheltering . Antennas 114 can include directional antennas 
and omnidirectional antennas . A directional antenna ( also 
referred to as a high - gain or beam antenna ) is an antenna that 
radiates greater power in one or more directions , thus 
covering a greater range in one or more directions , and a 
smaller range in other directions . In contrast , an omnidirec 
tional antenna radiates power uniformly in all directions in 
one plane , thus covering approximately the same range in all 
directions . Accordingly , cell tower 104 can be located at the 
center of its corresponding cell 110 if it includes one or more 
omnidirectional antennas , or it can be located at the corner 
of its corresponding cell 110 , if it includes one or more 
directional antennas . If cell tower 104 is located at the corner 
of cell 110 , the cell tower can communicate with mobile 
devices 104 located in more than one cell 110 ( e . g . , in each 
of the three adjacent cells 110 ) . 
[ 0013 ] . The working range of cell tower 104 , that is , the 
range within which mobile devices 102 can connect to it 
reliably , can be designed such as to cover at least the area of 
the cell ( or cells ) it is supposed to cover . Cell tower 104 can 
cover some additional area outside of its cell , allowing 
“ handing over ” of an ongoing call from one cell tower to 
another . The handover can be performed when the mobile 
phone is moving away from one cell tower 104 to another 
cell tower 104 ; that is , moving from one cell 110 into another 
cell 110 . Mobile network environment 100 can detect a 
handover situation , for example , by comparing the signal 
strength of the mobile device ' s transmissions at each of the 
two cell towers , and determining that the signal at one tower 
is becoming stronger as the signal at the other tower is 
becoming weaker . The handover can also be required when 
one cell tower is at or near its capacity for connecting new 
calls , in which case the call can be transferred to another cell 
tower , if the mobile device is located in an overlapped area 
and can reliably communicate with both of the cell towers . 
[ 0014 ] Cell tower 104 can support one or more digital 
communication standards ( e . g . , Global System for Mobile 
Communications ( GSM ) , General Packet Radio Service 
( GPRS ) , cdmaOne , CDMA2000 , Evolution - Data Optimized 
( EV - DO ) , Enhanced Data Rates for GSM Evolution 
( EDGE ) , Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 
( UMTS ) , Digital Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications 
( DECT ) , Digital AMPS ( IS - 136 / TDMA ) , and Integrated 
Digital Enhanced Network ( iDEN ) ) , Long Term Evolution 
( LTE ) , and / or analog communication standards ( e . g . , 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0009 ] Reference will now be made in detail to several 
exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure , including 
those illustrated in the accompanying drawings . Whenever 
possible , the same reference numbers will be used through 
out the drawings to refer to the same or like parts . 
[ 0010 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure generally 
relate to systems and methods of collocation detection . Such 
embodiments include systems and methods that are adapted 
to detect two or more electronic devices that were present at 
the same location ( e . g . , within a predefined vicinity of each 
other ) at the same time and for a predefined period of time . 
While several embodiments of the present disclosure are 
disclosed herein with reference to mobile electronic devices , 
such as mobile phones , smart phones , and satellite phones , 
it will be appreciated that embodiments of the present 
disclosure are not limited to such devices and may be 
adapted or applied to other types of electronic devices , such 
as tablets , Personal Digital Assistants ( PDAs ) , laptops , 
wearable computing devices , and navigation systems , as 
well as any systems into which such electronic devices are 
integrated , or to which such electronic devices are attached . 
[ 0011 ] Reference is first made to FIG . 1 , which illustrates , 
in block diagram form , an exemplary mobile network envi 
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Advanced Mobile Phone System ( AMPS ) ) . Cell tower 104 
can also support one or more different service providers 
( carriers ) , such as Verizon Wireless , AT & T Mobility , Sprint 
Corporation , T - Mobile , and the like . Each service provider 
can install its own antenna 114 or it can share antenna 114 
with one or more other service providers . Each service 
provider can be identified with a unique System Identifica 
tion Code ( SID ) . 
[ 0015 ] Mobile device 102 can be a cellular phone , a 
satellite phone , or any other electronic communication 
device whose geographic location can be ascertained . 
Mobile device 102 can communicate with cell towers 104 
and / or any other equipment containing antennas , such one or 
more space satellites . Mobile device 102 can include a 
Global Positioning System ( GPS ) module , which enables it 
to ascertain its geographic location and send information 
about its geographic location to other devices . 
[ 0016 ] Mobile network environment 100 can include one 
or more Mobile Switching Centers ( MSCs ) such as an MSC 
106 . MSC 106 can be connected to one or more cell towers 
104 and includes equipment for controlling the cell towers 
and for routing calls to and from mobile devices 102 
wirelessly connected to those cell towers . It is appreciated 
that the term “ calls ” can include voice calls , circuit switched 
data , text messages ( e . g . , via SMS ) multimedia messages 
( e . g . , via MMS ) , conference calls , FAX , and other types of 
communication data . It is further appreciated that the terms 
“ connected to , ” “ wirelessly connected to , " " communicating 
with , ” and similar terms , can be used interchangeably when 
referring to the exchange of wireless signals between mobile 
devices 102 and cell towers 104 . 
[ 00171 MSC 106 can also be connected to a Public 
Switched Telephone Network ( PSTN ) 108 , through which it 
can receive calls from , and send calls to other devices , such 
as mobile devices 102 ( including mobile devices 102 con 
nected to cell towers 104 that are connected to other MSCs 
( not shown ) , landline telephone sets ( not shown ) , or any 
other devices that can be connected to PSTN 108 either 
directly or via additional networks , such as the Internet ( not 
shown ) . 
[ 0018 ] MSC 106 can also communicate with a mobile 
location register 112 . In some embodiments , mobile location 
register 112 can include one or more local location registers , 
such as Visitor Location Registers ( VLRs ) that can be stored 
at MSCs such as MSC 106 , and one or more global location 
registers , such as Home Location Registers ( HLRs ) that can 
be stored remotely , where all the databases can be synchro 
nized periodically . Mobile location register 112 can include 
one or more location registers , and each location register can 
store information for one or more service providers . 
[ 0019 ] Mobile location register 112 can store information 
about one or more mobile devices 102 . For example , mobile 
location register 112 can store , for each mobile device 102 , 
its phone number , its device ID , such as the international 
mobile subscriber identity ( IMSI ) , the name of its sub 
scriber , a list of subscribed services and features , and the 
like . 
[ 0020 ] Mobile location register 112 can also receive from 
MSC 106 observation data for one or more mobile devices , 
describing the mobile devices ' geographical locations at 
various times . The observation data can include device 
information identifying the observed mobile device , location 
information identifying the location at which the mobile 
device was observed , and time information identifying the 

time at which it was observed . In some embodiments , 
observation data can be obtained by MSC 106 for any 
mobile device 102 connected to any cell tower 104 con 
trolled by and connected to MSC 106 . MSC 106 can obtain 
new observation data any time that the mobile device 
wirelessly communicates with any of the cell towers . It will 
be appreciated that observation data for each mobile device 
102 can be obtained not only when the mobile device 
participates in a call , but at any time that the mobile device 
sends a signal which is received by a cell tower , where the 
signal identifies the mobile device . Examples of such activ 
ity include text messaging and SMS relays , as well as other 
forms of data transmission or communications . 
[ 0021 ] Location information included in the observation 
data can include a unique “ tower ID ” of the cell tower to 
which the mobile device was connected at the time of the 
observation . Location information can also include the loca 
tion ( e . g . , the latitude - longitude coordinates ) of the cell 
tower . In some embodiments , instead of or in addition to the 
tower ID and / or tower location , location information can 
include the approximate location ( e . g . , in latitude - longitude 
coordinates ) of the mobile device itself , as ascertained or 
obtained by , for example , the mobile device using its GPS 
module . The approximate location can be obtained , for 
example , by using any suitable location - determination tech 
nique , such as triangulation . 
10022 ] . In addition to storing the most recently received 
observation data , mobile location register 112 can store past 
observation data for a mobile device . For example , mobile 
location register 112 can store all observation data that was 
obtained for that mobile device in the past hour , day , month , 
year , or any other predefined period of time . 
[ 0023 ] Mobile location register 112 can communicate and 
exchange data with a data fusion system 200 , either directly 
( through a wired or wireless connection ) or through a 
network ( not shown ) . The network can be the Internet , an 
intranet , a local area network , a wide area network , a campus 
area network , a metropolitan area network , an extranet , a 
private extranet , any set of two or more coupled devices , or 
a combination of any of these or other appropriate networks . 
0024 Data fusion system 200 can also communicate and 
exchange data with other location registers 116 . Other 
location registers 116 can store information about other 
objects whose geographic location can be ascertained , for 
example , through an integrated or externally attached GPS 
receiver coupled to a location transmitter , through triangu 
lation techniques , through intelligent collection devices such 
as license - plate readers or face - recognition cameras , or by 
using any other suitable devices and / or techniques . 
Examples of the other objects include automobiles with an 
integrated GPS unit , an externally attached GPS beacon , 
and / or a license plate readable by a license - plate reader ; an 
article of clothing , an accessory , or any other object with a 
GPS beacon integrated or attached thereto ; a person whose 
face can be recognized by a face - recognition camera , and so 
forth . 
[ 0025 ) Other location registers 116 can store observation 
data that can include object information identifying the 
observed object ( e . g . , a phone number , a license plate , a 
vehicle identification number ( VIN ) , a person ' s name , and 
the like ) ; location information identifying the location at 
which the object was observed ; and time information iden 
tifying the time at which the object was observed at that 
location . The location information can include the location 
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as 
( e . g . , the latitude - longitude coordinates ) of the observed 
object , the location of the observing station ( e . g . , of the 
license plate reader or of the face - recognition camera ) , 
and / or the observing station ' s unique identifier , based on 
which the observing station ' s location can be ascertained . 
[ 0026 ] FIG . 2 shows , in block diagram form , an exem 
plary data fusion system 200 , consistent with embodiments 
of the present disclosure . Among other things , system 200 
facilitates transformation of one or more data sources , such 
as data sources 230 , into an object model 260 , whose 
semantics are defined by an ontology 250 . The transforma 
tion can be performed for a variety of reasons . For example , 
a database administrator can wish to import data from data 
sources 230 into a database 270 for persistently storing 
object model 260 . As another example , a data presentation 
component ( not depicted ) can transform input data from data 
sources 230 “ on the fly ” into object model 260 . Object 
model 260 can then be utilized , in conjunction with ontology 
250 , for analysis through graphs and / or other data visual 
ization techniques . 
[ 0027 ] System 200 comprises a definition component 210 
and a translation component 220 , both implemented by one 
or more processors on one or more computing devices 
executing hardware and / or software - based logic for provid 
ing various functionality described herein . As will be appre 
ciated from the present disclosure , system 200 can comprise 
fewer or additional components that provide various func 
tionalities described herein . Such components are , for clar 
ity , omitted from FIG . 2 . Moreover , the component ( s ) of 
system 200 responsible for providing various functionalities 
can further vary from embodiment to embodiment . 
[ 0028 ] Definition component 210 generates and / or modi 
fies ontology 250 and a schema map 240 . Exemplary 
embodiments for defining an ontology ( such as ontology 
250 ) are described in U . S . Pat . No . 7 , 962 , 495 ( the ' 495 
Patent ) , issued Jun . 14 , 2011 , the entire contents of which 
are expressly incorporated herein by reference . Among other 
things , the ' 495 patent describes embodiments that define a 
dynamic ontology for use in creating data in a database . For 
creating a database ontology , one or more object types are 
created where each object type can include one or more 
properties . The attributes of object types or property types of 
the ontology can be edited or modified at any time . And for 
each property type , at least one parser definition is created . 
The attributes of a parser definition can be edited or modified 
at any time . 
[ 0029 ] In some embodiments , each property type is 
declared to be representative of one or more object types . A 
property type is representative of an object type when the 
property type is intuitively associated with the object type . 
For example , a property type of “ Social Security Number " 
may be representative of an object type “ Person ” but not 
representative of an object type “ Business . ” 
( 0030 ] In some embodiments , each property type has one 
or more components and a base type . In some embodiments , 
a property type may comprise a string , a date , a number , or 
a composite type consisting of two or more string , date , or 
number elements . Thus , property types are extensible and 
can represent complex data structures . Further , a parser 
definition can reference a component of a complex property 
type as a unit or token . 
[ 0031 ] An example of a property having multiple compo 
nents is a Name property having a Last Name component 
and a First Name component . An example of raw input data 

is “ Smith , Jane . ” An example parser definition specifies an 
association of imported input data to object property com 
ponents as follows : { LAST _ NAME } , { FIRST _ 
NAME } > Name : Last , Name : First . In some embodiments , 
the association { LAST _ NAME } , { FIRST _ NAME } is 
defined in a parser definition using regular expression sym 
bology . The association { LAST _ NAME } , { FIRST _ 
NAME } indicates that a last name string followed by a first 
name string comprises valid input data for a property of type 
Name . In contrast , input data of “ Smith Jane ” would not be 
valid for the specified parser definition , but a user could 
create a second parser definition that does match input data 
of " Smith Jane . " The definition Name : Last , Name : First 
specifies that matching input data values map to components 
named “ Last ” and “ First ” of the Name property . 
[ 0032 ] As a result , parsing the input data using the parser 
definition results in assigning the value “ Smith ” to the 
Name : Last component of the Name property , and the value 
“ Jane ” to the Name : First component of the Name property . 
[ 0033 ] Referring to FIG . 2 , schema map 240 can define 
how various elements of schemas 235 for data sources 230 
map to various elements of ontology 250 . Definition com 
ponent 210 receives , calculates , extracts , or otherwise iden 
tifies schemas 235 for data sources 230 . Schemas 235 define 
the structure of data sources 230 - for example , the names 
and other characteristics of tables , files , columns , fields , 
properties , and so forth . Definition component 210 further 
more optionally identifies sample data 236 from data sources 
230 . Definition component 210 can further identify object 
type , relationship , and property definitions from ontology 
250 , if any already exist . Definition component 210 can 
further identify pre - existing mappings from schema map 
240 , if such mappings exist . 
[ 0034 ] Based on the identified information , definition 
component 210 can generate a graphical interface 215 . 
Graphical interface 215 can be presented to users of a 
computing device via any suitable output mechanism ( e . g . , 
a display screen , an image projection , etc . ) , and can further 
accept input from users of the computing device via any 
suitable input mechanism ( e . g . , a keyboard , a mouse , a touch 
screen interface ) . Graphical interface 215 features a visual 
workspace that visually depicts representations of the ele 
ments of ontology 250 for which mappings are defined in 
schema map 240 . Graphical interface 215 also includes 
controls for adding new elements to schema map 240 and / or 
ontology 250 , including objects , properties of objects , and 
relationships , via the visual workspace . After elements of 
ontology 250 are represented in the visual workspace , 
graphical interface 215 can further provide controls in 
association with the representations that allow for modifying 
the elements of ontology 250 and identifying how the 
elements of ontology 250 correspond to elements of sche 
mas 235 . Optionally , the graphical interface 215 can further 
utilize sample data 236 to provide the user with a preview of 
object model 260 as the user defines schema map 240 . In 
response to the input via the various controls of graphical 
interface 215 , definition component 210 can generate and / or 
modify ontology 250 and schema map 240 . 
[ 0035 ] In some embodiments , graphical interface 215 can 
provide an interface providing a user with the ability to add 
structure to an unstructured document stored in data sources 
230 by tagging one or more portions ( e . g . , text ) within the 
document . Defining tags and applying these tags to a portion 
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of the document can create object , properties , or links 
creating a relationship between one or more objects and / or 
properties . 
[ 0036 ] Transformation component 220 can be invoked 
after schema map 240 and ontology 250 have been defined 
or redefined . Transformation component 220 identifies 
schema map 240 and ontology 250 . Transformation com 
ponent 220 further reads data sources 230 and identifies 
schemas 235 for data sources 230 . For each element of 
ontology 250 described in schema map 240 , transformation 
component 220 iterates through some or all of the data items 
of data sources 230 , generating elements of object model 
260 in the manner specified by schema map 240 . In some 
embodiments , transformation component 220 can store a 
representation of each generated element of object model 
260 in a database 270 . In some embodiments , transformation 
component 220 is further configured to synchronize changes 
in object model 260 back to data sources 230 . 
[ 0037 ] Data sources 230 can be one or more sources of 
data , including , without limitation , spreadsheet files , data 
bases , email folders , document collections , media collec 
tions , contact directories , and so forth . Data sources 230 can 
include structured data ( e . g . , a database , a . csv file , or any 
tab delimited or fixed - width file ) , semi - structured data ( e . g . , 
an email , an email server , or forms such as a suspicious 
activity report or currency transaction report ) , or unstruc 
tured data ( e . g . , encoded files such as PDF , sound , and image 
files ) . Data sources 230 can include data structures stored 
persistently in non - volatile memory . Data sources 230 can 
also or alternatively include temporary data structures gen 
erated from underlying data sources via data extraction 
components , such as a result set returned from a database 
server executing a database query . Data sources 230 can 
include or be synchronized with external data sources , such 
as one or more mobile location registers 112 and / or other 
location registers 116 . 
[ 0038 ] Schema map 240 , ontology 250 , and schemas 235 
can be stored in any suitable data structure ( s ) , such as XML 
files , database tables , and so forth . In some embodiments , 
ontology 250 is maintained persistently . Schema map 240 
can or cannot be maintained persistently , depending on 
whether the transformation process is perpetual or a one 
time event . Schemas 235 need not be maintained in persis 
tent memory , but can be cached for optimization . 
[ 0039 ] Object model 260 comprises collections of ele 
ments such as typed objects , properties , and relationships . 
The collections can be structured in any suitable manner . In 
some embodiments , a database 270 stores the elements of 
object model 260 , or representations thereof . In some 
embodiments , the elements of object model 260 are stored 
within database 270 in a different underlying format , such as 
in a series of object , property , and relationship tables in a 
relational database . 
[ 0040 ] As discussed above , system 200 can receive , from 
mobile location register 112 or other location registers 116 , 
observation data describing the geographical locations of 
mobile devices 102 and / or other objects ( hereinafter referred 
collectively as “ objects ” ) at various time . Observation data 
can be described as comprising one or more observation 
entries , or " observations , " each observation corresponding 
to a particular time and location at which a particular object 
has been observed . 
[ 0041 ] Observation data can then be stored in data sources 
230 and transformed into object model 260 , in accordance 

with the methods described above . The amount of stored 
observation data can be unlimited or it can be limited to 
observations that have occurred within the most recent 
predefined period of time , for example , within the last day , 
week , month , etc . , in which case older observation entries 
can be removed from system 200 to save memory space . 
[ 0042 ] Referring now to FIG . 3 , a flowchart representing 
an exemplary method 300 for collocation detection is pre 
sented . Method 300 can be performed by one or more 
electronic devices , such as one or more electronic devices 
comprising or having access to fusion system 200 . While 
method 300 and the other following embodiments described 
herein can be performed by multiple electronic devices , for 
purposes of simplicity and without limitation , these embodi 
ments will be explained with respect to a single electronic 
device . While the flowchart discloses the following steps in 
a particular order , it will be appreciated that at least some of 
the steps can be moved , modified , or deleted where appro 
priate , consistent with the teachings of the present disclo 
sure . 
[ 0043 ] At step 310 , the electronic device receives a list of 
one or more target objects ( e . g . , mobile devices 102 , a car , 
a person , or any other object whose geographic location can 
be ascertained , as discussed above ) . The list can be received , 
for example , from a user through graphic interface 215 . 
Each object in the list can be identified by a device ID , a 
phone number , a license plate number , a person ' s name , or 
any other information uniquely identifying the object . In 
some embodiments , step 310 can be omitted , in which case 
the electronic device can consider as target objects all 
objects for which observation data is available . 
[ 0044 ] At step 320 , the electronic device obtains ( e . g . , 
from data fusion system 200 ) observation data for the target 
objects . The electronic device can obtain all observation data 
available for the target objects , or only observation data 
whose time information falls within a predefined period of 
time ( e . g . , within the last 24 hours ) . 
[ 0045 ] In some embodiments , after obtaining the obser 
vation data , the electronic device can preprocess the obser 
vation data . Preprocessing can include removing redundant 
observations observations that occurred around the same 
location and around the same time . For example , if there are 
two or more observations of the target object at the same 
location ( e . g . , the same tower ID ) and within the same 
predefined period of time ( e . g . , within 5 minutes of each 
other ) , the electronic device can remove all but one of these 
observations , such that the removed observations are not 
considered in the following steps . The electronic device can 
also modify the time information of the one remaining 
observation to reflect the average time of the two or more 
observations . Removing redundant observations can 
improve performance and memory requirements of method 
300 . 
[ 0046 ] At step 330 , if the obtained observation data is not 
stored in a chronological order , the electronic device can sort 
the observation data in a chronological order , for example , 
from the oldest observation to the most recent observation , 
or vice versa . 
[ 0047 ] At step 340 , the electronic device begins process 
ing the observation data , observation by observation , start 
ing with the oldest observation among the observations 
obtained at step 320 . 
[ 0048 ] At step 350 , the electronic device projects the 
observation on a map . In some embodiments , the map can be 
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represented by any data structure ( e . g . , an array , a linked list , 
a search tree , a hash table , or any combination thereof ) that 
represents objects ' geographical locations , i . e . , the objects 
2D or 3D spatial coordinates . The map can be stored in a 
volatile memory or in a non - volatile ( persistent ) memory . To 
save memory space , the map can store only those locations 
to which at least one object is being projected . In some 
embodiments , the map can comprise ( or be divided into a 
plurality of grid units , each grid unit representing a non 
overlapping geographic area of a predefined shape and a 
predefined size . For example , each grid unit can correspond 
to a 30 ftx30 ft square geographical area . Other shapes for 
the grid units include rectangles , triangles , or any other 
regular or irregular shapes . In some embodiments , all grid 
units can have the same shape and size , while in other 
embodiments , grid units can vary by shape and size , depend 
ing , for example , on a population density of the correspond 
ing geographical area . FIG . 4 illustrates an exemplary map 
400 having square grid units 410 , in accordance with some 
embodiments . Exemplary map 400 is described in more 
detail below . 
[ 0049 ] Referring back to step 350 , the electronic device 
projects the observation onto the map based on the obser 
vation ' s location information . As discussed above , the loca 
tion information can include any combination of the follow 
ing : observed object ' s location , location of the observing 
station ( e . g . , location of the license plate reader or the 
face - recognition camera ) , observing station ' s unique iden 
tifier , based on which the observing station ’ s location can be 
ascertained , and any other types of information indicating 
the object ' s approximate location at the time of the obser 
vation . In some embodiments , if the location information 
does not include the location of the object or the location of 
the observing station , but includes the observing station ' s 
unique identifier , the electronic device can retrieve the 
observing station ' s location based on the unique identifier by 
accessing an internal or remote database storing information 
on one or more observing stations . 
0050 ] Still referring to step 350 , in some embodiments , 

the electronic device determines , based on the observation ' s 
location information , an area on the map that corresponds to 
a geographical area where the observed object was poten 
tially present at the time of the observation . The area can be 
represented by one or more grid units on the map . Thus , for 
example , the electronic device can determine , at step 350 , 
one or more grid units based on the observation ' s location 
information . Different types of location information can be 
associated with different accuracy levels . For example , if the 
location information comprises the latitude / longitude of the 
observed object ( obtained , for example , via a GPS module 
coupled to the observed object ) , the accuracy level can be 
high ( e . g . , 100 - feet accuracy or higher ) . However , the level 
of accuracy can be lower when the location information does 
not comprise the latitude / longitude location of the observed 
object , and only comprises , for example , the latitude / longi 
tude location or the unique identifier of the observing 
station . 
[ 0051 ] Accordingly , in some embodiments , the number of 
grid units determined by the electronic device to correspond 
to geographical areas where the observed object could have 
been present at the time of the observation can be in inverse 
relationship to the accuracy level of the location informa 
tion . In other words , the number of grid units can be higher 
when the accuracy is lower , and vice versa . For example , if 

only the location of the observing station ( e . g . , cell tower ) is 
known or can be ascertained via its unique identifier , the 
electronic device can determine that 9 grid units closest to 
the observing station ' s location correspond to geographical 
areas where the observed object could have been present at 
the time of the observation . However , if the latitude / longi 
tude location of the object itself is known , the electronic 
device can determine , for example , that only a small number 
( e . g . , 1 , 2 , 3 , or 4 ) of grid units closest to the latitude ! 
longitude location correspond to geographical areas where 
the observed object could have been present at the time of 
the observation . 
10052 ] . In some embodiments , if the grid units are deter 
mined based on the location of the observing station and not 
the location of the object , the number of grid units and their 
positions relative to the location of the observing station can 
be determined by the electronic device based on one or more 
parameters of the observing station . The parameters can be 
obtained , for example , by accessing a database storing 
information about observing stations . The parameters can 
include the type of the observing station , the power and 
orientation ( i . e . , azimuth and / or directionality ) of its antenna 
( s ) , it ' s topographical location , and so forth . The type of 
observing station can indicate whether the station is a cell 
tower , a license - plate reader , a face - recognition camera , etc . 
The type of observing station can further indicate additional 
characteristics , such as the type of equipment used by the 
station , the standards and communication protocols 
employed by it , and the like . 
[ 0053 ] In some embodiments , because powerful observing 
stations can observe ( communicate with or receive signals 
from ) objects that are farther away , the number of deter 
mined grid units can be in direct relationship to the power of 
the observing station , that is , the number can be higher when 
the power is high and lower when the power is low . Also , if 
the observing station includes a directional antenna oriented 
toward a particular direction , the observing station can 
observe farther objects located in that direction , but only 
closer objects located in other directions . Accordingly , the 
number of determined grid units can be higher in a direction 
toward which the directional antenna is oriented , and lower 
( or zero ) in other directions . In some embodiments , the 
electronic device can obtain ( e . g . , from a database ) the exact 
geographic coverage area of the observing station , in which 
case the number and the location of the grid units can be 
determined such as to match the geographic coverage area . 
[ 0054 To illustrate , exemplary map 400 in FIG . 4 depicts 
cell towers 104a , 104b , and 104c . In this example , 104a is 
a cell tower comprising a low - power directional antenna , 
oriented toward east ; 104b is a cell tower comprising a 
low - power omni - directional antenna ; and 104c is a cell 
tower comprising a high - power omni - directional antenna . 
Accordingly , in this example , 8 and 9 grid units ( indicated 
in grey ) can be determined for each of cell tower 104a and 
cell tower 104b , respectively , and 16 grid units ( indicated in 
grey ) can be determined for cell tower 104c , which may be 
approximately proportional to the power levels of the anten 
nas . Furthermore , because cell towers 104 and 104c 
include omni - directional antennas , the grid units determined 
for these cell towers are located roughly uniformly around 
the location of the cell tower , approximating the shape of a 
square or a circle . Furthermore , because cell tower 104a 
includes a directional antenna oriented eastward , the grid 
units determined for this cell tower are located mostly to the 
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east of the location of the cell tower , in some embodiments 
approximating the shape of an ellipse . Map 400 also depicts 
an object 420 ( e . g . , a car ) , for whom only 4 grid units , 
positioned roughly uniformly around the known latitude / 
longitude location of object 420 , were determined . 
[ 0055 ] Referring back to step 350 , in some embodiments , 
after determining the number and the positions of the grid 
units corresponding to geographical areas where the 
observed object could have been present at the time of the 
observation , electronic device can store , in association with 
these grid units , the object information and the time infor 
mation of the observation . That is , the electronic device can 
update the map to indicate , for each of the determined grid 
units , which object was potentially present at that location 
and when it was potentially present . In addition , the elec 
tronic device can check the map and determine whether the 
observed object was previously indicated to be at other grid 
units ( e . g . , based on previously processed observations ) . If 
so , the electronic device can remove those previous indica 
tions from the map . Thus , at each point in time , the map can 
represent only the last processed observation of a particular 
object . Each grid unit can indicate one or more objects 
observed at that grid unit and one or more times at which 
these objects were observed . 
[ 0056 ] To illustrate , exemplary map 400 in FIG . 4 reflects 
the following observations : an object ( e . g . , mobile device 
102 ) having device ID = 2 was observed by cell tower 104a ; 
an object ( e . g . , mobile device 102 ) having device ID = 5 was 
observed by cell tower 104b ; an object ( e . g . , mobile device 
102 ) having device ID = 7 was observed by cell tower 104c ; 
and object ( e . g . , a car ) having device ID = 3 was observed by 
some other means , for example , by a license - plate reader or 
by a GPS beacon attached to the car . Because one grid unit 
( indicated in dark grey ) was determined by the electronic 
device to correspond to geographical area where both device 
having ID = 5 and ID = 7 were likely present , that grid unit 
reflects both of these device IDs . For brevity , timing infor 
mation associated with each observation is omitted from 
FIG . 4 . 
[ 0057 ] As discussed above , when the electronic device 
processes a more recent observation of an object , the elec 
tronic device will update the map to reflect the new location 
of the object by removing from the map any old location 
information associated with this object . In addition , in some 
embodiments , the electronic device will remove location 
information for any objects for whom no observation data 
has been obtained for longer than a predefined period of time 
( e . g . , 1 hour ) . This is because when the object ' s location 
cannot be ascertained for longer than a predefined period of 
time , it can no longer be assumed to be located at its last 
location . Such removal of expired location information can 
be performed by the electronic device periodically , for 
example , each time the electronic device processes a new 
observation , and can be performed at step 350 , or as a 
separate step before or after step 350 ( not shown ) . 
[ 0058 ] At step 360 , the electronic device identifies poten 
tial collocations , referred to as “ meetings , " between the 
object associated with the currently processed observation 
and other objects . In some embodiments , the electronic 
device does this by identifying overlap ( s ) between the 
projected area of the currently processed observation and 
projected areas of observations of other objects . For 
example , the electronic device can determine that there was 
a potential meeting between the objects if there is any 

overlap between the projected areas for their respective 
observations . As another example , the electronic device can 
establish the size of the overlapping area and determine that 
there was a potential meeting only if the overlapping area is 
larger than a predefined threshold size . 
[ 0059 ] In some embodiments , the electronic device can 
identify an overlap by determining whether any of the grid 
units determined at step 350 is already associated with one 
or more other objects ; that is , whether there were other ( e . g . , 
previously processed ) observations of other objects at the 
same grid units . If at least one grid unit indicates that one or 
more other objects , in addition to the object of the currently 
processed observation , were observed at the grid unit at one 
or more other times , the electronic device can establish that 
the currently processed object potentially “ met " with those 
objects , that is , that there is a good possibility that the 
individuals associated with the objects ( e . g . , travelling with 
the objects ) were in the vicinity of each other , which can 
indicate that they met in person . 
[ 0060 ] In some embodiments , in order to establish that 
two or more objects potentially " met , " the electronic device 
determines whether at least a predefined number of grid 
units ( e . g . , 1 , 3 , 6 ) are associated with the those objects . 

[ 0061 ] In some embodiments , in addition to determining 
that one or more objects were observed at the same grid 
unit ( s ) , the electronic device further considers the time 
information of the observations . For example , after estab 
lishing a potential meeting between two or more objects , as 
discussed above , the electronic device can further determine 
whether the two or more objects were present at the same 
grid unit ( s ) for a predefined period of time ( e . g . , 30 minutes ) . 
In some embodiments , the electronic device can store a list 
of ongoing “ meetings , ” storing for each meeting its location 
( e . g . , unit grid ( s ) ) , information about two or more objects 
participating in the meeting , the starting time at which the 
two or more objects were first observed at that location , and 
any other relevant information . The electronic device can 
update the meeting information any time one of the two or 
more objects is removed from that location ( either because 
it moved to a different location or because it was not 
observed for a predefined period of time , as described 
above ) , or when a new object joins the meeting . Based on 
the information for each meeting , the electronic device can 
determine the starting time of the meeting ( e . g . , when at 
least two objects first appeared at that location ) and the 
ending time of the meeting ( e . g . , the time at which one or 
more objects were removed from that location causing the 
location to have less than two objects ) . 
[ 0062 ] In some embodiments , the electronic device can 
display information about each of the potential meetings to 
the user ( e . g . , via graphical interface 215 ) . In some embodi 
ments , the electronic device can display information only 
about potential meetings that meet certain predefined crite 
ria . For example , the electronic device can display informa 
tion only for those meetings that lasted longer than a 
predefined period of time ( e . g . , 30 minutes ) , included more 
than a predetermined number of participants ( objects ) , 
occurred at specific hours of the day or days of the week , at 
a specific geographical region , or any combination of these 
or other criteria . The potential meeting information can 
include , for example , identification information of each of 
the objects , the times at which each object was observed , and 
the grid units at which each object was observed . 
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[ 0063 ] At step 370 , the electronic device determines 
whether there are additional observations to process . If so , 
the electronic device proceeds , at step 380 , to the next 
observation in chronological order , and then proceeds to step 
350 to project that observation on the map , as described 
above . If there are no more observations , the method ends . 
[ 0064 ] As discussed above , some steps of exemplary 
method 300 can be omitted , reordered , modified , or added . 
For example , depending on the data structure storing the 
obtained observation data , step 320 may be omitted and the 
observation data may not need to be sorted chronologically , 
if the data structure allows for a chronological access to an 
unsorted data . As another example , instead of identifying 
and reporting potential meetings at step 360 after each 
observation is projected at step 350 , the electronic device 
can first project all the observations onto the map so that the 
map reflects all observation data at once , and then apply any 
suitable algorithm that , based on the projected observation 
data , determines and reports one or more meetings , each 
meeting comprising information about two or more objects 
that were located at the same location , at the same time , and 
for at least a predefined period of time . 
[ 0065 ] According to some embodiments , the operations , 
techniques , and / or components described herein can be 
implemented by the electronic device , which can include 
one or more special - purpose computing devices . The spe 
cial - purpose computing devices can be hard - wired to per 
form the operations , techniques , and / or components 
described herein , or can include digital electronic devices 
such as one or more application - specific integrated circuits 
( ASICs ) or field programmable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are 
persistently programmed to perform the operations , tech 
niques and / or components described herein , or can include 
one or more general purpose hardware processors pro 
grammed to perform such features of the present disclosure 
pursuant to program instructions in firmware , memory , other 
storage , or a combination . Such special - purpose computing 
devices can also combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICS , 
or FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the 
technique and other features of the present disclosure . The 
special - purpose computing devices can be desktop computer 
systems , portable computer systems , handheld devices , net 
working devices , or any other device that incorporates 
hard - wired and / or program logic to implement the tech 
niques and other features of the present disclosure . 
[ 0066 ] The one or more special - purpose computing 
devices can be generally controlled and coordinated by 
operating system software , such as iOS , Android , Black 
berry , Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 
7 , Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , 
SunOS , Solaris , VxWorks , or other compatible operating 
systems . In other embodiments , the computing device can be 
controlled by a proprietary operating system . Conventional 
operating systems control and schedule computer processes 
for execution , perform memory management , provide file 
system , networking , I / O services , and provide a user inter 
face functionality , such as a graphical user interface 
( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0067 ] By way of example , FIG . 5 is a block diagram that 
illustrates an implementation of electronic device 500 , 
which , as described above , can comprise one or more 
electronic devices . Electronic device 500 includes a bus 502 
or other communication mechanism for communicating 
information , and one or more hardware processors 504 , 

coupled with bus 502 for processing information . One or 
more hardware processors 504 can be , for example , one or 
more general purpose microprocessors . 
10068 ] Electronic device 500 also includes a main memory 
506 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other 
dynamic storage device , coupled to bus 502 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 
504 . Main memory 506 also can be used for storing tem 
porary variables or other intermediate information during 
execution of instructions to be executed by processor 504 . 
Such instructions , when stored in non - transitory storage 
media accessible to one or more processors 504 , render 
electronic device 500 into a special - purpose machine that is 
customized to perform the operations specified in the 
instructions . 
100691 Electronic device 500 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 508 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 502 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 504 . A storage device 510 , such as a magnetic 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc . , is 
provided and coupled to bus 502 for storing information and 
instructions . 
[ 0070 ] Electronic device 500 can be coupled via bus 502 
to a display 512 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , an LCD 
display , or a touchscreen , for displaying information to a 
computer user . An input device 514 , including alphanumeric 
and other keys , is coupled to bus 502 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 504 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 516 , such 
as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
municating direction information and command selections 
to processor 504 and for controlling cursor movement on 
display 512 . The input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , x ) and a 
second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device to 
specify positions in a plane . In some embodiments , the same 
direction information and command selections as cursor 
control may be implemented via receiving touches on a 
touch screen without a cursor . 
10071 ] Electronic device 500 can include a user interface 
module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a mass 
storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the one or more computing devices . This and 
other modules may include , by way of example , compo 
nents , such as software components , object - oriented soft 
ware components , class components and task components , 
processes , functions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , 
segments of program code , drivers , firmware , microcode , 
circuitry , data , databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and 
variables 
[ 0072 ] In general , the word " module , " as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , Lua , C or C + + . A software module can be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
a dynamic link library , or written in an interpreted program 
ming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , or 
Python . It will be appreciated that software modules can be 
callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or can 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices can be provided on a computer readable medium , 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
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magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
download ( and can be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation , decompression , 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code can be 
stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the execut 
ing computing device , for execution by the computing 
device . Software instructions can be embedded in firmware , 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules can be comprised of connected logic 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or can be comprised 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
modules , but can be represented in hardware or firmware . 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that may be combined with other modules or 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
or storage . 
[ 0073 ] Electronic device 500 can implement the tech 
niques and other features described herein using customized 
hard - wired logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware 
and / or program logic which in combination with the elec 
tronic device causes or programs electronic device 500 to be 
a special - purpose machine . According to some embodi 
ments , the techniques and other features described herein are 
performed by electronic device 500 in response to one or 
more processors 504 executing one or more sequences of 
one or more instructions contained in main memory 506 . 
Such instructions can be read into main memory 506 from 
another storage medium , such as storage device 510 . Execu 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 506 causes processor 504 to perform the process 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard 
wired circuitry can be used in place of or in combination 
with software instructions . 
[ 0074 ] The term “ non - transitory media ” as used herein 
refers to any media storing data and / or instructions that 
cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion . Such 
non - transitory media can comprise non - volatile media and / 
or volatile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , 
optical or magnetic disks , such as storage device 510 . 
Volatile media includes dynamic memory , such as main 
memory 506 . Common forms of non - transitory media 
include , for example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , 
solid state drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data 
storage medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage 
medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a 
RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , 
NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge , and net 
worked versions of the same . 
[ 0075 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from , but can be 
used in conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between stor 
age media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 502 . Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0076 ] Various forms of media can be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 504 for execution . For example , the instructions 
can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive 
of a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 

instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local 
to electronic device 500 can receive the data on the tele 
phone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 502 . Bus 502 carries the 
data to main memory 506 , from which processor 504 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 506 can optionally be stored on 
storage device 510 either before or after execution by 
processor 504 . 
[ 0077 ) Electronic device 500 also includes a communica 
tion interface 518 coupled to bus 502 . Communication 
interface 518 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 520 that is connected to a local 
network 522 . For example , communication interface 518 
can be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 
518 can be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a data 
communication connection to a compatible LAN . Wireless 
links can also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
communication interface 518 sends and receives electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0078 ] Network link 520 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , network link 520 can provide a connection 
through local network 522 to a host computer 524 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
526 . ISP 526 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 528 . Local 
network 522 and Internet 528 both use electrical , electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
network link 520 and through communication interface 518 , 
which carry the digital data to and from electronic device 
500 , are example forms of transmission media . 
[ 0079 ] Electronic device 500 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 520 and communication interface 518 . In 
the Internet example , a server 530 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
528 , ISP 526 , local network 522 and communication inter 
face 518 . The received code can be executed by processor 
504 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 510 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0080 ) Embodiments of the present disclosure have been 
described herein with reference to numerous specific details 
that can vary from implementation to implementation . Cer 
tain adaptations and modifications of the described embodi 
ments can be made . Other embodiments can be apparent to 
those skilled in the art from consideration of the specifica 
tion and practice of the invention disclosed herein . It is 
intended that the specification and examples be considered 
as exemplary only , with a true scope and spirit of the present 
disclosure being indicated by the following claims . It is also 
intended that the sequence of steps shown in figures are only 
for illustrative purposes and are not intended to be limited to 
any particular sequence of steps . As such , those skilled in the 
art can appreciate that these steps can be performed in a 
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different order while implementing the exemplary methods 
or processes disclosed herein . 
What is claimed is : 
1 . An electronic device comprising : 
one or more non - transitory computer - readable storage 
media that store instructions ; and 

one or more processors that execute the instructions to : 
obtain a first observation location and a first geographic 

area associated with the first observation location ; 
obtain a first observation time associated with the first 

observation location and a first object , wherein the 
first observation time indicates a time when the first 
object was within the first geographic area ; 

obtain a second observation location and a second 
geographic area associated with the second observa 
tion location ; 

obtain a second observation time associated with the 
second observation location and a second object , 
wherein the second observation time indicates a time 
when the second object was within the second geo 
graphic area ; and 

determine an overlapping geographic area comprising 
an intersection of the first geographic area and the 
second geographic area . 

2 . The device of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
processors further execute the instructions to : 

determine an association between the first observation 
time and the second observation time . 

3 . The device of claim 1 , wherein the first observation 
time and second observation time are within predefined time 
periods . 

4 . The device of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
processors further execute the instructions to : 

obtain first observation data including observation loca 
tion information and observation time information 
associated with the first object ; 

store the first observation data ; and 
determine one or more groups of redundant observation 

data from the stored first observation data , wherein 
each group of the redundant observation data comprises 
two or more observations that are associated with 
matching geographic locations within a particular time 
threshold . 

5 . The device of claim 4 , wherein the one or more 
processors further execute the instructions to : 
modify the stored first observation data to remove one 

group of the redundant observation data and replace the 
group of the redundant observation data with a repre 
sentative data item comprising the matching geo 
graphic location and the average of the time of the 
observations within the group of the redundant obser 
vation data . 

6 . The device of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
processors further execute the instructions to : 

determine whether a meeting occurred between the first 
object and the second object . 

7 . The device of claim 6 , wherein the one or more 
processors further execute the instructions to : 

determine a meeting length based at least partly on the 
first observation time and the second observation time . 

8 . The device of claim 6 , wherein the one or more 
processors further execute the instructions to : 

store the determined meeting in a list , the list comprising 
information related to the location two objects are 

detected in within a particular time threshold , the two 
objects associated with the meeting , starting time based 
at least in part on when the two objects were first 
observed at that location , and ending time based at least 
in part on when the two objects were observed leaving 
that location . 

9 . The device of claim 7 , wherein the one or more 
processors further execute the instructions to : 

update the list upon the joining of a third object based at 
least in part on determining that the third object enters 
the geographic region of the first object and the second 
object after the detected start time of the determined 
meeting and before an ending time has been detected . 

10 . A method performed by at least one electronic device 
comprising one or more processors , the method comprising : 

obtaining a first observation location and a first geo 
graphic area associated with the first observation loca 
tion ; 

obtaining a first observation time associated with the first 
observation location and a first object , wherein the first 
observation time indicates a time when the first object 
was within the first geographic area ; 

obtaining a second observation location and a second 
geographic area associated with the second observation 
location ; 

obtaining a second observation time associated with the 
second observation location and a second object , 
wherein the second observation time indicates a time 
when the second object was within the second geo 
graphic area ; and 

determining an overlapping geographic area comprising 
an intersection of the first geographic area and the 
second geographic area . 

11 . The method of claim 10 further comprising : 
determining an association between the first observation 

time and the second observation time . 
12 . The method of claim 10 , wherein the first observation 

time and second observation time are within predefined time 
periods . 

13 . The method of claim 10 further comprising : 
obtaining first observation data including observation 

location information and 
observation time information associated with the first 

object ; 
storing the first observation data ; and 
determining one or more groups of redundant observation 

data from the stored first observation data , wherein 
each group of the redundant observation data comprises 
two or more observations that are associated with 
matching geographic locations within a particular time 
threshold . 

14 . The method of claim 13 further comprising : 
modifying the stored first observation data to remove one 

group of the redundant observation data and replace the 
group of the redundant observation data with a repre 
sentative data item comprising the matching geo 
graphic location and the average of the time of the 
observations within the group of the redundant obser 
vation data . 

15 . The method of claim 10 further comprising : 
determining whether a meeting occurred between the first 

object and the second object . 
16 . A non - transitory computer - readable medium storing a 

set of instructions that are executable by one or more 
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processors to cause the one or more processors perform a 
method , the method comprising : 

obtaining a first observation location and a first geo 
graphic area associated with the first observation loca 
tion ; 

obtaining a first observation time associated with the first 
observation location and a first object , wherein the first 
observation time indicates a time when the first object 
was within the first geographic area ; 

obtaining a second observation location and a second 
geographic area associated with the second observation 
location ; 

obtaining a second observation time associated with the 
second observation location and a second object , 
wherein the second observation time indicates a time 
when the second object was within the second geo 
graphic area ; and 

determining an overlapping geographic area comprising 
an intersection of the first geographic area and the 
second geographic area . 

17 . The computer - readable medium of claim 16 , wherein 
the method further comprises : 

determining an association between the first observation 
time and the second observation time . 

18 . The computer - readable medium of claim 16 , wherein 
the first observation time and second observation time are 
within predefined time periods . 

19 . The computer - readable medium of claim 16 , wherein 
the method further comprises : 

obtaining first observation data including observation 
location information and 

observation time information associated with the first 
object ; 

storing the first observation data ; and 
determining one or more groups of redundant observation 

data from the stored first observation data , wherein 
each group of the redundant observation data comprises 
two or more observations that are associated with 
matching geographic locations within a particular time 
threshold . 

20 . The computer - readable medium of claim 16 , wherein 
the method further comprises : 

determining whether a meeting occurred between the first 
object and the second object . 
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SYSTEMS AND USER INTERFACES FOR 
DYNAMIC AND INTERACTIVE 

INVESTIGATION BASED ON AUTOMATIC 
CLUSTERING OF RELATED DATA IN 

VARIOUS DATA STRUCTURES 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001 ] This application is a continuation of U . S . patent 
application Ser . No . 14 / 139 , 640 , filed Dec . 23 , 2013 , titled 
“ TREND DATA CLUSTERING , ” which is a continuation 
in - part of U . S . patent application Ser . No . 13 / 968 , 265 , filed 
Aug . 15 , 2013 , titled “ GENERATING DATA CLUSTERS 
WITH CUSTOMIZABLE ANALYSIS STRATEGIES , ” and 
is a continuation - in - part of U . S . patent application Ser . No . 
13 / 968 , 213 , filed Aug . 15 , 2013 , titled “ PRIORITIZING 
DATA CLUSTERS WITH CUSTOMIZABLE SCORING 
STRATEGIES , ” each of which claims benefit of U . S . Pro 
visional Patent Application No . 61 / 800 , 887 , filed Mar . 15 , 
2013 . Each of the above identified applications is hereby 
incorporated by reference herein in its entirety and for all 
purposes . 
[ 0002 ] This application is also related to the following 
U . S . patent applications : application Ser . No . 14 / 139 , 628 , 
titled “ TAX DATA CLUSTERING , " application . Ser . No . 
14 / 139 , 603 , titled “ MALWARE DATA CLUSTERING , ” 
and application . Ser . No . 14 / 139 , 713 , titled “ USER - AGENT 
DATA CLUSTERING . ” Each of the above identified appli 
cations is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its 
entirety and for all purposes . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

the analyst examined this data entity by itself , then the 
analyst would not observe any suspicious characteristics . 
However , the analyst could request a list of data entities 
related to the seed by a shared attribute , such as a customer 
identifier . In doing so , the analyst could discover an addi 
tional data entity , such as an additional credit card account , 
which relates to the original fraudulent account because of 
a shared customer identifier . The analyst could then mark the 
additional credit card account as potentially fraudulent , 
based upon the relationship of the shared customer identifier . 
[ 0007 ] Although these systems can be very helpful in 
discovering related data entities , they typically require the 
analyst to manually repeat the same series of searches for 
many investigations . Repeating the same investigation pro 
cess consumes time and resources , such that there are 
oftentimes more investigations than can be performed . Thus , 
analysts typically prioritize investigations based upon the 
characteristics of the seeds . However , there may be insig 
nificant differences between the seeds , so the analyst may 
not be able to determine the correct priority for investiga 
tions . For instance , the analyst could have to choose between 
two potential investigations based upon separate fraudulent 
credit card accounts . One investigation could reveal more 
potentially fraudulent credit card accounts than the other , 
and therefore could be more important to perform . Yet , the 
characteristics of the two original credit card accounts could 
be similar , so the analyst would not be able to choose the 
more important investigation . Without more information , 
prioritizing investigations is difficult and error prone . 
[ 0008 ] According to various embodiments , a data analysis 
system is disclosed in which clusters of related data entities 
may be generated from initial data entities , called " seeds . ” A 
data entity may include any data , information or thing , such 
as a person , a place , an organization , an account , a computer , 
an activity , and event , and the like . Seeds may be generated 
according to seed generation strategies , while clusters of 
related data entities may be generated based on those seeds 
and according to cluster generation strategies . The system 
may further generate a score , multiple scores , and / or metas 
cores for each generated cluster , and may optionally rank or 
prioritize the generated clusters based on the generated 
metascores . High priority clusters may be of greater interest 
to an analyst as they may contain related data entities that 
meet particular criteria related to the analyst ' s investigation . 
In an embodiment , the system may enable an analyst to 
advantageously start an investigation with a prioritized 
cluster including many related data entities rather than a 
single randomly selected data entity . 
[ 0009 ] In one embodiment , a method for generating a 
cluster of related data from a seed is disclosed . This method 
may generally include retrieving a seed and adding the seed 
to a first cluster . This method may further include retrieving 
a cluster strategy referencing one or more data bindings . 
Each data binding may specify a search protocol for retriev 
ing data . For each of the one or more data bindings , data 
parameters input to the search protocol are identified , the 
search protocol is performed using the identified data param 
eters , and data returned by the search protocol is evaluated 
for inclusion in the first cluster . 
[ 0010 ] In a particular embodiment , the search protocol for 
a first one of the data bindings uses the seed as the data 
parameters input to the search protocol . Further , the search 
protocol for a first one of the data bindings returns data used 
as the identified data parameters input to the search protocol 

[ 0003 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure generally 
relate to data analysis and , more specifically , to generating 
data clusters of related data entities with customizable 
analysis strategies . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0004 ] In financial and security investigations an analyst 
may have to make decisions regarding data entities within a 
collection of data . For instance , the analyst could have to 
decide whether an account data entity represents a fraudu 
lent bank account . However , an individual data entity often 
times includes insufficient information for the analyst to 
make such decisions . 

SUMMARY 
[ 0005 ] The systems , methods , and devices described 
herein each have several aspects , no single one of which is 
solely responsible for its desirable attributes . Without lim 
iting the scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting fea 
tures will now be discussed briefly . 
10006 ] . In the example noted above , the analyst may make 
better decisions based upon a collection of related data 
entities . For instance , two financial transactions may be 
related by an identical account identifier or two accounts 
belonging to one customer may be related by an identical 
customer identifier or other attribute ( e . g . , a shared phone 
number or address ) . Some currently available systems assist 
the analyst by identifying data entities that are directly 
related to an initial data entity . For example , the analyst 
could initiate an investigation with a single suspicious data 
entity or " seed , ” such as a fraudulent credit card account . If 
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for a second one of the data bindings . This process may 
iteratively continue until all data bindings in the search 
strategy have been executed for all available data obtained 
while growing the first cluster . 
[ 0011 ] In a particular embodiment , this method may fur 
ther include retrieving a second cluster from a plurality of 
clusters , comparing data from the first cluster to data from 
the second cluster , and determining whether to merge the 
first cluster and the second cluster based on the comparison . 
[ 0012 ] Other embodiments include , without limitation , a 
computer - readable medium that includes instructions that 
enable a processing unit to implement one or more aspects 
of the disclosed methods as well as a system having a 
processor , memory , and application programs configured to 
implement one or more aspects of the disclosed methods . 
[ 0013 ] According to another embodiment , a computer 
system is disclosed that comprises : one or more computer 
readable storage devices configured to store : one or more 
software modules including computer executable instruc 
tions ; a plurality of tax - related data items and properties 
associated with respective tax - related data items , each of the 
properties including associated property values , at least 
some of the tax - related data items including tax - return data 
items ; a plurality of tax - fraud indicators ; a clustering strat 
egy ; and at least one scoring criterion ; and one or more 
hardware computer processors in communication with the 
one or more computer readable storage devices and config 
ured to execute the one or more software modules in order 
to cause the computer system to : designate one or more 
seeds by : accessing , from the one or more computer readable 
storage devices , the tax - fraud indicators and at least one 
tax - related data item ; comparing the tax - fraud indicators to 
the at least one tax - related data item and associated prop 
erties ; and based on the comparison and in response to 
determining the at least one tax - related data item is related 
to at least one tax - fraud indicator , designating the at least 
one tax - related data item as a seed ; for each designated seed , 
generate a cluster by : adding the seed to the cluster ; adding 
one or more tax - return data items associated with the seed to 
the cluster ; accessing , from the one or more computer 
readable storage devices , the clustering strategy ; and adding 
to the cluster , based on the clustering strategy , one or more 
tax - related data items associated with the added tax - return 
data items , and score each generated cluster by : accessing , 
from the one or more computer readable storage devices , the 
least one scoring criterion ; and generating a cluster score by 
assessing the generated duster based on the accessed at least 
one scoring criterion . 
10014 ] . According to yet another embodiment , a computer 
implemented is disclosed that comprises : under control of 
one or more hardware computing devices configured with 
specific computer executable instructions , enabling commu 
nication with one or more computer readable storage devices 
configured to store : a plurality of tax - related data items and 
properties associated with respective tax - related data items , 
each of the properties including associated property values ; 
a plurality of tax - fraud indicators ; a clustering strategy , and 
at least one scoring criterion ; designating one or more seeds 
by : accessing , from the one or more computer readable 
storage devices , the tax - fraud indicators and at least one 
tax - related data item ; comparing the tax - fraud indicators to 
the at least one tax - related data item and associated prop 
erties ; and based on the comparison and in response to 
determining the at least one tax - related data item is related 

to at least one tax - fraud indicator , designating the at least 
one tax - related data item as a seed ; for each designated seed , 
generating a cluster by : adding the seed to the cluster ; 
accessing , from the one or more computer readable storage 
devices , the clustering strategy ; and adding to the cluster , 
based on the clustering strategy , one or more tax - related data 
items associated with the seed ; and scoring each generated 
cluster by : accessing , from the one or more computer 
readable storage devices , the least one scoring criterion ; and 
generating a cluster score by assessing the generated cluster 
based on the accessed at least one scoring criterion . 
[ 0015 ] . According to another embodiment , a non - transi 
tory computer - readable storage medium is disclosed that 
stores computer - executable instructions that , when executed 
by a computer system , configure the computer system to 
perform operations comprising : enabling communication 
with one or more computer readable storage devices con 
figured to store : a plurality of tax - related data items and 
properties associated with respective tax - related data items , 
each of the properties including associated property values ; 
a plurality of tax - fraud indicators ; a clustering strategy ; and 
at least one scoring criterion ; designating one or more seeds 
by : accessing , from the one or more computer readable 
storage devices , the tax - fraud indicators and at least one 
tax - related data item ; comparing the tax - fraud indicators to 
the at least one tax - related data item and associated prop 
erties ; and based on the comparison and in response to 
determining the at least one tax - related data item is related 
to at least one tax - fraud indicator , designating the at least 
one tax - related data item as a seed ; for each designated seed , 
generating a cluster by : adding the seed to the cluster ; 
accessing , from the one or more computer readable storage 
devices , the clustering strategy ; and adding to the cluster , 
based on the clustering strategy , one or more tax - related data 
items associated with the seed ; and scoring each generated 
cluster by : accessing , from the one or more computer 
readable storage devices , the least one scoring criterion ; and 
generating a cluster score by assessing the generated cluster 
based on the accessed at least one scoring criterion . 
[ 0016 ] According to yet another embodiment , a computer 
system is disclosed that comprises : one or more computer 
readable storage devices configured to store : one or more 
software modules including computer executable instruc 
tions ; and a plurality of beaconing malware - related data 
items and properties associated with respective malware 
related data items , each of the properties including associ 
ated property values , the beaconing malware - related data 
items including at least one of : data items associated with 
captured communications between an internal network and 
an external network , users of particular computerized 
devices , internal Internet Protocol addresses , external Inter 
net Protocol addresses , external domains , internal comput 
erized devices , external computerized devices , data feed 
items , or host - based events ; and one or more hardware 
computer processors in communication with the one or more 
computer readable storage devices and configured to execute 
the one or more software modules in order to cause the 
computer system to : access , from the one or more computer 
readable storage devices , the plurality of beaconing mal 
ware - related data items ; generate , based on the accessed 
beaconing malware - related data items , a plurality of con 
nection pairs , each of the connection pairs indicating com 
munications between a particular internal source within the 
internal network and a particular external destination that is 
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not within the internal network ; identify a plurality of 
connection pairs having a common internal source and a 
common external destination ; generate a time series of 
connection pairs based on the identified plurality of connec 
tion pairs ; filter out noise from the at least one time series ; 
compute a variance in the filtered at least one time series ; 
and based on a determination that the variance satisfies a 
particular threshold , designate a connection pair associated 
with the filtered at least one time series as a seed , the 
designated connection pair including the common internal 
source and the common external source ; generate a data item 
cluster based on the designated seed ; and score the generated 
data item cluster . 
[ 0017 ] According to another embodiment , a computer 
implemented is disclosed that comprises : under control of 
one or more hardware computing devices configured with 
specific computer executable instructions , enabling commu 
nication with one or more computer readable storage devices 
configured to store : a plurality of beaconing malware - related 
data items and properties associated with respective mal 
ware - related data items , each of the properties including 
associated property values , the beaconing malware - related 
data items including at least one data item associated with 
captured communications between an internal network and 
an external network ; accessing , from the one or more 
computer readable storage devices , the plurality of beacon 
ing malware - related data items ; generating , based on the 
accessed beaconing malware - related data items , a plurality 
of connection pairs , each of the connection pairs indicating 
communications between a particular internal source within 
the internal network and a particular external destination that 
is not within the internal network ; identifying a plurality of 
connection pairs having a common internal source and a 
common external destination ; generating a time series of 
connection pairs based on the identified plurality of connec 
tion pairs ; filtering out noise from the at least one time 
series ; computing a variance in the filtered at least one time 
series ; and based on a determination that the variance 
satisfies a particular threshold , designating a connection pair 
associated with the filtered at least one time series as a seed , 
the designated connection pair including the common inter 
nal source and the common external source ; generating a 
data item cluster based on the designated seed ; and scoring 
the generated data item cluster . 
[ 0018 ] According to yet another embodiment , a non 
transitory computer - readable storage medium is disclosed 
that stores computer - executable instructions that , when 
executed by a computer system , configure the computer 
system to perform operations comprising : enabling commu 
nication with one or more computer readable storage devices 
configured to store : a plurality of beaconing malware - related 
data items and properties associated with respective mal 
ware - related data items , each of the properties including 
associated property values , the beaconing malware - related 
data items including at least one data item associated with 
captured communications between an internal network and 
an external network ; accessing , from the one or more 
computer readable storage devices , the plurality of beacon 
ing malware - related data items ; generating , based on the 
accessed beaconing malware - related data items , a plurality 
of connection pairs , each of the connection pairs indicating 
communications between a particular internal source within 
the internal network and a particular external destination that 
is not within the internal network ; identifying a plurality of 

connection pairs having a common internal source and a 
common external destination ; generating a time series of 
connection pairs based on the identified plurality of connec 
tion pairs ; filtering out noise from the at least one time 
series , computing a variance in the filtered at least one time 
series ; and based on a determination that the variance 
satisfies a particular threshold , designating a connection pair 
associated with the filtered at least one time series as a seed , 
the designated connection pair including the common inter 
nal source and the common external source ; generating a 
data item cluster based on the designated seed ; and scoring 
the generated data item cluster . 
[ 00191 . According to another embodiment , a computer 
system is disclosed that comprises : one or more computer 
readable storage devices configured to store : one or more 
software modules including computer executable instruc 
tions ; and a plurality of user - agent - related data items and 
properties associated with respective user - agent - related data 
items , each of the properties including associated property 
values , the user - agent - related data items including at least 
one of : data items associated with captured communications 
between an internal network and an external network , user 
agent strings , users of particular computerized devices , 
internal Internet Protocol addresses , external Internet Pro 
tocol addresses , external domains , internal computerized 
devices , external computerized devices , data feed items , or 
host - based events ; and one or more hardware computer 
processors in communication with the one or more computer 
readable storage devices and configured to execute the one 
or more software modules in order to cause the computer 
system to : designate one or more seeds by : accessing , from 
the one or more computer readable storage devices , a 
plurality of user - agent - related data items associated with the 
captured communications ; filtering the accessed data items 
to remove data items that are unlikely to be related to 
malware activity ; determining a first set of filtered data items 
associated with a test time period and a second set of filtered 
data items associated with a reference time period ; and 
identifying one or more filtered data items in the first set that 
are not included among the filtered data items in the second 
set and designating each of the one or more identified filtered 
data items as a seed ; and for each designated seed : generate 
a data item cluster ; and score the generated data item cluster . 
[ 0020 ] According to yet another embodiment , a computer 
implemented is disclosed that comprises : under control of 
one or more hardware computing devices configured with 
specific computer executable instructions , enabling commu 
nication with one or more computer readable storage devices 
configured to store : a plurality of user - agent - related data 
items and properties associated with respective user - agent 
related data items , each of the properties including associ 
ated property values ; designating one or more seeds by : 
accessing , from the one or more computer readable storage 
devices , a plurality of user - agent - related data items associ 
ated with the captured communications ; filtering the 
accessed data items to remove data items that are unlikely to 
be related to malware activity ; determining a first set of 
filtered data items associated with a test time period and a 
second set of filtered data items associated with a reference 
time period ; and identifying one or more filtered data item 
in the first set that are not included among the filtered data 
items in the second set and designating each of the one or 
more identified filtered data items as a seed ; and for each 
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designated seed : generating a data item cluster ; and scoring 
the generated data item cluster . 
[ 0021 ] According to another embodiment , a non - transi 
tory computer - readable storage medium is disclosed that 
stores computer - executable instructions that , when executed 
by a computer system , configure the computer system to 
perform operations comprising : enabling communication 
with one or more computer readable storage devices con 
figured to store : a plurality of user - agent - related data items 
and properties associated with respective user - agent - related 
data items , each of the properties including associated 
property values ; designating one or more seeds by : access 
ing , from the one or more computer readable storage 
devices , a plurality of user - agent - related data items associ 
ated with the captured communications ; filtering the 
accessed data items to remove data items that are unlikely to 
be related to malware activity ; determining a first set of 
filtered data items associated with a test time period and a 
second set of filtered data items associated with a reference 
time period ; and identifying one or more filtered data item 
in the first set that are not included among the filtered data 
items in the second set and designating each of the one or 
more identified filtered data items as a seed ; and for each 
designated seed : generating a data item cluster ; and scoring 
the generated data item cluster . 
[ 0022 ] According to yet another embodiment , a computer 
system is disclosed that comprises : one or more computer 
readable storage devices configured to store : one or more 
software modules including computer executable instruc 
tions ; and a plurality of activity trend - related data items and 
properties associated with respective trend - related data 
items , each of the properties including associated property 
values , the activity trend - related data items including at least 
one of : host - based events , data items associated with cap 
tured host - based events , Internet Protocol addresses , exter 
nal domains , users , or computerized devices , wherein hosts 
comprise computerized devices in a network , and one or 
more hardware computer processors in communication with 
the one or more computer readable storage devices and 
configured to execute the one or more software modules in 
order to cause the computer system to : designate one or 
more seeds by : accessing , from the one or more computer 
readable storage devices , a plurality of activity trend - related 
data items associated with the host - based events , determin 
ing a group of the plurality of activity trend - related data 
items each indicating a same particular activity type and 
associated with a particular host ; determining , based on the 
group of activity trend - related data items , a statistical devia 
tion in the particular type of activity on the particular host ; 
and in response to determining that the statistical deviation 
satisfies a particular threshold , designating an activity trend 
related data item from the group as a seed ; and for each 
designated seed : generate a data item cluster ; and score the 
generated data item cluster . 
[ 0023 ] According to another embodiment , a computer 
implemented is disclosed that comprises : under control of 
one or more hardware computing devices configured with 
specific computer executable instructions , enabling commu 
nication with one or more computer readable storage devices 
configured to store : a plurality of activity trend - related data 
items and properties associated with respective trend - related 
data items , each of the properties including associated 
property values ; designating one or more seeds by : access 
ing , from the one or more computer readable storage 

devices , a plurality of activity trend - related data items 
associated with the host - based events ; determining a group 
of the plurality of activity trend - related data items each 
indicating a same particular activity type and associated with 
a particular host ; determining , based on the group of activity 
trend - related data items , a statistical deviation in the par 
ticular type of activity on the particular host ; and in response 
to determining that the statistical deviation satisfies a par 
ticular threshold , designating an activity trend - related data 
item from the group as a seed ; and for each designated seed : 
generating a data item cluster ; and scoring the generated 
data item cluster . 
[ 0024 According to yet another embodiment , a non 
transitory computer - readable storage medium is disclosed 
that stores computer - executable instructions that , when 
executed by a computer system , configure the computer 
system to perform operations comprising : enabling commu 
nication with one or more computer readable storage devices 
configured to store : a plurality of activity trend - related data 
items and properties associated with respective trend - related 
data items , each of the properties including associated 
property values ; designating one or more seeds by : access 
ing , from the one or more computer readable storage 
devices , a plurality of activity trend - related data items 
associated with the host - based events ; determining a group 
of the plurality of activity trend - related data items each 
indicating a same particular activity type and associated with 
a particular host ; determining , based on the group of activity 
trend - related data items , a statistical deviation in the par 
ticular type of activity on the particular host ; and in response 
to determining that the statistical deviation satisfies a par 
ticular threshold , designating an activity trend - related data 
item from the group as a seed ; and for each designated seed : 
generating a data item cluster ; and scoring the generated 
data item cluster . 
[ 0025 ] Advantageously , according to various embodi 
ments , the disclosed techniques provide a more effective 
starting point for an investigation of financial , security , 
and / or other data entities . An analyst may be able to start an 
investigation from a cluster of related data entities instead of 
an individual data entity , which may reduce the amount of 
time and effort required to perform the investigation . The 
disclosed techniques may also , according to various embodi 
ments , provide a prioritization of multiple clusters . For 
example , the analyst may also able to start the investigation 
from a high priority cluster , which may allow the analyst to 
focus on the most important investigations . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0026 ] So that the manner in which the above recited 
features of the present invention may be understood in 
detail , a more particular description of various embodi 
ments , briefly summarized above , may be had by reference 
to the appended drawings and detailed description . It is to be 
noted , however , that the appended drawings illustrate only 
typical embodiments of present disclosure and are therefore 
not to be considered limiting of its scope , for present 
disclosure may admit to other equally effective embodi 
ments . 
[ 0027 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
data analysis system , according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure . 
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[ 0044 ] FIG . 11D illustrates an example growth of a cluster 
of related data entities in a beaconing malware detection 
application , according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure . 
( 0045 ) FIG . 11E illustrates an example cluster analysis 
user interface of the data analysis system as applied to 
beaconing malware detection , according to an embodiment 
of the present disclosure . 

[ 0028 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
generation of clusters by the data analysis system , according 
to an embodiment of the present disclosure . 
[ 0029 ] FIGS . 3A - 3C illustrate an example growth of a 
cluster of related data entities , according to an embodiment 
of the present disclosure . 
[ 0030 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters by 
the data analysis system , according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0031 ] FIG . 5 illustrates an example cluster analysis user 
interface , according to an embodiment of the present dis 
closure . 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 6 is a flowchart of an example method of 
generating clusters , according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0033 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart of an example method of 
scoring clusters , according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure . 
[ 0034 ] FIG . 8 illustrates components of an illustrative 
server computing system , according to an embodiment of 
the present disclosure . 
[ 0035 ] FIG . 9 is a flowchart of an example generalized 
method of the data analysis system , according to various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . 

Example Application of the Data Analysis System to 
Malware User - Agent Detection 
[ 0046 ] FIG . 12A is a flowchart of an example of a seed 
generation method of the data analysis system as applied to 
malware user - agent detection , according to various embodi 
ments of the present disclosure . 
[ 00471 . FIG . 12B is a flowchart of an example of a clus 
tering method of the data analysis system as applied to 
malware user - agent detection , according to various embodi 
ments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0048 ] FIG . 12C is a flowchart of example cluster scoring 
methods of the data analysis system as applied to malware 
user - agent detection , according to various embodiments of 
the present disclosure . 
[ 0049 ] FIG . 12D illustrates an example growth of a cluster 
of related data entities in a malware user - agent detection 
application , according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure . 
[ 0050 ] FIG . 12E illustrates an example cluster analysis 
user interface of the data analysis system as applied to 
malware user - agent detection , according to an embodiment 
of the present disclosure . 

Example Application of the Data Analysis System to Tax 
Fraud Detection 

[ 0036 ] FIG . 10A is a flowchart of an example of a seed 
generation method of the data analysis system as applied to 
tax fraud detection , according to various embodiments of the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0037 ] FIG . 10B is a flowchart of an example of a clus 
tering method of the data analysis system as applied to tax 
fraud detection , according to various embodiments of the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0038 ] FIG . 10C is a flowchart of example cluster scoring 
methods of the data analysis system as applied to tax fraud 
detection , according to various embodiments of the present 
disclosure . 
[ 0039 ] FIG . 10D illustrates an example growth of a cluster 
of related data entities in a tax fraud detection application , 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure . 
[ 0040 ] FIG . 10E illustrates an example cluster analysis 
user interface of the data analysis system as applied to tax 
fraud detection , according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure . 

Example Application of the Data Analysis System to 
Activity Trend Detection 
[ 0051 ] FIG . 13A is a flowchart of an example of a seed 
generation method of the data analysis system as applied to 
activity trend detection , according to various embodiments 
of the present disclosure . 
[ 0052 ] FIG . 13B is a flowchart of an example of a clus 
tering method of the data analysis system as applied to 
activity trend detection , according to various embodiments 
of the present disclosure . 
[ 0053 ] FIG . 13C is a flowchart of an example of a cluster 
scoring method of the data analysis system as applied to 
activity trend detection , according to various embodiments 
of the present disclosure . 
10054 ] FIG . 13D illustrates an example growth of a cluster 
of related data entities in an activity trend detection appli 
cation , according to an embodiment of the present disclo 
sure . 
[ 0055 ] FIG . 13E illustrates an example cluster analysis 
user interface of the data analysis system as applied to 
activity trend detection , according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure . 

Example Application of the Data Analysis System to 
Beaconing Malware Detection 
[ 0041 ] FIG . 11A is a flowchart of an example of a seed 
generation method of the data analysis system as applied to 
beaconing malware detection , according to various embodi - 
ments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0042 ] FIG . 11B is a flowchart of an example of a clus 
tering method of the data analysis system as applied to 
beaconing malware detection , according to various embodi 
ments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0043 ] FIG . 11C is a flowchart of example cluster scoring 
methods of the data analysis system as applied to beaconing 
malware detection , according to various embodiments of the 
present disclosure . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

I . Terms 
[ 0056 ] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys 
tems and methods discussed herein , a number of terms are 
defined below . The terms defined below , as well as other 
terms used herein , should be construed to include the 
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provided definitions , the ordinary and customary meaning of 
the terms , and / or any other implied meaning for the respec 
tive terms . Thus , the definitions below do not limit the 
meaning of these terms , but only provide exemplary defi 
nitions . 
[ 0057 ] Ontology : Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases . For 
example , the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database , and how 
objects and properties may be related . 
[ 0058 ] Database : A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and / or organizing data , including , but not limited to , 
relational databases ( for example , Oracle database , mySQL 
database , and the like ) , spreadsheets , XML files , and text 
file , among others . The various terms “ database , " " data 
store , ” and “ data source ” may be used interchangeably in the 
present disclosure . 
10059 ] Data Entity ( Entity ) , Data Object ( Object ) , or Data 
Item ( Item ) : A data container for information representing 
specific things in the world that have a number of definable 
properties . For example , a data entity may represent an 
entity such as a person , a place , an organization , an account , 
a computer , an activity , a market instrument , or other noun . 
A data entity may represent an event that happens at a point 
in time or for a duration . A data entity may represent a 
document or other unstructured data source such as an 
e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper or article . 
Each data entity may be associated with a unique identifier 
that uniquely identifies the data entity . The data entity ' s 
attributes ( for example , metadata about the data entity ) may 
be represented in one or more properties . The terms “ data 
entity , " " data object , " and " data item ” may be used inter 
changeably and / or synonymously in the present disclosure . 
[ 0060 ] Entity ( or Object or Item ) Type : Type of a data 
entity ( for example , Person , Event , or Document ) . Data 
entity types may be defined by an ontology and may be 
modified or updated to include additional data entity types . 
An data entity definition ( for example , in an ontology ) may 
include how the data entity is related to other data entities , 
such as being a sub - data entity type of another data entity 
type ( for example , an agent may be a sub - data entity of a 
person data entity type ) , and the properties the data entity 
type may have . 
[ 0061 ] Properties : Also referred to as “ metadata , ” includes 
attributes of a data entity that represent individual data 
items . At a minimum , each property of a data entity has a 
property type and a value or values . Properties / metadata 
associated with data entities may include any information 
relevant to that object . For example , properties associated 
with a person data entity may include a name ( for example , 
John Doe ) , an address ( for example , 123 S . Orange Street ) , 
and / or a phone number ( for example , 800 - 0000 ) , among 
other properties . In another example , metadata associated 
with a computer data entity may include a list of users ( for 
example , userl , user 2 , and the like ) , and / or an IP ( internet 
protocol ) address , among other properties . 
[ 0062 ] Property Type : The type of data a property is , such 
as a string , an integer , or a double . Property types may 
include complex property types , such as a series data values 
associated with timed ticks ( for example , a time series ) , and 
the like . 

[ 0063 ] Property Value : The value associated with a prop 
erty , which is of the type indicated in the property type 
associated with the property . A property may have multiple 
values . 
[ 0064 ] Link : A connection between two data objects , 
based on , for example , a relationship , an event , and / or 
matching properties . Links may be directional , such as one 
representing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . 
10065 ] Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects . 
[ 0066 ] Seed : One or more data entities that may be used as 
a basis , or starting point , for generating a cluster . A seed may 
be generated , determined , and / or selected from one or more 
sets of data entities according to a seed generation strategy . 
For example , seeds may be generated from data entities 
accessed from various databases and data sources including , 
for example , databases maintained by financial institutions , 
government entities , private entities , public entities , and / or 
publicly available data sources . 
[ 0067 ] Cluster : A group or set of one or more related data 
entities / objects / items . A cluster may be generated , deter 
mined , and / or selected from one or more sets of data entities 
according to a cluster generation strategy . A cluster may 
further be generated , determined , and / or selected based on a 
seed . For example , a seed may comprise an initial data entity 
of a cluster . Data entities related to the seed may be 
determined and added to the cluster . Further , additional data 
entities related to any clustered data entity may also be 
added to the cluster iteratively as indicated by a cluster 
generation strategy . Data entities may be related by any 
common and / or similar properties , metadata , types , relation 
ships , and / or the like . 
10068 ] Seed / Cluster Generation Strategy ( or Rule ) : Seed 
and cluster generation strategies / rules indicate processes , 
methods , and / or strategies for generating seeds and gener 
ating clusters , respectively . For example , a seed generation 
strategy may indicate that data entities having a particular 
property ( for example , data entities that are credit card 
accounts ) are to be designated as seeds . In another example , 
a cluster generation strategy may indicate that data entities 
having particular properties in common with ( or similar to ) 
a seed or other data entity in a cluster are to be added to the 
cluster . Seed and / or cluster generation strategies may 
specify particular searches and / or rule matches to perform 
on one or more sets of data entities . Execution of a seed 
and / or cluster generation strategy may produce layers of 
related data entities . Additionally , a seed / cluster generation 
strategy / rule may include multiple strategies , sub - strategies , 
rules , and / or sub - rules . 

II . Overview 
[ 0069 ] According to various embodiments , a data analysis 
system is disclosed in which clusters of related data entities 
may be generated from initial data entities , called " seeds . " 
Seeds and related data entities may be accessed from various 
databases and data sources including , for example , databases 
maintained by financial institutions , government entities , 
private entities , public entities , and / or publicly available 
data sources . Such databases and data sources may include 
a variety of information and data , such as , for example , 
personal information , financial information , tax - related 
information , computer network - related data , and / or com 
puter - related activity data , among others . Further , the data 
bases and data sources may include various relationships 
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that link and / or associate data entities with one another . 
Various data entities and relationships may be stored across 
different systems controlled by different entities and / or 
institutions . According to various embodiments , the data 
analysis system may bring together data from multiple data 
sources in order to build clusters . 
0070 ] In various embodiments , the data analysis system 
may enable a user to efficiently perform analysis and inves 
tigations of various data entities and clusters of data entities . 
For example , the system may enable a user ( also referred to 
herein as an " analyst ” ) to perform various financial and 
security investigations related to a seed ( for example , an 
initial data entity or data object ) . In such an investigation , 
the system may enable an analyst to search and / or investi 
gate several layers of related data entities . For example , a 
credit card account may be a seed that is linked by the 
system to various data entities including , for example , 
customer identifiers and / or phone numbers associated with 
the credit card account . Further , the system may link , for 
example , various other credit card accounts related to the 
customer identifiers , to the seed credit card account . Accord 
ingly , in various embodiments , the system may automati 
cally determine and provide to a user or analyst various 
layers of data entities related to the seed credit card account . 
Such an investigation may , in an embodiment , enable the 
analyst to determine fraudulent activity . For example , if the 
seed credit card account was suspected to be fraudulent , then 
the analyst may determine that the additional credit card 
accounts may also be fraudulent . Further , if the seed credit 
card account was linked to other known fraudulent credit 
card accounts , the analyst may determine that the seed credit 
card account was likely to be fraudulent . As mentioned 
above , in such an investigation the analyst may discover 
relationships between the additional credit card accounts and 
the seed credit card account through several layers of related 
data entities . Such techniques , enabled by various embodi 
ments of the data analysis system , may be particularly 
valuable for investigations in which relationships between 
data entities may include several layers , and in which such 
relationships may be otherwise very difficult or impossible 
to manually identify . 
[ 0071 ] In various embodiments , the data analysis system 
may automatically generate , or determine , seeds based on a 
seed generation strategy ( also referred to as " seed generation 
rules " ) . For example , for a particular set of data entities , the 
data analysis system may automatically generate , based on 
a seed generation strategy , seeds by designating particular 
data entities ( or groups of data entities ) as seeds . Examples 
of various seed generation strategies are described below . 
[ 0072 ] Further , in various embodiments , the data analysis 
system may automatically discover data entities related to a 
seed , and store the resulting relationships and related data 
entities together in a “ cluster . ” A cluster generation strategy 
( also referred to as " cluster generation rules ” ) may specify 
particular searches to perform at each step of an investiga 
tion , or cluster generation , process . Such searches may 
produce layers of related data entities to add to the cluster . 
Further , according to an embodiment , multiple cluster may 
be merged and / or collapsed into a single cluster when the 
multiple cluster share one or more common data entities 
and / or properties . Thus , according to an embodiment , an 
analyst may start an investigation with the resulting cluster , 
rather than the seed alone . Starting with the cluster , the 
analyst may form opinions regarding the related data enti 

ties , conduct further analysis of the related data entities , 
and / or may query for additional related data entities . 
10073 ] According to various embodiments , the data analy 
sis system may further generate various “ cluster scores . ” 
Cluster scores may include scores based on various charac 
teristics and / or attributes associated with the cluster and / or 
the various data entities of the cluster . In various embodi 
ments , the data analysis system may also generate " cluster 
metascores ” which may include , for example , an overall 
cluster score . Cluster metascores may , for example , be based 
on a combination of cluster scores of a cluster associated 
with a seed . 
[ 0074 ] Further , in various embodiments , for a particular 
set of data entities , multiple clusters may be generated by the 
data analysis system . For example , the data analysis system 
may generate multiple seeds according to a seed generation 
strategy , and then multiple clusters based on those seeds 
( and based on a cluster generation strategy ) . In such embodi 
ments , the data analysis system may prioritize the multiple 
generated clusters based upon cluster scores and / or cluster 
metascores . In an embodiment , the data analysis system may 
provide a user interface including a display of summaries of 
the clusters , including cluster scores , cluster metascores , 
and / or various other cluster information . Such summaries 
may be displayed according to a prioritization of clusters . In 
various embodiments , cluster prioritization may assist an 
analyst in selecting particular clusters to investigate . 
[ 0075 ] . In various embodiments , the data analysis system 
may be used in various data analysis applications . Such 
applications may include , for example , financial fraud detec 
tion , tax fraud detection , beaconing malware detection , 
malware user - agent detection , activity trend detection , 
health insurance fraud detection , financial account fraud 
detection , detection of activity by networks of individuals , 
and / or criminal activity detection , among various others . A 
number of examples of such applications are described in 
detail below in reference to , for example , FIGS . 3A - 3C 
( financial fraud detection ) , 10A - 10E ( tax fraud detection ) , 
11A - 11E ( beaconing malware detection ) , 12A - 12E ( mal 
ware user - agent detection ) , and 13A - 13E ( activity trend 
detection ) . 
[ 0076 ] In the following description , numerous specific 
details are set forth to provide a more thorough understand 
ing of various embodiments of the present disclosure . How 
ever , it will be apparent to one of skill in the art that the 
systems and methods of the present disclosure may be 
practiced without one or more of these specific details . 

III . Examples of Data Entities , Properties , and 
Links 

[ 0077 ] In various embodiments , different types of data 
entities may have different property types . For example , a 
“ Person ” data entity may have an “ Eye Color ” property type 
and an “ Event ” data entity may have a “ Date ” property type . 
Each property as represented by data in a database may have 
a property type defined by an ontology used by the database . 
Further , data entities may be instantiated in a database in 
accordance with a corresponding object definition for the 
particular data entity in the ontology . For example , a specific 
monetary payment ( for example , an entity of type " event " ) 
of US $ 30 . 00 ( for example , a property of type “ currency " 
having a property value of “ US $ 30 . 00 " ) taking place on 
Mar . 27 , 2009 ( for example , a property of type " date ” having 
a property value of “ Mar . 27 , 2009 ” ) may be stored in the 
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names , addresses , phone numbers , personal identifiers , and 
the like ) , financial information ( for example , financial 
account information , transaction information , balance infor 
mation , and the like ) , tax - related information ( for example , 
tax return data , and the like ) , computer network - related data 
( for example , network traffic information , IP ( Internet Pro 
tocol ) addresses , user account information , domain infor 
mation , network connection information , and the like ) , 
and / or computer - related activity data ( for example , com 
puter events , user actions , and the like ) , among others . 

database as an event object with associated currency and 
date properties as defined within the ontology . 
[ 0078 ] Data objects defined in an ontology may support 
property multiplicity . In particular , a data entity may be 
allowed to have more than one property of the same property 
type . For example , a “ Person ” data object might have 
multiple “ Address ” properties or multiple “ Name ” proper 
ties . 
[ 0079 ] A link represents a connection between two data 
entities and may be through any of a relationship , an event , 
and / or matching properties . A link may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical . For example , “ Person ” data entity A may be 
connected to “ Person ” data entity B by a “ Child Of ” 
relationship ( where “ Person ” data entity B has an asymmet 
ric “ Parent Of ” relationship to “ Person ” data entity A ) , a 
“ Kin Of symmetric relationship to “ Person ” data entity C , 
and an asymmetric “ Member Of relationship to “ Organi 
zation ” data entity X . The type of relationship between two 
data entities may vary depending on the types of the data 
entities . For example , " Person ” data entity A may have an 
“ Appears In ” relationship with “ Document ” data entity Y or 
have a “ Participate In ” relationship with " Event " data entity 
E . As an example of an event connection , two “ Person " data 
entities may be connected by an “ Airline Flight ” data entity 
representing a particular airline flight if they traveled 
together on that flight , or by a “ Meeting ” data entity repre 
senting a particular meeting if they both attended that 
meeting . In one embodiment , when two data entities are 
connected by an event , they are also connected by relation 
ships , in which each data entity has a specific relationship to 
the event , such as , for example , an “ Appears In ” relation 
ship . 
[ 0080 ] As an example of a matching properties connec 
tion , two “ Person ” data entities representing a brother and a 
sister may both have an “ Address ” property that indicates 
where they live . If the brother and the sister live in the same 
home , then their “ Address ” properties likely contain similar , 
if not identical property values . In one embodiment , a link 
between two data entity may be established based on similar 
or matching properties ( for example , property types and / or 
property values ) of the data entity . These are just some 
examples of the types of connections that may be repre 
sented by a link and other types of connections may be 
represented ; embodiments are not limited to any particular 
types of connections between data entities . For example , a 
document may contain references to two different entities . 
For example , a document may contain a reference to a 
payment ( one data entity ) , and a person ( a second data 
entity ) . A link between these two data entities may represent 
a connection between these two entities through their co 
occurrence within the same document . 
[ 0081 ] Each data entity may have multiple links with 
another data entity to form a link set . For example , two 
“ Person ” data entities representing a husband and a wife 
may be linked through a “ Spouse Of " relationship , a match 
ing “ Address ” property , and / or one or more matching 
“ Event ” properties ( for example , a wedding ) . Each link , as 
represented by data in a database , may have a link type 
defined by the database ontology used by the database . 
[ 0082 ] In various embodiments , the data analysis system 
may access various data entities and associated properties 
from various databases and data sources . Such databases and 
data sources may include a variety of information and data , 
such as , for example , personal information ( for example , 

IV . Description of the Figures 
[ 0083 ] Embodiments of the disclosure will now be 
described with reference to the accompanying Figures , 
wherein like numerals refer to like elements throughout . The 
terminology used in the description presented herein is not 
intended to be interpreted in any limited or restrictive 
manner , simply because it is being utilized in conjunction 
with a detailed description of certain specific embodiments 
of the disclosure . Furthermore , embodiments of the disclo 
sure may include several novel features , no single one of 
which is solely responsible for its desirable attributes or 
which is essential to practicing the embodiments of the 
disclosure herein described . 
[ 0084 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
data analysis system 100 , according to one embodiment . As 
shown in the embodiment of FIG . 1 , the data analysis system 
100 includes an application server 115 running on a server 
computing system 110 , a client 135 running on a client 
computer system 130 , and at least one database 140 . Further , 
the client 135 , application server 115 , and database 140 may 
communicate over a network 150 , for example , to access 
cluster data sources 160 . 
[ 0085 ] The application server 115 may include a cluster 
engine 120 and a workflow engine 125 . The cluster engine 
120 and a workflow engine 125 may be software modules as 
described below in reference to FIG . 8 . According to an 
embodiment , the cluster engine 120 is configured to build 
one or more clusters of related data entities , according to a 
defined cluster generation strategy . The cluster engine 120 
may read data from a variety of cluster data sources 160 to 
generate clusters from seeds ( also referred to as “ seed data 
entities " ) . Once created , the resulting clusters may be stored 
on the server computing system 110 and / or on the database 
140 . The operations of the cluster engine 120 are discussed 
in detail below in conjunction with FIGS . 2 and 3 . 
10086 ] In an embodiment , the cluster engine 120 is con 
figured to score the clusters , according to a defined scoring 
strategy . The score may indicate the importance of analyzing 
the cluster . For instance , the cluster engine 120 may execute 
a scoring strategy that aggregates the account balances of 
credit card accounts within the cluster . Because , for 
example , a large aggregated total balance may indicate a 
large liability for a financial institution , a cluster with such 
a large total balance may be considered to have a higher 
score relative to other clusters with lower aggregated total 
balances ( and , therefore , lower scores ) . Thus , a cluster with 
a higher score relative to a cluster with a lower score may be 
considered more important to analyze . 
[ 0087 ] In one embodiment , the cluster engine 120 orga 
nizes and presents the clusters according to the assigned 
scores . The cluster engine 120 may present summaries of the 
clusters and / or interactive representations of the clusters 
within the cluster analysis Ul . For example , the representa 
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tions may provide visual indications ( e . g . , graphs or other 
visualizations ) of the related data entities within the clusters . 
The cluster engine 120 may generate a cluster analysis user 
interface ( UI ) , such as a web application and / or a dynamic 
web page displayed within the client 135 . The cluster engine 
120 may also allow an analyst to create tasks associated with 
the clusters . Example operations of the cluster engine 120 
are discussed in detail below in conjunction with FIGS . 4 . 
and 5 . In one embodiment , the cluster engine 120 generates 
clusters automatically , for example , for subsequent review 
by analysts . 
[ 0088 ] Analysts may also assign tasks to themselves or 
one another via a workflow UI generated by the workflow 
engine , for example . The workflow engine 125 may con 
sume scores generated by the cluster engine 120 . For 
example , the workflow engine 125 may present an analyst 
with clusters generated , scored , and ordered by the cluster 
engine 120 . 
[ 0089 ] The client 135 may represent one or more software 
applications or modules configured to present data and 
translate input , from the analyst , into requests for data 
analyses by the application server 115 . In one embodiment , 
the client 135 and the application server 115 may be embod 
ied in the same software module and / or may be included in 
the same computing system . However , several clients 135 
may execute on the client computer 130 , and / or several 
clients 135 on several client computers 130 may interact 
with the application server 115 . In one embodiment , the 
client 135 may be a browser accessing a web service . 
[ 0090 ] While the client 135 and application server 115 are 
shown running on distinct computing systems , the client 135 
and application server 115 may run on the same computing 
system . Further , the cluster engine 120 and the workflow 
engine 125 may run on separate applications servers 115 , on 
separate server computing systems , or some combination 
thereof . Additionally , a history service may store the results 
generated by an analyst relative to a given cluster 
[ 0091 ] In one embodiment , the cluster data sources 160 
provide data available to the duster engine to create or 
generate seeds and / or to create or generate clusters from a 
seed or a set of seeds . Such data sources may include 
relational data sources , web services data , XML data , and 
the like . Further , such data sources may include a variety of 
information and data , for example , personal information , 
financial information , tax - related information , computer net 
work - related data , and / or computer - related activity data , 
among others . For example , the data sources may be related 
to customer account records stored by a financial institution . 
In such a case , the data sources may include a credit card 
account data , bank account data , customer data , and trans 
action data . The data may include data attributes such as 
account numbers , account balances , phone numbers , 
addresses , and transaction amounts , and the like . Of course , 
cluster data sources 160 is included to be representative of 
a variety of data available to the server computer system 110 
over network 150 , as well as locally available data sources . 
100921 . The database 140 may be a Relational Database 
Management System ( RDBMS ) that stores the data as rows 
in relational tables . The term " database , " as used herein , 
may refer to an database ( e . g . , RDBMS or SQL database ) , 
or may refer to any other data structure , such as , for example 
a comma separated values ( CSV ) , extensible markup lan 
guage ( XML ) , text ( TXT ) file , flat file , spreadsheet file , 
and / or any other widely used or proprietary format . While 

the database 140 is shown as a distinct computing system , 
the database 140 may operate on the same server computing 
system 110 as the application server 115 . 
10093 ) FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
generation of clusters by data analysis system 200 , accord 
ing to an embodiment . As shown , in an embodiment the 
cluster engine 120 ( FIG . 1 ) interacts with a seed list 210 , a 
cluster list 250 , a cluster strategy store 230 , and data 
bindings 237 . The seed list 210 may include seeds 212 - 1 , 
212 - 2 . . . 212 - S , and the cluster list 250 may include clusters 
252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C . The cluster engine 120 may be 
configured as a software application , module , or thread that 
generates the clusters 252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C from the seeds 
212 - 1 , 212 - 2 . . . 212 - S . 
[ 0094 ] Seeds 212 ( including one , some , or all of seeds 
212 - 1 through 212 - S ) may be generated by the cluster 
engine 120 according to various seed generation strategies 
rules . Examples of seed generation are described below in 
reference to various example applications of the data analy 
sis system . According to an embodiment , once generated , 
seeds 212 may be the starting point for generating a cluster 
252 . To generate a cluster , the cluster engine 120 may 
retrieve a given seed 212 from the seed list 210 . The seed 
212 may be a data entity or group of data entities within the 
database 140 , such as a customer name , a customer social 
security number , an account number , and / or a customer 
telephone number . 
[ 0095 ] The cluster engine 120 may generate the cluster 
252 from the seed 212 . In one embodiment , the cluster 
engine 120 generates the cluster 252 as a collection of data 
entities and the relationships between the various data 
entities . As noted above , the cluster strategy may execute 
data bindings in order to add each additional layer of data 
entities to the cluster . For example , the cluster engine 120 
may generate the cluster 252 - 1 from a seed credit card 
account . The cluster engine 120 may first add the credit card 
account to the cluster 252 - 1 . The cluster engine 120 may 
then add customers related to the credit card account to the 
cluster 252 - 1 . The cluster engine 120 may complete the 
cluster 252 - 1 by adding additional credit card accounts 
related to those customers . As the cluster engine 120 gen 
erates the cluster 252 - 1 , the cluster engine 120 may store the 
cluster 252 - 1 within the cluster list 250 . The cluster 252 - 1 
may be stored as a graph data structure or other appropriate 
data structure . 
10096 ) The cluster list 250 may be a collection of tables in 
the database 140 . In such a case , there may be a table for the 
data entities of each cluster 252 , such as those of example 
cluster 252 - 1 discussed above , a table for the relationships 
between the various data entities , a table for the attributes of 
the data entities , and a table for scores of the clusters . The 
cluster list 250 may include clusters 252 from multiple 
investigations . Note that the cluster engine 120 may store 
portions of clusters 252 in the cluster list 250 as the cluster 
engine 120 generates the clusters 252 . Persons skilled in the 
art will recognize that many technically feasible techniques 
exist for creating and storing data structures that may be 
used to implement the systems and methods of the data 
analysis system . 
[ 0097 ] The cluster strategy store 230 may include cluster 
strategies 232 - 1 , 232 - 2 . . . 232 - N . Each cluster strategy may 
include data binding references 235 to one or more data 
bindings 237 . As noted , each data binding may be used to 
identify data that may grow a cluster ( as determined by the 
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given search strategy 232 ) . For example , the cluster engine 
120 may execute a cluster strategy 232 - 1 to generate the 
cluster 252 - 1 . Specifically , the cluster engine 120 may 
execute the cluster strategy 232 - 1 in response to selection of 
that cluster strategy by an analyst . The analyst may submit 
a selection of one or more cluster strategies to perform on a 
seed or group of seeds to the cluster engine 120 through the 
client 135 . Alternatively , the cluster engine 120 may auto 
matically select one or more cluster strategies , such as based 
on user preferences or rules . 
10098 ) According to an embodiment , each cluster strategy 
232 is configured so as to perform an investigation processes 
for generating a cluster 252 . Again , for example , the cluster 
strategy 232 - 2 may include data binding references 235 to a 
collection of data bindings executed to add layer after layer 
of data to a cluster . The investigation process may include 
searches to retrieve data entities related to a seed 212 that is 
selected for clustering using cluster strategy 232 - 2 . For 
example , the cluster strategy 232 - 2 may start with a possibly 
fraudulent credit card account as the seed 212 - 2 . The cluster 
strategy 232 - 2 may search for customers related to the credit 
card account , and then additional credit card accounts 
related to those customers . A different cluster strategy 232 - 3 
may search for customers related to the credit card account , 
phone numbers related to the customers , additional custom 
ers related to the phone numbers , and additional credit card 
accounts related to the additional customers , for example . 
[ 0099 ] In an embodiment , cluster strategies 232 include 
references to at least one data binding 237 ( such as data 
bindings 237 - 1 through 237 - 3 ) . The cluster engine 120 may 
execute a search protocol specified by the data binding 237 
to retrieve data , and the data returned by a given data binding 
may form a layer within the cluster 252 . For instance , the 
data binding 237 ( and / or the search protocol of the data 
binding 237 ) may retrieve sets of customers related to an 
account by an account owner attribute . The data binding 237 
( and / or the search protocol of the data binding 237 ) may 
retrieve the set of related data entities from a data source . For 
instance , the data binding 237 - 1 may specify a database 
query to perform against a database . Likewise , the data 
binding 237 - 2 may define a connection and / or query to a 
remote relational database system and the data binding 
237 - 3 may define a connection and / or query against a 
third - party web service . Once retrieved , the cluster strategy 
232 may evaluate whether the returned data should be added 
to a cluster being grown from a given seed 212 . 
[ 0100 ] Multiple cluster strategies 232 may reference a 
given data binding 237 . The analyst may update the data 
binding 237 , but typically updates the data binding 237 only 
if the associated data source changes . A cluster strategy 232 
may also include a given data binding 237 multiple times . 
For example , executing a data binding 237 using one seed 
212 may generate additional seeds for that data binding 237 
( or generate seeds for another data binding 237 ) . More 
generally , different cluster strategies 232 - 1 , 232 - 2 . . . 232 - N 
may include different arrangements of various data bindings 
237 to generate different types of clusters 252 . 
[ 0101 ] The cluster strategies 232 may specify that the 
cluster engine 120 use an attribute from the related data 
entities retrieved with one data binding 237 , as input to a 
subsequent data binding 237 . The cluster engine 120 may 
use the subsequent data binding 237 to retrieve a subsequent 
layer of related date entities for the cluster 252 . For instance , 
a particular cluster strategy 232 may specify that the cluster 

engine 120 retrieve a set of credit card account data entities 
with a first data binding 237 - 1 . That cluster strategy 232 may 
also specify that the cluster engine 120 then use the account 
number attribute from credit card account data entities as 
input to a subsequent data binding 237 - 2 . The cluster 
strategy 232 may also specify filters for the cluster engine 
120 to apply to the attributes before performing the subse 
quent data binding 237 . For instance , if the first data binding 
237 - 1 were to retrieve a set of credit card account data 
entities that included both personal and business credit card 
accounts , then the cluster engine 120 could filter out the 
business credit card accounts before performing the subse 
quent data binding 237 - 2 . 
[ 0102 ] In operation , according to an embodiment , the 
cluster engine 120 generates a cluster 252 - 1 from a seed 
212 - 1 by first retrieving a cluster strategy 232 . Assuming the 
analyst selected a cluster strategy 232 - 2 , the cluster engine 
120 would retrieve the cluster strategy 232 - 2 from the 
cluster strategy store 230 . The cluster engine 120 may then 
retrieve the seed 212 - 1 as input to the cluster strategy 232 - 2 . 
The cluster engine 120 may execute the cluster strategy 
232 - 2 by retrieving sets of data by executing data bindings 
237 referenced by the cluster strategy 232 - 2 . For example , 
the cluster strategy 232 - 2 may execute data bindings 237 - 1 , 
237 - 2 , and 237 - 3 . Accordingly , the cluster engine 120 may 
evaluate data returned by each data binding 237 to determine 
whether to use that data to grow the cluster 252 - 1 . The 
cluster engine 120 may then use elements of the returned 
data as input to the next data binding 237 . Of course , a 
variety of execution paths are possible for the data bindings 
237 . For example , assume one data binding 237 returned a 
set of phone numbers . In such a case , another data binding 
237 may evaluate each phone number individually . As 
another example , one data binding 237 may use input 
parameters obtained by executing multiple , other data bind 
ings 237 . More generally , the cluster engine 120 may 
retrieve data for each data binding referenced by the cluster 
strategy 232 - 2 . The cluster engine 120 may then store the 
complete cluster 252 - 1 in the cluster list 250 . 
[ 0103 ] As the cluster engine 120 generates the clusters 
252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C from seeds 212 - 1 , 212 - 2 . . . 212 - S , 
the cluster list 250 may include overlapping clusters 252 . 
For example , two clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C may overlap if 
both clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C include a common data entity . 
In an example , a larger cluster 252 formed by merging two 
smaller clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C may be a better investi 
gation starting point than the smaller clusters 252 - 1 and 
252 - C individually . The larger cluster 252 may provide 
additional insight or relationships , which may not be avail 
able if the two clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C remain separate . 
[ 0104 ] In an embodiment , the cluster engine 120 includes 
a resolver 226 that is configured to detect and merge two or 
more overlapping clusters 252 together . For example , the 
resolver 226 may compare the data entities within a cluster 
252 - 1 to the data entities within each one of the other 
clusters 252 - 2 through 252 - C . If the resolver 226 finds the 
same data entity within the cluster 252 - 1 and a second 
cluster 252 - C , then the resolver 226 may merge the two 
clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C into a single larger cluster 252 . For 
example , the cluster 252 - 1 and cluster 252 - C may both 
include the same customer . The resolver 226 may compare 
the data entities of cluster 252 - 1 to the data entities of cluster 
252 - C and detect the same customer in both clusters 252 . 
Upon detecting the same customer in both clusters 252 , the 
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the generic interface may access various data sources that 
each have differing data formats . The generic interface may 
accordingly covert and / or filter the accessed data to a 
common format . Alternatively , the data sources may include 
functionality through which stored data may be searched 
and / or converted to a standard format automatically . In an 
embodiment , the generic interface may enable Federated 
search of multiple data stores of data entity - related infor 
mation . Accordingly , in various embodiments , the analysis 
system 100 may access various data sources for data entity 
clustering and seed generation . 

re 

resolver 226 may merge the cluster 252 - 1 with cluster 
252 - C . The resolver 226 may test each pair of clusters 252 
to identify overlapping clusters 252 . Although the larger 
clusters 252 may be better investigation starting points , an 
analyst may want to understand how the resolver 226 
formed the larger clusters 252 . Accordingly , the resolver 
226 , may store a history of each merge . 
[ 0105 ] In an embodiment , cluster merging ( for example , 
by resolver 226 ) may be optionally disabled for particular 
types of data entities , and / or particular data entities . For 
example , when a particular data entity , or type of data entity , 
is so common that it may be included in many different 
clusters ( for example , an institutional entity such as a bank ) , 
merging of cluster based on that common entity ( for 
example , the particular bank ) or common type of entity ( for 
example , banks in general ) may be disabled . In another 
embodiment , cluster may be merged only when they share 
two or more common data entities and / or other properties . In 
an embodiment , when two clusters are determined to share 
a data entity that this very common ( such that they cluster 
may not be merged based on that entity ) the system may 
automatically determine whether the two clusters share one 
or more other data entities and / or properties such that they 
may be merged . In various embodiments , cluster merging 
may be disabled based on other criteria . For example , cluster 
merging between two related clusters may be disabled when 
one or both of the two clusters reach a particular size ( for 
example , include a particular number of data entities ) . 
[ 0106 ] After the cluster engine generates a group of clus 
ters from a given collection of seeds ( and after merging or 
resolving the cluster ) , the cluster engine 120 may score , 
rank , and / or otherwise order the clusters relative to a scoring 
strategy 442 . In some embodiments , clusters are scored and 
provided to the analysis without resolving . 
[ 0107 ] In one embodiment , the analysis system 100 , and 
more specifically , the cluster engine 120 , receives a request 
for cluster generation . In response to the request , a list of 
seeds may be generated , clusters may be generated based on 
those seeds , and the clusters may be ranked , ordered , and 
presented to analysts . In an embodiment , the cluster engine 
120 may consume seeds generated by other systems . Alter 
natively , in other embodiments , cluster engine 120 may 
generate the seeds 212 - 1 , 212 - 2 . . . 212 - S . For instance , the 
cluster engine 120 may include a seed generation strategy 
( also referred to as a “ lead generation strategy ” ) that iden 
tifies data entities , or groups of data entities , as potential 
seeds 212 . The seed generation ( or lead generation ) strategy 
may apply to a particular business type , such as credit cards , 
stock trading , or insurance claims , and may be run against a 
cluster data source 160 or an external source of information . 
[ 0108 ] In an embodiment , the analysis system 100 may 
not include data bindings as described above . Rather , 
according to an embodiment , the analysis system 100 may 
include one or more interfaces and / or connections to various 
internal and / or external data stores of data entities and / or 
other information . According to an embodiment , the system 
may include a generic interface and / or connection to various 
internal and / or external data stores of data entities and / or 
other information . For example , the analysis system 100 
may include a generic data interface through which the 
system may search , access , and / or filter various data entity 
information during seed and / or cluster generation . The 
generic interface may include various aspects that enable 
searching , accessing , and / or filtering of data . For example , 

V . Example Cluster Generation 
[ 0109 ] FIGS . 3A - 3C illustrate an example growth of a 
cluster 252 of related data entities , according to an embodi 
ment . As shown in FIG . 3A , an example cluster 252 may 
include a seed entity 302 , links 303 - 1 and 303 - 2 , and related 
data entities 305 - 1 and 305 - 2 . The cluster 252 may be based 
upon a seed 212 ( for example , data entity 302 ) . The cluster 
engine 120 may build the cluster 252 by executing a cluster 
strategy 232 with the following searches : 

[ 0110 ] Find seed owner 
[ 0111 ] Find all phone numbers related to the seed owner 
[ 0112 ] Find all customers related to the phone numbers 
[ 0113 ] Find all accounts related to the customers 
[ 0114 ] Find all new customers related to the new 

accounts 
[ 0115 ] In the example , assuming the seed 212 is fraudulent 
credit card account , the cluster engine 120 would add the 
credit card account to the cluster 252 as the seed entity 302 . 
The cluster engine 120 may then use the account owner 
attribute of the credit card account as input to a data binding 
237 . The cluster engine 120 may execute the search protocol 
of the data binding 237 to retrieve the customer data 
identifying the owner of the fraudulent credit card account . 
The cluster engine 120 would then add the customer data to 
the cluster 252 as the related data entity 305 - 1 . The cluster 
engine 120 would also add the account owner attribute as the 
link 303 - 1 that relates the account number to the customer 
data of the owner . The cluster engine 120 would execute the 
next search of the cluster strategy 232 by inputting the 
customer identifier attribute of the customer data into a data 
binding 237 to retrieve a phone data . The cluster engine 120 
would then add the phone data as the related data entity 
305 - 2 and the customer identifier attribute as the link 303 - 2 
between the customer data and the phone data . At this point 
in the investigation process , the cluster 252 would include 
the seed entity 302 , two links 303 - 1 and 303 - 2 , and two 
related data entities 305 - 1 and 305 - 2 . That is , the cluster 252 
would include the fraudulent credit card account , the cus 
tomer data of the owner of the credit card , and the phone 
number of the owner . By carrying the investigation process 
further , the cluster engine 120 may reveal further related 
information , for example , additional customers and / or 
potentially fraudulent credit card accounts . 
[ 0116 ] . Turning to FIG . 3B , and continuing the example , 
the cluster engine 120 may continue executing the cluster 
strategy 232 by searching for additional account data entities 
related to the phone number of the owner of the fraudulent 
credit card account . As discussed , the phone number may be 
stored as related data entity 305 - 2 . The cluster engine 120 
would input the phone owner attribute of the phone number 
to a data binding 237 . The cluster engine 120 would execute 
the search protocol of data binding 237 to retrieve the data 
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of two additional customers , which the cluster engine 120 
would store as related data entities 305 - 3 and 305 - 4 . The 
cluster engine 120 would add the phone owner attribute as 
the links 303 - 3 and 304 - 4 between the additional customers 
and the phone number . 
[ 0117 ] Continuing the example , FIG . 3C shows the cluster 
252 after the cluster engine 120 performs the last step of the 
example cluster strategy 232 . For example , the cluster 
engine 120 would use the customer identifier attribute of the 
related data entity 305 - 3 and 305 - 4 to retrieve and add 
additional account data entities as the related data entities 
305 - 5 and 305 - 6 . The cluster engine 120 would couple the 
related data entities 305 - 5 and 305 - 6 to the related data 
entities 305 - 3 and 305 - 4 with the customer identifier attri 
butes stored as links 303 - 5 and 303 - 6 . Thus , the cluster 252 
would include six related data entities 305 related by six 
links 303 , in addition to the seed entity 302 . 
[ 0118 ] In an embodiment , the analyst may identify and 
determine whether the additional data account entities , 
stored as related data entities 305 - 5 and 305 - 6 , represent 
fraudulent credit card accounts more efficiently than if the 
analyst started an investigation with only the seed 302 . As 
the foregoing example illustrates , according to various 
embodiments , the data analysis system may enable an ana 
lyst to advantageously start an investigation with a cluster 
including many related data entities ( such as the example 
cluster 252 with the seed entity 302 and related data entities 
305 ) rather than a single data entity . 

cluster ( such as cluster 252 ) . A score may indicate a relative 
importance or significance of a given cluster . For example , 
the cluster engine 120 may execute a scoring strategy 442 - 1 
to determine a score by counting the number of a particular 
data entity type that are included within the cluster 252 . 
Assume , for example , a data entity corresponds with a credit 
account . In such a case , a cluster with a large number of 
accounts opened by a single individual ( possibly within a 
short time ) might correlate with a higher fraud risk . Of 
course , a cluster score may be related to a high risk of fraud 
based on the other data in the cluster , as appropriate for a 
given case . More generally , each scoring strategy 442 may 
be tailored based on the data in clusters created by a given 
cluster strategy 230 and a particular type of risk or fraud ( or 
amounts at risk ) of interest to an analyst . 
0122 ] According to an embodiment , the cluster engine 
120 scores a cluster 252 - 1 by first retrieving a scoring 
strategy 442 . For example , assume an analyst selects scoring 
strategy 442 - 1 . In response , the cluster engine 120 may 
retrieve the scoring strategy 442 - 1 . The cluster engine 120 
may also retrieve the cluster 252 - 1 from the cluster list 250 . 
After determining the score of the cluster 252 - 1 , the cluster 
engine 120 may store the score with the cluster 252 - 1 in the 
cluster list 250 . 
[ 0123 ] The cluster engine 120 may score multiple clusters 
252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C in the cluster list 250 . The cluster 
engine 120 may also rank the clusters 252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . 
252 - C based upon the scores . For instance , the cluster 
engine 120 may rank the cluster 252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C 
from highest score to lowest score . In various embodiment , 
cluster may be ranked according into multiple scores , com 
binations of scores , and / or metascores . 

VI . Example Cluster Scoring / Ranking 
[ 0119 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters 
252 by the data analysis system 100 shown in FIG . 1 , 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure . As 
shown , an example system 400 of FIG . 4 illustrates some of 
the same elements as shown in FIG . 1 and FIG . 2 , including 
the cluster engine 120 in communication with the cluster list 
250 . In addition , FIG . 4 illustrates a scoring strategy store 
440 in communication with the cluster engine 120 . The 
scoring strategy store 440 includes scoring strategies 442 - 1 , 
442 - 2 . . . 442 - R . 
[ 0120 ] In an embodiment , the cluster engine 120 executes 
a scoring strategy 442 to score a cluster 252 . For example , 
the cluster engine 120 may generate a cluster ( for example , 
via a cluster strategy / data bindings ) and attempt to resolve it 
with existing clusters . Thereafter , the cluster engine 120 may 
score the resulting cluster with any scoring strategies asso 
ciated with a given cluster generation strategy . In an embodi 
ment , the multiple scores may be generated for a given 
cluster . The multiple scores may be based on various 
aspects , metrics , or data associated with the cluster . In one 
embodiment , a cluster metascore may be generated based on 
a combination or aggregation of scores associated with a 
given cluster . Ordering for a group of clusters , ( according to 
a given scoring strategy ) may be performed on demand 
when requested by a client . Alternatively , the analyst may 
select a scoring strategy 442 through the client 135 and / or 
the analyst may include the selection within a script or 
configuration file . In another alternative , the data analysis 
system may automatically select a scoring strategy . In other 
embodiments , the cluster engine 120 may execute several 
scoring strategies 442 to determine a combined score for the 
cluster 252 . 
10121 ] In an embodiment , a scoring strategy ( such as 
scoring strategy 442 ) specifies an approach for scoring a 

VII . Example User Interface 
[ 0124 ] FIG . 5 illustrates an example cluster analysis user 
interface ( UI ) 500 , according to one embodiment . As 
described above , the workflow engine 125 may be config 
ured to present the cluster analysis UI 500 . As shown , the 
example cluster analysis UI 500 includes a selection box 
510 , a cluster strategy box 530 , a cluster summary list 525 , 
a cluster search box 520 , and a cluster review window 515 . 
The workflow engine 125 may generate the cluster analysis 
UI 500 as a web application or a dynamic web page 
displayed within the client 135 . 
[ 0125 ] In the example UI 500 of FIG . 5 , the selection box 
510 may allow the analyst to select , for example , a seed 
generation strategy and / or a previously generated seed or 
seed list ( for example , seed list 210 ) . The analyst may select 
the items ( for example , a seed generation strategy ) by , for 
example , entering a name of a particular item into a drop 
down box ( or other interface element ) in the selection box 
510 ( for example , the dropdown box showing a selected 
strategy “ Strategy - A ” ) and selecting a “ Go ” button ( or other 
interface element ) . Alternatively , the analyst may select a 
particular item by , for example , expanding the dropdown 
box and selecting an item from the expanded dropdown box , 
which may list various seed generation strategies and / or 
seed lists , for example . In various examples , seed lists and / or 
seed generation strategies may be selected by the analyst 
that correspond to likely fraudulent financial accounts , credit 
card account originating at a particular bank branch , savings 
accounts with balances above a particular amount , and / or 
any of the other seed generation strategies described below 
in reference to the various applications of the system . 
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[ 0126 ] For example , when the analyst selects a particular 
seed generation strategy , the system may generate a seed list 
( for example , seed list 210 ) and then may generate clusters 
based on seeds of the seed list . The seed list and / or clusters 
may , in an embodiment , be generated in response to a 
selection of a particular seed generation strategy . The seed 
generation strategy may generate a seed list ( for example , 
seed list 210 ) and / or clusters ( for example , clusters 252 - 1 , 
252 - 2 , . . . 252 - C of the cluster list 250 ) from the database 
140 and / or an external source of information ( for example , 
a cluster data source 160 ) . Alternatively , when the analyst 
selects a previously generated seed or seed list ( for example , 
seed list 210 ) , the system may retrieve data related to the 
selected seed list ( for example , the seed entities , clusters , 
and / or related clustered data entities ) from , for example , 
database 140 and / or an external source of information ( for 
example , a cluster data source 160 ) . In an embodiment , 
clusters may be generated in response to a selection of a 
previously generated seed list ( or seed ) . Alternatively , clus 
ter may be been previously generated , and may be retrieved 
in response to selection of a previously generated seed list 
( or seed ) . In an embodiment , the analyst may select a 
particular cluster of interest via the selection box 510 . 
[ 0127 ] Further , in the example UI 500 the cluster strategy 
box 530 displays the cluster strategies 232 that the cluster 
engine 120 ran against the seed list 210 . The cluster engine 
120 may execute multiple cluster strategies 232 against the 
seed list 210 , so there may be multiple cluster strategies 232 
listed in the cluster strategy box 530 . The analyst may click 
on the name of a given cluster strategy 232 in the cluster 
strategy box 530 to review the clusters 252 that the cluster 
strategy 232 generated . 
[ 0128 ] In an embodiment , the workflow engine 125 gen 
erates for display in the UI 500 summaries of the clusters 
252 in the cluster summary list 525 . For example , the 
summaries may include characteristics of the clusters 252 , 
such as identifiers , scores , and / or analysts assigned to ana 
lyze the clusters 252 . The workflow engine 125 may select 
the clusters 252 for display in the cluster summary list 525 
according to those or other characteristics . For instance , the 
workflow engine 125 may display the summaries in the 
order of the scores of the clusters 252 , where a summary of 
the highest scoring cluster 252 is displayed first . 
[ 0129 ] The workflow engine 125 may control the order 
and selection of the summaries within the cluster summary 
list 525 based upon an input from the analyst . The cluster 
search box 520 may include a search text box coupled to a 
search button and a pull - down control . The analyst may 
enter a characteristic of a cluster 252 in the search text box 
and then instruct the workflow engine 125 to search for and 
display clusters 252 that include the characteristic by press 
ing the search button . For example , the analyst may search 
for clusters with a particular score . The pull - down control 
may include a list of different characteristics of the clusters 
252 , such as score , size , assigned analyst , and / or date 
created . The analyst may select one of the characteristics to 
instruct the workflow engine 125 to present the summaries 
of the clusters 252 arranged by that characteristic . 
10130 ] In an embodiment , the workflow engine 125 is also 
configured to present details of a given cluster 252 within the 
cluster review window 515 . The workflow engine 125 
displays the details of the cluster 252 , for example , the score , 
and / or average account balances within a cluster , when the 
analyst clicks a mouse pointer on the associated summary 

within the cluster summary list 525 . The workflow engine 
125 may present details of the cluster 252 , such as the name 
of an analyst assigned to analyze the cluster 252 , a score of 
the cluster 252 , and / or statistics or graphs generated from the 
cluster 252 . These details may allow the analyst to determine 
whether to investigate the cluster 252 further . The cluster 
review window 515 may also include a button which may be 
clicked to investigate a cluster 252 within a graph , and an 
assign button for assigning a cluster to an analyst . 
[ 0131 ] An analyst may click a mouse pointer on an 
“ Investigate in Graph " button representing a cluster to 
investigate the cluster within an interactive graph . The 
interactive representation may be a visual graph of the 
cluster 252 , where icons represent the entities of the cluster 
252 and lines between the icons represent the links between 
entities of the cluster 252 . For example , the workflow engine 
125 may display the interactive graph of the cluster 252 
similar to the representation of the cluster 252 in FIG . 3C . 
The interactive representation may allow the analyst to 
review the attributes of the related data entities and / or 
perform queries for additional related data entities . 
[ 0132 ] In an embodiment , an administrative user may 
click a mouse pointer on an assign button to assign the 
associated cluster 252 to an analyst . The workflow engine 
125 may also allow the administrative user to create tasks 
associated with the clusters 252 , while the administrative 
user assigns the cluster 252 . For example , the administrative 
user may create a task for searching within the three highest 
scoring clusters 252 for fraudulent credit card accounts . The 
workflow engine 125 may display the summaries in the 
cluster summary list 525 according to the names of the 
analysts assigned to the clusters 252 . Likewise , the work 
flow engine 125 may only display summaries for the subset 
of the clusters 252 assigned to an analyst . 
[ 0133 ] The interface shown in FIG . 5 is included to 
illustrate one exemplary interface useful for navigating and 
reviewing clusters generated using the cluster engine 120 
and the workflow engine 125 . In other embodiments , other 
user interface constructs may be used to allow the analyst to 
select cluster strategies 232 , scoring strategies 242 , and / or 
seed generation strategies , initiate an investigation , and / or 
review and analyze the clusters 252 . For example , the 
workflow engine 125 may display additional controls within 
the cluster analysis UI 500 for controlling the cluster gen 
eration process and selecting seed generation strategies , 
cluster strategies 232 , and / or scoring strategies 242 . Also , 
the UI 500 may be displayed without the selection box 510 
or the options to select a seed generation strategy . In 
addition , although the workflow engine 125 generates the 
cluster analysis UI 500 , in various embodiments the cluster 
analysis UI 500 may be generated by a software application 
distinct from the workflow engine 125 . Further , in various 
embodiments , the cluster review window 515 may be con 
figured to display a preview of the cluster 252 and / or 
additional statistics generated from the cluster 252 . As such , 
an interactive representation of the cluster 252 may be 
presented in an additional UI and / or the cluster 252 may be 
exported to another software application for review by the 
analyst . 
[ 0134 ] In an alternative embodiment , and as described 
below in reference to FIGS . 10E , 11E , 12E , and 13E , the 
cluster analysis user interface may include a list of clusters 
in a first column , a list of scores associated with a selected 
cluster in a middle column , and / or details associated with a 
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related data entities of the cluster 252 and another table may 
include links between the related data entities of the cluster 

selected score in a last column . Such an arrangement may 
advantageously enable an analyst to investigate various 
scores associated with a cluster . Additionally , clusters in 
such an interface may advantageously be prioritized accord 
ing to any of multiple scores and / or metascores . 

252 . 

VIII . Example Operations 
101351 . FIG . 6 is a flowchart of an example method of 
generating clusters , according to an embodiment . Although 
the method is described in conjunction with the systems of 
FIGS . 1 and 2 , persons skilled in the art will understand that 
any system configured to perform the method , in any order , 
is within the scope of this disclosure . Further , the method 
600 may be performed in conjunction with method 700 for 
scoring a cluster , described below . 
0136 ] As shown , example cluster generation method 600 
begins at block 605 , where the cluster engine 120 retrieves 
a cluster strategy ( e . g . , cluster strategy 232 - 2 ) and a seed 
212 . Once a cluster strategy is selected , the cluster engine 
120 may identify a list of seeds from which to build clusters 
using the selected cluster strategy . At block 610 , the cluster 
engine 120 initializes a cluster 252 with one of the seeds in 
the list . The cluster 252 may be stored as a graph data 
structure . The cluster engine 120 may initialize the graph 
data structure and then add the seed 212 - 1 to the graph data 
structure as the first data entity . 
[ 0137 ] At block 615 , the cluster engine 120 may grow the 
cluster 252 by executing the search protocol of a data 
binding 237 from the cluster strategy 232 - 2 . The cluster 
strategy 232 - 2 may include a series of data bindings 237 that 
the cluster engine 120 executes to retrieve related data 
entities . A given data binding 237 may include queries to 
execute against a cluster data source 160 using the seed as 
an input parameter . For example , if the seed 212 - 1 is an 
account number , then the data binding 237 may retrieve the 
data identifying the owner of the account with the account 
number . After retrieving this information , the cluster engine 
120 may add the customer data entity to the cluster as a 
related data entity and the account owner attribute as the link 
between the seed 212 - 1 and the related data entity . After 
retrieving the related data entities , the cluster engine 120 
may add them to the cluster 252 . 
[ 0138 ] At block 620 , the cluster engine 120 determines if 
the cluster strategy 232 - 2 is fully executed . If not the method 
600 returns to block 615 to execute additional data bindings 
for a given seed . Alternatively , as described above , the 
cluster engine 120 may grow the duster by searching for , 
accessing , and / or filtering various data entities through , for 
example , a generic interface to various internal and / or 
external data sources . Further , in an embodiment , the cluster 
engine 120 may determine whether the cluster being gen 
erated is to be merged with another cluster , as described 
above . Once the cluster strategy is executed for that seed , the 
cluster engine 120 may determine and assign a score ( or 
multiple scores ) to that cluster ( relative to a specified scoring 
strategy ) . After generating clusters for a group of seeds , such 
clusters may be ordered or ranked based on the relative 
scores . Doing so may allow an analyst to rapidly identify 
and evaluate clusters determined to represent , for example , 
a high risk of fraud . 
[ 0139 ] At block 625 , the cluster engine 120 may store the 
cluster 252 in cluster list 250 . As mentioned above , the 
cluster list 250 may be a collection of tables within a 
relational database , where a table may include the seed and 

[ 0140 ] At block 630 , the cluster engine 120 determines if 
there are more seeds 212 to analyze in the seed list 210 . If 
so , the method 600 returns to block 605 to generate another 
cluster from the next seed . Otherwise , the method 600 ends . 
Note , while method 600 describes a single cluster being 
generated , one of skill in the art will recognize that multiple 
instances of the cluster generation process illustrated by 
method 600 may be performed in parallel . 
[ 0141 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart of an example method of 
scoring clusters , according to an embodiment . Although the 
method is described in conjunction with the systems of 
FIGS . 1 and 4 , persons skilled in the art will understand that 
any system configured to perform the method steps , in any 
order , is within the scope of the present invention . 
10142 ] As shown , the example cluster scoring method 700 
begins at block 705 , where the cluster engine 120 retrieves 
a scoring strategy 442 and a cluster 252 ( for example , a 
cluster just created using the method 600 of FIG . 6 ) . In other 
cases , the cluster engine 120 may retrieve the scoring 
strategy 442 associated with a stored cluster . Other alterna 
tives include an analyst selecting a scoring strategy 442 
through the client 135 , the cluster engine 120 via the cluster 
analysis UI 500 , a script , or a configuration file . The cluster 
engine 120 may retrieve the selected scoring strategy 442 
from the scoring strategy store 440 , and the cluster 252 from 
the duster list 250 . 
[ 0143 ] At block 710 , the cluster engine 120 executes the 
scoring strategy 442 against the cluster 252 . The scoring 
strategy 442 may specify characteristics of the related data 
entities within the cluster 252 to aggregate . The cluster 
engine 120 may execute the scoring strategy 442 by aggre 
gating the specified characteristics together to determine a 
score . For instance , the cluster engine 120 may aggregate 
account balances of related data entities that are account data 
entities . In such a case , a total amount of dollars ( or average 
dollars or any other aggregated , averaged , or normal attri 
bute of the cluster ) included within the balances of the 
account data entities of the cluster 252 may be the score of 
the cluster 252 . 
[ 0144 ] At block 715 , the cluster engine 120 may store the 
score with the cluster 252 in the cluster list 250 . At step 720 , 
the cluster engine 120 determines if there are more clusters 
252 to score . For example , in one embodiment , a set of 
clusters may be re - scored using an updated scoring strategy . 
In other cases , the cluster engine may score each cluster 
when it is created from a seed ( based on a given cluster 
generation and corresponding scoring strategy ) . If more 
clusters remain to be scored ( or re - scored ) , the method 700 
returns to block 705 . 
[ 0145 ] At block 725 , the cluster engine 120 may rank the 
clusters 252 according to the scores of the clusters 252 . For 
example , after re - scoring a set of clusters ( or after scoring a 
group of clusters generated from a set of seeds ) , the cluster 
engine 125 may rank the clusters 252 from highest score to 
lowest score . The ranking may be used to order a display of 
summaries of the clusters 252 presented to the analyst . The 
analyst may rely upon the ranking and scores to determine 
which clusters 252 to analyze first . The ranking and sorting 
may generally be performed on - demand when an analyst is 
looking for a cluster to investigate . Thus , the ranking need 
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not happen at the same time as scoring . Further , the clusters 
may be scored ( and later ranked ) using different raking 
strategies . 
[ 0146 ] In various embodiments , multiple scores for each 
cluster may be determined according to methods similar to 
the example method 700 . Accordingly , clusters may be 
ranked according to any of multiple scores . Additionally , in 
various embodiments , multiple scores may be combined 
and / or aggregated into a metascore that may be used to rank 
the clusters . Various example score and metascore determi 
nations are described below in reference to FIGS . 10C , 11C , 
12C , and 13C . 

IX . Example Implementation Mechanisms / Systems 
[ 0147 ] FIG . 8 illustrates components of an illustrative 
server computing system 110 , according to an embodiment . 
The server computing system 110 may comprise one or 
more computing devices that may perform a variety of tasks 
to implement the various operations of the data analysis 
system . As shown , the server computing system 110 may 
include , one or more central processing unit ( CPU ) 860 , a 
network interface 850 , a memory 820 , and a storage 830 , 
each connected to an interconnect ( bus ) 840 . The server 
computing system 110 may also include an I / O device 
interface 870 connecting 1 / 0 devices 875 ( for example , 
keyboard , display , mouse , and / or other input / output devices ) 
to the computing system 110 . Further , in context of this 
disclosure , the computing elements shown in server com 
puting system 110 may correspond to a physical computing 
system ( for example , a system in a data center , a computer 
server , a desktop computer , a laptop computer , and / or the 
like ) and / or may be a virtual computing instance executing 
within a hosted computing environment . 
[ 0148 ] The CPU 860 may retrieve and execute program 
ming instructions stored in memory 820 , as well as store and 
retrieve application data residing in memory 820 . The bus 
840 may be used to transmit programming instructions and 
application data between the CPU 860 , I / O device interface 
870 , storage 830 , network interface 850 , and memory 820 . 
Note that the CPU 860 is included to be representative of , for 
example , a single CPU , multiple CPUs , a single CPU having 
multiple processing cores , a CPU with an associate memory 
management unit , and the like . 
[ 0149 ] The memory 820 is included to be representative 
of , for example , a random access memory ( RAM ) , cache 
and / or other dynamic storage devices for storing information 
and instructions to be executed by CPU 860 . Memory 820 
also may be used for storing temporary variables or other 
intermediate information during execution of instructions to 
be executed by CPU 860 . Such instructions , when stored in 
storage media accessible to CPU 860 , render server com 
puting system 110 into a special - purpose machine that is 
customized to perform the operations specified in the 
instructions . 
[ 0150 ] The storage 830 may be a disk drive storage device , 
a read only memory ( ROM ) , or other static , non - transitory , 
and / or computer - readable storage device or medium coupled 
to bus 840 for storing static information and instructions for 
CPU 860 . Although shown as a single unit , the storage 830 
may be a combination of fixed and / or removable storage 
devices , such as fixed disc drives , removable memory cards , 
and / or optical storage , network attached storage ( NAS ) , 
and / or a storage area - network ( SAN ) . 

[ 0151 ] Programming instructions , such as the cluster 
engine 120 and / or the workflow engine 125 , may be stored 
in the memory 820 and / or storage 830 in various software 
modules , The modules may be stored in a mass storage 
device ( such as storage 830 ) as executable software codes 
that are executed by the server computing system 110 . These 
and other modules may include , by way of example , com 
ponents , such as software components , object - oriented soft 
ware components , class components and task components , 
processes , functions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , 
segments of program code , drivers , firmware , microcode , 
circuitry , data , databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and 
variables . 
[ 0152 ] Illustratively , according to an embodiment , the 
memory 820 stores a seed list 210 , a cluster engine 120 , a 
cluster list 250 , and a workflow engine 125 ( as described 
with reference to the various figures above ) . The cluster 
engine 120 may include a cluster strategy 232 - 2 . The 
particular cluster strategy 232 - 2 may include data bindings 
237 - 1 , 237 - 2 , and 237 - 3 , with which the cluster engine 120 
may access the cluster data source 160 . The workflow 
engine 125 may include a scoring strategy 442 - 1 . 
10153 ] Illustratively , according to an embodiment , the 
storage 830 includes a cluster strategy store 230 , data 
bindings store 835 , and a scoring strategy store 440 . As 
described above , the cluster strategy store 230 may include 
a collection of different cluster strategies 232 , such as cluster 
strategy 232 - 2 . For example , the cluster strategy store 230 
may be a directory that includes the cluster strategies 232 - 1 , 
232 - 2 . . . 232 - N as distinct modules . The scoring strategy 
store 440 may include a collection of different scoring 
strategies 442 , such as scoring strategy 442 - 2 , and may also 
be a directory of distinct modules . The data binding store 
835 may include data bindings 237 - 1 , 237 - 2 . . . 237 - M , 
which may also be stored as distinct modules within a 
directory . 
[ 0154 ] Although shown in memory 820 , the seed list 210 , 
cluster engine 120 , cluster list 250 , and workflow engine 
125 , may be stored in memory 820 , storage 830 , and / or split 
between memory 820 and storage 830 . Likewise , copies of 
the cluster strategy 232 - 2 , data binding 237 - 1 , 237 - 2 , and 
237 - 3 , and scoring strategy 442 - 2 may be stored in memory 
820 , storage 830 , and / or split between memory 820 and 
storage 830 . 
[ 0155 ] The network 150 may be any wired network , 
wireless network , or combination thereof . In addition , the 
network 150 may be a personal area network , local area 
network , wide area network , cable network , satellite net 
work , cellular telephone network , or combination thereof . 
Protocols and components for communicating via the Inter 
net or any of the other aforementioned types of communi 
cation networks are well known to those skilled in the art of 
computer communications and thus , need not be described 
in more detail herein . 
[ 0156 ] As described above , in various embodiments the 
system may be accessible by an analyst ( or other operator or 
user ) through a web - based viewer , such as a web browser . In 
this embodiment , the user interface may be generated by the 
server computing system 110 and transmitted to the web 
browser of the analyst . Alternatively , data necessary for 
generating the user interface may be provided by the server 
computing system 110 to the browser , where the user 
interface may be generated . The analyst / user may then 
interact with the user interface through the web - browser . In 
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an embodiment , the user interface of the data analysis 
system may be accessible through a dedicated software 
application . In an embodiment , the client computing device 
130 may be a mobile computing device , and the user 
interface of the data analysis system may be accessible 
through such a mobile computing device ( for example , a 
smartphone and / or tablet ) . In this embodiment , the server 
computing system 110 may generate and transmit a user 
interface to the mobile computing device . Alternatively , the 
mobile computing device may include modules for gener 
ating the user interface , and the server computing system 
110 may provide user interaction data to the mobile com 
puting device . In an embodiment , the server computing 
system 110 comprises a mobile computing device . Addi 
tionally , in various embodiments any of the components 
and / or functionality described above with reference to the 
server computing system 110 ( including , for example , 
memory , storage , CPU , network interface , I / O device inter 
face , and the like ) , and / or similar or corresponding compo 
nents and / or functionality , may be included in the client 
computing device 130 . 
[ 0157 ] According to various embodiments , the data analy 
sis system and other methods and techniques described 
herein are implemented by one or more special - purpose 
computing devices . The special - purpose computing devices 
may be hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the techniques , or may include one or 
more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 
firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such 
special - purpose computing devices may also combine cus 
tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro 
gramming to accomplish the techniques . The special - pur 
pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems , 
server computer systems , portable computer systems , hand 
held devices , networking devices or any other device or 
combination of devices that incorporate hard - wired and / or 
program logic to implement the techniques . 
[ 0158 ] Computing devices of the data analysis system may 
generally be controlled and / or coordinated by operating 
system software , such as iOS , Android , Chrome OS , Win 
dows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , Win 
dows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , SunOS , Solaris , 
iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other compatible operat 
ing systems . In other embodiments , the computing devices 
may be controlled by a proprietary operating system . Con 
ventional operating systems control and schedule computer 
processes for execution , perform memory management , 
provide file system , networking , I / O services , and provide a 
user interface functionality , such as a graphical user inter 
face ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0159 ] In general , the word “ module , " as used herein , 
refers to a collection of software instructions , possibly 
having entry and exit points , written in a programming 
language , such as , for example , Java , Lua , C or C + + . A 
software module may be compiled and linked into an 
executable program , installed in a dynamic link library , or 
may be written in an interpreted programming language 
such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , or Python . It will be 
appreciated that software modules may be callable from 
other modules or from themselves , and / or may be invoked 

in response to detected events or interrupts . Software mod 
ules configured for execution on computing devices may be 
provided on a computer readable medium , such as a compact 
disc , digital video disc , flash drive , magnetic disc , or any 
other tangible medium , or as a digital download ( and may be 
originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation , decompression or decryption prior to 
execution ) . Such software code may be stored , partially or 
fully , on a memory device of the executing computing 
device , for execution by the computing device . Software 
instructions may be embedded in firmware , such as an 
EPROM . It will be further appreciated that hardware devices 
( such as processors and CPUs ) may be comprised of con 
nected logic units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may 
be comprised of programmable units , such as programmable 
gate arrays or processors . The modules or computing device 
functionality described herein are preferably implemented 
as software modules , but may be represented in hardware 
devices . Generally , the modules described herein refer to 
software modules that may be combined with other modules 
or divided into sub - modules despite their physical organi 
zation or storage . 
[ 0160 ] Server computing system 110 may implement vari 
ous of the techniques and methods described herein using 
customized hard - wired logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , 
firmware and / or program logic which , in combination with 
various software modules , causes the server computing 
system 110 to be a special - purpose machine . According to 
one embodiment , the techniques herein are performed by 
server computing system 110 in response to CPU 860 
executing one or more sequences of one or more modules 
and / or instructions contained in memory 820 . Such instruc 
tions may be read into memory 820 from another storage 
medium , such as storage 830 . Execution of the sequences of 
instructions contained in memory 820 may cause CPU 840 
to perform the processes and methods described herein . In 
alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used 
in place of or in combination with software instructions . 
[ 0161 ] The term “ non - transitory media , ” and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage 830 . Volatile media includes dynamic memory , 
such as memory 820 . Common forms of non - transitory 
media include , for example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , 
hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or any other 
magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any other 
optical data storage medium , any physical medium with 
patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH 
EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge , and 
networked versions of the same . 
[ 0162 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 840 . Transmission media may also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0163 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
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CPU 860 for execution . For example , the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of 
a remote computer . The remote computer may load the 
instructions and / or modules into its dynamic memory and 
send the instructions over a telephone or cable line using a 
modem . A modem local to server computing system 820 
may receive the data on the telephone / cable line and use a 
converter device including the appropriate circuitry to place 
the data on bus 840 . Bus 840 carries the data to memory 820 , 
from which CPU 860 retrieves and executes the instructions . 
The instructions received by memory 820 may optionally be 
stored on storage 830 either before or after execution by 
CPU 860 . 

X . Additional Example Applications 
[ 0164 ] While financial fraud using credit card accounts is 
used as a primary reference example in the discussion above , 
the techniques described herein may be adapted for use with 
a variety of data sets and in various applications . For 
example , information from data logs of online systems may 
be evaluated as seeds to improve cyber security . In such a 
case , a seed may be a suspicious IP address , a compromised 
user account , and the like . From the seeds , log data , DHCP 
logs , IP blacklists , packet captures , webapp logs , and other 
server and database logs may be used to create clusters of 
activity related to the suspicions seeds . Other examples 
include data quality analysis used to cluster transactions 
processed through a computer system ( whether financial or 
otherwise ) . A number of examples of such applications are 
described in detail below in reference to , for example , FIG . 
9 , FIGS . 10A - 10E ( tax fraud detection ) , FIGS . 11A - 11E 
( beaconing malware detection ) , 12A - 12E malware user 
agent detection ) , and FIGS . 13A - 13E ( activity trend detec 
tion ) . 

ters may include one or multiple data entities related to a 
seed , including the seed , and may be generated based on 
cluster generation strategies and / or rules ( including data 
bindings and / or searching and filtering are performed 
through , for example , a generic interface to various data 
sources ) . Scores and metascores may be determined based 
on attributes , characteristics , and / or properties associated 
with data entities that make up a given cluster . 
[ 0168 ] Four example applications of the data analysis 
system are described below ( FIGS . 10A - 10E ( tax fraud 
detection ) , FIGS . 11A - 11E ( beaconing malware detection ) , 
12A - 12E ( malware user - agent detection ) , and FIGS . 13A 
13E ( activity trend detection ) ) in which various example 
methods of seed generation , cluster generation , cluster scor 
ing and metascoring , and cluster ranking are described . The 
four example applications are not intended to be limiting of 
the scope of the described methods , systems , and processes 
of the present disclosure . With respect to each of the 
flowcharts described below ( for example , the flowcharts of 
FIGS . 10A - 10C , 11A - 11C , 12A - 12C , and 13A - 13C ) , it is to 
be understood that , in various embodiments , fewer blocks or 
additional blocks may be included in the example processes 
depicted , or various blocks may be performed in an order 
different from that shown in the figures . Further , in various 
embodiments , one or more blocks in the figures may be 
performed by various components of the data analysis 
system , for example , server computing system 110 ( de 
scribed above in reference to FIG . 8 ) and / or another suitable 
computing system . 

XI . Example Generalized Application of the Data 
Analysis System 

[ 0165 ] FIG . 9 is a flowchart of an example generalized 
method of the data analysis system , according to various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In various embodi 
ments , fewer blocks or additional blocks may be included in 
the process , or various blocks may be performed in an order 
different from that shown in the figure . In an embodiment , 
one or more blocks in the figure may be performed by 
various components of the data analysis system , for 
example , server computing system 110 ( described above in 
reference to FIG . 8 ) . 
[ 0166 ] As described above , and as shown in FIG . 9 , the 
data analysis system may generate a seed or multiple seeds 
( block 910 ) , may generate clusters based on those seed ( s ) 
( block 920 ) , may generate a score or multiple scores for each 
generated cluster ( block 930 ) , may generate a metascore for 
each generated cluster ( block 940 ) , and may optionally rank 
the generated clusters based on the generated metascores 
( block 950 ) . In various embodiments , the data analysis 
system may or may not generate multiple scores for each 
cluster , may or may not generate metascores for each cluster , 
and / or may or may not rank the clusters . In an embodiment , 
the system may rank clusters based on one or more scores 
that are not metascores . 
[ 0167 ] Further , as described above , the seeds may include 
one or multiple data entities , and may be generated based on 
seed generation strategies and / or rules . Similarly , the clus 

XII . Example Application of the Data Analysis 
System to Tax Fraud Detection 

[ 0169 ] FIGS . 10A - 10E depict various aspects of the data 
analysis system as applied to detecting tax fraud . For 
example , the data analysis system may be used in conjunc 
tion with tax - related data entities to detect fraudulent tax 
related activity . Fraudulent tax - related activity may include , 
for example , a fraudster stealing another ' s identity and filing 
on their behalf to fraudulently extract tax return money from 
a government . The tax return money may be automatically 
deposited in a bank account and then retrieved by the 
fraudster . The data analysis system may be used to detect 
and prevent such fraudulent activity . 
[ 0170 ] According to various embodiments , and as 
described below , tax - related data entity seeds may be gen 
erated by the system as described below in reference to FIG . 
10A . Each of these tax - related entity seeds may include one 
or more tax - related entities , and the seeds may be generated 
based on a likelihood that the seeds represent fraudulent 
activities and / or data . Each of the seeds may be used as a 
basis for clustering various other tax - related entities , as 
described in reference to FIGS . 10B and 10D . Accordingly , 
the generated clusters may represent various data entities 
that are all related to potentially fraudulent activity . Each of 
the generated clusters may then be scored according to 
various criteria ( or rules ) , as described below in reference to 
FIG . 10C . The various scores and metascores generated by 
the system may provide indications to an analyst regarding 
the likelihood that the cluster includes entities representing 
fraudulent activities and / or data . The information , including 
the clusters and scores generated by the data analysis 
system , may be presented to an analyst via a user interface 
as described below in reference to FIG . 10E . Advanta 
geously , according to an embodiment , the analyst may sort 
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the clusters according to their determined scores ( and / or 
metascores ) so as to prioritize investigations into potential 
fraud . Further , the data analysis system may advantageously 
automatically cluster or group many related data entities to 
enable rapid investigation and evaluation by an analyst to 
detect likely tax fraud . 
[ 0171 ] a . Tax Fraud Detection : Seed Generation 
[ 0172 ] FIG . 10A is a flowchart of an example of a seed 
generation method 910a of the data analysis system as 
applied to tax fraud detection , according to various embodi 
ments of the present disclosure . The seed generation method 
910a may generally be understood to correspond to block 
910 ( seed generation ) of the generalized process of FIG . 9 . 
[ 0173 ] Referring to FIG . 10A , at block 1012 , tax - related 
data and / or data entities may be received and / or accessed by 
the data analysis system . For example , tax - related data 
entities may include tax returns ( 1012a ) , pay statements 
( 1012b ) , and / or other third - party data ( 1012c ) , just to name 
a few . Such tax - related data may be accessed and / or received 
from , for example , various cluster data sources 160 ( as 
shown in FIG . 1 ) . 
[ 0174 ] At block 1014 , various tax fraud indicators may be 
received and / or accessed by the data analysis system . Tax 
fraud indicators may include , for example , various data , 
rules , and / or criteria that may be compared with the tax 
related data entities to determine that a tax - related entity is 
likely associated with fraudulent activity . Examples of tax 
fraud indicators may include Internet Protocol ( IP ) addresses 
that are frequently used , for example , to file multiple tax 
returns in a short period of time ( 1014a ) ; financial institution 
accounts that receive multiple tax refunds ( 1014b ) ; and / or 
locations ( such as physical addresses ) associated with and / or 
receiving multiple tax refunds ( 1014c ) ; just to name a few . 
Other tax fraud indicators may include , for example , various 
of the cluster scoring criteria described below in reference to 
FIG . 10C . Such tax fraud indicators may be derived from 
automatic or manual analysis of tax - related data . For 
example , the data analysis system may automatically pro 
cess large amounts of tax - returns across multiple years to 
determine frequently used IP addresses , bank accounts that 
receive multiple tax refunds , and / or physical addresses that 
are frequently used to receive tax refunds . Tax fraud indi 
cators may also be derived from known lists , and / or may be 
provided by an analyst or other user of the data analysis 
system . In various embodiments , tax fraud indicators may be 
referred to as business rules . Further , in various embodi 
ments , the tax fraud indicators define suspicious character 
istics that may be associated with tax - related data entities 
that may indicate possible fraudulent activity . 
[ 0175 ] At block 1016 , the tax - related data may be ana 
lyzed in view of , or compared to , the tax fraud indicators , 
and particular tax - related data entities that may be associated 
with tax fraud are determined . For example , a tax return data 
entity may include a return address that is a known tax fraud 
indicator . In this example , the tax return data entity may be 
determined by the system possibly to be related to tax fraud . 
In another example , a tax return may be filed from a 
particular IP address known to be a tax fraud indicator , 
and / or may include a bank account number that is a known 
tax fraud indicator . In this example , the tax return may again 
be determined by the system to be possibly related to tax 
fraud . 
[ 0176 ] At block 1018 , the tax - related entities that are 
determined to be possibly related to tax fraud may be used 

as seeds by the data analysis system . Accordingly , the 
method 910a may identify data entity seeds that may be used 
by the data analysis system in a tax - fraud detection appli 
cation . 
[ 0177 ] b . Tax Fraud Detection : Cluster Generation 
[ 0178 ] Turning now to FIG . 10B , a flowchart of an 
example of a clustering method 920a of the data analysis 
system as applied to tax fraud detection is shown , according 
to various embodiments of the present disclosure . The 
clustering method 920a may generally be understood to 
correspond to block 920 ( cluster generation ) of the gener 
alized process of FIG . 9 . Additionally , the clustering method 
920a may correspond to a clustering strategy , as described 
above . In the flowchart of FIG . 10B , block 1022 indicates 
that each of the following blocks ( 1024 , 1026 ) may be 
performed for each of the seeds generated by the seed 
generation method 910a of FIG . 10A . 
[ 0179 ] At block 1024 , any tax - return data entities that are 
related to the seed may be clustered . Clustering of data 
entities may be accomplished as generally described above , 
in which data bindings are executed and / or searching and 
filtering are performed ( through , for example , a generic 
interface to various data sources ) as part of a clustering 
strategy . Additionally , as described above , clustered data 
entities may be related by , for example , sharing the same or 
similar properties , characteristics , and / or metadata . For 
example , assume a seed is a bank account . In block 1024 , 
any tax returns that include mention of the bank account may 
be clustered with the bank account . This example may be 
seen visually in FIG . 10D , which illustrates an example 
growth of a cluster of related data entities in a tax fraud 
detection application , according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure . In FIG . 10D , boxes indicate data entities , 
while lines between boxes indicate links that connect data 
entities . In the example of FIG . 10D , a seed bank account 
1050 has been generated ( such as by the process of FIG . 
10A ) . Then , in a clustering step corresponding to block 1024 
( of FIG . 10B ) and represented by the internal cluster dashed 
line , a related tax return 1051 that references the seed bank 
account is added to the cluster . 
[ 0180 ] Returning to FIG . 10B , at block 1026 , any other 
data entities related to the clustered tax return ( s ) or the seed 
may be added to the cluster . Other related data entities may 
include for example , persons ( 1026a ) , physical addresses 
( 1026b ) , and / or IP addresses ( 1026c ) , just to name a few . An 
example is illustrated visually in FIG . 10D where multiple 
data entities have been added to the cluster , as indicated by 
the external cluster dashed line . For example , the data 
analysis system has clustered two persons 1054 and 1056 
( who may be , for example , a husband and wife referenced by 
the tax return ) , a W - 2 1052 ( which may be a document 
including employment related data ) , an IP address 1058 
( from which the tax return 1051 may have been electroni 
cally filed ) , another bank account 1060 , and a physical 
address 1062 . Additionally , the data analysis system has 
determined that both the person 1054 and the W - 2 1052 are 
related ( for example , the name of person 1054 may be 
referenced by the W - 2 1052 ) , the two persons 1054 and 1056 
are related ( for example , the tax return 1051 may indicate 
that they are husband and wife ) , and the person 1056 is 
related to the bank account 1050 . 
[ 0181 ] Returning again to FIG . 10B , dashed line 1028 
indicates that the cluster generation method may optionally 
repeat multiple times until , for example , the clustering 
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strategy is completed and / or no additional related data 
entities are found by the system . For example , in reference 
to FIG . 10D , additional data entities may be clustered 
including another tax return 1064 related to bank account 
1060 and / or a business 1066 related to the W - 2 1052 and / or 
the person 1054 . As indicated by ellipses 1071 , 1072 , and 
1073 , additional data entities may be clustered in subsequent 
clustering steps . Further , referring to FIG . 10B , and as 
described above , at 1028 various clusters of data entities 
may optionally be merged and / or collapsed when common 
data entities and / or properties are determined between the 
various clusters . For example , the system may determine 
that two different generated clusters both include person 
1056 . Accordingly , the system may merge the two clusters 
each including the common data entity ( person 1056 ) into a 
single cluster . 
10182 ] Returning to FIG . 10B , in an embodiment the 
clustering method 920a may proceed without block 1024 
( cluster related tax returns ) , such that any data entities 
( including tax returns ) related to the seed are iteratively 
clustered . Accordingly , in an embodiment the clustering 
method 920a may iteratively cluster related data entities . 
[ 0183 ] Additionally , in an embodiment a cluster graph 
similar to the cluster illustration of FIG . 10D may be made 
available to an analyst or other user of the data analysis 
system . For example , an analyst may select a button ( for 
example , an “ Investigate in Graph ” button ) in a user inter 
face of the system to view a cluster graph of a selected 
cluster . 
[ 0184 ] c . Tax Fraud Detection : Cluster Scoring 
[ 0185 ] Turning now to FIG . 10C , a flowchart of example 
cluster scoring methods 930a , 940a of the data analysis 
system as applied to tax fraud detection is shown , according 
to various embodiments of the present disclosure . The 
clustering scoring methods 930a , 940a may generally be 
understood to correspond to blocks 930 and 940 ( cluster 
score and metascore generation ) of the generalized process 
of FIG . 9 . Additionally , the clustering scoring methods 930a , 
940a may correspond with scoring strategies , as described 
above . In the flowchart of FIG . 10C , block 1032 indicates 
that each of the following blocks ( 1034 , 1036 , and 1042 ) 
may be performed for each of the clusters generated by the 
cluster generation method 920a of FIG . 10B . 
[ 0186 ] At block 1034 , the data analysis system may access 
and / or receive tax fraud scoring criteria . The tax fraud 
scoring criteria may include any number of rules or scoring 
strategies such that multiple scores may be generated for 
each cluster . Several non - limiting examples of tax fraud 
scoring criteria may include : a number of tax returns in the 
cluster known to be fraudulent ; a presence of particular 
types of physical addresses ( for example , post office boxes 
and / or private delivery service mail boxes ) ; a total number 
of tax returns in the cluster ; a similarity between requested 
tax return amounts among the tax returns in the cluster ; a 
number of tax returns in the cluster associated with persons 
having a recent change in address and / or bank account ; an 
inclusion in the cluster of persons under a particular age 
and / or persons known to be dead ; tax returns including 
requests for particular types of credits in the cluster ; a 
number of persons in the cluster that have never before filed 
a tax return ; and / or a number of known fraud accounts in the 
cluster . 
0187 ] At block 1036 , the tax fraud scoring criteria may be 
applied to the clusters and cluster scores may be generated . 

In an embodiment , each cluster score may include an 
absolute value and / or a weighted value . For example , a 
given cluster may include two known fraudulent tax returns . 
When a scoring criteria is applied that indicates a known 
number of fraudulent tax returns , the absolute value of the 
score generated would be two ( 2 ) , as the cluster includes two 
such tax returns . However , the scoring criteria may also 
include a relative weighting that indicates the importance of 
the particular score ( “ a number of known fraudulent tax 
returns ” ) to an overall evaluation of the cluster in the context 
of tax fraud . Such a relative weighting , in one embodiment , 
may be a number between 0 and 1 , where a number closer 
to one indicates a greater importance . For example , if the 
" number of known fraudulent tax returns ” score is consid 
ered relatively important to an evaluation of the cluster , it 
may be given a relative weight of , for example , " 0 . 7 ” . On the 
other hand , a relatively less important score / consideration 
( for example , a number of first time filers ) may be given a 
relative weight of , for example , " 0 . 15 ” . Then , when a score 
is calculated by the data analysis system , the relative weight 
may be multiplied by the absolute value to arrive at a 
corresponding relative value . For example , in the “ number 
of fraudulent returns ” example , where an absolute value of 
2 was determined , a relative value may be determined by 
multiplying 2 by 0 . 7 , to arrive at a relative value of 1 . 4 . In 
other embodiments , various other methods may be 
employed by the data analysis system to determine relative 
values of cluster scores . For example , as may be recognized 
by one of skill in the art , the system may normalize the 
absolute values of each of the scores before applying a 
relative weighting to arrive at a weighted value . Examples of 
cluster scores presented to an analyst or other user of the 
data analysis system are shown and described below in 
reference to FIG . 10E . In an embodiment , the importance of 
particular scores may be determined and / or based on empiri 
cal determinations and / or past cluster evaluations . For 
example , over time the system and / or an analyst may 
determine , based on evaluations of clusters by analysts , that 
particular scores are better indicators of fraud than others . 
Such better indicators may be determined to be more impor 
tant , and may therefore be weighted more heavily by the 
system . 
[ 0188 ] At block 1042 , a metascore may be generated for 
the clusters . The cluster metascore may be based on a 
combination or aggregation of the individual scores gener 
ated in block 1036 . Alternatively , the metascores may be 
separately determined scores . In an embodiment , a metas 
core may be calculated by summing , multiplying , and / or 
otherwise aggregating or averaging the various individual 
scores together . The metascore may , in an embodiment , 
capture the relative importance of each of the individual 
scores by weighting each of the individual scores in a 
manner similar to that described above with reference to 
block 1036 . 
[ 0189 ] In various embodiments , metascores and / or scores 
may advantageously enable an analyst to directly compare 
and / or prioritize various clusters , and / or may advanta 
geously be used by the data analysis system to prioritize a 
list of clusters and / or scores related to a cluster . 
[ 0190 ] d . Tax Fraud Detection : Example User Interface 
f0191 ] FIG . 10E illustrates an example cluster analysis 
user interface of the data analysis system as applied to tax 
fraud detection , according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure . The example user interface of FIG . 10E includes 
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a list of clusters 1082 , a list of scores 1084 , and a detailed 
view of a score 1086 . In various embodiments , more or 
fewer elements may be included in the user interface , and / or 
the elements may be arranged differently . Additionally , 
while certain aspects of the user interface of FIG . 10E may 
be similar to those of the user interface of FIG . 5 described 
above , the user interface of the FIG . 10E includes a number 
of differences . For example , differing from the user interface 
of FIG . 5 , the user interface of the FIG . 10E may include a 
list of clusters in a first column , a list of scores associated 
with a selected cluster in a middle column , and / or details 
associated with a selected score in a last column . Such an 
arrangement may advantageously enable an analyst to inves 
tigate various scores associated with a cluster . Additionally , 
clusters in such an interface may advantageously be priori 
tized according to any of multiple scores and / or metascores , 
as described above . 
[ 0192 ] In the example user interface of FIG . 10E , an 
analyst or user has selected “ Tax Fraud Cluster 1 . ” Accord 
ingly , various scores associated with that cluster may be 
displayed in the list of scores 1084 . For example , scores are 
listed for “ Known fraudulent returns ” and “ Returns w / simi 
lar values , ” among others . Additionally , in the example user 
interface , the analyst has selected the “ Returns w / similar 
values ” score . Accordingly , details related to that score may 
be displayed in the detailed view 1086 . 
[ 0193 ] According to an embodiment , various items of 
information may be included in the user interface that may 
be useful to an analyst in evaluating and / or investigating the 
generated clusters . For example , metascores associated with 
each of the generated clusters may be shown in the list of 
clusters 1082 , and / or the clusters may be prioritized accord 
ing to the metascores . In another example , absolute values 
( 1090 ) and / or weighted values ( 1088 ) may be displayed in 
the list of scores 1084 for each score . In the example shown , 
a metascore of " 0 . 5 " may be calculated for “ Tax Fraud 
Cluster 1 " by , for example , averaging the various cluster 
scores ( for example , ( 1 . 0 + 0 . 8 + 0 . 6 + 0 . 6 + 0 + 0 ) / 6 = 0 . 5 ) . In 
another example , the detailed view 1086 may include a 
graph that shows additional information related to the 
selected score . For example , in FIG . 10E , the graph shown 
in the detailed view 1086 shows a distribution of the values 
of tax return requests associated with each of the tax returns 
in the cluster . In the example , both of the tax returns in the 
cluster included a request for a tax return of $ 2 , 000 . In other 
embodiments , various other detailed information may be 
included in the user interface of FIG . 10E . 
[ 0194 ] In an embodiment , the data analysis system may 
automatically evaluate the generated clusters to determine a 
likelihood of tax fraud . For example , the system may 
determine that a cluster having a metascore below a par 
ticular threshold is likely not fraud , while a cluster having a 
metascore above another particular threshold likely is fraud . 
In an embodiment , the system may determine that a cluster 
having a metascore within a particular range of thresholds 
requires additional analysis by an analyst as the likelihood of 
fraud is not conclusive . In an embodiment , an analyst may 
adjust the thresholds , the metadata calculations , and / or the 
weighting applied to the scores . Further , the analyst may 
mark various clusters as , for example , fraudulent , likely 
fraudulent , likely not fraudulent , and / or not fraudulent . 
Additionally , the analyst may dispatch other analysts to 
review particular clusters and / or mark particular clusters for 
further analysis . 

XIII . Example Application of the Data Analysis 
System to Beaconing Malware Detection 

[ 0195 ] FIGS . 11A - 11E depict various aspects of the data 
analysis system as applied to detecting beaconing malware . 
For example , the data analysis system may be used in 
conjunction with beaconing malware - related data entities to 
detect malware on a computer system or a network of 
computer systems . Beaconing malware activity may 
include , for example , a software program maliciously 
installed on a target computer system that periodically 
attempts to transmit data and / or communicate with a remote 
computer system . Typically , beaconing malware may 
attempt connections on a regular , well - defined and periodic 
basis , where the time between attempts is on the order of 
hours , days , weeks , or months . Such a malicious software 
program may be dormant ( with the exception of beaconing 
activity ) for a period of time before it is activated by the 
remote computer system . Once activated , the malicious 
software program may perform various malicious actions 
including , for example , accessing , modifying , and / or delet 
ing files ; extracting personal data and information ; obtaining 
passwords and usernames , and the like . Accordingly , it may 
be important to detect such beaconing malware so that it 
may be removed before it is activated . The data analysis 
system may be used to detect such beaconing malware , as 
described below . 
[ 0196 ] According to various embodiments , beaconing 
malware - related data entity seeds ( referred to herein as 
" beaconing seeds ” ) may be generated by the system as 
described below in reference to FIG . 11A . Each of these 
beaconing seeds may include pairs of beaconing entities 
( referred to a " beaconing pairs ” ) , such as a beacon originator 
and a beacon recipient , and the seeds may be generated 
based on a likelihood that the seeds represent beaconing 
activities and / or data . Each of the seeds may be used as a 
basis for clustering various other beaconing malware - related 
entities , as described in reference to FIGS . 11B and 11D . 
Accordingly , the generated clusters may represent various 
data entities that are all related to potential beaconing 
malware - related activity . Each of the generated clusters may 
then be scored according to various criteria ( or rules ) , as 
described below in reference to FIG . 11C . The various 
scores and metascores generated by the system may provide 
indications to an analyst regarding the likelihood that the 
cluster includes entities representing beaconing activities 
and / or data . The information , including the clusters and 
scores generated by the data analysis system , may be pre 
sented to an analyst via a user interface as described below 
in reference to FIG . 11E . Advantageously , according to an 
embodiment , the analyst may sort the clusters according to 
their determined scores ( and / or metascores ) so as to priori 
tize investigations into potential beaconing malware . Fur 
ther , the data analysis system may advantageously automati 
cally cluster or group many related data entities to enable 
rapid investigation and evaluation by an analyst to detect 
likely beaconing malware . 
[ 0197 ] In an embodiment , and as described below , the data 
analysis system may be used in a network environment in 
which an internal network is in communication with an 
external network . The system may be used to determine 
whether any computer systems of the internal network have 
been infected by beaconing malware that is communicating 
with computer systems of the external network . Various 
computerized devices may be included in the internal net 
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work that may be capable to capturing and / or logging data 
traffic between the internal network and the external network 
including , for example , network routers and / or switches . 
[ 0198 ] a . Beaconing Malware Detection : Seed Generation 
[ 0199 ] FIG . 11A is a flowchart of an example of a seed 
generation method 910b of the data analysis system as 
applied to beaconing malware detection , according to vari 
ous embodiments of the present disclosure . The seed gen 
eration method 910b may generally be understood to cor 
respond to block 910 ( seed generation ) of the generalized 
process of FIG . 9 . 
0200 ] Referring to FIG . 11A , at block 1112 , network 
communications and / or data traffic information between the 
internal and external networks may be captured by the data 
analysis system . Various items of information may be cap 
tured including , for example , external IP addresses con 
tacted ( 1112a ) , external domains contacted ( 1112b ) , internal 
IP addresses contacting the external IP addresses and 
domains ( 1112c ) , and the like . These items of information 
may be captured by , for example , a network traffic router 
that connects the internal and external networks to one 
another . The network traffic router may , for example , log 
such items of information such that they may be read and 
analyzed by the data analysis system . Alternatively , the 
network traffic may be captured by , for example , other types 
of computerized sensors . Each of the above described items 
of information may be a data entity in the context of the data 
analysis system . 
[ 0201 ] At block 1113 , the system may generate internal 
external connection pairs . Each of the internal - external 
connection pairs may include a particular internal IP address 
and a particular external IP address and / or domain that was 
contacted by the internal IP address . At block 1114 , time 
series of the generated internal - external connection pairs 
may be generated . For example , the system may determine 
sets of connection pairs that have common internal IP 
addresses and external IP addresses or domains . Then , for 
each set , a time series may be generated that represents each 
point in time that the same or a similar connection is made 
between a particular internal IP address and external IP 
address or domains . Each of the time series may span a 
particular time period . For example , each time series may 
span a number of days , weeks , months , or years . Thus , a 
connection pair time - series ( or simply “ connection pair 
series ” or “ connection series ” ) , may indicate multiple con 
nections made between a particular internal and external IP 
address ( or domain or other device identifier ) and / or a 
periodicity or other pattern indicating when the connections 
were made . The internal - external connection pairs may be 
plotted along each time series for the particular time period . 
[ 0202 ] At block 1116 , the data analysis system may filter 
out any noise in each time series . For example , the connec 
tion pairs in each connection series may be analyzed in order 
to identify any connection pairs of the particular connection 
series that should be indicated as noise . Noise in a connec 
tion series may include , for example , any internal - external 
connection pairs that have a low likelihood of being related 
to beaconing activity and / or to malicious activity . Various 
filter criteria may be applied to filter out noise . Examples of 
noise filtering criteria may include , but are not limited to : 
filter 1116a , which detects frequently established connec 
tions , such as the same or similar connection pairs ( for 
example , multiple connection pairs from the same internal 
IP to the same external IP and / or domain ) that occur with 

short intervals ( or deltas ) of time between them ( for 
example , intervals on the order of seconds , or intervals that 
are shorter than are typically employed by beaconing mal 
ware ) ; filter 1116b , which detects connection pairs that have 
only been occurring for a short period of time ( for example , 
for a week or less ) ; filter 1116c , which detects connection 
pairs with popular or well - known legitimate external 
domains ( for example , a third - party produced list of popular 
domains may be used by the system ) ; and / or filter 1116d , 
which detects connection pairs made by legitimate software 
for , for example , software updates ( in an embodiment , this 
filter criteria may be applied on a per - computer system basis , 
such that a determination may be made regarding the 
legitimacy of particular pieces of software on each indi 
vidual computer system ) . 
[ 0203 ] Once connection pairs that include noise , or which 
are not likely related to beaconing malware , are filtered from 
each connection series , at block 1117 a beaconing score may 
be computed for each connection pair series . A beaconing 
score may be computed in any of various ways . One 
example of computing a beaconing score is shown in block 
1117a . In the example of block 1117a , the system may 
calculate a variance of the particular connection pair series . 
The variance may , for example , provide an indication of the 
regularity , or periodicity , of the connection pairs over time . 
Higher variances may indicate that the connection pair is 
less likely to be related to malware beaconing activity , as 
malware beaconing activity may generally occur at very 
regular intervals . Thus , lower variances may indicate that 
the connection pair is more likely to be related to malware 
beaconing activity . Another example of computing a bea 
coning score is shown in block 1117b . In the example of 
block 1117b , the system may calculate a mean of the 
particular connection pair series . The mean may , for 
example , provide an indication of the average time between 
each connection pair over time . Particular mean values , for 
example , a particular number of days , weeks , and / or months , 
may indicate higher or lower likelihood that the connection 
series is related to malware beaconing activity . In another 
example , some combination of a variance and a mean of a 
connection pair series may be used by the system as a 
beaconing score ( for example , a variance divided or nor 
malized by a mean or a mean squared ) . In an embodiment , 
the variance is calculated based on an average of squared 
differences from the mean time between connections in a 
time series . 
[ 0204 ] At block 1118 , the system may determine which 
connection pairs have beaconing scores that satisfy a par 
ticular threshold . For example , the system may determine 
that any beaconing pairs having beaconing scores below a 
particular variance are likely to represent malware beacon 
ing activity . Accordingly , the data analysis system may 
designate and use those connection pairs as seeds . Thus , the 
method 910b may be used to generate seeds including a 
connection pair ( e . g . , an internal IP address and an external 
IP address or domain ) that may be used by the data analysis 
system in a beaconing malware detection application . 
[ 0205 ] b . Beaconing Malware Detection : Cluster Genera 
tion 
[ 0206 ] Turning now to FIG . 11B , a flowchart of an 
example of a clustering method 920b of the data analysis 
system as applied to beaconing malware detection is shown , 
according to various embodiments of the present disclosure . 
The clustering method 920b may generally be understood to 

tion 
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correspond to block 920 ( cluster generation ) of the gener 
alized process of FIG . 9 . Additionally , the clustering method 
920b may correspond to a clustering strategy , as described 
above . In the flowchart of FIG . 11B , block 1122 indicates 
that the following block ( 1124 ) may be performed for each 
of the seeds generated by the seed generation method 910b 
of FIG . 11A . 
[ 0207 ] At block 1124 , any data entities that are related to 
the seed may be clustered . Clustering of data entities may be 
accomplished as generally described above , in which data 
bindings are executed and / or searching and filtering are 
performed ( through , for example , a generic interface to 
various data sources ) as part of a clustering strategy . Addi - 
tionally , as described above , clustered data entities may be 
related by , for example , sharing the same or similar prop 
erties , characteristics , and / or metadata . Examples of data 
entities that may be clustered include , but are not limited to : 
users ( for example , persons having accounts on particular 
computer systems ) , internal IP addresses , internal IP 
addresses that connect to external domains , internal com 
puter systems , internal computer systems that connect to 
external domains , external IP addresses , external domains , 
external IP addresses associated with external domains , 
other data feed data entities ( for example , data entities drawn 
from public and / or private whitelists or blacklists , such as 
data entities representing known bad domains , known good 
domains , known bad IP addresses , and the like ) , host - based 
events ( such as , for example , virus scan alerts and / or logged 
events , intrusion prevention system alerts and / or logged 
events , and the like ) , and the like . 
[ 0208 ] FIG . 11D illustrates an example growth of a cluster 
of related data entities in a beaconing malware detection 
application , according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure . In FIG . 11D , boxes indicate data entities , while 
lines between boxes indicate links that connect data entities . 
As described above , seeds in the described beaconing 
malware detection application of the data analysis system 
may be connection pairs . As shown in the example of FIG . 
11D , a seed connection pair has been generated ( such as by 
the process of FIG . 11A ) that includes an internal IP address 
1152 and an external domain 1154 , as indicated visually by 
the internal seed dashed line 1150 . Then , in a clustering step 
corresponding to block 1124 ( of FIG . 11B ) and represented 
by the external cluster dashed line 1166 , various other data 
entities related to the seed data entities may be added to the 
cluster . For example , the data analysis system has clustered 
an internal computer system 1156 ( that may be associated 
with the internal IP address 1152 ) , a user 1158 ( who may be 
a user of the computer system 1156 at the internal IP address 
1152 ) , and two other computer systems 1160 and 1162 that 
have each also connected to the external domain 1154 . 
[ 0209 ] Returning again to FIG . 11B , dashed line 1126 
indicates that the cluster generation method may optionally 
repeat multiple times until , for example , the clustering 
strategy is completed and / or no additional related data 
entities are found by the system . For example , in reference 
to FIG . 11D , additional data entities may be clustered 
including host - based events 1167 and 1168 associated with 
the computer system 1156 , and users 1172 and 1174 of the 
computer system 1160 . As indicated by ellipses 1164 , 1170 
and 1176 , additional data entities may be clustered in 
subsequent clustering steps . Further , referring to FIG . 11B , 
and as described above , at 1126 various clusters of data 
entities may optionally be merged and / or collapsed when 

common data entities and / or properties are determined 
between the various clusters . For example , the system may 
determine that two different generated clusters both include 
user 1158 . Accordingly , the system may merge the two 
clusters each including the common data entity ( user 1158 ) 
into a single cluster . Accordingly , in an embodiment the 
clustering method 920b may iteratively cluster related data 
entities . 
[ 0210 ] In an embodiment , the various clustered data enti 
ties may include various properties and characteristics , 
including information regarding data communications and 
requests between internal and external computer systems . 
For example , a given connection pair ( or seed ) may repre 
sent multiple connections over a period of time ( as described 
above in reference to FIG . 11A ) . Accordingly , various 
information related to the connections , including request 
sizes , may be included in the data cluster . 
[ 0211 ] Additionally , in an embodiment a cluster graph 
similar to the cluster illustration of FIG . 11D may be made 
available to an analyst or other user of the data analysis 
system . For example , an analyst may select a button ( for 
example , an “ Investigate in Graph ” button ) in a user inter 
face of the system to view a cluster graph of a selected 
cluster . 
[ 0212 ] c . Beaconing Malware Detection : Cluster Scoring 
[ 0213 ] Turning now to FIG . 11C , a flowchart of example 
cluster scoring methods 930b , 940b of the data analysis 
system as applied to beaconing malware detection is shown , 
according to various embodiments of the present disclosure . 
The clustering scoring methods 9306 , 940b may generally 
be understood to correspond to blocks 930 and 940 ( cluster 
score and metascore generation ) of the generalized process 
of FIG . 9 . Additionally , the clustering scoring methods 930b , 
940b may correspond with scoring strategies , as described 
above . In the flowchart of FIG . 11C , block 1132 indicates 
that each of the following blocks ( 1134 , 1136 , 1142 , and 
1144 ) may be performed for each of the clusters generated 
by the cluster generation method 920b of FIG . 11B . 
10214 ] At block 1134 , the data analysis system may access 
and / or receive beaconing scoring criteria . The beaconing 
scoring criteria may include any number of rules or scoring 
strategies such that multiple scores may be generated for 
each cluster . Several non - limiting examples of beaconing 
scoring criteria may include : a number of external domains 
in the cluster known to be malicious ; a number of blacklists 
on which an external domain in the cluster appears ; a 
trustworthiness ( and / or number ) of blacklists on which 
external domains in the cluster appear ; a number and / or 
severity of host - based events in the cluster ( such as , for 
example , virus scan alerts and / or logged events , intrusion 
prevention system alerts and / or logged events , and the like ) ; 
a number of requests and / or connections between internal 
and external network devices associated with the cluster that 
were blocked by a proxy , router , or other appliance linking 
the internal network to the external network ; and / or an 
average request size ( for example , an amount of data trans 
mitted ) between the internal and external devices associated 
with the cluster ( for example , smaller request sizes may 
indicate a higher likelihood that the activity is related to 
beaconing activity ) . 
[ 0215 ] At block 1136 , the beaconing scoring criteria may 
be applied to the clusters and cluster scores may be gener 
ated . In an embodiment , each cluster score may include an 
absolute value and / or a weighted value as described above 
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in reference to FIG . 10C . Additionally , as described above , 
the system may normalize the absolute values of each of the 
scores before applying a relative weighting to arrive at a 
weighted value . Examples of cluster scores presented to an 
analyst or other user of the data analysis system are shown 
and described below in reference to FIG . 11E . 
[ 0216 ] At block 1142 , a metascore may be generated for 
the clusters . The cluster metascore may be based on a 
combination or aggregation of the individual scores gener 
ated in block 1136 . Alternatively , the metascores may be 
separately determined scores . In an embodiment , a metas 
core may be calculated by summing , multiplying , and / or 
otherwise aggregating or averaging the various individual 
scores together . The metascore may , in an embodiment , 
capture the relative importance of each of the individual 
scores by weighting each of the individual scores in a 
manner similar to that described above with reference to 
FIG . 10C . For example , as shown “ known bad domains ” 
may be weighted more heavily than other cluster scores as 
a known bad domain included in a cluster is a strong 
indicator of malicious beaconing activity . In another 
example , " requests blocked by proxy ” may be weighted less 
heavily than other cluster scores as a blocked proxy request 
may be an indicator of potentially malicious beaconing 
activity , but it may not be as strong an indicator as others . 
[ 0217 ] In various embodiments , metascores and / or scores 
may advantageously enable an analyst to directly compare 
and / or prioritize various clusters , and / or may advanta 
geously be used by the data analysis system to prioritize a 
list of clusters and / or scores related to a cluster . 
[ 0218 ] At optional block 1144 , analyst ( or other user ) 
feedback may optionally be used in future scoring by the 
data analysis system . For example , if the analyst determines 
that a particular domain , identified by the system as poten 
tially malicious , is not malicious , this information may be 
used by the system in future scoring of clusters . For 
example , the domain determined by the analyst to not be 
malicious may be whitelisted , or less weight may be applied 
to scores related to that domain . 
[ 0219 ] d . Beaconing Malware Detection : Example User 
Interface 
[ 0220 ] FIG . 11E illustrates an example cluster analysis 
user interface of the data analysis system as applied to 
beaconing malware detection , according to an embodiment 
of the present disclosure . Similar to the example user 
interface of FIG . 10E described above , the example user 
interface of FIG . 11E includes a list of clusters 1182 ( e . g . , 
each cluster may include multiple data entities associated 
with a particular seed connection pair ) , a list of scores 1184 , 
and a detailed view of a score 1186 . In various embodiments , 
more or fewer elements may be included in the user inter 
face , and / or the elements may be arranged differently . Addi 
tionally , while certain aspects of the user interface of FIG . 
11E may be similar to those of the user interface of FIG . 5 
described above , the user interface of the FIG . 11E includes 
a number of differences . For example , differing from the 
user interface of FIG . 5 , the user interface of the FIG . 11E 
may include a list of clusters in a first column , a list of scores 
associated with a selected cluster in a middle column , and / or 
details associated with a selected score in a last column . 
Such an arrangement may advantageously enable an analyst 
to investigate various scores associated with a cluster . Addi 

tionally , clusters in such an interface may advantageously be 
prioritized according to any of multiple scores and / or metas 
cores , as described above . 
[ 0221 ] In the example user interface of FIG . 11E , an 
analyst or user has selected “ Beaconing Cluster 1 . ” Accord 
ingly , various scores associated with that cluster may be 
displayed in the list of scores 1184 . For example , scores are 
listed for “ Known bad domain ” and “ Average request size , " 
among others . Additionally , in the example user interface , 
the analyst has selected the “ Average request size ” score . 
Accordingly , details related to that score may be displayed 
in the detailed view 1186 . 
[ 0222 ] According to an embodiment , various items of 
information may be included in the user interface that may 
be useful to an analyst in evaluating and / or investigating the 
generated clusters . For example , metascores associated with 
each of the generated clusters may be shown in the list of 
clusters 1182 , and / or the clusters may be prioritized accord 
ing to the metascores . In another example , as described 
above with reference to FIG . 10E , absolute values and / or 
weighted values may be displayed in the list of scores 1184 
for each score . In another example , the detailed view 1186 
may include a graph that shows additional information 
related to the selected score . For example , in FIG . 11E , the 
graph shown in the detailed view 1186 shows a distribution 
of the request sizes associated with each connection to an 
external domain or IP address in the cluster . In the example , 
around 20 requests had a size around 1 megabyte , around 
100 requests had a size around 100 kilobytes , and around 1 
request had a size around 1 kilobyte . In other embodiments , 
various other detailed information may be included in the 
user interface of FIG . 11E . 
[ 0223 ] According to various embodiments , the data analy 
sis system as applied to beaconing malware detection may 
advantageously enable an analyst to detect and proactively 
remove an item of malware from various computer systems . 
Further , according to various embodiments the data analysis 
system as applied to beaconing malware detection may 
advantageously enable an analyst to block particular 
domains determined to be related to beaconing malware , 
and / or take other step to protect and internal network from 
attack . 
[ 0224 ] In an embodiment , the data analysis system may 
automatically evaluate the generated clusters to determine a 
likelihood that a given cluster represents beaconing malware 
activity . For example , the system may determine that a 
cluster having a metascore below a particular threshold is 
likely not related to beaconing malware activity , while a 
cluster having a metascore above another particular thresh 
old likely is beaconing malware activity . In an embodiment , 
the system may determine that a cluster having a metascore 
within a particular range of thresholds requires additional 
analysis by an analyst as the likelihood of beaconing mal 
ware activity is not conclusive . In an embodiment , an 
analyst may adjust the thresholds , the metadata calculations , 
and / or the weighting applied to the scores . Further , the 
analyst may marks various clusters as , for example , beacon 
ing malware , likely beaconing malware , likely not beacon 
ing malware , and / or not beaconing malware . Additionally , 
the analyst may dispatch other analysts to review particular 
clusters and / or mark particular clusters for further analysis . 
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XIV . Example Application of the Data Analysis 
System to Malware User - Agent Detection 

[ 0225 ] FIGS . 12A - 12E depict various aspects of the data 
analysis system as applied to malware user - agent detection . 
For example , the data analysis system may be used in 
conjunction with user - agent - related data entities to detect 
malware on a computer system or a network of computer 
systems . Malware activity may include , for example , a 
software program maliciously installed on a target computer 
system that periodically attempts to transmit data and / or 
communicate with a remote computer system . Typically , 
software programs , including malware software programs , 
may include a user - agent string as part of a communication 
with another computer system . A user - agent string may 
include , for example , various items of information regarding 
the source of the communication including , for example , an 
application type , an operating system identifier , a software 
version , and / or the like . For example , a browser application 
may include a user - agent string in a header associated with 
a network request , such as a Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
( HTTP ) request . Such a browser user - agent string may 
include , for example , a name and version of the browser , and 
a layout engine and layout engine version of the browser . 
Examples of user - agent strings associated with particular 
browser applications may include “ Mozilla / 4 . 0 ( Windows ; 
MSIE 6 . 0 ; Windows NT 6 . 0 ” , “ Mozilla / 5 . 0 ( Windows ; U ; 
MSIE 9 . 0 ; Windows NT 9 . 0 ; en - US ) ) " , and the like . Other 
software applications may also include user - agent strings 
along with network communications . As user - agent strings 
include information related to the requesting software appli 
cation , they may be useful in detecting malicious software , 
or malware . For example , unusual user - agent strings may be 
detected by the data analysis system and may be flagged as 
potentially malicious . In another example , a whitelist of 
common user - agent strings may be used to filter out par 
ticular known - good networks requests , and determine other 
network requests that may be associated with malware . 
[ 02261 According to various embodiments , user - agent 
related data entity seeds may be generated by the system as 
described below in reference to FIG . 12A . Each of these 
user - agent - related entity seeds may include a detected user 
agent string entity , and the seeds may be generated based on 
a likelihood that the seeds represent malware - related activi 
ties and / or data . Each of the seeds may be used as a basis for 
clustering various other user - agent - related entities , as 
described in reference to FIGS . 12B and 12D . Accordingly , 
the generated clusters may represent various data entities 
that are all related to potential malware - related activity . Each 
of the generated clusters may then be scored according to 
various criteria ( or rules ) , as described below in reference to 
FIG . 12C . The various scores and metascores generated by 
the system may provide indications to an analyst regarding 
the likelihood that the cluster includes entities representing 
malware - related activities and / or data . The information , 
including the clusters and scores generated by the data 
analysis system , may be presented to an analyst via a user 
interface as described below in reference to FIG . 12E . 
Advantageously , according to an embodiment , the analyst 
may sort the clusters according to their determined scores 
( and / or metascores ) so as to prioritize investigations into 
potential malware . Further , the data analysis system may 
advantageously automatically cluster or group many related 
data entities to enable rapid investigation and evaluation by 
an analyst to detect likely malware . 

[ 0227 ] In an embodiment , and as described below , the data 
analysis system may be used in a network environment in 
which an internal network is in communication with an 
external network . The system may be used to determine , for 
example , whether any computer systems of the internal 
network have been infected by malware that is communi 
cating with computer systems of the external network . 
Various computerized devices may be included in the inter 
nal network that may be capable to capturing and / or logging 
data traffic between the internal network and the external 
network including , for example , network routers and / or 
switches . 
( 0228 ] a . Malware User - Agent Detection : Seed Genera 
tion 
[ 0229 ] FIG . 12A is a flowchart of an example of a seed 
generation method 910c of the data analysis system as 
applied to malware user - agent detection , according to vari 
ous embodiments of the present disclosure . The seed gen 
eration method 910c may generally be understood to corre 
spond to block 910 ( seed generation ) of the generalized 
process of FIG . 9 . 
[ 0230 ] Referring to FIG . 12A , at block 1212 , network 
communications and / or data traffic information , including 
user - agent strings , between the internal and external net 
works may be captured by the data analysis system . Various 
items of information may be captured including , for 
example , external IP addresses contacted , external domains 
contacted , internal computer systems from which data is 
transmitted to external devices , and the like . These items of 
information may be captured by , for example , a network 
traffic router that connects the internal and external networks 
to one another . The network traffic router may , for example , 
log such items of information such that they may be read and 
analyzed by the data analysis system . Alternatively , the 
network traffic may be captured by , for example , other types 
of computerized sensors . Each of the above described items 
of information may be a data entity in the context of the data 
analysis system . 
[ 0231 ] At block 1213 , the system may filter out particular 
user - agent strings , and associated data entities , based on 
various criteria so as to remove any communications that are 
not likely to be malicious . For example , the system may 
make use of a list of whitelisted domains ( 1213a ) by 
removing any communications items that involve commu 
nications with known non - malicious domains . Similarly , the 
system may make use of a list of whitelisted user - agent 
strings by removing any communications items that involve 
communications with known non - malicious user - agent 
strings . In another example , the system may determine that 
particular connections between certain internal computer 
systems and external computer systems are common or 
frequent ( 1213b ) , and thus not likely malicious . In an 
embodiment , common connections between many internal 
computer systems and particular external computer systems 
may indicate that the connections are not performed by 
malicious software . Such common connection may be asso 
ciated with , for example , software updates by legitimate 
software installed on many computer systems of the internal 
network . In yet another example , the data analysis system 
may optionally filter out any communications related to 
random user - agent strings ( 1213C ) . 
[ 0232 ] Once a set of communications associated with the 
filtered list of user - agent strings is determined , at block 1214 
the data analysis system compares the detected , filtered , 
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user - agent strings from a test period to the detected , filtered , 
user - agent strings from a reference period . In an embodi 
ment , a test period may include a current day , while a 
reference period may include a three , four , or five week 
period before the current day . Any other test and / or reference 
period may be used by the data analysis system . According 
to an embodiment , comparing user - agent strings between a 
test period and a reference period enables the data analysis 
system to detect any new ( for example , not previously used 
during the reference period ) user - agent strings . At block 
1215 , any user - agent strings determined to be new ( for 
example , used during the test period but not during the 
reference period ) may be used ( along with related commu 
nication data entities ) as seeds . 
[ 0233 ] At block 1216 , the data analysis system may use an 
additional or alternative method for determining seeds . This 
may be accomplished by determining a frequency distribu 
tion of detected , filtered , user - agent strings used by hosts ( or 
various computer systems ) of the internal network . Such a 
frequency distribution may be determined for a particular 
test period of time . Additionally , such a frequency distribu 
tion may indicate , for example , the number of hosts that used 
any particular user - agent string during the test period of 
time . As indicated by block 1218 , any user - agent strings that 
are determined to have been used rarely ( for example , used 
by less than a particular threshold number or percentage of 
hosts ) may be used along with related communication data 
entities ) as seeds by the data analysis system . For example , 
a particular threshold number of hosts may be five . In this 
example , the system may determine that a particular user 
agent was used by two hosts during the test period of time . 
Accordingly , the system may designate the particular user 
agent as a seed . Alternatively , the system may determine that 
a second particular user - agent was used by 100 hosts during 
the test period of time . Accordingly , the system may not 
designate the second particular user - agent as a seed . 
[ 0234 ] b . Malware User - Agent Detection : Cluster Genera 
tion 
[ 0235 ] Turning now to FIG . 12B , a flowchart of an 
example of a clustering method 920c of the data analysis 
system as applied to malware user - agent detection is shown , 
according to various embodiments of the present disclosure . 
The clustering method 920c may generally be understood to 
correspond to block 920 ( cluster generation ) of the gener 
alized process of FIG . 9 . Additionally , the clustering method 
920c may correspond to a clustering strategy , as described 
above . In the flowchart of FIG . 12B , block 1222 indicates 
that the following block ( 1224 ) may be performed for each 
of the seeds generated by the seed generation method 910c 
of FIG . 12A . 
[ 0236 ] At block 1224 , any user - agent - related data entities 
that are related to the seed may be clustered . Clustering of 
data entities may be accomplished as generally described 
above , in which data bindings are executed and / or searching 
and filtering are performed ( through , for example , a generic 
interface to various data sources ) as part of a clustering 
strategy . Additionally , as described above , clustered data 
entities may be related by , for example , sharing the same or 
similar properties , characteristics , and / or metadata . 
Examples of data entities that may be clustered include , but 
are not limited to : hosts or source computing systems ( for 
example , computing systems of the internal network ) ; host 
owners , such as users of hosts or computing systems ( for 
example , persons having accounts on particular computer 

systems ) ; host - based events ( such as , for example , virus 
scan alerts and / or logged events , intrusion prevention sys 
tem alerts and / or logged events , and the like ) ; internal IP 
addresses ; internal IP addresses that connect to external 
domains ; internal computer systems ; internal computer sys 
tems that connect to external domains ; external IP addresses ; 
external domains ; external IP addresses associated with 
external domains ; and the like . 
[ 0237 ] FIG . 12D illustrates an example growth of a cluster 
of related data entities in a malware user - agent detection 
application , according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure . In FIG . 12D , boxes indicate data entities , while 
lines between boxes indicate links that connect data entities . 
As described above , seeds in the described malware user 
agent detection application of the data analysis system may 
be user agents . As shown in the example of FIG . 12D , a seed 
user agent 1252 has been generated ( such as by the process 
of FIG . 12A ) as indicated visually by the internal seed 
dashed line . Then , in a clustering step corresponding to 
block 1224 ( of FIG . 12B ) and represented by the external 
cluster dashed line 1254 , various other data entities related 
to the seed entity may be added to the cluster . For example , 
the data analysis system has clustered two hosts , 1256 and 
1258 , that transmitted data including the user agent 1252 . 
10238 ] Returning again to FIG . 12B , dashed line 1226 
indicates that the cluster generation method may optionally 
repeat multiple times until , for example , the clustering 
strategy is completed and / or no additional related data 
entities are found by the system . For example , in reference 
to FIG . 12D , additional data entities may be clustered 
including user 1262 and host - based event 1264 ( each related 
to the host 1256 ) , and user 1266 and external domain 1268 
( each related to the host 1258 ) . As indicated by ellipses 
1260 , 1272 , and 1274 , additional data entities may be 
clustered in each or subsequent clustering steps . Further , 
referring to FIG . 12B , and as described above , at 1226 
various clusters of data entities may optionally be merged 
and / or collapsed when common data entities and / or proper 
ties are determined between the various clusters . For 
example , the system may determine that two different gen 
erated clusters both include host 1258 . Accordingly , the 
system may merge the two clusters each including the 
common data entity ( host 1258 ) into a single cluster . 
Accordingly , in an embodiment the clustering method 9200 
may iteratively cluster related data entities . 
[ 0239 ] In an embodiment , the various clustered data enti 
ties may include various properties and characteristics , 
including information regarding data communications and 
requests between internal and external computer systems 
and the associated user - agent strings . For example , a given 
connection between a host and an external domain may 
represent multiple connections over a period of time . In an 
embodiment , the data analysis system may cluster various 
data entities with the seed so as to enable an analyst to 
quickly determine , for example , any computer systems 
associated with the user agent , any users of those computer 
systems , any actions ( including communications ) taken by 
those computer systems , any events happening on those 
computer systems ( for example , host - based events , includ 
ing file changes , software installs , and the like ) , and the like . 
[ 0240 ] Additionally , in an embodiment a cluster graph 
similar to the cluster illustration of FIG . 12D may be made 
available to an analyst or other user of the data analysis 
system . For example , an analyst may select a button ( for 
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example , an “ Investigate in Graph ” button ) in a user inter - 
face of the system to view a cluster graph of a selected 
cluster . 
[ 0241 ] c . Malware User - Agent Detection : Cluster Scoring 
[ 0242 ] Turning now to FIG . 12C , a flowchart of example 
cluster scoring methods 930c , 940c of the data analysis 
system as applied to malware user - agent detection is shown , 
according to various embodiments of the present disclosure . 
The clustering scoring methods 930c , 940c may generally be 
understood to correspond to blocks 930 and 940 ( cluster 
score and metascore generation ) of the generalized process 
of FIG . 9 . Additionally , the clustering scoring methods 930c , 
940c may correspond with scoring strategies , as described 
above . In the flowchart of FIG . 12C , block 1232 indicates 
that each of the following blocks ( 1234 , 1236 , 1242 , and 
1244 ) may be performed for each of the clusters generated 
by the cluster generation method 920c of FIG . 12B . 
[ 0243 ] At block 1234 , the data analysis system may access 
and / or receive user - agent scoring criteria . The user - agent 
scoring criteria may include any number of rules or scoring 
strategies such that multiple scores may be generated for 
each cluster . Several non - limiting examples of user - agent 
scoring criteria may include : a number of external domains 
in the cluster known to be malicious ; a number of user 
agents known to be malicious ( including , for example , being 
included on a blacklist or a number of blacklists ) ; a number 
of blacklists on which an external domain or user agent in 
the cluster appears ; a trustworthiness ( or number ) of black 
lists on which external domains or user agents in the cluster 
appear ; a number and / or severity of host - based events in the 
cluster ( such as , for example , virus scan alerts and / or logged 
events , intrusion prevention system alerts and / or logged 
events , and the like ) ; a number of requests and / or connec 
tions between internal and external network devices asso 
ciated with the cluster that were blocked by a proxy , router , 
or other appliance linking the internal network to the exter 
nal network , and / or an average request size ( for example , an 
amount of data transmitted ) between internal and external 
devices associated with the cluster ( for example , smaller 
request sizes may indicate a higher likelihood that the 
activity is related to malware activity ) . 
[ 0244 ] At block 1236 , the user - agent scoring criteria may 
be applied to the clusters and cluster scores may be gener 
ated . In an embodiment , each cluster score may include an 
absolute value and / or a weighted value as described above 
in reference to FIG . 10C . Additionally , as described above , 
the system may normalize the absolute values of each of the 
scores before applying a relative weighting to arrive at a 
weighted value . Examples of cluster scores presented to an 
analyst or other user of the data analysis system are shown 
and described below in reference to FIG . 12E . 
[ 0245 ] At optional block 1242 , a metascore may option 
ally be generated for the clusters . The cluster metascore may 
be based on a combination or aggregation of the individual 
scores generated in block 1236 . Alternatively , the metas 
cores may be separately determined scores . In an embodi 
ment , a metascore may be calculated by summing , multi 
plying , and / or otherwise aggregating or averaging the 
various individual scores together . The metascore may , in an 
embodiment , capture the relative importance of each of the 
individual scores by weighting each of the individual scores 
in a manner similar to that described above with reference to 
FIG . 10C . 

f0246 ] In various embodiments , metascores and / or scores 
may advantageously enable an analyst to directly compare 
and / or prioritize various clusters , and / or may advanta 
geously be used by the data analysis system to prioritize a 
list of clusters and / or scores related to a cluster . 
[ 0247 ] At optional block 1244 , an analyst ( or other user ) 
may optionally investigate particular hosts included in a 
cluster and / or associated with a particular user agent . The 
analyst may further optionally place a user agent determined 
to be associated with malicious software on a blacklist that 
may be used in subsequent applications of the data analysis 
system . 
[ 0248 ] d . Malware User - Agent Detection : Example User 
Interface 
[ 0249 ] FIG . 12E illustrates an example cluster analysis 
user interface of the data analysis system as applied to 
malware user - agent detection , according to an embodiment 
of the present disclosure . Similar to the example user 
interface of FIG . 11E described above , the example user 
interface of FIG . 12E includes a list of clusters 1282 , a list 
of scores 1284 , and a detailed view of a score 1286 . In 
various embodiments , more or fewer elements may be 
included in the user interface , and / or the elements may be 
arranged differently . Additionally , while certain aspects of 
the user interface of FIG . 12E may be similar to those of the 
user interface of FIG . 5 described above , the user interface 
of the FIG . 12E includes a number of differences . For 
example , differing from the user interface of FIG . 5 , the user 
interface of the FIG . 12E may include a list of clusters in a 
first column , a list of scores associated with a selected 
cluster in a middle column , and / or details associated with a 
selected score in a last column . Such an arrangement may 
advantageously enable an analyst to investigate various 
scores associated with a cluster . Additionally , clusters in 
such an interface may advantageously be prioritized accord 
ing to any of multiple scores and / or metascores , as described 
above . 
[ 0250 ] In the example user interface of FIG . 12E , an 
analyst or user has selected “ User - agent Cluster 1 . ” Accord 
ingly , various scores associated with that cluster may be 
displayed in the list of scores 1284 . For example , scores are 
listed for “ Blacklisted user agents ” and “ Average request 
size , ” among others . Additionally , in the example user 
interface , the analyst has selected the “ Average request size " 
score . Accordingly , details related to that score may be 
displayed in the detailed view 1286 . 
[ 0251 ] According to an embodiment , various items of 
information may be included in the user interface that may 
be useful to an analyst in evaluating and / or investigating the 
generated clusters . For example , metascores associated with 
each of the generated clusters may be shown in the list of 
clusters 1282 , and / or the clusters may be prioritized accord 
ing to the metascores . In another example , as described 
above with reference to FIG . 12E , absolute values and / or 
weighted values may be displayed in the list of scores 1284 
for each score . In another example , the detailed view 1286 
may include a graph that shows additional information 
related to the selected score . For example , in FIG . 12E , the 
graph shown in the detailed view 1286 shows a distribution 
of the request sizes associated with each connection to an 
external domain or IP address in the cluster , as described 
above in reference to FIG . 11E . 
0252 ) According to various embodiments , the data analy 
sis system as applied to malware user - agent detection may 
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advantageously enable an analyst to detect and proactively 
remove an item of malware from various computer systems . 
Further , according to various embodiments the data analysis 
system as applied to malware user - agent detection may 
advantageously enable an analyst to block particular 
domains determined to be related to malicious software , 
and / or take other step to protect and internal network from 
attack . 
[ 0253 ] In an embodiment , the data analysis system may 
automatically evaluate the generated clusters to determine a 
likelihood that a given cluster represents malicious activity . 
For example , the system may determine that a cluster having 
a metascore below a particular threshold is likely not related 
to malware activity , while a cluster having a metascore 
above another particular threshold likely is malware activity . 
In an embodiment , the system may determine that a cluster 
having a metascore within a particular range of thresholds 
requires additional analysis by an analyst as the likelihood of 
malware activity is not conclusive . In an embodiment , an 
analyst may adjust the thresholds , the metadata calculations , 
and / or the weighting applied to the scores . Further , the 
analyst may mark various clusters as , for example , malware , 
likely malware , likely not malware , and / or not malware . 
Additionally , the analyst may dispatch other analysts to 
review particular clusters and / or mark particular clusters for 
further analysis . 

XV . Example Application of the Data Analysis 
System to Activity Trend Detection 

[ 0254 ] FIGS . 13A - 13E depict various aspects of the data 
analysis system as applied to activity trend detection . For 
example , the data analysis system may be used in conjunc 
tion with activity - related data entities to detect activity 
trends and / or behavior trends on a computer system ( also 
referred to as a computerized device ) or a network of 
computer systems ( or computerized devices ) . Examples of 
activities and / or behaviors that may be detected by the data 
analysis system include host - based events ( for example , 
events occurring on a computer system and / or computerized 
device ) such as warning and / or alerts provided by an anti 
virus software program and / or an intrusion detection soft 
ware program ; file changes on a computer system ( for 
example , file modifications , file deletions , file permissions 
changes , and the like ) ; file accesses on a computer system 
( for example , accesses by a user of a computer system ) ; 
and / or changes in processes and / or software applications 
running on a computer system ( for example , spawning 
and / or killing of processes ) ; among others . According to 
various embodiments , the data analysis system may be used 
to profile activity and / or behaviors associated with a com 
puter system so as to detect trends . For example , the data 
analysis system may detect an unusual increase in a par 
ticular type of activity that an analyst may then investigate . 
In a specific example , the system may help an analyst detect 
a user accessing a large number of files and modifying the 
file contents , possibly maliciously . In another example , a 
previously undetected malicious software program may 
modify other software programs running on a computer 
system in ways that are unusual , and the data analysis 
system may detect such modifications . 
[ 0255 ] . According to various embodiments , activity - re 
lated data entity seeds may be generated by the system as 
described below in reference to FIG . 13A . Each of these 
activity - related entity seeds may include a detected activity 

related entity , such as a host - based event , and the seeds may 
be generated based on a likelihood that the seeds represent 
trends in activities and / or behavior . Each of the seeds may 
be used as a basis for clustering various other activity 
related entities , as described in reference to FIGS . 13B and 
13D . Accordingly , the generated clusters may represent 
various data entities that are all related to potentially inter 
esting activity trends . Each of the generated clusters may 
then be scored according to various criteria ( or rules ) , as 
described below in reference to FIG . 13C . The various 
scores generated by the system may provide indications to 
an analyst regarding the likelihood that the cluster includes 
entities representing particular activity trends . The informa 
tion , including the clusters and scores generated by the data 
analysis system , may be presented to an analyst via a user 
interface as described below in reference to FIG . 13E . 
Advantageously , according to an embodiment , the analyst 
may sort the clusters according to their determined scores so 
as to prioritize investigations into potentially interested 
activity trends . Further , the data analysis system may advan 
tageously automatically cluster or group many related data 
entities to enable rapid investigation and evaluation by an 
analyst to detect activity trends . 
[ 0256 ] In an embodiment , and as described below , the data 
analysis system may be used in a network environment in 
which an internal network is in communication with an 
external network . The internal network may include mul 
tiple computer systems ( also referred to as hosts ) that may 
be in communication with one another . Various activities 
and events occurring on each of the hosts , as well as network 
communications , may be tracked and / or logged by aspects 
of the data analysis system such that they may be analyzed 
as described below . Various computerized devices may be 
included in the network that may be capable to capturing 
and / or logging data traffic and communications , for 
example , network routers and / or switches . Further , various 
software programs or other aspects may be included in the 
network and / or on computer systems in the network that 
may be capable to capturing and / or logging various host 
based events . 
[ 0257 ] a . Activity Trend Detection : Seed Generation 
[ 0258 ] FIG . 13A is a flowchart of an example of a seed 
generation method 910d of the data analysis system as 
applied to activity trend detection , according to various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . The seed generation 
method 910d may generally be understood to correspond to 
block 910 ( seed generation ) of the generalized process of 
FIG . 9 . 
[ 0259 ] Referring to FIG . 13A , at block 1312 , various 
host - based events may be captured and / or received by the 
data analysis system . These events may be stored in logs 
( 1312a ) on individual computer systems and then retrieved 
by the data analysis system , or may be provided to the data 
analysis system as they are captured . Additionally , the 
events may each be a data entity . Various types of host - based 
events may be captured including , for example ( and as 
mentioned above ) , warning and / or alerts provided by an 
anti - virus software program , other monitoring software 
( 1312b ) and / or an intrusion detection software program 
( 1312c ) ; file changes on a computer system ( for example , 
file modifications , file deletions , file permissions changes , 
and the like ) ; file accesses on a computer system ( for 
example , accesses by a user of a computer system ) ; and / or 
changes in processes and / or software applications running 
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on a computer system ( for example , spawning and / or killing 
of processes ) ; among others . These host - based events and 
other items of information may be captured by , for example , 
specialized network devices and / or software applications 
running on various computer systems in the network . In an 
embodiment , the data analysis system may further capture 
network traffic information , as described above in references 
to FIGS . 11A and 12A . 
[ 0260 ] As various types of events may be captured by the 
data analysis system , in the flowchart of FIG . 13A , block 
1313 indicates that each of the following blocks ( 1314 , 
1315 , and 1316 ) may be performed for each type of event 
that is captured in block 1312 . In an embodiment , the 
captured events may be grouped according to type , such that 
each type - group may be processed according to blocks 
1314 , 1315 , and 1316 . 
[ 0261 ] At block 1314 , for a particular type of captured 
event on a particular host , any events of the particular type 
captured on the particular host may be analyzed by the data 
analysis system and a current Z - score may be calculated 
with respect to a previous time period . For example , in an 
embodiment the data analysis system may determine any of 
a particular type of event that is captured on a particular host . 
The data analysis system may also determine a current time 
period and a previous time period into which the events of 
a particular type may be divided . In one example , a current 
time period may be a most recent day , week , or month . In an 
example , a previous time period may be a day , week , or 
month immediately preceding the current time period . Then , 
the data analysis system may calculate a probability distri 
bution of events of the particular type on the host during the 
previous time period . Next , the data analysis system may 
determine a Z - score of events of the particular type on the 
host during the current time period along the previous time 
period distribution . A Z - score may indicate , for example , a 
number of standard deviations the events during the current 
time period are above or below the mean of the distribution 
of the previous time period . In an embodiment , the calcu 
lated Z - score may provide an indication of an unusual 
change in activity of a particular type of event on a particular 
host . 
[ 0262 ] At block 1315 , the data analysis system may com 
pare the calculated Z - score , for each event type on each host , 
to a threshold . The threshold may be , for example , + / - 1 , 
+ / - 1 . 5 , + / - 2 , + / - 2 . 5 , among other possibilities . At block 
1316 , any events having Z - scores that satisfy the threshold 
may be used as seeds . Accordingly , the method 910d may 
generate seeds that may be used by the data analysis system 
in an activity trend detection application . 
[ 0263 ] b . Activity Trend Detection : Cluster Generation 
[ 0264 ] Turning now to FIG . 13B , a flowchart of an 
example of a clustering method 920d of the data analysis 
system as applied to activity trend detection is shown , 
according to various embodiments of the present disclosure . 
The clustering method 920d may generally be understood to 
correspond to block 920 ( cluster generation ) of the gener 
alized process of FIG . 9 . Additionally , the clustering method 
920d may correspond to a clustering strategy , as described 
above . In the flowchart of FIG . 13B , block 1322 indicates 
that the following block ( 1324 ) may be performed for each 
of the seeds generated by the seed generation method 910d 
of FIG . 13A . 
[ 0265 ] At block 1324 , any activity - related data entities 
that are related to the seed may be clustered . Clustering of 

data entities may be accomplished as generally described 
above , in which data bindings are executed and / or searching 
and filtering are performed ( through , for example , a generic 
interface to various data sources ) as part of a clustering 
strategy . Additionally , as described above , clustered data 
entities may be related by , for example , sharing the same or 
similar properties , characteristics , and / or metadata . 
Examples of data entities that may be clustered include , but 
are not limited to : hosts or source computing systems ( for 
example , computing systems of the network ) ; host owners , 
such as users of hosts or computing systems ( for example , 
persons having accounts on particular computer systems ) ; 
host - based events related to the seed event ( such as , for 
example , virus scan alerts and / or logged events , intrusion 
prevention system alerts and / or logged events , and the like ) ; 
internal IP addresses ; internal IP addresses that connect to 
external domains ; internal computer systems ; internal com 
puter systems that connect to external domains ; external IP 
addresses ; external domains ; external IP addresses associ 
ated with external domains ; and the like . 
10266 ] FIG . 13D illustrates an example growth of a cluster 
of related data entities in a malware activity trend detection 
application , according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure . In FIG . 13D , boxes indicate data entities , while 
lines between boxes indicate links that connect data entities . 
As described above , seeds in the described activity trend 
detection application of the data analysis system may be 
host - based events . As shown in the example of FIG . 13D , a 
seed host - based event 1352 ( for example , a spawned process 
on a particular host , where the number “ 85674 " may indi 
cate , for example , a process identifier ) has been generated 
( such as by the process of FIG . 13A ) as indicated visually by 
the internal seed dashed line . Then , in a clustering step 
corresponding to block 1324 ( of FIG . 13B ) and represented 
by the external cluster dashed line 1354 , various other data 
entities related to the seed entity may be added to the cluster . 
For example , the data analysis system has clustered a host 
1356 ( on which the event 1352 occurred ) , and another 
related host - based event 1358 ( that may , for example , have 
characteristics similar to those of event 1352 ) . 
[ 0267 ] Returning again to FIG . 13B , dashed line 1326 
indicates that the cluster generation method may optionally 
repeat multiple times until , for example , the clustering 
strategy is completed and / or no additional related data 
entities are found by the system . For example , in reference 
to FIG . 13D , additional data entities may be clustered 
including user 1360 , host - based event 1362 , and external 
domain 1364 ( each related to the host 1356 ) , and host 1368 
and user 1370 ( each related to the event 1358 ) . As indicated 
by ellipses 1366 , additional data entities may be clustered in 
each or subsequent clustering steps . Further , referring to 
FIG . 13B , and as described above , at 1326 various clusters 
of data entities may optionally be merged and / or collapsed 
when common data entities and / or properties are determined 
between the various clusters . For example , the system may 
determine that two different generated clusters both include 
event 1358 . Accordingly , the system may merge the two 
clusters each including the common data entity ( event 1358 ) 
into a single cluster . Accordingly , in an embodiment the 
clustering method 920d may iteratively cluster related data 
entities . 
[ 0268 ] In an embodiment , the various clustered data enti 
ties may include various properties and characteristics , 
including information regarding data communications and 
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requests between computer systems in the network . For 
example , a given connection between as host and an external 
domain may represent multiple connections over a period of 
time . In an embodiment , the data analysis system may 
cluster various data entities with the seed so as to enable an 
analyst to quickly determine , for example , any computer 
systems and / or other events associated with a particular 
detected unusual event , any users of related computer sys 
tems , any actions ( including communications ) taken by 
related computer systems , any events happening on related 
computer systems ( for example , host - based events , includ 
ing file changes , software installs , and the like ) , and the like . 
[ 0269 ] Additionally , in an embodiment a cluster graph 
similar to the cluster illustration of FIG . 13D may be made 
available to an analyst or other user of the data analysis 
system . For example , an analyst may select a button ( for 
example , an “ Investigate in Graph ” button ) in a user inter 
face of the system to view a cluster graph of a selected 
cluster . 
[ 0270 ] C . Activity Trend Detection : Cluster Scoring 
[ 0271 ] Turning now to FIG . 13C , a flowchart of an 
example cluster scoring method 930d of the data analysis 
system as applied to malware activity trend detection is 
shown , according to various embodiments of the present 
disclosure . The clustering scoring method 930d may gener 
ally be understood to correspond to block 930 ( cluster score 
generation ) of the generalized process of FIG . 9 . Addition 
ally , the clustering scoring method 930d may correspond 
with scoring strategies , as described above . In the flowchart 
of FIG . 13C , block 1332 indicates that each of the following 
blocks ( 1333 , 1334 , 1335 , and 1336 ) may be performed for 
each of the clusters generated by the cluster generation 
method 920d of FIG . 13B . 
[ 0272 ] At block 1334 , the data analysis system may access 
and / or received the previously determined Z - score of the 
seed . This Z - score may be considered by the data analysis 
system as a Z - score of the cluster , as it indicates how the 
detected event ( the seed ) deviates from the normal activity 
on the host . At block 1335 , the cluster Z - score may be 
compared to a calculated “ universe , ” or entire - network , 
Z - score . In an embodiment , the universe Z - score may be 
calculated in a manner similar to the calculation of the seed 
Z - score , but with reference to the entire network of com 
puters from which the data analysis system has captured 
events . For example , the universe Z - score may be calculated 
as follows : The data analysis system may use the same 
current and previous time periods as were used in calcula 
tion of the seed Z - score , however a probability distribution 
of events of the same or similar type to the seed event ) 
across the network may be calculated for the previous time 
period . Then , the data analysis system may determine a 
universe Z - score of events of the particular type on the 
network during the current time period along the previous 
time period distribution . In an embodiment , the calculated 
universe Z - score may provide an indication of an unusual 
change in activity of a particular type of event on the 
network . 
[ 0273 ] In various embodiments , the comparison between 
the cluster Z - score and the universe Z - score may provide an 
indication , for example , of whether or not the activity trend 
detected on the host is unusual in the context of the network . 
For example , when the activity trend detected on the host is 
also present on the network as a whole ( for example , the 
cluster Z - score is similar to the universe Z - score ) , the 

activity trend may not be particularly interesting to an 
analyst . Alternatively , when the activity trend detected on 
the host is different from related activity that is present on 
the network as a whole ( for example , the cluster Z - score is 
different from the universe Z - score ) , the activity trend may 
be interesting to an analyst . Accordingly , at block 1336 , a 
cluster score is generated that indicates how significantly the 
cluster Z - score and the universe Z - score differ from one 
another . Additionally , in an embodiment , the cluster score 
may capture the absolute value of the cluster Z - score such 
that larger cluster Z - scores ( indicating significant activity 
trends ) may result in larger cluster scores as compared to 
smaller cluster scores , even in view of the difference 
between the cluster Z - score and the universe Z - score . 
[ 0274 ] d . Activity Trend Detection : Example User Inter 
face 
[ 0275 ] FIG . 13E illustrates an example cluster analysis 
user interface of the data analysis system as applied to 
activity trend detection , according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure . Similar to the example user interface of 
FIG . 11E described above , the example user interface of 
FIG . 13E includes a list of clusters 1382 , a list of scores 
1384 , and a detailed view of score information associated 
with the cluster 1386 . In various embodiments , more or 
fewer elements may be included in the user interface , and / or 
the elements may be arranged differently . Additionally , 
while certain aspects of the user interface of FIG . 13E may 
be similar to those of the user interface of FIG . 5 described 
above , the user interface of the FIG . 13E includes a number 
of differences . For example , differing from the user interface 
of FIG . 5 , the user interface of the FIG . 13E may include a 
list of clusters in a first column , a list of scores associated 
with a selected cluster in a middle column , and / or details 
associated with a selected score in a last column . Such an 
arrangement may advantageously enable an analyst to inves 
tigate various scores associated with a cluster . Additionally , 
clusters in such an interface may advantageously be priori 
tized according to any of multiple scores , as described 
above . 
[ 0276 ] In the example user interface of FIG . 13E , an 
analyst or user has selected " Activity Trend Cluster 1 . " 
Accordingly , various scores associated with that cluster may 
be displayed in the list of scores 1384 . For example , a cluster 
Z - score , a universe Z - score , and a cluster score 1390 may be 
listed . As described above the cluster score may be calcu 
lated based on the cluster Z - score and the universe Z - score . 
Additionally , in the example user interface , the analyst has 
selected the “ Cluster Score . ” Accordingly , details related to 
the cluster score may be displayed in the detailed view 1386 . 
[ 0277 ] According to an embodiment , various items of 
information may be included in the user interface that may 
be useful to an analyst in evaluating and / or investigating the 
generated clusters . For example , the clusters may be priori 
tized according to the cluster scores . In another example , the 
detailed view 1386 may include a graph that shows addi 
tional information related to the selected score . For example , 
in FIG . 13E , the graph shown in the detailed view 1386 
shows a graph with a probability distribution that may be 
associated a universe of activity , activity on a particular 
computer , activity during a particular time period , and / or the 
like . In an embodiment , the detailed view 1386 may include 
a graph that may show Z - score values associated with the 
cluster . 
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[ 0278 ] In various embodiments , any other mathematical 
and / or statistical measures and / or methods may be used in 
determining and / or detecting unusual and / or interesting 
activity trends . For example , any other mathematical meth 
ods may be used to determine activities that are statistical 
outliers . Additionally , in various embodiments , the other 
methods may be used in any of the seed generation , cluster 
generation , and / or scoring of clusters . 
[ 0279 ] According to various embodiments , the data analy 
sis system as applied to activity trend detection may advan 
tageously enable an analyst to detect and proactively take 
action when unusual activity is detected . In an embodiment , 
the data analysis system may automatically evaluate the 
generated clusters to determine a likelihood that a given 
cluster represents an activity trend or unusual activity . For 
example , the system may determine that a cluster having a 
cluster score below a particular threshold is likely not an 
activity trend , while a cluster having a cluster score above 
another particular threshold likely is an activity trend . In an 
embodiment , the system may determine that a cluster having 
a cluster score within a particular range of thresholds 
requires additional analysis by an analyst as the likelihood of 
an activity trend is not conclusive . In an embodiment , an 
analyst may adjust the thresholds , the cluster score calcula 
tions , and / or the weighting applied to the Z - scores . Further , 
the analyst may mark various clusters as , for example , 
activity trend , likely activity trend , likely not activity trend , 
and / or not activity trend . Additionally , the analyst may 
dispatch other analysts to review particular clusters and / or 
mark particular clusters for further analysis . 

XVI . Additional Embodiments 

disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 
can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 

[ 0282 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
“ can , " " could , " " might , ” or “ may , " unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0283 ] . The term " comprising ” as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For 
example , a general purpose computer comprising one or 
more processors should not be interpreted as excluding other 
computer components , and may possibly include such com 
ponents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
interfaces , among others . 
[ 0284 ] Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in 
the flow diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules , segments , or portions of code which 
include one or more executable instructions for implement 
ing specific logical functions or steps in the process . Alter 
nate implementations are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
tions may be deleted , executed out of order from that shown 
or discussed , including substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order , depending on the functionality involved , as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art . 
[ 0285 ] It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above - described embodi 
ments , the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples . All such modifications 
and variations are intended to be included herein within the 
scope of this disclosure . The foregoing description details 
certain embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , 
however , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears 
in text , the invention may be practiced in many ways . As is 
also stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 

[ 0280 ] While the foregoing is directed to various embodi 
ments , other and further embodiments may be devised 
without departing from the basic scope thereof . For 
example , aspects of the present disclosure may be imple 
mented in hardware or software or in a combination of 
hardware and software . An embodiment of the disclosure 
may be implemented as a program product for use with a 
computer system . The program ( s ) of the program product 
define functions of the embodiments ( including the methods 
described herein ) and may be contained on a variety of 
computer - readable storage media . Illustrative computer 
readable storage media include , but are not limited to : ( i ) 
non - writable storage media ( e . g . , read - only memory devices 
within a computer such as CD - ROM disks readable by a 
CD - ROM drive , flash memory , ROM chips or any type of 
solid - state non - volatile semiconductor memory ) on which 
information is permanently stored ; and ( ii ) writable storage 
media ( e . g . , hard - disk drive or any type of solid - state 
random - access semiconductor memory ) on which alterable 
information is stored . Each of the processes , methods , and 
algorithms described in the preceding sections may be 
embodied in , and fully or partially automated by , code 
modules executed by one or more computer systems or 
computer processors comprising computer hardware . The 
processes and algorithms may alternatively be implemented 
partially or wholly in application - specific circuitry . 
[ 0281 ] The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another , or may be 
combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
subcombinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
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scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
thereof . 

1 . ( canceled ) 
2 . A computer - implemented method comprising : 
generating , based on a plurality of captured communica 

tions , a filtered collection of captured communications 
by selecting captured communications that include a 
user - agent string and removing captured communica 
tions with destinations on an approved list of destina 
tions , wherein the approved list of destinations indicate 
destinations that are unlikely to be related to malware 
activity ; 

determining , based on the filtered collection of captured 
communications , a first set of captured communica 
tions associated with a test time period and a second set 
of captured communications associated with a refer 
ence time period ; 

identifying a first captured communication in the first set 
that is not included among the second set of captured 
communications , wherein the first captured communi 
cation indicates a new user - agent string not previously 
associated with the reference time period ; and 

designating the new user - agent string as a seed ; and 
generating a data item cluster based on the seed , wherein 

generating the data item cluster comprises : 
adding the seed to the data item cluster ; and 
adding to the data item cluster one or more user - agent 

related data items 
determined to be associated with the seed , wherein the 

one or more user - agent - related data items comprises 
information associated with a computing device . 

3 . The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , 
wherein the one or more user - agent - related data items fur 
ther include at least one of : a user of a particular computing 
device , an internal Internet Protocol address , an external 
Internet Protocol address , an external domain , an internal 
computing device , an external computing device , or a host 
based event . 

4 . The computer - implemented method of claim 3 , further 
comprising : 

identifying the one or more user - agent - related data items 
based at least on a clustering strategy , wherein the 
clustering strategy queries one or more cluster data 
sources to determine at least one of : originating host or 
destination computing devices associated with the seed , 
users of originating host computing devices , intrusion 
prevention system alerts associated with originating 
host computing devices , internal Internet Protocol 
addresses associated with originating host computing 
devices , external Internet Protocol addresses associated 
with destination computing devices , or external 
domains associated with the first captured communi 
cation . 

5 . The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , further 
comprising : 

determining a score for the data item cluster ; and 
causing presentation of the data item cluster and the score 

in a user interface of a client computing device . 
6 . The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , 

wherein generating , based on the plurality of captured 
communications , the filtered collection of captured commu 
nications further includes removing captured communica 
tions with respective user - agent strings on an approved list 

of user - agent strings , wherein the approved list of user - agent 
strings indicate communications that are unlikely to be 
related to malware activity . 

7 . The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , 
wherein generating , based on the plurality of captured 
communications , the filtered collection of captured commu 
nications further includes removing captured communica 
tions associated with a particular external computer system , 
wherein the particular external computer system is unlikely 
to be related to malware activity . 

8 . The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , further 
comprising : 

identifying a quantity of appearances of the new user 
agent string in corresponding captured communications 
among the first set of captured communications ; and 

determining the quantity is below a predetermined thresh 
old . 

9 . A non - transitory computer - readable storage medium 
storing computer - executable instructions that , when 
executed by a computer system , configure the computer 
system to perform operations comprising : 

generating , based on a plurality of captured communica 
tions , a filtered collection of captured communications 
by selecting captured communications that include a 
user - agent string and removing captured communica 
tions with respective user - agent strings on an approved 
list of user - agent strings , wherein the approved list of 
destinations indicate destinations that are unlikely to be 
related to malware activity ; 

determining , based on the filtered collection of captured 
communications , a first set of captured communica 
tions associated with a test time period and a second set 
of captured communications associated with a refer 
ence time period ; 

identifying a first captured communication in the first set 
that is not included among the second set of captured 
communications , wherein the first captured communi 
cation indicates a new user - agent string not previously 
associated with the reference time period ; and 

designating the new user - agent string as a seed ; and 
generating a data item cluster based on the seed , wherein 

generating the data item cluster comprises : 
adding the seed to the data item cluster ; and 
adding to the data item cluster one or more user - agent 

related data items determined to be associated with the 
seed , wherein the one or more user - agent - related data 
items comprises information associated with a comput 
ing device . 

10 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
medium of claim 9 , wherein the one or more user - agent 
related data items further include at least one of : a user of a 
particular computing device , an internal Internet Protocol 
address , an external Internet Protocol address , an external 
domain , an internal computing device , an external comput 
ing device , or a host - based event . 

11 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
medium of claim 9 , wherein the computer - executable 
instructions further configure the computer system to per 
form operations comprising : 
determining a score for the data item cluster ; and 
causing presentation of the data item cluster and the score 

in a user interface of a client computing device . 
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12 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
medium of claim 9 , wherein the computer - executable 
instructions further configure the computer system to per 
form operations comprising : 

13 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
medium of claim 9 , wherein generating , based on the 
plurality of captured communications , the filtered collection 
of captured communications further includes removing cap 
tured communications with destinations on an approved list 
of destinations , wherein the approved list of destinations 
indicate destinations that are unlikely to be related to mal 
ware activity . 

14 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
medium of claim 9 , wherein the computer - executable 
instructions further configure the computer system to per 
form operations comprising : 

identifying a quantity of appearances of the new user 
agent string in corresponding captured communications 
among the first set of captured communications ; and 

determining the quantity is below a predetermined thresh 
old 

15 . A computer system comprising : 
one or more computer readable storage devices config 

ured to store : 
a plurality of captured communications between an 

internal network and an external network ; and 
a plurality of user - agent - related data items , wherein a 

data item of the plurality of user - agent - related data 
items comprises information associated with a com 
puting device ; 

one or more hardware computer processors in communi 
cation with the one or more computer readable storage 
devices and configured to execute computer executable 
instructions in order to cause the one or more hardware 
computer processors to : 
generate , based on the plurality of captured communi 

cations , a filtered collection of captured communi 
cations by selecting captured communications that 
include a user - agent string ; 

determine , based on the filtered collection of captured 
communications , a first set of captured communica 
tions associated with a test time period and a second 
set of captured communications associated with a 
reference time period ; 

identify a first captured communication in the first set 
that is not included among the second set of captured 
communications , wherein the first captured commu 
nication indicates a new user - agent string not previ 
ously associated with the reference time period ; and 

designate the new user - agent string as a seed ; and 
generate a data item cluster based on the seed , wherein 

generating the data item cluster comprises : 
adding the seed to the data item cluster ; and 
adding to the data item cluster one or more user 

agent - related data items from the plurality of 
user - agent - related data items determined to be 
associated with the seed . 

16 . The computer system of claim 15 , wherein the plu 
rality of user - agent - related data items include at least one of : 
a user of a particular computing device , an internal Internet 
Protocol address , an external Internet Protocol address , an 
external domain , an internal computing device , an external 
computing device , or a host - based event . 

17 . The computer system of claim 15 , wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured 
to cause presentation of the data item cluster in a user 
interface of a client computing device . 

18 . The computer system of claim 15 , wherein generating , 
based on the plurality of captured communications , the 
filtered collection of captured communications further 
includes removing captured communications with destina 
tions on an approved list of destinations , wherein the 
approved list of destinations indicate destinations that are 
unlikely to be related to malware activity . 

19 . The computer system of claim 15 , wherein generating , 
based on the plurality of captured communications , the 
filtered collection of captured communications further 
includes removing captured communications with respec 
tive user - agent strings on an approved list of user - agent 
strings , wherein the approved list of user - agent strings 
indicate communications that are unlikely to be related to 
malware activity . 

20 . The computer system of claim 15 , wherein generating , 
based on the plurality of captured communications , the 
filtered collection of captured communications further 
includes removing captured communications associated 
with a particular external computer system , wherein the 
particular external computer system is unlikely to be related 
to malware activity . 

21 . The computer system of claim 15 , wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured 
to : 

identify a quantity of appearances of the new user - agent 
string in corresponding captured communications 
among the first set of captured communications ; and 

determine the quantity is below a predetermined thresh 
old . 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR ATTRIBUTE 
ANALYSIS OF ONE OR MORE DATABASES 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY 
PRIORITY APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U . S . patent 
application Ser . No . 15 / 077 , 650 entitled “ Systems and 
Methods for Attribute Analysis of One or More Databases ” 
filed Mar . 22 , 2016 , which claims benefit of U . S . Provisional 
Patent Application Ser . No . 62 / 268 , 425 entitled “ Systems 
and Methods for Attribute Analysis of One or More Data 
bases ” filed Dec . 16 , 2015 . Each of these applications are 
hereby incorporated by reference herein in their entireties . 
[ 0002 ] Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1 . 57 . 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0003 ] This application hereby incorporates by reference 
in their entireties , but does not claim priority to , each of the 
following : 
[ 0004 ] U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 841 , 338 

entitled “ System For Providing Dynamic Linked Panels 
In User Interface ” filed Dec . 31 , 2014 ( " the ' 338 appli 
cation . " ) 

[ 0005 ] U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 874 , 690 
entitled “ Domain - specific Language for Dataset Transfor 
mations ” filed Oct . 5 , 2014 ( “ the ' 690 application . ” ) 

10006 ] U . S . Pat . No . 8 , 937 , 619 entitled “ Generating An 
Object Time Series From Data Objects , ” which issued 
from U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 148 , 559 filed 
Jan . 6 , 2014 ( “ the ' 619 patent . " ) 

determine a summary indicator representative of the set of 
items ; generating a graph from the summary indicator ; and 
presenting the graph in a user interface . 
[ 0010 ] In some embodiments , the computer - implemented 
method of the preceding paragraph can include a combina 
tion or sub - combination of features . The computer - imple 
mented method can further include : wherein determining 
cleansed item data comprises at least one of : removing a 
number from the item data , removing punctuation from the 
item data , or removing text data from the item data wherein 
the text data does not correspond to a set of valid words . The 
computer - implemented method can further include : deter 
mining at least one binary column within the item data ; 
replacing a column value of the at least one binary column 
with a predefined attribute value based at least on the column 
value being non - empty ; and adding the predefined attribute 
value to the set of attributes . The computer - implemented 
method can further include : receiving second user input via 
the user interface , the second user input comprising data 
indicative of the first attribute , the first category , and a 
second exclusion attribute from the set of attributes ; deter 
mining a second set of items associated with the first 
category ; determining a first subset of items from the second 
set of items , wherein each item of the first subset of items is 
further associated with the first attribute , and wherein the 
first subset of items comprises a first item and a second item , 
the first item associated with the first attribute and the second 
exclusion attribute ; determining a second subset of items by 
removing the first item from the first subset of items ; 
determining , from the item metadata , a second set of meta 
data values associated with the second subset of items ; and 
presenting a visualization , in the user interface , associated 
with the second set of metadata values . The item data can 
comprise food item data . The summary indicator can cor 
respond to at least one of : total dollar sales of the set of 
items , growth rates of the set of items , volume of sales of the 
set of items , or market share of the set of items . The 
computer - implemented method can further include : wherein 
determining cleansed item data comprises at least one of : 
removing a number from the item data , removing punctua 
tion from the item data , or removing text data from the item 
data wherein the text data does not correspond to a set of 
valid words . The set of attributes can comprise a multi - word 
attribute . The computer - implemented method can further 
include : wherein determining the cleansed item data further 
comprises removing a stopword from the item data based at 
least on a predefined stopword list . The computer - imple 
mented method can further include : determining one or 
more multi - word attributes from the cleansed item data 
using an n - gram identification algorithm , wherein the set of 
attributes comprises the one or more multi - word attributes . 
The item data can comprise three or more columns of data , 
and the computer - implemented method can further include : 
wherein determining one or more multi - word attributes from 
the cleansed item data further comprises pseudo - randomly 
reordering the three or more columns of data . The user 
interface can further comprise at least one of : a time series 
or a summary table . 
10011 ] . Another embodiment includes a non - transitory 
computer storage medium for storing computer executable 
instructions that when executed by a computer hardware 
processor perform operations comprising : accessing item 
data from a first data source ; analyzing the item data by at 
least : determining cleansed item data by at least one of : 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0007 ] In the area of computer - based platforms , a database 
may be queried . 

SUMMARY 
[ 0008 ] The systems , methods , and devices described 
herein each have several aspects , no single one of which is 
solely responsible for its desirable attributes . Without lim 
iting the scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting fea 
tures will now be discussed briefly . 
( 0009 ] One embodiment includes a computer - imple 
mented method for identifying trends of one or more items 
from an item database , the computer - implemented method 
comprising : accessing item data from a first data source ; 
accessing item metadata from a second data source , the item 
metadata comprising a mapping of item identifiers to respec 
tive categories , and one or more metadata values for each 
item of the item metadata ; analyzing the item data by at 
least : determining cleansed item data ; determining a set of 
attributes from the cleansed item data ; and determining a 
category for each respective item using the mapping of item 
identifiers to respective categories ; receiving input compris 
ing data indicative of a first attribute from the set of 
attributes and a first category ; determining a set of items 
where each item of the set of items are associated with both 
the first attribute and the first category ; determining , from 
the item metadata , a set of metadata values associated with 
the set of items ; aggregating the set of metadata values to 
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removing a number from the item data , removing punctua - 
tion from the item data , or removing text data from the item 
data wherein the text data does not correspond to a set of 
valid words ; determining that two or more words from the 
item data are synonyms ; selecting a first word from the two 
or more words as a representative attribute ; and determining 
a set of attributes from the cleansed item data , the set of 
attributes comprising the representative attribute ; accessing 
item metadata from a second data source ; receiving user 
input via a user interface , the user input comprising data 
indicative of a first attribute from the set of attributes ; 
determining a set of items where each item of the set of items 
is associated with the first attribute ; determining , from the 
item metadata , a set of metadata values associated with the 
set of items ; generating a visualization from the set of 
metadata values ; and presenting the visualization in the user 
interface . 
[ 0012 ] In some embodiments , the non - transitory computer 
storage medium of the preceding paragraph can include a 
combination or sub - combination of features . The operations 
can further include : determining at least one binary column 
within the item data ; replacing a column value of the at least 
one binary column with a predefined attribute value based at 
least on the column value being non - empty ; and adding the 
predefined attribute value to the set of attributes . The opera 
tions can further include : receiving second user input via the 
user interface , the second user input comprising data indica 
tive of the first attribute , the first category , and a second 
exclusion attribute from the set of attributes ; determining a 
second set of items associated with the first category ; 
determining a first subset of items from the second set of 
items , wherein each item of the first subset of items is further 
associated with the first attribute , and wherein the first subset 
of items comprises a first item and a second item , the first 
item associated with the first attribute and the second 
exclusion attribute ; determining a second subset of items by 
removing the first item from the first subset of items ; 
determining , from the item metadata , a second set of meta 
data values associated with the second subset of items ; and 
presenting a visualization , in the user interface , associated 
with the second set of metadata values . The item data can 
comprise food item data . The visualization can comprise at 
least one of : total dollar sales of the set of items , growth rates 
of the set of items , volume of sales of the set of items , or 
market share of the set of items . The visualization can 
comprise at least one of : growth rate data , annual sales data , 
volume sales data , market share data , or sample size data . 
The operations can further include : wherein determining 
cleansed item data comprises at least one of : removing a 
number from the item data , removing punctuation from the 
item data , or removing text data from the item data wherein 
the text data does not correspond to a set of valid words . The 
set of attributes can comprise a multi - word attribute . The 
operations can further include : wherein determining the 
cleansed item data further comprises removing a stopword 
from the item data based at least on a predefined stopword 
list . The operations can further include : determining one or 
more multi - word attributes from the cleansed item data 
using an n - gram identification algorithm , wherein the set of 
attributes comprises the one or more multi - word attributes . 
The item data can comprise three or more columns of data , 
and the operations can further include : wherein determining 
one or more multi - word attributes from the cleansed item 
data further comprises pseudo - randomly reordering the 

three or more columns of data . The visualization can com 
prise at least one of : a graph visualization , a time series 
visualization , or a summary table visualization . 
[ 0013 ] Another embodiment includes a computing system 
comprising : one or more hardware computer processors 
programmed , via executable code instructions , to : access 
item data from a first data source ; analyze the item data by 
at least : determining cleansed item data ; and determining the 
set of attributes from the cleansed item data ; receive input 
comprising data indicative of a first attribute from the set of 
attributes ; determine a set of items where each item of the set 
of items is associated with the first attribute ; access item 
metadata from a second data source ; determine , from the 
item metadata , a set of metadata values associated with the 
set of items ; generate a visualization from the set of meta 
data values , and present the visualization in a user interface . 
[ 0014 ] In some embodiments , the computing system of the 
preceding paragraph can include a combination or sub 
combination of features . The one or more hardware proces 
sors can be further programmed to : determine at least one 
binary column within the item data ; replace a column value 
of the at least one binary column with a predefined attribute 
value based at least on the column value being non - empty ; 
and add the predefined attribute value to the set of attributes . 
The one or more hardware processors can be further pro 
grammed to : receive second user input via the user interface , 
the second user input comprising data indicative of the first 
attribute , the first category , and a second exclusion attribute 
from the set of attributes ; determine a second set of items 
associated with the first category ; determine a first subset of 
items from the second set of items , wherein each item of the 
first subset of items is further associated with the first 
attribute , and wherein the first subset of items comprises a 
first item and a second item , the first item associated with the 
first attribute and the second exclusion attribute ; determine 
a second subset of items by removing the first item from the 
first subset of items ; determine , from the item metadata , a 
second set of metadata values associated with the second 
subset of items ; and present a visualization , in the user 
interface , associated with the second set of metadata values . 
The item data can comprise food item data . The visualiza 
tion can comprise at least one of : total dollar sales of the set 
of items , growth rates of the set of items , volume of sales of 
the set of items , or market share of the set of items . The 
visualization can comprise at least one of : growth rate data , 
annual sales data , volume sales data , market share data , or 
sample size data . The one or more hardware processors can 
be further programmed to : wherein determining cleansed 
item data comprises at least one of : removing a number from 
the item data , removing punctuation from the item data , or 
removing text data from the item data wherein the text data 
does not correspond to a set of valid words . The set of 
attributes can comprise a multi - word attribute . The one or 
more hardware processors can be further programmed to : 
wherein determining the cleansed item data further com 
prises removing a stopword from the item data based at least 
on a predefined stopword list . The one or more hardware 
processors can be further programmed to : determine one or 
more multi - word attributes from the cleansed item data 
using an n - gram identification algorithm , wherein the set of 
attributes comprises the one or more multi - word attributes . 
The one or more hardware processors can be further pro 
grammed to : receive second user input via the user interface , 
the second user input comprising data indicative of the first 
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[ 0027 ] FIGS . 12A - 12H illustrate example user interfaces 
of the attribute analysis system for analyzing collections of 
items by category , according to some embodiments of the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0028 ] FIG . 13 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
attribute analysis system with which various methods and 
systems discussed herein may be implemented . 

attribute and a filter parameter value ; determine a first set of 
items associated with the first attribute and a second set of 
items associated with the first attribute ; determine , from the 
item metadata , a first metadata value associated with the first 
set of items , and a second metadata value associated with the 
second set of items ; select the first set of items based at least 
on : the first metadata value being within the first parameter 
value , and the second metadata value being outside of the 
first parameter value ; and present a graph associated with the 
first set of items . The item data can comprise three or more 
columns of data , and the one or more hardware processors 
can be further programmed to : wherein determining one or 
more multi - word attributes from the cleansed item data 
further comprises pseudo - randomly reordering the three or 
more columns of data . The visualization can comprise at 
least one of : a graph visualization , a time series visualiza 
tion , or a summary table visualization . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0029 ] Although certain preferred embodiments and 
examples are disclosed below , inventive subject matter 
extends beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to 
other alternative embodiments and / or uses and to modifica 
tions and equivalents thereof . Thus , the scope of the claims 
appended hereto is not limited by any of the particular 
embodiments described below . For example , in any method 
or process disclosed herein , the acts or operations of the 
method or process may be performed in any suitable 
sequence and are not necessarily limited to any particular 
disclosed sequence . Various operations may be described as 
multiple discrete operations in turn , in a manner that may be 
helpful in understanding certain embodiments ; however , the 
order of description should not be construed to imply that 
these operations are order dependent . Additionally , the struc 
tures , systems , and / or devices described herein may be 
embodied as integrated components or as separate compo 
nents . For purposes of comparing various embodiments , 
certain aspects and advantages of these embodiments are 
described . Not necessarily all such aspects or advantages are 
achieved by any particular embodiment . Thus , for example , 
various embodiments may be carried out in a manner that 
achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advantages 
as taught herein without necessarily achieving other aspects 
or advantages as may also be taught or suggested herein . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0015 ] . The following drawings and the associated descrip 
tions are provided to illustrate embodiments of the present 
disclosure and do not limit the scope of the claims . Aspects 
and many of the attendant advantages of this disclosure will 
become more readily appreciated as the same become better 
understood by reference to the following detailed descrip 
tion , when taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings , wherein : 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
attribute analysis system , according to some embodiments 
of the present disclosure . 
[ 0017 ] FIG . 2 is a flowchart illustrating an example attri 
bute analysis process overview , according to some embodi 
ments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0018 ] FIG . 3 is a flowchart illustrating an example data 
extraction and / or enrichment process , according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0019 ] FIG . 4 is a flowchart illustrating an example trend 
ing attribute analysis process , according to some embodi 
ments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0020 ] FIG . 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example multi 
attribute analysis process , according to some embodiments 
of the present disclosure . 
[ 0021 ] FIG . 6 is a flowchart illustrating an example item 
and / or product analysis process , according to some embodi 
ments of the present disclosure . 
10022 ] . FIG . 7 is a flowchart illustrating an example item 
category analysis process , according to some embodiments 
of the present disclosure . 
0023 ] FIG . 8 illustrates example item data , item meta 
data , and attributes that may be processed and / or generated 
by the attribute analysis system , according to some embodi 
ments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0024 ] FIGS . 9A - 9J illustrate example user interfaces of 
the attribute analysis system , according to some embodi 
ments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0025 ] FIGS . 10A - 101 illustrate example user interfaces of 
the attribute analysis system for analyzing multiple attribute 
groups , according to some embodiments of the present 
disclosure . 
[ 0026 ] FIGS . 11A - 11F illustrate example user interfaces 
of the attribute analysis system for analyzing particular 
items , according to some embodiments of the present dis 
closure . 

Terms 
[ 0030 ] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys 
tems and methods discussed herein , a number of terms are 
defined below . The terms defined below , as well as other 
terms used herein , should be construed to include the 
provided definitions , the ordinary and customary meaning of 
the terms , and / or any other implied meaning for the respec 
tive terms . Thus , the definitions below do not limit the 
meaning of these terms , but only provide example defini 
tions . 
[ 0031 ] Ontology : Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases . For 
example , the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database , and how 
objects and properties may be related . 
[ 0032 ] Database : A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and / or organizing data , including , but not limited to , 
relational databases ( for example , Oracle database , mySQL 
database , and the like ) , non - relational databases ( for 
example , a NoSQL database ) , an in - memory database , 
spreadsheets , XML , files , and text file , among others . The 
various terms “ database , " " storage , " " data store , " and “ data 
source ” may be used interchangeably in the present disclo 
sure . 

[ 0033 ] Data Object ( Object ) , Data Item ( Item ) , or Data 
Entity ( Entity ) : A data container for information . A data 
object may be associated with a number of definable prop 
erties ( as described herein ) . A data object may represent a 
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specific thing , or a group of things , in the world . For 
example , a data object may represent an item such as a 
particular type of product , a food item , person , a place , an 
organization , an account , a computer , an activity , or other 
noun . In a food item context , an item may correspond to a 
specific food product . In some embodiments , an item may 
correspond to a particular item identifier . In the food 
example , an item identifier may be a Universal Product Code 
( “ UPC ” ) . In some embodiments , if a food product includes 
an ingredient list A at time one , and the food product 
includes an ingredient list B at time two ( which differs from 
ingredient list A by at least one ingredient ) , then the item 
corresponding to the food product at time one may differ 
from the item corresponding to the food product at time two . 
A data item may represent an event that happens at a point 
in time or for a duration . A data item may represent a 
document or other unstructured data source such as an 
e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper or article . 
Each data item may be associated with a unique identifier 
that uniquely identifies the data item . The terms " data 
object , " " data item , " " data entity , ” “ item , " " object , ” and 
" entity ” may be used interchangeably and / or synonymously 
in the present disclosure . 
[ 0034 ] Item ( or Entity or Object ) Type : Type of a data item 
( for example , Person , Event , or Document ) . Data item types 
may be defined by an ontology and may be modified or 
updated to include additional data item types . An data item 
definition ( for example , in an ontology ) may include how the 
data item is related to other data items , such as being a 
sub - data item type of another data item type ( for example , 
an agent may be a sub - data item of a person data item type ) , 
and the properties the data item type may have . 
[ 0035 ] Properties : Also referred to herein as “ metadata ” of 
data items . A property of a data item may include any item 
of information associated with , and / or relevant to , the data 
item . At a minimum , each property of a data item has a 
property type and a value or values . For example , properties 
associated with a person data item may include a name ( for 
example , John Doe ) , an address ( for example , 123 S . Orange 
Street ) , and / or a phone number ( for example , 800 - 0000 ) , 
among other properties . In another example , properties 
associated with a computer data item may include a list of 
users ( for example , userl , user 2 , and the like ) , and / or an IP 
( internet protocol ) address , among other properties . 
[ 0036 ] Property Type : The type of data a property is , such 
as a string , an integer , or a double . Property types may 
include complex property types , such as a series data values 
associated with timed ticks ( for example , a time series ) , and 
the like . 
[ 0037 ] Property Value : The value associated with a prop 
erty , which is of the type indicated in the property type 
associated with the property . A property may have multiple 
values . 
[ 0038 ] Attribute : A string , word , group of words , and / or 
tag associated with an item . For example , an item , such as 
a candy bar , may be associated with ingredients and / or a 
number of descriptors , name of product , flavors , etc . Attri 
butes of the item describe and / or relate to the item . Example 
attributes for a particular item , such as a particular candy bar , 
may be one or more of : " crunchy , " " chocolate , " " peanut 
butter , " " whole grain , ” “ bold , ” " noble , ” “ layered , ” etc . In 
some embodiments , “ peanut butter ” and “ peanut _ butter ” 
may refer to the same attribute and / or the former may refer 
to the presentation of the attribute in a user interface and the 

latter may refer to representation of the attribute in the 
underlying database and / or system . In some embodiments , 
an attribute of an item may be a property of the item . Further , 
one or more attributes may be associated with a particular 
item and / or two or more items may be associated same 
attribute . An example attribute may be represented by a label 
that corresponds to multiple words and / or phrases associated 
with same attribute . For example , " crumbly ” may be the 
label for a particular attribute , which is representative of 
multiple words such as “ crumbled , " " crumbly , " and 
" crumble . ” An advantage of the algorithms and / or tech 
niques described herein is that the determined attributes may 
be high - level concepts associated with an item . In a food 
item example , attributes for a food item may correspond to 
concepts that are not directly related to a flavor or ingredient , 
such as , for example , “ noble , ” “ liberty , ” “ peruvian , ” etc . 
[ 0039 ] Category : The class of an item . In some embodi 
ments , the category of an item may be a property of the item . 
For example , particular items may be determined to corre 
spond to one or more categories . Continuing with the food 
item example , the various categories may correspond to 
" candy , ” “ salty snacks , ” " cookie , ” etc . In some embodi 
ments , an item may be determined to correspond to two or 
more categories . In other embodiments , categories may 
correspond to the particular environment such as electronics , 
manufacturing , or other areas . 
[ 0040 ) Product : Refers to a grouping that may apply to an 
item . In some embodiments , " product " may be a property of 
the item . For example , particular items may be determined 
to correspond to one or more products . Two or more items 
may correspond to the same product , Continuing with the 
food example , the product may be “ Acme ' s cookies , ” which 
may include two or more items that are associated with 
“ Acme ' s cookies , ” but each item may have different ingre 
dients ( such as different flavors for each item ) , different 
properties , and / or item identifiers . Usage of the product 
grouping may allow several items and / or UPCs to be ana 
lyzed together . For example , different UPCs may refer to the 
regular , large , and king sizes of essentially the same item , 
and usage of the product grouping allows the particular 
product to be analyzed together . In some embodiments , the 
product grouping may allow a broad number of items to be 
associated together , such as all or most of the items by a 
particular manufacturer , retailer , and / or organization to be 
grouped together . As used herein , " brand , " " item grouping , " 
and “ product " may be used interchangeably . Product and 
category may be similar in that each respective term refers 
to a higher level description of an item . 

Overview 
[ 0041 ] Analysts may be interested in analyzing enormous 
data sets to determine insights associated with items from 
the data sets . The data sets may be from multiple disparate 
data sources that include gigabytes , terabytes , or even pet 
abytes of data . An approach to analyzing the data sets may 
include processing the data sets by particular items , which 
may take weeks to accomplish . 
[ 0042 ] Disclosed herein are systems and methods that may 
be used to advantageously process data sets and / or to 
provide user interfaces that enable a user to analyze the 
processed data sets . For example , the large data sources may 
include item data sets in a row and columnar data format . 
Other disparate data sources may include item metadata . The 
item data sets and / or the item metadata may be processed to 
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extract attributes and / or other data to be used in the user 
interfaces . The interactive user interfaces allow a user to 
select one or more attributes and / or other parameters to 
present visualizations based on the processed data sets . 
[ 0043 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to an 
efficient and / or optimized attribute analysis system that 
processes multiple , large disparate data sources . For 
example , the attribute analysis system may enable users to 
do one or more the following : identify attributes associated 
with the growth of an item ; identify , at the very early stages , 
attributes that are trending in a particular industry ; identify 
two or more attributes that are doing well , which may be 
used for product development ; identify one or more attri 
butes best matching a selected attribute ( e . g . , what is the 
second - best attribute to add to the launch of a new candy 
with cookie dough ? ) ; quickly identify competitors for 
launching a new product ( e . g . , what are all items with 
chocolate and nougat ? ) ; rapidly identify the size of markets 
for items was selected attributes ( e . g . , how big is the 
nutritional bar market for bars with coconuts and nuts ? ) ; 
initially test prospective items for testing them on the market 
( e . g . , is a salty snack with nuts and chocolate likely to 
succeed or fail ? ) ; and / or understand what are the attributes 
of selected shoppers ( e . g . , are the people buying dark 
chocolate also buying spicy food ? ) . 
Example Attribute Analysis System 
[ 0044 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an attribute analysis system 100 , 
according to some embodiments of the present disclosure . In 
the embodiment of FIG . 1 , the database environment 110 
includes a network 160 , an attribute analysis system 100 , a 
user computing device 102 , a user interface system 120 , and 
data sources , such as item metadata storage 132 , item data 
storage 134 , and / or other data sources 136 . Various com 
munications between these devices are illustrated . For 
example , the user computing device 102 may send user 
input , such as queries , to the attribute analysis system 100 . 
[ 0045 ] The example attribute analysis system 100 includes 
an item processor 104 , a user interface server 106 , an item 
analyzer 108 , and processed data storage 112 . The item 
processor 104 may process the large data sets from the item 
data storage 134 to extract attributes and / or other useful data 
from the item data sets . The item processor 104 may also 
process the item metadata storage 132 , which may contain 
item metadata such as sales data associated with the items . 
The item processor 104 may store the processed data 114 , 
including the one or more determined attributes , categories , 
and / or item metadata in the processed data storage 112 . In 
some embodiments , a user may perform operations via the 
user interface server 106 such as selecting one or more 
predefined search interfaces , selecting one or more attributes 
and / or other parameters , selecting one or more predefined 
visualizations , such as graphs and / or time series , reviewing 
search results , and / or filtering search results , as described in 
further detail herein . For example , the user interface server 
106 may receive user input to query the processed data 
storage 112 and / or other data stores , such as item metadata 
storage 132 , via the item analyzer 108 . 
[ 0046 ] In some embodiments , the attribute analysis system 
100 communicates with the user interface system 120 . For 
example , the user interface system 120 may allow an admin 
istrator to generate and / or update the predefined user inter 
faces of the attribute analysis system 100 , which is described 
in further detail herein . 

Example Attribute Analysis Process Overview 
[ 0047 ) FIG . 2 is a flowchart of an example method of 
processing and / or presenting attribute data , according to 
some embodiments of the present disclosure . Although the 
method 200 is described in conjunction with the systems of 
FIG . 1 , any system configured to perform the method , in any 
order , is within the scope of this disclosure . The method 200 
may be performed by the systems 100 and / or 120 of FIG . 1 , 
such as the various components of the attribute analysis 
system 100 of FIG . 1 as discussed herein , including the item 
processor 104 , the user interface server 106 , and / or the item 
analyzer 108 . Depending on the embodiment , the method 
200 may include fewer or additional blocks and / or the 
blocks may be performed in an order different than is 
illustrated . Blocks of FIG . 2 may be similar to blocks of 
FIGS . 3 - 7 . For example , the techniques and / or algorithms of 
a block of FIG . 2 may describe the techniques and / or 
algorithms that can be used at a block of FIGS . 3 - 7 or vice 
versa . 
[ 0048 ] Beginning at block 202 the item processor 104 may 
process the item data to generate and / or store data , such as 
attribute data , for the attribute analysis system 100 . The item 
processor 104 may process the item data by accessing the 
item data in a database format , cleansing the item data , 
enriching the item data , and / or determining one or more 
attributes . Example processes and / or algorithms for process 
ing item data are described in further detail herein , such as 
with reference to FIG . 3 . 
[ 0049 ] At block 204 , the item processor 104 may process 
the item metadata to generate and / or store item - related data 
for the attribute analysis system 100 . For example , the item 
metadata may include sales and / or category data for one or 
more items in the item data . Accordingly , in the example , the 
item processor 104 determines the corresponding sales data 
and / or categories for the one or more items . In the category 
example , the item metadata may include a mapping of items 
to categories . The item processor 104 may process items of 
the item data and use the mapping of items to determine 
categories for the items of the item data . In some embodi 
ments , the mapping of items includes a mapping of item 
identifiers to a category and / or category identifier . Example 
processes and / or algorithms for processing item metadata 
are described in further detail herein , such as with reference 
to FIG . 3 . 
[ 0050 ] In some embodiments , the item processor 104 may 
generate items and / or data objects via the processing at 
blocks 202 and 204 . For example , the row and columnar 
item data and / or item metadata may be merged and / or 
converted into data objects . Example data objects may be 
described in further detail with respect to FIG . 8 . 
[ 0051 ] At block 206 , the user interface server 106 gener 
ates a user interface . As described herein , the generated user 
interfaces may enable user to query the attribute data and / or 
other item - related data . The generated user interfaces are 
described in further detail herein with reference to FIGS . 
9A - 9 ) , 10A - 101 , 11A - 11F , and 12A - 12H . In some embodi 
ments , the user interfaces may be defined by an administra 
tor using the user interface system 120 . Additional informa 
tion regarding defining and / or generating user interfaces , 
such as particular techniques , processes , and / or algorithms 
thereof , and the user interface system 120 is found in U . S . 
patent application Ser . No . 14 / 841 , 338 and U . S . patent 
application Ser . No . 14 / 874 , 690 . For example , the ' 338 
application describes various systems and methods for 
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defining and / or generating user interfaces in at least para 
graphs [ 0020 ] - [ 0080 ) , among others . As another example , 
the ' 690 application describes various systems and methods 
for transforming datasets for user interfaces in at least 
paragraphs [ 0015 ] - [ 0089 ] , among others . Additional infor 
mation regarding generating time series user interfaces , such 
as particular techniques , processes , and / or algorithms 
thereof is found in U . S . Pat . No . 8 , 937 , 619 . For example , the 
' 619 patent describes various systems and methods for 
generating time series user interfaces in at least Col . 2 1 . 
9 - Col . 13 1 . 26 , among others . 
[ 0052 ] At block 208 , the user interface server 106 receives 
the user input via the user interface . For example , a user may 
query for one or more attributes and / or other parameters via 
the user interface . Various methods for receiving user input 
is described in further detail with reference to FIGS . 4 - 8 . 
Example interactive user interfaces associated with the user 
input are described in further detail with reference to FIGS . 
9A - 9 ) , 10A - 101 , 11A - 11F , and 12A - 12H . 
[ 0053 ] At block 210 , the item analyzer 108 determines 
results based at least on the process attribute data and / or item 
metadata , and the received user input . For example , the user 
input may include the attribute " crunchy ” and the category 
“ candy . ” In the example , the item analyzer 108 determines 
items within the category “ candy ” and with the attribute 
" crunchy . ” Accordingly , the item analyzer 108 may deter 
mine a summary indicator for an item and / or a set of items 
by aggregating respective item metadata values . Continuing 
with the example , the item analyzer 108 calculates annual 
sales for the determined items for a predefined number of 
years . Various methods for determining results based on the 
user input and / or the processed data is described in further 
detail with reference to FIGS . 4 - 8 . 
[ 0054 ] At block 212 , the item analyzer 108 and / or the user 
interface server 106 presents and / or stores the results . For 
example , the user interface server 106 generates a graph 
visualization based on the determined results at block 210 . 
Additional information regarding presenting visualizations , 
such as particular techniques , processes , and / or algorithms 
thereof , and the user interface system 120 is found in the 
' 338 application . For example , the ' 338 application 
describes various systems and methods for defining and / or 
generating visualizations in at least paragraphs [ 0020 ) 
[ 0080 ] , among others . Additional information regarding 
generating time series visualizations , such as particular 
techniques , processes , and / or algorithms thereof is found in 
the ' 619 patent . For example , the ' 619 patent describes 
various systems and methods for generating time series 
visualizations in at least Col . 2 1 . 9 - Col . 13 1 . 26 , among 
others . Example visualizations are described in further detail 
with reference to FIGS . 9A - 9J , 10A - 101 , 11A - 11F , and 
12A - 12H . Additionally or alternatively , the item analyzer 
108 may store some and / or all of the determined results in 
the processed data storage 112 . 
Example Data Extraction and / or Enrichment 
[ 0055 ] FIG . 3 is a flowchart illustrating an example 
method of data extraction and / or enrichment , according to 
some embodiments of the present disclosure . For example , 
the method 300 may be capable of analyzing the item data 
and / or item metadata . Although the method 300 is described 
in conjunction with the systems of FIG . 1 , any system 
configured to perform the method , in any order , is within the 
scope of this disclosure . The method 300 may be performed 
by the attribute analysis system 100 of FIG . 1 , such as the 

various components of the attribute analysis system 100 of 
FIG . 1 as discussed herein , including the item processor 104 , 
the user interface server 106 , and / or the item analyzer 108 . 
Depending on the embodiment , the method 300 may include 
fewer or additional blocks and / or the blocks may be per 
formed in an order different than is illustrated . 
[ 0056 ] Beginning at block 302 the item processor 104 may 
determine a set of valid words . For example , the item 
processor 104 accesses a dictionary data store . In some 
embodiments , an example dictionary data store may corre 
spond to a dictionary application or a dictionary service of 
a computing device . The item processor 104 may determine 
the set of valid words by updating the case of the words from 
the dictionary data store , such as updating the words in the 
data store to lowercase . The item processor 104 may option 
ally add colloquial terms and / or terms of art that are not 
typically found in standard dictionaries to the set of valid 
words . In a food item example , the item processor 104 adds 
words such as “ creme , " " bbq , " and " sriracha ” to the set of 
valid words . In some embodiments , the dictionary service 
may correspond to an online dictionary and / or a crowd 
sourced encyclopedia . Accordingly , the dictionary service 
may provide valid words such as " creme , " " bbq , ” and 
“ sriracha . ” In the food item example , a food dictionary may 
be used to identify valid set of words . As described herein , 
item processor 104 may use the set of valid words , such as 
from a dictionary of words , to remove text data from the 
item data . In some embodiments , even if a word is in the set 
of valid words , the item processor 104 may discard the word 
if there is too low of a frequency of the particular word in 
the text data . 
[ 0057 At block 304 , the item processor 104 cleanses the 
data set to generate cleansed item data . For example , the 
item processor 104 accesses the item data from the item data 
storage 134 as the initial data set . In some embodiments , the 
item data includes hundreds of thousands of items and / or the 
item data is in a row and columnar format . In the example , 
the item data includes hundreds of columns for each item . 
Example item data is described in further detail with respect 
to FIG . 8 . In some embodiments , the item processor 104 
cleanses the initial data set by updating the case of the data , 
such as by updating the initial data set to lowercase . Addi 
tionally or alternatively , the item processor removes num 
bers and / or punctuation from the data set . 
[ 0058 ] In some embodiments , the item processor 104 
performs additional steps to further cleanse the data set . For 
example , the item processor 104 may : remove columns with 
a cardinality below a predefined cardinality threshold ; 
remove columns that have non - empty values below a pre 
defined threshold ; and / or remove columns from a predefined 
list of columns that have been determined to not contain 
useful attributes . For example , a weight column may be 
discarded . 
[ 0059 ] At block 306 , the item processor 104 enriches the 
data set . For example , the item processor 104 expands 
binary columns in the data set . As used herein , “ binary 
column ” refers to a property type with corresponding binary 
values , such as 1 or 0 , or “ yes ” or “ no . ” The example method 
for expanding binary columns includes : determining binary 
columns within the data set , determining whether the col 
umn type is positive ( e . g . , presence of calcium ) or negative 
( e . g . , a low - cholesterol item ) ; if the column value is non 
empty then map the value to one or more attributes ( e . g . , 
" low _ fat , " " low _ cholesterol ” ) from a predefined mapping of 
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binary values to attributes . In some embodiments , particular 
binary columns contain data such as “ soy ” or “ soy free , ” and 
the item processor 104 may concatenate the column values 
to a single word , such as changing " soy free ” to “ soy _ free . ” 
Further detail regarding expanding binary columns is 
described with respect to FIG . 8 . 
[ 0060 ] In some embodiments , the item processor 104 
further cleanses the data set at the data value level . For 
example , the item processor 104 may remove words pre 
defined set of blacklist words ( which are known to lack 
usefulness as attributes ) and variations of the blacklist words 
( without vowels , stemmed , etc . ) . Additionally or alterna 
tively , the item processor 104 may remove stopwords ( e . g . 
“ the , ” " is , " " at , ” “ which , ” and “ on ” ) . In one embodiment , 
the item processor 104 remove stopwords from a predefined 
stopword list . For example , one or more known natural 
language processing techniques may be used for filtering 
stopwords such as by using a stop word list from the Python 
Natural Language Toolkit ( “ NLTK ” ) . Additionally or alter 
natively , the item processor 104 may remove words from the 
data set that are below a defined character threshold , such as 
a threshold of two characters ( which would cause words of 
one character length to be removed ) . 
10061 ] In some embodiments , the item processor 104 
performs additional steps to further enrich the data set . For 
example , the item processor 104 enriches some of the 
column values for particular column types . For example , 
some column values may benefit from part of the color name 
to provide extra context , e . g . , " cheese _ component . ” In the 
example , all or part of the column name may be added to a 
column value if the column value does not already contain 
the full or partial column name . In other examples , the item 
processor 104 expands particular column values and / or 
abbreviations . In the food item example , a " chocolate _ type " 
column with column values “ w ” or “ d ” that may be con 
verted to " white _ chocolate ” or “ dark _ chocolate . ” In some 
embodiments , the item processor 104 accesses a predefined 
translation table for converting abbreviations and / or code 
values into attributes with greater linguistic meaning . 
10062 ] In some embodiments , attributes may be automati 
cally organized into a hierarchy . For example , fruit attributes 
( “ apple , " " orange , ” “ banana , ” etc . ) may be organized under 
the “ fruit ” attribute , berry attributes ( “ blueberry , ” “ rasp 
berry , " " strawberry , " etc . ) may be organized under the 
“ berry ” attribute . For example , NLTK ' s wordnet may be 
used to automatically identify related attributes . 
[ 0063 ] In some embodiments , the item processor 104 may 
combine the column values from two or more of the columns 
were further enriching the data set and / or determining 
attributes . For example , the item processor 104 may ran 
domly or pseudo - randomly order the columns . It may be 
advantageous to use a random or pseudo - random ordering 
when determining attributes for multi - words to decrease the 
likelihood that attributes are determined from multiple col 
umn values simply due to being adjacent to one another . 
Additionally or alternatively , the item processor 104 may 
break apart known compound words into multiple attributes . 
[ 0064 ] The item processor 104 may identify multi - word 
attributes from multiple words . For example , item processor 
104 may determine the attribute “ old fashioned ” from the 
words " old fashioned . ” For example , the item processor 104 
may construct a collection of words from some or all of the 
text of the item data . One or more n - gram natural language 
processing algorithms may be used to determine attributes 

based on multiple words . In some embodiments , the n - gram 
identification algorithms may look for words which appear 
in sequence together more often than they appear apart , e . g . , 
contrast “ red wine ” with the wine . ” Example n - gram iden 
tification algorithms include the BigramCollocationFinder 
or TrigramCollocationFinder of NLTK . In some embodi 
ments , the n - gram algorithms may receive a variable to 
specify the minimum number of times a phrase must appear 
to constitute an n - gram . The item processor 104 may then 
convert the multi - word phrases to single attributes , such as 
by replacing spaces within the multi - word phrases with 
underscores . In some embodiments , the item processor 
determines variations of the multi - word attributes by includ 
ing vowel - stripped and stemmed versions of the multi - word 
phrases . 
10065 ] In some embodiments , the item processor 104 
maps multiple attributes into a single attribute . For example , 
the item processor 104 may access a predefined list of 
related attributes to select a single representative attribute . In 
the food item context , one example would be selecting the 
representative attribute " low _ calorie ” from a collection of 
similar attributes of “ low _ calorie , " " fewer _ calories , ” and 
“ less _ calories . " Additionally or alternatively , the item pro 
cessor 104 may use a data store of synonyms to automati 
cally determine related attributes based on synonym words . 
For example , " low , " " few , ” and “ less ” may all be synonyms 
in a data store and the item processor 104 may determine a 
single attribute for the previously mentioned example col 
lection of " low _ calorie , ” “ fewer _ calories , ” and “ less _ calo 
ries . " In some embodiments , an algorithm may be used to 
collect groups of synonym words , also known as “ synsets . ” 
One example algorithm is UnionFind . 
[ 0066 ] At block 308 , the item processor 104 determines 
attributes for similarly spelled and / or related words in the 
item data . For example , the item processor 104 may con 
struct a collection of words from some or all of the text of 
the item data . Sets of related words and / or synsets may be 
determined for individual attributes . The item processor 104 
may use the set of related and / or synonymous words may to 
select an attribute to represent two or more related words . In 
some embodiments , the item processor 104 stems the words 
to map to an attribute . For example , the item processor 104 
may map the words " crumbled , " " crumbly , " and " crumble ” 
to the same attribute . In some embodiments , the item 
processor 104 uses the UnionFind algorithm and / or a syn 
onym data store to determine related words . In the example , 
the item processor 104 generates variations of each word 
and adds them to a synset using a union - find data structure 
or adds them to an existing synset if it matches a word in the 
synset . In some embodiments , a match may include words 
with an edit distance less than a predefined threshold , such 
as one . In some embodiments , the item processor 104 uses 
specific rules for determining attributes for similar words , 
such as : ignoring particular predefined words ; matching the 
first letter ; the word must be at least a certain number of 
characters long for checking the edit distance ( such as five 
characters ) ; ignoring the edit distance check words that start 
with particular letters ( such as “ a ” or “ b ” ) because there 
would be too many false positives otherwise ; and / or acquir 
ing the words to be greater than a predefined threshold of 
characters ( such as four characters for example ) . In some 
embodiments , the item processor 104 identifies a label for 
multiple similar words and or phrases . For example , the item 
processor 104 may select the shortest dictionary word from 
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the set of related words and / or phrases as the label . Addi 
tionally or alternatively , the item processor 104 may ignore 
words ending in a particular letter or vowel , such as “ i , " to 
avoid selecting a stem word as a label . Additionally or 
alternatively , the item processor 104 may further stand all 
the words and replace the variations with the previously 
identified late . In some embodiments , the item processor 104 
converts the union - find data structure into a map to use the 
map in identifying stemmed words for improved perfor 
mance . 
[ 0067 ] At block 310 , the item processor 104 may combine 
the item data with the item metadata . For example , the item 
processor 104 may access item metadata from the item 
metadata storage 132 that includes predefined item catego 
ries . Accordingly , the item processor 104 may map items in 
the item data from the item data storage 134 to the pre 
defined item categories . In a food item context , example 
categories include “ candy , " " snack , " or " cookie . ” In some 
embodiments , the item processor 104 merges and / or asso 
ciates sales data in the item data with items . For example , the 
item processor 104 may determine sales data for individual 
items and / or collections of items . As used herein , “ collection 
of items ” and a " set of items ” are used interchangeably . 
Additionally or alternatively , the attribute analysis system 
100 may dynamically query and / or determine related sales 
data for items and / or collections of items in response to user 
queries through the user interface . 
[ 0068 ] In some embodiments , the item metadata may 
further indicate associations between items . For example , 
another property associated with an item may be a product 
and / or brand type . A brand type may refer to a collection of 
items within a particular brand . Continuing with the 
example , a line of cookies may be the “ Acme ” brand of 
cookies , and within the line there may be two or more items 
( each with a different UPC code and / or list of ingredients ) 
associated with the “ Acme ” brand of cookies . Accordingly , 
the item processor 104 may determine associations between 
items using the item brand type metadata . 
100691 At block 312 , the item processor 104 finalizes the 
one or more data sets . For example , the item processor 104 
may compile a collection of attributes , mappings of items to 
one or more attributes , mappings of items to categories , 
and / or mappings of items and / or collections of items to sales 
data . In some embodiments , the item processor 104 may 
remove attributes from the data set based on : attributes that 
do not contain vowels , attributes that have fewer than four 
characters , and / or remove any attributes that are not in the 
determined set of valid words . In some embodiments , the 
item processor 104 stores the one or more data sets in the 
processed data storage 112 . 

an order different than is illustrated . Further , the methods of 
FIGS . 2 and 4 - 7 may be similar , and the techniques and / or 
algorithms of one method or block of FIGS . 2 and 4 - 7 may 
be applied to another method or block of FIGS . 2 and 4 - 7 . 
Aspects of the example method 400 may described in further 
detail herein with reference to FIGS . 10A - 101 , 11A - 11F , 
12A - 12H , and in particular with reference to FIGS . 9A - 9J . 
[ 0071 Beginning at block 402 , the user interface server 
106 receives user input via the user interface . For example , 
the user input may include categories , attribute types , one or 
more inclusion attributes , one or more exclusion attributes , 
filtering criteria , and / or any other parameter . Example user 
input is described in further detail herein with reference to 
FIGS . 9A - 9 ) . In some embodiments , attributes may be 
further categorized based on type . Example attribute types 
include “ flavor , " " description , " " packaging , ” “ texture , ” 
“ color , ” “ ingredient , ” or any other category for an attribute . 
Accordingly , the attribute analysis system 100 may identify 
collections of items and / or particular items based on the 
respective selected attribute types . For example , if a user 
would like to search “ flavorº attribute types , and the attri 
bute analysis system 100 will not display a " crunchy ” 
attribute . 
[ 0072 ] At block 404 , the item analyzer 108 may determine 
items by category . For example , the user input may specify 
one or more categories to query items in the processed data 
storage 112 . In a food item example , if the user input 
includes a “ candy ” category , then the item analyzer 108 may 
determine a collection of items associated with the category 
" candy . ” The item analyzer 108 may then group collections 
of items by attribute , e . g . , " crunchy , " " bold , ” “ berry , " 
“ noble , " etc . 
[ 0073 ] At block 406 , the item analyzer 108 may determine 
items by one or more attributes . For example , the user input 
may specify one or more inclusion attributes to query items 
in the processed data storage 112 and / or to filter the collec 
tions of items determined at block 404 . In a food item 
example , if the user input includes a " crunchy ” attribute , 
then the item analyzer 108 may determine the items asso 
ciated with the attribute " crunchy . ” In some embodiments , 
the item analyzer 108 may further filter the collection of 
items based on the user input . For example , where the user 
input includes the category " candy ” and the attribute 
" crunchy , " the items determined at block 404 may be further 
filtered based on the attribute " crunchy . ” In some embodi 
ments , such chained filtering may result in improved query 
performance . Further , the processed data storage 112 may be 
indexed based on category , attribute , or other property types 
for improved performance . 
100741 . In some embodiments , the item analyzer 108 may 
receive user input of two or more attributes and determine 
two or more sets of items associated with at least one of the 
two or more attributes . For example , if the user input 
includes attributes " crunchy ” and “ peanut _ butter , " then the 
item analyzer 108 may determine a set of items associated 
with the attribute " crunchy " and a set of items associated 
with the attribute " peanut _ butter . ” 
[ 0075 ] In some embodiments , the item analyzer 108 may 
exclude items from the one or more collections based on one 
or more exclusion attributes . For example , if the user input 
includes the exclusion attribute " dark chocolate , " then the 
item analyzer 108 excludes and / or removes items associated 
with the attribute “ dark _ chocolate ” from the one or more 
collections . 

Example Trending Attribute Analysis 
[ 0070 ] FIG . 4 is a flowchart of an example method of 
determining trending attribute data , according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure . Although the method 
400 is described in conjunction with the systems of FIG . 1 , 
any system configured to perform the method , in any order , 
is within the scope of this disclosure . The method 400 may 
be performed by the systems 100 and / or 120 of FIG . 1 , such 
as the various components of the attribute analysis system 
100 of FIG . 1 as discussed herein , including the user 
interface server 106 and / or the item analyzer 108 . Depend 
ing on the embodiment , the method 400 may include fewer 
or additional blocks and / or the blocks may be performed in 
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data of collections items with the same attribute may be 
presented in user interface . Accordingly , a user may obtain 
useful insights into item data based on trending attributes . 
The presentation of items and / or attribute visualizations are 
described in further detail herein with reference to FIGS . 
9A - 9J . Additionally or alternatively , the item analyzer 108 
may store the determined results in the process data storage 
112 . Block 412 may be similar to block 212 of the method 
200 of FIG . 2 regarding presenting and / or storing results . 
[ 0079 ] Following block 412 ( or any block of the method 
400 ) , the method 400 may return to block 402 to receive 
additional user input . For example , the user interface server 
106 may receive multiple queries and corresponding user 
input in succession . In some embodiments , the user interface 
server 106 may present results based on a category selection , 
receive further user input including attribute selections , and 
then further update the presentation results based on the 
subsequent attribute selection user input . The successive 
processing of user input is described in further detail herein 
with reference to FIGS . 9A - 9 ) , 10A - 101 , 11A - 11F , and 
12A - 12H . 

[ 0076 ] At block 408 , the item analyzer 108 determines 
results using the item metadata . For example , depending on 
the particular user input , the item analyzer 108 determines 
particular metadata values associated with the determined 
one or more collections items from blocks 404 and / or 406 . 
Continuing with the food item example , the item analyzer 
108 may determine annual sales data of for the one or more 
collections of items . The item analyzer 108 may then 
determine total sales data values for the one or more 
collections of items . As described herein , the item analyzer 
108 may determine one or more summary indicators as 
specified by the user input , such as , for example , total dollar 
sales , growth rates , volume of sales , market share , sample 
size , and / or any other type of summary data associated with 
one or more items and / or corresponding item metadata . In 
some embodiments , the user input may cause filtering of the 
results . For example , the results may be filtered based on a 
minimum and / or maximum total dollar sales , number of 
results , minimum and / or maximum percentage change , and / 
or any other filtering criteria and / or filter parameter value . 
For example , the filter parameter value ( s ) may specify a 
ceiling , floor value , and / or range for a metadata value 
associated with a set of items . Accordingly , where there are 
multiple sets of items with associated metadata values , the 
filter parameter value may indicate those sets of items that 
are within , outside of , or at the filter parameter value that 
allows the item analyzer 108 to identify which of the sets of 
items to present in the user interface . In some embodiments , 
the filtering of the results by filtering parameters may occur 
after block 410 for improved performance . Various sum 
mary indicators , such as statistical indicators , and / or filtering 
of results , are described in further detail herein with refer 
ence to FIGS . 9A - 9J , 10A - 101 , 11A - 11F , and 12A - 12H . 
[ 0077 ] At block 410 , the item analyzer 108 may rank the 
results . For example , the item analyzer 108 may rank 
collections of items based on each of the collections respec 
tive summary indicators . In the example querying multiple 
attributes that results in multiple collections of items corre 
sponding to those respective attributes ( e . g . , " crunchy ” and 
" peanut butter ” ) , the item analyzer 108 may rank collec 
tions are of the highest summary indicator ( e . g . , items with 
the “ crunchy ” attribute have higher total sales than the total 
sales of items with the “ peanut _ butter ” attribute ) . In some 
embodiments , the ranking of the collections of items may 
affect which of the collections of items are presented in the 
user interface and / or the order of the presentation of the 
collections of items at block 412 . For example , where the 
number of collections fitting within the filtering parameters 
are above a threshold number of results , the item analyzer 
108 may select a number of collections that best fit the 
filtering parameters that are below the threshold number of 
results . In some embodiments , the threshold number of 
results is configurable and / or may be selected by the user . 
Further , the filtering criteria in the user input may specify the 
particular ordering of the results ( “ dollar sales : ascending , ” 
" compound annual sales growth rate : descending , " " com 
pound annual sales growth rate : ascending , ” “ last year 
growth rate : ascending , ” “ last year growth rate : descend 
ing , " etc . 
10078 ] At block 412 , the item analyzer 108 and / or the user 
interface server 106 presents and / or stores the results . For 
example , the user interface server 106 may generate one or 
more visualizations corresponding to the determined result 
data . For example , graphs corresponding to the annual sales 

Example Trending Multi - Attribute Analysis 
[ 0080 ] FIG . 5 is a flowchart of an example method of 
determining trending multi - attribute data , according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure . Although the method 
500 is described in conjunction with the systems of FIG . 1 , 
any system configured to perform the method , in any order , 
is within the scope of this disclosure . The method 500 may 
be performed by the systems 100 and / or 120 of FIG . 1 , such 
as the various components of the attribute analysis system 
100 of FIG . 1 as discussed herein , including the user 
interface server 106 and / or the item analyzer 108 . Depend 
ing on the embodiment , the method 500 may include fewer 
or additional blocks and / or the blocks may be performed in 
an order different than is illustrated . As used herein , " multi 
attribute ” refers to associations of two or more attributes , 
such as an item being associated with two or more distinct 
attributes . The terms “ multi - attribute ” and “ multiple attri 
bute groups ” may be used interchangeably and / or synony 
mously in the present disclosure . While the present example 
of the method 500 typically discusses multi - attributes in the 
context of a pair ( i . e . , two ) of attributes , it will be appreci 
ated that the algorithms and techniques described with 
respect to the example method 500 may be applied to more 
than two attributes , such as combinations of three attributes , 
four attributes , five attributes , etc . Aspects of the example 
method 400 may described in further detail herein with 
reference to FIGS . 9A - 9 ) , 11A - 11F , 12A - 12H , and in par 
ticular with reference to FIGS . 10A - 101 . 
[ 0081 ] Beginning at block 502 , the user interface server 
106 receives user input via the user interface . For example , 
the user input may include categories , attribute types , one or 
more inclusion attributes , one or more exclusion attributes , 
filtering criteria , and / or any other parameter . Example user 
input is described in further detail herein with reference to 
FIGS . 10A - 101 . In some embodiments , block 502 may be 
similar to block 402 of the method 400 of FIG . 4 . 
10082 ] . At block 504 , the item analyzer 108 may determine 
items by category and based on multiple attribute groups . 
For example , the user input may specify one or more 
categories to query items in the processed data storage 112 . 
The item analyzer 108 may determine combinations of pairs 
of attributes in the same respective item associated with the 
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whion which of the collections of items are presented in the user 
interface and / or the order of the presentation of the collec 
tions of items at block 512 . Accordingly , continuing with the 
previous example , the user interface server 106 may exclude 
the ( “ butter ” and “ spicy ” ) collection from presentation at 
block 512 . Additionally or alternatively , the various filtering 
criteria discussed herein may enable user to view collections 
of items within particular ranges ( e . g . , a user may select 
filter criteria to view collections of items within $ 1 million 
to $ 2 million in annual sales ) . 
[ 0086 ] At block 512 , the item analyzer 108 and / or the user 
interface server 106 presents and / or stores the results . Block 
512 may be similar to block 412 of the method 400 of FIG . 
4 and / or block 212 of the method 200 of FIG . 2 regarding 
presenting and / or storing results . In some embodiments , 
block 512 and / or the method 500 may be similar to block 
412 and / or the method 400 by returning to block 502 to 
successively receive and / or process additional user input . 

category . In a food item example , if the user input includes 
a " candy ” category , the corresponding pairs of attributes 
may correspond to " crunchy ” and “ sugar ” ) , ( “ chocolate ” 
and " crunchy ” ) , etc . An example algorithm for determining 
pairs of attributes for category may include : determining 
every combination of pairs of attributes , determining items 
associated with those pairs of attributes , and then filtering 
the determined items by the selected category . Another 
example algorithm for determining pairs of attributes for 
category may include : determining items associated with the 
selected category , and determining every combination of 
pairs of attributes based on the previously determined items . 
The item analyzer 108 may ultimately determine collections 
of items associated with a pair of attributes , where the same 
item may optionally be in two or more collection of items . 
[ 0083 ] At block 506 , the item analyzer 108 may further 
determine items by one or more attributes . For example , the 
user input may specify one or more attributes to query items 
in the processed data storage 112 and / or to filter the items 
determined at block 504 . The item analyzer 108 may filter 
the collections of pairs of attributes by the user input 
indicating one or more selected attributes . In a food item 
example , the collections of attributes may correspond to 
( " crunchy ” and “ sugar ” ) , ( “ chocolate ” and “ crunchy ' ' ) , 
( " corn _ syrup ” and “ covered ” ) , and ( “ milk ” and “ corn _ 
syrup ” ) , and the selected attribute is " crunchy , " then the item 
analyzer 108 may filter the collections of attributes that do 
not include " crunchy , " and the remaining collections would 
include ( " crunchy ” and “ sugar ” ) and ( " chocolate " and 
" crunchy ' ' ) . In some embodiments , the item analyzer 108 
may filter the collections of attributes based on one or more 
exclusion attributes . In one example , the collections of 
attributes may correspond to ( “ crunchy " and " candy ” ) , 
( “ chocolate ” and “ crunchy ' ) , ( “ corn _ syrup ” and “ covered ” ) , 
and ( “ milk ” and “ corn _ syrup ” ) , and the selected exclusion 
attribute is “ candy , ” then the item analyzer 108 may remove 
the collections of attributes that include " candy , " and the 
remaining collections would include ( “ chocolate ” and 
" crunchy ' ) , ( “ corn _ syrup ” and “ covered ” ) , ( “ milk ” and 
“ corn _ syrup ” ) . 
[ 0084 ] At block 508 , the item analyzer 108 determines 
results for the collections of items for multiple attribute 
groups using the item metadata . For example , depending on 
the particular user input , the item analyzer 108 determines 
particular metadata values associated with the determined 
collections of items from blocks 504 and / or 506 . Block 508 
may be similar to block 408 of the method 400 of FIG . 4 
regarding determining results using the item metadata , such 
as determining one or more summary indicators , and / or 
filtering of the results . 
[ 0085 ] At block 510 , the item analyzer 108 may rank the 
results . For example , the item analyzer 108 may rank 
collections of items based on each of the collections respec 
tive summary indicators . For example , blocks 504 and / or 
506 may determine the combinations of multiple attribute 
groups , which may result in dozens , hundreds , or even more 
distinct combinations of multiple attribute groups . In a food 
item example , the collections of attributes may include 
( “ crunchy ” and “ sugar ” ) and ( “ butter " and " spicy " ) with 
corresponding summary indicators of annual sales of $ 300 
million and $ 1 million , respectively , then the item analyzer 
108 may rank the ( “ butter ” and “ spicy ” ) collection lower 
compared to the ( “ crunchy ” and “ sugar ” ) . In some embodi 
ments , the ranking of the collections of items may affect 

Example Trending Item Analysis 
[ 0087 ] FIG . 6 is a flowchart of an example method of 
determining trending item data , according to some embodi 
ments of the present disclosure . Although the method 600 is 
described in conjunction with the systems of FIG . 1 , any 
system configured to perform the method , in any order , is 
within the scope of this disclosure . The method 600 may be 
performed by the systems 100 and / or 120 of FIG . 1 , such as 
the various components of the attribute analysis system 100 
of FIG . 1 as discussed herein , including the user interface 
server 106 and / or the item analyzer 108 . Depending on the 
embodiment , the method 600 may include fewer or addi 
tional blocks and / or the blocks may be performed in an order 
different than is illustrated . Aspects of the example method 
600 may described in further detail herein with reference to 
FIGS . 9A - 9 ) , 10A - 101 , 12A - 12H , and in particular with 
reference to FIGS . 11A - 11F . Generally , the example method 
600 may be advantageous because the method provides 
insights into the trending of particular items , products , 
and / or summary data regarding particular items and / or prod 
ucts that may be filtered by category and / or attribute . As 
used herein , " particular item ” refers to a single item as 
opposed to collection of items that are grouped by a common 
attribute and / or category . 
100881 While the example method 600 is typically dis 
cussed with reference to particular items , the method 600 
may additionally or alternatively apply to a “ particular 
product . ” For example , the system 100 may determine 
and / or present data associated with a particular product , such 
as , a brand of pretzel or snack product , which includes two 
or more items . For example , the item analyzer 108 may 
determine that a particular attribute is associated with a 
particular product if at least one item of the particular 
product is associated with the particular attribute . In other 
embodiments , the item analyzer 108 may determine that a 
particular attribute is associated with a particular product if 
each item of a threshold number of items ( or all of the items ) 
of the particular product are all associated with the particular 
attribute . The example user interface 1100 of FIGS . 11A - 11F 
may correspond to embodiments of determining trends with 
respect to products . Accordingly , aspects of the example 
method 600 , in some embodiments , may be similar to 
method 700 of FIG . 7 in that both methods may determine 
trends associated with collections of items . For example , the 
algorithms discussed with respect to the method 700 of FIG . 
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summary indicators for the particular items . For example , 
blocks 604 and / or 606 may determine the thousands of 
items . Accordingly , the item analyzer 108 may rank the 
collection of items to select a subset of the items for 
presentation and / or data analysis purposes . For example , the 
ranking of the particular items may affect which of the 
collections of items are presented in the user interface and / or 
the order of the presentation of the collections of items at 
block 612 . Additionally or alternatively , the various filtering 
criteria discussed herein may enable user to view particular 
items within particular ranges ( e . g . , a user may select filter 
criteria to view particular items within $ 1 million to $ 2 
million in annual sales ) . 
10094 ] At block 612 , the item analyzer 108 and / or the user 
interface server 106 presents and / or stores the results for 
particular items . Block 612 may be similar to block 412 of 
the method 400 of FIG . 4 and / or block 212 of the method 
200 of FIG . 2 regarding presenting and / or storing results . A 
difference between block 612 and other blocks of methods 
discussed herein may be that block 612 presents results for 
particular items ( see FIG . 11B that illustrates results for 
individual items ) as opposed to results for collections of 
items that are grouped by category and / or attribute . In some 
embodiments , block 612 and / or the method 600 may be 
similar to block 612 and / or the method 600 by returning to 
block 602 to successively receive and / or process additional 
user input . 

7 for determining annual sales for a collection of items 
associated with same category may apply to the method 600 
for determining annual sales for a collection of items asso 
ciated with same product . 
[ 0089 ] Beginning at block 602 , the user interface server 
106 receives user input via the user interface . For example , 
the user input may include categories , one or more attri 
butes , one or more groups of synonymous attributes , filter 
ing criteria , and / or any other parameter . Example user input 
is described in further detail herein with reference to FIGS . 
11A - 11F . In some embodiments , block 602 may be similar 
to block 402 of the method 400 of FIG . 4 . 
[ 0090 ] At block 604 , the item analyzer 108 may determine 
particular items by category . For example , the user input 
may specify one or more categories to query items in the 
processed data storage 112 . The item analyzer 108 may 
determine a collection of items associated with the one or 
more selected categories . In a food item example , if the user 
input includes a " salty snack ” category , then the item 
analyzer 108 may determine a collection of items associated 
with the category " salty snack . ” Block 604 may contrast 
with block 404 of FIG . 4 in that block 604 determines 
individual items instead of grouping the items by attribute in 
some embodiments of the method 400 of FIG . 4 . 
[ 0091 ] At block 606 , the item analyzer 108 may determine 
particular items by one or more attributes . For example , the 
user input may specify one or more attributes to query items 
in the processed data storage 112 and / or to filter the collec 
tion of items determined at block 404 . In a food item 
example , if the user input includes a " corn _ syrup ” attribute , 
then the item analyzer 108 may determine the items and / or 
filter the collection of items based on an association with the 
attribute “ corn _ syrup . ” In some embodiments , the user input 
may include one or more groups of synonymous attributes . 
For example , the item analyzer 108 may use input of a group 
of synonymous attributes to treat two or more attributes as 
synonymous when the item analyzer 108 would treat them 
as otherwise . In the food item example , one group of 
synonymous attributes may include " pepper ” and “ spicy , ” 
and the item analyzer 108 identifies items that are associated 
with either " pepper ” or " spicy ” to add or filter the items in 
the collection . In some embodiments , the item analyzer 108 
may treat two or more groups of synonymous attributes as 
a logical AND condition . For example , where there is a first 
group of synonymous attributes of ( pepper ” and “ spicy ” ) 
and a second group of synonymous attributes of ( “ hard ” and 
" crunchy " ) , the item analyzer may determine items that 
match at least one attribute from the first and second group 
of synonymous attributes . Example groups of synonymous 
attributes are described in further detail herein with refer 
ence to FIGS . 11A - 11F . 
[ 0092 ] At block 608 , the item analyzer 108 determines 
results for particular items using the item metadata . For 
example , depending on the particular user input , the item 
analyzer 108 determines particular metadata values associ 
ated with each of the particular items of the collection of 
items from blocks 604 and / or 606 . Block 608 may be similar 
to block 408 of the method 400 of FIG . 4 regarding 
determining results using the item metadata , such as deter 
mining one or more summary indicators , and / or filtering of 
the results . 
[ 0093 ] At block 610 , the item analyzer 108 may rank the 
results for the particular items . For example , the item 
analyzer 108 may rank particular items based on respective 

Example Trending Item Category Analysis 
[ 0095 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart of an example method of 
determining trending item category data , according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure . Although the method 
700 is described in conjunction with the systems of FIG . 1 , 
any system configured to perform the method , in any order , 
is within the scope of this disclosure . The method 700 may 
be performed by the systems 100 and / or 120 of FIG . 1 , such 
as the various components of the attribute analysis system 
100 of FIG . 1 as discussed herein , including the user 
interface server 106 and / or the item analyzer 108 . Depend 
ing on the embodiment , the method 700 may include fewer 
or additional blocks and / or the blocks may be performed in 
an order different than is illustrated . Aspects of the example 
method 700 may described in further detail herein with 
reference to FIGS . 9A - 9 ) , 10A - 101 , 11A - 11F , and in par 
ticular with reference to FIGS . 12A - 12H . Generally , the 
example method 700 may be advantageous because the 
method provides insights into the trending of collections of 
items and / or summary data regarding particular items that 
may be grouped by category . 
[ 0096 ] Beginning at block 702 , the user interface server 
106 receives user input via the user interface . For example , 
the user input may include one or more inclusion attributes , 
one or more groups of synonymous attributes , one or more 
categories , one or more exclusion attributes , filtering crite 
ria , and / or any other parameter . Example user input is 
described in further detail herein with reference to FIGS . 
12A - 12H . In some embodiments , block 702 may be similar 
to block 402 of the method 400 of FIG . 4 and / or block 602 
of the method 600 of FIG . 6 . 
[ 0097 ] At block 704 , the item analyzer 108 may determine 
collections of items by one or more attributes and the 
categories of the items . For example , the user input may 
specify one or more inclusion attributes to query items in the 
processed data storage 112 . In a food item example , if the 
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collections of items grouped by category . Block 712 may be 
similar to block 412 of the method 400 of FIG . 4 and / or 
block 212 of the method 200 of FIG . 2 regarding presenting 
and / or storing results . A difference between block 712 and 
other blocks of methods discussed herein may be that block 
712 presents results for collections of items grouped by 
category ( see FIG . 12B for an example ) as opposed to results 
for collections of items that are grouped by attribute or for 
individual items . In some embodiments , block 612 and / or 
the method 600 may be similar to block 612 and / or the 
method 600 by returning to block 602 to successively 
receive and / or process additional user input . 

Example Item Data , Item Metadata , and Attributes 

user input includes a " pepper ” attribute , then the item 
analyzer 108 may determine the items associated with the 
attribute " pepper . ” The item analyzer 108 may group the 
determine items into collections based on the one or more 
categories of each item . Block 704 may contrast with block 
404 of FIG . 4 in that block 704 determines collections of 
items grouped by category instead of grouping the items by 
attribute in some embodiments of the method 400 of FIG . 4 . 
[ 0098 ] At block 706 , the item analyzer 108 may further 
filter the collections of items based on the user input that can 
include one or more optional parameters . Example optional 
parameters can include one or more groups of synonymous 
attributes , one or more categories , one or more exclusion 
attributes , filtering criteria , and / or any other parameter . For 
example , where the user input includes the attribute 
" crunchy ” and the optional category “ candy , ” the items 
determined at block 704 may be further filtered based on the 
category “ candy . ” An example filtering criteria includes 
manufacturer , which may refer to a company or producer of 
the item , such as , “ Acme Corp . , " etc . In some embodiments , 
such chained filtering may result in improved query perfor 
mance . In some embodiments , block 706 may be similar to 
block 606 of the method 600 of FIG . 6 with respect to 
filtering and , in particular , using groups of synonymous 
attributes for filtering . In some embodiments , block 706 may 
be similar to block 406 of the method 400 of FIG . 4 with 
respect to filtering and , in particular , using one or more 
exclusion attributes for filtering . 
[ 0099 ] In some embodiments , the item analyzer 108 may 
further group the collections of items by item metadata . For 
example , in addition to grouping items by categories and / or 
other parameters , the item analyzer 108 may further group 
the collections based at least on brand and / or other hierar 
chical metadata . For example , the item analyzer 108 may 
determine the count of brands within the collection grouped 
by category . Continuing with the example , a collection of 
items for " salty snacks ” may include 450 items , and within 
that collection there may be 200 distinct brands correspond 
ing to those 450 items . Again using the same example , two 
or more items may correspond to the same brand , such as 
" Acme ' s cookies . " 
[ 0100 ] At block 708 , the item analyzer 108 determines 
results for the collections of items grouped by category 
using the item metadata . For example , depending on the 
particular user input , the item analyzer 108 determines 
particular metadata values associated with the determined 
collections of items from blocks 704 and / or 706 . Block 708 
may be similar to block 408 of the method 400 of FIG . 4 
regarding determining results using the item metadata , such 
as determining one or more summary indicators , and / or 
filtering of the results . 
[ 0101 ] At block 710 , the item analyzer 108 may rank the 
results . For example , the item analyzer 108 may rank 
collections of items based on each of the collections respec 
tive summary indicators . In some embodiments , the ranking 
of the collections of items may affect which of the collec 
tions of items are presented in the user interface and / or the 
order of the presentation of the collections of items at block 
712 . In some embodiments , block 710 may be similar to 
block 410 of the method 400 of FIG . 4 with respect to 
ranking of the results and / or the use of the determine 
rankings . 
[ 0102 ] At block 712 , the item analyzer 108 and / or the user 
interface server 106 presents and / or stores the results for 

[ 0103 ] FIG . 8 illustrates example item data , item meta 
data , and attributes that may be processed and / or generated 
by the attribute analysis system 100 , according to some 
embodiments of the present disclosure . Data environment 
800 includes item data 810 , item metadata 820 , and item 
data objects 803A - 803C . The example item data 810 may be 
from the item data storage 134 . In some embodiments , the 
item data 810 corresponds to reference data , such as Nielsen 
Product Reference Data . As illustrated , the example item 
data 810 may include one or more columns and correspond 
ing column values . In some embodiments , the item data 810 
includes hundreds of columns . The example item metadata 
820 may be from the item metadata storage 132 . The 
example item metadata 820 includes sales data for or more 
items . 
[ 0104 ] As discussed herein , the attribute analysis system 
100 may process the item data and the item metadata to 
generate the items 803A - 803C . As illustrated , the items 
803A - 803C are associated with one or more attributes and a 
category . For example , the example method 300 of FIG . 3 
may process the item data 810 and the item metadata 820 , 
such as removing invalid words ( e . g . , “ Grt ” ) , cleansing the 
item data 810 , expanding binary columns , expanding abbre 
viations , removing numbers and / or punctuation , removing 
prepositions , identifying multi - word attributes , identifying 
synonyms , and / or combining the item data and the item 
metadata . 

Example User Interfaces 
[ 0105 ] FIGS . 9A - 9 ) , 10A - 101 , 11A - 11F , and 12A - 12H 
illustrate example user interfaces of the attribute analysis 
system 100 , according to some embodiments of the present 
disclosure . In various embodiments , aspects of the user 
interfaces may be rearranged from what is shown and 
described below , and / or particular aspects may or may not 
be included . However , the embodiments described below in 
reference to FIGS . 9A - 9J , 10A - 101 , 11A - 11F , and 12A - 12H 
provide example user interfaces of the attribute analysis 
system 100 . The user interfaces of FIGS . 9A - 9J , 10A - 101 , 
11A - 11F , and 12A - 12H , such as , user interfaces 900 , 1000 , 
1100 , and 1200 , respectively , may have similar elements 
and / or capabilities . 
[ 0106 ] FIGS . 9A - 9J illustrate example user interface 900 
of the attribute analysis system 100 that enables a user to 
query a database of items based on attributes , categories , 
and / or other parameters . Functional aspects of example user 
interface 900 may correspond to the method 200 of FIG . 2 
and / or the method 400 of FIG . 4 . 
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[ 0107 ] In FIG . 9A , user interface 900 includes a user 
interface selector 902A , which allows a user to navigate 
between various user interfaces . User interface 900 includes 
a primary input area 910 , a secondary input area 920 , a filter 
parameter area 930 , and a results area 940 . The results area 
940 includes tabs 904A - 904H : compound annual growth 
rate ( “ CAGR " ) tab 904A , growth rates tab 904B , dollar sales 
tab 904C , volume sales tab 904D , market share tab 904E , 
sample size tab 904F , time series tab 904G , and summary 
table tab 904H . The tabs 904A - 904H enable user to select 
various user interfaces that cause the attribute analysis 
system 100 to determine results corresponding to the par 
ticular visualizations of the selected user interface . Tabs 
904A - 904H may be similar to the tabs described in FIGS . 
10A - 101 , 11A - 11F , and 12A - 12H . The filter parameter area 
930 may enable user to filter results by minimum and / or 
maximum sales , minimum and / or maximum CAGR percent 
ages , minimum and / or maximum for last year ' s growth rate 
percentages , and / or minimum and / or maximum growth rate 
percentages for particular years . 
[ 0108 ] FIG . 9B illustrates the user interface selector 902A 
that enables a user to transition between the user interfaces 
corresponding to “ Trends : Attributes " 906A , “ Trends : Pairs ” 
906B , “ Performance : Categories ” 906C , and “ Performance : 
Products ” 906D . 
[ 0109 ] FIG . 9C illustrates the user input within the pri 
mary input area 910 and the secondary input area 920 . For 
example , an input category area 912 may receive the data 
input 914 , which illustrates the dynamic searching of attri 
butes . In some embodiments , one or more of the input 
elements may dynamically present input options based on 
complete and / or partial text matching of input ( i . e . , auto 
complete ) . The attribute type selector 916 may receive user 
input corresponding to attribute types . The secondary input 
area 920 may receive input attribute 922 . A user may cause 
the attribute analysis system 100 present results within the 
tab 904C by selecting the execute element 928 . 
[ 0110 ] FIG . 9D illustrates the user interface 900 with a 
visualization within results area 940C . For example , the user 
interface 900 of FIG . 9D may be a result of a user selecting 
the execute element 982 of the user interface of FIG . 9C . As 
illustrated , the visualization , in a graph format , is shown in 
results area 940C based on the input category “ candy ” and 
the input attribute “ crunchy ” 924A . As illustrated , the graph 
presents annual dollar sales of a collection of items matching 
the input parameters that are grouped by the one or more 
input attributes . 
0111 ] FIG . 9E illustrates user interface 900 with another 
visualization within results area 940B . As illustrated , the 
results area 940B corresponds to the growth rates tab 904B . 
[ 0112 ] . FIG . 9F illustrates user interface 900 with an 
updated visualization within results area 940B based on 
additional input parameters . As illustrated , user interface 
900 includes attribute inputs including the attribute 
" crunchy ” 924A in the attribute “ peanut butter ” 924B . 
Accordingly , results area 940B presents to graph visualiza 
tions including first graphs 924B and second graphs 944B , 
correspond to the attribute " peanut butter ” 924B and the 
attribute “ crunchy ” 924A , respectively . 
[ 0113 ] FIGS . 9G , 9H , 91 , and 9J illustrate various graph 
visualizations corresponding to different tabs of the user 
interface 900 . For example , FIG . 9G illustrates the market 
share tab 904E with corresponding results area 940E , which 
includes market share graph visualizations 942E and 944E 

that correspond to the selected attributes . FIG . 9H illustrates 
the sample size tab 904F with corresponding results area 
940F , which includes sample size graph visualizations 942E 
and 944E that correspond to the selected attributes . As used 
herein , " sample size ” may refer to the number of items in a 
collection ( e . g . graph 942E illustrates the number of items 
that contain the " peanut butter ” attribute within the deter 
mined collection ) . 
10114 ) FIG . 91 illustrates the time series tab 904G . For 
example , the user interface 900 includes results area 940G 
that presents time series visualizations 948 . The results area 
940G includes further filters , such as metric filter 952 and an 
attribute filter 954 . 
[ 0115 ] FIG . 9J illustrates the summary table tab 904H . For 
example , the user interface 900 includes results area 940H 
that presents a summary table visualization 956 . The results 
area 940G includes an export element 946 that causes the 
summary table 956 to be exported to a spreadsheet and / or 
delimited format . The summary table 956 includes summary 
data that may correspond to data in the CAGR tab 904A , 
growth rates tab 904B , dollar sales tab 904C , volume sales 
tab 904D , market share tab 904E , and / or the sample size tab 
904F . 

[ 0116 ] FIGS . 10A - 101 illustrate example user interface 
1000 of the attribute analysis system 100 that enables a user 
to query a database of items based on multi - attributes , and 
categories and / or other parameters . Functional aspects of 
example user interface 1000 may correspond to the method 
200 of FIG . 2 and / or the method 500 of FIG . 5 . 
[ 0117 ] In FIG . 10A , the user interface 1000 indicates that 
the “ Trends : Pairs ” user interface 1002B was selected . 
Example user interface 100 includes filter parameter area 
1030 and results area 1040 . As illustrated , the input category 
element 1012 may receive input regarding the selection of 
one or more item categories . 
[ 0118 ] In FIG . 10B , the user interface 1000 indicates that 
the results area 1040C has been populated based on the user 
input and the selection of the dollar sales tab 1004C . For 
example , the user interface 1000 includes primary input area 
1010 and secondary input area 1020 . Continuing with the 
example , the category input element 1012 has received the 
input category " candy ” 1014 . The primary input area 1010 
includes a first attribute type selector 1016 and a second 
attribute type selector 1018 . The secondary input area 1020 
includes an attribute inclusion input element 1024 and an 
attribute exclusion input element 1027 . As illustrated , user 
selection of execution element 1028 causes the results area 
1040C to dynamically update . 
[ 0119 ] FIG . 10C illustrates a populated results area 1040C . 
For example , the results area 1040C includes graphs 1042A 
1042 ) . As illustrated , graphs 1042A - 1042J correspond to the 
top results of multi - attributes ( in this case paired attributes 
with the attribute " crunchy ” ) . The user interface 1000 also 
includes a filter results input area 1032 that enables a user to 
sort and / or filter the results area 1040C by filter options 
1033A - 1033E . For example , user selection of filter results 
input area 1032 and the filter execution element 1034 may 
cause the results area 1040C to dynamically update and sort 
the results differently and or cause different multi - attributes 
presented as discussed herein . For example , FIG . 10D 
illustrates the selection of the “ Last Year Growth : Descend 
ing ” filter option 1033E , which caused the results area 10401 
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to dynamically update and to present different multi - attri 
bute groups ( in this case pairs of attributes ) than the multi 
attribute groups of FIG . 10C . 
[ 0120 ] FIG . 10E illustrates the CAGR tab 1004A with 
respect to multi - attribute collections and with corresponding 
results area 1040A , which includes a compound annual 
growth rate graph visualization that corresponds to the 
selected category and attribute . 
[ 0121 ] FIG . 10F illustrates the growth rates tab 1004B 
with respect to multi - attribute collections and with corre 
sponding results area 1040B , which includes growth rate 
visualizations that correspond to the selected category and 
attribute 
[ 0122 ] FIG . 10G illustrates filtering of the results via 
selection of an example exclusion attribute . For example , 
user interface 1000 illustrates the selection of exclusion 
attribute “ candy " 1029 that causes the results area 10401 to 
exclude any multi - attribute collections that include the 
“ candy ” attribute . 
10123 ] FIG . 10H illustrates filtering of the results area via 
the filter parameter area 1030 . For example , user input 
within maximum dollar sales filter area 1036 and the selec 
tion of the filter execution element 1034 causes the attribute 
analysis system 102 of filter the multi - attribute collections 
within results area 1040J to those collections of items which 
have an aggregated annual dollar sales for 2014 below $ 10 
million . The filter parameter area 1030 includes minimum 
percentage input areas 1038 and maximum percentage input 
areas 1030 that receive user input that can cause the results 
area 1040J to update . 
[ 0124 ] FIG . 101 illustrates another selection of the filter 
results input area 1032 that enables a user to sort and / or filter 
the results area 1040C by the “ CAGR : Descending ” filter 
option 1033B . For example , selection of the “ CAGR : 
Descending ” filter option 1033B caused the results area 
1040K to dynamically update and to present different multi 
attribute groups than the multi - attribute groups of FIG . 10H . 
[ 0125 ] FIGS . 11A - 11F illustrate example user interfaces 
of the attribute analysis system 100 for analyzing particular 
items and / or products , according to some embodiments of 
the present disclosure . Functional aspects of example user 
interface 1100 may correspond to the method 200 of FIG . 2 
and / or the method 600 of FIG . 6 . 
10126 ] In FIG . 11A , the user interface 1100 indicates that 
the “ Performance : Products ” user interface 1102B was 
selected . Example user interface 1100 includes primary 
input area 1110 , secondary input area 1120 , and results area 
1040 . The example primary input area 1110 includes an 
category input element 1112 . The example secondary input 
area 1120 includes an attribute conjunction input element 
1122 , a first synonymous attribute input element 1124 , and 
a second synonymous attribute input element 1126 . 
[ 0127 ] In FIG . 11B , the user interface 1100 indicates that 
results area 1140C has been populated based on the user 
input and the selection of the dollar sales tab 1104C . For 
example , the category input element 1112 has received the 
input category " salty snacks ” 1114 and the attribute con 
junction input element 1122 has received the input attribute 
" corn syrup ” 1123 . Accordingly , the results area 1140C may 
display the illustrated graph visualization . The results area 
1140C presents graphs for each of the particular product 
labels 1142A - 1142 ) . For example , the “ NAME 1 ” label 
1142 A may correspond to the name and / or identifier for a 
particular first product . In some embodiments , label 1142A 

corresponds to a generic identifier for a particular first 
product . For example , a product label may be “ Acme , " but 
may correspond to a particular product of the Acme corpo 
ration , such as a specific brand of Acme cookie . In other 
embodiments , the product may include a broad number of 
items . In an Acme example , the product may refer to most 
or all of the items from Acme and the “ Acme ” product label 
would reflect that accordingly . 
[ 0128 ] In FIG . 11C , the user interface 11100 includes the 
filter parameter area with a filter value that may cause the 
results area 11401 to update . For example , the results area 
11401 presents different results then results area 1140C of 
FIG . 11B because the maximum dollar sales input element 
for a particular year has received the input value of $ 2 
million . Accordingly , the annual dollar sales per year visu 
alization in results area 11401 displays the annual dollar 
sales for particular products that have annual dollar sales of 
$ 2 million or below for the particular year . 
[ 0129 ] FIG . 11D illustrates filtering of the results area via 
the primary , secondary , and filter input areas . For example , 
the category input element 1112 has received the input 
category “ salty snacks ” 1114 , the first synonymous attribute 
input element 1124 has received a first input synonymous 
attribute “ pepper ” 1125 and a second input synonymous 
attribute “ spicy ” 1127 , and a filter input element 1136 has 
received an input value . Accordingly , results area 1140 ) 
presents respective graph visualizations for each of the 
particular products matching the input parameters . For 
example , the particular products presented ( Name 21 , Name 
22 , etc . ) may be associated with either the first input 
synonymous attribute " pepper ” 1125 and / or the second input 
synonymous attribute " spicy ” 1127 . For example , the prod 
uct Name 21 may correspond to the attribute “ pepper ” and 
the product Name 22 may correspond to the attribute 
" spicy . ” Accordingly , in some embodiments , a synonymous 
attribute input element may provide a logical OR condition 
for inputs attributes . 
[ 0130 FIG . 11E illustrates another example of filtering of 
the results area via the primary , secondary , and filter input 
areas . For example , the category input element 1112 has 
received the input category “ salty snacks ” 1114 , the attribute 
conjunction input element 1122 has received a first input 
attribute “ kosher ” 1123A and a second input attribute “ corn 
syrup ” 1129A , and a filter input element has received an 
input value . In the example user interface 1100 , the particu 
lar products presented ( Name 31 , Name 32 , etc . ) may be 
associated with the first input attribute “ kosher ” 1123A and 
the second input attribute “ corn syrup ” 1129A . Accordingly , 
in some embodiments , the attribute conjunction input ele 
ment 1122 may provide a logical AND condition for input 
attributes . 
[ 0131 ] FIG . 11E illustrates another example of multiple 
synonymous attribute input element . For example , the par 
ticular elements and inputs in user interface 1100 of FIG . 
11F may be similar to the particular elements and inputs of 
user interface 1100 of FIG . 11D ( e . g . , the input element 
1126 , the second input 1153 , and the first input 1152 of FIG . 
11F may be similar to the input element 1124 , the first input 
1125 , and the second input 1127 of FIG . 11D , respectively ) . 
However , FIG . 11E differs from FIG . 11D , in that FIG . 11E 
illustrates use of both the first synonymous attribute input 
element 1124 and the second synonymous attribute input 
element 1126 . For example , the first synonymous attribute 
input element 1124 and the second synonymous attribute 
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category " salty snacks " and that are further associated with 
the attribute “ pepper , ” which is a count of 210 matching 
items . 
[ 0139 ] FIG . 12G illustrates that the sample size tab 1204F 
includes filters to update the graph visualizations . For 
example , the sample size selector 1245 may enable a user to 
update the count of collections within the sample size tab 
1204F . Continuing with the example , the sample size selec 
tor 1245 may include a " Products ” option 1246 and a 
“ UPCs ” option 1247 . In some embodiments , selection of 
counting " UPCs ” within the sample size selector 1245 may 
cause the counts of the items to update where counting of 
particular “ UPCs ” may be more specific and / or granular 
than counting “ Products . ” 
[ 0140 ] FIG . 12H illustrates the sample size tab 1204F 
presenting graph visualizations based on a more granular 
filter criteria . For example , the user interface 1200 includes 
the results area 12401 with the “ UPCs ” option 1247 selected 
from the sample size selector 1245 . Accordingly , the results 
area 12401 illustrates the more granular count of items 
within results area 12401 . For example , the results area 
1240F of FIG . 12F illustrates a count of 210 “ products ” 
corresponding to the " salty snacks ” category and the results 
area 12401 of FIG . 12H illustrates a count of approximately 
450 “ UPCs ” corresponding to the “ salty snacks ” category 
and FIG . 12H . 

Implementation Mechanisms 

input element 1126 may operate as logical AND conditions 
with respect to one another . Continue with the example , a 
particular product matching the input parameters of FIG . 
11F would include a particular product associated with the 
attribute " apple ” 1123B and / or the attribute “ strawberry " 
129B , and the same particular product associated must be 
associated with the attribute " spicy ” 1123B and / or the 
attribute “ pepper ” 129B . For example , a first product may be 
associated with “ apple ” and “ spicy , " and a second product 
may be associated with “ strawberry ” and “ pepper . ” 
[ 0132 ] FIGS . 12A - 12H illustrate example user interfaces 
of the attribute analysis system 1100 for analyzing collec 
tions of items by category , according to some embodiments 
of the present disclosure . Functional aspects of example user 
interface 1200 may correspond to the method 200 of FIG . 2 
and / or the method 700 of FIG . 7 . 
[ 0133 ] In FIG . 12A , the user interface 1200 indicates that 
the “ Performance : Products ” user interface 1202D was 
selected . Example user interface 1200 includes primary 
input area 1210 , secondary input area 1220 , filter parameter 
area 1230 , and a results area . The example primary input 
area 1210 includes an attribute input element 1212 . The 
example secondary input area 1220 includes an synonymous 
attribute input element 1222 , a category input element 1124 , 
and an attribute exclusion input element 1126 . The filter 
parameter area 1230 includes a manufacturer input element 
1239 . In some embodiments , the manufacturer input element 
1239 may correspond to an organization associated with the 
item , such as the manufacturer and / or retailer of an item . For 
example , selection of the “ Acme ” input option of the input 
element 1239 may cause the user interface 1200 to filter the 
items to be presented to only include items that are associ 
ated with the Acme company . 
[ 0134 ] In FIG . 12B , the user interface 1200 indicates that 
the results area 1240C has been populated based on the user 
input and the selection of the dollar sales tab 1204C . For 
example , the attribute input element 1212 has received the 
input attribute " pepper ” 1213 . As illustrated , the results area 
1240C includes graph visualizations corresponding to 
respective collections of items grouped by categories 
1232A - 1232G . 
[ 0135 ] FIG . 12C illustrates the growth rates tab 1204B 
with respect to collections of items grouped by category and 
with corresponding results area 1240B , which includes 
growth rate visualizations that correspond to the selected 
attribute 1213 . 
[ 0136 ] FIG . 12D illustrates the CAGR tab 1204A with 
respect to collections of items grouped by category and with 
corresponding results area 1040A , which includes a com 
pound annual growth rate graph visualization that corre 
sponds to the selected attribute 1213 . 
[ 0137 ] FIG . 12E illustrates the time series tab 1204G with 
respect to collections of items grouped by category and with 
corresponding results area 1240G , which includes a times 
series visualization that corresponds to the selected attribute 
1213 . 
[ 0138 ] FIG . 12F illustrates the sample size tab 1204F with 
respect to collections of items grouped by category and with 
the corresponding results area 1240F , which includes graph 
visualizations that correspond to the selected attribute 1213 . 
For example , the graph visualization for the category " salty 
snacks ” in results area 1240F illustrates the count of items 
within the determined collection that are associated with the 

[ 0141 ] The various computing device ( s ) discussed herein , 
such as the attribute analysis system 100 , the item processor 
104 , the user interface server 106 , the item analyzer 108 , the 
user interface system 120 , and / or user computing device 
102 , are generally controlled and coordinated by operating 
system software , such as , but not limited to , iOS , Android , 
Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , 
Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , 
SunOS , Solaris , Macintosh OS X , VxWorks , or other com 
patible operating systems . In other embodiments , the com 
puting devices may be controlled by a proprietary operating 
system . Conventional operating systems control and sched 
ule computer processes for execution , perform memory 
management , provide file system , networking , I / O services , 
and provide a user interface functionality , such as a graphi 
cal user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . The attribute 
analysis system 100 may be hosted and / or executed on one 
or more computing devices with one or more hardware 
processors and with any of the previously mentioned oper 
ating system software . 
10142 ] FIG . 13 is a block diagram that illustrates example 
components of the attribute analysis system 100 . While FIG . 
13 refers to the attribute analysis system 100 , any of the 
other computing devices , modules , services , and / or user 
computing devices discussed herein may have some or all of 
the same or similar components , such as the user interface 
system 120 . 
[ 0143 ] The attribute analysis system 100 may execute 
software , e . g . , standalone software applications , applica 
tions within browsers , network applications , etc . , whether by 
the particular application , the operating system , or other 
wise . Any of the systems discussed herein may be performed 
by the attribute analysis system 100 and / or a similar com 
puting system having some or all of the components dis 
cussed with reference to FIG . 13 . 
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[ 0144 ] The attribute analysis system 100 includes a bus 
1302 or other communication mechanism for communicat 
ing information , and a hardware processor , or multiple 
processors , 1304 coupled with bus 1302 for processing 
information . 
[ 0145 ] The attribute analysis system 100 also includes a 
main memory 1306 , such as a random access memory 
( RAM ) , cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , 
coupled to bus 1302 for storing information and instructions 
to be executed by processor ( s ) 1304 . Main memory 1306 
also may be used for storing temporary variables or other 
intermediate information during execution of instructions to 
be executed by processor ( s ) 1304 . Such instructions , when 
stored in storage media accessible to processor ( s ) 1304 , 
render the attribute analysis system 100 into a special 
purpose machine that is customized to perform the opera 
tions specified in the instructions . Such instructions , as 
executed by hardware processors , may implement the meth 
ods and systems described herein for processing item data 
and / or metadata and / or for analyzing attributes and data 
associated with one or more items . 
101461 The attribute analysis system 100 further includes 
a read only memory ( ROM ) 1308 or other static storage 
device coupled to bus 1302 for storing static information and 
instructions for processor ( s ) 1304 . A storage device 1310 , 
such as a magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive 
( Flash drive ) , etc . , is provided and coupled to bus 1302 for 
storing information and instructions . The item processor 104 
and / or the item analyzer 108 of FIG . 1 may be stored on the 
main memory 1306 and / or the storage device 1310 . 
[ 0147 ] In some embodiments , each of the process data 
storage 112 , the item metadata storage 132 , item data storage 
134 , and / or the data sources 136 of FIG . 1 is a file system , 
relational database such as , but not limited to , MySql , 
Oracle , Sybase , or DB2 , and / or a distributed in memory 
caching system such as , but not limited to , Memcache , 
Memcached , or Java Caching System . 
[ 0148 ] The attribute analysis system 100 and / or user com 
puting device 102 may be coupled via bus 1302 to a display 
1312 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD display or 
touch screen , for displaying information to a computer user . 
An input device 1314 is coupled to bus 1002 for commu 
nicating information and command selections to processor 
1304 . One type of input device 1314 is a keyboard including 
alphanumeric and other keys . Another type of input device 
1314 is a touch screen . Another type of user input device is 
cursor control 1316 , such as a mouse , a trackball , a touch 
screen , or cursor direction keys for communicating direction 
information and command selections to processor 1304 and 
for controlling cursor movement on display 1312 . This input 
device may have two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first 
axis ( e . g . , x ) and a second axis ( e . g . , y ) , that allows the 
device to specify positions in a plane . In some embodiments , 
the same direction information and command selections as 
cursor control may be implemented via receiving touches on 
a touch screen without a cursor . 
10149 ] The attribute analysis system 100 may include a 
presentation server to implement a GUI , for example , FIGS . 
9A - 9 ) , 10A - 101 , 11A - 11F , and 12A - 12H , which may be 
stored in a mass storage device as executable software codes 
that are executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other 
units may include , by way of example , components , such as 
software components , object - oriented software components , 
class components and task components , processes , func 

tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
[ 0150 ] In general , the word “ instructions , " as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software units , possibly having entry and exit 
points , written in a programming language , such as , but not 
limited to , Java , Lua , C , C + + , or C # . A software unit may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language such as , but not limited to , BASIC , 
Perl , or Python . It will be appreciated that software units 
may be callable from other units or from themselves , and / or 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software units configured for execution on computing 
devices by their hardware processor ( s ) may be provided on 
a computer readable medium , such as a compact disc , digital 
video disc , flash drive , magnetic disc , or any other tangible 
medium , or as a digital download ( and may be originally 
stored in a compressed or installable format that requires 
installation , decompression or decryption prior to execu 
tion ) . Such software code may be stored , partially or fully , 
on a memory device of the executing computing device , for 
execution by the computing device . Software instructions 
may be embedded in firmware , such as an EPROM . It will 
be further appreciated that hardware modules may be com 
prised of connected logic units , such as gates and flip - flops , 
and / or may be comprised of programmable units , such as 
programmable gate arrays or processors . Generally , the 
instructions described herein refer to logical modules that 
may be combined with other modules or divided into 
sub - modules despite their physical organization or storage . 
10151 ] The attribute analysis system 100 , or components 
of it , such as the item processor 104 , the item analyzer 108 , 
the user interface server 106 of FIG . 1 , may be programmed , 
via executable code instructions , in a programming lan 
guage . 
[ 0152 ] The term “ non - transitory media , ” and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage device 1310 . Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 1306 . Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
10153 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 1302 . Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0154 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor ( s ) 1304 for execution . For example , the instruc 
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tions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid 
state drive of a remote computer . The remote computer may 
load the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone or cable line using a modem . 
A modem local to the attribute analysis system 100 may 
receive the data on the telephone or cable line and use an 
infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red 
signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in 
the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 
data on bus 1302 . Bus 1302 carries the data to main memory 
1306 , from which the processor ( s ) 1304 retrieves and 
executes the instructions . The instructions received by main 
memory 1306 may retrieve and execute the instructions . The 
instructions received by main memory 1306 may optionally 
be stored on storage device 1310 either before or after 
execution by computer hardware processor ( s ) 1304 . 
[ 0155 ] The attribute analysis system 100 also includes a 
communication interface 1318 coupled to bus 1302 . Com 
munication interface 1318 provides a two - way data com 
munication coupling to a network link 1320 that is con 
nected to a local network 1322 . For example , 
communication interface 1318 may be an integrated services 
digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable modem , satellite modem , 
or a modem to provide a data communication connection to 
a corresponding type of telephone line . As another example , 
communication interface 1318 may be a local area network 
( LAN ) card to provide a data communication connection to 
a compatible LAN ( or WAN component to be communi 
cated with a WAN ) . Wireless links may also be imple 
mented . In any such implementation , communication inter 
face 1318 sends and receives electrical , electromagnetic or 
optical signals that carry digital data streams representing 
various types of information . 
[ 0156 ] Network link 1320 typically provides data com 
munication through one or more networks to other data 
devices . For example , network link 1320 may provide a 
connection through local network 1322 to a host computer 
1324 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service 
Provider ( ISP ) 1326 . ISP 1326 in turn provides data com 
munication services through the world wide packet data 
communication network now commonly referred to as the 
“ Internet ” 1328 . Local network 1322 and Internet 1328 both 
use electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry 
digital data streams . The signals through the various net 
works and the signals on network link 1320 and through 
communication interface 1318 , which carry the digital data 
to and from the attribute analysis system 100 , are example 
forms of transmission media . 
101571 . A network , such as the network 160 of FIG . 1 , may 
comprise , but is not limited to , one or more local area 
networks , wide area network , wireless local area network , 
wireless wide area network , the Internet , or any combination 
thereof . 
f0158 ] The attribute analysis system 100 can send mes 
sages and receive data , including program code , through the 
network ( s ) , network link 1320 and communication interface 
1318 . In the Internet example , a server 1330 might transmit 
a requested code for an application program through Internet 
1328 , ISP 1326 , local network 1322 and communication 
interface 1318 . 
[ 0159 ] The received code may be executed by processor ( s ) 
1304 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 1310 , 
or other non - volatile storage for later execution . 

[ 0160 ] In some embodiments , the attribute analysis system 
100 , the user interface system 120 , and / or the user comput 
ing device 102 may operate in a distributed computing 
environment including several computer systems that are 
interconnected using one or more computer networks . The 
attribute analysis system 100 , the user interface system 120 , 
and / or the user computing device 102 could also operate 
within a computing environment having a fewer or greater 
number of devices than are illustrated in FIG . 1 and / or FIG . 
13 . Thus , the depiction of attribute analysis system 100 , the 
user interface system 120 , and / or the user computing device 
102 in FIG . 1 and / or FIG . 13 should be taken as illustrative 
and not limiting to the present disclosure . For example , the 
attribute analysis system 100 , the user interface system 120 , 
and / or the user computing device 102 could implement 
various Web services components and / or peer - to - peer net 
work configurations to implement at least a portion of the 
processes described herein . For example , multiple servers 
and / or processes may process and / or analyze items and / or 
present a user interface in a distributed manner , as described 
herein . 
[ 0161 ] It will be appreciated that while the present disclo 
sure typically discusses data analysis and / or trending of food 
products , the systems and methods described herein may be 
agnostic to the types of data being analyzed and / or may 
analyze any type of data source , such as , electronic product 
databases , automobile databases , or any database of items 
that may be associated with attributes , for example . In some 
embodiments , the systems and methods described herein 
enable the transformation of large structured databases of 
items into manageable and / or index sets of attribute and / or 
word cloud data , such that a user may search and / or analyze 
large structured databases based on the attributes . 
10162 ] Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and 
fully or partially automated by , code instructions executed 
by one or more computer systems or computer processors 
comprising computer hardware . The processes and algo 
rithms may be implemented partially or wholly in applica 
tion - specific circuitry . 
[ 0163 ] The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another , or may be 
combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
subcombinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 
can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 
[ 0164 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , ” “ could , " " might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
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determining , from a plurality of items , a subset of items 
corresponding to the set of user specified conjunction 
attributes and the set of user specified synonymous 
attributes , wherein determining the subset of items 
further comprises : 
determining , from the plurality of items , a first set of 

items corresponding to the first attribute and the 
second attribute , wherein each item of the first set of 
items is associated with the first attribute and the 
second attribute ; 

determining , from the plurality of items , a second set of 
items corresponding to the first attribute and the third 
attribute , wherein each item of the second set of 
items is associated with the first attribute and the 
third attribute ; and 

m 

ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
10165 ) The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
unless specifically noted , the term “ a ” should not be under 
stood to mean “ exactly one " or " one and only one " ; instead , 
the term “ a ” means “ one or more ” or “ at least one , ” whether 
used in the claims or elsewhere in the specification and 
regardless of uses of quantifiers such as “ at least one , " " one 
or more , " or " a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or speci 
fication . 
[ 0166 ] The term " comprising ” as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For 
example , a general purpose computer comprising one or 
more processors should not be interpreted as excluding other 
computer components , and may possibly include such com 
ponents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
interfaces , among others . 
[ 0167 ] Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in 
the flow diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting units , segments , or portions of code which include 
one or more executable instructions for implementing spe 
cific logical functions or steps in the process . Alternate 
implementations are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
tions may be deleted , executed out of order from that shown 
or discussed , including substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order , depending on the functionality involved , as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art . 
[ 0168 ] It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above - described embodi 
ments , the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples . All such modifications 
and variations are intended to be included herein within the 
scope of this disclosure . The foregoing description details 
certain embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , 
however , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears 
in text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is 
also stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
thereof . 
What is claimed is : 
1 . A computer - implemented comprising : 
receiving first user input comprising a set of user specified 

conjunction attributes , the set of user specified con 
junction attributes comprising a first attribute ; 

receive second user input comprising a set of user speci 
fied synonymous attributes , the set of user specified 
synonymous attributes comprising a second attribute 
and a third attribute ; 

adding the first set of items and the second set of items 
to the subset of items ; 

determining , from item metadata , a plurality of summary 
indicators , wherein each summary indicator of the 
plurality of summary indicators is representative of 
each item from the subset of items ; and 

presenting , in a user interface , a plurality of visualizations 
associated with a respective indicator from the plurality 
of summary indicators , wherein the plurality of visu 
alizations indicate data associated with the set of user 
specified conjunction attributes and at least one attri 
bute of the set of user specified synonymous attributes 
as if the second attribute and the third attribute were the 
same . 

2 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 
wherein determining the plurality of summary indicators 
further comprises : 

determining a set of summary indicators from the item 
metadata , wherein each summary indicator of the set of 
summary indicators corresponds to an item from the 
subset of items ; 

generating a ranking of the set of summary indicators ; and 
selecting , from the set of summary indicators , the plural 

ity of summary indicators based at least in part on the 
ranking . 

3 . The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , 
wherein selecting the plurality of summary indicators based 
at least in part on the ranking further comprises : 

identifying , from the ranking , a first summary indicator 
that is higher than a second summary indicator ; and 

adding the first summary indicator to the plurality of 
summary indicators instead of the second summary 
indicator . 

4 . The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , 
wherein selecting the plurality of summary indicators based 
at least in part on the ranking further comprises : 

identifying , from the ranking , the plurality of summary 
indicators as a top number of results from the set of 
summary indicators . 

5 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 
wherein the first attribute comprises a tag for at least one 
item . 
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6 . The computer - implemented method of claim 5 , 
wherein the at least one item comprises a food item . 

7 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , 
wherein a visualization of the plurality of visualizations 
comprises a time series visualization . 

8 . A system comprising : 
at least one computer hardware processor ; and 
data storage comprising instructions executable by the at 

least one computer hardware processor to cause the 
system to : 
receive first user input comprising a set of user speci 

fied conjunction attributes , the set of user specified 
conjunction attributes comprising a first attribute ; 

receive second user input comprising a set of user 
specified synonymous attributes , the set of user 
specified synonymous attributes comprising a sec 
ond attribute and a third attribute ; 

determine , from a plurality of items , a subset of items 
corresponding to the set of user specified conjunction 
attributes and the set of user specified synonymous 
attributes , wherein to determine the subset of items 
further comprises : 
determine , from the plurality of items , a first set of 

items corresponding to the first attribute and the 
second attribute , wherein each item of the first set 
of items is associated with the first attribute and 
the second attribute ; 

determine , from the plurality of items , a second set 
of items corresponding to the first attribute and the 
third attribute , wherein each item of the second set 
of items is associated with the first attribute and 
the third attribute ; and 

add the first set of items and the second set of items 
to the subset of items ; 

determine , from item metadata , a plurality of summary 
indicators , wherein each summary indicator of the 
plurality of summary indicators is representative of 
each item from the subset of items ; and 

present , in a user interface , the plurality of summary 
indicators . 

9 . The system of claim 8 , wherein to determine the 
plurality of summary indicators further comprises : 

determine a set of summary indicators from the item 
metadata , wherein each summary indicator of the set of 
summary indicators corresponds to an item from the 
subset of items ; 

generate a ranking of the set of summary indicators ; and 
select , from the set of summary indicators , the plurality of 

summary indicators based at least in part on the rank 
ing . 

10 . The system of claim 9 , wherein to determine the 
ranking further comprises : 

determine an order of the set of summary indicators as 
ascending or descending , wherein the ranking is 
according to the order . 

11 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the at least one 
computer hardware processor further causes the system to : 

receive third user input comprising filtering criteria that 
specifies ascending or descending , wherein the order is 
determined as ascending or descending according to the 
filtering criteria that specifies ascending or descending . 

12 . The system of claim 10 , wherein to select the plurality 
of summary indicators based at least in part on the ranking 
further comprises : 

identify , from the ranking , the plurality of summary 
indicators as a top number of results from the set of 
summary indicators that are below a threshold number 
of results . 

13 . The system of claim 8 , further comprising : 
a processed data storage comprising a plurality of attri 

butes , wherein the plurality of attributes comprise the 
first attribute , the second attribute , and the third attri 
bute , and wherein each attribute of the plurality of 
attributes comprises a tag for at least one item . 

14 . The system of claim 13 , wherein the at least one 
computer hardware processor further causes the system to : 

generate the plurality of attributes from item data in a 
columnar data format . 

15 . The system of claim 14 , wherein to generate the 
plurality of attributes further comprises : 
determine cleansed item data , wherein to determine 

cleansed item data further comprises : 
remove text data from the item data wherein the text 

data does not correspond to a set of valid words ; 
determine that two or more words from the item data are 

synonyms ; 
select a first word as a representative attribute ; and 
determine the plurality of attributes from the cleansed 

item data , the plurality of comprising the representative 
attribute . 
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104 Computer 105 Computer 

202 Detect availability of a data source or dataset , 
or a change in a specified dataset 220 Receive display description by poiling , push 

notification or other means 

204 Automatically generate a subset of the 
dataset that was detected or changed 222 Based on the identifier in the display 

description , retrieve the subset of the dataset 

206 Assign identifier to subset 224 Render one or more widgeis based on the 
display description and render data from the 

subset in the widgets 

208 Generate a display description that includes the identifier , 
a display order value , and instructions for widget ( s ) type ( s ) and 

widget configuration ( s ) for one or more widgets 226 Process locally stored notification 
configuration values based on the data , and 

optionally generate and communicate one or more 
notifications via a display or other applications 

209 Clean and transmit data and interface 
descriptions . 

210 Transmit the display description to another 
computer via network 
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AUTOMATICALLY GENERATING 
GRAPHICAL DATA DISPLAYS BASED ON 

STRUCTURED DESCRIPTIONS 

BENEFIT CLAIM 
[ 0001 ] This application claims the benefit under 35 U . S . C . 
$ 120 as a Continuation of application Ser . No . 15 / 701 , 579 , 
filed Sep . 12 , 2017 , which claims the benefit under 35 U . S . C . 
§ 119 ( e ) of provisional application 62 / 434 , 358 , filed Dec . 
14 , 2016 , the entire contents of each of which are hereby 
incorporated by reference as if fully set forth herein . The 
applicant ( s ) hereby rescind any disclaimer of claim scope in 
the parent application ( s ) or the prosecution history thereof 
and advise the USPTO that the claims in this application 
may be broader than any claim in the parent application ( s ) . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 
[ 0002 ] One technical field of the present disclosure is 
graphical user interfaces for computer displays . Another 
technical field is computer - implemented data visualization 
techniques . Another technical field is the structure and use of 
meta - descriptions of computer data displays . 

limitation , in the figures of the accompanying drawings and 
in which like reference numerals refer to similar elements 
and in which : 
[ 0007 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an example networked computer 
system that may be used to implement one embodiment . 
[ 0008 ] FIG . 2 illustrates an algorithm that may be pro 
grammed for execution using the computer system of FIG . 
1 to implement one embodiment . 
[ 0009 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face that may be displayed using a mobile computing device 
in one embodiment , and showing a data dashboard having 
two ( 2 ) line chart widgets . 
[ 0010 ] . FIG . 4 illustrates a portion of an example graphical 
user interface that may be displayed using a mobile com 
puting device in one embodiment , and showing a key value 
list widget . 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 5 illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face that may be displayed using a mobile computing device 
in one embodiment , and showing a navigation panel . 
[ 0012 ] FIG . 6 illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face that may be displayed using a mobile computing device 
in one embodiment , and showing a tools menu . 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 7 illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face that may be displayed using a mobile computing device 
in one embodiment , and showing a configuration panel for 
configuring a first level of notifications . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 8 illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face that may be displayed using a mobile computing device 
in one embodiment , and showing a configuration panel for 
configuring a second level of notifications . 
[ 0015 FIG . 9 is a block diagram of a computing device in 
which the example embodiment ( s ) of the present invention 
may be embodied . 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 10 is a block diagram of a software system for 
controlling the operation of the computing device . 
[ 0017 ] While each of the figures illustrates a particular 
embodiment for purposes of illustrating a clear example , 
other embodiments may omit , add to , reorder , and / or modify 
any of the elements shown in the figures . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] The approaches described in this section are 
approaches that could be pursued , but not necessarily 
approaches that have been previously conceived or pursued . 
Therefore , unless otherwise indicated , it should not be 
assumed that any of the approaches described in this section 
qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this 
section . 
[ 0004 ] Graphical displays of data relating to the use or 
performance of software applications termed “ dashboards ” 
have come into wide use . However , traditionally , dashboards 
are custom - coded as part of a SaaS , desktop or mobile 
application . Modification of an attribute of the dashboard , 
such as the type of graphical widget ( line chart , bar chart or 
histogram , for example ) , usually requires changing code and 
distributing a new version of the application . As a result , the 
appearance of the dashboards is relatively static and they 
cannot easily adapt to changes in the schema or ontology of 
the data source that drives display of data in the dashboards . 
10005 ] If notifications are provided from the app , they tend 
to be static as well , and not well connected to the graphical 
widgets within the dashboard . For example , the typical app 
notification simply indicates that some kind of change in the 
app occurred but is not associated with a specific dashboard 
or widget . Still another problem is that in the context of 
mobile computing devices , if data changes at a remote 
server , typically the server must transfer or push the data and 
the mobile device must determine which dashboard and / or 
widgets are to be used to render the data . Or , graphical 
widgets and the data are combined , as in HTML , which 
requires repetitive large data transfers over network connec 
tions that may have low bandwidth or subject to interruption . 
Therefore , there is a need within these fields for improved 
computer - implemented techniques for defining graphical 
data displays and notifications related to them . 

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXAMPLE 
EMBODIMENT ( S ) 

[ 0018 ] In the following description , for the purposes of 
explanation , numerous specific details are set forth in order 
to provide a thorough understanding of the example embodi 
ment ( s ) of the present invention . It will be apparent , how 
ever , that the example embodiment ( s ) may be practiced 
without these specific details . In other instances , well - known 
structures and devices are shown in block diagram form in 
order to avoid unnecessarily obscuring the example embodi 
ment ( s ) . 

[ 0019 ) 1 . 0 GENERAL OVERVIEW 
[ 0020 ] 2 . 0 EXAMPLE COMPUTER SYSTEM 
IMPLEMENTATION 

[ 0021 ] 3 . 0 EXAMPLE ALGORITHM FOR GENER 
ATING DATA DISPLAYS AND EXAMPLE USER 
INTERFACE DISPLAYS 

[ 0022 ] 4 . 0 IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS 
HARDWARE OVERVIEW 

10023 ] 5 . 0 IMPLEMENTATION MECHANISMS 
SOFTWARE OVERVIEW 

[ 0024 ] 6 . 0 OTHER ASPECTS OF DISCLOSURE 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
10006 ] The example embodiment ( s ) of the present inven 
tion are illustrated by way of example , and not in way by 
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1 . 0 GENERAL OVERVIEW 
[ 0025 ] In one embodiment , the disclosure provides a data 
processing method comprising , using a first computer , in 
response to detecting a change in a data source : automati 
cally generating a dataset comprising a subset of data from 
the data source , generating a unique dataset identifier , and 
associating the dataset identifier with the dataset in digital 
data storage ; generating a display description that com 
prises : the dataset identifier ; and for each particular graphi 
cal data display widget among one or more graphical data 
display widgets , instructions that specify a widget type , an 
order and one or more widget configuration values for the 
particular graphical data display widget ; transmitting the 
display description to a second computer . 
[ 0026 ] In another aspect , a data processing method com 
prises receiving , from a first computer at a second computer , 
a display description that comprises : a dataset identifier , and 
a plurality of instructions that specify a widget type , a 
display order value and one or more widget configuration 
values for each widget among one or more graphical data 
display widgets ; the dataset having been generated using a 
subset of data from a data source , and associated in digital 
data storage with a unique dataset identifier , in response to 
detecting a change in a data source ; fetching the dataset 
based on the dataset identifier ; rendering the one or more 
graphical data display widgets according to each display 
order value , each widget type and the widget configuration 
values ; displaying the plurality of graphical data display 
widgets in a display of the second computer . 
[ 0027 ] The instructions can be configured , in some 
embodiments , so that execution using the second computer 
causes the second computer to fetch the dataset based on the 
dataset identifier and to render the plurality of graphical data 
display widgets . In an embodiment , the disclosure also 
provides a data processing method comprising receiving , 
from a first computer at a second computer , a display 
description that comprises a dataset identifier , a display 
order for a plurality of graphical data display widgets , and 
a plurality of instructions that specify a widget type and one 
or more widget configuration values for each widget among 
the plurality of graphical data display widgets ; wherein the 
dataset was automatically generated using a subset of data 
from a data source , and associated in digital data storage 
with a unique dataset identifier , in response to detecting a 
change in a data source ; fetching the dataset based on the 
dataset identifier ; rendering the plurality of graphical data 
display widgets according to the display order , each widget 
type and the widget configuration values ; and displaying the 
plurality of graphical data display widgets in a display of the 
second computer . 
[ 0028 ] In one embodiment , a computer - implemented pro 
cess is programmed to periodically check data sources and 
detect that changes have occurred to a particular data source . 
In response , the process causes generating a dataset , from 
the data source , that is suitable for display using one or more 
dashboards . Each dataset has a unique identifier . Concur 
rently , the process causes generating one or more descrip 
tions of one or more dashboards . Each description consists 
of structured data that can be efficiently delivered over a 
network connection to a computing device that has been 
programmed with interpreting logic capable of reading and 
parsing the description and graphically rendering a dash 
board based on the description ; for example , JSON can be 
used to represent attributes of a dashboard . As part of the 

parsing , the unique identifier of the dataset is extracted , and 
the dataset is fetched using a request that contains the 
identifier . 
[ 0029 ] Generating the descriptions is data - driven at mul 
tiple levels . For example , configurable parameter values 
identify the dataset ; the type of dashboard ; which columns 
in the dataset to use for values in the dataset and axis labels 
where appropriate ; axis ranges ; formats of dates or other 
data types ; and others . Other data defines the titles , subtitles , 
and order of multiple widgets that appear in a scrollable 
display . Still other data can define one or more notifications 
that are associated with a particular widget , or at the level of 
all widgets . In one example embodiment , specific widgets 
display data relating to core usage metrics for applications 
such as active usage at various time buckets ( hourly active 
users , for example ) , retention , popularity of apps or files , 
new users , session counts , session durations , counts of 
occurrences of " favorite ” actions , and others . 
( 0030 ) Some embodiments are optimized in various ways 
for use with mobile computing devices . In one embodiment , 
once the description has been received and parsed at the 
mobile computing device , the dashboard and widgets can be 
updated merely by re - fetching an updated or refreshed 
version of the dataset using the same unique identifier . 
[ 0031 ] In one embodiment , a dashboard graphical display 
of a mobile application executed using a mobile computing 
device comprises widgets , each of which can be a line graph , 
a key value chart , a bar graph or other display . Each 
dashboard is rendered using information stored in a display 
description file . The display description file includes infor 
mation such as titles , subtitles , widget types and order , and 
other metadata about how the dashboard should be repre 
sented . Each widget is backed by a structured dataset 
comprising source data for a visualization . Each widget is 
linked to its backing structured dataset in the display 
description by a unique resource identifier of the dataset and 
one or more column names . For example , a line chart widget 
may include a resource identifier pointing to a location of 
data for rendering , and column names for an X axis and a Y 
axis . A relatively small number of widgets can be used to 
clearly express a large number of different datasets . 
[ 0032 ] In an embodiment , alerts are automatically derived 
from dashboard data . For example , having a line chart in a 
dashboard automatically makes a push alert occur when new 
data is available for display in the chart . 
[ 0033 ] The techniques disclosed herein reduce the amount 
of manual programming effort , memory , storage and CPU 
processing required to implement different kinds of dash 
boards . Parameterized dashboards as described herein per 
mit substituting specific values into a display description 
template that can rapidly generate application - specific dash 
board descriptions and deliver them to mobile devices . The 
disclosure also defines and describes a focused set of metrics 
that can indicate , in one example embodiment , whether a 
particular computer program application or product is suc 
cessful in terms of user use , engagement and retention . 
[ 0034 ] “ Widget " as used herein is a broad term encom 
passing numerous possible embodiments , including a com 
ponent of an interface ( such as a webpage or computer 
application interface ) , that enables a user to perform a 
function and / or access a service ; a control element in a 
graphical user interface , such as an element of interaction , 
such as a text input box , button , or a scroll bar ; and / or a 
software component that a user interacts with in order to 
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read , view , and / or edit presented information . Widgets 
include , but are not limited to , key value lists , menus ( e . g . , 
tools menus , context menus , pie menus ) , charts & graphs 
( e . g . , pie charts , line charts , histograms , etc . , including 
interactive charts and graphs ) , navigation panels , configu 
ration panels , notification elements , buttons ( radio buttons , 
check boxes , split buttons , cycle buttons ) , sliders ( e . g . , 
vertical or horizontal sliders ) , list boxes , spinners , drop 
down lists , toolbars , text boxes , combo boxes ( e . g . , a text 
box with a drop - down list ) , icons , tree view control ele 
ments , grid view control elements , links , tabs , scroll bars , 
labels , tooltips , balloon help , status and progress bards , info 
bars , windows ( e . g . , collapsible panels , accordion and modal 
windows , dialog boxes , frames , canvases , and bubble and 
cover flow elements ) . 

2 . 0 EXAMPLE COMPUTER SYSTEM 
IMPLEMENTATION 

[ 0035 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an example networked computer 
system that may be used to implement one embodiment . 
[ 0036 ) . In the example of FIG . 1 , a first computer 104 is 
communicatively coupled via network 110 to a second 
computer 106 , a back - end computer 194 , and to one or more 
data sources 102 and 192 . In one embodiment , computer 104 
is a server - class computer , back - end computer 194 is a 
back - end server - class computer , and computer 106 is a 
mobile computing device , but this configuration is not 
required in all embodiments and either computer may com 
prise a server computer , desktop computer , or laptop com 
puter . The second computer 106 may be any of these as well 
as a tablet computer or smartphone . Each of first computer 
104 and back - end computer 194 may comprise one or more 
virtual machine instances that are hosted or executed using 
a reconfigurable data center or cloud computing service . 
Further , first computer 104 and back - end computer 194 may 
be separate computers , the same computer , and may run the 
same or separate virtual machines . 
[ 0037 ] Network 110 broadly represents any combination 
of a local area network , wide area network , internetwork , 
public internet and the like . In one embodiment , network 
110 communicates to compatible network hardware inter 
faces and network stack software at each of the computers 
104 , 106 , 194 using implementations of public standards and 
protocols such as TCP / IP . 
[ 0038 ] Data source 102 may be any repository of com 
puter - implemented data records and digitally stores a dataset 
150 , and a data subset 152 comprising a portion of the 
dataset 150 and having a unique dataset identifier 154 . A 
data record may any computer - implemented data , such as a 
file , a data object , a database entry , a data message , or any 
other similar representation of computer - implemented data . 
In one embodiment , a data record may be represented as a 
file or entry in a file that is in a comma - separated value 
( CSV ) format , or similar data set format . The embodiments 
described herein do not require any particular type or format 
of the data records provided by a data source . Thus , the data 
source 102 may comprise a file system , a relational database 
management system ( RDBMS ) , a non - relational database , 
an object store , a distributed file system ( DFS ) such as a 
Hadoop distributed file system ( HDFS ) , a Java Database 
Connectivity ( JDBC ) source , an email repository , data 
received through an application programming interface 
( API ) , a source code repository , a cloud - based data reposi - 
tory such as Amazon Simple Storage Service ( S3 ) , a mes 

sage queue , or any other repository on one or more com 
puting devices that contains data records . As depicted , data 
sources 102 , 192 , dataset 150 , data subset 152 , and unique 
data subset identifier 154 may be part of a distributed 
database system 190 . In alternative embodiments , each may 
be separate or two or more may be part of distributed 
database system 190 . 
[ 0039 ] Computer 104 stores and executes an operating 
system and may host one or more application programs . In 
an embodiment , computer 104 hosts and executes data 
interface instructions 112 and dashboard generating instruc 
tions 114 , which are configured or programmed to imple 
ment the functions that are further described in other sec 
tions herein . In general , the data interface instructions 112 
provide an interface to data source 102 and may be pro 
grammed to request the data source 102 to generate or form 
the data subset 152 and to generate and associate the dataset 
identifier 154 with the data subset . The data interface 
instructions 112 also may be programmed to detect one or 
more changes or updates to the dataset 150 , to cause 
generating the data subset 152 in response to detecting such 
changes or updates , and to signal the dashboard generating 
instructions to generate a display description 120 . In general , 
the dashboard generating instructions 114 are configured or 
programmed to respond to a signal from the data interface 
instructions 112 by creating the display description 120 . 
Computer 104 may also store cleaned data and dashboard 
descriptions in second data source 192 . Second data source 
192 may comprise a file system , a relational database 
management system ( RDBMS ) , a non - relational database , 
an object store , a distributed file system ( DFS ) such as a 
Hadoop distributed file system ( HDFS ) , a Java Database 
Connectivity ( JDBC ) source , an email repository , data 
received through an application programming interface 
( API ) , a source code repository , a cloud - based data reposi 
tory such as Amazon Simple Storage Service ( S3 ) , a mes 
sage queue , or any other repository on one or more com 
puting devices that contains data records . For example , in 
some embodiments , second data source 192 may include a 
DFS or HDFS , that is used to store the cleaned data source 
and dashboard description and may export these to a 
RDBMS for fast lookup and retrieval . The RDBMS to which 
the cleaned data source and dashboard descriptions are 
exported may be separate from both the distributed database 
system 190 . In various embodiments , however , the RDBMS 
may be part of distributed database system 190 . 
[ 0040 ] Back - end computer 194 may store and execute 
instructions that pull data and dashboard descriptions , such 
as , for example , display description 120 , from the second 
data source 192 , or the RDBMS to which from the second 
data source 192 exports , and send those to computer 106 . 
[ 0041 ] The display description 120 comprises digitally 
stored metadata describing how to order and format one or 
more graphical data display widgets in a graphical user 
interface . As further described herein , another computing 
device such as computer 106 may use the display description 
120 to render a graphical user interface , such as a data 
dashboard or other display , that includes graphical data 
display widgets as specified in the display description . In 
one embodiment , display description 120 comprises a data 
set identifier 154 , and one or more widget descriptions 124 , 
126 , 128 of which three ( 3 ) are shown in FIG . 1 to illustrate 
a clear example . The widget descriptions 124 , 126 , and 128 
may be in a particular order , and that order may define the 
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order in which the widgets are displayed . In alternative 
embodiments , other approaches to determining order may be 
used , such as using an optional display order value for each 
widget described by widget descriptions 124 , 126 , and 128 
to define the order of display . Other embodiments and 
execution cycles of the techniques herein may have fewer or 
more such widget descriptions in a display description 120 . 
As further shown in FIG . 1 , each of the widget descriptions 
124 , 126 , 128 comprises a widget type 130 and one or more 
widget configuration values 132 . 
[ 0042 ] In an embodiment , the dataset identifier 154 iden 
tifies the data subset 152 and thereby serves as a reference 
to a set of data that the second computer 106 should render 
in a graphical user interface using the widgets . The display 
order in which second computer 106 should render the 
widgets described by widget descriptions 124 , 126 , and 128 
may be determined by the order of appearance of the one or 
more widget descriptions 124 , 126 , 128 . In each of the 
widget descriptions 124 , 126 , 128 , the widget type 130 is a 
value that specifies one of a plurality of different graphical 
data display widgets that can be displayed . Examples of 
widgets that can be programmed in different embodiments 
and identified using the widget type 130 may include a line 
chart , bar chart , pie chart , histogram and the like , each of 
which may be identified using a different value of the widget 
type value . In an embodiment , the widget configuration 
values 132 may specify display parameters for a particular 
widget that are appropriate for the type of widget ; examples 
include axis label values , axis ranges , numbers of lines , 
colors , scale factors , data display formats and units . 
10043 ) Computer 106 hosts or executes dashboard presen 
tation instructions 160 which are programmed in part to 
receive , locally store and interpret a display description 120 
received from back - end computer 194 and to render one or 
more widgets 180 , 182 in a dashboard display on a computer 
display device 108 . For purposes of illustrating a clear 
example , two ( 2 ) widgets 180 , 182 are shown in FIG . 1 but 
other embodiments or instances of executing the techniques 
herein may include more or fewer widgets in the display 
170 . The term “ dashboard display ” is used for element 170 
as one example but a display organized as a dashboard is not 
required and the widgets 180 , 182 may form portions , 
panels , windows or other elements of any kind of graphical 
user interface . 

may be programmed with a daily or nightly cron job that 
inspects a specified database , table , or other data repository 
to determine whether a “ last update ” value , or the equiva 
lent , has changed since a last inspection . In some embodi 
ments , the dataset 150 comprises a plurality of different data 
tables , the data subset 152 comprises a single table , and a 
programmed job detects the presence of a new single - table 
data subset in a specified repository , logical storage location , 
or in a set of one or more particular digital data storage 
devices . Or , the first computer may receive a signal from 
another computer or data management system indicating 
that a new data source has been installed or rendered 
operational . Block 202 also may involve creating the data 
subset 152 in response to detecting a new table , using a 
predefined schema that specifies how to form datasets that 
represent widget data . 
10046 ) Jobs that execute to detect changes in a data source 
may execute on other computers separate from the first 
computer and may send signals or messages to the first 
computer , such as computer 104 , indicating that data 
changed , was updated , or that new data or data sources are 
available . The particular instructions , computers or mecha 
nisms used to perform block 202 are not critical ; what is 
important is that a first computer receives data relating to a 
change or update of a specified dataset , or the availability of 
a data source or dataset . 
[ 0047 ] At block 204 , the process automatically generates 
a subset of the dataset that was detected or changed and in 
block 206 an identifier is assigned to the subset . For 
example , referring to FIG . 1 , the first computer 104 may be 
programmed to request the data source 102 to create and 
store the data subset 152 based upon dataset 150 , and to 
generate and assign a unique identifier 154 to the data 
subset . The unique identifier 154 may be a resource identi 
fier or “ rid ” . The data subset 152 may be any specified 
portion of the dataset 150 that is useful to display using the 
second computer 106 . The data subset 152 may be a 
particular table , set of columns in a table , set of joined tables , 
set of changed or updated data , or any other range or portion 
of data . The data subset 152 does not need to be only the data 
that changed in the specified dataset . 
[ 0048 ] . At block 208 , the process generates a display 
description . In one embodiment , a display description 120 as 
seen in FIG . 1 includes the identifier that was generated at 
block 206 , a display order , and instructions for widget types 
and widget configurations for one or more graphical data 
display widgets . As discussed herein , display order may be 
determined programmatically , such as by order of appear 
ance of the widget descriptions 124 , 126 , 128 in the display 
description 120 , or , in alternative embodiments , may be 
determined based on ordinal values associated with widgets , 
ordinal values for widget types , etc . For example , the order 
of display of widgets may be based on the order of related 
widget in a JSON list , such as in the example below . The 
display description uses the identifier of block 206 as a 
reference to data that is to be displayed ; therefore the display 
description does not contain the dataset 150 or subset 152 , 
but a reference to the subset . Further , the display description 
does not contain executable instructions to render a particu 
lar graphical window , panel , graph , chart or other presenta 
tion elements ; instructions to perform those functions are 
maintained at the second computer and executed there . 
Instead , the display description is a meta - description indi 

3 . 0 EXAMPLE ALGORITHM FOR 
GENERATING DATA DISPLAYS AND 

EXAMPLE USER INTERFACE DISPLAYS 
[ 0044 ] FIG . 2 illustrates an algorithm that may be pro 
grammed for execution using the computer system of FIG . 
1 to implement one embodiment . FIG . 2 is intended to 
disclose an algorithm or functional description that may be 
used as a basis of writing computer programs to implement 
the functions that are described herein and which cause a 
computer to operate in the new manner that is disclosed 
herein . Further , FIG . 2 is provided to communicate such an 
algorithm at the same level of detail that is normally used , 
by persons of skill in the art to which this disclosure is 
directed , to communicate among themselves about plans , 
designs , specifications and algorithms for other computer 
programs of a similar level of complexity . 
10045 ] . At block 202 , a first computer such as computer 
104 detects the availability of a data source or dataset , or a 
change in a specified dataset . As an example , computer 104 
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cating what data to obtain for display , and how to format or 
structure the graphical data display widgets . 
10049 ] In an embodiment , the display description gener 
ated at block 208 comprises code in a markup language and 
packaged to transmit via a computer network to the second 
computer . In one embodiment , the display description com 
prises JSON code . TABLE 1 illustrates an example of a 
JSON blob that can be used as a display description : 

TABLE 1 

in this example , specifies a SQL database query that will 
return data from the data subset 152 that is appropriate for 
display in this type of widget , including appropriate group 
ing and sorting . The attribute " type " indicates that the 
widget is a line chart . The “ valueColumn ” attribute specifies 
a column name in the data subset that serves as the source 
of data values . The " widgetId ” attribute is an identifier for 
the widget . The remaining values define axis display param 

JSON EXAMPLE OF DISPLAY DESCRIPTION 

" dataSource " : " % data _ source % ” , 
" title " : " % deployment _ name % - % product _ display _ name % ” , 
“ widgetContainers " : [ 

“ subtitle " : " Number of users who accessed % product _ display _ name % each day . ” , 
" title " : “ Daily Active Users ” , 
" widgets " : [ 

" isStepChart " : false , 
“ labelColumn " : " label ” , 
" lastValue Subtitle ” : “ UNIQUE USERS ” , 
" showLastValue " : true , 
“ sqlStatement ” : “ SELECT label , MAX ( active _ count ) AS value FROM 

metrics _ by _ deployment WHERE stack _ name = ' % deployment _ name % ' AND product = 
% product % ' AND umi LIKE ' % PRODUCT _ USAGE . UNIQUE % : DAILY ' AND current _ date - 

date ( label ) < 60 GROUP BY stack _ name , product , label ORDER BY label ” , 
" type " : “ LINE _ CHART ” , 
" valueColumn " : " value " , 
" widgetId ” : “ 2 ” , 
" XAX 

" ticks ” : { 
" minRotation " : 45 

" time " : { 
" displayFormats " : { 

“ month " : “ MMM ” 

" parser ” : “ YYYY - MM - DD ” 
" unit " : " day " , 
" unitStepSize " : 7 

} , 
" type " : " time " 

“ XAxis Duration InDays ” : 60 , 
" xFillInterval " : " daily " 

[ 0050 ] The example of TABLE 1 shows a single “ Daily 
Active Users ” widget as part of a dashboard , but it will be 
apparent that other widgets could be defined within the 
widgetContainers construct and appended to the JSON code 
given in the example . In the example , the attribute data 
Source specifies a data source . The attribute " title " specifies 
a dashboard name and may be the combination of a deploy 
ment name , if appropriate , and the display name for a 
particular application program or product . 
[ 0051 ] The widgetContainers construct defines a widget 
titled “ Daily Active Users ” with the subtitle “ Number of 
users who accessed ( the product name ) each day . Values for 
the attributes " isStepChart ” , “ labelColumn ” , “ last ValueSub 
title ” , and “ showLastValue ” control the format of the widget 
and certain labeling features . The “ sqlStatement ” attribute , 

eters , line display parameters such as step increments , units 
and display formats for various values such as dates . 
[ 0052 ] At block 209 , the process cleans and transmits the 
data and description to a computer view the network . For 
example , turning to FIG . 1 , the data may not be in the form 
in which it will later needed . As such , computer 104 may 
clean that data . The cleaning of the data needed by computer 
104 may take many forms . For example , if there are more 
columns than needed for the ultimate display of the data , the 
computer 104 may strip those unnecessary columns . In 
various embodiments , other types of cleaning may include 
reformatting data , renaming columns , and the like . Once the 
data is cleaned , then the data and display descriptions 120 
may be sent to second data source 192 for storage and later 
retrieval . As discussed elsewhere herein , second data source 
192 may export the cleaned data and the display descriptions 
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120 may be exported to a RBDMS for faster lookup and 
retrieval . At block 210 , the process transmits the display 
description to another computer via a network . For example , 
in FIG . 1 back - end computer 194 transmits display descrip 
tion 120 to computer 106 via network 110 . Block 220 of 
FIG . 2 indicates that the second computer receives the 
display description . The transmitting operation at block 210 
and the receiving operation at block 220 may use polling , 
push notification or other means . The specific computer that 
initiates the data transmission and the particular mechanism 
of transmission is not critical . What is important is that the 
second computer obtains the data description 
[ 0053 ] At block 222 , based on the dataset identifier in the 
display description , the second computer retrieves the subset 
of the dataset to display . Block 222 may comprise second 
computer 106 of FIG . 1 sending a database query over 
network 110 to the back - end computer 194 or directly to the 
data source 102 . As seen in TABLE 1 , the database query 
may comprise a structured query language ( SQL ) SELECT 
statement , which may be packaged in an HTTP request to 
the data source 102 or communicated using another form of 
database interfacing . The use of SQL is not required and data 
source 102 may be a no - SQL database or data repository . 
[ 0054 ] At block 224 , the process renders one or more 
widgets based on the display description and renders the 
data from the data subset in the widgets . For example , the 
dashboard presentation instructions 160 of the second com 
puter 106 are programmed to parse and interpret the display 
description 120 to determine what number , type and format 
of graphical data display widgets to generate , and to call a 
graphics library , or other software functions to drive the 
computer display device 108 to display the specified widgets 
in a particular order and format , and to graphically display 
the data of the data subset in those widgets . The dashboard 
presentation instructions 160 are programmed to cause dis 
playing the different types of widgets 180 , 182 that can be 
designated by different values of the widget type 130 in a 
particular widget description 124 . For example , if a particu 
lar value of widget type 130 indicates a line chart , then the 
dashboard presentation instructions 160 include a subrou 
tine , method or other group of instructions that is configured 
to cause displaying the line chart according to the widget 
configuration values 132 and using the data subset 152 
indicated by the dataset identifier 154 in the display descrip 
tion 120 . 
[ 0055 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face that may be displayed using a mobile computing device 
in one embodiment , and showing a data dashboard having 
two ( 2 ) line display widgets . FIG . 4 illustrates a portion of 
an example graphical user interface that may be displayed 
using a mobile computing device in one embodiment , and 
showing a key value list widget . In the example of FIG . 3 , 
a graphical user interface 302 comprises a first widget 304 
and a second widget 306 . Two widgets 304 , 306 are shown 
for purposes of illustrating a clear example but other 
embodiments , instances of execution and displays may have 
more or fewer widgets . The two widgets 304 , 306 could be 
the first two widgets among a large number of widgets that 
is vertically scrollable in the interface 302 . The interface 302 
includes a tool selection link 322 which when selected 
causes transitioning the interface to a different display that 
comprises buttons , icons or other selectable display ele 
ments for activating , setting or working with configuration 
options . For example , in one embodiment the tool selection 

link 322 may cause displaying a configuration panel for 
visual notification signals ( “ notifications ” ) that apply to all 
the widgets , as further described in another section herein . 
[ 0056 ] The interface also includes a navigation link 310 
that indicates the scope or category of the widgets 304 , 306 
that are then currently displayed ; in the example of FIG . 3 , 
the data in widgets 304 , 306 show data for a single deploy 
ment of a computer program . The navigation link denotes 
“ By Deployment ” , if selected , would show a list of other 
deployments from which to choose for display . In one 
embodiment , a deployment identifier 314 of widget 304 
indicates a number or name of a particular deployment of a 
computer program application for which data is shown in the 
associated widget ; the second widget 306 has a similar 
identifier . 
[ 0057 ] In an embodiment , each widget 304 , 306 comprises 
a title 312 that specifies the nature of the data that is 
displayed in the widget . Examples of titles include : Hourly 
Active Users ( of the computer program application or 
deployment ) , Daily Active Users , Weekly Active Users , 
Monthly Active Users , Weekly Retention , Monthly Reten 
tion , Weekly Retention Triangle , Monthly Retention Tri 
angle , Popular Times , Popular Days , New Users Per Hour , 
New Users Per Day , New Users Per Week , New Users Per 
Month , Sessions Per Hour , Hourly Average Session Dura 
tion , Daily Average Session Duration , Concurrent Users , 
Most Active Users , Daily Favorites , Popular Files , Popular 
Folders , Most Depended - on Datasets , and Most Favorited 
Files . One or more of the foregoing titles may , in various 
embodiments , be associated with a method , subroutine or 
other set of instructions that is programmed to render a 
widget 304 , 306 using a particular algorithm that calculates 
the metric indicated by the title . For purposes of illustrating 
a clear example , the titles set forth above pertain to health 
metrics or performance metrics relevant to administration , 
maintenance and evaluation of computer program applica 
tions , but other embodiments may use titles and algorithms 
for other purposes . 
[ 0058 ] For effective calculation of the metrics set forth 
above , a computer program application may define what 
constitutes active usage . Examples of active usage may 
include viewing a dashboard , viewing a home page , navi 
gating among available files , and so on . In some cases , only 
an action that confers value upon an end user is part of a 
definition of active usage , and if a user session does not 
fulfill such a definition then the session is not counted as part 
of Active Usage metrics such as Weekly Active Users . The 
example titles set forth above may be associated with 
programmed methods , subroutines or instructions to calcu 
late : 
[ 0059 ] Hourly Active Users : Count of unique active users 
in a given hour . 
[ 0060 ] Daily Active Users : Count of unique active users 
on a given day . 
[ 0061 ] Weekly Active Users : Count of unique active users 
in a given week . 
[ 0062 ] Monthly Active Users : Count of unique active 
users in a given week . 
[ 0063 ] Weekly Retention : Of the unique users who use an 
application in a particular week 0 , what percent return n 
weeks later . Users may be filtered to those who joined the 
application in the past m months ; a typical value for m is 6 . 
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[ 0064 ] Monthly Retention : Of the unique users who join in 
month 0 , what percent return n months later . Users may be 
filtered to those who joined the application in the past six 
months , for example . 
[ 0065 ] Weekly Retention Triangle : The weekly retention 
for each week ' s cohort of new users . 
[ 0066 ] Monthly Retention Triangle : The monthly reten 
tion for each month ' s cohort of new users . 
[ 0067 ] Popular Times : Distribution of sessions by hour of 
day for the last w weeks , an example value of w is 4 . Also 
may be termed Hour of Day Usage Distribution . 
[ 0068 ] Popular Days : Distribution of sessions by day of 
week for the last w weeks , for example , over the past four 
weeks . Also may be termed Day of Week Usage Distribu 
tion . 
[ 0069 ] New Users Per Hour : Unique new active users in a 
given hour . 
[ 0070 ] New Users Per Day : Unique new active users in a 
given day . 
[ 0071 ] New Users Per Week : Unique new active users in 
a given week . 
[ 0072 ] New Users Per Month : Unique new active users in 
a given month . 
[ 0073 ] Sessions Per Hour : Count of unique sessions from 
active users in a given hour , where a session is defined as the 
span of time during which there is never more than a 
15 - minute gap in user - initiated log events , for example . 
Other embodiments may use time intervals or thresholds 
other than 15 minutes . 
[ 0074 ] Hourly Average Session Duration : Average session 
length for sessions that started or ended within a given hour . 
[ 0075 ] Daily Average Session Duration : Average session 
length for sessions that started or ended within a given day . 
[ 0076 ] Concurrent Users : Count of unique active users 
who are active in a given minute of the day . 
00771 Most Active Users : Name and access count per 

user , ranked from highest to lowest . 
[ 0078 ] Daily Favorites : Count of files signaled as “ favor 
ite ” in a given day ; used for applications that involve using 
or browsing files . 
[ 0079 ] Popular Files : Name and access count per file , 
ranked from highest to lowest ; used for applications that 
involve using or browsing files . Names may be encrypted . 
[ 0080 ] Popular Folders : Name and access count per folder , 
ranked from highest to lowest ; used for applications that 
involve using or browsing files . Names may be encrypted . 
10081 ) Most Depended - on Datasets : Name and access 
count per file , ranked from highest to lowest ; used for 
applications that involve using datasets . Names may be 
encrypted . 
[ 0082 ] Most Favorited Files : Name and favorite count per 
file , ranked from highest to lowest ; used for applications that 
involve using or browsing files . Names may be encrypted . 
[ 0083 ] Referring again to FIG . 3 , in an embodiment , a 
particular widget 304 comprises a widget tool selection link 
324 which when selected causes transitioning the interface 
to a different display that comprises buttons , icons or other 
selectable display elements for activating , setting or working 
with that particular widget . For example , in one embodiment 
the tool selection link 324 may cause displaying a configu 
ration panel for visual notification signals ( “ notifications " ) 
that apply to widget 304 , as further described in another 

section herein . Link 324 differs from link 322 in that the 
tools selected from link 324 are limited in scope to the 
associated widget 304 . 

[ 0084 ] Widget 304 depicts a line chart 308 having a data 
line 316 , the magnitude of which is determined by values in 
the data subset 152 that is referenced in the display descrip 
tion 120 . Line chart 308 further comprises a vertical axis 318 
and horizontal axis 320 that may receive labels or range 
values , scaling and other display treatment based upon the 
configuration values that are specified in the display descrip 
tion 120 . In this manner , the display description 120 drives 
selected aspects of the format of the line chart 308 . 
[ 0085 ] Widgets 304 , 306 may be ordered in the user 
interface 302 based upon the display order in which the 
widget descriptions 124 , 126 , and 128 appeared in the 
display description 120 . Thus , if the widget descriptions 124 
and 126 appear in a particular order in display description 
120 , then corresponding widgets 304 and 306 would appear 
in that same order . 
[ 0086 ] In an alternative embodiment , the order of display 
of the widgets may be determined by ordinal values in each 
widget definition 124 , and the dashboard presentation 
instructions 160 may be programmed to identify and inter 
pret the ordinal value as part of rendering widgets in the 
dashboard display 170 . In the example of FIG . 3 , widget 304 
may have an ordinal value of “ 1 ” in a widget description 124 
for that widget , and widget 306 may have an ordinal value 
of “ 2 ” in its widget description ; as a result , widget 304 is 
displayed first and widget 306 is displayed second . In this 
alternative embodiment , in display description 120 , the 
widget descriptions 124 for the widgets 304 , 306 may be in 
any order , and may be preceded by other widget descriptions 
having different ordinal values , and yet still may be dis 
played in the order of the ordinal values , even if different 
than the order of appearance of widget descriptions 124 , 
126 , and 128 . As an example , a third widget could be defined 
in the display description 120 earlier in order than the widget 
descriptions 124 , 126 for the widgets 304 , 306 , yet that third 
widget , if associated with a higher ordinal value , would 
appear after widgets 304 , 306 . Thus , an embodiment may be 
programmed for : receiving the display description compris 
ing the dataset identifier , and for each particular graphical 
data display widget among two or more graphical data 
display widgets , the instructions that specify a widget type , 
one or more widget configuration values for the particular 
graphical data display widget , wherein the instructions com 
prise a set of first instructions of a first widget specify a first 
ordinal value that is higher in order than a second ordinal 
value in a set of second instructions of a second widget ; 
sorting the first ordinal value and the second ordinal value in 
order ; rendering the second widget first , and the first widget 
second , based on the first ordinal value and the second 
ordinal value . 
10087 ] Referring again to FIG . 4 , as another example , a 
key value widget 402 may comprise a title 404 and widget 
tool selection link 406 that are generated and function in the 
same manner as previously described for widget 304 of FIG . 
3 . In an embodiment , the key value widget 402 comprises a 
plurality of key value displays 403 , each comprising a label 
408 , a graphical bar 410 , and a numeric value 412 . The 
magnitude of the graphical bar 410 typically is proportional 
to the magnitude of the value 412 , which is determined by 
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communicates one or more notifications via a display or 
other applications . In an embodiment , dashboard presenta 
tion instructions 160 are programmed to maintain stored 
digital values indicating a configuration of device notifica 
tions at a plurality of different logical levels , and to generate 
and cause transmitting a notification when the condition of 
a configured notification are met at any of the levels . 
Notification , in this context , refers to any form of message , 
signal or alert , including in - application messages , text mes 
sages , e - mail messages , audible sounds or other visual 
indications . 

specific values in the data subset 152 that is referenced in the 
display description 120 that includes a widget description 
for the key value widget . 
10088 ] . In some embodiments , widgets such as those 
shown in FIG . 3 , FIG . 4 may be generated and displayed , 
based on the data in the data subset 152 , with respect to 
different groupings , levels or other organizational schemes 
that may be reflected by tag values or identifier values in the 
data . In an embodiment , activating the display of widgets at 
these different groupings , levels or other organizational 
schemes may occur using navigation menus that are pro 
grammed as part of the dashboard presentation instructions 
160 . 
[ 0089 ] FIG . 5 illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face that may be displayed using a mobile computing device 
in one embodiment , and showing a navigation panel . A 
graphical user interface 502 may comprise a search field 504 
that is programmed to receive keywords for searching ; for 
example , the second computer may build a search list of 
terms in memory based upon the definitions of widgets that 
appear in the display description 120 , and terms entered in 
search field 504 may cause returning a list of results speci 
fying available widgets or categories of widgets . In an 
embodiment , a navigation list of interface 502 comprises 
one or more group selection bars 506 , each associated with 
a data grouping at a different level or for a different category . 
Each of the selection bars 506 may include a title , a subtitle , 
a value for a key value , indentation , a favorite indicator , and 
other values in various embodiments . 
100901 Each of the selection bars 506 has a navigation icon 
508 which , when selected via tapping or other user input 
causes displaying the widgets 304 , 306 , or any other widgets 
defined in the display description 120 that was received , 
based on organizing , aggregating and / or filtering the data of 
the data subset 152 using the grouping or level indicated by 
the selection bar that was selected . For example , selecting 
the BY DEPLOYMENT bar as the selection bar 506 is 
programmed to cause displaying widgets 304 , 306 with data 
organized by different deployments of a computer program 
application , as opposed to aggregation or grouping by orga 
nization , role of user . Data also can be displayed for an entire 
enterprise or institution , as indicated by the selection bar 506 
titled “ Alpha Company ” in this example . 
[ 0091 ] FIG . 6 illustrates an example graphical user inter 
face that may be displayed using a mobile computing device 
in one embodiment , and showing a tools menu . In an 
embodiment , a graphical user interface 602 is displayed in 
response to selection of tool selection link 322 ( FIG . 3 ) . A 
tool list 604 is displayed and contains selectable links to 
operations for sharing a widget , moving a widget in the 
screen display 302 , renaming a widget , selecting or de 
selecting a widget as a favorite , and deleting the widget from 
the display . A first widget 610 is redisplayed in a lower 
screen position and grayed out or with other special visual 
treatment to indicate that interaction with that widget is not 
possible when the tool list 604 is displayed . Interface 602 
also shows a cancel icon 606 in the position of the tool 
selection link 322 ; selecting the cancel icon causes canceling 
the tool selection and redisplaying the widget 610 in normal 
position and without highlighting or other special visual 
treatment . 
[ 0092 ] Referring again to FIG . 3 , at block 226 , the process 
optionally processes locally stored notification configuration 
values based on the data , and optionally generates and 

[ 0093 ] In one embodiment , notifications can be configured 
and triggered with respect to a dashboard consisting of one 
or more widgets , and also at a level associated with indi 
vidual widgets . FIG . 7 illustrates an example graphical user 
interface that may be displayed using a mobile computing 
device in one embodiment , and showing a configuration 
panel for configuring a first level of notifications . FIG . 8 
illustrates an example graphical user interface that may be 
displayed using a mobile computing device in one embodi 
ment , and showing a configuration panel for configuring a 
second level of notifications . Referring first to FIG . 7 , in an 
embodiment , a graphical user interface 702 comprises a 
dashboard notification list 704 and a widget notification list 
708 . The dashboard notification list 704 comprises one or 
more notification switches 706 that may be toggled to turn 
notifications on or off for specified notification conditions . In 
the example of FIG . 7 , a first switch 706 is titled Opened and 
when activated causes generating a notification when some 
one opens the associated dashboard , and a second switch is 
titled Favorited and causes generating a notification when 
someone marks the dashboard as a favorite . “ Someone , ” in 
this context , may mean the current user or another user of a 
different second computer 106 that is executing another 
instance of the same application . 

[ 0094 ] The widget notification list 708 comprises a plu 
rality of selectable list items 710 that cause navigating to a 
widget notification panel of the type seen in FIG . 8 . Each of 
the selectable list items 710 includes a chevron indicator 
( " > " ) to inform the user that selecting that selectable list item 
will cause displaying a separate panel for turning relevant 
notifications on or off . For example , selecting the list item 
710 titled “ Daily Active Users ” causes dashboard presenta 
tion instructions 160 to transition the display of the second 
computer 106 to the form shown in FIG . 8 . 
[ 0095 ] Referring now to FIG . 8 , in one embodiment , a 
widget - level notification panel 720 comprises a widget - level 
notifications list 722 having one or more notification 
switches 724 that may be toggled to turn notifications on or 
off for specified notification conditions pertaining to the 
Daily Active Users widget , in this example . FIG . 7 shows 
four ( 4 ) example switches 724 titled Data Refreshed , Value 
Changed , New Record and Weekly Summary , but other 
embodiments and other widgets may have switches that are 
associated with different triggering conditions . As an 
example , activating the first switch 724 titled Data 
Refreshed causes generating a notification when data has 
been refreshed for the Daily Active Users widget . The 
triggering condition specified in text in association with a 
particular switch 724 is programmed as part of the dash 
board presentation instructions 160 to cause generating a 
notification when the instructions detect that the triggering 
condition is met . 
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4 . 0 IMPLEMENTATION 
MECHANISMS HARDWARE OVERVIEW 

[ 0096 ] Referring now to FIG . 9 , it is a block diagram that 
illustrates a computing device 900 in which the example 
embodiment ( s ) of the present invention may be embodied . 
Computing device 900 and its components , including their 
connections , relationships , and functions , is meant to be 
exemplary only , and not meant to limit implementations of 
the example embodiment ( s ) . Other computing devices suit 
able for implementing the example embodiment ( s ) may 
have different components , including components with dif 
ferent connections , relationships , and functions . 
[ 0097 ] Computing device 900 may include a bus 902 or 
other communication mechanism for addressing main 
memory 906 and for transferring data between and among 
the various components of device 900 . 
[ 0098 ] Computing device 900 may also include one or 
more hardware processors 904 coupled with bus 902 for 
processing information . A hardware processor 904 may be a 
general purpose microprocessor , a system on a chip ( SOC ) , 
or other processor . 
[ 0099 ] Main memory 906 , such as a random access 
memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic storage device , also may 
be coupled to bus 902 for storing information and software 
instructions to be executed by processor ( s ) 904 . Main 
memory 906 also may be used for storing temporary vari 
ables or other intermediate information during execution of 
software instructions to be executed by processor ( s ) 904 . 
10100 ) Software instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor ( s ) 904 , render computing 
device 900 into a special - purpose computing device that is 
customized to perform the operations specified in the soft 
ware instructions . The terms " software ” , “ software instruc 
tions ” , “ computer program ” , “ computer - executable instruc 
tions ” , and “ processor - executable instructions ” are to be 
broadly construed to cover any machine - readable informa 
tion , whether or not human - readable , for instructing a com 
puting device to perform specific operations , and including , 
but not limited to , application software , desktop applica 
tions , scripts , binaries , operating systems , device drivers , 
bootloaders , shells , utilities , system software , 
JAVASCRIPT , web pages , web applications , plugins , 
embedded software , microcode , compilers , debuggers , inter 
preters , virtual machines , linkers , and text editors . 
[ 0101 ] Computing device 900 also may include read only 
memory ( ROM ) 908 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 902 for storing static information and software 
instructions for processor ( s ) 904 . 
[ 0102 ] One or more mass storage devices 910 may be 
coupled to bus 902 for persistently storing information and 
software instructions on fixed or removable media , such as 
magnetic , optical , solid - state , magnetic - optical , flash 
memory , or any other available mass storage technology . 
The mass storage may be shared on a network , or it may be 
dedicated mass storage . Typically , at least one of the mass 
storage devices 910 ( e . g . , the main hard disk for the device ) 
stores a body of program and data for directing operation of 
the computing device , including an operating system , user 
application programs , driver and other support files , as well 
as other data files of all sorts . 
[ 0103 ] Computing device 900 may be coupled via bus 902 
to display 912 , such as a liquid crystal display ( LCD ) or 
other electronic visual display , for displaying information to 
a computer user . In some configurations , a touch sensitive 

surface incorporating touch detection technology ( e . g . , resis 
tive , capacitive , etc . ) may be overlaid on display 912 to form 
a touch sensitive display for communicating touch gesture 
( e . g . , finger or stylus ) input to processor ( s ) 904 . 
[ 0104 ] An input device 914 , including alphanumeric and 
other keys , may be coupled to bus 902 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 904 . In 
addition to or instead of alphanumeric and other keys , input 
device 914 may include one or more physical buttons or 
switches such as , for example , a power ( on / off ) button , a 
“ home ” button , volume control buttons , or the like . 
[ 0105 ] Another type of user input device may be a cursor 
control 916 , such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction 
keys for communicating direction information and com 
mand selections to processor 904 and for controlling cursor 
movement on display 912 . This input device typically has 
two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and 
a second axis ( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify 
positions in a plane . 
[ 0106 ] While in some configurations , such as the configu 
ration depicted in FIG . 9 , one or more of display 912 , input 
device 914 , and cursor control 916 are external components 
( i . e . , peripheral devices ) of computing device 900 , some or 
all of display 912 , input device 914 , and cursor control 916 
are integrated as part of the form factor of computing device 
900 in other configurations . 
10107 ] Functions of the disclosed systems , methods , and 
modules may be performed by computing device 900 in 
response to processor ( s ) 904 executing one or more pro 
grams of software instructions contained in main memory 
906 . Such software instructions may be read into main 
memory 906 from another storage medium , such as storage 
device ( s ) 910 . Execution of the software instructions con 
tained in main memory 906 cause processor ( s ) 904 to 
perform the functions of the example embodiment ( s ) . 
[ 0108 ] While functions and operations of the example 
embodiment ( s ) may be implemented entirely with software 
instructions , hard - wired or programmable circuitry of com 
puting device 900 ( e . g . , an ASIC , a FPGA , or the like ) may 
be used in other embodiments in place of or in combination 
with software instructions to perform the functions , accord 
ing to the requirements of the particular implementation at 
hand . 
[ 0109 ] The term " storage media " as used herein refers to 
any non - transitory media that store data and / or software 
instructions that cause a computing device to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such storage media may comprise non 
volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media 
includes , for example , non - volatile random access memory 
( NVRAM ) , flash memory , optical disks , magnetic disks , or 
solid - state drives , such as storage device 910 . Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory , such as main memory 906 . 
Common forms of storage media include , for example , a 
floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid - state drive , 
magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data storage medium , 
a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage medium , any 
physical medium with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , 
and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , flash memory , 
any other memory chip or cartridge . 
[ 0110 ] Storage media is distinct from but may be used in 
conjunction with transmission media . Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between storage 
media . For example , transmission media includes coaxial 
cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the wires that 
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comprise bus 902 . Transmission media can also take the 
form of acoustic or light waves , such as those generated 
during radio - wave and infra - red data communications . 
[ 0111 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more software instruc 
tions to processor ( s ) 904 for execution . For example , the 
software instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic 
disk or solid - state drive of a remote computer . The remote 
computer can load the software instructions into its dynamic 
memory and send the software instructions over a telephone 
line using a modem . A modem local to computing device 
900 can receive the data on the telephone line and use an 
infra - red transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red 
signal . An infra - red detector can receive the data carried in 
the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 
data on bus 902 . Bus 902 carries the data to main memory 
906 , from which processor ( s ) 904 retrieves and executes the 
software instructions . The software instructions received by 
main memory 906 may optionally be stored on storage 
device ( s ) 910 either before or after execution by processor 
( s ) 904 . 
[ 0112 ] Computing device 900 also may include one or 
more communication interface ( s ) 918 coupled to bus 902 . A 
communication interface 918 provides a two - way data com 
munication coupling to a wired or wireless network link 920 
that is connected to a local network 922 ( e . g . , Ethernet 
network , Wireless Local Area Network , cellular phone net 
work , Bluetooth wireless network , or the like ) . Communi 
cation interface 918 sends and receives electrical , electro 
magnetic , or optical signals that carry digital data streams 
representing various types of information . For example , 
communication interface 918 may be a wired network 
interface card , a wireless network interface card with an 
integrated radio antenna , or a modem ( e . g . , ISDN , DSL , or 
cable modem ) . 

[ 0113 ] Network link ( s ) 920 typically provide data com 
munication through one or more networks to other data 
devices . For example , a network link 920 may provide a 
connection through a local network 922 to a host computer 
924 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service 
Provider ( ISP ) 926 . ISP 926 in turn provides data commu 
nication services through the world wide packet data com 
munication network now commonly referred to as the 
“ Internet " 928 . Local network ( s ) 922 and Internet 928 use 
electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi 
tal data streams . The signals through the various networks 
and the signals on network link ( s ) 920 and through com 
munication interface ( s ) 918 , which carry the digital data to 
and from computing device 900 , are example forms of 
transmission media . 
[ 0114 ] Computing device 900 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link ( s ) 920 and communication interface ( s ) 
918 . In the Internet example , a server 930 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
928 , ISP 926 , local network ( s ) 922 and communication 
interface ( s ) 918 . 
[ 0115 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
904 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 910 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 

5 . 0 IMPLEMENTATION 
MECHANISMS SOFTWARE OVERVIEW 

[ 0116 ] FIG . 10 is a block diagram of a software system 
1000 that may be employed for controlling the operation of 
computing device 900 . Software system 1000 and its com 
ponents , including their connections , relationships , and 
functions , is meant to be exemplary only , and not meant to 
limit implementations of the example embodiment ( s ) . Other 
software systems suitable for implementing the example 
embodiment ( s ) may have different components , including 
components with different connections , relationships , and 
functions . 
[ 0117 ] Software system 1000 is provided for directing the 
operation of computing device 900 . Software system 1000 , 
which may be stored in system memory ( RAM ) 906 and on 
fixed storage ( e . g . , hard disk or flash memory ) 910 , includes 
a kernel or operating system ( OS ) 1010 . 
[ 0118 ] The OS 1010 manages low - level aspects of com 
puter operation , including managing execution of processes , 
memory allocation , file input and output ( I / O ) , and device 
I / O . One or more application programs , represented as 
1002A , 1002B , 1002C . . . 1002N , may be " loaded ” ( e . g . , 
transferred from fixed storage 910 into memory 906 ) for 
execution by the system 1000 . The applications or other 
software intended for use on device 1000 may also be stored 
as a set of downloadable computer - executable instructions , 
for example , for downloading and installation from an 
Internet location ( e . g . , a Web server , an app store , or other 
online service ) . 
[ 0119 ] Software system 1000 includes a graphical user 
interface ( GUI ) 1015 , for receiving user commands and data 
in a graphical ( e . g . , “ point - and - click ” or “ touch gesture ” ) 
fashion . These inputs , in turn , may be acted upon by the 
system 1000 in accordance with instructions from operating 
system 1010 and / or application ( s ) 1002 . The GUI 1015 also 
serves to display the results of operation from the OS 1010 
and application ( s ) 1002 , whereupon the user may supply 
additional inputs or terminate the session ( e . g . , log off ) . 
[ 0120 ] OS 1010 can execute directly on the bare hardware 
1020 ( e . g . , processor ( s ) 904 ) of device 900 . Alternatively , a 
hypervisor or virtual machine monitor ( VMM ) 1030 may be 
interposed between the bare hardware 1020 and the OS 
1010 . In this configuration , VMM 1030 acts as a software 
" cushion ” or virtualization layer between the OS 1010 and 
the bare hardware 1020 of the device 900 . 
10121 ] VMM 1030 instantiates and runs one or more 
virtual machine instances ( " guest machines ” ) . Each guest 
machine comprises a " guest operating system , such as OS 
1010 , and one or more applications , such as application ( s ) 
1002 , designed to execute on the guest operating system . 
The VMM 1030 presents the guest operating systems with 
a virtual operating platform and manages the execution of 
the guest operating systems . 
[ 0122 ] In some instances , the VMM 1030 may allow a 
guest operating system to run as if it is running on the bare 
hardware 1020 of device 300 directly . In these instances , the 
same version of the guest operating system configured to 
execute on the bare hardware 1020 directly may also execute 
on VMM 1030 without modification or reconfiguration . In 
other words , VMM 1030 may provide full hardware and 
CPU virtualization to a guest operating system in some 
instances . 
( 0123 ] In other instances , a guest operating system may be 
specially designed or configured to execute on VMM 1030 
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for efficiency . In these instances , the guest operating system 
is “ aware ” that it executes on a virtual machine monitor . In 
other words , VMM 1030 may provide para - virtualization to 
a guest operating system in some instances . 
[ 0124 ] The above - described computer hardware and soft 
ware is presented for purpose of illustrating the underlying 
computer components that may be employed for implement 
ing the example embodiment ( s ) . The example embodiment 
( s ) , however , are not necessarily limited to any particular 
computing environment or computing device configuration . 
Instead , the example embodiment ( s ) may be implemented in 
any type of system architecture or processing environment 
that one skilled in the art , in light of this disclosure , would 
understand as capable of supporting the features and func 
tions of the example embodiment ( s ) presented herein . 

6 . 0 OTHER ASPECTS OF DISCLOSURE 
[ 0125 ] Although some of the figures described in the 
foregoing specification include flow diagrams with steps that 
are shown in an order , the steps may be performed in any 
order , and are not limited to the order shown in those 
flowcharts . Additionally , some steps may be optional , may 
be performed multiple times , and / or may be performed by 
different components . All steps , operations and functions of 
a flow diagram that are described herein are intended to 
indicate operations that are performed using programming in 
a special - purpose computer or general - purpose computer , in 
various embodiments . In other words , each flow diagram in 
this disclosure , in combination with the related text herein , 
is a guide , plan or specification of all or part of an algorithm 
for programming a computer to execute the functions that 
are described . The level of skill in the field associated with 
this disclosure is known to be high , and therefore the flow 
diagrams and related text in this disclosure have been 
prepared to convey information at a level of sufficiency and 
detail that is normally expected in the field when skilled 
persons communicate among themselves with respect to 
programs , algorithms and their implementation . 
[ 0126 ] In the foregoing specification , the example 
embodiment ( s ) of the present invention have been described 
with reference to numerous specific details . However , the 
details may vary from implementation to implementation 
according to the requirements of the particular implement at 
hand . The example embodiment ( s ) are , accordingly , to be 
regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense . 
What is claimed is : 
1 . A method comprising : 
using a first computer , in response to detecting a change 

in a data source : 
automatically generating a dataset comprising a subset of 

data from the data source , generating a unique dataset 
identifier , and associating the dataset identifier with the 
dataset in digital data storage ; 

generating a display description that comprises : 
the dataset identifier ; and 
for each particular graphical data display widget among 
one or more graphical data display widgets , instruc 
tions that specify a widget type , an order and one or 
more widget configuration values for the particular 
graphical data display widget ; 

transmitting the display description to a second computer . 
2 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the widget type of the 

particular data display widget specifies one of : a line chart , 
a key value chart , or a bar chart . 

3 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the instructions of the 
display description further comprise a structured query 
language ( SQL ) statement that specifies a database query 
configured to retrieve data for display using the particular 
graphical data display widget . 

4 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the widget type of the 
particular data display widget specifies a line chart having an 
X axis and a Y axis , and wherein the instructions of the 
display description further comprise a structured query 
language ( SQL ) statement that specifies a database query 
configured to retrieve data for display using the particular 
graphical data display widget and including a first column 
value of the dataset for use in rendering the X axis and a 
second column value of the dataset for use in rendering the 
Y axis . 

5 . The method of claim 1 wherein the instructions of the 
display description specify one or more of a title , subtitle , 
format , labeling features , grouping and sorting of data , axis 
display parameters , line display parameters , units and dis 
play formats . 

6 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising generating 
the display description comprising the dataset identifier , and 
for each particular graphical data display widget among two 
or more graphical data display widgets , the instructions that 
specify a widget type , one or more widget configuration 
values for the particular graphical data display widget , 
wherein the instructions comprise a set of first instructions 
of a first widget specify a first ordinal value that is higher in 
order than a second ordinal value in a set of second instruc 
tions of a second widget . 

7 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
using the first computer to detect the change in the data 

source by detecting a new single table in a particular 
data storage system ; 

automatically generating the subset of data from the data 
source by applying a predetermined schema to the new 
single table that was detected . 

8 . A method comprising : 
receiving , from a first computer at a second computer , a 

display description that comprises : 
a dataset identifier ; and 
a plurality of instructions that specify a widget type , a 

display order and one or more widget configuration 
values for each widget among one or more graphical 
data display widgets ; 

the dataset having been generated using a subset of data 
from a data source , and associated in digital data 
storage with a unique dataset identifier , in response 
to detecting a change in a data source ; 

fetching the dataset based on the dataset identifier ; 
rendering the one or more graphical data display widgets 

according to each display order , each widget type and 
the widget configuration values ; 

displaying the plurality of graphical data display widgets 
in a display of the second computer . 

9 . The method of claim 8 , further comprising rendering 
the one or more graphical data display widgets as a line 
chart , a key value chart , or a bar chart based upon the widget 
type . 

10 . The method of claim 8 , further comprising : 
obtaining , from the instructions of the display description , 

a structured query language ( SQL ) statement ; 
submitting the SQL statement as a database query to the 

data source ; 
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receiving from the data source particular data for display 
using the particular graphical data display widget . 

11 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the widget type of the 
particular data display widget specifies a line chart having an 
X axis and a Y axis ; the method further comprising : 

obtaining , from the instructions of the display description , 
a structured query language ( SQL ) statement ; 

submitting the SQL statement as a database query to the 
data source ; 

receiving from the data source particular data for display 
using the particular graphical data display widget , 
including a first column value of the dataset for use in 
rendering the X axis and a second column value of the 
dataset for use in rendering the Y axis . 

12 . The method of claim 8 wherein the instructions of the 
display description specify one or more of a title , subtitle , 
format , labeling features , grouping and sorting of data , axis 
display parameters , line display parameters , units and dis 
play formats . 

13 . The method of claim 8 , further comprising : 
receiving the display description comprising the dataset 

identifier , and for each particular graphical data display 
widget among two or more graphical data display 
widgets , the instructions that specify a widget type , one 
or more widget configuration values for the particular 
graphical data display widget , wherein the instructions 
comprise a set of first instructions of a first widget 
specify a first ordinal value that is higher in order than 
a second ordinal value in a set of second instructions of 
a second widget ; 

sorting the first ordinal value and the second ordinal value 
in order ; 

rendering the second widget first , and the first widget 
second , based on the first ordinal value and the second 
ordinal value . 

14 . The method of claim 8 , further comprising : 
generating and displaying a graphical user interface com 

prising a dashboard notification list and a widget noti 
fication list ; 

wherein the dashboard notification list comprises one or 
more dashboard notification switches that are pro 
grammed to receive input to toggle corresponding 
notifications on or off for specified notification condi 
tions ; 

wherein the widget notification list comprises a plurality 
of selectable list items that are programmed to cause 
navigating the graphical user interface to a widget 
notification panel ; 

generating and displaying , a widget - level notification 
panel comprising a widget - level notifications list hav 
ing one or more widget notification switches that are 
programmed to receive input to toggle corresponding 
notifications on or off for specified notification condi 
tions pertaining to a specified widget ; 

determining that a programmed triggering condition has 
occurred for a particular dashboard notification switch 
or widget notification switch that is toggled on ; 

generating a notification in response to determining that a 
programmed triggering condition has occurred for a 
particular switch that is toggled on . 

* * * * * 
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ENTITY DATA ATTRIBUTION USING 
DISPARATE DATA SETS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of , and claims 
priority to U . S . patent application Ser . No . 15 / 209 , 544 , 
which was filed on Jul . 13 , 2016 , which claims priority to 
U . S . Provisional Patent Application No . 62 / 261 , 744 , which 
was filed on Dec . 1 , 2015 , and the disclosures of which are 
expressly incorporated herein by reference in their entireties . 

BACKGROUND 
10002 ] Vast amounts of data are readily available to ana 
lysts today , on the one hand allowing them to perform more 
complicated and detailed data analyses than ever but on the 
other hand making it more difficult to compare the data to 
other data sets . Different data sets can contain information 
relating to the same entities without any effective way of 
linking the data . The ability to analyze related data stored in 
multiple data sets can provide great opportunity for better 
understanding the data as a whole . Analyzing these large and 
potentially disparate datasets to resolve related data presents 
computational challenges . The ability to effectively and 
efficiently link data across disconnected data sets can pro 
vide valuable insights not discernible from the individual 
data sets alone . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0003 ] Reference will now be made to the accompanying 
drawings showing example embodiments of the present 
application , and in which : 
00041 FIG . 1 illustrates , in block diagram form , an exem 
plary data fusion system for providing data analysis , con 
sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
0005 ) FIG . 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system 
for analyzing disparate data sets , consistent with embodi 
ments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0006 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary com 
puter system , consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure . 
[ 0007 ] FIG . 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary data 
structure accessed in the process of analyzing disparate data 
sets , consistent with the embodiments of the present disclo 

[ 0012 ] Generally , embodiments of the present disclosure 
relate to analyzing and attributing data in disparate data sets . 
The data represented by the various data sets can include 
data regarding interactions between individuals or entities . 
Large sets of interaction data may be filtered according to 
selectable criteria to provide , for example , information asso 
ciated with the location and timing of specific interactions . 
Such selectable criteria may include an address , geographic 
coordinates , times of interactions , time spent between inter 
actions , demographics of individuals involved , types of 
entities or organizations involved , etc . Using attributes of 
the data in the disparate data sets , embodiments of the 
present disclosure can determine agreement among the data 
sets allowing for the determination of related data and 
entities despite no clear overlap in identification information 
among the various data sets . 
[ 0013 ] In some embodiments , data can be stored in mul 
tiple , disparate data sets . For example data related to an 
interaction may be stored in one database while information 
to the circumstances leading to that interaction may be 
stored in a separate database . Examples of data sets can 
include location information attached to social media activ 
ity , mobile device details , and past interactions . Although 
stored in separate databases and data sets , this data may 
contain information that allows for the attribution of data 
across those databases or data sets that involve common 
entities or individuals . 
[ 0014 ] In some embodiments , data from the data sets may 
be processed to determine trajectories that represent data 
within a data set associated with particular interactions or 
information involving a single individual or entity . A trajec 
tory can be a representation of actions , attributes , behaviors , 
and / or records associated with the same entity . When con 
sidering multiple interactions or records associated with an 
entity , trajectories can provide a mechanism for evaluating 
that entity across those interactions , multiple data records , or 
multiple data points in a way that does not rely on specific 
fields in each individual record or attributes associated with 
each individual data point . By creating trajectories repre 
senting an entity , additional insight and information can be 
obtained that may not be available from analyzing the 
individual records alone . 
[ 0015 ] Moreover , trajectories can provide an additional 
data point for comparing and contrasting two or more 
entities . For example , a data set may include multiple 
interactions associated with a particular individual . A tra 
jectory associated with these interactions may reveal the 
individuals movement or behavior . Such a trajectory could 
be compared or contrasted with similar analysis of other data 
sets to find commonality or agreement that may indicate that 
the data sets are associated with the same individual . Tra 
jectories can be created for multiple data sets and many 
different types of data . Trajectories from different sources 
that represent similar types of data can be compared to 
determine if data within the data sets agree . For example , a 
trajectory for a data set representing online browsing history 
can be compared to trajectories for a data set involving 
interactions in an offline context . Trajectories that match can 
indicate that the two data sets contain information related to 
the same individual . 
[ 0016 ] In some embodiments the basis for the trajectories 
can vary based on the type and nature of the data in the data 
set . For example , the number of matches among trajectories 
in different data sets needed to determine a positive asso 

sure . 
[ 0008 ] FIG . 5 is a block diagram of an exemplary data 
structure accessed in the process of analyzing disparate data 
sets , consistent with the embodiments of the present disclo 
sure . 
[ 0009 ] FIG . 6 is a block diagram of an exemplary system 
for data attribution and analysis using disparate data sets , 
consistent with the embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0010 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart representing an exemplary 
process for data attribution and analysis using disparate data 
sets , consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

10011 ] Reference will now be made in detail to exemplary 
embodiments , the examples of which are illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings . Whenever possible , the same ref 
erence numbers will be used throughout the drawings to 
refer to the same or like parts . 
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ciation can be adjusted based on the characteristics of each 
data set and the amount of overlap between each data set . 
[ 0017 ] In some embodiments , the analysis may involve 
location information . When utilizing location information , 
the trajectory analysis can include specific data points , e . g . 
specific latitude and longitude coordinates , or can include all 
locations within a radius of a specific point . Depending on 
the precision of the underlying data sets , the trajectory 
analysis can consider varied levels of detail . Additionally , 
the location information can be generalized . For example , 
location information could be a city , neighborhood , a state , 
a zip code , or other similar designation . The level of 
granularity can depend on the specific application . 
[ 0018 ] Similarly , in some embodiments the analysis may 
involve date and time information . When utilizing date and 
time information , the trajectory analysis can include specific 
dates and times or allow for ranges of dates and times to 
account for differences in the data that still can refer to a 
single interaction or event . Similar to location information , 
the precision used in the trajectory analysis can vary depend 
ing on the underlying data . For example , dates and times 
may be granular to the minute or can be specified at a generic 
level , such as “ a week ago . ” More or less levels of granu 
larity are possible and the specific requirements of the 
application can dictate the appropriate levels of granularity . 
[ 0019 ] Additional aspects of embodiments consistent with 
the present disclosure include implicit and explicit compari 
sons of data in the disparate data sets . For example , multiple 
data sets may include the same unique information allowing 
an explicit attribution of data in one data set with data in 
another data set . In some embodiments , probabilistic analy 
sis can help determine confidence levels in the precision of 
trajectory calculations and comparisons . Embodiments con 
sistent with the present disclosure can allow for efficient 
analysis of large , seemingly unrelated data sets providing 
accurate attribution of information in the data sets to a 
common entity or individual . These attributions can provide 
significant advantages to those consuming the data . 
[ 0020 ] FIG . 1 illustrates , in block diagram form , an exem 
plary data fusion system 100 for providing data analysis , 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
Among other things , data fusion system 100 facilitates 
transformation of one or more data sources , such as data 
sources 130 ( e . g . , which can be data systems 210 - 250 shown 
in FIG . 2 and described in more detail below ) into an object 
model 160 whose semantics are defined by an ontology 150 . 
The transformation can be performed for a variety of rea 
sons . For example , data can be imported from data sources 
130 into a database 170 for persistently storing object model 
160 . As another example , a data presentation component 
( not depicted ) can transform input data from data sources 
130 “ on the fly ” into object model 160 . The object model 
160 can then be utilized , in conjunction with ontology 150 , 
for analysis through graphs and / or other data visualization 
techniques . 
[ 0021 ] Data fusion system 100 comprises a definition 
component 110 and a translation component 120 , both 
implemented by one or more processors of one or more 
computing devices or systems executing hardware and / or 
software - based logic for providing various functionality and 
features of the present disclosure , as described herein . As 
will be appreciated from the present disclosure , data fusion 
system 100 can comprise fewer or additional components 
that provide the various functionalities and features 

described herein . Moreover , the number and arrangement of 
the components of data fusion system 100 responsible for 
providing the various functionalities and features described 
herein can further vary from embodiment to embodiment . 
[ 0022 ] Definition component 110 generates and / or modi 
fies ontology 150 and a schema map 140 . Exemplary 
embodiments for defining an ontology ( such as ontology 
150 ) are described in U . S . Pat . No . 7 , 962 , 495 ( the ' 495 
patent ) , issued on Jun . 14 , 2011 , the entire contents of which 
are expressly incorporated herein by reference for all pur 
poses . Consistent with certain embodiments disclosed in the 
°495 patent , a dynamic ontology may be used to create a 
database . To create a database ontology , one or more object 
types may be defined , where each object type includes one 
or more properties . The attributes of object types or property 
types of the ontology can be edited or modified at any time . 
And , for each property type , at least one parser definition 
may be created . The attributes of a parser definition can be 
edited or modified at any time . 
[ 0023 ] In some embodiments , each property type is 
declared to be representative of one or more object types . A 
property type is representative of an object type when the 
property type is intuitively associated with the object type . 
Alternatively , each property type has one or more compo 
nents and a base type . In some embodiments , a property type 
can comprise a string , a date , a number , or a composite type 
consisting of two or more string , date , or number elements . 
Thus , property types are extensible and can represent com 
plex data structures . Further , a parser definition can refer 
ence a component of a complex property type as a unit or 
token . 
[ 0024 ] An example of a property having multiple compo 
nents is an Address property having a City component and 
a State component . An example of raw input data is “ Los 
Angeles , Calif . ” An example parser definition specifies an 
association of imported input data to object property com 
ponents as follows : { CITY } , STATE } Address : State , 
Address : City . In some embodiments , the association 
{ CITY } , { STATE } is defined in a parser definition using 
regular expression symbology . The association { CITY } , 
STATE } indicates that a city string followed by a state 

string , and separated by a comma , comprises valid input data 
for a property of type Address . In contrast , input data of “ Los 
Angeles Calif . ” would not be valid for the specified parser 
definition , but a user could create a second parser definition 
that does match input data of “ Los Angeles Calif . ” The 
definition Address : City , Address : State specifies that match 
ing input data values map to components named “ City ” and 
“ State ” of the Address property . As a result , parsing the input 
data using the parser definition results in assigning the value 
“ Los Angeles ” to the Address : City component of the 
Address property , and the value “ CA ” to the Address : State 
component of the Address property . 
[ 0025 ] According to some embodiments , schema map 140 
can define how various elements of schemas 135 for data 
sources 130 map to various elements of ontology 150 . 
Definition component 110 receives , calculates , extracts , or 
otherwise identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130 . 
Schemas 135 define the structure of data sources 130 ; for 
example , the names and other characteristics of tables , files , 
columns , fields , properties , and so forth . Definition compo 
nent 110 furthermore optionally identifies sample data 136 
from data sources 130 . Definition component 110 can fur 
ther identify object type , relationship , and property defini 
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tions from ontology 150 , if any already exist . Definition 
component 110 can further identify pre - existing mappings 
from schema map 140 , if such mappings exist . 
[ 0026 ] Based on the identified information , definition 
component 110 can generate a graphical user interface 115 . 
Graphical user interface 115 can be presented to users of a 
computing device via any suitable output mechanism ( e . g . , 
a display screen , an image projection , etc . ) , and can further 
accept input from users of the computing device via any 
suitable input mechanism ( e . g . , a keyboard , a mouse , a touch 
screen interface , etc . ) . Graphical user interface 115 features 
a visual workspace that visually depicts representations of 
the elements of ontology 150 for which mappings are 
defined in schema map 140 . 
[ 0027 ] In some embodiments , transformation component 
120 can be invoked after schema map 140 and ontology 150 
have been defined or redefined . Transformation component 
120 identifies schema map 140 and ontology 150 . Transfor 
mation component 120 further reads data sources 130 and 
identifies schemas 135 for data sources 130 . For each 
element of ontology 150 described in schema map 140 , 
transformation component 120 iterates through some or all 
of the data items of data sources 130 , generating elements of 
object model 160 in the manner specified by schema map 
140 . In some embodiments , transformation component 120 
can store a representation of each generated element of 
object model 160 in a database 170 . In some embodiments , 
transformation component 120 is further configured to syn 
chronize changes in object model 160 back to data sources 
130 . 
[ 0028 ] Data sources 130 can be one or more sources of 
data , including , without limitation , spreadsheet files , data 
bases , email folders , document collections , media collec 
tions , contact directories , and so forth . Data sources 130 can 
include data structures stored persistently in non - volatile 
memory . Data sources 130 can also or alternatively include 
temporary data structures generated from underlying data 
sources via data extraction components , such as a result set 
returned from a database server executing a database query . 
[ 0029 ] Schema map 140 , ontology 150 , and schemas 135 
can be stored in any suitable structures , such as XML files , 
database tables , and so forth . In some embodiments , ontol 
ogy 150 is maintained persistently . Schema map 140 may or 
may not be maintained persistently , depending on whether 
the transformation process is perpetual or a one - time event . 
Schemas 135 need not be maintained in persistent memory , 
but can be cached for optimization . 
[ 0030 ] Object model 160 comprises collections of ele 
ments such as typed objects , properties , and relationships . 
The collections can be structured in any suitable manner . In 
some embodiments , a database 170 stores the elements of 
object model 160 , or representations thereof . Alternatively , 
the elements of object model 160 are stored within database 
170 in a different underlying format , such as in a series of 
object , property , and relationship tables in a relational data 
base . 
[ 0031 ] According to some embodiments , the functional 
ities , techniques , and components described herein are 
implemented by one or more special - purpose computing 
devices . The special - purpose computing devices can be 
hard - wired to perform the techniques , or can include digital 
electronic devices such as one or more application - specific 
integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently programmed to perform 

the techniques , or can include one or more general purpose 
hardware processors programmed to perform the techniques 
pursuant to program instructions in firmware , memory , other 
storage , or a combination . Such special - purpose computing 
devices can also combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICS , 
or FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the 
techniques . The special - purpose computing devices can be 
desktop computer systems , portable computer systems , 
handheld devices , networking devices , or any other device 
that incorporates hard - wired and / or program logic to imple 
ment the techniques . 
0032 ] Throughout this disclosure , reference will be made 

to an entity such as , for example , a provisioning entity and 
a consuming entity . It will be understood that a provisioning 
entity can include , for example , a merchant , a retail provi 
sioning entity or the like , and a consuming entity can 
include , for example , a consumer user buying products or 
services from a provisioning entity . It will be understood that 
a consuming entity can represent either individual persons or 
can represent a group of persons ( e . g . , a group of persons 
living under one roof as part of a family ) . In some embodi 
ments , a consuming entity can be associated with a credit 
card number of an individual or a credit card number for an 
entire family sharing one credit card . It will also be under 
stood that a provisioning entity can represent either the 
entity itself or individual persons involved with the entity . 
[ 0033 ] In embodiments consistent with the present disclo 
sure , data fusion system 100 can provide processed data 
from disparate data sources to an analysis system . For 
example , data stored in different data sets may use a variety 
of forms for location information . One data set can use 
address information while another data set can use latitude 
and longitude . Moreover , different data sets that use address 
information may store an address as one single entry or 
divided into logical components such as street number , street 
name , city , state , and zip code . Data fusion system 100 can 
provide a mechanism to control data intake and process the 
data sets to store or provide representations of the data sets 
that conform to a consistent object model . This can allow an 
analysis engine to process data in a consistent manner 
without needing to account for differences in the way data 
are stored . For example , an analysis engine consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure can calculate trajec 
tories for multiple data sets having location information 
without needing to account for differences in how the 
locations are stored in the original data . In these embodi 
ments , data fusion system 100 provides a consistent object 
model to the analysis engine to allow for data simplified 
trajectory calculations and comparisons . 
[ 0034 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram of an exemplary system 
200 for acquiring and comparing data from disparate data 
sets , consistent with disclosed embodiments . In some 
embodiments , system 200 can include analysis engine 210 , 
one or more financial services systems 220 , one or more 
geographic data systems 230 , one or more provisioning 
entity management systems 240 , and one or more consum 
ing entity data systems 250 . The components and arrange 
ment of the components included in system 200 can vary 
depending on the embodiment . For example , analysis engine 
210 can interact with geographic data systems 230 and 
financial services systems 220 without using data from the 
other components . Thus , system 200 can include fewer or 
additional components that perform or assist in the analysis 
of data sets 
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[ 0035 ] One or more components of system 200 can 
include computing systems configured to provide different 
types of data . As further described herein , components of 
system 200 can include one or more computing devices 
( e . g . , computer ( s ) , server ( s ) , etc . ) , memory storing data 
and / or software instructions ( e . g . , database ( s ) , memory 
devices , etc . ) , and other appropriate computing components . 
In some embodiments , the one or more computing devices 
are configured to execute software or a set of programmable 
instructions stored on one or more memory devices to 
perform one or more operations , consistent with the dis 
closed embodiments . Components of system 200 can be 
configured to communicate with one or more other compo 
nents of system 200 , including analysis engine 210 , one or 
more financial services systems 220 , one or more geo 
graphic data systems 230 , one or more provisioning entity 
management systems 240 , and one or more consumer entity 
data systems 250 . In certain aspects , users can operate one 
or more components of system 200 . The one or more users 
can be employees of , or associated with , the entity corre 
sponding to the respective component ( s ) ( e . g . , someone 
authorized to use the underlying computing systems or 
otherwise act on behalf of the entity ) . 
[ 0036 ] Analysis engine 210 can be a computing system 
configured to store , organize and process data sets . For 
example , analysis engine 210 can be a computer system 
configured to execute software or a set of programmable 
instructions that collect or receive financial interaction data , 
consumer data , and provisioning entity data and process the 
data to determine related information . Analysis engine 210 
can be configured , in some embodiments , to utilize , include , 
or be a data fusion system 100 ( see , e . g . , FIG . 1 ) to transform 
data from various data sources ( such as , financial services 
systems 220 , geographic data systems 230 , provisioning 
entity management systems 240 , and consuming entity data 
systems 250 ) for processing . In some embodiments , analysis 
engine 210 can be implemented using a computer system 
300 , as shown in FIG . 3 and described below . 
[ 0037 ] Analysis engine 210 can include one or more 
computing devices ( e . g . , server ( s ) ) , memory storing data 
and / or software instructions ( e . g . , database ( s ) , memory 
devices , etc . ) and other known computing components . 
According to some embodiments , analysis engine 210 can 
include one or more networked computers that execute 
processing in parallel or use a distributed computing archi 
tecture . Analysis engine 210 can be configured to commu 
nicate with one or more components of system 200 , and it 
can be configured to consume data sets associated with those 
systems . It is appreciated that the systems shown in FIG . 2 
are illustrative , and other systems may provide data to 
analysis engine 210 . 
[ 0038 ] Financial services system 220 can be a computing 
system associated with a financial service provider , such as 
a bank , credit card issuer , credit bureau , credit agency , or 
other entity that generates , provides , manages , and / or main 
tains financial service accounts for one or more users . 
Financial services system 220 can generate , maintain , store , 
provide , and / or process financial data associated with one or 
more financial service accounts . Financial data can include , 
for example , financial service account data , such as financial 
service account identification data , account balance , avail 
able credit , existing fees , reward points , user profile infor 
mation , and financial service account interaction data , such 
as interaction dates , interaction amounts , interaction types , 

and location of interaction . In some embodiments , each 
interaction of financial data can include several categories of 
information associated with the interaction . For example , 
each interaction can include categories such as number 
category ; consuming entity identification category ; consum 
ing entity location category ; provisioning entity identifica 
tion category ; provisioning entity location category ; type of 
provisioning entity category ; interaction amount category ; 
and time of interaction category , as described in FIG . 4 . It 
will be appreciated that financial data can comprise either 
additional or fewer categories than the exemplary categories 
listed above . Financial services system 220 can include 
infrastructure and components that are configured to gener 
ate and / or provide financial service accounts such as credit 
card accounts , checking accounts , savings account , debit 
card accounts , loyalty or reward programs , lines of credit , 
and the like . 
[ 0039 ] Geographic data systems 230 can include one or 
more computing devices configured to provide geographic 
data to other computing systems in system 200 such as 
analysis engine 210 . For example , geographic data systems 
230 can provide geodetic coordinates when provided with a 
street address or vice - versa . In some embodiments , geo 
graphic data systems 230 expose an application program 
ming interface ( API ) including one or more methods or 
functions that can be called remotely over a network , such 
as network 270 . In some embodiments , geographic data 
systems can provide information concerning a radius around 
a specific point . For example , analysis engine 210 can 
provide two addresses , and geographic data systems 230 can 
provide , in response , whether or not one address is within a 
threshold distance of the other address . 
[ 0040 ] Provisioning entity management systems 240 can 
include one or more processors configured to execute soft 
ware instructions stored in memory . Provisioning entity 
management systems 240 can include software or a set of 
programmable instructions that when executed by a proces 
sor perform known Internet - related communication . For 
example , provisioning entity management systems 240 can 
provide and execute software or a set of instructions that 
provides interfaces to retrieve data stored in provisioning 
entity management systems 240 . The disclosed embodi 
ments are not limited to any particular configuration of 
provisioning entity management systems 240 . 
[ 0041 ] Provisioning entity management systems 240 can 
be one or more computing systems associated with a pro 
visioning entity that provides products ( e . g . , goods and / or 
services ) , such as a restaurant ( e . g . , Outback Steakhouse® , 
Burger King® , etc . ) , retailer ( e . g . , Amazon . com® , Target® , 
etc . ) , grocery store , mall , shopping center , service provider 
( e . g . , utility company , insurance company , financial service 
provider , automobile repair services , movie theater , etc . ) , 
non - profit organization ( ACLUTM , AARP® , etc . ) or any 
other type of entity that provides goods , services , and / or 
information that consuming entities ( i . e . , end users or other 
business entities ) can purchase , consume , use , etc . For ease 
of discussion , the exemplary embodiments presented herein 
that discuss provisioning entities relate to entities whose 
interactions involve goods and services . Provisioning entity 
management systems 240 , however , are not limited to sys 
tems associated with retail provisioning entities that conduct 
business in any particular industry or field . 
0042 ] Provisioning entity management systems 240 can 
be associated with computer systems installed and used at a 
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brick and mortar provisioning entity locations where a 
consumer can physically visit and purchase goods and 
services . Such locations can include computing devices that 
perform financial service interactions with consumers ( e . g . , 
Point of Sale ( POS ) terminal ( s ) , kiosks , etc . ) . Provisioning 
entity management systems 240 can also include back 
and / or front - end computing components that store data and 
execute software or a set of instructions to perform opera 
tions consistent with disclosed embodiments , such as com 
puters that are operated by employees of the provisioning 
entity ( e . g . , back office systems , etc . ) . Provisioning entity 
management systems 240 can also be associated with a 
provisioning entity that provides goods and / or service via 
known online or e - commerce types of solutions . For 
example , such a provisioning entity can sell products via a 
website using known online or e - commerce systems and 
solutions to market , sell , and process online interactions . 
Provisioning entity management systems 240 can include 
one or more servers that are configured to execute stored 
software or a set of instructions to perform operations 
associated with a provisioning entity , including one or more 
processes associated with processing purchase interactions , 
generating interaction data , generating product data ( e . g . , 
SKU data ) relating to purchase interactions , for example . 
[ 0043 ] Provisioning entity management systems 240 can 
be one or more computing devices configured to provide 
provisioning entity analysis and data to analysis engine 210 . 
For example , provisioning entity management systems 240 
can be a desktop computer , a laptop , a server , a mobile 
device ( e . g . , tablet , smart phone , etc . ) , or any other type of 
computing device configured to provide data access to 
analysis engine 210 for data related to the provisioning 
entity management systems 240 . For example , provisioning 
entity management systems 240 can generate , maintain , 
store , provide , and / or process financial data associated with 
one or more merchants or provisioning entities . Provisioning 
entity data can include , inter alia , customer interaction data 
that consists of , for example , store visits , individual trans 
action information , credit card usage , purchase history infor 
mation , loyalty accounts , service requests , customer service 
records , transaction locations , and customer information . 
[ 0044 ] Consuming entity data systems 250 can include 
one or more computing devices configured to provide demo 
graphic or other data regarding consumers . For example , 
consuming entity data systems 250 can provide information 
regarding the name , address , gender , income level , age , 
email address , or other information about consumers . Con 
suming entity data systems 250 can include public comput 
ing systems such as computing systems affiliated with the 
U . S . Bureau of the Census , the U . S . Bureau of Labor 
Statistics , or FedStats , or it can include private computing 
systems such as computing systems affiliated with financial 
institutions , credit bureaus , social media sites , marketing 
services , advertising agencies , or some other organization 
that collects and provides demographic data or data about 
individual consumers . In some embodiments consumer 
entity data systems 250 can include advertising information 
related to individual consumers such as , ad views , clicks , ad 
impressions , ad details , or other advertisement related infor 
mation . In some embodiments , consumer entity data systems 
may include web browsing history ( e . g . , browsing data 
provided by Apple Safari , Microsoft Internet Explorer , 
Google Chrome , Mozilla Firefox , or other web browser ) , 
social network interactions ( e . g . , from social networking 

providers like , among others , Facebook , LinkedIn , and 
Instagram ) , or other available online behavior related to a 
consumer or group of consumers . 
[ 0045 ] Network 270 can be any type of network or com 
bination of networks configured to provide electronic com 
munications between components of system 200 . For 
example , network 270 can be any type of network ( including 
infrastructure ) that provides communications , exchanges 
information , and / or facilitates the exchange of information , 
such as the Internet , a Local Area Network , or other suitable 
connection ( s ) that enables the sending and receiving of 
information between the components of system 200 . Net 
work 270 may also comprise any combination of wired and 
wireless networks . In other embodiments , one or more 
components of system 200 can communicate directly 
through a dedicated communication link ( s ) , such as links 
between analysis engine 210 , financial services system 220 , 
geographic data systems 230 , provisioning entity manage 
ment systems 240 , and consuming entity data systems 250 . 
[ 0046 ] As noted above , analysis engine 210 can include a 
data fusion system ( e . g . , data fusion system 100 ) for orga 
nizing data received from one or more of the components of 
system 200 . Analysis engine 210 can query other compo 
nents of system 200 and consume information provided by 
the other components of system 200 . Analysis engine can 
attribute data from one system with data from another 
system . For example , in some embodiments analysis engine 
210 attributes transactions and purchase history from finan 
cial services systems 220 with online advertising informa 
tion from consuming entity data systems 250 to correlate 
advertisements that lead to purchases in brick - and - mortar 
stores . Moreover , analysis can combine information stored 
in multiple data sets associated with each component and / or 
multiple data sets from different components of system 200 . 
10047 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram of an exemplary com 
puter system 300 , consistent with embodiments of the pres 
ent disclosure . The components of system 200 such as 
provisioning entity data systems 210 , financial service sys 
tems 220 , geographic data systems 230 , provisioning entity 
management systems 240 , and consuming entity data sys 
tems 250 may include the architecture based on or similar to 
that of computer system 300 . 
[ 0048 ] As illustrated in FIG . 3 , computer system 300 
includes a bus 302 or other communication mechanism for 
communicating information , and one or more hardware 
processors 304 ( denoted as processor 304 for purposes of 
simplicity ) coupled with bus 302 for processing information . 
Hardware processor 304 can be , for example , one or more 
general - purpose microprocessors or it can be a reduced 
instruction set of one or more microprocessors . 
10049 ) Computer system 300 also includes a main 
memory 306 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or 
other dynamic storage device , coupled to bus 302 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 
304 . Main memory 306 also can be used for storing tem 
porary variables or other intermediate information during 
execution of instructions to be executed by processor 304 . 
Such instructions , after being stored in non - transitory stor 
age media accessible to processor 304 , render computer 
system 300 into a special - purpose machine that is custom 
ized to perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0050 ] Computer system 300 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 308 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 302 for storing static information and instructions for 
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processor 304 . A storage device 310 , such as a magnetic 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc . is 
provided and coupled to bus 302 for storing information and 
instructions . 
[ 0051 ] Computer system 300 can be coupled via bus 302 
to a display 312 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , liquid 
crystal display , or touch screen , for displaying information 
to a computer user . An input device 314 , including alpha 
numeric and other keys , is coupled to bus 302 for commu 
nicating information and command selections to processor 
304 . Another type of user input device is cursor control 316 , 
such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 304 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 312 . The input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , x ) and a 
second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device to 
specify positions in a plane . In some embodiments , the same 
direction information and command selections as cursor 
control can be implemented via receiving touches on a touch 
screen without a cursor . 
[ 0052 ] Computing system 300 can include a user interface 
module to implement a graphical user interface that can be 
stored in a mass storage device as executable software codes 
that are executed by the one or more computing devices . 
This and other modules can include , by way of example , 
components , such as software components , object - oriented 
software components , class components and task compo 
nents , processes , functions , attributes , procedures , subrou 
tines , segments of program code , drivers , firmware , micro 
code , circuitry , data , databases , data structures , tables , 
arrays , and variables . 
[ 0053 ] In general , the word “ module , " as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , Lua , Cor C + + . A software module can be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
a dynamic link library , or written in an interpreted program 
ming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , or 
Python . It will be appreciated that software modules can be 
callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or can 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices can be provided on a computer readable medium , 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
download ( and can be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation , decompression , 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code can be 
stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the execut 
ing computing device , for execution by the computing 
device . Software instructions can be embedded in firmware , 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules can be comprised of connected logic 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or can be comprised 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
modules , but can be represented in hardware or firmware . 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that can be combined with other modules or 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
or storage . 

( 0054 ] Computer system 300 can implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard - wired logic , 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program 
logic which in combination with the computer system causes 
or programs computer system 300 to be a special - purpose 
machine . According to some embodiments , the operations , 
functionalities , and techniques and other features described 
herein are performed by computer system 300 in response to 
processor 304 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 306 . Such 
instructions can be read into main memory 306 from another 
storage medium , such as storage device 310 . Execution of 
the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 306 
causes processor 304 to perform the process steps described 
herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry can 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
tions . 
[ 0055 ] The term " non - transitory media ” as used herein 
refers to any non - transitory media storing data and / or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion . Such non - transitory media can comprise non - vola 
tile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media can 
include , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such as 
storage device 310 . Volatile media can include dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 306 . Common forms of 
non - transitory media can include , for example , a floppy 
disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic 
tape , or any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD 
ROM , any other optical data storage medium , any physical 
medium with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and 
EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory 
chip or cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
[ 0056 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from , but can be 
used in conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission 
media can participate in transferring information between 
storage media . For example , transmission media can include 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 302 . Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
10057 ] Various forms of media can be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 304 for execution . For example , the instructions 
can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive 
of a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local 
to computer system 300 can receive the data on the tele 
phone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 302 . Bus 302 carries the 
data to main memory 306 , from which processor 304 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 306 can optionally be stored on 
storage device 310 either before or after execution by 
processor 304 . 
100581 Computer system 300 can also include a commu 
nication interface 318 coupled to bus 302 . Communication 
interface 318 can provide a two - way data communication 
coupling to a network link 320 that can be connected to a 
local network 322 . For example , communication interface 
318 can be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) 
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card , cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide 
a data communication connection to a corresponding type of 
telephone line . As another example , communication inter 
face 318 can be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide 
a data communication connection to a compatible LAN . 
Wireless links can also be implemented . In any such imple 
mentation , communication interface 318 can send and 
receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of 
information . 
[ 0059 ] Network link 320 can typically provide data com 
munication through one or more networks to other data 
devices . For example , network link 320 can provide a 
connection through local network 322 to a host computer 
324 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service 
Provider ( ISP ) 326 . ISP 326 in turn can provide data 
communication services through the world wide packet data 
communication network now commonly referred to as the 
" Internet ” 328 . Local network 322 and Internet 328 can both 
use electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry 
digital data streams . The signals through the various net 
works and the signals on network link 320 and through 
communication interface 318 , which carry the digital data to 
and from computer system 300 , can be example forms of 
transmission media . 
10060 ) Computer system 300 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 320 and communication interface 318 . In 
the Internet example , a server 330 can transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 328 , ISP 
326 , local network 322 and communication interface 318 . 
The received code can be executed by processor 304 as it is 
received , and / or stored in storage device 310 , or other 
non - volatile storage for later execution . In some embodi 
ments , server 330 can provide information for being dis 
played on a display . 
[ 0061 ] FIG . 4 is a block diagram of an exemplary data 
structure 400 , consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure . Data structure 400 can store data records asso 
ciated with interactions involving multiple entities . Data 
structure 400 can be , for example , a database ( e . g . , database 
170 ) that can store elements of an object model ( e . g . , object 
model 160 ) . In some embodiments , data structure 400 can be 
a Relational Database Management System ( RDBMS ) that 
stores interaction data as sections of rows of data in rela 
tional tables . An RDBMS can be designed to efficiently 
return data for an entire row , or record , in as few operations 
as possible . An RDBMS can store data by serializing each 
row of data of data structure 400 . For example , in an 
RDBMS , data associated with interaction 1 of FIG . 4 can be 
stored serially such that data associated with all categories of 
interaction 1 can be accessed in one operation . 
[ 0062 ] Alternatively , data structure 400 can be a column 
oriented database management system that stores data as 
sections of columns of data rather than rows of data . This 
column - oriented DBMS can have advantages , for example , 
for data warehouses , customer relationship management 
systems , and library card catalogs , and other ad hoc inquiry 
systems where aggregates are computed over large numbers 
of similar data items . A column - oriented DBMS can be more 
efficient than an RDBMS when an aggregate needs to be 
computed over many rows but only for a notably smaller 
subset of all columns of data , because reading that smaller 
subset of data can be faster than reading all data . A column 

oriented DBMS can be designed to efficiently return data for 
an entire column , in as few operations as possible . A 
column - oriented DBMS can store data by serializing each 
column of data of data structure 400 . For example , in a 
column - oriented DBMS , data associated with a category 
( e . g . , consuming entity identification category 420 ) can be 
stored serially such that data associated with that category 
for all interactions of data structure 400 can be accessed in 
one operation . 
[ 0063 ] As shown in FIG . 4 , data structure 400 can com 
prise data associated with a very large number of interac 
tions associated with multiple entities . For example , data 
structure 400 can include 50 billion or more interactions . In 
some embodiments , interactions associated with multiple 
entities can be referred to as transactions between multiple 
entities . Where appropriate , the terms interactions and trans 
actions are intended to convey the same meaning and can be 
used interchangeably throughout this disclosure . While each 
interaction of data structure 400 is depicted as a separate row 
in FIG . 4 , it will be understood that each such interaction can 
be represented by a column or any other known technique in 
the art . Each interaction data can include several categories 
of information . For example , the several categories can 
include , number category 410 ; consuming entity identifica 
tion category 420 ; consuming entity location category 430 ; 
provisioning entity identification category 440 ; provisioning 
entity location category 450 ; type of provisioning entity 
category 460 ; interaction amount category 470 ; and time of 
interaction category 480 . It will be understood that FIG . 4 is 
merely exemplary and that data structure 400 can include 
even more categories of information associated with an 
interaction . 
[ 0064 ] Number category 410 can uniquely identify each 
interaction of data structure 400 . For example , data structure 
400 depicts 50 billion interactions as illustrated by number 
category 410 of the last row of data structure 400 as 
50 , 000 , 000 , 000 . In FIG . 4 , each row depicting an interaction 
can be identified by an element number . For example , 
interaction number 1 can be identified by element 401 ; 
interaction number 2 can be identified by element 402 ; and 
so on such that interaction 50 , 000 , 000 , 000 can be identified 
by 499 . It will be understood that this disclosure is not 
limited to any number of interactions and further that this 
disclosure can extend to a data structure with more or fewer 
than 50 billion interactions . It is also appreciated that 
number category 410 need not exist in data structure 400 . 
f0065 ) Consuming entity identification category 420 can 
identify a consuming entity . In some embodiments , consum 
ing entity identification category 420 can represent a name 
( e . g . , User 1 for interaction 401 ; User N for interaction 499 ) 
of the consuming entity . Alternatively , consuming entity 
identification category 420 can represent a code uniquely 
identifying the consuming entity ( e . g . , CE002 for interaction 
402 ) . For example , the identifiers under the consuming 
entity identification category 420 can be a credit card 
number that can identify a person or a family , a social 
security number that can identify a person , a phone number 
or a MAC address associated with a cell phone of a user or 
family , or any other identifier . 
[ 0066 ] Consuming entity location category 430 can rep 
resent location information of the consuming entity . In some 
embodiments , consuming entity location category 430 can 
represent the location information by providing at least one 
of : a state of residence ( e . g . , state sub - category 432 ; Cali 
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fornia for element 401 ; unknown for interaction 405 ) of the 
consuming entity ; a city of residence ( e . g . , city sub - category 
434 ; Palo Alto for interaction 401 ; unknown for interaction 
405 ) of the consuming entity ; a zip code of residence ( e . g . , 
zip code sub - category 436 ; 94304 for interaction 401 ; 
unknown for interaction 405 ) of the consuming entity ; and 
a street address of residence ( e . g . , street address sub - cat 
egory 438 ; 123 Main St . for interaction 401 ; unknown for 
interaction 405 ) of the consuming entity . 
[ 0067 ] Provisioning entity identification category 440 can 
identify a provisioning entity ( e . g . , a merchant or a coffee 
shop ) . In some embodiments , provisioning entity identifi 
cation category 440 can represent a name of the provisioning 
entity ( e . g . , Merchant 2 for interaction 402 ) . Alternatively , 
provisioning entity identification category 440 can represent 
a code uniquely identifying the provisioning entity ( e . g . , 
PE001 for interaction 401 ) . Provisioning entity location 
category 450 can represent location information of the 
provisioning entity . In some embodiments , provisioning 
entity location category 450 can represent the location 
information by providing at least one of : a state where the 
provisioning entity is located ( e . g . , state sub - category 452 ; 
California for interaction 401 ; unknown for interaction 402 ) ; 
a city where the provisioning entity is located ( e . g . , city 
sub - category 454 ; Palo Alto for interaction 401 ; unknown 
for interaction 402 ) ; a zip code where the provisioning entity 
is located ( e . g . , zip code sub - category 456 ; 94304 for 
interaction 401 ; unknown for interaction 402 ) ; and a street 
address where the provisioning entity is located ( e . g . , street 
address sub - category 458 ; 234 University Ave . for interac 
tion 401 ; unknown for interaction 402 ) . 
[ 0068 ] Type of provisioning entity category 460 can iden 
tify a type of the provisioning entity involved in each 
interaction . In some embodiments , type of provisioning 
entity category 460 of the provisioning entity can be iden 
tified by a category name customarily used in the industry 
( e . g . , Gas Station for interaction 401 ) or by an identification 
code that can identify a type of the provisioning entity ( e . g . , 
TPE123 for interaction 403 ) . Alternatively , type of the 
provisioning entity category 460 can include a merchant 
category code ( “ MCC ” ) used by credit card companies to 
identify any business that accepts one of their credit cards as 
a form of payment . For example , MCC can be a four - digit 
number assigned to a business by credit card companies 
( e . g . , American ExpressTM , MasterCardTM , VISATM ) when 
the business first starts accepting one of their credit cards as 
a form of payment . 
[ 0069 ] In some embodiments , type of provisioning entity 
category 460 can further include a sub - category ( not shown 
in FIG . 4 ) , for example , type of provisioning entity sub 
category 461 that can further identify a particular sub 
category of provisioning entity . For example , an interaction 
can comprise a type of provisioning entity category 460 as 
a hotel and type of provisioning entity sub - category 461 as 
either a bed and breakfast hotel or a transit hotel . It will be 
understood that the above - described examples for type of 
provisioning entity category 460 and type of provisioning 
entity sub - category 461 are non - limiting and that data struc 
ture 400 can include other kinds of such categories and 
sub - categories associated with an interaction . 
[ 0070 ] Interaction amount category 470 can represent a 
transaction amount ( e . g . , $ 74 . 56 for interaction 401 ) 
involved in each interaction . Time of interaction category 
480 can represent a time at which the interaction was 

executed . In some embodiments , time of interaction cat 
e gory 480 can be represented by a date ( e . g . , date sub 
category 482 ; Nov . 23 , 2013 , for interaction 401 ) and time 
of the day ( e . g . , time sub - category 484 ; 10 : 32 AM local time 
for interaction 401 ) . Time sub - category 484 can be repre 
sented in either military time or some other format . Alter 
natively , time sub - category 484 can be represented with a 
local time zone of either provisioning entity location cat 
egory 450 or consuming entity location category 430 . 
[ 0071 ] In some embodiments , each interaction data can 
include categories of information including ( not shown in 
FIG . 4 ) , for example , consuming entity loyalty membership 
category , consuming entity credit card type category , con 
suming entity age category , consuming entity gender cat 
egory , consuming entity income category , consuming entity 
with children category , product information category , and 
service information category . 
[ 0072 ] Consuming entity loyalty membership category 
can represent whether the consuming entity is part of a 
loyalty membership program associated with a provisioning 
entity . For example , consuming entity loyalty membership 
category can represent that the consuming entity is a mem 
ber of one of CostcoTM membership programs including 
Goldstar MemberTM , Executive MemberTM , and Business 
MemberTM Consuming entity credit card type category can 
represent the type of credit card used by the consuming 
entity for a particular interaction . For example , consuming 
entity credit card type category can indicate that the credit 
card used by the consuming entity for that particular inter 
action can be an American ExpressTM , MasterCardTM , 
VISATM , or DiscoverTM card . In some embodiments , con 
suming entity credit card type category can represent a kind 
of MasterCardTM ( e . g . , Gold MasterCardTM or Platinum 
MasterCardTM ) used for a particular interaction . 
[ 0073 ] In some embodiments , consuming entity demo 
graphic information can be stored in each interaction . For 
example , consuming entity demographic information can 
include at least one of : consuming entity age category , 
consuming entity gender category , consuming entity income 
category , and consuming entity with children category . In 
some embodiments , consuming entity age category can 
represent age information associated with the consuming 
entity ; consuming entity gender category can represent 
gender information ( e . g . , Male or Female ) associated with 
the consuming entity ; consuming entity income category can 
represent income information ( e . g . , greater than $ 100 , 000 
per year ) associated with the consuming entity ; and con 
suming entity with children category can represent whether 
the consuming entity has any children under 18 or not . For 
example , if the consuming entity has children under 18 , a 
positive indication can be stored and if the consuming entity 
does not have children under 18 , a negative indication can 
be stored . In some embodiments , consuming entity with 
children category can store information representing a num 
ber of children associated with the consuming entity . 
[ 00741 Product information category can represent infor 
mation associated with a product that is involved in an 
interaction . For example , product information category can 
represent that the product involved in the interaction is a 
particular type of product based on a stock keeping unit 
( “ SKU ” ) of the product . In some embodiments , the prod 
uct ' s SKU can be unique to a particular provisioning entity 
involved in that particular interaction . Alternatively , product 
information category can represent the product involved in 
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the interaction with a at least one of a Universal Product 
Code , International Article Number , Global Trade Item 
Number , and Australian Product Number . Service informa 
tion category can represent information associated with a 
service that is involved in an interaction . For example , 
service information category can represent that the service 
involved in the interaction is a particular type of service 
based on an SKU of the service . It will be appreciated that 
an SKU can uniquely represent either a product or a service . 
Some examples of services can be warranties , delivery fees , 
installation fees , and licenses . 
[ 0075 ] FIG . 5 is a block diagram of an exemplary data 
structure 500 , consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure . Data structure 500 can store data records asso 
ciated with interactions involving multiple entities , similarly 
to data structure 400 . As with data structure 400 , data 
structure 500 can be , for example , a database ( e . g . , database 
170 ) that can store elements of an object model ( e . g . , object 
model 160 ) . In some embodiments , data structure 500 can be 
an RDBMS that stores interaction data as sections of rows 
of data in relational tables . An RDBMS can be designed to 
efficiently return data for an entire row , or record , in as few 
operations as possible . An RDBMS can store data by seri 
alizing each row of data of data structure 500 . For example , 
in an RDBMS , data associated with interaction 1 of FIG . 5 
can be stored serially such that data associated with all 
categories of interaction 1 can be accessed in one operation . 
Alternatively , as with data structure 400 , data structure 500 
can be a column - oriented database management system that 
stores data as sections of columns of data rather than rows 
of data . 
[ 0076 As shown in FIG . 5 , data structure 500 can com 
prise data associated with a very large number of interac 
tions associated with multiple entities . For example , data 
structure 500 can include 50 billion or more interactions . In 
some embodiments , interactions associated with multiple 
entities can be referred to as transactions between multiple 
entities . As with data structure 400 , while each interaction of 
data structure 500 is depicted as a separate row in FIG . 5 , it 
will be understood that each such interaction can be repre 
sented by a column or any other known technique in the art . 
Each interaction data can include several categories of 
information . For example , the several categories can include 
number category 510 ; identifier category 520 ; location cat 
egory 530 ; and time of interaction category 540 . It will be 
understood that FIG . 5 is merely exemplary and that data 
structure 500 can include even more categories of informa 
tion associated with an interaction . 
[ 0077 ] Number category 510 can uniquely identify each 
interaction of data structure 500 . For example , data structure 
500 depicts 50 billion interactions as illustrated by number 
category 510 of the last row of data structure 500 as 
50 , 000 , 000 , 000 . In FIG . 5 each row depicting an interaction 
can be identified by an element number . For example , 
interaction number 1 can be identified by element 501 ; 
interaction number 2 can be identified by element 502 ; and 
so on such that interaction 50 , 000 , 000 , 000 can be identified 
by 599 . It will be understood that this disclosure is not 
limited to any number of interactions and further that this 
disclosure can extend to a data structure with more or fewer 
than 50 billion interactions . It is also appreciated that 
number category 510 need not exist in data structure 500 . 
[ 0078 ] Identifier category 520 can identify a consuming 
entity . In some embodiments consuming identifier category 

520 can represent a name or code uniquely identifying a 
consuming entity . For example , identifier category can rep 
resent a unique identifier such as an Identifier for Advertisers 
( “ IDFA ” ) , Globally Unique Identifier ( “ GUID " ) , Univer 
sally Unique Identifier ( “ UUID ” ) , Media Access Control 
( MAC ) address , or some other unique identifier . These 
identifiers can be stored as hexadecimal strings ( e . g . , 
ABCD5 . . . 567 for interaction 501 ; DCBA1 . . . 955 for 
Interaction 599 ) . In some embodiments , the identifiers under 
the consuming entity identifier category 520 can be a credit 
card number that can identify a person or a family , a social 
security number that can identify a person , a phone number 
or a MAC address associated with a cell phone of a user or 
family , or any other identifier . Although consumer identifier 
category 520 comprises unique types of data , interactions 
involving common entities can share an identifier . In this 
way , data structure 500 can store multiple discrete interac 
tions corresponding to a specific consumer identifier . 
[ 0079 ] Consuming entity location category 530 can rep 
resent location information of the consuming entity . In some 
embodiments , consuming entity location category 530 can 
represent the location information by providing at least one 
of : a state of residence ( e . g . , state sub - category 532 ; Cali 
fornia for element 501 ; unknown for interaction 505 ) of the 
consuming entity ; a city of residence ( e . g . , city sub - category 
534 ; Palo Alto for interaction 501 ; unknown for interaction 
505 ) of the consuming entity ; a zip code of residence ( e . g . , 
zip code sub - category 536 ; 94304 for interaction 501 ; 
unknown for interaction 505 ) of the consuming entity ; a 
street address of the interaction ( e . g . , street address sub 
category 538 ; 234 University Avenue for interaction 501 ; 
unknown for interaction 505 ) ; a latitude of the interaction 
( e . g . , lat sub - category 537 ; 37 . 4292 for interaction 501 ; 
unknown for interaction 505 ) ; a longitude of the interaction 
( e . g . , lng sub - category 539 ; 122 . 1381 for interaction 501 ; 
unknown for interaction 505 ) of the consuming entity . 
[ 0080 ] In some embodiments , the data in location category 
530 may be inferred from other data instead of being directly 
provided . For example , a consumer entity can provide her 
location on social media platforms such as Twitter , Four 
Square , LinkedIn , Facebook , or other similar platforms . 
Location information posted on these social media platforms 
can be imprecise . For example , a tweet posted on Twitter 
may provide only the name of a restaurant . In another 
example , a tweet may include generic location information 
such as “ Near Meatpacking , ” In some embodiments the 
location information provided can be used directly without 
further processing or analysis . In other embodiments , more 
specific location information for the named restaurant can be 
obtained by comparing the restaurant to data systems con 
taining location information for known restaurants ( e . g . , 
geographic data systems 230 ) . If multiple restaurants have 
the same name , or if a restaurant has multiple locations , 
additional social media platform posts from the same con 
sumer entity can help identify the specific location by 
providing a grouping of locations occurring within a short 
time period or locations that are frequented . The embodi 
ments described can determine the necessary level of aggre 
gation for the location information and the detail that is 
calculated and / or stored can depend on the specific appli 
cation . 
[ 0081 ] In some embodiments , time of interaction category 
540 can be represented by a date ( e . g . , date sub - category 
542 ; Nov . 23 , 2013 , for interaction 501 ) and time of the day 
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( e . g . , time sub - category 544 ; 10 : 32 AM local time for 
interaction 501 ) . Time sub - category 584 can be represented 
in either military time or some other format . Alternatively , 
time sub - category 584 can be represented with a local time 
zone of consuming entity location category 530 . Similarly to 
data for location category 530 , time category 540 can be 
inferred from other available data sources . For example , a 
tweet from a specific location may be presented on Twitter 
as occurring a specific number of minutes or hours ago . 
From this information , an approximate time and / or date can 
be inferred and entered into date sub - category 542 and time 
sub - category 544 . Similarly to the location information 
described above , in some embodiments the time of interac 
tion category can be used directly as provided . For example , 
a tweet may indicate that it was posted “ One Week Ago . " In 
some embodiments , no additional resolution of the specific 
time is computed and the time information , as provided , can 
be used for date sub - category 542 and time sub - category 
544 . As with location information , the embodiments 
described can determine the appropriate level of detail for 
time sub - category 542 and date sub - category 544 based on 
the specific application and can adjust the level of detail to 
meet specific needs . 
[ 0082 ] Data structure 500 can represent multiple types of 
information . In one embodiment , data structure 500 can 
represent online advertising information . In some embodi 
ments , data structure 500 can further include a product 
information category to identify an advertised product . In 
some embodiments data structure 500 may represent types 
of data such as mobile device location information , social 
media interactions , or consumer transaction information . 
Data structure 500 can include additional categories and 
sub - categories ( not picture in FIG . 5 ) specific to the various 
types of data that data structure 500 can represent . 
[ 0083 ] Data structures 400 and 500 , as shown in FIGS . 4 
and 5 can exist in one or more of financial services systems 
220 , geographic data systems 230 , provisioning entity man 
agement systems 240 , or consuming entity data systems 250 . 
These data structures can be made available to analysis 
engine 210 for processing . 
[ 0084 ] FIG . 6 is a block diagram of system 600 , consistent 
with embodiments of the present disclosure for attributing 
data from disparate data sets to a common entity . System 
600 can include provisioning entity management system 
640 , financial services system 620 , and analysis engine 610 
which can be embodiments of provisioning entity manage 
ment systems 240 , financial services systems 220 , and 
analysis engine 210 respectively . Provisioning entity man 
agement system 640 and financial services system 620 can 
provide disparate data sets to analysis engine 610 for attri 
bution . It is appreciated that provisioning entity manage 
ment system 640 and financial services system 620 can each 
provide multiple data sets . Moreover , system 600 can 
include additional sources of data . 
[ 0085 ] Provisioning entity management system 640 can 
represent an online advertising system . Web pages 641A - C 
can include online advertisements . The advertisements can 
be displayed through a desktop web browser such as Google 
Chrome , Apple Safari , or Microsoft ' s Internet Explorer , or 
the advertisements may be displayed through a web browser 
on a mobile device or tablet . The advertisements that are 
displayed may provide analytic data to the provisioning 
entity management system 640 responsible for providing the 
advertisements . In some embodiments , the advertisement 

can make use of a system such as IDFA to track the ad 
placement . Information about the ad placement can be stored 
in database 643 . Provisioning entity management system 
640 can store database 643 in a memory such as main 
memory 306 or storage device 310 shown in FIG . 3 . The 
data stored in database 643 can be represented by data 
structure 500 as shown in FIG . 5 . Data stored in database 
643 can include data describing multiple advertisements 
shown to the same consumer entity represented by a single 
IDFA . 
[ 0086 ] Moreover , data structure 500 can include more than 
one type of data . Provisioning entity management system 
640 can include location data along with the advertisement 
data ( e . g . , location category 530 of data structure 500 ) . In 
these embodiments , the IDFA represented in identifier cat 
egory 520 can also represent a unique mobile device . 
Location category 530 and time category 540 of data struc 
ture 500 can further indicate the location of the consuming 
entity at the time the advertisement was viewed . Accord 
ingly , all of this information can be provided to analysis 
engine 610 . 
[ 0087 ] Financial services system 620 can represent an 
interaction system for processing and storing transactions . 
Point of Sale ( “ POS ” ) terminals 623A - C can accept and 
process credit cards 621A - B . In some embodiments , a single 
credit card ( e . g . , credit card 621A ) can be used at multiple 
POS systems ( e . g . , POS 623A and POS 623B . Data related 
to transactions processed by POS 623A - C can be stored in 
database 625 . Financial services system 620 can store data 
base 625 in a memory such as main memory 306 or storage 
device 310 . The data stored in database 643 can be repre 
sented by data structure 400 as shown in FIG . 4 . 
[ 0088 ] Analysis engine 610 can analyze data provided by 
Provisioning Entity Management System 640 and Financial 
Services System 620 . As previously described , analysis 
engine 610 can implemented using a data fusion system such 
as data fusion system 100 . Analysis engine 610 can include 
translation system 611 . Translation system 611 can process 
the data provided by Financial Services System 620 and 
Provisioning Entity Management System 640 according to 
the above description of data fusion system 100 . Translation 
system 611 can store the processed data as a consistent 
object model 160 . Translation system 611 can provide the 
processed data to data processing system 613 . 
[ 0089 ] Data processing system 613 can analyze the dis 
parate data sets provided by provisioning entity management 
system 640 and financial services system 620 through trans 
lation system 611 . Data processing system 613 can further 
process the data from each individual data set ( e . g . , the data 
set provided by provisioning entity management system 640 
and financial services system 620 respectively ) to determine 
overlapping patterns in each data set that may indicate that 
data in the multiple data sets refer to the same user , indi 
vidual , or consuming entity . 
[ 0090 ] In some embodiments , data processing system 613 
can directly map one data set onto another data set . For 
example if both the data set from provisioning entity man 
agement system 640 and from financial services system 620 
contain credit card information , data processing system 613 
can explicitly attribute consumer entities in one data set with 
consumer entities in the other data set by attributing rows 
based on the unique credit card number . In this example , 
data processing system 613 may update either data set based 
on the attributed information in the other data set . 
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[ 0091 ] In some embodiments , explicit attribution is 
unavailable and other methods of attribution , such as tra 
jectories , can be used . Trajectories can represent data in a 
data set that refers to the same entity . For example , as shown 
in FIG . 4 , entries 401 and 403 both refer to “ User 1 ” in the 
consuming entity identification category 420 . Similarly , 
entries 404 and 405 can refer to “ User 3 " This can indicate 
that entries 401 and 403 are two transactions for the same 
consumer . As previously stated , in some embodiments , the 
consuming entity identification category can be a credit card 
number or identifier . Using the information in entries 401 
and 403 , for example , data processing system 613 can create 
a trajectory that represents the user and includes the location 
and time of each entry . In some embodiments , more infor 
mation can be included in the trajectory , such as the inter - 
action amount or type of provisioning entity . 
[ 0092 ] As shown in FIG . 5 , entries 501 and 505 contain 
the same identifier category value . This value can , for 
example , represent a mobile device identifier . Data structure 
500 of FIG . 5 can represent data provided to data processor 
613 in FIG . 6 . As was done with entries 401 and 403 of data 
structure 400 of FIG . 4 , data processing system 613 can 
create a trajectory using the information that refers to entries 
501 and 505 . This trajectory can include the location and 
time categories and can represent locations where the mobile 
device was located . 
[ 0093 ] After data processor 613 has calculated trajectories 
for the provided data ( e . g . , data structure 400 of FIG . 4 and 
data structure 500 of FIG . 5 ) , data processor 613 can 
compare all of the calculated trajectories to search for 
agreement among the data sets . Agreement can refer to 
trajectories that contain similar or identical information . For 
example , the trajectory for entries 401 and 403 of FIG . 4 and 
the trajectory for 501 and 505 of FIG . 5 will both contain a 
reference to location “ 234 University Avenue ” at 10 : 32 . 
Further , in this example , the trajectory for entries 401 and 
403 can contain a reference to a transaction on date 2013 
Nov . 21 at 19 : 00 and the trajectory for entries 501 and 505 
can contain a reference to a location on 2013 Nov . 21 at 
19 : 00 . The agreement between references of the two trajec 
tories can indicate that “ User 1 ” of FIG . 4 is attributable to 
the locations for identifier “ ABCD5 . . . 567 " of FIG . 5 . 
[ 0094 ] After determining trajectories that agree among the 
provided data sets , data processor can attribute data in one 
data set with data in the other data set according to the 
overlapping trajectories . This attribution can then allow for 
data entries in both data sets that were not part of the 
overlapping trajectories to be associated with each other 
because they share a common unique identifier with data 
that has been attributed . This attribution can also allow for 
completion of the data sets . For example , following attri 
bution of “ User 1 ” to identifier “ ABCD5 . . . 567 " in the 
previous example , entry 403 of FIG . 4 can be updated to 
include the location indicated in entry 505 of FIG . 5 . 
[ 0095 ] The level of agreement achievable among data sets 
can vary greatly with the nature of the data . The general 
uniqueness of entries in the database can be referred to as the 
data sets unicity . A high unicity indicates that there is little 
overlap of data across multiple individual entities in a data 
set . In some embodiments , data sets having high levels of 
unicity can provide sufficient levels of agreement with less 
overlap among trajectories . Data sets having lower levels of 
unicity may require more agreement among the data set 
trajectories before data processing system 613 can affirma 

tively determine that two trajectories refer to the same entity . 
After calculation of the trajectory matches , data processing 
613 can analyze the resulting agreement and determine how 
many trajectories in each data set agree with multiple 
different identities in the other data sets . If a trajectory in the 
first data set agrees with multiple trajectories in the second 
data set , data processing 613 can determine that the agree 
ment is not reliable for affirmatively matching specific 
entities in each data set . 
[ 0096 ] Data processing system 613 can adjust different 
variables to affect the confidence in the resulting agree 
ments . For example , data processing system 613 can set a 
threshold value of the number of references included in each 
trajectory . Increasing the threshold value can provide higher 
levels of confidence in the resulting agreement , but may 
provide a lower number of attributable entities . This may be 
necessary for data sets having a low level of unicity . 
Conversely , decreasing the threshold number can provide a 
higher number of attributable entities , but may reduce the 
confidence that the agreement among trajectories uniquely 
correlates entities in both data sets . 
[ 0097 ] Moreover , aspects of the underlying data used in 
the trajectories can provide additional mechanisms to con 
trol the trajectory comparisons . For example , instead of data 
processing system 613 requiring specific location matches , 
data processing system can use generic or imprecise loca 
tions in the trajectory calculations . For example , the location 
can be specified as , among other things , a city block , a city , 
a town , a general area , a point described in relation to 
distance or proximity to another place , or a radial location . 
A location can include a radius of a certain threshold 
distance around the location or area specified in the data 
record . In this example , a second location within a certain 
radial distance from the first location can be considered a 
location match . 
[ 0098 ] In some embodiments , trajectories based on time 
and dates can include a time or date span instead of a specific 
date and time . In these embodiments , data processing system 
613 can adjust for records that refer to the same entity but 
include differences in the data sets that are attributable to 
factors such as , for example , the methods of recording or 
data collection . Moreover , trajectories based on time and 
dates may , similarly to location data , use imprecise or 
generic data as part of the trajectory calculations . For 
example , time information such as " around 9 AM ” that may 
or may not also include day information can be used when 
calculating trajectories . In some embodiments , time or date 
ranges can contribute to the trajectory calculations . As 
previously discussed , data of varying levels of specificity 
can be included in the trajectory calculations . 
10099 ] In some embodiments data processing system 613 
can further analyze the trajectories and data sets to deter 
mine the reliability of the resulting attributions . Data pro 
cessing system 613 can perform a probabilistic analysis of 
records in the data sets to determine if the number of 
attributable matches resulting from the trajectory analysis is 
significantly more than would occur from a random sam 
pling . This probabilistic analysis can provide a relative 
confidence in the trajectory analysis for a particular set of 
data sets . Based on the analysis , changes in the underlying 
attributes of the analysis can alter the accuracy of the 
attribution . 
[ 0100 ] After data processing system 613 makes an attri 
bution of entities represented in each data set , future updates 
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in either data set can also correlated based on the original 
attribution . Data processing system 613 can store the attri - 
bution information in database 615 for future analysis and 
updates . 
[ 0101 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart representing an exemplary 
attribution process 700 for resolving data attributed to a 
single entity consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure . It will be readily appreciated that the illustrated 
procedure can be altered to delete steps or further include 
additional steps . Flowchart 700 starts at step 710 . Attribution 
process 700 can obtain a first data set ( step 720 ) and obtain 
a second data set ( step 730 ) . Each data set can consist of 
multiple records of data and each record of data can be 
associated with a particular entity . In some embodiments , 
each data set can contain multiple records associated with a 
single entity . Moreover , records in each data set can be 
associated with the same entity . For example , the first data 
set can represent location information related to mobile 
devices . Multiple records in the data set can represent the 
location of a specific device at multiple points in time . 
Further , for example , the second data set can represent 
financial transactions including credit card information . 
Similarly to the first data set , in this example , multiple 
records can refer to separate transactions using the same 
credit card . 
[ 0102 ] After obtaining the data sets , attribution process 
700 can determine at least one trajectory ( step 740 ) based on 
records in the first data set and can determine at least one 
trajectory ( step 750 ) based on records in the second data set . 
Each trajectory can be representative of records in its 
respective data set that are associated with the same entity . 
The trajectories can represent specific elements of multiple 
records in the data set . For example , a trajectory can 
represent multiple locations associated with the same entity 
or multiple time entries associated with the same entity . 
Further , in some embodiments , the trajectories can represent 
the locations , dates , times , amounts , or other details about 
multiple transaction records for a single credit card . More 
over , the values represented in the trajectories can vary 
depending on the specific data sources and applications . For 
example , location based trajectories can include radial areas 
instead of only including specific coordinates . As another 
example , dates and times in a trajectory can include a date 
and / or time range instead of only a specific date and time . 
0103 ] After determining trajectories for both data sets , 
attribution process 700 can compare ( step 760 ) the trajec 
tories across the data sets as previously described in refer 
ence to FIG . 6 . Attribution process 700 can associate ( step 
770 ) trajectories across the data sets that share similar 
elements . For example a trajectory for the first data set that 
references multiple locations may be associated with a 
trajectory for the second data set that references the same 
locations in the same order . Attribution process 700 can 
compare trajectories much faster than other comparison 
systems that consider the entirety of each of the data sets and 
their records . The improved performance can allow com 
parisons of large data sets through their trajectories much 
more efficiently than previously possible . 
[ 0104 ] After associations are made , attribution process 
700 can resolve ( step 780 ) an entity represented by records 
in the first data set with an entity represented by records in 
the second data set based on the associations made in step 
770 . In this way , attribution process 700 attributes data 
records in multiple sets of data to the same underlying entity . 

In doing so , consumers of the data sets can make better use 
of information that was previously unknown and unobtain 
able . 
[ 0105 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure have been 
described herein with reference to numerous specific details 
that can vary from implementation to implementation . Cer 
tain adaptations and modifications of the described embodi 
ments can be made . Other embodiments can be apparent to 
those skilled in the art from consideration of the specifica 
tion and practice of the embodiments disclosed herein . It is 
intended that the specification and examples be considered 
as exemplary only , with a true scope and spirit of the present 
disclosure being indicated by the following claims . It is also 
intended that the sequence of steps shown in figures are only 
for illustrative purposes and are not intended to be limited to 
any particular sequence of steps . As such , it is appreciated 
that these steps can be performed in a different order while 
implementing the exemplary methods or processes disclosed 
herein 
What is claimed is : 
1 . A system for attributing data to entities using disparate 

data sets , the system comprising : 
a memory device configured to store a set of instructions ; 

and 
one or more processing devices configured to execute the 

set of instructions to perform operation that include : 
receiving , at a database that comprises a first set of 

records , a second set of records associated with an 
entity , the second set of records comprising a second 
object model that defines semantics of the second set of 
records ; 

accessing a first object model associated with the first set 
of records within the database responsive to the receiv 
ing the second set of records at the database , the first 
object model defining the semantics of the first set of 
records ; 

translating the semantics of the second set of records 
based on the first object model ; 

performing a comparison of the first set of records with 
the translated second set of records ; and 

attributing a portion of the first set of records to the entity 
associated with the translated second set of records 
based on the comparison . 

2 . The system of claim 1 wherein the second set of records 
include an identifier that identifies the entity . 

3 . The system of claim 1 wherein the first set of records 
and the second set of records comprise transaction data , 
social network data , consumer data , provisioning data , and 
product data . 

4 . The system of claim 1 wherein the first set of records 
indicate a first trajectory , the second set of records indicate 
a second trajectory , and the performing the comparison of 
the first set of records with the translated set of records 
includes : 

comparing the first trajectory with the second trajectory . 
5 . The system of claim 4 , wherein the second set of 

records include an identifier that identifies the entity , and the 
attributing the portion of the first set of records to the entity 
associated with the translated second set of records further 
comprises : 

attributing the portion of the first set of records to the 
identifier that identifies the entity within the database . 

6 . The system of claim 4 , wherein the first set of records 
comprise a first set of location data and a first set of temporal 
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data , the translated second set of records comprise a second 
set of location data and a second set of temporal data , and 
the set of instructions cause the system to perform opera 
tions further comprising : 

determining the first trajectory based on the first set of 
location data and the first set of temporal data ; and 

determining the second trajectory based on the second set 
of location data and the second set of temporal data . 

7 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the performing the 
comparison of the first set of records with the translated 
second set of records includes : 

determining a first unicity of the first set of records ; 
determining a second unicity of the translated second set 
of records ; and 

performing a comparison of the first unicity and the 
second unicity . 

8 . A method comprising : 
receiving , at a database that comprises a first set of 

records , a second set of records associated with an 
entity , the second set of records comprising a second 
object model that defines semantics of the second set of 
records ; 

accessing a first object model associated with the first set 
of records within the database responsive to the receiv 
ing the second set of records at the database , the first 
object model defining the semantics of the first set of 
records ; 

translating the semantics of the second set of records 
based on the first object model ; 

performing a comparison of the first set of records with 
the translated second set of records ; and 

attributing a portion of the first set of records to the entity 
associated with the translated second set of records 
based on the comparison . 

9 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the second set of 
records include an identifier that identifies the entity . 

10 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the first set of records 
and the second set of records comprise transaction data , 
social network data , consumer data , provisioning data , and 
product data . 

11 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the first set of records 
indicate a first trajectory , the second set of records indicate 
a second trajectory , and the performing the comparison of 
the first set of records with the translated set of records 
includes : 

comparing the first trajectory with the second trajectory . 
12 . The method of claim 11 , wherein the second set of 

records include an identifier that identifies the entity , and the 
attributing the portion of the first set of records to the entity 
associated with the translated second set of records further 
comprises : 

attributing the portion of the first set of records to the 
identifier that identifies the entity within the database . 

13 . The method of claim 11 , wherein the first set of 
records comprise a first set of location data and a first set of 
temporal data , the translated second set of records comprise 
a second set of location data and a second set of temporal 
data , and the set of instructions cause the system to perform 
operations further comprising : 

determining the first trajectory based on the first set of 
location data and the first set of temporal data ; and 

determining the second trajectory based on the second set 
of location data and the second set of temporal data . 

14 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the performing the 
comparison of the first set of records with the translated 
second set of records includes : 

determining a first unicity of the first set of records ; 
determining a second unicity of the translated second set 
of records ; and 

performing a comparison of the first unicity and the 
second unicity . 

15 . A non - transitory computer - readable storage medium 
storing instructions that , when executed by one or more 
processors of a machine , cause the machine to perform 
operations comprising : 

receiving , at a database that comprises a first set of 
records , a second set of records associated with an 
entity , the second set of records comprising a second 
object model that defines semantics of the second set of 
records ; 

accessing a first object model associated with the first set 
of records within the database responsive to the receiv 
ing the second set of records at the database , the first 
object model defining the semantics of the first set of 
records ; 

translating the semantics of the second set of records 
based on the first object model ; 

performing a comparison of the first set of records with 
the translated second set of records ; and 

attributing a portion of the first set of records to the entity 
associated with the translated second set of records 
based on the comparison . 

16 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
medium of claim 15 , wherein the second set of records 
include an identifier that identifies the entity . 

17 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
medium of claim 15 , wherein the first set of records and the 
second set of records comprise transaction data , social 
network data , consumer data , provisioning data , and product 
data . 

18 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
medium of claim 15 , wherein the first set of records indicate 
a first trajectory , the second set of records indicate a second 
trajectory , and the performing the comparison of the first set 
of records with the translated set of records includes : 

comparing the first trajectory with the second trajectory . 
19 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage 

medium of claim 18 , wherein the second set of records 
include an identifier that identifies the entity , and the attrib 
uting the portion of the first set of records to the entity 
associated with the translated second set of records further 
comprises : 

attributing the portion of the first set of records to the 
identifier that identifies the entity within the database . 

20 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
medium of claim 18 , wherein the first set of records com 
prise a first set of location data and a first set of temporal 
data , the translated second set of records comprise a second 
set of location data and a second set of temporal data , and 
the set of instructions cause the system to perform opera 
tions further comprising : 

determining the first trajectory based on the first set of 
location data and the first set of temporal data ; and 

determining the second trajectory based on the second set 
of location data and the second set of temporal data . 
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determine how response data responding to the query should be provided 3 . 4 

Figure 3 
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Receive statistics relating to a plurality of datasets 

Compare statistics with one or more threshold values 4 . 2 

Are one or yiore of the 
threshold values met ? 

Provide suggested global property and / or data join 

Figure 4 
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DATA ANALYSIS SYSTEM AND METHOD 
INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY 

PRIORITY APPLICATIONS 
[ 0001 ] Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1 . 57 . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 
[ 0002 ] This disclosure relates to a system and method for 
data analysis . In particular , this disclosure relates to the 
creation and / or use of an ontology to respond to user queries 
of datasets . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] Large data repositories comprising multiple data 
sets are becoming increasingly common in the field of data 
analysis and analytics . These datasets may be input by 
different organizations , and be in different formats . How 
ever , some of the datasets may relate to the same underlying 
objects . 
[ 0004 ] In their raw form , the datasets can be difficult for a 
user to query and interact with , particularly when the data 
required by the user is distributed across multiple datasets . 

SUMMARY 
[ 0005 ] According to a first aspect , this disclosure 
describes a method , the method being performed using one 
or more processors , comprising : receiving one or more user 
inputs indicative of one or more relationships between data 
in a plurality of datasets ; determining , based on the one or 
more user inputs , at least one object view for visualizing the 
data in the plurality of datasets ; generating , based on the one 
or more user inputs , metadata comprising : an object graph 
indicative of the one or more relationships between two or 
more of the plurality of datasets ; and information identifying 
the at least one object view ; and in response to a query 
relating to the plurality of datasets , using the metadata to 
determine how response data responding to the query should 
be provided . 
[ 0006 ] The metadata may further comprise a join between 
at least two datasets . 
0007 ] The metadata may further comprise a global prop 

erty assigned to a portion of the data in at least two of the 
plurality of datasets . 
10008 ] Determining how the response data should be 
provided may comprise searching the plurality of datasets , 
wherein the search is guided by the global property . 
[ 0009 ] The user input may define a global property that 
applies to the plurality of datasets . 
[ 0010 ] The global property may be determined using a 
method comprising : receiving one or more statistics relating 
to the dataset ; comparing the one or more statistics to one or 
more threshold criteria ; and in response to one or more of the 
threshold criteria being met , providing a suggested global 
property to the user . 
[ 0011 ] The user input may comprise confirming the sug 
gested global property provided to the user . 
[ 0012 ] The one or more thresholds may comprise at least 
one of : a proportion of datasets comprising an object type 
and / or property ; a uniqueness score ; cardinalities of object 
types and / or properties ; and / or a title key . 

[ 0013 ] The method may further comprise inferring one or 
more joins between datasets based on the global property . 
[ 0014 ] The global property may be defined by one or more 
data formats and / or one or more data types . 
[ 0015 ] The method may further comprise synchronizing 
the metadata with a metadata layer stored on a server . 
[ 0016 ] The at least one object view may comprise an 
object prominence . 
[ 0017 ] According a further aspect , this disclosure 
describes a system comprising : 
[ 00181 a user interface for receiving one or more user 
inputs ; a data repository comprising a plurality of datasets ; 
and a metadata layer comprising one or more relationships 
between the plurality of datasets , wherein the system is 
configured to perform any of the methods described herein . 
[ 0019 ] According a further aspect , this disclosure 
describes a system comprising : 
[ 0020 ] a user interface for receiving one or more user 
inputs ; a data repository comprising a plurality of datasets ; 
and a metadata layer comprising one or more relationships 
between the plurality of datasets , wherein the system is 
configured to : receive one or more user inputs indicative of 
one or more relationships between data in a plurality of 
datasets ; determine , based on the one or more user inputs , at 
least one object view for visualizing the data in the plurality 
of datasets ; generate , based on the one or more user inputs , 
metadata comprising : an object graph indicative of the one 
or more relationships between two or more of the plurality 
of datasets ; and information identifying the at least one 
object view ; and in response to a query relating to the 
plurality of datasets , use the metadata to determine how 
response data responding to the query should be provided . 
[ 0021 ] According a further aspect , this disclosure 
describes a computer program comprising computer read 
able code that , when executed by a computing apparatus , 
causes the computing apparatus to perform any of the 
methods described herein . 
[ 0022 ] According a further aspect , this disclosure 
describes a non - transitory computer readable medium hav 
ing computer readable code stored thereon , the computer 
readable code , when executed by at least one processor , 
causing performance of the steps of : receiving one or more 
user inputs indicative of one or more relationships between 
data in a plurality of datasets ; determining , based on the one 
or more user inputs , at least one object view for visualizing 
the data in the plurality of datasets ; generating , based on the 
one or more user inputs , metadata comprising : an object 
graph indicative of the one or more relationships between 
two or more of the plurality of datasets ; and information 
identifying the at least one object view ; and in response to 
a query relating to the plurality of datasets , using the 
metadata to determine how response data responding to the 
query should be provided . 
[ 0023 ] According a further aspect , this disclosure 
describes an apparatus comprising one or more processors or 
special - purpose computing hardware configured to perform 
any of the methods described herein . 
[ 0024 ] According a further aspect , this disclosure 
describes an apparatus comprising : one or more processors ; 
and a memory , the memory comprising instructions that , 
when executed by one more processors , cause the apparatus 
to perform the steps of : receiving one or more user inputs 
indicative of one or more relationships between data in a 
plurality of datasets ; determining , based on the one or more 
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user inputs , at least one object view for visualizing the data 
in the plurality of datasets ; generating , based on the one or 
more user inputs , metadata comprising : an object graph 
indicative of the one or more relationships between two or 
more of the plurality of datasets ; and information identifying 
the at least one object view ; and in response to a query 
relating to the plurality of datasets , using the metadata to 
determine how response data responding to the query should 
be provided . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
10025 ) Example embodiments will now be described by 
way of non - limiting example with reference to the accom 
panying drawings , in which : 
[ 0026 ] FIG . 1 shows a schematic example of a data 
aggregation and processing system ; 
[ 0027 ] FIG . 2 shows a block diagram of an exemplary 
computer system ; 
10028 ] FIG . 3 shows a flowchart of an example of a 
method of using a data aggregation and processing system ; 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 4 shows a flow chart of a method of inferring 
potential global properties and / or dataset joins ; 
[ 0030 ] FIG . 5 shows an example graphical user interface 
through which a user can define object types ; 
[ 0031 ] FIG . 6 shows an example graphical user interface 
through which a user can view and edit global property links 
between datasets ; and 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 7 shows an example graphical user interface 
through which a user can view synchronization data and 
synchronize object definitions with the system . 

representing object properties ( or vice versa ) . The datasets 
may comprise relational databases . 
[ 0038 ] The data repository 102 may be a distributed data 
repository , with the datasets 104 comprising the data reposi 
tory 102 being stored at a plurality of locations . One or more 
of the datasets 104 may be under control of one or more 
different entities . The datasets 104 may be edited by the 
entities that control them , for example to update the data in 
the dataset in light of new measurements and / or surveys . 
[ 0039 ] An object may refer to a thing / a grouping of things 
with a given set of properties . An object may reference 
tangible / intangible things and / or animate / inanimate things . 
As non - limiting examples , an object may refer to persons , 
vehicles , portions of a vehicle , buildings , portions of build 
ings , investigations , and a portion of an investigation , sched 
ules , or rights / demands for rights , and / or other things . Other 
types of objects are contemplated . 
[ 0040 ] A definition of an object may describe the object by 
specifying / identifying one or more properties ( e . g . charac 
teristics ) of the object . For example , an object may include 
a person and a definition of the object may describe the 
person by specifying / identifying particular properties ( e . g . 
gender , height , weight , education , occupation , address , 
phone number ) of the person . The values of the properties 
may be stored in one or more columns and / or rows of a 
database as strings , numbers and / or other forms of expres 
sion . The definition of the object may identify the particular 
columns and / or rows of the database storing the relevant 
values of the properties of the object . In some embodiments , 
a given property of an object may be derived from one or 
more values of datasets . For example , a given property of an 
object may be determined based on multiple values within 
one or more tables . 
[ 0041 ] An object may be related to one or more other 
objects . Relationships among objects may be between 
objects of the same type ( e . g . relationships between people 
objects , such as between family members , co - workers , per 
sons who have interacted with each other ) and / or between 
objects of different types ( e . g . relationships between a 
person object and a non - person object , such as between a 
person and a schedule , a person and an investigation ) . For 
example , objects representing individual investigations ( e . g . 
of accidents , of claims , of demand for rights ) may be related 
to an object representing a group of investigations ( e . g . 
based on commonalities , or based on a user input ) . Such 
relationships may effectuate grouping individual investiga 
tions into groups of investigations . As another example , 
objects representing individual investigations may be related 
to an object representing persons ( e . g . persons associated 
with investigations ) . Relationships between objects may 
include one - to - one relationships , one - to - many relationships , 
many - to - one relationships , many - to - many relationships , 
and / or other relationships . 
10042 ] . The system 100 further comprises an ontology 
layer 106 . The ontology layer 106 provides metadata ( herein 
also referred to as an ontology ) for interpreting objects in the 
data repository . Data defined in the ontology is herein 
described as “ ontological data ” . 
[ 0043 ] An ontology may define aspects of objects , such as 
how properties of an object may be presented and / or modi 
fied . For example , an ontology may include a person object 
type including a name property , and the ontology may define 
how the name may be presented ( e . g . first name followed by 
last name ; last name followed by first name ; first name 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0033 ] An object graph in a separate metadata - layer that 
sits on top of underlying datasets is provided . This is an 
ontology and it indicates the relationships between the 
datasets , as well as metadata indicating default settings for 
displaying that data , such as the display prominence . The 
ontology data can be input by the user via a data aggregation 
and processing system , or can be generated automatically by 
the system , for example based on the frequency that par 
ticular data columns occur across multiple datasets . 
[ 0034 ] The system and method provide a user friendly 
way of creating ontology metadata for underlying datasets . 
The ontology data can be used to generate and display 
results to user queries of the datasets . 
[ 0035 ] The system and method also provide a way of 
visualizing the ontology metadata ( e . g . links between global 
properties ) . Indicating how the data across datasets is related 
may be useful , but “ hard coding ” that information into the 
datasets themselves is difficult and would reduce the ease 
with which a user can edit the datasets , as well as requiring 
a huge increase in the size of the datasets . 
[ 0036 ] FIG . 1 shows a schematic example of a data 
aggregation and processing system . 
[ 0037 ] The system 100 comprises a data repository 102 
comprising one or more of datasets 104 . The each of the one 
or more datasets comprises data representing objects . The 
data repository may contain a plurality of datasets . The 
datasets may be in a table format , the tables comprising one 
or more rows and one or more columns of objects . For 
example , the datasets may comprise one or more tables , with 
the table rows representing objects and the table columns 
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followed by initial ) . The ontology may define a display 
prominence of an object . For example , the object may be 
assigned a “ Prominent ” , “ Normal ” or “ Hidden " display 
prominence . Prominent objects can be rendered before nor 
mal properties when displaying a portion of the properties . 
Normal objects may be assigned no special prominence in 
the display order . Hidden objects may not be displayed . 
[ 0044 ] The ontology may define how / whether the name 
may be modified ( e . g . based on user input , based on user 
account privileges ) . As another example , a definition of a 
person may include one or more relationship properties and 
the ontology may define how / whether the relationships may 
be presented and / or modified . In some embodiments , an 
ontology may define whether / how properties of an object 
may be created and / or removed . For example , an ontology 
may define whether a user may add or remove one or more 
properties of the person object type . The definitions / ontolo 
gies may be created based on user input . The definitions / 
ontologies may be modified ( e . g . based on user input , based 
on system changes ) . 
[ 0045 ] The ontology may define how one or more of the 
datasets 104 in the data repository 102 are related . For 
example , the ontology may define joins between datasets 
104 in the data repository 102 . Joins may comprise links 
between the data to allow for multiple datasets to be navi 
gated and / or searched as if they were a single dataset . 
100461 Ontologies may be defined via a user interface 110 
and stored in the ontology layer 106 . 
[ 0047 ] Ontologies may be defined automatically by the 
ontology layer 106 . Ontological data may be prepopulated 
based on properties of the one or more datasets 104 in the 
data repository 102 . For example , the ontology layer 106 
may scan across one or more of the datasets 104 to deter 
mine / predict any relationships between objects in the dataset 
and / or a display prominence for one or more objects in the 
datasets 104 . For example , the fraction of column / row 
values in a column / row that contain a unique value can be 
used as an indication of the importance of that column / row . 
The importance of the column / row can be used to determine 
a display prominence for objects in that column / row . In a 
further example , the cardinalities of a column / row can be 
used to determine the possible display mode for displaying 
data in that column / row ( e . g . which graph types the data can 
be displayed as ) . 
[ 0048 ] The ontology layer is stored on one or more servers 
in the system . It stores key values of object types , for 
example the definitions of object types . The ontology layer 
can be stored in the JavaScript Object Notation ( JSON ) 
format , or in any other suitable format . Object types and / or 
object have an identifier , properties and metadata associated 
with them . Data in datasets in the data repository are tied to 
their respective object types . The ontological data is tied to 
its backing dataset by primary dataset identifiers . 
[ 0049 ] The system 100 further comprises a data aggrega 
tion module 108 . The data aggregation module 108 gener 
ates searchable databases from the plurality of datasets 104 
in response to a user search request using the ontology in the 
ontology layer 106 . 
[ 0050 ] The data aggregation module 108 may take a 
dataset mentioned in ontology , synchronize the dataset into 
a searchable database and automatically resynchronize the 
database with the underlying dataset and ontology while 
remaining available to be queried . 

[ 0051 ] The system additionally comprises a user interface 
110 , for example in the form of a graphical user interface . 
The user interface allows a user to interact with the system , 
for example to interact with objects stored in the datasets 
stored in the data repository or to edit the ontology . As an 
example of a user interaction , the user may input a search 
request into the system via the user interface . The search 
request may be input in a functional language , which may be 
converted to a database query for querying the one or more 
datasets 104 in the data repository 102 . For example , a 
high - level functional search request may be converted into 
a Query Domain Specific Language ( DSL ) based on 
JavaScript Object Notation ( JSON ) . This can reduce the 
effort needed for an analyst or a developer to interact with 
the datasets 104 . 
[ 0052 ] A search request may return one or more objects 
that match one or more searching criteria . Criteria for a 
search request may include one or more parameters relating 
to properties of objects , reference identifiers of objects , 
and / or other criteria . In some embodiments , a reference 
identifier for an object may include one or more of a service , 
instance , type and / or locator . One or more filters may be 
supplied with the search request . In some embodiments , a 
search request may support a keyword filter ( e . g . , searching 
one or more fields of objects for a specified query string / 
value ) , an object type filter ( e . g . limiting the search results 
to a specific set of object types ) , a property filter ( e . g . 
specifying a query string / value to match on to one or more 
specific properties for a specific object / object type and / or 
one or more global properties that multiple objects / object 
types may share ) . A search result may require matching on 
some or all of the specified criteria . 
[ 0053 ] Objects returned by the search request may be 
viewed through the user interface . A list of objects meeting 
the search criteria can be displayed on the user interface . The 
user may select one or more the objects to view and / or 
interact with 
10054 ) When an object is selected to be viewed , a dash 
board is auto - generated using the ontology . The dashboard 
allows the user to interact with the object view in the ways 
defined in the ontology . The object view may comprise links 
to other objects , as defined in the ontology . The links may be 
one - to - one , one - to - many or many - to - one . Where one - to 
many links are indicated by the ontology , the object view 
may include one or more tabs allowing the user to select 
which of the links to navigate to view a linked object . 
[ 0055 ] Furthermore , in some examples , the ontology may 
define a plurality of object views for an object and / or link . 
The object view may then comprise a view tab through 
which the user can select which of the views of the object to 
display . The initial / default view of the object displayed to 
the user may be defined in the ontology . 
[ 0056 ] Referring to FIG . 2 , a block diagram of an exem 
plary computer system , which may comprise the data reposi 
tory , the client device , the data aggregation module and / or 
the ontology layer , consistent with examples of the present 
specification is shown . 
[ 0057 ] Computer system 112 includes a bus 114 or other 
communication mechanism for communicating information , 
and a hardware processor 116 coupled with bus for process 
ing information . Hardware processor 116 can be , for 
example , a general purpose microprocessor . Hardware pro 
cessor 116 comprises electrical circuitry . 
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[ 0058 ] Computer system 112 includes a main memory 
118 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other 
dynamic storage device , which is coupled to the bus for 
storing information and instructions to be executed by 
processor . The main memory 118 can also be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions by the processor 116 . 
Such instructions , when stored in non - transitory storage 
media accessible to the processor , render the computer 
system 112 into a special - purpose machine that is custom 
ized to perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
The main memory 118 may be referred to as volatile 
memory . 

[ 0059 ] Computer system 112 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 120 or other static storage device 122 
coupled to the bus for storing static information and instruc 
tions for the processor 1 . A storage device 122 , such as a 
magnetic disk or optical disk , is provided and coupled to the 
bus for storing information and instructions . 
[ 0060 ] Computer system 112 can be coupled via the bus to 
a display 124 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , liquid 
crystal display , or touch screen , for displaying information 
to a user . An input device 126 , including alphanumeric and 
other keys , is coupled to the bus 114 for communicating 
information and command selections to the processor 116 . 
Another type of user input device 126 is cursor control 128 , 
for example using a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction 
keys for communicating direction information and com 
mand selections to the processor and for controlling cursor 
movement on the display . The input device 126 typically has 
two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , 
x ) and a second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device 
to specify positions in a plane . 
[ 0061 ] Computer system 112 can implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard - wired logic , 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program 
logic which in combination with the computer system causes 
or programs computer system to be a special - purpose 
machine . According to some embodiments , the operations , 
functionalities , and techniques disclosed herein are per 
formed by computer system in response to the processor 
executing one or more sequences of one or more instructions 
contained in the main memory . Such instructions can be read 
into the main memory from another storage medium , such as 
storage device . Execution of the sequences of instructions 
contained in main memory causes the processor to perform 
the process steps described herein . In alternative embodi 
ments , hard - wired circuitry can be used in place of or in 
combination with software instructions . 
[ 0062 ] The term “ storage media ” as used herein refers to 
any non - transitory media that stores data and / or instructions 
that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion . Such 
storage media can comprise non - volatile media and / or vola 
tile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , optical 
or magnetic disks , such as storage device . Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory , such as main memory 118 . 
Common forms of storage media include , for example , a 
floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , 
magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data storage medium , 
a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage medium , any 
physical medium with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , 
and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other 
memory chip or cartridge . 

[ 0063 ] Storage media is distinct from , but can be used in 
conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between storage 
media . For example , transmission media includes coaxial 
cables , copper wire and fibre optics , including the wires that 
comprise bus . Transmission media can also take the form of 
acoustic or light waves , such as those generated during 
radio - wave and infra - red data communications . 
10064 ] Various forms of media can be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor for execution . For example , the instructions can 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of 
a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line or other transmission medium 
using a modem . A modem local to computer system can 
receive the data on the telephone line or other transmission 
medium and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data 
to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive the 
data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry 
can place the data on bus . Bus carries the data to the main 
memory , from which the processor retrieves and executes 
the instructions . The instructions received by the main 
memory can optionally be stored on the storage device either 
before or after execution by the processor . 
100651 Computer system also includes a communication 
interface 130 coupled to the bus 114 . The communication 
interface provides a two - way data communication coupling 
to a network link that is connected to a local network 132 . 
For example , the communication interface can be an inte 
grated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable modem , 
satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data communi 
cation connection to a corresponding type of telephone line . 
As another example , the communication interface 1330 can 
be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a data 
communication connection to a compatible LAN . Wireless 
links can also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
the communication interface 130 sends and receives elec 
trical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital 
data streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0066 ] The network link typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , the network link can provide a connection 
through the local network 132 to a host computer 134 or to 
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider 
( ISP ) 136 . The ISP 136 in turn provides data communication 
services through the world wide packet data communication 
network now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 8 . The 
local network 132 and internet 138 both use electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams . The signals through the various networks and the 
signals on the network link and through the communication 
interface , which carry the digital data to and from the 
computer system , are example forms of transmission media . 
[ 0067 ] The computer system can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link and communication interface . For example , 
a first application server may transmit data through the local 
network to a different application server 140 . 
[ 0068 ] FIG . 3 shows a flowchart of an example of a 
method of using a data aggregation and processing system . 
[ 0069 ] At operation 3 . 1 the system receives one or more 
inputs from a user indicative of one or more relationships 
between data in the plurality of datasets . The relationships 
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may comprise definitions of global properties and / or links 
between datasets , as described below . 
[ 0070 ] At operation 3 . 2 the one or more user inputs are 
used to determine at least one object view for visualizing the 
data in the plurality of datasets . For example , a display 
prominence of the object can be determined . In some 
embodiments , the format of the object display can be 
determined based on the user inputs . For example , based on 
the relationship identified , the data could be presented as : a 
histogram ; a bar chart ; a pie chart ; a list ; a dashboard view ; 
and / or a line graph . 
[ 0071 ] At operation 3 . 3 the one or more user inputs are 
used to generate metadata for a metadata layer ( also referred 
to as an ontology layer 106 or ontological layer ) that 
comprises an object graph indicative of the one or more 
relationships between two or more of the plurality of data 
sets . The metadata layer further comprises information iden 
tifying the at least one object view determined at operation 
3 . 2 . The metadata layer may comprise one or more YML 
and / or JSON format files . Relationships not defined on 
datasets / object types directly , by constructed / put together 
when search requests are input . The metadata can be stored 
in a metadata layer one or more servers . 
[ 0072 ] At operation 3 . 4 a query relating to the plurality of 
datasets is received by the system . In response to the query , 
the metadata layer is used to determine how response data 
should be provided . The data - aggregation layer 108 in the 
system interprets the metadata in the ontology layer 106 , and 
uses it to search the underlying datasets . Display of the 
results of the query can be determined based on the meta 
data . For example , low cardinality objects can be provided 
with a histogram of options . 
[ 0073 ] As an example of how the ontology / metadata can 
be used to respond to the query , the data aggregation module 
108 can access the data repository 102 to retrieve the objects 
related to the search request . The data aggregation module 
108 can generate a searchable database from the retrieved 
objects using the ontology in the ontology layer 106 . For 
example , joins between datasets and / or common global 
properties between datasets can be used to combine multiple 
datasets in to the searchable database . From the searchable 
database , a view of one or more of the objects can be 
generated . The object view is generated based on the ontol 
ogy in the ontology layer 106 . For example , the ontology 
layer can define that an object should be presented as a bar 
chart , a line graph , a histogram , a table , a list or any other 
type of view . The ontology can also define the prominence 
of the objects , which can determine the order in which a 
plurality of objects will be displayed and / or if the object can 
be displayed at all to a user . The generated object view may 
be in the form of a dashboard . 
[ 0074 ] In some embodiments , the metadata layer com 
prises one or more global properties . Global properties 
indicate objects / object types / object properties that are com 
mon throughout the ecosystem of datasets . The global 
properties allow for metadata in the metadata layer to be 
associated with a plurality of objects / object types / object 
properties in the datasets without the need to explicitly 
associate the objects / object types / object properties with that 
metadata . This can reduce the amount of memory required 
to store the datasets and the associated metadata . It can 
further allow for aggregation across datasets / tables with the 
same global property . 

[ 0075 ] The global property may define a particular format 
or particular formats of data that will be associated with a set 
of metadata . For example , a global property " telephone 
number ” can be set up that defines one or more data formats 
that telephone numbers can be provided in ( for example , as 
a continuous sequence of numbers , a sequence of numbers 
with spaces at particular points , and / or a sequence of num 
bers with a subset of the numbers enclosed in brackets ) . Data 
falling within the definition will then be associated with the 
global property “ telephone number ” , as well as the metadata 
associated with global property “ telephone number ” . 
[ 0076 ] FIG . 4 shows a flow chart of a method of inferring 
potential global properties and / or dataset joins . The method 
can be carried out by the system described in relation to FIG . 
1 . The system may comprise a dedicated suggestion engine 
for performing the method . 
[ 0077 ] At operation 4 . 1 the system receives statistics 
relating to the plurality of datasets . A statistics server may 
serve the statistics to the system . Alternatively , the system 
may determine the statistics itself . 
[ 0078 ] The statistics relating to the dataset may comprise 
one or more of : a proportion of datasets comprising an object 
type and / or property ; a uniqueness score ; cardinalities of 
object types and / or properties ; and / or a title key . For 
example , the number of times a data column with a particu 
lar title appears across the datasets may be counted . 
[ 0079 ] At operation 4 . 2 the system compares the statistics 
with one or more thresholds . The one or more thresholds 
may comprise , for example : a minimum proportion of 
datasets containing an object type and / or property ; a mini 
mum uniqueness score ; and a maximum and / or minimum 
cardinality of object types and / or properties . 
[ 0080 ] The thresholds correspond to types global proper 
ties that may be present in the datasets . As an example , a 
uniqueness threshold of 100 % may be required to identify a 
property type as a primary key for a plurality of datasets . 
[ 0081 ] At operation 4 . 3 the system determines if any of the 
one or more thresholds have been met , in the sense of the 
threshold having been reached or exceeded . 
[ 0082 ] If one or more of the thresholds have been met , the 
system infers that a global property may be present . At 
operation 4 . 4 , the inferred global property is provided as a 
suggestion to the user through the user interface of the 
system . The user can accept the suggestion or dismiss it , for 
example by clicking an option in a GUI . 
[ 0083 ] The system can , in some embodiments , also pro 
vide suggestions for joins between different datasets in the 
data repository . In some embodiments , these suggestions are 
provided by the suggestion engine . The global properties can 
be used to infer the joins between datasets . For example , a 
global property may correspond to a property name in 
objects of a particular type . Datasets relating to that object 
type and containing that property name can be inferred by 
the system to be linked . Based on the inference , a join 
between those datasets can be suggested to the user through 
the user interface . 
[ 0084 ] In a further example , links between datasets con 
taining objects matching a global property definition can be 
suggested . For example , the global property may be defined 
by data in a particular format or formats . Links between 
datasets can be inferred based on the datasets having rows 
and / or columns of data where the data meets a threshold 
related to the global property definition . For example , if a 
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row / column of the dataset comprises more than a threshold 
proportion of its data meeting the definition of the global 
property 
[ 0085 ] The same method described in relation to FIG . 4 
can be used for inferring and suggesting the join . 
0086 ] In some embodiments , the suggested joins and 
global properties can be used to auto - populate the ontology 
without user input . 
[ 0087 ] FIGS . 5 - 7 show examples of a user interface 
through which a user can define , view and edit an ontology . 
The graphical user interface ( GUI ) comprises a main toolbar 
142 . The main toolbar 142 comprises a save icon 144 for 
saving the ontology data created by the user using the 
interface , and a sync icon 146 for synchronizing the ontol 
ogy data created by the user with the ontology layer 106 
and / or the data aggregation layer 108 . The sync icon and / or 
save icon may , in some embodiments , initiate conversion of 
the settings input through the user interface into ontology 
metadata , for example a file in a YML or JSON format . The 
main toolbar further comprises one or more navigation tabs 
148 through which the user can navigate the GUI . In the 
example shown , the navigation tabs comprise " Object 
types ” , which displays the user interface shown in FIG . 5 , 
“ Global properties ” , which displays the user interface shown 
in FIG . 6 , and “ Sync . status " , which displays the user 
interface shown in FIG . 7 . 
[ 0088 ] FIG . 5 shows an example graphical user interface 
through which a user can define object types . This “ object 
types ” view comprises an object panel 150 . Through the 
object panel 150 a user can create a new object type using 
a “ New object type ” icon 152 , or delete an object type using 
a “ Delete ” icon 154 . A list of previously defined object types 
156 is displayed in the panel . Each of the object types in the 
list is displayed with its associated icon 158 and the identity 
of the dataset 160 or sets from which it is taken . 
10089 ] The object type view further comprises an object 
window 162 . The object window 162 displays properties of 
the object type selected by the user in the object panel 150 . 
In this example , the selected object type is “ Product " , which 
is highlighted in the object panel 150 . The object window 
162 comprises the object icon 158 associated with the 
selected object type and one or more object type definitions 
164 . The object type definitions 164 may comprise one or 
more of : a pointer to one or more datasets that define the 
object type ; one or more dataset paths for data to populate 
the object type ; an icon 158 representing the object ; an 
object type name ; a primary key for the object type ; and / or 
the title column of the object type . The object type defini 
tions 164 are editable by the user . 
[ 0090 ] The object window 162 further comprises a dataset 
mapping window 166 . The dataset mapping window 166 
allows dataset columns and / or rows in the datasets defining 
the object type to be mapped to object properties 168 . It can 
also allow the display settings of object properties to be set . 
The dataset mapping window 166 comprises a search bar 
170 for searching for columns and / or rows of datasets . It 
further comprises a sort tab 172 for sorting the columns 
and / or rows of the datasets defining the object type . For 
example , the columns and / or rows could be sorted by name 
or cardinality . The dataset mapping window 166 can further 
comprise an auto - populate icon 174 can allow the user to 
attempt to auto - generate a mapping between object proper 
ties and the dataset columns / rows based on , for example , 
column / row titles , data types , and / or cardinalities . 

0091 ] FIG . 6 shows an example graphical user interface 
through which a user can view and edit global property links 
between datasets . The GUI allows links between object 
types and how they are being joined to be viewed . It is useful 
during set up and analysis of ontology . This “ global prop 
erties ” view comprises a global properties panel 176 . The 
global properties panel 176 comprises a list of global 
properties 178 . It further comprises a global properties 
search tab 180 and an icon for adding new global properties 
182 to the list 178 . One or more global properties can be 
selected , and will be highlighted in the global properties 
panel 176 , as indicated by the dashed box . 
[ 0092 ] The global properties view further comprises an 
object panel 150 , allowing the user to select one or more 
object types to view . The object panel 150 comprises a list 
of one or more object types , along with an object search bar 
184 for searching for object types in the list . 
10093 ] . The global properties view further comprises a 
global properties window 186 . The global properties win 
dow 186 displays the object types 188 selected by the user 
in the object panel 150 . Each object type 188 is displayed 
with a list comprising the property names of the object and 
the corresponding property types . Links and / or joins 190 
between the displayed object properties are indicated . Prop 
erty types corresponding to the selected global property in 
the global properties panel 176 are highlighted . 
[ 0094 ] FIG . 7 shows an example graphical user interface 
through which a user can view synchronization data and 
synchronize object definitions with the system . This “ object 
synchronization ” view comprises a toolbar 142 comprising 
a refresh icon 192 for refreshing the view . In some embodi 
ments , the refresh icon 192 synchronizes all object types in 
the view . The toolbar 142 further comprises a new object 
icon 194 for creating new object types . In some embodi 
ments , the new object icon 194 returns the user to the “ object 
types ” view . 
10095 ) Object types and properties defined by a user are 
saved to a local cache associated with the user until the user 
synchronizes the object types and properties with the ontol 
ogy layer . The object synchronization view allows for man 
agement of this process . 
[ 0096 ] The object synchronization view comprises a list of 
object types 196 , the list comprising their synchronization 
statuses . The statuses may comprise , for example , “ Idle ” , 
indicating that the object type has been synchronized suc 
cessfully at its last synchronization event , “ Synching ” , indi 
cating that the object type is in the process of being 
synchronized with the system , and “ Error ” , indicating that 
the object type was not successfully synchronized at the last 
synchronization event . 
10097 ] The list may also comprise a registration status , 
indicating whether the object type has been registered with 
the system . It may further comprise the identity of the 
dataset from which the object type was created . A transac 
tion ID may also be provided . 
[ 0098 ] The user can select an object type in the list 196 . A 
selected object type will be highlighted ( as shown by the 
dashed lines here ) . The user can be provided with a 
“ Resynch ” icon 198 for the highlighted object type , allow 
ing that object type to be individually synchronized with the 
system . 
[ 0099 ] In some embodiments , functions can be defined on 
the ontology and stored by the system . Expressions can be 
built up from these functions to perform complex queries 
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using the ontology . The ontology contains object definitions 
and relations between objects , and these can be used to 
construct the expressions . For example , a " cars . parts ” 
expression can be defined that provides a list of car parts ( i . e . 
a list of objects having the global property “ Car ” and the 
property “ part ” ) . The ontology specifies that the object type 
“ Car ” is associated with an object type “ Parts ” , which can be 
used to generate the list . The provided list can be sorted 
using , for example , a “ parts . location ” expression that gives 
lists of car parts for a particular location on a car , for 
example " parts . chassis " provides a list of car parts for the 
chassis location . The options for filtering and sorting the list 
are defined by the ontology . The expressions may comprise 
functions over datasets or object types . For example , a 
function can be defined to calculate a set of key values from 
data . The function can then display the calculated values to 
a user , such a scientist . Expressions defined in this way can 
be saved to an expression library in the system . 
( 0100 ] In general , a user can interact with the ontology to 
retrieve stored expressions . The ontology provides metadata 
comprising relationships , type definitions and definitions of 
what properties of datasets can be filtered over . For example , 
a “ date ” type can be filtered over a range of values as defined 
in the ontology . 
[ 0101 ] The ontology allows expressions to be chained 
together to create longer and / or more complex expressions . 
This simplifies the user interaction with the underlying 
datasets , as the user can perform functions on the data in a 
single step . Expressions built up by a user in this way can be 
translated into a database query in one or more of the 
languages of the datasets , for example an SQL query / elastic 
search . This translation of the query can be performed on the 
fly . The ontology thereby effectively provides a translation 
layer for expressions , avoiding the user having to have 
knowledge of the languages used to query the underlying 
datasets . 
[ 0102 ] Methods described in the illustrative embodiments 
may be implemented as program modules or functional 
processes including routines , programs , objects , compo 
nents , data structures , etc . , that perform particular tasks or 
implement particular functionality , and may be implemented 
using existing hardware . Such existing hardware may 
include one or more processors ( e . g . one or more central 
processing units ) , digital signal processors ( DSPs ) , applica 
tion - specific - integrated - circuits , field programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGAs ) , computers , or the like . 
[ 0103 ] Unless specifically stated otherwise , or as is appar 
ent from the discussion , terms such as processing or com 
puting or calculating or determining or the like , refer to the 
actions and processes of a computer system , or similar 
electronic computing device . Note also that software imple 
mented aspects of the example embodiments may be 
encoded on some form of non - transitory program storage 
medium or implemented over some type of transmission 
medium . The program storage medium may be magnetic 
( e . g . a floppy disk or a hard drive ) or optical ( e . g . a compact 
disk read only memory , or CD ROM ) , and may be read only 
or random access . Similarly the transmission medium may 
be twisted wire pair , coaxial cable , optical fibre , or other 
suitable transmission medium known in the art . The example 
embodiments are not limited by these aspects in any given 
implementation . 
0104 ] It will be appreciated that many modifications may 
be made to the embodiments hereinbefore described . Such 

modifications may involve equivalent and other features 
which are already known in automated monitoring and 
control of machinery , and which may be used instead of or 
in addition to features already described herein . Features of 
one embodiment may be replaced or supplemented by 
features of another embodiment . 
[ 0105 ] In the above detailed description , numerous spe 
cific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough 
understanding of the various described implementations . 
However , it will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the 
art that the various described implementations may be 
practiced without these specific details . In other instances , 
well - known methods , procedures , components , circuits , and 
networks have not been described in detail so as not to 
unnecessarily obscure aspects of the implementations . 

[ 0106 ] It will also be understood that , although the terms 
first , second , etc . are , in some instances , used herein to 
describe various elements , these elements should not be 
limited by these terms . These terms are only used to distin 
guish one element from another . For example , a first user 
interface could be termed a second user interface , and , 
similarly , a second user interface could be termed a first user 
interface , without departing from the scope of the various 
described implementations . The first user interface and the 
second user interface are both types of user interfaces , but 
they are not the same user interface . 
[ 0107 ] The terminology used in the description of the 
various described implementations herein is for the purpose 
of describing particular implementations only and is not 
intended to be limiting . As used in the description of the 
various described implementations and the appended claims , 
the singular forms “ a ” , “ an ” , and “ the ” are intended to 
include the plural forms as well , unless the context clearly 
indicates otherwise . It will also be understood that the term 
“ and / or ” as used herein refers to and encompasses any and 
all possible combinations of one or more of the associated 
listed items . It will be further understood that the terms 
“ includes , " " including , " " comprises , ” and / or " comprising , " 
when used in this specification , specify the presence of 
stated features , integers , steps , operations , elements , and / or 
components , but do not preclude the presence or addition of 
one or more other features , integers , steps , operations , 
elements , components , and / or groups thereof . 
[ 0108 ] As used herein , the term “ if ” is , optionally , con 
strued to mean “ when ” or “ upon ” or “ in response to deter 
mining ” or “ in response to detecting ” or “ in accordance with 
a determination that , ” depending on the context . Similarly , 
the phrase " if it is determined ” or “ if ?a stated condition or 
event ] is detected ” is , optionally , construed to mean " upon 
determining ” or “ in response to determining ” or “ upon 
detecting [ the stated condition or event? ” or “ in response to 
detecting [ the stated condition or event ] ” or “ in accordance 
with a determination that ?a stated condition or event ] is 
detected , ” depending on the context . 
[ 0109 ] Although claims have been formulated in this 
application to particular combinations of features , it should 
be understood that the scope of the disclosure of the present 
disclosure also includes any novel features or any novel 
combination of features disclosed herein either explicitly or 
implicitly or any generalization thereof , whether or not it 
relates to the same disclosure as presently claimed in any 
claim and whether or not it mitigates any or all of the same 
technical problems as does the present disclosure . 
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What is claimed is : 
1 . A method , the method being performed using one or 

more processors , comprising : 
receiving one or more user inputs indicative of one or 
more relationships between data in a plurality of data 
sets ; 

determining , based on the one or more user inputs , at least 
one object view for visualizing the data in the plurality 
of datasets ; 

generating , based on the one or more user inputs , meta 
data comprising : 

an object graph indicative of the one or more relationships 
between two or more of the plurality of datasets ; and 

information identifying the at least one object view ; and 
in response to a query relating to the plurality of datasets , 

using the metadata to determine how response data 
responding to the query should be provided . 

2 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the metadata further 
comprises a join between at least two datasets . 

3 . The method of claim 2 , wherein the metadata further 
comprises a global property assigned to a portion of the data 
in at least two of the plurality of datasets . 

4 . The method of claim 3 , wherein determining how the 
response data should be provided comprises searching the 
plurality of datasets , wherein the search is guided by the 
global property . 

5 . The method of claim 4 , wherein the user input defines 
a global property that applies to the plurality of datasets . 

6 . The method of claim 5 , wherein the global property is 
determined using a method comprising : 

receiving one or more statistics relating to the dataset ; 
comparing the one or more statistics to one or more 

threshold criteria ; and 
in response to one or more of the threshold criteria being 
met , providing a suggested global property to the user . 

7 . The method of claim 6 , wherein the user input com 
prises confirming the suggested global property provided to 
the user . 

8 . The method of claim 7 , wherein the one or more 
thresholds comprises at least one of : a proportion of datasets 
comprising an object type and / or property ; a uniqueness 
score ; cardinalities of object types and / or properties ; and / or 
a title key . 

9 . The method of claim 8 , wherein the method further 
comprises inferring one or more joins between datasets 
based on the global property . 

10 . The method of claim 9 , wherein the global property is 
defined by one or more data formats and / or one or more data 
types . 

11 . The method of claim 10 , further comprising synchro 
nizing the metadata with a metadata layer stored on a server . 

12 . The method of claim 11 , wherein the at least one 
object view comprises an object prominence . 

13 . A system comprising : 
a user interface for receiving one or more user inputs ; 
a data repository comprising a plurality of datasets ; and 
a metadata layer comprising one or more relationships 
between the plurality of datasets , 

wherein the system is configured to : 
receive one or more user inputs indicative of one or 
more relationships between data in a plurality of 
datasets ; 

determine , based on the one or more user inputs , at least 
one object view for visualizing the data in the 
plurality of datasets ; 

generate , based on the one or more user inputs , meta 
data comprising : 
an object graph indicative of the one or more rela 

tionships between two or more of the plurality of 
datasets , and 

information identifying the at least one object view ; 
and 

in response to a query relating to the plurality of 
datasets , use the metadata to determine how response 
data responding to the query should be provided . 

14 . The system of claim 13 , wherein the metadata further 
comprises a join between at least two datasets . 

15 . The system of claim 14 , wherein the metadata further 
comprises a global property assigned to a portion of the data 
in at least two of the plurality of datasets . 

16 . The system of claim 15 , wherein determining how the 
response data should be provided comprises searching the 
plurality of datasets , wherein the search is guided by the 
global property . 

17 . The system of claim 16 , wherein the user input defines 
a global property that applies to the plurality of datasets . 

18 . The system of claim 17 , wherein the system is further 
configured to determine the global property by at least : 

receiving one or more statistics relating to the dataset ; 
comparing the one or more statistics to one or more 

threshold criteria ; and 
in response to one or more of the threshold criteria being 
met , providing a suggested global property to the user . 

19 . The system of claim 18 , wherein the user input 
comprises confirming the suggested global property pro 
vided to the user . 

20 . A non - transitory computer readable medium having 
computer readable code stored thereon , the computer read 
able code , when executed by at least one processor , causing 
performance of the steps of : 

receiving one or more user inputs indicative of one or 
more relationships between data in a plurality of data 
sets ; 

determining , based on the one or more user inputs , at least 
one object view for visualizing the data in the plurality 
of datasets ; 

generating , based on the one or more user inputs , meta 
data comprising : 
an object graph indicative of the one or more relation 

ships between two or more of the plurality of data 
sets ; and 

information identifying the at least one object view ; 
and 

in response to a query relating to the plurality of datasets , 
using the metadata to determine how response data 
responding to the query should be provided . 
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Receive a search request relating to one or more datasets in the data repository , the search request 
comprising a display request to display at least a part of the one or more datasets . 

3 . 2 In response to the search request , generate a searchable database from the one or more datasets 
in a data repository in dependence on ontological data associated with the one or more datasets . 

3 . 3 Generate , from the searchable database , a view of at the least part of one or more 
datasets , the view being generated based on the ontological data . 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

3 . 4 Cause the generated view to be displayed on a display device . 

Figure 3 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR QUERYING A 
DATA REPOSITORY 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application claims the benefit of United King 
dom Application Number 1716303 . 1 , filed Oct . 5 , 2017 , the 
content of which is incorporated by reference in its entirety 
into the present disclosure . 

FIELD 
[ 0002 ] The present disclosure relates to methods and sys 
tems for querying data in a data repository . More particu 
larly , this disclosure relates to methods and systems of 
generating object views in response to a database query . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] Many large - scale data analytic systems use a large 
number of different datasets during their operation . These 
datasets may be related to one another in a structured way . 
Storing the relational data within the datasets themselves can 
result in a large increase in the size of the datasets , with a 
corresponding reduction in the performance of the analytic 
systems that operate on them . Furthermore , large data 
repositories containing multiple datasets can be difficult for 
a user to interact with . 

SUMMARY 
[ 0004 ] One embodiment of the present disclosure provides 
a method , performed by one or more processors , of querying 
data in a data repository comprising receiving a search 
request relating to one or more datasets in the data reposi 
tory , the search request comprising a display request to 
display at least a portion of the one or more datasets ; in 
response to the search request , generating a searchable 
database from the one or more datasets in a data repository 
based on ontological data associated with the one or more 
datasets ; generating , from the searchable database , an object 
view of at least the portion of one or more datasets , the view 
being generated based on the ontological data ; and providing 
the generated object view to be displayed on a display 
device . 
[ 0005 ] In some embodiments , the one or more datasets 
comprises a plurality of datasets and wherein the ontological 
data comprises an indication of one or more joins between 
the datasets in the plurality of datasets . 
[ 0006 ] In some embodiments , one or more of the datasets 
comprises one or more objects and wherein the ontological 
data comprises display data relating to the one or more 
objects . 
[ 0007 ] In some embodiments , the ontological data com 
prises a display prominence for one or more of the objects . 
[ 0008 ] In some embodiments , the search request com 
prises one or more filters . 
[ 0009 ] In some embodiments , the view comprises one or 
more lists , the lists comprising tabs linking displayed data to 
joined datasets . 
[ 0010 ] In some embodiments , the method further com 
prises editing , through a user interface , the object view to 
create an edited object view . 
[ 0011 ] In some embodiments , the method further com 
prises : determining one or more differences between the 
edited object view and the object view generated in depen 

dence on the ontological data ; associating the one or more 
differences with a user ; and storing the one or more differ 
ences in a memory . 
[ 0012 ] In some embodiments , generating the object view 
comprises retrieving one or more stored object view differ 
ences associated with the user ; determining whether the one 
or more stored object view differences is compatible with the 
ontological data associated with the one or more datasets ; 
and in response to a positive determination , applying the one 
or more object view differences to a default object view 
generated in dependence on the ontological data , thereby to 
generate the object view . In some embodiments , generating 
the object view further comprises in response to a negative 
determination , generating the default object view for dis 
play . In some embodiments , the one or more stored object 
view differences comprises a hierarchy of stored object view 
differences . 
[ 0013 ] In some embodiments , the ontological data is at 
least in part generated by the one or more processors based 
on properties of the one or more datasets . 
[ 0014 ] In some embodiments , the method further com 
prises editing one or more of the datasets ; updating the 
ontological data in dependence on the one or more edited 
datasets ; and regenerating the object view in dependence on 
the updated ontology . 
[ 0015 ] In some embodiments , the method further com 
prises editing the ontological data ; and regenerating the 
object view in dependence on the edited ontological data . 
[ 0016 ] Another embodiment of the disclosure provides a 
system comprising : a user interface ; a data aggregation 
module ; a data repository comprising a plurality of datasets ; 
and an ontology layer comprising metadata indicative of 
relationships between the plurality of datasets ; one or more 
physical processors ; a memory storing instructions that , 
when executed by the one or more physical processors , 
cause the system to : receiving a search request relating to 
one or more datasets in the data repository , the search 
request comprising a display request to display at least a 
portion of the one or more datasets ; in response to the search 
request , generating a searchable database from the one or 
more datasets in a data repository based on ontological data 
associated with the one or more datasets ; generating , from 
the searchable database , an object view of at least the portion 
of one or more datasets , the view being generated based on 
the ontological data ; and providing the generated object 
view to be displayed on a display device . 
[ 0017 ] In some embodiments , the one or more datasets 
comprises a plurality of datasets and wherein the ontological 
data comprises an indication of one or more joins between 
the datasets in the plurality of datasets . 
[ 0018 ] . In some embodiments , one or more of the datasets 
comprises one or more objects and wherein the ontological 
data comprises display data relating to the one or more 
objects . 
[ 0019 ] Yet another embodiment provides a non - transitory 
computer - readable storage medium including instructions 
that , when executed by at least one processor of a computing 
system , cause the computing system to perform a method 
comprising : receiving a search request relating to one or 
more datasets in the data repository , the search request 
comprising a display request to display at least a portion of 
the one or more datasets ; in response to the search request , 
generating a searchable database from the one or more 
datasets in a data repository based on ontological data 
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associated with the one or more datasets ; generating , from 
the searchable database , an object view of at least the portion 
of one or more datasets , the view being generated based on 
the ontological data ; and providing the generated object 
view to be displayed on a display device . 
[ 0020 ] In some embodiments , the one or more datasets 
comprises a plurality of datasets and wherein the ontological 
data comprises an indication of one or more joins between 
the datasets in the plurality of datasets . 
[ 0021 ] In some embodiments , one or more of the datasets 
comprises one or more objects and wherein the ontological 
data comprises display data relating to the one or more 
objects . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES 
[ 0022 ] FIG . 1 shows a schematic example of a data 
aggregation and processing system ; 
[ 0023 ] FIG . 2 shows a block diagram of an exemplary 
computer system ; 
[ 0024 ] FIG . 3 shows an example of a method of using a 
data aggregation and processing system ; 
[ 0025 ] FIG . 4 shows an example of a user interface for a 
data aggregation and processing system ; 
[ 0026 ] FIG . 5 shows a further example of a user interface 
for a data aggregation and processing system ; 
[ 0027 ] FIG . 6 shows another example of a user interface 
for a data aggregation and processing system ; 
[ 0028 ] FIG . 7 shows an example of a flow diagram of a 
method for determining user customisations ; 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 8 shows an example of a flow diagram of a 
method for applying user customisations ; and 
[ 0030 ] FIG . 9 shows an example of a flow diagram of a 
method for applying hierarchical user customisations . 

[ 0036 ] A definition of an object may describe the object by 
specifying / identifying one or more properties ( e . g . charac 
teristics ) of the object . For example , an object may include 
a person and a definition of the object may describe the 
person by specifying / identifying particular properties ( e . g . 
gender , height , weight , education , occupation , address , 
phone number ) of the person . The values of the properties 
may be stored in one or more columns and / or rows of a 
database as strings , numbers and / or other forms of expres 
sion . The definition of the object may identify the particular 
columns and / or rows of the database storing the relevant 
values of the properties of the object . In some embodiments , 
a given property of an object may be derived from one or 
more values of datasets . For example , a given property of an 
object may be determined based on multiple values within 
one or more tables . 
[ 0037 ] An object may be related to one or more other 
objects . Relationships among objects may be between 
objects of the same type ( e . g . relationships between people 
objects , such as between family members , co - workers , per 
sons who have interacted with each other ) and / or between 
objects of different types ( e . g . relationships between a 
person object and a non - person object , such as between a 
person and a schedule , a person and an investigation ) . For 
example , objects representing individual investigations ( e . g . 
of accidents , of claims , of demand for rights ) may be related 
to an object representing a group of investigations ( e . g . 
based on commonalities , based on a user input ) . Such 
relationships may effectuate grouping individual investiga 
tions into groups of investigations . As another example , 
objects representing individual investigations may be related 
to an object representing persons ( e . g . persons associated 
with investigations ) . Relationships between objects may 
include one - to - one relationships , one - to - many relationships , 
many - to - one relationships , many - to - many relationships , 
and / or other relationships . 
[ 0038 ] The system 100 further comprises an ontology 
layer 106 . The ontology layer 106 provides an ontology for 
interpreting objects in the data repository . Data defined in 
the ontology is herein described as “ ontological data ” . 
[ 0039 ] An ontology may define aspects of objects , such as 
how properties of an object may be presented and / or modi 
fied . For example , an ontology may include a person object 
type including a name property , and the ontology may define 
how the name may be presented ( e . g . first name followed by 
last name ; last name followed by first name ; first name 
followed by initial ) . The ontology may define a display 
prominence of an object . For example , the object may be 
assigned a “ Prominent ” , “ Normal ” or “ Hidden " display 
prominence . Prominent objects can be rendered before nor 
mal properties when displaying a portion of the properties . 
Normal objects may be assigned no special prominence in 
the display order . Hidden objects may not be displayed . 
[ 0040 ] The ontology may define how / whether the name 
may be modified ( e . g . based on user input , based on user 
account privileges ) . As another example , a definition of a 
person may include one or more relationship properties and 
the ontology may define how / whether the relationships may 
be presented and / or modified . In some embodiments , an 
ontology may define whether / how properties of an object 
may be created and / or removed . For example , an ontology 
may define whether a user may add or remove one or more 
properties of the person object type . The definitions / ontolo 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0031 ] Reference will now be made in detail to imple 
mentations , examples of which are illustrated in the accom 
panying drawings . 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 1 shows a schematic example of a data 
aggregation and processing system . 
[ 0033 ] The system 100 comprises a data repository 102 
comprising one or more of datasets 104 . The each of the one 
or more datasets comprises data representing objects . The 
data repository may contain a plurality of datasets . The 
datasets may be in a table format , the tables comprising one 
or more rows and one or more columns of objects . The 
datasets may comprise relational databases . 
[ 0034 ] The data repository 102 may be a distributed data 
repository , with the datasets 104 comprising the data reposi 
tory 102 being stored at a plurality of locations . One or more 
of the datasets 104 may be under control of one or more 
different entities . The datasets 104 may be edited by the 
entities that control them , for example to update the data in 
the dataset in light of new measurements and / or surveys . 
[ 0035 ] An object may refer to a thing / a grouping of things 
with a given set of properties . An object may reference 
tangible / intangible things and / or animate / inanimate things . 
As non - limiting examples , an object may refer to persons , 
vehicles , portions of a vehicle , buildings , portions of build 
ings , investigations , portions of an investigation , schedules , 
or rights / demands for rights , and / or other things . Other types 
of objects are contemplated . 
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gies may be created based on user input . The definitions / 
ontologies may be modified ( e . g . based on user input , based 
on system changes ) . 
[ 0041 ] The ontology may define how one or more of the 
datasets 104 in the data repository 102 are related . For 
example , the ontology may define joins between datasets 
104 in the data repository 102 . Joins may comprise links 
between the data to allow for multiple datasets to be navi 
gated and / or searched as if they were a single dataset . 
[ 0042 ] Ontologies may be defined via a user interface 110 
and stored in the ontology layer 106 . 
[ 0043 ] Ontologies may be defined automatically by the 
ontology layer 106 . Ontological data may be prepopulated 
based on properties of the one or more datasets 104 in the 
data repository 102 . For example , the ontology layer 106 
may scan across one or more of the datasets 104 to deter 
mine / predict any relationships between objects in the dataset 
and / or a display prominence for one or more objects in the 
datasets 104 . For example , the fraction of column / row 
values in a column / row that contain a unique value can be 
used as an indication of the importance of that column / row . 
The importance of the column / row can be used to determine 
a display prominence for objects in that column / row . In a 
further example , the cardinalities of a column / row can be 
used to determine the possible display mode for displaying 
data in that column / row ( e . g . which graph types the data can 
be displayed as ) . 
[ 0044 ] The system 100 further comprises a data aggrega 
tion module 108 . The data aggregation module 108 gener 
ates searchable databases from the plurality of datasets 104 
in response to a user search request using the ontology in the 
ontology layer 106 . 
[ 0045 ] The data aggregation module 108 may take a 
dataset mentioned in ontology , synchronise the dataset into 
a searchable database and automatically resynchronise the 
database with the underlying dataset and ontology while 
remaining available to be queried . 
[ 0046 ] The system additionally comprises a user interface 
110 , for example in the form of a graphical user interface . 
The user interface allows a user to interact with the system , 
for example to interact with objects stored in the datasets 
stored in the data repository or to edit the ontology . As an 
example of a user interaction , the user may input a search 
request into the system via the user interface . The search 
request may be input in a functional language , which may be 
converted to a database query for querying the one or more 
datasets 104 in the data repository 102 . For example , a 
high - level functional search request may be converted into 
a Query Domain Specific Language ( DSL ) based on 
JavaScript Object Notation ( JSON ) . This can reduce the 
effort needed for a developer to interact with the datasets 
104 . 
[ 0047 ] A search request may return one or more objects 
that match one or more searching criteria . Criteria for a 
search request may include one or more parameters relating 
to properties of objects , reference identifiers of objects , 
and / or other criteria . In some embodiments , a reference 
identifier for an object may include one or more of a service , 
instance , type and / or locator . One or more filters may be 
supplied with the search request . In some embodiments , a 
search request may support a keyword filter ( e . g . , searching 
one or more fields of objects for a specified query string 
value ) , an object type filter ( e . g . limiting the search results 
to a specific set of object types ) , a property filter ( e . g . 

specifying a query string / value to match on to one or more 
specific properties for a specific object / object type and / or 
one or more global properties that multiple objects / object 
types may share ) . A search result may require matching on 
some or all of the specified criteria . 
[ 0048 ] Objects returned by the search request may be 
viewed through the user interface . A list of objects meeting 
the search criteria can be displayed on the user interface . The 
user may select one or more the objects to view and / or 
interact with . 
[ 0049 ] When an object is selected to be viewed , a dash 
board is auto - generated using the ontology . The dashboard 
allows the user to interact with the object view in the ways 
defined in the ontology . The object view may comprise links 
to other objects , as defined in the ontology . The links may be 
one - to - one , one - to - many or many - to - one . Where one - to 
many links are indicated by the ontology , the object view 
may include one or more tabs allowing the user to select 
which of the links to navigate to view a linked object . 
[ 0050 . Furthermore , in some examples , the ontology may 
define a plurality of object views for an object and / or link . 
The object view may then comprise a view tab through 
which the user can select which of the views of the object to 
display . The initial / default view of the object displayed to 
the user may be defined in the ontology . 
10051 ] Once displayed , the user may interact with an 
object through the user interface 110 . The user can , for 
example , customise the object view . Examples of customi 
sation of an object view include adding tabs and / or widgets 
to the object view and / or changing an object view type . The 
user may , in some embodiments , edit the object itself . Edits 
to the object may be written back to the underlying dataset . 
In some embodiments , the object edits may be written to a 
cache of the data aggregation module during operation of the 
system by a user . The object edits will be written from the 
data aggregation module cache to the underlying dataset 
upon a request from the user . In some embodiments , the user 
may require a permission to write the object edits back to the 
underlying dataset . 
[ 0052 ] . The system can be used by multiple users at once , 
each interacting with the system through a user interface on 
a different device . Where multiple users attempt to edit a 
dataset at the same time , vector clocks and resolution 
strategies can be used to resolve the conflicts . 
10053 ] The database aggregation module 108 can maintain 
an up - to - date version of the searchable databases it has 
generated . The searchable databases can be resynchronised 
when updates to the underlying datasets and / or the ontology 
are detected . Only the updated parts may be resynchronised , 
not the full database . 
[ 0054 ] Referring to FIG . 2 , a block diagram of an exem 
plary computer system , which may comprise the data reposi 
tory , the client device , the data aggregation module and / or 
the ontology layer , consistent with examples of the present 
specification is shown . 
[ 0055 ] Computer system 112 includes a bus 114 or other 
communication mechanism for communicating information , 
and a hardware processor 116 coupled with bus for process 
ing information . Hardware processor 116 can be , for 
example , a general purpose microprocessor . Hardware pro 
cessor 116 comprises electrical circuitry . 
[ 0056 ] Computer system 112 includes a main memory 
118 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other 
dynamic storage device , which is coupled to the bus for 
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storing information and instructions to be executed by 
processor . The main memory 118 can also be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions by the processor 116 . 
Such instructions , when stored in non - transitory storage 
media accessible to the processor , render the computer 
system 112 into a special - purpose machine that is custom 
ized to perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
The main memory 118 may be referred to as volatile 
memory . 
[ 0057 ) Computer system 112 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 120 or other static storage device 122 
coupled to the bus for storing static information and instruc 
tions for the processor1 . A storage device 122 , such as a 
magnetic disk or optical disk , is provided and coupled to the 
bus for storing information and instructions . 
[ 0058 ] Computer system 112 can be coupled via the bus to 
a display 124 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , liquid 
crystal display , or touch screen , for displaying information 
to a user . An input device 126 , including alphanumeric and 
other keys , is coupled to the bus 114 for communicating 
information and command selections to the processor 116 . 
Another type of user input device 126 is cursor control 128 , 
for example using a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction 
keys for communicating direction information and com 
mand selections to the processor and for controlling cursor 
movement on the display . The input device 126 typically has 
two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , 
x ) and a second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device 
to specify positions in a plane . 
[ 0059 ] Computer system 112 can implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard - wired logic , 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program 
logic which in combination with the computer system causes 
or programs computer system to be a special - purpose 
machine . According to some embodiments , the operations , 
functionalities , and techniques disclosed herein are per 
formed by computer system in response to the processor 
executing one or more sequences of one or more instructions 
contained in the main memory . Such instructions can be read 
into the main memory from another storage medium , such as 
storage device . Execution of the sequences of instructions 
contained in main memory causes the processor to perform 
the process steps described herein . In alternative embodi 
ments , hard - wired circuitry can be used in place of or in 
combination with software instructions . 
[ 0060 ] The term “ storage media ” as used herein refers to 
any non - transitory media that stores data and / or instructions 
that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion . Such 
storage media can comprise non - volatile media and / or vola 
tile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , optical 
or magnetic disks , such as storage device . Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory , such as main memory 118 . 
Common forms of storage media include , for example , a 
floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , 
magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data storage medium , 
a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage medium , any 
physical medium with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , 
and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other 
memory chip or cartridge . 
[ 0061 ] Storage media is distinct from , but can be used in 
conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between storage 
media . For example , transmission media includes coaxial 

cables , copper wire and fibre optics , including the wires that 
comprise bus . Transmission media can also take the form of 
acoustic or light waves , such as those generated during 
radio - wave and infra - red data communications . 
[ 0062 ] Various forms of media can be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor for execution . For example , the instructions can 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of 
a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line or other transmission medium 
using a modem . A modem local to computer system can 
receive the data on the telephone line or other transmission 
medium and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data 
to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive the 
data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry 
can place the data on bus . Bus carries the data to the main 
memory , from which the processor retrieves and executes 
the instructions . The instructions received by the main 
memory can optionally be stored on the storage device either 
before or after execution by the processor . 
[ 0063 ] Computer system also includes a communication 
interface 130 coupled to the bus 114 . The communication 
interface provides a two - way data communication coupling 
to a network link that is connected to a local network 132 . 
For example , the communication interface can be an inte 
grated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable modem , 
satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data communi 
cation connection to a corresponding type of telephone line . 
As another example , the communication interface 1330 can 
be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a data 
communication connection to a compatible LAN . Wireless 
links can also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
the communication interface 130 sends and receives elec 
trical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital 
data streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0064 ] The network link typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , the network link can provide a connection 
through the local network 132 to a host computer 134 or to 
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider 
( ISP ) 136 . The ISP 136 in turn provides data communication 
services through the world wide packet data communication 
network now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 8 . The 
local network 132 and internet 138 both use electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams . The signals through the various networks and the 
signals on the network link and through the communication 
interface , which carry the digital data to and from the 
computer system , are example forms of transmission media . 
[ 0065 ] The computer system can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( S ) , network link and communication interface . For example , 
a first application server may transmit data through the local 
network to a different application server 140 . 
[ 0066 ] FIG . 3 shows an example of a method of using a 
data aggregation and processing system . 
[ 0067 ] A search request is input into a user interface by a 
user via a user device ( operation 3 . 1 ) . 
[ 0068 ] The search request relates to one or more datasets 
104 in the data repository 102 . The search request can 
comprise a request to display one or more objects in the 
datasets 104 . The user device comprises a display for display 
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of results if the user search request , and is herein also 
referred to as a display device . 
10069 ] The search request can be input through a graphical 
user interface using high - level commands . The high level 
commands are converted by the system into database queries 
for querying the one or more datasets 104 in the data 
repository 102 . In some examples , the high level commands 
can be input using a functional language . In some embodi 
ments , the high level commands are input through selecting 
options in a graphical user interface . 
[ 0070 ] At operation 3 . 2 , in response to the search request , 
the data aggregation module accesses the data repository to 
retrieve the objects related to the search request . The data 
aggregation module generates a searchable database from 
the retrieved objects using the ontology in the ontology 
layer . Ontological data is associated with objects in one or 
more datasets , and can comprise , for example , joins between 
datasets relating to similar and / or related objects . 
[ 0071 ] From the searchable database , a view of one or 
more of the objects can be generated ( operation 3 . 3 ) . The 
object view is generated based on the ontology in the 
ontology layer . For example , the ontology layer can define 
that an object should be presented as a bar chart , a line graph , 
a histogram , a table , a list or any other type of view . The 
ontology can also define the prominence of the objects , 
which can determine the order in which a plurality of objects 
will be displayed and / or if the object can be displayed at all 
to a user . The generated object view may be in the form of 
a dashboard . 
[ 0072 ] The generated object can be displayed to a user via 
the user interface on the display device at operation 3 . 4 . 
[ 0073 ] In effect , the system can provide a user interface 
that allows a user to interact with multiple datasets in a data 
repository through a single user interface . Views of objects 
in the datasets are automatically generated based on the 
ontology metadata , for example to determine the visual 
prominence that should initially be assigned to datasets . 
10074 ) FIGS . 4 - 6 shows examples of a graphical user 
interface for inputting search requests for querying a data 
repository and viewing the results of such search queries . 
[ 0075 ] The interface comprises a toolbar 142 . The toolbar 
142 provides a control element displaying icons and / or 
menus relating to the user interface . For example , the toolbar 
142 may provide file access features , save options and user 
settings . 
[ 0076 ] The interface further comprises a home bar 144 . 
The home bar 144 comprises two tabs , a search tab 146 and 
a feeds tab 148 . Feeds comprise saved searches that peri 
odically / continuously refresh . Feeds may , in some embodi 
ments , provide alerts to a user that the datasets they are 
monitoring have been updated . 
[ 0077 ] The interface further comprises a search panel 150 . 
The search panel 150 comprises a keyword search module 
152 through which the user may input search requests . One 
or more filters 154 can be added to the search request , for 
example by selecting filters from a tab 156 . The ontology 
can be used to provide a predicted set of filters that may be 
relevant to the datasets that relate to the keyword input into 
the keyword search module 152 . Multiple filters can be 
added to a search request . As the user is adding a filter , the 
user can also be provided with a distribution of the options 
they can chose from . The user can add filters on the search 
panel 150 to narrow the results . Filters stack in the left 
column in a human readable way . 

[ 0078 ] The interface further comprises a results panel 158 . 
The results panel comprises a results indicator 160 , which 
indicates the number of results that have been returned for 
the user search request . The results panel further comprises 
a results view 162 displaying a list of the objects 164 
returned by the system in response to the search request . In 
some embodiments , the results panel may further comprise 
a properties panel 166 which displays aggregated statistics 
relating to the search results . For example , the properties 
panel may display the number of search results of each 
object type . The statistics may be displayed in a graphical 
format , for example a histogram or a pie chart . 
[ 0079 ] The user can explore an object by interacting with 
it in the results list . For example , clicking on an object in the 
results list takes the user to that object . The object will then 
be displayed in dependence on the ontology associated with 
the object . The graphical user interface will transition to an 
object view . 
[ 0080 ] A schematic example of an object view in the user 
interface is shown in FIG . 5 . In the user interface , the results 
panel is replaced by an object view panel 168 . The object 
view panel 168 comprises a return panel 170 . The return 
panel 170 allows a user to navigate back to the results list in 
the results panel 158 of FIG . 4 . The object view panel 168 
further comprises an object view 172 . The object is dis 
played in the object view 172 dependence on the ontological 
data associated with the object in the ontology layer . 
[ 0081 ] The user can interact with the object through the 
object view 172 . Permitted user interactions are defined in 
the ontological data associated with the object . For example , 
the object may comprise links to other objects in the same 
or different datasets that can be navigated by the user . The 
user may interact with the link to transition the object view 
172 to the linked object . The linked object will be retrieved 
from the data repository . The object view 172 of the linked 
object will then be generated based on the ontological data 
in the ontology layer . The linked object will then be dis 
played in the object view 172 . When a linked object is 
displayed in this way , the return panel 170 will be replaced 
with a link back to the previous object . 
[ 0082 ] In some embodiments , the search results can be 
grouped into lists of objects of the same type , as shown in 
FIG . 6 . 
[ 0083 ] FIG . 7 shows a flowchart of a method for custom 
ising a user interface . 
10084 ] Objects displayed on the user interface are initially 
provided in a view defined by the ontology in the ontology 
layer of the system . The user can interact with the view via 
the user interface in order to customise the view . For 
example , the ontology may define the object view to be 
displayed as a line graph and / or with a high prominence , 
while the user may wish to view the object as a list and / or 
with a low prominence . However , the underlying object and 
its ontology may be modified between the user customising 
the view and subsequent reloads of the user customised 
object view . For example , additional data may be added to 
the object , which may make a particular view of the object 
no longer suitable . The ontology will therefore be updated to 
redefine the default object view . The following method can 
allow user customisations of an object view to be maintained 
when the underlying object or ontology are updated . 
[ 0085 ] The default visualisation of an object is initially 
provided to the user . The user can interact with the object , 
for example to customise the object view in the user inter 
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face ( operation 7 . 1 ) . Customisation of the object may be 
performed through a graphical user interface , such as the 
graphical user interface described in relation to FIGS . 4 - 6 
for example . Changes to the visualisation can be temporarily 
stored in a volatile memory of a user device on which the 
user interface is displayed . 
[ 0086 ] The user may wish for their customisations to be 
applied to the object view in future sessions in which the 
user interacts with the customised objects . The user can 
indicate that the customisations are to be saved for use in a 
future session at operation 7 . 2 . This indication can be made 
through the user interface , for example by selecting a “ Save 
changes " option in a GUI . In some embodiments , the 
indication is automatically made whenever the user leaves a 
session . 
10087 ] In response to the indication to save the customi 
sations , the differences between the customised object view 
and the default view defined in the ontology ( herein also 
referred to as a “ diff " ) are determined ( operation 7 . 3 ) . 
[ 0088 ] The diff can be associated with one or more users , 
including , for example , the user who implemented the 
customisations and the objects to which the customisations 
relate . The diff is stored for future use at operation 7 . 4 . The 
diff can be stored in the non - volatile memory of the user 
device used by the user to interact with the object . Alterna 
tively or additionally , the diff may be stored remotely . 
Remotely stored diffs can be transmitted to a user device 
when an associated user views one or more of the objects to 
which the diff relates . 
[ 0089 ] FIG . 8 shows a flow chart of an example of a 
method for applying customisations to object views . 
[ 0090 ) At operation 8 . 1 a user request for an object is 
received by the system through the user interface . The 
request can be submitted through a graphical user interface , 
such as that described in relation to FIGS . 4 - 6 for example . 
[ 0091 ] In response to the request , the system retrieves the 
object from the relevant dataset in the data repository 
( operation 8 . 2 ) . The default object view is defined by the 
ontology in the ontology layer . The object will be displayed 
using this default view unless a diff is determined to be 
present . 
[ 0092 ] At operation 8 . 3 , the system determines if a diff for 
the object that is associated with the user is present . If a diff 
is determined to be present , the diff is retrieved from its 
storage location . The storage location can , for example , be 
a memory of a user device through which the requesting user 
is interacting with the user interface of the system . In a 
further example , the diff may be stored remotely , and 
transmitted to the user device . 
[ 0093 ] At operation 8 . 4 , it is determined if the diff is 
compatible with the retrieved object . Ontological data can 
be used to determine if updates to object properties and / or to 
the ontology relating to the object have been made . These 
updates may or may not be compatible with the object view 
customisations stored in the diff . 
[ 0094 ) If the diff is determined to be compatible with the 
object , then the diff is applied to the object at operation 8 . 5 . 
The customised object view as defined by the ontology plus 
the diff is then displayed to the user via the user interface at 
operation 8 . 6 . 
[ 0095 ] If the diff is determined to be incompatible with the 
updated object properties , then the object view as defined in 
the ontology is used to display the object through the user 
interface . 

[ 0096 ] In effect , when the ontology is updated the cus 
tomisation of user applications comprising one or more 
object views can be automatically reapplied by adding the 
diff . 
[ 0097 ] In some embodiments , user customisations may be 
applied in a hierarchical manner . For example , an organi 
sation may generate a hierarchy of diffs to apply to an object . 
The hierarchy may , for example be an organisational diff , 
followed by one or more team and / or sub - team diffs , fol 
lowed by an individual user diff . Changes to diffs higher in 
the hierarchy can propagate down the hierarchy to ensure 
that object views remain consistent throughout parts of the 
organisation . 
[ 0098 ] An example of a method for applying diffs in a 
hierarchical manner is shown in FIG . 9 . A user in a hierarchy 
inputs a request for an object through a user interface 
( operation 9 . 1 ) . The user request may , for example , be input 
through a user interface as described in FIGS . 4 - 6 . 
[ 0099 ] In response to the user object request , the system 
determines user position in the hierarchy ( operation 9 . 2 ) . For 
example , the system may determine which organisation , 
teams and / or sub teams the user belongs to . 
10100 ] The requested object is retrieved , along with the 
diffs associated with the user position in the hierarchy 
( operation 9 . 3 ) . The default view of the requested object will 
be determined by the ontology associated with the object . 
The diffs provide a series of changes to the default object 
view . 
[ 0101 ] The first diff in the hierarchy is applied to the 
default object view at operation 9 . 4 . The first diff may , for 
example , correspond to the organisation that the user 
belongs to . For example , the first diff may provide organi 
sational level data or branding to an object view . 
10102 ] One or more further diffs are then applied sequen 
tially to the object view ( operation 9 . 5 ) . Each diff may 
correspond to a different level in the hierarchy that the user 
belongs to . 
f0103 ] Once the lowest level diff in the hierarchy has been 
applied , the generated objected is then displayed via the user 
interface ( operation 9 . 6 ) . 
[ 0104 ] In this way , changes to object views determined at 
higher levels in the hierarchy can be cascade down the 
hierarchy to object views at lower levels . 
10105 ] Methods described in the illustrative embodiments 
may be implemented as program modules or functional 
processes including routines , programs , objects , compo 
nents , data structures , etc . , that perform particular tasks or 
implement particular functionality , and may be implemented 
using existing hardware . Such existing hardware may 
include one or more processors ( e . g . one or more central 
processing units ) , digital signal processors ( DSPs ) , applica 
tion - specific - integrated - circuits , field programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGAs ) , computers , or the like . 
[ 0106 ] Unless specifically stated otherwise , or as is appar 
ent from the discussion , terms such as processing or com 
puting or calculating or determining or the like , refer to the 
actions and processes of a computer system , or similar 
electronic computing device . Note also that software imple 
mented aspects of the example embodiments may be 
encoded on some form of non - transitory program storage 
medium or implemented over some type of transmission 
medium . The program storage medium may be magnetic 
( e . g . a floppy disk or a hard drive ) or optical ( e . g . a compact 
disk read only memory , or CD ROM ) , and may be read only 
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or random access . Similarly the transmission medium may 
be twisted wire pair , coaxial cable , optical fibre , or other 
suitable transmission medium known in the art . The example 
embodiments are not limited by these aspects in any given 
implementation . 
[ 0107 ] It will be appreciated that many modifications may 
be made to the embodiments hereinbefore described . Such 
modifications may involve equivalent and other features 
which are already known in automated monitoring and 
control of machinery , and which may be used instead of or 
in addition to features already described herein . Features of 
one embodiment may be replaced or supplemented by 
features of another embodiment . 
[ 0108 ] In the above detailed description , numerous spe 
cific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough 
understanding of the various described implementations . 
However , it will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the 
art that the various described implementations may be 
practiced without these specific details . In other instances , 
well - known methods , procedures , components , circuits , and 
networks have not been described in detail so as not to 
unnecessarily obscure aspects of the implementations . 
[ 0109 ] It will also be understood that , although the terms 
first , second , etc . are , in some instances , used herein to 
describe various elements , these elements should not be 
limited by these terms . These terms are only used to distin 
guish one element from another . For example , a first user 
interface could be termed a second user interface , and , 
similarly , a second user interface could be termed a first user 
interface , without departing from the scope of the various 
described implementations . The first user interface and the 
second user interface are both types of user interfaces , but 
they are not the same user interface . 
[ 0110 ] The terminology used in the description of the 
various described implementations herein is for the purpose 
of describing particular implementations only and is not 
intended to be limiting . As used in the description of the 
various described implementations and the appended claims , 
the singular forms “ a ” , “ an ” , and “ the ” are intended to 
include the plural forms as well , unless the context clearly 
indicates otherwise . It will also be understood that the term 
“ and / or ” as used herein refers to and encompasses any and 
all possible combinations of one or more of the associated 
listed items . It will be further understood that the terms 
“ includes , ” “ including , ” “ comprises , " and / or “ comprising , " 
when used in this specification , specify the presence of 
stated 
[ 0111 ] features , integers , steps , operations , elements , and / 
or components , but do not preclude the presence or addition 
of one or more other features , integers , steps , operations , 
elements , components , and / or groups thereof . 
[ 0112 ] As used herein , the term “ if ” is , optionally , con 
strued to mean “ when ” or “ upon ” or “ in response to deter 
mining ” or “ in response to detecting ” or “ in accordance with 
a determination that , ” depending on the context . Similarly , 
the phrase “ if it is determined ” or “ if ?a stated condition or 
event ] is detected ” is , optionally , construed to mean “ upon 
determining " or " in response to determining ” or “ upon 
detecting [ the stated condition or event ] ” or “ in response to 
detecting [ the stated condition or event ] ” or “ in accordance 
with a determination that ?a stated condition or event ] is 
detected , ” depending on the context . 
[ 0113 ] Although claims have been formulated in this 
application to particular combinations of features , it should 

be understood that the scope of the disclosure of the present 
disclosure also includes any novel features or any novel 
combination of features disclosed herein either explicitly or 
implicitly or any generalization thereof , whether or not it 
relates to the same disclosure as presently claimed in any 
claim and whether or not it mitigates any or all of the same 
technical problems as does the present disclosure . 

1 . A method , performed by one or more processors , of 
querying data in a data repository comprising : 

receiving a search request relating to one or more datasets 
in the data repository , the search request comprising a 
display request to display at least a portion of the one 
or more datasets ; 

in response to the search request , generating a searchable 
database from the one or more datasets in a data 
repository based on ontological data associated with the 
one or more datasets ; 

generating , from the searchable database , an object view 
of at least the portion of one or more datasets , the view 
being generated based on the ontological data ; and 

providing the generated object view to be displayed on a 
display device . 

2 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
datasets comprises a plurality of datasets and wherein the 
ontological data comprises an indication of one or more 
joins between the datasets in the plurality of datasets . 

3 . The method of claim 1 , wherein one or more of the 
datasets comprises one or more objects and wherein the 
ontological data comprises display data relating to the one or 
more objects . 

4 . The method of claim 3 , wherein the ontological data 
comprises a display prominence for one or more of the 
objects . 

5 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the search request 
comprises one or more filters . 

6 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the view comprises one 
or more lists , the lists comprising tabs linking displayed data 
to joined datasets . 

7 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the method further 
comprises editing , through a user interface , the object view 
to create an edited object view . 

8 . The method of claim 7 , further comprising : 
determining one or more differences between the edited 

object view and the object view generated in depen 
dence on the ontological data ; 

associating the one or more differences with a user ; and 
storing the one or more differences in a memory . 
9 . The method of claim 1 , wherein generating the object 

view comprises : 
retrieving one or more stored object view differences 

associated with the user ; 
determining whether the one or more stored object view 

differences is compatible with the ontological data 
associated with the one or more datasets ; and 

in response to a positive determination , applying the one 
or more object view differences to a default object view 
generated in dependence on the ontological data , 
thereby to generate the object view . 

10 . The method of claim 9 , wherein generating the object 
view further comprises : 

in response to a negative determination , generating the 
default object view for display . 
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11 . The method of claim 9 , wherein the one or more stored 
object view differences comprises a hierarchy of stored 
object view differences . 

12 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the ontological data 
is at least in part generated by the one or more processors 
based on properties of the one or more datasets . 

13 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
editing one or more of the datasets ; 
updating the ontological data in dependence on the one or 
more edited datasets ; and 

regenerating the object view in dependence on the 
updated ontology . 

14 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising : 
editing the ontological data ; and 
regenerating the object view in dependence on the edited 

ontological data . 
15 . A system comprising : 
a user interface ; 
a data aggregation module ; 
a data repository comprising a plurality of datasets ; and 
an ontology layer comprising metadata indicative of rela 

tionships between the plurality of datasets ; 
one or more physical processors ; 
a memory storing instructions that , when executed by the 
one or more physical processors , cause the system to : 

receiving a search request relating to one or more datasets 
in the data repository , the search request comprising a 
display request to display at least a portion of the one 
or more datasets ; 

in response to the search request , generating a searchable 
database from the one or more datasets in a data 
repository based on ontological data associated with the 
one or more datasets ; 

generating , from the searchable database , an object view 
of at least the portion of one or more datasets , the view 
being generated based on the ontological data ; and 
providing the generated object view to be displayed on 

a display device . 

16 . The system of claim 15 , wherein the one or more 
datasets comprises a plurality of datasets and wherein the 
ontological data comprises an indication of one or more 
joins between the datasets in the plurality of datasets . 

17 . The system of claim 15 , wherein one or more of the 
datasets comprises one or more objects and wherein the 
ontological data comprises display data relating to the one or 
more objects . 

18 . A non - transitory computer - readable storage medium 
including instructions that , when executed by at least one 
processor of a computing system , cause the computing 
system to perform a method comprising : 

receiving a search request relating to one or more datasets 
in the data repository , the search request comprising a 
display request to display at least a portion of the one 
or more datasets ; 
in response to the search request , generating a search 

able database from the one or more datasets in a data 
repository based on ontological data associated with 
the one or more datasets ; 

generating , from the searchable database , an object view 
of at least the portion of one or more datasets , the view 
being generated based on the ontological data ; and 
providing the generated object view to be displayed on 

a display device . 
19 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage 

medium of claim 18 , wherein the one or more datasets 
comprises a plurality of datasets and wherein the ontological 
data comprises an indication of one or more joins between 
the datasets in the plurality of datasets . 

20 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
medium of claim 18 , wherein one or more of the datasets 
comprises one or more objects and wherein the ontological 
data comprises display data relating to the one or more 
objects . 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR EVALUATING 
NETWORK THREATS AND USAGE 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY 
PRIORITY APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1 . 57 . 
[ 0002 ] This application is a continuation of U . S . patent 
application Ser . No . 15 / 419 , 718 , filed Jan . 30 , 2017 , which 
is a continuation of U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 816 , 
748 , filed Aug . 3 , 2015 , now U . S . Pat . No . 9 , 560 , 066 , which 
is a continuation of U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 479 , 
863 , filed Sep . 8 , 2014 , now U . S . Pat . No . 9 , 100 , 428 , which 
is a continuation of U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 147 , 
402 filed Jan . 3 , 2014 , now U . S . Pat . No . 8 , 832 , 832 . Each of 
these applications are hereby incorporated by reference 
herein in their entireties . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 
[ 0003 ] The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for generating scores representing the threat reputa 
tion and usage of respective IP addresses . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0004 ] Traditional IP address blacklists and whitelists 
have to be updated periodically and contain many false 
positives . Traditional methods of classifying an IP address as 
a threat can mistakenly classify IP addresses of employees 
and authorized users as threats . 

threat score for the IP address based at least on the deter 
mined quantity of occurrences , the recency of occurrences , 
and the weighting factor for each of the data sources . 
[ 00071 In accordance with another aspect , one or more 
computer processors and a tangible storage device storing 
one or more modules configured for execution by the one or 
more computer processors in order to cause the computer 
system to : determine an IP address for which a usage score 
is to be determined ; access network usage datasets from 
each of one or more data sources , the network usage datasets 
comprising : a plurality of recorded network usage events , 
date and time of each of the plurality of recorded network 
usage events , an originating IP address for each of the 
plurality of recorded network usage events , and / or an event 
type of each of the plurality of recorded network usage 
events ; determine which of the network usage datasets 
includes one or more occurrences of the IP address , wherein 
each occurrence indicates a usage by the IP address ; for each 
of the data sources for which the IP address is a member of 
the corresponding network usage dataset : determine a quan 
tity of occurrences of the IP address in the data source ; 
determine a recency of each occurrence of the IP address in 
the network usage dataset , wherein recency is determined 
based on an amount of time between date and time of 
respective occurrences and a current time ; determine a 
weighting factor for each of the data sources indicating 
authority of each of the data sources ; and determine an usage 
score for the IP address based at least on the determined 
quantity of occurrences , the recency of occurrences , and the 
weighting factor for each of the data sources . 
10008 ] In accordance with another aspect , a non - transitory 
computer - readable storage medium storing computer - ex 
ecutable instructions configured to direct a computing sys 
tem to : determine an IP address for which a threat score is 
to be determined ; access data sources from each of one or 
more data sources , the data sources comprising : a plurality 
of recorded network threat events , date and time of each of 
the plurality of recorded network threat events , an originat 
ing IP address for each of the plurality of recorded network 
threat events , and / or an event type of each of the plurality of 
recorded network threat events , determine which of the data 
sources includes one or more occurrences of the IP address , 
wherein each occurrence indicates a threat by the IP address ; 
for each of the data sources for which the IP address is a 
member of the corresponding data source : determine a 
quantity of occurrences of the IP address in the data source ; 
determine a recency of each occurrence of the IP address in 
the data source , wherein recency is determined based on an 
amount of time between respective occurrences and a cur 
rent time ; determine a weighting factor for each of the data 
sources indicating expected accuracy of respective occur 
rences indicated in the data source of the data source ; and 
determine the threat score for the IP address based at least on 
the determined quantity of occurrences , the recency of 
occurrences , and the weighting factor for each of the data 
sources . 

SUMMARY 
[ 0005 ] There is a need to generate threat reputation scores 
and usage scores of IP addresses based on reliability of data 
sources , passage of time , membership in various data 
sources , and / or amount of threats or uses . There is also a 
need to understand both the network threat potential and 
possible trusted affiliation of an IP address at the same time . 
[ 0006 ] In accordance with one aspect , a computer system 
comprises one or more computer processors and a tangible 
storage device storing one or more modules configured for 
execution by the one or more computer processors in order 
to cause the computer system to : determine an IP address for 
which a threat score is to be determined ; access data sources 
from each of one or more data sources , the data sources 
comprising : a plurality of recorded network threat events , 
date and time of each of the plurality of recorded network 
threat events , an originating IP address for each of the 
plurality of recorded network threat events , and / or an event 
type of each of the plurality of recorded network threat 
events ; determine which of the data sources includes one or 
more occurrences of the IP address , wherein each occur 
rence indicates a threat by the IP address ; for each of the data 
sources for which the IP address is a member of the 
corresponding data source : determine a quantity of occur 
rences of the IP address in the data source ; determine a 
recency of each occurrence of the IP address in the data 
source , wherein recency is determined based on an amount 
of time between respective occurrences and a current time ; 
determine a weighting factor for each of the data sources 
indicating expected accuracy of respective occurrences indi - 
cated in the data source of the data source ; and determine the 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0009 ] FIG . 1 illustrates one embodiment of an IP repu 
tation system , various data sources , modules , and data flow 
in the system . 
[ 0010 ] FIG . 2 illustrates an embodiment of system illus 
trating various data sources and information collected from 
the various data sources . 
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[ 0011 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an embodiment of the IP reputa 
tion system and factors considered by the system in gener 
ating threat reputation scores and usage scores . 
[ 0012 ] FIG . 4 illustrates three stages of generating threat 
reputation scores and usage scores using the IP reputation 
system . 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 5 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative 
process of determining weightings of data sources . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 6 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative 
process of calculating a threat reputation score for an IP 
address . 
[ 0015 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative 
process of calculating a usage score for an IP address . 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 8 is a two - dimensional heat map illustrating 
threat reputation scores and usage scores of IP addresses . 
[ 0017 ] . FIG . 9 is a block diagram illustrating one embodi 
ment of a computer system with which certain methods and 
modules discussed herein may be implemented . 

[ 0023 ] Properties : Attributes of a data object that represent 
individual data items . At a minimum , each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values . 
[ 0024 ] Property Type : The type of data a property is , such 
as a string , an integer , or a double . Property types may 
include complex property types , such as a series data values 
associated with timed ticks ( e . g . a time series ) , etc . 
[ 0025 ] Property Value : The value associated with a prop 
erty , which is of the type indicated in the property type 
associated with the property . A property may have multiple 
values . 
[ 0026 ] Link : A connection between two data objects , 
based on , for example , a relationship , an event , and / or 
matching properties . Links may be directional , such as one 
representing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . 
[ 0027 ] Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects . 
10028 ] Threat Reputation Score ( Threat Score ) : A score 
that represents the maliciousness of an IP address . It can be 
a probability of an IP address being involved in an actual 
network security threat based on historical network security 
data . The score may also be called an “ threat score , " and / or 
a “ risk score . ” 
[ 0029 ] Usage Score : A score that represent a likelihood 
that an IP address is trusted and , therefore , is not involved 
in threat activities associated with an entity . For example , a 
usage score may indicate how actively an IP address is used 
by a trusted user , such as a customer , an employee , or an 
authorized user of an entity , as opposed to untrusted and / or 
unauthorized users of the entity ' s computing network . It is 
also called “ customer and employee usage score . ” 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF CERTAIN 
EMBODIMENTS 

Definitions 
[ 0018 ] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys 
tems and methods discussed herein , a number of terms are 
defined below . The terms defined below , as well as other 
terms used herein , should be construed to include the 
provided definitions , the ordinary and customary meaning of 
the terms , and / or any other implied meaning for the respec 
tive terms . Thus , the definitions below do not limit the 
meaning of these terms , but only provide exemplary defi 
nitions . 
[ 0019 ] Ontology : Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases . For 
example , the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database , and how 
objects and properties may be related . 
10020 ] Database : A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and / or organizing data , including , but not limited to , 
relational databases ( Oracle database , mySQL database , 
etc . ) , spreadsheets , XML files , and text file , among others . It 
is also called a data store or a data structure herein . 
[ 0021 ] Data Object or Object : A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 
number of definable properties . For example , a data object 
can represent an entity such as a person , a place , an 
organization , a market instrument , or other noun . A data 
object can represent an event that happens at a point in time 
or for a certain duration . A data object can representa 
document or other unstructured data source such as an 
e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper or article . 
Each data object may be associated with a unique identifier 
that uniquely identifies the data object . The object ' s attri 
butes ( e . g . metadata about the object ) may be represented in 
one or more properties . 
[ 0022 ] Object Type : Type of a data object ( e . g . , person , 
event , or document ) . Object types may be defined by an 
ontology and may be modified or updated to include addi 
tional object types . An object definition ( e . g . , in an ontology ) 
may include how the object is related to other objects , such 
as being a sub - object type of another object type ( e . g . an 
agent may be a sub - object type of a person object type ) , and 
the properties the object type may have . 

IP Reputation System 
[ 0030 ] FIG . 1 illustrates one embodiment of an IP repu 
tation system , various data sources , modules , and data flow 
in the system . The system 100 includes multiple data 
sources , including data sources 102 , 104 , 106 , 108 , which 
represented different example data source types . In particu 
lar , data source 102 represents an intrusion detection system , 
which may include a device or application that monitors 
network or system activities for malicious activities or 
policy violations , and reports such activities to a manage 
ment device or system . Data source 104 represents a fire 
wall , which may include a device - based or application 
based network security system that controls incoming and / or 
outgoing network traffic by analyzing data packets and 
determining whether the traffic should be allowed through or 
not , based on an applied rule set . Data source 106 represents 
a proxy server , which may include a computing system or an 
application that acts as an intermediary for requests from 
clients seeking resources from other computing resources . 
Data source 106 may include a web proxy , a database proxy , 
reverse proxy , and so forth . Data source 108 represents a 
Virtual Private Network ( VPN ) , which may enable a com 
puting device to send and receive data across shared or 
public networks as if the computing device were directly 
connected to the private network . 
10031 ] Other types of data sources , such as mobile com 
puting devices , game servers , and so forth , may also provide 
input data regarding network security events . For example , 
a mobile device may act as a hotspot for other devices . The 
hotspot application installed on the mobile device may 
maintain a log of potential threats and also users , accounts , 
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and / or devices that are authorized to use the hotspot . Other 
types of data sources not explicitly mentioned may also be 
used . 
[ 0032 ] Data sources such as depicted in FIG . 1 may 
maintain logs of network traffic , including IP addresses of 
various computing devices that are connected to and / or 
request resources from the data sources . For example , a VPN 
usually is associated with a VPN log . The VPN log allows 
administrators , users , and network security analysts to deter 
mine the IP address , entities , locations , and so forth , of the 
computing devices that have been connected to the VPN . 
Similarly , a firewall log reveals a lot of information about 
security threat attempts at a network and also the nature of 
the traffic coming in and going out of the firewall . Logs from 
an intrusion detection system 102 , a proxy server 106 , and 
so forth usually also includes information regarding historic 
connection information of network traffic . 
0033 ] In some embodiments , some data sources , such as 

an intrusion detection system 102 , may also maintain “ black 
lists , ” which include IP addresses that the data sources deem 
dangerous . Some data sources publish and share such black 
lists periodically with the public . Some data sources main 
tain proprietary black lists shared only internally within an 
organization . Some software providers have black lists that 
may be included with purchase of proprietary network 
security software . There are also websites which allow users 
to check whether an IP address is included in one or many 
of such black lists maintained by various sources . 
[ 0034 ] In some embodiments , some data sources , such as 
VPN 108 , may include a database of trusted users , a trusted 
user table , or a list of authorized users or user computing 
devices . This may also be referred to as a " white list " or a 
“ trusted list . ” For example , a VPN server may maintain one 
or more data tables of users who are authorized to log in to 
the VPN server and connect to a private network . Member 
ship in a “ white list " usually means that the user is a trusted 
user , an employee of an organization , or someone authorized 
to access a private network . 
[ 0035 ] In some embodiments , various computing devices 
and / or users may be designated as safe so that communica 
tions with those safe computing devices are not erroneously 
designated as potentially dangerous . For example , in a 
company that tests SPAM email detection software , a testing 
computer that sends out SPAM emails on a regular basis 
may be marked as a safe computer and given access to 
various network resources . 
[ 0036 ] The system 100 also includes a network 110 , users 
120 that are connected to the network 110 , and administra 
tors 130 who are connected to the network 110 . The system 
100 includes an IP reputation system 150 , which is in 
communication with one or more of the data sources and 
provides IP reputation data to users , among other functions 
that are discussed herein . 
[ 0037 ] Depending on the embodiment , the IP reputation 
system 150 may include a threat reputation score module 
152 , a usage score module 154 , a weighting module 156 , and 
a reporting module 158 , discussed further below . The repu 
tation system 150 may also include a data store 160 . In some 
embodiments , the data store 160 may be located remotely 
from the IP reputation system 150 . The IP reputation system 
150 and its various modules may receive input data from 
data sources 102 , 104 , 106 , 108 , and other types of sources 
of network traffic and security data . 

[ 0038 ] In general , the IP reputation system 150 accesses 
data at multiple data sources in order to assess characteris 
tics of particular IP addresses . The weighting module 156 
may generate weights for respective data sources based on 
historic accuracy of network threat reports . Depending on 
the embodiments , the more accurate a data source is in terms 
of successful past threat alerts , the more weight is assigned 
to incidents reported by that data source . Various methods 
for generating weights for respective data sources are further 
discussed below . 
[ 0039 ] In some embodiments , the threat reputation module 
152 may use network security information from the data 
sources 102 , 104 , 106 , and 108 ( including network threats , 
time , location , IP address , and so forth ) , weights generated 
by the weighting module 156 , and / or additional information 
such as an IP address ' s membership in a " blacklist ” or a 
“ watch list " in a data source , to generate threat reputation 
scores for individual IP addresses and / or groups of IP 
addresses . Various methods for generating the threat repu 
tation scores are further discussed below . Depending on the 
embodiment , network threats may include various suspi 
cious , unwanted , and / or illegal activities . For example , 
network threats may include network attacks ( e . g . , denial of 
service attacks ) and / or threats ( e . g . , activities that don ' t rise 
to the level of an attack , but are suspicious , unwanted , and / or 
illegal ) . 
[ 0040 ] In some embodiments , the usage score module 154 
may use network security information from data sources 
102 , 104 , 106 , and 108 ( including network attacks , time , 
location , IP address , and so forth ) , weights generated by the 
weighting module 156 , and / or additional information such 
as an IP address ' s membership in a trusted employee list or 
inclusion in a trusted user list in a data source , to generate 
usage scores for individual IP addresses and / or groups of IP 
addresses . Various methods for generating the usage scores 
are further discussed below . 
[ 0041 ] Depending on the embodiment , the reporting mod 
ule 158 may generate a user interface , a heat map , web site , 
or some other kinds of representation of the scores generated 
by the threat reputation score module 152 and / or the usage 
score module 154 . The reporting module 158 may also send 
scores to the users 120 and / or administrators 130 directly in 
a summarized report , identifying potentially important IP 
addresses that the administrators 130 or the users 120 should 
pay special attention to . Further details regarding the report 
ing module 158 are discussed below . 
[ 0042 ] FIG . 2 illustrates two data sources 250 and 255 , 
and information collected from those various data sources . 
As shown in FIG . 2 , a server computer 225 , a mobile 
phone / computing device 230 , and a personal computer 235 
are all connected to the network server 250 via network 203 . 
The network server 250 may be an email server , web server , 
database server , print server , file server , authentication 
server , or a computing node acting as a peer - to - peer server 
( P2P sever ) , and so forth . In this example , a computing node 
240 and a laptop computer 245 are connected to the network 
access device 255 via network 205 . The network access 
device 255 may be a router , switch , network bridge , and so 
forth . 
[ 0043 ] In some embodiments , the network server 250 and 
network access device 255 each maintain a log of historic 
network security events that are believed to be potentially 
noteworthy . For example , the network server 250 may 
maintain a log of suspicious activities as shown in table 210 . 
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Depending on the embodiment , the log may include infor - 
mation such as host IP address , date and time of the hit 
( event ) , name of the Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) if 
known , and the type of event . In the example as shown in 
FIG . 2 , the types of event include spyware , peer - to - peer 
( P2P ) , advertising , malicious attack , suspicious and / or ille 
gal activities , and some unknown activities that could be 
potentially suspicious or dangerous . Depending on the 
embodiment , other types of threats or suspicious activities 
may also be included , such as sending SPAM emails , too 
many failed authentication requests , and so forth . Each 
activity , its originating IP address , date and time , and ISP 
information may also be included in the log . As shown in 
FIG . 2 , the network access device 255 also maintains a log 
of suspicious activities as shown in table 220 in a format that 
is similar to table 210 . Depending on the embodiment , the 
security events may be stored in any format and include 
additional and / or less information than is shown in the 
example tables 210 and 220 . 
[ 0044 ] Analyzing information stored in table 210 and table 
220 can be difficult for several reasons . First , there can be 
many false alerts . For example , if a trusted user who has 
VPN or other types of access to the network server 250 has 
forgotten his or her password , and tried unsuccessfully to log 
onto the network server 250 frequently in a short period of 
time , this could be seen as a potential security threat and 
recorded in the log . A user or an administrator cannot easily 
tell that the IP address of the trusted user is not initiating an 
attack or an otherwise true alert - worthy activity . Second , a 
busy server of a network access device may receive a huge 
number of visit or resource requests per second . Therefore , 
the logs can be much longer than the tables 210 and 220 . It 
is virtually impossible for humans to analyze such data . It is 
also slow and inefficient to spot false alerts using traditional 
programs that monitor such activities because traditional 
programs maintain a list of suspicious IP addresses or 
computing device identities . 
[ 0045 ] FIG . 3 is conceptual block diagram illustrating 
example factors that may be considered by the system in 
generating threat reputation scores and usage scores , such as 
for a particular IP address 310 . Depending on the embodi 
ment , the IP reputation system 150 may consider data from 
various other data sources in determining attributes of an IP 
address . 
[ 0046 ] As indicated in FIG . 3 , membership 320 in public 
and / or private blacklists and trusted user lists ( e . g . , 
whitelists , such as authorized VPN users ) may be considered 
in determining scores or other characteristics of the IP 
address 320 . 
[ 0047 ] The IP reputation system 150 may consider 
recency 322 of the suspicious events . Generally , the more 
recent a suspicious event is , the more probable that it is 
indicative of the risk potential of the IP address 310 . 
Similarly , the more recent a trusted event ( such as an 
authorized device logging into a VPN ) , the more probative 
it is regarding the trustworthiness of the IP address 310 . 
[ 0048 ] The IP reputation system 150 may also consider the 
quantity 324 of suspicious events or trusted events originat 
ing from the IP address 310 . Generally , the more suspicious 
activities that an IP address 310 is involved in , the more 
likely that the IP address 310 may pose a security threat . 
Similarly , the more trusted events an IP address 310 is 

involved in , the more likely that the IP address 310 is an IP 
address that is used by an employee or an otherwise autho 
rized / trusted user . 
[ 0049 ] In addition , the IP reputation system 150 may also 
consider the severity 328 of suspicious events originating 
from the IP address 310 . Depending on the embodiment , 
potentially suspicious events may be categorized according 
to various standards and / or conventions . For example , a 
malicious attack may more serious than advertising . How 
ever , the level of severity may also be adjusted or custom 
ized based on different organizational needs . For example , 
an organization may want to identify IP addresses that are 
associated with disseminating copyrighted materials online . 
Accordingly , the IP reputation system 150 may set the 
severity 328 of P2P events and potential sharing of large files 
higher than normal . 
[ 0050 ] Moreover , severity 328 may also be affected by 
origin of the IP address . For example , if the IP address is 
from a known notorious source of hacking activities , then 
the severity used for calculating the threat reputation score 
may be higher than normal even for suspicious events of the 
same type . 
[ 0051 ] The risk assessment 340 for the particular IP 
address may include both a usage score ( also called a good 
score ) and a threat reputation score ( also called a threat score 
or a bad score ) . The risk assessment 340 may be provided to 
an entity in various formats , such as via one or more user 
interfaces that display usage scores , threat scores , and / or 
other information regarding particular IP addresses ( e . g . , see 
the example user interfaces of FIG . 4 ) . The usage score may 
represent how trustworthy the IP address is . For example , if 
the usage score is based on the membership information 320 , 
such as a list of trusted and / or authorized users and their 
device information , and the IP address 310 is associated with 
an employee ' s device ( e . g . , employee ' s cellphone ) in the 
membership information 320 , the usage score for the IP 
address 310 may be relatively high . In another example , if 
the IP address 310 has been involved in multiple actual 
threats based on quantity 324 and actual threat data 326 , it 
is more likely that the IP address 310 may have a higher 
threat score . In some embodiments , the recency 322 and 
severity 328 also play important roles in determining the 
threat score . 
[ 0052 ] FIG . 4 is a flow diagram illustrating various types 
of IP scoring / ratings that may be generated by the IP 
reputation system . The example embodiment 400 includes a 
list of IP addresses 410 , which may also include additional 
information such as event type , time , originating location , 
settings , severity , type , and so forth , regarding respective IP 
addresses . During the first stage of generating the scores , the 
list of IP address 410 may be gathered from a variety of data 
sources . As discussed , the data sources may include all kinds 
of computing , networking , and / or mobile devices . 
[ 0053 ] During the second stage of generating the scores as 
shown in FIG . 4 , the IP reputation system 150 analyzes the 
IP address usage data 410 , which may include various types 
of data , such as those illustrated in FIG . 3 . In some embodi 
ments , the IP address usage data 410 can include IP 
addresses , activities associated with the IP addresses , con 
nection types , date , and time , and so forth . Because a given 
IP address may appear in multiple different threat data 
sources and each occurrence can be considered , in order to 
generate the scores of a given IP addresses , input data from 
across a plurality of data sources may be considered . 
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[ 0054 ] During the third stage of generating the scores , the 
IP reputation system 150 may generate and present scores , 
ratings , and / or other summary data related to the IP 
addresses , to various users . The scores may be presented to 
users in various formats via the reporting module 158 . For 
example , a table 420 may be generated and presented to a 
user or an administrator . The table 420 , as shown , includes 
four IP addresses and their respective pair of scores - a 
threat score and a usage score for each IP address . This 
format allows a user or an administrator to easily identify 
interesting targets for further investigation . For example , the 
IP address “ 58 . 58 . 23 . 145 ” has both a high threat reputation 
score ( 0 . 78 ) and a relatively high usage score ( 0 . 9 ) . The high 
threat reputation score may be based largely on the fact that 
the IP address frequently appears in an intrusion detection 
system , while the high usage score may indicate that the IP 
address is used by someone with trusted access , such as an 
employee who regularly connects to the network with VPN . 
In this example , it may be unwise to simply blacklist this IP 
address and prohibit it from connecting in the future . 
[ 0055 ] The table 430 , as shown , includes additional 
example representations of risk levels . In this example , a 
" risk ” representation has taken both the threat reputation 
score and the usage score into consideration already . For 
example , the IP address “ 58 . 58 . 23 . 145 ” has both a high 
threat reputation score ( 0 . 78 ) and a relatively high usage 
score ( 0 . 9 ) . Therefore , in terms of risk , it is shown in table 
430 as only having one “ bomb " associated with it — less than 
the risk rating of two bombs given to IP address “ 133 . 109 . 
7 . 42 , ” which is associated with a lower usage score of 0 . 03 , 
which may indicate that the moderate threat score of 0 . 66 is 
not mitigated by appropriate usage data associated with the 
IP address . Depending on the embodiment , other graphical 
indicators may be provided ( e . g . , rather than the bombs 
shown in example table 430 ) , and various algorithms may be 
used in interpreting threat usage and / or usage scores in order 
to determine graphical representations . 
[ 0056 ] Depending on the embodiment , the IP reputation 
system 150 may also generate threat reputation scores and 
usage scores and list them in data structures , such as 
example tables 440 and 450 , as shown in FIG . 4 . A user or 
an administrator may sort the scores and identify the IP 
addresses that are most dangerous or trustworthy , or most 
likely a candidate for false alarms ( e . g . , a score with high 
threat score and high usage score , etc . ) . The usage and threat 
data in these data structures may then be analyzed in various 
manners in order to provide an end user with the best data 
for consumption of the data , whether it be a risk score table 
such as table 420 or a risk rating graphical indicator , such as 
in table 430 , or in some other form . 

[ 0058 ] The process 500 begins at block 510 , wherein 
threat related data is received from multiple data sources . As 
previously discussed , the IP reputation system 150 may 
calculate threat reputation scores using data from one or 
more data sources . One benefit of using data across a variety 
of data sources is that data sources have differing levels of 
data and accuracy levels of such data . 
[ 0059 ] The process 500 then proceeds to block 520 and the 
accuracy of threat data from the one or more data sources are 
determined . In some embodiments , in order to determine 
accuracy of the various data sources , the IP reputation 
system 150 may compare data received from various data 
sources to identify overlaps . For example , if an intrusion 
detection system reports a suspicious activity from IP 
address 110 . 110 . 110 . 110 at 10 : 49 PM on Dec . 5 , 2013 , and 
a firewall installed on the same internal network also reports 
a suspicious activity from the same IP address 110 . 110 . 110 . 
110 at 10 : 49 PM on Dec . 5 , 2013 , then it is more likely that 
both are accurate regarding this particular activity and IP 
address . 
[ 0060 ] In some other embodiments , the IP reputation 
system 150 may compare the reported data from various 
data sources against known ( e . g . , confirmed ) security 
threats . For example , the IP reputation system 150 may 
maintain a list of known security threats for a given period 
of time . The IP reputation system 150 may then identify the 
alerts as reported by various data sources relevant to the IPs 
in the known security threats during the same period of time . 
For example , a data source may provide threat data associ 
ated with a particular IP address on day 1 , but that particular 
threat is not confirmed until day 10 ( nine days after the data 
source originally indicated that there is a threat risk associ 
ated with the IP address , and before the threat could be 
confirmed ) . Because the data source accurately indicated a 
threat risk that turned into an actual threat , future data from 
that particular data source may be very valuable . Accord 
ingly , the IP reputation system 150 may assign a high 
weighting to threat risk from that data source ( or perhaps 
some subset of threat data from that data source , such as 
threat data of the same type that has been associated with 
later confirmed threats ) . Conversely , if a data source pro 
vides threat data that is never associated with an actual threat 
( e . g . , within a predetermined time period after the threat data 
is received ) , the IP reputation system 150 may assign a lower 
weighting to that data source , or to some subset of threat data 
provided from that data source . Depending on the embodi 
ment , weightings may be determined in real - time ( e . g . , each 
time a risk score for an IP address is requested ) , or in some 
scheduled manner , such as nightly based on new threat data 
received from various sources and confirmed threats that 
may be associated / linked to previously received threat data . 
[ 0061 ] The process 500 then proceeds to block 525 
wherein the IP reputation system 150 calculates weightings 
for respective data sources . In the calculation of threat 
reputation scores , the weights used for each data source i 
may be represented as a value c ; . Depending on the embodi 
ment , the weight for a data source may be an estimated 
percentage of its IP addresses that are involved in actual 
threats . Depending on the embodiment , the percentage may 
be calculated in different ways depending on the data 
sources . Moreover , the weights may be updated over time or 
as needed . 
[ 0062 ] In addition , the method of how weights are calcu 
lated can be further designed to be configurable based on the 

Example Threat Reputation Scoring Methods 
[ 0057 ] FIG . 5 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative 
process of determining weightings of data sources . The 
process of FIG . 5 may be performed by the IP reputation 
system 150 in response to input from one or more data 
sources , for example , such as a log from a VPN , an intrusion 
detection system , a computing device , a network device , a 
server , and so forth . However , the process may also be 
performed by other computing systems in some embodi 
ments . Depending on the embodiment , the method of FIG . 
5 may include fewer or additional blocks and the blocks may 
be performed in an order that is different than illustrated . 
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type of data source . For example , for data sources that are or 
similar to an alerting systems ( e . g . , an Intrusion Detection 
System or IDS ) , there may be reported malicious IP 
addresses used in actual threats in the past ( e . g . , historical 
threats that are previously recorded ) . For known malicious 
IPs used in actual threats , the IP reputation system 150 may 
divide the number of alerts relevant to those IP addresses by 
the total number of alerts during the time frame of a given 
actual threat . This value serves as a rough " signal - to - noise " 
ratio that can be used as a weight . The ratio can be more 
accurate if more data regarding malicious IP addresses 
become available . Additionally , feedback from analysts who 
work with these alerting systems may also be considered . 
[ 0063 ] For data sources such as external blacklists ( e . g . , 
DellTM Secure Works ) , the IP reputation system 150 may 
estimate the percentage of IP addresses that are involved in 
actual threats that it predicts will be involved in threats . In 
some embodiments , the percentage can be calculated by 
counting the number of IP addresses on each blacklist that 
appear in alerting system data sources ( e . g . , intrusion detec 
tion systems , SPAM in the ProofPoint enterprise email 
security system , etc . ) during a given time interval after the 
blacklist was received . In some other embodiments , actual 
threat data , known actual attack data ( such as recorded 
attack events that are verified ) and experiment attack data 
( such as attacks that are initiated for purposes of analyzing 
a system and / or testing the alert responses ) may also be 
used . 
[ 0064 ] In some embodiments , blacklists containing IP 
addresses that appear in none of the accessible alerting 
system data sources may be given a low default weight so 
that they can be configured to appear in the IP address ' s 
reputation summary , but do not have a large impact on the 
score . This situation may occur if the blacklist was received 
from a source who reported IP addresses with an alerting 
mechanism different from any other alerting systems . 
[ 0065 ] Another type of data source is internal blacklists . In 
some embodiments , the IP reputation system 150 may use 
all the IP addresses that appear in the internal blacklists and 
apply similar weighting methods as previously discussed 
regarding external blacklists to IP addresses originating 
from the internal blacklists . In some other embodiments , 
higher weights may be given to the internal blacklists 
because they can be considered to be more trustworthy . 
[ 0066 ] The process 500 then proceeds to block 530 
wherein the IP reputation system 150 calculates threat 
reputation scores for respective IP addresses . In some 
embodiments , the threat reputation score for an IP address 
may be calculated based on a probability of a given IP 
address being involved in an actual threat based on the 
historical accuracy of threat data sources that the IP address 
appears in . For example , each data source is associated with 
a weight , which can be an estimated percentage of its IP 
addresses that were actually involved in a threat . If an IP 
addresses is reported by multiple data sources , the prob 
abilities may be combined to produce a final score . 
[ 0067 ] FIG . 6 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative 
process of calculating a threat reputation score for an IP 
address , such as at block 530 of FIG . 5 . The process of FIG . 
6 may be performed by the IP reputation system 150 in 
response to an inquiry regarding the potential threats related 
to an IP address . For example , an entity may transmit a 
request for a threat reputation score of an IP address that is 
requesting access to the entity ' s network , such as to gauge 

whether or not the IP address should be blocked from the 
network . In some embodiments , an entity may transmit a 
request for generating threat reputation scores for a plurality 
of IP addresses that may have attempted to or have accessed 
its network . The request may be processed by the IP 
reputation system 150 in batch . 
10068 ] The data sources used in the process 600 may 
include various sources such as a log from a VPN , an 
intrusion detection system , a computing device , a network 
device , a server , and so forth . However , the process may also 
be performed by other computing systems in some embodi 
ments . Depending on the embodiment , the method of FIG . 
6 may include fewer or additional blocks and the blocks may 
be performed in an order that is different than illustrated . 
[ 0069 ] The process 600 includes several blocks that are 
performed for each of one or more data sources reporting a 
threat risk for a given IP address . In particular , blocks 
610 — 640 may be performed for each data source . 
[ 0070 ] Beginning at block 610 , a data source reporting one 
or more risks of threat associated with the IP address is 
identified . The data sources may be one of an alert system , 
external blacklist , internal blacklist , sever log , device log , 
and so forth . The data sources that include risk data for the 
IP address may be used to calculate a weight for one or more 
of the data sources , such as is discussed above with refer 
ence to FIG . 5 . 
[ 0071 ] The process 600 then proceeds to block 620 , 
wherein the IP reputation system 150 accesses a weighting 
for the identified data source . In some embodiments , this can 
be performed through a query to the data store 160 . In one 
embodiment , the weighting for the data source may be 
calculated in real - time when needed ( e . g . , at block 620 of 
FIG . 6 ) . 
[ 0072 ] The process 600 then proceeds to block 630 , 
wherein the IP reputation system 150 accesses threat risk 
instances reported by the identified data source regarding the 
particular IP address . For example , it may be determined that 
an intrusion detection system reports that the IP address 
110 . 110 . 110 . 110 appears on its list 500 times . 
[ 0073 ] The process 600 then proceeds to block 640 , 
wherein the IP reputation system 150 determines recency of 
each threat event . For example , for each of the 500 times that 
the IP address 110 . 110 . 110 . 110 appears in the intrusion 
detection system ' s report , a timestamp may be associated 
with each occurrence . The IP reputation system may calcu 
late the difference between the current time and the time as 
indicated in the timestamp . Various units , such as minutes , 
seconds , hours , days , months , and so forth , may be used to 
report the difference based on the user ' s needs . 
[ 0074 ] The process 600 then proceeds to decision block 
650 , wherein the IP reputation system 150 determines 
whether there are other data sources reporting threat risks 
associated with the particular IP address being considered . If 
the answer to the question is yes , then the process 600 
proceeds repeats blocks 610 - 640 for each additional data 
source reporting threat risks for this IP address . 
10075 ] If the answer at decision block 650 is no , then the 
process 600 proceeds to block 660 , wherein the IP reputation 
system 150 calculates a threat score for the IP address . Risk 
scores may be calculated in many ways using many algo 
rithms and inputs . One example scoring method / algorithm is 
discussed below . In this simplified example , the IP threat 
reputation system 150 receives input from data sources B1 
and B2 . Historically , 20 % of the IP addresses that each of 
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smooth - compact decay function 

and so forth , wherein L is a rate of decay and k is a shape 
parameter . The constant value in each decay function may 
also be configured to differently depending on specific use 
cases . 
[ 0079 ] Scoring methods that combine occurrences of IP 
addresses across many threat related data sources into a 
single weighted score may provide more valuable scores 
than a single source score . The above - noted approach gives 
each data source an independent , configurable weight suit 
able to the particular IP threat detection needs of a particular 
user or administrator . Additionally , multiple occurrences of 
an IP address in the same data source may also be consid 
ered , such that the more frequent an IP address appears , it is 
more likely that the threat reputation score is higher . More 
over , using this approach , older events in an IP address ' s 
history may contribute less than more recent events to the 
overall threat reputation score of an IP address . 

data sources B1 and B2 predicted as future threats were 
actually involved in actual past threat events . Knowing this , 
the IP reputation system 150 may assign a weight of 0 . 2 to 
each data source , meaning there is a 20 % chance that an 
individual IP address on either of these lists will be involved 
in an actual threat event . For a new IP address being 
investigated that appears in both B1 and B2 , there is a 
( 1 - 0 . 2 ) x ( 1 - 0 . 2 ) = 0 . 64 chance the IP address will not be a 
real threat . Accordingly , there is a 36 % chance the IP would 
be a real threat . In one embodiment , the IP threat reputation 
score may be 36 % , 0 . 36 , or some other variant of this 
combined probability . 
[ 0076 ] Other factors such as passage of time since the 
occurrence of an event may be considered in generating the 
threat reputation score for an IP address . In some embodi 
ments , a decay function can be used to account for passage 
of time . In some embodiments , a decay factor between 0 and 
1 can be assigned . If the event is less recent ( for example , 2 
years ago ) , it is considered less relevant than an event that 
is more recent . An example decay function can be a 
weighted exponential decay function . In some embodi 
ments , the following exponential decay function may be 
used by the IP reputation system 150 : D ( t ) : = e " ( t - t ) , 
wherein i is an indicator of a particular data source ( e . g . , i 
may vary from 1 - 500 ) , c ; is a weighting for a data source , t 
is the time associated with a threat event , to is the current 
time , and C is a constant to limit the rate of decay . However , 
in other situations , other decay functions can also be used , 
such as a constant decay , step decay , linear decay , weibull 
decay , hill decay , smooth - compact decay function , and so 
forth . 
10077 ] In some embodiments , a threat reputation score 
may be calculated by the IP reputation system 150 as : 
S : = 1 - II ; - " ( 1 - c : D ( t : ) ) , wherein S , , may represent the threat 
reputation score for an IP address considering all n occur 
rences of that IP address across the data sources considered 
by the IP reputation system 150 , c ; is the weight associated 
with each respective data source containing the ith occur 
rence of this IP address , t ; is the time of the ith occurrence 
of the IP address - for example , the timestamp of an intru 
sion detection alert containing the IP address or the time a 
blacklist containing the IP address was incorporated in the IP 
reputation system , and D ; ( t ) is the decay function for the 
data source , as discussed previously , to account for the 
passage of time for the ith occurrence containing this IP 
address . 
[ 0078 ] In some other embodiments , the threat reputation 
score of an IP address may also be generated using a formula 
that is different from the one discussed above . For example , 
instead of exponential decay , the decay function may be 
configured as a constant decay ( 1 ) , step decay ( 1 for t < L , 
otherwise 0 ) , linear decay ( 1 – t / L ) , weibull decay 

Example Usage Scoring Methods 
[ 0080 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart depicting an illustrative 
process of calculating a usage score for an IP address . A 
usage score provides an indication of a level of activities that 
are indicative of non - threatening activities associated with 
an IP address . For example , if an IP address appears in VPN 
logs , white lists , or weblogs hitting a post - login URL , it 
could be used by an employee , customer , or other trusted 
user . In addition , if proxy server data shows that many 
employees are regularly connecting to an IP address that 
appears on a black list , it may be a sign that it is a false 
positive ( e . g . , perhaps the IP address should not be on the 
blacklist ) . Therefore , generating a separate and independent 
score may be useful in determining an overall reputation for 
IP addresses . 
[ 0081 ] The process of FIG . 7 may be performed by the IP 
reputation system 150 in response to input from one or more 
data sources , for example , such as a log from a VPN , an 
intrusion detection system , a computing device , a network 
device , a server , and so forth . However , the process may also 
be performed by other computing systems in some embodi 
ments . Depending on the embodiment , the method of FIG . 
7 may include fewer or additional blocks and the blocks may 
be performed in an order that is different than illustrated . 
FIG . 7 includes several blocks that are performed for each 
of one or more data sources reporting information that is 
indicative of reduced risk of an actual threat for a given IP 
address . In particular , blocks 710 - 740 may be performed for 
each data source . 
[ 0082 ] The process 700 begins at block 710 , wherein a 
data source reporting decreased likelihood of a threat asso 
ciated with a particular IP address ( or range of IP addresses 
in some embodiments ) is identified . The data source may 
report network usage events , such as an authorized user 
logging on to a VPN network , a bank customer logging into 
his or her banking account , a customer of a business logging 
into a payment system , an authorized user establishing a 
connection to a proxy server , and so forth . The data sources 
may be one of a trusted device list , a VPN log , a secure FTP 

( el - l xtog ( 2 ) ) ) , 

hill decay 
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Depending on the embodiment , such normalization may be 
achieved through a function such as : 

$ : = C1 ) arctan ( kSusage ) , 

server log , an authorized user data store , and so on . In 
addition to receiving reports of network usage events , the 
process 700 may also use the received reports from the data 
source to calculate a weight for this data source ( e . g . , block 
720 ) , which may be used to represent how trustworthy the 
sources are , as discussed previously . 
[ 0083 ] The process 700 then proceeds to block 720 , and 
weighting for the identified data source is accessed . In some 
embodiments , this can be performed through a query to the 
data store 160 . In some other embodiments , the weights may 
be accessed directly by the IP reputation system 150 as 
previously calculated weight data that has already been 
made available to the system . In one embodiment , the 
weighting for the data source may be calculated in real - time 
when needed ( e . g . , at block 720 of FIG . 7 ) . 
[ 0084 ] The process 700 then proceeds to block 730 , and 
the recency of each network usage event in data from the 
identified data source is determined . For example , for each 
of the 500 times that the IP address 110 . 110 . 110 . 110 appears 
in a VPN log , a timestamp may be associated with each 
occurrence . The IP reputation system may calculate the 
difference between the current time and the time as indicated 
in the timestamp . Various units , such as minutes , seconds , 
hours , days , months , and so forth , may be used to report the 
difference based on the user ' s needs . 
[ 0085 ] The process 700 then proceeds to decision block 
740 wherein the IP reputation system 150 determines 
whether there are still other data sources reporting decreased 
risks associated with the particular IP address being consid 
ered . If the answer to the question in decision block 740 is 
no , then the process 500 proceeds to block 660 and calcu 
lates a usage score for the IP address . If there are additional 
sources , blocks 710 - 730 are repeated for each additional 
data source before proceeding to block 750 . 
[ 0086 ] Depending on the embodiment , the usage score can 
be determined by the sum of all customer , employee , or 
other trusted usage events whose contributions to the usage 
score are decayed over time . In some embodiments , a 
similar decay rate as previously discussed for the threat 
reputation scores may be used . A different decay rate func 
tion may also be configured as needed . In some embodi 
ments , the usage score can be calculated as Sysase : = : = " kei 
( ti - to ) , where t ; is the time of the event , to is the current time , 
C : is a constant used to limit the rate of decay for the data 
source containing the ith event , k , is an optional constant to 
weight occurrences in some data sources higher than others . 
[ 0087 ] In some embodiments , k ; may be determined based 
on how reliable a certain data source is . For example , if an 
IP address appears in the list of internal bank IP addresses , 
this may indicate that this IP address is more trustworthy 
than those IP addresses that appear in customer web ses 
sions . Alternatively , in some other embodiments , the value 
of k , may be determined using an approach that is similar to 
the determination of the weight c ; for the data source 
containing the ith occurrence of the IP address as discussed 
in FIG . 5 . A weight c , for a data source can be calculated 
based on the percentage of IP addresses that are actually 
used by authorized users , trusted employees / customers , etc . , 
as compared to the total reported IP addresses as being used 
by such users . 
[ 0088 ] In some embodiments , in addition to the usage 
score calculated as above , the usage score is further nor - 
malized to constrain the score to a value between 0 and 1 . 

where S represents a normalized usage score , Ssace is the 
usage score before normalization , and k is the constant to 
control how quickly S approaches 1 . The constant k may be 
configured and changed by a user or an administrator based 
on need . 
[ 0089 ] In some embodiments , calculating a separate usage 
score for an IP address may be favorable over combining it 
with the threat reputation score . If the usage score is a 
separate non - zero score , it may indicate immediately to a 
user or administrator that an investigation may be necessary 
to see whether an IP address is being used in a non - malicious 
way before potentially black listing the IP address based on 
a high threat reputation score . On the other hand , it may also 
indicate to the administrator to see whether the account of a 
trusted user or employee has been hacked or rendered as a 
dummy for attacks . 
[ 0090 ] Moreover , calculating a separate usage score 
allows the threat reputation score to separately indicate risks 
associated with an IP address , without diluting with positive 
customer and employee activity . Finally , calculating a sepa 
rate usage score may make it easier to answer a question 
such as “ What percentage of blacklisted IP addresses are our 
customers ' and employees ' IP addresses ? " This may be 
achieved by generating the usage score for each blacklisted 
IP address and see if any of the usage scores are non - zero or 
significantly above zero . 

Example Heat Map Interface 
[ 0091 ] FIG . 8 is a two - dimensional example heat map 
illustrating several IP addresses within a threat reputation 
scores and usage scores matrix . The heat map 800 includes 
two dimensions , the horizontal dimension representing 
threat score 870 and the vertical dimension representing 
usage score 860 . The heat map may display the scores 
associated with a plurality of IP addresses . 
[ 0092 ] Depending on the embodiment , each IP address 
may be represented by the reporting module 158 in the heat 
map 800 using its threat reputation score and usage score . As 
can be seen from the heat map 800 , an IP address 851 with 
a high threat reputation score appears on the right part of the 
heat map 800 . An IP address 852 with a low threat reputation 
score appears on the left part of the heat map 800 . An IP 
address 853 associated with a high usage score usually 
appears on the upper part of the heat map 800 , and an IP 
address 854 associated with a low usage score usually 
appears on the lower part of the heat map 800 . Plotting the 
scores associated with a plurality of IP addresses can also 
demonstrate whether the scores of a particular IP address are 
high or low as compared to other scores and allows a user 
to identify areas of potential interest . For example , in one 
embodiment a user may be primarily interested in IP 
addresses associated with a high risk score and a low usage 
score . Accordingly , the user may look towards the lower 
right - hand quadrant of the heat map in order to identify IP 
addresses that fall within this category . Additionally , the user 
may easily identify clusters of IP addresses within ( or 
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across ) a particular quadrant . Such clustering may be indica 
tive of behavior that the user desires to investigate . 
[ 0093 ] In some embodiments , the heat map may be 
resolved into specific IP addresses . For example , an IP 
address and its associated scores may be displayed in pop - up 
window 850 when a mouse hovers on top of that point in the 
heat map . The IP address displayed is 127 . 165 . 4 . 2 , and it has 
a threat reputation score of 0 . 95 and usage score of 0 . 97 . 
Depending on the specific instance , the scores may mean 
that this is a false positive because the IP address is very 
trustworthy and it should not have a high threat reputation 
score . However , the scores could also mean that a hacker is 
posing as a trusted user and has been involved in actual 
threat events . Either way , the heat map 800 may be used for 
recognizing noteworthy IP addresses for further analysis and 
also for displaying trends of possible network threats . 
Although a pop - up window is shown in this example , other 
types of user interface elements may also be used to dem 
onstrate details regarding the scores associated with an IP 
address to a user . 

Implementation Mechanisms 

[ 0094 ] According to one embodiment , the techniques 
described herein are implemented by one or more special 
purpose computing devices , such as the IP reputation system 
150 . The special - purpose computing devices may be hard 
wired to perform the techniques , or may include digital 
electronic devices such as one or more application - specific 
integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently programmed to perform 
the techniques , or may include one or more general purpose 
hardware processors programmed to perform the techniques 
pursuant to program instructions in firmware , memory , other 
storage , or a combination . Such special - purpose computing 
devices may also combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICS , 
or FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the 
techniques . The special - purpose computing devices may be 
desktop computer systems , server computer systems , por 
table computer systems , handheld devices , networking 
devices or any other device or combination of devices that 
incorporate hard - wired and / or program logic to implement 
the techniques . 
[ 0095 ] Computing device ( s ) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system software , such as iOS , 
Android , Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Win 
dows 7 , Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or 
other compatible operating systems . In other embodiments , 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system . Conventional operating systems control 
and schedule computer processes for execution , perform 
memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O 
services , and provide a user interface functionality , such as 
a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0096 ] For example , FIG . 9 is a block diagram that illus 
trates a computer system ( such as the IP reputation system 
150 ) upon which the processes discussed herein may be 
implemented . For example , the risk assessment 340 and the 
heat map interface 800 may be generated and displayed to a 
user by an IP reputation system 150 , while a search query 
may be executed by another IP reputation system 150 ( or 
possibly the same computer system in some embodiments ) . 
Furthermore the data sources may each include any portion 

of the components and functionality discussed with refer 
ence to the IP reputation system 150 . 
[ 0097 ] The IP reputation system 150 includes a bus 802 or 
other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
mation , and a hardware processor , or multiple processors , 
804 coupled with bus 802 for processing information . Hard 
ware processor ( s ) 804 may be , for example , one or more 
general purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0098 ] The IP reputation system 150 also includes a main 
memory 806 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
802 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 804 . Main memory 806 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 804 . Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 804 , render IP reputation 
system 150 into a special - purpose machine that is custom 
ized to perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0099 ] The IP reputation system 150 further includes a 
read only memory ( ROM ) 808 or other static storage device 
coupled to bus 802 for storing static information and instruc 
tions for processor 804 . A storage device 810 , such as a 
magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash 
drive ) , etc . , is provided and coupled to bus 802 for storing 
information and instructions . 
[ 0100 ] The IP reputation system 150 may be coupled via 
bus 802 to a display 812 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) 
or LCD display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information 
to a computer user . An input device 814 , including alpha 
numeric and other keys , is coupled to bus 802 for commu 
nicating information and command selections to processor 
804 . Another type of user input device is cursor control 816 , 
such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 804 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 812 . This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and a second axis 
( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
cursor . 
[ 0101 ] The IP reputation system 150 may include a user 
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored in 
a mass storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod 
ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 
software components , object - oriented software components , 
class components and task components , processes , func 
tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
[ 0102 ] In general , the word " module , ” as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , Lua , C or C + + . A software module may 
be compiled and linked into an executable program , 
installed in a dynamic link library , or may be written in an 
interpreted programming language such as , for example , 
BASIC , Perl , or Python . It will be appreciated that software 
modules may be callable from other modules or from 
themselves , and / or may be invoked in response to detected 
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events or interrupts . Software modules configured for execu 
tion on computing devices may be provided on a computer 
readable medium , such as a compact disc , digital video disc , 
flash drive , magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or 
as a digital download ( and may be originally stored in a 
compressed or installable format that requires installation , 
decompression or decryption prior to execution ) . Such soft 
ware code may be stored , partially or fully , on a memory 
device of the executing computing device , for execution by 
the computing device . Software instructions may be embed 
ded in firmware , such as an EPROM . It will be further 
appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised of 
connected logic units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or 
may be comprised of programmable units , such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors . The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as software modules , but may be represented in 
hardware or firmware . Generally , the modules described 
herein refer to logical modules that may be combined with 
other modules or divided into sub - modules despite their 
physical organization or storage 
[ 0103 ] IP reputation system 150 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard - wired logic , 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program 
logic which in combination with the computer system causes 
or programs the IP reputation system 150 to be a special 
purpose machine . According to one embodiment , the tech 
niques herein are performed by the IP reputation system 150 
in response to processor ( s ) 804 executing one or more 
sequences of one or more instructions contained in main 
memory 806 . Such instructions may be read into main 
memory 806 from another storage medium , such as storage 
device 810 . Execution of the sequences of instructions 
contained in main memory 806 causes processor ( s ) 804 to 
perform the process steps described herein . In alternative 
embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used in place of 
or in combination with software instructions . 
[ 0104 ] The term “ non - transitory media , ” and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage device 810 . Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 806 . Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
10105 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 802 . Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0106 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 804 for execution . For example , the instructions 

may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to IP reputation system 150 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 802 . Bus 802 carries the 
data to main memory 806 , from which processor 804 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 806 may retrieves and executes 
the instructions . The instructions received by main memory 
806 may optionally be stored on storage device 810 either 
before or after execution by processor 804 . 
0107 ] IP reputation system 150 also includes a commu 
nication interface 818 coupled to bus 802 . Communication 
interface 818 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 820 that is connected to a local 
network 822 . For example , communication interface 818 
may be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 
818 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or 
WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . Wireless 
links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
communication interface 818 sends and receives electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0108 ] Network link 820 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , network link 820 may provide a connection 
through local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
826 . ISP 826 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 828 . Local 
network 822 and Internet 828 both use electrical , electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
network link 820 and through communication interface 818 , 
which carry the digital data to and from the IP reputation 
system 150 , are example forms of transmission media . 
f0109 ] The IP reputation system 150 can send messages 
and receive data , including program code , through the 
network ( s ) , network link 820 and communication interface 
818 . In the Internet example , a server 830 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
828 , ISP 826 , local network 822 and communication inter 
face 818 . 
[ 0110 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
804 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 810 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0111 ] Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and 
fully or partially automated by , code modules executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors 
comprising computer hardware . The processes and algo 
rithms may be implemented partially or wholly in applica 
tion - specific circuitry . 
[ 0112 ] The various features and processes described above 
may be used independently of one another , or may be 
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combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
subcombinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 
can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 

[ 0113 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , ” “ could , " “ might , ” or “ may , " unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0114 ] Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in 

ms described herein and / or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules , segments , or portions of code which 
include one or more executable instructions for implement 
ing specific logical functions or steps in the process . Alter 
nate implementations are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
tions may be deleted , executed out of order from that shown 
or discussed , including substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order , depending on the functionality involved , as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art . 
[ 0115 ] It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above - described embodi 
ments , the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples . All such modifications 
and variations are intended to be included herein within the 
scope of this disclosure . The foregoing description details 
certain embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , 
however , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears 
in text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is 
also stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
thereof . 

What is claimed is : 
1 . A system for detecting computer network threats , the 

system comprising one or more computer hardware proces 
sors that execute specific code instructions to cause the 
system to at least : 

access a data log comprising activity entries associated 
with one or more network addresses ; 

identify , based at least in part on the data log , one or more 
activity entries associated with a computing system 
attempting to access one or more computer networks ; 

obtain a reliability factor associated with one or more of 
the activity entries , wherein the reliability factor is 
based at least in part on a likelihood that a data source 
is providing reliable information with respect to at least 
one of the activity entries ; 

determine , based at least in part on the reliability factor , 
a threat indicator for the computing system , wherein 
the threat indicator indicates a risk level associated with 
the computing system ; and 

initiate , based at least in part on the threat indicator , an 
action to perform one or more of : blocking the com 
puting system from accessing at least one of the com 
puter networks , modifying a heat map of network 
addresses , and modifying a network address list . 

2 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the activity data 
comprises timing information for access attempts on the one 
or more computer networks . 

3 . The system of claim 2 , wherein the data log comprises 
internet service provider information associated with a net 
work address . 

4 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the network address list 
comprises one or more of : a network blacklist , a watch list , 
and a risk leger . 

5 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the data log comprises 
risk scores for the network addresses . 

6 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the reliability factor is 
based at least in part on a determination that activity data 
associated with the data source overlaps with activity data 
associated with another data source . 

7 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the data source com 
prises a network blacklist . 

8 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the action is based at 
least in part on the threat indicator exceeding a predeter 
mined threat level . 

9 . The system of claim 1 , wherein determining the threat 
indicator further comprises increasing a threat score based at 
least in part one or more of : a recency of activity of the 
computing system and a quantity of occurrences of the 
computing system in attempting to access one or more of the 
computer networks . 

10 . The system of claim 1 , wherein determining the threat 
indicator further comprises calculating a usage score for the 
computing system . 

11 . A computer - implemented method comprising : 
accessing a data log comprising activity entries associated 

with one or more network addresses ; 
identifying , based at least in part on the data log , one or 
more activity entries associated with a computing sys 
tem attempting to access one or more computer net 
works ; 

obtaining a reliability weighting for a data source provid 
ing one or more of the activity entries for the data log , 
wherein the reliability weighting is based at least in part 
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on a likelihood that the data source is providing reliable 
information with respect to at least one of the activity 
entries ; 

applying the reliability weighting to the one or more 
activity entries ; 

determining , based at least in part on the reliability 
weighting applied to the one or more activity entries , a 
threat indicator for the computing system , wherein the 
threat indicator indicates a risk level associated with the 
computing system ; and 

initiating , based at least in part on the threat indicator , an 
action to perform one or more of : blocking the com 
puting system from accessing at least one of the com 
puter networks , modifying a heat map of network 
addresses , and modifying a network address list . 

12 . The computer - implemented method of claim 11 , 
wherein obtaining the reliability weighting further com 
prises performing a reliability query to a data store . 

13 . The computer - implemented method of claim 11 , 
wherein obtaining the reliability weighting further com 
prises calculating the reliability weighting in response to 
identifying the computing system attempting to access at 
least one of the computer networks . 

14 . The computer - implemented method of claim 11 , 
wherein the data source is configured to report a likelihood 
that the computing system is associated with suspicious 
activity . 

15 . The computer - implemented method of claim 11 , 
wherein identifying the one or more activity entries associ 
ated with the computing system further comprises : 

receiving input regarding the computing system from a 
multitude of data sources ; 

obtaining a combined reliability weighting for each of the 
multitude of data source ; 

applying the combined reliability weighting to the one or 
more activity entries . 

16 . The computer - implemented method of claim 11 , 
wherein the computing system is associated with a group of 
network addresses . 

17 . The computer - implemented method of claim 11 , 
wherein the data source is associated with at least one or 

more of : a Virtual Private Network , a firewall , a proxy 
server , a whitelist , a blacklist , or a trusted user list . 

18 . A non - transitory computer - readable storage medium 
storing computer - executable instructions configured to 
cause one or more computer processors to at least : 

access a data log comprising activity entries associated 
with one or more network addresses ; 

identify , based at least in part on the data log , one or more 
activity entries associated with a computing system 
attempting to access one or more computer networks ; 

determine an overall reliability factor associated with a set 
of data sources providing the activity entries based at 
least in part on a likelihood that the set of data sources 
is providing reliable information with respect to the 
activity entries ; 

determine , based at least in part on the reliability factor , 
a threat indicator for the computing system , wherein 
the threat indicator indicates a risk level associated with 
the computing system ; and 

associate , in a network address list , the computing system 
with the determined threat indicator . 

19 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
medium of claim 18 , wherein the one or more activity 
entries provide a recency of activity of the computing 
system , wherein recency is determined based at least in part 
on a passage of time between occurrences of the computing 
system in attempting to access one or more of the computer 
networks . 

20 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
medium of claim 18 , wherein the computer - executable 
instructions are further configured to cause the one or more 
computer processors to at least : 

obtain a first reliability factor associated with a first data 
source ; 

obtain a second reliability factor associated with a second 
data source ; and 

combine the first and second reliability factors to deter 
mine the overall reliability factor . 

* * * * * 
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MULTI - USER ACCESS CONTROLS IN 
ELECTRONIC SIMULTANEOUSLY 
EDITABLE DOCUMENT EDITOR 

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATION 
[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U . S . Non 
Provisional application Ser . No . 15 / 829 , 654 , filed Dec . 1 , 
2017 , the disclosure of which is hereby expressly incorpo 
rated herein by reference in its entirety . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 
[ 0002 ] The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for data integration , analysis , visualization , and inter 
action . More specifically , the systems and techniques relate 
to data integration , analysis , visualization , and interaction in 
a secure system comprising multi - level access clearance for 
simultaneous multi - user access . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] In many work environments , it is common to have 
certain categories of users with varying access category 
levels , access clearance , or data access limitations . For 
example , a high category level user , or a user with high 
levels of access to information , could have access to par 
ticular documents or files with secure information , where a 
low category level user , or a user with low levels of access 
to information , may not have access or limited access to 
those same documents or files . 
[ 0004 ] Also , with respect to authoring work , such work is 
often done serially such that one person works on an 
electronic document at a time . When the person is finished 
with their contributions they close or exit the document 
allowing another person access to open and contribute to the 
same document . Work is done this way because adequate 
frameworks may not exist for coordinating parallel author 
ing with security access limitations in mind . 
[ 0005 ] Although it is desirable for users to collaborate 
effectively in the document authoring process , it should be 
done without compromising limitations on particular data , 
or access to said data . A tool for such collaboration should 
also not be hindered by such monitoring and verifying of 
access category levels . 

information , may be working in the same document as the 
high category user . The low category user would be able to 
view or modify the information that should otherwise not be 
available to the low category user . Because the document 
can be edited simultaneously by multiple users with varying 
levels of access , the system may protect the sensitive infor 
mation from being viewed or modified by those users that do 
not have the appropriate category level , in real - time and in 
the same electronic document . 
[ 0009 ] The system described herein may provide the abil 
ity for many users to author a document simultaneously , 
with visual feedback to prevent them from interfering with 
one another . The system has a built - in connection from a 
document to a reference database , with the consequent 
ability to see other users ' objects , and link to those objects , 
as they are being brought into the document in “ artifacts ” , or 
tagged in the document . 
[ 0010 ] In an implementation , the system monitors and 
tracks each user ' s category level as well as each piece of 
data pulled from the reference database . The system may 
compare a user ' s category level to each database - linked 
element in an artifact , or alternatively , each artifact , to make 
visible only the portions of the document the user has access 
clearance to view or modify . The portions of the document 
that have a higher category level than the user may be hidden 
from the user either in part or completely . Also , although not 
required , there may be an indicator to the user of such 
redacted or hidden content from the user ' s viewer . In some 
embodiments , a database - linked element in an artifact is data 
( for example , a name , date , location , or other stored value ) 
that is retrieved manually or automatically by the system 
based on a unique identifier as input by a user . Unique 
identifiers are described in more detail herein . A data object 
is an example of a database - linked element . 
[ 0011 ] Also , by keeping such data away from the users ' 
local hard drives , particular sensitive data can be kept 
remotely to improve security and to further limit access to 
such information to those with the appropriate access cat 
egory level . 
[ 0012 ] Accordingly , in various embodiments , large 
amounts of data are automatically and dynamically calcu 
lated interactively in response to user inputs , and the calcu 
lated data is efficiently and compactly presented to a user by 
the system . Thus , in some embodiments , the user interfaces 
described herein are more efficient as compared to previous 
user interfaces in which data is not dynamically updated and 
compactly and efficiently presented to the user in response 
to interactive inputs . 
10013 ] . Further , as described herein , the system may be 
configured and / or designed to generate user interface data 
useable for rendering the various interactive user interfaces 
described . The user interface data may be used by the 
system , and / or another computer system , device , and / or 
software program ( for example , a browser program ) , to 
render the interactive user interfaces . The interactive user 
interfaces may be displayed on , for example , electronic 
displays ( including , for example , touch - enabled displays ) . 
[ 0014 ] Additionally , it has been noted that design of 
computer user interfaces that are useable and easily learned 
by humans is a non - trivial problem for software develop 
ers . ” ( Dillon , A . ( 2003 ) User Interface Design . MacMillan 
Encyclopedia of Cognitive Science , Vol . 4 , London : Mac 
Millan , 453 - 458 . ) The various embodiments of interactive 
and dynamic user interfaces of the present disclosure are the 

SUMMARY 
[ 0006 ] The disclosure herein presents various embodi 
ments of systems and techniques related to data integration , 
analysis , visualization , and interaction in a secure system 
comprising multi - level access clearance for simultaneous 
multi - user access . 
10007 ] In the collaborative electronic work environments 
described herein , support for collaborative authoring in 
electronic workspaces may yield greatly improved accuracy 
and completeness , with significant real - world results . This is 
especially true because , in certain implementations , the tools 
described herein allow varying categories of users , with 
different levels of access clearance , to work simultaneously 
in a particular electronic document . Work may be done 
without compromising any secure data and without limiting 
the user ' s ability to do the work . 
[ 0008 ] For example , a high category user , or a user with 
high levels of access to information , may include sensitive 
information in a document the user is working in . Another 
low category user , or a user with low levels of access to 
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result of significant research , development , improvement , 
iteration , and testing . This non - trivial development has 
resulted in the user interfaces described herein which may 
provide significant cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies and 
advantages over previous systems . The interactive and 
dynamic user interfaces include improved human - computer 
interactions that may provide reduced mental workloads , 
improved decision - making , reduced work stress , and / or the 
like , for a user . For example , user interaction with the 
interactive user interfaces described herein may provide an 
optimized display enabling a user to more quickly access , 
navigate , assess , and digest information than previous sys 
tems . Specifically , a user can access and view contributions 
and analysis of other users in real - time as the other users are 
creating their work . 
[ 0015 ] In some embodiments , data may be presented in 
graphical representations , such as visual representations , 
such as charts and graphs , where appropriate , to allow the 
user to comfortably review the large amount of data and to 
take advantage of humans ' particularly strong pattern rec 
ognition abilities related to visual stimuli . In some embodi 
ments , the system may present maps object relationships or 
graphs displaying one or more significant events . 
[ 0016 ] Further , the interactive and dynamic user interfaces 
described herein are enabled by innovations in efficient 
interactions between the user interfaces and underlying 
systems and components . For example , disclosed herein are 
improved methods of receiving user inputs , translation and 
delivery of those inputs to various system components , 
automatic and dynamic execution of complex processes in 
response to the input delivery , automatic interaction among 
various components and processes of the system , and auto 
matic and dynamic updating of the user interfaces . The 
interactions and presentation of data via the interactive user 
interfaces described herein may accordingly provide cogni 
tive and ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over previ 
ous systems . 

[ 0017 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
provide improvements to various technologies and techno 
logical fields . For example , as described herein , existing 
data storage and processing technology ( including , e . g . , in 
memory databases ) is limited in various ways ( e . g . , manual 
data review is slow , costly , and less detailed ; data is too 
voluminous ; etc . ) , and various embodiments of the disclo 
sure provide significant improvements over such technol 
ogy . Additionally , various embodiments of the present dis 
closure are inextricably tied to computer technology . In 
particular , various embodiments rely on detection of user 
inputs via graphical user interfaces , calculation of updates to 
displayed electronic data based on those user inputs , auto 
matic processing of related electronic data , and presentation 
of the updates to displayed images via interactive graphical 
user interfaces . Such features and others ( e . g . , processing 
and analysis of large amounts of electronic data ) are inti 
mately tied to , and enabled by , computer technology , and 
would not exist except for computer technology . For 
example , the interactions with displayed data described 
below in reference to various embodiments cannot reason 
ably be performed by humans alone , without the computer 
technology upon which they are implemented . Further , the 
implementation of the various embodiments of the present 
disclosure via computer technology enables many of the 

advantages described herein , including more efficient inter 
action with , and presentation of , various types of electronic 
data . 

[ 0018 ] In some embodiments , a computing system for 
dynamically generating a database - linked electronic visual 
ization interface with multi - user access and control com 
prises : one or more computer readable storage devices 
configured to store a plurality of computer executable 
instructions , and one or more hardware computer processors 
in communication with the one or more computer readable 
storage devices and configured to execute the plurality of 
computer executable instructions in order to cause the 
computing system to : generate a database - linked electronic 
visualization interface , wherein the electronic visualization 
interface is configured to be modified by a plurality of users 
simultaneously , wherein the plurality of users comprise 
access category levels ; cause display of the electronic visu 
alization interface , the electronic visualization interface 
comprising : a dynamic document configured to depict a 
plurality of dynamically interactive artifacts ; and at least one 
indicator configured to indicate a particular user currently 
accessing or modifying the document ; determine , in 
response to a user accessing the document , an access cat 
egory level of the user ; electronically receive , via the 
electronic visualization interface , instructions to render a 
new artifact and one or more unique identifiers ; access a 
second electronic database to obtain database - linked infor 
mation related to the one or more unique identifiers to 
incorporate into the new artifact ; determine an access cat 
egory level of the database - linked information ; and update 
the electronic visualization interface with the new artifact , 
wherein : the new artifact is viewable and modifiable by the 
user based at least in part on a comparison of the user ' s 
access category level to the access category level of the 
database - linked information . In some embodiments , the 
computing system may also comprise database - linked infor 
mation associated with the new artifact comprises a plurality 
of database - linked objects , each database - linked object com 
prising its own access category level , wherein the access 
category level of the new artifact is based at least in part on 
the access category levels of the plurality of database - linked 
objects , and / or wherein access category level of the new 
artifact is the highest of all access category levels of the 
plurality of database - linked objects . In another embodiment , 
the new artifact is viewable and modifiable by the user if the 
user has a higher access category level than the access 
category level of the new artifact . In another embodiment , 
the new artifact is not viewable by the user with a lower 
access category level than the access category level associ 
ated with the new artifact . 
[ 0019 ] In some embodiments , a computing system for 
dynamically generating a database - linked electronic visual 
ization interface with multi - user access and control one or 
more computer readable storage devices configured to store 
a plurality of computer executable instructions , and one or 
more hardware computer processors in communication with 
the one or more computer readable storage devices and 
configured to execute the plurality of computer executable 
instructions in order to cause the computing system to : 
generate artifacts that match a user ' s access category level 
and anything with a category level below the user ' s level . 
[ 0020 ] In some embodiments , a computing system for 
dynamically generating a database - linked electronic visual 
ization interface with multi - user access and control one or 
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executing program instructions , one or more aspects of the 
above - and / or below - described embodiments ( including one 
or more aspects of the appended claims ) are implemented 
and / or performed . 
[ 0027 ] In various embodiments , computer program prod 
ucts comprising a computer readable storage medium are 
disclosed , wherein the computer readable storage medium 
has program instructions embodied therewith , the program 
instructions executable by one or more processors to cause 
the one or more processors to perform operations compris 
ing one or more aspects of the above - and / or below - de 
scribed embodiments ( including one or more aspects of the 
appended claims ) . 

more computer readable storage devices configured to store 
a plurality of computer executable instructions ; and one or 
more hardware computer processors in communication with 
the one or more computer readable storage devices and 
configured to execute the plurality of computer executable 
instructions in order to cause the computing system to : 
generate artifacts that match a user ' s access category level 
and anything with a category level below the user ' s level . 
[ 0021 ] In some embodiments , a computing system for 
dynamically generating a database - linked electronic visual 
ization interface with multi - user access and control one or 
more computer readable storage devices configured to store 
a plurality of computer executable instructions , and one or 
more hardware computer processors in communication with 
the one or more computer readable storage devices and 
configured to execute the plurality of computer executable 
instructions in order to cause the computing system to : 
depict a symbol or placeholder retaining the same shape and 
size of the artifact to indicate that an artifact exists and is 
hidden from a user ' s view if the artifact has a higher access 
category level than the access category level of the user . In 
some embodiments , the system may depict the access cat 
egory level required to view the artifact . In some embodi 
ments , the system may display or hide the name or identity 
of the original user who contributed the particular secure 
artifact , or in some embodiments the database - linked infor 
mation , hidden from the user ' s view . 
[ 0022 ] In some embodiments , a computing system for 
dynamically generating a database - linked electronic visual 
ization interface with multi - user access and control one or 
more computer readable storage devices configured to store 
a plurality of computer executable instructions , and one or 
more hardware computer processors in communication with 
the one or more computer readable storage devices and 
configured to execute the plurality of computer executable 
instructions in order to cause the computing system to : 
generate a timeline of user contributions and edits . In some 
embodiments , the system is configured hide the contribu 
tions or edits that are above a user ' s access category level . 
[ 0023 ] In some embodiments , a computing system for 
dynamically generating a database - linked electronic visual 
ization interface with multi - user access and control one or 
more computer readable storage devices configured to store 
a plurality of computer executable instructions ; and one or 
more hardware computer processors in communication with 
the one or more computer readable storage devices and 
configured to execute the plurality of computer executable 
instructions in order to cause the computing system to : 
access an electronic database to obtain pre - programmed 
instructions to enable determination of how to render a new 
artifact . 
[ 0024 ] Additional embodiments of the disclosure are 
described below in reference to the appended claims , which 
may serve as an additional summary of the disclosure . 
[ 0025 ] In various embodiments , systems and / or computer 
systems are disclosed that comprise a computer readable 
storage medium having program instructions embodied 
therewith , and one or more processors configured to execute 
the program instructions to cause the one or more processors 
to perform operations comprising one or more aspects of the 
above - and / or below - described embodiments ( including one 
or more aspects of the appended claims ) . 
[ 0026 ] In various embodiments , computer - implemented 
methods are disclosed in which , by one or more processors 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0028 ] FIGS . 1A - 1E illustrate embodiments of a multi 
user access and collaboration system graphical user interface 
depicting example viewable and editable documents , tool 
bars , various artifact samples , and various implementations 
of category access level controls . 
[ 00291 . FIG . 1F , similar to FIGS . 1A - 1E , illustrates an 
embodiment of a graphical user interface being accessed by 
at least three users at the same time , and a column allowing 
a user to view modifications and edits done to the document 
by each user . 
( 0030 ) FIG . 2 illustrates one embodiment of a database 
system using an ontology . 
0031 ] FIG . 3 illustrates one embodiment of a system for 
creating data in a data store using a dynamic ontology . 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 4 illustrates a sample user interface using 
relationships described in a data store using a dynamic 
ontology . 
[ 0033 ] FIG . 5 illustrates defining a dynamic ontology for 
use in creating data in a data store . 
[ 00341 . FIG . 6 illustrates a method of transforming data 
and creating the data in a data store using a dynamic 
ontology . 
[ 0035 ] FIG . 7 illustrates examples of graphs and processes 
associated with storing graph information , according to 
various embodiments of the present disclosure . 
10036 ] FIG . 8 illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented . 
[ 0037 ] FIG . 9 illustrates a flow chart diagram illustrating 
functionality of the system related to artifact creation , 
according to various embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0038 ] FIG . 10 illustrates an embodiment of a block 
diagram of a computing system , also illustrating how the 
components are in communication with each other . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0039 ] Although several embodiments , examples , and 
illustrations are disclosed below , it will be understood by 
those of ordinary skill in the art that the disclosure described 
herein extends beyond the specifically disclosed embodi 
ments , examples , and illustrations and includes other uses of 
the disclosure and obvious modifications and equivalents 
thereof . Embodiments of the disclosure are described with 
reference to the accompanying figures , wherein like numer 
als refer to like elements throughout . The terminology used 
in the description presented herein is not intended to be 
interpreted in any limited or restrictive manner simply 
because it is being used in conjunction with a detailed 
description of certain specific embodiments of the disclo 
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sure . In addition , embodiments of the disclosure can com 
prise several novel features and no single feature is solely 
responsible for its desirable attributes or is essential to 
practicing the disclosures herein described . 

required , there may be an indicator to the user of such 
redacted or hidden content from the user ' s viewer . 
f0044 ] For example , in one embodiment a user with an 
access category level of 4 may add an artifact with the same 
access category level to an electronic document . Another 
user , at a different user device , with an access category level 
of 2 may be editing the same electronic document , either 
concurrently or some time after the access category level 4 
user added a new category level 4 artifact . From the per 
spective of the access category level 4 user , the artifact is 
completely viewable and editable in the document . From the 
perspective of the access category level 2 user , the same 
artifact may be completely hidden and unviewable in the 
document . Alternatively or in addition , from the perspective 
of the access category level 2 user , the same artifact may be 
hidden or unviewable , but at the location of the artifact is 
displayed an indicator that there is a hidden artifact . In some 
embodiments , the location of the hidden artifact is a place 
holder element comprising no access category level 4content 
but retaining the same size and shape as the original artifact . 
This allows the document to retain similar document for 
matting between the different users . Alternatively or in 
addition , from the perspective of the access category level 2 
user , the same artifact may be partially viewable such that 
only the access category level 4 data is hidden from view . 

Terms 

another 

Overview 
[ 0040 ] The disclosure herein presents various embodi 
ments of systems and techniques related to data integration , 
analysis , visualization , and interaction in a secure system 
comprising multi - level access clearance for simultaneous 
multi - user access . For example , one embodiment of the 
system described herein provides the ability for many users 
to author a document simultaneously , with visual feedback 
to prevent them from interfering with one another . The 
system has a built - in connection from a document to a 
reference database , with the consequent ability to see other 
users ' objects , and link to those objects , as they are being 
brought into the document in “ artifacts ” , or tagged in the 
document . 
[ 0041 ] In the collaborative electronic work environments 
described herein , support for collaborative authoring in 
electronic workspaces may yield greatly improved accuracy 
and completeness , with significant real - world results . This is 
especially true because , in certain implementations , the tools 
described herein allow varying categories of users , with 
different levels of access clearance , to work simultaneously 
in a particular electronic document . Work may be done 
without compromising any secure data and without limiting 
the user ' s ability to do the work . The system described 
herein provides the ability for many users to author a 
document simultaneously , with visual feedback to prevent 
them from interfering with one another . 
[ 0042 ] The system monitors and tracks each user ' s cat 
egory level as well as each piece of data pulled from the 
reference database in upon the addition of a new artifact by 
a user , or in real - time . The system compares a user ' s 
category level to each database - linked element in an artifact , 
or alternatively , each entire artifact , to make visible only the 
portions of the document the user has access clearance to 
view or modify . The portions of the document that have a 
higher category level than the user will be hidden from the 
user either in part or completely . Also , by keeping such data 
away from the users ' local hard drives and on a remote 
reference database , particular sensitive data can be kept 
remotely to improve security and to further limit access to 
such information to those with the appropriate access cat 
egory level . In an implementation , the system monitors and 
tracks each user ' s category level as well as each piece of 
data pulled from the reference database . 
10043 ] . For example , a high category user , or a user with 
high levels of access to information , may include sensitive 
information in a document the user is working in . Another 
low category user , or a user with low levels of access to 
information , may be working in the same document as the 
high category user . The low category user would be able to 
view or modify the information that should otherwise not be 
available to the low category user . Because the document 
can be edited simultaneously by multiple users with varying 
levels of access , the system may protect the sensitive infor 
mation from being viewed or modified by those users that do 
not have the appropriate category level , in real - time and in 
the same electronic document . The portions of the document 
that have a higher category level than the user may be hidden 
from the user either in part or completely . Also , although not 

[ 0045 ] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys 
tems and methods discussed herein , a number of terms are 
defined below . The terms defined below , as well as other 
terms used herein , should be construed to include the 
provided definitions , the ordinary and customary meaning of 
the terms , and / or any other implied meaning for the respec 
tive terms . Thus , the definitions below do not limit the 
meaning of these terms , but only provide exemplary defi 
nitions . 
[ 0046 ] Access Category Levels : Data associated with 
information ( for example , a data object or each piece of data 
within the data object ) and each user of the system . The data 
may comprise a number , letter , value , or any metric that can 
be used to either match or compare data between a user and 
an object , two users , or two objects . In some implementa 
tions there are higher access category levels and lower 
access category levels , where a user can only access data 
objects with access category levels lower or the same as the 
access category level associated with the user . In other 
implementations , the user may only access data if the access 
category levels match . As described herein , a higher access 
category level may be associated with a higher level of 
clearance , and a lower access category level may be asso 
ciated with a lower level of clearance . 
[ 0047 ] Artifact : A representation of one or more data 
objects . The representation may comprise a visualization 
( e . g . , a graph or map ) of , and / or may comprise links ( e . g . , a 
hyperlink or other type of automated electronic link ) to , the 
one or more data objects . Artifacts may be included in 
electronic documents , such as the electronic documents 
described herein . Artifacts may be interactive and / or 
manipulable . In some implementations an artifact may 
include only unique identifiers associated with the one or 
more objects , which identifiers may be used to query a data 
store for further information or properties associated with 
the data objects . Alternatively , an artifact may include 
additional information associated with the one or more data 
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[ 0055 ] Property Type : The type of data a property is , such 
as a string , an integer , or a double . Property types may 
include complex property types , such as a series data values 
associated with timed ticks ( e . g . a time series ) , etc . 
[ 0056 ] Property Value : The value associated with a prop 
erty , which is of the type indicated in the property type 
associated with the property . A property may have multiple 
values . 
[ 0057 ] Link : A connection between two data objects , 
based on , for example , a relationship , an event , and / or 
matching properties . Links may be directional , such as one 
representing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . 
[ 0058 ] Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects . 

objects . Various examples of artifacts and their associated 
characteristics are further described herein . 
10048 ] Ontology : Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases . For 
example , the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database , and how 
objects and properties may be related . 
[ 0049 ] Data Store : Any computer readable storage 
medium and / or device ( or collection of data storage medi 
ums and / or devices ) . Examples of data stores include , but 
are not limited to , optical disks ( e . g . , CD - ROM , DVD 
ROM , etc . ) , magnetic disks ( e . g . , hard disks , floppy disks , 
etc . ) , memory circuits ( e . g . , solid state drives , random 
access memory ( RAM ) , etc . ) , and / or the like . Another 
example of a data store is a hosted storage environment that 
includes a collection of physical data storage devices that 
may be remotely accessible and may be rapidly provisioned 
as needed ( commonly referred to as “ cloud ” storage ) . 
[ 0050 ] Database : Any data structure ( and / or combinations 
of multiple data structures ) for storing and / or organizing 
data , including , but not limited to , relational databases ( e . g . , 
Oracle databases , MySQL databases , etc . ) , non - relational 
databases ( e . g . , NoSQL databases , etc . ) , in - memory data 
bases , spreadsheets , as comma separated values ( CSV ) files , 
eXtendible markup language ( XML ) files , TeXT ( TXT ) 
files , flat files , spreadsheet files , and / or any other widely 
used or proprietary format for data storage . Databases are 
typically stored in one or more data stores . Accordingly , 
each database referred to herein ( e . g . , in the description 
herein and / or the figures of the present application ) is to be 
understood as being stored in one or more data stores . 
[ 0051 ] Data Object or Object : A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 
number of definable properties . For example , a data object 
can represent an entity such as a person , a place , an 
organization , a market instrument , or other noun . A data 
object can represent an event that happens at a point in time 
or for a duration . A data object can represent a document or 
other unstructured data source such as an e - mail message , a 
news report , or a written paper or article . Each data object 
may be associated with a unique identifier that uniquely 
identifies the data object . The object ' s attributes ( e . g . meta 
data about the object ) may be represented in one or more 
properties . 
[ 0052 ] Database - Linked Element or Information : Ele 
ments or information representing information that is stored 
in a database . In one example configuration , a data object 
may be associated with a unique identifier . The unique 
identifier may correspond to data in a database . A system 
may interpret the unique identifier , access the database , 
retrieve the data associated with the unique identifier , and 
then present the data as a data object . A data object is one 
example of a database - linked element . 
0053 ] Object Type : Type of a data object ( e . g . , Person , 
Event , or Document ) . Object types may be defined by an 
ontology and may be modified or updated to include addi 
tional object types . An object definition ( e . g . , in an ontology ) 
may include how the object is related to other objects , such 
as being a sub - object type of another object type ( e . g . an 
agent may be a sub - object type of a person object type ) , and 
the properties the object type may have . 
[ 0054 ] Properties : Attributes of a data object that represent 
individual data items . At a minimum , each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values . 

Multi - User Access and Collaboration Document Tool 
[ 0059 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an embodiment of a multi - user 
access and collaboration system graphical user interface 
depicting example viewable and editable documents , tool 
bars , various artifact samples , and various implementations 
of category access level controls . This description is pro 
vided for the purpose of providing an example and is not 
intended to limit the techniques to the example embodiments 
described . The data used with respect to FIG . 1 may be 
stored and accessed according to FIG . 2 . 
[ 0060 ] Navigation Pane 
[ 0061 ] The navigation pane 104 may comprise buttons 
102 that provide the user access to various tools . The buttons 
102 may be pressed or selected by a user to activate a change 
in the graphical user interface to display a new page asso 
ciated with the selected button 102 . In some embodiments , 
the tools accessible by selecting the buttons 102 may include 
a home page , a search browser , a messaging interface , a 
graph , a map , an object explorer , a summary , and / or a 
collaboration document . Such tools are described below , but 
it should be appreciated that additional tools incorporating 
some or a combination of the features below may be used by 
the system . In some embodiments , tools that are unique to a 
particular organization may also be incorporated into the 
system through the buttons 102 . 
[ 0062 ] In some embodiments , a home page link may be 
included in the list of buttons 102 . The home page may 
include a company logo , a search bar to run searches through 
one or more databases , customizations to searching ( for 
example , limiting or expanding the databases to search 
through , various advances filtering based on the type of data , 
or any other advanced searching features that may be 
relevant to the user or company ) , a list of data that is 
searchable or is being searched through , recent company or 
project updates , and anything else that a user might benefit 
from having on a home page . In some embodiments , the 
search bar may include an autocomplete functionality allow 
ing a user to begin typing and have possible results appear 
for the user to click on . Advantages would include assisting 
the user in spelling the remaining of the word , providing the 
results of common search terms , save the user time in 
entering the text , for example . In some embodiments , the 
autocomplete feature only displays possible results that are 
appropriate for the access category level of the user such that 
any data with a higher access category level is not displayed 
in the search or in the autocomplete results . 
10063 ] In some embodiments , a search browser may be 
included in the list of buttons 102 . In some embodiments , the 
search browser may be access from any other tool or page , 
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such as the home page . The search browser may display 
results of a particular search relevant to a user based on a 
search string typed into the interface by the user . The results 
may also be interacted with such that documents in the 
search results can be opened directly , viewed , or edited . 
[ 0064 ] In some embodiments , a messaging interface may 
be included in the list of buttons 102 . For users in a 
collaborative work environment it is advantageous to be able 
to communicate directly through the system . For example , 
several advantages may include efficiency in communicat - 
ing such that users will not need to open another system or 
application , the ability to link to information or data that is 
natively based in the system such that the data appears in a 
format that is aesthetically pleasing and thorough ( the data 
may also be remote but accessibly by the system ) , to 
preserve system resources by having only one platform 
running , and also to maintain security of data by monitoring 
the communications for inadvertent disclosure of secure 
content . If a user shares information above another user ' s 
access category level then the system may block the com 
munication . In some embodiments , a notification may be 
sent to the user attempting to send the secure information 
describing the issue and providing alternative methods of 
communicating without violating the security of the data . 
[ 0065 ] In some embodiments , a graph may be included in 
the list of buttons 102 . The graph may display a listing of 
objects . Objects may include people , events , places , com 
panies , property , user - created documents , and relationships 
between all objects . Objects may also comprise unique 
identifiers such that users or the system may be able to link 
directly to the particular identifier , which may be an alpha 
numeric string of characters . Such a tool provides users a 
way of visually mapping the objects to extract information 
not otherwise clear . The graph may also allow users to 
interact with the objects in order to edit , modify , or add 
additional objects or information to the objects . In some 
embodiments , users may also access documents linked as an 
object to view or further contribute . In some embodiments , 
users may view all documents citing to or referring to the 
particular objects . The documents displayed would be based 
on the access category levels of the user and each document 
such that only documents with the same or less secure access 
category level can be viewed or opened by the user . In some 
embodiments , documents with more secure access category 
levels may appear but with an indicator ( for example , grayed 
out ) indicating to the user that the document is not viewable 
due to access category level restrictions , or for any other 
reason . For the purposes of this invention , objects may be 
brought into the document and turned into an artifact by a 
variety of methods ; several example methods are disclosed 
in more detail in U . S . Patent Application Publication No . 
2016 / 0210270 by Kelly et al . , the contents of which is 
hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety and 
for all purposes . 
[ 0066 ] In some embodiments , a map may be included in 
the list of buttons 102 . The map may be configured to allow 
users to place or view objects on a map of a particular 
location ( for example , countries , cities , shopping malls , or a 
soccer field ) . The objects can store the corresponding GPS 
coordinates in the database to be referenced by the system 
later . In some embodiments , users can create new events or 
objects while viewing the map . 
[ 0067 ] In some embodiments , an object explorer may be 
included in the list of buttons 102 . This page allows a user 

to view a detailed summary of each object in the database in 
the form of one or more lists . The user may view information 
in an easy - to - read format , may be able to add data or notes 
via an input device , or modify the data ( if the user has the 
appropriate access category level as compared to the data ' s 
access category level ) . The user may also be able to run 
searches to find objects containing particular strings of 
characters or may be of a certain property types ( for 
example , a person , event , or place ) , or both . Object property 
types are described in more detail below . Also , in some 
embodiments , a user may be able to select an object and drag 
and drop the object onto another button . This would send a 
link to the object onto the page of the corresponding button 
the user dropped the object onto . For example , if a user drags 
a “ person ” object onto the collaboration document button , 
the data linked to that object is sent to the collaboration 
document 104 page . In other embodiments , the user can drag 
and drop the object onto any button 102 to view the object 
in the respective pages . For example , dropping an object 
onto the object explorer button would open a detailed view 
of the object in the object explorer page . In another embodi 
ment , dragging an object onto the graph button would 
visually show the object ' s relationship to other objects . In 
some embodiments , an application programming interface 
( API ) or communication standard may enable the drag and 
drop feature . One way the API can be implemented is that 
by dragging and dropping an icon of an object , a unique 
identifier is sent to a database through an API , where the 
database sends back the data associated with the unique 
identifier . In another embodiment , standalone applications 
may be used together by dragging and dropping between 
them using APIs or other standard communication interface 
so that the object data can appear to transfer between the 
applications . 
[ 0068 ] In some embodiments , a collaboration document 
page 100 may be included in the list of buttons 102 . The 
collaboration document page 100 is a customizable word 
processing page viewable and editable by the user that 
created it . In some embodiments , the collaboration docu 
ment page 100 is accessible and editable by anyone with the 
proper access category level . In other embodiments , the 
collaboration page 100 is only viewable or editable to users 
designated by the user that created the document , an admin 
istrator , or by being the member of a group with special 
access privileges separate from the access category level 
permissions . The collaboration document page 100 com 
prises any network or local document a user opens in the 
program . In some embodiments , a user may have open one 
collaboration document 133 at a time . In other embodi 
ments , a user can have open multiple documents at a time . 
In one embodiment , if a user has multiple documents open , 
one or more new buttons may appear in the navigation pane 
104 allowing access to the additional currently open docu 
ments . One example of a collaboration document page 100 
and an exemplary current document 133 is illustrated in FIG . 
1A . 
10069 ] Also , in some embodiments , the collaboration 
document 133 can be shared with one or more other users to 
either view or edit the document . The system monitors the 
collaboration document 133 and assigns the collaboration 
document 133 an access category level such that any sharing 
to a user with an access category level less than the access 
category level of the document will not be able to view or 
view and edit the document . In another embodiment , the 
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system may provide access to users with all access category 
levels but hide the portions of the document comprising a 
higher access category level than the user and still allow the 
sharing of the document . Such variations of limiting or 
blocking access to such information are further described 
herein and with respect to FIGS . 1C , 1D , and 1E . 
[ 0070 ] For example , in one embodiment a user with an 
access category level of 4 may add an artifact with the same 
access category level to a collaboration document 133 . 
Another user , at a different user device , with an access 
category level of 2 may be editing the same collaboration 
document 133 , either concurrently or some time after the 
access category level 4 user added a new category level 4 
artifact . From the perspective of the access category level 4 
user , the artifact is completely viewable and editable in the 
document . From the perspective of the access category level 
2 user , the same artifact may be completely hidden and 
unviewable in the document . Alternatively or in addition , 
from the perspective of the access category level 2 user , the 
same artifact may be hidden or unviewable , but at the 
location of the artifact is displayed an indicator that there is 
a hidden artifact . In some embodiments , the location of the 
hidden artifact is a placeholder element comprising no 
access category level 4 content but retaining the same size 
and shape as the original artifact . This allows the document 
to retain similar document formatting between the different 
users . Alternatively or in addition , from the perspective of 
the access category level 2 user , the same artifact may be 
partially viewable such that only the access category level 4 
data is hidden from view . 
10071 ] The navigation pane 104 may further comprise an 
import button 106 allowing a user to import an object or 
other information into the document . Additionally , a user 
may import data or an object similar to the drag and drop 
method described in relation to the object explorer herein . 
The imported data may be stored and accessed according to 
FIG . 2 . 
[ 0072 ] The navigation pane 104 may further comprise an 
update button 106 allowing a user to update the document 
with any new information not already loaded into the 
document . In some embodiments , the document automati 
cally updates in real - time as objects and documents are 
updated in the database . In other embodiments , to conserve 
processing power , a document is updated upon pressing the 
update button 106 where the system downloads updated 
object data and any other updated information linked to or 
referred to in the document . In other embodiments , the 
document may update all objects and information upon the 
opening of the document and may still require an update 
button 106 to refresh the page without closing and opening 
again . 
10073 ] The navigation pane 104 may further comprise a 
publish button 108 allowing a user to publish an object , the 
entire document , or a portion of the information into a 
document format viewable outside the system ( for example , 
. doc , . docx , . xls , . pdf file , or any other format that allows the 
viewing of text and images ) . 
[ 0074 ] The navigation pane 104 may further comprise a 
search box 112 , drop down search box 114 and a search 
button 116 . The search box 112 allows a user to enter an 
alpha - numeric string to search . In some embodiments , the 
user may be able to enter advanced search strings for more 
complex searching . The drop down search box 114 allows a 
user to review prior searches performed by the user . The user 

can click on one of the prior searches to run the prior search 
again . The search button 116 may be pressed after a search 
string is entered into the search box 112 . Once pressed , the 
system processes the search and presents the user with the 
search results ( not shown ) . In some embodiments , an 
advance searching window or pane may be accessible to the 
user to further modify the search criteria . In some embodi 
ments , the all search results are presented to the user who 
entered the search . However , in other embodiments , the 
search results shown would be based on the access category 
levels of the user and each search result item ( for example , 
an object or document ) such that only objects or documents 
with the same or less secure access category level can be 
viewed or opened by the user . In some embodiments , objects 
or documents with more secure access category levels may 
appear but with an indicator ( for example , grayed out ) 
indicating to the user that the object or document is not 
viewable due to access category level restrictions , or for any 
other reason . In some embodiments , the search box 112 may 
include an autocomplete functionality allowing a user to 
begin typing and have possible results appear for the user to 
click on . Advantages would include assisting the user in 
spelling the remaining of the word , providing the results of 
common search terms , save the user time in entering the text , 
for example . In some embodiments , the autocomplete fea 
ture only displays possible results that are appropriate for the 
access category level of the user such that any data with a 
higher access category level is not displayed in the search or 
in the autocomplete results . 
[ 0075 ] It should be appreciated that any button described 
herein may also be any other visual indicator that a user can 
interact with . 
[ 0076 ] Settings Pane 
[ 0077 ] In the collaboration document page 100 there may 
also be a settings pane 120 on the top of the interface . In 
some embodiments , the settings pane 120 may be located on 
the bottom or sides of the interface . In some embodiments 
the settings pane may be located at the top of the interface 
but below the navigation pane 104 . 
[ 0078 ] The settings pane 120 may comprise information 
useful to a user and options to edit , share , publish , or modify 
the document ( for example , by appearance or style ) . 
[ 0079 ] In some embodiments , the settings pane 120 may 
comprise a version indicator 118 describing the document ' s 
version type . In some embodiments , the version indicator 
118 may comprise written text ( for example , " draft , " " ver 
sion 2 , ” or “ final , ” or others ) . In some embodiments , the 
version indicator may comprise colors or shapes , or both , or 
any other way to indicate the version of the document . 
[ 0080 ] In some embodiments , the settings pane 120 may 
comprise a folder path 122 describing a local or network 
location ( which , in some implementations , may be virtual ) 
of where an open document is saved . In some embodiments , 
if the document has not been saved in a location there may 
be a default or temporary location listed , or an option to save 
the file in a customized location . In a preferred embodiment , 
any document in viewed or edited in the collaboration 
document page 100 would be stored on a secure network 
drive and / or other data store ( e . g . , in cloud storage ) and not 
on a local machine . 
[ 0081 ] The settings pane 120 may also comprise a tool bar 
124 section allowing the styling and formatting of text and 
images within the collaboration document page 100 . 
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[ 0082 ] The settings pane 120 may also comprise a share 
option 126 allowing a user to share a link or copy of the 
current document open in the collaboration document page 
100 . 
[ 0083 ] The settings pane 120 may also comprise a settings 
or option button 128 allowing a user to access general or 
specific options related to the collaboration document page 
100 . 
[ 0084 ] The settings pane 120 may also comprise a publish 
button 128 allowing a user to access general or specific 
options related to the collaboration document page 100 . 
[ 0085 ] Collaboration Document 
[ 0086 ] . In a collaboration document page 100 there may be 
an open collaboration document 133 . The collaboration 
document 133 is a document currently open and accessed by 
a user allowing interactions with text , images , and other 
elements on the page . 
[ 0087 ] In some embodiments , the collaboration document 
133 may comprise a document title 131 , text , tagged objects 
( for example , 132 or 134 ) , and various unique artifacts ( for 
example , 136 , 144 , and 154 ) . The document title 131 can be 
set or changes by a user to reflect a description of the 
collaboration document 133 . 
[ 0088 ] In some embodiments , a user may embed content 
via tagged objects 132 and 134 or artifacts 136 , 144 , and 
154 . In a preferred embodiment , the tagged objects 132 and 
134 or artifacts 136 , 144 , and 154 are not stored locally but 
download the content when the page is loaded ( or upon a 
particular event or time interval ) . 
[ 0089 ] Turning to FIG . 1B , FIG . 1B shows another 
example of a collaboration page 101 similar to the collabo 
ration page 100 shown in FIG . 1A . A user may add a tagged 
object 132 to a document . The tagged object 132 may be 
stored and accessed according to FIG . 2 . In some embodi 
ments , the tagged object 132 comprises a unique identifier . 
The tagged object 140 comprises a different unique identi 
fier . The unique identifier points the collaboration document 
133 to an object comprising one or more data elements 
stored remotely . On load , the collaboration document 133 
downloads the necessary data to display in the collaboration 
document 133 . In some embodiments , only the data the user 
wishes to display may be downloaded and then displayed . In 
other embodiments , all data may be downloaded and stored 
temporarily . Storing data remotely provides higher levels of 
security by allowing the remote server comprising the data 
to determine proper access category levels prior to sending 
any data over . Also , storing data remotely also allows 
updates to the data to be implemented in one location such 
that all documents linking to the one location will update 
together thereby avoiding issues of old or outdated infor 
mation populating any documents . In some embodiments , 
updates to data in a collaboration document 133 may also 
update the source of the data in a remote database . Data 
appearing in the collaboration document that is linked to a 
database is referred to herein as “ linked data , " " database 
linked , " " data - linked , " or in some cases a data object . 
[ 0090 ] FIG . 1B shows a user adding a tagged object 170 
and what may display to the user during the process . As 
shown , a box 172 may open offering a user options on 
adding the tagged object . For example , the box 172 may 
comprise a question or clarifying remark 174 to help the user 
select the correct information , a trash icon 176 to cancel or 
remove the addition , a search box 178 to search the remote 
database for additional information , various objects 180 and 

182 in the database that comprise the searched term ( s ) , and 
a cancel button 184 to cancel the creation process . In some 
embodiments , the box 172 may be displayed upon selection 
of an already created tagged object 132 or 140 . In some 
embodiments , upon selection of either 180 or 182 , another 
box may appear ( not shown ) allowing the user to choose 
how to display the object . The object may be displayed as 
132 or alternatively as artifacts 136 , 144 , and 154 as shown 
on FIG . 1A . In some embodiments , the box 178 or search 
box 178 may include an autocomplete functionality allowing 
a user to begin typing and have possible results appear for 
the user to click on . Advantages would include assisting the 
user in spelling the remaining of the word , providing the 
results of common search terms , save the user time in 
entering the text , for example . In some embodiments , the 
autocomplete feature only displays possible results that are 
appropriate for the access category level of the user such that 
any data with a higher access category level is not displayed 
in the search or in the autocomplete results . 
[ 0091 ] Turning back to FIG . 1A , there are various types of 
artifacts available to the collaboration document page 100 . 
For example , one exemplary artifact , a person artifact 136 , 
comprises data related to a person object in the database . The 
person artifact 136 comprises the object name 142 of the 
person , a classification of the object type 140 , and informa 
tion stored in the object , such as the birthday 138 . In some 
embodiments , a user can choose which data fields to include 
in the person artifact 136 or which data fields to omit when 
the user creates the artifact . 
[ 0092 ] Another exemplary artifact , a graph artifact 144 , 
comprises a graph illustrating various data objects and their 
relationships to each other . In some embodiments , the graph 
artifact 144 comprises a graph title 142 and a link 146 to 
open the graph externally ( for example in the graph page in 
the list of buttons 102 ) . The graph may comprise various 
objects 148 , each comprising a name and image associated 
with the object ( if available in the database ) . In some 
embodiments , the data displayed in the graph may be 
customizable such that certain data is omitted and other data 
is displayed ( for example as an optional feature , last known 
locations of the person objects may be displayed with an 
image of the person but names may be omitted due to a lack 
of consistent data or for any other reason ) . In some embodi 
ments , lines may connect the objects 148 to show how 
particular objects are related or the relationship between the 
objects 148 . For example , some lines may include text 
describing the relationship , such as “ Managed By , ” “ Known 
Associate , " " Owned By , ” or “ Brother To . ” Lines may also 
omit text and merely indicate a connection . Tagged objects 
132 and 140 may also appear in the graph in addition to 
in - line with text . 
[ 0093 ] Another exemplary artifact , a map artifact 154 , 
comprises a map 166 of a particular location and , in some 
embodiments , events 160 , 162 , and 164 depicted on the 
map . In some embodiments , similar to the graph artifact 144 , 
the map artifact 154 comprises a map title 158 and a link 156 
to open the graph externally . In some embodiments , users 
can customize how the map 166 is depicted such that certain 
countries , cities , or borders may be emphasized or de 
emphasized . Moreover , one or more events may be added to 
the map , for example events 160 , 162 , and 164 . 
[ 0094 ] The collaboration document 133 may also com 
prise an interactive button 168 allowing a user to click the 
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button and view additional options related to embedding or 
modifying content . These options are described in FIG . 1C . 
[ 0095 ] In some embodiments , it is possible to create an 
artifact by selecting the interactive button 168 , which may 
include an option to add an artifact to a collaboration 
document 133 . There are many ways to add an artifact to a 
collaboration document 133 . In one embodiment , a user may 
input information into a popup or within the document itself , 
similar to box 172 in FIG . 1B . Information may depend on 
the following : the type of artifact being added , the settings 
pertaining to the artifact ’ s appearance , custom requirements 
previously set up for the collaboration document , the 
account , the particular artifact , or the particular one or more 
objects appearing in the artifact . 
[ 0096 ] In another embodiment , a user may drag an object 
onto the collaboration document button 102 from another 
page listed on the buttons 102 . Upon dragging the object 
onto the page , one of the following options may occur : a 
default object artifact may be created at the bottom of the 
collaboration document 133 , a popup box occurs , similar to 
box 172 in FIG . 1B described above , requesting or requiring 
information to be entered related to the creation of the 
artifact , or a combination of the two . In some embodiments , 
the functionality of dragging and dropping the object may be 
preprogrammed by an administrator for some or all objects 
and settings . In one embodiment , the user may drag an 
object onto the collaboration page button 102 and continue 
to hold the object and drag it onto a place on the collabo 
ration document page 133 . Upon dropping the object in the 
collaboration document 133 , the system may display a 
preprogrammed default artifact based on the object type 
dropped in the collaboration document 133 . Alternatively or 
in addition , upon dropping the object in the collaboration 
document 133 , the system may prompt the user for infor 
mation related to the display of the artifact prior to display 
ing the artifact . In some embodiments , the popup box may 
include an autocomplete functionality allowing a user to 
begin typing and have possible results appear for the user to 
click on . Advantages such functionality may include assist 
ing the user in spelling the remainder of the word or phrase , 
or providing the results of common search terms , which may 
save the user time in entering the text , for example . In some 
embodiments , the autocomplete feature displays possible 
results that are appropriate for the access category level of 
the user such that any data with a higher access category 
level is not displayed in the search or in the autocomplete 
results . 
[ 0097 ] In some embodiments , when a user indicates to the 
system that the user wants to input an artifact ( for example 
by selecting the interactive button 168 or dragging and 
dropping an object onto the page ) , the system may either use 
information input by the user , preprogrammed information , 
or a combination of both to create the artifact . This infor 
mation would indicate to the system the format , layout , size , 
and / or organization of the artifact as it is displayed in the 
collaboration document 133 . In one embodiment , only the 
necessary information required to display the artifact that is 
already not preprogrammed or accessible by the system 
would be requested directly from the user prior to generating 
or displaying the artifact . 
[ 0098 ] Access Category Level Controls 
[ 0099 ] Access category levels stored for each user and 
object provide the system a way to compare a user with an 
object , an object with another object , or a user with another 

user . By comparing the users and objects , the system can 
make a determination to either display an object to a user or 
restrict access to the object . Based on preprogrammed 
criteria on how the access categories relate to one another , 
the system , after it makes the determination , will implement 
the appropriate means to either provide or prevent access to 
the object , or information associated with the object . 
[ 0100 ) Similar to FIGS . 1A , FIG . 1C illustrates another 
example of a collaboration page 103 similar to the collabo 
ration page 100 shown in FIG . 1A . FIG . 1C also illustrates 
one embodiment of the access category levels implemented 
by the system . In this embodiment , the graph artifact 144 is 
hidden based on the system ' s determination that the user 
accessing the collaboration document 133 does not have the 
appropriate access category level . Although it is optional , 
the system may display a placeholder artifact 192 . The 
placeholder artifact 192 retains the similar or same size and 
shape of the graph artifact 144 in the collaboration document 
133 so that the format and appearance of the document 133 
may be similar to that of the original document except 
without the sensitive content . In some embodiments , there is 
an indicator 190 displayed to the user indicating that a 
particular artifact is hidden from view . In some embodi 
ments , the indicator 190 also displays the required access 
category level so that the user may know who has access to 
the information , or how secure the information is . The 
indicator 190 may be displayed without the placeholder 
artifact 192 anywhere on the user interface ( for example , the 
top , sides , bottom of the collaboration document 133 , in a 
location where the sensitive content would appear but not in 
a placeholder artifact , or anywhere else that a user may 
reference ) . 
[ 0101 ] In some embodiment , an access category level tag 
186 and 188 may be displayed by some or all artifacts in the 
collaboration document 133 . For example , access category 
level tag 186 read “ Access Category Level 2 ” and is 
displayed near or next to the person artifact 136 . Another 
example , access category level tag 188 also reads “ Access 
Category Level 2 ” and is displayed near or next to the map 
artifact 154 . The access category level displayed near each 
artifact should be the same access category level that 
appears in the database for the artifact , or the data , depend 
ing on the system ' s configuration . So , depending on how the 
system is configured , the artifact may inherit the most 
restrictive or least restrictive access category level of all data 
within the artifact . 
[ 0102 ] In another embodiment , data within the objects 
may be removed or hidden from view based on the system ' s 
determination that the user does not have the required access 
category level . For example , in the person artifact 136 , a 
particular data element , such as “ Family Members ” may not 
be displayed if the system determines that the " Family 
Members ” data is has a higher access category level than the 
user . In another embodiment , a row may still be displayed 
showing the title of the data , for example " Family Mem 
bers , ” but indicating that the data is restricted or blocked 
from view due to access category level restrictions . This 
indication may be provided similar to the indicator 190 as 
described above . 
[ 0103 ] FIG . 1C also illustrates what happens when a user 
selects or clicks on the interactive button 168 that is shown 
on FIGS . 1A and 1B . Once the user selects the interactive 
button 168 , several options may appear . The new options are 
also selectable . The first option , the cancel option 194 , 
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allows a user to cancel the selection of the interactive button 
168 , and hide the newly displays options ( for example , 196 
and 198 ) . One example of an option would be a graph option 
196 , allowing a quick shortcut to create a graph artifact , 
similar to the graph artifact 144 . Another option may be a 
map option 198 , allowing a quick shortcut to create a map 
artifact , similar to the map artifact 154 . In some embodi 
ments , there can be any number of options available to a user 
based on the system ' s configuration , the data available , or 
any custom user or organization preferences . 
[ 0104 ] Similar to FIG . 1C , FIG . 1D illustrates another 
example of a collaboration page 105 similar to the collabo 
ration page 103 shown in FIG . 1C showing another example 
implementation of the category access levels . In this 
embodiment , the graph artifact 144 is completely hidden 
based on the system ' s determination that the user accessing 
the collaboration document 133 does not have the appropri 
ate access category level . Unlike FIG . 1C , there is no 
placeholder artifact , but instead there is written text 191 
indicating that content was located in this line , that the 
content is restricted , and the access category level required . 
In some embodiments , there could be no text displayed in 
line , no access category level requirement , or both . In other 
embodiments , the text can appear anywhere else on the 
screen indicating that content was hidden and / or the access 
category level required to view all content . 
[ 0105 ] Also , as described in FIG . 1C , in some embodi 
ments , an access category level tag 186 and 188 may be 
displayed by some or all artifacts in the collaboration 
document 133 . 
[ 0106 ] Similar to FIGS . 1C and 1D , FIG . 1E illustrates 
another example of a collaboration page 107 similar to the 
collaboration page 103 shown in FIG . 1C showing another 
example implementation of the category access levels . In 
this embodiment , the graph artifact 144 and any written text 
191 are completely hidden based on the system ' s determi 
nation that the user accessing the collaboration document 
133 does not have the appropriate access category level . 
Unlike FIGS . 1C and 1D , there is no placeholder artifact or 
written text 191 indicating that content was located in a 
particular line that the content is restricted , or the access 
category level required . Also , in some embodiments , there 
can be no indication of access category level near any 
artifact ( for example , 195 shows that access category level 
tags 186 and 188 have been omitted ) . In other embodiments , 
similar to FIG . 1D , text indicating that content was hidden , 
redacted , or restricted can appear anywhere else on the 
screen indicating that content was hidden and / or the access 
category level required to view all content . Also , in other 
embodiments , a user or administrator may toggle the set 
tings such that access category levels may be displayed . 
[ 0107 ] For example , a report document may have a para 
graph that has a higher categorization than the rest of the 
paragraphs . The report document may be released at a lower 
categorization level that excludes the higher - categorized 
paragraph from showing up , which means content from the 
report document will be missing . The system may have a 
preview feature that allows a user to view how that report 
document would look if released at various categorization 
levels , in order to ensure that the report document transitions 
and flows smoothly despite certain content being excluded . 
[ 0108 ] In another embodiment , the system may filter and 
present only the text in the report document that is of a 
certain categorization level ( for example , with the catego - 

rization level chosen through a drop - down menu via a 
pop - up ) . Upon selecting the desired categorization level 
manually and clicking " redact ” ( or automatically as 
described herein ) , the filtered version of the collaboration 
document is presented to the user based on the user ' s access 
category level . In one embodiment , certain data is hidden to 
all users and must be accessed by selecting a button or text 
indicating more content is viewable and having the appro 
priate access category level to view the information . 
[ 0109 ] In another embodiment , a collaboration document 
may be saved and opened by a second user . In some 
embodiments , an optional feature may be implemented to 
require the second user to input credentials to access the 
collaboration document . The second user can , in the elec 
tronic visualization interface , click on quoted passages or 
cited sources created by the original author . If the second 
user is authorized , the system can then automatically retrieve 
the sources without requiring further manual interaction 
from the second user and display the information to the user . 
In another embodiment , the second user can access the 
collaboration document while the first user still has the 
document open . 
[ 0110 ] In one embodiment , a collaboration document can 
be saved to a workspace in the database . Documents in the 
workspace can be accessed by other users who are autho 
rized to access the workspace . Documents in the workspace 
can be linked together through citations . For example , a first 
report can cite to a second report , which may cite to a source 
in a workspace . The system can automatically link the first 
report to the source , or provide the source for viewing when 
a user clicks on the citation in the first report . Similarly , 
sources of sources within a workspace can be linked . This 
way , a network of citations can be constructed within the 
workspace , enabling additional features , such as finding the 
most commonly cited sources or authors . In some embodi 
ments , the system keeps track of all access category levels 
of the data so that any user accessing such documents will 
still only view information appropriate for the user ' s access 
category level ( for example , the user has either the same or 
higher access category level ) , so that even if higher access 
category level data is a source of a source the user is trying 
to view the system will omit or redact it per the methods 
described herein . 
[ 0111 ] FIG . 1F , similar to FIGS . 1A - 1E , illustrates an 
embodiment of a system graphical user interface 109 being 
accessed by at least three users at the same time , and a 
column allowing a user to view modifications and edits done 
to the document by each user . 
[ 0112 ] With respect to the multiple users , user access 
information button 181 may be displayed on the screen 
indicating to a user what other users are accessing or editing 
the document . The user may hover over or select the user 
access information button 181 to get more details on the 
users accessing the document . Such details may include one 
or more of the following : abbreviated initials or code ( for 
example “ UO ” or “ U1 ” ) , full name , user name , time in 
document , contact information ( for example , email or phone 
number ) , methods to privately communicate ( for example , 
through a chat or quickly sending an email ) , or any other 
useful information . 
[ 0113 ] . In some embodiments , there may be a cursors or 
indicators 183 , 185 , and 187 located on the screen indicating 
where each user currently accessing the document has his or 
her cursor . This allows each user the ability to avoid editing 
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view any number of indicators ( for example , placeholder 
artifacts , written text , or anything else described herein or 
obvious variations of what is described herein ) . 
0119 ) With respect to FIGS . 1A - 1F and the embodiments 
described herein , it should also be appreciated that in some 
embodiments , the text associated with an artifact that is 
hidden from a particular user may also be desired to be 
hidden and the system may provide options to users to 
categorize particular text , data , or artifacts a specific cus 
tomized access category level absent of any programmed 
access category level in the database or system . 

or modifying text or artifacts currently being edited by 
another user to improve collaboration efforts . In some 
embodiments , the user accessing the page may also have his 
or her cursor displayed as the user ' s abbreviated initials or 
code ( for example , 183 ) . In other embodiments , the user ' s 
cursor may appear to the user as a flashing vertical line as it 
appears in other word processing software , but appear as the 
user ' s abbreviated initials or code 183 to every other user 
accessing the document . 
[ 0114 ] In some embodiments , map artifacts 171 , 173 , and 
175 showing different types of information ( for example , 
heat maps , elevation maps , street maps , earth views , or any 
other type of map ) may be displayed in the map artifact 154 , 
as shown at least in FIG . 1A . Also , in some embodiments , 
such artifacts 171 , 173 , and 175 may overlap to save space . 
It should be appreciated that any artifact may be configured 
to overlap with another artifact in all FIGS . 1A to 1F . In 
some embodiments , a user may interact with an overlapped 
artifact ( for example , map artifacts 173 or 175 ) and the 
artifact may be raised to appear over the overlapping arti 
facts ( for example , map artifact 173 would appear to now 
overlap map artifacts 171 and continue to overlap map 
artifact 175 ) . 
[ 0115 ] In some embodiments , a history pane 177 may be 
displayed allowing a user access to document changes 
tracked in the system . There may be a comments section 179 
allowing users the ability to view and add comments to 
various portions content added to the document , or to other 
comments . A cancel button 189 may also appear to allow the 
user the ability to close the history pane 177 . In some 
embodiments , the history pane 177 may take up the whole 
screen . In some embodiments , a cancel button 189 may not 
be required and a user may be able to close the screen with 
a shortcut or clicking the title bar . It should be appreciated 
that any user interface pane disclosed herein may have 
similar features . 
[ 0116 ] In some embodiments , the history pane 177 may 
also include a timeline feature 161 . The timeline feature 161 
allows a user to step back and step forward through the 
tracked changes in a document . As the user steps back or 
steps forward , the collaboration document 133 may update 
according to the step the user indicates . In some embodi 
ments , there may be a slider 163 in the timeline feature 161 , 
allowing a user to slide the slider 163 back and forth along 
a path to select various steps in the tracked changes . 
[ 0117 ] In some embodiments , the tracked changes may 
also be listed in order ( for example , by time , by user name , 
by type of change , or anything else that may be useful ) . One 
example tracked change 167 lists a date “ 8 / 6 / 2017 , " a 
username “ User1 , " and a tracked change that the user 
" Created the document . ” Other example changes are also 
listed , for example 169 , which appears in FIG . 1A . 
[ 0118 ] With respect to FIGS . 1A - 1F and the embodiments 
described herein , it should be appreciated that the collabo 
ration document 133 may comprise many elements , com 
ponents , and features , many of which are not shown or 
described herein . An exemplary set of features are described , 
but the list is not meant to be exhaustive but to provide 
varying examples of the system ' s capabilities . It can be 
appreciated that many other features can be included in the 
system . For example , In FIGS . 1A - 1F , a user or adminis 
trator may toggle the settings such that any embodiment 
regarding access category levels described in the figures 
may be implemented , and to any degree such that a user may 

Object - Centric Data Model 
[ 0120 ] To provide a framework for the following and 
above discussions of specific systems and methods 
described herein , an example database system 210 using an 
ontology 205 will now be described . This description is 
provided for the purpose of providing an example and is not 
intended to limit the techniques to the example data model , 
the example database system , or the example database 
system ' s use of an ontology to represent information . 
10121 ] In one embodiment , a body of data is conceptually 
structured according to an object - centric data model repre 
sented by ontology 205 . The conceptual data model is 
independent of any particular database used for durably 
storing one or more database ( s ) 209 based on the ontology 
205 . For example , each object of the conceptual data model 
may correspond to one or more rows in a relational database 
or an entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
( LDAP ) database , or any combination of one or more 
databases . 
[ 0122 ] FIG . 2 illustrates an object - centric conceptual data 
model according to an embodiment . An ontology 205 , as 
noted above , may include stored information providing a 
data model for storage of data in the database 209 . The 
ontology 205 may be defined by one or more object types , 
which may each be associated with one or more property 
types . At the highest level of abstraction , data object 201 is 
a container for information representing things in the world . 
For example , data object 201 can represent an entity such as 
a person , a place , an organization , a market instrument , or 
other noun . Data object 201 can represent an event that 
happens at a point in time or for a duration . Data object 201 
can represent a document or other unstructured data source 
such as an e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper 
or article . Each data object 201 is associated with a unique 
identifier that uniquely identifies the data object within the 
database system . 
[ 0123 ] Different types of data objects may have different 
property types . For example , a “ Person ” data object might 
have an “ Eye Color ” property type and an “ Event " data 
object might have a “ Date ” property type . Each property 203 
as represented by data in the database system 210 may have 
a property type defined by the ontology 205 used by the 
database 205 . 
[ 0124 ] Objects may be instantiated in the database 209 in 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
particular object in the ontology 205 . For example , a specific 
monetary payment ( e . g . , an object of type “ event ” ) of 
US $ 30 . 00 ( e . g . , a property of type " currency ” ) taking place 
on Mar . 27 , 2009 ( e . g . , a property of type “ date ” ) may be 
stored in the database 209 as an event object with associated 
currency and date properties as defined within the ontology 
205 . The data objects defined in the ontology 205 may 
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support property multiplicity . In particular , a data object 201 
may be allowed to have more than one property 203 of the 
same property type . For example , a “ Person ” data object 
might have multiple “ Address ” properties or multiple 
“ Name ” properties . 
[ 0125 ] Each link 202 represents a connection between two 
data objects 201 . In one embodiment , the connection is 
either through a relationship , an event , or through matching 
properties . A relationship connection may be asymmetrical 
or symmetrical . For example , " Person ” data object A may be 
connected to “ Person ” data object B by a “ Child Of ” 
relationship ( where “ Person ” data object B has an asym 
metric “ Parent Of ” relationship to “ Person ” data object A ) , 
a “ Kin Of " symmetric relationship to “ Person ” data object 
C , and an asymmetric “ Member Of " relationship to “ Orga 
nization ” data object X . The type of relationship between 
two data objects may vary depending on the types of the data 
objects . For example , " Person ” data object A may have an 
" Appears In ” relationship with “ Document ” data object Y or 
have a “ Participate In ” relationship with “ Event ” data object 
E . As an example of an event connection , two “ Person ” data 
objects may be connected by an “ Airline Flight ” data object 
representing a particular airline flight if they traveled 
together on that flight , or by a “ Meeting ” data object 
representing a particular meeting if they both attended that 
meeting . In one embodiment , when two data objects are 
connected by an event , they are also connected by relation 
ships , in which each data object has a specific relationship 
to the event , such as , for example , an “ Appears In ” rela 
tionship . 
[ 0126 ] As an example of a matching properties connec 
tion , two “ Person ” data objects representing a brother and a 
sister , may both have an “ Address ” property that indicates 
where they live . If the brother and the sister live in the same 
home , then their “ Address ” properties likely contain similar , 
if not identical property values . In one embodiment , a link 
between two data objects may be established based on 
similar or matching properties ( e . g . , property types and / or 
property values ) of the data objects . These are just some 
examples of the types of connections that may be repre 
sented by a link and other types of connections may be 
represented ; embodiments are not limited to any particular 
types of connections between data objects . For example , a 
document might contain references to two different objects . 
For example , a document may contain a reference to a 
payment ( one object ) , and a person ( a second object ) . A link 
between these two objects may represent a connection 
between these two entities through their co - occurrence 
within the same document . 
[ 0127 ] Each data object 201 can have multiple links with 
another data object 201 to form a link set 204 . For example , 
two “ Person ” data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a “ Spouse Of ” relationship , a 
matching “ Address ” property , and one or more matching 
“ Event ” properties ( e . g . , a wedding ) . Each link 202 as 
represented by data in a database may have a link type 
defined by the database ontology used by the database . 
[ 0128 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary 
components and data that may be used in identifying and 
storing data according to an ontology . In this example , the 
ontology may be configured , and data in the data model 
populated , by a system of parsers and ontology configura 
tion tools . In the embodiment of FIG . 3 , input data 300 is 
provided to parser 302 . The input data may comprise data 

from one or more sources . For example , an institution may 
have one or more databases with information on credit card 
transactions , rental cars , and people . The databases may 
contain a variety of related information and attributes about 
each type of data , such as a " date ” for a credit card 
transaction , an address for a person , and a date for when a 
rental car is rented . The parser 302 is able to read a variety 
of source input data types and determine which type of data 
it is reading . 
10129 ] . In accordance with the discussion above , the 
example ontology 205 comprises stored information provid 
ing the data model of data stored in database 209 , and the 
ontology is defined by one or more object types 310 , one or 
more property types 316 , and one or more link types 330 . 
Based on information determined by the parser 302 or other 
mapping of source input information to object type , one or 
more data objects 201 may be instantiated in the database 
209 based on respective determined object types 310 , and 
each of the objects 201 has one or more properties 203 that 
are instantiated based on property types 316 . Two data 
objects 201 may be connected by one or more links 202 that 
may be instantiated based on link types 330 . The property 
types 316 each may comprise one or more data types 318 , 
such as a string , number , etc . Property types 316 may be 
instantiated based on a base property type 320 . For example , 
a base property type 320 may be “ Locations ” and a property 
type 316 may be “ Home . ” 
[ 0130 ] In an embodiment , a user of the system uses an 
object type editor 324 to create and / or modify the object 
types 310 and define attributes of the object types . In an 
embodiment , a user of the system uses a property type editor 
326 to create and / or modify the property types 316 and 
define attributes of the property types . In an embodiment , a 
user of the system uses link type editor 328 to create the link 
types 330 . Alternatively , other programs , processes , or pro 
grammatic controls may be used to create link types and 
property types and define attributes , and using editors is not 
required . 
[ 0131 ] In an embodiment , creating a property type 316 
using the property type editor 326 involves defining at least 
one parser definition using a parser editor 322 . A parser 
definition comprises metadata that informs parser 302 how 
to parse input data 300 to determine whether values in the 
input data can be assigned to the property type 316 that is 
associated with the parser definition . In an embodiment , 
each parser definition may comprise a regular expression 
parser 304A or a code module parser 304B . In other embodi 
ments , other kinds of parser definitions may be provided 
using scripts or other programmatic elements . Once defined , 
both a regular expression parser 304A and a code module 
parser 304B can provide input to parser 302 to control 
parsing of input data 300 . 
[ 0132 ] Using the data types defined in the ontology , input 
data 300 may be parsed by the parser 302 determine which 
object type 310 should receive data from a record created 
from the input data , and which property types 316 should be 
assigned to data from individual field values in the input 
data . Based on the object - property mapping 301 , the parser 
302 selects one of the parser definitions that is associated 
with a property type in the input data . The parser parses an 
input data field using the selected parser definition , resulting 
in creating new or modified data 303 . The new or modified 
data 303 is added to the database 209 according to ontology 
205 by storing values of the new or modified data in a 
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property of the specified property type . As a result , input 
data 300 having varying format or syntax can be created in 
database 209 . The ontology 205 may be modified at any time 
using object type editor 324 , property type editor 326 , and 
link type editor 328 , or under program control without 
human use of an editor . Parser editor 322 enables creating 
multiple parser definitions that can successfully parse input 
data 300 having varying format or syntax and determine 
which property types should be used to transform input data 
300 into new or modified input data 303 . 
[ 0133 ] The properties , objects , and links ( e . g . relation 
ships ) between the objects can be visualized using a graphi 
cal user interface ( GUI ) . For example , FIG . 4 displays a user 
interface showing a graph representation 403 of relation 
ships ( including relationships and / or links 404 , 405 , 406 , 
407 , 408 , 409 , 410 , 411 , 412 , and 413 ) between the data 
objects ( including data objects 421 , 422 , 423 , 424 , 425 , 426 , 
427 , 428 , and 429 ) that are represented as nodes in the 
example of FIG . 4 . The graph artifact 144 in FIG . 1 is one 
example of a graph representation 403 described herein . In 
this embodiment , the data objects include person objects 
421 , 422 , 423 , 424 , 425 , and 426 ; a flight object 427 ; a 
financial account 428 ; and a computer object 429 . In this 
example , each person node ( associated with person data 
objects ) , flight node ( associated with flight data objects ) , 
financial account node ( associated with financial account 
data objects ) , and computer node ( associated with computer 
data objects ) may have relationships and / or links with any of 
the other nodes through , for example , other objects such as 
payment objects . 
[ 0134 ] For example , in FIG . 4 , relationship 404 is based 
on a payment associated with the individuals indicated in 
person data objects 421 and 423 . The link 404 represents 
these shared payments ( for example , the individual associ 
ated with data object 421 may have paid the individual 
associated with data object 423 on three occasions ) . The 
relationship is further indicated by the common relationship 
between person data objects 421 and 423 and financial 
account data object 428 . For example , link 411 indicates that 
person data object 421 transferred money into financial 
account data object 428 , while person data object 423 
transferred money out of financial account data object 428 . 
In another example , the relationships between person data 
objects 424 and 425 and flight data object 427 are indicated 
by links 406 , 409 , and 410 . In this example , person data 
objects 424 and 425 have a common address and were 
passengers on the same flight data object 427 . In an embodi 
ment , further details related to the relationships between the 
various objects may be displayed . For example , links 411 
and 412 may , in some embodiments , indicate the timing of 
the respective money transfers . In another example , the time 
of the flight associated with the flight data object 427 may 
be shown . 
[ 0135 ] Relationships between data objects may be stored 
as links , or in some embodiments , as properties , where a 
relationship may be detected between the properties . In 
some cases , as stated above , the links may be directional . 
For example , a payment link may have a direction associated 
with the payment , where one person object is a receiver of 
a payment , and another person object is the payer of 
payment . 
[ 0136 ] In addition to visually showing relationships 
between the data objects , the user interface may allow 
various other manipulations . For example , the objects within 

database 108 may be searched using a search interface 450 
( e . g . , text string matching of object properties ) , inspected 
( e . g . , properties and associated data viewed ) , filtered ( e . g . , 
narrowing the universe of objects into sets and subsets by 
properties or relationships ) , and statistically aggregated 
( e . g . , numerically summarized based on summarization cri 
teria ) , among other operations and visualizations . 
101371 . Advantageously , the present disclosure allows 
users to interact and analyze electronic data in a more 
analytically useful way . Graphical user interfaces allow the 
user to visualize otherwise obscure relationships and pat 
terns between different data objects . The present disclosure 
allows for greater scalability by allowing greater access and 
search capabilities regardless of size . Without using the 
present disclosure , observation and use of such relationships 
would be virtually impossible given the size and diversity of 
many users ' present databases , ( e . g . excel spreadsheets , 
emails , and word documents ) . 
[ 0138 ] FIG . 5 illustrates defining a dynamic ontology for 
use in creating data in a database . For purposes of illustrat 
ing a clear example , steps 502 - 509 of FIG . 5 are first 
described at a high level , and details of an example imple 
mentation follow the high level description . 
[ 0139 ] In step 502 , one or more object types are created 
for a database ontology . In step 506 , one or more property 
types are created for each object type . As indicated in step 
504 , the attributes of object types or property types of the 
ontology may be edited or modified at any time . 
[ 0140 ] In step 508 , at least one parser definition is created 
for each property type . At step 509 , attributes of a parser 
definition may be edited or modified at any time . 
[ 0141 ] In an embodiment , each property type is declared 
to be representative of one or more object types . A property 
type is representative of an object type when the property 
type is intuitively associated with the object type . For 
example , a property type of “ Social Security Number ” may 
be representative of an object type “ Person ” but not repre 
sentative of an object type “ Business . ” 
[ 0142 ] In an embodiment , each property type has one or 
more components and a base type . In an embodiment , a 
property type may comprise a string , a date , a number , or a 
composite type consisting of two or more string , date , or 
number elements . Thus , property types are extensible and 
can represent complex data structures . Further , a parser 
definition can reference a component of a complex property 
type as a unit or token . 
[ 0143 ] An example of a property having multiple compo 
nents is a Name property having a Last Name component 
and a First Name component . An example of raw input data 
is “ Smith , Jane ” . An example parser definition specifies an 
association of input data to object property components as 
follows : { LAST _ NAME } , { FIRST _ NAME } > Name : Last , 
Name : First . In an embodiment , the association { LAST _ 
NAME } , { FIRST _ NAME } is defined in a parser definition 
using regular expression symbology . The association 
{ LAST _ NAME } , { FIRST _ NAME } indicates that a last 
name string followed by a first name string comprises valid 
input data for a property of type Name . In contrast , input 
data of " Smith Jane ” would not be valid for the specified 
parser definition , but a user could create a second parser 
definition that does match input data of " Smith Jane " . The 
definition Name : Last , Name : First specifies that matching 
input data values map to components named “ Last ” and 
“ First ” of the Name property . 
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10144 ] As a result , parsing the input data using the parser 
definition results in assigning the value “ Smith ” to the 
Name : Last component of the Name property , and the value 
“ Jane ” to the Name : First component of the Name property . 
[ 0145 ] In an embodiment , administrative users use an 
administrative editor to create or edit object types and 
property types . In an embodiment , users use the adminis 
trative editor to specify parser definitions and to associate 
regular expressions , code modules or scripts with the parser 
definitions . In the administrative editor , a user can specify 
attributes and components of a property type . For example , 
in one embodiment a user specifies a graphical user interface 
icon that is associated with the property type and displayed 
in a user interface for selecting the property type . The user 
further specifies a parser definition that is associated with the 
property type and that can parse input data and map the input 
data to properties corresponding to the property type . The 
user further specifies a display format for the property type 
indicating how users will see properties of that property 
type . 
[ 0146 ] In an embodiment , an object type editor panel 
could comprise graphical buttons for selecting add , delete , 
and edit functions , and one or more rows that identify object 
types and a summary of selected attributes of the object 
types . Example selected attributes that can be displayed in 
object editor panel include an object type name ( e . g . , Busi 
ness , Asset , etc . ) , a uniform resource identifier ( URI ) speci 
fying a location of information defining the object type ( for 
example , “ com . business _ entity _ name . object . business ” ) , 
and a base type of the object type , also expressed in URI 
format ( for example , " com . business _ entity _ name . object . 
entity ” ) . Each URI also may include a graphical icon . 
[ 0147 ] In an embodiment , a user interacts with a computer 
to perform the following steps to define an object type . 
Assume for purposes of an example that the new object type 
is Vehicle . Using the object type editor , the user selects the 
“ Add Object Type ” button and the computer generates and 
displays a panel that prompts the user to enter values for a 
new object type . The user selects a base object type of Entity , 
which may comprise any person , place or thing . The user 
assigns a graphical icon to the Vehicle object type . The user 
assigns a display name of “ Vehicle ” to the object type . 
10148 ] In an embodiment , a user interacts with the com 
puter to define a property type in a similar manner . The user 
specifies a name for the property type , a display name , and 
an icon . The user may specify one or more validators for a 
property type . Each validator may comprise a regular 
expression that input data modified by a parser must match 
to constitute valid data for that property type . In an embodi 
ment , each validator is applied to input data before a process 
can store the modified input data in an object property of the 
associated property type . Validators are applied after parsing 
and before input data is allowed to be stored in an object 
property . 
[ 0149 ] In various embodiments , validators may comprise 
regular expressions , a set of fixed values , or a code module . 
For example , a property type that is a number may have a 
validator comprising a regular expression that matches digits 
0 to 9 . As another example , a property type that is a US state 
may have a validator that comprises the set { AK , AL , CA . 
. . VA } of valid two - letter postal abbreviations for states . 
Validator sets may be extendible to allow a user to add 
further values . A property type may have component ele 
ments , and each component element may have a different 

validator . For example , a property type of “ Address ” may 
comprise as components “ City ” , “ State ” , and “ ZIP ” , each of 
which may have a different validator . 
[ 0150 ] In an embodiment , defining a property type 
includes identifying one or more associated words for the 
property type . The associated words support search func 
tions in large database systems . For example , a property type 
of “ Address ” may have an associated word of “ home ” so 
that a search in the system for “ home ” properties will yield 
“ Address ” as one result . 
[ 0151 ] In an embodiment , defining a property type 
includes identifying a display formatter for the property 
type . A display formatter specifies how to print or display a 
property type value . 
[ 0152 ] In an embodiment , the parser definitions each 
include a regular expression that matches valid input , and 
the parser uses a regular expression processing module . For 
example , conventional Java language processors typically 
have regular expression processing modules built in . In an 
embodiment , parser definitions comprising regular expres 
sions may be chained together . In another embodiment , one 
or more of the parser definitions each include a code module 
that contains logic for parsing input data and determining 
whether the input data matches a specified syntax or data 
model . The code module may be written in Java , JavaScript , 
or any other suitable source language . 
10153 ] . In an embodiment , there may be any number of 
parser definitions and sub - definitions . The number of parser 
definitions is unimportant because the input data is applied 
successively to each parser definition until a match occurs . 
When a match occurs , the input data is mapped using the 
parser sub definitions to one or more components of an 
instance of an object property . As a result , input data can 
vary syntactically from a desired syntax but correct data 
values are mapped into correct object property values in a 
database . 
[ 0154 ] Accordingly , referring again to FIG . 5 , creating a 
parser definition for a property type at step 508 may com 
prise selecting a parser type such as a regular expression , 
code module , or other parser type . When the parser type is 
" code module , ” then a user specifies the name of a particular 
code module , script , or other functional element that can 
perform parsing for the associated property type . 
[ 0155 ] In an embodiment , defining a property type 
includes creating a definition of a parser for the property 
type using a parser editor . In an embodiment , a screen 
display comprises a Parser Type combo box that can receive 
a user selection of a parser type , such as “ Regular Expres 
sion ” or “ Code Module . ” A screen display further comprises 
a Name text entry box that can receive a user - specified name 
for the parser definition . 
[ 0156 ] When the parser type is " regular expression , ” steps 
514 - 520 are performed . At step 514 , regular expression text 
is specified . For example , when the Parser Type value of 
combo box is “ Regular Expression , ” a screen display com 
prises an Expression Pattern text box that can receive a user 
entry of regular expression pattern text . 
( 0157 ] In step 516 , a property type component and a 
matching sub - definition of regular expression text is speci 
fied . For example , a screen display further comprises one or 
more property type component mappings . Each property 
type component mapping associates a sub - definition of the 
regular expression pattern text with the property type com 
ponent that is shown in a combo box . A user specifies a 
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property type component by selecting a property type com - 
ponent using a combo box for an associated sub - definition . 
As shown in step 518 , specifying a property type component 
and sub - definition of regular expression text may be 
repeated for all other property type components of a par 
ticular property type . 
[ 0158 ] In step 520 , a user may specify one or more 
constraints , default values , and / or other attributes of a parser 
definition . The user also may specify that a match to a 
particular property type component is not required by check 
ing a “ Not Required ” check box . A screen display may 
further comprise a Default Value text box that can receive 
user input for a default value for the property type compo 
nent . If a Default Value is specified , then the associated 
property type receives that value if no match occurs for 
associated grouping of the regular expression . In alternative 
embodiments , other constraints may be specified . 
[ 0159 ] At step 522 , the parser definition is stored in 
association with a property type . For example , selecting the 
SAVE button causes storing a parser definition based on the 
values entered in screen display . Parser definitions may be 
stored in database 209 . 
[ 0160 ] The approach of FIG . 5 may be implemented using 
other mechanisms for creating and specifying the values and 
elements identified in FIG . 5 , and a particular GUI of is not 
required . 
[ 0161 ] Advantageously , use of a dynamic ontology may 
allow a user to take advantage of an ontological data model , 
while not constraining himself or herself to a hard - coded 
ontology . Hard - coded ontologies can be overly simple ( i . e . 
lacking detailed semantic properties , making classification 
difficult but limiting analysis ) or overly complex ( i . e . having 
overly detailed semantic properties , making classification 
difficult ) . Use of a dynamic ontology can allow a user to 
define the desired level of semantic granularity , making 
dynamic ontologies suitable for a plurality of different and 
diverse uses ( e . g . , fraud prevention , cyber security , govern 
mental applications , capital markets , etc . ) . 
[ 0162 ] Advantageously , use of a parser or other ontology 
configuration tools may allow greater scalability of a user ' s 
database without loss of any analytic ability . Use of a parser 
or other ontology configuration tools and parser definitions , 
( e . g . , first name , last name , etc . ) , may allow for self 
categorization without the need for manual coding . Manual 
coding of a data object ' s properties may be subject to many 
of the disadvantages associated with manual data entry ( e . g . , 
slow , inaccurate , and costly ) . Additionally , manual coding of 
a data object ' s properties may not allow for dynamic ontol 
ogy reconfiguration if a user chose to adjust the granularity , 
( i . e . , specificity ) , or an ontologies semantic properties . 
[ 0163 ] FIG . 6 illustrates a method of transforming data 
and creating the data in a database using a dynamic ontol 
ogy . For purposes of illustrating a clear example , the 
approach of FIG . 6 is described herein with reference to FIG . 
3 . However , the approach of FIG . 6 may be implemented 
using other mechanisms for performing the functional steps 
of FIG . 6 , and the particular system of FIG . 3 is not required . 
[ 0164 ] In step 602 , input data is received . In an embodi 
ment , an input data file is received . The input data file may 
comprise a comma - separated value ( CSV ) file , a spread 
sheet , XML or other input data file format . Input data 300 of 
FIG . 3 may represent such file formats or any other form of 
input data . 

[ 0165 ] In step 604 , an object type associated with input 
data rows of the input data is identified , and one or more 
property types associated with input data fields of the input 
data are identified . For example , the object - property map 
ping 301 of FIG . 3 specifies that input data 300 comprises 
rows corresponding to object type PERSON and fields 
corresponding to property type components LAST _ NAME , 
FIRST _ NAME of property type NAME . The object - prop 
erty mapping 301 may be integrated into input data 300 or 
may be stored as metadata in association with a data input 
tool . 
[ 0166 ] In step 606 , a row of data is read from the input 
data , and one or more field values are identified based on 
delimiters or other field identifiers in the input data . 
[ 0167 ] In step 608 , a set of parser definitions associated 
with the property type of a particular input data field is 
selected . For example , metadata stored as part of creating a 
property type specifies a set of parser definitions , as previ 
ously described . 
[ 0168 ] In step 610 , the next parser definition is applied to 
an input data field value . Thus , data fields are read from each 
row of the file and matched to each parser that has been 
defined for the corresponding property types . For example , 
assume that the mapping indicates that an input data CSV 
file comprises ( Last Name , First Name ) values for Name 
properties of Person objects . Data fields are read from the 
input data CSV file and compared to each of the parsers that 
has been defined for the Name property type given the First 
Name field and Last Name field . If a match occurs for a ( Last 
Name , First Name ) pair value to any of the parsers for the 
Name property type , then the parser transforms the input 
data pair of ( Last Name , First Name ) into modified input 
data to be stored in an instantiation of a Name property . 
[ 0169 ] If applying a definition at step 610 results in a 
match to the input data , as tested at step 612 , then at step 618 
a property instance is created , and the input data field value 
is stored in a property of the property type associated with 
the matching sub - definition of the parser definition . For 
example , assume that the input data matches the regular 
expression for an ADDRESS value . The mapping specifies 
how to store the data matching each grouping of the regular 
expression into a component of the ADDRESS property . In 
response , an instance of an ADDRESS property is created in 
computer memory and the matching modified input data 
value is stored in each component of the property instance . 
[ 0170 ] If no match occurs at step 612 , then control trans 
fers to step 614 to test whether other parser definitions match 
the same input data value . As an example , a property editing 
wizard in which multiple parsers have been created for a 
particular property , and through the loop shown in FIG . 6 , 
each of the multiple parsers can be used in matching input 
data . If no match occurs to the given parser definition , then 
any other parser definitions for that property type are 
matched until either no match occurs , or no other parser 
definitions are available . 
[ 0171 ] If a grouping is empty , then the component is filled 
by the default value for that component , if it exists . If no 
other parser definitions are available , then control transfers 
from step 614 to step 616 , at which point an error is raised 
or the property is discarded 
[ 0172 ] At step 620 , the preceding steps are repeated for all 
other values and rows in the input data until the process has 
transformed all the input data into properties in memory . 
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[ 0173 ] At step 622 , an object of the correct object type is 
instantiated . For example , the object - property mapping 301 
may specify an object type for particular input data , and that 
type of object is instantiated . The newly created object is 
associated in memory with the properties that are already in 
memory . The resulting object is stored in the database in step 
624 . 
[ 0174 ] Steps in the preceding process may be organized in 
a pipeline . Using the approaches herein , a user can self 
define a database ontology and use automated , machine 
based techniques to transform input data according to user 
defined parsers and store the transformed data in the 
database according to the ontology . The approach provides 
efficient movement of data into a database according to an 
ontology . The input data has improved intelligibility after 
transformation because the data is stored in a canonical 
ontology . Further , the approach is flexible and adaptable , 
because the user can modify the ontology at any time and is 
not tied to a fixed ontology . The user also can define multiple 
parsers to result in semantic matches to input data even when 
the syntax of the input data is variable . 
[ 0175 ] In various implementations , data objects in ontol 
ogy 205 stored in database 209 , may be stored as graphs . 
FIG . 7 illustrates various graphs or graph - like relationships 
( which may comprise data structures or databases ) , and 
various structures that may be used to represent them , and 
which may be used in any embodiment described herein . 
Graph 701 is an example of an undirected graph , wherein the 
numbered fields 0 - 9 comprise nodes and the lines connect 
ing the nodes represent relationships . Clusters 704 shows 
example clusters , which may be considered as a set of 
graphs which may be disjoint . Data structure 703 represents 
an adjacency list which may be used to represent a graph or 
cluster , such as graph 701 or cluster 704 . Advantageously , 
adjacency lists , such as data structure 703 , allow storing of 
graphs in memory efficiently , particularly where the graphs 
are lightly - connected graphs or clusters ( e . g . graphs or 
clusters wherein the number of nodes is high compared to 
the number of linkages per node ) . Adjacency lists 703 may 
also allow for efficient adding and removal of nodes , e . g . as 
an operation in constant time , as entries related to nodes that 
are not connected to the added or removed nodes may not 
need to be accessed . Data structure 702 is an adjacency 
matrix , which may also be used to represent a graph or 
cluster , such as graph 701 or cluster 704 . Advantageously , 
adjacency matrices such as data structure 702 may allow for 
more efficient storage and processing of highly - connected 
graphs or clusters , e . g . where the number of connections per 
node is comparable to the number of nodes . Adjacency 
matrices such as data structure 702 may also allow for more 
efficient access and processing , particularly vectorized 
access and processing ( e . g . using specialized hardware or 
processor instructions for matrix math ) , to the graph or 
cluster data because each matrix row corresponding to a 
node may have the same size irrespective of the number of 
linkages by node . As described here , various data items may 
be stored , processed , analyzed , etc . via graph - related data 
structures , which may provide various storage and process 
ing efficiency advantages described . For example , as shown 
in FIG . 7 , advantages of graph - related data structures may 
include : built to handle high volume , highly connected data ; 
efficient in computing relationship queries than traditional 
databases , either using adjacency matrices , or adjacency 
lists ; can easily add to the existing structure without endan 

gering current functionality ; structure and schema of a graph 
model can easily flex ; new data types and its relationship ; 
evolves in step with the rest of the application and any 
changing business data requirements ; can easily add weights 
to edges ; can use optimal amount of computer memory , etc . 
[ 0176 ] The nodes of the graph may represent different 
information or data objects , for example . The edges of the 
graph may represent relationships between the nodes . The 
ontology may be created or updated in various ways , includ 
ing those described herein , comprising both manual and 
automatic processes . In some implementations , the ontology 
and or data objects in the graph database may be created 
and / or interacted with visually through various graphical 
user interfaces . Advantageously , this allows the user to 
interact with the data objects by placing , dragging , linking 
and deleting visual entities on a graphical user interface . The 
ontology may be converted to a low - level ( i . e . node list ) 
representation . 
[ 0177 ] In some embodiments , a graph similar to the graph 
in FIG . 7 may be included in the list of buttons 102 in FIGS . 
1A - 1F as well as element 144 in FIG . 1A . As described 
herein , the graph artifact 144 may display a listing of 
objects . Objects may include people , events , places , com 
panies , property , user - created documents , relationships 
between all objects , and other properties . Objects may also 
comprise unique identifiers such that users or the system 
may be able to link directly to the particular identifier , which 
may be an alpha - numeric string of characters . Such a tool 
provides users a way of visually mapping the objects to 
extract information not otherwise clear . The graph may also 
allow users to interact with the objects in order to edit , 
modify , or add additional objects or information to the 
objects . In some embodiments , users may also access docu 
ments linked as an object to view or further contribute . In 
some embodiments , users may view all documents citing to 
or referring to the particular objects . The documents dis 
played would be based on the access category levels of the 
user and each document such that only documents with the 
same or less secure access category level can be viewed or 
opened by the user . In some embodiments , documents with 
more secure access category levels may appear but with an 
indicator ( for example , grayed out ) indicating to the user that 
the document is not viewable due to access category level 
restrictions , or for any other reason . For the purposes of this 
invention , objects may be brought into the document and 
turned into an artifact by a variety of methods . Examples of 
such methods are disclosed in more detail in U . S . Patent 
Application Publication No . 2016 / 0210270 by Kelly et al . , 
the contents of which is hereby incorporated by reference 
herein in its entirety and for all purposes . 
[ 0178 ] In some embodiments , there may be an alert and / or 
notification that is automatically transmitted to the device 
operated by the entity associated with the alert and / or 
notification . The alert and / or notification can be transmitted 
at the time that the alert and / or notification is generated or 
at some determined time after generation of the alert and / or 
notification . When received by the device , the alert and / or 
notification can cause the device to display the alert and / or 
notification via the activation of an application on the device 
( e . g . , a browser , a mobile application , etc . ) . For example , 
receipt of the alert and / or notification may automatically 
activate an application on the device , such as a messaging 
application ( e . g . , SMS or MMS messaging application ) , a 
standalone application ( e . g . , a data analysis application ) , or 
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a browser , for example , and display information included in 
the alert and / or notification . If the device is offline when the 
alert and / or notification is transmitted , the application may 
be automatically activated when the device is online such 
that the alert and / or notification is displayed . As another 
example , receipt of the alert and / or notification may cause a 
browser to open and be redirected to a login page so that the 
entity can log and view the alert and / or notification . Alter 
natively , the alert and / or notification may include a URL of 
a webpage ( or other online information ) associated with the 
alert and / or notification , such that when the device ( e . g . , a 
mobile device ) receives the alert , a browser or other appli 
cation ) is automatically activated and the URL included in 
the alert and / or notification is accessed via the Internet . 
[ 0179 ] A notification may be provided to a user based on 
changes to a document the user was editing or created . For 
example , the user that created the example collaboration 
document 133 in FIG . 1 might want to receive , and might 
receive , a notification when the document is accessed or 
modified by another user , or by the system itself . For 
example , information associated with an object may be 
updated to include new information such that the access 
category level of the new information is more restrictive 
than any other data associated with the object . Any docu 
ment , such as the collaboration document 133 might be 
affected by the database change associated with the object 
such that the data , the object , or references to the data or 
object may need to be hidden or omitted in the collaboration 
document as described herein . 
[ 0180 ] In some embodiments , a graph data structure is 
purposefully built to handle high volume , highly connected 
data . Some improvements may include : more efficient in 
computing relationship queries than traditional databases , 
either using adjacency matrices , or adjacency lists ; can 
easily to add to the existing structure without endangering 
current functionality ( for example , the structure and schema 
of a graph model can easily flex , and new data type and its 
relationship ) ; evolve in step with the rest of the application 
and any changing business data requirements ; can easily add 
weights to edges ; use optimal amount of computer memory . 

[ 0184 ] In block 906 , the computer system 800 generates a 
database - linked electronic visualization interface . This inter 
face may be similar to that of the collaboration document 
page 100 described in FIG . 1A . 
[ 0185 ] In block 908 , one or more users 902 may cause to 
open the electronic visualization interface , which then , in 
block 910 , causes the computer system 800 to display the 
electronic visualization interface . 
( 0186 ] After block 910 , and in no particular order , a user 
may view the electronic visualization interface in block 916 . 
Upon viewing the electronic visualization interface , the 
computer system 800 , in block 917 , determines the access 
category level of the user and stores that information . The 
computer system 800 , in block 914 , may cause the display 
of a dynamic document configured to depict a plurality of 
dynamically interactive artifacts . The dynamic document 
may be similar to the collaboration document 133 described 
in FIG . 1 . Also , optionally in block 912 , the computer 
system 800 may cause the display of one or more indicators 
configured to specify a particular user currently accessing or 
modifying the document . Block 912 is described in further 
detail above with respect to FIG . 1F . 
[ 0187 ] In block 918 , users 902 may input instruction to the 
computer system 800 in order to cause the system 800 to 
render a new artifact . The user 902 may also input one or 
more unique identifiers associated with the data that will be 
included in the intended artifact . The user 902 may input the 
instructions and one or more unique identifiers visually or by 
any means necessary for the system to render the new 
artifact . In some embodiments , the system 800 may obtain 
pre - programmed instructions from a local , network , or 
remote database to determine how to render the new artifact . 
The pre - programmed instructions may include default 
instructions , which may be set by an administrator . The 
pre - programmed instructions may include custom instruc 
tions , which may be set by a user . The pre - programmed 
instructions may include both default and custom instruc 
tions and rules for which set of instructions to implement if 
the rules conflict . For example , the pre - programmed instruc 
tions may include instructions to the system on how to 
present the artifact graphically ( for example , size , colors , 
font type , or others ) , how to limit the information presented 
( for example , not all information associated with the one or 
more unique identifiers may be desired to be presented in the 
artifact and only certain types of information may be pre 
sented ) , and how to classify the access category level of the 
artifact ( s ) ( for example , a new artifact with some data that 
is a higher access category level than the rest of the data 
might treat the whole artifact as the most restrictive or least 
restrictive ) , or anything else a user or administrator may 
desire . 
[ 0188 ] In block 920 , the computer system 800 may option 

a lly obtain pre - programmed instructions to enable determi 
nation of how to render the new artifact based on the 
instructions received from the user 902 . In some embodi 
ments , it may be necessary for the computer system 800 to 
consult a pre - programmed set of instructions in order to 
render an artifact correctly . For example , an organization or 
user may want all person objects to be displayed as an 
artifact containing name , date of birth , and address only . In 
another example , an organization or user may want all 
person objects to be displayed containing all information 
available to the object . Because there may be variations in 
each organizations desires , pre - programmed instructions 

Collaboration Document Example System and Methods 
[ 0181 ] FIGS . 9 and 10 illustrate a system diagram and 
method diagram of the collaboration document described 
herein . However , it should be appreciated that many varia 
tions and modifications may be made to the embodiments 
described herein and in these figures , the elements of which 
are to be understood as being among other acceptable 
examples . All such modifications and variations are intended 
to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure . 
Also , all steps and blocks should be interpreted to be 
acceptable in no particular order , except where the system or 
method would not function for its intended purpose . One or 
more of the blocks described may be optional in certain 
implementations . 
10182 ] FIG . 9 illustrates a flow chart diagram illustrating 
functionality of the system related to artifact creation , 
according to various embodiments of the present disclosure . 
10183 ] In block 904 , the computer system 800 connects to 
one or more databases . The one or more databases may 
include database system 210 described in FIG . 2 . Also , the 
computer system 800 may the same computer system 800 
described in FIG . 8 or the Multi - User Access and Control 
System described in FIG . 10 . 
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may be provided to the computer system 800 to attain a 
desired default format between all users . Also , in some 
embodiments , the pre - programmed set of instruction can 
either be default instructions set by the program or admin 
istrator , or custom instruction set by the user to override any 
default instruction . There may be instances where a user 
cannot override default instructions with custom instruction . 
[ 0189 ] In block 922 , the computer system 800 obtains the 
database - linked information related to the one or more 
unique identifiers . Once the information is obtained , the 
computer system 800 renders the new artifact with the 
information from the database . 
[ 0190 ] In block 926 , the computer system 800 determines 
the access category level of the database - linked information 
it has obtained in block 922 . The determination of how to 
attribute an access category level to an artifact comprising 
multiple data elements is described above in FIG . 1 ( for 
example , either each particular data element is given an 
access category level value or the entire artifact is given the 
most or least restrictive access category level ) . 
[ 0191 ] In block 928 , the computer system 800 compares 
the stored access category level of each user with the access 
category level of the data or artifact as determined in block 
926 . Based on a determination of whether a particular user 
has the appropriate access category level , the computer 
system 800 , in block 930 causes display of the updated 
electronic visualization interface to user with the appropriate 
access category levels , or as described above in relation to 
FIG . 1 . For example , in FIG . 1C , the system may display a 
placeholder artifact 192 if the user does not have the 
appropriate access category level to view the artifact . Alter 
natively , in another example in FIG . 1E , no artifact is shown 
193 and no indication that an artifact may appear in the 
location 193 for other users with the appropriate access 
category levels . It should also be appreciated that in some 
embodiments , the text associated with an artifact that is 
hidden from a particular user may also be desired to be 
hidden and the system may provide options to users to 
categorize particular text , data , or artifacts a specific cus 
tomized access category level absent of any programmed 
access category level in the database or system . 
[ 0192 ] In block 932 , the user 902 may view the updated 
electronic visualization interface as rendered and displayed 
by the computer system 800 such that any access category 
level restrictions are complied with by the computer system 
800 . Several examples of possible display methods are 
described in FIGS . 1C to 1E . 
[ 0193 ] Turning to FIG . 10 , FIG . 10 illustrates an embodi 
ment of a block diagram of a computing system 950 , also 
illustrating how the components are in communication with 
each other . The multi - user access and control system 952 
may be the same as the computer system 800 described in 
FIGS . 8 and 9 . Also , the multi - user access and control 
system 952 includes many components . The components 
described herein are not meant to be exhaustive but only a 
sample of what components may be implemented in a 
multi - user access and control system 952 . Some components 
may be combined and others may be removed or substituted 
with similar components . 
[ 0194 ] The multi - user access and control system 952 , as 
described in FIG . 10 , includes an Input Engine 958 , an 
Access Category Engine 966 , a Central Processing Engine 
964 , a Document Generation Engine 956 , a Display Engine 
962 , and an Output Engine 954 . The Remote Database 960 

is similar to the Database System described in 210 and 
contains data objects linked to unique identifiers , where each 
data object or data associated with each data object is 
associated with an access category level . Also , the Users 972 
are the same users as described herein , each user being 
associated with an access category level . The Remote Data 
base 960 and the Users 972 may communicate with the 
multi - user access and control system 952 over a local area 
network , the internet , or any other suitable means . The 
Remote Database 960 may also be a local network database 
or a local database in some implementations . 
[ 0195 ] The Input Engine 958 interfaces with one or more 
Users 972 through a local area network or the internet . Users 
972 may provide instruction or information to the multi - user 
access and control system 952 . The Input Engine 958 
receives then sends any instructions or information to the 
Central Processing Engine 964 . 
[ 0196 ] The Central Processing Engine 964 receives data 
and information from the Input Engine 958 and processes 
the data depending on the methods described in FIG . 9 , for 
example . In one embodiment , the Central Processing Engine 
964 sends data to an Access Category Engine 966 , a Docu 
ment Generation Engine 956 , and a Display Engine 962 . The 
Central Processing Engine 964 also communicates with the 
Display Engine 962 , the Document Generation Engine 956 , 
and the Output Engine 954 . 
f01971 The Access Category Engine 966 includes a User 
Access Category 968 and a Data Access Category 970 . The 
User Access Category 968 receives information from the 
User 972 upon their accessing of a particular document and 
determines the User ' s 972 access category level . In alterna 
tive embodiments , upon determining the User ' s 972 access 
category level , the Access Category Engine 966 either sends 
the results to a Storage Database 969 or a Remote Database 
960 . The Data Access Category 970 determines the access 
category level of any data being put into the system from the 
Remote Database 960 , the Users 972 , from within the 
multi - user access and control system 952 itself , or from any 
other system not shown in FIG . 10 but that might otherwise 
be in communication with the multi - user access and control 
system 952 . For each user 972 accessing a document , there 
is a determination for each data element ( for example , 
artifact , data object , or data elements within each of the 
artifacts or data objects depending on the system ' s configu 
ration as described above ) . Each determination is sent to the 
Central Processing Engine 964 for eventual rendering and 
generating the electronic visualization interface personal 
ized for each user 972 such that each user 972 only sees data 
appropriate for the user ' s access category level . 
[ 0198 ] The Document Generation Engine 956 creates arti 
facts and objects based on instructions received from the 
users 972 . Such instructions may include instruction on what 
artifacts and objects to create and unique identifiers for 
information stored on the Remote Database 960 the multi 
user access and control system 952 needs to obtain . The 
Document Generation Engine 962 will send a request for the 
data linked to the unique identifier ( s ) to the Remote Data 
base 960 , which will then send the unfiltered information to 
the Input Engine 958 , to be processed by the Central 
Processing Engine 964 , and to then be used in the creation 
of the artifacts and objects in the Document Generation 
Engine 956 . Upon completion of creating or updating a 
document , the instructions for the document are sent back to 
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the system . Implementing one or more aspects of the multi 
user access and control system 952 as a virtual computing 
environment may further advantageously enable sandboxing 
various aspects , data , modules , or engines of the system 
from one another , which may increase security of the system 
by preventing , e . g . , malicious intrusion into the system from 
spreading . Implementing one or more aspects of the multi 
user access and control system 952 as a virtual computing 
environment may further advantageously enable parallel 
execution of various aspects or modules of the system , 
which may increase the scalability of the system . Imple 
menting one or more aspects of the multi - user access and 
control system 952 as a virtual computing environment may 
further advantageously enable rapid provisioning ( or de 
provisioning ) of computing resources to the system , which 
may increase scalability of the system by , e . g . , expanding 
computing resources available to the system or duplicating 
operation of the system on multiple computing resources . 
For example , the system may be used by thousands , hun 
dreds of thousands , or even millions of users simultaneously , 
and many megabytes , gigabytes , or terabytes ( or more ) of 
data may be transferred or processed by the system , and 
scalability of the system may enable such operation in an 
efficient and / or uninterrupted manner . 

the Central Processing Engine 964 to determine any further 
updating , filtering , redacting , omitting , or processing of 
information . 
[ 01991 . The Display Engine 962 receives the final instruc 
tions from the Central Processing Engine 964 on how to 
render and display the electronic visualization interface ( for 
example , the collaboration document page 100 in FIG . 1A ) 
for each user 972 . The Display Engine 962 outputs such 
personalized information to each user 972 for viewing and 
interacting with . 
[ 0200 ] In an implementation the multi - user access and 
control system 952 ( or one or more aspects of the multi - user 
access and control system 952 ) may comprise , or be imple 
mented in , a " virtual computing environment ” . As used 
herein , the term “ virtual computing environment ” should be 
construed broadly to include , for example , computer read 
able program instructions executed by one or more proces 
sors ( e . g . , as described below in the example of FIG . 8 ) to 
implement one or more aspects of the modules and / or 
functionality described herein . Further , in this implementa 
tion , one or more engines ( e . g . , Input Engine 958 , Output 
Engine 954 , Display Engine 962 , Central Processing Engine 
964 , Document Generation Engine 956 , and / or Access Cat 
egory Engine 966 ) of the multi - user access and control 
system 952 may be understood as comprising one or more 
rules engines of the virtual computing environment that , in 
response to inputs received by the virtual computing envi 
ronment , execute rules and / or other program instructions to 
modify operation of the virtual computing environment . For 
example , a request received from the user 972 through the 
Input Engine 958 may be understood as modifying operation 
of the virtual computing environment to cause the Document 
Generation Engine 956 and the Access Category Engine 966 
to gather data associated with the request ( for example , from 
a Remote Database 960 ) , the Display Engine 962 to generate 
an electronic visualization interface with appropriate for 
mats and information for each user 972 , and the Output 
Engine 954 to transmit the generated electronic visualization 
interface to each user . Such functionality may comprise a 
modification of the operation of the virtual computing 
environment in response to inputs and according to various 
rules . Other functionality implemented by the virtual com 
puting environment ( as described throughout this disclo 
sure ) may further comprise modifications of the operation of 
the virtual computing environment , for example , the opera 
tion of the virtual computing environment may change 
depending on the information gathered by the Document 
Generation Engine 956 and / or gather or determined by the 
Access Category Engine 966 . Initial operation of the virtual 
computing environment may be understood as an establish 
ment of the virtual computing environment . In some imple 
mentations the virtual computing environment may com 
prise one or more virtual machines or other emulations of a 
computing system . In some implementations the virtual 
computing environment may comprise a hosted computing 
environment that includes a collection of physical comput 
ing resources that may be remotely accessible and may be 
rapidly provisioned as needed ( commonly referred to as 
“ cloud ” computing environment ) . 
[ 0201 ] Implementing one or more aspects of the multi 
user access and control system 952 as a virtual computing 
environment may advantageously enable executing different 
aspects or modules of the system on different computing 
devices or processors , which may increase the scalability of 

Additional Implementation Details and 
Embodiments 

[ 0202 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
may be a system , a method , and / or a computer program 
product at any possible technical detail level of integration . 
The computer program product may include a computer 
readable storage medium ( or mediums ) having computer 
readable program instructions thereon for causing a proces 
sor to carry out aspects of the present disclosure . 
[ 0203 ] For example , the functionality described herein 
may be performed as software instructions are executed by , 
and / or in response to software instructions being executed 
by , one or more hardware processors and / or any other 
suitable computing devices . The software instructions and / 
or other executable code may be read from a computer 
readable storage medium ( or mediums ) . 
[ 0204 The computer readable storage medium can be a 
tangible device that can retain and store data and / or instruc 
tions for use by an instruction execution device . The com 
puter readable storage medium may be , for example , but is 
not limited to , an electronic storage device ( including any 
volatile and / or non - volatile electronic storage devices ) , a 
magnetic storage device , an optical storage device , an elec 
tromagnetic storage device , a semiconductor storage device , 
or any suitable combination of the foregoing . A non - exhaus 
tive list of more specific examples of the computer readable 
storage medium includes the following : a portable computer 
diskette , a hard disk , a solid state drive , a random access 
memory ( RAM ) , a read - only memory ( ROM ) , an erasable 
programmable read - only memory ( EPROM or Flash 
memory ) , a static random access memory ( SRAM ) , a por 
table compact disc read - only memory ( CD - ROM ) , a digital 
versatile disk ( DVD ) , a memory stick , a floppy disk , a 
mechanically encoded device such as punch - cards or raised 
structures in a groove having instructions recorded thereon , 
and any suitable combination of the foregoing . A computer 
readable storage medium , as used herein , is not to be 
construed as being transitory signals per se , such as radio 
waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic waves , 
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electromagnetic waves propagating through a waveguide or 
other transmission media ( e . g . , light pulses passing through 
a fiber - optic cable ) , or electrical signals transmitted through 
a wire . 

[ 0205 ] Computer readable program instructions described 
herein can be downloaded to respective computing process 
ing devices from a computer readable storage medium or to 
an external computer or external storage device via a net 
work , for example , the Internet , a local area network , a wide 
area network and / or a wireless network . The network may 
comprise copper transmission cables , optical transmission 
fibers , wireless transmission , routers , firewalls , switches , 
gateway computers and / or edge servers . A network adapter 
card or network interface in each computing / processing 
device receives computer readable program instructions 
from the network and forwards the computer readable 
program instructions for storage in a computer readable 
storage medium within the respective computing / processing 
device . 
[ 0206 ] Computer readable program instructions ( as also 
referred to herein as , for example , " code , " " instructions , " 
" module , " " application , " " software application , " and / or the 
like ) for carrying out operations of the present disclosure 
may be assembler instructions , instruction - set - architecture 
( ISA ) instructions , machine instructions , machine dependent 
instructions , microcode , firmware instructions , state - setting 
data , configuration data for integrated circuitry , or either 
source code or object code written in any combination of one 
or more programming languages , including an object ori 
ented programming language such as Smalltalk , C + + , or the 
like , and procedural programming languages , such as the 
“ C ” programming language or similar programming lan 
guages . Computer readable program instructions may be 
callable from other instructions or from itself , and / or may be 
invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . Com 
puter readable program instructions configured for execu 
tion on computing devices may be provided on a computer 
readable storage medium , and / or as a digital download ( and 
may be originally stored in a compressed or installable 
format that requires installation , decompression or decryp 
tion prior to execution ) that may then be stored on a 
computer readable storage medium . Such computer readable 
program instructions may be stored , partially or fully , on a 
memory device ( e . g . , a computer readable storage medium ) 
of the executing computing device , for execution by the 
computing device . The computer readable program instruc 
tions may execute entirely on a user ' s computer ( e . g . , the 
executing computing device ) , partly on the user ' s computer , 
as a stand - alone software package , partly on the user ' s 
computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely on the 
remote computer or server . In the latter scenario , the remote 
computer may be connected to the user ' s computer through 
any type of network , including a local area network ( LAN ) 
or a wide area network ( WAN ) , or the connection may be 
made to an external computer ( for example , through the 
Internet using an Internet Service Provider ) . In some 
embodiments , electronic circuitry including , for example , 
programmable logic circuitry , field - programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGA ) , or programmable logic arrays ( PLA ) may 
execute the computer readable program instructions by 
utilizing state information of the computer readable program 
instructions to personalize the electronic circuitry , in order to 
perform aspects of the present disclosure . 

[ 0207 ] Aspects of the present disclosure are described 
herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and / or block 
diagrams of methods , apparatus ( systems ) , and computer 
program products according to embodiments of the disclo 
sure . It will be understood that each block of the flowchart 
illustrations and / or block diagrams , and combinations of 
blocks in the flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams , 
can be implemented by computer readable program instruc 
tions . 
[ 0208 ] These computer readable program instructions may 
be provided to a processor of a general purpose computer , 
special purpose computer , or other programmable data pro 
cessing apparatus to produce a machine , such that the 
instructions , which execute via the processor of the com 
puter or other programmable data processing apparatus , 
create means for implementing the functions / acts specified 
in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . These 
computer readable program instructions may also be stored 
in a computer readable storage medium that can direct a 
computer , a programmable data processing apparatus , and 
or other devices to function in a particular manner , such that 
the computer readable storage medium having instructions 
stored therein comprises an article of manufacture including 
instructions which implement aspects of the function / act 
specified in the flowchart ( s ) and / or block diagram ( s ) block 
or blocks . 
[ 0209 ] The computer readable program instructions may 
also be loaded onto a computer , other programmable data 
processing apparatus , or other device to cause a series of 
operational steps to be performed on the computer , other 
programmable apparatus or other device to produce a com 
puter implemented process , such that the instructions which 
execute on the computer , other programmable apparatus , or 
other device implement the functions / acts specified in the 
flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . For 
example , the instructions may initially be carried on a 
magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote computer . The 
remote computer may load the instructions and / or modules 
into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 
telephone , cable , or optical line using a modem . A modem 
local to a server computing system may receive the data on 
the telephone / cable / optical line and use a converter device 
including the appropriate circuitry to place the data on a bus . 
The bus may carry the data to a memory , from which a 
processor may retrieve and execute the instructions . The 
instructions received by the memory may optionally be 
stored on a storage device ( e . g . , a solid state drive ) either 
before or after execution by the computer processor . 
[ 0210 ] The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures 
illustrate the architecture , functionality , and operation of 
possible implementations of systems , methods , and com 
puter program products according to various embodiments 
of the present disclosure . In this regard , each block in the 
flowchart or block diagrams may represent a module , seg 
ment , or portion of instructions , which comprises one or 
more executable instructions for implementing the specified 
logical function ( s ) . In some alternative implementations , the 
functions noted in the blocks may occur out of the order 
noted in the Figures . For example , two blocks shown in 
succession may , in fact , be executed substantially concur 
rently , or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the 
reverse order , depending upon the functionality involved . In 
addition , certain blocks may be omitted in some implemen 
tations . The methods and processes described herein are also 
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not limited to any particular sequence , and the blocks or 
states relating thereto can be performed in other sequences 
that are appropriate . 
[ 0211 ] It will also be noted that each block of the block 
diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , and combinations of 
blocks in the block diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , 
can be implemented by special purpose hardware - based 
systems that perform the specified functions or acts or carry 
out combinations of special purpose hardware and computer 
instructions . For example , any of the processes , methods , 
algorithms , elements , blocks , applications , or other func 
tionality ( or portions of functionality ) described in the 
preceding sections may be embodied in , and / or fully or 
partially automated via , electronic hardware such applica 
tion - specific processors ( e . g . , application - specific integrated 
circuits ( ASICs ) ) , programmable processors ( e . g . , field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) ) , application - specific cir 
cuitry , and / or the like any of which may also combine 
custom hard - wired logic , logic circuits , ASICS , FPGAs , etc . 
with custom programming / execution of software instruc 
tions to accomplish the techniques ) . 
[ 0212 ] Any of the above - mentioned processors , and / or 
devices incorporating any of the above - mentioned proces 
sors , may be referred to herein as , for example , " computers , " 
" computer devices , " " computing devices , " " hardware com 
puting devices , ” “ hardware processors , " " processing units , " 
and / or the like . Computing devices of the above - embodi 
ments may generally ( but not necessarily ) be controlled 
and / or coordinated by operating system software , such as 
Mac OS , iOS , Android , Chrome OS , Windows OS ( e . g . , 
Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , 
Windows 10 , Windows Server , etc . ) , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other 
suitable operating systems . In other embodiments , the com 
puting devices may be controlled by a proprietary operating 
system . Conventional operating systems control and sched 
ule computer processes for execution , perform memory 
management , provide file system , networking , I / O services , 
and provide a user interface functionality , such as a graphi 
cal user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0213 ] For example , FIG . 8 is a block diagram that illus 
trates a computer system 800 , which may be the same as the 
computer system 800 described in FIG . 9 and the Multi - User 
Access and Control System 952 described in FIG . 10 , upon 
which various embodiments may be implemented . Com 
puter system 800 includes a bus 802 or other communication 
mechanism for communicating information , and a hardware 
processor , or multiple processors , 804 coupled with bus 802 
for processing information . Hardware processor ( s ) 804 may 
be , for example , one or more general purpose microproces 
sors . 
[ 0214 ] Computer system 800 also includes a main 
memory 806 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
802 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 804 . Main memory 806 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 804 . Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 804 , render computer system 
800 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0215 ] Computer system 800 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 808 or other static storage device coupled 

to bus 802 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 804 . A storage device 810 , such as a magnetic 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc . , is 
provided and coupled to bus 802 for storing information and 
instructions . 
( 0216 ) Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 
to a display 812 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD 
display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to a 
computer user . An input device 814 , including alphanumeric 
and other keys , is coupled to bus 802 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 804 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 816 , such 
as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
municating direction information and command selections 
to processor 804 and for controlling cursor movement on 
display 812 . This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and a second axis 
( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
cursor . 
[ 0217 ] Computing system 800 may include a user inter 
face module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a 
mass storage device as computer executable program 
instructions that are executed by the computing device ( s ) . 
Computer system 800 may further , as described below , 
implement the techniques described herein using custom 
ized hard - wired logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , 
firmware and / or program logic which in combination with 
the computer system causes or programs computer system 
800 to be a special - purpose machine . According to one 
embodiment , the techniques herein are performed by com 
puter system 800 in response to processor ( s ) 804 executing 
one or more sequences of one or more computer readable 
program instructions contained in main memory 806 . Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 806 from 
another storage medium , such as storage device 810 . Execu 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 806 causes processor ( s ) 804 to perform the process 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination 
with software instructions . 
[ 0218 ] Various forms of computer readable storage media 
may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one 
or more computer readable program instructions to proces 
sor 804 for execution . For example , the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of 
a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local 
to computer system 800 can receive the data on the tele 
phone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 802 . Bus 802 carries the 
data to main memory 806 , from which processor 804 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 806 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 810 either before or after execution by 
processor 804 . 
[ 0219 ] Computer system 800 also includes a communica 
tion interface 818 coupled to bus 802 . Communication 
interface 818 provides a two - way data communication cou 
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pling to a network link 820 that is connected to a local 
network 822 . For example , communication interface 818 
may be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 
818 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or 
WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . Wireless 
links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
communication interface 818 sends and receives electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0220 ] Network link 820 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , network link 820 may provide a connection 
through local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
826 . ISP 826 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 828 . Local 
network 822 and Internet 828 both use electrical , electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
network link 820 and through communication interface 818 , 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
800 , are example forms of transmission media . 
[ 0221 ] Computer system 800 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 820 and communication interface 818 . In 
the Internet example , a server 830 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
828 , ISP 826 , local network 822 and communication inter 
face 818 . Additionally , a host computer 824 may also 
communicate with the computer system 800 through the 
internet 828 . 
[ 0222 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
804 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 810 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
10223 ] As described above , in various embodiments cer 
tain functionality may be accessible by a user through a 
web - based viewer ( such as a web browser ) , or other suitable 
software program ) . In such implementations , the user inter 
face may be generated by a server computing system and 
transmitted to a web browser of the user ( e . g . , running on the 
user ' s computing system ) . Alternatively , data ( e . g . , user 
interface data ) necessary for generating the user interface 
may be provided by the server computing system to the 
browser , where the user interface may be generated ( e . g . , the 
user interface data may be executed by a browser accessing 
a web service and may be configured to render the user 
interfaces based on the user interface data ) . The user may 
then interact with the user interface through the web 
browser . User interfaces of certain implementations may be 
accessible through one or more dedicated software applica 
tions . In certain embodiments , one or more of the computing 
devices and / or systems of the disclosure may include mobile 
computing devices , and user interfaces may be accessible 
through such mobile computing devices ( for example , 
smartphones and / or tablets ) . 
[ 0224 ] Many variations and modifications may be made to 
the above - described embodiments , the elements of which 
are to be understood as being among other acceptable 
examples . All such modifications and variations are intended 

to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure . The 
foregoing description details certain embodiments . It will be 
appreciated , however , that no matter how detailed the fore 
going appears in text , the systems and methods can be 
practiced in many ways . As is also stated above , it should be 
noted that the use of particular terminology when describing 
certain features or aspects of the systems and methods 
should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re - defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the systems and 
methods with which that terminology is associated . 
[ 0225 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , " unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements , and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0226 ] The term “ substantially ” when used in conjunction 
with the term “ real - time ” forms a phrase that will be readily 
understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art . For 
example , it is readily understood that such language will 
include speeds in which no or little delay or waiting is 
discernible , or where such delay is sufficiently short so as not 
to be disruptive , irritating , or otherwise vexing to a user . 
[ 0227 ) Conjunctive language such as the phrase " at least 
one of X , Y , and Z , ” or “ at least one of X , Y , or Z , ” unless 
specifically stated otherwise , is to be understood with the 
context as used in general to convey that an item , term , etc . 
may be either X , Y , or Z , or a combination thereof . For 
example , the term “ or ” is used in its inclusive sense ( and not 
in its exclusive sense ) so that when used , for example , to 
connect a list of elements , the term “ or ” means one , some , 
or all of the elements in the list . Thus , such conjunctive 
language is not generally intended to imply that certain 
embodiments require at least one of X , at least one of Y , and 
at least one of Z to each be present . 
[ 0228 ] The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
unless specifically noted , the term “ a ” should not be under 
stood to mean “ exactly one ” or “ one and only one ” ; instead , 
the term “ a ” means “ one or more ” or “ at least one , ” whether 
used in the claims or elsewhere in the specification and 
regardless of uses of quantifiers such as " at least one , " " one 
or more , ” or “ a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or speci 
fication . 
[ 0229 ] The term " comprising ” as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For 
example , a general purpose computer comprising one or 
more processors should not be interpreted as excluding other 
computer components , and may possibly include such com 
ponents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
interfaces , among others . 
( 0230 ] While the above detailed description has shown , 
described , and pointed out novel features as applied to 
various embodiments , it may be understood that various 
omissions , substitutions , and changes in the form and details 
of the devices or processes illustrated may be made without 
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departing from the spirit of the disclosure . As may be 
recognized , certain embodiments of the inventions described 
herein may be embodied within a form that does not provide 
all of the features and benefits set forth herein , as some 
features may be used or practiced separately from others . 
The scope of certain inventions disclosed herein is indicated 
by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing descrip 
tion . All changes which come within the meaning and range 
of equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within their 
scope . 
What is claimed is : 
1 . A computing system for dynamically generating an 

electronic visualization interface with multi - user access and 
control , the system comprising : 

one or more computer readable storage devices config 
ured to store a plurality of computer executable instruc 
tions ; and 

one or more hardware computer processors in communi 
cation with the one or more computer readable storage 
devices and configured to execute the plurality of 
computer executable instructions to cause the comput 
ing system to : 
generate an electronic visualization interface that is 

configured to be accessible by a plurality of users 
simultaneously , and is further configured to display 
a plurality of interactive artifacts ; 

determine an access category level of a first user 
accessing the electronic visualization interface ; 

determine an access category level of a second user 
accessing the electronic visualization interface ; 

determine an access category level of a first artifact of 
the plurality of interactive artifacts depicted in the 
electronic visualization interface ; and 

provide the electronic visualization interface for view 
ing such that the first artifact is differently viewable 
by the first user as compared to the second user based 
at least in part on the access category levels of the 
first user , the second user , and the first artifact . 

2 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured 
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions 
to cause the computer system to : 

access a second electronic database to obtain pre - pro 
grammed instructions to enable determination of how 
to render the first artifact . 

3 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein the first 
artifact comprises a plurality of database - linked objects , 
each database - linked object comprising its own access cat 
egory level . 

4 . The computing system of claim 3 , wherein the access 
category level of the first artifact is based at least in part on 
the access category levels of the plurality of database - linked 
objects . 

5 . The computing system of claim 4 , wherein access 
category level of the first artifact is the highest of all access 
category levels of the plurality of database - linked objects . 

6 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein the first 
artifact is viewable and modifiable by the first user , and 
wherein the first user has a higher access category level than 
the access category level of the first artifact . 

7 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein the first 
artifact is viewable and modifiable by the first user , and 
wherein the first user has the same access category level as 
the access category level of the first artifact . 

8 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured 
to execute the plurality of computer executable instructions 
to cause the computer system to : 

track modifications to the document over time ; and 
present the tracked modifications to the first user . 
9 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein the second 

user accesses the document simultaneously with the first 
user . 

10 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein the first 
artifact is not viewable by the second user , and wherein the 
second user has a lower access category level than the access 
category level associated with the first artifact . 

11 . The computing system of claim 10 , wherein a place 
holder artifact appears in place of the first artifact for the 
second user , wherein the placeholder artifact retains the 
same size and formatting of the first artifact so that appear 
ance of the dynamic document is not changed . 

12 . The computing system of claim 10 , wherein a symbol 
appears in place of the first artifact for the second user . 

13 . The computing system of claim 10 , wherein the access 
category level required to view the first artifact appears on 
the second user ' s electronic visualization interface . 

14 . The computing system of claim 10 , wherein identi 
fying information pertaining to a user that created the first 
artifact is displayed on the second user ' s electronic visual 
ization interface . 

15 . A method performed by at least one electronic device 
comprising one or more processors , the method comprising : 

generating an electronic visualization interface that is 
configured to be accessible by a plurality of users 
simultaneously , and is further configured to display a 
plurality of interactive artifacts ; 

determining an access category level of a first user 
accessing the electronic visualization interface ; 

determining an access category level of a second user 
accessing the electronic visualization interface ; 

determining an access category level of a first artifact of 
the plurality of interactive artifacts depicted in the 
electronic visualization interface ; and 

providing the electronic visualization interface for view 
ing such that the first artifact is differently viewable by 
the first user as compared to the second user based at 
least in part on the access category levels of the first 
user , the second user , and the first artifact . 

16 . The method of claim 15 , wherein the first artifact 
comprises a plurality of database - linked objects , each data 
base - linked object comprising its own access category level . 

17 . The method of claim 15 , wherein the first artifact is 
viewable and modifiable by the first user , and wherein the 
first user has a higher access category level than the access 
category level of the first artifact . 

18 . The method of claim 15 , wherein the first artifact is 
not viewable by the second user , and wherein the second 
user has a lower access category level than the access 
category level associated with the first artifact . 

19 . A non - transitory computer - readable medium storing a 
set of instructions that are executable by one or more 
processors to cause the one or more processors perform a 
method , the method comprising : 

generating an electronic visualization interface that is 
configured to be accessible by a plurality of users 
simultaneously , and is further configured to display a 
plurality of interactive artifacts ; 
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determining an access category level of a first user 
accessing the electronic visualization interface ; 

determining an access category level of a second user 
accessing the electronic visualization interface ; 

determining an access category level of a first artifact of 
the plurality of interactive artifacts depicted in the 
electronic visualization interface ; and 

providing the electronic visualization interface for view 
ing such that the first artifact is differently viewable by 
the first user as compared to the second user based at 
least in part on the access category levels of the first 
user , the second user , and the first artifact . 

20 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 19 , wherein the first artifact comprises a plurality of 
database - linked objects , each database - linked object com 
prising its own access category level . 
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like to go out to dinner sometime . 

Thanks again , 
John , Bob 

cái . 
. . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . " rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

. 1088 . . . . . . . . . . 

t . . . . YYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYY . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
S ) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. 
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1103 From : Jim . Conway @ acme - investments . com 
1102 - To : Daniel . Fuld @ acme - investments . com 

Sent : 3 / 7 / 2014 10 : 34am 
Subject : Re : Going Live 3 / 8 ! 

I think we should go ahead and move forward now . 

> From : Bill James < bi @ pets . com 
4101 La To : Peter Parker @ pels . com , Thomas Skat @ pets . com , Jessica Woods @ OL - Marketing . com , 

> Daniel Fuld @ acme - investments . com , Jim . Conway @ acme - investments . com 
> Sent 3 / 7 / 2014 10 : 30am 
> Subject : Going Live 3 / 8 ! 

Team Pets . com , 
> At about 8am tomorrow morning , pets . com will go live to the world . 
> { wanted to sincerely thank all of you for your help getting here . This has been a coordinated effort 
> involving several teams from multiple different industries , and I couldn ' t be more pleased with how 
> the pieces are coming together . I can honestly say that I ' ve never worked with a more talented 
> group of people . 

> Thank you very much for your contributions , and please stay tuned for the PR launch on in one 
week ! 

> Sincerely , 

> Bill James 
> Pets . com 
> 555 - 55 - 2300 
> PO Box 270118 
> NY , NY 28727 

FIG . 11 
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1204 - From : Jim . Conway @ acme - bank . com 
1203 - To : Daniel . Fuld @ acme - bank . com 
1201 Sent : 3 / 7 / 2014 3 : 36PM GMT 
1202 _ Subject : Re : LIBOR Daily Survey 

Add 1 % to the value . I have some counter - parties I need to discuss with you , AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA > From : Seth Whelk < sw @ acme - bank . com > 
> To : LIBOR Reporting Team 
> Sent : 3 / 7 / 2014 3 : 35PM GMT 
> Subject : LIBOR Daily Survey 

> We need all lending teams to report their values within 30 minutes . Please let me know if there will 
> be any delays . 

A wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

* * * * * * * * * 

* * * * * 

wwwwwwwwwwwwww w ww 

FIG . 12 
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ISUS From : Jim . Conway @ acme - bank . com 
1301 To : JimmyBoy @ gmail . com 

Sent : 3 / 7 / 2014 3 : 36PM GMT 
Subject : < None > 

1302 - Attachment : AcmeBank . MHDU Report . pdf 
: 

LAVARVAVAAVAVAJAVA - Varie ARVAVAVAAVA DAWAWAL 

don ' t forget 

PHER 
- - 

vvvvvvv 

FIG . 13 
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SERVER ( S ) CHAT MESSAGES 

1411 1412 

Trader 2 - ACME muma 1401 Trader 3 - ACME 

Bloomberg Chat - Room 28 
< Manager 1 : 10 : 30 > Team , Good job working on the LHM 
account . I know it ' s taken a lot of work , but I think we are finally 
in the home stretch . 
Trader 4 : 10 : 30 > There are still a couple of issues I want to go . 

over with you . Are you free at 3 : 30 today for a quick call ? 
< Manager 1 10 : 30 Sure , call my assistant to schedule . 
< Manager ! 10 : 32 > Let ' s keep up the pressure ! 

1402 - # # # # Manager I has disconnected # # # # # 

< Trader 4 10 : 34 > Doesn ' t he all know we ' ve been here all night ? 
Anyways , see you guys . 
URLU U14 # # # # # Trader 4 has disconnected # # # # # 

1403 b # # # # # Trader 5 has disconnected # # # # # 
# # # # # Trader 1 has disconnected # # # # # 1405 

< Trader 2 10 : 40 > Ok , now that the LHM TIN deal is going 
forward , I think there are some opportunities here with LMQ . Let ' s 
circle back in 20 . 
< Trader 3 10 : 41 > Yeah . I ' ll contact Kent and get back to you . 

FIG . 14 
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EUR 

1505 - From : CJ . Ellis @ acme - investments . com " VP of Loans " 
1506 - To : Bert . Nedles @ acme - investments . com " Manager , Underwriting " 

Sent : 3 / 7 / 2014 10 : 34am 
Subject : re : Just wanted you to know . . . 

VESYALAYYAY EY 

Hmm , let ' s wait and see what happens . 

1503 > From : Bert . Nedles @ acme - investments . com " Manager , Underwriting " 
1504 - To : CJ . Ellis @ acme - investments . com " VP of Loans " 

> Sent 3 / 7 / 2014 10 : 32am 
> Subject : re : Just wanted you to know . . . 
A 

A 

A 

WANNA > What do you want to do ? See below . A 

1501 > > From : Alice Zimmerman < alice @ acme - banking . com 
1502 - > > To : Bert . Nedles @ acme - investments . com " Manager , Underwriting " 

> > Sent 3 / 7 / 2014 10 : 30am 
> > Subject : Just wanted you to know . . . 
> 
> > FYI , every single loan application I sent to Brockman has been approved . I ' m not sure inuch 
> > Oversight is actually occurring . He approves everything , even one case i ' d thought would never 
> > make it . There wasn ' t even any collateral , and the customer had no job . 
> > 
> > just thought you might want to know . innie > > Alice 
> > Sent from my iPhone 

W FIG . 15 
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1614 1616 

Socccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccspood 

TRADE 1 : INTERNAL 
TRADE 

TRADE N : LATE BOOKED 
TRADE ooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo TRADER : 7654 

TICKER : TSLA 
TIME : 3 : 47PM 2 / 12 / 2014 

TRADER : 3457 
TICKER : GOOG 

TIME : 3 : 47PM 2 / 12 / 2014 

w 

1617 1618 ) 1619 
FIG . 16 
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SYSTEMS AND USER INTERFACES FOR 
DYNAMIC AND INTERACTIVE 

INVESTIGATION BASED ON AUTOMATIC 
MALFEASANCE CLUSTERING OF 
RELATED DATA IN VARIOUS DATA 

STRUCTURES 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY 
PRIORITY APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1 . 57 . 
[ 0002 ] This application is a continuation of U . S . patent 
application Ser . No . 14 / 984 , 505 , filed Dec . 30 , 2015 , which 
is a continuation of U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 278 , 
963 , filed May 15 , 2014 , now U . S . Pat . No . 9 , 230 , 280 , 
which claims the benefit of U . S . Provisional Patent Appli 
cation No . 61 / 977 , 517 , filed Apr . 9 , 2014 , titled " CLUS 
TERING DATA BASED ON INDICATIONS OF FINAN 
CIAL MALFEASANCE . ” Each of these applications are 
hereby incorporated by reference herein in their entireties 
and for all purposes . 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0003 ] This application is related to but does not claim 
priority from U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 139 , 628 , 
filed Dec . 23 , 2013 , titled “ TAX DATA CLUSTERING , " 
U . S . patent application Ser . No . 13 / 968 , 265 , filed Aug . 15 , 
2013 , titled “ GENERATING DATA CLUSTERS WITH 
CUSTOMIZABLE ANALYSIS STRATEGIES , ” U . S . pat 
ent application Ser . No . 13 / 968 , 213 , filed Aug . 15 , 2013 , 
titled “ PRIORITIZING DATA CLUSTERS WITH CUS 
TOMIZABLE SCORING STRATEGIES , ” and U . S . Provi 
sional Patent Application No . 61 / 800 , 887 , filed Mar . 15 , 
2013 , titled " GENERATING PRIORITIZED DATA CLUS 
TERS WITH CUSTOMIZABLE ANALYSIS STRATE 
GIES , ” which are hereby incorporated by reference herein in 
their entireties and for all purposes . 

SUMMARY 
[ 0006 ] The systems , methods , and devices described 
herein each have several aspects , no single one of which is 
solely responsible for its desirable attributes . Without lim 
iting the scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting fea 
tures will now be discussed briefly . 
[ 0007 ] For example , large banks and financial firms gen 
erate large volumes of data ( e . g . , hundreds of gigabytes ) 
during their day - to - day business . Although review of this 
data ( e . g . , email messages , trades , chat messages , etc . ) may 
reveal certain improper financial malfeasance ( e . g . , fraud , 
misrepresentation , deceptive of unacceptable conduct , 
insider trading , disclosure of confidential information , dis 
closure of a customer / clients ' s trade secrets , etc . ) occurring 
by the bank ' s or financial firm ' s employees , review of all the 
material is often an impossible task given the volume . 
[ 0008 ] Thus , an analyst or investigator of such informa 
tion needs a system and method that will indicate those 
trades and communications messages that represent the most 
likely candidates ( e . g . , a seed or initial data item ) to find any 
financial malfeasance , while also gathering related data 
items ( e . g . , a " cluster ” or “ review collection ” ) that may put 
the trade or email message in a better context for review . 
Solving these two problems may allow the analyst to make 
better decisions based upon a collection of related data 
items . 
[ 0009 ] Identification of the seed values or initial data items 
may be performed by executing one or more of a number of 
initial financial risk identification strategies to identify one 
or more initial data items ( s ) . These initial financial risk 
identification strategies may include identifying possible 
side conversations in email and chat messages that may 
represent secrets communicated between employees , iden 
tifying the disclosure of confidential information or cus 
tomer information to entities outside a financial institution , 
identifying possible improper escalation of risk up the chain 
of command in the financial institution , identifying possible 
LIBOR manipulation , identifying suspect trades , and / or 
identifying other electronics communications that may indi 
cate financial malfeasance . 
[ 0010 ) Once an initial risk is identified , additional context 
( e . g . , additional related data items ) may be added to a review 
collection so that an analyst or investigator can review a 
complete picture of any financial malfeasance risk . For 
instance , a suspect stock trade for Google ' s stock may be 
identified . Associated with that trade may be a first trader 
who initiated the sell order that resulted in the trade . Around 
the time that the trade was executed , the first trader had 
email exchanges with a number of people that work at 
Google . Because the email sender of those messages match 
the trader on the trade , the time the email messages were sent 
were around the time of the trade , and the email messages 
were sent to and from Google ( the email domain matches the 
company being traded ) , the computing system may add 
these email messages to the review collection . The analyst 
may then review the review collection and determine 
whether any financial malfeasance has occurred . 
[ 0011 ] According to various embodiments , a computer 
system is disclosed that may include one or more computer 
readable storage devices configured to store one or more 
software modules including computer executable instruc 

?ti??? / ? / ? / ? / ????? / ?? / ? Â ? ????ti??????tiâ?? / ?? / ? / ?ffi?????ti \ / ?ti?m???????ti 
properties associated with respective financial transaction 
data items , each of the properties including associated 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[ 0004 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure generally 
relate to data analysis and , more specifically , to generating 
data clusters of related data entities with customizable 
analysis strategies indicating possible financial malfeasance . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0005 ] In financial and security investigations , an analyst 
may have to make decisions regarding data entities within a 
collection of data . For instance , the analyst could have to 
decide whether financial malfeasance , such as insider trad 
ing or an improper use of confidential information , has 
occurred . However , an individual data item , for example , a 
single trade , oftentimes includes insufficient information for 
the analyst to make such decisions . Further , the volume of 
data items ( e . g . , 50 - 100 gigabytes a day of email , commu 
nication messages , and / or financial trades ) often makes 
review by an investigator of all security transactions or 
communication messages an impossible task . 
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property values , a plurality of communication messages of 
financial traders , a plurality of financial transaction risk 
indicators , a plurality of financial transaction malfeasance 
cluster strategies , and at least one scoring criterion . 
[ 0012 ] Various embodiments may additional include one 
or more hardware computer processors in communication 
with the one or more computer readable storage devices and 
configured to execute the one or more software modules in 
order to cause the computer system to : designate one or 
more seeds by accessing , from the one or more computer 
readable storage devices , the plurality of financial transac 
tion risk indicators and at least one financial transaction data 
item of the plurality of financial transaction data items , 
comparing the plurality of financial transaction risk indica 
tors to the at least one financial transaction data item and 
associated properties , and based on the comparison and in 
response to determining the at least one financial transaction 
data item is related to at least one financial transaction risk 
indicators , designating the at least one financial transaction 
data item as a seed . For each designated seed , the computer 
system may generate a cluster by adding the seed to the 
cluster , adding one or more communication messages of the 
plurality of communication messages of financial traders to 
the cluster based on a cluster strategy of the plurality of 
financial malfeasance cluster strategies , the cluster strategy 
matching one or more properties values of the seed to the 
one or more communication messages , score each generated 
cluster by accessing , from the one or more computer read 
able storage devices , the least one scoring criterion ; and 
generating a cluster score by assessing the generated cluster 
based on the accessed at least one scoring criterion . 
[ 0013 ] In one embodiment , the communication messages 
may comprise email messages or chat messages . In a par 
ticular embodiment , the financial transaction data items may 
represent trades and the seed is a seed trade . The cluster 
strategy may match at least two items selected from the 
group of : a time the seed trade was executed , a trader 
executing the seed trade , and a traded financial product of 
the seed trade . The at least one scoring criterion may 
comprise a first scoring criterion , and the first scoring 
criterion may score the cluster based on a volume of 
communication messages added to the cluster . The at least 
one scoring criterion may comprise a first scoring criterion , 
and the first scoring criterion may score the cluster based on 
a volume of communication messages added to the cluster 
that match a first common property of the seed trade , and the 
first common property of the seed trade may comprise a 
member selected from the group : a time the seed trade was 
executed , a trader executing the seed trade , and a traded 
financial product of the seed trade . The at least one scoring 
criterion may comprise a first scoring criterion , and the first 
scoring criterion may score the cluster based on the seed 
trade matching a prohibited time for trading by a trader 
executing the seed trade . 
[ 0014 ] In various embodiments , the one or more hardware 
computer processors in communication with the one or more 
computer readable storage devices may be further config 
ured to execute the one or more software modules in order 
to cause the computer system to compile each cluster into a 
collection of scored clusters sorted by the cluster scores for 
respective scored cluster , and provide at least a portion of the 
collection of scored clusters for display in a computer user 
interface on a display screen , wherein the computer user 
interface allows for inspection of each cluster by a user . The 

at least one scoring criterion may measure indications of 
possible financial malfeasance of financial traders associated 
with data items in a cluster . 
[ 0015 ] According to various embodiments , a computer 
system for collecting financial malfeasance data for inspec 
tion may comprise one or more computer readable storage 
devices configured to store a plurality of electronic trade 
data items , each electronic trade data item associated with a 
trade of a financial instrument , each electronic trade data 
item comprising a trader property associating a trader iden 
tifier of a trader executing the trade , a plurality of chat 
messages of financial traders , each chat message associated 
with a plurality of financial trader identifiers sending or 
receiving the chat message , a plurality of email messages of 
financial traders , each email message associated with a 
plurality of financial trader identifiers sending or receiving 
the chat message , a plurality of review data correlation 
strategies , and a plurality of initial financial risk identifica 
tion strategies , each financial risk identification strategy 
associated with a review data collection strategy . 
[ 0016 ] Various embodiments may also include one or 
more hardware computer processors in communication with 
the one or more computer readable storage devices and 
configured to execute one or more software modules in order 
to cause the computer system to search a data collection to 
identify an initial data item based on a first initial financial 
risk identification strategy of the plurality of initial financial 
risk identification strategies , wherein the data collection 
comprises chat messages , email messages , and / or electronic 
trade data items , and in response to identifying the initial 
data item , correlate related data items into a first review 
collection based on a first review data collection strategy of 
the plurality of review data correlation strategies , the first 
review data collection strategy associated with the first 
initial financial risk identification strategy , the first review 
collection comprising the related data items and the initial 
data item , the first review collection comprising one or more 
chat messages , one or more email messages , and / or one or 
more electronic trade data items , and calculate a first score 
associated with the first review collection based on one or 
more scoring criterions , and , in response to the first score 
exceeding a threshold score value , generating user interface 
data for display on a computer display screen , the user 
interface data indicating at least a portion of the first review 
collection for inspection by a user . 
10017 ] In some embodiments , the one or more hardware 
computer processors in communication with the one or more 
computer readable storage devices is further configured to 
execute one or more software modules in order to cause the 
computer system to additionally search a second data col 
lection to identify a second initial data item , distinct form the 
first initial data item , based on a second initial financial risk 
identification strategy of the plurality of initial financial risk 
identification strategies , wherein the second data collection 
comprises one or more chat messages , one or more email 
messages , and / or one or more electronic trade data items , in 
response to identifying the second initial data item , correlate 
second related data items into a second review collection 
based on a second review data collection strategy of the 
plurality of review data correlation strategies , the second 
review data collection strategy associated with the second 
initial financial risk identification strategy and distinct from 
the first review data collection strategy , the second review 
collection comprising the second related data items and the 
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second initial data item , the second review collection com 
prising a second plurality of data items comprises one or 
more chat messages , one or more email messages , and / or 
one or more electronic trade data items , calculate a second 
score associated with the second review collection based on 
the one or more scoring criterions , and in response to the 
second score exceeding the threshold score value , generat 
ing user interface data for display on a computer display 
screen , the user interface data indicating at least a portion of 
the second review collection for inspection by a user . 
[ 0018 ] In some embodiments , the data collection com 
prises the plurality of email messages , the first initial finan 
cial risk identification strategy comprises identifying , from 
the plurality of email messages an email message thread 
comprising a plurality of emails relating to an email subject , 
the email message thread comprises a side conversation , the 
side conversation comprising one or more email messages 
having fewer participants than an initial email in the email 
message thread , and the first review data collection strategy 
comprises identifying , as the related data items , at least one 
electronic trade data item having a trader identifier associ 
ated with a trader matching a participant of the side con 
versation . 
[ 0019 ] In various embodiments , the data collection com 
prises the plurality of email messages and the plurality of 
chat messages , and the first initial financial risk identifica 
tion strategy comprises identifying , from the data collection , 
a chat message or email message comprising the character 
string “ LIBOR ” and sent or received by a financial trader 
participant within a configurable time period associated with 
a LIBOR reporting deadline . 
[ 0020 ] In particular embodiments , the data collection 
comprises the plurality of email messages , and the first 
initial financial risk identification strategy comprises iden 
tifying , from the data collection , an email message compris 
ing an attachment , an employee sender email address asso 
ciated with an employee , and a recipient email address at a 
personal email address associated with the employee . 
[ 0021 ] In some embodiments , the data collection com 
prises the plurality of chat messages and the plurality of 
email messages , the first initial financial risk identification 
strategy comprises identifying , from the data collection , a 
chat message or email message comprising a name of an 
entity and receipt data , wherein the receipt data indicates 
that the message was not received by the entity , and , the 
entity comprises a financial institution or a manager of 
financial employees . 
[ 0022 ] In various embodiments , the data collection com 
prises the plurality of email messages , and the first initial 
financial risk identification strategy comprises identifying , 
from the data collection , a first email message comprising an 
employee sender email address and a first manager recipient 
email address , and identifying a second email message 
comprising a portion of a body of the first email message and 
a second manager recipient email address corresponding to 
a manager of an individual receiving email at the first 
manager recipient email address . 
[ 0023 ] In particular embodiments , the data collection 
comprises the plurality of email messages , the first initial 
financial risk identification strategy comprises identifying , 
from the data collection , an email message comprising text 
indicating an error , a subject comprising text associated with 
a first financial institution and not comprising text associated 
with a second distinct financial institution , and a trade 

statement or trade report attachment comprising a name , and 
the name comprises text associated with the second distinct 
financial institution and not comprising text associated with 
the first financial institution . 
10024 ] . In some embodiments , the one or more computer 
readable storage devices are further configured to store a 
plurality of customers of a financial institution , the data 
collection comprises the plurality of email messages and the 
plurality of chat messages , and the first initial financial risk 
identification strategy comprises identifying , from the data 
collection , a message sent or received by a trader affiliated 
with the financial institution , the message sent or received by 
a party not affiliated with the financial institution , the 
message not received by a party affiliated with the customer , 
the message comprising text corresponding to a customer of 
the plurality of customers , the message further comprising a 
timestamp within a configurable time period of an executed 
trade associated with the trader affiliated with the financial 
institution . 
[ 0025 ] In various embodiments , a method for collecting 
financial malfeasance data for inspection , may comprise , by 
one or more computer processors , searching a data collec 
tion to identify an initial data item based on a first initial 
financial risk identification strategy of a plurality of initial 
financial risk identification strategies , wherein the data col 
lection comprises one or more selected from the group 
consisting of : a plurality of chat messages , a plurality of 
email messages , and a plurality of electronic trade data 
items , in response to identifying the initial data item , cor 
relating related data items into a first review collection based 
on a first review data collection strategy of a plurality of 
review data correlation strategies , the first review data 
collection strategy associated with the first initial financial 
risk identification strategy , the first review collection com 
prising the related data items and the initial data item , the 
first review collection comprising a plurality of data items 
selected from the group consisting of the plurality of chat 
messages , the plurality of email messages , and the plurality 
of electronic trade data items , calculating a first score 
associated with the first review collection based on one or 
more scoring criterions ; and in response to the first score 
exceeding a threshold score value , displaying on a computer 
display screen at least a portion of the first review collection 
for inspection by a user . 
[ 0026 ] In various embodiments the data collection com 
prises the plurality of email messages , the first initial finan 
cial risk identification strategy comprises identifying , from 
the plurality of email messages an email message thread 
comprising a plurality of emails relating to an email subject , 
the email message thread comprises a side conversation , the 
side conversation comprising one or more email messages 
having fewer participants than an initial email in the email 
message thread , and the first review data collection strategy 
comprises identifying , as the related data items , at least one 
electronic trade data item , the at least one electronic trade 
data item ' s trader property associated with a participant of 
the side conversation . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0027 ] So that the manner in which the above recited 
features of the present invention may be understood in 
detail , a more particular description of various embodi 
ments , briefly summarized above , may be had by reference 
to the appended drawings and detailed description . How 
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( 0045 ] FIG . 14 illustrates an example chat message thread 
matching an example disclosure of a customer information 
leak identification strategy to assist in detecting financial 
malfeasance . 
[ 0046 ] FIG . 15 illustrates an example email thread match 
ing an escalation of worry identification strategy to assist in 
detecting financial malfeasance . 
[ 0047 ] FIG . 16 illustrates example trades matching a sus 
pect trade strategy to assist in detecting financial malfea 
sance . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

ever , the appended drawings illustrate only certain embodi 
ments of present disclosure and are therefore not to be 
considered limiting of its scope . 
? / ?0 / ? / ? / ? / ? – ?Â§§ÒÂ§Â?Ò?? \ \ ????m??ffitititiâ?ti \ / ?? / ?? / \ / m?ti?m 
data analysis system , according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
generation of clusters by the data analysis system , according 
to an embodiment of the present disclosure . 
[ 0030 ] FIGS . 3A - 3C illustrate an example growth of a 
cluster of related data entities , according to an embodiment 
of the present disclosure . 
[ 0031 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters by 
the data analysis system , according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure . 
( 0032 ] FIG . 5 illustrates an example cluster analysis user 
interface , according to an embodiment of the present dis 
closure . 
[ 0033 ] FIG . 6 is a flowchart of an example method of 
generating clusters , according to an embodiment of the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0034 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart of an example method of 
scoring clusters , according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure . 
[ 0035 ] FIG . 8 illustrates components of an illustrative 
server computing system , according to an embodiment of 
the present disclosure . 

I . Terms 

Example Application of the Data Analysis System to Assist 
in Financial Malfeasance Detection 
[ 0036 ] FIG . 9 is a flowchart of an example generalized 
method of the data analysis system , according to various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0037 ] FIG . 10A is a flowchart of an example automatic 
seed generation method of the data analysis system as 
applied to financial malfeasance detection , according to 
various embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0038 ] FIG . 10B is a flowchart of an example of a clus 
tering method of the data analysis system as applied to 
financial malfeasance detection , according to various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0039 ] FIG . 10C is a flowchart of example cluster scoring 
methods of the data analysis system as applied to financial 
malfeasance detection , according to various embodiments of 
the present disclosure . 
10040 ] FIG . 10D illustrates an example growth of a cluster 
of related data entities in a financial malfeasance detection 
application , according to an embodiment of the present 
disclosure . 
[ 0041 ] FIG . 10E illustrates an example review collection 
user interface of the data analysis system as applied to 
financial malfeasance detection , according to an embodi 
ment of the present disclosure . 
[ 0042 ] FIG . 11 illustrates an example email thread match 
ing a side conversation identification strategy to assist in 
detecting financial malfeasance . 
[ 0043 ] FIG . 12 illustrates an example email thread match 
ing a LIBOR fixing or manipulation identification strategy to 
assist in detecting financial malfeasance . 
[ 0044 ] FIG . 13 illustrates an example email thread match 
ing an example disclosure of a confidential information 
identification strategy to assist in detecting financial mal 
feasance . 

[ 0048 ] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys 
tems and methods discussed herein , a number of terms are 
defined below . The terms defined below , as well as other 
terms used herein , should be construed to include the 
provided definitions , the ordinary and customary meaning of 
the terms , and / or any other implied meaning for the respec 
tive terms . Thus , the definitions below do not limit the 
meaning of these terms , but only provide exemplary defi 
nitions . 
[ 0049 ] Ontology : Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases . For 
example , the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database , and how 
objects and properties may be related . 
[ 0050 ] Database : A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and / or organizing data , including , but not limited to , 
relational databases ( for example , Oracle database , mySQL 
database , and the like ) , spreadsheets , XML files , and text 
file , among others . The various terms “ database , " " data 
store , ” and “ data source ” may be used interchangeably in the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0051 ] Data Entity ( Entity ) , Data Object ( Object ) , or Data 
Item ( Item ) : A data container for information representing 
specific things in the world that have a number of definable 
properties . For example , a data entity may represent an 
entity such as a person , a place , an organization , an account , 
a computer , an activity , a market instrument , a trade of a 
market instrument , an email message , an email thread , a chat 
message , a chat thread , or other noun . A data entity may 
represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a 
duration . A data entity may represent a document or other 
unstructured data source such as an e - mail message or 
thread , a chat message or thread , a news report , or a written 
paper or article . Each data entity may be associated with a 
unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data entity . The 
data entity ' s attributes ( for example , metadata about the data 
entity ) may be represented in one or more properties . The 
terms " data entity , " " data object , ” and “ data item ” may be 
used interchangeably and / or synonymously in the present 
disclosure . 
[ 0052 ] Entity ( or Object or Item ) Type : Type of a data 
entity ( for example , Person , Event , or Document , Email 
Message , Chat Message , Trade , etc . ) . Data entity types may 
be defined by an ontology and may be modified or updated 
to include additional data entity types . A data entity defini 
tion ( for example , in an ontology ) may include how the data 
entity is related to other data entities , such as being a 
sub - data entity type of another data entity type ( for example , 

e . 
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be related by any common and / or similar properties , meta 
data , types , relationships , and / or the like . 
10060 ] Seed / Cluster Generation Strategy ( or Rule ) , Initial 
Financial Risk Identification Strategy , Review Data Collec 
tion Strategy : Seed and cluster generation strategies / rules 
indicate processes , methods , and / or strategies for generating 
seeds and generating clusters , respectively . For example , a 
seed generation strategy may indicate that data entities 
having a particular property ( for example , data entities that 
are suspect trades ) are to be designated as seeds . In another 
example , a cluster generation strategy may indicate that data 
entities having particular properties in common with ( or 
similar to ) a seed or other data entity in a cluster are to be 
added to the cluster ( e . g . , emails matching a trader on a 
suspect trade during a certain time period , or emails match 
ing a trader on a suspect trade during a certain time period 
and also including the traded ticker symbol , or emails 
matching a trader on a suspect trade during a certain time 
period and are also detected as side conversations ) . Seed 
and / or cluster generation strategies may specify particular 
searches and / or rule matches to perform on one or more sets 
of data entities . Execution of a seed and / or cluster generation 
strategy may produce layers of related data entities . Addi 
tionally , a seed / cluster generation strategy / rule may include 
multiple strategies , sub - strategies , rules , and / or sub - rules . 

II . Overview of Seed Generation and Cluster 
Generation 

an agent may be a sub - data entity of a person data entity 
type ) , and the properties the data entity type may have . 
[ 0053 ] Properties : Also referred to as “ metadata , ” includes 
attributes of a data entity that represent individual data 
items . At a minimum , each property of a data entity has a 
property type and a value or values . Properties / metadata 
associated with data entities may include any information 
relevant to that object . For example , properties associated 
with a person data entity may include a name ( for example , 
John Doe ) , an address ( for example , 123 S . Orange Street ) , 
and / or a phone number ( for example , 800 - 0000 ) , among 
other properties . In another example , metadata associated 
with a computer data entity may include a list of users ( for 
example , userl , user 2 , and the like ) , and / or an IP ( internet 
protocol ) address , among other properties . In another 
example , an email message may have email addresses 
( which themselves contain a username and a domain por 
tion ) in the TO , FROM , CC , and BCC fields , text entered in 
the SUBJECT field , and additional text in a BODY field . A 
trade of a financial instrument may have a TICKER SYM 
BOL , a buying trader and / or institution making the pur 
chase , a selling trader and / or institution making the sale , a 
time traded , and certain other flags disclosed herein , among 
others . 
[ 0054 ] Property Type : The type of data a property is , such 
as a string , an integer , or a double . Property types may 
include complex property types , such as a series data values 
associated with timed ticks ( for example , a time series ) , and 
the like . 
[ 0055 ] Property Value : The value associated with a prop 
erty , which is of the type indicated in the property type 
associated with the property . A property may have multiple 
values . 
[ 0056 ] Link : A connection between two data objects , 
based on , for example , a relationship , an event , and / or 
matching properties . Links may be directional , such as one 
representing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . 
[ 0057 ] Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects . 
[ 0058 ] Seed , Initial Data Item , Initial Financial Risk Iden 
tification Data Item : One or more data entities that may be 
used as a basis , or starting point , for generating a cluster / 
review collection . One or more seeds may be generated , 
determined , and / or selected from one or more sets of data 
entities according to a seed generation strategy / initial finan 
cial risk identification strategy . For example , seeds may be 
generated from data entities accessed from various databases 
and data sources including , for example , databases main 
tained by financial institutions , government entities , private 
entities , public entities , and / or publicly available data 
sources , including chat , trade and email message databases . 
[ 0059 ] Cluster , Review Collection : A group or set of one 
or more related data entities / objects / items . A cluster may be 
generated , determined , and / or selected from one or more 
sets of data entities according to a cluster generation strat 
egy . A cluster may further be generated , determined , and / or 
selected based on a seed . For example , a seed may comprise 
an initial data entity of a cluster . Data entities related to the 
seed may be determined and added to the cluster . Further , 
additional data entities related to any clustered data entity 
may also be added to the cluster iteratively as indicated by 
a cluster generation strategy , which may correspond to an 
initial financial risk identification strategy . Data entities may 

[ 0061 ] According to various embodiments , a data analysis 
system is disclosed in which clusters of related data entities 
may be generated from initial data entities , called " seeds . " 
Seeds and related data entities may be accessed from various 
databases and data sources including , for example , databases 
maintained by financial institutions , government entities , 
private entities , public entities , and / or publicly available 
data sources . Such databases and data sources may include 
a variety of information and data , such as , for example , 
personal information , financial information , tax - related 
information , computer network - related data , and / or com 
puter - related activity data , trades of financial instruments , 
employee data information , customer data information , 
email message of employees of an institution , chat messages 
of employees of an institution , among others . Further , the 
databases and data sources may include various relation 
ships that link and / or associate data entities with one 
another . Various data entities and relationships may be 
stored across different systems controlled by different enti 
ties and / or institutions . According to various embodiments , 
the data analysis system may bring together data from 
multiple data sources in order to build clusters . 
10062 ] In various embodiments , the data analysis system 
may enable a user to efficiently perform analysis and inves 
tigations of various data entities and clusters of data entities . 
For example , the system may enable a user ( also referred to 
herein as an “ analyst ” ) to perform various financial and 
security investigations related to a seed ( for example , an 
initial data entity or data object ) . In such an investigation , 
the system may enable an analyst to search and / or investi 
gate several layers of related data entities . For example , a 
credit card account may be a seed that is linked by the 
system to various data entities including , for example , 
customer identifiers and / or phone numbers associated with 
the credit card account . Further , the system may link , for 
example , various other credit card accounts related to the 
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ments , the data analysis system may prioritize the multiple 
generated clusters based upon cluster scores and / or cluster 
metascores . In an embodiment , the data analysis system may 
provide a user interface including a display of summaries of 
the clusters , including cluster scores , cluster metascores , 
and / or various other cluster information . Such summaries 
may be displayed according to a prioritization of clusters . In 
various embodiments , cluster prioritization may assist an 
analyst in selecting particular clusters to investigate . 
[ 0067 ] In various embodiments , the data analysis system 
may be used in various data analysis applications . Such 
applications may include , for example , financial fraud detec 
tion , tax fraud detection , beaconing malware detection , 
malware user - agent detection , activity trend detection , 
health insurance fraud detection , financial account fraud 
detection , detection of activity by networks of individuals , 
and / or criminal activity detection , detection of financial 
malfeasance , insider trading , disclosure of customer and / or 
confidential information , misrepresentation , collusion , 
among various others . In particular , FIGS . 9 - 16 illustrate 
how a seed and cluster analysis system can automatically 
generate seeds and review collections for assistance with 
detecting financial malfeasance , such as collusion , insider 
trading , disclosure of non - confidential information outside a 
company , disclosure of a client or customer ' s confidential 
information , etc . 
[ 0068 ] In the following description , numerous specific 
details are set forth to provide a more thorough understand 
ing of various embodiments of the present disclosure . How 
ever , it will be apparent to one of skill in the art that the 
systems and methods of the present disclosure may be 
practiced without one or more of these specific details . 

customer identifiers , to the seed credit card account . Accord 
ingly , in various embodiments , the system may automati - 
cally determine and provide to a user or analyst various 
layers of data entities related to the seed credit card account . 
Such an investigation may , in an embodiment , enable the 
analyst to determine fraudulent activity . For example , if the 
seed credit card account was suspected to be fraudulent , then 
the analyst may determine that the additional credit card 
accounts may also be fraudulent . Further , if the seed credit 
card account was linked to other known fraudulent credit 
card accounts , the analyst may determine that the seed credit 
card account was likely to be fraudulent . As mentioned 
above , in such an investigation the analyst may discover 
relationships between the additional credit card accounts and 
the seed credit card account through several layers of related 
data entities . Such techniques , enabled by various embodi 
ments of the data analysis system , may be particularly 
valuable for investigations in which relationships between 
data entities may include several layers , and in which such 
relationships may be otherwise very difficult or impossible 
to manually identify . 
[ 0063 ] In various embodiments , the data analysis system 
may automatically generate , or determine , seeds based on a 
seed generation strategy ( also referred to as “ seed generation 
rules ” or “ initial financial risk identification strategy ” and its 
variants ) . For example , for a particular set of data entities , 
the data analysis system may automatically generate , based 
on a seed generation strategy , seeds by designating particular 
data entities ( or groups of data entities ) as seeds . Examples 
of various seed generation strategies are described below . 
[ 0064 ] Further , in various embodiments , the data analysis 
system may automatically discover data entities related to a 
seed , and store the resulting relationships and related data 
entities together in a “ cluster . ” A cluster generation strategy 
( also referred to as “ cluster generation rules ” or “ review data 
collection strategy ” and its variants ) may specify particular 
searches to perform at each step of an investigation , or 
cluster generation , process . Such searches may produce 
layers of related data entities to add to the cluster . Further , 
according to an embodiment , multiple cluster may be 
merged and / or collapsed into a single cluster when the 
multiple cluster share one or more common data entities 
and / or properties . Thus , according to an embodiment , an 
analyst may start an investigation with the resulting cluster , 
rather than the seed alone . Starting with the cluster , the 
analyst may form opinions regarding the related data enti 
ties , conduct further analysis of the related data entities , 
and / or may query for additional related data entities . 
[ 0065 ] According to various embodiments , the data analy 
sis system may further generate various " cluster scores . " 
Cluster scores may include scores based on various charac 
teristics and / or attributes associated with the cluster and / or 
the various data entities of the cluster . In various embodi 
ments , the data analysis system may also generate " cluster 
metascores ” which may include , for example , an overall 
cluster score . Cluster metascores may , for example , be based 
on a combination of cluster scores of a cluster associated 
with a seed . 
10066 ] . Further , in various embodiments , for a particular 
set of data entities , multiple clusters may be generated by the 
data analysis system . For example , the data analysis system 
may generate multiple seeds according to a seed generation 
strategy , and then multiple clusters based on those seeds 
( and based on a cluster generation strategy ) . In such embodi 

III . Examples of Data Entities , Properties , and 
Links 

[ 0069 ] In various embodiments , different types of data 
entities may have different property types . For example , a 
“ Person ” data entity may have an “ Eye Color ” property type 
and an “ Event " data entity may have a “ Date ” property type . 
Each property as represented by data in a database may have 
a property type defined by an ontology used by the database . 
Further , data entities may be instantiated in a database in 
accordance with a corresponding object definition for the 
particular data entity in the ontology . For example , a specific 
monetary payment ( for example , an entity of type " event " ) 
of US $ 30 . 00 ( for example , a property of type " currency ” 
having a property value of “ US $ 30 . 00 ” ) taking place on 
Mar . 27 , 2009 ( for example , a property of type " date ” having 
a property value of “ Mar . 27 , 2009 ” ) may be stored in the 
database as an event object with associated currency and 
date properties as defined within the ontology . 
[ 0070 ] Data objects defined in an ontology may support 
property multiplicity . In particular , a data entity may be 
allowed to have more than one property of the same property 
type . For example , a “ Person ” data object might have 
multiple “ Address ” properties or multiple “ Name ” proper 
ties . 
[ 0071 ] A link represents a connection between two data 
entities and may be through any of a relationship , an event , 
and / or matching properties . A link may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical . For example , “ Person ” data entity A may be 
connected to “ Person ” data entity B by a “ Child Of ” 
relationship ( where “ Person ” data entity B has an asymmet 
ric “ Parent Of ” relationship to “ Person ” data entity A ) , a 
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IV . Description of the Figures “ Kin Of symmetric relationship to “ Person ” data entity C , 
and an asymmetric “ Member of relationship to “ Organi 
zation ” data entity X . The type of relationship between two 
data entities may vary depending on the types of the data 
entities . For example , " Person ” data entity A may have an 
“ Appears In ” relationship with “ Document ” data entity Y or 
have a “ Participate In ” relationship with “ Event ” data entity 
E . As an example of an event connection , two “ Person ” data 
entities may be connected by an “ Airline Flight ” data entity 
representing a particular airline flight if they traveled 
together on that flight , or by a “ Meeting ” data entity repre 
senting a particular meeting if they both attended that 
meeting . In one embodiment , when two data entities are 
connected by an event , they are also connected by relation 
ships , in which each data entity has a specific relationship to 
the event , such as , for example , an “ Appears In ” relation 
ship . 
[ 0072 ] As an example of a matching properties connec 
tion , two “ Person ” data entities representing a brother and a 
sister may both have an “ Address ” property that indicates 
where they live . If the brother and the sister live in the same 
home , then their “ Address ” properties likely contain similar , 
if not identical property values . In one embodiment , a link 
between two data entity may be established based on similar 
or matching properties ( for example , property types and / or 
property values ) of the data entity . These are just some 
examples of the types of connections that may be repre 
sented by a link and other types of connections may be 
represented ; embodiments are not limited to any particular 
types of connections between data entities . For example , a 
document may contain references to two different entities . 
For example , a document may contain a reference to a 
payment ( one data entity ) , and a person ( a second data 
entity ) . A link between these two data entities may represent 
a connection between these two entities through their co 
occurrence within the same document . 
[ 0073 ] Each data entity may have multiple links with 
another data entity to form a link set . For example , two 
“ Person ” data entities representing a husband and a wife 
may be linked through a “ Spouse Of relationship , a match 
ing “ Address ” property , and / or one or more matching 
“ Event " properties ( for example , a wedding ) . Each link , as 
represented by data in a database , may have a link type 
defined by the database ontology used by the database . 
[ 0074 ] In various embodiments , the data analysis system 
may access various data entities and associated properties 
from various databases and data sources . Such databases and 
data sources may include a variety of information and data , 
such as , for example , personal information or employee 
personal information ( for example , names , addresses , phone 
numbers , personal identifiers , and the like ) , financial infor 
mation ( for example , financial account information , trans 
action information , trade transactions , balance information , 
and the like ) , tax - related information ( for example , tax 
return data , and the like ) , computer network - related data ( for 
example , network traffic information , IP ( Internet Protocol ) 
addresses , user account information , domain information , 
network connection information , and the like ) , and / or com - 
puter - related activity data ( for example , computer events , 
email messages , chat messages , user actions , and the like ) , 
among others . 

[ 0075 ] Embodiments of the disclosure will now be 
described with reference to the accompanying Figures , 
wherein like numerals refer to like elements throughout . The 
terminology used in the description presented herein is not 
intended to be interpreted in any limited or restrictive 
manner , simply because it is being utilized in conjunction 
with a detailed description of certain specific embodiments 
of the disclosure . Furthermore , embodiments of the disclo 
sure may include several novel features , no single one of 
which is solely responsible for its desirable attributes or 
which is essential to practicing the embodiments of the 
disclosure herein described . 
[ 0076 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
data analysis system 100 , according to one embodiment . As 
shown in the embodiment of FIG . 1 , the data analysis system 
100 includes an application server 115 running on a server 
computing system 110 , a client 135 running on a client 
computer system 130 , and at least one database 140 . Further , 
the client 135 , application server 115 , and database 140 may 
communicate over a network 150 , for example , to access 
cluster data sources 160 . 
[ 0077 ] The application server 115 may include a cluster 
engine 120 and a workflow engine 125 . The cluster engine 
120 and a workflow engine 125 may be software modules as 
described below in reference to FIG . 8 . According to an 
embodiment , the cluster engine 120 is configured to build 
one or more clusters of related data entities , according to a 
defined cluster generation strategy . The cluster engine 120 
may read data from a variety of cluster data sources 160 to 
generate clusters from seeds ( also referred to as " seed data 
entities ” or “ initial data items ” ) . Once created , the resulting 
clusters may be stored on the server computing system 110 
and / or on the database 140 . The operations of the cluster 
engine 120 are discussed in detail below in conjunction with 
FIGS . 2 and 3 . 
[ 0078 ] In an embodiment , the cluster engine 120 is con 
figured to score the clusters , according to a defined scoring 
strategy . The score may indicate the importance of analyzing 
the cluster . For instance , the cluster engine 120 may execute 
a scoring strategy that aggregates the account balances of 
credit card accounts within the cluster . Because , for 
example , a large aggregated total balance may indicate a 
large liability for a financial institution , a cluster with such 
a large total balance may be considered to have a higher 
score relative to other clusters with lower aggregated total 
balances ( and , therefore , lower scores ) . Thus , a cluster with 
a higher score relative to a cluster with a lower score may be 
considered more important to analyze . 
[ 0079 ] In one embodiment , the cluster engine 120 orga 
nizes and presents the clusters according to the assigned 
scores . The cluster engine 120 may present summaries of the 
clusters and / or interactive representations of the clusters 
within the cluster analysis UI . For example , the representa 
tions may provide visual indications ( e . g . , graphs or other 
visualizations ) of the related data entities within the clusters . 
The cluster engine 120 may generate a cluster analysis user 
interface ( UI ) , such as a web application and / or a dynamic 
web page displayed within the client 135 . The cluster engine 
120 may also allow an analyst to create tasks associated with 
the clusters . Example operations of the cluster engine 120 
are discussed in detail below in conjunction with FIGS . 4 
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and 5 . In one embodiment , the cluster engine 120 generates 
clusters automatically , for example , for subsequent review 
by analysts . 
10080 ) Analysts may also assign tasks to themselves or 
one another via a workflow UI generated by the workflow 
engine , for example . The workflow engine 125 may con 
sume scores generated by the cluster engine 120 . For 
example , the workflow engine 125 may present an analyst 
with clusters generated , scored , and ordered by the cluster 
engine 120 . 
[ 0081 ] The client 135 may represent one or more software 
applications or modules configured to present data and 
translate input , from the analyst , into requests for data 
analyses by the application server 115 . In one embodiment , 
the client 135 and the application server 115 may be embod 
ied in the same software module and / or may be included in 
the same computing system . However , several clients 135 
may execute on the client computer 130 , and / or several 
clients 135 on several client computers 130 may interact 
with the application server 115 . In one embodiment , the 
client 135 may be a browser accessing a web service . 
[ 0082 ] While the client 135 and application server 115 are 
shown running on distinct computing systems , the client 135 
and application server 115 may run on the same computing 
system . Further , the cluster engine 120 and the workflow 
engine 125 may run on separate applications servers 115 , on 
separate server computing systems , or some combination 
thereof . Additionally , a history service may store the results 
generated by an analyst relative to a given cluster . 
[ 0083 ] In one embodiment , the cluster data sources 160 
provide data available to the cluster engine to create or 
generate seeds and / or to create or generate clusters from a 
seed or a set of seeds . Such data sources may include 
relational data sources , web services data , XML data , and 
the like . Further , such data sources may include a variety of 
information and data , for example , personal information , 
financial information , tax - related information , computer net 
work - related data , and / or computer - related activity data , 
among others . For example , the data sources may be related 
to customer account records stored by a financial institution . 
In such a case , the data sources may include a credit card 
account data , bank account data , customer data , and trans 
action data . The data may include data attributes such as 
account numbers , account balances , phone numbers , 
addresses , and transaction amounts , and the like . Of course , 
cluster data sources 160 is included to be representative of 
a variety of data available to the server computer system 110 
over network 150 , as well as locally available data sources . 
[ 0084 ] The database 140 may be a Relational Database 
Management System ( RDBMS ) that stores the data as rows 
in relational tables . The term " database , ” as used herein , 
may refer to a database ( e . g . , RDBMS or SQL database ) , or 
may refer to any other data structure , such as , for example 
a comma separated values ( CSV ) , extensible markup lan 
guage ( XML ) , text ( TXT ) file , flat file , spreadsheet file , 
and / or any other widely used or proprietary format . While 
the database 140 is shown as a distinct computing system , 
the database 140 may operate on the same server computing 
system 110 as the application server 115 . 
[ 0085 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
generation of clusters by data analysis system 200 , accord 
ing to an embodiment . As shown , in an embodiment the 
cluster engine 120 ( FIG . 1 ) interacts with a seed list 210 , a 
cluster list 250 , a cluster strategy store 230 , and data 

bindings 237 . The seed list 210 may include seeds 212 - 1 , 
212 - 2 . . . 212 - S , and the cluster list 250 may include clusters 
252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C . The cluster engine 120 may be 
configured as a software application , module , or thread that 
generates the clusters 252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C from the seeds 
212 - 1 , 212 - 2 . . . 212 - S . 
[ 0086 ] Seeds 212 ( including one , some , or all of seeds 
212 - 1 through 212 - S ) may be generated by the cluster 
engine 120 according to various seed generation strategies / 
rules . Examples of seed generation are described below in 
reference to various example applications of the data analy 
sis system . According to an embodiment , once generated , 
seeds 212 may be the starting point for generating a cluster 
252 . To generate a cluster , the cluster engine 120 may 
retrieve a given seed 212 from the seed list 210 . The seed 
212 may be a data entity or group of data entities within the 
database 140 , such as a customer name , a customer social 
security number , an account number , and / or a customer 
telephone number . 
[ 0087 ] The cluster engine 120 may generate the cluster 
252 from the seed 212 . In one embodiment , the cluster 
engine 120 generates the cluster 252 as a collection of data 
entities and the relationships between the various data 
entities . As noted above , the cluster strategy may execute 
data bindings in order to add each additional layer of data 
entities to the cluster . For example , the cluster engine 120 
may generate the cluster 252 - 1 from a seed credit card 
account . The cluster engine 120 may first add the credit card 
account to the cluster 252 - 1 . The cluster engine 120 may 
then add customers related to the credit card account to the 
cluster 252 - 1 . The cluster engine 120 may complete the 
cluster 252 - 1 by adding additional credit card accounts 
related to those customers . As the cluster engine 120 gen 
erates the cluster 252 - 1 , the cluster engine 120 may store the 
cluster 252 - 1 within the cluster list 250 . The cluster 252 - 1 
may be stored as a graph data structure or other appropriate 
data structure . 
[ 0088 ] The cluster list 250 may be a collection of tables in 
the database 140 . In such a case , there may be a table for the 
data entities of each cluster 252 , such as those of example 
cluster 252 - 1 discussed above , a table for the relationships 
between the various data entities , a table for the attributes of 
the data entities , and a table for scores of the clusters . The 
cluster list 250 may include clusters 252 from multiple 
investigations . Note that the cluster engine 120 may store 
portions of clusters 252 in the cluster list 250 as the cluster 
engine 120 generates the clusters 252 . Persons skilled in the 
art will recognize that many technically feasible techniques 
exist for creating and storing data structures that may be 
used to implement the systems and methods of the data 
analysis system . 

[ 0089 ] The cluster strategy store 230 may include cluster 
strategies 232 - 1 , 232 - 2 . . . 232 - N . Each cluster strategy may 
include data binding references 235 to one or more data 
bindings 237 . As noted , each data binding may be used to 
identify data that may grow a cluster ( as determined by the 
given search strategy 232 ) . For example , the cluster engine 
120 may execute a cluster strategy 232 - 1 to generate the 
cluster 252 - 1 . Specifically , the cluster engine 120 may 
execute the cluster strategy 232 - 1 in response to selection of 
that cluster strategy by an analyst . The analyst may submit 
a selection of one or more cluster strategies to perform on a 
seed or group of seeds to the cluster engine 120 through the 
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client 135 . Alternatively , the cluster engine 120 may auto 
matically select one or more cluster strategies , such as based 
on user preferences or rules . 
[ 0090 ] According to an embodiment , each cluster strategy 
232 is configured so as to perform an investigation processes 
for generating a cluster 252 . Again , for example , the cluster 
strategy 232 - 2 may include data binding references 235 to a 
collection of data bindings executed to add layer after layer 
of data to a cluster . The investigation process may include 
searches to retrieve data entities related to a seed 212 that is 
selected for clustering using cluster strategy 232 - 2 . For 
example , the cluster strategy 232 - 2 may start with a possibly 
fraudulent credit card account as the seed 212 - 2 . The cluster 
strategy 232 - 2 may search for customers related to the credit 
card account , and then additional credit card accounts 
related to those customers . A different cluster strategy 232 - 3 
may search for customers related to the credit card account , 
phone numbers related to the customers , additional custom 
ers related to the phone numbers , and additional credit card 
accounts related to the additional customers , for example . 
[ 0091 ] In an embodiment , cluster strategies 232 include 
references to at least one data binding 237 ( such as data 
bindings 237 - 1 through 237 - 3 ) . The cluster engine 120 may 
execute a search protocol specified by the data binding 237 
to retrieve data , and the data returned by a given data binding 
may form a layer within the cluster 252 . For instance , the 
data binding 237 ( and / or the search protocol of the data 
binding 237 ) may retrieve sets of customers related to an 
account by an account owner attribute . The data binding 237 
( and / or the search protocol of the data binding 237 ) may 
retrieve the set of related data entities from a data source . For 
instance , the data binding 237 - 1 may specify a database 
query to perform against a database . Likewise , the data 
binding 237 - 2 may define a connection and / or query to a 
remote relational database system and the data binding 
237 - 3 may define a connection and / or query against a 
third - party web service . Once retrieved , the cluster strategy 
232 may evaluate whether the returned data should be added 
to a cluster being grown from a given seed 212 . 
[ 0092 ] Multiple cluster strategies 232 may reference a 
given data binding 237 . The analyst may update the data 
binding 237 , but typically updates the data binding 237 only 
if the associated data source changes . A cluster strategy 232 
may also include a given data binding 237 multiple times . 
For example , executing a data binding 237 using one seed 
212 may generate additional seeds for that data binding 237 
( or generate seeds for another data binding 237 ) . More 
generally , different cluster strategies 232 - 1 , 232 - 2 . . . 232 - N 
may include different arrangements of various data bindings 
237 to generate different types of clusters 252 . 
[ 0093 ] The cluster strategies 232 may specify that the 
cluster engine 120 use an attribute from the related data 
entities retrieved with one data binding 237 , as input to a 
subsequent data binding 237 . The cluster engine 120 may 
use the subsequent data binding 237 to retrieve a subsequent 
layer of related date entities for the cluster 252 . For instance , 
a particular cluster strategy 232 may specify that the cluster 
engine 120 retrieve a set of credit card account data entities 
with a first data binding 237 - 1 . That cluster strategy 232 may 
also specify that the cluster engine 120 then use the account 
number attribute from credit card account data entities as 
input to a subsequent data binding 237 - 2 . The cluster 
strategy 232 may also specify filters for the cluster engine 
120 to apply to the attributes before performing the subse 

quent data binding 237 . For instance , if the first data binding 
237 - 1 were to retrieve a set of credit card account data 
entities that included both personal and business credit card 
accounts , then the cluster engine 120 could filter out the 
business credit card accounts before performing the subse 
quent data binding 237 - 2 . 
[ 0094 ] In operation , according to an embodiment , the 
cluster engine 120 generates a cluster 252 - 1 from a seed 
212 - 1 by first retrieving a cluster strategy 232 . Assuming the 
analyst selected a cluster strategy 232 - 2 , the cluster engine 
120 would retrieve the cluster strategy 232 - 2 from the 
cluster strategy store 230 . The cluster engine 120 may then 
retrieve the seed 212 - 1 as input to the cluster strategy 232 - 2 . 
The cluster engine 120 may execute the cluster strategy 
232 - 2 by retrieving sets of data by executing data bindings 
237 referenced by the cluster strategy 232 - 2 . For example , 
the cluster strategy 232 - 2 may execute data bindings 237 - 1 , 
237 - 2 , and 237 - 3 . Accordingly , the cluster engine 120 may 
evaluate data returned by each data binding 237 to determine 
whether to use that data to grow the cluster 252 - 1 . The 
cluster engine 120 may then use elements of the returned 
data as input to the next data binding 237 . Of course , a 
variety of execution paths are possible for the data bindings 
237 . For example , assume one data binding 237 returned a 
set of phone numbers . In such a case , another data binding 
237 may evaluate each phone number individually . As 
another example , one data binding 237 may use input 
parameters obtained by executing multiple , other data bind 
ings 237 . More generally , the cluster engine 120 may 
retrieve data for each data binding referenced by the cluster 
strategy 232 - 2 . The cluster engine 120 may then store the 
complete cluster 252 - 1 in the cluster list 250 . 
[ 0095 ] As the cluster engine 120 generates the clusters 
252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C from seeds 212 - 1 , 212 - 2 . . . 212 - S , 
the cluster list 250 may include overlapping clusters 252 . 
For example , two clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C may overlap if 
both clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C include a common data entity . 
In an example , a larger cluster 252 formed by merging two 
smaller clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C may be a better investi 
gation starting point than the smaller clusters 252 - 1 and 
252 - C individually . The larger cluster 252 may provide 
additional insight or relationships , which may not be avail 
able if the two clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C remain separate . 
[ 0096 ] In an embodiment , the cluster engine 120 includes 
a resolver 226 that is configured to detect and merge two or 
more overlapping clusters 252 together . For example , the 
resolver 226 may compare the data entities within a cluster 
252 - 1 to the data entities within each one of the other 
clusters 252 - 2 through 252 - C . If the resolver 226 finds the 
same data entity within the cluster 252 - 1 and a second 
cluster 252 - C , then the resolver 226 may merge the two 
clusters 252 - 1 and 252 - C into a single larger cluster 252 . For 
example , the cluster 252 - 1 and cluster 252 - C may both 
include the same customer . The resolver 226 may compare 
the data entities of cluster 252 - 1 to the data entities of cluster 
252 - C and detect the same customer in both clusters 252 . 
Upon detecting the same customer in both clusters 252 , the 
resolver 226 may merge the cluster 252 - 1 with cluster 
252 - C . The resolver 226 may test each pair of clusters 252 
to identify overlapping clusters 252 . Although the larger 
clusters 252 may be better investigation starting points , an 
analyst may want to understand how the resolver 226 
formed the larger clusters 252 . Accordingly , the resolver 
226 , may store a history of each merge . 
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search of multiple data stores of data entity - related infor 
mation . Accordingly , in various embodiments , the analysis 
system 100 may access various data sources for data entity 
clustering and seed generation . 

00971 In an embodiment , cluster merging ( for example , 
by resolver 226 ) may be optionally disabled for particular 
types of data entities , and / or particular data entities . For 
example , when a particular data entity , or type of data entity , 
is so common that it may be included in many different 
clusters ( for example , an institutional entity such as a bank ) , 
merging of cluster based on that common entity ( for 
example , the particular bank ) or common type of entity ( for 
example , banks in general ) may be disabled . In another 
embodiment , cluster may be merged only when they share 
two or more common data entities and / or other properties . In 
an embodiment , when two clusters are determined to share 
a data entity that this very common ( such that they cluster 
may not be merged based on that entity ) the system may 
automatically determine whether the two clusters share one 
or more other data entities and / or properties such that they 
may be merged . In various embodiments , cluster merging 
may be disabled based on other criteria . For example , cluster 
merging between two related clusters may be disabled when 
one or both of the two clusters reach a particular size ( for 
example , include a particular number of data entities ) . 
[ 0098 ] After the cluster engine generates a group of clus 
ters from a given collection of seeds ( and after merging or 
resolving the cluster ) , the cluster engine 120 may score , 
rank , and / or otherwise order the clusters relative to a scoring 
strategy 442 . In some embodiments , clusters are scored and 
provided to the analysis without resolving . 
[ 0099 ] In one embodiment , the analysis system 100 , and 
more specifically , the cluster engine 120 , receives a request 
for cluster generation . In response to the request , a list of 
seeds may be generated , clusters may be generated based on 
those seeds , and the clusters may be ranked , ordered , and 
presented to analysts . In an embodiment , the cluster engine 
120 may consume seeds generated by other systems . Alter 
natively , in other embodiments , cluster engine 120 may 
generate the seeds 212 - 1 , 212 - 2 . . . 212 - S . For instance , the 
cluster engine 120 may include a seed generation strategy 
( also referred to as a “ lead generation strategy ” ) that iden 
tifies data entities , or groups of data entities , as potential 
seeds 212 . The seed generation ( or lead generation ) strategy 
may apply to a particular business type , such as credit cards , 
stock trading , or insurance claims , and may be run against a 
cluster data source 160 or an external source of information . 
[ 0100 ] In an embodiment , the analysis system 100 may 
not include data bindings as described above . Rather , 
according to an embodiment , the analysis system 100 may 
include one or more interfaces and / or connections to various 
internal and / or external data stores of data entities and / or 
other information . According to an embodiment , the system 
may include a generic interface and / or connection to various 
internal and / or external data stores of data entities and / or 
other information . For example , the analysis system 100 
may include a generic data interface through which the 
system may search , access , and / or filter various data entity 
information during seed and / or cluster generation . The 
generic interface may include various aspects that enable 
searching , accessing , and / or filtering of data . For example , 
the generic interface may access various data sources that 
each have differing data formats . The generic interface may 
accordingly covert and / or filter the accessed data to a 
common format . Alternatively , the data sources may include 
functionality through which stored data may be searched 
and / or converted to a standard format automatically . In an 
embodiment , the generic interface may enable Federated 

V . Example Cluster Generation 
[ 0101 ] FIGS . 3A - 3C illustrate an example growth of a 
cluster 252 of related data entities , according to an embodi 
ment . As shown in FIG . 3A , an example cluster 252 may 
include a seed entity 302 , links 303 - 1 and 303 - 2 , and related 
data entities 305 - 1 and 305 - 2 . The cluster 252 may be based 
upon a seed 212 ( for example , data entity 302 ) . The cluster 
engine 120 may build the cluster 252 by executing a cluster 
strategy 232 with the following searches : 

[ 0102 ] Find seed owner 
[ 0103 ] Find all phone numbers related to the seed owner 
101041 Find all customers related to the phone numbers 
[ 0105 ] Find all accounts related to the customers 
[ 0106 ] Find all new customers related to the new 

accounts 
[ 0107 ] In the example , assuming the seed 212 is fraudu 
lent credit card account , the cluster engine 120 would add 
the credit card account to the cluster 252 as the seed entity 
302 . The cluster engine 120 may then use the account owner 
attribute of the credit card account as input to a data binding 
237 . The cluster engine 120 may execute the search protocol 
of the data binding 237 to retrieve the customer data 
identifying the owner of the fraudulent credit card account . 
The cluster engine 120 would then add the customer data to 
the cluster 252 as the related data entity 305 - 1 . The cluster 
engine 120 would also add the account owner attribute as the 
link 303 - 1 that relates the account number to the customer 
data of the owner . The cluster engine 120 would execute the 
next search of the cluster strategy 232 by inputting the 
customer identifier attribute of the customer data into a data 
binding 237 to retrieve a phone data . The cluster engine 120 
would then add the phone data as the related data entity 
305 - 2 and the customer identifier attribute as the link 303 - 2 
between the customer data and the phone data . At this point 
in the investigation process , the cluster 252 would include 
the seed entity 302 , two links 303 - 1 and 303 - 2 , and two 
related data entities 305 - 1 and 305 - 2 . That is , the cluster 252 
would include the fraudulent credit card account , the cus 
tomer data of the owner of the credit card , and the phone 
number of the owner . By carrying the investigation process 
further , the cluster engine 120 may reveal further related 
information , for example , additional customers and / or 
potentially fraudulent credit card accounts . 
[ 0108 ] Turning to FIG . 3B , and continuing the example , 
the cluster engine 120 may continue executing the cluster 
strategy 232 by searching for additional account data entities 
related to the phone number of the owner of the fraudulent 
credit card account . As discussed , the phone number may be 
stored as related data entity 305 - 2 . The cluster engine 120 
would input the phone owner attribute of the phone number 
to a data binding 237 . The cluster engine 120 would execute 
the search protocol of data binding 237 to retrieve the data 
of two additional customers , which the cluster engine 120 
would store as related data entities 305 - 3 and 305 - 4 . The 
cluster engine 120 would add the phone owner attribute as 
the links 303 - 3 and 304 - 4 between the additional customers 
and the phone number . 
( 0109 ] Continuing the example , FIG . 3C shows the cluster 
252 after the cluster engine 120 performs the last step of the 
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example cluster strategy 232 . For example , the cluster 
engine 120 would use the customer identifier attribute of the 
related data entity 305 - 3 and 305 - 4 to retrieve and add 
additional account data entities as the related data entities 
305 - 5 and 305 - 6 . The cluster engine 120 would couple the 
related data entities 305 - 5 and 305 - 6 to the related data 
entities 305 - 3 and 305 - 4 with the customer identifier attri 
butes stored as links 303 - 5 and 303 - 6 . Thus , the cluster 252 
would include six related data entities 305 related by six 
links 303 , in addition to the seed entity 302 . 
[ 0110 ] In an embodiment , the analyst may identify and 
determine whether the additional data account entities , 
stored as related data entities 305 - 5 and 305 - 6 , represent 
fraudulent credit card accounts more efficiently than if the 
analyst started an investigation with only the seed 302 . As 
the foregoing example illustrates , according to various 
embodiments , the data analysis system may enable an ana 
lyst to advantageously start an investigation with a cluster 
including many related data entities ( such as the example 
cluster 252 with the seed entity 302 and related data entities 
305 ) rather than a single data entity . 

accounts opened by a single individual ( possibly within a 
short time ) might correlate with a higher fraud risk . Of 
course , a cluster score may be related to a high risk of fraud 
based on the other data in the cluster , as appropriate for a 
given case . More generally , each scoring strategy 442 may 
be tailored based on the data in clusters created by a given 
cluster strategy 230 and a particular type of risk or fraud ( or 
amounts at risk ) of interest to an analyst . 
[ 0114 ] According to an embodiment , the cluster engine 
120 scores a cluster 252 - 1 by first retrieving a scoring 
strategy 442 . For example , assume an analyst selects scoring 
strategy 442 - 1 . In response , the cluster engine 120 may 
retrieve the scoring strategy 442 - 1 . The cluster engine 120 
may also retrieve the cluster 252 - 1 from the cluster list 250 . 
After determining the score of the cluster 252 - 1 , the cluster 
engine 120 may store the score with the cluster 252 - 1 in the 
cluster list 250 . 
[ 0115 ] The cluster engine 120 may score multiple clusters 
252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C in the cluster list 250 . The cluster 
engine 120 may also rank the clusters 252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 
252 - C based upon the scores . For instance , the cluster 
engine 120 may rank the cluster 252 - 1 , 252 - 2 . . . 252 - C 
from highest score to lowest score . In various embodiment , 
cluster may be ranked according into multiple scores , com 
binations of scores , and / or metascores . 

VI . Example Cluster Scoring / Ranking 

[ 0111 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an example ranking of clusters 
252 by the data analysis system 100 shown in FIG . 1 , 
according to an embodiment of the present disclosure . As 
shown , an example system 400 of FIG . 4 illustrates some of 
the same elements as shown in FIG . 1 and FIG . 2 , including 
the cluster engine 120 in communication with the cluster list 
250 . In addition , FIG . 4 illustrates a scoring strategy store 
440 in communication with the cluster engine 120 . The 
scoring strategy store 440 includes scoring strategies 442 - 1 , 
442 - 2 . . . 442 - R . 
[ 0112 ] In an embodiment , the cluster engine 120 executes 
a scoring strategy 442 to score a cluster 252 . For example , 
the cluster engine 120 may generate a cluster ( for example , 
via a cluster strategy / data bindings ) and attempt to resolve it 
with existing clusters . Thereafter , the cluster engine 120 may 
score the resulting cluster with any scoring strategies asso 
ciated with a given cluster generation strategy . In an embodi 
ment , the multiple scores may be generated for a given 
cluster . The multiple scores may be based on various 
aspects , metrics , or data associated with the cluster . In one 
embodiment , a cluster metascore may be generated based on 
a combination or aggregation of scores associated with a 
given cluster . Ordering for a group of clusters , ( according to 
a given scoring strategy ) may be performed on demand 
when requested by a client . Alternatively , the analyst may 
select a scoring strategy 442 through the client 135 and / or 
the analyst may include the selection within a script or 
configuration file . In another alternative , the data analysis 
system may automatically select a scoring strategy . In other 
embodiments , the cluster engine 120 may execute several 
scoring strategies 442 to determine a combined score for the 
cluster 252 . 
[ 0113 ] In an embodiment , a scoring strategy ( such as 
scoring strategy 442 ) specifies an approach for scoring a 
cluster ( such as cluster 252 ) . A score may indicate a relative 
importance or significance of a given cluster . For example , 
the cluster engine 120 may execute a scoring strategy 442 - 1 
to determine a score by counting the number of a particular 
data entity type that are included within the cluster 252 . 
Assume , for example , a data entity corresponds with a credit 
account . In such a case , a cluster with a large number of 

VII . Example User Interface 
[ 0116 ] FIG . 5 illustrates an example cluster analysis user 
interface ( UI ) 500 , according to one embodiment . As 
described above , the workflow engine 125 may be config 
ured to present the cluster analysis UI 500 . As shown , the 
example cluster analysis UI 500 includes a selection box 
510 , a cluster strategy box 530 , a cluster summary list 525 , 
a cluster search box 520 , and a cluster review window 515 . 
The workflow engine 125 may generate the cluster analysis 
UI 500 as a web application or a dynamic web page 
displayed within the client 135 . 
[ 0117 ] In the example UI 500 of FIG . 5 , the selection box 
510 may allow the analyst to select , for example , a seed 
generation strategy and / or a previously generated seed or 
seed list ( for example , seed list 210 ) . The analyst may select 
the items ( for example , a seed generation strategy ) by , for 
example , entering a name of a particular item into a drop 
down box ( or other interface element ) in the selection box 
510 ( for example , the dropdown box showing a selected 
strategy “ Strategy - A ” ) and selecting a “ Go ” button ( or other 
interface element ) . Alternatively , the analyst may select a 
particular item by , for example , expanding the dropdown 
box and selecting an item from the expanded dropdown box , 
which may list various seed generation strategies and / or 
seed lists , for example . In various examples , seed lists and / or 
seed generation strategies may be selected by the analyst 
that correspond to likely fraudulent financial accounts , credit 
card account originating at a particular bank branch , savings 
accounts with balances above a particular amount , and / or 
any of the other seed generation strategies described below 
in reference to the various applications of the system . 
[ 0118 ] For example , when the analyst selects a particular 
seed generation strategy , the system may generate a seed list 
( for example , seed list 210 ) and then may generate clusters 
based on seeds of the seed list . The seed list and / or clusters 
may , in an embodiment , be generated in response to a 
selection of a particular seed generation strategy . The seed 
generation strategy may generate a seed list ( for example , 
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seed list 210 ) and / or clusters ( for example , clusters 252 - 1 , 
252 - 2 , . . . 252 - C of the cluster list 250 ) from the database 
140 and / or an external source of information ( for example , 
a cluster data source 160 ) . Alternatively , when the analyst 
selects a previously generated seed or seed list ( for example , 
seed list 210 ) , the system may retrieve data related to the 
selected seed list ( for example , the seed entities , clusters , 
and / or related clustered data entities ) from , for example , 
database 140 and / or an external source of information ( for 
example , a cluster data source 160 ) . In an embodiment , 
clusters may be generated in response to a selection of a 
previously generated seed list ( or seed ) . Alternatively , clus 
ter may be been previously generated , and may be retrieved 
in response to selection of a previously generated seed list 
( or seed ) . In an embodiment , the analyst may select a 
particular cluster of interest via the selection box 510 . 
[ 0119 ] Further , in the example UI 500 the cluster strategy 
box 530 displays the cluster strategies 232 that the cluster 
engine 120 ran against the seed list 210 . The cluster engine 
120 may execute multiple cluster strategies 232 against the 
seed list 210 , so there may be multiple cluster strategies 232 
listed in the cluster strategy box 530 . The analyst may click 
on the name of a given cluster strategy 232 in the cluster 
strategy box 530 to review the clusters 252 that the cluster 
strategy 232 generated . 
[ 0120 ] In an embodiment , the workflow engine 125 gen 
erates for display in the UI 500 summaries of the clusters 
252 in the cluster summary list 525 . For example , the 
summaries may include characteristics of the clusters 252 , 
such as identifiers , scores , and / or analysts assigned to ana 
lyze the clusters 252 . The workflow engine 125 may select 
the clusters 252 for display in the cluster summary list 525 
according to those or other characteristics . For instance , the 
workflow engine 125 may display the summaries in the 
order of the scores of the clusters 252 , where a summary of 
the highest scoring cluster 252 is displayed first . 
[ 0121 ] The workflow engine 125 may control the order 
and selection of the summaries within the cluster summary 
list 525 based upon an input from the analyst . The cluster 
search box 520 may include a search text box coupled to a 
search button and a pull - down control . The analyst may 
enter a characteristic of a cluster 252 in the search text box 
and then instruct the workflow engine 125 to search for and 
display clusters 252 that include the characteristic by press 
ing the search button . For example , the analyst may search 
for clusters with a particular score . The pull - down control 
may include a list of different characteristics of the clusters 
252 , such as score , size , assigned analyst , and / or date 
created . The analyst may select one of the characteristics to 
instruct the workflow engine 125 to present the summaries 
of the clusters 252 arranged by that characteristic . 
10122 ] In an embodiment , the workflow engine 125 is also 
configured to present details of a given cluster 252 within the 
cluster review window 515 . The workflow engine 125 
displays the details of the cluster 252 , for example , the score , 
and / or average account balances within a cluster , when the 
analyst clicks a mouse pointer on the associated summary 
within the cluster summary list 525 . The workflow engine 
125 may present details of the cluster 252 , such as the name 
of an analyst assigned to analyze the cluster 252 , a score of 
the cluster 252 , and / or statistics or graphs generated from the 
cluster 252 . These details may allow the analyst to determine 
whether to investigate the cluster 252 further . The cluster 
review window 515 may also include a button which may be 

clicked to investigate a cluster 252 within a graph , and an 
assign button for assigning a cluster to an analyst . 
[ 0123 ] An analyst may click a mouse pointer on an 
“ Investigate in Graph ” button representing a cluster to 
investigate the cluster within an interactive graph . The 
interactive representation may be a visual graph of the 
cluster 252 , where icons represent the entities of the cluster 
252 and lines between the icons represent the links between 
entities of the cluster 252 . For example , the workflow engine 
125 may display the interactive graph of the cluster 252 
similar to the representation of the cluster 252 in FIG . 3C . 
The interactive representation may allow the analyst to 
review the attributes of the related data entities and / or 
perform queries for additional related data entities . 
[ 0124 ] In an embodiment , an administrative user may 
click a mouse pointer on an assign button to assign the 
associated cluster 252 to an analyst . The workflow engine 
125 may also allow the administrative user to create tasks 
associated with the clusters 252 , while the administrative 
user assigns the cluster 252 . For example , the administrative 
user may create a task for searching within the three highest 
scoring clusters 252 for fraudulent credit card accounts . The 
workflow engine 125 may display the summaries in the 
cluster summary list 525 according to the names of the 
analysts assigned to the clusters 252 . Likewise , the work 
flow engine 125 may only display summaries for the subset 
of the clusters 252 assigned to an analyst . 
[ 0125 ] The interface shown in FIG . 5 is included to 
illustrate one exemplary interface useful for navigating and 
reviewing clusters generated using the cluster engine 120 
and the workflow engine 125 . In other embodiments , other 
user interface constructs may be used to allow the analyst to 
select cluster strategies 232 , scoring strategies 242 , and / or 
seed generation strategies , initiate an investigation , and / or 
review and analyze the clusters 252 . For example , the 
workflow engine 125 may display additional controls within 
the cluster analysis UI 500 for controlling the cluster gen 
eration process and selecting seed generation strategies , 
cluster strategies 232 , and / or scoring strategies 242 . Also , 
the UI 500 may be displayed without the selection box 510 
or the options to select a seed generation strategy . In 
addition , although the workflow engine 125 generates the 
cluster analysis UI 500 , in various embodiments the cluster 
analysis UI 500 may be generated by a software application 
distinct from the workflow engine 125 . Further , in various 
embodiments , the cluster review window 515 may be con 
figured to display a preview of the cluster 252 and / or 
additional statistics generated from the cluster 252 . As such , 
an interactive representation of the cluster 252 may be 
presented in an additional UI and / or the cluster 252 may be 
exported to another software application for review by the 
analyst . 

[ 0126 ] In an alternative embodiment , and as described 
below in reference to FIGS . 10E , 11E , 12E , and 13E , the 
cluster analysis user interface may include a list of clusters 
in a first column , a list of scores associated with a selected 
cluster in a middle column , and / or details associated with a 
selected score in a last column . Such an arrangement may 
advantageously enable an analyst to investigate various 
scores associated with a cluster . Additionally , clusters in 

s uch an interface may advantageously be prioritized accord 
ing to any of multiple scores and / or metascores . 
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VIII . Example Operations 
0127 ] FIG . 6 is a flowchart of an example method of 
generating clusters , according to an embodiment . Although 
the method is described in conjunction with the systems of 
FIGS . 1 and 2 , persons skilled in the art will understand that 
any system configured to perform the method , in any order , 
is within the scope of this disclosure . Further , the method 
600 may be performed in conjunction with method 700 for 
scoring a cluster , described below . 
( 0128 ] As shown , example cluster generation method 600 
begins at block 605 , where the cluster engine 120 retrieves 
a cluster strategy ( e . g . , cluster strategy 232 - 2 ) and a seed 
212 . Once a cluster strategy is selected , the cluster engine 
120 may identify a list of seeds from which to build clusters 
using the selected cluster strategy . At block 610 , the cluster 
engine 120 initializes a cluster 252 with one of the seeds in 
the list . The cluster 252 may be stored as a graph data 
structure . The cluster engine 120 may initialize the graph 
data structure and then add the seed 212 - 1 to the graph data 
structure as the first data entity . 
[ 01291 At block 615 , the cluster engine 120 may grow the 
cluster 252 by executing the search protocol of a data 
binding 237 from the cluster strategy 232 - 2 . The cluster 
strategy 232 - 2 may include a series of data bindings 237 that 
the cluster engine 120 executes to retrieve related data 
entities . A given data binding 237 may include queries to 
execute against a cluster data source 160 using the seed as 
an input parameter . For example , if the seed 212 - 1 is an 
account number , then the data binding 237 may retrieve the 
data identifying the owner of the account with the account 
number . After retrieving this information , the cluster engine 
120 may add the customer data entity to the cluster as a 
related data entity and the account owner attribute as the link 
between the seed 212 - 1 and the related data entity . After 
retrieving the related data entities , the cluster engine 120 
may add them to the cluster 252 . 
[ 0130 ] At block 620 , the cluster engine 120 determines if 
the cluster strategy 232 - 2 is fully executed . If not the method 
600 returns to block 615 to execute additional data bindings 
for a given seed . Alternatively , as described above , the 
cluster engine 120 may grow the cluster by searching for , 
accessing , and / or filtering various data entities through , for 
example , a generic interface to various internal and / or 
external data sources . Further , in an embodiment , the cluster 
engine 120 may determine whether the cluster being gen 
erated is to be merged with another cluster , as described 
above . Once the cluster strategy is executed for that seed , the 
cluster engine 120 may determine and assign a score ( or 
multiple scores ) to that cluster ( relative to a specified scoring 
strategy ) . After generating clusters for a group of seeds , such 
clusters may be ordered or ranked based on the relative 
scores . Doing so may allow an analyst to rapidly identify 
and evaluate clusters determined to represent , for example , 
a high risk of fraud . 
[ 0131 ] At block 625 , the cluster engine 120 may store the 
cluster 252 in cluster list 250 . As mentioned above , the 
cluster list 250 may be a collection of tables within a 
relational database , where a table may include the seed and 
related data entities of the cluster 252 and another table may 
include links between the related data entities of the cluster 

cluster from the next seed . Otherwise , the method 600 ends . 
Note , while method 600 describes a single cluster being 
generated , one of skill in the art will recognize that multiple 
instances of the cluster generation process illustrated by 
method 600 may be performed in parallel . 
[ 0133 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart of an example method of 
scoring clusters , according to an embodiment . Although the 
method is described in conjunction with the systems of 
FIGS . 1 and 4 , persons skilled in the art will understand that 
any system configured to perform the method steps , in any 
order , is within the scope of the present invention . 
[ 0134 ] As shown , the example cluster scoring method 700 
begins at block 705 , where the cluster engine 120 retrieves 
a scoring strategy 442 and a cluster 252 ( for example , a 
cluster just created using the method 600 of FIG . 6 ) . In other 
cases , the cluster engine 120 may retrieve the scoring 
strategy 442 associated with a stored cluster . Other alterna 
tives include an analyst selecting a scoring strategy 442 
through the client 135 , the cluster engine 120 via the cluster 
analysis UI 500 , a script , or a configuration file . The cluster 
engine 120 may retrieve the selected scoring strategy 442 
from the scoring strategy store 440 , and the cluster 252 from 
the cluster list 250 . 
[ 0135 ] At block 710 , the cluster engine 120 executes the 
scoring strategy 442 against the cluster 252 . The scoring 
strategy 442 may specify characteristics of the related data 
entities within the cluster 252 to aggregate . The cluster 
engine 120 may execute the scoring strategy 442 by aggre 
gating the specified characteristics together to determine a 
score . For instance , the cluster engine 120 may aggregate 
account balances of related data entities that are account data 
entities . In such a case , a total amount of dollars ( or average 
dollars or any other aggregated , averaged , or normal attri 
bute of the cluster ) included within the balances of the 
account data entities of the cluster 252 may be the score of 
the cluster 252 . 
[ 0136 ] At block 715 , the cluster engine 120 may store the 
score with the cluster 252 in the cluster list 250 . At step 720 , 
the cluster engine 120 determines if there are more clusters 
252 to score . For example , in one embodiment , a set of 
clusters may be re - scored using an updated scoring strategy . 
In other cases , the cluster engine may score each cluster 
when it is created from a seed ( based on a given cluster 
generation and corresponding scoring strategy ) . If more 
clusters remain to be scored ( or re - scored ) , the method 700 
returns to block 705 . 
[ 0137 ] At block 725 , the cluster engine 120 may rank the 
clusters 252 according to the scores of the clusters 252 . For 
example , after re - scoring a set of clusters ( or after scoring a 
group of clusters generated from a set of seeds ) , the cluster 
engine 125 may rank the clusters 252 from highest score to 
lowest score . The ranking may be used to order a display of 
summaries of the clusters 252 presented to the analyst . The 
analyst may rely upon the ranking and scores to determine 
which clusters 252 to analyze first . The ranking and sorting 
may generally be performed on - demand when an analyst is 
looking for a cluster to investigate . Thus , the ranking need 
not happen at the same time as scoring . Further , the clusters 
may be scored ( and later ranked ) using different raking 
strategies . 
[ 0138 ] In various embodiments , multiple scores for each 
cluster may be determined according to methods similar to 
the example method 700 . Accordingly , clusters may be 
ranked according to any of multiple scores . Additionally , in 

252 . 
[ 0132 ] At block 630 , the cluster engine 120 determines if 
there are more seeds 212 to analyze in the seed list 210 . If 
so , the method 600 returns to block 605 to generate another 
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various embodiments , multiple scores may be combined 
and / or aggregated into a metascore that may be used to rank 
the clusters . Various example score and metascore determi 
nations are described below in reference to FIGS . 10C , 11C , 
12C , and 13C . 

IX . Example Implementation Mechanisms / Systems 
[ 0139 ] FIG . 8 illustrates components of an illustrative 
server computing system 110 , according to an embodiment . 
The server computing system 110 may comprise one or 
more computing devices that may perform a variety of tasks 
to implement the various operations of the data analysis 
system . As shown , the server computing system 110 may 
include , one or more central processing unit ( CPU ) 860 , a 
network interface 850 , a memory 820 , and a storage 830 , 
each connected to an interconnect ( bus ) 840 . The server 
computing system 110 may also include an I / O device 
interface 870 connecting I / O devices 875 ( for example , 
keyboard , display , mouse , and / or other input / output devices ) 
to the computing system 110 . Further , in context of this 
disclosure , the computing elements shown in server com 
puting system 10 may correspond to a physical computing 
system ( for example , a system in a data center , a computer 
server , a desktop computer , a laptop computer , and / or the 
like ) and / or may be a virtual computing instance executing 
within a hosted computing environment . 
[ 0140 ] The CPU 860 may retrieve and execute program 
ming instructions stored in memory 820 , as well as store and 
retrieve application data residing in memory 820 . The bus 
840 may be used to transmit programming instructions and 
application data between the CPU 860 , I / O device interface 
870 , storage 830 , network interface 850 , and memory 820 . 
Note that the CPU 860 is included to be representative of , for 
example , a single CPU , multiple CPUs , a single CPU having 
multiple processing cores , a CPU with an associate memory 
management unit , and the like . 
[ 0141 ] The memory 820 is included to be representative 
of , for example , a random access memory ( RAM ) , cache 
and / or other dynamic storage devices for storing information 
and instructions to be executed by CPU 860 . Memory 820 
also may be used for storing temporary variables or other 
intermediate information during execution of instructions to 
be executed by CPU 860 . Such instructions , when stored in 
storage media accessible to CPU 860 , render server com 
puting system 110 into a special - purpose machine that is 
customized to perform the operations specified in the 
instructions . 
[ 0142 ] The storage 830 may be a disk drive storage device , 
a read only memory ( ROM ) , or other static , non - transitory , 
and / or computer - readable storage device or medium coupled 
to bus 840 for storing static information and instructions for 
CPU 860 . Although shown as a single unit , the storage 830 
may be a combination of fixed and / or removable storage 
devices , such as fixed disc drives , removable memory cards , 
and / or optical storage , network attached storage ( NAS ) , 
and / or a storage area - network ( SAN ) . 
10143 ) Programming instructions , such as the cluster 
engine 120 and / or the workflow engine 125 , may be stored 
in the memory 820 and / or storage 830 in various software 
modules . The modules may be stored in a mass storage 
device ( such as storage 830 ) as executable software codes 
that are executed by the server computing system 110 . These 
and other modules may include , by way of example , com 
ponents , such as software components , object - oriented soft 

ware components , class components and task components , 
processes , functions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , 
segments of program code , drivers , firmware , microcode , 
circuitry , data , databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and 
variables . 
101441 . Illustratively , according to an embodiment , the 
memory 820 stores a seed list 210 , a cluster engine 120 , a 
cluster list 250 , and a workflow engine 125 ( as described 
with reference to the various figures above ) . The cluster 
engine 120 may include a cluster strategy 232 - 2 . The 
particular cluster strategy 232 - 2 may include data bindings 
237 - 1 , 237 - 2 , and 237 - 3 , with which the cluster engine 120 
may access the cluster data source 160 . The workflow 
engine 125 may include a scoring strategy 442 - 1 . 
[ 0145 ] Illustratively , according to an embodiment , the 
storage 830 includes a cluster strategy store 230 , data 
bindings store 835 , and a scoring strategy store 440 . As 
described above , the cluster strategy store 230 may include 
a collection of different cluster strategies 232 , such as cluster 
strategy 232 - 2 . For example , the cluster strategy store 230 
may be a directory that includes the cluster strategies 232 - 1 , 
232 - 2 . . . 232 - N as distinct modules . The scoring strategy 
store 440 may include a collection of different scoring 
strategies 442 , such as scoring strategy 442 - 2 , and may also 
be a directory of distinct modules . The data binding store 
835 may include data bindings 237 - 1 , 237 - 2 . . . 237 - M , 
which may also be stored as distinct modules within a 
directory . 
0146 ] Although shown in memory 820 , the seed list 210 , 
cluster engine 120 , cluster list 250 , and workflow engine 
125 , may be stored in memory 820 , storage 830 , and / or split 
between memory 820 and storage 830 . Likewise , copies of 
the cluster strategy 232 - 2 , data binding 237 - 1 , 237 - 2 , and 
237 - 3 , and scoring strategy 442 - 2 may be stored in memory 
820 , storage 830 , and / or split between memory 820 and 
storage 830 . 
[ 0147 ] The network 150 may be any wired network , 
wireless network , or combination thereof . In addition , the 
network 150 may be a personal area network , local area 
network , wide area network , cable network , satellite net 
work , cellular telephone network , or combination thereof . 
Protocols and components for communicating via the Inter 
net or any of the other aforementioned types of communi 
cation networks are well known to those skilled in the art of 
computer communications and thus , need not be described 
in more detail herein . 
[ 0148 ] As described above , in various embodiments the 
system may be accessible by an analyst ( or other operator or 
user ) through a web - based viewer , such as a web browser . In 
this embodiment , the user interface may be generated by the 
server computing system 110 and transmitted to the web 
browser of the analyst . 
[ 0149 ] Alternatively , data necessary for generating the 
user interface may be provided by the server computing 
system 110 to the browser , where the user interface may be 
generated . The analyst / user may then interact with the user 
interface through the web - browser . In an embodiment , the 
user interface of the data analysis system may be accessible 
through a dedicated software application . In an embodiment , 
the client computing device 130 may be a mobile computing 
device , and the user interface of the data analysis system 
may be accessible through such a mobile computing device 
( for example , a smartphone and / or tablet ) . In this embodi 
ment , the server computing system 110 may generate and 
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transmit a user interface to the mobile computing device . 
Alternatively , the mobile computing device may include 
modules for generating the user interface , and the server 
computing system 110 may provide user interaction data to 
the mobile computing device . In an embodiment , the server 
computing system 110 comprises a mobile computing 
device . Additionally , in various embodiments any of the 
components and / or functionality described above with ref 
erence to the server computing system 110 ( including , for 
example , memory , storage , CPU , network interface , I / O 
device interface , and the like ) , and / or similar or correspond 
ing components and / or functionality , may be included in the 
client computing device 130 . 
[ 0150 ] According to various embodiments , the data analy 
sis system and other methods and techniques described 
herein are implemented by one or more special - purpose 
computing devices . The special - purpose computing devices 
may be hard - wired to perform the techniques , or may 
include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the techniques , or may include one or 
more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 
firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such 
special - purpose computing devices may also combine cus 
tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro 
gramming to accomplish the techniques . The special - pur 
pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems , 
server computer systems , portable computer systems , hand - 
held devices , networking devices or any other device or 
combination of devices that incorporate hard - wired and / or 
program logic to implement the techniques . 
[ 0151 ] Computing devices of the data analysis system may 
generally be controlled and / or coordinated by operating 
system software , such as iOS , Android , Chrome OS , Win 
dows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , Win 
dows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , SunOS , Solaris , 
iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other compatible operat 
ing systems . In other embodiments , the computing devices 
may be controlled by a proprietary operating system . Con 
ventional operating systems control and schedule computer 
processes for execution , perform memory management , 
provide file system , networking , I / O services , and provide a 
user interface functionality , such as a graphical user inter 
face ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0152 ] In general , the word “ module , " as used herein , 
refers to a collection of software instructions , possibly 
having entry and exit points , written in a programming 
language , such as , for example , Java , Lua , C or C + + . A 
software module may be compiled and linked into an 
executable program , installed in a dynamic link library , or 
may be written in an interpreted programming language 
such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , or Python . It will be 
appreciated that software modules may be callable from 
other modules or from themselves , and / or may be invoked 
in response to detected events or interrupts . Software mod 
ules configured for execution on computing devices may be 
provided on a computer readable medium , such as a compact 
disc , digital video disc , flash drive , magnetic disc , or any 
other tangible medium , or as a digital download ( and may be 
originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation , decompression or decryption prior to 
execution ) . Such software code may be stored , partially or 

fully , on a memory device of the executing computing 
device , for execution by the computing device . Software 
instructions may be embedded in firmware , such as an 
EPROM . It will be further appreciated that hardware devices 
( such as processors and CPUs ) may be comprised of con 
nected logic units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may 
be comprised of programmable units , such as programmable 
gate arrays or processors . The modules or computing device 
functionality described herein are preferably implemented 
as software modules , but may be represented in hardware 
devices . Generally , the modules described herein refer to 
software modules that may be combined with other modules 
or divided into sub - modules despite their physical organi 
zation or storage . 
[ 0153 ] Server computing system 110 may implement vari 
ous of the techniques and methods described herein using 
customized hard - wired logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , 
firmware and / or program logic which , in combination with 
various software modules , causes the server computing 
system 110 to be a special - purpose machine . According to 
one embodiment , the techniques herein are performed by 
server computing system 110 in response to CPU 860 
executing one or more sequences of one or more modules 
and / or instructions contained in memory 820 . Such instruc 
tions may be read into memory 820 from another storage 
medium , such as storage 830 . Execution of the sequences of 
instructions contained in memory 820 may cause CPU 840 
to perform the processes and methods described herein . In 
alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used 
in place of or in combination with software instructions . 
[ 0154 ] The term “ non - transitory media , " and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage 830 . Volatile media includes dynamic memory , 
such as memory 820 . Common forms of non - transitory 
media include , for example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , 
hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or any other 
magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any other 
optical data storage medium , any physical medium with 
patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH 
EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge , and 
networked versions of the same . 
[ 0155 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 840 . Transmission media may also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0156 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
CPU 860 for execution . For example , the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid - state drive of 
a remote computer . The remote computer may load the 
instructions and / or modules into its dynamic memory and 
send the instructions over a telephone or cable line using a 
modem . A modem local to server computing system 820 
may receive the data on the telephone / cable line and use a 
converter device including the appropriate circuitry to place 
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the data on bus 840 . Bus 840 carries the data to memory 820 , 
from which CPU 860 retrieves and executes the instructions . 
The instructions received by memory 820 may optionally be 
stored on storage 830 either before or after execution by 
CPU 860 . 

X . Automatic Detection of Possible Financial 
Malfeasance , Collection of Related Data into a 
Review Collection , and Display and Review of 

Same 

[ 0157 ] While financial fraud using credit card accounts is 
used as a primary reference example in the discussion above , 
the techniques described herein may be adapted for use with 
a variety of data sets and in various applications . For 
example , the detection of possible financial malfeasance 
( e . g . , collusion between traders , insider trading , dissemina 
tion of customer or confidential material , or other fraud , 
misrepresentation , or inappropriate , deceptive , or unaccept 
able conduct that a financial firm , such as a bank , brokerage , 
investment bank , etc . may want to be aware of ) . For 
example , a financial institution may want to narrow down , 
from the daily gigabytes of data that they collect , the trades , 
email messages , and / or chat messages to review that have 
the highest chance of containing indications of financial 
malfeasance by its employees . 
[ 0158 ] In such a case , a seed may be a suspect trade , a 
suspect email message or thread of email messages , a 
suspect chat message or chat message thread , and the like , 
that can automatically be generated , selected and / or detected 
by the data analysis system based on an initial financial risk 
identification strategy . From the seeds , related traders , 
trades , email messages and chat messages , as well as other 
server and database logs may be used to create clusters of 
activity related to the suspicions seeds . Further information 
is available on various embodiments to detect financial 
malfeasance , such as those illustrated in FIGS . 9 - 16 . 
[ 0159 ] FIG . 9 depicts one method or process of determin 
ing a financial institution ' s risk to fraud , insider trading , or 
other abnormal business risk associated with trading or 
detecting business risk in the financial industry . The method 
or process shown in FIG . 9 correlates to the seed identifi 
cation , cluster generation , and scoring methods described 
herein . For example , the blocks of FIG . 9 , such as identify 
initial data items 910 , may be performed by automatically 
identifying a seed , as described herein . Alternatively , a seed 
need not be identified as a " seed " per se . Instead , a more 
specific financial data approach may be used that only 
analyzes trades , email messages , chat messages , and / or 
other electronic communications and does not refer to these 
communications or objects as seeds ( e . g . , finding suspect 
email messages , trades , or chat messages using the strategies 
described herein ) . No matter the case , FIG . 9 describes the 
processes a computer program may take to identify trades 
and documents that are the most likely to indicate certain 
financial risks created by a financial firm ' s employees ( or 
other personnel involved in the financial industry ) . 
[ 0160 ] Financial institutions may wish to prevent fraud or 
insider trading or other financial risks associated with being 
a broker or handling confidential information . These finan 
cial institutions may wish to review their internal commu 
nication , such as chat messages and email messages , in order 
to identify where this type of fraud may occur . Unfortu 
nately , many of these financial institutions may generate 
huge vast data stores of information to look through in order 

to detect financial malfeasance . For example , a large bro 
kerage firm may generate in excess of 40 GB of email per 
day to analyze . A human attempting to analyze 40 GB per 
day of information will have little success , and likely could 
not even review one hundredth of the email generated in a 
day . Thus , computer implemented strategies can be used in 
order to identify those trades , chat messages , or email 
messages , or other data items , that are most likely to contain 
financial malfeasance , and therefore should be highlighted 
for review by an analyst or investigator . 
[ 0161 ] In block 910 , the system may identify initial data 
items that may be suspect based on an identification strategy 
( see discussion of FIGS . 11 - 16 for example embodiments of 
identification strategies for initial data items ) . For example , 
a trade database may contain transactions for certain finan 
cial instruments ( e . g . , stock trades , each having associated 
stock ticker symbols for the stock traded ) . These financial 
instruments may have detectable abnormalities that , by 
themselves , do not invalidate the trade , but do make them a 
suspect trade ( more information and embodiments concern 
ing suspect trades can be found under discussion of FIG . 16 ) . 
10162 ] No matter how the initial data item in block 910 is 
identified , in most cases a seed , email , chat message or trade 
may be identified as possibly suspect . This identification 
process may be performed by executing the initial financial 
risk indication strategies disclosed herein . 
[ 0163 ] In block 920 , based on the data items found during 
identification of the initial data items , data item properties 
may be used to find information related to the initial data 
items . For example , if a trade could be considered a suspect 
trade and identified based on the initial financial risk iden 
tification strategies , then any other trade that contains simi 
lar information ( such as a trade having the same stock ticker 
symbol , a trade performed on the same stock by other 
brokers or customers related to the trader , or any chat 
messages or email messages sent or received by the trader 
around the time period of the trade ) may be considered 
related data , and may be added to the review collection . 
[ 0164 ] As described herein , data related to the initial data 
item may be found by accessing a data binding for search of 
a remote or local database based on linking information , 
such as a trader identity property of a trade , or the stock 
ticker symbol property of a trade . The search results may 
then be correlated into a review collection . The review 
collection may be a set of data items : e . g . , documents such 
as the initial trade and email / chat messages for an analyst or 
investigator to review further in order to determine if any 
fraudulent or financial malfeasance is occurring . 
0165 ] . The review collections may also be collected on 
more sophisticated review data collection strategies . A sys 
tem may have more than one review data collection strate 
gies that are associated with a particular type of seed and / or 
type of initial financial risk identification strategy used to 
generate the seed . For example , one particular review col 
lection strategy may be to find related side conversations , as 
disclosed herein , which may identify all communications 
between two traders who are having the side conversation 
regarding a suspect trade , and to add those to the review 
collection . 
10166 ] As a separate example , there may be a different 
seed where the seed is based on an initial strategy type that 
finds confidential information sent to an email address 
outside of the financial institution . The review collection 
strategy for this different type of generated seed may collect 
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tions need appear on the screen at once . Instead a subset may 
appear on the screen where an analyst or investigator could 
possibly browse to further subsets a review collection with 
lower scores ( e . g . , the next page of review collections , or 
scroll down to additional review collections using a slider , 
etc . ) . 

all emails and chat messages with the external entity to 
whom the confidential information was sent . Thus , there 
may be different ways of compiling the related information 
together into a review collection based on different strategies 
( including one or more strategies being used for each 
individual review collection ) that may be associated with 
how the initial data items were identified . 
[ 0167 ] The review collections themselves may consist of 
a number of documents , trades , emails , chat messages or any 
other electronic data information that could be related to the 
initially identified data items identified by the initial finan 
cial risk strategies . For example , they could also be stock 
shares , mutual fund shares , trader phone calls ( or phone call 
metadata ) , contracts , deeds of trust , tax information , mort 
gage information , information about mutual funds , or any 
other data item that could be related to the initial identified 
information and accessible via a data binding or searchable 
in a database . 
[ 0168 ] In block 930 , once a review collection has been put 
together , scoring criteria may be used to score that review 
collection ( e . g . , assign a value to the review collection for 
ranking ) . In some embodiments , the scoring criteria used , 
( e . g . , a " scoring strategy ” ) , may score the review collection 
differently based upon the type of initial financial risk 
strategy used to generate the seed . For example , one scoring 
criteria may simply score a review collection based on the 
volume of trades made by a specific trader on a specific 
traded instrument that was initially identified in the initial 
financial risk identification strategy . 
[ 0169 ] As another example , a scoring strategy may , based 
on the type of financial risk identification strategy used to 
generate the initial data item ( such as detecting confidential 
information ) , score the review collection based on how 
many email messages were sent to an entity not related with 
the trader ' s financial institution . For example , if a review 
collection had five email messages from a trader to entities 
that are not affiliated with the trader ' s financial institution , 
then in that case , the scoring strategy may indicate that each 
matching email message in the review collection is given a 
score of 1 , and that the score for the whole review collection 
may be the sum of all scores ( 5 in this example ) . 
[ 0170 ) After a review collection has been scored by the 
data analysis system , then the review collection may be 
ranked based on comparing the review collections score to 
other review collections . For example , all of the review 
collections generated for a given day can be sorted and 
displayed in a user interface in a specific order so that the 
review collections with the highest score appear at the top of 
a list , and the review collections with the lowest score would 
be at the bottom . This helps to alleviate the analyst ' s job by 
having the review take place in a graphical user interface 
that displays or allows selection of each review collection in 
the order sorted by rank so that the review collections with 
the highest risk may be reviewed first by the analyst . This 
also allows the investigator or analyst to decide not to 
investigate further review collections falling beneath a 
threshold score , either based on settings within a computer 
client the analysts are using to investigate , or based on their 
own determination of when to stop reviewing review col 
lections ( e . g . , the analyst decides not to review collections 
past the third page of the ranked review collections ) . 
[ 0171 ] In block 950 , these ranked review collections may 
be displayed in a graphical user interface for selection by an 
investigator or analyst . Not all of the scored review collec 

[ 0172 ] In some embodiments , a single initial data item 
may have multiple review collections associated with it . In 
such an embodiment , an initial data item may be associated 
with multiple review collections scores . As described herein , 
a metascore may be used to calculate a single score over 
multiple related review collections having the same initial 
data item . For example , an average score could be calculated 
for all of the review collections associated with the same 
seeds / initial data item ( s ) . In this way , an analyst or investi 
gator could , through the use of the graphical user interface , 
get a sense of all the review collections available under an 
initial data item and the weight of those review collection 
scores in summary form . This may assist the analyst to 
quickly make a determination about whether to investigate 
the review collections associated with those data items 
without investigating each review collection associated with 
that data item . 
10173 ] FIG . 10A illustrates an example of how the various 
initial financial risk identification strategies may be used to 
identify an initial data item or seed as a start of a review 
collection . 
[ 0174 ] For example , in block 1012 , the data analysis 
system may access financial and communication databases 
( e . g . , usually trades , chat messages , and email messages for 
a particular financial institution ) that are to be searched 
based on the strategies described herein . For example , 
financial instrument trade data 1012 A may include a data 
base having trades on a particular exchange , for example , 
the New York Stock Exchange , NASDAQ , etc . , any mutual 
fund trades , any mortgage trades , or any information about 
transactions for a tradable financial instrument . 
[ 0175 ] Another set of data that may be used by the data 
analysis system in order to determine financial malfeasance 
may include one or more databases of chat messages 1012B 
or email messages 1012C . For example , in some embodi 
ments , these databases may contain the emails and chat 
messages for employees of major financial institutions such 
as Lehman Brothers , Citi Bank or Goldman Sachs . Each of 
these financial institutions may have employees who trade in 
financial instruments ( “ traders ” ) , and these traders may have 
access to email messages at work and have email accounts 
at their firm . 
0176 ] Also , in some situations , these traders may have the 
capability to chat either within the firm or with clients / 
customers or with others in the financial industry . Both the 
email messages and the chat messages may be correlated by 
user name , for example , a trader may have a user name that 
is linked in an employee directory at their work . The 
directory may be an SQL database , or an LDAP directory ( or 
any other type of database with user information mappings ) , 
that can be used to create a mapping of the trader ' s chat user 
name to their email address , or any other information ( such 
as a trader ' s personal identification information ( full name , 
social security number , age , address , phone number , etc . ) ) or 
any other information linked to an identifier of the trader / 
employee . In addition , a trader may have one or more 
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[ 0183 ] In block 1014 , the system may have access to and 
be configured to execute various financial risk identification 
strategies that when applied , identify initial data items . For 
example , block 1014 applies initial financial risk identifica 
tion strategies to identify one or more initial data items . 
These initial data items may be used as a seed to prepare 
review collections ( e . g . , clusters as described herein ) . 
[ 0184 ] A data analysis system may have multiple strate 
gies available to automatically find initial data items . For 
example , side conversation strategy 1014a comprises an 
initial financial risk identification strategy to detect side 
conversations , a confidential information sharing strategy 
1014b comprises an initial financial risk identification strat 
egy to detect possible confidential information sharing , a 
LIBOR ( London Interbank Offered Rate ) fix strategy 10140 
comprises an initial final risk identification strategy to detect 
possible malfeasance related to LIBOR announcements , and 
a suspect trade strategy 1014d comprises an initial financial 
risk identification strategy to detect trades that may be 
indicative of malfeasance . This list is not exhaustive , but the 
list shows that various strategies ( e . g . rule ( s ) or filter ( s ) or 
combination thereof ) may be used on the trade , email 
message , and chat message information to determine initial 
data items via the initial financial risk identification strate 
gies . 

trading accounts that may be used to perform trades , and 
these accounts may be linked to trades performed by that 
trader . 
( 0177 ] For example , a specific trade in the financial 
instruction trade database 1012A , may have as associated 
metadata the trader who participated in that trade . This may 
involve more than one trader , for example , a selling trader 
and a buying trader . This type of metadata can then be used 
to determine the employee who made the trade , and to link 
other affiliated information of that employee ( e . g . , emails 
sent / received , chat messages sent / received , etc . ) . 
[ 0178 ] Similarly , chat message information may have 
similar metadata , for example , the name of the chat room , 
the times a particular chat message was posted to an asso 
ciated chat room , the sender of the chat message , the 
receivers of the chat message , the times that a particular 
sender or receiver entered or left a chat room , etc . 
[ 0179 ] The chat messages in a chat room can be repre 
sented in a database as individual chat messages , for 
example , a message going from a sender to many receivers 
as a part of a chat room . In some embodiments , a chat 
message can be represented in the database as part of a series 
of chats messages ( e . g . , a chat thread or room discussion ) 
where the data object is a chat room containing multiple 
chats and events happening to that chat room , such as chat 
personas entering or leaving the chat room or a message 
being sent . This type of data structure may contain who the 
receivers of each message are based on a list of chartroom 
members at the time . No matter how chat messages are 
digitally represented , one or more chat messages may be 
accessible by the system . 
[ 0180 ] Email messages , like chat messages , may be sent 
from a sender to multiple receivers . The addresses of the 
multiple receivers may be written in the headers of the email 
message along with the sender . Email messages , like chat 
messages , may be associated with certain users at the 
financial institution or certain users who are outside the 
financial institution . For example , email messages may have 
a domain component such as John Doe @ google . com , where 
google . com is the domain component . This domain compo 
nent may signify some association with Google , and this 
type of metadata for an email address may be used by a 
strategy to determine if a particular email address corre 
sponds to a user at Google . In other examples , Acme Bank 
may be a domain , for example , acmebank . com , that may 
indicate an association of a person having an email address 
at acmebank . com as an employee with Acme Bank . 
[ 0181 ] In some embodiments , if a user has an email 
address that is at gmail . com , then it can be assumed that that 
user ' s email address is not associated with Acme Bank . 
These distinctions , based on the domain , can have an effect 
when analyzing and determining the initial strategies . For 
example , as will be discussed , the disclosure of confidential 
information is a serious risk that financial institutions face . 
To detect disclosure of confidential information , a message 
being sent to an email address that is not affiliated with the 
financial institution sending the information may be a flag 
detectable by a strategy designed to protect confidential 
information . 
[ 0182 ] Thus , in block 1012 the system may have access to 
and the ability to search and query , for example , using data 
bindings as described above , a financial institution ' s finan 
cial instrument trade data 1012A , chat messages 1012B , and 
email messages 1012C , as representative examples . 

[ 0185 ] In block 1016 , once the initial data items are 
gathered as described above , the review data collection 
strategies may be executed in order to gather related data 
based on the initial data items . Data bindings may be used 
to find email messages and chat messages based , for 
example , on the initial data item ' s properties . For example , 
for a suspect trade initial data item , a search for email 
messages may return a set of email messages that reference 
a user or trader of the suspect trade . 
10186 ] In other embodiments , a time stamp may be used as 
part of the query parameters to determine the related data for 
the review collection . For example , not all email messages 
for a trader may be useful for review . Instead , only those 
email messages and chat messages that were sent or received 
by the trader during or in a configurable time period near to 
the trade may be useful for adding to the review collection . 
Thus , a time - based parameter may be useful for narrowing 
down the amount of data to be entered into the review 
collection . 
[ 0187 ] In block 1018 , this process may reoccur many 
times , for example , a chat message or email message that 
was added to the review collection may then be treated as a 
seed for a new review collection to be created . For example , 
if a suspect trade indicated an email message that was 
related , that email message may now then be treated as an 
initial data item or seed for the process to begin again for 
another review collection or to add to the current review 
collection . Thus , an email message related to a suspect trade 
may itself give lead to finding other trades that may be 
pertinent for review in their own review collection ( or as 
additional added objects to the current review collection ) . 
Any newly identified trades can again be treated as a seed or 
initial data item for this process to repeat . 
[ 0188 ] FIG . 10B illustrates in more detail a sample pro 
cess a data analysis system may perform for determining 
items to include in a review collection . In some embodi 
ments , the review collection process may be run for each 
identified initial data item ( e . g . , for each suspect trade 
identified , each email identified , etc . ) . 
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[ 0189 ] In block 1022 , once you have a suspect trade ( or 
other data item ) , you may apply the review data collection 
strategies that apply to that type of data item ( or that apply 
based on how the seed was generated ) to gather related data 
into the review collection or multiple review collections . For 
example , one review collection strategy may be to find a 
trader / employee identity relationship 1024a between the 
suspect trade and one or more chat or email messages ( e . g . , 
based on a mapping of identifiers such as the ID of the trader 
making the trade and the sender email address of a trader 
sending an email message , there may be a match between an 
email message and a trade ) . Each strategy can be used alone 
or in combination with other strategies . 
[ 0190 ] Another review collection strategy may search for 
related data using a time - based relationship 1024b to deter 
mine the data items to include in the review collection . For 
example , a trade could be executed at 3 o ' clock Eastern time 
on January 27th . The system in block 1024 could search 
using the data bindings for related email messages or chat 
messages from the trader that occurred around 3 p . m . 
Eastern time on January 27th ( thus , this is an example of 
using both a time - based relationship 1024b and a Trader / 
Employee identity relationship 1024a , but these strategies 
need not always be used together ) . By using a time - based 
strategy in addition to an employee or trader ID based 
strategy , the amount of emails that are associated in the 
review collection with the trader may be reduced , while 
increasing the chances the emails within the review collec 
tion relate to the trade because the emails are within a set 
time period of the trade . 
[ 0191 ] In some embodiments , trades , email messages , and 
chat message databases may also be searched on other 
factors , such as whether an email is related to a particular 
customer 1024c , where the customer stock has been traded . 
For example , if a trader traded in the Google stock at 10 : 34 
a . m . and on the same day the trader , not at 10 : 34 a . m . but say 
5 p . m . in the afternoon , emailed a person at Google , then the 
email to the person at Google , although not at exactly the 
same time , may still be selected to be put into the review 
collection because it was from a customer of the trader and 
may indicate a possible leak of confidential information 
centered around the customer . In some embodiments , an 
email may be selected based on a mapping of a trader ' s 
customers . For example , if a trader ' s trade is identified as a 
suspect trade , then emails to all of that trader ' s customer ' s 
around the same time period as the trade may be selected to 
include in a review collection . 
[ 0192 ] In another example , if the person that the trader 
knew at Google was a customer or Google itself was a 
customer ( e . g . , say Google was using the financial institu 
tion as an investment bank to gather investment for joint 
ventures ) , then trading on the Google stock after receiving 
information from Google may be an indicator of financial 
malfeasance ( e . g . , insider trading ) . 
[ 0193 ] Other criteria 1024d may also be used ( alone or in 
combination with other review collection strategies ) to add 
related information to the review collection , such as a key 
word search in a trader ' s email or chat messages for mes 
sages that are related to a trade . For example , a review 
collection strategy , based on a seed indicating a possible 
disclosure of confidential information , could search around 
the time period when the confidential information was sent , 
for other emails of the sender that use the term “ confiden 
tial ” . 

[ 0194 ] It must be noted that the strategies / relationships 
identified in 1024a , 1024b , 1024c , and 1024d are not 
exhaustive . In some embodiments , initial strategies 1026 
such as those discussed under FIGS . 11 - 16 , may also be used 
to add data to a review collection . The initial strategies may 
be applied as a stand - alone review collection strategy , or in 
combination with other review collection strategies ( e . g . , 
side conversations occurring at 5 p . m . ) . 
[ 0195 ] In some embodiments , multiple review collections 
may be created and / or multiple review collection strategies 
may be used to create a single review collection . For 
example , line 1028 indicates that the process may repeat , 
and a review collection could be added to multiple times by 
applying multiple review collection strategies to broaden the 
review collection . 
[ 0196 ] In some embodiments , additional review collection 
strategies may be used to filter / reduce the review collection . 
For example , once other related email messages and chat 
messages that are related to a suspect trader are identified to 
add to a review collection , each email message or chat 
message in the review collection may be looked at to see 
whether any of the indicia of an initial strategies are present . 
For example , each email message may be analyzed to 
determine whether a side conversation has taken place . If so , 
that email message may then be identified as a new seed and 
a further review collection may be compiled based on that 
initial seed . Alternatively , that email message may be kept in 
the review collection while others are filtered out of the 
review collection . 
[ 0197 ] In some embodiments , data items added to a 
review collection may be in turn used as new seeds to 
identify additional review collections based on that seed 
following the process described in FIG . 10B . 
[ 0198 ] FIG . 10C illustrates an example or process a data 
analysis system may take to score and rank each cluster or 
set of clusters . For example , in block 1032 each cluster or 
review collection may be scored based on one or more 
scoring strategies containing scoring rules / criteria . In block 
1034 , the computer system may access a scoring criteria to 
apply based on the type of seed associated with the review 
collection in some embodiments . For example , if the review 
collection is based on the identification of a suspect trade , 
then the scoring criteria may score the review collection 
based on how many mentions of the suspect trade have been 
sent to users outside of a financial institution . Such a score 
may be determined by analyzing the review collection for 
emails and chat messages that were sent from inside the 
financial institution to outside the financial institution ( e . g . , 
by looking at the domain names of recipients of email 
messages or chat messages ) . If each of these emails counted 
as 1 point and they were summed , then if you had 10 such 
emails and 10 such chat messages , a review collection would 
get a score of 20 . This is but one example of a possible 
scoring scheme . 
[ 01991 . In some embodiments , the selection of scoring 
criteria may be done based on the type of initial financial risk 
identification strategy that was used to select the seed ( e . g . , 
a side conversation strategy , a LIBOR fix detection strategy , 
etc . ) , or based on the type of data item selected as the seed 
( e . g . , email , trade , chat message ) . In some embodiments , the 
scoring criteria may be selected by an administrator , or be 
based on feedback received from analysts looking at the 
review collections . 
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[ 0200 ] In some embodiments , a scoring strategy may 
score a review collection using one or more factors , such as 
volume . For example , a scoring strategy may allocate score 
to a review collection based on the number of data items in 
the review collection ( e . g . , 1 point for each item , etc . , or 
different weighted values for each type of item ) . A scoring 
strategy may also allocate score based on the amount of 
trades and / or communications , or frequency of trades / com 
munications within the review collection . For example , if 
ten trades are included in a review collection , the scoring 
strategy may allocate each trade a score equal to the volume 
of the financial instrument in each trade ( e . g . , if a trade 
traded 50 shares , the scoring strategy may allocate 50 points , 
or a point value scaled to the amount of money a trade was 
worth ) . 
[ 0201 ) Other examples of scoring strategies may not 
depend on the volume of items in the review collection , but 
instead may depend on the quality of the data in the review 
collection . For example , a review collection may be scored 
based on the number of mentions within a certain email in 
the review collection , for example , the email with the 
highest number of mentions of the term “ confidential . ” This 
could be determined based on the number of times the key 
term “ confidential ” is mentioned within an email . Another 
possible scoring criteria could be the amount of intercon 
nectedness of the data within a review collection . For 
example , if there is a suspect trade , and the buyer trader and 
seller trader are also mentioned within an email , or appear 
as senders or receivers of an email within the review 
collection , that review collection may be scored higher than 
a review collection where both the buyer and seller of a 
suspect trade were not mentioned in the same email . An 
additional possible scoring criteria might allocate more 
points to a trade or communication based on their position 
within a financial organization . For example , if an email was 
sent by a senior VP , that email might contribute a larger 
score to the review collection than an email sent by a junior 
analyst . 
[ 0202 ] After accessing the scoring criteria , the system may 
generate review data collection scores for each review data 
collection based on the appropriately selected scoring cri 
teria . Once these scores have been generated , the scores for 
review collections may be ranked or sorted in block 1042 
based on a score or may be compared to a threshold in order 
to eliminate review collections that do not meet the thresh 
old score . 
[ 0203 ] For example , analysts may not be able to review all 
review collections based on identified initial data items . 
Thus , the system may make a decision based on a configu 
rable threshold value to eliminate certain review collections 
from review because the review collections scored below the 
threshold 
[ 0204 ] Alternatively , or in combination , the review col 
lections can be ordered from high score to lowest , thus 
allowing the analyst or investigator to review from top to 
bottom the review collections considered most pertinent by 
the system and the analyst may make his own determination 
on when to stop analyzing based on the score values . 
[ 0205 ] In block 1042 , metascores may optionally be gen 
erated . A metascore of a plurality of related review collec 
tions may be applied to all the review collections that are 
related to a given seed or contain the same data item ( such 
as a trade , an email message or chat message ) within all the 
review collections . The metascore may represent the overall 

score ( e . g . , an average score or some other aggregated score ) 
for related review collections that may be helpful for an 
analyst or investigator . For example , if multiple review 
collections were based on a single suspect trade , but each 
review collection contained different information because 
each was generated using a different review collection 
strategy , then the average score could be used as the metas 
core for all review data collections related to the suspect 
trade . The use of an average is but one example to calculate 
the metascore over all the scores of each review collection . 
The metascore could also be a weighted average based on 
the volume or amount of data in a review collection , or it 
may be based on indicators of quality within each review 
collection . For example , one indicator of quality may be 
whether any email messages or chat messages within a 
review collection indicate certain forbidden terms such as 
“ insider trading ” . 
[ 0206 ] FIG . 10D illustrates one or more review collections 
that were generated off of an initial data item that can act as 
a seed . The data items in the review collection each relate to 
one another based on properties of each data item , and the 
data analysis system can find related data items based on the 
review collection strategies selected for execution . The 
review collection strategies can use data bindings to search / 
query the other database based on related properties . To start 
the review collection , the data analysis system may deter 
mine an initial seed as suspect trade 1050 . 
[ 0207 ] For example , as described above , a trade of a stock 
or other asset as part of the metadata may have information 
that indicates it is a suspect trade . In this example , the 
suspect trade could be an after - hours trade or a trade made 
internal to a financial institution . Once the suspect trade is 
identified based on a suspect trade initial financial risk 
identification strategy , the suspect trade may be used as a 
seed to generate review collection . 
[ 0208 ] For example , the first review collection strategy 
( e . g . , which may be selected automatically based upon the 
seed involved ) may be to collect side conversations that 
correspond to the suspect trade . The system may determine 
the timeframe that the suspect trade occurred , and by cal 
culating a time window around the suspect trade , query / 
search for email messages and / or chat messages for the 
trader associated with the suspect trade within the time 
window . The search results may return a side conversation 
( or multiple side conversations ) within the time period by 
the trader and one or more other traders may be determined 
and added to the review collection . 
[ 0209 ] For example , in FIG . 10D , side conversation 1051 
may be in the cluster or review collection . Once this initial 
review collection 1080 is identified , side conversation 1051 
may be used as an additional seed to further expand the 
review collection or create a new review collection . For 
example , the outside dotted line 1070 indicates an expanded 
review collection or additional review collection . In the 
example in FIG . 10D , the side conversation 1051 is related 
to many other data objects , including trader 1 , who is a 
member of the side conversation as indicated in block 1054 , 
as well as trader 2 who is also a member of the side 
conversation as indicated in block 1056 . 
[ 0210 ] Email 1052 , which may have been sent by Trader 
1 during or around the time of the side conversation may 
also be added to the collection . As shown , an outside 
recipient of email 1052 was also added to the review 
collection as indicated by block 1058 . Also shown is a trade 
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important and possibly containing fraud . Such a flag may 
indicate to a supervisor or manager to further review the 
item . 
[ 0217 ] As can be seen , multiple different types of user 
interfaces may be created that allow for the selection and 
analysis of the individual elements inside a review collec 
tion , and to rank those review collections by score and in 
some embodiments rank the data items with the review 
collection also by score . In some embodiments , a metascore 
may be displayed that may represent an average or some 
other calculation performed over related review collections . 

detected by the data analysis system executing a particular 
review collection strategy as discussed within the side 
conversation 1051 in the chat or email text as indicated in 
block 1060 ( e . g . , detected by keyword search ) . Also 
depicted is an additional email that may have matched the 
same key terms and have occurred during the same time 
period as the side conversation as indicated in block 1062 . 
[ 0211 ] In a further example , the review collection 1070 in 
FIG . 10D may be expanded even more by the data analysis 
system . For example , block 1066 may be detected as an 
outside recipient to whom trader 1 at block 1054 sent email 
1052 around the same time period as side conversation 1051 . 
However , as depicted by FIG . 10D , the data analysis system 
may limit the number of items in a review collection based 
on a configurable limit , or limit expanding the review 
collection to a certain number of iterations . 
[ 0212 ] As another example , email 1064 may be added on 
as an additional part of the review collection based on 
discussions of trade 1060 within email 1064 . In this manner , 
by applying review collection strategies , such as by linking 
by trader or by time or by finding additional related side 
conversations , etc . , the review collection may be expanded 
or additional review collections can be created . Once a 
review collection is created or expanded and finalized , the 
review collection can be scored . 
[ 0213 ] FIG . 10E is an example user interface that may be 
used by an analyst or investigator , as displayed on a display 
screen , to select and investigate review collections . In this 
example , on the left side of FIG . 10E multiple review 
collections may appear . The review collection entitled “ Mal 
feasance risk 1 ” as shown in selectable area 1082 may have 
an associated score of 0 . 9 . The review collections Malfea 
sance Risk 1 , Malfeasance Risk 2 , and Malfeasance Risk 3 , 
may be sorted according to their score , each of which is a 
review collection that may be selected . In sample FIG . 10E , 
Malfeasance risk 1 , in block 1082 , has been selected . In 
column 1084 , the data items making up that review collec 
tion may be fully or partially displayed within the user 
interface . For example , block 1090 displays an email thread 
from trader 1 . The contents of the email thread may be 
selected and displayed in another user interface pane , for 
example , in user interface portion 1086 of the display 
screen . 
[ 0214 ] This portion of the display screen 1086 may dis 
play a specific score for that email thread , for example here 
shown 0 . 6 , the senders and receivers of the email , the subject 
of the email , and the subject . For example , email thread 1 
from trader 1 shows an email from trader 1 to a Google 
employee thanking that Google employee for a gift and also 
discussing a new product to be launched at Google . 
[ 0215 ] This email may have been detected based on , for 
example , a suspect trade of google stock by trader 1 and 
doing a search near the time period of the suspect trade for 
all emails from trader 1 and , in some embodiments , contain 
the keyword GOOG , Google , or have senders / recipients 
from the Google domain in the email . Thus , this email could 
be reviewed by an analyst who may make a determination on 
whether the information in the email should be acted on . 
[ 0216 ] At this point , the analyst or investigator can take 
any action based on the collections . For example , the analyst 
could flag , either through an outside system or through the 
user interface displaying the review collection , as being 

XI . Side Conversation Strategies 
[ 0218 ] FIG . 11 illustrates one possible identification strat 
egy of data items . No matter at what point in the process the 
strategy is being used ( to identify seeds or related data items 
in a review collection ) , each strategy may comprise certain 
rules and procedures that may be used to identify the data 
items that match that strategy . 
( 0219 ] For example , block 1110 of FIG . 11 serves to 
identify side conversations . This side conversation identifi 
cation strategy ( as with all other identification strategies 
discussed herein ) may be executed on hardware processor ( s ) 
in server ( s ) 1111 . The identification strategy may operate by 
analyzing a database of communication messages such as 
chat message database 1112 and / or email message database 
1113 . The side conversation identification strategy may 
operate to analyze all messages within a particular database 
or a subset of messages . For example , a side conversation 
strategy could be programmed to identify particular mes 
sages that are associated with a certain time period , day , or 
other subset . Such a strategy may operate to analyze only 
those email messages or chat messages that are associated 
with a particular user , a particular domain ( e . g . , " gmail . 
com " ) , a particular financial institution , and / or a particular 
customer , based on the rules within the particular identifi 
cation strategy 
( 0220 ] A side conversation may be an email thread or chat 
message thread comprising an initial communication that is 
sent to a superset of recipients , and then a subset of the 
recipients initiate a new conversation in response to the 
email message or chat message . A side conversation strategy 
may use this definition to identify emails and email threads 
that match the definition / rule . 
[ 0221 ] Side conversations can sometimes be an indicator 
of fraud , misrepresentation , inappropriate or deceptive con 
duct or any unacceptable conduct because the drop of the 
other individuals on the thread or chat message may indicate 
that a sensitive topic , such as a topic that those remaining on 
the email thread do not wish to share with individuals 
dropped from the email thread , is being discussed . 
[ 0222 ] In FIG . 11 , the side conversation identification 
strategy 1110 may have identified one or more side conver 
sations in the email messages database 1113 . This side 
conversation may be from , for example , jim . 
conway @ acme - investments . com and may be an email that 
is sent to daniel . fuld @ acme - investments . com . This email 
may have been identified as a side conversation because 
recipients were dropped after the initial email in the thread 
1101 from Bill James to a variety of recipients , including 
jim . conway and daniel . fuld ' s email addresses at Acme 
Investments . 
[ 0223 ] In the depicted case , the initial email contained 
information about the new pets . com service going live the 
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indicate malfeasance . This filtering may reduce the number 
of email messages that server ( s ) 1111 may be required to 
analyze and thus increase efficiency in analyzing or deter 
mining side conversations as a whole . 
( 0230 ] In some embodiments , metadata may be created 
about the side conversation , such as indicating a number of 
recipients in the to : , cc : , and bcc : fields , so that an analyst 
may refer to the amount of original and dropped recipients 
from a conversation without having to analyze the email 
itself . This may assist an analyst or the data analysis system 
to automatically ignore or review this particular side con 
versation . Metadata such as the number of recipients in the 
to : , cc : , and bec : fields could also be used as a part of scoring 
strategy . For example , a side conversation that has 99 users 
and reduces down to a conversation of only two users can be 
allocated a higher score than a side conversation that has 5 
users and reduces down to a conversation of 4 users ( e . g . , a 
score based on the ratio of the drop ) . 
[ 0231 ] In one embodiment , a side conversation may also 
require that a manager who is on a thread to be subsequently 
dropped while the thread continues between other partici 
pants . This type of detection may require a mapping of 
managers and their employees ( e . g . , within an SQL data 
base , etc . ) within a financial institution to be accessible so 
that the data analysis system using such an embodiment of 
a side conversation can determine the managerial relation 
ships . In such an embodiment , additional filtering for side 
conversations may be performed that , for instance , detect 
" assignments ” or “ tasks ” ( or the like ) keywords issued by 
the manager . 

following day . At this point when jim . conway replies to the 
thread , he only includes daniel . fuld , not the other recipients , 
and not the original sender Bill James . Thus , embodiments 
of the side conversation strategy identify that a side con 
versation is taking place . Other criteria for a matching side 
conversation may also be used . For example , a strategy may 
require that the side conversations being identified are only 
for side conversations within Acme Investments , or sent and 
received within a certain time period . In the depicted case of 
FIG . 11 , the email was sent on Mar . 7 , 2014 and all recipients 
of the follow - up emails are within the acme - investments . 
com domain . Thus , this email may be used as a seed data 
item based on identification by a side conversation strategy . 
[ 0224 ] In some embodiments , the side conversation iden 
tification strategy can further filter the number of email 
messages to be sent by requiring that only those email 
messages that have a thread length greater than two mes 
sages should be searched . For example , if an email message 
was part of a thread that only contained one message , then 
the side conversation strategy would not further analyze the 
message ( as it cannot be a part of a multi - message thread ) . 
0225 ] . In some embodiments , email threads can be iden 

tified by matching the email subject of one email message to 
an email subject of an earlier or subsequent email message 
( ignoring other added elements to a subject such as “ re : ” or 
“ FW : ” , etc . ) . For example , in FIG . 11 , both the original 
email and the later email contain the text “ Going live 3 / 8 ! ” , 
thus they can be matched as an email thread and then 
determined whether or not participants left the thread to 
result in a determination of a side conversation . 
[ 0226 ] In some embodiments , a minimum or maximum 
threshold of dropped recipients may be required to identify 
a side conversation . For example , if there was an initial 
email having 100 recipients and the second email in the 
thread having 99 recipients , the drop - in recipients may not 
qualify as a side conversation because 99 recipients ( or some 
other minimum quantity that may be configurable by the 
user ) may not be considered a secret conversation . 
[ 0227 ] Instead , a side conversation may require less than 
a threshold number of recipients ( and / or a threshold per 
centage of recipients ) to remain in the conversation in order 
to be considered a side conversation indicative of inappro 
priate conduct . For example , in some embodiments , the 
threshold number may be less than 5 recipients remain on a 
thread in order to identify qualify that email message as a 
side conversation . 
[ 0228 ] In some embodiments , subject matter or keywords 
may also be required to identify an email message or chat 
message as a side conversation . For example , certain cus 
tomer keywords , here " pets . com " , a client of Acme Invest - 
ments , could be used as a keyword to further filter down 
matching email messages as side conversations ( e . g . , a side 
conversation strategy could contain a rule indicating that 
only side conversations mentioning customers should be 
selected ) . Other keywords could be complaints , words sig 
nifying compliance with procedures / laws or lack thereof , 
trading key terms “ insider trading ” , etc . 
[ 0229 ] Other keywords may also be used to filter out side 
conversations instead . For example , email messages that 
contain in the subject “ automatic reply , " etc . may indicate 
messages that are automatically generated and automatically 
drop other recipients on a thread . Although this may match 
a definition of a side conversation , a strategy may be 
configured filter out these messages as they do not usually 

XII . LIBOR Fix Detection Strategies 
[ 0232 ] FIG . 12 illustrates an example of a possible LIBOR 
fixing strategy or a strategy to detect the fixing of any 
standard interest rate or that depends on gathered or sur 
veyed information and / or an interest rate announcement that 
that regularly occurs at a given time . As known in the 
industry , LIBOR stands for the London Inter - Bank Offered 
Rate . This may be the rate of the average interest rate that 
leading banks in London would be charged if borrowing 
from other London banks . This rate is often subject to 
market abuse because it is published daily at 11 : 00 a . m . 
London time based on a survey of previous London bank 
offered rates . Thus , by manipulating the survey rates , the 
LIBOR rate may be abused , for example in interest rate 
arbitrage scenarios . Because the LIBOR rate is used by other 
banks to set their rates or by financial instruments , collusion 
or financial malfeasance to manipulate the LIBOR rate can 
result in money earned for the manipulators . 
0233 ] Thus , a strategy to detect the fixing of LIBOR 
rates , such as the one executed in block 1210 of server ( s ) 
1211 may search and filter chat messages and / or email 
messages or other communications for communications that 
have potential indicators for altering or manipulating the 
LIBOR . For example , communications by financial spot 
traders taking place around 3 to 5 p . m . Greenwich Mean 
Time may indicate a possible fix of the LIBOR rate or 
improper influencing of the LIBOR rate . Such a time period 
may be configured in the LIBOR fix strategy . This time may 
be used as a possible time window where survey or input is 
gathered to determine the next LIBOR to be published . 
Thus , a communication taking place within a time period 
associated with LIBOR may contain evidence of improper 
influencing of the LIBOR , and would be useful as a seed in 
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a review collection . For example , in FIG . 12 , the LIBOR fix 
strategy may analyze email messages and chat messages 
based on the rules in the LIBOR fixed strategy . Here , in this 
example , the rules may match the time the depicted email 
was sent on ( Mar . 7 , 2014 at 3 : 36 p . m . GMT ) and the subject 
of the email includes the word LIBOR . Thus , some combi 
nation of time , keyword searching , and searching based on 
the sender , for example here jim . conway @ acme - bank . com , 
may indicate that the sender is a spot trader , and the email 
would match the criteria of the LIBOR fixed strategy used 
in this example . 
0234 ] An identified email as matching the LIBOR fix 

strategy may then be reviewed by an analyst in association 
with other related emails and chats in a review collection . 
These emails and chats can be added to the review collection 
by matching the sender , Jim Conway , and / or the recipient , 
Daniel Fuld , to emails / chats messages that were sent or 
received by either of these users within a time period 
associated with LIBOR ( and possibly match other criteria , 
such as containing the keyword LIBOR in the subject or text 
of the message ) . 
[ 0235 ) Similarly , chat messages may be analyzed , for 
example , a chat message sent from Jim Conway that con 
tains the word LIBOR based on keyword searching and sent 
within a time period associated with LIBOR could be a chat 
message that may match the LIBOR fix strategy . 
[ 0236 ] In some embodiments , the time period may be 
configurable based on the amount of email to be analyzed , 
or the timing of the release window of a surveyed interest 
rate . For example , any time period around collection or 
announcement of the LIBOR may be used . 
[ 0237 ] Any keywords indicating the LIBOR or any other 
survey rate may also be used as matching criteria for a 
LIBOR fix type of strategy , for example the term prime rate 
or basis points could also be keyword indicators for this type 
of detection strategy . 

address ( for example , as depicted in FIG . 13 , jim . 
conway @ acmebank . com who may be a trader at Acme 
Bank , sending an email to JimmyBoy @ gmail . com , an email 
address with a different domain than acmebank . com ) . 
[ 0241 ] In some embodiments , a strategy may further 
detect whether an employee ' s personal account , rather than 
their work account , is the destination of an email . For 
example , there are well known outside email addresses such 
as gmail , yahoo , hotmail , and any other ISP that is not 
directly associated with a specific company , that provides 
free email services . These email addresses may be specified 
within a strategy to result in the identification of an email 
message . For example , FIG . 13 depicts an email to 
JimmyBoy @ gmail . com . Sending an email message from an 
internal email address to a gmail domain itself ( or any other 
known free or non - corporate domain ) , in some embodi 
ments , may indicate identification of a seed . In some 
embodiments , the strategy may require a match of not only 
a free or outside email domain , but also a permutation of 
identifiable information about the sender . For example , Jim 
Conway may be an employee at acme - bank . Due to having 
access to internal employee information , the data analysis 
system may create permutations of his first , middle , and last 
name that may be used for comparison to outside email 
addresses . Here , the outside email address sent to is 
JimmyBoy @ gmail . com . Jimmy is a well - known nickname 
of Jim ' s first name . Thus , because Jimmy is a substring of 
Jimmy Boy , a confidential information detection strategy 
may be configured to require such a substring match in an 
outside email address for the strategy to identify the email 
message to be a seed ( or add to a review collection ) . In some 
embodiments , this type of email address match , using a 
permutation of employee information when matching the 
outside email address , may instead raise the score of any 
review collection if the seed contains such a match . 
[ 0242 ] Further , strategies that detect confidential informa 
tion being disclosed improperly may also make a determi 
nation based on any attachments included in an email . For 
example , in FIG . 13 , attachment 1302 ' s filename is Acme 
Bank . MHDU Report . pdf . A confidential information strat 
egy analyzing such an email may specifically have a key 
word filter that looks for email messages with attachments . 
Keywords may include , for example , “ report , ” “ AEO , " 
“ Attorneys Eyes Only , " " confidential , ” or “ privileged ” or 
any other word or abbreviation thereof that may indicate a 
sensitive or confidential attachment . As shown , the email 
message described in FIG . 13 matches such a filter ( “ re 
port " ) . 
10243 ] Additional indications may also trigger rules under 
a confidential information detection strategy . A rule / filter in 
the strategy may possibly count how many attachments are 
being sent from an inside address to an outside address over 
a period of time . For example , Jim Conway may frequently 
send messages from his account 1303 to an outside address 
( e . g . , jimmyboy @ gmail . com ) . Sending one or two messages 
every so often may not be a strong signal indicating that 
confidential information is likely to have been sent . How 
ever , an abnormally high amount of emails to an outside 
email address ( e . g . , 10 a day ) may indicate an activity that 
should be flagged or set as one or more possible seeds to 
create review collections for further review by an analyst . 
[ 0244 ] Likewise , the volume of personal email attach 
ments being sent from internal to outside a bank or company 
or financial institution may also impact the scoring of review 

XIII . Disclosure of Confidential Information 
Strategies 

[ 0238 ] An initial financial risk identification strategy may 
determine whether an email or communication message may 
have a higher likelihood to be a communication that contains 
a disclosure of confidential information , and thus may be 
used as a seed or initial data item to build a review 
collection . Strategies to detect confidential information may 
be useful to an analyst or investigator because they may 
reveal , after further manual review , possible impermissible 
sharing or use of confidential or material nonpublic infor 
mation from inside an organization , especially where that 
organization may have a duty to keep information confiden 
tial secret or to prevent insider trading based on confidential 
information . 
[ 0239 ] As an example of a particular strategy that may 
detect confidential information disclosures , FIG . 13 illus 
trates a strategy specific for detecting the dissemination of 
confidential information to personal accounts . Often times 
when employees send information from their place of 
employment , they will send it from an employee email 
address to their own private email address . A strategy to 
detect this behavior may be useful to identify such candidate 
emails for review by an analyst . 
[ 0240 ] For example , in block 1310 , the strategy may 
search chat messages and email messages for any commu 
nications from a person within a firm to an outside email 
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collections . For example , a scoring strategy may be config - 
ured to score as higher a volume of email messages being 
sent that match indications of confidential information , and 
may score certain indicative review collections higher on 
this basis . 
[ 0245 ] In addition , other indicators could possibly assist a 
confidential information detection strategy to better deter 
mine which email messages likely disclose confidential 
information improperly . For example , if a personal email 
account is CCed or BCCed on an email message to other 
parties , this may further indicate that confidential informa 
tion is leaving an enterprise . In other words , if a message is 
being sent from an internal email to another internal email 
address , but there exists a BCC to an outside email address , 
or an email address that possibly matches a personal account 
as described above , then such an email may further reveal 
messages that contain confidential information being sent 
outside the company in a secretive manner . 
10246 ] Another indicator may be a rule that detects 
whether the title of an attachment or subject does not match 
the domain where an email or chat message is originating or 
being sent to . For example , if the subject of an email ( or the 
sender ' s email address domain , etc . ) has the keyword 
“ Acme Bank ” or matches the domain of Acme Bank , but the 
attachment has “ Wall Street Bank ” in its title instead , then 
the wrong report may have been sent or disclosed ( either 
accidentally , or on purpose ) . In this case , a matching email 
or chat message with such an indicator may be chosen as a 
seed or be added to a review collection ( or scored higher ) . 
[ 0247 ] Using a combination of rules designed to detect 
confidential information disclosures may heighten the signal 
of matched email messages or chat messages versus the false 
positives that an investigator or analyst may have to look 
through 

previously , and stored in a chat message database 1412 . The 
messages illustrated in FIG . 14 may be Bloomberg chat 
messages ( or any type of chat message ) , which exemplary of 
a chat service that traders or employees within a financial 
institution may use ( e . g . , Bloomberg chat , IRC , instant 
messaging chat , etc . ) . A customer info leak strategy may 
include a rule to detect a mentioning of a customer in chat , 
where the mentioned customer is not a participant . For 
example , in FIG . 14 , Bloomberg chat room 28 contains 
various messages . For example , manager 1 at 10 : 30 dis 
cusses with the team the LHM account . Later at 10 : 40 trader 
2 also discusses the LHM account . As seen at 1401 , the users 
in the room when the final message is received are traders 2 
and 3 . These traders may be affiliated with different employ 
ers . For example , trader 2 may be affiliated with Acme and 
trader 3 may be affiliated with a separate financial institution 
( e . g . , “ Wall Street Bank ” ) . Who is in a chat room may be 
determined by analyzing who received a chat message , or , if 
unavailable , determine a listing of recipients of a chat 
message based on tracking of “ enter ” or “ connect ” and 
" disconnect ” or “ leave ” messages in a chat room . 
[ 0251 ] The example chat messages in FIG . 14 shows that 
the “ LHM ” account is being discussed 1405 , however , 
employees from the LHM customer are not present . There 
fore , if LHM is a customer of the Acme financial firm , and 
employees of Acme are discussing LHM ' s private customer 
information , but no employees of LHM are present when 
LHM is being discussed , then this may cause the customer 
information leak strategy to indicate that the communication 
messages within the chat around the time of when LHM is 
being mentioned , for example , 10 : 30 and 10 : 40 for message 
1405 , be flagged as initial seeds or initial financial indica 
tions of risk that may be used to create review collections . 
[ 0252 ] A review collection built off of a detection of 
leaked customer information in this example could comprise 
all the trades by trader 2 or trader 3 , or the trades of any of 
the recipients that received the discussions of the LHM 
information . A filter could narrow down these trades to just 
LHM trades . In addition , the traders mentioning LHM 
around the same time period in email may also indicate 
communications messages to be added to a review collection 
based on the seed chat message . 
[ 0253 ] According to the example in FIG . 14 , the detection 
strategy may indicate that LHM information may have been 
impermissibly disclosed throughout the Acme organization 
without LHM being present . Such detection may require 
building a list of customer names . For example , the Acme 
financial firm may have a database ( e . g . , an internal database 
based on customer / client list information or a directory 
listing of customer contacts , etc . ) of customers that are 
affiliated with Acme . For example , the term LHM which 
appears in message 1405 may be looked up in the database 
of customer names , and if the data analysis system deter 
mines that LHM is a customer , then the chat message may 
be flagged if all recipients of the message were not affiliated 
with LHM ( e . g . , do not have an LHM IP address , chat name , 
email address , etc . ) . 
[ 0254 ] For example , the chat message containing LHM 
1405 may be flagged as a seed , or added to a review 
collection , or scored higher , because the customer info leak 
strategy detects that 1 ) LHM is present in the list of customer 
names for Acme and / or 2 ) there is no employee of the 
customer is in the chat room . 

XIV . Customer Information Leak Strategies 
[ 0248 ] FIG . 14 illustrates a strategy designed to detect 
customer information leaks . Detection of customer informa 
tion leaks may be similar to detection of dissemination of 
confidential information . Thus , many of the same techniques 
described for a detection of confidential information strategy 
may be applicable to detecting improper dissemination of 
customer information . A customer information leak may 
indicate impermissible sharing or use of the confidential 
information and / or a material nonpublic information being 
disclosed . 
[ 0249 ] A financial firm ' s client information may occasion 
ally be leaked by an employee or trader either on purpose or 
inadvertently . The data analysis system described herein 
may be configured to analyze email messages and chat 
messages to determine if there is any risk of disclosing 
customer information to a party who is not supposed to 
receive it . Like other strategies , a strategy designed to detect 
possible leakage of customer information may involve ana 
lyzing one or more email messages or chat messages ( or any 
other communication message ) to determine likely candi 
dates of messages where customer information may have 
been leaked so that an analyst can review . Thus , customer 
information leak strategy 1410 may comprise a set of rules 
and / or filters to determine communication messages that 
may act as an initial seed value or as criteria to add a 
message to a review collection . 
10250 ) The example in FIG . 14 shows a sample chat room 
that contains messages that may have been sent and received 
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[ 0255 ] The same concept may also be applied to email . 
For example , the mention of a customer in an email to 
another third party without the mentioned customer being on 
the email may cause the customer information leak strategy 
to mark the email as a seed , etc . In some embodiments , if an 
email was sent to an external address or the BCC field 
indicates an external address , and the email contains a 
customer name , and that customer name is not listed as a 
recipient on the email , then the email may be flagged . 
[ 0256 ] In some embodiments , in order to improve perfor 
mance , some messages may be filtered out from any analysis 
of customer names . For example , an email that is only 
BCCed to undisclosed recipients , or any email that is a mass 
market email , such as an email to thousands of individuals , 
may not be analyzed for customer name detection , as these 
appear to be spam or other mass market emails . 
[ 0257 ] Other types of suspicious emails or chat messages 
may also be determined based on the recipients . For 
example , messages to a nytimes . com ( or other new outlet 
domains ) may be flagged as a seed , and require more 
investigation by an analyst , due to the risk of impermissible 
sharing or use of confidential or nonpublic information 
being sent to the press . 
( 0258 ) Similarly , customer information leaks may also be 
detected when a financial broker such as Acme Bank reveals 
counterparty information about a trade . For example , if a 
sentence appears in an email that Company X is buying or 
selling or otherwise putting in an order that may change their 
position with respect to a financial instrument , then it is 
likely improper to reveal that order to any other party 
besides traders internal to Acme Bank or other individuals 
within Company X . Emails that match such criteria may be 
used as a seed to generate a review collection for further 
review . 
[ 0259 ] In some embodiments , a combination of strategies 
may be used . For example , if a trade of Company X appears 
close in time to a communication message about Company 
X , and no one from Company X is on the communication , 
but there is an unaffiliated external party on the communi 
cation , the communication may be considered a leak of 
confidential information and thus may be flagged ( along 
with the trade ) as seeds for a review collection . 
[ 0260 ] Other possible rules may detect anomalies over 
multiple chat messages . For example , chat messages or 
email messages to external parties that exceed a threshold 
based on average activity may indicate some collusion . For 
example , if a trader typically emails to outside entities 10 
times a day , but one day emails to outside entities 90 times , 
then those emails to outside entities may be considered 
abnormal and identified as possible seeds in order to build 
review collections for review . 
[ 0261 ] Likewise , individual checking of attachments in 
emails may also be performed . For example , if an attach 
ment is labeled confidential or for use only by certain 
parties , then that email may be reviewed by the system to 
make sure that no one outside of the financial institution or 
a customer is receiving that email . If someone else received 
that email , then it may be flagged as a seed . 

email messages , or other type of communication messages 
to determine whether a message has been elevated up the 
chain of command inside an organization . 
[ 0263 ] For example , FIG . 15 illustrates an email message 
thread that includes an original email message from Alice 
Zimmerman 1501 to Bert Nedles 1502 regarding loan appli 
cation review . The next message in the thread , from Bert 
Nedles 1503 to CJ Ellis 1504 includes the previous message 
in the thread . Finally , a third message from CJ Ellis 1505 to 
Bert Nedles 1506 completes the three messages in the 
thread , and quotes the original two messages . 
( 0264 ) Based on the interrelations of these messages , from 
the first message from Alice Zimmerman in the From : line 
of 1501 and the To : line 1502 , it can be seen that various 
employees forwarded the message . In the first message the 
employee Alice Zimmerman 1501 of Acme Bank sent the 
message . In the second message it was Bert Nedles 1503 
who sent the message . 
[ 0265 ] Various employee relationships may be used by an 
escalation of worry strategy in comparison to the senders 
and receivers of the chat messages and email messages 
analyzed . For example , the data analysis system may lookup 
who is Alice Zimmerman ' s supervisor by querying a direc 
tory or table listing or mapping of user names / email address 
( or other identifier of a user ) to employee information ( e . g . , 
by using a data binding ) . If the supervisor matches Bert 
Nedles , then the escalation of worry strategy may determine 
that the original email was sent from an employee to a 
supervisor . 
[ 0266 ] The escalation of worry strategy may be configured 
to then determine how other later message in the thread were 
handled . For example , starting with the second message in 
the thread , the message from Bert Nedles 1503 to CJ Ellis 
1504 , the same message was forwarded to CJ Ellis , who , 
based on the stored employee relationship information , may 
be Bert Nedles ' s supervisor . Thus , it can be determined that 
the email went from Alice Zimmerman to Bert Nedles , the 
first supervisor , then from Bert Nedles to CJ Ellis , the 
second supervisor up the chain of command . 
[ 0267 ] Emails that are forwarded up the chain of com 
mand often are representative of sensitive information that 
could contain subject matter regarding fraud , misrepresen 
tation , inappropriate or deceptive information , or other unac 
ceptable conduct because supervisors typically review , over 
see , and rectify such conduct . Thus , an organization may 
desire to identify such emails as warranting further review 
compared to other emails . 
[ 0268 ] . In some embodiments , an escalation of worry 
strategy may identify emails as seeds where an email was 
forwarded up the chain of command as little as two times . 
Some embodiments may have additional requirements for 
identifying a communication message under an escalation of 
worry strategy . For example , it may not be sufficient to 
identify an email based purely on an email being sent from 
an employee to his supervisor , and then from his supervisor 
to the supervisor ' s supervisor . In some embodiments , it may 
also be required that the supervisor ' s supervisor had their 
own supervisor ( e . g . , the supervisor ' s supervisor ' s supervi 
sor ) , but that supervisor did not choose to send the email 
further up the chain of command . This may indicate that the 
" worry ” was not escalated all the way up the chain of 
command , and thus the email may warrant investigation , and 
be marked as a seed or otherwise added to a review 
collection . 

XV . Escalation of Worry Strategies 
[ 0262 ] FIG . 15 illustrates an escalation of worry strategy 
for identifying initial financial risk data items or seeds or 
possibly adding on to a review collection . The escalation of 
worry strategy may search and analyze chat messages and 
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[ 0269 ] In some embodiments , it may be required that 
emails are forwarded up the chain multiple times , such as 3 , 
or 4 times or more , to be flagged as a seed . Such a serious 
escalation could also impact how a review collection is 
scored ( e . g . , increasing scores based on how many times an 
email was forwarded up the chain of command ) . 
[ 0270 ] In some embodiments , the escalation of worry 
strategy may require various key words to also appear in an 
email . For example , in FIG . 15 , the original email contains 
the word “ oversight " . A keyword matching on the word 
" oversight ” may reveal the email message in FIG . 15 and 
trigger a further analysis of the email thread by the escala 
tion of worry strategy . Once it is determined that that email 
message has been forwarded to multiple supervisors , for 
example , more than two supervisors or more than one 
supervisor , then , based on the rules in the particular embodi 
ment of the escalation of worry strategy , the strategy may 
flag it as a seed or as a message that should be added to a 
cluster . 
[ 0271 ] Similarly , but not shown , email messages that 
contain , in the body text or subject , the name of a manager 
in the sender or recipient ' s reporting hierarchy , such as Alice 
Zimmerman ' s boss , Bert Nedles , but which are not sent to 
that manager , might indicate an issue that should have been 
reported to the manager . Thus , this type of email may require 
additional review by an analyst . Therefore , an escalation of 
worry strategy that identifies messages where a manager has 
been mentioned , but left off the recipient list , may indicate 
potentially bad conduct and financial malfeasance , and trig 
ger this type of message to be flagged . Similarly , but not 
shown , in some embodiments , an email that is sent a 
supervisor , and then is not sent to any employees that work 
in compliance , may indicate also be flagged for review . Such 
an email may indicate that a specific problem is not resolved , 
or may contain hidden fraud misrepresentation , inappropri 
ate or deceptive or unacceptable conduct or financial mal 
feasance that is being kept from compliance officers . A 
determination that an email was not sent to employees in a 
compliance role or compliance department may be made by 
querying an employee information database that comprises 
various departmental affiliations or roles of employees . 

DK trades , economic CnCs , VAR breach , block leave trades , 
flash PNL , and unmatched trades . Each of these types of 
trade exhibit properties that are typically not present in 
normal trading activity . Thus , these types of trades may be 
flagged for further review so that an analyst or investigator 
can determine based on the trade ( along with any additional 
contextual information included in the review collection ) 
whether any improper conduct is occurring . In other words , 
these types of trades are more likely to comprise financial 
malfeasance than trades that do not meet any of the criteria 
of the suspect trade strategy ( e . g . , not a canceled trade , 
sensitivity breach , etc . ) . 
[ 02741 In some embodiments , properties within a trade or 
order object may indicate the trade or order is an unapproved 
trade / order . For example , a trader who also sits on a board 
of a particular corporation may not be able to make trades of 
that particular corporation ' s stock . Thus , a trade that is 
requested / performed by that trader on the board for the stock 
ticker associated with the board ' s corporation may be con 
sidered an unapproved trade . The detection of such a trade 
simply requires access by the suspect trade strategy to a 
database containing a list of financial instruments ( e . g . , by 
type of instrument , or by name / specific instrument ) that 
particular traders are allowed or disallowed from trading . 
[ 0275 ] As another example , an internal trade may be 
identified by a trade with properties that indicate that the two 
traders involved ( e . g . , a buying trader and a selling trader ) 
both work for the same financial institution , for example 
Acme Bank . If both sides of the trade have been determined 
to originate within the same financial institution , then the 
trade may be considered a suspect trade , and be flagged to 
act as a seed , etc . 
10276 ] . As another example , a trade may be a canceled 
trade . This type of trade may be detected when a trader lists 
a stock for sale at a certain price and then later delists it from 
sale . 
[ 0277 ] In other types of trades , a trade may be considered 
to be made absently by a trader ( e . g . , an absent trade ) . For 
example , a trader may not be logged into his computer 
where a trade is executed . This means the trade may have 
occurred , either automatically or without that trader know 
ing , on his behalf . As another example , a trade may be 
performed just before the closing bell , for example at 3 : 54 
p . m . This may be considered a late booked trade . 
[ 0278 ] In FIG . 16 , the variety of types of suspect trades is 
illustrated . Block 1617 which shows an internal trade by 
trader 7654 of Tesla and many other trades in the trade 
database going to trade N 1619 , which is maybe a late 
booked trade by trader 3457 at Google . All of these trades 
may reside in the trade database and suspect trade strategies 
may use the properties described above to identify specific 
trades , which may be flagged as a seed data item or added 
as a related data item in a cluster / review collection . 
102791 . For example , late booked trade 1619 may have a 
trader property value of 3457 . Based on that trader property 
value , which indicates an identifier of the trader who actu 
ally made that trade , the trade may be looked up in a trader 
mapping database which may be accessible via a data 
binding to find the trader ' s chat message and email messages 
during the time period of the trade . For example , when 
putting together a review collection based on suspect trade 
1619 , the email messages and chat messages that are around 
3 : 47 p . m . on Feb . 12 , 2014 may be added to the review 
collection centered around suspect trade 1619 . In this way 

XVI . Suspect Trade Strategies 

[ 0272 ] FIG . 16 illustrates a suspect trade strategy as used 
in some embodiments of the data analysis system . Trades of 
financial instruments ( e . g . , stock shares , mortgages , com 
modities , futures , etc . ) may be analyzed to determine 
whether the trade itself is inherently suspect based on a 
variety of criteria . Such a suspect trade may be flagged as a 
seed to build a review collection , or as an additional data 
item to add to an already established review collection ( or 
may be used for scoring purposes , e . g . , any suspect trades in 
a review collection contribute more to a score of a review 
collection ) 
[ 0273 ] For example , based on the data within a particular 
stock trade , trades may be identified as having abnormal 
information contained within them that will be known to 
those working in the financial instrument trading arts , such 
as : RMO flag applied , ERC breaches , unapproved trades , 
internal trades , late booked trades , mark violations , sensi 
tivity breaches , canceled trades , settlement fails , actual PNL 
missing , important CnCs , lightening events , short flag 
breaches , long flag breaches , Dept PNO variance , multiple 
CnCs , absent trading , after hours trades , sensitive movers , 
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suspect trades may be analyzed in their full context along 
with all email messages by the trader around the same time 
period that may be related to the trade . Using the review 
collection , the analyst or investigator may make a determi 
nation about whether there is collusion or any other financial 
malfeasance that may be going on based on a particular 
suspected trade . 

found , 1 point is awarded for each email message , and 
additional 2 points are awarded because the keyword “ Ford ” 
( which is a keyword that may be searched for based on the 
company traded ) is found within one email . The total 
number of points is then 11 . Other trades may be found , but 
their scoring may be lower , depending on the review col 
lection . Once scored , the data analysis system may sort and 
rank the review collections scored based on their score . The 
data analysis system may then display the review collections 
from highest to lowest score , and / or eliminate any set of 
review collections that did not meet a minimum score for 
review by an analyst . 

XVII . Data Analysis System Example Based on 
Suspect Trade Strategy 

[ 0280 ] As an example of one embodiment of the data 
analysis system , Acme Bros . , an investment brokerage , 
wishes to analyze the 24 Terabytes of trade , email , and chat 
data each week . In order to analyze their data , they deploy 
a data analysis system employing the techniques described 
herein to gather information for review by their internal 
compliance investigators . For example , they create a suspect 
trade strategy that may identify trades that sell a stock , and 
then buy the same stock , within quick succession . This 
strategy may identify a seed . Acme Bros . has also created a 
review collection strategy that will search for any emails or 
chat messages that were sent around the same time period 
( e . g . , within 30 minutes ) , and sent or received by any trader 
involved in the transaction . Further , Acme Bank may have 
created a scoring strategy to score the review collection 
where the score is based on a formula that scores the review 
collections based on : 1 ) the transaction amount of the traded 
stock that is acting as a seed ( e . g . , 1 point for every million 
traded ) , 2 ) the volume of email messages and chat messages 
located around the same time period ( e . g . , 1 point per 10 
messages found ) , 3 ) whether any of the email messages or 
chat messages contain references to the stock traded ( e . g . , 2 
points for each keyword found ) , and 4 ) the rank of the trader 
involved in the trade ( e . g . , 2 points for a senior trader , and 
1 point for a junior trader ) . 
[ 0281 ] The computerized data analysis system may then 
begin analyzing the week ' s trading data by accessing its 
database of trades , analyzing each trade to see if any match 
the suspect trade strategy ' s rules . The data analysis system 
identifies two trades ( Trade 1 buying $ 2 million in Ford 
stock at time 3 : 30 p . m . and , and Trade 2 selling $ 2 million 
at time 3 : 32 p . m . ) . The data analysis system automatically 
selects these two trades ( which , taken together , are suspect 
trades ) , as seed trades for a review collection . 
10282 ] The data analysis system then executes its review 
collection strategy for this type of stock trade seed . Based on 
a property of the trade ( and possibly a data binding with 
access to a Trader database ) , the data analysis system 
determines that Trader : Daddy Warbucks is responsible for 
making both trades . Using data bindings ( or other method of 
querying a data repository based on an object property ( ies ) ) , 
for example , all of the email or chat messages sent or 
received by Daddy Warbucks within 30 minutes of Trade 1 , 
or 30 minutes of Trade 2 , may be added to the review 
collection . Accessing Acme Bank ' s email repository , the 
data analysis system identifies 10 such emails , and no chat 
messages . One of the emails contains the keyword “ Ford ” . 
[ 0283 ] The data analysis system then executes a scoring 
strategy for the review collection comprising 2 trades and 3 
email messages . Based on the scoring criteria specified in 
the scoring strategy , the data analysis system awards 4 points 
for $ 4 million in trades in the review collection , and 4 
additional points due to each trade being executed by a 
senior trader ( Daddy Warbucks ) . Due to the 10 messages 

XVIII . Keywords and Machine Learning 
[ 0284 ] As describe above , in some embodiments , keyword 
analysis may also be used to optimize analysis of commu 
nication messages by any strategy . For example , keywords 
such as " confidential ” or “ fraud ” or “ misleading ” or 
“ insider ” , etc . , or any keywords that match or have to do 
with financial malfeasance , may be useful to use in combi 
nation with the above strategies . 
[ 0285 ) Adding keyword filters to various strategies has a 
number of advantages , including , but not limited to , elimi 
nating various messages and trades from analysis of more 
costly rules / criteria ( e . g . , analyzing whether or not an email 
thread was escalated properly through the entire chain of 
command ) and thereby saving execution time , increasing the 
quality of seeds or review collection materials found by the 
data analysis system and thereby reducing the number of 
review collections to review by an analyst , or enabling the 
data analysis system to better score , based off of keyword , 
the review collections , and thereby better differentiating 
each review collection , and more appropriately rank the 
review collections to be reviewed by an analyst . 
[ 0286 ] Additionally , machine learning algorithms , and / or 
any feedback gathered from an analyst about past review 
collections created by the data analysis system ( e . g . , iden 
tifying true positives , false positives , etc . ) , may be used as 
additional initial item identification , review collection , or 
scoring strategies . For example , trades by a trader with an 
identifier of “ 7876 ” may often be identified as suspect trades 
by a suspect trade strategy operating in a data analysis 
system . However , the trades by that trader have never 
resulted in any further indication of financial malfeasance 
after review by an analyst . If the analyst provides feedback 
to the data analysis system ( e . g . , by indicating a false 
positive result to each review collection reviewed based on 
trader 7876 ' s trades that had no indication of financial 
malfeasance ) , then the data analysis system and / or suspect 
trade strategy may take the large volume of false positive 
indicators into account when identifying future trades by 
trader 7876 to review ( e . g . , by reducing the score applied to 
a review collection based on such a trade ' s seed , or by 
ignoring all future identifications of trader 7876 ' s trades by 
the suspect trade strategy , etc . ) . 

XIX . Additional Embodiments 
10287 ] . While the foregoing is directed to various embodi 
ments , other and further embodiments may be devised 
without departing from the basic scope thereof . For 
example , aspects of the present disclosure may be imple 
mented in hardware or software or in a combination of 
hardware and software . An embodiment of the disclosure 
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may be implemented as a program product for use with a 
computer system . The program ( s ) of the program product 
define functions of the embodiments ( including the methods 
described herein ) and may be contained on a variety of 
computer - readable storage media . Illustrative computer 
readable storage media include , but are not limited to : ( i ) 
non - writable storage media ( e . g . , read - only memory devices 
within a computer such as CD - ROM disks readable by a 
CD - ROM drive , flash memory , ROM chips or any type of 
solid - state non - volatile semiconductor memory ) on which 
information is permanently stored ; and ( ii ) writable storage 
media ( e . g . , hard - disk drive or any type of solid - state 
random - access semiconductor memory ) on which alterable 
information is stored . Each of the processes , methods , and 
algorithms described in the preceding sections may be 
embodied in , and fully or partially automated by , code 
modules executed by one or more computer systems or 
computer processors comprising computer hardware . The 
processes and algorithms may alternatively be implemented 
partially or wholly in application - specific circuitry . 
[ 0288 ] The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another , or may be 
combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
subcombinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 
can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 
[ 0289 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , " " could , ” " might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0290 ] The term " comprising ” as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For 
example , a general - purpose computer comprising one or 
more processors should not be interpreted as excluding other 
computer components , and may possibly include such com 
ponents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
interfaces , among others . 
[ 0291 ] Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in 
the flow diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules , segments , or portions of code which 

include one or more executable instructions for implement 
ing specific logical functions or steps in the process . Alter 
nate implementations are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
tions may be deleted , executed out of order from that shown 
or discussed , including substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order , depending on the functionality involved , as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art . 
[ 0292 ] It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above - described embodi 
ments , the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples . All such modifications 
and variations are intended to be included herein within the 
scope of this disclosure . The foregoing description details 
certain embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , 
however , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears 
in text , the invention may be practiced in many ways . As is 
also stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
thereof . 
What is claimed is : 
1 . A computer - implemented method comprising : 
determining a user identifier associated with a transaction 

data item ; 
determining a first electronic communication that was 

sent or received by a user associated with the user 
identifier ; 

accessing a keyword filter configured to detect sensitive 
or confidential information transmitted over a computer 
network ; 

applying the keyword filter to the first electronic commu 
nication ; 

determining that the first electronic communication com 
prises one or more keywords associated with the key 
word filter ; and 

generating a data item cluster from a plurality of trans 
action - related data items based at least in part on the 
first electronic communication . 

2 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , further 
comprising : 

determining a volume of electronic communications sent 
or received by the user over a period of time , the 
volume of electronic communications including the 
first electronic communication and one or more other 
electronic communications ; 

determining a volume score for the volume of electronic 
communications based at least in part on an extent to 
which the one or more keywords are present in the 
volume of electronic communications ; and 

generating the data item cluster based at least in part on 
a determination that the volume score exceeds a pre 
determined volume threshold . 

3 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , further 
comprising : 

identifying at least one property associated with a first 
data item of the data item cluster , wherein the first data 
item comprises a second data item ; 
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identifying at least one property associated with the 
second data item of the data item cluster ; 

comparing the at least one property associated with the 
first data item with the at least one property associated 
with the second data item ; 

determining a mismatch is present between the at least 
one property associated with the first data item and the 
at least one property associated with the second data 
item ; and 

scoring the first data item based at least in part on the 
presence of the mismatch . 

4 . The computer - implemented method of claim 3 , 
wherein the at least one property comprises a domain name 
associated with a recipient of the electronic communication . 

5 . The computer - implemented method of claim 3 , further 
comprising : 

determining that a direct recipient and a sender of the first 
electronic communication comprise a same domain 
name , and an indirect recipient of the first electronic 
communication comprises a different domain name ; 
and 

scoring the data item cluster based at least in part on the 
determination that the direct recipient and the sender of 
the first electronic communication comprise a same 
domain name , and an indirect recipient of the first 
electronic communication comprises a different 
domain name . 

6 . The computer - implemented method of claim 1 , further 
comprising : 

determining that the first electronic communication com 
prises an external personal account of the user or an 
account of a participant that is associated with the 
external personal account of the user ; and 

scoring the data item cluster based at least in part on the 
determination that the first electronic communication 
comprises the external personal account of the user or 
the account of the participant that is associated with the 
external personal account of the user . 

7 . The computer - implemented method of claim 6 , further 
comprising : 

determining a volume of electronic communications that 
comprises the external personal account of the user or 
the account of a participant that is associated with the 
external personal account of the user ; 

determining a volume score for the volume of electronic 
communications based at least in part on an extent to 
which the volume of electronic communications com 
prises the external personal account of the user or the 
account of a participant that is associated with the 
external personal account of the user over a period of 
time ; and 

generating the data item cluster based at least in part on 
a determination that the volume score exceeds a pre 
determined volume threshold . 

8 . A non - transitory computer - readable storage medium 
storing computer - executable instructions that , when 
executed by a computer system , configure the computer 
system to perform operations comprising : 

determining a user identifier associated with a transaction 
data item ; 

determining a first electronic communication that was 
sent or received by a user associated with the user 
identifier ; 

determining a keyword filter configured to detect sensitive 
or confidential information on a computer network ; 

applying the keyword filter to the first electronic commu 
nication ; 

determining that the first electronic communication com 
prises one or more keywords associated with the key 
word filter ; and 

generating a data item cluster from a plurality of trans 
action - related data items based at least in part on the 
first electronic communication . 

9 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage medium 
of claim 8 , wherein identifying the first transaction data item 
further comprises : 

assigning a score to the first electronic communication 
based at least in part on an extent to which the one or 
more keywords is present in the first electronic com 
munication ; and 

generating the data item cluster based at least in part on 
the score assigned to the first electronic communication 
exceeding a predetermined threshold . 

10 . The non - transitory computer - readable storage 
medium of claim 8 , wherein applying the keyword filter to 
the electronic communication further comprises : 

identifying a subset of keywords from the keyword filter 
based at least in part on properties associated with the 
first electronic communication . 

11 . The computer - implemented method of claim 8 , further 
comprising : 
determining a plurality of electronic communications sent 

or received by the user over a period of time , the 
number of electronic communications including the 
first electronic communication ; 

determining that the plurality of electronic communica 
tions comprises a number of keyword instances that 
exceeds a predetermined threshold ; and 

generating the data item cluster from the plurality of 
transaction - related data items based at least in part on 
the electronic communications including the first elec 
tronic communication . 

12 . The computer - implemented method of claim 11 , fur 
ther comprising : 

determining a subset of electronic communications from 
the plurality of electronic communications , the subset 
including one or more electronic communications from 
the plurality of electronic communications that have a 
number of keyword instances that exceed another pre 
determined threshold ; and 

generating the data item cluster based at least in part on 
the subset of electronic communications . 

13 . The computer - implemented method of claim 8 , fur 
ther comprising : 

determining that the first electronic communication is 
being sent to or received from an external account 
external ; and 

scoring the data item cluster based at least in part on the 
determination that the first electronic communication is 
being sent to or received from the external account 
external . 

14 . The computer - implemented method of claim 13 , fur 
ther comprising : 

determining that the first electronic communication has 
occurred proximal to a transaction - related event , 

5 . 
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determine that the first electronic communication is being 
sent to or received from an external account ; and 

assign a score to the data item cluster based at least in part 
on the first electronic communication being sent to or 
received from an external account . 

17 . The computer system of claim 15 , wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured 
to : 

apply an abnormality rule based at least in part on the first 
electronic communication to determine an existence of 
an abnormality associated with the user ; and 

generate the data item cluster based at least in part on the 
abnormality . 

18 . The computer system of claim 15 , wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured 
to : 

wherein the first electronic communication comprises 
keywords associated with the transaction - related event ; 
and 

scoring the data item cluster based at least in part on the 
determination that the first electronic communication 
has occurred proximal to the transaction - related event . 

15 . A computer system comprising : 
one or more computer readable storage devices config 

ured to store : 
a plurality of transaction - related data items , wherein a 

data item of the plurality of transaction - related data 
items comprises information associated with at least 
one of : a user , an electronic communication , a trans 
action , or an institution , and 

a keyword filter configured to detect sensitive or con 
fidential information ; and 

one or more hardware computer processors in communi 
cation with the one or more computer readable storage 
devices and configured to execute computer executable 
instructions in order to cause the one or more hardware 
computer processors to : 
determine a user identifier associated with a transaction 

data item ; 
determine a first electronic communication that was 

sent or received by a user associated with the user 
identifier ; 

apply a keyword filter to the first electronic communi 
cation , the keyword filter configured to detect sen 
sitive or confidential information on a computer 
network ; 

determine that the first electronic communication com 
prises one or more keywords associated with the 
keyword filter , and 

generate a data item cluster from a plurality of trans 
action - related data items based at least in part on the 
first electronic communication . 

16 . The computer system of claim 15 , wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured 
to : 

apply a mismatch rule to the first electronic communica 
tion , the mismatch rule indicating that content of the 
electronic communication does not match a domain 
where the first electronic communication is originating 
or being sent ; and 

assign a score to the data item cluster based at least in part 
on application of the mismatch rule . 

19 . The computer system of claim 15 , wherein the one or 
more hardware computer processors are further configured 
to : 

determine a false positive match for a transaction - related 
data item ; and 

remove the false positive match from the data item cluster . 
20 . The computer system of claim 15 , wherein the one or 

more hardware computer processors are further configured 
to : 

dynamically update the keyword filter based at least in 
part on transaction - related events that are associated 
with the user . 

* * * * 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR DATA 
REPLICATION SYNCHRONIZATION 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is continuation of U . S . Ser . No . 
14 / 456 , 256 , filed Mar . 10 , 2017 , which claims the benefit 
under 35 U . S . C . § 119 ( e ) of U . S . Provisional Application 
Ser . No . 62 / 438 , 190 filed Dec . 22 , 2016 , the content of 
which is incorporated by reference in its entirety into the 
present disclosure . 

BACKGROUND 
Technical Field 

[ 0002 ] This disclosure relates to approaches for data rep 
lication and data synchronization . 

Description of Related Art 
[ 0003 ] Under conventional approaches , data synchroniza 
tion within a distributed computing environment may be 
resource and time intensive . For example , data may be 
replicated from one database to another database , but 
depending upon the size of the database , the size of the 
individual objects stored in the database , and the quality of 
the communication network , replication may take hours or 
even days . 

SUMMARY 
[ 0004 ] A claimed solution rooted in computer technology 
overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm of 
computer technology . In various implementations , a com 
puting system is configured to obtain , store , and provide data 
objects . The data objects may include , or otherwise be 
associated with , one or more immutable components ( e . g . , a 
media file that cannot be modified ) . Some or all of the data 
objects , and / or associated immutable components , may be 
associated with one or more corresponding data objects 
stored by one or more remote computing systems . Data 
objects may be replicated to remote computing systems 
either periodically or on - demand ( e . g . , in response to user 
scheduling ) over a communication network so that the data 
objects may be synchronized or otherwise brought into 
conformity . However , in some embodiments , network qual 
ity may be poor ( e . g . , high latency and / or low bandwidth ) . 
In order to reduce transfer times and / or transfer sizes , the 
computing system may identify a set of immutable compo 
nents ( e . g . , particular immutable components that are 
resource expensive in terms of size and / or time ) , and deter 
mine if a remote computing system is already associated 
with any of those immutable components ( e . g . , has local 
stored copies of those immutable components ) . If the remote 
computing system is associated with any of the immutable 
components , the computing system may provide one or 
more respective identifiers ( e . g . , a string value and a hash 
value ) for each of the already associated immutable com 
ponents to the remote computing system , rather than pro 
viding the immutable components . The remote computing 
system may use the respective identifier ( s ) to identify cor 
responding immutable components ( e . g . , local copies ) , and 
associate the corresponding immutable components with the 
corresponding data object . 

[ 0005 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
include systems , methods , and non - transitory computer 
readable media configured to store a first data object com 
prising a first set of immutable components , the first data 
object being associated with a corresponding second data 
object stored by a remote replication system . A difference is 
determined between the first set of immutable components 
of the first data object and a second set of immutable 
components of the corresponding second data object . A 
subset of immutable components is identified from the first 
set of immutable components based on the difference . The 
subset of immutable components from the first set of immu 
table components is provided to the remote replication 
system over a communication network . 
[ 0006 ] In some embodiments , each immutable component 
of the first set of immutable components and each immu 
table component of the second set of immutable components 
are associated with a respective unique identifier and a 
respective hash value . 
[ 0007 ] In some embodiments , the determining a difference 
between the first set of immutable components of the first 
data object and a second set of immutable components of the 
corresponding second data object comprises comparing at 
the respective unique identifiers and the respective hash 
values to the respective unique identifiers and the respective 
hash values of the corresponding second object ; and deter 
mining the difference based on the comparison . 
[ 0008 ] In some embodiments , the providing the subset of 
immutable components from the first set of immutable 
components to the remote replication system over the com 
munication network facilitates an update of the second data 
object using the subset of immutable components , the 
update causing the remote replication system to add the 
subset of immutable components to the second set of immu 
table components . 
[ 0009 ] In some embodiments , the facilitating the update of 
the second data object using the subset of immutable com 
ponents comprises causing the remote replication system to 
add the subset of immutable components to the second set of 
immutable components , and remove the immutable compo 
nents of the second set of immutable components corre 
sponding to the subset of immutable components . 
[ 0010 ] In some embodiments , the communication network 
comprises a low - quality communication network . In some 
embodiments , the first set of immutable components com 
prises one or more immutable components selected based on 
a respective file size relative to a threshold size value . 
[ 0011 ] In some embodiments , the first set of immutable 
components comprises one or more immutable components 
selected based on a respective predicted transfer time rela 
tive to a threshold transfer time value . In related embodi 
ments , the threshold value comprises a dynamic threshold 
size value determined based on one or more performance 
characteristics of the communication network . In related 
embodiments , the one or more performance characteristics 
comprise any of latency or bandwidth . 
[ 0012 ] These and other features of the systems , methods , 
and non - transitory computer readable media disclosed 
herein , as well as the methods of operation and functions of 
the related elements of structure and the combination of 
parts and economies of manufacture , will become more 
apparent upon consideration of the following description 
and the appended claims with reference to the accompany 
ing drawings , all of which form a part of this specification , 
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wherein like reference numerals designate corresponding 
parts in the various figures . It is to be expressly understood , 
however , that the drawings are for purposes of illustration 
and description only and are not intended as a definition of 
the limits of the invention . 

However , in some embodiments , network quality may be 
poor ( e . g . , high latency and / or low bandwidth ) . In order to 
reduce transfer times and / or transfer sizes , the computing 
system may identify a set of immutable components ( e . g . , 
particular immutable components that are resource expen 
sive in terms of size and / or time ) , and determine if a remote 
computing system is already associated with any of those 
immutable components ( e . g . , has local stored copies of those 
immutable components ) . If the remote computing system is 
associated with any of the immutable components , the 
computing system may provide one or more respective 
identifiers ( e . g . , a string value and a hash value ) for each of 
the already associated immutable components to the remote 
computing system , rather than providing the immutable 
components . The remote computing system may use the 
respective identifier ( s ) to identify corresponding immutable 
components ( e . g . , local copies ) , and associate the corre 
sponding immutable components with the corresponding 
data object . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0013 ] Certain features of various embodiments of the 
present technology are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims . A better understanding of the features and 
advantages of the technology will be obtained by reference 
to the following detailed description that sets forth illustra 
tive embodiments , in which the principles of the technology 
are utilized , and the accompanying drawings of which : 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 1 depicts a diagram of an example of a system 
for sharing data objects between replication systems accord 
ing to some embodiments . 
[ 0015 ] FIG . 2 depicts an object - centric conceptual data 
model according to some embodiments . 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 3 depicts a flowchart of an example of a 
method for sharing data objects between replication systems 
according to some embodiments . 
[ 0017 ] FIG . 4 depicts a flowchart of an example of a 
method for detecting and handling conflicts involving con 
current changes to a data object shared between replication 
systems according to some embodiments . 
[ 0018 ] FIG . 5 depicts a diagram of an example of a 
replication prioritization system according to some embodi 
ments . 
[ 00191 FIG . 6 depicts a diagram of an example of a 
replication control system according to some embodiments . 
[ 0020 ] FIG . 7 depicts a diagram of an example of a 
hub - and - spoke network replication system for sharing data 
objects between replication systems according to some 
embodiments . 
[ 0021 ] FIG . 8 depicts a block diagram of an example of a 
computer system upon which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0022 ] Under conventional approaches , data synchroniza 
tion within a distributed computing environment may be 
resource and time intensive . For example , data may be 
replicated from one database to another database , but 
depending upon the size of the database , the size of the 
individual objects stored in the database , and the quality of 
the communication network , replication may take hours or 
even days . 
[ 0023 ] A claimed solution rooted in computer technology 
overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm of 
computer technology . In various implementations , a com 
puting system is configured to obtain , store , and provide data 
objects . The data objects may include , or otherwise be 
associated with , one or more immutable components ( e . g . , a 
media file that cannot be modified ) . Some or all of the data 
objects , and / or associated immutable components , may be 
associated with one or more corresponding data objects 
stored by one or more remote computing systems . Data 
objects may be replicated to remote computing systems 
either periodically or on - demand ( e . g . , in response to user 
scheduling ) so that the data objects may be synchronized or 
otherwise brought into conformity . For example , the data 
objects may be replicated over a communication network . 

Immutable Component Replication 
[ 0024 ] FIG . 1 depicts a diagram of an example of a system 
100 for sharing data objects between replication systems 
according to some embodiments . The example system 100 
shown in FIG . 1 includes replication systems 102 - 1 to 102 - n 
( individually , the replication system 102 , collectively , the 
replication systems 102 ) , and a communication network 
104 . 
[ 0025 ] In the example of FIG . 1 , the replication systems 
102 function to share data over the communication network 
104 . In various embodiments , functionality of the replication 
systems 102 can be performed by one or more servers , 
workstations , desktop computers , laptop computers , mobile 
devices ( e . g . , smartphone or tablet computer ) , and the like . 
The replication systems 102 may be geographically distrib 
uted across any number of geographic area , or may be within 
the same geographic area ( e . g . , a particular data center ) . 
[ 0026 ] In the example of FIG . 1 , the replication systems 
102 function to store corresponding data objects 106 - 1 to 
106 - n ( individually , the data object 106 , collectively , the 
objects 106 ) . In some embodiments , the data objects 106 
may represent copies of a same body of data . The body of 
data may be , for example , one or more tables in a relational 
database . However , the embodiments described herein are 
not limited to relational databases , and any type of datastore 
capable of supporting the conceptual data model described 
herein may be used . Non - limiting examples of types of 
databases capable of supporting the conceptual data model 
described herein include relational databases , hierarchical 
databases , and object - oriented databases . Data objects 106 
are further described below with reference to FIG . 2 . 
[ 0027 ] In some embodiments , the replication systems 102 
function to asynchronously propagate changes made to their 
stored data objects 106 to one or more of the other replica 
tion systems 102 . For example , in a full - mesh topology , each 
replication system 102 may be able to propagate changes to 
any other replication system 102 , although embodiments 
also support partial - mesh topologies . In an asynchronous 
replication scheme , each store of data objects 106 may be 
loosely consistent with the other stores of data objects 106 . 
For example , each store of data objects 106 may diverge 
from time to time such that at any given moment , one 
replication system ' s view of the body of data may be 
different from another replication system ' s view of the body 
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of data . In the absence of new changes , the data objects 106 
may be expected to eventually become consistent with one 
another . In some embodiments , as well as being loosely 
consistent with one another , the data objects 106 can also be 
said to be eventually consistent . 
[ 0028 ] In the example of FIG . 1 , the data objects 106 may 
include one or more immutable components . For example , 
an immutable component may comprise one or more content 
items ( e . g . , a file , binary , and the like ) that may not be 
modified . Accordingly , the replication systems 102 may 
effectively modify a component ( e . g . , a PDF document ) by 
adding a new immutable component ( e . g . , a second version 
of the PDF document ) , and / or removing an existing immu 
table component . 
[ 0029 ] In some embodiments , the replication systems 102 
function to replicate data objects 106 across low - quality 
communication networks ( e . g . , high latency and / or low 
bandwidth communication networks ) . In some embodi 
ments , the replication systems 102 function to replicate data 
objects 106 using other types of transmission mediums ( e . g . , 
non - transitory computer readable mediums ) In order to 
reduce an amount of data being replicated , the replication 
systems 102 may selectively replicate portions of data 
objects 106 ( e . g . , particular immutable components ) . In 
some embodiments , each data object 106 and / or component 
may be associated with a hash ( e . g . , a SHA - 256 hash ) which 
may be used to select the portions for replication . For 
example , if a replication system 102 is scheduled to replicate 
a data object 106 to another replication system 102 , the 
replication system 102 may compare the corresponding 
hashes of the corresponding data objects 106 and / or com 
ponents to identify which data objects 106 and / or compo 
nents the other replication system 106 has already stored or 
otherwise touched . For sake of illustrative clarity , reference 
to a data object 106 may include a data object 106 and / or one 
or more components . Accordingly , replication systems 102 
can send data objects 106 to other replication systems 102 
that have not already stored those data objects 106 , and not 
send data objects 106 to other replication system 102 that 
have already stored those data objects 106 . This can , for 
example , reduce the amount of data being replicated , lower 
data transfer times , and / or lower synchronization times . 
10030 ] In the example of FIG . 1 , the communication 
network 104 may represent one or more computer networks 
( e . g . , LAN , WAN , or the like ) or other transmission medi 
ums . The communication network 104 can provide commu 
nication between replication systems 102 and / or other sys 
tems described herein . In some embodiments , the 
communication network 104 comprises one or more com 
puting devices , routers , cables , buses , and / or other network 
topologies ( e . g . , mesh , hub - and - spoke , and the like ) . In 
some embodiments , the communication network 104 may 
be wired and / or wireless . In various embodiments , the 
communication network 104 may comprise the Internet , one 
or more wide area networks ( WANs ) or local area networks 
( LANs ) , one or more networks that may be public , private , 
IP - based , non - IP based , and so forth . Communication net 
works and transmission mediums are discussed further 
herein . In various embodiments , the communication net 
work 104 comprises any transitory or non - transitory com 
puter readable medium ( e . g . , CD . DVD , and the like ) . 
[ 0031 ] FIG . 2 depicts an example of an object - centric 
conceptual data model 200 according to some embodiments . 
The model 200 is centered on the notion of a data object 201 . 

At the highest level of abstraction , the data object 201 can 
be a container for information representing things in the 
world . For example , the data object 201 can represent an 
entity such as a person , a place , an organization , or other 
noun . The data object 201 can represent an event that 
happens at a point in time or for a duration . The data object 
201 can represent a document or other unstructured data 
source such as an e - mail message , a news report , or a written 
paper or article . In some embodiments , each data object 201 
is associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies 
the data object within system 100 . Each data object 201 may 
also have a type ( e . g . , Person , Event , or Document ) and a 
display name which may be the value of a particular 
property of the data object . 
[ 0032 ] In some embodiments , the data object 201 may 
have one or more properties 203 . Properties 203 are attri 
butes of the data object 201 that represent individual data 
items . Each property 203 of a data object 201 may have a 
type and a value . Different types of data objects may have 
different types of properties . For example , a Person data 
object might have an Eye Color property and an Event object 
might have a Date property . In one embodiment , the set of 
data object types and the set of property types for each type 
of data object supported by the system 100 are defined 
according to a pre - defined or user - defined ontology or other 
hierarchical structuring of knowledge through sub - catego 
rization of object types and property types according to their 
relevant and / or cognitive qualities . In addition , data model 
200 may support property multiplicity . In particular , a data 
object 201 may be allowed to have more than one property 
203 of the same type . For example , a Person data object 
might have multiple Address properties or multiple Name 
properties . 
[ 0033 ] Each link 202 may represent a connection between 
two data objects 201 . In one embodiment , the connection is 
either through a relationship , an event , or through matching 
properties . 
[ 0034 ] A relationship connection may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical . For example , Person data object A may be 
connected to Person data object B by a Child Of relationship 
( where Person data object B has an asymmetric Parent Of 
relationship to Person data object A ) , a Kin Of symmetric 
relationship to Person data object C , and an asymmetric 
Member of relationship to Organization data object X . The 
type of relationship between two data objects may vary 
depending on the types of the data objects . For example , 
Person data object A may have an Appear In relationship 
with Document data object Y or have a Participate In 
relationship with Event data object E . 
[ 0035 ] As an example of an event connection , two Person 
data objects may be connected by an Airline Flight data 
object representing a particular airline flight if they traveled 
together on that flight , or by a Meeting data object repre 
senting a particular meeting if they both attended that 
meeting . In one embodiment , when two data objects are 
connected by an event , they are also connected by relation 
ships , in which each object has a specific relationship to the 
event , such as , for example , an Appears In relationship . 
[ 0036 ] As an example of a matching properties connec 
tion , two Person data objects representing a brother and a 
sister , may both have an Address property that indicates 
where they live . If the brother and the sister live in the same 
home , then their Address properties likely contain similar , if 
not identical information . In one embodiment , a link 
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between two data objects may be established based on 
similar or matching properties of the data objects . 
[ 0037 ] The above are just some examples of the types of 
connections that may be represented by a link and other 
types of connections may be represented . Thus , it should be 
understood that embodiments of the invention are not lim 
ited to any particular types of connections between data 
objects . For example , a document might contain two differ 
ent tagged entities . A link between two data objects may 
represent a connection between these two entities through 
their co - occurrence within the same document . 
[ 0038 ] Each data object 201 can have multiple links with 
another data object 201 to form a link set 204 . For example , 
two Person data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a Spouse Of relationship , a match 
ing property ( Address ) , and an event ( Wedding ) . 
[ 0039 ] The component ( s ) 206 may comprise one or more 
content items . In some embodiments , some or all of the 
components 206 are immutable . 
10040 ] In some embodiments , the data model 200 supports 
object and / or component resolution ( collectively , object 
resolution ) . Object resolution may include a user and / or an 
automated computing process determining that two or more 
separate data objects 201 actually represent the same real 
world entity and invoking a function of the system 100 so 
that the separate data objects 201 appear to users of the 
system 100 as if they were a single data object . In one 
embodiment , when one data object 201 is resolved together 
with another data object 201 the properties and links of one 
data object are copied to the other data object and then 
deleted from the data object from which they were copied . 
However , both data objects may still be retained by the 
system . As well as facilitating the ability to un - resolve data 
objects that were previously resolved together , retaining data 
objects after resolving them together may facilitate detection 
and deconfliction of conflicts . 
[ 0041 ] FIG . 3 depicts a flowchart 300 of an example of a 
method for sharing data objects between replication systems 
according to some embodiments . In this and other flow 
charts , the flowchart illustrates by way of example a 
sequence of steps . It should be understood the steps may be 
reorganized for parallel execution , or reordered , as appli 
cable . Moreover , some steps that could have been included 
may have been removed to avoid providing too much 
information for the sake of clarity and some steps that were 
included could be removed , but may have been included for 
the sake of illustrative clarity . 
[ 0042 ] In step 302 , a replication system stores a first data 
object comprising a first set of immutable components , the 
first data object being associated with a corresponding 
second data object stored by a remote replication system . 
For example , the replication system and the remote repli 
cation system may each comprise a node in a full - mesh or 
partial - mesh replication network system . 
[ 0043 ] In step 304 , the replication system identifies a first 
set of immutable components of the first data object . For 
example , the first set of immutable components may be 
identified based on respective unique identifiers ( e . g . , string 
value ) and respective hash values associated with the immu 
table components . In some embodiments , the first set of 
immutable components comprises some or all of the immu 
table components of the first data object . In some embodi 
ments , the first set of immutable components may be iden 
tified based on one or more characteristics of the immutable 

components and / or communication network . For example , a 
threshold file size ( e . g . , 10 MB ) may be predetermined or 
dynamically determined , and the replication system may 
identify any immutable components greater than the thresh 
old file size . Similarly , a threshold transfer time may be 
predetermined or dynamically determined , and the replica 
tion system may identify any immutable components pre 
dicted to take longer than the threshold time to transfer to an 
intended destination ( e . g . , remote replication system ) . The 
threshold values and / or the transfer times may be predicted 
based on performance characteristics ( e . g . , latency and / or 
bandwidth ) of the communication network . 
[ 0044 ] In step 306 , the replication system determines a 
difference between the first set of immutable components of 
the first data object and a second set of immutable compo 
nents . The second set of immutable components may be 
associated with the second data object , although some or all 
of the second set of immutable components may be associ 
ated with one or more other data objects instead of the 
second data objects , or not be associated with any data 
object . In some embodiments , each immutable component is 
assigned a unique identifier ( e . g . , a string value ) and a 
content identifier ( e . g . , a hash value ) . The replication system 
may compare respective hash values for corresponding 
components ( e . g . , components having the same identifier ) 
and determine a difference based on the comparison . 
[ 0045 ] In step 308 , the replication system identifies a 
subset of immutable components from the first set of immu 
table components based on the difference . For example , the 
subset of components may comprise any component that is 
different from a corresponding immutable component ( e . g . , 
indicating the components has been modified ) or that does 
not have a corresponding immutable component ( e . g . , indi 
cating the immutable component is new ) . 
[ 0046 ] In step 310 , the replication system provides the 
subset of immutable components from the first set of immu 
table components to the remote replication system over a 
communication network , thereby facilitating an update of 
the second data object using the subset of immutable com 
ponents . 

Deconflicting Concurrent Changes Using Multiple 
Acknowledgment Version Vectors 
[ 0047 ] FIG . 4 depicts a flowchart 400 of an example of a 
method for detecting and handling conflicts involving con 
current changes to a data object shared between replication 
systems according to some embodiments . 
[ 0048 ] In step 402 , a first replication system stores a data 
object . For example , the first replication system can store the 
data object in a local datastore . In step 404 , the first 
replication system receives an update for the data object . For 
example , the first replication system may receive the update 
from another replication system over a communication 
network . The update may include data that represents a 
change to the data object including an identifier of the 
changed data object and data that represents a version vector 
for the changed data object . The version vector may repre 
sent the version of the data object at the replication system 
that made the change immediately after the change was 
made . 
00491 . Generally , a version vector is a mechanism for 
tracking changes in distributed systems . For example , a 
replication system can maintain a version vector for each 
data object stored by the replication system . In some 
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embodiments , each element of the version vector may hold 
a single value representing a logical clock for the associated 
data object at the replication system corresponding to the 
element . However , this may not allow the replication system 
to acknowledge multiple versions of the same object , which 
may require the replication system to include all of the 
concurrent changes ( e . g . , all of the different versions of a file 
associated with the data object ) on each export to ensure 
conflicts are resolved . In some embodiments , the replication 
systems may use multiple acknowledgement version vectors 
that may hold one or more version clock acknowledgements 
for each of the replication systems . This may allow the 
concurrent changes ( or , “ conflicts ” ) to be deconflicted with 
out having to export the concurrent changes to other repli 
cation systems . This can reduce the amount of data being 
replicated , which can allow , for example , replication sys 
tems to effectively utilize low quality communication net 
works and / or other transmission mediums . 
[ 0050 ] In step 406 , the first replication system compares 
the version vector associated with the update to a local 
version vector to determine whether any concurrent changes 
have been made to the data object by one or more other 
replication systems ( step 408 ) . If there are any concurrent 
changes , a conflict is detected , and the method 400 proceeds 
to step 410 . 
[ 0051 ] In step 410 , the replication system updates the local 
version vector using the version vector associated with the 
update , and holds the data object from replication ( step 412 ) . 
For example , the data object may be entered into a pending 
conflicts structure ( e . g . , queue ) , and prevented from further 
replication until the one or more conflicts are resolved ( step 
414 ) . In some embodiments , conflicts are resolved manually . 
For example , a user ( e . g . , an administrator ) can indicate 
which version of the data object is correct . Once the conflict 
is resolved , the hold may be removed , and the data object 
may be provided one or more other replication systems , 
along with the updated version vector ( Step 416 ) . 
[ 0052 ] If , at step 408 , the replication system determines a 
conflict does not exist , then the method proceeds to step 418 . 
In step 418 , the replication system updates the object using 
the obtained update . For example , the update can include 
modifying parameters and / or components of the data object , 
removing immutable components , and / or adding immutable 
components . In step 420 , the replication system updates the 
local version vector using the version vector associated with 
the update . In step 422 , the replication system provides the 
updated data object and version vector to one or more other 
replication systems . 

[ 0054 ] In the example of FIG . 5 , the management engine 
504 functions to manage ( e . g . , create , read , update , delete , or 
otherwise access ) prioritization rules 514 stored in the rules 
datastore 506 , and replication actions 516 stored in the 
replication action datastore 508 . The management engine 
504 can perform any of these operations manually ( e . g . , by 
a user interacting with a GUI ) , automatically ( e . g . , triggered 
by one or more of the engine 510 or 512 , discussed below ) , 
or both . In some embodiments , the management engine 504 
comprises a library of executable instructions which are 
executable by a processor for performing any of the afore 
mentioned management operations . The datastores 506 and 
508 may be any structure and / or structures suitable for 
storing the rules 514 and replication actions 516 . For 
example , the datastores 506 and 508 , like other datastore 
herein , may comprise a queue , a cache , a buffer , a relational 
database , an active database , a self - referential database , a 
table , a matrix , an array , a flat file , a non - relational No - SQL 
system , and the like . 
[ 0055 ] In some embodiments , the prioritization rules 514 
define attributes and / or functions for prioritizing replication 
actions 516 . The replication actions 516 may include export 
actions , import actions , and other actions performed in 
connection with replicating data objects . In some embodi 
ments , the replication actions 516 may be prioritized on a 
first - in - first - out out ( FIFO ) basis . For example , if an export 
action 516 is scheduled before an import action 516 in the 
datastore 508 , the rules engine 510 may process that export 
action 516 before the import action 516 . However , in some 
embodiments , FIFO may have drawbacks . For example , the 
importing replication system may benefit from data that 
would be obtained by the exporting replication system had 
the exporting replication system processed the import action 
516 before the export action 516 . Accordingly , the rules 514 
may provide functionality to reorder replication actions 516 . 
For example , the prioritization rules 514 may reorder and / or 
trigger processing of replication actions 516 based on some 
or all of the following : 

[ 0056 ] All replication actions 516 will join at the end of 
a queue ( e . g . , implemented by datastore 508 ) , ordered 
by corresponding identifiers ( e . g . , timestamps ) . 

[ 0057 ] No replication action 516 may be reordered 
ahead of another replication action 516 of the same 
type . For example , an export action 516 may not be 
reordered ahead of another export action 516 , and an 
import action 516 may not be reordered ahead of 
another import action 516 . 

[ 0058 ] Export actions 516 may not be reordered of 
import actions 516 . 

[ 0059 ] Export actions 516 may be processed concur 
rently with one or more other export actions 516 . 

[ 0060 ] Import actions 516 may be processed one at a 
time based on export action ( s ) 516 . For example , a set 
of dependencies may be associated with an export 
action 516 . If the export action 516 depends on an 
import action 516 in the queue , and that import action 
516 is lower in the queue , that import action 516 may 
be reordered ahead of the dependent export action 516 . 

[ 0061 ] In the example of FIG . 5 , the rules engine 510 
functions to process the replication actions 516 and / or the 
reorder replication actions 516 according to the rules 514 . 
For example , the rules engine may concurrently process 
export replication actions 516 and process import actions 
516 one at a time . 

Automatic Reordering of Replication Actions 
[ 0053 ] FIG . 5 depicts a diagram 500 of an example of a 
replication prioritization system 502 according to some 
embodiments . In various embodiments , functionality of the 
replication prioritization system 502 can be performed by 
one or more servers , workstations , desktop computers , lap 
top computers , mobile devices , and the like . In the example 
of FIG . 5 , the replication prioritization system 502 includes 
a management engine 504 , a rules datastore 506 , a replica 
tion action datastore 508 , a rules engine 510 , and a com 
munication engine 510 . In some embodiments , some or all 
of the functionality of the replication prioritization system 
502 may be implemented as a portion of a replication system 
or other system ( e . g . , a central server ) . 
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[ 0062 ] In the example of FIG . 5 , the communication 
engine 512 functions to send requests , transmit and , receive 
communications , and / or otherwise provide communication 
with one or a plurality of systems . In some embodiments , the 
communication engine 512 functions to encrypt and decrypt 
communications . The communication engine 512 may func 
tion to send requests to and receive data from a system 
through a network or a portion of a network . Depending 
upon implementation - specific or other considerations , the 
communication engine 512 may send requests and receive 
data through a connection , all or a portion of which may be 
a wireless connection . The communication engine 512 may 
request and receive messages , and / or other communications 
from associated systems . 

rules engine 608 can execute replication control rules 612 to 
schedule “ background ” replications at predetermined inter 
vals and / or on - demand replications as needed to satisfy user 
and / or performance requirements . 
[ 0068 ] In the example of FIG . 6 , the communication 
engine 610 functions to send requests , transmit and , receive 
communications , and / or otherwise provide communication 
with one or a plurality of systems . In some embodiments , the 
communication engine 610 functions to encrypt and decrypt 
communications . The communication engine 610 may func 
tion to send requests to and receive data from a system 
through a network or a portion of a network . Depending 
upon implementation - specific or other considerations , the 
communication engine 610 may send requests and receive 
data through a connection , all or a portion of which may be 
a wireless connection . The communication engine 610 may 
request and receive messages , and / or other communications 
from associated systems . 

On - Demand and Scheduled Replication of Data Objects 
[ 0063 ] FIG . 6 depicts a diagram of an example of a 
replication control system 602 according to some embodi 
ments . In various embodiments , functionality of the repli 
cation control system 602 can be performed by one or more 
servers , workstations , desktop computers , laptop computers , 
mobile devices , and the like , and the like . In the example of 
FIG . 6 , the replication control system 602 includes a man 
agement engine 604 , a rules datastore 606 , a rules engine 
608 , and a communication engine 610 . In some embodi 
ments , some or all of the functionality of the replication 
control system 602 may be implemented as a portion of a 
replication system or other system ( e . g . , a central server ) . 
[ 0064 ] In the example of FIG . 6 , the management engine 
604 functions to manage ( e . g . , create , read , update , delete , or 
otherwise access ) replication control rules 612 stored in the 
rules datastore 606 . The management engine 604 can per 
form any of these operations manually ( e . g . , by a user 
interacting with a GUI ) , automatically ( e . g . , triggered by one 
or more of the engines 608 or 610 , discussed below ) , or both . 
In some embodiments , the management engine 604 com 
prises a library of executable instructions which are execut 
able by a processor for performing any of the aforemen 
tioned management operations . The rules datastore 606 may 
be any structure and / or structures suitable for storing the 
rules 612 . 
[ 0065 ] In some embodiments , the replication control rules 
612 define attributes and / or functions for scheduling repli 
cations . For example , replications may comprise various 
replication actions , and may be user defined and / or auto 
matically determined . In some embodiments , replications 
may be dynamically scheduled based on communication 
network quality , performance load characteristics ( e . g . , of 
the communication network ) , and the like . This may help 
ensure , for example , that network connections do not 
become saturated , or that performance is not otherwise 
negatively impacted . 
[ 0066 ] In some embodiments , replications may performed 
at one or more predetermined periods ( e . g . , every hour , 
every day , every week , and the like ) and / or on - demand . For 
example , a user may select a subset of objects from a set of 
objects , and select particular times and / or periods to repli 
cate the selected objects . This may help prevent , for 
example , performance degradation on low quality commu 
nication networks by not performing redundant or otherwise 
undesired replications . 
[ 0067 ] In the example of FIG . 6 , the rules engine 608 
functions to execute replication control rules 612 to process 
replications and / or schedule replications . For example , the 

Hub - and - Spoke Network Replication System 
[ 0069 ] FIG . 7 depicts a diagram of an example of a 
hub - and - spoke network replication system 702 for sharing 
data objects between replication systems according to some 
embodiments . In the example of the FIG . 7 , the system 702 
includes server replication systems 702 - 1 to 702 - n ( indi 
vidually , the server replication system 702 , collectively , the 
server replication systems 702 ) , client replications systems 
704 - 1 to 704 - n ( individually , the client replication systems 
704 , collectively , the client replication systems 704 ) , client 
replications systems 706 - 1 to 706 - n ( individually , the client 
replication system 706 , collectively , the client replication 
systems 706 ) , communication network 708 , and communi 
cation networks 710 - 1 to 710 - n ( individually , the commu 
nication network 710 , collectively , the communication net 
works 710 ) . 
[ 0070 ] In some embodiments , as described elsewhere 
herein , replication systems may use version vectors to track 
replicated data objects . However , as data objects are repli 
cated , version vectors may increase in data size , which may 
negatively impact system performance . Typically , each rep 
lication system may add data to version vectors when 
modifying or otherwise touching a data object , however not 
all such data is necessary to track and synchronize data 
objects . Accordingly , in some embodiments , server replica 
tion systems 702 and client replication systems 704 and 706 
may be communicatively coupled according to a hub - and 
spoke network model where each server replication system 
702 ( or , “ hub ” ) is communicatively coupled to one or more 
other server replication systems 702 , and each client repli 
cation system 704 and 706 ( or , " spoke " ) is communicatively 
coupled with one respective server replication system 702 . 
The server replication systems 702 may be configured to 
hide their associated client systems 704 from the other 
server replication systems 702 such that the other server 
replication systems 702 are unaware of client replication 
systems 704 and / or 706 associated with other server repli 
cation systems 702 . This may allow , for example , additional 
client replication systems 704 and / or 706 to be added to the 
system 702 without contributing to version vector bloat . 

Hardware Implementation 
[ 0071 ] FIG . 8 depicts a block diagram of an example of a 
computer system 800 upon which any of the embodiments 
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described herein may be implemented . The computer system 
800 includes a bus 802 or other communication mechanism 
for communicating information , one or more hardware pro 
cessors 804 coupled with bus 802 for processing informa 
tion . Hardware processor ( s ) 804 may be , for example , one or 
more general purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0072 ] The computer system 800 also includes a main 
memory 806 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
802 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 804 . Main memory 806 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 804 . Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 804 , render computer system 
800 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0073 ] The computer system 800 further includes a read 
only memory ( ROM ) 808 or other static storage device 
coupled to bus 802 for storing static information and instruc 
tions for processor 804 . A storage device 810 , such as a 
magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash 
drive ) , etc . , is provided and coupled to bus 802 for storing 
information and instructions . 
[ 0074 ] The computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 
802 to a display 812 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or 
LCD display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to 
a computer user . An input device 814 , including alphanu 
meric and other keys , is coupled to bus 802 for communi 
cating information and command selections to processor 
804 . Another type of user input device is cursor control 816 , 
such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 804 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 812 . This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and a second axis 
( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
cursor . 
[ 0075 ] The computing system 800 may include a user 
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored in 
a mass storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod 
ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 
software components , object - oriented software components , 
class components and task components , processes , func 
tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
0076 ] In general , the word " module , " as used herein , 

refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , C or C + + . A software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , 
or Python . It will be appreciated that software modules may 
be callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices may be provided on a computer readable medium , 

such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
download ( and may be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation , decompression 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code may 
be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the 
executing computing device , for execution by the computing 
device . Software instructions may be embedded in firmware , 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
modules , but may be represented in hardware or firmware . 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that may be combined with other modules or 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
or storage . 
[ 0077 ] The computer system 800 may implement the 
techniques described herein using customized hard - wired 
logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or 
program logic which in combination with the computer 
system causes or programs computer system 800 to be a 
special - purpose machine . According to one embodiment , the 
techniques herein are performed by computer system 800 in 
response to processor ( s ) 804 executing one or more 
sequences of one or more instructions contained in main 
memory 806 . Such instructions may be read into main 
memory 806 from another storage medium , such as storage 
device 810 . Execution of the sequences of instructions 
contained in main memory 806 causes processor ( s ) 804 to 
perform the process steps described herein . In alternative 
embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used in place of 
or in combination with software instructions . 
[ 0078 ] The term “ non - transitory media , " and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage device 810 . Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 806 . Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
[ 0079 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 802 . Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0080 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 804 for execution . For example , the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
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the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to computer system 800 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 802 . Bus 802 carries the 
data to main memory 806 , from which processor 804 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 806 may retrieves and executes 
the instructions . The instructions received by main memory 
806 may optionally be stored on storage device 810 either 
before or after execution by processor 804 . 
[ 0081 ] The computer system 800 also includes a commu 
nication interface 818 coupled to bus 802 . Communication 
interface 818 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to one or more network links that are connected to one 
or more local networks . For example , communication inter 
face 818 may be an integrated services digital network 
( ISDN ) card , cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to 
provide a data communication connection to a correspond 
ing type of telephone line . As another example , communi 
cation interface 818 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card 
to provide a data communication connection to a compatible 
LAN ( or WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . 
Wireless links may also be implemented . In any such 
implementation , communication interface 818 sends and 
receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of 
information . 
[ 0082 ] A network link typically provides data communi 
cation through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , a network link may provide a connection 
through local network to a host computer or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) . The 
ISP in turn provides data communication services through 
the world wide packet data communication network now 
commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” . Local network and 
Internet both use electrical , electromagnetic or optical sig 
nals that carry digital data streams . The signals through the 
various networks and the signals on network link and 
through communication interface 818 , which carry the digi 
tal data to and from computer system 800 , are example 
forms of transmission media . 
[ 0083 ] The computer system 800 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link and communication interface 818 . In the 
Internet example , a server might transmit a requested code 
for an application program through the Internet , the ISP , the 
local network and the communication interface 818 . 
10084 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
804 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 810 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 

a server computer system ) or one or more hardware engines 
of a computer system ( e . g . , a processor or a group of 
processors ) may be configured by software ( e . g . , an appli 
cation or application portion ) as a hardware engine that 
operates to perform certain operations as described herein . 
10086 ) In some embodiments , a hardware engine may be 
implemented mechanically , electronically , or any suitable 
combination thereof . For example , a hardware engine may 
include dedicated circuitry or logic that is permanently 
configured to perform certain operations . For example , a 
hardware engine may be a special - purpose processor , such 
as a Field - Programmable Gate Array ( FPGA ) or an Appli 
cation Specific Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) . A hardware 
engine may also include programmable logic or circuitry 
that is temporarily configured by software to perform certain 
operations . For example , a hardware engine may include 
software executed by a general - purpose processor or other 
programmable processor . Once configured by such software , 
hardware engines become specific machines ( or specific 
components of a machine ) uniquely tailored to perform the 
configured functions and are no longer general - purpose 
processors . It will be appreciated that the decision to imple 
ment a hardware engine mechanically , in dedicated and 
permanently configured circuitry , or in temporarily config 
ured circuitry ( e . g . , configured by software ) may be driven 
by cost and time considerations . 
[ 0087 ] Accordingly , the phrase " hardware engine ” should 
be understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an 
entity that is physically constructed , permanently configured 
( e . g . , hardwired ) , or temporarily configured ( e . g . , pro 
grammed ) to operate in a certain manner or to perform 
certain operations described herein . As used herein , “ hard 
ware - implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine . 
Considering embodiments in which hardware engines are 
temporarily configured ( e . g . , programmed ) , each of the 
hardware engines need not be configured or instantiated at 
any one instance in time . For example , where a hardware 
engine comprises a general - purpose processor configured by 
software to become a special - purpose processor , the general 
purpose processor may be configured as respectively differ 
ent special - purpose processors ( e . g . , comprising different 
hardware engines ) at different times . Software accordingly 
configures a particular processor or processors , for example , 
to constitute a particular hardware engine at one instance of 
time and to constitute a different hardware engine at a 
different instance of time . 
[ 0088 ] Hardware engines can provide information to , and 
receive information from , other hardware engines . Accord 
ingly , the described hardware engines may be regarded as 
being communicatively coupled . Where multiple hardware 
engines exist contemporaneously , communications may be 
achieved through signal transmission ( e . g . , over appropriate 
circuits and buses ) between or among two or more of the 
hardware engines . In embodiments in which multiple hard 
ware engines are configured or instantiated at different 
times , communications between such hardware engines may 
be achieved , for example , through the storage and retrieval 
of information in memory structures to which the multiple 
hardware engines have access . For example , one hardware 
engine may perform an operation and store the output of that 
operation in a memory device to which it is communica 
tively coupled . A further hardware engine may then , at a 
later time , access the memory device to retrieve and process 
the stored output . Hardware engines may also initiate com 

Engines , Components , and Logic 
[ 0085 ] Certain embodiments are described herein as 
including logic or a number of components , engines , or 
mechanisms . Engines may constitute either software engines 
( e . g . , code embodied on a machine - readable medium ) or 
hardware engines . A “ hardware engine ” is a tangible unit 
capable of performing certain operations and may be con 
figured or arranged in a certain physical manner . In various 
example embodiments , one or more computer systems ( e . g . , 
a standalone computer system , a client computer system , or 
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munications with input or output devices , and can operate on 
a resource ( e . g . , a collection of information ) . 
10089 ) The various operations of example methods 
described herein may be performed , at least partially , by one 
or more processors that are temporarily configured ( e . g . , by 
software ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 
operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , 
such processors may constitute processor - implemented 
engines that operate to perform one or more operations or 
functions described herein . As used herein , “ processor 
implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine imple 
mented using one or more processors . 
[ 0090 ] Similarly , the methods described herein may be at 
least partially processor - implemented , with a particular pro 
cessor or processors being an example of hardware . For 
example , at least some of the operations of a method may be 
performed by one or more processors or processor - imple 
mented engines . Moreover , the one or more processors may 
also operate to support performance of the relevant opera 
tions in a “ cloud computing ” environment or as a “ software 
as a service ” ( SaaS ) . For example , at least some of the 
operations may be performed by a group of computers ( as 
examples of machines including processors ) , with these 
operations being accessible via a network ( e . g . , the Internet ) 
and via one or more appropriate interfaces ( e . g . , an Appli 
cation Program Interface ( API ) ) . 
[ 0091 ] The performance of certain of the operations may 
be distributed among the processors , not only residing 
within a single machine , but deployed across a number of 
machines . In some example embodiments , the processors or 
processor - implemented engines may be located in a single 
geographic location ( e . g . , within a home environment , an 
office environment , or a server farm ) . In other example 
embodiments , the processors or processor - implemented 
engines may be distributed across a number of geographic 
locations . 

practice the teachings disclosed . Other embodiments may be 
used and derived therefrom , such that structural and logical 
substitutions and changes may be made without departing 
from the scope of this disclosure . The Detailed Description , 
therefore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope 
of various embodiments is defined only by the appended 
claims , along with the full range of equivalents to which 
such claims are entitled . 
10095 ] It will be appreciated that an “ engine , " " system , " 
" datastore , " and / or " database ” may comprise software , 
hardware , firmware , and / or circuitry . In one example , one or 
more software programs comprising instructions capable of 
being executable by a processor may perform one or more 
of the functions of the engines , datastores , databases , or 
systems described herein . In another example , circuitry may 
perform the same or similar functions . Alternative embodi 
ments may comprise more , less , or functionally equivalent 
engines , systems , datastores , or databases , and still be within 
the scope of present embodiments . For example , the func 
tionality of the various systems , engines , datastores , and / or 
databases may be combined or divided differently . 
10096 . The datastores described herein may be any suit 
able structure ( e . g . , an active database , a relational database , 
a self - referential database , a table , a matrix , an array , a flat 
file , a documented - oriented storage system , a non - relational 
NO - SQL system , and the like ) , and may be cloud - based or 
otherwise . 
[ 0097 ] As used herein , the term “ or ” may be construed in 
either an inclusive or exclusive sense . Moreover , plural 
instances may be provided for resources , operations , or 
structures described herein as a single instance . Additionally , 
boundaries between various resources , operations , engines , 
engines , and data stores are somewhat arbitrary , and par 
ticular operations are illustrated in a context of specific 
illustrative configurations . Other allocations of functionality 
are envisioned and may fall within a scope of various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In general , structures 
and functionality presented as separate resources in the 
example configurations may be implemented as a combined 
structure or resource . Similarly , structures and functionality 
presented as a single resource may be implemented as 
separate resources . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within a scope of 
embodiments of the present disclosure as represented by the 
appended claims . The specification and drawings are , 
accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense . 
[ 0098 ] Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and 
fully or partially automated by , code modules executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors 
comprising computer hardware . The processes and algo 
rithms may be implemented partially or wholly in applica 
tion - specific circuitry . 
[ 0099 ] The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another , or may be 
combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
sub - combinations are intended to fall within the scope of 
this disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 
can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 

Language 
[ 0092 ] Throughout this specification , plural instances may 
implement components , operations , or structures described 
as a single instance . Although individual operations of one 
or more methods are illustrated and described as separate 
operations , one or more of the individual operations may be 
performed concurrently , and nothing requires that the opera 
tions be performed in the order illustrated . Structures and 
functionality presented as separate components in example 
configurations may be implemented as a combined structure 
or component . Similarly , structures and functionality pre 
sented as a single component may be implemented as 
separate components . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within the scope of 
the subject matter herein . 
[ 0093 ] Although an overview of the subject matter has 
been described with reference to specific example embodi 
ments , various modifications and changes may be made to 
these embodiments without departing from the broader 
scope of embodiments of the present disclosure . Such 
embodiments of the subject matter may be referred to herein , 
individually or collectively , by the term “ invention ” merely 
for convenience and without intending to voluntarily limit 
the scope of this application to any single disclosure or 
concept if more than one is , in fact , disclosed . 
[ 0094 ] The embodiments illustrated herein are described 
in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to 
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in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 
[ 0100 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , " " could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0101 ] Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in 
the flow diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules , segments , or portions of code which 
include one or more executable instructions for implement 
ing specific logical functions or steps in the process . Alter 
nate implementations are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
tions may be deleted , executed out of order from that shown 
or discussed , including substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order , depending on the functionality involved , as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art . 
0102 ] It should be emphasized that many variations and 

modifications may be made to the above - described embodi 
ments , the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples . All such modifications 
and variations are intended to be included herein within the 
scope of this disclosure . The foregoing description details 
certain embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , 
however , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears 
in text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is 
also stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
thereof . 

determining a difference between the first set of immu 
table components of the first data object and a second 
set of immutable components of the corresponding 
second data object ; 

identifying a subset of immutable components from the 
first set of immutable components based on the 
difference ; and 

providing the subset of immutable components from 
the first set of immutable components to the remote 
replication system over a communication network . 

2 . The system of claim 1 , wherein each immutable com 
ponent of the first set of immutable components and each 
immutable component of the second set of immutable com 
ponents are associated with a respective unique identifier 
and a respective hash value . 

3 . The systems of claim 3 , wherein the determining a 
difference between the first set of immutable components of 
the first data object and a second set of immutable compo 
nents of the corresponding second data object comprises 
comparing at the respective unique identifiers and the 
respective hash values to the respective unique identifiers 
and the respective hash values of the corresponding second 
object ; and determining the difference based on the com 
parison . 

4 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the providing the subset 
of immutable components from the first set of immutable 
components to the remote replication system over the com 
munication network facilitates an update of the second data 
object using the subset of immutable components , the 
update causing the remote replication system to add the 
subset of immutable components to the second set of immu 
table components . 

5 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the facilitating the 
update of the second data object using the subset of immu 
table components comprises causing the remote replication 
system to add the subset of immutable components to the 
second set of immutable components , and remove the 
immutable components of the second set of immutable 
components corresponding to the subset of immutable com 
ponents . 

6 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the communication 
network comprises a low - quality communication network . 

7 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the first set of immu 
table components comprises one or more immutable com 
ponents selected based on a respective file size relative to a 
threshold size value . 

8 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the first set of immu 
table components comprises one or more immutable com 
ponents selected based on a respective predicted transfer 
time relative to a threshold transfer time value . 

9 . The system of claim 7 , wherein the threshold value 
comprises a dynamic threshold size value determined based 
on one or more performance characteristics of the commu 
nication network . 

10 . The system of 9 , wherein the one or more performance 
characteristics comprise any of latency or bandwidth . 

11 . A method being implemented by a computing system 
including one or more physical processors and storage 
media storing machine - readable instructions , the method 
comprising : 

storing a first data object comprising a first set of immu 
table components , the first data object being associated 
with a corresponding second data object stored by a 
remote replication system ; 

1 . A system comprising : 
one or more processors ; and 
a memory storing instructions that , when executed by the 

one or more processors , cause the system to perform : 
storing a first data object comprising a first set of 

immutable components , the first data object being 
associated with a corresponding second data object 
stored by a remote replication system ; 
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determining a difference between the first set of immu 
table components of the first data object and a second 
set of immutable components of the corresponding 
second data object ; 

identifying a subset of immutable components from the 
first set of immutable components based on the differ 
ence ; and 

providing the subset of immutable components from the 
first set of immutable components to the remote repli 
cation system over a communication network . 

12 . The method of claim 11 , wherein each immutable 
component of the first set of immutable components and 
each immutable component of the second set of immutable 
components are associated with a respective unique identi 
fier and a respective hash value . 

13 . The systems of claim 3 , wherein the determining a 
difference between the first set of immutable components of 
the first data object and a second set of immutable compo 
nents of the corresponding second data object comprises 
comparing at the respective unique identifiers and the 
respective hash values to the respective unique identifiers 
and the respective hash values of the corresponding second 
object ; and determining the difference based on the com 
parison . 

14 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the providing the 
subset of immutable components from the first set of immu 
table components to the remote replication system over the 
communication network facilitates an update of the second 
data object using the subset of immutable components , the 
update causing the remote replication system to add the 
subset of immutable components to the second set of immu 
table components . 

15 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the facilitating the 
update of the second data object using the subset of immu 
table components comprises causing the remote replication 
system to add the subset of immutable components to the 

second set of immutable components , and remove the 
immutable components of the second set of immutable 
components corresponding to the subset of immutable com 
ponents . 

16 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the communication 
network comprises a low - quality communication network . 

17 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the first set of 
immutable components comprises one or more immutable 
components selected based on a respective file size relative 
to a threshold size value . 

18 . The system of claim 1 , wherein the first set of 
immutable components comprises one or more immutable 
components selected based on a respective predicted transfer 
time relative to a threshold transfer time value . 

19 . The system of claim 7 , wherein the threshold value 
comprises a dynamic threshold size value determined based 
on one or more performance characteristics of the commu 
nication network . 

20 . A non - transitory computer readable medium compris 
ing instructions that , when executed , cause one or more 
processors to perform : 

storing a first data object comprising a first set of immu 
table components , the first data object being associated 
with a corresponding second data object stored by a 
remote replication system ; 

determining a difference between the first set of immu 
table components of the first data object and a second 
set of immutable components of the corresponding 
second data object ; 

identifying a subset of immutable components from the 
first set of immutable components based on the differ 
ence ; and 

providing the subset of immutable components from the 
first set of immutable components to the remote repli 
cation system over a communication network . 
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IDENTIFICATION AND COMPILING OF 
INFORMATION RELATING TO AN ENTITY 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U . S . applica 
tion Ser . No . 15 / 590 , 956 , filed on May 9 , 2017 , which claims 
the benefit under 35 U . S . C . $ 119 ( e ) of the United States 
Provisional Application Ser . No . 62 / 434 , 936 filed Dec . 15 , 
2016 , the content of which is hereby incorporated by refer 
ence in its entirety . 

parts and economies of manufacture , will become more 
apparent upon consideration of the following description 
and the appended claims with reference to the accompany 
ing drawings , all of which form a part of this specification , 
wherein like reference numerals designate corresponding 
parts in the various figures . It is to be expressly understood , 
however , that the drawings are for purposes of illustration 
and description only and are not intended as a definition of 
the limits of the invention . 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 
[ 0002 ] This disclosure relates to approaches for identify 
ing and compiling information relating to an entity for 
investigative analysis . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] Collection of all available digital records of an 
entity is useful for investigation , such as by the police 
department or a potential employer as part of a background 
check . There is no centralized database that includes all of 
the relevant records . Further , each record may not be asso 
ciated with the complete or correct identifying information 
for the entity , and different databases may have entirely 
different structure or ontology , making collection of such 
record challenging . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0008 ) Certain features of various embodiments of the 
present technology are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims . A better understanding of the features and 
advantages of the technology will be obtained by reference 
to the following detailed description that sets forth illustra 
tive embodiments , in which the principles of the invention 
are utilized , and the accompanying drawings of which : 
[ 0009 ] FIG . 1 illustrates a procedure for obtaining , com 
piling and presenting information relating to an entity for 
user analysis . 
10010 ] FIG . 2 illustrates a flowchart of an example method 
for obtaining , compiling and presenting information relating 
to an entity for user analysis . 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram that illustrates a computer 
system upon which any of the embodiments described 
herein may be implemented . 
0012 ] The figures depict various embodiments of the 
disclosed technology for purposes of illustration only , 
wherein the figures use like reference numerals to identify 
like elements . One skilled in the art will readily recognize 
from the following discussion that alternative embodiments 
of the structures and methods illustrated in the figures can be 
employed without departing from the principles of the 
disclosed technology described herein . 

SUMMARY 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[ 0004 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure can 
include systems , methods , and non - transitory computer 
readable media configured to identify and compile informa 
tion relating to an entity for investigative analysis . In some 
embodiments , the systems , methods , and non - transitory 
computer readable media are configured to implement a 
method that entails searching , in one or more data sources , 
with a plurality of known characteristics of an entity to 
obtain a first plurality of records , identifying , from the first 
plurality of records , a subset of records that match the 
known characteristics with a substantial confidence , com 
piling the subset of records to form a unified record repre 
senting the entity , and conducting a second search with 
information from the unified record to obtain a second 
plurality of search results . 
[ 0005 ] In some embodiments , the method further com 
prises presenting , on an interface , at least part of the records 
from the first plurality and the second plurality , wherein the 
interface is configured to allow a user to annotate the 
records . In some embodiments , the annotation comprises 
confirmation that a record is associated with the entity . In 
some embodiments , the method further comprises storing 
the annotation in a library in a non - transitory medium . In 
some embodiments , the method further comprises ranking 
the records before presenting the records on the interface . 
[ 0006 ] In some embodiments , the records of the subset are 
those that have perfect match to the known characteristics . 
In some embodiments , the method further comprises gen 
erating variations of the known characteristics as additional 
queries for the search . 
10007 ] These and other features of the systems , methods , 
and non - transitory computer readable media disclosed 
herein , as well as the methods of operation and functions of 
the related elements of structure and the combination of 

10013 ] Information relating to entities , such as a subject of 
an investigation , is scattered in different databases . Different 
records of an entity , such as financial transactions , are often 
stored individually rather than collectively , which makes the 
retrieval , visualization and analysis difficult for end users . 
Moreover , the entities in each record may be identified with 
different identifications or characteristics of the entity . This 
further presents a challenge for identifying all relevant 
information for effective investigation of the entity . Also , 
redundant or duplicative information about the entity can 
present challenges for data management or even skew the 
analysis . A solution is needed for identifying and compiling 
all available information relating to the entity and enabling 
an investigator to conduct investigation with the informa 
tion . 
[ 0014 ] A claimed solution rooted in computer technology 
overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm of 
computer technology . In various implementations , a method 
entails collecting basic information ( e . g . , name , phone num 
ber , date of birth , social security number , email address and 
address ) of an entity and generating one or more search 
queries . The search queries are used to search against a 
plurality of data sources for exact as well as approximate 
matches . The different data sources may be de - centralized , 
or federated where no master data management systems or 
defined standards are employed to manage the data sources . 
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All of the matches are collected , and those that most likely 
relate to the entity ( e . g . , having perfect matches on name and 
social security number ) are combined into a single record . 
Optionally , identical records can be merged to remove 
redundancy . 
[ 0015 ] In some embodiments , additional searches can be 
formulated based on the initial search results . The search 
query can include the basic information of the entity as used 
in the previous step and can also include relevant informa 
tion returned from the last search . All of the search results 
can be combined and presented , on a user interface , to an 
investigator . The search results can be ranked based on 
significance or relevance , facilitating analysis by the inves 
tigator . The interface can also enable the investigator to 
annotate the search results , and delete certain results as 
needed . Any annotation or change that the investigator 
makes can be optionally saved to a library , which can be 
shared with other investigators or archived for future use . 
[ 0016 ] . In some embodiments , all or part of the search 
results can be added back to a data repository serving to 
enrich the knowledge of the entity . The addition and accu 
mulation of such added information can improve further 
searches of the entity . In some embodiments , an alert can be 
set up by a user such that a search can be carried out on a 
predetermined schedule and the search results can be pre 
sented to the user . In some embodiments , only new results 
are returned to the user . In some embodiments , the searches 
are automatically updated to incorporate additional infor 
mation relating to the entity after such information becomes 
available from the searches . 
[ 0017 ] The information identified and compiled as 
described represents a comprehensive collection of infor 
mation relating to the entity and all the records of the final 
results represent potential connections between the entity 
and activities which may be worth further investigation . The 
present technology , therefore , provides a fast , automated , 
convenient , and comprehensive method to compile infor 
mation from different data sources relating to an entity , and 
to present to an investigator potential connections between 
data records for investigation . 
[ 0018 ] The term " entity ” refers to any real world object 
that has attributes useful for identifying the object . An entity 
can be a person or an organization , and can also be an 
account , a place , or an event . Attributes for the entity 
include , for example , names , identification number , charac 
teristics and address , without limitation . 
10019 ) The term “ database ” may refer to any data structure 
for storing and / or organizing data , including , but not limited 
to , relational databases ( Oracle database , mySQL database , 
Cassandra database , etc . ) , spreadsheets , XML files , and text 
file , among others . In some embodiments , a database 
schema of a database system is its structure described in a 
formal language supported by the database management 
system . 
[ 0020 ] FIG . 1 illustrates a process for identifying and 
compiling information relating to an entity that is imple 
mented by a computing system . The system receives one or 
more search queries relating to an entity 101 . If the entity is 
a person , the search queries include certain basic attributes 
of the person , such as name , social security number , date of 
birth , email address , address , or passport number , or their 
combinations . 
10021 ] The searches can be carried out on one or multiple 
platforms or multiple databases 110 . Each database may 

have different schema , structure , or content of information . 
Nevertheless , each entry in a database that can be retrieved 
as relating to the entity can be commonly referred to as a 
" record ” . A record for the entity may be a historic record of 
an action , such as a financial transaction , associated with the 
entity , or simply some basic information about the entity , 
e . g . , being listed as a registered voter . The searches can be 
carried out asynchronically or synchronically , and in any 
manner suitable for the queries and the databases . In some 
embodiments , the search queries can be broadened up to 
maximize the chance of returning potentially relevant 
records , such as using variations of the attributes or wild 
cards . 
[ 0022 ] The multiple databases , in some embodiments , are 
parts of a de - centralized database system where a systemi 
cally designed database is partitioned into multiple portions 
each of which can be hosted at a different location . In some 
embodiments , at least some of the databases are autonomous 
and thereby constituting part of a federated database system . 
A federated database system maps multiple autonomous and 
disparate databases into a single federated database . The 
disparate databases can be interconnected via a computer 
network and may be geographically decentralized . In some 
embodiments , there is no data integration between the 
disparate databases . 
[ 0023 ] In some embodiments , at least some of the multiple 
databases are independently hosted and managed , and may 
have different access control . For instance , the multiple 
databases may be databases owned or managed by different 
banks , companies , or government agencies . The present 
technology , in some embodiments , is configured to interface 
with each of the disparate or independent databases to 
identify information that may be related to the entity . 
[ 0024 ] The searches will produce a number of records as 
potentially relating to the entity , e . g . , records r1 through r7 , 
as shown in FIG . 1 . Upon retrieval of these records , which 
can be optionally saved in a computer medium or tempo 
rarily kept in the memory 120 , the system can conduct 
certain basic and automated analysis of the records . In the 
example of FIG . 1 , records r1 , r2 and r3 have close - to 
perfect matches to the attributes of the entity , e . g . , with total 
match of name , data of birth and social security number . 
Such records are considered to match the attributes of the 
entities used in the search query with a substantial confi 
dence . “ Matching with a substantial confidence ” as used 
herein means that the similarity between one or more 
attributes ( e . g . , name , address , social security number ) of a 
record in a search result and one or more attributes used in 
the search query is statistically significant . In one embodi 
ment , matching with substantial confidence requires a per 
fect match of at least one attribute . In another embodiment , 
matching with substantial confidence requires a perfect 
match of at least two attributes . In one embodiment , match 
ing with substantial confidence requires a perfect match of 
at least one or two attribute and a partial match of another 
attribute with a mismatch of no more than one character 
( e . g . , letter or digit ) , or no more than two characters . 
[ 0025 ] The records that are matched to the entity with a 
substantial confidence can be considered as belonging to the 
entity and thus all the information from the records can be 
combined into a unified record . Optionally , during the 
compilation , redundant information or records can be 
merged to reduce redundancy . A “ unified record ” as used 
herein refers to a record generated by the system by com 
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piling information from two or more records in the search 
results . The compilation can collapse attributes that are 
identical in all of the two or more records . For instance , if 
every record has the same social security number , then only 
one social security number needs to be saved in the unified 
record . On the other hand , for attributes that have variations , 
( e . g . , different addresses or different spelling of first name ) , 
the variants are all saved in the unified record . 
[ 0026 ] As shown in FIG . 1 , the system conducts automatic 
compilation for records r1 - r3 . The compiled record likely 
includes additional information about the entity that was not 
apparent before the search . For instance , the search by social 
security number to return aliases or secondary addresses of 
the entity . The search by name may return fraudulent pass 
word numbers used by the entity . Such additional informa 
tion ( see underlined words in 122 ) can then be used for a 
second round of searches . It is likely that the first round of 
search will return a large number of records , some of 
important ones of which may be presented late in the list or 
buried in the list . The second round of search can likely 
bring such records back to a user ' s attention . Without 
limitation , a third , fourth or even more rounds of searches 
can be carried out to further enrich or refine the information 
relating to the entity . 
[ 0027 ] With the two or more rounds of searches , the 
system now has collected information relating to the entity , 
with each record providing potentially relevant connection 
to activities of the entity , such as suspicious financial activi 
ties . In this context , the entity is now represented by all the 
information compiled from the search results relating to the 
entity . Each record represents a " potential connection ” 
between the entity and the activity . 
[ 0028 ] Building and confirming the potential connections 
can benefit from human input . To this end , the system can 
present the records on a user interface ( e . g . , 131 ) to a user . 
To further facilitate user analysis , the system can rank the 
records before presenting them on the user interface . The 
ranking method may be dependent upon the type of the 
entity . For instance , for a system that is set up to detect 
suspicious activities , a record that includes an activity will 
be ranked higher than a record that only includes basic 
information about the entity . 
[ 0029 ] When the records , preferably sorted , are presented 
on the user interface , the interface can optionally further 
enable the user to mark or annotate the records ( as illustrated 
in FIG . 1 ) . The user can mark a record , say r6 , as not relevant 
to the entity by checking the content of the record , and 
thereby allowing the record to be deleted from the system . 
The user may also mark a record , say r11 , as highly relevant 
to the entity and includes important information for further 
investigation . Such marking also confirms the record as a 
potential connection to the entity . 
[ 0030 ] With the automated search process carried out by 
the system and the further input facilitated by the interface 
provided by the system , this technology provides an efficient 
approach to build a comprehensive repository of information 
relating to an entity of interest , and establish potential 
connections between the entity and activities or transactions 
of value for further investigation . 
[ 0031 ] Further , upon receiving the annotations from the 
user , the system can optionally record the annotation in a 
library for future use or to be shared with other users . The 
annotations can also serve as feedback for the search and be 
used to improve the search algorithm . Yet the annotation can 

further trigger another round of search with information 
identified by the user as highly important or relevant . 
0032 ] Search alerts can be generated automatically or 
upon user request , in some embodiments . In one example , 
upon completion of a search for an entity , the user can 
request to save the search as an alert . Accordingly , in some 
embodiments , the search will be automated by the system at 
a default schedule ( e . g . , daily or weekly ) or at a schedule set 
by the user . If the schedule search returns information that 
has a timestamp newer than the previous search time , then 
an alert is sent ( e . g . , by email to the user with the new 
information . Alternatively , in another example , the new 
search result is compared to the previous one and any new 
information is included in the alert . 
[ 0033 ] In some embodiments , the search can be automati 
cally updated , after each search , to include newly discovered 
information relating to the entity , such as information with 
a high confidence and / or relevant level . In some embodi 
ments , the update requires confirmation or optimization by 
the user . 
[ 0034 ] In some embodiments , a search can be requested 
based on a complex subject . The term “ complex subject ” as 
used herein refers to a collection of different types of 
entities , such as a case report , a transaction record , or 
security log . Taking a transaction record as an example , the 
transaction record may include identifying information of 
multiple persons ( e . g . , name and SSN ) , multiple accounts 
( e . g . , account type and number ) , and locations of transac 
tions ( e . g . , address , zip code , and branch name ) . Each of 
these entities can be subject to a search . 
[ 0035 ] In one embodiment , when a user enters such a 
complex subject for the search , the system is configured to 
identify and extract some or all of the entities included in the 
complex subject and conducts a search for each of the 
entities . Upon completion of all the searches , the system can 
compile the search results and present them to the user 
optionally in a single feed . In some embodiments , the 
system can use information from the complex subject and / or 
the search results to understand the relationship and thereby 
compile and / or present the search results taking advantage 
of the knowledge of such relationship . 
[ 0036 ] FIG . 2 illustrates a flowchart of an example method 
200 for identifying and compiling information relating to an 
entity for investigative analysis , according to various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . The method 200 may 
be implemented in various environments including , for 
example , the system of FIG . 3 . The operations of method 
200 presented below are intended to be illustrative . Depend 
ing on the implementation , the example method 200 may 
include additional , fewer , or alternative steps performed in 
various orders or in parallel . The example method 200 may 
be implemented in various computing systems or devices 
including one or more processors . 
[ 0037 ] At block 201 , a computer system receives name , 
identification or another basic characteristic of an entity as 
keywords for a search for information relating to the entity . 
At block 203 , the system generates one or more search 
quires optionally with variations of the keywords , and then 
at block 205 , the system conducts searches in one or more 
data sources with the search queries . 
[ 0038 ] Some of the search results would have near - perfect 
match to the basic information of the entity . Such matches 

a re identified and compiled to form a compiled record 
representing the entity ( block 207 ) . At block 209 , additional 
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information from the search results is selected to be used for 
a second round of searches , followed by the actual searches 
( block 211 ) . With the second round of searches , all the 
search results can be presented to a user for further inves 
tigation and analysis . Optionally , the search results are 
ranked to facilitate the user analysis ( block 213 ) . Upon 
receiving user input , the system can update the search results 
with respect to potential connection to the entity ( block 215 ) . 

Hardware Implementation 
[ 0039 ] The techniques described herein are implemented 
by one or more special - purpose computing devices . The 
special - purpose computing devices may be hard - wired to 
perform the techniques , or may include circuitry or digital 
electronic devices such as one or more application - specific 
integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently programmed to perform 
the techniques , or may include one or more hardware 
processors programmed to perform the techniques pursuant 
to program instructions in firmware , memory , other storage , 
or a combination . Such special - purpose computing devices 
may also combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or 
FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the tech - 
niques . The special - purpose computing devices may be 
desktop computer systems , server computer systems , por 
table computer systems , handheld devices , networking 
devices or any other device or combination of devices that 
incorporate hard - wired and / or program logic to implement 
the techniques . 
[ 0040 ) Computing device ( s ) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system software , such as iOS , 
Android , Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Win 
dows 7 , Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or 
other compatible operating systems . In other embodiments , 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system . Conventional operating systems control 
and schedule computer processes for execution , perform 
memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O 
services , and provide a user interface functionality , such as 
a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0041 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram that illustrates a com 
puter system 300 upon which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . The computer system 
300 includes a bus 302 or other communication mechanism 
for communicating information , one or more hardware pro 
cessors 304 coupled with bus 302 for processing informa 
tion . Hardware processor ( s ) 304 may be , for example , one or 
more general purpose microprocessors . 
0042 ] The computer system 300 also includes a main 
memory 306 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
302 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 304 . Main memory 306 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 304 . Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 304 , render computer system 
300 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
0043 ] The computer system 300 further includes a read 
only memory ( ROM ) 308 or other static storage device 
coupled to bus 302 for storing static information and instruc 
tions for processor 304 . A storage device 310 , such as a 

magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash 
drive ) , etc . , is provided and coupled to bus 302 for storing 
information and instructions . 
[ 0044 ] The computer system 300 may be coupled via bus 
302 to a display 312 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or 
LCD display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to 
a computer user . An input device 314 , including alphanu 
meric and other keys , is coupled to bus 302 for communi 
cating information and command selections to processor 
304 . Another type of user input device is cursor control 316 , 
such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 304 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 312 . This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and a second axis 
( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
cursor . 
[ 0045 ] The computing system 300 may include a user 
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored in 
a mass storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod 
ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 
software components , object - oriented software components , 
class components and task components , processes , func 
tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
[ 0046 ] In general , the word “ module , " as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , C or C + + . A software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , 
or Python . It will be appreciated that software modules may 
be callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices may be provided on a computer readable medium , 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
download ( and may be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation , decompression 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code may 
be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the 
executing computing device , for execution by the computing 
device . Software instructions may be embedded in firmware , 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
modules , but may be represented in hardware or firmware . 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that may be combined with other modules or 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
or storage . 
[ 0047 ] The computer system 300 may implement the 
techniques described herein using customized hard - wired 
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logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or 
program logic which in combination with the computer 
system causes or programs computer system 300 to be a 
special - purpose machine . According to one embodiment , the 
techniques herein are performed by computer system 300 in 
response to processor ( s ) 304 executing one or more 
sequences of one or more instructions contained in main 
memory 306 . Such instructions may be read into main 
memory 306 from another storage medium , such as storage 
device 310 . Execution of the sequences of instructions 
contained in main memory 306 causes processor ( s ) 304 to 
perform the process steps described herein . In alternative 
embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used in place of 
or in combination with software instructions . 
[ 0048 ] The term " non - transitory media , ” and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage device 310 . Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 306 . Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
[ 0049 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 302 . Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
10050 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 304 for execution . For example , the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to computer system 300 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 302 . Bus 302 carries the 
data to main memory 306 , from which processor 304 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 306 may retrieve and execute the 
instructions . The instructions received by main memory 306 
may optionally be stored on storage device 310 either before 
or after execution by processor 304 . 
10051 ] The computer system 300 also includes a commu 
nication interface 318 coupled to bus 302 . Communication 
interface 318 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to one or more network links that are connected to one 
or more local networks . For example , communication inter 
face 318 may be an integrated services digital network 
( ISDN ) card , cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to 
provide a data communication connection to a correspond 

ing type of telephone line . As another example , communi 
cation interface 318 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card 
to provide a data communication connection to a compatible 
LAN ( or WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . 
Wireless links may also be implemented . In any such 
implementation , communication interface 318 sends and 
receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of 
information . 
[ 0052 ] A network link typically provides data communi 
cation through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , a network link may provide a connection 
through local network to a host computer or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) . The 
ISP in turn provides data communication services through 
the world wide packet data communication network now 
commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” . Local network and 
Internet both use electrical , electromagnetic or optical sig 
nals that carry digital data streams . The signals through the 
various networks and the signals on network link and 
through communication interface 318 , which carry the digi 
tal data to and from computer system 300 , are example 
forms of transmission media . 
10053 ] . The computer system 300 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link and communication interface 318 . In the 
Internet example , a server might transmit a requested code 
for an application program through the Internet , the ISP , the 
local network and the communication interface 318 . 
[ 0054 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
304 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 310 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0055 ] Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and 
fully or partially automated by , code modules executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors 
comprising computer hardware . The processes and algo 
rithms may be implemented partially or wholly in applica 
tion - specific circuitry . 
[ 0056 ] The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another , or may be 
combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
sub - combinations are intended to fall within the scope of 
this disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 
can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 
100571 Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , " unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
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certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0058 ] Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in 
the flow diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules , segments , or portions of code which 
include one or more executable instructions for implement 
ing specific logical functions or steps in the process . Alter 
nate implementations are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
tions may be deleted , executed out of order from that shown 
or discussed , including substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order , depending on the functionality involved , as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art . 
[ 0059 ] It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above - described embodi 
ments , the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples . All such modifications 
and variations are intended to be included herein within the 
scope of this disclosure . The foregoing description details 
certain embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , 
however , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears 
in text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is 
also stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
thereof . 

1 . A method being implemented by a computing system 
including one or more physical processors and storage 
media storing machine - readable instructions , the method 
comprising : 

searching , in one or more data sources , with a plurality of 
known characteristics of an entity to obtain a first 
plurality of records ; 

identifying , from the first plurality of records , a subset of 
records that match the known characteristics with a 
substantial confidence ; 

compiling the subset of records to form a unified record 
representing the entity ; and 

presenting , on an interface , at least part of the first 
plurality of records , wherein the interface is configured 
to allow a user to annotate the at least part of the first 
plurality of records ; 

receiving one or more annotations made to the least part 
of the first plurality of records , the one or more anno 
tations including at least one marking of a record as any 
relevant or not relevant ; 

conducting a subsequent search to obtain a second plu 
rality of search results , the subsequent search based on 
information from the unified record and the one or 
more annotations made to the at least part of the first 
plurality of records , each result of the subsequent 

search representing a potential connection between the 
entity and a corresponding activity of the entity . 

2 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the receiving the one 
or more annotations triggers the conducting the subsequent 
search to obtain a second plurality of search results . 

3 . The method of claim 1 , wherein marking a record as not 
relevant causes that record to be excluded from the second 
plurality of search results . 

4 . The method of claim 2 , further comprising storing the 
annotation in a library in a non - transitory medium . 

5 . The method of claim 2 , further comprising ranking the 
records before presenting the records on the interface . 

6 . The method of claim 1 , wherein the records of the 
subset have perfect match to the known characteristics . 

7 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising generating 
variations of the known characteristics as additional queries 
for the search . 

8 . A system comprising : 
one or more processors ; and 
memory storing instructions that , when executed by the 

one or more processors , cause the system to perform : 
searching , in one or more data sources , with a plurality of 
known characteristics of an entity to obtain a first 
plurality of records ; 

identifying , from the first plurality of records , a subset of 
records that match the known characteristics with a 
substantial confidence ; 

compiling the subset of records to form a unified record 
representing the entity ; and 

presenting , on an interface , at least part of the first 
plurality of records , wherein the interface is configured 
to allow a user to annotate the at least part of the first 
plurality of records ; 

receiving one or more annotations made to the least part 
of the first plurality of records , the one or more anno 
tations including at least one marking of a record as any 
relevant or not relevant ; 

conducting a subsequent search to obtain a second plu 
rality of search results , the subsequent search based on 
information from the unified record and the one or 
more annotations made to the at least part of the first 
plurality of records , each result of the subsequent 
search representing a potential connection between the 
entity and a corresponding activity of the entity . 

9 . The system of claim 8 , wherein the receiving the one 
or more annotations triggers the conducting the subsequent 
search to obtain a second plurality of search results . 

10 . The system of claim 8 , wherein marking a record as 
not relevant causes that record to be excluded from the 
second plurality of search results . 

11 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the instructions further 
cause the system to store the annotation in a library in a 
non - transitory medium . 

12 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the instructions further 
cause the system to rank the records before presenting the 
records on the interface . 

13 . The system of claim 8 , wherein the records of the 
subset have perfect match to the known characteristics . 

14 . The system of claim 8 , wherein the instructions further 
cause the system to generate variations of the known char 
acteristics as additional queries for the search . 

15 . A non - transitory computer readable medium compris 
ing instructions that , when executed , cause one or more 
processors to perform : 
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searching , in one or more data sources , with a plurality of 
known characteristics of an entity to obtain a first 
plurality of records ; 

identifying , from the first plurality of records , a subset of 
records that match the known characteristics with a 
substantial confidence ; 

compiling the subset of records to form a unified record 
representing the entity ; and 

presenting , on an interface , at least part of the first 
plurality of records , wherein the interface is configured 
to allow a user to annotate the at least part of the first 
plurality of records ; 

receiving one or more annotations made to the least part 
of the first plurality of records , the one or more anno 
tations including at least one marking of a record as any 
relevant or not relevant ; 

conducting a subsequent search to obtain a second plu 
rality of search results , the subsequent search based on 
information from the unified record and the one or 
more annotations made to the at least part of the first 
plurality of records , each result of the subsequent 
search representing a potential connection between the 
entity and a corresponding activity of the entity . 

16 . The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 15 , wherein the instructions further cause the proces 
sors to present , on an interface , at least part of the records 
from the first plurality and the second plurality , wherein the 
interface is configured to allow a user to annotate the 
records . 

17 . The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 16 , wherein the annotation comprises confirmation 
that a record is associated with the entity . 

18 . The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 16 , wherein the instructions further cause the proces 
sors to store the annotation in a library in a non - transitory 
medium . 

19 . The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 16 , wherein the instructions further cause the proces 
sors to rank the records before presenting the records on the 
interface . 

20 . The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 15 , wherein the records of the subset have perfect 
match to the known characteristics . 

* * * * * 
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The present disclosure relates to a computer system , con 
figured to receive two or more instances of a first route 
object comprising a geotemporal attribute comprising geo 
spatial and temporal data to define an instance of the first 
route object ; map the two or more instances of the first route 
object on to digital map data to define respective first route 
vertices in the digital map ; and receive user input defining an 
interval and applying the defined interval intermediate 
chronologically adjacent respective first route vertices to 
define first waypoints between the respective first route 
vertices . 
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DYNAMIC MAP SYSTEM AND METHOD 

FIELD 
[ 0001 ] The present disclosure generally relates to a system 
and method for augmenting data of a data store . In particular , 
but not exclusively , for augmenting data in a data store in 
order to enhance the interpretation of a visual representation 
of the data in the data store . 

bases , not least because the database structure itself is not 
conducive to creating new relationships . 
10006 ] . When a data element is to be input into a computer 
database it needs to be configured in such a way that it suits 
the database schema and ontology . That configuration may 
be by way of a user interface defining respective input fields 
corresponding to the database schema . A user wishing to 
review the presentation of aspects of the database while 
inputting data to the database or using the presentation to 
assist in the analysis and manipulation of data would require 
a separate user interface display through which to enter data 
modifications of data into the database . Thus , the user would 
require a separate display screen and or computer or , if the 
database ' s interface were to be displayed on the same screen 
as the display of data , the user will find that the display of 
data may be obscured or reduced in size in order to make 
way for the computer database user interface . 
0007 ) Aspects , examples and embodiments in accordance 
with the claimed subject matter were devised with the 
foregoing in mind . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0002 ] The approaches described in this section are 
approaches that could be pursued , but not necessarily 
approaches that have been previously conceived or pursued . 
Therefore , unless otherwise indicated , it should not be 
assumed that any of the approaches described in this section 
qualify as prior art merely by virtue of their inclusion in this 
section . 
[ 0003 ] The display of a digital map , such as generated by 
Google maps , or the display of images of parts of the earth 
such as available using Google Earth may have routes 
" drawn ” on the display . The term “ drawn ” includes user or 
automated activity in which a stylus or other pointing device 
or cursor is moved from one part of the display to another 
part of the display to trace out a line defining a desired route 
or a line automatically displayed overlaying the map or earth 
image . Such routes may also be defined by a series of points , 
sometimes known as vertices in the plural and vertex in the 
singular , which may automatically be joined together by a 
line under the control of a computer system driving the 
display . The data corresponding to the vertices and or the 
lines overlaid on the image is stored in a computer - based 
database . Optionally , routes or other features to be overlaid 
onto the map or Google Earth display may be imported from 
a suitable file such as a keyhole markup language file , KML 
or KMZ . Optionally , a map or image of a part of the earth 
may be displayed using other programs utilising geospatial 
information and responsive to Shape files , for example , for 
overlaying routes or other features onto the map or earth 
image . 
[ 0004 ] The map or Earth image data and the vertices and 
line data , as well as data defining other features overlaid on 
the map or earth image , is stored in computer - based data 
bases . The map or earth image data and vertices , line data or 
other feature data may be stored in the same computer - based 
database or different computer - based databases . 
[ 0005 ] Examples of computer - based database systems 
which may be used in one or more embodiments in accor 
dance with the present disclosure are disclosed , by way of 
example only , in U . S . Pat . Nos . 7 , 962 , 495B1 , 8 , 489 , 623 B1 
and 8 , 856 , 153 B1 , the contents of which are incorporated 
herein by reference . Computer - based database systems , such 
as disclosed in the foregoing , are relational database man 
agement systems and typically organize data according to a 
fixed structure of tables and relationships . The structure may 
be described using an ontology , embodied in a database 
schema , comprising a data model that is used to represent 
the structure and reason about objects in the structure . As a 
consequence , such databases may store complex data struc 
tures with complex relationships between them and it may 
be difficult for a user to understand the relationships between 
various data items and objects in such databases , and to 
create or understand new relationships within such data 

SUMMARY 
[ 0008 ] In general outline , in a first aspect , the following 
discloses a computer system , configured to receive two or 
more instances of a first route object comprising a geotem 
poral attribute comprising geospatial and temporal data to 
define an instance of the first route object , map the two or 
more instances of the first route object on to digital map data 
to define respective first route vertices in the digital map ; and 
receive user input defining an interval and applying the 
defined interval intermediate chronologically adjacent 
respective first route vertices to define first waypoints 
between the respective first object vertices , thereby defining 
a first journey object . 
[ 0009 ] Also , in general outline , the following discloses in 
a second aspect a method for operating computer system , the 
method comprising receiving two or more instances of a first 
route object comprising a geotemporal attribute comprising 
geospatial and temporal data to define an instance of the first 
route object , mapping the two or more instances of the first 
route object on to digital map data to define respective first 
route vertices in the digital map ; and receiving user input 
defining an interval and applying the defined interval inter 
mediate chronologically adjacent respective first route ver 
tices to define first waypoints between the respective first 
route vertices , thereby defining a first journey object . 
[ 0010 ] In one embodiment , a computer system is config 
ured to receive two or more instances of a first route object 
comprising a geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial 
and temporal data to define an instance of the first route 
object , map the two or more instances of the first route object 
on to digital map data to define respective first route vertices 
in the digital map ; and receive user input defining an interval 
and applying the defined interval intermediate chronologi 
cally adjacent respective first route vertices to define first 
waypoints between the respective first route vertices . In one 
embodiment , the two or more instances of the first route 
object are received from a database comprising a plurality of 
route objects comprising the geotemporal attribute compris 
ing geospatial and optionally temporal data to define an 
instance of each of the plurality of first route objects within 
the database . In one embodiment , the computer system is 
further configured to provide data to a display driver to 
configure a display screen coupled to the computer system 
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to display a map image representative of said digital map 
data ; and display in the image a first indicium representative 
of the first route object at respective first route vertices . In 
one embodiment , the computer system is further configured 
to define the waypoints along a direct path between chrono 
logically adjacent respective first route vertices . In one 
embodiment , the computer system is further configured to 
instantiate an instance of a first waypoint object comprising 
a geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial and temporal 
data to define the respective first waypoints . In one embodi 
ment , the computer system is further configured to assign to 
a geotemporal attribute of the first waypoint object instance 
first waypoint object instance geospatial data and optionally 
first waypoint object instance temporal data respectively 
derived from geospatial data and temporal data of one or 
both of the chronologically adjacent respective first route 
vertices . In one embodiment , the computer system is con 
figured to define the first waypoints as a property of a locus 
defined by the respective first route vertices . In one embodi 
ment , In one embodiment , the computer system is config 
ured to store the first waypoint object instance in the 
database . In one embodiment , the computer system is con 
figured to provide data to the display driver to configure the 
display screen to display in the map image first waypoint 
indicia representative of the first waypoint object at respec 
tive first waypoints . In one embodiment , the computer 
system is configured to receive two or more instances of a 
second route object from the database , map the two or more 
instances of the second route object on to digital map data , 
to define respective second route vertices in the digital map , 
and receive user input defining an interval and applying the 
defined interval intermediate chronologically adjacent 
respective second route vertices to define second waypoints 
between the respective second route vertices . In one embodi 
ment , the two or more instances of the second route object 
are received from a database comprising a plurality of route 
objects comprising the geotemporal attribute comprising 
geospatial and optionally temporal data to define an instance 
of each of the plurality of second route objects within the 
database . In one embodiment , the computer system is con 
figured to provide data to the display driver to configure a 
display screen coupled to the computer system to display in 
the map image a second indicium representative of the 
second route object at respective second route vertices . In 
one embodiment , the computer system is configured to 
define the waypoints along a direct path between chrono 
logically adjacent respective second route object vertices . In 
one embodiment , the computer system is configured to 
instantiate an instance of a second waypoint object com 
prising a geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial and 
temporal data to define the respective second waypoints . In 
one embodiment , the computer system is configured to 
assign to a geotemporal attribute of the second waypoint 
object instance second waypoint instance geospatial data 
and optionally second waypoint object instance temporal 
data respectively derived from geospatial data and temporal 
data of one or both of the chronologically adjacent respec 
tive second route vertices . In one embodiment , the computer 
system is configured to define the second waypoint objects 
as a property of a locus defined by the respective second 
route object vertices . In one embodiment , the computer 
system is configured to store the second waypoint object 
instance in the database . In one embodiment , the computer 
system is configured to provide data to the display driver to 

configure the display screen to display in the map image 
second waypoint indicia representative of the second way 
point object at respective second waypoints . In one embodi 
ment , the computer system is configured to determine a first 
proximity value representative of the proximity of a one of 
the second waypoints or a one of the respective second route 
object vertices to a one of the first waypoints or a one of the 
respective first route object vertices fulfilling a first prox 
imity criterion . In one embodiment , the computer system is 
configured to indicate the first proximity value fulfilling the 
first proximity criterion . In one embodiment , the computer 
system is configured to retrieve from the database or receive 
as an input from a user an instance of a third object 
comprising a geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial 
and temporal data and to map the geospatial data of the third 
object on to the digital map data to define a third location in 
the digital map , wherein the instance of the third object 
further comprises an event attribute and the temporal data 
corresponds to a time of an occurrence of an event corre 
sponding to the event attribute . In one embodiment , the 
computer system is configured to provide data to the display 
driver to configure the display screen to display in the map 
image a third indicium representative of the third object at 
the third location . In one embodiment , the computer system 
is configured to determine a second proximity value repre 
sentative of the proximity of a one of the first waypoints or 
first route object vertices to the third location and or a third 
proximity value representative of a one of the second 
waypoints or second object vertices to the third location 
fulfilling a proximity criterion . In one embodiment , the 
computer system is configured to indicate the second prox 
imity value and or third proximity value fulfilling a prox 
imity criterion . In one embodiment , the computer system is 
configured to generate a first contour around the first way 
points and first route vertices corresponding to a plurality of 
the first proximity value and to provide data to the display 
driver to display a first contour line representative of the first 
contour . In one embodiment , the computer system is con 
figured to generate a first contour around the first waypoints 
and first route vertices corresponding to a plurality of the 
first proximity value and to provide data to the display driver 
to display a region bounded by the first contour comprising 
a pattern or colour visually distinct from the remainder of the 
image . In one embodiment , the computer system is config 
ured to generate a second contour around the third location 
corresponding to a plurality of the second proximity value 
and to provide data to the display driver to display a second 
contour line representative of the second contour . In one 
embodiment , the computer system is configured to generate 
a second contour around the third location corresponding to 
the second proximity value and to provide data to the display 
driver to display a region bounded by the second contour 
comprising a pattern or colour visually distinct from the 
remainder of the image . In one embodiment , the computer 
system is configured to generate a third contour around the 
third location corresponding to the third proximity value and 
to provide data to the display driver to display a third 
contour line representative of the third contour . In one 
embodiment , the computer system is configured to generate 
a third contour around the third location corresponding to 
the second proximity value and to provide data to the display 
driver to display a region bounded by the third contour 
comprising a pattern or colour visually distinct from the 
remainder of the image . In one embodiment , the first prox 
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imity value is representative of a geospatial distance and the 
first proximity value criterion is a geospatial distance . In one 
embodiment , the database comprises plural individually 
accessible databases . 
[ 0011 ] In one embodiment , a method performed using one 
or more processors comprises receiving two or more 
instances of a first route object comprising a geotemporal 
attribute comprising geospatial and temporal data to define 
an instance of the first route object , mapping the two or more 
instances of the first route object on to digital map data to 
define respective first route vertices in the digital map ; and 
receiving user input defining an interval and applying the 
defined interval intermediate chronologically adjacent 
respective first route vertices to define first waypoints 
between the respective first route vertices . In one embodi 
ment , the method further comprises receiving the two or 
more instances of the first route object from a database 
comprising a plurality of route objects comprising the 
geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial and optionally 
temporal data to define an instance of each of the plurality 
of first route objects within the database . In one embodi 
ment , the method further comprises providing data to a 
display driver to configure a display screen coupled to the 
computer system to display a map image representative of 
said digital map data ; and display in the image a first 
indicium representative of the first route object at respective 
first route vertices . In one embodiment , the method further 
comprises defining the waypoints along a direct path 
between chronologically adjacent respective first route ver 
tices . In one embodiment , the method further comprises 
instantiating an instance of a first waypoint object compris 
ing a geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial and tem 
poral data to define the respective first waypoints . In one 
embodiment , the method further comprises assigning to a 
geotemporal attribute of the first waypoint object instance 
first waypoint object instance geospatial data and optionally 
first waypoint object instance temporal data respectively 
derived from geospatial data and temporal data of one or 
both of the chronologically adjacent respective first route 
vertices . In one embodiment , the method further comprises 
defining the first waypoints as a property of a locus defined 
by the respective first route vertices . In one embodiment , the 
method further comprises storing the first waypoint object 
instance in the database . In one embodiment , the method 
further comprises providing data to the display driver to 
configure the display screen to display in the map image first 
waypoint indicia representative of the first waypoint object 
at respective first waypoints . In one embodiment , the 
method further comprises receiving two or more instances of 
a second route object from the database , mapping the two or 
more instances of the second route object on to digital map 
data , to define respective second route vertices in the digital 
map ; and receiving user input defining an interval and 
applying the defined interval intermediate chronologically 
adjacent respective second route vertices to define second 
waypoints between the respective second route vertices . In 
one embodiment , the method further comprises receiving 
the two or more instances of the second route object from a 
database comprising a plurality of route objects comprising 
the geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial and option 
ally temporal data to define an instance of each of the 
plurality of second route objects within the database . In one 
embodiment , the method further comprises providing data to 
the display driver to configure a display screen coupled to 

the computer system to display in the map image a second 
indicium representative of the second route object at respec 
tive second route vertices . In one embodiment , the method 
further comprises defining the waypoints along a direct path 
between chronologically adjacent respective second route 
object vertices . In one embodiment , the method further 
comprises further comprising instantiating an instance of a 
second waypoint object comprising a geotemporal attribute 
comprising geospatial and temporal data to define the 
respective second waypoints . In one embodiment , the 
method further comprises assigning to a geotemporal attri 
bute of the second waypoint object instance second way 
point instance geospatial data and optionally second way 
point object instance temporal data respectively derived 
from geospatial data and temporal data of one or both of the 
chronologically adjacent respective second route vertices . In 
one embodiment , the method further comprises defining the 
second waypoint objects as a property of a locus defined by 
the respective second route object vertices . In one embodi 
ment , the method further comprises storing the second 
waypoint object instance in the database . In one embodi 
ment , the method further comprises providing data to the 
display driver to configure the display screen to display in 
the map image second waypoint indicia representative of the 
second waypoint object at respective second waypoints . In 
one embodiment , the method further comprises determining 
a first proximity value representative of the proximity of a 
one of the second waypoints or a one of the respective 
second route object vertices to a one of the first waypoints 
or a one of the respective first route object vertices fulfilling 
a first proximity criterion . In one embodiment , the method 
further comprises indicating the first proximity value ful 
filling the first proximity criterion . In one embodiment , the 
method further comprises retrieving from the database or 
receiving as an input from a user an instance of a third object 
comprising a geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial 
and temporal data and to map the geospatial data of the third 
object on to the digital map data to define a third location in 
the digital map , wherein the instance of the third object 
further comprises an event attribute and the temporal data 
corresponds to a time of an occurrence of an event corre 
sponding to the event attribute . In one embodiment , the 
method further comprises providing data to the display 
driver to configure the display screen to display in the map 
image a third indicium representative of the third object at 
the third location . In one embodiment , the method further 
comprises determining a second proximity value represen 
tative of the proximity of a one of the first waypoints or first 
route object vertices to the third location and or a third 
proximity value representative of a one of the second 
waypoints or second object vertices to the third location 
fulfilling a proximity criterion . In one embodiment , the 
method further comprises indicating the second proximity 
value and or third proximity value fulfilling a proximity 
criterion . In one embodiment , the method further comprises 
generating a first contour around the first waypoints and first 
route vertices corresponding to a plurality of the first prox 
imity value and providing data to the display driver to 
display a first contour line representative of the first contour . 
In one embodiment , the method further comprises generat 
ing a first contour around the first waypoints and first route 
vertices corresponding to a plurality of the first proximity 
value and providing data to the display driver to display a 
region bounded by the first contour comprising a pattern or 

funt 
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[ 0024 ] FIG . 12 is a schematic illustration of a seventh user 
interface display for an example of the claimed subject 
matter ; 
f0025 ] FIG . 13 is a schematic illustration of an eighth user 
interface display for an example of the claimed subject 
matter ; 
10026 ] FIG . 14 is a schematic illustration of a ninth user 
interface display for an example of the claimed subject 
matter ; and 
[ 0027 ] FIG . 15 is a schematic illustration of an object data 
structure for waypoints of a route to be displayed in accor 
dance with an example of the claimed subject matter . 

colour visually distinct from the remainder of the image . In 
one embodiment , the method further comprises generating a 
second contour around the third location corresponding to a 
plurality of the second proximity value and providing data to 
the display driver to display a second contour line repre 
sentative of the second contour . In one embodiment , the 
method further comprises generating a second contour 
around the third location corresponding to the second prox 
imity value and providing data to the display driver to 
display a region bounded by the second contour comprising 
a pattern or colour visually distinct from the remainder of the 
image . In one embodiment , the method further comprises 
generating a third contour around the third location corre 
sponding to the third proximity value and providing data to 
the display driver to display a third contour line represen 
tative of the third contour . In one embodiment , the method 
further comprises generating a third contour around the third 
location corresponding to the second proximity value and 
providing data to the display driver to display a region 
bounded by the third contour comprising a pattern or colour 
visually distinct from the remainder of the image . In one 
embodiment , the first proximity value is representative of a 
geospatial distance and the first proximity value criterion is 
a geospatial distance . In one embodiment , the database 
comprises plural individually accessible databases . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES 
[ 0012 ] One or more examples in accordance with aspects 
of the claimed subject matter will now be described , by way 
of non - limiting example only , and with reference to the 
accompanying drawings , in which : 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 1 is a schematic illustration of a system in 
accordance with an example of the claimed subject matter ; 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 2 is a process flow control diagram for con 
trolling a system in accordance with an example of the 
claimed subject matter ; 
[ 0015 ) FIG . 3 is a schematic illustration of an object data 
structure for a system in accordance with an example of the 
claimed subject matter ; 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 4 is a schematic illustration of an object data 
structure for vertices of a route to be displayed in accordance 
with an example of the claimed subject matter ; 
[ 0017 ] . FIG . 5 is a schematic illustration of an object data 
structure for vertices of another route to be displayed in 
accordance with an example of the claimed subject matter ; 
[ 0018 ] FIG . 6 is a schematic illustration of a first user 
interface display for an example of the claimed subject 
matter ; 
[ 0019 ] FIG . 7 is a schematic illustration of a second user 
interface display for an example of the claimed subject 
matter ; 
10020 ] FIG . 8 is a schematic illustration of a third user 
interface display for an example of the claimed subject 
matter ; 
[ 0021 ] FIG . 9 is a schematic illustration of a fourth user 
interface display for an example of the claimed subject 
matter ; 
10022 ] . FIG . 10 is a schematic illustration of a fifth user 
interface display for an example of the claimed subject 
matter ; 
10023 ) FIG . 11 is a schematic illustration of a sixth user 
interface display for an example of the claimed subject 
matter ; 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0028 ] In general outline , in a first aspect , the following 
discloses a computer system , configured to receive two or 
more instances of a first route object comprising a geotem 
poral attribute comprising geospatial and temporal data to 
define an instance of the first route object , map the two or 
more instances of the first route object on to digital map data 
to define respective first route vertices in the digital map ; and 
receive user input defining an interval and applying the 
defined interval intermediate chronologically adjacent 
respective first route vertices to define first waypoints 
between the respective first object vertices , thereby defining 
a first journey object . 
[ 0029 ] Also , in general outline , the following discloses in 
a second aspect a method for operating computer system , the 
method comprising receiving two or more instances of a first 
route object comprising a geotemporal attribute comprising 
geospatial and temporal data to define an instance of the first 
route object , mapping the two or more instances of the first 
route object on to digital map data to define respective first 
route vertices in the digital map , and receiving user input 
defining an interval and applying the defined interval inter 
mediate chronologically adjacent respective first route ver 
tices to define first waypoints between the respective first 
route vertices , thereby defining a first journey object . 
[ 0030 ] The first and second aspects may provide the 
definition of the first journey object through just two 
instances of the first route object . The first waypoints may 
provide detail for the first journey object and may need only 
be stored while the first journey object is being utilised or 
analysed , for example . The definition of the first journey 
object by just two or more instances of the first route object 
may reduce memory storage overhead when the first journey 
object is not being utilised and analysed as there is less to 
store and also there will be less data to transmit over 
networks and hence less bandwidth will be required com 
pared to the data for the first journey object which will 
comprise the first route vertices and first waypoints . 
[ 0031 ] Additionally , the interval between waypoints may 
be different not only in magnitude but also in dimension , e . g . 
the interval may be spatial or temporal . Thus , defining by 
only a reduced set of instances and interpolating between 
respective instances provides for the creation of a great 
many different instances of the first journey object yet still 
keeping storage and bandwidth requirements low . Thus , 
there is a clear technical result comprised in the first and 
second aspects . 
[ 0032 ] Optionally , the two or more instances of the first 
route object are received from a database comprising a 
plurality of route objects comprising the geotemporal attri 
bute comprising geospatial and optionally temporal data to 
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define an instance of each of the plurality of first route 
objects within the database . Optionally , the two or more 
instances of the first route object may be supplied by user 
input . Optionally , a one of the two or more instances of the 
first route object may be supplied from the database and the 
other supplied from user input . Providing a system and 
method in which the two or more instances may be user 
input , stored and input from a database or a combination of 
both may reduce storage overhead yet further . 
[ 0033 ] Typically , the data is supplied to a display driver to 
configure a display screen coupled to the computer system 
to display a map image representative of the digital map 
data ; and display in the image a first indicium representative 
of the first route object at respective first route vertices . 
Thus , a visual display comprising a relative positioning of 
data points within a contextual environment may be pro 
vided to a user in order to facilitate a user reviewing the data 
in a manner that may mitigate or ameliorate any reduction of 
compromise in their visual perception or be in accordance 
with a preferred visual arrangement to enhance a user ' s 
visual perception and hence cognitive ability to manipulate 
and understand the information represented by the route 
vertices and waypoints . By displaying indicia specific to the 
first route vertices the first route vertices may be distin 
guished from other displayed data . 
[ 0034 ] Suitably , the waypoints may be defined along a 
direct path between chronologically adjacent respective 
route vertices , first route vertices or otherwise . Optionally , 
the waypoints may be defined along a shortest path between 
chronologically adjacent respective first route vertices , first 
route vertices or otherwise , having regard to the curvature of 
the Earth . 
[ 0035 ] A first waypoint object may be instantiated com 
prising a geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial and 
temporal data to define the respective first waypoints . 
Although way points ( and also route vertices ) need not be 
based on object structured data it is a one of a number of 
suitable structures . 
[ 0036 ] The geotemporal attribute of the first waypoint 
object instance may have assigned to it first waypoint object 
instance geospatial data and optionally first waypoint object 
instance temporal data respectively derived from geospatial 
data and temporal data of one or both of the chronologically 
adjacent respective first route vertices . Thus , the waypoints 
may only comprise temporal data if a temporal based 
analysis is to be performed , thereby saving on memory 
storage and processing and hence energy consumption . 
Alternatively , the geotemporal attribute of the first waypoint 
object instance may have assigned to it first waypoint object 
instance temporal data and optionally first waypoint object 
instance geospatial data respectively derived from geospa 
tial data and temporal data of one or both of the chrono 
logically adjacent respective first route vertices . Thus , the 
waypoints may only comprise geospatial data if a geospatial 
or spatial based analysis is to be performed . 
[ 0037 ] The first waypoints may be defined as a property of 
a locus defined by the respective first route vertices . Such 
may be regarded as a vector type definition of a journey 
defined by the first route vertices . Utilising a vector type 
definition may further reduce the amount of data storage 
required . Typically , the first waypoint object instance is 
stored in the database . 
[ 0038 ] Generally , data is provided to display driver to 
configure the display screen to display in the map image first 

waypoint indicia representative of the first waypoint object 
at respective first waypoints . By displaying indicia specific 
to the first waypoint the first waypoints may be distinguished 
from other displayed data . 
[ 0039 ] In a particular arrangement two or more instances 
of a second route object are received and mapped on to 
digital map data to define respective second route vertices in 
the digital map ; and user input defining an interval may be 
received and applied intermediate chronologically adjacent 
respective second route vertices to define second waypoints 
between the respective second route vertices . Such a par 
ticular arrangement allows for the input of second route data 
which may provide for comparison with the first route data , 
including both vertices and waypoints as may be generated . 
[ 0040 ] Optionally , the two or more instances of the second 
route object are received from a database comprising a 
plurality of route objects comprising the geotemporal attri 
bute comprising geospatial and optionally temporal data to 
define an instance of each of the plurality of second route 
objects within the database . Optionally , the two or more 
instances of the second route object may be supplied by user 
input . Optionally , a one of the two or more instances of the 
second route object may be supplied from the database and 
the other supplied from user input . Providing a system and 
method in which the two or more instances may be user 
input , stored and input from a database or a combination of 
both may reduce storage overhead yet further . 
[ 0041 ] Again , typically the data is supplied to a display 
driver to configure a display screen coupled to the computer 
system to display in the map image a second indicium 
representative of the second route object at respective sec 
ond route vertices . Thus , a visual display comprising a 
relative positioning of data points within a contextual envi 
ronment may be provided to a user in order to facilitate a 
user reviewing the data in a manner that may mitigate or 
ameliorate any reduction of compromise in their visual 
perception or be in accordance with a preferred visual 
arrangement to enhance a user ' s visual perception and hence 
cognitive ability to manipulate and understand the informa 
tion represented by the route vertices and waypoints . By 
displaying indicia specific to the second route vertices the 
second route vertices may be distinguished from other 
displayed data , for example first route vertices . 
[ 0042 ] Suitably , the waypoints may be defined along a 
direct path between chronologically adjacent respective sec 
ond route vertices . Optionally , the waypoints may be defined 
along a shortest path between chronologically adjacent 
respective second route vertices having regard to the cur 
vature of the Earth . 
[ 0043 ] A second waypoint object may be instantiated 
comprising a geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial 
and temporal data to define the respective second waypoints . 
Although way points ( and also route vertices ) need not be 
based on object structured data it is a one of a number of 
suitable structures . 
0044 The geotemporal attribute of the second waypoint 
object instance may have assigned to it second waypoint 
object instance geospatial data and optionally second way 
point object instance temporal data respectively derived 
from geospatial data and temporal data of one or both of the 
chronologically adjacent respective second route vertices . 
Thus , the waypoints may only comprise temporal data if a 
temporal based analysis is to be performed , thereby saving 
on memory storage and processing and hence energy con 
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sumption . Alternatively , the geotemporal attribute of the 
second waypoint object instance may have assigned to it 
second waypoint object instance temporal data and option 
ally second waypoint object instance geospatial data respec 
tively derived from geospatial data and temporal data of one 
or both of the chronologically adjacent respective second 
route vertices . Thus , the waypoints may only comprise 
geospatial data if a geospatial or spatial based analysis is to 
be performed . 
[ 0045 ] The second waypoints may be defined as a property 
of a locus defined by the respective second route vertices . 
Such may be regarded as a vector type definition of a 
journey defined by the second route vertices . Utilising a 
vector type definition may further reduce the amount of data 
storage required . Typically , the second waypoint object 
instance is stored in the database . 
[ 0046 ] Generally , data is provided to a display driver to 
configure the display screen to display in the map image 
second waypoint indicia representative of the second way 
point object at respective second waypoints . By displaying 
indicia specific to the second waypoint the second waypoints 
may be distinguished from other displayed data . 
[ 0047 ] Optionally , a first proximity value may be deter 
mined , the first proximity value representative of the prox 
imity of a one of the second waypoints or a one of the 
respective second route object vertices to a one of the first 
waypoints or a one of the respective first route object 
vertices fulfilling a first proximity criterion . Typically , there 
is an indication of the first proximity value fulfilling the first 
proximity criterion , for example an alert of indicium indi 
cation the same . 
[ 0048 ] In one example , there may be retrieved from the 
database , or input by a user , an instance of a third object 
comprising a geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial 
and temporal data and to map the geospatial data of the third 
object on to the digital map data to define a third location in 
the digital map , wherein the instance of the third object 
further comprises an event attribute and the temporal data 
corresponds to a time of an occurrence of an event corre 
sponding to the event attribute . Suitably , data may be 
provided to the display driver to configure the display screen 
to display in the map image a third indicium representative 
of the third object at the third location . 
[ 0049 ] In such a one example , a second proximity value 
may be determined , the second proximity value representa 
tive of the proximity of a one of the first waypoints or first 
route object vertices to the third location and or a third 
proximity value determined representative of a one of the 
second waypoints or second object vertices to the third 
location fulfilling a proximity criterion . Thus , it may be 
determined how close a first journey or second journey 
passes the third location . Typically , an indication of the 
second proximity value and or third proximity value fulfill 
ing a proximity criterion is provided . 
[ 0050 ] A first contour around the first waypoints and first 
route vertices corresponding to a plurality of the first prox 
imity value may be generated and data provided to the 
display driver to display a first contour line representative of 
the first contour . Such a display may provide a visual 
representation that may enhance perceptual cognition of a 
user and may compensate for difficulty in such perceptual 
cognition . 
[ 0051 ] A first contour around the first waypoints and first 
route vertices may be generated corresponding to a plurality 

of the first proximity value and data provided to the display 
driver to display a region bounded by the first contour 
comprising a pattern or colour visually distinct from the 
remainder of the image . Such a display may provide a 
further and different visual representation that may enhance 
perceptual cognition of a user and may compensate for a 
similar or different difficulty in such perceptual cognition . 
[ 0052 ] A second contour around the second waypoints and 
second route vertices corresponding to a plurality of the 
second proximity value may be generated and data provided 
to the display driver to display a second contour line 
representative of the second contour . Such a display may 
provide a visual representation that may enhance perceptual 
cognition of a user and may compensate for difficulty in such 
perceptual cognition . 
[ 0053 ] A second contour around the second waypoints and 
second route vertices may be generated corresponding to a 
plurality of the second proximity value and data provided to 
the display driver to display a region bounded by the second 
contour comprising a pattern or colour visually distinct from 
the remainder of the image . Such a display may provide a 
further and different visual representation that may enhance 
perceptual cognition of a user and may compensate for a 
similar or different difficulty in such perceptual cognition . 
[ 0054 ] third contour may be generated around the third 
location corresponding to the third proximity value and data 
provided to the display driver to display a third contour line 
representative of the third contour . 
[ 0055 ] A third contour may be generated around the third 
location corresponding to the second proximity value and 
data provided to the display driver to display a region 
bounded by the third contour comprising a pattern or colour 
visually distinct from the remainder of the image . 
[ 0056 ] The first and or second proximity value may be 
representative of a geospatial distance and the first and or 
second proximity value criterion a geospatial distance . 
[ 0057 ] The first and or second proximity value may be 
representative of a temporal distance and the first and or 
second proximity value criterion a temporal distance . 
[ 0058 ] The database may comprise plural individually 
accessible databases . One or more of the plural individually 
accessible databases may be on different hardware platforms 
and or in different physical or geographic locations . 
[ 0059 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram that illustrates a com 
puter system 100 upon which an embodiment of the inven 
tion may be implemented . Computer system 100 includes a 
bus 102 or other communication mechanism for communi 
cating information and instructions , and a processor 104 
coupled with bus 102 for processing information and execut 
ing instructions . Computer system 100 also includes a main 
memory 106 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or 
other dynamic storage device , coupled to bus 102 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 
104 . Main memory 106 also may be used for storing 
temporary variables or other intermediate information dur 
ing execution of instructions to be executed by processor 
104 . Computer system 100 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 108 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 102 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 104 . A storage device 110 , such as a magnetic disk 
or optical disk , is provided and coupled to bus 102 for 
storing information and instructions . 
[ 0060 ] Computer system 100 may be coupled via bus 102 
to a display 112 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , liquid 
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crystal or plasma display , for displaying information to a 
computer user . An input device 114 , including alphanumeric 
and other keys , is coupled to bus 102 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 104 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 116 , such 
as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
municating direction information and command selections 
to processor 104 and for controlling cursor movement on 
display 112 . This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and a second axis 
( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . 
[ 0061 ] Aspects and embodiments of the invention are 
related to the use of computer system 100 for implementing 
the techniques described herein . According to one embodi - 
ment of the invention , those techniques are performed by 
computer system 100 in response to processor 104 executing 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions contained 
in main memory 106 . Such instructions may be read into 
main memory 106 from another machine - readable medium , 
such as ROM 108 and / or storage device 110 . Execution of 
the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 106 
causes processor 104 to perform the process steps described 
herein . In optional embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
tions to implement the invention . Thus , embodiments of the 
invention are not limited to any specific combination of 
hardware circuitry and software . 
[ 0062 ] The term “ machine - readable medium " as used 
herein refers to any medium that participates in providing 
data that causes a machine to operation in a specific fashion . 
In an embodiment implemented using computer system 100 , 
various machine - readable media are involved , for example , 
in providing instructions to processor 104 for execution . 
Such a medium may take many forms , including but not 
limited to , non - volatile media , volatile media , and transmis 
sion media . 
[ 0063 ] Non - volatile media includes , for example , optical 
or magnetic disks , such as storage device 110 . Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory , such as main memory 106 . 
Transmission media includes coaxial cables , copper wire 
and fibre optics , including the wires that comprise bus 102 . 
Transmission media can also take the form of acoustic or 
light waves , such as those generated during radio wave and 
infrared data communications . Such media is tangible to 
enable the instructions carried by the media to be detected by 
a physical mechanism that reads the instructions into a 
machine . 
[ 0064 ] Common forms of machine - readable media 
include , for example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , 
magnetic tape , or any other magnetic medium , a CD - ROM , 
any other optical medium , punch cards , paper tape , any other 
physical medium with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , 
and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , a carrier wave as described hereinafter , or any 
other medium from which a computer can read . 
100651 Various forms of machine - readable media may be 
involved in carrying one or more sequences of one or more 
instructions to processor 104 for execution . For example , the 
instructions may initially be carried on a magnetic disk of a 
remote computer . The remote computer can load the instruc - 
tions into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over 
a telephone line using a modem . A modem local to computer 
system 100 can receive the data on the telephone line and 

use an infrared transmitter to convert the data to an infrared 
signal . An infrared detector can receive the data carried in 
the infrared signal and appropriate circuitry can place the 
data on bus 102 . Bus 102 carries the data to main memory 
106 , from which processor 104 retrieves and executes the 
instructions . The instructions received by main memory 106 
may optionally be stored on storage device 110 either before 
or after execution by processor 104 . 
10066 ] Computer system 100 also includes a communica 
tion interface 118 coupled to bus 102 . Communication 
interface 118 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 120 that is connected to a local 
network 122 . For example , communication interface 118 
may be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card 
or a modem to provide a data communication connection to 
a corresponding type of telephone line . As another example , 
communication interface 118 may be a local area network 
( LAN ) card to provide a data communication connection to 
a compatible LAN . Wireless links may also be implemented . 
In any such implementation , communication interface 118 
sends and receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical 
signals that carry digital data streams representing various 
types of information . 
[ 0067 ] Network link 120 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , network link 120 may provide a connection 
through local network 122 to a host computer 124 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
126 . ISP 126 in turn provides data communication services 
through the worldwide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 128 . Local 
network 122 and Internet 128 both use electrical , electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
network link 120 and through communication interface 118 , 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
100 , are example forms of carrier waves transporting the 
information . 
[ 0068 ] Computer system 100 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 120 and communication interface 118 . In 
the Internet example , a server 130 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
128 , ISP 126 , local network 122 and communication inter 
face 118 . 
[ 0069 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
104 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 110 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . In this manner , 
computer system 100 may obtain application code in the 
form of an earner wave . 
[ 0070 Turning now to FIG . 2 , there is illustrated a pro 
cedure control flow diagram in accordance with an embodi 
ment of the described invention . The procedure 200 illus 
trated in FIG . 2 is for the initial creation of a path drawn onto 
a map displayed on display 112 . A user , through input device 
114 , may invoke , 202 , the path creation procedure 200 
causing the computer system to retrieve from main memory 
106 the instructions for initiating the path creation proce 
dure , 200 . The instructions retrieved from main memory 106 
are executed , 204 , by processor 104 to display a user 
interface screen on display 112 . An example of such a user 
interface screen is illustrated in FIG . 6 as reference 600 and 
illustrates various user actuatable icons , 602 , 604 , 606 , 608 
and 610 for example , as well as pulldown menus 612 for 
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controlling the input , display and storage of data input , 
created and displayed during the path creation procedure 
200 . 
[ 0071 ] The instructions executed by processor 104 pro 
vide a pull down menu , “ Investigation ” , from the pull down 
menus 612 and which provides a list of investigations which 
may be selected . Responsive to user selection 206 of an 
investigation in the drop down menu , processor 104 
executes instructions , 208 , to retrieve from a bulk memory , 
e . g . storage device 110 , digital map data and to display the 
digital map data as a map 616 of a geographic region 
corresponding to the selected investigation . In this embodi 
ment , selection of an investigation is merely to identify a 
geographic region the subject of any investigation . How 
ever , in other embodiments , selection of an investigation 
may set additional or other parameters . 
10072 ] Processor 104 may then execute instructions 210 to 
receive the input of geospatial data onto the map 616 in 
order to define the geolocation of respective vertices by 
drawing a point on the map 616 corresponding to respective 
vertex location . In the described embodiment processor 104 
executed instructions to receive various parameters for the 
geospatial data that are input by a user , for example the 
colour of the vertices and route to be displayed may be 
selected by activating user actuable icon 712 in user inter - 
face 700 and a name assigned to the path that is being 
created , in this case “ Blue journey ” and displayed as a 
presentation layer 714 . Assigning of a name may comprise 
linking the path to an entity having traversed the route 
defined by the path . For example , the path may be linked to 
a person under surveillance . In the present disclosure the 
terms " path ” , “ route ” , and “ journey ” may be used inter 
changeably or to refer to different parts or status of an object 
according to context . 
[ 0073 ] Referring to FIG . 7 , a vertex , 702 , 704 , 706 and 
708 , may be illustrated on map 716 by way of a point or a 
dot or other simple indicium . In an illustrative embodiment , 
a user may input an indicium defining a vertex utilising 
cursor control device 116 , for example a so - called " mouse ” 
or " mouse pad ” . The cursor control device 116 may be user 
actuated to move a displayed cursor over map 716 and 
processor 104 execute instructions such that a “ left click ” on 
a mouse button or similar user gesture will draw a vertex 
indicium at the cursor position when the user made the “ left 
click ” . In this way a user may define a number of different 
vertices within the map 716 . A final vertex in a sequence of 
vertices may be indicated by " double left clicking ” at a 
position on the map corresponding to where the final vertex 
is to be displayed . Optionally , one or more vertices may have 
their geolocation defined by entering geospatial data explic 
itly into an input field of the user interface 700 . 
[ 0074 ] Each vertex is an instance of an object ' s location in 
the geographic region represented by the digital map 716 . In 
the described embodiment , the vertices represent respective 
instances along a route taken by an entity . Thus , each vertex 
is an instance of a route traversed by a route object corre 
sponding to the entity . 
[ 0075 ] Therefore , in the described embodiment the object 
is of a type “ route ” . The object 300 has a data structure as 
illustrated in FIG . 3 . 
[ 0076 ] In the described embodiment , data structure 300 
illustrated in FIG . 3 comprises four attributes : object type 
302 ; object ID 304 ; geospatial data 306 ; and temporal data 
308 . Object type identifies the object type to distinguish it 

from other object types and in the illustrated example object 
300 is of type “ route ” . The object ID 304 is the name of the 
relevant entity , 305 , and in the described example is named 
“ Blue ” . Object ID 304 may also comprise a path name , 307 , 
in order to distinguish different paths by the same entity , 
particularly if more than one path by the same entity is to be 
analysed on the same map at the same time . The next 
attribute is geospatial data 306 . Geospatial data comprise the 
geographic coordinates of the particular instance of the 
object defined in the data structure . In the described example 
the geospatial data comprises longitude and latitude , the 
respective values being separated by suitable delimiter such 
as a “ , ” or “ ; " . Optionally , the geospatial data may be in 
another suitable geographic coordinate system . In the 
described embodiment the final attribute is temporal data 
408 . Temporal data provides the time at which the object ID 
occupied the geographic space defined by the geospatial data 
306 . For any specific object , the geospatial data and tem 
poral data , sometimes referred to as " geo - temporal data " 
defines an instance of that specific object , i . e . an object 
identified by a particular object ID and object type . 
100771 . It will be appreciated that the data structure illus 
trated in FIG . 3 is an example only and one or more 
embodiments may comprise a data structure having greater 
or possibly fewer respective attributes , and which may be 
structured in an arrangement different from that illustrated . 
10078 ] Returning now to step 210 of the procedure flow 
control diagram illustrated in FIG . 2 , processor 104 executes 
instructions which stores an object of type “ path ” by storing 
the geospatial data corresponding to the position at which a 
vertex has been drawn on digital map 616 into a data 
structure 400 for the path type object . 
[ 0079 ] FIG . 4 illustrates a data structure 400 in accordance 
with an embodiment of the present disclosure in which the 
geospatial data of respective vertices for the Blue journey is 
stored together with the object type " route ” , an identifier of 
the object type and Object ID . Each group , 402 - 408 , of 
object type , Object ID , and geospatial data correspond to 
geospatial data geo702 , geo704 , geo 706 and geo708 respec 
tively of the Blue journey . 
[ 0080 ] Processor 104 then executes instructions , step 212 
causing processor 104 to respond to initiation of a new path 
by executing instructions to return the procedure flow con 
trol to step 210 where vertices for a further path may be input 
into the system . Initiation of vertices for a further path may 
be indicated merely by single clicking a cursor control 
device such as a mouse to display a vertex at the cursor 
position when the control device was clicked , and so on and 
so forth as described above when first referring to step 210 . 
[ 0081 ] FIG . 8 illustrates a second route 800 , named “ Red 
journey ” ( shown in dotted outline ) , input to the digital map 
display 816 through a second traversal of step 210 . The 
vertices are labelled 802 through 814 and 881 through 822 . 
FIG . 5 illustrates a data structure 500 storing geospatial data 
of the second journey corresponding to respective vertices . 
[ 0082 ] If no new path is to be generated procedure flow 
control proceeds to step 214 at which processor 104 
executes instructions to receive user input to select a path for 
further processing and / or analysis . Such user input com 
prises selecting a one of the journeys displayed in the 
“ Presentation Layers " display fields 824 and 826 and acti 
vating the selection , suitably by way of a “ double click ” on 
a cursor control device 116 such as a computer interface 
mouse . Processor 104 continues to execute instructions to 
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receive user input actuating display icon 828 to load the 
selected journey . The loaded journey is displayed in display 
field 830 . 
[ 0083 ] The procedure flow control proceeds to step 215 at 
which the processor 104 executes instructions to receive 
user input at display field 832 to define a time for respective 
one or more vertices . Temporal data need not be input for 
every vertex but could be input for just a single one of the 
vertices . In the embodiment described herein , temporal data 
is input for the first vertex , 702 , and last vertex , 708 , of the 
Blue journey . Thus , data structure 500 would have temporal 
data , t802 and t808 , stored for respective entries 502 and 
508 . 
10084 ] Procedure flow control then flows to step 216 at 
which processor 104 executes instructions for receiving user 
input to select an interpolation strategy by selection of an 
option from pull down options of display field 902 of display 
interface 900 illustrated in FIG . 9 . Responsive to selection of 
spatial interpolation procedure control flows to step 218 and 
processor 104 receives user input to select an option from 
display field 904 setting the precision of interpolation . In the 
illustrated embodiment the precision is selected to be 200 m . 
[ 0085 ] Processor 104 then executes instructions to move 
procedure flow control to step 219 to receive user input to 
select an existing Journey object or create a new object 
within the system corresponding to the selected route . In the 
described example , a new object is to be created instantiat 
ing the Blue journey . The new object is created by entering 
the name of the route it is desired to create as a new object 
in to display field 906 and actuating user actuable display 
icon 908 to create the new object named “ Blue journey ” . 
Instantiating a new object moves the route or path from a 
presentation layer comprising the path as displayed on the 
map to an object having an Object ID as set out in the data 
structures 400 and 500 and capable of analysis in the system . 
Creation of the new object “ Blue Journey ” results in pro 
cessor 104 executing instructions to move procedure flow 
control to step 220 at which the processor 104 executes 
instructions to calculate waypoints , also referred to as " jour 
ney points ” , along the selected route , i . e . Blue journey , at a 
200 m precision previously defined by the user at step 218 . 
[ 0086 ] In the described embodiment , processor 104 
executes instructions to move procedure control to step 222 
at which step temporal data for respective waypoints is 
calculated . Processor 104 then executes instructions to store 
the geospatial and temporal data for each waypoint and to 
display the waypoints , step 224 see FIG . 10 references 1006 
and 1008 in which indicium 1006 are plain triangles repre 
senting the Blue route and the crossed triangle are the 
indicium representing the Red route . At step 224 processor 
104 also executes instructions to display a display interface 
1000 including user selectable options for the indicium used 
to indicate a waypoint which in the described embodiment 
comprises the shape 1010 and colour 1011 of the indicium . 
If no colour is selected the system defaults to the same 
colour as the line . 
[ 0087 ] In the described disclosure the waypoints , 1006 
and 1008 , are calculated between chronologically adjacent 
vertices using linear interpolation adjusted for the curvature 
of the Earth . In the described disclosure the waypoints 1006 
and 1008 are created so that they are distributed evenly 
between the two adjacent vertices in both temporal and 
geospatial dimensions . If a single waypoint were to be 
created it would be disposed exactly between the two 

adjacent vertices in both the temporal and geospatial dimen 
sions . Respective records for each waypoint may be stored 
in a structure similar to that shown in FIG . 15 . Each 
waypoint is related to a particular Object ID , in the illus 
trated case “ Red 1 ” and has the object type “ waypoint " and 
geotemporal data stored in respective records . Path creation 
ceases at step 228 . 
[ 0088 ] Optionally , a user may input temporal data for one 
or more of the vertices additional to the start and end 
vertices . Such data is input by placing a display pointer , such 
as a cursor or other indicium , under control of a pointing 
device , a mouse for example , over the vertex for which 
temporal data is to be input in order to highlight the latitude 
and longitude values of the display interface to activate the 
corresponding displayed input field 830 of display 800 
illustrated in FIG . 8 . The addition of further temporal data 
may be a part of the path creation procedure or may be after 
the path creation procedure has stopped . 
[ 0089 ] The display 1000 illustrated in FIG . 10 shows both 
the Blue journey 1002 and the Red journey 1004 . 
[ 0090 ] If temporal interpolation is selected at step 216 , 
processor 104 executes instructions to receive user input of 
the temporal precision to be applied to the calculation of 
waypoints , step 230 , and then to receive input selecting an 
existing journey object or to create a new one , step 231 , 
which in the described disclosure is the Blue journey . For 
selection of temporal interpolation , temporal waypoints are 
derived at step 232 and optionally geospatial way point data 
at step 234 . Processor 104 then executes instructions , step 
236 , to store the temporal and geospatial data as appropriate 
and to display them on the map . At step 236 , the user may 
also select the type of way point indicium , in this case a 
triangle which will be coloured blue . A similar process 
would be undertaken for creating the Red journey using 
temporal interpolation . Path creation ceases at step 228 . 
[ 0091 ] The foregoing describes the creation of a journey 
object and waypoints at a user selected precision interval . 
Optionally , a user may invoke a stored journey , for example 
in display 700 , by selecting an interpolation strategy , step 
216 , in display field 720 , specifying the interpolation inter 
val precision , step 218 or 230 , in display field 722 and 
recalling a previously stored journey for analysis by input 
ting the name of the journey , step 219 or 232 , into display 
field 724 . In this way , a user may define the precision 
interval for a stored journey and instantiate it as an object for 
analysis . 
[ 0092 ] Each point in a journey , vertices and waypoints , 
may be its own object and linked to the journey or defined 
as a property of the main journey element to which it relates . 
In the described example , see FIG . 4 and FIG . 5 , respective 
vertices are illustrated stored as geotemporal or just geo 
spatial data of a specific journey object , i . e . they are prop 
erties of either the Blue 1 journey or Red 1 journey objects . 
However , the waypoints are stored as respective waypoint 
objects , each having a relationship with a journey object , as 
illustrated in FIG . 15 . 
[ 0093 ] In the described disclosure , prior to instantiating an 
object the relevant data , such as vertices and waypoints , is 
stored in memory and the user can preview ” it . However , 
in the described disclosure it is only after the user activating 
( clicking ) the " Create journey " button that the object is 
actually instantiated . 
[ 0094 Data input by a user and stored in a data structure 
such as data structures 400 and 500 will typically relate to 
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real world observations and tracking of entities such as one 
or more persons or vehicles for example . The observations 
of entity , location and time may be derived from a report 
from human observers and or a surveillance system such as 
a closed circuit TV ( CCTV ) system . For a user utilising 
previously stored data , the data structures 400 and 500 may 
be populated by previous user input or may have been 
collected automatically by way of a CCTV system or some 
other surveillance system , including the use of human sur 
veillance , monitoring the location of an entity under inves 
tigation . For example , a camera of a CCTV system may 
comprise image recognition capability to recognise a person 
or some other feature such as the vehicle registration number 
of a vehicle under investigation , and to record their location . 
A record of the recognition of the entity under investigation , 
the geographic location and the time at which the entity was 
recognised at a particular location and or within the field of 
view or location of the camera or surveillance operative may 
be uploaded to the system 100 so that a data structure 400 
or 500 such as that illustrated in FIG . 4 or 5 may have a 
record populated with the entity identity and the geo 
temporal data associated with recognition of the entity . 
Optionally , temporal data need not be entered for each 
observation point . The observation points may form the 
vertices of a path from which a journey object is derived and 
instantiated , and way points created . 
[ 0095 ] Having instantiated two path objects , Blue journey 
1002 and Red journey 1004 , a user may invoke various 
analytical tools to assist in the automatic identification of 
relationships between respective journeys . 
10096 ] Turning back to FIG . 10 , instantiation of a journey 
object results in processor 104 executing instructions to 
invoke display of a user actuable display icon 1012 labelled 
“ Options ” to receive user definable parameters to filter what 
types of objects ( “ Journey ” , “ Waypoint ” etc ) , 1014 , and 
filter property type ( date range of objects of interest and 
geographic location , for example ) , 1016 . In the described 
example illustrated with respect to FIG . 10 , all object types 
have been selected and all properties have been selected 
resulting in all objects present in the display being selected . 
[ 0097 ] Processor 104 executes instructions to display 
timeline 1018 , the bin size being user selectable through 
operation of slider icon 1020 . In the described example , the 
timeline display 1018 has been configured for a bin size of 
one minute , 1022 and displays the number of events on a 
map that have occurred in that minute for all the objects 
displayed on the map , i . e . for all journeys displayed on the 
map . Likewise , the proximity analysis display is invoked in 
a similar manner as the options menu . 
[ 0098 ] Turning now to FIG . 11 , a display 1100 is illus 
trated which is generated following processor 104 executing 
instructions to display only those points , vertices and way 
points , of the Red 1 journey which are within a specific time , 
15 minutes , and distance , 500 m , of a point , vertex or 
waypoint , of a journey comprising Blue 1 journey . An 
extension of the Blue 1 journey may be defined and added 
to the Blue 1 journey the combination being named as “ Blue 
journey ( part 2 ) " . Thus , another route or more points such as 
vertices or waypoints may be added to an existing journey 
without creating , a new object . Processor 104 executes 
instructions which receive the time and distance proximity 
parameters to form criteria from a user and then invokes a 
routine to compare the proximity of the geospatial data of 
the points of the Red 1 journey with the geospatial data of 

the points of the Blue journey ( part 2 ) to determine those 
points of the Red 1 journey which satisfy the geospatial 
proximity criterion to implement a first filter on the Red 1 
journey points . Those Red 1 journey points and Blue journey 
( part 2 ) journey points satisfying the geospatial criterion are 
noted , for example by setting a flag in the geospatial element 
of their data structure , the setting of the flag indicating 
satisfaction of a geospatial criterion . Subsequent to invoking 
the geospatial proximity filter and noting relevant journey 
points , processor 104 executes instructions to implement a 
second filter by applying the temporal criterion to the 
journey points noted as satisfying the geospatial criterion . 
Applying the geospatial filter first followed by the temporal 
filter may reduce the data processing burden because only 
those points which satisfy the geospatial criterion undergo 
the temporal filtering . Such an order utilises the geocentric 
nature of a geographic analysis , i . e . an analysis which is 
focussed on the geographic location of an event . 
[ 0099 ] Display 1100 display two groups of Red 1 journey 
points , 1102 and 1104 , in which respective groups satisfy the 
proximity criteria . The visual display of journey points 
which satisfy the geotemporal criteria is useful in identify 
areas for further and more detailed review . Timeline display 
1106 displays a histogram of events grouped by temporal 
proximity in the illustrated case in 5 minute groups known 
as bins ) . In this scenario , the timeline displays , per each 5 
minute bin , the number of events present on the map that 
happened within these 5 minutes . This may be useful to a 
user as they can select a bin in the timeline and processor 
104 will execute instructions to highlight these events on the 
map and hence the user will be able to visually see whether 
the events have happened geographically close together . 
[ 0100 ] Turning now to FIG . 12 , processor 104 also 
executes instructions responsive to user input selecting a 
“ Heatmap ” tab 1202 to invoke a heat map display 1200 , 
illustrated in FIG . 12 . The instructions may also cause 
processor 104 to display a density legend 1204 and provide 
a user actuable slider icon 1206 to select a density radius . A 
heatmap is a particularly convenient way to provide a visual 
representation of the number of occurrences of something , in 
this journey points satisfying the criteria discussed above in 
relation to FIG . 11 . Regions 1208 and 1210 of display 1200 
respectively correspond to the groups of points 1102 and 
1104 of display 1100 . Timeline display 1212 displays a 
histogram of the events that have occurred within the time 
periods ( bins ) of the histogram display . 
10101 ] Processor 104 also executes instructions which 
provide user actuable display icons actuable to invoke a 
procedure to input data to create an event object . Optionally , 
a user may retrieve a previously created event object from 
memory , e . g . main memory 106 , non - volatile memory 
device 110 and or from a network resident storage device 
such as via server 130 . Turning now to FIG . 13 , there is 
illustrated a display 1300 generated by processor 104 
executing instructions responsive to user actuation invoking 
input of data for creating an event or retrieving an event 
from memory store . The display 1300 has user input area 
1302 comprising “ check boxes ” actuable by a user for a user 
to select what will be displayed to identify the event . In the 
illustrated example , icons identifying the object type prop 
erty type together with a description of the object and the 
properties are to be displayed as illustrated at reference 1304 
on display 1300 . 
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[ 0102 ] As will be evident from FIG . 13 , the event 1304 
displayed on display 1302 may be defined as an object type 
different from a journey or waypoint object . As illustrated in 
FIG . 13 , the event 1304 has displayed with it label 1306 
setting out the nature of the event and temporal data . 
[ 0103 ] Processor 104 executes instructions to display 
screen 1400 which provides user input fields 1402 to select 
a proximity type , intrinsic property or geocoded property , 
parameter from a user . In the illustrated example , intrinsic 
proximity has been selected causing processor 104 to 
execute instructions to display a user input region 1404 for 
the input of parameters to define the type of event in respect 
of which proximity will be determined , 1406 , what the 
proximity will be discriminated on , 1408 , ( in the described 
example discrimination will be based on " type " ) , the tem 
poral proximity “ 15 min ” ( 15 minutes ) , 1410 , and spatial 
proximity “ 500 m ” ( 500 metres ) , 1412 , to the event . Option 
ally , the proximity parameters previously input by a user 
may be used by processor 104 to provide a default setting 
which may be changed by a user for use with the displayed 
event 1304 . 
[ 0104 ] Responsive to user actuable “ Search ” icon 1414 
being actuated , processor 104 executes instructions to 
“ search ” for journey points of the Blue and Red journey that 
fulfil the proximity criteria . Optionally , user input region 
may comprise a further user actuable icon to select both 
proximity criteria or just one or other of the proximity 
criteria . 
[ 0105 ] In the described example both proximity criteria 
are used in the " search ” . To implement the search request 
processor 104 executes instructions which compare the 
geospatial data of respective points of the Blue and Red 
journey with the geospatial data of the event 1304 to 
determine which of the points satisfy the proximity criteria . 
Each point , 1416 , 1418 , 1420 and 1422 satisfying the criteria 
is displayed together with a label identifying the journey to 
which the point belongs and its temporal data . 
0106 ] . Although temporal data may not be used for one or 
more vertices or waypoints , temporal data should be present 
in order to analyse temporal proximity . Objects without 
temporal data will be excluded from any temporal analysis 
and not show up in any display of such an analysis . In the 
described disclosure , temporal data is not present for things 
which are not events , so for example building such as a 
house will only have geospatial data and not temporal data . 
[ 01071 A user of the system may therefore visually analyse 
the colocation and temporal correlation of journey points to 
the event and each other by way of the graphical presenta 
tion illustrated in FIG . 14 . Such a graphical representation 
may be useful to assist in user perception and selection of 
relevant points from a complex and crowded set of data . 
Such relevant points may be further analysed . 
[ 0108 ] This may be compared with the manner in which 
the journey data is illustrated in the screens 10 , 11 and 12 in 
which the integration of data to determine the magnitude 
proximity parameters should have is assisted by the close 
proximity of the journey points . Thus , a user may start with 
a display of close proximity , sometimes referred to as 
" crowded ” , data points to identify general regions of interest 
and then generate a display of low proximity data points to 
assist in discrimination and selection between and from the 
low proximity data points . Such visual representation of data 
may assist a user suffering from visual perception disabili 
ties or having visual perception preferences to navigate 

through the data . This may be compared with a tabular lay 
out of data in which each data point tends to be set out 
equidistant from the other points in respective axes . With 
such an even distribution correlation between data is not a 
perceptively clear , at least to a user suffering from limited 
visual perception skills . 
[ 0109 ] Insofar as embodiments of the invention described 
above are implementable , at least in part , using a software 
controlled programmable processing device such as a gen 
eral purpose processor or special - purposes processor , digital 
signal processor , microprocessor , or other processing 
device , data processing apparatus or computer system it will 
be appreciated that a computer program for configuring a 
programmable device , apparatus or system to implement the 
foregoing described methods , apparatus and system is envis 
aged as an aspect of the present invention . The computer 
program may be embodied as any suitable type of code , such 
as source code , object code , compiled code , interpreted 
code , executable code , static code , dynamic code , and the 
like . The instructions may be implemented using any suit 
able high - level , low - level , object - oriented , visual , compiled 
and / or interpreted programming language , such as C , C + + , 
Java , BASIC , Perl , Matlab , Pascal , Visual BASIC , JAVA , 
ActiveX , assembly language , machine code , and so forth . A 
skilled person would readily understand that term " com 
puter ” in its most general sense encompasses programmable 
devices such as referred to above , and data processing 
apparatus and computer systems in whatever format they 
may arise , for example , desktop personal computer , laptop 
personal computer , tablet , smart phone or other computing 
device . 
[ 0110 ] Suitably , the computer program is stored on a 
carrier medium in machine readable form , for example the 
carrier medium may comprise memory , removable or non 
removable media , erasable or non - erasable media , writeable 
or re - writeable media , digital or analog media , hard disk , 
floppy disk , Compact Disk Read Only Memory ( CD - ROM ) , 
Compact Disk Recordable ( CD - R ) , Compact Disk Rewrite 
able ( CD - RW ) , optical disk , magnetic media , magneto 
optical media , removable memory cards or disks , various 
types of Digital Versatile Disk ( DVD ) subscriber identity 
module , tape , cassette solid - state memory . The computer 
program may be supplied from a remote source embodied in 
the communications medium such as an electronic signal , 
radio frequency carrier wave or optical carrier waves . Such 
carrier media are also envisaged as aspects of the present 
invention . 
[ 0111 ] In the foregoing specification , embodiments of the 
invention have been described with reference to numerous 
specific details that may vary from implementation to imple 
mentation . Thus , the sole and exclusive indicator of what is 
the invention , and is intended by the applicants to be the 
invention , is the set of claims that issue from this applica 
tion , in the specific form in which such claims issue , 
including any sub - sequent correction . Any definitions 
expressly set forth herein for terms contained in such claims 
shall govern the meaning of such terms as used in the claims . 
Hence , no limitation , element , property , feature , advantage 
or attribute that is not expressly recited in a claim should 
limit the scope of such a claim in any way . The specification 
and drawings are , accordingly , to be regarded in an illus 
trative rather than a restrictive sense . 
[ 0112 ] As used herein any reference to " one embodiment " 
or “ an embodiment ” means that a particular element , fea 
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ture , structure , or characteristic described in connection with 
the embodiment is included in at least one embodiment . The 
appearances of the phrase " in one embodiment ” or the 
phrase “ in an embodiment ” in various places in the speci 
fication are not necessarily all referring to the same embodi 
ment . 
[ 0113 ] As used herein , the terms " comprises , " " compris 
ing , ” “ includes , ” “ including , ” “ has , ” “ having ” or any other 
variation thereof , are intended to cover a non - exclusive 
inclusion . For example , a process , method , article , or appa 
ratus that comprises a list of elements is not necessarily 
limited to only those elements but may include other ele 
ments not expressly listed or inherent to such process , 
method , article , or apparatus . Further , unless expressly 
stated to the contrary , “ or ” refers to an inclusive or and not 
to an exclusive or . For example , a condition A or B is 
satisfied by any one of the following : A is true ( or present ) 
and B is false ( or not present ) , A is false ( or not present ) and 
B is true ( or present ) , and both A and B are true ( or present ) . 
[ 0114 ] In the foregoing , the use of the term “ object " and 
or the use of the term “ instance " or any derivative or simile 
thereof does not necessarily imply object oriented or object 
based programming or data structures but may be used to 
distinguish between different occurrences of a similar type 
of thing , e . g . there being two or more vertices or waypoints . 
[ 0115 ] In addition , use of the “ a ” or “ an ” are employed to 
describe elements and components of the invention . This is 
done merely for convenience and to give a general sense of 
the invention . This description should be read to include one 
or at least one and the singular also includes the plural unless 
it is obvious that it is meant otherwise . 
[ 0116 ] In view of the foregoing description it will be 
evident to a person skilled in the art that various modifica 
tions may be made within the scope of the invention . For 
example , although the map data has been described as being 
retrieved from storage device 110 it may be the case that it 
may be retrieved from a network - based storage device such 
as on server 130 . Although two different embodiments have 
been described for creating a path based on the position of 
vertices and then joining a path between the chronologically 
adjacent vertices , other procedures may be utilised to create 
such a path based on key points , such as vertices . 
[ 0117 ] For disclosures in which spatial interpolation is 
utilised and disclosures in which temporal interpolation is 
utilised , waypoint temporal and geospatial data is calculated 
respectively . However , temporal and geospatial data need 
not be calculated and any subsequent analysis rely only on 
geospatial or temporal data for waypoints . The memory 
structures in which vertices and waypoints have been illus 
trated are by way of example only . Other configurations of 
storage structure may be used not just the table - like structure 
illustrated . 
[ 0118 ] Although one or more embodiments in accordance 
with the claimed subject matter have been described in 
which the first and last of vertices defining a path have had 
temporal data ascribed to them , further and intermediate 
vertices may also have temporal data ascribed to them . 
Optionally , just a single vertex may have temporal data 
ascribed to it and chronological data in effect extrapolated 
from it in accordance with a perceived speed of movement 
of the entity whose path is displayed . 
[ 0119 ] In a described example , noting journey points 
satisfying geospatial and or temporal proximity criteria is by 
way of setting a flag associated with respective data . How 

ever , other ways of noting or recording the criteria being 
satisfied may be implemented , such as storing journey points 
satisfying one or more criterion in a separate storage area . 
10120 ] The scope of the present disclosure includes any 
novel feature or combination of features disclosed therein 
either explicitly or implicitly or any generalisation thereof 
irrespective of whether or not it relates to the claimed 
invention or mitigate against any or all of the problems 
addressed by the present invention . The applicant hereby 
gives notice that new claims may be formulated to such 
features during prosecution of this application or of any such 
further application derived therefrom . In particular , with 
reference to the appended claims , features from dependent 
claims may be combined with those of the independent 
claims and features from respective independent claims may 
be combined in any appropriate manner and not merely in 
specific combinations enumerated in the claims . 
What is claimed is : 
1 . A computer system , configured to : 
receive two or more instances of a first route object 

comprising a geotemporal attribute comprising geospa 
tial and temporal data to define an instance of the first 
route object , 

map the two or more instances of the first route object on 
to digital map data to define respective first route 
vertices in the digital map ; and 

receive user input defining an interval and applying the 
defined interval intermediate chronologically adjacent 
respective first route vertices to define first waypoints 
between the respective first route vertices . 

2 . The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the two or 
more instances of the first route object are received from a 
database comprising a plurality of route objects comprising 
the geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial and option 
ally temporal data to define an instance of each of the 
plurality of first route objects within the database . 

3 . The computer system of claim 1 , further configured to 
provide data to a display driver to configure a display screen 
coupled to the computer system to : 

display a map image representative of said digital map 
data ; and 

display in the image a first indicium representative of the 
first route object at respective first route vertices . 

4 . The computer system of claim 1 , further configured to 
define the waypoints along a direct path between chrono 
logically adjacent respective first route vertices . 

5 . The computer system of claim 1 , further configured to 
instantiate an instance of a first waypoint object comprising 
a geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial and temporal 
data to define the respective first waypoints . 

6 . The computer system of claim 5 , further configured to 
assign to a geotemporal attribute of the first waypoint object 
instance first waypoint object instance geospatial data and 
optionally first waypoint object instance temporal data 
respectively derived from geospatial data and temporal data 
of one or both of the chronologically adjacent respective first 
route vertices . 

7 . The computer system of claim 1 , further configured to 
define the first waypoints as a property of a locus defined by 
the respective first route vertices . 

8 . The computer system of claim 6 , further configured to 
store the first waypoint object instance in the database . 

9 . The computer system of claim 1 , further configured to 
provide data to the display driver to configure the display 
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screen to display in the map image first waypoint indicia 
representative of the first waypoint object at respective first 
waypoints . 

10 . The computer system of claim 1 , further configured to 
receive two or more instances of a second route object from 
the database ; 
map the two or more instances of the second route object 

on to digital map data , to define respective second route 
vertices in the digital map ; and 

receive user input defining an interval and applying the 
defined interval intermediate chronologically adjacent 
respective second route vertices to define second way 
points between the respective second route vertices . 

11 . The computer system of claim 10 , wherein the two or 
more instances of the second route object are received from 
a database comprising a plurality of route objects compris 
ing the geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial and 
optionally temporal data to define an instance of each of the 
plurality of second route objects within the database . 

12 . The computer system of claim 10 , further configured 
to provide data to the display driver to configure a display 
screen coupled to the computer system to display in the map 
image a second indicium representative of the second route 
object at respective second route vertices . 

13 . The computer system of claim 10 , further configured 
to define the waypoints along a direct path between chrono 
logically adjacent respective second route object vertices . 

14 . The computer system of claim 10 , further configured 
to instantiate an instance of a second waypoint object 

comprising a geotemporal attribute comprising geospatial 
and temporal data to define the respective second waypoints . 

15 . The computer system of claim 14 , further configured 
to assign to a geotemporal attribute of the second waypoint 
object instance second waypoint instance geospatial data 
and optionally second waypoint object instance temporal 
data respectively derived from geospatial data and temporal 
data of one or both of the chronologically adjacent respec 
tive second route vertices . 

16 . The computer system of claim 10 , further configured 
to define the second waypoint objects as a property of a 
locus defined by the respective second route object vertices . 

17 . The computer system of claim 14 , further configured 
to store the second waypoint object instance in the database . 

18 . The computer system of claim 10 , further configured 
to provide data to the display driver to configure the display 
screen to display in the map image second waypoint indicia 
representative of the second waypoint object at respective 
second waypoints . 

19 . The computer system of claim 10 , further configured 
to determine a first proximity value representative of the 
proximity of a one of the second waypoints or a one of the 
respective second route object vertices to a one of the first 
waypoints or a one of the respective first route object 
vertices fulfilling a first proximity criterion . 

20 . The computer system of claim 19 , further configured 
to indicate the first proximity value fulfilling the first prox 
imity criterion . 
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DETECTION AND ENRICHMENT OF 
MISSING DATA OR METADATA FOR 

LARGE DATA SETS 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U . S . patent 
application Ser . No . 15 / 910 , 672 , filed Mar . 2 , 2018 , and 
titled “ DETECTION AND ENRICHMENT OF MISSING 
DATA OR METADATA FOR LARGE DATA SETS ” , which 
application claims benefit of U . S . Provisional Patent Appli 
cation No . 62 / 596 , 685 , filed Dec . 8 , 2017 , and titled 
“ DETECTION AND ENRICHMENT OF MISSING DATA 
OR METADATA FOR LARGE DATA SETS ” . The entire 
disclosure of each of the above items is hereby made part of 
this specification as if set forth fully herein and incorporated 
by reference for all purposes , for all that it contains . 
[ 0002 ] Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1 . 57 for all purposes and 
for all that they contain . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

10003 ] The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for data integration , analysis , visualization , manage 
ment , and interaction . More specifically , the present disclo 
sure relates to systems and techniques for enriching missing 
data or missing metadata . 

SUMMARY 
[ 0006 ] The disclosure herein presents various embodi 
ments of systems and techniques related to data integration , 
analysis , visualization , and management for enriching data 
with missing data or metadata . The system and related 
methods described herein provides an intuitive and efficient 
way to detect and enrich missing metadata , including via 
interactive user interfaces . 
[ 0007 ] The system may access sets of data items and 
associated metadata items . The data items can be associated 
with unique identifiers , and may be further associated with 
various classifications . 
10008 ] . The system may provide an interactive user inter 
face by which the user may dynamically filter the sets of data 
items based on classifications associated with the data items . 
In an implementation , the system may further automatically 
filter the sets of data items to only those data items that are 
missing data item values , or to only those data items that are 
missing associated metadata item values . In response to a 
user selecting a filter , the system may provide a list of unique 
identifiers associated with the filtered data items for user 
selection . 
[ 0009 ] The system may further provide , via the interactive 
user interface : ( 1 ) selectable dropdowns for certain data or 
metadata items associated with the selected data item , and 
( 2 ) a viewing pane including a collection of information 
related to the data item ( alternatively , “ related information ” ) . 
In some implementation , the viewing pane is optional . Using 
the selectable dropdowns , the user may view current data or 
metadata item values , and change the data or metadata item 
values . Further , the user may efficiently identify any data or 
metadata items that are missing values ( e . g . , as the associ 
ated selectable dropdowns may be blank and / or highlighted 
in the interactive user interface ) . Metadata and data item 
values may be changed , selected , and / or input via the 
interactive user interface by interaction with the selectable 
dropdowns , or by direct input of data or metadata item 
values . The viewing pane including the collection of infor 
mation related to the data item may be useful to the user 
and / or the system in identifying suggestions for the missing 
data or metadata item values . 
[ 0010 ] . The user may input data or metadata item values , 
e . g . , for those data or metadata items that are missing . Such 
inputs may be provided via the selectable dropdowns . 
Accordingly , according to certain embodiments of the pres 
ent disclosure , the user may efficiently enrich selected data 
items and metadata items associated with selected data 
items . In some implementations the selectable dropdowns 
are pre - populated with selection options based on data or 
metadata item values associated with other data items of the 
sets of data items . In some implementations , the system may 
provide a further interactive user interface ( including , a 
spreadsheet user interface in some embodiments ) by which 
the user may view and edit the selection options that are 
pre - populated into each selectable dropdown for each data 
or metadata item . Accordingly , a nontechnical user may 
efficiently modify functionality of the interactive user inter 
face to enable further efficiencies in enriching the sets of 
data items with data and metadata item values for missing 
data and metadata items . 
[ 0011 ] The system may generate a separate sets of 
enriched data items , including updated data and metadata 
item values ( e . g . , in which the missing data and metadata 
items are replaced with metadata item values selected or 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0004 ] Data items stored in large scale systems often 
include significant amounts of data and metadata ( e . g . , data 
about data ) . However , some data may be incomplete or 
missing in the large scale systems due to faulty data source 
interfaces or human mistakes in data entry . Existing systems 
do not provide simple , efficient , and intuitive ways of 
identifying missing data and correctly enriching the missing 
data with correct data . Additionally , while metadata can 
provide valuable structures for efficient data organization 
and analysis , missing metadata may also go undetected due 
to its associative nature in relation to the original data . The 
problem is especially acute in systems managing large data 
sets . Without proper detection and subsequent enrichment of 
data and metadata , the missing data and metadata can cause 
disruption in data organization and analysis efforts . 
[ 0005 ] Although it is desirable for users to have systems 
and techniques for easy detection and effective management 
of missing data and metadata , existing systems may not 
provide such effective detection , visualization , and / or man 
agement of data and metadata . For example , existing sys 
tems may not readily bring the missing data or metadata to 
attention , and may only provide limited information from 
which to identify the missing data and metadata . Even when 
the missing data or metadata is identified , the existing 
systems may not provide intuitive and efficient ways of 
determining the correct data or metadata to enrich the 
missing data or metadata . Additionally , such systems may be 
inflexible in management of data and metadata , and may not 
provide intuitive reporting of the data and metadata . 
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input by the user ) , having a structure similar to the imported 
sets of data items . Further , in certain implementations the 
separate sets of enriched data items may include additional 
data items and / or metadata items ( e . g . , comments , etc . ) that 
may also be added by the user via the interactive user 
interface . The separate sets of enriched data items may be 
stored as a separate file / table / spreadsheet / database from the 
original , imported sets of data items to advantageously 
maintain the imported sets of data items in its original 
unmodified form . In some implementations , during analysis 
of the sets of data items , the user may optionally and 
advantageously merge or join the imported sets of data items 
and the separate sets of enriched data items in order to 
analyze the sets of data items in view of the enrichment 
provided by the user and the system via the interactive user 
interfaces described herein . 
[ 0012 ] Accordingly , in various embodiments , large 
amounts of data are automatically and dynamically calcu 
lated interactively in response to user inputs , and the calcu 
lated data is efficiently and compactly presented to a user by 
the system . Thus , in some embodiments , the user interfaces 
described herein are more efficient as compared to previous 
user interfaces in which data is not dynamically updated and 
compactly and efficiently presented to the user in response 
to interactive inputs . 
[ 0013 ] Further , as described herein , the system may be 
configured and / or designed to generate user interface data 
useable for rendering the various interactive user interfaces 
described . The user interface data may be used by the 
system , and / or another computer system , device , and / or 
software program ( for example , a browser program ) , to 
render the interactive user interfaces . The interactive user 
interfaces may be displayed on , for example , electronic 
displays ( including , for example , touch - enabled displays ) . 
[ 0014 ] Additionally , it has been noted that design of 
computer user interfaces that are useable and easily learned 
by humans is a non - trivial problem for software develop 
ers . ” ( Dillon , A . ( 2003 ) User Interface Design . MacMillan 
Encyclopedia of Cognitive Science , Vol . 4 , London : Mac 
Millan , 453 - 458 . ) The various embodiments of interactive 
and dynamic user interfaces of the present disclosure are the 
result of significant research , development , improvement , 
iteration , and testing . This non - trivial development has 
resulted in the user interfaces described herein which may 
provide significant cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies and 
advantages over previous systems . The interactive and 
dynamic user interfaces include improved human - computer 
interactions that may provide reduced mental workloads , 
improved decision - making , reduced work stress , and / or the 
like , for a user . For example , user interaction with the 
interactive user interfaces described herein may provide an 
optimized display of data items , associated metadata items 
and values , and collection of information related to the data 
item , which may enable a user to more quickly access , 
navigate , assess , digest , edit , and enrich various information 
than previous systems . 
[ 0015 ] Further , the interactive and dynamic user interfaces 
described herein are enabled by innovations in efficient 
interactions between the user interfaces and underlying 
systems and components . For example , disclosed herein are 
improved methods of receiving user inputs , translation and 
delivery of those inputs to various system components , 
automatic and dynamic execution of complex processes in 
response to the input delivery , automatic interaction among 

various components and processes of the system , and auto 
matic and dynamic updating of the user interfaces . The 
interactions and presentation of data via the interactive user 
interfaces described herein may accordingly provide cogni 
tive and ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over previ 
ous systems . 
[ 00161 Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
provide improvements to various technologies and techno 
logical fields . For example , as described above , existing data 
storage and processing technology ( including , e . g . , in 
memory databases ) is limited in various ways ( e . g . , manual 
data review is slow , costly , and less detailed ; data is too 
voluminous ; etc . ) , and various embodiments of the disclo 
sure provide significant improvements over such technol 
ogy . Additionally , various embodiments of the present dis 
closure are inextricably tied to computer technology . In 
particular , various embodiments rely on detection of user 
inputs via graphical user interfaces , calculation of updates to 
display electronic data based on those user inputs , automatic 
processing of related electronic data , and presentation of the 
updates to displayed images via interactive graphical user 
interfaces . Such features and others ( e . g . , processing and 
analysis of large amounts of electronic data ) are intimately 
tied to , and enabled by , computer technology , and would not 
exist except for computer technology . For example , the 
interactions with displayed data described below in refer 
ence to various embodiments cannot reasonably be per 
formed by humans alone , without the computer technology 
upon which they are implemented . Further , the implemen 
tation of the various embodiments of the present disclosure 
via computer technology enables many of the advantages 
described herein , including more efficient interaction with , 
and presentation of , various types of electronic data . 
[ 0017 ] In some embodiments , a computing system com 
prises : one or more processors ; at least one storage device 
configured to store data , wherein the computing system , via 
execution of program instructions by the one or more 
processors , is configured to : access sets of data items and 
associated metadata items , wherein the data items are asso 
ciated with unique identifiers ; provide a first interactive user 
interface including at least : a list of unique identifiers 
associated with one or more data items of the sets of data 
items , selectable dropdown user interface elements associ 
ated with metadata items , and a viewing pane configured to 
display collections of information related to selected data 
items ; in response to receiving , via the first interactive user 
interface , a selection of a first unique identifier of the 
plurality of unique identifiers : determine a first data item 
associated with the unique identifier ; populate the selectable 
dropdown user interface elements to include metadata item 
values associated with the first data item ; and populate the 
viewing pane with a collection of information associated 
with the first data item ; provide a second interactive user 
interface configured to enable interactive modifications to 
selection options associated with the selectable dropdown 
user interface elements , wherein : the second interactive user 
interface includes at least an editable spreadsheet including 
columns corresponding to the metadata items , the columns 
include selection options associated with the corresponding 
metadata items , and the editable spreadsheet is configured to 
receive user inputs modifying , deleting , or adding selection 
options associated with the corresponding metadata items ; 
and dynamically update selection options in the selectable 
dropdown user interface elements associated with the meta 
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data items based on selection options included in corre 
sponding columns of the editable spreadsheet . 
[ 0018 ] In some embodiments , the selection options are 
dynamically updated in response to the user exiting the 
second interactive user interface and returning to the first 
interactive user interface . In some embodiments , the selec 
tion options are dynamically updated in response to the user 
editing the second interactive user interface by providing 
new metadata item value . In some embodiments , one or 
more selection options are automatically suggested by the 
computing system and added to the dropdown selection 
options . In some embodiments , at least one of the selectable 
dropdown user interface elements is missing a metadata item 
value for the associated metadata item . 
[ 0019 ] In some embodiments , the computing system is 
further configured to : in response to using a dropdown user 
interface to select a selection option from the selection 
options representing a metadata item value , enrich the 
missing metadata item value with the selected metadata item 
value . In some embodiments , the computing system is 
further configured to : provide a user interface to confirm one 
or more selections of metadata item values for the missing 
metadata item , wherein in response to the user confirming 
the selection of metadata item values in lieu of the missing 
metadata item values , generate an updated data set contain 
ing a structure of the accessed data set that has replaced the 
missing metadata item values with the selected metadata 
item values . In some embodiments , the system stores the 
updated data set as an independent data set from the 
accessed data set . In some embodiments , the updated data 
set only includes data items from the accessed data set with 
replaced metadata item values . 
[ 0020 ] In some embodiments , the viewing pane is further 
configured to : provide selectable tabs each associated with a 
category of the collection of information related to the first 
data item ; receive a user input accessing one of the select 
able tabs ; and in response to the user input accessing the one 
of the selectable tabs : update the viewing pane to provide 
information associated with the category from the collection 
of information related to the first data item . In some embodi 
ments , the computing system is further configured to : pro 
vide a user interface element capable of selecting one or 
more sets of data items ; receive a user input selecting one or 
more sets of data items , and replace the accessed sets of data 
items with the one or more selected sets of data items . In 
some embodiments , the data items are further associated 
with various classifications by which the data items are 
dynamically filtered , wherein the user may dynamically 
filter the sets of data items based on classifications associ 
ated with the data items . 
[ 0021 ] In some embodiments , the user is associated with 
one or more data item access restrictions and the system 
conceals from the user one or more sets of data items from 
selection . In some embodiments , the sets of data items are 
automatically filtered to only contain data items that are 
missing associated metadata item values . In some embodi 
ments , the metadata item values associated with the data 
item are pre - selected as selected options of the selectable 
dropdowns . In some embodiments , the first interactive user 
interface is further configured to : receive user inputs modi 
fying , deleting , or adding user comments associated with the 
corresponding data item . In some embodiments , the com - 

puting system is further configured to : provide a counter for 
the total number of data items with any missing metadata 
item values . 
[ 0022 ] . In some embodiments , the viewing pane is further 
configured to : provide a selectable user interface element 
associated with a second data item having one or more 
common metadata item values for corresponding metadata 
items compared to the first data item ; receive a user input 
accessing the selectable user interface element ; and in 
response to the user input accessing the selectable user 
interface element : update the viewing pane to include a 
collection of information related to the second data item . In 
some embodiments , the viewing pane is further configured 
to : provide selectable tabs each associated with a category of 
the collection of information related to the second data item ; 
receive a user input accessing one of the selectable tabs ; and 
in response to the user input accessing the one of the 
selectable tabs : update the viewing pane to provide infor 
mation associated with the category from the collection of 
information related to the second data item . 
[ 0023 ] Additional embodiments of the disclosure are 
described below in reference to the appended claims , which 
may serve as an additional summary of the disclosure . 
[ 0024 ] . In various embodiments , systems and / or computer 
systems are disclosed that comprise a computer readable 
storage medium having program instructions embodied 
therewith , and one or more processors configured to execute 
the program instructions to cause the one or more processors 
to perform operations comprising one or more aspects of the 
above - and / or below - described embodiments ( including one 
or more aspects of the appended claims ) . 
[ 0025 ] In various embodiments , computer - implemented 
methods are disclosed in which , by one or more processors 
executing program instructions , one or more aspects of the 
above - and / or below - described embodiments ( including one 
or more aspects of the appended claims ) are implemented 
and / or performed . 
10026 ] In various embodiments , computer program prod 
ucts comprising a computer readable storage medium are 
disclosed , wherein the computer readable storage medium 
has program instructions embodied therewith , the program 
instructions executable by one or more processors to cause 
the one or more processors to perform operations compris 
ing one or more aspects of the above - and / or below - de 
scribed embodiments ( including one or more aspects of the 
appended claims ) . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0027 ] FIGS . 1A - 1B illustrate example user interfaces of 
a metadata enrichment system , according to various embodi 
ments . 
[ 0028 ] FIG . 2 illustrates another example user interface of 
the metadata enrichment system , according to an embodi 
ment . 
[ 0029 ] FIGS . 3A - 3C illustrate an example input data set 
with one or more missing metadata item values , and 
example output data sets with the one or more missing 
metadata item values enriched , according to various 
embodiments . 
[ 0030 ] FIG . 4 is a flow chart diagram illustrating func 
tionality of the metadata enrichment system related to iden 
tification of one or more missing metadata item values and 
enrichment of the missing metadata item values , according 
to various embodiments . 
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[ 0031 ] FIG . 5 illustrates an object - centric data model or 
ontology of a database , according to an embodiment . 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 6 is a block diagram illustrating example 
components and data that may be used in identifying and 
storing data according to an ontology . 
[ 0033 ] FIG . 7 illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
Overview 
[ 0034 ] The disclosure herein presents various embodi 
ments of systems and techniques related to data integration , 
analysis , visualization , and management for enriching data 
items with missing data or metadata . For example , one 
embodiment of the system described herein provides the 
ability for users to identify the missing data or metadata , 
allow configurable management of data or metadata , and 
provide an intuitive reporting of the enriched data item . 
[ 0035 ] As an introductory note , while different terminolo 
gies of data and metadata are used throughout the disclosure , 
the distinction is mostly semantic and both terms can 
describe data items in similar capacity . For instance , a data 
item of a book may have associated title data of “ The Old 
Man and the Sea ” and data associated with the title data 
( e . g . , metadata or property ) , such as total page number , 
publication year , number of chapters , or ISBN . In the 
alternative , the data items of the book may include all of the 
title , total page number , publication year , number of chap 
ters , and ISBN as the " data " and have , as a metadata , the 
book ' s Dewey Dot System number for finding the book in 
a particular section in a library . 
[ 0036 ] The book ' s Dewey Dot System number , similarly 
with total page number , publication year , number of chap 
ters , or ISBN , can be considered integral to the book data 
item and , therefore , is data and not metadata . As described , 
the drawing of a line between a data and metadata can be 
mostly semantic and without a clear distinguishing line . 
Therefore , in some instances , some metadata can be seman 
tically considered data and some data can be semantically 
considered metadata . Where applicable , the terms data and 
metadata may be interpreted interchangeably . Therefore , the 
metadata enrichment system and related methods disclosed 
herein can be used for both data and metadata . In this 
disclosure , there is a preference toward the term metadata to 
facilitate the disclosure without possible confusion from use 
of the term " data . " 
[ 0037 ] Data items stored in large - scale systems often 
includes a significant amount of metadata . The metadata can 
provide valuable structures for efficient data item organiza 
tion and analysis . For example , where a data item contains 
information related to a widget , the widget may have asso 
ciated metadata , such as software version or hardware 
version . Additionally , where a delivery of the widget is 
concerned , the widget may have associated metadata such as 
originating city , state , ZIP Code , carrier , or whether a 
recipient ' s signature was obtained . The metadata may not 
relate directly to the widget itself , but nevertheless is asso 
ciated with the widget in some structural , descriptive , or 
administrative capacity . For example , the delivery metadata 
or version metadata can provide significant information used 
for analyzing quality control , compliance , and / or recipient 
satisfaction . 

[ 0038 ] There exist many metadata collection mechanisms . 
For example , sensors configured to detect , characterize , and 
record the metadata may be installed and managed for 
creation of the metadata . When concerning delivery meta 
data , a widget may have an associated barcode that is 
scanned by a carrier at the delivery origination and / or upon 
completed delivery . The scanned barcode can provide deliv 
ery metadata . 
[ 0039 ] However , in practice , some important metadata 
may not be generated , or may be lost , for various reasons . In 
some instances , the metadata may have been generated , but 
may not have been properly associated with the correspond 
ing data . Such instances may arise as a result of sensor 
malfunction , sensor shut down , human error , mismatching 
systems ( including unsynchronized system versions and / or 
wrong data association schema ) , communication failure , etc . 
The failed generation or missed association may result in 
missing metadata . 
[ 0040 ] Missing metadata , unless identified , can cause 
inaccurate analysis of the metadata which in turn can cause 
inaccurate analysis of the data item itself . Worse , the missing 
metadata may effectively hinder an opportunity for process 
improvement . For example , missing widget delivery carrier 
information can provide little to no helpful information 
about establishing a new distribution center . Missing soft 
ware version information can provide little to no helpful 
information about why one or more particular widgets may 
have malfunctioned . 
[ 0041 ] The present disclosure describes a system for effi 
cient detection and management of missing metadata . The 
detection and identification of the missing metadata is 
greatly improved with user interfaces of the system which 
provide intuitive filtering and display of the missing meta 
data . The user interfaces may provide one or more filters to 
change or limit of the missing metadata inspected . Further , 
the user interfaces may organize and provide related data for 
determination of the correct metadata to enrich the missing 
metadata . For example , in the context of the missing widget 
delivery carrier , the user interface may make available for 
review other widgets having the same shipping dates . By 
referring to the other widgets with the same shipping dates , 
or by confirming suggested metadata determined and pro 
vided by artificial intelligence or machine learning of the 
system , a user responsible for the management of the 
metadata may confidently enrich the data item with correct 
metadata . 
[ 0042 ] The system may provide further user interfaces for 
efficient and intuitive addition , deletion , and / or modification 
of the available metadata item values associated with the 
missing metadata item . For example , in the widget example 
above , if the user determines that a delivery carrier was a 
new entity not yet within the system , the user may request 
the system to provide the second user interface to facilitate 
the addition of the new carrier entity as an available meta 
data item value without first exiting the first user interface . 
Additionally , the system can provide generation of a concise 
but informative summary of enrichment activities . 
10043 ] Various aspects and embodiments of the systems 
and techniques are described in further detail below . 

Terms 
[ 0044 ] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys 
tems and methods discussed herein , a number of terms are 
defined below . The terms defined below , as well as other 
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terms used herein , should be construed to include the 
provided definitions , the ordinary and customary meaning of 
the terms , and / or any other implied meaning for the respec 
tive terms . Thus , the definitions below do not limit the 
meaning of these terms , but only provide exemplary defi 
nitions . 
[ 0045 ] Ontology : Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases . For 
example , the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database , and how 
objects and properties may be related . 
[ 0046 ] Data Store : Any computer readable storage 
medium and / or device ( or collection of data storage medi 
ums and / or devices ) . Examples of data stores include , but 
are not limited to , optical disks ( e . g . , CD - ROM , DVD 
ROM , etc . ) , magnetic disks ( e . g . , hard disks , floppy disks , 
etc . ) , memory circuits ( e . g . , solid state drives , random 
access memory ( RAM ) , etc . ) , and / or the like . Another 
example of a data store is a hosted storage environment that 
includes a collection of physical data storage devices that 
may be remotely accessible and may be rapidly provisioned 
as needed ( commonly referred to as “ cloud ” storage ) . 
[ 0047 ] Database : Any data structure ( and / or combinations 
of multiple data structures ) for storing and / or organizing 
data , including , but not limited to , relational databases ( e . g . , 
Oracle databases , MySQL databases , etc . ) , non - relational 
databases ( e . g . , NoSQL databases , etc . ) , in - memory data 
bases , spreadsheets , as comma separated values ( CSV ) files , 
eXtendible markup language ( XML ) files , TeXT ( TXT ) 
files , flat files , spreadsheet files , and / or any other widely 
used or proprietary format for data storage . Databases are 
typically stored in one or more data stores . Accordingly , 
each database referred to herein ( e . g . , in the description 
herein and / or the figures of the present application ) is to be 
understood as being stored in one or more data stores . 
[ 0048 ] Data Object , Data Item , Object , or Item : A data 
container representing information that has a number of 
definable properties . For example , a data object can repre 
sent an entity such as a person , a place , an organization , a 
market instrument , or other noun . A data object can repre 
sent an event that happens at a point in time or for a duration . 
A data object can represent a document or other unstructured 
data source such as an e - mail message , a news report , or a 
written paper or article . Each data object may be associated 
with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data 
object . The object ' s attributes ( e . g . metadata about the 
object ) may be represented in one or more properties . 
[ 0049 ] Object Type : Type of a data object ( e . g . , Person , 
Event , or Document ) . Object types may be defined by an 
ontology and may be modified or updated to include addi - 
tional object types . An object definition ( e . g . , in an ontology ) 
may include how the object is related to other objects , such 
as being a sub - object type of another object type ( e . g . an 
agent may be a sub - object type of a person object type ) , and 
the properties the object type may have . 
[ 0050 ] Properties or Metadata : Attributes of , or other 
information about , a data object . A property or metadata is 
associated a data object in some structural , descriptive , or 
administrative capacity . For example , a property or metadata 
associated with a data object of a book can be an authorship 
of the book ( descriptive ) , how pages are ordered to form 
chapters ( structural ) , or where the book is located in a library 
( administrative ) . In this application , a property and metadata 
are interchangeable in their capacity to refer to a data about 

data object . At a minimum , each property of metadata item 
of a data object has a property type and a value or values . For 
example , an object may be an image file , and a metadata 
item of the image file may be a file format . Object type may 
be a property of an object . A property or metadata can be 
stored in a same or similar database as the data object , data 
item , object , or item . 
[ 0051 ] Property / Metadata Item Type : The type of data a 
property is , such as a string , an integer , or a double . Property 
types may include complex property types , such as a series 
data values associated with timed ticks ( e . g . a time series ) , 
etc . 
10052 ] Property / Metadata Item Value : The value associ 
ated with a property / metadata item , which is of the type 
indicated in the property type associated with the property . 
A property may have multiple values . Continuing the 
example above , for the metadata item “ file format , ” corre 
sponding metadata item values may include JPEG / JFIF , 
JPEG 2000 , Exif , TIFF , GIF , BMP , PNG , PPM , PGM , PBM , 
PNM , etc . 
[ 0053 ] Link : A connection between two data objects , 
based on , for example , a relationship , an event , and / or 
matching properties . Links may be directional , such as one 
representing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . 
[ 0054 ] Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects . 
[ 0055 ] Metadata Enrichment System 
[ 0056 ] FIGS . 1A - 1B illustrate example user interfaces of 
a metadata enrichment system according to some various 
embodiments . The system may include various types of user 
interface elements including scope selection interface ele 
ments ( scope filter 102 and data source 104 ) , record iden 
tification and selection interface elements ( 106 and 108 ) , 
metadata enrichment elements ( 120 , 122 , and 124 ) , related 
data presentation elements ( 130 , 132 , 134 , 136 , 138A , and 
160 ) , and other information elements ( 140 , 142 , 144 , 146 , 
and 148 ) . The metadata enrichment system may be imple 
mented on a computing system , such as the computing 
system 700 described with respect to FIG . 7 . 
[ 0057 ] The scope selection elements may include scope 
filter element 102 and data source selection element 104 . 
The scope filter element may be a set of user selectable 
buttons each representing a scope of interest . For example , 
with respect to FIG . 1A , a user may select compliance 
related scope , product - related scope , or some other scope . 
Compliance scope may relate to compliance with various 
internal ( such as , internal quality control ) , governmental 
( such as , FCC or FDA compliance ) , or some agency policy . 
Selecting the compliance scope may change the identifica 
tion and detection scope of missing metadata item values to 
information used to monitor validity of quality control , such 
as whether a particular product belonged to a control group 
or a treatment group . Selecting the product scope may cause 
the system to provide detection and identification of prod 
uct - related metadata , such as the delivery information 122 or 
version information 124 . As the last selectable scope of the 
scope filter element 102 illustrates , the user interface may 
provide for other scopes of interest . 
[ 0058 ] A scope may have an associated metadata list 
containing one or more metadata items of a data item . For 
example , quality control scope may be associated with a 
metadata list containing ( SW VERSION , HW VERSION ) 
but not { ORIGINATING CITY , ORIGINATING STATE } 
which is more likely to be associated with compliance 
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scope . Selection of the scope directs the system to detect and 
identify from a data set any data item that is missing 
metadata item values of the one or more associated metadata 
items . In other words , depending on the scope selected , the 
system may ignore the detection and identification of data 
items only missing metadata item values outside the scope . 
Advantageously , the scope selection can facilitate the 
enrichment process . For example , a product - related person 
nel , such as a quality engineer , may direct the metadata 
enrichment system to limit its identification and detection 
scope to software and hardware versions . Alternatively , a 
logistics personnel may select a scope containing { ORIGI - 
NATING CITY , ORIGNATING STATE } but excluding 
{ SW VERSION , HW VERSION } to facilitate identification , 
detection , and enrichment of the scoped metadata items . 
[ 0059 ] The data source selection element 104 may allow 
selection of one or more database for the detection and 
identification of missing metadata . In some instances , data 
source may be a database . In some instances , data source 
may be two or more databases , including , as illustrated , 
' ALL ' applicable databases . 
10060 ] The record identification and selection interface 
elements may provide a list 110 of data items with missing 
metadata . As described , the list 110 may be based on scope 
provided by the scope filter element 102 and data source 
selection element 104 . Each data item with missing meta 
data may be associated with a unique ID , which may be the 
unique ID of the data item itself or may be an independent 
unique ID serving as connection between the data item and 
a set of metadata item values . The unique IDs of the data 
item with missing metadata may be provided in a list 110 as 
selectable user interface elements , such as clickable buttons . 
[ 0061 ] In some embodiments , a total number 106 of the 
data items in the list may be provided for a quick showing 
of the degree of missing metadata . In some embodiments , a 
number representing a total number of missing metadata 
item values may be displayed in lieu of , or in addition to , the 
total number of data items with missing metadata . Such total 
numbers are advantageous in that they represent a health of 
a data set . The lower the total number , the more enriched a 
data set is . The more enriched a data set is , the more effective 
an analysis on the data set can be . 
[ 0062 ] The list 110 of data items with missing metadata 
may provide for selection of one or more data items on the 
list via user selectable interface elements . For example , 
RECORD 115 is selected in the example user interface . As 
one may appreciate , the user interface provides for efficient 
and intuitive identification of data items with missing meta 
data as well as selection of a particular data item for viewing 
the associated metadata item values . 
[ 0063 ] The metadata enrichment elements may include 
metadata items and associated user interface elements used 
to enrich the missing metadata item values . In some 
instances , the metadata items may have associated hierar 
chical structures . For example , a metadata item may be a 
parent node and have one or more associated metadata item 
values as children nodes . In the example illustration , deliv 
ery metadata item 120 , a parent level element , has originat 
ing city 122 and originating state as lower level elements 
( there may be more lower level elements , such as originat 
ing facility ' 214 shown in FIG . 2 , which are omitted in the 
example illustration in order to simplify FIG . 1A ) . In some 
embodiments , the displayed metadata items may be pre - 
programmed to match characteristics and structure of a 

source data set . In some embodiments , the displayed meta 
data items may be generated based on the system ' s analysis 
of the ontology of the data item . 
[ 0064 ] As described , the example user interface provides 
interface elements used to enrich the missing metadata item 
values . For example , a dropdown element 124 is associated 
with SW VERSION metadata item and may be used to 
enrich a missing metadata item value ( shown as [ MISSING ] 
but can also be a blank “ ” in some embodiments ) . The SW 
VERSION metadata item is a lower level metadata item of 
VERSION TYPE as illustrated with the structure in FIG . 2 . 
In the illustration , the selected data item RECORD 115 is 
missing a SW VERSION ( i . e . , software version ) metadata 
item value . When a user clicks the dropdown element 124 , 
a user may select and provide the missing metadata item 
value to the system . 
[ 0065 ] FIG . 1B further illustrates the enrichment process . 
The dropdown element 124 , when clicked by a user , makes 
available its selectable options 126 . A list of the selectable 
options may be populated from a metadata item value source 
( as shown in FIG . 2 metadata management 200 ) . In some 
embodiments , the dropdown element 124 may further pro 
vide a selectable option 128 to make available a metadata 
item value for selection . In some embodiments , selecting the 
selectable option 128 may allow the user to enter a new 
metadata item value directly into the dropdown 124 . In some 
embodiments , selecting the option 128 may cause the sys 
tem to provide another user interface 200 ( such as an 
editable spreadsheet ) with which the system can receive user 
inputs to add a new metadata item value or modify / delete 
existing ( including newly added ) metadata item values . In 
some embodiments , the another user interface 200 may be 
accessed by clicking on a selectable user interface element , 
such as the manage metadata clickable user interface ele 
ment 148 . 
[ 0066 ] In some embodiments , after receiving a missing 
metadata item value , the system may analyze the selected 
data item 108 and identify and display another missing 
metadata item . For example , after the system receives a new 
SW VERSION ( indicated in FIG . 2 as “ 1 . 7 Release ” ) , the 
system may find that the selected data item 108 is also 
missing HW VERSION . The system may proceed to display 
HW VERSION and another [ MISSING ] for HW VERSION 
metadata item 124 , thereby prompting the user to easily 
move onto the next enrichable missing metadata item . 
[ 0067 ] In further reference to FIG . 1A , the related data 
presentation elements may include a viewing pane 130 
which can provide information related to the selected data 
item 108 . The information may include images , documents , 
attributes , etc . In some embodiments , the system may survey 
related databases to collect related information , utilize ontol 
ogy to perform analysis on the information , categorize the 
information , and / or present such information to the user . As 
the illustration shows , the viewing pane may include navi 
gable views , such as Overview 132 , Properties 134 , Text , 
Documents 136 , Related , Operations , etc . Some of the 
navigable views may provide a total number of related 
information associated with the view , such as the properties 
view 134 with its indication of “ 4 ” related information under 
the category ( e . g . , Properties ( 4 ) ) . 
10068 ] Advantageously , the viewing pane 130 provides an 
intuitive and efficient way for a user to gain the needed 
information for correctly providing the missing data item 
values . FIG . 1A illustrates , for example , the viewing pane 
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output data set may have the same structure as the input data 
set ( for example , FIG . 3A ) . In some embodiments , the 
output data set may be the same data set as the input data set . 
In some embodiments , the output data set may be an 
independent data set from the input data set . 

130 presenting an overview view 138A ( the selection of the 
view indicated by emboldened fonts of Overview 132 ) with 
associated Widget 42 product description . In FIG . 1B , in 
response to the user selecting the documents view 138B ( the 
selection of the view indicated by emboldened fonts of 
Documents 136B ) , the viewing pane is displaying different 
related data , a sales invoice . With the newly accessible sales 
invoice information in the documents view 138B , a user may 
collect information relevant to a missing metadata item 
value SW VERSION from the sales date indicated in the 
invoice ( i . e . , 2018 - 01 - 23 ) that is associated with the selected 
data item 108 . A user responsible for the metadata enrich 
ment may understand the date to be associated with a 
specific version of the software ( such as , “ 1 . 7 Release ” ) . If 
the user finds the missing metadata in the list of available 
metadata item values 126 , the user may select a correct 
metadata item value . Alternatively , if the user does not find 
the correct metadata item value in the list 126 , the user may 
instruct the system to add a new metadata item value 
( compare FIG . 1B , 126 list and FIG . 2 , 220 which received 
new metadata item value “ 1 . 7 Release ” ) . 
[ 0069 ] In some embodiments , similar objects 160 matched 
based on the related data may be provided . The similar 
objects 160 may allow selection of the objects for temporary 
display in the viewing pane 130 so that the user may browse 
through the related data of the similar objects to identify a 
correct missing metadata item value for enrichment . Advan 
tageously , the similar object 160 selection allows for utili 
zation of data item and ontology for efficient and intuitive 
determination of the correct missing metadata item value . 
[ 0070 ] The other elements ( 140 , 142 , 144 , and 146 ) may 
provide additional security and functionality . For example , a 
user description 140 and user ' s access privilege 142 iden 
tifies the user accessing the system . Some users may not 
have the correct privilege , including viewing , accessing or 
modifying , to work with one or more databases . In the 
example illustration of FIGS . 1A - 1B , a user 140 is identified 
with a user ID 140 and access level 142 . The access level 
142 may allow or restrict a user from working with a 
particular scope 102 , access particular data source 104 , have 
limited related data in the viewing pane 130 , supplying one 
or more metadata item values , and / or modifying the meta 
data item value . 
[ 0071 ] In some embodiments , a user may provide one or 
more user comments regarding the selected data item 108 
via the user comment interface element 144 . The comment 
feature will be further described in relation to FIG . 3A - 3C . 
The comments may relate to proposed resolution or to some 
peculiarity of the selected data item 108 . 
[ 0072 ] Some other functionalities may include various 
analyses 146 , accessing the metadata management user 
interface ( FIG . 2 , 200 ) , and confirmation 150 of any user 
modifications . A user may access the metadata management 
user interface ( FIG . 2 , 200 ) via manage metadata clickable 
user interface element 148 . In some embodiments , a user 
may also click on a user input field 128 of the dropdown 124 
to initiate the system to provide the metadata management 
user interface ( FIG . 2 , 200 ) . 
10073 ] The confirmation button 150 , when pressed , may 
cause the system to update the metadata database to reflect 
the modifications to the metadata item values . Alternatively , 
or in addition to , the confirmation button 150 may cause the 
system to generate an data set reflecting the modifications as 
will be further illustrated with FIG . 3B - 3C . The generated 

Metadata Management 
[ 0074 ] FIG . 2 illustrates another example user interface of 
the metadata enrichment system , according to an embodi 
ment . As described , the system may provide the user inter 
face , a metadata management user interface 200 , in response 
to a user clicking on metadata management user interface 
element ( FIG . 1 , 148 ) or , alternatively or in addition to , via 
a user clicking on the user input field 128 . A user may access 
the metadata management user interface 200 to add , modify , 
or delete available metadata item values . 
[ 0075 ] The metadata management user interface 200 may 
have a tabular structure ( such as a spreadsheet ) which may 
be editable . The example illustration provides various col 
umns with headers ( 202 , 204 , 206 , 208 , 210 , and 212 ) each 
representing a metadata item with cells below representing 
available associated metadata item values . In some embodi 
ments , each metadata item value may also be a metadata 
item having own lower level metadata item values ( which 
can also be metadata items having their own lower - lower 
level metadata item values ) . For example , the “ DELIVERY ' 
metadata item column 202 may have associate available 
metadata item values of SHIPPED FROM , ' SHIPPED TO , 
‘ CARRIER , ' and ' SIGNATURE . ' SHIPPED FROM 204 is 
also a metadata item with own metadata item values 
' ORIGINATING CITY ' ORIGINATING STATE , ' and 
' ORIGINATING FACILITY . ” The “ ORIGINATING CITY ' 
206 metadata item value is also a metadata item having 
associated available metadata item values of ‘ BOSTON , 
‘ CHICAGO , GLOUCESTER , SPRINGFIELD , ' and 
“ ROCKPORT . ' 
[ 0076 ] In some embodiments , the spreadsheet may pro 
vide different combinations of columns and associated cells , 
such as providing only the lowest level metadata item 
values . For example , with respect to FIGS . 1A - 1B , the 
system may present a metadata management 200 that 
includes ‘ ORIGINATING CITY ' 206 , ' ORIGINATING 
STATE ’ 20 , ' and SW VERSION “ 212 . ' In some embodi 
ments , the metadata management user interface 200 may 
selectably provide the editable ( e . g . , insertable , deletable , or 
otherwise modifiable ) metadata items and their associated 
metadata item values . 
[ 0077 ] Referring back to the list of available metadata 
item values 126 in FIG . 1B , the metadata enrichment system 
made available { 0 . 92 , 1 . 8 Release , 2 . 0 Release Candidate , 
2 . 1 Release } . As the illustrative example of FIG . 2 shows , a 
user may edit the available metadata item values for meta 
data items . For example , the user provided a new metadata 
item value ‘ 1 . 7 Release ' 220 by editing the metadata man 
agement user interface 200 . The new metadata item value 
220 is made available for selection in the SW VERSION 
dropdown 124 . In some embodiments , the user may exit the 
metadata management user interface 200 to select the newly 
available metadata item value 220 via the dropdown 124 . 
[ 0078 ] The metadata management user interface 200 pro 
vides an efficient and intuitive way of managing and select 
ing metadata . Additionally , the combination of the metadata 
enrichment system 510 , viewing pane 130 providing related 
data , and metadata management user interface 200 provide 
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a powerful and efficient consolidated and coordinated solu 
tion to the problem of detecting , identifying , and supplying 
missing metadata item values . 
[ 0079 ] In some embodiments , the metadata management 
user interface 200 may be implemented with a structure 
other than a table , such as a tree . In such structure , a parent 
node may represent a metadata item and children nodes may 
represent available associated metadata item values . 

Example Metadata Dataset 

[ 0080 ] FIGS . 3A - 3C illustrate example input data 300A 
set with one or more missing metadata item values and 
example output data sets 300B and 300C with the one or 
more missing metadata item values enriched , according to 
various embodiments . With respect to the example provided 
in FIGS . 1A - 1B and FIG . 2 , the input data set 300A may 
include columns including a unique ID 302A and metadata 
item columns , such as ORIGINATING CITY 304A , ORIGI 
NATING STATE 306A , and SW VERSION 308A . The 
metadata item columns are selected to facilitate disclosure 
and there may be more metadata item columns . 
[ 0081 ] In a tabular ( or spreadsheet - like ) implementation , 
unique IDs of data items may be listed under the unique ID 
302A column . For example , { RECORD 114 , RECORD 115 , 
. . . . , RECORD 193 , . . . } ( 312A , 314A , 316A , respectively ) 
are listed in cells . Each data item may have associated 
metadata item values for the metadata items , such as ORIGI 
NATING CITY 304A , ORIGINATING STATE 306A , and 
SW VERSION 308A . 
[ 0082 ] The input data set 300A may include some data 
item with no missing metadata item values , such as 
RECORD 114 ( 312A ) . These complete data item may , 
depending on the scope configuration of the selection data 
elements ( FIGS . 1A - 1B , 102 and 104 ) , not show up on the 
list of data items with missing metadata item values . On the 
other hand , the input data set 300A may include some data 
items with missing metadata item values . For example , 
RECORD 115 ( 314A ) is missing SW VERSION 320A and 
RECORD 193 ( 316A ) is missing both the ORIGINATING 
CITY 322A and ORIGINATING STATE 324A , all of the 
missing metadata item values represented with NULL . 
[ 0083 ] A user may enrich each of the missing metadata 
item values described above are enriched ( i . e . , populated ) 
via the user interfaces of FIGS . 1A - 1B and FIG . 2 . For 
example , the user may enrich RECORD 115 ( 314B ) with 
‘ 1 . 7 Release ' metadata item value supplied by the user . Also , 
the user may enrich RECORD 193 ( 316B ) with a metadata 
item values of ‘ CHICAGO ’ 322B and ' IL ' 324B for the 
metadata item ORIGINATING CITY 304A and ORIGINAT 
ING STATE 306A , respectively . 
[ 0084 ] In some embodiments , the system may generate an 
output data set . The output data set may be generated upon 
a user confirming metadata item value enrichment activity 
including confirmation ( such as via confirmation FIGS . 
1A - 1B , 150 ) , changing inspected data scope ( such as via 
scope selection interface elements FIGS . 1A - 1B , 102 and 
104 ) , or exiting the metadata enrichment system user inter 
face ( FIGS . 1A - 1B , 100A and 100B ) . 
[ 0085 ] FIG . 3B illustrates an example output data set 
300B which includes only the data items with at least one 
enriched metadata item . For example , RECORD 115 ( 314B ) 
and RECORD 193 ( 316B ) are included in this output data 
set 300B while RECORD 114 is excluded . Accordingly , the 
output data set 300B can be a concise summary which 

efficiently captures enrichment activities , and which may be 
compactly electronically stored . The output data set 300B 
may be beneficial when the users of the system are non 
technical users who are not familiar with data or metadata . 
The non - technical users , after intuitively and effectively 
enriching missing metadata item values , can easily generate 
a concise enrichment activity summary . The summary may 
be used to quickly identify patterns in the enriched values to 
improve related processes and controls . Also , isolating 
enrichment activities in a separate output data set 300B has 
the additional benefit of leaving the original input data set 
300A intact and enables , for example , review of the original 
in comparison to the enriched data for audit purposes . 
[ 0086 ] FIG . 3C illustrates another output data set 300C 
which includes all data items in the generated output data 
set , regardless of enrichment . For example , a data item with 
no prior missing metadata item values , such as RECORD 
114 ( 312C ) , is included in this output data set along with 
enriched data RECORD 115 ( 314C ) and RECORD 193 
( 316C ) . In some embodiments output data set 300B may be 
the same data set as the input data set 300A , with the missing 
metadata item values replaced by enriched values . Enriching 
the original input data set 300A can be beneficial for 
numerous reasons , including providing fast enrichment to 
the input data set 300A and / or conservation of data storage 
space . For example , where multiple users are accessing and 
enriching the same input data set 300A , the system may 
dynamically reflect one user ' s enrichment activities on 
another user ' s graphical user interface ( such as removing the 
unique ID associated with the enriched data item from the 
list of data items 110 and updating the total number 106 of 
enrichable data items ) . Also , dynamically enriching the 
input data set 300A leaves small data footprint and can 
conserve data storage space . 
[ 0087 ] In some embodiments , the output data set 300C 
may be a separate data set ( such as in a different file or 
database than the input data set 300A file or database ) . The 
separate output data set 300C may be beneficial when 
preservation of audit trail is a concern . Also , the output data 
set 300C can provide for simple comparison between the 
input data set 300A and the enriched output data set 300C . 
[ 0088 ] The output data sets 300B and 300C provide intui 
tive and efficient reporting of the enrichment activities . 
Where the output data set 300B or 300C is a separate file , 
database , or like from the input data set 300A , the system 
may also provide user interfaces or algorithms for merging 
( or joining ) the output data set 300B or 300C into the input 
data set 300A such that the input data set 300A may be easily 
updated with the enriched metadata item values . 

[ 0089 ] In some embodiments , as described , a user may 
provide additional metadata items for association with the 
data item in the output data sets . A user ' comment related 
with data item may be such an additional metadata item . The 
example output data sets include a user supplied comment 
( 326B and 326C ) further describing RECORD 193 that the 
associated data item had last minute change in shipping 
arrangements . Advantageously , users reviewing the output 
data sets can gain insight that last minute change in shipping 
arrangements may result in missing metadata item values . 
From the insight , the users may focus on incorporating such 
last minute change in shipping arrangements to improve 
metadata collection process . 
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Example Process Flow 
[ 0090 ] FIG . 4 is a flow chart diagram illustrating func 
tionality of the metadata enrichment system related to iden 
tification of one or more missing metadata item values and 
enrichment of the missing metadata item values , according 
to various embodiments . Each block of the flow chart will be 
described with reference to the example user interfaces , data 
sets , and data item in the accompanying FIGS . 1A - 1B , 2 , 
and 3A - 3C . 
[ 0091 ] At block 402 , the system accesses sets of data items 
and associated metadata items values . In some embodi 
ments , the data items and associated metadata items may be 
maintained in a same database ( such as within a same file ) . 
Such example may be a data item of a bitmapped image 
which is associated with a file format extension , a metadata , 
of * . bmp . The image file may further have timestamp 
metadata of the image creation or modification , which may 
be stored within the same file structure . In some embodi 
ments , a data item and associated metadata item values may 
share a common identifier , such as a unique ID ( FIG . 3A , 
302A ) , which may be used to identify associations even 
when the data item and the associated metadata item values 
are maintained in distinct databases . 
[ 0092 ] The associated metadata item values may have one 
or more missing metadata item values ( FIGS . 3A , 322A , 
324A , and 320A ) . The missing metadata item values may be 
missing for various reasons , including failure in generation 
of the metadata or failure in associating with data . As 
described , such instances may arise as a result of a sensor 
malfunction , sensor shut down , human error , mismatching 
systems ( including unsynchronized system versions and / or 
association parameters ) , communication failure , etc . 
[ 0093 ] At block 404 , the system may optionally filter the 
sets of data items to provide data items with missing 
associated metadata item values . For example , the enrich 
ment system 100A of FIG . 1A provides a list of data items 
110 identified by unique ID that includes the data items with 
missing metadata item values . 
[ 0094 ) In some instances , a user may be interested in data 
set missing particular associated metadata items . For 
example , a logistics user may be interested in delivery 
related metadata while an engineering user may be inter 
ested more in quality control - related metadata . Advanta 
geously , the system may provide some scope selection 
means ( such as FIG . 1A , 102 ) to limit the list of data items 
to data items missing specific one or more missing metadata 
item values so that selectable enrichment of the specific 
missing metadata item values may be facilitated . In some 
embodiments , such scope selection may be associated with 
the user ' s organizational role and the system may make 
visible only the data items associated with the user ' s orga 
nizational role . 
10095 ) At block 406 , the system may receive one or more 
selections of data items for enrichment of missing metadata 
item values . The user may select data items by selecting an 
associated unique ID ( FIG . 1A , 108 ) . 
[ 0096 At block 408 , upon receiving the selection of data 
items , the system may display the selected data item and the 
associated metadata item values . The missing metadata item 
values may be represented by blanks , ‘ NULL , ' * * ' ( asterisk ) , 
or the like . As FIG . 1A illustrates , the associated metadata 
item values may be displayed via graphical user interfaces 
including text fields and drop downs . In some embodiments , 
the selection of data items may cause the system to provide 

a tabular user interface ( similar to FIG . 3A ) . Such tabular 
user interface may be advantageous for selection and display 
of multiple data items for enrichment . 
[ 0097 ] At block 410 , the system accesses any related data 
associated with the selected data item and make the related 
data easily available to the user . The related data may be 
collected , sorted , and / or associated by the system according 
to the selected data ' s ontology . It should be noted that the 
related data is not limited to metadata items or metadata item 
values , but can be any data item , document or references to 
document ( such as a document citation ) , metadata , or other 
types of information . The related data may include words , 
numbers , images , sounds , etc . The related data may be 
human - comprehensible or machine - readable . In some 
instances , the system may identify and provide similar data 
items based on one or more data item attributes or data 
item ' s association with other data items ( FIGS . 1A - 1B , 
160 ) . The related data and similar data items can , by 
themselves or in association with other related data and / or 
similar data items , provide insight into determining the 
missing metadata item values . 
[ 0098 ] At block 412 , the user may determine the missing 
metadata value with the related data . For example , FIG . 1B 
illustrates one type of such related data , a sales invoice 138B 
associated with the selected data item RECORD 115 ( 108 ) . 
A user reviewing the related documents ( accessible via 
Documents view ( 136 ) ) may recognize the sales date in the 
invoice with a particular SW VERSION ( 124 ) . In some 
instances , a user may review the similar objects 160 that the 
system provides based on some matching criteria ( such as 
the objects coming from a same production batch ) to find a 
suggestion for the missing metadata item value . In some 
embodiments , an artificial intelligence or machine learning 
algorithm may analyze the related data and / or similar 
objects and provide make suggestion of the missing meta 
data value from the list of available metadata item values . 

[ 0099 ] At block 414 , an artificial intelligence may learn of 
the likely new value from the related data and / or similar 
objects and make one or more suggestions of the new value 
for inclusion into the list of available metadata item values 
at block 416 . In some embodiments , the artificial intelli 
gence may analyze similar objects and / or related data to 
identify the likely new value . The artificial intelligence may 
analyze an enrichment candidate ' s ( i . e . , missing at least one 
metadata item value ) similar objects and / or related data to 
identify and suggest one or more metadata item values for 
the candidate ' s enrichable metadata item . For example , with 
respect to FIG . 1B , the artificial intelligence may analyze the 
invoice in 138B to identify the sales date of the candidate 
Widget 42 associated with RECORD 115 ( FIG . 1A , 108 ) . 
The artificial intelligence may look at a code repository ' s 
latest version at the time of shipment to suggest a likely SW 
VERSION for the widget . Such artificial intelligence may be 
based on various artificial intelligence techniques , such as 
pattern recognition , statistical learning , deep learning , neural 
networks , et cetera . In some embodiments , the artificial 
intelligence may associate one or more identified likely 
values with confidence levels and may only make a sugges 
tion when the confidence level is sufficiently met ( such as 
having higher value than a threshold value ) . At block 416 , 
the user determines whether the suggested metadata item 
value for enrichment is in the list ( such as FIG . 1A , 110 ) of 
available input values . If , at block 414 , an artificial intelli 
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gence has suggested a likely new value ( as in block 414 ) , the 
list may include the suggested value as an available input 
value . 
[ 0100 ] At block 418 , the user may opt to supply the 
determined ( or suggested by the artificial intelligence ) meta 
data item value as a new metadata item value . In some 
embodiments , the user may cause the system to present a 
new interface capable of receiving a new value . The new 
interface may be a tabular interface , such as a spreadsheet . 
For example , FIG . 2 illustrates a tabular input form 200 that 
is similar to a spreadsheet . In some embodiments , the user 
may directly input the new value via a dropdown element 
( FIG . 1A , 124 ) by selecting an option to provide a new value 
( FIG . 1A , 128 ) . 
[ 0101 ] At block 420 , the system receives a new metadata 
item value from the user . In some embodiments , an artificial 
intelligence may suggest likely new metadata item value , 
which may be the same as the value suggested at block 414 . 
If a value was suggested , then the user may confirm the 
suggested value so that the suggested value may be included 
in the list of available metadata item values . FIG . 2 illus 
trates an example new metadata item value ‘ 1 . 7 Release ' 
( 220 ) . In some embodiments , the user may also modify or 
delete metadata item values . 
[ 0102 ] At block 422 , the system updates the list of avail 
able input values with the received , or confirmed , metadata 
item value . The update may be triggered by the user closing 
the metadata management interface 200 . Closing the meta 
data management interface 200 may make the user inter 
faces ( FIGS . 1A - 1B , 100A - 100B ) of the metadata enrich 
ment system 510 available again . In some embodiments , the 
closing may cause the system to dynamically update user 
interface elements to reflect the change in the metadata item 
values . For example , the system may make available the 
new metadata item values in the dropdown interface element 
124 allowing the user to select the new metadata item value . 
10103 ] At block 424 , the user selects a metadata item value 
to replace the missing metadata item value . In some embodi 
ments , if a new metadata item value was added or modified , 
the system may automatically select the added or modified 
metadata item value . 
[ 0104 ] At block 426 , the system updates the data item with 
the selected metadata item value . In some embodiments , the 
system may also perform data analysis partially or com 
pletely based on the enrichment ( or modification ) of the 
metadata item and update the related data viewing pane 130 
and / or similar objects 160 in reflection of the enrichment . 

rows in a relational database or an entry in Lightweight 
Directory Access Protocol ( LDAP ) database , or any com 
bination of one or more databases . 
[ 0107 ] FIG . 5 illustrates an object - centric data model or 
ontology of a database according to an embodiment . An 
ontology 505 , as noted above , may include stored informa 
tion providing a data model for storage of data in the 
database 509 . The ontology 505 may be defined by one or 
more object types , which may each be associated with one 
or more property types . At the highest level of abstraction , 
data object 501 is a container for information representing 
things in the world . For example , data object 501 can 
represent an entity such as a person , a place , an organization , 
a market instrument , or other noun . Data object 501 can 
represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a 
duration . Data object 501 can represent a document or other 
unstructured data source such as an e - mail message , a news 
report , or a written paper or article . Each data object 501 is 
associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies 
the data object within the metadata enrichment system . 
[ 0108 ] Different types of data objects may have different 
property types . For example , a “ Person ” data object might 
have an “ Eye Color ” property type and an “ Event " data 
object might have a “ Date ” property type . Each property 503 
as represented by data in the metadata enrichment system 
510 may have a property type defined by the ontology 505 
used by the database 505 . 
[ 0109 ] Objects may be instantiated in the database 509 in 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
particular object in the ontology 505 . For example , a specific 
monetary payment ( e . g . , an object of type “ event ” ) of 
US $ 30 . 00 ( e . g . , a property of type " currency ’ ) taking place 
on 3 / 27 / 2009 ( e . g . , a property of type " date ” ) may be stored 
in the database 509 as an event object with associated 
currency and date properties as defined within the ontology 
505 . The data objects defined in the ontology 505 may 
support property multiplicity . In particular , a data object 501 
may be allowed to have more than one property 503 of the 
same property type . For example , a “ Person ” data object 
might have multiple “ Address ” properties or multiple 
“ Name ” properties . 
[ 0110 ] Each link 502 represents a connection between two 
data objects 501 . In one embodiment , the connection is 
either through a relationship , an event , or through matching 
properties . A relationship connection may be asymmetrical 
or symmetrical . For example , “ Person ” data object A may be 
connected to “ Person ” data object B by a “ Child Of 
relationship ( where “ Person ” data object B has an asym 
metric “ Parent Of ” relationship to “ Person ” data object A ) , 
a “ Kin Of ” symmetric relationship to “ Person ” data object 
C , and an asymmetric “ Member of relationship to " Orga 
nization ” data object X . The type of relationship between 
two data objects may vary depending on the types of the data 
objects . For example , “ Person ” data object A may have an 
“ Appears In ” relationship with “ Document " data object Y or 
have a “ Participate In ” relationship with “ Event ” data object 
E . As an example of an event connection , two “ Person ” data 
objects may be connected by an “ Airline Flight ” data object 
representing a particular airline flight if they traveled 
together on that flight , or by a “ Meeting ” data object 
representing a particular meeting if they both attended that 
meeting . In one embodiment , when two data objects are 
connected by an event , they are also connected by relation 

Object - Centric Data Model 
[ 0105 ] To provide a framework for the following discus 
sion of specific systems and methods described herein , an 
example metadata enrichment system 510 using an ontology 
505 will now be described . This description is provided for 
the purpose of providing an example and is not intended to 
limit the techniques to the example data model , the example 
metadata enrichment system , or the example metadata 
enrichment system ' s use of an ontology to represent infor 
mation . 
10106 ] . In one embodiment , a body of data is conceptually 
structured according to an object - centric data model repre 
sented by ontology 505 . The data model is independent of 
any particular database used for durably storing one or more 
database ( s ) 509 based on the ontology 505 . For example , 
each object of the data model may correspond to one or more 
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ships , in which each data object has a specific relationship 
to the event , such as , for example , an “ Appears In ” rela 
tionship . 
[ 0111 ] As an example of a matching properties connec 
tion , two “ Person ” data objects representing a brother and a 
sister , may both have an “ Address ” property that indicates 
where they live . If the brother and the sister live in the same 
home , then their “ Address ” properties likely contain similar , 
if not identical property values . In one embodiment , a link 
between two data objects may be established based on 
similar or matching properties ( e . g . , property types and / or 
property values ) of the data objects . These are just some 
examples of the types of connections that may be repre 
sented by a link and other types of connections may be 
represented ; embodiments are not limited to any particular 
types of connections between data objects . For example , a 
document might contain references to two different objects . 
For example , a document may contain a reference to a 
payment ( one object ) , and a person ( a second object ) . A link 
between these two objects may represent a connection 
between these two entities through their co - occurrence 
within the same document . 
[ 0112 ] Each data object 501 can have multiple links with 
another data object 501 to form a link set 504 . For example , 
two " Person ” data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a “ Spouse Of ” relationship , a 
matching “ Address " property , and one or more matching 
“ Event ” properties ( e . g . , a wedding ) . Each link 502 as 
represented by data in a database may have a link type 
defined by the database ontology used by the database . 
[ 0113 ] FIG . 6 is a block diagram illustrating example 
components and data that may be used in identifying and 
storing data according to an ontology . In this example , the 
ontology may be configured , and data in the data model 
populated , by a system of parsers and ontology configura 
tion tools . In the embodiment of FIG . 6 , input data 600 is 
provided to parser 602 . The input data may comprise data 
from one or more sources . For example , an institution may 
have one or more databases with information on credit card 
transactions , rental cars , and people . The databases may 
contain a variety of related information and attributes about 
each type of data , such as a " date ” for a credit card 
transaction , an address for a person , and a date for when a 
rental car is rented . The parser 602 is able to read a variety 
of source input data types and determine which type of data 
it is reading . 
[ 0114 ] In accordance with the discussion above , the 
example ontology 505 comprises stored information provid 
ing the data model of data stored in database 509 , and the 
ontology is defined by one or more object types 610 , one or 
more property types 616 , and one or more link types 630 . 
Based on information determined by the parser 602 or other 
mapping of source input information to object type , one or 
more data objects 501 may be instantiated in the database 
509 based on respective determined object types 610 , and 
each of the objects 501 has one or more properties 503 that 
are instantiated based on property types 616 . Two data 
objects 501 may be connected by one or more links 502 that 
may be instantiated based on link types 630 . The property 
types 616 each may comprise one or more data types 618 , 
such as a string , number , etc . Property types 616 may be 
instantiated based on a base property type 620 . For example , 
a base property type 620 may be “ Locations ” and a property 
type 616 may be “ Home . ” 

[ 0115 ] In an embodiment , a user of the system uses an 
object type editor 624 to create and / or modify the object 
types 610 and define attributes of the object types . In an 
embodiment , a user of the system uses a property type editor 
626 to create and / or modify the property types 616 and 
define attributes of the property types . In an embodiment , a 
user of the system uses link type editor 628 to create the link 
types 630 . Alternatively , other programs , processes , or pro 
grammatic controls may be used to create link types and 
property types and define attributes , and using editors is not 
required . 
[ 0116 ] In an embodiment , creating a property type 616 
using the property type editor 626 involves defining at least 
one parser definition using a parser editor 622 . A parser 
definition comprises metadata that informs parser 602 how 
to parse input data 600 to determine whether values in the 
input data can be assigned to the property type 616 that is 
associated with the parser definition . In an embodiment , 
each parser definition may comprise a regular expression 
parser 604A or a code module parser 604B . In other embodi 
ments , other kinds of parser definitions may be provided 
using scripts or other programmatic elements . Once defined , 
both a regular expression parser 604A and a code module 
parser 604B can provide input to parser 602 to control 
parsing of input data 600 . 
[ 0117 ] Using the data types defined in the ontology , input 
data 600 may be parsed by the parser 602 determine which 
object type 610 should receive data from a record created 
from the input data , and which property types 616 should be 
assigned to data from individual field values in the input 
data . Based on the object - property mapping 601 , the parser 
602 selects one of the parser definitions that is associated 
with a property type in the input data . The parser parses an 
input data field using the selected parser definition , resulting 
in creating new or modified data 603 . The new or modified 
data 603 is added to the database 509 according to ontology 
505 by storing values of the new or modified data in a 
property of the specified property type . As a result , input 
data 600 having varying format or syntax can be created in 
database 509 . The ontology 505 may be modified at any time 
using object type editor 624 , property type editor 626 , and 
link type editor 628 , or under program control without 
human use of an editor . Parser editor 622 enables creating 
multiple parser definitions that can successfully parse input 
data 600 having varying format or syntax and determine 
which property types should be used to transform input data 
600 into new or modified input data 603 . 

Additional Implementation Details and 
Embodiments 

[ 0118 ] In an implementation the metadata enrichment sys 
tem ( or one or more aspects of the metadata enrichment 
system ) may comprise , or be implemented in , a “ virtual 
computing environment . ” As used herein , the term “ virtual 
computing environment ” should be construed broadly to 
include , for example , computer readable program instruc 
tions executed by one or more processors ( e . g . , as described 
below in the example of FIG . 7 ) to implement one or more 
aspects of the modules and / or functionality described herein . 
Further , in this implementation , one or more modules and / or 
functionality of the metadata enrichment system 510 may be 
understood as comprising one or more rules engines of the 
virtual computing environment that , in response to inputs 
received by the virtual computing environment , execute 
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rules and / or other program instructions to modify operation 
of the virtual computing environment . For example , gener 
ating user interfaces , including spreadsheet user interfaces 
and other user interfaces described above , enriching data , 
etc . , may be understood as modifying operation of the 
virtual computing environment to create different outputs . 
Such functionality may comprise a modification of the 
operation of the virtual computing environment in response 
to inputs and according to various rules . Other functionality 
implemented by the virtual computing environment ( as 
described throughout this disclosure ) may further comprise 
modifications of the operation of the virtual computing 
environment , for example , the operation of the virtual com 
puting environment may change depending on the informa 
tion gathered or generated by the system . Initial operation of 
the virtual computing environment may be understood as an 
establishment of the virtual computing environment . In 
some implementations the virtual computing environment 
may comprise one or more virtual machines or other emu 
lations of a computing system . In some implementations the 
virtual computing environment may comprise a hosted com 
puting environment that includes a collection of physical 
computing resources that may be remotely accessible and 
may be rapidly provisioned as needed ( commonly referred 
to as “ cloud ” computing environment ) . 
[ 0119 ] Implementing one or more aspects of the metadata 
enrichment system 510 as a virtual computing environment 
may advantageously enable executing different aspects or 
modules of the system on different computing devices or 
processors , which may increase the scalability of the system . 
Implementing one or more aspects of the metadata enrich 
ment system 510 as a virtual computing environment may 
further advantageously enable sandboxing various aspects , 
data , or modules of the system from one another , which may 
increase security of the system by preventing , e . g . , malicious 
intrusion into the system from spreading . Implementing one 
or more aspects of the metadata enrichment system 510 as 
a virtual computing environment may further advanta 
geously enable parallel execution of various aspects or 
modules of the system , which may increase the scalability of 
the system . Implementing one or more aspects of the meta 
data enrichment system 510 as a virtual computing envi 
ronment may further advantageously enable rapid provision 
ing ( or de - provisioning ) of computing resources to the 
system , which may increase scalability of the system by , 
e . g . , expanding computing resources available to the system 
or duplicating operation of the system on multiple comput 
ing resources . For example , the system may be used by 
thousands , hundreds of thousands , or even millions of users 
simultaneously , and many megabytes , gigabytes , or tera 
bytes ( or more ) of data may be transferred or processed by 
the system , and scalability of the system may enable such 
operation in an efficient and / or uninterrupted manner . 
[ 0120 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
may be a system , a method , and / or a computer program 
product at any possible technical detail level of integration . 
The computer program product may include a computer 
readable storage medium ( or mediums ) having computer 
readable program instructions thereon for causing a proces 
sor to carry out aspects of the present disclosure . 
[ 0121 ] For example , the functionality described herein 
may be performed as software instructions are executed by , 
and / or in response to software instructions being executed 
by , one or more hardware processors and / or any other 

suitable computing devices . The software instructions and / 
or other executable code may be read from a computer 
readable storage medium ( or mediums ) . 
[ 0122 ] The computer readable storage medium can be a 
tangible device that can retain and store data and / or instruc 
tions for use by an instruction execution device . The com 
puter readable storage medium may be , for example , but is 
not limited to , an electronic storage device ( including any 
volatile and / or non - volatile electronic storage devices ) , a 
magnetic storage device , an optical storage device , an elec 
tromagnetic storage device , a semiconductor storage device , 
or any suitable combination of the foregoing . A non - exhaus 
tive list of more specific examples of the computer readable 
storage medium includes the following : a portable computer 
diskette , a hard disk , a solid state drive , a random access 
memory ( RAM ) , a read - only memory ( ROM ) , an erasable 
programmable read - only memory ( EPROM or Flash 
memory ) , a static random access memory ( SRAM ) , a por 
table compact disc read - only memory ( CD - ROM ) , a digital 
versatile disk ( DVD ) , a memory stick , a floppy disk , a 
mechanically encoded device such as punch - cards or raised 
structures in a groove having instructions recorded thereon , 
and any suitable combination of the foregoing . A computer 
readable storage medium , as used herein , is not to be 
construed as being transitory signals per se , such as radio 
waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic waves , 
electromagnetic waves propagating through a waveguide or 
other transmission media ( e . g . , light pulses passing through 
a fiber - optic cable ) , or electrical signals transmitted through 
a wire . 
01231 Computer readable program instructions described 

herein can be downloaded to respective computing / process 
ing devices from a computer readable storage medium or to 
an external computer or external storage device via a net 
work , for example , the Internet , a local area network , a wide 
area network and / or a wireless network . The network may 
comprise copper transmission cables , optical transmission 
fibers , wireless transmission , routers , firewalls , switches , 
gateway computers and / or edge servers . A network adapter 
card or network interface in each computing processing 
device receives computer readable program instructions 
from the network and forwards the computer readable 
program instructions for storage in a computer readable 
storage medium within the respective computing / processing 
device . 
10124 ) Computer readable program instructions ( as also 
referred to herein as , for example , " code , " " instructions , " 
" module , " " application , " " software application , ” and / or the 
like ) for carrying out operations of the present disclosure 
may be assembler instructions , instruction - set - architecture 
( ISA ) instructions , machine instructions , machine dependent 
instructions , microcode , firmware instructions , state - setting 
data , configuration data for integrated circuitry , or either 
source code or object code written in any combination of one 
or more programming languages , including an object ori 
ented programming language such as Smalltalk , C + + , or the 
like , and procedural programming languages , such as the 
“ C ” programming language or similar programming lan 
guages . Computer readable program instructions may be 
callable from other instructions or from itself , and / or may be 
invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . Com 
puter readable program instructions configured for execu 
tion on computing devices may be provided on a computer 
readable storage medium , and / or as a digital download ( and 
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may be originally stored in a compressed or installable 
format that requires installation , decompression or decryp 
tion prior to execution ) that may then be stored on a 
computer readable storage medium . Such computer readable 
program instructions may be stored , partially or fully , on a 
memory device ( e . g . , a computer readable storage medium ) 
of the executing computing device , for execution by the 
computing device . The computer readable program instruc 
tions may execute entirely on a user ' s computer ( e . g . , the 
executing computing device ) , partly on the user ' s computer , 
as a stand - alone software package , partly on the user ' s 
computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely on the 
remote computer or server . In the latter scenario , the remote 
computer may be connected to the user ' s computer through 
any type of network , including a local area network ( LAN ) 
or a wide area network ( WAN ) , or the connection may be 
made to an external computer ( for example , through the 
Internet using an Internet Service Provider ) . In some 
embodiments , electronic circuitry including , for example , 
programmable logic circuitry , field - programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGA ) , or programmable logic arrays ( PLA ) may 
execute the computer readable program instructions by 
utilizing state information of the computer readable program 
instructions to personalize the electronic circuitry , in order to 
perform aspects of the present disclosure . 
[ 0125 ] Aspects of the present disclosure are described 
herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and / or block 
diagrams of methods , apparatus ( systems ) , and computer 
program products according to embodiments of the disclo 
sure . It will be understood that each block of the flowchart 
illustrations and / or block diagrams , and combinations of 
blocks in the flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams , 
can be implemented by computer readable program instruc 
tions . 
0126 ] These computer readable program instructions may 

be provided to a processor of a general purpose computer , 
special purpose computer , or other programmable data pro 
cessing apparatus to produce a machine , such that the 
instructions , which execute via the processor of the com 
puter or other programmable data processing apparatus , 
create means for implementing the functions / acts specified 
in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . These 
computer readable program instructions may also be stored 
in a computer readable storage medium that can direct a 
computer , a programmable data processing apparatus , and / 
or other devices to function in a particular manner , such that 
the computer readable storage medium having instructions 
stored therein comprises an article of manufacture including 
instructions which implement aspects of the function / act 
specified in the flowchart ( s ) and / or block diagram ( s ) block 
or blocks . 
[ 0127 ] The computer readable program instructions may 
also be loaded onto a computer , other programmable data 
processing apparatus , or other device to cause a series of 
operational steps to be performed on the computer , other 
programmable apparatus or other device to produce a com 
puter implemented process , such that the instructions which 
execute on the computer , other programmable apparatus , or 
other device implement the functions / acts specified in the 
flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . For 
example , the instructions may initially be carried on a 
magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote computer . The 
remote computer may load the instructions and / or modules 
into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 

telephone , cable , or optical line using a modem . A modem 
local to a server computing system may receive the data on 
the telephone / cable / optical line and use a converter device 
including the appropriate circuitry to place the data on a bus . 
The bus may carry the data to a memory , from which a 
processor may retrieve and execute the instructions . The 
instructions received by the memory may optionally be 
stored on a storage device ( e . g . , a solid state drive ) either 
before or after execution by the computer processor . 
[ 0128 ] The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures 
illustrate the architecture , functionality , and operation of 
possible implementations of systems , methods , and com 
puter program products according to various embodiments 
of the present disclosure . In this regard , each block in the 
flowchart or block diagrams may represent a module , seg 
ment , or portion of instructions , which comprises one or 
more executable instructions for implementing the specified 
logical function ( s ) . In some alternative implementations , the 
functions noted in the blocks may occur out of the order 
noted in the Figures . For example , two blocks shown in 
succession may , in fact , be executed substantially concur 
rently , or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the 
reverse order , depending upon the functionality involved . In 
addition , certain blocks may be omitted in some implemen 
tations . The methods and processes described herein are also 
not limited to any particular sequence , and the blocks or 
states relating thereto can be performed in other sequences 
that are appropriate . 
[ 0129 ] It will also be noted that each block of the block 
diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , and combinations of 
blocks in the block diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , 
can be implemented by special purpose hardware - based 
systems that perform the specified functions or acts or carry 
out combinations of special purpose hardware and computer 
instructions . For example , any of the processes , methods , 
algorithms , elements , blocks , applications , or other func 
tionality ( or portions of functionality ) described in the 
preceding sections may be embodied in , and / or fully or 
partially automated via , electronic hardware such applica 
tion - specific processors ( e . g . , application - specific integrated 
circuits ( ASICs ) ) , programmable processors ( e . g . , field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) ) , application - specific cir 
cuitry , and / or the like ( any of which may also combine 
custom hard - wired logic , logic circuits , ASICS , FPGAs , etc . 
with custom programming / execution of software instruc 
tions to accomplish the techniques ) . 
[ 0130 ] Any of the above - mentioned processors , and / or 
devices incorporating any of the above - mentioned proces 
sors , may be referred to herein as , for example , " computers , " 
" computer devices , " " computing devices , " " hardware com 
puting devices , ” “ hardware processors , " " processing units , ” 
and / or the like . Computing devices of the above - embodi 
ments may generally ( but not necessarily ) be controlled 
and / or coordinated by operating system software , such as 
Mac OS , iOS , Android , Chrome OS , Windows OS ( e . g . , 
Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , 
Windows 10 , Windows Server , etc . ) , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other 
suitable operating systems . In other embodiments , the com 
puting devices may be controlled by a proprietary operating 
system . Conventional operating systems control and sched 
ule computer processes for execution , perform memory 
management , provide file system , networking , I / O services , 
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and provide a user interface functionality , such as a graphi 
cal user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0131 ] For example , FIG . 7 is a block diagram that illus 
trates a computer system 700 upon which certain methods 
discussed herein may be implemented . The computer system 
700 may implement the metadata enrichment system 510 
disclosed herein , including accessing , selecting , and filtering 
data sets , detecting and identifying data items with missing 
metadata item values , and providing user interfaces to 
facilitate the enrichment of the missing metadata item val 
ues . Computer system 700 includes a bus 702 or other 
communication mechanism for communicating information , 
and a hardware processor , or multiple processors , 704 
coupled with bus 702 for processing information . Hardware 
processor ( s ) 704 may be , for example , one or more general 
purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0132 ] Computer system 700 also includes a main 
memory 706 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
702 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 704 . Main memory 706 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 704 . Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 704 , render computer system 
700 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0133 ] Computer system 700 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 708 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 702 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 704 . A storage device 710 , such as a magnetic 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc . , is 
provided and coupled to bus 702 for storing information and 
instructions . 
[ 0134 ] Computer system 700 may be coupled via bus 702 
to a display 712 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD 
display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to a 
computer user . An input device 714 , including alphanumeric 
and other keys , is coupled to bus 702 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 704 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 716 , such 
as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
municating direction information and command selections 
to processor 704 and for controlling cursor movement on 
display 712 . This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e . g . , x ) and a second axis 
( e . g . , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
cursor . 
[ 0135 ] Computing system 700 may include a user inter 
face module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a 
mass storage device as computer executable program 
instructions that are executed by the computing device ( s ) . 
Computer system 700 may further , as described below , 
implement the techniques described herein using custom 
ized hard - wired logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , 
firmware and / or program logic which in combination with 
the computer system causes or programs computer system 
700 to be a special - purpose machine . According to one 
embodiment , the techniques herein are performed by com 
puter system 700 in response to processor ( s ) 704 executing 
one or more sequences of one or more computer readable 

program instructions contained in main memory 706 . Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 706 from 
another storage medium , such as storage device 710 . Execu 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 706 causes processor ( s ) 704 to perform the process 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination 
with software instructions . 
[ 0136 ] Various forms of computer readable storage media 
may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one 
or more computer readable program instructions to proces 
sor 704 for execution . For example , the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of 
a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local 
to computer system 700 can receive the data on the tele 
phone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 702 . Bus 702 carries the 
data to main memory 706 , from which processor 704 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 706 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 710 either before or after execution by 
processor 704 . 
[ 0137 ) Computer system 700 also includes a communica 
tion interface 718 coupled to bus 702 . Communication 
interface 718 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 720 that is connected to a local 
network 722 . For example , communication interface 718 
may be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 
718 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or 
WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . Wireless 
links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
communication interface 718 sends and receives electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0138 ] Network link 720 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , network link 720 may provide a connection 
through local network 722 to a host computer 724 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
726 . ISP 726 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 728 . Local 
network 722 and Internet 728 both use electrical , electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
network link 720 and through communication interface 718 , 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
700 , are example forms of transmission media . 
[ 0139 ] Computer system 700 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 720 and communication interface 718 . In 
the Internet example , a server 730 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
728 , ISP 726 , local network 722 and communication inter 
face 718 . 
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[ 0140 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
704 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 710 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0141 ] As described above , in various embodiments cer 
tain functionality may be accessible by a user through a 
web - based viewer ( such as a web browser ) , or other suitable 
software program ) . In such implementations , the user inter 
face may be generated by a server computing system and 
transmitted to a web browser of the user ( e . g . , running on the 
user ' s computing system ) . Alternatively , data ( e . g . , user 
interface data ) necessary for generating the user interface 
may be provided by the server computing system to the 
browser , where the user interface may be generated ( e . g . , the 
user interface data may be executed by a browser accessing 
a web service and may be configured to render the user 
interfaces based on the user interface data ) . The user may 
then interact with the user interface through the web 
browser . User interfaces of certain implementations may be 
accessible through one or more dedicated software applica 
tions . In certain embodiments , one or more of the computing 
devices and / or systems of the disclosure may include mobile 
computing devices , and user interfaces may be accessible 
through such mobile computing devices ( for example , 
smartphones and / or tablets ) . 
[ 0142 ] Many variations and modifications may be made to 
the above - described embodiments , the elements of which 
are to be understood as being among other acceptable 
examples . All such modifications and variations are intended 
to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure . The 
foregoing description details certain embodiments . It will be 
appreciated , however , that no matter how detailed the fore 
going appears in text , the systems and methods can be 
practiced in many ways . As is also stated above , it should be 
noted that the use of particular terminology when describing 
certain features or aspects of the systems and methods 
should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re - defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the systems and 
methods with which that terminology is associated . 
[ 0143 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , " " could , " " might , " or " may , " unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements , and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0144 ] The term “ substantially ” when used in conjunction 
with the term “ real - time ” forms a phrase that will be readily 
understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art . For 
example , it is readily understood that such language will 
include speeds in which no or little delay or waiting is 
discernible , or where such delay is sufficiently short so as not 
to be disruptive , irritating , or otherwise vexing to a user . 
[ 0145 ] Conjunctive language such as the phrase " at least 
one of X , Y , and Z , " or " at least one of X , Y , or Z , " unless 
specifically stated otherwise , is to be understood with the 
context as used in general to convey that an item , term , etc . 
may be either X , Y , or Z , or a combination thereof . For 

example , the term “ or ” is used in its inclusive sense ( and not 
in its exclusive sense ) so that when used , for example , to 
connect a list of elements , the term “ or ” means one , some , 
or all of the elements in the list . Thus , such conjunctive 
language is not generally intended to imply that certain 
embodiments require at least one of X , at least one of Y , and 
at least one of Z to each be present . 
[ 0146 ] The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
unless specifically noted , the term “ a ” should not be under 
stood to mean “ exactly one ” or “ one and only one ” ; instead , 
the term “ a ” means “ one or more ” or “ at least one , " whether 
used in the claims or elsewhere in the specification and 
regardless of uses of quantifiers such as “ at least one , " " one 
or more , ” or “ a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or speci 
fication . 
[ 0147 ] The term " comprising ” as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For 
example , a general purpose computer comprising one or 
more processors should not be interpreted as excluding other 
computer components , and may possibly include such com 
ponents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
interfaces , among others . 
[ 0148 ] While the above detailed description has shown , 
described , and pointed out novel features as applied to 
various embodiments , it may be understood that various 
omissions , substitutions , and changes in the form and details 
of the devices or processes illustrated may be made without 
departing from the spirit of the disclosure . As may be 
recognized , certain embodiments of the inventions described 
herein may be embodied within a form that does not provide 
all of the features and benefits set forth herein , as some 
features may be used or practiced separately from others . 
The scope of certain inventions disclosed herein is indicated 
by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing descrip 
tion . All changes which come within the meaning and range 
of equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within their 
scope . 
What is claimed is : 
1 . A computing system comprising : 
one or more processors ; and 
at least one storage device configured to store data , 
wherein the computing system , via execution of program 

instructions by the one or more processors , is config 
ured to : 
in response to receiving , via a first interactive user 

interface portion , a selection of a first data item of a 
set of data items , populate a selectable dropdown 
user interface element to include a metadata item 
value associated with the first data item ; 

receive , via a second interactive user interface portion , 
a modification to a one or more metadata item values 
associated with the selectable dropdown user inter 
face element , wherein the second interactive user 
interface portion includes at least an editable spread 
sheet including at least a column corresponding to 
the selectable dropdown user interface element and 
rows corresponding to the one or more of metadata 
item values ; and 

in response to receiving the modification to the one or 
more of metadata item values , dynamically update 
selection options in the selectable dropdown user 
interface element based on the modification to the 
one or more of metadata item values . 
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2 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein the one or 
more of metadata item values are further dynamically 
updated in response to the user exiting the second interactive 
user interface portion and returning to the first interactive 
user interface portion . 

3 . The computing system of claim 2 , wherein metadata 
item values are automatically suggested by the computing 
system and added to the dropdown user interface element . 

4 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein the select 
able dropdown user interface element indicates a missing 
metadata item value of the data item . 

5 . The computing system of claim 4 , wherein the com 
puting system is further configured to : 

in response to using a dropdown user interface to select a 
metadata item value of the one or more metadata item 
values , enrich the data item with the selected metadata 
item value . 

6 . The computing system of claim 4 , wherein the com 
puting system is further configured to : 

provide a user interface to confirm a selection of a 
metadata item value for the missing metadata item 
value , 

wherein in response to the user confirming the selection of 
the metadata item value in lieu of the missing metadata 
item value , generate an updated set of data items 
containing a structure of the set of data items that has 
replaced the missing metadata item value with the 
selected metadata item value . 

7 . The computing system of claim 6 , wherein the com 
puting system stores the updated set of data items indepen 
dently from the set of data items . 

8 . The computing system of claim 7 , wherein the updated 
set of data items only includes data items from the set of data 
items with replaced metadata item values . 

9 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein a user is 
associated with one or more data item access restrictions and 
the computing system conceals from the user one or more 
sets of data items from selection . 

10 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein the set of 
data items is automatically filtered to only contain data items 
that are missing associated metadata item values . 

11 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein the meta 
data item value associated with the data item is pre - selected 
as a selected option of the selectable dropdown . 

12 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein the first 
interactive user interface portion is further configured to : 

receive user inputs modifying , deleting , or adding user 
comments associated with the corresponding data item . 

13 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein the com 
puting system is further configured to : 

provide a counter for a total number of data items with 
any missing metadata item values . 

14 . A computer - implemented method comprising : 
by one or more processors executing program instruc 

tions : 
in response to receiving , via a first interactive user 

interface portion , a selection of a first data item of a 
set of data items , populating a selectable dropdown 
user interface element to include a metadata item 
value associated with the first data item ; 

receiving , via a second interactive user interface por 
tion , a modification to a one or more metadata item 
values associated with the selectable dropdown user 
interface element , wherein the second interactive 

user interface portion includes at least an editable 
spreadsheet including at least a column correspond 
ing to the selectable dropdown user interface element 
and rows corresponding to the one or more of 
metadata item values ; and 

in response to receiving the modification to the one or 
more of metadata item values , dynamically updating 
selection options in the selectable dropdown user 
interface element based on the modification to the 
one or more of metadata item values . 

15 . The computer - implemented method of claim 14 , 
wherein the selectable dropdown user interface element 
indicates a missing metadata item value of the data item . 

16 . The computer - implemented method of claim 15 fur 
ther comprising : 
by the one or more processors executing program instruc 

tions : 
in response to using a dropdown user interface to select 

a metadata item value of the one or more metadata 
item values , enrich the data item with the selected 
metadata item value . 

17 . The computer - implemented method of claim 15 fur 
ther comprising : 
by the one or more processors executing program instruc 

tions : 
provide a user interface to confirm a selection of a 
metadata item value for the missing metadata item 
value , 

wherein in response to the user confirming the selection 
of the metadata item value in lieu of the missing 
metadata item value , generate an updated set of data 
items containing a structure of the set of data items 
that has replaced the missing metadata item value 
with the selected metadata item value . 

18 . The computer - implemented method of claim 17 , 
wherein the computing system stores the updated set of data 
items independently from the set of data items . 

19 . The computer - implemented method of claim 18 , 
wherein the updated set of data items only includes data 
items from the set of data items with replaced metadata item 
values . 

20 . A computer readable storage medium having program 
instructions embodied therewith , the program instructions 
executable by one or more processors to cause the one or 
more processors to : 

in response to receiving , via a first interactive user inter 
face portion , a selection of a first data item of a set of 
data items , populate a selectable dropdown user inter 
face element to include a metadata item value associ 
ated with the first data item ; 

receive , via a second interactive user interface portion , a 
modification to a one or more metadata item values 
associated with the selectable dropdown user interface 
element , wherein the second interactive user interface 
portion includes at least an editable spreadsheet includ 
ing at least a column corresponding to the selectable 
dropdown user interface element and rows correspond 
ing to the one or more of metadata item values ; and 

in response to receiving the modification to the one or 
more of metadata item values , dynamically update 
selection options in the selectable dropdown user inter 
face element based on the modification to the one or 
more of metadata item values . 

* * * * * 
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< span class = " no - tags " data - string - offset = " 49 " > to the < / span > 
< span class = " no - tags " data - string 

offset = " 57 " > celling < / span > 
< span class = " no - tags " data - string - offset = " 64 " > + + + 

A 33 

Ellise Tan 
Company | Technical Writer 
< / sapn > 
< span class = " tag strong - text " data - multitag - id = " 3 " data - string - offset = " 107 " 
allowselection = " true " > etan @ company . com < / span > 
< span class = " no - tags " data - string - offset = " 124 " > & lt : mailto : < / span > 
< span class = " tag strong - text " data - multitag - id = " 4 " data - string 
offset " 133 " > email @ company . com / span > 
< span class = " no - tags " data - string - offset = " 151 " > & gt : CS 

* * 

FIG . 5C 
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COMMUNICATION DATA PROCESSING 
ARCHITECTURE 

PRIORITY AND INCORPORATION BY 
REFERENCE 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U . S . patent 
application Ser . No . 14 / 750 , 773 filed on Jun . 25 , 2015 and 
titled “ COMMUNICATION DATA PROCESSING ARCHI 
TECTURE , ” which claims the priority and benefit of U . S . 
Provisional No . 62 / 095 , 655 , filed Dec . 22 , 2014 . All of the 
applications listed above are hereby incorporated by refer 
ence herein in their entireties for all purposes and for all that 
they contain . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 
[ 0002 ] The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for data integration and analysis . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] Commercial entities , financial entities , law firms , 
government entities , and others , gather and process an 
enormous amount of information . Some of the information 
gathered and processed is in the form of electronic messages 
or other such communications . These communications are 
generated by employees , contractors , or clients and are sent 
to reviewers ( for example , communications analysts , other 
employees , other contractors , other clients , and so forth ) for 
review . Reviewers may review communications related to a 
group of employees to flag any possible malfeasance or 
illegal activity being conducted by an employee . 
[ 0004 ] However , because of the enormous amount of 
information gathered and processed , it can be difficult for 
reviewers to readily review the communications . While 
some communications may include benign information ( for 
example , standard introductory pleasantries or typical ques 
tions ) , other communications may include information that 
indicates that an employee is engaged in some illegal 
activity . Thus , communications that are misidentified or that 
are unidentified can have serious repercussions . 
[ 0005 ] The following disclosure relates to systems and 
methods for efficiently and flexibly processing enormous 
amount of communications information and then presenting 
that information for review . The processing and presenting 
of information to the reviewer are also designed to minimize 
the chances that communications are misidentified or 
unidentified . 

email addresses external to the company , or other informa 
tion that has been determined to be a possible flag for bad 
behavior . In one embodiment , the highlighting may be based 
on the particular user , or one or more persons , being 
reviewed . The one or more person ' s emails , chat room files , 
instant messages , and text can be complied for review , tied 
to an identifier that corresponds to the person ( s ) , and 
assigned one or more group identifier ( s ) based upon the 
group ( s ) in which the person ( s ) is assigned . For example , if 
the one or more persons is a commodities trader employee 
in London , then the person may be assigned to the " com 
modities trading ” group and to the " UK " group . 
[ 0008 ] In one embodiment , a reviewer is presented with 
one or more person ' s electronic communications where 
certain portions of the communications have been high 
lighted or pre - flagged . In addition , the reviewer has the 
option of further updating the display , such as , for example , 
by adding additional words , removing known innocuous text 
from the message ( such as disclaimers or signatures ) , updat 
ing the time zone of the message data , highlighting specific 
terms in the messages , and / or changing the category of 
pre - selected highlighted words ( such as from " commodi 
ties ” to " options ” ) . The reviewer can then determine whether 
any of the communications should be flagged as possibly 
showing that the person ( s ) has been engaged in illegal or 
other prohibited activity . 
[ 0009 ] In one embodiment , the communication data pro 
cessing system works in conjunction with or provides data 
to a message reader system , such as the message reader 
systems disclosed in U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 332 , 
312 titled “ Cable Reader Labeling " filed Jul . 15 , 2014 and 
U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 332 , 306 titled “ Cable 
Reader Snippets and Postboard ” filed Jul . 15 , 2014 , with are 
both hereby incorporated by reference herein in their 
entirety . 
[ 0010 ] One aspect of the disclosure provides a computing 
system configured to display computer communication data . 
In this embodiment , the computing system comprises a 
network interface . The computing system further comprises 
a persistent memory and a computer processor . The com 
puting system further comprises a computer readable storage 
medium storing program instructions configured for execu 
tion by the computer processor in order to cause the com 
puting system to : access a plurality of communication data 
files , electronically decompress the plurality of communi 
cation data files and automatically convert the plurality of 
communication data files into a pre - determined standard 
format to create a plurality of formatted communication data 
files ; process the plurality of formatted communication data 
files to generate a plurality of revised formatted communi 
cation data files by performing two or more of the following : 
removing duplicate data among the plurality of formatted 
communication data files ; generating thread data for at least 
a subset of the plurality of formatted communication data 
files ; generating and inserting lexicon tag data for at least a 
subset of the plurality of formatted communication data 
files ; removing , from the plurality of formatted communi 
cation data files , data that meets pre - identified blacklisted 
criteria ; or generating group association data for the plurality 
of formatted communication data files ; and store the plural 
ity of revised formatted communication data files in the 
persistent memory . 
[ 0011 ] The computing system of the preceding paragraph 
can have any sub - combination of the following features : 

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE 
[ 0006 ] The systems , methods , and devices described 
herein each have several aspects , no single one of which is 
solely responsible for its desirable attributes . Without lim 
iting the scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting fea 
tures will now be discussed briefly . 
10007 ] A communication data processing system is dis 
closed herein that allows reviewers to properly and timely 
review user communications . The communications may 
include emails , chat room communications , instant mes 
sages , text messages , and so forth . The communication data 
processing system may organize and process one or more 
communications so that certain parts of the message are 
highlighted or flagged allowing reviewers to readily easily 
flag relevant communications . For example , different types 
of highlighting can be applied to certain pre - selected words , 
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where generating and inserting lexicon tag data includes 
generating offset data related to offsets of text in an original 
data file ; where the generated group association data indi 
cates one or more groups associated with one or more 
persons who correspond to data files ; where automatically 
converting the plurality of communication data files includes 
applying a first conversion process to email data in the 
plurality of communication data files and a second conver 
sion process to a different type of communication data in the 
plurality of communication data files , the first conversion 
process different from the second conversion process ; where 
automatically converting the plurality of communication 
data files includes applying a first conversion process to a 
first communication data in the plurality of communication 
data files , and a second conversion process to second com 
munication data in the plurality of communication data files , 
the first communication data generated by a communications 
program from a first provider , the second communication 
data generated by a communications program from a second 
provider , and the first conversion process different from the 
second conversion process ; where the one or more stored 
program instructions further cause the processor to access 
human resources data to correlate each of the plurality of 
communication data files to one or more persons ; and where 
generating group association data further includes correlat 
ing each of the plurality of communication data files to one 
or more groups associated with one or more persons . 
[ 0012 ] Another aspect of the disclosure provides a com 
puter - implemented method of displaying a large amount 
communication data . In this embodiment , the computer 
implemented method comprises , as implemented by one or 
more computer systems comprising computer hardware and 
memory , the one or more computer systems configured with 
specific executable instructions , accessing a plurality of 
communication data files , electronically decompressing the 
plurality of communication data files and automatically 
convert the plurality of communication data files into a 
pre - determined standard format to create a plurality of 
formatted communication data files ; processing the plurality 
of formatted communication data files to generate a plurality 
of revised formatted communication data files by preform 
ing two or more of the following : removing duplicate data 
among the plurality of formatted communication data files , 
generating thread data for at least a subset of the plurality of 
formatted communication data files , generating and insert 
ing lexicon tag data for at least a subset of the plurality of 
formatted communication data files , removing from the 
plurality of formatted communication data files data that 
meets pre - identified blacklisted criteria , or generating group 
association data for the plurality of formatted communica 
tion data files ; and storing the plurality of revised formatted 
communication data files in the persistent memory . 
[ 0013 ] The computer - implemented method of the preced 
ing paragraph can have any sub - combination of the follow 
ing features : where generating and inserting lexicon tag data 
includes generating offset data related to offsets of text in an 
original data file ; where the generated group association data 
indicates one or more groups associated with one or more 
persons who correspond to data files ; where automatically 
converting the plurality of communication data files includes 
applying a first conversion process to email data in the 
plurality of communication data files and a second conver 
sion process to a different type of communication data in the 
plurality of communication data files , the first conversion 

process different from the second conversion process ; 
wherein automatically converting the plurality of commu 
nication data files includes applying a first conversion pro 
cess to a first communication data in the plurality of com 
munication data files , and a second conversion process to 
second communication data in the plurality of communica 
tion data files , the first communication data generated by a 
communications program from a first provider , the second 
communication data generated by a communications pro 
gram from a second provider , and the first conversion 
process different from the second conversion process ; where 
the instructions further include accessing human resources 
data to correlate each of the plurality of communication data 
files to one or more persons ; where generating group asso 
ciation data further includes correlating each of the plurality 
of communication data files to one or more groups associ 
ated with one or more persons ; and where the instructions 
further include sending the revised formatted communica 
tion data files for display in a communications reader 
system . 
[ 0014 ] Another aspect of the disclosure provides non 
transitory computer - readable medium comprising one or 
more program instructions recorded thereon , the instructions 
configured for execution by a computing system comprising 
one or more processors in order to cause the computing 
system to : access a plurality of communication data files ; 
electronically decompress the plurality of communication 
data files and automatically convert the plurality of com 
munication data files into a pre - determined standard format 
to create a plurality of formatted communication data files ; 
process the plurality of formatted communication data files 
to generate a plurality of revised formatted communication 
data files by preforming two or more of the following : 
removing duplicate data among the plurality of formatted 
communication data files , generating thread data for at least 
a subset of the plurality of formatted communication data 
files , generating and inserting lexicon tag data for at least a 
subset of the plurality of formatted communication data 
files , removing , from the plurality of formatted communi 
cation data files , data that meets pre - identified blacklisted 
criteria , or generating group association data for the plurality 
of formatted communication data files ; and store the plural 
ity of revised formatted communication data files in the 
persistent memory . 
[ 0015 ] The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
the preceding paragraph can have any sub - combination of 
the following features : where generating and inserting lexi 
con tag data includes generating offset data related to offsets 
of text in an original data file ; where the generated group 
association data indicates one or more groups associated 
with one or more persons who correspond to data files ; 
where automatically converting the plurality of communi 
cation data files includes applying a first conversion process 
to email data in the plurality of communication data files and 
a second conversion process to a different type of commu 
nication data in the plurality of communication data files , the 
first conversion process different from the second conver 
sion process ; where automatically converting the plurality of 
communication data files includes applying a first conver 
sion process to a first communication data in the plurality of 
communication data files , and a second conversion process 
to second communication data in the plurality of commu 
nication data files , the first communication data generated by 
a communications program from a first provider , the second 
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communication data generated by a communications pro - 
gram from a second provider , and the first conversion 
process different from the second conversion process ; where 
the instructions are further configured to access human 
resources data to correlate each of the plurality of commu 
nication data files to one or more persons ; where generating 
group association data further includes correlating each of 
the plurality of communication data files to one or more 
groups associated with one or more persons ; and where the 
instructions are further configured to send the revised for 
matted communication data files for display in a communi 
cations reader system . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 1 illustrates a block diagram of a communi 
cation data processing system according to one embodiment . 
[ 0017 ] . FIG . 2 illustrates another block diagram of a com 
munication data processing system according to one 
embodiment . 
[ 0018 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an additional block diagram of a 
communication data processing system according to one 
embodiment . 
[ 0019 ] FIG . 4 illustrates a block diagram of a communi 
cations analyst system according to one embodiment . 
[ 0020 ] FIG . 5A illustrates one embodiment of an example 
user interface of the communication data processing system 
including a sample email message . 
10021 ] FIG . 5B illustrates one embodiment of an example 
user interface of the communication data processing system 
including a sample email message . 
10022 ] FIG . 5C illustrates one embodiment of a set of 
sample HTML code that includes example offset data . 
[ 0023 ] FIG . 6 is a flowchart depicting one embodiment of 
a method of operation of the communication data processing 
system . 
10024 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart depicting one embodiment of 
another method of operation of the communication data 
processing system . 
[ 0025 ] FIG . 8 illustrates one embodiment of a computer 
system with which certain methods discussed herein may be 
implemented . 

One skilled in the art would recognize that the employees 
101 can use any electronic device to make electronic com 
munications , including laptops , smart watches , automobile 
interface systems , and so forth . The figure is not a limiting 
disclosure as to what kind of electronic device the employ 
ees use to communicate . 
[ 0028 ] As shown in the figure , the communications ana 
lysts 107 review the processed communication data on their 
devices in order to spot potential malfeasance or illegal 
activity . Communications analysts 107 may review the com 
munications on any electronic device with a display , such as 
the computers depicted in FIG . 1 . The communications 
analysts 107 may work for any company or government 
agency in an oversight capacity , and they may be tasked with 
either preventing the employees 101 from committing illegal 
activity before it occurs or catching employees 101 who 
have committed illegal activity . For example , the commu 
nications analysts 107 may be comprised of internal com 
pliance analysts at a financial entity tasked with the job of 
ensuring that the organization and its employees 101 are 
operating within the relevant laws and regulations . The 
organization may then be able to utilize the system to 
confirm and verify that the organization is taking the req 
uisite steps to monitor its traders and / or other employees . 
Alternatively , these communications analysts 107 could 
work for a government entity - for example , they could be 
regulators for the Securities Exchange Commission 
( SEC ) — tasked with catching the wrongdoing of an organi 
zation and its employees 101 using communication data 
processing system 105 . 
[ 0029 ] Communication data from the devices used by 
employees 101 is collected and stored as raw communica 
tion data in a data store 103 . In various embodiments , the 
raw communication data 103 can be stored in a single place 
or multiple places using a variety of data storage devices , 
methods , and structures . For example , raw communication 
data 103 can be stored in memory , on a hard drive , or on a 
cloud computing service . 
[ 0030 ] After the communication data has been collected 
and stored as raw communication data 103 , it is sent to or 
accessed by the communication data processing system 105 . 
Communication data processing system 105 reads in the raw 
communication data 103 , then processes the data based on 
the type of electronic communications included in the data 
as well as the needs of the monitoring organization and its 
communications analysts 107 . The data is processed and 
presented in a readable format to reduce the number of 
communications that are misidentified or unidentified when 
they are reviewed by the communications analysts 107 . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

Overview 
[ 0026 ] FIG . 1 includes a broad overview of one embodi 
ment where a communication data processing system is 
configured to quickly and efficiently process raw commu 
nication data from multiple devices used by a set of employ 
ees , such as , for example , a set of stock traders , and then 
present that communication data to a team of communica 
tions analysts for review . 
[ 0027 ] FIG . 1 includes a set of employees that work for a 
company who have decision - making capacity with the 
potential to commit fraud , malfeasance , or illegal activity . 
For example , the employees can be comprised of equities 
traders capable of making illegal stock trades at a financial 
entity , such as an investment bank , hedge fund , mutual fund , 
and so forth . The employees 101 utilize electronic devices 
such as computers , tablets , and cell phones to generate , send 
and receive various electronic communications , such as , for 
example , email , text messages , and chat room messages . 

Communication Data Processing System 
[ 0031 ] FIG . 2 discloses an embodiment of the communi 
cation data processing system which illustrates how it inter 
acts with and processes the raw communication data before 
writing out the revised communication data to memory for 
use by a display application . In the illustrated embodiment , 
communication data processing system 105 includes a Read 
In module 203 , a Conversion module 205 configured to 
convert data into a common format , a Stack of Transforms 
209 , a Memory Write Out module 213 , and data storage 215 . 
It is recognized , however , the communication data process 
ing system 105 as shown in FIG . 2 is not limited to the exact 
modules in this specific embodiment . For example , in 
another embodiment , communication data processing sys 
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tem 105 could include storage for raw communication data 
201 and / or Display Application 217 and / or one of the 
modules could be divided up into separate modules . Com 
munication data processing system 105 may even include 
the devices used by the employees and / or the communica 
tions analysts to create and read electronic communications , 
such as , for example , employees 101 and communications 
analysts 107 . 
[ 0032 ] In one embodiment , the architecture of communi 
cation data processing system 105 is implemented on top of 
a Universal Data Pipeline ( UDP ) , such as , for example , the 
one described in U . S . application Ser . No . 14 / 533 , 433 , 
which is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its 
entirety . In such an embodiment , several features may be 
relevant for this specific application . For instance , prov 
enance tracking allows for tracing the lineage and trans 
forms of any piece of data , such as the transforms performed 
by the Stack of Transforms 209 . This may be used for when 
evidence of the lineage and all transforms produced may 
need to be produced , especially when significant transforms 
are being explicitly applied to the data , such as by Stack of 
Transforms 209 . UDP also allows the implementation of the 
architecture without requiring the use of a specific backend . 
For example , some companies may use an online file storage 
web storage service , like Amazon S3 to store the data . In 
other embodiments , a Java - based file system like the 
Hadoop Distributed File System ( HDFS ) can be used . 
[ 0033 ] In one embodiment , the raw communication data 
201 includes stored communication data received from the 
various devices and communications applications utilized 
by the employees . As mentioned earlier , raw communication 
data 201 can be stored in a single place or multiple places , 
and using a variety of data storage devices , methods , and 
structures . For example , raw communication data 201 can be 
stored in memory , on a hard drive , and / or on a cloud 
computing service . To deal with the potentially large number 
of messages and communications sent by employees , the 
aggregated raw communication data is also typically stored 
in a compressed format in order to save space . In this 
embodiment depicted , the raw communication data 201 is 
compressed and stored on a set of one or more server hard 

preliminary processing of the communication data , it can 
then send processed data to the Conversion module 205 to 
convert the data into a predetermined , common format . 
[ 0035 ] The Conversion module 205 accesses the pro 
cessed data , which in some embodiments , will be the 
metadata and the individual content of the communications 
packaged together . The Conversion module 205 then con 
verts the data into a more uniform or common format . One 
skilled in the art will recognize that there are many benefits 
for doing so at this stage in the system . For example , chat 
logs may be in various formats and structures since they are 
produced by various chat programs , such as Lync , 
Bloomberg , and so forth . By converting these communica 
tions , along with other types of communications like emails 
and messages , into a more homogeneous and unified format , 
it will allow for the rest of the system to efficiently and 
indiscriminately process all of the communication data 
together , regardless of the original differences between each 
piece of raw communication data , and the various propri 
etary systems that generate the data . The Conversion module 
205 may separate out and sort the communications based on 
the type of communications , and / or the specific application 
used to generate the communications . The Conversion mod 
ule 205 may run communications - specific or application 
specific processes designed to convert each piece of com 
munications into a homogeneous format . Thus , if an 
employee uses a new communications application , a new 
process may be generated to the Conversion module 205 to 
convert data generated by that new communications appli 
cation to the pre - selected format . 
[ 0036 ] In one embodiment , the Conversion module 205 
converts the data into a common Hypertext Markup Lan 
guage ( HTML ) format 207 . However , one skilled in the art 
will recognize that the common format need not be HTML . 
The converted data format can be any format , including 
XML , XHTML , Palantir XML ( XML ) , PalantirDocXML 
( DocXML ) , JavaScript Object Notation ( JSON ) , Resource 
Description Framework ( RDF ) , Comma Separated Files 
( CSV ) , text , plaint text , as well as other public and propri 
etary formats . In addition , in some embodiments , more than 
one format may be selected . For example , the Conversion 
module 205 may be configured to convert emails into 
HTML format and to convert chat room messages into 
XML . In the embodiment depicted by FIG . 2 , the common 
HTML converted data is then made available to the Stack of 
Transforms 209 . 
[ 0037 ] In one embodiment , the Stack of Transforms 209 
comprise various processes for detecting , processing , and / or 
transforming the communication data to make the commu 
nication data more readable and manipulable by the com 
munications analysts and to reduce the risk that the com 
munications are misidentified or unidentified . For example , 
the Stack of Transforms 209 can include a process for thread 
calculations , which will link email communications in the 
same email thread making it easier for the communications 
analyst to read . Rather than reading multiple communica 
tions including mostly the same content , the communica 
tions analyst will then be able to just read the email thread 
that includes all the content in the emails of the subset . Other 
processes in the Stack of Transforms 209 can include a 
de - duplication process , which can be used to remove dupli 
cate email communications or perform the union of chat logs 
to remove redundant chat room data . The Stack of Trans 
forms 209 could also include a blacklisting process designed 

drives . 
[ 0034 ] The raw communication data 201 is accessed by 
the Read In module 203 . Read in module 203 is the part of 
communication data processing system 209 configured to 
first process the raw communication data 201 and runs 
processes on the data to streamline the data for the rest of the 
system to utilize more effectively . For example , the Read In 
module 203 can decompress the raw communication data . If 
the communication data includes data from various devices 
and data sources , the Read In module 203 can separate out 
and sort the messages , emails , and chat logs that may 
comprise the communication data . The Read In module 203 
may separate out and sort the communications based on 
what kind of communications they are and / or the specific 
application used to generate the communications . For 
example , the Read In module 203 may divide or categorize 
the data for Employee A into a group of Microsoft Outlook 
Email messages , a group of Bloomberg Chat messages , a 
group of Yahoo Instant Message messages , and a group of 
iPhone chat messages . The Read In module 203 may also 
extract the metadata from the individual content , then pack 
age the metadata with the individual content in the commu - 
nication data . After the Read In module 203 performs its 
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to remove emails from a stored blacklist of email addresses . 
For example , any emails from 1 - 800 - Flowers , or known 
spam emails , can be deleted . The Stack of Transforms 209 
may also include a process for keyword searching or lexicon 
calculation , which then highlights in the communications 
any characters or words included in a pre - set collection of 
search terms . The lexicons could be assigned to one or more 
categories such as “ money laundering , " " anti - trust , ” “ insider 
trading , ” “ price manipulation , ” and so forth . The Stack of 
Transforms 209 may also include a process for group 
calculations to assign the communications to one or more 
review groups . For example , a communications analyst 
might be tasked with oversight of the communications of ten 
employees of a group on a certain day . The group calcula 
tions process could allow the communication data to be 
broken up and sorted , so that the communications of those 
ten employees could be presented to that communications 
analyst . The next day , a different communications analyst 
may be tasked with reviewing the communications of that 
same group . Human resources data may be utilized to assist 
in determining which group ( s ) an employee ' s communica 
tions should be assigned . In some embodiments , the com 
munication data may also be assigned to an identifier that 
corresponds to a particular employee , such that the employ 
ee ' s emails , chat messages , and instant messages all refer to 
the same identifier . 
10038 ] One skilled in the art will recognize that the Stack 
of Transforms 209 could have alternatively been performed 
in a pipeline manner such that each process is carried out 
completely before the other completes . However , doing so 
would be inefficient and require a significant amount of 
input / output time . For example , for email communications 
the alternative pipeline way would require the system to first 
perform thread calculations on the emails , write those email 
threads back out to disk , read the data back in , de - dupe the 
emails , write the data back out , read the data back in , then 
pass only those emails that pass blacklist filtering . In com 
parison , this system efficiently processes communications of 
all types by stacking these processes together and perform 
ing at least two of them in parallel . In one embodiment , each 
communication is read in only once and the revised data is 
written to disk only once . Converting the different commu 
nications formats into a common format allows for the set of 
transforms to be stacked together and executed once for all 
different communications formats . Then the data is written 
back out to the communications analyst for review . 
10039 ] In the embodiment of FIG . 2 , the stack of trans 
forms 209 converts the data into revised HTML 211 . How 
ever , one skilled in the art will recognize that the format 
need not be HTML . The data format for the revised data can 
be any markup language , including XML , XHTML , Palan 
tirXML ( pXML ) , PalantirDocXML ( DocXML ) , or any 
other format . One benefit of using a markup language is for 
improved readability for when the communications analysts 
review the communications later on using the Display 
Application 217 , as opposed to plain text . In the embodi 
ment in FIG . 2 , the revised HTML files are then passed to 
memory write out module 213 . 
10040 ] The memory write out module 213 accesses the 
revised communication data and writes it to data storage 
215 . After the revised communication data is in data storage 
215 , it can be accessed by Display Application 217 . Data 
storage 215 may include any electronic data storage device , 
including , for example , a persistent memory , a hard drive , a 

cloud computing server , and so forth . It may or may not be 
the same data storage device used to store raw communi 
cation data 201 . The communications analysts are then able 
to access the revised communication data stored in data 
storage 215 as needed to conduct their review . The commu 
nications analysts may be able to perform client - side trans 
formations to further improve the chances of spotting illegal 
activity , without overwriting or destroying the originally 
processed communication data , such as , for example , addi 
tional highlighting , changing of the flagged lexicons , chang 
ing of the time zone data , removal of known innocuous data , 
and so forth . 
[ 0041 ] In one embodiment , Display Application 217 is a 
software application that may run on a variety of electronic 
devices and can be used by the communications analysts to 
review the employees ' electronic communications . The 
electronic device running Display Application 217 may 
include a computer , tablet , smart phone , and so forth . In 
other embodiments , the Display Application 217 is a server 
side application such that only a shell application , such as a 
browser , is needed on the electronic device along with some 
input and output components to conduct the review . The 
Display Application 217 is configured to display the revised , 
processed communication data stored in data storage 215 . In 
one embodiment , the Display Application 217 accesses the 
stored markup language files and displays the formatted and 
stylized communications in the display for the communica 
tions analyst to read . In some embodiments , Display Appli 
cation 217 shows the content of the communications , as well 
as some or all of the corresponding metadata and properties 
of the communications . Display application 217 may 
include tools that allow the communications analyst to easily 
sift through all the communication data , such as by present 
ing a list view of all the communications that the commu 
nications analyst is in charge of reviewing . Display appli 
cation 217 may also include tools for the communications 
analyst to search through all of the communication data 
using various criteria , and then Display Application 217 may 
display those search results to narrow down the communi 
cations that communications analyst has to review . 
[ 0042 ] In various embodiments , the Display Application 
217 is configured to allow the communications analyst to 
input or select further client - side transformations and refine 
ments to be performed on the communication data . For 
example , there may be menus , fields , buttons , checkboxes , 
user interface elements , and so forth , which allow the 
communications analyst to highlight further search terms , 
alter the display of timestamps and disclaimers , and so forth . 
These interface tools may allow the communications analyst 
to perform tailored or idiosyncratic processes on the com 
munication data , of a specific scope which fits the commu 
nications analyst ' s needs and requirements . These tools also 
allow for increased flexibility and efficiency when per 
formed client - side rather than in the pre - processing stage 
with the Stack of Transforms 209 . 
[ 0043 ] Example Communication Data Processing System 
[ 0044 ] FIG . 3 illustrates one embodiment of the commu 
nication data processing system showing how it processes 
various types of raw communication data 103 for later use 
by the display application 217 . 
[ 0045 ] In this embodiment , the example raw communica 
tion data 103 includes data generated from communications 
made through Microsoft® Exchange Email 303 , 
Bloomberg® Messages 305 , Bloomberg® Chat 307 , Reu 
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ters® Chat 309 , Microsoft® Lync 311 , and any other com 
munications platform , labeled as Other 313 . A group of raw 
communication data 103 is made available to Read In 
module , sometimes referred to as the Enrichment Stage 
module , 321 . 
[ 0046 ] In the Read In Module 321 , the communication 
data from the various communications platforms are first 
decompressed by Decompression module 323 . Each file 
may include multiple communications in plain text , which 
makes it more difficult for the communications analyst to 
review later on . Emails or messages may also include 
various attachments or graphics , and so forth . Because 
communication data may be packaged as a group , the data 
may need to be split into individual content or communica 
tions , which is performed by Split Into Individual Content 
module 325 . Module 325 may also parse the substantive 
content included within each piece of communication . The 
Extract Metadata 327 module is configured to extract the 
metadata from each piece of communication . This metadata 
may be used later on in various processes , such as for thread 
calculations and determining which emails belong to the 
same chain . It may also be used to help generate the markup 
language . However , metadata can become irrelevant if it no 
longer corresponds to the individual content from the origi 
nating piece of communication . Thus , the Package Metadata 
with Individual Content module 329 is configured to ensure 
that metadata is attached to or corresponds with the appro 
priate individual content . This packaged information can 
then be made available to the Conversion module 205 . Data 
may be made available via a push or pull process . 
10047 ] The Conversion module 205 is configured to con 
vert the communication data into a common format or 
structure . As noted above , making the communication data , 
which may come from various platforms and have varying 
structures or formats , look as similar or homogeneous as 
possible can be more efficient in certain embodiments . Such 
homogeneity allows for later processes to be performed 
once , and performed indiscriminately , on all of the commu 
nication data regardless of their originating platform , struc 
ture , or format . It also may reduce the number of times that 
the data would have to be read in from or out to disk . In some 
embodiments , this conversion may be performed using a 
series of interfaces . For example , Email Interface 333 may 
sort out all the emails , such as those in Exchange Email 303 , 
and perform email - specific conversions . The Email Interface 
333 may include different conversions for the different types 
of email data . Thread calculations may be performed at this 
stage , or in some embodiments , they may be performed later 
on for efficiency reasons . IM Interface 335 may sort out all 
the instant messages , such as those in Bloomberg Messages 
305 , and perform IM - specific conversions . Chat Interface 
337 may sort out all the chat logs , such as those in 
Bloomberg Chat 307 , Reuters Chat 309 , and Lync 311 , and 
perform chat - specific conversions . The Chat Interface 337 
may include different conversions for the different types of 
communication data generated by communications applica 
tions from different providers . In addition , chat unions may 
be performed at this stage , or in some embodiments , they 
may be performed later on for efficiency reasons . Other 
Interface 339 may sort out the other types of communica 
tions , such as those in Other 313 , and perform specific 
conversions . The goal of these interfaces is to convert the 
data into a common , unified format . As discussed earlier , this 
format may consist of any markup language , such as HTML , 

XML , XHTML , PalantirXML ( PXML ) , PalantirDocXML 
( DocXML ) , and so forth . In the embodiment of FIG . 3 , the 
data is converted into a common HTML format and passed 
to Transform Stack 209 . 
[ 0048 ] Transform Stack 209 is configured to process the 
communication data for detection and transformation . In this 
embodiment , the transform stack 209 includes de - duplica 
tion 343 , thread calculations 345 , blacklisting 347 , lexicons 
349 , and / or group calculations 351 in parallel . 
[ 0049 ] De - duplication 343 removes duplicate communi 
cations or portions of communications where the same 
content is included within another communication . For 
example , a message or email from user A to user B will 
create two identical pieces of communications : one that 
resided with the sender and the one obtained by the recipi 
ent . Duplicates can be deleted . De - duplication may also be 
configured to perform the union of chat logs . For example , 
on a given day , user A may be present in a chat room from 
8 am to 4 pm . User B may have been present in the same chat 
room from 10 am to 6 pm . Chat logs of the room which 
include both user A and user B can be merged to create a 
singular , comprehensive chat log from 8 am to 6 pm and 
removing the duplicate log data from 10 am to 4 pm . 
De - duplication 343 allows for a reduction in the amount of 
communication data that communications analysts have to 
review , reducing the chances of the communications analyst 
overlooking any important evidence or risky behavior . 
[ 0050 ] Thread calculations 345 determine which emails 
belong in a single email thread , so that only the email 
including the entire thread needs to be reviewed by the 
communications analyst . One method for doing this is to 
match significant portions of content included within emails . 
However , in other embodiments , the thread calculations are 
performed using a union - find algorithm , which utilizes the 
metadata , such as , for example , metadata obtained from 
module 327 , to link emails of a given thread . 
[ 0051 ] Blacklisting 347 allows for the removal of com 
munications sent from , or received by , parties , addresses , or 
devices that do not require review and are known to be 
innocuous . For example , blacklisting 347 may be configured 
to delete all emails that were sent or received by emails 
associated with 1 - 800 - FLOWERS . By deleting irrelevant 
communications , the amount of communications that the 
communications analysts have to review can be reduced . 
[ 0052 ] Lexicons 349 allows for pre - determined keyword 
searching and highlighting . The system may have pre - set 
lexicons , or search term lists , associated with various illegal 
acts , regulations , and so forth , which may be relevant to the 
communications analyst . For example , there may be pre - set 
lexicons for instances of “ insider trading ” , “ anti - trust ” , or 
" dodd - frank ” , and so forth . In some embodiments , one or 
more of the categories of pre - set lexicons is designated as 
the default for a particular communication , employee or 
group . For example , a communications analyst like a SEC 
regulator may have to review communications for possible 
insider trading , so the “ insider trading ” pre - set lexicon may 
be activated . The " insider trading ” lexicon may include 
search terms related to the possible occurrence of illegal 
insider trading , such as terms like “ hot tip ” , and so forth . 
Multiple lexicons may be applied at once . In addition , the 
application of lexicons at this stage allows for statistics to be 
generated for the various lexicon sets , so that it can be 
determined which lexicons are generating the most search 
term hits . That information can be used to further refine the 
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his / her leisure and perform additional client - side transfor 
mations to further improve the chances of spotting illegal 
activity , without overwriting or destroying the originally 
processed communication data . Once the revised commu 
nication data is in data storage 215 , it can be accessed by the 
communications analyst through display application 217 . 
Display application 217 is discussed in more detail with 
respect to FIGS . 4 , 5A , and 5B . 

lexicon terms or make future decisions on what lexicons 
may be relevant in a given situation . For example , if a term 
in a lexicon category ends up being in 80 % of all commu 
nications , it is likely a term that should not be used . 
[ 0053 ] After a search term in a lexicon is found in the 
communication data , that instance of the term may be 
marked for future highlighting . The highlighting may be 
marked by the insertion of a tag in HTML , XML , or any 
other markup language , that notifies the system that the 
discovered terms should be highlighted . The tag may also 
include information about the lexicon category ( ies ) so that 
the term is only highlighted when the corresponding cat 
egory ( ies ) is selected . 
[ 0054 ] The tag may also include an offset of the term in the 
original data , so that the highlighting of the discovered term 
may be preserved if characters are added to , or deleted from , 
the communication data . The offset may also allow the 
system to preserve the originally un - highlighted communi 
cation data , which may be useful , such as in instances where 
the set of lexicons being applied is changed . This tagging of 
offsets may also occur client - side at a later stage in the 
display application 217 . The offset inserted in the tag may be 
calculated , stored , or implemented through a variety of 
methods . In one method , the offset for a highlighted search 
term or string may be a character offset comprising an 
integer of zero or greater . For example , a character offset 
value of ten may signal that the highlighted term should be 
displayed starting from ten characters after where it was 
originally displayed in the original communication data . 
[ 0055 ] Group calculations 351 are configured to allow the 
communication data to be sorted out or organized into 
groups . A group may be a set of employees that a single 
communications analyst is assigned review , or the groups 
may be selected based on any other criteria . For example , the 
group can be based on a logical or intuitive group for 
instance , all of the employees in a particular role at a 
company or entity . For example , a communications analyst 
might be tasked with oversight of the communications of ten 
employees of a group on a certain day ( for example , the ten 
traders in the commodities trading group ) . The group cal 
culations 351 may also be configured to allow the commu 
nication data to be broken up and sorted , so that the 
communications of those ten employees could be presented 
to that communications analyst . To generate these groups , 
some embodiments of the system may utilize external data , 
such as data from the Human Resources ( HR ) department at 
a company or entity . The group data will help the system 
determine how the communications will be grouped . In this 
embodiment , HR data set 353 is accessed by the group 
calculations 351 module and used to sort or organize the 
communication data into groups . 
[ 0056 ] After the processes in the transform stack 209 are 
conducted , the revised communication data , in the format of 
any markup language , such as HTML , XML , XHTML , 
PalantirXML ( XML ) , PalantirDocXML ( DocXML ) , and 
so forth , is then passed to the memory write out 213 module . 
Memory Write Out module 213 module accesses the revised 
communication data and writes it to data storage 215 . Again , 
data storage 215 may include any electronic data storage 
device or method and may be memory , a hard drive , a cloud 
computing server , and so forth . It may or may not be the 
same data storage device used to store raw communication 
data 103 . Data storage 215 allows the communications 
analyst to access the processed communication data at 

Display Application 
[ 0057 ] FIG . 4 illustrates one embodiment of the display 
application 217 and its interaction with user 407 , which is 
typically a communications analyst 107 . The display appli 
cation 217 is used to review the revised communication data , 
and may include a graphical user interface ( GUI ) 403 , a 
module for receiving input from the user 409 , an update 
module 411 , and in some embodiments , data storage 413 
that may be local and client - side . 
10058 ) Display application 217 is configured to receive the 
revised communication data from the data storage 413 and 
to present the data to the reviewer to allow him / her to view 
and / or manipulate the message data via the graphical user 
interface ( GUI ) 403 . The display application 217 may 
include GUI logic which includes program instructions 
configured for execution by one or more computer proces 
sors of the communications analyst ' s or reviewer ' s device 
107 , which are operable to receive user input and to display 
a graphical representation of the messages using the 
approaches described herein . The GUI logic may be oper 
able to receive user input from , and display a graphical 
representation of the messages to , a GUI that is provided on 
a display 405 by the computer system on which the com 
munications analysts ' device 107 executes . 
[ 0059 ] In some embodiments , the GUI logic is omitted . 
For example , in one embodiment , the reviewer device 107 
( and specifically the display application 217 ) may comprise 
an application program or process that issues one or more 
function calls or application programming interface ( API ) 
calls to the message data server ( not shown ) to obtain 
information resulting from , to provide input to , and to 
execute along with the message data server , the processes or 
one or more steps thereof as described herein . For example , 
the reviewer device 107 may request messages using a 
programmatic interface , and then the reviewer , using the 
reviewer device 107 , may use , process , log , store , label , 
and / or otherwise interact with the messages according to 
local logic . The reviewer device 107 may also interact with 
the message data server to provide input , labeling instruc 
tions , and / or other data as described herein using a program 
matic interface , and then the message data server may use , 
process , log , store , label , and / or otherwise interact with the 
messages according to the message data server logic . 
f0060 ] The message data server may be implemented as a 
special - purpose computer system having logical elements . 
In an embodiment , the logical elements may comprise 
program instructions recorded on one or more machine 
readable storage media . Alternatively , the logical elements 
may be implemented in hardware , firmware , or a combina 
tion thereof . When executed by one or more processors of 
the computer system , logic in the message data server is 
operable to analyze and / or label the messages according to 
the techniques described herein . In one embodiment , the 
message data server may be implemented in a Java Virtual 
Machine ( IVM ) that is executing in a distributed or non 
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distributed computer system . In other embodiments , the 
message data server may be implemented as a combination 
of programming instructions written in any programming 
language ( for example C + + or Visual Basic ) and hardware 
components ( for example , memory , CPU time ) that have 
been allocated for executing the program instructions . 
[ 0061 ] In this embodiment , the GUI 403 displays the 
messages or communications through display monitor 405 
to user 407 , who is typically a communications analyst . To 
better spot the occurrence of possible wrongdoing , user 407 
may then provide inputs into the display application 217 , 
which are received by module 409 . Some of these user 
inputs may be directed towards ways of altering the infor 
mation that is displayed on the display monitor 405 , such as , 
for example , collapsing all disclaimers in the communica 
tions ; inserting timestamps as machine representations of 
time or changing the time zone of the times in the commu 
nications ; bolding names or email addresses in the content of 
the communications ; toggling on / off any pre - set lexicons ; 
identifying directionality and who the communications are 
coming from or going to ; and / or highlighting of further 
search terms . In one embodiment , the revision made to the 
timestamp can be the result of inserting a representation of 
time in a tag so that the system understands that it is a 
representation of time and not just a string of characters . 
[ 0062 ] After module 409 receives these inputs , it then 
directs update module 411 to make updates in the markup 
language . Update module 411 makes those changes , typi 
cally by inserting a HTML or XML tag so that the changes 
are reversible . The changes are then reflected in the GUI 403 
for further review , and the cycle continues to assist the 
reviewer in spotting possible illegal activity . 
10063 ] A data storage 413 may be present in some embodi 
ments in order to store the revised communication data as it 
exists at any stage conveyed by FIG . 4 . Data storage 413 will 
typically be local and client - side , so that display application 
217 can quickly and efficiently provide updates to the 
communication data for review , without having to disrupt 
the original communication data stored elsewhere or having 
to repeatedly acquire communication data for review . How 
ever , in other embodiments , the data storage 413 is not 
stored in the user ' s device , but is store remotely , for 
example , in a cloud server or in data store 215 . 
[ 0064 ] Display application 217 and GUI 403 will be 
discussed in more detail in FIGS . 5A and 5B . 

document text section 505 . In this embodiment , “ Kombu 
cha ” was part of the lexicon pre - set and instances of it have 
been highlighted in the browser window 501 . The email in 
the document text has also been presented in bold . Properties 
section 507 displays relevant properties of the communica 
tions document in browser window 501 . This information 
was originally stored in plain text , but the processes in the 
system have now broken up the information and presented 
it in a stylized format that makes it easier for the commu 
nications analyst to read . 
[ 0067 ] Input window 511 shows a list of various user 
inputs that can be performed . For example , the user can run 
searches to narrow down the field of presented communi 
cations documents , and the results will be summarily pre 
sented in input window 511 . The user can then sift through 
the search results and those corresponding communications 
documents will be displayed in browser window 501 . In this 
embodiment , input window 511 includes a field to input 
search terms 513 . When a search term is entered into this 
field 513 , the display application may highlight those search 
terms found in the communication data . This embodiment 
also includes a drop - box for the user to set a time zone 515 , 
and a check - box to show disclaimers 517 . When a user 
conveys those inputs in input window 511 , those changes 
will be reflected in browser window 501 . The input window 
511 may also include an interface tool to select a different set 
of lexicon categories . 
[ 0068 ] In FIG . 5B , these changes can be seen reflected in 
browser window 501 . For example , " shoots ” has now been 
entered into search terms field 513 . As a result , “ shoots ” has 
been highlighted in the document text 505 portion of 
browser window 501 . “ Kombucha ” remains highlighted 
because that was part of a pre - set lexicon search , which the 
user has not yet toggled off or changed . The user has 
changed drop box 515 so that the time zone is now " PST ” 
instead of “ EST ” , so now the email timestamp is reflected to 
be three hours earlier as the timestamp has changed from 
Eastern time to Pacific time . That change can be seen in the 
header section 503 of browser window 501 . Finally , the 
show disclaimer check - box 517 has also been checked . As 
a result , in the document text section 505 of browser window 
501 , it can be seen that a disclaimer has been added to the 
text . That disclaimer is part of the original communication 
data , but in FIG . 5A , it had been omitted for display by the 
display application . 
[ 0069 ] The embodiments shown are not meant to convey 
an exhaustive list of all the potential inputs or changes that 
can be made to the communication data . Typically these 
changes to the communication data will be performed in a 
manner that allows them to be undone , such as through the 
insertion or modification of a HTML or XML tag . For 
example , the addition of a search term in the search term 
field 513 may insert a tag in the data that signals the 
discovered term to be highlighted . The tag may also include 
an offset that allows that highlighting to be preserved on the 
discovered term regardless of any other changes to the data , 
such as the display / insertion of disclaimers . The tag and the 
offset may also serve to undo the highlighting , such as if a 
different search term is entered into field 513 . In addition , 
the example displays are not meant to be limited as it is 
recognized that a variety of user interface tools may be used 
and may be arranged in different ways . 

Communications Analysts User Interface 
[ 0065 ) FIG . 5A and FIG . 5B illustrate an embodiment of 
the Display Application and the GUI . FIG . 5A includes an 
example display of one piece of communication data . Vari 
ous user inputs are gathered to update the presentment of the 
communication data , and the updates are reflected in FIG . 
5B . The various user inputs can also be seen in FIG . 5B . 
[ 0066 ] In FIG . 5A , a portion of the content of each 
communications message ( for example , a title , an excerpt of 
the body of the message , a document or message identifi 
cation code , and so forth ) is displayed in browser window 
501 . The communications message ( or a portion thereof ) 
may be displayed in any shape and in any format in the 
browser window 501 . In this embodiment , the header of the 
email communications can be seen in section 503 of browser 
window 501 . This section shows a graphic of the document 
type , the subject of the email , the senders and recipients , and 
so forth . The content of the document is displayed in 
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[ 0070 ] FIG . 5C shows one embodiments of a sample 
portion of communication data in a markup language such as 
HTML , XML , and so forth . As can be seen , preceding 
“ Kombucha ” is the tag : 

< span class = " tag lexicon - hit ” 
data - multitag - id = " 1 " 
data - string - offset = " 0 " 
allow selection = " true " > 

[ 0071 ] This tag informs browser window 501 that “ Kom 
bucha " should be displayed as highlighted . Since the offset 
value is zero , that means “ Kombucha ” has not been offset at 
all from its original position in the communication data . 
[ 0072 ] Preceding “ Shoots ” is the tag : 

data processing to generate revised data files in module 605 . 
After , the system writes the revised data files to memory in 
block 607 . 
[ 0078 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart depicting one embodiment of 
illustrative additional operations of the communication data 
processing system . Depending on the embodiment , the 
method of FIG . 7 may be performed by various computing 
device , such as by the message data server , a server , a system 
of servers , a cloud computing service , and so forth . Depend 
ing on the embodiment , the method of FIG . 7 may include 
fewer and / or additional blocks and the blocks may be 
performed in an order different than illustrated . 
[ 0079 ] In FIG . 7 , the system first accesses data files in 
common format in block 701 . In some embodiments the 
system stores information about which common format to 
use . Different clients , process , or data may use different 
common formats . The data files passed , in common format , 
are accessed by a variety of modules , which may run in 
parallel . These modules may include : the remove duplicate 
data block 703 , the calculate threads block 705 , the remove 
files from blacklisted sources block 707 , the insert tags for 
lexicons block 709 , and the add group data block 711 . These 
modules may process the data in parallel along the lines 
discussed herein and update them in the update data files 
block 713 . These updated data files may then be reviewed , 
further processed , and so forth . 

< span class = ” tag search - match ” 
data - multi - tag - id = " 2 " 
data - string - offset = ” 43 " > 

Implementation Mechanisms 

[ 0073 ] This tag informs the browser window 501 that 
“ Shoots ” should also be displayed as highlighted . In some 
embodiments , the highlighting may be a different color than 
the highlighting used on “ Kombucha ” to signal that the 
terms were found using different search processes and / or 
they may be assigned to different lexicon categories . This 
tag preceding “ Shoots ” also signals to the browser that the 
word “ Shoots ” has an offset of 43 , which means that it 
occurred at character location 43 in the original communi 
cation . This allows the browser window 501 to display the 
updated communication data without losing information 
about the original data . 
[ 0074 ] Similarly , preceding the email , etan @ company . 
com , is the tag : 

< span class = ” tag strong - text ” 
data - multitag - id = " 3 " 
data - string - offset = " 107 " 
allowselection = " true " > 

[ 0075 ] This tag signals to browser window 501 to display 
the email in bold , and that the term has an offset of 107 , 
which means it occurred at character location 107 in the 
original communication . 

[ 0080 ] According to one embodiment , the techniques 
described herein are implemented by one or more special 
purpose computing devices . The special - purpose computing 
devices may be hard - wired to perform the techniques , or 
may include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the techniques , or may include one or 
more general purpose hardware processors programmed to 
perform the techniques pursuant to program instructions in 
firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such 
special - purpose computing devices may also combine cus 
tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro 
gramming to accomplish the techniques . The special - pur 
pose computing devices may be desktop computer systems , 
server computer systems , portable computer systems , hand 
held devices , networking devices or any other device or 
combination of devices that incorporate hard - wired and / or 
program logic to implement the techniques . 
[ 0081 ] Computing device ( s ) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system software , such as iOS , 
Android , Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Win 
dows 7 , Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or 
other compatible operating systems . In other embodiments , 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system . Conventional operating systems control 
and schedule computer processes for execution , perform 
memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O 
services , and provide a user interface functionality , such as 
a graphical user interface ( GUI ) , among other things . 
[ 0082 ] For example , FIG . 8 is a block diagram that illus 
trates a computer system 800 upon which an embodiment 
may be implemented . For example , any of the computing 
devices discussed herein , such as the reviewer device 107 , 
the data storage 103 , the communication data processing 

Example Process Flows 
[ 0076 ] FIG . 6 illustrates a flowchart depicting one 
embodiment of illustrative operations of the communication 
data processing system . Depending on the embodiment , the 
method of FIG . 6 may be performed by various computing 
devices , such as by the message data server , a different 
server , a system of servers , a cloud computing service , and 
so forth . Depending on the embodiment , the method of FIG . 
6 may include fewer and / or additional blocks and the blocks 
may be performed in an order different than illustrated . 
[ 0077 ] In FIG . 6 , the system accesses raw communication 
data in block 601 . Then the system converts the data into a 
common format in block 603 . In some embodiments the 
system stores information about which common format to 
use . Different clients , process , or data may use different 
common formats . The system then performs communication 
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system , and / or the companies , the employees , or their 
devices 101 ( which may be government entities in some 
embodiments ) , may include some or all of the components 
and / or functionality of the computer system 800 . 
[ 0083 ] Computer system 800 includes a bus 802 or other 
communication mechanism for communicating information , 
and a hardware processor , or multiple processors , 804 
coupled with bus 802 for processing information . Hardware 
processor ( s ) 804 may be , for example , one or more general 
purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0084 ] Computer system 800 also includes a main 
memory 806 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
802 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 804 . Main memory 806 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 804 . Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 804 , render computer system 
800 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
10085 ) Computer system 800 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 808 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 802 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 804 . A storage device 810 , such as a magnetic 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , and so 
forth , is provided and coupled to bus 802 for storing 
information and instructions . 
[ 0086 ] Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 
to a display 812 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD 
display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to a 
computer user . An input device 814 , including alphanumeric 
and other keys , is coupled to bus 802 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 804 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 816 , such 
as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
municating direction information and command selections 
to processor 804 and for controlling cursor movement on 
display 812 . This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , x ) and a 
second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device to 
specify positions in a plane . In some embodiments , the same 
direction information and command selections as cursor 
control may be implemented via receiving touches on a 
touch screen without a cursor . 
10087 ) Computing system 800 may include a user inter 
face module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a 
mass storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod 
ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 
software components , object - oriented software components , 
class components and task components , processes , func 
tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
[ 0088 ] In general , the word “ module , " as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , Lua , C or C + + . A software module may 
be compiled and linked into an executable program , 
installed in a dynamic link library , or may be written in an 
interpreted programming language such as , for example , 
BASIC , Perl , or Python . It will be appreciated that software 

modules may be callable from other modules or from 
themselves , and / or may be invoked in response to detected 
events or interrupts . Software modules configured for execu 
tion on computing devices may be provided on a computer 
readable medium , such as a compact disc , digital video disc , 
flash drive , magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or 
as a digital download ( and may be originally stored in a 
compressed or installable format that requires installation , 
decompression or decryption prior to execution ) . Such soft 
ware code may be stored , partially or fully , on a memory 
device of the executing computing device , for execution by 
the computing device . Software instructions may be embed 
ded in firmware , such as an EPROM . It will be further 
appreciated that hardware modules may be comprised of 
connected logic units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or 
may be comprised of programmable units , such as program 
mable gate arrays or processors . The modules or computing 
device functionality described herein are preferably imple 
mented as software modules , but may be represented in 
hardware or firmware . Generally , the modules described 
herein refer to logical modules that may be combined with 
other modules or divided into sub - modules despite their 
physical organization or storage 
[ 0089 ) Computer system 800 may implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard - wired logic , 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program 
logic which in combination with the computer system causes 
or programs computer system 800 to be a special - purpose 
machine . According to one embodiment , the techniques 
herein are performed by computer system 800 in response to 
processor ( s ) 804 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions included in main memory 806 . Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 806 from 
another storage medium , such as storage device 810 . Execu 
tion of the sequences of instructions included in main 
memory 806 causes processor ( s ) 804 to perform the process 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination 
with software instructions . 
[ 0090 ] The term " non - transitory media , " and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage device 810 . Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 806 . Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
[ 0091 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 802 . Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
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[ 0092 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry - 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 804 for execution . For example , the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to computer system 800 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 802 . Bus 802 carries the 
data to main memory 806 , from which processor 804 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 806 may retrieve and execute the 
instructions . The instructions received by main memory 806 
may optionally be stored on storage device 810 either before 
or after execution by processor 804 . 
10093 ) Computer system 800 also includes a communica 
tion interface 818 coupled to bus 802 . Communication 
interface 818 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 820 that is connected to a local 
network 822 . For example , communication interface 818 
may be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 
818 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or 
WAN component to communicate with a WAN ) . Wireless 
links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
communication interface 818 sends and receives electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0094 ] Network link 820 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , network link 820 may provide a connection 
through local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
826 . ISP 826 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 828 . Local 
network 822 and Internet 828 both use electrical , electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
network link 820 and through communication interface 818 , 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
800 , are example forms of transmission media . 
[ 0095 ) Computer system 800 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 820 and communication interface 818 . In 
the Internet example , a server 830 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
828 , ISP 826 , local network 822 and communication inter 
face 818 . 
10096 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
804 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 810 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 

providing an example and is not intended to limit the 
techniques to the example data model , the example database 
system , or the example database system ' s use of an ontology 
to represent information . 
[ 0098 ] In one embodiment , a body of data is conceptually 
structured according to an object - centric data model repre 
sented by an ontology . The conceptual data model is inde 
pendent of any particular database used for durably storing 
one or more database ( s ) based on the ontology . For example , 
each object of the conceptual data model may correspond to 
one or more rows in a relational database or an entry in 
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol ( LDAP ) database , or 
any combination of one or more databases . 
[ 0099 ] An ontology , as noted above , may include stored 
information providing a data model for storage of data in a 
database . The ontology may be defined by one or more 
object types , which may each be associated with one or more 
property types . At the highest level of abstraction , data 
object is a container for information representing things in 
the world . For example , data object can represent an entity 
such as a person , a place , an organization , or other noun . 
Data object can represent an event that happens at a point in 
time or for a duration . Data object can represent a document 
or other unstructured data source such as an e - mail message , 
a news report , or a written paper or article . Each data object 
is associated with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies 
the data object within the database system . 
[ 0100 ] Different types of data objects may have different 
property types . For example , a “ Person ” data object might 
have an “ Eye Color ” property type and an “ Event " data 
object might have a “ Date ” property type . Each property as 
represented by data in the database system may have a 
property type defined by the ontology used by the database . 
[ 0101 ] Objects may be instantiated in the database in 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
particular object in the ontology . 
[ 0102 ] The data objects defined in the ontology may 
support property multiplicity . In particular , a data object may 
be allowed to have more than one property of the same 
property type . For example , a “ Person ” data object might 
have multiple “ Address ” properties or multiple " Name " 
properties . 
[ 0103 ] . Each link represents a connection between two data 
objects . In one embodiment , the connection is either through 
a relationship , an event , or through matching properties . A 
relationship connection may be asymmetrical or symmetri 
cal . For example , “ Person ” data object A may be connected 
to “ Person ” data object B by a “ Child Of ” relationship 
( where “ Person " data object B has an asymmetric “ Parent 
Of ” relationship to “ Person ” data object A ) , a “ Kin Of ” 
symmetric relationship to “ Person ” data object C , and an 
asymmetric " Member Of ” relationship to “ Organization ” 
data object X . The type of relationship between two data 
objects may vary depending on the types of the data objects . 
For example , “ Person ” data object A may have an “ Appears 
In ” relationship with “ Document ” data object Y or have a 
“ Participate In ” relationship with “ Event ” data object E . As 
an example of an event connection , two “ Person " data 
objects may be connected by an “ Airline Flight " data object 
representing a particular airline flight if they traveled 
together on that flight , or by a “ Meeting ” data object 
representing a particular meeting if they both attended that 
meeting . In one embodiment , when two data objects are 
connected by an event , they are also connected by relation 

Object Centric Data Model 
[ 0097 ] To provide a framework for the above discussion of 
the specific systems and methods described herein , an 
example database system using an ontology will now be 
described . This description is provided for the purpose of 
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ships , in which each data object has a specific relationship 
to the event , such as , for example , an “ Appears In ” rela 
tionship . 
[ 0104 ] As an example of a matching properties connec 
tion , two “ Person ” data objects representing a brother and a 
sister , may both have an “ Address ” property that indicates 
where they live . If the brother and the sister live in the same 
home , then their “ Address ” properties likely include similar , 
if not identical property values . In one embodiment , a link 
between two data objects may be established based on 
similar or matching properties ( for example , property types 
and / or property values ) of the data objects . These are just 
some examples of the types of connections that may be 
represented by a link and other types of connections may be 
represented ; embodiments are not limited to any particular 
types of connections between data objects . For example , a 
document might include references to two different objects . 
For example , a document may include a reference to a 
payment ( one object ) , and a person ( a second object ) . A link 
between these two objects may represent a connection 
between these two entities through their co - occurrence 
within the same document . 
[ 0105 ] Each data object can have multiple links with 
another data object to form a link set . For example , two 
" Person ” data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a " Spouse Of ” relationship , a 
matching “ Address " property , and one or more matching 
“ Event ” properties ( for example , a wedding ) . Each link as 
represented by data in a database may have a link type 
defined by the database ontology used by the database . 
[ 0106 ] Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and 
fully or partially automated by , code modules executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors 
comprising computer hardware . The processes and algo 
rithms may be implemented partially or wholly in applica 
tion - specific circuitry . 
[ 0107 ] The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another , or may be 
combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
sub - combinations are intended to fall within the scope of 
this disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 
can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 
0108 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 

" can , ” “ could , ” " might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 

features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0109 ] Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in 
the flow diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules , segments , or portions of code which 
include one or more executable instructions for implement 
ing specific logical functions or steps in the process . Alter 
nate implementations are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
tions may be deleted , executed out of order from that shown 
or discussed , including substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order , depending on the functionality involved , as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art . 
[ 0110 ) It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above - described embodi 
ments , the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples . All such modifications 
and variations are intended to be included herein within the 
scope of this disclosure . The foregoing description details 
certain embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , 
however , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears 
in text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is 
also stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
thereof . 
What is claimed is : 
1 . A computing system configured to display computer 

communication data , the computing system comprising : 
one or more processors ; and 
a computer readable storage medium storing program 

instructions configured for execution by the one or 
more processors in order to cause the computing sys 
tem to : 
convert a plurality of communication data files into a 

pre - determined format to create a plurality of for 
matted communication data files ; 

generate lexicon tag data indicating a change in posi 
tion from an original position of text in an original 
data file of the plurality of communication data files , 
the change in position being caused at least in part by 
the conversion of the plurality of communication 
data files , and 

insert the lexicon tag data into a first subset of the 
plurality of formatted communication data files . 

2 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein the stored 
program instructions further cause the one or more proces 
sors to process the plurality of formatted communication 
data files to generate a plurality of revised formatted com 
munication data files by performing two or more of the 
following : 
removing duplicate data among the plurality of formatted 

communication data files ; 
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generating thread data for at least a second subset of the 
plurality of formatted communication data files ; 

removing , from the plurality of formatted communication 
data files , data that meets pre - identified blacklisted 
criteria ; or 

generating group association data for the plurality of 
formatted communication data files . 

3 . The computing system of claim 2 , wherein the stored 
program instructions further cause the one or more proces 
sors to : 

store the revised formatted communication data files in 
persistent memory ; 

receive a keyword for searching ; 
access , from the persistent memory , the revised formatted 

communication data files for searching ; 
determine a character position to highlight based at least 

in part on the keyword and the lexicon tag data ; and 
transmit data for displaying content of a communication 

data file with a highlight at the character position . 
4 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein the stored 

program instructions further cause the one or more proces 
sors to process the plurality of formatted communication 
data files to generate group association data based at least in 
part on people included in the plurality of formatted com 
munication data files . 

5 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein converting 
the plurality of communication data files includes applying 
a first conversion process to email data in the plurality of 
communication data files and applying a second conversion 
process to a different type of communication data in the 
plurality of communication data files , the first conversion 
process being different from the second conversion process . 

6 . The computing system of claim 1 , wherein : 
converting the plurality of communication data files 

includes applying a first conversion process to a first 
communication data file in the plurality of communi 
cation data files and applying a second conversion 
process to second communication data file in the plu 
rality of communication data files ; 

the first communication data file and the second commu 
nication data file are generated by different communi 
cation providers ; and 

the first conversion process is different from the second 
conversion process . 

7 . A computer - implemented method comprising : 
converting a plurality of communication data files into a 

pre - determined format to create a plurality of formatted 
communication data files ; 

generate lexicon tag data indicating a change in position 
from an original position of text in an original data file 
of the plurality of communication data files , the change 
in position being caused at least in part by the conver 
sion of the plurality of communication data files ; and 

insert the lexicon tag data into a subset of the plurality of 
formatted communication data files . 

8 . The computer - implemented method of claim 7 , further 
comprising processing the plurality of formatted communi 
cation data files to generate a plurality of revised formatted 
communication data files by performing two or more of the 
following : 
removing duplicate data among the plurality of formatted 

communication data files ; 
generating thread data for at least a subset of the plurality 
of formatted communication data files ; 

removing , from the plurality of formatted communication 
data files , data that meets pre - identified blacklisted 
criteria ; or 

generating group association data for the plurality of 
formatted communication data files . 

9 . The computer - implemented method of claim 8 , further 
comprising : 

storing the revised formatted communication data files in 
persistent memory ; 

receiving a keyword for searching ; 
accessing , from the persistent memory , the revised for 

matted communication data files for searching ; 
determining a character position to highlight based at least 

in part on the keyword and the lexicon tag data ; and 
transmitting data for displaying content of a communica 

tion data file with a highlight at the character position . 
10 . The computer - implemented method of claim 7 , fur 

ther comprising processing the plurality of formatted com 
munication data files to generate a plurality of revised 
formatted communication data files by generating group 
association data based at least in part on people included in 
the plurality of formatted communication data files . 

11 . The computer - implemented method of claim 10 , fur 
ther comprising accessing human resources data to correlate 
each of the plurality of communication data files to one or 
more people . 

12 . The computer - implemented method of claim 7 , 
wherein converting the plurality of communication data files 
includes applying a first conversion process to email data in 
the plurality of communication data files and applying a 
second conversion process to a different type of communi 
cation data in the plurality of communication data files , the 
first conversion process being different from the second 
conversion process . 

13 . The computer - implemented method of claim 7 , 
wherein 

converting the plurality of communication data files 
includes applying a first conversion process to a first 
communication data file in the plurality of communi 
cation data files and applying a second conversion 
process to second communication data file in the plu 
rality of communication data files ; 

the first communication data file and the second commu 
nication data file are generated by different first com 
munication providers ; and 

the first conversion process is different from the second 
conversion process . 

14 . A non - transitory computer - readable medium compris 
ing one or more program instructions recorded thereon , the 
program instructions configured for execution by a comput 
ing system comprising one or more processors in order to 
cause the computing system to : 

convert a plurality of communication data files into a 
pre - determined format to create a plurality of formatted 
communication data files ; 

generate lexicon tag data indicating a change in position 
from an original position of text in an original data file 
of the plurality of communication data files , the change 
in position being caused at least in part by the conver 
sion of the plurality of communication data files ; and 

insert the lexicon tag data into a subset of the plurality of 
formatted communication data files . 

15 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 14 , wherein the one or more program instructions 
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further cause the one or more processors to process the 
plurality of formatted communication data files to generate 
a plurality of revised formatted communication data files by 
performing two or more of the following : 

removing duplicate data among the plurality of formatted 
communication data files ; 

generating thread data for at least a subset of the plurality 
of formatted communication data files ; 

removing , from the plurality of formatted communication 
data files , data that meets pre - identified blacklisted 
criteria ; or 

generating group association data for the plurality of 
formatted communication data files . 

16 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 15 , wherein the one or more program instructions 
further cause the one or more processors to : 

store the revised formatted communication data files in 
persistent memory ; 

receive a keyword for searching ; 
access , from the persistent memory , the revised formatted 

communication data files for searching ; 
determining a character position to highlight based at least 

in part on the keyword and the lexicon tag data ; and 
transmitting data to display content of a communication 

data file with a highlight at the character position . 
17 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 

claim 14 , wherein the one or more program instructions 
further cause the one or more processors to process the 
plurality of formatted communication data files to generate 
a plurality of revised formatted communication data files by 
generating group association data based at least in part on 
people included in the plurality of formatted communication 
data files . 

18 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 17 , wherein the one or more program instructions 
further cause the one or more processors to access human 
resources data to correlate each of the plurality of commu 
nication data files to one or more people . 

19 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 14 . wherein : 

converting the plurality of communication data files 
includes : 
applying a first conversion process to email data in the 

plurality of communication data files ; and 
applying a second conversion process to a different 

type of communication data in the plurality of com 
munication data files ; and 

the first conversion process is different from the second 
conversion process . 

20 . The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 14 , wherein : 

converting the plurality of communication data files 
includes applying a first conversion process to a first 
communication data file in the plurality of communi 
cation data files and applying a second conversion 
process to a second communication data file in the 
plurality of communication data files ; 

the first communication data file and the second commu 
nication data file are generated by different first com 
munication providers ; and 

the first conversion process is different from the second 
conversion process . 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR ACCESSING 
AND STORING SNAPSHOTS OF A REMOTE 

APPLICATION IN A DOCUMENT 

BACKGROUND 

stored in a remote location separately from the document 
file . An interface can be provided to enable a user who 
accesses the document to also access the data stored in the 
remote location . Access control policy can be implemented 
as the data is being provided via the interface . Each user who 
accesses the data via the interface can also , depending on his 
or her access rights , update the data via the interface as 
viewed locally . 

[ 0001 ] It is common to incorporate data objects into a 
document file . For example , Microsoft WordTM allows a user 
to include Microsoft VisioTM diagram objects into a docu 
ment file , which allows the user to not only view the diagram 
objects as they appear in the document file , but also to 
invoke a Microsoft VisioTM editing environment to edit the 
diagram objects . Such an approach , however , has several 
shortcomings . For example , by storing the entirety of the 
data objects as part of the document file , the file size 
becomes very large , and the document file becomes less 
portable as more data objects are incorporated in the file . 
Also , if the document file is to be shared with other users , 
each having different access privileges to different data 
within the stored data object , it is difficult to set differenti 
ating access policies for various data of the stored data 
objects in a single document file . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0002 ] Reference will now be made to the accompanying 
drawings showing example embodiments of the present 
application , and in which : 
[ 0003 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary com 
puter system with which embodiments described herein can 
be implemented , consistent with embodiments of the present 
disclosure . 
[ 0004 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram depicting an exemplary 
internal database system , consistent with embodiments of 
the present disclosure . 
[ 0005 ] FIG . 3A is a block diagram illustrating an exem 
plary system providing an interface to access and represent 
data objects based on a stored state of representation , 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0006 ] FIG . 3B is a chart illustrating an exemplary data 
object , consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 

[ 0012 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure also pro 
vide a means to facilitate representation of the data . As an 
exemplary illustration , a state of representation of remotely 
stored data is stored as part of the document file . When a 
user opens the document file via an interface to access the 
remotely stored data , the data can be represented in the 
interface according to the stored state of representation . The 
user can also manipulate the representation of the data , and 
can choose to either overwrite the stored state , or to revert 
back to the previously - stored state . 
[ 0013 ] The capability of storing a state of representation of 
the data , instead of the data itself , as part of the document , 
can allow the document file to be portable and easy to share . 
Such a capability also allows a user to interact with the data , 
which can facilitate efficient representation of the data . It 
also improves user experience when , for example , the data 
being represented is related to a content of the document file 
that the user is accessing . The separated access of data and 
their states of representation also provides easy management 
of access rights among each user with respect to various 
portions of the data presented in the document . 
[ 0014 ] According to some embodiments , the operations , 
techniques , and / or components described herein can be 
implemented by an electronic device , which can include one 
or more special - purpose computing devices . The special 
purpose computing devices can be hard - wired to perform the 
operations , techniques , and / or components described herein , 
or can include digital electronic devices such as one or more 
application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently pro 
grammed to perform the operations , techniques and / or com 
ponents described herein , or can include one or more 
hardware processors programmed to perform such features 
of the present disclosure pursuant to program instructions in 
firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . Such 
special - purpose computing devices can also combine cus 
tom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom pro 
gramming to accomplish the technique and other features of 
the present disclosure . The special - purpose computing 
devices can be desktop computer systems , portable com 
puter systems , handheld devices , networking devices , or any 
other device that incorporates hard - wired and / or program 
logic to implement the techniques and other features of the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0015 ] . The one or more special - purpose computing 
devices can be generally controlled and coordinated by 
operating system software , such as iOS , Android , Black 
berry , Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 
7 , Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , Linux , 
SunOS , Solaris , Vx Works , or other compatible operating 
systems . In other embodiments , the computing device can be 
controlled by a proprietary operating system . Operating 
systems control and schedule computer processes for execu 
tion , perform memory management , provide file system , 

sure . 
[ 0007 ] FIGS . 4A - 4G represent exemplary interfaces for 
accessing and representing application data objects , consis 
tent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0008 ] FIGS . 5A - 5B represent exemplary interfaces for 
accessing and representing application data objects , consis 
tent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0009 ] FIG . 6 is a flowchart representing an exemplary 
method performed by an electronic device for accessing and 
representing application data objects , consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY 
EMBODIMENTS 

[ 0010 ] Reference will now be made in detail to the 
embodiments , the examples of which are illustrated in the 
accompanying drawings . Whenever possible , the same ref 
erence numbers will be used throughout the drawings to 
refer to the same or like parts . 
[ 0011 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure provides a 
means to facilitate the incorporation and sharing of data via 
a document file , by allowing a user to access the data , not 
stored as part of the document file , while accessing the 
document file . As an exemplary illustration , the data is 
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networking , I / O services , and provide a user interface func - 
tionality , such as a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among 
other things . 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary com 
puter system 100 with which embodiments described herein 
can be implemented , consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure . Computer system 100 includes a bus 102 
or other communication mechanism for communicating 
information , and one or more hardware processors 104 
( denoted as processor 104 for purposes of simplicity ) 
coupled with bus 102 for processing information . Hardware 
processor 104 can be , for example , one or microprocessors . 
[ 0017 ] Computer system 100 also includes a main 
memory 106 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or 
other dynamic storage device , coupled to bus 102 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 
104 . Main memory 106 also can be used for storing tem 
porary variables or other intermediate information during 
execution of instructions to be executed by processor 104 . 
Such instructions , after being stored in non - transitory stor 
age media accessible to processor 104 , render computer 
system 100 into a special - purpose machine that is custom 
ized to perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0018 ] Computer system 100 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 108 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 102 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 104 . A storage device 110 , such as a magnetic 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc . , is 
provided and coupled to bus 102 for storing information and 
instructions . 
10019 ) Computer system 100 can be coupled via bus 102 
to a display 112 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , an liquid 
crystal display ( LCD ) , or a touch screen , for displaying 
information to a computer user . An input device 114 , includ 
ing alphanumeric and other keys , is coupled to bus 102 for 
communicating information and command selections to 
processor 104 . Another type of user input device is cursor 
control 116 , such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction 
keys for communicating direction information and com 
mand selections to processor 104 and for controlling cursor 
movement on display 112 . The input device typically has 
two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , 
x ) and a second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device 
to specify positions in a plane . In some embodiments , the 
same direction information and command selections as 
cursor control can be implemented via receiving touches on 
a touch screen without a cursor . 
10020 ] Computing system 100 can include a user interface 
module to implement a graphical user interface ( GUI ) that 
can be stored in a mass storage device as executable soft 
ware codes that are executed by the one or more computing 
devices . This and other modules can include , by way of 
example , components , such as software components , object 
oriented software components , class components and task 
components , processes , functions , fields , procedures , sub 
routines , segments of program code , drivers , firmware , 
microcode , circuitry , data , databases , data structures , tables , 
arrays , and variables . 
10021 ] In general , the word “ module , ” as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , Lua , C or C + + . A software module can be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 

a dynamic link library , or written in an interpreted program 
ming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , or 
Python . It will be appreciated that software modules can be 
callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or can 
be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices can be provided on a computer readable medium , 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
download ( and can be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation , decompression , 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code can be 
stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the execut 
ing computing device , for execution by the computing 
device . Software instructions can be embedded in firmware , 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules can be comprised of connected logic 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or can be comprised 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
modules , but can be represented in hardware or firmware . 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that can be combined with other modules or 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
or storage . 
10022 ] . Computer system 100 can implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard - wired logic , 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program 
logic which in combination with the computer system causes 
or programs computer system 100 to be a special - purpose 
machine . According to some embodiments , the operations , 
functionalities , and techniques and other features described 
herein are performed by computer system 100 in response to 
processor 104 executing one or more sequences of one or 
more instructions contained in main memory 106 . Such 
instructions can be read into main memory 106 from another 
storage medium , such as storage device 110 . Execution of 
the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 106 
causes processor 104 to perform the process steps described 
herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry can 
be used in place of or in combination with software instruc 
tions . 
[ 0023 ] The term “ non - transitory media ” as used herein 
refers to any non - transitory media storing data and / or 
instructions that cause a machine to operate in a specific 
fashion . Such non - transitory media can comprise non - vola 
tile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile media can 
include , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such as 
storage device 110 . Volatile media can include dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 106 . Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , processor caches , registers , any 
other memory chip or cartridge , and networked versions of 
the same . 
[ 0024 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from , but can be 
used in conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission 
media can participate in transferring information between 
storage media . For example , transmission media can include 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
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wires that comprise bus 102 . Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0025 ] Various forms of media can be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 104 for execution . For example , the instructions 
can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive 
of a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local 
to computer system 100 can receive the data on the tele 
phone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 102 . Bus 102 carries the 
data to main memory 106 , from which processor 104 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 106 can optionally be stored on 
storage device 110 either before or after execution by 
processor 104 . 
[ 0026 ] Computer system 100 can also include a commu 
nication interface 118 coupled to bus 102 . Communication 
interface 118 can provide a two - way data communication 
coupling to a network link 120 that can be connected to a 
local network 122 . For example , communication interface 
118 can be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) 
card , cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide 
a data communication connection to a corresponding type of 
telephone line . As another example , communication inter 
face 118 can be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide 
a data communication connection to a compatible LAN . 
Wireless links can also be implemented . In any such imple 
mentation , communication interface 118 can send and 
receive electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of 
information . 
[ 0027 ] Network link 120 can typically provide data com 
munication through one or more networks to other data 
devices . For example , network link 120 can provide a 
connection through local network 122 to a host computer 
124 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service 
Provider ( ISP ) 126 . ISP 126 in turn can provide data 
communication services through the world wide packet data 
communication network now commonly referred to as the 
“ Internet ” 128 . Local network 122 and Internet 128 both use 
electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi 
tal data streams . The signals through the various networks 
and the signals on network link 120 and through commu 
nication interface 118 , which carry the digital data to and 
from computer system 100 , can be example forms of trans 
mission media . 
[ 0028 ] Computer system 100 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 120 and communication interface 118 . In 
the Internet example , a server 130 can transmit a requested 
code for an application program through Internet 128 , ISP 
126 , local network 122 and communication interface 118 . 
[ 0029 ] The received code can be executed by processor 
104 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 110 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . In some 
embodiments , server 130 can provide information for being 
displayed on a display . 

[ 0030 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram depicting an exemplary 
internal database system 200 , consistent with embodiments 
of the present disclosure . Among other things , system 200 
facilitates transformation of one or more data sources , such 
as data sources 230 , into an object model 260 , whose 
semantics are defined by an ontology 250 . The transforma 
tion can be performed for a variety of reasons . For example , 
a database administrator can wish to import data from data 
sources 230 into a database 270 for persistently storing 
object model 260 . As another example , a data presentation 
component ( not depicted ) can transform input data from data 
sources 230 “ on the fly ” into object model 260 . Object 
model 260 can then be utilized , in conjunction with ontology 
250 , for analysis through graphs and / or other data visual 
ization techniques . 
[ 0031 ] System 200 comprises a definition component 210 
and a transformation component 220 , both implemented by 
one or more processors on one or more computing devices 
executing hardware and / or software - based logic for provid 
ing various functionality described herein . As will be appre 
ciated from the present disclosure , system 200 can comprise 
fewer or additional components that provide various func 
tionalities described herein . Such components are , for clar 
ity , omitted from FIG . 1 . Moreover , the component ( s ) of 
system 200 responsible for providing various functionalities 
can further vary from embodiment to embodiment . 
10032 ] Definition component 210 generates and / or modi 
fies ontology 250 and a schema map 240 . Exemplary 
embodiments for defining an ontology ( such as ontology 
250 ) is described in U . S . Pat . No . 7 , 962 , 495 ( the ' 495 
Patent ) , issued Jun . 14 , 2011 , the entire contents of which 
are expressly incorporated herein by reference for all pur 
poses . Among other things , the ' 495 patent describes 
embodiments that define a dynamic ontology for use in 
creating data in a database . For creating a database ontology , 
one or more object types are created where each object type 
can include one or more properties . The attributes of object 
types or property types of the ontology can be edited or 
modified at any time . 
[ 0033 ] In some embodiments , each property type is 
declared to be representative of one or more object types . A 
property type is representative of an object type when the 
property type is intuitively associated with the object type . 
For example , a property type of “ profession ” can be repre 
sentative of an object type " human ” but not representative of 
an object type “ locale . ” Each object can be identified with an 
identifier , and each property type can be associated with a 
property value . 
[ 0034 ] Schema map 240 can define how various elements 
of schemas 235 for data sources 230 map to various ele 
ments of ontology 250 . Definition component 210 receives , 
calculates , extracts , or otherwise identifies schemas 235 for 
data sources 230 . Schemas 235 define the structure of data 
sources 230 — for example , the names and other character 
istics of tables , files , columns , fields , properties , and so 
forth . Definition component 210 furthermore optionally 
identifies sample data 236 from data sources 230 . Definition 
component 210 can further identify object type , relationship , 
and property definitions from ontology 250 , if any already 
exist . Definition component 210 can further identify pre 
existing mappings from schema map 240 , if such mappings 
exist . 
[ 0035 ] Transformation component 220 can be invoked 
after schema map 140 and ontology 250 have been defined 
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or redefined . Transformation component 220 identifies 
schema map 240 and ontology 250 . Transformation com 
ponent 120 further reads data sources 230 and identifies 
schemas 235 for data sources 230 . For each element of 
ontology 250 described in schema map 240 , transformation 
component 220 iterates through some or all of the data items 
of data sources 230 , generating elements of object model 
260 in the manner specified by schema map 240 . In some 
embodiments , transformation component 220 can store a 
representation of each generated element of object model 
260 in a database 270 . In some embodiments , transformation 
component 220 is further configured to synchronize changes 
in object model 160 back to data sources 230 . 
[ 0036 ] Data sources 230 can be one or more sources of 
data , including , without limitation , spreadsheet files , data 
bases , email folders , document collections , media collec 
tions , contact directories , and so forth . Data sources 230 can 
include structured data ( e . g . , a database , a . csv file , or any 
tab delimited or fixed - width file ) , semi - structured data ( e . g . , 
an email , an email server , or forms such as a suspicious 
activity report or currency transaction report ) , or unstruc 
tured data ( e . g . , encoded files such as PDF , sound , and image 
files ) . Data sources 230 can include data structures stored 
persistently in non - volatile memory . Data sources 230 can 
also or instead include temporary data structures generated 
from underlying data sources via data extraction compo 
nents , such as a result set returned from a database server 
executing an database query . 
[ 0037 ] Schema map 240 , ontology 250 , and schemas 235 
can be stored in any suitable data structures , such as XML 
files , database tables , and so forth . In some embodiments , 
ontology 250 is maintained persistently . Schema map 240 
can or cannot be maintained persistently , depending on 
whether the transformation process is perpetual or a one 
time event . Schemas 235 need not be maintained in persis 
tent memory , but can be cached for optimization . 
[ 0038 ] Object model 260 comprises collections of ele 
ments such as typed objects , properties , and relationships . 
The collections can be structured in any suitable manner . In 
some embodiments , a database 270 stores the elements of 
object model 260 , or representations thereof . In some 
embodiments , the elements of object model 260 are stored 
within database 270 in a different underlying format , such as 
in a series of object , property , and relationship tables in a 
relational database 
[ 0039 ] Based on the identified information , definition 
component 210 can generate a graphical interface 215 . 
Graphical interface 215 can be presented to users of a 
computing device via any suitable output mechanism ( e . g . , 
a display screen , an image projection , etc . ) , and can further 
accept input from users of the computing device via any 
suitable input mechanism ( e . g . , a keyboard , a mouse , a touch 
screen interface ) . Graphical interface 215 can feature a 
visual workspace that visually depicts representations of the 
elements of ontology 250 for which mappings are defined in 
schema map 240 . Graphical interface 215 can further utilize 
sample data 236 to provide the user with a preview of object 
model 260 as the user defines schema map 240 . In response 
to the input via the various controls of graphical interface 
215 , definition component 210 can generate and / or modify 
ontology 250 and schema map 240 , and / or identify object 
models and sample data schemas 235 and data sources 230 . 
In some embodiments , one or more states of representation 
of the elements of ontology 250 can be stored separately 

from data schemes 235 and data sources 230 , and graphical 
interface 215 can represent graphically , for example , sample 
data 236 according to the one or more states of representa 
tion . 
[ 0040 ] FIG . 3A is a block diagram illustrating an exem 
plary system 300 providing an interface to access and 
represent data objects based on a stored state of represen 
tation , consistent with embodiments of the present disclo 
sure . In some embodiments , system 300 provides a server 
310 coupled with a database 330 . Database 330 can include 
similar features as database 270 as shown in FIG . 2 . While 
FIG . 3A shows server 310 and database 330 being separate 
components , it is appreciated that server 310 and database 
330 can be part of the same component . Server 310 can 
communicate with client device 350 and can allow client 
device 350 to access database 330 . 
[ 0041 ] As shown in FIG . 3A , server 310 can host an 
application 312 , which can include modules to provide data 
( e . g . , sample data 236 or data of database 270 ) to be 
represented . Application 312 can include a data processing 
module 314 , which processes a request from client device 
350 to access appropriate data . Based on this request , data 
processing module 314 can then acquire the requested data 
from database 330 , and transmit at least part of the acquired 
data to the client . Application 312 can also include a 
communication module 316 , which can interact with com 
munication interface 118 as shown in FIG . 1 to , for example , 
facilitate the acquisition of data from server 310 and the 
transmission of the acquired data to client device 350 . 
[ 0042 ] In some embodiments , the requested sample data 
236 can include the data represented by one or more data 
objects 332 defined according to object model 260 as shown 
in FIG . 2 and stored in database 330 . Data object 332 can 
also be associated with an access control list 334 . Exemplary 
embodiments for access control list 334 are described in 
U . S . patent application Ser . No . 13 / 956 , 326 , entitled “ Tech 
niques for Replicating Changes to Access Control Lists on 
Investigative Analysis Data , ” filed Jul . 31 , 2013 ( now U . S . 
Pat . No . 8 , 838 , 538 ) , and in U . S . patent application Ser . No . 
14 / 286 , 485 , entitled “ Cross - ACL Multi - Master Replica 
tion , ” filed May 23 , 2014 , the entire contents of which are 
expressly incorporated herein by reference for all purposes . 
Access control list 334 can include information governing 
an access to data object 332 . For example , access control list 
334 can include a list of users who can access data object 
332 , and how they can access the object . As an example , the 
access control list can define whether a particular user can 
read or write to the object , and to which particular attribute 
( s ) or property ( s ) of the object . 
[ 0043 ] In some embodiments , application 312 can also 
include an authentication module 318 . Authentication mod 
ule 318 can receive identification information from client 
device 350 to identify a particular user using the client 
device to request for data object 332 . Authentication module 
318 can then provide the identification information to data 
processing module 314 . Data processing module 314 can 
then determine , based on the identification information and 
access control list 334 information associated with data 
object 332 , which part of data object 332 is to be sent to 
client device 350 . In some embodiments , authentication 
module 318 can acquire one or more credentials , such as a 
user login name and a password , from the client device , and 
then match that information against a user database ( not 
shown in FIG . 3A ) , to verify the authenticity of the user and 
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to establish the user ' s identity . In some embodiments , server 
310 can receive credential information for a group of 
participants . 
[ 0044 ] In some embodiments , client device 350 can 
include a display device ( not shown in FIG . 3A ) to provide 
a client interface 352 . Client interface 352 can include one 
or more application data interfaces 352a to access data 
object 332 provided by application 312 . In some embodi 
ments , client interface 352 can display a page of a document 
or a presentation slide and provide a representation of data 
object 332 via application data interface 352a concurrently . 
Client interface 352 can also include one or more content 
interfaces 352b to access other data of the document or the 
presentation slide acquired separately from data object 332 . 
The content data can be , for example , text data , graphics or 
video data , audio data , or any other embedded data object . 
In some embodiments , client interface 352 can provide 
either interface 352a or interface 352b at a time , and allow 
switching between the two interfaces . In some embodi 
ments , both interface 352a and 352b are provided concur 
rently . 
[ 0045 ] Client device 350 can also include an interface 
module 354 . Interface module 354 can provide the data to be 
rendered in client interface 352 . In some embodiments , 
interface module 354 can receive one or more data objects 
332 from application 312 and , based on a state of represen 
tation of the data objects , provide data for rendering the data 
objects via application data interface 352a in the display 
device . A state of representation can be included as part of 
an artifact . An artifact can include a collection of data used 
to facilitate a displaying of data objects 332 via application 
data interface 352a . The representation can be graphical 
and / or textual visual depiction . In some embodiments , the 
artifact can include , for example , an identifier for the appli 
cation 312 that provides the data objects 332 , a list of data 
objects 332 to be represented , and any other information 
pertinent to the graphical rendering of the data objects , such 
as shape and color of the graphical elements that represent 
the data objects , the co - ordinates of the graphical elements , 
the format of the graphical representation ( e . g . , depending 
on whether the map or the graph application is providing the 
data objects ) , the background , associated texts , etc . , while a 
state of representation can be associated with a state of these 
information . The attributes of the graphical element ( e . g . , 
shape , color , etc . ) of the data object can also be related to the 
data represented by the data object . Interface module 354 
can generate the state of representation of the data objects , 
or acquire the state from other sources including , for 
example , application 312 , or from other storage sources as 
discussed below . 
[ 0046 ] Client interface module 354 can also acquire a 
manipulation of the representation of the data objects via 
application data interface 352a , and update the rendering in 
real - time . For example , interface module 354 can acquire a 
user ' s action within interface 352a . Such action can include 
but is not limited to an activation of a data object ( e . g . , a 
selection ) , an action to move a graphical element represent 
ing the data object to a different location , an action to 
navigate and zoom into another portion of the graphical 
representation , an action to invoke another application , 
and / or an action to open another interface separate from the 
first interface for a separate graphical representation of the 
same or other data objects , etc . Based on the acquired action , 
interface module 354 can update the data for rendering the 

data objects and provide the data to interface 352a . Also , if , 
as a result of the manipulation , more data objects are to be 
displayed via interface 352a , interface module 354 can also 
provide a request for the additional data objects to applica 
tion 312 . Interface module 354 can also acquire an editing 
of the data objects ( e . g . , editing of the attribute ( s ) and / or 
propertie ( s ) of the data objects ) via application data interface 
352a , and synchronize the editing with server 310 . Exem 
plary systems and methods for synchronizing changes to the 
data objects are described in U . S . patent application Ser . No . 
13 / 922 , 437 , entitled “ System and Method for Incrementally 
Replicating Investigative Analysis Data , ” filed Jun . 20 , 
2013 ; U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 076 , 385 , entitled 
“ Assisting in Deconflicting Concurrent Conflicts , ” filed 
Nov . 11 , 2013 ; and U . S . patent application Ser . No . 14 / 156 , 
208 , entitled “ Cross - Ontology Multi - Master Replication , ” 
filed Jan . 15 , 2014 , the entire contents of which are expressly 
incorporated herein by reference for all purposes . In some 
embodiments , interface module 354 can also provide con 
tent data of the document or presentation to be rendered in 
content interface 352b , and update the content data ( and / or 
the representation of it ) after acquiring a manipulation of the 
data via content interface 352b . 
[ 0047 ] Client device 350 can also include data storage unit 
356 . Data storage unit 356 can be any non - volatile storage 
device , such as hard drive , flash memory , etc . In some 
embodiments , storage unit 356 can be used to store infor 
mation about a first representation state 356a , which can 
then be provided to interface module 354 to generate the 
data for rendering a graphical representation of data objects 
332 via application data interface 352a . In some embodi 
ments , state 356a can be associated with a first timestamp . 
The first timestamp can represent , for example , the time at 
which a user last requested to store the representation of data 
objects 332 . Storage unit 356 can also store information 
about a second representation state 356b , which can also be 
provided to interface module 354 to generate the data for 
rendering data objects 332 via application data interface 
352a . In some embodiments , state 356b can be associated 
with a second timestamp . The second timestamp can repre 
sent , for example , the time at which the user last manipu 
lated ( without requesting to store ) the representation of data 
objects 332 . Therefore , state 356b can be used to store and 
to track the most up - to - date representation state of the data 
objects , allowing application data interface 352a to interac 
tively render the data objects in response to user ' s manipu 
lation in real - time . In some embodiments , data storage unit 
356 can be used to store states associated with other time 
stamps ( not shown in FIG . 3A ) , which can allow the user to 
track the changes to the representation state of the data 
objects . 
[ 0048 ] As shown in FIG . 3A , data storage unit 356 can 
also be used to store local data 356c , which can include , but 
is not limited to , the content data to be rendered via content 
interface 352b , local copy of edited data object 332 for later 
synchronization , etc . In some embodiments , local data 356c 
and at least one of states 356a and 356b can be stored as part 
of a data file associated with the document or the presenta 
tion slides , and the data file can be shared by , for example , 
emailing as an attachment , or stored in a depository where 
other users can access . 
[ 0049 ] FIG . 3B is a chart illustrating an exemplary appli 
cation data object 363 , consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure . Data object 363 can have similar features 
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as data object 323 as shown in FIG . 3A . Data object 363 can 
include an object ID field 363a that is associated with a 
value , for example 123456 , and an object type field 363b 
that is associated with a text string , for example " human . " 
Object ID can be used to identify the data object and can be 
used to refer to the data object by , for example , a state of 
representation as discussed before . Object 363 can also 
include a property type field 363c , a property value field 
363d , and an access control field 363e . 
[ 0050 ] As shown in FIG . 3B , data object 363 can be 
associated with a plurality of property types , each property 
type being associated with a value and an access control 
policy . For example , data object 363 as shown in FIG . 3B 
can be associated with a human being whose name , as 
indicated by the value associated with the name property 
type , is John . The name property type is also associated with 
a display - only access control policy , meaning that a user 
who accesses data object ID 123456 can only view the name 
property type of the data object . Other property types of data 
object ID 123456 can be associated with different values and 
different access control policy . For example , the profession 
property type of data object ID 123456 , as shown in FIG . 
3B , is inaccessible , meaning that the value associated with 
this particular property type will not be available for dis 
playing and / or editing , whereas the language property type 
of the same data object is available for both displaying and 
editing . 
[ 0051 ] In some embodiments , the access control policy for 
each property type of the data object can be determined by 
the access control list ( e . g . , access control list 334 of FIG . 
3A ) associated with the data object . For example , the access 
control list can include a list of users , and indicate the access 
rights with respect to each property type for each user . After 
verifying the identity of the user who is accessing the data 
object ( via , for example , authentication module 318 ) , the 
user ' s access rights information associated with the data 
object can be retrieved and provided , together with the data 
object , to interface module 354 of the client device . Interface 
module 354 can then control the user ' s access to the data 
object , via client interface 352 , according to the access right 
information . 
[ 0052 ] FIGS . 4A - 4G represent exemplary interfaces 400 
for accessing and representing application data objects , 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
Interface 400 can include similar features as client interface 
352 of FIG . 3A , and can be supported by interface module 
354 of FIG . 3A . Interface 400 can include an applications 
menu 402 , which provides options 404 , 406 , and 408 . A user 
can activate option 404 to invoke a brief application , option 
406 to invoke a graph application , and option 408 to invoke 
a map application . In some embodiments , the graph appli 
cation and the map application can provide data to facilitate 
graphical representations , in a graph format and a map 
format respectively , of one or more data objects . Although 
FIG . 4A shows that a graph application and a map applica 
tion are accessible via applications menu 402 , it is appreci 
ated that other applications providing visual representation 
of information can be accessed via exemplary interface 400 , 
such as a web browser , a document viewer , etc . As discussed 
later , the brief application can provide access to a document 
( e . g . , a presentation slide ) , as well as access to a represen 
tation of the data objects either facilitated by the graph 
application or by the map application . In some embodi 

ments , at least one of these applications are hosted remotely , 
similar to application 312 being hosted on server 310 of FIG . 
3A . 
10053 ] As shown in FIG . 4A , the map application can be 
invoked in interface 400 , after the brief application is 
invoked . In this exemplary illustration , the map application 
can display , via interface 400 , a map 420 to represent a 
distribution of one or more data objects , including data 
object 421 , within a specific geographical region , in this case 
part of Eastern Africa with Kenya in the middle . In this 
particular example , the data objects can be related to infor 
mation about terroristic activities associated with a particu 
lar location as indicated in map 420 . Map 420 can also 
indicate , via box 443 , that the map is rendered with a scale 
of 1 cm / 100 km . The representation of the distribution can 
be generated via a geosearch menu 422 . Geosearch menu 
422 can include a circle option 423a , a path option 423b , and 
a polygon option 423c , with each option indicating a mode 
of selecting a region displayed in the map . In some embodi 
ments , as shown in FIG . 4A , after the polygon option is 
selected , the application allows the user to draw a polygon 
424 on the map , the boundary of the polygon defining the 
region being selected . The application then allows the user 
to search for one or more data objects associated with the 
selected region , based on specific search criteria . For 
example , a user can select , in field 426 , an object type 
associated with " attack ( bombing ) . ” Based on this search 
criterion , a list of object types 428a - 428h , each with prop 
erties related to the object type " attack ( bombing ) , " can be 
displayed . Data objects with the listed object types , includ 
ing data object 421 , can be shown as highlighted spots in 
map 420 . 
[ 0054 ] Interface 400 also provides an add button 430 . 
Activating add button 430 can create an artifact , which 
captures a state of the representation of the data objects in 
map 420 , which can include information such as an indicator 
associated with the map application , the geographical loca 
tion of map being displayed ( e . g . , Eastern Africa , with 
Kenya in the middle ) , the representation scale of the map ( 1 
cm / 100 km ) , and the list of data objects selected for dis 
playing , at the time when add button 430 is activated . 
Activating add button 430 can also allow the user to switch 
back to the brief application . 
100551 . After selecting add button 430 , the user can " drop " 
the artifact into a visual representation of one or more 
contents of a document file , where the representation is 
provided by the brief application via interface 400 . Such a 
document file can be a Microsoft WordTM document , a 
Microsoft PowerPointTM presentation slide , or of any other 
format including content that can be visually represented . 
Throughout this disclosure , a presentation file , which 
includes data for one or more presentation slides , is used as 
an illustrative example . As shown in FIG . 4B , interface 400 
provides , as part of a representation of a presentation slide , 
an interface 442 and an interface 450 . The artifact associated 
with the map application can be displayed via an interface 
442 , and the state of representation can cause the display to 
focus on the same geographical region , with the same scale 
( indicated via box 443 ) , and the same selected data objects 
being displayed as in FIG . 4A , according to the state of the 
representation created following the activation of add button 
430 in FIG . 4A . Interface 442 can be implemented as 
application data interface 352a of FIG . 3A . Interface 442 
can allow a user to manipulate the representation of the data 
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objects by , for example , dragging the displayed map to shift 
to a different geographical location , zooming into or out of 
a particular area , etc . , thereby changing the scale of repre 

laved etc . sentation and the list of data objects displayed , etc . 
[ 0056 ] Interface 442 also provides a maximize button 444 , 
a save button 446 , and a restore button 448 . After activation 
of maximize button 444 , interface 442 can expand within 
interface 400 , as shown in FIG . 4D . In some embodiments , 
interface 442 allows a user to alter the information dis 
played , for example , by receiving input that shifts the 
displayed map to a different geographical location , thereby 
altering the representation state of the one or more data 
objects . The ability to dynamically manipulate the represen 
tation of data objects shown in interface 442 can be useful 
for a user when presenting information to an audience 
having questions that may be unpredictable . For example , by 
having the ability to expand interface 442 , the presenter can 
access additional features of the application or display 
additional data objects to manipulate the representation of 
the data objects , and can easily switch back to the presen 
tation mode when the manipulation is finished , so that the 
manipulated data objects can be represented as part of the 
representation of the presentation slide . Besides , after acti 
vation of save button 446 , the manipulated state of repre 
sentation can be stored and can overwrite the state of 
representation at the time add button 430 of FIG . 4A is 
activated . On the other hand , activation of restore button 448 
can lead to restoring of the state of the representation back 
to the time when add button 430 of FIG . 4A is activated . 
[ 0057 ] Referring back to FIG . 4B , Interface 450 allows the 
user to put in other content of the presentation slide , includ 
ing text , graphics , or any other data objects . In some 
embodiments , interface 450 allows a user to perform Rich 
Text Format editing . As shown in FIG . 4B , the boundary of 
the interfaces 450 and 442 can be delineated via dotted lines . 
Interface 400 also provides forward button 452 and back 
ward button 454 , both of which can allow a user to navigate 
between the presentation slides . Interface 400 further pro 
vides a slide - show button 456 , which can allow a user to 
enter the aforementioned presentation mode with interface 
400 . 
[ 0058 ] FIG . 4C depicts an exemplary presentation mode 
with interface 400 consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure , after the user activates slide - show button 
456 as shown in FIG . 4B . In some embodiments , the 
presentation mode provides a representation of the presen 
tation slides in a slide show manner . During the presentation 
mode , both interfaces 442 and 450 can be provided , but with 
the dotted - line boundaries removed from displaying . During 
the presentation mode , interface 450 can display a state of 
the content ( e . g . , text , graphics , etc . ) of a presentation slide 
based on user ' s activation of slide - show button 456 to 
activate the presentation mode . Interface 442 , on the other 
hand , remains capable of allowing the user to manipulate the 
representation of the data objects during the presentation 
mode . For example , as shown in FIG . 4C , interface 442 
allows the user to shift the displayed map , to zoom in to or 
out of a specific area within the map ( e . g . , changing the scale 
from 1 cm / 100 km to 1 cm / 50 km as shown in box 443 ) , and 
to select one or more data objects , during the presentation 
mode . 
[ 0059 ] FIGS . 4D - 4E depict an exemplary expansion of 
interface 442 after maximize button 444 is activated , con 
sistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . Maxi 

mize button 444 can be activated during the presentation 
mode , or in other time when the slide is being created or 
edited . The expanded interface 442 can allow the user to 
access other features of the application ( e . g . , starting a new 
analysis to acquire a different set of data and / or a different 
representation of data ) , which may not otherwise be acces 
sible before the interface expands . In this exemplary illus 
tration , as shown in FIG . 4D , the expanded interface 442 
displays map 420 , which depicts a similar part of Eastern 
Africa as in FIG . 4A . The expanded interface 442 allows a 
user to select one or more data objects , including data object 
421 , to start a new analysis based on the selected data 
objects , by drawing a line 458 around the data objects . Line 
458 can form a rectangle , as shown in FIG . 4D , or any shape . 
The selected data objects can become highlighted at the 
boundary to indicate the selected portion . In the illustrative 
example as shown in FIG . 4D , a distribution of a pre - defined 
activity ( e . g . , " attack ( bombing ) " ) chosen in interface 400 as 
shown in FIG . 4A ) , within a pre - defined radius , can be 
generated around the locations associated with the selected 
data objects . The distribution can be represented as a circular 
heatmap centered around each location , with different colors 
representing , for example , a density of the distribution . The 
density of the distribution can be part of the data represented 
by the data objects , which can then be used to change the 
attributes ( e . g . , color ) of the graphical elements representing 
the data objects , as discussed before . 
[ 0060 ] Interface 442 can also provide a menu 460 . Menu 
460 can include a slider 462 to define the radius for which 
the distribution is selected for representation , options 464 to 
define a scale based on which the distribution is represented , 
options 466 to choose a feature whose distribution is to be 
represented ( e . g . , to represent the distribution of " attack 
( bombing ) ” as chosen in FIG . 4A , or to represent the 
distribution of other activities ) , and a generate button 468 , 
which is activatable to generate the heatmap based on the 
aforementioned settings . Menu 460 can further include a 
slider 470 , which can allow the user to define the opacity of 
the circular heatmap as to be displayed in map 420 . FIG . 4E 
depicts a generation of the circular heatmaps after the user 
selects a radius of 52 . 48 km using slider 462 and opacity of 
80 % using slider 470 . In some embodiments , the generation 
of the circular heatmaps in FIG . 4E can be part of the 
launching of a new investigation based on map 420 . 
[ 0061 ] As the user manipulates the representation of the 
data by , for example , zooming into a specific map area ( as 
shown in FIG . 4C ) , expanding the displayed map area and 
the associated data objects ( as shown in FIG . 4D ) , or 
requesting for another representation of the data objects 
( also as shown in FIG . 4D ) , a change in state of represen 
tation can be detected and tracked . For example , interface 
module 354 of FIG . 3A can track the changes , and send a 
request to server 310 to receive data to affect the change in 
the representation . In some embodiments , after detecting 
that the interface 442 is expanded , and that more data objects 
are represented , interface module 354 can send a request to 
server 310 for more data ( e . g . an enlarged size of sample 
data 236 ) to support the representation of the additional data 
objects . In some embodiments , the user can also modify the 
data represented by , for example , adding or removing data 
objects , adding in other additional data components associ 
ated with the data objects , etc . , via the expanded interface 
442 , and the state of representation can capture all these 
changes . The user can then click on save button 446 to store 
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the state of the representation in the presentation file . As a 
result , the representation of the data objects ( or any changes 
thereof ) can be moved or copied from one file to another , 
and the data objects can become accessible via different 
document files , as long as each file stores a state of repre 
sentation of the data objects . 
[ 0062 ] FIG . 4F depicts an exemplary presentation mode 
with interface 400 consistent with embodiments of the 
present disclosure , after interface 442 has been restored from 
its expanded form in FIG . 4E . As shown in FIG . 4F , interface 
442 maintains a state of the representation of the data objects 
( e . g . , distribution of events in the form of heatmaps , 
zoomed - in geographical location , etc . ) right before the 
expanded interface 442 , as shown in FIG . 4E , is restored . 
This allows the presenter to use the new information 
obtained via the expanded interface 442 for the presentation . 
The presenter can also activate restore button 448 to switch 
back to an earlier representation of the data objects , as 
shown in FIG . 4G . 
[ 0063 ] FIGS . 5A - 5B represent an exemplary interface 500 
for accessing and representing application data objects , 
consistent with embodiments of the present disclosure . 
Interface 500 can include similar features as interface 400 of 
FIGS . 4A - 4F as well as client interface 352 of FIG . 3A , and 
can be supported by interface module 354 of FIG . 3A . As 
shown in FIG . 5 , the brief application can be invoked in 
interface 500 to provide access to a presentation slide , and 
to represent the presentation slide in the presentation mode 
as discussed earlier . Interface 500 also includes an interface 
542 through which the graph application can be accessed 
after , for example , option 406 of FIG . 4A is activated . 
Interface 542 can also provide maximize button 544 , save 
button 546 , and restore button 548 , which can have similar 
functionalities as , respectively , maximize button 444 , save 
button 446 , and restore button 448 of interface 442 . Facili 
tated by the graph application , interface 542 can provide a 
graph representation of one or more data objects , including 
data object 550 and data object 552 as shown in FIG . 5A . In 
this exemplary illustration , each data object is associated 
with a person , and the graph representation depicts a rela 
tionship between each data object . For example , data object 
550 is associated with a person whose name is “ John ” and 
data object 552 is associated with a person whose name is 
“ Mary , ” and the two data objects are related by virtue of , for 
example , the fact that John and Mary are siblings . 
[ 0064 ] FIG . 5B illustrates an exemplary interface 562 , 
which can be invoked , via interface 542 , to display data 
associated with a data object shown in interface 542 . As 
shown in FIG . 5B , interface 562 displays data 564 associ 
ated data object 550 shown in interface 542 . In some 
embodiments , interface 562 can be provided by invoking 
another application separate from the graph and the map 
applications . In some embodiments , interface 562 can be 
provided after an embedded application associated with the 
data objects represented in interface 542 , executes as a result 
of a user ' s activation of the data objects , or any other 
activatable features rendered in interface 542 . For example , 
interface 562 can be provided by selecting object 550 , or 
dragging the selected object 550 towards a location outside 
interface 542 , to put interface 562 at that location or by 
selecting object 550 . In some embodiments , upon detecting 
an activation of the data objects , interface module 354 can 
provide interface 562 , and can send request to server 310 to 
receive data for representing the properties in interface 562 . 

[ 0065 ] In some embodiments , the data objects shown in 
interface 542 include similar features as the exemplary data 
object shown in FIG . 3A , and include one or more proper 
ties . The data 564 displayed in interface 562 can include a 
textual representation of one or more property types , and the 
corresponding property values . In some embodiments , the 
scope of property types ( as well as the corresponding 
property values ) displayed can be controlled by the access 
control policy associated with each property type of the data 
object . Depending on the identity of the presenter ( or the 
user who is accessing the data object via interfaces 542 and 
562 ) , one or more property types can be made inaccessible 
by , for example , data processing module 314 after the user ' s 
identity is authenticated by authentication module 318 as 
shown in FIG . 3A , and the inaccessible property types are 
not shown in interface 562 accordingly . 
[ 0066 ] FIG . 6 is a flowchart representing an exemplary 
method 600 performed by an electronic device for accessing 
and representing application data objects , consistent with 
embodiments of the present disclosure . 
[ 0067 ] In this exemplary illustration , the electronic device 
( e . g . , client device 350 of FIG . 3A ) can interact with one or 
more other devices and / or storage components ( e . g . , server 
310 and database 330 of FIG . 3A ) for assisting with the 
representation of one or more data objects ( e . g . data object 
332 of FIG . 3A ) . While the flowchart discloses the following 
steps in a particular order , it will be appreciated that at least 
some of the steps can be moved , modified , or deleted where 
appropriate , consistent with the teachings of the present 
disclosure . And while the following steps are indicated as 
being performed by an electronic device , it is appreciated 
that the steps can be performed by more than one electronic 
device . 
[ 0068 ] In step 602 , the electronic device acquires and 
authenticates the credential of a user who seeks to access one 
or more data objects , to establish an identity of the user . The 
data objects can be data object 332 provided by , for example , 
application 312 hosted on server 310 as shown in FIG . 3A . 
The authentication can occur when the user seeks to also 
access a document file via , for example , an interface ( e . g . , 
interface 400 of FIG . 4A and interface 500 of FIG . 5A ) . In 
some embodiments , the acquisition and authentication of the 
credential may not be required . 
[ 0069 ] In step 604 , after establishing the identity of the 
user , the electronic device acquires a request to access the 
data objects from the user . For example , as shown above , the 
request can be made via a sub - interface ( e . g . , interface 442 
of interface 400 ) . The request to access the data objects can 
be acquired by , for example , detecting a display of interface 
442 of FIG . 4B and / or interface 542 of FIG . 5A , and / or 
detecting a pointer movement across or within interface 442 
and / or interface 542 . 
[ 0070 ] In step 606 , the electronic device acquires , in 
response to the request , data associated with an artifact that 
is configured to be displayed in interface 442 . The artifact 
can include a collection of data used to facilitate a displaying 
of the data objects via interface 442 . The representation can 
be graphical and / or textual . In some embodiments , the 
artifact can include , for example , an identifier for an appli 
cation ( e . g . application 312 of FIG . 3A ) that provides the 
data objects , a list of data objects to be represented , and any 
other information pertinent to the graphical rendering of the 
data objects , such as shape and color of the graphical 
elements that represent the data objects , the co - ordinates of 
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the graphical elements , the format of the graphical repre - 
sentation ( e . g . , depending on whether the map or the graph 
application is providing the data objects ) , the background , 
associated texts , etc . , while a state of representation can be 
associated with a state of these information . The attributes of 
the graphical element ( e . g . , shape , color , etc . ) of the data 
object can also be related to the data represented by the data 
object . The data associated with the artifact can be acquired 
from the document file , or from other data sources . For 
example , in instances where authentication of credentials is 
necessary , the graphical element may be acquired from data 
sources outside of the document file . The state of represen 
tation can be regarded as the first state of representation 
associated with a first timestamp . 
[ 0071 ] In step 608 , after acquiring the data associated with 
the artifact , the electronic device acquires the data being 
represented by the data objects from a second device , based 
on the artifact information . The data being represented by 
the data objects can include , for example , the data about a 
distribution of a pre - defined activity within a pre - defined 
radius around the locations associated with the data objects , 
as shown in FIG . 4A , or relationship between a group of 
people represented by the data objects , as shown in FIG . 5A . 
The data being represented by the data objects can also 
include one or more property types associated with the data 
objects , and the corresponding property values . The scope of 
the property data acquired can be based on the established 
identity of the user seeking to access the data objects 
according to step 602 . In some embodiments , the data 
objects can have similar attribute as data object 363 of FIG . 
3B , where the properties associated with the data objects can 
also be associated with one or more access control policies , 
specified in field 363e , governing access right to the prop 
erties by the user . The property data can then be pre - filtered 
based on the access control policies before it is acquired by 
the electronic device . 
[ 0072 ] In step 610 , the electronic device displays the 
artifact . Optionally , to facilitate the display , the electronic 
device modifies or generates additional data associated with 
a local display of the artifact at the electronic device . The 
additional data can include , for example , the display co 
ordinates of the graphical elements , data supporting the 
graphical representation ( e . g . , depending on whether the 
map or the graph application is providing the data objects ) , 
the background , etc . , that are customized for the display at 
the electronic device . 
[ 0073 ] In step 612 , the electronic device acquires an action 
from the user to manipulate the representation of the data 
objects . Such action can be detected via any pointer move 
ment within , for example , interfaces 442 and 542 , and 
include but is not limited to a selection of a data object , an 
action to move a graphical element representing the data 
object to a different location , an action to navigate and zoom 
into another portion of the representation , an action to 
invoke another application , and / or an action to open addi 
tional interface ( e . g . , interface 562 of FIG . 5B ) for a separate 
representation of the same or other data objects . For 
example , the electronic device can detect an activation of 
data object 550 as shown in FIG . 5A by , for example , 
detecting a selection and / or " dragging ” movement of data 
object 550 within interface 542 . Such a movement may 
indicate that the user attempts to access the properties of data 
object 550 via a separate interface . 

[ 0074 ] In step 614 , the electronic device determines if the 
acquired action requests for additional data ( e . g . , additional 
sample data , additional data objects , invoking a different 
application , etc . ) . If the acquired action does not require 
additional data , the electronic device can carry out step 616 
to simply update the state of representation of the currently 
rendered data objects by providing , for example , updated 
graphics , co - ordinates information , etc . If the acquired 
action requires additional data ( e . g . expanding of interface 
442 to display a bigger map with more data objects as shown 
in FIG . 4D , launching of a new investigation as shown in 
FIG . 4E , etc . ) , the electronic device can carry out step 618 
to request additional data represented by the data objects 
from the second device , and update the state of representa 
tion of the additional data objects and / or the currently 
rendered data objects . The electronic device may also store 
the updated state as a second state of representation asso 
ciated with the artifact . The second state of representation 
can be associated with a second timestamp . The electronic 
device may also receive an instruction to overwrite the first 
state with the second state . 
100751 In step 620 , the electronic device displays the 
modified artifact . 
[ 0076 ] . In the foregoing specification , embodiments have 
been described with reference to numerous specific details 
that can vary from implementation to implementation . Cer 
tain adaptations and modifications of the described embodi 
ments can be made . Other embodiments can be apparent to 
those skilled in the art from consideration of the specifica 
tion and practice of the invention disclosed herein . It is 
intended that the specification and examples be considered 
as exemplary only , with a true scope and spirit of the 
invention being indicated by the following claims . It is also 
intended that the sequence of steps shown in figures are only 
for illustrative purposes and are not intended to be limited to 
any particular sequence of steps . As such , those skilled in the 
art can appreciate that these steps can be performed in a 
different order while implementing the same method . 

1 . ( canceled ) 
2 . A non - transitory machine - readable storage medium , 

storing instructions which , when executed by at least one 
processor of a machine , cause the machine to perform 
operations comprising : 

presenting a graphical user interface that includes a dis 
play of a map image at a client device , the map image 
depicting a geographic region ; 

accessing authentication credentials of a user of the client 
device in response to the causing display of the graphi 
cal user interface that includes the display of the map 
image ; 

accessing a plurality of data objects associated with the 
geographic region depicted in the map image based on 
the authentication credentials of the user of the client 
device ; and 

causing display of a presentation of the plurality of data 
objects within the map image at the client device . 

3 . The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 2 , wherein the presenting the graphical user inter 
face that includes the display of the map image at the client 
device includes : 

receiving a request from the client device , the request 
including an identification of the geographic region . 

4 . The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 3 , wherein the identification of the geographic 
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region includes a user input that draws a polygon that defines 
a boundary of the geographic region within the map image . 

5 . The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 3 , wherein the graphical user interface includes a 
scale input interface that comprises a slider element and an 
axis , a scale of the display of the map image based on a 
position of the slider element along the axis , and the 
receiving the request that includes the identification of the 
geographic region includes : 

receiving an input that moves the slider from a first 
position to a second position along the axis ; and 

scaling the display of the map image based on the second 
position of the slider along the axis . 

6 . The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 2 , wherein the accessing the plurality of data 
objects associated with the geographic region includes : 

identifying a server associated with the plurality of data 
objects ; and 

requesting the server for the plurality of data objects . 
7 . The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 

of claim 2 , wherein the plurality of data objects include at 
least a first data object , the first data object including an 
object property , and the presentation of the first data object 
comprises a graphical attribute based on the object property . 

8 . The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 2 , wherein the plurality of data objects include at 
least a first data object and a second data object , and the 
operations further comprise : 

detecting a relationship between the first data object and 
the second data object based on one or more properties 
of the first data object and the second data object ; and 

presenting a visualization of the relationship between the 
first data object and the second data object within the 
presentation of the plurality of data objects . 

9 . A system comprising : 
one or more processors ; and 
a memory storing instructions that , when executed by at 

least one processor among the one or more processors , 
causes the system to perform operations comprising : 

presenting a graphical user interface that includes a dis 
play of a map image at a client device , the map image 
depicting a geographic region ; 

accessing authentication credentials of a user of the client 
device in response to the causing display of the graphi 
cal user interface that includes the display of the map 
image ; 

accessing a plurality of data objects associated with the 
geographic region depicted in the map image based on 
the authentication credentials of the user of the client 
device ; and 

causing display of a presentation of the plurality of data 
objects within the map image at the client device . 

10 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the presenting the 
graphical user interface that includes the display of the map 
image at the client device includes : 

receiving a request from the client device , the request 
including an identification of the geographic region . 

11 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the identification of 
the geographic region includes a user input that draws a 
polygon that defines a boundary of the geographic region 
within the map image . 

12 . The system of claim 10 , wherein the graphical user 
interface includes a scale input interface that comprises a 
slider element and an axis , a scale of the display of the map 

image based on a position of the slider element along the 
axis , and the receiving the request that includes the identi 
fication of the geographic region includes : 
receiving an input that moves the slider from a first 

position to a second position along the axis ; and 
scaling the display of the map image based on the second 

position of the slider along the axis . 
13 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the accessing the 

plurality of data objects associated with the geographic 
region includes : 

identifying a server associated with the plurality of data 
objects ; and 

requesting the server for the plurality of data objects . 
14 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the plurality of data 

objects include at least a first data object , the first data object 
including an object property , and the presentation of the first 
data object comprises a graphical attribute based on the 
object property . 

15 . The system of claim 9 , wherein the plurality of data 
objects include at least a first data object and a second data 
object , and the operations further comprise : 

detecting a relationship between the first data object and 
the second data object based on one or more properties 
of the first data object and the second data object ; and 

presenting a visualization of the relationship between the 
first data object and the second data object within the 
presentation of the plurality of data objects . 

16 . A method comprising : 
presenting a graphical user interface that includes a dis 

play of a map image at a client device , the map image 
depicting a geographic region ; 

accessing authentication credentials of a user of the client 
device in response to the causing display of the graphi 
cal user interface that includes the display of the map 
image ; 

accessing a plurality of data objects associated with the 
geographic region depicted in the map image based on 
the authentication credentials of the user of the client 
device ; and 

causing display of a presentation of the plurality of data 
objects within the map image at the client device . 

17 . The method of claim 16 , wherein the presenting the 
graphical user interface that includes the display of the map 
image at the client device includes : 

receiving a request from the client device , the request 
including an identification of the geographic region . 

18 . The method of claim 17 , wherein the identification of 
the geographic region includes a user input that draws a 
polygon that defines a boundary of the geographic region 
within the map image . 

19 . The method of claim 17 , wherein the graphical user 
interface includes a scale input interface that comprises a 
slider element and an axis , a scale of the display of the map 
image based on a position of the slider element along the 
axis , and the receiving the request that includes the identi 
fication of the geographic region includes : 

receiving an input that moves the slider from a first 
position o a second position along the axis ; and 

scaling the display of the map image based on the second 
position of the slider along the axis . 

20 . The method of claim 16 , wherein the accessing the 
plurality of data objects associated with the geographic 
region includes : 
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identifying a server associated with the plurality of data 
objects ; and 

requesting the server for the plurality of data objects . 
21 . The method of claim 16 , wherein the plurality of data 

objects include at least a first data object , the first data object 
including an object property , and the presentation of the first 
data object comprises a graphical attribute based on the 
object property . 
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OBJECT TIME SERIES SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[ 0001 ] The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for data integration and analysis , which may , in some 
embodiments include indexing time series sensor data for 
subsequent retrieval , analysis and possibly control of one or 
more technical systems based on the analysis . 

BACKGROUND 

[ 0002 ] Sensor systems monitoring processes or operations 
of a system can collect time series data , which may include 
numerous sensed data samples and a corresponding time 
indication of when each data sample was collected . Time 
series data may be related to a number of characteristics and 
properties , for example , including temperature , pressure , 
pH , light , infrared ( IR ) , ultraviolet ( UV ) , acceleration , dis 
solved oxygen , optical clarity , CO² , motion , rotational 
motion , vibration , sound , voltage , current , capacitance , elec 
tromagnetic radiation , altitude , fluid flow , radiation , optical , 
and moisture , proximity and the like . In different contexts , 
the collection of the time series data from a plurality of 
sensors can correspond a discrete grouping of events ( or a 
batch ) such as a trip or segment of a trip ( e.g. , sensors on a 
vehicle during a trip ) , a chemical reaction in a plant or 
factory , or a product assembly in a factory . 
[ 0003 ] However , from the perspective of sensors gather 
ing time series data , there may not be a concept of a discrete 
grouping of events in the time series data but rather a large 
stored data set that has the all of the time series data from a 
sensor lumped together . Furthermore , the large stored data 
set may not contain any relational information such that 
analysis of the time series data is unwieldly . Existing user 
interfaces to view and compare the time series data in 
grouping of events ( or batches ) are inadequate to manipulate 
the large amounts of time series data that can be generated 
during a batch because they require extensive manual setup 
and data preparation of the time series data , and are a slow 
and tedious process for a user , if even possible at all . 

store for a plurality of batches : ( i ) first time series object data 
comprising a first start time and a first end time for a first 
batch , and ( ii ) second time series object data including a 
second start time and a second end time for a second batch , 
a second non - transitory computer storage medium config 
ured to at least store computer - executable instructions , and 
one or more computer hardware processors in communica 
tion with the second non - transitory computer storage 
medium . The one or more computer hardware processors are 
configured to execute the computer - executable instructions 
to at least : determine , from time series data from first 
sensor , a first subset of time series data for the first batch 
from the first start time and the first end time , determine , 
from the time series data from the first sensor , a second 
subset of time series data for the second batch from the 
second start time and the second end time ; generate a time 
series user interface comprising a chart , the chart comprising 
a first plot for at least a portion of the first subset of time 
series data and a second plot for at least a portion of the 
second subset of time series data , wherein the first plot is 
aligned to the second plot ; and cause presentation of the time 
series user interface . 

[ 0006 ] In some embodiments , the one or more computer 
hardware processors may be further configured to execute 
the computer - executable instructions to identify from the 
aligned first and second plots a predetermined condition and , 
responsive thereto , to issue on the time series user interface 
an alert as to the state of the first sensor or a technical system 
indicated by the time series data from the first sensor . The 
one or more computer hardware processors may be further 
configured to execute the computer - executable instructions 
to issue on a time series user interface of the technical 
system one or more user - interactive options to control the 
technical system based on the state of the first sensor or a 
technical system indicated by the time series data from the 
first sensor , for example to pause or turn - off the first sensor 
or the technical system . 
[ 0007 ] In some embodiments , the one or more computer 
hardware processors of the system are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to receive and 
store user input plot display range data for at least one of the 
first plot and the second plot , and in response to receiving the 
user data generate a time series user interface comprising a 
chart using the stored user input plot display range data , the 
chart comprising a first plot for the first subset of time series 
data and a second plot for the second subset of time series 
data , wherein the first plot is aligned to the second plot . The 
first plot and the second plot may be temporally aligned . The 
temporal alignment of the first plot to the second plot aligns 
the portion of the first subset of time series data with the 
portion of the second subset of time series data in the chart 
in a vertical or horizontal corresponding direction such that 
points of the first plot and the second plot along the 
corresponding direction represent the same point in time 
relative to the start of the respective first batch and second 
batch . In some embodiments , the wherein the user input 
display range data indicates a period of time , for example , 
seconds , minutes , hours , days , weeks , or months . In some 
embodiments of the system , the first start time and first end 
time represent instances in time , the first end time being after 
the first start time , and the time between the first start time 
and the first end time being a first time period , the second 
start time and second end time represent instances in time , 
the second end time being after the second start time , the 

SUMMARY 

[ 0004 ] Embodiments of systems and methods of a time 
series interaction user interface are disclosed herein . Time 
series data can be stored and indexed according to an 
object - orientated model in a grouping of events in a process 
or evolution , which may be referred to as a “ batch . ” The 
object - orientated model for each batch may include proper 
ties indicative of a start and stop time ( and / or date ) of the 
batch , and multiple time series associated with each batch . 
For example , multiple time series sensor data , and / or cor 
responding quality data and determined information associ 
ated with each batch . The object - orientated model may 
allow computer - implemented indexing of portions of time 
series sensor data for subsequent retrieval and comparison , 
for example by using the user interface to display and allow 
user interaction with identified portions of time series sensor 
data and other corresponding information , from different 
batches . In some embodiments , comparison of said time 
series sensor data may be automatically performed against 
certain pre - conditions or rules , whether or not it is displayed 
in the user interface . 
[ 0005 ] In one innovation , a system includes a first non 
transitory computer storage medium configured to at least 
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time between the first start time and the first end time being 
a second time period , and the first start time and the second 
start time are different instances in time , and the first end 
time of the second end time are different instances in time . 
[ 0008 ] In some embodiments of such systems , the one or 
more computer hardware processors are further configured 
to execute the computer - executable instructions to generate 
the time series user interface such that the first start time of 
the first subset of time series data in the first plot and the 
second start time of the second subset of time series data in 
the second plot are graphically aligned in the chart . In some 
embodiments of these systems , the one or more computer 
hardware processors further configured to execute the com 
puter - executable instructions to generate the time series user 
interface such that first plot and the second plot are aligned , 
having the first subset of time series data in the first plot and 
the second subset of time series data in the second plot 
shown in the chart as beginning at a same relative time . In 
some embodiments of these systems , the one or more 
computer hardware processors are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to receive and 
store user input plot display range data for at least one of the 
first plot and the second plot , and in response to receiving the 
user data generate a time series user interface including a 
chart using the stored user input plot display range data , the 
chart including a first plot of the first portion of the first 
subset of time series data and a second plot of the second 
portion of the second subset of the second time series data , 
wherein the first plot is aligned to the second plot . 
[ 0009 ] In some embodiments of such systems , the one or 
more computer hardware processors are further configured 
to execute the computer - executable instructions to deter 
mine , from time series data from a second sensor , a third 
subset of time series data for the first batch from the first start 
time and the first end time of the first batch , determine , from 
the time series data from the second sensor , a fourth subset 
of time series data for the second batch from the second start 
time and the second end time of the second batch , and cause 
presentation of the time series user interface , where the chart 
further comprises a first plot for the third subset of time 
series data and a second plot for the fourth subset of time 
series data , wherein the first plot is aligned and comparable 
to the second plot . In some embodiments of these systems , 
the one or more computer hardware processors are further 
configured to execute the computer - executable instructions 
to determine , from time series data from one or more 
additional sensors , a corresponding number of one or more 
additional subsets of time series data for the first batch from 
the first start time and the first end time of the first batch , 
determine , from the time series data from the one or more 
additional sensors , a corresponding number of one or more 
additional subsets of time series data for the second batch 
from the second start time and the second end time of the 
second batch , and cause presentation of the time series user 
interface , where the chart further comprises one or more 
additional plots corresponding to the one or more additional 
subsets of time series data , wherein the one or more addi 
tional plots are also aligned and comparable to the first plot 
and the second plot . 
[ 0010 ] Another innovation includes a method of present 
ing time series data in a user interface , the method including 
storing first time series object data comprising a first start 
time and a first end time for a first batch , storing second time 
series object data comprising a second start time and a 

second end time for a second batch , using one or more 
computer hardware processors in communication with a 
second non - transitory computer storage medium configured 
to at least store computer - executable instructions , determin 
ing , from time series data from a first sensor , a first subset 
of time series data for the first batch from the first start time 
and the first end time , determining , from the time series data 
from the first sensor , a second subset of time series data for 
the second batch from the second start time and the second 
end time , generating a time series user interface comprising 
a chart , the chart comprising a first plot for at least a portion 
of the first subset of time series data and a second plot for 
at least a portion of the second subset of time series data , 
wherein the first plot is temporally aligned to the second 
plot , and causing presentation of the time series user inter 
face . The temporal alignment of the first plot to the second 
plot may align the portion of the first subset of time series 
data with the portion of the second subset of time series data 
in the chart in a vertical or horizontal corresponding direc 
tion such that points of the first plot and the second plot 
along the corresponding direction represent the same point 
in time relative to the start of the respective first batch and 
second batch . 
[ 0011 ] Various embodiments of the method may include 
certain aspects . In one aspect , the first time series object data 
includes the time series data for the first sensor and time 
series data for at least one other sensor for the first batch , and 
the second time series object data includes the time series 
data for the second sensor and time series data for at least 
one other sensor for the second batch . The method may 
further include receiving and storing user input plot display 
range data for at least one of the first plot and the second 
plot , where generating the time series user interface com 
prises , in response to receiving the user data , generating 
using the one or more computer hardware processors the 
time series user interface comprising the chart using the 
stored user input plot display range data . 
[ 0012 ] The method may further include , using the one or 
more computer hardware processors , determining , from 
time series data from at least one additional sensor , at least 
a third subset of time series data for the first batch from the 
first start time and the first end time of the first batch , 
determining , from time series data from the at least one 
additional sensor , at least a fourth subset of time series data 
for the first batch from the first start time and the first end 
time of the first batch , and causing presentation of the time 
series user interface , where the chart further comprises 
additional plots corresponding to the at least one additional 
sensor , wherein the additional plots are also temporally 
aligned and temporally aligned to the first plot and the 
second plot . 
[ 0013 ] Accordingly , in various embodiments , large 
amounts of data are automatically and dynamically calcu 
lated interactively in response to user inputs , and the calcu 
lated data is efficiently and compactly presented to a user by 
the system . Thus , in some embodiments , the user interfaces 
described herein are more efficient as compared to previous 
user interfaces in which data is not dynamically updated and 
compactly and efficiently presented to the user in response 
to interactive inputs . 
[ 0014 ] Further , as described herein , the system may be 
configured and / or designed to generate user interface data 
useable for rendering the various interactive user interfaces 
described . The user interface data may be used by the 
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system , and / or another computer system , device , and / or 
software program ( for example , a browser program ) , to 
render the interactive user interfaces . The interactive user 
interfaces may be displayed on , for example , electronic 
displays ( including , for example , touch - enabled displays ) . 
[ 0015 ] Additionally , the design of computer user inter 
faces that are useable and easily learned by humans is a 
non - trivial problem for software developers . The various 
embodiments of interactive and dynamic user interfaces of 
the present disclosure are the result of significant research , 
development , improvement , iteration , and testing . This non 
trivial development has resulted in systems , methods and / or 
user interfaces described herein which may provide signifi 
cant performance and control benefits . For example , 
embodiments may involve indexing portions of time - series 
sensor data as data objects for subsequent identification and 
retrieval such that two or more selected portions may be 
aligned , which is useful for visualization of corresponding 
time series data to identify , for example , erroneous or 
surprising conditions ( which may prompt further interaction 
through the interactive user interface , for example to shut 
down or take off - line a technical system or sensor ) but , in 
some circumstances , may allow control of one or more 
technical system or sensors to be performed automatically . 
For example , user interaction with the interactive user 
interfaces described herein may provide an optimized dis 
play of time - series data and may enable a user to more 
quickly access , navigate , assess , and digest such information 
than previous systems , and may guide and / or prompt users 
to take one or more affirmative actions to control one or 
more systems or sensors based on the displayed time - series 
data . 
[ 0016 ] In some embodiments , data may be presented in 
graphical representations , such as visual representations , 
such as charts and graphs , where appropriate , to allow the 
user to comfortably review the large amount of data and to 
take advantage of humans ' particularly strong pattern rec 
ognition abilities related to visual stimuli . In some embodi 
ments , the system may present aggregate quantities , such as 
totals , counts , averages , correlations , and other statistical 
information . The system may also utilize the information to 
interpolate or extrapolate , e.g. forecast , future develop 
ments . 

[ 0017 ] Further , the interactive and dynamic user interfaces 
described herein are enabled by innovations in efficient 
interactions between the user interfaces and underlying 
systems and components . For example , disclosed herein are 
improved methods of receiving user inputs , translation and 
delivery of those inputs to various system components , 
automatic and dynamic execution of complex processes in 
response to the input delivery , automatic interaction among 
various components and processes of the system , and auto 
matic and dynamic updating of the user interfaces . 
[ 0018 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
provide improvements to various technologies and techno 
logical fields . For example , as described above , existing data 
storage and processing technology ( including , e.g. , in 
memory databases ) is limited in various ways ( e.g. , manual 
data review is slow , costly , and less detailed ; data is too 
voluminous ; etc. ) , and various embodiments of the disclo 
sure provide significant improvements over such technol 
ogy . Additionally , various embodiments of the present dis 
closure are inextricably tied to computer technology . In 
particular , various embodiments rely on detection of user 

inputs via graphical user interfaces , calculation of updates to 
displayed electronic data based on those user inputs , auto 
matic processing of related electronic data , and presentation 
of the updates to displayed images via interactive graphical 
user interfaces . Such features and others ( e.g. , processing 
and analysis of large amounts of electronic data ) are inti 
mately tied to , and enabled by , computer technology , and 
would not exist except for computer technology . For 
example , the interactions with displayed data described 
herein in reference to various embodiments cannot reason 
ably be performed by humans alone , without the computer 
technology upon which they are implemented . Further , the 
implementation of the various embodiments of the present 
disclosure via computer technology enables many of the 
advantages described herein , including more efficient inter 
action with , and presentation of , various types of electronic 
data . 
[ 0019 ] Additional embodiments of the disclosure are 
described below in reference to the appended claims , which 
may serve as an additional summary of the disclosure . 
[ 0020 ] In various embodiments , systems and / or computer 
systems are disclosed that comprise a computer readable 
storage medium having program instructions embodied 
therewith , and one or more processors configured to execute 
the program instructions to cause the one or more processors 
to perform operations comprising one or more aspects of the 
above- and / or below - described embodiments ( including one 
or more aspects of the appended claims ) . 
[ 0021 ] In various embodiments , computer - implemented 
methods are disclosed in which , by one or more processors 
executing program instructions , one or more aspects of the 
above- and / or below - described embodiments ( including one 
or more aspects of the appended claims ) are implemented 
and / or performed . 
[ 0022 ] In various embodiments , computer program prod 
ucts comprising a computer readable storage medium are 
disclosed , wherein the computer readable storage medium 
has program instructions embodied therewith , the program 
instructions executable by one or more processors to cause 
the one or more processors to perform operations compris 
ing one or more aspects of the above- and / or below - de 
scribed embodiments ( including one or more aspects of the 
appended claims ) . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0023 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an example of a schematic of an 
overview of collecting , storing data in a data store , and 
displaying corresponding time series data from multiple 
batches in a user interface , and illustrates one view of 
relationships between multiple batches run on multiple 
systems , and time series data corresponding to the batches 
that can include sensor data , user input data , and information 
determined from inputs from one or more sources . 
[ 0024 ] FIG . 2 illustrates one embodiment of a database 
system using an ontology . 
[ 0025 ] FIG . 3 illustrates one embodiment of a system for 
creating data in a data store using a dynamic ontology . 
[ 0026 ] FIG . 4 illustrates defining a dynamic ontology for 
use in creating data in a data store . 
[ 0027 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a method of transforming data 
and creating the data in a database using a dynamic ontol 
ogy . 
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[ 0028 ] FIG . 6A illustrates time relationships between time 
series information , batches of a process , and one or more 
phases that may be included in each of the batches of a 
process . 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 6B illustrates an example of time series infor 
mation and corresponding data objects of a data store using 
a dynamic ontology . 
[ 0030 ] FIG . 7 illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented . 
[ 0031 ] FIG . 8A is an example user interface that displays 
time series data from one or more sensors collected at 
different times , where the time series data has been tempo 
rally shifted such that it aligns with each other to be at the 
same instance of a process or event . 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 8B is an example user interface that displays 
time series data from one or more sensors collected at 
different times , similar to FIG . 8A but indicating detection of 
a predetermined condition and issuing an alert on the user 
interface . 
[ 0033 ] FIG . 9 is an example of a flowchart for presenting 
time series data in a user interface . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Overview 

[ 0034 ] Technical Problem 
[ 0035 ] Sensors can collect time series data . In particular , 
sensor systems monitoring processes or operations of a 
system can collect time series data , which may include 
numerous sensed data samples and a corresponding time 
indication of when each data sample was collected . In 
different contexts , the collection of the time series data from 
sensors can correspond to discrete a discrete grouping of 
events ( or batch ) such as a trip or segment of a trip ( e.g. , 
sensors on a vehicle during a trip ) , a chemical reaction in a 
plant or factory , sensor data for a piece of machinery ( e.g. , 
industrial equipment or a home water heater ) , or a product 
assembly in a factory . However , from the perspective of 
sensors gathering time series data , there may not be a 
concept of a discrete grouping of events in the time series 
data but rather a large data set that has the all of the data 
lumped together . Existing analysis systems , control systems 
and user interfaces to view and compare the time series data 
in grouping of events ( or batches ) are inadequate to manipu 
late the large amounts of time series data that can be 
generated during a batch because they require extensive 
manual setup and data preparation of the time series data , 
and are a slow and tedious process for a user . However , from 
the perspective of sensors gathering time series data , there 
may not be a concept of a discrete grouping of events in the 
time series data but rather a large stored data set that has the 
all of the time series data from a sensor lumped together . 
Furthermore , time series data set can be large , unwieldy to 
analyze and difficult to compare , whether manually or 
automatically . 
[ 0036 ] Solution 
[ 0037 ] Time series data may be related to a series of events 
that occur within a time period , such as events or values 
obtained at successive times ( of milliseconds , seconds , 
minutes , hours , etc. ) . Time series data may also be related to 
the number of times an event occurs during a time period ( of 
milliseconds , seconds , minutes , hours , etc. ) . A time - series 
query and interaction user interface that supports object 
orientated time series . The time - series data can be stored 

according to an object - orientated model in a grouping of 
events , such as batches . The object - orientated model for 
each batch includes properties such as a start and stop time , 
and multiple time series associated with each batch , such as 
multiple time series sensor data associated with each batch . 
A user can setup the object - orientated model in a user 
interface . The time - series query user interface can receive 
particular batches , such as batch identifiers , and automati 
cally construct queries and user interfaces for the batches 
using the object - orientated model . In particular , for a 
received batch identifier or grouping of batch identifies and 
batch type , a data model can be retrieved that specifies the 
start and stop times for the time series and which time series 
( e.g. , for particular sensors ) should be retrieved . 
[ 0038 ] The time series user interface system can then 
automatically index portions of time series , construct the 
time series user interfaces according to the object - orientated 
model and the retrieved time series data . For example , using 
the start and stop times for multiple time series for the same 
batch type , the system can automatically time shift each of 
the respective time series so a user and / or analysis system 
can compare and contrast multiple batches at the same time . 
This may prompt the user , and / or analysis system , based on 
the comparing , to control one or more systems and / or 
sensors in response , for example , to identifying a predeter 
mined condition or state made evident by the comparison . 
[ 0039 ] Terms 
[ 0040 ] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys 
tems and methods discussed herein , a number of terms are 
defined below . The terms defined below , as well as other 
terms used herein , should be construed to include the 
provided definitions , the ordinary and customary meaning of 
the terms , and / or any other implied meaning for the respec 
tive terms . Thus , the definitions below do not limit the 
meaning of these terms , but only provide exemplary defi 
nitions . 
[ 0041 ] Ontology : Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases . For 
example , the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database , and how 
objects and properties may be related . 
[ 0042 ] Data Store : Any computer readable storage 
medium , component , and / or device ( or collection of data 
storage mediums and / or devices ) . Examples of data stores 
include , but are not limited to , optical disks ( e.g. , CD - ROM , 
DVD - ROM , etc. ) , magnetic disks ( e.g. , hard disks , floppy 
disks , etc. ) , memory circuits ( e.g. , solid state drives , ran 
dom - access memory ( RAM ) , etc. ) , and / or the like . Another 
example of a data store is a hosted storage environment that 
includes a collection of physical data storage devices that 
may be remotely accessible and may be rapidly provisioned 
as needed ( commonly referred to as “ cloud ” storage ) . 
[ 0043 ] Database : Any data structure ( and / or combinations 
of multiple data structures ) for storing and / or organizing 
data , including , but not limited to , relational databases ( e.g. , 
Oracle databases , PostgreSQL databases , etc. ) , non - rela 
tional databases ( e.g. , NoSQL databases , etc. ) , in - memory 
databases , spreadsheets , as comma separated values ( CSV ) 
files , eXtendible markup language ( XML ) files , TeXT 
( TXT ) files , flat files , spreadsheet files , and / or any other 
widely used or proprietary format for data storage . Data 
bases are typically stored in one or more data stores . 
Accordingly , each database referred to herein ( e.g. , in the 
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description herein and / or the figures of the present applica 
tion ) is to be understood as being stored in one or more data 
stores . 

[ 0044 ] Data Object or Object : A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 
number of definable properties . For example , a data object 
can represent an entity such as a batch ( see below ) , a sensor , 
a person , a place , an organization , a market instrument , or 
other noun . A data object can represent an event or a group 
of events that happens at a point in time or for a duration . A 
data object can represent a document or other unstructured 
data source such as an e - mail message , a news report , or a 
written paper or article . Each data object may be associated 
with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data 
object . The object's attributes ( e.g. metadata about the 
object ) may be represented in one or more properties . 
[ 0045 ] Object Type : Type of a data object ( e.g. , Batch 
Type , Sensor Type , Person , Event , or Document ) . Object 
types may be defined by an ontology and may be modified 
or updated to include additional object types . An object 
definition ( e.g. , in an ontology ) may include how the object 
is related to other objects , such as being a sub - object type of 
another object type ( e.g. , a particular batch type can be 
associated with one or more other sensor types , or an agent 
may be a sub - object type of a person object type ) , and the 
properties the object type may have . 
[ 0046 ] Properties : Attributes of a data object that represent 
individual data items . At a minimum , each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values . 
[ 0047 ] Property Type : The type of data a property is , such 
as a string , an integer , or a double . Property types may 
include complex property types , such as a series data values 
associated with timed ticks ( e.g. a time series ) , etc. 
[ 0048 ] Property Value : The value associated with a prop 
erty , which is of the type indicated in the property type 
associated with the property . A property may have multiple 
values . 
[ 0049 ] Link : A connection between two data objects , 
based on , for example , a relationship , an event , and / or 
matching properties . Links may be directional , such as one 
representing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . 
[ 0050 ] Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects . 
[ 0051 ] Batch : As used herein is a broad term that refers to 
something that changes over time . A batch generally is 
associated with a start time and an end time , and may be 
monitored over a time period to collect data , the data being 
associated with a time during the batch ( e.g. , collected at an 
instance of time , or collected during a period of time during 
the batch ) . Time series data is an example of data that may 
be associated with a batch . In one example , a batch may 
refer to a process where a material or substance is subject to 
one or more events ( or processes ) that cause one or more 
changes to the material or substance , for example , a group 
ing of related events processes or operations may comprise 
a batch . In another example , a batch may refer to the 
occurrence of a certain thing , a certain event , or portion of 
an event , that occurs numerous times . For example , the 
event of a train traveling from Chicago to Milwaukee may 
be referred to as a batch , and information that occurs on the 
train relating to the train itself ( e.g. , mechanical informa 
tion ) , or to anything that happens on the train ( e.g. , passen 
gers getting on and off , money spent in the restaurant car , 

communications made via the trains Wi - Fi network , etc. ) 
can be part of the data collected for the batch . 
[ 0052 ] In another example , the instances when a subma 
rine submerges between 33 feet and 330 feet may be referred 
to as a batch , and during such a batch numerous data may be 
collected regarding the equipment operating on the subma 
rine , or information relating to integrity of the hull maybe 
collected . In another example , a batch may refer to a 
circumstance or situation when a system , or a portion of a 
system , operates and is monitored over a period of time . In 
another example , a car driving from point A to Point B , or 
for a certain duration of time , can be referred to as a batch . 
Similarly , a system operating ( e.g. , to heat water , refine oil , 
make food products , travel from point A to point B , etc. ) may 
be referred to as a batch . In another example , the processing 
of a material ( any substance , e.g. , water , beer , concrete , oil , 
produce , paint , etc. ) being operated on by a system may also 
be referred to as a batch . One or more sensors or processes 
can be used to collect data associated with a batch , and / or 
one or more users can monitor a batch and provide input to 
a batch . 
[ 0053 ] A portion of an event or process may also be 
referred to batch if information is collected during the event 
or process . For example , a batch may refer to a baseball 
pitch / hit event , where a movement of a baseball ( e.g. , 
position , velocity , trajectory , rotation , etc. ) is monitored as it 
travels from the pitcher's hand to the batter , and then from 
the batter's bat to the outfield . A batch may also refer to a 
portion of the baseball pitch / hit event , for example , only the 
portion from where a bat hits the baseball and the baseball 
travels to the outfield . In some cases , batch data may be 
collected for a baseball pitch / hit event and then later it is 
decided to look at a portion of the collected data as a separate 
batch , for example , only the portion of the movement of the 
baseball after the baseball is hit by the bat . In such cases , the 
pitch / hit batch can be analyzed by storing as separate 
metadata the exact start and end times of each time during 
a game a baseball leaves the pitcher's hand , gets hit by the 
bat and travels to the outfield during a pitch / hit event . By 
generating and storing said metadata , a search can be done 
on the data . For example , subsequently , a search can be done 
on the pitch / hit event batch data to identify a set of start / stop 
times when the baseball is hit by the bat and has traveled 100 
feet from the batter , and those can be considered to be a set 
of batches and analyzed . 
[ 0054 ] In some embodiments , a user can also monitor a 
batch and characterize the batch at one or more time 
instances over a period of time , e.g. , characterize the quality 
of the batch , or how well the batch is operating . In some 
embodiments , additional information relating to the batch 
may be determined . For example , determined information 
may be generated by a combination of data from two or 
more sensors , or by taking a sample of a substance that is 
associated with the batch and performing quality analysis of 
the substance . In another example , determined information 
may be generated by a combination of data from one or more 
sensors and user input ( e.g. , a user input characterizing 
quality ) . A batch may be represented as a data object , or as 
a collection of data objects , where characteristics of the 
batch , ( e.g. , identification , start time , end time , time series 
data collected by each sensor , and the like ) may be repre 
sented as a data object . 
[ 0055 ] Event : An occurrence that takes place over a time 
period , where time series data can be collected during the 
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occurrence . An event may have a start time and / or an end 
time , or at least an indicated ( or identified ) start time and / or 
end time . An event generally occurs at a location . For some 
events , the location may cover a large geographic area . For 
example , an earthquake , ocean tides , and a space station 
falling out of orbit are examples of events that may occur 
across a large geographic area , and including above and 
below the earth's surface . For some other events , the loca 
tion may be at a specific place , for example , a factory , an 
office , a home , outside or at a business . For example , baking 
a cake , the operation of an autonomous vehicle on a route , 
the actuation of a valve in a cooling system , heating liquid 
in a container , a cutting operation on a piece of industrial 
equipment , a particular operation of a system ( or machinery ) 
in a facility , a lap of a motorcycle around a race track , and 
a homerun are examples of events that occur that can occur 
at a specific place . An event may be characterized by two or 
more portions that may be referred to as sub - events or 
phases of the event . In some examples , a batch may undergo 
a change during one or more events . 
[ 0056 ] Time Series Data : A series of information refer 
enced to time . For example , a series of information that is 
sensed , collected , determined , and / or stored over a period of 
time , such that the information may be referenced by the 
time that it was sensed , collected , determined , and / or stored . 
As used herein in reference to time series data , “ informa 
tion ” is a broad term that may include sensor information 
and / or other types information that is collected either in 
reference to an instance of time or during a defined time 
period ( e.g. , milliseconds , seconds , minutes , hours , days , 
weeks , months , years , etc. ) . Time series data can include the 
number of times an event occurs during a time period . Some 
examples of time series data are provided here , but these 
examples are not meant to limit the type of information that 
can be included in time series data . In some examples , time 
series of information may be generated by a sensor moni 
toring a characteristic , for example , temperature , pressure , 
pH , light or radiation , dissolved oxygen , carbon dioxide , gas 
composition , size , vibration , or movement . In some 
examples , time series data may be a count of a certain 
occurrence over a designated period of time , e.g. , the 
number of people that pass through a turnstile every minute 
during a week ; the number of cars that travel past a certain 
location in a city every five minutes for a year ; the count of 
telephone calls a call center during consecutive 15 minute 
periods for a year ; and the amount of money all the cash 
registers of a store collect during 30 minute time periods for 
a year ; or the number of times a certain computer operation 
occurs ( e.g. , an error log or message is generated , a query is 
made , a certain communication is made ) in a certain time 
period . In some examples , the series of information is 
determined by using data from one sensor and other infor 
mation , for example , data from another sensor or stored data . 
In another example the series information is determined by 
a user's input , for example , where the user input is a quality 
characterization . 
[ 0057 ] Object - Centric Data Model 
[ 0058 ] FIG . 1 is a schematic showing an example of 
collecting , storing data , and displaying time series data 
corresponding to multiple batches in a user interface , such 
that the time series data of each batch is aligned to have the 
same relative start time . The example batches described in 
reference to FIG . 1 may be anything that changes and that 
can be monitored over time . While the embodiments of 

interfaces and operations disclosed in reference to FIG . 1 
and the other figures may illustrate or refer to certain 
examples of batches , the disclosure is not limited to such 
illustrated examples but instead relates to any of the types of 
batches , as defined and described herein . Batches 105 are 
monitored over time by system 100. Several types of infor 
mation are collected as the batches are subject to one or 
more various events or conditions that may affect or change 
the batches 105. Time series sensor information 110 is 
collected by one or more sensors monitoring the batches . 
The time series information 110 can include sensed data for 
each sensor monitoring the batches 105 , and time data that 
corresponds to the sensed data . For example , for every 
sensed data sample collected by each sensor , corresponding 
time information for the sensed data sample is also collected . 
The time information may include the date when the sensed 
data sample was collected and the time the sensed data 
sample was collected . In some examples , the time informa 
tion is a timestamp that represents the hour , minute , seconds , 
and fractions of a second , when the sensed data sample was 
collected . 
[ 0059 ] FIG . 1 also illustrates time series user quality 
information 120 that is associated with the batches 105. The 
time series user quality information 120 may include time 
referenced input that a user makes relating to a condition of 
a batch . For example a user may make a visual observation 
of a batch and enter that data at the time the observation was 
made . In another example where the batch is a material , a 
user may draw a sample of a batch and perform one or more 
tests or processes on the sample to characterize a quality of 
the batch . Such quality characteristics may , include but is not 
limited to , a user observation based on a user's vision , 
hearing , smell , taste , or touch . In some instances , the quality 
information is based on the user's experience . 
[ 0060 ] Also , in some examples , time series determined 
information 115 relating to a batch may also be generated . 
The time series determined information 115 includes a time 
reference indicating when the determined information was 
generated , and the determined information itself , which may 
be based on two or more sources including , for example , 
time series sensor information of one or more sensors and / or 
time series user quality information . In some examples 
sensor information from one or more sensors is used with a 
predetermined algorithm to generate the time series deter 
mined information . In some examples , the time series deter 
mined information 115 is generated using one or more 
sensors and previously stored information , for example , 
information on previously run batches . 
[ 0061 ] Time series sensor information 110 , time series 
determined information 115 , and time series user quality 
information 120 , may be stored in a storage component 125 . 
In some examples storage component 125 is geographically 
located with the batches 105 in an information collection 
system 100. As further illustrated in FIG . 1 , storage com 
ponent 125 is in communication with analysis system 130 , 
which may be co - located with storage component 125 , or at 
another location . Analysis system 130 may be coupled to a 
storage component 135 which can be used to store any of the 
time series information , for example , as a working copy of 
the time series information 110. Analysis system 130 , may 
process time series sensor information 110 , time series 
determined information 115 , and / or time series user quality 
information 120 in accordance with one more data models , 
defined by an ontology , for storage of data in one or more 
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databases , as further described in reference to FIGS . 2-5 . 
Storing the time series information in a data model facili 
tates indexing , for example to create an index of which data 
models representing which time series information is stored , 
as well as where it is stored , to enable quickly accessing the 
time series information for certain time periods , which 
accessed time series data can be aligned , and facilitates 
generating user interfaces comprising plots of the time series 
information to compare information , such as sensor data , 
from one or more retrieved batches and / or automatic com 
parison using computer - analysis techniques based on the 
fact that the data models being compared have known data 
structures and are aligned in time . 
[ 0062 ] FIG . 1 also illustrates that multiple batches may be 
on multiple systems , and time series data corresponding to 
the batches that can include sensor data , user input data , and 
information determined from inputs from one or more 
sources . In some examples of systems monitoring batches , 
multiple batches may be " run ” in series on a system 155 
( e.g. , one after the other ) such that the same sensors that are 
used to monitor and collect time series data for batch 1-1 are 
also used to monitor and collect time series data for batch 
1-2 , ... , batch 1 - n . 
[ 0063 ] In other examples of systems monitoring batches , 
multiple batches may be run in parallel on each of multiple 
systems 155 , 160 , and 165. Multiple sensors for a first 
system 155 monitor and collect time series data for batch 
1-1 , batch 1-2 , ... , and batch 1 - n . Multiple sensors multiple 
sensors for a second system 160 monitor and collect time 
series data for batch 2-1 , batch 2-2 , ... , and batch 2 - n . 
Multiple sensors multiple sensors for a third system 165 
monitor and collect time series data for batch N - 1 , batch 
N - 2 , ... , and batch N - n . 
[ 0064 ] All of the collected time sensor data that is asso 
ciated with systems 155 , 160 , and 165 can be stored in one 
or more databases in accordance with one or more data 
models , as described in more detail in reference to FIGS.2-6 
For example , time series data may be stored in a type of data 
object in accordance with an object definition that includes 
how the data is related to other objects . Data objects may be 
defined in various ways depending on a particular imple 
mentation to facilitate analyzing and comparing the gener 
ated time series data . For example , each of the batches may 
be stored as a data object that includes a batch identifier , the 
batch start time , the batch end time , and identifiers for one 
or more events that are associated with the batch . In another 
example , each time series data stream generated by a sensor 
may be stored as a data object , in such a data object may 
include a sensor identifier , a system identifier indicating 
what system the sensor is associated with , the sensed data 
generated by the sensor , and time information corresponding 
to the sensed data generated by the sensor . In another 
example , time series data that includes user indicated quality 
data may be stored as a data object that includes a batch 
identifier , a system identifier , quality data , and time infor 
mation corresponding to the quality data provided by the 
user . In another example , time series data that includes 
determined information may be stored as a data object that 
includes a batch identifier , system identifier , quality data , 
and time information corresponding to the determined infor 
mation . 
[ 0065 ] Analysis system 130 may include user input 
devices that allow a user to identify certain sensor informa 
tion of certain batches for display in comparison on a user 

interface 140 , for example , by event or by a time period . The 
time references t1 , t4 , t7 and t10 refer to instances of time 
on the same time continuum , such that 14 occurred after t1 , 
t7 occurred after t4 , and t10 occurred after t7 . As illustrated 
in FIG . 1 , user interface 140 is displaying a plot of time 
series sensor data corresponding to batch 1 , from time t1 to 
time t4 . User interface 140 is also displaying a plot of time 
sensor data 143 corresponding to batch 2 , from time t7 to 
time t10 . In this example , time period t1 to time t4 corre 
sponds to the time of a certain event occurring for batch 1 , 
while the time period from 17 to t10 may correspond to the 
time of the same event occurring for batch 2 but later in time 
as the starting time for the event for batch 1 occurred at t1 
and the starting time for the event for batch 2 occurred at t7 . 
Because the time series data has been saved in a data model , 
the user interface can display the sensor data 141 for batch 
1 and the sensor data for batch 2 for the same event such that 
the time series data is aligned as starting at the same ( relative 
time ) for easier comparison . In terms of comparison , one or 
more predetermined conditions may form part of the analy 
sis system 130 enabling computer - implemented detection of 
an event , such as a fault . For example , if the sensor data 141 
for batch 1 varies significantly ( e.g. greater than a percent 
age difference , as specified by a user , or by default ) from the 
sensor data 143 for batch 2 , at a corresponding time , then 
this may be flagged as a fault rather than something more 
benign . A prompt may be issued to the user interface 140 to 
inform the user as to the fault , or in some embodiments , the 
prompt may give the user the option of controlling the 
associated system or sensor ( s ) in some way , for example to 
shut them down or to schedule maintenance . In some 
embodiments , a variation between time - aligned sensor data 
141 , 143 may be compared with historical patterns of 
variation to identify one or more known fault conditions , 
which may be provided on the user interface 140 . 
[ 0066 ] In an implementation , the system 100 ( or one or 
more aspects of the system 100 ) may comprise , or be 
implemented in , a “ virtual computing environment ” . As 
used herein , the term “ virtual computing environment ” 
should be construed broadly to include , for example , com 
puter readable program instructions executed by one or more 
processors ( e.g. , as described in the example of FIG . 7 ) to 
implement one or more aspects of the modules and / or 
functionality described herein . Further , in this implementa 
tion , one or more components of the system 100 may be 
understood as comprising one or more rules engines of the 
virtual computing environment that , in response to inputs 
received by the virtual computing environment , execute 
program instructions to modify operation of the virtual 
computing environment . For example , a request received 
from the user computing device may be understood as 
modifying operation of the virtual computing environment 
to cause the request access to a resource from the system 
100. Such functionality may comprise a modification of the 
operation of the virtual computing environment in response 
to inputs and according to various rules . Other functionality 
implemented by the virtual computing environment ( as 
described throughout this disclosure ) may further comprise 
modifications of the operation of the virtual computing 
environment , for example , the operation of the virtual com 
puting environment may change depending on the informa 
tion gathered by the system 100. Initial operation of the 
virtual computing environment may be understood as an 
establishment of the virtual computing environment . In 
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some implementations the virtual computing environment 
may comprise one or more virtual machines , containers , 
and / or other types of emulations of computing systems or 
environments . In some implementations the virtual comput 
ing environment may comprise a hosted computing envi 
ronment that includes a collection of physical computing 
resources that may be remotely accessible and may be 
rapidly provisioned as needed ( commonly referred to as 
“ cloud ” computing environment ) . 
[ 0067 ] Implementing one or more aspects of the system 
100 as a virtual computing environment may advanta 
geously enable executing different aspects or modules of the 
system on different computing devices or the system 100 as 
a virtual computing environment may further advanta 
geously enable sandboxing various aspects , data , or modules 
of the system from one another , which may increase security 
of the system by preventing , e.g. , malicious intrusion into 
the system from spreading . Implementing one or more 
aspects of the system 100 as a virtual computing environ 
ment may further advantageously enable parallel execution 
of various aspects or modules of the system , which may 
increase the scalability of the system . Implementing one or 
more aspects of the data the system 100 as a virtual 
computing environment may further advantageously enable 
rapid provisioning ( or de - provisioning ) of computing 
resources to the system , which may increase scalability of 
the system by , e.g. , expanding computing resources avail 
able to the system or duplicating operation of the system on 
multiple computing resources . For example , the system may 
be used by thousands , hundreds of thousands , or even 
millions of users simultaneously , and many megabytes , 
gigabytes , or terabytes ( or more ) of data may be transferred 
or processed by the system , and scalability of the system 
may enable such operation in an efficient and / or uninter 
rupted manner . 
[ 0068 ] FIG . 2 illustrates one embodiment of a database 
system using an ontology . An ontology may provide a data 
model for storage of time series data and information , for 
example , as described in reference to FIGS . 1 , 2 , and 8-10 . 
To provide a framework for the discussion of specific 
systems and methods described herein , an example database 
system 210 using an ontology 205 will now be described in 
reference to FIG . 2. This description is provided for the 
purpose of providing an example and is not intended to limit 
the techniques to the example data model , the example 
database system , or the example database system's use of an 
ontology to represent information . 
[ 0069 ] In one embodiment , a body of data is conceptually 
structured according to an object - centric data model repre 
sented by ontology 205. The conceptual data model is 
independent of any particular database used for durably 
storing one or more database ( s ) 209 based on the ontology 
205. For example , each object of the conceptual data model 
may correspond to one or more rows in a relational database 
or an entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
( LDAP ) database , or any combination of one or more 
databases . 
[ 0070 ] FIG . 2 also illustrates an object - centric conceptual 
data model according to an embodiment . An ontology 205 , 
as noted above , may include stored information providing a 
data model for storage of data in the database 209. The 
ontology 205 may be defined by one or more object types , 
which may each be associated with one or more property 
types . At the highest level of abstraction , data object 201 is 

a container for information representing things in the world . 
For example , data object 201 can represent an entity such as 
a person , a place , an organization , a market instrument , or 
other noun . Data object 201 can represent an event that 
happens at a point in time or for a duration . Data object 201 
can represent a document or other unstructured data source 
such as an e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper 
or article . Each data object 201 is associated with a unique 
identifier that uniquely identifies the data object within the 
database system . 
[ 0071 ] Different types of data objects may have different 
property types . For example , a “ Person ” data object might 
have an “ Eye Color ” property type and an “ Event " data 
object might have a “ Date ” property type . Each property 203 
as represented by data in the database system 210 may have 
a property type defined by the ontology 205 used by the 
database 209 . 

[ 0072 ] Objects may be instantiated in the database 209 in 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
particular object in the ontology 205. For example , a specific 
monetary payment ( e.g. , an object of type " event " ) of 
US $ 30.00 ( e.g. , a property of type " currency " ) taking place 
on 3/27/2009 ( e.g. , a property of type " date ” ) may be stored 
in the database 209 as an event object with associated 
currency and date properties as defined by the ontology 205 . 
In another example of an event object , a batch ( e.g. , an 
object of type “ batch ” ) in a process step or location in the 
process ( e.g. , a property of type “ event ” ) starting on 3 / 27 / 
2009 ( e.g. , a property of type " date ” ) at 0805 : 00 ( e.g. , a 
property of type “ start time ” ) and completing on 3/27/2009 
( e.g. , a property of type “ date ” ) at 1515 : 15 ( e.g. , a property 
of type “ time ” ) on ( or monitored by ) system 1 ( e.g. , a 
property type of system ” ) . In another example , a specific 
sensor ( e.g. , an object of type " sensor ” ) used in a system 
( e.g. , a property of type “ system ” ) can collect time series 
data ( e.g. , a property of type " data " ) along with times 
associated with the data ( e.g. , a property of type " time " ) . The 
data objects defined in the ontology 205 may support 
property multiplicity . In particular , a data object 201 may be 
allowed to have more than one property 203 of the same 
property type . For example , a “ Person ” data object might 
have multiple “ Address ” properties or multiple " Name " 
properties . In another example , a batch in a process run may 
have multiple “ sensor ” properties indicating that multiple 
sensors collected monitored the batch to collect time series 
data . 

[ 0073 ] Each link 202 represents a connection between two 
data objects 201. In one embodiment , the connection is 
either through a relationship , an event , or through matching 
properties . A relationship connection may be asymmetrical 
or symmetrical . For example , “ Person ” data object A may be 
connected to “ Person ” data object B by a “ Child Of 
relationship ( where “ Person ” data object B has an asym 
metric “ Parent Of ' relationship to “ Person ” data object A ) , 
a “ Kin Of ” symmetric relationship to “ Person ” data object 
C , and an asymmetric “ Member Of ' relationship to “ Orga 
nization ” data object X. The type of relationship between 
two data objects may vary depending on the types of the data 
objects . For example , “ Person ” data object A may have an 
“ Appears In ” relationship with “ Document ” data object Yor 
have a “ Participate In ” relationship with “ Event ” data object 
E. In one embodiment , when two data objects are connected 
by an event , they may also be connected by relationships , in 
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which each data object has a specific relationship to the 
event , such as , for example , an “ Appears In ” relationship . 
[ 0074 ] As an example of a matching properties connec 
tion , two “ Person ” data objects representing a brother and a 
sister , may both have an “ Address ” property that indicates 
where they live . If the brother and the sister live in the same 
home , then their “ Address ” properties likely contain similar , 
if not identical property values . In another example , two 
“ Batch ” data objects representing two batches that were 
monitored by the same system may both have a “ Sensor " 
property that indicates the sensor that was used to monitor 
each of the batches . If both batches were monitored by the 
same system ( e.g. , at different times ) , then both batches may 
have one or more “ Sensor " properties that are likely similar , 
if not identical , indicating one or more of the same sensors 
were used to collect time series data for each of the batches . 
In one embodiment , a link between two data objects may be 
established based on similar or matching properties ( e.g. , 
property types and / or property values ) of the data objects . 
These are just some examples of the types of connections 
that may be represented by a link and other types of 
connections may be represented ; embodiments are not lim 
ited to any particular types of connections between data 
objects . For example , a document might contain references 
to two different objects . For example , a document may 
contain a reference to a payment ( one object ) , and a person 
( a second object ) . A link between these two objects may 
represent a connection between these two entities through 
their co - occurrence within the same document . 
[ 0075 ] Each data object 201 can have multiple links with 
another data object 201 to form a link set 204. For example , 
two “ Person ” data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a “ Spouse Of ” relationship , a 
matching “ Address ” property , and one or more matching 
“ Event ” properties ( e.g. , a wedding ) . Each link 202 as 
represented by data in a database may have a link type 
defined by the database ontology used by the database . 
[ 0076 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary 
components and data that may be used in identifying and 
storing data according to an ontology . In this example , the 
ontology may be configured , and data in the data model 
populated , by a system of parsers and ontology configura 
tion tools . In the embodiment of FIG . 3 , input data 300 is 
provided to parser 302. The input data may comprise data 
from one or more sources . For example , an institution may 
have one or more databases with information on credit card 
transactions , rental cars , and people . The databases may 
contain a variety of related information and attributes about 
each type of data , such as a “ date ” for a credit card 
transaction , an address for a person , and a date for when a 
rental car is rented . In another example , a system performing 
a process may be in communication with one or more 
databases with information about sensors that monitor the 
process and phases of the process . The databases may 
contain a variety of related information and attributes of 
each type of data , for example , related to multiple sensors 
that collect data during the process , phases of the process , 
data sensed by a sensor , time stamps of sensor data , and 
corresponding information related to the process or particu 
lar phases of the process . The parser 302 is able to read a 
variety of source input data types and determine which type 
of data it is reading . 
[ 0077 ] In accordance with the discussion above , the 
example ontology 205 comprises stored information provid 

ing the data model of data for storage of data in database 
209. The ontology 205 stored information provides a data 
model having one or more object types 310 , one or more 
property types 316 , and one or more link types 330. Based 
on information determined by the parser 302 or other 
mapping of source input information to object type , one or 
more data objects 201 may be instantiated in the database 
209 based on respective determined object types 310 , and 
each of the objects 201 has one or more properties 203 that 
are instantiated based on property types 316. Two data 
objects 201 may be connected by one or more links 202 that 
may be instantiated based on link types 330. The property 
types 316 each may comprise one or more data types 318 , 
such as a string , number , etc. Property types 316 may be 
instantiated based on a base property type 320. For example , 
a base property type 320 may be “ Locations ” and a property 
type 316 may be “ Home . ” 
[ 0078 ] In an embodiment , a user of the system uses an 
object type editor 324 to create and / or modify the object 
types 310 and define attributes of the object types . In an 
embodiment , a user of the system uses a property type editor 
326 to create and / or modify the property types 316 and 
define attributes of the property types . In an embodiment , a 
user of the system uses link type editor 328 to create the link 
types 330. Alternatively , other programs , processes , or pro 
grammatic controls may be used to create link types and 
property types and define attributes , and using editors is not 
required . 
[ 0079 ] In an embodiment , creating a property type 316 
using the property type editor 426 involves defining at least 
one parser definition using a parser editor 322. A parser 
definition comprises metadata that informs parser 302 how 
to parse input data 300 to determine whether values in the 
input data can be assigned to the property type 316 that is 
associated with the parser definition . In an embodiment , 
each parser definition may comprise a regular expression 
parser 304A or a code module parser 304B . In other embodi 
ments , other kinds of parser definitions may be provided 
using scripts or other programmatic elements . Once defined , 
both a regular expression parser 304A and a code module 
parser 304B can provide input to parser 302 to control 
parsing of input data 300 . 
[ 0080 ] Using the data types defined in the ontology , input 
data 300 may be parsed by the parser 302 determine which 
object type 310 should receive data from a record created 
from the input data , and which property types 316 should be 
assigned to data from individual field values in the input 
data . Based on the object - property mapping 301 , the parser 
302 selects one of the parser definitions that is associated 
with a property type in the input data . The parser parses an 
input data field using the selected parser definition , resulting 
in creating new or modified data 303. The new or modified 
data 303 is added to the database 209 according to ontology 
205 by storing values of the new or modified data in a 
property of the specified property type . As a result , input 
data 300 having varying format or syntax can be created in 
database 209. The ontology 205 may be modified at any time 
using object type editor 324 , property type editor 326 , and 
link type editor 328 , or under program control without 
human use of an editor . Parser editor 322 enables creating 
multiple parser definitions that can successfully parse input 
data 300 having varying format or syntax and determine 
which property types should be used to transform input data 
300 into new or modified input data 303 . 
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[ 0081 ] A user interface may show relationships between 
data objects . Relationships between data objects may be 
stored as links , or in some embodiments , as properties , 
where a relationship may be detected between the properties . 
In some cases , as stated above , the links may be directional . 
For example , a payment link may have a direction associated 
with the payment , where one person object is a receiver of 
a payment , and another person object is the payer of 
payment . 
[ 0082 ] In addition to visually showing relationships 
between the data objects , a user interface may allow various 
other manipulations . For example , the objects within a 
database 209 may be searched using a search interface ( e.g. , 
text string matching of object properties ) , inspected ( e.g. , 
properties and associated data viewed ) , filtered ( e.g. , nar 
rowing the universe of objects into sets and subsets by 
properties or relationships ) , and statistically aggregated 
( e.g. , numerically summarized based on summarization cri 
teria ) , among other operations and visualizations . For 
example , by performing one or more filtering and / or aggre 
gation functions on the time series data represented by the 
objects , some sort of time - varying baseline may be gener 
ated , indicative of expected data with respect to time , from 
which erroneous data can be detected either manually or 
automatically , for example with respect to a predetermined 
or default outlier conditions . 
[ 0083 ] Advantageously , the present disclosure allows time 
series sensor data to be indexed in a more useful way ( as data 
objects with start and end times ) to permit meaningful 
alignment , for users to interact and analyze electronic data 
in a more analytically useful way and / or for computation 
analysis to be performed in a more useful way , for example 
to detect conditions requiring attention . Graphical user inter 
faces allow the user to visualize otherwise difficult to define 
relationships and patterns between different data objects . In 
the example of a system performing a process numerous 
times and being in communication with one or more data 
bases with information about sensors that monitor the pro 
cess and phases of the process , a graphical user interface can 
display time series sensor data of one or more sensors for 
corresponding times in selected processes at selected times 
to compare the sensor data from process to process . That is , 
the time series sensor data for two or more processes can be 
computer - analyzed and / or displayed in a plot in a relative 
time scale such that the data at the beginning of each plot is 
aligned to be at the same point in the process to help 
manually and / or automatically identify differences in the 
processes . Such time series sensor data has been parsed and 
stored in one or more data objects with properties and 
relationships as defined by an ontology . This allows a user , 
through the user interface , to quickly and easily select for 
display in one or more plots aligned time series sensor data 
of certain sensors , processes ( or batches ) , systems etc. , and 
at a desired scale / time period of the displayed . The present 
disclosure allows for easier comparison of time series data 
that was generated at times , and / or in different systems . The 
present disclosure also allows faster analysis of time series 
data by allowing quick and accurate access to selected 
portions of time series sensor data which may have been 
collected by different sensors in different systems , or the 
same sensors of the same system but during different pro 
cesses of a repetitively run process . Without using the 
present disclosure , quickly selecting , displaying , and ana 
lyzing time series data , and making use of known relation 

ships associated with time series data , would be virtually 
impossible given the size and diversity of many users ' 
present databases , ( e.g. excel spreadsheets , emails , and word 
documents ) . 
[ 0084 ] FIG . 4 illustrates defining a dynamic ontology for 
use in creating data in a database . For purposes of disclosing 
a clear example , operations that may be used to define a 
dynamic ontology are illustrated in blocks 402-409 of FIG . 
4 , and are first described at a high level , and details of an 
example implementation follow the high level description . 
Although the operations may be referred to herein as 
" steps , ” ( e.g. , steps 402 , 404 , 406 , etc. ) , unless indicated 
otherwise , these operations may be performed multiple time , 
for example , as loops as illustrated in FIG . 4. Also , in an 
embodiment , these operations may be performed in a dif 
ferent order , and / or there may be fewer operations or less 
operations . 
[ 0085 ] In step 402 , one or more object types are created 
for a database ontology . In step 406 , one or more property 
types are created for each object type . As indicated in step 
404 , the attributes of object types or property types of the 
ontology may be edited or modified at any time . 
[ 0086 ] In step 408 , at least one parser definition is created 
for each property type . At step 409 , attributes of a parser 
definition may be edited or modified at any time . 
[ 0087 ] In an embodiment , each property type is declared 
to be representative of one or more object types . A property 
type is representative of an object type when the property 
type is intuitively associated with the object type . For 
example , a property type of “ Social Security Number ” may 
be representative of an object type “ Person ” but not repre 
sentative of an object type “ Business . ” 
[ 0088 ] In an embodiment , each property type has one or 
more components and a base type . In an embodiment , a 
property type may comprise a string , a date , a number , or a 
composite type consisting of two or more string , date , or 
number elements . Thus , property types are extensible and 
can represent complex data structures . Further , a parser 
definition can reference a component of a complex property 
type as a unit or token . 
[ 0089 ] An example of a property having multiple compo 
nents is a Name property having a Last Name component 
and a First Name component . An example of raw input data 
is “ Smith , Jane ” . An example parser definition specifies an 
association of input data to object property components as 
follows : { LAST_NAME } , { FIRST_NAME_ } Name : 
Last Name : First . In an embodiment , the association 
{ LAST_NAME } , { FIRST_NAME } is defined in a parser 
definition using regular expression symbology . The associa 
tion { LAST_NAME } , { FIRST_NAME } indicates that a last 
name string followed by a first name string comprises valid 
input data for a property of type Name . In contrast , input 
data of “ Smith Jane ” would not be valid for the specified 
parser definition , but a user could create a second parser 
definition that does match input data of “ Smith Jane ” . The 
definition Name : Last , Name : First specifies that matching 
input data values map to components named “ Last ” and 
“ First ” of the Name property . 
[ 0090 ] As a result , parsing the input data using the parser 
definition results in assigning the value “ Smith ” to the 
Name : Last component of the Name property , and the value 
“ Jane ” to the Name : First component of the Name property . 
[ 0091 ] In an embodiment , administrative users use an 
administrative editor to create or edit object types and 
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property types . In an embodiment , users use the adminis 
trative editor to specify parser definitions and to associate 
regular expressions , code modules or scripts with the parser 
definitions . In the administrative editor , a user can specify 
attributes and components of a property type . For example , 
in one embodiment a user specifies a graphical user interface 
icon that is associated with the property type and displayed 
in a user interface for selecting the property type . The user 
further specifies a parser definition that is associated with the 
property type and that can parse input data and map the input 
data to properties corresponding to the property type . The 
user further specifies a display format for the property type 
indicating how users will see properties of that property 
type . 
[ 0092 ] In an embodiment , an object type editor panel 
could comprise graphical buttons for selecting add , delete , 
and edit functions , and one or more rows that identify object 
types and a summary of selected attributes of the object 
types . Example selected attributes that can be displayed in 
object editor panel include an object type name ( e.g. , Busi 
ness , Asset , etc. ) , a uniform resource identifier ( URI ) speci 
fying a location of information defining the object type ( for 
example , " com . business_entity_name.object.business ” ) , 
and a base type of the object type , also expressed in URI 
format ( for example , " com . business_entity_name.object . 
entity ” ) . Each URI also may include a graphical icon . 
[ 0093 ] In an embodiment , a user interacts with a computer 
to perform the following steps to define an object type . 
Assume for purposes of an example that the new object type 
is Batch . Using the object type editor , the user selects the 
“ Add Object Type ” button and the computer generates and 
displays a panel that prompts the user to enter values for a 
new object type . The user selects a base object type of Entity , 
which may comprise any person , place or thing . The user 
assigns a graphical icon to the Batch object type . The user 
assigns a display name of “ Batch ” to the object type . 
[ 0094 ] In an embodiment , a user interacts with the com 
puter to define a property type in a similar manner . For 
example , the user specifies a name for the property type , a 
display name , and an icon . The user may specify one or more 
validators for a property type . Each validator may comprise 
a regular expression that input data modified by a parser 
must match to constitute valid data for that property type . In 
an embodiment , each validator is applied to input data 
before a process can store the modified input data in an 
object property of the associated property type . Validators 
are applied after parsing and before input data is allowed to 
be stored in an object property . 
[ 0095 ] In various embodiments , validators may comprise 
regular expressions , a set of fixed values , or a code module . 
For example , a property type that is a number may have a 
validator comprising a regular expression that matches digits 
0 to 9. As another example , a property type that is a US state 
may have a validator that comprises the set { AK , AL , ?? . 

VA } of valid two - letter postal abbreviations for states . 
Validator sets may be extendible to allow a user to add 
further values . A property type may have component ele 
ments , and each component element may have a different 
validator . For example , a property type of “ Address ” may 
comprise as components “ City ” , “ State ” , and “ ZIP ” , each of 
which may have a different validator . 
[ 0096 ] In an embodiment , defining a property type 
includes identifying one or more associated words for the 
property type . The associated words support search func 

tions in large database systems . For example , a property type 
of “ Address ” may have an associated word of “ home ” so 
that a search in the system for “ home ” properties will yield 
“ Address ” as one result . 
[ 0097 ] In an embodiment , defining a property type 
includes identifying a display formatter for the property 
type . A display formatter specifies how to print or display a 
property type value . 
[ 0098 ] In an embodiment , the parser definitions each 
include a regular expression that matches valid input , and 
the parser uses a regular expression processing module . For 
example , conventional Java language processors typically 
have regular expression processing modules built in . In an 
embodiment , parser definitions comprising regular expres 
sions may be chained together . In another embodiment , one 
or more of the parser definitions each include a code module 
that contains logic for parsing input data and determining 
whether the input data matches a specified syntax or data 
model . The code module may be written in Java , JavaScript , 
or any other suitable source language . 
[ 0099 ] In an embodiment , there may be any number of 
parser definitions and sub - definitions . The number of parser 
definitions is unimportant because the input data is applied 
successively to each parser definition until a match occurs . 
When a match occurs , the input data is mapped using the 
parser sub definitions to one or more components of an 
instance of an object property . As a result , input data can 
vary syntactically from a desired syntax but correct data 
values are mapped into correct object property values in a 
database . 
[ 0100 ] Accordingly , referring again to FIG . 4 , creating a 
parser definition for a property type at step 408 may com 
prise selecting a parser type such as a regular expression , 
code module , or other parser type . When the parser type is 
" code module , ” then a user specifies the name of a particular 
code module , script , or other functional element that can 
perform parsing for the associated property type . 
[ 0101 ] In an embodiment , defining a property type 
includes creating a definition of a parser for the property 

using a parser editor . In an embodiment , a screen 
display comprises a Parser Type combo box that can receive 
a user selection of a parser type , such as “ Regular Expres 
sion ” or “ Code Module . ” A screen display may further 
comprises a Name text entry box that can receive a user 
specified name for the parser definition . 
[ 0102 ] When the parser type is “ regular expression , ” steps 
414-420 are performed . At step 414 , regular expression text 
is specified . For example , when the Parser Type value of 
combo box is “ Regular Expression , ” a screen display com 
prises an Expression Pattern text box that can receive a user 
entry of regular expression pattern text . 
[ 0103 ] In step 416 , a property type component and a 
matching sub - definition of regular expression text is speci 
fied . For example , a screen display further comprises one or 
more property type component mappings . Each property 
type component mapping associates a sub - definition of the 
regular expression pattern text with the property type com 
ponent that is shown in a combo box . A user specifies a 
property type component by selecting a property type com 
ponent using a combo box for an associated sub - definition . 
As shown in step 518 , specifying a property type component 
and sub - definition of regular expression text may be 
repeated for all other property type components of a par 
ticular property type . 
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[ 0104 ] In step 420 , a user may specify one or more 
constraints , default values , and / or other attributes of a parser 
definition . The user also may specify that a match to a 
particular property type component is not required by check 
ing a “ Not Required ” check box . A screen display may 
further comprise a Default Value text box that can receive 
user input for a default value for the property type compo 
nent . If a Default Value is specified , then the associated 
property type receives that value if no match occurs for 
associated grouping of the regular expression . In alternative 
embodiments , other constraints may be specified . 
[ 0105 ] At step 422 , the parser definition is stored in 
association with a property type . For example , selecting the 
SAVE button causes storing a parser definition based on the 
values entered in screen display . Parser definitions may be 
stored in database 209 . 
[ 0106 ] The approach of FIG . 4 may be implemented using 
other mechanisms for creating and specifying the values and 
elements identified in FIG . 4 , and a particular GUI of is not 
required . 
[ 0107 ] Advantageously , use of a dynamic ontology may 
allow a user to take advantage of an ontological data model , 
while not constraining himself or herself to a hard - coded 
ontology . Hard - coded ontologies can be overly simple ( i.e. , 
lacking detailed semantic properties , making classification 
difficult but limiting analysis ) or overly complex ( i.e. , hav 
ing overly detailed semantic properties , making classifica 
tion difficult ) . Use of a dynamic ontology can allow a user 
to define the desired level of semantic granularity , making 
dynamic ontologies suitable for a plurality of different and 
diverse uses ( e.g. , fraud prevention , cyber security , govern 
mental applications , capital markets , etc. ) . 
[ 0108 ] Advantageously , use of a parser or other ontology 
configuration tools may allow greater scalability of a user's 
database without loss of any analytic ability . Use of a parser 
or other ontology configuration tools and parser definitions , 
( e.g. , first name , last name , etc. ) , may allow for self 
categorization without the need for manual coding . Manual 
coding of a data object's properties may be subject to many 
of the disadvantages associated with manual data entry ( e.g. , 
slow , inaccurate , and costly ) . Additionally , manual coding of 
a data object's properties may not allow for dynamic ontol 
ogy reconfiguration if a user chose to adjust the granularity , 
( i.e. , specificity ) , or an ontologies semantic properties . 
[ 0109 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a method of transforming data 
and creating the data in a database using a dynamic ontol 
ogy . For purposes of illustrating a clear example , the 
approach of FIG . 5 is described herein with reference to FIG . 
3. However , the approach of FIG . 5 may be implemented 
using other mechanisms for performing the functional steps 
of FIG . 5 , and the particular system of FIG . 3 is not required . 
[ 0110 ] In step 502 , input data is received . In an embodi 
ment , an input data file is received . The input data file may 
comprise a comma - separated value ( CSV ) file , a spread 
sheet , XML or other input data file format . Input data 300 of 
FIG . 3 may represent such file formats or any other form of 
input data . 
[ 0111 ] In step 504 , an object type associated with input 
data rows of the input data is identified , and one or more 
property types associated with input data fields of the input 
data are identified . For example , the object - property map 
ping 301 of FIG . 3 specifies that input data 300 comprises 
rows corresponding to object type PERSON and fields 
corresponding to property type components LAST_NAME , 

FIRST_NAME of property type NAME . The object - prop 
erty mapping 301 may be integrated into input data 300 or 
may be stored as metadata in association with a data input 
tool . 
[ 0112 ] In step 506 , a row of data is read from the input 
data , and one or more field values are identified based on 
delimiters or other field identifiers in the input data . 
[ 0113 ] In step 508 , a set of parser definitions associated 
with the property type of a particular input data field is 
selected . For example , metadata stored as part of creating a 
property type specifies a set of parser definitions , as previ 
ously described . 
[ 0114 ] In step 510 , the next parser definition is applied to 
an input data field value . Thus , data fields are read from each 
row of the file and matched to each parser that has been 
defined for the corresponding property types . For example , 
assume that the mapping indicates that an input data CSV 
file comprises ( Last Name , First Name ) values for Name 
properties of Person objects . Data fields are read from the 
input data CSV file and compared to each of the 
has been defined for the Name property type given the First 
Name field and Last Name field . If a match occurs for a ( Last 
Name , First Name ) pair value to any of the parsers for the 
Name property type , then the parser transforms the input 
data pair of ( Last Name , First Name ) into modified input 
data to be stored in an instantiation of a Name property . 
[ 0115 ] If applying a definition at step 510 results in a 
match to the input data , as tested at step 512 , then at step 518 
a property instance is created , and the input data field value 
is stored in a property of the property type associated with 
the matching sub - definition of the parser definition . For 
example , assume that the input data matches the regular 
expression for an ADDRESS value . The mapping specifies 
how to store the data matching each grouping of the regular 
expression into a component of the ADDRESS property . In 
response , an instance of an ADDRESS property is created in 
computer memory and the matching modified input data 
value is stored in each component of the property instance . 
[ 0116 ] If no match occurs at step 512 , then control trans 
fers to step 514 to test whether other parser definitions match 
the same input data value . As an example , a property editing 
wizard in which multiple parsers have been created for a 
particular property , and through the loop shown in FIG . 5 , 
each of the multiple parsers can be used in matching input 
data . If no match occurs to the given parser definition , then 
any other parser definitions for that property type are 
matched until either no match occurs , or no other parser 
definitions are available . 
[ 0117 ] If a grouping is empty , then the component is filled 
by the default value for that component , if it exists . If no 
other parser definitions are available , then control transfers 
from step 514 to step 516 , at which point an error is raised 
or the property is discarded 
[ 0118 ] At step 520 , the preceding steps are repeated for all 
other values and rows in the input data until the process has 
transformed all the input data into properties in memory . 
[ 0119 ] At step 522 , an object of the correct object type is 
instantiated . For example , the object - property mapping 301 
may specify an object type for particular input data , and that 
type of object is instantiated . The newly created object is 
associated in memory with the properties that are already in 
memory . The resulting object is stored in the database in step 
524 . 
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[ 0120 ] Steps in the preceding process may be organized in 
a pipeline . Using the approaches herein , a user can self 
define a database ontology and use automated , machine 
based techniques to transform input data according to user 
defined parsers and store the transformed data in the 
database according to the ontology . The approach provides 
efficient movement of data into a database according to an 
ontology . The input data has improved intelligibility after 
transformation because the data is stored in a canonical 
ontology . Further , the approach is flexible and adaptable , 
because the user can modify the ontology at any time and is 
not tied to a fixed ontology . The user also can define multiple 
parsers to result in semantic matches to input data even when 
the syntax of the input data is variable . 
[ 0121 ] In various implementations , data objects in ontol 
ogy 205 stored in database 209 , may be stored as graphs or 
graph - like relationships ( which may comprise data struc 
tures or databases ) , referred to collectively as “ graphs . ” 
Some examples of graphs include an undirected graph , 
clusters , and adjacency lists that allow storing of graphs in 
memory efficiently , particularly where the graphs are lightly 
connected graphs or clusters ( e.g. graphs or clusters wherein 
the number of nodes is high compared to the number of 
linkages per node ) . Adjacency matrices may also allow for 
more efficient access and processing , particularly vectorized 
access and processing ( e.g. using specialized hardware or 
processor instructions for matrix math ) , to the graph or 
cluster data because each matrix row corresponding to a 
node may have the same size irrespective of the number of 
linkages by node . As described here , various data items may 
be stored , processed , analyzed , etc. via graph - related data 
structures , which may provide various storage and process 
ing efficiency advantages described . For example , advan 
tages of graph - related data structures may include : built to 
handle high volume , highly connected data ; efficient in 
computing relationship queries than traditional databases , 
either using adjacency matrices , or adjacency lists ; can 
easily add to the existing structure without endangering 
current functionality ; structure and schema of a graph model 
can easily flex ; new data types and its relationship ; evolves 
in step with the rest of the application and any changing 
business data requirements ; can easily add weights to edges ; 
can use optimal amount of computer memory , etc. 
[ 0122 ] The nodes of a graph may represent different 
information or data objects , for example . The edges of the 
graph may represent relationships between the nodes . The 
ontology may be created or updated in various ways , includ 
ing those described herein , comprising both manual and 
automatic processes . In some implementations , the ontology 
and or data objects in the graph database may be created 
and / or interacted with visually through various graphical 
user interfaces . Advantageously , this allows the user to 
interact with the data objects by placing , dragging , linking 
and deleting visual entities on a graphical user interface . The 
ontology may be converted to a low - level ( i.e. node list ) 
representation . 
[ 0123 ] FIG . 6A and FIG . 6B are discussed together below , 
and sometime referred to collectively as FIG . 6. FIG . 6A 
illustrates an example of aspects of time series data and data 
objects that store the time series data . FIG . 6B illustrates an 
example of time series information 600 and corresponding 
examples of data objects 601 of a data store using an 
ontology 

[ 0124 ] In this example , the time series information 600 
relates to one or more batches 105 , sensor data 110 which 
includes data from multiple sensors , determined data ( or 
information ) 115 , quality data 120 , and events 653 , 654 , 655 , 
656 , 657 , and 658. The batches 105 include a batch identifier 
606 , a start time 607 , and an end time 608. As illustrated in 
FIG . 6A , time series data is collected for batch 105A for a 
duration of time A between the start time 607A and the end 
time 608A . Similarly , time series data is collected for batch 
105B for a duration of time B , and time series data is 
collected for batch 105C for a duration of time C. The 
various batches 105 may be associated with ( e.g. , processed 
by ) one system , or multiple systems . In other words , each of 
batches 105 may be associated with the same system as the 
other batches , or the batches may be associated with two or 
more different systems . The sensor data 110 includes time 
series data collected by a plurality of sensors that monitor 
the batches 105. The sensors collecting the sensor data for 
each batch may be the same sensors or different sensors . If 
the batches 105 are associated with multiple ( different ) 
systems , the sensor data 110 represents the time series data 
collected by the plurality of sensors on each of the multiple 
different systems . 
[ 0125 ] As discussed in reference to FIG . 1 , the determined 
data 115 is time series data that includes information relating 
to the batches 105 that may be determined from multiple 
sources are inputs . For example , the determined data 115 
may be determined by inputs from a user and or inputs from 
one or more sensors , or another source of information . 
[ 0126 ] Quality data 120 is information relating to a quality 
characteristic of a batch that a user may input as a batch 
undergoes several events . A user may determine a quality 
characteristic of a batch by one of their senses ( for example , 
sight , sound , touch , taste , and smell ) . For example , in an 
embodiment of a batch where ingredients are processed to 
form a cake , during a mixing event ( and at a certain instance 
in time ) a user may determine a consistency quality of the 
mix to be thin , smooth or coarse . In a later event ( and at a 
certain instance in time ) when the ingredients are being 
heated in an oven , a user may determine by site or touch the 
quality aspect that at a certain point in time the cake has been 
sufficiently baked . Once the cake is removed from the oven , 
a user may determine , by taste , a quality aspect of how well 
the cake tastes at a certain instance in time . Additionally or 
alternatively , the quality data 120 can include data that is 
generated by a system or machine . 
[ 0127 ] FIG . 6 also illustrates an example of events 650 
that includes multiple events 653 , 654 , . . . 658 that may 
occur during each of batches 105A , 105B , 105n . Batch 105A 
has a start time of 607A and an end time of 608A . Batch 
105B , as a start time of 607B and an end time of 608B . And 
batch 105n has a start time of 607n and an end time of 608n . 
The events occur on a system for a specific batch , and they 
may occur in all similar batches . As illustrated in FIG . 6A , 
batch 105A includes “ Event 1 " 653 , “ Event 2 " 654 , “ Event 
X ” 655 , “ Event 3 ” 656 , “ Event 4 " 657 , and “ Event n ” 658 . 
All of the events associated with a batch do not necessarily 
occur serially . Instead , events associated with a batch can 
start and stop at different times during the batch . Each 
grouping of events can be associated with a particular 
sensor . The duration of events may be different and when 
multiple events are happening at the same time the start and 
stop time of the events may or may not be aligned . An 
example of this is as illustrated by “ Event 1 " 653 having a 
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start time of 651 ( that is temporally aligned with the batch 
105A start time 607A ) and an end time of 651-1 , thus event1 
653 occurs for the time period Api : “ Event 3 ” 656 occurs 
during a portion of the time event1 653 occurs , “ Event 3 ” 
having a start time of 656 and an end time of 651-1 and thus 
occurring during the time period Ap3 . “ Event 2 ” 654 occurs 
during the time period Ap2 , and “ Event 4 " 657 occurs during 
the time period Ap4 , which partially overlaps the occurrence 
of “ Event 2 " 654. “ Event n " 658 occurs during the time 
period Apn and is the last event associated with batch 105A , 
and has an end time at 652 that corresponds to the end time 
608A of batch 105A . As mentioned above , while not illus 
trated , separate groupings of events for a particular batch can 
have the same start and / or end times . 
[ 0128 ] In some examples , the events relate to a portion of 
a system that is monitoring a batch during a particular time . 
In one example , where the batch is a vehicle moving to a 
particular route , an event may be a particular part of the 
route , as defined by specific geographic area , or by a split 
specific time . Also , if the batch is a vehicle , an event may 
relate to a certain portion of the vehicle thus defining one or 
more sensors that may be located in the certain portion of the 
vehicle to capture time series data relating to the event . For 
example , the event may be a braking operation of the vehicle 
and sensors monitor characteristics of the braking operation 
for example heat , pressure , rotational speed , movement of 
braking mechanisms , noise , etc. also if the event is a braking 
operation of a vehicle , the event may take place in more than 
one location of the vehicle . In other words during the 
braking operation event sensor data may be collected from 
multiple locations on the vehicle , for example , at each wheel 
and at control components for the braking operation . Simi 
larly , if the batch is a cake and during the baking process the 
cake is baked in a first oven for a particular time and a 
second oven for particular time , two events for this batch 
may be the places the cake is located during baking , that is , 
the first oven and the second oven . 
[ 0129 ] FIG . 6B also illustrates an example of data objects 
601 that relate to time series information 600. The data 
objects 601 may be defined by an ontology 205 to store 
information related to a batch , including time series data 
generated by one or more sensors that monitor the batch , as 
described in reference to FIGS . 2-5 . Data objects may store 
information for the batches 105 , sensor data 110 , determined 
data 115 , quality data 120 , and events 625. In various 
examples , such data objects may be defined in various ways , 
and FIG . 6 illustrates one example of such data objects 601 . 
In some embodiments , a user interface for the data model 
can enable a user to configure the data objects 601 , such as 
by defining batch types , sensor types , other object informa 
tion , and / or relationships between the data objects , such as 
links between the data objects . 
[ 0130 ] In this example , data objects 601 includes for each 
batch a data object batch 105A , which includes information 
relating to a particular batch . In this example data object 
batch 105S includes a batch identifier , the start time , and end 
time , and one or more event identifiers indicating particular 
events that are associated with batch 105A . That is , the event 
identifiers are the events that a batch experiences while is 
being monitored . Data objects 601 also includes a data 
object for each sensor related to a batch . In this example , 
such data objects include data object sensor 1 611A , data 
object sensor 2 612A , and data object sensor n 613A . Each 
of the sensor data objects 611A , 612A , 613A includes 

information relating to the sensor . In this example , each of 
sensor data objects 611A , 612A , 613A includes sensed data 
( data samples ) and a timestamp indicating when the sensed 
data was captured . That is , each data sample has a corre 
sponding timestamp , such as a timestamp for each data 
value . 
[ 0131 ] Data objects 601 also includes a data object deter 
mined data 115A which includes a batch identifier , an event 
identifier , the determined data metric or information , and the 
timestamp indicating the time associated with the deter 
mined data . Data objects 601 also includes a data object 
quality data 120A , which includes a batch identifier , an 
event identifier , quality indicator , and a timestamp . Data 
objects 601 further includes data object events 653A , 654A , 
in 658A . Each of the data object events 653A , 654A , in 
658A , includes an event identifier a start time and an end 
time . In some embodiments , the data objects 601 do not 
include the data object quality data 120A . 
[ 0132 ] By defining data objects to have certain links and 
properties is described in reference to FIG . 2 , and adding 
information to these data objects and defining links and 
properties of these data objects as described in FIGS . 3 , 4 , 
and 5 , the time series information 600 associated with 
multiple batches that are each monitored by multiple sensors 
during multiple events can be organized and stored for later 
use . A user interface , such as a time series user interface , can 
then use these data objects to quickly and efficiently access 
specific portions of the time series data and plot the data for 
display on a user interface . For example , the data objects 601 
can be used to determine from time series data of a first 
sensor , a first subset of time series data for a first batch from 
a desired first start time to a first end time . The data objects 
601 can also be used to determine , from time series data of 
the first sensor , a second subset of time series data for the 
second batch from a second start time to a second end time . 
This determined data can then be used to generate a time 
series user interface comprising a chart , the chart comprising 
a first plot for the first subset of time series data and a second 
plot for the second subset of time series data , wherein the 
first plot is aligned to the second plot such that the data can 
be compared , and the generated user interface can be dis 
played and / or the time - aligned data provided to an analysis 
system for identifying and / or alerting users through the user 
interface of a particular condition , such as a fault . 
[ 0133 ] Using data objects 601 that are stored on a com 
puter storage medium , many different time series user inter 
faces may be generated , each of the time series user inter 
faces comprising a different chart illustrating plots of 
different portions of the time series data . For example , 
portions of time series data relating to one or more of various 
sensors , various batches , various events , various determined 
information , and / or various quality data . 
[ 0134 ] FIG . 7 is a block diagram that illustrates a com 
puter system 700 upon which various embodiments may be 
implemented . Computer system 700 includes a bus 702 or 
other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
mation , and hardware processor , or multiple processors , 
704 coupled with bus 702 for processing information . Hard 
ware processor ( s ) 704 may be , for example , one or more 
general purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0135 ] Computer system 700 also includes a main 
memory 706 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
702 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
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by processor 704. Main memory 706 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 704. Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 704 , render computer system 
700 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . The 
main memory 706 may , for example , include instructions to 
allow a user to manipulate time series data to store the time 
series data in data objects as defined by an ontology , as 
described in reference to FIGS . 2-5 . 
[ 0136 ] Computer system 700 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 708 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 702 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 704. A storage device 710 , such as a magnetic 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc. , is 
provided and coupled to bus 702 for storing information and 
instructions . 
[ 0137 ] Computer system 700 may be coupled via bus 702 
to a display 712 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD 
display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to a 
computer user . An input device 714 , including alphanumeric 
and other keys , is coupled to bus 702 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 704 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 716 , such 
as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
municating direction information and command selections 
to processor 704 and for controlling cursor movement on 
display 712. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis 
( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 

to computer system 700 can receive the data on the tele 
phone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 702. Bus 702 carries the 
data to main memory 706 , from which processor 704 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 706 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 710 either before or after execution by 
processor 704 . 
[ 0140 ] Computer system 700 also includes a communica 
tion interface 718 coupled to bus 702. Communication 
interface 718 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 720 that is connected to a local 
network 722. For example , communication interface 718 
may be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 
718 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or 
WAN component to communicate with a WAN ) . Wireless 
links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
communication interface 718 sends and receives electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0141 ] Network link 720 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , network link 720 may provide a connection 
through local network 722 to a host computer 724 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
726. ISP 726 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 728. Local 
network 722 and Internet 728 both use electrical , electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
network link 720 and through communication interface 718 , 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
700 , are example forms of transmission media . 
[ 0142 ] Computer system 700 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 720 and communication interface 718. In 
the Internet example , a server 730 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
728 , ISP 726 , local network 722 and communication inter 
face 718. The received code may be executed by processor 
704 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 710 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0143 ] Accordingly , in some embodiments , of the com 
puter system 700 , the computer system comprises a first 
non - transitory computer storage medium storage device 710 
configured to at least store for a plurality of batches , ( i ) first 
time series object data comprising a first start time and a first 
end time for a first batch , and ( ii ) second time series object 
data comprising a second start time and a second end time 
for a second batch . The computer system 700 can further 
comprise a second non - transitory computer storage medium 
main memory 706 configured to at least store computer 
executable instructions . The computer system can further 
comprise one or more computer hardware processors 704 in 
communication with the second non - transitory computer 
storage medium main memory 706 , the one or more com 
puter hardware processors 704 configured to execute the 

cursor . 

[ 0138 ] Computing system 700 may include a user inter 
face module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a 
mass storage device as computer executable program 
instructions that are executed by the computing device ( s ) . 
Computer system 700 may further , as described below , 
implement the techniques described herein using custom 
ized hard - wired logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , 
firmware and / or program logic which in combination with 
the computer system causes or programs computer system 
700 to be a special - purpose machine . According to one 
embodiment , the techniques herein are performed by com 
puter system 700 in response to processor ( s ) 704 executing 
one or more sequences of one or more computer readable 
program instructions contained in main memory 706. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 706 from 
another storage medium , such as storage device 710. Execu 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 706 causes processor ( s ) 704 to perform the process 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination 
with software instructions . 
[ 0139 ] Various forms of computer readable storage media 
may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one 
or more computer readable program instructions to proces 
sor 704 for execution . For example , the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of 
a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local 
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computer - executable instructions to at least : determine , 
from time series data from a first sensor , a first subset of time 
series data for the first batch from the first start time and the 
first end time ; determine , from the time series data from the 
first sensor , a second subset of time series data for the second 
batch from the second start time and the second end time ; 
generate a time series user interface comprising a chart , the 
chart comprising a first plot for at least a portion of the first 
subset of time series data and a second plot for at least a 
portion of the second subset of time series data , wherein the 
first plot is temporally aligned to the second plot ; and cause 
presentation of the time series user interface on the display 
712. The plots may be temporally aligned , for example , such 
that they are graphically aligned . Either the first plot or the 
second plot may be shown in the chart as shifted in time so 
that they may begin at a same relative time in the chart . For 
example , the temporal alignment of the first plot to the 
second plot may align the portion of the first subset of time 
series data with the portion of the second subset of time 
series data in the chart in a vertical or horizontal correspond 
ing direction such that points of the first plot and the second 
plot along the corresponding direction represent the same 
point in time relative to the start of the respective first batch 
and second batch . 
[ 0144 ] The computer system 700 can include many other 
aspects . In an embodiment , the one or more computer 
hardware processors 704 of the computer system 700 are 
further configured to execute the computer - executable 
instructions to receive and store user input plot display range 
data for at least one of the first plot and the second plot , and 
in response to receiving the user data , from user input device 
714 , generate a time series user interface including a chart 
using the user input plot display range data , the chart 
including a first plot for the first subset of time series data 
and a second plot for the second subset of time series data , 
wherein the first plot is aligned to the second plot , wherein 
the user input display range data indicates a period of time . 
In another example , the one or more computer hardware 
processors 704 of the computer system 700 are further 
configured to execute the computer - executable instructions 
to determine , from time series data from a plurality of 
sensors , a corresponding number of one or more additional 
subsets of time series data for the first batch from the first 
start time and the first end time of the first batch , determine , 
from the time series data from the plurality of sensors , a 
corresponding number of one or more additional subsets of 
time series data for the second batch from the second start 
time and the second end time of the second batch , and cause 
presentation of the time series user interface . The chart may 
further include one or more additional plots corresponding 
to the one or more additional subsets of time series data , 
wherein the one or more additional plots are also aligned and 
comparable to the first plot and the second plot . As described 
in reference to FIGS . 2-5 , the one or more computer hard 
ware processors 704 may be configured to execute the 
computer - executable instructions to generate a user interface 
for defining an object model to store the first time series 
object data and the second time series object data . 
[ 0145 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
may be a system , a method , and / or a computer program 
product at any possible technical detail level of integration . 
The computer program product may include a computer 
readable storage medium ( or mediums ) having computer 
readable program instructions thereon for causing a proces 

sor to carry out aspects of the present disclosure . For 
example , the functionality described herein may be per 
formed as software instructions are executed by , and / or in 
response to software instructions being executed by , one or 
more hardware processors and / or any other suitable com 
puting devices . The software instructions and / or other 
executable code may be read from a computer readable 
storage medium ( or mediums ) . 
[ 0146 ] The computer readable storage medium can be a 
tangible device that can retain and store data and / or instruc 
tions for use by an instruction execution device . The com 
puter readable storage medium may be , for example , but is 
not limited to , an electronic storage device ( including any 
volatile and / or non - volatile electronic storage devices ) , a 
magnetic storage device , an optical storage device , an elec 
tromagnetic storage device , a semiconductor storage device , 
or any suitable combination of the foregoing . A non - exhaus 
tive list of more specific examples of the computer readable 
storage medium includes the following : a portable computer 
diskette , a hard disk , a solid state drive , a random access 
memory ( RAM ) , a read - only memory ( ROM ) , an erasable 
programmable read - only memory ( EPROM or Flash 
memory ) , a static random access memory ( SRAM ) , a por 
table compact disc read - only memory ( CD - ROM ) , a digital 
versatile disk ( DVD ) , a memory stick , a floppy disk , a 
mechanically encoded device such as punch - cards or raised 
structures in a groove having instructions recorded thereon , 
and any suitable combination of the foregoing . A computer 
readable storage medium , as used herein , is not to be 
construed as being transitory signals per se , such as radio 
waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic waves , 
electromagnetic waves propagating through a waveguide or 
other transmission media ( e.g. , light pulses passing through 
a fiber - optic cable ) , or electrical signals transmitted through 
a wire . 
[ 0147 ] Computer readable program instructions described 
herein can be downloaded to respective computing / process 
ing devices from a computer readable storage medium or to 
an external computer or external storage device via a net 
work , for example , the Internet , a local area network , a wide 
area network and / or a wireless network . The network may 
comprise copper transmission cables , optical transmission 
fibers , wireless transmission , routers , firewalls , switches , 
gateway computers and / or edge servers . A network adapter 
card or network interface in each computing / processing 
device receives computer readable program instructions 
from the network and forwards the computer readable 
program instructions for storage in a computer readable 
storage medium within the respective computing / processing 
device . 
[ 0148 ] Computer readable program instructions ( as also 
referred to herein as , for example , " code , ” “ instructions , ” 
" module , " " application , " " software application , " and / or the 
like ) for carrying out operations of the present disclosure 
may be assembler instructions , instruction - set - architecture 
( ISA ) instructions , machine instructions , machine dependent 
instructions , microcode , firmware instructions , state - setting data , configuration data for integrated circuitry , or either 
source code or object code written in any combination of one 
or more programming languages , including an object ori 
ented programming language such as Java , C ++ , or the like , 
and procedural programming languages , such as the “ C ” 
programming language or similar programming languages . 
Computer readable program instructions may be callable 
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from other instructions or from itself , and / or may be invoked 
in response to detected events or interrupts . Computer 
readable program instructions configured for execution on 
computing devices may be provided on a computer readable 
storage medium , and / or as a digital download ( and may be 
originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation , decompression or decryption prior to 
execution ) that may then be stored on a computer readable 
storage medium . Such computer readable program instruc 
tions may be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device 
( e.g. , a computer readable storage medium ) of the executing 
computing device , for execution by the computing device . 
The computer readable program instructions may execute 
entirely on a user's computer ( e.g. , the executing computing 
device ) , partly on the user's computer , as a stand - alone 
software package , partly on the user's computer and partly 
on a remote computer or entirely on the remote computer or 
server . In the latter scenario , the remote computer may be 
connected to the user's computer through any type of 
network , including a local area network ( LAN ) or a wide 
area network ( WAN ) , or the connection may be made to an 
external computer ( for example , through the Internet using 
an Internet Service Provider ) . In some embodiments , elec 
tronic circuitry including , for example , programmable logic 
circuitry , field - programmable gate arrays ( FPGA ) , or pro 
grammable logic arrays ( PLA ) may execute the computer 
readable program instructions by utilizing state information 
of the computer readable program instructions to personalize 
the electronic circuitry , in order to perform aspects of the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0149 ] Aspects of the present disclosure are described 
herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and / or block 
diagrams of methods , apparatus ( systems ) , and computer 
program products according to embodiments of the disclo 
sure . It will be understood that each block of the flowchart 
illustrations and / or block diagrams , and combinations of 
blocks in the flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams , 
can be implemented by computer readable program instruc 
tions . 
( 0150 ] These computer readable program instructions may 
be provided to a processor of a general purpose computer , 
special purpose computer , or other programmable data pro 
cessing apparatus to produce a machine , such that the 
instructions , which execute via the processor of the com 
puter or other programmable data processing apparatus , 
create means for implementing the functions / acts specified 
in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . These 
computer readable program instructions may also be stored 
in a computer readable storage medium that can direct a 
computer , a programmable data processing apparatus , and / 
or other devices to function in a particular manner , such that 
the computer readable storage medium having instructions 
stored therein comprises an article of manufacture including 
instructions which implement aspects of the function / act 
specified in the flowchart ( s ) and / or block diagram ( s ) block 
or blocks . 
[ 0151 ] The computer readable program instructions may 
also be loaded onto a computer , other programmable data 
processing apparatus , or other device to cause a series of 
operational steps to be performed on the computer , other 
programmable apparatus or other device to produce a com 
puter implemented process , such that the instructions which 
execute on the computer , other programmable apparatus , or 
other device implement the functions / acts specified in the 

flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . For 
example , the instructions may initially be carried on a 
magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote computer . The 
remote computer may load the instructions and / or modules 
into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 
telephone , cable , or optical line using a modem . A modem 
local to a server computing system may receive the data on 
the telephone / cable / optical line and use a converter device 
including the appropriate circuitry to place the data on a bus . 
The bus may carry the data to a memory , from which a 
processor may retrieve and execute the instructions . The 
instructions received by the memory may optionally be 
stored on a storage device ( e.g. , a solid state drive ) either 
before or after execution by the computer processor . 
[ 0152 ] The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures 
illustrate the architecture , functionality , and operation of 
possible implementations of systems , methods , and com 
puter program products according to various embodiments 
of the present disclosure . In this regard , each block in the 
flowchart or block diagrams may represent a module , seg 
ment , or portion of instructions , which comprises one or 
more executable instructions for implementing the specified 
logical function ( s ) . In some alternative implementations , the 
functions noted in the blocks may occur out of the order 
noted in the Figures . For example , two blocks shown in 
succession may , in fact , be executed substantially concur 
rently , or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the 
reverse order , depending upon the functionality involved . In 
addition , certain blocks may be omitted in some implemen 
tations . The methods and processes described herein are also 
not limited to any particular sequence , and the blocks or 
states relating thereto can be performed in other sequences 
that are appropriate . 
[ 0153 ] It will also be noted that each block of the block 
diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , and combinations of 
blocks in the block diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , 
can be implemented by special purpose hardware - based 
systems that perform the specified functions or acts or carry 
out combinations of special purpose hardware and computer 
instructions . For example , any of the processes , methods , 
algorithms , elements , blocks , applications , or other func 
tionality ( or portions of functionality ) described in the 
preceding sections may be embodied in , and / or fully or 
partially automated via , electronic hardware such applica 
tion - specific processors ( e.g. , application - specific integrated 
circuits ( ASICs ) ) , programmable processors ( e.g. , field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) ) , application - specific cir 
cuitry , and / or the like ( any of which may also combine 
custom hard - wired logic , logic circuits , ASICS , FPGAs , etc. 
with custom programming / execution of software instruc 
tions to accomplish the techniques ) . 
[ 0154 ] Any of the above - mentioned processors , and / or 
devices incorporating any of the above - mentioned proces 
sors , may be referred to herein as , for example , " computers , ” 
" computer devices , " " computing devices , " " hardware com 
puting devices , ” “ hardware processors , ” “ processing units , ” 
and / or the like . Computing devices of the above - embodi 
ments may generally ( but not necessarily ) be controlled 
and / or coordinated by operating system software , such as 
Mac OS , iOS , Android , Chrome OS , Windows OS ( e.g. , 
Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , 
Windows 10 , Windows Server , etc. ) , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other 
suitable operating systems . In other embodiments , the com 
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puting devices may be controlled by a proprietary operating 
system . Conventional operating systems control and sched 
ule computer processes for execution , perform memory 
management , provide file system , networking , I / O services , 
and provide a user interface functionality , such as a graphi 
cal user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0155 ] FIG . 8A illustrates two examples of displayed user 
interfaces that can display time series data associated with 
batches , the time series data organized and stored using an 
ontology as described herein . In one example , user interface 
810 includes chart 812 , which includes two plots 813 , 814 
of time series data . Plot 813 is a graphical representation of 
time series data of batch 1 , collected by sensor 1 over a time 
period starting at time t1 and ending at time t4 . Plot 814 is 
a graphical representation of time series data of batch 2 , 
collected by sensor 1 over a time period starting at time t41 
and ending at time t44 . In this example , batch 1 and batch 
2 were run on , and / or were monitored by , the same system 
such that sensor 1 collected time series data for both batch 
1 and batch 2 , but at different times ( in this case , the sensor 
1 data in plot 814 was collected subsequent to the sensor 1 
data in plot 813 ) . In this example , batch 1 had a start time 
at t1 and an end time at t30 . Thus , the time period of plot 813 
defined by t1 to 14 represents a subset of the duration of the 
total time of batch 1. Also in this example , batch 2 had a start 
time at t41 and an end time at t70 time . Thus , the time period 
of plot 814 defined by t40 to 144 represents a subset of the 
duration of the total time of batch 2 . 
[ 0156 ] Plot 813 and plot 814 are displayed in user inter 
face 810 such that corresponding time instances in batch 1 
and batch 2 are aligned for easy comparison . In other words , 
the time series data represented by plot 813 and plot 814 has 
been temporally adjusted such that instances in the timeline 
of each batch correspond in a vertical direction relative to 
the page . A corresponding data point on plot 813 and plot 
814 , as illustrated by the arrows of line 815 , was collected 
by sensor 1 at the same relative time At in the batch 1 and 
batch 2 processing , that is , when compared to the start time 
of the batch . Similarly , the arrows of line 816 also indicate 
corresponding data points on plot 813 and 814. In this way 
time series sensor data generated by the same sensor in 
different batches may be displayed simultaneously such that 
the data is temporally aligned and comparable for ease of 
analysis of the time series sensor data . 
[ 0157 ] While this example shows chart 810 as illustrating 
time series sensor data of plots of a single sensor for two 
different batches , the user interface can also be generated to 
show any portion ( or subset ) of collected time series data 
( for example time series data that includes sensor data , 
determine data , and / or quality data ) . Also , in various other 
examples , a user interface can be generated to have various 
types of plots that can include various combinations of the 
collected time series data , for example , any combination of 
time series data related to one or more different batches , one 
or more different sensors , for different processes and over 
different timeframes . In some examples , for ease of analysis , 
any time series data stored in the database for two or more 
batches can be displayed on the same plot . In some 
examples , a user can input an indication of a time range or 
period of time series data that they want to have displayed 
as the time scale in the one or more plots . In one example , 
to indicate the time for which the data is to be displayed , a 
user can enter a start time and an end time . In another 
example , the user can enter a start time and then a length of 

time after the starting time . In another example , a user can 
indicate an event associated with the batch and the time 
series data collected during the event or a portion of the 
event can be displayed . 
[ 0158 ] FIG . 8A shows another example of a user interface 
820 that can be generated that illustrates a chart 822 that 
includes a first plot for batch 3 showing time series sensor 
data 823 for sensor 3 and time series sensor data 824 for 
sensor 4. The plot for batch 3 represents a subset of the time 
series data collected for batch 3 and is shown here from time 
t12 to time t20 . User interface 820 also illustrates in chart 
822 a second plot for batch 4 showing time series sensor data 
825 for sensor 3 and time series sensor data 826 for sensor 
4. The plot for batch 4 represents a subset of the time series 
data collected for batch 3 and is shown here from time t12 
to time t20 . In this example , the time series data collected for 
batch 3 and batch 4 were collected on two different systems , 
for at least a portion of the same time . Also in this example 
the user interface 820 was also generated to have a time 
range for batch 3 from t12 to t20 , and a different time range 
t12 to t20 for batch 4. Such a user interface can be used to 
compare aligned time series data from multiple sensors for 
batches associated with two different systems . 
[ 0159 ] FIG . 8B shows another example of the user inter 
face 810 , similar to that shown in FIG . 8A , in which the 
analysis system identifies a variation between plots 813 and 
814 , at a time indicated by reference numeral 817 , that meets 
a predetermined alert condition , e.g. because the variation 
between the plot values at a corresponding time is greater 
than a certain predetermined threshold . In response to this , 
a prompt 819 may be displayed alerting the user via the user 
interface 810 and enabling the user to turn - off the sensor , or 
in some cases , the underlying system , for example , during a 
subsequent operation of the system . 
[ 0160 ] In various embodiments certain functionality may 
be accessible by a user through a web - based viewer ( such as 
a web browser ) , or other suitable software program ) . In such 
implementations , the user interface may be generated by a 
server computing system and transmitted to a web browser 
of the user ( e.g. , running on the user's computing system ) . 
Alternatively , data ( e.g. , user interface data ) necessary for 
generating the user interface may be provided by the server 
computing system to the browser , where the user interface 
may be generated ( e.g. , the user interface data may be 
executed by a browser accessing a web service and may be 
configured to render the user interfaces based on the user 
interface data ) . The user may then interact with the user 
interface through the web - browser . User interfaces of certain 
implementations may be accessible through one or more 
dedicated software applications . In certain embodiments , 
one or more of the computing devices and / or systems of the 
disclosure may include mobile computing devices , and user 
interfaces may be accessible through such mobile computing 
devices ( for example , smartphones and / or tablets ) . 
[ 0161 ] FIG . 9 is an example of a flowchart of a method 
900 presenting time series data in a user interface . In an 
embodiment , method 900 can be performed using the com 
puter system 700 described in reference to FIG . 7. At block 
905 , the method 900 stores first time series object data 
comprising a first start time and / or a first end time for a first 
batch . At block 910 , the method 900 stores second time 
series object data comprising a second start time and / or a 
second end time for a second batch . The first time series 
object data and the second time series object may relate to 
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any time series data that has been parsed and organized as 
defined by an ontology , as described herein , for example , in 
FIGS . 2 through 5 . 
[ 0162 ] At block 915 , using one or more computer hard 
ware processors in communication with a second non 
transitory computer storage medium configured to at least 
store computer - executable instructions , the method 900 
determines , from time series data from a first sensor , a first 
subset of time series data for the first batch from the first start 
time and the first end time . At block 920 , using one or more 
computer hardware processors in communication with a 
second non - transitory computer storage medium configured 
to at least store computer - executable instructions , the 
method 900 determines , from the time series data from the 
first sensor , a second subset of time series data for the second 
batch from the second start time and the second end time . 
The first subset of time series data in the second subset of 
site time series data may relate to an event that occurs in both 
batch 1 and batch 2 , for example as described in reference 
to FIG . 6A and 6B . 
[ 0163 ] At block 925 , the method 900 generates a time 
series user interface comprising a chart , the chart comprising 
a first plot for at least a portion of the first subset of time 
series data and a second plot for at least a portion of the 
second subset of time series data , wherein the first plot is 
temporally aligned to the second plot . The temporal align 
ment of the first plot to the second plot aligns the portion of 
the first subset of time series data with the portion of the 
second subset of time series data in the chart in a vertical or 
horizontal corresponding direction such that points of the 
first plot and the second plot along the corresponding 
direction represent the same point in time relative to the start 
of the respective first batch and second batch . 
[ 0164 ] Temporal alignment of first and second time series 
data can include using a time shift operation . In some 
embodiments , the time series user interface can query an 
application programming interface ( API ) to retrieve time 
series data from a data store ; moreover , the API can include 
parameters to request data in a particular format . First time 
series data can be associated with a first batch and a first start 
and / or stop times . Second time series data can be associated 
with a second batch and a second start and / or stop times . The 
first and second time series data can be associated with same 
sensor . However , as described herein , the first and second 
start and stop times can be different , but it may advantageous 
for a user view the time series data for the first and second 
batches as temporally aligned for comparison purposes . 
Accordingly , a relative time axis can be shown in the user 
interface . 
[ 0165 ] Temporal aligning time series can include request 
ing the first and second time series data for a period of time , 
which can be performed partially or entirely at blocks 905 
and 910. In some embodiments , the period of time can be 
defined by the start and end time of a batch . In other 
embodiments , the period of time can be selected by a user . 
An example period of time can include 1 minute , 1 hour , 1 
day , or 30 days , for example . Thus , the first time series data 
can be retrieved for the first batch using the start time for the 
first batch and the period of time ; the second time series data 
can be retrieved for the second batch using the start time for 
the second batch and the period of time . Both the first and 
second time series data can be time shifted . In some embodi 
ments , time shifting of the first and second time series data 
can be performed by the API for requesting time series data . 

Time shifting the first and second time series data can 
include updating the respective timestamp data in each of 
the series data by setting a first timestamp in the time series 
data to “ zero , ” which allows presentation of the first and 
second time series on a relative time series axis . Setting a 
first timestamp to “ zero ” can include actually setting the 
timestamp to a zero timestamp value or to a particular 
common timestamp such as Jan. 1 , 2017 12:00 AM or some 
other timestamp . The remaining timestamps in the time 
series data can be adjusted relative to the first timestamp in 
the time series data being set to zero . Setting the initial time 
series data values to zero for multiple sets of time series data 
can advantageously allow the time series user interface to 
allow operations such as combining two or more time series 
by addition , subtraction , multiplication , averaging , statisti 
cal operations , interpolation , or some other operation . 
[ 0166 ] Finally , at block 930 , method 900 causes presen 
tation of the time series user interface . For example , the time 
series user interface may be presented on display 712 
described in reference to FIG . 7. The first time series object 
data may include the time series data for the first sensor and 
time series data for at least one other sensor for the first 
batch . The second time series object data includes the time 
series data for the second sensor and time series data for at 
least one other sensor for the second batch . 
[ 0167 ] The method 900 may also include receiving and 
storing user input plot display range data for at least one of 
the first plot and the second plot , where generating the time 
series user interface comprises , in response to receiving the 
user data , generating using the one or more computer 
hardware processors the time series user interface compris 
ing the chart using the stored user input plot display range 
data . 
[ 0168 ] The method 900 may also include using the one or 
more computer hardware processors , determining , from 
time series data from at least one additional sensor , at least 
a third subset of time series data for the first batch from the 
first start time and the first end time of the first batch , 
determining , from time series data from the at least one 
additional sensor , at least a fourth subset of time series data 
for the first batch from the first start time and the first end 
time of the first batch . The chart presented in the time series 
user interface includes additional plots corresponding to the 
at least one additional sensor , wherein the additional plots 
are also temporally aligned and temporally aligned to the 
first plot and the second plot . 
[ 0169 ] Many variations and modifications may be made to 
the above - described embodiments , the elements of which 
are to be understood as being among other acceptable 
examples . All such modifications and variations are intended 
to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure . The 
foregoing description details certain embodiments . It will be 
appreciated , however , that no matter how detailed the fore 
going appears in text , the systems and methods can be 
practiced in many ways . As is also stated above , it should be 
noted that the use of particular terminology when describing 
certain features or aspects of the systems and methods 
should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re - defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the systems and 
methods with which that terminology is associated . 
[ 0170 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , " " could , " " might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
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used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements , and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0171 ] The term “ substantially ” when used in conjunction 
with the term “ real - time ” forms a phrase that will be readily 
understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art . For 
example , it is readily understood that such language will 
include speeds in which no or little delay or waiting is 
discernible , or where such delay is sufficiently short so as not 
to be disruptive , irritating , or otherwise vexing to a user . 
[ 0172 ] Conjunctive language such as the phrase “ at least 
one of X , Y , and Z , " or " at least one of X , Y , or Z , " unless 
specifically stated otherwise , is to be understood with the 
context as used in general to convey that an item , term , etc. 
may be either X , Y , or Z , or a combination thereof . For 
example , the term “ or ” is used in its inclusive sense ( and not 
in its exclusive sense ) so that when used , for example , to 
connect a list of elements , the term “ or ” means one , some , 
or all of the elements in the list . Thus , such conjunctive 
language is not generally intended to imply that certain 
embodiments require at least one of X , at least one of Y , and 
at least one of Z to each be present . 
[ 0173 ] The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
unless specifically noted , the term “ a ” should not be under 
stood to mean “ exactly one ” or “ one and only one ” ; instead , 
the term “ a ” means “ one or more ” or “ at least one , ” whether 
used in the claims or elsewhere in the specification and 
regardless of uses of quantifiers such as “ at least one , " " one 
or more , ” or “ a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or speci 
fication . 
[ 0174 ] The term " comprising ” as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For 
example , a general purpose computer comprising one or 
more processors should not be interpreted as excluding other 
computer components , and may possibly include such com 
ponents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
interfaces , among others . 
[ 0175 ] While the above detailed description has shown , 
described , and pointed out novel features as applied to 
various embodiments , it may be understood that various 
omissions , substitutions , and changes in the form and details 
of the devices or processes illustrated may be made without 
departing from the spirit of the disclosure . As may be 
recognized , certain embodiments of the inventions described 
herein may be embodied within a form that does not provide 
all of the features and benefits set forth herein , as some 
features may be used or practiced separately from others . 
The scope of certain inventions disclosed herein is indicated 
by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing descrip 
tion . All changes which come within the meaning and range 
of equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within their 
scope . 

1. A system comprising : 
a first non - transitory computer storage medium config 

ured to at least store for a plurality of batches : ( i ) first 
time series object data comprising a first start time and 

a first end time for a first batch , and ( ii ) second time 
series object data comprising a second start time and a 
second end time for a second batch ; 

a second non - transitory computer storage medium con 
figured to at least store computer - executable instruc 
tions ; and 

one or more computer hardware processors in communi 
cation with the second non - transitory computer storage 
medium , the one or more computer hardware proces 
sors configured to execute the computer - executable 
instructions to at least : 
determine , from time series data from a first sensor , a 

first subset of time series data for the first batch from 
the first start time and the first end time ; 

determine , from the time series data from the first 
sensor , a second subset of time series data for the 
second batch from the second start time and the 
second end time ; 

generate a time series user interface comprising a chart , 
the chart comprising a first plot for at least a portion 
of the first subset of time series data and a second 
plot for at least a portion of the second subset of time 
series data , wherein the first plot is temporally 
aligned to the second plot ; and 

cause presentation of the time series user interface . 
2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the first time series 

object data includes the time series data for the first sensor , 
and the second time series object data includes the time 
series data for the second sensor . 

3. The system of claim 1 , wherein the first time series 
object data includes the time series data for the first sensor 
and time series data for at least one other sensor for the first 
batch , and the second time series object data includes the 
time series data for the second sensor and time series data for 
at least one other sensor for the second batch . 

4. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
computer hardware processors are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to receive and 
store user input plot display range data for at least one of the 
first plot and the second plot , and in response to receiving the 
user input plot range data generate a time series user 
interface comprising a chart using the stored user input plot 
display range data , the chart comprising a first plot for the 
first subset of time series data and a second plot for the 
second subset of time series data , wherein the first plot is 
aligned to the second plot , wherein the user input display 
range data indicates a period of time . 
5. The system of claim 1 , wherein 
the first start time and first end time represent instances in 
time , the first end time being after the first start time , 
the second start time and second end time represent 
instances in time , the second end time being after the 
second start time , and 

the first start time and the second start time are different 
instances in time , and the first end time of the second 
end time are different instances in time . 

6. The system of claim 5 , the one or more computer 
hardware processors further configured to execute the com 
puter - executable instructions to generate the time series user 
interface such that the first start time of the first subset of 
time series data in the first plot and the second start time of 
the second subset of time series data in the second plot are 
graphically aligned in the chart . 
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7. The system of claim 5 , the one or more computer 
hardware processors further configured to execute the com 
puter - executable instructions to generate the time series user 
interface such that first plot and the second plot are aligned , 
having the first subset of time series data in the first plot and 
the second subset of time series data in the second plot 
shown in the chart as beginning at a same relative time . 

8. The system of claim 4 , wherein the one or more 
computer hardware processors are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to receive and 
store user input plot display range data for at least one of the 
first plot and the second plot , and in response to receiving the 
user data generate a time series user interface comprising a 
chart using the stored user input plot display range data , the 
chart comprising a first plot of the first portion of the first 
subset of time series data and a second plot of the second 
portion of the second subset of the second time series data , 
wherein the first plot is aligned to the second plot . 

9. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
computer hardware processors are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to : 

determine , from time series data from a second sensor , a 
third subset of time series data for the first batch from 
the first start time and the first end time of the first 
batch ; 

determine , from the time series data from the second 
sensor , a fourth subset of time series data for the second 
batch from the second start time and the second end 
time of the second batch ; and 

cause presentation of the time series user interface , 
wherein the chart further comprises a first plot for the 

third subset of time series data and a second plot for the 
fourth subset of time series data , wherein the first plot 
is aligned and comparable to the second plot . 

10. The system of claim 3 , wherein the one or more 
computer hardware processors are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to : 

determine , from time series data from one or more addi 
tional sensors , a corresponding number of one or more 
additional subsets of time series data for the first batch 
from the first start time and the first end time of the first 
batch ; 

determine , from the time series data from the one or more 
additional sensors , a corresponding number of one or 
more additional subsets of time series data for the 
second batch from the second start time and the second 
end time of the second batch ; and 

cause presentation of the time series user interface , 
wherein the chart further comprises one or more addi 

tional plots corresponding to the one or more additional 
subsets of time series data , wherein the one or more 
additional plots are also aligned and comparable to the 
first plot and the second plot . 

11. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
computer hardware processors are configured to execute the 
computer - executable instructions to generate a user interface 
for defining an object model to store the first time series 
object data and the second time series object data . 

12. A method of presenting time series data in a user 
interface , the method comprising : 

storing first time series object data comprising a first start 
time and a first end time for a first batch ; 

storing second time series object data comprising a sec 
ond start time and a second end time for a second batch ; 

using one or more computer hardware processors in 
communication with a second non - transitory computer 
storage medium configured to at least store computer 
executable instructions , 
determining , from time series data from a first sensor , 

a first subset of time series data for the first batch 
from the first start time and the first end time ; 

determining , from the time series data from the first 
sensor , a second subset of time series data for the 
second batch from the second start time and the 
second end time ; 

generating a time series user interface comprising a 
chart , the chart comprising a first plot for at least a 
portion of the first subset of time series data and a 
second plot for at least a portion of the second subset 
of time series data , wherein the first plot is tempo 
rally aligned to the second plot ; and 

causing presentation of the time series user interface . 
13. The method of claim 12 , wherein the temporal align 

ment of the first plot to the second plot aligns the portion of 
the first subset of time series data with the portion of the 
second subset of time series data in the chart in a vertical or 
horizontal corresponding direction such that points of the 
first plot and the second plot along the corresponding 
direction represent the same point in time relative to the start 
of the respective first batch and second batch . 

14. The method of claim 12 , wherein the first time series 
object data includes the time series data for the first sensor 
and time series data for at least one other sensor for the first 
batch , and the second time series object data includes the 
time series data for the second sensor and time series data for 
at least one other sensor for the second batch . 

15. The method of claim 12 , further comprising : 
receiving and storing user input plot display range data for 

at least one of the first plot and the second plot , and 
wherein generating the time series user interface com 

prises , in response to receiving the user data , generating 
using the one or more computer hardware processors 
the time series user interface comprising the chart using 
the stored user input plot display range data . 

16. The method of claim 12 , further comprising : 
using the one or more computer hardware processors , 

determining , from time series data from at least one 
additional sensor , at least a third subset of time series 
data for the first batch from the first start time and the 
first end time of the first batch ; 

determining , from time series data from the at least one 
additional sensor , at least a fourth subset of time 
series data for the first batch from the first start time 
and the first end time of the first batch ; and 

causing presentation of the time series user interface , 
wherein the chart further comprises additional plots 

corresponding to the at least one additional sensor , 
wherein the additional plots are also temporally 
aligned and temporally aligned to the first plot and 
the second plot . 

17. The method of claim 12 , wherein the first time series 
object data includes the time series data for the first sensor , 
and the second time series object data includes the time 
series data for the second sensor . 

18. The method of claim 12 , further comprising receiving 
and storing user input plot display range data for at least one 
of the first plot and the second plot , and in response to 
receiving the user input plot range data generating a time 
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series user interface comprising a chart using the stored user 
input plot display range data , the chart having a first plot for 
the first subset of time series data and a second plot for the 
second subset of time series data , wherein the first plot is 
aligned to the second plot , wherein the user input display 
range data indicates a period of time . 

19. The method of claim 12 , wherein 
the first start time and first end time represent instances in 
time , the first end time being after the first start time , 
the second start time and second end time represent 
instances in time , the second end time being after the 
second start time , and 

the first start time and the second start time are different 
instances in time , and the first end time of the second 
end time are different instances in time . 

20. The method of claim 19 , further comprising generat 
ing the time series user interface such that the first start time 
of the first subset of time series data in the first plot and the 
second start time of the second subset of time series data in 
the second plot are graphically aligned in the chart . 
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UNIFIED DATA MODEL FOR DATABASES however , that the drawings are for purposes of illustration 
and description only and are not intended as a definition of 
the limits of the invention . CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 

APPLICATIONS 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS [ 0001 ] This application claims the benefit under 35 U.S.C. 

§ 119 ( e ) of U.S. Provisional Application Ser . No. 62/668 , 
675 , filed May 8 , 2018 , the content of which is incorporated 
by reference in its entirety into the present disclosure . 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[ 0002 ] This disclosure relates to approaches for providing 
a unified data model for databases . 

BACKGROUND 

[ 0003 ] Under conventional approaches , a database may be 
structured and / or optimized for a particular type of data . 
Storage of other types of data in such a database may strain 
the database and / or a system using the database . 

[ 0009 ] Certain features of various embodiments of the 
present technology are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims . A better understanding of the features and 
advantages of the technology will be obtained by reference 
to the following detailed description that sets forth illustra 
tive embodiments , in which the principles of the invention 
are utilized , and the accompanying drawings of which : 
[ 0010 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an example environment for 
providing a unified data model for databases , in accordance 
with various embodiments . 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 2 illustrates example databases , in accordance 
with various embodiments . 
[ 0012 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an example interface for present 
ing geo - temporal data , in accordance with various embodi 
ments . 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 4A illustrates an example graph of objects , in 
accordance with various embodiments . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 4B illustrates another example graph of 
objects , in accordance with various embodiments . 
[ 0015 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a flowchart of an example 
method , in accordance with various embodiments . 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 6 illustrates a block diagram of an example 
computer system in which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . 

SUMMARY 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[ 0004 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
may include systems , methods , and non - transitory computer 
readable media configured to provide a unified data model 
for databases . A first database and a second database may be 
accessed . The first database may be structured for a first data 
type . The first database may include a first data of the first 
data type . The second database may be structured for a 
second data type different from the first datatype . The 
second database may include a second data of the second 
data type . The second data may be associated with the first 
data . A first information request relating to the first data and 
a second information request relating to the second data may 
be received . A first response to the first information request 
may be determined based on the second data . A second 
response to the second information request may be deter 
mined based on the first data . An interface , through which 
the first response or the second response is accessible , may 
be provided . 
[ 0005 ] In some embodiments , the first database may 
include an object database and the second database include 
a high - scale time series database . For example , the first data 
of the first database may represent an entity and the second 
data of the second database may represent geo - temporal 
information associated with the entity . The high - scale time 
series database may be used for data transformation and data 
enrichment . 
[ 0006 ] In some embodiments , the object database may 
include objects representing entities and links between the 
objects that represent connections between the entities . The 
connections between the entities may include at least one of : 
a user - defined connection and a suggested connection . 
[ 0007 ] In some embodiments , the interface may provide a 
merged view of the first data and the second data . 
[ 0008 ] These and other features of the systems , methods , 
and non - transitory computer readable media disclosed 
herein , as well as the methods of operation and functions of 
the related elements of structure and the combination of 
parts and economies of manufacture , will become more 
apparent upon consideration of the following description 
and the appended claims with reference to the accompany 
ing drawings , all of which form a part of this specification , 
wherein like reference numerals designate corresponding 
parts in the various figures . It is to be expressly understood , 

[ 0017 ] A claimed solution rooted in computer technology 
overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm of 
computer technology . In various implementations , a com 
puting system may access a first database and a second 
database . The first database may be structured for a first data 
type and the second database may be structured for a second 
data type different from the first data type . The first database 
may include a first data of the first data type and the second 
database may include a second data of the second data type . 
Data included in the first database and data included in the 
second database may be tightly integrated such that infor 
mation request / flow may move from data in one database to 
data in another database . For example , the second data in the 
second database may be associated with the first data in the 
first database such that responsive to receiving a first infor 
mation request relating to the first data , the computing 
system may determine a first response based on the second 
data , and responsive to receiving a second information 
request relating to the second data , the computing system 
may determine a second response based on the first data . The 
computing system may provide an interface through which 
the first response or the second response are accessible . 
[ 0018 ] The interface may provide a merged view of the 
first data and the second data . Such an interface may 
facilitate similar treatment of different types of data . For 
instance , the interface may provide a merged view of 
different types of geo - temporal data ( e.g. , cellular tower 
pings for a mobile device of an entity , physical observations 
of entity locations , projected locations of an entity ) using the 
same type of tool ( s ) , which may provide a consistent user 
interface that fuses different descriptive data of different 
sources for an entity at the application level . For example , 
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data from different data sources may be merged into the 
same temporal data format for performing operations . 
[ 0019 ] In some embodiments , the first database may 
include data stored as objects ( e.g. , object database ) and the 
second database may include a high - scale time series data 
base . For example , the first data in the first database may 
represent an entity and the second data in the second 
database may represent geo - temporal information associated 
with the entity . The first database may store data represent 
ing other low - scale , high - level objects and the second data 
base may store data representing other high - scale , low - level 
objects . 
[ 0020 ] The object database may include objects represent 
ing entities ( e.g. , persons , things , events , documents ) . The 
object database may include links between objects that 
represent connections between the entities . Connections 
may include user - defined connections and / or suggested con 
nections . For example , a machine learning tool ( or model ) 
may receive data from the high - scale time series database to 
identify potential connections between objects in the object 
database . These potential connections may be suggested to 
a user for investigation . The user's confirmation / rejection of 
the suggested connections may be fed back into the machine 
learning tool to update and refine the machine learning tool . 
In some implementations , the high - scale time series data 
base may be used for data transformation and data enrich 
ment . For instance , data in the high - scale time series data 
base may be modified using transformations / pipeline tools . 
Data in the high - scale time series database may be used to 
enrich an object in the object database . 
[ 0021 ] The approaches disclosed herein provide a unified 
data model for different databases . For instance , data stored 
in disparate databases ( e.g. , defined by different ontologies ) 
may be integrated such that application layer is able to treat 
different data ( e.g. , data generated and / or stored differently ) 
similarly . For example , an application programming inter 
face may include connections between low - scale entity data 
and high scale temporal data that allows for processing of 
temporal operations ( e.g. , determining information requests 
relating to temporal characteristics of entities ) more effi 
ciently . 
[ 0022 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an example environment 100 for 
providing a unified data model for databases , in accordance 
with various embodiments . The example environment 100 
may include a computing system 102. The computing sys 
tem 102 may include one or more processors and memory . 
The processor ( s ) may be configured to perform various 
operations by interpreting machine - readable instructions 
stored in the memory . The environment 100 may also 
include one or more datastores that are accessible to the 
computing system 102 ( e.g. , via one or more network ( s ) ) . In 
some embodiments , the datastore ( s ) may include various 
databases , application functionalities , application / data pack 
ages , and / or other data that are available for download , 
installation , and / or execution . 
[ 0023 ] In various embodiments , the computing system 
102 may include a datastore 112 , a database engine 114 , a 
request engine 116 , a response engine 118 , an interface 
engine 120 , and / or other engines / components . The datastore 
112 may include structured and / or unstructured sets of data 
that can be divided / extracted for provisioning when needed 
by one or more components of the environment 100. The 
datastore 112 may include one or more datasets of informa 
tion . The datastore 112 may include one or more databases . 

The datastore 112 may include different data analysis mod 
ules that facilitate different data analysis tasks , patches for 
the applications / systems , custom application / functionalities 
built for particular application / systems , and / or other infor 
mation to be used in the environment 100. While the 
computing system 102 is shown in FIG . 1 as a single entity , 
this is merely for ease of reference and is not meant to be 
limiting . One or more components / functionalities of the 
computing system 102 described herein may be imple 
mented , in whole or in part , within a single computing 
device or within multiple , distributed computing devices 
and / or systems . 
[ 0024 ] In various embodiments , the database engine 114 
may be configured to access multiple databases . Accessing 
a database may include acquiring , analyzing , determining , 
examining , identifying , loading , locating , obtaining , open 
ing , receiving , retrieving , reviewing , storing , using , and / or 
otherwise accessing the database . Accessing a database may 
include accessing the entire database and / or accessing one or 
more portions of the database . Multiple databases may be 
accessed at the same time or at different times by the 
database engine 114. A database may be accessed from one 
or more storage locations . A storage location may refer to 
electronic storage located within the computing system 102 
( e.g. , integral and / or removable memory of the computing 
system 102 ) , electronic storage coupled to the computing 
system 102 , and / or electronic storage located remotely from 
the computing system 102 ( e.g. , electronic storage acces 
sible to the computing system 102 through a network ) . One 
or more databases accessed by the database engine 114 may 
be stored within the datastore 112 and / or other locations . 
[ 0025 ] Databases accessed by the database engine 114 
may include disparate databases . Disparate databases may 
refer to databases that are different in kind and / or databases 
that do not allow for comparison of data stored within the 
disparate databases . Disparate databases may utilize differ 
ent ontologies . That is , data may be stored within disparate 
databases using different ontologies that are not compatible 
with each other . For example , databases accessed by the 
database engine 114 may be structured for different types of 
data . Different types of data may be defined by different 
ontologies . For instance , the database engine 114 may access 
a first database and a second database . The first database 
may be structured for a first data type and the second 
database may be structured for a second data type , where the 
second data type is different from the first data type . The first 
database may include data of the first data type , such as a 
first data , and the second database may include data of the 
second data type , such as a second data . 
[ 0026 ] For example , the first database may include an 
object database and the second database include a high - scale 
time series database . The data ( object data ) in the object 
database may represent an entity while the data ( time 
series / temporal data ) in the high - scale time series database 
may represent some characteristics , such as geo - temporal 
information , associated with the entity . The object database 
may store data representing other low - scale , high - level 
objects while the high - scale time series database may store 
data representing other high - scale , low - level objects . Access 
of other disparate databases , such as relational databases , 
hierarchical databases , and / or other databases , by the data 
base engine 114 are contemplated . For example , the first 
database accessed by the database engine 114 may include 
an object database and the second database accessed by the 
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database engine 114 may include a relational database . In 
such a case , one or more of the functions described herein 
with respect to the high - scale time series database may be 
provided by the relational database . Other combinations of 
disparate databases may be accessed and used . 
[ 0027 ] An object database may include objects represent 
ing entities , links between objects that represent connections 
between the corresponding entities , and / or other information 
relating to entities . An entity may refer to a thing that has a 
separate and distinct existence . An entity may include a 
living thing and / or a non - living thing . An entity may include 
a physical thing and / or a virtual thing . For example , an entity 
may refer to individual or groups of persons , things , orga 
nizations , occurrences , events , and / or documents . Other 
types of entities are contemplated . Connections between 
entities may include definite connections and / or potential 
connections . Connections between entities may include 
user - defined connections . For example , a connection 
between two entities may exist based on a user linking the 
two entities . Connections between entities may include 
suggested connections . For example , a connection between 
two entities may be suggested by a computing device and / or 
a user based on an analysis of information relating to the 
entities . 
[ 0028 ] Data in a high - scale time series database may be 
descriptive of one or more features of an entity / link repre 
sented by an object data in the object database . For example , 
high - scale time series / temporal data may include geo - tem 
poral information defining geographic locations of an entity 
at different times . For instance , a high - scale time series 
database may include one or more tables that represent 
locations of a person and / or a device associated with the 
person . By way of example , a high - scale time series data 
base may include one or more tables of information relating 
to locations of the person at a particular time inputted 
manually or by a computing device ( e.g. , camera ) , locations 
of a device carried by the person ( e.g. , GPS information ) , 
interpolated locations of the person / device ( e.g. , locations 
between manually inputted locations , locations of device 
between GPS pings ) , projected locations of the person / 
device ( e.g. , locations of persons / device projected into 
future and / or time duration during which physical observa 
tions / GPS pings are not available ) , locations of the person / 
device extracted from other information / sources ( e.g. , loca 
tion of a persons determined from other documentation 
relating to the person , locations of a person determined from 
interview with the person or other persons ) and / or other 
locations of the person / device . Various location information 
may be generated at the same or different rates . For instance , 
location information from physical observations of a person 
may be generated at a lower rate than location information 
from GPS of a device carried by the person . The high - scale 
time series database may include temporal data descriptive 
of other feature ( s ) of an entity / link . 
[ 0029 ] In some embodiments , one or more machine learn 
ing tools and / or models may use data ( e.g. , in the high - scale 
database ) to identify potential connections between objects 
in the object database . That is , the machine learning tool ( s ) / 
model ( s ) may suggest links for objects in the object data 
base . These potential connections may be suggested to a user 
for investigation . The user's confirmation / rejection of the 
suggested connections may be fed back into the machine 
learning tool to update and refine the machine learning tool . 
Such a feedback loop may improve the fidelity of informa 

tion extracted from the databases , which may be combined 
as inputs into the machine learning tool and / or model . 
[ 0030 ] For example , a user may use an object - oriented 
application ( e.g. , web application ) to generate data in the 
object database that represents connections between differ 
ent entities . These user - generated data may be used as seeds 
from which potential connections may be outputted by a 
machine learning tool . That is , the existing connections 
between entities may be used to train a machine learning 
tool / model and additional information about different enti 
ties that are stored in the high - scale time series database may 
be used by the machine learning tool / model to suggest other 
connections between the entities . For example , the machine 
learning tool / model may suggest that a particular entity may 
be connected to another entity ( e.g. , a phone may belong 
to / be used by a person , two persons may have met at a 
particular location / time ) . The machine learning tool / model 
may be trained as data becomes available . For instance , the 
machine learning tool / model may be trained based on exist 
ing connection between entities , and may be updated based 
on new connections between entities , removal of connec 
tions between entities , and / or changes in connections 
between entities . For instance , a user confirmation of a 
connection suggested by the machine learning tool / model 
may be used as a positive case to train the machine learning 
tool / model while a user rejection of a connection suggested 
by the machine learning tool / model may be used as a 
negative case to train the machine learning tool / model . 
[ 0031 ] Storage of high - scale , low - level data ( e.g. , gener 
ated at a high rate , such as GPS pings generated / transmitted / 
received per second ) in the object database may cause a 
strain on the object database and / or a computer device / 
application using the object database . High - scale , low - level 
data may also be tightly related to preceding and / or subse 
quent low - level data . For example , high - scale , low - level 
data of geo - temporal information may include information 
defining geographic locations of an entity at different times . 
The geographic location of the entity at particular time 
may be tightly related to a prior location of the entity at a 
prior time and / or a subsequent location of the entity at a 
subsequent time . The object database and / or a computing 
device / application using the object database may not be 
structured to efficiently handle such high - scale , low level 
objects . Rather , a high - scale time series database and / or a 
computing device / application using the high - scale time 
series database may be structured to efficiently handle such 
high - scale , low level objects . 
[ 0032 ] The object database and / or a computing device / 
application using the object database may be structured to 
efficiently handle low - scale , high level objects , such as 
objects representing persons , things , organizations , docu 
ments , unique / non - repeating occurrences / events , and / or 
occurrences / events that occur at a low rate . The object 
database and / or the computing device / application using the 
object database may be configured to provide a unified view 
of the objects in the object database . For example , objects 
stored in the object database may be indexed , searched , 
loaded , viewed , modified , and / or shared using one or more 
application that provides a unified perspective of the objects . 
However , because the object database and / or the computing 
device / application using the object database is configured 
for low - scale , high level objects , including high - scale , low 
level objects in such object database and / or processing of 
high - scale , low level objects by such computing device ! 
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application may result in high costs in terms of memory 
footprint , data usage , processing power / time , and / or other 
operations of the object database and / or the computing 
device / application . 
[ 0033 ] The high - scale time series database and / or a com 
puting device / application using the high - scale time series 
database may be structured to efficiently handle high - scale , 
low level objects , such as geo - temporal information of an 
object that is generated at high rate . The high - scale time 
series database and / or the computing device / application 
using the high - scale time series database may perform 
operations on high - scale data as the high - scale data flows 
into the high - scale time series database / computing device ! 
application . The high - scale time series database and / or the 
computing device / application using the high - scale time 
series database may be configured to run arbitrary logic on 
data ( e.g. , temporal data , relational data ) . For example , 
various arbitrary logic may be run on high - scale data to 
generate ontological events with some sort of probability . 
The high - scale time series database and / or the computing 
device / application using the high - scale time series database 
may be configured to run one or more algorithms to explore 
characteristics ( e.g. , links ) between objects in the object 
database . 
[ 0034 ] For example , one or more portions of high - scale 
data in the high - scale time series database may be used to 
determine whether two or more entities represented by 
objects in the object database were located at the same 
location at the same time ( e.g. , meeting detection ) . For 
instance , geo - temporal information ( e.g. , cellular tower 
pings for a mobile device of an entity , physical observations 
of entity locations , projected locations of an entity ) associ 
ated with different objects / entities may be compared to 
determine when different objects / entities were / may be near 
each other . As another example , one or more portions of data 
in the high - scale time series database may be used to 
determine where an entity represented by an object in the 
object database was located at particular time ( e.g. , deter 
mining where a person was in the morning / afternoon / night , 
at specific time ) , whether an entity represented by an object 
in the object database was located at a particular area within 
a range of time ( e.g. , determine whether a person was in an 
area during a given period of time ) , and / or when certain the 
entity arrived at / departed from a particular location ( e.g. , 
determining when a person arrived at / departed from home 
and / or an event ) . As yet another example , one or more 
portions of data in the high - scale time series database may 
be used to determine whether an entity represented by an 
object in the object database is related to another entity 
represented by another object in the object database ( e.g. , 
determining which mobile device belongs to which person ) . 
Other exploration of entities of objects / entities based on data 
in high - scale time series database are contemplated . 
[ 0035 ] In some implementations , the high - scale time 
series database may be used for data transformation and / or 
data enrichment . For instance , data in the high - scale time 
series database may be modified using transformations / 
pipeline tools , such as to merge , clean , normalize , interpo 
late , extrapolate , and / or otherwise transform the data ( e.g. , 
data in different data set ) to provide data for use . Data in the 
high - scale time series database may be used to enrich an 
object in the object database . For example , data associated 
with an object in the object database may be used to augment 
one or more views and / or analysis of the object . As another 

example , data in the high - scale time series database may not 
be associated with the object , but may be used to enrich data 
associated with the object . For example , the high - scale time 
series database may include data specific to ( associated 
with ) a device used by a person . The device and / or the 
person may be represented by one or more objects in the 
object database . The high - scale time series database may 
include data that include other information about the device , 
such as information general to the device ( e.g. , device 
specification ) . Such information may be used to enrich the 
data specific to the device and / or the object representing the 
person . As yet another example , the one or more decorator 
operations may be run to find information relating to the 
temporal data / object data ( e.g. , determining longitude and 
latitude of a building based on an address of the building , 
finding media items , such as pictures , videos , audios , asso 
ciated with a person or a thing ) . 
[ 0036 ] By splitting different types of data between the 
object database and the high - scale time series database ( e.g. , 
separate storage of object data representing a person from 
temporal data representing GPS sensor data of a device 
carried by the person ) , the computing system 102 may take 
advantage of the configuration ( e.g. , optimization ) of dif 
ferent databases for different types of data . 
[ 0037 ] In various embodiments , the request engine 116 
may be configured to receive one or more information 
requests relating to data in different databases . For example , 
the request engine 116 may receive an information request 
relating to an object data stored in an object database , an 
information request relating to high - scale data stored in a 
high - scale time series database , and / or other data stored in 
other databases . The request engine 116 may receive , for 
example , an information request from a user of the comput 
ing system 102 , a portion ( e.g. , another engine and / or 
component of the computing system 102 ) of the computing 
system , a user of a computing device communicating with 
the computing system 102 ( e.g. , via a network ) , and / or a 
computing device communicating with the computing sys 
tem . An information request relating to a portion of data may 
specify the data , be directed to the data , and / or otherwise be 
related to the data . For example , an information request 
relating to an object data representing an entity by may 
specify the object data / entity , be directed to the object 
data / entity , and / or otherwise be related to the object data / 
entity . Other arrangements / structures of information 
requests are contemplated . 
[ 0038 ] In some embodiments , an information request for 
an area may be received through a user interface . The user 
interface may include one or more options by which a user 
may select a particular object for which information required 
is related . For example , the user interface may display a map 
of a geographic area and may include options that enable a 
user to select particular entities within the geographic area 
and / or particular entity features for which information / 
operation is desired . As another example , the user interface 
may display a graph of links between entities and may 
include options that enable a user to select a particular entity 
and / or links for which information / operation is desired . The 
user interface may include one or more options by which a 
user may specify the extent , the amount , and / or the level of 
information desired . For example , the user interface display 
ing a map may include options that enable a user to 
select / change the location displayed within the map ( e.g. , 
via panning , zooming ) and / or to select / change one or more 
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areas within the location for which information is desired . 
The user interface displaying a graph may include options 
that enable a user to select / change the types of entities 
displayed within the graph ( e.g. , displaying only person 
entities or displaying both person entities and linking enti 
ties , such as events , accounts , and / or things , by which 
persons are linked ) and / or to select / change the level of 
details regarding the entities / links are displayed ( e.g. , dis 
playing of additional information relating to an entity / link , 
such as more detailed information or source of the informa 
tion , based on hovering over the entity / link with a cursor ) . 
[ 0039 ] In various embodiments , the response engine 118 
may be configured to determine one or more responses to 
information request ( s ) . The response engine 118 may deter 
mine response ( s ) to information request ( s ) received by the 
request engine 116. The response engine 118 may determine 
a response to an information request relating to data in one 
database based on associated data in another database . Data 
included in different databases may be tightly integrated 
such that information request / flow may move from data in 
one database to data in another database . For example , 
temporal data in a high - scale time series database may be 
associated with an object data in the object database such 
that responsive to receiving an information requesting to the 
object data , the response engine 118 may determine a 
response based on the temporal data and / or other informa 
tion , and responsive to receiving an information requesting 
to the temporal data , the response engine 118 may determine 
a response based on the object data and / or other information . 
For example , the object data may represent a person carrying 
a location sensor ( e.g. , GPS device ) , and the temporal data 
may represent location data generated by the location sensor 
( e.g. , GPS data ) . Based on an information request relating to 
location of the person ( e.g. , request for information identi 
fying locations of the person within a time period and / or a 
geographic area ) , the response engine 118 may determine 
the response to the request by using the associated location 
data stored in the high - scale time series database . As another 
example , based on an information request that prompts 
search of GPS data of multiple location sensor for indica 
tions that particular GPS device / person associated with the 
GPS device was located in a geographic area , the response 
engine 118 determine the response to the request by using 
the associated object data ( e.g. , object data representing GPS 
device , person ) stored in the object database . That is , rather 
than returning GPS pings recorded within the geographic 
area , the response engine 118 may return entities ( e.g. , GPS 
device , person ) that is associated with GPS pings recorded 
within the geographic area . Other types of requests and 
responses to requests are contemplated . 
[ 0040 ] In various embodiments , the interface engine 120 
may be configured to provide one or more interfaces through 
which response ( s ) to information request ( s ) are accessible . 
For example , the interface engine 120 may provide an 
interface through which one or more responses ( e.g. , 
response to information request ( s ) relating to a temporal 
data and / or an object data ) determined by the response 
engine 118 are accessible . The interface ( s ) may include 
application programming interface ( s ) and / or user interface 
( s ) through which response ( s ) are accessible . For example , 
the interface engine 120 may provide one or more APIs that 
may be used by users / computing devices to view and / or 
request information operations relating to a temporal data 
and / or an object data . As another example , the interface 

engine 120 may provide one or more user interfaces ( e.g. , 
web user interface ) through which users / computing devices 
may enter / select / provide commands to view and / or request 
information / operations relating to a temporal data and / or an 
object data . Provision of other access to temporal data , 
object data , responses to information requests relating to 
temporal data and / or object data are contemplated . 
[ 0041 ] In some embodiments , the interface ( s ) provided by 
the interface engine 120 may provide a merged view of data 
in different ( disparate ) databases . A merged view may refer 
to a view of multiples types of data in a unified format . Such 
an interface may facilitate similar treatment of different 
types of data . For instance , the interface may provide a 
merged view of different types of geo - temporal data ( e.g. , 
cellular tower pings for a mobile device of an entity , 
physical observations of entity locations , projected locations 
of an entity ) using the same type of tool ( s ) ( e.g. , time 
scrubber , detail bar , map zoom ) , which may provide a 
consistent user interface that fuses different descriptive data 
of different sources for an entity at the application level . For 
example , data from different data sources may be merged 
into the same data format for performing operations . An 
operation for the entity , such as a meeting detection opera 
tion to determine if the entity met with another entity or a 
location detection operation to determine if the entity was at 
a particular location , may treat the different geo - temporal 
data as location data for the entity even though the different 
data may have been generated differently and / or may be 
stored differently ( e.g. , in different format , in different 
databases ) . As another example , one or more data may be 
retrieved from cold data storage and hydration of such data 
pull the data as a native part of the ontology . 
[ 0042 ] Such an interface may enable users / computing 
devices to treat different types of data ( e.g. , different types 
of geo - temporal data , data in different databases ) similarly . 
For example , data including geo - temporal information may 
be tied to object data representing an entity such that an 
ontological interface may be provided for various operations 
( e.g. , queries , searches , loads , views , modifications ) on the 
data . For instance , in response to a load request for an object 
data representing a person , transformations and / or data 
pipeline tools may be used to enrich the object data with 
arbitrary ontological events , such as events involving the 
person , devices / documents / accounts used by the person , 
and / or other information relating to the person . 
[ 0043 ] These operations may be performed in a pipeline 
layer by the application / in the database structured to effi 
ciently handle the relevant data , such as the application / 
database structured to handle high - scale , low level objects or 
the application / database structured handle low - scale , high 
level objects . When a data is requested to be loaded from a 
particular database , such as an object database , an associated 
data in a different database , such as a high - scale time series 
database , may be implicitly loaded as well . 
[ 0044 ] In some embodiments , the interface ( s ) provided by 
the interface engine 120 may provide for simplification of 
data operations . Rather than running data operations on 
entire data stored in databases , simplification operations 
may be used to reduce the size of the data on which 
operations are run . For example , data may include geo 
temporal information and geographic information system 
algorithm may be run to generate reduced ( e.g. , minimal ) 
representation of the data . For instance , one or more of 
geographic and / or temporal zoom may be used to select a 
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portion / slice of data to be operation on . That is , the data may 
be scaled back and / or interpolated to additional operations 
and / or viewing through an interface . Standard downsam 
pling and line simplification techniques may be used to 
improve performance of data operations . 
[ 0045 ] FIG . 2 illustrates example databases 200 , in accor 
dance with various embodiments . The databases 200 may 
include an object database 210 and a high - scale time series 
database 220. The object database 220 may include an object 
data A 212 and an object data B 214. The object data A 212 
may present an entity and the object data B 214 may present 
another entity . The high - scale time series database 220 may 
include a temporal data A 222 and a temporal data B 224 . 
The temporal data A 222 may be associated with the object 
data A 212. For example , the object data A 212 may 
correspond to a sensor device ( e.g. , GPS device ) and the 
temporal data A 222 may include geo - temporal information 
representing locations of the sensor device ( e.g. , GPS data ) 
at different times . A portion of the temporal data B 224 ( a 
temporal data B ' 226 ) may be associated with the object data 
B 214. For example , the object data B 214 may represent a 
person and the temporal data B ' 226 may include geo 
temporal information representing locations of the person . 
The geo - temporal information may have been generated 
based on one or more of sensor readings associated with the 
person ( e.g. , cellular tower pings for a mobile device of the 
person ) , physical observations of person's locations , pro 
jected locations of the person , and / or other information . The 
temporal data B 224 may include geo - temporal information 
representing locations of other entities and / or non - geo 
temporal information relating to the person and / or other 
entities . 
[ 0046 ] Data 212 , 214 , 222 , 226 included in the databases 
210 , 220 may be tightly integrated such that information 
request / flow may move from data in one database to data in 
another database . For example , the temporal data A 222 in 
the high - scale time series database 220 may be associated 
with the object data A 212 in the object database 210 such 
that a response to an information requesting to the object 
data A 212 may be determined based on the temporal data A 
222 , and a response to an information requesting to the 
temporal data A 222 may be determined based on the object 
data A 212 . 
[ 0047 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an example interface 300 for 
presenting geo - temporal data , in accordance with various 
embodiments . In various embodiments , the interface 300 
may be accessed through a software application running on 
a computing device ( e.g. , computers , mobile phones , tablets , 
etc. ) that includes one or more processors and memory . For 
example , the interface may be accessible through a web 
browser . In another example , the interface 300 may be 
provided through a data analysis application . In yet another 
example , the interface 300 may be provided as a service over 
a network ( e.g. , software as a service ) . Depending on the 
computing device , the user may be able to interact with the 
interface 300 using various input devices ( e.g. , keyboard , 
mouse , etc. ) and / or touch gestures . The interface 300 is 
provided merely as an example and , naturally , the arrange 
ment and configuration of such user interfaces can vary 
depending on the implementation . Thus , depending on the 
implementation , the interface 300 may include additional 
features and / or alternative features . 
[ 0048 ] The interface 300 may include a title section 302 , 
an information section 304 , and a view section 306. The title 

section 302 may provide information relating to views 
presented in the view section 306. For example , the title 
section 302 may provide title and / or other information 
relating to objects of which information are presented in the 
view section . The information section 304 may provide 
information relating to views presented in the view section 
306. The view section 306 may provide a visualization of 
information relating to one or more entities , such as a 
display of geo - temporal locations of a person , and the 
information section 304 may provide information relating to 
the person , locations , times , and / or other parameters related 
to the information presented in the view section . The inter 
face 300 may include options 308 , which may enable a user 
to change the level of zoom ( e.g. , geo - zoom , temporal 
zoom ) used to present information within the view section 
306. The interface 300 may include an option 310 , which 
may enable a user to change the level , type , and / or particular 
information presented within the view section 306. For 
example , the option 310 may enable a user to change the 
amount of details ( e.g. , number of locations , details relating 
to individual locations ) presented within the view section 
306. The option 310 may enable a user to change the 
grouping of information by which views of information 
within the view section 306 are determined , such as group 
ing of different geo - temporal information as location infor 
mation for the person . The option 310 may enable a user to 
change the type of analysis performed for the information 
presented within the view section 306 , such as the type of 
and / or extent of interpolated / projected locations of the per 
son shown within the view section . Other interactions of the 
user with the interface 300 are contemplated . 
[ 0049 ] The view section 306 may provide a visualization 
of information relating to one or more entities . For example , 
as shown in FIG . 3 , the view section 306 may provide a 
visualization of geo - temporal locations of an entity , such as 
a person . The visualization may include a display of a route 
340 of the entity determined based on different types of 
geo - temporal information . For example , the route 340 may 
include locations 312 , 314 , 316 , 318 , 320 , 322 , 324 , 326 , 
328 , 330 , 332 , 334 , 336 , 338 of the entity at different times . 
Other types of visualization ( e.g. , raster , probability distri 
bution ) are contemplated . 
[ 0050 ] The visualization shown in the view section 306 
may be displayed in response to one or more information 
request relating to the entity . For example , in response to a 
request to see locations of a person on a map , observations 
of the person's locations may be displayed in the view 
section 306. In response to the request , different streams of 
data associated with the person and including location 
information of the person may be obtained and merged for 
display in the view section 306. For instance , the locations 
312 , 324 , 336 may correspond to locations of the person 
manually inputted ( e.g. , by another person ) or by computing 
device . The locations 314 , 318 , 322 may correspond to 
locations of the person determined based on a sensor ( e.g. , 
location sensor , such as a GPS device ) generating informa 
tion that characterizes the location of the person . The 
locations 328 , 330 , 332 , 334 may correspond to locations of 
the person extracted from other information / sources . 
[ 0051 ] The locations 316 , 320 , 326 may correspond to 
interpolated locations of the person . Interpolated locations 
of the person may refer to calculated locations of the person 
between observed locations of the person . For example , 
locations of the person may be interpolated based on 
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instance , based on the user clicking on the location 322 , the 
user may see additional information relating to the person at 
the location 322 ( e.g. , the person's heading , velocity , and 
acceleration at the location 322 , the person's status / activity 
at the location 322 ) and / or additional information relating to 
how the location 322 was determined ( e.g. , sensor type , 
sensor identifier , sensor reading ) . Based on the user hovering 
over a point on the route 340 ( e.g. , with a mouse cursor ) , 
information relating to the location corresponding to the 
point may be displayed . For instance , the visualization may 
be displayed in the view section 306 using down - sampled 
information ( e.g. , based on a user's interaction with the 
options 308 , 310 ) . Based on the user's request for informa 
tion relating to a specific point on the route 340 , information 
for the corresponding location may be retrieved from back 
end to provide specific ( e.g. , less - down - sampled , non - down 
sampled ) information for the location . Other uses of the 
visualization are contemplated . 
[ 0055 ] Different locations of the person corresponding to 
different streams of data may be presented differently within 
the view section 306. For example , the color and / or the 
shape of how the locations 312 , 314 , 316 , 318 , 320 , 322 , 
324 , 326 , 328 , 330 , 332 , 334 , 336 , 338 are presented in the 
view section 306 may be changed to inform a user that the 
location is provided based on different sensor and / or differ 
ent calculation . Such presentation of information may facili 
tate the user to match and explore different theories relating 
to the person . 

observed locations of the person and information relating to 
the movement of the person at the observed locations , such 
as the person's heading , velocity , and acceleration . The 
locations 316 320 may be interpolated based on one data 
stream of location information for the person , such as based 
on the locations 314 , 318 , 322. The location 326 may be 
interpolated based on multiple data streams of location 
information for the person , such as based on the locations 
324 , 328. Using multiple data streams of location informa 
tion ( e.g. , different types of location data ) to interpolate the 
person's locations may result in more accurate position 
determinations . For example , interpolating the person's 
location simply from physical observations of the person 
( the locations 324 , 326 ) may result in a location 342 , which 
may be far from actual locations of the person at the time 
corresponding to the interpolated location 342. Different 
streams of data may be weighed the same or weighed 
differently for location interpolation . For instance , one 
stream of data that has greater location accuracy may impact 
the interpolation of location more than another stream of 
data . 
[ 0052 ] The location 338 may correspond to a projected 
location of the person . Projected locations of the person may 
refer to calculated locations of the person beyond the time 
frame during which the locations of the person were 
observed ( e.g. , future location ) . For example , locations of 
the person may be calculated based on observed locations of 
the person and information relating to the movement of the 
person at the observed locations , such as the person's 
heading , velocity , and acceleration . The location 338 may be 
projected based on multiple data streams of location infor 
mation for the person , such as based on the locations 332 , 
334 , 336. Using multiple data streams of location informa 
tion ( e.g. , different types of location data ) to project the 
person's locations may result in more accurate position 
determinations . For example , projecting the person's loca 
tion simply from physical observations of the person ( the 
locations 324 , 326 ) may result in a location below and to the 
right of the location 336. Different streams of data may be 
weighed the same or weighed differently for location pro 
jection . For instance , one stream of data that has greater 
location accuracy may impact the projection of location 
more than another stream of data . 
[ 0053 ] The visualization displayed in the view section 306 
( e.g. , the route 340 , the locations 312 , 314 , 316 , 318 , 320 , 
322 , 324 , 326 , 328 , 330 , 332 , 334 , 336 , 338 ) may change 
based on a user's interaction with the interface 300. For 
instance , a user may have interacted with the options 308 to 
change the level of zoom ( e.g. , amount of detail ) for the 
information presented within the interface 300 and / or the 
option 310 to change the type of information presented 
within the interface 300. Portions of the multiple streams of 
data ( including location information of the person ) corre 
sponding to the level of zoom / type of information selected 
by the user may be retrieved to hydrate the interface 300 . 
That is , only the persons of the data streams relevant to the 
selected viewing option may be retrieved for processing and 
display , rather than retrieving and processing entirety of the 
data streams . That is the geo - temporal data of the person 
may be simplified based on the use of the options 308 , 310 . 
[ 0054 ] A user may use the visualization displayed in the 
view section 306 ( e.g. , the route 340 , the locations 312 , 314 , 
316 , 318 , 320 , 322 , 324 , 326 , 328 , 330 , 332 , 334 , 336 , 338 ) 
to see additional information relating to the person . For 

[ 0056 ] FIG . 4A illustrates an example graph of objects 
400 , in accordance with various embodiments . The graph 
400 may include nodes 402 , 404 , 406 , 408 , 410 representing 
entities . For example , the nodes 402 , 404 , 406 , 408 , 410 may 
represent different persons . The links between the nodes 
402 , 404 , 406 , 408 , 410 may represent connection between 
the entities represented by the nodes 402 , 404 , 406 , 408 , 
410. Connections between the entities may include user 
defined connections , represented by solid lines . For 
example , the link between the nodes 404 , 406 and the link 
between the nodes 404 , 408 may represent connections 
between the corresponding persons established based on a 
user linking the persons . That is , a user may manually 
establish / confirm that the corresponding persons are related / 
connected to each other in some way . Connections between 
the entities may include suggested connections , represented 
by dashed lines . For example , the link between the nodes 
402 , 404 , the link between the nodes 406 , 410 , and the link 
between the nodes 408 , 410 may represent potential con 
nections between the corresponding persons suggested 
based on an analysis of information relating to the persons . 
For example , the persons may be stored as object data in an 
object database and information relating to the person may 
be stored as temporal data in a high - scale time series 
database . The data in the high - scale time series database 
may be explored to find potential connections between the 
persons . For example , a machine learning tool ( or model ) 
may receive data from the high - scale time series database to 
identify potential connections between objects representing 
persons in the object database . A user's confirmation / rejec 
tion of the suggested connections may be fed back into the 
machine learning tool to update and refine the machine 
learning tool . 
[ 0057 ] FIG . 4B illustrates another example graph of 
objects 450 , in accordance with various embodiments . The 
graph 450 may include nodes 452 , 454 , 456 , 458 , 460 
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[ 0061 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a flowchart of an example method 
500 , according to various embodiments of the present dis 
closure . The method 500 may be implemented in various 
environments including , for example , the environment 100 
of FIG . 1. The operations of method 500 presented below are 
intended to be illustrative . Depending on the implementa 
tion , the example method 500 may include additional , fewer , 
or alternative steps performed in various orders or in par 
allel . The example method 500 may be implemented in 
various computing systems or devices including one or more 
processors . 
[ 0062 ] At block 502 , a first database including a first data 
of a first data type may be accessed . At block 504 , a second 
database including a second data of a second data type may 
be accessed . The second data may be associated with the first 
data . At block 506A , a first information request relating to 
the first data may be received . At block 506B , a second 
information request relating to the second data may be 
received . At block 508A , a first response to the first infor 
mation request may be determined based on the second data . 
At block 508B , a second response to the second information 
request may be determined based on the first data . At block 
510 , an interface , through which the first response or the 
second response is accessible , may be provided . 

Hardware Implementation 

representing entities . For example , the nodes 452 , 454 , 456 , 
458 , 460 may represent different persons . The graph 450 
may include nodes 453 , 455 , 457 , 459 , 461 representing 
linking entities . Link entities may refer to entities that link 
other entities together . For example , a linking entity may 
include an account and entities linked by this account may 
include those persons that are known to use the account . As 
another example , a linking entity may include an event and 
the entities linked by this event may include those persons 
that attended the event . As another example , two persons 
may be connected by linking entities including mobile 
phones , SIM cards , cellular power pings , locations , and / or 
events . Other types of linking entities are contemplated . 
[ 0058 ] The links between the nodes 452 , 453 , 454 , 455 , 
456 , 457 , 458 , 459 , 460 , 461 may represent connection 
between the entities represented by the nodes 452 , 453 , 454 , 
455 , 456 , 457 , 458 , 459 , 460 , 461. Connections between the 
entities may include user - defined connections , represented 
by solid lines . For example , the link between the nodes 454 , 
455 and the link between the nodes 459 , 461 may represent 
connections between the corresponding persons / linking 
entities established based on a user linking the persons / 
linking entities . That is , a user may manually establish / 
confirm that the corresponding persons / linking entities are 
related / connected to each other in some way . Connections 
between the entities may include suggested connections , 
represented by solid lines . For example , the link between the 
nodes 456 , 457 and the link between the nodes 458,460 may 
represent potential connections between the corresponding 
persons / linking entities suggested based on an analysis of 
information relating to the persons / linking entities . 
[ 0059 ] For example , connections between the persons 
represented by the nodes 452 , 454 may include two sug 
gested connections : one between the person represented by 
the node 452 and a linking entity represented by the node 
453 , and another between the person represented by the node 
454 and the linking entity represented by the node 453 . 
Connections between the persons represented by the nodes 
454 , 458 may include three user - defined connections : one 
between the person represented by the node 454 and a 
linking entity represented by the node 459 , one between the 
linking entity represented by the node 459 and another 
linking entity represented by the node 461 , and one between 
the linking entity represented by the node 461 and the person 
represented by the node 458. Connections between persons 
may include both suggested connections and user - defined 
connections , such as between the persons represented by the 
nodes 456 , 460 . 
[ 0060 ] The nodes / links in the graph 450 may be associated 
with temporal information . For example , if a user is inter 
ested in interactions occurring at particular time / duration of 
time , the nodes / links in the graph corresponding to events 
occurring at the particular time / duration of time may be 
displayed different from other nodes / linked ( e.g. , high 
lighted , not greyed out ) . As another example , when a user 
has selected a node representing an event in the graph 450 , 
information relating to the preceding event and / or the sub 
sequent event may be displayed in the graph 450. As yet 
another example , links between the nodes in the graph 450 
may be displayed differently ( e.g. , in different color , using 
different styles of line ) to display directionality of the 
connection ( e.g. , who engaged whom ) and / or the temporal 
ity of the connections ( e.g. , which connections were estab 
lished earlier , later ) . 

[ 0063 ] The techniques described herein are implemented 
by one or more special - purpose computing devices . The 
special - purpose computing devices may be hard - wired to 
perform the techniques , or may include circuitry or digital 
electronic devices such as one or more application - specific 
integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently programmed to perform 
the techniques , or may include one or more hardware 
processors programmed to perform the techniques pursuant 
to program instructions in firmware , memory , other storage , 
or a combination . Such special - purpose computing devices 
may also combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or 
FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the tech 
niques . The special - purpose computing devices may be 
desktop computer systems , server computer systems , por 
table computer systems , handheld devices , networking 
devices or any other device or combination of devices that 
incorporate hard - wired and / or program logic to implement 
the techniques . 
[ 0064 ) Computing device ( s ) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system software , such as iOS , 
Android , Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Win 
dows 7 , Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or 
other compatible operating systems . In other embodiments , 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system . Conventional operating systems control 
and schedule computer processes for execution , perform 
memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O 
services , and provide a user interface functionality , such as 
a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0065 ] FIG . 6 is a block diagram that illustrates a com 
puter system 600 upon which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . The computer system 
600 includes a bus 602 or other communication mechanism 
for communicating information , one or more hardware pro 
cessors 604 coupled with bus 602 for processing informa 
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tion . Hardware processor ( s ) 604 may be , for example , one or 
more general purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0066 ] The computer system 600 also includes a main 
memory 606 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
602 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 604. Main memory 606 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 604. Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 604 , render computer system 
600 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0067 ] The computer system 600 further includes a read 
only memory ( ROM ) 608 or other static storage device 
coupled to bus 602 for storing static information and instruc 
tions for processor 604. A storage device 610 , such as a 
magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash 
drive ) , etc. , is provided and coupled to bus 602 for storing 
information and instructions . 
[ 0068 ] The computer system 600 may be coupled via bus 
602 to a display 612 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or 
LCD display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to 
a computer user . An input device 614 , including alphanu 
meric and other keys , is coupled to bus 602 for communi 
cating information and command selections to processor 
604. Another type of user input device is cursor control 616 , 
such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 604 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 612. This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis 
( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 

or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code may 
be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the 
executing computing device , for execution by the computing 
device . Software instructions may be embedded in firmware , 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
modules , but may be represented in hardware or firmware . 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that may be combined with other modules or 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
or storage . 
[ 0071 ] The computer system 600 may implement the 
techniques described herein using customized hard - wired 
logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or 
program logic which in combination with the computer 
system causes or programs computer system 600 to be a 
special - purpose machine . According to one embodiment , the 
techniques herein are performed by computer system 600 in 
response to processor ( s ) 604 executing one or more 
sequences of one or more instructions contained in main 
memory 606. Such instructions may be read into main 
memory 606 from another storage medium , such as storage 
device 610. Execution of the sequences of instructions 
contained in main memory 606 causes processor ( s ) 604 to 
perform the process steps described herein . In alternative 
embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used in place of 
or in combination with software instructions . 
[ 0072 ] The term “ non - transitory media , ” and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage device 610. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 606. Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
[ 0073 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 602. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0074 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 604 for execution . For example , the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to computer system 600 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 

cursor . 

[ 0069 ] The computing system 600 may include a user 
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored in 
mass storage device as executable software codes that are 

executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod 
ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 
software components , object - oriented software components , 
class components and task components , processes , func 
tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
[ 0070 ] In general , the word “ module , ” as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , C or C ++ . A software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , 
or Python . It will be appreciated that software modules may 
be callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices may be provided on a computer readable medium , 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
download ( and may be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation , decompression 
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data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 602. Bus 602 carries the 
data to main memory 606 , from which processor 604 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 606 may retrieves and executes 
the instructions . The instructions received by main memory 
606 may optionally be stored on storage device 610 either 
before or after execution by processor 604 . 
[ 0075 ] The computer system 600 also includes a commu 
nication interface 618 coupled to bus 602. Communication 
interface 618 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to one or more network links that are connected to one 
or more local networks . For example , communication inter 
face 618 may be an integrated services digital network 
( ISDN ) card , cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to 
provide a data communication connection to a correspond 
ing type of telephone line . As another example , communi 
cation interface 618 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card 
to provide a data communication connection to a compatible 
LAN ( or WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . 
Wireless links may also be implemented . In any such 
implementation , communication interface 618 sends and 
receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of 
information . 
[ 0076 ] A network link typically provides data communi 
cation through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , a network link may provide a connection 
through local network to a host computer or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) . The 
ISP in turn provides data communication services through 
the world wide packet data communication network now 
commonly referred to as the " Internet ” . Local network and 
Internet both use electrical , electromagnetic or optical sig 
nals that carry digital data streams . The signals through the 
various networks and the signals on network link and 
through communication interface 618 , which carry the digi 
tal data to and from computer system 600 , are example 
forms of transmission media . 
[ 0077 ] The computer system 600 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link and communication interface 618. In the 
Internet example , a server might transmit a requested code 
for an application program through the Internet , the ISP , the 
local network and the communication interface 618 . 
[ 0078 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
604 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 610 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0079 ] Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and 
fully or partially automated by , code modules executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors 
comprising computer hardware . The processes and algo 
rithms may be implemented partially or wholly in applica 
tion - specific circuitry . 
[ 0080 ] The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another , or may be 
combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
sub - combinations are intended to fall within the scope of 
this disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 

can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 
[ 0081 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
“ can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , " unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0082 ] Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in 
the flow diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules , segments , or portions of code which 
include one or more executable instructions for implement 
ing specific logical functions or steps in the process . Alter 
nate implementations are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
tions may be deleted , executed out of order from that shown 
or discussed , including substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order , depending on the functionality involved , as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art . 
[ 0083 ] It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above - described embodi 
ments , the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples . All such modifications 
and variations are intended to be included herein within the 
scope of this disclosure . The foregoing description details 
certain embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , 
however , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears 
in text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is 
also stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
thereof . 

Engines , Components , and Logic 
[ 0084 ] Certain embodiments are described herein as 
including logic or a number of components , engines , or 
mechanisms . Engines may constitute either software engines 
( e.g. , code embodied on a machine - readable medium ) or 
hardware engines . A “ hardware engine ” is a tangible unit 
capable of performing certain operations and may be con 
figured or arranged in a certain physical manner . In various 
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example embodiments , one or more computer systems ( e.g. , 
a standalone computer system , a client computer system , or 
a server computer system ) or one or more hardware engines 
of a computer system ( e.g. , a processor or a group of 
processors ) may be configured by software ( e.g. , an appli 
cation or application portion ) as a hardware engine that 
operates to perform certain operations as described herein . 
[ 0085 ] In some embodiments , a hardware engine may be 
implemented mechanically , electronically , or any suitable 
combination thereof . For example , a hardware engine may 
include dedicated circuitry or logic that is permanently 
configured to perform certain operations . For example , a 
hardware engine may be a special - purpose processor , such 
as a Field - Programmable Gate Array ( FPGA ) or an Appli 
cation Specific Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) . A hardware 
engine may also include programmable logic or circuitry 
that is temporarily configured by software to perform certain 
operations . For example , a hardware engine may include 
software executed by a general - purpose processor or other 
programmable processor . Once configured by such software , 
hardware engines become specific machines ( or specific 
components of a machine ) uniquely tailored to perform the 
configured functions and are no longer general - purpose 
processors . It will be appreciated that the decision to imple 
ment a hardware engine mechanically , in dedicated and permanently configured circuitry , or in temporarily config 
ured circuitry ( e.g. , configured by software ) may be driven 
by cost and time considerations . 
[ 0086 ] Accordingly , the phrase " hardware engine " should 
be understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an 
entity that is physically constructed , permanently configured 
( e.g. , hardwired ) , or temporarily configured ( e.g. , pro 
grammed ) to operate in a certain manner or to perform 
certain operations described herein . As used herein , “ hard 
ware - implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine . 
Considering embodiments in which hardware engines are 
temporarily configured ( e.g. , programmed ) , each of the 
hardware engines need not be configured or instantiated at 
any one instance in time . For example , where a hardware 
engine comprises a general - purpose processor configured by 
software to become a special - purpose processor , the general 
purpose processor may be configured as respectively differ 
ent special - purpose processors ( e.g. , comprising different 
hardware engines ) at different times . Software accordingly 
configures a particular processor or processors , for example , 
to constitute a particular hardware engine at one instance of 
time and to constitute a different hardware engine at a 
different instance of time . 
[ 0087 ] Hardware engines can provide information to , and 
receive information from , other hardware engines . Accord 
ingly , the described hardware engines may be regarded as 
being communicatively coupled . Where multiple hardware 
engines exist contemporaneously , communications may be 
achieved through signal transmission ( e.g. , over appropriate 
circuits and buses ) between or among two or more of the 
hardware engines . In embodiments in which multiple hard 
ware engines are configured or instantiated at different 
times , communications between such hardware engines may 
be achieved , for example , through the storage and retrieval 
of information in memory structures to which the multiple 
hardware engines have access . For example , one hardware 
engine may perform an operation and store the output of that 
operation in a memory device to which it is communica 
tively coupled . A further hardware engine may then , at a 

later time , access the memory device to retrieve and process 
the stored output . Hardware engines may also initiate com 
munications with input or output devices , and can operate on 
a resource ( e.g. , a collection of information ) . 
[ 0088 ] The various operations of example methods 
described herein may be performed , at least partially , by one 
or more processors that are temporarily configured ( e.g. , by 
software ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 
operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , 
such processors may constitute processor - implemented 
engines that operate to perform one or more operations or 
functions described herein . As used herein , “ processor 
implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine imple 
mented using one or more processors . 
[ 0089 ) Similarly , the methods described herein may be at 
least partially processor - implemented , with a particular pro 
cessor or processors being an example of hardware . For 
example , at least some of the operations of a method may be 
performed by one or more processors or processor - imple 
mented engines . Moreover , the one or more processors may 
also operate to support performance of the relevant opera 
tions in a “ cloud computing ” environment or as a “ software 
as a service ” ( SaaS ) . For example , at least some of the 
operations may be performed by a group of computers ( as 
examples of machines including processors ) , with these 
operations being accessible via a network ( e.g. , the Internet ) 
and via one or more appropriate interfaces ( e.g. , an Appli 
cation Program Interface ( API ) ) . 
[ 0090 ] The performance of certain of the operations may 
be distributed among the processors , not only residing 
within a single machine , but deployed across a number of 
machines . In some example embodiments , the processors or 
processor - implemented engines may be located in a single 
geographic location ( e.g. , within a home environment , an 
office environment , or a server farm ) . In other example 
embodiments , the processors or processor - implemented 
engines may be distributed across a number of geographic 
locations . 

Language 
[ 0091 ] Throughout this specification , plural instances may 
implement components , operations , or structures described 
as a single instance . Although individual operations of one 
or more methods are illustrated and described as separate 
operations , one or more of the individual operations may be 
performed concurrently , and nothing requires that the opera 
tions be performed in the order illustrated . Structures and 
functionality presented as separate components in example 
configurations may be implemented as a combined structure 
or component . Similarly , structures and functionality pre 
sented as a single component may be implemented as 
separate components . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within the scope of 
the subject matter herein . 
[ 0092 ] Although an overview of the subject matter has 
been described with reference to specific example embodi 
ments , various modifications and changes may be made to 
these embodiments without departing from the broader 
scope of embodiments of the present disclosure . Such 
embodiments of the subject matter may be referred to herein , 
individually or collectively , by the term “ invention ” merely 
for convenience and without intending to voluntarily limit 
the scope of this application to any single disclosure or 
concept if more than one is , in fact , disclosed . 
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[ 0093 ] The embodiments illustrated herein are described 
in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to 
practice the teachings disclosed . Other embodiments may be 
used and derived therefrom , such that structural and logical 
substitutions and changes may be made without departing 
from the scope of this disclosure . The Detailed Description , 
therefore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope 
of various embodiments is defined only by the appended 
claims , along with the full range of equivalents to which 
such claims are entitled . 
[ 0094 ] It will be appreciated that an " engine , " " system , " 
" data store , " and / or “ database ” may comprise software , 
hardware , firmware , and / or circuitry . In one example , one or 
more software programs comprising instructions capable of 
being executable by a processor may perform one or more 
of the functions of the engines , data stores , databases , or 
systems described herein . In another example , circuitry may 
perform the same or similar functions . Alternative embodi 
ments may comprise more , less , or functionally equivalent 
engines , systems , data stores , or databases , and still be 
within the scope of present embodiments . For example , the 
functionality of the various systems , engines , data stores , 
and / or databases may be combined or divided differently . 
[ 0095 ] The data stores described herein may be any suit 
able structure ( e.g. , an active database , a high - scale time 
series database , relational database , a self - referential data 
base , a table , a matrix , an array , a flat file , a documented 
oriented storage system , a non - relational No - SQL system , 
and the like ) , and may be cloud - based or otherwise . 
[ 0096 ] As used herein , the term “ or ” may be construed in 
either an inclusive or exclusive sense . Moreover , plural 
instances may be provided for resources , operations , or 
structures described herein as a single instance . Additionally , 
boundaries between various resources , operations , engines , 
engines , and data stores are somewhat arbitrary , and par 
ticular operations are illustrated in a context of specific 
illustrative configurations . Other allocations of functionality 
are envisioned and may fall within a scope of various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In general , structures 
and functionality presented as separate resources in the 
example configurations may be implemented as a combined 
structure or resource . Similarly , structures and functionality 
presented as a single resource may be implemented as 
separate resources . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within a scope of 
embodiments of the present disclosure as represented by the 
appended claims . The specification and drawings are , 
accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense . 
[ 0097 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
“ can , ” “ could , ” " might , ” or “ may , " unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0098 ] Although the invention has been described in detail 
for the purpose of illustration based on what is currently 

considered to be the most practical and preferred implemen 
tations , it is to be understood that such detail is solely for that 
purpose and that the invention is not limited to the disclosed 
implementations , but , on the contrary , is intended to cover 
modifications and equivalent arrangements that are within 
the spirit and scope of the appended claims . For example , it 
is to be understood that the present invention contemplates 
that , to the extent possible , one or more features of any 
embodiment can be combined with one or more features of 
any other embodiment . 

1. A system comprising : 
one or more processors ; and 
a memory storing instructions that , when executed by the 

one or more processors , cause the system to perform : 
accessing a first database , the first database structured 

for a first data type , the first database including a first 
data of the first data type ; 

accessing a second database , the second database struc 
tured for a second data type different from the first 
datatype , the second database including a second 
data of the second data type , wherein the second data 
is associated with the first data ; 

receiving a first information request relating to the first 
data ; 

determining a first response to the first information 
request based on the second data ; 

receiving a second information request relating to the 
second data ; 

determining a second response to the second informa 
tion request based on the first data ; and 

providing an interface through which the first response 
or the second response is accessible . 

2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the first database 
includes an object database and the second database includes 
a high - scale time series database . 

3. The system of claim 2 , wherein the first data represents 
an entity and the second data represents geo - temporal infor 
mation associated with the entity . 
4. The system of claim 2 , wherein the object database 

includes objects representing entities and links between the 
objects that represent connections between the entities . 
5. The system of claim 4 , wherein the connections 

between the entities include at least one of : a user - defined 
connection and a suggested connection . 
6. The system of claim 2 , wherein the high - scale time 

series database is used for data transformation and data 
enrichment . 

7. The system of claim 1 , wherein the interface provides 
a merged view of the first data and the second data . 

8. A method implemented by a computing system includ 
ing one or more processors and storage media storing 
machine - readable instructions , wherein the method is per 
formed using the one or more processors , the method 
comprising : 

accessing a first database , the first database structured for 
a first data type , the first database including a first data 
of the first data type ; 

accessing a second database , the second database struc 
tured for a second data type different from the first 
datatype , the second database including a second data 
of the second data type , wherein the second data is 
associated with the first data ; 

receiving a first information request relating to the first 
data ; 
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determining a first response to the first information 
request based on the second data ; 

receiving a second information request relating to the 
second data ; 

determining a second response to the second information 
request based on the first data ; and 

providing an interface through which the first response or 
the second response is accessible . 

9. The method of claim 8 , wherein the first database 
includes an object database and the second database includes 
a high - scale time series database . 

10. The method of claim 9 , wherein the first data repre 
sents an entity and the second data represents geo - temporal 
information associated with the entity . 

11. The method of claim 9 , wherein the object database 
includes objects representing entities and links between the 
objects that represent connections between the entities . 

12. The method of claim 11 , wherein the connections 
between the entities include at least one of : a user - defined 
connection and a suggested connection . 

13. The method of claim 9 , wherein the high - scale time 
series database is used for data transformation and data 
enrichment . 

14. The method of claim 8 , wherein the interface provides 
a merged view of the first data and the second data . 

15. A non - transitory computer readable medium compris 
ing instructions that , when executed , cause one or more 
processors to perform : 

accessing a first database , the first database structured for 
a first data type , the first database including a first data 
of the first data type ; 

accessing a second database , the second database struc 
tured for a second data type different from the first 

datatype , the second database including a second data 
of the second data type , wherein the second data is 
associated with the first data ; 

receiving a first information request relating to the first 
data ; 

determining a first response to the first information 
request based on the second data ; 

receiving a second information request relating to the 
second data ; 

determining a second response to the second information 
request based on the first and 

providing an interface through which the first response or 
the second response is accessible . 

16. The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 15 , wherein the first database includes an object 
database and the second database includes a high - scale time 
series database . 

17. The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 16 , wherein the first data represents an entity and the 
second data represents geo - temporal information associated 
with the entity . 

18. The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 16 , wherein the object database includes objects 
representing entities and links between the objects that 
represent connections between the entities . 

19. The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 18 , wherein the connections between the entities 
include at least one of : a user - defined connection and a 
suggested connection . 

20. The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 15 , wherein the interface provides a merged view of 
the first data and the second data . 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS DATA PROPAGATION AND MAPPING 
SYSTEM 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[ 0001 ] The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for adaptive and transparent entity screening . More 
specifically , the present disclosure relates to adaptive and 
transparent entity screening that may be configured to con 
tinuously reassess a match between pairs of entities in a way 
that is easily reviewable by a user . 

BACKGROUND 

[ 0002 ] Large data stores represent a vast collection of 
information that may be utilized or relied upon by programs , 
applications , or even other data stores . Often , valuable data 
or information is encoded in a specific format in a data store 
for efficient organization , storage , and retrieval ( e.g. , infor 
mation may be organized and stored as tabular entries in a 
large spreadsheet ) . Because a data store may contain infor 
mation that is used by another data store , a receiving data 
store must identify changes in information in a transmitting 
data store and update relevant data entries accordingly . 
However , because a data store may not recognize or identify 
received data in an incompatible storage format , there is a 
need to transform data from one storage format to one or 
more other storage formats and transmit the transformed 
data to the appropriate data stores . 

[ 0006 ] FIG . 1 is an overview of an example data propa 
gation and mapping system . 
[ 0007 ] FIG . 2 illustrates one embodiment of a database 
system using an ontology . 
[ 0008 ] FIG . 3 illustrates one embodiment of a system for 
creating data in a data store using a dynamic ontology . 
[ 0009 ] FIG . 4 illustrates a sample user interface using 
relationships described in a data store using a dynamic 
ontology 
[ 0010 ] FIG . 5 is an example process for data propagation 
and mapping from the system point of view . 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 6 is a flow chart illustrating an example 
process for the mapping pipeline . 
[ 0012 ] FIG . 7A illustrates two example databases storing 
different types of data in different storage formats before any 
changes occur . 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 7B illustrates two example databases storing 
different types of data in different storage formats where one 
database stores changed information . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 7C illustrates two example databases storing 
different types of data in different storage formats where the 
changed information in a first database is propagated to a 
second database . 
[ 0015 ) FIG . 8 is a block diagram of an example computing 
system configured to perform data propagation and map 
ping . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION SUMMARY 
Overview [ 0003 ] The systems , methods , and devices described 

herein each have several aspects , no single one of which is 
solely responsible for its desirable attributes . Without lim 
iting the scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting fea 
tures will now be discussed briefly . 
[ 0004 ] Details of one or more implementations of the 
subject matter described in this specification are set forth in 
the accompanying drawings and the description below . 
Other features , spects , and advantages will become appar 
ent from the description , the drawings , and the claims . 
Neither this summary nor the following detailed description 
purports to define or limit the scope of the inventive subject 
matter . 

[ 0005 ] One aspect of the disclosure provides a system for 
data propagation and mapping . The system comprises a first 
non - transitory computer storage medium configured to store 
a data set representable in a first storage format , a second 
non - transitory computer storage medium configured to store 
a data set representable in a second storage format , a third 
non - transitory computer storage medium configured to at 
least store computer - executable instructions , and one or 
more computer hardware processors . The one or more 
computer hardware processors may be configured to execute 
the computer - executable instructions to at least identify , in 
the first non - transitory computer storage medium , one or 
more data entries storing changed information in a data set ; 
filter the one or more identified data entries in the first 
non - transitory computer storage medium to generate a sub 
set of filtered data entries , transmit the filtered data entry to 
a pipeline configured to map a data entry in the first storage 
format to a data entry in the second storage format , and 
transmit the mapped data entry to the second non - transitory 
computer storage medium . 

[ 0016 ] For purposes of improving accuracy and reliability , 
it is advantageous that a change to information in one data 
store is propagated to other data stores that have or use 
similar information . However , because not all data stores use 
identical formatting , a data store may not be able to recog 
nize or identify received data if the transmitting data store 
formats data differently than the receiving data store . Thus , 
examples of technical problems include identifying changes 
to a data set , propagating the changes in data to one or more 
recipients , mapping the propagated data from a first storage 
format to a second storage format , and transmitting the 
mapped data to the one or more recipients . 
[ 0017 ] The data propagation and mapping system identi 
fies data entries storing changed information in a first 
database using a first storage format and converts the data 
entries into a second storage format so that the changed data 
may be transmitted to and stored in a second database . 
[ 0018 ] The system monitors one or more data sets in a first 
data store to identify data entries storing changed informa 
tion . The system may , for example , periodically receive 
from a first database all data sets stored in the database . The 
system may then examine each data entry in all the received 
data sets to detect discrepancies between the received data 
entry and a previous version of the data entry . Because not 
all data entries from the first database may be relevant to the 
second database , data entries may be filtered according to 
properties such as data type , or object identifier . 
[ 0019 ] The system may funnel data entries from the first 
database into a mapping pipeline to transform data stored in 
a first storage format into data stored in a second storage 
format . The mapping pipeline may comprise a number of 
blocks configured to execute the overall mapping process . 
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For example , a receiving block may simply receive a data 
entry represented in a first storage format , a transformation 
block may identify properties in the data entry that are not 
found in the second storage format , strip the property from 
the data entry , and structure the data to match the second 
storage format , and an output block may output the data 
entry in the second storage format . The system may transmit 
the output of the mapping pipeline to the second database . 
Although some embodiments transform data entries using 
only one mapping pipeline , other examples may utilize 
different implementations . For example , an example system 
may pass data entries through multiple mapping pipelines in 
a chain to iterate multiple changes throughout the entire 
pipeline . 

are not limited to , optical disks ( e.g. , CD - ROM , DVD 
ROM , etc. ) , magnetic disks ( e.g. , hard disks , floppy disks , 
etc. ) , memory circuits ( e.g. , solid state drives , random 
access memory ( RAM ) , etc. ) , and / or the like . Another 
example of a data store is a hosted storage environment that 
includes a collection of physical data storage devices that 
may be remotely accessible and may be rapidly provisioned 
as needed ( commonly referred to as “ cloud ” storage ) . 
[ 0028 ] Database : Any data structure ( and / or combinations 
of multiple data structures ) for storing and / or organizing 
data , including , but not limited to , relational databases ( e.g. , 
Oracle databases , MySQL databases , etc. ) , non - relational 
databases ( e.g. , NoSQL databases , etc. ) , in - memory data 
bases , spreadsheets , as comma separated values ( CSV ) files , 
eXtendible markup language ( XML ) files , TeXT ( TXT ) 
files , flat files , spreadsheet files , and / or any other widely 
used or proprietary format for data storage . Databases are 
typically stored in one or more data stores . Accordingly , 
each database referred to herein ( e.g. , in the description 
herein and / or the figures of the present application ) is to be 
understood as being stored in one or more data stores . 

Terms 

[ 0020 ] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys 
tems and methods discussed herein , a number of terms are 
defined below . The terms defined below , as well as other 
terms used herein , should be construed to include the 
provided definitions , the ordinary and customary meaning of 
the terms , and / or any other implied meaning for the respec 
tive terms . Thus , the definitions below do not limit the 
meaning of these terms , but only provide exemplary defi 
nitions . 
[ 0021 ] Entity : An individual , a group of individuals ( e.g. , 
a household of individuals , a married couple , etc. ) , a busi 
ness , or other organization . 
[ 0022 ] Data Object or Object : A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 
number of definable properties . For example , a data object 
can represent an entity such as a person , a place , an 
organization , a market instrument , or other noun . A data 
object can represent an event that happens at a point in time 
or for a duration . A data object can represent a document or 
other unstructured data source such as an e - mail message , a 
news report , or a written paper or article . Each data object 
may be associated with a unique identifier that uniquely 
identifies the data object . The object's attributes ( e.g. meta 
data about the object ) may be represented in one or more 
properties . 
[ 0023 ] Object Type : Type of a data object ( e.g. , Person , 
Event , or Document ) . Object types may be defined by an 
ontology and may be modified or updated to include addi 
tional object types . An object definition ( e.g. , in an ontology ) 
may include how the object is related to other objects , such 
as being a sub - object type of another object type ( e.g. an 
agent may be a sub - object type of a person object type ) , and 
the properties the object type may have . 
[ 0024 ] Properties ( or “ Attributes " ) : information about a 
data object , such as an entity , that represent the particular 
data object . Each attribute of a data object has a property 
type and a value or values . Entity properties , for example , 
may include name , address , postal code , IP address , user 
name , phone number , etc. 
[ 0025 ] Link : A connection between two data objects , 
based on , for example , a relationship , an event , and / or 
matching properties . Links may be directional , such as one 
representing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . 
[ 0026 ] Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects . 
[ 0027 ] Data Store : Any computer readable storage 
medium and / or device ( or collection of data storage medi 
ums and / or devices ) . Examples of data stores include , but 

Examples of Data Propagation and Mapping 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 1 is an overview of an example data propa 
gation and mapping system . The example system 100 may 
comprise a first database or data store 102 , a data propaga 
tion and mapping system 114 , and a second database or data 
store 124. In some embodiments , the database 102 , data 
propagation and mapping system 114 , and database 124 may 
be connected to each other over network 112. In some 
embodiments , network 112 may comprise the Internet , a 
local area network , a wide area network and / or a wireless 
network . 
[ 0030 ] Database 102 may comprise a data set 104 storing 
data entries . In some embodiments , data set 104 may com 
prise a number of data objects 106 and 108. In some 
embodiments , data objects 106 and 108 may comprise the 
same type of information ( e.g. , names of people ) . In some 
embodiments , the data objects may comprise different types 
of information . By way of example , data object 106 may 
store the name of a person while data object 108 stores data 
related to a geographic landmark . Data set 104 may further 
comprise a link 110 connecting data objects 106 and 108 
according to a shared data object property or relationship . 
By way of example , if data objects 106 and 108 represented 
employees in a business , link 110 may connect data objects 
106 and 108 to represent the fact that the two employees are 
colleagues in the same business . Database 102 may be in 
communication with the data propagation and mapping 
system 114 via a network 112. For example , database 102 
may transmit a copy of data set 104 over network 112 to the 
data propagation and mapping system 114 . 
[ 0031 ] Database 124 may comprise a data set 126 com 
prising a series of data entries 128 , 130 , and 132. Database 
124 may store data entries 126 , 130 , 132 in a different 
storage format than in database 102. For example , while 
information may be stored as data objects connected by links 
in database 102 , information may instead be stored as 
tabular entries in a spreadsheet format in database 124 . 
[ 0032 ] Data propagation and mapping system 114 may be 
configured to transform data from a first storage format to a 
second storage format and may comprise a number of 
component engines and data stores . In the example system 
of FIG . 1 , data propagation and mapping system 114 com 
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prises an identification engine 116 , a filtering engine 118 , a 
mapping pipeline 120 , and a data store 122. In some 
embodiments , data store 122 may comprise a non - transitory 
computer readable storage medium configured to at least 
store computer - executable instructions used to execute the 
processes of the identification 116 , filtering engine 118 , and 
mapping pipeline 120 . 
[ 0033 ] The identification engine 116 may monitor data 
base 102 for data entries storing changed information and 
may be configured to receive an entire data set or one or 
more data entries . In some embodiments , the identification 
engine may monitor database 102 by periodically transmit 
ting a polling request to database 102. The identification 
engine 116 may then receive a response transmission from 
database 102 comprising all data entries in a data set or in 
multiple data sets . In some embodiments , the identification 
engine 116 may also determine which databases should 
receive the output of the data propagation and mapping 
system 114 by determining whether a particular data entry in 
data set 104 is linked to or used by a program , application , 
or other database . In some embodiments , the identification 
engine 116 may also determine the differences between the 
first storage format and a second storage format for subse 
quent use in the mapping pipeline 120 . 
[ 0034 ] The filtering engine 118 may filter the data entries 
received or identified by the identification engine 116 to 
generate a subset of filtered data entries . For example , if 
database 124 only stored data entries related to people , the 
filtering engine 118 may iterate through each data entry 
transmitted from database 102 and received by identification 
engine 116 to determine whether the data entry stores 
information relate to people . In some embodiments , the 
filtering may occur by examining the content of the data 
entry itself or by examining data entry properties . By way of 
example , the filtering engine 118 may filter data set 104 for 
people data entries by checking to see if data objects 106 or 
108 store names of people or are associated with the data 
object property type “ People . ” In some embodiments , fil 
tering according to a data property or characteristic may be 
executed incrementally such that a filter based on a second 
data property is executed after a filter based on a first data 
property . The filtering engine 118 may then pass along the 
filtered data set to the mapping pipeline 120 . 
[ 0035 ] The mapping pipeline 120 may be configured to 
transform data entries stored in a first storage format into 
data entries stored in a second storage format . In some 
embodiments , the mapping pipeline may comprise multiple 
steps performed by multiple blocks . In some embodiments , 
the mapping pipeline may comprise a receiving block , a 
transformation block , and an output block . The receiving 
block may simply receive the filtered subset of data entries 
generated by the filtering engine 118 and pass each filtered 
data entry into the transformation block . The transformation 
block of the mapping pipeline may be configured to actually 
convert or transform the filtered data entry to match the 
storage format of a recipient program , application , or data 
base . For example , database 102 may store information 
relating to a person called Mary Jane as data object 106 with 
associated data object properties corresponding to the per 
son's age , ethnicity , age , marital status , etc. Database 124 
may also store data entries of people , but may not track or 
store the data properties of ethnicity or age . The transfor 
mation block of the mapping pipeline may therefore delete 
the data properties ethnicity and age from the data entry . In 

addition to stripping information not stored or used by the 
second storage format , the transformation block may also 
format the filtered data entry itself to conform to format 
requirements of the second storage format . For example , the 
transformation block in mapping pipeline 120 may convert 
the data represented as linked data objects in database 102 
to a series of tabulated entries stored in a spreadsheet in 
database and generate a mapped data entry that is compat 
ible with a second storage format . In some embodiments , an 
output block of the mapping pipeline 120 may receive the 
mapped data entries from the transformation block and 
transmit the mapped data entries to the database 124 over 
network 112. In some embodiments , the mapping pipeline 
may receive a single data object from database 102 and 
output two or more data objects to be included in database 
124 . 
[ 0036 ] Although the above discussion assumed data 
propagation and mapping from database 102 to database 
124 , in other embodiments the data propagation and map 
ping may instead flow from database 124 to database 102 . 
Additionally , although some embodiments of the data propa 
gation and mapping system transform data entries using only 
one mapping pipeline , other examples may utilize different 
implementations . For example , an example system may pass 
data entries through multiple mapping pipelines in a chain to 
iterate multiple changes throughout the entire pipeline . 
[ 0037 ] FIG . 2 illustrates an object - centric conceptual data 
model according to an embodiment . An ontology 205 , as 
noted above , may include stored information providing a 
data model for storage of data in the database 209. The 
ontology 205 may be defined by one or more object types , 
which may each be associated with one or more property 
types . At the highest level of abstraction , data object 201 is 
a container for information representing things in the world . 
For example , data object 201 can represent an entity such as 
a person , a place , an organization , a market instrument , or 
other noun . Data object 201 can represent an event that 
happens at a point in time or for a duration . Data object 201 
can represent a document or other unstructured data source 
such as an e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper 
or article . Each data object 201 is associated with a unique 
identifier that uniquely identifies the data object within the 
database system . 
[ 0038 ] Different types of data objects may have different 
property types . For example , a “ Person ” data object might 
have an “ Eye Color ” property type and an “ Event " data 
object might have a “ Date ” property type . Each property 203 
as represented by data in the database system 210 may have 
a property type defined by the ontology 205 used by the 
database 205 . 
[ 0039 ] Objects may be instantiated in the database 209 in 
accordance with the corresponding object definition for the 
particular object in the ontology 205. For example , a specific 
monetary payment ( e.g. , an object of type " event " ) of 
US $ 30.00 ( e.g. , a property of type " currency ” ) taking place 
on Mar. 27 , 2009 ( e.g. , a property of type " date ” ) may be 
stored in the database 209 as an event object with associated 
currency and date properties as defined within the ontology 
205. The data objects defined in the ontology 205 may 
support property multiplicity . In particular , a data object 201 
may be allowed to have more than one property 203 of the 
same property type . For example , a “ Person ” data object 
might have multiple " Address " properties or multiple 
“ Name ” properties . 
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[ 0040 ] Each link 202 represents a connection between two 
data objects 201. In one embodiment , the connection is 
either through a relationship , an event , or through matching 
properties . A relationship connection may be asymmetrical 
or symmetrical . For example , “ Person ” data object A may be 
connected to “ Person ” data object B by a “ Child Of 
relationship ( where “ Person ” data object B has an asym 
metric “ Parent Of ” relationship to “ Person ” data object A ) , 
a “ Kin Of ” symmetric relationship to “ Person ” data object 
C , and an asymmetric “ Member of relationship to “ Orga 
nization ” data object X. The type of relationship between 
two data objects may vary depending on the types of the data 
objects . For example , “ Person ” data object A may have an 
“ Appears In ” relationship with “ Document ” data object Yor 
have a “ Participate In ” relationship with “ Event ” data object 
E. As an example of an event connection , two “ Person ” data 
objects may be connected by an “ Airline Flight ” data object 
representing a particular airline flight if they traveled 
together on that flight , or by a “ Meeting ” data object 
representing a particular meeting if they both attended that 
meeting . In one embodiment , when two data objects are 
connected by an event , they are also connected by relation 
ships , in which each data object has a specific relationship 
to the event , such as , for example , an “ Appears In ” rela 
tionship . 
[ 0041 ] As an example of a matching properties connec 
tion , two “ Person ” data objects representing a brother and a 
sister , may both have an “ Address ” property that indicates 
where they live . If the brother and the sister live in the same 
home , then their “ Address ” properties likely contain similar , 
if not identical property values . In one embodiment , a link 
between two data objects may be established based on 
similar or matching properties ( e.g. , property types and / or 
property values ) of the data objects . These are just some 
examples of the types of connections that may be repre 
sented by a link and other types of connections may be 
represented ; embodiments are not limited to any particular 
types of connections between data objects . For example , a 
document might contain references to two different objects . 
For example , a document may contain a reference to a 
payment ( one object ) , and a person ( a second object ) . A link 
between these two objects may represent a connection 
between these two entities through their co - occurrence 
within the same document . 
[ 0042 ] Each data object 201 can have multiple links with 
another data object 201 to form a link set 204. For example , 
two “ Person ” data objects representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a “ Spouse Of ” relationship , a 
matching “ Address ” property , and one or more matching 
“ Event ” properties ( e.g. , a wedding ) . Each link 202 as 
represented by data in a database may have a link type 
defined by the database ontology used by the database . 
[ 0043 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram illustrating exemplary 
components and data that may be used in identifying and 
storing data according to an ontology . In this example , the 
ontology may be configured , and data in the data model 
populated , by a system of parsers and ontology configura 
tion tools . In the embodiment of FIG . 3 , input data 300 is 
provided to parser 302. The input data may comprise data 
from one or more sources . For example , an institution may 
have one or more databases with information on credit card 
transactions , rental cars , and people . The databases may 
contain a variety of related information and attributes about 
each type of data , such as a “ date ” for a credit card 

transaction , an address for a person , and a date for when a 
rental car is rented . The parser 302 is able to read a variety 
of source input data types and determine which type of data 
it is reading . 
[ 0044 ] In accordance with the discussion above , the 
example ontology 205 comprises stored information provid 
ing the data model of data stored in database 209 , and the 
ontology is defined by one or more object types 310 , one or 
more property types 316 , and one or more link types 330 . 
Based on information determined by the parser 302 or other 
mapping of source input information to object type , one or 
more data objects 201 may be instantiated in the database 
209 based on respective determined object types 310 , and 
each of the objects 201 has one or more properties 203 that 
are instantiated based on property types 316. Two data 
objects 201 may be connected by one or more links 202 that 
may be instantiated based on link types 330. The property 
types 316 each may comprise one or more data types 318 , 
such as a string , number , etc. Property types 316 may be 
instantiated based on a base property type 320. For example , 
a base property type 320 may be “ Locations ” and a property 
type 316 may be “ Home . ” 
[ 0045 ] In an embodiment , a user of the system uses an 
object type editor 324 to create and / or modify the object 
types 310 and define attributes of the object types . In an 
embodiment , a user of the system uses a property type editor 
326 to create and / or modify the property types 316 and 
define attributes of the property types . In an embodiment , a 
user of the system uses link type editor 328 to create the link 
types 330. Alternatively , other programs , processes , or pro 
grammatic controls may be used to create link types and 
property types and define attributes , and using editors is not 
required . 
[ 0046 ] In an embodiment , creating a property type 316 
using the property type editor 326 involves defining at least 
one parser definition using a parser editor 322. A parser 
definition comprises metadata that informs parser 302 how 
to parse input data 300 to determine whether values in the 
input data can be assigned to the property type 316 that is 
associated with the parser definition . In an embodiment , 
each parser definition may comprise a regular expression 
parser 304A or a code module parser 304B . In other embodi 
ments , other kinds of parser definitions may be provided 
using scripts or other programmatic elements . Once defined , 
both a regular expression parser 304A and a code module 
parser 304B can provide input to parser 302 to control 
parsing of input data 300 . 
[ 0047 ] Using the data types defined in the ontology , input 
data 300 may be parsed by the parser 302 determine which 
object type 310 should receive data from a record created 
from the input data , and which property types 316 should be 
assigned to data from individual field values in the input 
data . Based on the object - property mapping 301 , the parser 
302 selects one of the parser definitions that is associated 
with a property type in the input data . The parser parses an 
input data field using the selected parser definition , resulting 
in creating new or modified data 303. The new or modified 
data 303 is added to the database 209 according to ontology 
205 by storing values of the new or modified data in a 
property of the specified property type . As a result , input 
data 300 having varying format or syntax can be created in 
database 209. The ontology 205 may be modified at any time 
using object type editor 324 , property type editor 326 , and 
link type editor 328 , or under program control without 
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human use of an editor . Parser editor 322 enables creating 
multiple parser definitions that can successfully parse input 
data 300 having varying format or syntax and determine 
which property types should be used to transform input data 
300 into new or modified input data 303 . 
[ 0048 ] For example , in FIG . 4 , relationship 404 is based 
on a payment associated with the individuals indicated in 
person data objects 421 and 423. The link 404 represents 
these shared payments ( for example , the individual associ 
ated with data object 421 may have paid the individual 
associated with data object 423 on three occasions ) . The 
relationship is further indicated by the common relationship 
between person data objects 421 and 423 and financial 
account data object 428. For example , link 411 indicates that 
person data object 421 transferred money into financial 
account data object 428 , while person data object 423 
transferred money out of financial account data object 428 . 
In another example , the relationships between person data 
objects 424 and 425 and flight data object 427 are indicated 
by links 406 , 409 , and 410. In this example , person data 
objects 424 and 425 have a common address and were 
passengers on the same flight data object 427. In an embodi 
ment , further details related to the relationships between the 
various objects may be displayed . For example , links 411 
and 412 may , in some embodiments , indicate the timing of 
the respective money transfers . In another example , the time 
of the flight associated with the flight data object 427 may 
be shown . 
[ 0049 ] Relationships between data objects may be stored 
as links , or in some embodiments , as properties , where a 
relationship may be detected between the properties . In 
some cases , as stated above , the links may be directional . 
For example , a payment link may have a direction associated 
with the payment , where one person object is a receiver of 
a payment , and another person object is the payer of 
payment . 
[ 0050 ] In addition to visually showing relationships 
between the data objects , the user interface may allow 
various other manipulations . For example , the objects within 
database 108 may be searched using a search interface 450 
( e.g. , text string matching of object properties ) , inspected 
( e.g. , properties and associated data viewed ) , filtered ( e.g. , 
narrowing the universe of objects into sets and subsets by 
properties or relationships ) , and statistically aggregated 
( e.g. , numerically summarized based on summarization cri 
teria ) , among other operations and visualizations . 
[ 0051 ] Advantageously , the present disclosure allows 
users to interact and analyze electronic data in a more 
analytically useful way . Graphical user interfaces allow the 
user to visualize otherwise obscure relationships and pat 
terns between different data objects . The present disclosure 
allows for greater scalability by allowing greater access and 
search capabilities regardless of size . Without using the 
present disclosure , observation and use of such relationships 
would be virtually impossible given the size and diversity of 
many users ' present databases , ( e.g. excel spreadsheets , 
emails , and word documents ) . 
[ 0052 ] FIG . 5 is an example process for data propagation 
and mapping from the system point of view . The process 
begins at block 502. At block 504 , the system 500 may 
identify changes to one or more data entries in a first data 
store . In some embodiments , identifying may comprise 
monitoring an entire data set for data entries storing changed 
information . In other embodiments , the system 500 may 

instead monitor only specific , previously determined data 
entries in a data set . In some embodiments , the system 500 
may identify changes to one or more data entries in a first 
data store by issuing a polling request to the first data store . 
The first data store may respond to the polling request by 
transmitting a polling update identifying all data entries 
storing changed information since the last polling request . In 
some embodiments , the first data store may keep track of 
which data entries stored changed information using a 
variety of methods such as using an input bit or data entry 
property indicating that the stored information has been 
altered since the last polling update . In some embodiments , 
the identifying step may also comprise identifying data 
bases , programs , or applications to transmit data to at the end 
of the data propagation and mapping process as well as the 
one or more recipient's storage format . 
[ 0053 ] In block 506 , the system 500 may filter changes to 
the one or more data entries in the identified first data set . In 
some embodiments , filtering may be according to data 
properties or characteristics . For example , system 500 may 
filter a data set for data entries of a specific type ( e.g. , only 
look for people data entries ) or according to an object 
identifier , index , or other data property or characteristic . In 
some embodiments , the filtering step may be advanta 
geously executed prior to the identifying step to reduce the 
amount of data entries to transfer from the first database to 
the system , thereby reducing storage demands on the com 
puting system . In some embodiments , filtering according to 
a data property or characteristic may be executed incremen 
tally such that a filter based on a second data property is 
executed after a filter based on a first data property . 
[ 0054 ] In block 508 , the filtered subset of data entries may 
be transmitted to a mapping pipeline . The mapping pipeline 
may comprise a number of blocks configured to execute the 
overall mapping process . For example , in some embodi 
ments a receiving block may receive a data entry represented 
in a first storage format , a transformation or conversion 
block may identify properties in the data entry that are not 
found in the second storage format ; strip the property from 
the data entry , and structure the data to match the second 
storage format , and an output block may output the data 
entry in the second storage format . The mapping pipeline 
will be discussed in further detail in FIG . 6 . 
[ 0055 ] After the filtered data entries are funneled through 
the mapping pipeline in block 508 , the system 500 may 
transmit the one or more mapped data entries to a second 
data store in block 510. In some embodiments , the system 
500 may transmit the one or more data entries to the 
recipient databases , programs , or applications previously 
identified in block 504. The process ends in block 512 . 
[ 0056 ] FIG . 6 is a flow chart illustrating an example 
process for the mapping pipeline . The mapping pipeline 
begins the process 600 at block 602. In block 604 , the 
mapping pipeline 600 may receive a data entry represented 
in a first storage format . In some embodiments , the mapping 
pipeline may be configured to receive more than one data 
entry simultaneously . In some embodiments , the mapping 
pipeline may be split into multiple steps or blocks config 
ured to execute a specific portion of the mapping pipeline . 
For example , the mapping pipeline may have a dedicated 
receiving block configured to receive data entries in a first 
storage format . 
[ 0057 ] The process may proceed to block 606 to determine 
whether the received data entry includes data properties not 
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found in the second storage format . If the data entry has a 
property or characteristic not found or tracked in the second 
storage format , then the process proceeds to block 608 to 
strip the property or characteristic . For example , the first 
storage format may store people data objects with corre 
sponding properties relating to age , citizenship , marital 
status , or last name , and the second storage format may also 
store people data entries but only track the person's last 
name and age . In this particular example , the mapping 
pipeline may then strip the citizenship and marital status 
data properties from the data entry . If all the properties or 
characteristics of the data entry are represented in the second 
storage format , then the mapping pipeline may leave the data 
entry and corresponding properties unaltered . 
[ 0058 ] At block 610 , the mapping pipeline may convert 
the data entry from a first storage format to a second storage 
format . In some embodiments , the converting process may 
comprise generating a new , blank data entry according to the 
second storage format and populating information from the 
received data entry into the new data entry format . In other 
embodiments , the conversion may be according to other 
methods . The process may proceed to block 612 and output 
the result of the conversion as a mapped data entry . In some 
embodiments , the mapping pipeline process may be linear 
wherein the mapping pipeline will only receive a data entry 
in one storage format and output one data entry in a second 
storage format . However , in other embodiments , the map 
ping pipeline may be non - linear . For example , the mapping 
pipeline may receive one data entry stored in a first storage 
format and output one data entry in a second storage format 
and another data entry in a third storage format . In such 
embodiments , the mapping pipeline may receive a data 
object from a first database and output two or more data 
objects to be included in a second database . For example , 
where the second database stores information in multiple 
formats ( e.g. , plain text , tabular entries in a table , image 
files , etc. ) the mapping pipeline may receive a data entry 
stored in a plain text format , output a data entry in a tabular 
format and a data entry in an image file format ( e.g. , JPEG , 
TIFF , GIF , etc. ) , and transmit both outputs to the second 
database . The process ends at block 614. Although the 
embodiment of the mapping pipeline described in FIG . 6 
represents only one mapping pipeline , the data propagation 
and mapping system is not limited to using only one 
mapping pipeline . In some embodiments , an example sys 
tem may pass data entries through multiple mapping pipe 
lines in a chain to iterate multiple changes throughout the 
entire pipeline . By way of example , a first mapping pipeline 
may receive a data entry stored as a Portable Document 
Format ( PDF ) file and output a data entry stored in a plain 
text file format . A second mapping pipeline may then receive 
the plain text output from the first mapping pipeline , trans 
form the sequence of character codes from the plain text file 
into an organized table , and output the tabular entry to be 
included in the second database . 
[ 0059 ] FIG . 7A illustrates two example databases storing 
different types of data in different storage formats before any 
changes occur . In the example presented in FIG . 7A , data 
base 700 stores data objects 705 , 710 , 715 , and 720. Data 
objects 705 , 710 , 715 , and 720 may not necessarily store the 
same type of information . For example , data objects 705 and 
710 store information relating to people , data object 715 
stores information related to a landmark , and data object 720 
stores information related to an event . Each data object may 

be associated with a plurality of data object properties or 
characteristics . For example , data object 705 representing 
“ Alex Douglas ” is associated with marital status property 
707A , age property 707B , and citizenship property 707C . 
Different data objects may be associated with different types 
and numbers of data properties . By way of example , while 
data object 705 is associated with data properties 707A , 
707B , and 707C , data object 715 is only associated with 
location property 717. Similarly , data object 720 is only 
associated with date property 722. While data object 710 
stores the same type of information as data object 705 , data 
object 710 is only associated with the marital status property 
712. Data objects 705 and 710 are connected by link 706 
representing a particular relationship between data objects 
705 and 710. In the particular example in FIGS . 7A - C , link 
706 represents that the people represented by data objects 
705 and 710 are business colleagues . Unlike database 700 , 
database 750 only stores data entries related to people . 
Furthermore , database 750 organizes the people data entries 
as tabular entries in a spreadsheet format . Database 750 
comprises data properties 755 , 760 , 765 , 770 , and 775 which 
are represented as separate columns in the spreadsheet 
format . Each data entry in database 750 will contain a value 
for properties 755 , 760 , 765 , 770 , and 775 . 
[ 0060 ] FIG . 7B illustrates two example databases storing 
different types of data in different storage formats where one 
database stores changed information . The information stored 
in database 700 has changed from the example presented in 
FIG . 7A . Specifically , data object 710 now reflects a name 
change from " Christine Chu ” to “ Christine Chang , ” and 
marital status property 712 has changed from “ single ” to 
“ married . ” Additionally , though data object 705 still stores 
“ Alex Douglas , ” data properties 707A and 707B have 
changed . Specifically , marital status 707A has changed from 
“ single ” to “ married ” and age property 707B has changed 
from “ 25 years old ” to “ 27 years old . ” Because FIG . 7B 
represents the state of the two databases before data propa 
gation and mapping , the various changes to the data objects 
and properties stored in database 700 are not reflected in 
database 750 . 
[ 0061 ] FIG . 7C illustrates two example databases storing 
different types of data in different storage formats where the 
changed information in a first database is propagated to a 
second database . As a result , last name property 765A is 
updated to reflect the name change in data object 710 . 
Similarly , marital status properties 775A and 775B are 
changed from “ single ” to “ married ” to reflect the changes to 
properties 707A and 712. Although the example represented 
in FIGS . 7A , B , and C assumes data propagation and 
mapping from database 700 to database 724 , other embodi 
ments may instead execute data propagation and mapping 
from database 724 to database 700 . 

Additional Implementation Details and 
Embodiments 

[ 0062 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
may be a system , a method , and / or a computer program 
product at any possible technical detail level of integration . 
The computer program product may include a computer 
readable storage medium ( or mediums ) having computer 
readable program instructions thereon for causing a proces 
sor to carry out aspects of the present disclosure . 
[ 0063 ] For example , the functionality described herein 
may be performed as software instructions are executed by , 
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and / or in response to software instructions being executed 
by , one or more hardware processors and / or any other 
suitable computing devices . The software instructions and / 
or other executable code may be read from a computer 
readable storage medium ( or mediums ) . 
[ 0064 ] The computer readable storage medium can be a 
tangible device that can retain and store data and / or instruc 
tions for use by an instruction execution device . The com 
puter readable storage medium may be , for example , but is 
not limited to , an electronic storage device ( including any 
volatile and / or non - volatile electronic storage devices ) , a 
magnetic storage device , an optical storage device , an elec 
tromagnetic storage device , a semiconductor storage device , 
or any suitable combination of the foregoing . A non - exhaus 
tive list of more specific examples of the computer readable 
storage medium includes the following : a portable computer 
diskette , a hard disk , a solid state drive , a random access 
memory ( RAM ) , a read - only memory ( ROM ) , an erasable 
programmable read - only memory ( EPROM or Flash 
memory ) , a static random access memory ( SRAM ) , a por 
table compact disc read - only memory ( CD - ROM ) , a digital 
versatile disk ( DVD ) , a memory stick , a floppy disk , a 
mechanically encoded device such as punch - cards or raised 
structures in a groove having instructions recorded thereon , 
and any suitable combination of the foregoing . A computer 
readable storage medium , as used herein , is not to be 
construed as being transitory signals per se , such as radio 
waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic waves , 
electromagnetic waves propagating through a waveguide or 
other transmission media ( e.g. , light pulses passing through 
a fiber - optic cable ) , or electrical signals transmitted through 
a wire . 
[ 0065 ] Computer readable program instructions described 
herein can be downloaded to respective computing / process 
ing devices from a computer readable storage medium or to 
an external computer or external storage device via a net 
work , for example , the Internet , a local area network , a wide 
area network and / or a wireless network . The network may 
comprise copper transmission cables , optical transmission 
fibers , wireless transmission , routers , firewalls , switches , 
gateway computers and / or edge servers . A network adapter 
card or network interface in each computing / processing 
device receives computer readable program instructions 
from the network and forwards the computer readable 
program instructions for storage in a computer readable 
storage medium within the respective computing / processing 
device . 
[ 0066 ] Computer readable program instructions ( as also 
referred to herein as , for example , " code , ” “ instructions , " 
“ module , " " application , ” “ software application , ” and / or the 
like ) for carrying out operations of the present disclosure 
may be assembler instructions , instruction - set - architecture 
( ISA ) instructions , machine instructions , machine dependent 
instructions , microcode , firmware instructions , state - setting 
data , configuration data for integrated circuitry , or either 
source code or object code written in any combination of one 
or more programming languages , including an object ori 
ented programming language such as Smalltalk , C ++ , or the 
like , declarative programming languages , such as SQL , and 
procedural programming languages , such as the " C " pro 
gramming language or similar programming languages . 
Computer readable program instructions may be callable 
from other instructions or from itself , and / or may be invoked 
in response to detected events or interrupts . Computer 

readable program instructions configured for execution on 
computing devices may be provided on a computer readable 
storage medium , and / or as a digital download ( and may be 
originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation , decompression or decryption prior to 
execution ) that may then be stored on a computer readable 
storage medium . Such computer readable program instruc 
tions may be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device 
( e.g. , a computer readable storage medium ) of the executing 
computing device , for execution by the computing device . 
The computer readable program instructions may execute 
entirely on a user's computer ( e.g. , the executing computing 
device ) , partly on the user's computer , as a stand - alone 
software package , partly on the user's computer and partly 
on a remote computer or entirely on the remote computer or 
server . In the latter scenario , the remote computer may be 
connected to the user's computer through any type of 
network , including a local area network ( LAN ) or a wide 
area network ( WAN ) , or the connection may be made to an 
external computer ( for example , through the Internet using 
an Internet Service Provider ) . In some embodiments , elec tronic circuitry including , for example , programmable logic 
circuitry , field - programmable gate arrays ( FPGA ) , or pro 
grammable logic arrays ( PLA ) may execute the computer 
readable program instructions by utilizing state information 
of the computer readable program instructions to personalize 
the electronic circuitry , in order to perform aspects of the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0067 ] Aspects of the present disclosure are described 
herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and / or block 
diagrams of methods , apparatus ( systems ) , and computer 
program products according to embodiments of the disclo 
sure . It will be understood that each block of the flowchart 
illustrations and / or block diagrams , and combinations of 
blocks in the flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams , 
can be implemented by computer readable program instruc 
tions . 
[ 0068 ] These computer readable program instructions may 
be provided to a processor of a general purpose computer , 
special purpose computer , or other programmable data pro 
cessing apparatus to produce a machine , such that the 
instructions , which execute via the processor of the com 
puter or other programmable data processing apparatus , 
create means for implementing the functions / acts specified 
in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . These 
computer readable program instructions may also be stored 
in a computer readable storage medium that can direct a 
computer , a programmable data processing apparatus , and / 
or other devices to function in a particular manner , such that 
the computer readable storage medium having instructions 
stored therein comprises an article of manufacture including 
instructions which implement aspects of the function / act 
specified in the flowchart ( s ) and / or block diagram ( s ) block 
or blocks . 
[ 0069 ] The computer readable program instructions may 
also be loaded onto a computer , other programmable data 
processing apparatus , or other device to cause a series of 
operational steps to be performed on the computer , other 
programmable apparatus or other device to produce a com 
puter implemented process , such that the instructions which 
execute on the computer , other programmable apparatus , or 
other device implement the functions / acts specified in the 
flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . For 
example , the instructions may initially be carried on a 
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magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote computer . The 
remote computer may load the instructions and / or modules 
into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 
telephone , cable , or optical line using a modem . A modem 
local to a server computing system may receive the data on 
the telephone / cable / optical line and use a converter device 
including the appropriate circuitry to place the data on a bus . 
The bus may carry the data to a memory , from which a 
processor may retrieve and execute the instructions . The 
instructions received by the memory may optionally be 
stored on a storage device ( e.g. , a solid state drive ) either 
before or after execution by the computer processor . 
[ 0070 ] The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures 
illustrate the architecture , functionality , and operation of 
possible implementations of systems , methods , and com 
puter program products according to various embodiments 
of the present disclosure . In this regard , each block in the 
flowchart or block diagrams may represent a module , seg 
ment , or portion of instructions , which comprises one or 
more executable instructions for implementing the specified 
logical function ( s ) . In some alternative implementations , the 
functions noted in the blocks may occur out of the order 
noted in the Figures . For example , two blocks shown in 
succession may , in fact , be executed substantially concur 
rently , or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the 
reverse order , depending upon the functionality involved . In 
addition , certain blocks may be omitted in some implemen 
tations . The methods and processes described herein are also 
not limited to any particular sequence , and the blocks or 
states relating thereto can be performed in other sequences 
that are appropriate . 
[ 0071 ] It will also be noted that each block of the block 
diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , and combinations of 
blocks in the block diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , 
can be implemented by special purpose hardware - based 
systems that perform the specified functions or acts or carry 
out combinations of special purpose hardware and computer 
instructions . For example , any of the processes , methods , 
algorithms , elements , blocks , applications , or other func 
tionality ( or portions of functionality ) described in the 
preceding sections may be embodied in , and / or fully or 
partially automated via , electronic hardware such applica 
tion - specific processors ( e.g. , application - specific integrated 
circuits ( ASICs ) ) , programmable processors ( e.g. , field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) ) , application - specific cir 
cuitry , and / or the like ( any of which may also combine 
custom hard - wired logic , logic circuits , ASICS , FPGAs , etc. 
with custom programming / execution of software instruc 
tions to accomplish the techniques ) . 
[ 0072 ] Any of the above - mentioned processors , and / or 
devices incorporating any of the above - mentioned proces 
sors , may be referred to herein as , for example , " computers , ” 
" computer devices , " " computing devices , ” “ hardware com 
puting devices , ” “ hardware processors , ” “ processing units , " 
and / or the like . Computing devices of the above - embodi 
ments may generally ( but not necessarily ) be controlled 
and / or coordinated by operating system software , such as 
Mac OS , iOS , Android , Chrome OS , Windows OS ( e.g. , 
Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , 
Windows 10 , Windows Server , etc. ) , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other 
suitable operating systems . In other embodiments , the com 
puting devices may be controlled by a proprietary operating 
system . Conventional operating systems control and sched 

ule computer processes for execution , perform memory 
management , provide file system , networking , I / O services , 
and provide a user interface functionality , such as a graphi 
cal user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0073 ] For example , FIG . 8 is a block diagram that illus 
trates a computer system 800 upon which various embodi 
ments may be implemented . Computer system 800 includes 
a bus 802 or other communication mechanism for commu 
nicating information , and a hardware processor , or multiple 
processors , 804 coupled with bus 802 for processing infor 
mation such as data entries from one or more data stores . 
Hardware processor ( s ) 804 may be , for example , one or 
more general purpose microprocessors configured to 
execute data propagation and mapping instructions . 
[ 0074 ) Computer system 800 also includes a main 
memory 806 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
802 for storing data entries and instructions to be executed 
by processor 804. Main memory 806 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of data propagation and mapping 
instructions to be executed by processor 804. Such instruc 
tions , when stored in storage media accessible to processor 
804 , render computer system 800 into a special - purpose 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci 
fied in the data mapping and propagation instructions . 
[ 0075 ] Computer system 800 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 808 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 802 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 804. A storage device 810 , such as a magnetic 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc. , is 
provided and coupled to bus 802 for storing information and 
data propagation and mapping instructions . 
[ 0076 ] Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 
to a display 812 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD 
display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying graphical user 
interfaces or data entry information to a computer user . An 
input device 814 , including alphanumeric and other keys , is 
coupled to bus 802 for communicating information and 
command selections to processor 804. Another type of user 
input device is cursor control 816 , such as a mouse , a 
trackball , or cursor direction keys for communicating direc 
tion information and command selections to processor 804 
and for controlling cursor movement on display 812. This 
input device typically has two degrees of freedom in two 
axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis ( e.g. , y ) , that 
allows the device to specify positions in a plane . In some 
embodiments , the same direction information and command 
selections as cursor control may be implemented via receiv 
ing touches on a touch screen without a cursor . 
[ 0077 ] Computing system 800 may include a user inter 
face module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a 
mass storage device as computer executable program 
instructions that are executed by the computing device ( s ) . 
Computer system 800 may further , as described below , 
implement the techniques described herein using custom 
ized hard - wired logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , 
firmware and / or program logic which in combination with 
the computer system causes or programs computer system 
800 to be a special - purpose machine . According to one 
embodiment , the identifying , filtering , mapping , and trans 
mitting techniques herein are performed by computer system 
800 in response to processor ( s ) 804 executing one or more 
sequences of one or more computer readable program 
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instructions contained in main memory 806. Such instruc 
tions may be read into main memory 806 from another 
storage medium , such as storage device 810. Execution of 
the sequences of instructions contained in main memory 806 
causes processor ( s ) 804 to perform the identifying , filtering , 
mapping , and transmitting process steps described herein . In 
alternative embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used 
in place of or in combination with software instructions . 
[ 0078 ] Various forms of computer readable storage media 
may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one 
or more computer readable program instructions to proces 
sor 804 for execution . For example , the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of 
a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local 
to computer system 800 can receive the data on the tele 
phone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 802. Bus 802 carries the 
data to main memory 806 , from which processor 804 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 806 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 810 either before or after execution by 
processor 804 . 
[ 0079 ] Computer system 800 also includes a communica 
tion interface 818 coupled to bus 802. Communication 
interface 818 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 820 that is connected to a local 
network 822. For example , communication interface 818 
may be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 
818 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or 
WAN component to communicate with a WAN ) . Wireless 
links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
communication interface 818 sends and receives electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information . In some 
embodiments , communication interface 818 may allow 
computing system 800 to receive and transmit data entry 
information from one or more data stores . 
[ 0080 ] Network link 820 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , network link 820 may provide a connection 
through local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
826. ISP 826 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 828. Local 
network 822 and Internet 828 both use electrical , electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
network link 820 and through communication interface 818 , 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
800 , are example forms of transmission media . 
[ 0081 ] Computer system 800 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 820 and communication interface 818. In 
the Internet example , a server 830 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 

828 , ISP 826 , local network 822 and communication inter 
face 818. In some embodiments , computing system 800 may 
receive and transmit data entry or data set information from 
one or more databases across network link 820 . 
[ 0082 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
804 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 810 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . The received 
data entry or data set information may be stored in storage 
device 810 and manipulated , analyzed , or processed by 
processor 804 according to data propagation and mapping 
instructions stored in or received by computing system 800 . 
[ 0083 ] As described above , in various embodiments cer 
tain functionality may be accessible by a user through a 
web - based viewer ( such as a web browser ) , or other suitable 
software program ) . In such implementations , the user inter 
face may be generated by a server computing system and 
transmitted to a web browser of the user ( e.g. , running on the 
user's computing system ) . Alternatively , data ( e.g. , user 
interface data ) necessary for generating the user interface 
may be provided by the server computing system to the 
browser , where the user interface may be generated ( e.g. , the 
user interface data may be executed by a browser accessing 
a web service and may be configured to render the user 
interfaces based on the user interface data ) . The user may 
then interact with the user interface through the web 
browser . User interfaces of certain implementations may be 
accessible through one or more dedicated software applica 
tions . In certain embodiments , one or more of the computing 
devices and / or systems of the disclosure may include mobile 
computing devices , and user interfaces may be accessible 
through such mobile computing devices ( for example , 
smartphones and / or tablets ) . 
[ 0084 ] Many variations and modifications may be made to 
the above - described embodiments , the elements of which 
are to be understood as being among other acceptable 
examples . All such modifications and variations are intended 
to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure . The 
foregoing description details certain embodiments . It will be 
appreciated , however , that no matter how detailed the fore 
going appears in text , the systems and methods can be 
practiced in many ways . As is also stated above , it should be 
noted that the use of particular terminology when describing 
certain features or aspects of the systems and methods 
should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re - defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the systems and 
methods with which that terminology is associated . 
[ 0085 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements , and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0086 ] The term “ substantially ” when used in conjunction 
with the term “ real - time ” forms a phrase that will be readily 
understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art . For 
example , it is readily understood that such language will 
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include speeds in which no or little delay or waiting is 
discernible , or where such delay is sufficiently short so as not 
to be disruptive , irritating , or otherwise vexing to a user . 
[ 0087 ] Conjunctive language such as the phrase " at least 
one of X , Y , and Z , ” or “ at least one of X , Y , or Z , " unless 
specifically stated otherwise , is to be understood with the 
context as used in general to convey that an item , term , etc. 
may be either X , Y , or Z , or a combination thereof . For 
example , the term “ or ” is used in its inclusive sense ( and not 
in its exclusive sense ) so that when used , for example , to 
connect a list of elements , the term “ or ” means one , some , 
or all of the elements in the list . Thus , such conjunctive 
language is not generally intended to imply that certain 
embodiments require at least one of X , at least one of Y , and 
at least one of Z to each be present . 
[ 0088 ] The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
unless specifically noted , the term “ a ” should not be under 
stood to mean “ exactly one ” or “ one and only one ” ; instead , 
the term “ a ” means “ one or more ” or “ at least one , " whether 
used in the claims or elsewhere in the specification and 
regardless of uses of quantifiers such as “ at least one , " " one 
or more , ” or “ a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or speci 
fication . 
[ 0089 ] The term “ comprising ” as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For 
example , a general purpose computer comprising one or 
more processors should not be interpreted as excluding other 
computer components , and may possibly include such com 
ponents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
interfaces , among others . 
[ 0090 ] While the above detailed description has shown , 
described , and pointed out novel features as applied to 
various embodiments , it may be understood that various 
omissions , substitutions , and changes in the form and details 
of the devices or processes illustrated may be made without 
departing from the spirit of the disclosure . As may be 
recognized , certain embodiments of the inventions described 
herein may be embodied within a form that does not provide 
all of the features and benefits set forth herein , as some 
features may be used or practiced separately from others . 
The scope of certain inventions disclosed herein is indicated 
by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing descrip 
tion . All changes which come within the meaning and range 
of equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within their 
scope . 

What is claimed is : 
1. A computing system comprising : 
a first non - transitory computer storage medium config 

ured to store a data set representable in a first storage 
format ; 

a second non - transitory computer storage medium con 
figured to store a data set representable in a second 
storage format ; 

a third non - transitory computer storage medium config 
ured to at least store computer - executable instructions ; 
and 

one or more computer hardware processors in communi 
cation with the third non - transitory computer storage 
medium , the one or more computer hardware proces 
sors configured to execute the computer - executable 
instructions to at least : 

identify , in the first non - transitory computer storage 
medium , one or more data entries storing changed 
information in a data set ; 

filter the one or more identified data entries in the first 
non - transitory computer storage medium to generate 
a subset of filtered data entries ; 

for each filtered data entry in the subset , transmit the 
filtered data entry to a pipeline configured to map a 
data entry in the first storage format to a data entry 
in the second storage format ; and 

transmit the mapped data entry to the second non 
transitory computer storage medium . 

2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the first storage format 
comprises information stored as one or more data objects 
connected together with one or more links according to one 
or more data object properties and the second storage format 
comprises information stored as tabular entries in a table . 

3. The system of claim 2 , wherein the one or more data 
object links represent a particular relationship between a first 
data object and a second data object . 

4. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
computer hardware processors is configured to identify one 
or more data entries storing changed information in a data 
set according to receiving polling updates of all data entries 
storing changed information in a database . 
5. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 

computer hardware processors is further configured to iden 
tify one or more data entries storing changed information in 
all data sets or a filtered subset in the first non - transitory 
computer storage medium . 

6. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
computer hardware processors is further configured to filter 
the one or more data entries in a data set according to a data 
property or characteristic . 

7. The system of claim 6 , wherein the filtering according 
to a data property or characteristic is executed incrementally 
such that a filter based on a second data property is executed 
after a filter based on a first data property . 

8. The system of claim 1 , wherein the pipeline comprises 
at least one of a receiving block configured to receive one or 
more data entries from the first non - transitory computer 
storage medium , a transformation block configured to con 
vert the one or more received data entries from the first 
storage format to the second storage format , and an output 
block configured to transmit the one or more mapped data 
entries to the second non - transitory computer storage 
medium . 

9. The system of claim 1 , wherein the pipeline is further 
configured to map a data entry in the second storage format 
to the first storage format . 

10. The system of claim 1 , wherein the pipeline executes 
non - linear mapping such that one data entry stored in the 
first storage format is mapped to at least two or more storage 
formats . 

11. A computer - implemented method comprising : 
under control of one or more processors , 

identifying , in a first non - transitory computer storage 
medium configured to store a data set representable 
in a first storage format , one or more data entries 
storing changed information in a data set ; 

filtering the one or more identified data entries in the 
first non - transitory computer storage medium to gen 
erate a subset of filtered data entries ; 
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for each filtered data entry in the subset , transmitting 
the filtered data entry to a pipeline configured to map 
a data entry in the first storage format to a data entry 
in a second storage format ; 

transmitting the mapped data entry to a second non 
transitory computer storage medium configured to 
store a data set representable in the second storage 
format . 

12. The method of claim 11 , wherein the first storage 
format comprises information stored as one or more data 
objects linked together with one or more edges according to 
one or more data object properties and the second storage 
format comprises information stored as tabular entries in a 
table . 

13. The method of claim 12 , wherein the one or more data 
object links represent a particular relationship between a first 
data object and a second data object . 

14. The method of claim 11 , wherein identifying the one 
or more data entries storing changed information in a data 
set is according to receiving polling updates of all data 
entries storing changed information in a database . 

15. The method of claim 11 , identifying one or more data 
entries storing changed information in all data sets or a 
filtered subset in the first non - transitory computer storage 
medium . 

16. The method of claim 11 , wherein filtering the one or 
more data entries in a data set according to a data property 
or characteristic . 

17. The method of claim 16 , wherein the filtering accord 
ing to a data property or characteristic is executed incre 
mentally such that a filter based on a second data property 
is executed after a filter based on a first data property . 

18. The method of claim 11 , wherein the pipeline com 
prises at least one of a receiving step configured to receive 
one or more data entries from the first non - transitory com 
puter storage medium , a transformation step configured to 
convert the one or more received data entries from the first 
storage format to the second storage format , and an output 
step configured to transmit the one or more mapped data 
entries to the second non - transitory computer storage 
medium . 

19. The method of claim 11 , wherein the pipeline is 
further configured to map a data entry in the second storage 
format to the first storage format . 

20. The method of claim 11 , wherein the pipeline executes 
non - linear mapping such that one data entry stored in the 
first storage format is mapped to at least two or more storage 
formats . 
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TASK ALLOCATION 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U.S. Ser . No. 
15 / 839,745 , filed Dec. 12 , 2017 , which claims the benefit of 
European Patent Application No. 17180136.8 filed Jul . 6 , 
2017 and United Kingdom Patent Application No. 
1621627.7 filed Dec. 19 , 2016 , the content of which is 
incorporated by reference in its entirety into the present 
disclosure . 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

on the predictive maintenance information of the multiple 
resources and the calculated cost score . 
[ 0006 ] The method may also include ranking the multiple 
resources in accordance with the likelihood of a mainte 
nance event with respect to each of the respective resources . 
[ 0007 ] Allocating the at least one task to one of the 
resources may include allocating the task to the resource 
having the lowest likelihood of a maintenance event . 
[ 0008 ] The task information may relate to a plurality of 
tasks . The method may also include ranking the plurality of 
tasks in accordance with the cost score of each of the 
respective tasks . 
[ 0009 ] The method may also include selecting the task 
having the highest cost score and allocating the selected task 
to an available resource having the lowest likelihood of a 
maintenance event . 
[ 0010 ] The method may also include identifying a subset 
of the multiple resources as available resources based on one 
or more criteria related to the or each task . 
[ 0011 ] The cost incurred may include one or more of a 
time cost , a financial cost , a personnel cost , a component 
cost , a machinery cost , and a distance cost . 
[ 0012 ] Receiving predictive maintenance information 
may include receiving maintenance information output from 
a machine learning model in relation to each of the 

[ 0002 ] The present disclosure relates to a method and 
systems for allocating tasks in a multiple resource environ 
ment . 

BACKGROUND 

resources . 

[ 0003 ] Machines and other resources are increasingly 
being fitted with sensors to record and control the functions 
of the machine and subsystems of the machine . For example , 
a diesel engine for construction machinery such as , for 
example , a bulldozer , digger and so forth may include 
sensors which measure , amongst other variables , injected 
fuel pressure , mass - flow of air into the engine , engine 
temperature , oxygen concentration in the outlet gases and so 
forth , to allow precise adjustments of the fuel / air mix . 
Similarly , a ship typically includes hundreds , thousands or 
tens of thousands of sensors measuring parameters such as 
speed , fuel temperature , stresses in the propeller shafts and 
so forth . Furthermore , quantities of data relating to a 
machine or other resource may be obtained from data input 
by users who monitor the maintenance of the machine or 
other resource . Many ships are powered by marine diesel 
engines , liquefied natural gas ( LNG ) engines or combi - fuel 
engines which may be powered using diesel or LNG . Some 
ships may include gas - turbine engines . Regardless of the 
particular type of engine , ship engines similarly include 
large numbers of sensors for operational , monitoring and 
diagnostic purposes . 
[ 0004 ] The information thus gathered can be used in a 
variety of contexts . 

[ 0013 ] The maintenance information from a machine 
learning model may include information derived from at 
least one of : sensor log data , fault log data , maintenance log 
data . 
[ 0014 ] The predictive maintenance information for each 
resource may include an aggregated risk value based on risk 
values derived from one or more sub - systems of the 
resource . 

SUMMARY 

[ 0005 ] According to some embodiments of the present 
specification there is provided a method of assigning a task 
to a resource in a multiple resource environment . The 
method is performed by one or more processors or special 
purpose computing hardware . The method includes receiv 
ing task information relating to at least one task to be 
performed by a resource in the multiple resource environ 
ment . The method also includes determining a cost value for 
each task , the cost value indicating a cost incurred if a 
maintenance event occurs during performance of the respec 
tive task . The method also includes receiving predictive 
maintenance information in relation to each of the multiple 
resources in the multiple resource environment , the predic 
tive maintenance information indicating a likelihood of a 
maintenance event with respect to each of the multiple 
resources in the multiple resource environment . The method 
also includes allocating the at least one task to one of the 
resources in the multiple resource environment dependent 

[ 0015 ] According to some embodiments of the present 
specification there is provided a computer program com 
prising instructions , optionally stored on a non - transitory 
computer readable medium program which , when executed 
by a computing apparatus , causes the computing apparatus 
to perform the method . 
[ 0016 ] According to some embodiments of the present 
invention there is provided an apparatus for assigning a task 
to a resource in a multiple resource environment . The 
apparatus includes one or more processors or special - pur 
pose computing hardware configured to receive task infor 
mation relating to at least one task to be performed by a 
resource in the multiple resource environment and to receive 
predictive maintenance information in relation to each of the 
multiple resources in the multiple resource environment , the 
predictive maintenance information indicating a likelihood 
of a maintenance event with respect to each of the multiple 
resources in the multiple resource environment . The appa 
ratus also includes a cost determination module configured 
to determine a cost value for each task , the cost value 
indicating a cost incurred if a maintenance event occurs 
during performance of the respective task . The apparatus 
also includes a task allocation module configured to allocate 
the at least one task to one of the resources in the multiple 
resource environment dependent on the predictive mainte 
nance information of the multiple resources and the calcu 
lated cost score . 
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[ 0017 ] The task allocation module may also be configured 
to rank the multiple resources in accordance with the like 
lihood of a maintenance event with respect to each of the 
respective resources . 
[ 0018 ] The task information may relate to a plurality of 
tasks and the cost determination module may be configured 
to rank the plurality of tasks in accordance with the cost 
score of each of the respective tasks . 
[ 0019 ] The predictive maintenance information for each 
resource may include an aggregated risk value based on risk 
values derived from one or more sub - systems of the 
resource . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0020 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating a data fusion 
system for providing interactive data analysis ; 
[ 0021 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram of a first exemplary 
system for analysing and / or modelling a machine ; 
[ 0022 ] FIG . 3 is a block diagram of a computer system ; 
[ 0023 ] FIG . 4 schematically illustrates a timeline corre 
spondence between data from different data sources ; 
[ 0024 ] FIGS . 5 and 6 illustrate determining statistical 
metrics from measured parameter values ; 
[ 0025 ] FIGS . 7 and 8 illustrate application of dynamic 
time warping to allow comparison between first and second 
curves of a first parameter ; 
[ 0026 ] FIGS . 9 and 10 illustrate dynamic time warping of 
first and second curves of a second parameter based on the 
dynamic time warping of curves of the first parameter as 
shown in FIGS . 7 and 8 ; 
[ 0027 ] FIG . 11 is a block diagram of a second exemplary 
system according to embodiments of this specification for 
analysing and / or modelling a machine ; 
[ 0028 ] FIG . 12 is a block diagram illustrating sub - systems 
and sensors for construction machinery ; 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 13 is a block diagram of a system for allo 
cating tasks to resources , and 
[ 0030 ] FIG . 14 is a flow chart illustrating a process for 
allocating a task to a particular resource in a multiple 
resource environment . 

the event of a maintenance event may be assigned to 
resources determined to have a relatively higher risk of a 
maintenance event . 
[ 0033 ] In certain embodiments , the multiple resources 
may be a fleet of ships . Tasks ( i.e. routes to be travelled ) may 
be selected depending on the risk analysis so that a ship 
having a significant risk of a maintenance event developing 
are allocated to routes having one or more ports that serve 
as maintenance hubs . 
[ 0034 ] In certain embodiments , the multiple resources 
may be a fleet of non - road vehicles . Tasks to be performed 
by construction machinery such as , for example , a bulldozer , 
tractor , digger and so forth may include tasks associated with 
a construction project . The allocation of construction 
machinery to tasks may be dependent on the risk analysis so 
that construction machinery having a significant risk of a 
maintenance event developing are allocated to tasks which 
are located more closely to garages / maintenance facilities , 
replacements and / or within range of a recovery service . 
[ 0035 ] FIG . 1 illustrates , in block diagram form , an exem 
plary data fusion system 1 for providing interactive data 
analysis , consistent with embodiments of the present dis 
closure . Among other things , data fusion system 1 facilitates 
analysis and transformation of one or more data sources 2 
such as , for example , sensors 19 ( FIG . 2 ) , maintenance logs 
16 ( FIG . 2 ) , fault logs 17 ( FIG . 2 ) , message logs 21 ( FIG . 2 ) 
and so forth , into data models 3. Data models 3 may include 
one or more object models 4 whose semantics are defined by 
an ontology 5. Data models 3 may also include one or more 
risk models 6 for calculating a failure probability or risk 
score for a machine 15 , or a sub - system 18 of the machine , 
during a particular interval . Risk models 6 are machine 
learning models or weighted average models generated in 
dependence upon data accessed from the data sources 2. The 
transformation can be performed for a variety of reasons . 
For example , an engineer or mechanic may import data from 
data sources 2 into a database 7 for persistently storing 
object model ( s ) 4. As another example , an engineer or 
mechanic may import data from data sources 2 in order to 
define , refine or app a risk model 6. As another example , 
a data presentation component can transform input data from 
data sources 2 " on the fly ” ( in substantially real time , as the 
data is generated ) into object model ( s ) 4. The object model 
( s ) 4 can then be utilized , in conjunction with ontology 5 , for 
analysis through graphs and / or other data visualization tech 
niques . Data from data sources 2 may take the form of 
numerical data , text information in defined or free - text 
formats , or a combination of numerical , textual and / or other 
data types . Data from data sources 2 may be analysed to 
extract metrics in the process of transforming the data into 
object models 4 and / or risk models 6 . 
[ 0036 ] Data fusion system 1 includes a definition compo 
nent 8 and a translation component 9 , both implemented by 
one or more processors of one or more computing devices or 
systems executing hardware and / or software - based logic for 
providing various functionality and features of the present 
disclosure , as described herein . The data fusion system 1 can 
comprise fewer or additional components that provide the 
various functionalities and features described herein . More 
over , the number and arrangement of the components of data 
fusion system 1 which are responsible for providing the 
various functionalities and features described herein can 
further vary between different examples of the data fusion 
system 1 . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[ 0031 ] Reference will now be made to certain examples 
which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings . When 
ever possible , the same reference numbers will be used 
throughout the drawings to refer to the same or like parts . 
[ 0032 ] Embodiments of the invention provide an 
improved method for allocating tasks to resources in a 
multiple resource environment . The tasks ( e.g. travelling 
routes ) are assigned to specific resources ( e.g. ships or 
vehicles ) in dependence upon the relative risks associated 
with a maintenance event ( such as mechanical failure ) of a 
resource during performance of the task . Risk information 
for each resource may be obtained from maintenance data 
that is held for each resource in the multiple resource 
environment . Cost values are calculated that are indicative 
of a cost incurred in the event of a maintenance event during 
performance of each particular task . Tasks incurring rela 
tively high costs in the event of a maintenance event are 
assigned to resources determined to have a lower risk of a 
maintenance event . Tasks incurring relatively low costs in 
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[ 0037 ] The definition component 8 generates and / or modi 
fies the ontology 5 and a schema map 10. Examples of 
defining an ontology ( such as ontology 5 ) are described in 
U.S. Pat . No. 7,962,495 ( the ' 495 patent ) , issued on Jun . 14 , 
2011 , the entire contents of which are expressly incorporated 
herein by reference for all purposes . Consistent with certain 
examples disclosed in the ²495 patent , a dynamic ontology 
may be used to create a database , for example database 7. To 
create a database ontology , one or more object types may be 
defined , where each object type includes one or more 
properties . The attributes of object types or property types of 
the ontology can be edited or modified at any time . At least 
one parser definition may be created for each property type . 
The attributes of a parser definition can be edited or modified 
at any time . 
[ 0038 ] In some examples , each property type is declared 
to be representative of one or more object types . A property 
type is representative of an object type when the property 
type is intuitively associated with the object type . In some 
embodiments , each property type has one or more compo 
nents and a base type . In some embodiments , a property type 
can comprise a string , a date , a number , or a composite type 
consisting of two or more string , date , or number elements . 
Thus , property types are extensible and can represent com 
plex data structures . Further , a parser definition can refer 
ence a component of a complex property type as a unit or 
token . 
[ 0039 ] An example of a property having multiple compo 
nents is an " engine temperatures " property having an 
“ exhaust temperature ” component and an “ inlet tempera 
ture ” component . For example , the “ inlet temperature ” may 
correspond to the temperature of ambient air drawn into a 
diesel engine and the “ exhaust temperature ” may correspond 
to the temperature of exhaust gasses expelled from the diesel 
engine . An example of raw input data is “ 300 K ” . An 
example parser definition specifies an association of 
imported input data to object property components as fol 
lows : { EXHAUST TEMPERATURE } , { INLET 
TEMPERATURE } Engine Temperatures : EXHAUSTTem 
perature , Engine Temperatures : Inlet Temperature . In some 
embodiments , the association { EXHAUST TEMPERA 
TURE } , { INLET TEMPERATURE ) is defined in a parser definition using regular expression symbology . The associa 
tion { EXHAUST TEMPERATURE } , { INLET TEMPERA 
TURE } indicates that an exhaust temperature followed by 
an inlet temperature , and separated by a comma , comprises 
valid input data for a property of type " engine temperature ” . 
[ 0040 ] According to some embodiments , schema map 10 
can define how various elements of schemas 11 for data 
sources 2 map to various elements of ontology 5. Definition 
component 8 receives , calculates , extracts , or otherwise 
identifies schemas 11 for data sources 2. Schemas 11 define 
the structure of data sources 2 ; for example , the names and 
other characteristics of tables , files , columns , fields , prop 
erties , and so forth . Furthermore , definition component 8 
optionally identifies sample data 12 from data sources 2 . 
Definition component 8 can further identify object type , 
relationship , and property definitions from ontology 5 , if any 
already exist . Definition component 8 can further identify 
pre - existing mappings from schema map 10 , if such map 
pings exist . Some data sources 2 may be substantially 
unstructured , for example , in the form of free - text which is 
analysed for keywords and / or using natural language pro 
cessing . For substantially unstructured data sources , the 

schema map 10 may define how various elements of sche 
mas 11 map to ontology 5 for processing free - text , for 
example parameters or semantic rules . 
[ 0041 ] Based on the identified information , definition 
component 8 can generate a graphical user interface 13 . 
Graphical user interface 13 can be presented to users of a 
computing device via any suitable output mechanism ( e.g. , 
a display screen , an image projection , etc. ) , and can further 
accept input from users of the computing device via any 
suitable input mechanism ( e.g. , a keyboard , a mouse , a touch 
screen interface , etc. ) . Graphical user interface 13 features a 
visual workspace that visually depicts representations of the 
elements of ontology 5 for which mappings are defined in 
schema map 10 . 
[ 0042 ] In some embodiments , transformation component 
9 can be invoked after schema map 10 and ontology 5 have 
been defined or redefined . Transformation component 9 
identifies schema map 10 and ontology 5. Transformation 
component 9 further reads data sources 2 and identifies 
schemas 11 for data sources 2. For each element of ontology 
5 described in schema map 10 , transformation component 9 
iterates through some or all of the data items of data sources 
2 , generating elements of object model ( s ) 4 in the manner 
specified by schema map 10. In some examples , the trans 
formation component 9 may process data from data sources 
2 to generate statistical or other metrics based on the data . 
The statistical or other metrics may be stored in the database 
7. In some examples , the transformation component 9 may 
generate one or more risk models 6 based on the data from 
data sources 2. Risk models 6 generated by the transforma 
tion component 9 may be stored in the database 7. In some 
examples , the transformation component 9 may apply risk 
models 6 to data from data sources 2 in order to calculate a 
failure probability or risk score for a machine within a 
specified interval . In some examples , transformation com 
ponent 9 can store a representation of each generated ele 
ment of an object model 4 in the database 7. In some 
examples , transformation component 9 is further configured 
to synchronize changes in the object model ( s ) 4 back to data 
sources 2 . 
[ 0043 ] Data sources 2 can be one or more sources of data , 
including , without limitation , spreadsheet files , databases , 
email folders , document collections , sensor memory stor 
ages , and so forth . Documents may include native electronic 
documents and scanned documents . Scanned documents 
may be processed using optical character recognition . Data 
sources 2 can include data structures stored persistently in 
non - volatile memory . Data sources 2 can additionally or 
alternatively include temporary data structures generated 
from underlying data sources via data extraction compo 
nents , such as a result set returned from a database server 
executing a database query . 
[ 0044 ] Schema map 10 , ontology 5 , and schemas 11 can 
be stored in any suitable structures , such as XML , files , 
database tables , and so forth . In some embodiments , ontol 
ogy 5 is maintained persistently . Schema map 10 can or 
cannot be maintained persistently , depending on whether the 
transformation process is perpetual , or a one - time event . 
Schemas 11 need not be maintained in persistent memory , 
but can be cached for optimization . 
[ 0045 ] The object model ( s ) 4 comprise collections of 
elements such as typed objects , numerical data , properties , 
and relationships . The collections can be structured in any 
suitable manner . In some examples , a database 7 stores the 
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or mechanic performing a maintenance task and so forth . 
The fault log 17 for a ship 15a may include information such 
as dates and locations of faults , the type of fault , the period 
of time required to rectify the fault and so forth . The 
maintenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 are stored in suitable 
computer readable formats or structures , such as XML files , 
database tables , and so forth . The maintenance log 16 and 
fault log 17 corresponding to a ship 15a may be stored on 
one or more servers and / or locally on the ship 15a . Main 
tenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 corresponding to a number 
of different ships 15a may be stored in a common database , 
for example database 7 . 
[ 0050 ] Each ship 15a includes a number of sub - systems 18 
which may be mechanical systems , electrical systems , com 
puter systems or combinations thereof . For example , sub 
systems 18 for a ship 15a may include , but are not limited 
to , a navigational computer system , a crew area and / or cargo 
area environmental control and monitoring systems , a fuel 
management system , engine management systems , a 
hydraulic system , a fire suppression system , a bilge system 
and so forth . Each sub - system 18 may include one or more 
sensors 19 which monitor physical parameters of the sub 
system . One or more sensors 19 associated with a sub 
system form a sensor group 20. Examples of sensors 19 
include a temperature sensor , a pressure sensor , a water level 
sensor , an electrical current or voltage sensor , a gas concen 
tration sensor , a strain gauge , and so forth . Data from sensors 
19 may be stored on the ship 15a and subsequently trans 
mitted or downloaded from the ship 15a according to a 
schedule , for example upon arrival at a destination port , 
daily or weekly . Data from some sensors 19 may be trans 
mitted to a central operations centre whilst the ship 15a is at 

elements of the object model ( s ) 4 , or representations thereof . 
In some examples , the elements of an object model 4 are 
stored within database 7 in a different underlying format , 
such as in a series of object , property , and relationship tables 
in a relational database . The risk models 6 comprise collec 
tions of elements such as , for example , weighting tables , 
decision trees , kernels , Bayesian graphs / networks , artificial 
neural networks or similar elements of a machine learning 
model . 
[ 0046 ] According to some embodiments , the functional 
ities , techniques , and components described herein are 
implemented by one or more special - purpose computing 
devices . The special - purpose computing devices can be 
hard - wired to perform the techniques , or can include digital 
electronic devices such as one or more application - specific 
integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently programmed to perform 
the techniques , or can include one or more general purpose 
hardware processors ( each including processor circuitry ) 
programmed to perform the techniques pursuant to program 
instructions in firmware , memory , other storage , or a com 
bination . Such special - purpose computing devices can also 
combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with 
custom programming to accomplish the techniques . The 
special - purpose computing devices can be desktop computer 
systems , portable computer systems , handheld devices , net 
working devices , or any other device that incorporates 
hard - wired and / or program logic to implement the tech 
niques . 
[ 0047 ] In examples described herein , data fusion system 1 
can allow a user , such as an engineer or mechanic , to analyse 
information and identify underlying trends , patterns , behav 
iours and / or precursors which allow the engineer or 
mechanic to make more informed decisions . Such informa 
tion can allow an engineer or mechanic to determine the 
most effective maintenance to perform on a machine . Addi 
tionally , when a fault or anomaly has developed in a 
complex machine , an engineer or mechanic may use the data 
fusion system 1 to obtain information about a root cause of 
an anomaly or fault . Other applications of the data fusion 
system 1 shall be described hereinafter . 
[ 0048 ] For purposes of illustration , examples are 
described herein with reference to ships , for example pas 
senger cruise ships , cargo ships , tankers and so forth . 
However , the examples and techniques described herein 
may be applied to other types of machines such as , for 
example , construction machinery in the form of bulldozers , 
tractors , diggers , any other types of mobile equipment . The 
examples and techniques described herein may also be 
applied to further types of machines such as , for example , 
manufacturing plant , sewage treatment plant , tunnelling / 
boring equipment and so forth , within the spirit and scope of 
this disclosure . 
[ 0049 ] FIG . 2 shows a block diagram of a first exemplary 
system 14 for performing one or more operations for analy 
sing and / or modelling a machine 15. In the first system 14 , 
the machine 15 is a ship 15a and the first system 14 can 
include one or more ships 15a . The ships 15a may be , for 
example , passenger cruise ships , car transporter ferries , 
cargo ships , tanker ships , tugs and so forth . Each ship 15a 
has a corresponding maintenance log 16 and fault log 17 . 
The maintenance log 16 for a ship 15a may include infor 
mation such as dates and locations of maintenance , details of 
replacement parts used , free text notes made by an engineer 

sea . 

[ 0051 ] The ship 15a may also store message logs 21 , crew 
logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , velocity logs 24 and global posi 
tioning system ( GPS ) ( or other positioning system ) logs 25 . 
The message log 21 corresponding to a ship 15a may include 
messages generated by controllers ( e.g. an automated bilge 
pump controller ) , processors or similar devices which are 
integrated into the various sub - systems 18. The messages 
may include a date and time , an identifier of an originating 
sub - system 18 , and message contents such as , for example , 
a warning or fault identifier . Crew logs 22 corresponding to 
a ship 15a may include forms , notes , checklists or other 
documents which are produced or confirmed by crew 
responsible for operating the ship 15a such as , for example , 
the captain , navigator , engineering crew and / or port crew . 
Crew logs 22 may include information derived from docu 
ments which are native electronic documents and / or scanned 
documents . Bridge logs 23 may include , for example , bridge 
audio recordings , logs detailing button presses , keystrokes 
and control inputs during a voyage and so forth . Velocity 
logs 24 may include a time series of velocities of the ship 
15a . GPS logs 25 may include a time series of GPS 
coordinates for the ship 15a . Velocity logs and GPS logs are 
particular examples of sub - systems 18 and sensors 19 . 
Message logs 21 , crew logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , velocity logs 
24 and global positioning system ( GPS ) logs 25 are stored 
in suitable computer readable formats or structures , such as 
XML files , database tables and so forth . 
[ 0052 ] The first system 14 may also include manufacturer 
information 26 including , for example , databases providing 
information about messages and / or faults , suggested main 
tenance tasks , and manufacturer recommended tolerances 
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for parameters measured by sensors 19. The first system 14 
may also include environmental data 27 such as , for 
example , information about wind speeds , surface waves , 
cloud cover , storm systems , currents , tide times as a function 
of date , time and location . The first system 14 may also 
include a route / task log 28 corresponding to each ship 15a . 
The route / task log for a ship 15a may include details of the 
start and end locations , dates and times of each voyage 
conducted by the corresponding ship 15a . The first system 
14 may also include schedules 29 for the voyages which a 
fleet including a number of ships 15a need to be assigned to 
travel over a forthcoming time period . The first system 14 
may also include facilities information 30 such as , for 
example , a type or class of available maintenance and repair 
facilities at a number of ports between which ships 15a may 
be scheduled to travel , for example , whether a port has 
maintenance and inspection divers , dry - dock facilities and 
so forth . 
[ 0053 ] The manufacturer information 26 , environmental 
data 27 , route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and facilities 
information 30 may be stored in suitable computer readable 
formats or structures , such as XML files , database tables , 
and so forth . The manufacturer information 26 , environmen 
tal data 27 , route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and facilities 
information 30 may be stored in one or more servers . 
[ 0054 ] The maintenance logs 16 , fault logs 17 , sensors 19 , 
message logs 21 , crew logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , altitude and 
velocity logs 25 , GPS logs 25 , manufacturer information 26 , 
environmental data 27 , route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and 
facilities information 30 are examples of data sources 2 for 
the data fusion system 1 . 
[ 0055 ] The first system 14 includes one or more analysis 
terminals 31 in the form of one or more computing devices 
( e.g. , computer or computers , server or servers , etc. ) , 
memory storing data and / or software instructions ( e.g. , 
database or databases ) , memory devices , etc. ) , and other 
known computing components . In some examples , the one 
or more computing devices are configured to execute soft 
ware or a set of programmable instructions stored on one or 
more memory devices to perform one or m perations , 
consistent with the examples herein . The data fusion system 
1 may be provided by one or more analysis servers 32 and 
one or more analysis terminals 31 may connect to the 
analysis server 32 as clients . Alternatively , each analysis 
terminal 31 may provide an example of the data fusion 
system 1. Examples of analysis terminals 31 may provide 
the same or different functions . For example , different 
analysis terminals 31 may be able to access different types 
of data or functions of the analysis server 32. For example , 
a maintenance terminal 33 may be able to access preventa 
tive maintenance and troubleshooting functions . As another 
example , a scheduling terminal 34 may access data relating 
to risk model 6 outputs , schedules 29 and facilities infor 
mation 30 to perform risk based scheduling of ship 15a 
routes . As another example , a manufacturer terminal 35 may 
be given access to a reduced or redacted selection of data 
from the data sources 2 , in order to allow monitoring and 
analysis of technical data whilst preserving the integrity of 
commercially sensitive information . In some examples , all 
analysis terminals 31 may access the same data and func 
tions . 
[ 0056 ] The analysis terminals 31 and analysis server 32 
communicate with the data sources 2 over a network 36. The 
network 36 can be any type of network or combination of 

networks configured to provide electronic communications 
between components of the first system 14. For example , the 
network 36 can be any type of network ( including infra 
structure ) that provides communications , exchanges infor 
mation , and / or facilitates the exchange of information , such 
as the Internet , a Local Area Network , or other suitable 
connection ( s ) that enables the sending and receiving of 
information between the components of the first system 14 . 
The network 36 may also comprise any combination of 
wired and wireless networks . In other embodiments , one or 
more components of the first system 14 can communicate 
directly through a dedicated communication link or com 
munication links , such as links between analysis terminals 
31 , analysis server 32 , maintenance logs 16 , fault logs 17 , 
sensors 19 , message logs 21 , crew logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , 
velocity logs 25 , GPS logs 25 , manufacturer information 26 , 
environmental data 27 , route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and 
facilities information 30 . 

[ 0057 ] The first system 14 may include a number of 
machines 15 in the form of ships 15a , and all of the ships 
15a forming part of the first system 14 are the same or 
comparable to one another . Two machines 15 are the same 
if they include the same components , arranged and config 
ured in the same way . Two machines 15 may be the same if 
they are manufactured in the same batch or two machines 15 
may be the same if they are manufactured in different 
batches . Two machines 15 which are the same include 
corresponding sub - systems 18 which are associated with 
corresponding sensors 19. Two machines 15 are comparable 
if they contain one or more corresponding sub - systems 18 in 
common . For two comparable machines 15 , the correspond 
ing common sub - systems 18 are not substantially interre 
lated to other sub - systems 18 which are not common to the 
machines 15. For example , two ships 15a may be compa 
rable because they are fitted with the same marine diesel 
engine . Even when data from other systems is not compa 
rable ( or not directly comparable ) , information from engine 
sensors may be usefully compared between the two com 
parable ships 15a . 
[ 0058 ] Referring also to FIG . 3 , a block diagram of an 
exemplary computer system 37 , consistent with examples of 
the present specification is shown . The components of the 
first and second exemplary systems 14 , 67 ( FIG . 11 ) such as 
analysis terminals 31 and analysis server 32 may include an 
architecture based on or similar to that of computer system 
37 . 

[ 0059 ] Computer system 37 includes a bus 38 or other 
communication mechanism for communicating information , 
and a hardware processor 39 coupled with bus 38 for 
processing information . Hardware processor 39 can be , for 
example , a general purpose microprocessor . Hardware pro 
cessor 39 comprises electrical circuitry . 
[ 0060 ] Computer system 37 includes a main memory 40 , 
such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic 
storage device , which is coupled to the bus 38 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 39 . 
The main memory 40 can also be used for storing temporary 
variables or other intermediate information during execution 
of instructions by the processor 39. Such instructions , when 
stored in non - transitory storage media accessible to the 
processor 39 , render the computer system 37 into a special 
purpose machine that is customized to perform the opera 
tions specified in the instructions . 

re 
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[ 0061 ] Computer system 37 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 41 or other static storage device coupled to 
the bus 38 for storing static information and instructions for 
the processor 39. A storage device 42 , such as a magnetic 
disk or optical disk , is provided and coupled to the bus 38 
for storing information and instructions . 
[ 0062 ] Computer system 37 can be coupled via the bus 38 
to a display 43 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , liquid 
crystal display , or touch screen , for displaying information 
to a user . An input device 44 , including alphanumeric and 
other keys , is coupled to the bus 38 for communicating 
information and command selections to the processor 39 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 45 , for 
example using a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys 
for communicating direction information and command 
selections to the processor 39 and for controlling cursor 
movement on the display 43. The input device typically has 
two degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , 
x ) and a second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device 
to specify positions in a plane . 
[ 0063 ] Computer system 37 can implement the techniques 
described herein using customized hard - wired logic , one or 
more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program logic 
which in combination with the computer system causes or 
programs computer system 37 to be a special - purpose 
machine . According to some embodiments , the operations , 
functionalities , and techniques disclosed herein are per 
formed by computer system 37 in response to the processor 
39 executing one or more sequences of one or more instruc 
tions contained in the main memory 40. Such instructions 
can be read into the main memory 40 from another storage 
medium , such as storage device 42. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 40 
causes the processor 39 to perform the process steps 
described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired 
circuitry can be used in place of or in combination with 
software instructions . 
[ 0064 ] The term “ storage media ” as used herein refers to 
any non - transitory media that stores data and / or instructions 
that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion . Such 
storage media can comprise non - volatile media and / or vola 
tile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , optical 
or magnetic disks , such as storage device 42. Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory , such as main memory 40. Com 
mon forms of storage media include , for example , a floppy 
disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic 
tape , or any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD 
ROM , any other optical data storage medium , any physical 
medium with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and 
EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory 
chip or cartridge . 
[ 0065 ) Storage media is distinct from , but can be used in 
conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between storage 
media . For example , transmission media includes coaxial 
cables , copper wire and fibre optics , including the wires that 
comprise bus 38. Transmission media can also take the form 
of acoustic or light waves , such as those generated during 
radio - wave and infra - red data communications . 
[ 0066 ] Various forms of media can be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 39 for execution . For example , the instructions 
can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive 
of a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 

instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line or other transmission medium 
using a modem . A modem local to computer system 37 can 
receive the data on the telephone line or other transmission 
medium and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data 
to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive the 
data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry 
can place the data on bus 38. Bus 38 carries the data to the 
main memory 40 , from which the processor 39 retrieves and 
executes the instructions . The instructions received by the 
main memory 40 can optionally be stored on the storage 
device 42 either before or after execution by the processor 
39 . 
[ 0067 ] Computer system 37 also includes a communica 
tion interface 46 coupled to the bus 38. The communication 
interface 46 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 47 that is connected to a local 
network 48. For example , the communication interface 46 
can be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , the communication inter 
face 46 can be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide 
a data communication connection to a compatible LAN . 
Wireless links can also be implemented . In any such imple 
mentation , the communication interface 46 sends and 
receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of 
information . 
[ 0068 ] The network link 47 typically provides data com 
munication through one or more networks to other data 
devices . For example , the network link 47 can provide a 
connection through the local network 48 to a host computer 
49 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service 
Provider ( ISP ) 50. The ISP 50 in turn provides data com 
munication services through the world wide packet data 
communication network now commonly referred to as the 
" Internet ” 51. The local network 48 and internet 51 both use 
electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi 
tal data streams . The signals through the various networks 
and the signals on the network link 47 and through the 
communication interface 46 , which carry the digital data to 
and from the computer system 37 , are example forms of 
transmission media . 
[ 0069 ] The computer system 37 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 47 and communication interface 46. In the 
internet example , a server 52 , for example the analysis 
server 32 , can transmit data through the internet 51 , ISP 50 , 
local network 48 and communication interface 46 . 
[ 0070 ] Referring also to FIG . 4 , an example timeline for a 
machine 15 in the form of a ship 15a will explained with 
reference to the corresponding message log 21 , maintenance 
log 16 , fault log 17 and a number of sensor logs 53 ( e.g. , 
53a , 53b , 53c ) . 
[ 0071 ] Each sensor log 53 may include a time series of 
parameter values measured by one or more sensors 19. The 
sensors 19 may include all of the sensors 19 on the ship 15a , 
all the sensors 19 associated with one or more subsystems 
18 , or any other combination of sensors 19. A sensor log 53 
may include parameter values measured by a single sensor 
19. Parameter values measured by one or more sensors 19 
may be measured at equal intervals , or may be measured in 
response to triggering messages or events . Each sensor 19 
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may measure parameter values at a rate or interval specific 
to that sensor 19 , to a type of sensor 19 or to a sub - system 
18 . 
[ 0072 ] A first voyage commences at time t , and lasts until 
time t4 . The duration of a voyage t4 - t , may vary considerably 
depending upon the type of ship 15a . In one example , the 
ship 15a may be a passenger or vehicle ferry which carries 
out regular , scheduled voyages between a two or more 
relatively close ports / docks such as , for example , Dover and 
Calais , Dublin and Liverpool and so forth . In this example , 
the duration of a voyage t4 - t , may range from less than hour 
up to several days . Scheduled slots for preventative main 
tenance may be every day , or every week . Scheduled pre 
ventative maintenance may be conducted in one or more of 
the ports , and it may not be necessary to conduct preventa 
tive maintenance during the actual voyage . 
[ 0073 ] In other examples , the ship 15a may be a long 
distance cargo ship or tanker , and the duration of a voyage 
14 - ti may be weeks or months . In this example , preventative 
maintenance during the voyage cannot be avoided in prac 
tice . When the ship 15a is a long distance cargo ship or 
tanker , preventative maintenance may be split into regular 
maintenance conducted during voyages , and longer and / or 
more substantial maintenance slots between voyages . The 
range and type of maintenance tasks which may be con 
ducted during a voyage may be restricted by the available 
facilities , consumables , spare parts , operational require 
ments and so forth . 
[ 0074 ] In the example shown in FIG . 4 , the ship 15a is a 
passenger and / or vehicle ferry which performs regular cross 
ings of a relatively narrow body of water , for example a 
voyage may take several hours . In the example shown in 
FIG . 4 , regular maintenance is scheduled to occur between 
voyages . The corresponding parameter values measured by 
all or a subset of the sensors 19 during the first voyage are 
stored as a first sensor log 53a . Alternatively , separate first 
sensor logs 53a may be stored for each sub - system 18 or 
separate first sensor logs 53a may be stored for each sensor 
19. During the first voyage , a first message object 54a is 
generated by a sub - system 18 and stored in the message log 
21 , along with the corresponding time tz and optionally other 
contextual information such as an identifying number for the 
voyage . A message object 54 ( e.g. , 54a , 545 , 54c , 54d , 54e , 
548 ) may include a message identity ( ID ) code consisting of 
letters and / or numbers . The message ID code may corre 
spond to an entry in a look - up table providing further details . 
For example , a message ID code may take the form A - M 
001 , in which the letter “ A ” denotes an origin of the 
corresponding message object 54 in a first , or “ A ” , sub 
system 18 , the letter “ M ” denotes that the message ID code 
corresponds to a message and should be looked up in a 
message look - up table , and the numeric code “ 001 ” denotes 
a first entry corresponding to the first sub - system 18 in the 
message look - up table . The corresponding entry in the 
message look - up table provides details of the message . The 
look - up table may be included in the manufacturer infor 
mation 26 , for example in a maintenance manual . Similarly , 
a message ID code of B - M - 023 would identify a message 
object 54 originating in a second , or “ B ” , sub - system 18 and 
so forth . 
[ 0075 ] A second message object 54b is generated during 
the first voyage at time tz and stored in the message log 21 . 
Message object 54 contents may correspond to , for example , 
warnings and / or faults . Message object 54 contents may be 

determined by looking up message ID codes in a message 
look - up table . A message object 54 may correspond to the 
illumination of a warning light on the bridge , or illumination 
of a warning light elsewhere in or on the ship 15a , for 
example in the engine room . 
[ 0076 ] A second voyage starts at time to and finishes at 
time t1o , and corresponding sensor 19 measurements are 
stored in one or more second sensor logs 53b , in the same 
way as the first sensor log ( s ) 53a . Between the first and 
second voyages , at a time ts , a first maintenance task object 
55a is recorded in the maintenance log 16 for the ship 15a . 
The first maintenance task object 55a may include informa 
tion such as the time , ts , and a maintenance task identity ( ID ) 
code consisting of letters and / or numbers . The maintenance 
task ID code may correspond to an entry in a look - up table 
providing further details . For example , a maintenance task 
ID code may take the form A - T - 003 , in which the letter “ A ” 
denotes a maintenance task carried out on a first , or “ A ” , 
sub - system 18 , the letter “ T ” denotes that the maintenance 
task ID code corresponds to a maintenance task and should 
be looked up in a maintenance task look - up table , and the 
numeric code “ 003 ” denotes a third entry corresponding to 
the first sub - system 18 in the maintenance task look - up 
table . The corresponding entry in the maintenance task 
look - up table provides details of the maintenance task which 
is carried out . The look - up table may be included in the 
manufacturer information 26. The first maintenance task 
object 55a may include further information such as , for 
example , free - text notes or descriptions of the maintenance 
task performed , details of any parts replaced , information 
about the engineer or mechanic responsible for carrying out 
the maintenance task and so forth . The first maintenance task 
object 55a is not occasioned by a fault , and corresponds to 
regular , or preventative , maintenance . 
[ 0077 ] A third voyage is scheduled to start at a time t13 . 
However , the start time of the third voyage is delayed until 
t17 due to a fault object 56 which is registered at a time t11 , 
shortly after the end of the second voyage at time t1o . The 
fault object 56 may correspond to a fault which is discovered 
following , for example , inspection by the ship crew or port 
staff , analysis of the second sensor log 53b , or the fault may 
have been indicated by third to fifth message objects 54c , 
54d , 54e , which were recorded in a cluster at times ty , tg and 
ty . The fault object 56 is recorded in the fault log 17. The 
fault object 56 includes fault data 57 indicating the time 
corresponding to the fault object 56 , details about the type 
of fault , the location of the ship 15a when the fault was 
registered and so forth . The fault data 57 may also include 
a fault identity ( ID ) code consisting of letters and / or num 
bers . The fault ID code may correspond to an entry in a 
look - up table providing further details . For example , a fault 
ID code may take the form C - F - 012 , in which the letter “ C ” 
denotes a fault arising in a third , or “ C ” , sub - system 18 , the 
letter “ F ” denotes that the fault ID code corresponds to a 
fault type and should be looked up in a fault type look - up 
table , and the numeric code “ 012 ” denotes a twelfth entry 
corresponding to the third sub - system 18 in the fault type 
look - up table . The corresponding entry in the fault type 
look - up table provides details of the fault type which has 
occurred . The fault type look - up table may be included in the 
manufacturer information 26 . 
[ 0078 ] Sometimes a fault corresponding to a fault object 
56 may be readily rectified . On other occasions , the root 
cause of a fault corresponding to a fault object 56 in a ship 
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15a , or a fault in another machine 15 , may be difficult to 
determine . Consequently , an engineer or mechanic may 
conduct one or more maintenance tasks which fail to resolve 
the fault . For example , both the second and third mainte 
nance tasks objects 55b , 55c , started at times t12 and 114 
respectively , both corresponding to maintenance tasks which 
failed to resolve the fault corresponding to the fault object 
56. The fourth maintenance task object 55d , started at time 
115 , corresponds to a maintenance task which did resolve the 
fault corresponding to the fault object 56. When the fault 
corresponding to the fault object 56 is verified to have been 
solved , fault resolution data 58 is added to the fault object 
56 in the fault log 17. The fault resolution data 58 is linked 
to the fault data 57. The fault resolution data 58 may include 
information such as the end time of fault , for example t16 , 
and the maintenance task object 55d corresponding to the 
maintenance task which resolved the fault corresponding to 
the fault object 56 . 
[ 0079 ] Once the fault corresponding to the fault object 56 
is resolved , the delayed third voyage starts at a time t17 and 
ends at a time t19 . A sixth message object 54f is generated 
during the third voyage , at time t18 , but the sixth message 
object 54f does not indicate a new fault or a recurrence of the 
earlier fault corresponding to fault object 56. Regular or 
preventative maintenance , in the form of a maintenance task 
detailed by a fifth maintenance task object 55e , is conducted 
after the third voyage at a time t20 . 
[ 0080 ] It will be appreciated that the sequence of events 
described in relation to FIG . 4 is for illustrative purposes 
only , and that the contents of the present specification may 
be applied to other sequences of events . For example , in the 
case of a ship 15a which a long distance cargo ship or tanker , 
voyages may last for weeks or even months , and so sensor 
logs 53 corresponding to the entire voyage may be inappro 
priate . Instead , sensor logs 53 for a ship 15a which a long 
distance cargo ship or tanker may be analysed according to 
shorter time periods , for example , daily , hourly or substan 
tially in real time . Furthermore , in the case of a ship 15a 
which a long distance cargo ship or tanker , maintenance 
tasks 55 ( e.g. , 550 , 551 , 550 , 550 , 55e ) corresponding to 
preventative maintenance and / or fault resolution may also 
be conducted during a voyage . 
[ 0081 ] Message logs 21 may be populated in real time , i.e. 
message objects 54 generated by a machine 15 such as a ship 
15a may be stored to a corresponding message log 21 at the 
same time , or shortly after , each message object 54 is 
generated . Maintenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 may be 
updated after the relevant events , for example , by filling in 
an electronic document or by scanning a paper document 
and so forth . 
[ 0082 ] Statistical metrics may be derived from the param 
eter values measured by sensors 19. For example , if a 
parameter value does not vary substantially over time , 
simple time series statistics may be applied to derive a mean 
value , a standard deviation , a minimum and a maximum 
value for each type of parameter value included in a sensor 
log 53. Average , or baseline , values may be obtained by 
aggregating a large number of sensor logs 53 corresponding 
to a number of different machines 15 and different opera 
tions of the machines 15. For example , when the machines 
15 are ships 15a , each operation may correspond to a 
different voyage , and when the machines 15 take form of 
construction machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) each operation may 
correspond to a different journey , a work order , a lease 

period , or a fixed period of time such as one working day . 
Deviations of measured parameter values from the average 
values may be used as statistical metrics for analysis by the 
data fusion system 1 . 
[ 0083 ] Referring also to FIG . 5 , the values of some 
parameters measured by sensors 19 will vary with time , for 
example , over the course of a voyage when the machine 15 
is a ship 15a or throughout a working day of construction 
machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) . The parameter values may be 
plotted against time as a parameter curve 59. By aggregating 
a large number of sensor logs 53 corresponding to a number 
of different machines 15 and different operations , a mean 
value , a standard deviation , a minimum and a maximum 
value of a the parameter may be determined as a function of 
time . The averaged parameter values may be plotted against 
time as an average parameter curve 60. Suitable statistical 
metrics may be calculated such as , for example , the mean 
and standard deviation of a difference between the parameter 
curve 59 and the average parameter curve 60. Minimum and 
maximum differences may also be used as statistical metrics . 
The same approach may be used to determine statistical 
metrics based on a difference between first and second 
parameter curves stored in first and second sensor logs 53 . 
Average parameter curves 60 ( and related average statistical 
metrics ) may be updated to take account of new sensor logs 
53 by re - calculating average parameter curves 60 ( and 
related average statistical metrics ) according to a schedule , 
for example , daily or weekly . Alternatively , if sensor logs 53 
are extracted from the machines 15 at periodic intervals , 
then the average parameter curves 60 ( and related average 
statistical metrics ) may be re - calculated immediately after 
new sensor logs 53 have been extracted . 
[ 0084 ] Parameter curves 59 need not be plotted against 
time . Instead , a parameter curve 59 corresponding to a first 
parameter measured by a first sensor 19 may be plotted 
against a second parameter measured by a second sensor 19 . 
Statistical metrics and average parameter curves 60 may be 
calculated in the same way . Analysing a pair of parameters 
can be useful in diagnosing a developing fault or issue . For 
example , in a normally functioning diesel engine , the stable 
operating temperature may vary with the revolutions per 
minute ( RPM ) according to a characteristic parameter curve , 
for example an average parameter curve 59. If a parameter 
curve 59 significantly deviates from the average parameter 
curve 60 , for example , if the parameter curve 59 shows a 
faster than expected increase in temperature with RPM , this 
may indicate a developing fault in coolant levels or in a 
coolant system . 
[ 0085 ] Referring also to FIG . 6 , additional statistical met 
rics may be derived from the sensor logs 53. For example , 
the number and duration of intervals during which the 
parameter curve 59 differs from the average parameter curve 
60 by more than a threshold amount may be calculated and 
used as a metric . For example , the number and duration of 
intervals during which the parameter curve 59 lies below the 
25th percentile 61 or above the 75th percentile 62 may be 
recorded . In the example shown in FIG . 6 , the parameter 
curve 59 exceeds the 75th percentile 62 for a first interval 
ty - t? and dips below the 25th percentile 61 for a second 
interval täte . A Schmidt trigger may be used , for example at 
the 75th and 80th percentiles , to determine that the parameter 
curve 59 has exceeded a specified tolerance . 
[ 0086 ] Other thresholds may be used such as , for example , 
whether the parameter curve 59 deviates from an average 
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parameter curve 60 by more than a multiple of a standard 
deviation o . For example , instead of the 75th percentile 62 , 
an upper threshold may be the average parameter curve 60 
plus 30 , and instead of the 25th percentile 61 , a lower 
threshold may be the average parameter curve 60 minus 30 . 
The standard deviation o may in general be a function of 
time or of a second parameter . 
[ 0087 ] For machines 15 such as ships 15a or construction 
machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) , many parameters will vary with 
time , but the duration of different sensor logs 53 need not be 
the same because each sensor log 53 corresponds to a 
different operation of the same machine 15 or of a different 
machine 15. This can prevent naïve aggregation of corre 
sponding parameter values belonging to first and second 
sensor logs 53a , 53b . For example , one working day for 
construction machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) will vary dramatically 
from a subsequent working day because construction 
machinery 15b may be used to perform slightly different 
tasks and the duration and loading of each task may also 
vary from day to day . Sensors 19 recording parameters of a 
machine 15 may record datasets corresponding to two or 
more tasks or occasions which differ to the extent that direct 
comparison is difficult or meaningless . Such difficulties may 
be overcome by applying a dynamic time warping algorithm 
to the sensor logs 53 . 
[ 0088 ] Referring also to FIGS . 7 and 8 , first and second 
curves 63a , 63b of a first parameter are not directly com 
parable because they have differing lengths . The first and 
second curves 63a , 63b correspond to first and second sensor 
logs 53a , 53b respectively . However , a dynamic time warp 
ing algorithm may be used to distort the relative time - bases 
so that first and second warped curves 64a , 64b of the first 
parameter may be compared . The first parameter may be a 
parameter having a well understood meaning , such as veloc 
ity of a ship 15a , or the velocity and / or engine revolutions 
per minute ( RPM ) of construction machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) . 
Suitable first parameters may often correspond to the exter 
nal state of a machine 15 , for example , to ambient conditions 
or to a task which the machine 15 is performing . 
[ 0089 ] Referring also to FIGS . 9 and 10 , first and second 
curves 65a , 65b of a second parameter may be less well 
understood or simply less suited to feature extraction . Such 
second parameters may relate more directly to the internal 
functioning or internal status of the machine 15. For 
example , when the machine 15 is ship 15a , the second 
parameter may be a temperature of part of a gas turbine 
engine or a marine diesel engine . As another example , when 
the machine 15 is construction machinery 15b ( FIG . 11 ) , the 
second parameter may be the pressure of a pneumatic or 
hydraulic actuation system . Parameters relating to the inter 
nal functioning or internal status of the machine 15 may 
have less predictable or less regular features , which can 
complicate or prevent the direct application of a dynamic 
time - warping algorithm , which may lead to erroneous out 
puts . This issue can be avoided by generating warped curves 
66a , 66b of the second parameter based on a warped 
time - frame established using the curves 63a , 63b of the first 
parameter . For example , if the machine 15 is a ship 15a or 
construction machinery 15b , parameters such as engine 
temperatures may be warped using a time - frame warping 
established based on parameters such as velocity or engine 
RPM of the ship 15a or construction machinery 15b . 
[ 0090 ] By using an initial parameter curve as a reference , 
a large number of sensor logs 53 corresponding to a large 

number of different machines 15 and operations may be 
warped , then aggregated to obtain a mean value , a standard 
deviation , a minimum and a maximum value of each param 
eter to be determined for the purpose of calculating statis 
tical metrics . Similarly , a large number of sensor logs 53 
corresponding to a large number of different machines 15 
and operations may be warped , then aggregated to obtain 
warped average parameter curves . 
[ 0091 ] Log metrics may be determined using the computer 
readable logs corresponding to each machine 15. For 
example , when the machine 15 is a ship 15a , metrics may be 
determined based on the maintenance log 16 , fault log 17 , 
message log 21 , crew log 22 and bridge log 23 correspond 
ing to each ship 15a , as well as any environmental data 27 , 
route / task logs 28 and so forth . For example , keyword 
searching may be used to establish frequencies of occur 
rence of particular words or phrases during one or more time 
intervals . Additionally or alternatively , when the message 
objects 54 include message ID codes , the maintenance task 
objects 55 include maintenance task ID codes and / or the 
fault objects 56 include fault ID codes , log metrics may be 
determined in the form of frequencies of occurrence of each 
message ID code , maintenance task ID code and / or fault ID 
code during one or more time intervals . 
[ 0092 ] Additionally , ontology 5 may include semantic 
rules allowing natural language processing of computer 
readable logs , such as the maintenance logs 16 , fault logs 17 , 
message logs 21 , crew logs 22 , bridge logs 23 , environmen 
tal data 27 , route / task logs 28 and so forth . Natural language 
processing may enable determination of other log metrics . 
[ 0093 ] It will be appreciated that many different examples 
of statistical metrics and metrics derived from computer 
readable logs may be used with the data fusion system 1 , 
depending on the data sources 1 which are used . 
[ 0094 ] Referring also to FIG . 11 , a block diagram of a 
second exemplary system 67 for performing one or more 
operations for analysing and / or modelling a machine 15 is 
shown . In the second system 67 , the machine 15 is con 
struction machinery 15b and the second system 67 can 
include one or more construction machines 156. The second 
system 67 may be used to help managing a fleet of con 
struction machines 15b which are made available for leas 
ing , or to manage all of the construction vehicles associated 
with a particular construction project . Construction machin 
ery 15b may include be vehicles such as , for example , 
bulldozers , diggers , cranes , tractors , combine harvesters and 
so forth . Each construction machine 15b has a correspond 
ing maintenance log 16 and fault log 17. The maintenance 
log 16 for a construction machine 15b may include infor 
mation such as dates and locations of maintenance , details of 
replacement parts , free text notes made by an engineer or 
mechanic performing a maintenance task and so forth . The 
fault log 17 for a construction machine 15b may include 
information such as dates and locations of faults , the type of 
fault , the period of time required to rectify the fault and so 
forth . The maintenance logs 16 and fault logs 17 are stored 
in suitable computer readable formats or structures , such as 
XML files , database tables , and so forth . The maintenance 
log 16 and fault log 17 corresponding to a construction 
machine 15b may be stored on one or more servers and / or 
locally on the construction machine 15b itself . Maintenance 
logs 16 and fault logs 17 corresponding to a number of 
different construction machines 15b may be stored in a 
common database , for example database 7 . 
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[ 0095 ] A construction machine 15b includes a number of 
sub - systems 18 which may be mechanical systems , electri 
cal systems , computer systems or combinations thereof . 
Sub - systems 18 of a construction machine 15b may be 
controlled by one or more corresponding electronic control 
units 68 ( ECUs ) , and the ECUs 68 of a construction machine 
15b are interconnected for communications by an on - board 
network 69. Each sub - system 18 may include one or more 
sensors 19 which monitor corresponding physical param 
eters of the sub - system 18. One or more sensors 19 associ 
ated with a sub - system 18 form a sensor group 20. Examples 
of sensors 19 include a temperature sensor , a pressure 
sensor , an electrical current or voltage sensor , a gas concen 
tration sensor , a strain gauge , and so forth . Data from sensors 
19 may be stored on the construction machine 15b and 
subsequently transmitted or downloaded from the construc 
tion machine 15b according to a schedule , for example , upon 
arrival to a designated “ home ” location , daily or weekly . 
Data from some sensors 19 may be transmitted to a server 
via wireless networks operating at a storage location or 
operational location of a construction machine 15b . Data 
from some sensors 19 may be transmitted to a server via 
cellular networks during operation of a construction 
machine 15b . Sub - systems 18 connected via the on - board 
network 69 typically generate message objects 54 according 
to protocols which may be proprietary or standardised 
protocols . Information from a construction machine 15b 
may be extracted via a wireless connection or using a 
physical data port provided on the construction machine 
15b . 
[ 009 ] Referring also to FIG . 12 , examples of construction 
machine 15b sub - systems 18 and associated sensors 19 are 
shown . 
[ 0097 ] Many construction machines 15b include a diesel 
engine 70 , which may include a large number of sensors 19 
for use in regular operation , self - diagnostics , maintenance 
and / or repair . For example , a construction machine 15b 
diesel engine 70 may include , amongst other sensors 19 , a 
coolant temperature sensor 71 , an intake air sensor 72 , one 
or more oxygen sensors 73 to monitor combustion effi 
ciency , a fuel rail pressure sensor 74 , an intake manifold gas 
pressure sensor 75 , and engine RPM sensor 76 , one or more 
valve timing sensors 77 , a mass airflow sensor 78 and so 
forth . 

[ 0098 ] Construction machines 15b may include an evapo 
rative emissions control system 79 ( EVAP system ) including 
a vapour pressure sensor 80. Some construction machines 
15b may include a traction control system 81 including 
wheel rotation speed sensors 82. Some construction 
machines 15b may include a hydraulic or pneumatic actua 
tion system 83 including system pressure sensors 84 , valve 
status sensors , load sensors and so forth , for controlling and 
monitoring actuation of tools such as a bull dozer scoop . 
Construction machines 15b may include a power assist 
steering system 85 including steering wheel position sensors 
86 and steering column torque sensors 87. Construction 
machines 15b may include an exhaust system 88 including , 
for example , one or more oxygen concentration sensors 73 
and one or more catalyst bed temperature sensors 89 . 
Construction machines 15b may include exterior sensing 
systems 90 including sensors 19 such as , for example , 
ambient temperature sensors 91 and ambient barometric 
pressure 92 for determining the environmental conditions in 
which the construction machine 15b is operating . 

[ 0099 ] The construction machine 15b may also store mes 
sage logs 21 and global positioning system ( GPS ) ( or other 
positioning system ) logs 25. The message log 21 corre 
sponding to a construction machine 15b may include mes 
sage objects 54 generated by the ECUs 68 , for example , 
according to OBD protocols . The message objects 54 may 
include a date and time , an identifier of an originating 
sub - system 18 , and message contents such as , for example , 
a warning or fault identifier . Message logs 21 and global 
positioning system ( GPS ) logs 25 are stored in suitable 
computer readable formats or structures , such as XML files , 
database tables and so forth . 

[ 0100 ] The second system 67 may also include manufac 
turer information 26 including , for example , databases pro 
viding information about messages and / or faults , suggested 
maintenance tasks , and manufacturer recommended toler 
ances for parameters measured by sensors 19. The second 
system 67 may also include environmental data 27 such as 
ambient temperatures , humidity and so forth , as a function 
of date , time and location . Such information may be relevant 
to predicting failure of construction machines 15b in a 
variety of ways . For example , a degraded battery system 
may not become evident to a user until it fails to supply 
sufficient current for a starter motor in colder ambient 
conditions . The degradation of the battery system may be 
detectable in sufficient time to allow replacement , however , 
whether or not battery replacement is the most critical 
preventative maintenance task may depend on the expected 
ambient temperatures . The second system 67 may also 
include a route / job log 28 corresponding to each construc 
tion machine 15b . The route / task log 28 for a construction 
machine 15b may include details of the start and end 
locations , routes travelled , dates and times of each journey , 
details of tasks assigned to the corresponding construction 
machine 15b and so forth . Route / task logs 28 may provide 
important contextual information for interpreting construc 
tion machine 15b sensor 19 data , for example , route infor 
mation may be matched to elevation data to account for 
variations in engine power output of a tractor driving up or 
down a field located on an incline . The second system 67 
may also include schedules 29 for the tasks which a fleet 
including a number of construction machines 15b need to be 
assigned to perform over a forthcoming time period . The 
second system 67 may also include facilities information 30 
such as , for example , a type or class of available facilities at 
each location where a fleet of construction machines 15b 
operates or may operate . Examples of facilities information 
30 may include locations of garages providing repair and / or 
re - fuelling , locations and availability of spare parts and / or 
geographical coverage and locations of breakdown recovery 
services . 

[ 0101 ] The manufacturer information 26 , environmental 
data 27 , route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and facilities 
information 30 may be stored in suitable computer readable 
formats or structures , such as XML , files , database tables , 
and so forth . The manufacturer information 26 , environmen 
tal data 27 , route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and facilities 
information 30 may be stored in one or more servers . 
[ 0102 ] The maintenance logs 16 , fault logs 17 , sensors 19 , 
message logs 21 , GPS logs 25 , manufacturer information 26 , 
environmental data 27 , route / task logs 28 , schedules 29 and 
facilities information 30 are examples of data sources 2 for 
the data fusion system 1 . 
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that loading of a boring bit will vary with depth and distance 
of the bore hole in a different way at each drilling location . 
Additionally , boring locations can be remote , so that obtain 
ing spare parts may take a long time in the event of an 
unanticipated failure . Therefore , the teachings of the present 
specification in relation to allocating resources to specific 
tasks can provide advantages for tunnel boring equipment . 

System for Allocating Resources to Tasks 

[ 0103 ] The second system 67 includes one or more analy 
sis terminals 31 in the form of one or more computing 
systems 37 . 
[ 0104 ] The data fusion system 1 may be provided by one 
or more analysis servers 32 and one or more analysis 
terminals 31 may connect to the analysis server 32 as clients . 
Alternatively , each analysis terminal 31 may provide an 
example of the data fusion system 1. Examples of analysis 
terminals 31 may provide the same or different functions . 
For example , different analysis terminals 31 may be able to 
access different types of data or functions of the analysis 
server 32. For example , a scheduling terminal 34 may access 
data relating to risk model 6 outputs , schedules 29 and 
facilities information 30 to perform risk based scheduling of 
construction machine 15b tasks . As another example , a 
manufacturer terminal 35 may be given access to a reduced 
or redacted selection of data from the data sources 2 , in order 
to allow monitoring and analysis of technical data whilst 
preserving the integrity of commercially sensitive informa 
tion . A user device 94 such as a smartphone or tablet 
computer operated by the construction machine operator 
may also provide an analysis terminal 31 to enable the 
operator to receive timely and convenient notification of 
developing problems . In some examples , all analysis termi 
nals 31 may access the same data and functions . 
[ 0105 ] The analysis terminals 31 and analysis server 32 of 
the second system 67 communicate with the data sources 2 
over a network 36 in the same way as the first system 14 . 
[ 0106 ] The second system 67 may include a number of 
machines 15 in the form of construction machines 15b , and 
all of the construction machines 15b forming part of the 
second exemplary system 67 are the same or comparable to 
one another . 
[ 0107 ] The present specification is not limited to machines 
15 in the form of ships 15a or construction machines 15b in 
the form of vehicles such as , for example , bulldozers , 
diggers , cranes , tractors , combine harvesters and so forth . 
The present specification is equally applicable to machines 
15 in the form of any other type of vehicle such as , for 
example , trains , and so forth . 
[ 0108 ] The present specification is not limited to vehicular 
machines 15 , and may instead be applied to any type of 
machine 15 which includes sensors 19. For example , the 
present specification may be applied to sewage treatment 
equipment such as a sewage treatment plant . Unscheduled 
stoppages of a sewage treatment 3plant can be very expen 
sive in lost time . A sewage treatment plant is typically 
extremely complex and tracing and identifying the origin of 
a fault or anomaly can be difficult and time consuming . 
Therefore , the teachings of the present specification in 
relation to data driven identification and rectification of the 
source of a fault can provide advantages for a sewage 
treatment plant . 
[ 0109 ] In a sewage treatment plant operating conditions 
are intended to be relatively stable . The embodiments of the 
present disclosure relating to dynamic time warping and 
incorporation of computer readable logs to provide contex 
tual information can allow the present specification to be 
particularly useful for applications in which machines 15 are 
operated in variable conditions and / or for variable tasks . For 
example , tunnel boring equipment is complex machinery 
which is operated in a range of different environments and 
under a range of mechanical loadings . Each location for 
tunnel boring will have a different geological constitution , so 

[ 0110 ] For each resource ( for example a machine 15 ) in 
the multiple resource environment , predictive maintenance 
information such as a probability that a failure or mainte 
nance event may occur within a certain future time period is 
provided . The predictive maintenance information may be 
derived from a risk model . The probability may be calcu 
lated based on metrics extracted from one or more of the 
sensor logs 53 , message logs 21 , maintenance logs 16 , or 
fault logs 17 . 
[ 0111 ] A fault or maintenance event in a resource which 
renders it inoperable may have different consequences 
depending on the particular task or the stage in a task which 
that resource is performing . Embodiments of the invention 
allow tasks that would incur high costs were they to be 
interrupted to be allocated to resources having a low prob 
ability of experiencing a maintenance event . 
[ 0112 ] FIG . 13 is a schematic block diagram of a system 
400 for allocating tasks to resources . The system 400 may be 
considered a special case of the generic systems shown in 
FIGS . 1 and 2 . 
[ 0113 ] The system 400 comprises a scheduling terminal 
34. The scheduling terminal 34 comprises a controller 401 
operable to control the functions carried out by the sched 
uling terminal 34. The scheduling terminal 34 comprises a 
task allocation module 402 configured to allocate resources 
( such as ships 15a or construction machines 15b ) to par 
ticular tasks ( such as particular routes or route circuits ) . 
[ 0114 ] The scheduling terminal 34 comprises a cost deter 
mination module 403. The cost determination module 403 is 
configured to determine a cost incurred if a particular task is 
interrupted . Factors that may be considered when determin 
ing a cost are a time delay cost , a financial cost , a personnel 
cost , an equipment cost , a components cost . The cost deter 
mination module 403 may obtain data from various sources 
to enable cost calculation . For example , the cost determi 
nation module 403 may obtain route scheduling information 
29 and facilities information 30 ( for example , information 
regarding maintenance facilities at respective ports ) . When 
the machines 15 are ships 15a , the facilities information 30 
may provide information regarding facilities present at 
respective ports . Examples include whether a port is a 
maintenance hub , a number of maintenance personnel pres 
ent at a particular port , the type and amount of maintenance 
equipment and components ( e.g. spare parts ) and so forth . 
When the machines 15 are construction machines 15b , the 
facilities information 30 may provide information regarding 
locations and ranges of machine recovery services , depots 
for replacement construction machines , garage and / or repair 
facilities and so forth . In embodiments involving the allo 
cation of ships 15a to route circuits , the cost determination 
module 403 is configured to determine likely costs for each 
of the routes or route circuits received from the schedules 
database 29. Furthermore , the cost determination module 
403 may access a cost reference database 404 which may 
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contain historic cost data that may be used in the cost 
calculation . Cost data may also be entered manually at an 
analysis terminal 31 . 
[ 0115 ] The system 400 comprises a resource maintenance 
server 405 which is an example of an analysis server 32. In 
embodiments where the resources in question are ships 15a 
the resource maintenance server 405 may be termed a fleet 
health server . The resource maintenance server 405 main 
tains maintenance records 406 for each resource in the 
multiple resource environment , for example for each ship 
15a in a fleet . The maintenance records 406 contain main 
tenance data . The maintenance data for each resource may 
be data obtained from one or more of sensor logs 53 , 
maintenance logs 16 , fault logs 17 for that resource . The 
maintenance records 406 may contain one or more metrics 
determined from the maintenance data such as a probability 
value that a respective resource will experience a mainte 
nance event within a given time frame . 
[ 0116 ] The maintenance records 406 for each of the 
resources within the multiple resource environment are 
accessed by the task allocation module 402. The task allo 
cation module 402 is operable to allocate tasks to respective 
resources based on information from the cost determination 
module 403 and the resource maintenance server 405 . 
[ 0117 ] The various components of the system 400 
described above are configured to communicate with each 
other by any suitable wired or wireless connection , for 
example via the network 36 . 
[ 0118 ] FIG . 14 is a flow chart illustrating a process 420 for 
allocating a task to a particular resource ( for example 
machine 15 ) in a multiple resource environment . The pro 
cess shown in FIG . 14 is carried out by one or more 
processors . In some embodiments , the processors are pro 
vided at a scheduling terminal 34. While the steps have been 
described in a particular order , it should be understood that 
the steps may be performed in a different order that would 
be evident to the skilled person . 
[ 0119 ] The process 420 begins at step 421 . 
[ 0120 ] At step 422 , the scheduling terminal 34 receives 
task information relating to one or more tasks . The task 
information may be a schedule of tasks to be completed . In 
some embodiments , the schedule of tasks may be a schedule 
of routes to be travelled by a fleet of ships . The route 
schedules may be obtained from the task information server 
29. The route schedules may include location information 
indicating start points , end points and intermediate locations 
where ships 15a are scheduled to visit . The route schedule 
may be a single leg route whereby a ship 15a is scheduled 
to travel from directly from Seaport A to Seaport F. The 
route schedule may be a multi - leg route , also known as a 
route circuit , where a ship 15a is scheduled to travel from 
Seaport A to Seaport F via intermediate Seaports B , C , D and 
E. The route schedules may contain timing information 
indicating scheduled departure and arrival times at each of 
the respective ports . 
[ 0121 ] The task information may specify resource criteria 
that need to be satisfied for a particular resource to be 
considered in order to carry out the task . For example , a task 
may be a particular route to be travelled from a particular 
start time . An example criterion for a ship 15a to be 
considered for allocation to that route may be that the ship 
15 must be located at the route start point at least an hour 
before the start time for that route . Another example crite 

rion may be that only ships 15a above a certain size may be 
considered to travel the particular route . 
[ 0122 ] At step 423 , the cost determination module 403 
determines a cost incurred for each respective task if that 
task is interrupted . As explained above , the cost determina 
tion module 403 may use scheduling information 29 and / or 
cost reference data 404 to determine a cost associated with 
each of the tasks . 
[ 0123 ] An overall cost score may be an aggregated cost 
score of a number of costs . Example costs include a financial 
cost , a time delay cost , an equipment cost ( i.e. the cost of 
using a particular piece of equipment ) , a personnel cost , a 
component cost ( i.e. there may be a given number of a 
particular component at a particular location ) , a machinery 
cost , distance cost and so forth . Each cost within the overall 
cost may be weighted by an appropriate multiplier . As such , 
an overall cost score for a failure during performance of a 
particular task can be determined which takes into account 
a number of different factors . 
[ 0124 ] T? erall cost score may be an expected cost that 
is calculated for each task . The expected cost for a particular 
task may be defined as the probability of an interruption to 
the task multiplied by the historical cost for such an inter 
ruption . The probability of an interruption to a task and the 
historical cost for such an interruption may be stored in and 
retrieved from the cost reference database 404 . 
[ 0125 ] At step 424 , the cost determination module 403 
forms a hierarchy of tasks by ranking the tasks according to 
their respective cost scores . Tasks having a higher cost score 
may be ranked above those tasks having lower cost scores . 
[ 0126 ] At step 425 , a maintenance event probability value 
for each of the resources is retrieved from the resource 
maintenance server 405 . 
( 0127 ] At step 426 , the task having the highest cost score 
is selected , i.e. task n = 1 . At step 427 , resources available to 
carry out the selected task are identified . For example , if a 
task is to travel a route from Seaport A to Seaport B at 06:00 
hours , an example criterion for a ship to be considered 
available for allocation may be that the ship 15a must be 
located at Seaport A at least an hour before the start time for 
that route , i.e. at 05:00 hours . Another example criterion 
may be that only ships above a certain size may be consid 
ered to travel the particular route . 
[ 0128 ] At step 428 , the available resource having the 
lowest maintenance event probability value is allocated to 
perform the task . 
[ 0129 ] At step 429 , the task allocation module 402 deter 
mines if there are any more tasks to be allocated to respec 
tive resources . If there are more tasks to be allocated , the 
task having the ( n + 1 ) th highest cost score is selected for 
allocation , at step 430. The next selected task is then 
processed through steps 427 and 428. Successive tasks may 
be selected in descending order of cost score ranking until it 
is determined that there are no further tasks to be allocated 
to a resource . The process ends at step 431 . 
[ 0130 ] Ships 15a determined to have a high risk of expe 
riencing a maintenance event may be assigned to a route 
circuit consisting only of ports having advanced mainte 
nance capabilities , e.g. a maintenance hub . 
[ 0131 ] Ships 15a determined to have a moderate risk of 
experiencing a maintenance event may be assigned to a 
route circuit including some ports that have advanced main 
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tenance capabilities , e.g. a maintenance hub . The route 
circuit may include other ports having a less advanced 
maintenance capability . 
[ 0132 ] Ships 15a determined to have a low risk of expe 
riencing a mechanical event may be assigned to a route 
circuit consisting only of ports having basic maintenance 
capabilities . 
[ 0133 ] It will be appreciated that many modifications may 
be made to the embodiments hereinbefore described . Such 
modifications may involve equivalent and other features 
which are already known in the design , manufacture and use 
of data processing and analysis systems and which may be 
used instead of or in addition to features already described 
herein . Features of one embodiment may be replaced or 
supplemented by features of another embodiment . 
[ 0134 ] Whilst embodiments have been described in rela 
tion to route scheduling for ships 15a , it should be under 
stood that there are applications in alternative fields that fall 
within the scope of the invention . 
[ 0135 ] For example , a fleet of construction machines 15b 
such as bulldozers may be required to perform a set of tasks . 
Maintenance information may be obtained from the resource 
maintenance server 405 in respect of each of the construc 
tion machines 15b . The locations of these tasks can be taken 
into account , for example proximity to a maintenance facil 
ity , to determine a cost incurred for each task in the event of 
a maintenance event . The tasks may then be allocated to the 
fleet of construction machines 15b so that tasks that would 
incur a high cost in the event of an maintenance event are 
allocated to construction machines 15b having a lower risk 
of a maintenance event . 
[ 0136 ] Although claims have been formulated in this 
application to particular combinations of features , it should 
be understood that the scope of the disclosure of the present 
invention also includes any novel features or any novel 
combination of features disclosed herein either explicitly or 
implicitly or any generalization thereof , whether or not it 
relates to the same invention as presently claimed in any 
claim and whether or not it mitigates any or all of the same 
technical problems as does the present invention . 

1. A computer - implemented method of assigning a task to 
a resource in a multiple resource environment , the method 
being performed by one or more processors or special 
purpose computing hardware , the method comprising : 

receiving task information relating to at least one task to 
be performed by a resource in the multiple resource 
environment ; 

determining a cost value for each task , the cost value 
indicating a cost incurred if a maintenance event occurs 
during performance of the respective task ; 

receiving predictive maintenance information in relation 
to each of the multiple resources in the multiple 
resource environment , the predictive maintenance 
information indicating a likelihood of a maintenance 
event with respect to each of the multiple resources in 
the multiple resource environment ; and 

allocating the at least one task to one of the resources in 
the multiple resource environment dependent on the 
predictive maintenance information of the multiple 
resources and the calculated cost score . 

2. The method of claim 1 , further comprising ranking the 
multiple resources in accordance with the likelihood of a 
maintenance event with respect to each of the respective 

3. The method of claim 1 , wherein allocating the at least 
one task to one of the resources comprises allocating the task 
to the resource having the lowest likelihood of a mainte 
nance event . 

4. The method of claim 1 , wherein the task information 
relates to a plurality of tasks , the method further comprising 
ranking the plurality of tasks in accordance with the cost 
score of each of the respective tasks . 

5. The method of claim 4 , further comprising selecting the 
task having the highest cost score and allocating the selected 
task to an available resource having the lowest likelihood of 
a maintenance event . 

6. The method of claim 1 , wherein a subset of the multiple 
resources are identified as available resources based on one 
or more criteria related to the or each task . 

7. The method of claim 1 , wherein the cost incurred 
comprises one or more of a time cost , a financial cost , a 
personnel cost , a component cost , a machinery cost , and a 
distance cost . 

8. The method of claim 1 , wherein receiving predictive 
maintenance information comprises receiving maintenance 
information output from a machine learning model in rela 
tion to each of the resources . 

9. The method of claim 8 , wherein the maintenance 
information from a machine learning model comprises infor 
mation derived from at least one of : sensor log data , fault log 
data , maintenance log data . 

10. The method of claim 1 , wherein the predictive main 
tenance information for each resource comprises an aggre 
gated risk value based on risk values derived from one or 
more sub - systems of the resource . 

11. A non - transitory computer - readable storage medium 
including instructions that , when executed by at least one 
processor of a computing system , cause the computing 
system to perform a method comprising : 

receiving task information relating to at least one task to 
be performed by a resource in the multiple resource 
environment ; 

determining a cost value for each task , the cost value 
indicating a cost incurred if a maintenance event occurs 
during performance of the respective task ; 

receiving predictive maintenance information in relation 
to each of the multiple resources in the multiple 
resource environment , the predictive maintenance 
information indicating a likelihood of a maintenance 
event with respect to each of the multiple resources in 
the multiple resource environment ; and 

allocating the at least one task to one of the resources in 
the multiple resource environment dependent on the 
predictive maintenance information of the multiple 
resources and the calculated cost score . 

12. A system for assigning a task to a resource in a 
multiple resource environment , the system comprising one 
or more processors or special - purpose computing hardware 
configured to : 

receive task information relating to at least one task to be 
performed by a resource in the multiple resource envi 
ronment ; 

receive predictive maintenance information in relation to 
each of the multiple resources in the multiple resource 
environment , the predictive maintenance information 
indicating a likelihood of a maintenance event with 
respect to each of the multiple resources in the multiple 
resource environment ; resources . 
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the apparatus further comprising : 
a cost determination module configured to determine a 

cost value for each task , the cost value indicating a 
cost incurred if a maintenance event occurs during 
performance of the respective task , and 

a task allocation module configured to allocate the at 
least one task to one of the resources in the multiple 
resource environment dependent on the predictive 
maintenance information of the multiple resources 
and the calculated cost score . 

13. The system according to claim 12 , wherein the task 
allocation module is further configured to rank the multiple 
resources in accordance with the likelihood of a mainte 
nance event with respect to each of the respective resources . 

14. The system according to claim 12 , wherein the task 
information relates to a plurality of tasks and the cost 
determination module is configured to rank the plurality of 
tasks in accordance with the cost score of each of the 
respective tasks . 

15. The system according to claim 12 , wherein the pre 
dictive maintenance information for each resource com 
prises an aggregated risk value based on risk values derived 
from one or more sub - systems of the resource . 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR 
FACILITATING DATA TRANSFORMATION 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation application of 
U.S. patent application Ser . No. 15 / 918,667 , filed Mar. 12 , 
2018 , which is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser . 
No. 15 / 383,787 , filed Dec. 19 , 2016 , now U.S. Pat . No. 
9,946,777 , the content of each of which are incorporated by 
reference in their entirety into the present disclosure . 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[ 0002 ] This disclosure relates to approaches for facilitat 
ing data transformation . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] Under some approaches , a platform for analyzing 
various data may be deployed . The data analysis platform 
may support an object - based data modeling framework . 
Frequently , data may be collected in a tabular format . 
Importing tabular formatted data into an object - based data 
modeling platform may require applying the ontology of the 
object - based data platform to a tabular data set to transform 
the tabular data set into data that conforms as required for 
the object - based data modeling platform . Applying the 
ontology may require cleaning the data , applying a script to 
it , and then checking the results . Applying the script to the 
data may be a time consuming process , as the original data 
set may include millions or billions of data rows . Even small 
errors in the data transformation script may result in a failure 
of the data transformation . Such a failure may not be noticed 
until after the script has finished running , resulting in a 
significant waste of time and resources . 
[ 0004 ] These and other drawbacks exist with conventional 
data management systems . 

lation between the two requires transforming the tabular 
based data into an object based format , creating objects from 
the tabled data and generating appropriate links between the 
tabled data . Implementations of the technology described 
herein may generate a domain specific language tailored for 
developing the software code to program a transformation 
from the tabular based data system to the object based 
system . The technology may further provide a template 
transformation from which a user may begin programming 
the data transformation . The technology may provide an 
auto - complete feature that may complete and / or correct 
entered lines of code based on the schema of the tabular 
system and the ontology of the object based system . In some 
implementations , an integrated development environment 
may incorporate the auto - complete feature . In some imple 
mentations , the technology may provide a preview of the 
transformed data so that a user may ensure that the newly 
drafted code will be successful in transforming the data set . 
[ 0007 ] In an implementation , a system for performing an 
integration of an origin data set into a target data set is 
provided . The system may comprise one or more processors 
and a memory storing instructions . When executed by the 
one or more processors , the instructions may cause the 
system to receive the origin data set organized by an origin 
data set schema , receive a target data set ontology that 
defines data objects of the target data set , generate , accord 
ing to the origin data set schema and the target data set 
ontology , a custom transform language , receive transform 
instructions according to the custom transform language , 
and integrate the origin data set into the target data set 
according to the received transform instructions . 
[ 0008 ] In another implementation , a computer imple 
mented method of integrating an origin data set into a target 
data set is provided . The method may be performed on a 
computer system having one or more physical processors 
programmed with computer program instructions that , when 
executed by the one or more physical processors , cause the 
computer system to perform the method . The method may 
comprise receiving , by the computer system , the origin data 
set organized by an origin data set schema , receiving , by the 
computer system , a target data set ontology defining data 
objects of the target data set , generating , by the computer 
system , according to the origin data set schema and the 
target data set ontology , a custom transform language , 
receiving , by the computer system , transform instructions 
according to the custom transform language , and integrating , 
by the computer system , the origin data set into the target 
data set according to the received transform instructions . 
[ 0009 ] In another implementation , a system for perform 
ing an integration of an origin data set into a target data set 
is provided . The system may include one or more processors 
and a memory storing instructions . When executed by the 
one or more processors , the instructions may cause the 
system to receive the origin data set organized by an origin 
data set schema , receive a target data set ontology defining 
data objects of the target data set , generate , according to the 
origin data set schema and the target data set ontology , a 
custom transform language , receive transform instructions 
according to the custom transform language , integrate the 
origin data set into the target data set according to the 
received transform instructions . 
[ 0010 ] These and other objects , features , and characteris 
tics of the system and / or method disclosed herein , as well as 
the methods of operation and functions of the related ele 

SUMMARY 

[ 0005 ] A claimed solution rooted in computer technology 
overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm of 
computer technology . In various implementations , a com 
puting system is configured to provide tools that facilitate 
the data transformation , permit the preview of the transfor 
mation , and allow for simplified deployment of the trans 
formation . The computing system may analyze the schema 
of the origin data , receive an ontology of the target data , and 
generate a domain specific language permitting a user to 
code a transform from the origin data to the target data . The 
computer system , thus , generates a coding language specific 
to the origin data schema and the target data ontology . While 
a user is coding , the system may preview the effects of the 
newly written transform , permitting the user to perform in 
situ debugging before committing to applying the transform 
across the entire data set . In addition , the system may 
provide an autocomplete feature that suggests portions of 
code as a user works . 
[ 0006 ] Transformation of tabular data so that it may be 
stored according to an object based ontology is a problem 
that arises specifically in the realm of computer based data 
analysis . A tabular based data system may store data in 
tables of rows and columns . An object based data system 
may include an ontology that provides definitions of data 
objects and potential links between the data objects . Trans 
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ments of structure and the combination of parts and econo 
mies of manufacture , will become more apparent upon 
consideration of the following description and the appended 
claims with reference to the accompanying drawings , all of 
which form a part of this specification , wherein like refer 
ence numerals designate corresponding parts in the various 
figures . It is to be expressly understood , however , that the 
drawings are for the purpose of illustration and description 
only and are not intended as a definition of the limits of the 
invention . As used in the specification and in the claims , the 
singular form of “ a ” , “ an ” , and “ the ” include plural referents 
unless the context clearly dictates otherwise . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0011 ] Certain features of various embodiments of the 
present technology are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims . A better understanding of the features and 
advantages of the technology will be obtained by reference 
to the following detailed description that sets forth illustra 
tive embodiments , in which the principles of the technology 
are utilized , and the accompanying drawings of which 
[ 0012 ] FIG . 1 depicts an object based data structure . 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 2 depicts a process flow of a data transfor 
mation process , according to some implementations . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 3 depicts a system for facilitating data trans 
formations . 
[ 0015 ] FIG . 4 depicts a process flow chart of a method for 
performing data transformations , according to some imple 
mentations . 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 5 depicts a block diagram of an example 
computer system in which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . 

data types may be associated with each other . Each data 
types may have a URI ( uniform resource identifier ) that 
identifies it . 
[ 0020 ] Object types define the kinds of things that may be 
represented in the system , and provide structure for data 
objects 101. Object types may be derived from , for example , 
entity types , event types , document types , and multimedia 
types . Event and document types may have temporal and 
geospatial data directly included within the data object 101 
itself . An object type may define the number and composi 
tion of properties 102 , notes 103 , and media components 
104 of a data object 101. The object type may further define 
what other types of objects that data links 105 may permit 
association with . For example , an entity object type may 
define a data object 101 used to store data about a person , 
and may include data properties 102 for storing name , 
address , occupation , e - mail address , phone number , etc. 
Data links 105 of an entity object 101 may permit the entity 
object 101 to be linked to other entity objects ( e.g. , friends 
or business associates ) , linked to event objects ( e.g. , events 
attended or invited to ) , linked to document objects ( e.g. , 
authored ) , etc. 
[ 0021 ] Property types may define the type and behavior of 
input data . Property types may define the structure of the 
data stored in an object property 102. The property type may 
define one or more data fields , the type of data associated 
with the field , as well as tools that may operate on the data 
fields . Property types may be simple , including a single data 
field , and / or may be composite , including multiple data 
fields . For example , an e - mail property type may define an 
e - mail object property . For example , the e - mail address 
john@acmeinc.com may be stored in an e - mail object 
property as follows : URI : com.property.Email , Base Type : 
Composite , with these components : EMAIL_USERNAME 
with the value “ john , ” EMAIL_DOMAIN with the value 
“ acmeinc.com . ” Further , the e - mail property type may 
define tools for parsing and concatenating the username and 
the domain , depending on what is required . 
[ 0022 ] Link types may define the types of data links 105 
that can exist between two objects 101 . 
[ 0023 ] Links may be symmetric or asymmetric . All links 
may have one object that is considered the “ parent " object , 
and the other that is the “ child . ” In the case of symmetric 
links , e.g. , " Spouse Of , ” which the parent and child objects 
are not contextually important . In the case of asymmetric 
links , like “ Manager Of / Managed By , ” the parent and child 
may reflect the direction of the link . 
[ 0024 ] Thus , the ontology of the object based data system 
may define the way in which data is organized in the object 
based data system . The ontology defines the types of objects 
that may be stored and the components of the defined data 
objects 101 as well as the manner in which the defined data 
objects may link to one another via data links 105 . 
[ 0025 ] FIG . 2 depicts a process flow 200 of a data trans 
formation process , according to some implementations of 
the technology . In the process 200 illustrated in FIG . 2 , 
origin data set 201 is transformed into target data set 209 . 
[ 0026 ] Origin data set 201 may be viewed , analyzed , 
processed , and otherwise interacted with via a tabular data 
editor in a data preparation process at 202. In some imple 
mentations , a tabular data editor may be employed to clean 
or otherwise normalize origin data set 201 . 
[ 0027 ] Target data set ontology 203 and origin data 
schema 204 may be processed to generate a custom trans 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[ 0017 ] The technology described herein relates to systems 
and methods for facilitating a data transformation . In some 
implementations , the technology may facilitate a data trans 
formation between a tabular data structure and an object 
based data structure . Object based data structures may 
provide powerful tools for generating insights about data 
and links between data . Many systems may collect data in a 
tabular format , including rows and columns . Transforming 
tabular data into object based data may be necessary to 
access the insights available through an object based data 
representation . The technology described herein provides 
systems and methods for facilitating the transformation of 
data stored in a tabular form to an object based structure . 
[ 0018 ] FIG . 1 depicts an object based data structure 100 . 
Object based data structure 100 is centered around data 
objects 101. Each data object 101 may include several 
components , including one or more object properties 102 , 
one or more data notes 103 , one or more media components 
104 , and one or more data links 105. The origin of data 
stored in data object 101 may be stored in a data source 
record 106 that indicates a data source 107 of the stored data . 
[ 0019 ] The object model is the framework for how data is 
stored . The object model is further defined by an ontology , 
defining the types of data and how they are stored in a given 
system . The ontology may be dynamic , updated to match 
evolving needs of the system and analysts . The ontology 
may define types of data objects 101 , object properties 102 , 
and data links 105. The ontology may further define which 
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form language during a custom transform language genera 
tion process 205. Custom transform language generation 
process 205 may further create a transform script template 
and supply the script template to a transform code editor . 
The cleaned origin data set 201 may be received by a code 
editor for authoring code in the custom transform language 
at transform script generation process 206. A user may 
employ the transform code editor to enter instructions in the 
custom transform language . 
[ 0028 ] During the creation of a transform script , the trans 
form code editor may provide several features to facilitate 
the generation of a transform script . In some implementa 
tions , type checking and / or error checking may be provided . 
As a user enters code into the transform code editor , the 
entered code may be checked against the origin data schema 
and the target data set ontology to ensure that references to 
the data of the origin data set and the target data set ontology 
are entered correctly . For example , entered code may be 
spell checked against the origin data schema and the target 
data set ontology . In another example , entered code may be 
type checked , e.g. , to ensure that the code entered for the 
transform script does not attempt to store data of one type in 
a data field that expects a different type , simultaneous with 
code entry . Should a user enter transform code that violates 
the type system of the origin data schema and target data 
ontology , the entered code may be identified through high 
lighting , underlining , strike - through , bolding , or other 
action . In another example , the existence of origin data fields 
and target data fields may be verified during code entry . For 
example , if a user attempts to write transform code intended 
to transform data from a non - existent column of the origin 
data schema , the entered code may be identified as it is 
entered . 

[ 0029 ] In some implementations , a preview of data trans 
formation results based on the entered transform code may 
be provided . Transform code may be deployed across at least 
a portion of origin data set 201 as the code is entered . Thus , 
the entered code may be compiled and deployed upon entry , 
without waiting for completion of the transform script . The 
results of the deployment may be provided as a preview 
target data set 207. A user may view the preview target data 
set 207 in a data viewing module suitable for viewing object 
based data . The user may view the preview target data set 
207 and ensure that data from the origin data set 201 has 
been transformed properly to conform with the target data 
set ontology 203. The user may then provide further revi 
sions to the transform script through the transform code 
editor if the preview target data set 207 appears to be in 

[ 0031 ] Deployment of the transform script may also be 
accompanied by the storage of data transformation informa 
tion at storage process 201. Data transformation information 
may be stored with or in association with origin data set 201 
and target data set 209. As stored with or in association with 
data objects 201 of target data set 209 , data transformation 
information may include any or all of a time and date , a 
transform script version number , transform script code used 
to produce the data objects 201 associated with the data 
transformation information , errors occurring during the 
transformation , and any additional information generated 
during the transformation . 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 3 depicts a system 300 for determining rela 
tionships between non - conformities according to some 
implementations . In one implementation , system 300 may 
include a computer system 310 , a user device 340 , a tabular 
data module 304 , and an object based data module 306 in 
communication via network 302 , and / or other components . 
Tabular data module 304 and object based data module 306 
are illustrated in FIG . 1 as separate from computer system 
310 and user device 340. In some implementations , data 
modules 304 , 306 may be stored on the computer system 
310 , user device 340 , or at a remote location . 
[ 0033 ] Tabular data module 304 may be a computer 
memory configured to store data . Tabular data module 304 
may store a data set formatted with a tabular structure . A 
tabular data structure may be defined by a data schema , 
encompassing data schema related information including at 
least the names of the columns of the table , the data types of 
the columns , user descriptions of the columns , etc. 
[ 0034 ] Object based data module 306 may be a computer 
memory configured to store data . Object based data module 
306 may store a data set formatted with an object based 
structure according to an ontology , as described , e.g. , with 
respect to FIG . 1 . 
[ 0035 ) Computer system 310 may be configured as a 
server ( e.g. , having one or more server blades , processors , 
etc. ) , a personal computer ( e.g. , a desktop computer , a laptop 
computer , etc. ) , a smartphone , a tablet computing device , 
and / or other device that can be programmed to receive 
tabular data , generate script editing tools , and transform the 
tabular data into object based data . 
[ 0036 ] Computer system 310 may include one or more 
processors 332 ( also interchangeably referred to herein as 
processors 332 , processor ( s ) 332 , or processor 332 for 
convenience ) , one or more storage devices 334 , and / or other 
components . Processors 332 may be programmed by one or 
more computer program instructions stored on storage 
device 334. For example , processors 332 may be pro 
grammed by data reception module 318 , transform language 
module 320 , code reception module 322 , deployment mod 
ule 324 , change module 326 , preview module 328 , and / or 
other instructions that program computer system 310 to 
perform various operations , each of which are described in 
greater detail herein . As used herein , for convenience , the 
various instruction modules will be described as performing 
an operation , when , in fact , the various instructions program 
the processors 332 ( and therefore computer system 310 ) to 
perform the operation . Further details and features of a 
computer system 310 configured for implementing features 
of the described technology may be understood with respect 
to computer system 500 as illustrated in FIG . 5 . 
[ 0037 ] User device 340 may be configured as a server 
device , a gaming console , a handheld gaming device , a 

error . 

[ 0030 ] After completion of the transform script , the user 
may choose to deploy the completed script across all or a 
portion of the origin data set 201 at deployment process 208 . 
The completed transform script may be deployed across the 
origin data set 201 according to user selection of origin data 
set 201 portions , according to updates to origin data set 201 , 
according to updates to the transform script , and / or any other 
suitable criteria . Deployment of the transform script may 
provide updates to target data set 209. In some implemen 
tations , the entirety of a target data set 209 may be generated 
according to the deployment of the transform script . In some 
implementations , target data set 209 may be updated , modi 
fied , added to , subtracted from , or otherwise altered accord 
ing to the transform script . 
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personal computer ( e.g. , a desktop computer , a laptop com 
puter , etc. ) , a smartphone , a tablet computing device , and / or 
other device that can be programmed to receive tabular data , 
generate script editing tools , and transform the tabular data 
into object based data . 
[ 0038 ] User device 340 may include one or more proces 
sors 342 ( also interchangeably referred to herein as proces 
sors 342 , processor ( s ) 342 , or processor 342 for conve 
nience ) , one or more storage devices 344 , and / or other 
components . Processors 342 may be programmed by one or 
more computer program instructions . For example , proces 
sors 342 may be programmed by data reception module 318 , 
transform language module 320 , code reception module 322 , 
deployment module 324 , change module 326 and preview 
module 328 , and / or other instructions that program com 
puter system 310 to perform various operations , each of 
which are described in greater detail herein . As used herein , 
for convenience , the various instruction modules will be 
described as performing an operation , when , in fact , the 
various instructions program the processors 342 ( and there 
fore user device 340 ) to perform the operation . 
[ 0039 ] Various aspects of the transform facilitation system 
may operate on computer system 310 and / or on user device 
340. That is , the various modules described herein may each 
operate on one or both of computer system 310 and / or user 
device 340. For example , in one implementation , a user 
device 340 comprising a client side laptop computer may 
run a code reception module 322 and a preview module 328 , 
while other aspects of the system are run on computer 
system 310 , acting as a server . 
[ 0040 ] Data reception module 318 may be a software 
module in operation on computer system 310 and / or on user 
device 340. Data reception module 318 may include pro 
gramming instructions that cause the system to receive , 
acquire , obtain , or otherwise gain access to an origin data set 
201. The origin data set 201 may include a data set stored in 
tabular data module 304 according to a table based data 
system . The origin data set may be organized according to 
an origin data set schema , defining the rows , columns , and 
other structures of the tabular data . 
[ 0041 ] Transform language module 320 may be a software 
module in operation on computer system 310 and / or on user 
device 340. Transform language module 320 may include 
programming instruction that cause computer system 310 
and / or user device 340 to generate a custom transform 
language . 
[ 0042 ] The transform language module 320 may access 
the origin data set schema 204 defining the structure of the 
origin data set . The transform language module may also 
access a target data set ontology 203 , which defines the data 
objects of a target data set 209 , as discussed above . Based on 
the origin data set schema 204 and the target data set 
ontology 203 , transform language module 320 may generate 
a custom transform language for writing the programming 
instructions of a transform for transforming an tabular 
structure origin data set 201 into an object based target data 
set 209. The custom transform language may include func 
tions and methods specifically operable to receive data 
formatted according to the origin data set schema and to 
output data formatted according to the target data set ontol 
ogy . 
[ 0043 ] Transform language module 320 may further be 
configured to generate a template transform file according to 
the origin data set schema 204 and the target data set 

ontology 203. The template transform file may be provided 
with software instructions in the custom transform language 
that may be required of a transform from the origin data set 
201 to the target data set 209. For example , the template 
transform file may be provided with software instructions 
for importing data according to the origin data set schema 
204 and for exporting data according to the target data set 
ontology 203 . 
[ 0044 ] Code reception module 322 may be a software 
module in operation on computer system 310 and / or on user 
device 340. Code reception module 322 may include pro 
gramming instructions that cause computer system 310 
and / or user device 340 to receive software instructions in the 
custom transform language and to provide tools that facili 
tate authoring a transform from the origin data set 201 to the 
target data set 209 . 
[ 0045 ] Code reception module 322 may receive software 
instructions provided in the custom transform language . In 
some implementations , code reception module 322 may 
operate on a user device , and receive software instructions 
as a user enters them . That is , code reception module 322 
may provide all of the features and options of a code editor . 
In some implementations , code reception module 322 may 
operate on computer system 310 , and may receive code 
directly entered via user device 340 over network 302 and / or 
may receive completed software instructions from user 
device 340 for compiling . 
[ 0046 ] Code reception module 322 may interpret software 
instructions as they are entered and offer features to assist in 
entering the software instructions . Code reception module 
322 may offer an auto - complete feature . During entry of 
software instructions , code reception module 322 may pro 
vide auto - complete options to the user based on partially 
entered software instructions and stored information about 
the origin data schema 204 and target data ontology 203. For 
example , as a user begins to enter a line of code calling to 
transform a series of entries from the origin data into a series 
of objects in the target data , code reception module 322 may 
offer the user autocomplete options to complete words and 
phrases that reference the origin data schema , to complete 
words and phrases that reference the target data ontology , 
and to complete words and phrases that call functions , 
methods , and other operations of the custom transfer lan 
guage . 
[ 0047 ] Code reception module 322 may offer an error 
checking feature . Code reception module 322 may interpret 
software instructions as they are entered to determine if 
errors have been made in their entry . Code reception module 
322 may access the origin data schema 204 and the target 
data ontology 203 to perform error checking . For example , 
where the user has entered code that references the origin 
data schema , but has entered in , for example , a column name 
that either does not exist in the origin data schema or is 
misspelled , code reception module 322 may identify the 
entered code as in error , for example by underlining it . Code 
reception module 322 may error check code that references 
the target data ontology in a similar fashion . In some 
implementations , code reception module 322 may type 
check , e.g. , alert a user to errors in ontology usage as well . 
For example , if a user attempts to enter code that assigns an 
incorrect data type to an object property data field , the 
entered code may be identified as in error . In another 
example , if a user attempts to assign an object property to an 
object type that does not accept such a property , the entered 
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code may be identified as in error . For example , if a user 
enters code that attempts to assign a “ gender ” object prop 
erty to a “ organization ” object type , code reception module 
322 may recognize the error and so identify it . 
[ 0048 ] Deployment module 324 may be a software mod 
ule in operation on computer system 310 and / or on user 
device 340. Deployment module 324 may include program 
ming instruction that cause computer system 310 to deploy 
the user entered transform instructions . 
[ 0049 ] Deployment module 324 may compile the trans 
form instructions entered by the user . The compiled code 
may then be deployed across at least a portion of the origin 
data set to transform the origin data set to object based data 
that becomes at least a portion of the target data set . 
[ 0050 ] Deployment module 324 may transform all or a 
portion of the origin data set 201. The origin data set 201 
may include millions or billions of entries . Transforming 
each and every entry of the origin data set 201 during each 
deployment may be unnecessary . Accordingly , deployment 
module 324 may operate to transform only a portion of the 
origin data set 201. In some implementations , deployment 
module 324 may operate to transform only a portion of the 
origin data set 201 that is new and / or modified since the last 
deployment of the compiled transform instructions . That is , 
the determination of the portion of the origin data set 201 for 
transformation may be based on modifications of the origin 
data set 201. In some implementations , deployment module 
324 may determine to deploy the compiled transform 
instructions across the origin data set 201 according to 
modifications made to the transform instructions . For 
example , where a user has updated a portion of the transform 
instructions that operate on a specific field of the origin data 
set 201 , deployment module 324 may deploy the transform 
instructions across only those entries of the origin data set 
having the specific field . 
[ 0051 ] Deployment module 324 may generate all or a 
portion of the target data set 209. A target data set 209 may 
include millions or billions of objects . Recreating data 
objects 101 that have seen no change may be time consum 
ing and unnecessary . As discussed above , deployment mod 
ule 324 may deploy the compiled transform code against a 
portion of the origin data set . Similarly , the transformed data 
may include only a portion of the target data set . Trans 
formed data may include updates to existing objects 101 
within the target data set and / or may include the addition of 
new objects 101 to the target data set . 
[ 0052 ] Change module 326 may be a software module in 
operation on computer system 310 and / or on user device 
340. Change module 326 may include programming instruc 
tion that cause computer system 310 to store information 
about deployed data transforms . 
[ 0053 ] Change module 326 may cause data transform 
information to be stored , for example with or in association 
with the origin data set 201 and the target data set 209 . 
Stored data transform information may include information 
about a version of compiled transform instructions used for 
transforming a specific portion of data and a corresponding 
date . Thus , when a portion of the origin data set 201 is 
transformed for integration with the target set 209 , data 
transform information about the transform code used and the 
time and date of transform may be stored with or in 
association with the portion of the origin data set 201 that 
was transformed as well as the portion of the target data set 
209 that resulted . Accordingly , the system may keep track of 

changes to the data sets and how they were performed . This 
information may be used for error checking as well as 
determining which portions of the data sets require updating . 
[ 0054 ] If an error in one of the data sets arises , the data 
transform information may provide insight into a cause of 
the error . For example , a user , in analyzing data from the 
target data set 209 may find that a data object 101 is linked 
improperly to other data objects 101. The user may access 
the data transform information associated with the defective 
objects 101 to determine a time and date of transform as well 
as determine which version of the transform code was used 
to produce the data objects 201. The user may then more 
easily determine defects in the transform code , repair it , and 
deploy the corrected transform code over only those portions 
of the origin data set 201 for which is was previously 
deployed . Thus , errors in the target data set 209 may be 
repaired by the user without having to rerun the entire data 
set through the transform . 
[ 0055 ] Preview module 328 may be a software module in 
operation on computer system 310 and / or on user device 
340. Preview module 328 may include programming 
instruction that cause computer system 310 and / or user 
device 340 to provide a preview of transform results accord 
ing to transform instructions as they are entered by a user 
into code reception module 322 . 
[ 0056 ] Preview module 328 may permit a user to preview 
results of transform code as it is entered into code reception 
module 322. Preview module 328 may obtain , receive , or 
otherwise acquire transform code instructions entered in the 
custom transform language , apply the entered instructions to 
a portion of the origin data set 201 , and provide a preview 
data set corresponding to how the code instructions will 
transform the origin data set 201 when fully compiled and 
deployed . 
[ 0057 ] Although illustrated in FIG . 3 as a single compo 
nent , computer system 310 and user device 340 may each 
include a plurality of individual components ( e.g. , computer 
devices ) each programmed with at least some of the func 
tions described herein . In this manner , some components of 
computer system 310 and / or user device 340 may perform 
some functions while other components may perform other 
functions , as would be appreciated . The one or more pro 
cessors 332 may each include one or more physical proces 
sors that are programmed by computer program instructions . 
The various instructions described herein are exemplary 
only . Other configurations and numbers of instructions may 
be used , so long as the processor ( s ) 332 are programmed to 
perform the functions described herein . 
[ 0058 ] Furthermore , it should be appreciated that although 
the various instructions are illustrated in FIG . 3 as being 
co - located within a single processing unit , in implementa 
tions in which processor ( s ) 332 includes multiple processing 
units , one or more instructions may be executed remotely 
from the other instructions . 
[ 0059 ] Additionally , the modular software breakdown as 
illustrated in FIG . 3 is prepared for illustrative purposes 
only . The various instructions described with respect to 
specific software modules may be implemented by alterna 
tive software modules configured in different arrangements 
and with alternative function sets . 
[ 0060 ] The description of the functionality provided by the 
different instructions described herein is for illustrative 
purposes , and is not intended to be limiting , as any of 
instructions may provide more or less functionality than is 
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described . For example , one or more of the instructions may 
be eliminated , and some or all of its functionality may be 
provided by other ones of the instructions . As another 
example , processor ( s ) 332 may be programmed by one or 
more additional instructions that may perform some or all of 
the functionality attributed herein to one of the instructions . 
[ 0061 ] The various instructions described herein may be 
stored in a storage device 334 , which may comprise random 
access memory ( RAM ) , read only memory ( ROM ) , and / or 
other memory . The storage device may store the computer 
program instructions ( e.g. , the aforementioned instructions ) 
to be executed by processor 332 as well as data that may be 
manipulated by processor 332. The storage device may 
comprise floppy disks , hard disks , optical disks , tapes , or 
other storage media for storing computer - executable instruc 
tions and / or data . 
[ 0062 ] The various components illustrated in FIG . 3 may 
be coupled to at least one other component via a network 
302 , which may include any one or more of , for instance , the 
Internet , an intranet , a PAN ( Personal Area Network ) , a LAN 
( Local Area Network ) , a WAN ( Wide Area Network ) , a SAN 
( Storage Area Network ) , a MAN ( Metropolitan Area Net 
work ) , a wireless network , a cellular communications net 
work , a Public Switched Telephone Network , and / or other 
network . In FIG . 3 , as well as in other drawing Figures , 
different numbers of entities than those depicted may be 
used . Furthermore , according to various implementations , 
the components described herein may be implemented in 
hardware and / or software that configure hardware . 
[ 0063 ] FIG . 4 depicts a process flow chart of a method for 
facilitating data transformations , according to some imple 
mentations . The various processing operations and / or data 
flows depicted in FIG . 4 ( and in the other drawing figures ) 
are described in greater detail herein . The described opera 
tions may be accomplished using some or all of the system 
components described in detail above and , in some imple 
mentations , various operations may be performed in differ 
ent sequences and various operations may be omitted . Addi 
tional operations may be performed along with some or all 
of the operations shown in the depicted flow diagrams . One 
or more operations may be performed simultaneously . 
Accordingly , the operations as illustrated ( and described in 
greater detail below ) are exemplary by nature and , as such , 
should not be viewed as limiting . 
[ 0064 ] In an operation 402 , data transformation process 
may include receiving an origin data set 201. The received 
origin data set 201 may be received by data reception 
module 318. The origin data set 201 may be organized 
according to an origin data schema 204. Origin data schema 
204 may specify a tabular format for data of the origin data 
set 201. Receiving the origin data set 201 may include 
receiving all or a portion of a data set stored in tabular data 
module 304 as well as the origin data schema 204. The 
received origin data may be stored in a local or temporary 
memory for action by the system . In some implementations , 
receiving the origin data set 201 may include obtaining 
access to the origin data set 201 in its permanent location . 
[ 0065 ] In an operation 404 , data transformation process 
400 may include receiving a target data set ontology 203 . 
The target data set ontology 203 may define the data objects 
and relations between data objects of an object based data 
set . Receiving the target data set ontology 203 may include 
obtaining access to , requesting , and / or otherwise acquiring 
the target data set ontology 203 , and may be performed by 

transform language module 320. The target data set ontology 
203 may be stored in object based data module 306 or in 
another location . Receiving the target data set ontology 203 
may include receiving all of the ontological details defining 
an object based data set , as described above with respect to 
FIG . 1 . 

[ 0066 ] In an operation 406 , data transformation process 
400 may include generating a custom transform language . 
Transform language module 320 may access the target data 
set ontology 203 and the origin data schema 204 to generate 
a custom transform language . The custom transform lan 
guage may be generated with functions , methods , and other 
features specifically tailored for the task of transforming 
data stored according to origin data schema 204 to data 
objects 101 storable according to target data set ontology 
203 . 

[ 0067 ] In an operation 408 , data transformation process 
400 may include receiving transform instructions according 
to the custom transformation language . Code reception 
module 322 may receive instructions according to the cus 
tom transformation language , for example , via a transform 
code editor generated by the code reception module 322 . 
Code reception module 322 may further be configured to 
perform type and error checking on transform instructions 
that are received , as they are received . Type and error 
checking may be performed according to the origin data 
schema 204 and target data set ontology 203. Code reception 
module 322 may further be configured to provide autocom 
plete options for partially entered transform instructions 
according to the origin data schema 204 and target data set 
ontology 203 . 
[ 0068 ] In an operation 410 , data transformation process 
400 may include providing a preview target data set based 
on the received transform instruction . Preview module 328 
may acquire entered transform instructions from code recep 
tion module 322 , and may compile and deploy the acquired 
transform instructions across all or a portion of origin data 
set 201. The deployed transform instructions may transform 
data of the origin data set 201 into a preview target data set 
207 organized according to a target data set ontology 204 . 
Preview module 328 may acquire and compile entered 
transform instructions as they are received by code reception 
module 322 , but before an entirety of the transform instruc 
tions are completed . Applying the received transform 
instructions to the origin data set 201 as they are received 
may permit a user to view the generated preview target data 
set 210 prior to attempting to deploy the transform instruc 
tions across larger portions of the origin data set 201 . 
[ 0069 ] In an operation 412 , data transformation process 
400 may include integrating the origin data set 201 into the 
target data set 209. Deployment module 324 may acquire 
and compile transform instructions from code reception 
module 322. The compiled transform instructions may be 
deployed across all or a portion of the origin data set 201 to 
integrate selected data of the origin data set 201 into target 
data set 209. The transform instructions may transform data 
stored according to the origin data schema 204 into data 
storable by the target data set ontology 203. The newly 
transformed data may be integrated with the target data set 
209. Deployment module 124 may act across any portion or 
an entirety of the origin data set 201 , and may produce 
transformed data constituting any portion or an entirety of 
the target set 209 . 
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[ 0070 ] Selections of origin data set 201 to be transformed 
may be selected according to data transformation informa 
tion stored about previous data transformations , for 
example , transformation times and dates , and transform 
scripts used to execute the transforms . 
[ 0071 ] Data transformation process 400 , accordingly , 
facilitates the creation and deployment of a transform script 
capable of transforming all or a portion of a tabular based 
origin data set 201 into an object based target data set 209 , 
according to a target data set ontology 203 . 
[ 0072 ] FIG . 5 depicts a block diagram of an example 
computer system 500 in which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . The computer system 
500 includes a bus 502 or other communication mechanism 
for communicating information , one or more hardware pro 
cessors 504 coupled with bus 502 for processing informa 
tion . Hardware processor ( s ) 504 may be , for example , one or 
more general purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0073 ] The computer system 500 also includes a main 
memory 506 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
502 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 504. Main memory 506 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 504. Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 504 , render computer system 
500 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0074 ] The computer system 500 further includes a read 
only memory ( ROM ) 508 or other static storage device 
coupled to bus 502 for storing static information and instruc 
tions for processor 504. A storage device 510 , such as a 
magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash 
drive ) , etc. , is provided and coupled to bus 502 for storing 
information and instructions . 
[ 0075 ] The computer system 500 may be coupled via bus 
502 to a display 512 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or 
LCD display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to 
a computer user . An input device 514 , including alphanu 
meric and other keys , is coupled to bus 502 for communi 
cating information and command selections to processor 
504. Another type of user input device is cursor control 516 , 
such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 504 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 512. This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis 
( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 

[ 0077 ] In general , the word “ module , ” as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , C or C ++ . A software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , 
or Python . It will be appreciated that software modules may 
be callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices may be provided on a computer readable medium , 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
download ( and may be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation , decompression 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code may 
be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the 
executing computing device , for execution by the computing 
device . Software instructions may be embedded in firmware , 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
modules , but may be represented in hardware or firmware . 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that may be combined with other modules or 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
or storage . 
[ 0078 ] The computer system 500 may implement the 
techniques described herein using customized hard - wired 
logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or 
program logic which in combination with the computer 
system causes or programs computer system 500 to be a 
special - purpose machine . According to one embodiment , the 
techniques herein are performed by computer system 500 in 
response to processor ( s ) 504 executing one 
sequences of one or more instructions contained in main 
memory 506. Such instructions may be read into main 
memory 506 from another storage medium , such as storage 
device 510. Execution of the sequences of instructions 
contained in main memory 506 causes processor ( s ) 504 to 
perform the process steps described herein . In alternative 
embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used in place of 
or in combination with software instructions . 

[ 0079 ] The term " non - transitory media , ” and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage device 510. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 506. Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 

or more 

cursor . 

[ 0076 ] The computing system 500 may include a user 
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored in 
a mass storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod 
ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 
software components , object - oriented software components , 
class components and task components , processes , func 
tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
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[ 0080 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 502. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0081 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 504 for execution . For example , the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to computer system 500 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 502. Bus 502 carries the 
data to main memory 506 , from which processor 504 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 506 may retrieves and executes 
the instructions . The instructions received by main memory 
506 may optionally be stored on storage device 510 either 
before or after execution by processor 504 . 
[ 0082 ] The computer system 500 also includes a commu 
nication interface 518 coupled to bus 502. Communication 
interface 518 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to one or more network links that are connected to one 
or more local networks . For example , communication inter 
face 518 may be an integrated services digital network 
( ISDN ) card , cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to 
provide a data communication connection to a correspond 
ing type of telephone line . As another example , communi 
cation interface 518 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card 
to provide a data communication connection to a compatible 
LAN ( or WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . 
Wireless links may also be implemented . In any such 
implementation , communication interface 518 sends and 
receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of 
information . 
[ 0083 ] A network link typically provides data communi 
cation through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , a network link may provide a connection 
through local network to a host computer or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) . The 
ISP in turn provides data communication services through 
the world wide packet data communication network now 
commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” . Local network and 
Internet both use electrical , electromagnetic or optical sig 
nals that carry digital data streams . The signals through the 
various networks and the signals on network link and 
through communication interface 518 , which carry the digi 
tal data to and from computer system 500 , are example 
forms of transmission media . 
[ 0084 ] The computer system 500 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link and communication interface 518. In the 
Internet example , a server might transmit a requested code 
for an application program through the Internet , the ISP , the 
local network and the communication interface 518 . 

[ 0085 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
504 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 510 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0086 ] Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and 
fully or partially automated by , code modules executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors 
comprising computer hardware . The processes and algo 
rithms may be implemented partially or wholly in applica 
tion - specific circuitry . 
[ 0087 ] The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another , or may be 
combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
sub - combinations are intended to fall within the scope of 
this disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 
can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 
[ 0088 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0089 ] Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in 
the flow diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules , segments , or portions of code which 
include one or more executable instructions for implement 
ing specific logical functions or steps in the process . Alter 
nate implementation are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
tions may be deleted , executed out of order from that shown 
or discussed , including substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order , depending on the functionality involved , as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art . 
[ 0090 ] It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above - described embodi 
ments , the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples . All such modifications 
and variations are intended to be included herein within the 
scope of this disclosure . The foregoing description details 
certain embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , 
however , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears 
in text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is 
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also stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
thereof . 

Engines , Components , and Logic 
[ 0091 ] Certain embodiments are described herein as 
including logic or a number of components , engines , or 
mechanisms . Engines may constitute either software engines 
( e.g. , code embodied on a machine - readable medium ) or 
hardware engines . A “ hardware engine ” is a tangible unit 
capable of performing certain operations and may be con 
figured or arranged in a certain physical manner . In various 
example embodiments , one or more computer systems ( e.g. , 
a standalone computer system , a client computer system , or 
a server computer system ) or one or more hardware engines 
of a computer system ( e.g. , a processor or a group of 
processors ) may be configured by software ( e.g. , an appli 
cation or application portion ) as a hardware engine that 
operates to perform certain operations as described herein . 
[ 0092 ] In some embodiments , a hardware engine may be 
implemented mechanically , electronically , or any suitable 
combination thereof . For example , a hardware engine may 
include dedicated circuitry or logic that is permanently 
configured to perform certain operations . For example , a 
hardware engine may be a special - purpose processor , such 
as a Field - Programmable Gate Array ( FPGA ) or an Appli 
cation Specific Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) . A hardware 
engine may also include programmable logic or circuitry 
that is temporarily configured by software to perform certain 
operations . For example , a hardware engine may include 
software executed by a general - purpose processor or other 
programmable processor . Once configured by such software , 
hardware engines become specific machines ( or specific 
components of a machine ) uniquely tailored to perform the 
configured functions and are no longer general - purpose 
processors . It will be appreciated that the decision to imple 
ment a hardware engine mechanically , in dedicated and 
permanently configured circuitry , or in temporarily config 
ured circuitry ( e.g. , configured by software ) may be driven 
by cost and time considerations . 
[ 0093 ] Accordingly , the phrase " hardware engine ” should 
be understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an 
entity that is physically constructed , permanently configured 
( e.g. , hardwired ) , or temporarily configured ( e.g. , pro 
grammed ) to operate in a certain manner or to perform 
certain operations described herein . As used herein , “ hard 
ware - implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine . 
Considering embodiments in which hardware engines are 
temporarily configured ( e.g. , programmed ) , each of the 
hardware engines need not be configured or instantiated at 
any one instance in time . For example , where a hardware 
engine comprises a general - purpose processor configured by 
software to become a special - purpose processor , the general 
purpose processor may be configured as respectively differ 
ent special - purpose processors ( e.g. , comprising different 
hardware engines ) at different times . Software accordingly 
configures a particular processor or processors , for example , 

to constitute a particular hardware engine at one instance of 
time and to constitute a different hardware engine at a 
different instance of time . 
[ 0094 ] Hardware engines can provide information to , and 
receive information from , other hardware engines . Accord 
ingly , the described hardware engines may be regarded as 
being communicatively coupled . Where multiple hardware 
engines exist contemporaneously , communications may be 
achieved through signal transmission ( e.g. , over appropriate 
circuits and buses ) between or among two or more of the 
hardware engines . In embodiments in which multiple hard 
ware engines are configured or instantiated at different 
times , communications between such hardware engines may 
be achieved , for example , through the storage and retrieval 
of information in memory structures to which the multiple 
hardware engines have access . For example , one hardware 
engine may perform an operation and store the output of that 
operation in a memory device to which it is communica 
tively coupled . A further hardware engine may then , at a 
later time , access the memory device to retrieve and process 
the stored output . Hardware engines may also initiate com 
munications with input or output devices , and can operate on 
a resource ( e.g. , a collection of information ) . 
[ 0095 ] The various operations of example methods 
described herein may be performed , at least partially , by one 
or more processors that are temporarily configured ( e.g. , by 
software ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 
operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , 
such processors may constitute processor - implemented 
engines that operate to perform one or more operations or 
functions described herein . As used herein , " processor 
implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine imple 
mented using one or more processors . 
[ 0096 ] Similarly , the methods described herein may be at 
least partially processor - implemented , with a particular pro 
cessor or processors being an example of hardware . For 
example , at least some of the operations of a method may be 
performed by one or more processors or processor - imple 
mented engines . Moreover , the one or more processors may 
also operate to support performance of the relevant opera 
tions in a “ cloud computing ” environment or as a “ software 
as a service ” ( SaaS ) . For example , at least some of the 
operations may be performed by a group of computers ( as 
examples of machines including processors ) , with these 
operations being accessible via a network ( e.g. , the Internet ) 
and via one or more appropriate interfaces ( e.g. , an Appli 
cation Program Interface ( API ) ) . 
[ 0097 ] The performance of certain of the operations may 
be distributed among the processors , not only residing 
within a single machine , but deployed across a number of 
machines . In some example embodiments , the processors or 
processor - implemented engines may be located in a single 
geographic location ( e.g. , within a home environment , an 
office environment , or a server farm ) . In other example 
embodiments , the processors or processor - implemented 
engines may be distributed across a number of geographic 
locations . 

Language 
[ 0098 ] Throughout this specification , plural instances may 
implement components , operations , or structures described 
as a single instance . Although individual operations of one 
or more methods are illustrated and described as separate 
operations , one or more of the individual operations may be 
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performed concurrently , and nothing requires that the opera 
tions be performed in the order illustrated . Structures and 
functionality presented as separate components in example 
configurations may be implemented as a combined structure 
or component . Similarly , structures and functionality pre 
sented as a single component may be implemented as 
separate components . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within the scope of 
the subject matter herein . 
[ 0099 ] Although an overview of the subject matter has 
been described with reference to specific example embodi 
ments , various modifications and changes may be made to 
these embodiments without departing from the broader 
scope of embodiments of the present disclosure . Such 
embodiments of the subject matter may be referred to herein , 
individually or collectively , by the term “ invention ” merely 
for convenience and without intending to voluntarily limit 
the scope of this application to any single disclosure or 
concept if more than one is , in fact , disclosed . 
[ 0100 ] The embodiments illustrated herein are described 
in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to 
practice the teachings disclosed . Other embodiments may be 
used and derived therefrom , such that structural and logical 
substitutions and changes may be made without departing 
from the scope of this disclosure . The Detailed Description , 
therefore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope 
of various embodiments is defined only by the appended 
claims , along with the full range of equivalents to which 
such claims are entitled . 
[ 0101 ] It will be appreciated that an “ engine , ” “ system , ” 
“ data store , " and / or " database ” may comprise software , 
hardware , firmware , and / or circuitry . In one example , one or 
more software programs comprising instructions capable of 
being executable by a processor may perform one or more 
of the functions of the engines , data stores , databases , or 
systems described herein . In another example , circuitry may 
perform the same or similar functions . Alternative embodi 
ments may comprise more , less , or functionally equivalent 
engines , systems , data stores , or databases , and still be 
within the scope of present embodiments . For example , the 
functionality of the various systems , engines , data stores , 
and / or databases may be combined or divided differently . 
[ 0102 ] “ Open source ” software is defined herein to be 
source code that allows distribution as source code as well 
as compiled form , with a well - publicized and indexed means 
of obtaining the source , optionally with a license that allows 
modifications and derived works . 
[ 0103 ] The data stores described herein may be any suit 
able structure ( e.g. , an active database , a relational database , 
a self - referential database , a table , a matrix , an array , a flat 
file , a documented - oriented storage system , a non - relational 
No - SQL system , and the like ) , and may be cloud - based or 
otherwise . 
[ 0104 ] As used herein , the term “ or ” may be construed in 
either an inclusive or exclusive sense . Moreover , plural 
instances may be provided for resources , operations , or 
structures described herein as a single instance . Additionally , 
boundaries between various resources , operations , engines , 
engines , and data stores are somewhat arbitrary , and par 
ticular operations are illustrated in a context of specific 
illustrative configurations . Other allocations of functionality 
are envisioned and may fall within a scope of various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In general , structures 
and functionality presented as separate resources in the 

example configurations may be implemented as a combined 
structure or resource . Similarly , structures and functionality 
presented as a single resource may be implemented as 
separate resources . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within a scope of 
embodiments of the present disclosure as represented by the 
appended claims . The specification and drawings are , 
accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense . 
[ 0105 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , " " could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0106 ] Although the invention has been described in detail 
for the purpose of illustration based on what is currently 
considered to be the most practical and preferred implemen 
tations , it is to be understood that such detail is solely for that 
purpose and that the invention is not limited to the disclosed 
implementations , but , on the contrary , is intended to cover 
modifications and equivalent arrangements that are within 
the spirit and scope of the appended claims . For example , it 
is to be understood that the present invention contemplates 
that , to the extent possible , one or more features of any 
embodiment can be combined with one or more features of 
any other embodiment . 
[ 0107 ] Other implementations , uses and advantages of the 
invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art from 
consideration of the specification and practice of the inven 
tion disclosed herein . The specification should be considered 
exemplary only , and the scope of the invention is accord 
ingly intended to be limited only by the following claims . 

1. A system for performing an integration of an origin data 
set into a target data set , the system comprising : 
one or more processors ; and 
memory storing instructions that , when executed by the 

one or more processors , cause the system to : 
receive the origin data set , the origin data set being 
organized according to an origin data set schema 
specifying a format for data of the origin data set ; 

receive a target data set ontology , the target data set 
ontology defining data objects of the target data set ; 

generate , according to the origin data set schema and 
the target data set ontology , a transform language 
specific to the origin data set schema and the target 
data set ontology ; 

receive transform instructions according to the trans 
form language specific to the origin data set schema 
and the target data set ontology ; and 

integrate the origin data set into the target data set 
according to the received transform instructions . 

2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the computer system is 
further caused to : 
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store data transformation information about the integra 
tion , the data transformation information including 
information about the transform instructions and a time 
and date of integration . 

3. The system of claim 2 , wherein to integrate the origin 
data set into the target data set , the computer system is 
further caused to select a portion of the origin data set 
according to the data transformation information and inte 
grate the selected portion of the origin data set . 

4. The system of claim 1 , wherein the system is further 
caused to provide a preview of the target data set based on 
the received transform instructions . 

5. The system of claim 4 , wherein the preview of the 
target data set is generated while the system receives trans 
form instructions . 
6. The system of claim 1 , wherein the computer system is 

further caused to provide a transform instructions template 
for receiving the transform instructions . 

7. The system of claim 1 , wherein the computer system 
caused to receive transform instructions is further caused to : 

analyze the received transform instructions for errors as 
they are received ; and 

notify a user of the errors . 
8. The system of claim 7 , wherein to analyze the received 

transform instructions for errors the system is further caused 
to compare the received transform instructions to the target 
data set ontology and to the origin data schema . 

9. The system of claim 1 , wherein the computer system 
caused to receive transform instructions is further caused to 
provide autocomplete suggestions . 

10. A computer implemented method of integrating an 
origin data set into a target data set , the method being 
performed on a computer system having one or more 
physical processors programmed with computer program 
instructions that , when executed by the one or more physical 
processors , cause the computer system to perform the 
method , the method comprising : 

receiving the origin data set , the origin data set being 
organized according to an origin data set schema speci 
fying a format for data of the origin data set ; 

receiving a target data set ontology , the target data set 
ontology defining data objects of the target data set ; 

generating , according to the origin data set schema and 
the target data set ontology , a transform language 
specific to the origin data set schema and the target data 
set ontology ; 

receiving transform instructions according to the trans 
form language specific to the origin data set schema 
and the target data set ontology ; and 

integrating the origin data set into the target data set 
according to the received transform instructions . 

11. The method of claim 10 , further comprising : 
storing , by the computer system , data transformation 

information about the integration , the data transforma 

tion information including information about the trans 
form instructions and a time and date of integration . 

12. The method of claim 11 , integrating the origin data set 
into the target data set includes selecting , by the computer 
system , a portion of the origin data set according to the data 
transformation information and integrating the selected por 
tion of the origin data set . 

13. The method of claim 10 , further comprising provid 
ing , by the computer system , a preview of the target data set 
based on the received transform instructions . 

14. The method of claim 13 , wherein the preview of the 
target data set is generated while the system receives trans 
form instructions . 

15. The method of claim 10 , further comprising provid 
ing , by the computer system , a transform instructions tem 
plate for receiving the transform instructions . 

16. The method of claim 11 , wherein receiving transform 
instructions includes 

analyzing , by the computer system , the received trans 
form instructions for errors as they are received ; and 

notifying , by the computer system , a user of the errors . 
17. The method of claim 16 , wherein analyzing the 

received transform instructions for errors includes compar 
ing the received transform instructions to the target data set 
ontology and to the origin data schema . 

18. The method of claim 10 , wherein receiving transform 
instructions includes providing , by the computer system , 
autocomplete suggestions . 

19. A non - transitory computer readable medium compris 
ing instructions that , when executed , cause one or more 
processors to perform a method of integrating an origin data 
set into a target data set , the method comprising : 

receiving the origin data set , the origin data set being 
organized according to an origin data set schema speci 
fying a format for data of the origin data set ; 

receiving a target data set ontology , the target data set 
ontology defining data objects of the target data set ; 

generating , according to the origin data set schema and 
the target data set ontology , a transform language 
specific to the origin data set schema and the target data 
set ontology ; 

receiving transform instructions according to the trans 
form language specific to the origin data set schema 
and the target data set ontology ; and 

integrating the origin data set into the target data set 
according to the received transform instructions . 

20. The non - transitory computer readable medium of 
claim 19 , further comprising : 

storing , by the computer system , data transformation 
information about the integration , the data transforma 
tion information including information about the trans 
form instructions and a time and date of integration . 
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COLLABORATIVE SPREADSHEET DATA 
VALIDATION AND INTEGRATION 

PRIORITY APPLICATION 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser . No. 15 / 258,918 , filed Sep. 7 , 2016 , which 
claims priority to U.S. Provisional Application Ser . No. 
62 / 373,615 , filed Aug. 11 , 2016 , the disclosure of which is 
incorporated herein in its entirety by reference . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[ 0002 ] The present disclosure generally relates to the 
technical field of special - purpose machines that facilitate 
integration of spreadsheet data including computerized vari 
ants of such special - purpose machines and improvements to 
such variants , and to the technologies by which such special 
purpose machines become improved compared to other 
special - purpose machines that facilitate integration of 
spreadsheet data . In particular , the present disclosure 
addresses systems and methods for collaborative spread 
sheet data entry , validation , and integration into one or more 
network applications . 

[ 0007 ] FIG . 3 is a system diagram illustrating various 
functional components of a spreadsheet application , which 
is provided as part of the collaboration platform , according 
to some embodiments . 
[ 0008 ] FIG . 4 is a data structure diagram illustrating a 
spreadsheet data object , according to some embodiments . 
[ 0009 ] FIGS . 5-6 are flowcharts illustrating a method for 
validating a spreadsheet , according to some embodiments . 
[ 0010 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart illustrating a method for 
integrating spreadsheet data with a network - based applica 
tion , according to some embodiments . 
[ 0011 ] FIGS . 8A - 8C are interface diagrams illustrating 
various aspects of user interfaces provided by the collabo 
ration platform , according to some embodiments . 
[ 0012 ] FIGS . 9-10 are interface diagrams illustrating vari 
ous aspects of user interfaces provided by the collaboration 
platform , according to some embodiments . 
[ 0013 ] FIGS . 11A - I 1F are interface diagrams illustrating 
various aspects of user interfaces provided by the collabo 
ration platform , according to some embodiments . 
[ 0014 ] FIGS . 12-13 are interface diagrams illustrating 
various aspects of user Interfaces provided by the collabo 
ration platform , according to some embodiments . 
[ 0015 ] FIG . 14 is a diagrammatic representation of a 
machine in the example form of a computer system within 
which a set of instructions for causing the machine to 
perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed 
herein may be executed . 

BACKGROUND 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[ 0003 ] Traditional spreadsheet applications such as 
Microsoft® Excel® are frequently used to collect many 
different kinds of data as they are convenient tools for ad hoc 
data - entry . However , such traditional spreadsheet tools are 
not conducive for use in collaborative environments . For 
example , with traditional spreadsheet tools it is difficult for 
multiple users to collaborate on a single spreadsheet because 
if one user has the spreadsheet open , other users will be 
unable to open it . Another problem with traditional spread 
sheets occurs in scenarios where multiple people are col 
laborating on multiple spreadsheets and the data schema 
used varies across groups and across spreadsheets . This may 
create an issue if the spreadsheets are being merged because 
a user must manually munge the spreadsheets together so 
they are in a uniform schema . An additional problem with 
traditional spreadsheets is that if data is being gathered using 
a spreadsheet and it is gathered to perform an analysis , the 
analysis is likely to be out of date because the data is just a 
snapshot from when it is collected . Once the spreadsheet is 
updated in the field , a delay is introduced in the analysis 
because the user tasked with performing the analysis must 
wait until the updated data is collected to make the analysis 
“ live . ” Meanwhile , the data may again be updated in the 
field thereby rendering the analysis to be outdated . 

[ 0016 ] Reference will now be made in detail to specific 
example embodiments for carrying out the inventive subject 
matter . Examples of these specific embodiments are illus 
trated in the accompanying drawings , and specific details are 
set forth in the following description in order to provide a 
thorough understanding of the subject matter . It will be 
understood that these examples are not intended to limit the 
scope of the claims to the illustrated embodiments . On the 
contrary , they are intended to cover such alternatives , modi 
fications , and equivalents as may be included within the 
scope of the disclosure . 
[ 0017 ] As noted above , with traditional spreadsheet appli 
cations it is difficult for multiple users to collaborate on a 
single file ( e.g. , a spreadsheet ) , it is difficult to enforce 
“ clean ” data entry , and the periodic analysis quickly 
becomes outdated . To address the foregoing problems 
( among others ) with traditional systems , aspects of the 
present disclosure include a system and methods for collab 
orative spreadsheet data entry , validation , and integration 
into one or more network applications . The inventive subject 
matter may find particular application in workflows where 
multiple users continually record data in spreadsheets and 
periodically create an analysis from this data , although it 
shall be appreciated that the inventive subject matter is not 
limited to application in such workflows , and the inventive 
subject matter may find equal application in other workflows 
and scenarios . 
[ 0018 ] With reference to the live collaboration aspect , 
multiple users may edit a single spreadsheet simultaneously . 
With reference to data validation , users may create schemas 
with one or more validation rules that the system enforces to 
ensure clean data entry . For example , as a rule , a user may 
specify that a particular column in a spreadsheet includes 
dates , and the system verifies that data enter into the column 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0004 ] Various ones of the appended drawings merely 
illustrate example embodiments of the present inventive 
subject matter and cannot be considered as limiting its 
scope . 
[ 0005 ] FIG . 1 is a network diagram illustrating a network 
system comprising a collaboration platform configured to 
integrate spreadsheet data with a network - based application , 
according to some embodiments . 
[ 0006 ] FIG . 2 is an architecture diagram illustrating a 
structure of the network system , according to some embodi 
ments . 
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includes a valid date . As part of the data validation feature , 
a helper widget may be provided to assist users in entering 
data that conforms to the specified schema . Following the 
above example , the helper widget for a date column may 
include a date picker to ensure users enter a date into the 
column . Additionally , the data validation aspect provides a 
guarantee for the schema on the backend ( e.g. , the backend 
knows the column has a date ) . 
[ 0019 ] With reference to the data integration aspect , data 
entered into the spreadsheet may be easily integrated into 
other applications and services for live analysis . In this way , 
the data used by the other applications will be the most 
recently entered data . Further , spreadsheet data will only be 
synchronized with applications if the spreadsheet schema 
matches the schema used by the corresponding application . 
In instances in which the two schemas do not match , users 
may add additional rules to the spreadsheet to ensure com 
pliance and proper synchronization . 
[ 0020 ] In an example , the system allows users to collabo 
rate on a spreadsheet to record locations they want to see 
plotted on a map using a network - based mapping applica 
tion . In this example , the system may validate data entered 
into the spreadsheet ( e.g. , locations ) against a set of valida 
tion rules that corresponds to a data schema used by the 
network - based mapping application and responsive to 
determining the set of validation rules matches an applica 
tion data schema used by the network - based map applica 
tion , the system synchronizes spreadsheet data with appli 
cation data consumed by the network - based mapping 
application thereby enabling the users to view locations 
plotted on a map by the network - based map application as 
users are entering the locations into the spreadsheet . 
[ 0021 ] FIG . 1 is a network diagram depicting a network 
system 100 comprising a collaboration platform 102 con 
figured to integrate spreadsheet data 104 with a network 
based application 106 , according to some embodiments . As 
shown , the network system 100 includes the collaboration 
platform 102 , an application server 108 hosting the network 
based application 106 , and user devices 110A - C , all com 
municatively coupled to each other via a network 112. In an 
example , the collaboration platform 102 shown in FIG . 1 
employs a client - server architecture to exchange data with 
the user devices 110A - C , although the present inventive 
subject matter is , of course , not limited to such an architec 
ture , and could equally well find application in an event 
driven , distributed , or peer - to - peer architecture system , for 
example . Moreover , it shall be appreciated that although 
some of the functional components of the network system 
100 are discussed in the singular sense , multiple instances of 
one or more of the various functional components may be 
employed . 
[ 0022 ] Also shown in FIG . 1 are users 114A - C , who may 
be human users ( e.g. , human beings ) , machine users ( e.g. , 
computers configured by a software program to interact with 
the device 110 ) , or any suitable combination thereof ( e.g. , a 
human assisted by a machine or a machine supervised by a 
human ) . The users 114A - C are respectively associated with 
the user devices 110A - C and may be users of such devices . 
For example , the user devices 110A - C may be any one of a 
desktop computer , a tablet computer , a smart phone , or a 
wearable device ( e.g. , a smart watch or smart glasses ) 
belonging to any one of the users 114A - C . 
[ 0023 ] The user devices 110A - C may also include any one 
of a web client 116 ( e.g. , a web browser ) or application 118 

to facilitate communication and interaction between the user 
device 110 and the collaboration platform 102. In various 
embodiments , information communicated between the col 
laboration platform 102 and the user device 110 may involve 
user - selected functions available through one or more user 
interfaces ( Uls ) . Accordingly , during a communication ses 
sion with any one of the user devices 110A - C , the collabo 
ration platform 102 may provide a set of machine - readable 
instructions that , when interpreted by the user devices 
110A - C using the web client 116 or the application 118 , 
cause the user devices 110A - C to present the UI , and 
transmit user input received through such a UI back to the 
collaboration platform 102 . 
[ 0024 ] The collaboration platform 102 may be imple 
mented in a special - purpose ( e.g. , specialized ) computer 
system , in whole or in part , as described below . The col 
laboration platform 102 includes a spreadsheet application 
120 designed for continual collection of human - created data . 
More specifically , the spreadsheet application 120 includes 
a front end that allows the users 114A - C to interact with a 
spreadsheet 122 using either the web client 116 or the 
application 118 , and a backend that drives a view of the 
spreadsheet 122 and maintains a canonical version of the 
spreadsheet data 104 that is created . In this example , the 
spreadsheet 122 is a live representation of the spreadsheet 
data 104 maintained by the spreadsheet application 120. The 
spreadsheet data 104 is stored in a data store ( e.g. , a 
computer - readable storage device ) that forms part of , or is 
communicatively coupled to , the collaboration platform 
102. The collaboration platform 102 may further maintain 
one or more historical versions of the spreadsheet data 104 
to enable the users 114A - C to restore the spreadsheet 122 to 
a prior version . 
[ 0025 ] Additionally , the spreadsheet application 120 
allows the users 114A - C to create validation rules associated 
with the spreadsheet 122. Each validation rule includes a 
constraint that limits or controls what the users 114 can enter 
into at least one cell of the spreadsheet 122 , and each is 
typically , but not necessarily always , associated with entire 
columns in the spreadsheet 122 . 
[ 0026 ] The spreadsheet application 120 is also responsible 
for synchronizing the spreadsheet data 104 with application 
data 124 consumed ( e.g. , used ) by the application 106 hosted 
by the application server 108. The application 106 may 
configure the application server 108 to provide any number 
of network - based services that consume application data 124 
to provide data manipulation , presentation , communication , 
or other capabilities to the users 114A - C or other users . 
[ 0027 ] The network 112 may be any network that enables 
communication between or among systems , machines , data 
bases , and devices ( e.g. , between collaboration platform 102 
and the devices 110A - C ) . Accordingly , the network 112 may 
be a wired network , a wireless network ( e.g. , a mobile or 
cellular network ) , or any suitable combination thereof . The 
network 112 may include one or more portions that consti 
tute a private network , a public network ( e.g. , the Internet ) , 
or any suitable combination thereof . Accordingly , the net 
work 112 may include one or more portions that incorporate 
a local area network ( LAN ) , a wide area network ( WAN ) , 
the Internet , a mobile telephone network ( e.g. , a cellular 
network ) , a wired telephone network ( e.g. , a plain old 
telephone system ( POTS ) network ) , a wireless data network 
( e.g. , a WiFi network or WiMax network ) , or any suitable 
combination thereof . Any one or more portions of the 
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network 112 may communicate information via a transmis 
sion medium . As used herein , “ transmission medium ” refers 
to any intangible ( e.g. , transitory ) medium that is capable of 
communicating ( e.g. , transmitting ) instructions for execu 
tion by a machine ( e.g. , by one or more processors of such 
a machine ) , and includes digital or analog communication 
signals or other intangible media to facilitate communication 
of such software . 
[ 0028 ] FIG . 2 is an architecture diagram illustrating a 
structure of the network system 100 , according to some 
embodiments . As shown in FIG . 2 , the collaboration plat 
form 102 and the application 106 may interact , via an 
application programming interface ( API ) 202 , with a repre 
sentational state transfer ( REST ) server 204 to synchronize 
the spreadsheet data 104 with the application data 124 
consumed by the application 106 ( e.g. , application data 
124 ) . For example , the spreadsheet application 120 may 
communicate , via the API 202 , with the REST server 204 to 
integrate the spreadsheet data 104 with data sources 206 that 
include one or more data repositories ( e.g. , databases ) that 
provide data to the application 106. Likewise , the applica 
tion 106 may communicate , via the API 202 , with the REST 
server 204 to integrate changes to the application data 124 
with the data sources 206 , which may , in turn , be consumed 
by the spreadsheet application 120. Additionally , the col 
laboration platform 102 and the application 106 are in 
communication with one or more components 208 that 
provide additional functionality to the collaboration plat 
form 102 and the application 106 related to data included in 
the data sources 206. For example , the one or more com 
ponents 208 may provide a data object viewer , a document 
viewer , search templates , ontology chooser , or an investi 
gation bar to the users 114A - C of either the spreadsheet 
application 120 or the application 106 . 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 3 is a system diagram illustrating various 
functional components of the spreadsheet application 120 , 
according to some embodiments . To avoid obscuring the 
inventive subject matter with unnecessary detail , various 
functional components ( e.g. , modules , engines , and data 
bases ) that are not germane to conveying an understanding 
of the inventive subject matter have been omitted from FIG . 
3. However , a skilled artisan will readily recognize that 
various additional functional components may be supported 
by the spreadsheet application 120 to facilitate additional 
functionality that is not specifically described herein . As 
shown , the spreadsheet application 120 includes : an inter 
face module 300 ; a rule management module 302 ; a vali 
dation module 304 ; and a synchronization module 306. Each 
of the above referenced functional components of the 
spreadsheet application 120 are configured to communicate 
with each other ( e.g. , via a bus , shared memory , a switch , or 
application programming interfaces ( APIs ) 202 ) . 
[ 0030 ] The interface module 300 receives requests from 
the user devices 110A - C , and communicates appropriate 
responses to the user devices 110A - C . The interface module 
300 may receive requests from devices in the form of 
hypertext transfer protocol ( HTTP ) requests or other web 
based , API requests . For example , the interface module 300 
provides a number of interfaces ( e.g. , APIS 202 ) that allow 
data to be exchanged between the user devices 110A - C and 
the collaboration platform 102 . 
[ 0031 ] The interface module 300 also provides Uls to the 
user devices 110A - C that allow the users 114A - C to view 
and interact with the spreadsheet 122. To provide a UI to one 

of the user devices 110A - C , the interface module 300 
transmits a set of machine - readable instructions to the user 
device 110 that causes the user device 110 to present the UI 
on a display of the user device 110. The set of machine 
readable instructions may , for example , include presentation 
data ( e.g. , representing various elements of the UI ) , the 
spreadsheet data 104 , and a set of instructions to display the 
presentation data . The receiving device ( e.g. , one of the user 
devices 110A - C ) may temporarily store the presentation data 
and the spreadsheet data 104 to enable display of the UI and 
interaction with the spreadsheet 122 from within the UI . 
[ 0032 ] The Uls provided by the interface module 300 may 
also include various input control elements ( e.g. , sliders , 
buttons , drop - down menus , check - boxes , and data entry 
fields ) that allow the users 114A - C to specify various inputs 
such as updates to cells of the spreadsheet 122 or validation 
rules associated with the spreadsheet 122. The interface 
module 300 receives and processes user input received 
through such input control elements , and in some instances , 
the interface module 300 may update the spreadsheet data 
104 in accordance with the received input ( e.g. , the interface 
module 300 updates the spreadsheet data 104 in accordance 
with edits made to the spreadsheet 122 by any one of the 
users 114A - C ) . Examples of the Uls provided by the inter 
face module 300 are discussed below in reference to FIGS . 
8-13 . 
[ 0033 ] The rule management module 302 is responsible 
for managing validation rules associated with the spread 
sheet 122. Each validation rule includes a constraint on data 
entered into at least one cell of the spreadsheet 122 , and in 
many cases , on all cells of an entire column . For example , 
a validation rule may constrain data entered into a column 
specifically to dates . In this example , any non - date entry 
entered into a cell of the spreadsheet will not conform to the 
validation rule . 
[ 0034 ] The rule management module 302 allows the users 
114A - C to add , edit , or delete validation rules associated 
with the spreadsheet 122. To this end , the rule management 
module 302 may work in conjunction with the interface 
module 300 to provide a rule management interface that 
allows the users 114A - C to view , add , edit , or delete 
validation rules . An example rule management interface is 
illustrated in FIGS . 11A - 11F and described in further detail 
below , in accordance with some embodiments . Further , as 
will be described below in reference to FIG . 4 , the rule 
management module 302 stores validation rules as part of a 
spreadsheet artifact , which corresponds to the spreadsheet 
data 104 . 
[ 0035 ] The validation module 304 is configured to validate 
the spreadsheet 122 according to one or more validation 
rules associated with the spreadsheet 122. In validating the 
spreadsheet 122 , the validation module 304 compares infor 
mation entered into each cell with any validation rules 
associated with the cell to determine whether the informa 
tion entered into the cell conforms to the associated valida 
tion rules . In an example , a validation rule associated with 
the spreadsheet 122 specifies that only dates should be 
entered into a particular column . In this example , the vali 
dation module 304 checks whether the information entered 
into each cell of the column is a date . 
[ 0036 ] Cells with entries that conform to the validation 
rules are considered to include valid entries , whereas cells 
with entries that do not conform to the validation rules are 
considered to include invalid entries . In response to deter 
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mining that a cell includes an invalid entry , the validation 
module 304 works in conjunction with the interface module 
300 to cause the cell with the invalid entry to be visually 
distinguished from cells with valid entries . For example , the 
cell with the invalid entry may be highlighted or otherwise 
displayed differently ( e.g. , in a different color , font , format , 
or style ) from entries in the spreadsheet 122 that include 
valid entries . An example of how the interface module 300 
visually distinguishes a cell is illustrated in FIG . 12 and 
discussed below in further detail in accordance with some 
embodiments . 
[ 0037 ] The synchronization module 306 is configured to 
synchronize the spreadsheet data 104 and the application 
data 124. That is , the synchronization module 306 is respon 
sible for ensuring that changes made to the spreadsheet data 
104 are reflected in the application data 124 , and that 
changes made to the application data 124 are reflected in the 
spreadsheet data 104. In synchronizing the spreadsheet data 
104 with the application data 124 , the synchronization 
module 306 may communicate , via the API 202 , one or more 
requests to the REST server 204 to integrate the spreadsheet 
data 104 and any subsequent changes made thereto with the 
data sources 208 that supply the application data 124 to the 
application 106 . 
[ 0038 ] In many instances , the application 106 employs a 
particular application data schema that includes a set of 
constraints on the application data 124. For example , the 
application data schema for a map application may specify 
that the application data 124 be in the form of geo - coordi 
nates ( e.g. , latitude and longitude , or military grid reference 
system ( MGRS ) ) . In these instances , the synchronization 
module 306 ensures that the validation rules associated with 
the spreadsheet 122 match the application data schema for 
the application 106 prior to synchronizing the spreadsheet 
data 104 with the application data 124. In other words , the 
synchronization module 306 compares the validation rules 
associated with the spreadsheet 122 to the application data 
schema to determine whether the validation rules include the 
set of constraints that are included in the application data 
schema . In this way , the synchronization module 306 
ensures that the application 106 is not provided with invalid 
values that may lead to errors or other issues . 
[ 0039 ] As is understood by skilled artisans in the relevant 
computer and Internet - related arts , each functional compo 
nent ( e.g. , engine , module , or database ) illustrated in FIG . 3 
may be implemented using hardware ( e.g. , a processor of a 
machine ) or a combination of logic ( e.g. , executable soft 
ware instructions ) and hardware ( e.g. , memory and proces 
sor of a machine ) for executing the logic . Furthermore , the 
various functional components depicted in FIG . 3 may 
reside on a single machine ( e.g. , a server ) or may be 
distributed across several machines in various arrangements 
such as cloud - based architectures . Moreover , any two or 
more of these components may be combined into a single 
component ( e.g. , a single module ) , and the functions 
described herein for a single component may be subdivided 
among multiple modules . Functional details of these mod 
ules are described below with respect to FIGS . 5-8 . 
[ 0040 ] FIG . 4 is a data structure diagram illustrating a 
spreadsheet artifact 400 , according to some embodiments . 
The spreadsheet artifact 400 is a tree data structure used by 
the collaboration platform 102 to represent spreadsheets . In 
an example , the spreadsheet artifact 400 is used to represent 
the spreadsheet 122 and corresponds to the spreadsheet data 

104. As shown , the spreadsheet artifact 400 includes four 
different non - primitive data types that make up a spread 
sheet state to be stored and shared . The element types 
include : sheet 402 , column 404 , cell 406 , and column type 
408. The sheet 402 includes a name , a creator name , and a 
list of columns in the spreadsheet . The column 404 includes 
a name and enumeration for type ( e.g. , date , text , file ) along 
with one or more validation rules and a list of cells in the 
column . The cell 406 includes a value and lock information . 
The column type 408 includes an enumeration for type along 
with additional configuration information . Consistent with 
some embodiments , the column type 408 may be used for 
client side data validation . 
[ 0041 ] FIGS . 5-6 are flowcharts illustrating a method 500 
for validating a spreadsheet , according to some embodi 
ments . The method 500 may be embodied in computer 
readable instructions for execution by one or more proces 
sors such that the operations of the method 500 may be 
performed in part or in whole by the collaboration platform 
102 ; accordingly , the method 500 is described below by way 
of example with reference thereto . However , it shall be 
appreciated that at least some of the operations of the 
method 500 may be deployed on various other hardware 
configurations and the method 500 is not intended to be 
limited to the collaboration platform 102 . 
[ 0042 ] At operation 505 , the rules management module 
302 receives a validation rule associated with the spread 
sheet 122. The validation rule may be specified by any one 
of the users 114A - C using a UI provided to one of the user 
devices 110A - C by the interface module 300. As noted 
above , the validation rule imposes a constraint on informa 
tion the users 114A - C can enter into the cells 406 of a 
specific column of the spreadsheet 122 . 
[ 0043 ] The validation rule comprises validation logic and , 
optionally , one or more configuration parameters . The vali 
dation logic includes a name , a validator , and a value type . 
The interface module 300 provides user interface elements 
that allow the users 114A - C to specify the validation logic 
( e.g. , name , validator , and value type ) and the one or more 
configuration parameters . Accordingly , the receiving of the 
validation rule may include receiving user specified valida 
tion logic , and receiving one or more user specified con 
figuration parameters . 
[ 0044 ] At operation 510 , the rules management module 
302 stores the validation rule ( e.g. , in a computer - readable 
storage device forming part of or coupled to the collabora 
tion platform 102 ) in association with the spreadsheet 122 . 
In particular , the rules management module 302 stores the 
validation rule as part of the corresponding column 404 
forming part of the spreadsheet artifact 400 . 
[ 0045 ) At operation 515 , the validation module 304 vali 
dates the spreadsheet 122 according to validation rules 
associated with the spreadsheet 122 ( e.g. , the validation rule 
received at operation 505 ) . In validating the spreadsheet 122 
according to the validation rules , the validation module 304 
checks each cell 406 to ensure that the value entered into the 
cell complies with a validation rule associated with the cell 
( e.g. , a validation rule associated with the column in which 
the cell resides ) . 
[ 0046 ] A value that does not comply with a corresponding 
validation rule is an invalid value . At operation 520 , the 
validation module 304 determines whether the spreadsheet 
122 includes a cell with an invalid value . If , at operation 520 , 
the validation module 304 determines the spreadsheet 122 
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includes a cell with an invalid value , the method 500 
proceeds to operation 520 , where the validation module 304 
works with the interface module 300 to cause the cell with 
the invalid value to be visually distinguished ( e.g. , highlight ) 
compared to the of remainder of cells included in the 
presentation of the spreadsheet 122. If , at operation 520 , the 
validation module 304 determines all cells include valid 
entries , the method 500 ends . 
[ 0047 ] As shown in FIG . 6 , the method 500 may include 
one or more of operations 605 and 610. As shown in FIG . 6 , 
operation 605 may be performed after operation 505 , in 
which the rules management module 302 receives a valida 
tion rule . At operation 605 , the interface module 300 pro 
vides a help widget for display on the user devices 110A - C . 
The help widget comprises one or more input elements 
operable to enter values into one or more cells ( e.g. , cells of 
a particular column ) through appropriate user interaction 
( e.g. , a mouse click ) . For example , the help widget may be 
or include a date picker that allows the users 114A - C to 
select a date from an input element that resembles a calen 
dar . In another example , the help widget may be or include 
a drop - down menu with a list of predefined selectable 
values . In yet another example , the help widget may be or 
include a geo - coordinate widget that allows users 114A - C to 
input a set of geo - coordinates ( e.g. , a longitude and latitude ) . 
[ 0048 ] In providing the help widget , the interface module 
300 may provide a set of computer - readable instructions to 
the user devices 110A - C that configure the user devices 
110A - C to display and receive input from the help widget . 
As implied by the above referenced examples , the interface 
module 300 may be configured to provide various types of 
help widgets for inputting various types of information , and 
the type of help widget provided may be based on the 
validator included in the validation rule . For example , the 
interface module 300 may provide the date picker in 
response to the validation rule including a date validator , or 
a geo - coordinate widget in response to the validation rule 
including a coordinate validator . 
[ 0049 ] At operation 610 , the interface module 300 
receives an update to one or more cells of the spreadsheet 
122. The update may include a new value , a deleted value , 
or a modification ( e.g. , edit ) to an existing value . The update 
may be made by one or more of the users 114A - C using the 
user devices 110A - C to either manually enter the update or 
to enter the update using the help widget . In an example , the 
update may include : a modification ( e.g. , a change to a 
value ) made to a first cell of the spreadsheet 122 by the user 
114A using the user device 110A ; a first new value entered 
into a second cell of the spreadsheet 122 by the user 114B 
using the user device 110B ; and a second new value entered 
into a third cell of the spreadsheet 122 by the user 114C 
using the user device 110C . 
[ 0050 ] As shown in FIG . 6 , operation 610 may be per 
formed prior to operation 510 , in which the validation 
module 304 validates the spreadsheet 122. Accordingly , the 
validating of the spreadsheet 122 in operation 510 may 
include validating the update to the one or more cells ( e.g. , 
new values or modified values ) received in operation 610 
according to the one or more validation rules associated with 
the spreadsheet 122 . 
[ 0051 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart illustrating a method 700 for 
integrating the spreadsheet data 104 with the application 
106 , according to some embodiments . The method 700 may 
be embodied in computer - readable instructions for execu 

tion by one or more processors such that the operations of 
the method 700 may be performed in part or in whole by the 
collaboration platform 102 ; accordingly , the method 700 is 
described below by way of example with reference thereto . 
However , it shall be appreciated that at least some of the 
operations of the method 700 may be deployed on various 
other hardware configurations and the method 700 is not 
intended to be limited to the collaboration platform 102. In 
some embodiments , the method 700 may be performed 
subsequent to the method 500 , during which the collabora 
tion platform 102 validates the spreadsheet data 104 and 
visually distinguishes any invalid entries in the spreadsheet 
122 . 
[ 0052 ] At operation 705 , the synchronization module 306 
accesses an application data schema corresponding to the 
application 106 executing on the application server 108. The 
application data schema includes a set of constraints to 
control or limit the application data 124 consumed by the 
application 106 ( e.g. , input data provided to the application 
106 ) . In an example , the set of constraints limits the appli 
cation data 124 to dates input in a particular form ( e.g. , 
MM / DD / YYYY ) . In another example , the set of constraints 
limits the application data 124 to geo - location coordinates 
( e.g. , longitude and latitude or MSGR ) . 
[ 0053 ] At operation 710 , the synchronization module 306 
accesses one or more validation rules associated with the 
spreadsheet 122. As noted above , the validation rules 
include constraints that limit or control information entered 
into the spreadsheet 122. The one or more validation rules 
may , for example , include the validation rule received at 
operation 505. In accessing the one or more validation rules , 
the synchronization module 306 may access the spreadsheet 
artifact 400 and identify the one or more validation rules 
from one or more columns 404 included in the spreadsheet 
artifact 400 . 
[ 0054 ) At operation 715 , the synchronization module 306 
determines whether the one or more validation rules asso 
ciated with the spreadsheet 122 include the set of constraints 
included in the application data schema of the application 
106. For example , if the application data schema limits the 
application data 124 consumed by the application 106 to 
dates , the synchronization module 306 checks one or more 
validation rules to determine whether they include a date 
validation rule limiting values entered into at least one 
column in the spreadsheet 122 to dates . 
[ 0055 ] If , at operation 715 , the synchronization module 
306 determines the one or more validation rules associated 
with the spreadsheet 122 include the set of constraints , the 
synchronization module 306 synchronizes the spreadsheet 
data 104 with the application data 124 , at operation 720. For 
example , the synchronization module 306 may communi 
cate , via the API 202 , one or more requests to the REST 
server 204 to integrate the spreadsheet data 104 and any 
subsequent updates made thereto ( e.g. , at operation 610 ) 
with the data sources 208 that supply the application data 
124 to the application 106 . 
[ 0056 ] If , at operation 720 , the synchronization module 
306 determines the one or more validation rules associated 
with the spreadsheet 122 do not include the set of con 
straints , the spreadsheet data 104 is not synchronized with 
the application data 124 , and the synchronization module 
306 works in conjunction with the interface module 300 to 
cause an alert to be displayed within an interface element 
presented on at least one of the user devices 110A - C , at 
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operation 725. The alert may include a notification that the 
spreadsheet data 104 and the application data 124 are not 
being synchronized , and may further list any additional 
validation rules that should be associated with the spread 
sheet 122 . 
[ 0057 ] FIGS . 8-13 are interface diagrams illustrating vari 
ous aspects of user interfaces provided by the collaboration 
platform 102 , according to some embodiments . More spe 
cifically , each of the user interfaces illustrated in FIGS . 8-13 
and discussed below may be provided by the interface 
module 300 and presented on a display unit of any of the 
user devices 110A - C . Further , the users 114A - C may interact 
with the user interfaces illustrated in FIGS . 8-13 as dis 
cussed below to perform live collaborations on spreadsheets 
and otherwise interact with the spreadsheet application 120 
included as part of the collaboration platform 102 . 
[ 0058 ] FIGS . 8A - 8C are interface diagrams illustrating 
multiple views of an example spreadsheet 800 , according to 
some embodiments . FIG . 8A illustrates a message box 802 
being presented in conjunction with the spreadsheet 800 . 
The message box 802 includes a list of users collaborating 
on the spreadsheet 800 ( e.g. , accessing and editing the 
spreadsheet 800 ) . The list of users may include or corre 
spond to the users 114A - C . Users may access the message 
box 802 through appropriate interaction with the button 804 
( e.g. , through selection using a mouse cursor ) . 
[ 0059 ] FIG . 8B illustrates a version history dialog box 806 
presented in conjunction with the spreadsheet 800. The 
version history dialog box 806 includes a list of historical 
versions ( e.g. , prior version ) of the spreadsheet 800. A user 
selection of any one of the prior versions of the spreadsheet 
800 causes the spreadsheet 800 to be reverted to the selected 
prior version of the spreadsheet 800. Users may access the 
version history dialog box 806 through appropriate interac 
tion with a button 808 ( e.g. , through selection using a mouse 
cursor ) . 
[ 0060 ] FIG . 8C illustrates a synchronization dialog box 
810 presented in conjunction with the spreadsheet 800. The 
synchronization dialog box 810 presents information related 
to the synchronization of spreadsheet data corresponding to 
the spreadsheet 800 with application data of one or more 
network - based applications . In this example , the synchro 
nization dialog box 810 includes information related to 
synchronization of the spreadsheet data with a map appli 
cation . In particular , the synchronization dialog box 810 
includes an alert with a notification that the spreadsheet 800 
has not been synchronized with the application data of the 
map application , which , as discussed above , may be pre 
sented in response to determining the validation rules of the 
spreadsheet 800 do not include the application data schema 
of the map application . The synchronization dialog box 810 
further includes a list of constraints included in the appli 
cation data schema of the map application that may be 
included in the validation rules of the spreadsheet 800 to 
trigger synchronization . 
[ 0061 ] The synchronization dialog box 810 also includes 
a toggle 812 that allows users to authorize the synchroni 
zation of the spreadsheet data of the spreadsheet 800 with 
application data of network - based applications . Further , 
users may access the synchronization dialog box 810 
through appropriate interaction with the button 814 ( e.g. , 
through selection using a mouse cursor ) . 
[ 0062 ] FIG.9 is an interface diagram illustrating a portion 
of an example spreadsheet 900 , according to some embodi 

ments . As shown , the name field of each column ( e.g. , the 
top most row ) includes a button 902 that users may select to 
access a rules management interface from which users can 
view , edit , or add validation rules associated with the col 
umn . An example rules management interface is illustrated 
in FIGS . 11A - 1F and described below in accordance with 
some embodiments . 
[ 0063 ] FIG . 10 is an interface diagram illustrating a col 
umn creation window 1000 , according to some embodi 
ments . The column creation window 1000 may be used to 
add a column to a spreadsheet and to configure one or more 
validation rules for the column . For example , the drop - down 
list 1002 provides users with a list of predefined validation 
rules to select from . Additionally , the column creation 
window 1000 includes a button 1004 that users may select 
to access a rules management interface from which users can 
view , edit , or add validation rules associated with the col 
umn . An example rules management interface is illustrated 
in FIGS . 11A - 1F and described below in accordance with 
some embodiments . 
[ 0064 ] FIGS . 11A - I 1F are interface diagrams illustrating 
a rules management interface 1100 configured for viewing , 
editing , and creating validation rules associated with a 
spreadsheet ( e.g. , spreadsheet 122 or 800 ) , according to 
some embodiments . As shown , in FIG . 11A the rules man 
agement interface 1100 includes a list box 1102 comprising 
a list of predefined validation rules from which users may 
select a validation rule to view and edit the validation logic 
along with any configuration parameters . Accordingly , the 
rules management interface 1100 includes a number of input 
controls ( e.g. , selectable drop - down menus and text input 
fields ) that allow users to edit the validation logic ( e.g. , 
name , validator , format , and value type ) of the validation 
rule . More specifically , a user ( e.g. , one of the users 114A - C ) 
may use : text field 1104 to enter a name for the validation 
rule ; drop - down menu 1106 to enter a validator for the 
validation rule ; text field 1108 to enter a format for values ; 
and drop - down menu 1110 to specify a value type . 
[ 0065 ] In the example illustrated in FIG . 11A , a user ( e.g. , 
one of the users 114A - C ) has selected a rule 1112 that 
constrains data entered into cells of a particular column to 
dates . In the example illustrated in FIG . 11B , a user has 
selected a rule 1114 that constrains data entered into cells of 
a particular column to a unique number . In the example 
illustrated in FIG . 11C , a user has selected a rule 1116 that 
constrains data entered into cells of a particular column to a 
provinces in a particular number . As part of creating the rule 
1116 , the user may specify an additional spreadsheet and a 
column from that spreadsheet from which the provinces may 
be selected . Further , while a user is editing values in the 
column , the interface module 300 may provide a drop - down 
list comprising the list of provinces extracted from the 
specified column of the additional spreadsheet . 
[ 0066 ] As shown in FIG . 11D , the list box 1102 also 
includes a selectable element 1118 that allows users to create 
a new validation rule . As part of this process , a user may 
specify a name for the new validation rule in text field 1120 . 
Further , as shown in FIG . 11E , the user may select a 
validator for the validation rule using drop - down menu 
1122. Lastly , as shown in FIG . 11F , the user may select a 
value type for the validation rule from the drop - down menu 
1124 . 
[ 0067 ] FIG . 12 is an interface diagram illustrating a por 
tion of an example spreadsheet 1200 , according to some 
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embodiments . As shown in FIG . 12 , the spreadsheet 1200 
includes a cell 1202 , which has been visually distinguished 
( e.g. , highlighted ) from the remainder of the cells in the 
spreadsheet 1200. The cell 1202 may be visually distin 
guished in this manner in response to the validation module 
304 determining the cell includes an invalid value ( e.g. , a 
value that does not comply with the validation rule for that 
column ) . As shown , a notification 1204 is also provided to 
notify users that the value is invalid . 
[ 0068 ] FIG . 13 is an interface diagram illustrating a syn 
chronization interface 1300 configured to provide informa 
tion related to synchronization of spreadsheet data with 
application data of network - based application 1302 ( search 
application ) , network - based application 1304 ( graphing 
application ) , network - based application 1306 ( table creation 
application ) , and network - based application 1308 ( map 
application ) , according to some embodiments . In particular , 
the synchronization interface 1300 provides a status of 
synchronization with the network - based applications 1302 , 
1304 , 1306 , and 1308 ( e.g. , synched or not synched ) . In 
some instances , a network - based application ( e.g. , applica 
tion 1308 ) may employ a particular application data schema , 
and a list of constraints included in the application data 
schema of the application are presented to the user . Further , 
the synchronization module 306 may prevent spreadsheet 
data from being synchronized with application data if the 
validation rules of the corresponding spreadsheet do not 
include the constraints of the application data schema . 
Additionally , as with the synchronization dialog box 810 
discussed in reference to FIGS . 8A - 8C , the synchronization 
interface 1300 also includes a toggle 1310 that allows users 
to authorize the synchronization of the spreadsheet data of 
the spreadsheet with application data of network - based 
applications 1302 , 1304 , 1306 , and 1308 . 

ware modules become specific machines ( or specific com 
ponents of a machine ) uniquely tailored to perform the 
configured functions and are no longer general - purpose 
processors . It will be appreciated that the decision to imple 
ment a hardware module mechanically , in dedicated and permanently configured circuitry , or in temporarily config 
ured circuitry ( e.g. , configured by software ) may be driven 
by cost and time considerations . 
[ 0071 ] Accordingly , the phrase “ hardware module ” should 
be understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an 
entity that is physically constructed , permanently configured 
( e.g. , hardwired ) , or temporarily configured ( e.g. , pro 
grammed ) to operate in a certain manner or to perform 
certain operations described herein . As used herein , “ hard 
ware - implemented module ” refers to a hardware module . 
Considering embodiments in which hardware modules are 
temporarily configured ( e.g. , programmed ) , each of the 
hardware modules need not be configured or instantiated at 
any one instance in time . For example , where a hardware 
module comprises a general - purpose processor configured 
by software to become a special - purpose processor , the 
general - purpose processor may be configured as respec 
tively different special - purpose processors ( e.g. , comprising 
different hardware modules ) at different times . Software 
accordingly configures a particular processor or processors , 
for example , to constitute a particular hardware module at 
one instance of time and to constitute a different hardware 
module at a different instance of time . 
[ 0072 ] Hardware modules can provide information to , and 
receive information from , other hardware modules . Accord 
ingly , the described hardware modules may be regarded as 
being communicatively coupled . Where multiple hardware 
modules exist contemporaneously , communications may be 
achieved through signal transmission ( e.g. , over appropriate 
circuits and buses ) between or among two or more of the 
hardware modules . In embodiments in which multiple hard 
ware modules are configured or instantiated at different 
times , communications between such hardware modules 
may be achieved , for example , through the storage and 
retrieval of information in memory structures to which the 
multiple hardware modules have access . For example , one 
hardware module may perform an operation and store the 
output of that operation in a memory device to which it is 
communicatively coupled . A further hardware module may 
then , at a later time , access the memory device to retrieve 
and process the stored output . Hardware modules may also 
initiate communications with input or output devices , and 
can operate on a resource ( e.g. , a collection of information ) . 
[ 0073 ] The various operations of example methods 
described herein may be performed , at least partially , by one 
or more processors that are temporarily configured ( e.g. , by 
software ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 
operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , 
such processors may constitute processor - implemented 
modules that operate to perform one or more operations or 
functions described herein . As used herein , “ processor 
implemented module ” refers to a hardware module imple 
mented using one or more processors . 
[ 0074 ] Similarly , the methods described herein may be at 
least partially processor - implemented , with a particular pro 
cessor or processors being an example of hardware . For 
example , at least some of the operations of a method may be 
performed by one or more processors or processor - imple 
mented modules . Moreover , the one or more processors may 

Modules , Components , and Logic 
[ 0069 ] Certain embodiments are described herein as 
including logic or a number of components , modules , or 
mechanisms . Modules may constitute either software mod 
ules ( e.g. , code embodied on a machine - readable medium ) 
or hardware modules . A " hardware module ” is a tangible 
unit capable of performing certain operations and may be 
configured or arranged in a certain physical manner . In 
various example embodiments , one or more computer sys 
tems ( e.g. , a standalone computer system , a client computer 
system , or a server computer system ) or one or more 
hardware modules of a computer system ( e.g. , a processor or 
a group of processors ) may be configured by software ( e.g. , 
an application or application portion ) as a hardware module 
that operates to perform certain operations as described 
herein . 
[ 0070 ] In some embodiments , a hardware module may be 
implemented mechanically , electronically , or any suitable 
combination thereof . For example , a hardware module may 
include dedicated circuitry or logic that is permanently 
configured to perform certain operations . For example , a 
hardware module may be a special - purpose processor , such 
as a field - programmable gate array ( FPGA ) or an application 
specific integrated circuit ( ASIC ) . A hardware module may 
also include programmable logic or circuitry that is tempo 
rarily configured by software to perform certain operations . 
For example , a hardware module may include software 
executed by a general - purpose processor or other program 
mable processor . Once configured by such software , hard 
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also operate to support performance of the relevant opera 
tions in a “ cloud computing ” environment or as a “ software 
as a service ” ( SaaS ) . For example , at least some of the 
operations may be performed by a group of computers ( as 
examples of machines including processors ) , with these 
operations being accessible via a network ( e.g. , the Internet ) 
and via one or more appropriate interfaces ( e.g. , an API 
202 ) . 
[ 0075 ] The performance of certain of the operations may 
be distributed among the processors , not only residing 
within a single machine , but deployed across a number of 
machines . In some example embodiments , the processors or 
processor - implemented modules may be located in a single 
geographic location ( e.g. , within a home environment , an 
office environment , or a server farm ) . In other example 
embodiments , the processors or processor - implemented 
modules may be distributed across a number of geographic 
locations . 

Example Machine Architecture 
[ 0076 ] FIG . 14 is a block diagram illustrating components 
of a machine 1400 , according to some example embodi 
ments , able to read instructions from a machine - readable 
medium ( e.g. , a machine - readable storage medium ) and 
perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed 
herein . Specifically , FIG . 14 shows a diagrammatic repre 
sentation of the machine 1400 in the example form of a 
computer system , within which instructions 1416 ( e.g. , 
software , a program , an application , an applet , an app , or 
other executable code ) for causing the machine 1400 to 
perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed 
herein may be executed . Additionally , or alternatively , the 
machine 1400 may correspond to any one of the collabora 
tion platform 102 , the user devices 110A - C , or the applica 
tion server 108. The instructions transform the general , 
non - programmed machine into a particular machine pro 
grammed to carry out the described and illustrated functions 
in the manner described . In alternative embodiments , the 
machine 1400 operates as a standalone device or may be 
coupled ( e.g. , networked ) to other mac ines . In a networked 
deployment , the machine 1400 may operate in the capacity 
of a server machine or a client machine in a server - client 
network environment , or as a peer machine in a peer - to - peer 
( or distributed ) network environment . The machine 1400 
may comprise , but not be limited to , a server computer , a 
client computer , a personal computer ( PC ) , a tablet com 
puter , a laptop computer , a netbook , a set - top box ( STB ) , a 
PDA , an entertainment media system , a cellular telephone , 
a smart phone , a mobile device , a wearable device ( e.g. , a 
smart watch ) , a smart home device ( e.g. , a smart appliance ) , 
other smart devices , a web appliance , a network router , a 
network switch , a network bridge , or any machine capable 
of executing the instructions 1416 , sequentially or other 
wise , that specify actions to be taken by the machine 1400 . 
Further , while only a single machine 1400 is illustrated , the 
term “ machine ” shall also be taken to include a collection of 
machines 1400 that individually or jointly execute the 
instructions 1416 to perform any one or more of the meth 
odologies discussed herein . 
[ 0077 ] The machine 1400 may include processors 1410 , 
memory / storage 1430 , and input / output ( I / O ) components 
1450 , which may be configured to communicate with each 
other such as via a bus 1402. In an example embodiment , the 
processors 1410 ( e.g. , a central processing unit ( CPU ) , a 

reduced instruction set computing ( RISC ) processor , a com 
plex instruction set computing ( CISC ) processor , a graphics 
processing unit ( GPU ) , a digital signal processor ( DSP ) , an 
ASIC , a radio - frequency integrated circuit ( RFIC ) , another 
processor , or any suitable combination thereof ) may include , 
for example , a processor 1412 and a processor 1414 that 
may execute the instructions 1416. The term “ processor ” is 
intended to include multi - core processors that may comprise 
two or more independent processors ( sometimes referred to 
as “ cores ” ) that may execute instructions contemporane 
ously . Although FIG . 14 shows multiple processors , the 
machine 1400 may include a single processor with a single 
core , a single processor with multiple cores ( e.g. , a multi 
core processor ) , multiple processors with a single core , 
multiple processors with multiples cores , or any combina 
tion thereof . 
[ 0078 ] The memory / storage 1430 may include a memory 
1432 , such as a main memory , or other memory storage , and 
a storage unit 1436 , both accessible to the processors 1410 
such as via the bus 1402. The storage unit 1436 and memory 
1432 store the instructions 1416 embodying any one or more 
of the methodologies or functions described herein . The 
instructions 1416 may also reside , completely or partially , 
within the memory 1432 , within the storage unit 1436 , 
within at least one of the processors 1410 ( e.g. , within the 
processor's cache memory ) , or any suitable combination 
thereof , during execution thereof by the machine 1400 . 
Accordingly , the memory 1432 , the storage unit 1436 , and 
the memory of the processors 1410 are examples of 
machine - readable media . 
[ 0079 ] As used herein , “ machine - readable medium ” 
means a device able to store instructions and data tempo 
rarily or permanently , and may include , but is not limited to , 
random - access memory ( RAM ) , read - only memory ( ROM ) , 
buffer memory , flash memory , optical media , magnetic 
media , cache memory , other types of storage ( e.g. , erasable 
programmable read - only memory ( EEPROM ) ) , and / or any 
suitable combination thereof . The term " machine - readable 
medium ” should be taken to include a single medium or 
multiple media ( e.g. , a centralized or distributed database , or 
associated caches and servers ) able to store the instructions 
1416. The term “ machine - readable medium ” shall also be 
taken to include any medium , or combination of multiple 
media , that is capable of storing instructions ( e.g. , instruc 
tions 1416 ) for execution by a machine ( e.g. , machine 1400 ) , 
such that the instructions , when executed by one or more 
processors of the machine ( e.g. , processors 1410 ) , cause the 
machine to perform any one or more of the methodologies 
described herein . Accordingly , " machine - readable 
medium ” refers to a single storage apparatus or device , as 
well as “ cloud - based ” storage systems or storage networks 
that include multiple storage apparatus or devices . The term 
“ machine - readable medium " excludes signals per se . 
[ 0080 ] Furthermore , the machine - readable medium is 
non - transitory in that it does not embody a propagating 
signal . However , labeling the tangible machine - readable 
medium “ non - transitory ” should not be construed to mean 
that the medium is incapable of movement ; the medium 
should be considered as being transportable from one real 
world location to another . Additionally , since the machine 
readable medium is tangible , the medium may be considered 
to be a machine - readable device . 
[ 0081 ] The I / O components 1450 may include a wide 
variety of components to receive input , provide output , 

a 
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produce output , transmit information , exchange informa 
tion , capture measurements , and so on . The specific I / O 
components 1450 that are included in a particular machine 
will depend on the type of machine . For example , portable 
machines such as mobile phones will likely include a touch 
input device or other such input mechanisms , while a 
headless server machine will likely not include such a touch 
input device . It will be appreciated that the I / O components 
1450 may include many other components that are not 
shown in FIG . 14. The I / O components 1450 are grouped 
according to functionality merely for simplifying the fol 
lowing discussion and the grouping is in no way limiting . In 
various example embodiments , the I / O components 1450 
may include output components 1452 and input components 
1454. The output components 1452 may include visual 
components ( e.g. , a display such as a plasma display panel 
( PDP ) , a light emitting diode ( LED ) display , a liquid crystal 
display ( LCD ) , a projector , or a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) ) , 
acoustic components ( e.g. , speakers ) , haptic components 
( e.g. , a vibratory motor , resistance mechanisms ) , other sig . 
nal generators , and so forth . The input components 1454 
may include alphanumeric input components ( e.g. , a key 
board , a touch screen configured to receive alphanumeric 
input , a photo - optical keyboard , or other alphanumeric input 
components ) , point based input components ( e.g. , a mouse , 
a touchpad , a trackball , a joystick , a motion sensor , or 
another pointing instrument ) , tactile input components ( e.g. , 
a physical button , a touch screen that provides location 
and / or force of touches or touch gestures , or other tactile 
input components ) , audio input components ( e.g. , a micro 
phone ) , and the like . 
[ 0082 ] In further example embodiments , the I / O compo 
nents 1450 may include biometric components 1456 , motion 
components 1458 , environmental components 1460 , or posi 
tion components 1462 among a wide array of other com 
ponents . For example , the biometric components 1456 may 
include components to detect expressions ( e.g. , hand expres 
sions , facial expressions , vocal expressions , body gestures , 
or eye tracking ) , measure biosignals ( e.g. , blood pressure , 
heart rate , body temperature , perspiration , or brain waves ) , 
identify a person ( e.g. , voice identification , retinal identifi 
cation , facial identification , fingerprint identification , or 
electroencephalogram based identification ) , and the like . 
The motion components 1458 may include acceleration 
sensor components ( e.g. , accelerometer ) , gravitation sensor 
components , rotation sensor components ( e.g. , gyroscope ) , 
and so forth . The environmental components 1460 may 
include , for example , illumination sensor components ( e.g. , 
photometer ) , temperature sensor components ( e.g. , one or 
more thermometers that detect ambient temperature ) , 
humidity sensor components , pressure sensor components 
( e.g. , barometer ) , acoustic sensor components ( e.g. , one or 
more microphones that detect background noise ) , proximity 
sensor components ( e.g. , infrared sensors that detect nearby 
objects ) , gas sensors ( e.g. , gas detection sensors to detect 
concentrations of hazardous gases for safety or to measure 
pollutants in the atmosphere ) , or other components that may 
provide indications , measurements , or signals corresponding 

rounding physical environment . The position com 
ponents 1462 may include location sensor components ( e.g. , 
a Global Position System ( GPS ) receiver component ) , alti 
tude sensor components ( e.g. , altimeters or barometers that 

detect air pressure from which altitude may be derived ) , 
orientation sensor components ( e.g. , magnetometers ) , and 
the like . 
[ 0083 ] Communication may be implemented using a wide 
variety of technologies . The I / O components 1450 may 
include communication components 1464 operable to 
couple the machine 1400 to a network 1490 or devices 1470 
via a coupling 1492 and a coupling 1472 , respectively . For 
example , the communication components 1464 may include 
a network interface component or other suitable device to 
interface with the network 1490. In further examples , the 
communication components 1464 may include wired com 
munication components , wireless communication compo 
nents , cellular communication components , near field com 
munication ( NFC ) components , Bluetooth® components 
( e.g. , Bluetooth® Low Energy ) , Wi - Fi® components , and 
other communication components to provide communica 
tion via other modalities . The devices 1470 may be another 
machine or any of a wide variety of peripheral devices ( e.g. , 
a peripheral device coupled via a Universal Serial Bus 
( USB ) ) . 
[ 0084 ] Moreover , the communication components 1464 
may detect identifiers or include components operable to 
detect identifiers . For example , the communication compo 
nents 1464 may include radio frequency identification 
( RFID ) tag reader components , NFC smart tag detection 
components , optical reader components ( e.g. , an optical 
sensor to detect one - dimensional bar codes such as Univer 
sal Product Code ( UPC ) bar code , multi - dimensional bar 
codes such as Quick Response ( QR ) code , Aztec code , Data 
Matrix , Dataglyph , MaxiCode , PDF4140 , Ultra Code , UCC 
RSS - 2D bar code , and other optical codes ) , or acoustic 
detection components ( e.g. , microphones to identify tagged 
audio signals ) . In addition , a variety of information may be 
derived via the communication components 1464 , such as 
location via Internet Protocol ( IP ) geo - location , location via 
Wi - Fi® signal triangulation , location via detecting an NFC 
beacon signal that may indicate a particular location , and so 
forth . 

Transmission Medium 
[ 0085 ] In various example embodiments , one or more 
portions of the network 1490 may be an ad hoc network , an 
intranet , an extranet , a VPN , a LAN , a WLAN , a WAN , a 
WWAN , a MAN , the Internet , a portion of the Internet , a 
portion of the PSTN , a plain old telephone service ( POTS ) 
network , a cellular telephone network , a wireless network , a 
Wi - Fi® network , another type of network , or a combination 
of two or more such networks . For example , the network 
1490 or a portion of the network 1490 may include a 
wireless or cellular network and the coupling 1492 may be 
a Code Division Multiple Access ( CDMA ) connection , a 
Global System for Mobile communications ( GSM ) connec 
tion , or another type of cellular or wireless coupling . In this 
example , the coupling 1482 may implement any of a variety 
of types of data transfer technology , such as Single Carrier 
Radio Transmission Technology ( 1xRTT ) , Evolution - Data 
Optimized ( EVDO ) technology , General Packet Radio Ser 
vice ( GPRS ) technology , Enhanced Data rates for GSM 
Evolution ( EDGE ) technology , third Generation Partnership 
Project ( 3GPP ) including 3G , fourth generation wireless 
( 4G ) networks , Universal Mobile Telecommunications Sys 
tem ( UMTS ) , High Speed Packet Access ( HSPA ) , World 
wide Interoperability for Microwave Access ( WiMAX ) , 

to a surro 
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Long Term Evolution ( LTE ) standard , others defined by 
various standard - setting organizations , other long range pro 
tocols , or other data transfer technology . 
[ 0086 ] The instructions 1416 may be transmitted or 
received over the network 1490 using a transmission 
medium via a network interface device ( e.g. , a network 
interface component included in the communication com 
ponents 1464 ) and using any one of a number of well - known 
transfer protocols ( e.g. , HTTP ) . Similarly , the instructions 
1416 may be transmitted or received using a transmission 
medium via the coupling 1472 ( e.g. , a peer - to - peer coupling ) 
to the devices 1470. The term “ transmission medium ” shall 
be taken to include any intangible medium that is capable of 
storing , encoding , or carrying the instructions 1416 for 
execution by the machine 1400 , and includes digital or 
analog communications signals or other intangible media to 
facilitate communication of such software . 
[ 0087 ] Throughout this specification , plural instances may 
implement components , operations , or structures described 
as a single instance . Although individual operations of one 
or more methods are illustrated and described as separate 
operations , one or more of the individual operations may be 
performed concurrently , and nothing requires that the opera 
tions be performed in the order illustrated . Structures and 
functionality presented as separate components in example 
configurations may be implemented as a combined structure 
or component . Similarly , structures and functionality pre 
sented as a single component may be implemented as 
separate components . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within the scope of 
the subject matter herein . 
[ 0088 ] Although an overview of the inventive subject 
matter has been described with reference to specific example 
embodiments , various modifications and changes may be 
made to these embodiments without departing from the 
broader scope of embodiments of the present disclosure . 
Such embodiments of the inventive subject matter may be 
referred to herein , individually or collectively , by the term 
" invention ” merely for convenience and without intending 
to voluntarily limit the scope of this application to any single 
disclosure or inventive concept if more than one is , in fact , 
disclosed . 
[ 0089 ] The embodiments illustrated herein are described 
in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to 
practice the teachings disclosed . Other embodiments may be 
used and derived therefrom , such that structural and logical 
substitutions and changes may be made without departing 
from the scope of this disclosure . The Detailed Description , 
therefore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope 
of various embodiments is defined only by the appended 
claims , along with the full range of equivalents to which 
such claims are entitled . 
[ 0090 ] As used herein , the term “ or ” may be construed in 
either an inclusive or exclusive sense . Moreover , plural 
instances may be provided for resources , operations , or 
structures described herein as a single instance . Additionally , 
boundaries between various resources , operations , modules , 
engines , and data stores are somewhat arbitrary , and par 
ticular operations are illustrated in a context of specific 
illustrative configurations . Other allocations of functionality 
are envisioned and may fall within a scope of various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In general , structures 
and functionality presented as separate resources in the 
example configurations may be implemented as a combined 

structure or resource . Similarly , structures and functionality 
presented as a single resource may be implemented as 
separate resources . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within a scope of 
embodiments of the present disclosure as represented by the 
appended claims . The specification and drawings are , 
accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense . 
[ 0091 ] In this document , the terms “ a ” or “ an ” are used , as 
is common in patent documents , to include one or more than 
one , independent of any other instances or usages of “ at least 
one ” or “ one or more . ” In the appended claims , the terms 
“ including ” and “ in which ” are used as the plain - English 
equivalents of the respective terms " comprising ” and 
“ wherein . " Also , in the following claims , the terms “ includ 
ing ” and “ comprising ” are open - ended ; that is , a system , 
device , article , or process that includes elements in addition 
to those listed after such a term in a claim are still deemed 
to fall within the scope of that claim . Moreover , in the 
following claims , the terms “ first , ” “ second , ” “ third , ” and so 
forth are used merely as labels , and are not intended to 
impose numerical requirements on their objects . 

1. - 20 . ( canceled ) 
21. A system comprising : 
one or more processors of a machine ; and 
a memory storing instructions that , when executed by at 

least one processor among the one or more processors , 
causes the machine to perform operations comprising : 

accessing spreadsheet data of a spreadsheet having one or 
more data validation rules ; 

accessing an application data schema comprising a set of 
constraints on application data consumed by an appli 
cation from among a plurality of applications hosted by 
one or more application servers ; 

determining whether the one or more data validation rules 
include the set of constraints ; and 

in response to determining the one or more data validation 
rules exclude at least one constraint from the set of 
constraints , causing display - of a notification that 
includes an indication that the application data is 
unable to be synchronized with the spreadsheet data , 
the notification specifying one or more additional vali 
dation rules to associate with the spreadsheet to trigger 
synchronization of the application data with the spread 
sheet data , the one or more additional validation rules 
specified in the notification corresponding to the at least 
one constraint that has been determined to be excluded 
from the one or more data validation rules . 

22. The system of claim 21 , wherein the operations further 
comprise : 

based on determining that the one or more additional 
validation rules have been associated with the spread 
sheet , synchronizing the application data consumed by 
the application with the spreadsheet data corresponding 
to the spreadsheet . 

23. The system of claim 22 , wherein the operations further 
comprise : 

causing display of a window that includes a user select 
able list of predefined validation rules for association 
with one or more cells in the spreadsheet ; 

receiving a user selection , from the user selectable list , of 
one or more predefined validation rules for association 
with the one or more cells in the spreadsheet , the one 
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or more predefined validation rules corresponding to 
the one or more additional validation rules . 

24. The system of claim 22 , wherein : 
the client device is a first client device from among a 

plurality of client devices accessing the spreadsheet ; 
the operations further comprise : 
receiving , from a second client device accessing the 

spreadsheet , a modification to at least one entry in the 
spreadsheet ; 

validating the at least one entry according to the one or 
more data validation rules and the one or more addi 
tional validation rules ; and 

synchronizing the application data consumed by the appli 
cation with the spreadsheet data such that the applica 
tion data includes the modification to the at least one 
entry in the spreadsheet . 

25. The system of claim 22 , wherein the operations further 
comprise : 

receiving , from a client device , user specified logic , the 
logic comprising a name , a validator , and a value type ; 
and 

receiving , from the client device , one or more user 
specified configuration parameters ; 

wherein the user specified logic and the user specified 
configuration parameters correspond to at least one of 
the one or more additional validation rules . 

26. The system of claim 21 , wherein the operations further 
comprise : 

causing display of a synchronization interface to present 
a status of synchronization of the spreadsheet data with 
each of the plurality of applications , the status of 
synchronization of the spreadsheet data with a second 
application indicating the spreadsheet data is synchro 
nized with the second application . 

27. The system of claim 26 , wherein 
the application data schema is a first application data 
schema ; 

the set of constraints is a first set of constraints ; and 
the operations further comprise : 
accessing a further application data schema comprising a 

second set of constraints on application data consumed 
by the second application ; 

determining the one or more data validation rules include 
the second set of constraints ; and 

in response to determining the one or more data validation 
rules include the second set of constraints , synchroniz 
ing the application data consumed by the second appli 
cation with the spreadsheet data . 

28. The system of claim 26 , wherein the operations further 
comprise : 

receiving , from a client device accessing the spreadsheet , 
a modification to at least one entry in the spreadsheet ; 

validating the at least one entry according to the one or 
more data validation rules ; and 

synchronizing the application data consumed by the sec 
ond application with the spreadsheet data such that the 
application data includes the modification to the at least 
one entry in the spreadsheet . 

29. The system of claim 21 , wherein the operations further 
comprise : 

validating the spreadsheet according to the one or more 
data validation rules ; 

determining at least one cell in the spreadsheet includes 
an invalid entry ; and 

in response to determining the at least one cell in the 
spreadsheet includes the invalid entry , causing the at 
least one cell to be visually distinguished from remain 
ing cells during display of the spreadsheet . 

30. A method comprising : 
accessing spreadsheet data of a spreadsheet having one or 
more data validation rules ; 

accessing an application data schema comprising a set of 
constraints on application data consumed by an appli 
cation from among a plurality of applications hosted by 
one or more application servers ; 

determining whether the one or more data validation rules 
include the set of constraints ; and 

in response to determining the one or more data validation 
rules exclude at least one constraint from the set of 
constraints , causing display - of a notification that 
includes an indication that the application data is 
unable to be synchronized with the spreadsheet data , 
the notification specifying one or more additional vali 
dation rules to associate with the spreadsheet to trigger 
synchronization of the application data with the spread 
sheet data , the one or more additional validation rules 
specified in the notification corresponding to the at least 
one constraint that has been determined to be excluded 
from the one or more data validation rules . 

31. The method of claim 30 , further comprising : 
based on determining that the one or more additional 

validation rules have been associated with the spread 
sheet , synchronizing the application data consumed by 
the application with the spreadsheet data corresponding 
to the spreadsheet . 

32. The method of claim 31 , further comprising : 
causing display of a window that includes a user select 

able list of predefined validation rules for association 
with one or more cells in the spreadsheet ; 

receiving a user selection , from the user selectable list , of 
one or more predefined validation rules for association 
with the one or more cells in the spreadsheet , the one 
or more predefined validation rules corresponding to 
the one or more additional validation rules . 

33. The method of claim 31 , wherein : 
the client device is a first client device from among a 

plurality of client devices accessing the spreadsheet ; 
the operations further comprise : 

receiving , from a second client device accessing the 
spreadsheet , a modification to at least one entry in 
the spreadsheet ; 

validating the at least one entry according to the one or 
more data validation rules and the one or more 
additional validation rules ; and 

synchronizing the application data consumed by the 
application with the spreadsheet data such that the 
application data includes the modification to the at 
least one entry in the spreadsheet . 

34. The method of claim 30 , further comprising : 
receiving , from a client device , user specified logic , the 

logic comprising a name , a validator , and a value type ; 
and 

receiving , from the client device , one or more user 
specified configuration parameters ; 

wherein the user specified logic and the user specified 
configuration parameters correspond to at least one of 
the one or more additional validation rules . 
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35. The method of claim 30 , further comprising : causing 
display of a synchronization interface to present a status of 
synchronization of the spreadsheet data with each of the 
plurality of applications , the status of synchronization of the 
spreadsheet data with a second application indicating the 
spreadsheet data is synchronized with the second applica 
tion . 

36. The method of claim 35 , wherein : 
the application data schema is a first application data 
schema ; 

the set of constraints is a first set of constraints ; and 
the operations further comprise : 
accessing a further application data schema comprising a 

second set of constraints on application data consumed 
by the second application ; 

determining the one or more data validation rules include 
the second set of constraints ; and 

in response to determining the one or more data validation 
rules include the second set of constraints , synchroniz 
ing the application data consumed by the second appli 
cation with the spreadsheet data . 

37. The method of claim 35 , further comprising : 
receiving , from a client device accessing the spreadsheet , 

a modification to at least one entry in the spreadsheet ; 
validating the at least one entry according to the one or 
more data validation rules ; and 

synchronizing the application data consumed by the sec 
ond application with the spreadsheet data such that the 
application data includes the modification to the at least 
one entry in the spreadsheet . 

38. The method of claim 30 , further comprising : 
validating the spreadsheet according to the one or more 

data validation rules ; 
determining at least one cell in the spreadsheet includes 

an invalid entry ; and 

in response to determining the at least one cell in the 
spreadsheet includes the invalid entry , causing the at 
least one cell to be visually distinguished from remain 
ing cells during display of the spreadsheet . 

39. A non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
embodying instructions that , when executed by at least one 
processor of a machine , cause the machine to perform 
operations comprising : 

accessing spreadsheet data of a spreadsheet having one or 
more data validation rules ; 

accessing an application data schema comprising a set of 
constraints on application data consumed by an appli 
cation from among a plurality of applications hosted by 
one or more application servers ; 

determining whether the one or more data validation rules 
include the set of constraints ; and 

in response to determining the one or more data validation 
rules exclude at least one constraint from the set of 
constraints , causing display - of a notification that 
includes an indication that the application data is 
unable to be synchronized with the spreadsheet data , 
the notification specifying one or more additional vali 
dation rules to associate with the spreadsheet to trigger 
synchronization of the application data with the spread 
sheet data , the one or more additional validation rules 
specified in the notification corresponding to the at least 
one constraint that has been determined to be excluded 
from the one or more data validation rules . 

40. The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 39 , wherein the operations further comprise : 

based on determining that the one or more additional 
validation rules have been associated with the spread 
sheet , synchronizing the application data consumed by 
the application with the spreadsheet data corresponding 
to the spreadsheet . 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR GROUPING 
AND ENRICHING DATA ITEMS ACCESSED 
FROM ONE OR MORE DATABASES FOR 
PRESENTATION IN A USER INTERFACE 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0006 ] In some instances related electronic data items may 
be clustered and stored in an electronic data store . Even 
when electronic data items are clustered , however , the 
electronic collection of data may include hundreds of thou 
sands , millions , tens of millions , hundreds of millions , or 
even billions of clusters of data items . As with individual 
data items , determination and selection of relevant clusters 
of data items within such a collection of data may be 
extremely difficult for the analyst . Further , processing and 
presenting such clusters of data items in an efficient way to 
an analyst may be a very challenging task . The data should 
be presented to the analyst in a way that makes it easy for 
the analyst to interpret and arrive at conclusions over the 
potentially risky trading behavior . 

SUMMARY 

[ 0001 ] Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1.57 . 
[ 0002 ] This application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser . No. 14 / 948,936 , filed Nov. 23 , 2015 , and 
titled “ SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR GROUPING 
AND ENRICHING DATA ITEMS ACCESSED FROM 
ONE OR MORE DATABASES FOR PRESENTATION IN 
A USER INTERFACE , ” and this application claims benefit 
of U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 62 / 206,119 , filed 
Aug. 17 , 2015 , and titled “ SYSTEMS AND METHODS 
FOR GROUPING AND ENRICHING DATA ITEMS 
ACCESSED FROM ONE OR MORE DATABASES FOR 
PRESENTATION IN A USER INTERFACE ” . The entire 
disclosures of each of the above items is hereby made part 
of this specification as if set forth fully herein and incorpo 
rated by reference for all purposes , for all that it contains . 

BACKGROUND 

[ 0003 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure are gener 
ally related to grouping , enrichment , and presentation of 
data items accessed from one or more databases , and spe 
cifically to grouping , enrichment , and presentation of trade 
related data items . 
[ 0004 ] Detection of the occurrence of risky or unauthor 
ized trading , and / or other undesirable behavior occurring 
within a business is a highly important , but oftentimes 
challenging task . Trader oversight may be useful for regu 
latory authorities seeking to make sure traders at the busi 
ness are complying with laws or regulations . Risky or 
unauthorized trading may result in significant financial 
losses to the business and / or additional financial conse 
quences such as penalties paid to regulators . 
[ 0005 ] Detection of risky or unauthorized trading may be 
performed through the examination of trades performed by 
traders over time . Previously , determination and identifica 
tion of risky or unauthorized trading through the examina 
tion of trades was a labor intensive task . For example , in an 
investigation of risky or unauthorized trading , an analyst 
may have had to pore through numerous collections of data 
( e.g. , trading logs and other trade - related information ) com 
prising hundreds of thousands , millions , tens of millions , 
hundreds of millions , or even billions of data items , manu 
ally discern patterns and perform analyses to gain additional 
context , and compile any information gleaned from such 
analyses . The analyst may have to make many decisions 
regarding selection of electronic data items within an elec 
tronic collection of data . Determination and selection of 
relevant data items within such collections of data may be 
extremely difficult for the analyst . In addition , such collec 
tions of data may consume significant storage and / or 
memory , and the processing thereof ( for example , having an 
analyst using a computer to sift and / or search through huge 
numbers of data items ) may be extremely inefficient and 
consume significant processing and / or memory resources . 

[ 0007 ] The systems , methods , and devices described 
herein each have several aspects , no single one of which is 
solely responsible for its desirable attributes . Without lim 
iting the scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting fea 
tures will now be discussed briefly . 
[ 0008 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate to a 
data analysis system ( also referred to herein as “ the system ” ) 
that may receive data comprising a plurality of raw data 
items from one or more data sources . The raw data items 
may be combined with data from different sources based 
upon common attributes , in order to provide additional 
contextual information for the received data . These may 
include third party sources , other received data of a same 
data type , and / or other received data of different data types . 
The data may be grouped into automatically - generated 
memory - efficient clustered data structures . 
[ 0009 ] As previously mentioned , groups of data clusters 
may include one or more data items . A data item may include 
any data , information , or things , such as a person , a place , 
an organization , an account , a computer , an activity , and 
event , and / or the like . In an example application , a human 
analyst may be tasked with deciding whether a trader or 
person data item represents a trader conducting risky or 
unauthorized trades . However , an individual data item often 
times includes insufficient information for the analyst to 
make such decisions . Rather , the analyst may make better 
decisions based upon a collection of related data items . For 
instance , two trades or financial transactions may be related 
by an identical trader identifier . Or two accounts belonging 
to one trader may be related by an identical trader identifier 
or other attribute ( e.g. , a shared ID number , address , etc. ) . 
Some currently available systems assist the analyst by 
identifying data items that are directly related to an initial 
data item . For example , the analyst could initiate an inves 
tigation with a single suspicious data item or “ seed , ” such as 
a trader data item possessing the name of a trader or some 
other identifier for a trader . If the analyst examined this data 
item by itself , then the analyst would not observe any 
suspicious characteristics . However , the analyst could 
request a list of data items related to the seed by a shared 
attribute , such as a trader identifier . In doing so , the analyst 
could discover an additional data item , such as trading 
accounts , which relate to the original trader because of a 
shared trader identifier . Through the trader identifier , or the 
attached trading accounts , an analyst could also uncover 
additional data items related to the seed . For example , the 
analyst could discover trades or financial transactions , 
linked to the trader based on a shared trader identifier or 
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linked to the one or more trading accounts based on a shared 
trader identifier or account identifier . The analyst could then 
perform risk analysis on all of these trades or transactions 
and mark individual trades as potentially risky , or even mark 
the trader associated with the shared trader identifier as a 
potentially risky trader . 
[ 0010 ] Generation of the memory - efficient clustered data 
structures may be accomplished selection of an initial data 
item of interest ( also referred to herein as a “ seed ” ) , adding 
of the initial data item to the memory - efficient clustered data 
structure ( or , alternatively , designating the initial data item 
as the clustered data structure , or an initial iteration of the 
clustered data structure ) , and determining and adding one or 
more related data items to the cluster . In various embodi 
ments , a generated cluster may include far fewer data items 
than the collection of data described above , and the data 
items included in the cluster may only include those data 
items that are relevant to a particular investigation ( for 
example , a risky trading investigation ) . Accordingly , in an 
embodiment , processing of the generated cluster may be 
highly efficient as compared to the collection of data 
described above . This may be because , for example , a given 
risky trading investigation by an analyst ( for example , as the 
analyst sifts and / or searches through data items of one or 
more grouped clusters ) may only require storage in memory 
of a single set of grouped cluster data structures . Further , a 
number of data items in the group of clusters may be several 
orders of magnitude smaller than in the entire electronic 
collection of data described above because only data items 
related to each other are included in the clusters . 
[ 0011 ] In various embodiments , seeds may be automati 
cally selected / generated according to various seed determi 
nation strategies , and clusters of related data items may be 
generated based on those seeds and according to cluster 
generation strategies ( also referred to herein as “ cluster 
strategies ” ) . Also , as mentioned above , the system may 
generate a score , multiple scores , and / or metascores for each 
generated cluster , and may optionally rank or prioritize the 
generated clusters based on the generated scores and / or 
metascores . High priority clusters may be of greater interest 
to an analyst as they may contain related data items that meet 
particular criteria related to the analyst's investigation . In an 
embodiment , the system may enable an analyst to advanta 
geously start an investigation with a prioritized cluster , or 
group of clusters , including many related data items rather 
than a single randomly selected data item . Further , as 
described above , the cluster prioritization may enable the 
processing requirements of the analyst's investigation to be 
highly efficient as compared to processing of the huge 
collection of data described above . As mentioned above , this 
is because , for example , a given investigation by an analyst 
may only require storage in memory of a limited number of 
data items associated with a small number of clusters , and 
further , a number of data items in a cluster may be several 
orders of magnitude smaller than in the entire electronic 
collection of data described above because only data items 
related to each other are included in the cluster . 
[ 0012 ] In various embodiments , grouping of related data 
clusters enables an analyst to review the data in a logical 
way . For example , the data clusters may be tagged and 
grouped according to a person , a type of event , and / or the 
like . Accordingly , the analyst may be enabled to evaluate all 
data related to a person in the context of a particular 
investigation , further increasing the efficiency of the analyst . 

[ 0013 ] In various embodiments , a single master instance 
of each data item is stored by the system . The master 
instance of each data item includes all metadata and other 
information associated with the data item , as well as a 
unique data item identifier . When generating clusters and 
groups of clusters , in some embodiments , the master 
instances of the data items are referenced by their data item 
identifiers rather than making copies of the data items in 
each cluster . This advantageously enables memory savings 
and the data items do not have to be copied multiple times . 
Additionally , any updates to a master data item may be 
rapidly propagated to all references of the data item in each 
cluster , thus reducing processing requirements . 
[ 0014 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure also relate 
to automated scoring , sorting , of prioritizing of the groups of 
clustered data structures , automatically analyzing those clus 
tered data structures , storing the scoring or analysis in the 
clustered data structures ( such as within a database ) , and 
providing data items within the clustered data structures 
such as the results of the automated analysis — to an user 
interface in an optimized way to an analyst . The automated 
analysis of the clustered data structures ( also referred to 
herein as “ data item clusters , " " data clusters , ” or simply 
" clusters ” ) may include an automated application of various 
criteria or rules so as to generate scores , alerts , conclusions , 
and so forth , which can also be stored within the clustered 
data structures . 

[ 0015 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure also relate 
to allowing an analyst to specify how groups of data clusters 
( referred to herein as “ dossiers ” ) may be presented in a 
dossier user interface . For example , a front - end or configu 
ration user interface may be provided for the analyst to use 
reference fields and create a dossier format that specifies 
how the data in a dossier may eventually be presented in the 
dossier user interface . The analyst may also be prompted to 
implement one or more enrichments on the data clusters . 
Based on the analyst's inputs , the data analysis system may 
perform one or more enrichments on the data clusters . The 
one or more enrichments may be used to dynamically 
enhance , re - group , and / or filter the data in the dossiers for 
presentation in the dossier user interface so as to enable an 
analyst to quickly navigate among information in the various 
dossiers and efficiently evaluate the dossiers in the context 
of , for example , a risky trading investigation . 
[ 0016 ] In some embodiments , the one or more enrich 
ments may be used to analyze or group raw data items 
( based on , for example , common attributes ) in order to 
construct one or more visualizations , such as one or more 
timelines , histograms , and / or other visualizations to be pre 
sented in the dossier user interface . The presentation of such 
visualizations may be specified in the dossier format and 
configured by the user through a configuration user inter 
face . Such visualizations may allow the user to detect 
patterns and visualize a distribution of raw data items over 
time or over particular attributes , in order to identify data 
items or groups of data items that are of interest or otherwise 
deserving of further analysis . In some embodiments , differ 
ent types of visualizations may be displayed concurrently , 
wherein actions performed on one visualization ( e.g. , drill 
down ) may be automatically reflected in the other displayed 
visualizations . Additionally , in some embodiments the visu 
alizations may incorporate data items of multiple data item 
types ( and / or data items from multiple different sources ) . 
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[ 0017 ] In some embodiments , the one or more enrich 
ments specified by the user may be used to retrieve , package 
or combine data located in various data tables of a database 
or one or more data sources . Thus , data items in the data 
clusters may be searched and additional enrichments may be 
applied against the received data items . A user may also , in 
some embodiments , pre - apply one or more enrichments to a 
search , such that the search will be executed and the selected 
enrichments automatically applied to the retrieved search 
results . For example , raw data items may be searched across 
various data tables in a database or one or more data sources , 
and the system may perform user - defined enrichments that 
automatically interpolate or combine data between the vari 
ous data tables . 

[ 0018 ] In some embodiments , the dossier format defined 
by the user may also be used with the one or more enrich 
ments in order to filter the data contained in the clustered 
data sources in order to extract or obtain only the relevant 
data needed to fulfill the dossier format defined by the user . 
Thus , the data can undergo filtering to eliminate non 
relevant raw data items , such as by running the data against 
a whitelist and / or one or more rules . 
[ 0019 ] In some embodiments , the one or more enrich 
ments may be used in order to display data in a different 
format or structure when presented to the user through the 
dossier user interface . In some embodiments , the one or 
more enrichments may be used in order to enrich the data for 
providing additional context to a user when the enriched 
data is presented to the user through the dossier user 
interface . For example , the user may be able to configure an 
enrichment that specifies a custom format for how large 
amount values are displayed . For example , the user may 
specify a format for presenting total account value as “ 120 
M ” rather , than a longer version such as “ $ 120,227,513 , ” 
such that the user may more easily interpret the value of a 
trading account . 
[ 0020 ] In various embodiments , a computer system is 
disclosed that comprises one or more computer readable 
storage devices and one or more one or more hardware 
computer processors in communication with the one or more 
computer readable storage devices . The one or more com 
puter readable storage devices are configured to store a 
plurality of computer executable instructions and a plurality 
of raw data items , wherein a raw data item is associated with 
one or more attributes . The one or more hardware computer 
processors are configured to execute the plurality of com 
puter executable instructions in order to cause the computer 
system to : identify a data item lead from the plurality of raw 
data items ; receive one or more search parameters based at 
least in part upon an attribute associated with the data item 
lead ; query the plurality of raw data items based at least in 
part upon the received search parameters to identify a group 
of raw data items associated with the data item lead ; receive 
a data cluster comprising the group of raw data items ; 
generate a configuration user interface , wherein the configu 
ration user interface contains an input area configured to 
receive an user input for changing a dossier format or 
choosing any data enrichments to apply to the data cluster , 
wherein the dossier format specifies how a dossier is dis 
played in a dossier user interface , and wherein the dossier 
comprises the data cluster and any data enrichments applied 
to the data cluster , generate the dossier , based at least in part 
upon the dossier format and any data enrichments chosen to 

be applied ; and generate the dossier user interface to display 
the dossier based on the dossier format . 

[ 0021 ] In some embodiments , the plurality of computer 
executable instructions further cause the computer system 
to : perform an analysis on the data cluster based on a scoring 
strategy ; and add the analysis to the data cluster . In some 
embodiments , the dossier user interface comprises a display 
area displaying at least a portion of the data of the dossier 
and their associated attributes in a tabular format . In some 
embodiments , the dossier user interface comprises a display 
area displaying a timeline of at least a portion of the data of 
the dossier organized at least in part by a time - based 
attribute associated with the portion of the data of the 
dossier . In some embodiments , the dossier format comprises 
a plurality of sections , and wherein the dossier user interface 
is configured to display the dossier according to the plurality 
of sections of the dossier format . In some embodiments , the 
plurality of computer executable instructions further cause 
the computer system to : pack the dossier and the dossier 
format into a data package ; and unpack the data package to 
obtain the dossier and the dossier format prior to generating 
the dossier user interface . In some embodiments , the plu 
rality of raw data is stored in one or more data tables in a 
database . In some embodiments , generating the dossier 
comprises directly accessing the one or more data tables 
without an application macro or a user interface . In some 
embodiments , generating the dossier further comprises que 
rying the raw data stored in the one or more data tables , 
based at least in part upon the dossier format and any data 
enrichments chosen to be applied . In some embodiments , 
one of the data enrichments is a versioning operation for 
which the user input supplies a first key and a second key , 
and wherein generating the dossier further comprises group 
ing and sub - grouping data items in the data cluster and / or the 
plurality of raw data items based on the first key and the 
second key . 
[ 0022 ] In various embodiments , a computer system is 
disclosed that comprises one or more computer readable 
storage devices and one or more one or more hardware 
computer processors in communication with the one or more 
computer readable storage devices . The one or more com 
puter readable storage devices are configured to store a 
plurality of computer executable instructions and a plurality 
of raw data items , wherein a raw data item is associated with 
one or more attributes . The one or more hardware computer 
processors are configured to execute the plurality of com 
puter executable instructions in order to cause the computer 
system to : identify a data item lead from the plurality of raw 
data items ; receive one or more search parameters based at 
least in part upon an attribute associated with the data item 
lead ; query the plurality of raw data items based at least in 
part upon the received search parameters to identify a group 
of raw data items associated with the data item lead ; receive 
a data cluster comprising the group of raw data items ; 
receive a user - defined code , wherein the user - defined code : 
specifies a dossier format , wherein the dossier format speci 
fies how a dossier is displayed in a dossier user interface , and 
wherein the dossier comprises the data cluster and any data 
enrichments applied to the data cluster ; and configures any 
data enrichments to apply to the data cluster ; generate the 
dossier , based at least in part upon the dossier format and 
any data enrichments configured to be applied ; and generate 
the dossier user interface to display the dossier based on the 
dossier format . 
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[ 0023 ] In some embodiments , the plurality of computer 
executable instructions further cause the computer system 
to : perform an analysis on the data cluster based on a scoring 
strategy ; and add the analysis to the data cluster . In some 
embodiments , the dossier user interface comprises a display 
area displaying at least a portion of the data of the dossier 
and their associated attributes in a tabular format . In some 
embodiments , the dossier user interface comprises a display 
area displaying a timeline of at least a portion of the data of 
the dossier organized at least in part by a time - based 
attribute associated with the portion of the data of the 
dossier . In some embodiments , the dossier format comprises 
a plurality of sections , and wherein the dossier user interface 
is configured to display the dossier according to the plurality 
of sections of the dossier format . In some embodiments , the 
plurality of computer executable instructions further cause 
the computer system to : pack the dossier and the dossier 
format into a data package ; and unpack the data package to 
obtain the dossier and the dossier format prior to generating 
the dossier user interface . In some embodiments , the plu 
rality of raw data is stored in one or more data tables in a 
database . In some embodiments , generating the dossier 
comprises directly accessing the one or more data tables 
without an application macro or a user interface . In some 
embodiments , generating the dossier further comprises que 
rying the raw data stored in the one or more data tables , 
based at least in part upon the dossier format and any data 
enrichments chosen to be applied . In some embodiments , 
one of the data enrichments is a versioning operation for 
which the user - defined code supplies a first key and a second 
key , and wherein generating the dossier further comprises 
grouping and sub - grouping data items in the data cluster 
and / or the plurality of raw data items based on the first key 
and the second key . 
[ 0024 ] In various embodiments , computer - implemented 
methods are disclosed in which , under control of one or 
more hardware computing devices configured with specific 
computer executable instructions , one or more aspects of the 
above - described embodiments are implemented and / or per 
formed . 
[ 0025 ] In various embodiments , a non - transitory com 
puter - readable storage medium storing software instructions 
is disclosed that , in response to execution by a computer 
system having one or more hardware processors , configure 
the computer system to perform operations comprising one 
or more aspects of the above - described embodiments . 
[ 0026 ] Advantageously , according to various embodi 
ments , the disclosed techniques provide a more effective 
starting point and user interface for an investigation of data 
items of various types . An analyst may be able start an 
investigation from a group of clusters of related data items 
instead of an individual data item , which may reduce the 
amount of time and effort required to perform the investi 
gation . In each case , the processing and memory require 
ments of such an investigation may be significantly reduced 
due to the creation and use of highly efficient cluster data 
structures of related data items . 
[ 0027 ] Further , as described herein , a data analysis system 
may be configured and / or designed to generate user interface 
data useable for rendering the various interactive user inter 
faces described . This user interface data may be used by the 
system , and / or another computer system , device , and / or 
software program ( for example , a browser program ) ; to 
render the interactive user interfaces . The interactive user 

interfaces may be displayed on , for example , electronic 
displays ( including , for example , touch - enabled displays ) . 
The format of the dossier user interface data may be speci 
fied by the user in a dossier format . Thus , the user may be 
able to configure portions of the dossier user interface , such 
as the text or various tables , to be presented in a format that 
is optimal for that user personally . 
[ 0028 ] Additionally , it has been noted that design of 
computer user interfaces that are useable and easily learned 
by humans is a non - trivial problem for software develop 
ers . ” ( Dillon , A. ( 2003 ) User Interface Design . MacMillan 
Encyclopedia of Cognitive Science , Vol . 4 , London : Mac 
Millan , 453-458 . ) The various embodiments of interactive 
and dynamic user interfaces of the present disclosure are the 
result of significant research , development , improvement , 
iteration , and testing . This non - trivial development has 
resulted in the user interfaces described herein which may 
provide significant cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies and 
advantages over previous systems . The interactive and 
dynamic user interfaces include improved human - computer 
interactions that may provide reduced mental workloads , 
improved decision - making , reduced work stress , and / or the 
like , for an analyst user . 
[ 0029 ] Further , the interactive and dynamic user interfaces 
described herein are enabled by innovations in efficient 
interactions between the user interfaces and underlying 
systems and components . For example , disclosed herein are 
improved methods of receiving user inputs , translation and 
delivery of those inputs to various system components ( for 
example , retrieval of data item clusters ) , automatic and 
dynamic execution of complex processes in response to the 
input delivery ( for example , grouping and filtering of data 
item clusters ) , automatic interaction among various compo 
nents and processes of the system , and / or automatic and 
dynamic updating of the user interfaces . The interactions 
and presentation of data via the interactive user interfaces 
described herein may accordingly provide cognitive and 
ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over previous sys 
tems . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0030 ] The following drawings and the associated descrip 
tions are provided to illustrate embodiments of the present 
disclosure and do not limit the scope of the claims . Aspects 
and many of the attendant advantages of this disclosure will 
become more readily appreciated as the same become better 
understood by reference to the following detailed descrip 
tion , when taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings , wherein : 
[ 0031 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating a high - level 
view of an example data analysis system , according to one 
embodiment of the present disclosure . 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 2 is another block diagram illustrating a 
high - level view of an example data analysis system , accord 
ing to one embodiment of the present disclosure . 
[ 0033 ] FIG . 3 is a detailed block diagram illustrating an 
example data analysis system , according to one embodiment 
of the present disclosure . 
[ 0034 ] FIG . 4A is a flowchart that illustrates how a user 
could perform a versioning operation according to one 
embodiment . 
[ 0035 ] FIG . 4B is a flowchart that illustrates how 
could perform a versioning operation according to another 
embodiment . 

user 
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[ 0036 ] FIG . 5 is a flowchart that illustrates the role ver 
sioning may play in generating visualizations in the inter 
active user interface , according to one embodiment . 
[ 0037 ] FIG . 6 is a flowchart that illustrates manual and 
automatic joining of reference tables , according to one 
embodiment . 
[ 0038 ] FIG . 7 is an example of a configuration user 
interface for specifying a template for a table in a dossier , 
according to one embodiment . 
[ 0039 ] FIG . 8 is an example of one view in a user interface 
for previewing a dossier template , according to one embodi 
ment . 
[ 0040 ] FIG . 9 is an example of one view in a 
interface , according to one embodiment . 
[ 0041 ] FIG . 10 is an example of one view in a user 
interface that allows a dossier template to be further modi 
fied with reference fields , according to one embodiment . 
[ 0042 ] FIG . 11 illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented . 
[ 0043 ] FIG . 12 is an example of a dossier user interface for 
displaying dossiers , according to one embodiment . 

user 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

types and property types for data in a database , and how 
objects and properties may be related . 
[ 0047 ] Database : A broad term for any data structure for 
storing and / or organizing data , including , but not limited to , 
relational databases ( for example , Oracle database , mySQL 
database , and the like ) , spreadsheets , XML files , and text 
files , among others . A database may include , in some imple 
mentations , one or more tables of data ( also referred to 
herein as " data tables ” ) . The various terms " database , " " data 
store , " and / or “ data source ” may be used interchangeably in 
the present disclosure . 
[ 0048 ] Data Item ( Item ) , Data Object ( Object ) , or Data 
Entity ( Entity ) : A data container for information represent 
ing a specific thing , or a group of things , in the world . A data 
item may be associated with a number of definable proper 
ties ( as described below ) . For example , a data item may 
represent an item such as a person , a place , an organization , 
an account , a computer , an activity , a market instrument , or 
other noun . A data item may represent an event that happens 
at a point in time or for a duration . A data item may represent 
a document or other unstructured data source such as an 
e - mail message , a news report , or a written paper or article . 
Each data item may be associated with a unique identifier 
that uniquely identifies the data item . The terms “ data item , ” 
" data object , " " data entity , " " item , " " object , " and " entity " 
may be used interchangeably and / or synonymously in the 
present disclosure . 
[ 0049 ] Raw Data Item : A data item that has not yet been 
enriched by the data analysis system . A raw data item may 
belong to a data cluster . A raw data item may include data 
received from one or more data sources , but it may also 
include data obtained through observation , calculation , or 
computation . For example , the data analysis system may 
perform analysis or scoring on a data item or a data cluster . 
The analysis or scoring results may be a data item that is 
itself stored within the analyzed data cluster , and would be 
considered a raw data item since it has not been enriched . 
[ 0050 ] Data Item Lead : A raw data item that has a calcu 
lated score , metascore , or alert level above a certain thresh 
old , or has otherwise been flagged or designated for further 
analysis . 
[ 0051 ] Item ( or Entity or Object ) Type : Type of a data item 
( for example , Person , Event , or Document ) . Data item types 
may be defined by an ontology and may be modified or 
updated to include additional data item types . An data item 
definition ( for example , in an ontology ) may include how the 
data item is related to other data items , such as being a 
sub - data item type of another data item type ( for example , 
an agent may be a sub - data item of a person data item type ) , 
and the properties the data item type may have . 
[ 0052 ] Properties : Also referred to herein as " attributes " or 
“ metadata ” of data items . A property of a data item may 
include any item of information associated with , and / or 
relevant to , the data item . At a minimum , each property of 
a data item has a property type and a value or values . For 
example , properties associated with a person data item may 
include a name ( for example , John Doe ) , an address ( for 
example , 123 S. Orange Street ) , and / or a phone number ( for 
example , 800-0000 ) , among other properties . In another 
example , properties associated with a computer data item 
may include a list of users ( for example , user1 , user 2 , and 
the like ) , and / or an IP ( internet protocol ) address , among 
other properties . 

[ 0044 ] Although certain preferred embodiments and 
examples are disclosed below , inventive subject matter 
extends beyond the specifically disclosed embodiments to 
other alternative embodiments and / or uses and to modifica 
tions and equivalents thereof . Thus , the scope of the claims 
appended hereto is not limited by any of the particular 
embodiments described below . For example , in any method 
or process disclosed herein , the acts or operations of the 
method or process may be performed in 
sequence and are not necessarily limited to any particular 
disclosed sequence . Various operations may be described as 
multiple discrete operations in turn , in a manner that may be 
helpful in understanding certain embodiments ; however , the 
order of description should not be construed to imply that 
these operations are order dependent . Additionally , the struc 
tures , systems , and / or devices described herein may be 
embodied as integrated components or as separate compo 
nents . For purposes of comparing various embodiments , 
certain aspects and advantages of these embodiments are 
described . Not necessarily all such aspects or advantages are 
achieved by any particular embodiment . Thus , for example , 
various embodiments may be carried out in a manner that 
achieves or optimizes one advantage or group of advantages 
as taught herein without necessarily achieving other aspects 
or advantages as may also be taught or suggested herein . 

any suitable 

Terms 

[ 0045 ] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys 
tems and methods discussed herein , a number of terms are 
defined below . The terms defined below , as well as other 
terms used herein , should be construed broadly to include , 
without limitation , the provided definitions , the ordinary and 
customary meanings of the terms , and / or any other implied 
meanings for the respective terms . Thus , the definitions 
below do not limit the meaning of these terms , but only 
provide example definitions . 
[ 0046 ] Ontology : Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases . For 
example , the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
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[ 0053 ] Property Type : The type of data a property is , such 
as a string , an integer , or a double . Property types may 
include complex property types , such as a series data values 
associated with timed ticks ( for example , a time series ) , and 
the like . 
[ 0054 ] Property Value : The value associated with a prop 
erty , which is of the type indicated in the property type 
associated with the property . A property may have multiple 
values . 
[ 0055 ] Link : A connection between two data objects , 
based on , for example , a relationship , an event , and / or 
matching properties . Links may be directional , such as one 
representing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . 
[ 0056 ] Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects . 
[ 0057 ] Seed : One or more data items that may be used as 
a basis , or starting point , for generating a cluster . A seed may 
be generated , determined , and / or selected from one or more 
sets of data items according to a seed generation strategy . 
For example , seeds may be generated from data items 
accessed from various databases and data sources including , 
for example , databases maintained by financial institutions , 
government items , private items , public items , and / or pub 
licly available data sources . 
[ 0058 ] Cluster : A group or set of one or more related data 
items / objects / items . A cluster may be generated , determined , 
and / or selected from one or more sets of data items accord 
ing to a cluster generation strategy . A cluster may further be 
generated , determined , and / or selected based on a seed . For 
example , a seed may comprise an initial data item of a 
cluster . Data items related to the seed may be determined 
and added to the cluster . Further , additional data items 
related to any clustered data item may also be added to the 
cluster iteratively as indicated by a cluster generation strat 
egy . Data items may be related by any common and / or 
similar properties , metadata , types , relationships , and / or the 
like . Clusters may also be referred to herein as " clustered 
data structures , " " data item clusters , " and " data clusters . ” 
[ 0059 ] Seed / Cluster Generation Strategy ( also referred to 
herein as Seed / Cluster Generation Rule ( s ) ) : Seed and cluster 
generation strategies / rules indicate processes , methods , and / 
or strategies for generating seeds and generating clusters , 
respectively . For example , a seed generation strategy may 
indicate that data items having a particular property ( for 
example , traders selected from a list of traders ) are to be 
designated as seeds . In another example , a cluster generation 
strategy may indicate that data items having particular 
properties in common with ( or similar to ) a seed or other 
data item in a cluster are to be added to the cluster . Seed 
and / or cluster generation strategies may specify particular 
searches and / or rule matches to perform on one or more sets 
of data items . Execution of a seed and / or cluster generation 
strategy may produce layers of related data items . Addition 
ally , a seed / cluster generation strategy / rule may include 
multiple strategies , sub - strategies , rules , and / or sub - rules . 
[ 0060 ] Dossier : A group of data clusters . May also include 
data enrichments ( also referred to herein as “ enrichments ” ) 
to the group of data clusters . In various embodiments , as 
described below , a dossier can be generated for an analyst to 
review in order to spot potentially risky trading behavior . 
For example , the analyst can specify various enrichments to 
perform on a group of data clusters , such as data clusters 
generated from trader seeds and containing trade - related 
data associated with the trader . The system may group the 

relevant data within the clusters , perform specified enhance 
ments , and / or , based on a dossier format , display the dossier 
in an interactive dossier user interface . 
[ 0061 ] Dossier Format : A template or format according to 
which a dossier ( including any data enrichments ) may be 
displayed in an interactive dossier user interface . A dossier 
format may be user specified and / or automatically generated 
( e.g. , based on a default template ) . For example , the user 
may specify a dossier format via a configuration user 
interface . A dossier format may be specific to a type of 
dossier ( and / or , e.g. , a cluster generation strategy ) . 
[ 0062 ] Configuration User Interface : An interactive user 
interface that allows an analyst to specify a dossier format 
for displaying data from a dossier . May also allow an analyst 
to specify enrichments to be applied to data in the dossier . 
[ 0063 ] Dossier User Interface : An interactive user inter 
face that includes a dossier and its contents , displayed 
according to an associated dossier format . As mentioned 
above , the dossier may include data enrichments associated 
with the group of clusters of the dossier , which may be 
included in the dossier user interface . 
[ 0064 ] Inventive Realizations 
[ 0065 ] In the context of trader oversight , a data analysis 
system may aggregate data from various trade sources , apply 
logic to the data to identify risky traders or risky actions , and 
generate alerts . An example of an alert would be a notifi 
cation to a human analyst that a Trader A did something 
risky at X time . The alert may additionally include more 
detailed data on the action taken by Trader A that was 
identified by the data analysis system as risky . The analyst 
may be tasked with reviewing these alerts and the trades 
conducted by traders in order to monitor for risky or 
unauthorized trades . 
[ 0066 ] Human analysts may be well - suited at spotting 
operational risk when the trade - related data is presented in 
an easily - interpreted fashion via an interactive user inter 
face . From experience , the analysts may arrive at a deep 
understanding of the trade - related data and have an under 
standing of an ideal format for how the trade - related data 
should be presented , in order to optimize their own indi 
vidual ease of interpreting that data . However , the analysts 
may lack the technical know - how to write the strategies or 
code maps necessary to group / cluster the relevant data and 
present it in the desired format . 
[ 0067 ] These analysts may require a more technical person 
to generate the relevant data clusters / groupings and the 
presentation formats for the data . The analysts may then 
have to work closely with the technical person to brief the 
technical person on their individual preferences for how the 
trade - related data should be presented . The technical person 
may then manually update and , if needed , recompile the 
system to reflect the analysts ' preference . This process of 
updating the system can be inefficient and time consuming . 
[ 0068 ] Certain embodiments of the disclosure include the 
inventive realization that an improved data analysis system 
can remove this bottleneck of requiring a technically - savvy 
person to generate clustering strategies , data enrichments , 
and display formats ( e.g. , dossier formats , or how they want 
the trade - related data to be presented to them in a dossier ) , 
by instead allowing the non - technical analysts to generate 
their own clustering strategies , data enrichments , and / or 
dossier formats ( among other aspects ) , import the relevant 
data to be displayed based on their own specifications , and 
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then finally review the dossiers or presented data clusters for 
trading risk ( and / or any other analysis ) . 
[ 0069 ] Certain embodiments of the disclosure also include 
the inventive realization that one way of allowing analysts to 
specify clustering strategies , data enrichments , dossier for 
mats , etc. , is through an interactive configuration user inter 
face . This interactive configuration user interface may be a 
separate software front end or software application that is 
capable of efficiently integrating with one or more databases . 
Such an interactive configuration user interface may be 
preferable to having purely a backend or requiring the 
analyst to use code . The interactive configuration user 
interface may have a shorter learning curve and be easier for 
a non - technical person to pick up and use . The interactive 
configuration user interface may receive analyst input and 
then translate it into code or a code map . Alternatively , the 
clustering strategies , data enrichments , dossier formats , etc. 
may be specified using code . This code may be entered in to 
a stand - alone , back - end software application that may be 
separate from , or integrated with , the databases . 
[ 0070 ] Certain embodiments of the disclosure also include 
the inventive realization that after obtaining an analyst 
defined ( and / or default or automatically generated ) specifi 
cation or format ( e.g. , a dossier format ) for a dossier , the 
system may search and gather only the relevant data within 
the data clusters for presenting in accordance with the 
dossier format . The data may be located in various data 
bases . Some data items or attributes may be in separate 
reference databases . The system may automatically access 
and gather the data found in the separate reference data 
bases . The system may provide the analyst the ability to join 
data found in these separate reference databases in order to 
populate any reference fields specified in the dossier format . 
[ 0071 ] Certain embodiments of the disclosure also include 
the inventive realization that additional enrichments can be 
performed on the gathered data . These enrichments may be 
performed on the gathered data prior to submitting that data 
to the user interface for display . Some examples of such 
enrichments include combining data from various external 
or separate databases , changing the way numbers are dis 
played , and / or categorizing or ordering data items in order 
to allow the analyst more insight into a chronology of 
events . 

[ 0072 ] Certain embodiments of the disclosure also include 
the inventive realization that quick iteration times for the 
system can be obtained by improving the speed and effi 
ciency in which enrichments are applied to the raw data in 
the data clusters . This may be done by providing the system 
with low - level access to certain databases . The enrichments 
may actually occur within the program used to access the 
databases , such as through a macro , or the enrichments may 
be performed outside the program used to access the data 
bases . In the later scenario , low - level access to the databases 
may be used by the system in order to improve computing 
speed or efficiency through various means , such as by 
bypassing any interface associated with the databases . 
[ 0073 ] Overview 
[ 0074 ] This disclosure relates to a data analysis system 
( also referred to herein as the “ system ” ) which may receive 
data contained in one or more databases or aggregated from 
various databases and / or other data sources . Memory - effi 
cient clustered data structures ( also referred to herein as 
“ clusters ” ) of related data items may be automatically gen 

erated , analyzed , and scored . Such alerts , flags , conclusions , 
and scoring may be included in the data clusters . 
[ 0075 ] The data analysis system may include one or more 
configuration user interfaces through which the analyst may 
specify how the data in the data clusters is to be presented . 
As described below and above , data from the data clusters 
is generally presented as a “ dossier ” that includes various 
pre - defined elements via an interactive dossier user inter 
face . The organization of these pre - defined elements , and 
particular data from the data clusters that is to be shown 
within these pre - defined elements , may be unique to a 
clustering strategy , and optionally may be specified as by the 
analyst via the one or more configuration user interfaces 
described herein . The analyst may be able to specify , for 
example , a dossier format ( e.g. , a template or specification , 
as described above ) for a dossier without needing technical 
know - how . The configuration user interfaces may allow for 
the data aggregated from the one or more databases to be 
quickly iterated into a dossier , and may also allow for 
enrichments to be applied to the data before it is presented 
to the analyst . 
[ 0076 ] Generation of clusters may begin by automatic 
generation , determination , and / or selection of an initial data 
item of interest , called a " seed . ” As mentioned above , a data 
item may include any data , information , or things , such as a 
person , a place , an organization , an account , a computer , an 
activity , and event , and / or the like . Seeds may be automati 
cally selected / generated according to various seed determi 
nation strategies , and clusters of related data items may be 
generated based on those seeds and according to cluster 
generation strategies ( also referred to herein as " cluster 
strategies , ” “ clustering strategies , ” and / or " cluster genera 
tion rules ” ) . Seeds and related data items may be accessed 
from various databases and data sources including , for 
example , databases maintained by financial institutions , 
government entities , private entities , public entities , and / or 
publicly available data sources . Such databases and data 
sources may include a variety of information and data , such 
as , for example , personal information , financial information 
( including financial transactions or financial instrument 
information ) , tax - related information , computer network 
related data , and / or computer - related activity data , among 
others . Further , the databases and data sources may include 
various relationships that link and / or associate data items 
with one another . Various data items and relationships may 
be stored across different systems controlled by different 
items and / or institutions . According to various embodi 
ments , the data analysis system may bring together data 
from multiple data sources in order to build clusters . 
[ 0077 ] The automated analysis of the clusters may further 
include an automated application of various criteria , rules , 
indicators , or scenarios so as to generate a compact , human 
readable analysis of the data clusters . The human - readable 
analyses ( also referred to herein as “ summaries " or " con 
clusions ” ) of the data clusters may be organized into a 
dossier user interface so as to enable an analyst to quickly 
navigate among information associated with various data 
clusters and efficiently evaluate those data clusters in the 
context of , for example , a risky trading investigation . 
Embodiments of the present disclosure also disclose auto 
mated scoring of the clustered data structures by the data 
analysis system . The dossier user interface may be updated 
based on the scoring , directing the human analyst to more 
critical data clusters ( for example , data clusters more likely 
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generation , process . Such searches may produce layers of 
related data items to add to the cluster . Further , according to 
an embodiment , multiple clusters may be merged and / or 
collapsed into a single cluster when the multiple clusters 
share one or more common data items and / or properties . 
Thus , according to an embodiment , an analyst may start an 
investigation with the resulting cluster , rather than the seed 
alone . Starting with the cluster , and associated human 
readable conclusions , the analyst may form opinions regard 
ing the related data items , conduct further analysis of the 
related data items , and / or may query for additional related 
data items . 

[ 0081 ] According to various embodiments , the data analy 
sis system may further generate various " cluster scores . 
Cluster scores may include scores based on various charac 
teristics and / or attributes associated with the cluster and / or 
the various data items of the cluster . In various embodi 
ments , the data analysis system may also generate “ cluster 
metascores ” which may include , for example , an overall 
cluster score . Cluster metascores may , for example , be based 
on a combination of cluster scores of a cluster associated 
with a seed . In an embodiment , the system may further 
generate “ alert scores . ” Alert scores may be the same as , 
similar to , and / or based on any of the cluster scores , metas 
cores , and / or conclusions described herein . In an embodi 
ment , the alert score may be a metascore , and may be one of 
multiple values corresponding to , for example , a high alert , 
a medium alert , or a low alert . The alert score is described 
in further detail below . Further , cluster scores may be based 
on one or more generated conclusions related to the cluster , 
and / or the conclusions may be generated based on cluster 
scores . 

to be associated with a certain type of risky behavior ) in 
response to the analyst's inputs . 
[ 0078 ] In various embodiments , the data analysis system 
may enable an analyst to efficiently perform analysis and 
investigations of various data clusters and related data items . 
For example , the system may enable an analyst to perform 
various financial and security investigations of data clusters 
of related data items . In such an investigation , the system 
may automatically create clusters of related data items , 
generate human - readable conclusions of the clusters , score 
those clusters , and generate a dossier user interface in which , 
in response to inputs from the analyst , information related to 
the clusters may be efficiently provided to the analyst . For 
example , a trader may be a seed that is linked by the system 
to various data items including , for example , trader identi 
fiers , trade - related data , trading accounts and / or trading 
books associated with the trader . Further , the system may 
link , for example , various other traders and counterparties 
that transacted with the trader identifier , to the seed trader . 
Accordingly , in various embodiments , the system may auto 
matically cluster of various layers of data items related to the 
seed trader . One or more rules or criteria may then auto 
matically be applied to the cluster so as to generate one or 
more compact , human - readable analyses ( also referred to 
herein as “ summaries ” or “ conclusions ” ) of the data clusters . 
The human - readable analyses may comprise phrases or 
sentences that provide highly relevant , and easily evaluated 
( by a human ) , information regarding the data in the cluster 
( for example , data items and metadata ) . For example , a 
conclusion in the current example may be “ 4 traders are 
associated with the current cluster , ” or “ The 2 trading 
accounts in the cluster have been used in 30 different 
trades . ” Such conclusions in an investigation may , in an 
embodiment , enable the analyst to determine a likelihood of 
risky activity associated with the cluster . Further , the data 
items of the cluster may then be linked to possible risky 
activity . For example , the seed trader , linked trading 
accounts , and associated trade - related data may all be linked 
to the potentially risky activity . As mentioned above , in such 
an investigation the analyst may efficiently determine likely 
risky behavior , as well as discover relationships between 
trades , trade - related data , and the seed trader through several 
layers of related data items . Such techniques , enabled by 
various embodiments of the data analysis system , may be 
particularly valuable for investigations in which relation 
ships between data items may include several layers , and in 
which such relationships may be otherwise very difficult or 
impossible to manually identify . 
[ 0079 ] In various embodiments , the data analysis system 
may automatically generate , or determine , seeds based on a 
seed generation strategy ( also referred to as “ seed generation 
rules ” ) . For example , for a particular set of data items , the 
data analysis system may automatically generate , based on 
a seed generation strategy , seeds by designating particular 
data items ( and / or groups of data items ) as seeds . Examples 
of various seed generation strategies are described below . 
[ 0080 ] Further , in various embodiments , the data analysis 
system may automatically discover data items related to a 
seed , and store the resulting relationships and related data 
items together in a " cluster ” ( or , alternatively , designating 
the seed as the initial cluster ( or initial data item of the 
cluster ) and adding the discovered data items of the cluster ) . 
A cluster generation strategy may specify particular searches 
to perform at each step of an investigation , or cluster 

[ 0082 ] According to various embodiments , the data analy 
sis system may perform analysis on the data clusters and 
generate cluster scores and / or flag data clusters based on 
indicators or scenarios . Indicators may be pre - defined rules , 
strategies , or criteria for analyzing relationships between 
data in a data cluster . Indicators may be a data cluster scoring 
strategy . For example , one indicator may be a method for 
detecting the presence of PNL smoothing , a situation which 
may be associated with risky trading behavior . The data 
cluster may include the PNL data or account equity data over 
time for a given trader serving as the seed . That indicator 
may calculate the variation of that data over a time frame , in 
order to spot artificial smoothing in the curve , and then 
either flag the data cluster for the presence of PNL smooth 
ing or generate a cluster score associated with PNL smooth 
ing that represents the likelihood that PNL smoothing 
occurred . Scenarios may be pre - defined rules , strategies , or 
criteria for analyzing combinations of indicators and / or their 
associated cluster scores also for the purpose of analyzing 
relationships between data in a data cluster . For example , 
one indicator may compare the trade time for a given trade 
conducted by a trader seed against a building's security 
badge activity of that trader . If the trade did not occur during 
the time when the trader was physically badged - in at a 
secure trading location , it may indicate suspicious trading 
activity . One scenario may be a method of analyzing patterns 
or recurring suspicious trading activity of this sort , in order 
to more definitively determine whether a trader is actively 
engaging in trading without being badged - in ( or sharing 
their trading account with someone else ) . 
[ 0083 ] Further , in various embodiments , for a particular 
set of data items , multiple clusters may be generated by the 
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data analysis system . For example , the data analysis system 
may generate multiple seeds according to a seed generation 
strategy , and then multiple clusters based on those seeds 
( and based on a cluster generation strategy ) . In such embodi 
ments , the data analysis system may prioritize the multiple 
generated clusters based upon cluster scores and / or cluster 
metascores . In an embodiment , the data analysis system may 
provide a dossier user interface including a display of 
human - readable conclusions of the clusters , cluster scores , 
cluster metascores , and / or various other cluster information . 
Such a dossier user interface may be organized according to 
a prioritization of clusters . In various embodiments , cluster 
prioritization may assist an analyst in selecting particular 
clusters to investigate . 
[ 0084 ] In various embodiments , the dossier user interface 
generated by the system may provide a list of clusters 
according to one or more alert scores ( as mentioned above 
and described in detail below ) . Further , in response to an 
analyst selecting a cluster , information associated with the 
cluster may be provided to the analyst . For example , the 
analyst may be provided with a name of the cluster , a cluster 
strategy by which the cluster was generated , a list of 
generated conclusions , and / or one or more lists or tables of 
data related to the cluster . For example , the one or more lists 
or tables of data related to the cluster may be drawn from the 
data items of the cluster , and may be filtered by the analyst 
according to time and / or type of data . In an embodiment , 
various generated clusters in the dossier user interface may 
be organized according to clustering strategies whereby each 
of the clusters were generated . In an embodiment , a cluster 
type may be associated with each cluster , and may be 
determined according to the cluster strategy that generated 
the cluster . 
[ 0085 ] As mentioned above , in various embodiments , a 
generated cluster may include far fewer data items than are 
included in a full source database and / or references to 
master instances of data items , and the data items included 
in the cluster may only include those data items that are 
relevant to a particular investigation ( for example , a risky 
trading investigation ) . Accordingly , in an embodiment , pro 
cessing of the generated cluster may be highly efficient as 
compared to the collection of data described above . This 
may be because a risky trading investigation by an analyst 
may only require storage in memory of a single cluster data 
structure . Further , a number of data items in a cluster may be 
several orders of magnitude smaller than in the entire 
electronic collection of data described above because only 
data items related to each other are included in the cluster . 
[ 0086 ] Additionally , the automated analysis and scoring of 
clusters ( as mentioned above ) may enable highly efficient 
evaluation of the various data clusters by a human analyst . 
For example , the dossier user interface is generated so as to 
enable an analyst to quickly view critical data clusters ( as 
determined by the automated scoring ) , and then in response 
to analyst inputs , view and interact with the generated 
information ( including , for example , the human - readable 
conclusions ) associated with the clusters . In response to 
analyst inputs , the dossier user interface may be updated to 
display data associated with each of the generated clusters if 
the analyst desires to dive deeper into data associated with 
a given cluster . 
[ 0087 ] In various embodiments , the data analysis system 
may be used in various data analysis applications . Such 
applications may include , for example , trader oversight , 

financial fraud detection , tax fraud detection , beaconing 
malware detection , malware user - agent detection , other 
types of malware detection , activity trend detection , health 
insurance fraud detection , financial account fraud detection , 
detection of activity by networks of individuals , criminal 
activity detection , network intrusion detection , detection of 
phishing efforts , money laundering detection , and / or finan 
cial malfeasance detection . Examples of many of the above 
mentioned data analysis applications , including methods and 
systems for identifying data items , generating data clusters , 
and analyzing / scoring clusters , are disclosed in the various 
related applications listed above and previously incorpo 
rated by reference herein . 
[ 0088 ] As mentioned in reference to various features of 
the disclosure below , this application is related to U.S. patent 
application Ser . No. 14 / 139,628 , titled “ TAX DATA CLUS 
TERING , ” and filed Dec. 23 , 2013 ; U.S. patent application 
Ser . No. 14 / 139,603 , titled “ MALWARE DATA CLUSTER 
ING , ” and filed Dec. 23 , 2013 ; U.S. patent application Ser . 
No. 14 / 139,713 , titled " USER - AGENT DATA CLUSTER 
ING , ” and filed Dec. 23 , 2013 ; U.S. patent application Ser . 
No. 14 / 139,640 , titled “ TREND DATA CLUSTERING , " 
and filed Dec. 23 , 2013 ; U.S. patent application Ser . No. 
14 / 251,485 , titled “ FRAUD DETECTION AND SCOR 
ING , ” and filed Apr. 11 , 2014 ; U.S. patent application Ser . 
No. 14 / 278,963 , titled " CLUSTERING DATA BASED ON 
INDICATIONS OF FINANCIAL MALFEASANCE , ” and 
filed May 15 , 2014 ; U.S. patent application Ser . No. 14/639 , 
606 , titled “ AUTOMATED DATABASE ANALYSIS TO 
DETECT MALFEASANCE , " and filed Mar. 5 , 2015 ; U.S. 
patent application Ser . No. 14 / 616,080 , titled “ MALICIOUS 
SOFTWARE DETECTION IN A COMPUTING SYS 
TEM , ” and filed Nov. 6 , 2014 ; U.S. patent application Ser . 
No. 14 / 473,552 , titled “ DATA ITEM CLUSTERING AND 
ANALYSIS , ” and filed Aug. 29 , 2014 ; U.S. patent applica 
tion Ser . No. 14 / 473,920 , titled “ EXTERNAL MALWARE 
DATA ITEM CLUSTERING AND ANALYSIS , " and filed 
Aug. 29 , 2014 ; U.S. patent application Ser . No. 14 / 473,860 , 
titled “ MALWARE DATA ITEM ANALYSIS , " and filed 
Aug. 29 , 2014 ; and U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 
62 / 045,488 , titled “ SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING 
DYNAMIC LINKED PANELS IN USER INTERFACE , " 
and filed Sep. 3 , 2014 ; U.S. patent application Ser . No. 
14 / 579,752 , titled “ SYSTEMS AND USER INTERFACES 
FOR DYNAMIC AND INTERACTIVE INVESTIGATION 
OF BAD ACTOR BEHAVIOR BASED ON AUTOMATIC 
CLUSTERING OF RELATED DATA IN VARIOUS DATA 
STRUCTURES , ” and filed Dec. 22 , 2014. The entire dis 
closure of each of the above items is hereby made part of this 
specification as if set forth fully herein and incorporated by 
reference for all purposes , for all that it contains . 
[ 0089 ] In the following description , numerous specific 
details are set forth to provide a more thorough understand 
ing of various embodiments of the present disclosure . How 
ever , it will be apparent to one of skill in the art that the 
systems and methods of the present disclosure may be 
practiced without one or more of these specific details . 
[ 0090 ] Examples of Data Items , Properties , and Links 
[ 0091 ] In various embodiments , different types of data 
items may have different property types . For example , a 
“ Person ” data item may have an “ Eye Color ” property type 
and an “ Event ” data item may have a “ Date ” property type . 
Each property as represented by data in a database may have 
a property type defined by an ontology used by the database . 
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Further , data items may be instantiated in a database in 
accordance with a corresponding object definition for the 
particular data item in the ontology . For example , a specific 
monetary payment ( for example , an item of type " event " ) of 
US $ 30.00 ( for example , a property of type " currency ” 
having a property value of “ US $ 30.00 ” ) taking place on 
Mar. 27 , 2009 ( for example , a property of type “ date ” having 
a property value of “ Mar. 27 , 2009 ” ) may be stored in the 
database as an event object with associated currency and 
date properties as defined within the ontology . 
[ 0092 ] Data objects defined in an ontology may support 
property multiplicity . In particular , a data item may be 
allowed to have more than one property of the same property 
type . For example , a “ Person ” data object may have multiple 
“ Address ” properties or multiple “ Name ” properties or 
multiple “ Account ” properties . 
[ 0093 ] A link represents a connection between two data 
items and may be through any of a relationship , an event , 
and / or matching properties . A link may be asymmetrical or 
symmetrical . For example , “ Person ” data item A may be 
connected to “ Person ” data item B by a “ Child Of rela 
tionship ( where “ Person ” data item B has an asymmetric 
“ Parent Of ” relationship to “ Person ” data item A ) , a “ Kin 
Of ” symmetric relationship to “ Person ” data item C , and an 
asymmetric " Member Of " relationship to “ Organization " 
data item X. As an another example , “ Person ” or “ Trader ” 
data item A may be connected to a " Person ” or “ Trader " data 
item B by a " Counterparty " relationship ( as a result of 
Person A and Person B having been counterparties to a 
trade ) . The type of relationship between two data items may 
vary depending on the types of the data items . For example , 
“ Person ” data item A may have an “ Appears In ” relationship 
with “ Document data item Y or have a “ Participate In ” 
relationship with “ Event ” data item E. As an example of an 
event connection , two “ Person ” data items may be con 
nected by an “ Airline Flight ” data item representing a 
particular airline flight if they traveled together on that flight , 
or by a “ Meeting ” data item representing a particular meet 
ing if they both attended that meeting . In one embodiment , 
when two data items are connected by an event , they are also 
connected by relationships , in which each data item has a 
specific relationship to the event , such as , for example , an 
“ Appears In ” relationship . 
[ 0094 ] As an example of a matching properties connec 
tion , two “ Person ” data items representing a brother and a 
sister may both have an “ Address ” property that indicates 
where they live . If the brother and the sister live in the same 
home , then their “ Address ” properties likely contain similar , 
if not identical property values . In one embodiment , a link 
between two data item may be established based on similar 
or matching properties ( for example , property types and / or 
property values ) of the data item . These are just some 
examples of the types of connections that may be repre 
sented by a link and other types of connections may be 
represented ; embodiments are not limited to any particular 
types of connections between data items . For example , a 
document may contain references to two different items . For 
example , a document may contain a reference to a payment 
( one data item ) , and a person ( a second data item ) . A link 
between these two data items may represent a connection 
between these two items through their co - occurrence within 
the same document . 
[ 0095 ] Each data item may have multiple links with 
another data item to form a link set . For example , two 

“ Person ” data items representing a husband and a wife may 
be linked through a " Spouse Of " relationship , a matching 
“ Address ” property , and / or one or more matching " Event ” 
properties ( for example , a wedding ) . Each link , as repre 
sented by data in a database , may have a link type defined 
by the database ontology used by the database . 
[ 0096 ] In various embodiments , the data analysis system 
may access various data items and associated properties 
from various databases and data sources . Such databases and 
data sources may include a variety of information and data , 
such as , for example , personal information ( for example , 
names , addresses , phone numbers , personal identifiers , and 
the like ) , financial information ( for example , financial 
account information , transaction information , balance infor 
mation , and the like ) , tax - related information ( for example , 
tax return data , and the like ) , computer network - related data 
( for example , network traffic information , IP ( Internet Pro 
tocol ) addresses , user account information , domain infor 
mation , network connection information , and the like ) , 
and / or computer - related activity data ( for example , com 
puter events , user actions , and the like ) , among others . 
[ 0097 ] Example Embodiments of the Data Analysis Sys 
tem 

[ 0098 ] Embodiments of the disclosure will now be 
described with reference to the accompanying Figures , 
wherein like numerals refer to like elements throughout . The 
terminology used in the description presented herein is not 
intended to be interpreted in any limited or restrictive 
manner , simply because it is being utilized in conjunction 
with a detailed description of certain specific embodiments 
of the disclosure . Furthermore , embodiments of the disclo 
sure described above and / or below may include several 
novel features , no single one of which is solely responsible 
for its desirable attributes or which is essential to practicing 
the embodiments of the disclosure herein described . 
[ 0099 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
network environment of the data analysis system , according 
to one embodiment . As shown in the embodiment of FIG . 1 , 
the network environment includes server computing systems 
110 and 170 , a database 140 ( which , in some embodiments , 
may include multiple databases ) , one or more data sources 
160 , a client computing system 130 , and a network 150. In 
some embodiments , one or more of the server computing 
system 110 , the server computing system 170 , and / or the 
database 140 may be combined into a single computing 
device / system ( which may be referred to as , e.g. , the data 
analysis system ) , and / or may be further divided into mul 
tiple computing devices / systems ( which , collectively , may 
be referred to as , e.g. , the data analysis system ) . Accord 
ingly , in general the term “ data analysis system , ” as used 
herein , refers to this collection of system and / or devices and 
their associated functionality ( as described herein ) any 
suitable arrangement . As shown in FIG . 1 , the example 
network environment further includes a clustering software 
application 115 running on the server computing system 
110 , a dossier creation software application 175 running on 
the server computing system 170 , and a client 135 running 
on the client computer system 130. Further , the various 
aspects of the example network environment of FIG . 1 , 
including , e.g. , client 135 , clustering application 115 , dos 
sier creation application 175 , and database 140 may com 
municate over a network 150 , for example , to access data 
sources 160 . 
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[ 0100 ] In some embodiments , the clustering application 
115 may include a cluster / rules engine 120 , a configuration 
user interface engine 121 , a scoring engine 122 , an enrich 
ment engine 123 , a search engine 124 , and a packaging 
engine 125. The clustering application 115 may be config 
ured to create data clusters , as well as to enable analysts to 
create a desired dossier format and perform enrichments on 
the data within the clustering application 115 . 
[ 0101 ] In some embodiments , the dossier creation appli 
cation 175 may include an unpacking engine 176 , a dossier 
generation engine 177 , and a dossier user interface engine 
178. The dossier creation application 175 may be configured 
to create dossiers , as well as to enable analysts to review the 
dossiers in their desired format through a dossier user 
interface . 
[ 0102 ] As mentioned above , in some embodiments the 
clustering application 115 and the dossier creation applica 
tion 170 may be combined into a single software application , 
which may run on a single computing system / device of the 
data analysis system . 
[ 0103 ] In one embodiment , the data sources 160 provide 
data available to the clustering application 115 for analysis . 
Such data sources may include any database and / or other 
data sources including relational data sources , web services 
data , XML data , and the like . Further , such data sources 160 
may include a variety of information and data , for example , 
personal information , financial information , employment 
information , computer network - related data , and / or com 
puter - related activity data , among others . The data sources 
160 may be related to trading records stored by a financial 
institution . In such a case , the data sources 160 may include 
trading account data , trader data , and transaction data . The 
data of data source 160 may include data attributes such as 
account numbers , account balances , phone numbers , names , 
transaction amounts , and the like . Data sources 160 is 
included to be representative of a variety of data available to 
the server computer system 110 over network 150 , as well 
as locally available data sources . 
[ 0104 ] In some embodiments , the one or more databases 
140 may be Relational Database Management Systems 
( RDBMS ) that stores the data as rows in relational tables . 
While the database 140 is shown as a distinct database in 
FIG . 1 , database 140 may operate on the same server 
computing system 110 as the clustering application 115 , 
and / or any other computing system / device of the data analy 
sis system . 
[ 0105 ] In some embodiments , related data stored in data 
base 140 may be stored in one or more data tables . For 
example , there may be one or more data tables that store 
scored alerts and information related to each alert . As 
another example , there may be one or more data tables that 
store trade - related information . Thus , a data cluster may 
actually consist of data references and links , and the data 
that the data cluster is comprised of may actually be stored 
in one or more data tables in database 140. Alternatively , the 
data of the one or more data clusters may be stored in other 
suitable ways in one or more databases of the data analysis 
system . 
[ 0106 ] The client 135 may represent one or more software 
applications or modules configured to present data and 
translate input , from the analyst , into requests for data 
analyses by clustering application 115. In one embodiment , 
the client 135 and the clustering application 115 may be 
embodied in the same software module and / or may be 

included in the same computing system . In one embodiment , 
the client 135 and the dossier creation application 175 may 
be embodied in the same software module and / or may be 
included in the same computing system . In one embodiment , 
the client 135 , the clustering application 115 , and the dossier 
creation application 175 may be embodied in the same 
software module and / or may be included in the same com 
puting system . In one embodiment , several clients 135 may 
execute on the client computer 130 , and / or several clients 
135 on several client computers 130 may interact with the 
clustering application 115 and / or dossier creation applica 
tion 175. In one embodiment , the client 135 may be a 
browser accessing a web service . 
[ 0107 ] While the client 135 , clustering application 115 , 
and dossier creation application 175 are shown running on 
distinct computing systems , the client 135 , clustering appli 
cation 115 , and dossier creation application 175 may all run 
on the same computing system . 
[ 0108 ] According to an embodiment , cluster / rules engine 
120 is configured to receive data for analysis from one or 
more data sources ( e.g. , data sources 160 ) comprising one or 
more raw items and generate data clusters based on data 
clustering strategy . The data clusters may then be stored in 
a data table ( s ) or a relational database in database 140 . 
[ 0109 ] In an embodiment , scoring engine 122 is config 
ured to analyze or score received raw data items or group 
ings of raw data items stored in database 140 , according to 
one or more scoring strategies . The score may indicate an 
importance or priority for further analyzing the raw data 
items and / or groupings . The score may be related to the 
likelihood that a data cluster is associated with risky trading 
behavior . For example , scoring engine 122 may execute one 
or more scoring strategies that analyze the occurrences of a 
battery of different types of risky trading behavior , and score 
the data clusters based on any identified risky trading 
behavior . The scores may be added to the data clusters or 
stored within the same data tables , which may be located in 
database 140 . 
[ 0110 ] For example , scoring engine 122 may identify that 
certain trades are occurring during unusual times ( which 
may be indicative that the trader performing the trades is 
attempting to avoid scrutiny ) , and thus scoring engine 122 
may associate the data cluster containing those trades with 
a high score for further analysis . In some embodiments , 
different scores may be generated based upon different 
attributes and / or combinations of attributes associated with 
the data items or groupings of data items , which may then 
be aggregated to form an overall score or metascore for the 
data item . 
[ 0111 ] In an embodiment , configuration user interface 
engine 121 may provide a front - end or configuration user 
interface , such as those described in embodiments below , for 
the analyst to specify a dossier format , which is a desired 
format or template for how the dossier should look when it 
is presented to them . The configuration user interface may 
also allow the analyst to specify various enrichments that 
may be applied to the data in the data clusters . Afterwards , 
configuration user interface engine 121 may convert the 
inputs from the analyst into code or instructions that may be 
utilized with enrichment engine 123 and search engine 124 . 
[ 0112 ] In an embodiment , search engine 124 is configured 
to search , group , or filter for the relevant data in the data 
clusters , as determined by the analyst - specified dossier for 
mat . For example , the analyst may have used the configu 
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ration user interface engine 121 to specify that they want 
their dossier to show the name of a trader , but not the name 
of any counterparties involved in trades with the trader . The 
analyst may also not desire any analysis requiring the 
counterparty data . As a result , search engine 124 may look 
through the various data tables holding the data cluster in 
database 140 in order to find all the relevant data that needs 
to be presented to the analyst . In this case , the relevant data 
would include the name of the trader but not the names of 
counterparties . In addition , search engine 124 may receive 
one or more analyst inputs in order to search through and / or 
filter the raw data items in the clusters for analysis . 
[ 0113 ] In an embodiment , enrichment engine 123 is con 
figured to apply enrichments specified by the analyst 
through the configuration user interface engine 121 to the 
data that is found through search engine 124. The enrich 
ments are described in more detail in the embodiments 
below , but one example of a enrichment is changing the way 
that numbers are displayed . For example , a raw data item in 
the data cluster may involve a trade transaction amount , 
stored as “ $ 1,200,000 ” . The analyst may choose to apply an 
enrichment that displays the number instead in a shorter 
form , such as “ $ 1.2 M ” . The enriched data would be in this 
format , so that the dossier user interface can display the data 
directly without having to also perform changes to the 
number format . 
[ 0114 ] In some embodiments , enrichment engine 123 may 
be configured to enrich or supplement retrieved raw data 
items with additional information . For example , the analyst 
may specify that he wants the dossier format to include the 
name of each trader on that trader's dossier . However , the 
trader data serving as the seed for that data cluster used in 
creating the dossier may only have a trader identifier num 
ber , and not the trader's name . Enrichment engine 123 may 
be able to access data in other data tables ( e.g. , in database 
140 and / or in other data sources 160 ) that contain the 
trader's name linked to the trader's identifier number ( such 
as by accessing trading account data or employment data ) . 
Enrichment engine 123 may then map the trader name with 
the trader identifier number , so that the trader's name can be 
used to populate the dossier under the specified dossier 
format that includes the trader's name . 
[ 0115 ] In an embodiment , after the data has been gathered 
and the enrichments applied , packaging engine 125 may 
take the enriched data and pack it together with the dossier 
format . That packaged data may then be sent to the dossier 
creation application 175 running on server computing sys 
tem 170 through the network 150 . 
[ 0116 ] Within dossier creation application 175 , there is an 
unpacking engine 176 , a dossier generation engine 177 , and 
dossier user interface engine 178. Unpacking engine 176 
may take the packaged data received from clustering appli 
cation 115 and unpack it into a format usable by the dossier 
generation engine 177 . 
[ 0117 ] Dossier generation engine 177 may then take both 
the enriched data and the analyst - defined dossier format 
from the unpacked data to build dossiers . It may be simple 
for dossier generation engine 177 to generate the dossier 
since : the dossier format may be static at this stage , the data 
being displayed in the dossier has already been enriched and 
may also be static , and there may be no more calculations to 
perform ( such as risk weighting or alert scoring ) . 
[ 0118 ] In an embodiment , dossier user interface engine 
178 may generate various dossier user interfaces of the data 

analysis system as described below in various embodiments . 
In one embodiment , the dossier user interface engine 178 
may work in conjunction with dossier generation engine 177 
and unpacking engine 176 in order to organize and present 
enriched data to the analyst in a desired dossier format . 
Scored clusters or scored raw data items that were calculated 
through scoring engine 122 may be presented to the analyst 
according to the assigned scores . The dossier user interfaces 
may be generated as web applications and / or dynamic web 
pages displayed within the client 135. The dossier user 
interfaces are interactive such that an analyst may make 
selections , provide inputs , and / or manipulate outputs . 
Example dossier user interfaces that may be used in some 
embodiments are discussed in detail below in conjunction 
with various figures . 
[ 0119 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
network environment , according to another embodiment . As 
shown in FIG . 2 , the data analysis system may include an 
additional server computing system , such that it includes 
server computing systems 210 and 230. In the example of 
FIG . 2 , the tasks of data clustering / scoring and dossier 
format specification ( all performed by the server computing 
system 110 of FIG . 1 ) are divided between the two server 
computing systems 210 and 230. In other words , the clus 
tering application 115 and server computing system 110 of 
the network environment of FIG . 1 are , in the network 
environment of FIG . 2 , replaced with clustering application 
215 being run on server computing system 210 , and dossier 
specification application 235 being run on server computing 
system 230. All other components of the system may be , and 
operate , the same as described in FIG . 1 . 
[ 0120 ) Clustering application 215 includes cluster / rules 
engine 220 , clustering user interface engine 221 , and scoring 
engine 222. Clustering application 215 generates and scores 
data clusters in the same manner as clustering application 
115 in FIG . 1. The cluster / rules engine 220 is used in 
conjunction with data stored in database 140 , with the data 
optionally being stored in data tables , as described above . 
Clustering user interface engine 221 may be used by the 
analyst in order to set the seed , the seeding strategy , the 
clustering strategy , and so forth . Cluster / rules engine 220 
uses a seed and a defined data clustering strategy in order to 
generate a data cluster using data from data sources 160 . 
Scoring engine 222 may then analyze and score the data 
cluster using a scoring strategy . The data cluster may then be 
saved in database 140 in a variety of formats , such as in one 
or more data tables . 
[ 0121 ] Dossier specification application 235 may then be 
accessed . The dossier specification application 235 may 
include configuration user interface engine 240 , enrichment 
engine 241 , packaging engine 242 , and search engine 243 . 
Configuration user interface engine 240 may be used by an 
analyst to specify a dossier format , including any enrich 
ments to be applied . Search engine 243 may operate in 
conjunction with enrichment engine 241 to gather relevant 
data from the data clusters stored in database 140. The 
gathered data may be enriched with enrichment engine 241 . 
The enriched data and the dossier format may then be 
packaged with packaging engine 242 and sent to dossier 
creation application 175 in order to build a dossier for the 
analyst to view . 
[ 0122 ] In various embodiments , client 135 , clustering 
application 215 , dossier specification application 235 , and 
dossier creation application 175 may be run in various 
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different combinations on one computing system . For 
example , the clustering application 215 and dossier speci 
fication application 235 may be performed on one computer 
system , similar to how FIG . 1 illustrates an embodiment 
having clustering application 115 that performs all the roles 
of clustering application 215 and dossier specification appli 
cation 235 . 
[ 0123 ] FIG . 3 is a flowchart that illustrates an embodiment 
of the data analysis system . 
[ 0124 ] As described above , data sources 160 store data to 
be used by the data analysis system . Data sources 160 may 
have data in various formats , such as in data tables as 
described in the discussion of FIG . 1. Data sources 160 may 
be one or more data sources . In the context of trader 
oversight and reviewing traders for risky trading behavior , 
data sources 160 may have trade - related data , trader data , 
trading account data , counterparty data , and so forth . Data 
sources 160 may include a computer or drive on an internal 
network , a computer or drive on an external network , disks 
or physical medium that store data , and so forth . Data 
sources 160 may also include data sources residing on a 
cloud ( e.g. , remote , Internet - accessible ) storage service . 
[ 0125 ] At block 328 , the system may perform data clus 
tering and scoring of the data clusters based on data obtained 
from data sources 160. The data clusters may be generated 
based on cluster generation strategies such as those 
described above and in reference to FIGS . 1-10 of U.S. 
patent application Ser . No. 14 / 579,752 , filed Dec. 22 , 2014 , 
titled “ SYSTEMS AND USER INTERFACES FOR 
DYNAMIC AND INTERACTIVE INVESTIGATION OF 
BAD ACTOR BEHAVIOR BASED ON AUTOMATIC 
CLUSTERING OF RELATED DATA IN VARIOUS DATA 
STRUCTURES ” , and previously incorporated by reference 
herein . Scoring the data clusters may involve performing 
analysis on the data in a data cluster based on a scoring 
strategy , such as one of the scoring strategies described in 
reference to FIGS . 1-10 of U.S. patent application Ser . No. 
14 / 579,752 . The system may use the scoring and analysis to 
generate or compute an alert , conclusion , or flag that iden 
tifies or classifies potentially risky trading behavior associ 
ated with a data cluster . Each alert may be associated with 
a corresponding data cluster used to generate the alert , so 
that the data cluster contains data related to a generated alert 
on potentially risky trading behavior . The data clusters may 
be organized , ranked , and / or ordered based on the alert 
associated with each data cluster . The data clusters may be 
stored in one or more data tables in database 140 . 
[ 0126 ] As described above , database 140 may contain the 
data of the one or more dossiers generated by the data 
analysis system , stored in one or more data tables . A row in 
a data table may correspond to a data cluster associated with 
a single alert . For example , a row may be a data cluster that 
contains trade - related data for a single alert along with the 
alert itself . Each column in that alert row may define a 
constituent property or attribute of the alert . One column 
may have a trader's name , a trader type , a trader number , a 
trade amount , and so forth . 
[ 0127 ] Database 140 may be accessed , reviewed , and / or 
edited using a software program . Although the dossiers in 
database 140 may contain information related to alerts on 
potentially risky behavior , it may be difficult to interpret or 
use this information because it is stored in table form in one 
or more data tables . An analyst reviewing potentially risky 
trading behavior may desire the dossiers to be presented in 

a specific dossier format that allows for improved interpre 
tation . The analyst may be able to use a configuration user 
interface in order to specify a dossier format for the dossier 
to be presented in a dossier user interface . 
[ 0128 ] Analyst 302 may be an analyst that is tasked with 
overseeing or investigating risky trading behavior . Analyst 
302 may access a front - end or configuration user interface 
304. In some embodiments , configuration user interface 304 
may be an interface within a software program used to 
access database 140. In the figure , configuration user inter 
face 304 is shown as a separate , stand - alone application . The 
configuration user interface 304 may comprise an interactive 
user interface that allows analyst 302 to create a dossier 
format in a what - you - see - is - what - you - get ( WYSIWYG ) 
manner . The interactive user interface may look like the user 
interfaces shown in FIGS . 7-10 . Thus , analyst 302 may 
interactively choose data items or attributes for display , the 
system may automatically determine whether those data 
items or attributes are available in the data tables of database 
140 and / or the data sources 160 , the user may be able to 
move those data items or attributes around the dossier 
format , and the user may be able to add static text or 
structure ( such as a table ) . In other words , the analyst may 
utilize the configuration user interface to decide how he 
wants the dossier presented in the dossier user interface to 
look , and where the analyst wants all the data from the data 
tables to be displayed , while all the data interaction and 
relationships between the various data tables in database 140 
is hidden from analyst 302. The configuration user interface 
304 may then take in the analyst inputs and translate them 
into a code map that the backend can understand and use to 
obtain the relevant data from the data tables in database 140 . 
In other words , the configuration user interface 304 is a way 
of obtaining values from the analyst 302 to power the 
definitions used by the back - end . This may be very helpful 
for analyst 302 , who may have personal preferences for how 
the dossiers should be displayed for better understanding 
and interpreting the dossiers . With configuration user inter 
face 304 , a non - technical analyst could do this without ever 
writing software code . Examples of the configuration user 
interface 304 are described below in reference to FIGS . 
7-10 . 
[ 0129 ] In some embodiments , there may not be a front - end 
or configuration user interface 304. Rather , the analyst 302 
may specify the dossier template and enrichments ( block 
306 ) using the back - end by writing the code that would 
make the back - end retrieve and enrich the data . In this 
situation , since analyst 302 is writing the code map directly , 
block 320 for generating the code map may not be per 
formed by the system . Rather , the code map may be inter 
preted directly and used to pull the relevant data from data 
tables in database 140. For this back - end , the analyst 302 
may fill in fields in the code and provide definitions , in order 
to allow data to populate any reference fields . The back - end , 
and even its definitions , may be generalized in order to allow 
obtaining of data from various data tables in database 140 in 
various use cases , not just use cases specific to identifying 
risky trading behavior . A barebones , boiler - plate code tem 
plate may be provided to analyst 302 that specifies minimum 
required definitions needed to grab data from data tables in 
database 140 for sending to a dossier user interface . 
[ 0130 ] As shown in FIG . 3 , analyst 302 may use the 
configuration user interface 304 in order to specify the 
dossier format and enrichments at block 306. Through the 
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analyst - defined dossier format , the dossier 336 may be 
presented in accordance with the dossier format . However , 
dossier 336 that is produced may have various sections and 
tables . For example , the presented dossier may be comprised 
of four different sections : an overview , a versions tab , data 
tabs , and metadata tabs . In the figure , the dossier 336 is 
shown as having an overview 338 , versions tab 340 , data tab 
342 , and metadata tab 344. Overview section 338 may 
contain quick access data that analyst 302 might be inter 
ested in upfront . This may include quick descriptions on 
who performed the trade , how much the trade was for , and 
a score or rating associated with the trade . Data tab 342 may 
contain in - depth detail that analyst 302 might want to access 
if he wants more information . Versions tab 340 may show 
changes that occur between versions of a data item , or show 
how data has changed over time along with who changed the 
data . Metadata tab 344 may include custom metadata in 
more detail , such as information on any agents , trading 
books , or counterparties related to the alert . The metadata 
tab 344 may show a direct - pass through of information 
associated with data in a data cluster ( without enriching the 
data with one of the enrichments 310 ) , and may also include 
trade name , cancels or corrections data , counterparty data , 
and so forth . In other alternative embodiments , there may be 
other types of tabs and / or more or fewer tabs . For example , 
there may be a “ Dossier List ” tab that allows the analyst to 
view more than one dossier . There may not be a “ Versions " 
tab such as versions tab 340 if the analyst decides that 
organizing data through a versioning operation is not helpful 
to his review of the dossiers . Thus , the analyst 302 may 
specify how each section and table within dossier 336 is to 
look . This can efficiently be done via the configuration user 
interface 304 , as shown in FIGS . 7-10 below . 
[ 0131 ] In an alternative embodiment , the analyst 302 may 
define the dossier format through code rather than through a 
configuration user interface 304. In this embodiment , the 
analyst may have to define a code sub - map for each separate 
section of the presented dossier 336. For example , the 
analyst 302 may have to map the section or tab name to a 
sub - map of labels to show for the columns or rows within 
each section , along with reference fields or definitions that 
will be populated with values from a corresponding entry in 
a data table of database 140 ( or data sources 160 ) . 
[ 0132 ] In defining a dossier format for presenting dossier 
336 , the analyst 302 may define the output format of 
versions tab 340 by configuring the versioning 318 of data . 
Versions tab 340 may show differences that occur between 
versions of a data source . This is useful for providing context 
on how a data item has changed over time , and who changed 
that data . It is also useful for generating visualizations such 
as timelines in the dossier user interface , which require all 
the different occurrences or versions of a data item to be 
ordered and placed in a timeline ( to show that “ X ” hap 
pened , then “ Y ” happened , then “ Z ” happened , and so 
forth ) . 
[ 0133 ] At block 330 , the system searches a population of 
data — such as all the data tables in database 140 and any 
additional data from data sources 160 for different ver 
sions of the desired data item and groups them together . 
Thus , if the data is , for example , spread out over forty 
gigabytes of data and the changes occurred over a period of 
two years , then versioning can be a very expensive com 
puting operation . Technical improvements can greatly 
improve the efficiency and speed of the operation . One 

method for improving the versioning operation is through 
changing the algorithm or manner for connecting to , and 
grabbing data from , the data tables ( in database 140 or data 
sources 160 ) during block 330. For example , if data from the 
data tables is queried through a macro or interface within a 
software program configured to access the data tables , then 
the operation may be slower than desired . Instead , it would 
be faster if the system was provided lower - level access to the 
data tables in database 140 or data sources 160. Thus , at 
block 330 the system may use an integrated tool to access 
the data tables directly , or the system may have lower - level 
access ( that bypasses user interfaces ) to the data tables , 
making the operation significantly faster . Examples and 
further discussion on how a versioning request or operation 
would look like is provided in more detail in FIG . 4 . 
[ 0134 ] However , the system needs to be configured in 
gathering that data at block 330 , since that data may be 
located in various data tables within data sources 160 and / or 
database 140. If an analyst wants to see all versions of a 
trade with a specific trade ID , then the analyst may configure 
the operation by providing , at minimum , the desired data 
object to gather versions of ( such as trades with a specific 
trade ID ) , the data table or ( or data sources , such as data 
sources 160 and / or database 140 ) that contains all the 
versions of the data object , and any other information that 
should also be obtained from the different versions . An 
example of a more complex configuration may involve the 
analyst providing the name of the versions tab , the data 
table ( s ) to query all the versions of the trade from , the 
column to aggregate all the versions to , the column that 
contains the current version of the trade , the column con 
taining the trader ID who changed that specific version of the 
trade , and any other columns of interest to monitor over the 
versions . Afterwards , the system at block 330 would gather 
up all the data containing the different versions of the trade . 
When this data is passed to the dossier user interface , the 
dossier user interface can generate a timeline or storyline 
corresponding to the different versions . The analyst may 
then obtain a better understanding of the story on how a 
trade changes and progresses over time . The analyst may see 
the patterns in amending or cancelling a trade over a 
timeline . 
[ 0135 ] Further at block 306 , enrichments 310 to the data 
can also be configured . These enrichments can be applied to 
the data that is gathered from the data table ( s ) ( from data 
base 140 and / or data sources 160 ) at block 330 . 
[ 0136 ] One such enrichment is value and title enrichment 
312 , which enriches reference fields in the dossier specified 
in the dossier format by populating them with the corre 
sponding value from a data table , before any data is even 
sent to a dossier user interface for dossier review . Automatic 
referencing for reference data from a reference database can 
be used for many things such as trader names , book names , 
hierarchies , and metadata . Data enrichment is useful because 
desired data items that an analyst may want to display in the 
dossier may be split up across many data tables in various 
reference databases . Data enrichment can be done anytime 
the analyst wants to populate fields in the dossier where the 
data values are located in a different data table , such as in a 
separate reference table . 
[ 0137 ] An analyst may be able to edit a settings file 308 in 
order to configure how the value and title enrichment 312 
occurs . Value and title enrichment 312 may require the 
joining of reference tables which contain the data values 
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used to populate the fields . Thus , the settings file can be used 
to define specific reference tables to join for each field . For 
example , if the analyst specifies that the dossier has a title 
saying “ [ Trader ID ] did such and such ” , and trader ID is a 
field whose data values are not in the primary data table , then 
the system may consult the settings file . It may join the 
reference table containing values of trader ID , and may join 
all the various reference tables for all the other data fields 
configured for enrichment . When the enrichment is applied , 
the title of the dossier would no longer be “ [ Trader id ] did 
such and such ” but would change to something like , “ Trader 
ID 1234 did such and such . " Those data values ( such as for 
trader ID ) may also be utilized elsewhere in the dossier , such 
as if the specification also is configured to display “ [ Trader 
ID ] is so and so . " Since that trader's trader ID has already 
been imported , the system may also populate that field since 
the link to the trader ID reference table has already been 
established in the settings file . 
[ 0138 ] The system may also automatically perform value 
and title enrichment 312 on cross - linked data in the refer 
ence tables . For example , a joined reference table may also 
contain trader names in addition to trader IDs . A trader ID 
field in the dossier may be populated as described above to 
result in a title of “ Trader ID 1234 did such and such . ” 
However , a trader name field in the dossier may also be 
populated without having to join a new reference table . The 
system may automatically grab the trader name from the 
reference table and populate the field . Thus , an analyst may 
specify in the dossier format that the dossier user interface 
is to display a dossier that reads “ [ Trader Name ] did such 
and such ” , and the enrichment would insert “ Tom ” into the 
“ [ Trader Name ] ” field . Furthermore as a convenience to the 
analyst , since the system would be aware of the structure of 
the reference table , the front - end would be able to autocom 
plete any fields being entered into the configuration user 
interface 304 for specifying the dossier format . Thus , by 
adding references to the settings file 308 , it makes it easy to 
search for relevant data used to fill - in and populate fields 
within the dossier . “ Extra ” data items can be taken from the 
reference table and used without having to do a new join for 
those data items . 
[ 0139 ] Another enrichment feature may be the auto - join 
ing of reference tables 314. This feature allows for value and 
title enrichment 312 to occur for certain types of data 
without having to manually join reference tables for them . 
Instead , the automatic joining of reference tables for those 
data items may be configured by default . For example , a 
“ trader ” reference field may be populated by auto - joining a 
trader reference table , which may contain the trader IDs , 
corresponding names of each trader , where each trader lives , 
where each trader works , etc. The same could be done for 
" books ” and “ counterparties ” reference fields , which may be 
populated from book reference tables , counterparty refer 
ence tables , and so forth . 
[ 0140 ] Another enrichment feature may be custom for 
matting 316. The analyst 302 might specify that certain 
values or fields displayed in dossier 336 have a specific 
format . For example , analyst 302 might specify that a certain 
column containing the total value of a trade be displayed 
either as “ 1.2 M ” or “ $ 1,200,000 ) . The analyst 302 may 
specify the output formats with an extra level of granularity , 
and the format is applied to the data when it is enriched . 
[ 0141 ] After the dossier format and enrichments are speci 
fied , the system proceeds to block 320 and generate a code 

map in the back - end . This step may not be required if an 
analyst directly specifies the dossier format and enrichments 
in a code map rather than through configuration user inter 
face 304. In various embodiments , the back - end , and its 
definitions , may be generalized in order to allow obtaining 
of data from various data tables , and in various use cases . 
Thus , the system is not limited to analyzing and presenting 
dossiers related to potentially risky behavior . The system 
may be able to be used anytime analysis and presentation of 
data / analysis is important . Some examples of potential uses 
are described in the various applications that were previ 
ously incorporated by reference in this disclosure . A good 
example is provided in U.S. patent application Ser . No. 
14 / 579,752 , filed Dec. 22 , 2014 , which describes many 
fraud - detection cases beyond fraudulent or risky trading . 
[ 0142 ] At block 330 , the system uses the code map in 
order to gather and pull all the relevant data from the data 
tables in database 140 ( or from data sources 160 ) . The 
enrichments are applied to the data , and the enriched data 
( the dossier ) is combined into one package with the dossier 
format , which specifies how the enriched data should look 
when it is presented in the dossier user interface . Calcula 
tions , computations , or scoring , such as those performed by 
scoring engine 328 , were already performed at block 328 
and the results stored in the data tables in database 140. The 
system at block 330 can gather those scores in order to pass 
their static values through to the dossier generation appli 
cation for presenting in the dossier user interface . At block 
330 , the data may be reformatted when it is grabbed from the 
data tables . In some embodiments , the system at block 330 
takes the relevant data from the data tables and puts it in 
JSON format . The packaged data is then sent by the system 
to a dossier user interface at block 334 . 
[ 0143 ] At block 334 , the packaged enriched data and 
dossier format are read and unpackaged in order to generate 
dossier 336 for viewing through a dossier user interface , 
such as the dossier user interface shown in FIG . 12 , or such 
as the user interfaces shown in U.S. patent application Ser . 
No. 14 / 579,752 , filed in Dec. 22 , 2014 , and previously 
incorporated by reference . The system at block 334 takes the 
enriched data and presents it in the specified dossier format , 
so that an analyst can review dossier 336 and its compo 
nents : overview 338 , versions tab 340 , data tab 342 , and 
metadata tab 344 . 
[ 0144 ] Versioning 
[ 0145 ] FIG . 4A is a flowchart that illustrates how a ver 
sioning operation may be performed according to one 
embodiment . 
[ 0146 ] The versioning operation may require specifying 
two key values . In one embodiment , if the versioning is 
performed on a collection of data items , all data items 
sharing the first key value are aggregated ( for example , all 
trades with one trade ID ) . Then an ordering or mapping is 
conducted on the data items based on their second key ( for 
example , placing those trades in chronological order ) . How 
ever , as shown in FIG . 4A , some embodiments involve 
versioning being performed on data in data tables , in order 
to map data rows within the data tables . FIG . 4A demon 
strates how the analyst can specify the two key values 
separately . 
[ 0147 ] At block 402 , the analyst specifies a first key to use . 
For example , the first key could be a trade ID . That first key 
is used by the system at block 404 , where data tables with 
the same first key in common are aggregated or gathered . 
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The data tables may be part of one or more databases and / or 
data sources . Afterwards , at block 406 the analyst may then 
be prompted to provide a second key , such as a version 
number or data type . Data rows within the aggregated tables 
may then be mapped or ordered based on the second key at 
block 408. The result is at block 410 , the data is grouped by 
a first key ( corresponding to the data tables ) and sub 
grouped by a second key ( for example , a column within the 
data rows of the data tables ) . 
[ 0148 ] FIG . 4B is a flowchart that illustrates how the 
system may perform a versioning operation according to 
another embodiment . FIG . 4B is similar to FIG . 4A , except 
that in FIG . 4B the analyst specifies the first and second key 
at the same time . 
[ 0149 ] At block 422 , the analyst specifies both a first and 
second key . The system at block 424 uses the first key to 
aggregate data tables corresponding to , or associated with , 
the first key . Then the system at block 426 maps data rows 
within the aggregated data tables based on the second key . 
At block 428 , the result is the same as FIG . 4A , with data 
objects being grouped by a first key and sub - grouped by a 
second key . 
[ 0150 ] The embodiments in FIGS . 4A and 4B each have 
their advantages . For example , FIG . 4B may be quicker if 
the versioning operation is to be performed once . The 
analyst provides both keys up front , and no time is wasted 
having to obtain the second key . However , the embodiment 
of FIG . 4A may be desired if versioning is to be conducted 
multiple times using the same first key . Since the data tables 
have already been aggregated once with the first key , sub 
sequent versioning operations that use the same first key 
may skip block 404 . 
[ 0151 ] FIG . 5 is a flowchart that illustrates the role ver 
sioning plays in generating the dossier user interface , 
according to one embodiment . 
[ 0152 ] At block 502 , data is clustered or grouped accord 
ing to a data clustering strategy . The data cluster may be 
stored in a single data table or multiple data tables . For 
example , trades for a specific trader may all be grouped into 
a data cluster . 
[ 0153 ] At optional block 504 , scoring or calculations are 
performed on the data cluster . This scoring may be done 
based on a scoring strategy to generate an overall risk score 
associated with the data cluster , or an alert , flag , or conclu 
sion . The alert and its related data may be stored within a 
data row in a data table . 
[ 0154 ] At block 506 , the analyst specifies a dossier format 
and enrichment settings via a configuration user interface . 
The analyst may also specify search parameters , such as 
definitions for the joining of reference tables , or the keys 
used in a versioning operation . 
[ 0155 ] At block 508 , the template and enrichment settings 
are translated into a code map . Using that code map , the 
system at block 510 queries the data tables for any relevant , 
raw data in the data cluster . The collected relevant data may 
be a subset of the data within the data cluster . A versioning 
operation may be fully performed at this stage in order to 
obtain mapped data for display in visualization . 
[ 0156 ] At block 512 , the data is enriched . Alternatively , 
the versioning operation could be fully performed at this 
stage to have mapped data for display in visualization . The 
operation may be fully conducted at block 512. Alterna 
tively , the versioning operation may begin at block 510 by 
aggregating relevant data based on the first key . Then , at 

block 512 the versioning operation may conclude by sub 
grouping or mapping data items within the aggregated data 
using the second key . 
[ 0157 ] At block 514 , the enriched data and dossier format 
are packaged together and sent to the dossier user interface . 
At block 516 , the packaged data is unpacked and a dossier 
user interface is generated to display the enriched data based 
on the dossier format . At block 518 , the system may display 
formatted tables of items , references , and associated attri 
butes with the dossier . However , at this stage the dossier user 
interface is simply displaying the static value of the enriched 
data and not compiling the table components ( or populating 
any reference fields ) . At block 520 , the system may display 
histogram ( s ) based on selected attributes . These histogram 
( s ) may have been generated by determining the distribu 
tions or relationships of data . For example , the system at 
block 512 may have determined the frequency of risky 
trading based on the years of experience a trader has . Just as 
an example , occurrences of alerts may have been separated 
into various buckets for the different ranges of years of 
experience associated with the trader triggering each alert . 
That data can be passed to the dossier user interface , which 
draws the histogram . At block 522 , the dossier may also be 
displayed to a timeline based on selected attribute ( s ) . The 
operation or algorithm for generating this timeline may have 
already been completed by the end of block 512. The 
versioning operation may have grouped data items and 
mapped them out chronologically . That mapped order of 
data items may be passed to the dossier user interface , which 
just generates a timeline for displaying those changes in the 
data over time . 

[ 0158 ] In simpler terms , the versioning operation may 
allow for a “ Versions " tab or section of the dossier to be 
displayed . That section of the dossier may be generated by 
organizing or ordering data to be displayed in a separate data 
table . For example , the versioning operation may gather 
related instances of a data item that is stored across multiple 
data tables in a database . The versioning operation may then 
put all that data into a singular , separate data table with the 
instances ordered within that data table . In a more specific 
example , the versioning operation may find and gather all 
trades performed by Trader A , and that data may be stored 
in multiple data tables . Those trades may be put into a 
separate data table and organized chronologically within that 
data table . In a non - cached version of the versioning opera 
tion , the separate data table may be a private data table that 
is recomputed and / or re - organized every time data is aggre 
gated to the data table . In a cached version of the versioning 
operation , which may be preferable for larger sets of data , 
the collected data may be cached so that the larger , separate 
data table may only need to be computed or organized once . 
[ 0159 ] The versioning operation may aggregate data from 
various data tables by a first key , which may be associated 
with a kind of data item or attribute of a data item that the 
analyst is interested in looking at . The versioning operation 
may then place the contents of any data rows associated with 
the first key in the various data tables into a map , based on 
a second key which is associated with how the aggregated 
data should be organized or ordered . For example , the 
second key may be associated with a version number or 
version type attribute of the aggregated data , so that the 
aggregated data may be sorted by increasing version num 
ber . 
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[ 0160 ] A code map , which may be user - defined or gener 
ated by translating user inputs in a configuration user 
interface , may be used to configure a versioning operation . 
The code specifying a versioning operation may be a custom 
verb , such as “ aggregateAsMap . ” As an example , if the data 
looked like : 

ID VERSION DATA 

1 
1 

foo 
baz 
foo 
foo 

bar 
bazoo 
foofoo 
foobarbaz 

2 
3 

[ 0161 ] An analyst who desires to aggregate this data based 
on ID as the first key , and then group the results based on 
VERSION as the second key , may use code ( or enter user 
inputs in the configuration user interface that would be 
functionally equivalent ) such as : 

[ 0162 ] aggregateAsMap key : [ " ID ' ] , mapKey : ‘ VER 
SION ’ , output : ‘ VERSIONS_DATA ' 

[ 0163 ] The data may be collected and organized into a 
separate data table , such as : 

ID VERSIONS_DATA 

foo { 1 : { * DATA ' : ' bar ' ) , 2 : { " DATA ’ : “ foofoo ' } , 3 : { " DATA ’ : 
' foobarbaz " } } 
{ 1 : { " DATA ’ : “ bazoo ’ } } baz 

[ 0164 ] In this example , the system may then be able to 
present , to the analyst , through the dossier user interface , the 
various DATA items for a given ID ordered by VERSION . 
Here , the ordered DATA items may be stored as VERSION 
S_DATA to be passed to the dossier user interface as static 
text . The dossier user interface may not need to do any 
further re - organizing or re - ordering , and may be able to just 
display the contents of a VERSIONS_DATA item in a 
section of the dossier . 
[ 0165 ] Joining Reference Tables 
[ 0166 ] FIG . 6 is a flowchart that illustrates manual and 
automatic joining of reference tables , according to one 
embodiment . 
[ 0167 ] At block 602 , the analyst may be utilizing either a 
configuration user interface or just the back - end in order to 
specify the dossier format . The analyst may want to enter 
one or more reference fields for the dossier format , and at 
block 602 the analyst provides a data context for each 
reference field so that the system knows where to grab the 
data used to populate each reference field . 
[ 0168 ] At block 610 , the system may allow the analyst to 
resort to using default enrichment / reference field names 
provided by the system . For example , in the context of trader 
oversight and detecting potentially risky trading behavior , 
the system may have default field names for trader name or 
counterparty name . If the default field name for trader name 
is “ [ Trader Name ] ” , the analyst can specify a dossier title to 
read , “ [ Trader Name ] did such and such . ” If the default field 
name for trader name is already configured to automatically 
join certain reference tables that contain the trader's name 
when the field name is recognized , then the analyst would 
not have to manually join reference tables in order to 
populate the trader name field . However , an analyst may not 
always be able to use default enrichment names at block 

610. The data analysis system is designed to allow an analyst 
to specify the data table , block , and / or ID for populating a 
field so that the system can be generalized and applied to 
various use cases , including use cases where there may not 
be any existing , previously - defined default field name . 
[ 0169 ] The system may also allow an analyst to manually 
enter the location of the data value for populating to the 
reference field . This feature of allowing the manual entering 
of data locations may be in addition to , or in lieu of , the 
feature of accepting default reference fields . For example , 
the analyst may specify the exact data table ( s ) containing the 
data needed for populating the reference field . The analyst 
may also provide both the row and the column where the 
data value is located within the table . Thus , to manually 
enter a data context and join a reference table , an analyst 
may specify the reference table at block 604 , specify a block 
or portion of the reference table at block 606 , and / or specify 
an ID associated with the data value or reference table at 
block 608. Enabling the analyst to manually join the refer 
ence tables at block 612 may allow the system to be 
generalized to use cases outside of those use cases defined 
by the default reference fields . For example , the system may 
have default reference fields that are specifically defined in 
the context of identifying risky trading behavior . However , 
an analyst may wish to use the system on different data to 
identify tax fraud . Those default reference fields , defined for 
identifying risky trading behavior , may be unable to be 
applied on data containing tax - related information . The 
analyst may be able to manually join reference tables and 
define the relationships between the various data tables 
containing the tax - related data , so that the analyst can 
ultimately view dossiers containing tax - related information 
in the dossier user interface . 
[ 0170 ] In either case , once a reference table is joined either 
manually or automatically , value and title enrichments can 
be performed by first querying the relevant raw data within 
the reference tables at block 616. For example , if an analyst 
joined a reference table containing trader names to populate 
a trader name field , then the system at block 616 would 
obtain all the trader names from the reference table that are 
associated with a data cluster being analyzed . Afterwards , at 
block 618 , the value and title enrichments are applied by 
populating data fields with the relevant data queried from the 
joined reference table . 
[ 0171 ] Further examples of how datasets may be stored , 
modified , or manipulated in data tables are provided in U.S. 
patent application Ser . No. 14 / 874,690 , filed Oct. 5 , 2015 , 
and titled " DOMAIN - SPECIFIC LANGUAGE FOR 
DATASET TRANSFORMATIONS , ” the entire disclosure 
of which is hereby made part of this specification as if set 
forth fully herein and incorporated by reference for all 
purposes , for all that it contains . 
[ 0172 ] Configuration User Interfaces 
[ 0173 ] FIG . 7 is an example configuration user interface 
for specifying a template for a table in a dossier , according 
to one embodiment of the disclosure . 
[ 0174 ] In this figure , the configuration user interface 
shows the trade tab 704 of an alert that may be displayed 
based on a dossier format . The new tab button 706 can be 
clicked to generate a new tab within the dossier format . At 
the top of the interface is the dossier title 702 , which 
currently reads " Click to set title ... as a default since it 
has not yet been set by the analyst . At the top of the dossier 
format is a title that can be set . Within the table of the 
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template , fields or values may be modified by clicking on the 
corresponding cell within the table . Through this interface , 
an analyst can choose the info they want to display on the 
dossier's trades tab , input fields and link the fields to the 
reference field names for corresponding data table ( s ) . Here , 
the values column 712 for this trade tab of the dossier shows 
values for trade ID , trade version , trader , notional , trade date , 
comments , and counterparty . Some of these values in the 
values column 712 may be generated by a reference field 
that informs the system to populate the field by obtaining a 
data value from a reference table . For example , clicking cell 
708 may allow the analyst to set a value or reference field in 
cell 708. In the figure , the analyst has typed in “ PtCounter 
party ” , which may be the name of a defined reference field . 
It may be a default reference field that allows for automatic 
joining of a reference table . Or it may be a reference field 
that was setup in the settings file , so that the reference table 
is manually joined . The configuration user interface recog 
nizes the reference field , which is why auto - complete drop 
down 710 shows “ PtCounterparty ” as a known and select 
able reference field . 
[ 0175 ] FIG . 8 illustrates how a dossier format can be 
previewed in the configuration user interface , according to 
one embodiment of the disclosure . 
[ 0176 ] The title of the dossier 802 has now been changed 
to “ High Risk Trade ” . The new tab 706 button is there for 
creating a new tab within the dossier format . Value column 
804 shows all the data values for the desired fields that were 
set up in the dossier format . 
[ 0177 ] FIG . 9 illustrates how a dossier format can be 
further modified , according to one embodiment of the dis 
closure . 
[ 0178 ] In this figure , summary tab 906 has been selected 
instead , which allows the analyst to modify how an over 
view of the dossier would appear in a dossier user interface . 
This tab also allows the analyst to specify how a conclusion 
would look like . There is a text field or text box 902 that an 
analyst may click on in order to enter the conclusion . The 
analyst may be able to enter a combination of text and 
reference fields into this conclusion text box 902. The 
system may be able to perform field interpolation and insert 
the actual data value or string into the reference field , rather 
than displaying the name of the reference field itself , when 
this dossier conclusion is displayed in the dossier user 
interface . This display also has a add metadata 904 button . 
By clicking on this button , an analyst may be able to add 
metadata that would appear on the dossier . This feature is 
further described in FIG . 10 . 
[ 0179 ] FIG . 10 illustrates how a dossier format can be 
modified to include reference fields , according to one 
embodiment of the disclosure . 
[ 0180 ] The display in FIG . 10 appears similar to that of 
FIG . 9 , except some of the components of the dossier format 
have been filed in . The text box 1002 shows the analyst 
entering a combination of text and a reference field . The text , 
“ There were $ ” , is static text that would show in every 
dossier conclusion . It is followed by “ PtKri ” which is the 
beginning of various reference fields that the system recog 
nizes , and thus the system provides an auto - complete drop 
down 1006 that allows the analyst to quickly complete the 
reference field . The presence of a specific reference field in 
this auto - complete drop - down 1006 may signal that the 
system is already aware of the reference table , and the 
structure of the reference table , that corresponds to that 

reference field . This display also has metadata that has been 
entered into the dossier format . Metadata section 1004 
shows the metadata specified to be displayed in the dossier . 
There is a trader field that has been populated with “ Joe 
Bloggs ” . This may be the result of the analyst entering in a 
reference field , such as “ PtTrader ” , associated with the 
trader's name that the system recognizes and populates with 
the trader's name . Although an analyst could enter “ Joe 
Bloggs ” as a static text value under this trader field , that may 
be undesirable unless every dossier or alert set to be dis 
played in the dossier user interface was certain to involve 
“ Joe Bloggs ” as the trader . The display also shows metadata 
field 1008 , which the analyst has currently configured to 
display metadata regarding the alert type of any generated 
dossier , here set to be the string “ Alert X ” for reference field 
" PtKriType " 
[ 0181 ] If the analyst wishes , he can click the add metadata 
button 1012 to add more metadata for display in the dossier 
user interface . At the bottom of the display is list 1010 , 
which displays a short list of some trades in the data cluster 
along with some of their associated metadata . In some 
embodiments , the analyst may be able to click on one of the 
trades in the list to be presented with more information about 
that specific trade . In some embodiments , clicking a specific 
trade in the list may fill in the dossier format with informa 
tion about that trade . 
[ 0182 ] Implementation Mechanisms 
[ 0183 ] According to an embodiment , the data analysis 
system and other methods and techniques described herein 
are implemented by one or more special - purpose computing 
devices . For example , the server computing system 110 , 
server computing system 170 , and / or client computer system 
130 , as illustrated in FIG . 1 , may be implemented as 
special - purpose computing devices . The special - purpose 
computing devices may be hard - wired to perform the tech 
niques , or may include digital electronic devices such as one 
or more application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or 
field programmable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persis 
tently programmed to perform the techniques , or may 
include one or more general purpose hardware processors 
programmed to perform the techniques pursuant to program 
instructions in firmware , memory , other storage , or a com 
bination . Such special - purpose computing devices may also 
combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with 
custom programming to accomplish the techniques . The 
special - purpose computing devices may be desktop com 
puter systems , server computer systems , portable computer 
systems , handheld devices , networking devices or any other 
device or combination of devices that incorporate hard 
wired and / or program logic to implement the techniques . 
[ 0184 ) Computing device ( s ) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system software , such as iOS , 
Android , Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Win 
dows 7 , Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or 
other compatible operating systems . In other embodiments , 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system . Conventional operating systems control 
and schedule computer processes for execution , perform 
memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O 
services , and provide a user interface functionality , such as 
a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0185 ] For example , FIG . 11 is a block diagram that 
illustrates a computer system 1100 upon which the various 

up 
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systems and methods discussed herein may be implemented . 
For example , in various embodiments , any of the computing 
systems illustrated in FIG . 1 , such as client computer system 
130 , server computing system 170 , and / or server computing 
system 110 , may be implemented as computer systems 1100 
and / or servers 1130 as illustrated in FIG . 11 . 
[ 0186 ] Computer system 1100 includes a bus 1102 or other 
communication mechanism for communicating information , 
and a hardware processor , or multiple processors , 1104 
coupled with bus 1102 for processing information . Hard 
ware processor ( s ) 1104 may be , for example , one or more 
general purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0187 ] Computer system 1100 also includes a main 
memory 1106 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
1102 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 1104. Main memory 1106 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 1104. Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 1104 , render computer system 
1100 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0188 ] Computer system 1100 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 1108 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 1102 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 1104. A storage device 1110 , such as a magnetic 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , and / or 
any other suitable data store , is provided and coupled to bus 
1102 for storing information ( for example , file data items , 
analysis information data items , submission data items , 
and / or the like ) and instructions . 
[ 0189 ] Computer system 1100 may be coupled via bus 
1102 to a display 1112 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , 
LCD display , or touch screen display , for displaying infor 
mation to a computer user and / or receiving input from the 
analyst . An input device 1114 , including alphanumeric and 
other keys , is coupled to bus 1102 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 1104 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 1116 , 
such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 1104 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 1112. This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis 
( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 

[ 0191 ] In general , the word “ module , ” as used herein , 
refers to a collection of software instructions , possibly 
having entry and exit points , written in a programming 
language , such as , for example , Java , Lua , C or C ++ . A 
software module may be compiled and linked into an 
executable program , installed in a dynamic link library , or 
may be written in an interpreted programming language 
such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , or Python . It will be 
appreciated that software modules may be callable from 
other modules or from themselves , and / or may be invoked 
in response to detected events or interrupts . Software mod 
ules configured for execution on computing devices may be 
provided on a computer readable medium , such as a compact 
disc , digital video disc , flash drive , magnetic disc , or any 
other tangible medium , or as a digital download ( and may be 
originally stored in a compressed or installable format that 
requires installation , decompression or decryption prior to 
execution ) . Such software code may be stored , partially or 
fully , on a memory device of the executing computing 
device , for execution by the computing device . Software 
instructions may be embedded in firmware , such as an 
EPROM . It will be further appreciated that hardware devices 
( such as processors and CPUs ) may be comprised of con 
nected logic units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may 
be comprised of programmable units , such as programmable 
gate arrays or processors . Generally , the modules described 
herein refer to logical modules that may be combined with 
other modules or divided into sub - modules despite their 
physical organization or storage . In various embodiments , 
aspects of the methods and systems described herein may be 
implemented by one or more hardware devices , for example , 
as logic circuits . In various embodiments , some aspects of 
the methods and systems described herein may be imple 
mented as software instructions , while other may be imple 
mented in hardware , in any combination . 
[ 0192 ] As mentioned , computer system 1100 may imple 
ment the techniques described herein using customized 
hard - wired logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware 
and / or program logic which in combination with the com 
puter system causes or programs computer system 1100 to 
be a special - purpose machine . According to one embodi 
ment , the techniques herein are performed by computer 
system 1100 in response to processor ( s ) 1104 executing one 
or more sequences of one or more modules and / or instruc 
tions contained in main memory 1106. Such instructions 
may be read into main memory 806 from another storage 
medium , such as storage device 1110. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 1106 
causes processor ( s ) 1104 to perform the process steps 
described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired 
circuitry may be used in place of or in combination with 
software instructions . 
[ 0193 ] The term " non - transitory media , ” and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage device 1110. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 1106. Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 

cursor . 

[ 0190 ) Computing system 1100 may include a user inter 
face module ( e.g. , a user interface engine 121 as illustrated 
in FIG . 1 ) , and / or various other types of modules to imple 
ment one or more graphical user interface of the data 
analysis system , as described above . The modules may be 
stored in a mass storage device as executable software codes 
that are executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other 
modules may include , by way of example , components , such 
as software components , object - oriented software compo 
nents , class components and task components , processes , 
functions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of 
program code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
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with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
[ 0194 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 1102. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0195 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 1104 for execution . For example , the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
the instructions and / or modules into its dynamic memory 
and send the instructions over a telephone line using a 
modem . A modem local to computer system 1100 can 
receive the data on the telephone line and use an infra - red 
transmitter to convert the data to an infra - red signal . An 
infra - red detector can receive the data carried in the infra - red 
signal and appropriate circuitry can place the data on bus 
1102. Bus 1102 carries the data to main memory 1106 , from 
which processor 1104 retrieves and executes the instruc 
tions . The instructions received by main memory 1106 may 
optionally be stored on storage device 1110 either before or 
after execution by processor 1104 . 
[ 0196 ] Computer system 1100 also includes a communi 
cation interface 1118 coupled to bus 1102. Communication 
interface 1118 provides a two - way data communication 
coupling to a network link 1120 that is connected to a local 
network 1122. For example , communication interface 1118 
may be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 
1118 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or 
WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . Wireless 
links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
communication interface 1118 sends and receives electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0197 ] Network link 1120 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , network link 1120 may provide a connection 
through local network 1122 to a host computer 1124 or to 
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider 
( ISP ) 1126. ISP 1126 in turn provides data communication 
services through the world wide packet data communication 
network now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 1128 . 
Local network 1122 and Internet 1128 both use electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams . The signals through the various networks and the 
signals on network link 1120 and through communication 
interface 1118 , which carry the digital data to and from 
computer system 1100 , are example forms of transmission 
media . In some embodiments , network 150 ( as illustrated in 
FIG . 1 ) may correspond to a local network 1122 and / or 
Internet 1128 . 
[ 0198 ] Computer system 1100 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 

( s ) , network link 1120 and communication interface 1118. In 
the Internet example , a server 1130 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
1128 , ISP 1126 , local network 1122 and communication 
interface 1118. For example , in an embodiment various 
aspects of the data analysis system may be implemented on 
one or more of the servers 1130 and may be transmitted to 
and from the computer system 1100. For example , submitted 
malware data items may be transmitted to one of the servers 
1130 , aspects of the basic analysis may be implemented on 
one or more of the servers 1130 , and / or aspects of the 
external analysis may be implemented on one or more of the 
servers 1130. In an example , requests for external analyses 
of file data items may be transmitted to one or more 
third - party servers 1130 ( from , for example , the computer 
system 1100 and / or another server 1130 of the system ) , and 
analysis data may then be transmitted back from third - party 
servers 1130 . 
[ 0199 ] In an embodiment , the data analysis system may be 
accessible by the analyst through a web - based viewer , such 
as a web browser . In this embodiment , the user interfaces of 
the system may be generated by a server ( such as one of the 
servers 1130 ) and / or the computer system 1100 and trans 
mitted to the web browser of the analyst . The analyst may 
then interact with the user interfaces through the web 
browser . In an embodiment , the computer system 1100 may 
comprise a mobile electronic device , such as a cell phone , 
smartphone , and / or tablet . The system may be accessible by 
the analyst through such a mobile electronic device , among 
other types of electronic devices . 
[ 0200 ] Dossier User Interface 
[ 0201 ] FIG . 12 is an example dossier user interface for 
displaying dossiers based on a dossier format , according to 
one embodiment of the disclosure . The illustrated view may 
be displayed when a particular dossier is selected by the 
analyst . 
[ 0202 ] In this example , title 1202 shows that the informa 
tion provided relates to the “ Another Trader 9 ” dossier . In an 
embodiment , any filters or enrichments in the dossier may be 
shown in dossier user interface by selecting filters 1210. The 
filters may be applied to any one or more of charts , alerts , 
and / or other data shown in the dossier user interface of FIG . 
12. In some embodiments different filters may be applied to 
the different aspects of the dossier user interface of FIG . 12 . 
Additionally , the user may apply and / or remove any filters , 
and / or apply states , in the dossier user interface of FIG . 12 . 
[ 0203 ] The example user interface of FIG . 12 includes 
various tabs 1204 , 1206 , and 1208 for viewing information 
related to the dossier . Currently the “ flags ” tab 1204 is 
selected , which displays information associated with the 
various clusters / alerts of the dossier . For example , a list of 
alerts 1214 is shown in the dossier user interface , which is 
associated with the dossier being viewed . The alerts may be 
sorted in various ways by selection of a sorting element 
1216. In an embodiment , the analyst may select one or more 
of the alerts to apply a state and / or view details of the alert . 
Additionally , a time - based chart 1212 is shown , which may 
be generated based on data aggregated and sorted through a 
versioning operation . In the dossier user interface of FIG . 
12 , the analyst may select any data to view in the chart 1212 
via , for example , the dropdown 1218 and the list of previous 
charts 1220. In various embodiments , any type of data may 
be plotted in the chart 1212. For example , in one embodi 
ment a risk score associated with the trader may be plotted 
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over time . The risk score may be determined based on all or 
some of the data in the dossier . The risk score may be 
determined based on other data in the database or accessed 
from one or more data sources . The risk score may be 
determined based on a risk model . The system may be 
customized to display any charts of any type , and including 
any data , that are useful for the analyst in analyzing the 
dossier . 
[ 0204 ] Tabs 1206 and 1208 may be selected by the analyst 
to view other information related to the dossier in the dossier 
user interface . For example , “ timeline ” may display a more 
detailed chart , and / or may display a chart with data drawn 
from the database , one or more data sources , or data outside 
of the clusters of the dossier . “ Related ” may display other 
dossiers and / or clusters / alerts associated with the current 
dossier , and may provide a direct link to those dossiers / 
clusters . For example , if two traders are associated with a 
cluster ( for example , by a tag and / or data item associated 
with the cluster ) , and the user is viewing the dossier of one 
of the traders , the other trader ( along with a like to that 
trader's dossier ) may be displayed in the related tab . 
[ 0205 ] In other embodiments , the user interface of FIG . 12 
may include more or fewer tabs , each of which may be 
customized and specific to the type of investigation being 
performed by the analyst and / or the cluster types associated 
with the dossier . 

ADDITIONAL EMBODIMENTS 
[ 0206 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure have been 
described that relate to automatic generation of memory 
efficient clustered data structures and , more specifically , to 
automatic selection of an initial data item of interest , adding 
of the initial data item to the memory - efficient clustered data 
structure , determining and adding one or more related data 
items to the cluster , analyzing the cluster based on one or 
more rules or criteria , grouping these clustered data struc 
tures , allowing an analyst to specify a dossier template for 
presenting grouped data clusters in an user interface , allow 
ing an analyst to specify enrichments to be applied to the raw 
data data clusters , gathering and retrieving relevant 
data in the data clusters , applying enrichments to the 
retrieved raw data from the data clusters to obtain enriched 
data , and providing an interactive user interface to an analyst 
that displays the enriched data in accordance with the 
dossier template . As described above , in various embodi 
ments , a generated cluster or group of clusters may include 
far fewer data items as compared to a huge collection of data 
items that may or may not be related to one another . This 
may be because , for example , data items included in a 
cluster may only include those data items that are related to 
one another and which may be relevant to a particular 
investigation . Further , data items in a cluster may comprise 
simple references to a master instance of the data item , 
further saving memory requirements . Accordingly , in vari 
ous embodiments , processing of generated clusters may be 
highly efficient because , for example , a given risky trading 
investigation by an analyst may only require storage in 
memory of a single group of cluster data structures . Further , 
a number of data items in a cluster may be several orders of 
magnitude smaller than in the huge collection of data items 
that may or may not be related to one another because only 
data items related to each other are included in the clusters . 
[ 0207 ] Additionally , the user - defined dossier template and 
enrichments , when paired with the automated analysis , 

grouping , and scoring of groups of clusters ( as mentioned 
above ) , may enable highly efficient evaluation of the various 
data clusters by a human analyst . For example , the interac 
tive user interface may be generated so as to enable an 
analyst to quickly view critical groups of data clusters , and 
based on the analyst's desired template and enrichments , 
display enriched data or information ( including , for 
example , data values interpolated from various data tables ) 
associated with the clusters . In response to analyst inputs the 
user interface may be updated to display enriched data 
associated with each of the generated groups of clusters if 
the analyst desires to dive deeper into data associated with 
a given cluster . 
[ 0208 ] While the foregoing is directed to various embodi 
ments , other and further embodiments may be devised 
without departing from the basic scope thereof . For 
example , aspects of the present disclosure may be imple 
mented in hardware or software or in a combination of 
hardware and software . An embodiment of the disclosure 
may be implemented as a program product for use with a 
computer system . The program ( s ) of the program product 
define functions of the embodiments ( including the methods 
described herein ) and may be contained on a variety of 
computer - readable storage media . Illustrative computer 
readable storage media include , but are not limited to : ( i ) 
non - writable storage media ( e.g. , read - only memory devices 
within a computer such as CD - ROM disks readable by a 
CD - ROM drive , flash memory , ROM chips or any type of 
solid - state non - volatile semiconductor memory ) on which 
information is permanently stored ; and ( ii ) writable storage 
media ( e.g. , hard - disk drive or any type of solid - state 
random - access semiconductor memory ) on which alterable 
information is stored . Each of the processes , methods , and 
algorithms described in the preceding sections may be 
embodied in , and fully or partially automated by , code 
modules executed by one or more computer systems or 
computer processors comprising computer hardware . The 
processes and algorithms may alternatively be implemented 
partially or wholly in application - specific circuitry . 
[ 0209 ] The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another , or may be 
combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
subcombinations are intended to fall within the scope of this 
disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 
can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 
[ 0210 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
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certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without 
analyst input or prompting , whether these features , elements 
and / or steps are included or are to be performed in any 
particular embodiment . 
[ 0211 ] The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
unless specifically noted , the term “ a ” should not be under 
stood to mean “ exactly one ” or “ one and only one ” ; instead , 
the term “ a ” means “ one or more ” or at least one , ” whether 
used in the claims or elsewhere in the specification and 
regardless of uses of quantifiers such as “ at least one , ” “ one 
or more , ” or “ a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or speci 
fication . 
[ 0212 ] The term “ comprising ” as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For 
example , a general purpose computer comprising one or 
more processors should not be interpreted as excluding other 
computer components , and may possibly include such com 
ponents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
interfaces , among others . 
[ 0213 ] Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in 
the flow diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules , segments , or portions of code which 
include one or more executable instructions for implement 
ing specific logical functions or steps in the process . Alter 
nate implementations are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
tions may be deleted , executed out of order from that shown 
or discussed , including substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order , depending on the functionality involved , as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art . 
[ 0214 ] It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above - described embodi - 
ments , the elements of which are among other acceptable 
examples . All such modifications and variations are intended 
to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure . The 
foregoing description details certain embodiments of the 
invention . It will be appreciated , however , that no matter 
how detailed the foregoing appears in text , the invention 
may be practiced in many ways . As is also stated above , it 
should be noted that the use of particular terminology when 
describing certain features or aspects of the invention should 
not be taken to imply that the terminology is being re 
defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the invention 
with which that terminology is associated . The scope of the 
invention should therefore be construed in accordance with 
the appended claims and any equivalents thereof . 
What is claimed is : 
1. A computer system comprising : 
one or more computer readable storage devices config 

ured to store a plurality of computer executable instruc 
tions ; and 

one or more hardware computer processors in communi 
cation with the one or more computer readable storage 
devices and configured to execute the plurality of 
computer executable instructions to cause the computer 
system to : 

generate a first interactive user interface configured to 
allow a user to define a user interface template , 
wherein the first interactive user interface includes 
one or more input areas configured to receive user 
input for indicating data enrichments associated with 
the user interface template , wherein at least one input 
area of the one or more input areas is further con 
figured to receive a reference variable link which is 
associated with a reference table ; 

receive a data cluster comprising a group of raw data 
items , wherein each raw data item is associated with 
a respective one or more attributes , and wherein the 
group of raw data items are related based at least 
partly on the respective one or more attributes ; and 

generate a second interactive user interface to display 
information associated with the data cluster , wherein 
the second interactive user interface is generated 
based at least in part on the user interface template 
including one or more data enrichments that are 
applied to the data cluster via the reference table . 

2. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the reference 
variable link allows for the automatic joining of up - to - date 
data from the reference table to the data clusters received . 

3. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the plurality 
of computer executable instructions further cause the com 
puter system to : 

perform an analysis on the data cluster based on a scoring 
strategy ; and 

add the analysis to the data cluster . 
4. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the second 

interactive user interface comprises a display area displaying 
at least a portion of the information associated with the data 
cluster and any associated attributes in a tabular format . 
5. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the second 

interactive user interface comprises a display area displaying 
a timeline of at least a portion of the data cluster organized 
at least in part by a time - based attribute associated with the 
portion of the data cluster . 

6. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the user 
interface template comprises a plurality of sections , and 
wherein the second interactive user interface is displayed 
according to the plurality of sections of the user interface 
template . 

7. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the plurality 
of computer executable instructions further cause the com 
puter system to : 
pack the user interface template into a data package ; and 
unpack the data package to obtain the user interface 

template prior to generating the second interactive user 
interface . 

8. The computer system of claim 1 , wherein the group of 
raw data items is stored in one or more data tables in a 
database . 

9. The computer system of claim 8 , wherein generating 
the second interactive user interface comprises directly 
accessing the one or more data tables . 

10. The computer system of claim 9 , wherein generating 
the second interactive user interface further comprises que 
rying the raw data items stored in the one or more data 
tables , based at least in part upon the user interface template . 

11. A computer - implemented method comprising : 
generating a first interactive user interface configured to 

allow a user to define a user interface template , wherein 
the first interactive user interface includes one or more 
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input areas configured to receive user input for indi 
cating data enrichments associated with the user inter 
face template , wherein at least one input area of the one 
or more input areas is further configured to receive a 
reference variable link which is associated with a 
reference table ; 

receiving a data cluster comprising a group of raw data 
items , wherein each raw data item is associated with a 
respective one or more attributes , and wherein the 
group of raw data items are related based at least partly 
on the respective one or more attributes ; and 

generating a second interactive user interface to display 
information associated with the data cluster , wherein 
the second interactive user interface is generated based 
at least in part on the user interface template including 
one or more data enrichments that are applied to the 
data cluster via the reference table . 

12. The computer - implemented method of claim 11 , 
wherein the reference variable link allows for the automatic 
joining of up - to - date data from the reference table to the data 
clusters received . 

13. The computer - implemented method of claim 11 , fur 
ther comprising : 

performing an analysis on the data cluster based on a 
scoring strategy , and 

adding the analysis to the data cluster . 
14. The computer - implemented method of claim 11 , 

wherein the second interactive user interface comprises a 
display area displaying at least a portion of the information 
associated with the data cluster and any associated attributes 
in a tabular format . 

15. The computer - implemented method of claim 11 , 
wherein the second interactive user interface comprises a 
display area displaying a timeline of at least a portion of the 
data cluster organized at least in part by a time - based 
attribute associated with the portion of the data cluster . 

16. The computer - implemented method of claim 11 , 
wherein the user interface template comprises a plurality of 

sections , and wherein the second interactive user interface is 
displayed according to the plurality of sections of the user 
interface template . 

17. The computer - implemented method of claim 11 , 
wherein the group of raw data items is stored in one or more 
data tables in a database . 

18. A non - transitory computer - readable medium storing a 
set of instructions that are executable by one or more 
processors to cause the one or more processors to : 

generate a first interactive user interface configured to 
allow a user to define a user interface template , wherein 
the first interactive user interface includes one or more 
input areas configured to receive user input for indi 
cating data enrichments associated with the user inter 
face template , wherein at least one input area of the one 
or more input areas is further configured to receive a 
reference variable link which is associated with a 
reference table ; 

receive a data cluster comprising a group of raw data 
items , wherein each raw data item is associated with a 
respective one or more attributes , and wherein the 
group of raw data items are related based at least partly 
on the respective one or more attributes ; and 

generate a second interactive user interface to display 
information associated with the data cluster , wherein 
the second interactive user interface is generated based 
at least in part on the user interface template including 
one or more data enrichments that are applied to the 
data cluster via the reference table . 

19. The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 18 , wherein the reference variable link allows for the 
automatic joining of up - to - date data from the reference table 
to the data clusters received . 

20. The non - transitory computer - readable medium of 
claim 18 , wherein the instructions are further configured to 
cause the one or more processors to : 

perform an analysis on the data cluster based on a scoring 
strategy ; and 

add the analysis to the data cluster . 
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FOCUSED PROBABILISTIC ENTITY 
RESOLUTION FROM MULTIPLE DATA 

SOURCES 

INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE TO ANY 
PRIORITY APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser . No. 15 / 242,335 entitled “ Focused Probabi 
listic Entity Resolution From Multiple Data Sources ” filed 
Aug. 19 , 2016 , which is hereby incorporated by reference 
herein in its entirety . 
[ 0002 ] Any and all applications for which a foreign or 
domestic priority claim is identified in the Application Data 
Sheet as filed with the present application are hereby incor 
porated by reference under 37 CFR 1.57 . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[ 0003 ] The present disclosure relates to systems , methods , 
and techniques for entity resolution , and more specifically to 
performing entity resolution on data objects retrieved from 
a plurality of different data sources . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0004 ] In many applications that involve the analysis or 
handling of a large number of entities , it is often beneficial 
to be able to focus attention and resources on the most 
relevant entities instead of taking a more diffuse , unfocused 
approach . For example , in a humanitarian aid or fraud 
detection context , it may be beneficial to be able to focus 
resources based on desired factors . 

SUMMARY 

The present disclosure describes various embodiments of 
interactive and dynamic user interfaces that are the result of 
significant development . This non - trivial development has 
resulted in the user interfaces described herein which may 
provide significant cognitive and ergonomic efficiencies and 
advantages over previous systems . The interactive and 
dynamic user interfaces include improved human - computer 
interactions that may provide reduced mental workloads , 
improved decision - making , reduced work stress , and / or the 
like , for a user . For example , user interaction with the 
interactive user interfaces described herein may provide a 
display of entities or events of greatest relevant to the user , 
each entity or event comprising data from a plurality of data 
objects from different data sources , and may enable a user to 
more quickly and accurately access , navigate , assess , and 
digest the data associated with particular entities or events 
than previous systems , without having to wade through the 
different data from various data sources . 
[ 0008 ] Further , the interactive and dynamic user interfaces 
described herein are enabled by innovations in efficient 
interactions between the user interfaces and underlying 
systems and components . For example , disclosed herein are 
improved methods of performing entity resolution on data 
objects from different data sources without changing the 
underlying data objects , and displaying to the user data on 
entities or events that are of most relevance to the user . The 
interactions and presentation of data via the interactive user 
interfaces described herein may accordingly provide cogni 
tive and ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over previ 
ous systems . 
[ 0009 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
provide improvements to various technologies and techno 
logical fields . For example , existing data resolution and user 
interface systems may be limited in various ways , and 
various embodiments of the disclosure provide significant 
improvements over such technology . Additionally , various 
embodiments of the present disclosure are inextricably tied 
to computer technology . In particular , various embodiments 
rely on detection of user inputs via graphical user interfaces , 
retrieval of data from different data sources , creation and 
storage of metadata associated with different data objects , 
and / or the like . Such features and others are intimately tied 
to , and enabled by , computer technology , and would not 
exist except for computer technology . For example , the 
interactions with displayed data described below in refer 
ence to various embodiments cannot reasonably be per 
formed by humans alone , without the computer technology 
upon which they are implemented . Further , the implemen 
tation of the various embodiments of the present disclosure 
via computer technology enables many of the advantages 
described herein , including more efficient interaction with , 
and presentation of , data relating to various entities and 
events . 
[ 0010 ] In an embodiment , a computer system is disclosed 
comprising one or more computer readable storage mediums 
configured to store one or more software modules including 
computer executable instructions and one or more computer 
processors in communication with the one or more computer 
readable storage mediums . The one or more computer 
processors may be configured to execute the one or more 
software modules in order to cause the computer system to 
retrieve a plurality of data objects from a plurality of data 
stores , the data stores comprising at least a first data store 
containing data objects corresponding to entities , and a 

[ 0005 ] The systems , methods , and devices described 
herein each have several aspects , no single one of which is 
solely responsible for its desirable attributes . Without lim 
iting the scope of this disclosure , several non - limiting fea 
tures will now be discussed briefly . 
[ 0006 ] The systems , methods , and devices of the present 
disclosure may provide , among other features , soft entity 
resolution schemes in which large amounts of entity and 
event data , objects , features , and / or metadata are efficiently 
presented to a user on an interactive user interface . In 
various embodiments , an interactive soft entity resolution 
system may enable rapid and deep analysis of various 
entities , events , and their associated attributes by the user . In 
some embodiments , data objects from different data sources 
may be retrieved and associated with entities and / or events , 
allowing the user to be able to access more complete data for 
particular entities or events . Metadata may be generated 
associating different data objects from different data stores 
to entities and events , while preserving the content of the 
underlying data objects . One or more scores may be deter 
mined for each entity or event , based upon attributes values 
associated with the entity or event . A user interface may be 
generated that displays entities or events to the user , based 
upon the generated scores and one or more user attributes , 
such that the user is presented with the entities or events that 
are most relevant to the user . 
[ 0007 ] It has been noted that design of computer user 
interfaces that are useable and easily learned by humans is 
a non - trivial problem for software developers . ” ( Dillon , A. 
( 2003 ) User Interface Design . MacMillan Encyclopedia of 
Cognitive Science , Vol . 4 , London : MacMillan , 453-458 . ) 
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or more 

second data store containing data objects corresponding to 
events . The one or more processors may be further config 
ured to cause the computer system to create aggregated data 
objects for one or more entities . Creating an aggregated data 
object for an entity comprises determining whether one or 
more of the retrieved data objects should be associated with 
the same entity , based at least in part upon one or more 
attribute types and attribute values associated with the one or 
more data objects , in response to a determination that the 
one or more of the retrieved data objects should be associ 
ated with the same entity , generating metadata associating 
the one or more data objects with the entity , wherein the 
metadata is stored separately from the one or more data 
objects , such that the one or more data objects are 
unchanged , and determining one or more additional attri 
butes for the entity , based upon the data objects associated 
with the entity . 
[ 0011 ] In some embodiments , the one or more computer 
processors are further configured to identify at least a 
portion of the attributes associated with the one or more 
entities as scoring factors ; generate one or more scores for 
the one or more entities , based at least in part upon one or 
more values for the scoring factors for the entities deter 
mined using the data objects and additional attributes asso 
ciated with the entities ; and generate user interface infor 
mation for displaying at least a portion of the entities , based 
at least in part upon the generated scores for the entities . 
[ 0012 ] In some embodiments , generating scores for the 
one or more entities comprises , for an entity of the one or 
more entities , processing the one or more scoring factors 
associated with the entity using a scoring model ; and gen 
erating a score for the entity using the scoring model . 
[ 0013 ] In some embodiments , the scoring model com 
prises one or more weights associated with the one or more 
scoring factors . 
[ 0014 ] In some embodiments , the one or more additional 
attributes comprises a history attribute generated based at 
least in part upon one or more event data objects associated 
with the entity . 
[ 0015 ] In some embodiments , determining whether one or 
more of the retrieved data objects should be associated with 
the same entity comprises determining a confidence value 
based at least in part upon the one or more attribute types and 
attribute values associated with the one or more data objects , 
wherein the data objects are associated with the same entity 
if the confidence value exceeds a threshold confidence . 
[ 0016 ] In some embodiments , the user interface informa 
tion for displaying at least a portion of the entities is further 
based at least in part upon one or more user attributes . The 
one or more user attributes may comprise a user location . 
[ 0017 ] In some embodiments , the one or more computer 
processors are further configured to : receive an indication of 
an event ; associate the event with one or more scoring 
factors ; in substantially real - time , update the one or more 
scoring factors based at least in part upon the event ; re 
generate scores for at least some of the one or more entities , 
based upon the updated scoring factors ; and generate user 
interface information for displaying at least a portion of the 
entities , based at least in part upon the re - generated scores . 
[ 0018 ] In some embodiments , the one or more scoring 
factors are updated based upon a relationship between an 
entity attribute and an attribute value associated with the 
event . 

[ 0019 ] In some embodiments , the user interface informa 
tion further comprises information for displaying a basis for 
a change in a score of a displayed entity , based upon the 
updated scoring factors . 
[ 0020 ] Additional embodiments of the disclosure are 
described below in reference to the appended claims , which 
may serve as an additional summary of the disclosure . 
[ 0021 ] In various embodiments , computer - implemented 
methods are disclosed in which , under control of one or 
more hardware computing devices configured with specific 
computer executable instructions , one or more aspects of the 
above - described embodiments ( including one 
aspects of the appended claims ) are implemented and / or 
performed 
[ 0022 ] In various embodiments , non - transitory computer 
readable storage mediums storing software instructions are 
disclosed , wherein , in response to execution by a computing 
system having one or more hardware processors , the soft 
ware instructions configure the computing system to per 
form operations comprising one or more aspects of the 
above - described embodiments ( including one 
aspects of the appended claims ) . 
[ 0023 ] Further , as described herein , various embodiments 
of the system may be configured and / or designed to generate 
user interface data useable for rendering the various inter 
active user interfaces described . The user interface data may 
be used by the system , and / or another computer system , 
device , and / or software program ( for example , a browser 
program ) , to render the interactive user interfaces . The 
interactive user interfaces may be displayed on , for example , 
electronic displays ( including , for example , touch - enabled 
displays ) . 

or more 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0024 ] The following drawings and the associated descrip 
tions are provided to illustrate embodiments of the present 
disclosure and do not limit the scope of the claims . Aspects 
and many of the attendant advantages of this disclosure will 
become more readily appreciated as the same become better 
understood by reference to the following detailed descrip 
tion , when taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings , wherein : 
[ 0025 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
data analysis system , according to an embodiment . 
[ 0026 ] FIG . 2 illustrates a block diagram of various types 
of data sources that may be used to perform probabilistic 
entity resolution , in accordance with some embodiments . 
[ 0027 ] FIG . 3 illustrates a flowchart of a process for 
associating a plurality of data objects with a single entity , in 
accordance with some embodiments . 
[ 0028 ] FIG . 4 illustrates a block diagram of a system for 
performing probabilistic entity resolution on data objects 
from a plurality of data sources , and assessing scores or 
other relevant factors of the entities , in accordance with 
some embodiments 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a flowchart of a process for 
performing entity resolution and determining scores for 
entities , in accordance with some embodiments . 
[ 0030 ] FIG . 6A illustrates an example user interfaces that 
may be generated to display entities and their associated 
scores . 

[ 0031 ] FIG . 6B illustrates a user interface that may be used 
to add additional entities to the displayed entity list . 
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[ 0032 ] FIG . 7 illustrates a flowchart of a process for 
displaying a listing of entities to a user at a user interface , in 
accordance with some embodiments . 
[ 0033 ] FIG . 8 illustrates a flowchart of a process for 
updating scores in response to inputted events , in accor 
dance with some embodiments . 
[ 0034 ] FIG . 9A illustrates an embodiment of a database 
system using an ontology . 
[ 0035 ] FIG . 9B illustrates an embodiment of a system for 
creating data in a data store using a dynamic ontology . 
[ 0036 ] FIG . 9C illustrates a sample user interface using 
relationships described in a data store using a dynamic 
ontology . 
[ 0037 ] FIG . 10 illustrates a computer system with which 
certain methods discussed herein may be implemented . 
[ 0038 ] Throughout the drawings , reference numbers may 
be reused to indicate correspondence between referenced 
elements . Nevertheless , use of different numbers does not 
necessarily indicate a lack of correspondence between ele 
ments . And , conversely , reuse of a number does not neces 
sarily indicate that the elements are the same . 

[ 0043 ] Entity : A person , a place , an organization , a market 
instrument , or other noun . 
[ 0044 ] Data Object or Object : A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 
number of definable properties . For example , a data object 
can represent an entity such as a person , a place , an 
organization , a market instrument , or other noun . A data 
object can represent an event that happens at a point in time 
or for a duration . A data object can represent a document or 
other unstructured data source such as an e - mail message , a 
news report , or a written paper or article . Each data object 
may be associated with a unique identifier that uniquely 
identifies the data object . The object's attributes ( e.g. meta 
data about the object ) may be represented in one or more 
properties . 
[ 0045 ] Object Type : Type of a data object ( e.g. , Person , 
Event , or Document ) . Object types may be defined by an 
ontology and may be modified or updated to include addi 
tional object types . An object definition ( e.g. , in an ontology ) 
may include how the object is related to other objects , such 
as being a sub - object type of another object type ( e.g. an 
agent may be a sub - object type of a person object type ) , and 
the properties the object type may have . 
[ 0046 ] Properties : Attributes of a data object that represent 
individual data items . At a minimum , each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values . 
[ 0047 ] Property Type : The type of data a property is , such 
as a string , an integer , or a double . Property types may 
include complex property types , such as a series data values 
associated with timed ticks ( e.g. a time series ) , etc. 
[ 0048 ] Property Value : The value associated with a prop 
erty , which is of the type indicated in the property type 
associated with the property . A property may have multiple 
values . 
[ 0049 ] Link : A connection between two data objects , 
based on , for example , a relationship , an event , and / or 
matching properties . Links may be directional , such as one 
representing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . 
[ 0050 ] Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Definitions 

Overview 

[ 0039 ] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys 
tems and methods discussed herein , a number of terms are 
defined below . The terms defined below , as well as other 
terms used herein , should be construed to include the 
provided definitions , the ordinary and customary meaning of 
the terms , and / or any other implied meaning for the respec 
tive terms . Thus , the definitions below do not limit the 
meaning of these terms , but only provide exemplary defi 
nitions . 
[ 0040 ] Ontology : Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases . For 
example , the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database , and how 
objects and properties may be related . 
[ 0041 ] Data Store : Any computer readable storage 
medium and / or device ( or collection of data storage medi 
ums and / or devices ) . Examples of data stores include , but 
are not limited to , optical disks ( e.g. , CD - ROM , DVD 
ROM , etc. ) , magnetic disks ( e.g. , hard disks , floppy disks , 
etc. ) , memory circuits ( e.g. , solid state drives , random 
access memory ( RAM ) , etc. ) , and / or the like . Another 
example of a data store is a hosted storage environment that 
includes a collection of physical data storage devices that 
may be remotely accessible and may be rapidly provisioned 
as needed ( commonly referred to as “ cloud ” storage ) . 
[ 0042 ] Database : Any data structure ( and / or combinations 
of multiple data structures ) for storing and / or organizing 
data , including , but not limited to , relational databases ( e.g. , 
Oracle databases , mySQL databases , etc. ) , non - relational 
databases ( e.g. , NoSQL databases , etc. ) , in - memory data 
bases , spreadsheets , as comma separated values ( CSV ) files , 
eXtendible markup language ( XML ) files , TeXT ( TXT ) 
files , flat files , spreadsheet files , and / or any other widely 
used or proprietary format for data storage . Databases are 
typically stored in one or more data stores . Accordingly , 
each database referred to herein ( e.g. , in the description 
herein and / or the figures of the present application ) is to be 
understood as being stored in one or more data stores . 

[ 0051 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
provide improvements to various technologies and techno 
logical fields . For example , various aspects of the embodi 
ments can be used to generate holistic entity - centric profiles 
for individual entities based upon data gathered from mul 
tiple different types of data sources , generate user interfaces 
allowing users to receive information on the most relevant 
entities , and update entity data in response to current events . 
[ 0052 ] By aggregating different data objects associated 
with an entity or event into a single aggregated data object 
corresponding to the entity or event , entity or event data may 
be better organized for assessing relevant attributes associ 
ated with the entity ( e.g. , in a fraud detection or humanitar 
ian aid context , a risk or need associated with the entity ) . In 
some embodiments , the data objects may be aggregated 
even if there is not complete certainty that the data objects 
are associated with the same entity or event . On the other 
hand , in some embodiments , the original underlying data 
objects may be preserved , such that they can continue to be 
used for other applications where it may not be appropriate 
to aggregate and associate the data objects into a single 
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aggregated data object . As such , the usefulness and func 
tionality of the stored data objects may be improved . 
[ 0053 ] In addition , in some embodiments , customized listing of aggregated data objects may be provided to 
different users , based upon one or more entity or event 
metrics ( e.g. , scores ) and one or more user attributes . This 
allows the system to provide to different users listings that 
will be most relevant to each user . Furthermore , updating 
entity metrics in response to inputted events may improve 
the ability of the system to provide users with the most 
up - to - date and relevant information . 
[ 0054 ] Not necessarily all such advantages can be 
achieved in accordance with any particular embodiment of 
the invention . Thus , the invention can be embodied or 
carried out in a manner that achieves or optimizes one 
advantage or group of advantages as taught herein without 
necessarily achieving other advantages as can be taught or 
suggested herein . 
[ 0055 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example 
data analysis system 100 , according to an embodiment . As 
shown in the embodiment of FIG . 1 , the data analysis system 
100 includes an application server 115 running on a server 
computing system 110 , a client 135 running on a client 
computer system 130 ( also referred to as a user device ) , and 
at least one data store 140. Further , the client 135 , applica 
tion server 115 , and data store 140 may communicate over 
a network 150 , for example , to access data sources 160 . 
[ 0056 ] The application server 115 may include a resolu 
tion engine 120 , a metrics engine 122 , and a workflow 
engine 124. The resolution engine 120 , metrics engine 122 , 
and workflow engine 124 may be software modules as 
described below in reference to FIGS . 2-8 . According to an 
embodiment , the resolution engine 120 is configured to read 
data from a variety of data sources 160 to obtain a plurality 
of different data objects . The accessed data objects from data 
sources 160 may be of different types . For example , the data 
objects may include entity data objects , event data objects , 
and / or the like . The resolution engine 120 may use the 
retrieved data objects to generate one or more aggregated 
data objects for one or more entities and / or events . For 
example , the resolution engine 120 may analyze the 
retrieved data objects and generate additional metadata 
associating the data objects with particular entities and / or 
events . In some embodiments , data generated by the reso 
lution engine may be stored on the server computing system 
110 and / or on the data store 140. The operations of the 
resolution engine 120 are discussed in greater detail below 
in reference to FIGS . 2-4 . 
[ 0057 ] In some embodiments , the metrics engine 122 may 
be configured to score entities and / or events according to 
one or more criteria ( e.g. , risk criteria , need criteria , and / or 
the like ) . In some embodiments , the metrics engine 122 may 
analyze and weigh one or more attributes values or combi 
nations of attributes values associated with an entity ( e.g. , 
provided by a holistic entity object generated by the reso 
lution engine 120 ) or an event . 
[ 0058 ] The application server may further include a work 
flow engine 124. The workflow engine may generate and / or 
provide the various user interfaces of the data analysis 
system . For example , the workflow engine 124 may present 
various data generated by the resolution engine 120 and / or 
the metrics engine 122. For example , the workflow engine 
124 may present a user with a list of one or more entities , 
based upon the determined scores associated with the enti 

ties . In some embodiments , the workflow engine 124 may be 
used to generate one or more user interfaces that may be 
displayed to a user at a client computer system 130 ( e.g. , as 
a web service ) . 
[ 0059 ] The client 135 may represent one or more software 
applications or modules configured to present data and 
translate input , from a user , into requests for data analyses by 
the application server 115. In one embodiment , the client 
135 and the application server 115 may be embodied in the 
same software module and / or may be included in the same 
computing system . However , several clients 135 may 
execute on the client computer 130 , and / or several clients 
135 on several client computers 130 may interact with the 
application server 115. In some embodiments , client com 
puter 130 may correspond to a personal computer , a laptop , 
a mobile device ( e.g. , a mobile phone , tablet , and / or the 
like ) , etc. 
[ 0060 ] In one embodiment , the client 135 may be a 
browser accessing a web service . In various embodiments , a 
component of the system , for example the workflow engine 
124 , may generate user interfaces ( for example , that may be 
transmitted to a display or browser and displayed to a user ) 
and / or may generate instructions or code useable to generate 
a display and / or user interface ( for example , that may be 
transmitted to a display or browser where a user interface 
may be generated and displayed to a user ) . 
[ 0061 ] While the client 135 and application server 115 are 
shown running on distinct computing systems , the client 135 
and application server 115 may run on the same computing 
system . Further , the entity resolution engine 120 , the risk 
engine 122 , and / or the workflow engine 124 may run on 
separate applications servers 115 , on separate server com 
puting systems , or some combination thereof . 
[ 0062 ] In an embodiment , the data sources 160 provide 
data available to the entity resolution engine 120 , risk engine 
122 , and / or workflow engine 124 , for example data objects 
associated with one or more entities or events . Such data 
sources may include relational data sources , web services 
data , XML data , and the like . Further , such data sources may 
include a variety of information and data , for example , entity 
information , event information , financial information , com 
puter network - related data , and / or computer - related activity 
data , among others . Data sources 160 is included to be 
representative of a variety of data available to the server 
computer system 110 over network 150 , as well as locally 
available data sources . 
[ 0063 ] The data store 140 may be a Relational Database 
Management System ( RDBMS ) that stores the data as rows 
in relational tables . The term " database , ” as used herein , 
may refer to a database ( e.g. , RDBMS or SQL database ) , or 
may refer to any other data structure , such as , for example 
a comma separated values ( CSV ) , extensible markup lan 
guage ( XML ) , text ( TXT ) file , flat file , spreadsheet file , 
and / or any other widely used or proprietary format . While 
the data store 140 is shown as a distinct computing system , 
the data store 140 may operate on the same server computing 
system 110 as the application server 115 . 

Data Object Resolution 
[ 0064 ] In many applications ( e.g. , humanitarian aid or 
fraud detection ) , it is often beneficial to be able to focus 
resources on particular entities ( e.g. , refugees , accounts , 
etc. ) or events ( e.g. , money laundering ) based on a scoring 
metric , e.g. , greatest need , highest risk . For example , in a 
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humanitarian aid context , certain entities ( e.g. , individuals , 
families , geographic areas ) may be determined to have 
greater need for aid based upon one or more identified 
factors . These factors may be based upon attributes associ 
ated with the entity , such as previous aid history , demo 
graphic information , geographic region , and / or the like . In 
some embodiments , a score or metric indicating a level of 
need may be calculated for an entity based upon the factors 
associated with the entity , allowing a user ( e.g. , a humani 
tarian aid worker ) to quickly identify which entities are most 
in need , and be able to allocate resources and attention 
accordingly . 
[ 0065 ] In order to assess each entity or event based on a 
scoring metric ( e.g. , have the highest risk scores , need 
scores ) , an aggregated data object aggregating available data 
and attributes associated with each entity or event may be 
constructed . In addition , in some embodiments , patterns of 
events may be identified and used to generate one or more 
additional attributes . For example , the presence of multiple 
events within a certain period of time may be used to 
determine a scoring or ranking for the multiple events or one 
or more entities associated with the events . However , in 
many cases , data relating to an entity or event oftentimes 
may be fragmented and scattered between many different 
data sources and organized in different ways . In some 
embodiments , different databases may be maintained by 
different organizations or departments of an organization . As 
such , it may often be difficult to determine which data should 
be associated with which entities or events . 
[ 0066 ] FIG . 2 illustrates a block diagram of various types 
of data sources that may be used to aggregated entity or 
event data objects , in accordance with some embodiments . 
In some embodiments , the data sources may include one or 
more data sources . For example , an entity information data 
base 202 may contain data objects relating to a plurality of 
entities . For example , in the context of humanitarian aid , 
each entity may correspond to an individual , family , group , 
and / or other entity that may potentially be in need of aid . In 
a fraud detection context , each entity may correspond to an 
account , an individual or organization associated with one or 
more accounts , and / or the like . Each entity in the entity 
information database may be associated with one or more 
attributes corresponding to different types of identification 
information . These may include names , account numbers , 
known addresses , physical descriptions , associated geo 
graphical areas , and / or the like . In some embodiments , an 
entity of the entity information DB 202 may be associated 
with values for some but not all types of identification 
information that may be associated with the entity . For 
example , a particular entity corresponding to a family in 
potential need of aid may be associated with one or more 
physical description attributes , but whose names or address 
are unknown . In some embodiments , different types of 
entities may be stored in different data stores . 
[ 0067 ] In some embodiments , the data sources may also 
include event data sources . In some embodiments , an entity 
may be associated with one or more event data objects . For 
example , in a humanitarian aid context , an aid database 204 
may contain entries relating to aid events , each entry speci 
fying one or more attributes related to the aid event , such as 
time of aid , type of aid provided , recipient of aid , cost of aid , 
and / or the like . As such , an aid event may be associated with 
one or more entities ( e.g. , as providers or recipients of aid ) . 

[ 0068 ] In some embodiments , different types of events 
may be organized and stored in different data sources . For 
example , in addition to an aid database 204 , a humanitarian 
aid organization may have access to other databases , such as 
a natural disaster database 206 comprising information on 
natural disaster events ( e.g. , containing attributes such as 
type of disaster , geographic region affected by disaster , date 
of disaster , and / or the like ) , a field report database 208 
comprising information on field report event , and / or the like . 
[ 0069 ] In some embodiments , the data sources may also 
include other types of data sources 210 ( e.g. , data sources 
containing data objects relating to other types of entities ) . 
[ 0070 ] In some embodiments , in order to form an aggre 
gated data object 212 for an entity or event , data from these 
different sources may be retrieved and aggregated in accor 
dance with a resolution scheme ( e.g. , at the resolution engine 
120 ) . The resolution engine 120 may be configured to 
identify which data objects from the accessed data sources 
202-210 are associated with each entity , as well as determine 
one or more additional attributes for an entity based upon the 
data objects associated with the entity . By having the avail 
able data for each entity aggregated into a single data object , 
a score can be calculated for the entities or events based 
upon their related factors , properties , etc. 
[ 0071 ] In some embodiments , a financial institution ( e.g. , 
a bank , a lender , and / or the like ) may monitor one or more 
entities ( e.g. , individuals or organizations ) for fraud , e.g. , 
money laundering . Each entity may be associated with one 
or more risk factors indicating a likelihood that the entity 
may have committed fraud ( e.g. , transfers for unusual 
amounts of money , transactions with known fraudsters , 
fraud history , credit history , number of financial accounts 
owned , and / or the like ) . Accessed data sources may com 
prise one or more data sources containing individual or 
organization data , one or more data sources containing data 
on a plurality of accounts , one or more data sources con 
taining transaction data , and / or the like . 
[ 0072 ] In another embodiment , one or more of the tech 
niques disclosed herein may be utilized by an insurance 
agency or underwriter to identify at risk insurance policies . 
Different entities corresponding to companies or other orga 
nizations may be analyzed to determine a risk score , based 
upon one or more risk factors ( e.g. , claim history , geographic 
location , industry , and / or the like ) . Aggregated data objects 
may be formed based upon data objects retrieved from a 
client data store , a claims data store , and / or the like . While 
the examples disclosed below will refer primarily to certain 
applications for ease of explanation ( e.g. , fraud detection 
context , humanitarian aid context , etc. ) , it is understood that 
the techniques disclosed herein may be applied to many 
other applications . 

Probabilistic Object Resolution 
[ 0073 ] As discussed above , a particular entity or an event 
may be associated with a plurality of different data objects 
distributed across a plurality of different data stores . For 
example , an entity object may be associated with a first data 
object from an entity data store , a second data object from 
an event data store , and a third data object from another type 
of data store ( e.g. , another entity data store ) . 
[ 0074 ] In addition , in some embodiments , an entity may 
be associated with multiple data objects from the same data 
source . For example , a particular entity may be associated 
with a plurality of different entity objects in a first database . 
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This may occur due to the entity being observed on multiple 
occasions , without the knowledge that the entities involved 
with each occasion are actually the same entity . For 
example , in the context of humanitarian aid and natural 
disaster relief , there may be multiple reports for entities 
( e.g. , families , neighborhoods , etc. ) in need of aid due to a 
natural disaster that may actually be directed to the same 
entity . Similarly , in some embodiments , multiple aid agen 
cies or other sources may record events ( e.g. , natural disaster 
events ) that may actually refer to the same event . In some 
embodiments , some data objects from a particular data 
source may not have complete data that may be associated 
with an entity . For example , a particular entity data object 
may be associated with a given neighborhood , but not have 
the street name or address number . 
[ 0075 ] In addition , in some embodiments , a particular 
entity may be associated with multiple events ( e.g. , the 
money launderer / fraudster was described in multiple suspi 
cious activity reports , and / or the like ) . For example , a 
fraudster may be associated with multiple suspicious activity 
report event data objects from a financial fraud database . 
Similarly , a family or other entity residing in a particular 
area may be associated with multiple events associated with 
deployment of humanitarian aid . 
[ 0076 ] In some embodiments , attributes associated with a 
plurality of different data objects ( from the same data source 
or from different data sources ) may be compared , in order to 
determine whether different data objects can be associated 
with the same entity or event . In some embodiments , a 
confidence level is determined , wherein the confidence level 
indicates whether the data objects should be associated with 
the same entity . As discussed above , data objects may be 
associated with one or more attributes that may be used to 
associate the data object with a particular entity or event . For 
example , an entity data object may be associated with one or 
more attributes that may be used to identify the entity ( e.g. , 
name , description , identification numbers , and / or the like ) . 
An event data object may be associated with attributes that 
may be used to identify the event ( e.g. , time of event , type 
of event , and / or the like ) and / or an entity associated with the 
event ( e.g. , an entity that caused the event , participated in the 
event , was affected by the event , and / or like ) . In some 
embodiments , data objects may not always have a complete 
set of attributes for which to identify an event or entity ( e.g. , 
a reporter / personnel recording a field report of an event may 
have observed a physical description an entity associated 
with the event , but was unable to record information on 
other attributes of the entity , such as name or identification 
numbers ) . 
[ 0077 ] Attributes associated with the data objects may be 
compared to determine if different data objects ( e.g. , corre 
sponding to entities , events , and / or the like ) should be 
associated with the same aggregated data object correspond 
ing to a particular entity or event . In some embodiments , 
certain types of attributes may be considered a strong 
indicator of a particular entity or event . For example , if two 
event data objects are associated with the same location and 
time , it may be inferred with a high level of confidence that 
the two event data objects are associated with the same 
event . On the other hand , certain types of attributes may be 
considered to be less indicative of a particular entity or 
event . For example , two data objects sharing the same 
source may not be considered a strong indicator that the 
objects should be associated with the same event . 

[ 0078 ] In some embodiments , a confidence level indicat 
ing a probability that different objects may be considered to 
be associated with the same entity or event may be deter 
mined , based upon matching attribute data between the data 
objects . The data objects may be considered to be associated 
with the same entity or event for the purpose of calculating 
a score if the confidence level satisfies a threshold confi 
dence level . For example , as discussed above , matching 
locations may be considered to satisfy the threshold confi 
dence level , while matching sources may not . 
[ 0079 ] In some embodiments , if a confidence level for two 
or more data objects satisfies the threshold confidence level , 
the data objects may not be automatically associated with 
the same entity or event . Instead , a notification may be 
presented to a user ( e.g. , at a user interface ) , prompting the 
user to confirm that the objects should be associated with the 
same entity or event . 
[ 0080 ] FIG . 3 illustrates a flowchart of a process for 
associating a plurality of data objects with a single entity or 
event , in accordance with some embodiments . At block 302 , 
a plurality of data objects is identified . In some embodi 
ments , the data objects may be from different data sources 
( e.g. , an entity object from an entity database and an event 
object from an events database ) . In some embodiments , the 
data objects may be from the same data source ( e.g. , 
multiple event objects from an events database ) . 
[ 0081 ] As discussed above , each data object may be 
associated with one or more different attributes . At block 
304 , one or more shared attributes between the identified 
data objects are identified . For example , it may be deter 
mined that a first data object and a second data object are 
both associated with values for an address attribute . In some 
embodiments , a pair of data objects may share a plurality of 
different attributes . For example , in some embodiments , a 
field report object may be associated with attributes corre 
sponding with information that a humanitarian aid worker is 
required to record when submitting a field report . As such , 
different field report objects will tend to be associated with 
the same attributes . 
[ 0082 ] At block 306 , a confidence level is determined , 
based at least in part upon the attribute types and values of 
the identified shared attributes . The shared attributes 
between the data objects may be analyzed to determine 
whether the values of the shared attributes match . The 
confidence level may be determined based upon matches 
and / or mismatches of the identified attribute values . 
[ 0083 ] In addition , as discussed above , different types of 
attributes may be weighted differently when determining a 
confidence level . For example , a matching address may be 
a strong indicator that different data objects should be 
associated with the same entity , while matching sources , by 
itself , may be a weak indicator that the data objects should 
be associated with the same entity . Conversely , an address or 
source mismatch may both be strong indicators that the data 
objects are not associated with the same entity or event , 
while a mismatch in certain other attributes may be a weak 
indicator that the data objects are not associated with the 
same entity or event . 
[ 0084 ] At block 308 , a determination is made as to 
whether to confidence level satisfies a threshold level . If so , 
the process may proceed to block 310 , where the identified 
data objects are associated with the same entity or event . In 
some embodiments , instead of automatically associating the 
data objects with the same entity or event in response to the 
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may be 

confidence level satisfying a threshold , a notification may be 
displayed to a user at a user interface , prompting the user to 
manually determine whether the data objects should be 
associated with the same entity . In addition , a basis for 
determining the confidence level ( e.g. , matching attribute 
types ) may be displayed . 
[ 0085 ] In some embodiments , the data objects may be 
automatically associated with the same entity or event if the 
confidence level satisfies a first threshold level , while being 
presented to a user for confirmation if the confidence level 
satisfies a second threshold level lower than the first thresh 
old level . For example , in some embodiments , data objects 
associated with a common value for a first attribute 
automatically determined to be associated with the same 
entity or event , while data objects associated with a common 
value for a second , different attribute may require manual 
confirmation by a user . In some embodiments , determining 
which data objects should be associated with the same 
entity / event allows for more complete information to be 
obtained for the entity / event , which may be used to calculate 
one or more scores associated with the entity or event ( e.g. , 
risk score , need score , and / or the like ) . 
[ 0086 ] In some embodiments , because data objects may 
not always be associated with entities with complete cer 
tainty , probabilistic or “ soft ” resolution may be used to 
associate retrieved data objects with entities or events with 
out modifying the underlying data objects or data sources . 
For example , while it may be acceptable for the data from 
two different data objects to associated with the same entity 
or event for the purpose of calculating a score for the entity 
or event , it may not be appropriate for the data objects to be 
combined in the source / original data store , due to uncer 
tainty that the data objects actually correspond to the same 
entity or event . 
[ 0087 ] Through the use of soft resolution , the functionality 
and usability of the system may be improved . By aggregat 
ing and associating different data objects with entities or 
events for certain applications ( e.g. , determining one or 
more scores , such as risk scores , need scores , and / or the 
like ) , a greater amount of data may be obtained , allowing for 
more accurate results ( e.g. , in determining scores for an 
entity or event ) . On the other hand , preserving the original 
data objects preserved for use in other applications where it 
may not be appropriate to aggregate the data objects . 
[ 0088 ] FIG . 4 illustrates a block diagram of a system for 
performing soft resolution on data objects from a plurality of 
data sources , and assessing scores of the entity or event 
resolutions , in accordance with some embodiments . As 
illustrated in FIG . 4 , a resolution assessment platform 402 
may access a plurality of data sources 160. In some embodi 
ments , the resolution assessment platform 402 is imple 
mented by the resolution engine 120 , metrics engine 122 , or 
some combination thereof . 
[ 0089 ] The data sources 160 may comprise entity data 
sources , event data sources , or other types of data sources . 
For example , in some embodiments , the data sources 160 
may comprise one or more data sources as illustrated in FIG . 
2 ( e.g. , entity database 202 , aid database 204 , natural disas 
ter database 206 , field reports database 208 , and / or other 
databases 210 ) . 
[ 0090 ] Retrieved data objects from the plurality of data 
sources 160 may be processed using soft resolution , in order 
to determine which data objects should be associated with 
which entities or events for the purpose of assessing scores 

associated with the entities or events . In some embodiments , 
attribute types associated with the retrieved data objects may 
be compared to determining matching attribute types 
between pairs of data objects , from which a confidence level 
may be calculated . Pairs of data objects associated with a 
confidence value satisfying one or more confidence thresh 
olds may be determined to be associated with the same entity 
or event ( e.g. , automatically or through manual user confir 
mation ) . 
[ 0091 ] In some embodiments , soft resolution may com 
prise generating metadata to be associated with the retrieved 
data objects , wherein the metadata indicates which entities 
or events are associated with which data objects . As illus 
trated in FIG . 4 , the soft resolution metadata 404 may be 
stored separately from the one or more data sources 160 , 
such that the underlying data objects of the data sources 160 
remain unchanged . 
[ 0092 ] In some embodiments , the soft resolution metadata 
404 may be used to form one or more aggregated entity or 
event data objects , wherein all available data associated with 
the entity or event is aggregated . In some embodiments , an 
aggregated data object may be constructed by accessing the 
soft resolution metadata 404 to determine which data objects 
are associated with the entity or event . The data associated 
with the data objects may be combined or aggregated to 
determine attribute values associated with the entity or 
event . For example , an entity may be associated with a first 
entity data object having values for birthday first set of 
attributes , and a second entity data object having values a 
second , different set of attributes , a first event data object 
corresponding to an event that the entity is associated with , 
and / or the like . In some embodiments , one or more aggre 
gate attributes for the entity or event may be determined 
based upon the data objects associated with the entity or 
event . For example , a particular entity may be associated 
with a plurality of event data objects , which may be used to 
determine an event history for the entity , as well as one or 
more additional attributes based upon the determined event 
history ( e.g. , time between events , type of association with 
events , and / or the like ) . In another embodiment , a particular 
event may be associated with the plurality of entity data 
objects , which can be used to determine one or more 
aggregate attributes associated with the event ( e.g. , number 
of entities associated with event , types of entities associated 
with event , and / or the like ) . 
[ 0093 ] In some embodiments , an entity may be associated 
with one or more affiliations ( e.g. , group affiliations ) . For 
example , an entity may be associated with an address or 
location associated with a particular group ( e.g. , a country , 
company , or other organization ) , may be identified in a field 
report data object as having been observed certain attributes 
associated with a group , may be associated with other 
entities believed to be affiliated with the group , and / or the 
like . In some embodiments , an affiliation score may be 
determined for an entity indicating a likelihood that the 
entity has a certain affiliation . In some embodiments , the 
calculated additional attributes for the entity may be stored 
as part of the soft entity resolution metadata 404 or in 
another data store ( not shown ) . 
[ 0094 ] In some embodiments , how additional attributes 
such as affiliation are determined may be updated by one or 
more users . For example , a fraud detection officer tasked 
with detecting and analyzing possible instances of money 
laundering may observe different types of indicators for 
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identifying affiliations between two or more different enti 
ties . As a result , how affiliation is determined for the entities 
may be updated based upon the knowledge of the officer . 

particular entity has committed fraud , the attributes associ 
ated with the entity may be analyzed to determine one or 
more updates to the scoring model for calculating a score . 
[ 0101 ] After scores have been calculated for one or more 
entities or events , a listing of entities or events may be 
displayed to a user at a user interface 408. The listing may 
be based upon the calculated scores ( e.g. , the listing may 
comprise entities having the highest scores ) . In some 
embodiments , a user may use the user interface 408 to 
modify the displayed listing of entities ( e.g. , add or remove 
entities from the listing ) , combine listed entities , bookmark 
listed entities , and / or other operations . Operations that may 
be performed using the user interface 408 will be described 
in greater detail below , in association with FIGS . 6-7 . 

Risk Determination Process 

Scoring Model 
[ 0095 ] In some embodiments , once an aggregated data 
object for an entity or event is created , a score may be 
calculated for the entity or event , indicating an applicability 
of the entity or event to a certain parameter . For example , in 
the context of fraud detection , a score for an entity may 
indicate a risk that the entity will commit fraud during a 
future time period . In the context of humanitarian aid , a 
score for an entity may indicate a level of need of the entity . 
In some embodiments , the score may be determined using a 
scoring model 406. In some embodiments , an entity may be 
associated with more than one score , each score being 
associated with a different type of parameter . 
[ 0096 ] In some embodiments , the scoring model 406 
extracts one or more attributes associated with an aggregated 
data object . The one or more attributes ( also referred to as 
scoring factors ) may correspond to attributes associated with 
an entity believed to be indicative of the parameter associ 
ated with the score ( e.g. , risk , need , etc. ) . These may include 
attributes related to a current status of the entity ( e.g. , 
geographic location of the entity , financial status of the 
entity , and / or the like ) , an event history associated with the 
entity ( types of event associated with the entity , time since 
most recent event , time between events , and / or the like ) , 
and / or the like . The model may weigh the extracted attri 
butes to make a determination of the score associated with 
the entity . 
[ 0097 ] In some embodiments , one or more extracted attri 
butes may be combined or aggregated to form an aggregated 
attribute to be used by the model . For example , in some 
embodiments , the scoring model may weigh a first attribute 
differently based upon a value of a second attribute . 
[ 0098 ] In some embodiments , the scoring model 406 may 
utilize machine learning to determine scoring factors to 
extract and how the extracted scoring factors should be 
weighed in determining a score to be associated with the 
entity or event . In some embodiments , the models must first 
be trained before they can be used to determine scores to be 
associated with entities or events . For example , sample 
training data may be received by the model . The sample 
training data may comprise data associated with one or more 
entities or events from which one or more scoring factors 
may be extracted . The sample training data is processed by 
the model to determine scores for the one or more entities or 
events . 
[ 0099 ] The results produced by the model can then be 
compared with one or more expected results , and a deter 
mination is made as to whether the model results are 
satisfactory . If the results are not satisfactory , the model may 
be updated based upon the comparison between the model 
results and the expected results . For example , in some 
embodiments , the weights afforded to certain extracted 
scoring factors may be altered , based upon how indicative 
they are of the parameter associated with the score . 
[ 0100 ] In addition to training data , the model may con 
tinue to be updated during use . For example , as additional 
data is received for analyzed entities or events , the model 
may be further updated and improved , e.g. , based upon the 
reported accuracy / inaccuracy of the model . For example , in 
the context of fraud detection , if it is determined that a 

[ 0102 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a flowchart of a process for 
performing resolution and determining scores for aggre 
gated data objects , in accordance with some embodiments . 
At block 502 , a plurality of data sources is accessed . As 
discussed above , the plurality of data sources may include 
one or more entity data sources 502a , one or more event data 
sources 502b , and one or more other types of data sources 
502C ( e.g. , data sources directed to other types of entities ) . 
At block 504 , data objects are retrieved from the accessed 
data stores . 
[ 0103 ] At block 506 , attributes that may be used to iden 
tify an entity or event associated with the retrieved data 
objects are identified . For example , the attributes for iden 
tifying an event may comprise time and date attributes . In 
some embodiments , attributes for identifying an entity may 
comprise description attributes , associated location attri 
butes , type attributes , title attributes , and / or the like . 
[ 0104 ] At block 508 , metadata is generated to associate 
retrieved data objects with entities or events , based at least 
in part upon the identified attributes . In some embodiments , 
identified attributes of different data objects may be com 
pared and used to generate a confidence value that the data 
objects should be associated with the same entity or event . 
The attributes may be weighed based upon a type of attribute 
( e.g. , certain types of attributes may be considered more 
indicative for identifying an entity or event ) and whether the 
values of the attribute match between the different data 
objects . In some embodiments , if the confidence value meets 
a confidence threshold , the data objects may be automati 
cally associated with the same entity or event . 
[ 0105 ] In some embodiments , the generated metadata may 
be stored separately from the underlying data objects 
retrieved from the plurality of data stores . As such , the 
underlying data objects will remain unchanged . 
[ 0106 ] At block 510 , one or more additional attributes 
may be determined for each entity or event , based upon the 
data objects associated with the entity or event . For example , 
event data objects associated with an entity may be used to 
determine an event history associated with the entity , as well 
as one or more attribute values that may derived from the 
event history ( e.g. , number of events , time between events , 
time since most recent events , and / or the like ) . For example , 
in a fraud detection context , an entity associated with an 
account or account owner may be associated with multiple 
transaction events , which may be used to determine a 
transaction history associated with the entity , as well as one 
or more attributes associated with the transaction history 
( e.g. , number of transactions , time between transactions , 
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amount of transactions , and / or the like ) . In some embodi 
ments , different attributes from different data objects may be 
used to determine a relationship of the entity or event . For 
example , a particular entity may be determined as being 
associated with a group or organization . 
[ 0107 ] At block 512 , a score is determined for each 
aggregated data object corresponding to a particular entity or 
event , based at least in part upon one or more scoring 
factors . The one or more scoring factors correspond to at 
least a portion of the attributes or combinations of attributes 
associated with the entity or event . In some embodiments , 
the score may be calculated using a scoring model , based 
upon the risk factors associated with the entity or event . 
[ 0108 ] At block 514 , a listing of one or more entities or 
events may be displayed to a user via a user interface at a 
user device . For example , a listing of entities or events 
having the highest scores may be displayed . In some 
embodiments , the entities displayed may be based at least in 
part upon one or more attributes of the user ( e.g. , user 
location , user department , user interests , and / or the like ) . 
The user may be able to modifying the listing by adding or 
removing entities or events from the list . 
[ 0109 ] In some embodiments , a user may select a particu 
lar entity or event to view an aggregated data object for the 
entity or event . The aggregated data object may display data 
on attributes that would be useful to the user in dealing with 
the entity or event ( e.g. , photos , description , addresses ) . The 
aggregated data object may also display one or more attri 
butes used in generating the score for the entity or event 
( e.g. , most relevant scoring factors ) . 

User Interface 

affiliation attributes , and / or the like ) may be recalculated . In 
some embodiments , an updated score will also be calculated 
for the entity . 
[ 0113 ] In some embodiments , the user may also modify 
the entities displayed in the listing . For example , the user 
may select the “ Remove ” button 606 to remove one or more 
selected entities from the listing . For example , the user may , 
using their own knowledge , determine that a particular 
entity is not relevant and thus select the entity for removal . 
[ 0114 ] In some embodiments , the user may bookmark one 
or more of the listed entities ( e.g. , by selecting one or more 
entities and selecting the “ Bookmark ” button 608 ) . As such , 
the user is able maintain a customized list of entities , even 
as the listing reflecting the entities with the highest scores 
changes . In some embodiments , the user may maintain 
multiple different lists of bookmarks ( e.g. , different lists 
associated with different locations , different types of events , 
and / or the like ) . A user interface element , such as a pull 
down menu 610 may be used by the user to select a list for 
the selected entities to be added to . 
[ 0115 ] In some embodiments , the user may be interested 
in certain entities that are not part of the displayed listing 
( e.g. , due to their calculated scores being lower than the 
listed entities ) . As such , the user may desire to add one or 
more additional entities to the displayed listing ( e.g. , by 
selecting an “ add entities ” button 612 ) . 
[ 0116 ] FIG . 6B illustrates a user interface that may be used 
to add additional entities to the displayed entity list . As 
illustrated in FIG . 6B , an additional display panel allowing 
the user to search available entities is displayed ( e.g. , in 
response to the user selecting the “ add ” button 612 ) . The 
user may search for one or more keywords relating to a 
desired data object ( e.g. , using search field 614 ) and receive 
a listing of search results 616. The user may select one or 
more entities 618 from the search results 616 to be added to 
the listing 602 . 
[ 0117 ] In some embodiments , the entities displayed to the 
user ( e.g. , listing 602 ) may be based at least in part upon one 
or more attributes of the user . For example , the user may be 
associated with a particular geographic area and / or a par 
ticular organization . As such , the listing 602 may be limited 
to entities associated with the geographic area , are relevant 
to the organization , etc. In some embodiments , the attributes 
of the user may be detected automatically . In some embodi 
ments , the user may input one or more preferences ( e.g. , 
only list entities or events associated with certain locations , 
having certain attributes , and / or the like ) . 
[ 0118 ] FIG . 7 illustrates a flowchart of a process for 
displaying a listing of entities to a user at a user interface , in 
accordance with some embodiments . At block 702 , entity or 
event data and associated scores are identified . In some 
embodiments , the entity or event data may comprise all 
entity / event data , entity / event data corresponding to entities 
associated with a score above a threshold value , and / or the 
like . 
[ 0119 ] At block 704 , one or more attributes associated 
with the user are identified . These may include one or more 
attributes related to an identify of the user 704a , one or more 
attributes related to an organization associated with the user 
704b , one or more attributes related to a location of the user 
704c , and / or the like . In some embodiments , the one or more 
attributes may be determined automatically based upon a 
user profile of the user , one or more user - inputted creden 
tials , and / or the like . 

[ 0110 ] FIGS . 6A and 6B illustrate example user interfaces 
that may be generated to display entities and / or events and 
their associated scores . In some embodiments , the user 
interface may display to a user a listing of entities 602 in 
descending order of scores . It is understood that although 
FIGS . 6A and 6B illustrate a listing of entities , in other 
embodiments , user interfaces may be generated to display 
events instead of entities , or some combination thereof . 
Displayed data for each entity may include title attributes of 
the entity such as an ID corresponding to the entity or a name 
of the entity , one or more additional attributes associated 
with the entity ( e.g. , a location associated with the entity , a 
most recent event associated with the entity ) , and the cal 
culated score for the entity . 
[ 0111 ] In some embodiments , the user may select a par 
ticular entity to view more detailed information on the 
selected entity . In some embodiments , the additional infor 
mation for the entity may be retrieved using an aggregated 
data object associated with the entity . In some embodiments , 
the user may print out the additional information retrieved 
using the aggregated data object for the entity , for use when 
the user may not have access to a user device . 
[ 0112 ] In some embodiments , the user may , when viewing 
the entity listing , believe that two or more entities in the 
listing actually refer to the same entity . As such , the user 
may select the desired entities and select the “ Resolve ” 
button 604 to combine the selected entities . In response , the 
data objects associated with each of the selected entities will 
be associated with a single aggregated data object . In 
addition , any additional attributes ( e.g. , history attributes , 
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[ 0120 ] At block 706 , a listing of entities / events is gener 
ated based upon the scores associated with the entities / 
events , and the identified user attributes . This may be done 
is order to present a listing of entities / events that will be 
most relevant to the user . For example , in some embodi 
ments , a user may be associated with a location or region . 
Entities / events associated with locations that are in proxim 
ity to the location or region associated with the user may be 
more relevant to the user . As such , the listing of entities may 
be based upon the locations associated with the entities / 
events relative to the location associated with the user . For 
example , in some embodiments , entities / events having an 
associated location greater than a threshold distance from 
the location associated with the user may be excluded from 
the listing 
[ 0121 ] In some embodiments , the user may be associated 
with a particular organization . For example , a fraud detec 
tion officer may be associated with an organization that 
specializes in handling particular types of fraud ( e.g. , money 
laundering , insider trading , and / or the like ) . As such , entity 
listings generated for different users may be customized 
based upon the organization associated with the users ( e.g. , 
a listing generated for a user in the money laundering 
organization will contain entities or events associated with 
money laundering , while a listing generated for a user in the 
insider trading organization will contain entities or events 
associated with insider trading ) . 
[ 0122 ] In some embodiments , other types of user attri 
butes may be used to determine how the listing of entities or 
events is generated . In addition , in some embodiments the 
user may input one or more preferences for generating the 
listing . For example , the user may specify one or more 
additional criteria for which to generate the listing . 
[ 0123 ] In some embodiments , one or more rules specify 
ing which entities or events will be included in the listing 
may be generated . For example , in some embodiments , if a 
score for a particular entity is sufficiently high , the entity 
may be included in the listing for a particular user , even if 
the entity does not have attributes corresponding to the user 
( e.g. , location , organization , and / or the like ) . 
[ 0124 ] At block 708 , user interface data is generated to 
display the listing of entities or events to the user at a user 
interface . As such , functionality of the system may be 
improved , as each user receives a listing of entities or events 
that is most relevant to them , based upon their attributes 
and / or preferences . 

the entity is not a participant of an event or otherwise 
directly associated with the event . 
[ 0126 ] In another example , in the context of fraud moni 
toring , certain events may cause the risk scores associated 
with some entities to change . For example , an event corre 
sponding to a large drop in the stock market may cause the 
scores for certain types of entities ( e.g. , entities with net 
assets below a certain value , entities with a certain amount 
of money invested in stocks , and / or the like ) to increase or 
decrease , despite none of the attributes associated with the 
entities changing 
[ 0127 ] FIG . 8 illustrates a flowchart of a process for 
updating scores in response to events , in accordance with 
some embodiments . At block 802 , an indication of an event 
may be received . In some embodiments , the indication of an 
event may be received as a new data object from an event 
data source ( e.g. , a field reports database , a calendar data 
base , and / or the like ) . In some embodiments , the indication 
of the event may be received through another source . For 
example , an indication of a field report event may be 
received as field reports are received , instead of being 
retrieved from a field report data store . 
[ 0128 ] At block 804 , associations between the event and 
one or more scoring factors are identified . In some embodi 
ments , the event may be associated with one or more 
different attributes ( e.g. , type of event , location of event , 
entities involved in the event , and / or the like ) that may be 
associated with one or more scoring factors . In some 
embodiments , events of certain types may cause the weights 
of certain scoring factors to change . For example , an event 
of a certain type may cause the scores of entities associated 
with a location within a certain proximity of the event 
location to change ( e.g. , a natural disaster event may cause 
the need scores for entities associated with locations within 
a certain proximity to the event to rise ) . 
[ 0129 ] At block 806 , the one or more scoring factors are 
updated , based at least in part upon the identified associa 
tions . In some embodiments , weights associated with certain 
scoring factors may increase or decrease based upon attri 
butes associated with the event . For example , as discussed 
above , a weight associated with an entity having certain 
attributes may be increased or decreased in response to the 
occurrence of the event , based upon a relationship or asso 
ciation with an entity associated with the event ( e.g. , a 
participant at the event ) , a location associated with the event , 
and / or the like . In some embodiments , the one or more 
scoring factors may comprise a combination of different 
scoring factors ( e.g. , scores may be increased for entities 
having a membership with certain organizations and asso 
ciated with a location within a threshold distance of the 
location of the event , while scores for entities outside the 
threshold distance may remain unchanged , regardless of 
membership ) . 
[ 0130 ] At block 808 , scores for one or more entities are 
recalculated , based upon the one or more updated scoring 
factors . In addition , the updated scores may be propagated to 
a plurality of user devices , causing updates to one or more 
user interfaces to reflect the changed scores . For example , a 
user at a user device may receive an alert of the event and 
an updated entity listing based upon the event . As such , the 
user may receive updated scoring information in substan 
tially real - time in response to events . By updating scores in 
substantially real - time in response to events , users can be 
kept up to date on the latest conditions , allowing them to 

Event - Based Scoring Model 
[ 0125 ] In some embodiments , events may change how a 
score is determined for certain entities , even if the attributes 
of the entities do not change . In some embodiments , the 
occurrence of a first event may increase the score of certain 
entities . In some embodiments , a first event may comprise 
an event involving a first set entities . In response , it may be 
expected that a second event will occur in the near - future . As 
a result , the scoring model ( e.g. , for calculating a score 
indicating a likelihood that the entity may be involved in an 
event ) may be adjusted such that the first set of entities or 
other entities associated with the first set of entities will have 
a higher score . Thus , in some embodiments , a determined 
score associated with an entity may increase in response to 
an occurrence of an event , even if none of the attributes 
values associated with the entity have changed . In addition , 
the score associated with the entity may be adjusted even if 
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allocate attention and resources accordingly . In some 
embodiments , entities having updated scores in the dis 
played listing may be highlighted or displayed with some 
other visual affect ( e.g. , up / down arrows indicating that a 
score for an entity has gone up or down ) , allowing the user 
to quickly determine which of the displayed entities were 
affected by the event . 
[ 0131 ] In some embodiments , the user may also receive an 
indication of a basis for the updated score information . For 
example , an indication of a basis for an updated score due 
to an event may be displayed next to an updated score for a 
particular entity ( e.g. , an indication of the event , an indica 
tion of one or more scoring factors associated with the 
update , and / or the like ) . In some embodiments , the user may 
select a particular entity having an updated score due to the 
event , in order to view a display containing a basis for the 
updated score ( e.g. , a listing of the updated scoring factors 
used to update the score , a listing of the most relevant 
scoring factors used to update the score , and / or the like ) . 
[ 0132 ] In some embodiments , scores for entities may 
continue to be updated in response to the occurrence of the 
event . For example , in some embodiments , the updated 
weights of certain factors may continue to be adjusted as 
time passes after the occurrence of the event . In some 
embodiments , changes to the weights of certain factors may 
be reverted after a threshold period of time has passed 
following the event . 

Data Item - Centric Data Model 
[ 0133 ] To provide a framework for the description of 
specific systems and methods provided above and below , an 
example database system 1210 using an ontology 1205 will 
now be described in reference to FIGS . 9A - 9C . This descrip 
tion is provided for the purpose of providing an example and 
is not intended to limit the techniques to the example data 
model , the example database system , or the example data 
base system's use of an ontology to represent information . 
[ 0134 ] In one embodiment , a body of data is conceptually 
structured according to data item - centric data model repre 
sented by ontology 1205. The conceptual data model is 
independent of any particular database used for durably 
storing one or more database ( s ) 1209 based on the ontology 
1205. For example , each object of the conceptual data model 
may correspond to one or more rows in a relational database 
or an entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
( LDAP ) database , or any combination of one or more 
databases . 
[ 0135 ] FIG . 9A illustrates data item - centric conceptual 
data model ( which may also be referred to as an " object 
centric conceptual data model ” ) according to an embodi 
ment . An ontology 1205 , as noted above , may include stored 
information providing a data model for storage of data in the 
database 1209. The ontology 1205 may be defined by one or 
more data item types ( which may also be referred to as 
“ object types ” ) , which may each be associated with one or 
more property types . At the highest level of abstraction , data 
item 1201 ( which may also be referred to as a “ data object ” 
or " object ” ) is a container for information representing 
things in the world . For example , data item 1201 can 
represent an entity such as a person , a place , an organization , 
a market instrument , or other noun . Data item 1201 can 
represent an event that happens at a point in time or for a 
duration . Data item 1201 can represent a document or other 
unstructured data source such as a file ( for example , a 

malware file ) , an email message , a news report , or a written 
paper or article . Each data item 1201 is associated with a 
unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data item within 
the database system . 
[ 0136 ] Different types of data items may have different 
property types . For example , a “ file ” data item ( as described 
above ) may have various property types as described above 
( for example , various hash property types , associated file 
property types , various external analysis property types , 
and / or the like ) , a “ Person ” data item may have an “ Eye 
Color ” property type , and an “ Event " data item may have a 
“ Date ” property type . Each property 1203 as represented by 
data in the database system 1210 may have a property type 
defined by the ontology 1205 used by the database 1205 . 
Properties of data items may , in an embodiment , themselves 
be data items and / or associated with data items . For 
example , file data items may be associated with various 
analysis information items , as described above . Analysis 
information items may comprise data items and / or proper 
ties associated with data items ( for example , file data items ) . 
[ 0137 ] Items may be instantiated in the database 1209 in 
accordance with the corresponding data item definition for 
the particular data item in the ontology 1205. For example , 
a specific monetary payment ( e.g. , an item of type “ event ) 
of US $ 30.00 ( e.g. , a property of type " currency ” ) taking 
place on Mar. 27 , 2009 ( e.g. , a property of type " date ” ) may 
be stored in the database 1209 as an event data item with 
associated currency and date properties as defined within the 
ontology 1205 . 
[ 0138 ] The data objects defined in the ontology 1205 may 
support property multiplicity . In particular , a data item 1201 
may be allowed to have more than one property 1203 of the 
same property type . For example , a “ Person ” data item may 
have multiple “ Address ” properties or multiple “ Name ” 
properties . 
[ 0139 ] Each link 1202 represents a connection between 
two data items 1201. In one embodiment , the connection is 
either through a relationship , an event , or through matching 
properties . A relationship connection may be asymmetrical 
or symmetrical . For example , “ Person ” data item A may be 
connected to “ Person ” data item B by a “ Child Of ' rela 
tionship ( where “ Person ” data item B has an asymmetric 
“ Parent Of ' relationship to “ Person ” data item A ) , a “ Kin 
Of ” symmetric relationship to “ Person ” data item C , and an 
asymmetric " Member Of " relationship to " Organization " 
data item X. The type of relationship between two data items 
may vary depending on the types of the data items . For 
example , " Person ” data item A may have an “ Appears In ” 
relationship with “ Document ” data item Y or have a “ Par 
ticipate In ” relationship with “ Event ” data item E. As an 
example of an event connection , two “ Person ” data items 
may be connected by an “ Airline Flight ” data item repre 
senting a particular airline flight if they traveled together on 
that flight , or by a “ Meeting ” data item representing a 
particular meeting if they both attended that meeting . In one 
embodiment , when two data items are connected by an 
event , they are also connected by relationships , in which 
each data item has a specific relationship to the event , such 
as , for example , an " Appears In ” relationship . 
[ 0140 ] As an example of a matching properties connec 
tion , two “ Person ” data items representing a brother and a 
sister , may both have an “ Address ” property that indicates 
where they live . If the brother and the sister live in the same 
home , then their “ Address ” properties likely contain similar , 
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if not identical property values . In one embodiment , a link 
between two data items may be established based on similar 
or matching properties ( e.g. , property types and / or property 
values ) of the data items . These are just some examples of 
the types of connections that may be represented by a link 
and other types of connections may be represented ; embodi 
ments are not limited to any particular types of connections 
between data items . For example , a document might contain 
references to two different items . For example , a document 
may contain a reference to a payment ( one item ) , and a 
person ( a second item ) . A link between these two items may 
represent a connection between these two entities through 
their co - occurrence within the same document . 
[ 0141 ] Each data item 1201 may have multiple links with 
another data item 1201 to form a link set 1204. For example , 
two “ Person ” data items representing a husband and a wife 
could be linked through a “ Spouse Of ” relationship , a 
matching “ Address ” property , and one or more matching 
“ Event ” properties ( e.g. , a wedding ) . Each link 1202 as 
represented by data in a database may have a link type 
defined by the database ontology used by the database . 
[ 0142 ] FIG . 9B is a block diagram illustrating example 
components and data that may be used in identifying and 
storing data according to an ontology . In this example , the 
ontology may be configured , and data in the data model 
populated , by a system of parsers and ontology configura 
tion tools . In the embodiment of FIG . 9B , input data 1300 is 
provided to parser 1302. The input data may comprise data 
from one or more sources . For example , an institution may 
have one or more databases with information on credit card 
transactions , rental cars , and people . The databases may 
contain a variety of related information and attributes about 
each type of data , such as a “ date ” for a credit card 
transaction , an address for a person , and a date for when a 
rental car is rented . The parser 1302 is able to read a variety 
of source input data types and determine which type of data 
it is reading . 
[ 0143 ] In accordance with the discussion above , the 
example ontology 1205 comprises stored information pro 
viding the data model of data stored in database 1209 , and 
the ontology is defined by one or more data item types 1310 , 
one or more property types 1316 , and one or more link types 
1330. Based on information determined by the parser 1302 
or other mapping of source input information to item type , 
one or more data items 1201 may be instantiated in the 
database 209 based on respective determined item types 
1310 , and each of the items 1201 has one or more properties 
1203 that are instantiated based on property types 1316. Two 
data items 1201 may be connected by one or more links 
1202 that may be instantiated based on link types 1330. The 
property types 1316 each may comprise one or more data 
types 1318 , such as a string , number , etc. Property types 
1316 may be instantiated based on a base property type 
1320. For example , a base property type 1320 may be 
“ Locations ” and a property type 1316 may be “ Home . ” 
[ 0144 ] In an embodiment , a user of the system uses an 
item type editor 1324 to create and / or modify the item types 
1310 and define attributes of the item types . In an embodi 
ment , a user of the system uses a property type editor 1326 
to create and / or modify the property types 1316 and define 
attributes of the property types . In an embodiment , a user of 
the system uses link type editor 1328 to create the link types 
1330. Alternatively , other programs , processes , or program 

matic controls may be used to create link types and property 
types and define attributes , and using editors is not required . 
[ 0145 ] In an embodiment , creating a property type 1316 
using the property type editor 1326 involves defining at least 
one parser definition using a parser editor 1322. A parser 
definition comprises metadata that informs parser 1302 how 
to parse input data 1300 to determine whether values in the 
input data can be assigned to the property type 1316 that is 
associated with the parser definition . In an embodiment , 
each parser definition may comprise a regular expression 
parser 1304A or a code module parser 1304B . In other 
embodiments , other kinds of parser definitions may be 
provided using scripts or other programmatic elements . 
Once defined , both a regular expression parser 1304A and a 
code module parser 1304B can provide input to parser 1302 
to control parsing of input data 1300 . 
[ 0146 ] Using the data types defined in the ontology , input 
data 1300 may be parsed by the parser 1302 determine 
which item type 1310 should receive data from a record 
created from the input data , and which property types 1316 
should be assigned to data from individual field values in the 
input data . Based on the item / object - property mapping 1301 , 
the parser 1302 selects one of the parser definitions that is 
associated with a property type in the input data . The parser 
parses an input data field using the selected parser definition , 
resulting in creating new or modified data 1303. The new or 
modified data 1303 is added to the database 1209 according 
to ontology 205 by storing values of the new or modified 
data in a property of the specified property type . As a result , 
input data 1300 having varying format or syntax can be 
created in database 1209. The ontology 1205 may be modi 
fied at any time using item / object type editor 1324 , property 
type editor 1326 , and link type editor 1328 , or under 
program control without human use of an editor . Parser 
editor 1322 enables creating multiple parser definitions that 
can successfully parse input data 1300 having varying 
format or syntax and determine which property types should 
be used to transform input data 300 into new or modified 
input data 1303 . 
[ 0147 ] The properties , data items , and links ( e.g. relation 
ships ) between the data items can be visualized using a 
graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) . For example , FIG . 9C 
displays a user interface showing a graph representation 
1403 of relationships ( including relationships and / or links 
1404 , 1405 , 1406 , 1407 , 1408 , 1409 , 1410 , 1411 , 1412 , and 
1413 ) between the data items ( including data items 1421 , 
1422 , 1423 , 1424 , 1425 , 1426 , 1427 , 1428 , and 1429 ) that 
are represented as nodes in the example of FIG . 9C . In this 
embodiment , the data items include person data items 1421 , 
1422 , 1423 , 1424 , 1425 , and 1426 ; a flight item 1427 ; a 
financial account 1428 ; and a computer data item 1429. In 
this example , each person node ( associated with person data 
items ) , flight node ( associated with flight data items ) , finan 
cial account node ( associated with financial account data 
items ) , and computer node ( associated with computer data 
items ) may have relationships and / or links with any of the 
other nodes through , for example , other data items such as 
payment data items . 
[ 0148 ] For example , in FIG . 9C , relationship 1404 is 
based on a payment associated with the individuals indicated 
in person data items 1421 and 1423. The link 1404 repre 
sents these shared payments ( for example , the individual 
associated with data item 1421 may have paid the individual 
associated with data item 1423 on three occasions ) . The 
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relationship is further indicated by the common relationship 
between person data items 1421 and 1423 and financial 
account data item 1428. For example , link 1411 indicates 
that person data item 1421 transferred money into financial 
account data item 1428 , while person data item 1423 trans 
ferred money out of financial account data item 1428. In 
another example , the relationships between person data 
items 1424 and 1425 and flight data item 1427 are indicated 
by links 1406 , 1409 , and 1410. In this example , person data 
items 1424 and 1425 have a common address and were 
passengers on the same flight data item 1427. In an embodi 
ment , further details related to the relationships between the 
various items may be displayed . For example , links 1411 
and 1412 may , in some embodiments , indicate the timing of 
the respective money transfers . In another example , the time 
of the flight associated with the flight data item 1427 may be 
shown . 

[ 0149 ] Relationships between data items may be stored as 
links , or in some embodiments , as properties , where a 
relationship may be detected between the properties . In 
some cases , as stated above , the links may be directional . 
For example , a payment link may have a direction associated 
with the payment , where one person data item is a receiver 
of a payment , and another person data item is the payer of 
payment . 
[ 0150 ] In various embodiments , data items may further 
include malware analysis metadata and / or links . Such mal 
ware analysis metadata may be accessed by the data analysis 
system for displaying objects and features on the user 
interface ( as described above ) . 
[ 0151 ] In addition to visually showing relationships 
between the data items , the user interface may allow various 
other manipulations . For example , the data items within 
database 1108 may be searched using a search interface 
1450 ( e.g. , text string matching of data item properties ) , 
inspected ( e.g. , properties and associated data viewed ) , 
filtered ( e.g. , narrowing the universe of data items into sets 
and subsets by properties or relationships ) , and statistically 
aggregated ( e.g. , numerically summarized based on summa 
rization criteria ) , among other operations and visualizations . 

devices or any other device or combination of devices that 
incorporate hard - wired and / or program logic to implement 
the techniques . 
[ 0153 ] For example , FIG . 10 is a block diagram that 
illustrates a computer system 1000 upon which the various 
systems and methods discussed herein may be implemented . 
For example , in various embodiments , any of the computing 
systems illustrated in FIG . 1 , such client computer system 
130 and / or server computing system 110 , may be imple 
mented as computer systems 1000 and / or servers 1030 as 
illustrated in FIG . 10 . 
[ 0154 ] Computer system 1000 includes a bus 1002 or 
other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
mation , and a hardware processor , or multiple processors , 
1004 coupled with bus 1002 for processing information . 
Hardware processor ( s ) 1004 may be , for example , one or 
more general purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0155 ) Computer system 1000 also includes a main 
memory 1006 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices ( or computer 
readable storage medium ) , coupled to bus 1002 for storing 
information and instructions to be executed by processor 
1004. Main memory 1006 also may be used for storing 
temporary variables or other intermediate information dur 
ing execution of instructions to be executed by processor 
1004. Such instructions , when stored in storage media ( e.g. , 
computer readable storage medium ) accessible to processor 
1004 , render computer system 1000 into a special - purpose 
machine that is customized to perform the operations speci 
fied in the instructions . 
[ 0156 ] Computer system 1000 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 10010 or other static storage device ( e.g. , 
computer readable storage medium ) coupled to bus 1002 for 
storing static information and instructions for processor 
1004. A storage device 1010 , such as a magnetic disk , 
optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , and / or any 
other suitable data store , is provided and coupled to bus 
1002 for storing information ( for example , file data items , 
analysis information data items , submission data items , 
and / or the like ) and instructions . 
[ 0157 ] Computer system 1000 may be coupled via bus 
1002 to a display 1012 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , 
LCD display , or touch screen display , for displaying infor 
mation to a computer user and / or receiving input from the 
user . An input device 1014 , including alphanumeric and 
other keys , is coupled to bus 1002 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 1004 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 1016 , 
such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 1004 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 1012. This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis 
( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 

Implementation Mechanisms 

[ 0152 ] According to an embodiment , the data analysis 
system and other methods and techniques described herein 
are implemented by one or more special - purpose computing 
devices . For example , the server computing system 110 
and / or client computer system 130 , as illustrated in FIG . 1 , 
may be implemented as special - purpose computing devices . 
The special - purpose computing devices may be hard - wired 
to perform the techniques , or may include digital electronic 
devices such as one or more application - specific integrated 
circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) 
that are persistently programmed to perform the techniques , 
or may include one or more general purpose hardware 
processors programmed to perform the techniques pursuant 
to program instructions in firmware , memory , other storage , 
or a combination . Such special - purpose computing devices 
may also combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or 
FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the tech 
niques . The special - purpose computing devices may be 
desktop computer systems , server computer systems , por 
table computer systems , handheld devices , networking 

cursor . 

[ 0158 ] Computing system 1000 may include a user inter 
face module ( e.g. , implemented by workflow engine 124 as 
illustrated in FIG . 1 ) , and / or various other types of modules 
to implement one or more graphical user interface of the data 
analysis system , as described above . The modules may be 
stored in a mass storage device ( e.g. , a computer readable 
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storage medium ) as executable software codes that are 
executed by the computing device ( s ) . 
[ 0159 ] As mentioned , computer system 1000 may imple 
ment the techniques described herein using customized 
hard - wired logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware 
and / or program logic which in combination with the com 
puter system causes or programs computer system 1000 to 
be a special - purpose machine . According to one embodi 
ment , the techniques herein are performed by computer 
system 1000 in response to processor ( s ) 1004 executing one 
or more sequences of one or more modules and / or instruc 
tions contained in main memory 1006. Such instructions 
may be read into main memory 1006 from another storage 
medium , such as storage device 1010. Execution of the 
sequences of instructions contained in main memory 1006 
causes processor ( s ) 1004 to perform the process steps 
described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard - wired 
circuitry may be used in place of or in combination with 
software instructions . 
[ 0160 ] Various forms of media ( e.g. , computer readable 
storage mediums ) may be involved in carrying one or more 
sequences of one or more instructions to processor 1004 for 
execution . For example , the instructions may initially be 
carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote 
computer . The remote computer can load the instructions 
and / or modules into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to computer system 1000 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 1002. Bus 1002 carries 
the data to main memory 1006 , from which processor 1004 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 1006 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 1010 either before or after execution by 
processor 1004 . 
[ 0161 ] Computer system 1000 also includes a communi 
cation interface 10110 coupled to bus 1002. Communication 
interface 1018 provides a two - way data communication 
coupling to a network link 1020 that is connected to a local 
network 1022. For example , communication interface 1018 
may be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 
1018 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or 
WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . Wireless 
links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
communication interface 1018 sends and receives electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0162 ] Network link 1020 typically provides data com 
munication through one or more networks to other data 
devices . For example , network link 1020 may provide a 
connection through local network 1022 to a host computer 
1024 or to data equipment operated by an Internet Service 
Provider ( ISP ) 1026. ISP 1026 in turn provides data com 
munication services through the world wide packet data 
communication network now commonly referred to as the 
" Internet ” 1028. Local network 1022 and Internet 1028 both 
use electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry 
digital data streams . The signals through the various net 

works and the signals on network link 1020 and through 
communication interface 1018 , which carry the digital data 
to and from computer system 1000 , are example forms of 
transmission media . In some embodiments , network 150 ( as 
illustrated in FIG . 1 ) may correspond to a local network 
1022 and / or Internet 1028 . 
[ 0163 ] Computer system 1000 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 1020 and communication interface 1018. In 
the Internet example , a server 1030 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
1028 , ISP 1026 , local network 1022 and communication 
interface 1018. For example , in an embodiment various 
aspects of the data analysis system may be implemented on 
one or more of the servers 1030 and may be transmitted to 
and from the computer system 1000. For example , submitted 
malware data items may be transmitted to one of the servers 
1030 , aspects of the basic analysis may be implemented on 
one or more of the servers 1030 , and / or aspects of the 
external analysis may be implemented on one or more of the 
servers 1030. In an example , requests for external analyses 
of file data items may be transmitted to one or more 
third - party servers 1030 ( from , for example , the computer 
system 1000 and / or another server 1030 of the system ) , and 
analysis data may then be transmitted back from third - party 
servers 1030 . 
[ 0164 ] In an embodiment , the data analysis system may be 
accessible by the user through a web - based viewer , such as 
a web browser . In this embodiment , the user interfaces of the 
system may be generated by a server ( such as one of the 
servers 1030 ) and / or the computer system 1000 and trans 
mitted to the web browser of the user . The user may then 
interact with the user interfaces through the web - browser . In 
an embodiment , the computer system 1000 may comprise a 
mobile electronic device , such as a cell phone , smartphone , 
and / or tablet . The system may be accessible by the user 
through such a mobile electronic device , among other types 
of electronic devices . 

Additional Implementation Details and Embodiments 
[ 0165 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
may be a system , a method , and / or a computer program 
product at any possible technical detail level of integration . 
The computer program product may include a computer 
readable storage medium ( or mediums ) having computer 
readable program instructions thereon for causing a proces 
sor to carry out aspects of the present disclosure . 
[ 0166 ] For example , the functionality described herein 
may be performed as software instructions are executed by , 
and / or in response to software instructions being executed 
by , one or more hardware processors and / or any other 
suitable computing devices . The software instructions and / 
or other executable code may be read from a computer 
readable storage medium ( or mediums ) . 
[ 0167 ] The computer readable storage medium can be a 
tangible device that can retain and store data and / or instruc 
tions for use by an instruction execution device . The com 
puter readable storage medium may be , for example , but is 
not limited to , an electronic storage device ( including any 
volatile and / or non - volatile electronic storage devices ) , a 
magnetic storage device , an optical storage device , an elec 
tromagnetic storage device , a semiconductor storage device , 
or any suitable combination of the foregoing . A non - exhaus 
tive list of more specific examples of the computer readable 
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storage medium includes the following : a portable computer 
diskette , a hard disk , a solid state drive , a random access 
memory ( RAM ) , a read - only memory ( ROM ) , an erasable 
programmable read - only memory ( EPROM or Flash 
memory ) , a static random access memory ( SRAM ) , a por 
table compact disc read - only memory ( CD - ROM ) , a digital 
versatile disk ( DVD ) , a memory stick , a floppy disk , a 
mechanically encoded device such as punch - cards or raised 
structures in a groove having instructions recorded thereon , 
and any suitable combination of the foregoing . A computer 
readable storage medium , as used herein , is not to be 
construed as being transitory signals per se , such as radio 
waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic waves , 
electromagnetic waves propagating through a waveguide or 
other transmission media ( e.g. , light pulses passing through 
a fiber - optic cable ) , or electrical signals transmitted through 
a wire . 
[ 0168 ] Computer readable program instructions described 
herein can be downloaded to respective computing / process 
ing devices from a computer readable storage medium or to 
an external computer or external storage device via a net 
work , for example , the Internet , a local area network , a wide 
area network and / or a wireless network . The network may 
comprise copper transmission cables , optical transmission 
fibers , wireless transmission , routers , firewalls , switches , 
gateway computers and / or edge servers . A network adapter 
card or network interface in each computing / processing 
device receives computer readable program instructions 
from the network and forwards the computer readable 
program instructions for storage in a computer readable 
storage medium within the respective computing processing 
device . 
[ 0169 ] Computer readable program instructions ( as also 
referred to herein as , for example , " code , ” “ instructions , ” 
" module , ” “ application , ” “ software application , ” and / or the 
like ) for carrying out operations of the present disclosure 
may be assembler instructions , instruction - set - architecture 
( ISA ) instructions , machine instructions , machine dependent 
instructions , microcode , firmware instructions , state - setting 
data , configuration data for integrated circuitry , or either 
source code or object code written in any combination of one 
or more programming languages , including an object ori 
ented programming language such as Smalltalk , C ++ , or the 
like , and procedural programming languages , such as the 
" C " programming language or similar programming lan 
guages . Computer readable program instructions may be 
callable from other instructions or from itself , and / or may be 
invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . Com 
puter readable program instructions configured for execu 
tion on computing devices may be provided on a computer 
readable storage medium , and / or as a digital download ( and 
may be originally stored in a compressed or installable 
format that requires installation , decompression or decryp 
tion prior to execution ) that may then be stored on a 
computer readable storage medium . Such computer readable 
program instructions may be stored , partially or fully , on a 
memory device ( e.g. , a computer readable storage medium ) 
of the executing computing device , for execution by the 
computing device . The computer readable program instruc 
tions may execute entirely on a user's computer ( e.g. , the 
executing computing device ) , partly on the user's computer , 
as a stand - alone software package , partly on the user's 
computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely on the 
remote computer or server . In the latter scenario , the remote 

computer may be connected to the user's computer through 
any type of network , including a local area network ( LAN ) 
or a wide area network ( WAN ) , or the connection may be 
made to an external computer ( for example , through the 
Internet using an Internet Service Provider ) . In some 
embodiments , electronic circuitry including , for example , 
programmable logic circuitry , field - programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGA ) , or programmable logic arrays ( PLA ) may 
execute the computer readable program instructions by 
utilizing state information of the computer readable program 
instructions to personalize the electronic circuitry , in order to 
perform aspects of the present disclosure . 
[ 0170 ] Aspects of the present disclosure are described 
herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and / or block 
diagrams of methods , apparatus ( systems ) , and computer 
program products according to embodiments of the disclo 
sure . It will be understood that each block of the flowchart 
illustrations and / or block diagrams , and combinations of 
blocks in the flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams , 
can be implemented by computer readable program instruc 
tions . 
[ 0171 ] These computer readable program instructions may 
be provided to a processor of a general purpose computer , 
special purpose computer , or other programmable data pro 
cessing apparatus to produce a machine , such that the 
instructions , which execute via the processor of the com 
puter or other programmable data processing apparatus , 
create means for implementing the functions / acts specified 
in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . These 
computer readable program instructions may also be stored 
in a computer readable storage medium that can direct a 
computer , a programmable data processing apparatus , and / 
or other devices to function in a particular manner , such that 
the computer readable storage medium having instructions 
stored therein comprises an article of manufacture including 
instructions which implement aspects of the function / act 
specified in the flowchart ( s ) and / or block diagram ( s ) block 
or blocks . 
[ 0172 ] The computer readable program instructions may 
also be loaded onto a computer , other programmable data 
processing apparatus , or other device to cause a series of 
operational steps to be performed on the computer , other 
programmable apparatus or other device to produce a com 
puter implemented process , such that the instructions which 
execute on the computer , other programmable apparatus , or 
other device implement the functions / acts specified in the 
flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . For 
example , the instructions may initially be carried on a 
magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote computer . The 
remote computer may load the instructions and / or modules 
into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 
telephone , cable , or optical line using a modem . A modem 
local to a server computing system may receive the data on 
the telephone / cable / optical line and use a converter device 
including the appropriate circuitry to place the data on a bus . 
The bus may carry the data to a memory , from which a 
processor may retrieve and execute the instructions . The 
instructions received by the memory may optionally be 
stored on a storage device ( e.g. , a solid state drive ) either 
before or after execution by the computer processor . 
[ 0173 ] The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures 
illustrate the architecture , functionality , and operation of 
possible implementations of systems , methods , and com 
puter program products according to various embodiments 
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of the present disclosure . In this regard , each block in the 
flowchart or block diagrams may represent a module , seg 
ment , or portion of instructions , which comprises one or 
more executable instructions for implementing the specified 
logical function ( s ) . In some alternative implementations , the 
functions noted in the blocks may occur out of the order 
noted in the Figures . For example , two blocks shown in 
succession may , in fact , be executed substantially concur 
rently , or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the 
reverse order , depending upon the functionality involved . In 
addition , certain blocks may be omitted in some implemen 
tations . The methods and processes described herein are also 
not limited to any particular sequence , and the blocks or 
states relating thereto can be performed in other sequences 
that are appropriate . 
[ 0174 ] It will also be noted that each block of the block 
diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , and combinations of 
blocks in the block diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , 
can be implemented by special purpose hardware - based 
systems that perform the specified functions or acts or carry 
out combinations of special purpose hardware and computer 
instructions . For example , any of the processes , methods , 
algorithms , elements , blocks , applications , or other func 
tionality ( or portions of functionality ) described in the 
preceding sections may be embodied in , and / or fully or 
partially automated via , electronic hardware such applica 
tion - specific processors ( e.g. , application - specific integrated 
circuits ( ASICs ) ) , programmable processors ( e.g. , field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) ) , application - specific cir 
cuitry , and / or the like ( any of which may also combine 
custom hard - wired logic , logic circuits , ASICS , FPGAs , etc. 
with custom programming / execution of software instruc 
tions to accomplish the techniques ) . 
[ 0175 ] Any of the above - mentioned processors , and / or 
devices incorporating any of the above - mentioned proces 
sors , may be referred to herein as , for example , “ computers , " 
“ computer devices , " " computing devices , ” “ hardware com 
puting devices , ” “ hardware processors , ” “ processing units , ” 
and / or the like . Computing devices of the above - embodi 
ments may generally ( but not necessarily ) be controlled 
and / or coordinated by operating system software , such as 
Mac OS , iOS , Android , Chrome OS , Windows OS ( e.g. , 
Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , 
Windows 10 , Windows Server , etc. ) , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other 
suitable operating systems . In other embodiments , the com 
puting devices may be controlled by a proprietary operating 
system . Conventional operating systems control and sched 
ule computer processes for execution , perform memory 
management , provide file system , networking , I / O services , 
and provide a user interface functionality , such as a graphi 
cal user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0176 ] As described above , in various embodiments cer 
tain functionality may be accessible by a user through a 
web - based viewer ( such as a web browser ) , or other suitable 
software program ) . In such implementations , the user inter 
face may be generated by a server computing system and 
transmitted to a web browser of the user ( e.g. , running on the 
user's computing system ) . Alternatively , data ( e.g. , user 
interface data ) necessary for generating the user interface 
may be provided by the server computing system to the 
browser , where the user interface may be generated ( e.g. , the 
user interface data may be executed by a browser accessing 
a web service and may be configured to render the user 

interfaces based on the user interface data ) . The user may 
then interact with the user interface through the web 
browser . User interfaces of certain implementations may be 
accessible through one or more dedicated software applica 
tions . In certain embodiments , one or more of the computing 
devices and / or systems of the disclosure may include mobile 
computing devices , and user interfaces may be accessible 
through such mobile computing devices ( for example , 
smartphones and / or tablets ) . 
[ 0177 ] Many variations and modifications may be made to 
the above - described embodiments , the elements of which 
are to be understood as being among other acceptable 
examples . All such modifications and variations are intended 
to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure . The 
foregoing description details certain embodiments . It will be 
appreciated , however , that no matter how detailed the fore 
going appears in text , the systems and methods can be 
practiced in many ways . As is also stated above , it should be 
noted that the use of particular terminology when describing 
certain features or aspects of the systems and methods 
should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re - defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the systems and 
methods with which that terminology is associated . 
[ 0178 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements , and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0179 ] The term " substantially " when used in conjunction 
with the term “ real - time ” forms a phrase that will be readily 
understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art . For 
example , it is readily understood that such language will 
include speeds in which no or little delay or waiting is 
discernible , or where such delay is sufficiently short so as not 
to be disruptive , irritating , or otherwise vexing to user . 
[ 0180 ] Conjunctive language such as the phrase “ at least 
one of X , Y , and Z , " or " at least one of X , Y , or Z , " unless 
specifically stated otherwise , is to be understood with the 
context as used in general to convey that an item , term , etc. 
may be either X , Y , or Z , or a combination thereof . For 
example , the term “ or ” is used in its inclusive sense ( and not 
in its exclusive sense ) so that when used , for example , to 
connect a list of elements , the term “ or ” means one , some , 
or all of the elements in the list . Thus , such conjunctive 
language is not generally intended to imply that certain 
embodiments require at least one of X , at least one of Y , and 
at least one of Z to each be present . 
[ 0181 ] The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
unless specifically noted , the term “ a ” should not be under 
stood to mean “ exactly one ” or “ one and only one ” ; instead , 
the term “ a ” means " one or more ” or “ at least one , " whether 
used in the claims or elsewhere in the specification and 
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regardless of uses of quantifiers such as “ at least one , ” “ one 
or more , ” or “ a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or speci 
fication . 
[ 0182 ] The term “ comprising ” as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For 
example , a general purpose computer comprising one or 
more processors should not be interpreted as excluding other 
computer components , and may possibly include such com 
ponents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
interfaces , among others . 
[ 0183 ] While the above detailed description has shown , 
described , and pointed out novel features as applied to 
various embodiments , it may be understood that various 
omissions , substitutions , and changes in the form and details 
of the devices or processes illustrated may be made without 
departing from the spirit of the disclosure . As may be 
recognized , certain embodiments of the inventions described 
herein may be embodied within a form that does not provide 
all of the features and benefits set forth herein , as some 
features may be used or practiced separately from others . 
The scope of certain inventions disclosed herein is indicated 
by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing descrip 
tion . All changes which come within the meaning and range 
of equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within their 
scope . 

1. ( canceled ) 
2. A computer - implemented method , comprising : 
retrieving a plurality of data objects ; 
creating an aggregated data object for an entity , wherein 

creating the aggregated data object for the entity com 
prises : 
determining a confidence value for an association 

between one or more of the plurality of data objects 
and the entity based at least in part upon one or more 
attribute types and attribute values associated with 
the one or more data objects ; and 

generating metadata associating the one or more data 
objects with the entity based at least in part on the 
confidence value , wherein the metadata is stored 
separately from the one or more data objects . 

3. The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , 
wherein determining the confidence value further com 
prises : 

determining that an attribute type has corresponding attri 
bute values associated with at least two data objects 
from the one or more data objects . 

4. The computer - implemented method of claim 3 , 
wherein the attribute type comprises at least one of a 
location attribute type or a time attribute type . 
5. The computer - implemented method of claim 3 , 

wherein the attribute type is associated with a weight , and 
wherein determining the confidence value further comprises 
incorporating the weight into the confidence value . 
6. The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , 

wherein determining the confidence value further com 
prises : 

determining that an attribute type has a first attribute value 
associated with a first data object of the one or more 
data objects and a second attribute value associated 
with a second data object of the one or more data 
objects ; and 

determining that the first attribute value and the second 
attribute value are different . 

7. The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , 
wherein generating the metadata based at least in part on the 
confidence value further comprises : 

determining that the confidence value satisfies a threshold 
confidence level . 

8. The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , 
wherein creating the aggregated data object for the entity 
further comprises : 

creating a first attribute value copy from a first attribute 
value associated with a first data object of the one or 
more data objects ; 

creating a second attribute value copy from a second 
attribute value associated with a second data object of 
the one or more data objects ; and 

storing the first attribute value copy and the second 
attribute value copy in the aggregated data object . 

9. The computer - implemented method of claim 2 , further 
comprising : 

generating a score for the aggregated data object using a 
scoring model . 

10. The computer - implemented method of claim 9 , 
wherein generating the score for the aggregated data object 
using the scoring model further comprises : 

extracting one or more attributes from the aggregated data 
object ; and 

applying a machine learning model to the one or more 
attributes to output the score . 

11. The computer - implemented method of claim 9 , 
wherein generating the score for the aggregated data object 
further comprises : 

identifying an event object associated with the entity , the 
one or more objects comprising the event object ; 

determining that the event object corresponds to a par 
ticular type of event ; and 

in response to determining that the event object corre 
sponds to the particular type of event , updating the 
score . 

12. A computer system , comprising : 
one or more computer readable storage mediums config 

ured to store computer executable instructions ; and 
one or more computer processors in communication with 

the one or more computer readable storage mediums 
and configured to execute the computer executable 
instructions to cause the computer system to : 
receive a plurality of data objects ; and 
create an aggregated data object for an entity , wherein 

creating the aggregated data object for the entity 
comprises : 
determining a confidence value for an association 

between one or more of the plurality of data 
objects and the entity based at least in part upon 
one or more attribute types and attribute values 
associated with the one or more data objects ; and 

generating metadata associating the one or more data 
objects with the entity based at least in part on the 
confidence value , wherein the metadata is stored 
separately from the one or more data objects . 

13. The computer system of claim 12 , wherein determin 
ing the confidence value further comprises : 

determining that an attribute type has corresponding attri 
bute values associated with at least two data objects 
from the one or more data objects . 
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14. The computer system of claim 13 , wherein the attri 
bute type comprises at least one of a location attribute type 
or a time attribute type . 

15. The computer system of claim 13 , wherein the attri 
bute type is associated with a weight , and wherein deter 
mining the confidence value further comprises : 

incorporating the weight into the confidence value . 
16. The computer system of claim 12 , wherein determin 

ing the confidence value further comprises : 
determining that an attribute type has a first attribute value 

associated with a first data object of the one or more 
data objects and a second attribute value associated 
with a second data object of the one or more data 
objects ; and 

determining that the first attribute value and the second 
attribute value are different . 

17. The computer system of claim 12 , wherein generating 
the metadata based at least in part on the confidence value 
further comprises : 

determining that the confidence value satisfies a threshold 
confidence level . 

18. The computer system of claim 12 , wherein creating 
the aggregated data object for the entity further comprises : 

creating a first attribute value copy from a first attribute 
value associated with a first data object of the one or 
more data objects ; 

creating a second attribute value copy from a second 
attribute value associated with a second data object of 
the one or more data objects ; and 

storing the first attribute value copy and the second 
attribute value copy in the aggregated data object . 

19. The computer system of claim 12 , wherein the one or 
more computer processors are configured to execute the 
computer executable instructions to further cause the com 
puter system to : 

generate a score for the aggregated data object using a 
scoring model . 

20. The computer system of claim 19 , wherein generating 
the score for the aggregated data object using the scoring 
model further comprises : 

extracting one or more attributes from the aggregated data 
object ; and 

applying a machine learning model to the one or more 
attributes that outputs the score . 

21. The computer system of claim 19 , wherein generating 
the score for the aggregated data object further comprises : 

identifying an event object associated with the entity , the 
one or more objects comprising the event object ; 

determining that the event object corresponds to a par 
ticular type of event ; and 

updating the score based at least in part on the event 
object corresponding to the particular type of event . 
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MACHINE LEARNING ASSISTANT FOR 
IMAGE ANALYSIS 

ing drawings , all of which form a part of this specification , 
wherein like reference numerals designate corresponding 
parts in the various figures . It is to be expressly understood , 
however , that the drawings are for purposes of illustration 
and description only and are not intended as a definition of 
the limits of the invention . 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U.S. applica 
tion Ser . No. 16 / 128,266 , filed Sep. 11 , 2018 , which claims 
the benefit under 35 U.S.C. $ 119 ( e ) of U.S. Provisional 
Application Ser . No. 62 / 721,935 , filed Aug. 23 , 2018 , the 
content of which is incorporated by reference in its entirety 
into the present disclosure . 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[ 0002 ] This disclosure relates to approaches for labeling 
depictions of objects within images . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] Under conventional approaches , users may label 
objects within images by drawing boundaries of the objects 
within the images . For example , a user may label buildings 
within satellite images by drawing polygons that trace the 
edges of the buildings . The labeled images / labeled objects 
within images may be used to train image analysis tools , 
such as image classifiers . However , such labeling processes 
may be time consuming and difficult to use . 

[ 0009 ] Certain features of various embodiments of the 
present technology are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims . A better understanding of the features and 
advantages of the technology will be obtained by reference 
to the following detailed description that sets forth illustra 
tive embodiments , in which the principles of the invention 
are utilized , and the accompanying drawings of which : 
[ 0010 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an example environment for 
labeling depictions of objects within images , in accordance 
with various embodiments . 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 2 illustrates example markings of sets of dots 
within an image , in accordance with various embodiments . 
[ 0012 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an example image including 
depictions of objects , in accordance with various embodi 
ments . 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an example overview for training 
and using a machine learning model , in accordance with 
various embodiments . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a flowchart of an example 
method , in accordance with various embodiments . 
[ 0015 ] FIG . 6 illustrates a block diagram of an example 
computer system in which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . 

SUMMARY 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[ 0004 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
may include systems , methods , and non - transitory computer 
readable media configured to label depictions of objects 
within images . An image may be obtained . The image may 
include a depiction of an object . A user's marking of a set of 
dots within the image may be received . The set of dots may 
include one or more dots . The set of dots may be positioned 
within and / or near the depiction of the object . The depiction 
of the object within the image may be labeled based on the 
set of dots . 
[ 0005 ] In some embodiments , labeling the depiction of the 
object within the image based on the set of dots may include 
identifying a boundary of the object depicted within the 
image based on position of the set of dots within the image . 
For example , the position of the set of dots within the image 
may indicate a middle portion of the object . As another 
example , the position of the set of dots within the image may 
indicate a boundary portion of the object . As yet another 
example , the position of the set of dots within the image may 
indicate a nearby depiction of the object . 
[ 0006 ] In some embodiments , labeling the depiction of the 
object within the image may be further based on a number 
of dots within the set of dots . 
[ 0007 ] In some embodiments , a label of the depiction of 
the object within the image may be used to train a machine 
learning model for identifying other depictions of the object 
within other images . Identifications of the other depictions 
of the object within the other images may be filtered based 
on an object size criteria or an object shape criteria . 
[ 0008 ] These and other features of the systems , methods , 
and non - transitory computer readable media disclosed 
herein , as well as the methods of operation and functions of 
the related elements of structure and the combination of 
parts and economies of manufacture , will become more 
apparent upon consideration of the following description 
and the appended claims with reference to the accompany 

[ 0016 ] A claimed solution rooted in computer technology 
overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm of 
computer technology . In various implementations , an image 
may be obtained . The image may include a depiction of an 
object . A user's marking of a set of dots within the image 
may be received . The set of dots may include one or more 
dots . The set of dots may be positioned within and / or near 
the depiction of the object . The depiction of the object within 
the image may be labeled based on the set of dots . 
[ 0017 ] In some embodiments , labeling the depiction of the 
object within the image based on the set of dots may include 
identifying a boundary of the object depicted within the 
image based on position of the set of dots within the image . 
For example , the position of the set of dots within the image 
may indicate a middle portion of the object . As another 
example , the position of the set of dots within the image may 
indicate a boundary portion ( e.g. , corner , edge ) of the object . 
As yet another example , the position of the set of dots within 
the image may indicate a nearby depiction of the object . 
[ 0018 ] In some embodiments , labeling the depiction of the 
object within the image may be further based on a number 
of dots within the set of dots . For example , higher number 
of dots may indicate a larger object and / or a greater confi 
dence of the identity of the object . 
[ 0019 ] In some embodiments , a label of the depiction of 
the object within the image may be used to train a machine 
learning model for identifying other depictions of the object 
within images . For example , the object may include a 
building and the labeling of the depiction of the building 
within the image may be used to train a machine learning 
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model for identifying depictions of buildings within images . 
Identification of other depictions of the object within images 
may be filtered based on an object size criteria or an object 
shape criteria . For example , a size or a shape of a portion 
within an image may not correspond to the size or the shape 
of a building , and this portion within the image may be 
filtered out from being labeled as a building . The machine 
learning model may be used to detect changes in objects at 
a location over time . 
[ 0020 ] The machine learning model may be improved 
with additional information . For instance , an ontology may 
be applied to labeling to creating a semantic layer for labels 
( e.g. , an object may be labeled as a building and / or a 
particular type of building ) . Data preparation techniques 
may be used to enhance and / or clean - up data used for 
training the machine learning model and / or analysis per 
formed by the machine learning model . Prior labeling of 
objects in the same and / or different images may be used to 
improve the machine learning model . Data from different 
types of databases may be used as inputs to the machine 
learning model . For example , da database that identifies 
geolocations of objects may be used as inputs for identify 
ing / confirm object locations . The machine learning model 
may be trained to account for images that are captured at 
different times of day and / or during different seasons . 
[ 0021 ] The approaches disclosed herein facilitates label 
ing of images to be used in training tools for image analysis 
and object detection . Positions of dots marked within images 
may be used to identify objects within the images and label 
the images . The labeled images / labeled objects within 
images may be used to train image analysis tools ( e.g. , 
image classifiers ) , which may be used to identify objects 
within other images . Marking dots within images to identify 
positions of objects within the images may take less amount 
of time and may be easier to use than drawings polygons that 
trace the edge of objects within the images . 
[ 0022 ] While the disclosure is described herein with 
respect to depictions of buildings within images , this is 
merely for illustrative purposes and is not meant to be 
limiting . The techniques described herein may apply to 
labeling and / or identification of other objects depicted 
within images . 
[ 0023 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an example environment 100 for 
labeling depictions of objects within images , in accordance 
with various embodiments . The example environment 100 
may include a computing system 102. The computing sys 
tem 102 may include one or more processors and memory . 
The processor ( s ) may be configured to perform various 
operations by interpreting machine - readable instructions 
stored in the memory . The environment 100 may also 
include one or more datastores that are accessible to the 
computing system 102 ( e.g. , via one or more network ( s ) ) . In 
some embodiments , the datastore ( s ) may include various 
databases , application functionalities , application / data pack 
ages , and / or other data that are available for download , 
installation , and / or execution . 
[ 0024 ] In various embodiments , the computing system 
102 may include an image engine 112 , a marking engine 
114 , a label engine 116 , and / or other engines . While the 
computing system 102 is shown in FIG . 1 as a single entity , 
this is merely for ease of reference and is not meant to be 
limiting . One or more components / functionalities of the 
computing system 102 described herein may be imple 

mented , in whole or in part , within a single computing 
device or within multiple computing devices . 
[ 0025 ] In various embodiments , the image engine 112 is 
configured to obtain one or more images . Obtaining an 
image may include accessing , acquiring , analyzing , deter 
mining , examining , identifying , loading , locating , opening , 
receiving , retrieving , reviewing , storing , and / or otherwise 
obtaining the image . An image may be obtained from one or 
more storage locations . A storage location may refer to 
electronic storage located within the computing system 102 
( e.g. , integral and / or removable memory of the computing 
system 102 ) , electronic storage coupled to the computing 
system 102 , and / or electronic storage located remotely from 
the computing system 102 ( e.g. , electronic storage acces 
sible to the computing system 102 through a network ) . An 
image may be obtained from one or more databases . An 
image may be stored within a single file or across multiple 
files . For example , an image have been ingested into a 
database as one or more objects , and the image engine 112 
may retrieve the object ( s ) to obtain the image . 
[ 0026 ] In some embodiments , the image engine 112 may 
obtain an image based on a user's interaction with a user 
interface . The user interface may enable a user to select one 
or more images to be obtained by the image engine 112. For 
example , the user interface may provide one or more tools 
by which the user may browse through one or more file 
directories and select one or more files of image ( s ) . As 
another example , the user interface may provide one or more 
tools by which the user may select one or more content and 
image ( s ) with the selected content may be obtained by the 
image engine 112 and / or presented to the user for selection . 
For example , the user interface may enable the user to select 
a location ( e.g. , geographic area ) as the desired content , such 
as by entering a name , an identifier , geographic a coordinate 
and / or other information that identifies and / or is associated 
with the location , and image ( s ) of the location may be 
obtained by the image engine 112 and / or presented to the 
user for selection . As another example , the user interface 
may display a view ( e.g. , satellite map , street map , topo 
graphical map , climate map , etc. ) of a geographic area . The 
user interface may enable a user to select a location , such as 
by clicking / tagging a location and / or drawings a shape that 
defines the location , and image ( s ) of the location may be 
obtained by the image engine 112 and / or presented to the 
user for selection . Other selection of images to be obtained 
by the image engine 112 are contemplated . 
[ 0027 ] An image obtained by the image engine 112 may 
include one or more depictions of one or more objects . An 
object may refer to a living object or a non - living object . An 
object may include a man - made object or a natural object . A 
depiction of an object within an image may refer to a portion 
( e.g. , pixels ) of the image that visually represents the object . 
An image may include a depiction of an object based on the 
object being located within a field of view of an image 
capture device ( e.g. , camera , image sensor ) that captured the 
image . For example , an image obtained by the image engine 
112 may include an image of a location . The location at the 
time of image capture may have included one or more 
objects , such as person ( s ) , animal ( s ) , plant ( s ) , vegetation ( s ) , 
vehicle ( s ) , road ( s ) , structure ( s ) , building ( s ) , road ( s ) , terrain 
( s ) , and / or other objects within the field of view of the image 
capture device , and such object ( s ) may be depicted within 
the image . Images including depictions of other objects are 
contemplated . 
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[ 0028 ] In various embodiments , the marking engine 114 is 
configured to receive a user's marking of one or more sets 
of dots within an image . A set of dots may be marked within 
an image obtained by the image engine 112. A set of dots 
may include one or more dots . The marking engine 114 may 
receive the user's marking of set ( s ) of dots during the user's 
marking of the set ( s ) of dots within the image or after the 
user's marking of the set ( s ) of dots within the image . That 
is , the marking engine 114 may receive the user's marking 
in real - time ( as the marking is performed by the user ) or 
after the user's marking is completed . For example , the 
image may be presented to the user within a user interface , 
and the user interface may provide one or more tools by 
which the user may mark the set ( s ) of dots within the image . 
For instance , the user may interact with the user interface by 
moving a cursor to a portion of the image and clicking on the 
portion to mark one or more dots at the portion . In another 
instance , the user interface may be presented on a touch 
interface ( e.g. , touchscreen ) and the user may mark one or 
more dots at the portion of the image by engaging with the 
touch interface . The marking engine 114 may receive the 
user's marking of set ( s ) of dots within the image as the user 
makes the marking or after the user has indicated that the 
marking is complete . 
[ 0029 ] As another example , the user's marking of set ( s ) of 
dots within an image may be performed using data that is 
created independent of the image . For instance , a database 
may include position information ( e.g. , geographic coordi 
nates ) of buildings in a particular location ( e.g. , country , 
state , city , city block , zip code ) . A user may mark one or 
more sets of dots within an image by using the position 
information within the database . That is , rather than manu 
ally marking dots within the image to indicate depictions of 
buildings within the image , the user may use the position 
information within the database to mark dots within the 
image . The user may select the desired data / database which 
includes the position information , and the marking engine 
114 may determine the correspondence between pixels of 
the image and locations in the real world to determine where 
dots should be positioned within the image based on the 
position information . For example , a database may include 
geographic coordinates of schools in a city , and the geo 
graphic coordinates of the school may be used to determine 
where dots should be marked within an image of the city . As 
another example , a database may include geographic coor 
dinates of different types of buildings in a city block , and the 
geographic coordinates of the different types of buildings 
may be used to determine where and / or what types of dots 
should be marked within an image of the city block . 
[ 0030 ] A set of dots may be positioned within a depiction 
of an object within an image . That is , one or more dots may 
be positioned within a portion of the image ( grouping of 
pixels ) that visually represents the object . For example , the 
image may include a depiction of a building and the dot ( s ) 
may be positioned within the portion of the image depicting 
the building . In some embodiments , the positions of the 
dot ( s ) within the image may indicate a particular portion of 
the object depicted within the image . For example , the 
position of the set of dots within the image may indicate a 
middle portion of a building depicted within the image . As 
another example , the position of the set of dots within the 
image may indicate a boundary portion ( e.g. , corner , edge ) 
of a building depicted within the image . 

[ 0031 ] A set of dots may be positioned near a depiction of 
an object within an image . That is , one or more dots may be 
positioned near a portion of the image that visually repre 
sents the object . For example , the dot ( s ) may be positioned 
adjacent to or within a short distance of a portion of an image 
depicting a building . The position ( s ) of the dot ( s ) within the 
image may indicate position ( s ) from which to search for the 
object depicted within the image . For example , the position 
of the set of dots within the image may be used to define an 
area within which to search for a building depicted within 
the image . 
[ 0032 ] Use of dots to mark positions of objects depicted 
within an image may facilitate users ' marking of images . 
Use of dots to mark positions of objects depicted within an 
image may be faster and more intuitive than other methods 
of marking positions of objects . For example , an alternative 
method of marking positions of objects depicted within an 
image may include requiring a user to trace along the outer 
edge of the objects . However , such marking of images may 
be difficult , prone to error , and time - consuming . Use of dots 
to mark positions of objects depicted within an image may 
also enable the use of existing information to mark images . 
For example , known geographic coordinate of buildings 
within a location may be converted into dots marking 
positions of the buildings within the image . 
[ 0033 ] In some embodiments , marking of different types 
of dots may be received by the marking engine 114. Dif 
ferent types of dots may indicate different types of objects 
depicted within an image and / or different characteristics of 
objects depicted within an image . For example , an image 
may include depictions of buildings and vehicles , and the 
user may mark the positions of buildings depicted within the 
image with one type of dots and mark the positions of 
vehicles depicted within the image with another type of dots . 
As another example , an image may include depictions of 
different types of buildings ( e.g. , buildings with different 
shapes , buildings with different purposes , commercial vs 
residential vs government buildings ) and the user may mark 
the positions of different types of buildings depicted within 
the image with different types of dots . Such use of different 
types of dots may facilitate labeling of the image with 
different information . For example , use of different types of 
dots to indicate different types of building may facilitate 
labeling the image with both positions of the buildings and 
the type of buildings depicted within the image . 
[ 0034 ] In various embodiments , the label engine 116 is 
configured to label a depiction of an object within a image 
based on a set of dots . For example , an image may include 
depictions of multiple buildings , and the marking engine 114 
may receive a user's marking of sets of dots within the 
image , with individual sets of dots positioned within indi 
vidual depictions of the buildings . Various depictions of the 
buildings within the image may be labeled based on the sets 
of dots positioned within the depictions . Labeling a depict 
ing of an object within an image may include identifying a 
portion ( e.g. , pixels ) of the image that visually represents 
object based on a set of dots . For example , labeling a 
depiction of a building within an image may include iden 
tifying which portion of the image visually represents the 
building based on a set of dots . Identifying of the portion of 
the image may include use of a classifier ( e.g. , neural 
network ) . For example , a window of pixels around the set of 
dots may be fed into a classifier , and the classifier may 
determine one or more probabilities of the window of pixels 
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depicting one or more particular objects ( e.g. , probabilities 
that the pixels within the window include a roof of a 
building ) . As another example , one or more polygon filling 
techniques ( e.g. , flood fill , boundary fill ) may be used to 
identify the portion of the image that visually represents the 
object . As further example , one or more edge detection 
techniques may be used to identify edges of the portion of 
the image that visually represents the object . Other identi 
fication techniques are contemplated . 
[ 0035 ] In some embodiments , labeling a depiction of an 
object within an image may be performed in one or more 
background jobs / processes such that labeling the depiction 
of the object does not impact a user's marking of the image . 
Rather than having the user wait for labeling of a depiction 
of an object based on individual marking of dots within the 
image , the labeling may be performed in the background so 
that the user may mark the image without waiting for 
labeling 
[ 0036 ] In some embodiments , labeling a depiction of an 
object within an image based on the set of dots may include 
identifying a boundary of the object depicted within the 
image based on position of the set of dots within the image . 
For example , the position of the set of dots within the image 
may indicate a middle portion of the object . The labeling 
process may be weighed such that the portion of the image 
identified to visually represent the object may be biased to 
be centered on the set of dots . As another example , the 
position of the set of dots within the image may indicate a 
boundary portion ( e.g. , corner , edge ) of the object . The 
labeling process may be weighed such that the portion of the 
image identified to visually represent the object may be 
biased to be extended / bounded by the set of dots . As yet 
another example , the position of the set of dots within the 
image may indicate a nearby depiction of the object . The 
labeling process may be weighed such that the portion of the 
image identified to visually represent the object may be 
biased to be near the set of dots . Other biasing of image 
portion identification and / or labeling based on position of a 
set of dots are contemplated . 
[ 0037 ] In some embodiments , labeling a depiction of an 
object within an image may be further based on a number of 
dots within the set of dots . That is , a depiction of an object 
may be labeled differently based on different numbers of 
marked dots . For example , higher number of dots within a 
set of dots may indicate a larger object ( e.g. , larger building ) 
and / or a greater confidence of the identity of the object ( e.g . , 
greater confidence that the object is a building ) , while lower 
number of dots within a set of dots may indicate a smaller 
object ( e.g . , smaller building ) and / or a less confidence of the 
identity of the object ( e.g. , less confidence that the object is 
a building ) . 
[ 0038 ] In some embodiments , labeling a depiction of an 
object within an image may be further based on a type of 
dots within the set of dots . For example , different types of 
dots may indicate different types of objects ( e.g. , buildings 
vs vehicles ) depicted within an image and / or different char 
acteristics of objects ( e.g. , buildings with different shapes , 
buildings with different purposes , commercial vs residential 
vs government buildings ) depicted within an image . The 
depiction of the object within the image may be labeled with 
different information ( e.g. , whether it is a building or a 
vehicle , the type of building or vehicle ) based on the type of 
dots within the set of dots . 

[ 0039 ] In some embodiments , labeling a depiction of an 
object within an image may be further based on information 
associated with a set of dots . For example , a set of dots may 
be marked based on information within a database that 
provides geographic coordinates of different types of build 
ing . In addition to or as an alternative to labeling a depiction 
of a building within an image as a building based on such a 
geographic coordinate , the depiction of the building within 
the image may be labeled with information on the particular 
type of building . As another example , the database or 
another database may include information associated with 
the building , such as building characteristics , and the depic 
tion of the building within the image may be labeled with the 
associated information . For instance , multiple databases 
may include different information about a building depicted 
within an image . One database may include information on 
geographic coordinate of the building while another data 
base may include information on characteristics ( e.g. , build ing type , building height , building size , building capacity ) of 
the building . The geographic coordinate of the building may 
be used to determine the position of the depiction of the 
building within an image while the characteristics of the 
building may be used to label and / or augment the labeling of 
the depiction of the building within the image . 
[ 0040 ] In some embodiments , a label of a depiction of an 
object within an image may be used to train a machine 
learning model for identifying other depictions of the object 
within other images . That is , the labeling performed by the 
label engine 116 may be used as an input to train a machine 
learning model ( classifier ) , which may then be used to 
identify other depictions of the object . For example , the 
object may include a building and the labeling of the 
depiction of the building within the image may be used to 
train a machine learning model for identifying depictions of 
buildings within images . In some embodiments , training of 
the machine learning model may be updated based on 
passage of time . That is , if labels for a particular location has 
not been refreshed in a certain amount of time , new data may 
be required / requested to generate updated labels for the 
location . 
[ 0041 ] In some embodiments , the machine learning mod 
el's identification of other depictions of the object within 
images may be filtered based on an object size criteria and / or 
an object shape criteria . An object size criteria may refer to 
one or more size standards by which a portion of an image 
may be prevented from being identified as the object . For 
example , an object size criteria may define a maximum size 
criteria and / or a minimum size criteria . A portion of an 
image may be prevented from being identified as the object 
based on the portion being bigger than the maximum size 
criteria or smaller than the minimum size criteria . For 
instance , a portion of an image may be too small or too big 
to be a building , and this portion of the image may be filtered 
out from being labeled as a building by the machine learning 
model . 
[ 0042 ] An object shape criteria may refer to one or more 
shape standards by which a portion of an image may be 
prevented from being identified as the object . For example , 
an object shape criteria may define shape ( dimension ) cri 
teria . A portion of an image may be prevented from being 
identified as the object based on the portion not matching the 
shape criteria , with the shape criteria defining one or more 
acceptable shape ( s ) / range ( s ) of shape ( s ) for the objects , or 
based on the portion matching the shape criteria , with the 
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shape criteria defining one or more unacceptable shape ( s ) / 
range ( s ) of shape ( s ) for the objects . For instance , a portion 
of an image may be too oblong to be a building , and this 
portion of the image may be filtered out from being labeled 
as a building by the machine learning model . 
[ 0043 ] In some embodiments , the machine learning model 
may be customized based on user input . For example , user 
input may be received to determine the sensitivity of the 
model ( e.g. , user input is used to determine the level of 
probability that is accepted to identify an object ) , to deter 
mine one or more criteria by which images are filtered ( e.g. , 
user input is used to determine acceptable / unacceptable 
building sizes and / or shapes ) , and / or to provide for false 
positive elimination . 
[ 0044 ] In some embodiments , the machine learning model 
may use feedback from users to improve its classifications 
and / or results . For example , the machine learning model 
may change the sensitivity of object detection based on user 
feedback . For instance , the machine learning model may 
output probabilities of different portions of an image includ 
ing a depiction of an object , such as between zero ( not a 
building ) and one ( a building ) . The image may be presented 
with one or more visual markers that indicate the probabili 
ties , such as greyscale that indicates the probabilities . The 
visual makers may be changed based on a threshold to 
provide a more " concrete ” result . For instance , a threshold 
may be set to a default value ( e.g. , 0.7 ) at which the 
probability is accepted as " true " and all portions of the 
image with the probability that satisfies the threshold may be 
marked as including the depiction of the object . The users 
may be presented with one or more options to change the 
value of the threshold , and how much the users change the 
value of the threshold may indicate that the extent to which 
the default value is incorrect . The feedback from the users 
( e.g. , changes in the value of the threshold ) may be used to 
change the default value of the threshold . Other improve 
ments to the machine learning model based on other user 
feedback are contemplated . 
[ 0045 ] In some embodiments , the machine learning model 
may utilize multiple users ' labeling of depiction of objects 
within images . For example , the machine learning model 
may merge labeling of depictions of objects within images 
from different users to take advantage of labeling that has 
already be performed . As another example , different users 
may be scored based on the accuracy of markings provided 
by the different users , and the machine learning model may 
be trained using different weights for different labels asso 
ciated with different users . For instance , one user may more 
accurately mark dots within an image to indicate positions of 
depictions of objects than another user , and the machine 
learning model may be trained with the more accurate user's 
labeling weighed more heavily than the other user's label 

depictions of buildings in a night - time image , or identifying 
depictions of buildings in a winter image ( e.g. , with build 
ings covered by snow ) may be different than identifying 
depictions of buildings in a summer image ( e.g. , with 
buildings not covered by snow ) . The timing of the image 
may be used by the machine learning model to account for 
such changes / expected changes in images due to different 
conditions at different times . Geolocations associated with 
images may further be used to improve classification . For 
example , the environment condition of a location in one part 
of the world may be different than the environment condition 
of another location at a particular time , and the machine 
learning model may take into account location depicted 
within the image to identify depiction of objects within 
images . 
[ 0047 ] In some embodiments , the machine learning model 
may be used to detect changes in objects at a location over 
time . For example , the machine learning model may be 
trained to identify depictions of structures within images and 
the machine learning model may be used to determine how 
structures at a location has changed over time . For instance , 
the machine learning model may compare images of a 
location before a storm and after the storm to determine how 
structures at the location may have been impacted by the 
storm . 

[ 0048 ] In some embodiments , outputs of the machine 
learning model may be used to recommend / identify collec 
tion of particular type of information . For example , the 
machine learning model may be trained to identify depic 
tions of structures within images . The machine learning 
model may output poor / inaccurate probabilities based on 
images of a particular location being of poor quality ( e.g. , 
low resolution , blurring ) . Such images / location may be 
tagged so that additional images of the location may be 
obtained for processing through the machine learning 
model . 
[ 0049 ] FIG . 2 illustrates example markings of sets of dots 
212 , 214 , 216 , 218 within an image 200 , in accordance with 
various embodiments . The image 200 may include depic 
tions of one or more objects . For example , the image 200 
may include depictions of buildings 202 , 204 , 206 , 208 , 
and / or other objects . The image 200 may include portions 
( e.g. , pixels ) that visually represent the buildings 202 , 204 , 
206 , 208. A user's marking of the sets of dots 212 , 214 , 216 , 
218 may be received . The set of dots 212 may include a 
single dot , the set of dots 214 may include two dots , the set 
of dots 216 may include two dots , and the set of dots 218 
may include three dots . A set of dots may include other 
numbers of dots . 
[ 0050 ] The dots within the sets of dots 212 , 214 , 216 , 218 
may be positioned within and / or near depictions of objects 
( e.g. , buildings ) within the image 200. For example , the set 
of dots 212 may be positioned within the portion of the 
image that visually represents the building 202 , the set of 
dots 214 may be positioned within the portion of the image 
that visually represents the building 204 , the set of dots 216 
may be positioned within the portion of the image that 
visually represents the building 206 , and the set of dots 218 
may be positioned within the portion of the image that 
visually represents the building 208. Position of one or more 
of the dots may indicate a particular portion of the object 
depicted within the image 200. For example , the position of 
the set of dots 212 may indicate a middle portion of the 
building 202. As another example , the set of dots 216 may 

ing . 
[ 0046 ] In some embodiments , the machine learning model 
may take time of images into account . For example , images 
and labels used to train the machine learning model may be 
associated with a particular time ( e.g. , time of image cap 
ture , season of image capture ) and the time of images that 
are classified by the machine learning model may be used as 
an input into the machine learning model . Such use of timing 
may allow the machine learning model to compensate for 
different image characteristics that arises due to timing 
differences . For instance , identifying depictions of buildings 
in a day - time image may be different than identifying 
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indicate boundary portions ( e.g. , corners ) of the building 
216. As further example , the set of dots 218 may indicate the 
upside - down “ L ” shape of the building 208. Other place 
ments of dots to indicate shape of objects depicted within the 
image 200 are contemplated . 
[ 0051 ] A user may use different types of dots and / or 
different numbers of dots within a set of dots to indicate 
different information . For example , the use of a star - shaped 
dot within the set of dots 212 may indicate that the building 
202 is of a particular type and / or that the building 202 has 
particular characteristics . As another example , the use of two 
dots within the set of dots 214 may indicate that a user that 
placed the dots had greater confidence of the identity of the 
building 204 than other portions of the image 200 in which 
only a single dot was used . As further example , the use of 
two dots within the set of dots 214 may indicate information 
on the size of the depiction of the building 204 within the 
image 200. Other uses of different types of dots and / or 
different numbers of dots within a set of dots are contem 
plated . 
[ 0052 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an example image 300 including 
depictions of objects 302 , 304 , 306 , 308 , 310 , 312 , in 
accordance with various embodiments . The image 300 may 
include depictions of buildings 302 , 304 , 306 , 308 , a depic 
tion of a car 310 , a depiction of a curved road 312 , and a 
depiction of a barrier 314. The depictions of objects within 
the image 300 may be identified by a classifier ( e.g. , 
machine learning model ) . The classifier may have been 
trained using labeling of images performed based on mark 
ing of dots within the images , such as shown in FIG . 2. For 
example , a classifier trained to identify depictions of build 
ings within images may be used to identify the depictions of 
buildings 302 , 304 , 306 , 308 within the image 300 . 
[ 0053 ] One or more portions of the image 300 may be 
filtered from being identified as a building by the classifier 
based on one or more criteria . For example , the portion of 
the image depicting the car 310 may be filtered from being 
identified as a building based on the size covered by the 
portion being too small to be a building . As another example , 
the portion of the image depicting the curved road 312 may 
be filtered from being identified as a building based on the 
shape of the curved road 312 not corresponding to a shape 
of a building . As further example , the portion of the image 
depicting the barrier 314 may be filtered from being iden 
tified as a building based on the ratio of the horizontal length 
to the vertical length of the barrier 314 being too high to be 
a building . That is , the portion of the image depicting the 
barrier 314 may be too thin to be a building . Other filtering 
of image portions are contemplated . 
[ 0054 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an example overview for training 
and using a machine - learning model 400 , in accordance with 
various embodiments . In the overview 400 , one or more 
inputs may be used to train 404 a model 406. For example , 
the inputs to train 404 the model 406 may include data 402A 
and labels 402B . The data 402A may include information 
stored in one or more databases . One or more transformation 
operations may be performed on the data 402A to prepare 
the data for model training . For example , the data 402A may 
include a combination of multiple sensor data , and the data 
402A be prepared for training of the model 406 using 
normalization and / or merging operations . The labels 402B 
may include labeling of images / objects depicted within 
images . The labels 402B may provide for transformation of 
information in a geo - spatial space to a pixel space . For 

instance , the labels 402B may transform geolocations of objects ( e.g. , buildings ) into labeling of corresponding pix 
els within images . The labels 402B may use an ontology 412 
that defines a structure for object labeling . For example , the 
ontology 412 may define different types of objects ( e.g. , 
buildings vs vehicles ) and / or different categories of a type of 
object ( e.g. , buildings with different shapes , buildings with 
different purposes , commercial vs residential vs government 
buildings ) . Such organization of labels may provide for use 
of curated labels in training the model 406 . 
[ 0055 ] In some embodiments , the model 406 may work 
and / or interact with another model 414 , which has been 
trained on different data and / or different user input . For 
example , the outputs of the model 414 may be used to verify 
the outputs of the model 406 and / or vice versa . The inter 
actions of the models 406 , 414 may provide for retraining of 
one of both of the models 406 , 414. One of both of the 
models 406 , 414 may be retrained based on additional 
information . For example , the model 406 may be retrained 
based on additional classifications of data . For instance , data 
from additional sensor ( s ) may be provided as input to train 
404 the model 406 . 
[ 0056 ] The model 406 may provide a raster prediction 408 
based on its training , which may result in outputting of 
feature vectors 410. The feature vectors 410 may provide for 
transformation of information in the pixel space to the 
geo - spatial space . That is , predictions made by the model 
406 may be transformed into information on geolocations of 
objects based on identification of where the objects are 
depicted within images . The feature vectors 410 may be 
processed using filtering 416 , which may remove one or 
more results based on one or more criteria . For example , 
certain portions of the feature vectors 410 indicating the 
depiction of a certain object ( e.g. , building ) within an image 
may be filtered out based on the corresponding portions of 
the images having sizes and / or shapes that do not correspond 
to the size and / or shape of a building . 
[ 0057 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a flowchart of an example method 
500 , according to various embodiments of the present dis 
closure . The method 500 may be implemented in various 
environments including , for example , the environment 100 
of FIG . 1. The operations of method 500 presented below are 
intended to be illustrative . Depending on the implementa 
tion , the example method 500 may include additional , fewer , 
or alternative steps performed in various orders or in par 
allel . The example method 500 may be implemented in 
various computing systems or devices including one or more 
processors . 
[ 0058 ] At block 502 , an image including a depiction of an 
object may be obtained . At block 504 , a user's marking of 
a set of dots within the image may be received . At block 506 , 
the depiction of the object within the image may be labeled 
based on the set of dots . At block 508 , the label of the 
depiction of the object within the image may be used to train 
a machine learning model for identifying other depictions of 
the object within other images . 

Hardware Implementation 
[ 0059 ] The techniques described herein are implemented 
by one or more special - purpose computing devices . The 
special - purpose computing devices may be hard - wired to 
perform the techniques , or may include circuitry or digital 
electronic devices such as one or more application - specific 
integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate 
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plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
cursor 

arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently programmed to perform 
the techniques , or may include one or more hardware 
processors programmed to perform the techniques pursuant 
to program instructions in firmware , memory , other storage , 
or a combination . Such special - purpose computing devices 
may also combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or 
FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the tech 
niques . The special - purpose computing devices may be 
desktop computer systems , server computer systems , por 
table computer systems , handheld devices , networking 
devices or any other device or combination of devices that 
incorporate hard - wired and / or program logic to implement 
the techniques . 
[ 0060 ] Computing device ( s ) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system software , such as iOS , 
Android , Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Win 
dows 7 , Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or 
other compatible operating systems . In other embodiments , 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system . Conventional operating systems control 
and schedule computer processes for execution , perform 
memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O 
services , and provide a user interface functionality , such as 
a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0061 ] FIG . 6 is a block diagram that illustrates a com 
puter system 600 upon which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . The computer system 
600 includes a bus 602 or other communication mechanism 
for communicating information , one or more hardware pro 
cessors 604 coupled with bus 602 for processing informa 
tion . Hardware processor ( s ) 604 may be , for example , one or 
more general purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0062 ] The computer system 600 also includes a main 
memory 606 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
602 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 604. Main memory 606 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 604. Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 604 , render computer system 
600 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0063 ] The computer system 600 further includes a read 
only memory ( ROM ) 608 or other static storage device 
coupled to bus 602 for storing static information and instruc 
tions for processor 604. A storage device 610 , such as a 
magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash 
drive ) , etc. , is provided and coupled to bus 602 for storing 
information and instructions . 
[ 0064 ] The computer system 600 may be coupled via bus 
602 to a display 612 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or 
LCD display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to 
a computer user . An input device 614 , including alphanu 
meric and other keys , is coupled to bus 602 for communi 
cating information and command selections to processor 
604. Another type of user input device is cursor control 616 , 
such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 604 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 612. This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis 
( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 

[ 0065 ] The computing system 600 may include a user 
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored in 
a mass storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod 
ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 
software components , object - oriented software components , 
class components and task components , processes , func 
tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
[ 0066 ] In general , the word “ module , ” as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , C or C ++ . A software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , 
or Python . It will be appreciated that software modules may 
be callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices may be provided on a computer readable medium , 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
download ( and may be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation , decompression 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code may 
be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the 
executing computing device , for execution by the computing 
device . Software instructions may be embedded in firmware , 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
modules , but may be represented in hardware or firmware . 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that may be combined with other modules or 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
or storage . 
[ 0067 ] The computer system 600 may implement the 
techniques described herein using customized hard - wired 
logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or 
program logic which in combination with the computer 
system causes or programs computer system 600 to be a 
special - purpose machine . According to one embodiment , the 
techniques herein are performed by computer system 600 in 
response to processor ( s ) 604 executing one 
sequences of one or more instructions contained in main 
memory 606. Such instructions may be read into main 
memory 606 from another storage medium , such as storage 
device 610. Execution of the sequences of instructions 
contained in main memory 606 causes processor ( s ) 604 to 
perform the process steps described herein . In alternative 
embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used in place of 
or in combination with software instructions . 
[ 0068 ] The term “ non - transitory media , ” and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 

or more 
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and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage device 610. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 606. Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
[ 0069 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 602. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0070 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 604 for execution . For example , the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to computer system 600 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 602. Bus 602 carries the 
data to main memory 606 , from which processor 604 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 606 may retrieves and executes 
the instructions . The instructions received by main memory 
606 may optionally be stored on storage device 610 either 
before or after execution by processor 604 . 
[ 0071 ] The computer system 600 also includes a commu 
nication interface 618 coupled to bus 602. Communication 
interface 618 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to one or more network links that are connected to one 
or more local networks . For example , communication inter 
face 618 may be an integrated services digital network 
( ISDN ) card , cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to 
provide a data communication connection to a correspond 
ing type of telephone line . As another example , communi 
cation interface 618 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card 
to provide a data communication connection to a compatible 
LAN ( or WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . 
Wireless links may also be implemented . In any such 
implementation , communication interface 618 sends and 
receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of 
information . 
[ 0072 ] A network link typically provides data communi 
cation through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , a network link may provide a connection 
through local network to a host computer or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) . The 
ISP in turn provides data communication services through 
the world wide packet data communication network now 

commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” . Local network and 
Internet both use electrical , electromagnetic or optical sig 
nals that carry digital data streams . The signals through the 
various networks and the signals on network link and 
through communication interface 618 , which carry the digi 
tal data to and from computer system 600 , are example 
forms of transmission media . 
[ 0073 ] The computer system 600 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link and communication interface 618. In the 
Internet example , a server might transmit a requested code 
for an application program through the Internet , the ISP , the 
local network and the communication interface 618 . 
[ 0074 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
604 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 610 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0075 ] Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and 
fully or partially automated by , code modules executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors 
comprising computer hardware . The processes and algo 
rithms may be implemented partially or wholly in applica 
tion - specific circuitry . 
[ 0076 ] The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another , or may be 
combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
sub - combinations are intended to fall within the scope of 
this disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 
can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 
[ 0077 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , " " could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0078 ] Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in 
the flow diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules , segments , or portions of code which 
include one or more executable instructions for implement 
ing specific logical functions or steps in the process . Alter 
nate implementations are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
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tions may be deleted , executed out of order from that shown 
or discussed , including substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order , depending on the functionality involved , as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art . 
[ 0079 ] It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above - described embodi 
ments , the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples . All such modifications 
and variations are intended to be included herein within the 
scope of this disclosure . The foregoing description details 
certain embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , 
however , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears 
in text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is 
also stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
thereof . 

Engines , Components , and Logic 
[ 0080 ] Certain embodiments are described herein as 
including logic or a number of components , engines , or 
mechanisms . Engines may constitute either software engines 
( e.g. , code embodied on a machine - readable medium ) or 
hardware engines . A “ hardware engine ” is a tangible unit 
capable of performing certain operations and may be con 
figured or arranged in a certain physical manner . In various 
example embodiments , one or more computer systems ( e.g. , 
a standalone computer system , a client computer system , or 
a server computer system ) or one or more hardware engines 
of a computer system ( e.g. , a processor or a group of 
processors ) may be configured by software ( e.g. , an appli 
cation or application portion ) as a hardware engine that 
operates to perform certain operations as described herein . 
[ 0081 ] In some embodiments , a hardware engine may be 
implemented mechanically , electronically , or any suitable 
combination thereof . For example , a hardware engine may 
include dedicated circuitry or logic that is permanently 
configured to perform certain operations . For example , a 
hardware engine may be a special - purpose processor , such 
as a Field - Programmable Gate Array ( FPGA ) or an Appli 
cation Specific Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) . A hardware 
engine may also include programmable logic or circuitry 
that is temporarily configured by software to perform certain 
operations . For example , a hardware engine may include 
software executed by a general - purpose processor or other 
programmable processor . Once configured by such software , 
hardware engines become specific machines ( or specific 
components of a machine ) uniquely tailored to perform the 
configured functions and are no longer general - purpose 
processors . It will be appreciated that the decision to imple 
ment a hardware engine mechanically , in dedicated and 
permanently configured circuitry , or in temporarily config 
ured circuitry ( e.g. , configured by software ) may be driven 
by cost and time considerations . 
[ 0082 ] Accordingly , the phrase " hardware engine " should 
be understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an 
entity that is physically constructed , permanently configured 
( e.g. , hardwired ) , or temporarily configured ( e.g. , pro 
grammed ) to operate in a certain manner or to perform 

certain operations described herein . As used herein , “ hard 
ware - implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine . 
Considering embodiments in which hardware engines are 
temporarily configured ( e.g. , programmed ) , each of the 
hardware engines need not be configured or instantiated at 
any one instance in time . For example , where a hardware 
engine comprises a general - purpose processor configured by 
software to become a special - purpose processor , the general 
purpose processor may be configured as respectively differ 
ent special - purpose processors ( e.g. , comprising different 
hardware engines ) at different times . Software accordingly 
configures a particular processor or processors , for example , 
to constitute a particular hardware engine at one instance of 
time and to constitute a different hardware engine at a 
different instance of time . 
[ 0083 ] Hardware engines can provide information to , and 
receive information from , other hardware engines . Accord 
ingly , the described hardware engines may be regarded as 
being communicatively coupled . Where multiple hardware 
engines exist contemporaneously , communications may be 
achieved through signal transmission ( e.g. , over appropriate 
circuits and buses ) between or among two or more of the 
hardware engines . In embodiments in which multiple hard 
ware engines are configured or instantiated at different 
times , communications between such hardware engines may 
be achieved , for example , through the storage and retrieval 
of information in memory structures to which the multiple 
hardware engines have access . For example , one hardware 
engine may perform an operation and store the output of that 
operation in a memory device to which it is communica 
tively coupled . A further hardware engine may then , at a 
later time , access the memory device to retrieve and process 
the stored output . Hardware engines may also initiate com 
munications with input or output devices , and can operate on 
a resource ( e.g. , a collection of information ) . 
[ 0084 ] The various operations of example methods 
described herein may be performed , at least partially , by one 
or more processors that are temporarily configured ( e.g. , by 
software ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 
operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , 
such processors may constitute processor - implemented 
engines that operate to perform one or more operations or 
functions described herein . As used herein , “ processor 
implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine imple 
mented using one or more processors . 
[ 0085 ] Similarly , the methods described herein may be at 
least partially processor - implemented , with a particular pro 
cessor or processors being an example of hardware . For 
example , at least some of the operations of a method may be 
performed by one or more processors or processor - imple 
mented engines . Moreover , the one or more processors may 
also operate to support performance of the relevant opera 
tions in a “ cloud computing ” environment or as a “ software 
as a service ” ( SaaS ) . For example , at least some of the 
operations may be performed by a group of computers ( as 
examples of machines including processors ) , with these 
operations being accessible via a network ( e.g. , the Internet ) 
and via one or more appropriate interfaces ( e.g. , an Appli 
cation Program Interface ( API ) ) . 
[ 0086 ] The performance of certain of the operations may 
be distributed among the processors , not only residing 
within a single machine , but deployed across a number of 
machines . In some example embodiments , the processors or 
processor - implemented engines may be located in a single 
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geographic location ( e.g. , within a home environment , an 
office environment , or a server farm ) . In other example 
embodiments , the processors or processor - implemented 
engines may be distributed across a number of geographic 
locations . 

Language 
[ 0087 ] Throughout this specification , plural instances may 
implement components , operations , or structures described 
as a single instance . Although individual operations of one 
or more methods are illustrated and described as separate 
operations , one or more of the individual operations may be 
performed concurrently , and nothing requires that the opera 
tions be performed in the order illustrated . Structures and 
functionality presented as separate components in example 
configurations may be implemented as a combined structure 
or component . Similarly , structures and functionality pre 
sented as a single component may be implemented as 
separate components . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within the scope of 
the subject matter herein . 
[ 0088 ] Although an overview of the subject matter has 
been described with reference to specific example embodi 
ments , various modifications and changes may be made to 
these embodiments without departing from the broader 
scope of embodiments of the present disclosure . Such 
embodiments of the subject matter may be referred to herein , 
individually or collectively , by the term “ invention ” merely 
for convenience and without intending to voluntarily limit 
the scope of this application to any single disclosure or 
concept if more than one is , in fact , disclosed . 
[ 0089 ] The embodiments illustrated herein are described 
in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to 
practice the teachings disclosed . Other embodiments may be 
used and derived therefrom , such that structural and logical 
substitutions and changes may be made without departing 
from the scope of this disclosure . The Detailed Description , 
therefore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope 
of various embodiments is defined only by the appended 
claims , along with the full range of equivalents to which 
such claims are entitled . 
[ 0090 ] It will be appreciated that an “ engine , ” “ system , ” 
“ data store , " and / or " database ” may comprise software , 
hardware , firmware , and / or circuitry . In one example , one or 
more software programs comprising instructions capable of 
being executable by a processor may perform one or more 
of the functions of the engines , data stores , databases , or 
systems described herein . In another example , circuitry may 
perform the same or similar functions . Alternative embodi 
ments may comprise more , less , or functionally equivalent 
engines , systems , data stores , or databases , and still be 
within the scope of present embodiments . For example , the 
functionality of the various systems , engines , data stores , 
and / or databases may be combined or divided differently . 
[ 0091 ] The data stores described herein may be any suit 
able structure ( e.g. , an active database , a relational database , 
a self - referential database , a table , a matrix , an array , a flat 
file , a documented - oriented storage system , a non - relational 
No - SQL system , and the like ) , and may be cloud - based or 
otherwise . 
[ 0092 ] As used herein , the term “ or ” may be construed in 
either an inclusive or exclusive sense . Moreover , plural 
instances may be provided for resources , operations , or 
structures described herein as a single instance . Additionally , 

boundaries between various resources , operations , engines , 
engines , and data stores are somewhat arbitrary , and par 
ticular operations are illustrated in a context of specific 
illustrative configurations . Other allocations of functionality 
are envisioned and may fall within a scope of various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In general , structures 
and functionality presented as separate resources in the 
example configurations may be implemented as a combined 
structure or resource . Similarly , structures and functionality 
presented as a single resource may be implemented as 
separate resources . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within a scope of 
embodiments of the present disclosure as represented by the 
appended claims . The specification and drawings are , 
accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense . 
[ 0093 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
“ can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0094 ] Although the invention has been described in detail 
for the purpose of illustration based on what is currently 
considered to be the most practical and preferred implemen 
tations , it is to be understood that such detail is solely for that 
purpose and that the invention is not limited to the disclosed 
implementations , but , on the contrary , is intended to cover 
modifications and equivalent arrangements that are within 
the spirit and scope of the appended claims . For example , it 
is to be understood that the present invention contemplates 
that , to the extent possible , one or more features of any 
embodiment can be combined with one or more features of 
any other embodiment . 

1-20 . ( canceled ) 
21. A system comprising : 
one or more processors ; 
memory storing instructions that , when executed by the 

one or more processors , cause the system to perform : 
obtaining an image , the image including a depiction of an 

object ; 
receiving a user's marking of a set of dots within the 

image , the set of dots including one or more dots 
positioned within or near the depiction of the object ; 
and 

labeling the depiction of the object within the image based 
on a number of dots within the set of dots . 

22. The system of claim 21 , wherein labeling the depic 
tion of the object within the image indicates a confidence of 
an identity of the object based on the number of dots within 
the set of dots . 

23. The system of claim 21 , wherein labeling the depic 
tion of the object within the image indicates a size of the 
object based on the number of dots within the set of dots . 

24. The system of claim 21 , wherein labeling the depic 
tion of the object within the image is based on a type of dots 
within the set of dots . 

>> 
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25. The system of claim 21 , wherein labeling the depic 
tion of the object within the image based on the set of dots 
includes identifying a boundary of the object depicted within 
the image based on position of the set of dots within the 
image . 

26. The system of claim 25 , wherein the position of the set 
of dots within the image indicates a middle portion of the 
object . 

27. The system of claim 25 , wherein the position of the set 
of dots within the image indicates a boundary portion of the 
object . 

28. The system of claim 25 , wherein the position of the set 
of dots within the image indicates a nearby depiction of the 
object . 

29. The system of claim 21 , wherein a label of the 
depiction of the object within the image is used to train a 
machine learning model for identifying other depictions of 
the object within other images . 

30. The system of claim 29 , wherein identifications of the 
other depictions of the object within the other images are 
filtered based on an object size criteria or an object shape 
criteria . 

31. A method implemented by a computing system 
including one or more processors and storage media storing 
machine - readable instructions , wherein the method is per 
formed using the one or more processors , the method 
comprising : 

obtaining an image , the image including a depiction of an 
object ; 

receiving a user's marking of a set of dots within the 
image , the set of dots including one or more dots 
positioned within or near the depiction of the object ; 
and 

labeling the depiction of the object within the image based 
on a number of dots within the set of dots . 

32. The method of claim 31 , wherein labeling the depic 
tion of the object within the image indicates a confidence of 
an identity of the object based on the number of dots within 
the set of dots . 

33. The method of claim 31 , wherein labeling the depic 
tion of the object within the image indicates a size of the 
object based on the number of dots within the set of dots . 

34. The method of claim 31 , wherein labeling the depic 
tion of the object within the image is based on a type of dots 
within the set of dots . 

35. The method of claim 31 , wherein labeling the depic 
tion of the object within the image based on the set of dots 
includes identifying a boundary of the object depicted within 
the image based on position of the set of dots within the 
image . 

36. The method of claim 35 , wherein the position of the 
set of dots within the image indicates a middle portion of the 
object . 

37. The system of claim 35 , wherein the position of the set 
of dots within the image indicates a boundary portion of the 
object . 

38. The method of claim 35 , wherein the position of the 
set of dots within the image indicates a nearby depiction of 
the object . 

39. The method of claim 31 , wherein a label of the 
depiction of the object within the image is used to train a 
machine learning model for identifying other depictions of 
the object within other images . 

40. The method of claim 39 , wherein identifications of the 
other depictions of the object within the other images are 
filtered based on an object size criteria or an object shape 
criteria . 

* 
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INTELLIGENT COMPUTE REQUEST 
SCORING AND ROUTING 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[ 0001 ] The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for performing compute requests on a number of 
resources . More specifically , this disclosure relates to tech 
niques for scoring compute requests and routing the com 
pute requests to one of a number of possible computing 
resources based at least in part on the scoring . 

BACKGROUND 

[ 0002 ] Large scale , multicomputer datacenters host large 
quantities of data . In response to user queries to manipulate 
the large quantities of data , the datacenter may distribute a 
" compute request " to one of a number of compute resources , 
the compute request a communication from the datacenter 
for a particular compute resource to perform processing data 
as stipulated in a user query . Multi - computer data centers 
rely on load balancers to route queries and distribute load 
across available computer resources . Generic load balancers 
lack domain knowledge about queries and cannot effectively 
interpret them to identify similarity , which results in not 
taking full advantage of caching functionality . 
[ 0003 ] Depending on the complexity of a query , or the size 
of the one or more data sets , the amount of processing 
involved can vary significantly . Also , certain compute 
requests may contain user defined code , which may intro 
duce risks when performing the compute request . In addi 
tion , historical information associated with prior executions 
of compute requests may not be collected or considered for 
routing compute requests . Accordingly , back - end computa 
tional environments can be inefficient , requiring more 
resources than necessary for performing queries on large 
data sets , and may not be effectively mitigating known risks . 

resource's caches , historical information of previously run 
processing tasks , and / or source user / request characteristics , 
etc. 

[ 0006 ] In certain embodiments , the system may include a 
query “ trimming ” service whereby portions of a query are 
trimmed and replaced with precomputed and materialized 
data , such as the output of the compute request that was 
previously executed by one or more of the compute 
resources . Also , in some embodiments , the system may be 
configured to control the lifecycle ( i.e. starting , stopping ) of 
the back - end compute resources in a way that guarantees the 
high - availability of such resources , that is , to minimize or 
eliminate downtime and the impact of failures . In some 
embodiments , the system may be configured to monitor and 
manage the lifecycle of back - end resources to ensure com 
pute resources are healthy and if not stop or remove them , 
auto - scale up / down the number of compute resources avail 
able ( e.g. , based on utilization ) , and / or store historical 
metadata for queries ( e.g. , run times , query source ) . 
[ 0007 ] Accordingly , one innovation includes a system 
comprising a resource allocation system , including a net 
work communication interface configured to receive a query 
from a device , the query indicating a request to perform a 
processing operation on a portion of one or more data sets , 
a first non - transitory computer storage medium configured 
to store data generated by two or more back - end computer 
resources , the data including historical information related 
to processing of previously received queries , a second 
non - transitory computer storage medium configured to at 
least store computer - executable instructions , and one or 
more computer hardware processors in communication with 
the second non - transitory computer storage medium . The 
one or more computer hardware processors configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to at least : 
determine one or more scores associated with the query , the 
one or more scores indicating a particular back - end com 
puter resource , of the two or more back - end resources , 
provide a compute request to the particular back - end com 
puter resource to perform a processing operation on a 
portion of one or more data sets , and store processing 
information related to the processing of the compute request 
by the particular back - end computer resource as historical 
information in the first non - transitory computer storage 
medium . 
[ 0008 ] Embodiments of such systems may have one or 
more additional features . For example , in some embodi 
ments , the particular back - end computer resource is indi 
cated by a determined high score associated with the query . 
In some embodiments , at least one of the scores is based at 
least in part on the originator of the query . In some embodi 
ments , the originator is associated with a predefined group 
of a number of groups that the query maybe associated with . 
In some embodiments , at least one of the scores is based at 
least in part on whether the query includes user defined code . 
In some embodiments , at least one of the scores is based at 
least in part on the type or characteristic of the query . In 
some embodiments , at least one of the scores is based at least 
in part on stored historical information . In some embodi 
ments , the one or more computer hardware processors are 
further configured to execute the computer - executable 
instructions to at least receive processing information from 
two or more back - end computer resources and save the 
processing information in the first non - transitory computer 
storage medium as historical data . In some embodiments , 

SUMMARY 

[ 0004 ] To address these and other issues , embodiments of 
systems and methods of a server system configured to 
dispatch compute request to appropriate computer resources 
to increase efficiency and lower risk during processing are 
disclosed herein . Some embodiments include for example , a 
server system having a software architecture for intelligently 
dispatching compute requests to appropriate back - end com 
pute resources . Queries , for computational tasks on one or 
more data sets , may be received from a number of front - end 
computer resources by the system over a network . The 
system receives and processes the queries through a " routing 
pipeline ” —for each query , it may assign a score to each 
compute resource based on how well it estimates the com 
pute resource will be effective in executing the query . Such 
estimates may be based on the analysis of the query itself , 
as well as historical data . The system then tries to provide a 
compute request to the compute resources , starting from the 
one that was attributed the highest score . 
[ 0005 ] The routing pipeline may include a pluggable 
framework for defining scoring / filtering strategies . Scoring 
filtering may be based on one or more of , for example , 
originator ( e.g. , user group ) of the query , the source ( e.g. the 
front - end resources that submitted the query ) , health of 
back - end compute resources , inclusion of user defined code 
in the query , the existence of usable cached data ( previously 
computed data ) , availability of relevant datasets in the 
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therewith , and one or more processors configured to execute 
the program instructions to cause the one or more processors 
to perform operations comprising one or more aspects of the 
above- and / or below - described embodiments ( including one 
or more aspects of the appended claims ) . 
[ 0014 ] In various embodiments , computer - implemented 
methods are disclosed in which , by one or more processors 
executing program instructions , one or more aspects of the 
above- and / or below - described embodiments ( including one 
or more aspects of the appended claims ) are implemented 
and / or performed . 
[ 0015 ] In various embodiments , computer program prod 
ucts comprising a computer readable storage medium are 
disclosed , wherein the computer readable storage medium 
has program instructions embodied therewith , the program 
instructions executable by one or more processors to cause 
the one or more processors to perform operations compris 
ing one or more aspects of the above- and / or below - de 
scribed embodiments ( including one or more aspects of the 
appended claims ) . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

the historical data includes processing time . In some 
embodiments , the historical data includes characteristics of 
the computer resource . 
[ 0009 ] Embodiments of such systems may have further 
one or more additional features . For example , in some 
embodiments , the historical data includes query originator 
data . In some embodiments , the historical data includes data 
set information corresponding to a particular data set pro 
cessed by a back - end computer resource , the data set infor 
mation at least one of the more of number of rows of the data 
set , the number of columns of the data set , or the overall size 
of the data set . In some embodiments , the one or more 
computer hardware processors are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to control a 
lifecycle parameter of the back - end computer resources . In 
some embodiments , controlling a lifecycle parameter com 
prises setting stop and start parameters of a back - end com 
puter resource . In some embodiments , controlling a lifecycle 
parameter comprises controlling start of back - end computer 
resources with similar compute parameters . In some 
embodiments , controlling a lifecycle parameter comprises 
controlling start of back - end computer resources having 
non - similar compute parameters . In some embodiments , the 
one or more computer hardware processors are further 
configured to execute the computer - executable instructions 
to start a particular back - end computer resource for a query 
with user defined code and stop the particular back - end 
computer resource when the compute request is completed . 
[ 0010 ] Another innovation includes a method of resource 
allocation , comprising receiving processing information 
related to processing of compute requests from two or more 
back - end computer resources , storing the processing infor 
mation on a non - transitory computer storage medium as 
historical information , receiving a query indicating a request 
to perform a processing operation on one or more data sets , 
determining one or more scores associated with the query , 
the one or more scores indicating a particular back - end 
computer resource , of the two or more back - end resources . 
The one or more scores may be determined at least in part 
from stored historical information . The method may further 
include providing a compute request to the particular back 
end computer resource to perform a processing operation on 
a portion of one or more data sets , where the method is 
performed by one or more computer hardware processors 
configured to execute computer - executable instructions 
stored on a non - transitory computer storage medium . 
[ 0011 ] Embodiments of such method may have further one 
or more additional features . For example , in some embodi 
ments , the method further comprises starting a first back - end 

uter resource for a query with user defined code , and 
stopping the first back - end computer resource when the 
compute request is completed . In some embodiments , the 
method further comprises determining the query includes 
user defined code , determining a stop parameter based on the 
user defined code , starting a first back - end computer 
resource , providing a compute request to the first backend 
computer resource , and stopping the first backend computer 
resource based on a parameter . 
[ 0012 ] Additional embodiments of the disclosure are 
described below in reference to the appended claims , which 
may serve as an additional summary of the disclosure . 
[ 0013 ] In various embodiments , systems and / or computer 
systems are disclosed that comprise a computer readable 
storage medium having program instructions embodied 

[ 0016 ] FIG . 1 illustrates a schematic of an overview of an 
embodiment of a resource allocation system for determining 
one or more scores associated with a query based at least in 
part on stored historical information , providing a compute 
request to the particular back and computer resource to 
perform a processing operation on a portion of one or more 
data sets , and storing processing information related the 
processing of the compute request as historical information . 
[ 0017 ] FIG . 2 illustrates an example of data that may be 
included in a query received by the system illustrated in FIG . 
1 . 

[ 0018 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an example of historical infor 
mation that may be stored in a resource allocation system . 
[ 0019 ] FIG . 4 illustrates a schematic that illustrates 
examples of processing that may be performed on a resource 
allocation system , the processing being illustrated in con 
junction with the flow charts in FIGS . 5 , 6 , and 7 . 
[ 0020 ] FIG . 5 is a schematic that includes a flowchart 
illustrating an embodiment for providing a computer request 
to a back - end computer resource based on the one or more 
scores . 

[ 0021 ] FIG . 6 is a schematic that includes a flowchart 
illustrating an embodiment for determining a compute 
request associated with a received query . 
[ 0022 ] FIG . 7 is a schematic that includes a flowchart 
illustrating an embodiment for storing processing informa 
tion that is received from a back - end computer resource , as 
historical information , such that the historical information 
can be used to help determine future compute request . 
[ 0023 ] FIG . 8 is a block diagram that illustrates a com 
puter system with which certain methods discussed herein 
may be implemented . 
[ 0024 ] FIG . 9 is a flowchart illustrating an example pro 
cess for allocating back - end computer resources . 
[ 0025 ] FIG . 10 illustrates one specific example of an 
embodiment of a resource allocation system 110 where the 
queries 120 are generated for large complex data sets that are 
based on an ontology 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Overview 

intelligently dispatching compute requests to appropriately 
configured back - end compute resources . The system may 
receive and processes queries through a process referred to 
here as a “ scoring pipeline ” to determine one or more scores 
associated with the information in each query . The system 
then provides a compute request to a particular back - end 
computer resource based on the one or more query scores . 
The back - end computer resource that receives the compute 
request may be one of a number of possible back - end 
compute resources that exist at the time the query is 
received , or that is instantiated to perform the compute 
request . Accordingly , back - end computer resource can be , in 
various embodiments , may include one or more of a hard 
ware system ( e.g. , one or more of a particular computer , 
processor , or a server system ) , and / or a software instantiated 
processing system ( e.g. , an instantiated virtual computing 
environment having certain parameters , for example , a cer 
tain memory allocation ) . 

[ 0026 ] Data analysts working on large and complex data 
sets may want to perform many different types of processing 
on the data sets , for example , computations , filtering , search 
ing , data transformations , search and replacement of infor 
mation , etc. Some data sets are extremely large , having 
dozens or hundreds of columns , and millions or hundreds of 
millions ( or more ) of rows of data , while other data set may 
be significantly smaller . In one example , large data sets are 
preprocessed to correct values of data fields , manipulate or 
change values of data fields , remove or add data fields , row , 
or columns , and / or manipulate rows and columns to serve 
future use of the data , for example analysis , joining , visu 
alization , or presentation . In another example , two or more 
large data sets that are being used for analysis task may be 
conceptually structured according to an object centric data 
model represented by an ontology , and may include one or 
more fields that are linked by the ontology . Depending on 
the particular data sets being used , objects within a data set 
may have multiple links to other objects . Objects within a 
data set may also have links to objects in another data set . 
For example , a data source being analyzed may have two or 
more linked object sets , or to other data sets that include at 
least one common field to the data source . Accordingly , 
computations , filtering , searching , data transformations , 
search and replacement tasks etc. may become many times 
more complicated require more computational resources 
than processing a stand - alone non - linked data set . Accord 
ingly , some processing tasks that a data analyst may want to 
perform on various data sets may be vastly different and are 
best performed using different computer resources ( e.g. , 
differently configured computer resources ) due to their com 
plexity and the size of the data set being processed . 
[ 0027 ] In an example of a data analyst workflow , process 
ing tasks to be performed on a large dataset may be defined 
as part of a processing task definition step on a front - end 
computer system , and a query is generated that includes 
information indicting the processing tasks and of the one or 
more data sets to be processed . The query is routed from the 
front - end computer over a network to a resource allocation 
system , and then a compute request is sent to a back - end 
computer resource to perform the processing task as defined 
by information in the query . Once the processing is com 
pleted by the back - end computer resource , the resulting data 
( e.g. , a linked reference to the resulting data ) may be 
provided back to the data analyst who generated the query , 
or the resulting data may be stored for future processing and 
the data analysts is informed where the resulting data is 
stored . 
[ 0028 ] To facilitate a datacenter efficiently performing the 
wide variety of data processing tasks that may be needed 
( e.g. , using the appropriate amount of backend computer 
resources ) , disclosed herein are embodiments of resource 
allocation server systems and methods relating to a resource 
allocation server system configured to receive queries from 
front - end computer systems , determine a back - end computer 
resources to perform the processing indicated in the queries , 
and dispatch compute requests ( corresponding to each of the 
received queries ) to appropriately configured ( or sized ) 
back - end computer resources to perform the processing task . 
Some embodiments of the resource allocation server system 
include a server system having a software architecture for 

Processing Information 
[ 0029 ] The resource allocation system may also be con 
figured to receive processing metadata from the back - end 
resource after the compute request has been performed , and 
store the processing metadata as historical metadata . For 
example , the processing metadata may include metrics indi 
cating how long the processing took to run ( e.g. , CPU run 
time ) , how many computations were performed , and how 
much memory was used during processing . The processing 
metadata may also include information relating to the one or 
more data sets being processed , including the size of each of 
the data sets processed for the query ( e.g. , overall size , # 
rows , # columns , or other metrics that characterize the size 
or structure of the one or more data sets , for example , 
relational links ) , the number of data sets processed , and how 
the data in the data sets is organized , etc. The processing 
metadata may also include information relating to the com 
puter resource that was used to process the compute request . 
For example , the number of CPU's in the computer 
resource , the speed of the CPU's , the amount of cache of the 
CPU's , or the amount of memory allocated or physically for 
the computer resource , as well as other back - end computer 
resource information . 

Routing Pipeline 
[ 0030 ] The routing pipeline may include a pluggable 
framework for defining scoring / routing strategies . Scoring 
may be based on information that is in the query ( " query 
information ” ) , for example , one or more of originators of the 
query ( e.g. , a data analyst group ) , the scope of the processing 
task ( e.g. , the type of processing being performed , the size 
of the one or more datasets being processed ) , or the inclu 
sion of user defined code in the query . Scoring may also be 
based on one or more of the health or operability of back - end 
compute resources ( e.g. , the availability of certain hardware 
or software resources ) , the existence of usable cached data 
( previously computed data ) , availability of relevant datasets , 
historical compute runtimes using particular compute 
resources for particular compute requests , source user / re 
quest characteristics , etc. 

Originator 
[ 0031 ] In some embodiments , a certain originator of a 
query may often generate queries for complex processing on 
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availability of certain hardware or software resources ) . For 
example , the routing pipeline may evaluate the query infor 
mation and also have knowledge of the operability of 
back - end computer resources , such that back - end resources 
that are operable ( or have a higher degree of operability ) are 
attributed higher scores , which will indicate that the query 
will be routed to them . 

very large datasets which require millions or billions of 
computations . Accordingly , the originator can be added to a 
user group of power - users ( or large resource users ) . In some 
embodiments , when the query information indicates such an 
originator , the scoring pipeline can generate higher scores 
for more powerful compute resources , so that queries from 
this originator are sent to such powerful back - end compute 
resources to perform the processing . In other embodiments , 
the scoring pipeline may also adjust such scores based on 
other query information . In some embodiments , when the 
scoring pipeline identifies a particular originator or group in 
the query data , a predetermined back - end computer resource 
is identified ( e.g. , either real or virtual ) to perform the 
compute request . 

Usable Cached Data 

Scope of Processing 
[ 0032 ] In some embodiments , the scope of processing that 
is being requested by the query may be considered when 
determining a back - end computer resource to perform the 
processing . For example , when the query information indi 
cates a larger number of data sets , larger sized data sets , and 
data sets with larger numbers of rows and / or columns , the 
routing pipeline might produce a higher score for more 
powerful compute resources . Also , the query information 
may include indications of the type ( s ) of processing being 
performed . When the type of processing indicates more 
complex operations to be performed , the routing pipeline 
will generate higher scores for more powerful compute 
resources , indicating that they should be used for the pro 
cessing of the query . 

[ 0035 ] In some embodiments , previously performed pro 
cessing for particular data sets is stored ( cached ) and may be 
used to satisfy subsequent queries , instead of performing the 
same processing again thus possibly saving on computing 
resources . For example , a data set may often be used by a 
certain data analyst , or several data analysts , as a starting 
point for certain processing that is common for the certain 
analyst ( s ) . Data resulting from a compute request relating to 
certain common processing on a certain common data set 
can be stored as a computed data set and indexed . When the 
resource allocation system determines that the query defines 
processing that is equivalent to the processing that resulted 
in the stored computed data set , it can generate avoid 
computation altogether and simply returned the stored com 
puted data . That is , rather than perform the same processing 
again , the resource allocation system identifies that the 
processing was previously done ( e.g. , by checking an index 
of precomputed data sets ) and then provides the computed 
data set back in response to the query ( along with any other 
data that was generated as a result of the query ) . For 
example , a license data set may include information relating 
to all of the licensed automobile drivers in the United States . 
Data analysts that work on the licensed data set may 
typically filter the license data set to generate a Western 
States license data set that include only drivers in Washing 
ton , Oregon , Arizona , Nevada , Utah , New Mexico , Idaho , 
Wyoming , Montana , Colorado , and California . The Western 
States license data set maybe stored and indexed in the 
resource allocation system . Subsequently , if a query is 
received that indicates to filter the license data set to produce 
a Western States license data set , the resource allocation 
system can determine that this data set is stored , and provide 
the stored Western States license data set in response to the 
query , obviating the need to again produce the same data set 
and thus saving computer resources for other tasks . This 
functionality may be generalized and characterized as a 
trimming service , where portions of a query are trimmed and 
replaced with precomputed data by the resource allocation 
system . 

Inclusion of User Defined Code 

[ 0033 ] Some queries may include user defined code to be 
run by the back - end compute resource to perform a process 
ing task on one or more data sets . For example , a data analyst 
may include some custom designed code for performing a 
certain transformation on a data set , where such a transfor 
mation is not a selectable option on a user interface . Running 
user defined code incurs a risk because , for example , it has 
not been tested and may include one or more bugs ( e.g. , a 
divide by zero operation , an incomplete processing flow , a 
clerical error , or the like ) . In some embodiments , the routing 
pipeline may be configured to determine if user defined code 
exists in the query , and if it does , filter out any compute 
resources that are not configured to run user defined code , so 
that the query cannot be dispatched to them . Subsequently , 
when a backend computer resource is identified for the 
query containing user defined code , the resource allocation 
system may define one or more parameters to control the 
compute resource that receives the compute request for such 
a query . The parameters may include run - time limits for the 
computer resource . For example , a parameter may limit the 
amount of memory that may be used . In another example , a 
parameter may limit the amount of time the compute 
resource is allowed to run . In another example , a parameter 
may indicate that a compute resource should be terminated 
as soon as it has completed the compute request . 

Scoring Example 

[ 0036 ] Table 1 ( below ) illustrates examples of how the 
routing pipeline may analyze a query to generate features 
that will be used when scoring the compute resources based 
on their fitness to execute the query . The “ Attribute ” column 
of Table 1 indicates information that may be found in a 
query , according to some embodiments . For example , the 
query may include information indicating whether the data 
set , or the data sets , that will be processed for the query are 
either small , medium or large data sets . In some embodi 
ments , the determination of the data set size is based on the 
total size of all data sets involved in the processing . In some 
embodiments , a data set size may be included for each data 
set being processed . In some embodiments , the data set 

Availability of Resources 
[ 0034 ] In some embodiments , a routing pipeline may 
attribute a score to the compute resources based on the 
priority of the processing task described in the query and the 
health or operability of the compute resources ( e.g. , the 
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more features as being determinative by itself to properly 
indicate the compute resource , or parameters of the com 
puter resource , that are needed to perform the processing 
task . For example , the resource allocation system may be 
configured such that a query from a particular originator , or 
group , should always be processed by certain backend 
computer resource . In other embodiments , the resource 
allocation system uses a combination of two or more of the 
features to determine the compute resources that are needed 
to perform the processing task . For example , the resource 
allocation system may use the data size feature SIZE 3 to 
determine the power of the computer resource that is nec 
essary for the processing , and then also use the user defined 
code feature UDC YES to determine certain controls that 
will be used on the computer resource processing the query , 
for example , to stop the computer resource after it has 
processed the query . 

Historical Information 

being processed is indicated in the query information in the 
resource allocation system determines the size of the data 
set . In the example shown in Table 1 , a score may be 
determined for the size of the data set ( or data sets ) being 
processed . For example , if the data set being processed is a 
small data set , the size feature can be given value SIZE 1 , 
medium data set can be given value SIZE 2 , a large data set 
can be given value SIZE 3. Another feature is extracted 
based on the number of data sets that are to be processed . For 
example , if one data set is being processed , the data sets 
number feature can be given value NUM 1 , if 2 data sets are 
being processed it can be given value NUM 2 , etc. Also , in 
this example , the query can be classified based on a par 
ticular user group ( e.g. , of analysts ) that generated the query , 
resulting in a user group feature that can take values of 
GROUP 1 - N . Also , in this example , the query may be 
classified based on the originator ( e.g. , analyst ) of the query 
resulting in an origin feature that can take values of ORIG 
1 - N . In some embodiments , the query includes the type of 
processing task , and correspondingly a feature may be 
extracted for the type of processing that will be performed 
( e.g. , filtering , joining ) and can take values of TYPE 1 - N . In 
some embodiments , queries that include user defined code 
may also be classified based on whether they do contain 
code , in which case the UDC feature will have value UDC 
YES , or not , in which case the feature will have value UDC 
NO . In some embodiments , a priority of the processing may 
also be included in the query , and correspondingly a priority 
feature will be extracted , which can take values PRI 1 - N 
where the higher the number , the higher the priority . In some 
embodiments , if cached data is available to substitute for 
portion of the processing , a feature may be correspondingly 
extracted as either CACHE YES or CACHE no . As one of 
ordinary skill in the art will appreciate , in other examples , a 
query may include other types of information ( attributes ) , 
from which features may be extracted and then used to 
calculate the score for the compute resources that can 
process the queries , so that the optimal compute resource 
can be selected . The compute resource scores can be defined 
by one or more of any of the features listed in Table 1 , or any 
feature for a query that are based on information in the 
query . For example , in some implementations , scores may 
be derived from a combination ( sum , average , weighted 
combination , etc. ) of multiple of the features noted below 
and / or other features . 

[ 0038 ] The resource allocation system may receive pro 
cessing metadata from the back - end resource after the 
compute request has been performed , and store the process 
ing metadata as historical information . In addition to the 
resource allocation system's knowledge of the existence of 
usable cached data ( previously computed data ) , the resource 
allocation system may use the stored historical information 
to help determine fitness scores for the back - end computer 
resources available for a particular query , so that the fittest 
compute resource may be selected . In other words , the 
resource allocation system may identify query information 
and match it to query information that was previously 
received and historical information associated with the 
results of a backend computer resource processing the query . 
As the amount of historical information increases , the 
resource allocation system may better evaluate whether the 
processing done in response to a certain type of query ( e.g. , 
a query for a particular type of data set , from a particular 
group , on a particular data set , etc. ) was performed by a 
computer resource that was sized correctly ( e.g. , included a 
sufficient amount of memory , CPU availability , CPU speed , 
number of CPUs , and the like ) . By evaluating query infor 
mation contained in a new query with the historical infor 
mation , the resource allocation system can then determine 
for the new query an appropriate computer resource to 
perform the desired processing . 

TABLE 1 
Back - End Computer Lifecycle Management 

Attribute Score 

Small data set 
Medium data set 
Large data set 
# datasets - 1 data set 
# datasets - 2 data sets 
# datasets - 3 data sets 
# datasets - 4+ data sets 
Group 
Originator 
Type of task 
User defined code 
Priority of task 
Cached data available 

SIZE 1 
SIZE 2 
SIZE 3 
NUM 1 
NUM 2 
NUM 3 
NUMBER 
GROUP 1 - N 
ORIG 1 - N 
TYPE 1 - N 
UDC YES / NO 
PRI 1 - N 
CACHE YES / NO 

[ 0039 ] The resource allocation system may also be con 
figured to manage the back - end computer resources . For 
example , based on the number of queries it receives and the 
corresponding number of compute requests it generates , the 
resource allocation system may start or stop compute 
resources . In one example , when the resource allocation 
system receives a number of similar queries , the system may 
start a number of compute resources having similar compu 
tational capabilities ( e.g. , horizontally scaling the compute 
resources ) . In another embodiment , the system may dynami 
cally add memory to an existing resource ( e.g. , vertical 
scaling ) . In another example , when the resource allocation 
system receives a number of dissimilar queries , the system 
may start a number of compute resources of varying com 
putational capabilities ( e.g. , adaptive horizontal scaling , or 
vertical and horizontal scaling the compute resources ) . 

[ 0037 ] Accordingly , a query may be characterized by 
multiple features . In some embodiments , the resource allo 
cation system may prioritize a particular one of the one or 
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These scaling situations may be referred to as auto - scaling 
for ease of reference . Either of these situations may occur for 
example , during normal work hours for data analysts . In 
another example , the resource allocation system may have 
historical information that indicates a particular time of day , 
or particular days , where more or fewer back - end compute 
resources are required to process compute request resulting 
from incoming queries . For such times , or days , the resource 
allocation system may auto - scale the compute resources to 
match the expected workload . In some embodiments , the 
resource allocation system may monitor one or more of the 
existing compute resources and adjust the power of the 
compute resources if the monitoring determines more or less 
power is necessary . Adjusting the power of a compute 
resource may include , for example , increasing or decreasing 
a memory allocation , increasing or decreasing the number of 
CPUs that are dedicated on the compute resource , or chang 
ing any other parameter of the compute resource that affects 
its ability to process the compute request . In other embodi 
ments , the resource allocation system may terminate running 
compute resources that are inactive or under - utilized , thus 
reducing operational costs . 
Terms 

[ 0040 ] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys 
tems and methods discussed herein , a number of terms are 
defined below . The terms defined below , as well as other 
terms used herein , should be construed to include the 
provided definitions , the ordinary and customary meaning of 
the terms , and / or any other implied meaning for the respec 
tive terms . Thus , the definitions below do not limit the 
meaning of these terms , but only provide exemplary defi 
nitions . 
[ 0041 ] Ontology : Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases . For 
example , the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database , and how 
objects and properties may be related . 
[ 0042 ] Data Store : Any computer readable storage 
medium , component , and / or device ( or collection of data 
storage mediums and / or devices ) . Examples of data stores 
include , but are not limited to , optical disks ( e.g. , CD - ROM , 
DVD - ROM , etc. ) , magnetic disks ( e.g. , hard disks , floppy 
disks , etc. ) , memory circuits ( e.g. , solid state drives , ran 
dom - access memory ( RAM ) , etc. ) , and / or the like . Another 
example of a data store is a hosted storage environment that 
includes a collection of physical data storage devices that 
may be remotely accessible and may be rapidly provisioned 
as needed ( commonly referred to as “ cloud ” storage ) . 
[ 0043 ] Database : Any data structure ( and / or combinations 
of multiple data structures ) for storing and / or organizing 
data , including , but not limited to , relational databases ( e.g. , 
Oracle databases , MySQL databases , etc. ) , non - relational 
databases ( e.g. , NoSQL databases , etc. ) , in - memory data 
bases , spreadsheets , as comma separated values ( CSV ) files , 
eXtendible markup language ( XML ) files , TeXT ( TXT ) 
files , flat files , spreadsheet files , and / or any other widely 
used or proprietary format for data storage . Databases are 
typically stored in one or more data stores . Accordingly , 
each database referred to herein ( e.g. , in the description 
herein and / or the figures of the present application ) is to be 
understood as being stored in one or more data stores . 
[ 0044 ] Data Object or Object : A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 

number of definable properties . For example , a data object 
can represent an entity such as a batch ( see below ) , a sensor , 
a person , a place , an organization , a market instrument , or 
other noun . A data object can represent an event or a group 
of events that happens at a point in time or for a duration . A 
data object can represent a document or other unstructured 
data source such as an e - mail message , a news report , or a 
written paper or article . Each data object may be associated 
with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data 
object . The object's attributes ( e.g. metadata about the 
object ) may be represented in one or more properties . 
[ 0045 ] Object Type : Type of a data object ( e.g. , Batch 
Type , Sensor Type , Person , Event , or Document ) . Object 
types may be defined by an ontology and may be modified 
or updated to include additional object types . An object 
definition ( e.g. , in an ontology ) may include how the object 
is related to other objects , such as being a sub - object type of 
another object type ( e.g. , a particular batch type can be 
associated with one or more other sensor types , or an agent 
may be a sub - object type of a person object type ) , and the 
properties the object type may have . 
[ 0046 ] Properties : Attributes of a data object that represent 
individual data items . At a minimum , each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values . 
[ 0047 ] Property Type : The type of data a property is , such 
as a string , an integer , or a double . Property types may 
include complex property types . 
[ 0048 ] Property Value : The value associated with a prop 
erty , which is of the type indicated in the property type 
associated with the property . A property may have multiple 
values . 
[ 0049 ) Cleaning : As used herein , “ cleaning ” is a broad 
term that refers to changing information or a value , that is in 
data fields , to put the information or value in a proper ( e.g. , 
expected ) condition for subsequent processing . For 
example , changing information that is in a data field to 
correct an error in the information , such as changing the 
information to be of an expected format , length , case , or 
contain certain alphanumeric characters or symbols . In one 
example , in a data field that contains ( as the information ) an 
email address an “ @ ” symbol may be expected and if such 
a symbol is not present , the information in the data field can 
be changed to reflect a proper email address , or the infor 
mation may be deleted . In another example , if only lower 
case alphanumeric characters are expected in a data field , but 
in the data field are uppercase alphanumeric characters due 
to improper entry of the information , the information in the 
data field can be " cleaned ” by changing the uppercase 
alphanumeric characters to lowercase alphanumeric charac 
ters . In another example , if the information in a data field is 
expected to be of a certain length ( e.g. , a certain number of 
alphanumeric characters ) and more or less of the merit 
characters are found in the data field , the information may be 
changed to then reflect the correct number of alphanumeric 
characters , and thus be deemed “ cleaned . ” 
[ 0050 ] Preparing : As used herein , " preparing ” is a broad 
term that refers to changing information or a value that is a 
data field to put the information or value in a desired 
condition for subsequent processing . In some cases , infor 
mation in a data field may not be incorrect per se ( for 
example , be of the wrong case , length , be misspelled , wrong 
alphanumeric character type , etc. ) but a user may want to 
change the information in certain data fields to be more 
consistent , or normalize the data to use certain terminology , 
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for example based on the subsequent use of the data . In one 
example , where users entered information relating to road 
ways , different terms such as “ road , " " highway , ” “ drive , " 
“ street , ” “ avenue , " and the like may have been properly 
entered , but subsequently a user wants to designate all of 
such items information as a “ road ” for a certain application 
or use of the data , and thus the information may be " pre 
pared ” by selecting all the data fields with such terms as 
“ road , ” “ highway , ” “ drive , " " street , ” and “ avenue ” and 
setting all of the selected data fields to include the informa 
tion “ road . ” “ preparing ” and “ cleaning ” as used herein , may 
be used interchangeably as they both refer to changing 
information or values that is in data fields to prepare the 
information for additional or subsequent processing . 
[ 0051 ] Link : A connection between two data objects , 
based on , for example , a relationship , an event , and / or 
matching properties . Links may be directional , such as one 
representing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . 
[ 0052 ] Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects . 

Examples of a Resource Allocation System 
[ 0053 ] The user - driven process of preparing queries ( e.g. , 
filtering , transformations ) for a data set may be referred to 
front - end processing . Conversely , processing of the large 
data set , or operations that are performed on the large data 
set may be referred to as “ back - end processing . ” As an 
example , front - end processing is performed on a data subset 
( i.e. , data set “ preview ” ) when a user is determining opera 
tions to clean and prepare the large data set for further 
processing or analysis ; the determined operations are not 
executed immediately on the front - end , but deferred for 
backend - processing once the fully constructed query is 
submitted . As another example , back - end processing is 
performed when applying the operations described in the 
query during front - end processing to the complete data set . 
[ 0054 ] FIG . 1 illustrates a schematic of an overview of an 
embodiment of a resource allocation system 110 that is part 
of a computing environment 100 ( e.g. , a datacenter ) and 
certain associated components , for determining one or more 
scores associated with a query based at least in part on stored 
historical information , providing a compute request to the 
particular back and computer resource to perform a process 
ing operation on a portion of one or more data sets , and 
storing processing information related to the processing of 
the compute request as historical information . As shown in 
FIG . 1 , one or more front - end computer resources 103 
provide a plurality of queries 120 as incoming queries to the 
resource allocation system 110. Data analyst working on the 
front and computer resources 103 may generate the queries 
120. The resource allocation system 110 may receive the 
queries 120 via a communication network 105 , which may 
be any type of network or communication channel capable 
of communicating information from the front - end computer 
resources 103 to the resource allocation system 110 . 
Although not discussed in detail herein , the network 105 
may also be used to provide information related to a com 
pleted processing task ( e.g. , as requested by query ) from the 
resource allocation system 110 and / or a back - end computer 
resource 130-135 to the front - end computer resource 130 
( and the data analyst ) that generated the query . In some 
embodiments , the information provided back to the front 
end computer resource 103 includes a link to a data set 
resulting from the query , the data set itself , or information 

that indicates where the resulting data set may be found , for 
example on a storage device 115 in communication with a 
resource allocation system 110 . 
[ 0055 ] The resource allocation system 110 includes vari 
ous functionality , for example , for receiving the queries 120 , 
determining scores for received queries , determining com 
pute requests , based on the determined scores , to send to 
back - end computer resources 130-135 for processing , con 
trolling the back - end computer resources 130-135 , receiving 
processing data from the backend computer resources 130 
135 and storing the processing data as historical informa 
tion . For example , in the embodiment illustrated in FIG . 1 , 
the resource allocation system 110 includes a first non 
transitory computer storage medium 112 configured data 
received by two or more back end computer resources , the 
data including historical information related to processing of 
previously received queries by the two or more back - end 
computer resources 130-135 . The resource allocation system 
110 also includes a query scoring module 114 , a compute 
request and backend computer resource control module 116 , 
and a managed historical information module 118. The 
resource allocation system 1 110 also includes a second 
non - transitory computer storage medium 113 configured to 
at least store computer executable instructions , the computer 
executable instructions configuring the resource allocation 
system 110 to perform the functionality for the query scoring 
module 114 , a compute request and backend computer 
resource control module 116 , and a managed historical 
information module 118. In operation , once a query is 
received by the resource allocation system 110 , the query 
scoring module 114 may evaluate information in the query 
( " query information ” ) to determine a score for the query 
( " query score ” ) . The query score may be based in part on the 
query information and stored historical information 112 . 
Once a query score is determined , the compute request and 
control module 116 generate a compute request to send out 
to an available back - end computer resource 130-135 . Addi 
tional information on the functionality of these modules 114 , 
116 , 118 is illustrated in , and described in reference to , 
FIGS . 4 , 5 , 6 , 7 and 9 . 
[ 0056 ] As illustrated in FIG . 1 , the back - end computer 
resources 130-135 may be configured to have different 
processing power . The processing power may relate to , for 
example , the number of CPUs or type of CPU's allocated to 
the computer resource , an interface speed of the computer 
resource , the amount of RAM memory or other type of 
memory allocated to the computer resource , the amount of 
cache memory on one or more CPU's of the computer 
resource , the speed of one or more of the CPUs of the 
computer resource , and / or any other hardware , software or 
firmware characteristic or feature of a computer resource 
that affects its processing power . As an illustrated example , 
back - end computer resources 130 , 131 are configured to 
have a certain level of processing power . Back - end computer 
resource 132 has a higher level of processing power than 
computer resources 130 , 131 as indicated by the “ + ” sign . 
Back - end computer resource 133 has a higher level of 
processing power than computer resource 132 as indicated 
by the “ ++ ” and similarly , back - end computer resource 134 
has a higher level of processing power than computer 
resource 133 as indicated by the “ +++ ” . 
[ 0057 ] FIG . 2 illustrates one example of query information 
that may be included in a query 200 received by the resource 
allocation system 110 illustrated in FIG . 1. In this example , 
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200 may the query include one or more of a query originator 
202 , a group originator 204 , a query type 206 , user defined 
code 208 , information related to the data set that is to be 
processed 210 , and / or other types of query information 212 . 
In various embodiments , the query information may be in 
various formats , for example , data type of a Boolean ( true or 
false ) , double ( fractional numbers ) , integer ( whole num 
bers ) , long ( large whole numbers ) , date , or timestamps 
( instants in time ) , double ( fractional numbers ) , integer 
( whole numbers ) , or long ( large whole numbers ) , or any 
other data format that is readable by the resource allocation 
system 110 . 
[ 0058 ] The query originator 202 may include information 
that identifies the originator of the query , for example , a data 
analyst that generated the query . The group originator 204 
may specifically indicate a group that the query originated 
from . For example , a number of data analyst may be part of 
a particular group that typically generates similar types of 
queries that may require similar computer resources to 
process . 
[ 0059 ] The query type 206 may include information that 
indicates what type of processing is required for this query , 
the type relating to the processing involved or the extent of 
computing is that is necessary . For example , the query type 
206 may indicate the operations to be performed are one or 
more filtering operations , transformations , and / or search 
and - replace of information in the data set . In some embodi 
ments , the query type 206 includes a value from a prede 
termined list that indicates a type of processing that is 
needed for this query . 
[ 0060 ] The user defined code 208 may be custom written 
queries or other competition instructions provided by an 
analyst for a particular processing task . In some embodi 
ments , any time a query 200 contains user defined code , the 
query scoring module 114 identifies that such user defined 
code exist and passes the information on to the compute 
request and control module 116. When a compute request is 
generated by the compute request and control module 116 , 
the compute request may include lifecycle control informa 
tion for the back - end computer resource that will process the 
compute request , the lifecycle information including instruc 
tions that are specifically defined to lower risk of performing 
such user defined code in a processing operation . These 
instructions may include , for example , a time limit for the 
processing to occur to mitigate against the user defined code 
creating an endless loop of processing . In another example , 
the instructions may include “ kill ” information to stop the 
back - end computer resource after it completes the compute 
request , mitigating against the user defined code affecting 
subsequent operations of the back - end computer resource . In 
another example the instructions may include “ kill ” infor 
mation to stop the back - end computer resource if certain 
conditions occur , for example , if CPU time that is being used 
for processing exceeds a certain limit , if memory being used 
for the processing exceeds a certain limit , or if the back - end 
computer resource request additional resources ( e.g. , 
memory allocation ) , or if other unexpected processes are 
initiated by the back - end computer resource performing the 
processing with the user defined code . 
[ 0061 ] The query 200 may also include a variety of other 
query information 212 that defines the requested processing 
task . In various embodiments , the other query information 
212 may also be used during the query scoring process . In 
some embodiments , a score may be determined for one or 

more or each of the information that is in the query 200 , and 
the final query score is determined based on these one or 
more scores . In some embodiments , the resource allocation 
system 110 uses a lookup table with predetermined infor 
mation to match the information in the query 200 with an 
appropriate score . 
[ 0062 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an example of different types of 
historical information 300 that may be stored in a resource 
allocation system 110 , for example on computer medium 
112 as illustrated in FIG . 1. In various embodiments , the 
stored historical information 300 may include one or more 
of the examples of information shown in FIG . 3 , or may 
include additional information that is not illustrated in FIG . 
3. Accordingly , in one embodiment the historical informa 
tion may include one or more of a query ID 302 , a compute 
request ID 304 , and originator 306 , a group 308 , and a 
request type 310. The historical information may also 
include data set size 312 , which comprises information 
relating to the one or more data sets that were processed in 
association with a particular compute request ID . A particu 
lar query may request processing of one or more data sets . 
The data set size 312 information may include , for at least 
one of the data sets processed , the number of rows in the data 
set , the number of columns in the data set , and / or the overall 
size of the data set . Other metrics may in included in the data 
set size 312 to provide an indication of the size of the data 
sets being processed . 
[ 0063 ] The stored historical information 300 may also 
include one or more back - end compute resource parameters 
314 , which provide information on the computer resource 
used to process the compute request associated with com 
pute request ID 304. The one or more back - end compute 
resource parameters 314 may include , for example , the 
amount of memory and the number of CPUs of the computer 
resource . The back - end compute resource parameters 314 
may also include priority information indicative of the 
processing priority of this processing task , the type of CPUs 
in the computer resource ( e.g. , indicating the speed , cache , 
or other processing characteristics of the CPU's . In various 
embodiments , the back - end compute resource parameters 
314 may also include one or more other parameters indica 
tive of a parameter of the compute resource . The query 
scoring module 114 may generate a query score based in part 
on one or more of the stored historical information 300 . 
[ 0064 ] FIG . 4 illustrates a schematic that illustrates 
examples of processing that may be performed on an 
embodiment of a resource allocation system 110 , the pro 
cessing being illustrated in conjunction with the flow charts 
in FIGS . 5 , 6 , and 7. In FIG . 4 , the circled “ A ” “ B ” and “ C ” 
are pointers to corresponding processes in FIGS . 5 , 6 , and 7 . 
The resource allocation system 110 may be the same as 
illustrated in FIG . 1 , although all the components illustrated 
in FIG . 1 may not be shown in the embodiment in FIG . 4 . 
[ 0065 ] When a query 120 is received over the network 105 
by the resource allocation system 110 , the resource alloca 
tion system 110 performs processing on the query 120 , as 
illustrated in the flowchart in FIG . 4. For example , at block 
405 , the query scoring module 114 may process the query 
120 to determine one or more scores associated with the 
query 120 using the query information ( e.g. , as illustrated in 
FIG . 2 ) and also using stored historical information ( e.g. , as 
illustrated in FIG . 3 ) . An example of this processing is 
further described in reference to FIG . 5. At block 410 , the 
compute request module 116 may provide a computer 
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request to back - end computer resource 130 , the compute 
request being based on the determined one or more scores in 
block 405. An example of this processing is further 
described in reference to FIG . 6. At block 415 , the manage 
historical information module 118 may receive processing 
information from the back - end computer resource 130 that 
process the compute request , and stores at least a portion of 
the processing information as historical information in a 
database on a computer medium 112 of the resource allo 
cation system 110. An example of this processing is further 
described in reference to FIG . 6. The amount of stored 
historical information increases as the number of queries 
that are processed increases . ACCORDINGLY , the stored 
historical information will include , over a period of time , 
and increased amount of historical information that may be 
relevant to any particular query . 
[ 0066 ] FIG . 5 is a schematic that includes a flowchart 
illustrating an embodiment of a process that may be imple 
mented in a resource allocation system 110 for determining 
one or more scores for a query and determining a back - end 
computer resource request to a back - end computer resource 
based on the one or more scores . At block 510 , the resource 
allocation system 110 determines what type of information 
is in the query . In some cases , the presence of a type of 
information may generate a score for the query . For 
example , if the query includes user - defined code , a certain 
score may be determined for the query to indicate certain 
parameters required for the back - end computer resource that 
will perform the processing . In another example , each of the 
different pieces of the query information may be assigned a 
score such that more than one score is determined . In some 
instances , the query scoring module 114 tries to match ( as 
best as possible ) the query information to information his 
torical , and a score may be assigned based on the historical 
information . 
[ 0067 ] At block 530 , a total query score can be determined 
from the more than one scores that may be assigned to a 
query . Depending on the specific implementation , the scores 
may be differently weighted , or may be equal in weight . At 
block 540 , the resource allocation system 110 determines 
back - end compute resource parameters based on the deter 
mined query score . For example , the resource allocation 
system 110 may include a lookup table , or another form of 
stored predetermined data , that is used to associate a deter 
mined query score with parameters for the backend com 
puter resource . In another example , the resource allocation 
system 110 may include a set of conditions that associates a 
determined query score with parameters for the backend 
computer resource . 

[ 0068 ] FIG . 6 is a schematic that includes a flowchart 
illustrating an embodiment for determining a compute 
request associated with a received query . In some embodi 
ments , the process illustrated in FIG . 6 may be performed by 
the compute request module 116 of the resource allocation 
system 110. In block 610 of FIG . 6 , the resource allocation 
system 110 receives backend compute resource parameters 
that were determined based on a query score . At block 620 , 
the process generates a compute request based on the 
received parameters . The parameters may include informa 
tion relating to one or more of CPUs , memory , processor 
speed , number of computer resources needed for the pro 
cessing task , if the processing task has a hard end time , 
particular risk mitigation required for the computer resource 

( e.g. , if user - defined code will be run ) , or other parameters 
relating to a computer resource . 
[ 0069 ] At block 630 the resource allocation system 110 
identifies a computer resource from one of the existing 
compute resources , or determines to start a new computer 
resource to perform the processing task . In various embodi 
ments , the identified computer resource may be a physical 
system or virtual system . Finally at block 640 , the resource 
allocation system 110 sends the compute request to the 
identified computer resource to start the processing task . 
[ 0070 ] FIG . 7 is a schematic that includes a flowchart 
illustrating an embodiment for storing processing informa 
tion that is received from a back - end computer resource , as 
historical information , such that the historical information 
can be used to help determine future compute request . After 
the back - end computer resource completes the processing as 
requested by the compute request , in addition to providing 
a resulting data set , a link to the resulting data set , or an 
indication with the resulting data set can be found , the 
computer resource provides processing information to the 
resource allocation system 110. At block 710 , the resource 
allocation system 110 receives the processing information 
from the back - end computer resource for a particular com 
pute request . In various embodiments , the processing infor 
mation may include any information characterizing the 
processing that was performed by the computer resource 
( e.g. , run time , number of computations , memory used , CPU 
time used , size of the data set processed , and the like ) . At 
block 720 , the resource allocation system saves a portion or 
all of the processing information as historical data , for 
example , on the first computer medium 112 of the resource 
allocation system . As described above , the stored historical 
information may be subsequently used by the resource 
allocation system to help determine the proper computer 
resource required for new queries . 
[ 0071 ] FIG . 8 is a block diagram that illustrates a com 
puter system 800 with which certain methods discussed 
herein may be implemented . That is , in various examples , 
the data preparing system 110 may be implemented as 
computer system 800 . mputer system 800 includes a bus 
802 or other communication mechanism for communicating 
information , and a hardware processor , or multiple proces 
sors , 804 coupled with bus 802 for processing information . 
Hardware processor ( s ) 804 may be , for example , one or 
more general purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0072 ] Computer system 800 also includes a main 
memory 806 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
802 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 804. Main memory 806 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 804. Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 804 , render computer system 
800 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . The 
main memory 806 may , for example , include instructions to 
implement a user interface as illustrated in FIG . 6 , calculate 
data metrics , allow a user to filter data and change data in 
data sets , and store information indicting the operations 
performed to clean and / or prepare data to a log as described 
in FIGS . 1 and 6-10 , the data being stored in some examples 
in data objects as defined by an ontology , as described in 
reference to FIGS . 2-4 . 
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[ 0073 ] Computer system 800 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 808 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 802 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 804. A storage device 810 , such as a magnetic 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc. , is 
provided and coupled to bus 802 for storing information and 
instructions . 

[ 0074 ) Computer system 800 may be coupled via bus 802 
to a display 812 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD 
display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to a 
computer user . An input device 814 , including alphanumeric 
and other keys , is coupled to bus 802 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 804 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 816 , such 
as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
municating direction information and command selections 
to processor 804 and for controlling cursor movement on 
display 812. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis 
( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
cursor . 

[ 0075 ] Computing system 800 may include a user inter 
face module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a 
mass storage device as computer executable program 
instructions that are executed by the computing device ( s ) . 
Computer system 800 may further , as described below , 
implement the techniques described herein using custom 
ized hard - wired logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , 
firmware and / or program logic which in combination with 
the computer system causes or programs computer system 
800 to be a special - purpose machine . According to one 
embodiment , the techniques herein are performed by com 
puter system 800 in response to processor ( s ) 804 executing 
one or more sequences of one or more computer readable 
program instructions contained in main memory 806. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 806 from 
another storage medium , such as storage device 810. Execu 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 806 causes processor ( s ) 804 to perform the process 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination 
with software instructions . 

[ 0076 ] Various forms of computer readable storage media 
may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one 
or more computer readable program instructions to proces 
sor 804 for execution . For example , the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of 
a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local 
to computer system 800 can receive the data on the tele 
phone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 802. Bus 802 carries the 
data to main memory 806 , from which processor 804 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 806 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 810 either before or after execution by 
processor 804 . 

[ 0077 ] Computer system 800 also includes a communica 
tion interface 818 coupled to bus 802. Communication 
interface 818 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 820 that is connected to a local 
network 822. For example , communication interface 818 
may be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 
818 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or 
WAN component to communicate with a WAN ) . Wireless 
links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
communication interface 818 sends and receives electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0078 ] Network link 820 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , network link 820 may provide a connection 
through local network 822 to a host computer 824 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
826. ISP 826 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 
now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 828. Local 
network 822 and Internet 828 both use electrical , electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
network link 820 and through communication interface 818 , 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
800 , are example forms of transmission media . 
[ 0079 ] Computer system 800 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 820 and communication interface 818. In 
the Internet example , a server 830 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
828 , ISP 826 , local network 822 and communication inter 
face 818 . 

[ 0080 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
804 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 810 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0081 ] Accordingly , in some embodiments , of the com 
puter system 800 , the computer system comprises a first 
non - transitory computer storage medium storage device 810 
configured to at least access a first data set representable in 
a tabular rows and columns format , cause presentation of a 
data subset on a display device , the data subset being a 
portion of the first data set , the presentation of the data 
subset including a plurality of columns of data , each of the 
columns of data having data fields including data field 
information , receive user input identifying a column of the 
data subset , determine data field information to modify for 
at least some of the data fields of the identified column , 
generate and cause display of an indication of a proposed 
change action to modify the determined data field informa 
tion , and in response to a user input indicating a selection of 
the indication of the proposed change action , cause update 
of the presentation of the data subset based on the change 
action to modify data field information in data fields of the 
identified column of the data subset and store a log of each 
change action . 
[ 0082 ] FIG . 9 is a flowchart illustrating an example pro 
cess 900 for allocating back - end computer resources . In 
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various embodiments , process 900 may be implemented on 
a resource allocation system 110 illustrated in FIG . 1 and in 
FIG . 8 . 
[ 0083 ] At block 905 , process 900 receives processing 
information , related to completion of a processing task as 
defined by a compute request , from a back - end compute 
resource . At block 910 , process 900 stores at least a portion 
of the processing information on a non - transitory computer 
storage medium as historical information . At block 915 , the 
process 900 receives a query indicating a request to perform 
a processing operation on one or more data sets . At block 
920 , process 900 determines a query score associated with 
query , and the score may be determined using the stored 
historical information . The query score may be based on one 
or more scores determined from information in the query . At 
block 925 , the process 900 determines a back - end compute 
resource to process the query based on the determined score . 
As described above , the query score may indicate one or 
more certain parameters for the back - end compute resource . 
Accordingly , at block 925 , the process 900 may use one or 
more of the parameters to determine the backend compute 
resource to use for the processing task defined in the query . 
At block 930 , process 900 sends the compute request to the 
determined compute resource . Subsequently , once the com 
pute resource has completed the processing involved with 
the compute request , process 900 proceeds to block 905 and 
the reallocation system 110 receives processing information 
for the completed compute request . 
[ 0084 ] FIG . 10 illustrates one specific example of an 
embodiment of a resource allocation system 110 where the 
queries 120 are generated for large complex data sets that are 
based on an ontology . In some examples , the data sets can 
then be provided via network 150 from an ontology - based 
database system 159 where the information in the data set 
can be stored in an ontology - based database 159 for further 
processing by a data analyst . In this example , the front and 
computer resource 103 may be tasked to perform data 
cleanup , data transformation , and / or data filtering of one or 
more data sets that are linked by an ontology . In this 
example , analysts working on the front and computer 
resources 103 access various data sets through the network 
105 , determines the processing that needs to be performed 
on various data sets and defines the processing task in the 
queries 120 , which are provided to the resource allocation 
system over the network 105. In some examples of data 
processing , using data sets linked to other data sets by an 
ontology may affect the computer resources necessary to 
perform the processing defined in the query . 
[ 0085 ] In some embodiments , a body of data is concep 
tually structured according to an object - centric data model 
represented by ontology 155. The conceptual data model is 
independent of any particular database used for durably 
storing one or more database ( s ) 159 based on the ontology 
155. For example , each object of the conceptual data model 
may correspond to one or more rows in a relational database 
or an entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
( LDAP ) database , or any combination of one or more 
databases . An ontology 155 may include stored information 
providing a data model for storage of data in the database4 . 
The ontology 155 may be defined by one or more object 
types , which may each be associated with one or more 
property types . At the highest level of abstraction , data 
object 151 is a container for information representing things 
in the world . For example , data object 151 can represent an 

entity such as a person , a place , an organization , a market 
instrument , or other noun . Data object 151 can represent an 
event that happens at a point in time or for a duration . Data 
object 151 can represent a document or other unstructured 
data source such as an e - mail message , a news report , or a 
written paper or article . Each data object 151 is associated 
with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data 
object within the database system . 
[ 0086 ] Different types of data objects may have different 
property types . Each property 153 as represented by data in 
the database system 150 may have a property type defined 
by the ontology 155 used by the database 159. Objects may 
be instantiated in the database 159 in accordance with the 
corresponding object definition for the particular object in 
the ontology 155. Each link 152 represents a connection 
between two data objects 151. In one embodiment , the 
connection is either through a relationship , an event , or 
through matching properties . A relationship connection may 
be asymmetrical or symmetrical . In one embodiment , when 
two data objects are connected by an event , they may also 
be connected by relationships , in which each data object has 
a specific relationship to the event . Each data object 151 can 
have multiple links with another data object 151 to form a 
link set 154. Each link 152 as represented by data in a 
database may have a link type defined by the database 
ontology used by the database . 
[ 0087 ] Advantageously , use of a dynamic ontology may 
allow a user to take advantage of an ontological data model , 
while not constraining himself or herself to a hard - coded 
ontology . Hard - coded ontologies can be overly simple ( i.e. , 
lacking detailed semantic properties , making classification 
difficult but limiting analysis ) or overly complex ( i.e. , hav 
ing overly detailed semantic properties , making classifica 
tion difficult ) . Use of a dynamic ontology can allow a user 
to define the desired level of semantic granularity , making 
dynamic ontologies suitable for a plurality of different and 
diverse uses ( e.g. , fraud prevention , cyber security , govern 
mental applications , capital markets , etc. ) . Using a data 
preparing and cleaning system prior to importing data into 
an ontology - based database system provides the advantages 
of the dynamic ontology with the assurance that the data 
input is consistent , has no or minimal errors , and / or has been 
preprocessed in accordance with certain data analysis crite 
ria to place the input data in better condition for further 
analysis . 
[ 0088 ] While using an ontological data model , as 
described above , may increase data analysis efficiencies in 
some aspects , processing such linked data sets can require 
increased computer resources , for example , more memory , 
more CPUs , etc. Accordingly , a query may include infor 
mation indicating the number of data sets involved in the 
processing task in the size of the data sets ( see for example , 
Table 1 ) . In addition , processing information received by a 
resource allocation station from a back - end computer 
resource after it has completed the compute request associ 
ated with the query may be saved as historical information , 
and then used as a reference for computer resources that may 
be necessary . For example , when the resource allocation 
station receives subsequent queries that indicate multiple 
data sets are involved in the processing , the historical 
information may be referenced to help determine the type or 
configuration of a computer resource that has been previ 
ously used for similar processing and if that type or con 
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figuration was sufficient to efficiently and successfully per 
form the requested processing . 
[ 0089 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
may be a system , a method , and / or a computer program 
product at any possible technical detail level of integration . 
The computer program product may include a computer 
readable storage medium ( or mediums ) having computer 
readable program instructions thereon for causing a proces 
sor to carry out aspects of the present disclosure . For 
example , the functionality described herein may be per 
formed as software instructions are executed by , and / or in 
response to software instructions being executed by , one or 
more hardware processors and / or any other suitable com 
puting devices . The software instructions and / or other 
executable code may be read from a computer readable 
storage medium ( or mediums ) . 
[ 0090 ] The computer readable storage medium can be a 
tangible device that can retain and store data and / or instruc 
tions for use by an instruction execution device . The com 
puter readable storage medium may be , for example , but is 
not limited to , an electronic storage device ( including any 
volatile and / or non - volatile electronic storage devices ) , a 
magnetic storage device , an optical storage device , an elec 
tromagnetic storage device , a semiconductor storage device , 
or any suitable combination of the foregoing . A non - exhaus 
tive list of more specific examples of the computer readable 
storage medium includes the following : a portable computer 
diskette , a hard disk , a solid state drive , a random access 
memory ( RAM ) , a read - only memory ( ROM ) , an erasable 
programmable read - only memory ( EPROM or Flash 
memory ) , a static random access memory ( SRAM ) , a por 
table compact disc read - only memory ( CD - ROM ) , a digital 
versatile disk ( DVD ) , a memory stick , a floppy disk , a 
mechanically encoded device such as punch - cards or raised 
structures in a groove having instructions recorded thereon , 
and any suitable combination of the foregoing . A computer 
readable storage medium , as used herein , is not to be 
construed as being transitory signals per se , such as radio 
waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic waves , 
electromagnetic waves propagating through a waveguide or 
other transmission media ( e.g. , light pulses passing through 
a fiber - optic cable ) , or electrical signals transmitted through 

instructions , microcode , firmware instructions , state - setting 
data , configuration data for integrated circuitry , or either 
source code or object code written in any combination of one 
or more programming languages , including an object ori 
ented programming language such as Smalltalk , C ++ , or the 
like , and procedural programming languages , such as the 
“ C ” programming language or similar programming lan 
guages . Computer readable program instructions may be 
callable from other instructions or from itself , and / or may be 
invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . Com 
puter readable program instructions configured for execu 
tion on computing devices may be provided on a computer 
readable storage medium , and / or as a digital download ( and 
may be originally stored in a compressed or installable 
format that requires installation , decompression or decryp 
tion prior to execution ) that may then be stored on a 
computer readable storage medium . Such computer readable 
program instructions may be stored , partially or fully , on a 
memory device ( e.g. , a computer readable storage medium ) 
of the executing computing device , for execution by the 
computing device . The computer readable program instruc 
tions may execute entirely on a user's computer ( e.g. , the 
executing computing device ) , partly on the user's computer , 
as a stand - alone software package , partly on the user's 
computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely on the 
remote computer or server . In the latter scenario , the remote 
computer may be connected to the user's computer through 
any type of network , including a local area network ( LAN ) 
or a wide area network ( WAN ) , or the connection may be 
made to an external computer ( for example , through the 
Internet using an Internet Service Provider ) . In some 
embodiments , electronic circuitry including , for example , 
programmable logic circuitry , field - programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGA ) , or programmable logic arrays ( PLA ) may 
execute the computer readable program instructions by 
utilizing state information of the computer readable program 
instructions to personalize the electronic circuitry , in order to 
perform aspects of the present disclosure . 
[ 0093 ] Aspects of the present disclosure are described 
herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and / or block 
diagrams of methods , apparatus ( systems ) , and computer 
program products according to embodiments of the disclo 
sure . It will be understood that each block of the flowchart 
illustrations and / or block diagrams , and combinations of 
blocks in the flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams , 
can be implemented by computer readable program instruc 
tions . 

[ 0094 ] These computer readable program instructions may 
be provided to a processor of a general purpose computer , 
special purpose computer , or other programmable data pro 
cessing apparatus to produce a machine , such that the 
instructions , which execute via the processor of the com 
puter or other programmable data processing apparatus , 
create means for implementing the functions / acts specified 
in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . These 
computer readable program instructions may also be stored 
in a computer readable storage medium that can direct a 
computer , a programmable data processing apparatus , and / 
or other devices to function in a particular manner , such that 
the computer readable storage medium having instructions 
stored therein comprises an article of manufacture including 
instructions which implement aspects of the function / act 
specified in the flowchart ( s ) and / or block diagram ( s ) block 
or blocks . 

a wire . 
[ 0091 ) Computer readable program instructions described 
herein can be downloaded to respective computing process 
ing devices from a computer readable storage medium or to 
an external computer or external storage device via a net 
work , for example , the Internet , a local area network , a wide 
area network and / or a wireless network . The network may 
comprise copper transmission cables , optical transmission 
fibers , wireless transmission , routers , firewalls , switches , 
gateway computers and / or edge servers . A network adapter 
card or network interface in each computing / processing 
device receives computer readable program instructions 
from the network and forwards the computer readable 
program instructions for storage in a computer readable 
storage medium within the respective computing processing 
device . 
[ 0092 ] Computer readable program instructions ( as also 
referred to herein as , for example , " code , ” “ instructions , ” 
" module , " " application , " " software application , " and / or the 
like ) for carrying out operations of the present disclosure 
may be assembler instructions , instruction - set - architecture 
( ISA ) instructions , machine instructions , machine dependent 
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[ 0095 ] The computer readable program instructions may 
also be loaded onto a computer , other programmable data 
processing apparatus , or other device to cause a series of 
operational steps to be performed on the computer , other 
programmable apparatus or other device to produce a com 
puter implemented process , such that the instructions which 
execute on the computer , other programmable apparatus , or 
other device implement the functions / acts specified in the 
flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . For 
example , the instructions may initially be carried on a 
magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote computer . The 
remote computer may load the instructions and / or modules 
into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 
telephone , cable , or optical line using a modem . A modem 
local to a server computing system may receive the data on 
the telephone / cable / optical line and use a converter device 
including the appropriate circuitry to place the data on a bus . 
The bus may carry the data to a memory , from which a 
processor may retrieve and execute the instructions . The 
instructions received by the memory may optionally be 
stored on a storage device ( e.g. , a solid state drive ) either 
before or after execution by the computer processor . 
[ 0096 ] The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures 
illustrate the architecture , functionality , and operation of 
possible implementations of systems , methods , and com 
puter program products according to various embodiments 
of the present disclosure . In this regard , each block in the 
flowchart or block diagrams may represent a module , seg 
ment , or portion of instructions , which comprises one or 
more executable instructions for implementing the specified 
logical function ( s ) . In some alternative implementations , the 
functions noted in the blocks may occur out of the order 
noted in the Figures . For example , two blocks shown in 
succession may , in fact , be executed substantially concur 
rently , or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the 
reverse order , depending upon the functionality involved . In 
addition , certain blocks may be omitted in some implemen 
tations . The methods and processes described herein are also 
not limited to any particular sequence , and the blocks or 
states relating thereto can be performed in other sequences 
that are appropriate . 
[ 0097 ] It will also be noted that each block of the block 
diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , and combinations of 
blocks in the block diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , 
can be implemented by special purpose hardware - based 
systems that perform the specified functions or acts or carry 
out combinations of special purpose hardware and computer 
instructions . For example , any of the processes , methods , 
algorithms , elements , blocks , applications , or other func 
tionality ( or portions of functionality ) described in the 
preceding sections may be embodied in , and / or fully or 
partially automated via , electronic hardware such applica 
tion - specific processors ( e.g. , application - specific integrated 
circuits ( ASICs ) ) , programmable processors ( e.g. , field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) ) , application - specific cir 
cuitry , and / or the like any of which may also combine 
custom hard - wired logic , logic circuits , ASICS , FPGAs , etc. 
with custom programming / execution of software instruc 
tions to accomplish the techniques ) . 
[ 0098 ] Any of the above - mentioned processors , and / or 
devices incorporating any of the above - mentioned proces 
sors , may be referred to herein as , for example , “ computers , " 
“ computer devices , " " computing devices , " " hardware com 
puting devices , " " hardware processors , ” “ processing units , " 

and / or the like . Computing devices of the above - embodi 
ments may generally ( but not necessarily ) be controlled 
and / or coordinated by operating system software , such as 
Mac OS , iOS , Android , Chrome OS , Windows OS ( e.g. , 
Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , 
Windows 10 , Windows Server , etc. ) , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other 
suitable operating systems . In other embodiments , the com 
puting devices may be controlled by a proprietary operating 
system . Conventional operating systems control and sched 
ule computer processes for execution , perform memory 
management , provide file system , networking , I / O services , 
and provide a user interface functionality , such as a graphi 
cal user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0099 ] Many variations and modifications may be made to 
the above - described embodiments , the elements of which 
are to be understood as being among other acceptable 
examples . All such modifications and variations are intended 
to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure . The 
foregoing description details certain embodiments . It will be 
appreciated , however , that no matter how detailed the fore 
going appears in text , the systems and methods can be 
practiced in many ways . As is also stated above , it should be 
noted that the use of particular terminology when describing 
certain features or aspects of the systems and methods 
should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re - defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the systems and 
methods with which that terminology is associated . 
[ 0100 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , ” “ could , ” " might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements , and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0101 ] The term “ substantially ” when used in conjunction 
with the term “ real - time ” forms a phrase that will be readily 
understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art . For 
example , it is readily understood that such language will 
include speeds in which no or little delay or waiting is 
discernible , or where such delay is sufficiently short so as not 
to be disruptive , irritating , or otherwise vexing to a user . 
[ 0102 ] Conjunctive language such as the phrase “ at least 
one of X , Y , and Z , ” or “ at least one of X , Y , or Z , " unless 
specifically stated otherwise , is to be understood with the 
context as used in general to convey that an item , term , etc. 
may be either X , Y , or Z , or a combination thereof . For 
example , the term “ or ” is used in its inclusive sense ( and not 
in its exclusive sense ) so that when used , for example , to 
connect a list of elements , the term “ or ” means one , some , 
or all of the elements in the list . Thus , such conjunctive 
language is not generally intended to imply that certain 
embodiments require at least one of X , at least one of Y , and 
at least one of Z to each be present . 
[ 0103 ] The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
unless specifically noted , the term “ a ” should not be under 
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store processing information related to the process 
ing of the compute request by the particular back 
end computer resource as historical information in 
the first non - transitory computer storage medium . 

2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the particular back - end 
computer resource is indicated by a determined high score 
associated with the query . 

3. The system of claim 1 , wherein at least one of the 
scores is based at least in part on the originator of the query . 
4. The system of claim 3 , wherein the originator is 

associated with a predefined group of a number of groups 
that the query maybe associated with . 

5. ( canceled ) 
6. The system of claim 1 , wherein at least one of the 

scores is based at least in part on the type or characteristic 
of the query . 

stood to mean “ exactly one ” or “ one and only one ” ; instead , 
the term “ a ” means “ one or more ” or at least one , ” whether 
used in the claims or elsewhere in the specification and 
regardless of uses of quantifiers such as “ at least one , ” “ one 
or more , ” or “ a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or speci 
fication . 
[ 0104 ] The term " comprising ” as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For 
example , a general purpose computer comprising one or 
more processors should not be interpreted as excluding other 
computer components , and may possibly include such com 
ponents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
interfaces , among others . 
[ 0105 ] While the above detailed description has shown , 
described , and pointed out novel features as applied to 
various embodiments , it may be understood that various 
omissions , substitutions , and changes in the form and details 
of the devices or processes illustrated may be made without 
departing from the spirit of the disclosure . As may be 
recognized , certain embodiments of the inventions described 
herein may be embodied within a form that does not provide 
all of the features and benefits set forth herein , as some 
features may be used or practiced separately from others . 
The scope of certain inventions disclosed herein is indicated 
by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing descrip 
tion . All changes which come within the meaning and range 
of equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within their 
scope . 

1. A system comprising : 
a resource allocation system , comprising 

a network communication interface configured to 
receive a query from a device , the query indicating 
a request to perform a processing operation on a 
portion of one or more data sets ; 

a first non - transitory computer storage medium config 
ured to store data provided by two or more back - end 
computer resources , the data including historical 
information related to processing of previously 
received queries ; 

a second non - transitory computer storage medium con 
figured to at least store computer - executable instruc 
tions ; and 

one or more computer hardware processors in commu 
nication with the second non - transitory computer 
storage medium , the one or more computer hardware 
processors configured to execute the computer - ex 
ecutable instructions to at least : 
determine whether the query includes user defined 

code for execution on a back - end computer 
resource , 

determine one or more scores associated with the 
query , the one or more scores indicating a particu 
lar back - end computer resource , of the two or 
more back - end resources , wherein if the query 
includes user defined code , at least one score is 
based at least in part on the query including user 
defined code , 

provide a compute request to the particular back - end 
computer resource to perform a processing opera 
tion on a portion of one or more data sets , wherein 
if the query includes user defined code the com 
pute request includes a risk mitigation required for 
the particular back - end computer resource , and 

7. The system of claim 1 , wherein at least one of the 
scores is based at least in part on stored historical informa 
tion . 

8. The system of claim 7 , wherein the one or more 
computer hardware processors are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to at least 
receive processing information from two or more back - end 
computer resources and save the processing information in 
the first non - transitory computer storage medium as histori 
cal data . 

9. The system of claim 7 , wherein the historical data 
includes processing time . 

10. The system of claim 7 , wherein the historical data 
includes characteristics of the computer resource . 

11. The system of claim 7 , wherein the historical data 
includes query originator data . 

12. The system of claim 7 , wherein the historical data 
includes data set information corresponding to a particular 
data set processed by a back - end computer resource , the data 
set information at least one of the more of number of rows 
of the data set , the number of columns of the data set , or the 
overall size of the data set . 

13. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
computer hardware processors are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to control a 
lifecycle parameter of the back - end computer resources . 

14. The system of claim 13 , wherein controlling a life 
cycle parameter comprises setting stop and start parameters 
of a back - end computer resource . 

15. The system of claim 13 , wherein controlling a life 
cycle parameter comprises controlling start of back - end 
computer resources with similar compute parameters . 

16. The system of claim 13 , wherein controlling a life 
cycle parameter comprises controlling start of back - end 
computer resources having non - similar compute parameters . 

17. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
computer hardware processors are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to start the 
particular back - end computer resource for a query with user 
defined code and stop the particular back - end computer 
resource when the compute request is completed . 

18. A method of resource allocation , comprising : 
receiving processing information related to processing of 

compute requests from two or more back - end computer 
resources ; 

storing the processing information on a non - transitory 
computer storage medium as historical information ; 
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receiving a query indicating a request to perform a 
processing operation on one or more data sets ; 

determining whether the query includes user defined code 
for execution on a back - end computer resource ; 

determining one or more scores associated with the query , 
the one or more scores indicating a particular back - end 
computer resource , of the two or more back - end 
resources , wherein if the query includes user defined 
code , at least one score is based at least in part on the 
query including user defined code 

providing a compute request to the particular back - end 
computer resource to perform a processing operation 
on a portion of one or more data sets , wherein if the 
query includes user defined code the compute request 
includes a risk mitigation required for the particular 
back - end computer resource , 

wherein the method is performed by one or more com 
puter hardware processors configured to execute com 
puter - executable instructions stored on a non - transitory 
computer storage medium . 

19. The method of claim 18 , further comprising starting a 
first back - end computer resource for a query with user 
defined code , and stopping the first back - end computer 
resource when the compute request is completed . 

20. The method of claim 18 , further comprising : 
wherein if the query includes user defined code , 

determining a stop parameter based on the user defined 
code ; 

starting the particular back - end computer resource ; 
providing the compute request to the particular backend 
computer resource ; and 

stopping the particular backend computer resource 
based on the stop parameter . 

21. The system of claim 1 , 
wherein if the query includes user defined code , the one 

or more computer hardware processors are further 
configured to execute the computer - executable instruc 
tions to : 
determine a stop parameter based on the user defined 
code ; 

start the particular back - end computer resource ; 
provide a compute request to the particular backend 

computer resource ; and 
stop the particular backend computer resource based on 

the stop parameter . 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR QUERYING A 
DATA REPOSITORY 

FIELD 

[ 0001 ] The present disclosure relates to methods and sys 
tems for querying data in a data repository . More particu 
larly , this disclosure relates to methods and systems of 
suggesting queries based on an ontology . 

BACKGROUND 

[ 0002 ] Many large - scale data analytic systems use a large 
number of different datasets during their operation . These 
datasets may be related to one another in a structured way . 
Storing the relational data within the datasets themselves can 
result in a large increase in the size of the datasets , with a 
corresponding reduction in the performance of the analytic 
systems that operate on them . 
[ 0003 ] Furthermore , large data repositories containing 
multiple datasets can be difficult for a user to interact with , 
for example by not being stored in a user friendly and 
immediately usable form . However , this data often needs to 
be queried quickly and easily by people who are not familiar 
with the underlying systems / models . Such people are gen 
erally non - coders , who need to construct sophisticated que 
ries that relate to multiple disparate datasets in order to make 
informed decisions , but lack the requisite knowledge to be 
able to do so . 

SUMMARY 

[ 0004 ] According to a first aspect , this disclosure 
describes a method of querying a database , comprising : 
receiving , at a computing device , a plurality of keywords ; 
determining , by the computer device , a plurality of datasets 
relating to the keywords ; identifying , by the computer 
device , metadata for the plurality of datasets indicating a 
relationship between the datasets by examining an ontology 
associated with the datasets ; providing , by the computer 
device , one or more suggested database queries in natural 

guage form , the on or more suggested database queries 
constructed based on the plurality of keywords and the 
metadata ; receiving , by the computing device , a selection of 
the one or more suggested database queries ; and construct 
ing , by the computer device , an object view for the plurality 
of datasets based on the selected query and the metadata . 
[ 0005 ] The metadata may comprise an indication of one or 
more joins between the datasets in the plurality of datasets . 
The metadata may comprise one or more directional rela 
tionships between the datasets in the plurality of datasets . 
The metadata may comprise one or more of : synonyms for 
dataset titles , row and / or column titles ; and / or an object 
property . 
[ 0006 ] The plurality of keywords may comprise one or 
more of : object identities ; actions ; temporal ranges ; geo 
graphic locations ; numerical ranges ; values ; relationships ; 
and / or reference numbers . 
[ 0007 ] Determining the plurality datasets relating to the 
keywords may comprise identifying , using the ontology , 
datasets whose rows and / or columns comprise data labelled 
with a property relating to the keyword . The property may 
comprise one or more of : a row and / or column title ; a dataset 
title ; a flag provided in the ontology ; a synonymous term to 
the keyword ; and / or one or more classifications of the 
dataset . 

[ 0008 ] Constructing an object view for the plurality of 
datasets based on the selected query and the metadata may 
comprise generating a computer readable database query 
based on the selected query and the metadata . 
[ 0009 ] The method may further comprise outputting the 
computer readable database query via a user interface in an 
editable format . 
[ 0010 ) Constructing an object view for the plurality of 
datasets based on the selected query and the metadata may 
comprise generating a table from the plurality of datasets 
based on the selected query and the metadata by joining at 
least a subset of data from each of the identified tables . 
[ 0011 ] Constructing an object view for the plurality of 
datasets based on the selected query and the metadata may 
comprise applying one or more filters to one or more of the 
plurality of datasets based on the selected query and the 
metadata . 
[ 0012 ] The object view may comprise one or more of : a 
table ; a histogram ; a bar graph ; a line graph ; a scatter graph ; 
and / or a pie chart . 
[ 0013 ] The method may further comprise outputting the 
object view for the plurality of datasets to a user interface . 
[ 0014 ] According to a second aspect , this disclosure 
describes a system comprising : a user interface ; a query 
builder module ; a data repository comprising a plurality of 
datasets ; and an ontology comprising metadata indicative of 
relationships between the plurality of datasets , wherein the 
system is configured to perform any of the methods 
described herein . 
[ 0015 ] According to a third aspect , this disclosure 
describes a system comprising : a user interface ; a query 
builder module ; a data repository comprising a plurality of 
datasets ; and an ontology comprising metadata indicative of 
relationships between the plurality of datasets , wherein the 
system is configured to : receive , via the user interface , a 
plurality of keywords ; determine , by the query builder , a 
plurality datasets relating to the keywords ; identify , by the 
query builder , metadata for the plurality of datasets indicat 
ing a relationship between the datasets by examining the 
ontology associated with the datasets ; provide , by the query 
builder , one or more suggested database queries in natural 
language form , the suggested queries constructed based on 
the plurality of keywords and the metadata ; receive , via the 
user interface , a selection of the one or more suggested 
database queries ; and construct , by the query builder , an 
object view for the plurality of datasets based on the selected 
query and the metadata . 
[ 0016 ] According to a fourth aspect , this disclosure 
describes a computer program comprising computer read 
able instructions that , when executed by a computing appa 
ratus , cause the computing apparatus to perform any of the 
methods described herein . 
[ 0017 ] According to a fifth aspect , this disclosure 
describes a non - transitory computer readable medium hav 
ing computer readable code stored thereon , the computer 
readable code , when executed by at least one processor of a 
computing device , causing performance of the steps of : 
receiving , at the computing device , a plurality of keywords ; 
determining , by the computer device , a plurality of datasets 
relating to the keywords ; identifying , by the computer 
device , metadata for the plurality of datasets indicating a 
relationship between the datasets by examining an ontology 
associated with the datasets ; providing , by the computer 
device , one or more suggested database queries in natural 
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language form , the suggested queries constructed based on 
the plurality of keywords and the metadata ; receiving , by the 
computing device , a selection of the one or more suggested 
database queries ; and constructing , by the computer device , 
an object view for the plurality of datasets based on the 
selected query and the metadata . 
[ 0018 ] According to a sixth aspect , this disclosure 
describes an apparatus comprising one or more processors or 
special - purpose computing hardware configured to perform 
any of the methods described herein . 
[ 0019 ] According to a seventh aspect , this disclosure 
describes an apparatus comprising : one or more processors ; 
and a memory , the memory comprising instructions that , 
when executed by one or more processors , cause the appa 
ratus to perform the steps of receiving a plurality of 
keywords ; determining a plurality of datasets relating to the 
keywords ; identifying metadata for the plurality of datasets 
indicating a relationship between the datasets by examining 
an ontology associated with the datasets ; providing one or 
more suggested database queries in natural language form , 
the suggested queries constructed based on the plurality of 
keywords and the metadata ; receiving a selection of the one 
or more suggested database queries ; and constructing an 
object view for the plurality of datasets based on the selected 
query and the metadata . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0020 ] Example embodiments will now be described by 
way of non - limiting example with reference to the accom 
panying drawings , in which : 
[ 0021 ] FIG . 1 shows an example database querying sys 
tem ; 
[ 0022 ] FIG . 2 shows a flow diagram of an example method 
of querying a database ; 
[ 0023 ] FIG . 3 shows an example of a graphical user 
interface for querying a database ; 
[ 0024 ] FIG . 4 shows an example of a graphical user 
interface after a plurality of datasets have been selected ; 
[ 0025 ] FIG . 5 shows an example of a graphical user 
interface during input of a further keyword ; and 
[ 0026 ] FIG . 6 shows a block diagram of an exemplary 
computer system . 

[ 0029 ] The data repository 102 may be a distributed data 
repository , with the datasets 104 comprising the data reposi 
tory 102 being stored at a plurality of locations . One or more 
of the datasets 104 may be under control of one or more 
different entities . The datasets 104 may be edited by the 
entities that control them , for example to update the data in 
the dataset in light of new measurements and / or surveys . 
The datasets 104 may relate to / originate from one or more 
systems that generate data . 
[ 0030 ] An object may refer to a thing / a grouping of things 
with a given set of properties . An object may reference 
tangible / intangible things and / or animate / inanimate things . 
As non - limiting examples , an object may refer to persons , 
vehicles , portions of a vehicle , buildings , portions of build 
ings , investigations , portions of an investigation , schedules , 
or rights / demands for rights , physical sensor data , and / or 
other things . Other types of objects are contemplated . 
[ 0031 ] A definition of an object may describe the object by 
specifying / identifying one or more properties ( e.g. charac 
teristics ) of the object . For example , an object may include 
a person and a definition of the object may describe the 
person by specifying / identifying particular properties ( e.g. 
gender , height , weight , education , occupation , address , 
phone number ) of the person . The values of the properties 
may be stored in one or more columns and / or rows of a 
database as strings , numbers and / or other forms of expres 
sion . The definition of the object may identify the particular 
columns and / or rows of the database storing the relevant 
values of the properties of the object . In some embodiments , 
a given property of an object may be derived from one or 
more values of datasets . For example , a given property of an 
object may be determined based on multiple values within 
one or more tables . 

[ 0032 ] An object may be related to one or more other 
objects . Relationships among objects may be between 
objects of the same type ( e.g. relationships between people 
objects , such as between family members , co - workers , per 
sons who have interacted with each other ) and / or between 
objects of different types ( e.g. relationships between a 
person object and a non - person object , such as between a 
person and a schedule , a person and an investigation ) . For 
example , objects representing individual investigations ( e.g. 
of accidents , of claims , of demand for rights ) may be related 
to an object representing a group of investigations ( e.g. 
based on commonalties , based on a user input ) . Such rela 
tionships may effectuate grouping individual investigations 
into groups of investigations . As another example , objects 
representing individual investigations may be related to an 
object representing persons ( e.g. persons associated with 
investigations ) . Relationships between objects may include 
one - to - one relationships , one - to - many relationships , many 
to - one relationships , many - to - many relationships , and / or 
other relationships . 
[ 0033 ] The ontology layer 106 provides an ontology for 
interpreting objects in the data repository . Data defined in 
the ontology is herein described as " ontological data ” and / or 
" metadata ” . The ontology may comprise an object graph in 
a separate metadata - layer that sits on top of underlying 
datasets is provided . This indicates the relationships 
between the datasets , as well as metadata indicating default 
settings for displaying that data , such as the display promi 
nence . The ontology data can be input by the user via a data 
aggregation and processing system , or can be generated 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[ 0027 ] FIG . 1 shows a schematic example of a data 
aggregation and processing system . The system 100 com 
prises a data repository 102 comprising one or more of 
datasets 104. The system 100 further comprises an ontology 
layer 106 comprising an ontology for interpreting datasets 
104 in the data repository 102. A query builder 108 is 
provided that builds queries for querying datasets 104 in the 
data repository 102 based on the ontology layer 106 and 
keywords input via a user interface 110. The query builder 
108 may act as a translator from keyword / natural language 
input to database queries , and vice versa . 
[ 0028 ] The data repository 102 comprises one or more 
datasets 104. The each of the one or more datasets comprises 
data representing objects . The data repository may contain a 
plurality of datasets 104. The datasets may be in a table 
format , the tables comprising one or more rows and one or 
more columns of objects . The datasets 104 may comprise 
relational databases . 
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automatically by the system , for example based on the 
frequency that particular data columns occur across multiple 
datasets . 
[ 0034 ] An ontology may define aspects of objects , such as 
how properties of an object may be presented and / or modi 
fied . For example , an ontology may include a person object 
type including a name property , and the ontology may define 
how the name may be presented ( e.g. first name followed by 
last name ; last name followed by first name ; first name 
followed by initial ) . The ontology may define a display 
prominence of an object . For example , the object may be 
assigned a “ Prominent ” , “ Normal ” or “ Hidden " display 
prominence . Prominent objects can be rendered before nor 
mal properties when displaying a portion of the properties . 
Normal objects may be assigned no special prominence in 
the display order . Hidden objects may not be displayed . 
[ 0035 ] The ontology may define how / whether the name 
may be modified ( e.g. based on user input , based on user 
account privileges ) . As another example , a definition of a 
person may include one or more relationship properties and 
the ontology may define how / whether the relationships may 
be presented and / or modified . In some embodiments , an 
ontology may define whether / how properties of an object 
may be created and / or removed . For example , an ontology 
may define whether a user may add or remove one or more 
properties of the person object type . The definitions / ontolo 
gies may be created based on user input . The definitions / 
ontologies may be modified ( e.g. based on user input , based 
on system changes ) . 
[ 0036 ] The ontology layer 106 may define how one or 
more of the datasets 104 in the data repository 102 are 
related . For example , the ontology may define joins between 
datasets 104 in the data repository 102. Joins may comprise 
links between the data to allow for multiple datasets to be 
navigated and / or searched as if they were a single dataset . 
The ontology may further comprise directional relationships 
between datasets . For example , a dataset relating to 
“ repairs ” may have a directional relationship to a dataset of 
“ employees ” , the directional relationship being “ performed 
by ” . The ontology layer 106 may further comprise syn 
onyms for dataset titles , row and / or column titles , and / or 
objects in the datasets . 
[ 0037 ] In some embodiments , the ontology comprises one 
or more global properties . Global properties indicate 
objects / object types / object properties that are common 
throughout the ecosystem of datasets . The global properties 
allow for metadata in the metadata layer to be associated 
with a plurality of objects / object types / object properties in 
the datasets without the need to explicitly associate the 
objects / object types / object properties with that metadata . 
This can reduce the amount of memory required to store the 
datasets and the associated metadata . It can further allow for 
aggregation across datasets / tables with the same global 
property . 
[ 0038 ] The global property may define a particular format 
or particular formats of data that will be associated with a set 
of metadata . For example , a global property “ telephone 
number ” can be set up that defines one or more data formats 
that telephone numbers can be provided in ( for example , as 
a continuous sequence of numbers , a sequence of numbers 
with spaces at particular points , and / or a sequence of num 
bers with a subset of the numbers enclosed in brackets ) . Data 
falling within the definition will then be associated with the 

global property “ telephone number " , as well as the metadata 
associated with global property “ telephone number ” . 
[ 0039 ] Ontologies may be defined via a user interface 110 
and stored in the ontology layer 106 . 
[ 0040 ] Ontologies may be defined automatically by the 
ontology layer 106. Ontological data may be prepopulated 
based on properties of the one or more datasets 104 in the 
data repository 102. For example , the ontology layer 106 
may scan across one or more of the datasets 104 to deter 
mine / predict any relationships between objects in the dataset 
and / or a display prominence for one or more objects in the 
datasets 104. For example , the fraction of column / row 
values in a column / row that contain a unique value can be 
used as an indication of the importance of that column / row . 
The importance of the column / row can be used to determine 
a display prominence for objects in that column / row . In a 
further example , the cardinalities of a column / row can be 
used to determine the possible display mode for displaying 
data in that column / row ( e.g. which graph types the data can 
be displayed as ) . 
[ 0041 ] The system 100 further comprises a query builder 
module 108. The query builder module 108 is configured to 
receive one or more input keywords from the user interface 
110 , and to use them to generate a query for data in the data 
repository 102 in conjunction with the ontology layer 106 . 
[ 0042 ] Keywords may comprise , for example , one or more 
of : object identities ; actions ; temporal ranges ; geographic 
locations ; and / or relationships . Many other examples of 
keywords are possible . 
[ 0043 ] Upon receipt of a keyword from the user interface 
110 , the query builder is configured to identify one or more 
sets datasets that relate to the received keyword . A set of 
datasets comprises one or more datasets . The query builder 
108 may examine the ontology to determine properties of 
the keyword in order to identify the one or more sets of 
datasets . The identified properties may be used to identify 
one or more sets of datasets that relate to the keyword . In 
some examples , the ontology may be used to determine that 
the keyword relates to a general property and / or to a class of 
objects . 
[ 0044 ] Based on properties of the keyword , the query 
builder may be configured to identify one or more sets 
datasets that relate to the received keyword . For example , 
the ontology may be used to identify datasets that relate to 
properties of the input keyword , such as datasets whose rows 
and / or columns comprise data labelled with a property 
relating to the keyword . Examples of such properties 
include , but are not limited to : row and / or column titles ; 
dataset titles ; flags provided in the ontology ; synonymous 
terms to the keyword ; and / or classifications of datasets . 
[ 0045 ] The query builder may identify the one or more 
sets of datasets by identifying datasets that comprise objects 
belonging to an identified class of the keyword and / or 
having an identified general property of the keyword . If a 
keyword belongs to a particular class of objects , datasets that 
comprise that class of objects and which comprise the 
keyword may be identified . For example , if the keyword is 
“ Canada ” , the query builder uses the ontology to determine 
that Canada belongs to the class “ Country ” and / or “ Region ” , 
and identifies datasets that comprise rows and / or columns 
that are tagged with the property “ Country ” and / or “ Region ” 
and which contain the term “ Canada ” . 
[ 0046 ] A plurality of sets of datasets may be identified 
based on the input keyword . For example , continuing with 
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the example of the keyword input being “ Canada ” , a set of 
datasets comprising people with the country Canada may be 
identified , a set of datasets comprising measurements taken 
in the region Canada , etc. Each of these sets of datasets may 
be presented to the user for selection through the user 
interface 110 in order to identify the set of datasets that the 
user is intending to query . 
[ 0047 ] Not every input keyword may relate to a dataset . 
One or more of the received keywords may relate to one or 
more operations to be performed on the dataset . For 
example , the keywords may comprise operations such as : 
one or more filters ; maximum ; minimum ; average ; mean ; 
median ; mode and / or range . However , the keywords relating 
to these operations may also relate to datasets ( for example , 
a dataset may contain a column and / or row labelled as an 
average ) . In these examples , as well as each of the identified 
sets of datasets being presented to the user for selection 
through the user interface , one or more operations on sets of 
datasets may also be provided for selection by the user via 
the user interface 110 . 
[ 0048 ] As datasets are identified based on the received 
keywords , the query builder 108 examines the ontology 
layer 106 and analyses potential relationships between the 
identified datasets using ontological data in the ontology 
layer 106 that is associated with the identified datasets . 
[ 0049 ] As an example , directional relationships between 
datasets may be provided in the ontology . One or more joins 
between the datasets in the plurality of datasets may be 
identified by the ontology and / or inferred based on a direc 
tional relationship . The ontology may indicate synonyms for 
dataset titles , row and / or column titles . The ontology may 
comprise object properties and / or classes . 
[ 0050 ] The query builder 108 is configured to suggest one 
or more queries based on the relationships identified from 
the ontology layer 106. The one or more suggested queries 
are output to the user interface 110 in natural language form . 
The natural language query may , for example , be based on 
templates stored in the ontology . In some examples , the 
natural language query is built using the relationships stored 
in the ontology . Rules - based methods may be used to 
generate the natural language query from the input key 
words . In some examples , neural machine learning transla 
tion models can be used . Other methods that may be used to 
generate the natural language query from the keywords 
include parse trees and / or name entity recognition . 
[ 0051 ] In some examples , the natural language query may 
be constructed by selecting a natural language template from 
a library of templates based on properties of the keywords . 
The natural language template may be populated using 
slot - filling techniques . For example , the natural language 
template may comprise a sequence of words and “ slots ” . The 
slots can be populated using the keywords based on prop 
erties of the keywords in order to generate the natural 
language query . 
[ 0052 ] For example , a user may wish to view all of the 
repairs performed in a particular country on a particular car 
model . The user may input a first keyword , in this example 
“ repairs ” . One or more datasets relating to the first keyword 
are identified using the ontology , e.g. datasets relating to the 
keyword “ repairs ” are identified using the ontology . A 
suggested query is output in natural language form , e.g. 
“ Show me repairs ” . 
[ 0053 ] The user may then input a second keyword . Con 
tinuing with the repair example , the second keyword may be 

a car brand , e.g. “ XYZ ” . One or more datasets relating to the 
second keyword are identified using the ontology , e.g. 
datasets relating to the keyword “ XYZ ” are identified using 
the ontology . The suggested query in natural language form 
is updated , e.g. “ Show me repairs done on Cars with Brand 
XYZ ” . 
[ 0054 ] The user may then input further keywords . Each 
time a further keyword is input , one or more datasets relating 
to that keyword are identified . The suggested query in 
natural language form is updated as each new dataset is 
identified . Continuing with the repair example , a further 
keyword may be a location , e.g. “ Sweden ” . One or more 
datasets relating to the keyword “ Sweden ” are identified 
using the ontology . The suggested query in natural language 
form is updated to read “ Show me repairs done on Cars with 
Brand XYZ performed in Sweden ” . 
[ 0055 ] In some embodiments , the ontology may indicate 
that a keyword input may have multiple potential interpre 
tations and / or relationships with datasets identified based on 
previous keywords . These potential options for interpreting 
the keyword may be provided through the user interface 110 
for selection by a user . The suggested query will be updated 
accordingly . For example , continuing with the repair 
example from above , the keyword “ Sweden ” and be asso 
ciated in the ontology with datasets containing “ People with 
Country that contains Sweden ” , “ People with Job Title that 
Contains Sweden ” and “ performed in Country Sweden ” . 
When the keyword “ Sweden ” is input , a drop - down menu 
may be provided allowing the user to select one of these 
options . 
[ 0056 ] The query builder 108 is further configured to 
receive a selection of the one or more suggested queries 
from the user interface 110. Based on the selected query , the 
query builder generates code for a database query . The code 
for the database query is operable to generate an object from 
the datasets 104 in the data repository 102 that may be used 
to answer the query . For example , the code for the database 
query , when executed , may cause the system to generate a 
joined table comprising the relevant parts of the datasets 104 
identified based on the input keywords . 
[ 0057 ] The code may be generated using machine trans 
lation techniques , such as neural machine translation and / or 
deep learning . For example , a neural network may be trained 
on a training set comprising known natural language queries 
and / or keywords with known corresponding code for a 
database query . Ontology data may also be used as an input 
to the neural network . Long Short - Term Memory networks 
are one example of a neural network that can be used for this 
translation . 
[ 0058 ] The generated code may comprise code that is 
operable to generate a particular object view of the identified 
datasets . This code may be generated based on the onto 
logical data for the identified datasets that is present in the 
ontology . The code may , for example , be : Python code ; C ++ 
code ; or SQL code . 
[ 0059 ] The generated code may comprise one or more 
filters on the datasets that are based on the input keywords . 
For example , the filters may filter datasets using one or more 
of the received keywords to remove entries that do not 
contain those keywords . 
[ 0060 ] The generated code may comprise one or more 
operations on the datasets that are based on the input 
keywords . For example , the input keywords may include 
keywords that indicate operations to be performed on the 
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datasets . For example , the keywords may comprise opera 
tions such as : maximum ; minimum ; average ; mean ; median ; 
mode and / or range . 
[ 0061 ] The database query may be sent to one or more 
analysis tools for use in analysing the datasets 104. In some 
examples , the analysis tool may be provided with the code 
in an editable format . This allows a user to examine and / or 
modify the code , for example in troubleshooting . 
[ 0062 ] The system additionally comprises a user interface 
110 , for example in the form of a graphical user interface . 
The user interface allows a user to interact with the system , 
for example to input keywords , interact with objects stored 
in the datasets stored in the data repository and / or to edit the 
ontology . As an example of a user interaction , the user may 
input a search request into the system via the user interface . 
[ 0063 ] Objects returned by the search request may be 
viewed through the user interface . A list of objects meeting 
the search criteria can be displayed on the user interface . The 
user may select one or more the objects to view and / or 
interact with . 
[ 0064 ] The system can be used by multiple users at once , 
each interacting with the system through a user interface on 
a different device . Where multiple users attempt to edit a 
dataset at the same time , vector clocks and resolution 
strategies can be used to resolve the conflicts . 
[ 0065 ] FIG . 2 shows an example flow diagram of a method 
of querying a database . 
[ 0066 ] At operation 2.1 , a plurality of keywords is 
received . A user may input a plurality of keywords through 
a user interface 110 into the system 100. The keywords may 
be input one at a time , with operation 2.2 performed for each 
keyword as it is entered . Alternatively , the keywords may be 
input together as one query , with operation 2.2 being per 
formed once all keywords have been entered . 
[ 0067 ] At operation 2.2 , a plurality of datasets relating to 
the plurality of keywords is determined . 
[ 0068 ] Determining the plurality of datasets may be per 
formed while the plurality of keywords is being entered . For 
example , after a first keyword is received , the query builder 
108 determines one or more initial datasets , those initial 
datasets relating to the received first keyword . The first 
keyword may relate to a plurality of datasets , with a select 
able list of the relevant datasets being provided to the user 
for selection of the one or more initial datasets . 
[ 0069 ] The user may then enter a second keyword . The 
query builder 108 then determines one or more further 
datasets , the further datasets relating to the received second 
keyword . The second keyword may relate to a plurality of 
datasets , with a selectable list of the relevant datasets being 
provided to the user for selection of the one or more further 
datasets . The process may continue with further received 
keywords , resulting in additional datasets being determined . 
[ 0070 ] In some embodiments , the plurality of keywords 
may be received together . The query builder 108 may 
determine the plurality of relevant datasets based on knowl 
edge of the whole of the plurality of received keywords . 
[ 0071 ] At operation 2.3 , metadata for each of the datasets 
is determined by examining the ontology layer 106. As 
datasets are identified based on the received keywords , the 
query builder 108 examines the ontology layer 106 and 
analyses potential relationships between the identified data 
sets using ontological data / metadata in the ontology layer 
106 that is associated with the identified datasets . 

[ 0072 ] At operation 2.4 , a database query is suggested in 
natural language based on the received keywords and the 
metadata . One or more queries may be suggested . The 
natural language query may , for example , be based on 
templates stored in the ontology . In some examples , the 
natural language query is built using relationships between 
the identified datasets that are stored in the ontology . 
[ 0073 ] The suggested queries may be provided in a list . 
The list may be ordered by a likelihood of the suggested 
query matching the input keywords . In some examples , only 
one suggested query is provided . 
[ 0074 ] In some examples , the user may edit and / or reject 
a suggested query . Editing the suggested query may result in 
a flag be placed in the ontology , indicating that the ontology 
should be enriched to include features relating to that query . 
[ 0075 ] At operation 2.5 , a selection of a suggested query 
is received . The selection of a suggested query may be 
received through the user interface 110 . 
[ 0076 ] In some examples , the user may have the option to 
reject the suggestions provided by the query builder . This 
can act as a flag to a system administrator that the ontology 
needs to be enriched . 
[ 0077 ] At operation 2.6 , an object view for the plurality of 
datasets is constructed based on the selected query . Con 
structing an object view for the plurality of datasets based on 
the selected query and the metadata may comprise generat 
ing a computer readable database query based on the 
selected query and the metadata . The computer readable 
database query may , for example , be generated in a particu 
lar database querying language , such as SQL . Other lan 
guages may alternatively be used , such as Python or C ++ . 
[ 0078 ] The computer readable database query may be 
output via the user interface 110 in an editable format . The 
user may then edit the code manually in order to , for 
example , optimise the code , adjust parameters in the code 
and / or correct the code . 
[ 0079 ) Constructing an object view for the plurality of 
datasets may alternatively or additionally comprise gener 
ating a table from the plurality of datasets based on the 
selected query and the metadata . Data and / or subsets of data 
from each of the identified datasets may be joined together 
using joins indicated in the ontology in order to create a 
joined dataset . The joined dataset may be output as the 
object view . 
[ 0080 ] Constructing an object view for the plurality of 
datasets may alternatively or additionally comprise applying 
one or more filters to one or more of the plurality of datasets 
based on the selected query and the metadata . The selected 
query may indicate that the user is interested in data satis 
fying certain conditions . These conditions may be applied 
when generating the object view in order to filter out data 
from the plurality of datasets that may answer the user's 
query . 
[ 0081 ] The object view may be provided in a number of 
formats . The ontology may indicate how the objects may be 
viewed , for example by providing a hierarchy of object 
views for data in the datasets , as described above . The object 
views may , for example , comprise one or more of : a table ; 
a histogram ; a bar graph ; a line graph ; a scatter graph ; and / or 
a pie chart . 
[ 0082 ] The object views may be output via the user 
interface 110. The user may interact with the object view in 
the user interface 110 , for example to change the object 
view . Changing the object view may comprise : zooming 
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in / out of the object view ; scrolling through data in the object 
view ; changing the representation of the object ( e.g. chang 
ing form a table to a graph ) . Many other examples are 
possible . 
[ 0083 ] FIG . 3 shows an example of a graphical user 
interface 300 for querying a database . The graphical user 
interface comprises a search bar 302 for receiving user input 
keywords . In the example shown , a first keyword is input 
into the search bar 302 . 
[ 0084 ] In response to input of a keyword into the search 
bar 302 , a drop - down menu 304 may appear on the user 
interface . The drop - down menu comprises a list of one or 
more suggested sets of datasets 306 based on the input 
keyword . In the example shown , the list of suggested 
datasets 306 has two suggested sets datasets , but in general 
any number of datasets may be suggested . The suggested 
datasets 306 may be based on metadata determined by 
examining an ontology layer 106. The metadata may , for 
example , indicate synonyms for the input keyword . Datasets 
comprising rows and / or columns having titles or properties 
associated with the keyword and / or the synonyms of the 
keyword may be suggested . Datasets having a title compris 
ing the keyword and / or the synonyms of the keyword may 
alternatively or additionally be suggested . 
[ 0085 ] The drop - down menu 304 may further comprise 
one or more filters 308. The one or more filters 308 are 
operable to filter the suggested datasets 306. The available 
filters 308 may be provided based on properties of the 
suggested datasets 306. For example , one or more of the 
suggested datasets 306 may belong to a particular class of 
dataset , as indicated in the ontology . This class may be 
provided as a filter . As another example , one or more of the 
suggested datasets 306 may have one or more properties 
associated with them , as indicated in the ontology . These 
properties may be provided as filters . 
0086 ] A user may select one or more of the filters 308. In 
response to the selection of a filter , the list of suggested 
datasets 306 may be reduced to only the datasets that satisfy 
the selected one or more filters . 
[ 0087 ] Other features may be provided in the graphical 
user interface , but are not shown in FIG . 3. For example , 
standard menus and menu options may be provided in a 
taskbar . 
[ 0088 ] FIG . 4 shows an example of a graphical user 
interface 400 after a plurality of datasets have been selected . 
The graphical user interface comprises a search bar 302 for 
receiving user input keywords , as described in relation to 
FIG . 3 . 
[ 0089 ] The graphical user interface 400 further comprises 
one or more sets of datasets 404 ( in this example , two 
sets datasets 402 , 404 are shown , though in general any 
number of datasets may be shown ) . The sets of datasets 402 , 
404 are sets of datasets previously selected by a user upon 
inputting one or more keywords into the search bar . 
[ 0090 ] The graphical user interface further comprises a 
current query suggestion 406. The current query suggestion 
406 is a natural language form . The suggested query is based 
on examining the metadata ontology associated with the 
selected datasets 402 , 404 . 
[ 0091 ] For example , the first dataset 402 may relate to car 
repairs , based on a keyword input of “ repairs ” . The second 
dataset may relate to the country “ Sweden ” based on a 
keyword input of “ Sweden ” . Using the ontology , the query 
builder generates the natural language suggested query 

“ Show me repairs performed in country Sweden ” . This 
suggested query is based on the directional relationship 
" performed in ” between the keyword “ repair " and keywords 
tagged in the ontology with the term " country ” . 
[ 0092 ] FIG . 5 shows an example of a graphical user 
interface 500 during input of a further keyword . 
[ 0093 ] A third keyword is input into the search bar 302. In 
response to input of the further keyword into the search bar 
302 , the drop - down menu 304 may appear on the user 
interface . The drop - down menu comprises a list of one or 
more suggested sets of datasets 306 based on the input 
further keyword , as described in relation to FIG . 3. The 
drop - down menu 304 may further comprise one or more 
filters 308 , as described in relation to FIG . 3. The previously 
identified datasets 402 , 404 are still present in the graphical 
user interface 500 . 
[ 0094 ] In response to the selection of one of the suggested 
sets of datasets from the drop - down menu ( in this example 
illustrated by the dashed box ) , the suggested query may be 
updated to provide an updated suggested query 506. The 
query may be updated when the set of datasets is selected . 
Alternatively , it may be updated when the user hovers over 
the suggestion with a cursor and / or highlights the suggested 
set of datasets . 
[ 0095 ] In some examples , the drop - down menu may com 
prise a rejection button 502. The rejection button 502 can be 
used to indicate that none of the suggested sets of datasets 
satisfy the requirements of the user . A rejection can be 
logged by the system , and used to indicate to a system 
manager that the ontology needs enriching . 
[ 0096 ] In this example , the user interface further com 
prises a query toolbar 504. The query toolbar allows the user 
to interact with the selected sets of datasets and / or the 
suggested query . For example , the query toolbar 504 may 
comprise a button that initialises the conversion of the 
suggested query into a computer readable database query , 
i.e. to generate computer code based on the suggested query . 
[ 0097 ] Referring to FIG . 6 , a block diagram of an exem 
plary computer system , which may comprise the data reposi 
tory 102 , ontology layer 106 , and / or query builder 108 , 
consistent with examples of the present specification is 
shown . 
[ 0098 ] Computer system 600 includes a bus 602 or other 
communication mechanism for communicating information , 
and a hardware processor 604 coupled with bus for process 
ing information . Hardware processor 604 can be , for 
example , a general purpose microprocessor . Hardware pro 
cessor 604 comprises electrical circuitry . 
[ 0099 ] Computer system 600 includes a main memory 
606 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) or other 
dynamic storage device , which is coupled to the bus for 
storing information and instructions to be executed by 
processor . The main memory 606 can also be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions by the processor 604 . 
Such instructions , when stored in non - transitory storage 
media accessible to the processor , render the computer 
system 300 into a special - purpose machine that is custom 
ized to perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
The main memory 606 may be referred to as volatile 
memory . 
[ 0100 ] Computer system 600 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 608 or other static storage device 610 
coupled to the bus for storing static information and instruc 
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tions for the processor 604. A storage device 610 , such as a 
magnetic disk or optical disk , is provided and coupled to the 
bus for storing information and instructions . 
[ 0101 ] Computer system 600 can be coupled via the bus to 
a display 612 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , liquid 
crystal display , or touch screen , for displaying information 
to a user . An input device 614 , including alphanumeric and 
other keys , is coupled to the bus 602 for communicating 
information and command selections to the processor 604 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 616 , for 
example using a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys 
for communicating direction information and command 
selections to the processor and for controlling cursor move 
ment on the display . The input device 616 typically has two 
degrees of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( for example , x ) 
and a second axis ( for example , y ) , that allows the device to 
specify positions in a plane . 
[ 0102 ] Computer system 600 can implement the tech 
niques described herein using customized hard - wired logic , 
one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or program 
logic which in combination with the computer system causes 
or programs computer system to be a special - purpose 
machine . According to some embodiments , the operations , 
functionalities , and techniques disclosed herein are per 
formed by computer system in response to the processor 
executing one or more sequences of one or more instructions 
contained in the main memory . Such instructions can be read 
into the main memory from another storage medium , such as 
storage device . Execution of the sequences of instructions 
contained in main memory causes the processor to perform 
the process steps described herein . In alternative embodi 
ments , hard - wired circuitry can be used in place of or in 
combination with software instructions . 
[ 0103 ] The term " storage media ” as used herein refers to 
any non - transitory media that stores data and / or instructions 
that cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion . Such 
storage media can comprise non - volatile media and / or vola 
tile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , optical 
or magnetic disks , such as storage device . Volatile media 
includes dynamic memory , such as main memory 606 . 
Common forms of storage media include , for example , a 
floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , 
magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data storage medium , 
a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage medium , any 
physical medium with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , 
and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other 
memory chip or cartridge . 
[ 0104 ] Storage media is distinct from , but can be used in 
conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission media 
participates in transferring information between storage 
media . For example , transmission media includes coaxial 
cables , copper wire and fibre optics , including the wires that 
comprise bus . Transmission media can also take the form of 
acoustic or light waves , such as those generated during 
radio - wave and infra - red data communications . 
[ 0105 ] Various forms of media can be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor for execution . For example , the instructions can 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of 
a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line or other transmission medium 
using a modem . A modem local to computer system can 
receive the data on the telephone line or other transmission 

medium and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the data 
to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive the 
data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate circuitry 
can place the data on bus . Bus carries the data to the main 
memory , from which the processor retrieves and executes 
the instructions . The instructions received by the main 
memory can optionally be stored on the storage device either 
before or after execution by the processor . 
[ 0106 ] Computer system also includes a communication 
interface 618 coupled to the bus 602. The communication 
interface provides a two - way data communication coupling 
to a network link that is connected to a local network 620 . 
For example , the communication interface can be an inte 
grated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , cable modem , 
satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data communi 
cation connection to a corresponding type of telephone line . 
As another example , the communication interface 618 can 
be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a data 
communication connection to a compatible LAN . Wireless 
links can also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
the communication interface 518 sends and receives elec 
trical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital 
data streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0107 ] The network link typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , the network link can provide a connection 
through the local network 620 to a host computer 622 or to 
data equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider 
( ISP ) 624. The ISP 624 in turn provides data communication 
services through the world wide packet data communication 
network now commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 626 . 
The local network 620 and internet 626 both use electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams . The signals through the various networks and the 
signals on the network link and through the communication 
interface , which carry the digital data to and from the 
computer system , are example forms of transmission media . 
[ 0108 ] The computer system can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link and communication interface . For example , 
a first application server may transmit data through the local 
network to a different application server 628 . 
[ 0109 ] Methods described in the illustrative embodiments 
may be implemented as program modules or functional 
processes including routines , programs , objects , compo 
nents , data structures , etc. , that perform particular tasks or 
implement particular functionality , and may be implemented 
using existing hardware . Such existing hardware may 
include one or more processors ( e.g. one or more central 
processing units ) , digital signal processors ( DSPs ) , applica 
tion - specific - integrated - circuits , field programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGAs ) , computers , or the like . 
[ 0110 ] Unless specifically stated otherwise , or as is appar 
ent from the discussion , terms such as processing or com 
puting or calculating or determining or the like , refer to the 
actions and processes of a computer system , or similar 
electronic computing device . Note also that software imple 
mented aspects of the example embodiments may be 
encoded on some form of non - transitory program storage 
medium or implemented over some type of transmission 
medium . The program storage medium may be magnetic 
( e.g. a floppy disk or a hard drive ) or optical ( e.g. a compact 
disk read only memory , or CD ROM ) , and may be read only 
or random access . Similarly the transmission medium may 
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be twisted wire pair , coaxial cable , optical fibre , or other 
suitable transmission medium known in the art . The example 
embodiments are not limited by these aspects in any given 
implementation . 
[ 0111 ] It will be appreciated that many modifications may 
be made to the embodiments hereinbefore described . Such 
modifications may involve equivalent and other features 
which are already known in automated monitoring and 
control of machinery , and which may be used instead of or 
in addition to features already described herein . Features of 
one embodiment may be replaced or supplemented by 
features of another embodiment . 
[ 0112 ] In the above detailed description , numerous spe 
cific details are set forth in order to provide a thorough 
understanding of the various described implementations . 
However , it will be apparent to one of ordinary skill in the 
art that the various described implementations may be 
practiced without these specific details . In other instances , 
well - known methods , procedures , components , circuits , and 
networks have not been described in detail so as not to 
unnecessarily obscure aspects of the implementations . 
[ 0113 ] It will also be understood that , although the terms 
first , second , etc. are , in some instances , used herein to 
describe various elements , these elements should not be 
limited by these terms . These terms are only used to distin 
guish one element from another . For example , a first user 
interface could be termed a second user interface , and , 
similarly , a second user interface could be termed a first user 
interface , without departing from the scope of the various 
described implementations . The first user interface and the 
second user interface are both types of user interfaces , but 
they are not the same user interface . 
[ 0114 ] The terminology used in the description of the 
various described implementations herein is for the purpose 
of describing particular implementations only and is not 
intended to be limiting . As used in the description of the 
various described implementations and the appended claims , 
the singular forms “ a ” , “ an ” , and “ the ” are intended to 
include the plural forms as well , unless the context clearly 
indicates otherwise . It will also be understood that the term 
“ and / or ” as used herein refers to and encompasses any and 
all possible combinations of one or more of the associated 
listed items . It will be further understood that the terms 
" includes , ” “ including , " " comprises , " and / or " comprising , ” 
when used in this specification , specify the presence of 
stated 
[ 0115 ] features , integers , steps , operations , elements , and / 
or components , but do not preclude the presence or addition 
of one or more other features , integers , steps , operations , 
elei ts , components , and / or 
[ 0116 ] As used herein , the term “ if ” is , optionally , con 
strued to mean “ when ” or “ upon ” or “ in response to deter 
mining ” or “ in response to detecting ” or “ in accordance with 
a determination that , ” depending on the context . Similarly , 
the phrase " if it is determined ” or “ if [ a stated condition or 
event ) is detected ” is , optionally , construed to mean " upon 
determining ” or “ in response to determining ” or “ upon 
detecting [ the stated condition or event ] ” or “ in response to 
detecting [ the stated condition or event ] ” or “ in accordance 
with a determination that [ a stated condition or event ] is 
detected , ” depending on the context . 
[ 0117 ] Although claims have been formulated in this 
application to particular combinations of features , it should 
be understood that the scope of the disclosure of the present 

disclosure also includes any novel features or any novel 
combination of features disclosed herein either explicitly or 
implicitly or any generalization thereof , whether or not it 
relates to the same disclosure as presently claimed in any 
claim and whether or not it mitigates any or all of the same 
technical problems as does the present disclosure . 

1. A method of querying a database , comprising : 
receiving , at a computing device , a plurality of keywords ; 
determining , by the computer device , a plurality of data 

sets relating to the keywords ; 
identifying , by the computer device , metadata for the 

plurality of datasets indicating a relationship between 
the datasets by examining an ontology associated with 
the datasets ; 

providing , by the computer device , one or more suggested 
database queries in natural language form , the one or 
more suggested database queries constructed based on 
the plurality of keywords and the metadata ; 

receiving , by the computing device , a selection of the one 
or more suggested database queries ; and 

constructing , by the computer device , an object view for 
the plurality of datasets based on the selected query and 
the metadata . 

2. The method of claim 1 , wherein the metadata comprises 
an indication of one or more joins between the datasets in the 
plurality of datasets . 

3. The method of claim 1 , wherein the metadata comprises 
one or more directional relationships between the datasets in 
the plurality of datasets . 

4. The method of claim 1 , wherein the metadata comprises 
one or more of : synonyms for dataset titles , row and / or 
column titles ; and / or an object property . 

5. The method of claim 1 , wherein the plurality of 
keywords comprises one or more of : object identities ; 
actions ; temporal ranges ; geographic locations ; numerical 
ranges ; values ; relationships ; and / or reference numbers . 

6. The method of claim 1 , wherein determining the 
plurality datasets relating to the keywords comprises iden 
tifying , using the ontology , datasets whose rows and / or 
columns comprise data labelled with a property relating to 
the keyword . 

7. The method of claim 6 , wherein the property comprises 
one or more of : a row and / or column title ; a dataset title ; a 
flag provided in the ontology ; a synonymous term to the 
keyword ; and / or one or more classifications of the dataset . 

8. The method of claim 1 , wherein constructing an object 
view for the plurality of datasets based on the selected query 
and the metadata comprises generating a computer readable 
database query based on the selected query and the meta 
data . 

9. The method of claim 8 , further comprising outputting 
the computer readable database query via a user interface in 
an editable format . 

10. The method of claim 1 , wherein constructing an object 
view for the plurality of datasets based on the selected query 
and the metadata comprises generating a table from the 
plurality of datasets based on the selected query and the 
metadata by joining at least a subset of data from each of the 
identified tables . 

11. The method of claim 1 , wherein constructing an object 
view for the plurality of datasets based on the selected query 
and the metadata comprises applying one or more filters to 
one or more of the plurality of datasets based on the selected 
query and the metadata . 

groups thereof . 
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12. The method of claim 1 , wherein the object view 
comprises one or more of : a table ; a histogram ; a bar graph ; 
a line graph ; a scatter graph ; and / or a pie chart . 

13. The method of claim 1 , further comprising outputting 
the object view for the plurality of datasets to a user 
interface . 

14. A system comprising : 
a user interface ; 
a query builder module ; 
a data repository comprising a plurality of datasets ; and 
an ontology comprising metadata indicative of relation 

ships between the plurality of datasets , 
wherein the system is configured to : 
receive , via the user interface , a plurality of keywords ; 
determine , by the query builder , a plurality datasets relat 

ing to the keywords ; 
identify , by the query builder , metadata for the plurality of 

datasets indicating a relationship between the datasets 
by examining the ontology associated with the datasets ; 

provide , by the query builder , one or more suggested 
database queries in natural language form , the sug 
gested queries constructed based on the plurality of 
keywords and the metadata ; 

receive , via the user interface , a selection of the one or 
more suggested database queries ; and 

construct , by the query builder , an object view for the 
plurality of datasets based on the selected query and the 
metadata . 

15. The system of claim 14 , wherein the metadata com 
prises an indication of one or more joins between the 
datasets in the plurality of datasets . 

16. The system of claim 14 , wherein the metadata com 
prises one or more directional relationships between the 
datasets in the plurality of datasets . 

17. The system of claim 14 , wherein the metadata com 
prises one or more of : synonyms for dataset titles , row 
and / or column titles ; and / or an object property . 

18. The system of claim 14 , wherein the plurality of 
keywords comprises one or more of : object identities ; 
actions ; temporal ranges ; geographic locations ; numerical 
ranges ; values ; relationships ; and / or reference numbers . 

19. The system of claim 14 , wherein determining the 
plurality datasets relating to the keywords comprises iden 
tifying , using the ontology , datasets whose rows and / or 
columns comprise data labelled with a property relating to 
the keyword . 

20. A non - transitory computer readable medium having 
computer readable code stored thereon , the computer read 
able code , when executed by at least one processor of a 
computing device , causing performance of the steps of : 

receiving , at the computing device , a plurality of key 
words ; 

determining , by the computer device , a plurality of data 
sets relating to the keywords ; 

identifying , by the computer device , metadata for the 
plurality of datasets indicating a relationship between 
the datasets by examining an ontology associated with 
the datasets ; 

providing , by the computer device , one or more suggested 
database queries in natural language form , the sug 
gested queries constructed based on the plurality of 
keywords and the metadata ; 

receiving , by the computing device , a selection of the one 
or more suggested database queries ; and 

constructing , by the computer device , an object view for 
the plurality of datasets based on the selected query and 
the metadata . 
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NETWORK GRAPH PARSER 

PRIORITY APPLICATION 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser . No. 15 / 642,820 , filed Jul . 6 , 2017 , which 
claims priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser . 
No. 62 / 448,081 , filed Jan. 19 , 2017 , the disclosure of which 
are incorporated herein in their entireties by reference . 

[ 0018 ] FIG . 14 shows an example flow diagram for analy 
sis and export of node data , according to some example 
embodiments . 
[ 0019 ] FIGS . 15A and 15B show example user interfaces 
for processing network graphs using a network graph parser , 
according to some example embodiments . 
[ 0020 ] FIG . 16 illustrates a diagrammatic representation 
of a machine in the form of a computer system within which 
a set of instructions may be executed for causing the 
machine to perform any one or more of the methodologies 
discussed herein , according to an example embodiment . TECHNICAL FIELD 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
[ 0002 ] Embodiments of the present disclosure relate gen 
erally to pattern detection and , more particularly , but not by 
way of limitation , to manipulating data via a network graph 
parser to expose previously undetected patterns . 

BACKGROUND 
[ 0003 ] A code repository website allows users to publish 
software code projects to the website so that other users can 
access , view , edit , or otherwise use the published software 
code . Identifying how different projects ( e.g. , software cod 
ing projects ) are related to one another is currently imprac 
tical because the project data on the code repository websites 
is largely unstructured . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0004 ] Various ones of the appended drawings merely 
illustrate example embodiments of the present disclosure 
and should not be considered as limiting its scope . 
[ 0005 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram illustrating a networked 
system in which a network graph parser can be imple 
mented , according to some example embodiments . 
[ 0006 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram showing functional 
components provided within the network graph parser , 
according to some example embodiments . 
[ 0007 ] FIG . 3 shows a flow diagram for generating node 
data for export , according to some example embodiments . 
[ 0008 ] FIG . 4 shows a flow diagram for parsing node data 
from multiple selected entities , according to some example 
embodiments . 
[ 0009 ] FIGS . 5A and 5B show example visualizations of 
node data , according to some example embodiments . 
[ 0010 ] FIG . 6 shows a flow diagram for selecting entities , 
according to some example embodiments . 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 7 shows example visualizations from node 
data of different selected entities , according to 
example embodiments . 
[ 0012 ] FIG . 8 shows an example flow diagram for pro 
cessing entity data , according to some example embodi 
ments . 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 9 shows example visualizations , according to 
some example embodiments . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 10 shows an example flow diagram for receiv 
ing filter instructions , according to some example embodi 
ments . 
[ 0015 ] FIG . 11 shows example visualization and user 
interface elements for filtering node data , according to some 
example embodiments . 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 12 shows a flow diagram for filtering node 
data , according to some example embodiments . 
[ 0017 ] FIGS . 13A and 13B show example visualization 
and user interface elements for filtering node data , according 
to some example embodiments . 

[ 0021 ] The description that follows includes systems , 
methods , techniques , instruction sequences , and computing 
machine program products that embody illustrative embodi 
ments of the disclosure . In the following description , for the 
purposes of explanation , numerous specific details are set 
forth in order to provide an understanding of various 
embodiments of the inventive subject matter . It will be 
evident , however , to those skilled in the art , that embodi 
ments of the inventive subject matter may be practiced 
without these specific details . In general , well - known 
instruction instances , protocols , structures , and techniques 
are not necessarily shown in detail . 
[ 0022 ] In various example embodiments , a network graph 
parser is implemented to parse data from websites ( e.g. , code 
repository websites ) into human understandable patterns . 
According to some example embodiments , the code reposi 
tory websites are websites or network - based publication 
platforms ( e.g. , Internet forums ) that allow users to publish 
data viewable by other users of the website or platform . For 
example , a software developer can create a project page on 
a code repository site and publish his / her code for the project 
to the project page . Other uses may navigate to the project 
page , view , download , or modify the code for the projects . 
[ 0023 ] According to some example embodiments , the 
network graph parser is installed as a browser plugin of an 
Internet browser application . A data analyst may navigate to 
a given page on a repository website projects , such as a page 
created or associated with the project or a contributor . The 
analyst may then trigger the parse operation by selecting a 
browser plugin button . The parse operation goes through the 
page and saves data on the page and on related pages . For 
example , the network graph parser may identify links to 
projects listed on the repository website . In some embodi 
ments , the network graph parser may navigate to each of the 
projects . 
[ 0024 ] The saved data may be used to generate a visual 
representation ( e.g. , a network graph ) of the collected data . 
The data analyst may manipulate the visual representation to 
explore patterns . Further , the data analyst may hone down 
onto specific subsets by issuing filter instructions . For 
example , the data analyst may filter out any connections that 
don't have at least two connections to other nodes . Con 
tributors may have connections to one another by working 
together on the same coding project , as an example . The 
various filter instructions expose previously invisible pat 
terns in the network graph . The honed down data containing 
the pattern can then be exported over a network to a data 
analysis server for further analysis , according to some 
example embodiments . 
[ 0025 ] FIG . 1 is a block diagram depicting a networked 
system 100 comprising an electronic device 110 , and one or 

some 
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more components external to the electronic device 110 . 
These external components include a database system 10 , 
network 120 , and a plurality of repository servers 130-1 to 
130 - n , that host repository websites . According to some 
example embodiments , the electronic device 110 is a client 
device , such as a personal computer , a tablet computer , a 
personal digital assistant ( PDA ) , a mobile phone , a smart 
phone , or any other web - enabled computing device with a 
processor and a memory . The electronic device 110 has 
installed thereon a web browser application ( e.g. , web 
browser 1632 in FIG . 16 ) , on which is installed a network 
graph parser . According to some example embodiments , the 
network graph parser is integrated into the web browser 
application as a plugin or browser extension . Each of the 
plurality of repository servers 130-1 to 130 - n comprises 
hardware and software . Each of the plurality of repository 
servers 130-1 to 130 - n is able to communicate with the 
electronic device 110 via the network 120 . 
[ 0026 ] In some embodiments , some of the plurality of 
repository servers 130-1 to 130 - n can be a part of a cloud , 
which can include , for example , one or more networked 
servers . Such networked servers may be termed a data center 
or a server farm . Such data centers currently are maintained 
by various communication network service providers . Net 
work 120 can be , for example , the Internet , an intranet , a 
local area network , a wide area network , a campus area 
network , a metropolitan area network , an extranet , a private 
extranet , or a combination of any of these or other appro 
priate networks . 
[ 0027 ] For the exemplary embodiment of FIG . 1 , it is 
understood that the electronic device 110 is separate from 
the external database system 10 but connected thereto by a 
link . Alternatively , the database system 10 may be disposed 
in an air - gapped , high - side environment , where the database 
system 10 is physically isolated from the network 120 and 
the electronic device 110 , such that a higher level of clas 
sified information can be maintained in the database system 
10 . 
[ 0028 ] The electronic device 110 may be implemented by 
one or more specially configured computing devices . The 
electronic device 110 may be hard - wired to perform the 
operations , techniques , etc. described herein . The electronic 
device 110 can include digital electronic devices such as one 
or more application - specific integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or 
field programmable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persis 
tently programmed to perform the operations , techniques , 
etc. described herein . The electronic device 110 can include 
one or more general purpose hardware processors ( including 
processor circuitry ) programmed to perform such features of 
the present disclosure pursuant to program instructions in 
firmware , memory , other storage , or a combination . The 
electronic device 110 can also combine custom hard - wired 
logic , ASICs , or FPGAs with custom programming to 
accomplish the methods and other features . 
[ 0029 ] The electronic device 110 can be generally con 
trolled and coordinated by operating system software , such 
as iOS , Android , Blackberry , Chrome OS , Windows XP , 
Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , Windows Server , 
Windows CE , Unix , Linux , SunOS , Solaris , VxWorks , or a proprietary operating system . The operating system controls 
and schedules computer processes for execution , perform 
memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O 
services , and provides a user interface functionality , such as 
a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 

[ 0030 ] FIG . 2 shows internal functional components of the 
network graph parser 234 , according to some example 
embodiments . In the illustrated embodiment , the network 
graph parser is implemented as a plug - in or browser exten 
sion for a web browser . As illustrated , the network graph 
parser 234 comprises an interface engine 210 , a parse engine 
220 , a node data engine 230 , a visualization engine 240 , and 
an export engine 250. The interface engine 210 is configured 
to interface with the browser 1632 as a plugin . Further , the 
interface engine 210 is configured to interface with entities 
outside the electronic device 110 , such as the repository 
server 130. The parse engine 220 is configured to parse node 
data from a code project webpage . Node data is data of an 
object associated with a given project . In some example 
embodiments , the node data is user data ( e.g. , data of 
software developers ) associated with a given project , where 
each user may be involved in several different software 
projects . In some example embodiments , the node data 
includes code portions ( e.g. , classes , functions ) shared 
between different projects . For example , two different proj 
ects may share an Optical Character Recognition ( OCR ) 
class , and the OCR class code can be used as a node 
associated with each software project's network graph , as 
discussed in further detail below . As a further example , 
according to some example embodiments , metadata describ 
ing an object ( e.g. , code portion ) may be used as a node 
associated with each software project's network graph . 
[ 0031 ] In some example embodiments , where the reposi 
tory website is configured to provide node data , the parse 
engine 220 is configured to send node data requests for the 
users of the repository website . The repository website can 
receive the requests and issue responses including the 
requested node data . The node data engine 230 is configured 
to process the node data received via the code projects 
webpage ( e.g. , via spidering ) or received from the repository 
website . The node data engine 230 can receive filter instruc 
tions from a user and cull ( e.g. , refine ) the node data by 
removing data of users that do not meet the requirements of 
the filter instruction , as explained in further detail below . 
The visualization engine 240 is configured to use the initial 
node data or the refined node data and generate different 
types of visualizations for display on the display screen of 
the electronic device 110. The visualizations may include a 
network graph , a histogram , graphs such bar charts or data 
plots , and other visualizations . The export engine 250 is 
configured to export the refined dataset to an analysis server 
for further analysis . 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 3 is a flowchart representing an exemplary 
method 300 performed by an electronic device for collecting 
and analyzing data from repository website systems , accord 
ing to some example embodiments . While the flowchart 
discloses the following operations in a particular order , it 
will be appreciated that at least some of the operations can 
be moved , modified , or deleted where appropriate , consis 
tent with the teachings of the present disclosure . In the 
depicted embodiment of FIG . 3 , a user can utilize an 
electronic device ( e.g. , electronic device 110 ) that comprises 
a web browser 1632 , for example , GoogleTM ChromeTM , 
MozillaTM FirefoxTM , MicrosoftTM Internet ExplorerTM , etc. 
The web browser 1632 is usable to access web content ( e.g. 
provided by the repository servers 130-1 to 130 - n ) via a 
network ( e.g. , network 120 ) , such as the Internet or an 
intranet . 
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[ 0033 ] At operation 310 , a network graph parser 234 is 
installed as a plugin in the web browser 1632 of the 
electronic device . The network graph parser 234 may be 
termed a browser extension , according to some example 
embodiments . The network graph parser 234 extends the 
functionality of the web browser 1632 , as is described in 
detail below . The network graph parser 234 may be authored 
using a web technologies such as HTML , JavaScript , or CSS 
( Cascading Style Sheets ) . 
[ 0034 ] Referring again to FIG . 3 , at operation 320 , the 
interface engine 210 accesses communication and node data 
related content from a repository server 130 ( e.g. , one of the 
repository servers 130-1 to 130 - n ) using the web browser 
1632. In the following description , reference is made gen 
erally to accessing content from a repository server 130 , and 
it will be appreciated that , unless the context indicates 
otherwise , such references are to accessing content from a 
particular repository server 130 , for instance the first reposi 
tory server 130-1 . 
[ 0035 ] According to some example embodiments , the 
repository server 130 is accessed through the browser 1632 
causing sending of a request ( e.g. an HTTP request ) to the 
repository server 130 ( in particular to a webserver included 
as part thereof . 
[ 0036 ] Once the user has accessed the repository server 
130 using the browser 1632 , they may control the browser 
1632 to interact with the repository server 130 using user 
interface controls provided in the browser 1632 by the 
network graph parser 234 or using controls provided by the 
browser itself . In some example embodiments , the informa 
tion received from the repository webservice comprises a 
projects webpage showing different coding or software 
projects associated with a user of the repository webservice . 
[ 0037 ] At operation 330 , the parse engine 220 parses the 
data from the projects webpage and stores the data in local 
memory of the electronic device 110. According to some 
example embodiments , node data is a user profile and relates 
to an entity that is included as part of the repository network 
service provided by the repository server 130. Further , 
according to some example embodiments , an entity typically 
relates to an individual programmer , but may relate to an 
organization , for instance a business or other group . In some 
example embodiments , a software developer profile includes 
at least a unique identifier ( the identifier uniquely identifies 
the entity on the repository service ) , a name for the entity 
( typically a string of text , perhaps alphanumeric characters ) 
and a plurality of links between the entity and other entities 
that form part of the repository webservice . 
[ 0038 ] The links may be bidirectional in nature . For 
example , two software developers may collaborate on the 
same code project . Because the two developers work on the 
same coding project , they may be bidirecitonally linked 
under the assumption that each knows of the other as a 
fellow coder ( e.g. , team member , colleague ) on the project . 
The links may alternatively be unidirectional , e.g. , the first 
software developer receives updates published by the second 
software developer but the second software developer does 
not receive updates published by the first software devel 
oper . In some embodiments , the data stored on the repository 
website indicates the type of communication activity 
between the users . For example , the node data may include 
an indication that a first user commented on a pending code 
update on a project page on the repository website . The links 
may indicate the another entity by including a identifier that 

is unique to the other entity . Typically , repository webser 
vices provide an identifier that is an alphanumeric string . 
The string may be known to the entity and other users ( e.g. 
it may be their username ) or it may be a system - generated 
identifier which does not need to be known to the user ( e.g. 
a string such as " exampleidentifier $ 43 * ' ) . The profile may 
also include a uniform resource locator ( URL ) that is unique 
to the entity . 
[ 0039 ] A user profile of the repository website may also 
have other information associated with pre - defined fields , 
for instance ‘ high school attended ' , ' place of residence ' , 
‘ place of work ” , “ undergraduate study subject , etc. The 
profile may also have other content such as photographs , 
videos , comments or profile text , etc. Profile content may be 
associated with particular dates ( and as such may appear in 
a timeline on a user's profile page ) or may not be dependent 
on a date ( and so may not generally appear on a timeline ) . 
In some embodiments , profile content may be associated 
with geotagged data . 
[ 0040 ] In some example embodiments , user profiles are 
imported in response to user input . For example , a first 
profile is imported by the network graph parser 234 in 
response to the user selecting a first entity in the repository 
service . This may occur for instance by the user selecting a 
hyperlink in a code projects webpage provided by the 
repository server 130. The code projects webpage may be 
provided by the repository server 130 in response to the user 
entering text , e.g. the whole or part of a name on an entity , 
into a search field of a webpage provided by the by the 
repository server 130. The code projects webpage displays 
coding projects of the first entity , where each of the coding 
projects has its own projects webpage , which can be spi 
dered as described above . According to some example 
embodiments , upon selection of the first entity , the network 
graph parser 234 sends a request to the repository server 130 
identifying the first entity . In response , the repository server 
130 provides the code projects webpage of the first entity , 
which is then parsed by the network graph parser 234. In 
some example embodiments , the network graph parser 234 
extracts node data from the code projects webpage by 
accessing the source code ( e.g. , markup language ) of the 
code projects webpage and then extracting the node data 
listed in the source code . The received node data is stored in 
volatile memory ( e.g. RAM ) allocated to the browser 1632 , 
but is not stored in permanent memory , e.g. ROM . 
[ 0041 ] After the node data of the first entity is imported by 
the network graph parser 234 , or at least after importation 
has begun , the user selects a second entity . This may occur 
for instance by the user selecting a hyperlink relating to the 
second entity in a second code projects webpage provided 
by the repository server 130. Upon selection of the second 
entity , the network graph parser 234 sends a request to the 
repository server 130 identifying the second entity . In 
response , the repository server 130 provides a second code 
projects webpage that lists all the coding projects for the 
second entity on the repository server . The parse engine 220 
then parses the source code of the second code projects 
webpage to extract additional node data of the users asso 
ciated with the second entity ( e.g. , users that have worked on 
the same coding project as the second entity ) . The received 
profile is stored in volatile memory ( e.g. RAM ) allocated to 
the browser 1632 , but is not stored in permanent memory , 
e.g. ROM . 
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[ 0042 ] According to some example embodiments , the 
network graph parser 234 is configured to automatically 
import node data for entities to which the first and second 
entities are linked , e.g. , for which links from the first and 
second entities exist . The parse engine 220 is configured to 
import such node data by sending requests to the repository 
server 130 identifying the further entities and navigating to 
the code projects webpages of the entities . 
[ 0043 ] At operation 235 , the node data engine 230 trans 
forms the contributor data parsed from the projects webpage 
from a first format into a second format . For example , the 
underlying source code of the projects webpage may be a 
markup language , such as HTML . The node data parsed 
from the projects webpage may also be in the markup 
language format . The node data engine 230 is configured to 
transform the node data from the markup language format to 
an attribute - value format , such as JSON ( JavaScript Object 
Notation ) . The node data in the second format can be used 
for filtering and generation of the visualizations . 
( 0044 ) At operation 340 , the visualization engine 240 
creates a visual representation from the parsed node data 
( e.g. , node data in the attribute - value format ) . In some 
example embodiments , the visual representation is gener 
ated as a network graph in an additional tab of the browser 
1632. The network graph includes a collection of nodes 
connected by edges . Each node corresponds to a user from 
one of the projects listed on a code projects webpage , and 
connections between individual nodes may be visually rep 
resented as lines , for example straight lines . In some 
example embodiments , two nodes are connected on the 
repository server if each of the nodes are associated with the 
same coding project . The graph may lend itself to be further 
processed , analyzed and manipulated by an analyst or other 
user . The details regarding operation 340 are explained in 
more detail later . 
[ 0045 ] At operation 350 , the export engine 250 exports the 
graph formed from the operation 340 to the database system 
10. The database system 10 is connected to the electronic 
device 110 ( as shown in FIG . 1 ) , according to some example 
embodiments . Further , according to some example embodi 
ments , the database system 10 is implemented as a backend 
system disposed in an air - gapped , high - side environment , 
separated from the network 120 and the electronic device 
110. The database system 10 may be dedicated to receive 
data for further analysis . Therefore , network graph parser 
234 of operation 340 can be used to collect and pre - process 
the data such that it is compatible with the database system 
10 . 
[ 0046 ] FIG . 4 is a flowchart representing a method 400 
performed by the network graph parser 234 for importing 
node data of the first and second entities from the repository 
server 130 and for creating a graph , according to some 
example embodiments . The method 400 is an example of 
sub - operations performed to complete operations 330 and 
340 of FIG . 3 discussed above . FIGS . 5A and 5B show an 
example of the graph created by the exemplary method 400 . 
[ 0047 ] At operation 410 , the interface engine 210 receives 
selection of first entity through a user input , for instance 
through a bookmark , favorite , or through selection of an 
option provided in a list of search results . At operation 420 , 
the interface engine 210 requests the profile of the first 
entity . This involves the network graph parser 234 accessing 
the repository server 130 via the network 120 and in 
particular accessing the first entity ( e.g. , projects webpage of 

the first entity ) in the repository server 130. In particular , the 
network graph parser 234 may send an HTTP request to the 
repository server 130 , the request including the unique 
identifier of the first entity . 
[ 0048 ] At operation 430 , the network graph parser 234 
receives the profile or projects webpage of first entity . The 
profile is for example received as an HTTP response . 
According to some example embodiments , the profile 
includes a name for the first entity and details of connections 
of the first entity . The connections define links to other 
entities , and include unique identifiers for the other entities . 
In some example embodiments , one or more webpages of 
the first entity may be exposed through automatic scrolling 
of the one or more webpages . For example , a top portion of 
a first entity's webpage may be initially retrieved , and 
further portions below the top portions may be auto popu 
lated by script as those portions are scrolled to . In some 
example embodiments , the auto populated scrolled - to por 
tions are received at operation 430 . 
[ 0049 ] At operation 440 , the visualization engine 240 
displays a graph relating to first entity . For example , the 
network graph parser 234 may display a group or ' cloud of 
nodes , each node relating to an entity . The node relating to 
the first entity is displayed with different visible character 
istics to nodes for other entities . For instance , it may be a 
different color or size . All the nodes for entities linked to the 
first entity are shown as being connected by the inclusion on 
the graph of a line , e.g. a straight line , connecting the node 
to the node for the first entity . In some embodiments , 
connections between nodes other than connections between 
the first entity and other nodes may not be displayed in the 
graph . 
[ 0050 ] Further , in some example embodiments , a further 
entity ( e.g. , a second entity of operation 460 ) need not be 
specified for links between nodes to be created . For 
example , an entity associated with a given code repository 
page may be identified ( e.g. , at operation 410 ) . The code 
repository page may list other coding projects with which 
the entity is involved ( e.g. , develops code ) . Each coding 
project may list other further entities associated with the 
given project . Using the identified entity , the additional 
projects and additional entities can all automatically be 
included in a single network graph , according to some 
example embodiments . 
[ 0051 ] In the following discussion , the terms ' connected 
and ' linked ' in relation to entities included in the electronic 
repository website can be used interchangeably . FIG . 5A 
shows an example of parsing profiles of users . In the left 
panel of FIG . 5A , a node 501 is displayed as an empty circle . 
The node 501 corresponds to the first entity . Each of ten 
nodes displayed as a group around the node 501 represents 
a different entity to which the first entity is linked or 
connected , as identified from the profile of the first entity . 
Each such node in the group ( other than the first node 501 ) 
is connected to the node 501 with a respective straight line , 
which represents a link between the corresponding two 
entities . In the following , a group of nodes connected to the 
first node 501 once by a single link in the created graph may 
be represented as being enclosed within a dotted circle , as 
shown in the right panel of FIG . 5A . 
[ 0052 ] At operation 450 , the network graph parser 234 
begins requesting profiles of entities linked to by the first 
entity . In some example embodiments , the profiles are 
parsed from a code projects webpage of the first entity . For 
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example , users associated with the first entity may be 
displayed in a projects webpage . The underlying markup 
language of the code projects webpage can be parsed to 
extract the username , user profile URL , and other informa 
tion for each of the users associated with the first entity . 
[ 0053 ] At operation 455 , profiles of the entities are stored 
as they are received . In one embodiment , the profiles are 
stored in non - volatile memory that is allocated to the 
browser 1632. Profiles may continue to be requested and 
saved as a background task whilst the network graph parser 
234 performs other tasks . 
[ 0054 ] At operation 460 , the interface engine 210 receives 
selection of a second entity . This may occur as described 
above in relation to receiving selection of the first entity . 
[ 0055 ] At operation 470 , the network graph parser 234 
receives the profile of the second entity , after requesting the 
profile of the second entity . The profile is for example 
received as part of an http response . The profile includes at 
least a name for the second entity and details of connections 
of the second entity . The connections define links to other 
entities , and include unique identifiers for the other entities . 
[ 0056 ] At operation 490 , the visualization engine 240 
displays a graph relating to the first and second entities . For 
example , the network graph parser 234 may display three 
groups ( or clouds ) of nodes 510 , 520 , 530 , each node 
relating to an entity . The nodes 501 and 502 relating to the 
first and second entities are displayed with different visible 
characteristics to nodes for other entities . For instance , they 
may be a different color or size . Each node of the first group 
530 of nodes corresponds to an entity linked to in the profiles 
of both the first and second entities . Each node of the second 
group 510 of nodes corresponds to an entity linked to by the 
profile of the first entity but not by the profile of the second 
entity . Each node of the third group 520 of nodes corre 
sponds to an entity linked to by the profile of the second 
entity but not by the profile of the first entity . All the nodes 
for entities connected to the first entity are shown as being 
connected to the node 501 by the inclusion on the graph of 
a line , e.g. a straight line , connecting the node to the node for 
the first entity . All the nodes for entities connected to the 
second entity are shown as being connected to the node 502 
by the inclusion on the graph of a line , e.g. a straight line , 
connecting the node to the node for the second entity . 
Connections between nodes other than connections between 
one of the node 501 and the node 502 and other nodes are 
not displayed in the graph . 
[ 0057 ] At operation 490 , the visualization engine 240 
creates a new graph after removing the graph as shown in 
FIG . 5A . Alternatively , the network graph parser 234 may 
augment and rearrange the graph created at operation 440 . 
An example of the created graph at operation 490 is shown 
in FIG . 5B . Nodes 501 and 502 represent the first entity and 
the second entity , respectively . Third group 510 comprising 
seven nodes ( represented as filled circles ) , correspond to the 
entities linked to by both the first entity and the second 
entity . The second group 510 comprise only three nodes 
because seven nodes previously in the sole group now 
belong to the first group 530. The profile of the second entity 
includes links to fourteen entities . Seven entities linked to in 
the profile for the second entity belong to the first group 530 , 
and the other seven entities belong to the third group 520 . 
The nodes of the group from FIG . 5A is now split and 
rearranged into two groups , namely second group 510 and 
first group 530. Therefore , in displaying nodes correspond 

ing to the entities linked to by the first entity 501 and second 
entity 502 , accessed by the network graph parser 234 , they 
are grouped into three groups : the second group 510 linked 
only to the first entity 501 , the third group 520 linked only 
to the second entity 502 , and the first group 530 linked both 
to the first entity 501 and second entity 502 . 
[ 0058 ] At operation 495 , the interface engine 210 begins 
requesting profiles of entities linked to by the second entity . 
In some example embodiments , the operations of 450 and 
495 ( e.g. , requests for profiles of related entities ) are initi 
ated by a manual user request . For example , after the user ( at 
operation 420 ) requests profile of first entity , the user ( at 
operation 450 ) further requests ( e.g. , using a GUI button ) the 
profiles of entities related to the first entity . Further , accord 
ing to some example embodiments , the operations of 450 
and 495 are performed automatically by the network graph 
parser . For example , after the user ( at operation 420 ) 
requests profile information of the first entity , the network 
graph parser 234 automatically retrieves and sends the 
profile information of the specified first entity but also 
retrieves and sends profile information of entities related to 
the first entity automatically ( e.g. , without the user manually 
initiating the request for profile information of the related 
entities ) . 
[ 0059 ] At operation 497 , profiles of the entities are stored 
as they are received . In one embodiment , the profiles are 
stored in volatile memory , e.g. the RAM 1606 , that is 
allocated to the browser 1632. Profiles may continue to be 
requested and saved as a background task whilst the network 
graph parser 234 performs other tasks . Further , according to 
some example embodiments , the display operations of 
method 400 ( e.g. , operations 440 and 490 ) are bypassed until 
the some or all of the information collection operations ( e.g. , 
operations 410 , 420 , 430 , 450 , 455 , 460 , 470 , 480 , 495 , and 
497 ) are completed . 
[ 0060 ] FIG . 6 is a flowchart showing a method 600 
performed by the network graph parser 234 for importing 
further seed entities from the electronic repository website 
system hosted from the repository server 130 and for cre 
ating a graph , according to some example embodiments . 
This may correspond to at least part of operations 330 and 
340 of FIG . 3 , as discussed above . 
[ 0061 ] FIG . 7 shows an example of the graph created by 
the exemplary method 600. Prior to operation 610 , the 
plugin is processing two or more entities , for instance as is 
shown in FIG . 5B and is present at the end of the flowchart 
of FIG . 4. At operation 610 , the interface engine 210 
receives selection of further entity through a user input , for 
instance through a bookmark , favorite or through selection 
of an option provided in a list of search results . 
[ 0062 ] At operation 620 , the interface engine 210 requests 
or parses the profile of the further entity . This is similar to 
operation 420. This involves the interface engine 210 
accessing the repository server 130 via the network 120 and 
accessing first entity in one of the electronic repository 
webservice system in the repository server 130. In particular , 
the interface engine 210 may send an HTTP request to the 
repository server 130 , the request including the unique 
identifier of the first entity . Alternatively , the network con 
nection parser can parse a code projects webpage to extract 
profile information of user connected to the second entity . 
[ 0063 ] At operation 630 , the interface engine 210 receives 
the profile of the further entity . This is similar to operation 
430. The profile is for example received as part of an HTTP 
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response . The profile includes at least a name for the first 
entity and details of connections of the further entity . The 
connections define links to other entities , and include unique 
identifiers for the other entities . 
[ 0064 ] At operation 640 , the visualization engine 240 
displays a graph relating to all the selected entities . Here , the 
visualization engine 240 may cause display of multiple 
groups ( or clouds ) of nodes , each node relating to an entity . 
Each group relates to a collection of nodes that have the 
same connections to the selected entities . Where there are 
three selected entities , there are seven groups . Each node of 
the first group of nodes corresponds to an entity linked to in 
the profiles of both the first and second entities , but not the 
third entity . Each node of the second group of nodes 
corresponds to an entity linked to by the profile of the first 
entity but not by the profile of the second or third entities . 
Each node of the third group of nodes corresponds to an 
entity linked to by the profile of the second entity but not by 
the profile of the first or third entities . Each node of the 
fourth group of nodes corresponds to an entity linked to in 
the profiles of both the first and third entities , but not the 
second entity . Each node of the fifth group of nodes corre 
sponds to an entity linked to by the profile of the second and 
third entities but not by the profile of the first entity . Each 
node of the sixth group of nodes corresponds to an entity 
linked to by the profiles of the second and third entities but 
not by the profile of the first entity . Each node of the seventh 
group corresponds to an entity linked to by each of the first , 
second and third entities . One or more of the groups may not 
exist , if there are no nodes that meet the criteria for that 
group ( these groups might be said to have zero nodes ) . 
[ 0065 ] The nodes relating to the selected entities are 
displayed with different visible characteristics to nodes for 
other entities . For instance , they may be a different color or 
size . All the nodes for entities connected to the one of the 
selected entities are shown as being connected by the 
inclusion on the graph of a line , e.g. a straight line , con 
necting the node to the node for the selected entity . Where 
a non - selected node has links to multiple selected entities , 
there is a line for each such connection . In some embodi 
ments , connections between two nodes that relate to non 
selected entities may be hidden or not displayed in the graph . 
In some example embodiments , the graph may simplify or 
de - clutter the graph by hiding links between nodes and / or 
nodes based upon whether a give node or one of its neigh 
bors is selected . For example , if the user selects a given 
node , the visualization engine may only display notes that 
are directly linked to the given node . 
[ 0066 ] At operation 650 , the interface engine 210 begins 
requesting profiles of entities linked to by the further entity . 
In some example embodiments , the user manually requests 
the profiles of entities linked to by the further entity . At 
operation 660 , profiles of the entities are stored as they are 
received . In one embodiment , the profiles may be stored in 
volatile memory that is allocated to the browser 1632 . 
Profiles may continue to be requested and saved as a 
background task whilst the network graph parser 234 per 
forms other tasks . At operation 670 , the operation may check 
whether another entity has been selected by the user . If so , 
the operation returns to operation 620 , where the profile for 
the further selected entity is requested . Further , in some 
example embodiments , the selections of additional entities 
are processed in batches . For example , instead of requesting 
information of a single further entity and then receiving the 

information of the single further entity ( e.g. , method 600 ) , 
the user can select a plurality of entities , then request their 
information as a batch process ( e.g. , as part of a single 
request ) . 
[ 0067 ] Further , according to some example embodiments , 
the display operation of method 600 may be bypassed or 
delayed until other operations are complete . For example , 
operation 650 ( an information collection related operation ) 
may be performed before operation 640 ( a display related 
operation ) . As a further example , the information collected 
at operation 650 may be stored to memory and operation 640 
is bypassed and a display is never generated ) . 
[ 0068 ] FIG . 7 shows a screenshot of an example of graph 
generated by the visualization engine 240 , according to 
some example embodiments . Here , six nodes 701 , 702 , 703 , 
704 , 705 and 706 correspond to six entities that have been 
selected by a user . The nodes 701 , 702 , 703 , 704 , 705 and 
706 corresponding to user - selected entities are displayed as 
empty circles . Entities linked to by the selected entities are 
represented as nodes , and are displayed as filled circles . A 
line connects each node pair representing linked entities if at 
least one of the linked entities is a user - selected entity . I 
[ 0069 ] It can be seen from FIG . 7 that nodes are grouped 
together depending on which one combination of the six 
user - selected entities they are linked to . For example , the 
group of nodes 711 correspond to non user - selected entities 
linked to two of the user - selected entities 701 and 705. Node 
712 corresponds to the only non user - selected entity linked 
to by the user - selected entities 702 , 703 and 706 , hence the 
node 712 forms a group on its own . The group of nodes 713 
includes nodes relating to entities linked to user - selected 
entities 703 and 706. Each group is displayed separated from 
other groups , e.g. with a gap between the groups which is 
visibly significantly larger than the gaps between adjacent 
nodes forming part of a single group . Each group is dis 
played separately from one another to aid visual recognition 
of groups representing different states of connection . In 
some example embodiments , each node is generated from 
node data from the same code repository website . In some 
example embodiments , some of the nodes are generated 
from node data from a first code repository website and 
some of the nodes are generated from node data from a 
second code repository website different from the first . In 
this way , an analyst user can determine relationships 
between nodes ( e.g. , software project data ) across different 
code repository websites . 
[ 0070 ] FIG . 8 is a flowchart representing an exemplary 
method 800 performed by the network graph parser 234 to 
generate a list in the form of a histogram from the imported 
profiles . The method 800 is performed when a graph relating 
to at least one selected entity is provided for display by the 
network graph parser 234 and when the profiles for all of the 
selected entities and the entities linked to the selected 
entities have been received from the repository server 130 . 
The histogram may be provided in response to a user input 
selecting a histogram option , for instance through interac 
tion with a user interface element in a sidebar , dock , 
pull - down menu etc. 
[ 0071 ] FIG . 9 shows an example of a graph 900 generated 
by the method 600. It also shows an example of a histogram 
990 created by the exemplary method 800. It further shows 
a profile viewer 995 generated by selecting a node displayed 
in the graph 900. The graph 900 , the histogram 990 , and the 
profile viewer 995 are displayed at the same time on 
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different parts of the display 212 , for instance in the layout 
shown in the Figure . The graph 900 has been generated from 
the imported profiles of three user - selected entities , corre 
sponding to displayed nodes 901 , 902 and 903. As explained 
in FIG . 5a and the accompanying paragraphs above , the 
circles 910 , 920 and 930 represents first , second , third group 
of nodes corresponding to entities directly linked only to the 
user - selected entity nodes 901 , 902 , 903 , respectively . There 
are three more groups of nodes 904 , 906 , 908 , which 
correspond to entities linked to only two of the selected 
entities 901 , 902 and 903. There is one group 905 of nodes 
linked to all three of the selected entities 901 , 902 and 903 . 
[ 0072 ] At operation 810 , the network graph parser 234 
selects one of the fields of a profile relating to one of the 
selected entities 901 , 902 , 903. In this example , the profile 
contains fields of information common to all or many of the 
profiles such as place of birth , birth year , high school , and 
place of work . 
[ 0073 ] At operation 820 , the node data engine 230 then 
searches in all or selected imported profiles for profiles 
which have the same information in the same field . In 
particular , the node data engine 230 identifies which fields of 
the profile of the selected entity are populated . For a 
populated field , the plugin extracts the information ( text , 
numbers or text and numbers ) from the profile and searches 
the corresponding field of all the other profiles for the same 
information . Since the profiles for the entities are stored in 
the volatile memory allocated to the browser 1632 , this 
searching can be relatively fast . 
[ 0074 ] At operation 830 , the node data engine 230 gen 
erates a record indicating any other entity which has the 
same information in the same field of the profile . The record 
is made in the working ( volatile ) memory 206 allocated to 
the web browser 1632 . 
[ 0075 ] At operation 840 , the node data engine 230 deter 
mines whether there are other fields in the profile for the 
selected entity that include information and that have yet to 
be processed . If there are such other fields , then the method 
proceeds to operation 850 , where another field is selected , 
before the method returns to operation 820. If all the fields 
have been processed , the method proceeds to operation 860 . 
[ 0076 ] At operation 860 , the node data engine 230 deter 
mines whether all the selected entities have been processed . 
If not , then the next entity is selected for processing at 
operation 870 and the method then returns to operation 810 . 
If so , then at operation 880 the visualization engine 240 
generates a histogram from the processed data . According to 
some embodiments , operation 880 is reached only when all 
completed fields for the selected entities ( the entities which 
have been selected by a user in the method 300 , the method 
400 or the method 600 ) . 
[ 0077 ] According to some example embodiments , opera 
tion 880 involves identifying counting the number of pro 
files with the same information in the same field , and 
forming a list . The list may ordered according to the count 
of profiles or by a value of the field . Following operation 
880 , the histogram is displayed on a display screen of 
electronic device 110 at operation 890. Operations 810 to 
880 may be performed by the network graph parser 234 
without the user having requested a histogram , according to 
some example embodiments . In this case , however , the 
histogram may be displayed at operation 890 only in 
response to the option having been selected by the user . In 
FIG . 9 , an example of such a histogram 990 is shown . In this 

example , the items in the profile description information 
shared by more than one entities in the graphs were A 
university , B high school , C high school , living in D city , 
living in E city , working at F company , working at G 
company and self - employment . 
[ 0078 ] Returning to FIG . 9 , at operation 893 , the interface 
engine 210 receives a user input selecting one of the items . 
In some embodiments , the user input may be in the form of 
the user clicking on the row of the histogram 990. In some 
embodiments , the user input may be in the form of moving 
cursors to indicate the desired entry in the histogram . In the 
example shown in FIG . 9 , the user input has been received 
for ‘ Lives in E city , ' which is shared by five entities 
corresponding to nodes displayed in the graph . At operation 
896 , in response to this user input , five nodes corresponding 
to the five entities sharing the profile description information 
‘ Lives in E city ' are highlighted . The five entities are treated 
as being participants in the “ Lives in E city ” group ” ; that is , 
the user's have the attribute of living in E city . In FIG . 9 , the 
highlighted entities are represented by the differently col 
ored nodes 904 , 905 , 906 , 907 and 908 . 
[ 0079 ] At any time , any one of the nodes in the graph 900 
may be selected by the user using the input device 214 and 
the cursor control 216. Once selected , the profile 995 of the 
entity corresponding to the nodes may be displayed near the 
graph 900. In FIG . 9 , for example , when the entity corre 
sponding to the node 904 , which is highlighted due to the 
fact that the profile indicates that the entity “ lives in E city , ' 
is selected by the user , the profile view 995 may gener 
ated and displayed near the graph 900. The information 
included in the profile view 995 is present in the volatile 
memory allocated to the browser 1632 because the profile 
information was retrieved from the repository server 130 
during performance of the method 400 , the method 600 or 
the method 800 . 
[ 0080 ] FIG . 10 is a flowchart showing a method 1000 
performed by the network graph parser 234 of the electronic 
device 110 to provide a search facility which can be used to 
search the profiles of the imported entities , according to 
some example embodiments . The search facility may be 
provided in response to a user input selecting a search 
facility option , for instance through interaction with a user 
interface element in a sidebar , dock , pull - down menu etc. At 
operation 1010 , the network graph parser 234 may generate 
a search tool 1150 which can receive a user input for a 
keyword . In the example of FIG . 11 , the keyword ' E city ' is 
input into a text entry box provided by the search tool 1150 . 
The keyword ' E city ' corresponds to a group of users that 
live in the city called “ E city ” . 
[ 0081 ] FIG . 11 shows an example of a graph 1100 gener 
ated by the method 600 and an example of a search tool 1150 
generated and operated by the exemplary method 1000. In 
the left panel of FIG . 11 , an example of a graph 1100 
generated by the method 600 is shown . In this example , the 
graph 1100 is similar to the graph 900 in FIG . 9. The graph 
1100 is generated from the imported lists of three accessed 
entities 1101 , 1102 and 1103. The search tool 1150 may 
provide any form of user interface element that can receive 
the input of the user from the input device 214. For instance , 
the search tool 1150 may provide a text box into which a user 
can type alphanumeric characters such as a word or words . 
[ 0082 ] At operation 1020 , the node data engine 230 may 
search in the profiles of the imported entities in the generated 
graph 1100 which have an entry that matches with the 
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keyword input in the search tool 1150. This is performed by 
searching the information in the profiles as stored in the 
working volatile memory allocated to the browser 1632. At 
operation 1030 , if one or more profiles are found to have the 
same text as the input text , the method proceeds to operation 
1040. Here , the corresponding nodes in the graph 1100 are 
highlighted via the visualization engine 240. If not , the result 
of search is reported at operation 1050. In the example of 
FIG . 11 , five entities 1104 , 1105 , 1106 , 1107 and 1108 , are 
highlighted as a result of the search for the keyword ‘ E City . ' 
[ 0083 ] FIG . 12 is a flowchart showing a method 1200 
performed by the network graph parser 234 of the electronic 
device 110 to filter the data associated with the entities in a 
plotted graph to produce a reduced graph , according to some 
example embodiments . FIG . 13 shows examples of graphs 
1300 generated by the method 600 and examples of reduced 
graphs 1310 ( e.g. , a refined visual representation ) and 1320 
generated by the exemplary method 1200 . 
[ 0084 ] The filter instruction may be provided in response 
to a user input selecting a filter option , for instance through 
interaction with a user interface element in a sidebar , dock , 
pull - down menu etc. If the number of entities displayed in 
the graph 1300 is large , the graph may be of limited use to 
an analyst . The filtering method 1200 allows the isolation of 
the most significant entities and the removal of less signifi 
cant entities . Such operation of filtering or reducing data 
may lead to more efficient , focused and targeted approach in 
repository website user analysis . This applies to analysis 
using the network graph parser 234 and to subsequent 
analysis after export to the database system 10. Furthermore , 
trimming the graph before exporting data to the database 
system 10 may prevent the personal profile data of only 
marginally relevant or irrelevant individuals unnecessarily 
entering into the database system 10 for analysis . It may also 
provide regulation compliance advantages since information 
relating to fewer entities is imported into the database 
system 10 . 
[ 0085 ] At operation 1210 , the interface engine 210 gen 
erates a user interface element 1350 configured to receive a 
user input specifying a connection parameter , such as a 
minimum number of links that is of interest to the user ( e.g. , 
a level of connectedness ) . Limiting the minimum number of 
links may assist in selecting the entities with the most 
meaningful connections in the network represented in the 
graph 1300. The user interface element 1350 may receive 
the user input via the input device 1614 or the cursor control 
1616 . 
[ 0086 ] At operation 1220 , the node data engine 230 iden 
tifies the entities linked to other entities by the number of 
connections specified by the user input at operation 1210 . 
All of the connections in FIG . 13 correspond to links to one 
of the selected entities 1301 , 1302 and 1303. Therefore , the 
number of links of an entity in the example of FIG . 13 only 
corresponds to the number of connections to the user 
selected entities 1301 , 1302 and 1303 . 
[ 0087 ] In the example of FIG . 13A , the maximum number 
of links between entities is three . Therefore , the user input 
may be “ 2 ” or both “ 2 ” and “ 3 ” . The user input of both “ 2 ” . 
and “ 3 ” , as shown in FIG . 13A , may instruct the node data 
engine 230 to identify the entities with two and three links 
to selected entities . The user input of “ 3 ” , as shown in FIG . 
13B , may cause the network graph parser 234 to identify 
only the entities with links to three selected entities . Return 
ing to FIG . 12 , at operation 1230 , the node data engine 230 

searches the nodes ( e.g. , underlying node data in JSON 
format ) corresponding to the identified entities . In FIG . 13A , 
as a result of search in this operation , the nodes correspond 
ing to entities having two and three links with the user 
selected entities 1301 , 1302 and 1303 , corresponding to 
groups of nodes 1304 , 1305 , 1306 and 1307 , have been 
highlighted by displaying them as empty circles . 
[ 0088 ] In FIG . 13B , the entities having two links with the 
user - selected entities 1301 , 1302 and 1303 , corresponding to 
group of node 1305 , have been highlighted as empty circles . 
Returning to FIG . 12 , at operation 1240 , the entities that are 
not identified at operation 1230 and that are not the user 
selected entities 1301 , 1302 and 1303 may be removed from 
the graph 1300 , according to some example embodiments . 
This may be achieved by the network graph parser 234 
receiving a user input to ‘ inverse select the other entities 
that are not highlighted At operation 1230 , and then receiv 
ing an input to delete the selected nodes / entities , the delete 
input being received via the input device 1614 or the cursor 
control 1616. Alternatively , the network graph parser 234 
may receive a user input ( e.g. , a filter instruction ) to remove 
all the entities except the highlighted entities at operation 
1230 and the user - selected entities 1301 , 1302 and 1303 . 
[ 0089 ] FIG . 13A shows an example of a graph 1310 
reduced from the graph 1300 according to the method 1200 . 
In the user interface element 1350 , “ 2 ” and “ 3 ” links have 
been specified by the user and the graph 1310 shows only the 
user - selected entities 1301 , 1302 and 1303 and the entities 
that are linked to two or three of the accessed entities , groups 
of nodes 1304 , 1305 , 1306 and 1307. In FIG . 13B , the graph 
1320 shows an example of a graph trimmed from the graph 
1300 according to the exemplary method 1200. In the user 
interface element 1350 , “ 3 ” links have been specified and 
the graph 1320 shows only the user - selected entities 1301 , 
1302 and 1303 and the entities that are linked to all three of 
the user - selected entities , namely the group of nodes 1305 . 
[ 0090 ] In case the profile description information have 
been imported along with the entities in the graph 1300 , they 
may be removed along with the entity at operation 1240 . 
After operation 1240 , the reduced graphs 1310 or 1320 
and / or associated profile description information may be 
exported to the database system 10 via export engine 250 . 
Though visual graphs are depicted in FIGS . 13A and 13B , it 
is appreciated that the operations may first be performed on 
the underlying data used to generate the graphs . That is , the 
graph 1300 may be generated from initial node data col 
lected from a connections page . A connection parameter 
may be received from the user that specifies the number of 
connections required to remain in the node data . Nodes not 
meeting the attribute specified by the connection parameter 
are removed . The resulting refined node dataset is then used 
to generate graph 1310 . 
[ 0091 ] FIG . 14 is a flowchart representing an exemplary 
method 1400 performed by an electronic device 110 to 
export the data associated with the entities in the reduced 
graphs 1310 and 1320. This may correspond to operation 
350 discussed above in relation to FIG . 3. At operation 1410 , 
the network graph parser 234 may receive a user input which 
instructs the network graph parser 234 to export the reduced 
graphs 1310 or 1320 and associated data such as profile 
description information of the entities corresponding to the 
nodes displayed in the graphs 1310 or 1320 . 
[ 0092 ] At operation 1420 , the interface engine 210 
receives a user input specifying an analysis description . The 
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analysis description may be free text . It may relate to the 
origin , the history and the description of the data and the 
details regarding the repository website analysis performed . 
The analysis description may assist in generating trails such 
that it can be monitored that the performed analysis com 
plies with any rules or regulations that may be relevant in the 
specific field of analysis . The analysis description also may 
be useful in case multiple sets of reduced and processed 
graphs are generated from different starting accessed enti 
ties , for example . If a specific entities appear in multiple sets 
of graphs , the analysis description of each graph may 
provide additional information therefore provide compound 
ing value of multiple investigations . 
[ 0093 ] At operation 1430 , the network graph parser 234 
may export the data to the database system 10 via export 
engine 250. Operation 1430 may involve exporting data 
relating to entities corresponding to nodes displayed in the 
graph to the database system 10 without exporting data 
relating to entities corresponding to nodes not displayed in 
the graph . In the database system 10 , the reduced graph and 
the associated data may be transformed according to the 
specific ontology of the deployment for further analysis . 
[ 0094 ] Various modification and alternatives will be 
apparent to the person skilled in the art and all such 
modifications and alternatives are intended to be encom 
passed with the claims Some such modifications and alter 
natives will now be described . 
[ 0095 ] Although in the above , the profiles for the user 
selected entities are sourced from the same electronic reposi 
tory website service provider , the scope is not limited to this . 
In other embodiments , profiles for an entity may be retrieved 
from two or more different repository servers 130-1 to 
130 - n . In this case , the entity would ordinarily have different 
identities or usernames on the different electronic repository 
websites . However , the profiles can be determined by the 
network graph parser 234 to be related to the same entity by 
information included in either profile or in both profiles , or 
may be entered into the network graph parser 234 by the user 
of the network graph parser 234. Alternatively or in addition , 
two or more different entities from different electronic 
repository servers 130 may be selected by the user of the 
network graph parser 234 as seed entities . In this case , 
information in profiles for linked to entities may be used to 
connect profiles in one or more of the repository servers 
( e.g. , repository server 130-1 ) to corresponding profiles for 
the same entities in another repository server ( e.g. , reposi 
tory server 130-2 ) . 
[ 0096 ] In the above , when an entity is selected for analy 
sis , all of the entities linked to by that profile are retrieved 
from the electronic repository server 130 and displayed in a 
graph . Alternatively , a user may specify a limit on the 
number of entities that are to be retrieved from the electronic 
repository server 130 by the network graph parser 234 and 
displayed in a graph . This may be globally set as a setting by 
the plugin , or it may be selected or entered by the user at the 
time of selecting the entity . In the above , the histogram is 
formed from same information in same fields or profiles . 
Alternatively or in addition , information such as geotag 
information from photos , comments , mentions , replies , and / 
or such like . 
[ 0097 ] FIG . 15A shows an example browser 1500 for 
parsing node data using the network graph parser 234 , 
according to some example embodiments . In the example of 
FIG . 15A , an analyst user navigates to the user profile of a 

user on a code repository website . For example , the analyst 
user navigates to the URL 1505 ( “ repository / joan.labrador / 
” ) , which is a projects webpage of the software developer 
“ Joan Labrador ” . In some example embodiments , the ana 
lyst user is a user attempting to identify patterns between 
software projects and the software developer is a user that 
uploads the source code to a project webpage of a given 
software project . 
[ 0098 ] The projects webpage displays the user's uploaded 
software or project data 1510 as display elements ( e.g. , 
boxes , static text , hyperlinks ) . The title for each of the 
projects may contain a hyperlink that links to the project 
page for the corresponding project . For example , in the first 
listed project , “ Smartwatch Exercise App ” may be a hyper 
link that links to a project page for that project . The project 
page for “ Smartwatch Exercise App ” may display source 
code uploaded by the software developer “ Joan Labrador ” . 
The project page may further contain links to the user profile 
pages of the seventeen developers that work on that project . 
[ 0099 ] The projects webpage is received as HTTP data 
from the repository server 130. The webpage is generated 
from underlying source code in a format , such as HTML . To 
initiate parsing , the analyst user selects a plugin button 1515 
which , as displayed , is integrated into the browser 1500 . 
Responsive to the selection , the interface engine 210 dis 
plays a popup window 1520 having different parse options . 
According to some example embodiments , the first option 
“ Graph ” parses all users associated with the user “ Joan 
Labrador " and creates a visualization from the data as 
discussed above . The second option “ Add to graph ” adds 
Joan Labrador as a second entity . For example , the analyst 
user may have selected a first user to parse ( e.g. , collect node 
data of related developers ) , and then want to select Joan 
Labrador as a further entity to parse ( e.g. , collect node data 
of developers related to Joan Labrador to add to the graph ) . 
[ 0100 ] Assuming , to continue the example , the data ana 
lyst selects the first option “ Graph ” , the network graph 
parser 234 parses the source code that generates the projects 
webpage to extract node data from Joan's projects as dis 
cussed above . For example , the parse engine 220 
identify each of Joan's projects , including ( 1 ) “ Smartwatch 
Exercise App ” , ( 2 ) Java Note Taking client ” , and ( 3 ) “ Acme 
Corp. Enterprise CRM System ” . The parse engine can 
navigate to the project page for each of the projects to 
identify users associated with Joan . For example , the parse 
engine 220 can user the hyperlink “ Smartwatch Exercise 
App ” to navigate to the project page for that project . Further , 
the parse engine can then identify user profile links on the 
project page ( e.g. , the 17 developers working on the “ Smart 
watch Exercise App ” project ) and navigate to the user pages 
to collect node data such as user name , profile page URL , for 
each of the associated users . The parse engine may perform 
similar operations to collect node data for the users associ 
ated with the other two code projects . The resulting data can 
then be used to generate visualizations , as shown in FIG . 
15B . 
[ 0101 ] In FIG . 15B , displays a user interface 1550 show 
ing a visualization 1555 generated from the node data of 
users associated with Joan Labrador through one or more 
coding or software projects . Each circle or node corresponds 
to a user associated with Joan through a project . The user 
interface 1550 may open in a second tab of the browser 
1550. As illustrated , the user interface 1550 includes a main 
area in which the visualization is displayed , and a right bar 

an 
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area 1570. For example , selecting one of the buttons may 
display the user interface element 1350 ( FIG . 13B ) which 
the analyst user can use to specify a connection parameter . 
Father , as illustrated in the example of FIG . 15B , the right 
bar area 1570 can be used to show parsed node data 1557 of 
the selected entity “ Joan Labrador . ” The parsed node data 
1557 may be parsed or extracted from the underlying source 
code of the webpage displayed in FIG . 15A ( e.g. a user 
profile page ) . According to some example embodiments , if 
a user select a node from the visualization 1555 , the corre 
sponding node data for the node is shown in the right bar 
area 1570 . 
[ 0102 ] Further , according to some example embodiments , 
the right bar area may be used to show other types of 
visualizations , such as the histogram 990 , instead of the 
node data . The analyst can then user the histogram to select 
groups to modify the visualization 1555. In some example 
embodiments , the network graph parser spiders to one or 
more hyperlink for each users listed in a project page and to 
collect parsed node data similar to Joan's parsed node data 
1557 . 

[ 0103 ] FIG . 16 is a block diagram that illustrates a com 
puter system 1600 , which may constitute the electronic 
device 110 , according to some example embodiments . As 
illustrated , computer system 1600 includes a bus 1602 or 
other communication mechanism for communicating infor 
mation , and one or more hardware processors 1604 ( includ 
ing processor circuitry ) , coupled with bus 1602 for process 
ing information . One or more hardware processors 1604 can 
be , for example , one or more general purpose microproces 
sors , each including processor circuitry . Computer system 
1600 also includes a main memory 1606 , such as a random 
access memory ( RAM ) or other dynamic storage device , 
coupled to bus 1602 for storing information and instructions 
to be executed by processor 1604 . 
[ 0104 ] Main memory 1606 also can be used for storing 
temporary variables or other intermediate information dur 
ing execution of instructions to be executed by processor 
1604. Such instructions , when stored in non - transitory stor 
age media accessible to one or more processors 1604 , render 
computer system 1600 into a special - purpose machine that 
is customized to perform the operations specified in the 
instructions . Main memory 1606 may also be used for 
temporarily storing the whole of part of applications , such as 
the web browser 1632 , including the network graph parser 
234 , while they are being executed by the electronic device 
110. As illustrated in FIG . 2 , the network graph parser 234 
may be integrated or installed into the web browser 1632 . 
For example , the network graph parser 234 may be installed 
as a plugin or extension of the web browser 1632 . 
[ 0105 ] The main memory 1606 is a volatile memory in 
that data stored therein is lost when power is no longer 
provided to the memory 1606. The main memory 1606 is 
used to temporarily store information that is being processed 
by software applications , including the web browser 1632 
and the network graph parser 234. In relation to the web 
browser 1632 and the network graph parser 234 , information 
that is temporarily stored includes webpages and ancillary 
content that is received from the repository servers 130-1 to 
130 - n . In relation to the web browser 1632 and the network 
graph parser 234 , information that is temporarily stored also 
includes information parsed from webpages by the network 

graph parser 234 and information derived from such 
received information by the plugin , as is described in detail 
below . 
[ 0106 ] Computer system 1600 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 1608 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 1602 for storing static information and instructions 
for processor 1604. The ROM 1608 is used for permanent 
storage of applications such as the web browser 1632 , 
including the network graph parser 234 , when the electronic 
device is not powered on and / or when the applications are 
not being executed by the processor 1604. The storage is of 
the computer code or instructions that constitute the appli 
cations . A storage device 1610 , such as a magnetic disk , 
optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc. , is 
provided and coupled to bus 1602 for storing information 
and instructions . 
[ 0107 ] Computer system 1600 can be coupled via bus 
1602 to a display 1612 , such as an LCD or plasma display , 
or a touchscreen or cathode ray tube ( CRT ) , for displaying 
information to a computer user . An input device 1614 , for 
instance a keyboard , including alphanumeric and other keys , 
is coupled to bus 1602 for communicating information and 
command selections to processor 1604. Another type of user 
input device is cursor control 1616 , such as a mouse , a 
trackball , or cursor direction keys for communicating direc 
tion information and command selections to processor 1604 
and for controlling cursor movement on display 1612. In 
some embodiments , the same direction information and 
command selections as cursor control may be implemented 
via receiving touches on a touch screen without a cursor . It 
will be appreciated that the processor 1604 , under control of 
software and / or operating system , causes display of graphics 
and text , and that the display 1612 displays such . Displaying 
a graph comprises displaying a graphical representation . 
[ 0108 ] The term " non - transitory media ” as used herein 
refers to any media storing data and / or instructions that 
cause a machine to operate in a specific fashion . Such 
non - transitory media can comprise non - volatile media and / 
or volatile media . Non - volatile media includes , for example , 
optical or magnetic disks , such as storage device 1610 . 
Volatile media includes dynamic memory , such as main 
memory 1606. Common forms of non - transitory media 
include , for example , a floppy disk , a flexible disk , hard disk , 
solid state drive , magnetic tape , or any other magnetic data 
storage medium , a CD - ROM , any other optical data storage 
medium , any physical medium with patterns of holes , a 
RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a FLASH - EPROM , 
NVRAM , any other memory chip or cartridge , and net 
worked versions of the same . 
[ 0109 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from , but can be 
used in conjunction with , transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between stor 
age media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 1602. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . Various forms of media can be involved in carrying 
one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 1604 for execution . For example , the instructions 
can initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive 
of a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local 
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to computer system 1600 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 1602. Bus 1602 carries 
the data to main memory 206 , from which processor 1604 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 1606 can optionally be stored on 
storage device 1610 either before or after execution by 
processor 1604 . 
[ 0110 ] Computer system 1600 also includes a communi 
cation interface 1618 coupled to bus 1602. Communication 
interface 1618 provides a two - way data communication 
coupling to a network link 1621 that is connected to a local 
network 1622. For example , communication interface 1618 
can be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 
1618 can be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN . Wire 
less links can also be implemented . In any such implemen 
tation , communication interface 1618 sends and receives 
electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digi 
tal data streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0111 ] Network link 1621 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , network link 1621 can provide a connection 
through local network 1622 to data equipment operated by 
an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 1626. ISP 1626 in turn 
provides data communication services through the world 
wide packet data communication network now commonly 
referred to as the " Internet ” 1628. Local network 1622 and 
Internet 1628 both use electrical , electromagnetic or optical 
signals that carry digital data streams . The signals through 
the various networks and the signals on network link 1621 
and through communication interface 1618 , which carry the 
digital data to and from computer system 1600 , are example 
forms of transmission media . 
[ 0112 ] Computer system 1600 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 1621 and communication interface 1618. In 
the Internet example , a server 1627 might transmit a 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
1628 , ISP 1626 , local network 1622 and communication 
interface 1618. The received code can be executed by 
processor 1604 as it is received , and / or stored in storage 
device 1610 , or other non - volatile storage for later execu 
tion . 
[ 0113 ] The network graph parser 234 is integrated into the 
web browser 1632 to form part of the web browser 1632 . 
The user can first download the network graph parser 234 
from an appropriate web site or other source ( e.g. portable 
storage such as a thumb drive or a storage device on a local 
network ) and then can proceed to install the network graph 
parser 234. Since a typical network graph parser 234 is 
designed to be compatible to a specific web browser 1632 
( e.g. , GoogleTM Chrome , MozillaTM FirefoxTM Micro 
softTM Internet ExplorerTM , etc. ) , the network graph parser 
234 can become a part of the web browser 1632 automati 
cally after the network graph parser 234 is installed . 
[ 0114 ] Above , various actions are described as being per 
formed by the network graph parser 234 and / or the web 
browser 1632. It will be appreciated that this is shorthand for 

computer program instructions that form part of the network 
graph parser 234 or the browser 1632 , as the case may be , 
being executed by the processor 1604 and causing the 
processor 1604 to take the action . In doing so , some or all 
of the computer code / instructions constituting the network 
graph parser 1634 and the browser 1632 are copied from the 
ROM 1608 and stored in the main memory 206 , which is a 
volatile memory , such that the computer code / instructions 
constituting the network graph parser 234 and the browser 
1632 can be executed by the processor 1604. In executing 
the computer code / instructions constituting the network 
graph parser 234 and the browser 1632 , the processor 204 is 
controlled to store data ( other than the computer code / 
instructions constituting the network graph parser 234 and 
the browser 1632 ) temporarily in the main memory 1606. As 
mentioned above , the main memory 1606 is volatile 
memory and as such data stored therein is lost when the 
main memory 1606 is de - powered . 
[ 0115 ] Certain embodiments are described herein as 
including logic or a number of components , modules , or 
engines . Engines can constitute either software engines ( e.g. , 
code embodied on a machine - readable medium ) or hardware 
engines . A “ hardware module ” is a tangible unit capable of 
performing certain operations and can be configured or 
arranged in a certain physical manner . In various example 
embodiments , one or more computer systems ( e.g. , a stand 
alone computer system , a client computer system , or a server 
computer system ) or one or more hardware engines of a 
computer system ( e.g. , a processor or a group of processors ) 
can be configured by software ( e.g. , an application or 
application portion ) as a hardware module that operates to 
perform certain operations as described herein . 
[ 0116 ] In some embodiments , a hardware engines can be 
implemented mechanically , electronically , or any suitable 
combination thereof . For example , a hardware engines can 
include dedicated circuitry or logic that is permanently 
configured to perform certain operations . For example , a 
hardware engines can be a special - purpose processor , such 
as a Field - Programmable Gate Array ( FPGA ) or an Appli 
cation Specific Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) . A hardware 
engines may also include programmable logic or circuitry 
that is temporarily configured by software to perform certain 
operations . For example , a hardware engines can include 
software executed by a general - purpose processor or other 
programmable processor . Once configured by such software , 
hardware modules become specific machines ( or specific 
components of a machine ) uniquely tailored to perform the 
configured functions and are no longer general - purpose 
processors . It will be appreciated that the decision to imple 
ment a hardware engines mechanically , in dedicated and 
permanently configured circuitry , or in temporarily config 
ured circuitry ( e.g. , configured by software ) can be driven by 
cost and time considerations . 
[ 0117 ] Accordingly , the phrase " hardware engine " should 
be understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an 
entity that is physically constructed , permanently configured 
( e.g. , hardwired ) , or temporarily configured ( e.g. , pro 
grammed ) to operate in a certain manner or to perform 
certain operations described herein . As used herein , “ hard 
ware - implemented engine ” refers to a hardware module . 
Considering embodiments in which hardware engines are 
temporarily configured ( e.g. , programmed ) , each of the 
hardware modules need not be configured or instantiated at 
any one instance in time . For example , where a hardware 

> 
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module comprises a general - purpose processor configured 
by software to become a special - purpose processor , the 
general - purpose processor may be configured as respec 
tively different special - purpose processors ( e.g. , comprising 
different hardware modules ) at different times . Software accordingly configures a particular processor or processors , 
for example , to constitute a particular hardware module at 
one instance of time and to constitute a different hardware 
module at a different instance of time . 

[ 0118 ] Hardware modules can provide information to , and 
receive information from , other hardware modules . Accord 
ingly , the described hardware modules can be regarded as 
being communicatively coupled . Where multiple hardware 
modules exist contemporaneously , communications can be 
achieved through signal transmission ( e.g. , over appropriate 
circuits and buses ) between or among two or more of the 
hardware modules . In embodiments in which multiple hard 
ware modules are configured or instantiated at different 
times , communications between such hardware modules 
may be achieved , for example , through the storage and 
retrieval of information in memory structures to which the 
multiple hardware modules have access . For example , one 
hardware module can perform an operation and store the 
output of that operation in a memory device to which it is 
communicatively coupled . A further hardware module can 
then , at a later time , access the memory device to retrieve 
and process the stored output . Hardware modules can also 
initiate communications with input or output devices , and 
can operate on a resource ( e.g. , a collection of information ) . 
[ 0119 ] The various operations of example methods 
described herein can be performed , at least partially , by one 
or more processors that are temporarily configured ( e.g. , by 
software ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 
operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , 
such processors constitute processor - implemented modules 
that operate to perform one or more operations or functions 
described herein . As used herein , " processor - implemented 
module ” refers to a hardware module implemented using 
one or more processors . 
[ 0120 ) Similarly , the methods described herein can be at 
least partially processor - implemented , with a particular pro 
cessor or processors being an example of hardware . For 
example , at least some of the operations of a method can be 
performed by one or more processors or processor - imple 
mented modules . Moreover , the one or more processors may 
also operate to support performance of the relevant opera 
tions in a “ cloud computing ” environment or as a “ software 
as a service ” ( SaaS ) . For example , at least some of the 
operations may be performed by a group of computers ( as 
examples of machines including processors ) , with these 
operations being accessible via a network ( e.g. , the Internet ) 
and via one or more appropriate interfaces ( e.g. , an Appli 
cation Program Interface ( API ) ) . 
[ 0121 ] The performance of certain of the operations may 
be distributed among the processors , not only residing 
within a single machine , but deployed across a number of 
machines . In some example embodiments , the processors or 
processor - implemented modules can be located in a single 
geographic location ( e.g. , within a home environment , an 
office environment , or a server farm ) . In other example 
embodiments , the processors or processor - implemented 
modules are distributed across a number of geographic 
locations . 

[ 0122 ] The modules , methods , applications and so forth 
described in conjunction with FIGS . 1-15 are implemented 
in some embodiments in the context of a machine and an 
associated software architecture . The sections below 
describe representative software architecture and machine 
( e.g. , hardware ) architecture that are suitable for use with the 
disclosed embodiments . 
[ 0123 ] Throughout this specification , plural instances may 
implement components , operations , or structures described 
as a single instance . Although individual operations of one 
or more methods are illustrated and described as separate 
operations , one or more of the individual operations may be 
performed concurrently , and nothing requires that the opera 
tions be performed in the order illustrated . Structures and 
functionality presented as separate components in example 
configurations may be implemented as a combined structure 
or component . Similarly , structures and functionality pre 
sented as a single component may be implemented as 
separate components . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within the scope of 
the subject matter herein . 
[ 0124 ] Although an overview of the inventive subject 
matter has been described with reference to specific example 
embodiments , various modifications and changes may be 
made to these embodiments without departing from the 
broader scope of embodiments of the present disclosure . 
Such embodiments of the inventive subject matter may be 
referred to herein , individually or collectively , by the term 
" invention ” merely for convenience and without intending 
to voluntarily limit the scope of this application to any single 
disclosure or inventive concept if more than one is , in fact , 
disclosed . 

[ 0125 ] The embodiments illustrated herein are described 
in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to 
practice the teachings disclosed . Other embodiments may be 
used and derived therefrom , such that structural and logical 
substitutions and changes may be made without departing 
from the scope of this disclosure . The Detailed Description , 
therefore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope 
of various embodiments is defined only by the appended 
claims , along with the full range of equivalents to which 
such claims are entitled . 

[ 0126 ] As used herein , the term “ or ” may be construed in 
either an inclusive or exclusive sense . Moreover , plural 
instances may be provided for resources , operations , or 
structures described herein as a single instance . Additionally , 
boundaries between various resources , operations , modules , 
engines , and data stores are somewhat arbitrary , and par 
ticular operations are illustrated in a context of specific 
illustrative configurations . Other allocations of functionality 
are envisioned and may fall within a scope of various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In general , structures 
and functionality presented as separate resources in the 
example configurations may be implemented as a combined 
structure or resource . Similarly , structures and functionality 
presented as a single resource may be implemented as 
separate resources . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within a scope of 
embodiments of the present disclosure as represented by the 
appended claims . The specification and drawings are , 
accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense . 
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1. ( canceled ) 
2. A method comprising : 
receiving , by a client device , from a network site , node 

connection data of an initial user object associated with 
the network site , the node connection data being 
included in a page of the network site ; 

identifying , by the client device , additional user objects 
included in the node connection data of the initial user 
object ; 

receiving , from a user of the client device , selection of a 
connection parameter shared by the initial user object 
and a portion of the additional user objects on the 
network site ; 

receiving , from the user of the client device , an inversion 
instruction to remove non - selected portions that are not 
in the specified portion of the selected additional user 
objects ; and 

generating , by the client device , a visual representation 
that depicts connections between the initial user object 
and the portion of the additional user objects . 

3. The method of claim 2 , wherein the connection param 
eter is a quantity of connections to other user objects , and the 
connection parameter specifies that for inclusion in the 
portion each user object has more than a specified quantity 
of connections to other user objects . 

4. The method of claim 2 , wherein the connection param 
eter is participation in an object group on the network site , 
and the connection parameter specifies that for inclusion in 
the portion each user object is a participant in a selected 
group on the network site . 
5. The method of claim 2 , wherein the visual representa 

tion is a network graph having nodes connected by edges , 
the nodes corresponding to the initial user object and the 
additional user objects , the edges corresponding to connec 
tions among the initial user object and the additional user 
objects . 

6. The method of claim 2 , further comprising : 
receiving , from the user of the client device , one or more 

search terms to search in the additional user objects ; 
identifying one or more additional user objects that match 

the one or more search terms ; and 
storing the one or more additional user objects as the 

portion specified by the selection instruction . 
7. The method of claim 2 , wherein the node connection 

data is user data and the initial user object is the user of the 
network site , and wherein the additional node connection 
data is additional user data and the additional user objects 
are other users that are connected to the user on the network 
site . 

8. The method of claim 2 , wherein each of the node 
connection data and the additional node connection data 
comprise at least one of the following : a username of a given 
user on the network site , a uniform resource locator ( URL ) 
of a profile page of the given user on the network site , 
images uploaded by the given user to the network site , text 
uploaded by the given user to the network site . 

9. The method of claim 2 , further comprising : 
displaying , on a display device of the client device , the 

page comprising the node connection data from the 
network site . 

10. A client device comprising : 
one or more processors ; 
one or more input devices ; 
a display device ; and 
a memory comprising instructions that , when executed by 

the one or more processors , cause the client device to 
perform operations comprising : 

receiving , from a network site , node connection data of an 
initial user object associated with the network site , the 
node connection data being included in a page of the 
network site ; 

identifying additional user objects included in the node 
connection data of the initial user object ; 

receiving , from the one or more input devices , selection of 
a connection parameter shared by the initial user object 
and a portion of the additional user objects on the 
network site ; 

receiving , from the one or more input devices , an inver 
sion instruction to remove non - selected portions that 
are not in the specified portion of the selected addi 
tional user objects ; and 

generating a visual representation that depicts connec 
tions between the initial user object and the portion of 
the additional user objects ; and 

displaying the visual representation on the display device . 
11. The client device of claim 10 , wherein the connection 

parameter is a quantity of connections to other user objects , 
and the connection parameter specifies that for inclusion in 
the portion each user object has more than a specified 
quantity of connections to other user objects . 

12. The client device of claim 10 , wherein the connection 
parameter is participation in an object group on the network 
site , and the connection parameter specifies that for inclu 
sion in the portion each user object is a participant in a 
selected group on the network site . 

13. The client device of claim 10 , wherein the visual 
representation is a network graph having nodes connected 
by edges , the nodes corresponding to the initial user object 
and the additional user objects , the edges corresponding to 
connections among the initial user object and the additional 
user objects . 

14. The client device of claim 10 , the operations further comprising : 
receiving , from the user of the client device , one or more 

search terms to search in the additional user objects ; 
identifying one or more additional user objects that match 

the one or more search terms ; and 
storing the one or more additional user objects as the 

portion specified by the selection instruction . 
15. The client device of claim 10 , wherein the node 

connection data is user data and the initial user object is the 
user of the network site , and wherein the additional node 
connection data is additional user data and the additional 
user objects are other users that are connected to the user on 
the network site . 

16. The client device of claim 10 , wherein each of the 
node connection data and the additional node connection 
data comprise at least one of the following : a username of a 
given user on the network site , a uniform resource locator 
( URL ) of a profile page of the given user on the network site , 
images uploaded by the given user to the network site , text 
uploaded by the given user to the network site . 

17. The client device of claim 10 , the operations further 
comprising : 

displaying , on a display device of the client device , the 
page comprising the node connection data from the 
network site . 
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18. A non - transitory computer readable storage medium 
comprising instructions that , when executed by one or more 
processors of a device , cause the device to perform opera 
tions comprising : 

receiving , from a network site , node connection data of an 
initial user object associated with the network site , the 
node connection data being included in a page of the 
network site ; 

identifying additional user objects included in the node 
connection data of the initial user object ; 

receiving selection of a connection parameter shared by 
the initial user object and a portion of the additional 
user objects on the network site ; 

receiving an inversion instruction to remove non - selected 
portions that are not in the specified portion of the 
selected additional user objects ; and 

generating a visual representation that depicts connec 
tions between the initial user object and the portion of 
the additional user objects . 

19. The non - transitory computer readable storage medium 
of claim 18 , wherein the connection parameter is a quantity 
of connections to other user objects , and the connection 
parameter specifies that for inclusion in the portion each user 
object has more than a specified quantity of connections to 
other user objects . 

20. The non - transitory computer readable storage medium 
of claim 18 , wherein the connection parameter is participa 
tion in an object group on the network site , and the connec 
tion parameter specifies that for inclusion in the portion each 
user object is a participant in a selected group on the network 
site . 

21. The non - transitory computer readable storage medium 
of claim 18 , wherein the visual representation is a network 
graph having nodes connected by edges , the nodes corre 
sponding to the initial user object and the additional user 
objects , the edges corresponding to connections among the 
initial user object and the additional user objects . 
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CONDUCTING INVESTIGATIONS UNDER 
LIMITED CONNECTIVITY 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U.S. patent 
application Ser . No. 16 / 023,286 , filed Jun . 29 , 2018 , which 
is a continuation of U.S. patent application Ser . No. 15/383 , 
812 , filed on Dec. 19 , 2016 , the disclosures of which are 
expressly incorporated herein by reference in their entirety . 

[ 0009 ] These and other features of the systems , methods , 
and non - transitory computer readable media disclosed 
herein , as well as the methods of operation and functions of 
the related elements of structure and the combination of 
parts and economies of manufacture , will become more 
apparent upon consideration of the following description 
and the appended claims with reference to the accompany 
ing drawings , all of which form a part of this specification , 
wherein like reference numerals designate corresponding 
parts in the various figures . It is to be expressly understood , 
however , that the drawings are for purposes of illustration 
and description only and are not intended as a definition of 
the limits of the invention . FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[ 0002 ] This disclosure relates to approaches for conduct 
ing investigations while having limited network connectiv 
ity with a server . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

BACKGROUND 

[ 0003 ] Under conventional approaches , a client applica 
tion for conducting investigations may be deployed on a 
mobile device . The client application may need to access 
resources hosted on a server to conduct the investigation . If 
the connection between the client application and the server 
is lost or poor , the user may be unable to obtain the resources 
necessary to conduct the investigation . As a result , a user's 
ability to conduct the investigation may be limited by the 
availability of sufficient connection / bandwidth between the 
client application and the server . 

[ 0010 ] Certain features of various embodiments of the 
present technology are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims . A better understanding of the features and 
advantages of the technology will be obtained by reference 
to the following detailed description that sets forth illustra 
tive embodiments , in which the principles of the invention 
are utilized , and the accompanying drawings of which : 
[ 0011 ] FIGS . 1-3 illustrate example environments for con 
ducting investigations while having limited network con 
nectivity with a server , in accordance with various embodi 
ments . 
[ 0012 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an example interface for deter 
mining one or more resources for an investigation , in 
accordance with various embodiments . 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a flowchart of an example 
method , in accordance with various embodiments . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 6 illustrates a block diagram of an example 
computer system in which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . 

SUMMARY 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[ 0004 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
may include systems , methods , and non - transitory computer 
readable media configured to facilitate conducting investi 
gations while having limited network connectivity with a 
server . A server has access to resources required by an 
investigation application to facilitate an investigation by one 
or more users . Various embodiments of the present disclo 
sure may include systems , methods , and non - transitory 
computer readable media configured to receive from the 
server one or more resources for the investigation to be 
performed remotely from the server ; and providing one or 
more resources to the investigation application that facili 
tates the investigation . One or more provided resources 
enable the investigation application to facilitate the investi 
gation without an active connection to the server . 
[ 0005 ] In some embodiments , one or more resources 
include one or more subsets of one or more databases 
accessed by the server . In some embodiments , one or more 
resources include one or more functionalities for the inves 
tigation application . 
[ 0006 ] In some embodiments , the investigation applica 
tion is executed by the system . In some embodiments , the investigation application is executed on a computing device 
remote from the system . 
[ 0007 ] In some embodiments , the systems , methods , and 
non - transitory computer readable media are configured to 
receive one or more updates for one or more resources from 
the server . 
[ 0008 ] In some embodiments , the systems , methods , and 
non - transitory computer readable media are configured to 
send a result of the investigation to the server . The results of 
the investigation may be received by the system from the 
computing device remote from the system . 

[ 0015 ] A claimed solution rooted in computer technology 
overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm of 
computer technology . In various embodiments , a computing 
system is configured to access and obtain from a server 
resources needed to conduct an investigation remote from 
the server . Resources needed to conduct an investigation 
may include a portion of a database and / or one or more 
functionalities of a data analysis platform . Based on the 
investigation to be conducted ( e.g. , type of investigation , 
location of investigation , personnel involved , etc. ) , different 
amounts / types of resources may be obtained from the server . 
By obtaining a subset of resources from the server , the 
computing system is able to ( 1 ) conduct the investigation 
without any active connection with the server , and ( 2 ) 
maintain a compact database / application that is necessary to 
conduct the investigation . The investigation may be con 
ducted via a web application that runs on the computing 
system . The web application may access the resources 
obtained from the server . The results of the investigation 
may be sent by the computing system to the server . The 
computing system may receive updates from the server . In 
some embodiments , the computing system may act as a 
server for other remote systems that are conducting inves 
tigations . The web applications running on the other remote 
systems may access the resources from the computing 
system . The results of the investigation may be send by the 
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other remote systems to the computing system , which may 
then send the results to the server . 
[ 0016 ] As used herein , the term “ investigation ” refers to a 
line of inquiry or analysis using a subset of a database 
provided by a server . The subset of the database is provided 
to a client device , and the client device ( or another client 
device served by the client device ) executes a data analysis 
platform that exposes the subset of the database . During an 
investigation , the data analysis platform may be used to 
explore different aspects of the subset of the database , make 
changes to the subset of the database , and / or create new 
records for the subset of the database . An investigation may 
be shared by multiple users multiple users may collaborate 
on a single investigation via multiple client devices 
individual users may have their own separate investiga 
tions individual users may work on individual investiga 
tions via individual client devices . 
[ 0017 ] The invention disclosed herein enables users to 
conduct investigations in locations without an active net 
work connection with a server that hosts the resources for 
conducting investigations . The invention enables a user to 
obtain a subset of resources from the server and use the 
subset of resources to conduct the investigation in locations 
without an active network connection with the server i.e. , 
in locations where a network connection to the server may 
be only periodically available , unreliable , or nonexistent . 
For example , emergency responders may be planning on 
conducting a search - and - rescue mission in a location where 
the geographic / terrain / weather ( e.g. , mountainous regions , 
underground tunnels , stormy conditions ) interferes with an 
active network connection with the server and / or in areas 
where the network connection is unreliable ( e.g. , commu 
nication towers are inoperable / unreliable ) . The emergency 
responders may need access to specific data about the 
location to properly conduct their investigations . For 
example , the emergency responders may require access to 
terrain maps , aerial view maps , utility maps , population 
information , and / or other information about a location . Lack 
of active network connection with the server may prevent 
the emergency responders from having access to the data at 
mission critical times . By obtaining the subset of resources 
necessary from the server and storing them in a client 
device , the user is able to conduct the investigation without 
an active network connection with the server . 
[ 0018 ] The emergency responders may also need updated 
data about the location and / or to report back the results of 
the investigations . For example , emergency responders may 
require information about changes in weather patterns , oper 
able access ways , and / or information gained by other emer 
gency responders . The invention disclosed herein enables a 
client device to communicate with the server using a net 
work protocol designed to allow for data transfers in loca 
tions where the network connection to the server is only 
periodically available or unreliable . For example , a client 
device may be communicating with a server via a satellite 
communication link which has high bandwidth but also high 
latency . The network protocol provides for resilient com 
munication that enables transfer of data in locations with 
poor network connection . The network protocol increases 
the opportunity for the client device and the server to 
communicate properly and increases the efficiency of the 
data sharing 
[ 0019 ] The invention disclosed herein further enables 
multiple users to conduct investigations through one or more 

client devices acting as mini - server ( s ) . For example , a team 
of emergency responders may be working on individual 
investigations and / or collaborating on combined investiga 
tions . One or more client devices of the emergency respond 
ers may obtain needed resources from the server and act as 
a mini - server to other client devices . The mini - server client 
device ( s ) provides resources to other client devices as 
needed , and the team of emergency responders aggregate 
their investigation data through the mini - server client device 
( s ) , which communicates with the server when a network 
connection is available . 
[ 0020 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an example environment 100 for 
conducting investigations while having limited network 
connectivity to a server , in accordance with various embodi 
ments . The example environment 100 may include a server 
110 , a client A 120 , and a client B 130. The server 110 , the 
client A 120 , and the client B 130 may include one or more 
processors and memory . The processor ( s ) may be configured 
to perform various operations by interpreting machine 
readable instructions stored in the memory . The server 110 
may communicate with the client A 120 and / or the client B 
130 via a network 170. The environment 100 may also 
include a data store ( not shown ) that is accessible to the 
server 110 and / or one or more of the clients 120 , 130 via the 
network 170. In some embodiments , the data store may 
include various databases , application functionalities , appli 
cation / data packages , and / or other data that are available for 
download , installation , and / or execution . 
[ 0021 ] In various embodiments , the server 110 may have 
access to resources required by investigation applications to 
facilitate investigations by one or more users . The server 110 
may include a database 112 , functionalities 114 , a resource 
engine 116 , and a communication engine 118. The database 
112 may include a structured set of data that can be divided / 
extracted for provision when needed by a client device ( e.g. , 
client A 120 , client B 130 ) . The data stored in the database 
112 may include raw data or processed data . For example , 
the database 112 may include raw data of aerial view maps 
of various locations and may include processed data of 
roadways , pathways , and / or emergency routes that may be 
overlaid over the aerial view maps . As another example , the 
database 112 may include raw data of weather information 
and may include processed information of predicted weather 
patterns . The functionalities 114 may include one or more 
functionalities for an investigation application using a subset 
of data from database 112 to facilitate an investigation . 
Functionalities for an investigation application may include 
different data analysis modules that allows the investigation 
application to perform different data analysis tasks , patches 
for the stigation application , custom application / func 
tionalities built for particular investigations , administrative 
tasks to be executed by client devices 120 , 130 and / or 
different permissions for the investigation application to 
change / operate on the data received from the database 112 . 
[ 0022 ] The resource engine 116 may be configured to 
determine one or more resources for an investigation to be 
performed remotely from the server 110. The resource 
engine 116 may select one or more data ( e.g. , a subset of data 
from database 112 or data store ) and / or one or more func 
tionalities ( a subset of functionalities from functionalities 
114 or data store ) for an investigation based on the inves 
tigation to be conducted , based on a user interaction with 
server 110 , based on a user interaction with a client device 
( e.g. , client A 120 , client B 130 ) and / or other information . 
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The resource engine 116 may have preset and / or previously 
defined sets of data / functionalities for different types of 
investigations , different locations of investigations , and / or 
different personnel involved in the investigations . The 
resource engine 116 may enable a user operating through a 
terminal ( coupled with the server 110 and / or a client device 
120 , 130 ) to select particular data and / or functionalities 
needed for an investigation . For example , the users may 
select a customized data set from database 112 based on a 
temporal and / or a geospatial filter , which enables the users 
to take the most relevant information for the investigation 
while reducing the size of the data set taken from database 
112. Taking a subset of the database 112 may increase the 
speed and performance of the server 110 , and client devices 
120 , 130 during investigations . 
[ 0023 ] The resource engine 116 may create one or more 
resource packages from the data ( e.g. , a subset of data from 
database 112 or data store ) and / or functionalities ( a subset of 
functionalities from functionalities 114 or data store ) 
selected for an investigation . The resource packages created 
by the resource engine 116 may include database / data ana 
lytics ontologies that may be used by the client devices 120 , 
130 during investigations . The resource engine 116 may 
include one or more updated data / functionalities in a 
resource package . For example , the resource engine 116 may 
have created an initial payload for the client A 120 to include 
a map of a region and / or information associated with the 
region . The map included in the resource package may be 
changed at a later time . For example , details may be added / 
removed from the map and / or one or more conditions 
( weather conditions ) included with the map may change 
over time . Rather than including a new map with new 
information in the resource package , the resource engine 116 
may include changes to the map in the resource package so 
that the client A 120 can locally incorporate the changes into 
the map . Including updates to previously sent data / function 
alities , rather than including new data / functionalities , may 
reduce the size of the resource package to be sent to the 
client À 120. In some embodiments , the resource engine 116 
may enable offline syncing ( storage and transfer of resource 
packages via physical media ) between the server 110 and 
client devices 120 , 130 . 
[ 0024 ] In various embodiments , the server 110 and / or the 
client devices 120 , 130 may allow for user - management of 
the data selected for an investigation . For example , data 
selected for an investigation may include a map cache ( a 
collection of map tiles ) of the location at which the inves 
tigation will be conducted . Users may use the server 110 
and / or the client devices 120 , 130 to manually create map 
caches of the relevant location before deployment so that the 
data about the location is stored locally within the client 
devices 120 , 130. By storing the map tiles locally within the 
client devices 120 , 130 , a user may use the client devices 
120 , 130 to view the maps with little or no connection with 
the server 110. The users may change the map caches during 
the investigation by including more , less , and / or different 
information within the map caches . 
[ 0025 ] The users may define one or more parameters of 
the map cache . The users may define the location ( s ) for 
which the map cache will be defined . The users may define 
the levels / types of details to be included in the map cache . 
For example , the users may define the zoom level of the 
maps and / or the types of information ( e.g. , information 
about roads , terrain , population ) included in the maps . 

Individual map tiles may be associated with particular 
details . Different maps tiles may be associated with different 
zoom level and / or types of information so that the individual 
map tiles include the most relevant information and does not 
include unnecessarily information . For example , an emer 
gency responder may wish to have emergency pathway 
information for a larger area of the investigation location 
while having utility access information for particular build 
ings . By restricting the utility access information to particu 
lar buildings ( instead of all buildings in the investigation 
area ) , the size of the map cache may be reduced , enabling 
quicker transfer time between the server 110 and the client 
devices 120 , 130. In some embodiments , the data selected 
for an investigation ( e.g. , map caches ) may be stored at 
server 110 for reuse . In some embodiments , the data selected 
for an investigation may not be stored for example , a 
one - time map cache may be created for inclusion in a 
resource package . 
[ 0026 ] The communication engine 118 may be configured 
to send one or more resources for an investigation to a client 
device ( e.g. , the client A 120 , the client B 130 ) . The 
communication engine 118 may be configured to send one or 
more updates for one or more resources to a client device . 
The communication engine 118 may be configured to 
receive one or more results of an investigation from a client 
device . For example , the communication engine 118 may 
send resources and / or updates to resources to the client A 
120 and / or the client B 130 by sending one or more resource 
packages discussed above . The communication engine 118 
may send and / or receive data from a client device when the 
client device syncs with the server . For example , the server 
110 may include one or more resource packages containing 
new map caches , updated map caches , software updates / 
patches , and / or other information for a client device . When 
the client device devices connect with the server 110 for a 
data sync , the communication engine 118 may send the 
resource package ( s ) to the client device for installation / use . 
[ 0027 ] The communication engine 118 may receive results 
of an investigation from the client A 120 and / or the client B 
130 and incorporate the results into the database 112. For 
example , the communication engine 118 may receive and 
incorporate changes to data stored in the database 112 and / or 
may receive and incorporate new records for inclusion in the 
database 112. In some embodiments , the communication 
engine 118 may receive operating information about the 
client devices ( e.g. , operation logs ) , which enables users of 
the server 110 to assist in solving issues with the client 
devices ( e.g. , writing / fixing mission - specific tools ) . 
[ 0028 ] In some embodiments , the communication engine 
118 may record full lineage and history of data as different 
users make changes to the data in the database 112 ( e.g. , via 
interaction with the data subset A - 1 222A and / or the data 
subset A - 2 222B ) . In some embodiments , the communica 
tion engine 118 may hide one or more lineage and / or history 
information when sharing the results of the investigation . 
For example , the communication engine 118 may utilize 
vector clocks to keep track of changes being made to 
data / objects stored in the database 112 ( e.g. , via interaction 
with the data subset A - 1 222A and / or the data subset A - 2 
222B ) . The amount of data required to represent the vector 
clock may become very large / unwieldy as the number of 
client device served by server 110 ( directly by server 110 
and / or indirectly through another client device ) increases . 
For example , the server 110 may have more than two dozen 
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client devices serving as mini - servers , with each mini 
servers serving hundreds of other client devices . The amount 
of data required to represent the changes made by individual 
client devices may be very large , which may slow down the 
transfer of data between the server 110 and the mini - servers 
and / or between the server 110 and other servers . 
[ 0029 ] The server 110 may decrease the size of the vector 
clock information by hiding / excluding information about 
which client device made the particular change when shar 
ing the vector clock information . This may result in the 
vector clock indicating that any changes made by client 
devices served by the server 110 ( directly or indirectly ) as 
being made by the server 110. Such process may be referred 
to as vector clock flattening . Vector clock flattening may 
effectively hide the individual client devices served by the 
server 110 behind the server 110. Vector clock flattening 
may enable servers to keeping track of and share changes in 
data based on a per - server basis rather than a per - client 
device basis . By using vector clock flattening , the server 110 
may reduce the amount of data / time required to update other 
devices ( e.g. , servers , client devices ) regarding changes to 
the data . The vector clock flattening may not be applied to 
changes for which the lineage / history information must be 
preserved . 
[ 0030 ] In some embodiments , the communication engine 
118 may utilize vector clock flattening during an import 
operation and / or an export operation . During an import 
operation ( importing at the server 110 from the client 
devices 120 , 130 ) , for each incoming object , the server 110 
may perform happens - after / concurrency checks with the full 
clock information , and either apply the objects or put them 
in pending . For each happens - after objects , the server 110 
may create a local data event ( to bump the clock ) , remove 
the client device - part of the clock ( the server 110 may record 
this information in another location ) and store the new 
non - client device clock . When deconflicting , the server 110 
may perform a similar update to the clock without an extra 
data event bump ( except in a value - equals deconfliction ) . 
[ 0031 ] During an export operation ( exporting from the 
server 110 to the client devices 120 , 130 ) , the server 110 may 
re - add the client - device part of the clock when exporting to 
the client devices 110 , 120. This may avoid constant decon 
fliction . To determine which part of the client - device part to 
re - add , the server 110 may use a table that maps the local 
data event at which an object was imported to the part of the 
clock to re - add . 
[ 0032 ] The communication engine 118 may implement a 
network protocol designed to allow for data transfers in 
locations where the network connection to the server is only 
periodically available or unreliable . In some implementa 
tions , the network protocol may enable the communication 
engine 118 to reroute communications between the server 
110 and the client devices 120 , 130. In some implementa 
tions , the communication engine 118 may provide for pri 
ority in communications ( e.g. , certain data / client devices are 
provided with higher priority for communication than other 
data / client devices ) . 
[ 0033 ] The network protocol may make a number of 
assumption about the network connection . The assumptions 
about the network connection may include : ( 1 ) the server 
110 and the client devices 120 , 130 may have a network 
connection ; ( 2 ) the network connection between the server 
110 and the client devices 120 , 130 may drop during 
transmission of data ; ( 3 ) the data transmission between the 

server 110 and the client devices 120 , 130 may resume 
allows for resumption of partial data transfer . The network 
protocol may enable the devices ( e.g. , servers , client 
devices ) to share data when connection becomes available 
( e.g. , during syncing of data ) , rather than communicating on 
a periodic basis . 
[ 0034 ] The network protocol implemented by the commu 
nication engine 118 may include a number of network 
connection settings designed to provide resilient communi 
cation that enables transfer of data in locations with poor 
network connection . The communication engine 118 may 
allow for user management of the network connection 
settings to fine - tune the connection between the server 110 
and the client devices 120 , 130. The network connection 
settings for the network protocol may include ( 1 ) connection 
timeout , ( 2 ) socket timeout , ( 3 ) retries , ( 4 ) retry interval , and 
( 5 ) chunk size . 
[ 0035 ] The connection timeout setting determines the time 
allotted to the client devices 120 , 130 to initialize a new 
connection with the server 110. The default time allotted for 
connection timeout may include sixty seconds . The connec 
tion attempt will timeout if the client devices 120 , 130 
cannot communicate with the server 110 within the allotted 
time period . This may occur if the network connection 
between the server 110 and the client devices 120 , 130 have 
dropped out completely or if the network connection is too 
slow . A high value for the connection timeout may cause 
overall communication failures to take a longer time to be 
reported . 
[ 0036 ] The socket timeout setting determines the maxi 
mum amount of time an established connection between the 
client devices 120 , 130 and the server 110 can remain 
“ alive ” without receiving or sending any data . The default 
time allotted for socket timeout may include sixty seconds . 
If the connection between the client devices 120 , 130 and the 
server 110 drops during a data transfer , the client devices 
120 , 130 will wait for the time of the socket timeout before 
closing the connection and retrying . 
[ 0037 ] The retry setting determines the number of times 
the client devices 120 , 130 will attempt to connect to the 
server 110 before giving up . The retry counter may be 
initialized whenever there is an operation that requires 
connecting and transferring data to / from the server 110. The 
default value for the retry setting may be ten . On a slow or 
intermittent network that timeouts or drops connections 
frequently , the retry value may be increased to ensure 
complete data transfer . Upon a data transfer failure , the retry 
counter is incremented and the client devices 120 , 130 may 
attempt to resume the transfer from the last successful point 
( attempting to resume partial data transfer ) using sync 
markers . Sync markers may be set based on file size , and the 
server 110 and the client devices 120 , 130 may send sync 
markers back and forth to indicate how much of the data was 
successfully sent . The data transmission may be accompa 
nied by use of checksum to confirm the integrity of the 
received files . 
[ 0038 ] The retry interval controls the amount of time to 
wait between retry attempts between the server 110 and the 
client devices 120 , 130. The retry interval uses an exponen 
tial back - off technique to avoid flooding a congested net 
work when connections are failing . When a connection or 
transfer attempt fails and a retry is attempted , an 
ATTEMPT_COUNTER value is incremented and the retry 
is held off for a wait amount given by : min ( MAX_RETRY_ 
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INTERVAL , SERVER_RETRY_INTERVAL * ( 1.5 ̂  A 
TTEMPT_COUNTER ) ) . MAX_RETRY_INTERVAL may 
define the maximum duration of the retry interval . SER 
VER_RETRY_INTERVAL may define the retry internal 
defined for a particular server . For example , the wait 
amounts for 10 retries , where the SERVER_RETRY_IN 
TERVAL = 0.1 second and MAX_RETRY_INTERVAL = 5.0 
second , are ( in seconds ) : 0.15 ; 0.23 ; 0.34 ; 0.51 ; 0.76 ; 1.14 ; 
1.71 ; 2.56 ; 3.84 ; 5.0 . As another example , the wait amounts 
for 10 retries , where the SERVER_RETRY_INTER 
VAL = 1.0 second and MAX_RETRY_INTERVAL = 20.0 
seconds , are ( in seconds ) : 1.5 ; 2.25 ; 3.38 ; 5.06 ; 7.60 ; 11.39 ; 
17.09 ; 20.0 ; 20.0 ; 20.0 . 
[ 0039 ] In some embodiments , the communication engine 
118 may enable a user to change one or more network 
connection settings based on the current / expected network 
connection quality . For example , the optimal network con 
nection settings may be different when operating in a strong , 
stable network connection environment versus when oper 
ating in a weak , unstable network connection environment . 
In some embodiments , the communication engine 118 may 
detect the quality of the network connection environment in 
which the devices are operating and switch between differ 
ent profiles of the network connection settings based on the 
detected quality of the network connection environment . 
[ 0040 ] When the communication engine 118 determines 
that a connection between the server 110 and the client 
devices 120 , 130 is reestablished , the information ( e.g. , 
resources , updates ) created while the devices were discon 
nected are packaged and sent to the client devices 120 , 130 . 
This process ensures that the users of the client devices 120 , 
130 are provided with the up - to - date information for their 
investigations . 
[ 0041 ] In various embodiments , the client A 120 may 
include a data subset A - 1 122A , a data subset A - 2 122B , and 
a communication engine A 128. The client A 120 may 
include a data analysis platform that enables a user to utilize 
resources obtained from server 110 to conduct one or more 
investigations . The user may use an investigation applica 
tion ( e.g. , a web application ) that exposes the data obtained 
from the server 110 and locally stored at the client A 120 to 
conduct the investigations and provide inputs into the data / 
investigation . The use of the data obtained from the server 
110 and locally stored at the client A 120 may enable one or 
users to conduct investigations without having an active 
network connection with the server 110. In some embodi 
ments , the investigation application may be executed at the 
client A 120 ( e.g. , a user uses a web application from the 
client A 120 to conduct the investigation ) . In some embodi 
ments , the investigation application may be executed at a 
client device served by the client A 120 ( e.g. , a user uses a 
web application from another client device to access the 
resources stored at the client A 120 and conduct the inves 
tigation ) . In some embodiments , the client A 120 may 
communicate with different servers as needed when chang 
ing locations . 
[ 0042 ] The inputs provided by the users using the client A 
120 may be synced back to the server 110. The users may 
use the investigation application to change the received data 
and / or make new records to be sent to the server 110 for 
incorporation into the database 112. In some embodiments , 
the scope of the use of the data by the users may be limited 
based on the types of users . For example , certain users may 
be provided with the capability to use the client A 120 to 

view the data received from the server 110. These users may 
not be provided with the capability to use the client A 120 
to make change to the data or enter new records . Other users 
may be provided with the capability to use the client A 120 
to make changes to the data received from the server 110 
and / or make new records for incorporation into the database 
112 . 
[ 0043 ] The communication engine A 128 may be config 
ured to receive one or more resources ( e.g. , the data subset 
A - 1 122A , the data subset A - 2 122B ) for an investigation 
from the server 110. The communication engine A 128 may 
be configured to receive one or more updates for one or more 
resources from the server 110. The communication engine A 
128 may be configured to send one or more results of an 
investigation to the server 110. The results of an investiga 
tion may be sent during the investigation and / or after the 
investigation . For example , the communication engine A 
128 may receive resources and / or updates to resources from 
the server 110 by receiving one or more resource packages 
discussed above . 
[ 0044 ] The communication engine A 128 may send results 
of an investigation to the server 110 , which may then be 
incorporated into the database 112. For example , the com 
munication engine A 128 may send changes for incorpora 
tion into the database 112 and / or new records for inclusion 
in the database 112. In some embodiments , the communi 
cations engine A 128 may send operating information about 
the client A 120 ( e.g. , operation logs ) , which may enable 
users of the server 110 to assist in solving issues with the 
client A 120 ( e.g. , writing / fixing mission - specific tools ) . 
[ 0045 ] In some embodiments , the results of the investiga 
tion may be packaged in a periodic basis so that they are 
ready to be sent to the server 110 when a connection is 
established . In some embodiments , the results of the inves 
tigation may be packaged when a connection with the server 
110 is detected . In some embodiments , the results of the 
investigation may be packaged based on a user command 
received at the client A 120 ( e.g. , through a user terminal 
coupled to client A 120 or a command to sync received from 
the server 110 ) . 
[ 0046 ] In some embodiments , the communication engine 
A 128 may hide one or more lineage and / or history infor 
mation when sending the results of the investigation to the 
server 110. In some implementations , the communication 
engine A 128 may use vector clock flattening described 
above . 
[ 0047 ] The communication engine A 128 may implement 
the network protocol described above to allow for data 
transfers in locations where the network connection to the 
server is only periodically available or unreliable . The 
communication engine A 128 may enable a user of client A 
120 to change one or more network connection settings . The 
communication engine A 128 may enable a user of the client 
A 120 to change one or more of ( 1 ) connection timeout , ( 2 ) 
socket timeout , ( 3 ) retries , ( 4 ) retry interval , and ( 5 ) chunk 
size . 
[ 0048 ] The data subset A - 1 122A and the data subset A - 2 
122B may include one or more data needed for a user to 
conduct an investigation using the client A 120. The data 
subset A - 1 122A and the data subset A - 2 122B may include 
a subset of the database 112. The data subset A - 1 122 A and 
the data subset A - 2 122B may include one or more of the 
same data from the database 112 and / or may include one or 
more of different data from the database 112. The data subset 
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A - 1 122A and the data subset A - 2 122B may be used for the 
same investigation or for different investigations . The user 
may use the investigation application executed at the client 
A 120 to expose the data subset A - 1 122A and / or the data 
subset A - 2 122B . The user may user the investigation 
application executed at the client A 120 to conduct the 
investigation and provide inputs to the data / investigation 
without having an active network connection with the server 
110 . 
[ 0049 ] In various embodiments , the client B 130 may 
include a data subset B - 1 132 , a functionality subset B - 1 
134 , and a communication engine B 138. The client B 130 
may include a data analysis platform that enables a user to 
utilize data obtained from server 110 to conduct one or more 
investigations . The user may use an investigation applica 
tion ( e.g. , a web application ) that exposes the data obtained 
from the server 110 and locally stored at the client B 130 to 
conduct the investigations and provide inputs into the data / 
investigation . The use of the data obtained from the server 
110 and locally stored at the client B 130 may enable one or 
users to conduct investigations without having an active 
network connection with the server 110. In some embodi 
ments , the investigation application may be executed at the 
client B 130 ( e.g. , a user uses a web application from the 
client B 130 to conduct the investigation ) . In some embodi 
ments , the client B 130 may communicate with different 
servers as needed when changing locations . 
[ 0050 ] The inputs provided by the users using the client B 
130 may be synced back to the server 110. The users may 
use the investigation application to change the received data 
and / or make new records to be sent to the server 110 for 
incorporation into the database 112. In some embodiments , 
the scope of the use of the data by the users may be limited 
based on the types of users . For example , certain users may 
be provided with the capability to use the client B 130 to 
view the data received from the server 110. These users may 
not be provided with the capability to use the client B 130 
to make change to the data or enter new records . Other users 
may be provided with the capability to use the client B 130 
to make changes to the data received from the server 110 
and / or make new records for incorporation into the database 
112 . 
[ 0051 ] The communication engine B 138 may be config 
ured to receive one or more resources ( e.g. , the data subset 
B - 1 132 , the functionality subset B - 1 134 ) for an investiga 
tion from the server 110. The communication engine B 138 
may be configured to receive one or more updates for one or 
more resources from the server 110. The communication 
engine B 138 may be configured to send one or more results 
of an investigation to the server 110. The communication 
engine B 138 may be configured to implement some , or all , 
of the functionalities of the communication engine A 128 as 
described above . 
[ 0052 ] The data subset B - 1 132 may include one or more 
data needed for a user to conduct an investigation using 
client B 130. The data subset B - 1 132 may include a subset 
of the database 112. The user may use the investigation 
application executed at the client B 130 to expose the data 
subset B - 1 132. The user may user the investigation appli 
cation executed at the client B 130 to conduct the investi 
gation and provide inputs to the data / investigation without 
having an active network connection with the server 110 . 
[ 0053 ] The functionality subset B - 1 124 may include one 
or more functionalities for the investigation application 

using the data subset B - 1 132. The functionality subset B - 1 
124 may include a subset of data analysis module , patches 
for the investigation application , custom applications / func 
tionalities built for investigations , and / or permissions for the 
investigation application executed on the client B 130 and / or 
served by the client B 130 to change / operate on the data 
subset B - 1 132 . 
[ 0054 ] For example , functionality subset B - 1 134 may 
allow certain users ( e.g. , administrators ) to create and run 
administrative tasks on the client B 130. As non - limiting 
example , administrative tasks may be run to collect diag 
nostics about the client B 130 to diagnose a problem with the 
client B 130 , to fix or change a state that caused an issue at 
the client B 130 ( such as an emergency configuration 
change ) , and / or to deploy emergency software updates for 
investigation applications or other components of the client 
B 130. In some embodiments , administrative tasks may be 
executed as a part of the normal payload received from the 
server 110 ( e.g. , as part of receiving resource packages / 
updates to resource package ) . In some embodiments , the 
administrative tasks may be executed by the client B after 
application of any pending patches but before data import . 
The results of the administrative tasks may be collected and 
saved on the client B 130. The results of the administrative 
tasks may be sent to the server 110 at the end of the 
administrative task or as part of another payload to the server 
110. For example , the client B 130 may send to the server 
110 the results of the administrative tasks along with the 
results of an investigation . The results of the administrative 
task may include a log , output files , metadata indicating 
operating of the administrative task , and / or other informa 
tion . 
[ 0055 ] FIG . 2 illustrates an example environment 200 for 
conducting investigations while having limited network 
connectivity to a server , in accordance with various embodi 
ments . The example environment 200 may include a client 
A 220 , a client B 230 , a client C 240 , a client D 250 , and a 
client E 260. The client A 220 , the client B 230 , the client C 
240 , the client D 250 , and the client E 260 may include one 
or more processors and memory . The processor ( s ) may be 
configured to perform various operations by interpreting 
machine - readable instructions stored in the memory . In 
some embodiments , the client A 220 may be configured to 
implement some , or all , of the functionalities of the client A 
120 as described above . Similarly , in some embodiments , 
the client B 230 may be configured to implement some , or 
all , of the functionalities of the client B 130 as described 
above . The client A 220 , the client B 230 , the client C 240 , 
the client D 250 , and the client E 260 may not have an active 
connection with a server ( “ base server ” ) from which the 
clients 220 , 230 , 240 , 250 , 260 may receive resources 
necessary to conduct one or more investigations . 
[ 0056 ] Prior to the example environment 200 shown in 
FIG . 2 , the client A 220 may have received resources 
necessary to conduct one or more investigations ( e.g. , data 
subset A - 1 222A , data subset A - 2 222B ) from a base server 
as described above with respect to the data subset A - 1 122A , 
the data subset A - 2 122B . In some embodiments , the com 
munication engine A 228 may be configured to implement 
some , or all , of the functionalities of the communication 
engine A 128 as described above . 
[ 0057 ] The communication engine A 228 may be config 
ured to serve one or more resources from the data subset A - 1 
222A and / or the data subset A - 2 222B to the client C 240 
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and / or the client D 250. The communication engine A 228 
may be configured to receive one or more results of inves 
tigations from client C 240 and / or client D 250. The com 
munication engine A 228 may be configured to provide one 
or more results of investigation received from the client C 
240 and / or the client D 250 to another server ( e.g. , the base 
server ) . 
[ 0058 ] The communication engine A 228 may enable the 
client A 220 to act as a server ( “ mini - server ” ) for the 
resources contained in the data subset A - 1 222A and / or the 
data subset A - 2 222B . The communication engine A 228 
may enable multiple users operating the client C 240 and the 
client D 250 to collaborate on the same data set ( the data 
subset A - 1 222A or the data subset A - 2 222B ) and / or work 
on independent investigations using separate data sets ( the 
data subset A - 1 222A and the data subset A - 2 222B ) . For 
example , users using the client C 240 and the client D 250 
may launch investigation applications using the client C 240 
and the client D 250 , respectively . The investigation appli 
cations may use the same or different map caches stored in 
the data subset A - 1 222A and / or the data subset A - 2 222B . 
In some embodiments , the communication engine A 228 
may hide one or more lineage and / or history information 
when sending the results of the investigation to the base 
server . In some implementations , the communication engine 
A 228 may use vector clock flattening described above . 
[ 0059 ] Referring to the client B 230 in FIG . 2 , the client 
B 230 may have received resources necessary to conduct 
one or more investigations ( e.g. , the data subset B - 1 232 , the 
functionality subset B - 1 234 ) from a base server as 
described above with respect to the data subset B - 1 132 , the 
functionality subset B - 1 134. In some embodiments , the 
communication engine B 238 may be configured to imple 
ment some , or all , of the functionalities of the communica 
tion engine B 138 as described above . 
[ 0060 ] The communication engine B 238 may be config 
ured to serve one or more resources from the data subset B - 1 
232 , the functionality subset B - 1 234 to client E 260. The 
communication engine A 228 may be configured to receive 
one or more results of investigations from the client E 260 . 
The communication engine B 238 may be configured to 
provide one or more results of investigation received from 
client E 260 to another server ( e.g. , the base server ) . 
[ 0061 ] The communication engine B 238 may enable 
client B 230 to act as a mini - server for the resources 
contained the data subset B - 1 234 and / or the functionality 
subset B - 1 234. In some implementations , the communica 
tion engine B 238 may record full lineage and history of data 
as different users make changes to the data in data subset B - 1 
234. In some embodiments , the communicat engine B 
238 may hide one or more lineage and / or history informa 
tion when sending the results of the investigation to the base 
server . In some implementations , the communication engine 
B 238 may use vector clock flattening described above . 
[ 0062 ] The client C 240 may include the communication 
engine C 248. The communication engine C 248 may enable 
the client C 240 to communicate with the client A 220 as 
described above . The client D 250 may include the com 
munication engine D 258. The communication engine D 258 
may enable the client D 250 to communicate with the client 
A 220 as described above . The client E 260 may include the 
communication engine 268. The communication engine 268 
may enable the client E 260 to communicate with the client 
B 230 as described above . 

[ 0063 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an example environment 300 for 
conducting investigations while having limited network 
connectivity to a server , in accordance with various embodi 
ments . The example environment 300 may include a client 
A 320 , a client B 330 , a client C 340 , a client D 350 , and a 
client E 360. The client A 320 , the client B 330 , the client C 
340 , the client D 350 , and the client E 360 may include one 
or more processors and memory . The processor ( s ) may be 
configured to perform various operations by interpreting 
machine - readable instructions stored in the memory . In 
some embodiments , the client A 320 may be configured to 
implement some , or all , of the functionalities of the client A 
120 , 220 as described above . In some embodiments , the 
client B 330 may be configured to implement some , or all , 
of the functionalities of the client B 130 , 230 as described 
above . In some embodiments , the client C 340 , the client D 
350 , and the client E 360 may be configured to implement 
some , or all , of the functionalities of the client C 240 , the 
client D 250 , and the client E 260 as described above . 
[ 0064 ] The client A 320 , the client B 330 , the client C 340 , 
the client D 350 , and the client E 360 may not have an active 
connection with a server ( “ base server " ) from which the 
clients 320 , 330 , 340 , 350 , 360 may receive resources 
necessary to conduct one or more investigations . 
[ 0065 ] Prior to the example environment 300 shown in 
FIG . 3 , the client A 320 may have received resources 
necessary to conduct one or more investigations ( e.g. , data 
subset A - 1 322A , data subset A - 2 322B ) from a base server 
as described above with respect to the data subset A - 1 122A , 
222A , the data subset A - 2 122B , 222B . In some embodi 
ments , the communication engine A 328 may be configured 
to implement some , or all , of the functionalities of the 
communication engine A 128 , 228 as described above . The 
client B 330 may have received resources necessary to 
conduct one or more investigations ( e.g. , the data subset B - 1 
332 , the functionality subset B - 1 334 ) from a base server as 
described above with respect to the data subset B - 1 132 , 232 , 
the functionality subset B - 1 134 , 234. In some embodi 
ments , the communication engine B 338 may be configured 
to implement some , or all , of the functionalities of the 
communication engine B 138 , 238 as described above . 
[ 0066 ] The client C 340 may include the communication 
engine C 348. The communication engine C 348 may enable 
the client C 340 to communicate with the client A 320 as 
described above . The client D 350 may include the com 
munication engine D 358. The communication engine D 358 
may enable the client D 350 to communicate with the client 
A 320 as described above . The client E 360 may include the 
communication engine 368. The communication engine 368 
may enable the client E 360 to communicate with the client 
B 330 as described above . 
[ 0067 ] In some embodiments , the ability of a mini - server 
( e.g. , the client A 320 , the client B 330 ) to provide resources 
locally stored within the mini - server to other client devices 
may be limited . For example , referring to FIG . 3 , the client 
A 320 may be restricted from providing one or more 
resources contained in the data subset A - 1 322A and / or the 
data subset A - 2 322B to client devices other than the client 
C 340 or the client D 350. Restricting the devices to which 
a mini - server may provide resources for investigation may 
enable users to manage where the resources may be accessed 
and / or changed . 
[ 0068 ] As another example , the client B 330 may be 
restricted from providing permanent copies of one or more 
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resources contained in the data subset B - 1 332 and / or the 
functionality subset B - 1 334 to other client devices . The 
client B 330 may provide temporary copies of one or more 
resources contained in the data subset B - 1 332 and / or the 
functionality subset B - 1 334 to the client A 320 , the client C 
340 , the client D 350 , and / or the client E 360 , allowing the 
client A 320 , the client C 340 , the client D 350 , and / or the 
client E 360 to view and make changes to the resources 
during an active instance of the investigation application . 
The temporary copies of the resources provided by the client 
B 330 may be deleted after the users close the active instance 
of the investigation application or terminate connection with 
the client B 330. Restricting the client devices from receiv 
ing permanent copies of the resources may enable users to 
manage where the resources are stored and prevent wide / 
uncontrolled dissemination of the resources . 
[ 0069 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an example interface 400 for 
determining one or more resources for an investigation , in 
accordance with various embodiments . A user may use the 
interface 400 from a terminal ( coupled with a base server , a 
mini - serer , or a client device ) to select particular data and / or 
functionalities needed for an investigation . The interface 
400 may include a name field 402 , a description field 404 , 
an information box 406 , resources display 408 , and sources 
to add box 416. A user may insert a name for a resource 
using the name field 402. A user may insert a description for 
a resource using the description field 404. The information 
box 406 may provide information about the selected 
resource . For example , as shown in FIG . 4 , the information 
box 406 may provide information about the level of detail 
included in the selected resource and the estimated size of 
the selected resource . 
[ 0070 ] The resources display 408 may display the selected 
resource . For example , as shown in FIG . 4 , the resources 
display 408 may display a map from which a user may select 
the location to be included in the resource ( e.g. , map cache ) . 
The zoom level of the map displayed in the resources display 
408 may be changed via interactions with options 410. A 
user may select the location to be included in the map cache 
by using one or more of options 412 , 414. The option 412 
may enable a user to select a shape to be overlaid of the map 
displayed in the resources display 408. For example , a user 
may select one or more of a hexagon , a square , a circle , 
and / or other shapes to be overlaid over the map . The size of 
the shape may be increased or decreased to cover different 
areas of the map . One or more shapes may be changed / 
distorted to cover different areas of the map . The areas inside 
the shape ( s ) may be included within the map cache . As 
another example , a user may select option 414 to draw one 
or more regions within the map . The areas inside the drawn 
shape ( s ) may be included within the map cache . 
[ 0071 ] The sources to add box 416 may provide users with 
additional options for the type of information included 
within the map cache . For example , a user may use options 
418 to determine what types of views ( e.g. , aerial view , 
terrain view ) are included within the map cache . Option 420 
may enable a user to determine the level of detail to be 
included within the map cache . For example , in FIG . 4 , the 
user may have selected a detail level of “ 2 , ” which includes 
more detail than the detail level of “ 1 , " but less details than 
the detail levels of “ 3 ” to “ 10 ” for the terrain view . Option 
422 may enable a user to select a specific type of information 
to be include within the map cache . For example , the user 
may be provided with the options 424 to include different 

details about within the relevant location . Options 426 may 
enable a user to select a particular area ( e.g. , area A , area B ) 
to be included within the map cache . The particular areas 
may be predefined areas or areas previously selected / defined 
by the user . The sources to add box 416 may include a date 
range selector by which a user may define the dates from 
which the information for the selected areas may be popu 
lated . The user may use the date range selector to define the 
dates of all information contained within the map cache or 
may use the date range selector to define different dates for 
different information contained within the map cache . For 
example , the user may use the date range selector to search 
and pull reports about a particular area published within a 
selected dates range . The user may use option 428 to create 
a map cache from the selected options . 
[ 0072 ] The map tiles and additional information contained 
with map caches may be updated after the map caches have 
been provided to mini - servers . For example , a map cache 
may include aerial views of a building . After the map cache 
has been provided to a mini - server , the base server may be 
updated with more recent aerial views of the building . 
During a syncing session between the mini - server and the 
base server ( e.g. , during a data sync ) , the mini - server may 
receive from the base server newer aerial views of the 
building . In some embodiments , the users of the investiga 
tion applications that rely on the mini - server for information 
on the building may be provided with a message that an 
updated aerial views of the building is available . 
[ 0073 ] FIG . 5 illustrates a flowchart of an example method 
500 , according to various embodiments of the present dis 
closure . The method 500 may be implemented in various 
environments including , for example , the environment 100 
of FIG . 1. The operations of method 500 presented below are 
intended to be illustrative . Depending on the implementa 
tion , the example method 500 may include additional , fewer , 
or alternative steps performed in various orders or in par 
allel . The example method 500 may be implemented in 
various computing systems or devices including one or more 
processors . 
[ 0074 ] At block 502A , one or more resources for an 
investigation to be performed remotely from a server may be 
received from the server . At block 502B , one or more 
updates for resource ( s ) for the investigation may be received 
from the server . At block 504 , one or more resources may be 
provided to an investigation application that facilitates the 
investigation . One or more provided resources may enable 
the investigation application to facilitate the investigation 
without an active connection to the server . At block 506A , 
the investigation application may be executed and a result of 
the investigation may be obtained from the investigation 
application . At block 506B , a result of the investigation may 
be obtained from a remotely executed investigation appli 
cation . At block 508 , the result of the investigation may be 
sent to the server . 

Hardware Implementation 
[ 0075 ] The techniques described herein are implemented 
by one or more special - purpose computing devices . The 
special - purpose computing devices may be hard - wired to 
perform the techniques , or may include circuitry or digital 
electronic devices such as one or more application - specific 
integrated circuits ( ASICs ) or field programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGAs ) that are persistently programmed to perform 
the techniques , or may include one or more hardware 
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and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
cursor . 

processors programmed to perform the techniques pursuant 
to program instructions in firmware , memory , other storage , 
or a combination . Such special - purpose computing devices 
may also combine custom hard - wired logic , ASICs , or 
FPGAs with custom programming to accomplish the tech 
niques . The special - purpose computing devices may be 
desktop computer systems , server computer systems , por 
table computer systems , handheld devices , networking 
devices or any other device or combination of devices that 
incorporate hard - wired and / or program logic to implement 
the techniques . 
[ 0076 ] Computing device ( s ) are generally controlled and 
coordinated by operating system software , such as iOS , 
Android , Chrome OS , Windows XP , Windows Vista , Win 
dows 7 , Windows 8 , Windows Server , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , iOS , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or 
other compatible operating systems . In other embodiments , 
the computing device may be controlled by a proprietary 
operating system . Conventional operating systems control 
and schedule computer processes for execution , perform 
memory management , provide file system , networking , I / O 
services , and provide a user interface functionality , such as 
a graphical user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0077 ] FIG . 6 is a block diagram that illustrates a com 
puter system 600 upon which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . The computer system 
600 includes a bus 602 or other communication mechanism 
for communicating information , one or more hardware pro 
cessors 604 coupled with bus 602 for processing informa 
tion . Hardware processor ( s ) 604 may be , for example , one or 
more general purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0078 ] The computer system 600 also includes a main 
memory 606 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
602 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 604. Main memory 606 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 604. Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 604 , render computer system 
600 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0079 ] The computer system 600 further includes a read 
only memory ( ROM ) 608 or other static storage device 
coupled to bus 602 for storing static information and instruc 
tions for processor 604. A storage device 610 , such as a 
magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash 
drive ) , etc. , is provided and coupled to bus 602 for storing 
information and instructions . 
[ 0080 ] The computer system 600 may be coupled via bus 
602 to a display 612 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or 
LCD display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to 
a computer user . An input device 614 , including alphanu 
meric and other keys , is coupled to bus 602 for communi 
cating information and command selections to processor 
604. Another type of user input device is cursor control 616 , 
such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 604 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 612. This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis 
( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 

[ 0081 ] The computing system 600 may include a user 
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored in 
a mass storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod 
ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 
software components , object - oriented software components , 
class components and task components , processes , func 
tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
[ 0082 ] In general , the word “ module , ” as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , C or C ++ . A software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , 
or Python . It will be appreciated that software modules may 
be callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices may be provided on a computer readable medium , 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
download ( and may be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation , decompression 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code may 
be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the 
executing computing device , for execution by the computing 
device . Software instructions may be embedded in firmware , 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
modules , but may be represented in hardware or firmware . 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that may be combined with other modules or 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
or storage . 
[ 0083 ] The computer system 600 may implement the 
techniques described herein using customized hard - wired 
logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or 
program logic which in combination with the computer 
system causes or programs computer system 600 to be a 
special - purpose machine . According to one embodiment , the 
techniques herein are performed by computer system 600 in 
response to processor ( s ) 604 executing one or 
sequences of one or more instructions contained in main 
memory 606. Such instructions may be read into main 
memory 606 from another storage medium , such as storage 
device 610. Execution of the sequences of instructions 
contained in main memory 606 causes processor ( s ) 604 to 
perform the process steps described herein . In alternative 
embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used in place of 
or in combination with software instructions . 
[ 0084 ] The term “ non - transitory media , ” and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 

more 
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specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage device 610. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 606. Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
[ 0085 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 602. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 
[ 0086 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 604 for execution . For example , the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to computer system 600 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 602. Bus 602 carries the 
data to main memory 606 , from which processor 604 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 606 may retrieves and executes 
the instructions . The instructions received by main memory 
606 may optionally be stored on storage device 610 either 
before or after execution by processor 604 . 
[ 0087 ] The computer system 600 also includes a commu 
nication interface 618 coupled to bus 602. Communication 
interface 618 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to one or more network links that are connected to one 
or more local networks . For example , communication inter 
face 618 may be an integrated services digital network 
( ISDN ) card , cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to 
provide a data communication connection to a correspond 
ing type of telephone line . As another example , communi 
cation interface 618 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card 
to provide a data communication connectio to a compatible 
LAN ( or WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . 
Wireless links may also be implemented . In any such 
implementation , communication interface 618 sends and 
receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of 
information . 
[ 0088 ] A network link typically provides data communi 
cation through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , a network link may provide a connection 
through local network to a host computer or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) . The 
ISP in turn provides data communication services through 
the world wide packet data communication network now 
commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” . Local network and 

Internet both use electrical , electromagnetic or optical sig 
nals that carry digital data streams . The signals through the 
various networks and the signals on network link and 
through communication interface 618 , which carry the digi 
tal data to and from computer system 600 , are example 
forms of transmission media . 
[ 0089 ] The computer system 600 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link and communication interface 618. In the 
Internet example , a server might transmit a requested code 
for an application program through the Internet , the ISP , the 
local network and the communication interface 618 . 
[ 0090 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
604 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 610 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0091 ] Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and 
fully or partially automated by , code modules executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors 
comprising computer hardware . The processes and algo 
rithms may be implemented partially or wholly in applica 
tion - specific circuitry . 
[ 0092 ] The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another , or may be 
combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
sub - combinations are intended to fall within the scope of 
this disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 
can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 
[ 0093 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
“ can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0094 ] Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in 
the flow diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules , segments , or portions of code which 
include one or more executable instructions for implement 
ing specific logical functions or steps in the process . Alter 
nate implementations are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
tions may be deleted , executed out of order from that shown 
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or discussed , including substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order , depending on the functionality involved , as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art . 
[ 0095 ] It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above - described embodi 
ments , the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples . All such modifications 
and variations are intended to be included herein within the 
scope of this disclosure . The foregoing description details 
certain embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , 
however , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears 
in text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is 
also stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
thereof . 

Engines , Components , and Logic 
[ 0096 ] Certain embodiments are described herein as 
including logic or a number of components , engines , or 
mechanisms . Engines may constitute either software engines 
( e.g. , code embodied on a machine - readable medium ) or 
hardware engines . A “ hardware engine " is a tangible unit 
capable of performing certain operations and may be con 
figured or arranged in a certain physical manner . In various 
example embodiments , one or more computer systems ( e.g. , 
a standalone computer system , a client computer system , or 
a server computer system ) or one or more hardware engines 
of a computer system ( e.g. , a processor or a group of 
processors ) may be configured by software ( e.g. , an appli 
cation or application portion ) as a hardware engine that 
operates to perform certain operations as described herein . 
[ 0097 ] In some embodiments , a hardware engine may be implemented mechanically , electronically , or any suitable 
combination the For example , a hardware engine may 
include dedicated circuitry or logic that is permanently 
configured to perform certain operations . For example , a 
hardware engine may be a special - purpose processor , such 
as a Field - Programmable Gate Array ( FPGA ) or an Appli 
cation Specific Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) . A hardware 
engine may also include programmable logic or circuitry 
that is temporarily configured by software to perform certain 
operations . For example , a hardware engine may include 
software executed by a general - purpose processor or other 
programmable processor . Once configured by such software , 
hardware engines become specific machines ( or specific 
components of a machine ) uniquely tailored to perform the 
configured functions and are no longer general - purpose 
processors . It will be appreciated that the decision to imple 
ment a hardware engine mechanically , in dedicated and permanently configured circuitry , or in temporarily config 
ured circuitry ( e.g. , configured by software ) may be driven 
by cost and time considerations . 
[ 0098 ] Accordingly , the phrase " hardware engine ” should 
be understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an 
entity that is physically constructed , permanently configured 
( e.g. , hardwired ) , or temporarily configured ( e.g. , pro 
grammed ) to operate in a certain manner or to perform 
certain operations described herein . As used herein , “ hard 

ware - implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine . 
Considering embodiments in which hardware engines are 
temporarily configured ( e.g. , programmed ) , each of the 
hardware engines need not be configured or instantiated at 
any one instance in time . For example , where a hardware 
engine comprises a general - purpose processor configured by 
software to become a special - purpose processor , the general 
purpose processor may be configured as respectively differ 
ent special - purpose processors ( e.g. , comprising different 
hardware engines ) at different times . Software accordingly 
configures a particular processor or processors , for example , 
to constitute a particular hardware engine at one instance of 
time and to constitute a different hardware engine at a 
different instance of time . 
[ 0099 ] Hardware engines can provide information to , and 
receive information from , other hardware engines . Accord 
ingly , the described hardware engines may be regarded as 
being communicatively coupled . Where multiple hardware 
engines exist contemporaneously , communications may be 
achieved through signal transmission ( e.g. , over appropriate 
circuits and buses ) between or among two or more of the 
hardware engines . In embodiments in which multiple hard 
ware engines are configured or instantiated at different 
times , communications between such hardware engines may 
be achieved , for example , through the storage and retrieval 
of information in memory structures to which the multiple 
hardware engines have access . For example , one hardware 
engine may perform an operation and store the output of that 
operation in a memory device to which it is communica 
tively coupled . A further hardware engine may then , at a 
later time , access the memory device to retrieve and process 
the stored output . Hardware engines may also initiate com 
munications with input or output devices , and can operate on 
a resource ( e.g. , a collection of information ) . 
[ 0100 ] The various operations of example methods 
described herein may be performed , at least partially , by one 
or more processors that are temporarily configured ( e.g. , by 
software ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 
operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , 
such processors may constitute processor - implemented 
engines that operate to perform one or more operations or 
functions described herein . As used herein , “ processor 
implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine imple 
mented using one or more processors . 
[ 0101 ] Similarly , the methods described herein may be at 
least partially processor - implemented , with a particular pro 
cessor or processors being an example of hardware . For 
example , at least some of the operations of a method may be 
performed by one or more processors or processor - imple 
mented engines . Moreover , the one or more processors may 
also operate to support performance of the relevant opera 
tions in a “ cloud computing ” environment or as a “ software 
as a service ” ( SaaS ) . For example , at least some of the 
operations may be performed by a group of computers ( as 
examples of machines including processors ) , with these 
operations being accessible via a network ( e.g. , the Internet ) 
and via one or more appropriate interfaces ( e.g. , an Appli 
cation Program Interface ( API ) ) . 
[ 0102 ] The performance of certain of the operations may 
be distributed among the processors , not only residing 
within a single machine , but deployed across a number of 
machines . In some example embodiments , the processors or 
processor - implemented engines may be located in a single 
geographic location ( e.g. , within a home environment , an 
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office environment , or a server farm ) . In other example 
embodiments , the processors or processor - implemented 
engines may be distributed across a number of geographic 
locations . 

Language 
[ 0103 ] Throughout this specification , plural instances may 
implement components , operations , or structures described 
as a single instance . Although individual operations of one 
or more methods are illustrated and described as separate 
operations , one or more of the individual operations may be 
performed concurrently , and nothing requires that the opera 
tions be performed in the order illustrated . Structures and 
functionality presented as separate components in example 
configurations may be implemented as a combined structure 
or component . Similarly , structures and functionality pre 
sented as a single component may be implemented as 
separate components . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within the scope of 
the subject matter herein . 
[ 0104 ] Although an overview of the subject matter has 
been described with reference to specific example embodi 
ments , various modifications and changes may be made to 
these embodiments without departing from the broader 
scope of embodiments of the present disclosure . Such 
embodiments of the subject matter may be referred to herein , 
individually or collectively , by the term “ invention ” merely 
for convenience and without intending to voluntarily limit 
the scope of this application to any single disclosure or 
concept if more than one is , in fact , disclosed . 
[ 0105 ] The embodiments illustrated herein are described 
in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to 
practice the teachings disclosed . Other embodiments may be 
used and derived therefrom , such that structural and logical 
substitutions and changes may be made without departing 
from the scope of this disclosure . The Detailed Description , 
therefore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope 
of various embodiments is defined only by the appended 
claims , along with the full range of equivalents to which 
such claims are entitled . 
[ 0106 ] It will be appreciated that an " engine , " " system , " 
" data store , " and / or " database ” may comprise software , 
hardware , firmware , and / or circuitry . In one example , one or 
more software programs comprising instructions capable of 
being executable by a processor may perform one or more 
of the functions of the engines , data stores , databases , or 
systems described herein . In another example , circuitry may 
perform the same or similar functions . Alternative embodi 
ments may comprise more , less , or functionally equivalent 
engines , systems , data stores , or databases , and still be 
within the scope of present embodiments . For example , the 
functionality of the various systems , engines , data stores , 
and / or databases may be combined or divided differently . 
[ 0107 ] " Open source ” software is defined herein to be 
source code that allows distribution as source code as well 
as compiled form , with a well - publicized and indexed means 
of obtaining the source , optionally with a license that allows 
modifications and derived works . 
[ 0108 ] The data stores described herein may be any suit 
able structure ( e.g. , an active database , a relational database , 
a self - referential database , a table , a matrix , an array , a flat 
file , a documented - oriented storage system , a non - relational 
No - SQL system , and the like ) , and may be cloud - based or 
otherwise . 

[ 0109 ] As used herein , the term “ or ” may be construed in 
either an inclusive or exclusive sense . Moreover , plural 
instances may be provided for resources , operations , or 
structures described herein as a single instance . Additionally , 
boundaries between various resources , operations , engines , 
engines , and data stores are somewhat arbitrary , and par 
ticular operations are illustrated in a context of specific 
illustrative configurations . Other allocations of functionality 
are envisioned and may fall within a scope of various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In general , structures 
and functionality presented as separate resources in the 
example configurations may be implemented as a combined 
structure or resource . Similarly , structures and functionality 
presented as a single resource may be implemented as 
separate resources . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within a scope of 
embodiments of the present disclosure as represented by the 
appended claims . The specification and drawings are , 
accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense . 
[ 0110 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
“ can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0111 ] Although the invention has been described in detail 
for the purpose of illustration based on what is currently 
considered to be the most practical and preferred implemen 
tations , it is to be understood that such detail is solely for that 
purpose and that the invention is not limited to the disclosed 
implementations , but , on the contrary , is intended to cover 
modifications and equivalent arrangements that are within 
the spirit and scope of the appended claims . For example , it 
is to be understood that the present invention contemplates 
that , to the extent possible , one or more features of any 
embodiment can be combined with one or more features of 
any other embodiment . 

1. A system comprising : 
one or more processors ; and 
a memory storing instructions that , when executed by the 

one or more processors , cause the system to perform : 
receiving , by a first client device , from a server , one or 
more resources for an investigation to be performed 
remotely from the server ; 

providing , by the first client device , the one or more 
resources to an investigation application that facili 
tates the investigation , the one or more resources 
enabling the investigation application to facilitate the 
investigation without an active connection to the 
server ; and 

in response to detecting , by the first client , an active 
connection with the server , packaging , by the first 
client device , results of the investigation for receipt 
by the server . 
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2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
resources include a subset of a database accessed by the 

in response to detecting , by the first client , an active 
connection with the server , packaging , by the first client 
device , results of the investigation for receipt by the 
server investigation to be performed remotely from the 

server . 

server . 

12. The method of claim 11 , wherein the one or more 
resources include a subset of a database accessed by the 
server . 

3. The system of claim 2 , wherein the packaging , by the 
first client device , results of the investigation for receipt by 
the server , comprises hiding one or more of lineage and 
history information indicating which client devices made 
each particular change to data or objects stored in the 
database . 

4. The system of claim 3 , wherein the hiding one or more 
of lineage and history information comprises indicating that 
any changes made by client devices served by the server as 
being made by the server . 

5. The system of claim 1 , wherein the instructions further 
cause the system to perform : 

restricting the first client device from providing the one or 
more resources to at least one other client device . 

6. The system of claim 1 , wherein the instructions further 
cause the system to perform : 

restricting a second client device from providing perma 
nent copies of the one or more resources to one or more 
other client devices . 

7. The system of claim 5 , wherein the investigation is 
performed at the second client device . 

8. The system of claim 7 , wherein the instructions further 
cause the system to perform : 

receiving , by the first client device , at least a result of the 
investigation from the investigation application , the 
investigation application being executed at a second 
client device . 

9. The system of claim 1 , wherein the instructions further 
cause the system to , during an operation to import one or 
more objects at the server from the first client device and the 
second client device : 

perform happens - after / concurrency checks with full vec 
tor clock information ; 

apply the one or more objects or place the one or more 
objects in pending ; 

for each happens - after object of the one or more objects , 
create a local data event , remove a client device - part of 
the full vector clock information , record the client 
device - part in another location , and store a remainder 
of the clock information after removing the client 
device - part . 

10. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
resources include a functionality for the investigation appli 
cation , wherein the functionality comprises : a subset of data 
analysis module ; a patch for the investigation application ; a 
custom application or functionality built for investigations , 
and / or permissions for the investigation application . 

11. A method implemented by a computing system includ 
ing one or more processors and storage media storing 
machine - readable instructions , wherein the method is per 
formed using the one or more processors , the method 
comprising : 

receiving , by a first client device , from a server , one or 
more resources for an investigation to be performed 
remotely from the server ; 

providing , by the first client device , the one or more 
resources to an investigation application that facilitates 
the investigation , the one or more resources enabling 
the investigation application to facilitate the investiga 
tion without an active connection to the server ; and 

13. The method of claim 12 , wherein the packaging , by 
the first client device , results of the investigation for receipt 
by the server , comprises hiding one or more of lineage and 
history information indicating which client devices made 
each particular change to data or objects stored in the 
database . 

14. The method of claim 13 , wherein the hiding one or 
more of lineage and history information comprises indicat 
ing that any changes made by client devices served by the 
server as being made by the server . 

15. The method of claim 11 , further comprising : 
restricting the first client device from providing the one or 
more resources to at least one other client device . 

16. The method of claim 11 , further comprising : 
restricting a second client device from providing perma 

nent copies of the one or more resources to one or more 
other client devices . 

17. The method of claim 16 , wherein the investigation is 
performed at the second client device . 

18. The method of claim 17 , wherein the instructions 
further cause the system to perform : 
receiving , by the first client device , at least a result of the 

investigation from the investigation application , the 
investigation application being executed at a second 
client device . 

19. The method of claim 11 , further comprising : 
during an operation to import one or more objects at the 

server from the first client device and the second client 
device : 

performing happens - after / concurrency checks with full 
vector clock information ; 

applying the one or more objects or place the one or more 
objects in pending ; 

for each happens - after object of the one or more objects , 
creating a local data event , removing a client device 
part of the full vector clock information , recording the 
client device - part in another location , and storing a 
remainder of the clock information after removing the 
client device - part . 

20. A non - transitory computer readable medium compris 
ing instructions that , when executed , cause one or more 
processors to perform : 

receiving , by a first client device , from a server , one or 
more resources for an investigation to be performed 
remotely from the server ; 

providing , by the first client device , the one or more 
resources to an investigation application that facilitates 
the investigation , the one or more resources enabling 
the investigation application to facilitate the investiga 
tion without an active connection to the server ; and 

in response to detecting , by the first client , an active 
connection with the server , packaging , by the first client 
device , results of the investigation for receipt by the 
server investigation to be performed remotely from the 
server . 
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TRANSFORMATION IN TABULAR DATA 
CLEANING TOOL 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[ 0001 ] The present disclosure relates to systems and tech 
niques for preparing data for subsequent processing and / or 
analysis . More specifically , this disclosure relates to tech 
niques for analyzing data fields of large tabular - represent 
able data and defining rules that generate a new dataset for 
future use of the data . 

2 

BACKGROUND 

[ 0002 ] Large data sets representable in tabular form may 
have dozens , or even hundreds , of columns and millions or 
billions ( or more ) of rows of data . Often , the generation of 
the data set involves receiving information that was entered 
into many different computers by a many people ( e.g. , 
thousands , tens of thousands , or millions ) . Not surprisingly , 
such data sets include errors , for example , misspelled words , 
erroneous white spaces , incorrect placement of punctuation , 
incorrect data types , duplicate information ( e.g. , double 
entry ) , and inconsistent information . 
[ 0003 ] At least due to the sheer size of the data set , 
manually correcting all of the errors in the data set is 
effectively an impossible task . Even if the errors could be 
identified , manually correcting all the errors would be 
extremely time - consuming , and overburden resources for 
data sets containing hundreds of millions of rows of data . 
However , if the data is not corrected , thousands of errors 
could occur during subsequent processing of the data , which 
would slow down or stop the processing , and it could also 
result discarding important data due to its inconsistencies . In 
addition , even if one large data set is corrected , second large 
data set will have similar problems and manual corrections 
would again be required to each incorrect data field . 

" value ” may include , for example , a number , a letter ( upper 
case , lower case , or mixed ) , any alpha - numeric character , a 
word , and underscore , a “ space ” ( e.g. , a leading “ space , ” a 
trailing “ space , ” or a “ space ” anywhere in the data field ) , a 
null value , punctuation ( e.g. , a period , comma , colon , semi 
colon , exclamation mark , parenthesis , quotation marks , or 
the like ) , or a symbol ( e.g. , including one or more of the 
following symbols : $ , % , @ , # , ̂  , & , 1 , 1 , a ) . Some 
examples of ways information in a data field may be 
modified include ( i ) correcting a misspelling , ( ii ) removing 
one or more values that comprise the information , ( iii ) 
adding one or more values to the information , or ( iv ) 
transforming one or more values in the information to be a 
different value . In another example , the user interface - based 
software tool can be used to remove or add data fields , rows , 
and / or columns , and manipulate rows and columns to serve 
future use of the data , for example analysis , joining , visu 
alization , or presentation . 
[ 0006 ] In operation , because a large data set can be 
unwieldly to work with ( e.g. , a data set that includes billions 
of rows of data ) , a representative portion of the large data set 
residing on a computer memory component can be stored on 
a local computer memory component where it can be easily 
and quickly accessed . By analyzing displayed data repre 
sentative of the large data set , and metrics and information 
relating to the large data set using the tools and functionality 
described herein , a user may determine cleaning and pre 
paring operations to be performed on the large data set , and 
these cleaning and preparing operations may be saved to a 
log ( sometimes referred to herein as a “ change data log ” ) . 
The analysis functionality described herein never actually 
changes the source dataset , instead allowing a user to create 
a new dataset derived from the original dataset . In operation , 
a user can see ( e.g. , through statistics , histograms ) the 
outcome of their “ changes ” or “ modifications ” on the entire 
dataset as they implement them , even if the dataset has 
millions or billions of rows of data . This is different than 
other products that allow a user to operate on a small portion 
of the whole dataset , and then apply the changes to the whole 
dataset afterwards . In other words , in this use case the 
cleaning and preparing operations that a user defines to be 
applied to a large data set are a set of operations to be applied 
subsequently to change the large data set ( for example , by 
creating a new large data set ) , rather than changing the data 
set at the time the user is analyzing what data fields need to 
be changed . Accordingly , unless otherwise indicated , the 
" changes ” discussed herein are in the context of changes to 
the dataset that can be implemented to create a derived 
dataset from the dataset , the functionality allowing a user to 
see the effect of the change on the dataset , store the changes 
in a log , and then subsequently apply the changes to the 
dataset to create a derived dataset . That is , when a change is 
made to a dataset , the user can see ( e.g. , via statistics , 
histograms , etc. ) the outcome of the changes on the entire 
dataset without actually changing the dataset . This advan 
tageously allows for better data integrity because the origi 
nal large data set is not changed at the time the user is 
analyzing the data to determine what needs to be changed . 
The operations in the change data log can subsequently be 
applied to the large data set ( or a copy of the large data set ) 
to prepare it for further processing or analysis , e.g. , by 
creating a derived dataset . Also , the operations in the change 
data log may be applied to a second different ( but similar ) 
large data set to clean and create a derived data set from the 

SUMMARY 

[ 0004 ] Embodiments of systems and methods of user 
interface - based software tool for cleaning or preparing tabu 
lar data for further analysis are disclosed herein . Large data 
sets representable in tabular form may have dozens , or even 
hundreds , of columns and millions or hundreds of millions 
( or more ) of rows of data having numerous data fields , 
which may contain numerous errors or inconsistencies ( e.g. , 
unwanted white spaces , misspelled words , incorrect charac 
ters or numbers , erroneous punctuation , and the like ) . The 
errors maybe common to numerous data fields . Even if the 
errors could be identified , manually correcting all the errors 
would be extremely time - consuming , and overburden 
resources for data sets containing tens of thousands , hun 
dreds of thousands , millions or even hundreds of millions ( or 
more ) of rows of data ( i.e. , large data sets ) . However , if the 
data is not corrected , thousands of errors could occur during 
subsequent processing of the data , which would slow down 
or stop the processing , and it could also result discarding 
important data due to its inconsistencies . 
[ 0005 ] The data fields of a data set each includes infor 
mation that comprises one or more values , depending on the 
defined size of the data field . The user interface - based 
software tool may clean or prepare a data set for further 
analysis or processing by modifying the values or informa 
tion that is in one or more data fields ( sometimes also 
referred to as data field information ” ) of the data set . Each 
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second large data set for further processing . In some cases , 
the operations can be used to define a processing pipeline 
such that when applications use the large data set , or a 
portion of the large data set , it is processed by the operations 
in the change data log as the data is provided to an 
application . 
[ 0007 ] Accordingly , one innovation includes a system 
comprising a first non - transitory computer storage medium 
configured to store a first data set representable in a tabular 
rows and columns format , a second non - transitory computer 
storage medium configured to at least store computer - ex 
ecutable instructions , and one or more computer hardware 
processors in communication with the second non - transitory 
computer storage medium , the one or more computer hard 
ware processors configured to execute the computer - execut 
able instructions to at least cause presentation of a data on 
a display device , the data representing the first data set or a 
portion of the first data set . The presentation of the data may 
include a plurality of columns of data , each of the columns 
of data having data fields including data field information . 
The one or more computer hardware processors are further 
configured to receive user input identifying a column of the 
data , and determine data field information to modify for at 
least some of the data fields of the identified column . The 
one or more computer hardware processors are further 
configured to execute the computer - executable instructions 
to generate and cause display of an indication of a proposed 
change action to modify the determined data field informa 
tion , and in response to a user input indicating a selection of 
the indication of the proposed change action : cause update 
of the presentation of the data based on the change action to 
modify data field information in data fields of the identified 
column of the data , and store a log of each change action . 
[ 0008 ] Such a system may include one or more of the 
following other features in various embodiments , or may 
include other features . In some embodiments , the one or 
more computer hardware processors are further configured 
to execute the computer - executable instructions to itera 
tively : receive user input identifying a column of the data , 
determine data field information to modify for at least some 
of the data fields of the identified column , and generate and 
cause display of an indication of a proposed change action 
to modify the determined data field information . In some 
embodiments , the one or more computer hardware proces 
sors are further configured to execute the computer - execut 
able instructions to iteratively , in response to a user input 
indicating a selection of the indication of the proposed 
change action , cause update of the presentation of the data 
based on the change action to modify data field information 
in data fields of the identified column of the data , and store 
a log of the change action . In some embodiments , the one or 
more computer hardware processors are further configured 
to execute the computer - executable instructions to : access 
the log , apply each change action stored in the log to the first 
data set , and save an updated first data set that includes 
modifications made by each change action . In some embodi 
ments , the one or more computer hardware processors are 
further configured to execute the computer - executable 
instructions to : access the log , apply each change action 
stored in the log to a second data set ; and save an updated 
second data set , the updated second data set including 
modifications made by each change action . The data set that 
is modified by the change actions indicated in the log may 
be large data sets that may contain tens of thousands , 

hundreds of thousands , millions or even hundreds of mil 
lions ( or more ) of rows of data . 
[ 0009 ] In some embodiments of such systems , the change 
action includes modifying the data field information to at 
least one of : changing the spelling of a word ; changing the 
case of letters ; deleting a space ; adding a space ; deleting a 
period , comma , semi - colon , or colon ; or adding a period , 
comma , semi - colon , or colon . In some embodiments , the 
change action may comprise searching a plurality of the data 
fields to identify data fields that include first information , 
and in the identified data fields replace the first information 
with second information . The data fields may be configured 
to be of a data type , and wherein the change action includes 
changing the data type of at least one data field . In some 
embodiments , the change action includes concatenating at 
least one alphanumeric character or punctuation to informa 
tion in a plurality of data fields . 
[ 0010 ] In some embodiments of such systems , determin 
ing data field information to modify includes determining 
errors in information in the data fields of the identified 
column by analyzing the information in the data fields 
according to associated criteria to determine erroneous 
information in the data fields . In some embodiments , deter 
mining data field information to modify includes causing 
presentation of information in a plurality of data fields in 
numerical , alphanumerical or graphical formats . In some 
embodiments , determining data field information to modify 
includes filtering information in data fields to identify 
selected data fields to modify the information therein . In 
some embodiments , determining data field information to 
modify includes filtering information in data fields to deter 
mine selected data fields , and causing presentation of the 
information in the selected data fields on a user interface . In 
some embodiments , determining data field information to 
modify includes filtering information in data fields to deter 
mine selected data fields , and causing presentation of the 
information in the selected data fields on a user interface . 
[ 0011 ] Another innovation includes a method of preparing 
tabular representable data for further processing . In various 
embodiments , the method includes accessing a stored first 
data set representable in a tabular rows and columns format , 
causing presentation of data on a display device , the dis 
played data being a portion of the first data set , the presen 
tation of the data including a plurality of columns of data , 
each of the columns of data having data fields including data 
field information , receiving user input identifying a column 
of the data , determining data field information to modify for 
at least some of the data fields of the identified column , 
generating and cause display of an indication of a proposed 
change action to modify the determined data field informa 
tion , in response to a user input indicating a selection of the 
indication of the proposed change action : cause update of 
the presentation of the data based on the change action to 
modify data field information in data fields of the identified 
column of the data ; and store a log of each change action , 
wherein the method is performed by one or more computer 
hardware processors configured to execute computer - ex 
ecutable instructions on a non - transitory computer storage 
medium . 
[ 0012 ] Such a method may include one or more of the 
following other features in various embodiments , or may 
include other features . In some embodiments , the method of 
comprises iteratively , receiving a user input identifying a 
column of the data , determining data field information to 
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modify for at least some of the data fields of the identified 
column , and generating and causing display of an indication 
of a proposed change action to modify the determined data 
field information . In some embodiments , the method further 
comprises , in response to a user input indicating a selection 
of the indication of the proposed change action : causing an 
update of the presentation of the data based on the change 
action to modify data field information in data fields of the 
identified column of the data , and storing a log of the change 
action . In some embodiments , the method comprises access 
ing the log , applying each change action stored in the log to 
the first data set , and saving an updated first data set that 
includes modifications made by each change action . In some 
embodiments , the method comprises accessing the log , 
applying each change action stored in the log to a second 
data set , and saving an updated second data set , the updated 
second data set including modifications made by each 
change action . 
[ 0013 ] In some embodiments , the change action includes 
modifying the data field information by at least one of : 
changing the spelling of a word ; changing the case of a 
letter ; deleting a space ; adding a space ; deleting a period , 
comma , semi - colon , or colon ; or adding a period , comma , 
semi - colon , or colon . In some embodiments , the change 
action comprises searching a plurality of the data fields to 
identify data fields that include first information , and in the 
identified data fields replace the first information with sec 
ond information . In some embodiments of such methods , the 
data fields are configured to be of a data type , and wherein 
the change action includes changing the data type of at least 
one data field . In some embodiments of such methods , the 
change action comprises concatenating at least one alpha 
numeric character or punctuation to information in a plu 
rality of data fields . In some embodiments , determining data 
field information to modify comprises determining errors in 
information in the data fields of the identified column by 
analyzing the information in the data fields according to 
associated criteria to determine erroneous information in the 
data fields . In some embodiments , determining data field 
information to modify comprises causing presentation of 
information in a plurality of data fields in numerical , alpha 
numerical or graphical formats . In some embodiments of 
such methods , determining data field information to modify 
comprises filtering information in data fields to identify 
selected data fields to modify the information therein . In 
some embodiments of such methods , determining data field 
information to modify comprises filtering information in 
data fields to determine selected data fields , and causing 
presentation of the information in the selected data fields on 
a user interface . In some embodiments of such methods , 
determining data field information to modify comprises 
filtering information in data fields to determine selected data 
fields , and causing presentation of the information in the 
selected data fields on a user interface . 
[ 0014 ] Accordingly , in various embodiments , large 
amounts of data are automatically and dynamically calcu 
lated interactively in response to user inputs , and the calcu 
lated data is efficiently and compactly presented to a user by 
the system . Thus , in some embodiments , the user interfaces 
described herein are more efficient as compared to previous 
user interfaces in which data is not dynamically updated and 
compactly and efficiently presented to the user in response 
to interactive inputs . 

[ 0015 ] Further , as described herein , the system may be 
configured and / or designed to generate user interface data 
useable for rendering the various interactive user interfaces 
described . The user interface data may be used by the 
system , and / or another computer system , device , and / or 
software program ( for example , a browser program ) , to 
render the interactive user interfaces . The interactive user 
interfaces may be displayed on , for example , electronic 
displays ( including , for example , touch - enabled displays ) . 
[ 0016 ] Additionally , the design of computer user inter 
faces that are useable and easily learned by humans is a 
non - trivial problem for software developers . The various 
embodiments of interactive and dynamic user interfaces of 
the present disclosure are the result of significant research , 
development , improvement , iteration , and testing . This non 
trivial development has resulted in the user interfaces 
described herein which may provide significant cognitive 
and ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over previous 
systems . The interactive and dynamic user interfaces include 
improved human - computer interactions that may provide 
reduced mental workloads , improved decision - making , 
reduced work stress , and / or the like , for a user . For example , 
user interaction with the interactive user interfaces described 
herein may provide an optimized display of time - series data 
and may enable a user to more quickly access , navigate , 
assess , and digest such information than previous systems . 
[ 0017 ] In some embodiments , data may be presented in 
graphical representations , such as visual representations , 
such as charts and graphs , where appropriate , to allow the 
user to comfortably review the large amount of data and to 
take advantage of humans ' particularly strong pattern rec 
ognition abilities related to visual stimuli . In some embodi 
ments , the system may present aggregate quantities , such as 
totals , counts , averages , correlations , and other statistical 
information . The system may also utilize the information to 
interpolate or extrapolate , e.g. forecast , future develop 
ments . 

[ 0018 ] Further , the interactive and dynamic user interfaces 
described herein are enabled by innovations in efficient 
interactions between the user interfaces and underlying 
systems and components . For example , disclosed herein are 
improved methods of receiving user inputs , translation and 
delivery of those inputs to various system components , 
automatic and dynamic execution of complex processes in 
response to the input delivery , automatic interaction among 
various components and processes of the system , and auto 
matic and dynamic updating of the user interfaces . The 
interactions and presentation of data via the interactive user 
interfaces described herein may accordingly provide cogni 
tive and ergonomic efficiencies and advantages over previ 
ous systems . 
[ 0019 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
provide improvements to various technologies and techno 
logical fields . For example , as described above , existing data 
storage and processing technology ( including , e.g. , in 
memory databases ) is limited in various ways ( e.g. , manual 
data review is slow , costly , and less detailed ; data is too 
voluminous ; etc. ) , and various embodiments of the disclo 
sure provide significant improvements over such technol 
ogy . Additionally , various embodiments of the present dis 
closure are inextricably tied to computer technology . In 
particular , various embodiments rely on detection of user 
inputs via graphical user interfaces , calculation of updates to 
displayed electronic data based on those user inputs , auto 
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matic processing of related electronic data , and presentation 
of the updates to displayed images via interactive graphical 
user interfaces . Such features and others ( e.g. , processing 
and analysis of large amounts of electronic data ) are inti 
mately tied to , and enabled by , computer technology , and 
would not exist except for computer technology . For 
example , the interactions with displayed data described 
herein in reference to various embodiments cannot reason 
ably be performed by humans alone , without the computer 
technology upon which they are implemented . Further , the 
implementation of the various embodiments of the present 
disclosure via computer technology enables many of the 
advantages described herein , including more efficient inter 
action with , and presentation of , various types of electronic 
data . 
[ 0020 ] Additional embodiments of the disclosure are 
described below in reference to the appended claims , which 
may serve as an additional summary of the disclosure . 
[ 0021 ] In various embodiments , systems and / or computer 
systems are disclosed that comprise a computer readable 
storage medium having program instructions embodied 
therewith , and one or more processors configured to execute 
the program instructions to cause the one or more processors 
to perform operations comprising one or more aspects of the 
above- and / or below - described embodiments ( including one 
or more aspects of the appended claims ) . 
[ 0022 ] In various embodiments , computer - implemented 
methods are disclosed in which , by one or more processors 
executing program instructions , one or more aspects of the 
above- and / or below - described embodiments ( including one 
or more aspects of the appended claims ) are implemented 
and / or performed . 
[ 0023 ] In various embodiments , computer program prod 
ucts comprising a computer readable storage medium are 
disclosed , wherein the computer readable storage medium 
has program instructions embodied therewith , the program 
instructions executable by one or more processors to cause 
the one or more processors to perform operations compris 
ing one or more aspects of the above- and / or below - de 
scribed embodiments ( including one or more aspects of the 
appended claims ) . 

based database system for loading into an ontology - based 
database for further processing . 
[ 0028 ] FIG . 5 is a block diagram illustrating a computer 
system to perform cleaning and preparing data of a large 
data set . 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 6 is an example user interface for cleaning and 
preparing data . 
[ 0030 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart illustrating an example pro 
cess and examples of corresponding information displayed 
on a user interface . 
[ 0031 ] FIG . 8 illustrates an example of functionality relat 
ing to selecting a column of tabular data to display and some 
examples of certain displayed results and an example of 
corresponding structure and modules to accomplish the 
functionality . 
[ 0032 ] FIG . 9 illustrates an example of functionality relat 
ing to selecting information in data fields to modify , modi 
fying the values and making a log of the actions used to 
modify the data . 
[ 0033 ] FIG . 10 is a flowchart illustrating an example 
process for cleaning and / or preparing data . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Overview 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0024 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an example of a schematic of an 
overview of an embodiment of a system for accessing stored 
data that is representable in tabular format , displaying at 
least a portion of the accessed stored data , reviewing the data 
to determine modifications to make to at least some values 
in data fields , and storing a log of the modifications . 
[ 0025 ] FIG . 2 illustrates an example of data arranged in a 
tabular ( or data table ) structure that may be used in the 
system illustrated in FIG . 1 . 
[ 0026 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an example of a full data set ( that 
may include tens of millions of rows of data ) stored on a 
memory component and the data subset ( which is a portion 
of the first full data set and includes tens of thousands of 
rows of data ) that may be communicated over a network to 
the data preparing and cleaning system for determining the 
cleaning and preparing operations that will be used to clean 
and prepare the full data set . 
[ 0027 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an embodiment where a system is 
used to prepare and clean a full data set , and then the 
cleaned / prepared full data set is provided to an ontology 

[ 0034 ] Large data sets representable in tabular form may 
have dozens , or even hundreds , of columns and millions or 
hundreds of millions ( or more ) of rows of data . Often , the 
generation of the data set involves receiving information that 
was entered into many different computers by a many people 
( e.g. , thousands , tens of thousands , or millions ) . Not sur 
prisingly , such data sets include errors , for example , mis 
spelled words , erroneous white spaces , incorrect placement 
of punctuation , incorrect data types , duplicate information 
( e.g. , double entry ) , and inconsistent information . 
[ 0035 ] At least due to the sheer size of the data set , 
manually correcting all of the errors in the data set is 
effectively an impossible task . Even if the errors could be 
identified , manually correcting all the errors would be 
extremely time - consuming , and overburden resources for 
data sets containing hundreds of millions of rows of data . 
However , if the data is not corrected , thousands of errors 
could occur during subsequent processing of the data , which 
would slow down or stop the processing , and it could also 
result discarding important data due to its inconsistencies . In 
addition , even if one large data set is corrected , second large 
data set will have similar problems and manual corrections 
would again be required to each incorrect data field . 
[ 0036 ] Auser interface - based software tool for cleaning or 
preparing tabular data for further analysis . A used in refer 
ence to this functionality , " cleaning ” and “ preparing " are 
broad terms that individually and collectively refer , for 
example , to ( i ) correcting values of data fields , and ( ii ) 
otherwise manipulating or changing values of data fields , 
( iii ) removing or adding data fields , row , or columns , and 
( iv ) manipulating rows and columns to serve future use of 
the data , for example analysis , joining , visualization , or 
presentation . The software tool includes pre - analysis of data 
in a data set in response to selection of a column of tabular 
data . The pre - analysis depends on a type of data of the 
column . The functionalities of the software tool enable rapid 
implementation of cleaning or preparing operations as 
defined in the pre - analysis . 
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[ 0037 ] The software tool can further include functions for 
various modifications to the data . All changes made to the 
tabular data and tracked , and the software tool may apply 
similar changes to other data sets . For example , the tool can 
first create changes that are made while reviewing a repre 
sentative portion of the large data set ( that may have millions 
or hundreds of millions of rows of data ) . Such changes may 
include , for example , one or more of removing whitespace , 
changing data types , changing " periods ” to “ commas ” or 
vice versa , finding and replacing certain data , and the like , 
and these changes are saved . Then , similar changes may be 
applied to the large data set , or another data set . Additional 
functionality includes the ability for the user to traverse back 
through the changes that have been made to start a new 
thread of changes , or to perform new analysis . 

Terms 

[ 0038 ] In order to facilitate an understanding of the sys 
tems and methods discussed herein , a number of terms are 
defined below . The terms defined below , as well as other 
terms used herein , should be construed to include the 
provided definitions , the ordinary and customary meaning of 
the terms , and / or any other implied meaning for the respec 
tive terms . Thus , the definitions below do not limit the 
meaning of these terms , but only provide exemplary defi 
nitions . 
[ 0039 ] Ontology : Stored information that provides a data 
model for storage of data in one or more databases . For 
example , the stored data may comprise definitions for object 
types and property types for data in a database , and how 
objects and properties may be related . 
[ 0040 ] Data Store : Any computer readable storage 
medium , component , and / or device ( or collection of data 
storage mediums and / or devices ) . Examples of data stores 
include , but are not limited to , optical disks ( e.g. , CD - ROM , 
DVD - ROM , etc. ) , magnetic disks ( e.g. , hard disks , floppy 
disks , etc. ) , memory circuits ( e.g. , solid state drives , ran 
dom - access memory ( RAM ) , etc. ) , and / or the like . Another 
example of a data store is a hosted storage environment that 
includes a collection of physical data storage devices that 
may be remotely accessible and may be rapidly provisioned 
as needed ( commonly referred to as “ cloud ” storage ) . 
[ 0041 ] Database : Any data structure ( and / or combinations 
of multiple data structures ) for storing and / or organizing 
data , including , but not limited to , relational databases ( e.g. , 
Oracle databases , MySQL databases , etc. ) , non - relational 
databases ( e.g. , NoSQL databases , etc. ) , in - memory data 
bases , spreadsheets , as comma separated values ( CSV ) files , 
eXtendible markup language ( XML ) files , TeXT ( TXT ) 
files , flat files , spreadsheet files , and / or any other widely 
used or proprietary format for data storage . Databases are 
typically stored in one or more data stores . Accordingly , 
each database referred to herein ( e.g. , in the description 
herein and / or the figures of the present application ) is to be 
understood as being stored in one or more data stores . 
( 0042 ] Data Object or Object : A data container for infor 
mation representing specific things in the world that have a 
number of definable properties . For example , a data object 
can represent an entity such as a batch ( see below ) , a sensor , 
a person , a place , an organization , a market instrument , or 
other noun . A data object can represent an event or a group 
of events that happens at a point in time or for a duration . A 
data object can represent a document or other unstructured 
data source such as an e - mail message , a news report , or a 

written paper or article . Each data object may be associated 
with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data 
object . The object's attributes ( e.g. metadata about the 
object ) may be represented in one or more properties . 
[ 0043 ] Object Type : Type of a data object ( e.g. , Batch 
Type , Sensor Type , Person , Event , or Document ) . Object 
types may be defined by an ontology and may be modified 
or updated to include additional object types . An object 
definition ( e.g. , in an ontology ) may include how the object 
is related to other objects , such as being a sub - object type of 
another object type ( e.g. , a particular batch type can be 
associated with one or more other sensor types , or an agent 
may be a sub - object type of a person object type ) , and the 
properties the object type may have . 
[ 0044 ] Properties : Attributes of a data object that represent 
individual data items . At a minimum , each property of a data 
object has a property type and a value or values . 
[ 0045 ] Property Type : The type of data a property is , such 
as a string , an integer , or a double . Property types may 
include complex property types . 
[ 0046 ] Property Value : The value associated with a prop 
erty , which is of the type indicated in the property type 
associated with the property . A property may have multiple 
values . 
[ 0047 ] Cleaning : As used herein , “ cleaning ” is a broad 
term that refers to changing information or a value , that is in 
data fields , to put the information or value in a proper ( e.g. , 
expected ) condition for subsequent processing . For 
example , changing information that is in a data field to 
correct an error in the information , such as changing the 
information to be of an expected format , length , case , or 
contain certain alphanumeric characters or symbols . In one 
example , in a data field that contains ( as the information ) an 
email address an “ @ ” symbol may be expected and if such 
a symbol is not present , the information in the data field can 
be changed to reflect a proper email address , or the infor 
mation may be deleted . In another example , if only lower 
case alphanumeric characters are expected in a data field , but 
in the data field are uppercase alphanumeric characters due 
to improper entry of the information , the information in the 
data field can be “ cleaned ” by changing the uppercase 
alphanumeric characters to lowercase alphanumeric charac 
ters . In another example , if the information in a data field is 
expected to be of a certain length ( e.g. , a certain number of 
alphanumeric characters ) and more or less of the merit 
characters are found in the data field , the information may be 
changed to then reflect the correct number of alphanumeric 
characters , and thus be deemed “ cleaned . ” 
[ 0048 ] Preparing : As used herein , " preparing " is a broad 
term that refers to changing information or a value that is a 
data field to put the information or value in a desired 
condition for subsequent processing . In some cases , infor 
mation in a data field may not be incorrect per se ( for 
example , be of the wrong case , length , be misspelled , wrong 
alphanumeric character type , etc. ) but a user may want to 
change the information in certain data fields to be more 
consistent , or normalize the data to use certain terminology , 
for example based on the subsequent use of the data . In one 
example , where users entered information relating to road 
ways , different terms such as “ road , ” “ highway , ” “ drive , ” 
“ street , ” “ avenue , " and the like may have been properly 
entered , but subsequently a user wants to designate all of 
such items information as a " road ” for a certain application 
or use of the data , and thus the information may be “ pre 
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pared ” by selecting all the data fields with such terms as 
" road , ” “ highway , ” “ drive , " " street , ” and “ avenue ” and 
setting all of the selected data fields to include the informa 
tion “ road . ” “ Preparing ” and “ cleaning ” as used herein , may 
be used interchangeably as they both refer to changing 
information or values that is in data fields to prepare the 
information for additional or subsequent processing . 
[ 0049 ] Link : A connection between two data objects , 
based on , for example , a relationship , an event , and / or 
matching properties . Links may be directional , such as one 
representing a payment from person A to B , or bidirectional . 
[ 0050 ] Link Set : Set of multiple links that are shared 
between two or more data objects . 
[ 0051 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an example of a schematic of an 
overview of an embodiment of a system 100 for accessing 
stored data that is representable in tabular format , displaying 
at least a portion of the accessed stored data , reviewing the 
data to determine modifications to make to at least some 
values in data fields , and storing a log of the modifications . 
In this example , the system 100 includes a data preparing 
and cleaning system 110 coupled to a memory component 
120 via a network 105. The data preparing and cleaning 
system 110 is also in communication with the display 130 . 
For ease of reference , examples of a data preparing and 
cleaning system 110 can be referred to herein as a “ data 
preparation system ” 110 . 
[ 0052 ] Some functionality that can be included in a data 
preparation system 110 is illustrated in the example of FIG . 
1. The data preparation and cleaning system 110 can access 
data sets , or large data sets , ( e.g. , first data set 121 , second 
data set 122 , Nth data set 123 ) that are stored in the memory 
component 120 , via the network 105. All operations of 
determining data metrics ( e.g. , using a data metrics engine 
114 ) , filtering ( e.g. , using a filtering engine 116 ) , and chang 
ing information in data fields ( e.g. , using change action tools 
118 ) are performed on an entire data set . 
[ 0053 ] A data set may include information that is repre 
sentable in a tabular format that includes a number of 
columns and numerous rows of data . In some examples , the 
number of rows may be tens of thousands , hundreds of 
thousands , millions , tens of millions , hundreds of millions , 
billions , or more . Such large ( or " full ” ) data sets may be 
unwieldy , if not impossible ( or nearly so ) , to efficiently 
analyze the information contained therein , determine errors 
in the information , and / or such that it will be more suitable 
for subsequent processing of the large data set . 
[ 0054 ] The data preparation and cleaning system 110 may 
also include a data metrics engine 114 which is configured 
to generate certain types of metrics ( or " data metrics " ) of 
information in data fields that can be selected during pro 
cessing . The data metrics are designed to provide a user 
detailed insight of the types of information that is contained 
in the data fields . For example , a column of the data 134 that 
is displayed on display 130 may be selected by a user , and 
the data metrics engine 114 accesses information in the data 
fields of the selected column and prepares predetermined 
types of metrics on that information . The pre - determined 
types of metrics may include for example , for the data fields 
selected in the column , how many of data fields have 
information ( or values ) that are “ normal ” ( e.g. , not contain 
ing a null value or white space ) , are a null value , are empty , 
need to be trimmed ( e.g. , because they are the wrong length 
or have a leading or trailing space ) , are numbers , are 
alphanumeric characters , are uppercase characters , are low 

ercase characters , or are a mix of uppercase and lowercase 
characters . Additional predetermined types of metrics , or 
different pre - determined types of metrics , may also be 
calculated in different embodiments , and may in - part depend 
on the data being analyzed . In some embodiments , different 
data metrics are calculated based on the type of column 
selected . For example , if the data fields in a particular 
column are supposed to be include an email address , the data 
metrics may be configured to indicate how many of the rows 
do not include an “ @ ” symbol , thus indicating the informa 
tion is not an email address . In another example , if the data 
fields of a column include a telephone number in the United 
States , the data metrics may be configured to indicate how 
many fields have exactly five numbers , how many have 
exactly nine numbers , and many fields have either five or 
nine numbers , thus providing an indication to a user on some 
particular differences in the data . 
[ 0055 ] To determine these metrics , the data metrics engine 
114 may execute one or more sets of computer hardware 
processor - executable instructions , that may depend on what 
type of data field is selected . The determined metrics may be 
rendered on the display 130 in a data metrics sub - window 
136 of a user interface 132. Functionality of the data metrics 
engine 114 will be described in more detail in reference to 
FIGS . 6-10 . 
[ 0056 ] The data preparation and cleaning system 110 may 
also include a filtering engine 116 which is configured to 
" filter " information of the data to be displayed to a user in 
a data portion 134 of the user interface 132 , based on 
received input from a user . For example , once a column of 
data that is shown on display 130 has been selected by a user 
indicating that the data fields of the selected column are 
being considered for change to prepare the data field for 
subsequent processing , the filtering engine 116 may receive 
an input from a user to select for manipulation and / or display 
only the data fields of the selected column that meet certain 
criteria . For example only the data fields of the selected 
column that contain a certain word , alphanumeric character , 
symbol , or other commonality . A user may use the filtering 
engine 116 to review and analyze the information in the data 
fields of a selected column to determine if the information 
contains problems , inconsistencies , or errors , and needs to 
be modified . 
[ 0057 ] The data preparation and cleaning system 110 may 
also include change action tools 118 which allow a user to 
modify information in one or more of the data fields of the 
selected column . The change action tools 118 may include 
any number of tools ( functionality ) for finding and modify 
ing information in data fields , including for example a find 
and replace tool , a keep or rename tool , extract tool , a new 
value tool , and a map tool . Additional information on the 
functionality of the change action tools is discussed in 
reference to FIGS . 6 , 7 and 9 . 
[ 0058 ] The data preparation and cleaning system 110 also 
includes a computer memory component 113 that is config 
ured to store information indicating the types of changes that 
were made to the data set . The stored information of the 
changes is referred to herein as a “ change action log . ” In 
operation , a user may analyze the large data set and deter 
mine a number of changes that should be made to the large 
data set to clean or prepare the large data set for subsequent 
processing . In one example of a change , the change action 
log may indicate to change the information in a data field of 
a certain column of data to replace each instance of the word 
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" street " or " avenue ” with the word " road . ” In another 
example of a change , the change action log may indicate to 
change the information in a data field of certain column of 
data to only include lowercase letters , that is , if the infor 
mation contains an uppercase letter change it to a lowercase 
letter . In another example , a change may indicate to trim data 
fields containing ZIP codes of more than five numbers to just 
the first five numbers . The change action log does not 
include the actual changes that are made to information in 
each of the data fields . That is , the change action log is not 
a revised version of the large data set being evaluated . 
Instead , it is a log of the actions that are to be performed to 
change information in the data fields of the large data set to 
correct errors and inconsistencies , and to modify the infor 
mation in the data fields of the large data set to be more 
suitable for subsequent processing , as determined by the 
user performing the evaluation . Thus , the change action log 
can be used to implement changes to the large data set . Also , 
a change action log that was generated based on a first large 
data set may be used to implement changes in the informa 
tion of a second large data set that may need the same type 
of changes . 
[ 0059 ] FIG . 2 illustrates one example of on embodiment 
of data that can be cleaned and prepared using the system 
illustrated in FIG . 1. In other embodiments , other suitable 
arrangements of the data are also possible . The data illus 
trated in FIG . 2 is arranged in a tabular ( or data table ) 
structure 200 that may be used in the system illustrated in 
FIG . 1. In a tabular data arrangement , the data is arranged in 
a number of rows and columns . Every row of the data set has 
the same set of column headers . For data integrity , tabular 
data should not have “ ragged rows ” that is , rows that are 
lacking information for particular column . Typically , if any 
row is lacking information for a particular column , a “ miss 
ing " value may be stored in that cell , which in some 
embodiments may be , for example , a null value , a space , or 
some other value that will be recognized as indicating the 
value is missing ( i.e. , a value that is not normally a value 
indicative of data for that column ) . 
[ 0060 ] The tabular data illustrated in FIG . 2 includes a 
number of columns 204 and a number of rows 208. Each of 
the columns 204 includes a data field 206 corresponding to 
each row 208. A full data set may include millions or more 
of rows . Displayed data may still include all of the columns 
204 but only a portion of the rows 208. This description is 
provided for the purpose of providing an example of a data 
set and is not intended to limit the arrangement of data to a 
tabular data model . 
[ 0061 ] FIG . 3 illustrates one example of a full data set 121 
stored on a memory component 120 and a data 305 of the 
data set 121 that may be communicated over a network 105 
to the data preparing and cleaning system 110 for determin 
ing the cleaning and preparing operations that will be used 
to clean and prepare the full data set 121. The full data set 
121 is arranged in tabular form , and includes columns 204 
and rows 210. In this example , the full data set 121 includes 
57,211,099 rows of data . All of the rows 310 in the data 305 
are rows in the full data set 121 . 
[ 0062 ] Advantageously , the present disclosure allows 
users to interact and analyze electronic data in a more 
analytically useful way . Graphical user interfaces ( for 
example , as described in reference to FIG . 6 ) provide data 
metrics and allow a user to visualize and determine other 
wise difficult to define relationships and patterns between 

data . In the example of a system performing numerous 
operations for cleaning and preparing a data set for further 
processing , a graphical user interface can display portions of 
the data set , provide metrics describing the information in 
data fields of the data set , filter the data set to display 
portions of the data set , and modify the information in the 
data set to correct errors , remove inconsistencies , and oth 
erwise prepare the data for further processing or analysis . 
This allows a user , through the user interface , to quickly and 
easily review and modify data . The present disclosure allows 
for easier comparison of data input inconsistently by a 
number of different people . The present disclosure also 
allows faster analysis of data sets by allowing quick and 
accurate access to selected portions of the data sets . Without 
using the present disclosure , quickly selecting , displaying , 
and analyzing large data sets , and cleaning and preparing the 
large data sets for subsequent processing , would be virtually 
impossible given the size and diversity of many users 
present databases , ( e.g. excel spreadsheets , emails , and word 
documents ) . 
[ 0063 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an embodiment where a system 
400 used to prepare and clean a full data set , and then the 
cleaned / prepared full data set is provided to an ontology 
based database system for loading into an ontology - based 
database for further processing . As illustrated in FIG . 4 , the 
system 400 includes the memory component 120 , the data 
preparing and cleaning system 110 , and the display 130 
illustrated and described in reference to FIG . 1. The memory 
component 120 communicates with the data preparing and 
cleaning system 110 via network 105 , for example , to 
provide the data preparing and cleaning system 110 with 
information of the data set . 
[ 0064 ] The data preparing and cleaning system 110 deter 
mines operations to clean and prepare a data set ( for 
example , first data set 121 ) , the data set can be cleaned and 
prepared in accordance with the operations that were saved 
in the change action log 113. As result of the data preparing 
and cleaning operations , the integrity of the data set should 
be at a high level ( for example , it should contain no data 
errors / inconsistencies , or nearly no errors / inconsistencies ) . 
In some examples , the cleaned and prepared full data set can 
then be provided via network 105 2 and ontology - based 
database system 410 where the information in the full data 
set can be stored in an ontology - based database 409 for 
further processing . 
[ 0065 ] In one embodiment , a body of data is conceptually 
structured according to an object - centric data model repre 
sented by ontology 405. The conceptual data model is 
independent of any particular database used for durably 
storing one or more database ( s ) 409 based on the ontology 
405. For example , each object of the conceptual data model 
may correspond to one or more rows in a relational database 
or an entry in Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
( LDAP ) database , or any combination of one or more 
databases . An ontology 405 may include stored information 
providing a data model for storage of data in the database 4 . 
The ontology 405 may be defined by one or more object 
types , which may each be associated with one or more 
property types . At the highest level of abstraction , data 
object 401 is a container for information representing things 
in the world . For example , data object 401 can represent an 
entity such as a person , a place , an organization , a market 
instrument , or other noun . Data object 401 can represent an 
event that happens at a point in time or for a duration . Data 
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implement a user interface as illustrated in FIG . 6 , calculate 
data metrics , allow a user to filter data and change data in 
data sets , and store information indicting the operations 
performed to clean and / or prepare data to a log as described 
in FIGS . 1 and 6-10 , the data being stored in some examples 
in data objects as defined by an ontology , as described in 
reference to FIGS . 2-4 . 
[ 0070 ) Computer system 500 further includes a read only 
memory ( ROM ) 508 or other static storage device coupled 
to bus 502 for storing static information and instructions for 
processor 504. A storage device 510 , such as a magnetic 
disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash drive ) , etc. , is 
provided and coupled to bus 502 for storing information and 
instructions . 
[ 0071 ) Computer system 500 may be coupled via bus 502 
to a display 512 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or LCD 
display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to a 
computer user . An input device 514 , including alphanumeric 
and other keys , is coupled to bus 502 for communicating 
information and command selections to processor 504 . 
Another type of user input device is cursor control 516 , such 
as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for com 
municating direction information and command selections 
to processor 504 and for controlling cursor movement on 
display 512. This input device typically has two degrees of 
freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis 
( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
cursor . 

object 401 can represent a document or other unstructured 
data source such as an e - mail message , a news report , or a 
written paper or article . Each data object 401 is associated 
with a unique identifier that uniquely identifies the data 
object within the database system . 
[ 0066 ] Different types of data objects may have different 
property types . Each property 403 as represented by data in 
the database system 410 may have a property type defined 
by the ontology 405 used by the database 409. Objects may 
be instantiated in the database 409 in accordance with the 
corresponding object definition for the particular object in 
the ontology 405. Each link 202 represents a connection 
between two data objects 201. In one embodiment , the 
connection is either through a relationship , an event , or 
through matching properties . A relationship connection may 
be asymmetrical or symmetrical . In one embodiment , when 
two data objects are connected by an event , they may also 
be connected by relationships , in which each data object has 
a specific relationship to the event . Each data object 401 can 
have multiple links with another data object 401 to form a 
link set 404. Each link 202 as represented by data in a 
database may have a link type defined by the database 
ontology used by the database . 
[ 0067 ] Advantageously , use of a dynamic ontology may 
allow a user to take advantage of an ontological data model , 
while not constraining himself or herself to a hard - coded 
ontology . Hard - coded ontologies can be overly simple ( i.e. , 
lacking detailed semantic properties , making classification 
difficult but limiting analysis ) or overly complex ( i.e. , hav 
ing overly detailed semantic properties , making classifica 
tion difficult ) . Use of a dynamic ontology can allow a user 
to define the desired level of semantic granularity , making 
dynamic ontologies suitable for a plurality of different and 
diverse uses ( e.g. , fraud prevention , cyber security , govern 
mental applications , capital markets , etc. ) . Using a data 
preparing and cleaning system prior to importing data into 
an ontology - based database system provides the advantages 
of the dynamic ontology with the assurance that the data 
input is consistent , has no or minimal errors , and / or has been 
preprocessed in accordance with certain data analysis crite 
ria to place the input data in better condition for further 
analysis . 
[ 0068 ] FIG . 5 is a block diagram that illustrates a com 
puter system 500 upon which various embodiments may be 
implemented . That is , in various examples , the data prepa 
ration and cleaning system 110 may be implemented as 
computer system 500. Computer system 500 includes a bus 
502 or other communication mechanism for communicating 
information , and a hardware processor , or multiple proces 
sors , 504 coupled with bus 502 for processing information . 
Hardware processor ( s ) 504 may be , for example , one or 
more general purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0069 ] Computer system 500 also includes a main 
memory 506 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
502 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 504. Main memory 506 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 504. Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 504 , render computer system 
500 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . The 
main memory 506 may , for example , include instructions to 

[ 0072 ] Computing system 500 may include a user inter 
face module to implement a GUI that may be stored in a 
mass storage device as computer executable program 
instructions that are executed by the computing device ( s ) . 
Computer system 500 may further , as described below , 
implement the techniques described herein using custom 
ized hard - wired logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , 
firmware and / or program logic which in combination with 
the computer system causes or programs computer system 
500 to be a special - purpose machine . According to one 
embodiment , the techniques herein are performed by com 
puter system 500 in response to processor ( s ) 504 executing 
one or more sequences of one or more computer readable 
program instructions contained in main memory 506. Such 
instructions may be read into main memory 506 from 
another storage medium , such as storage device 510. Execu 
tion of the sequences of instructions contained in main 
memory 506 causes processor ( s ) 504 to perform the process 
steps described herein . In alternative embodiments , hard 
wired circuitry may be used in place of or in combination 
with software instructions . 
[ 0073 ] Various forms of computer readable storage media 
may be involved in carrying one or more sequences of one 
or more computer readable program instructions to proces 
sor 504 for execution . For example , the instructions may 
initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state drive of 
a remote computer . The remote computer can load the 
instructions into its dynamic memory and send the instruc 
tions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem local 
to computer system 500 can receive the data on the tele 
phone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
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circuitry can place the data on bus 502. Bus 502 carries the 
data to main memory 506 , from which processor 504 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 506 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 510 either before or after execution by 
processor 504 . 
[ 0074 ) Computer system 500 also includes a communica 
tion interface 518 coupled to bus 502. Communication 
interface 518 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to a network link 520 that is connected to a local 
network 522. For example , communication interface 518 
may be an integrated services digital network ( ISDN ) card , 
cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to provide a data 
communication connection to a corresponding type of tele 
phone line . As another example , communication interface 
518 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card to provide a 
data communication connection to a compatible LAN ( or 
WAN component to communicate with a WAN ) . Wireless 
links may also be implemented . In any such implementation , 
communication interface 518 sends and receives electrical , 
electromagnetic or optical signals that carry digital data 
streams representing various types of information . 
[ 0075 ] Network link 520 typically provides data commu 
nication through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , network link 520 may provide a connection 
through local network 522 to a host computer 524 or to data 
equipment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) 
526. ISP 526 in turn provides data communication services 
through the world wide packet data communication network 

mmonly referred to as the “ Internet ” 528. Local 
network 522 and Internet 528 both use electrical , electro 
magnetic or optical signals that carry digital data streams . 
The signals through the various networks and the signals on 
network link 520 and through communication interface 518 , 
which carry the digital data to and from computer system 
500 , are example forms of transmission media . 
[ 0076 ] Computer system 500 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link 520 and communication interface 518. In 
the Internet example , a server 530 might transmit 
requested code for an application program through Internet 
528 , ISP 526 , local network 522 and communication inter 
face 518. The received code may be executed by processor 
504 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 510 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0077 ] Accordingly , in some embodiments , of the com 
puter system 500 , the computer system comprises a first 
non - transitory computer storage medium storage device 510 
configured to at least access a first data set representable in 
a tabular rows and columns format , cause presentation of a 
data on a display device , the data being a portion of the first 
data set , the presentation of the data including a plurality of 
columns of data , each of the columns of data having data 
fields including data field information , receive user input 
identifying a column of the data , determine data field 
information to modify for at least some of the data fields of 
the identified column , generate and cause display of an 
indication of a proposed change action to modify the deter 
mined data field information , and in response to a user input 
indicating a selection of the indication of the proposed 
change action , cause update of the presentation of the data 
based on the change action to modify data field information 
in data fields of the identified column of the data and store 
a log of each change action . 

[ 0078 ] Various embodiments of the present disclosure 
may be a system , a method , and / or a computer program 
product at any possible technical detail level of integration . 
The computer program product may include a computer 
readable storage medium ( or mediums ) having computer 
readable program instructions thereon for causing a proces 
sor to carry out aspects of the present disclosure . For 
example , the functionality described herein may be per 
formed as software instructions are executed by , and / or in 
response to software instructions being executed by , one or 
more hardware processors and / or any other suitable com 
puting devices . The software instructions and / or other 
executable code may be read from a computer readable 
storage medium ( or mediums ) . 
[ 0079 ] The computer readable storage medium can be a 
tangible device that can retain and store data and / or instruc 
tions for use by an instruction execution device . The com 
puter readable storage medium may be , for example , but is 
not limited to , an electronic storage device ( including any 
volatile and / or non - volatile electronic storage devices ) , a 
magnetic storage device , an optical storage device , an elec 
tromagnetic storage device , a semiconductor storage device , 
or any suitable combination of the foregoing . A non - exhaus 
tive list of more specific examples of the computer readable 
storage medium includes the following : a portable computer 
diskette , a hard disk , a solid state drive , a random access 
memory ( RAM ) , a read - only memory ( ROM ) , an erasable 
programmable read - only memory ( EPROM or Flash 
memory ) , a static random access memory ( SRAM ) , por 
table compact disc read - only memory ( CD - ROM ) , a digital 
versatile disk ( DVD ) , a memory stick , a floppy disk , a 
mechanically encoded device such as punch - cards or raised 
structures in a groove having instructions recorded thereon , 
and any suitable combination of the foregoing . A computer 
readable storage medium , as used herein , is not to be 
construed as being transitory signals per se , such as radio 
waves or other freely propagating electromagnetic waves , 
electromagnetic waves propagating through a waveguide or 
other transmission media ( e.g. , light pulses passing through 
a fiber - optic cable ) , or electrical signals transmitted through 
a wire . 
[ 0080 ] Computer readable program instructions described 
herein can be downloaded to respective computing / process 
ing devices from a computer readable storage medium or to 
an external computer or external storage device via a net 
work , for example , the Internet , a local area network , a wide 
area network and / or a wireless network . The network may 
comprise copper transmission cables , optical transmission 
fibers , wireless transmission , routers , firewalls , switches , 
gateway computers and / or edge servers . A network adapter 
card or network interface in each computing / processing 
device receives computer readable program instructions 
from the network and forwards the computer readable 
program instructions for storage in a computer readable 
storage medium within the respective computing / processing 
device . 
[ 0081 ] Computer readable program instructions ( as also 
referred to herein as , for example , " code , ” “ instructions , ” 
" module , " " application , " " software application , " and / or the 
like ) for carrying out operations of the present disclosure 
may be assembler instructions , instruction - set - architecture 
( ISA ) instructions , machine instructions , machine dependent 
instructions , microcode , firmware instructions , state - setting 
data , configuration data for integrated circuitry , or either 
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source code or object code written in any combination of one 
or more programming languages , including an object ori 
ented programming language such as Smalltalk , C ++ , or the 
like , and procedural programming languages , such as the 
“ C ” programming language or similar programming lan 
guages . Computer readable program instructions may be 
callable from other instructions or from itself , and / or may be 
invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . Com 
puter readable program instructions configured for execu 
tion on computing devices may be provided on a computer 
readable storage medium , and / or as a digital download ( and 
may be originally stored in a compressed or installable 
format that requires installation , decompression or decryp 
tion prior to execution ) that may then be stored on a 
computer readable storage medium . Such computer readable 
program instructions may be stored , partially or fully , on a 
memory device ( e.g. , a computer readable storage medium ) 
of the executing computing device , for execution by the 
computing device . The computer readable program instruc 
tions may execute entirely on a user's computer ( e.g. , the 
executing computing device ) , partly on the user's computer , 
as a stand - alone software package , partly on the user's 
computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely on the 
remote computer or server . In the latter scenario , the remote 
computer may be connected to the user's computer through 
any type of network , including a local area network ( LAN ) 
or a wide area network ( WAN ) , or the connection may be 
made to an external computer ( for example , through the 
Internet using an Internet Service Provider ) . In some 
embodiments , electronic circuitry including , for example , 
programmable logic circuitry , field - programmable gate 
arrays ( FPGA ) , or programmable logic arrays ( PLA ) may 
execute the computer readable program instructions by 
utilizing state information of the computer readable program 
instructions to personalize the electronic circuitry , in order to 
perform aspects of the present disclosure . 
[ 0082 ] Aspects of the present disclosure are described 
herein with reference to flowchart illustrations and / or block 
diagrams of methods , apparatus ( systems ) , and computer 
program products according to embodiments of the disclo 
sure . It will be understood that each block of the flowchart 
illustrations and / or block diagrams , and combinations of 
blocks in the flowchart illustrations and / or block diagrams , 
can be implemented by computer readable program instruc 
tions . 
[ 0083 ] These computer readable program instructions may 
be provided to a processor of a general purpose computer , 
special purpose computer , or other programmable data pro 
cessing apparatus to produce a machine , such that the 
instruction which execute via the processor of the com 
puter or other programmable data processing apparatus , 
create means for implementing the functions / acts specified 
in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . These 
computer readable program instructions may also be stored 
in a computer readable storage medium that can direct a 
computer , a programmable data processing apparatus , and / 
or other devices to function in a particular manner , such that 
the computer readable storage medium having instructions 
stored therein comprises an article of manufacture including 
instructions which implement aspects of the function / act 
specified in the flowchart ( s ) and / or block diagram ( s ) block 
or blocks . 
[ 0084 ] The computer readable program instructions may 
also be loaded onto a computer , other programmable data 

processing apparatus , or other device to cause a series of 
operational steps to be performed on the computer , other 
programmable apparatus or other device to produce a com 
puter implemented process , such that the instructions which 
execute on the computer , other programmable apparatus , or 
other device implement the functions / acts specified in the 
flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks . For 
example , the instructions may initially be carried on a 
magnetic disk or solid state drive of a remote computer . The 
remote computer may load the instructions and / or modules 
into its dynamic memory and send the instructions over a 
telephone , cable , or optical line using a modem . A modem 
local to a server computing system may receive the data on 
the telephone / cable / optical line and use a converter device 
including the appropriate circuitry to place the data on a bus . 
The bus may carry the data to a memory , from which a 
processor may retrieve and execute the instructions . The 
instructions received by the memory may optionally be 
stored on a storage device ( e.g. , a solid state drive ) either 
before or after execution by the computer processor . 
[ 0085 ] The flowchart and block diagrams in the Figures 
illustrate the architecture , functionality , and operation of 
possible implementations of systems , methods , and com 
puter program products according to various embodiments 
of the present disclosure . In this regard , each block in the 
flowchart or block diagrams may represent a module , seg 
ment , or portion of instructions , which comprises one or 
more executable instructions for implementing the specified 
logical function ( s ) . In some alternative implementations , the 
functions noted in the blocks may occur out of the order 
noted in the Figures . For example , two blocks shown in 
succession may , in fact , be executed substantially concur 
rently , or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the 
reverse order , depending upon the functionality involved . In 
addition , certain blocks may be omitted in some implemen 
tations . The methods and processes described herein are also 
not limited to any particular sequence , and the blocks or 
states relating thereto can be performed in other sequences 
that are appropriate . 
[ 0086 ] It will also be noted that each block of the block 
diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , and combinations of 
blocks in the block diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , 
can be implemented by special purpose hardware - based 
systems that perform the specified functions or acts or carry 
out combinations of special purpose hardware and computer 
instructions . For example , any of the processes , methods , 
algorithms , elements , blocks , applications , or other func 
tionality ( or portions of functionality ) described in the 
preceding sections may be embodied in , and / or fully or 
partially automated via , electronic hardware such applica 
tion - specific processors ( e.g. , application - specific integrated 
circuits ( ASICs ) ) , programmable processors ( e.g. , field pro 
grammable gate arrays ( FPGAs ) ) , application - specific cir 
cuitry , and / or the like ( any of which may also combine 
custom hard - wired logic , logic circuits , ASICs , FPGAs , etc. 
with custom programming / execution of software instruc 
tions to accomplish the techniques ) . 
[ 0087 ] Any of the above - mentioned processors , and / or 
devices incorporating any of the above - mentioned proces 
sors , may be referred to herein as , for example , " computers , " 
" computer devices , " " computing devices , ” “ hardware com 
puting devices , ” “ hardware processors , ” “ processing units , " 
and / or the like . Computing devices of the above - embodi 
ments may generally ( but not necessarily ) be controlled 
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and / or coordinated by operating system software , such as 
Mac OS , iOS , Android , Chrome OS , Windows OS ( e.g. , 
Windows XP , Windows Vista , Windows 7 , Windows 8 , 
Windows 10 , Windows Server , etc. ) , Windows CE , Unix , 
Linux , SunOS , Solaris , Blackberry OS , VxWorks , or other 
suitable operating systems . In other embodiments , the com 
puting devices may be controlled by a proprietary operating 
system . Conventional operating systems control and sched 
ule computer processes for execution , perform memory 
management , provide file system , networking , I / O services , 
and provide a user interface functionality , such as a graphi 
cal user interface ( “ GUI ” ) , among other things . 
[ 0088 ] FIG . 6 is an example user interface 600 for clean 
ing and preparing information in a large data set for subse 
quent processing by generating a change action log that 
includes information of changes to be made on the large data 
set . In this example , user interface 600 is displaying data in 
a tabular format that includes a number of columns 604 and 
a number of rows 608 on an upper portion of the user fit 
interface 600. Each of the columns 604 includes a data field 
606 corresponding to each row 608. Even though the data is 
only a portion of a larger data set , typically the data will still 
include a plurality of columns and hundreds or thousands of 
rows , such that the user interface 600 cannot display all of 
the data fields 606 , and therefore some of the rows ( and 
perhaps only some of the columns ) are displayed at any one 
time . 
[ 0089 ] The user interface 600 in FIG . 6 is configured such 
that when a user selects a portion of the data set , for 
example , a column 60 a plurality data metrics 610 are 
generated for the information in the data fields of the 
selected portion ( e.g. , the selected column ) . The plurality of 
data metrics 610 can include predetermined queries to 
provide to a user insight on the information that is in the data 
fields . Thus , the data metrics are designed to provide infor 
mation that a user may find interesting to help a user find and 
correct errors or inconsistencies in the data set . When data 
is selected , predetermined queries are run on the selected 
data . As a user makes changes to data , the data metrics can 
be run again to show the results of the changes . For example , 
if the data metrics first indicate extra spaces in a number of 
data fields , as these fields are identified and changed to 
remove the extras spaces , the data metrics 610 are re 
calculated such that the user can see the results of the 
changes , and thus help the user determine if there is addi 
tional work to do . In some examples , the data metrics that 
are generated can be predetermined based on the type of data 
fields that are in the selected column . In an embodiment , the 
data preparation and cleaning system 110 is configured to 
apply rules to automatically detect potential data quality 
issues . For example , common incorrect spelling of certain 
words , or a data entry error where one word is often used 
instead of the correct word . To facilitate correcting these 
issues , a portion of a user interface can display suggested 
fixes . FIG . 6 illustrates an example of displaying suggested 
fixes 635 in interface 600 , along with a list of the fixes 637 , 
e.g. , FIX 1 , FIX 2. To easily make the suggested correction , 
a user can provide an input to the interface 600 by selecting 
one or more of the suggested fixes . Once the input is 
received , the data preparation and cleaning system 110 can 
document to make the suggested correction to the data by 
including information , relating to the selected one or more 
fixes , in the change action log 113. In an embodiment , the 
fixes on the list are displayed with a color indicator and / or 

an icon , so they are more visible to the user and highlight 
determined importance . In some embodiments , more than 
one color indicator and / or icon are used . In some embodi 
ments , different colors are used to indicate to the user a 
priority , or likelihood , that the change is desirable ( e.g. , 
pink = most strongly suggested change , green = strongly sug 
gested change , yellow = suggested change , etc. ) . In some 
embodiments , different icons are displayed to indicate to a 
user a priority , or likelihood , that the change is desirable . 
[ 0090 ] In this example , data metrics are generated to show 
the number of various characteristics of the data fields of the 
selected column . For example , FIG . 6 illustrates the user 
interface 600 displays the following data metrics 610 : NOR 
MAL ( not containing a null value or a “ white space ” ( no 
value ) , NULL ( containing a null value ) , EMPTY ( only 
containing white space ) , NEED TRIM ( information in data 
field needs to shortened , e.g. , because it contains a leading 
or trailing white space , or because it is too long — for 
example , trimming nine digit zip codes to 5 digit zip codes ) , 
NUM ( contains all numbers ) , NUM_ALPHA ( contains 
numbers and alpha - numeric characters ) , UPPER_CASE 
( contains all upper case letters ) , LOWER_CASE ( contains 
all lower case letters , and MIXED_CASE ( contains at least 
one upper case letter and one lower case letter ) . The data 
metrics 610 are displayed and updated as a user analyzes and 
modifies the data to help alert the user of characteristics of 
data fields in the selected column that may warrant further 
attention and change . In one example illustrated in FIG . 6 , 
if the data fields in the selected column are supposed to be 
all lowercase , the data metrics indicating 5847 data fields 
being all uppercase and 48 data fields being mixed case 
provide an indication to the user that the case of information 
in a certain number of data fields needs to be changed . 
[ 0091 ] The user interface 600 also illustrates length met 
rics 612 that are automatically calculated for the data fields 
in the selected column . For example , in this case there are 5 
data fields have a length of 9 , 9 data fields have a length of 
6 , 28 data fields to have a length of 7 , 1723 data fields that 
have a length of 8,406 data fields that have a length of 9 , etc. 
If the data fields should all be 8 , 9 , 10 or 11 characters long , 
displaying the length metrics allows a user to quickly 
determine that this is an area where the information in data 
fields needs to be modified . 
[ 0092 ] The user interface 600 illustrates a values window 
614 that is configured to show information in data fields that 
are of interest to the user during the current operation . For 
example , when a column is first selected the values 614 can 
show the information in a number of the data fields of the 
selected column ( e.g. , up to 10,000 of the most common 
values , by default ordered by count , or optionally by value , 
the idea being to provide to a user the most relevant values ) . 
Subsequently , if a user filters or focuses in on certain 
information in the data fields , or initiates one or more of the 
tools 615 , the displayed values 614 can show certain results 
of the filter or operations . In the user interface 600 illustrated 
in FIG . 6 , the tool buttons 615 allow filtering and operations 
on the selected data . In this example , the tools buttons 
include Add a Focus 616 , which provides pop - up menus of 
a number of filters , for example “ begins with [ values ] , ” 
" ends with [ values ] , " or " contains [ values ] . ” The tool but 
tons 615 also include Duplicate 618 , which duplicates a 
selected column , allowing modifications to the information 
of the duplicated column while keeping the original column 
data . The tool buttons 615 also includes Rename 620 , which 
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renames a column . The tool buttons 615 further include 
Change Type 622 , which changes the type of information in 
selected data fields . For example , the Change Type 622 tool 
may be configured to change data fields from a data type of 
a Boolean ( true or false ) , double ( fractional numbers ) , 
integer ( whole numbers ) , long ( large whole numbers ) , date 
( whole days ) , or timestamps ( instants in time ) to a data type 
of a Boolean ( true or false ) , double ( fractional numbers ) , 
integer ( whole numbers ) , long ( large whole numbers ) , date 
( whole days ) , string ( e.g. , numbers or characters ) , or time 
stamps ( instants in time ) . The tool buttons 615 also includes 
Delete 624 , which deletes a row or a column . In other 
example , other tools or different tool buttons 615 can be 
included on the user interface 600 . 

[ 0093 ] User interface 600 also shows some examples of 
change action tools 626 that are configured to modify or 
change information in data fields of the selected column . 
The change data tools 626 can operate on the entire data set , 
selected rows , or focused rows of the data set . The change 
data tools 626 can include a NEW VALUE tool configured 
to set the value of the selected data fields . The change data 
tools 626 can also include a FIND & REPLACE tool which 
is configured to find all the data fields in a selected column 
that contain certain information ( e.g. , a word or an alpha 
numeric character ) and replace it with other information 
entered by the user . The change data tools 626 also includes 
a MAP tool configured to change ( or map ) one or more data 
value to another data value . For example , change all data 
values " red delicious ” to “ apple . ” Activating the Map tool 
can cause a new user interface to pop - up which allows 
multiple entry of mappings to be performed in one map 
operation . The change data tools 626 also includes a keep or 
remove tool which is configured to strip out designated 
alpha - numeric characters , or keep designated alpha - numeric 
characters . 
[ 0094 ] The change data tools 626 also includes an 
EXTRACT tool which is as in index update tool which can 
be used to perform specific indexing of values to index , find 
and change ( “ index ” ) values in a data field . For example , the 
extract tool can be used to extract : a specified substring , a 
substring between certain values , a substring up to a certain 
value , keep a first word in a data field , keep a last word in 
a data field , rename a first word in a data field , rename a last 
word in a data field , or extract a regular expression . The 
change action tools 626 also includes a CONCATENATE 
tool which is configured to add a value ( s ) to values in a data 
field ( e.g. , add an “ s ” or the word " eyes ” to information in 
a data field . The CONATENATE tool is also used to join two 
columns together , for example , for each row join the data in 
a first column with the data in a second column . The change 
action tools 626 also includes a CONVERT CASE tool 
which is configured to change the case of values , e.g. , from 
lower case to upper case , or upper case to lower case . The 
change action tools 626 also includes a SPLIT tool which is 
configured to split a column into two columns which can be 
worked on separately . For example , a column that has 
information in the data fields that is split by a comma can be 
split into two columns , one column including the informa 
tion before the comma and one column including the infor 
mation after the comma . The change action tools 626 also 
includes an OBFUSCATE tool configured to mask sensitive 
values ( e.g. , for privacy or security reasons ) , while still 
allowing them to be analyzed . For example , it can either 
apply a hashing function ( e.g. , MD5 or SHA1 ) to the values , 

or masks a portion of the value ( e.g. , replacing all but the last 
4 digits of a credit card number with asterisks ) . This way the 
values can still be aggregated , or analyzed , by further 
users / systems without the full original values being visible . 
Use of obfuscating data is often required in finance / health 
environments , or in Europe due to the General Data Pro 
tection Regulation ( GDPR ) . The change data tools 626 also 
include an APPLY EXPRESSION tool that is configured to 
receive user input of custom queries or multi - call expres 
sions . 
[ 0095 ] The user interface 600 illustrated in FIG . 6 also 
includes a DATA SET CHANGES field 630 that can include 
a CHANGE VALUE fields 631 and MAP VALUE fields 
633. The CHANGE VALUE fields 631 displays an indica 
tion of the operations that were done to filter and / or modify 
the data set . In this example , the CHANGE VALUE fields 
631 shows an example of five change operation . The MAP 
VALUE fields 633 indicate mapping of one data value to 
another data value . Here , the MAP VALUE fields 633 show 
three map value operations performed on the data set . The 
user interface 630 is configured to receive a user selection of 
a step listed in the CHANGE VALUE fields 631 ( e.g. , by the 
user clicking on the listed operation in the CHANGE 
VALUE fields 631 ) and revert back to a selected previous 
step . As these changes are identified , the analytics and data 
seen by the user reflect these changes . At the end of the 
analysis , the user can apply the indicated changes to the 
large data set and for a new data set that incorporates these 
and other changes for further processing . 
[ 0096 ] In other examples , the user interface 600 can 
include additional features , or different features , for 
example , different change data tools 626 or different data 
metrics 610. All of the above - discussed tools , or other tools 
that can be provided to a user to clean and prepare the data 
for subsequent processing , once a user has determined to 
make the change , the change is stored in the change action 
log such that it can be used at a later time to make the same 
changes to the data set from which the data was generated , 
or to another data set . 
[ 0097 ] FIG . 7 is a flowchart illustrating an example pro 
cess 700 and examples of corresponding information dis 
played on a user interface , for example the user interface 600 
illustrated in FIG . 6. At block 705 , process 700 begins by 
accessing a data set , via a network 105 that is stored on 
memory component 120. The stored data set can be a large 
data set , for example having millions of rows of data . The 
process 700 can be a process running on one or more 
processors of the data preparation and cleaning system 110 . 
[ 0098 ] At block 710 , process 700 displays a data of the 
accessed large data set in a number of columns and rows in 
a user interface on a display . The displayed data 711 will 
typically be a representative number of columns and rows of 
the large data set , because the entire data set is too large to 
display . 
[ 0099 ] At block 715 , the process 700 receives a user input 
that selects a column 716 of the data for further analysis . 
Selecting a column 716 indicates to the process 700 certain 
data fields that the user wants to analyze . Accordingly , at 
block 720 , process 700 generates data metrics for the 
information in all of the data fields of the selected column 
( i.e. , not just the data fields displayed on the user interface ) . 
In one example , the data metrics are predetermined . In 
another example , the data metrics can include predetermined 
data metrics as well as user defined data metrics , that is , data 
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metrics can be defined by user at the time the data is being 
analyzed . The data metrics include a plurality of metrics 
about the type of information that is in the data fields of the 
selected column . For example , data metrics can include one 
or more metrics that indicate if the data field contains any 
information , if the data field contains a null value , if , based 
on certain predetermined criteria , the data field needs to be 
trimmed ( for example , based on a predetermined character 
length of the data field ) , if the data field contains numbers , 
if the data field contains alphanumeric characters and num 
bers , if the data field contains only letters , if the letters in the 
data field are uppercase , lowercase or a mixed case . In other 
examples , the data metrics can be configured to determine if 
there is a particular type of punctuation in a data field , for 
example , a period , a semicolon , a colon , a semicolon , an 
underscore , “ blank ” space , or a symbol ( for example an 
“ @ ” symbol ) . In some examples , as the user analyzes the 
data and selects various data fields for further analysis , the 
data metrics are generated for the selected various data 
fields . As a user selects analyzes certain information and 
selected data fields , a representation of the information is 
displayed in the values window 721 . 
[ 0100 ] At block 725 , the process 700 selects a portion of 
information in the data fields to change . The user can select 
the portion of information using one of the tools 615 or one 
of the change action tools 626. For example , as illustrated in 
FIG . 7 , the values window 726 shows that information in 
certain data fields has been selected that includes the char 
acters “ blue ” in reference to blue eyes . Although the infor 
mation all contains the characters " blue " the information is 
inconsistent in its format and there are many variations , for 
example , “ Blue eyes , ” “ BLUE eyes , ” “ Blueeyes , ” “ Blue 
EYES , ” and “ Blue eeys . ” Thus , there are differences in the 
case of the letters , the spelling of eyes , and the spacing 
between the letters “ blue ” and “ eyes . ” 
[ 0101 ] At block 730 , the process 700 changes the infor 
mation shown in the values 725 window to be consistent as 
illustrated in values window 731 , such that the information 
in the data fields is “ blue eyes ” for each of the data fields . 
To change the information , a change action tools is used . In 
this particular example , the find and replace tool can be used 
to find all of the data fields they contain the letters “ blue ” in 
either uppercase or lowercase , and then replaced all of the 
information in this field with the letters “ blue eyes ” such that 
all of the information is now consistent . 
[ 0102 ] Finally at block 735 , process 700 stores a record of 
the changes that have been made into a change action log 
( e.g. , a file ) . The change action log can be kept locally on the 
data preparation and cleaning system 110 , or it can be stored 
in other computer memory , for example , in memory 120 . 
The change action log includes information of the types of 
data changes for cleaning and preparing a data set based on 
the user's analysis . Subsequently the change action log can 
be used to change information in a large data set in the same 
way as the user made changes to the data displayed to the 
user to correct errors , address inconsistencies , and otherwise 
prepare the data for further processing . In some uses , the 
operations in the change action log can be used to implement 
a processing pipeline where , when an application wants to 
access part of all of the data in a large data set , the data from 
the large data set is processed by the operations in the change 
data log as the application access the data such that the 
application only access that has been cleaned and prepared 
based on the operations in the change data log . 

[ 0103 ] FIG . 8 illustrates an example of functionality relat 
ing to selecting a column of tabular data to display and some 
examples of certain displayed results and an example of 
corresponding structure and modules to accomplish the 
functionality . FIG . 8 shows an example of displaying data 
metrics having " string ” data types in the data fields of the 
selected column . For different types of data ( e.g. , string , 
date / timestamp , numeric , Boolean , array , etc. ) different data 
metrics are displayed . Certain aspects of some of this 
functionality have been previously described above and 
should be considered in reference to FIG . 8 , for example , 
process 700 in FIG . 7 , and the computer hardware structure 
in FIG . 5 that can implement the functionality illustrated in 
FIG . 8 . 
[ 0104 ] As illustrated in FIG . 8 , at block 715 a user can 
select a column of the data to analyze . By selecting a 
column , the user indicates to analyze the data fields in rows 
corresponding to the selected column . A large data set can 
include millions or billions of rows or data . The data can 
include , as an example , thousands or tens of thousands of 
rows of data . Thus , when a column is selected at block 715 , 
at block 805 a query is made from the data preparation and 
cleaning system 110 to the stored data set to retrieve a data 
of the data fields in the selected column . The one or more 
processors 504 ( FIG . 5 ) can be configured to make such a 
query . 
[ 0105 ] After a column is selected , at block 720 the process 
can display a representative information in the data fields in 
the values window 614. In an embodiment , the representa 
tive number of values can include up to ten thousand entries 
that are the most common information in the data fields of 
the selected column and provide a user with insight into 
differences in the displayed information . 
[ 0106 ] Also at block 720 , metrics of the values in the data 
fields of the selected column are calculated and displayed in 
a data metrics window 610. Data metrics engine 114 of the 
data preparation and cleaning system 110 can be configured 
with data metrics generation processes 810 to calculate 
predetermined data metrics from the retrieved values of the 
selected data fields . Module 815 of the data preparation and 
cleaning system 110 includes functionality to display the 
calculated metrics in the data metrics window 610 , and the 
representative values from the retrieved values in the data in 
the values window 614. Also , module 815 includes func 
tionality to calculate and display the lengths of the infor 
mation in the selected data fields in a lengths window 612 . 
The information displayed in the lengths window indicates 
the character lengths of information in a number of the 
selected data fields and the number of the data fields that 
each have that particular length . In the example illustrated in 
FIG . 8 , there are 1723 data fields that have a length of 8 . 
[ 0107 ] The particular data metrics 610 are described in 
further detail in reference to FIG . 6. The data metrics 
generation processes 810 are dynamic run such that when a 
user makes a change to data fields to clean / prepare the data , 
the data metrics can be re - run to then show updated data 
metrics . This provides a user with a valuable insight in what 
other types of changes may need to be made to the data . For 
example , it is likely that in the data fields being examined , 
it is desired to have consistent values ( e.g. , upper case or 
lower case ) , data of the same length , non - empty data fields , 
no null values , and consistency in use of alpha - numeric 
values . As the user analyzes the data fields in a column , and 
focuses on portions of the data fields making changes to 
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correct inconsistencies and errors , the updated data metrics 
provide a key to whether or not all of the problems have been 
addressed because they can be updated after each change the 
user makes . 
[ 0108 ] As mentioned above , due to the large data set size , 
typically only a portion of the data set is displayed and 
analyzed at a time . However , the data metrics are run on the 
entire data set . This is to ensure that any data problems are 
identified , which they may not be if the data metrics are only 
run on a representative portion of the data set . 
[ 0109 ] FIG . 9 illustrates an example of functionality relat 
ing to selecting information in data fields to modify , modi 
fying the values and making a log of the actions used to 
modify the data , further describing these aspects that were 
disclosed in reference to FIG . 7 . 
[ 0110 ] As illustrated in FIG . 9 , at block 725 a user can 
implement the process 700 to select at least a portion of 
values in data fields of a selected column to change . As 
previously described ( e.g. , in reference to FIG . 6 ) the 
selection of values can be done in many ways , for example , 
by using one of the tools 615 to apply a filter to the data . In 
some implementation , such filtering operations can be per 
formed by a filtering engine 116 configured on the data 
preparation and cleaning system 110. The filtering engine 
116 can include computer instructions that are executed by 
one or more of the processors 504 FIG . 5 of the data 
preparation and cleaning system 110. The filtering engine 
116 is configured to receive a user input for filtering data and 
filter the data based on the user data , providing a filtered data 
set 725 for display to the user . In the example in FIG . 9 , the 
data fields of a columns were filtered to select data that 
includes the values “ blue ” regardless of being upper , lower 
or mixed case . 
[ 0111 ] At block 730 , a user can implement the process 700 
to use a change action tool to modify the values being 
displayed as a result of the filtering . The data preparation and 
cleaning system 110 includes a number change action tools 
118 that are configured with instructions to modify retrieved 
values , such as those values retrieved from filtering . In this 
case , a new_value tool can be used to replace the informa 
tion in the data fields that were a result from the filtering 
operation with the new values “ blue eyes ” in each data field , 
as illustrated in block 731 . 
[ 0112 ] At block 735 , process 700 records the operations 
that were performed to change the inconsistent information 
in block 725 to the consistent information ( “ blue eyes ” ) in 
block 731. In this example , the data preparation and cleaning 
system 110 at block 905 saves the filtering step and the 
adding a new_value step to a change action log 119 , which 
can reside on the data preparation and cleaning system 110 , 
or in other implementations can reside on a computer 
memory component in communication with the data prepa 
ration and cleaning system 110 . 
[ 0113 ] FIG . 10 is a flowchart illustrating an example of a 
process 1000 for cleaning and / or preparing data . The 
described process illustrates certain possible aspects of such 
operations . However , many other aspects ( additional aspects 
and different aspects ) are also possible , for example , imple 
menting the systems and functionality described herein . The 
process 1000 can be implemented on a data preparation and 
cleaning system 110 ( FIG . 1 ) , and can be performed by one 
or more computer hardware processors configured to 
execute computer - executable instructions stored on a non 
transitory computer storage medium . At block 1005 , the 

process 1000 accesses a first data set representable in a 
tabular rows and columns format . The first data set maybe a 
large data set stored on a computer memory component 120 
as illustrated in FIG . 1 . 
[ 0114 ] At block 1010 , the process 100 causes presentation 
of a data on a display device . The data displayed can be a 
portion of the first data set , the presentation of the data 
including a plurality of columns of data , each of the columns 
of data having data fields that includes data field informa 
tion . 
[ 0115 ] At block 1015 , the process 1000 receives user input 
identifying a column of the first data set . The user can select 
a column of data using , for example , an input device 514 or 
a cursor control device 516 ( FIG . 5 ) . At block 1020 , the 
process 1000 determines data field information to modify for 
at least some of the data fields of the identified column . For 
example , the process 1000 can receive a user selection of 
certain data fields to modify through the operation of a 
filtering tool . Data metrics that the data preparing system 
generates and display can facilitate determining the data 
field information to modify . 
[ 0116 ] At block 1025 , the process 1000 generates and 
causes display of an indication of a proposed change action 
to modify the determined data field information ; and for 
example , a change data tool 626 can be used to determine 
information in a data field to modify ( e.g. , using the find and 
replace functionality or another change data tool illustrated 
in FIG . 6 ) . 
[ 0117 ] At block 1030 , the process 1000 in response to a 
user input indicating a selection of the indication of the 
proposed change action , operates to cause an update of the 
presentation of the data ( based on the change action to 
modify data field information in data fields of the identified 
column ) and stores a log of each change action . The change 
action log can be stored in a computer memory component 
on the data preparation and cleaning system 110 as illus 
trated in FIG . 1 , or on non - local computer memory compo 
nent outside of the data preparation and cleaning system 110 . 
As an optional part of process 1000 ( or as part of another 
process ) , the process 1000 can access the change action log 
and apply each indicated data set change to the first data set 
( the first data set referring to the data set which the data 
corresponds to ) . In another example , the process 1000 can 
access the change action log and apply each indicated data 
set change to another data set ( the “ another data set referring 
to any other data set where the data changes can be desired . 
[ 0118 ] Many variations and modifications can be made to 
the above - described embodiments , the elements of which 
are to be understood as being among other acceptable 
examples . All such modifications and variations are intended 
to be included herein within the scope of this disclosure . The 
foregoing description details certain embodiments . It will be 
appreciated , however , that no matter how detailed the fore 
going appears in text , the systems and methods can be 
practiced in many ways . As is also stated above , it should be 
noted that the use of particular terminology when describing 
certain features or aspects of the systems and methods 
should not be taken to imply that the terminology is being 
re - defined herein to be restricted to including any specific 
characteristics of the features or aspects of the systems and 
methods with which that terminology is associated . 
[ 0119 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , " " could , " " might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
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used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements , and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0120 ] The term “ substantially ” when used in conjunction 
with the term “ real - time ” forms a phrase that will be readily 
understood by a person of ordinary skill in the art . For 
example , it is readily understood that such language will 
include speeds in which no or little delay or waiting is 
discernible , or where such delay is sufficiently short so as not 
to be disruptive , irritating , or otherwise vexing to a user . 
[ 0121 ] Conjunctive language such as the phrase “ at least 
one of X , Y , and Z , ” or “ at least one of X , Y , or Z , ” unless 
specifically stated otherwise , is to be understood with the 
context as used in general to convey that an item , term , etc. 
may be either X , Y , or Z , or a combination thereof . For 
example , the term “ or ” is used in its inclusive sense ( and not 
in its exclusive sense ) so that when used , for example , to 
connect a list of elements , the term “ or ” means one , some , 
or all of the elements in the list . Thus , such conjunctive 
language is not generally intended to imply that certain 
embodiments require at least one of X , at least one of Y , and 
at least one of Z to each be present . 
[ 0122 ] The term “ a ” as used herein should be given an 
inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For example , 
unless specifically noted , the term “ a ” should not be under 
stood to mean “ exactly one ” or “ one and only one ” ; instead , 
the term “ a ” means “ one or more ” or “ at least one , ” whether 
used in the claims or elsewhere in the specification and 
regardless of uses of quantifiers such as “ at least one , " " one 
or more , ” or “ a plurality ” elsewhere in the claims or speci 
fication . 
[ 0123 ] The term “ comprising ” as used herein should be 
given an inclusive rather than exclusive interpretation . For 
example , a general purpose computer comprising one or 
more processors should not be interpreted as excluding other 
computer components , and may possibly include such com 
ponents as memory , input / output devices , and / or network 
interfaces , among others . 
[ 0124 ] While the above detailed description has shown , 
described , and pointed out novel features as applied to 
various embodiments , it may be understood that various 
omissions , substitutions , and changes in the form and details 
of the devices or processes illustrated may be made without 
departing from the spirit of the disclosure . As may be 
recognized , certain embodiments of the inventions described 
herein may be embodied within a form that does not provide 
all of the features and benefits set forth herein , as some 
features may be used or practiced separately from others . 
The scope of certain inventions disclosed herein is indicated 
by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing descrip 
tion . All changes which come within the meaning and range 
of equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within their 
scope . 

1. A system comprising : 
one or more computer processors configured to execute 

computer - executable instructions to cause the system 
to at least : 

cause presentation of data on a display device , the data 
comprising at least a part of a first data set including 
data field information ; 

receive user input identifying a portion of the data ; 
generate and cause display of data metrics for data field 

information in the identified portion of data ; 
generate and cause display of a proposed change action 

to modify data field information , the proposed 
change action including a suggested correction to 
information in at least one data field of the identified 
portion ; and 

in response to a user input indicating a selection of a 
proposed change action , cause update of the presen 
tation of the data based on the selected change 
action , the presentation of the data reflecting changes 
caused by the selected change action without modi 
fying the first data set . 

2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
computer hardware processors are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to iteratively : 

receive user input identifying a portion of the data ; 
determine data field information to modify for at least 

some of the data fields of the identified portion ; and 
generate and cause display of an indication of a proposed 

change action to modify the determined data field 
information . 

3. The system of claim 2 , wherein the one or more 
computer hardware processors are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to iteratively : 

in response to a user input indicating a selection of the 
proposed change action : 

cause update of the presentation of the data based on the 
change action to modify data field information in data 
fields of the identified portion of the data ; and 

store a log of the change action . 
4. The system of claim 3 , wherein the one or more 

computer hardware processors are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to : 

access the log ; 
apply each change action stored in the log to the first data 

set ; and 
save an updated first data set that includes modifications 
made by each change action . 

5. The system of claim 3 , wherein the one or more 
computer hardware processors are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to : 

access the log ; 
apply each change action stored in the log to a second data 

set ; and 
save an updated second data set , the updated second data 

set including modifications made by each change 
action . 

6. The system of claim 1 , wherein the change action 
includes modifying the data field information to at least one 
of : changing the spelling of a word ; changing the case of 
letters ; deleting a space ; adding a space ; deleting a period , 
comma , semi - colon , or colon ; or adding a period , comma , 
semi - colon , or colon . 

7. The system of claim 1 , wherein the change action 
comprises searching a plurality of the data fields to identify 
data fields that include first information , and in the identified 
data fields replace the first information with second infor 
mation . 
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8. The system of claim 1 , wherein the data fields are 
configured to be of a data type , and wherein the change 
action includes changing the data type of at least one data 
field . 

9. The system of claim 1 , wherein the change action 
comprises concatenating at least one alphanumeric character 
or punctuation to information in a plurality of data fields . 

10. The system of claim 1 , wherein generate and cause 
display of the data metrics comprises determining errors in 
information in the data fields of the identified portion of data 
by analyzing the information in the data fields according to 
associated criteria to determine erroneous information in the 
data fields . 

11. The system of claim 1 , wherein the first data set is 
representable in a tabular rows and columns format , and the 
identified portion of the data is a column of data . 

12. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
computer hardware processors are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to determine 
data field information to modify including filtering informa 
tion in data fields to identify selected data fields to modify 
the information therein . 

13. The system of claim 1 , wherein the one or more 
computer hardware processors are further configured to 
execute the computer - executable instructions to determine 
data field information to modify including filtering informa 
tion in data fields to determine selected data fields , and 
causing presentation of the information in the selected data 
fields on a user interface . 

14. A method of preparing tabular representable data for 
further processing , the method comprising : 

causing presentation of data on a display device , the data 
comprising at least a part of a first data set including 
data field information ; receiving user input identifying a portion of the data ; 

generating and cause display of data metrics for data field 
information in the identified portion of data ; 

generating and causing display of a proposed change 
action to modify data field information , the proposed 
change action including a suggested correction to infor 
mation in at least one data field of the identified portion ; 
and 

in response to a user input indicating a selection of a 
proposed change action cause update of the presenta 
tion of the data based on the selected change action , the 
presentation of the data reflecting changes caused by 
the selected change action without modifying the first 
data set . 

15. The method of claim 14 , further comprising : 
iteratively , 
receiving a user input identifying a portion of the data ; 
determining data field information to modify for at least 
some of the data fields of the identified portion of the 
data ; and 

generating and causing display of an indication of a 
proposed change action to modify the determined data 
field information . 

16. The method of claim 15 , further comprising : 
in response to a user input indicating a selection of the 

proposed change action : 
causing an update of the presentation of the data based on 

the change action to modify data field information in 
data fields of the identified portion of the data ; and 

storing a log of the change action . 
17. The method of claim 16 , further comprising : 
accessing the log ; 
applying each change action stored in the log to the first 

data set ; and 
saving an updated first data set that includes modifications 
made by each change action . 

18. The method of claim 16 , further comprising : 
accessing the log ; 
applying each change action stored in the log to a second 

data set ; and 
saving an updated second data set , the updated second 

data set including modifications made by each change 
action . 

19. The method of claim 14 , wherein the first data set is 
representable in a tabular rows and columns format , wherein 
the identified portion of the data is a column of data , and 
wherein the change action includes modifying the data field 
information in the column of data by at least one of : 
changing the spelling of a word ; changing the case of a 
letter ; deleting a space ; adding a space ; deleting a period , 
comma , semi - colon , or colon ; or adding a period , comma , 
semi - colon , or colon . 

20. The method of claim 14 , wherein generate and cause 
display of the data metrics comprises determining errors in 
information in the data fields of the identified portion of the 
data by analyzing the information in the data fields accord 
ing to associated criteria to determine erroneous information 
in the data fields . 
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SYSTEMS AND METHODS FOR 
PRODUCTION AND DISPLAY OF 
DYNAMICALLY LINKED SLIDE 

PRESENTATIONS 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of U.S. applica 
tion Ser . No. 157676,509 , filed Aug. 14 , 2017 , which claims 
the benefit under 35 U.S.C. $ 119 ( e ) of the U.S. Provisional 
Application Ser . No. 62 / 475,695 , filed Mar. 23 , 2017 , the 
contents of each of which are hereby incorporated by 
reference in their entirety . 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[ 0002 ] This disclosure relates to approaches for produc 
tion and display of map based slide presentations . 

BACKGROUND 

[ 0003 ] Under conventional approaches , software for 
developing and displaying slide presentations may be pro 
vided . Conventional approaches for creating slide presenta 
tions generally permit users to insert images and text in 
slides , and to display the slides in a linear fashion . Such 
conventional approaches , however , may be limited in the 
types of information that can be inserted and presented 
through slides . These and other drawbacks exist with con 
ventional slide presentation software . 

SUMMARY 

[ 0004 ] A claimed solution rooted in computer technology 
overcomes problems specifically arising in the realm of 
computer technology . In various implementations , a com 
puting system is configured to provide tools that allow users 
to create map - based slide presentations . For example , in 
some embodiments , the computing system can provide a 
map interface through which users can select map data to be 
included in one or more slides of a presentation . Such map 
data may include images corresponding to selected map 
regions as well as selected map labels that describe points of 
interest in the map regions . The map interface can also 
permit users to modify various attributes of the map regions 
( e.g. , zoom level , map labels , etc. ) . Once a desired map 
region is ready for publication , the user can select an option 
to export map data corresponding to the map region into one 
or more slides of the presentation . In some embodiments , 
information in slides can be linked to data objects . In these 
embodiments , such information can be updated in response 
to modifications to the linked data objects . In some embodi 
ments , the technology may also permit the creation of 
hierarchical slide displays , wherein a portion of a slide 
display may include a link to another slide display in a 
nested hierarchy . 
[ 0005 ] In various implementations , the technology may 
provide a variety of features that permit users to generate 
slides and slide presentations from map data . For example , 
a map interface may be provided to a user , permitting the 
user to select a map portion from which to generate one or 
more slides . The user may manipulate the map via the 
interface to define the map portion to be included on the 
slide , by , for example , altering zoom levels , adjusting labels , 
selecting map layers , including or excluding points of inter 
est , and / or other manipulations . The selected map portion 

may be exported to create a slide data object . In some 
implementations , the slide data object is linked to the source 
map . In some implementations , the source map being 
accessed through the interface may include geographical 
data objects or links to geographical data objects . Such 
geographical data objects may contain information or data 
about corresponding locations on the map . When a slide is 
being generated from a map portion , some or all of the 
geographical data objects included in a region captured by 
the slide may be linked to and / or incorporated within the 
slide . In some implementations , a user may select which 
geographical data objects to include in the newly created 
slide . In some implementations , when a slide is created from 
a source map , the slide itself may be a geographical data 
object of the map , thereby permitting a user or analyst to 
view the slide when viewing the source map and / or to 
incorporate the slide into another slide generated from the 
source map . In some implementations , a user may tag slides 
and the information they contain with access control tags . 
Access control tags may serve to automatically determine 
which aspects of a slide to make visible during a presenta 
tion , based on the access control levels of those viewing the 
presentation . In some implementations , the map data on the 
slides may be manipulated during a presentation . 
[ 0006 ] In some implementations , a system for generating 
a dynamically linked geographical slide presentation is 
provided . The system may include one or more processors 
and a memory storing instructions . When executed by the 
one or more processors the system may be caused to provide 
map data corresponding to a given geographic region for 
presentation through an interface , determine a selection of a 
portion of the geographic region through the interface , and 
generate a first slide of a slide presentation based at least in 
part on the selection , the first slide including at least a visual 
representation of the selected portion of the geographic 
region . 
[ 0007 ] In some implementations , a method for generating 
a dynamically linked geographical slide presentation is 
provided . The method may be performed on a computer 
system having one or more physical processors programmed 
with computer program instructions that , when executed by 
the one or more physical processors , cause the computer 
system to perform the method . The method may include 
providing , by the computer system , map data corresponding 
to a given geographic region for presentation through an 
interface , determining , by the computer system , a selection 
of a portion of the geographic region through the interface , 
and generating , by the computer system , a first slide of a 
slide presentation based at least in part on the selection , the 
first slide including at least a visual representation of the 
selected portion of the geographic region . 
[ 0008 ] These and other objects , features , and characteris 
tics of the systems and / or methods disclosed herein , as well 
as the methods of operation and functions of the related 
elements of structure and the combination of parts and 
economies of manufacture , will become more apparent upon 
consideration of the following description and the appended 
claims with reference to the accompanying drawings , all of 
which form a part of this specification , wherein like refer 
ence numerals designate corresponding parts in the various 
figures . It is to be expressly understood , however , that the 
drawings are for the purpose of illustration and description 
only and are not intended as a definition of the limits of the 
invention . As used in the specification and in the claims , the 
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singular form of “ a ” , “ an ” , and “ the ” include plural referents 
unless the context clearly dictates otherwise . 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[ 0009 ] Certain features of various embodiments of the 
present technology are set forth with particularity in the 
appended claims . A better understanding of the features and 
advantages of the technology will be obtained by reference 
to the following detailed description that sets forth illustra 
tive embodiments , in which the principles of the technology 
are utilized , and the accompanying drawings of which : 
[ 0010 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an example diagram of an object 
based data structure , according to some implementations . 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 2 illustrates an example diagram of a geo 
graphical data object structure , according to some imple 
mentations . 
[ 0012 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an example diagram of a slide 
data object structure , according to some implementations . 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an example diagram of a map 
interface provided for generating map - based slides , accord 
ing to some implementations . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 5 illustrates an example environment for 
generating dynamically linked slide presentations , accord 
ing to some implementations . 
[ 0015 ] FIG . 6 illustrates an example process flow chart of 
a method , according to some implementations . 
[ 0016 ] FIG . 7 illustrates a block diagram of an example 
computer system in which any of the implementations 
described herein may be implemented . 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

104 , and one or more data links 105. The origin of data 
stored in data object 101 , 108 may be identified by a data 
source record 106 that references a data source 107 of the 
stored data . 
[ 0019 ] In some implementations , the object based data 
structure 100 uses an object model , e.g. , a framework for 
how data is stored . The object model can be further defined 
by an ontology , defining the types of data and how they are 
stored in a given system . The ontology can be updated to 
match the needs of the system and analysts . The ontology 
may define various types of data objects 101 and 108 , object 
properties 102 , and data links 105 , to name some examples . 
The ontology may further define which data object types 
may be associated with each other . Each data object type 
may have a corresponding Uniform Resource Identifier 
( URI ) that identifies the data object type . 
[ 0020 ] In some implementations , object types define the 
kinds of things that may be represented in the system and 
provide structure for data objects 101. Object types may be 
derived from , for example , geographical information , slide 
information , entity types , event types , document types , and 
multimedia types . Event and document types may have 
temporal and geospatial data directly included within the 
data object ( e.g. , the data object 101 ) itself . An object type 
may define the number and composition of properties 102 , 
notes 103 , and media components 104 of a data object 101 , 
for example . The object type may further define what other 
types of objects that data links 105 may permit association 
with . For example , an entity object type may define a data 
object 101 used to store data about a person and may include 
respective data properties 102 for storing a name , address , 
occupation , e - mail address , phone number , etc. Data links 
105 of an entity object 101 may permit the entity object 101 
to be linked to other entity objects ( e.g. , contacts or asso 
ciates ) , event objects ( e.g. , events attended or invited to ) , 
linked to document objects ( e.g. , authored ) , or other types of 
objects . 
[ 0021 ] In some implementations , object property types 
may define the type and behavior of input data . For example , 
property types may define the structure of the data stored in 
an object property 102. The property type may define one or 
more data fields , the type of data associated with the field , 
as well as tools that may operate on the data fields . Property 
types may be simple , including a single data field , and / or 
may be composite , including multiple data fields . For 
example , an e - mail property type may define an e - mail 
object property . For example , the e - mail address 
john@example.com may be stored in an e - mail object 
property as follows : URI : com.property.Email , Base Type : 
Composite , with these components : EMAIL_USERNAME 
with the value “ john , ” EMAIL_DOMAIN with the value 
“ example.com . ” Further , the e - mail property type may 
define tools for parsing and concatenating the username and 
the domain , depending on what is required . 
[ 0022 ] In some implementations , data link types may 
define the types of data links 105 that can exist between data 
objects ( e.g. , data object 101 and data object 108 ) . Links 
may be symmetric or asymmetric . In some implementations , 
links may have one object that is considered the “ parent ” 
object and the other that is the “ child ” Object . In the case of 
symmetric links , e.g. , " Spouse Of , ” which the parent and 
child objects are not contextually important . In the case of 
asymmetric links , like “ Manager Of / Managed By , " the 
parent and child may reflects the direction of the link . 

[ 0017 ] The technology described herein relates to systems 
and methods for producing dynamically linked slide dis 
plays from map data . The system provides tools to facilitate 
the generation of map - based slides from map data . The map 
data may correspond to a geographic region and may include 
one or more geographic data objects corresponding to vari 
ous aspects of the map and / or locations in the map . Imple 
mentations of the system permit a user to select a portion of 
a geographic region , using a map interface , for inclusion 
within a slide . The mapping interface may further permit a 
user to include with the slide any portion of the map data , 
e.g. , geographic data objects , associated with the selected 
portion . In some implementations , all aspects of the slide 
( e.g. , geographic data objects ) may be dynamically linked to 
the source map data from which they were extracted . This 
linked slide data ( e.g. , geographical data objects ) can be 
updated when the source map data is updated . In some 
implementations , generated slides may themselves become 
geographic data objects and may be included in other 
generated slides . Thus , in some implementations , generated 
slides may be linked to other slides in a hierarchical fashion . 
In some implementations , access controls may be applied to 
any or all data included within a slide , thereby permitting the 
restriction of data within the slide to viewers having an 
appropriate access level . 
[ 0018 ] FIG . 1 illustrates an example object based data 
structure 100 that may underlie various data structures 
described herein . In this example , the object based data 
structure 100 is centered around data object 101 and data 
object 108. Each data object 101 , 108 may include several 
components , including one or more object properties 102 , 
one or more data notes 103 , one or more media components 
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[ 0023 ] Thus , in various implementations , an ontology of 
an object - based data system may define the way in which 
data is organized in the object based data system . The 
ontology can define the types of objects that may be stored 
and the components of the defined data objects ( e.g. , data 
object 101 , data object 108 , etc. ) as well as the manner in 
which the defined data objects may link to one another 
through data links 105 . 
[ 0024 ] FIGS . 2 and 3 illustrate object based data structures 
corresponding to a geographic ontology and a slide presen 
tation ontology , respectively . The geographic ontology illus 
trated in FIG . 2 and the slide presentation ontology illus 
trated in FIG . 3 may be used in various implementations of 
the system described herein . 
[ 0025 ] FIG . 2 illustrates an example geographic object 
based data structure 200. In this example , the geographic 
object based data structure 200 is centered around geo 
graphic data objects 201 and 208. Each geographic data 
object 201 , 208 may include several components , including 
at least a geographic location property 210 , one or more 
geographic object properties 202 , and one or more geo 
graphic data object links 205. The origin of data stored in 
geographic data object 201 may be identified by a geo 
graphic data source record 206 that references a geographic 
data source 207 of the stored data . 
[ 0026 ] In some implementations , the geographic object 
based data structure 200 uses a geographic object model 
defined by a geographic ontology for storing data . For 
example , a geographic ontology may define a geographic 
data object 201 which may include a geographic location 
property 210 , a geographic object property 202 , and at least 
one geographic data link 205. The geographic data object 
201 can be a specialized data object having any or all of the 
properties of data object 101 including the additional aspects 
described . In some implementations , the geographic loca 
tion property 210 may include information describing a 
geographic location with which the geographic data 201 is 
associated . For example , geographic location property 210 
may include GPS coordinates , a street address , a three word 
geographic address , and / or any other geographic coding 
scheme that may represent a location with which the geo 
graphic data object 201 is associated . Geographic object 
property 202 may be an object property type that includes 
data describing a given geographic location . For example , a 
geographic object property 202 may include information 
about populations , weather conditions , soil conditions , cli 
mate history , and / or other types of data associated with the 
geographic locations . In some implementations , geographic 
object property 202 may include information about points of 
interest such as an institution , building , or other entity 
located at the geographic location ( e.g. , a school , bus stop , 
company , etc. ) . In some implementations , the geographic 
data link 205 may include a link to any type of data object , 
including , for example , the data object 101 , the geographic 
data objects 201 and 208 , and slide objects ( discussed 
below ) . In some implementations , the geographic data links 
205 may share the properties of data links 105 as described 
above . Thus , the geographic data structure 200 defines a data 
ontology for a geographic data object 201 , which may 
data object that corresponds to a map , geographic location , 
or any other data associated with the geographic location . 
[ 0027 ] FIG . 3 illustrates an example slide object based 
data structure 300. In this example , the slide object based 
data structure 300 is centered around slide data objects 301 

and 308. Each slide data object 301 may include several 
components , including at least a map data property 310 , one 
or more slide object properties 302 , and one or more slide 
data object links 305. The origin of data stored in slide data 
object 301 may be identified by a slide data source record 
306 that references a slide data source 307 of the stored data . 
Each slide data object ( e.g. , slide data objects 301 and 308 ) 
includes the requisite information to reproduce a presenta 
tion slide . For example , a slide data object may contain text 
data , image data , audiovisual media data , map data , and / or 
references and links to other slides , to name some examples . 
[ 0028 ] The slide object based data structure 300 can a 
slide object model as defined by a slide presentation ontol 
ogy for storing data . In some implementations , a slide 
presentation ontology may define a slide data object 301 
which may include a map data property 310 , a slide object 
property 302 , and at least one slide data link 305. Slide data 
object 301 may be a specialized data object having any or all 
of the properties of data object 101 including the additional 
aspects described . In some implementations , the map data 
property 310 may include information describing a portion 
of a geographic region for which the slide contains infor 
mation . In some implementations , the map data property 310 
may be defined by raw map information ( e.g. , as stored in 
slide data source 307 ) and / or by map information stored in 
an alternate data source . For example , when the slide object 
301 is created , the slide object 301 may include data that is 
obtained directly from the geographic map data from the 
slide object 301 was created . In another example , the slide 
object 301 may also include links and / or references to the 
geographic map data from which the slide object 301 was 
created . In some implementations , the slide object property 
302 may be an object property type that includes data 
describing a presentation slide . For example , a slide object 
property 302 may include information describing map data 
that is included in a map data property 310. In some 
implementations , the slide object property 302 may include 
any or all of the aspects described above for object property 
202. In some implementations , a slide data link 305 may 
include a link to any type of data object , including geo 
graphic data objects ( e.g. , the geographic data object 201 ) 
and slide data objects ( e.g. , the slide data object 301 ) . In 
some implementations , a slide data link 305 may link to 
other slide data objects ( e.g. , slide data object 308 ) as part 
of a linear multi - slide presentation . In some implementa 
tions , the slide data link 305 may link to other slide data 
objects as part of a tiered or hierarchical presentation . For 
example , information presented in a given slide that corre 
sponds to a slide data object 301 may link to an additional 
slide ( or slides ) that provide additional detail . Thus , in this 
example , a viewer of the given slide may choose to view the 
next linked presentation slide in sequence . Alternatively , the 
viewer may choose to view additional linked presentation 
slides that provide more detail on a topic presented by the 
given slide . In various implementations , the slide data links 
305 may share the properties of other data links as described 
above . Thus , in some implementations , the slide data struc 
ture 300 defines a data ontology for a slide data object 301 , 
which may be a data object that includes map data and other 
information to be presented with the map data . 
[ 0029 ] FIG . 4 illustrates an example map interface 400 
that allows users to generate slide data objects ( e.g. , the slide 
data object 301 ) from geographical map data . For example , 
the map interface 400 may be accessed through a software 

be a 
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application that is running on a computing device . In this 
example , the map interface 400 can be presented through a 
display screen of the computing device . In various imple 
mentations , the map interface 400 can present map data 
( e.g. , the map data 402 ) . In general , the map data can provide 
a visual representation of a desired geographic region and at 
various levels of detail . In some implementations , the map 
interface 400 can provide a search option through which 
users can search for desired geographic regions . In the 
example of FIG . 4 , the map interface 400 is presenting map 
data 402 that provides a visual representation of a geo 
graphic region . In some implementations , the map interface 
400 can provide a set of software tools that allow users to 
navigate and customize the display of the map data 402. For 
example , such software tools can perform operations such as 
panning the map data 402 , modifying a zoom level of the 
map data 402 , accessing different mapping layers , altering 
naming conventions , selecting and deselecting features 
included in the map data 402 , among others . A user inter 
acting with the map interface 400 can select a capture tool 
to define a selection area 401 in the map data 402. For 
example , the selection area 401 can be selected by perform 
ing operations ( or gestures ) for drawing a slide framing 
window over the map data 402 through the map interface 
400 . 

( 0030 ) After the user has defined the selection area 401 , 
the user may select an option to export the selection area 
401. In some implementations , a slide is generated from the 
exported selection area 401. This slide can then be included 
in a slide presentation . In some implementations , data cor 
responding to the exported selection area 401 is stored as a 
slide data object ( e.g. , the slide data object 301 ) . Exported 
slide data object 301 may include slide map data 310 
including information describing the selection area 401. For 
example , the information can be using map data extracted 
from the map data 402 and / or as a series of parameters 
defining the selection area ( e.g. , such as coordinates , map 
customization settings , etc. ) . In some implementations , the 
system may export , with the slide data object 301 , any 
geographic data objects located within the selection area 
401. In some implementations , geographic data objects ( e.g. , 
geographic data objects 403 ) can be identified in the map 
data 402 as points of interest . In some implementations , a 
user may select geographic data objects located within the 
selection area 401 to be included in a slide data object being 
exported . In some implementations , the geographic data 
object icons 403 may be representative of other slide data 
objects . Thus , for example , a user may build a hierarchical 
slide presentation by determining a selection area that 
includes other slide data objects . In this example , any slide 
data objects that are included in an area selected in the map 
data 402 can be included in the newly created slide . 
[ 0031 ] After extracting a slide data object ( e.g. , the slide 
data object 301 ) , the system may facilitate the customization 
of a slide associated with the slide data object 301. Accord 
ingly , the user may add or link to additional information to 
be included in the displayed slide . Such information may be 
included in one or more slide data properties 302 of the slide 
data object 301 , for example . The user may further deter 
mine to link the slide data object 301 to other slide data 
objects using slide data links ( e.g. , slide data links 305 ) . By 
linking one slide data object to another , the user can create 
a series of linked slides for display in a slide presentation . In 
one example , a first slide data object corresponding to a 

given slide may be linked to a second slide data object that 
corresponds to various data ( e.g. , map data ) . The second 
slide data object may provide information that is referenced 
during presentation of the given slide and / or information 
that supports statements made in the given slide . 
[ 0032 ] The system may further determine access control 
levels to regulate the amount of data that is shown during a 
slide presentation . In some implementations , access control 
levels can be assigned by a user that creates a slide data 
object and / or may be assigned by an alternative system 
operator to any data aspect stored by the system . For 
example , in some implementations , when a new slide data 
object 301 is created , the slide map data 310 , the various 
slide data properties 302 , and any linked data objects ( as 
defined by the slide data links 305 ) may each be assigned a 
corresponding access control level by a user creating the 
slide data object 301. In some implementations , data may 
already have an access control associated . For example , a 
selection area 401 may incorporate one or more geographic 
data objects 201 , which may already include an assigned 
access control level . When incorporated into a slide data 
object 301 , either directly as a slide data property 302 or via 
linking , the previously assigned access control level of the 
included geographic data object may remain intact . In some 
implementations , when creating a slide or slide presentation 
based on a slide data object 301 , the system may embed 
information corresponding to the assigned access control 
level into the slide or slide presentation . 
[ 0033 ] In various implementations , a slide presentation ( or 
a slide deck ) can be created using the approaches described 
above . This slide presentation can then be shown to an 
audience . In some implementations , an individual ( e.g. , a 
presenter ) can interact with map data included in the slide 
presentation while slides are being presented to the audi 
ence . That is , in some implementations , the presenter may 
dynamically interact with map data being presented without 
losing their position in the slide presentation . For example , 
in some implementations , the presenter may choose to 
respond to questions from an audience member by manipu 
lating map data , including panning and zooming , interacting 
with other map data objects , or by navigating to another 
slide based on the geospatial reference of that slide rather 
than its location in the presentation . In such implementa 
tions , this manipulation of map data allows the presenter to 
appropriately respond to questions and / or to communicate 
various information during the presentation without affect 
ing the overall slide presentation sequence . 
[ 0034 ] FIG . 5 depicts an example environment 500 for 
facilitating generation of dynamically linked slides from 
geographic map data . In one implementation , the environ 
ment 500 may include one or more of a computer system 
510 , a user device 540 , an object data source 107 , a 
geographic data source 207 , a slide data source 307 , and a 
map data source 507 , in communication via network 502 , 
and / or other components . The data sources 107 , 207 , 307 , 
507 are illustrated in FIG . 5 as being separate from the 
computer system 510 and the user device 540. In some 
implementations , the data sources 107 , 207 , 307 , 507 may 
be stored on computer system 510 , user device 540 , and / or 
at a remote location . In some implementations , the data 
sources 107 , 207 , 307 , 507 may be stored in the same 
location and / or may be stored in the same database . As 
illustrated in FIG . 5 , each of the software modules may be 
in operation on user device 540 and / or on computer system 
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510. Various aspects of the slide generation system may 
operate on computer system 510 and / or on user device 540 . 
That is , the various software modules described herein may 
each operate on one or both of computer system 510 and / or 
user device 540 . 
[ 0035 ] The data sources 107 , 207 , 307 , 507 may be 
computer memories configured to store data . Further , the 
data sources 107 , 207 , 307 , 507 may store data formatted 
according to object based data structures as described above . 
For example , the data source 107 , geographic data source 
207 , and slide data source 307 are described above . In some 
implementations , the map data source 507 may store map 
data of a geographic region . The stored map data may 
include multi - layer maps , e.g. , streets , topography , under 
ground , buildings , etc. The stored map data may also include 
information about geographic locations on the map . The 
stored map data may further include any additional relevant 
map data . In some implementations , the stored map data 
may include references to data objects , such as geographic 
data objects ( e.g. , geographic data object 201 ) and / or slide 
data objects ( e.g. , slide data object 301 ) associated with 
various locations in the map . 
[ 0036 ] The computer system 510 may be configured as a 
server ( e.g. , having one or more server blades , processors , 
etc. ) , a personal computer ( e.g. , a desktop computer , a laptop 
computer , etc. ) , a smartphone , a tablet computing device , 
and / or other computing device that can be programmed to 
receive tabular data or object based data , provide services 
for the manipulation of the data , and provide services for 
transformation and display of the data . 
[ 0037 ] The computer system 510 may include one or more 
processors 532 ( also interchangeably referred to herein as 
processors 532 , processor ( s ) 532 , or processor 532 for 
convenience ) , one or more storage devices 534 , and / or other 
components . Processors 532 may be programmed by one or 
more computer program instructions stored on storage 
device 534. For example , processors 532 may be pro 
grammed by database access module 512 , map interface 
module 514 , slide object generation module 516 , slide 
interface module 518 , access control module 520 , and / or 
other instructions that program computer system 510 to 
perform various operations , each of which are described in 
greater detail herein . As used herein , for convenience , the 
various instruction modules , systems , and engines will be 
described as performing an operation , when , in fact , the 
various instructions program the processors 532 ( and there 
fore computer system 510 ) to perform the operation . Further 
details and features of a computer system 510 configured for 
implementing features of the described technology may be 
understood with respect to computer system 700 as illus 
trated in FIG . 7 . 
[ 0038 ] User device 540 may be configured as a server 
( e.g. , having one or more server blades , processors , etc. ) , a 
personal computer ( e.g. , a desktop computer , a laptop com 
puter , etc. ) , a smartphone , a tablet computing device , and / or 
other device that can be programmed to receive tabular data 
or object based data , provide services for the manipulation 
of the data , and provide services for transformation and 
display of the data . 
[ 0039 ] User device 540 may include one or more proces 
sors 542 ( also interchangeably referred to herein as proces 
sors 542 , processor ( s ) 542 , or processor 542 for conve 
nience ) , one or more storage devices 544 , and / or other 
components . Processors 542 may be programmed by one or 

more computer program instructions . For example , proces 
sors 542 may be programmed by database access module 
512 , map interface module 514 , slide object generation 
module 516 , slide interface module 518 , access control 
module 520 , and / or other instructions that program user 
device 540 to perform various operations , each of which are 
described in greater detail herein . As used herein , for con 
venience , the various instruction modules will be described 
as performing an operation , when , in fact , the various 
instructions program the processors 542 ( and therefore user 
device 540 ) to perform the operation . 
[ 0040 ] In various implementations , the database access 
module 512 , may be a software module operating on com 
puter system 510 and / or user device 540. Database access 
module 512 may be configured to provide system access to 
data sources , e.g. , the data sources 107 , 207 , 307 , 507 . 
Database access module 512 may be configured to read and 
write to data sources 107 , 207 , 307 , 507 , as well as carry out 
searches , queries , and any other database functionality 
required by computer system 510 and / or user device 540. In 
some implementations , the database access module 512 may 
access data objects ( e.g. , data objects 101 ) , geographic data 
objects ( e.g. , geographic data objects 201 ) , slide data objects 
( e.g. , slide data objects 301 ) , and stored map data . 
[ 0041 ] In various implementations , the map interface 
module 514 , may be a software module operating on com 
puter system 510 and / or user device 540. Map interface 
module 514 may provide a map interface to a user via a 
computer display and receive user inputs for manipulation of 
the map display . Map interface module 514 may provide the 
user with the tools and features to determine a selection area 
( e.g. , the selection area 401 ) from map data of a geographic 
region and generate a slide data object ( e.g. , the slide data 
object 301 ) . Map interface module 514 may communicate 
with database access module 512 to obtain map data from 
map data sources ( e.g. , the map data source 507 ) for 
geographic regions to be presented to a user . Map interface 
module 514 may further communicate with database access 
module 512 to obtain data from data source 107 , geographic 
data source 207 , and slide data source 307 , for example . 
[ 0042 ] Map interface module 514 may customize a map 
according to user interactions . For example , the map inter 
face module 514 may adjust the various aspects included on 
the map , including panning and zooming , layers , geographic 
data objects , slide data objects , geographic features , map 
feature names , etc. , according to a user's inputs and / or 
interactions with the map interface . Map interface module 
514 can capture a portion of the geographic region based on 
the user's selection of a selection area ( e.g. , the selection 
area 401 ) . 
[ 0043 ] In some implementations , the map interface mod 
ule 514 may further provide a user with data entry options 
to add additional information to a slide for presentation . 
Additional data entry options may permit a user to include 
text , images , videos , etc. , within a slide . Map interface 
module 514 may further receive inputs from a user to link a 
slide to one or more other slides in the same presentation or 
in different presentations . 
[ 0044 ] In various implementations , the slide object gen 
eration module 516 , may be a software module operating on 
computer 510 and / or user device 540. Slide object genera 
tion module 516 may receive data including a selected map 
portion and included geographic data objects ( e.g. , the 
geographic data objects 201 ) and slide data objects ( e.g. , 
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slide data objects 301 ) as well as any additional data entered 
by the user for slide object generation from map interface 
module 514. Slide object generation module 514 may create 
a slide data object ( e.g. , slide data object 301 ) storing the 
selected portion of the geographic region as slide map data 
( e.g. , slide map data 310 ) , and storing geographic data 
objects ( e.g. , geographic data objects 201 ) , slide data objects 
( e.g. , slide data objects 301 ) , and any additional information 
provided by a user as slide object properties ( e.g. , slide 
object properties 302 ) . In some implementations , slide data 
objects and geographic data objects may be linked to via 
slide data object links . Slide data object links may further 
store links to additional slides in a presentation , as selected 
or designated by a user via map interface module 514 . 
[ 0045 ] In some implementations , the slide object genera 
tion module 516 may generate one or more slides of a slide 
presentation for viewing independent of access to data 
sources 107 , 207 , 307 , 507. That is , in such implementa 
tions , all of the data required for display of a slide presen 
tation , including all linked slides and data objects , may be 
packaged together in one or more files for export for display 
on a system that cannot access the data sources . 
[ 0046 ] In various implementations , the slide interface 
module 518 , may be a software module operating on com 
puter system 510 and / or user device 540. Slide interface 
module 518 may be configured to access a slide data object 
( e.g. , slide data object 301 ) , e.g. , via database access module 
512 , and generate a slide of a slide presentation for display 
to a user . Slide interface module 518 may access and display 
map data stored in or linked to via slide map data ( e.g. , slide 
map data 310 ) and may display additional slide information 
stored as slide object properties ( e.g. , slide object properties 
302 ) and / or linked to the slide data object via slide object 
data links ( e.g. , slide object data links 305 ) . 
[ 0047 ] In various implementations , the slide interface 
module 518 may access a slide data object ( e.g. , slide data 
object 301 ) to display a slide as part of a larger slide 
presentation , and may provide to a user software tools to 
navigate a slide presentation , both linearly and hierarchi 
cally . Slide interface module 518 may advance a slide 
presentation linearly from one slide to the next , accessing 
the respective slide data objects associated with each slide in 
the presentation . Slide interface module 518 may further 
access and cause the display of geographic data objects ( e.g. , 
geographic data objects 201 ) and slide data objects linked to 
via slide data object links . For example , when viewing a 
slide of a presentation , a user may choose to navigate to the 
next slide in a linear display and / or may select a geographic 
data object or slide data object included in the selected map 
area . Navigating to a geographic data object or slide data 
object included in the selected map area may permit the user 
to access data sources from which the slide is created and / or 
to access additional slide presentations that provide greater 
detail to topics discussed in the initial slide . In some 
implementations , additional slides ( or slide presentations ) 
may be pre - built in anticipation of certain topics and / or 
questions that may arise during a given slide presentation . 
That is , these additional slides may include information 
( e.g. , map data ) that specifically addresses various topics 
and / or questions that may or may not be needed during the 
slide presentation . In such implementations , these additional 
slides are typically not shown during the slide presentation 
unless needed . If needed during the presentation , the pre 
senter can access the additional slides either by locating 

these slides geospatially and / or by accessing a direct link to 
the slides from a slide ( or parent slide ) in the presentation . 
[ 0048 ] In some implementations , the slide interface mod 
ule 518 may update a slide presentation for display . A user 
may access and display a slide presentation associated with 
one or more slide data objects at a first time . After accessing 
the slide presentation , data associated with the various data 
( e.g. , geographic data objects 201 and slide data objects 301 , 
as well as map data 402 ) associated with the slide display 
may be updated . In such instances , the user may access and 
display the slide presentation after data has been updated . 
When the slide presentation is accessed again , slide interface 
module 518 may provide an updated slide presentation for 
display and interaction with the user . In some implementa 
tions , the user selects an update option to cause the slide 
presentation to be updated based on changes to the under 
lying data ( e.g. , geographic data objects 201 and slide data 
objects 301 , as well as map data 402 ) . 
[ 0049 ] In various implementations , the access control 
module 520 may be a software module operating on com 
puter system 510 and / or user device 540. Access control 
module 520 may operate to verify viewer access levels and 
adjust slide presentation access according an access level of 
one or more viewers . Access control module 520 may 
operate in concert with slide interface module 518 to cause 
the display of slide elements corresponding to an access 
level of viewers of the slide presentation . Access control 
module may also operate in concert with slide object gen 
eration module 516 to receive access control levels associ 
ated with the data of slide data objects and embed informa 
tion corresponding to the access control levels with that data 
in the corresponding slide data objects . As discussed above , 
any and all data associated with a slide data object , including 
slide map data , slide data properties , and any data linked to 
the slide data object via a slide data link may be designated 
with a corresponding access level control designating a 
required access level for viewing . 
[ 0050 ] In some implementations , when a slide presenta 
tion is being presented , a presenter can identify the respec 
tive access levels of entities in the audience using the access 
control module 520. For example , in some implementations , 
access levels may be represented as security categories ( or 
" hats ” ) . When giving a slide presentation , the presenter can 
indicate the respective security categories ( or hats ) corre 
sponding to individuals in the audience . Based on the 
indicated access levels , the access control module 520 can 
automatically modify the slide presentation so that only 
slides ( or information in slides ) that are cleared for access by 
the audience are displayed . In some implementations , the 
access control module 520 may require potential viewers to 
log - in via user name and password , may require biometric 
scanning , may require physical credential verification , and / 
or may require any other suitable verification . 
[ 0051 ] In some implementations , the access control mod 
ule 520 may cause the selective display of data associated 
with a slide data object according to the access levels of 
viewers . For example , where all viewers have access to all 
data , the access control module 520 may permit slide 
interface module 518 to display all aspects of a slide 
presentation . In another example , if a verified user has an 
access level that does not permit viewing of all data , any data 
not permitted by that user's access level is not displayed . In 
another example , users may have access to information 
provided in a slide presentation , but may lack access to any 
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linked geographic data objects or slide data objects that 
support the information on the slide . In this example , a user 
may be permitted to see summarized information without 
being permitted to see the more in - depth information from 
which the summary information is created . In some imple 
mentations , the slides , or portions of the slides , are redacted 
based on audience access levels . In some implementations , 
when multiple entities in the audience have different access 
levels , the union of these access levels is used to determine 
which aspects of the slide presentation will be shown . 
[ 0052 ] Although illustrated in FIG . 5 as a single compo 
nent , computer system 510 and user device 540 may each 
include a plurality of individual components ( e.g. , computer 
devices ) each programmed with at least some of the func 
tions described herein . In this manner , some components of 
computer system 510 and / or user device 540 may perform 
some functions while other components may perform other 
functions , as would be appreciated . The one or more pro 
cessors 532 , 542 may each include one or more physical 
processors that are programmed by computer program 
instructions . The various instructions described herein are 
exemplary only . Other configurations and numbers of 
instructions may be used , so long as the processor ( s ) 532 , 
542 are programmed to perform the functions described 
herein . 
[ 0053 ] Furthermore , it should be appreciated that although 
the various instructions are illustrated in FIG . 5 as being 
co - located within a single processing unit , in implementa 
tions in which processor ( s ) 532 , 542 includes multiple 
processing units , one or more instructions may be executed 
remotely from the other instructions . 
[ 0054 ] Additionally , the modular software breakdown as 
illustrated in FIG . 5 is prepared for illustrative purposes 
only . The various instructions described with respect to 
specific software modules may be implemented by alterna 
tive software modules configured in different arrangements 
and with alternative function sets . 
[ 0055 ] The description of the functionality provided by the 
different instructions described herein is for illustrative 
purposes , and is not intended to be limiting , as any of 
instructions may provide more or less functionality than is 
described . For example , one or more of the instructions may 
be eliminated , and some or all of its functionality may be 
provided by other ones of the instructions . As another 
example , processor ( s ) 532 , 542 may be programmed by one 
or more additional instructions that may perform some or all 
of the functionality attributed herein to one of the instruc 
tions . 
[ 0056 ] The various instructions described herein may be 
stored in a storage device 534 , 544 which may comprise 
random access memory ( RAM ) , read only memory ( ROM ) , 
and / or other memory . The storage device may store the 
computer program instructions ( e.g. , the aforementioned 
instructions ) to be executed by processor 532 , 542 as well as 
data that may be manipulated by processor 532 , 542. The 
storage device may comprise floppy disks , hard disks , 
optical disks , tapes , or other storage media for storing 
computer - executable instructions and / or data . 
[ 0057 ] The various components illustrated in FIG . 5 may 
be coupled to at least one other component via a network 
502 , which may include any one or more of , for instance , the 
Internet , an intranet , a PAN ( Personal Area Network ) , a LAN 
( Local Area Network ) , a WAN ( Wide Area Network ) , a SAN 
( Storage Area Network ) , a MAN ( Metropolitan Area Net 

work ) , a wireless network , a cellular communications net 
work , a Public Switched Telephone Network , and / or other 
network . In FIG . 5 , as well as in other drawing Figures , 
different numbers of entities than those depicted may be 
used . Furthermore , according to various implementations , 
the components described herein may be implemented in 
hardware and / or software that configure hardware . 
[ 0058 ] FIG . 6 depicts a process flow chart of a method 600 
for facilitating the user implementation of data transforma 
tions . The various processing operations and / or data flows 
depicted in FIG . 6 ( and in the other drawing figures ) are 
described in greater detail herein . The described operations 
may be accomplished using some or all of the system 
components described in detail above and , in some imple 
mentations , various operations may be performed in differ 
ent sequences and various operations may be omitted . Addi 
tional operations may be performed along with some or all 
of the operations shown in the depicted flow diagrams . One 
or more operations may be performed simultaneously . 
Accordingly , the operations as illustrated ( and described in 
greater detail below ) are exemplary by nature and , as such , 
should not be viewed as limiting . 
[ 0059 ] In an operation 602 , map data may be provided to 
a user via a map interface ( e.g. , the map interface 400 ) . For 
example , the map interface module 514 may operate to 
obtain map data ( e.g. , map data 402 ) via database access 
module 512 and present a map interface to a user . The map 
data provided may correspond to a specific geographic 
region . Map interface module 514 may further provide the 
user software tools for map manipulation , as described 
above . 
[ 0060 ] In an operation 604 , a selection of a portion of the 
geographic region may be determined via the map interface . 
The selection may be determined according to user input 
through the map interface . The selected portion of the 
geographic region may include all of the map data encom 
passed by the selected portion , as well as any data objects , 
geographic data objects , and slide data objects associated 
with and / or located within the selected portion of the geo 
graphic region . 
[ 0061 ] In an operation 606 , a slide of a slide presentation 
may be generated according to at least the selected portion . 
The generated slide may include a visual representation of 
the selected portion as well as visual representations of any 
data objects encompassed therein . For example , the slide 
object generation module 516 may extract data for a slide 
data object from the map data and data objects of the 
selected portion in the map interface . 
[ 0062 ] In some implementations , operation 606 may fur 
ther include receiving additional information , from the user 
via map interface , for inclusion within the slide . For 
example , where a user has selected a specific map portion , 
the user may then wish to add bullet points and or other data 
to complete the slide . Additional user information , including 
added data as well as linked - to data objects may be included 
in the slide data object representative of the newly created 
slide . 
[ 0063 ] In an operation 608 , access controls may be deter 
mined and embedded within the slide data object and / or 
within the newly created slide . Access controls may be 
determined and embedded by operation of access control 
module 520. Access controls may be determined by direct 
user input . For example , a user may individually assign 
required access levels to various pieces of data and infor 
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a computer user . An input device 714 , including alphanu 
meric and other keys , is coupled to bus 702 for communi 
cating information and command selections to processor 
704. Another type of user input device is cursor control 716 , 
such as a mouse , a trackball , or cursor direction keys for 
communicating direction information and command selec 
tions to processor 704 and for controlling cursor movement 
on display 712. This input device typically has two degrees 
of freedom in two axes , a first axis ( e.g. , x ) and a second axis 
( e.g. , y ) , that allows the device to specify positions in a 
plane . In some embodiments , the same direction information 
and command selections as cursor control may be imple 
mented via receiving touches on a touch screen without a 
cursor . 

mation in a newly created slide . Access controls may also be 
determined by incorporation . For example , when the 
selected portion includes a geographic data object that 
becomes incorporated in the newly created slide , the access 
level of that geographic data object may remain the same in 
the newly created slide . In some implementations , the user 
may be given an opportunity to adjust the access level of 
incorporated data . 
[ 0064 ] In some implementations , the system may return to 
operation 602 or operation 604 to permit a user to generate 
one or more additional slides to create a slide presentation . 
[ 0065 ] In an operation 610 , one or more slides of a 
presentation may be displayed . Slide interface module 518 
may operate to cause display of the newly created slide or 
slides on a computer display . The slide or slides may be 
cause to be displayed on a computer system 510 , user device 
540 , and / or any other computer system including a display 
capable of displaying the slide to any viewer or viewers . 
Slide interface module 518 may cooperate with access 
control module 520 to determine which portions of the 
slide ( s ) to display , based on access control levels of viewers 
as determined by access control module 520 . 
[ 0066 ] Thus , slide generation process 600 may provide a 
method of generating slides by extracting slide data objects 
from map data according to user input and manipulation of 
the map data . The extracted slide data objects may be the 
data source for the newly generated slides , and a user may 
generate as many slide data objects as needed to complete a 
slide presentation . Created slides may encompass any or all 
map data and / or data objects within a selected map portion , 
according to user input . A user may apply access level 
controls to the newly created slides , and / or may apply 
previously assigned access level controls to incorporated 
data . The system may further cause the display of the newly 
created slides and access control of their content . 
[ 0067 ] FIG . 7 depicts a block diagram of an example 
computer system 700 in which any of the embodiments 
described herein may be implemented . The computer system 
700 includes a bus 702 or other communication mechanism 
for communicating information , one or more hardware pro 
cessors 704 coupled with bus 702 for processing informa 
tion . Hardware processor ( s ) 704 may be , for example , one or 
more general purpose microprocessors . 
[ 0068 ] The computer system 700 also includes a main 
memory 706 , such as a random access memory ( RAM ) , 
cache and / or other dynamic storage devices , coupled to bus 
702 for storing information and instructions to be executed 
by processor 704. Main memory 706 also may be used for 
storing temporary variables or other intermediate informa 
tion during execution of instructions to be executed by 
processor 704. Such instructions , when stored in storage 
media accessible to processor 704 , render computer system 
700 into a special - purpose machine that is customized to 
perform the operations specified in the instructions . 
[ 0069 ] The computer system 700 further includes a read 
only memory ( ROM ) 708 or other static storage device 
coupled to bus 702 for storing static information and instruc 
tions for processor 704. A storage device 710 , such as a 
magnetic disk , optical disk , or USB thumb drive ( Flash 
drive ) , etc. , is provided and coupled to bus 702 for storing 
information and instructions . 
[ 0070 ] The computer system 700 may be coupled via bus 
702 to a display 712 , such as a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) or 
LCD display ( or touch screen ) , for displaying information to 

[ 0071 ] The computing system 700 may include a user 
interface module to implement a GUI that may be stored in 
a mass storage device as executable software codes that are 
executed by the computing device ( s ) . This and other mod 
ules may include , by way of example , components , such as 
software components , object - oriented software components , 
class components and task components , processes , func 
tions , attributes , procedures , subroutines , segments of pro 
gram code , drivers , firmware , microcode , circuitry , data , 
databases , data structures , tables , arrays , and variables . 
[ 0072 ] In general , the word " module , ” as used herein , 
refers to logic embodied in hardware or firmware , or to a 
collection of software instructions , possibly having entry 
and exit points , written in a programming language , such as , 
for example , Java , C or C ++ . A software module may be 
compiled and linked into an executable program , installed in 
a dynamic link library , or may be written in an interpreted 
programming language such as , for example , BASIC , Perl , 
or Python . It will be appreciated that software modules may 
be callable from other modules or from themselves , and / or 
may be invoked in response to detected events or interrupts . 
Software modules configured for execution on computing 
devices may be provided on a computer readable medium , 
such as a compact disc , digital video disc , flash drive , 
magnetic disc , or any other tangible medium , or as a digital 
download ( and may be originally stored in a compressed or 
installable format that requires installation , decompression 
or decryption prior to execution ) . Such software code may 
be stored , partially or fully , on a memory device of the 
executing computing device , for execution by the computing 
device . Software instructions may be embedded in firmware , 
such as an EPROM . It will be further appreciated that 
hardware modules may be comprised of connected logic 
units , such as gates and flip - flops , and / or may be comprised 
of programmable units , such as programmable gate arrays or 
processors . The modules or computing device functionality 
described herein are preferably implemented as software 
modules , but may be represented in hardware or firmware . 
Generally , the modules described herein refer to logical 
modules that may be combined with other modules or 
divided into sub - modules despite their physical organization 
or storage . 
[ 0073 ] The computer system 700 may implement the 
techniques described herein using customized hard - wired 
logic , one or more ASICs or FPGAs , firmware and / or 
program logic which in combination with the computer 
system causes or programs computer system 700 to be a 
special - purpose machine . According to one embodiment , the 
techniques herein are performed by computer system 700 in 
response to processor ( s ) 704 executing one or more 
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sequences of one or more instructions contained in main 
memory 706. Such instructions may be read into main 
memory 706 from another storage medium , such as storage 
device 710. Execution of the sequences of instructions 
contained in main memory 706 causes processor ( s ) 704 to 
perform the process steps described herein . In alternative 
embodiments , hard - wired circuitry may be used in place of 
or in combination with software instructions . 
[ 0074 ] The term “ non - transitory media , ” and similar 
terms , as used herein refers to any media that store data 
and / or instructions that cause a machine to operate in a 
specific fashion . Such non - transitory media may comprise 
non - volatile media and / or volatile media . Non - volatile 
media includes , for example , optical or magnetic disks , such 
as storage device 710. Volatile media includes dynamic 
memory , such as main memory 706. Common forms of 
non - transitory media include , for example , a floppy disk , a 
flexible disk , hard disk , solid state drive , magnetic tape , or 
any other magnetic data storage medium , a CD - ROM , any 
other optical data storage medium , any physical medium 
with patterns of holes , a RAM , a PROM , and EPROM , a 
FLASH - EPROM , NVRAM , any other memory chip or 
cartridge , and networked versions of the same . 
[ 0075 ] Non - transitory media is distinct from but may be 
used in conjunction with transmission media . Transmission 
media participates in transferring information between non 
transitory media . For example , transmission media includes 
coaxial cables , copper wire and fiber optics , including the 
wires that comprise bus 702. Transmission media can also 
take the form of acoustic or light waves , such as those 
generated during radio - wave and infra - red data communi 
cations . 

[ 0076 ] Various forms of media may be involved in carry 
ing one or more sequences of one or more instructions to 
processor 704 for execution . For example , the instructions 
may initially be carried on a magnetic disk or solid state 
drive of a remote computer . The remote computer can load 
the instructions into its dynamic memory and send the 
instructions over a telephone line using a modem . A modem 
local to computer system 700 can receive the data on the 
telephone line and use an infra - red transmitter to convert the 
data to an infra - red signal . An infra - red detector can receive 
the data carried in the infra - red signal and appropriate 
circuitry can place the data on bus 702. Bus 702 carries the 
data to main memory 706 , from which processor 704 
retrieves and executes the instructions . The instructions 
received by main memory 706 may optionally be stored on 
storage device 710 either before or after execution by 
processor 704 . 
[ 0077 ] The computer system 700 also includes a commu 
nication interface 718 coupled to bus 702. Communication 
interface 718 provides a two - way data communication cou 
pling to one or more network links that are connected to one 
or more local networks . For example , communication inter 
face 718 may be an integrated services digital network 
( ISDN ) card , cable modem , satellite modem , or a modem to 
provide a data communication connection to a correspond 
ing type of telephone line . As another example , communi 
cation interface 718 may be a local area network ( LAN ) card 
to provide a data communication connection to a compatible 
LAN ( or WAN component to communicated with a WAN ) . 
Wireless links may also be implemented . In any such 
implementation , communication interface 718 sends and 

receives electrical , electromagnetic or optical signals that 
carry digital data streams representing various types of 
information . 
[ 0078 ] A network link typically provides data communi 
cation through one or more networks to other data devices . 
For example , a network link may provide a connection 
through local network to a host computer or to data equip 
ment operated by an Internet Service Provider ( ISP ) . The 
ISP in turn provides data communication services through 
the world wide packet data communication network now 
commonly referred to as the “ Internet ” . Local network and 
Internet both use electrical , electromagnetic or optical sig 
nals that carry digital data streams . The signals through the 
various networks and the signals on network link and 
through communication interface 718 , which carry the digi 
tal data to and from computer system 700 , are example 
forms of transmission media . 
[ 0079 ] The computer system 700 can send messages and 
receive data , including program code , through the network 
( s ) , network link and communication interface 718. In the 
Internet example , a server might transmit a requested code 
for an application program through the Internet , the ISP , the 
local network and the communication interface 718 . 
[ 0080 ] The received code may be executed by processor 
704 as it is received , and / or stored in storage device 710 , or 
other non - volatile storage for later execution . 
[ 0081 ] Each of the processes , methods , and algorithms 
described in the preceding sections may be embodied in , and 
fully or partially automated by , code modules executed by 
one or more computer systems or computer processors 
comprising computer hardware . The processes and algo 
rithms may be implemented partially or wholly in applica 
tion - specific circuitry . 
[ 0082 ] The various features and processes described 
above may be used independently of one another , or may be 
combined in various ways . All possible combinations and 
sub - combinations are intended to fall within the scope of 
this disclosure . In addition , certain method or process blocks 
may be omitted in some implementations . The methods and 
processes described herein are also not limited to any 
particular sequence , and the blocks or states relating thereto 
can be performed in other sequences that are appropriate . 
For example , described blocks or states may be performed 
in an order other than that specifically disclosed , or multiple 
blocks or states may be combined in a single block or state . 
The example blocks or states may be performed in serial , in 
parallel , or in some other manner . Blocks or states may be 
added to or removed from the disclosed example embodi 
ments . The example systems and components described 
herein may be configured differently than described . For 
example , elements may be added to , removed from , or 
rearranged compared to the disclosed example embodi 
ments . 

[ 0083 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
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input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0084 ] Any process descriptions , elements , or blocks in 
the flow diagrams described herein and / or depicted in the 
attached figures should be understood as potentially repre 
senting modules , segments , or portions of code which 
include one or more executable instructions for implement 
ing specific logical functions or steps in the process . Alter 
nate implementations are included within the scope of the 
embodiments described herein in which elements or func 
tions may be deleted , executed out of order from that shown 
or discussed , including substantially concurrently or in 
reverse order , depending on the functionality involved , as 
would be understood by those skilled in the art . 
[ 0085 ] It should be emphasized that many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above - described embodi 
ments , the elements of which are to be understood as being 
among other acceptable examples . All such modifications 
and variations are intended to be included herein within the 
scope of this disclosure . The foregoing description details 
certain embodiments of the invention . It will be appreciated , 
however , that no matter how detailed the foregoing appears 
in text , the invention can be practiced in many ways . As is 
also stated above , it should be noted that the use of particular 
terminology when describing certain features or aspects of 
the invention should not be taken to imply that the termi 
nology is being re - defined herein to be restricted to includ 
ing any specific characteristics of the features or aspects of 
the invention with which that terminology is associated . The 
scope of the invention should therefore be construed in 
accordance with the appended claims and any equivalents 
thereof . 

configured functions and are no longer general - purpose 
processors . It will be appreciated that the decision to imple 
ment a hardware engine mechanically , in dedicated and 
permanently configured circuitry , or in temporarily config 
ured circuitry ( e.g. , configured by software ) may be driven 
by cost and time considerations . 
[ 0088 ] Accordingly , the phrase " hardware engine " should 
be understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an 
entity that is physically constructed , permanently configured 
( e.g. , hardwired ) , or temporarily configured ( e.g. , pro 
grammed ) to operate in a certain manner or to perform 
certain operations described herein . As used herein , " hard 
ware - implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine . 
Considering embodiments in which hardware engines are 
temporarily configured ( e.g. , programmed ) , each of the 
hardware engines need not be configured or instantiated at 
any one instance in time . For example , where a hardware 
engine comprises a general - purpose processor configured by 
software to become a special - purpose processor , the general 
purpose processor may be configured as respectively differ 
ent special - purpose processors ( e.g. , comprising different 
hardware engines ) at different times . Software accordingly 
configures a particular processor or processors , for example , 
to constitute a particular hardware engine at one instance of 
time and to constitute a different hardware engine at a 
different instance of time . 
[ 0089 ] Hardware engines can provide information to , and 
receive information from , other hardware engines . Accord 
ingly , the described hardware engines may be regarded as 
being communicatively coupled . Where multiple hardware 
engines exist contemporaneously , communications may be 
achieved through signal transmission ( e.g. , over appropriate 
circuits and buses ) between or among two or more of the 
hardware engines . In embodiments in which multiple hard 
ware engines are configured or instantiated at different 
times , communications between such hardware engines may 
be achieved , for example , through the storage and retrieval 
of information in memory structures to which the multiple 
hardware engines have access . For example , one hardware 
engine may perform an operation and store the output of that 
operation in a memory device to which it is communica 
tively coupled . A further hardware engine may then , at a 
later time , access the memory device to retrieve and process 
the stored output . Hardware engines may also initiate com 
munications with input or output devices , and can operate on 
a resource ( e.g. , a collection of information ) . 
[ 0090 ] The various operations of example methods 
described herein may be performed , at least partially , by one 
or more processors that are temporarily configured ( e.g. , by 
software ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 
operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , 
such processors may constitute processor - implemented 
engines that operate to perform one or more operations or 
functions described herein . As used herein , " processor 
implemented engine ” refers to a hardware engine imple 
mented using one or more processors . 
[ 0091 ] Similarly , the methods described herein may be at 
least partially processor - implemented , with a particular pro 
cessor or processors being an example of hardware . For 
example , at least some of the operations of a method may be 
performed by one or more processors or processor - imple 
mented engines . Moreover , the one or more processors may 
also operate to support performance of the relevant opera 
tions in a “ cloud computing ” environment or as a “ software 

Engines , Components , and Logic 
[ 0086 ] Certain embodiments are described herein as 
including logic or a number of components , engines , or 
mechanisms . Engines may constitute either software engines 
( e.g. , code embodied on a machine - readable medium ) or 
hardware engines . A “ hardware engine ” is a tangible 
capable of performing certain operations and may be con 
figured or arranged in a certain physical manner . In various 
example embodiments , one or more computer systems ( e.g. , 
a standalone computer system , a client computer system , or 
a server computer system ) or one or more hardware engines 
of a computer system ( e.g. , a processor or a group of 
processors ) may be configured by software ( e.g. , an appli 
cation or application portion ) as a hardware engine that 
operates to perform certain operations as described herein . 
[ 0087 ] In some embodiments , a hardware engine may be 
implemented mechanically , electronically , or any suitable 
combination thereof . For example , a hardware engine may 
include dedicated circuitry or logic that is permanently 
configured to perform certain operations . For example , a 
hardware engine may be a special - purpose processor , such 
as a Field - Programmable Gate Array ( FPGA ) or an Appli 
cation Specific Integrated Circuit ( ASIC ) . A hardware 
engine may also include programmable logic or circuitry 
that is temporarily configured by software to perform certain 
operations . For example , a hardware engine may include 
software executed by a general - purpose processor or other 
programmable processor . Once configured by such software , 
hardware engines become specific machines ( or specific 
components of a machine ) uniquely tailored to perform the 
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as a service ” ( SaaS ) . For example , at least some of the 
operations may be performed by a group of computers ( as 
examples of machines including processors ) , with these 
operations being accessible via a network ( e.g. , the Internet ) 
and via one or more appropriate interfaces ( e.g. , an Appli 
cation Program Interface ( API ) ) . 
[ 0092 ] The performance of certain of the operations may 
be distributed among the processors , not only residing 
within a single machine , but deployed across a number of 
machines . In some example embodiments , the processors or 
processor - implemented engines may be located in a single 
geographic location ( e.g. , within a home environment , an 
office environment , or a server farm ) . In other example 
embodiments , the processors or processor - implemented 
engines may be distributed across a number of geographic 
locations . 

Language 
[ 0093 ] Throughout this specification , plural instances may 
implement components , operations , or structures described 
as a single instance . Although individual operations of one 
or more methods are illustrated and described as separate 
operations , one or more of the individual operations may be 
performed concurrently , and nothing requires that the opera 
tions be performed in the order illustrated . Structures and 
functionality presented as separate components in example 
configurations may be implemented as a combined structure 
or component . Similarly , structures and functionality pre 
sented as a single component may be implemented as 
separate components . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within the scope of 
the subject matter herein . 
[ 0094 ] Although an overview of the subject matter has 
been described with reference to specific example embodi 
ments , various modifications and changes may be made to 
these embodiments without departing from the broader 
scope of embodiments of the present disclosure . Such 
embodiments of the subject matter may be referred to herein , 
individually or collectively , by the term “ invention ” merely 
for convenience and without intending to voluntarily limit 
the scope of this application to any single disclosure or 
concept if more than one is , in fact , disclosed . 
[ 0095 ] The embodiments illustrated herein are described 
in sufficient detail to enable those skilled in the art to 
practice the teachings disclosed . Other embodiments may be 
used and derived therefrom , such that structural and logical 
substitutions and changes may be made without departing 
from the scope of this disclosure . The Detailed Description , 
therefore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope 
of various embodiments is defined only by the appended 
claims , along with the full range of equivalents to which 
such claims are entitled . 
[ 0096 ] It will be appreciated that an “ engine , " " system , ” 
“ data store , " and / or " database ” may comprise software , 
hardware , firmware , and / or circuitry . In one example , one or 
more software programs comprising instructions capable of 
being executable by a processor may perform one or more 
of the functions of the engines , data stores , databases , or 
systems described herein . In another example , circuitry may 
perform the same or similar functions . Alternative embodi 
ments may comprise more , less , or functionally equivalent 
engines , systems , data stores , or databases , and still be 
within the scope of present embodiments . For example , the 

functionality of the various systems , engines , data stores , 
and / or databases may be combined or divided differently . 
[ 0097 ] “ Open source ” software is defined herein to be 
source code that allows distribution as source code as well 
as compiled form , with a well - publicized and indexed means 
of obtaining the source , optionally with a license that allows 
modifications and derived works . 
[ 0098 ] The data stores described herein may be any suit 
able structure ( e.g. , an active database , a relational database , 
a self - referential database , a table , a matrix , an array , a flat 
file , a documented - oriented storage system , a non - relational 
No - SQL system , and the like ) , and may be cloud - based or 
otherwise . 
[ 0099 ] As used herein , the term “ or ” may be construed in 
either an inclusive or exclusive sense . Moreover , plural 
instances may be provided for resources , operations , or 
structures described herein as a single instance . Additionally , 
boundaries between various resources , operations , engines , 
engines , and data stores are somewhat arbitrary , and par 
ticular operations are illustrated in a context of specific 
illustrative configurations . Other allocations of functionality 
are envisioned and may fall within a scope of various 
embodiments of the present disclosure . In general , structures 
and functionality presented as separate resources in the 
example configurations may be implemented as a combined 
structure or resource . Similarly , structures and functionality 
presented as a single resource may be implemented as 
separate resources . These and other variations , modifica 
tions , additions , and improvements fall within a scope of 
embodiments of the present disclosure as represented by the 
appended claims . The specification and drawings are , 
accordingly , to be regarded in an illustrative rather than a 
restrictive sense . 
[ 0100 ] Conditional language , such as , among others , 
" can , ” “ could , ” “ might , ” or “ may , ” unless specifically stated 
otherwise , or otherwise understood within the context as 
used , is generally intended to convey that certain embodi 
ments include , while other embodiments do not include , 
certain features , elements and / or steps . Thus , such condi 
tional language is not generally intended to imply that 
features , elements and / or steps are in any way required for 
one or more embodiments or that one or more embodiments 
necessarily include logic for deciding , with or without user 
input or prompting , whether these features , elements and / or 
steps are included or are to be performed in any particular 
embodiment . 
[ 0101 ] Although the invention has been described in detail 
for the purpose of illustration based on what is currently 
considered to be the most practical and preferred implemen 
tations , it is to be understood that such detail is solely for that 
purpose and that the invention is not limited to the disclosed 
implementations , but , on the contrary , is intended to cover 
modifications and equivalent arrangements that are within 
the spirit and scope of the appended claims . For example , it 
is to be understood that the present invention contemplates 
that , to the extent possible , one or more features of any 
embodiment can be combined with one or more features of 
any other embodiment . 
[ 0102 ] Other implementations , uses and advantages of the 
invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art from 
consideration of the specification and practice of the inven 
tion disclosed herein . The specification should be considered 
exemplary only , and the scope of the invention is accord 
ingly intended to be limited only by the following claims . 
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What is claimed is : 
1. A system for generating a dynamically linked geo 

graphical slide presentation , the system comprising : 
one or more processors and a memory storing instructions 

that , when executed by the one or more processors , 
cause the system to : 
provide map data corresponding to a given geographic 

region for presentation through an interface ; 
determine a selection of a portion of the geographic 

region through the interface , wherein map data cor 
responding to the selected portion of the geographic 
region is linked to a geographical data object of a 
geographic object model defined by a geographic 
ontology ; 

generate a first slide of a slide presentation based at 
least in part on the selection , the first slide including 
at least a visual representation of the selected portion 
of the geographic region ; 

modify the geographical data object ; and 
automatically update , based on and in response to the 

modification of the geographical data object of the 
geographic object model defined by the geographic 
ontology , the visual representation of the selected 
portion of the geographic region . 

2. The system of claim 1 , wherein the system is further 
caused to : 
determine one or more access control levels associated 

with the selected portion of the geographic region ; and 
embed information corresponding to the one or more 

access control levels into the first slide of the slide 
presentation 

3. The system of claim 2 , wherein the system is further 
caused to : 

obtain access levels of potential viewers of the first slide ; 
determine a display status of data of the first slide accord 

ing to the one or more access control levels ; and 
cause display of the first slide of the slide presentation on 

a computer display device according to the display 
status . 

4. The system of claim 3 , wherein determining a display 
status further causes the system to : 

determine to display first data of the first slide for which 
the minimum access level among the potential viewers 
satisfies the access level of the first data ; and 

determine not to display second data of the first slide for 
which the minimum access level among the potential 
viewers does not satisfy the access level of the second 
data . 

5. The system of claim 1 , wherein the geographical data 
object is modified based on user input . 
6. The system of claim 1 , wherein to determine the 

selection of a portion of the geographic region through the 
interface further causes the system to determine map fea 
tures to include within the selected portion . 

7. The system of claim 1 , wherein the system is further 
caused to : 

determine a selection of a second portion of the geo 
graphic region through the interface ; and 

generate a second slide of the slide presentation based at 
least in part on the second selection , the second slide 
including at least a visual representation of the selected 
portion of the geographic region . 

8. The system of claim 1 , wherein to generate the first 
slide of the presentation , the system is further caused to : 

generate a slide data object according to selection of the 
portion of the geographic region , wherein the slide data 
object references a portion of the map data correspond 
ing to the selection ; and 

link the slide data object to the map data corresponding to 
the given geographic region at a first slide location 
corresponding to the selection . 

9. The system of claim 8 , wherein the system is further 
caused to : 

provide the map data corresponding to the given geo 
graphic region including a visual representation of the 
slide data object for presentation through the interface ; 

determine a second selection of a portion of the geo 
graphic region through the interface , the second selec 
tion including at least the first slide location ; and 

generate a second slide based at least in part on the 
selection , the second slide including at least a visual 
representation of the second selected portion of the 
geographic region and a link to the slide data object . 

10. The system of claim 1 , wherein map data correspond 
ing to the selected portion of the geographic region includes 
a visual representation of a map feature linked to the 
geographical data object including information about the 
map feature , and wherein the generated first slide of the slide 
presentation includes a link to the information about the map 
feature . 

11. A method for generating a dynamically linked geo 
graphical slide presentation , the method being performed on 
a computer system having one or more physical processors 
programmed with computer program instructions that , when 
executed by the one or more physical processors , cause the 
computer system to perform the method , the method com 
prising : 

providing , by the computer system , map data correspond 
ing to a given geographic region for presentation 
through an interface ; 

determining , by the computer system , a selection of a 
portion of the geographic region through the interface , 
wherein map data corresponding to the selected portion 
of the geographic region is linked to a geographical 
data object of a geographic object model defined by a 
geographic ontology ; 

generating , by the computer system , a first slide of a slide 
presentation based at least in part on the selection , the 
first slide including at least a visual representation of 
the selected portion of the geographic region ; 

modifying the geographical data object ; and 
automatically updating , based on and in response to the 
modifying the geographical data object of the geo 
graphic object model defined by the geographic ontol 
ogy , the visual representation of the selected portion of 
the geographic region . 

12. The method of claim 11 , further comprising : 
determining , by the computer system , one or more access 

control levels associated with the selected portion of 
the geographic region ; and 

embedding , by the computer system , information corre 
sponding to the one or more access control levels into 
the first slide of the slide presentation . 

13. The method of claim 12 , further comprising : 
obtaining , by the computer system , access levels of poten 

tial viewers of the first slide ; 
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determining , by the computer system , a display status of 
data of the first slide according to the one or more 
access control levels ; and 

causing , by the computer system , display of the first slide 
of the slide presentation on a computer display device 
according to the display status . 

14. The method of claim 13 , wherein determining the 
display status further comprises : 

determining , by the computer system , to display first data 
of the first slide for which the minimum access level 
among the potential viewers satisfies the access level of 
the first data ; and 

determining , by the computer system , not to display 
second data of the first slide for which the minimum 
access level among the potential viewers does not 
satisfy the access level of the second data . 

15. The method of claim 11 , wherein the geographical 
data object is modified based on user input . 

16. The method of claim 11 , wherein determining the 
selection of a portion of the geographic region through the 
interface further comprises : 

determining , by the computer system , map features to 
include within the selected portion . 

17. The method of claim 11 , further comprising : 
determining , by the computer system , a selection of a 

second portion of the geographic region through the 
interface ; and 

generating , by the computer system , a second slide of the 
slide presentation based at least in part on the second 
selection , the second slide including at least a visual 
representation of the selected portion of the geographic 
region . 

18. The method of claim 11 , wherein generating the first 
slide of the presentation includes : 

generating , by the computer system , a slide data object 
according to selection of the portion of the geographic 
region , wherein the slide data object references a por 
tion of the map data corresponding to the selection ; and 

linking , by the computer system , the slide data object to 
the map data corresponding to the given geographic 
region at a first slide location corresponding to the 
selection . 

19. The method of claim 18 , further comprising : 
providing , by the computer system , the map data corre 

sponding to the given geographic region including a 
visual representation of the slide data object for pre 
sentation through the interface ; 

determining , by the computer system , a second selection 
of a portion of the geographic region through the 
interface , the second selection including at least the 
first slide location , and 

generating , by the computer system , a second slide based 
at least in part on the selection , the second slide 
including at least a visual representation of the second 
selected portion of the geographic region and a link to 
the slide data object . 

20. The method of claim 11 , wherein map data corre 
sponding to the selected portion of the geographic region 
includes a visual representation of a map feature linked to 
the geographical data object including information about the 
map feature , and wherein the generated first slide of the slide 
presentation includes a link to the information about the map 
feature . 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS SYSTEM TO GENERATE CURATED 
ONTOLOGIES 

PRIORITY APPLICATION 

[ 0001 ] This application is a continuation of , and claims 
priority to Ser . No. 15 / 659,195 , filed Jul . 25 , 2017 , which is 
a continuation of , and claims priority to Ser . No. 15 / 364,131 , 
filed Nov. 29 , 2016 , which claims priority to U.S. Provi 
sional Application Ser . No. 62 / 404,692 , filed Oct. 5 , 2016 , 
the disclosure of which are incorporated herein in their 
entireties by reference . 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[ 0002 ] The present disclosure generally relates to the 
technical field of special - purpose machines that facilitate the 
curation and management of data sets , including computer 
ized variants of such special - purpose machines and 
improvements to such variants , and to the technologies by 
which such special - purpose machines become improved 
compared to other special - purpose machines that facilitate 
integration of spreadsheet data . In particular , the present 
disclosure addresses systems and methods for the curation , 
management , and presentation of one or more data sets into 
one or more network applications . 

[ 0007 ] Various ones of the appended drawings merely 
illustrate example embodiments of the present disclosure 
and are not intended to limit its scope to the illustrated 
embodiments . On the contrary , these examples are intended 
to cover alternatives , modifications , and equivalents as may 
be included within the scope of the disclosure . 
[ 0008 ] FIG . 1 is a network diagram depicting a network 
system comprising a group of application servers in com 
munication with a network - based ontology curation system 
configured for managing and curating large - scale data sets , 
consistent with some embodiments . 
[ 0009 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating various 
components of the ontology curation system , which is 
provided as part of the network system , consistent with some 
embodiments . 
[ 0010 ] FIG . 3 is a flowchart illustrating a method for 
curating an ontology based on a prioritized set of data 
objects , according to some example embodiments . 
[ 0011 ] FIG . 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method for 
curating an ontology based on a request to view a data 
object , according to some example embodiments . 
[ 0012 ] FIG . 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method for 
prioritizing a set of data objects according to a machine 
learning model , consistent with some embodiments . 
[ 0013 ] FIG . 6 is an interface diagram illustrating presen 
tations of a data object based on curated ontologies , consis 
tent with some embodiments . 
[ 0014 ] FIG . 7 is a diagrammatic representation of a 
machine in the example form of a computer system within 
which a set of instructions for causing the machine to 
perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed 
herein may be executed . 

BACKGROUND 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[ 0003 ] Computer - based data systems , such as relational 
database management systems , typically organize data sets 
according to a fixed structure of tables and relationships . The 
structure may be described using an ontology , embodied in 
a database schema , comprising a data model that is used to 
represent the structure and reason about objects in the 
structure . 

[ 0004 ] An ontology is a fixed data structure that defines a 
set of tables and relationships between those tables . Ontolo 
gies therefore define a set of concepts and relationships that 
represent the content and structure of a data set embodied as 
a database schema . Thus , an ontology of a database is 
normally fixed at the time that the database is created ; any 
change to the ontology represented by the schema is 
extremely disruptive to the database system , and may 
require user intervention by an administrator to modify 
tables or relationships , or to create new tables or relation 
ships . 
[ 0005 ] However , the volumes of data in high - scale data 
sets are cumbersome to store , manage and curate in a 
structure described using an ontology . High - scale data sets 
may include sensor data received from one or more sensors . 
Sensor data is generally presented as a time series , such that 
each data point from the sensor includes a timestamp as well 
as metadata that may indicate a source of the data point ( e.g. , 
an identifier of a sensor ) . Sensor data is generally collected 
in real - time , over extended periods of time . As a result , 
high - scale data sets may comprise growing volumes of data 
that require vast storage space . 
[ 0006 ] The inflexibility of a typical database ontology 
therefore presents a set of unique technical challenges when 
attempts are made to curate ontologies based on specifica 
tions and requirements and when incorporating high - scale 
datasets . 

[ 0015 ] Reference will now be made in detail to specific 
example embodiments for carrying out the inventive subject 
matter of the present disclosure . In the following descrip 
tion , specific details are set forth in order to provide a 
thorough understanding of the subject matter . It shall be 
appreciated that embodiments may be practiced without 
some or all of these specific details . 
[ 0016 ] Example embodiments relate to a network - based 
ontology curation system employed for receiving a request 
to view a data object , curating an ontology associated with 
the data object on - the - fly based on attributes of the request 
that include device and user characteristics , and generating 
and causing display of a presentation of the data object based 
on the curated ontology . Computer - based database systems , 
such as relational database management systems , typically 
organize data according to a fixed structure of tables and 
relationships . The structure may be described using an 
ontology , embodied in a database schema , comprising a data 
model that is used to represent the structure and reason about 
objects in the structure . As discussed above , an ontology is 
normally fixed at the time that the database is created such 
that any change to the ontology represented by the schema 
is extremely disruptive to the database system , and may 
require user intervention by an administrator to modify 
tables or relationships , or to create new tables or relation 
ships . Thus , a system to curate ontologies may be configured 
to generate the structure and the reasons about the objects in 
the structure at the time data is requested . 
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[ 0017 ] For example , consider a situation wherein two 
distinct requesting users request to view the same data object 
( e.g. , the same search terms or reference to the same data 
object ) . One of the requesting users may be part of finance 
within the organization , while the other requesting user is 
with engineering . Each requesting user may therefore 
require an entirely different view of the requested data 
object — the requesting user from finance may primarily be 
interested in accounting data associated with the data object , 
while the other requesting user may primarily be interested 
in project data of projects associated with the data object . 
[ 0018 ] In order to surface and present relevant data to the 
requesting users , the ontology curation system receives 
requests to view data objects , and curates ontologies of 
linked data associated with the data object of the request 
based on attributes of the request itself . In this way , the most 
relevant aspects of the requested data object may be pre 
sented to requesting users . 
[ 0019 ] As an example , the request attributes may include 
a reference to a data object , or component of a data object , 
an identifier of the requesting device itself , as well as user 
attributes of a user making the request ( e.g. , user profile 
data ) . In response to receiving the request , the network 
based ontology curation system identifies properties of the 
requested data object and accesses one or more databases to 
gather a set of data objects to include in a curated ontology 
associated with the data object for the requesting user . The 
network - based ontology curation system retrieves and pri 
oritizes the set of data objects from the database based on the 
request attributes , and generates a curated ontology based on 
the prioritization . For example , the system may prioritize 
what to show and the placement of the various data objects . 
Separately , the underlying components for searching and 
applying an ontology may prioritize amongst the various 
data sources and / or the data from a given data source ( e.g. , 
for example , if there are duplicates , older or newer entries ) . 
In some example embodiments , the network - based ontology 
curation system generates and causes display of a view of 
the data object based on the curated ontology at a graphical 
user interface ( GUI ) at the requesting device . A format of the 
presentation may also be based on the request attributes . 
[ 0020 ] The database accessed by the ontology curation 
system to retrieve the set of data objects may include a 
primary database and a secondary database . In one embodi 
ment , the secondary database includes a relational database 
that contains foreign keys usable to access data objects 
within the primary database . A foreign key is a field in one 
table that uniquely identifies a row of another table . In other 
words , the foreign key is defined in a second table ( e.g. , the 
secondary database ) but refers to the primary key in the first 
table ( e.g. , the primary database ) . For example , a database 
titled “ SENSOR ” has a primary key called “ sensor_id . ” 
Another database titled “ SENSOR DETAILS ” has a foreign 
key which references “ sensor_id " in order to uniquely 
identify the relationship between the databases . The ontol 
ogy curation system generates a curated ontology based on 
the request attributes of the received request . In certain 
example embodiments , the ontology curation system may 
apply machine learning techniques to curate the ontology . 
Machine learning is a method used to devise complex 
models and algorithms that lend themselves to prediction . 
For example , the ontology curation system may index and 
store requests from various client devices in order to use the 
requests as training data to train the ontology curation 

system to curate ontologies based on requests . The requests 
may include requests from client devices for specific types 
of data from various databases , as well as presentation 
formats , and priorities of data objects . For example , mobile 
devices associated with an organization may request a 
particular set of data objects from the database , whereas 
desktop devices associated with the organization more often 
request another set of data objects . 
[ 0021 ] In some example embodiments , the ontology cura 
tion system may simply be configured based on user inputs 
defining priorities of data objects based on request attributes . 
For example , the ontology curation system may receive a 
configuration specifying priorities , and present formats of 
ontologies based on requests attributes . Request attributes 
may include device identifiers , device attributes of the 
requesting device ( e.g. , mobile , desktop , wearable , etc. ) 
organization identifiers , user identifiers , as well as team 
identifiers of specific teams within organizations ( e.g. , mar 
keting , security , sales ) . 
[ 0022 ] FIG . 1 is a network diagram illustrating a network 
environment 100 suitable for operating an ontology curation 
system 150. A networked system 102 provides server - side 
functionality , via a network 104 ( e.g. , an intranet , the 
Internet or a Wide Area Network ( WAN ) ) , to one or more 
clients such as the client device ( s ) 110 and server 130. In 
some example embodiments , the server 130 may include 
another client application configured to run queries against 
the ontology curation system 150 in order to generate and 
utilize curated ontologies . FIG . 1 illustrates a web client 112 
and client application ( s ) 114 executing on respective client 
device ( s ) 110 . 
[ 0023 ] An Application Program Interface ( API ) server 120 
and a web server 122 are coupled to , and provide program 
matic and web interfaces respectively to , one or more 
application server ( s ) 140. The application servers 140 host 
the ontology curation system 150. The application server ( s ) 
140 are , in turn , shown to be coupled to one or more 
database servers 124 that facilitate access to one or more 
databases 126 . 
[ 0024 ] The ontology curation system 150 curates ontolo 
gies based on input data and request attributes from requests 
received from client devices ( e.g. , client device ( s ) 110 ) . For 
example , the ontology curation system 150 is configured to 
receive requests to access or view data objects from the 
client device ( s ) 110 , access the database ( s ) 126 to retrieve a 
set of data objects based on request attributes of the request , 
curate an ontology based on the set of data objects , and cause 
display of a presentation of the curated ontology at the client 
device ( s ) 110. The database ( s ) 126 may include one or more 
databases . 
[ 0025 ] As shown , the network environment 100 includes 
the client device ( s ) 110 in communication with the net 
worked system 102 over the network 104. The networked 
system 102 communicates and exchanges data with the 
client device ( s ) 110 that pertains to various functions and 
aspects associated with the networked system 102 and its 
users . Likewise , the client device ( s ) 110 , which may be any 
of a variety of types of devices that include at least a display , 
a processor , and communication capabilities that provide 
access to the network 104 ( e.g. , a smart phone , a tablet 
computer , a personal digital assistant ( PDA ) , a personal 
navigation device ( PND ) , a handheld computer , a desktop 
computer , a laptop or netbook , or a wearable computing 
device ) , may be operated by a user ( e.g. , a person ) of the 
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networked system 102 to exchange data with the networked 
system 102 over the network 104 . 
[ 0026 ] The client device ( s ) 110 communicates with the 
network 104 via a wired or wireless connection . For 
example , one or more portions of the network 104 may 
comprises an ad hoc network , an intranet , an extranet , a 
Virtual Private Network ( VPN ) , a Local Area Network 
( LAN ) , a wireless LAN ( WLAN ) , a Wide Area Network 
( WAN ) , a wireless WAN ( WWAN ) , a Metropolitan Area 
Network ( MAN ) , a portion of the Internet , a portion of the 
Public Switched Telephone Network ( PSTN ) , a cellular 
telephone network , a wireless network , a Wireless Fidelity 
( Wi - Fi® ) network , a Worldwide Interoperability for Micro 
wave Access ( WiMax ) network , another type of network , or 
any suitable combination thereof . 
[ 0027 ] In various embodiments , the data exchanged 
between the client device ( s ) 110 and the networked system 
102 may involve user - selected functions available through 
one or more user interfaces ( UIS ) . The Uls may be specifi 
cally associated with the web client 112 ( e.g. , a browser ) or 
the client application 114 , executing on the client device ( s ) 
110 , and in communication with the networked system 102 . 
[ 0028 ] FIG . 2 is a block diagram illustrating various 
components of the ontology curation system 150 , which is 
provided as part of the networked system 102 , consistent 
with some embodiments . To avoid obscuring the inventive 
subject matter with unnecessary detail , various functional 
components ( e.g. , modules and engines ) that are not ger 
mane to conveying an understanding of the inventive subject 
matter have been omitted from FIG . 2. However , a skilled 
artisan will readily recognize that various additional func 
tional components may be supported by the ontology cura 
tion system 150 to facilitate additional functionality that is 
not specifically described herein . 
[ 0029 ] As is understood by skilled artisans in the relevant 
computer arts , each functional component ( e.g. , module ) 
illustrated in FIG . 2 may be implemented using hardware 
( e.g. , a processor of a machine ) or a combination of logic 
( e.g. , executable software instructions ) and hardware ( e.g. , 
memory and processor of a machine ) for executing the logic . 
Furthermore , the various functional components depicted in 
FIG . 2 may reside on a single computer ( e.g. , a laptop ) , or 
may be distributed across several computers in various 
arrangements such as cloud - based architectures . Moreover , 
any two or more modules of the ontology curation system 
150 may be combined into a single module , or subdivided 
among multiple modules . It shall be appreciated that while 
the functional components ( e.g. , modules ) of FIG . 2 are 
discussed in the singular sense , other embodiments , 
multiple instances of one or more of the modules may be 
employed . 
[ 0030 ] The ontology curation system 150 is shown as 
including a communication module 210 , a parsing module 
220 , a curation module 230 , a presentation module 240 , and 
an object load service 250 , all configured to communicate 
with each other and the database ( s ) 126 ( e.g. , via a bus , 
shared memory , a switch , or application programming inter 
faces ( APIs ) ) . Databases 126 may comprise one or more 
databases , including , for example a primary database 260 
and a secondary database 270. In some example embodi 
ments , the primary database 260 is organized in an ontology , 
and the secondary database 270 is organized in a distinct 
format , that is not an ontology . In some example embodi 
ments , the secondary database 270 may contain high - scale 

datasets including time series data . In further embodiments , 
primary database 260 and / or secondary database 270 may be 
one or more key - value data stores . 
[ 0031 ] In some example embodiments , the application 
server 140 transmits requests to the ontology curation sys 
tem 150 , which in turn sends the request along to the 
database server 124. The database server 124 may then 
query a primary database ( e.g. , the primary database 260 ) . In 
such embodiments , the primary database 260 may employ 
an ontology schema and return search results based on the 
request received from the database server 124. The search 
results may for example include data objects including a 
string ( e.g. , text string ) , or JSON data object . 
[ 0032 ] In further embodiments , the ontology curation sys 
tem 150 may include a translation layer ( e.g. , Object Load 
Service 250 ) configured to intercept returned queries from 
the primary database 260 to add type , change a type , or to 
otherwise vary the returned query based on the custom 
ontology . For example , the object load service 250 may be 
configured to enrich the returned search results with data 
retrieved from another data source , such as the secondary 
database 270 , wherein the secondary database 270 may 
comprise : high - scale data sets , that include time series data ; 
an IP geocoding service that includes data useable to enrich 
data objects ( e.g. , IP addresses ) received from the primary 
database 260 with latitude / longitude coordinates ; as well as 
a map tile database that contains map imagery depicting 
locations of coordinates . 
[ 0033 ] In some example embodiments , the primary data 
base 260 returns a data object in response to receiving the 
request from the ontology curation system 150 , wherein the 
data object is a JSON data object that contains a primary key . 
The ontology curation system 150 receives the JSON object 
and queries the secondary database 270 using the primary 
key of the JSON data object as a query . 
[ 0034 ] The communication module 210 provides func 
tionality to communicate with client devices ( e.g. , client 
device ( s ) 110 ) in order to receive requests to view data 
objects . The requests may include a reference to a data 
object or a com nt of a data object , as well as attributes 
and properties of the requesting device ( client device 110 ) , 
and the requesting user ( e.g. , user 106 ) . The communication 
module 210 communicates requests . 
[ 0035 ] Object components of a data object may include 
object properties , object media , object notes , and object 
links . The object properties are structured pieces of infor 
mation that define behavior and characteristics of the data 
object ( e.g. , a data type ) . The object media include binary 
attachments of data that may include images , text , video , and 
other specialized forms . The object notes are free text 
containers of information that provide details about the data 
object itself . The object links define connections of any one 
data object to one or more linked data objects . Data objects 
may also include metadata that defines geo - coordinates 
( e.g. , to indicate a source location of the data object ) , as well 
as temporal data ( e.g. , defining a point in time in which the 
data object was collected ) . In some example embodiments , 
the data objects may further include an Access Control List 
( ACL ) , which is a list of Access Control Items ( ACIS ) Each 
ACI defines a level of permission that a particular user or 
user group is permitted to the data object . An ACL includes 
a set of these permissions . 
[ 0036 ] The presentation module 240 generates and causes 
display of a presentation of the data object based on the 
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curated ontology at the client device ( s ) 110. The presenta 
tion may be generated based on : the type of data to include 
in an object view ; pre - configured presentation requirements 
associated with data types ; as well as access credentials of 
a requesting user . For example , some users may have greater 
access privileges than other users , such that some data may 
not be viewable . In some example embodiments , the pre 
sentation of the data object is based on request attributes that 
include one or more device properties of the requesting 
device ( e.g. , client device ( s ) 110 ) . For example , the presen 
tation of the data object may differ based on the requesting 
device being a mobile device versus a desktop device , as 
both devices would receive different curated ontologies . 
[ 0037 ] In some example embodiments , the presentation 
module 240 also determines a presentation format of each 
linked data object in the curated ontology based on corre 
sponding object components . For example , a first data object 
may include object components indicating that the first data 
object can be displayed in a map image , while a second data 
object includes object components that indicate that the 
second data object must be displayed in a time series . The 
presentation module 240 formats the presentation of the 
curated ontology based on the object components . 
[ 0038 ] FIG . 2 also includes a depiction of database ( s ) 126 , 
wherein the database ( s ) 126 may include a primary database 
260 and a secondary database 270. In some example 
embodiments , the primary database 260 may receive data 
( e.g. , high - scale data sets ) from a data source . The parsing 
module 220 may access the data from the database 260 and 
parse out data attributes to be stored within the secondary 
database 270 ( e.g. , identifiers within the data set , and time 
stamps ) . In some example embodiments , the secondary 
database 270 may be a columnar database . The parsing 
module 220 may further assign a set of foreign keys to the 
parsed data of the secondary database 270 such that the 
foreign keys identify corresponding rows of data within the 
primary database 260 . 
[ 0039 ] FIG . 3 is a flowchart illustrating a method 300 for 
curating an ontology based on a prioritized set of data 
objects , according to ne example embodiments . The 
method 300 is embodied in computer - readable instructions 
for execution by one or more processors such that the 
operations of the method 300 are performed in part or in 
whole by the network - based ontology curation system 150 ; 
accordingly , the method 300 is described below by way of 
example with reference thereto . However , it shall be appre 
ciated that at least some of the operations of the method 300 
may be deployed on various other hardware configurations , 
and the method 300 is not intended to be limited to the 
network - based ontology curation system 150 . 
[ 0040 ] At operation 310 , the communication module 210 
receives a request to view or otherwise access a data object 
from a client device ( e.g. , client device ( s ) 110 ) . The request 
may include an identifier of a data object ( e.g. , based on a 
search query , or file name ) . In one embodiment , the request 
may comprise request attributes . In another embodiment , the 
request attributes may include at least a user identifier or a 
device identifier of the client device ( s ) 110. The request may 
be to access a data object representative of a person . In some 
example embodiments , the request does not need to include 
an identifier at all , and rather , the request may simply be a 
search query in which search results from the primary 
database may be used to query the secondary database . The 
system may thereby return relevant information from the 

primary and / or secondary database . For example , at opera 
tion 310 , the user 106 may send a request to the ontology 
curation system 150 for a specific data object , or to simple 
conduct a search based on a search query . 
[ 0041 ] At operation 320 , the communication module 210 
queries the API server 120 , the API server 120 queries the 
database server 124 , and the database server queries one or 
more databases ( e.g. , the databases 126 ) . In some embodi 
ments , database ( s ) 126 comprises at least a primary database 
( e.g. , primary database 260 ) and a secondary database ( e.g. , 
secondary database 270 ) . 
[ 0042 ] For example , in response to the request from the 
user 106 , the ontology curation system 150 search a sec 
ondary database ( e.g. , among the databases 126 ) to retrieve 
a set of data objects based on the data sources searches , the 
use case ( of the request ) , the user profile data , as well as 
other attribute s discussed herein . 
[ 0043 ] At operation 330 , the ontology curation system 150 
receives one or more data objects , as discussed above , from 
the databases 126. The set of data objects retrieved from the 
database ( s ) 126 may all be linked or otherwise related to the 
data object based on data object components ( e.g. , links ) . 
Links in an ontology are used only between objects in the 
ontology model , and the information for the links / objects 
may be stored wholly within the primary database 260 . 
[ 0044 ] At operation 340 , the curation module 230 priori 
tizes the set of data objects retrieved from the database ( s ) 
126 based on the request attributes of the request from the 
client device ( s ) 110. The request attributes include , for 
example , an identifier of the client device ( s ) 110 , properties 
and characteristics of the client device ( s ) 110 ( e.g. , device 
type , display type , display resolution , mobile or desktop , 
etc. ) , as well as attributes of the user 106 ( e.g. , based on user 
profile data ) . For example , certain data objects among the set 
of data objects may be prioritized more highly based on the 
client device ( s ) 110 being a mobile device versus a desktop 
device . As discussed above , the prioritization may be based 
on a use case of the data object as well as the data type . In 
some example embodiments , client device display size may 
also play a role . In some example embodiments , the set of 
data objects are also prioritized based on user attributes from 
a user profile , such as title , occupation , organization role , 
etc. 

[ 0045 ] At operation 350 , the curation module 230 curates 
an ontology based on the prioritized set of data objects and 
the attributes of the request from the client device ( s ) 110 . 
The curated ontology may thereby be delivered to the 
presentation module 240 in order to generate a presentation 
of the data object based on the curated ontology . The 
ontology consists of : a list of all object types ; a list of all 
object properties ; a list of all links between data objects ; a 
list of all allowable property types for a given object type ; 
as well as a list of all allowable link types for a given object 
type . 
[ 0046 ] In some example embodiments , a default view of 
the ontology may be overwritten by a custom view . One 
such modeling may be a tree , in which there are custom 
views at each level , and overriding at lower levels ( when 
there is greater specificity as to the circumstances behind the 
request ) . Advantages of such embodiments include starting 
with a broad base ontology ( e.g. , only person data objects ) 
that may be refined based on specific use cases . For example , 
different person data objects ( e.g. , athletes , mechanics , 
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presentation of the data object based on the curated ontol 
ogy . The ontology consists of : a list of all object types ; a list 
of all object properties ; a list of all links between data 
objects ; a list of all allowable property types for a given 
object type ; as well as a list of all allowable link types for 
a given object type . 
[ 0052 ] FIG . 5 is a flowchart illustrating a method 500 for 
prioritizing a set of data objects according to a machine 
learning model , consistent with some embodiments . As 
shown in FIG . 5 , one or more operations 510 , 520 , and 530 
may be performed as part ( e.g. , a precursor task , a subrou 
tine , or a portion ) of the method 300 , in which the ontology 
curation system 150 curates an ontology based on a priori 
tized set of data objects , according to some example embodi 
ments . 

pilots ) or even further refined ( for example , airplane pilots , 
stewards , traffic controller ) if dealing with a specific use case 
( for example , transportation ) . 
[ 0047 ] FIG . 4 is a flowchart illustrating a method 400 for 
curating an ontology based on a request to view a data 
object , according to some example embodiments . The 
method 400 is embodied in computer - readable instructions 
for execution by one or more processors such that the 
operations of the method 400 are performed in part or in 
whole by the network - based ontology curation system 150 ; 
accordingly , the method 400 is described below by way of 
example with reference thereto . However , it shall be appre 
ciated that at least some of the operations of the method 400 
may be deployed on various other hardware configurations , 
and the method 400 is not intended to be limited to the 
network - based ontology curation system 150. At operation 
410 , the communication module 210 receives a request to 
view or otherwise access a data object from a client device 
( e.g. , client device ( s ) 110 ) . The request may include an 
identifier of a data object ( e.g. , based on a search query , or 
file name ) . In one embodiment , the request may comprise 
request attributes . In another embodiment , the request attri 
butes may include at least a user identifier or a device 
identifier of the client device ( s ) 110. The request may be to 
access a data object representative of a person . In some 
example embodiments , the request does not need to include 
an identifier at all , and rather , the request may simply be a 
search query in which search results from the primary 
database may be used to query the secondary database . The 
system may thereby return relevant information from the 
primary and / or secondary database . For example , at opera 
tion 410 , the user 106 may send a request to the ontology 
curation system 150 for a specific data object , or to simple 
conduct a search based on a search query . 
[ 0048 ] At operation 420 , the communication module 210 
queries the API server 120 , the API server 120 queries the 
database server 124 , and the database server queries one or 
more databases ( e.g. , the databases 126 ) . In some embodi 
ments , database ( s ) 126 comprises at least a primary database 
( e.g. , primary database 260 ) and a secondary database ( e.g. , 
secondary database 270 ) . 
[ 0049 ] For example , in response to the request from the 
user 106 , the ontology curation system 150 search a primary 
database 260 to retrieve a data object or set of data objects 
based on the request attributes . The data object or set of data 
objects within the primary database 260 may contain cor 
responding ontology schema , as well as data attributes such 
as identifiers . 
[ 0050 ] At operation 430 , the ontology curation system 150 
receives the one or more data objects from the primary 
database 260 , and accesses a secondary database 270 to 
retrieve related data objects . For example , the secondary 
database 270 may contain high - scale data including time 
series data . The ontology curation system searches the 
secondary database 270 and retrieves high - scale data related 
to the one or more data objects retrieved from the primary 
database , based on the data attributes of the one or more data objects . 
[ 0051 ] At operation 440 , the curation module 230 curates 
an ontology based on the high - scale data , the set of data 
objects , the request attributes of the request , and the ontol 
ogy schema of the one or more data objects from the primary 
database 260. The curated ontology may thereby be deliv 
ered to the presentation module 240 in order to generate a 

[ 0053 ] At operation 510 , the ontology curation system 150 
trains a machine - learning model based on the request to 
view a data object and request attributes , wherein the request 
attributes further include ontology configurations . For 
example , the request may include ontology configuration 
data to define a prioritization of a set of data objects linked 
to a requested data object based on object components of the 
set of data objects . For example , the prioritization may 
indicate that client devices with a particular set of charac 
teristics ( e.g. , mobile , desktop client , wearable , etc. ) have 
prioritization requirements that define what types of data 
objects should be presented . In some embodiments , the 
prioritization may use artificial intelligence techniques 
known to one of ordinary skill in the art , such as a neural 
network , deep learning , support vector machines , clustering , 
and / or Bayesian networks . 
[ 0054 ] At operation 520 , the ontology curation system 150 
receives a second request to view the same data object . The 
second request includes similar request attributes ( e.g. , 
based on having similar device characteristics and input 
data ) , however does not include any ontology configura 
tions . 
[ 0055 ] At operation 530 , the curation module 230 curates 
a set of data objects in response to the second request based 
on the machine learning model and the request attributes of 
the second request . 
[ 0056 ] FIG . 6 is an interface diagram illustrating presen 
tations 600 of a data object based on curated ontologies , 
consistent with some embodiments . FIG . 6 includes a data 
object 602 , a first presentation of a data object 604 that 
includes a first curation of data objects 606 , and a second 
presentation of the data object 608. The second presentation 
of the data object 608 includes a second curation of data 
objects 610 , 612 , 614 , and 616 . 
[ 0057 ] As shown in FIG . 6 , the data object 602 represents 
a person . The data object 602 includes object components 
that may include data properties , media , notes , as well as 
data links to other data objects within the networked system 
102. Data object 602 includes an identifier ( e.g. , " BEN 
RICHARDS " ) , as well as information which defines a data 
type , a creation time of the data object 602 , and in some 
embodiments , a user that created the data object 702 ( e.g. , 
user 106 ) . The data object 602 also includes metadata such 
as geo - coordinates of the data object 602 ( e.g. , a location of 
the user 106 when the user 106 created the data object 602 ) , 
as well as temporal metadata specifying a point in time in 
which the data object 602 was created or corresponds . 
[ 0058 ] In some example embodiments , the data object 602 
includes object components that define data source infor 
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mation of the data object 602 , as well as security information 
associated with the data object 602. Examples of data 
sources include databases , spreadsheets , text documents , 
and individual users . Security information includes permis 
sions associated with the data object 602. Permissions may 
define access to the data object 602 itself , as well as 
individual components of the data object 602. For example , 
the permissions may indicate that only some users may see 
a data source of the data object 602. The security informa 
tion associated with the data object 602 may be defined in an 
access control list associated with the data object 602 . 
Examples of permission levels of a data object are provided 
in Table - 1 below : 

TABLE 1 

Permission level Data access level 

Discovery Users can be notified that the data exists but can't 
see it . 

Read 
Write 
Owner 

Users can find and read the data but can't change it . 
Users can find , read , and change the data . 
Users can find , read , change , and adjust the 
permissions on the data . 

[ 0059 ] As described above in reference to the method 300 , 
a user may provide a request to the ontology curation system 
150 to access or view the data object 602. For example , the 
request may include a reference to an identifier of the data 
object 602 ( e.g. , “ BEN RICHARDS ” ) , or may include a 
selection of a graphical representation of the data object 602 
displayed within a GUI displayed at the client device ( s ) 110 . 
In response to receiving the request , the ontology curation 
system 150 curates an ontology associated with the data 
object 602 in order to generate and cause display of a 
presentation of the data object 602 at the client device ( s ) 
110 . 
[ 0060 ] The ontology curated by the ontology curation 
system 150 may be based on request attributes of the request 
as well as components of the data object 602 itself . As shown 
in FIG . 6 , the first presentation of the data object 604 
includes a first curation of data objects 606. For example , the 
ontology curation system 150 may receive a first request 
from a first client device from among the client devices 110 
to view the data object 602. In response to receiving the first 
request from the first client device , the ontology curation 
system 150 curates an ontology based on the request attri 
butes that include characteristics of the first client device . 
The first presentation of the data object 604 may for example 
be generated based on user attributes of the user 106 ( e.g. , 
security clearance information ) , and the first client device 
being identified as a mobile device , or due to the first client 
device having a small display screen . 
[ 0061 ] The ontology curation system 150 may receive a 
second request to access the data object 602 from a second 
client device from among the client device ( s ) 110. The 
ontology curation system 150 curates a second curation of 
data object ( e.g. , data objects 610 , 612 , 614 , and 616 ) based 
on request attributes of the second request that includes 
device characteristics of the second client device . For 
example , the ontology curation system 150 may identify that 
the second client device is a desktop device . 
[ 0062 ] In some example embodiments , as described in 
FIG . 3 , the ontology curation system 150 may curate the 
ontology based on various request attributes that include 
work group identifiers of the requesting user ( e.g. , user 106 ) . 

For example , the ontology curation system 150 may deter 
mine that the first request described above is from a first 
work group within an organization ( e.g. , a secretary ) , 
whereas the second request is received from a second work 
group ( e.g. , sales ) . 
[ 0063 ] FIG . 7 is a diagrammatic representation of a 
machine in the example form of a computer system within 
which a set of instructions for causing the machine to 
perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed 
herein may be executed . Specifically , FIG . 7 shows a dia 
grammatic representation of the machine 700 in the example 
form of a system , within which instructions 702 ( e.g. , 
software , a program , an application , an applet , an app , a 
driver , or other executable code ) for causing the machine 
700 to perform any one or more of the methodologies 
discussed herein may be executed . For example , the instruc 
tions 702 include executable code that causes the machine 
700 to execute the methods 400 and 500. In this way , these 
instructions 702 transform the general , non - programmed 
machine into a particular machine programmed to carry out 
the described and illustrated functions in the manner 
described herein . The machine 700 may operate as a stand 
alone device or may be coupled ( e.g. , networked ) to other 
machines . 
[ 0064 ] By way of non - limiting example , the machine 700 
may comprise or correspond to a television , a computer 
( e.g. , a server computer , a client computer , a personal 
computer ( PC ) , a tablet computer , a laptop computer , or a 
netbook ) , a set - top box ( STB ) , a personal digital assistant 
( PDA ) , an entertainment media system ( e.g. , an audio / video 
receiver ) , a cellular telephone , a smart phone , a mobile 
device , a wearable device ( e.g. , a smart watch ) , a portable 
media player , or any machine capable of outputting audio 
signals and capable of executing the instructions 702 , 
sequentially or otherwise , that specify actions to be taken by 
machine 700. Further , while only a single machine 700 is 
illustrated , the term “ machine ” shall also be taken to include 
a collection of machines 700 that individually or jointly 
execute the instructions 702 to perform any one or more of 
the methodologies discussed herein . 
[ 0065 ] The machine 700 may include processors 704 , 
memory 706 , storage unit 708 and I / O components 710 , 
which may be configured to communicate with each other 
such as via a bus 712. In an example embodiment , the 
processors 704 ( e.g. , a central processing unit ( CPU ) , a 
reduced instruction set computing ( RISC ) processor , a com 
plex instruction set computing ( CISC ) processor , a graphics 
processing unit ( GPU ) , a digital signal processor ( DSP ) , an 
application specific integrated circuit ( ASIC ) , a radio - fre 
quency integrated circuit ( RFIC ) , another processor , or any 
suitable combination thereof ) may include , for example , 
processor 714 and processor 716 that may execute instruc 
tions 702. The term “ processor ” is intended to include 
multi - core processors that may comprise two or more inde 
pendent processors ( sometimes referred to as “ cores ” ) that 
may execute instructions 702 contemporaneously . Although 
FIG . 7 shows multiple processors 704 , the machine 700 may 
include a single processor with a single core , a single 
processor with multiple cores ( e.g. , a multi - core processor ) , 
multiple processors with a single core , multiple processors 
with multiples cores , or any combination thereof . 
[ 0066 ] The memory 706 ( e.g. , a main memory or other 
memory storage ) and the storage unit 708 are both acces 
sible to the processors 704 such as via the bus 712. The 
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point based input components ( e.g. , a mouse , a touchpad , a 
trackball , a joystick , a motion sensor , or other pointing 
instrument ) , tactile input components ( e.g. , a physical but 
ton , a touch screen that provides location and / or force of 
touches or touch gestures , or other tactile input compo 
nents ) , audio input components , and the like . The output 
components 720 may include visual components ( e.g. , a 
display such as a plasma display panel ( PDP ) , a light 
emitting diode ( LED ) display , a liquid crystal display 
( LCD ) , a projector , or a cathode ray tube ( CRT ) ) , acoustic 
components ( e.g. , speakers ) , haptic components ( e.g. , a 
vibratory motor , resistance mechanisms ) , other signal gen 
erators , and so forth . 
[ 0070 ] Communication may be implemented using a wide 
variety of technologies . The I / O components 710 may 
include communication components 722 operable to couple 
the machine 700 to a network 724 or devices 726 via 
coupling 728 and coupling 730 , respectively . For example , 
the communication components 722 may include a network 
interface component or other suitable device to interface 
with the network 724. In further examples , communication 
components 722 may include wired communication com 
ponents , wireless communication components , cellular com 
munication components , near field communication ( NFC ) 
components , Bluetooth® components ( e.g. , Bluetooth® 
Low Energy ) , Wi - Fi® components , and other communica 
tion components to provide communication via other 
modalities . The devices 726 may be another machine or any 
of a wide variety of peripheral devices ( e.g. , a peripheral 
device coupled via a Universal Serial Bus ( USB ) ) . 

memory 706 and the storage unit 708 store the instructions 
702 embodying any one or more of the methodologies or 
functions described herein . In some embodiments , the data 
base ( s ) 126 resides on the storage unit 708. The instructions 
702 may also reside , completely or partially , within the 
memory 706 , within the storage unit 708 , within at least one 
of the processors 704 ( e.g. , within the processor's cache 
memory ) , or any suitable combination thereof , during 
execution thereof by the machine 700. Accordingly , the 
memory 706 , the storage unit 708 , and the memory of 
processors 704 are examples of machine - readable media . 
[ 0067 ] As used herein , “ machine - readable medium ” 
means a device able to store instructions and data tempo 
rarily or permanently and may include , but is not be limited 
to , random - access memory ( RAM ) , read - only memory 
( ROM ) , buffer memory , flash memory , optical media , mag 
netic media , cache memory , other types of storage ( e.g. , 
erasable programmable read - only memory ( EEPROM ) ) , or 
any suitable combination thereof . The term “ machine - read 
able medium ” should be taken to include a single medium or 
multiple media ( e.g. , a centralized or distributed database , or 
associated caches and servers ) able to store instructions 702 . 
The term " machine - readable medium ” shall also be taken to 
include any medium , or combination of multiple media , that 
is capable of storing instructions ( e.g. , instructions 702 ) for 
execution by a machine ( e.g. , machine 700 ) , such that the 
instructions , when executed by one or more processors of 
the machine 700 ( e.g. , processors 704 ) , cause the machine 
700 to perform any one or more of the methodologies 
described herein ( e.g. , methods 400 and 500 ) . Accordingly , 
a “ machine - readable medium ” refers to a single storage 
apparatus or device , as well as “ cloud - based ” storage sys 
tems or storage networks that include multiple storage 
apparatus or devices . The term “ machine - readable medium ” 
excludes signals per se . 
[ 0068 ] Furthermore , the “ machine - readable medium ” is 
non - transitory in that it does not embody a propagating 
signal . However , labeling the tangible machine - readable 
medium as “ non - transitory ” should not be construed to mean 
that the medium is incapable of movement — the medium 
should be considered as being transportable from one real 
world location to another . Additionally , since the machine 
readable medium is tangible , the medium may be considered 
to be a machine - readable device . 
[ 0069 ] The I / O components 710 may include a wide 
variety of components to receive input , provide output , 
produce output , transmit information , exchange informa 
tion , capture measurements , and so on . The specific I / O 
components 710 that are included in a particular machine 
will depend on the type of machine . For example , portable 
machines such as mobile phones will likely include a touch 
input device or other such input mechanisms , while a 
headless server machine will likely not include such a touch 
input device . It will be appreciated that the I / O components 
710 may include many other components that are not 
specifically shown in FIG . 7. The I / O components 710 are 
grouped according to functionality merely for simplifying 
the following discussion and the grouping is in no way 
limiting . In various example embodiments , the I / O compo 
nents 710 may include input components 718 and output 
components 720. The input components 718 may include 
alphanumeric input components ( e.g. , a keyboard , a touch 
screen configured to receive alphanumeric input , a photo 
optical keyboard , or other alphanumeric input components ) , 

Modules , Components and Logic 
[ 0071 ] Certain embodiments are described herein as 
including logic or a number of components , modules , or 
mechanisms . Modules may constitute either software mod 
ules ( e.g. , code embodied on a machine - readable medium or 
in a transmission signal ) or hardware modules . A hardware 
module is a tangible unit capable of performing certain 
operations and may be configured or arranged in a certain 
manner . In example embodiments , one or more computer 
systems ( e.g. , a standalone , client , or server computer sys 
tem ) or one or more hardware modules of a computer system 
( e.g. , a processor or a group of processors ) may be config 
ured by software ( e.g. , an application or application portion ) 
as a hardware module that operates to perform certain 
operations as described herein . 
[ 0072 ] In various embodiments , a hardware module may 
be implemented mechanically or electronically . For 
example , a hardware module may comprise dedicated cir 
cuitry or logic that is permanently configured ( e.g. , as a 
special - purpose processor , such as a field - programmable 
gate array ( FPGA ) or an application - specific integrated 
circuit ( ASIC ) ) to perform certain operations . A hardware 
module may also comprise programmable logic or circuitry 
( e.g. , as encompassed within a general - purpose processor or 
other programmable processor ) that is temporarily config 
ured by software to perform certain operations . It will be 
appreciated that the decision to implement a hardware 
module mechanically , in dedicated and permanently config 
ured circuitry , or in temporarily configured circuitry ( e.g. , 
configured by software ) may be driven by cost and time 
considerations . 
[ 0073 ] Accordingly , the term “ hardware module ” should 
be understood to encompass a tangible entity , be that an 
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accessible via a network ( e.g. , the Internet ) and via one or 
more appropriate interfaces ( e.g. , APIs ) . 
Electronic Apparatus and System 
[ 0078 ] Example embodiments may be implemented in 
digital electronic circuitry , or in computer hardware , firm 
ware , or software , or in combinations of them . Example 
embodiments may be implemented using a computer pro 
gram product , for example , a computer program tangibly 
embodied in an information carrier , for example , in a 
machine - readable medium for execution by , or to control the 
operation of , data processing apparatus , for example , a 
programmable processor , a computer , or multiple comput 
ers . 

entity that is physically constructed , permanently configured 
( e.g. , hardwired ) or temporarily configured ( e.g. , pro 
grammed ) to operate in a certain manner and / or to perform 
certain operations described herein . Considering embodi 
ments in which hardware modules are temporarily config 
ured ( e.g. , programmed ) , each of the hardware modules need 
not be configured or instantiated at any one instance in time . 
For example , where the hardware modules comprise a 
general - purpose processor configured using software , the 
general - purpose processor may be configured as respective 
different hardware modules at different times . Software may 
accordingly configure a processor , for example , to constitute 
a particular hardware module at one instance of time and to 
constitute a different hardware module at a different instance 
of time . 

[ 0074 ] Hardware modules can provide information to , and 
receive information from , other hardware modules . Accord 
ingly , the described hardware modules may be regarded as 
being communicatively coupled . Where multiple of such 
hardware modules exist contemporaneously , communica 
tions may be achieved through signal transmission ( e.g. , 
over appropriate circuits and buses that connect the hard 
ware modules ) . In embodiments in which multiple hardware 
modules are configured or instantiated at different times , 
communications between such hardware modules may be 
achieved , for example , through the storage and retrieval of 
information in memory structures to which the multiple 
hardware modules have access . For example , one hardware 
module may perform an operation and store the output of 
that operation in a memory device to which it is communi 
catively coupled . A further hardware module may then , at a 
later time , access the memory device to retrieve and process 
the stored output . Hardware modules may also initiate 
communications with input or output devices , and can 
operate on a resource ( e.g. , a collection of information ) . 
[ 0075 ] The various operations of example methods 
described herein may be performed , at least partially , by one 
or more processors that are temporarily configured ( e.g. , by 
software ) or permanently configured to perform the relevant 
operations . Whether temporarily or permanently configured , 
such processors may constitute processor - implemented 
modules that operate to perform one or more operations or 
functions . The modules referred to herein may , in some 
example embodiments , comprise processor - implemented 
modules . 

[ 0076 ] Similarly , the methods described herein may be at 
least partially processor - implemented . For example , at least 
some of the operations of a method may be performed by 
one or more processors or processor - implemented modules . 
The performance of certain of the operations may be dis 
tributed among the one or more processors , not only residing 
within a single machine , but deployed across a number of 
machines . In some example embodiments , the processor or 
processors may be located in a single location ( e.g. , within 
a home environment , an office environment , or a server 
farm ) , while in other embodiments the processors may be 
distributed across a number of locations . 
[ 0077 ] The one or more processors may also operate to 
support performance of the relevant operations in a “ cloud 
computing ” environment or as a " software as a service ” 
( SaaS ) . For example , at least some of the operations may be 
performed by a group of computers ( as examples of 
machines including processors ) , with these operations being 

[ 0079 ] A computer program can be written in any form of 
programming language , including compiled or interpreted 
languages , and it can be deployed in any form , including as 
a standalone program or as a module , subroutine , or other 
unit suitable for use in a computing environment . A com 
puter program can be deployed to be executed on one 
computer or on multiple computers at one site , or distributed 
across multiple sites and interconnected by a communication 
network . 
[ 0080 ] In example embodiments , operations may be per 
formed by one or more programmable processors executing 
a computer program to perform functions by operating on 
input data and generating output . Method operations can 
also be performed by , and apparatus of example embodi 
ments may be implemented as , special purpose logic cir 
cuitry ( e.g. , an FPGA or an ASIC ) . 
[ 0081 ] The computing system can include clients and 
servers . A client and server are generally remote from each 
other and typically interact through a communication net 
work . The relationship of client and server arises by virtue 
of computer programs running on the respective computers 
and having a client - server relationship to each other . In 
embodiments deploying a programmable computing system , 
it will be appreciated that both hardware and software 
architectures merit consideration . Specifically , it will be 
appreciated that the choice of whether to implement certain 
functionality in permanently configured hardware ( e.g. , an 
ASIC ) , in temporarily configured hardware ( e.g. , a combi 
nation of software and a programmable processor ) , or in a 
combination of permanently and temporarily configured 
hardware may be a design choice . Below are set out hard 
ware ( e.g. , machine ) and software architectures that may be 
deployed , in various example embodiments . 
Language 

[ 0082 ] Although the embodiments of the present invention 
have been described with reference to specific example 
embodiments , it will be evident that various modifications 
and changes may be made to these embodiments without 
departing from the broader scope of the inventive subject 
matter . Accordingly , the specification and drawings are to be 
regarded in an illustrative rather than a restrictive sense . The 
accompanying drawings that form a part hereof show , by 
way of illustration , and not of limitation , specific embodi 
ments in which the subject matter may be practiced . The 
embodiments illustrated are described in sufficient detail to 
enable those skilled in the art to practice the teachings 
disclosed herein . Other embodiments may be used and 
derived therefrom , such that structural and logical substitu 
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tions and changes may be made without departing from the 
scope of this disclosure . This Detailed Description , there 
fore , is not to be taken in a limiting sense , and the scope of 
various embodiments is defined only by the appended 
claims , along with the full range of equivalents to which 
such claims are entitled . 
[ 0083 ] Such embodiments of the inventive subject matter 
may be referred to herein , individually and / or collectively , 
by the term “ invention ” merely for convenience and without 
intending to voluntarily limit the scope of this application to 
any single invention or inventive concept if more than one 
is in fact disclosed . Thus , although specific embodiments 
have been illustrated and described herein , it should be 
appreciated that any arrangement calculated to achieve the 
same purpose may be substituted for the specific embodi 
ments shown . This disclosure is intended to cover any and 
all adaptations or variations of various embodiments . Com 
binations of the above embodiments , and other embodi 
ments not specifically described herein , will be apparent , to 
those of skill in the art , upon reviewing the above descrip 
tion . 
[ 0084 ] All publications , patents , and patent documents 
referred to in this document are incorporated by reference 
herein in their entirety , as though individually incorporated 
by reference . In the event of inconsistent usages between 
this document and those documents so incorporated by 
reference , the usage in the incorporated references should be 
considered supplementary to that of this document ; for 
irreconcilable inconsistencies , the usage in this document 
controls . 
[ 0085 ] In this document , the terms “ a ” or “ an ” are used , as 
is common in patent documents , to include one or more than 
one , independent of any other instances or usages of “ at least 
one ” or “ one or more . ” In this document , the term “ or ” is 
used to refer to a nonexclusive or , such that “ A or B ” 
includes “ A but not B , ” “ B but not A , ” and “ A and B , ” unless 
otherwise indicated . In the appended claims , the terms 
“ including ” and “ in which ” are used as the plain - English 
equivalents of the respective terms “ comprising ” and 
“ wherein . ” Also , in the following claims , the terms “ includ 
ing ” and “ comprising " are open - ended ; that is , a system , 
device , article , or process that includes elements in addition 
to those listed after such a term in a claim are still deemed 
to fall within the scope of that claim . 

1. ( canceled ) 
2. A system comprising : 
one or more processors of a machine ; and 
a memory storing instructions that , when executed by the 

one or more processors , cause the machine to perform 
operations comprising : 

receiving a request to access a data object from a client 
device , the request to access the data object comprising 
a set of request attributes ; 

identifying a property of the data object responsive to 
receiving the request to access the data object from the 
client device ; 

accessing a plurality of data objects based on the property 
of the data object ; and 

generating a presentation of the plurality of data objects 
based on the set of request attributes of the request . 

3. The system of claim 2 , wherein the request attributes 
include one or more of the list comprising : 

user attributes of a user of the client device ; 
device attributes of the client device ; and 

an ontology configuration associated with the request , 
wherein the ontology configuration defines a prioriti 
zation of the plurality of data objects . 

4. The system of claim 2 , wherein the generating the 
presentation of the plurality of data objects based on the set 
of request attributes of the request is based on a machine 
learned model that correlates the set of request attributes 
with an ontology configuration that defines a prioritization 
of the plurality of data objects . 

5. The system of claim 2 , wherein the generating the 
presentation of the plurality of data objects further comprise : 

determining a format of the presentation of the plurality of 
data objects based on the property of the data objects , 
the format of the presentation defining graphical prop 
erties of the plurality of data objects ; and 

generating the presentation of the plurality of data objects 
based on the set of request attributes of the request and 
the format of the presentation of the plurality of data 
objects . 

6. The system of claim 2 , wherein the presentation of the 
plurality of data objects includes an identification of one or 
more links between each of the plurality of data objects . 

7. The system of claim 2 , wherein the presentation of the 
plurality of data objects includes an ontological tree . 

8. The system of claim 2 , wherein the accessing the 
plurality of data objects based on the property of the data 
object further comprises : 

accessing a database that comprises a collection of data 
objects , each data object among the collection of data 
object including associated permissions that define 
access criteria for each data object among the collection 
of data objects ; and 

retrieving the plurality of data objects from the collection 
of data objects based on the associated permissions and 
the set of request attributes . 

9. A method comprising : 
receiving a request to access a data object from a client 

device , the request to access the data object comprising 
a set of request attributes ; 

identifying a property of the data object responsive to 
receiving the request to access the data object from the 
client device ; 

accessing a plurality of data objects based on the property 
of the data object ; and 

generating a presentation of the plurality of data objects 
based on the set of request attributes of the request . 

10. The method of claim 9 , wherein the request attributes 
include one or more of the list comprising : 

user attributes of a user of the client device ; 
device attributes of the client device ; and 
an ontology configuration associated with the request , 

wherein the ontology configuration defines a prioriti 
zation of the plurality of data objects . 

11. The method of claim 9 , wherein the generating the 
presentation of the plurality of data objects based on the set 
of request attributes of the request is based on a machine 
learned model that correlates the set of request attributes 
with an ontology configuration that defines a prioritization 
of the plurality of data objects . 

12. The method of claim 9 , wherein the generating the 
presentation of the plurality of data objects further comprise : 

determining a format of the presentation of the plurality of 
data objects based on the property of the data objects , 
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the format of the presentation defining graphical prop 
erties of the plurality of data objects ; and 

generating the presentation of the plurality of data objects 
based on the set of request attributes of the request and 
the format of the presentation of the plurality of data 
objects . 

13. The method of claim 9 , wherein the presentation of the 
plurality of data objects includes an identification of one or 
more links between each of the plurality of data objects . 

14. The method of claim 9 , wherein the presentation of the 
plurality of data objects includes an ontological tree . 

15. The method of claim 9 , wherein the accessing the 
plurality of data objects based on the property of the data 
object further comprises : 

accessing a database that comprises a collection of data 
objects , each data object among the collection of data 
object including associated permissions that define 
access criteria for each data object among the collection 
of data objects ; and 

retrieving the plurality of data objects from the collection 
of data objects based on the associated permissions and 
the set of request attributes . 

16. A non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
comprising instructions that , when executed by one or more 
processors of a machine , cause the machine to perform 
operations comprising : 

receiving a request to access a data object from a client 
device , the request to access the data object comprising 
a set of request attributes ; 

identifying a property of the data object responsive to 
receiving the request to access the data object from the 
client device ; 

accessing a plurality of data objects based on the property 
of the data object ; and 

generating a presentation of the plurality of data objects 
based on the set of request attributes of the request . 

17. The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 16 , wherein the request attributes include one or 
more of the list comprising : 

user attributes of a user of the client device ; 
device attributes of the client device ; and 
an ontology configuration associated with the request , 

wherein the ontology configuration defines a prioriti 
zation of the plurality of data objects . 

18. The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 16 , wherein the generating the presentation of the 
plurality of data objects based on the set of request attributes 
of the request is based on a machine learned model that 
correlates the set of request attributes with an ontology 
configuration that defines a prioritization of the plurality of 
data objects . 

19. The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 16 , wherein the generating the presentation of the 
plurality of data objects further comprise : 

determining a format of the presentation of the plurality of 
data objects based on the property of the data objects , 
the format of the presentation defining graphical prop 
erties of the plurality of data objects ; and 

generating the presentation of the plurality of data objects 
based on the set of request attributes of the request and 
the format of the presentation of the plurality of data 
objects . 

20. The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 16 , wherein the presentation of the plurality of data 
objects includes an identification of one or more links 
between each of the plurality of data objects . 

21. The non - transitory machine - readable storage medium 
of claim 16 , wherein the presentation of the plurality of data 
objects includes an ontological tree . 
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